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A']['Ho Oaths have been in use in all colin,
tries of which we have any exact information,
and it is probable that there is no nation which
has any clear notion of a Supreme
Being, or of
superior beings, that does not make use of oaths
on certain
solemn occasions.
An oath may be
described
generally as an appeal or address to a
superior
being, by which the person making it
engages to declare the truth on the occasion on
which he takes the oath, or by which he promises
to do something
hereafter.
The person who iraposes or receives the oath, imposes or receives it
on the supposition
that the person making it apprehends some evil consequences
to himself from
the superior being, if he should violate the oath.
The person taking the oath may or may not ft_r
such consequences,
but the value of the oath in
the eyes of him who receives or imposes it constats in the opinion which he has of its influence
over the person who takes it. An oath may be
taken voluntarily,
or it may be imposed on a person under certain
circumstances
by a political
superior;
or it may be the only condition
on
which the assertion
or declaration
of a person
shall be admitted
as evidence of any fact. -- The
form of taking
the oath has varied
greatly in
different countries.
Among the Greeks a pemon
sometimes
placed
his hand on the altar of the
deity by whom he swore; but the forms of oaths
were almost as various as the occasions.
Oaths
were often used in judicial
proceedings
among
the Greeks.
The Dicastm, who were judges and
jurymen,
gave their verdict
upon oath.
The
Heliastic oath is stated at length in the speech of

on oath: perhaps
the oath on the part of witnesses was generally voluntary.
(Demosth.,//pS_
*Aepo,6or _evS,
c. 16; Kar(_
K_y_vo_,
c. 10;
and Meier and Sch5mann,
Att. Process., p. 675.}
-- In the Roman
jurisprudence
an oath was
required
in some cases from the plaintiff, or the
defendant,
or both.
Thus the oath of calumny
was required
from the plaintiff,
which was a
solemn declaration
that he did not prosecute his
suit for any fraudulent
or malicious purpose.
The
offen_ of false swearing was perjurium,
perjury;
but it was considered
a less offense in a party to
a suit when the oath was imposed by ajudex than
when it was voluntary.
It docks not appear that
in civil proceedings
witnesses
were necessarily
examined
on oath; but witnesses
appear to have
been examined
(m oath in the judicia
pubh'ca,
which were criminal
proceedings.
The title in
the Digest, "De Testibus" (22, tit. 5), makes no
mention of the oath, though it speaks of punishment being inflicted on witnesses who bore false
testimony.
-- The law in America
and England,
as a rule, requires evidence or testimony
for judicial purpose_
to be given on oath.
A Jew, a
Mohammedan
and a Hindoo may be sworn as
witnesses, but they must severally take the oath
in that form which is sanctioned
by the usage _)f
their country or nation, and which they severally
consider to be binding.
The offense of declaring
what is false when a witness is examined
upon
oath, constitutes
perjury.Declarations
made
by a person under the apprehension
of immediate
death are generally admitted as evidence in judicial proceedings,
when properly verified; for it is

not appear that the oath was always imposed on
Demosthenesin judicial
against proceedings;
Timocrates
(c.and86).yet It itdoes
witnesses
uppears that sometimes witnesses gave their evidence
120
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person is placed at the time of making the declarconsidered
circumstances
which the
ation
furnishthat as the
strong
motives forin veracity
as
the obligation
of an oath.
Quakers also, in all
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civil case_ were allowed by the statute
7 & 8
ercised over the judge by the legislator,
or over
Win. IIL, c. 34, to give their evidence on affrm,
the sheriff by the judge.
In the latter case the
ation; and now the affirmation
of Quakers
and
ceremony
is a mere form without
any useful
Moravians
is admissible
in all judicial
proceedeffect whatever."--The
absurdity
of this arguings, both civil and criminal. -- As oaths may be
ment hardly needs to be exposed.
He who sdeitl_er voluntary
or may be imposed by a political
ministers the oath, by virtue of the pow_ which
suCperior, so the" may be imposed either on extrahe has to administer
it. and the politicM ouperior
_udicial or on judicial
occasions.
Oaths which
who imposes the oathS, may either beheve or not
are imposed on occasion of judicial
proceedings
believe that the Deity will punisli false swearing,
• are the most frequent,
and the occasions arc the
and it is quite immaterial
to the question which
most important
to the interests of society.
The
of the two opinions they entertain.
That which
principle
on which an oath is administered
on
gives the oath a value in the eyes of him who ad.
judicial
occasions
is this it is supposed
that an
ministers
It, or of that political
superior
who
additional
security
is therrby
acquired
for the
imposes it, is the opinion of the person who Sakes
veracity of him who takes the oath.
Bentham,
the o_,h; and if the individual
who takes the
in his " Rationale
of Evidence,"
on the contrary,
oath believes that the Deity, in case it is profaned,
affirms that, "whether
principle or experience be will inflict a punlshmcnt
which otherwise
he
regarded,
the oath will be found, in the hands of would not inflict, the object of him who enforces
justice, an aitogether
useless instrument;
in the
the oath is accomplished,
and an additional
sanehands of injustice, a deplorably
serviceable
one,"
tion a_ainst mendacity
is secured.
It matters
"that it is inefficacious to all good purposes,"
and
not whether
the Deity will punish or not, or
"that it is by no means inefficacious
to bad ones."
whether he who enforces the oath believes that he
--The
three great sanctions
or securities
for rewill punish or not. if lie who takes the oath
racity in a witno_% or, to speak perhaps more corbelieves that the Deity will punish false swearing,
rectly, the three great sanctions against mendacity
that is sufficient to show that the oath is of itself
in a witness, are, the punishment
legally imposed
a sanction. -- The fear of legal punishment
is
on a person who is convicted
of false, swearing,
admitted
by Bentham
to be a sanction
against
the punishment
inflicted by public opinion or the
mendacity.
But the legal punishment
may or
positive morality of society, and the fear of punmay not overtake
the offender.
Legal punishishment
from the Deity,
in this world or the
mcnt may follow detection,
but thc perjury
may
next, or in both.
The common
opinion is, ttmt
not bc detected, and therefore
not punished.
Is
all the three
sanctions
operate
on a witness,
the oath, or would a declaration
without oath be,
though
they operate
on different
witnesses
in
"a mere form without
any useful effect whatvery different
degrecs.
A man who does not
ever," because
the legal punishment
may not,
believe that the Deity will punish fal_ swearing
and frequently
does not, overtake
the offender?
can only be under the influence of the first two
When a Greek or a Roman swore by his gods, in
sanctions;
and if his character
is such that it can
whose
existence
he believed,
and who, being
not be made worse than it is, he may be under the
mere imaginations,
could not punish him for his
influence
of the first sanction
only.
Bentham
perjury,
was not his belief in their existence and
affirms that the third sanction
only appears
to
their power and willingness
to punish perjury a
exercise an influence
in any case, because it acts
sanction
against
mendacity?
All antiquity
at
in conjunction
with "the
two real and efficient
least thought so. -- There are occasions on which
sanctions,"
"the political sanction
and the moral
oaths are treated lightly, on which he who ira.
or popular sanction;"
and that if it is stripped of
poses the oath, he who takes it, and the cornthose accompaniments,
its impotence
will appear
munity who are witnesses to it, treat the violation
immediately.
-- Bentham's
chief argument
is as
of it as a trivial matter.
Such occasions as these
follows.
"that
the supposition
of the efficiency
furnish
Bent-ham
with argmments
against
the
of an oath is absurd in principle.
It ascribes to
efficacy of oaths on all occasions.
Suppose we
man a powcr over his Maker.
It supposes the
admit, with Benth_un, as we do merely for the
Almighty
to stand engaged, no matter
how, but
sake of the argument,
that "on some occasions
absolutely
engaged,
to infict on every individual
oaths go with the English
clergy for nothing;"
by whom the ceremony,
after having been perand this, notwithstanding
the fact, which nobody
formed,
has been profaned,
a punishment
(no
can doubt, "that
among the English
clergy bematter
what) which, hut for the ceremony and
licvers
arc more abundant
than unbelievers."
the profanation,
he would not have inflicted.
It
The kind of oaths "which
go for nothing"
are
supposes
him thus prepared
to inflict, at corn
not mentioned
by Bentham, but they may be conmand,
and at all times, a pumshment,
which,
jectured.
Now, if all oaths went for nothing
being at all times the same, at no time bears any
with the clergy, or with any other body of men,
proportion
to the offense."
Again:
"either
the
the dispute would be settled.
But this is not the
ceremony causes punishment
to be inflicted by the
fact.
If in any way it has become the positive
Deity in cases where otherwise
it would not have
morality of any body of men that a certain kind
been inflicted;
or it does not. In the former ca_
of oath should go for nothing, each individual
of
lhesame
sort of authority
is exercised by man over
that body, with respect to that kind of oath, has
tim Deity, as that which,
in English law, is ex- the opinion of his body.
He does not believe
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that
such
oath,
if broken,
will
bring
on him
divine
punishment,
and therefore
such oath
_ an
idle ceremony.
But if there is any oath the vielation
of
which
he thinks
will
bring
on him
divine
punisbm.ent,
his opinion
as to that kind
of
oath is not at all affected
by his opinion
as to the
other kind of oath.
Now, oaths taken
on judicial

OATH
OF )tLLI_{IIANCIE,_Pho
(zN ___N'OLIS_t
HISTORY).
The
natui-al
history
and antiquity
of
oaths in general
were discussed
some time ago by
Mr. E. B. Tyler.
(Macmillmh's
Magazine,
"Ordeals and
Oaths,"
May,
1876.)
Mr
Tyler
has,
among
other
interesting
points,
made
it all but

occasions are by

sented both God, whose delegate he was, and the nation, all
of whnse rights he absorbed intohisown
person. The politteal oath was then as logical as it was under the feudal systern. m
- The
external
ccremoules
formulas of
oath
were
keeping
with the
principle and
of submission,
or the
rather
of
subjection, which bent the subject at the feet of his master.
The master had all the rights; the subject had only duties.
By the oath the subject solemnly pledged himself to mainrain a condition
of things which he had not brought about,
and which he could not do away with.
He fulfilled his
chief duty by promisingfldelitytothe
personwhom
berecognized as his superior
and master.
Nothing simpler or

the mass of mankind
considered
to be oaths
the violation
of
which
will
bring
some
punishment
some
time, and therefore
they
1rove an influence
on the great
majority
of tho_
who take them.
Whether
society
will in time so
far improve as to render it safe to dispense with
thls_eremony
in judicial
proceedings,
can not be
affirmed
or denied;
but a legislator
who knows
what
man
now is, will require
better
reasons
for
the abolition
of judicial
oaths
than Bentham
has
given.

_

How

far

the requisition

of

an

oath

may

be injurious
in excluding
testimony
in certain
eases,
and how
far oaths
on solemn
and important occasions
may be made
most efficacious,
and
in what
cases
it may be advisable
to substitute
declarations
in lieu of oaths,
are not matters
of
consideration
here.
It is enough
here
to show
that an oath is a sanction
or security
to some extent, if the person
who takes it fears divine
punishment
in case he should
violate
it; and that this,
and
no other,
is the ground
on which
the oath is
impo_d.
-- There
is some
difficulty
in stating
accurately
how far oaths were required
from witnesses
in Roman
procedure
under
the republic
and the earlier
emperors.
In addition
to what
has been
stated,
the reader
may refer
to Cicero,
Pro
Op.
tion
to

Q. Rose.
ComcM.,
c. 15, etc.;
and
,Noodt,
Omn.,
ii., 479, "De Testibus."
By a constituof Constantine,
all witnesses
were
required
give

their

testimony

again declared
(Cod. 4, tit.
scientionsly

on

oath;

by a constitution

and

this

was

of Justinian.

20, s. 9, 16, 19.)-Many persons
conobject
to the taking
of an oath
on

religious
grounds,
and
particularly
with
reference
to the prohibition
in Matthew
v., 33.
On
the subject
of oaths
in general
the reader
may
consult Grotius, De J_t_'e, B. & P., lib. ii., c. 13;

Paley's
2Yistory
and the

Moral Philosophy; Tyler's Origin a_'_
of Oaths;
the Law
Magazine,
eel.
xii.;
work
of Bentham
already
referred
to. _*
BOIIN.

• In the United States a witness may be sworn in any
manner considered
binding on hie conscience.
Quakers
and others having conscientious
scruples against the taking
of an oath under any circumstance,
may affirm in, toad. hi
some of the states the witness, whoever he be, may elect
between the taking of an oath and judil:ial affirmation,
The penalty for the affirmation of what is false by a witness
in a civil or crimimd case, is the same as for perjury.-Besides the judicial and professional oath, there is what the
French call the "'political oath,'" which iu part corresponds
"to the oath taken, lncoqntries
likethe United States, tosupport the constitution.
Of this latter oath, C. Lavollde says:
"In feudal times, when political society was made up of
suzerains, vassals and 8errs, the oath of fealty was but the
necessary or at least logical consetratiou
of the bonds of
submission which united the inferior to his superior.
Sub_luently,
when absolute monarchy° basing itself on divine
right, had aarvived feudalism, the oath of fealty was retatned;
and it could not but be retained, since the sovereign repre-

more rational.of -a The
modern
regulating
government
people,
in the law
greater
number theof forms
civilizedof
states, ream on a totally different principle.
Divine ri_h.t
has joined feudalism
in the ruins of history, and has been
replaced by the right of the people.
Dynastie_ no longer
force themselves on a people; they have to be accepts, d; the
prince is thedelegate, the mandatary ofnat_onalsovereignty;
insuch a manner, that by the overthrow of the old order of
things, logically speaking, the prince owes the oath of fealty
to the people, and not the people to the prince.
It is so in
certain
in which the
of popular
ereignty republics,
has been established
fromprinciple
the beginning,
and is sovnot
perverted by traditional
formalities
which had their origin
in the old right of kings.
In several constitutional
states
thekingtakestheoat,hoffeaRytotheeonstitution.--Hence
in countries whmh profess the dogma of popular sovereignty,
thepoltlical
oath can not be _ hat it was under the old regime.
We might even say that not onlyhas
ttno raisond_dtre,
no
reason why it should exist, hut that there axe reasons
why which
it shouldsurround
not exist.it, represents
An oath, with
the eyes
formsof ofmen
solen_nity
in the
the
idea of an indissoluble
and perpetual
engagement.
But
should the citizen swear to be always faithful to a sovereign
whose rights, created by thenatlonal
will, may be destroyed
by that same will?
Should he swear always to obey and
supports
constitution which the nationmay
modify or abrogate at any moment?
We can understand
an oath made
to a superior and immutablebemg,
to (_od, or to a sovereign
consecrated
by divine right; we can understaud
an oath to
the great principles of truth, probity, honor, duty, principlea universally acc_,pted and respected, implanted by God
in the human tin,science,
whence they dominate
tim_,
circumstances
and laws. But it is very difficult to define the character and value of an oath given to a removable sovereign, t(_precarious institutions,
made by the very
persons in whom resides the right to change the sovereign
andmodifythciustitutions.
Inmlchanactwecanseeouly
a conditional
oath, limited by restrictions and hedged in by
reservations;
but such ao net is not an oath. * * * l_ot only
is the political o_th useless, since it never strengthened
or
sa',ed a constitution
or a sovereign, but, moreover, it is
sometimes ouly an inatrumcnt of tyranny or violence. * 4, *
_rhe political oath has not, in the eyes of the people of our
day, the authority which belongs to so solemn an act. It
has not the character of inviolabihty;
it is commented on
and di_ussed.
It is not of rare occurrence, that the person
whn takes it harbors, inhia innermost soul, a faltadifferent
from that to which he has just sworn; public opinion no
longer g_rows indignant at this, nor is iteven surprised stir:
sometimes
it is an ace0mplice to the wrong, requiting the
official or other person who takes the oath to remember, at
themoment
he takes it, an oath he had previously taken.
This is a depl(_rable confusion of ideas; for Just as there is
but one conscience and one morality, there can be but one
oath: it matters not what we call it, judicial, profemionat
or political : all oaths impose the same duties and should be
kept with the same fidelity * * ". But we must not lose
sight oi the fact that, according to modern law, the constitunon of a country may be indefinitely modified hy the national will, as that an oath can be no obstacle in the way of the
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that our formula,
"So help me God!"
is
Scandinavian
or pre-Christian
origin;
a dis-

_.-: co*very which throws an unexpected
light on the
._- much abused
dk'tum that
Christianity
i.q parcel
_/
of the common law of England,
and the proposii
tion, confidently advanced
at a later tim(,, that the
oath of allegiancc taken by members of parliamcnt
is in some way (notwithstanding
the removal
of
Jewish
dis_xbilities) a bulwark
of the Christian
religion in England.
This statement,
however,
errs only in generality
and in being out of date.
It is perfectly true that the oath of alle_ance
was,
down to the Catholic
emancipation,
one of the
chief statutory
defenses of the Protestant
religion,
thoughinapoliticalratherthanatbeologicalsensc;
and for many years latcr it contained
a promise
to maintain and support the Protestant
succession
to the crown as limited by the act of settlement,
The history
of the oaths of alle_ance
and supremacy and of the various transformations
they
have undergone,
is a varied and complex one. -Before we go ,back to the beginning,
it may be t_s
well to look at the end.
As late as 1868 the English oath of allegiance was reduced by the promissory oaths act to its present simple, not to say mengre, form, which stands thus: "I, --,
do swear
that I will be faithful
and bear true alle_ancc
to her majesty
Queen Victoria,
her heirs and
succe_ors,
according
to law.
So help me God."
--What
the substance of the oath as thus reduced
may amount
to would not be a very profitable
question to diseu_ at large.
It certainly does not
promise anything
beyond what is at common law
the duty of every subject, and it seems to follow
that it could not be broken except
by some act
which wa._ otherwise
an offense at common
law,
for example, treason or sedition, or perhaps also
the vaguely
defined offense of disparaging
the
dignity of the crown.
And it seems at least a
tenable view that the words "according
to law"
not only expre_
the limit within which the crown
is entitled
to obedience, but cover the possibility
(a possibility,

fortunately,

of

tile

most

remote

kind) of the course of succession
being legally
varied. _ Such is the bare residue of the formidable and elaborate fabric of oaths and declarations
raised up by parliaments
of formex generations
ag-ainst the pope anti the pretender.
We say
against the pope anti the l)retcnd6r;
for our modern oaths of allegiance
arc of statutory devising,
and date from lIenry VIII.'s
assertion
of the
crown's ecclesiastical
supremacy
as against the see
of Rome.
The earlie_t point of history wc have to
ob_rve
is of a distinguishing
kind, namely,
that
the modern oath of allegiance is a thing apart from
the older oath of fealty, though
formed on its
analogy.
Side by side with the fealty due from a
man to his lord in respect to tenure, there was
recognized
in England,
it would seem as early as
the tenth century, an obligation
of fealty to the
crown as due from every free man without
regard
to tcnure.f--Somctinw.s
we find mixed or transltional forms.
Thus, there is preserved amongtho
so-called statutes temporis inczrti an oath taken by
bishops, which, translated,
is as follows:
"I will
be faithful and true, and faith and loyalty will bear
to the king and to his heirs kings of England,
of
life and of member and of earthly honour, against
all peot)le who may live and die; and truly will acknowledge,
and freely will do, the services which
belong to the. temporalty
of the bishopriek
of N.,
which I claim to hold of you, and which you render to me.
So help me God antl tim Saints."
--This
bears considerable
generic resemblance
to
the modern oath.
But it is not simply an oath of
allegiance
in the modern sense: it includes
an
oath of fealty in respect of a specific tenure,
namely, for the temporalities
of the see holden of
the crown.
This is made more evident bycomparison of the common forms of a free man's homage
and fealty: "I become your man from this day
forth, for life, for member and for worldly honour,
and shall bear you faith for the lands that I claim
to hold of you; saving the faith that I owe unto
• Thereis, Iconcelve, nothmg in law to prevent the erown,
, by and

with

the

consent

of the

e_tatcs

of

the

reahn,

in

the

desires or of the proposals of reform which it is the right of of resl_nsible, ministers, from repealing or amending the act
every ettizen to express ill a legal way. The oath itself of settlement. In the event of it,3apImarmg likely that there
would be opposed to the constitution if it held the person i should
a failure
theofpcrson_
thereby
as capable
ordinarybe fornl
of anofact
parliament,
anddefined
,_ith the
advice
taking it within bonn(is which would prevent him from exercising that right. _'ith the oath as governments have i of
succe_lon,
amendment
wouhl
become
necessary;
for
example, if they should not be or should cease to be Proalways wished to intcrpref it, it wouhl be poasibh, to confie- testants.
cste the national will for all time. Revolutmn has too fiequently undertaken the task of answering that pretense. * *
¢ It is remarkable that in the assize of Northampton (1176)
Says M. Odilon Bar*rot,' Oaths are taken or refused, hut not the Justices are directed to take the oath of fevaty even from
discussed. The sanctmn of the oath being entirely in the "rustics '" : " Item justitie_ capiant dorni_t regis fldelitates
conscience, the strength of the oath is entirely in the moral- * * ab omntb_t_, scilicet eornitib_, baronibu_¢,mtlittbua et
tty of the person who takes it.' In political matters, more libere tenentibus, et etiam rusfici_, qui in regno manere
than in any other, It is the character of the man which given vvlucrint." Does this include men who were not free? In
authority tothe oath. s , Let the politician, functionary or the earliest forms of the oath of fealty to the king, both in
civil magistrate take an oath to the law, the soldwr to his England and elsewhere, the promise was to be "fldelia sieur
flag, and every citizen to what to him Is duty: such, in our homo debet easedomino sue." Allen (" Royal Prerogative,"
opinion, is the simple and easy solution of this much de- pp 68-71) thinks this was a limitation of the subject's obebated question. In politics everything Iswlrmble, uncertain
dienee, or reservation of his right to throw off allegiance if
and precarious. In the midst of the crumbling of thrones
the king failed in his duties, and this is probable. But the
and constitutions which our generation has witnessed,
words would likewise operate in the king's in,rest by addwe should like to have pointed out to us a form of govern- ing the stricter personal bond of homage to the more general
meat or a dynasty certain to grow old with its oaths. But obligation of fealty.
duty i_, and will always subsist. Let men take an oath of
$ Bishops after consecration swore fealty only; but on
fealty to it." The "political oath" here spoken of is very their election, and before consecration, they did homage.
Intimately related on one rode to the oath of allegianee.--Ev.
Glanvill, lib. 9, cap. 1, ad fin.
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our lord the king
* _ I shall be to you faithful and true, and shall bear you faith of the tene.
merits I ehdm to hold of you, and loyally will
acknowledge
and will do the _,rvices I owe you
at tile times assigned.
So help mc God and the
Saints."-Moreover,
the ceremonies
of homage
and fealty lmve Jn no way been abrogated
or
super_dcd
by any of the statutes itnpo._ing politieal oattls.
In England
an oath of homage
is
to thi_ day taken by archbishops
an_| bishops, in
a somewhat fuller form than the old one above
cited.
An oath of fealty is stated in our law
books of the thirteenttl
century to be required
from every one attending
the sl_eriff's tourn, and
Coke speaks of it in Calvin's
case, as if it had
been still in use in his time.*
There appears
no reason why this oath of fealty ._houhl not
in theory still be due from every .-ubje(.t at cornmon law, though
it would be doubtful
who had
authority
to administer
it, and what wouhl
be
the legal consequence,
if any, of a refusal
to
take it. -- Shortness
of time and space, however, forhid the further
discussion
of the doctrine or history
of allegiance
at common
law.
We must pass on to the additional
obligations
imposed by a series of statutes,
from which the
oath of allegiance in its existing form and application is lineally
derived. --In the spring of 15",4,
when the last hopes of a reconciliation
with Rome
were exhausted,
there was passed "An act for
the establishment
of the king's
succession,"
(25 II. VIII., c. 22), the objects of which were to
tit,clare
valid the king's
nmrriage
with ,4_nne
Boleyn, and to limit the succcssion
of the crown
to his issue by her.
It also enacted th_,t all subjects of full age should make a corporal oath that
they would " truly, firmly and constantly,
without fraud or guile, observe, fulfill, nmintain,
defend and keep to their cunning wit and uttermost
of their powers, the whole effect and contents
of
this present
act."
The oath was not further
specified in the act itself, but a form w,'_s at once
prepared and used, and was expre_¢ly authorized
Iff statttte in tim next session.
(°6 It. VIII., c. 2.)
This, as tim earliest specimen of its kind, deserves
the honor of being given in full, with the original
spelling: "Ye shall swere to bearefaith,
truth and
obedycnce aloncly to the Kyngcs Majestye and to
his heircs of his body of Iris moost dere and entirely belovyd lauftfll _,'yfe Queue Anne, begotten or
to be begotte.n.
And further to the heires of oure
said Soveraign
Lorde aveordyng
to the lymytacion
in the Statute mad6 for ,_uretie of his succession in
Strictly
there is The
not oath
any oath
homage
distinct
from
lira• oath
of fealty.
was of
alwayt,
an oath
of fealty,
and the duty of homage, where it was present, carrv-'d with
it the duty of swearing fealty to the lord. On the other
hand, there might be, and often was, fealty without hornage. (Allen, p. 62. Cp. Hargrave's and Butler's Notes on
Co. Litt., 68a.) ltomage was the privilege of the freeholder,
being "the most honourable service, and most humble _r,vice of reverence, that a frankteuant may do to his lord."
,(Litt., s. 85.) As to the common-law duty, cp. Selden.
"Table Talk,"#. v. "Father_ and Sons,.... Every one at
twelve years of age is to take the oath of allegiance in
court-leers [s/c] whereby he swears obedience to the king."

the crowne of this Realme mencioned
and coa-_:
teymd,
and not to any other within this Realmb
nor foreyn auctorite or Potentate;
And in case any
othe bc m'lde or hathe be made by you to any
i)ersone or persones, that then ye do reImte the
same as vayne and adnychillate;
And that tt)your
connynge
wytte and utter monte of your power,
without gyle, fraude or other undue meane, you
shall observe, kcpe, mayntcne&defendc
tim saide
acte of succe_syon, and all the holt, effectes & contentes
thcrof, anti all other acte._ and statutes
made yn confirmacion
or for execucion
of the
same or of any thynge thcrin contcyned;
and this
yc shall do ayenst all manor of prrsones of what
c._tatc, dignyte, degree or condition
so ever they
be; And in no wy._e do or attemptc, nor to)'our
power suffre to be done or attcmptid,
directly
or
indirectly,
any thinge or thinge.,, prively or apl)artlyetolhc
]ette, hindranuce,
damage or derogaeion therof or of any partc of the same by any
maner of meanes or for any nlaner
of pretence;
So helpe you God, all Sayntes and the IIolye
Evangelystes."--Within
two years the calamitous end of the marriage
with Anne
Boleyn
brought about a new "Act for the establishment
of the succession
of the imperial crown of tiffs
reahn," (28 II. VIII., c. 7), which, after repealing
the former acts and making minute provision for
the descent of the crown,
appointed a new oath
of allegiance, and declared that refusal to take it
should be deemed
and adjudged
high treason.
There is no variation worth noticing in the form
of the words, save that Queen Jane is substituted
for Queen Anne.
In the same session (c. 10) tlmre
followed an "Act extiu_uisiffng
the authority
of
tim bishop of Rome,"
which introduced
a special
oath of abjuration.
The preamble
is a notable
specimen
of the inflated
parliamentary
style of
the time.
It sets forth how "tile pretended power
and usurped authority
of the bishop of Rome, by
somc called the pope, a _ did obfuscate
and
wrest God's holy word and testament a long season
from the spiritual and true meaning thereof to his
worhlly and carnal affections, as pomp, glory, avarice, ambition and tyranny, covering and shadowing the same with his human and politic devices,
traditions
and inventions,
set forth to promote
and stablish
his only dominion,
both upon the
souls anti also the bodies and goods of all Christian people":
how the pot)e not only robbed the
king's majesty of his due rights and pre-eminence,
"but spoiled this his r(_hn yearly of innumerable
treasure";
and how the king and the estates uf
the realm, "being overwearied
and fatigated
with
the experience
of the infinite
abominations
and
misehiefs
preceding
of his impostures,"
were
forced of necessity
to provide
new remedies.
The oatll of abjuration
was to I)e taken by all
ol_tcers, ecclesiastical
and temporal, and contained
an undertaking
to "utterly
renounce,
refuse, relinquish
or forsake the bishop of Rome and his
authority,
power and jurisdiction."--In
1544,
however,
it had been discovered
oaths of allegiance
and supremacy,

that in these
though
they
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_eem to a modern reader pretty stringent
and
comprehensive,
"there lacketh full and sufficient
"words"; and in the act further regulating the
succession to tile crown (35 tL VIII., c. 1) occasion was taken to provide a new consolidated form
to replace the two previously
appointed oaths,
This is very full and elaborate;
some of its
language
survived down to our own times, as
will be seen by the following
extract: "I, A B,
having now the veil of darkness
of the usurped
power, authority
and jurisdiction
of the see and
bishop of Rome clearly taken away from mine
eyes, do utterly testify and declare in my conscience that neither
tim see nor the bishop of
Rome nor any foreign potentate
hath, nor ought
to have, any jurisdiction,
power
or authority
within this realm, neither
by God's law nor by
any other just law or means,
* * and that I
shall never consent nor agree that the foresaid
see or bishop of Rome, or any of their successors,
shall practice,
exercise or have any manner
of
authority,
jurisdic'tion
or power within this realm
or any other the king's realms or dominions,
nor
any foreign potentate,
of what estate, degree or
condition
soever he be, but that I _hall resist
the same at all times to the uttermo._t of my
power, and that I shall bear faith, truth and true
alleg'iance totheking'snmje_tyand
to his heirs and

domimons and countries, a_ well in all spiritual or
ecclesiastical
things or causes as temporal, and
that no foreign prince, person, prelate, state or
potentate ]lath or ought to ]lave any jurisdiction,
power, superiority,
pre-eminence
or authority,
ecclesiastical
or spiritual, within this realm, and
therefore I do utterly renounce and forsake all
foreign jurisdictions,
powers,
superiorities
and
authorities, and do promise that from henceforth
I shall bear faith and true allegiance to the queen's
highness, her heirs and lawful successors, and to
my power shall assist and defend all jurisdictions,
pre-eminences,
privileges and authorities
granted
or behmging
to the queen's highness,
her heirs
and successors,
or united or annexed
to the imperial crown of this realm.
So help me God and
by [_ic] the contents of this Book." -- The oath
was not imposed on all subjects, and the only
penally for refusing it was forfeiture of the office
in resp_:t of which it ought to be taken.
So far
this presents a very favorable
contrast to the violent legislation of Heurv VIII.
Under the act of
Eliz'_beth the sanction i's the mihlest one compatible with the law being effectual;
indeed,
it is
not properly
a penalty,
but a condition.
The
law no hm_er says to all sorts ofmen,
" You
must take this oath or be punished as a traitor,"
lint only to men receiving
otti(.c or promotion,

successors,
* * and that I uhall accept, repute L " You must take this oath to qualify yourself for
and take the king's majesty,
his heirs and suc- [ hohling
the place."
But troubles were not long
eessors, when they or any of them shall enjoy his
in gafl_ering, and they bore their natural
fruit in
place, to be the only supreme head in earth under
a return to disused
severities.
A new and more
God of the church of England
and Irehm(l, and
stringent
anti-papal
a('t was passed
in 1563 (5
of all other his highness'
dominions
* *."-Eliz., c. 1), and it seems that even sharl)er meas]{efu_l
to takethe oath is, a¢ before, to subject the
ures had been first proposed.
The obligati(m to
recusant
tothe penalties of high treason.
Appartake the oath of supremacy
was extended
to all
ently this'tot remained
in force till 3Iary's accespersons taking orders and degrees, schoolmasters,
sion, in L'_53. One of the first proceedings
of her
barristers,
attorneys,
and officers of all courts.
reign was to abolish all _tatutory
treasons
not
A first refusal to take the oath wa_ to entail the
within the statute of Edward
III, by which the
penalties
of prem_odre;
a second,
tho_e of high
offend" of high treason
was 'rod still is defined,
trea._on.
Temporal
peers were specially exempt(1 3far., st. 1, e. 1.) Thus, the penalty for not
ed, "forasmuch
as the queen's majesty is othertaking the oath of allegiance
and supremacy
WtLSI
abrogated,
and the oath of course became a dead ,
letter, though
not dealt with in expre_.s terms, i
l_or was it revived in the same form when the ]
reformation
again _ot the upper hand with the I
accession of ElizabethTile first act of parlia- !
ment of her reign*--whieh,
in repealing
the !
reactionary
legislation of Philip and Mary, names i
" Queen Mary, 3"our highness'
sister,"
with a
significant
absence of honorable
additions---ereated a new and much more conei_' oath of supremacy and allegiance,
to be made by all ecclesiastical officers and minister_,
and all temporal
officers
of the crown, and al_ by all persons
taking orders or university
degrees.
It is short
enough to be. cited in full: " I, A B, do utterly
testify and declare
in my conscience
that the
queen's
highness
is the only supreme
governor
of thin realm and of all other her highness'

wise sufficiently
assured
of the faith and Icyalty of the temporal lords of her highness' court
of parliament."
5o matters stood till, early in
the reign of James
I., yet a new outbre.ak of
indignation
and panic was produced
by the gunpowder
plot.
The Protestant
majority was convinced by "that
more than barbarous
and horrible attempt to have blownen up with _mnpowder
the king,
queen,
prince,
lords and commons,
in the house of parliament
assembled,
tending
to the utter
subversion
of "the whole
state,"
that popish recusants
and occasionally
conforming papists should be more sharply looked after.
IIenc/¢ the "Act
for the better discovering
and
repressing
of popish recusants"
(3 Jas. I., c. 4),
which
established,
among
other precautions,
a
wordy
oath of allegiance,
supremacy
and abjuration,
which might be tendered by justices of
assize or of the peace to any commoner above the

• t FAiz.. c 1. In the argument in Miller vs. Salomons. in
the Exchequer _7 I_x., at p. 478L it was erroneously stated
to betheflrst statute on the _ubJect.

age of eighteen;
persons refusing it were to incur
the penalties
of premunire.
This oath contains
an explicit denial of the pope's authority to de-
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pose the king or discharge subjects of their alleglance, a promise to bear allegiance to the crown
notwithstanding
any papal sentence of exeommunication or deprivation,
and a disclaimer of all
equivocation
or mental evasion or reservation,
About the middle of it occurs for the first time
tile "damnable
doctrine
and position" clause, as
we may call it, which was long afterward
continued in the interests of the Protestantsuccession

to dispense with the existing statute% nominally
in favor of Romanists
and Dissenters equally, by
a declaration of liberty of conscience.
The result
was, that a declaration against transubstantiation
was added to the oaths of allegiance and suprem.
acy, by a new penal _atute entitled "An act for
preventing
dangers
which
may happen
from
popish recusants,"
(25 Car. II., c. 2). After the
revolution
of 1688, however,
a new start was

against James II. and the pretender.
The words
are these: "And I do further swear that I do from
my heart abhor, detest and abjure,
as impious
and heretical, this damnable doctrine and position,
that princes which be excommunicated
or deprived by the pope may be deposed
or murdered by their subjects or any other whosoever."
IIerc also we find the words, afterward
discussed
in relation
to the admission
of Jews to parliament,
"upon
the true faith of a Christian."
They can not have been particularly
intended to
exclude Jews from office, as Jews were at that
tim(, excluded
from the realm altogether.
It has
been plausibly
conjectured
that their real intenti(m was to clinch the proviso
against
mental
reservation
or equivocation
"by conclusively
fixins a sense t'o that oath which by no ewlsion or
mental reservation
should be got rid of without
(even in the opinion of the Jesuit doctors themselves) incurring
the penalty of mortal sin."
For
in a certain treatise on Equivocation,
of which a
copy corrected in Garnet'shand*writing
was found
in the chamber
of Franci_ Tresham, one of the
conspirators
named in the act, and was much
used on the trial, this point of mental reservation
is fully discussed;
and it is laid down that equivocation and reservation
may be used without
danger to the soul even if they are exprc_ly
disclaimed in the form of the oath itself.
But there
is this exception,
that "no person is allowed
to
equivocate
or mentally
reserve, without
danger,
if hc does so. of incurrin.a" mortal sin, where his
doin.¢ so brings apparently
his true faith toward
God into doubt or dispute."
It was l)robably
conceived
by the advisers of the crown that the
words,
" upon the true faith of "a Christian,"
brought
the statutory
form of oath within this
execption.
(Judgment
of Baron
Alderson
in
Miller vs. Salomons,
7 Ex. 536, 537.) A few
years later, in the session of 1610, a sort of confirming act wa.¢ passed (7 James I., c. 6), which
made minute provision as to the places where, and
the officers by whom, the oath should be admin,
istered to various classes of persons.Shortly
after tire restoration
an oath declaring it unlawful
upon any pretense whatever to take arms against
the king, was imposed on all soldiers and persons
holding military offices (14 Car. II., c. 3, as. 17, 18);
and the act of uniformity
(14 Car. II., c. 4, s. 6)
contained
a declaration
to the like effect, and also
against the .solemn league and covenant.
A similax provision in the corporation act was overlooked
at the revolution, and escaped repeal till the reign

taken.
By the combined
effect of two of the
earliest acts of the convention
parliament
(1 Will.
& Mar, c. 1 and c. 8), all the previous forms of
the oaths of allegiance
and supremacy,
expressly
including thcdeclaration
as to takingarms
against
the king, were abrogated,
and a concise form substituted,
which stood as follows" I, A B, do
sincerely promise and swearthat
I will be faithful
and hear true allegiance
to their majesties
King
William
and Queen Mary.
So help me God,
etc. * I, A B, do swear that I do from my heart
abhor, detest and abjure, as impious and heretical,
that damnable
doctrine and position that princes
excommunicated
or deposed by the pope or any
authority
of the see of Rome may be deposed or
murthered
by their subjects or any other whatsoever.
And i do declare that no foreign prince,
person, prelate, state_ or potentate hath or ought
to have any jurisdiction,
power, superiority,
prigeminence or authority,
ecclesiastical
or spiritual,
within this realm.
So help me Go(t, etc."-In
1701 came the death
(,f James iI. at St. Germains,
and the ostentatious
recognition
of the
pretender
as king of England
by Louis XIV.
Fuller and more stringent precautions
were again
thought
needful,
and in the very last days of
William
IIl.'s
life an not was passed (J3 & 14
Win. III., c. 6), imposing
on speeilied classes of
persons, including
peers, member_ of thc house
of common_,
an(t all holding
office under the
crown, an oath of special ,rod particular
abjuration of the pretender's
title.
The declaration
of
1672 against trausuhstantiation
(which had been
spared from the general abrogation
of other existins tests at the. beginning
of the reign) was at
the _mc time expressly continued.
As the form
settled l)y this act rermtined
substantially
urLchanged down to our own time, it is here set out:
"I, A B. do truly and sincerely
acknowledge,
profess, testify and declare in my conscience
before God and the world, that our sovereign lord
King William is lawful and rightful king of this
realm and of all other his majesty's
dominions
and countries
thereunto
belonging.
And 1 do
solemnly and sincerely declare that I do believe
in my conscience
that the pemon pretended
to be
the prince of Wales during the life of the. late
King James and since his decease pretending
to
be and taking upon himself the stile and title of
kingof iEngland by the name of James the Third,
hath not any right or title whatsoever
to the crown
of this realm or any other the dominions
thereto

of George I. In 1672 a revival of the anti-Catholic agitation followed upon Charles II. 's attempts

* The "etc." means, I suppose, "and the contents of thla
Book."
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belonging.
And I do renounce,
refuse and abjure any allegiance
or obedience
to him.
And
I do swear that I will bear faith and true alle:
glance to his majesty
King William,
and him
will defend
to the utmost of my power against
all traitorous
conspiracies
and attempts
whatsoever which
shall be made a£,'ainst his person,
crown
or dignity.
And [ will do nay best endeavours
to disclose and make known
to his
majesty
and his successors
all treasons
and
traitorous
con.-piracies
which I shttll know to be
against him or any of them.
And I do faithfully
promise
to the utmost
of in 3" power to support,
maintain
and defend the limitation and succession
of the crown against him the said James and all
other
persons
whatsoever
as the same is and
stands limited (by an act instituted an act (leclaring the rights and liberties of the subject
and
settling the succession
of the crown) to his majesty during
his majesty's
life, and, after his
majesty's
deee_,
to the Princess
Ann of Denmark and the heirsof her body being Protestants,
and for default
of issue of the said princess
and of his majesty respectively,
to the Princess
Sophia, electoress and duchess dowager of .[-Ianovet, and the heirs of her body being Protestants.
And all these things I do plainly and sincerely
acknowledge
and swear according to these express
words by me spoken, and according to the plain
and common
sense umterstanding
of the same
words, without any equivocation,
mental evasion
or secret reservation
whatsoever.
And I do make
this recognition,
acknowledgment,
abjuration,
renunciation
and promise, heartily, willingly and
truly, upon the true faith of a Christian.
8o help
me God."--Thisoath
was in addition to the o#ths
of alle_ance
and supremacy
premribed
by the
acts already
mentioned
of" the first session of
William and Mary's reign, not by way of substitution for them.
It will be observed
that the
words " upon the true faith of a Christian " now
reappear.
In Queen Anne's reign the only alterations made were, first to put Anne's name for
William's,
and then to leave a blank to be filled
in with the name of the sovereign
for the time
being. _ The accession of George I., in ]714, gave
occasion for a full re-enactment
of the oaths of

terms for substituting
from time to time the name
of the reigning
sovereign.
In 1766, upon the
pretender's
death,
the oath of abjuration
was
made appropriate
to the new state of things by
inserling
tilt. wnrds "not any of the descendants
of tlm person who pretended
to be tile prince of
Wales,"
etc.In this form the oaths remained
for nearly a century, affected only by a certain
numher
of special
exemptions.
The most important of these was made by the Catholic emancipalion
of 1829. The act which effectcd this
(I0 Gee. IV., o. 7} allowed Roman Catholics to sit
in i)arlmment,
taking,
instead
of the oaths of
allegiance,
,_uI)remacy and abjuration,
a single
modified
oath containing
the substance
of them
expre_ed
in a mihter form.
The Catholic member was required,
instea(t of detesting
and abhorring the "(tamnabh;
doctrine
and position,"
to
"renounce,
reject and abjure
the opinion"
that
excommunicatedprincesmightbedeposedormurdered; and to dimlaim the belief that the pope of
Rome or any other foreign prince
had or ought
to have any teml)ortd or cicil jurisdiction,
etc.,
within this realm.
The words "upon
the true
faith of a Christian"
were for some
reason
omitted,
and the oath concluded
thus: "And
I
do solemnly,
in the presence
of God, profess,
testify and declare, that I do make this declaration, and every part thereof, in the plain and
ordinary
sense of the words of this oath, without an 3" evasion, equivocation
or mental reservation whatsoever."
This
act contains,
for the
first time, a standing
direction
to substitute in
the form of the oath, as may be required,
the
name of the sovereign
for the time being. -- All
this time the penalties
of the statute
of 1714
against a member of parliament
who voted without having
taking the oaths (or, in the ease of
a Catholic,
the special oath provided
by the
Catholic relief act), continued
in force, and very
alarming
they were.
In addition
to the pecuniary forfeiture of £500, they included
di_bility
to sue in any court, to take a legacy, to hold
any office, and to vote at parliamentary
elections.
Disability
to be all executor,
which is also in the
list, would at this day be regarded
by many persons as rather a benefit than otherwise. --The next

allegiance,
supremacy
and abjuration,
in what
would now be e'dled aconsolidating
act.
(1 Gee.
I., st. 2, c. 13.) All persons holding civil or military office, members of foundations
at the universities, sehoohna._ters,
" prea(.hers and teachers
of separate congregations,"
and legal practitioners, were required to take the oaths: besides which,
they might
be tendered
by two justices
of the
peace to any onesuspectedof
disaffection.
Members of both houses of parliament
are, _s before,
specially
forbidden
to vote without
taking the
oaths.
The form v,-a_,_settled by inserting
the
name of George in the blank left by the last
statute of Anne, but no provision
was made in

step was in consequence
of the persistent endearors made through
several years to procure the removal of Jewish disabilities.
It would be too long
to trace the history of this movement through its
various stages; and the episode of Mr. Salomons'
gallant attempt
to take the position by a coup de
main has nov,- lost its interest
for most people
except lawyers who have a taste for ingenious
argument
on the construction
and
effect of
statutes.JIn 18.57 Mr. Salomons,
being duly
elected for Greenwich,
took the oath on the Old
Testament,
omitting
the words "upon
the true

• 1 Anne, c. 16, 4 & 5 Anne, c. 20; and as to Scotland,
6 Anne, e. 66 (Statutes of the Remlm, c. t4, in other editions),

, One of the minor point8 taken by Mr. Salomons' counsel was that, u the act of George LII. did not authorize
the Insertio_ from time to time of the reigning sovereigns'
names, it expired at the end of the reign, or at all eventa
when there ceased to be a king named George.
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faith of a Christian"
; he was sued for the statutory penalty,
as having sat without
taking the
oath; and it was decided
(with one dissenting
voice, but a weighty one) _ that these words were
a material part of the oath, anti could not be dispcnsed with otherwise
th'm by legislation.
At
last, in 1858, a very odd and peculiarly
English
compromise
was arrived
at after the house of
lords had rcjectcd bills sent up from the commons,
By onc act (21 & 22 Viet., c. 48) a simplified form
of oath, but still containing the-words
"upon the
true faith of a Christian,"
was substituted
for the
oaths of allegiance, supremacy
and abjuration in all
cases where they were required to bc taken.
The
application
of this enactment to clerical subscriptions was afterward
more cspeei'flly regulated
by
the clerical subscription
act, :1865 (28 & 29 Vict., c.
122)._ Then, by a s(,parate _:t (21 & 22 ¥ict.,
c.
49), either house of parliament
was empowered
to
permit
by resolution
"a person professing
the
Jewish re]i_on,
otherwise
entitled to sit and vote
in such house," to take the oath, with the omission of the words,
"and I make this declaration
upon the true faith of a Christian."
It was also
provided, that in all other ca.¢es where, the oath of
allegiance
was required
to be taken by a Jew,
these words might be omitted.
Such an exemptins bad once already been given by parliament
in the eighteenth
century, but, after the fashion of
legislation in those days, only on a special occasion
and for a limited purpose; and more recently to
enable Jews to hold municipal offices.
The act
ef 1858, being general in its terms, is a full statutory recognition of tim civil equality of Jcws with
other British subjects, which, though long allowed
in practice, had never yet been expressly declared,
--At length, in 1866, we come out into the daylight of modern systematic
legislation.
The parliamentary
oaths act of that year (o9 Vict., c. 19)
swept away the former legislation
relating to the
oaths of members
of parliament,
and pre_:ribed
the following
shortened
form:
" I, A B, do
swear that I will be faithful and bear true nileglance to her majesty Queen Victoria;
and I do
faithfully
promise to maintain
and support
the
succession to the crown, as the same stands liraited and settled by virtue of the act passed in
the reign of King William
the Third, instituted
'An act for the further limitation** of the crown,
and better securing the rights and liberties of the
subject,'
and of the .subsequent
acts of union
with Scotland
and Ireland.
So hel l) mc God."
--For
not taking
the oaths only the pecuniary
penalty of £500 was retained out of the terrible

list enacted by earlier statutes.
This act w_ excellent as far as it went, but it applied only to
members of parliament.
It is the fate of English
legdslation
to be carried
on as best it can, piecemeal, and at odd times..
Measures which excite
opposition
p_s through a struggle in which they
are lucky if riley e_cape without maim or grave
disfigurement.
As to those which do not excite
opposition,
it is for that very reason of no api)arent political importance
to push them on, and,
as it is worth nobody's whih, to be much interested
in them, they have In take their chance.
In this
case an act of the following
year (the office and
oath act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict., c. 75)authorized
the
new parliamentary
form of oath to be taken in all
cases where the oath of allegiance
was required
as a qmdification
for office.
Finally, the promissory oaths act of 1868 (31 & 82 ¥ict.. c. 7_°) cut
down the oath of allegiance in all cases to the form
already given at the beginning
of this paper, and
substituted
a declaration
for an oath in the great
majority
of cases where an oath was formerly
required.
Still the work of simplification
was not
formally
complete.
A repealing
act was passed
in 1871 (34 & 85 Vict., c. 48), which struck off the
statute book a long list of enactments
imposing
oaths for various
purposes
on various persons,
and others partially
amending or repealing them,
from the middle of the fourteenth
century downward.
And so the story ends for the present;
England
no longer stands in fear of pope or pretender, and the modcrn
oath of allegiance,
devised for the protection
of the realm against foemen and conspir_ttors,
and swollen with strange
imprecations
and scoldings, is brought back to the
more plain and seemly fashion of the ancient
oath of fealty.
Yet our English ancestors
were
not capricious
in th(_ elaborate safeguards
whmh
they built up again and again round a ceremony
originally
of the simplest.
Every clause
and
ahnost every word in the statutory oaths of allcglance, supremacy
and abjuration
was directed
against a distinct
anti specific political
danger.
It is unlmppily
true that examples
of repressive
le#slation
against
mere
speculative
opinions,
though less common in England
than elsewhere,
are by no means wanting.
But the political
test
o'tths do not belong to this class.
They were
fr._med to discover and bring to punishment,
or
to disable and exclude
from privileges,
not the
holdersof
theological opinions assuch, but persons
holding opinion_, of which, rightly or wrongly,
disloyal and seditious
behavior
was supposed
to
be the neces_ry
or highly probable
result.
The
attempt lately made, and for tim present made with

* SirSsmuel Martin's, thena baron of the exchequer, and
now the only survivor, as it happens, of the judges before
whom the vase was argued,
t- The oaths of allegiance, etc., were. enforced on the
clergy by Charles II.'s act of uniformity and various other
statutes. The taking of them was part of the ordination
service until separated from it by this act.
$ It may be worth while to explain to lay readers that
this does not mean limiting the powers of the crown, but
defining the coarse of the sacce_ion,

success, to u.edJthe parliamentary
oath as a religious test, and thereby exclude a person obnoxious
to a majority of the house of commons,
partly for
theological
but much more for politica, and social
reasons, has nothing to justify it in English
history, or in the traditions of English politics.
It is
an unhappy
example
of the ignorance
and confusion of mind concerning the institutions
of their
own country which are still too common among

,
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English
legislators.
note to the preceding

OCCLTATION.
(See AL_a-_CE,
and the
article.)
Fm_DF.mC,_ POLLOCk.

OCCUPATION.
I.
Of the different
meanings of this word, that which has the longest exercised the ingenuity
of publicists
relates to the
manner of acquiring
lands which up to the time
of acquisition
had no owner.
The oc_cupation of
such lands, that is, the taking of eff_tive
possession of them, is one of the means of obtaining
the
right of property
in them.
The individual
who
di_overs
an uninhabited
island, which constitutes
no part of an established
state., may appropriate
it, cultivate
it and dispose of it, and the more
labor he expends upon it the less contestable is his
title thereto.
If the island forms part of a state,
he can not acquirc the ownership
of it, unle_ the
laws recognize the rights of the first occupant,
or
he can acquire these rights only on the conditions
provided by the laws of the country.
Thus, in the
United States, the land which belongs to no one in
particular
forms part of the domain of the Union;
it is not, strictly speaking, without
an owner; and
hence the first occupant has only a limited right, the
right of pre-emption
of suchland.
But to proceed
with the hypothesis
of a desert island.
A :Europcan, let us suppo_,
discovers such an island in the
Pacific occan, and takcseffcctive
possession of it.
It does not suffice for this purpose to erect a post,
and nail a board to it, with a notice of the taking
of possession, and do nothing
further;
tim occupatioT_ and exploitation
of the land are absolutely
necessary.
Our European
is assuredly
the proprietor of this island by private title, or from the
standpoint
of the civil law, but is he also its
political
lord?
IIe can only be so in one case; if
he has previously
freed himself
from the bonds
which attach him to his own country.
As long
as he remains a Frenchman,
a German
or an
:Englishman,
his stat,_ follows him, his country
retains its rights over him, he nationalizes
or naturalizes thc objects which become his property,
for, in many respects, property,
at least movable
property,
is an accessory of the man.
The power
of a citizen,
however, to cause an accession
of
land in favor of his country
is not unlimited,
for the power of his country
i_u not unlimited,
Just as his personal status follows him wherever
he goes, while his real status (immovable
property) necessarily
remains subject to the territorial
laws of his country;
so Iris right of extending
the
boundaries
of the nation to which he belongs may
be contested.
In other words, the right of an individual to take possession of land in the name of
his government
may be questioned.
Tim law on
this point is not well settled, for the reason that
the facts in c_qcs of this kind have not greatly
varied.
An individual
might live on an island,
lost in the ocean, and enjoy sovereignty,
because
no one cares to disturb
him.
He might also feel
the need of protection,
and ask it of his native
country;
but the latter is the judge of what he
may with propriety do. It can grant or refuse its

protection.
It will never grant that an individual
can bind it without
a commission
to do so, and it
is free not to ratify the taking of possession;
but
if it wishes to accord its protection,
if it consents
to cover with its flag the domain which has come
to it by accession, it must do so by a formal or
express act; it is for the government
to take possession.
The official occupation
of land without
an owner, by the agents of a government,
constitutes a mode of acquisition
fully recognized
by
international
law.
Tilts mode of acquisition
has
been used and abused, but in proportion
as the
earth becomes peopled, there is less occasion to
have recourse to it. -- II.
Up to this point there
has only been in question the occupation of a territory without
an owner, but there is also such
thing &s the occupation
of an inhabited
country.
A victorious
army, which invades a country,
occnpies it in part or in whole, and sometimes during
a long period.
We shall not stop to diseuss an
occupation
which lasts days or weeks, and the
near end of which may be foreseen.
The invader
should
be humane,
should demand
only those
things which he needs for his support, and should
d(_stroy nothing, except to defend himself or as an
act of war.
tie should not destroy simply for
the sake of destruction.
If the occupation
is a
lengthy one, matters become complicated,
and a
great number
of questions
arise.
In such c_sc
evidently the power which occupies a country has
become its master; it cxercises there the rights of
sovereignty,
levicstaxcs,
makesthe
ncces._rylaws,
and, if need be, administers
justice; but it possesses only sovereignty
de facto, and not soverei_,mty defizre.
Thus, the inhabitants
do not lose
their nationality,
the civil relations
between
the
citizens of the country
occupied
remain intact,
and the laws continue in force, save those which
the conqueror
has expressly repealed, modified or
suspended.
A crime committed
during the occupatton is punishable
hy the tribunals of the country, even after the conclusion of peace.
An alien,
even if he belongs to the nationality
of the conqueror, but is _wt a part of the army. remains sub*
ject to the laws of the invaded
country,
and he
may, if the statutes of limitation
do not prevent
it, be arrested after the declaration
of tx._ace, for
the crimes he may have committed
at a time when
the courts perhaps were not in a condition
strictly
to cnforce the law. -- Unlcs_s the commander
of the
invading army decides to the contrary,
the administrative
authorities
may remain
at their posts,
and maintain
their governmental
order.
The
courts may continue to administer
justice, and it
is even their duty to do so as long as there are no
serious moral or material
obstacles in the way.
They administer
justice in the name of their soycreign.
In the Franco-German
war a very peculiardiflicultyarose.
During the war, the revolution
of the 4th of September having changed the form
of the French government,
and the Germans not
having yet recognized
the republic, they thought
that they could not permit justice to be administered in their presence, in the name of the repub-
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tic,
without seeming to recognizeit;they thereforerequestedthatthecourtof Nancy and several
othercourts should sitin the name of the "oceupying governments,"which these courtsrightly
refusedto do. The Germans were doubly mistaken: first,
inaskingthatjustice
should beadministered
in theirname; and secondly,in supposing
that the administrationof justicein the name
of therepublicimpliedon theirparta recognition
of its
government. They were supposed,ormight
have been supposed, to ignore the proceedingsof
the courts,as long as the magistrateshad nothing
to do with the war, and their judgments and
dccreesaffected
only privateinterests.
--Ill. We
have again the occupationof a countryby way of
pledge,asfor instance,
for the payment of a war
indemnity. In ca_s of this kind tiledetailsof
the mode of occupation are generallyregulated
by treaty. However, asa stateof peace has here
succ_eded thatof war, all public _rvices are resumed and directedby the nationalgovernment,
and the commander of the army of occupation
has no power but such as is neces_ry for the
security
of his troops,
lie can not l(,vy taxes,
nor dcmand
any contributions
except those slipulated for in the treaty; but if the lo('al authortries are unable to preserve
his safety, hc has the
right to protect
himself.
The inhabitants
of the
occupie(1 country should have the patriotism
to
avoid giving him any serious ground of complaint.
A calm dignity is always more noble than daring
but ill-judged annoyance.
Occupation
may also
be a mode of coercion, of compelling
the fulfillmeat of a contract.
For example,
if one of the
German countries did not submit to some onc of
the provisions
of the federal constitution,
the eraperor might _nd troops of occup.ltion
into such
country,
which would act.as
a sort of bailiff at
the expense of the country
occupied.
But the
state of peace would not necessarily be interrupted,
and the civil authorities
would continue
to discharge their functions as usual.
These two kinds
of occupation
may be considered
a.s legal messures, but history has also recorded,
and much too
frequently,
occupations
more or le_ well (we
should say illy) justified by policy.
These occupations being made outside of the provisions
of
international
law, publicists can _,_treely think of
laying down rules for them.
)IAultlcE
BLOCK.
0CEANICA.
Under this head, although
contrary to the custom of geograplicrs,
we propose to
treat of both Oceaniea and Australia. -- I. OCEA_ICA. By the name Occanica are designated
all
the islands scattered
in the Pacific ocean, from
the coasts of Asia and the. Indian ocean to the
coasts of America.
The most northerly
of the
islands belonging
to Oceanica
is the rock of
Crespa, latitude 32 ° 46' north; the most southerly
are the islands of Bishop and his Clerk, latitude
55 ° 15' south;
the most westerly
point is the
island of Boh, longitudc
129 ° 12' east; while the
rock of Sela y Oomez, longitude
254 ° 40' east
of Greenwich, forms the eastern boundary.
The
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islandsaredividedintohigh and low. The formet are,in almost every case,of volcanicorigin
and mountainous; they are the largestand most
important in allthe groups, and have a fertile
soil;the low islands,
on the contrary,are mostly
but ring-like
rocks of coralrag,encircling
a body
of water. The waves of the ocean oftencarry
seeds from great distances
to these barren coral
reefsand depositthem there. These .seedsdevelop intograminous plantsortrees;aquaticbirds
visitthe yet destitutestripof land,and shortly
afterward thereappear insectsand amphibia,carriedthitherby the waves on livingtree.s.--The
area of Oceanica,by far the gr_ter part of which
issituatedbetween thc tropics,
may, accordingto
an approximate estimate,
theonly one possible,
be
1.1Y_,000square kilometres. All the islandsand
groups of islandsof Oceanica may be dividedinto
threegreatprincipaldivisions,
b_ed upon differences in the physic_lconformation, and in the
institutions
and manners as well as in the tanguages of the natives. Melanesia(orWest Polynesia)comprisesthe islands,
extending from west
to east, thence
southeast,
which encircle
the
Australian
continent
like a wreath.
To these
islands bclong the cxtcnsive island of _'cw Guinea
with the neighboring
groups,
the Luisiad archipclago, the archipelago
of _New Britain
and the
Admiralty islands, the Salomonislands,
the Queen
Charlotte islands,
the New Hebrides,
_-ew ('aledonia and the Loyalty islands.
The islands of
Melanesia
arc inhabited
1)y lhc Pal)usa.
a dark
skinned people, _vho arc al_o (_tllcd Negritos
or
Australian
negroes, on accomat of there beingsome
similarity
between them and the natives of Africa. To Polync._ia belong the fallowing
islands
and groups of islands:
_Ncw Zealand,
the Fiji
islands, Tonga. Samoa. the IIervey
islands, the
Society arc)up of i._l'mds, the Australian
islands,
the Tuamotu,
the Marquesas,
and the Sandwich
or ltawaii.m
islands.
In _New Zealand the Europcan population
prevails at, present.
The Fiji
islands are accounted
am belonging to Polynesia,
because the inhabitants
of these islands, allhough
Melanesians
as far _s their language and physical
conformation
are concerned,
possess
thc same
degree of civilization
as the Polynesians.
The
islands of Polynesia
are inhabited
by a light
brown, well formed race of men, accessible to civilization, good seamen, and somewhat
resembling"
the Malays.
By the term Micronesia
is dcsig_
nated the group of islands situated in the northwestern part of the Pacific ocean, and extending
north and west near the coasts of Japan and the
Philippine
islands; this group of islands is inhabited by that part of the Polynesian
race which
differs from the Polynesians
proper in peculiarities of character,
mode of living, and chiefly by
the difference in languages.
These (mostly
low)
islands
are divided
into three groups:
the Ladrones, the Bonin islands north of them, and the
Caroline
islands,
the Marshall
and the Gilbert
islands. -- Throughout
nearly the whole of Melanesia oppressive
heat prevails, which, combine_
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with the humidity
of the densely wooded islands,
is as prostrating
as it is injurious
to health; the
climate
of the other islands
is warm, but not
disagTeeat)le, because of lhc sea breezes, and is as
agreeable
as it is healthy.
While on the low
islands vegetation
(.an not l)e called rich and luxuriant, oll the high islands it is of a tropical abundance.
The mountains
are for the most part
wooded to the top; the tr¢_._ arc high, and serviceable for buihling.
Among the food plants the
following are to be found ()n all the larger islands:
the cocoanut
tree, thc banana trce, different kinds
of taro or arum, the bread-fruit
tree, the pandang,
yam-root,
and thc sweet potato;
besides these,
there are the sugar cane, the pineapple,
the coffee
trcc, the lemon and orange trees: in short, nearly
all the useful plants of warmer climates.
While
]flew Guinea vies with tlm Moluccas in the abundance and peculiar character
of its phmts and the
magnificence
and grandeur
of its forests, its vcgeration,
without
losing its luxuriance,
shows a
decline
in so far as the number of varieties is
concerned;
thus, Tahiti
seems to have but 500
different plants, Tuamotu
only about fifty, Waihu
(F_mster island) some twenty
only.
It is equally
striking
that not only the vegetation
on all of
them islands is of a character
similar, for the most
part, to that of the vegctationof
India, but also that
it retains this cimracter
even in the most easterly
islands, which, although
nearest to America, possess none of the American typesof
plants.
The
same law applies, on the whole, to the distrihulion of aninm]s;
however, there is a general lack
of land mammalia
on these islands in so far as
that lack has not bccn done away with in more
recent times, by the importation
of domestic anireals.
It is truc, there are larger quadrupeds
in
_ew Guinea, but only k:tngaroos
and nocturnal
animals.
Besides these, tile Europeans,
who first
visited these islands,
found of land mammalia
only the hog, the dog and the rat, and even these
not on all thc islands.
Birds arc more numerous,
Fowl, pigeons, parrots, different kinds of sin_ng
birds, snipes, herons, wild ducks and numerous
sea fowl were found on almost all these ishmds,
Besides the_,
there arc the bird of paradise
in
:New Guinea
and the cassowary,
distributed
as
far as New Britain.
Sca animals, fish and turtles
are exceedingly
numerous
in the waterssurrounding these islands; the dugong (ltalicore cetacea) is
found
between
the tr_)pics.
Whales
are still
caught in the southern and northern
parts of the
ocean, and the widely distributed
sperm whale
(Phy_ter
n_acroc.ephalus) has given rise to active
fisheries.
Shells
and corals
present
a greater
variety of brilliant colors and forms than almost
anywhere
else in the world.
Snakes, mostly of a
harmless
character,
are found only on thewcstern
islands, probably not farther than on the Tonga
group;
there is, however,
one harmless species of
snake which is said to be found on the Marque_cas;
the crocodile is not found except in the extremest
western
part of this territory.
Sharks are frequent everywhere,
and there are also poisonous

fish.
But few specics of insects are found; mos_
frequently
they are met with in the western islands.
--Comparative
philology
has shown
that the
native population
of Occanica
canto from IndoChina and from the Indian archipelago.
On all
the larger islands of the Indian archipelago
there
is a dark colored raec of men, called Papuas, and
another
of lighter color, the Malay race, which
originally inhahited the southeastern
parts of Asia,
and which in the distant p_t_t removed thcir habitations to tile Indian archipelago;
these two rac.cs
are also to bc found
in Oceanica.
The dark
colored
Papuas
are the natives
of Melanesia,
while the lighter brown Malayo-Japanese
elemcnt
prevails
in Polynesia;
the now nearly
extinct
Micronesians
are more similar
to the T'lgalian
clement. -- As a rulc the inhabitants
of the high
islands are stronger, taller, handsomcr,
of lighter
color, and better develol)ed;
on the low and more
barren islands they are shorter, less strong, uglier,
and of a darker color.
The color of the skin of
the Polyncsians
varies from light to dark brown,
with a hue of yellow or olive-green:
their hair is
mostly of thick growth, black and smooth; their
eyes are black; their mouths
arc well formed;
their foreheads
well developed;
the nose is either
short and straight, or hmg and of aquiline shape;
the form of the face is oval.
The Micronesians
are of lighter color, their fi_'ure is more graceful
and agile, their expression
brighter,
their noses
more prominent
and bent, and not so flat.
The
difference
in their languages
is still more pronounced.
While the language of the Melanesians
is distinguished
by more numerous
and harsher
consonants,
and is clearly distinct from the Malay
and Polynesian
languages,
the phonetic system
of the Polynesian
hmguagcs
evb,ccs great poverty, a certain weakness
and want of force; the
31ieroncsian
languages,
however, as far as their
form is concerned,
are the most closely connected with the simpler Malay family ()f languages,
having
also an intimate
relationship
with the
Polynesian
languag(_s.
While the sevcral langqmges of thc Polynesian
family arc almost only
dialectically
distinguished
from each other, there
are great diffcrcnccs
in the langamges spoken on
the Micronesian
groups.
As far a.n mental capacity is concern(d,
the Melanesians
arc inferior
to
the Polynesians;
love of war and warlikenc_,
distrust and suspicion,
are the principal features
of their character;
cannibalism,
too, is practiced
by most of the Melanesian
tribes.
The Polynesians, on the contrary,
although as a rule they
also practice cannibalism
in as far as they have
not been conw_.rted to Christianity,
occupy
a
higher intellectual
position than others living in a
state of nature;
they are eminently
skillful in
copying,
or at least in assuming,
the outward
appearance
of European
manners.
The Microncsians also are well endowed
intellectually,
very
receptive,
and possess a certain physical
cleverhess; they are hospitable,
friendly, good natured,
pcaceful and honest, but sometimes very revengeful and blood-thirsty.
-- The religious ideas of tho
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are vague and confused.
Thus, on
some of theislands
they believe in a power which
has created and governs all things.
Others worship the sun, while the Tanncese
and the New
Caledonians
seem to have no religion whatever,
Besides this, every individual
has his own guardinn spirit.
The Polynesians
believe in a number
of high gods, by whom the universe
has been
created, and who, although
with some diversity,
are worshiped
throughout
all Oceanica.
Besides
these high gods the Polynesians
worship an immense host of inferior deities, of elementary
genii,
fairies and giants.
There is, besides, a third cl_L<_
of deities,
consisting
of apotheos_
of human
beings. The Tabu, too, forms part of the religious
ideas of the Polynesians.
In Micronesia religion is
based on the belief in an invisible supreme being,
and, in addition
thereto, sometimes on the belief
in invisible
intermediary
beings. -- In regard to
social relations Melanesia
is also very backward,
The population
of each island is divided
into
many tribes, which, as a rule, are enemies of one
another.
The tribes have each a chief, for the
mostpart,
however, without
authority;
and they
are classed by villages into numerous
small subdivisions,
with a common
ruler on important
occasions.
In Polynesia,
however, ttmre are two
estates to be distinguished:
the nobles, who are
related to the gods, and the common
people, wire
are of this earth only and without soul.
Between
these two estates, that of the landed proprietors,
in many instances, has assumed
the intermediate
position of a third estate; thus in some places, for
instance in Tahiti, the high nobility merely consists of the king, the king's
family,
and their
nearest
relatives.
They also have generally
a
kind of feudal
system,
in which
one king or
superior
chief rules
over several
subordinate
chiefs, who derive
their landed property
from
him, and who in turn owe him service in case of
war.
A similar
feudal system is in existence
in
blicronesia,
but there the estates are divided into
the nobility,
the semi-nobility
and the common
people.
Even as far as industry
and skill are
concerned,
the Melanesians
rank below the Polynesians.
They pursue
fishing and to a limited
extent agriculture.
Some of the groups of islands
have no connection
whatever with Europe.
Only
in the New Hebrides and the Loyalty islands did
the sandalwood
commodity
give rise to an active
traffic, since European
vessels transported
the
wood from these islands to Asia.
For centuries,
however,
an active trade has been carried
on
between the inhabitants
of the western and northwestern coasts of l_ew Guinea and those of the
bloluecas.
:New Caledonia,
it is true, has been
brought
into connection
with Europe
in consequence of'its occupation
by the French;
but that
intercourse
is inconsiderable.
In Polynesia
agriculture is highly developed.
In building
houses
and boats, as well as in manufacturing
bast-cloth
(which is frequently
very beautiful),
weapons and
tools, the Polyneaians
display great skill.
The
trade in sandalwood,
pearls,
cocoa oil, and the
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catching of trepangs
and whales, ever since the
end of the eighteenth
century,
attracted
many
European
ships to these waters and gave rise
to an active intercourse
with the inhabitants
of
these islands. -- In Micronesia,
too, agriculture
thrives,
as far as the condition
of the soil is
favorable.
Withtheir
skillfully
constructed boats
the natives make extensive
voyages for trading
purpose._; they export the products
which they
manufacture
in large quantities,
as, for instance,
boats, pandangmats,
ropes and twine of cocoanut
fibre, weapons
of cocoawood,
implements
made
of the wood of the bread-fruit
trec, cloth, baskets,
sails, and, above all, hammocks,
which are very
much in demand.
Ever since the white element
established
itself on the islands a marked decrease
of the native population
has been noticeable.
On
the IIawaiian
group and in Melanesia the population has decreased to ahout one-fifth since the days
of Cook.
In Micronesia,
too, the contact
with
white men, chiefly in consequence
of destructive
disoases, such as small-pox
and syphilis, having
been brought into the country, has had the sarfie
effect. _II.
AUSTRALIA. In former times and
in a wider sense, under the name of Australia
was comprised the exte.nsive group of islands in the
Pacific ocean scattered between the coasts of Asia
and the Indian
ocean, and the coast of America.
In a narrower
sense the name Australia is used today to designate the insular
continent,
the Australian continent
(formerly called New Itolland),
while the other islands and groups of islands belonging thereto are known by the collective name
Oeeanica.
The Australian continent, in the southeastern part of the Indian archipelago,
is situated
entirely on the eastern hemisphere.
-- The population of Australia
consists of natives and of Europeans recently settled there.
The farther the
EuroImans penetrate from the coasts into the interiot and cultivate its soil, the more arc the natives
confined tothedesertsandthenearer
they approach
extinction.
In the settled portions
of Australia
they gradually
di_ppear
before European
civilization, as do also in part the native flora and
fauna.
At the time of the first arrival of Europeans, there may have been about 50,000 Australians wandering
about in the now colonized
portions of New South Wales, Victoria
and South
Australia.
In the year 1851 the number
of natires was estimated at 1,750 in New South Wales,
at 2,500 in Victoria and at 3,780 in South Australia; in 1872 there were still 8,369 natives in South
Australia;
in Victoria, there were but 1,830 native
Australian
aborigines
left, while the number
of
aborigines
in New South Wales
had dwindled
down to 984. The total number of natives for
the whole continent
can not bc given with certainty.
The latest estimates
showed
that their
number
does not amount
to more than 60,000.
The native population
of Tasmania
is now catirely extinct.
Including
Tasmania and New Zealand, which are officially considered
part of the
Australian
colonies,
there are at present
seven
Australian
colonies, irrespective
of the Northern
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territory under the administration
of South Australia and peopled by but few white men.
The
area and population
of each of the colonies is
shown in the following table:

COLONI_S.

of England, and it is authorized to dispose of the
receipts of the colony, in so far as they are not
derived from crown lands.
All bills passed by
parliament must be ratified by the governor on
behalf of tile English
government.
All lands

English i Inhabitants
(exclusive
of
natives).

belong to the government
by law, and are sold to
tile highest
bidder at public auction.
Besides
this, unsold crown lands are leased for an insig*560,275 nifleant con_ideration
for the raising of cattle.
*790,492
.Z96"_7 The English
government
has of late kept no
.146.6_)
troops in the colonies; the latter, therefore,
or_25,7Sl
t"'201 ganized volunteer
corps, of a total strength of
something over 10,000 men.
For the protection

8q. Miles.

New South Wales ................
Victoria
..........................
South Australia...................
_rueensland
..eat Australia.......................
...................
Northern Territory................

308,560
88,451
_.602
668,259
97.'),_PA
523,531

Total .........................

%94,%2_7

,

To this there are to be added:

1,_1,69C

of the coasts a fleet of iron-clads is being built
at the expense of the colonies.
At present the
fleet is represented
by the steam advice
boat
"Victoria"
and the monitor
"Cerberus."
The
wooden

q?asmania.........................
:New Zealand.....................

m.215 I
106,_
[

frigate

"_elson,"

in the harbor

of

for young
marine.

The discovery of gold in 1851 gave a most power2,13_,a.',0 ful impulse to the immense growth of the Australian colonies.
Victoria's
production
of gold
* Endof IST&
* Eudof 1871.
reached 11,900,000
pounds
sterling
in 1856; in
1866, it is true, it decreased
to 5,900,000 pounds,
but in 1868 it rose again to 6,600,000
pounds.
Thus Australia had, in 1873, an area of 2,945,227
From 1866 to 1873, inclusive,
the production
of
:English square miles, and 1,721,696 inhabitants,
gold in the colony of Victoria alone amounted
to
exclusive
of the natives (only 0.57 inhabitants
to
ll,024,231ozs.(@£4,
an aggregate of £44,096,924).
the square mile). The larger cities are, in Victoria:
Besides gold, wool is a staple product of AusMelbourne,
with 193,698inlmbitants;Ballarat,with
tralia.
In 1810 the first consignment
of wool, of
withO_A,260; Sandhurst, with 27,642; Geelong.with
about half a bale (140 lbs.) arrived in Europe;
22,618; in New South Wales: Sydney, with 134,756
in the year 1820, 100,000 lbs. were sent to Europe;
inhabitants;
in South Australia:
Adelaide,
with
in 1867, 113,000,00¢
lbs.; in 1868, 135,000,000
27,208 inhabitants;
and in Queensland:
Brisbane,
lbs. (of this quantity
68,000,000
pounds
came
with a population
of 19,413.
How rapidly the
from Victoria,
30,000,000
from Queensland,
and
population
of these colonies increased by immigra29,000,000 from New Zealand).
In the year 1871
tionisapparent
from the fact, that in 1821 the popthe four Australian
colonies
(excluding
West
ulation of New South Wales wa_ only 29,783; that
Australia)
exported
wool
to the amount
of
of Victoria,
in 1836, only 2°.24; that of ,South Aus£11,974,000. -- Cattle breeding
is also very iraralia, in 1838, only 6,000 ; that of Queensland,
in
portant.
The Australian
colonies
have at least
1848, only 2,°57; and that of W_t Australia, only
6,000,000 head of cattle; and since 1867 consider11,743.The principal occupation of thecolonists
able quantities
of pre._erved meats are exported
is the raising of cattle and the cultivation
of the
to England
and Bremen.
About 1,025,000 kilosoil.
The chief branch of stock raising at present
grammes,
for instance, were exported in August,
is the raising of shcep, which, within a short time,
1872.
Lastly, South Australia
exports considerswill secure to England
the entire foreign demand
ble quantities
of wheat and copper.
In 1872 the
for wool.
In the intcrior of the colonies the lands
last named colony exported about 25,000,000 kiloare divided into farms; in the frontier
districts,
grammes
of copper ore.--At
the end of 1873
however,
the colonists live on so-called stations,
the len_h of railroads in the Australian
colonies
which
are isolated
encampments
of shepherds,
was 2,042 kilometres.
Of these, New South
Besides this, the produce of gold, copper and hard
Wales had 652 kilometres,
Victoria 708, Queenscoal is of great importance;
the fisheries
espeland 3,51, South Australia 305, and West Australia
eially whaling, are worthy of mention.
Australia
26 kilometres.
Since Oct. 21', 1872, Australia
is
exportschieflygold,
wool, tallow and copper, and
connected
with Europe by cable.
The colony of
imports
English
manufactures
of every deseripSouth Australia
established
a line of telegraph
tion, although,
especially
lately, the industry
of
from Port Augusta,
on the gulf of Spencer,
the colonies has largely developed. -- Each colony
through
the heart of the continent
t(J Port Darhas its own governor,
assisted by an executive
win, on the coast of northern
Australia,
while
ministry and a legislative body.
One-third
of the
the English
government
laid a cable from Java
representatives
in the parliaments
are chosen by
to Port Darwin.
The distance between AdeLaide
the government,
and two-thirds
are elected by the
and Falmouth
is 20,000 kilometres;
of this disinhabitants;
parliament
has a right to enact laws,
tance the submarine
cables represent
a length of
in so far as they are not at variance with the laws
14,700 kilometres.
A dispatch of ten words from
Grand total ...................

--[_
8,077,701 I
I

steam

"104.217 Melbourne,
is used as a training ship
"810,4S7 seamen for the merchant
and naval
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Adelaide

to

London

now

costs

takes, in the average,
fourteen
to make its way from
Adelaide

189 marks,

and

15

it

hours for a dispatch
to London.
The

_*Nc_s.
I
' Ex ndin_bt
[Years., Revenue. ,I _
.
o n n ec. _L
-

COLOnies.

principal towns in the colonies are connected with
each
other
by telegraph. The colonies
of New
South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and
Queensland alone had over P.4,000kilometres of
telegraph liues at the end of 1872. Since January,

New SoathWales.-{ 18794.475',e694,570,7'20149,37',419
[ [ 1880[4.904,21614,854,70614,903,919
18!_l I 7,377.7_ I 5.890,529 16,924 019
1877, 3,916,023 I 3,Ii_,426 £0,6911111

1874,

NewZealand

Australia

has

three

different

postal

connec-

---i

and

Victoria,
mania:
York,
Wales
Strait,

Suez,

in

the

hands

South Australia,
the
second,
via

of

the

colonies

West Australia
San Francisco

of

and Ta._and
l_'ew

in the hands
of the colonies
of New
and New
Zealand;
the
third,
via
Singapore
and
Suez, in the hands

South
Torres
of the

---T---

187B { 4,167,889 I 4,365,275
187914524.841 ,4,510,726
lv_o 1.3,_3,806
4,019,:g50
1881 18,757,493.8,675,797
t87_ ] 1,436,58_ 1,ss._,S06
1878 I L_9,H1
L543,S'20
1879 * 1,461,_24 1,678.631

......

tions with Europe: the older line, via Point de
Galle

---_ ....

--z--

1877 14,_
15,748.f_5
! 4 6"27,979 lx
11 68S'119
7"24419
| f I 1878
864.5,632,154

Queensland

.......

south Australia

...

1881
1877
187_
1879

£u2,6_,_1
"23958,311
28,583,281
29,659,111
7,_,350
8,935,350
10,19'2,0_

] 2,(_23.668 1,757,654 13.'2A5,150
11,44L401
E1,59'2,634 1,_%6_a
1,620,._10 4,737,'_00
5,_2_,600
! 1.662 120 1,768 lb7
6,605 750

colony of Queensland. -- At the end of 1872 the

ls81188°
I o.,o10._Sl.2.171.m8
s,o54.ss51"q'_'42e
11'.1962o09
_1',1o0

receipts

1877
aSL771
352564
],_,705
1878 [ 381,909
375,601
1,747,400
1879
875.867
405,838
1,787
_)
1880 I 448,845
427,71_
1.943:700
1881 " 505,872
468,tilB
2,_,{X}0
1877 I 4.7"23877 4,358,096 17.018.913
1_
' 4,504,413 4 634,349 17,0P..2,085

hies

and

were

expenditures

as follows

COLONIF_

of

several

colo-

:

Tasmania

Total
Receipts.

New South Wales -- frA.161,415
Victoria ............
8,281,883
South Austraha
862,8_5
._ueensland
.............
996,/_23
w'est Australia .....
105,_D1
Total ...........

the

£9,887,807

Total
Expenditures

.........

Debts.

£3_638,6_
8,4_,.'_2
856,865
865,74,3
_,248

£ 9,_1,1_[
11,994,80(
2.284.90(
4,547.85(
35,00{

£8,887,861

£28,542,9_

Victoria ...........

Western Australia.

1879
676 I I_),050,753
1880 II 4,5_5,99_
4.621,28'2 4:8_5
4,ff75,029
°°,0_),749
1881 ,5l_.011
_*_10_,64_l _ 4"26,50'2
1877
165.4115
182.959 I
161,000
1878 I 163,:M4
198,248
184,556
18q9
196 315
145,31"_
361,#J00
1880
180,849
t_04,3.q7 [
861,000
1881 I 254,813

197,886

510,000
B. *

The loans were
made
principally
for the purpose
of building
railroads,
harbors,
etc. -- The following summary
tables
show
the area of the various

* GOV_RN_P_T O1_ THZ COLONXl¢S.--_Ve'tV South Wal_.
The constitution
of New South Wales, the oldest of the
Australasian
colonies,in 1855,
is embodmd
the act 18aand
19 Vlct.,
cap. 54, proclaimed
which in
established
"responsi-

colonies, and their population from 1876 to 1881
inclusive:

bic government."
The constitution
vest_ 1;he legislative
power in a parhament
of two houses, the first called the
legislatwe council, and the second the legislative assembly.
The le_slative
councilconsists
of not lessthan twenty-one
members, nominated by thecrown,and the assemblyof 108
members, electedby seventy-twoconstituencies.To be
eli_ble,a man must be of age,a natural-born
subjectof the
queen,or,if an alien,he must haw; b_,cnnaturalizedfor
fiveyears,and residentfortwo yearsbeforeelection.Tl_ere
is no property qualification
for electors, and the votes are
taken by secret ballot.
The executive power is in the hands
of a governor nominated by the crown.
The goverm)r, by the
tcrmsof his commi._ion, is commander-in-chief
of all troops
in the colony
In the exercise of hm authority he is assisted
by a cabinet of eight ministers.
The cabinet is responsiblc
for its acL_ to the legislative assembly. -- New Zealand.
The
present form of _overnment
for :New Zealand was established by statute 15 and 16 Vict., cap. 72, passed in 1_.
By this act the coh)ny was divided into six provinces, after.
ward increased to nine, nsmely: Auckland, Taranaki, Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury, Otago, Hawke's Bay, Westland
and blariborough,
each governed
by a superintendent
and
provincial council, elected by thc inhabitants
according to a
franchise whmh practically amounts to household suffrage.
By a subsequent
act of the colonial legislature,
_9 Vict.,
Nn. xxi., which was passed in 18_'_5.,
the provincial
system of

_dgKA AND POPULATION.
COLONIF.8.

Are&Sq.Mlles.[
Years.

:New South Wales ......

809,175

_{ew Zealand ..........

104,403

Queensland ............

668,224

Soath Australia

_,690

Tasmania

Victoria

Western

_.

........

..............

26,215

...............

Australia

87,884

.....

1,0_7,250

1881
1876
1877
1878
1879
1876
1877
1878
1879
1876
1877
1878
18_
:[881
1876
1877
1878
1881
1876
1877
1878
1879
1_1

gover_m_ent was abolished.
By the terms of this act and of
other amending
statutes
the legmlatwe power is _e_ted in
the governor and a "' general assembly,"
consisting
of two
chambers,
the first called the legislative council, and the
second the house of representatives.
The Icgislatiw¢ council
consists of forty-five members, nominated by the crown for
life,
and the house of representatives
of nlnety-five
merebern, elected by the people for three years.
The members
of the house of representatives
include four aborigines, or
Maories, elected by the natives.
Every owner of a freehold
worth £50, or tenant householder,
in the country at ,_5, in
the towns at £10 u year rent, is qualified both to vote for,
and to be a member of, the house of representatives.
Tha
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0@HLOCRACY.
The rule
of the multitude,
Polybius
was the
first
to use
the
term.
The
good governments,
according
to him, are royalty,
aristocracy
and democracy;
the bad ones monarch)',
oligarchy
and
ochlocracy.
Barth_lemy
St. tIilaire
does not consider
this definition
to be

very exact.
It is not correct
so far as royalty
is
concerned,
which
is only
one
of the
forms
of
monarchy;
but the denomination
ochlocracy
is
perfectly
correct,
much
more
correct
than
the
word
demagog)-,
which
only
indicates
a means
of popular
government,
and not tlmt government

executive authority is vested in a governor appointed by the
crown.
The governor is, by virtue of his office, commanderln-clllef of the troops.
Thegcneral
admmistrationrests
with
a responsible mimstr)', consisting of about seven members,
Besidics the ministers,
there is one native member
of the
executive
council, but not in charge of any dicpartmicnt,
The control of native affairs, and thic entire responsibility
of
d(,aling with questions of native government`
were transferred in 1863 front the imperial to the colonial government,
In 1864 the seat of the gicncral government was removed from
Auckisml
to Wellington,
on account of the central positinn
of the latter city. -- Qu_englan¢l.
The form of government
of the colony of Queensland
was estabhshed
Dec. 10, 1859,
on its separation
from New South Wales.
The power of
making laws and imposing taxes is vested in a parlimnent
of two houses, the legislative
council and the legislative
assembly.
The former consists of thirty members, nnminated by the crown for life. The legislative assembly comprises fifty-five deputi_.s, returned
from as many electoral
districts, for five yt.ars, by the ballot vote of all tax payers,
Persons having property, either leasehold or freehold, or a
license to depa_turic lands from the government
in any
electoral district in which they do not reside, have the right
of a vote in any district in which such property may be situated, as well as in the district in which they reside.
The
executive
power is vested in a governor appointed
by the
crown. The governor is commander-in-chief
of the troops,
and also bears the title of vice.admiral.
In the exercise of
the executive authority he is assisted by an executive cnuncil of six ministers.
The ministers are johltly and individually responsible
for their acts. -- _oath Australia.
The
constitution
of South Australia
bears date Oct. 21, 1856.
It vests the legislative
power in a parliament
elected by
the people.
The parliament consists of a legislative council
and a house of assembly.
The former (according
to a law
which came into force in 1881) is composed of twenty-four
members.
Every three years the eight members whose
names are first on the roll retire, and their places are supplied by two new members elected from each of the four
distracts into which the colony Is divided for this purpose,
The executive
has no power to dissolve this body.
It is
elected by the whole colony voting as one distrmt.
The
qualifications
of an elector to the lcgisistivc council are, that
he must be twenty-one
years of age, a natural-born or naturalized subject of the queen, and ]rove been on the electoral
roll six months, besides ha_ing a freehold of _0 value, or a
leasehold of _
annual value, or occupying a dwelling house
of "£_ annual
value.
Thc qualification
for a member of
council is merely that he must be thirty years of age, a
natural-born
or naturalized
subject` anti a resident in the
province for three years.
The president of the council is
eliccted bythe members.
The house of assembly consistsof
forty-six memb_'rs, elect('d fur three years.
The quahfications for an elector are that of having been on the electoral
roll for six months, and of having arrived at twenty-one
years of age; and the qualifications
for members are the
same.
There were 57,627rcgtstered
electors in 1882. Judges
and ministers of religion are ineli_ble
for election as merebiers. The elections of members of both houses take place
by ballot,
The executive
power is vested in a governor
appointed by the crown and an executive council, consisting
of the responsible ministers, and specmlly appointed merebers. The governor {s at the same time commander-in-chief
of the troops.
The ministry, of which he is the president, is
divid¢_i into six departments.
The ministers are jointly
and individually responsible to the legislature for all their
official acts. -- Ta_zan|a.
The constitution of Tasmania
was ¢_tablished by act 18 Vict., No. 17, supplement_l
by
act 34 Vlct., No. 42, passed in 1871, By these acts a legislative council ands house of assembly are constituted, called
the parliament of Tasmania.
The legislature council is
compo_d
of sixteen members,
elected by all natural-born

or naturalizicd subjects of the crown who possess either a
freehold worth _
a year, nr a leasehold of £200, or have a
commission in the army or navy. or a degree of some university, or are in holy orders.
The house of assembly consista of thirty-twn members,
elected by householders
of £7
per annum, or freicholders of property,_To0 in value, and all
subjects holding a commission, nr possessing a degree.
The
licgisiatlve authority restsin both houses, while the executive
is vested iu a governor appointed
by the crown.
The governor is, by _'irtue of his office, commander-in-chief
of the
troops
in the colony.
He is aided in the exercise of the
executive authnrity by a cabinet of responsible
ministers,
consisting of five members.
The mimaters
must have a
seat in one of the two houses. -- Victoria.
The constitution
of Victoria was established by an act, passed by the legisiature of the colony in 1854, to which the assent of the crowu
was given, in pursuance of the power granted by the act of
the imperial parliament of 18 & 19 Vict., cap. 55. The legislative authority is vest/_'d in a parlianmnt of two chambers;
the legislative council, composed of forty-two micmbers, and
the legislative
assembly,
composed of eighty-six members.
A property qualification is required both for members and
electors of the legislative
council.
According
to a bill
passed in 1881 members
must be in the possession
of an
estate of the annual value of £500, and electors must be in
the possession
or occupancy
of property of the ratable
value of £10 per aunum if derived from freehold, or of ._25
if derived
from leasehold
or the occupation
of rented
property.
:No electoral property qualification
ta required
for graduates
of British universities,
matriculated
students
of the Melbourne
untvicrs_ty, mimstera of religion
of all
dicnominations,
certificated schoolmasters,
lawyers, medical
practitioners,
and officers of the army and navy. One-third
of the legislative council must retire ever)" three years, so
that a total change ie effccted in nine years.
The first elsetion of nicw members t_mk place November_ 188_:. The
members of the legi_.lative assembly are elect_'d by universal
suffrage, for the term of three years.
Clergymen of any
religious denomination,
and persons convicted of felony,
are excluded from both thelegislative
council and the assembiy. The number of electors on the roll of the legislative
council was increased by the action of the bill of 1881 from
33,105 to about 1I0,000; the number of electors for the legislative assembly was 176,022, according to the latest returns.
The executive authority is vested in a governor appointed by
the crown.
The governor is commander-in-chiicf
of all the
colonial troops.
In the exercise of his duttics as the execurive he is assisted by a cabinet of nine nnnisters.
At least
four out of the nine ministers must be members of either
the legislative council or the assembly.Western Australia.
The administration
of Western Australia is vicsted in a gov.
icrnor, who exercises the executive
Junctions.
There is
besides a legislative council, composed of seven appointed
and fourteen
elected members, the latter returned
by the
votes of all male inhabitants,
of filll age, assessed In a
rental of at least £10. The qualification for elected merebcrs is the possessmn
of landed property of £1,000.
The
governor is assisted in his functions by an executive council.- POPUL&TION,
RNSOURC]_S,ETC., OF THI_ COLONI1S. -ZTw _uth
Wa/as. The excess of immigration over emigratlon averag_l 10,000 annually in the seven years 1874-80.
There is a high birth rate in the colony.
The excess of
births over deaths amounted
to 116.931 in the year 1880.
The population of Sydney, the capital of New South Wales,
numbered _0,457 at the census of April 3, 1881, the total
comprising 99,670 inhabitants withiu the city, and 120,757 in
the suburbs.
The increase of population in the decennial
period 1871-81 was 89,272, or 66_ per cent. The trade of
New South Wales more than quadrupled in the fifteen
years 1850-64.
The total value of the imports in 1850
amounted to £2,078,888, and in 1864 had risen to £10,1_1;,708.
The exports in 1_0 were valued at £2,899,580, and in 1864
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itself.
Aristotle
calls
democracy
what
Polybius
calls
ochlocracy.
"Aristotle,"
says
Barth_lemy
St. Hilaire,
"always
uses the word
demos to des.

totality
include
political

ignate
the most
lg)dy.
Whenever
Aristotle,
it must

but which,
in the greater
part of the Greek
republics, played
only a secondary
rSle."
It seems
to
us that
demos,
in the
political
language
of the

numerous
part of the political
the word
people
is found
in
be understood
to mean,
not the

at ._9,037,832, From 1864 to 1870 there
was a decline fn
both imports and exports, but a new rise took plaee m
1871, continuing
with interruptions
till 1881. The value
of the total imports in 1881 was £17,409,326; the value of
the total exports, including bullion, was £16,049,503.
Rather
more than one-third of the total imports of New South Wales
come from Great Britain, and about one-third of the expqrts
are shipped to it. The staple article of export from New
South Wales to the United Kingdom ts wool.
Of this article
there were exported in the year 1881, 87,739,914 lbs., of a
value of .£5,804,576.
Next to wool, the most import.ant
articles of export are tin, copper, tallow and preserved meat.
In March, 188'2, New South Wales had 8g,062,854 sheep;
2,180,896 horned eat¢lc ; 846,9;_1 horses ; and 213,916 pigs. The
total area of land under cultivation
embraced 645,068 acres,
of which about one-half was under wheat and maize.
New
South Wales is believed to be richer in coal than the other
territories of Australasia.
In 1881 there were mined 1,775.224
tons of coal, valued at £AV_,248. The gold mines of New
South Wales cover a vast area, extendzng over three dietrwts, called the Western Fields, the Southern Fields, aud
the Northern
Field's.
The gold produce of the colony was
estimated as follows, in each of the seveu years 1675--81:
yEARS.

Quanuty.
Oz.
55'2,59l
410,8,30
1`24.113
18¢2.1'29
109.650
lIS.@10
145.5_2

Value.

or majority
of the nation,
which
would
the slaves, but onlythe
lowest
class of the
body,
that
which
prevailed
at Athens,

The commerce of New zealami increased nearly twenty-fohl
in the twenty years from 18.59to 1878; but while the imports,
which at one time amounted
to more tban eight mlllit)n_,
fell again, the exports increased slightly in recent ycar_.
The value of the total imports of New Zealand in 1881 ,,,,as
£7,457.045; of the exports,
£5,060,866.
The value of the
imports from Great Britain in 1881 was._3,718,308; that of the
expor_ to Great Britain, £5.1'2L5,859. The staple article of
export from New Zealand to the Umted Kingdom is wool.
In 1881 there were exported to Great Britain 59.368,8.')'--2lbs.
of wool, of an aggre_lte value of £3,477.993.
Next to w'cml
the must important articles of export were corn, flour, gum
and pre.-.erved meat.
The live stockof the colony consi,_ted.
in April, 1881, of 161,7.'),6 hor_,_, 698,637 cattle, 12.985.0_5
sheep, '200,083 pigs, and 1.563,216 head of poultry.
The
greatest increase of live stock in recent years wa_ in sheep.
Their number increased from 1,523,,Q2Ain 1858, to 7.761,88:]in
1861, to 4.937,L2"/3in 1864. to 8,418,579 in 1867, to 9,700,6"29 in
1"71, and to 11,704,853 in 1874. Large gold fields were diecovered in the spriug of 1857. The gold exports amounted
u)355.322 ounces, valued st £1,407,770 In 1857; in 1881 only
250,683 ounces, valued at £996,867.
In 1882: there were
1.,':!3_miles of milv, ay open for traffic. The total expenditures on construction
of all the lines to March 31, 1881, had
amounted
to £9,599,355, and in 1882 to £._,869,669. On
March 31, 1882, the colony had 8,82-t miles of telegraph lines,
amt 9.653 miles of wire. The number
of telegrams dis-

£
1S75...........................
2.(197,740 patcht_l was 1,438,772, of which total over a million were
1876...........................
1,589,_x54 private
measagea.
The total receipts
from telegrams
1877...........................
496,45'2 amounted
to ,_78,116.
The total uumber
of telegmlph
1878 ...........................
768,480
offices in the eohmy was 2:t4. The po_toffice in the year
1879...........................
399.187
1881 received ",L5,557,931letters, of whieh number two-thirds
18B0...........................
441.54._ ,eame from places within and one-ti_lrd from places without
1881...........................
550,111
the colony.
The total number of new_papers received in
........
|_l _a_ 12,24g.04% of which number over t_,o-thirda came
New South _'ales likewise possesses
valuable copper and
from places w_thin and less than one-tlurd
from places
tm mines, the former producing
97.5_7 tons of copper in
without the cohmy.
The total revenue of the I)ostol_ee
1881. New South Wules has three lines of raihvay, the
amounted
to _154.142 in 1_1 -- ()uten.,land.
Queensland
Southern. tbe Northern and the Weetern.
In 1881 there were
i8 di_ ided into twenty mmneipalitiea,
the largest of which,
995_ miles of railway
open for traffic and 11_ mile.- of I as regards popuhttion,
is Brisbane.
It contmns the city of
tramways, and 497 miles under construction.
The whole of
Brisbane. the capital of the eelony, and tile seat of governthe lines were budt by the goverument
Of electric telement. with a popuhition
of 31,109 on April 3, 1881. The
graphs there were in the colony 14,278 miles of lint' lU 1881,
number of imm_g_rauts in 1881 was 16,2'23; fhut of the emiconstructed
at a cost of £_92,_11.
The paid message_ transgr:mtm 9,209. The total value of imports
in 1_81 was
mitted in 1881numbered
1,597.741. There_ere
318 teh'graph
_],601._6,
and of exln)r_s. £3.289,253.
Wool, preserved
stations at the end of 1881. The pogtoffice of the colony
meat and _fllow are the chief arti(les of export.
In l)eeemtnmsmitted
26,355 @)0 letters, 16,527.900 nev, spapt'rs, and
ber, 188'2, there were 28,@26 acres under sugar cane, out of a
8.51.300 packets, in the year 1881. --.Vew Ze¢dand.
The centotul of 12_.875 acres under cultivation.
The ]i_e stock at
su_ of April 3, 1881, gave the total i_)pulation of _4.032,
the end of 1881 numbered
194,217 horses, 3.618.518 cattle,
including 44,_t9 Maorie_ ('24,370 males and 19,72:9 females);
8,2!_2._3 sheep and .56,438 pigs.
There are several coal mines
of the rest, I_i9.605 were male,_ and 2"20.:_ fenmle_.
This
iu the colony, the produce of which amounted to @5.61`2_ms
includes 5.004 Chinese, of whom only nine were females.
In
in 1881. Gold fields were discovered in 1867, the produce of
1880 there were 19,341 births, 5.487 deaths and 3,181 marwhich amounted to ._r73,`266ounces, valued at .£1,_.}6,431 in
riages in the colony.
At the census of 1881 there were fou:
the )'ear 1877; iu 18S1 _t was only 259.782 ounces, wdued at
towns with upward of 10,000 inhabitants
in New Zealand.
£2._'),61`2. At the end of 1_1 there were 800 milesof railway
The total number of immigrants and of emigrants,
and the
open for traffic in the colony, and "200miles more in centre
surplus of immigrants over emigrants, was as follows:
of construction;
while in 188"2:a tmns-Australian
line from
Brisbane to Port ])arwin had been begun.
The po_toffice of
the enlony iu the year 1S81 carrk_l 5.178,547 letter_, 4,530,2@_
YEAR.
Immigrants.
Emigrants.
Surplus of
uewspapers,
and 409,575 packets.
At the end of 1881 there
Immigrants.
were in the colony 6,`279 miles of telegraph
lines, and 8,585
miles of wire, with 170 stations.
The number of ine,_lge8
1871 .............
10,083
5,297
4,T8_
1_`2 .............
10,7_5
5,752
4,973
sent was 597,333 in the year 1881.--South
Av.etralia.
On
18_ .............
13,57_
4,761
8,811
A1)ri1:8, 1881. the populutinn
of South Australia
uumbcred
1874 .............
43,965
5.859
38,106
279,865 (149,530 males and 1_0,335 femalesl.
Of the_ 75.81`2
1875 .............
31,T'd7
0,467
9.5.270 were members
st the church of _ng]snd,
42.628 P,xnnan
18_6 .............
18,414
6,459
11,955
Catholics, and 4"2,108 Wesleyan
MethodistS.
During 1881
1877 .............
12,987
6,611
6,376
there were registered
10,708 btrths. 4,01"2 deaths and "2,_
1878 .............
16,'._
5,756
10,497
1879
_,5.q7
5."234
18.7'23 marriages.
The population
of Adelaide, the capital of th_
1880::.':::'--:"_:
15,154
7 9*2:3
7.`231 ' colony, was. in 1881, 38.479, exclusive of the suburbs.
The
1881 .............
9,@_8
8.033
1.@55 number of acres under cultivation
doubled in the teu ye_m
1866-76. There were 2,618,90_ acres under cultivation
in
121
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Greeks,

OCHLOCRACY.
does

not

signify

the

lowest

class

of

the

and

least

enlightened

part

of

the

nation,

which

is

people,
nor
even
the mass
of the inhabitants,
including
tile slaves:
demos(populu,_andnot
plebs)
meant
what. is known
in France
as the commune,
or, what amounted
to the same among
the Greeks,
the nation.
-- Ochlocracyis
the rule of the poorest

ordinarily
the most
numerous.
But,
although
superior'in
numbers,
as it can not represent
the
general
will, it is at bottom
only a government
of
the minority.
The despotism
of the greater
humber, like the despotism
of a single
individual,
is
esu_blished
rather
by usurpation
than by consent.

1882. 1,768,781 there;of under wheat.
The live stock of the
colony comprised
159,678 horses. 314.918 hon_ed cattle and
6,810,856 sheep.
Tl_e total value of South Australian
iraports In 188'2 was £5,890,000, and of exports, £5,280,000.
The
three staple articles of export are wool, wheat and flour, and
topper ore. The total exports of wool m 188:[ amounted
to £1,911,927; the export._ of wheat and flour, to £1.336,761;
and
the export_
copper,
to£_2(;3._,0.
operations
are puraned
on a ofvery
extensive
scale iu .Mining
the colony
The

Who

mineral wealth as yet discovered consist_ chiefly in copper,
besides which there exist iron ores of great richness.
The
colony had 945 miles of railway
open for traffic in July,
1882,
dud principal
174 miles of
huesof inrailway,
course ofnamely,
construction.
are two
lines
the Port There
hne,

would
freely
conclude
such contract
? It is
tO say that
these
two forms of governare au often
turned
to individual
advantage

needless
meat

l)y officials
(demagogues
and viziers)
as they
are
exercised
by those whose power they proclaim.
Ochlocracy
is almost
never
provided
for in constitutions.
VCas it an ochlocracy
which
the government
established
at Rome,
when
the lextwrte_g'_ gave the force
does
not see that
right to sit in the

of law To the plebiscita
? Who
the patri('ians
had always
the
comitia
by- tribes '_
According
'

extending from Adelaide to Port Adelaide, and the North
line, eonnectmg Adelaide with the chief copper mines.
The
colony had 4,946 miles of telegraph in operation at the end of
1881, with line,
7,227opened
miles in
of ]872,
wire. constructed
Included inat the
the expense
total is an
overland
of
the South Australiau
government,
running from Adelaide to
Port Darwin. a distance of 2.000 miles.
In 1882 there were

to all appearances,
it is true,
their
voice
could
be
neutralized
by tile force
of numbers;
but it is so
ill every tmre democntev.
Ill Florence, in 1282,
the lords
Were
declare(l
inadmissible
to public
offices, unless
they dlsl_oblexl themselves
by causing
their names to l_c inscribed
on the registers
of some

488 postofltces
in the colony;
1880 there5,790,768
passed
through
them 10,,q40,T/2
letters andandduring
packets,-and
newspapers.-Tama_ania. The area of ties colony IS estimated at'26,215 square miles, or 16.778,000 ucres, of which
15,571,500acres form the area of Tasmania proper, the rest
constituting
that of a number of small islands.
The total
number of acres gTanted, or sold, up to the end of the year
188_, was 4,_.944;
of these. 1.888,053 acres are held on
depasturmg
leases, 374,374 acres being under cultivation,

trades-guild.
Lastly,
we have the law against
the
"
nobility
during
the reign of terror
in the French
revolution.
At
Athens
ochlocracy
was
estab-

53.41 per cent. of the population
belong to the church of
England;
to of
the persons
church returned
of Rome. as Atbeing
the
census of "z_.gA
1881 per
the cent.
number
unable to read and wrote, was 31.{_0; as being able to read,
only 9,589. The number oi' immigrant.', In 1881 was 12,579;

oppressed
or destroyed.
1ocracy
had a _oTeat
love
_
good
even

sense,
a taste
nloderation.

that of emigrants. 11,163. The total wt]uc of the imports in
1881 was £1,438,5'2,4; that of the exports, £1.555,576.
The
commerce
ol Ta-_maniu is almost eutlrelywlth
the United
Kinl,_lom and the neighboring
colomes of Vlctorm and New
South Wales.
Wool i_ the. staple article of export.
There

Most

the

were lu the colony 27,805 horses, 130,5'...)6head of cattle,
1,847,479 sheep and Iambs. and 49.660 Ing_. on March 31,
18_t2. The soil of the colony i_, rich in iron ore and tm, and
there are ]arge beds of coal.
Goldha, also been found.
The
exports of tm amounWd in value m £375,775, and yield of
gold
1881.for At
the end
there were 178
miles to,_o'216,901
of railway inopen
traffic.
At of
the 1881
comnlencemeut
ol

the

1882 the number of mile_ of telegraph
hne in operation was
9"28, end the number of station_., 85. In 1881, 147,660 telegrapMc messagc_ were sent. The _ubmariue
cable, established in 1869, and connecting the colony with the continent
of Australia, carried 14,871 mes_,ages in 1880. Thepostoffice
carried, in the year 1881, 1,c_4.148 letters, 167,55,5 packets,
and '2,049.94.9 newspapers.-Victoria.
The populutmn
of
this colony, which m 1836 was but'2_4, had increased iu 1881
to 86'2,348. Daring the ]abt decade there ha_ been a large
docmase both mChinese anti aborigines.
About om..halfof
the total population
of ¥ictorm livc in town_.
The number
of immigrants
in 1881 was 59 066, and that of emigrants,
51.744. The birth rate iu V_ctor_a _aa 30.75 per 1.000 in
1880. The two staple artmles of export from the colony are
wool and gold. The total exports of wool amounted
to
98,467,369 Ibs.. valued at _f;5,450.0'29, in 1881. Iu the ten years
from 18.52to 1861 the exports of gold amounted to upward of
two millions o! ounce_ in weight per annum, but subseqnently there was a gradual deehne, tdl the ye,sr 1867, when
the export_ fell to under a million dud a I_alf ounces.
In
1881 the produce of gold amounted
to ti58,850 ounces, valucd
._t _P_.,3.674,1Ot.There were 1,997,943 acres of land under
cnitivatmn
iu theco onyatthe
endofMsrch,
1882. Iu recent
yearn there was a slowly increasing
cultivation
of the vine,
the number ol acres planted amounting to 4,919. In the

lished m_dcr the favor of the law.

Men of merit

were tllPn excluded,
on account
of their wealth
or
their
birth,
from
all part
in public
affairs
; the
philosophers
were
persecuted,
the allied
cities

of the
qtlently
in the

only

two

of

But this
liberty, *

Athenian
ochgreat
political

for the arts,
and
sometimes
Athens
anti
Florence
are
examples

of

the

direct

al-

power

majority
legally
established.
Most
frethis despotism
of the multitude
follows
wake
of a revolution
which
overthrows

power

of

kings

or

of

nobles

;

it establishes

itself
arbitrarily,
without
rule, and without
any
regard
for (he general
interest
or the interestof
all whose
will it does
not represent,
or fl)r individual
interests,
the most
sacred
of which
arc the
year ended ._farch 31. 1881, there were in the colon)' 275,516
horses, 1,'286._)67 bead of earth', 10.360,285 _heep, and 241,936
pigs
There were 1,214 miles of rmlway completed at the
end of 1881, and 450 milc_ m progress.
There were 3,349
miles of telegraph
hnes, comprismg
6,626 miles of wire,
op_'n at the end of 1881. The number of telegraphic
dispatches in the year 1881 was 1.'2_1.749 At the end of 1881
there were 298 tele_q'aph stations.
The po_toffice of the
colony forwarded
26,308,347 ]ctt¢rb, 4,218,625 packets, and
11,440,782 newspapers,
in the year 18_1, There were 1,158
po_toffices on Dec. 31, 18_1.-- Weste_v_ ..lu_tral_a
Theagricultural prosperity of the colony has been greatly on the rise
in _ent
year_: still, them were only S0,_'.21acres of land
under cnltiv_tion
at the end of 1881, out of a total of
69,6,(D0,000 acres.
The live stock consisted,
in 1881, of
31,755 horses, 60,009 cattle, and 1,'267.912 sheep.
The total
valucoflmportsiu_881was£404,831,
and of exports, £,502,769.
Wool and lead are the principal articles of export.
Copper
and coal are also found.
There were eighty-eight
miles of
railway open for traffic at the end of 18@2. Iu 1881 there
were 1,585 miles of telegraph
line within the colony, with
twenty-seven
stations.
In 1881 there paused through the
postofflec 9'29,5-*.$tlettem, 698,288 newspapers,
and 79,818
packcts.--F.
M.
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O'CONOR.
rights of man, and which the au
trat Social justly regards as independent
of the
general will.
'"In fact," says he, (book ii., chap.
4). "so soon as there is question of an individual
right, UlXm a point which htLs not been regulated
by general and anterior
agreement,
that right
becomes a bone of contention.
It is a case in
which the individuals
interested
are one of the
parties and the public the other, but in which 1
can neither see the law which is to Ix, followed,
nor the judge who is to declare it. It would be
ridiculous,
then, to leave the question
to an
express decision
of the general will, which can
(rely bc the conclusion
of one of the parties, anti
which for the other, consequently,
is only a strange
individual
will, inclined to injustice
and subject
to error."
If such be the character
of the ()mnipotencc of the state over the individual,
such
must be the omnipotence
of one part of the nation
over the other, anti if "the
life and liberty of a
private person art; naturally
independent
of the
public per,wn" (book it., chap. 5), there is a much
stronger
reason why the life and liberty of a private person should be independent
of a collection
of private persons, like an oligarchy
or an ochltx:racy.--The
history of the Paris commune,
in
187"1, presents a good example of what an oligarchy is. Whatevcr
was the latitude
allowed its
leaders, they were obliged to satisfy the general
will of their soldiers : a power impersonal,
diffuse,
arbitrarily
transferable,
and which at a given moment reside._ entirely in the hands of a national
guard a'; well as of a delegate(minister).
The reason of this is, I think, that this kind of government. having the habit of legislating
on all things
inan ahsolute manner by exhausting
at one stroke
all legal sanctions, makes everything
an affair of
state.
Besides, such a government
is essentially
military, both on account, of the incapacity
of thc
pcoplc to conceive any other political organization
than an army, and because of the violent circumstances which give it birth, and which drivc it to
extremes.
JACQL"ES DE BOISJOSLIN.
0'CONOR,
Charles,
was born in New York
city Jan. 22, 1804, and was admitted
to the bar in
185-4. He very soon became a recognized
leader
in his profession, to which he gave him_lf devotedly.
He has ncver entered political life, but his
national
reputation
as a constitutional
lawyer
made him against his will the candidate of those
democrats who refused to support Greeley in 1872.
(Set I)E._OCR._TIC-I_.PUBLICA.N PARTY, ¥I.)
A. J
0FFICE-HOLDERS,
Danger
of an Arlstoeraey
of.
There is probably
no objection
to
permanent
tenure
in office, or to tenure during
good behavior,
which has a stronger hold on that
portion of the public which has no direct interest
in the spoils system--that
is, which does not
seek office as the reward of political services-than the'objection
that it would convert the offi(ers into a sort of aristocracy,
whose manners
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toward
tho_
with
whom they had to transact business would
be haughty
and overbearing.
I can hardly de_ribe
this objection better
than in the words of a western
friend of the
movement,
in a private letter written nearly two
years ago.
Hc said : "The people mean by tlfis
[an aristocracy
of office-holders],
that a continuance in office of the same set of men createsin
the
mind of the office-holder
the idea that he owns
the office, and instead of being a puhlic servant,
he becomes a master, haughty toward those whom
he ought to serve.
Isit not quite ageneral expertcnce with office-holders
of long standing, that they
arc apt to become somewhat
overbearing
? I am
inclined to think that they view it in that light, and
my experience
is based upon convc.rsation
with
men of ordinary
l)osition in society, who make
our majorities
for us, who must be educated to
whatever t)f good there i,_ in the reform idea, and
must he consulted as to its adoption, if the reform
cvcr becomes
1)ermanently
ingrafted
upon our
government
and administration."-If Americans
had had any such experience as this of thc effect
of permanence
in office on the manners
of officeholders, I admit freely that it would be very difflcult for civil-service
reformers
to make head
against it. In politics no a priori argument
can
stand for a moment
with the ma.ss of mankind
against actual observation.
There would
be no
u_se, for instance, in our _ying
that the effect of
appointment
through
competitive
examination
upon the character
of office-holders
would be so
improving
that lhey would be sure to be polite
and considerate
in their intercourse
with the people, if the people had found that permanent
officcrs,- selt_tetl
hy any method
whatever,
were
haughty,
overbearing,
and acted as if the offices
wcrc their private
l)ropcrty.
Nothing
is more
difficult to eradicate than thc remembrance
of insulting treatment
at the hands of an aristocracy of
any kind.
If the American
people had suffered
in mind even, though not in body or estate, from
such a class al any time since the revolution,
and that class happened to l)c a permanent
officeholding class, we shouht,
in short, bc forced to
admit, that great a_ might hc the abuses of the
present
system,
it was certainly
the one best
adapted to the conditions
of American
society,
and that we must make the best of it, just as we
make the beet of the drawbacks
on universal suffragc. -- Curiously enough, however, no trace of
any such experience
appears
in the history
of
the American civil ._rvice.
Down to 1820, officeholders practically
held during good behavior.
It
was considered
at first doubtful whether the president had the discretionary
power of removal at
all.
It w_ settled in 1789 that he had it, but
its exercise
was long viewed with great disfavor. It was, said Wehster, speaking in 1835, "regarded as a suspected and odious power.
Public
opinion would not always tolerate it, and still less
freqlmntly did it approve it. Something
of char- "
acter, something
of the respect of the intelligent
and patriotic part of the community,
was lost by

_20
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every instance (_f'its'un_e_e;_s£ry
exercise."
And
it was very sparingly
exerci_d.
During Washington's
administration
only nine persons were
removed
from office ; during
John Adams', ten ;
during Jefferson's,
thirty-nine
; during Madison's,
five ; during John Quincy Adams', only two.
In
1820 the first change in this tenure was made by
the pa.4_age of an act which fixedat four yearsthe
term of all those, called accounting
officers, that
is, officers who had the handling
of considerable
sumsof
public money.
±Now, if this act wasdue,
in part even, to the popular
perception
of the
growth among
the oflice-lmlders
of pride of station and of a sense of prol)rietorshi
p in the office,
it would
undoubtedly
have found expression
in
the discussions
which i)rcccded
or attended
its
passage.
But there is no trace of any such metive in the report_ or chronicles of the day. Nothing of the kind appears to have been alleged by
the promoters
of the measure.
In fact, it does
not appear to have occurred
to any one as an argument likely to help its passage.
The bill was
due to the fact that there had been many defalcations and irregularitiesamong
this class of officers,
owing to want of proper supervision,
and to the
belief that if the tcnurewere
limitedto
foury(;ars,
and they were thus comtx,llcd to account periodically by mcre operation
of law, they would be
more careful and strict in the di_('harge
of their
duties in the meantime.
-- In 1830 a resolution
was introduced
in the senate, calling on the president for the reason of his remc)ving certain offieers ; and in the debate which folh)wcd, Mr Benton, of Missouri,
stated
very clearly
and succinctly
the motives
which animated
those who
brought about the legi_htion
of 1820. IIc said:
"The
legislator
in 1820 naturally asked him._,lf
what term 'md tenure of offi('e w_,u](t attain the
desired public security ? To hold for lif(; wouhl
be too irrespon_ihh,.
To fix hi.; tenure
during
goo(l b(.havior wouhl not ren,cdy the evils of the
oht law.
There
must be '_ 1)r(we_s at law to
convict
him of the ('au,e b(,for(, the rt,moving
power could beexertcd.
T() make him removable
at the will of the president alom,, as in the case of
1789, wouhl mak(, the pre¢i(lent too absohzte; and
hence the t)rovi_i(_n f,)r a term t,f y(,ars, provided
hc so lc_ng b_.ha_.d faithfully,
rcm(,vablc
at the
pleasure of the al)p()intin _ l)ower during his term
ff he gave
causc." -- Now,
what were these
"evils of the ohl law." tr) which he refers ? tie
thus de_.cribes them, and his d_._(.riptiou was not
gaincaid by anybody : "By
the old l'_w there
was no summary
power (,xct'pt the disputed
one
of taking care that the laws be faithfully
execute(l, to arrest the carcer of offi(:ia] delinquency;
and thc proc_,ss was doubtful
and dilatory
by
which the cause of r(,mov'd was to be established,
whether
by impeachment,
indictment,
or by civil
suit.
The evil of the old law was, that while the
govermnent
was ph)(lding
through
some tedious
process of law. amidst its delays and proverbial
uncertainties,
the d('faultcr
could embezzle
our
funds and ruin our affairs so far as they lay with-

in his control, and escape to Texas, etc., before
the process had ascertained
whether
there was
lawful cause for removal
or not."--In
short,
the act of 1820 was intended
to provide
a safeguard against peculation.
The safeguard,
it is
true, was a clumsy
one, but nobody appears to
have thought
of it as a safeguard
also against
the growth of bureaucratic
pride and insolence.
Webster
spoke on the same subject
live years
later, in a debate on a bill repealing the act of
1820.
IIe was opposed
to this act, but he confe_ed that some good had resulted from it. "I
agree," hc said, " that it has in some instances
secured
promptitude,
diligence
and a sense of
responsibility.
These were the benefits
which
those who p;L_,sed the law expected
from it, and
these benefits have in some measure
been reatized."
tie goes on to say, however, that the benefits wrought
by the change have been accompanied by a far more than equiwdent
amount
of
evil--an
opinion which, if lie wcre alive to-day,
hc would probably express in a still stronger and
more unqualified
form.
]3ut neither he nor any"
of his contemporaries
appear to have thought
of
the act as an act for the abolition
of an official
aristocracy,
nor for reminding
office-holders
that
they were the serwmts,
not the masters,
of the
people.
It made them prompter
and more dillgent th'm they had been in writing up their books,
and in colh, cting and arranging
their vouchers,
and in having their balances properly adjusted at
the expiration
of their term; but nowhere is there
any indication that it was intended
to reach the
evil which we now hear Sl)oken of as the very
probable result of a tenure during good behavior,
and as the greatest
objection
to a recurrence
ia
our time to the ohl system.
"vVcbster defended
the r(.l)ealing bill, on the ground
that the act of
1820 had giv(,n the president too much power, by
creating vacaneie_ for him to fill which he would
not have ventured
to cre'_te for himself,
and
which the constitution,
in his (Webster's)
view,
did not intend that he shouht have the power of
creating,
and the creation
of which d(.moralizc4
the service,
lie advocated
the retention
of the
old tenure
during good behavior,
leaving tbe offenscs committed
by officers to be punishe(l
by
some legal process, instead of having the t(.nure
of office settled on the th(,or_,, that ev(.ry officer
would c_)mmit offenses if ]eft undi(turl)ed
in his
place more than four year_.
In fact, he advoeared it on precisely the grounds
on which the
friends
of civil-service
reform now advoc,,te
it.
" I think,"
said he, "it will make the men more
dependent
on their own good conduct, and less
dependent
on the will of others.
I believe it will
cause them to reg'lrd
their country more, their
duty more, and the favor of individuals
le._q. I
think it will contribute
to official respectability,
to freedom
of opinion, to indcpendcnce
of character; and I think it will tend in no small degree
to prevent the mixture of selfish and personal metires with the. exercise of political duties."
But,
it evidently
did not occur to him that it was nee-
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cssary to show that it would not create a haughty
bureaucracy.
--The
spoils
system,
as we now
know it, was introduced
by Jackson.
The removals, which only amounted
to two altogether
under John
Quincy
Adams,
suddenly
rose in
Jackson's
first year to nine hundred
and ninety,
This sudden clmnge in (lie way of looking at
t)laccs in the federal service of cour-e provoked
a great dcal of discussion
and denunciation,
Jackson's u_e of his power was fiercely asadh.d
and fiercely defended during his two terms, both
iu and out of congress.
But we may _,areh the
debates amt the newspapers
between 18{_0and 1840
in v.du for an assertion
that the revolution
had
been called for, or was justified by the effect of
securityou
the manners of officc-hnldcrs, or bylhe
growth of a feeling amon_ office-holders
that their
tenure of their places nmde them a class apart
from and superior to the rest of the community,
Therc was. instcad, a great deal of as._rtion,in
Jackson's defense that, if tenure (luring good lyehavior had lasted, this feeling would have sprung
up, just as there is now much prediction
that, if
this tenure were to be rc.,_tored, the feeling would
spring up.
But no one alleged that it had sp,'ung
up. and had constituted
a reat._on for beginning
the
practice of frequent
removals,
to which the absurd name of "rotation"
was afterward
given,
In other words, no attcmpt was made to justify
Jackson's
introduction
of the q'_gime under which
we are now living by pointing
out that particular effect of the old v_gime on the office-holding
mind, which is now alleged as the chief obstacle
to its restoration.
In short, the American people
really knows nothing
from its own experience,
however much it may know in other ways, of the
trndency
of permanent
tenure to create, and perpctuate a caste. -- The belief that this tendency
exists, must, therefore,
be a deduction
from the
experience
of forcign
nations,
or from general
principles
of human
nature.
It must rest, in
other words, on the assumption
that whathappcns
in England or on the European coutinent is sure to
happen here, and that it is his _curity
of tenure
which giv,,s the foreign
offici_d that sense of his
own ._uperiority for the disphly of which he has
long been fanmus.
Nothing is older in story than
the "insolence
of office."
We can go back to no
time, in the annals of the ohl world, when the
man "dressed
in a little brief authority"
was not
an object of popular odium.
See, it is _id, what
the manners of the German
and Russian,
and
even the Frunch and English, officials are : such
will the manners of our officials be should we
ever permit them to hold their places, as these
foreigners
do, during good behavior,
and fail to
remind them by frequent or periodical
dismissals
without cause (which is really what is meant by
short fixed terms) of how little consequence
they
are to the community
which they serve.
The
answer to this is, that the argument
rests on the
assumption
that greater security of tenure
constitutes the only difference
between the condition
of the American and that of the European
office-
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holder, whereas
there are numerous
other differences.
Nothing
h&_ so much to do with a man's
manners as the manners
of the society in which
he lives.
No one e'm wholly, or even in gre'tt
part, withdraw
himself from this influence without partial or complete
i._olation, such as th'_t in
which _oldier,_ ]iw_m barrack..- or camp, or monks
in their ,nouastrrv.
In order to make any body of
men really peculiar, either mentally
or physically, we have to take l)OSSrssion of their wholelives,
and impose great restrictions
ou their intercourse
with the community
at large, and effect '_ considerablc, if not complete, sevcnmcc between their
intcre..,ts and the general interest.
No modern
state, however, s_lbjects its civil functionaries
to
any such treatment.
They
all, out of office
hours, live as they please,
q'hcy marry and are
given in marriage,
and spend their ._daries in
precisoly the same manner as other salaried people.
Their _,oeicty is the society of persons of
like tastes aud like manners.
They are, in short,
an int%o-ral part of the community,
getting
their
livelihood
by a kind of labor in "which a large
body of their fellow-citizens
are engaged.
A
clerk in the postoffice or custom house or treasury,
is occupied in very much the same way as a clerk
in a banking
house or store.
If, "therefore, the
manners of the government
officials be marked by
any peculiarity
not visible in those of employds
of private firms, it must be due to something else
titan the kind of x_ork they do, and the manner
in which they spend their salarics.
It is due, in
fact, to the place held by the governing
class in
the social and l)olidcal
org'anization.
-- If this
governing
class be a social aristocracy,
the officeholders, as the machi,m
through
which power is
exercised,
will naturally,
and, indeed,
almost inevimbly, contract the habit of looking on themselves as it p'_rt of it. In a society made up of
distinctly
marked gradcs, the government
officials
almost inevitably
form a grade, and copy every
body else in looking
down on the grades below
them.
The Englisl_ or German official gives himself airs and thinks himself an aristocrat
Ix,cause,
as a matter of fact, his official superiors
are artstocrats, and the government
is administered
in all
the higher
I)ranchcs
by an aristocr.lcy.
It is
difficult,
if not impos,dbh,,
for a _Tvant
of the
crown to avoidarrogating
to himself a shareof the
crown's dignity.
In any country in which politics
is largely managed
by an aristocracy,
the aria(ocratic view of life is sure to permeate the civil as
wcll as the military
service, be the terms long or
short.
In such a country,
a great deal of the
plea._ure of life is derived from the reflection that
one has "inferiors.'"
The nobleman
takes comfort in his superiority
to the commoner;
the gentlcman, in his superiority
to the man in trade ;
the barrister,
in his superiority
to the attorney ;
the merchant,
in his superiority to the shopkeeper.
It would be impo_,dble for any system of appointmeat or any tenure of office to cut off the government officers, any more than any other class, from
this source of happiness.
The social position the
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place gives them is one of the rewards
of their
services, and they would be more than human if
they did not reveal their appreciation
of it. The
state official really shows his sense of his own iraportance no more than, if so much _s, any other
man who has an assured income and considers his
position
"gentlemanly."
The manners
of the
government
clerk in England
very much rcsemble those of the successful
barrister's
clerk, or the
clerk in the great banking house,: they are neither
better nor worse. -- If the English
and German
officials were all appointed
and held office under
the spoils system, and had their "heacls cut off"
every time there was a change in the ministry,
or
a new man got the king's car, there is every reason for believing
that they would be much more
insolent
or overbearing
than they are now, as
they would share in the excitement
of the political strife, and in the pride of victor)-, and in
the contempt
for the vanquished,
which form
so marked a feature
in official life here.
They
would, too, fall rapidly into the habit, which is
so strong
among
our offiee-hohlers,
of treating
non-official criticism of their manner of performing their duties ,as simply a wrapon in the hands
of those who want tlmir places, and not a.s a
help toward
the improvement
of the public scrvice. -- In the United States, on the other hand,
not only arc the traditions
of the government
democratic,
but the social organization
is democratic.
What is of still more importance
for our
present purpose, the popular view of the social
value of different
callings is tlmroughly
democratic.
There i_ little or no conventional
dignity
attached
to any profession
or occupation.
As
there is hardly anything
honest which a man may
not do for hire without
damage to his social position, so there is hardly "mything
he can do for
hire which will raise the v'tlue of his social position.
In every eou,_try in the world the officehohler, like everybody
el._e, basr_ hi_ own opinion of himself and hi._ office on the opinion
of
thementcrtalned
bythe public,
lie thinks highly
of them because his neighbors do.
The Prussian
or English
civil or military
officer hristles with
the pride of station, largely because the public
considers
his station something
to be proud of.
So, also, in Amerie.l,
the office-holder
does not
bristle
with pride
of station,
beeau_
nohody
thinks his station anything
te be proud of.
He i_
not kept humble by the insecurity of his tcnurc,
but by the absence of popular
reverence
for his
place.
The custom hou_ or postoffice clerk as a
matter
of fact knows very well that the world
thinks no more of his place than it thinks of the
place of a bank clerk or commercial
traveler.
One of the very odd things in the popular dread
of an office-holding aristocracy is, that it ari_s out
of the belief that an aristocracy
can build itself
up on self-esteem,
simply.
But no aristocracy
has ever been formed in any such way.
It grows
_pon popular
admission
of its superiority,
and
not simply on its own estimate
of it_lf.
The
attempts
which have been o_v.asionally
made to

create an aristocracy in new countries, or in courttries in which the respect for station has died out,
have always failed miserably
for this reason. -Moreover, association
with the government
and
the exercise of a portion of its authority
do less,
and must always do less, for an office-holder in
this than in other countries, hecause there is here
absolutely
no mystery
about government.
Its
origin is not veiled from the popular
gaze by
antiquity,
or tradition,
or immemorial
custom.
Nowhere
else in the world does sovereignty
present itself in such naked, unadorned
simplicity
to
those who have to live under it. Nowhere else is
so little importance
attached to permanence
either
in government
office or any other office. In America it brings a man no particular
credit to remain
long in the same position doing the same thing.
In fact, with the hulk of the population
it brings
him some discredit, as indicating
a deficiency of
the great national attribute
of energy.
Outside
the farming
(.lass, the American
who passes his
life in the position in which he began it, without
any extension or change of his business,
or without in some manner improving
his condition by
a display of enterpri_
or activity, is distinctly
held to have failed, or, rather, not to have succeeded.
There is probably
no country
in the
world in which the popular imagination
is so little
touched
by a contented
and tranquil
life in a
modcqt station, or by prolonged
fidelity in the
di_harge
of humhle
duties.
Puhlic
opinion,
indeed, almost exacts of every man the display of
a restless and ambitious
activity.
The popular
hrro is not the contemplative
scholar, or the" cautious dealer who relies on small but sure profits
for a provision
for his old age.
it is the bold
speculator,
who takc_ great risks, and is in constant pursuit
of fresh markets
to conquer,
and
new demands
to supply.
It is not "the
poor
boy" who stays poor and happy, around whom
the popular fancy plays admiringly,
but the poor
boy who becom_
a great manufacturer,
or the
president
of a bank or railroad company,
or the
master of large herds, or the owner of rich mines.
The very familiar
personage
of European
counting houses and hanks, the gray-headed
clerk or
book-keeper,
is almost unknown
here.
In fact,
employers
would think
but little of the young
book-keeper
or clerk who made no effort to iraprove his con¢tition, and did not look forward to
a changc of pursuits
before he reached middle
life.
It may be said, indeed, without
exaggeration, that the security of tenure which contributes
so much to the value of a position in Europe,
counts for but little in popular
estimate
of it in
America.
Places which "lead
to nothing"
are
not made any more attractive
among us by the
circumstance
that they are easy to keep if one
wishes,
Indeed, such places are rather avoided
by young
men whose self-esteem
is high, when
they are entering
on life, and those who accept
them are apt to be set down as having, in a certain sense, withdrawn
from the race. -- In Europe,
on the other hand, security
or fixity of tenure,
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owing
to the very much
smaller number
of
chances offered there than here by social and cornmercial conditions
to the enterprising
and energetic man, adds very greatly
to the value of an
office of any kind, and not only to its value, but
to its digmity.
The person who has it, even if the
salary be very small, is considered
by the public
to have drawn one of the prize-s of life, and exeitesenvy, rather than commiseration,
even among
the young.
The prodigious
cagerne_
for government office in France is due, in a very large
degree, to the fact that government
offices are
pcrmanent--a
quality which more than makes up
for the extreme smallness of the salaries.
In England commerce competes
formidably
in the labor
market with the crown, and the spirit of the prople is much more adventurous;
but the certainty
of a small income has even therc attractions
for
the young which are unknown
in this country,
This certainty
always has a powerful influence in
exalting the social position of the man who has
managed to lay hold of it, in places in which
recovery from failure or miscarriage
is difficult,
and in which mistakes
in the choice of a calling
are not easily rectified.
Thewhole
spirit of .kmerican society is, however, hostile to the idea that
permanence
is a thing which ayoung man will do
well to meek. This feeling will, beyond question,
operate in one way, if we ever come back to tenure in office during good behavior, to lower rather
th:m raise the offce-hohling
class, as a class, in the
popular estimation.
Far from converting it into
an aristocracy,
it will probably
put a certain
stamp of business inferiority on it in the eyes of
"the live men," the pushing,
active, busy, adventurous
multitude,
who, after all, make the
standards
of social value which are in commonest
uee. -- At present,
office hohling
as a business
really gets a kind of credit from its extreme procariousne_s and uncertainty.
It is felt that anybody who gets into it must be in some sense
" l)ractical."
He may have failed in trade, or in
some profession,
or have, through
some moral
defect, lost all chance with private employers, but
ti_en he must h.,vc, if he has got a government
nffice, made himself
useful to "an
influence"
through some kind of " work."
Successful clection,_riag,
for inst._nce, may not require a high
order of talent, or w:ry much character,
but anybedy who achieves it must have push and energy
and some knowledge
of men, and these are, of
course, no mean qualifications
for success in life.
Any one who possesses
them, though
he may
make a wretched custom house or postoffce clerk,
will be sure of a certain amount of consideration
from the busyworld,
whichwould
not beaccorded
to the modest,
easily contented
man who, in
choosing his calling, seeks only mental peace.
In
truth, to sum up, there is no country in which it
would be so hard for an aristocracy
of any kind
to be built up as this, and probably no class st_king to make itself an aristocracy
would, in the
United States, have a smaller chance of success
than a body composed
of unambitious,
quiet-
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minded, unadventurous
government
officers, doing routine work on small salaries, and wilh but
little chance or desire of ever passing from the
employed
into the employing
class.
One might
nearly as well try to make an aristocracy out of
the college professors or public school teachers.
There is no society which at present makes so little provision for this cla_ as ours.
We do nothing to turn them to account.
They are a class
eminently
fitted for govermnent
service, or any
service of which tenure during good behavior ix
one of the conditions,
and in which fidelity rather
than initiative is a leading requirement.
At present they furnish a very large share of the business
failures, and contribute
powerfully
to produce
our panics by being forced into the commercial
arena without the kind of judgment
or nerve
which the. commercial
struggle
calls for. If we
tried to economize
laI_)r, and put the right men
in the right places in our national administrative
maclline, we should undoubtedly
offer this class,
which has just the kind of talent and character
we need for government
work, the thing which
most attracts
them, by offerin_
them positions
which no commercial
crisis could put in peril,
and which they could hold as long as they did
their work well. --Even
if it were established,
however, that the selection by competitive
examination and tenure during good behavior would
make the offce-holdcr
feel himself the master of
the people, .rod express his sense of his superiority in his behavior, the, question whether the pre_
ent system establishes
a satisfactory
relation l_,twecn the people and the civil servants of the
government
would still have to be answered.
It
may be that the thing we propose would he no
iml)rovement
on the thin_
that is, but the fact
that the existing system ha_ the very defect which
it is c(mtended
that the new system would have.
and which is offered au a fatal objection
to the
introduction
of the new system, is one which the
friends of "rotation"
can not expect us to p,_.s
over unnotiet,d. -- It may be ]aid down as one of
the maxims of t he administrative
art, that no publie ofiicer can ever takc the right view of his offee,
or of hi_ relation to the people whom he serves,
who feels ttmt hc has owed his appointment
to
any qualification
but his fitness, or hohts it by
any tenure but that of faithful performance.
]h_o
code of rules can take the place of this feeling.
No shortening
of the tcl'm can t_kc its place. Tim
act of 1820 was simply a very rude, clumsy plan
of getting rid of the duty of c_trcful supervision
and good (tiscipline.
Turning
out all the olliccrs
every four years, in order to make sure that they
keep their
accounts
well, instead
of turning
out as soon as pos.qible those who do not keep
their accmmts
well, and retaining
as h)ng as
possible those who do keep their accounts
well,
reminds one of the old woman who whipped
all
her children every night on a general presumption
of blameworthiness.
A suggestion
of such a
scheme of precaution
in a bank would excite merriment.
& man's best service is given to those
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on whose good opinion he is dependent
for the
retention of his place.
Under the spoils system,
places are filled without any reference to the good
opinion
of the public;
in fact, very oftcn in defiance of tim public,
They arc given as rewards
to men of whom (lie public
knows
nothing, for
services of which the public has never heard, and
which have generally been rendered
to individuals. An officer who ow_ his appointment
to a
party manager
for aid given him in politics, can
not but feel that his main concern in discharging
the duties of his place must be the continued
favor of the person to whom he owes it, and not
the favor of the public which has had nothing to
do with it. It is, consequently,
impossible
to expect such an officer to feel that the public is his
master, or to show in his manner that he is in any
way dependent
on its good ()pinion.
He feels
that the boss or _nator
who got him his l)lace is
his master, and that his mode of discharging
his
duty must bc such as to merit his approbation,
lie does not fancy that he himself
owns the
office, but he fancies that another
man does, and
as long as he considers it the property
of any one
man, it makes little difference to the t)uhlie which
man.--The
only way in which the proprietorship
of the public can ever be brought
home to officeholders is through
a system which, whatever
its
_wd_s operarali, makes
capacity
the one reason
for appointment,
and efficiency the one safeguard
against
disnfissal.
No such system
now exi_ts
here.
Tho._ _ who say that the plan of the civilservice reformers
would
not produce it may be
right, but it is not open to them to make in support of their oPl)ositiou a charge which is notoriously true of the system
they are upholding,
Whether
the proposed
change, therefore,
be the
best one or not, some change, it must bc admitted,
is imperatively
necessary.
In fighting
against
any change, we are trying to avoid that adaptation of our administrative
system
to the vast
social and commercial
changes
of the past half
century,
from which no civilized
people can now
escape,
and which
all the leading
nations
of
Europe have effccted or are effeeting.
Any one
who takes the trouble
to examine
the reform_
which have been carried out since 1815, in France,
or England,
or Germany, which in all these countries have amounted
to a social transformation,
will lw surpri._d
to find how mucl| of them consists simply in improvements
in administration,
or, rather,
how
fruitless
the best legislative
changes wonld have b(,en without
improved
administrative
machinery
for their execution.
We
can not very much finger
postpone
the work
which other nations have accomplished,
amt neither can we avoid it by plans--like
)Ir. Pendleton's constitutional
amendment--for
getting
rid
of responsibility
by making more executive offices
elective.
This, like the act of 1820, is simply a
makeshift.
Nobody pretends
that elected postmasters would be any• better than, or as good as,
properly appointed
postmasters
said for them is, that they would

All that can be
save the president

a good deal of trouble
under the present spoils
system.
But the remedy for one absurdity
is not
to be h)und in another absurdity.
When a thing
is being done by a wrong method, we do not
mend matlers by trying another
wrong method.
The true cure for the defects in the present systern of transacting
public bu_sine_s is, the adoption
of the methods which are found successful in prirate business.
These arc well known.
Theyarc
as ohl as civilization.
They are gradually
taking
poss_,ssion of government
l)usiness all over the
world.
Our turn will come next, and, in spite of
"politics,"
will probably
come soon.*
E.L.
GODKnq.
OHI0,
a state of the American
Union, formed
from the northwest
territory.
(See OI-tDINAIqCE
OF 1787, TEam'rolt1ES.)
It_ territory
north to
latitude
41° was a part of the Virginia
cession;
the remainder
was a part of the Connecticut
cessions, in which Connecticut
rctaincd
the ownership but not the jurisdiction
of the tract along
Lake Eric, since known as the Connecticut
reserve.
The name of the state was given from that of the
river which
is its southern
boundary,
a more
euphonic
corruption
of the Indian
name Youghiogheny.
--By the act of May 7, 1800, that part
of the northwest
territory now included in Ohio
was _t off under a distinct territorial government,
and the remainder
was organized as the territory
of Indiana.
(See INDL_NX.)
By the act of April
30, 1802, the people of Ohio were "authorized
to
form for themselves a constitution
and state government,"
and a convention
at Chillicothe,
Nov.
1-29, 1802, formed the first constitution,
which
went into force without
submission
to popular
vote.
The act of Feb. 19, 1803, did not purport
to admit the state, but declared that Ohio, by the
formation
of its constitution
in pursuance
of the
act of April 30, 1802, "has bc(-ome one of the
United States of America,"
and provided for the
extension of federal laws to the new state.
It is
therefore
a little doubtful whether Ohio as a state
dates from Nov. 29, 1802, or from Feb. 19, 1803:
the latter is the date, if the precedents
in the case
of the admitting acts of all other new states are to
govern this ('ase; the former, if we are to be governed by the cxprcss language of the act of Feb. 19,
1803.I_OUN1)ARIES. The boundaries
assigned
by the enabling act and the state constitution
were
as follows: east, thc Pennsylvanialine;
south, the
Ohio river; west, aduenorth
line from themouth
of the Great bliami river; and north, an east and
west line drawn through the southerly extremeof
Lake Michigan toLake
Erie, and thence through
the lake to the Pennsylvania
line.
It was, however, doubtful at the time whether this northern
boundary
would
meet Lake Erie east of the
"Miami
river of the lake" [Maumee];
if it should
prove to do so, both the enabling
act and the
Thistheartmle
was originally
in pamphlet
form as
one* of
publications
of the printed
civil-service
reform assoclation, with whose kind permission, together with "Jappetml_
stun of the author, it appears hexe.--.F,m.
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state constitution
reserved the power to so amend
it as to make the Maumee the terminus
of the
east and west line.
Before Michigan
was admitted as a state, it was ascertained
that a direct
eastward line, as originally
proposed,
would enter
Lake Erie so far east as to give to Michigan about
half of Ohio's lake coast, and a valuable strip of
land in the north, including
the city of Toledo.
5Iichigan pressed her claim, and the dispute rose
to such a lmight as to be given the popular title
of the "Toledo
war."
It wa_s settled by the act
of June 15, 1836, to admit Michigan
as a state:
its first section provided that the northern boundary of Ohio should not bca direct east and west
line, but should trend to the north far enough to
strike the most northerly
cape of Maumee bay,
thus giving Ohio the territory
in dispute.
Michigan at first rejected but afterward
accepted adnfission on these terms. -- CONSTITUTIONS.
The
first
constitution,
mentioned
above,
made manhood
suffrage universal,
on one year's residence;
provided for a house of representatives
to number
not less than twenty-four
nor more than seventytwo members, to serve one year, and for a senate
not more than one-half nor ]es._ than one-third the
number of the house, to be chosen by districts
and to serve two years; made two-thirds
of each
house a quorum
to do business;
gave the governor a term of two years; and prohibited
slavcry.
The governor was to bc chosen by popular vote, but was to have no veto power, nor
any other power
than to grant
reprieves
and
pardons,
convene
extra sessions of the legislature,
command
tile state
forces,
commission
appointees, and temporarily
fill vacancies
occurring when the legislature
was not in session.
The secret of this restriction
upon the governor's powers, which
was continued
in the constitution of 1851, may probably be found in the
frequent
disagreements
which
had taken place
between
Governor
St. Clair and the territorial
legishaures. -- A new constitution
was framed by a
convention
at Columbus,
May 6-July
9, 1880,
and Cincinnati,
Dec. 2, l&50-_)Iarch
10, 1851, and
was ratified, June 17, by a popular vote of 126,668
to 109,699.
Its main alterations
were that the
sessionsof
the legislature wcre now to be biennial;
a complicated
apportionment
system, apparently
modeled onthatof
Mas_,achu_tts,
was introduced;
state officers, except
the governor,
were to be
eho_n by the legislature;
the legislature was forbidden to loan the state's credit to corporations
or
to create corporations
by special laws; and the
judiciary was made elective.-A new constitution
was framed by a convention
at Columbus,
May
14- Aug. 8, 1878, and Cincinnati,
Dec. 2, 1878)lay 14, 1874; but it was rejected by very heavy
popular
majorities,
Aug. 18. A subsequent
attempt to revise the judiciary
system was also a
failure. _ Chillicothe
was the state capital until
1810, and Zanesville
until 1812.
In February,
1812, the legislature
accepted the offers of a land
company to lay out a capital, and erect a state
house and penitentiary.
The new city was called
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Columbus, and the state government
was removed
thither
in December,
1816. The constitution
of
1851 formally
designated
it as the capital. -GOVEltNOttS.
Edward
Tiffin,
1802-8:
Samuel
tIuntington,
1808-10: R. J. Meigs, 1810-14; Thos.
Worthin_on,
1814-18; Ethan
A. Brown, 1818-22; Jeremiah
Morrow,
1822--6; Allen Trimble,
1826-30;
Duncan
McArtlmr,
1830-32 ; Robert
Luca-s, 1832-6 : Joseph
Vance, 1836-8;
Wilson
Shannon, 1838--40, Thomas Corwin, 1840-42; _Vilson Shannon, 184'2--4; Mordecai
Bartley,
1844-6;
William Bcbb, 1846-50; Reuben tlood,
1850-54;
William
Medill,
1854-6;
Salmon
P. Chase,
1856-60; William Denison, 1860-62; David Ted,
1862--4; John Brough, 1864 4}; J. I). Cox, 1866-8;
R.B. Itayes, 1868-72; Edward F. Noyes. 1872--4;
William
Allen, 1874-6; R. B. Hayes, 1876-8: R.
M. Bishop, 1878-80; Charles
Foster,
1880-84.-P()LITICAL
HmvoltY.
Ohio was admitted to the
Union at a time (1802-3) when there was practically but one party
in the country,
outside of
New England;
it was therefore
of necessity
a
republican
(or democratic)
state from the beginning.
It was such of choice also; the great democratic features of policy at the time, the acquisition of Louisi',ma, the war of 1812, and the opposition to a national bank, were all very popularin
Ohio, and for thirty years there was little or no
opposition
to the democratic
party in the state's
elections.
In local politics the most noteworthy
features
were due to the great mass of power
which the constitution
had concentrated
in the
legislature.
That body, provoked
by certain decisions of the state judges on the validity of state
laws, passed its so-called "sweeping
resolution,"
Jan. 7, 1810, declaring
that, as the state had been
organized
in 1802, and as tile judicial
term of
office was " seven )'ears,"
the seats of all state
judges were now wmant, no matter when their
incumbents
had been appointed.
The judges
held to their offices, and tile "sweeping
resolution" failed, except in causing a momentary
confusion.
Again, in 1818, the legislature
attacked
the state tn'anch of the United States bank (_e
BA_K CONTROVERSIES,
II1.), but the attempt was
defeated by the United States supreme court, and
was finally abandoned
under
cover of _veral
angry resolutions.
-- Schemesof
internalimprovemerit, chiefly in the form of roads and canals,
early found favor in Olfio, so that, when the new
distribution
of national
parties
took
place in
18°-A-30, a strong vote was developed
for Adams
and Clay, and the policy of internal improvements
and a protective
tariff which they represented.
In 1824 Clay obtained
the electoral vote of the
state by a slight plurality
over Adams and Jackson; in 1828 and,1832 Jackson
obtained
a majority of only ½ of 1 per cent. of the popular
vote.
In 1829 a Clay governor
was elected, and the state
government
was nominally
whig until 1888.
The
electoral vote of the state was given to Harrison
in 1836.--In
1837--8 began a general course of
democratic
success in the state, which lasted until
1855, with but two important
breaks, the presi-
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dential elections
of 1840 and 1844.
In both of
these the state's electoral votes were given to the
whig candidates,
Harrison
and (?lay respectively,
and
the whig
candidates
for governor
were
carried in by the current.
In 1845 the whig legislature sent Corwin to the senate, in which the
state was representcd
by democrats
from 1837
until
1855, with the exceptions
of Corwin and
Chase.At its meeting in December,
1848, the
lower house of the legislature was unable to organize for some time.
The vote of Cincinnati
had
long made the five IIamilton
county
members
democratic;
the last whig legislature
had therefore divided
the county into two districts, thus
securing
two whig
members.
The democrats
ignored the act as unconstitutional,
and elected
five members, as usual.
The election clerk gave
the two disputed democratic
members certificates.
In December
the democrats
swore in forty-two
members,
including
Pugh and Pierce, of Iiamilton county; and the whigs thirty-two,
including
Spencer and Runyon,
contestants.
:Neither side
would act with the other, and two inchoate houses
were organized;
but neither
had the two-thirds
majority necessary for a quorum.
Thedcad-loek
was broken
by an agreement
that the seventy
uncontested
members should organize the house,
and Pugh and Pierce were seated, Jan. 26, 1849,
by a vote of 32 to 81. Chase's election as United
States senator in 1849 seems to have been at least
partially
influenced
by this dispute.
A strong
anti-slavery
elcmcnt
had always existed
in the
state democratic
party, represented
by such leaders as Thomas _Iorris and Benjamin Tappan.
In
this
legislature
the whigs and free-soil
whigs
together
exactly
cqualed
the numbers
of the
democrats,
and the balance of power was held by
two imtependent
free-soilcrs.
These agreed to
vote with the democrats on nominations
for state
oflicersifthelatterwouldrcpealthe
"blacklaws"
of the state against
n%,,Toes (see SLAVERY, II.),
and elect
S. P. Chase, a free-soil
democrat,
te the senate.
The bargain was carrie_ out, Feb.
22, 1849, and Chase. was elected.--In
1846 and
1848 the whig candidate for governor,
Bebh, was
elected
by a narrow
majority
in both cases
(116,900 to 114,570, and 147,738 to 146,461); but
in 1848 the electoral votes were democratic
by a
plurality.
In 1850 Wood, adcmocrat,
was elected
governor by a vote of 133,093 to 121,105 whig, and
18,802 free-soil; and in 1853 the vote for Medill,
democrat,
was 147,663 to 85,820 whig,
and
50,346 free-soil.
In 1854 the whig and free-soil
vote was united under the namcof
the republican
party.
Its first state convention
was held at Columbus,
July 13, 1854; and its nominee for governor, Chase, was elected in 1855 by a vote of
146,641 to 131,091 for )Iedil],
and 2A,810 for
Trimble (American).
The legislature was heavily
republican in both branches, and the congre_ional
delegation
of twenty-one
members
was unanimously republican.
In 1856 the electoral vote of
the state was given to Fremont;
it has since been
given to the republican
candidates invariably,
the

only very close popular
vote being in 1876, when
Hayes received 330,698, Tilden 323,182, and 4,769
were scattering.-From 1856 until 1860 the republicans held general control of the state, though in
1857 a democratic
legislature
was chosen, and
Gov. Chase was only re-elected by 1,481 majority
over Henry B. Payne.
During all this period the
old national road through the middle of the state
(see CCMB_RI,AXD ROAD) was a sort of Mason
and Dixon's line between the democratic southern
and the republican northern
halves of the state.
The outbreak of the rebellion brought the state into
a greater national prominence
thanit had hitherto
had.
The high intellectual
and physical standard
of the population
enabled it to contribute
more
than its share of military and civil leaders.
MeDowell,
McClellan,
Rosecrans,
Grant, Buell, O.
.M. Mitchell, W. T. Sherman, Gillmore, Sheridan,
)lcPherson,
McCook,
Custer,
Stanton,
Wade,
Chase, John Sherman, Iiayes, and Garfield, were
all born or resident in the state in 1861. The enthusiasm
for the war, and the close union of the
war democrats
and republicans
made the state
majority
heavy and steady: war appropriations
in 1861 were made by unanimous
votes of both
parties;
and the republicans
nominated
former
democrats
for governor,
Ted in 1861, Brough in
1863, and Cox in 1865. In 1863 the arrest of
Vallandigham
(see ItAnEAS CORPL'S) obtained for
him the democratic
nomination
for governor;
but
after an excited
canvass he was defeated
by a
popular vote of 247,194 to 185,274, and a sohtiers'
vote of 41,467 to 2,288; total majority,
101,099.
The state remained
republican
until 1873, except
that in 1867, when IIayes defeated
Thurman
for
the governorship,
by the narrow
majority
of
2,983,
the legislature
was democratic
in both
branches
by majorities
of one and seven respectively.
The new legislature
rescinded
the ratification
of the 14th amendment,
,Jan. 15, 1868,
and rejected
the 15th amcndmcnt,
April 1, 1869.
(See CONSTITUTION, III.)--]n
1873 the democrats nominated for governor William Allen, who
had not been in political life since his retirement from the senate in 1849, and tie defeated
Governor Noyes by a vote of 214,654 to 213,837,
and
20,387
scattering.
The
legislature
was
also democratic,
but the other
state officers
elected were republicans.
In 1875 the republicans
brought
back cx-Governor
Hayes as a candidate,
and tie defeated Allen by a plurality of 5,644, the
legislature again becoming republican.
This success obtained
for Governor Hayes the republican
nomination
for the presidency
in the following
year.
The state ,has since remained
republican,
except that in 1877, on a light vote, the democrats
elected
the governor
and a majority
of both
branches
of the legislature.
The new legislature
proceeded to change the congressional
districts
of
the state, which had been laid out after the census
of 1870, and to reorganize
the state institutions,
so as to obtain a party control of them; but its
work in both respects was undone by the following legislature,
which was republican.
-- During
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the period 1868-75 the political contests of Ohio
were of national importance
from the attitude
of
the parties.
In the democratic
party the " Ohio
idea," that United States bonds not specifically payable in coin should be paid in "greenbacks,"
and
that national bank notes should be superseded
by
government
issues of paper money, had obtained
control, under the leadership
at first of Pcndleton, and then of Ewing;
and the republican
parly had been gTadually forced to take a "hard
money" attitude.
The Allcn-Noyes
and HayesAllen canvasses
had taken this direction;
and
both the success of Hayes and thc defeat of Allen
in 1875 had a strong influence on the party platforms of the next year, which endcdthe
question,
Since that time the regulation
of the liquor trailic
has become a leading question.
(See PRommWlO,',-.) The republicans
at first adopted and passed
the so-called " Pond law," for the taxation
of
liquor selling; but this was decided unconstitutional by the state supreme
court, May 30, 1882.
The republicans
then pa._ssed the " Scott law,"
which was upheld by the state court in June,
1_83. It forbids liquor sclling or opening saloons
on Sundays, and levies a tax of $'200 yearly on
general liquor sellers, and $100 on scllers of malt
liquors, the whole tax to go into the county and
municipal treasuries. -- From 1860 until 1883 the
republicans
had a majority
of the state's congressmen, exccpt in 1875-7 and 1879-81.
In the
congrexs of 1883-5 there are thirtecn
democratic
representatives
and eight republicans;
and the
le_lature
is 0884) democratic
by sixty to fifteen in the house, and twenty-two
to eleven in
the senate.Among the state's political leaders
have been S. P. Chase, J. A. Garfield, W. tI. Harrigor, R. B. Ilayes, John McLean. George II. Pendleton, John Sherman,
E. M. Stanton, A. G. Thurman, and Benj. F. Wade (see those names), and
the following:
William
Allen, democratic
congTe_mau
183;_5. United Statrs senator 1837-49,
and governor lS74-6; James M. Ashley, repuhliran congr(_,_sman 1859-69; John A. Bingham,
rel)ublican congressman
1855-63 and 1865-73, and
minister to Japan since 1873; David K. Carttcr,
democratic
congressmml
1849-53,
minister
to
Bolivia 1861-2. and since 1863 chief justice of
the District of Columbia;
S. F. Cary, republican
congressman
1867-9, democratic
candidate
for
lieutenant governor in 1875, and greenback caudidate for vice-president
in 1876; Thomas
Corwin,
whig congressman
1831-40, governor
1840--42,
United States senator
1845-50, secretary
of the
treasury under Fillmore 1850-53, republican
congressman 1859-61, and minister to Mexico 1861--4;
Jacob
I). Cox, major
general
of volunteers,
governor 1866-8, secretary
of the interior under
Grant
1869-70,
and republican
congressman
1877-9; Samuel S. Cox, democratic
congressman
1857-65, and democratic
congressman
from New
York 1869-85; Columbus
Delano, whig congressman 1845-7, republican
congressman
1865-9, and
secretary of the interior 1870-75; Thomas Ewing,
whig United States senator 18,31-7 and 1850-51,
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secretary
of the treasury
under Harrison
1841,
and of the interior under Taylor 1849-50; Thomas
Ewing (son of the preceding),
democratic
congressman 1877-9; Joshua R. Giddings,
anti-slavery
whig and free-soil
congressman
1838-59, and
consul
general of Canada
1861--4: Walter
Q.
Gresham,
postmaster
general in 1883; Win, S.
Groesbcck,
democratic
congressman
1857-9 ;
Jo,_ph
W.
Keifer,
republican
congressman
1877-85, and speaker 1881-3; William
Lawrence,
republican
rnngressnmn
186o-71
and 1873-7;
Stanley Matthews.
republican
United States senator 1877-9, and justice
of the United States supreme court since 1881; John A. Mc3Iahon, democratic congressman
1875-83; Return
J. Mcigs,
democratic
United States senator
1809-10, governor 1810-14, and postmaster
general 1814-23 (see
ADMINISTRATIONS} ; Thomas Morris, state chief
justice 1830-33, anddemocratic
United Statessenator 1833-9; George E. Pugh, Douglas democratic
United
States senator
1855-61:
Milton
Sayler,
democratic
congTessman
1873-83;
Robert
C.
Sehenck, whig congres._man
1843-51, ministcr to
Brazil 1851-3, major general of vohmteers
1861-3,
republican congressman
186',_-71, and minister to
Great Britain
1871-6;
Wilson
Shannon,
democratic governor 1838--40 and 1842,-4, minister
to
Mexico 1844-5, congressman
1853-5, and governor
of Kansas 1855-6; Samuel
Shellabargcr,
republican congressman
1861-3, 1865-9 and 1871-3;
Noah H. Swayne,
justice of the United States
suprcme
court
1861-81 ; Edward
Tiffin,
first
governor of the state, and United States senator
1807-9:
Amos Townsend,
repuhlican
congressman 1877-83: and Clcmcnt L. Vallandigham,
democratic congressman
18.58-63. -- See authorities
under Om)INA.XCE OF 1787 for the territorial
hi._tory; 2 Poore's Federal aJ_d State _br_._tituti,ms;
Chase's ,_tatute_ _f Ohio; Schuekers'
Life of _q P.
Cha._e; 3Ioris' Life of Thomas _l[orri,_; Taylor's
Ilistou/
of Ohio; Atwater's
Itzstory
of Ohio;
Mitchcner's
Anmds
of Ohio; Way's
"Ibledo War;
Carpenter's
Ilisto_T of Ohio; Studer's
ll_tory
of
Columbus, 0.; Reid's
Ohio in the IVar (the clection of 1863 is at 1: 1'53); Report of _%'creta_T of
,q'tate, 1873 (for governors);
2 Star. at Large, 58,
173, 201 (for acts of May 7, 1800, April 30, 1802,
and Feb. 19, 1803).
ALEXA,NDEB. JOIt_STON.
OLIGARCHY.
The rule of a few.
Aristotle,
after enumerating
the governments
which
he
calls governments
in the general interest,
monarchy, aristocracy
and the republic, treats of governments
in the interest of individuals,
tyranny,
oligarchy and democracy(see
O('m_OCRXCY),which
seem to him the corruption
of the first threc.
" IIobt)es,"
says Barth(_lemy
St. Iiilaire,
"has
justly remarked
(Imperium,
vii., 3), that 'these
three second denominations
are all hated and despised, but that they do not designate governments
of different principles;
this is preciselywhat
Aristotle understood
when he employed
the word
corruption.'
"--" Oligarchy,"
says Aristotle,
"ia
the political predominance
of the rich, and demo¢-
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racy, tile political
predominance
of the poor to
the exclusion of the rich."
To the objection:
but
what if the rich be the more numerous
and gov*ern, or if the poor be the less numerous and goveml? he replies, that the rule of the minority in
democracics
and that of the majority
in oligarchics are wholly accidental,
because the rich ever)'where constitute
the minority, and the poor every,
where the majority.
" The two parties,"
continues impartial
Aristotle.
"claim exclusivelyeacll
for itsc]f the right to make the law, and, indeed,
this right belongs to both of them up to a certain
point, but this right iq not absolute in the one or
the other.
On the one hand, superior in a single
point, in wealth,
for instance, they think
them.
selves superior
in all ; on the othcr hand, equal
in one point, in liberty, for instant.e, they think
1heresy:Ires absnlutely
equal ; the main object is
forgotten
on both sides.
If political association
was a commerci'd
association
for the purp(,sc of
gain, the share of the _L_sociated in the state would
be in direct proportion
to their investment,
and
the partisans of oligarchy
would be in the right ;
but the object of political association
is not only
the existence
of the a._sociatcd, but their happihess, the well-being
of families and of the different ela_ves of the people.
Those who bring the
most (by their talcnts) to the general fund of the
_ssoeiation,
have a greater
share in the state than
tho_c who, equal or superior in point of liberty or
birtll, have, notwithstanding,
less political virtue;
a greater share than those who, superior in wealth,
are inferior
in merit."
To whom, then, should
sovereignty
belong?
To the multitude,
to the
wealthy,
to the good, to a single individual
of
_uperior talents, to a tyrant?
"h'either
to these
nor to others,"
_ys Aristotle,
"but to the law."
.And if one of the elements of the political
body
must bc preferred, Aristotle wouht incline in favor
,of the multitude,
for the reason that, if each individu'dly
errs in judgment,
in the aggregate
all
judge
well.
(:Book iii.) But
the government
which seems to him to best assure tile reign of the
law is the republic
(17o;tzrei_r) which borrows its
principles
from oligarcliy and democracy.
If hc
had been asked how the alliance of these two
,governments,
which he calls corrupt,
could give
birth to the best of all gov(,rnments,
he would
<loul)tless have answered
that theywcre
only bad
because
they were exclusive,
and that political
wisdom _hould be the reconciliation
of these two
elements.
--Aristotle
cnumerates
four kinds of
oligarchy.
(Book vi.)
In the first, the magistracy and tile legislative
pr)wcr are accessible to
_citizcns paying a rather large amount
of tax_s.
In the second, the amount
of taxes is considerable, and the body of the magistrates
is self-recruiting.
In the third, public offices are hereditary.
In the fourth,
besides
this hereditary
character
of public officeu, the sovereignty
of the
magistrates
takes the plax:e of the reign of the
law.
The first of these oligarchies
is very near
akin to aristocracy
or democracy;
the last is "a
dynasty or government
of force, the most detest-

able of all."
Oligarchies
may maintain
themselves by ministering
to the material
well-being
of the people and to their artistic wants, a capital
consideration
in the time of Aristotle.
(Book
vii.)
But as avarice is the vice peculiar to oligarchics, (this is also Plato's opinion), their governmcnt, together with tyranny, is the least stable
of all.
The rivalry of the powerful,
their rotsconduct,
their acts of violence,
the creation
of
another oligarchy
in the bouom of the first, the
ambition of some who begin to flatter the people,
the influence of mercenary
troops, all these are so
many causes of ruin.
Lastly, that which injures
them most is, "tirol they
deceive
the lower
classes."
(Book vi., 3.) They should,
abovc all,
refrain from taking such oaths, he says, as they
take to-day in some states: " i will always be the
enemy of the people, and I will do them all the
harm I can."
(:Book vii., 7.)-- We have quoted
these pass'lges from Aristotle, because they throw
light upon the social state of antiquity,
and because they serve to show the difference between
ancient and modern ])olitics.
Thus, the moderns
are nearer the etymology of the word than Artstotle himself, when they call oligarchy
the government of a small number, without
alluding
to
the wealthy,
to the people, to good men, or to
virtue.
In many states a minority,
all powerful
through
terror, constitutes
an oligarchy
in an
assembly democratically
elected.
The oligarchy
of the council of ten, at Venice, was a concentralion of the aristocracy;
but that of the cphors at
Sparta and that of the tribunes at Rome served as
a counterpoise
to the authority
of the senate.
An
oligarchy
may succeed abruptly
to a monarchic
or popular government.
5Iodcnl revolutions have
put in power, under the form of oligarchy,
dictators elected by tlle people, or by a fraction of the
people, and governing
in its namc or ti_eir own,
hut always opposed to aristocrat.its.
-- The oli- .
garchic government
of the anci_.nts wa_ rarely
met with except in small states, in free cities, a
most favorable theatre for such a concentration
of
collective power.
This is also the case in modern
limes, not only in what have been called " free
cities," but in other slates.
Oligarclly
is wont to
be cstablishcd
in agreat nation, when, on account
of an insurrection
or a war, it is for tile time
being reduced
to the condition
of the ancient
city.
J_cq_'ES DE BOISJOSLIN.
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OPPOSITION.
The word opposition, in polltics, has two distinct
mcauings.
Propcrly,
it is
the resistance
which
dissenting
parties offer to
the acts of the government,
because their interests
or opinions
are at variance with such acts.
It is
also used to designate the parties from which this
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resistance proceeds.
These parties may vary ad
disputes.
But we must contemplate
these strugil_fiz_itum in point of numbers,
intelligence
and
gles from a higher plane and as a whole; great,
power ; but they always
constitute
the opposiprinciples arc engaged in them and govern them.
tion.
An individual
citizen also may resist the
The eternal problem of human affairs is forever
government,
but even if he were an insurgent
reappearing
in them under
one of its myriad
_trap he would be only an opponent,
not the
forms; in the fierce battles which he wages, it is
opposition.--Opposition
may exist elsewhere than
to ideas that man devotes himself;
and his honor
in the political
field.
Religious
opinions
and
is to die for them.
Let ustake as an example the
even religions may engage in a struggle with each
glorious, little, agitated and turbulent
republics of
other.
The dissenting parties resist and sometimes
Greece.
A question of principle, of soverei,._nty,
overthrow
the established
authority.
The strugdivided them, such as: "Shall
the aristocracy
or
glcs of Christianity
against Polytheism,
of Protestthe democracy
rule?
Sparta or Athens?"
And
antism against Catholicism,
and of the philosophic
the struggle was carried on not only in states and
spirit against the principle
of authority,
are so
cities; in every city the two parties were arrayed
many examples
of opposition
awakened
in the
a_inst
each other, the one in power, the other
moral world, and which have reacted most powconstituting
the opposition.
What vici_itudes
crfully upon politics.
True, religious anti philoin the life of these
parties so changeable,
so
_ophical oppositions
differ from tho_, purely poquickly organized
and so quickly dissolved;
one
litical by the vcry nature
of the metaphysical
day in possession of favor anti success, of popuproblems from which they spring:
the destiny of
larity and of thc votes of the. multitude,
the next
man, the relations
between God and thc world, ;_forsaken, annihilated;
in turn and almost without
the government
of things here below by provi-I
interval, conqucrors
and conquered !-- In modern
dence.
The religious
struggle
is carried
on
society the right of discussion,
and consequently
ardently,
passionately,
but with little noise; the
of opposition,
is the w.,ry soul of representative
new belief employs no arms except those of pergovernment.
This right applies not only to the
suasion.
Ideas are elaborated
in the seclusion of
making of the laws and the voting of taxes, in
the study, and arc propagated
slowly,
progreswhich the people take part through
their represively, in men's con_iences.
Politic_tl opposition
sentativcs,
but to all the parts of legislation,
and
has quite another field.
It inflames the crowd in
to all public services.
Opposition
nmy even go
the cause of interests
less sacred, doubtless,
but
tx_vond this, aml attack thc government
and its
not unimportant,
and produces
more immediate
principle.
The idcal of representative
governagitation.
It is tim only form for which
cusment does not allow this sort of radical oppositom has reserved the name of oppo,it/ol_, and the
tion.
It is necessary that there should be, beyond
only one with which wc have to do here.--Thc
all reach
of discussion,
a stable,
fixed point,
existence of a party of opposition
always
supand a principle which can not bc contested.
In
pose_ a certain degree of liberty and of the right
the moral world, as in the physical, motion supof investigation.
A despotic
government
admit_
poses an immovable
point.
The constitution.
of no opposition,
and no argument.
It can only
whose object is the conservation
of the statc as
be resisted by force, and it has no alternative
lint
a political
body, may indeed, he criticised,
but
to conquer or to perish, like the Roman emperors
it can not allow itself to be denied or its prinwhom triumphant
revolt dragged down the steps
ciple to be overthrown.
All opposition,
thereof the Aventine
IIili leading
to thc Tiber,-fore, is out._ith, the law from the moment that it
Where there exists an infallible
authority,
or
denies the political pact and seeks not the control
what pretends
to be such, opposition
has no
of the government
but its destruction.
Hcnec,
rai._on d'etre and is not tolerated.
Just as religcvcn in the very countries in wtlich political cornions allow no contradiction
of their dogmas,
motions are most frequent,
and in which power
theocracies
and governments
by divine
right,
is oftenest shaken 1)y revolution,
we see that c'_ch
_hi(.h attribute
to thern_;lves
a part of their ing'overnment
tries to put its principle
at ]cast befallibility, excludc all opposition.
It is therefore
yond the reach of thc. storm, and puts the constionly in freegovcrnments,
in which man's activity
tution under
the safeguard
of an oath.
The
ha_ free play, in which his faculties are developed
reason is, that, wherever thc constitution
i¢ called
without
hindrance,
and in which his reason has
in question,
normal
political
life has ceased to
sovereign
command,
that opposition
can find a exist, and revolution
has t'_ken its place. -- Engplace, not by toleration,
but as a right.
Opposiland is a country
which affords the world thc
tion is born of a diversity
of opinions, which can
grand
spectacle
of a government
who_e prinbc reduced to unity by no art or science, however
ciple is accepted
by all. This t)rinciph _ i_ the
great the effort.
It answers to the divergcncc
of
fixed, immovable
point
to whi(:h we referred
interests, thc rivalry and struggles
of wtfich are
abow_., the light-house whose, foundation
is beatcu
at the bottom of all questions,
and form the warp
by thc billows, but whose summit towers serenely
and woof of history.
Partiesare
formed, struggle,
above the storm.
In such a country the opposiand contend with one another
for influcncc and
tion bears only on the direction of public affairs,
the controlof
the government.
Doubtless a great
on (tuestions
of influence
and of persons.
We
many petty rivalries,
a great many questions
of
need not inquire by what vicissitudes
England
persons and egotistical ambitions,
enter into their ' had to pass to reach this condition
of calm and of
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union. -- What combination
of circumstances
is
neces,_ary,
in order that hostile parties may be
come extingu:shed
or abdicat(; ? How long may
their opposition
last ? It is plain that in the
infinite variety
of human affair_, no fixed rules
can be laid down here. --The old Greek theogony
represents
discord and friendship
in the midst of
the elements, co-operatin_
in the work of thcgods.
The one divides
the forces of nature, the other
restores them to unity, and the two together produce the general harmony of the universe.
Opposition,
like discord, doubtless
has its part to
play in tile tmrmony of the ]ifcof nations.
"Evel')" force in nature is despotic, as is all will in
man.
A single pbmt would soon cover the earth,
by reproduction,
if the other plants allowed it
free coume."
(Rivarol)
Opposition
is an ohstacle in the way of invading
forces, and keeps
them within their just limits.
It obliges power
to keep an attentive watch over its own acts, and,
if wc may take a witticism
for an axiom, we
would be obliged
to admit
even that it is the
safeguard
of power; since we can lean only upon
that which offers resistance. --In
a regular representativc government
the opposition
is always the
minority.
As soon as it becomes the more numerous and powerful,
it assumes control of affairs,
and finds the other party arrayed against it as the
opposition.
The opposition
may be weak, or it
may be strong;
it may be homogeneous,
or be
¢ompo_d
of discordant
and contradictor)elements, united only for the needs of the struggle;
in this case it constitutes
a coalition.
Oppositions
usually have a marvelous
aptitude
for self-dis(.ipline; every oppositmn
has a tendency
to provide
itself with leaders and to become
systematic:
that is, not to confine itself to criticism of i_latcd
acts of tile government,
but to condemn themand
combat them e_ ma._e.-In divided countrie_
in
which the govcrnin_
power
is not universally
accepted,
it is rarely the opposition which precipitates revolutions,
it t)repares the way for thein.
Most frequently
at the last moment
it recoil*
before its own work.
It confines itself to paving
the road, to preparing
the "lrena into which political parties are about to enter, and in which the
forces of insurrection
or of the government
are to
decide the fate of the state.
We are not. however, without ex_lmples of oppositions
which, victoriouu
anti sustained
by the peoph,, have succeeded in forcing a constitution
upon the government. and in accomplishing
a peaceful revolutmn,
-The
opp(lsition
hm_ more than one advantage
over the government
party.
In the first place,
the part it has to play is less difficult:
criticism is
easy, while art is difficult.
The (_pposition which
criticises is not, like the government
party, responsible for its acts ; its work is collective, and therefore impersonal.
Moreover, as the public think

deludes the minds of even well intentioned
men,
who allow themselves
to believe that the opposition is necessariI-y in advance of the government,
that it is a means aml a condition
of progress.
This is sometimes the case, but not always.
The
opposition
may be more enlightened
and liberal
than the party in power ; but it may be less so.
Reason and truth are no more the exclusive attributes of the governed
than of the governing.
Hence it can not be said absolutely
that the oppt_sition holds in its hands the future of civilization
and the destinies
of the world.
Nevertheless,
experience
shows that governments,
save in exceptional
cases which are always rare, in which
the head of the state is a man of genius, incline
more frequently
to immobility
than to progress,
and generally oppo._ the force of inertia to the
most necessary reforms.
The impulse must then
come from without,
and the motive power is the
opposition. -- The work of oppositions
thus partakes both of good and evil. But they number in
thelr history
pages of incomparable
brilliancy.
Posterity
should not forget that in the ranks of
the opposition
there have
been found
united,
courage and virtue;
that tlmy have called forth
the noblest bursts of patriotism
and the sublimest
accents of eloquence ; that gTeat characters
have
been formed
in them; that generous
hearts have
fought with them, and with them devoted
themselves to humanity.
What matters it after this
that all tlie causes favored by oppositions
have not
triumphed
? I)oubtless,
by the side of oppositions
inspired by gTeat principles,
we find others petty,
mean and retrogressive.
Some have marked their
passage by fcrtile ideas ; others have by degrees
become weakened and finally droppcd into silence
and forgetfulness.
In the work of man error is
ephemeral.
Truth
survives.
We must credit
opposition,
the d_ught[,r
of frce investigation,
with it__truths, and pardon its errors.
(Compare

ORDINANCE
OF 1787 (IN U. S. tIISTORY).
The organic law under which took place the organization
of the territory
west of Pennsylvania,
cast of the Mississippi,
and north of the Ohio.
The acquisition
of the "northwest
territory"
by
the United States is elsewhere given.
(See TEaRITORIES.) After the completion
of the Virginia
cession, Jefferson,
as chairman
of a committee of
three on the subject, reported to the congress of the

that it is more honorable
to attack power than to
flatter it, and do not see that under many circumstances it requires more courage to defend it than
to combat
it, the opposition
easily obtains the
favor of popularily.
This popularity
sometimes

confederation
a I_
for the temporary
govern.
ment of the wester/l territory.
As the conflicting
claims of the partisans
of Jefferson,
Rufus King
and Nathan Dane are apt to confuse the reader, it
seems best to give the peculiar features of Jeffero
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ORDINANCE
son's report, which was adopted
April 23, 1784.
1. It covered the whole western territory,
ceded
or to bc ceded, south aswell as north of the Ohio.
2. Seventeen states, each two degrees in length
from north to south, were to be gradually formed
from it; one between
Pennsylvania
and a north
and south line through
the mouth of the Great
Kanawha;
eight in a north and south tier, bounded
on the west by a north and south line through the
great falls of the Ohio., and the remaining
eight
in a corresponding
tier bounded west by the Missi_sippi.
Even the names were to have been provided for the prospective
states of the northwest,
including
such singular
designations
as Chersonesus. Sylvania, Assenisipia,
Metropotamia,
Poly_otamia and Pelisipia,
togcther
with the leas
remarkable
titles of Saratoga,
Washington,
Michigania and Illinois.
8. "After
the year 1800
there shall be neither
slavery
nor involuntary
servitude
in any of thc _id states other than in
the punishment
of crimes, whereof the party shall
have been duly convicted."
This prohibition,
therefore, was to have l_en prospective,
not iramediate,
and to have applied to all new states
from the gulf of Mexico to British
America.
This proviso was votedon, Apri119.
New Itampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York and Pennsylvania
voted for it; Maryland, Virginia
and South
Carolina,
against
it;
North Carolina was divided;
and New Jersey,
Delaware and Georgia wcre unrepresented.
Not
having._v_,n states in favor, the proviso was lost.
l)clawarc
and Georgia
were entirely unrepresenWd; _New Jersey had one delegate pre_nt, who
voted for the proviso, but a state was not "repre,_ented" except by at least two dclcgates.
The
languageof
the proviso, however, became a model
for every sub._quent
restriction
upon slavery,
{See ('O._IrHO._ImES, IV.; Wn.._ow PRoviso;
('o._-swrrt'Tm._,
Amendment
XIII.)
4. The states
were forever to be a part of the United States, to
be _ubjcct to |he gow,rnment
of thc United States,
and to the articles of confederation,
and to have
rel)ul)lican governments.
5. The whole was to
be a charter of compact and fundamental
constitutions between the new states and the thirteen
original states, unalterahle
but by joint consent of
congress
and the state in which
an alteration
should be proposed to be made.
With the adoption of the report, except ihc anti-slavery
section,
J('fferson's connection with the work ceased.
Hc
entered the diplomatic
service in the following
month, and remained
abroad until October, 1789.
-- March 16, 1785, Rufus King, of)'Iassachusetts,
after_vard of :New York, offered a resolution
that
slavery in the whole western territory bc immediately prohibited.
The language is Jeffcr_n's,
exeluding
the words "after
the year 1800," and
changing
"duly
convicted"
into "personally
guilty."
By a vote of eight states to three this
was committed,
and a favorable report was made,
April 14 (probably);
but it was never acted upon. -In September, 1786, congress again began to consider the government
of the _erritory, and a corn-
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mittec, of which Nathan Dane, of Massachusetts,
was chairman,
framed the "ordinance
of 1787,"
which was finally adopted,
July 13, 1787. The
fairest viewisthatJefferson'sreport
w'ls the framework on wbich the ordinance was built: the gencral scheme was that of the former, but the provisions were amplified,
and the following
changes
and new provisions were made:
1. The prohibition of slavery followed Jefferson's,
excluding
the
words "afler the year 1800," thus making it iramediate, and adding a fugitive slave clause.
(See
Si_avEl_Y, V.) This article, says Dane, in a letter
of July 16, 1787, to King, " I had no idea the
states would agree to, and therefore
omitted it in
the draft; but, finding the hou._ favorably
dispond on this suhject, after we had completed
the
other part_, I moved the article, which was agreed
to without
opposition."
2. On the other hand,
as this was an ordinar, ce for the government
only
of the territory northwest
of the Ohio, its prohibition of slavery w_ territorially
only about half
as large as Jefferson's;
and this may help to explain the diffcrent
fates of the two.
A further
explanation
of the passage of Dane's ordinance,
even with a prohibition
of slavery, has recently
been brought
to light by _Ir. W. F. Poole (see
"North
American Review,"
among the authorities): in 1787 Dr. Manasseh
Cutler, agent of the
Ohio land company in blasmchusetts,
wasready
to
purchase
5,000,000 acres of land in Ohio if it
should be organized
as a frce territory,
and his
judicious presentation
of this fact to congress had
a powerful
influence upon the result.
3. ArlL
cle III., and the conclusion
of article IV., guaranteeing the freedom of navig_ltion of the Mis_issippi and St. Lawrence,
were new, and seem to
have bccn due tb Timothy
Pickering,
of Maa_achusetts. -- The ordinance proper began by sccuring to the inhahitants
of the territory the equal
division of r(_land
personal property of intestates
to the next of kin in equal degree; and the tm_'er
to devise and convey property of every kind.
Congress was to al)point the gow_rnor, the secretary,
the three judges,
and the militia
generals;
and
the governor
was to make other appointments
until the organization
of a gcncralasscmbly.
The
governor and judges were to'ldopt
such state laws
as they .caw fit, unless disapprovcd
hy congress,
until there should he 5,000 "freemale
inhabitants
of full age '"in the district:
a orurious slip, considering the prohibition
of any other than " free"
inhabitants.
On altaining
this population
the
territory
was to have a general a._eml)ly of its
own, consisting
of the governor,
a house of represcntativcs
of one to every 500 free male inhabitants,
and a legislative
council of five to be
_lected
by congress from ten nominations
by the
lower house, and to serve for five years.
The asscmbly was to choose a delegate to sit, but not
to vote, in congress;
and was to pass laws for the
government
of the territory,
not repugnant
to the
principles of the following
"articles
of compact
t)etween the original states and thc people and states
in the said territory,"
which were to "forever
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remain
unalterable,
unless by common consent."
1. No peaceable and orderly person was ever to
be molested
on account of his mode of worship
or religious
sentiments.
II.
The people were
always to enjoy the benefits of the writ of habca_s
corpus, trial by jury, proportionate
representation
in tile legislature,
bail (except for capital offenses,
in cases of evident proof and strong presumption),
moderate
fines and punishments,
and the preservation of liberty, property and private contracts,
III.
Schools and the means of education
were
forever to be encolmaged;
and good faith was to
be observed toward the Indians.
IV.
The territory, and the states formed therein, were forever
to bc a part of " this confederacy
of the United
States," subject to the articles of confederation,
and to the authority
of congress
under
them.
They were never to interfere
with the. disposal of
the soil by the United States, or to tax the lands
belonging to the United States; and the navigation of the Mississippi
and St. Lawrence
was to
be free to every citizen
of the United
States,
"without
any tax, impost
or duty
therefor."
V. Not less than three nor more than five states
were to be formed in the territory.
The boundaries of three of these, the "western,
middle
and eastern " states, [subsequently
Illinois, Indi.
ann, and Ohio, respectively],
were roughly marked
out, very nearly as they stand at pre_,nt;
and congre._s was empowered to form two states [Michig-an
and Wisconsin]
north of an east and west line
through
the southern
end of Lake Michig_ln.
Whenever
any of these divisions
should contain
60,000 inhabitants
it w,'_s to be at liberty to form
a state government,
republican
in form and in
conformity
with these articles; and was then to
be admitted
to the Union "on an equal footing
with the original
states, in all respects whatsoever."
VI.
" There slmll bc neither slavery nor
involuntary
servitude in tim said territory,
otherwise than in the punishment
of crimes whereof
the pllrty shall have been duly convicted:
provided always, that tin)" pers(_n escaping
into the
same, from whom
labor or service is lawfully
claimed in any one of the original
states, such
fugitive may I)c lawfully
reclaimed and conveyed
to the pel._on claiming
his or her labor or service
as ai'ores:dd."
This proviso was the first instance
of a fugitive slave la_v; it was afterward
added
to the constitution.
(See Co_tPttO._tlSES, III.;
FrOITIVE SLAvE LAws; SI_AVnRY, V.)--Thegeneral scheme of the vrdinance,
with the exception
of the prohibition
of slavery, was the model upon
which the territories
of the United States were
thereafter organized.
(SeeTERR1TOI_IES.)
Upon
the inauguration
of the new government
under
the constitution
an act w_.s passed, Aug. 7, 1789,
recognizing
and confirming
the. ordinance,
but
modifying
it slightly so as to conform it to the new
powers of the president and senate.
When the tcrritory south of the Ohio came to be organized,
the
organiz.ation
wan controlled
by the stipulation
of
the ceding states that slavery should not be prokibited;
and in the case of other territories
the
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language
often differed widely from that of the
ordinance of 1787; but in all cases the underlying
principles
have been identical,
so that the ordinance might be called the _nagna charts of the
territories.
The difference
in statemanship
be.
tween the British and the American
methods
of
dealing with problems closely similar is elsewhere
noted.
(See REVOL_TTION, I.; TERiXlTOnr_s, I.)
--In
the organization
of the five states which
have been formed
under the ordinance,
the privileges secured by it to theiniaabitants
of the territory have been imbedded
in the state constitutions, usually in the preliminary
bill of rights.
In Indiana,
in 1802, a convention,
presided
over
by Wm. H. Harrison, sent a memorial to congress,
asking a temporary suspension
of the sixth article;
but a select committee,
John Randolph
being
chairman,
reported
that such action would
he
highly
dangerous
and inexpedient.
In 1805-7
successive
resolutions
of Gov. Harrison
and the
territorial
legislature
to the same end were followed in each year by favorable reports from the
committees
to which they were referred;
but congress took no action.
In the summer of 1807 the
effort was again renewed;
but the new committee
reported,
,Nov. 13, 1807, that a suspension
of the
article was not expedient.
Bythis time opposition
to the suspension
was growing stronger in the territory it_'lf, so that the attempt was not renewed.
But the legislature,
the same year, passed laws
allowing
owners of slaves to bring them into the
territory,
register them, and hold them to service,
those under fifteen years to be held until thirty_
five for males and thirty-two
for females, and
those over fifteen for a term of )'ears to be contractcd for by the owner and the negro.
In the
latter c;L_e, if the negro refused to contract,
he
was to bc removed whence he came; and in both
cases the children
of registered servants were to
be heht to service until the ages of thirty for males
and twenty-eight
fc)r females.
Illinois,
being
then a part of Indiana territory,
lived under these
laws until her admission
as a state, in 1818, when
she enacted
in her constitution
that "existing
contracts"
should be valid.
In this way slavery
remained
practically
in force all over Illinois, and
the pro-slavery
p_trty controlled
the state.
In
1822 an anti-slavery
man was elected governor,
by
divi._ions in thc pro-_lavery
ranks, and in his
inau.grural he reminded
the pro-slavery legislature
of the illegal existence
of slaver 3" in Illinois.
That body retorted by an act to call a convention
to frame a new constittltion.
The act had to be
approved
by popular
vote, and. after a contest
lasting through 182,.9-4, was defeated by a vote of
6,822 to 4,950.
In both states provisions
forbidding future contracts
forservice,
made out of the
state, or for more than one year, gradually
removed this disguised slavery. -- The preambles to
the constitutions
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois all
recite that the prospective
state "has the right of
admission
to the Union " in accordance
with the
constitution,
the ordinance of 1787, and the enablingaet.
In the case of Michigancongromlo_
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neglected to pass an enabling
act; the people of
the territory, therefore,
resting oil the fifth article
of the ordinance,
and claiming that the only coildition t)recedent to admission
(the increa.se of the
population to 60,000) had been fulfilled, formed a
constitution,
and were admitted
without
an enablin,_ act.
(See MICHIOA]_.)
It should also be
noticed that tile extreme northwestern
part of the
territory,
south and west of the head of Lake
Superior, was not finally included
in any of tile
five states named, but is now a part of Minnesota.
-- The second of the articles of confederation
declare_ that each state retains " every power, jurisdiction and right which is not by this confederation
expressly delegated
to the United States in congre_s _sembled."
The power to acquire,
the
jurisdiction
to govern, and the right to retain,
territory
outside of the limits of the states, are
nowhere in the articles, even by implication,
given
to the United States.
Whence, then, did congress
draw the power to vest in itself the title to the
northwest territory,
to frame this ordinance
for
its government,
to abolish slavery therein, and to
provide for the admission
to the confederacy
of
five new states?
The " Federalist"
answers the
question thus briefly: "All this has been done,
and done without the least color of constitutional
authority;
yet no blame has been whispered,
no
alarm has been sounded."
In other words, we
are to suppose that the states, tempted partly by
a willingness
to despoil
¥irginia
of her vast
western claims, and partly by a desire to share in
the proceeds of the western territory, as a common
stock, were willing to allow their imbecile congress to appropriate
a _urce of revenue to which
it had no shadow of claim, and which, as it then
seemed, would so increase in a few years as to
make congress independent
of the states.
Such a
supposition does far less than justice to the acuteness of the state politicians
who were then ihe
controlling
cla._s ; they would have been glad to
withhold the power to govern the territories
from
congress, ann yet how were they to avoid granting it ? The reason for their "whispering
no
blame, sounding
no alarm," lay in the patent hec_sity
of the ca_, in the political
law which
finally forces a recognition
under any form of
government,
that it is only in non-essentials
that
a limitation
on sovereignty
(:an be deduced
by
implication,
and that there are certain
essential
attributes
of sovereignty
which can only be restricted in express terms.
(See also Hamilton's
argument
in B.tNK CO_rROVERSr_S,
II.)
The
right to acquire property is as much the natural
right of a government,
however
limited, as of an
individual;
and a government,
if restricted
so far
as to be denied this right, is either non-existent
or impotent,
it is not true that circumstances,
in this case, compelled
the states to allow a violation of the articles of confederation
; it is rather
true that circumstances,
in this case, compelled
the state politicians
to respect the natural fights
of the national
government,
which, in so many
other cases, they had attempted
to limit by the
122
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general phrases of the second article.
(See NATION.) We are therefore
to take the sovereign
right to acquire territory as the justification
of the .
ordinance
of 1787, just as in the case of the
annexation
of Louisiana, which was equally unauthorized
by the constitution.
(See CONSWIWUTION, III., B, 2.)-- Undoubtedly
the greatest benefit of the ordinance to the territory which it coyered was its exclusion of slaver)" from it. It thus
received the full sweep of that strcam of immigration, foreign and domestic,
which so carefully
avoided slave soil ; the strictness
with which this
westward stream confined
itself to th_ *comparatively narrow channel bounded
by the lakes and
the Ohio, is of itself a testimony to the wisdom nf
the sixth article.
Beyond
this, however,
there
were countless
other benefits.
The enumeration
of the natural fights of the individual
was a political education for the people of the new territory,
as well as a chart for the organization
of the new
state governments.
The stipulations
for the encouragement
of education,
though
too indefinite
to be binding, have exerted an enormous influence
upon the demands
of the people and upon the
policy of the legislatures.
This whole section
was thus, from the beginning,
the theatre of a
conscious and persistent
attempt
to combine universal suffrage and universal
education,
each for
the sake of the other:
and the succc_ss of the
attempt, though
still far from complete, has already gone far beyond any possible conception of
its projectors.
Most important
of all, from a political point of view, the ordinance was the first
conscious
movement
of the American
mind
toward the universal
application
of the federal
principle
of state government
to the continent.
The original states owed their formal individuality
to accident or the will of the king ; the inchoate
states of Vermont,
Kentucky
and Tennessee were
the accidents
of accidents;
here, in the northwest territory,
the nation first consciously
chose
the state system for its future development.
(See
NATroN, III.)-Major General Arthur St. Clair,
a delegate
from Pennsylvania,
and president
of
congress during
the adoption of the ordinance,
was the first governor
of the territory,
1788-1802.
His biography,
cited below, is the best exposition
of the practical workings of the ordinance.
When
the portion of the northwest
territory outside of
Ohio was organized as Indiana
territory (see that
state), William H. Harrison
became its governor,
1800-11, and was succeeded
by Jolm Gibson,
1811-18, andThomas
Posey, 1813-16, until Indi
ana became a state.
When the separate territory
of Illinois was organized (see that state), Ninian
Edwards
became its governor,
1809-18.
Michigan, as a territory,
had as governors
William
IIull 1805-13, Lewis Cass-1813-31,
Geo. B. Potter 1831-4, and Stevens T. Mason 1834-5. When
Wisconsin
was separated
from Michigan as a territory, its governors were Henry Dodge, 1_Q_-41
and 1845-8, James D. Doty 1841-4, and N.P.
Tallmadge
1844-5.
The small remainder
of the
territory, after the admission of Wisconsin
as a
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state(see WIscoNsr_
; ML_rN_.SOTA),was added to
Minnesota. -- For the cessions of the varions states
which went to make up the northwest
territory,
see TERRITORIES.The text of the ordinance is
in 1 Poore's Federa_ and State Uon,_titutions, 7 ; 1
Slat. at Large (Bioren and Duane's edition), 475 ;
Duer's
Constitutio_al
Jurisprudelwe,
512;
Andrews'
MaT_ual of the Coz_._tit,tti_,l_, App. xiii.;
see also ,,Yo,rth Amelqcan
Review, April, 1876 ;
Hildreth's
Pioneer Itisto_,
193 (Ohio Company)
;
Taylor's///sto_.
of Ohio. 493; 1 Bancroft's/_brmalion of tl_e C_nstitvtio_., 177, and 2 : 98; H. B. Adaras' Marylancrs Influv_'_ i_ Fa_lu_'ug a _'ational
Commonwealth;
Coles' Iti,_tot T of the Ordinance of
1787 (read before the Penn. Hist. Soc., June 9,
1856); 4 Jourmds
of Congress, 373, 379; 3 Hildreth's Un/ted States, 449 ; 1 yon Hoist's
Ut_ited
States, 286; 1Mc}Iaster'slIist_)ryoftheAmeriean
Peop/v, 505 ; 1 Schouler's
United States, 98 ; '2 Pitkin's Un/ted States, 210 ; 1 Curtis'///st_my
of the
Coustitutiqn,
291 ; 1 Draper's
Uidl War, 180 ; 1
Wilson's .Rise and Fall of tl_e Slave, Power, 81 ; 1
Greeley's American Conflict, 38 ; 2 Holmes'Annals,
354 ; 1 Slat. at Large, 50 (act of Aug. 7, 1789) ;
Smith's Life of St. Clair," Burnet's
Settlement of
tlw ._rarthwest Territory;
Washburne's
Sketch of
Edward
6"oteS/ Story's
5_nmentaries,
§ 1310;
The Federalist, xxviii. Coy Madison) ; and authortries under articles referred
to.
For Jefferson's
claims to the authorship
of the ordinance,
see 1
Benton's
Thirty
Years'
View, 133;
1 Randall's
Life of Jefferson,, 397 ; for Dane's, see 3 Webster's
Warks, 397 ; for Dane's, King's and Pickering's,
see 2 Spenccr's
United States, 20'2; Pickering's
L/fe
of ._'?,:ckg_?l,g.
._LEXAIqDER JOHNSTON.
OREGON,
a state of the American
Union.
It was claimed
to have been rightfully
a part of
the Louisiana
purchase,
as its western boundary
was defined in 1819 by the Florida
treaty (see
A.NNEXATmNS, I., II.), and it was evidently
under thi._ claim that Lewis and Clarke first explored
it in 1804.6, by direction
of President
Jefferson.
The conflicting
claims are elsewhere
given.
(See
NORTHW_.ST BO_D_RY.)
The people of Oregon,
without waiting for action by congress, formed a
provisional
government
in 1843.
After several
failures to pass an act for the organization
of the
territory
(see W_L_OT PROVISO), an act for that
purpose became law, Aug. 14, 1848.
It covered
all the territory
of the United States west of the
Rocky mountains
and north of latitude 42 ° north
(see W_s_n_OTO_
T_UR_T()_),
and prohibited
slavery by putting
in tome the provisions of the
ordinance of 1787. No enabling
act was passed
by congress,
but a state convention
at Salem,
Aug. 17- Sept. 18, 1857, under authority
of the
territorial legislature,
adopted a stale constitution,
Under this the state was admitted
Feb. 14, 1859.
_BouNDARIES.
The boundaries
fixed by theact
of admission
were as follows : on the north, the
Columbia
river and latitude
46 ° north ; on the
east, the Snake river from latitude
46 ° north to
its junction with the Owyhee, and thence directly

south to latitude 42 ° ; on the south, latitude 42";
and on the west the Pacific ocean.
These differed
from those claimed by the state constitution
in
only one respect: the latter took as a northern
boundary
the Columbia
and Snake rivers, thus
including
the territory
between
latitude 46 ° and
the Snake river,
which
congress
preferred
to
'tssign to Washington
territory.--CoNsTIWUWION.
The first constitution
is still in force.
It restricted
suffrage to whites, on six months' residence
and
one year's declaration
of intention
to become a
citizen ; authorized
the legislature to prohibit the
immigration
of persons not qualified to become
citizens of the United States ; provided for a 1egislature of two houses, the senate to consist of
sixteen member_,
chosen
by districts
for four
years, and the house of reprc_ntatives
of thirtyfour members,
cho_nby
districts for two years ;
forbade
the passage of special or local laws in a
number
of specified cases ; gave the governor
a
term of four years, and made him eligible not
more than eight in twelve years ; provided that
he should be cho_n
by popular
vote, or, in default of a popular
majority,
hy a joint vote of
the legislature;
forbade the legislature to charter
any bank, to subscribe
to the stock of any cornpany, or to charter
any corporation
otherwise
than by general law ; and ordered the state capital to be fixed by popular vote.
Two other questions were submitted
to popular
vote, with the
following
result:
by a vote of 7,727 to 2,645,
slavery was prohibited
in the state ; and by a vote
of 8,649 to 1,081, free negroes or mulattoes
not
then resident
in the state
were forbidden
to
"come, reside or be within this state, or hold any
real estate, or make any contract, or maintain any
suit therein,"
and the legislature
was authorized
to pass laws for their removal and exclusion, and
for the punishment
of persons who should eraploy or harbor them.
The constitution
has not
since been amended
in any particular.
In 1882
the legislature
changed the time of inauguration
of state officers from September to January, sothat
the new governor
holds from September,
1882,
to Jan. 1, 1887. -- GowEaNons.
John Whittaker,
1859-62 ; Addison
C. Gibbs, 1862--6 ; Geo. L.
Woods, 1866-70;
Lafayette
S. Grover,
1870-78;
Win.
W. Thayer,
1878--82 ; Zenas F. Moody,
1882-7. --PoLrr_c_L
HISTORY. The long interval between Oregon's
adoption of a constitution
and its admission
as a state was due mainly to the
"anti-negro
clause"
of the constitution,
which
made republicans
in congress
very unwilling
to
vote for a ratification
of the instrument.
The
clause was due to the existence of three partiesin
the state, one in favor of slavery, a second opposed to it, and a third opposed to negro immigration.
The last two united to prohibit
both
slavery and negro immigration;
but the first was
sufficiently
strong to compel the convention
to
submit to the people the question of "slavery
or
no slavery."
After the ratification
was complete,
and the state admitted,
the first and third factions
united against the second, and made Oregon a
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democratic
state.
The democratic
party of the
Said Napoleon,
in an address to the French senstate had so strong a pro-slavery
element in it
ate, dated Jan. 29, 1807: "Who
can calculate the
that one of the Oregon senators, Lane, was the
length of the wars and the number of campaigns
Brcckinridge
candidate for the vice-presidency
in it would be necessary to enter on, some day, to
1860. In that year the republicans
obtained the
repair the evils wlfich would result from the lo_
electoral vote of the state by a plurality,
the popof Constantinople,
if the love of cowardly
case
ular vote being as follows:
Lincoln,
5,270:
and thc seductions
of the great city should preBrcckinridge,
5,006,
Douglas,
3,951; Bell, 183.
vail ovel the counsels of a wi_ foresight?
We
From that time until 1868 the state was repubshould
leave our posterity
a long inheritance
lican in state, congre_ional
and prcsidcnthd
elecof wars and misfortunes.
The Greek (.ross being
tions.
In 1868 the democrats,
by about
1,000
triumphant
from the Baltic to the Mediterranean,
majority,
obtained the electoral vote of the state
we should, in our own day, see our provinces
for Seymour, and elected the congressman
and a overrun by a swarm of fanatics and barbarians
;
majority of both houses of the legislature.
Since
and if in this too tardy struggle civilized Europe
that time the parties have alternately
been sucshouht perish, our guilty indifference
would justly
eessful in the state's biennial elections.
In 1870,
excite the complaints
of posterity, and would be
1874 and 1878 the democrats
carried
the state,
a title of opprobrium
to us in history. ''_ Napoelecting
the governor,
congTessman,
and a msleon, however,
foresaw
all the dangers
which
jority of the legislature;
in 1872, 1876 and 1880,
threaten the existence of Turkey when he wrote:
the "presidential
years,"
the republicans
se- "The
patriotism
of the peoples and the policy
curcd the electoral vote of the state, the congressof thc courts of Europe would not prevent
the
man, and a majority
of the legislature.
(See
downfall
of the Ottoman empire."--The
origin
OREOON, under
ELECTORAL CO._MmSXON.) In
of these dangers,
and of all the political com1883 the legislature
is republican
by the following
plications
connected
with the serious
problem
majority : senate,
sixteen to fourteen;
house,
called the Eastern or Oriental question,
goes 'back
thirty-nine
to twenty-one.
--The
most prominent
to the reign of Othman I., who, at the head
political leaders of the state have been the folh)wof numerous
Asiatic
hordes,
occupied
several
ing Lafayette
Orover, democratic
congressman
provinces of Asia Minor, and thus laid the founin 1859, governor 1870-77, and United States sendations of an empire which was destined
to find
ator 1877-83; Joseph Lane (see his name); John
its chief power in the subjection
of Greek peolt. Mitchell,
republican
United
States senator
ples.
The taking of Con_stantinople
during
the
1873-79;
and George II. Williams,
republican
reign of the sultan Mohammed
II. definitively
United States senator 1865-71, and attorney
genmarked the establishment
of the Turks in Europe,
eral
under
Grant,
1872-5.--See
_-_'ORTI-IVeEST who thenceforth
planned
thc subjection
of the
BOU_D_Y,
and authorities
under it; Grover's
principal neighboring
states and the extermination
Oregon Archit'es, 1849-53; Dunn's Hista_7/of Ore- of the Christians.
--To
these religious and ethno_qot_ (1844); Tucker's
Ilistory
of Ore_or_ (1844);
graphic causes must bc added the tendencie_ of
Greenhow's
Histo_'y of Oregon (1845); Gray's H_Russian
policy to pursue its work of universal
toe// of Oregon (1849); 2 Poore's
Federal and
domination
by the conquest of the Ottoman em,_qtale Constitutions;
Tribune
Al_an_c,
1859-83;
pire.
The remarkable
testament
of Peter I. left
tIines' Oregon and its Institutions
(1868); Dufur's
by that prince to his successors,
and deposited
_Statiatios of Oregon (1869).
among the archives at Peterhof
(near St. PetersALEXANDER JOIL'NSTON.
burg), tells what should be and what are the political views of Ru_ia in this regard.
In this docORIENTAL
QUESTION,
The.
By this, or
by the equivalent term, Eastern
Question,
is usu.
ally understood
the political complications
which
are ever on the point of arising, in the Ottonmn
empire,
in consequence
of the mutual
antagonism of the Christian and Mussulman
populations
which inhabit
that country, on the one part, and
of the prevision of the conquest of Turkey by the
Ru._sim_s, on the other. -- The extreme diversity
of the nations occupying
the vast territory sub• ject to the porte, and the bonds, ethnographic
or
religious, which unite the greater numberof
them
to Russia, constantly
imperil the integrity of the
Turkish monarchy,
and threaten, at any moment,
to cause, fresh revolutions
in that country,
the
consequences
of which would be felt immediately
all over Europe;
for the possession
of Constantinople would give the czars an increase of power
which would destroy at a blow the foundation
on
which the balance of power in Europe rests.

ument, whose length does not allow its reproduction here, in exterior, the czar declares that he considers the Russian people called by Providence
to
univer_l
domination;
that the "Russia
which
he had found a rivulet and intended
to leave a
ndghty stream, would, under his successors,
become a ffreat san, destined to fertilize impoverished
Europe, aml that its waters would overflm spite of
all the dikes which weakened hands would oppose
to them, if his descendants
knew how to direct
their course."
It was to teach the czars, his success0rs, how to direct that course, that he thought
it
expedient
to leave them his counsels or instructions. After having explained the necessity of certain conquests which have been accomplished
since
his time, he continues:
"§ ix. Get just as near as
o Who would write history after civilized Europe had
perished _ We are not so sure that the conquest of Turkey
by Ru_ia would add to the power of the laVter._Mzvmci
BLOCZ.
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possible to Constantinople
and the Indies.
The
prince who reigns there _rill be the real sovereign of
the world.
To this end, excite continual
wars now
in Turkcy
and now in Persia;
establish
ship
builders'
yards on the Black sea ; get control by
degrees of that sea. as well as of the Baltic, two
points necessary for tile succes_ of the project;
hasten the det:a_" of Persia: penetrate as far as the
Persian gulf; restore, if possil)lt,, by way of Syria,
the old commerce
of the Levant, and advance to
India, which is the _.n'eat emporium of the worhl,
Once there, it will be possible |o do without England's gold.
§ xi.
Induce the hou_ of Austria
to drive the Turk from Europe, and on the occasion of the conquest
of Constantinople
calm it.q
jealousy,
either by exciting a war 1)etween it and
the old states of Europe, or by giving it a part of
the conqu_t
which/s
subseq_tel_tly to be taken fr_rm
it. § xii. Attach to and gather about you all thc
disunited
or schismatic
Greeks spread through
Turkey;
become their centre and support, and establish in advance
universal
predominance
by a
species of sacerdotal royalty or of sacerdotal supremacy : this will give you _
many friends
among your enemies."-It is well known how
religiously this testament has been followed to the
letter, and how consistent
the politics of Ru_ia
have been with the doctrine laid down in it. The
Crimean war (1855-6) was the consequence
of a
premature endeavor to establish the suzerainty
of
the czar, not precisely over Ottoman
territory.,
but over all subjects of the sultan who belonged
to the Greek church whose pope and head is at
St. Petersburg.
The sympathy
of the Hellenic
populations
with
the Russian
government
betrayed itself at that period, and was all the more
keen as there exists
among
them a profound
hatred for the Ottoman element.
The treaty of
Paris, b_" taking away from Ru_ia
the right to
maintain a war fleet in the Black sea, only postponed the time when the czar would descend on
Turkey anew.
But only a moment was needed
for that stipulation
to become
illusory.
That
moment
came in 1870, on the occasion
of the
France-Prussian
war, when Russia asked and obtained in its favor a revision of the treaty of 1856
on this point.*-We shall not try to foresee what
* 1Russia's ambitious designs found expression again in
the last Eusso-Turkish war. The insurrections which took
place in Herzegovina, Servia and .Montc_e_,n'o,in 1876and
1877, not without being produced by Russian influence,
caused new controversies between Russia and Turkey, aRer
the latter had rciused the guarantees desired by the great
powers for the security of the Chribtians, in the conference
which met inat L_essmnnil
Constmltinoplein
1876,and
which
continued
January, November,
1877. These
controversies
led to a declaration of war by the czar against the porte,
April 24, L°77. This was the fifth Rnsso-Turkish war. On
March 8, 1878,a treaty of peace, called the peace of San Stefano, was signed, by which the war was endc<l. But the
congress of Berlin materially changed its provisions in favor
of Turkey. This congress met at Berlin, June 13,18_8,under
the presidency of the German chancellor, Prince Bismarck.
It was called to examine the result of the Russo-Turkish war
(1877-8)created by the peace of San Stefano, and to make it
harmonize with the interests of the other p(Jwers, especially
of l_gland and Austria. The result of the transactions and

shall one day be the solution of the Eastern question.
That problem, which presents itself periodically to European
cabinets, with new corollaries,
is so complex
that it is unreasonable
to predict
what may bein store in relation to it. The powerlessness of Turkey in Syria and Lebanon, and the
perpetual
antagonism
of the Maronite Christians
and the Druses create, in Asia ]_Iinor, motives for
the intervention
of France and England similar in
character
to those whit'h
Russia finds for inter.
vcntion in European
Turkey, in which Christians
of tile Greek rite utter incessant complaints against
the Mussulman
authorities
and claim the protection of the head of their religion.
A perceptible improvement
in the internal
organization
of
the Ottoman empire can not be denied.
Still it is
doubtful
whether it can early enough
make the
progress which it remains
for it to make in order
to put itself in a condition
to meet the storms
which sooner or later will break upon it.
LEON DE ROSNY
0ST]gND
MANIFESTO
(m" U. S. HISTORY).
The filibustering
expeditions
against Cuba (see
FILIBUSTERS) occasioned
anxiety in Europe as to
the possible future action of the United States
government
in concealed or open favor of such
expeditions.
In 1852 Great Britain and France
jointly proposed to the United States a tripartite
convention, by which the three powers should disclaim all intention to obtain possession of Cuba,
and should discountenance
such an attempt
by
any power.
Dec. 1, 1852, the secretary of state,
Eve_tt,
refused to do so, while he declared that
the United States would never question Spain's
title to the island.
Everett's
letter has been severely critici_d,
but it seems justifiable as a refusal to voluntarily
and needlessly
restrict future
administrations.
--Aug.
16, 1854, President Pierce
directed tile American ministers to Great Britain,
France and Spain, James Buchanan, John Y. Msson and Pierre Soul_, to meet in some convcnient
city and discu_
the Cuban question.
They met
at Ostend,
Oct. 9, and afterward
at Aix la
Chapellc, and drew up the dispatch
to their government which is commonly
known as the "Ostend Manifesto."
It declared,
in brief, that the
sale of Cuba would be ms advantageous
and honorable to Spain as its purchase would be to the,
United
States; but that, if Spain should ohstinately refuse to sell it, self-preservation
would
make it incumbent
upon the United
States to
"wrest
it from her," and prevent it from being
Africanized
into a second
St. Domingo.
-- The
Ostend manifesto
was denounced
in the repub*
aelibcrations of this congress was the peace of Berlin,
which provided for the independence of Rumania, Servia
and Montenegro, and established two new independent
states, Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia. The immediate gain
to Russia by this war was not great considering the sacrifice
it had made in it. It cost 500.0{D,{}_0
roubles, and 17'2,0G0men
on the European theatre of the war. On the other hand. the
war greatly increased the influence of Russia, as a great Slavic
power on the Balkan peninsula, and afforded it an oppertunity to interfere m the affairs of that peninsula at any time.

OUTLAWRY.
liean platform
of 1856, as "the
highwayman's
plea that might makes right "; and was not ()penly (lefe.ndcd by the democratic
platform of 1856 or
of 1860, except that the latter declared in favor of
the acquisition
of Cuba by honorable
and just
means, at the earliest practicable
momcnt. -- See
3 ,qp(,ncer's Ul_itedStates,
510; 1 Greeley's Amem'_'a_, Conflict, 273; 2 Wilson's
Ri,_e alul Fall of the
,_'lm'e Power, 611; Cairnes' Slarc Power, 145; Chiskey's Political Text Book of 1860, 477 (correspondonce and manifesto in full),
2_.LF.XANDER

JOm_STO._.

0t'TLAWR¥.
The declanng
one by superior
authority
outside of tim protection
of all law,
was a proceeding
not unknown
to the Greeks and
Romans, but was inflicted by them when offenses
had been committc_l against the national religion,
and wa_ more in the nature of ecclesiastical
excommunications
and interdicts
such as arc found in
.some Christian countries.
--At conmmn law procea_ of outlawry
originally
lay only in cases of
treason,
but was at later periods
extended
to
minor offenses and even to civil actions.
The
consequences,
however,
of a jud_,qnent in outlawry, and the legal steps to obtain it, were very.
different in thelast mentioned cases. -- In Bacon's
Abridgment
outlawry is defined as a punishment
inflicted onaperson
for contempt and contumacy,
in refusing to be amenable
to and abide by the
justice of that court which has lawful authority
to call him before it. And as this is a crime of
the highest
nature,
being an act of rebellion
against the state or community
of which he is a
member, so does it subject the party to divers
forfeitures
and disabilities,
for hereby he loses
liberam &gem, is out of the king's protection.
It
is further said in the same place, that in outlawry
in treason and felony the law interprets
the party's
absence as a sufficient evidence of his guilt, and,
without
requiring
further
proof,
accounts
him
guilty of the fact, on which ensues corruption
of
blood and forfeiture
of his whole estate, real and
personal, which he holds in his own right. -- One
of the most memorable
proceedings
in outlawry
was directed against the well-known
agitator and
member of parliament,
Wilkes Booth, in consequence of his withdrawing
to France, while an
information
for libel was pending
against him
(1770).
On technical
grounds
(Lord Mansfield
presiding) the proceeding
was quashed.
Tim process of outlawry was so beset with technical difficulties that it could hardly ever be successfully
m'dntained.
In the United States it never was
generally
recognized
either in criminal
or civil
cases.
Tiffs process of outlawry,
as found in the
common law, as applicable to minor offenses and
even to civil cases, if it ever prevailed
on the
continent of Europe, was soon superseded
by pro('e_ and judgment
in contumaciam,
taken from
the Roman and canon law even in criminal cases,
Parties sued or indicted may, under that process,
be summoned by publication
and be condemned
in their absence, but not without
evidence being
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hear(t, which condemnation,
however,
upon appearance within certain prescribed
periods, may be
set aside on terms. -- Outlawry
in the English
sense was there confined
to high
and capital
crimes, and was frequently
applied by the secret
courts, held by certain
tribunals
in some parts
of Germany,
under
imperial
sanction
(Vehra
Gerichb) in the middle ages.
Those convicted,
when within the power of the tribunal, were at
once execut_,d by the subordinate
officials, and
lhose who escaped were oullawed,
and liable to be
executed wherever
found by officers or members
of the brotherhood.
In Rome and Greece cverybody could kill an outlaw, and it is a somewhat
disputed point whether at earlier times this was
not also allowable
"it common law before it was
expressly prohibited
by statute.
In the holy German empire outlawry,
called Reiclt_-Acht (Bann),
played a great part, but i! was more of a political
titan strictly
legal process.
It was adopted
in
cases of felony, committed
by the great vassals
against the emperor, their liege lord; also in cases
of great crimes and misdemeanors
not strictly
breaches of fealty.
The imperial great bann had
to proceed from the diet; the lower bann could be
pronounced
by local courts, and had but a local
application.
Upon complaint,
sustained
by the
estatesof the empire as_mblcd
in diet, the accused
w_ sumnmncd,
usually
three times, and upon
default
conviction
followed
and declaration
of
outlawry.
With the great vassals the decrees
could onl), be enforced
by a real war.
The outlawry of IIenry the. Lion (the head of the Guelph
faction), duke of Saxony and Bavaria, was perhaps the most noted instance
of this proce_.
Having failed to heed the sunmmns to answerthe
impeachment
at three different
sessions of the
diet, outlawry
(the Ober- or Aber-Acht)
was pronounccd against him at the diet held at Wurzburg
(1180) by the emperor Frederick
I. (Barbarossa,
chief of the Ghibelins).
It was a political act
more than a legal one, as i,t also declared a forfeiturc of his estates held as benefices, and not in
his own right, which was not usual either at cornmort law or at the German law.
Henry took up
arms, but being unsuccessful,
fled to his fatherin-law, the king of England.
Later, amnestied,
he was reinstated into Brunswick
and Luneburg,
his allodial
possessions.The outlawry
of the
elector John Frederick
of Saxony, and of Philip,
landgrave
of IIesse, the Protestant
leaders in the
reformation,
was wholly irregular, being declared
by a mere edict of the emperor
Charles
V.,
without
sanction
of the diet (Reichstag)
1547.
Equally irregnlar had been the outlawry of Martin
Luther, by a mere minority
of the diet of Worms
in 1521, when the session, by the departure
of
most of the members, had been virtually
closed.
Some of the most powerful
princes of the cmpire at once protested against it, and the emperor
never took steps to execute
it. All formalities
had been neglected.
The only resolution
that
was legally passed against Luther was one bindlag the estates of the empire not to obstruct the
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$_apal bulls against Luther, which had only a
clerical effect by excommunicating
him.
Other
imperial outlawries
sanctioned by the diet were
those against the elector palatine Frederick, king
of Bohemia, and his allies, in 1619, and against
the electorsl princes of Bavaria and Cologne in
the war of the Spanish succession,
on account of
their alliance with France in 1702, An attempt
to outlaw Frederick the Great of Prussia, at the
commencement
of the seven years war .(1758)
failed in its initial steps.
Purely political acts,
without any legal proceedin_o,s, were the outlawry
of the Baron de Stein, ex-minister of Prussia, by
Napoleon I., in 1809, and that of Napoleon himself by the princes assembled
at the Vienna congross in 1815, as also that of Gem B. F. Butler
by the confederate
states,
GUSTAVE KOERNER.
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OUTLET°
An outlet, properly speaking, is an
opening made for the sale of certain products,
We say that a merchant
seeks an outlet for his
wares, when he is in quest of places where he
can sell them;
that he finds an outlet abroad,
whenhis
products are ordinarily
sold abroad.
To
open outlets to a country
is to gi_'e it the opportunity
of entering
upon friendly
relations with
other countries, which will afford it new avenues
of sale.
It would seem that this subject does not
allow of any really economic development.
But
J. B. Say has almost given us a theory of it. We
here reproduce
his thoughts on the matter.
They
have been approved
and appreeiated
by all economists. -- "As the division
of labor makes it impossible for producers
to consume m()re than a
small part of their product_, they are compelled
to seek consumers
who may need these surplus
products.
They arc coral)el/e(1 to find what is
called,
in the language
of commerce,
o_zth,ts, or
markets,
that is, means of effecting the exchange
of the products which they have created against
those which they need.
It is important
for them
to know how these outlets are opened to them. -Every product
embodies a utility, the faculty of
ministering
to thc._tisfaction
of a want.
A product is a product
only by reason of the value
which has been given to it; and this value can bc
given to it. only hy giving it utility.
If a product
cost nothing, the demand for it would be infinite;
for no one would neglect an opportunity
to procure for himself what satisfies or serves to satisfy his wants, when he could have it for the
wishing it. If this were the case with all products,
and one could have them all for nothing, human
beings would
come into existence
to consume
them; for human beings are born wherever they
can obtain the thin_s nc(:cs_r)- tO their sul_sistence,
The outlets opened to them would become irameuse in number.
These outlets are limited only
by the necessity under which consumers
are to
pay for what they wish to acquire.
It is never
the w///to acquire, but the means to acquire, that
is wanting.Yet in what does this means conJl_stl_ In money, we shall be hastily told.
Grant-

_

ed; but I ask in tnrn, by what meres does th_
money come into the hands of tlmaa_vho dkmhm
to buy? must it not be obtained by the sale of
another product?
The man who wishes to buy
must first sell. and he can only sell what he produces, or what has been produced for him.
If
the owner of land does not sell with his own
hands the portion of the harvest which comes to
him by reason of his proprietorship,
his lessee
sells it for him.
If the capitalist, who has made
advance_ to a manufacturer,
in order to get his
interest, does not himself sell a part of the manufactured goods, the manufacturer
sells it for him.
It is always by means of products that we purchase the products of others.
Beneficiaries,
penstoners of the state them_lves,
who produce
nothing,
arc able to buy goods only because
things have been produced,
by which they have
profited.--What
must we conclude
from this?
If it be with products that products are purclmscd,
each product will find more purchasers
in proportion as all other products shall have increased
in quantity,
ltow is it that in France eight or
ten times more things arc bought
to-day, than
under the miserable
reign of Charles
VI.?
It
must not be imagined
that it is becau_ there is
more money in that country, now; for if the mines
of the new world had not increased
the amount
of specie in circulation,
gold and silver would
have preserved their old value; that value would
cvcn have increased;
silver would be worth perhaps what gold is worth
now; and a smaller
amount of silver would render the _ame service
that a very cnnsiderable
quantity
renders us, just
as a gold piece of twenty francs renders
us as
much service as four five-franc pieces.
What is
it, then, that enables the French to purchase
ten
times as many things, since it is not the greater
quantity
of money
which
they possess?
The
reason is, that they produce ten times as much.
All these things
are bought,
the ones by the
others.
)Iore wheat is sold in France,
because
cloth and a [,,Teat number
of other things are
manufactured
there in a much greater quantity.
Products
unknown
to our ancestors
are bought
by other products
of which they had no idea.
The man who produces
watches
(which
were
unknown
in the time of Charles VI. ,, purcha._s
with his watches, potatoes (which were also then
unknown).
-- So true is it, that it is with products
that products
are purchased,
that a bad harvest
injures
all sales.
Indeed,
bad weather,
which
destroys the wheat and the vines of the y_r, does
not, at the same time, destroy coin.
Yet thesale
of cloths instantly suffers from it. The products
of the mason, the carpenter,
the roofer, joiner,
etc., are lessin demand. The same is true of the
harvests made by the arts and by commerce.
When one branch of industry
suffers, others
suffer too.
An industry which is prosperous,
on
the other hand, makes others prosper
also.The first deduction
which may be drawn from
this important
truth is, that in every state the
more numerous the producers
are, and the more
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production
is increased,
the more easy, varied
this trade is of little importance, for these savages
and vast do outlets become.
In the places which
need a vast extent of country to find only a
produce much, there is created the substance with
limited number of wild animals, and these wild
which alone purchases are made: I mean value,
animals are diminishing
every day.
Hence, the
-- Money fills only a transient office in this double
United States much prefer to have these Indians
exchange.
After each one has sold what he has
civilized,
become cultivators
of the soil, manuproduced,
and bought what he wishes to confacturers, in fine, more capable producers; which
same, it is found that products have always been
unfortunately
is very difficult of accomplishment,
paid for in products. -- We thus see that each has
because it is very hard for men reared in habits
an interest in the prosperity of all, and that the
of vagabondage
and idleness to apply themselves
prosperity
of one kind of industry is favorable
to work.
Yet there are examples of Indb_ns who
to the prosperity of all others.
In fact, whatever
have become industrious.
I read in the descripmay be the industry to which man devotes himtion of the United States, by Mr. Warden, that
self, whatever the talent which he exercisGs, he
the tribes then living on the banks of the Missiswill find it easier to employ
it and to reap a sippi, anti who afforded no market to the citizens
greater profit from it in proportion as he is surof the United States, were enabled 1o purchase of
rounded by people who are themselves
gaining,
them in 1810 more than 80,000 francs' worth of
A man of talent, sadly vegetating
in a country
merchandise;
and probably they afterward bought
m a state of decline, would find a thousand
from them a much larger amount.
Whence came
avenues of employment
for his faculties in a this change?
From the fact that these Indians
productive
country,
where his talents might be began to cultivate
tim bean and Indian corn, and
used and paid for.
A merchant
established
inan
to work the lead mines which were within their
industrious city, sells much larger amounts
than
rescrvation.
-- The English
rightly
expect that
one who lives in a country in which indifference,
the new repul)lics of America, after their emanciand idleness rule.
What would an active manupatton shall have favored their development,
will
faeturer or a capable
merchant
do in one of the
afford them more numerous and richer consumers,
po<Jrly peopled and poorly civilized cities of cerand already
they are reaping the harvest
of a
rain portions of Spain or Poland?
Although
he
policy more in consonance
with the intelligence
would encounter
no competitor
there, he wouht
of our age; but this is nothing
compared
with
sell little, becauselittle
is produced there; whereas
the advantages
which they will rea l) from them
in Paris. Amsterdam
or London, despite the comin the future.
Narrow
minds imagine snme hidpetition Of a hundred merchants
like himself, he
den motives
in this enlightened
policy.
But
might do an immense
business.
The reason is what greater object c'tn men propose to themsimple: he is surrounded
by people who produce
.,a;lves than to render their
country
ri¢.h and
much in a multitude
of ways, and who make
powerful?--A
people who are prosperous should
purchases with what they have produced;
that is therefore
be regarded
rather as a useful friend
to say, with the money resulting
from the sale of I than as _t dangerous competitor.
A nation must
what they have produced,
or with what their
doubtless
know how to zuard itself sg'dnst the
land or their capital has produced
for them.-foolish ambition or the anger of a neighbor, who
Such is the source of the profit.s which the people
understands
its own interests so badly as to quarof eiti_.s make from the people of the country and
tel with it; lint "fftcr it ha_ put it._,lf in the, way
whieh the latter make from the former.
Both
to fear no unjust
aggression,
it is not best to
have more to buy in proportion
as they produce
weaken anv other nation.
We have seen mermore.
A city surrounded
by a productive
counchants of _,ondon and Marseilles
dread the entry finds there numerous
and rich buyers; and in
franehisement
of the Greeks anti the competition
the neighhorhood
of a manufacturing
city the
of their commerce.
These men had very false
products of the country
sell much better.
It is amt very narrow ideas.
What comm_,ree could
by a vain distinction
that nations are classed as the independent
Greeks carry on which would not
agrieulturM,
manufacturing
and commercial
nabe favorable to French industry?
Can they carry
tioas.
If a nation is successful in agriculture,
it products to France without
buying
her products
is a reason why its commerce
and its manufacand carrying away an equivalent
value?
And if
tures should prosper-.
If its manufactures
and its it is money that they wish, how can France acquire
commerce become flourishing,
its agriculture
will
it otherwise
than by the products
of her indusbe better in consequencg.
A nation
is in the
try?
A prosperous people is in every way favorsame position as regards neighboring
nations that
able to the prosperity
of the other.
Could the
a province is in relation to the count_ T; it is interGreeks indeed carry on business with French mcrested in their prosperity;
it is certain to.profit
by
chants against the will of the latter?
And would
their wealth; for nothing is to be gained from a
French merchants consent to a trade which was not
people who have nothing
wherewith
to pay.
lucrative
to themselves and consequently
for their
Hence, well-a_lvised countries do all in their power
country? _ If the Greeks should become estabto favor the progress
of their neighbors.
The
lished in their independence,
and grow rich by
republics of America have for neighbors
savage
their agriculture,
*heir arts and their commerce,
peoples who live generally
by the chase, and sell
they would become for all other peoples vahmble
furs to the merchants of the United States; but
consumers;
they would experiencenew
wants, and
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have wherewith
to pay for their satisfaction.
It
is not necessary
to be a philanthropist
to assist
them; it is only necessary to be in a condition
to
understand
one's
own true
interests. --These
truths so important,
which are beginning
to penetrate among the enlightened
classes of socicty,
were absolutely
unknown
in the periods previous
to our own.
Voltaire matte patriotism consist in
wishing
evil to one's neighbors.
His humanity,
his natural
generosity, lamented this.
How much
happier
are we, who, by the simple advan(:e of
enlightenment,
have ncquired
the certainty
that
we have no enemies but ignorance and perversity;
that all nations are, by nature and by their intercsts, friends of one another ; and that to wish
prosperity
to other peoples, is to love and serve
our own country."
J.B.
SAY.

the second and third causes as in the first.
They
said that dcpression
in individual
branches
of
trade arose from over-production
in those branches, and inferred that when phenomena of thesame
kind were seen everywhere
there was tile same
kind of over-production
everywherc.
But this is
by no me,ms the case.
Disproportionate
production is one thing; failure to sell at thc expected
price may be quite another.
It may look likethe
same thing to the individual
producer,
and yet
mcan very different
things respecting
the past
and future of the business community.
Disproportionate
production
is liable to occur at any
time in individual
branches of trade.
It is only
when it becomes much morc serious than usual,
and is combined with other causes,
that it is followed by a commercial
crisis.
But the so-called
general over-production
does not ordinarily
occur
OVER-PRODUCTION.
Over-production
is a except in connection
with a crisis, and there it is
term which is clear and simple as each man upa result rather than a cause.
By keeping this displies it in his own business, but which is liable to tinction
in mind we shall avoid confusing
the
be misunderstood
whcn applied to the business of
real partial over-production
which usually
prethe community.
This combination
of apparent
cedes commercial
cri_s, with thcapparent
general
clearness and real doubt has caused much conover-production
which is characteristic of their adfusion
and unnecessary
argument;
so that
we
vanced stages.
It is with the former of these that
must begin with a careful analysis of its meaning
this article mainly deals. -- Disproportionate
proin variou,q aspects.
It is defined by Malthus
as
duction on a small scale, such as constantly
ococcurring
" when the production
of anything
is curs in one or another branch of industry,
readcarried beyond the point where it ceases to be re- justs itself so easily as to occasion no harm.except
munerative."
Forinstance:
a manufacturer
owns
a temporary
one to a few individual
producers in
his plant, but depends
upon credit for thc purthat line.
The capitalists
see their mistake
the
chase of raw ruatcriais
and the means of paying
moment
their business profits are swept away,
wages,
lh'ow if his product
brings the expected
and use l_s capital in their business;
the excess
price, it compensates
him for all these advances,
of supply is quickly
consumed,
prices recover,
and gives him his business profit in addition.
But
and the business goes on as before.
But special
a slight fall in the price of his product,
from
circumstances
may aggravate
the trouble
to the
whatever
cause it arises, will sweep away his
extent of a public calamity,
and special lines of
business profit.
This is the point where producproduction
are particularly
liahle to such mistion ceases to be remunerative.
A further
fall
fortune.
When
large amounts
have been inwill not only leave him without
business profit,
vested in fixed capital, such as machinery,
public
but also without
compensation
for the wages he
works, or, above all, railroads,
such cxcess of
has advtmccd,
or without
the means of paying
supply can not be quickly
consumed,
but exerts
for his raw material;
so that the more he has
its depressing
influence for a long time to come.
manufactured
the poorer lie is for it, To him,
And, on the other trend, when special lines of
then, all production
on thcse terms is over-producproduction
have been stimulated
by a temporary
lion.
Anti to i_im the result is the same in its
demand at abnormally
high prices, as was the
main featurcs,
whatever
be the reason for the
case in the iron busine_,_ in 1873, and is liable to
fall in price.
He could have avoided tile worst of be the case to a less marked extent in almos'_ any
the trouble to himself, had lie but curtailed
hL,_ other line of manufacture,
it will be found that
production
in time. -- But if we go one step back,
after the excess is worked
off and consumed,
and look for the causes which occasion this fall
prices still do not recover anything like their forin price, we find that it may bc due to any one
mer figures.
Wethus
have two types of business
of three things:
1. A disproportionate
producliable to over-production;
one because the excess
tion of this particular
article; 2. A hindrance
of
of supply is permanent,
the other because, the high
any kind which prevents
placing goods in the
price is abnormal.
The history of railroad buildmost advantageous
market;
3. A general fall in
ing on the one hand, and of iron production
on
prices.
As re_o'ards its relation
to the general
the other, furnishes the most striking instances of
business
of the community,
the first of these
these results, as well as the most complete statiscauses acts in a very different way from the sectics for our purpose. --Ever
since the invention
cud and third; and it is to the first of these causes
of railroads
excessive railroad
building
has been
that the name over-production
is most properly
a leading symptom
of an approaching
crisis.
In
applied.
The mistakes
of Sismondi,
Chalmers
1837, it is true, the system of railroads was not
and even _Ialthus
in this connection
arose from
yet far enough advanced
to be an important
ruetheir supposing
that it meant the same thing in
tor, yet here we had the same kind of extrava-
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gance in building roads and canals on borrowed
(.apital, and the same effects from it. It was in
England in the years preceding
the crisis of 1847
that the railroad first assumed its importance
as a
sul)jcet ()f speculative
production.
Of the work.
ings of a railroad system capitalists
knew very litth ,, but they went into the business with the _me
blind confidence that their ancestors had gone into
South sea bubbles.
A.nd this reckless investment
of capital was encouraged
by the blind belief of
]egNlators in unchecked
railway competition
a.s
an unmixed
benefit to the public.
678 companics--for
the most part, it must I)e _id, with
ridiculously
sl_ort lines--applied
for incorporatio,1
in the year 1845 alone; and of these 136 were actually incorporated,
65 receiving
the royal assent
in a single day.
And this at a time when the systern was in its infancy.
By the end of the year
1847 the estimated
value of the railways
incorporated was more than a thousand
million dollars. and a large part of this sum had been actually expended, while most of the work was too
incomplcUc to bring in returns that could be used
in payment of interest.
Thereis
no need, for our
present pnrpose, of going into the further history
of the crisis of 1847; in a community
which had
been investing
its capital
thus recklessly,
any
economic
shock must needs produce the most
serious results.
The crisis of 1857 is not so distinctly an instance in point.
There was indeed
in many eases a sudden shrinkage
of railroad
earni,_gs and a marked decrease in railroad building--3,647
miles being addcvl in the United States
in 1856, 2,647 in 1857, 2,465 in 1858, and only
1,821 in 1859. But this was hardly over-production in its truest sense.
The shrinkage
came elsewhere even more than here.
There had bee,,
speculation
and extravagance
everywhere,
and
much property
changed
hands as values settled
down to a truer basis.
But there was no useless
mass of lingeringiy
insolvent
capital,
almost no
disproportionate
production
that could not be
made use of in some way beneficial to the cornmunity. --:Not so in 1873. For five years men
had been building railroads
to an extent hitherto
unheard of. IIigh wages and prices had made
the real cost of construction
great, and the extravagant spirit of those years had added other items
of expense.
Onlyazl abnormally
stimulated trade
('ould enahle them to meet their obligations
and
furnish profit besides.
But the panic of 1873 left
trade abnormally
depressed;
and many
ro,_ls
were in no condition
to meet their obligations,
Sooner orlater they had to reorganize;
but before
this could be done they succeeded
in doing a
great deal of harm to other people's property as
well as their own.
Once regarding
them_lvcs
as
insolvent, they }elt exempt from a number of responsibilities
that had hampered
them.
If they
couhi not get business at a paying
price they
would get it at a price that did not pay, and force
competing
solvent roads into non-paying
rates,
Hence arose the railroad
wars culminating
in
1876, when the Grand Trunk
and the Erie, then
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insolvent
roads, swept
away the profits of the
Pennsylvania
and the Baltimore & Ohio. and for
the time greatly reduced investors'
confidence
in
the New York Central.
This is the typical effect
of over-production:
the surplus is not only in itself
unprofitable,
but as long as it ]rests will depress
values
of everything
with which it competes.
And the eontinucd
existence of such masses of
undisposable
surplus may be regarded as a leadiing difference between the long crisis of 1873 and
the shorter
one of 1857.--The
extent to which
! railroad over-production
was carried
is shown by
. the figures in Poor's Manual.
In 1869 there were
! built in the United States 4,615 miles of railway;
in 1870, 6,070; in 1871, 7,379; in 187'2, 5,878; and
in 1873, 4,107: an average for five years of over
5,600 miles.
In 1874 the number fell to 2,105, and
in 1875 to 1,71_; for the five years succeeding
1873 the average was less than 2,300. or only
about two-fifths
the previous.
The figures for
France
and Germany about the same time tell a
similar story.
Not less striking are the figures
illustrating
shrinkage
of value.
The " Railroad
Gazette " of Sept. 27, 1878, furnishes statistics on
this point concerning
forty-five roads dealt in by
the :New York stock exchange,
and in soundness
presumably
above the average of tho_
in the
country.
The aggregate value of these roads, at
their highest
prices in 1873 (reduced to a gold
basis), was $567,000,000;
at the lowest prices of
the same year it had fallen to $380,000,000;
while
in September,
1878, it was still only $460,000,000.
Still more to the purpose are the figures concerning foreclosures
furnished
at the beginning
of
each year by the "Railway
Age."
In 1876 there
were sold under foreclosure,
(this term being apparently used in a rather wide sense), 3,846 miles
of road, representing
$218,000,000 of capital; and
in the four years succeeding,
3,875, 3,902, 4,909,
3,775, miles of road, representing
investments
of $199,000,000,
$312,000,000,
$243,000,000
and
$264,000,000,
respectively.
One-fifth of the railway investment
of the country
sold under foreclosurein
these five years of settleme_tI
Whether
this has taught us its lesson remains
to be seen.
_Ieu have lost faith in unlimited
railway cornpetition;
but a specially pernicious
form of overproduction
is developed
in the cm_ of parallel
roads, built to sell rather than to operate; for
the sake, that is, of forcing
the old road to
buy a controlling
interest
to avoid a railroad
war.
The enormous
increase of railways in recent years (4,721 miles in 1879, 7,174 in 1880,
9,3.58 in 1881, 11,,343 (?) in 1882) gives ground for
apprehension,
even though
this rate of building
is not likely to continue. --In
looking at overproduction
in the iron industry,
variations
in
price are even more striking
than variations
in
production.
In January,
1871, the
average
Philadelphia
price of No. 1 pig iron was $30.50
per gro_ ton. From this time it steadily increased
till, in September,
187'2, the month's average was
$53.87.
In December,
1874, it had declined
to
$24, a loss of more than one-half in a little over
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two years; and this decline on the whole continued
of the same general depression
throughout
the
till November,
1878, when the price was $16.50,
world, see "Economist,"
Com. Hist. and Rev. of
scarcely one-third of what it had been in 1872,
1878, supplement to March 5, 1879.) A repetition
even if we make allowance for the gold prennum,
of some of these phenomena has been seen in the
In Great Britain the same change was still more
last four years; notably in the ease of steel rails,
marked.
Scotch pig, which in 1870 had sold as
whose price increased from $42 per gross ton in
low as 49_s., rose in 1870 to 145s., and in 1878 May, 1879, to $85 in February,
1880, but at the
had fallen to 42_., less than three-tenths of what
end of the year 1882 had fallen to $39.
There
it had brought
five years before.
A similar
was the same reckless investment
of capital to
change was sren in America at the beginning
of
meet a temporary demand at high prices, and the
1880, when iron, which in July, 1879, was selling
same impossibility
of maintaining
anything
hke
at $19.25, rose to $40 and $41, only to fall, three
those prices when the extra supply was thrown on
months later, to $23. -- The reason h)r these exthe market. -- Railroad production
and iron protraordinary
changes is to be found in the character
duction
furnish
types of the two causes which
of the demand for iron.
A demand
for iron at
render disproportionate
production
a source of
all often means a demand at any price, whether it lasting evil: in the former case, because the inbe for a railroad that can make no money till its crease of supply
is permanent
; in the latter,
tracks are laid, or a factory that can make none
because the high demand
is only momentary.
without
new machinery.
But the demand
that
The introduction
of machinery
is apt to produce
forces up the price is moderate
in quantity;
and
effects of the former character;
the supply of
though the high rates may be submitted to by the
articles of fashion and luxury is subject to the latimmediate
demand, they may chee, k the future
ter. It was the combination
of these two that had
demand.
Thus, those who have gone into the
a largeshare
in c_ausing the English crises of 1818
iron business
under the stimulus
of high rates
and 18°_5. Agricultural
produce
is less liable to
find that the pressure
was only temporary;
the
these disturbances
than anything else,, the excepextra supply, by the time they are ready with it,
tion in the case of cotton in 1837 and 18"39 being
no longer wanted;
and in place of the readiness to
only apparent;
the evil was due to speculation
on
buy at any price, however high, comes an unwillthe part of cotton producers
rather than to disingness to buy at any price, however
low.
Just
proportionate
production
of cotton.
So in Engthis course of events is indicated by the statistics
land in 1847, when an exceptionally
good harvest
of iron production.
The American
pig iron
was the occasion of a crisis, it was not because
product,
which in 1870 had been about 1,859,000
there was more food than people had been in
net tons, and in 1871 about 1,905,000, rose under
the haliit of demanding,
but because to certain
the stimulus
of high prices in 1872 to 2,855,000,
individuals,
who had sp(_ulatcd
in the price of
and in 1873 to °_,868,000 tons.
But by this time
grain, normal production
meant ruin.
Results
the fall in prices had been somarked
th'_tthe iron
like these may occur
when any combination
men checked production
as best they might.
In
makesa speculative
attempt to control production
.
1874 they reduced their product to 2.689,000tons;
and prices both.
When such a combination
is
but in spite of this reduction
and of the further
powerful enough to form a monopoly,
there is no
fall in pric_es there remained at the end of the year
doubt that a check to production
generally
in796,000 tons unsold in theproducers'
hands.
The
creases
their
returns,
the prices
rising
more
further course of events is shown in the following
rapidly than the quantity
diminishes.
And, contable, compiled from figures in the report for 1881 versely, an increase
of production,
even under
of the secretary of the American
iron and steel
their own hands, actually
diminishes
the gross
association
:
returns.
If an individual
extends his production
.......
his gross returns are commonly
increased.
If a
YEARS.
Averageprlce
TonsProduced..I Unsold.T°nsmonopoly extends its produc| ion the opposite effect
is quite as common. -- We have hitherto spoken
1_5 ................
1876................

$_ _

_,_7,0_N)
2,o93.000

1s77................
1878................
1879................

ii _

2,sis,000
u,5,"7,000
3,071,000

761,_0
687,o00

of over-production

only in the sense of dispropor-

ect2.00o tionate production.
It was shown at the outset
575,00t_ that the same effect upon individual
producers
21 5_)
142,0o0 might result from a failure to reach the right mar,
ket, or from a general fall in prices.
The first
From this it appears that in spite of diminished
may be due to transportation
difficulties,
or to
production
and prices it was not until 1877 that
tariff legislation;
the second, to a contraction
of
they were able to reduce materially the proportion
the currency;
but by far the commonest
cause of
of their product unsold.
.ks soon as they began
both is a commercial
crisis.
It renders the credit
to do this they were on a sounder basis; but what
system so far inoperative
that it is impossible
to
thi$involved
may be inferred from the fact that
place goods where they are the most needed; and
out of 700 furnaces
in the United
States only
it so far increases the demand
for ready money
about 250 were in blast in the year 1877; and that
instead of credit documents
that it has the same
in the whole iron industry therc was probably not
a branch worked up to half the capacity
which
it6 fixed capital would admit.
(For the statistics

effect upon prices as currency
contraction,
l't
may thus happen that the appearance
of over*production will occur as the result of a crisis even in
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those lines _
_
l_
been no abnormal
production, merety in consequence
of difl_culty in
doing business and in paying debts. This is what
has given rise to the name and idea of general
over-production.
-- For more extended theoretical
discussion of certain points, which the limits of
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this article do not allow, see Roscher, Po//t/_
Economy,
,_ 215-217;
J. S. Mill, Principles
of
Political _conomy,
bk. lit., ch, xiv. ; Francis A.
Walker, Po_t
ff_onorny, _ 214-224;
George
Cheauey, Fortnightly
_,
September, 1881.
ARTHUR T. HADLEY.
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MONEY.
If there be an experiment
which has been seriously" made and as to the resuits of which there can be no doubt, it is the
experiment
which demonstrates
the chimerical
ad*'_mtages and grave dangers of paper mon_g,
employed as an instrument of production.
Nevertheless, numberless
deceptions,
the. injury done
to public credit and national good faith, and the
ruins of the past, do not seem to have entirely
dissipated a dangerous illusion;
recent facts, as
w(dl as the persistence of false doctrines,
prove
this but too well; the human mind frees itself
with difficulty from the fatal influence exerted
over it by the mirage of wealth acquired without
labor, of a pretended
increase of capital
called
into existence by the magic wand of credit, and of
a new species of alchemy which transmutes paper
i_to gold.-Nothing,
however, can be simpler
than the examination of this problem, and nothing easier of solution.
It suffices to know what
i_ the part played by money, to measure how little such an arbitrary creation as paper money can
do. and to understand
its dangers. -- Ours is not
the age in which the wealth of states was confounded with the possession of coin; money, the
great wheel of circulation,
as Adam Smith calls
it, preserves nevertheless,
however, an important
place in the economy of nations; it constitutes the
m(.chanism of exchange in the clearest and surest
conditions; it enables us to set avalue on all products and services; it gievs activity to the creafion and facilitates the distribution
of wealth.
It
i_ in fact owing to money that all are impelled to
the common work of the nation, and that the
result obtained is divided among those who have
contributed
to it. It introduces
a common tan-

mo_cg necessary for the transaction of its business,
when this business preserve_ its character of purity, and does not degenerate into fiction.
Let us
suppose, for a moment, that gold and silver alone,
without any mixture of fiduciary signs, are the
only instruments
of exchange.
As nothing prevents the transportation
of the precious metals,
they will always resume their level by going
where a certain scarcity of them assures them
greater advantage, and abandoning
those places
in which an over-abundance
causes their depreciation.
An admirable law of attraction governs
them and proportions
them to the useful services
which they are called upon to render, by opposing equally a sterile abundance
and a scarcity of
specie.
The very fore_e of things establishes a
weir for metallic wealth, which always falls into
equilibrium with the wants of circulation. -- There
is a risk of the situation being modified from the
very moment that, in order to economir, e upon
the mechanism
of exchange, an effort is made to
substitute
for gold and silver artificial
means
more or less ingenious, and more or less sure, by
calling
to its aid wliat is called the magic of
credit, who_ power people arc inclined to exaggerate.
Two ways are open to reach this end
By following one of these ways the movement of
exchanges is simplified and the number of actual
payments reduced; recourse is had to thoseingenious creations which render the actual intervention of specie superfluous, or limited in a number
of c_es, by means of bills of cxchan_,, of open
accounts
in the banks, of set-offs and transfers ;
or else cireu]ation is ac('elcrated in such a manner
as to increase the scrvi('es rendered by each piece
of money.
In this way wc obtain an advantage
similar to that which two iron rails placc_ parallel
upon the ground afford by the saving in friction,
which increases the traction.
The same result is

_uage into the operations
of social commerce. -l_,ut it is not a language of the imagination;
money is the sign and measure of values, becau_
it i_ their guarantee, because, it represents a value
theft is known, acknowledged
and acceptcd everywhere. It is a universal commodity,
while it at
the mine time affords each country its local instrun_ent of purchase and sale, and of remuneration
f,_r both public and private services.In our day
_he fetters which cramp the international
moveInont of exchanges
are gradually disappearing,
a_(i a regular equilibrium may be established to
adapt to the wants of each market the quantity of

obtained with less expenditure of force and capital, thanks to the economy
and energy of the
springs set at work.
Here all is gain and no
danger; such is the largest function of credit and
an inexhaustible
source of fecundity.-But, by
the side of these useful combinations,
whose influcnce is too often ignored, we have the creation
of a sign easy to manufacture,
which costs next to
nothing, and which is substihxted in a greater or
less proportion for metallic money: we refer to
the bank note, which is called upon to act the part
of money, because it is or ought to be accepted in .
business transactions to liquidate debts. -- If this
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fiduciary
sign rests on the gtlaranty
of a metallic
value, against which it may be exchanged at will,
and if we may accept or refuse it at pleasure,
it
constitutes
money paper, which must be carefully
distinguished
from paper money.
If it be irapond by authority,
whether it emanates from the
public treasury or from a private institution,
and
we are not at liberty to demand its equivalent
in
gold or silver, but are obliged to accept it, it degenerates
into paper money.
In the first case it
aims to supply in part the metallic
money, of
which
the country
shouhl
reserve a sufficient
amount to assure the exchange
of bills for specie,
and to _rvc in tho_ transactions
in which bank
notes can not enter.
In the second case it has for
effect to replace metallic money even to the point
of the issue of paper money with compulsory
circula_ion or of so-called legal tender character.-The aggregate
of business transactions
requires
but a certain
determinate
amount
of specie in
each country at a given time.
If bank bills are
substituted
for a part of the instruments
of exchange, the surplus disappears
under the form of
merchandise,
in order to restore the level, unless
the coin be reserved in the treasury as a pledge
of the paper money in circulation:
thus it is that
paper nwney drives out coin. -- We may in a cerlain limited measure, as we shall see, economize
upon the portion of the national capital employed
in the making
of thc instrument
of exchange,
An institution
of credit, solidly established,
may
maintain in circulation
a mass of hills which will
be in as much favor as specie, provided the metallic reserve guarantees
their payment at sight, and
provided
the bill represents
a sufficiently imporrant part of the monetary unit to facilitate transportation
and shorten accounts.
IIowever, we can
supply in this way only a portion of the money
needed; but the amount of the latter relatively to
the amount of business transactions
diminishes
in
proportion
as civilization
advances,
as society
improves,
and as credit
is extended.
In 1873
the wealth
of England
was estimated
at two
hundred
milliards
of francs, and its production
at about twenty-four
milliards;
the total amount
of money in thc country,
metallic and fiduciary,
scarcely exceeded
three milliards;
the wealth of
France in the _me year was estimated at one huntired and sixty milliards of francs; its production
was _arcely
inferior to that of England;
it had
twice the amount
(about six milliards)
in specie
and bank notes.
It would be an exaggeration
to
reckon
the wealth
of Russia
at 50,000,000,000
francs, and its products
at 12,000,000,000;
it eraploys about 4,000,000,000
francs
in specie and
paper
money.
The possible
economy
on the
amount
of capital employed
in the medium
of
circulation,
is therefore in an inverse ratio to the
sum
total
of national
wealth.
The richer a
country
is, the less it gains by abandoning
the
solid ground of gold and silver. -- The saving of
capital effected by the regular use of bank notes
• would
be reckoned
high if placed at from onefourth to one-third
of the sum required
for the
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of the exchange
of wealth; if we take
into consideration
the necessary
reserves, it does
not amount to half a milliard of francs in England,
and if it rises to two milliards in France, it is because
of an almormalcondition,
the result of theFrancoPrussian
war, which can nol last.
It amounts,
according
to this showing,
to the one four-hundrcdth part of the wealth of the United Kingdom,
and to about one-hundredth
part of the wealth of
France.
Regarding
this comparison from another
point of view, wc may say that the interest of the
metallic capital thus replaced
frees England
and
France
from an annual
burden
of twenty and
eighteen millions of francs respectively,
calculating the interest at 4 per cent.
This is equivalent
to about the one-thousandth
part of the production of England,
and to about the one three-hun
dredth part of the production
of France.
As a
matter of course bank notes render much more
important
service in France by the facility and
convenience
which they afford, and by the saving
which they render possible, even without
taking
any account of the inconveniences
of compulsory
circulation,
to which France
was subjected
after
1870.-These gains are not without their accompanying
dangers,
which grow more serious the
more the volume of notes increases.
In proportion as this volume increases, the metallic supply
decreases, and as confidence is the stuff of which
credit is made, if a period of calm and prosperity
be succeeded
hy one of uneasiness,
or if imperalive needs require a great exportation
of specie,
every effort must be made to recall the absent
metal, even at thc cost of great sacrifices and by
paying dear for it; this it is that makes the emission of bank notes so perilous; this it is that forbids us to go beyond a certain
restrictive
limit,
unless we would resign ourselves
to the dangers
of compulsory
circulation.
If this limit, which is
variable it is true. be passed, it necessarily leads
to commercial
crises when the fiduciary
paper
has been issued only as the representative
sig'n
of private engagements,
and to a political
crisis
when paper money has been issued to meet the
wants of the state. -- Adam Smith recognized the
utility of the "wagonway
through
the air" of
credit, which enables the "country
to convert, as
it were, a great part of its highways
into good pasturcs and corn fields," highways
represented
by
metaUic money.
" Nevertheless,"
he adds, "the
commerce
and the industry
of the country,
it
must be acknowledged,
though they may be somewhat augmented,
can not be altogether
so secure
when they arc thus, as it were, suspended
upon
the Dtedalian
wings of paper money,
as when
they travel upon the solid ground
of gold and
silver."
After having pointed
out the danger he
endeavors
to destroy the attraction
of an imaginary benefit: "the
whole paper money of every
kind which
can circulate
in any country
can
never exdeed the value of the gold and silver of
which it supplies
the place." -- Let us, by an extreme hypothesis,
suppose ourselves
in a society
from which the use of the precious metals haa ca-
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tirely disappeared.
If we should go beyond this,
as paper money does not unite in it.self the chara,'ters both of sign and of pledge, and as it does
not become a commodity
when it ceases to be a
means of discharge from debt, it cannot flow into
foreign countries,
and its excess'produces
depreelation.
But who will flatter himself that he can
measureexactlytheamountofthemcdiaofcirculalion nccessaryin
a country?
This amount depends
not only upon the mass but also upon the rapidity
of exchanges.
When the precious metals alone
arc employed,
or when tlley effect the major part
of business tran_ctions,
their level is maintained
naturally, thanks to the weir which opens on foreign markets:
this level can not but be violently
disturbed when the bounds of prudence are overstepped by the issue of money paper, and especially when the nation abandons itself to the dangerous seductions of paper money.--The
danger
exists even when a private
institution
is granted
the dangerous
privilege
which
excuses it from
payment at sight; it assumes a much graver aspect when the state itself assumes
this perilous
function.
IIistory furnishes most sad and striking examples of the chastisement
everywhere
visited upon these same mistakes.
France, England,
Austria,
Russia, and the United
States, not to
swell the list by citing the instances of secondary
states, havepaid
the penaltyof
the system of Law
and of the assignats,
of the forced circulation
of
bank notes, of the Bankze..ttel, of paper roubles,
and of continental
money.
It is a curious fact
that Poland alone, a country
which it is sought
to blot out entirely from the map of Europe, preserved itself from this plague down to the very
time of its subjugation
by Russia.
This latter
country has, on the contrary,
always had, upon a
large scale, a fictitious
system
of circulation,
which it inherited
from
Chinese,
Tartar
and
Mongolian traditions.
We do not wish to make
any vain display of erudition,
nor to enter into
inv(,stigations which could be of interest only to
the curious, and we shall therefore
confine ourselves to recalling
the fact that Genghis
Khan
made u_ of paper money,'and
that, toward
the
end of the thirteenth
century,
his grandson Koblai *'mployed it in such a manner as to excite the
ingenuous admiration
of Marco Polo.
This admi
ration proved only too contagious:
the system,
which from China and Mongolia
had invaded
Rus,ia, was also admitted
into western Europe.
lhlt we believe we ought to point out, as a remarkable fact, the scrupulous
care with which
Napoleon
I. always
gnmrded against
a like a[tempt.
He never consented
to the issue of paper
mon,.y
While England
had resort to the cornpul._ory circulation
of paper money to resist him,
,ml while Ru_ia and Austria
issued prodi_ous
(i'_antities of assignats,
Napoleon
ever held aloof
tr¢_m this disorder,
and de Montalivet,
minister
(,i the interior, said, in a circular addressed to the
Pr,fects on the 25th of October, 1810. "The erap_ for regards paper money as the greatest scourge
o,_ aati0as, and as being, to morals, what the
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plague is in the physical
order."-By a singular
concatenation
of truths
and errors
the wisest
operations
of the most severely
administered
banks have in the end degenerated
into a monstrous creation
of paper money. -- Everywhere
in Europe,
except
in Poland,
the right of the
crown to coin money,
which had pretended
to
put an end to the fraud and pillage organized
by
local suzerains, ended by giving rise to sueccssive
lowering of the standard,
lessening of the weight
and debasing of the coin.
The grcat Copernicus
wrote, in the be_nning
of the sixtcenth
century,
upon this important
que.stion in a treatise that is
almost
unknown:
"However
innumerable
the
scourges
that ordinarily
lead to the decline of
kingdoms,
principalities
and republics,
the four
following are, to my mind, the most formidable:
discord,
pestilence,
barrenness
of the land, and
the deterioration
of the money.
As far as the
first three are concerned the evidence is such that,
no one is ignorant of them.
But as tothe fourth,
if we except a few men of superior
intelligence,
very few concern themselves
about it; and why?
Because it does not ruinthe
state at a single blow,
but little by little, by a sort of hidden action."-The diversity and variation of moneys was one of
the causes that led to the establishment
of banks
of deposit,
which reduced
these uncertain
signs
to a common
denomination,
by creating
bank
money fixed and invariable
which took into consideration
the metallic value of the specie deposited.
The notes issued were fully represented
by the specie deposited in the banks; to convenience and accuracy
they joincd the most complete
security,
and soon gained universal
favor.It
was noticed that the greater
part of these titles
continued
in circulation,
without
any demand
being made
for the restitution
of the specie
_guaranteeing
them.
Some banks employed
the
latter, thus leaving a part of their notes unsecured, at least as far as the metallic pledge was
concerned.
They were likewise led to attempt
the inverse operation
by issuing more notes than
they possessed reserve
in money or in bullion,
thus incrcasing
the profits of the institution
and
replacing
a portion
of their metallic
stock by
what we may call trust notes.
They had oblig//ated themselves
to pay at sight: but as the demands for coin were not made simultaneously,
these
demands
were met by diminishing
the
amount of their reserve corresponding
to the titles
issued.
The declivity was a dangerous
one, the
enticement
of gain urged the banks of issue to
extend thcir operations,
and to utilize more and
more
the marvelous
power
they possessed
of
coining
in some' measure
money from sheets of
paper rushed through
a press.
It is true that
their obligation
to immediately
redeem it forced
them to incessant
precaution,
which was constantly opposed
by the allurement
of gain: they
were in constant danger, if they had not sufficient
specie to pay at sight.
The situation
in this respect in our own day has not changed;
it seems
to us to lead to a clearer and clearer distinction
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between
the issue of notes which perform
the
functions
of money and banking operations
properly so called, and to give a separate existence, by
its concentration,
to the power of creating these
notes.
The two principles,
which always made
war upon the liberty of the bank.s and the onenes._
of the note payable
to bearer and at sight, are
thus reconciled. -- At the time when the errors of
the mercantile
system
estinmtcd
the wealth of
states
by tile amount of gold and silver they
possessed,
the supplementary
circulation
furnished tly the bank note could not but be received
enthusiastically.
As paper was raised to the level
of gold and silver, which were considered
as the
equivalents
of wealth, wealth could be increased
at will.
There r_maincd,
it is true, the troublesome condition of redemption;
but this condition,
it was said. was SUl)erfluous , it was an obstacle to
the expansion of capital,
and the sovereign
authority,
which was master of all, might readily do
away with
it. What
an admirable
discover)-!
Was not the genius of Law, as the poets of the
time sang, to En_chir d la fois, les sz_ets et les rots;
since he opened
an inexhaustible
source to the
spirit of enterprise,
since blississippi
was called
by him to become what California
has since become!
Thus people began by seeking
in banks
of deposit a remedy for the degradation
of the
coinage: the bank note circulated
because based
upon a full specie guarantee;
afterward
this gustantee was diminished
in the banks of issue, and
finally disappeared
in paper money. -- Colbert denounced
the unrestricted
license to borrow, as a
cause of ruin to the state; what would
he have
said of this formidable
instrument
of .paper
money, which was on the point of handing over
abundant
resources
to the prodigality
_md rash
enterprises
of governments,
by drawing to itself
produced
wealth, at the risk of d_stroying
it by
foolish expenses and by the squandering
of a part
of tile public fortune, which was destined to disappear in smoke under tim deceptive
form of
notes having a forced
circulation
and of assighats?
Sophisms were not wanting to givea brilliant coloring
to these disastrous
operations.
To
procure for paper the value and efficacy of money
was to make something
out of nothing,
and to
have a share in divine power; wealth consisted
in an abundance
of money; thanks to paper, peGple were no longer tied to the precious metals,
which would not increase at will, nor follow the
commands
of man, while paper money, the fruitful and docile agent of the supreme power, could
be incres._ed at will.
The abb_ Terrasson
cx
plains in a curious manner
this phenomenon
of
financial optics.
"A merchant's
note," he says,
"as it may be refused in trade, does not circulate
like silver, and consequently
soon returns
to it.s
source; its utterer finds himself obliged to pay,
and deprived of the benefit of credit.
This is not
the case with the king: as ever)- one is obliged to
accept his note, and this note circulates as silver,
he2z_aysvalidl$/evenwithhiapramise."
"Gold and
.silver," he adds, "are merely the signs that rep-
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resent real wealth, that is, commodities.
An _cu
is a note conceived
in the following
terms: any
seller will give to its bearer, the commodity
or
merchandise
which he may need up to the amount
of three livres for as much of another
kind of
merchandise,
which has been given me; and the
effigy of the prince
takes the place of his sisnature.
:Now, what
difference
does it 'make
whether
this sign is of silver or of paper ? Is it
not cheaper to choose a material
that costs nothins. and which one is not obliged to withdraw
from trade, where it is employed as merchandise,
which, in fine, is manufactured
in the kingdom,
anti which does not render us necessarily dependent upon strangers
and owners of mines,
who
eagerly take advantage of tlv_ seduction or _clat of
gold aud silver to cause tl_e _tin of Griper nationz;
a material that can 1)e increased
according
to his
needs, without
fear of ever exhausting
the supply ; finally, a material which
no one will be
tempted to use for any other purpose than for circulation?
Paper has all these advantages
which
render it preferable
to silver."-We see that the
pretended discoveries,
pompously
vaunted
by the
new social alchemists of our day, are but old rubl)ish, long since condemned
by good sense and
experience!
Doctrines
similar
to those of the
abb6 Terrasson
inspired
Law's system,
and led
to an emission of 2,696,400,000 livres of irredeemable notes, ab_rbed
by a disgraceful
bankruptcy,
at an epoch when the value of each piece of money
was, we must bear in mind, much greater, and
the needs of circulation
much less, than to-day;
these doctrines,
allied with other errors in her
coinage system, gave birth to the 45,000,000,000
of assignats in France.
The attempt has been vainly made to palliate such a debauchery
of credit,
by saying that the assignats _ved the revolution,
just as it has been said that tim reign of terror
saved the republic.
We p_'otest against this view
with all the energy of a conviction
based upon a
scrupulous
study of facts.
The able memoir
communicated
to the academy
of moral
and
politie_
sciences
by Levasseur
shows how the
ruin brought
about by the disordinate
issue of
a.ssignats
weakem_d France,
and Miehelet
has
eloquently
said: "The
reign of terror killed the
republic by exciting in men's minds a feeling more
powerful than that of fear, the feeling of pity!"
--A
young
ecclesiastical
student,
twenty4wo
years of age, who afterward
became illustrious
under the name of Turgot, completely annihilated
the errors professed
by the defenders
of paper
money in his admirable letter to the abb_ de Cic_
(Paris, April 7. 1749).
It would be difficult to
find more cogent logic enlisted in a better cause.
-- Save a slight difference,
arising from the cost
of production,
uncoined
silver is on a par with
coined silver, the money
value being only a
denomination.
" It is as merchandise
that silver
is, not the sign, but the common measure of other
kinds of merchandise,
and this not by any arbitrary convention,
based upon the splendor of thia
metal, but because, as it can be employed as mar-
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chsndise under different forms, and has, by reason
of this property, a salable value which is somewhat increased by its use as money, since it can,
moreover, be reduced to the same title and divided
exactly, its value is always known."-After haying clearly stated the true principle, Turgot points
out t_e danger of the arbitrary multiplication
of
paper.
"But,"
says the abb_ Tcrrasson, "it is to
the king's interest, in order to preserve his credit,
to keep paper money within just bounds, and this
interest of the prince is sufficient to establish confidence."
What are these just bounds? and how
shall they be determined ? Gold and silver are distrihuted by their very circulation,
according to
the proportion
of products, of industry, wealth
and revenue which they procure, as well as of tim
expenses incurred.
Paper money has no me.asure but deceptive approximations,
which a natural
allurement is wont to swell at the wish of power,
Instead of proportioning
its issue to the unknown
wants of the market, the latter made its issue
conform
to the insatiable
requirements
of the
treasury;
and ruin was the con_quence.
This is
the common history of paper money wherever it
has functioned
as an attribute
of public
power,
when the bank note ceased to be protected by a
contract,andwastransformedintoanactoflJower,
-- We must not confound
the disastrous
effects of
inordinate
emissions with the temporary
privilege
accorded
to a bank, authorizing
it to suspend the
redemption
of its notes in specie.
When care is
taken to limit the amount of notes in circulation,
it is possible to ward off the bad effects of such
an act, especially when it is easy to foresee the end
of them, and when the prudent
conduct of the
institution
has acquired for it great solidity. -- The
act of 1797, which made compulsory
the circulation of the notes of the bank of England,
had but
little effect, because they were not increased
beyond the actual needs of the home circulation,
The entire amount of notes in circulation
in 1796
was £10,730,000;
in 1797it was but £9,675,000,
and did not exceed
£13,000,000
even in 1800.
Their depreciation
began when the needs of the
treasury increased this sum.
We must add, also,
that the prodigious
stir in industry
about this
time required more numerous
instruments
of cxchange, while it at the s_une time furnished
the sinews of war.
Thanks to the inventions of Watt and
Arkwright,
the English mechanics spun gold, so to
speak, and furnished
material
for the successive
loans called for by the treasury,
which
reached
colossal
proportions.
The bank
of England
facilitated
these loans by discounting
the notes of
the exchequer,
but the circulation
of the notes
never reached
such proportions
as to be a source
of uneasiness;
it never exceeded
£20,000,000,
ex.
cept in 1810, and the maximum
point reached
was £28,000,000,
before the resumption
of specie
payments in 1822. Still, even thus restricted,
the
prolongatmn
of compulsory
circulation
was the
cause of considerable
losses, first by the rise in the
price of gold, and then by the painful transition
from a depreciated
currency to the re-establish,
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ment of metallic money.
The bank of England,
does not, therefore,
furnish
any argument
in
favor of the inconsiderate
issue of paper money;
and it suffices to recall how comparatively
moderate it was in its conduct,
without,
however,
escaping the danger of the depreciation of fiduciary paper, to induce us to abandon rash designs
of a similar character. -- There is much more reason not to cite the example of the bank of France
in 1848, in defense of paper money.
Every one
knows what good services the good standing
of
thisgreat establishment,the
safety of its operations
and the care it had always taken to maintain
its
specie reserve, enabled it to render to the government and to industry during this direful period,
in spito of the terrible shock caused by the revolu.
tion of February
The compulsory circulation of
its notes was in a measure only nominal : public
administrations,
the manufacturers
and the mer.
chants received the specie they necdc_l.
The
confidence which the bank enjoyed attracted deposits to it. Althoughit
had absorbed the departmental banks, and realized the grand idea of unity
of issue, it was restricted
at first to a circulation
of 452,000,000 francs in notes; this figure was increa_xt to 525,000,000 on Dec. 22, 1849, when its
reserve was firmly re-established;
its notes exchanged
at par, and even at a small premium;
and, in reality, it was the specie that had cornpulsory
circulation,
as the demand
for notes
exceeded
the supply.
The resumption
of specie
payments
was urgently
demanded
by tim bank
itself, and prescribed
by the decree of Aug. 6,
1850, without
causing
any trouble. -- Thus we
see what is gained by not being carried
away
by chimerical
facilities,
and multiplying
notes
as Austria and Russia did, when the wants of
circulation
did not require it; this multipli(:ation
must necessarily
lead to the instability
of the
measure
of values, and to a variable
lowering
of the representative
siam in all business
tran_actions.
We shall soon tell how
France,
in
the face of apparently
increasing
financial
necessities,
in great part escaped this danger;
for
everything
here is a question of proportion.
The
state which
goes beyond this delicate measure
tolerates or is guilty of an abuse, and is wanting
in the performance
of the high mission of power;
instead of maintaining
order, guaranteeing
security, and maintaining
the public faith, it becomes
itself an instrument
of sad disturbance,
and at
the same time aims a blow at moral law and the
interests of production.
From the moment
that
money loses its character
of a solid pledge of
business transactions,
or that, instead of avoiding
the variations of value, it suffers their effect, confidence disappears,
operations
extending
over a
long period are stopped, credit, the mainspring
of industry,
is destroyed,
and circulation
ceases.
Paper money destroys the type, or, as Lord Liverpool styled it, the sovereign areh_tyl_ of value, the
precious metals.
The bank note ceases to be their
reflection
and representative
sign : the danger
rapidly inc_,
if, hlsteA_ of r_mainiag aa in.
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of commerce, and of being backed by the
on merchandise,
it is handed over at the

arbitrary
will of the state, which transforms
it
into a mere resource of the tre_L_ury. It then
becomes almost impossible
to avoid a fatal declivity;
an exccssive
emission
leads to bankruptcy,
for the state always
issues more notes
than the needs of circulation
require, and, in proportion as the law of depreciation
manifests itself,
it hastens the catastrophe
by the necessity of cmploying more notes to meet the same expenses,
--The loss which the country suffers is far from
being confined to the diminution
in price of thc
mass of fiduciary
signs ; it is increased
by the
ummtural
amount of business tran_etionso
tendered so by a fictitious value.
The money of a
nation
never forms but a small portion of its
wealth, and the depreciation
of paper exercises a
direful
influence
upon all products,
which are
henceforth
distributed
in a false proportion.
All
the relations of the sovereign power with citizens
and of citizens with one another, are changed by
it; contracts are violated;
injustice triumphs,
and
the public fortune declines as a result of the ruin
of individuals.--How
deplorable soever the systern of paper money appears to us, we do not
wish to exaggerate
anything;
it is not impossible
to escape the dangers which it seems to provoke,
but to do _ we must renounce the idea of seeing
in it too rich a mine, and of d_manding
of it
more help than it can rendcr.
By confining it to
well.defined
limits, by scrupulously
preventing
it
from exceeding
a fraction
of the receipts and
expenses of the state, the government
may find
in paper money, if accepted
by all the public
treasuries, the means of effecting a real loan without interest.
But this can never be but a limited
resource, and as it ruay lead to dire consequences,
it would be better to rcnounceit
from the moment
there appears a possibility of these consequences,
Many of the small German states have treasury
notes, which circulate
as money,
because there
are but very few of them.
In 1873, with a
budget of 1,000,000,000 francs, Prussia
had not
60,000,000 of Tresorschei_te; the duchy of Baden
reached a larger proportion,
3,000,00"0 florins of
paper money to a budget of 19,000,000 florin%
It is only in microscopic
and necdy states that the
relative proportion
is still further incrcased;
but
the amounts arc small.
Saxe-Meiningen
had, in
1873, a budget of 2,000,000 florins and 356,000
florins of paper money.
Saxe-Altenburg
had
400,000 thalers of paper money when the treasury
receipts
reached only 874,192 thalers, and there
were 950,000 thalers (more than $600,000) of this
irredeemable paper in Anhalt alone. These modest
figures
seem insignificant
by the side of the
3,000,000,000
of paper money of the Russian
empire, which would like to appear less majestic
in this respect.
If France, at the close of a disastrous war, was compelled
to carry
such an
amount of paper, she did it only by maintaining
a larger specie reserve in the presence of wealth
treble the amount, and of a trade four times that

amount.
She endeavored,
besides, to resume her
normal condition by a prompt redemption
of the
state's indebtedness
to the bank of France. -- The
two distinctive characteristics
of paper moneyare.
that it is not redeemable
in coin, and that, instead
of having
public confidence
for its limit, it is
imposed by authority,
by means of forced
circulation
and the usurpation
of the power
of
di_harging
debts.
Bad as an instrument
of cornmcrcial credit, it becomes disastrous
as an instrumcnt of public authority,
unless it be lessened to
such an extent as to render only secondary
services.
As soon as the attempt
is made to use it
upon a very large scale, it leads to an abyss. -Never more than in these later timeshave
weseen
numerous
states applying
the dread remedy of
paper _on,ey. upon a great scale.
The United
States
at the close of the war of secession,
Italy after gaining her independence,
and France
when defeated
by Prussia, have put themselves
side by side with Russia and Austria in the use
of this dangerous
expedient.
This affords us a
great les_n, for all these states were or are merely
endeavoring
to escape from a false situation, whose
inconveniences
they all appreciate.
The old illusions l.mve disappeared:
men no longer extol paper
money; they no longer see in it a source of wealth;
they appreciate
better the elements which constitute productive
power; they know how often an
apparent
economy
is transformed
into losses of
various kinds, whose amount
far surpasses
the
pretended
benefit.--If
we sum up the total
amount of paper money issued by the five powers
mentioned,
we will find, after
deducting
the
amount
of the specie reserve, that it amounted,
in 1873, to $250,000,000,000.
This was not or_eseventieth part of the accumulated
wealth of these
states;
as a pretended
increase
of productive
power, therefore,
paper money is a feeble benefit, entirely
counterbalanced
by the trouble
it
causes in circulation.
The measure
is already
full, and can not be increased.
The common
efforts of all civilized nations are directed toward
a reduction
of the amount of paper money.
But
should not this necessary reduction of notes render those more circumspect
who, acknowledging
only gold a._ a medium of circulation,
would run
the risk of destroying
the necessary
equilibrium
between business and money?
(See MOh'EY _I)
ITS SUBSTITUTES.)
L. WOLOW[_KI.
]PARAGUAY
(Republic of). Paraguay was
one of the numerous
provinces
included
in the
vice-royalty
of Buenos Ayres, which comprised
the Spanish-American
possessions
connected
by
the Rio de la Plata with the Atlantic ocean.
Like
all the other
Spanish colonies
of Central and
South America, Paraguay,
when the cry of independence
resounded
throughout
the American
continent,
succeeded in shaking
off the yoke of
the mother country,
almost without
a struggle,
in 1810. But this province,
which
had already
had its separate
history in the past, a strange history and one entirely different from that of any
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other state, also contributed
to the revolution
which it had just accomplished,
features
which
contrasted
in a most striking manner wifl_ those
of the other repuhlics of La Plata. --A few words
here about the past.
Paraguay,
like the gn'eater
part of South
America,
was conquered
to the
crown of Spain, about the middle of the sixteenth
century, by the hardy adventurers
who, on the
heels of Columbus,
Cortez, Pizarro and Americus
Vespucius,
had cast themselves
upon the new
world, as ardent
in their endeavors
to despoil
and enslave the aborigines
as to convert them to
the Christian
faith.
But in the_ remote courttries, in which relations with Europe were almost
impossible,
the religious clement soon prevailed
over the political element, and the powerful
comparty of Jesus which, since 1588, had through its
missions planted the germs of refinement
of mannets and community
life in thee countries,
obtained, in 1611, the privilege
of govenling
Paraguay, under the suzerainty
paramount
of Spain.
This government
of the Jesuits
established
a
pure theocracy
in Paraguay,
and maintained
it
with firmness,
moderation
and success during
more than a century
and a half, until the year
1767, when the society was expelled under the
ministry
of the count of Aranda.
We can not
here undertake
to defend theocratic government,
as both experience
and reason demonstrate
that
human societies develop only under the influence
of ideas of progress and liberty.
We must note,
also, that individual
action, under
the enervating r6gime of their vast conventual
organization,
no longer had the energetic
stimulus of the feeling of ownership
or property.
But, when we
consider the savage state of the inhabitants,
it is
impossible to deny that the Jesuits worked a marvelous
transformation
during
their
prolonged
domination.
If they concerned
themselves
more
about the souls than the intellects
of the aborigincs, if their religion itself was a sort of paganism,
tending to divert the natives because external in
form in almost everything,
they nevertheless
bent
these large and lazy children
to the law of labor;
and it is a demonstrated
fact that the a_ricul ture of Paraguay
was checked after the expulsion
of the company,
and that even to this day it has
not regained its former development,
so that numerous localities,
formerly
well cultivated,
are
now abandoned.
What
is specially
worthy
of
note is, that the rule of the Jesuits left a strong
impression upon their minds, and that respect for
authority remained
the heritage
of the country
when the declaration
of its independence
handed
it over to the experiment
of a republican
form of
zovernment.
Nor were its efforts
in this direction long continued
: while
everywhere
else,
throughout
Spanish America, the people sought
their way amid endless commotions,
the people of
Paraguay
found theirs without
hesitation
and
without
groping;
or rather, as immutably
disciplhmd disciples of the Jesuit fathers, the people of
l':_rag_ay allowed themselves
to bc led without a
shadow of resistance, by the energetic man who
123
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took their destiny in his hands.
With the aid of
the patriots of Buenos Ayres, Paraguay
had overthrown the Spanish domination
in the month of
May, 1811: a junta had lx.<.n established,
and the
victorious
insurgents
gave the highest
place to
Doctor Fr'mcia, who had taken no part in these
cvents, but whom thc:y regarded
as the only Paraguayan
c_lpabh; of directing
public affairs.In
fact, from the moment
that Doctor Fmncia was
accorded a place in the new republic, he became
everything:
he first presided, over the junta, then
when a congress
had established,
at his suggestion, a government
with two consuls, he filled
one of the consular chairs, which had been called
by the names of Caesar and Pompey.
Soon after,
in 1814, the chair of Pompey,
which
had been
only an embarrassment,
was removed
from the
hall of congress, and Francia was named dictator
for three years.
Finally, the as_mbly
conferred
perpetual
dictatorship
upon him.
Thus was the
republic
of Paraguay
governed
until the year
1840, when
the dictator,
weighed
down with
years, but ever feared, respected
and obeyed as
a god, was called from the throne and from the
world. -- Absolute
power was not exercised
during so many years without
falling into excesses.
Francia,
who had obtained
supreme power at the
age when passions are extinct, and who had iramediately renounced all taste for gaming and sensual indulgence,
hitherto
the sole object of his
life, abandoned
himself to the sombre passion of
old men, vengeance.
He was sure of thesubmission of the people, but he wished to inspire fear,
and he cared little whether
he was hated or not.
Those who had known him best, those who, in
the beginning
of his career, had helped to bring
him forward, and whose jealousy
had been excited by his new greatness,
were the more espeeial objects of his pitiless spite.
Under pretext
of conspiracy,
his old friends were imprisoned,
judged by him alone, and executed.
His dictatorship was a veritable
reign of terror, and even
to-day scarcely any trace can be found of the
bloody executions
he prescribed,
as his written
orders were returned
to him after the execution,
and by him immediately
destroyed. -- Francia had,
we may add, no regard whatever for human life,
and this is the odious feature of his dictatorship;
but his cruelty, his strange and fantastic
humor,
did not constitute
the entire man, for whose continued power there would be no pretext, even in
Paraguay,
if hc were not possessed
of certain
striking
public virtues and of extraordinary
governing qualities.
The ohl dictator, with a preconceived system, devoted
himself
to what he believed to be the interest of Paraguay.
Much bet.
ter informed than any of his countrymen,
he took
everything
into his own hands, always knowing
the end which he wished
to attain.
Without
ministers, without
counselors, without confidants,
he had with him only a secretary of the lowest
rank, called actuario, who recorded
his wishes,
without
pretending
to influence
them.
He was
ever disinterested:
he said that the state stood
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more in need of money than he did, and of the
9,000 piastres assigned him by congress he never
took more than 3,000 piastres a year.
Such being
his own practice,
Francia
impressed
upon his
whole
administration
rules of austere probity
which singularly contributed
to render his name
popular. --Tile
dictator's policy was very simple;
it was the policy of i_lation.
Ite aimed at maintaining
Paraguay
free not only from all contact with Europe, but al_ and especially
from
all intercourse
with the ancient
provinces
of
the vice-royalty
of Buenos Ayres.
There was
never a shadow of indecision
in his conduct, in
this
regard.
Despite
all the attempts
of the
governments
that succeeded
0no another
in the
Argentine
Republic, henever
would admit that the
autonomy
of Paraguay
could be broken, and in
the last years of his lifo he even refund
to examine the pressing demands addressed to him on this
subject by Ro_s, who was then at the height of
his power.
This had been somewhat
the policy
of the Jesuits; but Francis, who was thoroughly
imbued with the anti-Catholic
ideas of the eighteenth century,
had not the religious motive of his
predecessors.
He wiahed to defend himself against
liberty, which, in fact, did not work wonders in
the Argentine countries,
where Rosas had inflicted
upon the people a dictatorship
more severe than
that of Francia
himself,
without
giving, in exchange,
the profound
peace which can scarcely
be said to have been interrupted,
during the thirty
years of Francia's
rule, by a few aggressions
of
the savages from the desert. _ The death of Francia, which occurred
in 1840, left the work which
he had created without a g'uide.
But after him,
in default of statesmen, there remained the people
whom
he had trained
to obedience,
and who,
faithful
to their tranquil
habits, passed over the
period of transition
to a new government
without
any trouble.
They remembered
what had been
done in 1810; a general constituent
assembly was
convoked, elected by universal suffrage, and composed of five hundred
members.
This assembly
appointed
two consuls
to govern
the republic,
Don Carlos-Antonio
Lopez, a wealthy landed proprietor, and Don Mariano-Roque
Alonzo, cornmander-in-chief
of the army, who had been called
by the voice of the public to provide for the most
urgent wants of the government,
and for the convocation of the representatives.
The powers given
to the consuls were to expire at the end of three
years; and _periority
on the one hand, and deferonce on the other, were so firmly established,
that
the three years elapsed without the least collision,
But in 1844, when the assembly met again, it happened, as in the time of Francia's
administration,
that one of the consuls absorbed
the other.
Antonio Lopez was named president for ten years.-The presidency
of Paraguay
became a real dynasty.
When his constitutional
term had expired,
Lopez wished to be succeeded
by his son, Don
Francisco-Salano
Lopez, and the assembly
very
graciously
lent itself to this notion.
But Gen.
Lopez declined the honor tendered him_ and his

refusal does not seem to have displeased the head
of his family, who willingly allowed himself to
be renominated.
It was not until 1862, on the
death of Antonio Lopez, that the congress finally
called Don Francisco-Salano
Lopez to the decen.
nial presidency.The elevation
to power of
Don Carlos-Antonio
Lopez had been of immense
benefit
to Paraguay,
and his son, still more
completely
freed from the traditions of Francia,
and more inclined to the civilization
of Europe,
which he had visited, prorated
to continue
the
benefit.
Don Antonio had governed Paraguay
with mildness,
and Iris patriarclml
justice was
full of mercy.
Of thc foreign policy of Francia he had retained
only his determined
resolution to nmintain
the autonomy
of Paraguay,
and to pre_rve
it against the attempted
invasion
of its turbulent
neighbors.
He would not at any
] cost return into the distracted pale of the old viceroyalty of Buenos Ayres, and exchange the order
and prosperity
which his fellow-countrymen
enjoyed for the deceptive
unity of the Argentine
provinces,
a unity fruitful
only in endless civil
strife.
But what w:m his personal
work, and
remains
his title to honor, is the intention
he
formed,
and afterward
accomplished,
of demolishing the Chinese wall which Francia, after the
exmnple of the Jesuits, his predecessors,
had built
around
Paraguay.
tie above all wished to open
communications
with Europe.
Owing
to the
persistence
with which he pressed the conclusion
of treaties
of navigation
and commerce
with
France, England,
the United States, Brazil, etc.,
the isolation of Paraguay
was in part done away
with in 1860. This isolation was due in great
part to the vet')- situation
of Paraguay.
It is a
I vast plateau of arable land, watered
by mighty
i rivers and numerous streams, but elevated
above
I all the o|her countries of South America, situated
in the very centre of the continent,
far from any
sea, and ha.s communication
with the other states
only by means of its two rivers, the Parana
and
the Paraguay.
The fixed purpose of the two Lopezes was to secure the freedom of navigation
of
the two rivers.
The second Lopez established
it
by a decree,
lie also had a railroad constructed.
Very much inclined to the economic
progress
of
Europe,
whence he had returned
decorated (an
immense prestige in America),
he had resolved to
make of Paraguay
a state of large resources,
and
economic
works, after the fashion of France in
1852 and the succeeding
years, whose political
constitution
he pretty closely copied.
He acted
as the ruler of a country of 901,640 square kilometres and 1,337,009 inhabitants.
The revenues
were increased to 12,450,000 francs, derived principally from the sale of the herb _mt.d (Paraguay
tea), from the domains (over 8,000,000 francs), and
customs
duties.
Paraguay
had no public debt,
and its 4,500,000 francs of paper money were secured by a specie reserve of an equal amount.
Its
imports amounted
to over 8,000,000 francs, and
its exports to 7,000,000. -- Lopez's position as head
of the state was a unique one ; leas than 7,000
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t_quare kilometres of this vast cotmtry belonged
to private parties; the remainder was state domain
administered
by Lopez.
All the farmers were
thereforehistenants,
sotospeak;
tbemanufactures
which they produced were his; Paraguay was but
an immense farm in his hands.
Its means, however, were not in keeping with the greatness of its
natural resources: these fertile plains were worked"
with the spade; the farancrs who used the plow
were few.
There was no industry but that which
was improvised
for the necessities
of war.
The
navigation
of the Paraguay
was at the mercy
of Buenos Ayres, which commands
tile mouth
of the river. The hostility of the Argentine
Republic was surp_cd
by that of Brazil, which,
for the ownership
of vague and contested
territory, drew the other states bordering
on the
Parana into a coalition which overcame Lopez.
_Brazil
demanded
the left hank of the Paragamy (1864), and the Argentine
Republic
the
right bank, which is possessed by Uruguay.
It
was against Urugxmy that the coalition was first
formed.
The two greedy governments,
refusing
the intervention of Italy, put in po_ver, in opposition to the moderate (b/an_o) government
which
regularly
governs
Uruguay,
the revolutionary
(c_o/orado) party, which
invaded
the republic,
Lopez, who was friendly to the blaneos, felt himself threatened,
and while refusing an alliance
with Uruguay, he protested against the invasion
of the Brazilian
squoxtrou in lower Paraguay,
Nov. 17, 1864. He declared war against Brazil,
and invaded the Brazilian territory.
Flores, the
c,Jl_rad_, who, with his Indians
and half-breeds,
and the assistance of the alli_, took possc_ion
of
.Montevideo, joined the coalition.
This struggle
_f one against three, of a great military
farm
ag'ainst three nations provided
with every industrial and maritime
resource,
moved
Europe.
Lopcz was on good terms with the governments
of Europe, and also with the United States; but
American
intervention
was rejected
by Brazil.
This empire, which evidently dragged the two republics of La Plata into the struggle
will, pushed matters
to extremes.
limes conquered,
five times repaired
a general conscription,
comprising

against their
Lopez,
five
his losses by
women and

children,
lie was finally captured
There are few examples
in history
desperate, and so complete
a ruin
population
of Paraguay
fell from

and killed,
of a war so
(1865).
The
1,330,000 to

500,000, arid the revenues
from 13,000,000 francs
t_, _,000,000. --It
seems
that
the conquerors
wished partially to justify their ordinary,
and in
this ease plausible, pretense of making war only
in the interest of civilization and liberty;
for, after
having stipulated
for the territorial
acquisitions
which they had long demanded, they left the Paraumayans
free to manage their own home govern-"
mont. By the treaty of Sttret, concluded with Brazil and the Argentine
Republic May 1, 1865, and
ratified June 20, 1870, Paraguay was allowed to rethin only the territory situated between the Parsguay and Parana rivers.
Hence the ares of the
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republic is at present only about 172,'o00 square
kilometres.
A constitution,
proclaimed
Nov. 25,
1875, provided for a president for four years, and
a legislative congress composed of a senate and a
chamber of representatives.
It is substantially
a
reproduction
of the constitution
of the United
States. -- Examples
of such efforts as Paraguay
now made to repair .so complete a catastrophe
are
as rare as the catastrophe itself.
Tim government
of Paraguay proposed the sale of the immense national property, which comprimd almost its entire
territory,
l_tit these hinds had to bc hypothecated to guarantee a loan of £25,000,000,
which
was effected in England.
In 1862 there was no
public debt: in 1870 it amounted, besides the Engfish loan, to 1,180,000,000
francs.
Disorganization was such that the government
had lost the
titles to its property;
a special commission had to
be appointed
to enforce the rights of the state.
The instruments
of production
and the products
them_lves
were everywhere damaged, when they
were not destroyed.
The railroad had to be supplied anew with rolling stock, workshops
and
stations.
They had to rebuild public edifices, reestablish tribunals, issue paper money, take messures for the representation
of Paraguay
at the
international
exposition
of Cordova, ami to cncourage
immigration.
Slavery
was abolished
(1871), the standing army reduced, and foreigners
admitted to the enjoyment of all the rigl_ts of hatires, but not to high political and administrative
ftmctions.*_--BLULmGllAFHY.
L.A.
Demcrsay,
* The ministry consists of five secretaries, presiding over
the departments of the interior, of finance, of worship and
justice,
war,country
and ofisforeign
For admimstrative
purls)seaofthe
dividedaffairs.
into seventy
departments
(de'partementos), governed by commanders.--The
public
revenue of Paragmay i._derived mainly from customs duties.
In 1881they yielded a_82,54_. In 1882 the exl_'ndtture was
estimated
amount
to £_2,685,
of interest
on
the debt, to
army
expenses
and otherreclusive
items.--The
republio
had no debt until the war of 1V¢55-70,
which led to the ratsing of large intertial loans. In 1871 and 187"2,the government contracted two foreign loans, the first of the nominal
amount of £1,fD0_000,and the second of £'2.000.000,each
bearing 8 per cent. interest. The loans, lsoued at the price
of 80, were hypothecated on the public lands of Paraguay,
valued at.£19,380,000. Payment of both interest and siuking
funds on the two loans ceased in 1874. No part of the pre.
vloua payment.% according to the report of the select parliamentary commltu, e ou foreign loans, 1875, "wm_ provided for by the government of Paraguay, but the whole was
derived from the proceeds of the loans themsclv_m. 81ace
these
funds ofsointerest
_ct apart
have been
no payment
on
account
or sinking
fundexhausted,
has been made
by the
government of Paraguay." According to treaty stipulations
arising outofthe war of 1865-'/0, Paraguay is indebted to
Brazil to the amount of 200,000,000pesos, or £40,000,000; to
the Argentine
Confederation
to the
amount
pesos,
or £'7,000,000,
and to Uruguay
to the
amountofof85,000,000
1,000,0(D ,
t_o_, or £200,000, being a total war debt of _36,000,000pe_os,
or £47,200,000.- The military force in the war against the
united armies of Brazil, Uruguay and the Argentine 1Republie,
on during
the yearsand
1865-70.
men,carried
including
10,000 eatalry
5,000 comprised
artillery. 60,000
These
troops were afterward altogether disbanded, and the entire
force in 1877consisted of 185 foot soldiers, forming the garrisen
the capital.
permaneut
army
ia only
500men.
--The offrontier8
of theThe
republic,
not well
defined
previous
to
the war of 1886--76--largeterritories considered part of it
being clauned by Brazil, Bollvta and the Argentine Co_ed-
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United
States
1867;
Charles
1866;
George
with sketches

may
live
by
the use
and
consumption
of
the
things
or the product
of the things
which
he has
previously
obtained
by
occupation,
or
which
have been acquired,
preserved
or accumulated
by

of the history
of Paraguay
and
of the manners
and customs
of the people,
8vo, London,
1869;
Joh.
Jac. v. Tschudi,
Re/seTt durch
Suedamerika,
2 vols.,
8vo, Leipzig,
1866;
Chas.
A, Washburn,
The History
of Paraguay,
with
notes
of personal
observations,
2 vols., 8vo, Boston
and New York,
1871;
Fregeiro,
Diccioaario
geografico
e historico
del l_io de La Plata,
etc., 1878.

virtue
of the right
of inheritance.
We call individuals
thus
provided,
proprietors,
capitalists.
The usage of speech
reserves
these names
to persons who possess
more
material
objects
than
are
needed
to satisfy
the immediate
wants
of life.
It
is not customary,
though
he really
is one, to call
a proprietor
the unfortunate
man
who possesses
merely
his ch)thing
or his food for the (lay.
A
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eratlon-were
by a treatyandof Uruguay,
alliance between
Brazil,1,
the
Argentine fixed
Confederation
signed May
1865, to be between 9,_oand 27° south lantude, and 57 ° and
60 ° west longitude, of the meridmn of Paris.
By the final

man may
an income
property,
quantity
sources.

own nothing,
either
or in stocks
of
or he may possess
of these,
Within

adjustment
of the boundaries between Paraguay and neighboring states the area of the former is now estimated
at
91,970 square miles. - An enumeration
made by the govern,
ment m 1857 showed the population
to number 1.337,4:]9
souls. -- At the beginmng of 1873 the number of inhabitants,
aec_ording to an official return, was reduced to _21,07,9 souls,
comprming 28,746 men and 106,'_25"4
women over fifteen yea_
of age, with 86.079 children, the enormous dl_proportinn
between the sexes, as Well as the vast decrease of the popula
tmn, telling the r(.sults of the war. Smee that date, another
enumeration
1876,antherecreate
returns of of7"2.7_5in
which thr_.c
state
the population was
at taken,
_&844, inbeing

ful

years.
central

dentally
by occupation.
ther by his own lahor

About one-third of the inhabitants
are hying m the
province, containing the capital, the rest being spread

thinly as settlers over the remaining portmn of cultivated
country.
Nearly three-fourths
of the entire territory is national property.-The chief article of foreign commerce of
Paraguay is the yerba mate, or Paraguayan
tea, m,_lc of the
leaves of the Ilex l'araffaayen_ls
tree, dried and reduced to
powder, whmh are extensively consumed in all the states of
South America.
Abrupt 7,600.000 pounds of tobacco were
exported in 1881. tlo_ever, the total commerce of the repubhe is _ery small, the aggregate of imports and exports
not aknounting, on the average, to more than half a milhon
sterling
per annum.
In 1881 the imports
amounted
to
£2.55,600, and the exports to £_6'2_400. The imports are d¢_
rived to the extent of three-fourths
from Great Britain, and
one-fourth from France and Germany.
The Britlshimports
ave passing ennrely through the territories of Brazil and the
Argentine
since the year
few articles Confederation,
of machinery and
and furniture,
valued1862,
at when
£1,764,a
arrived from England, there has been no direct intercourse
between
Paraguay and the Unitx_d Klngdom. -- The only
railway in Paraguay
is a short hue of forty-five English
miles, from Asunclon, the capital, to Paraguay.
There are
no lines of telegraph but one at the side of this railway,
--F. hi.

instrument

and
each

yet
one

of acquisition

in capital
provisions
only an

producing
or other
insufficient

live upon
his own reof us there
is a powercapable

of furnishing

material
objects
for our
enjoyment.
This
inner
most
personal
force,
superior
if not
to all, at
least to the usual
and probable,
risks of chance,
is
labor ; in other
words,
the development
of our
powers
of activity.
Through
thk_ force
we are
enabled
to render
useful
service
to ourselves
and
others
; and
we acquire
with certainty
our share
of property
by the exchange
of services,
and acct.

for

greater

convenience,

nor

"Vii'hen
capital,
we

a man
a term

include

all

lives
netin which,
property

previously
acquired
actually
laid
by, he must
live by the labor or capilal
of others.
Every
man
belongs
then,
necessarily,
lo one of these classes:
capitalists,
workmen,
parasites.
We are wrong
in
speakingof
three
classes:
in truth,
what
are called
classes
here are only three
attributes,
three aspects
of humanity.
Two of these qualities,
or all three
of them,
are often
united
in the same
person.
When
we range
men
in these
three
classes,
we
take principally
into consideration
which
of the
three
qualities
is predominant
in each of them.
iirabeau,
in the discussion
on the tithes in France,
uttered
the following
words,
which
provoked
the
murmursof
the assembly.
"ltistime
torenounce
the prejudices
of a proud
ignorance
which
disdains the words wages
of but three
ways of

and wage-workers.
existing
in society:

I know
a malx

PARASITES.
must be a beggar, a thief or a wage-receiver
Proprietors themselves are merely the first among
wage-receivers;
what we commonly
call his property is nothing but the price which society pays
him for the distribution
which
he is intrusted
with making to other individuals,
in return for
his con._umption
and his expenses.
Proprietors
are the agents and stewards of the social body."
The following
day the "_bb_ Duplaquet,
on resigning from a priory, said: "I commit myself to
the justice of the nation ; considering,
whatever
M. de Mirabeau
may have said on the subject,
that I am too old to earn my wages, too honest to
steal, and that the services which I have remlered
should excuse me from }ycgging."
This witty repartee of the abb5 w&s misleading;
the right to the
continuation
of his wages was already earned, for
the reward for past services is one of the elements
of honest wages.
The assembly,
therefore,
did
wrong to receive it with murmurs,
and to take
offense at the term wage-receivers,
which its great
orator, obeying the luminous
boldness of his good
sense, tried to free from an unmerited
reproach,
Mirabeau's
classification
approached
the truth,
but did not reach it ; proprietors
are not wage
workers;
beggars and thieves constitute
the principal branches of parasites, but do not include them
all.
Mirabeau
was right
in saying,
with
the
physiocrates,
that, being the agents and stewards
of the social body, proprietors
distributed
wages
for their consumption
and their expenses:
the
inaccuracy
consisted
in pretending
that they received ._eial wages for that distribution.
This
was to confound
the origin of its acquisition with
the use of the thing, and to take account only of
the service rendered
by property,
and not of its
right over the thing.
Owners of property
gain
the right to wages only in so far as to the character of proprietor
is joined the character of workman, which, it is true, is usually added and in
varying
proportions,
but which corresponds
to a
different order of relations.
Owners, masters of
the.ir property,
use it to suit them_lves,
in their
own interest, at their own risk; the utility accruing indirectly to society from this use is the only
service inherent
in their quality as owners, and
calls for no reward.
It is in this use itself that
they find the pay for this service.
When society
guaran|ees
them the peaceable,
permanent
possession and the free enjoyment
of their property,
it does not pay them wages; it fulfills its own
duty by causing the rights of owners to be respected; they it is who, by paying their taxes and
bearing other public burdens, pay society for the
service it renders them by guarding
and guaranteeing their property.
They distribute wages only
because these wages bringthem
a profit by means
of the valuesin things or services, of which wages
are the representation,
and the thing given in
exchange
for.
The social utility of property
is
the consequence
of its right, but neither its basis
nor its measure.
To lift the respect due to property to its true height, it is necessary to go to the
length of saying that even if property remained
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idle, unproductive
or badly used, it would still
be sacred for the same reason and in the same
degree as if employed in useful consumption
and
productive
expenditure.
Very distinct in theory,
the quality of the proprietor and that of the wageearner are linked together in the concrete realities
of life by numerous
points of contact,
and are
frequently found united in the same individual.
Ew_ry workman
possesses in lds own person an
immaterial capit:_l, which consists in his capacity
for labor.
It is composed
of his natural activity,
his theoretical
instruction,
hi._ practical
skill; the
direction which his moral development
imparts
to his powers must also be included as of gn'eat
importance.
Even if we confine ourselves to the
consideration
of material objects which may become property,
it is not necessary,
in order to
find workmen
capitalists,
to consider
only great
manufacturers,
etc., operating
on a large stock
previously
accumulated.
The artisan
who has
become owner
of his tools and furniture
is a
capitalist,
though on a modest scale; for he possesses articles
which enable
him to live, and
things which he can use without destroying,
and
which will continue to be ulterior instruments
of
gain to him.
In proportion
as his property
increases,
as his tools become more numerous
or
better, as his stock of provisions accumulates
for
future consumption,
his char_mter as capitalist becomes more evident. -- There are capitalists
who
live only on their capital or on their income; but
they are in the minority.
The majority
employ
a certain amount of paid labor in giving life to,
fructifying
and increasing
their property.
Of
all the sophisms
used to pervert the understanding of the public sentiment,
one of the falsest
and most productive
of danger
is that which,
exalting labor at the expense of property,
cndcavors to range capitalists
among parasites
so far as
that part of their fortune
not produced by actual
labor is concerned.
The full and peaceful enjoyment of property,
accompanied
by its essential
character
of indefinite transmissibility,
would be
tim wisest of calculations
and the most useful of
combinations,
eveu if it were only the result of
human
convention.
But property
is more than
this it is a right, and, to consider it only in its
relations with labor, it is the right of labor itself.
Take away the certainty
of being recognized
as
the master of goods legitimately
acquired, and
you break tim spring of the activity which acquires them; deprive the father of a family of the
assurance
of transmitting
the property
acquired
or preserved
for his children,
and you have
destroyed
the family spirit, and with it saving,
temperance,
providence,
resignation,
and plans
for the future,
bIan is born for labor; but he
craves repose, leisure, and the serene and disinterestcd culture
of the mind.
To stigmatize
in
theory, or disturb
in practice, the past of which
capitalists are the depositaries,
would be the death
of the present and the future.
Labor, which ia
future property,
has confidence
in its forces only
through the stability of property, which is, mainly,
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hbor.The partite
uses his neighbor's
goods, that is, his property or his labor, without
giving in return anything or any service.
But it
does not follow because an object was acquired
parasitically,
that it was illegitimately
obt_ned,
Ownership
of things originates in several legitimate ways.
Its first source is in the right of
occupation;
by virtue of which a vacant thing is
appropriated
by the person who first takes it.
This origin excludes all idea of a parasitic acquisition, since it relates only to things to which no
other person had acquired a right.
Things already
occupied
can only be acquired by transmission,
Transmission
is legitimately
effected in three different ways.
One is inheritance, which, considering as a unit the natural
association
of relationship or affection, transfers the property
of a deceased person to his heirs, by title of the civil con*
tinuation
of his person.
The heir is not a parasite, since he acquires in virtue of his own right,
which is the complement
and consequence
of the
full and entire right of his parent.
Another way
is exchange,
through which property is acquired
for an equivalent
furnished
in things or in _rvices.
Thanks to exchange, eachman
need owe to
himself alone the mcans of living and owning
property,
and thus obtain independence
and dignity from his own free acts. The third legitimate
way of transmission
is the way of gift.
This is
the only source of existcncc
regularly
open to
parasite
life.
Outside
of thc_e four modes of
acquisition,
morality and law recognize no other,
Robbery, rapinc, chcating,
extortion,
confiscation,
war, every act which takes another's
goods by
fraud or violence, should be ranked as a crime or
misdemeanor.
There arc some distinctions
to be
made on the subject
of confiscation
and war,
which may be legitimate
by way of exception,
but which arc then resolvcd
into forms of cxchange, and as a reparation
for damage cau_d,
--Parasites
live irregularly,
by misdemeanors,
or
regularly by gdft. With regard to para._ites of the
first order, Mirabeau
was right when he c-ailed
them robbers;
it is for the penal laws to settlc
with them.
These parasites arc found in every
station of life, in till degrees of the social scale,
and even among the wealthy.
To live by confiscation, to grow rich by unjust privileges,
to receivc pay for work which
is never done, for a
place which is never filled, to break a contract or
one's word, to appropriate
by violence, by cunning, by crcdit or by power, the goods, the work,
the liberty, the rights of others, is to take the place
of the lowcst of parasitas
without
any exhibition
of shame. -- Society, in its relations with this corrupt and corrupting
class of men, has duties of
various kinds to fulfill.
The first is to punish
them; the second is to see that the punishments
inflicted furnish security and serve as an example
to the rest of the people;
the third is to turn the
penalties into an effort to reform the guilty, and
.above all to prevent
their becoming,
through the
fault of institutions,
a new cause of individual

duties is connected
everything
which reht_
to
penal legislation, to the administration
of rcpressire justice, to the management
of prisons, to
banishment,
and to the penitentiary sy_m.
Too
mild punishment
disarms and discourages society.
Excessive
severity destroys the sentiment of justice, and cause,_ it to degenerate
by putting yengcancc in its place.
It invites impunity.
The
cause of the greatest moral disturbance
is to be
found in a cowardly complaisance
toward wealthy
parasites, whom their social position raises up to
serve as an example, which position
they have
not been able to protect from the baseness of living at the expense of others.
To surround
illy
acquired wealth with honor, to lavish unmerited
bounties, to urge to cupidity,
to arouse vicious
inclinations,
as happens,
for instance,
when the
official character
is soiled by connccting
it with
lotteries and gaming establishments,
is to w-iden
the breach for the invasion
of parasites.
The
want of enlightenment
and mistakes of calculation
lead society to such a result, when, even without
immoral intent, it combines
or manages
its institutions
in such a manner
as to take from the
common
fund, madc up of the contributions
of
all, the means to support
monopolies,
privileges
or franchises,
which return
nothing
to compcnsate therefor, monopolies created in certain kinds of
labor, services,
commerce,
industry.
If we examinc the protective
system clo._ly, it will not lie
difficult to perceive that its principal
wrong is
that it establishes
and develops artificially
parssitic privile_s,
covering
then_, often in good
faith, and without understanding
their real effect,
with the cloak of general utility.
It is not given
to human laws to remedy everything;
and, whatcver be their wisdom, a part of the race will always live on the spoils taken from the other part.
Butwe arc justified in wishing that laws and governmcnts
should have a sound understanding
of
what is just, and should
unite to thc sagacity
which points
out evil, the probity
to hunt
it
down, and the constancy
to stop its progress as
far as lies in the power of man.-- The parasites who
live on gifts, and whose existence
thus depends
on a regular title, even in thc case when irregular
causcs have given birth to this title, are a curious
and difficult subject of study.
All the questions
of pauperism
belong to this subject, but they are
not the only ones that belong to it. Gift, a legdtimate source of acquisition,
is an indispensable
element in the harmony of society.
It is a result
of the completeness
of the power of the proprietor,
who is free to deprive
himself of his property
gratuitously,
without
receiving
anything
in rcturn.
To receive gratuitously
the services or the
property of another is a parasitic act, the character of which is determined
by the circumstances
which
accompany
it, and which
is, in itself,
neither
good nor bad.
The name parasite is
given to persons who, by habit and these parssitic acts, live altogether
or principally
by donstion.
The moral disfavor which custom attaches
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others without
giving
an equivalent
therefor,
arises from an honorable susceptibility,
and answers to a respectable instinct of dignity, but is
not always just.
This acceptance,
if oonfined
strictly to its economic meaning, should be morally
neutral, in spite of the idea of inferiority and dewndence
which it implies ; it is right in some
cases, but wrong in others, to make such gratuitous acceptance an expression of contempt.
What
is beyond all controversy,
is, that we must not
apply the harsh term beggar to all those who live
by gift.
The idea of mendicancy
is connected
with the idea of a permanent
condition of _licitation based on the allegation of entire helplessness to procure the necessaries of life in any other
way.
The man is not a mendicant
who recoves the donation
without
asking for it, especially he is not one who receives it as a consequence of affection existing between him and the
donor, or as the satisfaction
of an obligation c.onnecting the donor with him.
Beggary
is confounded with rapine and robbery when it exacts
assistance instead ofrequestingit.
--Among
tho_
who receive without giving, and who live on the
substance of others without
furnishing
anything
of their own in return, must be reckoned
nearly
allthe human race during the period of childhood,
Our first )'cars are pas_ed in absolute impotence
as far as productive
labor is concerned.
This
time is devoted to physical, intellectual
and moral
development,
destined,
no doubt, to creatc in
those who reach the age of maturity
an immaterial capital of force and activity, hut whichmay
never have this result.
The age of productive
labor is reached at different
periods by different
persons.
Ordinarily
it commences
too early in
the poor families
of artisans
and agricullural
laborers, who hasten to employ their children in
a lucrative occupation,
while the more provident
or well-to-do families are not so hasty to consume
the present at. the expense of the future.
The
quality of capitalist
belong's to children
only in
exceptional
cases.
The number of those who are
born with a fortune of their own and who can be
supported and reared bymeansof
theirown
property, is extremely small, even in the wealthy class,
If we consider children
in individual
isolation
only, they must be called parasites,
for they live
solely on the resources
of others given to them;
but they figure in society as members of the collective being callcd the family,
of which they
form an integral
part by right; and the family
itself would become a parasite, if by impotence
ar bad will. it should allow the cost of their subsistence to fall on others.
The child lives at the
expense of the family without giving any actual
return, unless in affection, in happiness, in morality, in hopes, precious values indeed, but which
can not be measured.
Later,
the chiht should
make a return for the assistance and services ren-

mutuality
of obligations,
which, contracted
to
some, are paid to others, converting our debts to
our fathers and mothers into credits to our children.
The civil law obliges parents, fathers and
children, the ascending and descending
lines, to
support each other reciprocally.
The natural law
extends beyond this circle of family duties. --The
family is not the only collective being on which
the responsibility
r(_ts of supporting
its members.
The same duty is imposed,
in different measures
and proportions,
on numberless
a_ociations
into
which men are collected.
There is a class of associations,
such as the societies of mutual aid,
whose
capital,
formed
by means of individual
contributions,
is intended for those of its members
who are in distress or who reach a certain age, or
a certain
time of service.
The assistance
demanded
in this case is not a donation,
it is a
credit, a regular and foreseen employment
of a
common saving collected
for this purpo._. _. The
party who receiw,s aid herc is in no way a parasite, not even with regard to those particular
bodies, so long as he receives his share only after
having fulfilled the conditions
of his contract.
lie becomes a parasite with reference to the assoclarion, if, wilhout
having furnished
his due, he
receives from its bounty, instead of from his owu
contrihution,
the "ls_istance which is given him.
But the individual
thus assisted
is not a parasite
on the rest of society, since he lives on resources
which the rest of society did not contrilmte
to
provide for him.
A county undert'tkes
the support of its l)oor.
These are parasites
with reference to it, but not to the rest of the country,
whi(.h is not called on to do anything for them.
The same mugt hc sai(l of individuals
assisted
by private
charity;
which,
hy taking them in
charge, relieves society in general to that extent.
It is to be remarked,
however,
thai. as tile resources of private charity are limited, the parasites
who exhanst it prevent it from being extended to
others who need it as much or more than they;
and in this manner they contribute
to increase the
numhcr of the needy.
It is a fundamental
truth,
too little reeognlzed,
that, different
from other
duties, which have corresponding
rights, there is
no right which correul)onds tothe dutyof
charity.
The rich man must relieve the poor without the
poor having any right as against the rich.
Religion has admirable
doctrines
on this subjc<.t
which public lawmight
profit by: while it teaches
charity to some, it commands
gratitude
and resignation
to others.
Private
charity
is a debt of
conscience
and love, and not a debt by right; it
does not obey precise rules, and is not governed
by the calculations
of human
prudence;
it feels
that its most urgent cares, its most bountiful
assistanee, its most affectionate
consolations,
should
be given to unmerited
suffering,
but it, desires
to assist even those who have deserved
their mis-

dered it in advance.
Its right to existence rests
on a two-fold foundation:
on the duties which the
instincts of our nature engrave on our hearts and
dictate to the positive law; and on the continued

fortune by their faults.
Thus, to extend its benevolent
duties, it is enough for charity
to say
that each man ought to feel his weakness to be
such, that he should not arm himself arrogantly
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against
indulgence.
Charity has its eyes fixed,
not on what it gives, but on what it has itself rece]red.
All men would
be. charitable
if they
would
remember
the large number
of services
which each one receives from his neighbors,
no
matter how brilliant
his actual situation
may be:
There is not an individual
who does not draw
abundantly
frt)m this large capital
of the universal domain
transmitted
and increased
from
generation
to generation,
and who does not take
much more from it than lie can ever return to it.
We owe too much to others to be authorized
to bargain
our assistance
to tho_
whom it is
possible
for u._ to aid. -- Public charity
is SOYerned by narrower
and more worldly rules than
private
charily.
Consequently,
men correctly
cea_ to call it charity, and give it the more roodern name of public assistance.
Charity,
which is
love, strips itself to give to others.
When the
state g_ives and assists, it strips itself of nothing:
its action is limited
to distributing
in a certain
fashion the contributions
which it lcvies on its
citizens.
Not every gift is charity;
the assistance distributed
by the state is only a branch of
the public administration.
The only parasites
at
the expense of the state should be the poor who
can not be properly cared for by their families,
associations
or private
charity.
To live in a
purely gratuitous
manner
at the expense of the
state when not compelled
to accept the gifts by
which it supports the needy and unfortunate,
is to
belong to tire worst class of parasites,
to that class
of people who are able not to be parasites, a perverse class, a public pest, whoseclose
relationship
with robbers wc have previously
pointed out, and
to which we need not return.
It only remains
for us to speak of parasites
who are really poor
people.
State donations,
like private gifts, arc
es_ntially
one-sided, in this sense, that the moral
duty imposed on the donor does not snpposc any
right in thc recipient.
Wherecrcdit
begins, donation ceases.
It is thc desire of humanity
that human beings should not bc left to perish of distress;
it is the dictate of prudence that a mass of men cxcited to di_rder
and crime by the spur of want
should not be left to increase in the bosom of sootety; but the duty of the state to he humane and
prudent
creates no right to demand
its assistance,
The destructive
sophism
which
converts
want
into credit has been revived in our time under the
names of the right to existence, the right to labor,
the right to assistance.
It has becn frequently
refuted
in this eyclopmdia.
(See ATELIERS;
CIIARITY;
COMMUNIS3I;
LAnOR, RmnTTO.)
The
falsest sophisms
are gcnerally
the exaggerations
of a correct
idea, or the improper
gencralization of a particular
truth.
The numerous
ear]eties of the anti-social
sophisms
which parade the
name of socialism, place their point of support on
the undeniable
theory of reparation
of wrongs,
but they draw strange conclusions
from this. By
attacking
not only society, but also the law of
sociality,
the sacred foundation
of society, they
affect to see in the conditions
of every-day
life,

such as it has been organized
by the universal
consent of nations, the abasement and ruin of ladie]duals,
instead of finding
in it a fruitful and
efficient cause of their prosperity
and developmcnt.
A proposition
which remains truc in spite
of the crookedness
iml)arted to it by these sophisms, i_ thi.,, that when suffering
is born of the
sins ot society or governments
and the vice of institutions
and of laws, it is no longer a question
of humanity,
decency arid wisdom, but of a strict
ohligation
of the state to alleviate
it. It is no
longer a case of donation,
but of credit.
Society,
being held to repair its own wrongs, is not obliged
to correct tho._e which individuals
inflict on themselves, any more than those which
they suffer
from others or from undeserved
misfortune.
It
would be to destroy the dignity, the liberty, ttre
responsibility
of individuals,
to transfer
to the
social body the task belonging
to each one of
guarding,
preserving
and
developing
himself.
What society owes its members, is, to protect and
guarantee
the free exercise of their rights with all
its strength;
its office is not to think, to will or to
act for them.
The more liberty a state insures to
its citizens, the less attention
it owes their intercsts, since it leaves these interests more completely
to the management
and responsibility
of the citizensthem_lvcs;
if it interferes
in private life and
excrts an influence
in managing
the property of
individuals,
its responsibility
to individuals
increases with every extension which it gives to its
guardianship.
For societies, as well as individuals, to do good, is a secondary
duty; not to do
wrong is the first.
The wants of a wise administration counsel thestate to assist the parasitic mass,
but the obligations
not to create parasites
itself,
an obligation
a hundred
times more serious and
binding,
is antecedent
to this.
It should not act
like a surgeon who would first wound the passers
by, and then offer them his services.
Societycreatcs paupers, and consequently
parasites,
when it
turns from the straight
road of justice,
and,
changing the noble office of guaranteeing
and protecting property into a tyranny, takes po_cssion of
property
and labor, or injures them by its exactions: it creates paupers when it arrests or hampers the free exerci_
of moral, intellectual
or
physical activity, thc natural
expansion
of labor,
the legitimate acquisition
or transmission
of property; it also creates paupers when it offem a premium on vice, idleness and lack of courage, by
too great a readiness
to grant relief.
Society,
through
the enormous
power which
it wields,
feeds anti increases the evil when it distributes
imprudently
what it belicves to be its benefits.
The moderation
in public assistance commanded
byprudcnce,
rests al_onan'otherbasis.
Thcstate,
which can levy only on the services and the propert.y of workmen and capitalists, should never forget that whatever
it gives is necessarily
taken
from the goods of its citizens; generosity
at the
expense of others easily degenerates
into spoliation. -- The assistance
given to parasites
is an expedient
rather than a remedy,
t3ocial progress
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consists, not in maintaining
and supporting
a
greater number of parasites, but in decreasing and
eliminating
the parasites
in existence.
The perversion of manners,
the extinction
_or abasement
of the moral sense, makes most parasites.
A bad
book, a vicious sophism, an evil example, creates
more misery than hail, fire or famine.
If it is
necessary, because they are men, to assist human
beings who consume
without
producing
and receive without
giving, it is imperative
to attempt
their reformation
and endeavor
to make them
acquire
property
through
morality
and labor,
:Next to the task of improving
its hlstitutions
and
its laws in order to free iL_clf from particit)ation
in evil, society has no more important
mission
than to obtain good results
from good laws by
improving
the morals of men.
The amount of
miseryis enormous,
and alarms the most civilized
societies.
The true problem would be to dD" up
or les._n the thousand
impure channels
through
which it is formed and increased.
Society should
by law leave religion free to propagate its principles; it should open schools, make education
and
enlightenment
general, honor letters, sciences and
arts, elevate the moral sense, exalt disinterestedness, remunerate
services rendered,
give life t9
indolence, smooth obstacles,
remove
all obstructions of the market.
Its firm and vigorous
huinanity should avoid, as far as possible, the degrading form of alms; it should without asperity,
uniting prudence
to kindness,
never forget that
severity isgcnerally
more merciful than weakness,
The danger is great, when the instinct of natural
dignity which finds unearned
bread bitter, grows
weak and loses its honorable sensitiveness.
The
loss of the feeling of responsibility
in individuals
toward them_clvcs, in families and other collective
bodiestoward
theirmembers,
throw_ into the ranks
of parasites persons of equivocal moralitywho
find
it more convenient
to receive aid than to work.
In the train of idleness follows covetousness;
then
corruption,
which, incrca_sing more and more, irapels all to live at the expcnsc of all. --The
only
efficacious and honorable means of combating
the
parasitic spirit, the last extremity of human abasement, and assisting pauperism,
is a gradual increase of the freedom of labor and property.
All
other methods serve simply to conjure the neces_itics and dangers of to-day, without
promising,
but often preparing,
a worse to-morrow.
When
workmen
can display
their
activity
in peace,
when capitalists
can with confidence
accumulate
and lay up their property,
the products
of which
will enrich all, the cl.lss of parasites dccrea_ues and
is quieted through thc development
of the other
two classes.
Just as workmen
and capitalists
prosper and suffer together, and as it would be to
iml)cl them to suicide and to mutual
oppression, to arouse rivalry and envy between
them,
parasites should respect capitalists
and laborers,
not only on account of moral obligation
and the
('ommand of positive law, but also from calculalion of what is useful for themselves.
Parasites
ia fact or in intention, the unfortunates who are,
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and the cowards who wish to be, parasites, would
be, like the rest of society, ruined by the despoiling of those who labor amt those who own property.
Sw'trms
of rivals, left behind, would
be
excited
by the contagion
of victory, and would
rise up as enemies "_nd destroyers
of the success
of the violencc of a day.
Ill gotten gains arc not
e.isily kept.
A few days of dissipation
woul(l
quickly throw back into misery those who had
cscalx'd from it by detestable
means.
Their memcnmrytriumph,
by removing further from them
the capacity of suffering with dignity, would only
redouble their inc._pacity for labor and their helplcssness to acquire property honestly.
The man
accustomed
to live only on others, destroys
his
most lasting resources, if he ruins tho_e who alone
arc able to acquire and preserve.
(See P._UPERIs._.)
CH. RE,_OUCtRD.
PARDON.
Pardon
is the remission, granted
by the sovereign
or head of the state to a sentenced person, of the penalty imposed on him by
the courts.
Such penalty
is sometimes replaced
by a less severe one.
Thisis what is called acornmutation
of sentence.Pardon,
in contradistinction to amnesty,
abolishes neither the offense
nor the sentence. --The
utility of the right of
pardon has been questioncd
by some publicists, as
for instance, Bcccaria, Bentham
and even Rousscan, who have contested the necessity of its intervention.
Beccaria desired to introduce
clemency
into the law, but not into the execution
of its
judgments.
IIe thought
that the moderation
of
penalties and the "perfection
of the htw" would
render pardons superfluous.
"The right to remit
the penalty impend
on the culprit,"
he said, "is
a tacit disapprobation
of the laws."
This inflexible rule, which attributes
the same weight and
measure
to all acts of the same nature, although
in the infinite variety of hum_m affairs they differ
considerably
one from the other, and never have
the same moral value, has been condemned
by
experience,
which has rejected the system of the
fixity of penalties.
J.J.
Rousseau, although less
absolute than Beccaria, reached almost the same
conclusions.
"The right of pardon," says Rousscan, "or of exempting
a culprit from the penalty declared by the law and pronounced
by the
judge, belongs only to one who is above the judge
and the law, that, is, to the sovereign;
moreover,
the right of the sovereign to exercise the pardoning power is not quite clear,
and the cases in
which that power should be cxerci_,d are very
rare.
In a well-governed
state there are but few
punishments,
not because pardon is very frequent,
but because there are few criminals;
themultitude
of crimes insures their impunity
when the state
is in a condition of decay.
_ # Frequent
cases
of pardon
indicate
that crimes will soon have
no need of it."--_Iore
recently than Rons,_cau's
time clemency in the execution of penalties found
new adversaries.
:Mr. Livingston,
an American,
opposed it in principle,
and propo_d
at least to
restrict its application
to certain eases.
"The
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pardoning power," said he, "should
not be exercised except in cases in which the innocence
of
the prisoner is discovered after he ha_ been condemned,
or in case of his sincere and complete
reformation."
These few words give utterance to
several errors : first, if a person condemned
is
found to be innocent after his condemnation,
there
can be no such thing at pardon; the judicial error
should be corrected, and the sentence of eondemnation annulled.
Then, it is not correct to say
that the reformation
of the person condemned
and his moral amendment
should of themselves
constitute
a motive
for the intervention
of the
pardoningpower.
Mr. Livingston,
whomwehavc
just cited, would, witbout doubt, have expressed
himself differently had he borne political crimes
and offenses
in mind.
We do not deny that
repentance
and the return to moral sentiments
may, in the ca.¢e of ordinary crimes, be made a
condition of pardon.
The thief and the murderer
should not be allowed to re-enter society without
giving it a pledge for their moral behavior.
But
political crimes and offenses have a special char
actor: they do not manifest
in their author the
same d(,gree of perversity
as colnmon crimes, and
conscience does not express the _me reprobation
for them.
This class of offenses, in most cases,
constitutes just as serious a violation
of a moral
law as ordinary offenses, but not of thesame
law.
Common crimes are crimes everywhere;
political
acts are crimes only in a variable and, in a sen_,
conditional
manner.
It might be said that circums'tances make and unmake them.
" The iramorality of political offenses,"
says Guizot,
" is
neither as cle'_r nor as immutable
as that of ordinary crimes; it is always crossed or obseurcd
by
the vicissitudes
of human affairs; it varies with
the time, with events
and with the righk_ and
merits of power. -- Public conscience
is subject
to reaction
in favor of persons
condemned
for
political offends;
it can not be sosubject
in favor
of persons condemned
for ordinary crimes.
Public conscience, amnestie.s the former, it pardons the
latter, but it never amnesties
them, it forgives
but does not forget them.IIow, then, can we
subordinate
the right of pardon in matters political to conditions
of reformation
and private

presses the minds of the people with the specta_
cte of power and greatness, and at the same time
disarms the parties.
"Monarchs,"
says Montesquieu,
"have
so much to gain by clemency,
they derive so much glory from it, that in almost
every instance it is for them a piece of good fortune to have an opportunity to exercise clemency.
-- How many examples are there, on the contrary,
of powers pursued to death by the cry of blood
usele_iy
spilt, and which have perished for not
having pardoned in time!--But
when should we
punish and when pardon?" Montesquieu
proposed
that question to himself, which it is not an easy
task to solve.
Clemency,
says he, should not
degenerate into weakness,
nor should it bring the
prince who exercises it into contempt.
Clemency,
it is true, may have its dangers, but neither is
implacable severity without its dangers; the latter
produces terror, which offers but an unsteady basis
to power: .Nan diuturni
tinu_r magi_ter o.ffteii, and
provokes retaliation.
If we can not help going
to extremes
it is better to sin by an excess of
clemency.
It is not certain
that this is not the
better policy, even asfarasduration
is concerned;
and posterity,
which admires the victor, gives its
love to the indulgent.*
E_allm CHf_DIEU.

morality, as has been proposed
by Mr. Livingston?
What makes repression necessary in cases
of this kind is not the immorality
and perversity
of the person committing
the offense, but political
causes which must be. subjected
in their action
to the general principles of justice and of right;
the opportuneness,
sontetimes
even tire necessity,
of pardon, depends on the same causes.
Circumstances which change, occasions which pass away,
passions which become abated, parties which are
dissolved:
all of the_ contribute
toward
dimin-

* No attempt has been made in the above to give tke
actual law, con_titutaonal and other, relative to the pardoning power; this Cyclopaedia being one of politicosand politicul
mainly, offenders
and not ofis law.--In
the economy,
power to pardon
vested bythe
theUnited
severalStates
state
constitutions in the governor. It is not, however, a power
which necessarily inheres in the executive. (State vs. Dunning, 9 Ind., 2'2.) And several of the state constitutions
ha_e
it shall bebyexercised
underaresuch
regulations provided
as shall that
be prescribed
law. There
provisions
more or less broad to this pttrport in those of Kansas, Florida. Alabama. Arkansas, Texas, Mta6issippi. Oregon, Indlann, Iowa and Vtrginia. In State vs. Dunning, 9 Ind., 20,
an act of the legislature requiring the applicant for the
remission of a fine or forfeiture to forward to the governor,
with his application, the opinion of certain county ot_cers
as to the proprwty of the remission, was sustained as an
act within the power conferred by the constitution upon the
legislature to prescribe regulations in these cases. And see
Branham vs. Lange, 16 Ind., 500. The power to reprieve is
not included in the power to pardon. (Cooley.)

ishing the importance
of a person condemned
for
a political offense."
(Thdarie. dr_ Code pdnal, by
MM. Chauveau et Faustin tI_lie.)In politics,
the pardon granted the culprit (who sometimes
is
but a vanquished adversary)produces
the happiest
effect in favor of the power granting
it; it ira-
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CONFERENCE.
Under
this title will he given a sketch of the three international
monetary
conferences
held in the city
of Paris in the years 1867, 1878 and 1881
Bimctallism
in the abstract having bc('n considered
in the article on MO_EY, that subject
will be
treated here only in the narrative
form as it was
pr_ented
in the discussions of the conferences.
-(bnfereT_ce of 1867.
This conference was brought
together on the invitation
of the French govern
ment, which was moved thereto by the succc,_sful
conclusion of the treaty of Dec. 23, 1865, between
France,
Bclgium,
Italy and Switzerland,
constituting
what is commonly
known
as the Latin
monetary
union.
The letter of invitation
transmitted by tire French government
inclosed a copy
of this treaty, and suggested
thc holding
of an
international
conference
"to consider the question
of uniformity
of coinage and to seek for the basis of
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ulterior negotiations."
The conference a_emhled
June 17, under the presideDcy
of ]Karquis de
Mous_ier, minister of foreign affairs, the following
named countries
being represented:
Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium,
Denmark,
the United
States, France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, The
i_'etherlands, Portugal,
Prussia,
Russia, Sweden
and Norway, Switzerland,
Turkey, and Wt_rtemberg. The United States were represented
by
Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles of New York, and Great
Britain by Mr. Thomas Graham and Mr. Rivers
Wilson.
The most eminent of the French representatives,
as an economist
and financier, w.ls
Mr. E. de Patten.
A committee
was appointed
to formulate
the work of the conference. _ At
the second session (June 19)the committee
reported a "questionnaire"
or series of interrogatories
to be debated
by the conference.
These were
twelve in number, all having relation to the possihility of establishing
a universal monetary
unit,
either by adopting
some existing unit or by making a new one approximating
to existing units,
and to the means
of securing
the practical
adoption
of the same.
The conference
voted
unanimously
against the adoption of an entirely
new system, and in favor of " the mutual co-ordination of existing systems."-At the third session
a w)te was taken
on the question
whether the
standard of the proposed
unit should be silver
exclusively.
It was decided
in the negative
unanimously.
When this vote was taken, Mr.
Feer-IIerzog
(Switzerland)
noted it as a fact of
much significance,
that
the representatives
of
Prussia and Sweden, countries
having
the silver
standard, should have voted in effect in favor of
the gold standard.
The conference
then voted
unanimously
(with the exception
of The Netherlands) in favor of the singlegold
standard,
"leaning each state the liberty to keep its silver standard temporarily."--At
the fourth session, on the
motion of Baron de Hock (Austria), the conference
voted that tl_e advantage
of internationahty,
which the proposed gold unit would have, wouhl
not be sullieient to keep the coins in circulation
in states having the silver standard or the double
standard,
unless
suitable
measures
should
be
adopted
regarding
the ratio between
the two
metals.At the fifth session (which was presided
over l)v Prince Napoleon)
the question,
wlmt unit
should'be adopted, came up for discussion.
Mr.
Rivtq.s Wilson, on behalf of Great Britain, read a
paper saying that his government
had bt, en glad
to participate
in the conference,
regarding
it as a
means of enlightening
public opinion on an iraportant
question,
I)ut could not hold out the
expectation
that it would abandon its own mone'_ary unit or assimilate it to that of any continental
system.
The conference
voted that an internstlonal coinage should consist of " types with tt
eommen denominator
for weight, in gold coins of
identical fineness," and that the fineness should
be nine-tenths, _ At the sixth session the confer-

common
denominator.
England
and Sweden
voted against this proposition;
Prussia, Bavaria,
Baden, W_rtemberg
and Belgium did not vote.
It was voted also that gold coins with the cornmon denominator of five francs should have legal
circulation
in the countries agreeing to the action
of the conference,
and that it would be expedient
to coin gold pieces of the dimensions
of twentyfive francs for international circulation. -- At the
seventh session it was voted to refer the deciMons
of the conference
to the several states for dipiomatic action;
that the answers of the several
states should be transmitted
to the French
goverument, which should have power to rcassemble
the conference;
and that it was desirable
that the
answers should be received before Feb. lti, 1868.
The conference
adjourned
July 6, and was not,
reassembled.
-- Conferene2 of 1878. By the coinage rcvisi_)n act of Feb. 12, 1873, the gold dollar
of twenty-five
and eight-tenths
grains nine-tenths
fine was declared
to be the unit of value in the
United States, and the silver dollar was omitted
from the list of coins authorized
to be struck at
the mint.
By the act of Feb. 28, 1878, the silver
dollar was restored to the hst of coins and made
full legal tender, and tim secretary of the treasury
was directed to purchase
silver bullion and coil_
into such dollars not less than two million dolhrs'
worth, and not more than four million doll_trs'
worth per month.
By the same act the president
was directed to invite thegow:rnments
of Europe
"to join in a conference
to .'_dopt a common ratio*
between gold and silver for the purpose of estublishinginternationally
the useofbi-metallic
money
and securing
fixity of relative
value between
those metals."
Th'lt portion of the act of 1873
which made the gold dollar the unit of wdue was
not altered by the act of 1878. -- The conference
assembh,d
in P_ris, Aug. 16.
Delegates
were
appointed by Anstria-llnngary,
Belgmm, France,
Great Britain,
Greece, Italy, The .Nelherlands,
Russia,
Sweden
and _nrway,
Switz(.rland,
and
the United States.
Mr. Mecs (The Netherlands),
_Ir. Brock (Norway), Mr Feet Herzog (Switzerland), and Mr. Delyanni (Greece) had been merebet.'sof the conference
of 1867. The representarives of the United Stateswere
Reuben E. Fenton
of New York, W. S. Groesbeek
of Ohio, and
Francis A. Walker of Connecticut,
with S. Dana
Horton as secretary, _Ir. Horton being admitted
to the conference
as a member.
Gre._t Britain
was represented
by the Rt. Hon. Oeo. J. Goschen,
Mr. IIenry Hucks Gibbs, Sir Thos. L. Seccombe,
and Mr. Win. B. Gurdon.
The most distinguished
representative
of France
was L(_on Say, rainister of finance.
Germany
declined to senti delcgate.
No action was taken at the first session
beyond the election
of L(_on Say as president. -At the second session Mr. Groesbeck,
on behalf
of the United States, offered two propositions
for
the consideration
of the conference:
1, That it is
not to be desired that silver bc excluded from free

enee voted by thirteen to two in favor of the
five-franc gold piece (equal to M½ cents) as the

coinage in Europe
and the United States;
2(t,
That the use of both gold and silver as unlimited
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legal tender may be safely adopled by equalizing
them at a ratio fixed by international
agreement.
Mr. Groesbeck
said that that portion of the law
of 1873, by which _he silver dollar was made to
disappear
from the coinage,
had been passed
through
inadvertence
rather
than intentionally,
sad that the United States, although
desiring to
restore silver to absolute
equality
with gold, had
been compelled
to limit the coinage of silver on
account of the market
value of the metals, and
also by leasf)n of the action of the Latin Union
restricting
the coinage
of silver.
Mr. Goschen
and_Ir.
Gibbs inquired
what was to be under1stood by the " inadvertence"
of the act of 1873,
and whether tlmt act had been passed without
debate.
Mr. Groesbeck
replied
that " no newspaper or chamber
of commerce"
had considered
or recommended
the bill, and that several merebers of congress
had confessed
to him that they
did not know at the time what they were doing,
:Mr. Feer-Herzog
said that silver had disappeared
from circulation
in the United States long before
the act of 1873 was passed, that there had been
,only eight millions of silver dollars coined from
the beginning
of the government
down to that
time, and that he had documents
which he would
:lay on the table showing that the section of the
law of 1873, by which the silver dollar was made
_o disappear
from the coinage
of the United
8tares, was not passed by inadvertence,
butvoluntarily and with reflection, and determination
to
,establish
the single gold standard,
which was in
fact, and had for a long time been in practice,
the standard
of the country.
Mr. Walker
said
that he himself, although
at that time occupying
a chair of political
economy
and lecturing
on
money, was not aware of what was being done,
and he presumed
the great majority of his fellow,citizens
were equally
ignorant.
The president
(M. Say) said that Mr. Gr_esbeck's
observation
that the action of the Latin Union restricting
the
,coinage of silver had been one of the motives
impelling
the United States to restrict it also, did
_ot seem to be well founded.
It seemed to him
that this restriction
was a compromise
effected
in congress
by means
of which
a majolity
¢.ould lie obtained.
Mr. Horton replied that the
Bland bill had been introduced
in 1876, and that
between
that time and the passage of the silver
remonetization
act the subject had been discussed
in all its phases, and that the action of the Latin
Union had not been overlooked
in the discussion,
:Mr. Pirmez (Belgium) said that the real question
before the conference
was whether
the double
standard should be made universal.
His country
could not do otherwise
than reject such a proposition, whose immediate
result would be to give
_enormous profits to speculators
in the metals by
withdrawing
the one and substituting
the other
with every change of market value.
Count Rustoni (Italy)
thought
the conference
might pronounce
upon the question
of principle:
"Is it
possible to establish a fixed relation between gold
and silver?"
and then, if it be decided affirms-
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tively, consider the means to establish such ratio.
Mr. Broch (Norway) said that the double standard
was a delusion
and a misnomer;
there was no
such thing
anywhere.
Countries
having
the
double standard
in law had the goht standard
in fact to-day and the silver standard
to-morrow,
but the double standard never.
Silver, by reason
of its weight and bulk, was not adapted
to the
wants of civiliz(_d countries
and an active circulation.
Gold alone responded
to those needs.
Silver was suited only to couutries
which were
backward
or stationary.
Even if all European
countries could be persuaded
to adopt the double
standard,
the influence of India and Cifina would
produce ince_ant
perturbations
and fluctuations
by alternate
importations
and exportations
of silver
Mr. deThoerncr(Russia)believedthatit
was
opposed to the very nature of things to endeavor to
establish a fixed relation between the wdue of silverandthatofgohl.
Aftersomefurtherdiscussion
it was resolved, on the motion of Count Rusconi,
that an invitation
be extended
to the German
government,
in the name of all the delegates,
to
send representatives
to tim conference.--At
the
third session Mr. Goschen said that England could
not adopt the double standard,
but that she had,
nevertheless,
so large an interest
in the question
under discussion,
through her Indian possessions,
that she could not fail to give her aid and cooperation
in any intelligent
movement
to arrest
the fall of silver.
If all states should resolve on
the adoption
of the gold standard,
and if Italy,
Austria
and Russia should
resume
specie payments, would there be sufficient
gold for the purpose without a tremendous
crisis?
It was better
for the world at large that the two metals should
continue
in circulation
than that one should be
universally
substituted
for the other.
The conference could not adopt the American
proposition, but efforts might be made in other directions
to check the downward
course of silver by making
some definite disposition
of the German surplus,
estimated
at $75,000,000.
If, for instance,
this
could be taken into tile United States treasury
in
place of an equal amount of gold, it wouhl no
longer weigh on the market.
Mr. yon ttengenmuller
/Austria-ttungary)
s'tid that Austria was
attached to the principle
of the double standard,
and in theory
must subscribe
to the American
proposition,
but unfortunately
the advantage
of
it depended upon its general adoption,
which wa_
not to be looked
for.
His gbvernment
was,
therefore,
compelled
to maintain
.m attitude
of
expectancy.
If the conference
were asked to
formulate
its opinions on tile American
proposition he should, however, vote in favor of it. _lr.
Mess said that so long as England and G_rmany
adhered to the single gold standard
it would lie
impossible
for Holland
to adol)t another system.
There was not, at the present time, a single state
in Enrope
wlmre the coinage of silver was free,
not even among those which have theoretically
the silver standard
or the double standard.
The
United States might, nevertheless,
find powerful

i"
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allies in Asia and South
America,
as well as
among those countries of Europe
which are still
under the r6gime of paper money.
The general
demonetization
of silver undertaken
everywhere
at once, would have the most fatal consequences,
The president
(M. Say) explained
the monetary
position of France.
In closing her mint against
silver, the government
had no intention
of mooing toward the single gold standard.
France had
about twenty-five hundred million francs in silver,
of which nine hundred
millions
were in the
vaults of the h'mk.
To demonetize
such a mass
and throw it on the market
was inadmissible,
But to hold the mint open to take a further
indefinite quantity at the ratio of fifteen and onehalf to one, especially
when it was known that
Germany had fifteen or seventeen million pounds
._terling in hand ready to sell, was impossible,
Hence, the attitude
of France
was that of expectancy.
France
was waiting
to get clearer
ideas of the causes of the depreciation
of silver,
and to see what disposition was to be made of the
German stock.
She held hcrself in readiness
to
adopt the single gold standard
or to revert to the
double standard, according to circumstances.
She
could vote readily for the first clause of the American proposition,
that it is not to be desired that
silver be excluded
from free coinage in Europe
and the United States.
She could vote also that
silver already coined and holdingthe
legal tender
character ought to be maintained
in that character, but could not acquiesce
in the other clauses
of the American
proposition,
although
at some
future time, when the atmosphere
should
be
cleared, she might be able to do so. :Mr. Delyanni
said that the position of Greece was identical
wilh that expressed
by M. Say on behalf
of
Fz'an(.e. ]_Iv. Feer-Herzog
was not able to coincide with other speakers
in giving such promi,
nen(.e and gravity to the unsold stock of silver in
the German treasury as a disturbing
cause in the
market.
This stock was only equal to one year's
supl)ly from the mines, or to the demand
from
India last year.
The commerce
of In(lia wasthe
greatest factor i_l the silver market, the prodnction of the mines the next greatest,
while the
German monetary reform could only be counted
as the third in importance,
tie disclaimed
for
himself and other
adherents of the single gold
standard thethought
of suppressing
silver money,
lie merely desired that it should take its natural
and proper place as the money of the less advaaced portions of mankind,
while gold should
take its place as the money of a higher civilizatb)n. It was the persistent fallof silver, showing
itself as a constant fact, which had led governmeats, even against their will, to adopt the single
g,_ld standard.
Switzerland
had given her dolegates no authority
to agree to the adoption of the
ratio of sixteen to one, or any other ratio between
silver and gold.
Count Ruseoni did not consider
it impossible to establish a stable relation between
silver and gold.
Law alone,
he said, makes
money.
If the uncoined
metal was subject to
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variations of the market,
the coined metal, having`
legal tender power, had a price which did not
vary.
It had the power of paying
obligations
which the uucoined metal did not possess.
The
metal might change in value, but the coin did
not change.
It lind, actually
and cffectiw.ly, the
value which was indicated
by the imprint.
Mr.
Brock could not share in the opinions which had
been expressed
concerning
the quantily
of gold
which would be required
to enable those court
tries now under the paperrSgime
to resume specie
payments.
In his opinion more silver would be
required than gold; for those countries would not
discard theirnotcissucswhen
they shouhl re_ume,
but the fractional
notes would be retired, and silvet coin would
take their place in the hands of
the people.
:Norway and Sweden
were on the
gold basis, but scarc_.ly any gold was seen.
The
circulation
consisted of notes and silver.
So it
would be in Italy and Austria and the United
States after resumption.
Specie resumption
in
the United States would necessarily
be m gold.
The coinage of silver dollarsundcr
the ]imitations
of the present law would do no harm for a long"
time.
The dollars
would circulate
at par with
gold so long as they were not in excess.
But 8,
time would come, especially if they should adopt
unlimited
coinage, when the two would not circulate at par with each other.
The power of the
United
States, or of all the nations of Europe
together, would not suffice for the struggleagainst
the balance of international
trade, or To change
the terms of the balance.
He agreed with the
delegate from Switzerland
that the greater or less
demand for silver in Italia was the governing factot of the silver problem.
In olher words, it was
the condition
of trade between
Europe and Asia.
that dctermincd
from time to time the rcl,ttive
values of silver and gold.
Ht_lding this opinion,
he did not believe that the means proposed by the
United States to seculc fixity of value between
the two metals would
have the results
whmh
thcy expected
from it, even if accepted
by all
Europe.
Nevertheless,
he had the most profound respect for the motives which led to the
calling of this conference,
and he believed that
great good would rcsult from the interchange
of views, even if no resolution should be adopted.
--At the fourth
session, the president said that,
the German
government
had replied,
through
Prince Hohenloile,
to the invitation
to send delegates to the conference
by expressing
thanks
for the invitation,
and regretting
its inability
to accede to the wishes of the conference.
Mr.
Walker
replied
to the remarks
of Mr. FeetHerzog at the previous
session.
Silver, be said,
had not ceased to be money in Europe
through
n'ttural
causes, but by the action of man, by
political
action, by laws and decrees of governments suggested and m'ged by pohtical economists
of a celtain school.
The action of Germany in
1871, involving
important
changes in the policy
of the Latin Union, was wholly gratuitous,
not
suggested by any commercial
exigency.
It was
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taken under bad advice, with little or no consid
emtion as to the general effects upon the production of wealth which would be wrought by so
great a diminution
of the money supply of the
world.
Mr. Feer-Herzog
had said that he expeeted and desired to see the world divided into
gold countries
and silver countries,
the former
£ivilized, thelatter uncivilized.
He(Mr. Walker)
aflhmed that "there are not more than three terraorially
extensive
c(_untries in tile world which
could possibly maintain
a ,_iugle gold standard
upon true economic
principles."
A diminution
of the money supply was one of the gravest evils
that could menace mankind.
Whether the money
supply
of Europe should be reduced
by silver
demonetization
40, 30 or only 20 per cent., tile
consequences
would be most disastrous.
"Suffocation, strangulation,
are words hardly too strong
to express the agony of the industrial
body when
embraced in the fatal coils of a contracting
money
supply."
Against so great a wrongtocivilization
and to the hopes of mankind,
the representatives
of the United
States were here to raise their
earnest protest and warning.
The interest of the
United States in this question
as a silver producing country, was utterly insignificant
as compared
with their interest
in it as it stands related
to
trade and industry in general.
:Mr. Waern (Sweden), thought
it right to reply to so much of Mr.
Walker's
speech as implied
that only the richest
nations would be able to obtain and keep gold
sufficient
for their needs under the single gold
standard.
Sweden
was a country
very inferior
in wealth, and si_e had adopted the single gold
standard
in 1873, yet she had experienced
no
difficulty
upon this score.
She had found all the
gold she needed as the basis of her fiduciary
circulation,
and she had had no difficulty in retaining it. Mr. Horton replied to Mr. Feet Herzog's historical
citations,
and especially
to his
statemellt
th_jt England,
in adopting
the single
gold standard
in the year 1816, had simply conformed the law to what had been the practice fox'
nearly
a century.
The English
gold standard
law, said Mr. Horton,
really dated from 1798.
Much of the monetary confusion
which EnglalJd
suffered between
1798 and 1821 was to be attributed to this unwise
proceeding.
Mr. Horton
thought
that the conference
was diverging
into
collateral discussions,
and that it would be better
to adhere to the real question suggested
by the
United States government,
viz.: Is it in the interest of nations to wage a monetm T war, eachseeklag to get rid of a falling metal? or ought the)' to
unite together to give to the monetary
basis of
business a stability which it does not now possess?
If the conference
should separate without answering this question it would have left only an interrogation
point
at the end of its labors.
Mr.
Baralis (Italy)
urged that a sub-committee
be
appointed
to consider and report upon the subject
of an international
coinage.
The president
thought
it was better to pursue the discussion of
the American propositions
till a definite conclusion
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should be arrived at. _[r. Feer-Hel_og,
replying
to Mr. Horton's statement
of the rent question
before the conference,
said that, if England were
asked to establish a fixed ratio between the rupee
and the sovereign, she would refuse to do so. If
Holland were asked to do the same as between the
gold florin and the silverflorin,
shewould refuse to
do so. And so it would be all around.
It was politically impossible and commercially
impossible
to establish a fixed and permanent
relation between the two metals.
All governments
together,
with their united efforts, could not do it. Mr
Horton could not admit that it was a good answer
to say that it was impossible
to come to an agreemerit merely because this or that nation would
not agree to it. The conference
was inquiring
whether the agreement
ought to be made, whether
it was for the interest of the nations that it should
be made.
Until 1873, the variations of supply and
demand had not prevented
silver from remaining
comparatively
steady for a long period.
This
was due to the bi-metallic system of France, which
kept the two metals in equilibrium.
By giving
a wider basis to this system a still more complete
stabihty
would be obtained.
Mr. Goschen said
that, if Mr. Horton asked the conference
to pronounce upon the utility of bi-metallism,
irrespective of the possibility
or impossibility
of establishing it, he did not consider it necessary to give
a categorical
answer to a question thus hypothetically put.
Butif the practical question were put,
he should not hesitate to affirm, as Mr. Feet Her
zoghad done, the entire and absoluteimpossibflity
of establishing
a fixed ratio between the metals.
and this for many reasons
of a scientific and
economic
nature
which he need not enter int_)
in detail.--At
the fifth session the theoretical
discussion of bi-metallism
was continued
by Mr
Groesbeck,
Mr. Pirmez
and Mr. Horton. -- At
the sixth session the president
(M. Say) laid on
the table a memorandum
agreed upon by th(,
European
delegates
as their collective
answer to
the American
propositions.
After thanking
the
government
of the United States for calling the
conference,
the memorandum
declares
that the
European
delegates recognize,
1, that it Is necessary to maintain in the world the monetary
func
tion of silver as well as of gold, but that the
selection of one, or the other, or both simultancously, should be governed by tim special situation
of each state or group
of states; 2, that the
question of the restriction
of the coinage of silver
should equal]y be left to the discretion
of each
state or group of states; 3, that the differences
of
opinion which have appeared
exclude the discus
sion of the adoption
of a conmmn ratio between
the two metals.
The representatives
of Italy
dissented
from
the conclusions
of the other
European
delegates.--At
the seventh
session
(Aug. 29), the representatives
of the United States
filed a paper expressing their thanks to the Europenn states for accepting
their "invitation,
but
dissenting from that portion of the memorandum
which refers the question of bi-metallism
to the

i
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separate action of each state or group of states.
After a vote of thanks to the president and secretarics, and the exchange of civilities, the conference adjourned. -- Col_ference of 1881. This confcrcnce was called in tile month of January, 1881,
l}y tile governments
of France
aud tile United
States," to examine and adopt, for the purpose of
submitting
the same to the governments
represented, a plan and a system for the establishment,
by means of an international
agreement,
of the
use of gold and silver as bi.metallic money according to a settled
relative
value between
tlmse
metals."
It met at Paris, April 19. Delegates
were present
from Austria-Hungary,
Belgium,
British Illdia, Canada,
Denmark,
France,
Germany, Great Britain,
Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Russia, Spain, Sweden and Norway, Switzerland
and the United
States.
Mr.
Brock (Norway), was the only delegate who had
been a member of both the precedingconferences,
:Mr. Vrolik (The Netherlands)
had been a memher of the conference
of 1867. Count yon Kuefslein (Austri_),
Mr. Pirmez
(Belgium),
Count
Ruscoui
(Italy), Mr. de Thoerner
(Russia), and
:Mr. IIorton
(the United States), had been merebets of the conference
of 1878.
The other representatives
of the United
States were Wm, M.
:Evarts, of New York, ex-secretary
of state, Allen
G. Thurman
of Ohio, and Timothy
O. Howe of
Wisconsin,
ex-senators.
At the first session Mr.
:Magniu, minister of finance of the French republic, was chosen president,
and a committee
of one
from each state appoi_Jted to draft a "questionnaire," or list of questions
In be discussed. _At
the second
session
(May 5) the questioT_naire
was presented
by :Mr. Vrolik,
chairman
of the
committee,
in substance
as follows:
Has the fall
of silver been hurtful to commerce
and to general
prosperity?
Is it desirable
that the relative value
of gold and silver should possess a high degree of
stability?
Is the fall of silver due to increased
production,
or to acts of legislation?
If a large
group of states should agree to the free coinage
of gold and silver, of full legal tender, at a uniform ratio, would
substantial,
if not absolute,
stability of relative
value be obtained?
If so,
what measures
should be taken to secure such
result?
The delegates of Germany
then read a
declaration
on behalf of their government,
giving
the reasons which led them, in the year 1871,
to adopt the gold standard.
This reform was
now so far advanced
that they could not change
their monetary
system,
but they were disposed
t(_ second the efforts of other powcrs which might
de_ire to unite for the purpose of rehabilitating
silver, by agreeing
to abstain during a period of
some years from all sales of silver, and during
another period to sell only a limited quantity,
so
that the market
should at no time be glutted
thereby.
(.Z'ermany might even make other concessions short of changi_ag her own monetary
system.
She might retire her gold pieces and
treasury notes of five marks, leaving their places
tobe filled
by silver.This would make room for
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78,000,000 marks.
Mr. Fremantle,
the delegate
of Great Britain, read a declaration
of his govcrnment to the effect that they had decided in the
first instance not to take part in this conference,
understanding
that the terms of the call issued by
France and tile United States committed
the participating
governments
to the double standard.
lIaving been sub_quently
assured that no committal was intended,
and that entire liberty of
action was reserved,
they considered
that they
would be lacking in consideration
toward friendly
powers if they should persist in refusing to send
a delegate.
H_s instructions
limited
him to
furnishing
information
concerning
the laws and
monetary
system of England.
They did not permit him to vote upon the proposition
submilted.
The delegates
of British
India
and of Canada
made similar
declarations
to that of Mr. Fremantle, except that the delegate of Canada was
authorized
to vote, reserving liberty of actmn for
his government.
The delegate of Denmark said
that, as his government
had no intention
of abandoningthesinglcgold
standard,
he wasinstlucted
to abstain from all discussion of means for establishing
the double
standard.
The delegate
of
Portugal
made a similar statement
in behalf of
his government.
Any opinions
which he might
express in the debates should be understood
as
merely his private and personal views.
Tim delegate of Russia said that his government
reserved
entire liberty of action
and of opinion.
If he
should take part in the debates, it would be upon
the same understanding
as that announced
by the
delegate
of Portugal.
The ddlegate of Greece
made a similar
declaration.
Tim delegates
of
Austria-Hungary
said that their position
was
the same that it had been in the conference
of
1878. They
had an ardent
sympathy
for all
measures to restore silver to its former positiou,
but theyreserved
for their government
full liberty
of action.
The delegates of Sweden and Norway
said that their government
authorized
them to
take part in all discussions,
reserving
their right
to deal with their own monetary
system.
The
delegates of Switzerland
were not authorized
to
take part in the discussions
of the conference
until its action should have been first reported
to
the federal
council.
Mr.
Cernuschi
(France)
thought
that the prospect
of an agreement
in
favor of bi-met_dlism
was encouraging.
It was
only necessary to secure the co-operation
of England and Germany
to insure success.
England
llad md_ed refused to join in a bi metallic union,
but there was reason to believe that she might
join at a later period.
Germany
had shown,
through
the declaration
read to the conference,
that she could not now change her course without great loss and inconvenience.
He (Mr. Cernuschi) would suggest (but only on his personal
responsibility) that the loss incurred by Germany
in changing from the silver to the gold standard,
estimated
at ninety-six
million
marks, be reimbursed to her by the other nations which had
bought her silver. These nations,he conteaded,
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had made a gain by purchasing
the silver of Gcrmany,
equal to th_ loss wldch Germany
had
incurred
in selling it---the silver being worth one
to fifteen and o_m-half, if bi-metallism
were put
in force, whereas Germany
had sold it at one to
seventeen
or one to eighteen.
Mr. Brock (Norway) thought that bi-metallism
was not only irapracticable,
but undesirahle.
The sul)stitutionof
gold for silver in Europe and America was not an
accidt.nt, but the natural, logical and necessary
result of the progress of civilization.
There was
sufficient
gold in the world to supply the wants
of all the civilized
r_lces, including
those now
under the r_gime of paper money.
So far from
looking upon bi-metallism
as a thing to bestriven
for, lie thought
it was something
to be avoided,
So far from seeing danger
in the single gold
standard,
lie could only see advantages
in it. Mr.
Motet Y. Prendergast
(Spain) moved
that the
conference
take into consideration,
first, the iraportant declarations
of Germany,
England, British
India and Canada, in order to get at their true
scope and value, and then t_ adjourn
to a fixed
date, in order to open negotiations
with those
governments
if it were found that the declarations afforded a reasonable
basis for negotiations,

to English trade with India, the English merchant
merely added to the selling prices of his goods a
sum sufficient
to make good the decline in the
value of the rupee.
The Indian governmenthad
lost a certain percentage
of its fixed receipts, by
reason of the decline of silver, but British
trade
had not suffered, and the British government
remained insensible
to the adjurations
of the himetallists;
Germany was equally insensible.
The
sole result of universal bi-metallism
would be the
spreading
over Europe_)f
a large portion of the
silver of Asi_l, anti the sending
to Asia of a corresponding
amount of the gold of Europe.
The
production
of silver would
be stimulated
by
the artificial value conferred
upon it, and the
production
of gold would
be correspondingly
checked.
Thus a fresh
depreciation
of silver
would be produced, this time irremediable.
Gold
would not be sold at fifteen and one-half
for sin
ver, because it wouhl cost more to produce it.
Gold would continue
to circulate,
but it would
circulate at a premium, asit now does m Austria,
Russia, and all the countries
under the paper
moneysystem.
All the governments
in the world
would be utterly powerless to decreethe
respectice value
of silver and gold.--At
the fourth

It was agreed to pass over this motion for the
present, and to take it up at a later stage.--At
the third session Mr. Cernuschi, in furtherance
of
the suggestion
made by him respecting the reimbursement
of ninety-six
million
marks to Germany,
asked for information
from the several
governments
in reference
to the amount of silver
coined by them since 1874, and the prices at
which
it had been bought.
Mr. Pierson
(The
l_etherlands)
called attention to the limping-standard countries
(Eta/on bv/teux), meaning
by this
the countries
where the coinage of goht is free
and the coinage of silver is not free, but where
silver coins of unlimited
legal tender cilclllate
side by side with gold.
The Latin Union, Getmany aml Holland,
were in this condition,
a condition which could not last.
The metallic stock
of the banks must be all of equal goodnes._,
Bank notes must bc covered by coin having a real
and not an artificial value.
The danger of courtterfeiting
was very great when the legal lender
value of silver coins was much above their metal
value.
The clandestine
coinage of silver was a
permanent
menace in countries where thelimping
standard
prevails.
Tile demonetization
of silver
h._d not only brought
trouble upon the limpingstandard
countries,
but upon the gold-standard
countries,
upon England and Germany as well as
upon Holland.
The fall of the w_lue of the rupee
had wrought
confusion
in the trade of England
with India,
and caused
great losses to British
merclmnts and manufacturers.
The only remedy
for these evils was international
bi-me_allism,
Mr. Pirmez (Belgium) denied that the gold-standard countries
were suffering
by reason
of the
demonetization
of silver.
They had announced
on the floor of the conference
that they felt very
well and that they did not desire any change.
As

session, Mr. Luzzatti
(Italy) replied to the argument of :Mr. Pirmez.
He contended
that there
was a strong party in England
in favor of bimetallism.
He instanced
tile pampldet
of Mr.
Gibbs, former governor of the bank of England,
published
with tile approval
of the present governor of the bank; also the remarkable
work of
Mr. Ernest Seyd;
also the resolutions
of the
Liverpool
chamber
of commerce.
As regards
British
India,
he said that English
trade with
that country
was injured
by oscillations
in the
exchange, just as it is injured by oscillations
in
the paper money countries
of Europe.
These
oscillations
were uncertainties,
and all uncertainty
was prejudicial
to the best interests
of trade.
Public opiniou in Germany
was likewise divided
on the question,
and Plince Bismarck
seemed to
have conceived
doubts as to the value of the gold
monometallic
reform.
There was really a dearth
of gold in tile world.
This would
be proved
unmistakably
when Italy,
Austria
and Russia
should make the attempt
to resume specie paymenls.
Mr. Premantle
said that it must not be
inferred
from the pamphlet
of Mr. Gibbs, that
that gentleman,
or the present governor
of the
bank of England,
expressed
the opinion of the
bank of England,
still less the public opinion of
Great Britain.
Mr. de Thoerner
(Russia) said
that gold was preferable
to silver just as railways
were preferable
to roads and bridle paths, but it
(tid not follow that roads and bridle paths should
be discarded.
For the purposes
of a standard
gold was certainly
the best; for an instrument
of
exchange having an intrinsic
value there was still
room for the use of silver.
Might it not bepossi*
ble to treat silver in the light of a stock exchange
security selling for what it was worth?
If coined
or stamped by governments
in the form of ingots
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at its exact value in gold, it might be made to
play an important
part in the work of international exchange without danger to any interest.
Count Ruseoni (Italy) contended
that money was
not merchandise,
but a creation
of law; conse,
quently the ratio of fifteen and one-half
was just
as good as the ratio of sixteen or twenty.
Mr.
Burkhardt
Bischoff
(Switzerland)
contended
that
money was merchandise,
and not the creation of
law. All that the state could do was to give a
certificate
of its weight
and fineness.
This it
effccted by means of a stamp.
When that stamp
was affixed, the state had exhausted
its powers,
The double or alternative
standard was unjust in
that it allowed
the debtor always to pay in the
cheaper metal.
Tile greatness
of London
as a
centre of the world's exchanges
was due in large
part to the invariableness
of the English standard,
You could always know what a pound sterling
was; you couhl never know with certainty
what
a franc was under the double standard
r6gime,
when that standard
existed.
Replying
to Mr.
Cernuschi's
observation
on the loss of ninety-six
million mark8 incurred by Germany, he contended
that this was a fallacious assumption.
Instead of
incurring
a lo_, Germany
had really made a
gain.
Shehadsold
her silverat rates considerably
higher than the present
market
price.
If she
wished to repurchase
it she could do so now at a
profit.
The proper way to deal with tim great
stocks of silver in tile banks of the Latin Union
was to melt them down into ingots, and issue _ilver certificates for them, of so many kilogrammes
each, which might pass into the world's commerce
at their value according
to the weight represented
by them.
Mr. Cernuschi
reiterated
thatGermany
had losz ninety-six million marks by her monetary
reform.
This was testified to by the memorandum
of the German government
submitted
to the conferenee.
(This memorandum
showed
a loss of
96,481,136 marks, comparing
the sales with the
original cost of the silver.i--During
the fifth,
sixth, seventh and eighth sessions the theoretical
discussion
was continued
by Mr. Hol'ton, Mr.
Howe and Mr. Evarts on the part of the United
States, by Count vonKucfstein
and Chevalier yon
Niebauer
(Austria-Hungary),
Mr. Cernuschi
and
M. de :Normandie
(France),
Mr. Pierson
and
Mr. Vrolik (The Netherlands),
and Mr. ScismitDoda (Italy), in farm' of bi-metallism;
and by
_Ir. Brock (Norway), Mr. Pirmez (Belgium), Mr.
Forssell (Sweden), and Count San Miguel (Portugal), against it. Sir Louis Mallet, on behalf
of
the govel'nment
of British India, made some iraportant statements.
He said that he was authorized to engage that India would continue to keep
her mint open to tile free coinage of silver for a
certain definite period, provided and upon the condittos that a certain number of the principal states
of the world engage on their part to maintain
within their territories dnriug the same period, the
free coinage of silver, with full legal tender faculty, in the proportion
of fifteen and one-half of
silver to one of gokl.
He would explain how the
124
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depreciation
of silver affected the Indian govern.
ment.
The government
of India
had to pay
£t5,000,000
in gold in London
annually.
This
was the interest on the Indian debt contracled
in
gold, tile interest on railway and(:anal obligalion.-,
also pensions and annuities,
and that portion of
the military expenditure
which relates to pay an(l
commissariat.
Thes.,expenses
were fixed lty c(,))tract, and could not be reduced.
The loss rest)It
ing on these r(,mittances
by reason of the fall (if
silver was £2,000,000
per annum.
The goverl_ment couhl not increase its revenue material)y,
the land revenue in Bengal being fixed in perpetuity, and in other provinces for long period¢.
It.
would
be impossible,
without
serious
political
danger, to propose
new taxes for reasons which
the mass of the people would not be able to unde1_tand.
But this actual loss was not the worst
part of it; it was the absolute uncertainty
which
hung over the future, and which prevented
any
accurate calculation
of the resources of the government.
Then, there was a loss in trade resulting from the uncertainty
of the exchang_
and a
loss of 20 per cent. on the great quantity
of silver
hoarded by the natives.
The great wish of the
financial authorities
of India had been to have a
common monetary system with England.
Silver
being impossible
as a common
standard
on ae.
count of the English system, the choice must be
between bi-metallism
and gold, and although
the
latter was at present
too difficult, it was certain
that if any opportunity
should offer itself India
would seize it and enter into the struggle for the
sole metal left as a solid basis for an international
currency.
_Ir. Moret Y. Prendergast
suggested
that England
might second the undertaking
of
Germany in behalf of silver by keeping one-fourth
of the I)an_ reserves in that metal a.s authorized
by Sir Robert Peel's act.
Mr. Fremantle
replied
that his government
would take into very serious
consideration
the views put forward
by the conference, but lie suggested
that the proposals
be
put in as definite form as possible.
Mr. Forssell
(Sweden) said that it was vain to talk about the
sufferings and groans of this country and of that
country,
of this great bank and of that great
bank, for the want of bi-metallism,
so long as
England
and Germany
refused to be converted.
Notwithstanding
all that had been said about the
growth of bi.metallic
opinion
in Germany,
here
was the imperial government
absolutely inflexible
in its adherence
to the single
gold standard.
There was not one ray of hope in that quarter.
England
was equally
unmoved.
Her Indian intercsts were so far inferior to her general interests
that there was not the smallest prospect of her
entering
into a bi-metaUie
union.
It was said
that £2,000,000
per year are lost in the Indian
exchanges.
That was an ascertained
sum, but
the toss to be sustained
l)y entering into a hi-me.
tallic union was an indefinite
and unascerta_ned
sum.
Was an exact amount of loss ever bartered
for an indefinite amount of risk ? Was the monetaty aupremacy
of a eouatry ever sold for two
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millions
sterling?
Bi-metallism
wouhl
always
fail of adoptit,n
in face of the disproportion
between tllecomparatively
slight ailings coral)lathed
of and the l)erfeetly
enormous
remrdy proposed,
and however
skillfully
those allings might l)c
added Ul), the amount would never be deemed
sut_lcicnt
to justify
the remedy.
Mr. Fors_ell
suggested three additional
topics of discussion
to
beaddedtothequestioz_aire,
viz.: Hastherebccn,
in the last ten years, a fail of general prices which
may be attributed
to the dem,)nctization
of silver
and to a dearth
of gold?
Is there reason to believe that the successive
adoption
of the single
gold standard
_ill lead to a contraction
of tbe
metallic
and pal)or circulation
sufficiently
great
to exhibit itself in a fall of general prices?
Is
there ground
for taking
Icgislalive
measures
to
economize
the use of gold in view of the progressire adoption
of the single gold standard?
Mr.
Moret Y. Prendergast
renewed
his motion that
the conference
adjourn
from the 19th of May to
the 80th of June, in order that delegates
who

could she do in order that bimetallism
should
exist there, not only in name, butin reality?
He
did not a._k an immediate
reply, but requested
that a definite answer be made when the conference should reassemble.--After
an adj,)urnment
of six wecks, the conference held its ninth session,
June 30.--At
the tenth session Mr. Horton
regrctted
that he wa% as yet, unable to present g
response
t() the question
which Mr. Pier._on had
put to the American (telegales at Ihe eighth session,
or rather,
to enter into the practical
discussion
to which the qu[_slion wouhl necessarily give rise.
Mr. Thurman,
reverting
to the declarations
of
Germany
arid British
India,
which lie read at
lenglh,
said tlmt these
l)rOl_O-ilions
required
France aml the United States to kee l) their mints
open to the free c_finage of silver of unlimited
legal tendc_, this being the c(m(lifion upon wbich
Germany
would
agree t,) SU_l)end her sales of
silver for it (lcfinite period of time.
Wlfile the
United Stales would
m)t reject any and every
proposition
which c(,messhort
of perfect bi-metal-

desired to communicate
with their governments
and receivefurther
instruetions
uponpropositions
formulated
in the confcrcnce,
might have the
opportunity
to do so.
Lord Reay (British India)
thought
that the excellent
speeches which
had
been heard would
be valuable
contributions
to
economic science, but when the conference should
reassemble
it would be necessary to take practical
steps to come to an agreement.
The habits of
English
statesmen
tended
to make them give
attention
to facts rather than theories.
If it were
sought to persuade
the United Kingdom
to adopt
bi-metallism,
gentlemen
could not do better than
practice what they preached.
They should begin
by adopting
bi-metallism
at home.
It wouhl
be another
glory for the bi-metallists
to accept
the slight burden of some inconveniences
wlfich,
on their own showing,
would
be only temporary.
France and the United States were strong
enough
financially
to make the experiment
of
bi-metallism.
Great Britain
had not waited for
other nations to join her in adopting
free trade,
If other nations should show their faith in what
they professed
by adopting
bi-metallism,
Great
Britain
would
be the first to render them the
homage which she had always paid to any work
tending
to dr,tw closer the bonds which unite
nations.
:Mr. Seismit-Doda
(Italy) seconded
the
motion for adjournment
to June30.
The motion
was unanimously
adopted.
On motion of the
delegates
of India the conference
requested
the
several governments
to take the opinion
of tim
chief banks of issue in each on " the monetary
question."
Mr. Pierson (The Netherlands)
asked
the delegates
of the United
States what measures that country
would
take, in the event of
the adoption
of bi-metallism,
to require
the
banks to receive silver on the same footing as
gold.
In most:European
countries the obligation
could be imposed on banks of issue of buying
gold and sliver at afixed price.
What analogous
steps could be taken in America?
In short, what

lism, he was bound
to say that a proposition
which
would
expose them to alternate
drains
of gold and silver, according
as the one or the
other should command a premium
in the market,
would not be acceptable.
The United Statesheld
a large stock of gold at the present
time, and
only a small stock of silver.
They would hcsitate to enter into an agreement
the effect of which
might
be to h.ssen the amount
of their gold.
They would cheerfully
become parties to a great
bHnetallic
union, but without such union would
n,)t surrender
their powerover
their own coinage.
tie said this without underrating
the importance
of the German and English
propositions,
which
were entitled
to most respectful
consideration,
but which, ia his judgmenl,
fell far short of what
the exigency
reqmred.
Mr. Schraut
(Germany)
desired
to combat the assertion tbat the sales of
silver by his government
lind been the principal cause, of the depression
of that metal.
The
largest sales had been made in the year 1877,
whcn the average price wasone and three fourths
pence higher than in 1876, and two pence higher
than in 1878, showing that there were other and
more powerful causes at work than the sales of
silver by Germany.
These causes, in his opinion,
were the tucrease of production,
and the increase
of sales of India council drafts on the London
market, wbich, taking the place of silver as remittances to India, lessened the deman_l for silver
by an equal anmunt.
The sale of such bills in
London from 1871 to 1879 had exceeded the sales
of silver by Germany
more than three to one.
)h'. Cernuscbi
contended
that neither
the more
plentiful issue of bills by the Indian government
nor the increased
productiveness
of silver mines
had caused the depreciation
of silver.
If Germany had not adopted
monometallism,
France
would
have continued
to coin the two metals
freely: therefore the depreciation
could not have
taken place.
Germany
was the sole author of
the silver crisis.
Unless she had further declara-
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¢ions to make to the conference,
she had as yet
made no proposition
which the United States and
France could regard as a concession.
Mr. Horton, while agreeing with My. Cernuschi
as to the
mistake
which Germany had made in her roChetary legislati(m, could not look upon her as the
,ole causeof the mischief.
It dated further back.
Et,g]aad began it, and the Paris conference
of
1867, hi which the United States took part, propsgated it. The responsibility
was not only ou
Germany, but on the civilized worht.
Baron yon
Thiehntmn
(Gcrmany)
said that his govermnent
bad nothing to add to the declaration
presented at
the firs(session of theconfcrence.
Mr. Fremantlc
said that at a later session of the conference
he
shonht present a fresh communication
which he
had just received from his government.
-- At the
eleventh
session Mr. Dumas
(France) made an
extended argument in favor of bi-metallism.
But
if bi-mctalhsm
were for any reasons found to be
impracticable,
he would suggest the suppretsiou
of small gold coins, in order to give greater eraployment and steadiness
of value to silver.
}fir.
Schraut concurred
in this suggestion,
and wouht
add to it the supprossion
of bank notes of less
denomination
than twenty francs, and of the one
and two dollar notes in the United States.
Mr.
Brock
(Norway)
said that
all monometallists
would concur in those suggestions,
hut he pointed
out that the proposal of )It'. Dumas differed from
that formulated
by his colleague,
Mr. Cernuschi.
Mr. Cernuschi
said that all such measures
were
only half measures:
they only looked at small
sittcs of the question,
and couhl come to nothing,
The internationality
of silver at fifteen and onehalf was thc point to be arrived at. Without
that, nothingwould
he effccted.
" We must have
all or nothing."
Mr. Pierson
presented a declaration of The Nctherlauds
government
saying
that it would join in a bi-metallic
union consisting of "'ill the great states of Europe and Amer(ca," but could not engage to act thus if the system
were confined toamorerestrictcd
area.
It would,
nevertheless,
give serious attcntiou
to a project,
if proposed
at the conference,
for establishing
bi-metallism
in an area comprising
only several
great states of Europe
and America. --At
the
twelfth
session,
Mr. Seismit-Doda
presented
a
declaration
of the government
of Italy,
saying
that Italy would unite with the other states of
the Latin Union and the United States of America
" in rcsuming
the limited coinage of silver"
for
a fixcd term, provided
Germany
would
agree
during the same term (which should be at least
five years) to suspend her sales of silver and replace h_,r gohl five-mark
pieces
and treasury
notes with silver money, and provided
the British
government
would increase the paying power of
its silver crowns.
Italy could in no case agree to
the free and unlimited
coinage of silver, unless
England
and Germany,
or one of them, should
unreservedly
adhere to it. Mr. Fremantle
pre.
sented a declaration
from his government
transm_tting to the conference a communication
from
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the bank of England.
This communication
wan
in effect an agreement
on the part of the bank
to rcceivc silver and issue its (gohl) notes therefor, to the extcnt of one-fourth
of tim gohl held
by the hank in itsissue department,
as authorized
by its charter,
provided
that the mints of other
countries
would
return
to such rules as would
insure the certainty
of the conversion of gold into
silver aml of silver into gold.
All its nolcs were
payable in gold on demand, "rod it was required
by law to receive
till the gold offered to it in
exch'mge for its notes.
The president
suggested
that it would be wcil at the next session to consider the subject
of ildjournment.
After such
profound
discussions
it was not likely that any
fresh light would be thrown upon the subject or
additional eclat be given to the proceedings.
-- At
tim thirteenth
session (July 8) 3Ir. Evarts,
in behalf of the delegates
of France
and the United
States, and in the name of their respective
govcrnments,
read a declaration
stating, 1, that the
depression
and great fluctuations
of the value of
silver relatively to gold ate injurious to commerce
and to tile general prosperity,
and that tim establishment
of a fixed relation
of value between
them wouhl produce most important
benefits to
the commerce
of tlle world; 2, that a bi-metallic
convention
entered
into between
an important
group of states for the free coinage of both silver
and gold at a fixed ratio and with full legal tender faculty, would cause and maintain a stability
in the relative wtlue of the two metals suitable to
the interests and requirements
of commerce;
8,
that any ratio now or lately in use by any cornmercial
nation, if so adopted,
couhl be maintained, but that the adoption of the ratio of fifteen
and one.half
to one would accomplish
the object
with less disturbance
to existing monetary
systcms than any other ratio; 4, that a convention
which should includc England,
France, Germany
anti the United States, x_ith the concurrence
of
other states which this combination
would assure,
would
be adequate
to produce
and maintain
throughout
the commercial
world
the relation
between
the two metals
that such convention
shouhl adopt.
The presidcnt
said that a cons(derable number of delegates had expressed :t desire
to see the conference
suspend its labors aml adjourn to some hltcr (late.
He suggested
that this
subject should be discussed.
Mr. Forssell (Sweden) objected to this proposal as likely to lead to
no practical result, while it would give a character of permanence
to the conference
which was
not contemplated
or authorized
by the governments represented.
It would
be better.to
acknowledgeatonce
that the projects of bi-metallism
had collapsed,
and to rcaffirm the conclusions
of
the European
delegates at the conference of 1878.
Baron yon Thielmann
(Germany)
asked that the
reasons for adjourning
the conference to a future
date be formulated.
After a recessof twentymin,
utes, the president read an explanatory
resolution
saying that, considering
the speeches and observations of the delegates and the declarations of the
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several governments,
there is ground for believing
that an understanding
may be established
between
the states which have taken pa_t in the conferencc, but that it is expedient
to suspend its meetlags; that the monetary situation may, as to some
states,
call for governmental
action,
and that
there is reason
for giving
an opportunity
for
diplomatic
n(:gotiations;
thcrefore theconfcrence
adjourns
to Wednesday,
April 12, 1882.
The
resolution
of adjournment
was supported
by Mr.
De _orm'mdie,
Mr. Pirmez,
Lord Reay, Count
yon Kuefstein
and Mr. Brock.
Mr. Fnrssell withdrew his objection.
The re_olution
was adopted.
On motion of Baron yon Thielmann,
the
thanks
of the conference
were awarded
to the
president
for the impartiality
with which he had
directed
the proceedings.
The conference
then
separated.
It did not reassemble
at the time

ious; but there is always the right to refuse to
admit a parlementaire,
or person of truce, or to
make his admission
subject to such conditions as
may seem proper;
for example,
that he shall be
introduced
into the lines with his eyes bandaged.
Once admitted, the parlenwntaire
should be protected, not only againc.t all bad treatment,
but
against
all insult.*
The par_eraentaire
is not
obliged spontaneously
to close his eyes and ears
during
the course of his mission, and he has a
perfect right to observe what he is allowed tosee,
sometimes
with design, and to let his side take
advantage of his observations.
But if he should
abuse his character to act as a spy and to concoct
plots, he would expose himself
to be ignominiously expelled;
he might even, in certain cases,
be deprived
of his immunities,
be detained
as a
prisoner, or even be put to death.
The rigor of

fixed in the resolution
of adjournment.
There
has been no public statement
of the reasons why
it was not reconvened.
HORACE WHrYE.

the law can even go to this extremity;
but it is
almost always
not only more humane, but even
more politic, not to have recourse to it, and to
respect the character
of the parltmwntaire,
even
in those who have abused it.
GASTO_ DE BOVROE.

PARLEY.
Two hostile
armies
often
have
need, even in the verymidst
of hostilities,
of holding s(wae correspondence
with each other; for
example, concerning
the burial of the dead or the
exchange
of prisoners,
or to propose a capitulation, to arrange
for a suspension
of arms, etc.
This correspondence
is effected
by means of
persons charged
with the parley.
In antiquity,
at least in Greece and Rome, as well as in the
middle ages, the persons sent to conduct the parley were always heralds, that is to say, men who
held that office, not only for a special mission,
but, in a way, permanently.
Heralds fill a large
place in Homer's poems, and many passages bear
witness to the profound
respect which was paid
them in those remote times.
For example,
T,'dthybius
and Eurybatcs,
sent by Agameml_on
to
demand Briseis from Achilles, stopped overcome
with terror at the door of the hero's tent ; but the
latter saluted them with these words: "Welcome,
sacred heralds, ministers of gods and of men, you
are innocent of the insult which I receive."
For
a long time the custom has been simply to send as
parlementaires,
officers accompanied
by a drummer or a filer, bearing a white flag.-- The inviola,
bility
of the parler_'ntaire
(person
of truce),
which appears to have beeu founded in antiquity
upon the sacred and almost priestly character
of
the herald, rests to day upon international
law.
It is one of the oldest, most elementary
and most
essential regulations
of thislaw.
"_TVomenlegati,"
says Cicero. "eju_modi
esse debet, quod non ,nodo
inter a2eier_um jura,
sed etiam inter hostium tela
involume versetur."
Whoever
attacks this prim
ciple, not only injures his adversary of the ms-

PARLIAIENTs
The Britisl_
is the supreme
legislature
of the United Kingdom, and its history
is, to a large extent, tim history of the growth of
political freedom.
The attempts to trace the origin of this parliament
to the Saxon period fail to
connect the _7#ena-ge_rwte (meeting of wise men)
with the representative
principle,
the hereditary
character,or
the royal summons,
three characteristics of the present British paxliament,
which are
deemed essentials of its constitution.
It is by act
of the crown alone that parliament
can be assembled ; only twice have the lords and commons met
by their own authority--first,
before the restoration of Charles II., and again at the revolution
in
1688.
Parliament
is also prorogued
(adjourned
to a certain day), or dissolved
by royal proelamation only.While the main constitution
of parhament,
as Blaekstone
says, was marked
out
in _a_gna ¢harta, A. D. 1215, when
King John
promised
to summon the nobles, bishops, etc., to
council, its actual first existence is commonly
referred to the year 1265, when the writs of Simon
de Montfort
first summoned
knights, citizens and
burgesses to parliament.
From that time parliamcnt has consisted
continuously
of two houses,
the lords and the commons,
while the Saxon
Wittena-geTnote and later councils consisted of one
chamber
only.
The creation of a house of commous elected by the people (or by Ihe property
element), may be said to have had its birth in that
jealous careof therights of property, soall-pcrvad-
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merit, but, to use Vattel's
expression,
"he
injutes the common
security
and safety of nations; he renders himself guilty of an atrocious
crime against all peoples."
It would not do to
allow any departure
from this sacred rule, even

* The institution of parley is useful to the strong as well
astotheweak;nottorespec_itisnotonlyacrime,
butals°,
for each, a very grave fault against his own intexest. It
sometimes happens m war that a parlem_nta_re is killed;
we
believe
always
mmtake.
The hm_eff
flag has during
not. per-a
haps.
been thin
seen,is or,
if thebyenvoy
presents

in civil war and toward the envoy of a party
which is considered, rightly or wrongly, as rebel]-

_ttle, which is gtmerally a very inopportune moment, he
may be av_dentally wounded.--M. B.
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ing in the British mind.
The early kings had so
ubu_d the power of raising money, and thelords
and bishops were so subservient
to the royal will,
that it became necessary to have the check of an
elective body to assertand
jcalouslymaintain
control over the taxing power.
This control, claimed
and exercised
by the lower house of parliament
for centuries, is so absolute that all bills, whethel
for the raising or the exl)cnditure
of money, must
orizinate " in the commons.
The successive sWps
by whi(-h the imt)ortant
power orcr the public
p,lrsc was transferred
from the king to the commons, is a history of determination
on the one
hand and of stubborn
resistance nix the other, the
English nmnarchs using every wile to secure supplies, which the parliament
stubbornly
refused
except on condition
of redress of grievanc(,,
The steady increase of the power of parliament
during the reigns of the arbitrary
house of Tudor,
culminated
during
the Stuart
dynasty
in that
struggle for supremacy
between Charles I. and his
parliament,
which ended in the complete victory
of the latter, the subversion
of the monarchy,
the abolition of the houm of lords, and the establishmc_lt of the commonwealth.The duration
of a parliament,
outside of the seven years' limitation embodied in the act of 1715, is dependent
upon the policy and measures
of the ministry
commanding
a majority
in the lower
house,
Practically,
tim average life of a parliament
in
the present century has been less than four years;
the shortest one having lasted only four and onehalf months
(in 1807), and the longest a little
over six years.
The "appeal
to the country,"
caused by the resignation
of ministers
who fail
to command a majority,
is made through writs of
election.
The last general elc.ction was in 1880,
returning 338 liberals, 239 conservatives,
and 60
home rulers.
Members
are chosen
by what is
regarded in England as nearly univcrsal suffrage,
There are, however,
but 3,181,701 actual voters
(in 1883) out of the population
of 35,246,633, or
about one in every eleven inhabitants:
while in
France and in the United Statc_, where manhood
suffrage
is really universal,
the proportion
of
voters to the population
is one in every four or
five inhabitants.
The rcfornl act of 1867-8 was
a large extension of the franchi_,
giving it to all
householders
in boroughs
(cities and towns), and
to occupants of lands or houses bringing £12 rent
or upward in counties,
or in the country.
This
leaves the large cla_s r)f agricultural
and other
laborers unreprcsent(,d
Since 1872parliamentary
elections arc by secret ballot.
(See BALLOT.)-The onmipotence
of parliament
is regarded
as
the great feature in British polity.
"The power
and jurisdiction
of parliament, " says Coke, "is so
transcendent
and absolute
that it can not be confined, either for causes or persons,
within any
bounds."
It wields not only the whole legislative
power, but, for nearly two hundred
years past,
the executive
power
as well.
In theory,
the
queen appoints the ministers or heads of administrative departments;
in practice, these heads can
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be no other than the representatives
of the will
of the house of commons
for the time being.
What is called the government
of England
embraces not only the cabinet,
but from forty to
fifty political
heads of departments,
who quit
their places with every change of admini._tration.
These changes, as we have ,_eeu, occurring
every
four years on an average,
are effccted
by the
majority in the house of common% and this in its
turn is del)cndent
upon qualified suffrage.
The
powers
of parliament,
are theoretically
divided
between
three co-ordinate
branches--the
crown,
the peers, and the co,nmons--for
thc sovereign is,
by the constitution,
a part of parliament,
having
to be present in person or by proxy, and every
law requiring the royalas_ent
to its passage.
The
veto power, still lodged in the crown,
has not
been exercised since 1707, or for nearly two cenfuries.
The house of lords, which has in theory
equal law-making
power_ with the commons, can
really do little but register the edicts of thelatter.
Although
there are some measures
of policy,
such as the right of Catholics
and Jews to sit in
parliament,
the extension of the suffrage, and the
reduction
or abolition
of taxes or prescriptive
privilege, upon which the stubborn opposition
of
thc lords has for years stood in the path of reform,
that reform has always sooncr or later been carried.
The political
history
of England
is one
long testimony to the weakness of precedent and
prerogative
when standing
in opposition
to the
power of an enlightened
public
opinion. --It
may appear something
like a paradox to assert
that the powers of the popular
branch
of parliameat are even greater
now than in the days of
Cromwell, when both the throne and the house
of peers were abolished, and all sovereignty
was
swallowed
up in a parliament
of one chamber.
Yet it is apparent
that, with the single exception
of the judi('ial
power, which is still reserved to
the house of lords, the commons
of England,
through theirlegislationand
through their cabinet,
wield a far more comprehensive
authority
than
did the long parliament
umler the lord protector.
The very constitutiou
of the kingdom,
that unwritten yet all-controlling
governmental
power, is
nothing
but the net result of the long series of
parliamentary
assertion_
and statutes, down to
the latest embodiment
of administrative
power
in the cabinet, which is defined by Bagchot as "a
committee of the legislative
body, selected to be
the executive body."--The
organization
of parliament
is attended
with great formality.
The
lord chancellor
announces
to the house of cornruons (previously
summoned
l)y the gentleman
usher of the bbmk rod Io attend in the house of
lords) that as soon as the members of beth houses
shall be sworn, her majesty will declare the causes
of her calling this parliament:
and furlher
requests them to choose their speaker, who must be
presented
in the house of lords the day after, for
the royal approbation.
This being done,
the
speaker
formally
claims, on behalf of the commons, "all their ancient and undoubted
rights
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and privileges."
These being
_aciously
confinned, the commons, with the speaker, withdraw
to their own ch,unber:
then follows the taking of
the oaths, and an addre.-_ in answer to the sp(.eeh
from the throne. -- The queen'sspeech
is delivered
in the house of lords by hereelf in t)erson, or by
the lord chancellor,
reading it in her presence,
or
by commissioners
whom .,.lie appoints (and this is
called opening parliament
by commi.,.sion).
Before this, neither
hou.-e can proceed
with any
business.
The lord high chan(,ellor
presides as
speaker of the house o! ]ortl_.
The presence
of
forty members or upward i_ required
in the curemons to constitute
a quorum (the whole nnmb(,r
of member_ in 18s2 being 652). In the house of
lord% which con¢i.t_ of 516 members,
business
may proceed with only three peers present.
The.
parliament
i,_ obliged to meet at lea-t as often as
once a _'ear.
('u-Tomarily.
the annual se.s.qon_ of

the government
occupy the benches on the same
side of the hou_ ; the peers in opposition
are
ranged on opposite benches.
In the commons no
particular
places tire allotted to members;
but the
front bench on the speaker's
right is (g:cupied by
the members
of the admini._tration,
while the
leading meml)ers
of the Ol*l)osition usu,dly take
tim iront hench on the other side of the speaker's
chair.
The nrls_ of members sit somewhat
promi_euously,
though
approxinmtely
divided
into
supporters
of the govermnent,
oceupying
benches
on the right of the chair, and members of the oppo_ition party on the left.
The meml)ers of parliament
in I)_)th houqes serve without
salaD,.
Members elected t(,the house of commons
serve
as _lleh until |he next _eneral election for a new
parliament.--]t
wa_ formerly
ilh,gal to publish
any of tim pro(.,,,.din_s
or debates in parliament;
an(1 hi,_tory records a h)ng series of exclusions,

parliament
beffin early ill February,
and en(i some
time in Augu-t:
1)u_ lhi_ depend_ upon the pul)lic
busines,_, the ministry, amt the concurrence
nf the
two house% so that parliament
not unfrequently
has a special _ession in Now.tuber,
_r (,l_e (loe,_
not rise until Scptcml)er,
long after the clo_e nf
the London " season."
The otx,nin _ of the daily
session (formerly at 10 o'clock, and later at 12 ._i.)

lnmi_hnwnt¢
for contempt,'md
dicgraceful
ix, mecutions against writtT_ and printer_ who had presuined to mqkc the ])topic a(:quainted
with what
was said and done in p:u'liament.
A.t length,
however, :ill restrictions
w(-re removed,
,lnd the
daily pre_s ('ont'dns pretty full reports
Besides
thi_, effected by private
enterprise,
"lIansard's
l)eb'ltes "are a full rel)ort (though in the third per-

is now fixed "It -t P. 31.--exc('l)t
mornin,_
sittings for private 1)u_iness, or toward the ('lo_e of
a session, in which ('a_e¢ the hou',e re,qunes at
the hour of 6 1' 31.--tht.
sitting_ often
continuing
far ]me lhe night.
Both houses
are
opened
with a fixed ceremony.
At ten minutes
to foul', two gentlemen
in court suits of hlaek,
steel lmckles and swords, accompanied
l_y 't third,
carrying
a huge golden mace upon hi< ,,houldcr,
precede
the speaker,
who i_ dre_-ed
in a fullbottomed
wi,,_ and robe_ t)f hh,.k silk, and who
enters the house followed by a train-lx.arer,
chal)lain and secretary,
to the cry ,)f "' W'ty for Mr.
Speaker!
llats off for Mr. Speaker'"
Then all
persons must be uncovered,
except ¢,nly the mere
bcrs of the h,)usc (,f eonmlou_,
whose peculiar
privilege
it i', to wear their hats, a right usually
exercised
cxc('pt when speaking.
The ch'q)lain
reads prayers;
the stran_cr_'
and rel)orters'
galleries are then opened;
tile members
present are
counted.
If after four o'ek)ck there are no! folly
present, the ]lOU._e i% adjourned
lill the next day.
At half past four pul)lie business begin_ (half an
hour being df.votcd to private business and pet]lions), after which the leading meml)ers of the
government
:ire all foun(1 in their plqees to answer
any questions
put by members
of the house, of
which
one day's notice has been given.
The
house of lords usually meets at 5 r.._t, 1)ut fiequently sits as a court of appeal (hiring tlle day,
when it is open to the public like other judicial

son) ofth • sp,et.he_ made in both ]louses. taken in
short-hand,
and paid tor. though not published,
by the government.
The journals of the house of
lords have been printed officially ever since 1509,
and those of tile (.ommons since 1547, in great
folio volumes, with nunmrous
indexes.--The
restrietions as to whu may be elected members of
the house of commons
have been gradually
removed, and since lST0 any subject over twentyone years of age (even a naturalized
alien)is
eligible to election to parliament,
except clergymen,
contractors,
ju(lge% peers, bankrupts
and officeholders.
In several
instances
members
elect
below the legal age have been permiltcd
to sit.
Curiously
enough, dissenting
c/ergynmn
nlay be
members
of the commons,
while those of the
('hurch of England,
the established
religion, are
excluded,
although
bishops sit in the house of
lords.
The hou,;es of parliament
do not adjourn
on occasion
of the death or funeral
of merebers of the body, nor are there any mortuary
eulogies on such occasions. --Although
members
of parliament
serve without
salary, the expenses
of their election are frequently
very hcavy_
The
honor or reputation
incident
to a seat in parliament, as well as the influence which it enables a
man of talent to wield, counts for much.
It is not
uncommon
in vigorously
contested
elections
to
have from £1,000 to £5,000 expended
in the numerous appliances for political meetings,
printing
and publishing,
lights, brass
bands,
decorated

tribunals.
At other time_ :ulmission to the strangers' gallery is had only through
a peer's order.
In the house of lords the bi._hops always sit together,
and the members
of the administration
occupy a front bench on the right of the wool.
":sack (speaker's
chair).
The peers who vote with

hustings, and other devices to rouse and to keep up
I)opular enthusiasm
Bribery, also, was formerly
a too common channel for expenditure,
but since
the abolition of the rotten boroughs,
the stringent
anti-bribery
laws, and the adoption of the secret
ballot, the control of votes by purchase
has been
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discussions
in congress
and legislatures
upon
points of t_rliamentary
order, or upon the proper
way to proceed with the business ill hand, attest
at once the confusion
of mind of the average
legislator, and the mdcfinitcne._
of the parliamentary law itself.
So far from constitutinga
systematic code, by which difficult or doubtful
qu(_tions can bc settled with precision,
what parliamcntary
law we have is largely made up of rules
subject
to constant
change, and of precedents
liable to be revemcd.
" Wh'_t is the law upon
any subject,'"
said an eminent lecturer
on jurisprudence,
"is hidden in the breasts of our judges,
and cau only be ascertained
by experiment;"
and
the great uncertainty
which attcnd_ the administration of tile rules whi('h are presumed to govern
public bodies might lead une to conclude that what
is parhamentary
law upon any occasion is hidden
in the breast _,f the speaker, or the president, or the
modem(or,
or the chairman,
and has little other
force than his decision.
While such decisions are
at all times sul)ject to the test of an appeal from
the presiding
officer to the as_mblv,
experience
shows that the time wasted in long debate-¢ often
proves a more cos/ly obstruction
to the progTess
of public
business
than any supposed
advantage in establishing
a principle.
It has been

be a recognized
code of procedure, as well as a
firm, skillful
and courteous
presiding
officer to
enforce it. -- The origin of the great body of what
is recognized
a_ parli_imentary
law is directly
tl_aceablc to the u_gcs of tile British parliament
treated in a preceding
article).
From the days
of the anonymous
" Order and Vsage of Keeping of the Parlements
in England,"
by John
Hooker. published at London in 1572, (the earliest
publication
on the subject of which we find record), to the latest edition of Sir Thomas Erskine
May's elaborate "Treatise
on the Law, Privile_s,
Procceding._ and U_ge uf Parliame.nt,"
the English books are the fountains
from which
the
American and in great part the continental
treati_es on the subject are drawn.
It were greatly to
be wished that along with the formal principles
and
precedents
of the science (if so it can be
called) we had also drawn from them one of the
best features in the practice.
Perhaps there is no
clement in the conduct of our legislative
business
more palpably a source of weakness than the fact
that in the parliaments
of America there is no
responsibility
for measures.
In the house of cornmons, as in the legislative assemblies of nearly all
European
nations, the ministry are not only preseat, but are held to a direct responsibility.
The

computed
that almost one-third
of the time of
the annual s_sions of congress, and nearly onethird of the pages of the costly and voluminous
official
record,
are consumc<t
ui)on points
of
order.
In parliamentary
bodies where there is
no restriction
upon debate,
as in the senate,
time enough has frequently
been wasted
in discussion
whether
to take up a certain
me_sure
to have fully debated
the measure itself pro and
co1_., and to have passed or to have rejected
it
besides.
There are growing signs, in and out of
congress,
that the progress of public business will
be more insisted upon than the right of unlimited
utterance,
or " the superstition
of talk," which
is an advertisement
of the individual.
Parliamentary
action is very rarely affected by h)ng
speeches,
or by sharp or finely-drawn
distinctions of what may or may not be clone under
the rules.
The hlssof the precious and unreturning hours which should be given wholly to the
well-considered
h:gislation of a great people, in
frivolous
disputes
over inadmissible
motions and
points of order, leaves so little time that the most
important
public
measures
are imperfectly
discussed, hastily
considered,
and crudely
framed
into law, while, the soul of the intelligent
legislator
is vexed continually,
and the legislature
itself is l,rought into contempt.
Amid the mass
of good and bad precedents,
and of rules heaped
upon rules, iL is not strange
to,find
that the
business
of direct legislation
is hindered
rather
than helped.
What the legislator
requires, but
does not find, is simplicity
instead of intricacy,
and an assured
standard
of appeal instead of a
jumhle of conflicting decisions.
Equally important is it to the ready dispatch
of business in
conventions
and public meetings that there should

party which has been for tlle time being intrusted
with the conduct of the government,
brings in its
measures, supposed to be in consonance
with the
public will, and explains and defends them in debate.
All appropriations
(bills of supply) needed
to carry on the government,
and embracing
the
army, the. navy and the ci_'il service, are thus
brought in and supported
by able men familiar
with all their details, because concerned
in the
administration
of each department.
:Not only so,
but most measures of the session demanded
by
public opinion,
whether connected
with parliamental" reform, education,
public morals, or the
widely diversified
interests
of the United Kingdom at home or abroad, find in the ministry on
the floor of parliament
vigilant
advocates,
courting and not shunning
debate,
answering
objections,
and ready to take the responsibility
of
success, or the result of failure, which will consign them fr,)m their places of power to private
life.
flow wide the difference
in our American
legislatures.
There, no executive officer can beso
much as questioned
respecting the acts, the demands or the service of his department,
exceptin
the furtive obscurity
of a committee room.
The
only responsibility
for public measures which attaches anywhere
resides in one or at most two
committees
of the house,
overwhelmed
with
multifarious
business,
and utterly unable, though
never so competent,
to make themselves
masters
of the infinite detail of the bills they present, and
give attention
at the same time to other public
business, and to the never-ending
wants of their
constituents.
Candid confession comes from one
baffled congress after another that under the existing practice no systematic
law-making
is possible.
Instead of a well-digested,
clcar and easily ad-
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ministered body of laws, the statute-book
is filled
with crtlditics and contradictions
which those who
administer
thenl are unable to reconcile.
It is
,_ome consolation,
doubtless, to reflect, in presence
(,f the 8,000 to 12,000 bills that do not become
]aw_ with which every congre_
is flooded, how
mu(,h greater calamities
we have escaped.
What
is true of congTesS is true in a modified
seuse
of all the state legislatures:
the mass of crude
l,,/isiation which is irresponsibly
gotten through,
pl'_ces before the executive
a perilous
task of
arresting
it by vigorous
use of the veto l)owcr,
or the perhaps still more perilous responsibility
of al)l)roval. --For
the ,sake of greater clearness and facility of reference,
the various subjeers embraced
under
Parliamentary
Law
will
here be treated in alphabetical
order.
Substantial]y the samc course of proceeding
here noted
as prevailing
in congress
is followed
in the legi_larures of the several states.of the Union, with
many variations
as to details, according
to the
rules adopted
by each body.--ABSENCE.
The
presence
of members of the body is taken for
granted in all representative
assemblies, as due to
their constituents.
Tiffs can only be suspended
by leave of absence, or employment
in the service
of *he body.
Absenteeism
embarra._ses business,
and is unjust to other members, as well as to those
represented;
yet it sometime_
goes so far in protracted sessions as to threaten
the loss of a quorum.
In congrea_, the con_titution
itself empowers less than a quorum
to compel attendance
of
absentees;
a rule of the house prohibits absence
except from actual necessity or withleave;
and no
senator can be absent without le_ive first obtained,
The statutes require deduction
of salary pro rata
for absence of a senator or representative,
except
for sickness of himself or family.
In both houses,
when votes by yeas and nays are recorded,
the
names of members absent (or not voting because
paired) arc published
in the journal.
In parliameat leave of absence is usually given in case of
domestic
affliction or urgent
business, but it is
occasionally
refused.
In the French
chambers
absence is not allowed without
leave of the body
except in urgent cases, when the pr_ident
may
grant it. Requests for leave of absence are reported upon l)y a committee
and announced
by
the president.
The salary of deputies
is stopped
when absent without lcave.--ADJOURNM_._T.
A
motion to adjourn takes precedence
of all others,
It may be. made at any time
(except when a
member is speaking, or the house is voting) unless
a motion to adjom-n has just previously been negatived: it is not debatable, nor can It be amended,
The unfinished
business cut off by adjournment
generally has precedence
in the orders of the day;
and this is an express rule of the house and senate. No adjournment
for more than three days
i_ permitted to either house of congress by the
constitution,
unless the other house concurs.
If
the houses disagree as to the time of adjournment,
the president may adjourn
them to such time as
he thinks proper.
In parliament
the motion to
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adjourn
is debatable,
and may be amended as to
time of adjournmcni.
In the commons the speaker
adjourns the house when a quorum is foundwanting, and the fact is noted: but in both houses of
congre._ business may proceed without a quorum
by uaammous
consent, or until the question of a
quorum
is raised by a division.
After this no
motion is in order except for a call of the house,
or to adjourn.
In the French
chambers,
before
each day's adjournment,
the president
consults
the chamber
as to the day and .hour of its next
meeting, as well as the subjects to be considered.
-- AMI_:NDMENT. Anyaltcration
proposed to amotion or to a bill is an amendment.
Amendments
are often proposed to defeat a proposition,
as well
as to promote its object.
Amendments
may be
simply to strike out a portion, or to insert new
matter, or to strike out, a_d insert in place of the
matter stricken
out.
They are to be offered in
the order of sequence,
if the proposition
being
considered
consists of several sections
or paragraphs.
It is not in order to refer back and
amend parts which have been considered,
after a
latter part has been amended.
Every amendment
proposed
is itself capable
of amendment;
but
there can be no amendment
in the third degree,
i.e., of an amendment
to an amendment.
To accomplish such an object the mover should seek to
have the amendment
to the amendment
rejected,
then moving his amendment
as an alternative,
with due notic_ to the body of the intent to be accomplished.
A rule of the house permits a third
amendment
by way of substitute,
to which one
amendment
may be offered.
Amendments
once
agreed to or rejected can not afterward
be altered
or amended.
Motions to amend may be withdrawn
or modified before the previous question is ordered,
but not afterward ; and amendments
withdrawn
may be offered a_.o-ainat a further
stagc of proceeding.
Amendments
in parliament
need not
be of the same subject matter with the proposition before the body.
A member may move to
substitute
a wholly different proposition
for the
one moved,
and such an amendment
is to be
voted upon.
But in committee
of the whole
house this rule does not apply, the house being
authorized
only to consider the subjcct referred
to it. In congress no amendment
is to be admitted on a subject different from that under consideration.
In amendmcnt_
the form of words, and
not their substance, is concerned;
and as anything
may be moved, the opponents
of a motion often
attempt its defeat by rendering
a proposition
absurd or obnoxious, or even reversing its substance,
so that its supporters
join with its opponents
to
defeat it. No amendment
can be in order which
contravenes
the law or the standing
or special
orders of either house, or which is the same with
any proposition
already voted upon during the
same sitting.
An amendment
to strike out is in
this country put directly,
but in parliament
the
speaker puts the question whether the words proposed to be stricken out shall stand as part of the
question.
If an amendment
to leave out is passed,
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it is not in order to move to inert the words left
out in the same place, but they may be moved in
another place.
The same rules apply as to amendments by insertion.
Motions
to amend,
being
properly
considered
previous
to what it is proposed to amend, take precedence,
and the qucstion is first taken on the amendment;
the same
rule applies to an, amendment
of an amendment,
Amendments
moved
liy a member
who has already spoken can not in parliament
be intrcutuced
by a speech.
In congress
the opposite
rule prevails.
In congress
no amendment
to an appropriation
bill is in order which increases cxpenditure or provides
for expenditure
not previously
authorized
by law, or which
changes
existing
law.
To the last an exception
is nmde admitting
amendments
which are germane
to the subject
matter and at the same time retrench expenditure,
In committee
of the whole it is usu_d to limit de-

commons;
and in 1678 this prerogative
was carried
so far as to exclude the lords from all power of
amending
bills of supply.
This exclusive
power
ha,s been jealously
maintained
by the commons
formore
than two ccntur:es.
In congre_ a sire[lar claim for the house of representatives
to originate all appropriation
[)ills has been made, but
not insisted on nor maintained;
though the constitutional privile-'c of the house to originate aIlbills
for raising
revenue
has always
been jealously
adhered
to.
The house committee
on appropriations was first formed in 1865, to relieve tlre com.
mittec of ways and means of part of itstoo onerous
duties.
The senate committee
on appropriations
was organized
in 1867, its functions having been
previously vested in the committee of finance.
In
congress
appropriation
bills alway_ have precedenee, and nmy be reported at any time. They must
bc eousider(_d in committee of the whole house on

bate upon proposed
amendments
to five minutes
for each speaker;
but the majority
may at "tny
moment elo_e all debate upon any paragraph
or
pending amendment;
whereupon
further amendmcnts may be offcr(,d, to be decided without
debate.
Any bill sent by one house to the other is
subject to amendment
in all its parts; when returned,
the usual course is to di_lgrcc
to the
amendments
a._ a whole or in part.
If each house
adheres to its disagreement,
the bill or resolution
is lost; but the differences
are comnn)nly
adjusted
by a committee
of conference,
whose rcport is
usually accepted by both houses.
No bill can lie
amended
after the agreement
of both houses,
Amendments
do not require a second in congress;
in the house of commons every amendment
must
be proposed and sceondcd the s'lme t_s an original
motion.
In the French
chambers
amendments
are offered through the president,
who refers them
to the committee
having
similar
measures
in
charge.
They are printed,
and their authors
have the right
to be heard before the committec. --AFI'EAI,.
The presiding
officer's decisions
upon questions
of order are made subject to an
appeal to the a_sembly.
It is optional with the
chair todceide the point of order himmlf, or to submit it to the b(×ty. In the hou._; of representatives
the speaker must decide.
If any member appeals
from the decision of the chair the question is then
put, " Shall the decision of the chair stand as the
judgment
of thc body ?"
If the decision
is not
sustained,
the chair is overruled
by a majority
of
the members,
and such a vote formsa precedent of
some importance
on similar questions.
A motion
to lay the appcal on the table, if carried, has the
effect to sustain
the decision of tile chair.
This
motion can not be made in committee of the whole,
Questions of order just decided on appeal can not
be renewed.
In parliament
the speaker
of the
lords as well as of the commons refl,rs most questions of order directly
to the judgment
of the
house; the process of an appeal appears not to be

the state of the Union.
By one ruh, of tile house
and senate they must riot embrace expenditures
not previously authorized
by law, nor provisions
changing
existing
law: but such provisions
are
frequently incorporated
by the committees
reporting them.
The yeas and nays must be recorded
on their pas_ge in the house, but not necessarily
in the senate.
After bcing considered
and debated in committee
of the whole, the bill is reported to the house for passage; but a separate vote
is taken upon any clau_s
or amcn(hnents
upon
which any member claims the right to divide the
house.
In the French chambers the budget i_ in
chargcof
a committee of thirty-three
members,
to
whom are referred all matters of public revenue
or expt:nditure.-ARREST.
(See Privi_,qe). _A','_:s A_'I) NoEs.
(See Yea_ and
Ways.)B._LLOT. Voting
by ballot, while it preserves
_'crecy, is out of favor in legislative
bodies, and
the constitutions
of eleven states require all votes
taken in the legi._laturc to bc _qrd voce. In other
states it is ]eft to the ]e#slature
to regmlate itsown
methods of voting.
A rule of the house makes a
majority of the votes given necessary
to an election. When the house votes by ballot the speaker
is required
to vote.
For many years past rio vote
by ballot has occurred in either house of congress,
the speakcr and the president pro tern. of the senate having been elected by ,_vd eoce votes.
The
other officers of each house are chosen by resolution bythe controlling
party, the minority
usually
proposing and voting for their own candidates by
way of substitute.
In parliament
sccret committees are usually chomnby
ballot.
The speaker of
the commons is chosen upon motion and second
by assent or informal
vote, unless the house divides, when the usual count of votes is had. (See
BALLOT, vol. i., p. 197; Vote.)-- BAR.
The bar
of the house implies the railing in the rear of the
outer seats of members.
Formerly
members were
required
to be within this bar in order to vote;
now, a member may vote on a roll-call from any

provided for. --.APPROPRL_TIO.N'S.
In parliament
all bills granting
supplies to carry on the governmerit (money bills) must originate in the house of

• "Refferences given m Italics, are to 8abjects treated in
this artmle; thoee given m small capitals, are to articles in
the Cyclopmdia at large.
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place within the hall.
In counting
the house he
muq be within the railing.
In another sense, the
bar of a legislative
body is the area in front of
the presiding
officer; and offenders
are brought
to the bar to be examined,
trieH, admonished,
reprimanded,
imprisoned
or discharged,
as the ca.,e
m'_y be. The sp(mkcr appears,
followed
I)y the
commons, at the bar of the house of lords on ccremonious occasions.
Members
of the commons
not yet sworn must sit helow the bar.--BiLLs,
A bill is any proposed
act of legislation,
commeneing with the formula,
"Bc it enacted," ete.
Every Monday in the house of repr(.sentative_
the speaker must call the states and territories,
through their members, for bills offered forprintin_ and reference without debate.
In the sen,lie
one day's notice for bringing in a bill is required,
unless reeeived by unanimous
consent.
BilN .ire.
referred at once to the committee
to which by
their _,ubject matters theyl)ropcrly
belong. Every
])ill must be read three times before it_ passage,
the first and second
readings
by title, on introdu(qion; the third reading in full, when put upon
its pass'ige, or by sections,
when debated
and
amended.
No bill can be amended
by incorporatingin it the substance of any other pending bill.
Bil]_ or resolutionu mtff be reported
at any time
from six committees
only: the committee on oleotions, on members'right
to scat_; ways anti moans,
onbills toraise revenue; appropriations,
on general
appropriation
bills; printing, on printing
for con
_-ress; accounts, on hotrsc expenditure%
and enrolled bills, such bills asare enrolled.
Otherbills
from committees must take their chance of being
rel)orted bax.k when the committee
is called in
it_ order.
Bills reported
favorably
t)y committees must go on the proper house calendar
in the
order so reported, and the semite has the same
rule.
The enacting
clause of all bills must be
uniform, thus" "Be it enacted by the Senate aml
l[ou_e of I_7)resentatires
of the United Stales of
America, iu Cong_'e_, assembled."
Formerly every
_'('tion of a bill, no matter how numerous,
began
with the words, "And
be itfupther
enacted";
but this tedious
:rod usele_
verbiage
was dispenned with in 1871, shortly before the statutes
were codified,
and no enacting words are now
used in any section except the first.
It is the
right of every memberto
have a bill read through
at each stage of its progress,
though
it is customarily,
by unanimous
consent, read only by
title, ex(.ept upon its passage, when a full readins is mandatory.
After a bill has been read
three times, the question is, "Shall the bill pass?"
•ffter which it is not amendable,
although
open
to debate, unless the house at once seconds the
demand for the previous
question
on its pus_ge.
When a bill is passed,
the member
in
charge of it moves that the vote last taken be
reconsidered,
and that the motion to reconsider
b(, laid on the table.
If the house votes aye, no
reconsideration
can take place, and the bill goes
at once
to the senate.
In the senate the pussage of bills involves no such formalities.
All
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bills passed by the house must be certified by
the clerk with his signature and the day of their
passage, and conveyed
by him or an assistant to
the senate.
While bills are on their pas_ge
between the two houses, they are on paper; after
being passed by both hou_e_, they must lie enrolled on parchment,
and examined (compared
or
collated) by the joint cnmmittce on enrolled bill,_.
Next, they are signed by the president of the senate and the speaker
of the hour, anti presented
to the president
for his signature.
Bills :igned
by the president
are filed in the department
of
state, where they form the official acts of congress, flora whicl_ the annual "Statutes
at Large"
are printed.
The president
notifies hi,_ approval
with its date to the house in whi(.h the bill
originated,
and this
appears
in the journal.
An 3" bill not r(.turned
by the president
within
ten da3"u becomes a law by force of the con._titution,
unh,ss eongTeSS adjourns
mcanwhiJe,
in
which case it does not become a law.
(For hills
failing to become laws througtx the president's
objections,
see I_to.)
Bill'_ pas._ed in one. house
and rejected in the other mu_t be not)tied to the
former: they can not be renewed
the same ses._ion withmlt
ten days' notice, and leave of twothirds.
A weekly statcrnt.nt of bills on the speaker's table, _ith
dales and proceedings
thereon,
must tie printed by the clerk.
Of each bill offered 750 copies are printed,
and many more
are frequently
ordered
Bills whit'h are undisposed of in either house can ])e resulncd and acted
on at the next session of the same conFress; but
till bills (lit; with the congre_,
unless they have
gone through
both hou.-e_ and been approved
t)3- the president.
Private bills are defined to bethose for the benefit of individuals,
coral)antes ,
etc.
Friday
in eat.h w(.ek is by rule of the
house set apart for their consideration;
and when
reported from committees they are considered
in
committee of the whole.
In parliament
there is a
radical diqtinction between l)ublie and private bills,
which does not prevail in congress.
By the standing orders all l)rivate bills, whethcr for the interest
of individuals,
corporations
or localities, must be
brought in by petition, and taken charge of by a,
parliamentary
agent.
(See LEGISLATION, re1. it.,
p. 756.) In the house of lords any peer may offer
a public
bill without
notice;
in the commons
notice mu_t be given and leave of the house obtamed.
Bills relating to religion, trqde or m(mey
grants can not be brought
in until they have first
been considered
in committee of the whole llouse.
Bills passed by both houses receive the royal assent by commission
under the great seal.
Sometimes the queen assents in person to bills in the
house of lords.
In the French
chambers
bills
are proposed by the mitfistry or by deputies, and'
are printed and referred
to proper
committees.
Members
proposing
them may be heard before
committees.
Reports upon bills are printed, after
whmh the chamber fixes the time for debate.
_'o
bill can become a law without two deliberationa
upon it with an interval
of at leas_t five days,
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except financial bills, bills of local interest, an(l
bills declared urgent. -- BRIBERY. Any attempt
to bribe a member is a breach of the privileges
of the hou_
Several cases of lobbyists and
others charged with bribery appear in the jourrials (Sec Lonnv. col. it., p. 781.) Bribery in
the election oi members of (.on_css is an offense
which has been made the subject of repeated investigalions by committees of both ho_L_q. In
parliament
man 5" controverted
clcctic)ns have
turned upon real or alleged bribcry; but such
practices have ceased to be subjects of investiga(ion in parhament since the corrupt practices act
of 1868. confiding the trial of controverted elec(ions to the court of common pleas. On proof
of bribery by the agents of sitting members (even
without the knowledge of the latter)their seats
have been vacated; while an act of parliament
disqualifies for seven years any candidate guilty
of bribery, and disfranchises him as a voter for
thc same period.-- Bcsr_-Ees. In the lower house
of congres.,s there are four calendars of business:
1, a calendar of the whole house on the state of the
Union, on which are placed all revenue and appropriation bills, 2, a house calendar, embracing
all public bills not revenue or appropriation bills;
3. acalendar of the committee of the whole house,
for all private bills; 4,/t calendar of business on
the speaker's table. Questions of the priority
,of business are decided by a majority without
debate. The first business, after prayer by the
chaplain, is the reading of the journal of the last
day's sitting, then a call of states and territories
(if on blonday) for bills and resolutions; and then
a morning hour for reports from committees,
called in order After the morning hour devoted
_o reports, the unfinished business of the preceding session is in order; after unfinished business a
motion to proceed to business on the speaker's
table is in order, though seldom arrived at. Aftcr
this, it is in order to go into committee of the
whole house upon revenue or appropriation bills,
_Next in order is business on the house calendar,
As it is always in order (after the morning hour)
to go into committee for considering revenue or
appropriation bills, there is small chance forother
measures during most of the session, and thence
comes an almost perpetual contest over the order
of business. It requires a majority of two-thirds
to suspend the rules apportioning the order in
which business must be considered; and this majorityis seldom obtained, because the rule forbids
the speaker to entertain any motion to suspcnd
the rules except on the first and third Mondays of
each month, and (luring the last six days of a
session. Special orders, however, are sometimes
made in advance for given days, which take pre¢edenceof all except unfinished business and revcnue and appropriation bills. The senate has a
morning hour for presentation of messages from
the president, the house, and other communica(ions, petitions and memorials, reports of committees, and the introduction of bills and resolutions,
During this hour no other business is in order ex-
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cept by unanimous consent. At its close unfinished business of the preceding session is first in
order; second, any special order for the day; and
third, tile calendar in its order. This calendar
must contain every bill and resolution reported
from committees or on leave, and house bills and
resohltions unrcferr(.d to committees.
In parliament the public business is apportioned by reserving cc_dn days for considering the orders of the
day, and other days for original motions.
The
members are so numerous that the priority of
those desiring to give notices on the same day is
determined by t_llot, the speaker drawing their
names from a box; they are called out, when they
rise and make their motions without debate. The
right is reserved to place government orders (i. e.,
the measures of the ministry)at the head of the
list on every order day except Wednesday.
Friday's order of the day must be either bills of supply or ways and means.
Wednesdays are set
t apart for bills promoted by members not connected with the government, except when the
public busine_ is pressing. Special orders are
frequently made in advance, as in congress. The
French chamber of deputies fixes the order of
business for its next session before adjourning
for the day; the order of the day thus fixed is
posted in the hall, and published in the official
journal.
On the demand of any member the
order of the day must have priority. -- BY-LAws.
In non-parliamentary bodies (as in societies or coluntary associations of any kind), the by-laws constitute the standing rules of the society. They
usually follow the constitution, and are of great
importance to the orderly transaction of busine_
in its meetings.
They should provide a rule
for the suspension of them at the will of twothirds or some other quota of the members. -CALE_D,_R. (See Ilusiness.)C,_Lb. Calling the
roll is required at the first meeting of each session
of congrc_.
This proceeds by states in their alphabetical order, and shows by the record in the
journal who are present. The ordinary roll-call
is in alphabetical order of members' names, an(1
is required on every vote that is taken by yeas
and nays, the clerk calling out the name, and
members answering z_/cd voc.e. This call, with
the delays arising from indistinctness, absences,
changes and reading of the names on both sides,
occupies some forty minutes in the United States
house of representatives.
Various schemes for
abridging the enormous waste of time by the
roll-call (which sometimes occupies half the
hours of a sitting) have been devised: e. g..
an annunciator with electric wires, the member
touching a button at his desk, and the vote being recorded yea or nay instantaneously for the
whole house. The house, however, has never
countenanced any substitute for vivd v,oce vdting.
The call of committees and of members from
states for bills and resolutions is treated of under
Bu_'neas. -- CALL OF Tm_ EIous_. When no
quorum is present, a call of the house is in order,
which proceeds thus: the names of the mere-
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hers are called t\v the clerk, and the absentees
noted: the doors are then closed, and the majority present orders absentees sent for and arrested
wherever found,
by officers appointed
by the
sergeant-at-arms;
when absent members
are produced, the speaker calls for their excuses at the
bar, and the house determines
upon what conditmn they shall be discharg_ed from arrest.
Scenes
of great disorder and merriment
sometimes occur
during a call of the house.
No motion is in order
during the call except to adjourn, or that all further
proceedings in the call be dispensed with: the last
motion is usually made upon the appearance
of a
quorum.
In the senate a call of senators mustbe
made when the question
of a quorum is raised,
If no quorum is present, the majority
may dircct the sergeant-at-arms
to request or to compel the attendance
of absent
senators;
pending
which, no debate and no motion except to adjoum is in order until a quorum appears. -- CE_-St'RE. Members of a legislative
body are liable
to censure for transgressing
the rules in speaking
or otherwise.
A vote to censure a member requires the speaker of the house to pronounce that
such a member (calling
him by name) has incurred the censure of the house.
Votes of censure
have not been infrequent,
mainly for unseemly
conduct or transgression
of the rules of debatd;
and instances are not wanting where the speaker
has been required to pronounce the eensure of the
house upon members
who have been guilty of
grave dcrehctions
in their capacity of representstires.
In parliament
the speaker of the commons
hts been sometimes directed to reprimand
or admonish persons at the bar who have offended
a_ainst the dignity of the llouse.
In the French
chamber of deputies members are subject to censure of the chamber, who have refused to heed a
call to order, or have been guilty of tumultuous
conduct, or of menacing or insulting any of their
fellow-members.
Censure, coupled with exclusion
from the hall for fifteen days, is pronounced
against any deputy who has been guilty of any
violence, or has reMsted a simple censure, or has
menaced
any member
of the government
or
the president
of the republic.
Both censures
carry with them temporary
forfeiture
of the
salary.
In case of resistance
by any deputy,
or of tumult in the chamber,
the president
at
once adjourns
the session, and the public prose(.utor i,q informed
that an offense has been committed in the palace of the chamber
of deputies. --CItAIRI_AN.
The chair is usually filled by
the speaker
in the hou_ and by the vice-president in the senate.
The speaker has the right to
('all any member to preside
if he desires to leave
the chair, and this member is addressed
as "Mr.
Chairman "; but such substitution
is limited to
the day when made; except that in case of his
illness he may appoint a chairman,
with the approval of the house, for not more than ten days.
In the absence of the speaker without
making
such an appointment,
the hou_
elects a speaker
pro tempore, who i_ addretzed as "Mr. Speaker."
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When the house goes into committee of the whole
the speaker never presides, hut designates
amembet, who is addressed as "3Ir. Chairman."
When
the committee of tile whole rises, which is done
by motion, the speaker
re-_umes the ('hair, and
tile chairman
formally reports to him what progress has been made upon the business in hand.
In the senate the chairman, who is clected to take
the place of the vice-president
as presiding officer,
is known as the president
pro tempo_'e. Either
officer may call any senator to occupy the chair,
but only for the day or a less timc at his pleasure.
This substitute
is still addressed
as " Mr. Prcsident."
The chairman
of a committee is the firstnamed mcmber thereon, by a rule of both houses.
In his absence the next-named
member
acts as
chairman.
The great amount and importance
of
business
prepared
for legislative
action
by the
committees
renders
the chairmanship
an influential and much desired
position. -- CHIL'rSRI_
HUNDREDS. (See PARLIAMENT, TIlE BRIrlSn.)-CLERK. At the beginning
of each congress the
house is called to order by the clerk of the last
hour,
who continues
in office until his successor
is chosen.
He then calls the roll of members,
and decides all questions
of order until the election of a speaker, subject to app_l
to the house
by any member.
His suece_or
is elected immediately after the choice of a speaker, by rivd voe¢
vote.
The clerk must note all qlmstions of order
and decisions
thereon;
keep the journal
of the
house and print it, with an index; certify to the
passage of all bills and resolutions;
attest, by signature and seal of the house, writs, warrants
and
subpeenas;
make all contrsc.ts
regarding supplies
or labor for the house ; disbur_
and account
for the contingent
fund : appoint
anti pay the
assistants
in his office, keep the stationery
accounts; and have charge of certain cl_sses of doeuments for distribution.
He has the custody of
all bills, petitions
and other papers pertaining
to
business before all committees
of the house at the
close of each congress, to be preserved in the files
of his office.
He must make a roll of repre_ntatires elect before thc first meeting
of each congreta, placing on it only those whose credentials
show them reg'ularly elected.
All messages from
the house to the scnatc are conveyed by the clerk
or one of his assistants.-CLOrt:RE.
This term.
recently
adopted
from the French,
denotes
the
closing of debate, answering
closely to the pmvious question,
as it prevails in American
assemblies.
In parliament
the previous
question does
not have the effect to suppress
all further discussion of the main que_ion.
The want of any
standing
order enahling
the majority
of the
house to close debate
and secure the prompt
passage of the ministerial
measures,
led to the
protracted
parliamentary
contest of 1881-2, and
the adoption of new rules for procedure
in the
house of commons.
As introduced
by Mr. Gladstone, Feb. 20, 1882, the procedure
resolutions
required tile closing of debate by a bare majority approving
the putting of the question by the
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_speaker; but the question
under discussion
was
not to be decided in the affirmative
unless supported by 200 members
or opposed by less than
40
This radical measure was the fruit of the
obstxaictivc
tactics
adopted
by the Irish merebers in the long sea, ion, Jan. 6 to Aug. 7, 1881.
Taking
advantage
of tile rules of the house, designed to promote freedom of debate, about forty
Inembers successfully
thwarted
the majority,
and
for many Inonths prew, ntod legislation giving the
government
power to enforce the laws in Ireland.
Several all-night sea, ions of the house, and one
continuous
sitting of forty-one and one-half hours,
with scenes of great disorder,
were the fruits
of these obstructive
tactics on tile part of the
]lome rule members.
_4 series of motions
to
,adjourn the debate,
to adjourn
the house, etc.,
were continually
renewed in the endeavor to weary
out the majority
and delay the obnoxious
Irish
hill by adjournment
of the house; but the majority,
backed by the conservative
party, who made tommen cause with the ministerialists,
kept the house
together
by relays, and the debate went on day
and night. At len_hthe
speaker to'ok the decisive
measure of arresting debate by putting the motion
for leave to bring in the bill to suppress disorders
in Ireland.
This was carried, the Irish members
leaving the house in a body.
The bill reaching a
second
reading, the obstructions
were renewed,
and Mr Parnell and other members were "named"
by the speaker
for disregarding
the authority of
the chair.
Resistance
to the progress of business
continuing,
a motion for the expulsion
for the day
of thirty-one of the home rule party was carried;
and, after four nights' debate, the first "urgency"
rasolution
of Mr. Gladstone. was carried, 359 to
56.
This seeuredparliame.ntary
progress, and the
Irish bill was passed through both houses within
a week, and received the royal assent 3larch
'2,
1881.
At the next session of parliament
(188 °)
the adoption of the clgture as a permanent
standing order was carried after months of struggle and
debate.
An amendment
that in no case should
the clgtTzre be enforced unless with the support of
two-thirds
of those present, was lost.
The proeedure
resolutions
were finally passed Dec. 1,
1882, and are to the following
effect : 1, provides
that the speaker or chairman
may stop the debate
at his discretion,
if supported
by more than 200
members;
or if opposed by la_s than 40, and supported by more than 100; 2, provides that motions
for adjournment
for the discussion
of a definite
nmtter of urgent public importance,
shall be en.
tertained
if forty members support
it by rising
up; 3, provides
for limiting
such debate to the
subject
in hand; 4, provides
for the taking of
divisions;
5, 6 and 7, are technical
rules for the
speaker's
or chairman's
guidance;
8, makes it a
standing
order that no opposed motion shall be
taken after half-past twelve at night; 9, regulates
the suspension
of offending
members;
10, gives
tile speaker
or chairman
the power to check
attempts to secure delay by abuse of the rules; 11
and 12, are minor provisions;
and 13 makes the
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first seven and last three resolutions into standing
orders.
In the French chamber of deputies,
by
Art. 108 of tile R2qleme_t, the president is to take
the sense of the chamber before pronouncing
the
closing of debate.
If the cgt¢_re is opposed, only
asingle speech against it is allowed.
Theel6ture
being once pronounced,
no further debate is in
order, with the single exception
of remarks upon
the state of the question. _ COMMITTEES.
A cornmittee
is an officially
constituted
organ
of a
deliberative
body to facilitate
its business
by
examining
questions,
canvassing
their merits by
diseus.sion, testimony,
etc., digesting
resolutions,
or preparing bills for action, and reporting
their
conclusions
to the body of which they are membets.
Ilt societies, conventions
anti deliberative
a._._emblies, it is tile almost invariable practice that
the presiding officer appoints all committees.
The
mover of any special committee
is usually
by
courtesy
appointed
its chairman,
although
the
selection both of committees
and of chairmen
is
always within the power of the ask_embly.
Cornmittees are most important
organs of a body to
forward
its business by intelligent
and orderly
procedure.
In the house of representatives
the
speaker
has tile sole power of appointing
cornmittees.
There are three kinds of committees
in
cong'ress, viz., standing, select and joint, besides
committees
of conference,
which are appointed
for the occasion, to reconcile differences
between
the houses
upon matters
of legislation.
The
standing committees of the house are forty-seven
in number, appointed
at the commencement
of
each congress.
Three of these are joint committees, the _nate having a similar coInmittee to act
with them.
They consistof
from fifteen members
each down to three, the greater
number
having
eleven members.
Select committees,
ordered
by
the house from time to time to consider
speci.'d
subjects, consist of various numbers
and do not
hold over the session, unless specially authorized,
while the standing committees
are for the whoh'
congress.
In 180:2 the hou_ had only five stantl
ing committees
of seven members each.
The catl
of committees
for reports is daily, except on th¢,
first and third Mondays
of each month.
All
reports of committees
must be in writing.
They
can sit during sessions of the house only by special
leave.
Committee
rooms are provided
in the
capitol for their sessions, which are private unless
they ehoo_
to admit
spectators.
Jefferson's
Manual hnlds that the proceedings
of a committee
are not to be published,
as they are of no force
until confirmed
by the house;
but in modern
days the enterprise
of the pre_qs is adequate
to
spread before the public all that is of interest in
the proceedings
of every congressional
committee.
A committee
is sometimes given the special power
to send for persons
and papers;
also to hold
sessions in any part of the country where investigation is desired.
A majority of the committee
constitutes
a quorum
for business.
Each ecrumittee has a clerk, appointed
by the chairman
with the committee's
approval, and a e_lendar of
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business. Any chairman of a committee, has power
by statuteto
administer
oaths to witnesses.
It is
common to parcel out committee work involving
examination
among lhe individual
members, or to
refer various topics to sub-committees
for report,
Some committees meet daily, othcrs weekly, others
casually upon call of the chairman,
according
to
the amount or importance
of the business referred
to them.
The right of a committee to report at
any time carries with it tim right to consider the
matter when reported ; but all measures
involving the raising
or expending
of money must
be first considered
in committee
of the whole,
The o,l]y exceptions
to this rule are the committees on elections, printing,
and accounts.
A
commitWe
report may be made
by the chairman or any one of its members;
and tie has the
right beth to opcn and close debate on the report,
Minority reportsin writing arc usually printed,rod
considered
with the majority
report.
Questions
of jurisdiction
over certain lmsiness often arise
between various committees,
and arc decided by
the speaker or the house : the principle governing
is, that the principal
subject of the bill shouhl
control its reference.
In the senate the standing
committees
(thirty-four
in number) are appointed
by ballot unless otherwise
ordered.
For many
years past the ballot has been dispensed with, and
_he committees
are elected each session (not for
the whole congrea% ms in the house) on motion,
the members being named in a body by tim party in the majority, which has previously
agreed
to them in caucus.
Special committees
are frequemly apl_inted
by the president
of the senate,
who also appoints
committees
of conference,
Reports from committees
are to be called for during the morning hour next after tile communieations 1o tile senate and the offering of petitions aml
memorials.
In parliament
there i_e no standing
committees
except on accounts, standing
orders,
selection, and railway and canal bills, and these
must bc reappointed
every session.
Select cornmittecs are appointed
in the lords by ballot or
on motion.
In the commons
select committees
(usu.dly of fifteen members)
are appointed
_-/r.d
roc_ on motion of any member naming them, although the house sometimes elects committees
by
ballot.
The house orders in each ease what numher shall be a quorum of the committee,
usually
five members in the commons
and three in the
lords.
The object of select committees
is usually
to take evidence, and power ih given them to send
for persons and papers.
The presence
of strangers is usually
permitted
in house committees,
rarely in those o? the lords.
Their exclusion may
be ordered at any time, and is enforced while the
committee
are deliberating.
Secret
committees
are sometimes appointed,
whose inquiries arc condueted with closed doors, even members of the
house being excluded.
All evidence is taken in
shorthand, and printed.
Reports and resolutions
reported by committees,
by a standing
order are
laid upon the table.
By a new usage, first in
operation in 1883, "grand
com. roittees" have been
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created, selected for tile purpose of giving measures mature
consideration
before they are presented to parliament
for debate.
This object has
thus far been well answered,
and tile working
power of the parliament increased.
In the French
chamber of deputies the most important
committee is that on the budget.
This consistsof
thirtythree members, and is charged with all legislation
relatingto
receipts andcxpenditures.
The chainher may refer to any committee any other propositions for legislation.
:No member can belong
to more than two committees.
One day in each
week is cusiomarily
set apart
for committee
work.CO'*,IMITTEE
OF THE _VIIOLE.
i
conlnfittee of tlw wlmh, is constituted
of all the individual m(,mbers of the hod),, and must be formed
by an act of the house itself.
In the senate there
is no formal resolving
into committee
of the,
whole of the body, but simply a resolution
that I
the business then pending shall be considered
"as
in committee of thc whole."
This is styled by Mr.
Jefferson
a quad committee.
The house having
resolved to go into committee
of the wlmle, the
speaker
must leave the chair, after appointing
a chairman
to preside.
Business is taken up in
the order of tlle calendar,
appropriation
and revenue bills having
precedence.
The committ_
must rise and the speaker resume the chair if a
message to the house comes in, or a bill is objected to, or any other busineas occasion arises
requiring
the immediate
attenlion
of ttle house;
after which the house goes again into comnfittee. The ruh_ provide that all matters relating
to taxes or appropriations
of money shall first
be considered
in a committee
of the whole.
The five-minute
rule prevails in committce
of
the whole;
i. e., any member
is allowed
five
minutes to explain any amendment
he may offer;
after which one member is allowed to speak five
minutes
in opposing
it, and there must be no
further debate thereon.
Thisis practically extended. however, by permitting
an amendment
to an
amendment,
so that many five-minute
speeches
may be made byp_v formd motions to amend by
striking
out the last word,
etc. When
debate
runs too long, ill the view of those having charge
of the measure, tile motion is often made that the
committee rise; when the house is asked to close
all debate upon tile pending section; if carried,
this ClltS Off all debate, but does not preclude further amendment.
The previous question can not
be put in committee,
nor motions to reconsider,
nor can the yeas and nays be taken, nor can
motions, amendments
or appeals be laid on the
table.
The members vote by three methods :
1, w'vd voce by the sound, aye or no ; '2, by
rising, and standing
till they are counted
on
each side;
8, by passing
between
the tellers.
When the matter
under consideration
in cornmittee
is finished,
the committee
rise, and the
chairman
reports to the speaker, "Thecommittee
of the whole house on the state of the Union haying had under consideration
(such a subject) have
directed me to report the same with (or without)
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amendments."
In parliament
the chair is taken
in committee of the whole by the chairman of the
committee
of ways and means in the commons,
and by the chairman
of committees
appointed
each session in the lords.
The ordinary function
of committees
of the whole house is deliberation,
Every public bill and all matters concerning
religrion, trade, revenue or the grant of public money
must
first be considered
in committee
of the
wilole.
Members
may speak more than once in
committee,
but not in the hour. -- CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION. This is a resolution
adopted
by
both houses, chiefly on the subject of adjournment of the session.
Unlike a joint resolution,
it
does not require the signature
of the president
-CONFERENCE. TO adjust differences
in the form
or substance of a measure whictl has passed both
houses, though in a different shape, committees
of
conference
arc appointed
by the presiding officer,
They consist usually of three members from each
house, two of whom are of the majority
party, or
favorable
to the measure.
In all eases of disagreemerit, or when either house refuses to concur with
amendments
to any measure made by the other, a
conference
is moved.
Reports of committees
of

assembly that such a thing should be done?
If
no member dissents, he announces,
"The chair
hears no objection,"
and the thing is ordered
without putting the question in any other form.
If a single member
objects, the chairman
must
put the question
in the usual way by a motion
and second.
The introduction
of any bill or resolution out of the regular
order requires unani.
mousconscnt.
It is customary
for members to ask
unanimous
consent to withdraw
papers from the
files, to be excused from the house or from voting,
to print remarks not actually
delivered,
to have
a bill or motion taken up for present consideration, to have their time extended
when speaking, etc.
If no objection
is made, the chair announces that the request
is granted. -- CoNSlDERATION.
TO raise tim question of consideration
is to endeavor to defeat a measure by bringing the
house to vote whether they will consider it. It is
too late to raise the question
of consideration
on
any question after its di_seussion is actually begun.
-- CoNs'rrrb"rtoN.
In most societies
or permanent voluntary
organizations
it is customary
to
adopt a constitution
and by-taws
for the government of the body.
The constitution
commonly

conference
must be signed by a majority of the
committee
of both houses, and are always in order.
They must contain an explmit statement as
to what effect the committee's
report will have on
the measure.
If the conferees
fail to agree (as
often happens)
they report to their respective
houses, and a new committee
(or the same) i_
again appointed.
Threeor
four conferences, with
as many committees,
are sometimes
required.
The usual form of moving a conference
is that
the house (or senate) insist on its disagreement
and ask for a conference:
the alternative
motion
is, that the house recede from its amendments,
or
from its disag'reement,
and agree to the amend,
ments of the other body.
The senate has a rule
that the question of consideration
of conference
reports shall be taken at once without debate.
In
parliament
conference
committees
are more form
al, and may be demanded
by either hou_
concerning the privileges
of parliament,
the course
of proceeding
and the bills or amendments
pas_d
by the other house.
Each house appoints
mmmgers to represent
it at the conference,
and both
houses are thus brought
into direct
intercourse
with each other by deputations
of their own merehers.
Business is suspended
in both houses of
parliament
during
the sitting of conference committees.
In the French
corps legidatif,
when
the senate disagrees
with the chamber
of deputies, a committee
of conference
may be moved
to agree upon a new form of law.
If the conference report is rejected
by the deputies,
it is
not in order to bring in a similar bill until two
months have expired, except upon the initiative
of the government.
_ CO_SENT. In the ordinary course of business at pt_blic meetings, and
in some parliamentary
bodies, tmsiness may be
done by unanimous
consent.
The presiding oflL
cer puts the question:
Is it the pleasure of the

sets forth the name and object of. the organization, the qualifications
and mode of electing merebers and officers, and the regulations
for meetings.
It also contains provision
for its amendment through
a vote of two-thirds or some other
majority,
after specified previous notice at a regular meeting.CO_TEm'T.
(See Pr/_//ege.)CONTESTED SEAT.
(See
E/(o_t/c:w_.)--CoNv'EN
T_ON, JOINT.
A joint convention
of the two
houses is held only upon oecasion of counting the
electoral vote for president and vice-president.
Formerly
this assembly was regulated
by a joint
rule of the two houses, providing
that the president of the senate should be their presiding
ofricer, and prescribing
details for counting
the
vote.
This rule, however, was abolished in 1876,
and there is now no rule upon the subject.DAY, LE6mLATIVE.
For the purposes of legislation the congressional
day begins at 12o'clock
_.,
or at such earlier hour as either house shall have
adjourned
to.
It does not terminate until an adjournment
is had ; a rece_
merely to the next
daydoes not end the legislative daythen running.
An adjournment
does not necessarily
take place
at the beginning of Sunday;
a majority may continue in session after that hour (as has frequently
happened),
but the journal
bears the date of the
day preceding (Saturday).
-- DEADLOCK. This is
a common
phrase, which designates
a stoppage
of business in one house through
obstructions
by
the minority;
or, a deadlock
in legislation
may
occur between
the two houses, through
party
differences,
when the majority
in one is of different politics from that controlling
the other,
The latter are usually compromised
by each house
yieldingsomething;
the former sometimes lasts for
days and nights, the party seeking to prevent the
enactment
of an obnoxious
measure e_g
every parliamentary
expedient
by calls of the
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house, motions to adjourn,
calling tile yeas and
the speaker recognizes tile mcmberwborisesfirst.
nays, etc., on their motions, to defeat or weary out
.Ks several members may frequently
rise at once,
the majority.I)EnATE.
Ill all asscmhlies
for
the one that is first in his cye is called upon.
the transaction of business it in essential that there
Competition
for tile floor sometimes
leads tu a
should be rules to regulate and linfit discussion,
motion tlrtt another
than the member c.tlled by
There 'ire some rules which may be regar(h,d
an the spe._krr be first beard.
It has been sometimes
univers_d; as, 1, .No debate in in order mfless a chargc,d that there was a " speaker's
list," by
motion of some kind is before the assembly.
2, . which his rrcognition
of members
was governed,
Al_yonc risingtodebate
must address the presiding
but this has m,ver been admitted.
The rule of
officer, not the as_mbly;
3, By courtesy, tlle mover
one speech only from any member on the same
of any proposition
is first entitled to the floor; 4,
question is stri(,tly observed,
iNo member can be
Debate must be confined to the question
before
called by imme in either house; in the ]or(Is a merethe a._sembly.
In the house of representatives
a ber is referred to by llis rank, as " the noble
memt)er rising must addre_
"' Mr. Speaker";
the
earl "'; in the commons, by the p/ace hc represents,
speaker namesthe
member who is first to speak (as as " the honorable
gentleman,
the member
for
"the gentleman
from Maine," etc. ). When _v.
York."
In the French chambers members speak
eral rise at once the member who first catches the
from the tribune,
and must first have obtained
speaker's eye is to be. called upon.
A member re- leave by addressing
the president.
A list of the
porting a measure
from a committee opens and
de.puties who dcsire to speakat any sessionis kept,
closes the debate;
no member can speak more
in the order of their demand,
In the discussions
than one hour without express leave of the hour,
members speak alternately
for and against a measor more than once to the same question unless he tire under consideration;
a rule which does not prebe the mover of the matter pending, when he may
vail either in England or America.
The ministers
speak in reply after all others choosing
to do so are to have tile floor whenever
they claim it, even
have spoken.
:No debate is allowed after the pre.
if it interrupts
the order of the regular list, but one
vious question is ordered, except one speech from
of the opposition
may always follow the speech
the member closing debate:
it is common,
how.
of a minister,
Disorder
or clamor during a disever, for the member having an hour to close to
eussion is prohibited ; if the chamber
1)cremes
yi(;ld a given amount of his time to several merenoisy, and the president can not restore order, he
bets. In both houses no debate is allowed
on
puts on his hat, if the disorder continues he anmotions for adjournment
or recess, or to lay
nounces the session closed for an hour, at the end
any busine_
upon the table, or to consider conof which time the sitting is resumed;
if the tuferenee reports, to excuse from voting, or on ques.
mult breaks out again the president must adjourn
lions of order arising after a motion for the prethe chamber to the next day.-- DELEGATES.
(S(_
vious question,
or upon
reference
or priority
Ter_tor/e.*.)-DIvlsm_'.
To call for a division is
of busine_.
No member
may call another
by
totcst the semseof tile as._embly on the proposition
name in debate, or notice ttle views of the other
before it. In the house a division is had by the
hou_.;
both of the.qe rules, however,
are fremembers on each side of the question
rising in
quently violated.
In the senate debate is without
their seats and being counted by the speaker, who
linfit, unless a special oroer is made to curtail the
announces the vote.
If dissatisfied with the result,
length of speeches.
No senator can interrupt
any memoer may call for tellers, or the yeas and
another without his consent, or speak more than
nays may be called for.
The division of a questwice on the ,same question the _me day without
ties, if demanded
by any nwmbcr, must be made
leave of the senate.
Both houses havea rule that
1)efore voting, if it include two or more distinct
any member transgressing
in debate the rules of
propositions.
In parliament,
if the vote by ayes
the house, shall be called to order, when he must
and noes (riv.d voce) is not accepted, there is no disit down, and can not proceed without
leave, the
vision by rising and standing
to be counted, but
exceptionabtewords
being taken down.
Senators
tile house at once divides,
those voting for the
must stand in their places when debating ; but
measure withdrawing
to the lobby on the right of
members of the house mayspeak
from their seats,
the house, and tho_
opposed
entering
the left.
or from any part of the floor, or from the clerk's
Two tellers are appointed by the speaker for .¢.ach
desk., In the house of lords a peer addresses the
party.
As members file backinto
the hou_ they
]_*rds in general;
in the commons the speaker
is are counted
by the tellers, and their names readdressed.
The reading of written
speeches is corded by thc clerks.
The rcsult is announced
not p('rmitted
in either house of parliament.
A from the chair, and alphabetical
lists of thenames
member may read extracts from documents,
but
are. printed
with the " votes and proc,_dings."
mu_t debate questions in the literal sense of that
No member can vote who was not in the hou_
word, without
reading manuscript
remarks,
in
when the question was put; but a "division
bell"
both houses of congress written speeches are pracis rung by the doorkeeper
when the house is about
tieal]y rather the rule, and debate in tJm true sense
to divide, which is heard through the neighboring
the exception.
While debating, members of the
rooms, and scattered members hasten to ;x; present
lords and commons remove their hats, resuming
at the division before the doors are lock(_.
The
them upon concluding.
Debate in the lords detime allowed for this notice is two minutes, messpends upon the will of the house; in the commons
ured by a sand-glass; and when that has run out,
125
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the doors are closed, and the speaker must again
put the question by ayes and noes, as by the rule
no absentees on the first call could w)te unless the
question
were ag'dn put.
If the numbers
on a
division
are equal, the speaker
nmst give the
casting vote in the commons;
if there is a tie in
the houseof
lords, the measure voted upon i,_lost,
In the French chambers adivision
must be had ou
the call of any member.
The vote is taken, 1.
by rising ; 2, by open ballot- 3, by secret ballot.

sergeant-at-arms,
doorkeeper, postmaster and chaplain are elected by v/vd wee vote at the beginning
of each congress.
The election of members involves questions of the highest privilege,
the constitution
itself making each house the judge of
the elections, returns and qualifications
of its own
members.
The committee
on elections
in the
hour,,
and on privileges
and ele('tions
in the
senat<,, stand at the head of the list of committees.
Contested elections of members,
of which there

The first mcthod
is in order" upon all qu(_tions
unle_ twenty members demand an open lrallot or
fifty a secret ballot : or when the rising vote,
having
been twice'taken,
is not decisive of the
qu_tion;
in this case any member may demand
the ballot.
The open ballot requires each memb(,r
to be supplied with whitetickets
signifyinga
vote
in the affirmative, and blue ticketsthe
negative, on
all of which his name is printed.
Mes_ngers
present
to each member
an urn, in which
he
deposits his ballot: all the votes being collected,
the urns are opened at the tribune;
the secretaries count the ballots of each color, and the
president announces
the result.
The secret ballot
is taken
by white and black
balls, the white
signif)-ing the affitanative, and the black the negatire.
The members
deposit the balls themselves
in an urn ; the secretarie_,_ turn them out into a
basket, count the black and white balls, and the
result is proclaimed.
-- DOORKEEPER.
In some
assemblies
the sergeant-at-arms
or his _sistants
discharge
all the duties of a doorkeeper.
In the
house of representatives
the office of doorkeeper
is an important
one, involving
the care and responsibility
of the chamber and apartments
of the
houseand
the public property therein, thesuperintendence of the document
room and folding room
of the house, and theappointment
of many messengers, assistant
doorkeepers
and pages.
During
the sessions he announces
at the door of the house
all messages, furnishes
members with printed documents, conveys messages, etc.
He must enforce
strictly the rules as to the privileges
of the hall,
and be responsible
to the hodse for the conduct of
his employds.
In the senate the sergeant-at-arms
appoints
the doorkeeper
and his assistants. -EI_.CTrONS.
In public assemblies
the first busine_ in order is always the election of offi_rs.
At
any meeting which is not that of an organized
body, it is usual for the assembly to be called to
order by some volunteer
member,
who moves
that Mr. -act as chairman
of the meeting,
The motion
being seconded, the proposer
calls
for a vote by ayes and noes.
If the voice of the
former
preponderates,
he declares
the motion
carried,
and calls Mr. -to the chair.
The
chairman,
having taken his seat, announces
the
first business to be the election of a secretary, and
calls for nominations,
putting
the question in the
same manner for an expression of the sense of the
meeting.
Other otficers may be elected in like
manner,
but a president
and secretary
are all
which are usually necessary
for a meeting.
In
the house of representatives
the speaker, clerk,

are usually several in each congress, are carefully
examined by thes(, committees.
The law provides
that any contestant
of an election of an)" representative
must, within
thirty days after the resuit is declared,
notify the member whose scat he
contests, of his iutention and grounds of contest.
The member must within thirty days answer the
contestant
in writing.
Ninety days after this are
allowed
both sides for taking testimony.
Witnests
may be examined
or depositions
taken at
any place with due notice on both sides, the mereher and contestant
appearing,
either in person or
by attorney,
before an)" judge of a United States
court, a st'lte court of record, or a notary public,
etc., who are by law competent to issue subpoenas
and take record evidence in election cases.
The
testimony
is taken in writing, and transmitted
to
the clerk of the house, by whose order it is usually
printed.
Contestants have theprivile_e
of the floor
pending a decision of their claim, and are usually
heard in their own behalf before the vote is taken.
Questions
of the right of a member
to his seat
take precedence
of all business.
Large sums have
frequently
been voted to sitting members and to
those contesting
their seats for expenses
incurred
in tire contest.
The Revised Statutes
(see. 130)
prohibit such payments
to any person, but a subsequent statute of 1879 provid(_
that thereafter
no contestant
or contestee
for a seat in .tire house
shall be paid more than $2,000 for such expenses,
and that only upon sworn vouchers
or receipt._
for money actually
disbursed.
The election
of
senators in each state must be made by the tegislature
chosen
next preceding
the expiration
of
the term of a senator.
On the second Tuesday
after organizing,
each house must vote separately
and _'vd voce for a senator.
If any one has a
majority
in beth houses he shall next day be declared duly elected senator in joint assembly of
both houses.
If no one has a majority
the joint
&,_cmbly must vote for senator (each member
having one vote), and if no candidate
receives a
majority on the first day, the assembly must meet
at 12 M. each succeeding
day of the session, and
take at least one vote, until a senator is elected.
In parliament
the practice
in contested
elections
prevailing
in this country
was formerly
in vogue,
but the trial and determination
of contests for
scats by the whole house of commons
grew into
a great abuse through
the notorious
parflsanism
which almost invariably
decided the case.
This
was reformed by the Grenville
act of 1770, which
selected by lot all committees
for the trial of eleclion petitions.
This non-partisan
method
of ae-
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Whittemore

returned

to

maintained
1868, inwhen
the ofjurisdiction
constituents
and was was
re-eh'cted
the house.to
the hou_ of until
commons
the trial
controverted of i his
Thereupon
a resolution
passed todeclining
elections was transferred
by statute to the courts I allow Whittemore
to be sworn in as a member,
of law.
Complaints
of fraud in an election, or I and returning
to him his credentials.
Ill the
wrong returns of members,
are tried by a judge
house of commons the t¢ower of expelling amemwithin the district concerned, who certifies hi_ tieher for grave offenses is undoubted.
But though
termination
to the speaker, which is final.
If he tills vacates the seat of a member, it does not erereports that corrupt
practices
have. prevailed
at
ate disability
to serve again in I).lrliarnent.
The
the election, a commission
is sometimes appointed
famous case of John Wilkes, who was repeatedly
thereon.
Corrul)t
constituencies
have been re- expelled
from the commons
for libel, and was
pcatcdly disfranchised
by act of parliament.
In
three times re-elected, the house each time stand
Fl_mce the chamber
elects at each new organizaing on its prerogative
anti declaring
the election
tion a provisional
president,
and two vice-presivoid, was a disfram,hi,_ement
which was palpably
dents, by ballot.
The chamber
is then divided
illegah and the house itself, in 1782, reversed its
by lot into eleven bureaus, who proceed to examaction in the Wilkes case, ordering
it expunged
ine the election returns
of all the members, by
from the journals
,'iS "subversive
of the rights of
committees of five members
cho._n lly lot.
Rethe whole body of elcctor_ of this kingdom."
port is then made to the chamber, which proMany expulsions
from parliament
have occurred
nounces on the validity of the elections, and the
for corruption,
perjury,
conspiracy,
fraud, libel,
president
proclaims
the list of regularly
chosen
forge_',
etc., the last instance having been that of
deputies.
By the French constitution
each house
James Sadleir for fraud in 1857. In the French
is the sole judge of the eligibility and returns of chambers
the penaltic,_ which are afiixed to deits members.
After the powers of a quorum or linqueneies
do not go the length of expulsion,
upward of the chamber have been verified, perbut only of censure, with tcmporary
suspension
mancnt officers are elected by ticket, viz., a presifrom legislative
functions. -- ExrL',,'¢_INo.
On
dent, four vice-presidents,
eight secretaries
and
various
occasions
tile action
of a former legthree questors(who
have charge of thc par]iamenislative body has been rescinded
by the passtar)- expenditure),
to serve during the entire ses- age of a reso]uti(m to expunge
from the joursion.--Et_ORO_ED
BILLS.
An engrossed
bill is nals a previously
adopted
order or rcsolution.
a ('lean copy of the hill, with its amendments,
The most noted instance of this kind in _'ongress
put in proper form for tile action of the house,
was the passage by the senate, in 1837, of a resoWhen a bill has passed through all its stages, and
lution to exlnmgc
from the journal
a resolution
the question is about to be taken on the third
adopted
by the senate in 1834, (:ensuring
Presireading and passage, any member
may call for
dent Jack,on
as having as.sumed power not conthc reading of the engrossed
bill, and this may
ferred by the constitution
arid laws.
In parliadefeat the bill at that stage unless the motion to
merit entries in the journal
have occasionally
suspen(l the rifles and pass the bill carl be carried,
lleen ordered
to be expunged,
the most notable
An e_vlle.d bill is a bill which has passed both
case being that affirming
thc incapacity of John
houses and been enrolled on parchment,
the enWilkes as a member, passed in 1769, and era._ed
grossed bill beingoxl paper. --ExcusE.
Allmemin 1782 in the m'muscript
journal of 1769. The
bers must vote unless excused, and the motion
printed
journal,
imwever,
(though
reprinted
for excuse must be put before roll-call and decided
since), still contains
the obnoxious
re_lution.
-without debate.
The excuse.s of absent members
FILES.
The clerk of the house and the secretary
brought in under a call of the house may be acof the senate have responsible charge of all files of
copied or held inadequate,
at the pleasure of the
papers, public and private, which accumulate
in
bOnsC.--EXPI:LSlON.
Amembermaybcexpclled
the course
of the business
of the respective
byavoteof
two-thirds in either house of congress,
houses.
:No memorial
or othcr paper pre_ntt.d
This is a constitutional
provision,
and has been
to either house can be withdrawn
from the files
several times exercised.
More frequently
resoluwithout its leave, except for reference
to a corn(ions to expel members guilty of grave ralstonmittce.--FxLIllUSVEnl2¢O.
This term has long
duet have been lost, owing to lack of a two-thirds
been applied in America to the obstructive
tactics
majority, or for_talled
by the resignation
of the
and dilatory motions
adopted
by a minority
to
offending
memher.
Tile latter occurred
in the
defer action upon a measure obnoxious
to them.
ease of Matteson and others whom the house was
In the house this is done chiefly by the minority
about to expel for corruption
in railway
land
insisting upon the constitutional
right to take the
grants in 1853. (See Lolasy,
vol. it., p. 781.)
yeas and nays on ever)- motion ; then, by oft-reIll the case of B. F. Whittemore,
a member from
peated motions to adjourn,
to adjourn
to a fixed
,";outh Carolina, found guilty, on report of a comday, to reconsider,
to lay on the table, etc., and
mittee of the house in 1870, of _lling an appointby relays of members to raise points of order,
ment to a West Point eadetship,
resolutions
of
parliamentary
inquiries,
etc., hours and someexpulsion
were introduced,
but the member retimes days are consumed in the hope of wearying
,_igaed his seat an hour or two before the vote
out the majority,
or compelling
them to comproupon them was to be taken, and the resolutions
misc.
In the senate, where there are few or no
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checks upon debate, a mild form of filibustering
is employed
by a well-or,.,,anized
minority
taking
the floor in succession, and each spraking as long
as possible.
Measures
have been thus defeated
by consuming
the whoh, time of "3closing session.
--FLooR.
To obtain the floor is to be recognized by the presiding
officer as having the right
to make a motion or a sperrh.
(See Debate.)-tlovR
R_'LE.
In the hou.-e of representatives,
by a standing rule first adopted in 1847, no mereber can occupy more than one hour in debate on
anyqucstion
except the member reporting
amensure from a committee,
who has an additional
hour to close the del)ate, if it extends beyond one
day.
No similar rule prevails in the senate or in
the British
parliament.-I.'aPEACH._E_'r.
This
is a parliamentary
power as old as the fourteenth
century,
and frequently
exercised
in early history, involving
the highest judicial powers.
Irapeachment
by the commons
of high crimes beyond the reach of the law, and a trial t)y the
house of lords, were invoked to defend the rights
of Englishmen
against corruption
and oppression
in office, whether executive or judicial.
In roodern times impeachment
has been very rare.
The
direct responsibility
of the'highest
officers to parliament, the limitations
of prerogative,
the settled
administration
of the law, and, more than all, the
power of public
opinion, have restrained
those
crimes which impeachments
were devised to punish.
bIeverthele_%
all persons, whether peers or
commoners,
may bc impeached
for liigh misdcmeanors.
The last trial of an impeachment
in
Great Britain,
and the only one in the pre_nt
century,
was that of Lord Melvil in 1805. (St*e,
for impeachments
in U. S. History, vol. ii., p. 480.)
-- IMPRISONMENT.
(_e
Plqcilege.)-INSTRVCTIONS. (_ee INSTRUCTIONS, vol. ii., p. 5°7.)-JOlI_'T COMMITTEES.
(See Committees.)-JOINT
CO._VENTION. (See Cor_ve_ltio_l.)-- JOINT I{ESOLUTIOI_. A joint resolution,
like a public act or statute, is one which is pa.¢_ed I)yboth
houses and
signcd by the president.
(SceRe._,l,dlol_.)--Jol_w
RULE.
Tills is a rule Idol)ted by both houms for
the conduct of busine_
between them.
A series
of fifteen joint rules was adopted as far back as
1790-94, artd was in force (with occasional
slight
additions) until the 44th congress.
The most iraportant of the_e was the 22d joint rule, providing for the counting
of the votes for president
and vice-president
in joint convention
of the
two houses.
Jan. 20, 1876, the senate
pm_sed

passed a resolution,
notifying
the hou_
that, as
the house had not notified
the senate of the
adoption
of tlle joint rules as proposed
by tile
senate, there are no joint rules in force. -- JovrtNAL. The constitution
provides that each house
sllall keep and l)uhli.sh a jourmd
of its proceedings.
This is done hy the clerk, through
one of
his assistants,
known as the journal
clerk, and
(;ach day's journal mu_t be read on the meeting
of the house on the succ(_ding
legislative
day.
It records with great fullness the motions, votes,
petitions,
messages--in
slmrt, all proceedings
iu
tile house, except
the debates.
In reading
the
journal the record of petitions, names of members
voting, resolutions
and messages, are omitted by
unanimous
consent:
even without
these the jourhal often runs to great length.
Errors in the journal may be corrected
the next day.--LEQmL.,,Tr_m DAy.
Thi_ begins at 12 M. in congress,
unless a different or earlier hour is fixed by either
house for its meetings.
It terminates
with the
adjournment,
(a mere recess does not end it), but
do_ not always coincide with the day as marked
by the calendar.
Thus, the legdslativeday
which
terminates
the session of congress
every other
year is styled March 3 in the journals and proeeedings, although it is actually March 4, from the
hour of midnight
to noon of this closing day. -LOnBY and Lonm'L_G.
(See LonB,z, vol. ii., p.
770.)-- LoG-RoLLL'_(}. This is a cant phrase, applied to a combination
of members
to aid each
other's measures.
The term comes from the busihess of securinglumber,
or logging, where theloggets unite to help each other in the hard work of
rolling tile immense
logs from the forest, where
they are cut, to the water.
Thus, one member of
the legislative body _ys to others, "' Vote for my
bill, and l will vote for your bill," and this is called
log-roiling. -- MAcE.
Thisis
the traditionalsymbol of parliamentary
power, as old as the sixteenth
century.
It is a large block of wood carved and
gilt, and is borne
before
the speaker
in the
house of commons,
when hc enters
or ]eaves
the house, on the shou]dex
of the sergeant-atarms.
When lie is in the chair, it is laid upon
the table.
(In the house of representatives
the
mace is set upright
at the table of the sergeantat-arms, at the speaker's
right.)
The mace now
used in tile house of commons
is the identical
one handed
down from the accession of Charles
II., 1660. There is no mace in the house of lords
or in the senate.
It is the time-honored
emblem

and sent to the house
a concurrent
re._olution declaring
that these joint rules previously
in force, except
the 22d, be adopted
as the
joint rifles of the two houses for that session,
The house
took
no action
thereon,
but, on
Aug. 14, 1876, asked the senate to concur in
a resolve suspending
for the remainder
of the
session
the 16th and 17th joint rules (forbidding the sending of bills from one house to the
other in the last three
days of the session,
and presenting
bills to the president
on the
last day of the session).
The senate, in reply,

of popular
sovereignty,
in a legislative
sense.
The mace now used in the house dates from 1842
(although
first introduex_.d in 1789), and represents
the Roman fasces, made of ebony sticks with silver bands, and small spears,
terminating
in it
globe of silver, upon which is an eagle with half
extended wings: the whole is about three feet in
height.
When the house is in committee
of the
whole the mace is removed.
--MAJOttlTIr.
The
majority
which
carries any measure
is held to
be half the whole
number of members of any
assembly, plus one.
Some constitutions
require,
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to render an act valid, that it _hall have been
passed by a majority
of those elected;
but in
both hranches
of congress
a majority
of the
members
present
(if a quormn
of the whole
house) may pass any measure
which is in order
under the rulc,.s. It results that a law may be
made by less than one-third
of the scnator_ and
ret)rc_enlatives
cle('tt_.
]n fact, twenty semttors
and eighty-two
representatives
may, under the
rules, l)ass the most important
piece of legislation,
Thc rule that a majority
must be had to e]e.et a
speaker was suspended
in the case of the obstinate
struggle of 1855-6, when the house remain_.d unorganized for many week% the division of parties
being _ueh that no one of three candidates
could
secure a majority.
Finally,
thc deadlock
was
ended by the house adopting
a res()]ution that a
plurality
of votes should elect, and Mr. Banks
was chosen speaker.
Thcrule
that a majority is
required to elect a senator in state legislatures
is
prescribed
by the laws of the United States.
In
nearly all the states, however,
the majority rule
which formerly
prevailed in tile election of rcpresentatives
in congrc_s,
and of state officers, has
been supplanted
by enactments
that a plurality
of
votes shah elect. -- )I'EMBERS.
Thos_ are recognizcd as members of a parliamentary
body whosc
credentials
are regular, or who by unanimousconsent are admitted
_s members without
cxaminalion of credentials.
Each house of congress is the
sole judge of the elections, returns and qualiflcations of its own members.
The hoti,_, consists of
•_25 members, since March 4, 1883. Members are
to bc elected on the Tuesday aftcr the first Monday
in November of every second year (the even years,
1884, 1886, etc.), except in any state where tim ('onstitution
would have to be change(l to alter its
election day.
In case of a w_can('y in a merebcr's seat, the governor
of the state issues a writ
of election to fill it. The clerk must put on thc
roll at the first meeting
of any congress
only
those whose credentials
show that they were
regularly
elected
representatives.
Members
of
tile house must he twcnty-five
years of agc, and
senators must have at'taincd the age of thirty,
Members of the house can not bc contractors,
nor
be interested
in any government
contract, nor be
office holders, nor presidential
electors, nor practitioners ia the court of claim.s.
Any subject is eligible to the house of commons whohas reached the
age of twenty-one,
except clergymen,
peers, bankrupts, contractors
and c.',rtain officials.
No mereher of parliament
c:m he coun_:l before committees, nor a holder of offi(×,, except in the ministry,
In France
the members
of the chamber
of
(h'puti_
may take part in tile deliberations
and
votes before the validity
of their elections
is
e_tabli.,hed.
They wear a badge, consisting
of
the fasces of the republic, with a hand of justice,
and a tri-colored
sash._MvA_TngO.
A meeting
of an assembly differs from a session.
Thus, the
house frequently
rakes a recess to meet at a later
hour, and this terminates
the meeting, or sitting, but the session is the same, and includes

'
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all the adjourned
meetings.MF.SSAOE. Mrssages in congress
imply eithe,' executive
cornmunications
from the 1)resident (those from department
officers arc called "letters"),
or from
one hranch of congress
to the other.
The president'.s annual me.,,sage is sent ill 'it the beginning of (,ach session after he ha.', bccn notified
that the house_ are organized
and ready to re('rive any communicatiotL
3h,ssagcs arc usually
sen! in dupli(.;lte to both hou._es on the same day,
unless in respollse to a c,dl from one branch only,
and arc t)ub]i_hed
in the journal
aP.d r(,cord.
A mc_sage from one house to the other, borne hy
a clcrk, is pul)licly announced
at ill(; door, and
sent to the chair, the business or debate being
temporarily
suspended
to have
it announced,
when it is laid on the tabh,, and the proceedings
arc resumed.
In parliament,
Incssages from the
crown arc sent to both houses, under the royal
sign-manual,
I)yone of thc ministers or an officerof
the royal househoht, cithcr of whom is a peer or
a commoner.
Such messages are always read at
length by flu. lord chancellor
or the speaker.)[ILEAGE.
This allowance for traveling expcnses
to and from the scat of government
prevails in
congress, and in all the states except four or five.
In congress it is twenty cents a mile each way for
the session, or rather for the year.
In the states,
mileage
varies from cight cents to twenty cents
per mile.-- _Io_-:Y BH.LS. (Se.c Revenue Bills. -MOR._ING HOI:R.
In c_'_ch house of con_o-ress an
hour is set apart for reports, motions and miscellancous business.
It begins, not at the opening
of the session, but after the reading of the journal, and always takes precedence
of unfinished
business. --)loTION.
This tcnn is applied to every proposition
submitted
by a member of a parliamentary
body.
In ordinary
assemblies,
motions made by any one require to be seconded
by somc other member, l)efore being voted upon: but no second is required
in either house of
congress
Motions are here treated severally undcr their respective
heads.
Every motion must
bc reduced
to writing
on tim demand
of any
meml)er.
If verbal, the presiding officer states it
to the assembly;
if in writing,
it is read by the
clerk.
In the house, when a question
is pending or under debate, no motion is in order but to
adjourn, to fix a day to which the house shall
adjourn,
to take a recess, to lay on the table, to
postponc to a (lay certain, to postpone indefinitely,
to refer, to amend, or for the previous question.
In the senate the same rule prevails, except that
there is no I)rcvious question,
and motions are in
order to commit, or to procced to the consideration
of executive business.
In both house_- of parliament onc day's notice of a proposed
motion is
required ; but the notice may refer to a future
day moreremotc
than the day following.
Motions
must be seconded in the house of commons;
but
a seconder
is not required
in the lords.
They
must be carefully
prepared in writing, and placed
in the hands of the chair.OATm
Members of
legislative
bodies take an oath of qualification
or
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of office.
In congress
all must take an oath (or
affirmation,
ff objectin,.., to being sworn) to support
the constitution
of the United States.
Tile "ironclad oath," affirming
that no aid has ever been
given to rebellion
ag_ainst the United States, is
taken by all who arc not disl×,nsed from it by
sec. 1757 of the Revi._ed StatuTes.
lu parliament
a single oath of allegiance to the crown has been
mlbstituted
for oaths to maintain the E_tablished
church,
etc., once required.-OBJECTION.
As
no business can be considered in the house out of
the regular order without unanimous
consent,the
right
to object becomes very important,
as one
member
e'm thus (lefeat or postpone
a measure,
unless two-thirds
of the house can be had to su._pend the rules.
When in committee of the whole,
if any bill or propo<ition is objected to, the eommittee must ri-e and report tile objection
to the
house, which mu_t deei(le without debate whether
it is to be eon_idcred or laid a.-idc -- OFFICERS.
The oIlic(,rs u.-ually (.helen in a public assembly
are a pre_ident or chairman,
clerk or secretary,
and sometime_ vi('e-i)rc¢identu,
and a sergeant-atarms or dot,rkceper.
(Set, un¢h,r (,a('h head.)-()MNIJ_US ]lir.L.
This term i.; applied in con,..n'css
to a bill erabracin_ numerou_
distinct objects, as
in the bill " making
appr_)l)riations
for sundry
civil expenses of the government."-ONE-HOUH.
RI:LE.
(Sec tI,,_/_' R,b..)--ORDER.
ThN may
be _i(t to be the first law of a public assembly,
whether legislative
or otherwise.
The order of
business is treated under B,_sipr('_.
The order of"
the day is the regu]:ll rouline prescribed
in the
ruh's, in which certain clas.-e_ nf husines,s art, to
be considered.
To call for the regular or(ler, is
to demand that the hody desi-t from what may be
propo_d
out of due order, and proceed to the
next business prescribed
by the ruh's.
A special
order is t_ subje('t set in advance for a particular
time, and thus to be l)rcferr(,(l to the established
order of husiness.
Iu both hou_.s
of congress
this motion
requires a two-thirds
vote for its
adoption,
being virtually
a suspension
of the
rules.
A special order may bc pnstponcd-by
a
majority
vote.
The unfinished
busin(,ss of the
preceding
session takes precedence
of a _l)ecial
order.
To preserve
order is the imt)lieit duty
of the presiding
officer, and he or any member
may call to order members
transgressing
the
rules.
In ease of a call to order, a member
mtlst immediately
sit down unless permitted
to
explain;
and tile hour, must at once decide the
case without
debate.
If in his favor, tie is allowed to proceed, but not otherwise.
If called
to order for words Sl)oken in debate, they must be
taken down in writing, and rcad to the hour.
(See Cen, ure.)
When a point of order of any
kind is made, it is the duty of the chair to decide
it. This he may do by sustaining
the point of
order, or by overruling
it; and business proceeds
in accordance
with his decision, unless appealed
from.
(See Appeal.)-OaD_l_s, STANDING. (See
.Ru/es.)--PAIl,
S. The pairing
of members in a
legislative body is an ag'reement between two, who
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would vote on opposite sides of any question, to
withhohl their votes; such pairs leaving the result;
unaffected
either way.
One or both of the merebers paired may he absent.
The rule in both
houses of congress requires pairs to be announced
after the roll_call, and the names paired published
in the record.
In parliament
pairing prevails to a_
greater extent than in eonzress;
members of opposite parties pairinz with each other not only upon
particular
queslion_,
but in cases of absenteeism
for weeks aml even months at a time.
The systern has never been reco/nized
by parliamentary
rules, tlmu_h so lon_ prev:d,,nt;
in congress
the
fi_t rule adopted which countemmces
pairing was
in tile 46th congress (1880). -- PAI'ERS.
The reading of papers, if nhjected to, i,_ determined
by the
house without debate.
X member, however, has
the right to read any paper as a part of his remarks.
Pat×'rs of every description
once offered
OAUInot be withdrawn
from the files without special
le'lve of the hotly. -- I:'FI_SOX._L EXPLANATION.
This iq a mtqnber'._ request to 1)(, heard on some
matter tou('hin/his
peruonal record as a member,
and req_lir('s unaninlous
consent.
(Set' Prit_ilege.)
--PETrTION.
Much time was ()nee consumed
by
members in formally l)resenting
petitions in open
house.
The rule now is, for members to deliver
[x,titions to the clerk, indorsing
their names and
the specific reference
(to a committee)
desired.
These minutes
are entered'upon
the journal, and
pub]i,_hed in the official record.
In the senate
they arc still offcJx_d in open session during
the
morning hour.
At the close of a eong'ress, l)etitions and memorials
,..,o from committees
to the
permanent
filcs, in charge of thc clerk.
In parliament, petition., must he written, and must have
original signatures.
They are presc.uted in great
number% and a standing
order refers them without debate to the cnmmitt_,e on public petitions.
In the French
chambers
a hrief of petitions
is
printed
for the u.__ of members,
and they are
referred
to the (.ommittce
on petitions,
which
classifies them, referring
some to the minister
of any department
to whose business
they belong, and othcrs to the examination
of the chum1x_,r. Each petitioner
is advi_d
of the disposilion made.
Any deputy
may call for a report
in public session upon any petition, and urgency
may be demanded (if secondcd
by the chamber)
for the consideration
of any one.
Eve1T six
months ministers distribute a printed report to the
memtx, rs, showing
what action thcy have taken
upon the petitions
referred
to them. -- PoINT oF
OrtDER.
(_'e
Order. )-- PrtEA._nl,_.
The preamble of a bill or re_lution
is postponed
until the
other parts have been considered.
When a separate vote on the preamble is not asked for, it is
considered
as adoptcd.PRESIDENT :PRO TEM.
In organizing
a public assemblya
temporar T chairman is frequently
chosen until a committee
has
reported officers for permanent
organization.
In
the senate the president pro tempo,re is chosen to
take the place of the vice-president
as presiding
officer; but this office is frequently
left vacant for
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a time. -- PRE_ovs
Qb-ESTZON. In congress this
is a technical name for a motion that debate cease,
:lnd that the vote be taken immediately
on the
question under consideration
The motion for tlm
tir(,vious question is not debatable, and can not bc
antended.
The previous question w._s recognized
in the flint rules of the house in 1789, and could
be d(.mandcd
by five memt)ers.
The
prescnt
rules l'(.quire a majl)rity of the members
present
(if a quorum)
to order the previous
questi()n,
When a memlicr calls for the previous
qtiestion,
the chair mu_t immediately
put the qnestion,
".¢,hall the main questir)n
tie now put?"
If
a(hq_ted, the chair puts to vote tim questions be
fr)rc the house in their order of precedent.e,
till
the m_lin question, with all subsidiary one_, is disl)ost*d of. The pr(.vious que_tinn puts it in the
power of a majority to close deb'tte _lt any timc.
It d,,t., n(_t prey.ill in the senate, where the public
liu_incs, is more at the nn,rey of individual
senators.
In parliament
the previous
(tue.,.tion it
wh(J]ly different
in effect.
It is an ingeniou,
Irit,lh¢)d
of
:_voi(ling a vote upon any question
prr_po.-ed.
Those who call for the l)revious que_tit_li vote a_ainst the m(_tion, nl)t for it. as in the
house of rcpresent_ltivcs.
If the n:_ys prevail, the
sp(,:lk[.r i_ pr(,vented front putting the main qnestioli, as the majority lmvc thus refused to allow it
to b*' put.
]f the previous question is re.._)lved in
the affirm,_tive, no further debate or amendnicnt,
is ,lll_)we(t, imd the main question
mu_t b(, voted
on "it once.
In the French
chambers
the el/_t_tre
of the deb,lte is always in thecontrol
of a majority
of the (,hamber.
(See ClStttrc.)--PRrXTrX(t.
In
c_)ngres_ _ll] llill,_ an(1 joint resolutions
must bc
printed after being offered; also reports of commit_e_._. A ]i_t of all reports required to be made
to l.on_ress must be printed
at tilt, bevinning
of
ea(.h se_._ion. The public
printing
of (.ongrc,s
and the departments
in regulated
by the statutes
in g_-_,:lt detail,I_'RIVATE BILLS.
The di._tinction'l,,tween
public and private bills is not c]o_.ly
d(,tinl_(l, s()mc bills including
interest_ both public
a_lli 1)rivate, and requiring
the d*'cisirln of the
eh:_ir as to which class they belong.
In congress,
a- in parliament,
private bills are such as are |or
the in_erest of individuals,
corporations
or local
bodies--as
counties or citiea.
Bills relatin_ to a
state are held to bc public bills.
No private claim
is in Orllcr up(in any appropriation
bill.
Regular
d_ly_ _re set apart to consider private bills reported
fav()rably by committees.
In parliament
there is
a carefully guarded
system of matttring
private
bills, which saves a vast amount
of legislative
time and prevents
abuses.
(Sec LE6_S_AT_ON,
vo]. it., p. 756.)-- PRrVZL_Z.
The privilege of a
member of a legislative body rests upon the prerogative of his constituency
to be always rcprescntcd.
The constitution
itself
provides
that
members shall not be questioned
elsewhere for any
speech or debate in either house, and shall be
privil%q._d from arrest during
sessions,
and in
going and returning.
Questions
of privilege,
by
the rules of the house, have precedence
of all
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others, except
of adjournment
; but the highest
privilege attaches to questions affet'ting the rights
of the house itself, maintaining
its dignity,
:rod
the int%oTity of its proceedings.
In maintaining
what are known an their privileges,
I)()th hl)u_t.
and senate lmve resorted
to one or more of th(.
following
me,lsure.s: 1. ordering
the ,trre_t of offenders; 2, directing the sl)e'tker to reprim_tnd the
party offending;
3, conmlitting
th(_ party to the
custody of tit(. sergeant-at-arms
within the (.apttel: 4, orderi_l._ a refr_lctory witness or a person
assaulting
"tmember to be l_unish('d hy imprisonment in the jail of the l)i._trict (if C(dumltia f_)r
three months:
5. (ill the (.a_e of r(.l_wters ) directing exclusion front the lndl.
The m()_t frequent
e.ts(*s where either house seeks to prote(.t it, privliege by 1)el_,tlties are the refu...als of witne,_ses
to testify l_,forc its committ_c_,
a_nl many recusant witnesses hav_, tx,en held in custody until
the congress
ha._ expired (and with it tiic power
tl) punish for eolitempt
of it_ authority),
or until
a majority have voted to di_(,har_e the prisoner.
orunti/ lie lla _, con_ented to an,.wer.
_¥hen any
proposition pre_ent_, in the opinion (if tit(;_p(,aker,
a question of privilege,
lie must entertain
it ill
preference to other bnsine,_s, but it is well settled
tlmt the common plea of a (luesti_)n of I)rivilegc
ba.-ed upon a newspaper
publication
(';in n_t be
ntaint.tin(,d
unless the member
is assailed in his
representative
e.q):wity.
The fact that imprisonment or other punishment
by vote i)f a h'gi,l_ttive
body contravenes
the maxinl_ of con,_titutional
law, and as_crts q_u_,_'-ju(li(:ial powers,
ha_ tendered it obnoxious
t(i pulilic censure.
The argumerit that the cl)nstitution
('onfers nl) such power
is tact by the claim that it is inherent
in the
highest legislative
body, cssenti:d
tr) its power.
dignity ,_n(t proper
functions.
_lnd h'_s been rcpcate(tly
(,xereised,
not only tlb" both house's of
congrcs_, but bylocal legislatures.
The supreme
court of the United St_,tes, in some i::tr]ier ca.,_,s.
lrts upheld this power in con.oT('¢S. On the ground
of right and necessity: but in th(; recent c_we of
Kilbourne
vn. Thompson
the c,)nrt held that the
impris:onmcnt
of the former for refusal to divulge
the private
accounts
of a company in a nritter
underinvestigation
by the house of representatives.
was illegal and unconstitutional.
The plaintiff
had been imprisoned
forty-five
d,_ys in the Distrier jail _s a recn_nt
witness,
by order of the
hou.'_; and the speaker, and the sergeant-at-arms,
with the members of the committee
who ordered
the mattcr to be l)rought before the house, were
joined as defendants.
In the case of the merebers, the court held _hat their constitutional
priv
il%_ was a good defense to the action, as they
took no rmrt in theactual
arrest _md imprisonment.
But it was held that tim order of thc house, declaringthe
,,vitne_ guilty of contempt
of its authority
and ordering
his imprisonment
by the
sergeant-at-arms_
was void, and afforded the officer
no protection
in the suit brought by the witness.
There was no power of the house to punish for
contempt
found in the constitution:
and no am
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thority to compel a witness to testify, where the
subject-matter
of tlle investigation
was judicial,
and not legislative, and was proceeding
before the
proper court.
(103 U. S. Reports. 168.) In parliament,
while
many arbitrary
measures
have
be_ aimed at person_ held guilty of violating tile
privileges
of that body, the right to commit
for
contempt
has long been regarded with increaMng
jealousy,
and has tx, en qm'slioncd
for more than
two centuries,
though maintained
by the eourl of
king's bench -- (_'('AI.IFICATION.
A mcml)er of
congress
is (tualificd to act in his repre_ntative
c'lpacity
when his credenti'ds
have admitted
him .
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right to read a paper as part of his remarks within
the limits of his privilege as to time. -- REcESa.
This is a qualified form of adjournment;
to take
a recess to a definite hour usually serves the purpose of giving neces,,_lry re¢_ and refreshment
to
the members of tin. 1)udy, _ithout
h)ng interruption to their publi(' duti_,s.
The motion for this
i'_ always in order, and n()t (tebatable.
The term
recess i's al,,,o applied to the long interval between
two annual se,sions of congress
and powers are
often granted to committees
to sit during this rec(,ss. -- I:_E('OMMIT.',IENT.
When committees
rep()rl bill.,, ¢,r r(,solution_, digested
by them, for

to the floor, and hc has taken the oath of office, iI action of the l_)(ly, il is usual (unless the commit1No man is disqualified
from being a representative
i lee has privilege
of immediate
consideration)
to
who i,_ twenty five year._ of age, provided
that i recommit them Io tile committee.
A rule of the
he has be¢.n sev(,n ys,ars a citizen of the United
houscprovidcs
that no bill thus recommitted
shall
States, and was an inhal)itant of the state in which
be brought I)ack into the house on a motion to rehe has been chosen.
The qualifications
of a sencon_i(ter. -- RECONSIDERATION.
In the house a
ator are: 1. to have reached the age of thirty:
2, motion to reconsider
a vote once taken is to be
to have been nine )'ears a citizen of the United
made on the same day or the day after.
It can
States; 3, to have been whcu elected a resident of be made only by a member who voted with the
the state choosing him to represent it. A member
majority,
if yeas and nays were taken; otherwise
of tlle house of commons
need be but twentyany member may move it. It takes precedence
on(: years of age.
(See Membs, r._)--QI:ESTION
of all questions
except adjournments
and conferPutting
tile question is one of tile most frequent
ence reports.
The motion to reconsider
is one of
duties of a presiding
officer.
It is to be put in
great imvortancc,
since if it prevails, the former
this form: " As many as are in favor, say Aye":
action of tile body is liable to be reversed.
It is
and after theaffirmative
vote is heard:
"As many
to prevent tim possibility
of this that the usage
as "ire opposed, say No."
The chair must clearly
prevails for ttle member
having
charge of any
state tim question on request of any member, be- measure, the moment it is passed, to move to refore calling for thevote.
Members when anxious
consider
the vote last taken, and also to move
for the progre_
of business, or impatient
of dethai the motion to reconsider be laid on the table;
bate, frequently
cry, " Question!
Question'"
and
if thelatter
motion prevails it is deemed a finality,
this, though technically
at violation of the rulc_ of
so far as the passage of tile measure is concerned.
order, is seldom
interfered
with by a judicious
A motion to reconsider can be applied to every
presiding officer.
In parliament
there is a special
question except to adjourn
and to suspend the
practice
el i)ropounding
questions
to members
rules.
It is debatable only when the question to
of the ministry,
concerning
public measures
or be reconsidered
was debatable,
and then it opens
events.
A question
may be asked as to the in- up for di.-('u_ion
tile entire subject.
A reconsidtentions of tile government,
but not as to their
cration requires only a majority vote.
In parliaopinions
upon
general
matters
of policy
-menta vote once taken can not be reconsidered.-Qt:oRl'xl.
Unless fixed by constitutional
provisREFERENCE.
This term is applied to the referion or by the law of the bcnty, the quorum
of ring of bills, petitions, etc., to appropriate
cornan assembly
is a m'tjority
of its duly qualified
mittees
to be considered
and reported
upon.
members.
In congre.,,s less {ban a quorunl may
-- RE(;_I.'LAI( ORDER.
(See Order.)REPORT.
adjourn from day to day, and may compel the
Committee,_. having finished the consideration
of
attendance
of ab,,entee._.
In the house it require_
any matter referred to them, ml_,_t make a report
the presence of :it least fifteen members, to aulh_Jrto tile hody thereon, and this is usually
required
izc a call of the lmuse.
The l)resenee of a qus_- to bc in writing.
In eongress most reports must
rum is frequently
a_umed,
"rod business prcwecds
I)e printed, though
private bills or measures
of
in both house and senate when less than half the
pressing
moment are sometimes
acted upon with
number of memb(,rs ,ire present; but this may I)e merely a wrilten 1.el)err or recommendation.
In
terminated
by any mem_n,r dividing
the house,
the senate, the committees
must be called daily
thusdisclo_ing
tlwwant
of a'quorum:
whereupon
for rcl)orts , during
the morning
hour; in the
busin_-_,_ must stop, and a call of the house (or hou_, they are called daily, except on the first
senate) must I_. ordered.
In parliament
forty , and third Mondays of each month.
When made,
constitute
a quc)rum ill the commons, and three [ they arc usually printed and re-committed,
or laid
only in the lords.
In the French chambers an ab- over.
Reports from six important
committees
are
solute majority ()f ttw whole numb_,r of members / 'in order at _Ty time; others must wait their day, or
is required to render any action valid. -- READr_'(_. [ a two-third,; majority,
for consideration.
Reports
The reading
of paper_ called f[)r may be stopped [ of executive
departments
are addressed
to the
by the objection of any member,
unless
by a vote of the house ; but a member

ordered
[ speaker, or to the president of the senate, and are
has the
invariably
referred and printed.
Such reports on
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resolutions
of inquiry must be made within onc
week.
The reports of house and senate commit,
te(_s at each sexton
make several bulky volume.s,
while tile executive
reports,
both
regular
anti
special, mak_ a great many more.
In parliament
the reports of special committees
of the lords or
eommon_ arc usually published with the evidence
taken before them. and carefully
indexed.
In
Fr;mce committee reports are to bc printed twentyfour hours at lca_t before the bill to which they
r(,late is considered.
-- RI_POI_TERS.
The
importan('e of full public
information
ha_s led to
st_cial provision
for reporters
of the pre.,_s in all
public assemhlie.s.
Each house of congress
has
a corps of live official steno._raphers
to take down
the votes, proceedings
and debates verbatim for
publication
the next day in the congressional
record.
Besides this, two reporters
of the a._,_o(.toted press arc admitted
on the floor of the hour.
Tile reporters'
galh;ry over the chair in both
houses is for the general press rcl)resentatives,
under regulatiorLs made by the chair.
In parliament, according to ancient
usage, all strangers,
including
reporters,
might
he excluded
on the
motion <ff any member,
and reporters
have been
aclually excluded as recently as in 1870 and 1878,
to avoid publicity being given to debates.
In the
French
chambers
reporters
arc freely
admitted
to tile galleries.-REPI_ESE_'TATIVES.
(See tlIernb_'rs.)--RESI6_'ATIOI_'.
In congr_s
the resignation
of any member is always considered
his right; it
w_ never contested until the 41st congress, when
the speaker decided that the member had the right
Io resign, and an appeal from the decision was laid
upon the table, thereby affirming
it. The resignation of a scmltor or representative
is addressed
Io the gnvernor of the state; at the same time, it
i_ customary
for the member
to notify the preHding officer, in writing,
of the action he lms
taken.
In parliament
it is a professedly
settled
principle that a member can not relinquish
his
s(,at; to evade this restriction,
a member
wishing to retire accepts office under the crown; this
legally vacates his seat, and obliges the house to
order a new election.
(See P.taLL_MF.._T. TrlE
Bl_ITISm)
In France any member has the right
of resignation
at any time. -- RESOLUTION. A
r('s_lution
of an assembly
is an expression
of
its opinion with resI×,Ct to any matter, or a declaratif)n of the purpose
of the as.sembly:
thus,
tl,. thanks of congress are presented
by joint resoh_tion of the twt_ ilouses.
A resolution of inquiry
is passed by either house, requesting
inforlnation
fr()m the executi.ve.
A simple resolution
of one
}*_)d), whether
declaring
opinion
or otherwisc,
do(,s not of course bind congress,
and is not publi_lwd in tile statutes, but only in the journal and
lh(: record.
Joint resolutions,
on tile contrary.,
have all the force of laws, and frequently
cont_fin appropriations
of public money.
Concurrent
r('_olutions (chiefly providing
for the printing
of
d_)('uments, etc.) appear in the statutes,
but are
n(_i ._igned by the president.
In the senate all
rt'-olutions,
if objected
to, must lie over one
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day.
In parliament
a simple resolution
of either
house has not the force of law.
Every resolution
reported
by a committee
may be amended, disagreed to, postponed or recommitted.-RE_.'ENUE
BILLS.
All bills for raising revenue must, by tlle
constitution,
originate in the hou._ of representatires, but the senate may amend them.
In the
house, bills relating
to the tariff or internal revenue belong to the committee of ways and means;
in the senate, to the committee
on finance; and
such bills maybe reported at anytime,
the motion
to consider
them l)cing always
in order after
morning hour.
Notwithstanding
thc jealousy of
the houseof
its prerogative
in mattersof
revenue,
the senate has exereised great powers in changing
revenue bills; the latest and most extreme instance
of this was in the tariff revision act of 1883, wimre
the senate amended a small internal revenue reduction bill passed by the house, by adding to it a radic'd revision of tic entire tariff system, and this,
with some changc_, was accepted
hy the house.
In parliament,
bills for r'tising revenue are called
money bills, and are amendable
by the lords if
they do not alter the intention
of the commons
by increase or reduction,
duration,
or methods of
raising the revenue. -- RIDERS.
A rider to a bill
implies tacking on to it, by motion, or the action
of a committee,
matters of legdslation foreign to
the subject of the hill itself.
In parliament
these
riders are called "tacks."
It has bean a too cornmon practice
in cong,Tess to attach
to regular
appropriation
bills, which must be passed under
penalty of embarr,'u_ing
the government,
riders
containing
new legislation
having nothing
to do
withthe appropriations.
This practiceis
resorted
to, 1, to earry through a measure otherwise
hopelass of being reached under the r_lles; 2, to effect
the amendment
or repeal of existing
laws; 3, to
force upon the other hou._, when oppo_d
in
political opinion, a measure
obnoxious
to it, and
certain to be defeated
by it a.s a separate bill.
So
far had this thrusting
into appropriation
bills of
legislation
foreign
to their ohjccts
been carried,
that the house adopted a rule that no provision
in
or amendment
to any general appropriation
bill
shall be in order which change.s existing
law. except such aa is germane
and retrenches
expenditures.
Another rule prohibits
the amendment
of
any bill or resolution
by incorporating
the substance
of any other bill or resolution
pending.
Rule twenty-nine
of the senate
forbids amendments to be received which propo.._ general leg'islotion, which provide for a private claim, or which
arc not germane or relevant to tile subject matter
of the bill.--RmE,
la committee
of the whole
the motion that the committee
rise is equivalent
to tile adjournment
of its functions
for the time
being. -- RoLL.
The roll of a public hody is the
list (in alphabetical
order) of the officially qualifled members.
The roll-call is a clerical calling
out of all the members' names, that they may
answer either as present or as voting yea or nay.
(See Call, Yeas and Nays.)--RULES.
These are
of the first importance
as agencies
for preserv-
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ing order in the conduct of public business.
In
most assemblies
for a temporary
purpose
it is
usual either to adopt the rules of the house, of
representatives,
or to permit
the chairman
to decidc questions
of order and precedence
ae(.ording
to his undcrstamling
of parliamentary
law.
In
permanently
organized bo(iics the constitution
and
by-laws
adopted
form the leading rules, which
control action, though at .dl meetings appeal to a
more COml)rehcnsivc code. of parliamentary
]awls
often necessary.
In the house of representatives
tim latest thorough
revision
of the rules was in
1880. This revision embraces forty-five
separ'ttc
rules divided into sections, the last of which prorides that these shall bc the rules of ea(,h eongr(,s._
unless otherwise
ordered.
Thomas Jefferson has
the honor of having formulated,
while vice-president, the first rules of parliamentary
law ever put
into systematic
form in this country.
The rules
laid down in his " )Ianual
of Parliamentary
Practice"
(first published
in 1801) are still deelated to govern tile house where they are applicable, and not inconsistent
with the standing rules
adopted.
Ea(.hhousehavingconstitutional
power
to determine the rules of its procec(lings,
those of
the senate and house differ widcly.
A standing
committee on rules exists in each body, of which
in the house, the speaker forms one.
Several notable struggles
over thc application
or the radicat change of the rules have occurred,
one of
which, in the 47th congress, drew a decision from
the speaker
that, as the right of the house to
determine
its rules was a constitutional
ont,, the
majority
had at all times the pa)wcr to make
or to alter rules independently
of the existing
ones, and that no dilatory
motions t.o obstruct
their adoption
or amendment
could be enterrained.
Tile SUSlYension of the rules is moved
so as to make
some business
in order which
would not be regularly
so under the rules•
This
requires a vote of two-thirds
of those present, and
must be seconded by a majority,
counted by tellers if demanded.
This motion is debatable
for
thirty minutes only.
It can be made only on the
first and third Mondays of each month, or during
• thc last six flays of a session.
Thc rules of the
senate, as last revised, in 1877, are seventy-eight
in
number.
No motion to modify or suspend a rulc
is in order except on one day's notice in writing;
but any rule except the 18th (regulating
the vote by
yeas and nays) may be suspe.nded
by unanimous
consent of the senate.
In parliament
the rules
are called standing
orders, which continue
from
one parliament
to another
until modified.
The
"sessional
orders" arc resolutions
renewed from
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questors --SF_TS.
Technically,
the seat of z_
member is his function of representative;
literally,
it is the chair, desk or bench occupied by a mereher.
The seats of senators and representatives
in
congress
are arm-chairs,
each provided
with a
writing desk.
In the house they are drawn by
lot, at the organization,
every two years; in ill(;
senate they arc "spoken
for" or selected in advance whcn vacancies
occur, by individual
senators.
In both, members
of the same party sit
together in general, the democrats
occupying
the
scats to the right of the chair, arid the rcpublicans tho_e to the h;ft.
In parliament
and in
the French
chambers
benches arc u_d as seats,
and no desks are tolerated. -- SECRET SESSrO]S.
In tit(' senate, seesions for the consideration
of
executive
buqness
(nominations
to office and
treaties) arc held with e_¢)._'d doors.
These executive sessions may be moved at any stage of
the oi_n or legislative session, but are more cornmonly held just before final adjonrnment
for
the day.
The chamber
is then cleared
of all
persons
except the secretary,
four clerks,
and
the sergeant-at-arms
and such of his assistants
as thc president
deems necessary,
all of whom
must be sworn to scc.rccy.
An 3" senator disclosing confidential
proceedings
of the senate is ]lable to expulsinn,
and any officer to dismis.sal
and punishment
for contempt.
But though
this
is the rule, the practice is widely different;
and
the votes and speeches
in secret session become
known so speedily and so generally as to lead to
the conclusion
that an injunction
of secrecy is _.
dead letter.
To adopt a treaty
laid before the
senate by the executive
the concurrence
of twothirds of the senators present is neces_'.
Nominations madeby
the president in cxe('utivesession
are referred to committees
for consideration
and
report.
No nomination
to office can bcconfirmed
on thc day it is reccived or reported,
except by
unanimous
consent.
No extract from the executire journal (of secret proceedings
of the senate)
can be furnishe.d, except by special order of the
senate.
All the sessions of the senate weresecret
until the 6th congress (1799), when that body
voted to give them the publicity ever since maintained•
Rule thirty
of the hou_
provides
for
secret _.ssions to receive confidential
commuaicalions from the president,
or at the instance of the
speaker or any member who has communications
which he believes ought to be kept secret for the
present; but there has been no such instance for
many years.
In l)arliament,
though the presence
of the public is legally ignored, ,there are always
a limited number
of spectators
in each house,

year to year, and are few in number. In the exceptwhen (inrare instances)a membermoves
French
chamber
of deputies
the rules are erabodied in a code of 1,)4 articles, which the president is required
to maintain.
2_ny appeal to the
rules or question
of order takes precedence
of
whatever
business is in hand, and suspends
debate. -- SCRI_TL'_ DE LISTE,
This signifies a vote
by ticket, and is reqtfired in the French chambers
in the election of vice-presidents,
secretaries and

that strangers
be e_cludcd
because of some debatewhich
it is deemed expedient to keep sccret. -SECRRTARY. Next tothepresidingofficcrthemost
important
organ of a public assembly
is the secretary or clerk, these two terms being interchangeable, to denote the recording officer.
He is to keep
the record of proceedings
(minutes or journal), and
it is usual to have this record read and approved at
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the meeting next following that which it covers,
president of the senate.
It is his duty to preserve
This record should embrace every motion or reso_ order, state all questions, decide points of order.
lulion, whether
adopted,
amended,
rejected,
or , name members
to speak,
aplxiint
all standing
otherwi_disposcd
of. The secretary hasthecus] and select committee,_,
sign all acts, joint resotody of all papers, and should keep an order of I lutions and processes of the hour,
appoint its
business, list of all committees,
reports,
votes,
official reporters
and stenogr_lphers
of commitetc. The secretary
of the senate performs
the
tees. and have control
of the hall, etc.
The
_mc duties a_ the clerk of the house of reprosen(slices (see ('k'rk), and, in addition,
t)tiys the
salaric_ of memb:rs of the senate, which is done
in the hou,_e by the sergeant-at-arms.-SENATORS.
(SecEleetions.)--SERoE_'qT-.¢w-Al_._S.
This officer
rel)rescnt_ the authority
of the body to enforce, it_
ruh,_, and protect its dignity.
In the house anti
s(,nate he is an elective officer, and in the former
b_)dy is charged with p'tyin_ the s,d.lries of mcmher_.
l-le i_ required in both houses to attend the
qtting_ of the body, to maintain
order and de(.oruln, to serve pro("e_s and make arrests wllcn
ordered,
to take absentees into custody
upon a
(._dl of the house, and to nmke regulations
to I)roWet ltle eapilol and public property
therein, in-

i
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sp(_aker has the right to vole as a memt_,r, bul in
not required
to vote except
in ca._ of a tie.
or when the house
votes by ballot.
If abscnt
without having apI._)intcd a member to perform
the duties of the chair (which power is limite(t
i to ten d%vs), the house nau_t elect a speaker
l,'_
[tempor,.-Sr_:('IAL ORDEnS.
(See Ordcrs.)-STANI)YNG
ORDEI{S.
(Sue
R_/_('8.)
-STI{IKING
i el:T,
In the house a motion to strike out part
! of a bill, if lout, doc_ not I)rechldc a motion
, to strike out and insert.
TI_e motion to strike
] out and insert can not be divided.
A motion
, to strike out the enacting
clause of a bill has
! the effect to rejce.t the bill, such motion takes
! I)reeedcncc
of a motion
to amend.S_'nSTi-

eluding {in conjunction
with the architect of the [ TUTE. A substilutc
for an amen(linen(
in the
eal)ited) the appointment
and control of the capitol I set:end degree is in ordcr, hut can not I)e voted
p()lie(,. Inparliamentthcsergeant-at-armsofeach
on until the oliginal matter is perfected.
Any
hou._c Is apl)ointed
by the crown and for life. ! committee may report a substitute
for any bill reBesi(les similar duties to those defined above, lie
forced to them, when thcsubstitute
alone is considi_ _lleading figure on state occasions. -- SESSION.
ered, anti is treated as an original bill. -- SUNDAY.
This term denotes, 1, the time occupied by a sitBoth housesof eongrcss sometimes sit on Sunday,
tins of the body after organizing
for the day till
when public business is pressing.
In such cases it
adjournment;
2, the time spent in public business
is usual to continue
the journal as of the prelu-ually several months), from the first convening
ceding day's date.
In p,'lrliament
four Snnttay
of tltc members until their adjournment
to the
mccting,_ of the 1x)dy are recorded
as occasioned
next session.
Two annual ,sessions are usual in
by the demise of the crown, :md on several other
congress, although
one or more extra sessions
occasions debates have I)een continued
into Sunhave been not infrequent,
which
art, called
day morning.--StPPL£.
This is the tcchnic,'d
"special _ssions,"
to distinguish
them from the
term applied in parliament
to all appropriations
an_m_d. The annual sessions begin on the first
for the publicservicc.
The right of the commons
Monday in December, and terminate on the fourth
to originate bills of supply is paramount,
and the
of March at noon every alternate
year, i. e., the
lords may not amend such bills except verbally.
odd years, when the term of a congress expires.
In
Sometimes
the commons
have tacked to bills of
the (,yen yearn, when this limitation docs not exist,
supply measures which by them_,lves wouhl have
the session continues from five to nine months,
been rejected
by the h)rds; but tilts has bccn re(See CoN(;n],:ss, SESSXt)NS OF, col. i., p. 594.)
sisted by protest, by conference,
and by rejection
S(._sions of parliament
usually last from Februof the. bills, add there is no recent instance of attar)"to Au.,.,mst, besides which, special sessions octempts to force the lords by putting
"riders"
on
eurwhcn public emergency demands.-SPEAKER.
bills which the lords have no right to amend.
This is the name
of the presiding
officer in
(Sec BUD(_.ET, voh i., p. 318; also Appropriations
cat.h house of parliament,
and in the house of
and t_ere;,ue Bill._.)--St_Sr'ENSm._
OF RULES.
rcprvscntativcs
of the American
congq'ess.
Be(See Rules.)-TAnLE.
]n a publicasscmbly
the
ins. as his title imports,
the mouthpiece
or organ
motion to lay any matter on the table takes prcee*,f the bo(ly, the speaker is to express the will
(tence of all questions exccpt thoscof privilege and
(,f the house.
In congress
lie is elected v/ca¢ adjournment.
]t is not deb.ttable, and c'm not be
,'-_', on the convening
of each new congress,
amended.
It does not imply(he
defeat of a measand the completion
of the roll-call of membersure, but simply removesit from consideration
('l_,(q. Upon being chosen, he is usually installed
until it is voted to take it from the table.
But
i_ _he chair by the members wtm were his rival
in the house of representatives
the usual purpose
(:mdidatcs for the office; the oath is administered
of the motion to lay on the table is to give a
_,, him by the oldest member in continuous
servmeasure
its death-blow,
and when it prevails it
i_,, after which he swears in all the other mereis rarely taken up again during
the sea, ion. If
h_,r, bcfore entering on any other business.
He
carried, the effect of the motion to table is to defer
receives $8,000 salary; he succeeds to the presithe principal question under consideration
and all
d(,nc), in case of the office being vacant through
matters connected with it. In congress all busine_
failure 1o fill it by the president,
vice-president
or coming from the other house, or communicatiom_
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from government
officers, are laid on the table unle_ referred to a committee or otherwise disposed
of.
A motion to lay upon the table is in order
on the second and third reading of a hill.
When

rate business on Fridays, or to pass in either house
a bill vetoed by the president.
The latter major
ity is construed tomean two-thirds of themembers
present, not of the whole number
of members.

a motion to reconsider
is laid on the table the
latter vote can not be reconsidered,
and if carried,
is held in both houses to be a final dispo'dtion
()f the motion.
The business on the st)e._ker's
table iml)lie._. 1, exe('utive
communications;
2,
message_ from the s(.nate, uith bills pa.c,sed or
amended
by them; 3, en.t.n'o._cvd bills.
_Near the
close of a session a great accumulation
of bills,
etc., in every sttlge of pro.,..,-rc.._toward enactment,
lies on the speaker's
table, me)st nf which usually
remains un(li,,t)o,,_d of.
In the senate all rcsolu,
tions, reports
of committees,
and discharges
of
commitlee_
from the consi(ler.ttion
of _ubj(u:ts,
must lit, on the tal)le one day for consideration,
unless otherwi_
determined
by unanimous
consent. --TELLERS.
By a rule of the house of rcpresentativcs a vote must be taken by tellers if demanded by one-fifth of a quorum;
or the speaker
may appoint "tellers if in doubt as to the _'t:d w_ce
or the ricing vote.
IIe mu_t name a member
from each side of the question
to act as teller;
these two meet in the middle aisle and shake

--UNANIMOUS

hands; the chair requests
all members voting in
the affirmative
to pass between
the tellers, who
count them, and report to the clerk's desk; those
voting in the negative are next called to pass between the tellers;
this count being reported, the
chair deelart_s the result.
It is customary,
when
on a division less than half the house vote, for the
speaker
at once to order tellers.
In parliament
two telh,rs from each party are appointed to count
the members
when dividing
the house.
In the
United States senate
no vote is ever taken by
leliers.
(See Diri,_i,m, also Vote.) --TEnnIT(ntrES.
The delegates from territories
have seats and sala]'iesin the house like other members, with the right
_ospeak and participate
inl)usine_s by offering metions, etc., and (latterly) to be appointed
on eight
,of the standing
committees.
They have no right
to vote.
The territories
are called every Monday,
after the states, for bills, memorials,
etc., for referencc. -- TrE VOTE.
When the votes are equal
in number on each'side
of any question,
the gcneral parliamentary
rule is that the question is lost,
hut in the s[,nate the vice-president
has the casting
or decisive vote in case of a tie; though in his absencc the president ply tern., having already voted
as a senator, can not dc(.ide the result as presiding officer, and if the votes are equal the question
is lost.
In the house the speaker is required
to
vote only when his vote would
bc decisive if
counted;
and in all cases of a tie vote the queslion is lost.
In the house of lords the speaker
votes as a peer, and has no casting vote as presiding officer.
In the hou._; of commons thcspeaker
has the casting vote in case of a tie, but does not
vote as a member. --Two-T_mDS
VOTE. ._k msjority
of two-thirds
is required
in the house to
suspend
the rules, to dispense with the returning
hour for call of committees,
to dispense with pri-

(See VETO.)-- VOTE. The sense of an assembly
is declared by its votes.
In most formal or inferreal meetings
the chair is to put all questions
to
vote after inquiring
if the assembly is ready for
the question, in case it is a debatable one.
There
are various forms of taking a vote: 1, *_/w_voce.
by the chairulan calling successively
the ayes amt
the noes, and declaring
the question carried
or
lost according to the preponderance
of voices; 2,
by a show of hands, each side in succession hohling up the right hand and being counted;
3, by
rising and standing
until counted
on either sid(..
4, 1)y a (,ount of members passing through tellers.
1hose in favor of the measure
going first, and
those opposed
after, the number
of each sid('
being rclx)rted by the tellers and declared by the
chair; 5, I)y yeas and nays, where each member
answers to the call of his name, and is registered
in "t formal record; 6, by ballot, or secret writl('n
w)t(_thisis
u_,ed chiefly in the election of officers
or committees
by the a._semhly i/self.
In the
house a member lms the right to change his vow
before the result has been announced
by the
chatr.
Every memher must vote on each question put, unless excused, or directly interested
i_
the event of the question.
The result of cv(,ry
vote, and the names voting on every roll-call, with
the absentees, arc published
in the journal and iH
the congressional
record.
In parliament
the vet(',
and proceedings
arc printed and distributed
daily.
(For methods of* voting in parliament,
see /)ir_:_/on," see also Ballot, Jth¥islon, Tellers, Yeas a_(i
_¥tys.)--WaYs
AND MEa_s.
This
term, borrowed from the British parliament,
impliesthegovernment revenues
and the methods
or provisions
for collection of the .same.
_4.committee of ways
and means was first created in the house of rcpresentatives in 1789: it originally
consisted of seven
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tastY.
Vacancies in the membership
of assemblies can usually be filh.d in accordance
with the
vote of the majority of members.
In congress
senatorial
wmancics are notified to the governor
of the state, who, in the rt,ccss of the legislature,
nmy fill tim vacancy by appointment,
pending the
choice of a senator by the legislature when next
convened.
A vacancy in the house _m he filled
only by "_new election by the pcoi)le of the cong,vcssional
district left _ithout
a rcprese.ntativ(:.
Vacancies in the h(,use of commons are filled by
election pursuant
to a writ i_ued out of chancery
hy warrant
from the speaker. -- VETO.
In the
congress of the United States and in most of the
state legislaturc_
any bill passed may he disapproved b.y the executive
for reasons given.
This
veto may bc overruk, d in congre_
by a vote of
two-thirds
of the members of each house, present
and voting.
In parliament,
though
the crown
may legally veto any measure passed, the power
has not been exercised
for ahout two centuries

PARLIAMENTARY
members:'it
became a standing committee in 1795.
It has since been gradually
increased to thirteen
memlmrs.
To it are referred all matters and prol×,_ed legislation
relating to the revenue and the
b_)nded debt of the United States.
The committee
of ways and means, having charge of the entire
tariff system and internal revenue taxation,
as
wt,ll a_ of financial measures and the public debt,
is a most important
body, and its chairmanship
is considered
the highest office in the gi£t of the
speaker.
As the chancellor
of the exchequer
is
the ]eader of the house of commons, the chairman
of the committee of ways and means was folanerly
accounted the leader of the house of representstivt,s ; but since the withdrawal
from that cornmittce (in 1865) of all busine_ relating to the expcn(litures of the government
(which is a._signcd
to toe committee on appropriations),
theways
and
me'm_ committee
has been shorn of much of its
p¢)wer, and its chairman of his prestige a.s leader,
Still, the_ _two committees
engro_ between them
the greater part of the time of congre_;
and in the
alternate years, when the session is limited to three
months, little other busine._ has a chance of se('uring attention.
To be a member of the committee of ways and means is regarded
as a very high
position, and commonly
excuses those appointed
to it from service on other committees.
The cornmittee of the senate having charge of the same
subjects is styled the committee
of finance, and
was first org'anized in 1816.
Measures reported
by either of these committees
are customarily
privileged, i. e., to be considered
before any others,
In I)arliament the committee of waysand
meansis
constituted directly after the annual opening, but,
unlike the American
usage, it is not a _lcct
or
slanding committee lasting through
the life of the
body, but a committee of the whole house; in other
words, it is the house itself, presided over by a
(:hairman instead of by the speaker.
This official
chairman is designated
the chairman
of the cornmittee of ways and means, and also presides in
the committee of supply, and over other committ(.(._of the whole house.
Like the speaker, lie is
a salaried officer.
The committee
of ways amt
moans determines
in what manner the necessary
ftmd_ shall be raised for the public service, as
vott.d by the committee of supply.
The most irap_)rtant oc('asion for which the committee of ways
and means is required
to sit, is, to receive the
limm(:ial statement for the year from the chancel1,)rof the exchequer.
Thisis known asthebudget.
(S,.e BUDGET, W)I, i., p. 818.)--WITI_DRAWAI,.
"['ht. right to withdraw
a motion or a bill is se('tm,,l hy the ruh_ atauy time before a decision or
:_w'ndmcnt, except after the previous
question
h:t_ been seconded.
All incidental questions
fall
x_ith the withdrawal
of the main question.
(For
v. ithdrawal of papers, see Pw/_.s.)-WITNESSES.
'l'h_, _Ummoning of witnesses to be examined
by
:_enmmittee requires an orderof the house,.tmle_
th, committee is first clothed with power to send
%r pt,rsons and papers.
Witnesses
are paid $2 a
day, and five cents per mile of travel.
Failure or
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refusal of a witness to appear or to testify is a
breach of the privileges
of the house: besides
which the revi,_d statutes make such refu._d a
misdemeanor
punishable
by fine aml imprisonment.
(R. S., sec. 102.) In parliament
witnesses must answer on examination
before commit.
tees, and are sworn at the bar of either house.
Rccttsant
witnesses are generally
sent to Newgate.
(See Prfvib,ge.)--Wmw.
This i_ a proce_s of the house signed by the speaker,
attested by the clerk under
the seal of the house,
and served by the sergeant-at-arms,
In parliament the writs for the election of new members arc
issued by the speaker's warr'mt
addressed
to the
clerk nf thecrown,
and transmitted
by him through
the postoffice.
Writs of summon,_ for a parliament to meet are issued by the crown, under advice of tire privy council.
These writs must be
issued at least thirty-five
days before the time
fixed for the convening
of the new parliament.
-YEAs AND _AYB. The constitution
requires that
the ),(,as and nays of the members of either house
shall be entered on the journals at the desire of
one-fifth of those present; also that the vote on
any bill vetoed by the president shall be recorded
by yeas and nays.
It is very common for merebers to demand a vote hy yeas and nays, to make
a record, or, when dissatisfied with the result of a
division
by other methods;
but whenever
less
than one-fifth of the members present rise to seccad thecall,
theyeasand
nays are refused.
This
vote can not be taken in committee
of the whole
house; tire roll-call once begun can not be interrupted
for any purpose.
After the roll-call
is
completed, the names of members who have failed
toanswermusthecalh'da_ain;
after which the full
list of yeas and nays must be read, and errors or
omissions announced
by members corrected. -- In
both houses memhers must answer without debate
or reasons assigned for the vote. (See l'bt,.)-- BrBI, IOORAPnY.
May (Sir T. Erskim,), I_eatise on the
Za_t, Priz_leges, ProcezMil_gs and U,,age of Parliameat, 8th ed., Lond., 1879: Cushing eL. S.), Lez"
Parlia, mentaria:
The Lat_ al_d Practice of Le.qislati,;eA_,emblie. L Boston, 1874; McDonald(W.
J.),
Constitution
of the United ,States, Ru_s of the
b'eTatte, etc., Washington,
1881; Staading
Rules
for 6"onducting BuMax._s in the _qe_tte of the United _;tate,, Washin_on,
1882; lh'gest and Maaual
of the Rules and Practice, of the tIouse of Representatiee,,
compiled
by II. H. Smith, 6th ed.,
WashinGton , 1883; TrailJ ln'a_iqtte du Droll parlementaire, par J. Poudra et E. Pierre, Paris, 1878;
Jefferson (T.), Manual of Parliameat_try
Practice,
New York, 1876; Fish (G. T.), Amer@an Manual
of Parliarne_damj
Law, New York, 1880; Oiipp
(C.), Leitfaden d. parlam. Ge.wh_:fts Ordnvl_g, New
York, 1871: Robinson (W. S.), Wamqngtmds Mer,val for the Ir_brmation
of O._?cers and 3[em_rs of
I4qi, la*ures, Couven, th_ns, S,_eieties, at.,
Boston,
1875; Wilson (O. M.), Digest of Parliamentary
Law, Philadelphia,
1869; Cushing eL. S.), Rulesof
Proceexh'_,_7in Deliberative Assew_ie,, Boston, 1877;
Barclay (J. M.) C,onatitutie_
of the United 8tats,
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Jefferson's
Manual,
and Barcla_s
Digest, Wasl_
ington, 1873; Fcrrall (S. A.), F_rposition of th_ Law
of ParliameT_t, London, 1837; ttatsell (J.), Pre_dent, of Proceedings in the lIo,zse o]" Com_wns, 4
vols., London, 1818; Symonds
(A.), Meehani6_ of
f_aw Maki_g, London, 1835; Smith (T.), Chai_vnan
aim Speaker's
G*tidr, London,
1840; Clifford &
Stephens, P_rat,; Bill Practice in Darliament, London, 1870; Webster's Membcr,_' Pre_cedure B(Jok ih
Parliament,
London. 1868; R_lement
de la Chainbre des ])dputds, Paris, 1880; Robert (tI. M.), Pocket.hraT_ualofl_ule,
of Order for I)eliberatioe Assem hlies, Chicago, 1876.
A.R.
St'OFFOrtD.
PARTICIPATION
IN ]PROFITS.
Among
the many schemes for healing the appare.nt breach
between labor and capital, a breach that is due in
great part to the fact that these two factors of
production
arc supplied
by two distinct classes,
termed capitMists
and laborers, is that of allowing the laborer to share in the profits of the enterprise.
"It would be of great importance,"
wrote
Mr. Babbage
in 1832, " if, in every large establishmen|,
the mode of pa)anent
could be so orranged that every person employed should derive
advantage
from the success of the whole; and
that the profits of each individual
should advance,
as the factory it_lf produced
profit, without the
necemity of making any change
in the wages."
And he then describes a system
that had long
been in use among the Cornish mines, which was
_omewhat
like that he proposes
for his "new
system
of manufacturing."
This
new system
was hardly noticed at the time, but it was one of
the earliest attempts to introduce
participation
in
profits by the laborer.
Strictly speaking, participatton
is not a form of co-operation,
for in the
co-operative
principle the capitalist and laborer are
combined,
the capital necessary to the undertaking being furnished
by those who also supply the
labor; and as they assume all the risk, all the
profit or lo_ is also theirs.
In participation,
however, the capital is, as a rule, still furnished
by
one (:lass, and the labor by another;
but tim laborer
is allowed to sharc in the profits received
over
and above a certain share which is set apart as a
remuneration
for the capital employed
and for
the supervision
and management
of the undertaking.
If the profits are not sufficient to cover this
share which belongs to capital, no distribution
is
made among the workmen. --In
support of participation
it is urged that, by stimulating
him to
make his best endeavors, it increases the efficiency
of the workman,
this result being attained either
by effccting a saving in the material used, or by
increasing
the absolute product
of labor.
It influences
the moral character
of the laborer by
making him more industrious
(as on this not only
depends the total profit but also his share of the
profits), more thrifty
and provident,
and in a
rne_ure
more independent.
By giving him a
direct interest in the success of the undertaking
it brings him into close relationship
with his
employer,
and differences are less apt to arise

IN PROFITS.
between them.
On the other hand, it is urged
that the laborer is working
for a reward that is
uncertain,
and affected by circumstances
beyond
his control; that he is likely to become discontented if the profits decrease and his supplementar)" wages diminish;
that in many instances lie
is forced to become a partner in the undertaking,
and his freedom
of movement
and of contract is
to that extent restricted;
that he is thus made to
share all tim risks attending
any industrial
entcrprise, without
being allowed
any voice in the
conduct
of the undertaking.
-- Therc are many
forms
of participation,
many
of them
being
but modifications
of co-operation.
Of the real
industrial
partnerships
the following
may be
mentioned
as typical : In 1842 a Paris tradesman, M. Leclaire,
finding that high wages did
not produce
a corresponding
increase
in the
zeal and diligence
of his workmen,
and l_eing
unable to personally
supervise
all the details of
the work, determined
to create a common
in.
terest between
himmlf and his employ(:s.
The
surest way of increasing
their efficiency was to
proportion
their remuneration
to the results obrained
from their labor, and he therefore
proposed to divide among such as he should select
a portion of any increased
profits that might accrue from their exertions.
At the end of the
year 5 per cent. of the net profits was to be set
aside for the capital employed, and a salary for
himself as superintendent;
all that remained was
to be divided axnong certain
of the laborers in
proportion
to the wages they had received.
The
result of the first year was remarkable,
and his
system, somewhat modified in form, has continued
tilt the present day.
The firstyear
he distributed
12,200 francs, no laborer who had worked 300
days in the year receiving less than 450 francs as a
supplementary
income, equal to two-fifths of bi._
regular salary; in the second year the distributive
fund exceeded 17,000francs,
and in the third year
it was more than 18,000 francs.
Encouraged
by
this success, the busine_ was remodeled
and i_._
operations
extended.
As at present constituted,
the net profits are divided
into three parts:
onehalf is distributed
among such workmen
as ,M.
Leclaire designates,
in proportion
to the wages
earned by each participant;
one-fourth
is paid tt_
a provident
society, of which all the persons in hi._
employment
are members;
and one-fourth goes to
the partner (patron direvteur).
The workmen
arc
divided
into two cla.z-_cs, one of which, comprising a third of the total number, are entitled to a
share in the distribution
of profits, but the second
class do not share in the profits, but receive a
small addition to their daily pay, and are entitled
to all the benefits
conferred
by the provident
society.
The minor details of the system do not
concern
us here.--For
many years a large railroad in France (Chemin defer d'Orldan*) set apart
15 per cent. of the surplus
or net profits to be
divided among certain of its employda.
During
the first years of the experiment
the plan worked
fairly well; but as the operations of the road were
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extended,
the number of employ_s was largely
agency, where the interest on capital fixed in ma.
increased, the expenses of management
became
chinery is the chief element of cost prices, and
larger, the fund for distribution
became less, and
where the workmen, assembled
in large factories,
aNo the share of each participant,
so that while in
can be easily and effectively
superintended
"
1553 the company divided 1,966,963 francs among ' Another
limitation
lies in the fact tlmt its ap_%365 l)ersons, in 1868 it divided only 1.775,559
plication
depends, in every case, oil the will of
fr:mesamong
11,376 employ6s.
The main object
the employer.
" It is not to be expected,"
says
(o be _zained in this case was to insure as far as W.T.
Thornton,
"that
eml)loyers will often be
i)(_sMble a greater care of tile valuable plant on
found entering into special engagemcntswith
their
the part of the employ(s,
and this could be better
laborers, in trades in which such special engage,_ccured in no other way. _ The third type is to
meats must necessarily result in pecuniary
loss to
l_, found in the plan adopted
by Messrs. Henry
themselves;
even in trades to which the. bonus
Brig_, Son & Company in their Yorkshire
colsystem is best adapted, unle,_ employers choose to
lieries.
Prior to the passage of the limited lht- adopt it of their own accord, there are, of course,
bility act such an arrangement
as M. Leclaire's
no means of cornl)elling them.
In the utmost dc(.ould not have been adopted
in England
withwdopment,
thereforc, of which it is susceptible,
(_ut making the workmen
liable for the losses
the partnership
or bonus system can never affect
incurred, in that they shared in the profits of the
more than a portion of the lal×)ring population."
undertaking.
But this barrier being removed,
Still another objection is named by Thorold RogMessrs. Briggs were among the first to take adera : "that
it necessitates
the abandomnent
of
vantage of participation.
In 1865 they formed a that secrecy which it is believed is essential at all
limited liability joint stock company,
retaining
times, and particularly
in some emergencies,
to
two-thirds of the stock in their own hands.
The
success.
The value of secrecy may be overrated,
remaining
portion they offered to their emplovSs
probably is; but its signittcance
is felt, and will
in shares of £10 each, and stipulated
at the same
in all likelihood
be felt more and more as the
time that whenever
the profits of the business
principlc
of limited liability is adopted."
It is
should exceed 10 per cent. on the capital eranot known that this pulicy has been adopted to
ployed, one-half of this profit was to be divided
any extent in the United States. -- AUTHORITIES.
among the employees.
Tile plan worked with adBShmert,
Die Gewia_&ethe, illguT_g, 1878; Fouger
vantage for a number of y(mrs, but disputes arisouse, Patrons et Ouvriers de. PaN_, 1880; Billon,
ing through
the fluctuations
in the coal market,
Participation
de_ Ouvr£e_rs aux. B_n_;3_vs des Patthe arrangement
has been anmllled. --The
distritons, 1877 ; Pare's Co-ope_.ative Agriculture,
1870;
bulion of profits may either be made in a ca._h Leroy-Beaulieu,
La Q_stion
Ouw'i_'e au XIXe
payment at the _nd of the year, or the share of S/0de, 1872; and Thornton,
On Labor.
l)rorit may be capitalized
during a certain period,
WORTHLnGTO_ C. FORD.
the interest bcing drawn
by the workman,
and
_he l)rincipal, on his death, goingwhere
he may
PARTIES,
Political.
I. Idea of a°artie_;
wish, or, a part may be paid in cash ami a part
Gor_rnment Party;
Opposition.
Throughout
all
capitalized.
The manner of payment
differs
historywe
find that, wherever an active life of the
widely in the various
establishments
that have
people and of the state has been developed,
politadopted the system. -- It is not believed that parical parties have sprung into existence.
An abtieipation in profits will ever be widely in use, as sence of political
parties is observed
only where
it can be successfully
applied
to only a limited
there prevails
a passive indifference to all public
number of occupations.
"The fund on which
concerns, or where tyrannical
oppression
by the
participation
draws is the surplus
profit realized
ruling powers
prevents
all common
manifestain consequence of the elflaanced efficiency of the
tion of opinion and aspirations
by whole groups
work done under its stimulating
influence.
Such
of the population.
In such cases, however, the
extra profit is therefore obtainable wherever workpower and tendency of the people to form parmen have it in their power to incre_
the quantics exist, ff they are at all capable of pohtical
tity, improve
the q(mlity, or diminish
the cost
life; but this power and tendency at one time lie
!)rice, of their staple of production
by more effectdormant,
while at another
they lack the air and
_ve production,
by increased economy in the use
light necessary to their growth, and the room they
of tools and materfiLls, and by a reduction in the
require for action.
At times the impulse to form
cost of superintendence.
In other words, the
political parties, when suppressed in political life,
•_url)lus profit realizable will depend on the influis directed into other channels;
it passes into the
('nee which manual labor is capable of exerting
religious
or ecclesiastical
domain, .and makes exupon production.
Evidently,
therefore, this in- isting scientific, artistic and social differences more
tluenee will be greatest in branches
of industry
marked.
Between such parties and political par_ here the skill of the laborer plays the leading
ties there exists a certain kind of elective affinity.
part, where the outlay on tools and materials bears
Thus, a reactionary party in the church will, as
a small ratio to the cast of production,
and where
a rule, in matters
political,
sympathize
with a
individual superintendence
is difficult and expenparty of absolutism, the old traditional theological
._ive. It will, on the contrary, be least effective
school with a conservative
party, and the critical
in industries where mechanism
is the priaaipal
theological school or party, by way of prefereaoe,
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with the liberal parties in polities.
In this work
we have to do exclusively
with political parties,
and we can notice non-political
parties only in so
far as they are attracted to or repulsed by political
parties.--The
most gifted
and freest nations
politically
are precisely those that have the most
sharply defined parties;
for the most important
phenomena
in the life of the state are conditioned
by party struggles.
It is only through the struggle and interaction
of opposing
for(.es that all
the hidden wealth of a people's powers is made
clearly manifest.
This proves the necessity and
utility of thc formation
of parties.
Parties
are
not a seriou_ evil to the state, as many narrow
and over-anxious
minds are inclined to think.
It
reflects no glory on a statesman
to stand aloof
from his party, and it is no commendable
virtue
in the citizen of a state to belong to no party,
For parties are, in the very nature of the case,
the necessary manifestations
of the innermost impul_s of the public heart of the nation. _ Partly,
as implied
by the term itself, are always only a
part of the nation.
A party,
accordingly,
can
pos.,_ss only the eon_eio_lsr_e,_s of ol_e part of the
nation,
and must not identify
itself
with the
whole, the people,
the state.
Hence, one party
may combat other parties, but it must not ignore
them, nor wish to destroy them.
One party can
not subsist alone; it owes its existence
anti development only to the opposing party. -- Preci_ly
because the prince in a monarchical
country represents in his own person the unity of the state,
and hcnce of all persons in the state, it is exacted
of him, and almost exclusively
of lfim, that he
shall not espouse the cause of any party, and
that he shall tolcrate and respect all parties, each
according to its character and rights,
tie nmy, indeed, choose to rely on any one party, because the
latter, at a given time, .seems particularly
fitted to
determine the policy of the state, and he may also
have just cause for sharply watching the doingsof
parties that _,em to endanger the public well-Ix, log.
lie may also, without sacrificing that impartiality
(and impartiality
is always his duty), declare himself in favor of one or a,s opposed to another party,
ax:eording to the attitude of such party to the state,
and according
to that party's
importance
to the
well-being of the state.
But he incurs the risk of
loading himself with the ugly appearance
of being
partial when he does this in a manner not perfectly
warranted,
and when his declaration
of preference
can be attributed
to his personal inclination toward
a party or to his personal aversion to the opposing
party.
A premature
declaration of preference will,
moreover, expose him to the danger of being compelled to disavow
llimself
if, contrary
to his
expectation,
the party hated or dreaded by him
should become so powerful
that it could not be
refused the exercise of a dccisive influence in the
government,
or if the party which he had approved
or r_ommended
at the elections had been rejected
by the electors, so that he would be finally cornpeLled to drop it.
It is, accordingly,
a political
principle with wise princes to avoid declaring for

or against any party in the state without the most
urgent reel ires.This, however, does not apply
to the ease of ministers, nor to any of the other
officers of the state., and just as little, does it apply
to the .qot_rnraent of a republic.
Still, whenever
these latter act in their official capacity,
they
should not act as mere party men, for the office i_
essentially
instinct witll the spirit of the whole
state, an/i an}" official act is at the same tim(, an
act of the state.
But public law, with its powers
and duties, knows nothing of parties, the regmlar
law of the state is the common law fixed for all,
the lawwhich
imposes a limit to the agitation and
struggles of parties.
The judge and the administrative
officer should disregard
all parties, and
not perform their duties with the view of helping
or hindering
an)" party.
Parties
play an imporrant r01e only when the stir of fresh, new life is
felt; in other words, when political
life begins.
But the official duty of impartiality
does not exclude an official from sharing freely in political
life with those who are of the same mind with
himself, or from taking whatever side he prefers.
Unlike the prince, he is not the personification
of
the whole.
He is, on the one hand, as an official,
an organ and a representative
of the state; and on
the other hand, _ a private
individual
invested
with all the political rights of a citizen, he enjoys
a position as to party by virtue of which he is entitled to seek his party fellows and to |cague himself with them.
The greatest statesmen of Rome
and England
were always both impartial
magistrates and acknowledged
party leaders.
Only, as
a matter of course, their political action should
be limited, conditioned
and moderated
by the inviolability of the impartial
position of the official.
As it is incumbent on-the historian to be impartial,
that he should truthfully
describe the condition
of all parties, and judge them with fairness, but
not that he should be a member of no party, or be
a purely passive mirror reflecting with indifference the pictures of a nation's life; so it is incumhent or_ the statesman
and the official, and in a
still higher degree, that they should be impartial,
but not that they should be non-party men. -- For
these reasons a so-called government party does not
deserve the favor which it has frequently
received
from the ruli.ng powers.
Every party, when its
leaders have been called into office, becomes, in a
ccrtain sense, the government
party, for a time at
least, and as long as its leaders remain in harmony
with the principles and tendencies'of
the party.
Yet, in such a case, the term government
party
implies no party principle,
but only indicates that
the party has actually attained
to power and influence.
The very same party, however, without
any change of principles
or aims, may become a
party of opposition,
when its leaders again lose
the chief offices of government,
or when, remaining in office, they adopt j_- tendency hostile to, or
when they eventually
assume an unsatisfactory
attitude
toward,
the party to which
they had
hitherto adhered. --But
by the government party
is sometimes understood
a party whose principle
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eonsi,_ts in adhering at all times to the government,
and in supporting
the government,
of whatever
persons it may consist and whatever tendency it
may follow; a party which adheres to the governmcnt when the latter enacts reactionary
measures,
and still stands by it whcn any reformatory
change
of its system happens to t;_kc phce.
_k government party in this sense cmsists
mostly of men
whose pcrsorml interests
make them dependent
mainly on the good will of the government,
and
who support
it in the hope of emolument
and
preferment
through
the favor of government,
while from its disfavor they have a motive to fear
for their positions or economical
well-bcing.
Undcr certain circumstances
a party of this kind
may prove useful to a government,
because
its
vot_ always possess a certain weight;
but woe
to the government
that in critical moments relies
on a government
party of this kind, and seeks in
it its last and only support.
As in such a par_y
there is no inward
strength, it can give no support, and as it receives its impulses from the existing government,
it must waver when that government itself is shaken;
and as, above all, it is
always resolved
to serve the ministers
of the
government,
who have, it may be, only recently
stepped into office, it prepares for a change when
there is any prospect of a change, and deserts the
banner of its old, defeated
leaders, to follow the
fife and drum of the new victors.
Such a party,
accordingly,
enjoys no genuine
respect, neither
tliat of the ministers,
who use it, nor that of the
p_ople, who expect nothing
good from it. It
scarcely deserves the name of political party at
all, because it has no political convictions,
and
no political aspirations.
It is merely an append_lge to the ruling power, without
moral worth
er political dignity.
It is generalJy accessible
to
and inclined to corruption,
and usually ready to
bargain away its fidelity and its services.
Such
a party, therefore,
is unable to maintain
itself in
a manly nation, with a highly developed
political party life ; it is fated to be broken up and
thru,t aside by other arid _genuine parties.
Yet,
in the. old monarchies
of the European continent,
such parties have still a certain importance,
sometimes in eonn_tion
with other old established
court parties.--_
a contrast
to what is known
_s the government
party
in this objectionable
sense, we have what is known as the party of op
position ; but by this term we do not mean that
other no less objectionable
party,
whose vital
1)rinciple consists in opposition
to the government, and which does not combat the policy of
the government
because it regards that policy as
u_lsound or its success as dangerous, but solelybe('ause it is the policy of the government.
The
_overnment party may be simply submissive, and
blindly devoted to the government;
a party of oppo<ition such as we have here described, on the
other hand, is to an excess obstinate
and odious,
The former always tamely follows in the wake
('f government,
while the latter, at every step,
thwarts it by distrust and antagonism.
Both,
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accordingly,
are unhealthy
phenomena
in the
public life of a people.
At times such a party of
opposition may find favor with the people, just
as the government
party does with the powerful.
But its negative
qualities
have only the appearante of utility to the commonwealth
or of care
for the int(:rests of t!m people.
The moving principlc in it is certainly not egotism, as in the SOyeminent party, but obstinacy, defiant aggressivenes_, obstruction
to all political authority
; in a
word, anarchy.
It does not deserve the favor of
any nation, any more than a purely government
party deserves that of the government.
When,
between
the years 18_0 and 1830, the German
chambers
witnessed
such opposition
parties at
work by the side 6f government
parties,
and
courting
popular favor, it was only the sign of a
still unripo and sickly political life, for then the
belief w_ still widely spread among the people,
that only the man who opposed the g._vernment,
and only as long as he opposed
it, could be a
patriot, and would devote himmlf heart and soul
to the people.
From the mere possibility of so
dangerous
an error, we may readily
infer the
existing moral rottenness
of those governments.
--After
this brief
explanation,
we may define
political parties
as follows : They are the free,
social groups within the state, hcld together for
common action by the ties of the same or closely
related fundamental
political principles, ideas and
aspirations.--II.
Politieal Parties and Factional.
We distinguish
parties from factions.
Factions
are but the caricature
of parties.
Parties
are
necessary
to the life of the state, and in so far
useful; factions
are unnecessary
and always injurious.
In healthy political life parties must be
developed,
while factions
gain in power under
uJfliealthy conditions.
R(,al development
is prorooted by parties;
cornlption
and the decay of
states show the effects of faction.--On
what
does this distinction
depend?
Language
here is
not as safe and steadfast
in its distinguishing
powers as science would wish.
We speak properly of a political party, when that party represanta a political principle, or pursues
a political
tendency ; political, that is, compatible
with the
existence of the state, and directed to the wellbeing of society.
A political party may, indeed,
exhibit great defects of character;
it may employ
wrong means, and pursue
foolish aims.
But it
should never attack the existence of the state,
or consciously
pursue
tendencies
injurious
to
it.
When it does this, it debases itself into
a faction.
Factions
never serve the state ; they
are above all mindful
of self; they pursue egotistic, and not political,
aims.
In the conflict
between the well-being
of the state and private
interests, they unhesitatingly
prefer the latter and
sacrifice the former.A faction can mit easily
rise to the noble position of a political
party,
although
this may not altogether
be impossible;
but a political party may easily degenerate
into
a faction.
As soon as self-seeking
has become
its rt)llng passion throughout
all its actions, a_
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soon as it becomes heedless of its duties toward
the country, and refuses to acknowledge
its submission to the whole, it has entered
the patlLs
of faction,
and we must
deny it the honorable name of a political
party.
As cvcry man
is at the same time an individual
apart, and
a member
of a community,
of his nation, and,
finally, of humanity,
so aL-o the various social
groups possess this same kind of dualistic existence.
They arc associations
with particular
interests, and they are also parts of a larger whole,
Political parties are animated
and determined
by
thiscommonspirit,althoughtheiregotisticself-love
and party interest never become wholly
extinct,
Factions, onthecontrary,
are a_sociations in which
this self-_eking
side has grown so powerful
that
it aims at subjecting
to it the public well-being,
and to sacrifice the state to its particular
interests;
although,
as a matter of fact, even in factions the
public well-being is seldom completely
lost sight
of. The contrast between a political party and a
faction is, therefore,
of a nature such that it manifestly suggests a certain affinity between them.
They only follow opposite currents.
Accordingly,
as public spir; or priw_te interest prevails in either
of these groups of men, it may at one t|mc be a
political party, and at another a faction.
When a
party holds its meeting-s, chooses its leaders, comes
to an agreement
and passes re_)lutions;
when it
founds and supports organs to give exprcs_sion to
its opinions, and combats its adversaries;
or when
any individual
member of the party, as far as is
possible without
violating higher duties, submits
his individual opinion and inclination to his part)',
and follows theleaders
of his party assoldiers
fnllow their general: in all this there is nothing that
can be called factious.
If the party is to possess
power and influence, it must organize itself, and
display its activity in public life, at cleetions and
in deliberative
councils, as a closely comp'_lct body.
But when party zeal and party passion prepomterate to such a point _s to prefer to tear the country
to pieces rather than join hands for the sake of
the common weal ; when one party, upon gaining
power, directs public affairs as a party governmerit, using its power in the oppression and per_cutionof
all who profess diffcrentopinions;
when
parties league themselves with the enemies of the
state, and delivcr the country over to their power:
all proceedings
of this kind exclude thc true idea
of a political party, and faction has usurped
its
place.--III.
Na_,,
a_td KiJ_ds of Parties.
Different names do not always indicate different kinds of
parties, and the names as well as the objects concerningwhich
parties contend may frcquently
be
simply accidental.
Pcople may quarrel and divide
themselves
into parties about a garter, or the shape
of a hat; and in the case of more than one historical party division it is difficult to tell what was
the cause that divided the nation.
Even a mere
whim, or difference of taste, the partiality
to green
or red, or v/re versa, has parted society into hostile groups.
Yet parties, in the earnest consciousneas of their differences, often select colors only

as party symbols, and in such case become known
by their colors, as, for instance, the green and blue
parties in the old Byzantine
empire, the red and
white rose in mcdieeval
England,
and the red
(ultra-revolutionary)
and black (clerical)parties
of
modern
times.
Parties in general, and factions
still more so, love {o distingqish
themselves
from
each other and from the indifferent
multitude
by
symbolical
badges.
Hence, they have thcir banners, cockades,
colored caps, rihbons, and their
peculiar costumes. -- The more futile the caus_
that separate parties, or thc lc_ any political principles and aims determine
their formation,
the
less also can they he called political parties in the
proper
scn._ of the term, and the more readily
will such associations
degenerate
into factions.
Political
_iencc does not concern itself with these
non-political
parties; and just as little can it pay
any attention
to purely acchlental
partie,u.
A1though
at times they may assert their influence
on practical
politics, political science is unable to
fix them, b(_._tt_e they arc not determined
by
political principles.
Oa the other hand, the following
kinds of parties deserve
mention:
1.
Religio-i_litlcal
partie,_. Denominational
parties,
as such, do not belong to these; but, when starting from different religious or ecclesiastical
opinions or tendencies,
they divide politically,
and
seek to influence
the life of the state, they in a
certain
respcct beeome political
parties.
This
species of party diviMnn in the middlc ages, as,
for instance, that between Christians
and Mohammcdans, had a decided
influence on publi2 life,
and this party division is even still sufficiently
felt.
Even in modern European
parliaments
we
still hear of cath()lic _md orthodox
Lutheran
parties, of ultramont:mes
and pietists.
But these are
spurious kinds of part)', and, therefore, wherever
political life is developed,
they are banished from
the arena of political parties to their own sphere,
to wit, the domain of religious and ecclesiastical
life•
As the cause of the formation of this kind
of parties has nothing to (lo with thc state, and as
their aims are not political, it must always be considered an abuse, when, in the modern state, they
demean themselvcs as political parties•
l_eligion
seldom gains by such demeanor on its part, and
politic_ is always injured by them.--2.
Parties
may also, in a temporal, but not purely political
sense, be divided
according
to nations,
which,
however, does not hy any me_.ns constitute
a norreal division (such as _Teo-Latins and Germans in
the ancient German-Roman
states, English,
Scots
and Irish in Great Britain,
and Germans
and
Czecks in Bohemia;
or according
to tribes, as
Franks, Old-Bavarians,
in Bavaria; or according
to the social order, as patricians,
plebeians, clergy
and nobility, nobility and bourgeoisie),
l_'ations,
tribes and estates, such as the third estate, possess
in fact an importance
which
is not exclusively
political,
but above all civil and social.
They
also form firmly established
wholes, and would
form a too solid basis for political parties, which
must never cease to feel themselves
parts sub-
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ordinate to the _Lte.
When, accordingly,
parties
are based upon nationalities,
.or when they are
divided
into tribes, there is danger that they may
destroy the unity of the state.
But if the unity of
the state is to be preserved, the parties in the state
should cross and unite tilt, different nations, tribes
and estates that exist within the Imlitical body,
thus welding the parts into unity.
When parties
and estates are coincident
this danger is not so
great, for the estates know that they are only a
part of the people, anti that they can not form a
,_tate of themselves
alone.
Yet even here, party
differences, allied with such mighty constituents
of the state organism, differences
thus powerful,
lasting anti bold, may by such alliance seriously
_iireaten the internal peace of tile state and public
order.--3.
In the middle ages parties had still,
for the most part, either a religious, national or
an estate character.
It is a sign of political progtess when parties begin to divide according
to
definite constitutional
principle.s, for then political
ideas, and not merely tim tradition of a race or of
a particular
class or calling, begin to unite those
t,)gethcr who are of the same mind, and to separate them from their opponents.
Parties of this
nature
are aristocrats
and democrats,
royalists
and republicans,
constitutionalists
and feudalists,
unionists and fi3deralists, nationalists
and particularists, etc.
Sometimes
these partie_n continue to
rest in part upon a difference of estate or class :
"bus, the alistocratic
and feudal party in Europe
usually derives its main support from the nobility,
_he constitutional
party from the third estate, and
_he democrats from the lower classes.
But they
are no longer confined within the narrowlimits
of
_m estate ; tile political
opinion of one class or
cqtate invades the others, and dr'lws toward
it
ti,o._c wtm arc of the _me way of thinking. -Yet these are only transitory
political
parties,
which happen to arise during constitutional
st.ruggles for the transformation
of the existing constitution, and which disappear
when that struggle
has been brought to a clo_ and a new con_titution is introduced
and generally
acknowledged,
The task of the constitution
consists in realizing
and giving effect to its principles,
and there is
after this no nec_l of constitutional
parties, bet.au_ all views that c_luld possibly claim any politteal importance 'ire supposed to have found their
('<pre.csion in the organs of the constitutional
syst_,m itself, a._for instance, the aristocratic
elements
ill an upper hoi_, and the constitutional
and dem,_'ratic elements_ in alowcr
house.
Such political
parti_% accordingly,
work toward their o_n destruetion, because they invariably
perish after obraining the victory;
they desire to die as political
parties, that they may rise again as political pow('rs; they desire to become members of the body
p_,lilie i_self. Hence, their principles are not party
principles, but constitutional
principles.--4.
The
highest and purest form of political parties is in('outestably that of those which are determined
1,_-exclusively political and not religious or social
contrasts or differences,
and which at the same
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time permanently
accompany
the public life.
Wachsmuth,
in his Geschid_tt deq" politischen Partet'unger_, 1832, advanced
the opinion that, "in th_
history of the human race it must be accepted as
a fundamental
law of the universc,
that, tin the
whole, there certainly is a progress toward tile better. but it must also be admitted
that the history
of politit_l parties
has no slmre in that progreds.
Whether
good or bad, sut,h as they were
from time out of mind, they remain to this very
day."
I also believe that a "'progress
toward the
better"
is perceptible
in the history
of political
parties; although what is fundamental
in human
nature, on which parties depend, has remained the
same, and when human passions have once been
aroused, the man of to-day is as far from being
exempt from the risk of relhpsing into extreme
brutality and barbarity
as was the man of a thousand or two thousand
years ago.
The French
nation in the eighteenth
century claimed to stand
at the head of European
civiliz'.ation, and vet this
did not save it from the horrors of the reign of
terror during the French
revolution.
Yet as in
war, so also have the contentions
of parties become, on the whole, less cruel and brutal.
In
spite of all the horrors that still disgrace our age,
civilization
has at lcast somewhat
moderated
the
savage hatred of parties. -- Yet I regard these a,
most ma_fifest syml)tomq of iml)rovement:
thatan
ever higher form of parly seems to have replaced
the old one, that parties by de._oTeesllavc laid aside
other differences
belonging
to the domain of nalure and social culture,
and that they are more
and more determined
by purely political
principh's.
The contrasts
and differences
of liberals
and conservatives,
of radicals and absolutists,
are
purely polilical, l×,rvade all cla._es of the populalion, anti are in every instance determined
by different fundamental
political
ideas.
These parties, and parties of this nature,
although
they
often
bear different
nanles, are markedly
the
fruit of the political culture of modt,rn times.
IV. Rohm_.r's Dortril_. of Part_s.
Friedricli Rohmer's doctrine
of parties,
whic-h was firs_'t announced theoreth:ally
and put into practice in 1842,
during the party contest in Ztirich,
was in 1844
expounded
by Rohmer in a work, the thoughtful
contents and splendor
of style of which were acknowledged
even by its bitterest enemies.
Rohmer's work has unquestionably
exerci_d
a great
influence
in the elucidation
of political
ideas ;
many of the thoughts which it contains have since
become the common property
of men of political culture throughout
Europe, and many of its
sentences have been plagiarized
by well-known
writers.
Yet the effect of the book wan below
what might have been expected
from the high
merits of its principles
and style of exposition.
There was an olmtacle in the way of the unprejudiced examination
and acceptance
of the new
doctrine
of parties, in the suspicion,
entertained
by a large portion of the party of progress, that
the book was not the exposition
of a scientific
conviction,
but a party document,
written to di-
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vide the party of progress by an artificial and
skillfully
contrived
confusion
of ideas, to lmmble the radicals, and to support the power of the
Swiss liberal conservatives.
This suspicion
was
wholly unfounded;
his doctrine is, on the whole,
rather
a necessary,
consequence
of Rohmer's
psychological
views, and it is decidedly favorable
to the formation
of lil_ml states.
On the other
hand, it must be admitted
that lhe circumstances
under which the doctrine
originated
might have
suggested a suspicion of this kind, and that at the
first formulation
of the doctrine
the passionate
party struggles
in which the author was involved,
in certain
particular
points, may have exerted
an unfavorable
influence in some places.
A no
smaller hindrance
than this wrong suspicion
lay
in the as yet undeveloped
condition
of political
party life in Germany,
people being still unaccus,
tomed there to look at the political spirit from
a psychological
point of view.
If the book had.
been written in 1849 instead of in 1844, it would
have been more easily intelligible
to the bulk of
the German nation. -- The fundamental
idea of
the doctrine is this: "As the state must be understood in the light of human nature and receive its
explanation
from the facts of human nature, so
also must political parties in their natural causes
be explained by the facts of human life. To understand the state as a political
body, I must first
understand
the elements of the human mind: to
understand
the life of the state, I must investigate the laws of its development."
(§ 17.) "This
development
manifests
itself in the age stages of
the life of man.
The development
of the state
itself constitutes
its history;
but parties are the
independent
groupings
of the different age stages
of human
life, by themselves
and side by side
with each other."
(§ 217.)
"As we distinguish
four stages in the life of man--the
boy. the young
man {ado/esee_s), the tried man (juve._ff_), and the
old man (selwx)--so may wc distinguish
four fundamental types of party.
At the height of virile
life stand the young
man and the tried man.
In these the actiae powers of mind hohl the supremacy ; in the former the generative
and creative forces of character
tand mind. and in he
latter the preserving
and purifying
forces.
Libera] principles
accord with
the mind
of the
young man, and conservative
principles commend
themselves
to the mind of the tried man. In boyhood and in old age, on the contrary,
the passive
forces of mind are found in the foreground,
in
the boy in an ascending,
but in the old man in a
descending,
direction.
The boy has a vivid intuitive power and imagination,
and a sensitive heart,
but creative energy is still undeveloped
in him.
The old man has, in common
with woman, susceptibility
and imprc_ionableness
of nature, dexterity in action, certainty
and coolness in calculation, rapidity and clearness of comprehension,
The boy is a radical; the old man, absolute. -- As
in the org'anie course of nature every man passes
through the different
age stages, and experiences
this change of strength and of impulse, so also

does nature impress on individuals,
irrespective
of their ag'e, as individuals,
this diversity of the
leading and determining
forces of mind.
There
are men who as individuals
are born boys, and
who remain boys in mind and character
through
life. Othershave
as individualsyouthfulnatures,
others arc endowed with the spirit and character
of the tried man, while still others are as individuals old from chihthood.
Tiros, Pericles was of
a youthful
nature, Cte.,_r naturally
a man, Alcibiadcs a boy, and Augustus
by nature
an old
man.
Most men in their individual
nature
are
not complete
and well balanced, but mixed and
defective.
Many, for instance, are boyish or old
at heart, but manly in spirit; or old in mind, but
young at heart.
As regards politics, mind is the
decisive clement.
The mass of men do not individually belong to the higher stages.
There are
but few really liberal or truly conservative
individuals.
The bulk of men are by nature born
old or boyish."
(_ 35.) "That
is, only in few
men, considered
as individuals,
is the reason
that discerns and regulates,
or the creative power
of speech, the prevailing
power of the mind; ,most
men have certainly a sensitive or receptive mind,
are eager to learn, have rather a passive than an
active mind, with the mental constitution
of boys
or older people.
Parties, accordingly,
are not to
be compared with the age stages themselves.
The
differences of their inclinations
and faculties are
rather traceable to the naturhl
difference of indlvidual disposition,
in which the difference
of the
age stages is permanently
stamped and expressed.
And because parties thus have their foundation
in h_maan nature,
they also all have a natural
right.
Some correspond
to the higher, and others
to the lower, development
of life; and from this
correspondence
their natural order and sub-order
result.
Their
explanation
is their judgment.
Only the manly parties, the liberals and conservatires, are called to the government
of the state,
but not the two extreme parties, the radicals and
absolutists.
Their doctrine
combats the illusion
that radicalism
should be considered
as the only
resolute and logical form of liberalism,
ms also
the mapposition
that conservatism,
in its highest
power, becomes
absolutism.
Their doctrine
insists, rather, on the distinction
between the two
parties in the ascending
line of development,
boyish radicalism, and youthful,
manly liberalism,
and between the two parties, in the descending
line
of development,
conservatism
and absolutism;
and it demands
the subordination
of radicals to
liberals; _ of abso]utists
to conservatives."
Only
when liberals and conservatives
are at the helm
does mind prevail
over matter,
and force of
character
over excitability.
The struggles
of
parties are the following:
of liberalism
against
conservatism,
e. g., plebeians anti patricians
in the
palmy days of Rome; of radicalism against liberalism, e. g., the English radicals against the whigs;
of absolutism agaln_t conservatism,
e. g., Carlists
and moderantists
in Spain, high tories and roodcrates in England;
of conservatism
against radi-
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¢alism, e. g., the European
struggle of the tortes
natural law of creation, which has produced this
under Pitt against the French revolution;
of libmultiplicity,
and which, even through tile conflict
eralism against absolutism,
e. g, Luther against
of differences, creates the highest phenomena
of
the popes of his time, and O'Connell
against
human
life.The choice of a definite
party,
orangemen;
of radicalism against absolutism,
e. g,
accordingly,
is only in a secondary
sense the work
tile struggle of the French revolution against the
of personal insight, and of free will; for every
monarchies
of tile last century."
(§ 16.)-- The
individual
in the first place feels the impulse and
alliances of parties are also manifold.
The nn)st
attracti_m of nature.
The man who is by nature
dangerous
to the healthy life of the state is the
a radical will feel himself drawn toward the radalliance of both the extreme parties, of radicals
ical party.
The man who is naturally
old will
and ahsolutists.
The alliance of liberals and conbe drawn rather toward
the party of absolutists.
scrvatives is the most favorable
to its normal deBut, as in all human things, the force of natural
velopmcnt.
If the development
of the state re- instinct is not endowed
with an absolutely cornquires new institutions,
the liberals naturally
stcp
pulsory power, man possesses a power of mind
to the front, and the alliance will be a consercatire
and character over himself; lie is able to overcome
liberal one; if there be question of preserving
the
his own imi)ulses, when he believes them to be
threatened
order of things, the conservative
elefoolish or injurious.
Other motives and interests
ment must needs preponderate,
and the alliance
modify the differences which distinguish
the nat_s_umes a liberal c_nse_wati_ character.When
ural individual
disposition,
and sometimes
imRohmer's
doctrine of parties first originated
at
pel tho_e who are naturally
radical to submit to
g(irich in 1842, the preservation
of the existing"
the direction
of the conservatives,
or drive them
order of things seems to have been the task on
into thc camp of the absolutists.
:Education, with
hand: a liberal conservative
policy was proclaimthe power of ideas and habits which it gives, has
cd, and the attempt
was made to found a liberal
frcqucntly
the most decided
influence
on the
conservative
party.
Ideas were at that time ex- choice of a party.
Experience
and study may
pressed with great distinctness
and clearness, and
also induce an individual
to lirofea_ different printhese ideas had an influence
that can not be deciples and tendencies,
and hence to adhere to a
nied.
But the first attempt at the formation of a party different
from that which we should have
party was made under very unfavorable
condiexpected,
from his individual
nature, he would
lions, and attained
only an incomplete
develop- [ ally himself to. -- _'ature
herself has taken care
ment.
The liberal elements
chanced
to be too- that the dangerous one-sidedness
of parties should
weakly
represented,
and the young
party was
not complctely
isolate men from one another, by
unable to keep pace with the stronger movement
] compelling
every individual
man in his lifetime
of the epoch, in which liberal and radical elements ', to pass through
all tlle different age stages, and
had become indissolubly
mingled together.
Its
thus to experience
in himself and in his own near
principle,
however, was able to tide over the revkindred
and acquaintances
the nature of other
olution, and thus passed to a part of its former
parties than the party to which he belongs by his
advcrsarics,
but the party it.self, which first had
own individual
nature.
Any attcntivcand
thinkrecognized that principle, was dissolved.
While
ingman
will hence judge more broadly and fairly
Germany at first took but little notice of it, Engof others when he has an eye to the many-sided
lish and French statesmen,
on the contrary,
took
teachings of nature.
_Nature has a healing remedy
up the principle, yet without
altogether
underfor the arrogance
of extreme parties, and gives a
standing
the full depth of its significance;
they
warning
to individuals
to join rather the more
were, moreover, affected by the same false tendmanly central
parties; and it directs all parties
ency from which the Swiss liberal conservative
always to submit to the whole by manifesting,
as
party had suffered.
Guizot attempted
to found
in the organization
of the human body, complete
in France a liberal conservative
party, but he human nature, and all the faculties of the soul in
ignored the liberal aspirations
of the times, and
the proper relation of order and subordination.
insisted in a doetrinarian
manner
on prescrving
It hardly needs to be recalled to mind, that the
the untenable.
In England,
however, Sir Robert
following
characteristics
of the four parties are
Peel wa._ more fortunate
in organizing
a liberal
merely typical.
Real life scarcely ever expresses
conservative
policy.
Since that time, however,
altogether completely
and purely the typical, funthis idea has entered into the party movements
damental
idea, but only approaches
it more or
of almost all continental
states, and without
it less closely.
But when science in grand outlines
modern party contentions
can nowhere be rightly
sketches the natural
types, it in so doing eluciunderstood.
If the differences of politicalparties
dates and arr_mges t_le otherwise
unfathomable,
depend
on the difference
of natural
individual
chaotic variety
of phenomena.1. ltadiadiam.
disposition,
the necessity of parties, and, further
'Radicalism
is illustrated
and explained
by the
still, their le_timateness,
followsasaconsequence;
nature of the boy.
Although
the delineation
is
for anything that has the roots of its existence in
made with great skill, and is true in the main,
nature, has a right to have its existence respected,
the picture is not free from a certain exaggeration,
All laws and public measures,
accordingly,
that
or from polemical
bitterness,
which can be exaim at the control of parties, or at the suppression
plaincd only by the time in which it was drawn.
_f particular, even of extreme, parties, violate the
Hence its dark sides have manifestly been painted
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with greaterrelishaml more nervous _troke._
than isin proces.q
of development,nor inhis _nsitive
itsbright sides. The author,Theodore Rohmer,
faculties,
which can be ripenedonly through life,
in hislateryears himself admitted this.--He in- itfollowsthat he must learn. To learnisnot to
troduces his descriptionby a referenceto "the
know, but only a preparationfor knowledge. But
spiritof contradiction,
which beginstostirwithin the boy, although desirousof learning,at ever)every man, after the development
of consciousstep which he takes in learning
from others, beness.
This spirit, this oplzJ_itbJ_, for the setlce of lieves himself
to be in possession of real knowloppoMtio_, in faith, science, church
and state, is edge.
On the oth.er hand, we all know how diffithc main trait of radicalism."
(_ 45.)
" Radicalcult it is to overcome the avcmion of a Ix)y for
ism is very wcl4 adapted
to opl)r)_e when, from
methodical
learning.
Ills wild disposition carries
the sphere of an inferior criticism,
it pursues the
him away from it, while his instinct
demands
sins of absolutism,
when it hastens the march of
culture and schooling;
between
the two he reconservatism,
and clears the ro,l(l for liberalism;
m.dns in a waverin_ state.
In this manner radiever blaming, hurryinP.', agitating,
but incapable
cali_m has everdispl_lycd
either barbaric ignorance
of ruling: productive
of misfortune
and of terrible
or an exaggerated
craving
for formal culture,
disturb'races
as._oon as it _eizes thc reins of govschooling and enlightenment.
Rousseau. the faernment.
Hcncc, it i_ a frequent
occurrence
in
therofmodernradiealism.insteadofculturcwished
parliamcntary
state.-, that the most brilliant leadto see men in the rude spite. ()f nature; our roodera of the opposition betray a complete incapacity
crn radicals, radical in their demand
for culture,
when they arc called into power.
Government
cry loudly for education
and popular
culture as
and childilood ex(.lude each other."
/e_ o..0_5 ~.)
° -_._
only boys cry for schooling."
(§_ 56, 57.)--"
The
"The mobility of the boy is unbounded.
Quiet,
pt)wers of the boy arc naturally
adapted to menrest and s_;lf-(.ontainment
are impossible
to him.
tal appropriation,
tits susceptibility
is marvelHc loves change and variety to 't paesionatc de- otis, hi_ im,tginntion
ind(,fatigal)lc;
but reason,
gree, and his ardent nature is continually
in search
will-power and all deeper in._ight are ab._nt.
The
of novelty.
To this mu_t be added his unhealthy
boy. in a word, i,, l)rimful of tah.nt, not of mind.
longing to bccomc a g'Town man.
lie sees the
Talent
is Ill(, characteristic
mark of radicals ;
adult people around
him, and hi_ mo_t powerful
but talent has no standing in any court for de.pth
wish is to bclikc
them.
Iic imit_ltes them, and
of intellect.
History affords us a very powerful
plays the man.
' Novelty and prngrcss'
are the
examp]eof
thistruth.
In the three parliaments
of
watch-words
of radicalism.
But ' novelty'
is not._l the French revolution, in the constituent
a._scmbly,
reform;
it proceeds from the. impulse to change, _ in thc legislative
as_mbly
and convention,
there
and, like the latter, it is varial)le in itself, and ! was a galaxy of men of talent, partly of the most
'progress'
is only the impulse tow_lrd pro_q'(;ss. ' remarkable
kind, and of such variety and num:tie wants to rea l) before he has well sown: hc is her combined
as the worhl had but seldom witgiven to excess, as was the French
revolution,
or nessed.
The names, which at that time followed
he is eompcllcd
to give himself Ul). a_ Jo._eph II.
one another in rapid succe_ion
on the scene, still
had to give himself up. I{_,ulieali_m borrows from
rem'dn the prideof
the French nation.
Amt what
liberalism, and imitatesit.
R_ldicalism everywhere
became of all these men of talent, when a great
in Europe, through organic s_,lf-deception, regards
spirit, when Napoleon,
put in his appearance?
It
it,ll
as lit_'al£_m."
(_ 46.)--"
If the boy were
seemed _Lsif the one great min(t alone sufficed to
not altogethcr
by nature incapable of rnling, and
fill the vast ficld which a hundred
men of talrelegated to obcdicnce, he certainly would bethu_
eat had divided among themselves.
How even
incapable and relegated to "t very high degrec by
the most renowned
among them shrank into inhis complete lack of cxp(,ricnce.
Experience
can
significance
before Napoleon:
men like Sieybs,
not be learned, but must bc acquired in the school
Tallcyrand,
C,tmbacercs,
and even Carnotl
Yet
of. life.
1"he inability to learn frnm experience
Mirabeau maintained
himself: in the midst of all
accompanies
boyish naturc_ thro_gh lifc.
It was
these radical men of talent he was the only intelpreci_ly
this inability which so deeply embittered
lect."
(_, 59, 60.)-- "The boy, like the poet, lives
:Napoleon against the radical ideologists,
and for
in a world of ideals; he knows the real world only
very good rca.son.
So de_titutc
of meaning
and
in miniature,
and even in miniature
he has no
experience
is radicalism.
When Cola Rienzi be- thorough
knowledge of it. ]t is perfectly natural
lieved that lie couhl resuscitate the power of Rome
that he should build him_lf a world of poetical
by means of the mere name of the tribunate,
and
and fantastic
day-dreams,
of c,astlcs in the air.
the h)rms of ancient Rome; or when the German
Radicalism
has al._o created a world of ideals; it,
EYursch_,nschaft thought
t(_ re_tore the spirit of
too, is clothed with a charm which has misled
the empire
by restoring
the title of German emwhole nations.
A world, full of freedom, happipire, they dreamt
like inexperienced
boys.
If
ness and bliss; a world, in which all men embrace
Joseph
II. in Austria,
Pombal
in Portu,wal, and
one another, and live together
like brothers,
in
_truensee
in Denmark,
had taken counsel of exwhich everlasting
peace reigns, and in which an
perience,
they would havc understood
that it is everlasting
community
of all spiritual
and corimpossible
by any number of decrees to suddenly
poreal possessions obtains:
a world of this kind,
extirpate
the deeply rooted past."
(,_§ 53, 54.)-such as was proclaimed
by the religious visiona"' As the boy is complete neither in his mind, which
ries of the middle ages, and by the political dream-
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era of the nineteenth century--how
charming it always appears to the senses and to the heart, in
spite of the fact that experience
and reason have
so often toht us that it crumbles away in the presence of reality.
The attempts of radical worldimprovers belong as little to real politics as poetry
itself belongs to politics; but for life they possess
•t truth similar to that of poetu'.
In fact, what
lmppiness the boy dreams of as in store for him
in his manhood ; of tile freedom that he will one
day enjoy, and the pleasure of a thnusand eireumstances in life! If he re,lches manhood,
and if
fate favor's him, he certainly may find happines_
an(t freedom, yet it will be a kind different from
what he had dreamed
of; he will then smile at
the droam_ of his boyhood
and instead of these
lw will try to enjoy tile sobcr reality of tile pres_'nt " (_ 63, "64.)-- " The boy's understanding
loads him to tile formal branches of kn()wledfe.
Even his imagdnation,
when be apptie_ it to scientitle questions,
guides him into the field of ab_,traction.
All ratticalism
is at all times tormal,
mathematical
and abstra£.l, when .it invades the
domain of manhood,
its culture anti legislation are
full of formalism:
its concept ion of life and hi_tory
art; ab.,tract; the radical state is mechanical
without a suspicion even of organism
it is constructed,
as Aristotle expresses
it, _tcrr" dfor_/lbv,
instead
of _t_rr' &_icrr, for it adds, subtracts, compounds
and distributes
men and affairs a,_ if they were
only arithmetical
quantities."
(_:_ 65. 66.)-" ('ulture and edu(mtion, as means substitutive
of
nature, are the one great i(tea which has become
with rn(xlern radicals the most predomimmt
itliosyl_t.r_sy.
That idea prtx,ecd_ from tlle boy's capacity for education.
The boy sees in education
a substitute for innate gifts, and even considers it
ttw creator of individual
nature.
IIc b[,lieves that
education
can make fools clever, and the stupid
inlclligent
that it is in tile power of education to
make all mcu equally h,arnetl, equally intelli_ent;
that through
the same means of education
all
cla_ses can be raised to the same height, and that
the crowd can be extirpated
forever.
Of all radical ideas, none has been more widely spread in
Gt'rmany than this, and partly for the rea.son that
the Gerntans, of all nations,
are endowed
with
great capacity
for comprehensive
and _nuine
culture, and because they love education even too
muetJ not to crazily overa_.stimate
it. Instead of
adaptin_ culture to different natures, character is
indiscriminately
made to adapt itself to one and
the _me form of education.
IIappy age, when
_dl Gerlnans
shall be educated
and geistreich,
Stupidity,
which
hitherto,
at times,
has been
modestly silent, would then reig'n supreme, while
mediocrity
has already
begun to rule in cons,'quence of that very idiosyncrasy."
(_ 71.)-"As in the case of women, tim boy only knows
one reason for everything.
The understanding,
which is not as yet developed
in the boy, superordinates and subordinates
intuition,
which he
llo_es_s,
and conceives
objects,
notwithstandlag their variety, as a complete
and undivided
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f whole.
How radicalism
everywhere,
both in tile
_ materialand
theintellcetual
spheres, is urged by the
] impulse toward
'leveling,'
needs no further ex' amples. --Tile
boy moves with originality
ell the
i field of speculation.
Man, in childhood,
indulges
', in a number of questions,
whi(.h he i._ unalde to
, an._wer as a man.
He thinks about the origin of
the worhl, about the reasons of lleiug.
But he
, does not investigate
for the sake of a higher pur' pose, but merely because investigation
is a pleasure
i to him.
Abstraction,
u_ abstraction
merely', saris: ties him.
The two characteristic
marks ot all
, ra(lical speculation
are: an ideally mingling
the
' reason of the world'_ existencc
with the world
i itself (pantheism).
practically,
the supremacy
of
i abstraction
over lift,."
(_ 74.)--"
Radicalism,
. like clfildbood,
i_ good and rich in bh.ssing's,
' and when in it_ right place its effects are un', equah,d:
but it degenerates
and becomes wortht lt;_s when it swerves from the rigllt path, and
I when placed at the helm becomes a prey to de_ moniaeal
powers.
From what evils it frees up,
' from what abuses, from what an oppressive
load
it unburdens
Etu'ope, by its ex er-living, _timulat. ing" power ant1 active forc¢ight ; how much of evil
it does away with, ]low much ,ff what is useless
it removes, and how much of what is n'. w it has
. encouraged--all
this is well known
in recent
' limes.
If it had been able 1o keep within the
[ bounds of the opposition,
if it had surren(lered
, the direction
of affairs to liberalism,
instead of
' thwarting
it, its effet.t_ wouh] surely have been a
' blessing.
The country may be consi(lert,d
fortu(nate in which radicalism
kc(_l)S up an ol)po.qtion
without
encroaching
in public affairs, but kccps
its energetic action within the bounds t)f nnxiesty.
I Woe to the country
in which it ru]es supreme.
i Waste of mind anti emptiness of heart, the ruin
of tile past and the decay in the l)rescnt, are the
' signs that accompany
it."
(§ 77.)-- "Tile boy
believes that he shows courage when hc displays
only imlmdence,
and energy when he makes a
manifestation
of ob.-tinaey,
lie indeed possesses
courage to do nlan S thin_
which tbe grown man
can not attain to, because to such coura_.,v belongs
a barbaric recklessness
toward all existing rights,
relationsandinstilutions,
oranunpar'dlclcdde-_ree
of levity,
Yet these are precisely the qualities by
which radicalism ha.s bet;n able to iml)arl an occasional bold forward
movement
to the wheels of
history, which in certain cases it wouhl have been
beyond the power of even the most advanced
liberalism to impart.
They are also the qualities of
which Providence
frequently
avails itself for the
attainment
of its designs.
Radicalism
not only
vents itself against old institutions,
when theyhave
become rotten; it altacks the pabst and pulls down
ever3,thingwithrvlish;
the radicalism of the better
kind does this, becau_
it carries within it the
organic delusion that it can create a new world
from the wreck of the old, and the worse kind of
radicalism,
because it is impelled
thereto by its
love of destruction.
A tabu/a raza is what both
want."
(§ 85.)-- "Although
far from cruel, the
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boy commits many cruel acts.
His anger when
irritated,
his revengefulness
when offended,
his
fury when controlled,
.'ire simply barbaric.
But
he nevertheless combines all this with a tenderness,
or rather
a weakness,
of feeling, which
easily
passes into pusillanimity
and exaggeration.
The
source of these oPt)osite qualities is sentimentality,
which is as cruel as it is easily aroused, as easily
inclined to evil as it is capable of good.
Thissentimentality
consists in an excc._ive degree of sensitivene_s."
(_ 87 )--"
By naturc
the boy Ires
only an abstract sensual conception
of the world,
He is able to conceive only unity or multiplicity;
and these opposites coexist.in him as unreconciled
with one another as were Judaism
and Greek
polytheism
in the ancient world."
(_ 88.)-- "Abstraction
makes
things
equal.
Thus,
the boy
looks upon men as equal except in as far as they
do not exist outside hisown sphere.
Boys among
themselves
are democrats.
Their
whole mind
and heart demand
equality.
Take a school of
thirty or forty boys the moment before the teacher
enters.
An absolute freedom and equality prevail
among them.
The instant the teacher appears, all
are just as equal in obedience as they were before
in anarchy.
Boys are fit only for a democratic
or
a despotic government.
To the boy freedom means
only following
his caprice, and doing what he
pleases,
lIis idea of equality
is, that nobody
should be allowed to e_joy higher privileges than
him_lf.
What
has been said describes,
as we
believe, sufficiently the main traits of radicalism,
considered
as the submission of the organic life of
man
to the unlimited
power of abstraction."
(§ 92.)--_.
Liberalism.
Liberalism
is the rcpresentation of the young man.
"The youth enters
into the world free.
He is no longer hampered
by discipline ; life and fate henceforth
educate
him.
His first act is to examine the ground on
which he stands, the inner and the outer world,
His criticism spares nothing;
he is bold enough to
doubt everything;
yct not merely for the sake of
doubting.
He doubts, in order by his own power
to attain to truth,
tie sc_ks, in order to find.
Intellectual
and moral criticism
is a main trait of
all liberalism.
But there is no trace in liberalism
of the opposition
which
is made by the man
who is not free.
If I were to draw an historical
picture
of the character of liberalism,
and point
out wherein it differs from radicalism,
I should
recall the life of Luther in the religdous sphcre,
and
L_sing's
labors in the scientific
world."
(§,_ 93, 94.)--"
The young man is man in his
highest bloom.
Replete with life and movement,
and at the same tim(. full of sense and consciousness; his mind developed
in ever)- direction,
at
the height of creative
power, high-minded
and
energetic,
still undisturbed
about fate; the entire
man in the fullness of all his impulses, ardently
desirousof
the future, and yet even now master
of the pre_c.ent, unhindcrcd
by obstacles, inventive
of plans, full of sense in the choice of means, and
of genius in execution;
a constitution
of this kind,
or none, is adapted
to reform, or rather, born to

create and organize, just as tile boy is fitted for
revolution."
(,_ 95.)--"
Because it alone unites
activity
with genuine
strength,
liberalism
is the
formative
principle of all cxistence, in science and
in faith, in the church and in the state; and only
that which contains
within itself creative germs
with a positive core, deserves tile name of liberal.
Everywhere,
under all conditions,
and even where
it (_rries destruction
before it, liberalism
acts as
an organizing
power,
and where
it docs not
directly
distribute
blessing it is infusive of new
life.
In Ge.rman history we have a refrcshing
picture of an organizing
liberal in King tIenry I."
(,_ 96.)--"
The opinions of the young man are full
of ardor, his assertions are full of acutenes,% but
he is naturally
too modest and too humane
not
to honor "tll outside aspirations
ff nobly harbored.
Where the boy is exclusive
in his opinions the
young nmn investigates,
and where the former is
narrow-minded
the latter preserves his intellectual
sight freeand
undimmed.
He is free from prejudice, and takes things as they are; and this freedora is the mother of the highest kind of toleration,
a toleration,
however, which never ignobly vacillates between
what is good and what is evil, or
which meanly wavers between opposite tendencies,
but honorswhat
is worthy of honor, even in its bitterestenemy,
and from its own steady point of view
judges, with impartiality,
the points of view of
others."
(§ 97.)-- "As independence
is the nerve
of manhood,
it follows that the man can never
find the reasons of his actions in authority;
he
can find them only in the truth which authority
(nm lay before him.
A liberal government
will
never pay homage to public opinion as such, nor
to the spirit of the age, the Zeitgeist as such; yet
it will always respect the spirit of the age, combat
its falsities, and take its truths to heart.
A liberal
opposition will never despise the authority
of the
thronc, nor accept any proposal merely because it
comes from the throne, nor, like the radicals, reject it only because it emanates from the throne."
(§ 109.)-- "The age period of the young man is
the highest
expression
of man.
The mightiest
ideas and passions, the highest power of his intellect, the richest fuUness of his sensitive faculties,
and his most perfect bodily development,
belong
to this age.
In this age stage man becomes man
complete.
In this sense liberalism is humane, it
and humanity
become one.
The greatest
and
only perfect liberal known to history
is Christ.
And through what did Christ exert his most powcrful influence,
and so powerfully
that no one
among us who knows anything
of his individuality can well help loving and revering him? Why
has his image been stamped so deeply on the heart
of humanity?
Not because of the sublimity
of
his mind, or simply beeause of the miracles of his
life alone; not because of the supernatural
in his
nature'butbccause°fhishumanity'"
(§100)--" If
it be true that liberalism expresses human nature in
that which is most peculiar to it, then of the four
parties referred
to above, supremacy
belongs to
it; for only man should rule over men.
But as
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nature tarries long and in a thousand ways in its
lower phases; and as it only seldom, and but for
n short time, gives us glimpses of its summits;
thus also liberalism,
in all nations, has ruled only
during their most flourishing
epochs, and only for
a sh_)rt period."
(,_ 102.)--"The
education
of
the y()ung man is the school of life.
Iiis teaching goes to the root of things.
His culture
is
_he development
of pure humanity
in its widest
sense.
Where
radicalism
only h)oks at schooling, liberalism
looks at the nature of man; the
one has an cye only to what has been learned,
the other to what is inborn;
the former gives us
only state-ser_a_.ts, the latter states_vetz.
To liberalism also the teaching
of the people is sacred.
It desires that every one should be brought up a
man.
But, instead of applying
the standard
of
the highest stages to the lower ones, it aims at an
(_rganization of public instruction
that may afford
the possibility
of the highest
culture to any one
capable of receiving
it, even those of the lowest classes, yct without
over-educating
them."
(§_ 102, 103.)--"
The direct, fresh-springingcreatire power that distinguishes
the yolmg man, as
compared with the talent of the boy, and the calculating wisdom of advanced
age, is called genius,
Genius knows, where talent only learns; it creates,
where talent plays; and thinks where the latter
dreams.
The true man knows him,elf, and carries
his measure within him.
To know himself is the
fundamental
condition, and to measure accurately
the highest quality of genius.
The boy overrates
hi_ own powers, and allows them to disport themselves without control; the man knows them, and
uses them with circumspection.
Radicalism,
in
its policy and in the administration
of the state,
herein acts like the boy; liberalism, like the man.
When liberalism
is at the helm, all the parts of
the state are called into activity
proportionately
to) their importance,
but none are overrated, none
overstrained.
Ancient
Rome and Englanc]
are
still patterns in regard to the knowledge
of state
measures, and in the observation
of tt_e proper
measure.
Liberalism
does not perfect anything
before maturity,
or before the times command it.
But then it acts quickly,
thoroughly
and with
energy.
Of this nature
was the regeneration
of
Prussia at the time of French supremacy.
Even
tinder the administration
of Stein decree followed
d_.cree; but the national spirit advanced
step by
_tep with these decrees.
While Stein was laying
the foundations
of civil freedom, and Scharnhorst
tho_e of public defense, the intelligence
and heart
-f the German people had been raised to the level
(Jr this freedom,
and its active energy had be',tin to long for the armament
of the nation."
t_
104-110.)--"Clearness
of understanding,
Zr:tndeur and abundance
of ideas, logical penetratic)n, perfection of language and power of speech,
c'h_racterize the period of bloom of the human
mi_ld. His entire organization
impels the young
n_an into the fields of intellect, in search of organic
kn_)wledge, to the study of philosophy
and psyeh_logT, of the sciences of the state, and of poll-
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tics.
The philosophy of the schools, or mere seholasticism, call it as we may, formulas and technical
terms, may suit the boy, but the philosophy
of
truth and of life belong to the man.
Liberalism,
above all, thinks with the natural understanding.
Its human character
tells it that true philosophy,
like true religion, must bc universally
human,
and therefore intclligible.
Greek philosophy
was
liberal, so far as its results affected the education,
the constitution
and the politics of the Greeks;
tim practical phih)sophy
of tile English was also
liberal, although
only to a limited extent; and the
Ilhilo_)phyof
the great German thinkers, of Leibnitz, Lcssing, IIcrdcr,
MtiIler and Frederick
the
Great, was liberal in a still higher degree.
But
the German systematic philosophy
as such, is not
liberal, becau_
the manner and method according to which it seeks truth are formal, and the
tendency
which it keeps in view is not that of
life, but of thought as a business.
But, to liberalism, thought
and action, theory
and practice,
are one and the same thing."
(§§ 112, 113.)-"The boy applies t_) the world an abstract, speculative
or mathematical,
and the young man a
psychological,
mea.sure.
The one seeks and acts
according to formulas, the other according to organic laws; the one sets lip categories,
the oilier
principles.
The young man is full of ideals, but
his ideals are rooted in idea.s.
A policy, if it be
grand and human, must pursue an ideal; and it
only ceases to be a manly policy, when, instead of
pursuing this end with a cool, considerate
sense
of the practical,
it pursues it in an idealistic mannet.
In the highest stage of libe.ralism the ideal
and real become one.
Every liberal ideal, even
when a failure in the present, leaves seeds behind
it in history, from which suhsequcntly
either its
corporeal
form springs,
or some other blessing
is harvested."
(_ ll5-117.)--"The
eye of the
young
man is turned mainly forward
into the
present and the future.
His relation to history is
not an immediate
one, and yet it is none the less
a deep and sacred one.
Life leads him into history.
Every institution
which history has sanctifled, is sacred to him, not because that which was
or that which is of long duration
compels his respect, but because he understands
its foundation
in human nature, its effects on the head and heart,
in a word, its psychological
character.
The liberal knows that no power in history can be destroyed unless the psychical roots which it has shot
out are destroyed,
or unless a greater power can
be put in motion against it. In other words, no
historical
institution
should
be tampered
with
unless there be substituted
for its hitherto psychical efficacy a psychical
efficacy equally great."
(§118.)--"Thereisadistinctivetraitwhichinfallibly distinguishes
the character of the young man
from that of the boy.
The boy is vain, the man
has only a quiet pride.
Let us compare Lafayette
with Washington.
Although
the two were near
enough to each other in views and circumstances,
the simple and quiet demeanor
of Washington
contrasts widely enough with Lafayettc's
vanity,

'
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to warrant us in characterizing the latter as a radical, and Washington
as a liberal."
(_§ 121,122.)
"The young man as quickly subordinates himself to another whom he recognizes as his superior,
as he classes himself
above those whom he ft_ls
to be his inferiors.
While the bo b"says : 'There
is no higher right than mine,' all the man wishes
is that 'every one shouhi have what belongs to
him.'
The main trait of the young man's character is hatred of all oppression and want of equity
and uprightness
of mind.
When this side of his
character
is touched, he forthwith
reveals all the
full life of his soul, and the indomitable
energy of
his nfind.
But, ashe constantly
keepsin view the
moral natural
law, and sees the contradiction
of
positive material law with the essential order of
things to be more frequent as he grows older, he is
liable to abandon or neglect, in dis,_mst, traditional
forms, and thus to afford his adversary
a weapon,
by the skillful handling
of which, many a liberal
has suecumbcd
in the fight against hypocritical
legality, the legality of the _ribes and pharisees,
In his GStz rwn BerlicMnge_,
Goethe has described
a character of this kind."
(._ 1°4.)-- "The
posilion of liberalism toward religion may be described
by recalling
Bacon's well-known
principle,
that
true philosophy
should doubt everything;
but that
through doubt it should return to God.
Liberalism, at the start, is always criticism ; its cad is
the taking of a position.
The religion of liberalism is free and cheerful, and even its doubts are
calm and
respectful."
(§_ 129-131.)-"The
young man sees everywhere
the law of superordination and subordination,
an immense
gradation
of forces succeeding
one another, not side by side
with one another;
a gradation
of forces different
in kind and c&_ence; and he soon perceives that
the machinery of creation rests on this diversity,
Liberalism
knows no measure of primordial rights
except that which nature has implanted
in each individual;
that is, the gradation of freedom or independence
is to him the same as the gradation
of
God-given power.
By divine decree all have equal
rights, but not the sum of rights.
Humanity
is,
he says, by virtue of its organization,
that is, by
virtue of divine right, a great aggregate individual,
endowed with supremacy over the earth.
Every
memher of this aggregate has a share in its rights,
This share is greater the more it gives expression
to the character of the whole, and smaller the further it is removed
from it. :Not an equal share
for all, but to each one his own, is here also the
great principle
of liberalism.
To liberalism
it
seems to be the highest problem of science, the
foremost
task of statesmanship,
the fundamental
condition
of all human
well-being, to assign to
every capacity
its proper sphere, to every virtue
its corresponding
field of activity, to every individuality
its right place."
(_ 132,--136.)-- "But
when, from these principles,
that seem so simple,
and as it were deduced
from nature itself, the
young man turns his glance toward the positive
condition
of things, he beholds another
world,
He finds that the external hierarchy
of the classes

of society is not true to its origin, and only too often
the reverse of the inward dignity which those
classes should expre_.
He finds the crowd in the
higher,
and nobility
in the lower, orders; he
discovers stupidity ruling, wealth governing, the
weak influential, the bad honored, mind the prey
of misery and neglect, force sacrificed to inaction,
highmindedness
tohatred amlintrigue.
Innature
it_lf he sees causes provocative of contr_utiction
and difficulty.
Not only can he find no way by
which to determine
dignity of character
and the
value of men's de_,rts; hc finds an organic confusion in the dualism of the measure itself.
The
worth of the individual
is not determined
exclusivcly
by his individual
organization,
but by
another standard,
by race.
Pa_ce is not limited to
nationality,
but e.xtends its spirit to the province,
to the tribe and to the family.
It is inseparable
trom the person; it is a matter preliminary
to passing judgment
on men; it is the cover in which his
real nature is enwrappcd,
it is the canvas from
which the characteristic
peculiarity
of the iudividual stands out in relief.
As it affords the liberal a second measure of human v',duation,
his
task is to place both measures in their right relation to each other, to consider
the race as the
substratum,
and the individual
as the quality, so
that the latter may prevail, but with due consideration for the fl)rmer."
(_ 139.)--"
From the
view of the world above described, it follows that
the man considers
the. state as a direct necessary
product of human nature, as the crown of human
organization.
The man recognizes
no public or
constitutional
law with its origin in contract.
Neither does he admit a state of which God, in a
mechanical
sense, is the originator
and governor,
except in so far as God has endowed human nature
with the instinct to form states, and as he forever remains in close union with man, his creature.
The man knows only an organically
operating
God, a God acting through
human
freedom.
In
himself, in his body and in his soul, the man finds
the fundamental
principles of the organism of the
state.
Liberalism
conceives the state as a body,
of which no member is without a connection with
the whole, and of which no member is without a
share in the whole.
But in this organism
it.
conceives
each state power in its place freely
acting within its sphere, no power so separa_d
from another as to disturb the living connection
between them, no one opposed to another, but one
all-embracing
power at the head of all.
The law
he considers as the aggregate
product of the hational will.
Itenee it wishes that not the head exclusively,
but the members also, should share, in
due proportion,
in the legislative power,
itconsiders every state as the embodiment
of a nation,
and every nation as a particular individual with
indestructible
features.
The state of the party of
liberalism
is a state which respects the rights of
the mind, as the highest criterion of class, so that
the poorest peasant may rise to the highe_ o_ler
of nobility, and the scion of nobil4ty sink to the
lowest condition, as complete worth or worthless-
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nesscharacterizes
them: s constitution
which in
everythingprefersman toexternalcircumstances,
nature to culture,insightto acquired learning,
and which affordsto mind and virtue the best
opportunitytoasserttheirpower." (_§ 141-147.)
--if,_mcordingly,we areasked todefinethefundamental characterof liberalism,
as contrasted
with radicalism,
we must say that the real distinefion
between them consistsin the supremacy
of .0)_traction in the latter, and the supremacy
of
the individual
in the former. -- 3. Co_sermtism.
Conservatism
is explained
by the nature of the
"older
man."
The term "older
man" is evi(h,ntly inappropriately
applied to the age of man
from thirty-two to forty-eight,
as Rohmer applied
i_. bc(:au_c it suggests a still more advanced
age.
Ex-en the term "tried
man"Ls
generally applied
to men in the forties, not to those in the thirties,
In the absence of an expression
corresponding
to
the Latin3zlvrn_.
we prefer to use the term "cornplete, .... mature," or simply "the
man," l_ceause
he has reachc_l life's zenith, toward
which the
yom_g man, striving upward,
is still pressing.-"The perfect man has already reached the vanrage ground which the young man is still struggling to attain.
His affairs are regulated,
his
home is establislmd, and be has found a field for
•lotion, tits concern
is not coveting
anything
n_,w, but holding
fast to what he has; not acquisition, but increase; not the conquering
of an unknown world, but the regulation
of the world he
knows. IIc is self-reliant and free, like the young
man; to a much higher degree, in so far as the
rit)_'n('ss of age lifts him above the neee,_sity of
a_istance, but to a lesser degree, in so far as the
circumstances
of life fetter him.
IIe is fettered
by circumstances,
surroundings,
duties,
and a
number of considerations
of which the young
man. generally single, has no idea.
His wife and
children, his position and property,
equally irapose on him the duty of preservation
; instinct
and consciousness
impel him to it. 1Nature has
._tunmcd uD the conditions of all life in two fun-

in improving."such arethe man's preponderating
traits.Being the master of a household,and settledinallhis relations,
be avoidsalldisturbance.
and changes nothing,when a pressingneed does
not renderthechange nece._ary. But itisequally
naturalto him togive an ever firmer foundation
tohishome and family,and to perfecthis conditionmore and more. His positionnot only doe_
not prevent him from making, but itimpels him
to make, all such improvements
in his situation
on the largest possible scale, antt t)y all means in
his power.--ln
this he is just as indefatigable
and active as the young man in his endeavor to
acquire a fortune.
Without
being indifferent
or
narrow minded, he takes the world as it is, with
its perfections
and defects; anti his way of making it more endurable
consists
rather in developing the good elements
that arc in it, and in
preserving
them. than in lmihling new creations
from them, creations
the success of which he
does not feel certain of. As the young man not
only feels himself impelled to positive, new creations, but at the same time to the removal
of
abuts,
anti of that which has been outlived, so,
also the conservalive
man, besides increasing present stores, feels always inclined to the restor_Jtion
of those institutions
whieh a thankless
or a narrow-minded
age had unjustly allowed to decay.
From the first of thcqe dispositions
reform pro*
ceeds ; from the latter, restoration."
(,_ 158.)"The supremacy
of the mature man depends on
the esteerh which he commands,
on the confidence
which he inspires,
and on lhe firmness
of his
whole nature.
Itis education,
in point of genuine solidity, comprehensiveness
of knowledge and
comm.md of d(,tails, is as superior
to the cducation of the young man as it is inferior to it in
ideal human nature.
The ideal force of liberalism may prove wholesome
in opposition
to the
state: the life experience
of con._=rvatism belongs
directlyto
affairs " (_ 161.)--"
Wc havesummed
up the intellectual
constitution
of the perfcet man
in the term wisdom.
Wisdom can not vie with

(bLmental laws, the law of generation and the law
of pre_(.rvation.
Thus, also, the two fundamental l('nttencies of humanity
are charactcr_ed
by
theue laws, liberalLsm by the former, and conservati_m l)y the latter, law."
(._ 153.)--"
The matllr_, man, of all men, has alone an 'unconditional' (']aim to govern.
The young man, through
the, _'arlicr half of his career, combines skill and
fi,r(,(,, 1)ut he lacks experience.
When we say
tlmt liberalism usually guides the world, that conscr_ afism rules it, while radicalism
opposes and
ah_()lutism intrigues,
we briefly characterize
the
r,'lations of parties to one another as the conditi_)_ (,f mankind generally creates them."
(§ 154.)
_" The man has formed
his opinions.
His
vi(,_s are fixed, his faith is a definite one.
The
)'ou_,z man had to acquire truth through doubt;
he mil_t through investigation
preserve and elex'ah, lhe truth.
The young man criticises in order
It) ac,tu]re; the man, to increase what has been
acquircxi, An inclination
to preserve, and skill

genius in productiveness,
but it is cqu'tl to the latter in wealth of conception,
and superior to it in
elaboration.
Wisdom is inferior to genius in penetration, but surpasses
it in circumspection;
wisdom, by its fullness of knowledge,
makes up for
the advantage
genius has over it in keenness
of
perception,
and it supplies, by its comprehension
of details, the ease with which genius grasps the
whole; experience
imparts to wisdom a solidity
and knowledge of men which for substance
may
well compete with splendor
of ideas.
If genius
carries measure within it because it watches over
itself, the having such measure within one's self
is to wisdom
a second nature:
to keep within
measure and to be wise are one.
The young man
is genius in motion, the mature man is genius at
rest.
The former may be called active, the latter passive, genius.
If, in poetry, we compare
Shakespeare
and Goethe, we have an approximate
picture of this latter difference."
(§162. )--" Wisdora investigates
and forecasts:
it tracks out what,
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is hidden, it understands the past, and preserves
the germs of the future; sagacity and power of
nlemory are inborn in the perfect man.
As we
regard
language as the highest power of the
young man, so we may consider intellectual
discernment as tile faculty most peculiar to the mature man.
In the_,
lang'uage and intellectual
discernment,
the highest faculties of man, lies the
difference between liberal and conservative pollties, when once intclligcnc_
rules. The science
of mind here becomes the science of the conditions into which the mind has settled, the law of
nature
becomes
historic
right, and psychology
becomes history,
tIence, what conservatism
produces is not essentially new; it is only the same
truth,
fhe _'_me creation that liberalism
already
had created, only in another
light."
(§ 163.)-"Liberalism
struggles
for principles,
and it only
is able to give birth tothe highest principle.
Yet
if it lights on a false principle, it falls into errors,
-which the mature
man can never share, because
he never opposes principles
to positive life, but
always moderates them through law and history,
He also desires that external law should be a mirrot of the inner law, but he never sacrifices it for
the sake of the latter, because experience
makes
him recoil from the danger of such attempts.
The
inviolability
of property,
and of private rights in
general, is hence one of the principal
features of
conservatism."
(§ 165.)--"
The power of resistance preserves
man externally,
and inwardly
he
is guided by the principle of fidelity.
This fidclity has given rise to the German proverb:
Ein
qvart, ein mann;
the keeping of one's word is so pceuliarly the mark of conservative
minds."
(_ 167.)
-- "Practical
life is the natural field of the mature
man.
The government
of the family, marriage,
the relation of master and servant, are best understood and managed
by the mature
man.
The
young,
as well as the mature, man, founds marrlage on the divine sanction,
that is, on the divine
natural law, which has willed the duality of the
_sexes, and therewith
the organic
union of two
individuals
fitted for each other ; but while the
young man founds the mutual
supplementing
of
the two sexes on the psychical similarity
of their
natures,
the latter measures
it by similarity
of
_,heir situation in actual life. and of the conditions
Jaecessary to the secure
existence
of a family,
Both views, however,
are misused,
the former
by radicalism,
the latter by absolutism.
In thc
:former, the inner inclination
degenerates
into a
weakly, fickle feeling, and we have modern marriage, which has rightly been called sentimental
marriage.
Absolutism,
on the other hand, makes
marriage
merely a matter of convenience,
innsmuch as, without
any regard to nature, it pays
attention
only to the external circumstances,
such
as birth, money, etc."
(§ 168.)-- "In the case of
the mature
man the government
of a family is
,closely connected
with the direction of his household and the management
of his property.
To
possess is a craving
of his nature.
From being
thus bound to property and family, it follows that

conservatism,
as a party, is more difficult to organ.
ize and direct than other parties.
The conserv.
ative party is usually inactive and phlegmatic:
everybody attends to his own business;
matters
are allowed to go, and men are aroused only when
there is actual danger; in England, for instance,
it is not the party of moderation,
but the high
tories, who keep alive the violent agitation of parties."
(§ 169.)-"Experience,
and the want_
that necessarily
accompany
it, lead the mature
man more directly
to religion than does criticism
the young man.
If the mature
man is prepon
derantly
religious,
he may be severe, and to
a certain degree anxious;
but never unfree
or
unfriendly
disposed toward manly criticism.
Ite
will accordingly
treat the church
with
sincere
regard and love.
But he is the most pronouncext
enemy of any lalling
off in the discipline
of
the church,
of worldliness
in the members of
the church,
of abuse of its sacred character."
(,_§ 171-173.)-" As in mature age, there is substituted
a sense of obligation
for the extreme
freedom in which youth delighted,
so the sense of
order is found in the man, side by side with the
notion of liberty; and it governs.
Freedom
desires that every one should attain the high_t
of
which he is capable ; order, that no one should
aspire higher than becomes him. -- Race, to which
youth only pays secondary
consideration,
has for
the father of a family an entirely new importance.
An unintentional,
irrepressible
instinct impels the
mature man to attribute to it a higher importance,
and only to give it up when the individual
is completely useless. Liberalism and conservatism
value
the organic powers of man; liberalism
with a preponderating
appreciation
of the organically
peeuliar, and conservatism
of the organically
inherited.
The "peculiar"
powers
build up society ; the
"hereditary"
preserve it.
in the former lies the
prototype,
without which nothing can come into
existence ; in the latter, tradition,
without which
nothing can endure.
As greatness of individuality.
combined
with a corresponding
exterior, confers
precedence on the person who is po._esscd of both.
a precc_tence which men ar_e wont unconsciou,,ly,
and by virtue of an original instinct, to acknowledge, so also a superior race, in combination
with
wealth of material
and intellectual
pos.se_sion_,
commands
a consideration
which nobody thinks
of withholding
from it. Heredity
is accordingly
immediately
founded
in conservatism,
while libcralism knows it only in as far as it respects race
as the fail, so to speak.
But there is not ouJy a
congenital
transmission,
in which race con_i.-_.
there is also an acquired
one, a second, m,)rc :
spiritual
transmi._ion,
which has the former for
a foundation.
The first is the inheritance
of
blood, which man receives
at his entrance
into
the world; the second, the inheritance
of all that
which in the course of his life has to such a (t['gree become naturally assimilated with his character that it becomes
his second nature, the sum
total of all the impressions
which circu_stanc_
and intercourse with men and fortune have left
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upon him, permanently
and with determining
v)wer."
(,_§ 174--177.)-- " In the liberal state,
per.sons with their substratum
of lineage, rule;
in the conservative
state, lineage, brought
out
into relief by persons, rules.
In the former, ideas
prevail, in connection
with
the existing
state
of things ; in file latter, tradition,
with the continuing influence of ideas.
' In the liberal state,'
as Montesquieu
expresses
it, ' virtue' rules, and
'moderation'
in the conservative
state.
In the
former, public law is more developed;
in the latter, private.
In the former, political
freedom
prevails, on the basis of personal freedom;
in the
latWr, personal freedom, with the corresponding
addition of political
freedom.
Liberalism
conaiders the object of the state to be preponderantly active, and that it consists in tile highest
development of man as man; conservatism
looks
upon it as preponderantly
passive, and that it
consists in securing
to the furthest
extent
the
existing legal order
of things."
(._ 180.)--4.
Absolutism.
In order correctly to understand
the
comparison of absolutism
with the "old man,"
we mu_t again call to mind that the age stages of
human life seem fixed in parties, that is, that the
different energies of the soul, which alternately
appear and disappear in the life of the individual
man, determine in a permanent
manner the nature
of parties.
The individual
who is by nature liberal or conservative,
will continue
liberal or conservative in his advanced
years ; the individual
who is by nature old inclines even in boyhood
toward absolutism.
Not the qualities
that have
l_,en developed at an early age, and which have
attained to complete maturity,
but only the qualities which appear for the first time in later years,
and which nobody, not even the old nmn himself,
considers better than the instincts
and powers of
youth and ripe manhood, determine
the spirit of
ab.,olutism.
The absolutist
party, therefore,
is
compared to a man who is only old, and who is
at)t, at the same time, a man in the sense of liberalism or conservatism.-" The old man has
left the greater part of his years behind him.
He
enjoys the past in reminlscences;
thefuture,
inhis
children; the present no longer belongs to him.
The sum of his experiences
is fixed.
The convit.tions which he has derived from them are un('hangeabh,.
This result, bought with the toil and
labor of a life, with its roots in his head and heart,
a r('_ult to which the sweat of his brow and the

rience is at an end.
For only the man who without prejudice
comes in contact
with the world
learns anything
from the world.
The organic
position of ab_lutism,
that in which the state (as
nature requires)
makes use of the experience
of
age, without sacrificing itself to its exclusiveness,
is the consultative
one."
(§ 182.)--"The
old
man hates novelty in the same degree as the boy
loves it. Old age fetters his elasticity;
his whole
being revolts against it; for with every innovation
a new port.ion of the edifice that it had reared
with such immense toil is shattered.
The world
is changing
about him; other opinions, other institutions, other cu._toms, arise.
Every day, so to
speak, declares war against him.
He is overcome
with grief and disg3Lst. Self-love, man's foremost
quality,
manifests
reaction.
The old man has
passed through
all the stages of life; he can understand them all, he exacts obedience
from all.
But while he lifts himself above them, while he
makes his own phase of life the last product
of
all the others, and considers it the only true one,
without, however, taking any part in the process
of life either in the way of production
or transformation,
life slips from his grasp at the moment
he believes he has finally grasped it.
He is beset,
on the one hand, by the indestructible
instinct of
old age to assert its importance,
and on the other,
by the impo_ibility
of harmonizing
with other
men.
Reaction
is unavoidable.
It lies in the
innermost nature of absolutism."
(_ 183.) _"
Intolerance
and despotism
are the natural eonsequenc_
of this position.
The principle of absolutism is the principle
outside
the adhesion
to
which there is no salvation.
With it doubt is a
sin, and resistance
a crime.
The narrowne_
of
absolutism
is less a lack of understanding
than an
instinctive unwillingness
to understand
anything
in nature.
It is this which imparts to the despotism of absolutism a much harsher, more injurious,
character than to radical despotism.
Absolutism
frequently understands
thedemands
of the peoples
whom it maltreats;
hut it will not yield to these
demands.
When want comes, it knows how to
appeal to higher
ideas;
it then accommodates
itself to the times, it yields, capitulates--a
clear
proof that it can understand--yet
only to go back
to its old ways as soon as possible."
(§ 184.)-"As the boy plays the young man, so does the
old man assume the demeanor of the mature man;
in other words, as the radical takes upon him-

blood of his hand still cling--this
result, and this
only, must be the true one.
In old age we have
m_ conditional, no relative views (?); near to the
_'t_(t_xe crave the absolute.
The age stage, which
h:L, had more experience
than the others, has no
p('(,r among the other stages.
It withdraws
into
it,_.Jf, and the world goes on, while old age beIic.v_., it is overlooking
it. This isolation,
this
in('lblation toward
the absolute,
combined
with
the weakness of nature, deprives old age of the
ruling position to which
by its very nature it
seemed to be called preferably
to all others.
Age
Possesses a great fund of experience,
but its expe-

self the ways of the liberal, so does the absolutist
desire to pass for a conservative.
Radicalism rides
heedlessly
over old established
rights, when they
are an obstruction
to innovation
; reaction,
regardless of consequences,
destroys all the hardearned results of a grand present, that it may rule
again.
Both are equally ignorant
of the laws
of intellectual,
and of the limits of historical,
rightq; both equally trample history and private
rights under foot; both believe themselves
able,
by their ' fiat' of omnipotence,
and by decrees on
paper, to establish institutions
in conflict with the
spiri_ of the times, of nations and of the soil; both
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_re equally destructive.
' The world is growing
worse, the world was better in the past,' has,
since Nestor's
time, been the motto of the old
man; as radicalism
by its optimistic
dreams, and
the old man by his passiveness,
undermine
the
quietude,
of nations."
(§ 185.)--"
Reaction
is
naturally
fixed in its retro_'Tession, just as naturally a._ revolution
raises its progress into law,
and repels all contradiction.
Reaction
goes back
_only to a certain stage of the past, but not as the
restoration
goes back to the past, as an intellectual
development.
Th_s constitutes
the essential difference betw(_n reaction and restoration.
* *"
--"The
boy approaches
the world with intuition
and im'lgination,
but the old man with reflection
and combination.
*
*
The one abounds
in
whims _md ideals, the other with aper¢_
and
rules; and at last the old man reaches the point
the child lind reached--at
abstraction
on the one
hand, and at sensuous
perception
on the other,
The deductive
rules on which the old man relics
without
intellectually
mastering them, inspire him
with that infallible
confidence,
that strange self.
deception,
by which absolutism
runs toward ruin,
without
perceiving the abyss, until the ground begins to quake under its feet.
In this manner age
¢ollapses into a spiritless empiricism,
which ignor_
all higher points of view, and at last degeneratc_
into a materialism,
._'hich drags what is highest
and
holiest
down into the dust."
(_ 192.)-" Where combination
is so preponderantly
developed as in the old man, the principle of numbers
very naturally
asserts itself.
Mathematics
and
the entire series of the exact sciences are the field
on whi(:h the mind of the old man finds its high¢'st satisfaction.
The boy applies himself tomathematics because its abstract generality satisfies his
mind and sharpens
his faculties,
and the old man
seeks refuge in it because it alone affords him
that absolute yet sensibly real certainty
in which
his mind finds rest.
But it seems rather strange
that this empirical
certainty
should tempt him
into shallows, from which even ideal contemplation remains exempt.
In its train follow cabala,
alchemy,
magic and necromancy.
The sober
_clcarness of mathematical
laws seems irreconcilable with the enigmatical
plays of the cabala; and
so does it seem incredible
to reflecting
reason,
that dry rationalism,
for which everything
is too
high which can not be made as plainly evident
as that twice two makes four, shouht still pair
itself with the nebulou_ mysticism of the theurgic
and magic arts; and yet both are to be found
united
in absolutism."
(§ 193.)--"O1d
age is
thus formal in history.
If the boy is formal because he is unable to see through
form, the old
man resolves essence into form to shape it as he

exercise of the summa irduria.
From the point
of view of such /egaJ_m the condemnation
of
Christ was not judicial murder, but an act of jusrice.
In legislation,
also, absolutism
applies this
mechanical,
arithmetical
measure.
Histor$', with
free-thinking
absolutists,
becomes a collection of
maxims, aper_,
remarks and analogies, as it wa_
with the men of the world trained in the.French
school of the last century;
to the absolutists of a
positive opinion, history is but the treasure house
of his own opinions.
The ' historical
basis,' the
'deep ideas of the past,' the 'organic articulation
of the state,' the 'good
old law': absolutism
fiequently
employs all these conservative
phrases,
just as its counterpart
(radicalism)
uses the words
freedom
and equality, and ignores them with the
_me ease."
(§ 194.)--"The
heart of man feel_
the effect of years as heavily as his mind.
Old
age is as far removed
from the equanimity
of
mature
age.
Its rest is but the quietism
of exhaustion.
The great
passions
have
subsided;
only the little ones remain.
The old man is irritable in the highest
degree, his moods are whimsteal and changeable,
tits passive
sensibility
sometimes causes his mind to accept indiseriminately all impressions,
and sometimes
to display
that dull indifference
(laisser aller) which characterizes the staid man (philister), that inferior erabodiment
of absolutism."
(§ 195.)-- " The boy,
to become powerful,
must remain under training;
old age, on the contra_ T, must have pupils, and
wishes to be surrounded
by persons who obey
The old man may be mild, gentle, and careful of
his pupils; but he wants no free man around him.
An absolute government
may be well meaning
and paternal,
but the air of freedom, the highest
good of life, is never breathed under it."
(§ 197.)
-- "The weakness
of old age reveals itself in a
remarkable
manner
in this, that its virtue, like
that of the boy, needs support from without.
In
the case of the boy this support is the law; in the
case of the old man it is tradition,
convention.
maxims, reflective virtue, the morals of principle,.
If we wish to get a notion of the conventiom_l
morality of absolutism, we should read Kotzebm.'plays.
It was this morality that prevailed in ft,'
upper classes in thepast
century.
Itere there a_'
no maxims of law and custom, but social con¢iderations."
(§ 198.)-- "If we reflect on the abov('
it is obvious that there must enter into the efforls
of old age, to attain moral perfection,
an artifici:d
element.
As what is noble does not spring spontaneously
from nature,
incapacity
calm forth a
violent effort, and this again betrays 'the power
of weakness.'
Hence comes the demand for ' unconditional
obedience'
in absolute states.
Wtwn
the weakness of nature breaks through the bounds

wants.
Right sinks into a treaty.
Loyalty
becomes a narrow legal_,m, and the more the idea
of right contracts,
the more obstinately
does the
old man cling to.separate
provisions.
The most
sacred interests
are sacrificed to the letter of an
agreement,
and the application
of the law, under
the veil of the summumjus,
becomes a permanent

of principle,
the vices of old age develop into
unnatural
tyranny,
of which history
affords so
many instances.
Philip II. is the moat striking
instance of wicked old age: another illustration
is
the hideous Tiberius, who, more than any other
ruler,
combined
in his nature
womanly
weakness and diabolical
strength, weakne_
of chamc-
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tcr and baseness.
It is the custom to consider all
the Roman emperors as absolutists;
but Caligula,
St,re and Commodus
were only depraved
boys;
g(.nuinc tyrants
are found
only in old age.3Iodet'u )Iachiavelism
walks about in a stately
.,garb. gentle, pleasant
and winning.
It under.,t:_nds the art of appearance,
and under paternal
mildness conceals machination.
It shakes hands
with the proletarian,
and surrounds
itself with
tlw ._everity of majesty, according
to the times,
('ruel when cruelty, kind when kindness, leads to
its end, it ignores everything
but its own aims,
and the arithmetical
weighing
of the means,
Such a man was Augustus,
a man endowed with
the gveatest intellectual
gifts, and who might well
.say of hilnscff, that he had cleverly played his
part." (._ 200.)--"O1d
age is also characterized
by
_ c_knea_ in private life, chiefly in the management
of its household.
As woman, both in childhood
and old age. is superior to man, the interference
of women in radical and absolute homes or states
is ahnost unavoidable.
If the times are favorable,
woman becomes permanently
preponderant.
The
government of mistresses in the eighteenth century
i_ well known."
(_ 201.)--"O1d
age in matters of
faith knows either only mechanical
obedience
or
complete dissolution
of beliefs, literal orthodoxy
or atheism.
Voltaire, La )Iettrie and Shaftesbury
were far from radical;
the)" were profound,
logi('al ab_olutists."
(§ 201.)--"When
a reasoning
_b.-olutist wishes to understand
the orion of the
-tat(,. he is, by his very nature,
forced to seek
r(.fuge in the idea of formal covenant,
of an artifi(.ial contract.
This famous theory,
which
is
2_()Ihing but a distortion
peculiar
to old age, of
natural right into arbitrary
convention,
owes its
()rigin to the absolutist period of the seventeenth
_nd eighteenth
centuries.
The radicals
have
adopted it because it is in keeping
with their
i_tellcctual
constitution;
but to the provisions
_ff the social contract,
following
their bent, they
have added the doctrine of equality.
According
to virile notions, public authority
has the right
in itself, and subjects
their rights
in them._(.lves. But Ibnly the free man can understand
this, the man who is not free is compelled
to
,_ce.k the source of his condition,
the title to his
rights, outside himseff.
The man who is not free.
._ubjeets himself to another, because, as the theory
ilwlf puts it, hc alienates his rights to another, and
IIw latter commands
because the former has alien,tt_,t his rights to him; or, according
to orthodox
iql(._ls,because God has given the latter command
_,_.r him."
(_204.)--"
Thercis
no right inabsohttc nmnarehy except that which emanates
from
_h,: ruler; he alone is wlmt he is by the grace of
G,Jd; "dl the others are what they are only through
the ffraee of the absolute
monarch.
The most
l'('rfect embodiment
of this system is the constiration of the order of Jesuits,
and the Roman
(':_ria, according to the Jesuitic
conception of it.
"l'he ('ompany of Jesus subjects body, soul, actions
a_d thoughts to the omnipotence
of the gefiaeral
of the society, in whose hands the members arc
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but unconscious
tools.
According
to the curia,
the whole church rests in the papal chah'."
(_ 205.)
-- "Old
age, however,
besides despotism,
has
also its democratic
features.
Ahsolute
power
may be attributed
to the people as well as to the
ruler.
Europe
has witnessed
not only a great
radical, but also an absolutist, revolution,
tlle English.
That revolution
wa._ the embodiment
of
fanatical belief, as the French
revolution
was of
fanatical
abstraction.
When
the radical
prolctartan rises, he wishes to bc put on an equal footing with others; when thelazzaroue
is aroused, he
renmins what he is, in order, as a lazzarol_e, to
avenge hin_elf on others."
(_206.)--"
Because
age carries the germ of dL_solution in itself, it
can only be kept togcther through the most rigdd
observance
of forms.
This is the essen(:c of legitinaist monarchy.
Its characteristic
trait i_, that
instead of striving
to do the state service,
it
makes such service itself its purpose.
In other
words, it does not administer
except for the sake
of administering.
Birth, not merit; money, not
mind; routine and mannerism,
are the conditions
of appointment
to place.
Form becomes essence;
e,_sencc, form.
The external policy of absolutism
knows only combinations,
not ideas.
Without
any regard for the inborn tendencies of peoples,
but simply to round out the national boundaries,
it huddles
provinces
together at hap-hazard,
a_
they have becn acquired
through
conquest
or
marriage.
In_ste._d of natural
equilibrium,
it
seeks an artificial balance, which
nmy be disturbed by the merest breath;
instead of treati_%
it is satisfied with agreements
for the moment;
instead of a proper diplomacy,
it pursues a diplomacy of intrigue, with a gorgcousrcpresentatlon,
but withoutstatesnmallikcsubstance.
Its foreign
policy is either strictly orthodox
(legiti_rdst), or
materialistic.
Form everywhcre
rules.--5.
Matual Relations of Parties.
Liberalism
and conscrvatism,
the two virile parties,
may combat
each other,
for although
one in aim,
their
methods are different,
but in spite of their differenees they should never forget their close relationship.
They are indeed nearer to each other
than either of them is to any other party, and
than the other parties are to each other.
They
may be opponents,
but only opponents
who
respect
each other."
(§ 209.) -- "Between
libcralism and absolutism,
as also between conservatism and radicalism,
there is no point of contact.
They are even as different in what they do as in
how they do it. On the other hand, liberalism
and radicalism
have a common line of action,
while conservatism
and absolutism
havc the feature of preservation
in common; but in spirit
and character,
liberalism
and conservatism
are
superior to the extreme parties.
Radicalism and
absolutism,
finally, have many resemblances
in
their
bearing.
Sometimes
they act "together
friendly;
more frequently
they combat
each
other, very much as boys refuse to longer submit
to the rule of the older.
The true relation of
parties is found when the extreme parties share
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in the national struggles only mediately,
and are
led by their corresponding
manly parties.
Poll
tics is ruined when the extreme
parties obtain
supremacy."
(_
210--212.)6. l_/cholog_e_
ConO'asts in Politics in General.
Since Rohmer's
doctrine
of parties psychologically
deternLines
and describes the fundamental
types of parties in
accordance with the age stages of man, and thus
di_overs
four types, peculiar both in spirit and
char_ter,
it goes beyond the task of explaining
political parties themselves,
and thus, from being
a theory of political character and mind in their
natural
chief kinds and forms, it becomes
a
new psychological
science of polities in general,
This theory throws new light on political
facts
and individ_uil character.
Even where there are
no political parties, there are still to be found
radical, liberal, conservative,
absolutist, individuals whose way of thinking
and acting finds its
explanation
in that theory, just as much a.s if
such individuals
had formed themselves
into a
party, and as such, teed to influence public life.
Those fundamental
types may also more clearly
and easily be illustrated
in individuals
than in
parties, for on the formation
of parties many
things exercise an influence besides the natural disposition of the individuals
who unite to form a
party.
It not unfrequently
happens that the leaders of the parties individually
belong to another
type than the part)" itself.
The liberal Mirabeau
was the head of a radical party; the liberal Pitt
was the leader of the absotutist
conservative
tories; in the revolution of the Netherlands,
the
conservative William the Silent led the radicalliberal party.
In Switzerland
the absolutist
parties, in Germany the ultramontane
parties,
are
often led by radicals; and so, on the other lmnd,
the radical-revolutional
T parties confide
their
cause to the expert skill of absolutist generals.Above parties stand the people. But in nations also
we often perceive the same chief tendencies that
distinguish individuals and parties.
In the French
national character the absolutist
character, and
in the French spirit the radical trait, is very prominent; and this explains
the violent changes in
French political history.
On the contrary, in the
Russian nation the absolutist
spirit seems to be
combined
with a radical disposition.
The English are manifestly
liberal in character and consernative in spirit; the ideal of the Germans is a
liberal government,
maintained and supported by
the conservative
people.--F_om
the four fundamental tendencies
of humanity,
Rohmer derives
four general characters of political constitutions,
as distinguished
from forms of the state.
"Radicalism, as the supremacy of abstraction, engenders
the idol state; liberalism,
as the supremacy
of
individual
personality,
the individual
state; conservatism_ which pays homage above all things to
the power of history and the rights of races, the
race state; and finally, absolutism, the form state."
(,_ 220-226.)_The
history of nations, and, on
the whole, in its grand outlines,
the history of
humanity,
follows
these changing
impulses
in
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their different periods.
The period of childhood
is devoted to the service of abstraction ; in old age,
traditional forms obtain a decisive authority.
At
the height of life the manly tendencies prevail.
Humanity
has not as yet reached its climax,
but it is manifestly approaching
it. Its development on the whole
is, therefore,
liberal;
the
modern era is intellectually
freer and more selfconscious
than any previous one.
But, within
modern times, history, in different ages and phases
of development,
has already repeatedly
made the
circuit of the age stages of man, and of their
respective tendencies.
On this necessary movementrests, in part, the divineeducation
of nations;
on this also rests their highest expression,
the
changing
phases of the spirit of the times, the
breath of which every one feels, but the correct
understanding
of which constitutes the art of the
statesman.
J.C.
BLUNTSCHLI.
PARTY GOYERNIENT
IN THE UNITED
STATES.
The first recorded party contest in
New York state, in 1789, ended in a total poll of
12,453; the total vote in 1880 was 1,102,945, and
the number of voters over l,200,000.
This advance
in the voting and the possible votes of nearly one
hundred fold, or six times larger than thegrowth
of population,
aptly measures at once the needs,
the conditions
and the development
of party
government
in the United States.
Meetings at
"Martling's"
in New York, and the "Long
Room" in Boston, were sufficient for the conduct
of party affairs, while the voters of one city humbered less than 3,000, and the poll list of the other
fell short of this number by one-half;
but the
enormous increase of the voting voter, due, first,
to the spread of political privileges by law, second,
to the growth of political interests by party con
tests, and third, to the increase
of population-has rendered the earlier methods
obsolete,
and
developed
an intricate
system of party government, the product of the last sixty years, whose
working is most vigorously attacked by those least
aware of the tremendous
difficulties
presented
by the quadrennial
mobilization
of 9,000,000
voters.
The development
of party government
has, therefore, been along the inevitable
lines of
increasing
organization
and delegated
poweJs,
whose
development
in the state is the familiar
story of representative government.
Burke'sdefinition,
"Party is a body of men united in prorooting
by their joint endeavors
the national
interest upon some pai-ticular principle in which
they are all agreed," was accurately applicable to
the small and coherent body of electors which he
represented.
While remaining
true in spirit, it
has ceased to apply in detail to the two great
political camps into which the United States has
been substantially
divided for thirty years.
In
these two parties a bare fraction of voters, not a
tenth at most, carrying on the active work of party
goverq_ent,
constitute the standing army of political life, which in periodical struggles exhausts
its efforts in the endeavor " to poll the lMt num " ;
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in a word, to mobilize the great mass of inert
voters with constantly
increaMng
success.
Beginning in 1820 with a polled vote in New York
state (wbere the records are most complete), with
one voter in five (12,453 in 1789, out of 57,606
w_ters in 1790), the proportion
steadily rose to
31.12 per cent. in 1826, increased
rapidly during
the next six years, in which the foundations
of
party government
were laid, to an average of 60
per cent., or very nearly the average now obtaining in Great Britain, rising in the tenyears ending
ia 1865 to 77, reaching
in the presidential
year
1876 to 88 per cent., and in 1880 to 90 per cent.
How largely keen politicalinterest
and highintel,
ligence are needed to increase
this per cent. is
made best apparent
by the fact that the highest
percentage
of voting voters in those states has
been for years in the counties whose percentage
of American-born
population
is largest.
This
growth in the percentage
of voters exercising
the
right of voters, no less than the widening of suffrage, has increased the complexity
of party management during
the last century
upon a scale
rather
one of kind than of degree. -- A.t the
org'anization
of the federal government
the number of voters in each political
division was still
small enough topermit
the management
of parties
by the simple and rudimentary
methods
long in
use among EngUsh.speaking
peoples.
These were,
self-nomination
for the candidate,
the caucus or
meeting to express the desire of the voter, and
in addition, as a dormant
political
power in the
state, there existed the convention, which the tra.
ditions rather than the usage of the English conslitutiou
made the form in which the general
body politic took original and initiatory
action,
Except in tim southern states, which retain many
archaic forms in their political life, self-nomination has disappeared
in this country, the public
meeting has become the caucus or primary, and
is treated elsewhere (see C/Lucus); while the conve_tion, developing
along two distinct and independent
lines, has become in its constitutional
form the body to which is committed
the compositmn of organic law, while in its political
form
it has come to be the body which in county,
district, state and national affairs acts under a
loosely defiued body of usage and party regulation for the party as an organic whole, in theory
drawing its power from the primaries,
in pracrice acting independently,
regulating
their action
and determining
their constitution.
_ These two
widely divergent forms of the convention origihated in the same stem; but while one attained
full development
and power in the constitutionmaking period of the revolution,
the other only
reached its development
ia the party-making
period, which began in 1820, and ended in 1840,
with the party organization
now (1888) in existencc in full operation, although the development
of its details is still in progress.
The convention,
as a primal political force in the.body politic, uppea_ed early in American
history.
"They
had
_o doubt," says Hutchinson
of the acti_
of the
127
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Massachusetts
colonists when the old council had
taken possession of the government
from which
a mob had driven Gov. Andross,
"received
advice
of the convention called by the pril_ce of Orange,
and, in imitation
of it, they recommended
(May
2, 1689) to the several towns of thecolony
tomeet
and depute persons," who assembled, and assumed
the rigl_t to decide what constituted
the governmeat of the colony, as the convention
parliament
of 1688, assembled
without
a wilt, had decided
upon the constituent
powers of the Engli.,h governmevt.
The whig lawyers who managed
the
revolution
in the thirteen colonies,
i_self essentially a political
struggle,
were mindful
of the
organic character
which precedent
attached
to a
convention,
and termed the meeting of commisstoners from the colonies a congress.
Meanwhile,
the radical changes in progress through the colonies were conducted
by conventions,
the work
being at length completed
by a federal constitutional convention,
while the political government
of the day was carried on by meetings in the large
cities, supplemented
by the collective
action taken
by the members
of colonial assemblies.
The
latter, as well as the former,
bridged
over the
period between their sessions and their assembly
through
the appointment
of committees
of correspondcnce,
a body which
is the line'fl predecessor of the "state
central committee"
of the
present day, and which remained
for over fifty
years after the revolution
the stated political
authority in deciding
upon the executive conduct
of campaigns.
These public meetings
and committeea of correspondence,
in the post-revolutionary period, conducted
normal
political
action;
the convention was employed when extraordinary
steps were proposed.
Shay's rebellion was preceded by one which met at Springfield,
and embraced delegates
from the counties
about ; the
alarum created by the Hartford
convention
was in
part due to the selection of this term in summoning it, and, without
much regard to whether the
body was made up of delegates, any mass meeting
of more than usual importance
was termed aconvcntion; e.g., the New York meeting nominating
George Chnton in 1811, the mass meeting led by
Daniel Webster
in New Hampshire
in 1812, or
even the early "conventions"
in Maryland
and
Pennsylvania
which nominated
Jackson aud Hatrison. -- The initiative
in local and state party
government,
which rested at the opening of th_
revolutionary
war with
city meetings,
societies
and their committees
of correspondence,
was
transferred
in the period succeeding
this struggle to state and federal legislatures,
by whom it
continued
to be exercised
until 1830 in all parts
of the country, and in some southern states until
1860. The change in :New York state, a closely divided political body, whose politics early reached,
and has since maintained,
a high degree of organization,
which makes its development
typical, was distinct
and definite in this direction.
George Clinton had been the chief executive of
the state through the war of independence,
by
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unopposed election.
The first serious step towa_xl
the organization
of an opposition
was by a meeting of Clinton's
opponents
Feb. 11, 1789, which
nominated
Rohert Yates, and appointed
a cornmittee of correspondence
to l>romote his election,
while a letter soliciting
his candidacy
was addressed to him from Albany.
Three years later
the nomi_ation
of John Jay was made by a called
meeting of his special supporters,
and confirmed
by a largerbody
hehl later; Clinton, representing
the more popular organization,
received his nomination
from a general meeting
" composed,
as
was alleged, of gentlemen
from various part_ of
the state," followed by meetings
in each county,
Here was the early germ of the convention,
as
now known;
but it withered
from the practical
difficulty
and the vast expense of travel, which
made it impossible
to bring
political
delegates
together, except as they were already
assemhled
in state legislatures.
It is highly significant that
each step in the higher organization
of our parties
has been at a time when internal translmrtation
was developed.
The state convention
reached its
development
in New York state in the decade
which saw the Erie canal opened;
the national
convention
first became complete in the period of
railroad
expansion
from 1850 to 1860, and the
management
of a national campaign
from a single
party centre only became possible from 1870 to
1880, when the telegraph
system of the United
States was first extended
over
our territory,
These are the real conditions
which have made
possible
the development,
and determined
the
character,
of party
government.
Tocqueville
early pointed
out the extraordinary
freedom
of
political association
enjoyed in this country,
but
this would have continued
dependent
on cliques
and caucuses
at state capitals and at the seat of
federal
power, if it had not been supplemented
by a freedom and facility in travel and comnmnication inconceivable
when he wrote.
By 1795
an unprecedented
advance in population
had extended the base of political
action in New York
state beyond the scope of any meeting, large or
select, on Manhattan
island, and John Jay was
nominated
by a quasi legislative
caucus held at
Albany, which was, for a quarter of a century
after, the centre of political action.
To the close
of the century, the action of the Albany caucus
was still shared by citizens of the state capital;
but the tendency
was to recognize only legislators
as its members,
and in 1804 Aaron
Burr and
Morgan Lewis were nominated by fully organized
legislative caucuses.
Even then the Burrite ticket
was completed
by a public meeting at Albany,
'which nominated
Olivcr Phelps as lieutenant
governst;
but for Bun'ites and "Quids"
the Albany
caucus of legislators
was the controlling
body,
its "address"
the party platform,
and its "cornmittee of correspondence"
the governing body of
the campaign.
A "regular"
party organization
now first appeared
in New York politics, which
has never since been without a political organization claiming
"regularity"
by virtue of its an-
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broken political succession
from the body which
in 1805 nominated
D. D. Tompkins.
For twenty
years afterward
the business of carrying on party
government
was conducted
at All)any, and the
struggle
against the " Albany
regency " was in
fact the struggle of the counties and their political
action against power which out of the necessity
of the post road had gravitated
to Albany.
The
same dew.lopment
of party government
was in
progress at all the state capitals, at least as far
south as Virginia
and as far north as Massachusetts.
In NewHampshirc
the "Rockingham
convention,"
Aug. 5, 1812, a mass mceting of 1,500
voters,
adopted
a pb_tform,
nominated
a full
ticket,
state, electoral
and congressional,
and
joined in a vigorous
address to President
Madison.
In Vermont
" conventions
of free men"
and the legislative
caucus acted indiscriminately,
sometimes reaching
the same nominations.
The
public meeting preserved its place as the origin of
political action much later at the south, and the
extent of the states west and south of Virginia
left a political initiative to the county, which has
long survived,
altlmugb
the legislatures
were in
all these states centres of political action.
Inevitably, however,
the condition
of society on the
frontier rendered
impossible
methodical
political
action.
Nominations
in Kentucky,
in 1799, for a
constitutional
convention
and state legislature,
were " agreed upon " in many counties by "cornmittees of two from each religious
socic'ty and
from each militia company";
a combination
of
religious and secular affairs in political organizatiou which had its analogue
in Philadelphia
at a
recent period in the cant political question,
"Are
you a presbyterian
or democrat?"
whose answer
opened more than one election fight. -- In Virginia
a periodical
Richmond
caucus early in the century decided on state nominations,
and appointed
a committee
of correspondence,
which acted with
like committees
in the counties.
The action of
this legislative caucus was so strictly a matter of
state party government
that in a presidential
year,
as in 1812, it did not go beyond the nominatic;n
of electors, and passed no resolutions expressing
a preference
as to a candidate
tbr president,
or
enunciating
a national platform,
the "only
test
laid down" in theselection
of electol_ being "Will
he vote for Mr. Madison?"
In Pennsylvania
nominations
were made at this time in the same
way, and party management
vested in members
of the legislature.
In Massachusetts,
even as late
as 1826, the Jackson "corresponding
committee,"
appointed
by a meeting in Boston, deferred meeting "until
the legislature
met, and a state convention could be assembled,"
steps in this direction
still hinging
on the legislature.
To party management the members of the legislature
naturally
added the declaration
of party policy and party
principles.
The sphere which has been occupied
during the half century closing in 1880-90 by the
party platforms
and the letters of candidates,
was
earlier filled by, addresses from state legislatures
on federal and state topics, taking a range and
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appearing witha frequency since unnkown.
For
to "support
such candidates
for ofl_ees in the
nearly fifty years after the revolutionary
war
general government
as are regularly selected and
these addresses summed up the opposing political
recommended
by a republican
majority
of the
doctrines of tile day, and the members who signed
Union";
meaning,
of course, the congressional
them managed the party organizations.
Nor, in
caucus. -- Party government
had now reached a
comparisons
between
the personal
character
of
stage in which the congressional
caucus, whose
state legislatures
at an earlier and later date, is it
power, though
questioned,
was supreme,
carried
fair to forget that membct'ship
in these bodies
on the loose national
organization
of tlle day
fifty years ago gave the political cont,'ol of party
through itsstandingcommltteeof
correspondence;
nominations
and party policy
which has since
state legislatures
did tile same for state contests;
become vested in theparty
convention
and its
while an inchoate
representative
political
body
•' central committee."
(Ability
w(ll always gravidid the like iu tile cities." The "general
meeting"
tate where real power is exerted$
This is cxerhad ah'cady become tan cumbrous
to carry on
cised to-day upon the floor of conventions,
whose
party affairs in cities hke New York, Philadelmembers are quite as often hindered
in their
phia and B_,Itimore;
Boston was still a town
influence as aided in their authority
by a seat at
whose inhabitants
enjoyed right of pasturage
on
Washington
or in a state capital.
Tim control
the common
for thirty ye_trs later.
Secret socieexercised by the legislative caucus found its natuties had been an earlier substitute
for the mass
ral analogue in a like control over fcderal affairs
meeting, of which "Tammany,
a society of the
in the congressional
caucus at Washington,
whose
Columbian
order," is the last lingering representpower was first challenged,
not by the national
ativc.
The "democratic
society,"
organized
in
convention
which succeedcd
it, but by the state
Plfiladelphia
during
Washington's
second term,
legislative caucus, which envied both the power of
had its affiliated branches over Pennsylvania
and
the body at Washington
and the preponderating
tile neighboring
states, cxtending
to the outer
influence enjoyed in the councils of the meeting
bounds
of the Kentucky
wilderness.
Federal
at Washington
by the Richmond
caucus.
Aaron
politics in westei'n Massachusetts
and the region
Bur,"s nomination
as vice.pt'esident
was the first
about were for nearly a generation at this period
formalaction
taken by a caucus at Washington-powerfully
influenced,
if not controlled,
by a
Jefferson's selection
being a foregone conclusion
secret society which had affiliated
b,'auches in
_an(t Burr was nominated
at the suggestion
of
_'ew England
and the iniddle states, and more
an Albany conference.
By 1808 seventeen
meretransient organizations
existed elsewhere;
all cirbers of the "republican"
caucus at Washington
cumstances
which played an important
part in
bolted its action on another
suggestion
from
givingedgetotheauti-masonicmovement.
None
Albany.
State legislatures
had begun, each on
of these societies offc,'ed a basis for popularaction
its own account,
to make presidential
nominaduring a time when the number of voters was
tmns, but holding their action subordinate
to final
yearly augmenting,
qtiintupling
in 1h'ew York
determination
at Washington,
precisely
as in the
state in thirty years; 57,606 in 1790, 259,387 in
convention period state conventmns
present their
1821. The committce of correspondence,
which
"favorite
sons" to n'ttional
conventions.
The
each "general
meeting"
left to continue political
objection to the congressional
caucus asthe mariaaction until another
met, was gradually
supger of national politics had become so serious in
planted by ward organizations,
first temporary,
1812 that the call that year laid stress upon the [ then permanent.
Tile great "general
meeting"
lutions passed disclaimed
any power in its merevomination
and the prosecution
of the war, in
bets toact except in a personal capacity.
Albany
Philadelphia,
5lay, 1812, called ward caucuses to
was, as usual, the first to break ground in a new
apl)oint five delegates to a "' general committee,"
dir(.ction, and the republican
legislative
caucus
which sat apparently
for no other purpose
titan
at Albany nominated
De Witt Clinton ten days
a more formal and weighty declaration
than was
_.'qay 29, 1812) after Madison's
nomination
at
possiblein
atumultuousmassmeeting.
Asimilar
W,t._hington.
"One nomination,"
said "Niles'
appeal to the pt'imary was taken iu Baltimore;
but
regular character of the _ssembly, while the reso- [ which met, 12.000 strong, to approve Madison's
R('gister," i,l commenting
upon their action,
" is the usual course with these large city meetings-j,l,t as lcgitimate as the other."
The convention
of which a number
were held in these stormy
whi(.h met at New York
in September
of the
war times--was
to approve existing
nominations
s_tnm year, with a representation
from eleven
made by state legislatures,
anti to appoint
the
st_ttt,s included in its membership,
and which is customary
committee
of correspondence.
Prom
s,)n,etimes cited as the first nominating
convencities, counties and single districts representative
tion, was in fact a mass meeting held to approve,
party government
spread rapidly
to the state,
or, in modern phrase, "indorse,"
the nomination
while the term convention
began to be employed
made at Albany.
Four years earlier alike assemfor any " general meeting"
which included memhlageheldat"Martling's"styleditselfa"general
bers of more than one place.
The last nominamecting," and, while approving
by name state
tion of the congressional
caucus in 1824 made
n',minations, in the address which it instructed its plain the disappearance
of its political
power,
c()mtnittee of correspondence
to "forward
to re- which had received a fatal blow eight years bepublicans of the United States," exhorted
them
fore.
Eight years later the Albany caucus, which
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had dealt this blow, alarmed at the growth of a
new political engine in the convenUon, called for
a revival of the congressional
caucus as an escape
from the dangers of _eparate state nominations
for the presidency.
The committee
of correspondence
of the congressional
caucus has survived in unbroken
succession
as the "congressional campaign committee"
of to-day, appointed
biennially
in the joint caucuses of the senators
and representatives
of each political party.
The
influence
of this body, varies greatly
with the
strength of the national committee and the ability
of its secretary and members.
In a presidential
year the congressional
campaign
committee
can
do little but distribute
documents,
the party in
power
in either
wing of the capitol using its
facilities,
folding rooms, employ(:s and what not,
for this purpose.
In the intercalary
congressional
election
the powers of this committee
are con8iderable.
It makes, or has made, the assessment
on officers, organizes the congressional
campaign
where the party is weak, sometimes
assumes to
decide between conflicting claimants
for a regular
nomination,
and furnishes doubtful
districts with
their speakers and supplies;
but in the practical
work of politics all this proves of less advantage
to party success than in furthering
conflicting
intrigues
within
the party for the places in its
gift, in particular
those which depend upon the
action of the party caucus
in the house when
deciding
upon its candidates
for speaker
and
other officers in the organization
of the lower
chamber
of the federal
legislature.
--The
state
legislative
caucus
remained
in full sway upon
the disappearance
of its Washington
rival;
but
it was near its end.
Presidential
nominations
by state legislatures
as a formal official act were
becoming
more frequent,
and paved the way for
a broader representation
than a p:lrty legislative
caucus, in which the voters of the party living
in districts
where it was in a minority
had no
representation.
The "convention"
of the day
was steadily
widening
its base and increasing
its influence, and what was of nearly equal impol'tance, ceased to be regarded as a dangerous
or
revolutionary
political tool.
It is a familiar fact
that the legislature
of Pennsylvania
early lost the
high relative importance
attached
to state legislatures and service in them in the post-revolutionary
period, and it was in this state that the nominating
convention
first appeared
in full action.
A fruitless proposal for a national convention
tomake an
_nti-stavery
nomination
against Monroe was made
in Philadelphia
in 1820; in the previous
four
years the nomination
of state officers through a
convention
consisting of delegates chosen by public meetings had become familiar.
In the decade
opening in 1820 this became the practice in Pennsylvania,
beginning five years before the like innovation
in New York state, ten years before it
was rooted in Massachusetts,
and fifteen years
before the legislative
caucus had disappeared
in
Virginia,
while in some western and southwestern
_al_s it survived the first highly organized nation-
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al campaign of our history in 1840. ,_ A converttion held in Carlisle, Pa., in February, 1821, made
up of county delegates, which nominated Heister
in opposition
to Gov. Findlay,
was one of the
first §rate conventions on the modern plan, if not
the earliest.
Six years earlier, Feb. 27, 1815,
when a "meeting
of citizens from every part of
the state " was " holden at Boston,"
it confined
itself to an address to the independent
electors of
Massachusetts,
and only "confirmed
"the nomination of Caleb Strongand
William Phillips, already
reached by alegislative
caucus.-In generalterms,
it may be said that, up to the slack-water
politics
of Monroe's second election, the general meeting
in the centres of population,
while it had been
widened
by the presence
of voters
from other
parts of the state, assumed nostrict representative
capacity,
and left the initiative
in politics to the
legislative
caucus;
but in the decade beginning
with 1820 two changes took place: state conventions, embracing representatives
from most of the
counties
of the state, began to make state and
national nominations,
and conventions
for aspecial
purpose,
embracing
quasi delegates
from many
states, began to formulate opinion on questions of
national politics, and out of these separate threads
was spun the national convention.
So slowlydid
this take place that, reckoning
frcan the earliest
state convention
of a representative
character, it
was fifteen years before all the counties of a large
state were represented
in a c(mvention,
and fortyeight years before all the states were represented by national conventions.
These early bodies
were, as was natural,
most loosely organized.
The Hartford
convention,
in spite of its official
character,
received
from New Hampshire
delegates elected by county meetings, and carelessness
of form or credential
was still more characteristic
of the bodies which met at a later period to represent some particular
form of national opinion.
Early as these bodies assumed
a representative
character, their systematic organization
camemore
slowly, and important
political gatherings
which
exerted a serious influence
upon current
party
policy were in fact nothing
but voluntary
asscmblages
of men chosen by no formal constituency.
This was the case even with the protection convention
which met at Harrisburg,
upon
the call of the Pennsylvania
legislature,
July 30,
1827, delegates to which were elected by countie_
in Pennsylvania.
The address of the free trade
convention
which met in Philadelphia
Sepl. 30,
1881, was accepted
by Mr. Justice
Story, in his
Commentaries,
as an authoritative
exposition
of the politmal
views of the party denying congress the right to levy protective
duties; but the
convention
itself met pursuant
to a call issued
at the suggestion
of the "New
York Evening
Post"; the delegates,
who voted singly and with
equal powers, represented
states, cities, counties,
mass meetings
and themselves;
Mississippi being
"repr_ented"
by a single delegate,
Mr. Pinckney, a.member
of congre_,
and the proceedings
throughout point to a _
structure only po_ible
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while the functions and methods of a political
convention were still unformed. The like was
true of tile protectionist convention which met iu
the same year in New York, of the convention of
the friends of American industry held in _rrisburgin 1824, and of most interstate conventionsof
tile day. In the first of tile long series of convenlions dealing with the needs of the Mississippi
valley, whichmet atMemphis, Nov. 12, 1845, upon
a call issued by the Tennessee state legislature,
with John C. Calhoun as its presiding officer,
delegates from eleven states, one territolT, Texas,
an independent power, St. Louis, and a number
of counties, all met and voted on a common basis.
In fact, the many interstate conventions which
met for a quarter of a century after the Hartford
convention, bore the same relation to the strictly
organized national conventions of the post-rebellion period, that early parliaments sustain to tim
completely organized body now at St. Stephens.-In most states the convention had reached a cornplete organization long before its representative
capacity was recognized.
Iu 1820 the " republican" legislative caucus at All)any, whose address
put Tompkins and Mooers in nomination in accordance with the "settled and approved ways"
of the party, was met by a bolting caucus, whose
address dealt freely in the current charges of fraud
against Gov. Tompkins.
In the ensuing four
years the constitution of 1821 added largely to the
voters of the state, and the popular convention
sprang into being under the control of the young
leaders in the central counties "by the lakes,"
who were beginning, first as anti.masons, and later
as whigs, their struggle against the control of polities from Albany. In tea years, the new and
facile instrument of political action had driven
the legislative caucus out of existence. The first
conspicuous, but by no means the earliest, convem
tion of the new order was an anti-masonic body,
which met in 1826, with Thurlow Weed as its
influential manager. It still took longer to go
from New York to Buffalo than in 1888 to go
from New York to San Francisco; and, in the
h)ose practice of the day, any man with interest
enough to take a week's journey to a political
convention was accepted as a representative, with
little scrutiny of his credentials, if any were reqt, ired. Progress, however, toward a different
procedure, was rapid. Originating in a local call
in local newspapers to the "young men's republiean clubs " through the state, the " republican
young men's conven,J,,n," which met at Utica
Aug. 12, 1828, and chose W. H. Seward as its
presiding oflleer, was a full-fledged political convention, whose neat and rapid working shows
how early the hand of Thurlow Weed learned its
cunning. Its record presents delegates elected
and ranged by counties, a temporary and permaneat organization, committees on credentials, organization and resolutions, appointed oa the inslant by the chairman by congressional districts,
and its close presents a eomplete working machine,
Central corresponding committees of three were
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named from each county, and these were instructed to complete the count)" organization by a cornmittee of five in each town, while the general
conduct of affairs was intrusted to a "state central corresponding committee" of twelve "to be
taken from tile town of Utica and vicinity," a
necessary concession to the practical difficulty of
bringing together a committee including members
scattered over a wider area. This convention
adopted a modern platform, tacking on a tariff
plank as an afterthought; but it made no nominations; approving those already made of Smith
Thompson and Francis Granger on the state, and
Adams and Rush on tlte federal ticket. Resolutions were passed, but they did not as yet constitutea comprehensive platform, and action upon
nominations was reached through the adoption of
a res61ution--a practice which still survives in
many states in the apparently use'less form of
adding to the platform an additional resolution
giving the names of the candidates who have
been put in nomination by the v/vd_voee choice of
the convention between several candidates.
The
new form of party rule was already in full operation in Pennsylvania, where by 1823 the nomination of J. Andrew Shulye was reached in a
convention (March 4, 1828) only after five ballots;
but so loose was party organization that the state
committee appointed by the convention was at
this period in the habit of meeting only to call
another convention, interconvention political control vesting, as it had for so many years in "cornmittees of correspondence" appointed by general
meetings in the larger citrus. In Massachusetts, at
the same period (Jan. 23, 1823), the first step was
taken toward a convention by adding to the " mass
meeting of republican members of both branches,"
delegates from " republican towns not represented in the legislature." Five years later the
Jackson republicans in the state had fully organ.
ized on the convention plan, and both parties in
1832. In Virginia, where, asia New York, the opposition seized on the convention in 1828, the ruling legislative caucus extended its numbersin tile
same method by adding representatives of courtties where the party being in a minority had no
representatives in the legislature.
Without entering into unnecessary detail, like changes took
place elsewhere, and by 1840 the legislative caucus
was everywhere confined to legislative issues.
" Conventions appointed by tile people," said
"Niles' Register," in 1827, of the coming change,
"appointed by the people for a specific purpose,
are not liable to tile objections which apply to
legislative caucuses."
The result has not justified
the hope.--The
national convention grew by the
same slow degrees. The disappearance of the
congressional caucus was not felt in the eight
apathetic years of Monroe's administration.
The
nominations of state legislative caucuses, by diriding the electoral vote, led to the serious and
dangerous struggle of 1824, in which national
politics sank to its lowest personal plane. A
_medy was plainly n_.
A congressional.
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caucus had been considered a "republican
tenet,"
and the powerful
caucus at Albany in 1823, as in
1831, urged that one be held, while the Massachusetts caucus convention,
which put forward John
Quincy Adams, deprecated
the necessity of "nomtasting
a candidate
for the presidency by assemblies in the states."
By 1827-8 it became plain
that no other course was open, and the combined
action of legislative
caucuses
and state conventions, held in general on Jan. 8, 1828, placed
Jackson
in the field, usually but not always, with
J. C. Calhoun as candidate
for vice-president.
In
Virginia this was done by a convention
made up
of fourteen
senators, 157 members of the house
of delegates,
and twenty-three
special deputies,
representing
in all ninety-six counties out of 109.
In North Carolina
anti New Jersey
the counties
elected delegates
to a nominating
convention,
as
did the anti-Jackson
men in Virginia;
in Peunsylvania and New York a legislative
caucus acted,
and in the former
tl convention
filled out the
electoral
ticket ; in Vermont
a "' convention
of
freemen"
made a presidential
nomination,
and
"certain
citizens of Batavia, New York," did the
same.
The preliminary
party struggle presented,
in short, every form of party action.
Four years
later it was clear that the concerted action between
the stateswhich
had given Jackson's canvass such
momentum
could best be reached by a national
convention.
A congressionalcaucus
better suited
the Albany regency,
and they pleaded for one
without
effect.
All parties adopted the convention; but Jackson's
friends ill _ew York, Pennsylvania,
Virginia,
Ohio, Tennessee,
Georgia and
South Carolina,
endeavored,
in the last instance
fruitlessly,
to secure a nomination
from a legislatire caucus,
while Clay's friends
obtained
like
action in Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Louisiana,
Kentucky
and Maryland.
The convention
was
at this period the favorite device of the opponents
of the administration,
and their national convenlion was the best organized, although the selection
of its delegates was made by loose methods which
early disappeared.
The whig convention,
which
met in Baltimore,
Dec. 12, 1831, was called by a
caucus
of the Maryland
legislature.
This call
proposed
a representation
for each state equal
to that enjoyed
in ttle electoral college, and suggested, but did not require, the election of delegates by congressional
districts.
In Maine and
Pennsylvania
this was done; in New Hampshire
a legislative caucus chose delegates;
in M&_sacliusells "a convention
of 200 members"
acted for
the state in expressing
a presidential
choice, besides making
state nominations;
in Connecticut
harmonious
action was taken by a legislative
caucus and a state convention,
the districts, in addilion, choosing their own delegates;
in New York
a state convention
chose the entire state delegalion of two at large and one for each congres8tonal district;
while Maryland
and most of the
southern states acted through conventions.
These
irregular elections were order itself compared with
the loose election of delegates
to the democratic
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convention
which nominated
Andrew
Jackson
and Martin Van Buren, at Baltimore,
May 28,
1832, where the vote of Pennsylvania
was cast
by a group of self-appointed
delegates.
At these
early national conventions
each delegate cast one
vote, except as a vote by states was required, when
the electoral
apportionment
came into play, and
the rule requiring a two-thirds majority in making
a nomination
was adopted by the democratic
convention of 1832. This rule was re-enacted by the
democratic
convention
which met at Baltimore,
May 20, 1835, and has become tile common law
of the party in its national conventions
and in
many state and county democratic
conventions
in
the south.
At thesame
time the unit rule, giving
each state delegation
the right to cast its entire
state vote as a majority
of its members should
direct, was also lldopted, and, like the other, has
gained
the sat_ction
of unbroken
democratic
usage.
In whig and republican
conventions
netther of these rules has obtained,
although
an
effort to enforce the last led to a long and bitter
struggle
in the repuillican
national
convention
at Chicago, in June, 1880. -- As late as 1852 the
call for a democratic
national
convention
treated
acongressional
caucus of democratic
congressmen
as one basis for the summons;
and the action of
the whig Washington
ca.ucus, met to nominate
a
speaker in 1851, was expected to furnish the cornmon grounds
on which northern
and southern
whigscouldmeet
in a"nationalized
convention."
These were the last traces of congressional
influence in the highly
organized
body which has
now, in the practical
selection
of a president,
taken the place of the electoral
college, the conventions of the two parties naming the two candidates to whom voters are of necessity restricted.
It was forty years, 1831 to 1872, from the first
national convention
until one met in which all
the states and territories
were represented
; but
the work of organization
is now completed,
and
the only change in party organization
lies in the
direction of greater safeguards
about the'caucus
or primary in which the first delegates
are selected, who in successive
stages choose delegates
to the conventions
above.
As it is no intention
of this article to give a history of American
pollties, a further account of the working of the convention
is unnecessary.
It will be sufficient
to
describe
the general working
of party
governmeut. -- Precedent,
custom, and the slow, unwritten development
of representative
party government, render it impossible to make any general exposition of the present system which will not be
subject to many exceptions.
On the one hand, in
the loosely settled south and extreme west, selfnomination
is still in use for all subordinate
and
local offices without the interposition
of a convenlion, and the canvass is conducted
by the personal
solicitation
of candidates,
the work of the hustings being unchanged,
but spread over wearisome
square leagues of territory,
instead of being concentrated around a polling booth.
State officers
are now nominated
in all states by conventions,
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but where a system of permanent
local nominaling bodies does not exist, the state convention
still partakes largely of the character
of a legistatire caucus, and the county convention
is a meeting of the narrow group which carries on the
government
of each county at its court house;
political
action
being largely confined
to state
and county
office hohlers.
On the other hand,
in nearly all cities of over 100,000 in popuiation, and in some, like Albany,
still smaller,
loe.'d political action and representation
in state
conventions
are decided by a continuous
political
organization
which
in each party holds annual
primaries, not to send delegates
to a convention,
but to choose the members of its governing
body,
ot'dinarily
known
as a "general
committee."
This body is self-elective
under the thinly disguised forms of popular sclcction
in primaries,
Highly organized slate conventions,
like those m
_ew York, find themselves
unable, after years
of effort, to break through
this organization
of
oflice-holdcrs
and" tax-eaters
to reach the voters
on _hom party action should re_.t.
In addition,
while tile theory of American
party government
contemplates
the convention
as coming
fresh
fi'om the spontaneous
iuitFLtive of the people, in
fact it has become in many states, and is tending
to become in all, a body which receives its initiatire fI'om the standing
state central
committee.
This body, in l_'ew York and several
of the
larg(,r states, has a member t(i each congressional
district,
the delegates
to the state convention
from these districts
meeting apart.in
groups to
select the committeeman
from the dL-trict.
In
Pennsylvania
and a number
of other states tile
districts electing to the upper state chamber
are
the basis of membership.
As the apportionment
of conventions
is in general by the party vote,
and these districts
are laid out by population,
in
the republican
party tile allotment
of members
of the state central committee
by these districts
gives the centres of population
a preponderance
ia the i)erm,_uent
eommittce
which they do not
possess in the convention,
and do not contribute
in elections to the voting strength
of the party,
The one exception is in Pennsylvania,
where the
city vote is republican.
The state committee
organizes, immediately
after its appointment,
bythe
selection of a chairman
and secretary, with whom
are associated from three to five members as an
executive committee.
Unless some extraordinary
exigency arises, like the resignation
of a nomine_:, vacancies on the ticket being usually filled
by the committee,
the state committee
does not
meet until it issues the call for the next eonvenlion. The executive
committee
of five or seven
is through the campaign
the real centre of party
management,
and the actual work of party direclieu devolves on the chairman
and secretary,
The first is nearly always a man of wealth, with a
taste for politics and skill in intrigue;
the second
attends to the manifold
details of the campaign,
and is assisted by a corps of clerks in the work of
issaing a_essments
to the office-holders
of 'the
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party, distributing
documents,
and conducting
the wide and varied correspondence
of a political
headquarters.
The chairman,
the secretary
and
the executive
committee
constitute,
therefore, a
quasi party ministry, selected by the party parliament or convention.
The delicate work of ratsing and distributing
funds, of making
engagemerits for speakers, of arranging
local disputes,
of watching
over the interests of tile state nominees, of arranging
the "trades"
and "deals " by
which great masses of votes are secured
in the
large cities, or smaller schemes of corruption
prepared in the rural districts, is all in the bands of
these managers, to whom, if they are fit for their
work, run all the threads of polilical intrigue.
In
a lar<e st:_te, where hundreds of local officers are
chose1_, besides st'tte _fficcrs and the legislature,
the candidates
in tlle field will be between
1,500
and 2,000, and it is the first business of the officers
of a state committee
to know tile strength,
the
motives, the support and tile character
of each of
these candidates.
Aside from a laborious canvass
of the voters, s(:hool district
by school (hstrict,
which even ill lalge states often accounts for all
but 5 or 6 per cent. of the vote, minute informa.
lion is gleaned
in great central states as to the
precise political condition of each polling district
over a territory
a quarter
as large as France.
Supplemental
to the regular party machinery of
a stateeommiltcc.,
congressional,
district, county,
city, town and ward committees,
an astute managcr, like 3Ir. Tilden, wd] have from thrce to live
correspondents
in e;_ch election district of a state,
m;_king, in a state like New York, from 1,o,000 to
15,000 persons
whose addresses
are registered,
,and whose standi_g is k_own.
To the general
observer, an Amelican
political contest is a soothing battle, ill whi('h the noise of the captains and
their shouting,
clmrges and counter-ch_rgcs,
the
din of speakers
and the clatter
of newspapers,
work their way to an unexpected
result.
To the
few managers who attain success in the conduct
of a caml)aign, even a great state like Ohio, New
York, Indiana or Pennsylvania
lies clearly mapped to its uttermost
bounds, and a host of signs
indicate fi'om day to (lay the drift of public feeling and the intentions
of voters, the plans of candidates
and the purposes
of the opposition.
-The minute personal acquaintance
which makes
this knowledge
forcible,
constitutes
the real
strength of the "machine"
in American
polities,
which, like all organization
that produces
real
results, is not a venal accident,
hut the fruit of
the patient, continuous
work of years.
The men
who make up the party ministry,
intrusted with
its direction, are not speakers, for speskmgwould
be wasted on their work; nor political thinkers,
for their object is not to carry out a policy, but to
win an election.
They are generally almost unknown to the public, and they have all the contempt of the professional
expert for amateurs in
their chosen field.
Beginning
with the careful
management
of a ward, they have risen by the
rude natural selection of political strife; and con-
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ventions, while they often make mistakes in candidates, rarely blunder in their selection of managers.
Inevitably,
by tile time the members of
an executive committee, and still more the chairman and secretary, have "run"
a campaign,
particularly
a successful
campaign,
their influence
is felt and their personality
known throughout
the party organization.
The next summer, when
the state committee
meets, and issues a call for
the next convention,
which will select its successol the m_magers are in a w_st]y better position
to touch the springs r_f party action and secure a
convention
to their liking than anyone else. Nor
does this control of the convention
end with the
election
of delegates.
In theory,
each convention is still a public meeting whi(.h or&,-anizes itself; in practme, by unwritten
law now almost
invariably
followed,
tlie chairman
of the state
committee,
acting as its representative,
calls the
convention
to order, and prop()ses the "temporary" chairman.
This chairman,
whose election
is so much a matter of course that in New York
state, for instance,
the selection of another chairman has occurred
only once in both parties for
twenty-five years, appoints the crucial committees
on a permanent
organization
and on credentials;
the one decides
the officers of the convention,
and the other its roll.
While formally
made by
the "temporary"
chairman,
these
committees
are actually
selected by the state committee,
each of its members
naming
one for his congressional
or state senatorial
district.
To personal influence
with
the party organization
in
the selection of delegates,
the state committee,
and particularly
its executive
committee,
add,
therefore,
a profound
influence
in directing
the.
action and determining
the character of the convention,
while it is still an inchoate
body.
If
state and other conventions
sat, as legislatures
do,
for a term of months,
the discovery
of debate
would
disclose
other leaders;
but conventions
very rarely sit over two d_ys, and usually only
one.
The practical
result is, that acquaintance
and knowledge
of men, acquired
beforehand,
is
everything
in the swift canvass and rapid combinations of t_enty-four
hours.
In all this, the campaign manager
has an overpowering
advantage,
He accomplishes
his results in the brief and wakeful night, while his amateur opponent
is marshaling his forces and asccrtaining
on whom he can
depend.
The wonder is, not that the machine
wins, but that it is ever beaten.-A comprehensive
union of the scattered
members of party organization has never yet been successfully
attempted,
It was p_'oposcd in 1880 by the national democratic
committee,
that in future the chairmen
of state
committees
should be elected to membership
in
its ranks, that the members
of state committees
should preside over distriet committees,
and so on
down;
but this artificial
plan collapsed
at the
start through the natural jealousy of state managers.
In both parties each series of committees
acts independently
in its own sphere.
In the
presidential
election the national executive com-
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mittee overshadows all the rest, but its immediate
efforts are confined to doubtful
states; the state
executive committee in like manner is mostactive
and exerts the widest i_fluence
where party suctess is most doubtful;
and, while least is heard
of them by the general pub!ic, and least known
except by politicians,
the little local committees
whi(.h "run"
a ward or township
are the most
vital and permanent
of all
An organization,
adopted in 1882 by the democratic
party in Pennsylvania,
has carried
party evolution
in a state
to its l_st form in the United States by linking
the state committee
to these local bodies through
a provision
that each county
ol_anization,
with
an apportionment
based on state senatorial
districts, shall elect a member to the state committee.
This body has, therefore, become permanent
and
independent
of the state convention,
the party
having provided
itself, by a curious and unconscious imitation
of the federal government,
with
a permanent
executive.
Add to this the progress
made in some rural Pennsylvania
counties
in
bringing 90 to 95 per cent. of the registered party
voters to the polls in choosing the county organization, and it will be seen that this state, as in
1820-30, bus probably anticipated
the inevitable
path of party development
elsewhere.--I.
The
.National
Convent_n.
The call for a national
colrvcntion
in all organized
parties
is issued by
the national committee,
a body consisting,
in the
democratic party, of a member from each state,
and, in the republican
party, of a member from
each state and territory.
In both cases this mereher has been selected by the delegation
from each
state or tcrritory
at the preceding
national convention.
The
organization
of the committee
taken 151ace immediately
after the convention,
its
choice of a chairman end executive committee
is
usually greatly
influenced
by the wishes of the
pre.-idential
candidate,
and to this select body is
generally committed
the immediate
conduct of a
lu_esidential
campaign.
After the campaign
is
over, the committee
rarely meets until it assembles
to call the next convention.
Its membership
is
generally, not always, made up of men both of
wealth and political influence, as a campaign assessmcnt is expected
from each member, and a
large sum from the chairman;
in the two campaid;us, 1876 and 1880, $25,000 or more in each
party.
The call names tiJe time, place and apportionment
of the convention.
In a republican
convention
the call provides for a body twice the
size of the electoral college, with two delegates
from each territory.
In a democratic
national
convention,
down to 1880, the number of delegates
was an indifferent
matter, each state delegation
casting a vote equal to its electoral vote; but as
the delegates
are in general twice this number,
and are not always required to act as a unit, halfvotes result, being the choice of single delegates.
In 1880 each state was directed to send twice its
electoral representation.
The republiean national
convention in 1880 directed its national¢o_
to prepare before the next national
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plan for the apportionment
of representation
in
future conventions
by district representation
and
upon the party vote.
Twice
in a republican
convention
the candidate
has been decided by the
vote of territorial
delegates, whose votes carried
R. B. Hayes in 1876, and J. A. Garfield in 1880,
acro_ the majorityline.
The nationalcommittee,
in whose meetings
written proxies are by usage
allowed, besides issuing the call, decides the provisional roll of tile convention
pending organizalion, and passesin this way upon contests, provides
the _emporary organization,
and has charge of
the approaches
to the convention--three
most iraportant prerogatives.
In republican
conventions
the adoption of a platform
precedes the choice of
a candidate;
in democratic
conventionsit
succeeds
the 1rumination.
In both, while the term "ballot"
is used, the voting for candidates
is v/vgvoee, the
"' chairman " of each delegation
announcing
the
numerical vote of his state.
If this is questioned
in a republican
convention,
the roll of the convention can be called by the secretary
of the
convention.
In democratic
conventions
it is the
rule, not without
exceptions,
to treat the action
of a delegation as final; and a majorityof
one, if
the delegation
be instructed
to vote as a unit, is
permitted to direct the entire vote of the largest
state.
The theory of the republican
convention
is, that the delegates
standing
for congressional
districts are chosen by those districts, either directly by conventions
in them or by the delegates
from those districts to tile state convention, acting
as a separate gr(_up; the state convention merely
certifying this result, the selection and Control of
tim state convention
being limited
to the four
delegates-at-largeapportionedbyeachstate.
This
theory was questioned
by the supporters
of exPresident
Grant's
nomination
in 1880; but the
convention
established
district representation
as
the common law of the party.
The democratic
tmtional convention
is, on the other hand, organized upon the theory that the entire state delegation is appointed
and controlled
by the state
convention,
which acts for the party in the state
as a whole.
Its instructions
are therefore mandatory, and are so recognized
by the party conventi,n.
In both parties
the call for the national
convention is ¢%llowed by a call issued by each
state committee for a state convention,
to choose
delegates.
In New England, and in some of the
western states, each district chooses its pair of
delegates, and the state convention
cllooses the
state delegates-at-large
; but in a majority
of
states the work is done at a single convention, the
deIegates
from each district
presenting
their
choice, and the convention
passing on the entire
list. Inflexible usage requires
residence, within
n state or district, of their delegate_, who are in
.L_eueral a picked body of most able men, averagiDg above the level of congressmen.
The iraportance of the issue, the size and character of the
assemblage, the immense throng of spectatom,
and the rapidity of its dvcialons, make a national
convention
the most impo_'_g
and interesting
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body in American
politics.--II.
_he S_ate Convenl_z.
State conventions
have been held since
the war by e_lch party before every general eleclion, for the nomination
of state candidates
and
the adoption of a platform,
and, as above stated,
once in four years, to choose delegates
to a
national
convention.
The call is in all eases
issued by the state central committee,
originating
with ttle previous convention.
The powers of a
state committee over the preliminaries
of a state
convention
arc like those described above in national affairs.
In addition, in New York state, the
state committee
names the committee
which reports a permanent
organization.
Tim guard of a
state committee over the hall in which a regular
convention sits is sometimes insufficient to prevent
its forcible c'lpture, as in the NewYork
democratic
convention in 1859, and the Massachusetts
democratic convention
in 1878. The control of a state
committee will not convert a minority in a convention
into a majority;
but it is invaluable
in
enabling a small and brittle majority
to carry out
the wishes of skillful
leaders by giving it a deftnile com'se to pursue.
The apportionment
of delegates to a state convention
is still, in a majority of the states, upon the basis of the lower
branch of the state legislature;
but in manystates,
as in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Ohio, Illinois, etc., in both parties, and in New
York and most other states, in the republican
party, an apportionment
is based upon the last
party vote.
The size of state conventions
w_ries
from 1,200 to 1,400 in New Jersey to small bodies
of between 100 and 200; the average being between 800 and 500. Substitutes
are always permitted;
and as late as 1883 the state democratic
convention
in Ohio contained
county delegations
on the "mass system,"
a large number of voters
coming en _a,_e from a county and casting its
apportioned
vote in the convention.
-- III. Lees/
Party Government.
The county
convention
in
rural districts consists of delegates from the towns,
and is, in its county committee
and general working, a miniature
of the state party machinery,
and needs no special description.
Conventions
aml committees
exist, likewise, for congressional
districts, and while conventions
meet for every
possible nomination,
a standing committee
is infrequently
appointed
by these bodies.
A sketch
of local part)" machinery
in New York city is
given in the article on CAUCL'S. Primaries
for
the purpose
of providing
permanent
party machinery, aside from those held to select delegates
to nominating
conventions,
are also held by the
republican
party
in Philadelphia,
and by the
democratic
party in Jersey
City, :N. J., and in
Albany, 1_1.Y., in each case leading to the corrupt control of party machinery,
while a party
democratic
registry
exists in South
Carolina.
In addition
to the network of districts
thrown
over an American
city, Philadelphia
and :New
York are, for instance, divided into congressional,
state, senatorial
and representative,
aldermanic
and Judieial districts, besides electing county and
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city officers.
Taking both parties together, from
fifty to sixty conventions
are held in each of these
cities on the eve of an important
election.
None
but
professional
politicians
are able either to
understand
or follow
this complicated
mill for
grinding
out candidates,
and a permanent
local
organization
relieves the bu,y citizen of all concern in the matter by providing
him with a choice
between
two equally
bad nominations.-As a
result, tile final evolution of party government
in
the United States has been the appearance
in city
politics of self-appointed
committees,
of which
the Philadelphia
"committee
of 100" is a most
conspicuous
instance,
made up of leading metchants who have assumed
political control,
"indorsing"
party nominations,
furnishing
tickets
and workers
at the polls, prosecuting
repeaters,
conducting
long investigations
into city offices,
and securing
the passage of needed legislation,
The downfall
of Tweed was in great measure
due to such a committee,
the "committee
of
';0," and the appearance
in American
politics
of such committees
lms so far uniformly
been for
good.
They
are in general
accepted
as more
closely expressing
the popular will than city conventlons, and in time such committees
are likely to
play a wider part.
Simple as American partygovernment appears in this outline, it must be remembered that it places the voter at many removes
from the exercise of power.
Iu dealing with a
presidential
nomination,
the voter, for instance,
sha_es in choosing delegates to a ward convention,
which chooses delegates
to a city or county convention, which scads delegates to a state convention, which names the delegates
who name the
candidate.
The surprise is, that the popular will
is felt at all through
these removes,
no one of
which has the guarantee
of law save the first in
some states, and the action of nominating
conventions in Ohio, where bribery in such conventions
is made a crime.
TALCOT'r W_LLIa_S.
PARTY
NAMES IN Iv'. S. HISTORY.
(See
AMERICAN PARTY, ANTI-FEDERAL PA/_TY, ANTI:MASONIC PARTY, CONSTITIJTIONAL UNION PARTY,
DEMOCRATIC-REPL'BLICA.I'_PARTY, FEDERAL PARTY, GREENI_AcK-L._,BOR PAItTY, LIBr_'RAL-REI'CBIaCAN P_.RTY, IIEI"UBLICAN PARTY, WizIG PARTY.)
PATENT
OFFICE.
Although
the issue of
American
patents is nearly coeval with the geeeminent of the United States, the first creation of
the patent office, with a commissioner
of patents,
dates from the year 1836.
Prior
to that date
patents were issued directly by the department
of
state.
By act of July 4, 1836, aa office denomihated the patent office was created, to be attached
to the department
of state, and a fire-proof building for its use was provided
for.
The chief
officer, styled
the commissioner
of patents, was
required
to perform all acts touching
the granting
of patents for new and useful inventions,
with a
salary of ta3,000, and seven clerks.
Patents were
to be signed by the secretary of state, and corm-
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tersigned by the commissioner.
The number of
patents issued in the earlier years was very small,
varying,
from 1837 to 1847, from about 400 to
600 per annum;
but since 1865 the business has
enormously
incre-lsed, until now the number of
patents annually
issued is about 16,000, with fees
(averaging
$35 for each patent)
amounting
to
about $800,000 per annum.
The patent .office is
not only self-supporting,
tile fees paying all running expenses, with the _,mlaries of some 350 clerks,
but it actually pays into the treasury of the United
States an annual surplus
of about $200,000.
It
has been urged with some force, that the inventors
of the country
should not be taxed beyond the
actual cost of administering
the business connected with the registry
of patents, and that a
large reduction
of patent fees ought in equity to
be made.By the act of 1836 patents
were
granted for fourteen
years, with the right of extension for seven years longer, at the discretion of
the commissioner
of patents.
In 1861 the law
now in force was enacted,
making the term of
original patents seventeen years; and no extension
for patents grantedsiaceMarch
2, 1861, is allowed
except by special act of congress.
A very few
patents have been thus renewed,
and many more
have been asked for, upou the plea of insufficient
remuneration
to their owners.
The last patents
extendable
by the patent office expired in 1875. -The commissioner
of patents is appointed
by the
president
and senate for no definite term of office,
with a salary of $4,500.
lie is aided by an assistant commissioner
(-alary, $3,000) three examinersin-chief (salary, $3,000
each), one examioer
of
interferences
(salary, $2,500) and twenty-five
examiners (salary, $_,400 each), each of the twentyfive having clmrge of onc of the following distinct
classes of inventions:
1, agriculture;
2, agricultural products;
3, metallurgy,
brewing
and gas;
4, civil engineering;
5, fine arts; 8, chemistry;
7,
harvesters;
8, household;
9, hydraulics
and pneumatics; 10, carriages, wagons and cars; 11, leatherworking machinery
and products;
12, mechanical
engineering;
13, metal-working,
class A; 14, metalworking,
class B; 15, plastics;
16, philosophical;
17, printing
and paper manufacturing;
18, steam
engineering;
19, calorifics, stoves and lamps; 20,
builders' hardware,
locks and surgery;
21, fabrics
and textile machinery;
22, fire-arms, navigation,
signals and wood-working;
28, trade marks and
labels;
24, designs and sewing
machines;
25,
milling.
Besides
these,
there
are about
800
assistant
examiners,
clerks,
messengers,
etc., the
annual salaries of the office reaching
$537,000 per
annum.--The
commissioner
of patents is required
to make an annual report of the business of the
office, with a list of patents issued during the year.
This valuable series of reports began with 1887,
and for a series of years included
a report upon
arts and manufactures
and upon agriculture
in
one annual volume.
With the year 1840 began
the issue of the agricultural
report in a _pe.mte
volume, which was continued
until 1861, after
which
the cornmi_ioner
of patents no longer
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and [sometimes]
drawings, was.con1871 (tile set, 1837-71, numbering

sixty-five volumes on Arts and Manufactures,
and
thirteen volumes on Agriculture),
after which the
method of publication
of patents was radically
changed, the annual reports being succeeded
by
the following publications:
1. Specifications
and
Drawings
of Patents
issued
from the United
States Patent
Office, May 80, 1871, to December,
1883. Of these, 196 volumes
in quarto (weekly
for the first year, monthly from July, 1872,) have
been issued.
2. Official Gazette of the United
States Patent
Office (weekly) January,
1872, to
December,
1883, 24 vols. 8vo.
This
contains
the full list of patents, decisions
in patent cases,
etc., with drawings
in reduced size.
3. Annual
Report of the Commissioner
of Patents.
These
contain, since 1872, a bare list or index of patents
annually
issued, without
specifications
or drawing_, but with references
to the Official Gazette
and monthly
volumes
of spccificatious,
and a
st,ttement of the aggregate
business of the office
for the calendar
year.
Besides these, the office
has issued a "Subject-matter
Index of Patents
for Inventions
issued by the U. S. Patent Office
from 1790 to 1873," 3 vols., W_hington,
1873.
There should also be noted as covering the cornpalatlvely
small record of inventive
art from
1790 to 1837, "A List of Patents granted
by the
U. 8. from April 10, 1790, to Dee. 31, 1836, with
Appendix of Reports of the Patent Office in 1823,
1830 and 1831," 8vo., Washington,
1872. Parephlets containing
the patent
laws, the rules of
practice in the patent office, etc., are furnished
to
all applicants. --The
patent office building
was
burned in D(,cember,
1836, with the models accumulated, many of wMch were replaced by act of
congress.
Again, in 1877, a part of the office,
with several thousand
models, was destroyed
by
fire, but the loss was largely
repaired
by the
manufacture
of new models.--On
the creatiou
of tire department
of lhe interior
in 1849, the
patent office was transferred
to that department,
where it now remains, all patents being signed by
the secretary
of the interior, and countersigned
by the commi_ioner
of patents.
The patent
office, with
its vast accumulation
of 275,000
models, occupms the larger portion uf the gl'eat
marble building
known
as the interior
departmeat.
The arrangement
and display of models
of patents in its long halls is extensive
and intere_tix_g, and the heavy additions of each year will
soon require much more space than is now at
command. _The
following
is a list of commissioners of patents,,with
the commencement
of the
tvtm of service of each:
1. lh.nrv L. Ellsworth
.....
'_ l_dmund B,.l.rke ....... ".... "_-'.[ ....
_.......
4• Thomas Ewbanl_.............
Slla., tl. Hod_es .................
. .....
6. ,)oseph Holt .............................

July
May
May
Nov
Sept.
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7. William D. Bishop ......................
Philip F. Thoma_.......................
David P. Hc,lloway .....................
10. Thomas C. Theaker .....................
11. Elisha F(n_te............................
le. samuel s. Fisher ........................
13. 5lortimer I). I,eggett ....................
14. John M. Thacher .......................
15. R. llolland Duell .......................
16. Elli_ Spear ..............................
17. Ilalbert E. Paine ........................
18. Edgar M. Marble ........................
11_. Benjamin Butterworth..................
A.R.

12,'{
May
7, 1859,
Feb. 15, 18(D
March "28,18t_1
Aug. 15, 18ti.
_,
July 28, 1_;8
May
1, 1_19
Jan. 16, 1871
Nov. 1. 18;'4
Oct.
1, 1_5
Jan.
30, 1_7,7
Nov. 1, I._TS
M.ay 7, 1880
Oct. "2'6.188_
SPOFFOItD.

PATENTS,
AND THE PATENT
SYSTEM,
The patent system has assumed during the nineteenth century an important
office in the economy
of modern
industrial
communities.
Its development is closely interwoven
with the phenomenal
material
progress and the immense
extension of
applied _cienee which distinguish
that period.
Especially
has this system 1)een identified
with
the extraordinary
dcveh)pment
of the physical
resources of the United States.
The patent laws
have been extended and improved to meet or anticipatc the wants of the growing nation, and now, in
itsmorcmodernform,thepatentsystemmayalmost.
bc said to be a peculiarly American institution.
It,
is e_timated that at present more than two-fifths of
the world's
important iuvemions
originate
in ll_e
United States.
The recordsof
our patent officeare
sought forand studied by the invent()rs and thescientists of every nation, and the wisdom of our advanced patent policy is ahnost universally
admitted. Sir William Thotnson,said,
in 1876: " If Europe does not amend its patent laws a a Americ,t
will speedily
become the nursery
of important
inventions for the world."
_'o feature of our fcderal system has been proven of ga'eatcr economic
importance
than the patent system.
It will be
treated, as fully as th(. limits of this article will
permit, under the following
beads: I. History of
the System in England
and America;
II. The
Existing American
Patent
Law, and the Procedure under it; III. The General Policy of a Systern of Patent
Laws; IV. Changes in the Existing Law which would be desirable;
V. Foreign
Patent
Laws.--I.
ItXSTORY. 1. Is. E_tgland.
The origin of the patent system has been remotely traced to the g-uild monopolies which were
a dominant
feature
of the urban
industries of
medi'_val
Europe.
In its modern
aspect
and
theory, however, the system bears no resemblance
to the exclusive
and grasping
trades
customs
which brought the guilds into reproach;
and it
is generally
conceded
that the existing practice
of letters patent
for inventions
is distinctively
English in its origin.
The form of the grant of
a patent of invention can be directly traced to the
exercise of the ancient prerogative
of the English
crown in its grants of exclusive privileges.
The
arbitrary and indiscriminate
exercise of this prerogative
resulted
in the oppressive
and galling"
4, lSS_ monopolies which were abolished in the constitu5, 1845
9, 1849 tional struggles of theseventecnth
century.
The
1, lS._ grant of monopolies
for inventions,
on the other
9, 1057 hand, seems always to have been regarded as just
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and constitutional.
These were excepted from
the sweeping
prohibitions of the great statute of
monopolie.s, enacted in 1624; and upon the provir_os of that act timre has been reared the modern
English patent system, which in its essential fentures has been extended into nearly every civilized
state.The earliest recorded
exercise
of the
prcro_ltive
of the English
crown,
in a manner
analogous
to the grant of a patcnt, was the grant
by Edward III. to two aldermen of a patent of
privilege that they and their assi_o+ns should have
the sole making of the philosopher's
stone.
Privileges of this nature, although
rare at this early
period, seem not to have been considered
anomalous, for it is stated in a ease reported in the Year
Book. part iv., 40, Edw. Ill., fol. 17, 18, that arts
and sciences which are for the public good are
greatly
faw)red
in the law, and the king, as
.chief _lardian
of the common
weal, has power
and authority
by his prerogative
to grant many
privileges,
although
prin_a favie they appear to
be clearly against common right.
On the other
hand, the early popular
and judicial
disapproval
of mere monopolies
is shown by the fact, that
about lhe end of the reign of Edward IlI., John
Peechie, of London,
was severely
punished
for
procuring
a license under the great seal for the
exclusive
sale of sweet wines in London.
(3 Inst.,
181.)
Two centuries
later, grants of patents, as
well as of mere monopolies,
had become less unusual.
The reports of cases decided in the reign
of Elizabeth contain dicta from which it appears,
that, by t he be_rming of the seventeenth
century,
the English lawyers
and judges had attained to
something
approaching
the modern conception
of
patents.
In the ninth year of Elizabeth
a patent
was granted to a Mr. Hastinges
of the sole trade
for several years of making frisadoes,
in considoration that he had brought the method of making
them from Amsterdam.
This patent was consid,ered valid until it was shown that some clothiers
]lad, before its date, made ba_e of a similar rimterial.
(Noy Rep., 182.) "In another casc decided
in this reign, a patent having been granted for the
sole and only use of a sieve, or instrument
for
melting lead, it was said in the court of exchequer
chamber,
that the question
was, whether
it was
newly invented by the grantee, whereby he might
have the privilege of exclusive
power over iL or
*else u_d
before,
in which
case they were of
opinion that he should not have the sole use of it.
(Noy Rep., 183.)
But the strongest
of the_
early cases is Darey vs. Allein, decided 44 Elizabeth, which contains the following:
"Where
any
man by his own charge or industry, or by his own
"wit or invention,
brings any new trade into the
realm, or any en_o'ine tending
to the furtherance
of a trade, that never was used before; and that
for the good of the realm; in such cases the king
may grant to him a monopoly
patent for some
reasonable
time, until the subjects may learn the
same, in consideration
of the good that he doth
bring, by his invention,
to the commonwealth;
otherwise
not." -- These cases contain the com-
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mon law germs of our existing systems of patent
law.
In the next reign was passed (1624) the
statute of monopolies,
which seems to be the first
statutory
recognition of patents for inventions, as
it is also the final parliamentary
denunciation
of
mere monopolies.
The proviso of this statute,
which is still the foundation
of English
patent
law, is as follows:
"Provided
also, and be it
enacted, that any declaration
before mentioned
slmll not extend to any lctters patent and grants
of privilegcs
for the term of fourteen
years or
under, hcrcafter to be made, of the sole working
and making of any manner of new manufacture
within the realm, to the true and first inventor or
inventors
of such manufacture,
which others at
the time of making such letters patent shall not
u_, so as also they be not contrary
to law, or
hurtful
of trade,
or generally
inconvenient."
This statute is regarded
as merely declaratory
of
the common law, and the following essentials of a
valid patent are enumerated
by Sir Edward
Coke
in his " Institutes":
"First,
it must be for the
term of fourteen
years or under.
Secondly,
it
mu+st be granted
to the first and true inventor.
Thirdly, it must be of such manufactures,
which
any other at the making of such letters patents did
not use; for albeit it were newly invented,
yet if
any other did use it at the making of the letters patents, or grant of the priviledge,
it is declared and
enacted to be void by this act. Fourthly,
the priviledgo must not be contrary to law: such a priviledge as is consonant to law, must be substantially
and essentially newly invented; but if the substance
was i_ e_se before, and a new addition thereunto,
though that addition make the former more profitable, yet is it not a new manufacture
in law; and
so it was re_)lved
in the exchequer
chamber,
Pasx:h, 15 Eliz., in Bircot's
case for a priviledge
concerning
the preparing
and melting,
etc., of
lead ore; for there it was said, that that was to
put but a new button
to an old coat; and it is
much easier to adde then to invent.
And there it
was also resolved, that if the new manufactur[ +
be substantially
invented according to law, yet no
old manufacture
in use can be prohibited.
Fifthly, nor mischievous
to the state by raising of
prices of commodities
at home.
In every such
new manufacture
that deserves a priviledge,
there
must be urge+us necessitas, and eviden_ utilit(t._.
Sixthly, nor to the hurt of trade.
This is very
materia_ and cvident.
Seventhly,
nor generally
inconvenient.
There was a new invention found
out heretofore
that bonnets
and caps might be
thickened
in a filling mill, by which means mort'
might be thickened
and filled in one day then by
the laboursof
foursooremen,
who got their livings
by it. It was ordained
that bonnets and cap._
should be thickened
and fulled by the strength of
men, and not in a fulling mill, for it was holdcn
inconvenient
to turn so many labouring
men to
idlenesse.
If any of these seven qualifies fail, the
priviledge
is declared and enacted to be void by
this act,
a _ and yet this act roaiteth th£,nl no
better then they should have been, if this act had
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never been made, but only except and exempt
reward, men began to devote theirenergiesto
them out ofthe purvieu and penaltyof thislaw." devisingimprovements upon the crude methods
(Coke,3 Inst.,184.)--In spiteof itscrude eco- then employed in the industrial
arts. The autonomic notions,thiscommentary isan interesting her of inventionsrapidlyincreased;and while in
and instructive
epitome of theearly Englishpat- 1750 the number of English patentsgranted was
entlaw. Itthrows lightupon the originof not only seven, in 1800,ninety-sixwere issued;in
a few of the legaldoctrineswhich are the foun- 1825,two hundred and fifty;and the Britishpatdationof the patent laws of more modern times, entoffice
now issuesannually between threeand
Moreoveritmay be regardedasembodying nearly four thousand patents. The laststepsin the deallof what continued to be the learningin this velopment of theEnglishsystem were the passage
branch of jurisprudencefor more than a century of tileact 5 and 6 Vv_m. IV., c. 83,in 183,5,
and
and a half afterCoke's time. The system con- the patent law amendment act in 185_
°,which
tinnedin a comparativelyrudimentary condition brought the system into its present condition;
untilnear the end of the lastcentury. One or and finally,
during the presentyear (1883),there
two incidentsin itshistoryshould,however, be has been passed an "Act to amend and eonsolinoticed. In 1639 a proclamation was issued, date the law relatingto patent.q
for inventions,
abolishing"all patentsfor new inventionsnot registration
of designs and tmdenmrks.' This
put inpracticefrom the date of theirrespective act makes certainchanges in the present law
grants." A stillmore important change was which are to go into effectJan. I,1884.--2. It#
effected
during Queen Anne's reign. Prior to Ar,wrica. A few of the e_irlier
Britishpatents,
fi,
istime the only recorded descriptionof the as Cumberland's patent(1720),were granted for
inventionor discovery protectedby patent,was "Our _id Kingdom of Great Britain,called
containedina few words, givingmerely thename
England, our Dominion of Wales, and Town of
of the proce_ or the purpose of the invention. Bcrwick-upon-Tweed; our Kingdom of Ireland,
But about thistime the practicewas introduced, and our Coloniesand Plantacionsin America."
appearingfirst
in Hill'spatentgranted in1713,of Letterspatentfor inventionsappear alsoto have
requiringa patenteeto cause a specification
or been granted by the different
coloniesbeforethe
complete descriptionof his invention "to be in- revolution. In 1641,Samuel Winslow, of Massarolledin Her Majesfie's
High Court of Chancery"
chnsetts,
obtainedfrom the genentlcourtof that
within a certain time, generally two or three colony a patent for his processof making _It;
months,of the date of the paten_. This practice and in 1656 a son of Gov. Winthrol)obtained a
ultimately
became general;and the theory then patentforanother saltmaking process. Patents
aro._;
thatthe grant of a patentconstituteda sort were similarlygrantedin Connecticutduring the
of contractbetween the patenteeand the state, colonialperiod;but no organized patent system
whereby the patenteewas protectedin theexclu- existedhere untilafter the establishmentof the
sirepracticeof his invention in consideration federalgovernment. The basisof the American
of lli_
furnishingin the specification
a complete patent system isthe clause in the United States
description
of hisinventionforthe public benefit constitution
which confersupon congresspower
aftertheexpirationof hispatent. The spccifica-"To Promote the Progressof Scienceand useful
tionsof some of the earlierpatentsthrow a curl- Arts,by securing
forlimitedTim6s toAuthors and
ouslightupon the economic notionsof thepeople. Inventorsthe exclusiveRight to theirrespective
Weisenthars specification
(1755)was for "WorkWritingsand Discoveries." Patentsthus became
i_,g
Fine Thread in Needlework, afterthe ]%[anner thesubjectof federallegislation,
and inpursuance
of Dresden Needlework, and forerectinga Man- of the power so delegated,congresshas Imssed a
ufaetureof thatSortin thisKing_lom so as to be seriesof patentlaws,commencing with the actof
ofPublicUtility,
and enable Poor Girlsof Eight 1790. Under thisact letters
patentwere granted
YearsOld to maintain themselves without being upon "any useful art,manufacture,engine,maburthensometothe Parish towhich they belong." chine or device,or any improvement therein,
not
Other patentswere granted for the few crude before known or used," for "any term not ex._cieutific
discoveriesand inventionsof thetime. ceeding fourteenyears." The applicationfor a
No materialprogresswas made, however, inthe patentwas made tothe secretaryof war, the seefurther
development of the patentsystem until,
at retaryof stateand the attorneygeneral,and it
theendofthelastcentury,
aseriesofimportantdis- required the concurrent action of two of those
coveries
was made which heraldedthe beginning oi_cials
Io issuethe patent. The specification
or
ofa new erainthe.physical
sciences. These inven- description
of the inventionwas certified
by the
tion_were patented,and the patentsbecame the attorneygeneral,and the patent on itsissuewas
_ubjee|._
of contestswhieh ended in a seriesof ad- sealed with the great seal and signed by the
judieafions,
beginning with Arkwright's case in president. No distinction
was made in this act
]785,inthecourse of which therewere discussed between foreigners
and citizens,
and therewas no
and_ettled
many of thefundamental principles
of examination of the novelty or patentability
of
patentlaw. The inventionsof Watt, and Hat- inventions. In 1798 a second act was passed
_reave,and Crompton, and Cartwright,soon di- supersedingthe former one, and making changes
rooted
attention
upon thepatentlaws. Stimulated in the system. Patentswere issuedonly to citiby the example of these mau and by the hope of zens of the United States, and applicants
wems
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required,
before United
States
patents
could
issue to them, to surrender any patents
that
might
have been granted
to them by the different states before the federal government
was
_tablished.
This statute also provided
that the
application
should be made to the secretary
of
state, and that interferences
between applications
should be decided
by a board of three arbitrators.
A government
fee of $30 was established,
and a penalty of triple damages
imposed
on infringers.
Supplemental
acts were passed in 1794
and 1800, the latter of which extended
patent
privileges
to aliens who at the time of making
application
had been for two years resident in the
United States. and required all applications
made
pursuant
to that act to be accompanied
by an
oath to the effect that, to the best of the applicant's knowledge
and belief, the invention
" had
not been known or used in this or any foreign
country."
A few years later the constitutional
question arose whether a state still had power to
grant patents, notwithstanding
the provision of the
constitution
giving power of legislation
on patents
to congress.
In 1798 an act had been passed hy the
h'ew York legislature
granting to Robert R. Livingston " the sole and exclusive
right and privilege of constructing,
making, using, employing
and navigating
all and every species or kinds of
boats or watercraft,
which might be urged or irapelled through
the water, by the force of fire or
steam, in all creeks, rivers, bays and waters whatsoever, within
the territory
and jurisdiction
of
this state,"
for the term of twenty
years from
the passage of the act, provided
that he should,
within twelve months,
construct a boat of at least
twenty tons capacity
to be propclled
by steam,
the mean progress of which, against the current
or tide of the IIudson
river, should be not le_s
than four miles
an hour.
Livingston
having
failed to accomplish
this, the same provisions were
re-enacted in 1803, and again in 1808, securing
like privileges to Livingston
and Robert Fulton.
Steam navigation
having now become an aceomplished fact through the efforts of these men, others undertook,
without license from them, to use
the same motive powerin navigating the Hudson.
Livingston
and Fulton then applied to the state
courts for an injunction,
which was at first denied
on the ground that the act of the _New York legisiature was contrary to the clause of the United
States constitution
giving congr_s
power to legislate upon
letters
patent.
But
upon appeal,
Thompson
and Kent, JJ., held that the act was
constitutional,
on the ground that federal jurisdic•tion over patents was not exclusive,
and the injunction
was granted (Livingston
vs. Van Ingen, 9
Johns, 506.) Similar privileges were then granted
in Massachusetts,
New tIampshire,
Pennsylvania
and Tennessee,
to citizens of those States.
The
question of the constitutionality
of this legislation
was subsequently
raised
in the United
States
supreme court, in Gibbons w. Ogden, 9 Wheat., 1.
The precise point was not decided, however, the
_ew York act being held to be unconstitutional,
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because in contravention of the laws of the United
States regulating
commerce.
Since that time,
however, notwithstanding
the eminent dissenting
authority of Chancellor Kent and Judge Tucker,
the opinion has prevailed that federal jurisdiction
over patents is exclusive,
amt the question must
now be regarded
as so settled. -- In 1819 a law
was enacted
by cong'r_s,
giving
the United
States circuit courts original
jurisdiction
of all
actions arising under the patent or copyright
laws
of the United States,
The first provision
for the
"reissue"
of defective
patents was made in the
act of 1832, which also provided
for the annual
publication
of the lists of expired
patents, and
established
a system of renewing
or extending
patents about to expire upon application
to congreys.
Another statute, passed in 1832, extended
patent privileges still further by permitting
every
resident alien who had duly made a preliminary
declaration
of his intention
to become a citizen,
to obtain patents on condition
of introducing
the
inventions
into public use in the United States
within a year of the date of the patents. -- Such
was the earlier legislation
of congress
upon patent.s ; and although
many important
inventions
and discoveries
were protected
under these laws,
the patent system as a whole remained as yet in
a comparatively
undeveloped
state.
It is stated
that from 1790 till 1803 the whole business of
issuing patents was practically
done by one of the
clerks in the department
of state.
In 1803 Dr.
Thornton
was appointed by Jefferson superintendent of this branch, and held theoffice until 1827.
The whole number of patents issued from l_J0 to
1836, a period of forty-six years, was only 10,020.
The patent office now i_ues more than that humber every year.
During this period, however, the
elementary
principles
of law governing
patent
rights were settled in the courts, and the foundation was laid in the decisions of Marshall and
Story for the subsequent
development
of that
branch of jurisprudence.The year 1836 mark_
an era in the development
of the Ameri(':tn
system.
In that year an act was p_,_ed which
superseded
the earlier legislation,
and in an civil)orate series of provisions,
brought
the pat(,nt
system into something
like its present conditi(m
The patent office was established
as a branch ol
the department
of state, and a staff of officialcreated, with the commissioner
of patents at the
head.
The most important feature of the law wa_
the provision requiring a preliminary
examination
to be made into the novelty and patentability
of
path _nvention
before issuing the patent.
Thi_
was a radical
innovation,
but it has proved a
beneficent
one.
This law also made provision
for the decision of interfering
applications,
and
enabled
aliens,
after a year's residence
in the
United States, and under the conditions
of the
former act, to take out patents.
The government
fee for citizens and resident aliens was fixed at $30,
while for subjects of Great Britain it was $500,
and for other aliens $800.
The reissue practice
was confirmed and extended, and provi_ion was
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made for the filing of caveats on incompleted
inventions.
The recovery in suits for infringement
was restricted to the actual damage proven, except
in eases where exemplary
damages
were proper,
when triple damages
were allowed.
Exclusive
juri.-diction
in patent causes was conferred
upon
the United States circuit courts, and a board, cor_si.,ting of the commissioner
of patents, the secret,_ry of state and the solicitor of the treasuD., was
c_)nstituted for the purpose of hearing and passing
upon applications
for the extension
of patents,
In ce_in
cases extensions
of seven )'ears were
alh)wed.
Provision was also made in this law for
the record of assignments
of patents, for the cstablishment of the patent office library, and for the
exhibition of the models which had accumulated
since the beginning of the system.
In that same
)'car (1836), however, the burning
of the patent
oft]cedestroyedtlminterestingcollectionofmodels,
as well as many valuable
records, of the earlier
patent system.
A statute passed in the following
year established amethod
of restoring or replacing
the more important
of the d-estroyed models and
records, and also introduced
the practice of filing
disclaimers
in cases where the original patents
were void through inadvertently
excessive claims,
The act of 1839 provided that the existence of a
foreign patent more than six months prior to upplication here, should not be a bar to obtaining
a
United States patent, except in eases where the
invention had been introduced
into common and
public use in this country;
but the United States
pat_.nt was made to terminate fourteen years from
the date of the foreign
paten_.
A further
provision of this act w_ts that "no patent shall bc
held to be invaiid by reason of purchase,
s',de or
n_e prior to the al)plication for a patent, except on
proof of abandonment
of such invention
to the
l)ublit., or that such purchase,
sale or prior use
has been for more than two years prior to such
apl)lieation for a pxtent."
In 1842 provision
was
made for patenting designs for the term of seven
years, and patented
articles were required
to be
st:tmped "Patented,"
with the date of patenting,
for the neglect of which a penalty was imposed,
The system was further
extended
by the acts of
1848 and 1849, which latter act made the patent
ofl%e a branch of the department
of the interior,
llinor changes were made in the succeeding
years,
and in 1861 an important act was passed empowering the commissioner
to establish
rules governing
pr(rcedurc in the patent office.
The term of patcm_ for inventions
was extended
to its present
leagtll of seventeen years, and the former laws
di_('riminating
t)etween citizens and aliens were
r('pealed.
A uniform scale of fees was adopted,
like that now in force; and in interference
cases
witnesses were compelled
to attend and testify as
b(.iore a court.
A board of examiners
in chief
._'a_ ('onstituted, intermediate
betwecn
the exammer_ and the commissioner,
to hear appeals from
tim former.
Finally, by the act of 1870, the former legislation was revised and consolidated,
and
the system brought
into its present
condition,
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The provisions of this patent code are contained
in some seventy sections, the effect of which will
be considered
under the statement of existing law.
Meanwhile,
the number
of inventions
has enormously increased.
In 1837, 435 t)atents were issued; in 1860, 4,819; and in 1882, 18,467.
These
figures adequately
represent the rate of the growth
of the system and its present extent. -- II. EXISTir_o LAW AND PROCEDUIt,E. Under the present
act of congre_
"any person who has invented or
di_'overed
any new and useful art, machine, manufaclure
or composition
of matter, or any new
antt useful improvement
thereof, not known or
used by others in this country, and not patented
or described
in any printed publication
in this
or any foreign country,
before his invention
or
discover),
thereof,
and not in public uqe or on
v
sale for more than two )'ears prmr to his application, unless the same is proved
to have been
abandoned,
may, upon payment
of the duty required by law arid other due proceedings
had,
obtain a patent
therefor."-1. Subject Matter.
It will be observed that provision
is made in the
statute for patenting four classes of inventions
or
di_overies:
arts, machines,
nmnufactures,
and
compositions
of matter, -- The statute term "art"
is intended and construed to cover cases in which
the e_sence of the invention
consists in the mode,
process or art of doing a thing or accomplishing
a
result, and not the particular
machinery,
apparatus or device employed.
A mere abstract principle can not be the subject of a patent, nor is the
function or abstract effect of a machine patentable.
But the statutory expre.s._ion covers and protectsa
comprehensive
class of inventions
which are cornbinations of arrangements
and proccs.ses to work
out new and useful results, and which are thus
patentable
irrespective
of the particular
forms of
tim instrumentalities
used. -- Inventions
inchnted
within the term "machine"
are obviously those
which consist of a particular
mechanism
or device, or a combination
of mechanical
devices or
parts, as (Kstinguishcd
from a tool or instrument.
To sustain a patent for a machine it is only necessary that thecombination
to produce certain effects
be new, whether the separate devices or elements
be new or old, provided that the combination
is of
such a nature that the inventive faculty was cxerci_d in devising it; and, generally speaking,
"a
machine is rightfully
the subject of a patent whenever a new or an old effect is produced
by
mechanism
new in its combinations,
arrangements
or mode of operation."
(Curtis' Law of Patents,
'2"_.)--The
term "manufacture"
is construed
in
the sense in which it is popularly used, to mean
the product
or fabric of a machine or of human
art or industry.
To be properly the subject of a
patent as a manufacture,
the product
must itself
be essentially new.
Thus, an article in common
use can not be patented
as a new manufacture
merely because it is fabricated
by the use of new
and improved machineD-;
nor is a product patentable under this head merely because a machine
makes it more perfectly than it can be made with-
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out a machine.The term "composition
of matter" includes
"patent
medicines"
and all compounds
or mixtures
of substances,
as articles of
food, etc.
The resultant article or "composition"
must, of course, be new, to be the subject of a
patent, but the question is not, whether the ingrcdicnts or components
are new, but whether there
is novelty
in the combination,
and the novelty
nmy consist in combining,
in new proportions,
in_redicnts
which have already been in extensive
and common
use for the purpose of producing
a similar composition.--Besides
the foregoing
classes of the subject
matter of patentable
inventions, the statute provides for patenting
"improvcments,"
and the larger number of patents
are i._su(,d for improvements.
It was early decided
that a patent for the improvement
of a machine
is the same thing as a patent for an improved
machine,
but of course the patent can only be
taken
for the new combination.
It should be
noticed that the patent office does not undertake
to determine
whether
the improvement
will infringe an existing patent.
But if the improvement is novel, the patent is i.ssued and the question
of infringement
left to the courts.
The te_t of
the validity of a patent for an improvement
of an
existing machine, is to a_crtain
whether thcre has
heen actual
and substantial
change, or merely
formal alteration
requiring
no invention.
If no
substantially
new element has been added to the
old machine,
the patent can not be sustained;
but
if _)me really new feature has been introduced
into the old mechanism,
which causes it to operate
differently
or produces a new or better effect, then
such addition
will properly
be the subject of a
patent as an improvement.
Two classes of questions therefore arise in passing upon the validity of
a patent for an improvement
of a machine.
First,
where
the effects produced
are the same, the
inquiry
is, whether
the _od_l# operandi of the
improved
machine
is substantially
the same as
that of the old machine, or whether the difference
in operation is sufficient to sustain a patent ; second,
where the effects produced
by the improved and
by the old machine are different, then the nature
and quality of the effect will be the criterion of
the validity of the patent.
It should be added,
that there is no distinction
between an improvement on a patented machine and on one that is not
patented.2. Qualities of Patentable Inventions.
The essential
qualities of a patentable
invention
are very broadly
indicated
in the statute.
The
terms employed in the act are "invented
or discovered," "new and useful art, machine,"
etc., and
the question,
what constitutes
a patentable
invenlion, is therefore to be answered by referring to the
adjudications
of English
and American
courts,
which constitute
the common law of the patent
system.
]t should be noted first, that "invented"
and "discovered"
are synonymous
in the patent
law ; "novelty"
and "utility,"
required
by our
statute, have always
been held vitally
essential
qualities of patentable
inventions;
and the degree
of novelty and utility--the"
sufficiency of invva-
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tion "--necessary
to support a patent, has been
deternfined
by the courts in the numerous
cases
which have presented these questions
for adjudication.
The d%,Tee of absolute utility required
in an invention
is, however, slight.
It is only
necessary that the invention shall not be positively
trivial, nor, on the other hand, noxious to public
health or morals.
The principal inquiry in patent
law is thercfore into the novelty of the invention,
for the whole theory upon which the patent systern rests, is that t,he patentee
offers the world
something new in consideration
for his exclusive
patent privilege.
The novelty required
by the
American
law is universal
novelty, with the one
exception
that mere prior knowledge
or use
abroad will not defeat the rights of a native invcntor, if the foreign invention
has not been patented or described in any printed publication
before the date of the American
invention.
The
general principles
governing
the essential degree
of novelty nmy be briefly summarized
as follows:
It is established
in the early cases that a new use
of an old thing--technically
called a "double
use "--is
not
patentable.
!_Ierely mechanical
changes,
or colorable
variations,
requiring
no
exercise of the inventive faculty;
and, in general,
alterations
in the form or proportions
of an existing device, can not be the subject of a patent.
And while the invention
itself, and not the mental process by which it was devised, is the real
test of its patentability,
it must still be observed
that to support a patent the law requires it to appear that the invention
is of such a nature as not
to exclude the pos.qibility of exercise of the inventire faculty in devising it. The terms "invented"
and "discovered
"mean that the subject of a patent must be a tree invention
or di_scovery, and
not a mere mechanical
improvement
or substitution of a known "equivalent"
involving mechanical skill or superior workmanship.
But if the resuit, if the invention itself, is _)roperly patentable,
the Law does not regard the mode of invention or
discovery;
and an accidental
discovery
or invenlion is, in the law, just as meritorious
as one
which is the result of laborious
investigation
and
experiment.
To satisfy the statute
requirement
of novelty, therefore,
an invention
must be substantially
different
from anything
that has previously existed; and the criterion
of the "sufficiency of invention"
is the character
of the invention itself, and not the degree of ingenuity or
skill employed
in devising it.3. Qualiflcatio_
of Patentees.
The existing law provides for the
issue of the patent in every instance to "the original and first inventor."
A radical difference between English
and American
law exists on this
point.
In England
the first importer
of an invention is treated as an inventor, and may obtain
a patent;
but under our system the patent issues
only to the inventor.
The only discrimination
in
our law in favor of citizens of the United States,
is the provision that mere prior knowledge
in a
foreign country shall not debar a native inventor
from oblahdag a patent for an invcmtion devised
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independently
here, if at the time of making his
application he really believes
himself to be the
first inventor.
The foreign invention must ilave
been patented or described in some printed publication prior to the date of invention in this country
in order to deprive the native inventor of his pateat.--4.
De,_n_.
Section 4929 of the Revised
Statutes provides that "any
person who by his
own industry,
genius,
efforts and expense has
invented and produced any new and original design for a manufacture,
bust, statue, alto-relieve,
or bas-relief; any new and original design for the
printing of woolen, silk, cotton or other fabrics;
any new and original impression, ornament, pattern, print or picture to be printed, painted, cast,
or otherwise
placed
on or worked into any
article of manufacture;
or any new, useful and
original shape or configuration
of any article of
manufacture,
the same not having
been known
or used by others before his invention or produetion thereof, or patented or described
in any
printed publication,
may, upon payment of the
fees prescribed, and other due proceedings
had,
the same as in cases of inventions
or discoveries,
obtain a patent
therefor."
The term for which
these patents are issued is either three and a half,
seven or fourteen years, and the fees are, re_speetively, ten, fifteen and thirty dollars. _ 5. Prooedure in the Patent
Off_.
Since 1836 the whole
busine_ of issuing patents has been conducted
by
the patent office at Washington.
Applications
for patents are made to the commissioner
of pateats in accordance with a prescribed
form, which
consists of a petition for the allowance
of the
patent, and an oath that the applicant
believes
himself to be the first invenlor, and that he does
not know or believe that the invention
was ever
before known or _lsed.
These forms accompany
the specification
or description
of the invention,
which is by far the most important
part of the
application.
The statute provides that the specification shall describe the invention in such "full,
eh,ar, concise and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the art or science to which it
ttppertains, or with which it is mo_t nearly connec.ted, to make, construct,
compound
and use
the same."
The object of this provision
is to
secure to the public the benefit of the invention
after the expiration
of the patent, which, as we
h:_vc seen, is part of the compact
between
the
patentee and the state.
The specification
coneludes with the "claims,"
in which the inventor
is required
to "particularly
point out and distinctly claim the part, improvement
or combina_.ion which he claims as his invention
or discovcry." Drawings
accompany
the specification
in
'_]l cases which .admit of them, and the commissioner may require the applicant
to furnish the
P_t_.nt office with a model or sp_imen,
although
the:e are now not often required. -- The appliesrich. on being'filed in the office, is referred to the
examiner or officer in charge of the department
iil which the invention is classed.
The examiner
taen procc_ais to make an e_arnination
of the
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invention,
and of the patent office records, to
ascertain whether it possesses novelty and utility. An examination
of the records of foreign
patent bureaus and of scientific
works is also
necessary,
to ascertain
whether
the invention
has been anticipated
abroad, or whether it hag
been described
in any printed publication.
If
from any of these sources anything
is found
which shows the invention
claimed, or any fenture of it, to be wanting in novelty, the applicant
is notified by the examiner, and a report is sent
him rejecting the application, stating specifically
in what features novelty is lacking, and giving
references
to such prior patents or records as
anticipate the invention.
The applicant thus has
an opportunity
to amend his application so as to
make it conform to the state of the art, and to
eliminate the features that are not new.
If the
objection
raised by the examiner
is deemed
grotmdless, the applicant may attempt, by argument or explanation,
to remove it. In case of
adverse decision, an appeal will lie from the decision of the primary examiner to an intermediate
board, consisting of three examiners-in-chief;
and
if the applicant
is still dissatisfied,
he can bring
lfis ease before the commissioner
of patents.
If
no objection
is raised by the primary examiner,
or if all objection
is removed
by amendment
or
overcome by argument,
the application is allowed.
The fee upon filing an application
is $15; and
upon the issue of the patent, $20.
The final fee
is required to be paid within six months after the
allowance
of the patent, and the specification is
then printed, and the patent issued for the term
of sewnteen
years from the date of its issue.
6. R_e_me and D_daimer.
A further proceeding,
of which the patent
office has jurisdiction
after
the is,sue of the patent, is the "reissue"of
patents
which are defective on their first issue, "if the
error has arisen by inadvertence,
accident or mistake."
Where the patent is invalid by reason of
a defective or insuf_cient
specification, it is surrendered and sent to the patent office with a corretted
specification;
and in a proper case, on
payment of the duty, a new or reissued patent, in
accordance
with the amended
specification,
is
granted
for the unexpired
term of the original
patent.
These reissues were formerly issued with
great laxity.
But since the decision of the supreme court in .'_Iiller _s. Brass Co., 104 U S., 350,
the provisions of the statute have been observed,
and the practice of repeatedly
expanding
patents
by reissuing them is no longer possible.
It should
be added, that in cases where the inventor has
inadvertently
claimed in his original patent more
than he is entitled to, the patent may be amended
by filing a "disclaimer"
of what is excessive, and
the patent will then be valid for the residue.
7. Interferen_.
Where
an application
is filed
which "interferes"
with a pending application,
or with a patent granted within two years previous to the filing of the application,
an "interference" is declared.
The parties to the interference are then required to file statements giving
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briefly the dates of conception
of the invention
and of its completion,
and the question of priority
of invention
is then tried by a somewhat cumbersome procedure.
Evidence
substantiating
the
allegations
of the preliminary
statement
is taken
on behalf of the respective parties, and the matter
is then brought on for a hearing before the examincr of interferences.
The patent is awarded to
the party who successfully
establishes
priority of
invention,
and at the same time shows reasonable
diligence in reducing the invention
to practice. -8. Careats.
Protection
is afforded to inventors
who have not completed
or perfected
their inventions, by the practiceof
filing caveats in the patent
office.
The caveat is an instrument
which recites
that the inventor
has conceived,
but not yet perfected, his invention,
and which sets forth in general terms the salient points and eharaeteristi_
of
the invention
as far as completed.
The caveator
then prays protection
until he shall have matured
the invention.
This instrument
is filed in the
secret archives
of the patent office, and protects
the eaveator
for a year, by entitling
him to
notice in case, within that time, any application
is filed in the office which would interfere
with
the invention
indicated
in the caveat.
In case
such notice
is given, he has three months' time
in which
to prepare
and file a complete application for a patent.
The caveat may be renewed
for a year at a time, with the same effect. --9.
Aseigmnt_ts
and Licenses.
The transfer of a patent, or interest
in a patent,
is by a_signment,
The transfer
may be either an assignment,
1, of
the whole patent, 2, of an undivided
interest in
the patent, or 3, of an exclusive
interest in the
patent within any specified territory of the United
States.
The Revised Statutes
require the a_ni_lment to be in writing, and provide
that it "shall
be void as against
any subsequent
purchaser
or
mortgagee
for a valuable consideration
without
notice unless it is recorded
in the patent office
within three months from the date thereof."
A
license is a contract
which
confers
upon the
licensee the mere right to use or practice the invention, and is distinguished
from an aqsignment
in that it conveys no interest in the patent itself,
This contract is not required
to be recorded,
nor
need it be in writing, but may be oral or implied,
Part owners of a patent are tenants in common,
and are not bound to account to each other for
receipts from licenses, and these latter may be
granted by any of the co-owners without
joining
the others.
An application
for a patent pending
in the patent ()ffice may be assigned in the same
manner as a patent; and the patent will issue to the
assignee.
So also an agreement
to a_sign a patent
for an invention
when issued will be effective,
and specific performance
of it will be enforced in
equity.
It has recently been held, however, that
an assignment
of an application,
or an agreement
to assign a patent for an invention
when issued,
must describe the application
or invention
with
sufficient distinctness
to enable the court to identify it. _10.
Patent _
Fens. The patent office
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fees, other than those already glven, are as foilows :
On filing every caveat, $10; on filing a disclaimer,
$10; on filing every application for a reissue, $30;
on filing every application
for a division of a reissue, $30; on filing every application for an extension, $50; on tlle grant of every extension, $50;
on filing an appeal from a primary examiner
to
the examiners-in-chief,
$t0; on filing an appeal
to the commissioner
from the examiners-in-chief,
$20t for certified
copies
of patents
or other
instruments,
except
copies
of printed
patents
sold by the office, for every 109 words, 10 cents;
for certified copies of printed
patents
sold by
the office, 10 cents for every 100 words, less
the price actually
paid for such copies without
certification
; for certified
copies of drawings,
the reasonable
cost of making them; for reeording an assignment
of 30t) words or less, $1; for
recording
an assignment
of more than 300 and
not more than 1,000 words, $2; for recording
ever), a_signment
of more than 1,000 words, $3;
for uncertified
copies of the specifications
and
accompanying
drawings
of all patents which are
in print, single copies 25 cents, and for twenty
copies or more, whether of one or several patents,
per copy, 10 cents; for uncertified
copies of the
specifications
and drawings
of patents
not in
print, the reasonable
cost of making
the same;
for copies of matter
in any foreign language,
per 100 words, 20 cents ; for translations,
per
100 words, ,50 cents; for assistance
to attorneys
in examination
of records, one hour or less, 50
cents; each additional
hour, ,50 cents; for assistance to attorneys
in examination
of patents
and other works in the scientific library, one hour
or less, $1, and for each additional
hour, $1.
-- 11. Proc_edure in. the Crrurts.. By the Revised
Statutes
the United
States circuit courts
have
original
jurisdiction
"of all actions, suits, controversies and cas_s arising under the patent taws
of the United States."
All proceedings,
therefore,
for the protection or enforcement
of patent rights,
except actions for the breach of contract
relating
to patents,
which are cognizable
in the state
courts, are brought
in the circuit courts or in a
district
court having
circ.uit court jurisdiction.
Under the act of 1870 the remedy of the patentee.
where his patent is infringed,
is either by action
at law, in which the actual damage suffered from
the infringement
will be recovered,
or by suit in
equity,
in which the complainant
may obtain a
perpetual
injlmction
restraining
further infringement if he establishes
his case, and also recover
the damages sustained
from the infringement,
as
well as the profits realized by the defendant
from
the use of the infringement.
Where
the cornplainant, at the commencement
of the suit, is able
to present a strong pr/ma fade case, he may also.
upon
notice,
obtain a preliminary
injunction
restraining
infringement
pendente
/a2e. The
equitable
remedy
is usually
adopted
as being
the most efficacious;
but some of the archaic cornmon law procedure
is retained
in the circuit
courts, and the suits are. as protracted and slow
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_s the old English chancery litigation.Suitsfor
infringement are brought in the name of the
owners of the patentrightfor the district
where
the infringementiscommitted. Tile evidence is
taken on behalfof the respectiveparties,
supporting the allegations
of the bill and answer
in
respect to the naked question of infringement,
or
the validity
of the complainant's
patent, where
that is in issue.
The cause is then brought on
for a hearing before a single judge, who passes
tlpon the i_ues raised by the pleadings.
If his
decision sustains
the complainant's
patent,
and
holds that it has been infringed by tlle defendant,
an interlocutory
decree is entered to that effect,
and the cause is sent before a master to take an
account of the defendant's
profits from the use of
the infringement.
Upon the master's report the
cause is again brought
before the circuit judge,
and the final decree
settled,
determining
the
amount that the complainant
is entitled to recover,
If the court decides adversely to the complainant,
a decree is entered dismissing the bill.
From the
judgments
and final decrees of the circuit court
in these causes, a writ of error or appeal will lic
to the supreme court of the United States. -- 12.
[nfringements.
The question,
what constitutes
infringement,
is one of the most difficult queslions presented
to a court for adjudication;
and
the legal principles which govern
its determinalion can only be roughly indicated in this article,
A patent confers upon the patentee
the exclusive
right of making,
using, and vending toothers
to
be u_ed, the invention
protected
by patent.
The
patent is infringed,
therefore,
whenever
the invention so protected
is appropriated
in either of
those ways without the licen_of
the patentee, or
whenever a colorable
imitation
of it, not involvtug new invention,
is so employed.
A patent for
a machine is infringed whenever the same means
or devices are employed,
substantially
as in the
patented machine, toproduce
thesame r_uult; and
it has been held, per Taney,
C. J., in Browne vs.
Duchcsne
(19 How., 183), that the mere makLug of a patented
machine is an infringement,
It is evident that
a patent
for an art is infringed when that art is used or practiced
by
another
without
license of the patentee,
and
that it is an infringement
of a patent for a manufacture, or composition
of matter,
to either
make, use or sell the article claimed in the patont. But the whole difficulty in questions of inilingement vonsists in determining
"what
degree
of r['_emblance constitut[_
the identity which the
},atcnt law designates
as an infringement,
and
_hat kind and what degree of difference
will
_dieve from this charge."
It is well settled that
the substitution
of known "equivalents"
for the
means d_ribed
in the patent is not sufficient
variation to avoid infringement;
and, "by equiva,
lcnt_ in machinery is usually meant the substitulion of merely one mechanical
power for another,
or one obvious and customary
mode for another,
of effecting a like result."
(Smith vs Downing,
1 Fish Pat. Cases,
87.) Bd¢ the difficulty
of
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applying these principlespresentsitself
anew in
every ca_, and itcan bestbe solved by referring
to the great mass of precedents in English and
American law. Itwillbe sufficient,
therefore,
to
add, that substantialidentityis the test of thfringement,
and that substantial
identi_y exists
wherever
the difference
between
the patented
invention
and the alleged
infringemcnt
is mere
colorable alteration,
and does not involve invenlion.
In the words of Nelson, J., in Blanchard
v._. Beers (2 Blatch., 418), " There must be mind
and inventive
genius involved
in it (the alterslion), and not the mere skill of the workman."
But it should be observed, finally, that even if the
variation involve sufficient invention
to entitle its
deviser to a patent, it will not necessarily
relieve
him from infringement
if he still cmploys substantially
the device covered by a prior patent.
--13.
])ffeJtses.
In addition
to joining issue on
the question of infringement,
the statute provides
that the defendant
may plead the general issue;
and, upon notice,
may prove on the trial the
following
matters:
first, fraudulently
defective
or excessive specification
of c¢_nplainant's
patent;
second, that complainant's
patent was surreptitiously obtained;
third, earlier patent or publicstion of the invention
claimed;
fourth,
that the
patentee was not the first inventor
of any substantial
feature
claimed; fifth, abandonment
or
public use two years prior to thc patentee's application.
In an action at law, the dates and circumstances must bc appended
to the notice; and in
an equity suit, any of the above matters may be
pleaded,
and like notice may be given in the
answer.
The defendant
is thus enabled to call
in question
the validity
of the complainant's
patent; and if lie succeeds in impeaching
it, the
que.stion of infringement
is at an end. -- III. TH_
GENERAL POLICY OF A PATENT SYSTE_,I. .A_ssOelated in their origin with the oppressions
of the
Tudors and the Stuarts,
patents
for inventions
have since that time not infrequently
been denounced
as monopolies.
In the earlier cases in
which
patents
were brought
before
English
tribunals
for adjudication,
the judges were reluctant to reco_fizc
the rights of patente_.
Lord
Kenyon is reported to have said, in the great case
of Hornblower
vs. Boulton (8 T. R., 99), " I conless I am not one of tlmse who greatly favor
patents," and Lord Erskine stated that "the ideas
of the learned judges had been very different as
to the advantages
to the public since the statute
giving those monopolies."
Nor has the criticism
of the patent system been confined to expressions
of judicial
disfavor
of a century ago,
It is still
asserted by a certain school of economists that a
patent is a true monopoly which robs the public,
and that all systems of patent
law are radically
and essentially vicious.
Within the last fifty years
the system has been repeatedly
assailed in the
English
parliament,
and in this country the question of its abolition
has been broached at Washington.
In 1829, in 18,51, in 1863, and again in
1871, the policy of the British system was inqulred
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into by committees from the upper and lower
houses of parliamentinconsequence of the violent
attacks made upon the patentlaws. At almost
every sessionof the house of commons forthe
past few years,a billhas been introducedhaving
for itsobject the'unconditionalabolition
of the
presentpatentsystem; and the supportersof this
measure, Ic_iby SirRcmndel] Palmer, constituted
a factionknown as " Abolitionists."Recently
the farmersof some of our western slates,
in consequenceof theextortions
of theowners of certain
important patents,notablythe "wire fence" and
"driven well" patents,
have demanded the repeal
of the American patent laws. M. Chevalier,the
French economist,writing in 1878,denounced in
tow allsystemsof patentlaw. In 1868,as secretaryof the confederation,
Bismarck recommended
to the North German parliament the abolitionof
patents,and in Holland a law was enacted in
1869, discontinuingthe system in that country
from and afterJan. 1, 1870. From this r_sumd
of the oppositionto patentsitwill be seen that
the questionof the policyof patentlaws isby no
means settled. A discussionof that question
involves an examination of the economic and

SYSTEM.

give the author the same kind of right and
the same remedies which he would have ifthe
produce of hislaborcould have been regardedas
property." In thispracticalaspect of the questionthe theoretical
inquirybecomes unimportant,
sincethe legislature
can and does endow inventors'rights with allthe attributes
of otherproperty,justas itsometimes investswith such attributes itsown franchises;and itisimportanttobe
added, thispracticeseems to be ethicallyjustifiable. The whole question,therefore,resolves
itself
into one of expediency and policy.-- The
most considerableobjectionurged against the
policy of granting patentsfor inventionsis,that
they interfere
with the principleof "freedom of
industry" (latigris;
dTLtr_zcail).
This isthe argument of _M. Chevalier and the "abolitionists."
Itisby no means clear,however, as may be gathered from the following considerations,
that the
practical
eff_t of patentlaws istointerfere
with
freedom of industry in any degree whatever.
Under a wcll administeredcode of patent laws it
isobvious that nothing can be claimed and protectedin a validpatent which is not new, which
isnot a true invention. The industrial
world is

legalprinciplesupon which the system rests.
-- not,therefore,
deprivedby patent of what itpreThe motive which originally
insertedinthe stat- viouslyenjoyed, for by the hypothesisthe invenute of monopolies the proviso from which later tion is the discoveryof some hithertounknown
systems of patent law have been derived and agency or appliance. The fallacyof the asserdeveloped,was, as iLsrecitalshows, to stimulate tion that freedom of industry is interfered
with
and encourage inventivegenius in England, and by patentsliesin the assumption eitherthat old
thereby fosterand develop the young industri_ devicesare allowed to be covered by patent,or
of thatcountry. There has sincearisenthe the- thatnew inventionswould come intobeing inthe
ory thatan inventorhas a property,or at lea_ta absence of patent laws. But the firsthalf of
quay/ property,in hisideas,which itisboth just this a._sumptionis ncgatived by the hypothesis
and expedient to protectby patentlaws. The thatthe inventionisnew, i.e.,hitherto
unknown.
claimsof the patent system arethus restedupon Passing,then,-tothe consideration
of the propothe two-foldconsideration
of,first,
a senseof jus- sitionthat new inventionsprotectedby patent
riceto the inventor,and, second, a beliefin the would be made without the stimulus of patent
sound policy of stimulatinginventivegenius by laws, we find that it is no less fallacious.A
holding out to an inventora materialrecompense necessity,say the abolitionists,
is itselfa sufflproportionate
tohiscontributiontosociety.-The
eientincentivetoexciteinvention,and assoon as
soundness of thesepropositions
iscontrovertedby a want isfelt,a hundred minds willbe devotedto
opponents of patent laws. Itisurged that there devisinga means of filling
it. But the history
isno right of propertyin the ideas of inventors of industrial
communities does not bear out this
which societyis bound to recognize, and also assertion.Not only isthere a tendency among
that the evilsand inconveniencesof the patent the classesactuallyengaged in manufacturing
system are not compen_ted for by itsbenefits, and agricultural
pursuitsto remain apathetically
The firstof these propositionsisobviously the- contentin the use of alreadyexistingappliances.
oretical.The assertionthat there is a rightof but there has even been evinced,and notably in
propertyininventionsiscontrovertedby theasser- England, a positive
hostility
on thepartof operation that there can be no property in thought, tirestotheintroductionof new, and especially
of
which isof the essenceof allinventions,
because labor-savinginventions. A hundred years ago
ithas not the attributes
and qualities
of material mobs destroyedthe improved machinery of Arkproperty. The former positionisvigorouslysup- wright and Hargreaves. Thirty years later,ocported by John Stuart Mill and Ile]bertSpen- curred the Luddite riotsin consequence of the

cer,
while
thelatter
ismaintained
byM. Cheva-introduction
ofpowerlooms.Competition
will,
tierand the British "abolitionists.""Without
pausing to decide this economic controversy,it
may be remembered, first,
thatinventionsarethe
product of most valuable and indirectly
wealthproducing labor,and second, thatthe statecan.
as observed by Lord Brougham in Jefferys_s.
Boosey, make inventions"a gua_ property,or

of course,in time develop improvements; but
the antagonism now existing betw_n
capital
which most feelsthe spur of competition,and
labor which possessesthe skillto create the
improvements, rendersthisagency ineffective
to
produce the bestresults.So longas thecapitalist
isto reap the entirebenefitof an improvement,
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a new power

to the

tire genius to obtain its best fruits.
This was
would, prevent society from largely participating
realized
Edward
one ofdirectly
tile Swis,_
corn- I in
Before Hehe can
can not,
realizeif any
must
be by
some
way ofBally,
appealing
to invencar his
of good
humanfortune.
happine_s.
he
missioners to the Philadelphia
centennial
exposibenefit from his new process or apparatus,
he
tion.
On his return to Switzerland,
which has
must first confer a henefit on his fellow-men;
no patent system, he wrote : " We must intro- , must eiflwr offer them a better article at the price
duce the patent system.
All our production
is usuallychar_ed,
or the same article at a less price.
more or less a simple copy.
The inwmtor ha-_ no
If he fails to do this, his inw, ntion is a dead letprofit to expect from his invention,
however u_- [ ter; if he does it, he makes society a partner in
ful it may be.
It is evident that this absolute
the new mine of wealtll be has opened.
For all
want of protection will never awaken in a people
the exertion he has had in subjugating
a prethe spirit of invention
_ _." And yet the Swiss
viously unknown
region of nature, he simply
are reputed as ingenious as any other people.-a_ks an extra proportion
of the fruits.
The rest
Still another consideration
may be adduced
to of mankind unavnidablvcome
in for the main adrefute the claims of the " abolitionists,"
that
vantage,
will in a short time have the whole.
freedom of industry is interfered with by patents.
Meanwhile, they can not without injustice
disreIf the inventor keeps his invention in secrecy and
gard his elaim._."-- But the cause of patent laws
allows his s_ret to die with hirn--which
was the
does not require to be established
in a negative,
only protection
an inventor had before patent
defensive manner.
In the United States, at least,
laws became effective--it
can not be said that the
the beneficence
of the system is so obvious, the
normal movement of industries is interfered with.
claims of inventol_ are so meritorious,
that arguIn this case, however,
he entirely deprives the
ment is hardly necessary to make them apparent.
world of the benefit of his discovery.
But by
--Patents
give support to a class of ingenious
taking out a patent he simply makes a contract
and talented men whose profession it is to devise
with society,
whereby
his secret is surrendered
improvements
and make discoveries, and whose
in return for a certain fraction of the benefit conlife and training render them especially qualified
ferred by it for a term of years.
If the invenfor such service.
It is estimated
that there are
lion is valuable,
the inventor's
reward is pro- from five to six thousand professional
inventors
portionately rich, if it is of no importance,
it in the United States.
But it is obvious that withcan have no effect on industries.
An inventor's
out a patent code it would hardly be possible to
patent excludes
the industrial world from nothfollow invention as a business.
Experts might
ing it enjoyed before; it simply offers a novelty
find employment
with great manufacturers,
but
as a substitute for older methods.
Undoubtedly,
they could not feel the same personal incentive to
the system, because imperfectly
administered,
has
make inventions which the patent system affords
had the effect, in many instances, of depriving
them.
So that the first effect of patent laws is to
the world by patent of old and well.knowu
app]ikeep these thousands of minds constantly engaged
anees; and then, as in England
and France, the
in solving the problems of science and mechanics.
burden is thrown on the community
of prey--Patents,
moreover, fa_:ilitate the introduction
iz_g that the patent is robbing it of what it preof inventions.
They enable the inventor to give
viously enjoyed.
But obviously
the cause of the capitalist something
substantial
upon which
this is the imperfect administration
of an imperto embark his money; without which there would
feet code of laws.
A patent for a true invention
not be the same inducement
to him to engage in
can never clog the wheels of an industry, since, if the enterprise of introducing
novelties if the reit be a true invention, it leaves the industry free
sults of his experiments
and ventures could be at
to enjoy all the agencies and appliances known
onee appropri'tted
by others. --Patents
give also
before the new invention was devised.
If, howto the inventor a reward proportioned
to thevalue
ever, this latter cheapens or improves an existing
of the invention.
The incentive is thus given to
process, the inventor asks to shareinthe
enhaneed
devise labor-saving
and cheapening
inventions.
cheapness or improvement,
which by the hypothesis hi_ genius is the means of creating. -- Similar views have been expressed
by so keen an
observer as Mr. Iicrbcrt Spencer.
"They
fall
into a serious error," he wrote in his " Social
Slatics," "who
suppose that the exclusive
right

An inventor realizes that however ingenious his
device, it can have no existence commercially
unless it either cheapens
or improves
something
for which there is a demand, or unless the in.
vention itself cre_des and satisfies a new want.
Bessemer's
invention
reduced the cost of cast

a_umed b_" a discoverer
i_ _omethingtakenfrom
the public.
He who in any way increases the powors of production,
is seen by all, save a few insane
Luddites, to be a general benefactor
who _s
rather than ta "ke,. The successful inventor makes
a further conquest over nature.
By him the laws
of matter arc rendered
still more subservient
to
the wants of mankind.
He economizes
labor;
helps to emaueilmte men from their slavery to the

steeltr0m $200l_r ton to about$00; andwithall
this redtiction the royalty was only $10 per ton, or
about 7 per cent. of the reduction.
It has been
estimated
that inventions
increase the value of
human labor in this country 2 I_r cent, annually.
-- These benefits will perhaps be still more obvious and impressive
ff we consider the practical
effect of patent laws through inventions upon the
industrial system of a community.
The real be-
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of the patent system was, as we have
aeen, coeval with the great scientific and inventive
movement in the latter half of the eighteenth century.
It is not claimed that patent laws origihated this movement,
but that they at least made
it possible and accelerated
it. A review of the
history of the iron and cotton industries in Gre_at
Britain shows this clearly.
In the vcar 1740 the
total produce of iron in Great Britain was 17,350
tons.
In that year Dudley's
invention for using
coal in smelting
in lieu of timber began to be
used, and in less than 50 years (1788) the annual
production had increased to 68,300 tons.
In 1788
Watt's steam cngdne was introduced
for blowing
furnaces,
and for tbe year 1806, the production
amounted
to 258,206 tons.
In 1830 Ncilson's hot
blast was adopted, and by 1839 the yearly prodnee of iron had reached 1,248,781 tons, and the
annual
production
now averages
more than
6,000,000tons,
of avalueof
morethan£16,000,000,
In less than a century
and a half the production
of iron has increased
nearly a thousand
fold, amt
it is the inventions
of Dudley,
Watt and Neilson
which have at least made this increase possible.
-Quite
as remarkable
has been the effect of inventious upon the English cotton industry.
At
the middle of the eighteenth
century
the total
annual
imports of raw cotton into Great Britain
were less than 3,000,(D0 pounds.
In 1769 and
1770 were patented Arkwright's
and Hargreaves'
inventions
for spinning,
and by 1776 the annual
imports
of cotton
wool amounted
to nearly
7,000,000 pounds.
In 1779 Crompton's
spinning
mule was invented, and in 1785 and 1787 Cartwright's
loom patents were issued ; by 1790 the
yearly imports
of cotton had reached 31,447,605
pounds.
In 1880 the import_ of cotton amounted
to 1,628,664,576
pounds, and the British cotton
factori_
now employ nearly half a million operatives.
The amount
of cotton manufactured
in
Great Britain
him thus increased
nmre titan five
hundred
fold, and an industry
has been created
which gives employment
to about one-seventieth
of the total population.
-- The growth of the iron
and cotton industries
may be regarded as typical of
the generat industrial progres_of Great Britain during the l_t hundred
years.
More recent general
advance is shown by the fact that the total exports
of Britishproducehaveincrcasedfrom£52,000,000
in 1848, to £2°3,060.446
in 1880; and in the same
period the population
has increased
about 25 per
cent.: from about 27,500,000 in1850, to 34,505,000
in 1880. A compari_n
of the ratio of production
to population at the former period with the similar
ratio at the later one, will indicate the degree of increase in productive
capacity.
It is, therefore, confidently asserted that the most important agency in
increasing the productive power of a nation is the
invention
and introduction
of labor-saving devices,
tmdthattheinventionofsuchdevicesalonerenders
such an increase possible, as is shown in a considerat_on of the above statistics of the iron and cotton
industries._
The history of these inventions,
however, indlcates that without the protection of patent
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laws they would not have been developed and introduoed.
In the case of the steam engine, for example, it was only after spending all his own means,
after thirteen years of ceaseless experiment,
and
after obtaining from parliament the grant of aspecial patent for twenty-four
years, that Watt sucoeeded in inducing Matthew Bolton to embark his
capital in the development
anti introduction of the
invention.
It is estimated that £40,000 were expended by Watt and Bolton in developing tl_s invention; and such was the hostility shown to its introductionthatthepatenthadnearlyexpiredbefore
these men began to receive a return for their expenditure
of time and money.
A recent life of
Watt states that the steam power of Great Britain
L_now equivalent
to the power of 400,000,000 men
--more than ten times the entire population;
andit
is primarily
_Vatt's invention
and the countless
device._ of subsequent
inventors which utilize the
magnificent power he discovered,
that have made
England's
industrial anti commercial
progress possible. -- The history of the steam engine is the history of nearly all great labor-saving
discoveries.
They have all originated
in patent protected cornmunities;
and where the patent laws have not directly incited the inventor to make his discovery,
theyhavestillfacilitateditsintroductionauddcvelopment by enabling
the inventor to enlist the aid
of capital.
The manner in which inventors
are
affecte.d by patent laws is instructively
shown by
the following
evidencc
of Sir Henry B_<,emer
before the committecof
the house of commons in
1871: " My experience during
the whole of this
time (the years that he was experimenting)
has
shown me clearly that if I had had no patent law
to fall back upon, I, as an engineer,
could never
have first spent two and a half years of my time
amt £4,000 in mere experiments,
which if they
had failed would have been an entire loss to me.
Altogether
I made an outlay of about £20,000,
but of course I had a large stake to play for.
I
knew that steel was selling at £50 to £60 per ton,
and I knew that if it could be made by my plan,
it could with profit be sold at £20 per ton.
But
had it not been for the law, securing my right in
my invention
by a patent,
I could never have
hoped as a simple manufacturer
to have recouped
myself."
Such
has been the effect
of the
British
patent
system in two conspicuous
instances,
and such
instances
might
be almost
indefinitely
multiplied.Turning
now to the industrial
history of the United States, theresults
are no less impressive.
Perhaps no one industry
has been more closely identified with the national
life and growth of the country
than cotton raising.
It is stated in Smithers'
History of Liverpool (p. 124), that in 1784 an American
vessel
arrived at Liverpool,
having on board eight bags
of cotton, which were seized by the custom house
officers under an impression
that cotton was not
the produce
of the United States.
In 1798 Eli
Whitney,
of Westborough,
Mass., invented
and
patented his saw gin for sepm'ating cotton from
the seeds.
Before this invention cotton could be
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cleansed only by hand, or with some rude hand
mill.
The utmost daily capacity of one of these
mills was about sixty-five pounds, and by hand a i
man could prepare from one to four pounds per i
diem.
With Whitney's
cotton gin a single per- I
,_on could prepare in a day about 300 pounds-fivetimesasmuchasbyanypriormethod;
andthe
daily capacity of modem gins is said to be about ,
4,0(_ pounds.
The effe_ct of this invention
upon I
cotton raising was marvelous.
In 1792 the ex- i
ports of raw cotton from the United States were ]
138,328 pounds.
By 1794, the year after the in- i
troduction
of the cotton
gin, the exports had
increased
to 1,601.700 pounds;
in 1800 they had
reached 17,789,803 pounds--more
than one hundrcd fold in eight years; in 1820 they amounted
to 127,860,152 pounds, of a value of $20,000,000,
showing
an increase
in twenty-seven
years of
nearly a thousand fold. -- The story of Whitney's
invention and of his almost unsuccessful
efforts
to obtain recognition
of his rights as an inventor,
i- matter of history.
The unscrupul_)us
infringement of his patent
brought
discredit
upon his
contemporaries.
But the record
of the life of
this nmn shows that he labored upon his invenlion in the hope of obtaining
under a t)atcnt a '
share of the wealth it was to create; and had it
not been for this trope, rendered
possible by our
patent laws, he could not have devoted
his time
and energies to the successful
achievement
of
hN _reat work. -- So the effect of our patent laws
upon the general
agTicultural
methods
of this
(.ountryis something almost incalculablc.
Nearly
all the inventions
which
have
made western
farming possible on its present magnificent
scale
have originated
and been perfected
under our
patent system; and the history
of the developmcnt of our agriculture
might almost be written
trolu
the
patent
office records of tile annual
a,'hi,,vements
of American
inventive
genius.
A
single instance will call to mind the manner in
Wllieh agriculture
has been revolutionized
by
American
inventions.--Down
to the beginning
of the present century, the only great improvemcnt that had been made upon the harvesting
nwthod_ of the ancients
was the invention
of
tlw ('ra(lle in 1794, by a Scotchman.
In 1834 the
fir,_t pawnt wa_ issued in this country
upon the
Mc('or]nick
reaper.
It took McCormick
about
twenty years after 1834 to develop and perfect his
machine, and it was between 1855 and 1858 that
it was practically
introduced.
Their effect can
t)c estimated by comparing
in the following
table
(from the census of 1870), the agricultural
populauon of the country with the amount of produce
in which these machines are used, at the different
p('riods before and after their introduction:
-:::---.
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Allowance
must,
of course,
be made for the
innumerable
other inventions
employed
in the
culture of these products;
but the general increase
of per capita production can be roughly estimated
from these figures; and while the farming
population increased ahout 100 per cent. between 1850
and 1870, the produceof
grain increased nearly
200 per cent. -- But the inventions
to wh,ch this
incr(mse is due, couh| not have been devise(! or
perfected without the stimulus and protection of
our patent laws.
More than 5,000 patents have
been issued in this country
upon reapers and
mowers alone, and the latest machines
embody
the results of the life work of a hundred inventors
whose only hope of recouping
themselves
for
their expenditure
of time and fortune was in our
patent system, and who could not have labored
without it. It isstated
that the McCormick
cornpany alone has spent nmre them $1,000,000 in
experiment%
and it is also stated that this machine
saves the country annually the sum of $10,000,000.
--Similar
effects are to be noticed in our textile
industries.
In 1860 the number of hands engaged
in woolen, cotton and other similar factories, wan
181,550; the wages paid amounted to $37,301,710;
and the value of the product was $196,416,400.
In 1870 the number
of operatives had increased
to255,328, about 40 per cent. Thcwagesamountcd
to $79,401,367, more than 100 per cent. increase,
and the product was valued at $395,158,565, more
than 100 per cent. advance. -- It will be found in
nearly every instance
that the chief agency in
effecting
this increased
production
in the laboreconomizing
machinery
devised by countless
inventors, and patented among the myriad American
patents.
One more table will indicate the rate of
increase in our general nmnufactures
:
.__
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--But
enough has been written to indicate the
practical
tendency
of patent laws; and it may,
perhaps, be safe to conclude that the opposition to
patents, although
directed at the system and demanding its abolition, has in fact been occasioned
by the imperfect administration
of still more iraperfect patent codes.
Especially
is this true of
the British abolitionists.
The enormous
expense
of patent litigation
in England,
its "glorious
uncertainty,"
and the practice
of throwing
on the
public the burden of impeaching
the patent without first officially investigating
its validity, have
opened the way in that country for great abuses,
and have undoubtedly
made the system unnecesmany

' _16,sa%s_
_sr0.
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in reform of the law and its administration, not
abolition of the system; and the fact that enormous benefits can still be traced to these patent
laws, however imperfectly administered, furnishes
a cogent reason for continuing and extending the
benefits by continuing and improving tile laws. -IV. CrtA_OES r._"Trot: LAW. Tile American pateat system is regarded, both here and abroad, a,q
the most progressive and complete existent institution of its kind. Many of the reforms and
improvements in patent laws have originated at
Washington, and have then been adopted by
European governments.
The most radical iraprovement in the system was made in 1836, when
the patent office was established, and the praclice
of making preliminary examinations of inventions
instituted. This latter feature is recommended
by all economists familiar with the working of
patent laws. as a desideratum of every system, and
has been incorporated into the law of several
other countries.
Since 1836 tiler(; have been made
minor changes and extensions of the American
law, which have preserved and developed the
general symmetry of the system; but with this
development there have appeared certain defects
and abuses which call for still further reform of
the system, the character of which can here be
only briefly indicated.- The most impressive
feature of the American system is its extraordinary
magnitude. There have now (188_) b(_n issued
in this country since 1790, about 285,000 patents,
During the year 1882 there were acted upon in
tile patent office 31,52_ applications relating to
patents, and in the same time 18,267 patents were
issued or reissued. In that year only 6,099 patents expired; so that it appears that the number
of patents is now inerea_sing at the rate of 12,000
a year, and the records of the patent office are
becoming enormously complicated.
Patented inventious are there classified in 167 classes and
more than 3.000 sub-classes.
To preserve the
system in its integrity, it is obviously necessary,
first, that a patent should issue only for a new
invention, and secondly, that it should be clear
in its claims of all prior patents. A thorough
preliminary examination of an application for a
patent involves ,_ search not only through our
patent office records, hut also through the rccords
of the various foreign patent bureaus.
A still
more difficult task is to adjust the claims of a new
application so as not to conflict with innumerable
prior patents. It is vitally important both to the
applicant and to the public that this investigation
should be thorough and complete. This is every
day becoming more difficult; and it is stated that
not a week t)a,_es without the allowance of one
or more patents at Washin_on for old inventions,
:Nor is this strange when we consider the number
and complexity of the records to be searched, and
the number of patents annually taken out upon
certain subjects of invention.
During the year
1882, ninety-nine patents were issued at Washington for cultivators and cultivator appliances alone,
To remedy the acknowledged defects in the ad-
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ministration of our present system, several reforms
have been suggested, the merits of which are
obvious. These are: first, the requirement of a
higher standard of invention to sustain a patent,
rejecting the host of applications for merely
obvious and mechanical improvements now indiscriminately allowed, which would relieve the
records of the patent office and at the same time
secure to the community and the inventor the
benefits of all true inventions; second, the establishment of periodical fees as in the European
countries, for the non-payment of which the
patent should become void. This again would
relieve the records hy weeding out unsuccessful
inventions from the patented list, and at the same
time would work no hardship on the inventor,
who, of course, derives no benefit from a patented failure. --Another
defect in our patent systern is the procedure in the patent office through
which the question of priority of invention
between two or more applications for the same
invention is determined. Without tile constitution and without tile judicial training and experience of a court of law, the examiners of
interferences are called upon to decide, after a
quaai trial, the most difficult questions of fact, in
connection with which difficult questions of evideuce often arise. And after the question has
been litigated and settled in the patent office, it is
not regarded as res adjudicata, but may have to
be tried anew when the question of priority is
afterward raised in court. The hardship of this
can be realized when it is stated that these interference proceedings often take one, two or even
three years before a final decision is reached, and
involve the same outlay of money as do similarly
protracted legal proceedings.
But after all this,
the sUCCESsfulparty has not an adjudicated patent
right, but an ordinary patent, which may be called
in question in court. The succemful litigant, as
the outcome of his long litigation, has merelywon
a presumption.
Moreover, there is no provision
under the present system for mulcting the unsuccessful pal'ty in the costs of the proceeding; and
tlleway is thu_ thrown open to any unscrupulous
pr,lclitiotler to debar and hinder an inventor from
obtaining his patent, by merely filing a conflicting
application, with an oath that he is the inventor,
anti thus, without exposing himself to any liability
beyond prosecution for perjury, he may involve
the inventor in long and expensive litigation.
So also there is no provision for the application
of the doctrine of estoppel. The most obvious
remedy for this defect is either to allow the rival
inventors to litigate the question in court in the
first instance, and issue the patent to the prevailing
party; or else to restrict the function of the paten_ office to the investigation of the question of
novelty, to issue the patent to the first applicant,
and grant to subsequent applicants certificates of
invention which would enable them, if they chose,
to call in question in court the fights of the patentee. Unquestionably, however, inventors abould
be relieved from .the possibility of being obliged
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to litigate the same questions twice, as is the case
under the present practice. -- The decision of the
supreme court in hliller vs. Brass Company (104
U. S., 350), and the later decisions following
this
casc, have had the effect of reforming
a great
abuse which existed in the practice of indiscriminatcly reissuing
patents.
The statute made provision for reissue where the original patent wa_
defective through inadvertence
or mistake of the
inventor; but in the patent office the practice had
grown up of expanding
patents by reissue sons to
include more than the inventors originally claimed
or invented.
This practice
was denounced
as
vicious in the above cited case, and is now no
longer possible. -- A change in the statute law,
which has been suggested to congress by commisstoners for several years past, is the repeal of the
provision which limits the term of apatent,
where
the invention has first been patented in a foreign
country, to the life of the foreign patent having
the shortest term to run.
The motive which in
sertedthis clause in our patent code was, to secure
the patenting
of important
inventions
in this
country first, and perhaps also to obviate the supposed difficulty of continuing
the American patent
after the foreign one had expired, and thereby
placing domestic industries
at a disadvantage
in
the competition
with
foreign
trade.
In fact,
however, this provision operates harshly upon the
native inventor,
who, if he first takes out his
American
patent, loses his right to patents in
several European
countries.
The advantages
of
tl_is law are by no means sufficient to compensate
for the inconvenience
it causes, and the provision
should certainly
be expunged
from the statute
book. -- It has also been suggested,
that in certain
cases there should be established
some means of
compelling patentees to grant licenses, as has just
b_en (lone in England' by the bill which received
the royal assent in Auguqt, 1883; but the policy
of this measure
is at least doubtful.
A more
politic change would be the insertion in our patent codeof a statute of limitations covering claims
for infringement.
Infringement
is in the nature
of a tort, and the claim should,
therefore,
after
the analogy of other torts, be barred after a slmrt
term of years. -- Other and more radical reforms
that have been suggested
are, the creation
of
special tribunals
to adjudicate
the questions
of
p:_tent law. whose judges should possess the ncce,_ary technical
and scientific, as well as legal,
a_tainments; and also the establishment
of some
means of securing
to the court the opinions of
at)_)lutely unbiased
experts upon
the problems
of ._'ience and mechanics
which arise in the trial
(_f patent causes.
The present
use--or,
more
properly, abuse--of
expert
testimony
in patent
litigation, is hopelessly
confusing
to the court,
and renders its decisions uncertain
and unreliable,
_ts the conclusions
of the court are often based
up_)n the premises established
by expert evidence,
Theft. should be some way, therefore, of enabling
tilt* ('ourt to call in the assistance
of eminent
scientists whose opinions would be uncolored by
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retainers from either of the litigants. --Finally,
it
should be mentioned that, upon several occasions,
the adoption
of an international
patent code has
been recommended,
especially by the patent congress at Vienna in 1873. There are at present no
indications
that sucia a universal
system will be
established,
but it may yet be safe to conclude
that this will be the final step in the development of the patent system, and that the time is
perhaps not vcry remote when that step will be
taken.--V.
FOREm._ PATENT LAws.
Taking
its origin in England,
the patent system has now
been extended into more than forty states, provinces and principalities.
Switzerland
and Itolland
are the only considerable
civilized powers at preseat without a system of patent laws, and in both
countries strenuous efforts arc being made to have
a patent code enacted.
Roughly
speaking,
the
foreign patent systems, with one or two exceptions, differ from the American
in not requiring
"
an exhaustive
preliminary
examination
of the inventi_)n as to novelty and utility before issuing
tim patent.
Other differences
may be observed
from the following summary
of patent laws. -Great Britain.
Patents
are issued for the term
of fourteen years from the date of the application,
subject, however, to the payment of a tax of £50
at the end of the third year, and £100 at the end
of the seventh year.
The statute of monopolies
provided
for the patenting
of "new manufactures," but by judicial construction
thisterm
had
been made to cover the four classes of inventions
enumerated
in the American
act, and the act of
185_ substituted
the term "inventions."
The
patent is issued either to the first inventor or to
"the " first importer,"
who is generally
the agent
of the foreign inventor.
The usual procedure
in
taking out a patent is first to obtain "provisional
protection " for six months, after obtaining which
"notice
to proceed"
is given and advertised
in
the "Commissioners
of Patents Journal,"
with a
notification
that opposition
to the application
must be made within twenty-one
days from the
date of the notice.
Three weeks before the expiration of the "provisionalprotection,"
application
for the law officers' warrant
and great seal is
made.
The final specification
is then lodged, and
the patent issues for fourteen
years from the date
of the application.
To sustain a patent it is only
necessary that the invention should be new within
the United Kingdom;
and an invention patented
elsewhere can be patented in Great Britain at any
time during the life of the foreign
patent unless
a specification or complete description
of it exists
in the kingdom
before the British application
is
made.
The validity
of a patent
is, however,
generally
left to be adjudicated
by the courts;
and it is practically
the mere grant of a right to
sue for infringement
so long as the validity of the
patent is unimpeached.
Important
changes
in
this law, which were made by parliament
during
the present year (1883), and are to go into effect
Jan. 1, 1884, may be summarized
as follows : the
cost of patents has been greatly reduced; power
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has been given the board of trade to grant cornany description
has been published or foreign
pul._ry licenses in certain cases; and the provision
patent l_aken out upon it before the date of the
that the British patent lapsed with the expiry of Belgian application.
A patent of addition is taken
any foreign patent of anterior date has not been
for an improvement
of an invention already patre-enacted.-Canada has a patent system resementcd, and expires with the original patent.
A
bling that of the Unitt_l States, and the various
patent of importation
i_ues for the unexpired
Australian
colonies and provinces have systems
term of any foreign patent, if the invention has
differing
sonmwhat
in detail, but substantially
not been commercially
worked within Belgium
like the English in outline and theory.Fra_we.
for more than a year prior to the application.
Patents are issued upon substantially
the same
Tile specification must be full and exact, as in the
classes of inventions as in Engiaud and the UnitUnited States, and the remedies for infringement
ed States, and extend for a term of fifteen years,
are substantially
the same as in other countries. -subject to an annual tax of 100 frailes.
_N'opreI_lg.
Patents are granted for the term of fifteen
liminary examination
of tile invention
is made,
years, or for a shorter term, upon all new invenand the applicant
is considered
to be the first
tions except medicines.
A peculiarity
of the
inventor until the contral T is proved.
The quesItalian law is the provision that if the invention
tion of the validity of the patent is thus entirely
be patented elsewhere, the Italian patent continu_
left to the courts,
and in all patent litigation
with the foreign patent of the longest term, if
the burden of proof rests upon those who wouhl
within fifteen years.
The invention is required to
oppose or impeach the patent.
The novelty re- be worked in Italy within two years, and the patquired is novelty over the entire world, and an ent is subject to annual taxes.--Ru_ia.
Patents
invention
must therefore be patented in France.
are, granted for a maximum
term of ten years
at least as early as in any other country, as otherupon all new and useful inventions.
An examwise the foreign publication
of the specification
ination of the invention, both as to novelty and
before the issue of the French patent, would in- utility, is made, and apparently a high standard
validate tile latter.
The specification
must give
as to both qualities is required.
Patents
upon
as full a description
as is required by the Ameriinventions
previously
patented
elsewhere
are
can law, and the invention
must be worked in granted for only six years, or less if any foreign
France within two years of the date of the patent,
patent expires within that time. -- Sweden.
The
to preserve its validity. -- Ge_2any.
The present
duration of patents is fifteen years, or less if any
patent system dat_ from July, 1877. Patents are
prior foreign patent expires within that time, amt
granted for the term of fifteen ycars upon all new
the duration is fixed in eacll case by the chaml_.r
inventions,
with some exceptions,
such as foods
of commerce.
The patent issues only to the inand medicines, and are subject to an annual tax,
ventor.
The patent can not be impeached alter it
which increases fifty marks each year of the life
has been issued eight months, but the invention
of the patent.
The patent is issued to the first
must be worked in Sw(_len within from one Io
applicant, except where the application
is shown
four years from the date of the patent, to preserve
to be made fr_iudulently.
Tile patent office is sitits validity,
and yearly proof of such working
uated at Berlin, and an examination of the invenmust be given during the life of the patent. -tions submitted is made by examiners somewhat
Spain.
Four kinds of patents are granted in
as in the United States.
Before issuing the patent
Spain.
A patent of invention
is granted for
the specification
is published,
and opportunity
twenty years, and a patent of importation
for ten
given, for eight weeks, to opl_se the grant of the
years if the foreign patent is not more than two
patent on various grounds, as fraud or want of years old; a third species of patent is granted for
novelty.
At the end of that time, if there is no
five years to any person who will work an invenopposition,
the patent is granted.
As in France,
tion hitherto unpracticed in Spain,althoughknown
the invention must lrc worked within the limits of
there theoretically;
finally, patents of addition are
the empire within three years from the grant of granted for improvements,
which expire with the
the patent, to preserve its validity;
and in certain
patent for the main invention.
Each Spanish
cases the owners of patents are required to grant
patent covers Spain, the Balearie Isles, Cuba.
licenses at reasonable royalties.
Willful infringePorto Rico and the Philippine
Islands.
All new
ment is, under some circumstances,
a crime, puninventions,
except medicines,
may be patented,
ishable
by fine, and all infringement
may be and the invention
must be worked
within
the
restrained
by civil proceedings.
-- Belgium.
All
Spanish
dominions
within
two years from the
applications
for patents are granted .without examdate of the patent. _ BrnLrOORAI'H_.
Coke, 3
ination as to novelty, if they conform to the preInst., 184 ; Collier, Essay on the Law of PateT_t_
scribed
form,
and all new inventions,
except
for New Inventions,
London,
1803; Hands,
/Tu_
medical appliances and medicines, can be protected
Law and Practice of Patents for Znveng, orrs, Lonby patent.
Patents are of three classes: of invertdon, 1808 ; Godson, A Practivxtl Treatise art t?w
tion, of addition,
and of importation.
A patent
Law of Patents for _[nvmstions and of C_yright;
of invention issues for the term of twenty years,
Rankin, .An Analt/sis of the Law of Patent_, Lonsubject to a tax. which increases ten francs each
don, 1824; Feesenden, Fasay on the Law of.Patv_.s
year of the life of the patent.
The patent is void
for
New Inventions,
Boston,
1822 ; Renouard,
if the invention is not new within Belgium, or if
Trai, td des Brtroats d'I_tv_s_n,
Paris, 1_
; Reg-
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WHITRIDGE.
PATR0,NAGE_
in the sense in which it comes
e_pc('ially within the scope of this work, is the
control of appointments
and employmcnt._ for positions of a public nature.
Broadly considcred,
it ,..xtends to all selections of persons for service
in corporations, churches, schools and other postlions not within the private business of the person
m whom the patronage
belongs.
It may also be
regarded as including
honors,
decorations
and
pensions, under aristocratic
institutions.
In law
the t_ower of appointment
and employment
usually. but not always, includes the power of promotion, removal and dismisml.
It will be conenicnt, however, to treat these powers separately,
(S¢c PROMOTIONS, REMOVALS FROM
OFFICE,
SvoH_s Sx'sTE_.)--Patronage
of a character more
or Ic._s peculiar arises out of civil, military
and
naval administration,
respectively.
Wherever
_hcrc is a state church or an ecclesiastical
establi,hmcnt, there is, as a consequence,
a kind of
I)a_r(mage unknown under the government
of the
Unil_.d States.
if we had space for pursuing
the
sul)je_.tfrom the public departments
down through
the management
of landed
estates,
factories,
m.in(._,ships, railroads,
banks, insurance
compan_c, and manifold other corporations
in which
th(. sdection and dismissal of many subordinates
i_ aa important
part of the duties of superior
ofi_cial_, as well as a prolific source of favoritism,
corruption and extravagance,
we should find the
sul)j_.(.t full of interest and importance.
We can
hardly go beyond its more pubUc relations, and
shall eSl×.cially consider its responsibilities
and
abuses._ In its primary sense, in politics and the
church, patronage was a friendly care exercised
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by a superiorover thosewho had in some way
come under hisprotection,
callingfor generosity
and disinterestedness
on the part of him who
possessedit. Works of charity,beneficencesand
patriotismwere said to be placed under the patronage of the great and the good; thus inviting
sacrifice and support as a duty.
In Rome patronage marked a peculiar social relation between the
highest class and that next in order, based up-n
the reciprocal
relation of protection
and loyahy.
While the more honorable
al)plication
of the
word is not unknown
in our day, patronage
is
now generally
accepted
as implying
a selfish if
nc)t a venalrelation,
oruseof
authority
andinfluence.
The patronage
we are most familiar with
is that which is used, more or less unscrupulously
or corruptly,
to aid a party, a church, a faction,
a chicflain,
or perhaps
the official himself wh(>
exercises it, his relat_vt.s and his favorites.
Yet,
the h.gal control of selections for office and public employments,
when wisely and conscientiously
exercised, is palronage
in the worthy sense.
In
refusing
any polilic:d
conm.ction
between
the
government
and the t)rganizations
and officials of
religion,
the framers of our system avoided
a
large amount of the most pernicious
patronage
by which both the churches and the civil administration of the older nations have been complicated and corrupted.
So patronage
under our
system was still further
limited by our rejection
of class distinctions,
social orders, titles, and a
complicated
system of discretionary
pensions in
civil life.
It hardly
need be pointed
out that
under despotic and monarchical
governments
this
additional
patronage of the crown, in the form of
a power to create political distinctions
of rank, to,
fill the high places in the church, to confer dccorations, pensions and social preceden(.c,
h,s been
no small part of the cffective force and coherence
of the government,
as it has been of the sources of
corruption.
"Patronage-mongcring"
is a kind
of criminaloffense
in Great Britain, against which
criminal laws contain provisions.
It wasa maxim
of
lq'apoleon that "religion
and honors are the
two things by which mankind may bc governed ";
and even in this decade, Arthur
Helps, in his
"Thoughts
on Government,"
says the conferring
of honors is an important function of government.
And this is not all; for that form of government,
which creates a lauded aristocracy
and a church
hierarchy
lays the foundation
of a vast social
patronage on the part of nobles and great officials,
while it does not diminish the patronage
incident.
to the ordinary civil, military and naval administration.
Hardly more than this latter patronage
can exist under our institutions.
But it is plain
that, as wealth and population
increase, making
government,
business and society alike more cornplicated,
the amount and power of patronage,
becoming
more and more social and mercenary,
must greatly increase. --The civil administration
of the federal
government
was carried
on the
first year with a revenue of two million doUars,
and with probably less than a thousand o_cia_t
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it has now a hundred thousand. The federal
postal service in the beginning required only
seventy-five postmasters.
Under Jackson's administration it required 8,000. _N'owthereare more
than 45,000 postmaster_. The increase of state
and municipal officials has been in much the same
ratio. In New York city alone there are more
than 2,500 civil officials under the federal governmerit. About 10,000 officials serve there in tile
employment of the state and tile city; the latter ea,uing annual salaries amounting to about
$10,000,000. To all these, army and navy officers
and tile great number of fc.deral, state and tauntcipal emplo_ 6s must be added. In order to gain
some definite conception of tile stupendous potency of patronage in this counUT, even as a
mere political force, we must consider tile whole
body of its officials and employ_s, federal, state
and municipal, perhaps half a million in all; the
vast sums paid to them; the manifold bargains,
beggings, intrigues and contentions for these
places; the formidable and ever active power of
removal and promotion; to say nothing of the
constant anti vast authority for discipline, regulation and favors on tile part of those by whom
patronage is wielded. There is not astute, county,
city, ward, town or village, if even there be a
school district or hamlet, in which patronage is
not a constant political and social influence that
is courted or feared.
In each nomination anti
election, from those of the president and the
governors down to those of trustees, justices and
,constables, the element of patronage enters as a
suspected and efficient element, whether it be the
patronage of existing officials who intermeddle, or
the patronage--hoped for orfeared--of the officer
about to be created. In theeyesof politicalmanagers patronage is one of tile most sure and potent
of forces, never lost sight of in campaigns, and
almost never recognized as under moral obligations. Candidates are regarded by the politician
class as available in the ratio of their adroitness
in promising attd their unscrupulousness in using
patronage to bribevoters, to rewardelectioneerers,
to buy the press, attd to conciliate opponents and
rivals. Appe,xring as anelementin large measu,'e
extraneous to the merits of tile candidate and
the interests of tile voters, the influence of patronage very naturally and easily tends to demoralize and corrupt.
This result is helped by
the fact that no other great and venal influence
in politics is with so much facility exercised in
"secrecy, or is so readily kept beyond feat' of responsibility.
Bribery by the use of money may
leave some traces in aid of detection, but how
can it be proved in court that a hint or hope of
a place or of an official favor secured a hemination, a vote, or a supporter? How can it be
proved in a court that the fear of removal makes
a large proportion of our officials servile henehmen of patronage-mongers,
or that hundreds
voted for a member of congress, a mayor or a
governor, upon some assurance--not of course in
a formal promise--that the patronage of the new

official would be used for the advantage of venal
voters? Unworthy relatives, favorites, henchmen and dependents are appointed or hired in
superfluous numbers for the public service by
patronage-mongering officials; but how is it possi.
ble, except in extreme cast,s, to prove any wrong
beyond the unwise exercise of a large and but
loosely defined official discretion? There is, perhaps, no form of abuse in public affairs so easily
practiced as that form of patronage prostitution
which can secretly take place between a corrupt
officer and a venal office seeker. One of the
great evils of political life, under nll forms of gev.
eminent, has been tile abuse of official discretion
in tile use of patronage corruptly or selfishly.
And it hardly need be said that, under the republiean system in tile United States--greatly as the
sphere of patronage has been curtailed--it
is yet
one of tim most potent elements of corruption
and extntvagance in our politics, the portentous
effects of which are arousing tile patriotic classes
to a great effort for their removal. (See CIvlI,
SEIIVlCE REFORm.) Tile pressure for patronage
became very strong before any president yielded
to it. It was great under Jefferson, and greater
still under the last Adams. In 1825-6 the senate,
on motion of Mr. Macon, appointed a committee
to devise means for its reduction, which made art
able report. The committee's reportspeaks of the
"political machine," and urges the necessity of
arresting the growing power and corrupti,m of
patronage.
Five years before, Mr. Craw ford, a
secretary of the treasutT and a candidate for th,
presidency, had procured the passage of a bill
creating a four-years term for collectors, as M_.
Adams says, for the purpose of incre'ming h_s
patronage. -- It should not be overlooked th,,t
a part of the power and corruption of p_tu.nage grows out of tile ability of political re:inagers attd the patronage-mongering
class to t;,x
the salaries of office holders for the payment of
party and el_'ction expenses.
(See POLnrCAt,
ASSESSMENTS.)
The patromlge system has y_.t
another great element of st,'ength--the
ability
of party managers and the lords of patronymic
to compel those to whom they give offices a_d
employment to work, vote and be obedient to
their orders in all political matters. In that feature of the systenL which imp'drs the proper stlfrespect and independence of the public serwtnt,
is the great source alike of the servility of .ur
subordinate officials and of the arrogance a_d
potency of chieftains and party managers. _o
element adds more than this to the fierceness of
these contests for patronageiuwhiehvictorygtw'_
them a following of feudal dependents. (.'we
SPOILS SYswE,_.) Tile abuse of patronage has
not been confined to those upon whom the l,w
confers it, but members of legislatures, of congress and of city councils, have usurped the up"
pointing power of the executive, for the put.pose
of taking to themselves the patronage for their
own advantage.
Nothing is more e_sential to
good administration
than a real separatiot_, in
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practice, of the executive
from the legislative
department, which is so carefully provided in our
constitution and in that of every other enlightcued nation.
Indeed, the stability and perpetuity
of the government
depend on the preservation
of the counterpoise
of these departments.
The
officers at the head of the administration
can
be made to feel responsible for its good management directly---discipline
can be preserved therein-only when they are able to control the seleclion and removal of all those below them.
When
presidents, governors
or mayors are disposed to
treat the power of selection and removal of their
subordinates as so much patronage
to be used
selfishly in their own interest or that of their
party, we know that great evils threaten the public interests.
Still, when the authority and duly
of selection and removal are, as they should be,
h,ft solely in the executive
branch, the sense of
undivided responsibility
to the people is a salutaty r_traint.
:But no such sense of responslbility is felt when that power has been usurped by
the members of the legislative
department.
The
people do not regard the executive
officer, nor
does lie feel himself responsible
for g¢_od adminL-tratiou. The two departments
secretly unite in
foisting their electioneering
agents, their favori_es and dependents, upon the pay rolls of the
treasnry.
Neither feels responsible
for what he
helped to do.--Looked
at from another point of
view, we see it to be most dangerous to allow legislators--who
fix salaries and the number to be
employed in the executive
service, and whose
special duty it is to expose and arrest all abuses
therein--to acquire a selfish and partisan interest
in the increase of the numbers
and salaries of
Ihe._e subordinates.
They
have no longer the
e_urage or independence
needed for that duty.
The first salary to be reduced may be that of the
relalive or favorite of a member; the first person
that should be dismissed, his eleetioneering
agent,
Yet members of congress--and
of legislatures
drily in less degree--have
become the greatest
p_tr¢_nage-mongers
of the country ; usurping
eonlrol over such subordinates
in order to gain
file patronage of places to be pledged for votes
az_dother support in their elections ; thus becomiz_ directly interested, for themselves
and their
l_a_ty, in the increase of the members and cornpt'n_ation of such subordinates.
In that way,
coI_gles_men, in duty bound to aid the high exee_lhve oitJcers in the practice of economy, have,
_hr,,ugh lheir appeals and solicitations
for more
P_I_mge, become a cause of extravagance
and
cf_rr_q,lion alike.
They go through
the depart_ _I_ and besiege secretaries
and heads of bu_cau_ for places.
Congressional
patronage-u_lrped congressional
patronage, for, leg'dJy and
l)_l_e_ly, cougressmen
lmve no patronage whatv_r_hasbecome
one of the most cor_'upting and
da_:_,rous influences in our national affairs.
In

congressional
usurpation
of patronage
has not
been confined to civil offices, but extends to appointments
in the military
and nawd service
likewise.
It has al_ taken from the executive
almost
exclusive
control of the selections
of
cadets for the military
and naval
schools at
West Point
and Annapolis.
Many members
have
unquestionably
exercised
this usurped
control patriotically
and honestly.
Public opinion has so overawed
others
that they have,
with
great
advantage
to those
schools,
allowed the cadetslfips included in their patronage
to he freely competed
for and to be bestowed
upon the most worthy, as shown by the competitive examinations,
But in a great majority of
cases, the palronage
of these
cadet selections
has been simply added by congressmen
to the
mass of their civil patronage, which is one of the
great forces that determine congressional
norainations and elections.
Vague hints in various
quarters, that support may gain an appointment
to one of these schools, may be made to secure
many votes.
To gain control of as much patronage as possible before the elections, and after the
elections to find places for those to whom they
have promised appointments
and employment as
a reward for electioneering,
votes and puffing,
during elections, absorb no small portion of the
time and thoughts of all the more unscrupulous
and partisan
candidates
and members
of congress. _ The late President
Garfield spoke emphatically
on these points.
In a speech at Willtams college, lie said: " Congre_men
have become the dispensers, sometimes
the brokers, of
patronage.
One-tMrd of the working
hours of
senators and representatives
is hardly sufficient
to meet the dema_ds made upon them in reference to appointments
for office."
In an article
in the " AllanLic :Monthly," for July, 1877, lie
says: "The p_esent system inwldes the independence of the executive, and makes him less responsilJle for the ch,'Lra{.ter of his appointments;
it
impairs the efficiency of the legislator, by diverttug him from his proper sphere of duty and involving him in the intrigues of the aspirants for
office." In a speech in congress, in 1870, he made
it clear that congressional
pressure for patronage
is as willful on the part of members
as it is
disastrous to the country.
This is his language:
"We press such appointments
upon the departments; we crowd the doors ; senators and representatives
throng the bureaus and offices until
the public business is obstructed;
the patience of
officers is worn out, and sometimes
for fear of
losing their places by our influence, they at last
give way and appoint men, not beea_se they are fit
far tl_e po*ition, but because we a_k it."
As a further example of the consequences
of the abuse of
patronage,
it may be stated, upon what seems
reliable authority,
that at least one-third of the
time of President
G_rficld (before his injury)

_o _ ay perhaps does it appear more th_eatening
th_n _n connection with the power of confirmatioa by the senate.
(flee CoN_im_ro};.)
This

was absorbed
by applicants
for office, and that
more than six-sevenths
of the calls made upon
sue of his secretaries
during a period of three
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montlm were for omce seeking.
Such are the effecVs
in the higher departments
of the government
of
converting the appointing
power into patronage
for selfish and partisan
purposes.
We have no
space for tracing the consequences
of a similar
prostitution
of patronage
in state legislatures,
city councils, or in the various grades of office
throughout
the country.
(For a general
statemeat of the abuses with which this prostitution
is connected, see SPoiLs SYSTEM. ) -- So vast and
familiar have the evils of patronage become, that
some of the American
people almost despair of
their removal, while many more bare come to
regard them as ori_nal and inevitably under our
institutions.
It will not, therefore, be unprofitable to refer to the same evils and the manner of
their removal in Great Britain, to whose administrative system ours is most analogous.
(See Eaton's "Civil Service in Great Brltain.")--Wherever government
purely despotic
exists, offices
and places are bestowed
absolutely in tl_e discretion of the ruler.
Patronage,
in its usual sense,
can only exist _vhere some degree of obligation
to use it for the common benefit is recognized by
the appointing
power, and that power is, in some
measure, held by great officers of state.
Under
the lowest forms of patronage we find offices and
places salable, that is, treated as perquisites and
merchandise,
with but the faintest recognition
of
a moral obligation in the matter.
We have only
to go back a century or two in the history of the
leading nations of Europe, to come upon a period
when every grade of office and public employmeat and the patron_ge of the same were bought
and soh], either openly or secretly, by kings, by
princes, by nobles and bishops, by generals
and
admirals, by lords and those of every grade in
the social and official scale influential
enough to
purchase
or control
a bit of patronage.
Even
within this century the English govermnent
has
provided bylaw for the purelmae, by itself, of patronage anti offices (for the purpose of making them
really public again), which had been formanygenerations private prol_rty,
mere merchandise
in the
hands of patronage-mongers.
In the British army
the buying and selling of offices and tlle patronage
of the same were openly carried on and were recognized
as legal by the government,
under the
name of " purchase,"
up to 1871.
English army
officers generally obtained their commissions
by
purchasing
them at the market price. • The patronage of these offices bad formerly
been in a
considerable
measure a part of the perquisites
of
members of parliament.
And when, in 1870, the
attempt
was made to suppress
that patronagemerchandise,
there were members of parliament
who contended
that such a system of patronage
and purchase was essential
to good army administration in Great Britain,
just as there are now
many members in our congress
and many intelligent politicians who contend that civil patronage
is essential to the life of parties and the management of our politics.
So strongly was that theory
aupported
in Great Britain that the bill for the

suppre_ion
of patronage
and purchase in the
army was thrown out in the house of lords in
1871; but the abuse was in the same year suppressed by a royal waITant which superseded the
old regulation on which purchase had rested.
It
was, however, only doneon the basis of an allowance by the government
to the army patronagevendees, as having a vested property in what they
had purchased. An open competition of merit, determined by examinations,
took the place of patronage and purchase for gaining office in the army,
and cadetships in the military and naval schools.
And promotion._ have been generally placed on
the same basis (with a certain regard for senior.
ity), to the credit and advantage of those parts
of the public service. -- Almost
from the organization of the state church of England, there
has been a complicated
system of merchantable
patronage in its official life, nor is it by any means
yet suppressed.
Greatly as the public opinion of
this country is blinded and blunted by long fami].
iarity with the evils of patronage in our political
administration,
it can hardly contemplate
without
a shock the prostitutiml of patronage which long
existed in that church, or even look without surprise upon the part of it which still survives there
after patronage has ceased in her civil administration.
Many of our party managers, who regard
our vicious political patronage as original here, if
not as quite defensible, affect astonishment
at its
counterpart
in the church of England;
they are
too blinded or too ignorant to comprellend
the
fact that the same form of patronage we tolerate
long existed in Great Britain, but has been suppressed there by methods which might be made
equally salutaryhere.--Tl_e
appointment
of archbishops and bishops, until the present century.
was there as venal, mercenary
and regardless
of
the public interests as the creation of noblemen,
thegiftof
pensions and the bestowal of franchises,
all of which were in large measure
bestowed a._
bribes or as rewards for subserviency
to the crown
or the aristocracy.
George III. nuule his infaz_1
son a bishop.
It was the custom for an archbish
op on the consecration
of a bishop, to name a favorire of Iris own, whom the bishop was to "take care
of," that is, to provide with a place and a salary.
The bishop imitated that. example in dealing wtth
therector;
and thus through every grade asystem
of vicious patronage extended, down to the beadle
and the chorister.
This patronage
was protected
by law, as in the nature of property;
that of the
archbishop
being known
as his " option."
8Jrunny and nepotism
were but designations
of a
particular phase of patronage.
The right, or privliege, of officiating iu a church (as a minister, according to our phraseology)
was called a "beneflee,"or, inpopularlanguage,
a"living,'aname
which marks
the mercenary
view taken of it.
The right to hold this benefice, or living, was an
"advowson,"
which was, in other words, the patronage of the rectorship
or church.
Th_tpatronage of a church, the advowson, including the titles
and income, was sometimes regularly bought and
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sold long after the edifice had gone to decay, and
the worshipers
had died or scattered.
The advowson (or right of filling the benefice)
might
be bought and many times transferred
while an
(_ceupying rector was still officiating.
The owner
of the advowson was the patron of the benefice,
This advowson,
or patronage,
was emphatically
i)roperty, and was as fully protected by law and as
regularly and oI:ienly bought and sold as cattle or
grain ; and with considerable
limitations
favorable
to capacity, character and publicity,
advowsons in
the church of England
are slill generally
bought
-rod sold.
The person presented by the purcliaser,
or the purchaser
himself
if he wishes to officiate,
must be approved
by the bishop before lie can
enter upon the enjoyment
of his living;
but the
worshipers
have no power to keep him out or to
put one of their choice in, not even so much power
of that kind as have our citizens to secure a good
appointment
in a city department
against thewill
of the "boss"
or the party managers.
Many advowsons are at all times in the market for sale.
The following
is a specimen advertisement
(of a
very usual form) cut from the "London
Times,"
of September,
1870 : "Advowson
for Sale (a Rectory), situated close to a good town in an eastern
county.
Situation
most healthy
and pleasant,
Good society.
Income, about £250 a year; and
there is a prospect
of a very early possession;
excellent vicarage house, grounds/etc.
Address
J. B. Hill. 51 Hollywood
Road, West Brompton."
-- Wlmt scandalous
consequences
followed such
otpatronage system in more despotic and corrupt
times, blr. Ftoude
tells us (History,
vol. v., pp.
255-257) in this language
: "In the country
the
patron of the benefice no longer made distinction
between a clergyman
and a layman.
* "* He
presented his huntsman,
his steward or his game
keeper.
* * The cathedrals
and eimrches
of

patronage-mongers
had the hearty sympathy
of
the :English patronage-mongers.
The courts affirmed a right of private property in churcll patronage.
Thereupon
Dr. Clialmers
left the state
church, and carried with him more than one-third
of all the clergy of the church
of Scotland.
"Their
once crowded churches were surrendered
to others, while they went forth to preach on the
hillsides,
and in tents, barns and stables."
(2
May's Constitutional
History, p. 442.) In eighteen
years more than $26,000,000 were contributed
for
the purposes of the new organization,
nowknown
as the "Free
Church of Scotland."-Supported
by such elements of venality and corruption
outside of party polities, it is hardly necessary to say
that patrotmge in thecivil administration
of Great
Britain was far wor._e than any we have yet developed, or that its removal was made far more difficult by reason of the patronage-mongers
of the
army, of the church and of the civil administration making common cause together.
Whatever
reform directly threatened
one, indirectly
threatened all.
In her civil administration
every grade
of office and pblce centuries ago became patronage
in the control of somebody--of
the crown, of the
princes, of nobles, of bishops, of great landlords,
of cabinet
officers, of members of parliament,
of
partiesand
of party managers.
More grossly and
boldly than ever with us, unworthy
men were
given places, and needless numbers
were foisted
upon the public pay rolls, in order to increase the
amount of patronage.
As with us, the public ellicials and employ_s neglected
their duties in order
to serve their patrons;
and the most intolerable
incompetency,
inefficiency
and corruption
existed
in the municipal
administration.
In the greed
for increasing patronage,
_md for making it w_luable to patronage-mongers
and parties, the parsmount tests for appointments
were not fitness, but

London became
the chosen scenes of riot and
p_ofanity, St. Patti's was the stock exchange
of
the (lay, where the mercbantsmet
for business and
the lounge; where gallants gambled and fought,
aud killed each other."
It was the natural result
of such a system of church
patronage,
that he
who had bought the office or place in the church
x_as regarded
as the owner of it, and under the
common law of England
even parish clerks and
sextons have freeholds in their offices. -- Patronage in the church
of Scothmd
was lmrdly less
mercenat_r and disastrous.
It was known as "lay
l)atrouage."
John
Knox
in vain attempted
to
arrest it. It secured recognition
by law, and led
to scandalous acts of violence.
For generations
it w_s a prolific source of venality, favoritism and
corruption,
not only in the Scotch church, but in
the whole civil administration
of Scotland.
It
finally became _ intolerable
to the better sentiment of the Scotch church that in the first quarter
of this century
it caused a disruption
of the
church itself.
Dr. Clmlmera,
leading
the party
which made a stand against patronage, secured a
majority in the general assembly in 1834.
A long
litigation followed, in which the Bcotc, h church

opinions, and the promise and prospect of work
for the party and the patrons. -- Until about the
beginning of this century parhament
had not become so potent in the state as to enable its members
to usurp any great share of patronage.
But as
their influence
increased,
tl_ey used it toincrease
their patronage.
George llI. was the last king
who was able by direct authority
to put limits to
that parliamentary
usurpation.
He used the vast
patronage of the crown as relentlessly
as Jackson
used that of the executive for partisan ends.
He
also used puhlic money, equally with patronage,
to corrupt
opponents,
to reward
supporters,
to
make presents to favorites, and to bribe members
of parliament.
Under his immediate
successors,
members of parliament
took to themselves
the
largest part of all civil patronage,
and they continned to hold and to use it in aid of their own
elections, their party and their favorites, until the
triumph of the reform policy by which it has been
suppressed.
(See CrvlL SERVICERmCOmUr.) The
patronage
of members of parliament
finally became the greatest and the most persistent obstacle
in the way of reform, just as the patronage of our
members of congress is now such an obstacle; in
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each country alike blinding
the eyes, debauching
the conscience
and corrupting
the morals of the
members of the legislature;
though such patronage here has by no means yet reached the shameless aggravation which it attained in Great Britain
during the first half of this century.
But with
us it has one pernicious
element not known, at
least in 1his century, in Great Britain--that
of political assessments,
through which the patronagemo_gering
members of congress are able to coerce
the public servants to pay ready money as well
_ts do servile work for carrying
congressional
clcclions.
In Great Britain the sale of offices in
early times prevented
the growth of the abuse of
assess_lLent._; for who would pay a full price for
an office, if, like ours, it was subject to an annual
rent in the form of an assessment
to be fixed at
the discretion of members of p_lrliament and party
chieftains?
Members of parliament
were so suspicious of each other, and scrambled so intolerably
among themselves
for more and more patronage
and a grdater share of what there was, that,
in mere self.protection,
an officer was provided,
known as the "patronage secretary," who arranged
and supervised an eql_itablc appc,l'tionmcnt of the
spoils; keeping books in which each member was
credited with his share, and debited from lime
to time with the doles of the palronage he received,
We have only reached the stage of patronnge
evolution at which much the same thing is clone
secretly and in a scramble
by our members of
congress, with frequent
scruples and many protestations of disgust.
It only requires time, however, to reach the full stage of the flaunting,
shameless British development
of fifty years ago.
--The
experience
of Great Britain is especially
interesting,
not only as showing tile results which
our evolution is soon likely to reach if not arrested, but as showing how such an evil, buttressed
by many elements of strength with which we are
not confronted, may be overcome.
For patronage,
in any other sense than the mere exercise of the
'appointing
power
in the public interest alone,
ban, in the civil administration
of Great Britain,
been,
with very slight exceptions,
suppressed,
Members
of palliament
have lost their usm_ped
control over appointments,
and are therefore without patronage of any kind. -- After the creation
of a sounder public opinion, the principal means
there used ff)r the suppression
of civil patronage
was the enforcement
of rigid competitive
examinatioas of fitness before appointments,
by which
the qualifications
were tested which were required
for holding the places sought.
(See CIVaL S_Rwc_ REFORm, an/e, and " Civil Service in Great
Britain,"
by D. B. Eaton.)
Such examinations
and conditions are obviously
fatal to all partisan
and mercenal T enjoyment
of patronage, and for
that reason were opposed by patronage-mongering
members of parliament, as they are now opposed
by our patronage-mongering
members of congress,
The work of patronage suppression
in Great
Britain was also aided by more effective laws
against bribery (known as office brokerage laws)

than any in force in this country.
(See work
last cited, pp. 132 to 139.) Our statutes make
bribery toconsist in giving or promising
"money
or something of value" for tile doing of the act,
as voting, appointing,
etc., and they do not extend to the promising of nominalions
or eonfirma.
ti_ms, or to influence for procuring
them.
The
English statutes go much further; making it a
penal offense to enter into contrsct for, or to engage in tile business of, procuring offices or places
for a consideration
of a corrupt nature, whether
valuable or not.
The promise of officialinfluence
for votes or appointments
is such a consideration.
Some of the most comprehensive
of our decisions
against bribel T and the corrupt use of patronage
are based solely on English
precedents--facts
which plainly illustrate thepotency
of the patronage interest in our legislation. -- In tile last few
years there has been a rapid growth of public
opinion, which sternly condemns our patronage
system.
Never has the levying of political assessmcnts been so vigorously
arraigned as during the
present year (1883). More and more our statesmen
are becoming convinced
that the enforcement
of
that system does not even give strength to a party.
Sober reflection and a more careful observance of
facts are convincing
them that fidelity to principies, the selection
of worthy men for office, and
honest, efficient administration,
and not a venal
and proscriptive
use of patronage,
are the true
and sufficient sources of vigor, vitality and power
in a party.
British experience
on the subject is
securing the attention of our thinkers in politics.
The enforcement
of competitive
examinations
at the postoffice and custom house at New York
city, through which the patronage there has been
suppressed,
by enabling
the most worthy to win
the plaices, in utter disregard
and defe_t of the
practices and interests of the old patronage-mongera and chieftains of New York politics, has done
much to convince the public that only a practiceble and becoming
effort is needed to achieve a
suppression
of patronage
in our civil administration, as complete and saluta_ T as that which has
hcen accomplished
in that of Great Britain. _In
that broad sense in which patronage may be held
to include the legal and faithful
exercise of the
appointing
power, it must always exist, and must
become greater with the increase of our population and commerce.
What is needed is a public
opinion which shall be wise, virtuous snd patriotic
enough to enforce such exercise of that power,
when aided by the better practical methods that
are available
for our use.
It is necessary
that
every official should be educated to accept, and
compelled by law and public opinion to act upon,
the theory that there can be no proper and legal
public patronage in which any officers or citizens
can have a pecuniary interest, or, in other words,
that there is no more moral or legal right to use
the appointing power than there is to use the public money for the private advantage of any citizen,
officer or party.
We must have a public opinion
which treats one of these offenses as being equally
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reprehensible
with the other.
For the legal prineiples applicable
to this part of the subject, see
REmoves.
DORMAI_ B. EATOn.

fifth part of the whole population,
if the figures
were reasonably
exact.
He reduced
them to
150,000, which was still, perhaps, one in eight of
the population.
The civil wars that brought
PATRONS
OF HUSBANDRY.
(See GRA-_- Augustus
to the throne raised this number to
oars.)
300,000, which Augustus, in turn, reduced to
200,000;but when he gave hissubjectsan extraorPAITPERIS_L
It is not to be supposed that dinary donative,says Merivale, "the numbers
theessenceof pauperism isanything elseinAmerwho partook of his bounty swelled again to
icathan itisnow in Europe, or than itwas in the 320,000." (Historyof theRomans under theErastatesof antiquity. But, Just as the conditions pire,chap. xxxiv.) This carefulEnglish author
of poverty among the Romans, the Greeks, and supposes that the 200,000 occasional paupers
the Hebrews, were widely different
from thoseof mentioned by Augustus represented the whole
England and France in the eighteenthcentury, poorer sortof citizens;
while the320,000included
so now the conditionsof poverty in a new and those below the senatorialand equestrianrank.
advancing industrialrepublic like the United In any case, these enormous figures,though
States,must be very unlike those which have swollenby duplications,
likethe pauper statistics
prevailed among the Latin, the Sclavonic,the of modern times,show what a cancer pauperism
Teutonie or the Celtic races of Europe; settled had become in imperial Rome, which devoted a
as they are under ancientand fixedinstitutions,large share of itsannual budget to the various
where the distinctions
of wealth and povertyare methods of relief.Under the Antonines, when
comparatively immutable. Where classdistinc- philanthropyand population had both increased,
tionshave hardened into caste,pauperism must the number on the poor-ratesof Rome isstated
be a different
thing from that degree of poverty at 500,000. No modern city, except possibly
which prevailsamong a people of permanent Paris in thc famine years of the revolution,or
equality,
orgfever-changinginequality.Themodduring the siege of 1871, could show so largea
era cityand the manufacturing towns are strong proportion of paupers to population. For this
examples of this fluctuating
inequality,
where the
the simple reason seems to have been, that the
working man of to-day may be the industrial
familiar saying of Franklin,
"If every man and
chieftain ten years hence; and where vast fortunes,
woman would work four hou_ each day in someswiftly accumulated,
are suddenly dispersed and
thing useful, that labor would produce sufficient
scattered throughout
a multitude.
On the other
to procure all the necessaries
and comforts of
hand, the villages and rural districts of America,
life," was far less descriptive of ancient Rome than
and of some European countries, offer examples
of great cities in recent times.--In
this view,
of permanent equality,
which, of all conditions,
and looking back over 2,000 years, it can hardly
isleast favorable to pauperism. --M. Baudri]lart,
be said, as M. Baudrillart
maintains,
that "the
in an article published in Block's ]_hk0kmn_z_re de concentration
of pauperism has increased with the
lrz Pot_tfiIue, asserts that it is less than a century
progress of industry,"
except in the restricted
since the sphinx of pauperism
began to put her
sense that the concentration
of inhabitants, which
destructive questions
to the industrial nations of
industrial
progress has produced, is necessarily
Europe.
But this "riddle of the painful earth"
accompanied
by a like concentration
of poverty.
is no modern one, though
its form may have
Indeed, the same writer goes on to say that this
changed with the last century.
The agglomeravery progress of industry has lessened the suffertion of poverty in great manufacturing
centres,
ings of the poor, and increased the number of
like Manchester,
Lyons, and the vast capital
those who live in comfort.
This is certainly the
citis of London, Paris, Vienna, etc., undoubtedgeneral result, though the crowding
of artisans
ly accentuates
and renders more perceptible
the
and operatives into manufacturing
centres does
pauperism
of the last half century.
But is it
often produce
the sanitary, moral and economic
not also true, as M. Baudrillart
says, that great
evils which we all recognize from M. Baudrillcities have always been sad nurseries of poverty?
art's description.
In too many cities of manuIn Rome, from the earliest period of its urban
faeturing
industry,
rents rise and' wages fall;
greatness
until
it had been twice sacked
by
the dark and narrow street,
the promiscuous
the barbarians
in the time of St. Augustine,
a lodging
house, the damp cellar, become
the
period of at least five centuries, the relief of
abode of laborious poverty, as well as of lurking
the poor was one of the chief functions
of the
crime; the father of a family drinks, the wife destate, and a very eml)a_Tassing one.
The "corn
serts the cheerless
home, the son becomes a
laws" of Caius Gracchus (B. C. 123)were poor"loafer,"
and the daughter
a prostitute.
This
laws; but the distribution of food under this queshappens often in France, Belgium
and England,
tionable legislation
was not wholly gratuitous,
and is not unknown
in America;
to which the
until Clodius the demagogue
made it so, in the
operatives throng by thousands
from those very
time of Csssar's Gallic war.
Returning from his
cities of Europe
in which the evils mentioned
victory over Pompey,
Cmmr found 820,000 _erare most rife.
It must not be forgotten, howsons (the chronicle_
say) receiving
this kind of
ever, that the sharper contrast which cities afford
out-door relief, in and about Rome; more than a of the extremes
of wealth and poverty, and the
129
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attractive force exercised by accumulated
wealth
in drawing together a corresponding
accumulation of poverty, account in part for the startling
picture of misery and degradation
which manufacturing
towns so often furnish.
The same
crime and misery scattered through a thousand
rural neighborhoods
would affect the public sensibility le_s than when it is found concentrated
in
Birmingham,
Mulhausen
or the manufacturing
regions along the Rhine and its tributaries.--It
is further to be noted that, while the ancient cities
were capitals
of conquest
and of commerce,
the modern
capitals
are much more centres of
manufacture
and of public resort.
The present
age is migratory,
both for the rich and the poor,
and even the classes between travel for business
or pleasure
much more than the rich formerly
could..Rome
is no longer the seat of empire,
but a caravansary
for virtuosos
and tourists;
Paris is the home of pleasure, but also, and still
more, the workshop
of useful, industry;
so, too,
each in its degree, are Vienna and New "York.
Migration,
on the large scale in which it now
takes place in central and western Europe and in
America,
is both a suurce of pauperism
and a
check upon its growth.
It is to the immigrants
and their children
that we look for most of the
public poverty
that is now seen in the United
States; yet the emigration
of these very persons,
or their fathers, from Europe,
has checked
the
growth of pauperism
in the countries
they came
from.
With these preliminary
remarks we may
come at once to the subject in hand.--In
a restricted sense, pauperism
is that degree of poverty
for which public relief is provided;
in a broader
definition,
it is that condition
of body, or ternper of mind, in large numbers
of people, which
makes them easy applicants
for public or private
relief.
In the former sense, the word is a mere
definition ; in the latter,
it points to a distinct
and formidable
social evil, always to be deplored,
though
not to b_ wholly avoided.
In neither
sense is it new to the world's history, in the earlier chapters of which we find traces that pauperism was known and felt as an evil.
But as a recognized and preventable
evil, as a social solecism
and a public nuisance,
it has never attracted
so
much attention
as now, in all parts of the world,
In early times slavery replaced
pauperism,
and
prevented
its lesser mischiefs from receiving
due
notice ; in the Christian
dispensation,
until recently, the relief of the poor has been viewed as
a religious
duty, and these mischiefs
of pauperism have sometimes
been fostered
in the name
of religion.
For a century
past, the saying of
Burke, that "the
age of sophisters
and economists has come," is certainly
true as applied
to
this subject.
The religious motive for dispensing
charity has been kept in the background,
while its
economical
demerits
have been increasingly
inslated on.
Were human nature other than it is,
the religious
and philanthropic
side of charity
might be expected to vanish from consideration,
while logic and utility should rule. But the so-

cial and spiritual affections of mankind are such
that pity will always give ere charity begins, even
for objects unworthy,
and charity will keep on
giving until good sense says "You
are creating
the evil you mean to cure."
It has been a view
of this consequence
of public charity that, in
recent times, has led to so many efforts for
the prevention
of pauperism,
and so much censure on the practice of alms-giving,
even for
needful
relief.
Dr. Lieber, writing
more than
fifty years ago, when the founders of the English
school of political economy were still living, and
more influeuti:_l than they are ever likely to be
again, said: " ]n England,
where wages are low,
compared
with the expense of living, an ordinary
labore_" often can not s:tve anything
against the
time of decrepitude
or sickness;
and the children
uf suffering
parents
must st,ffcr with them.
By
what means shall their present
distress
be retiered?
The economists
of the new school" (this
was in 1831), "namely,
that of Mr. Malthus, Mr.
Ricardo, Mr. bI'Culloch,
and others, say that they
are to be abamtoned
to starvation.
But, says Lieber, "a doctrine so abhorrent
to our nature is only
a hideous theory, whmh can not enterinto
the law
or habits of any people, until human nature shall
be sunk into brutal hardheartedness.
The dictates
of religion,
conscience
and compassion
enjoin
upon us to give relief."
Here is the whole question stated ; and its solution must depend upon
the wisdom and the daily details of administering those measures by which relief is now given,
and in the future is anticipated
or prevented.Among the latter measures
M. Baudrillart,
with
excellent
sense, but perhaps
in a manner
too
vague and general, specifies primary and professional instruction,
combined
with mural education ; a better system of housing
the poor, too
often crowded
into unwholesome
lodgings,
so
that better sanitary conditions
may permit a better moral atmusphere
; the dispersing
of manufactories throughout
rural districts ; and finally,
the general progress of civilization
and industry,
so that increased
productive
power may enlarge
production.
In solving the problem of pauperism, he says: "To increase production
is the first
step; to assist equitable
and humane distribution
of the products,
is the second, which would
be
useless without
the first; for nothing
else could
insure that, where there is but little, each person
should be above want."
Another
French writer,
M. Baron, who in 188I took the Pereira prize for
an elaborate work on French pauperism,
entitled
I2 .Paup_,
,Sea Causes et scs .RemAin, pax A.
Baron
(Sandoz
& Thuillier,
Editeurs,
Paris,
1882), goes into minute
details concerning
these
general preventives
of pauperism,
laying stress
particularly
on the means of inducing
the work
people of his country to deposit in savings banks,
insure their lives, and by other approved economical precautions,
raise themselves
above the dangerous level of their present poverty, from which
it is but a step, in illness, old age or vice, to the
abyss of pauperlam=
:No recent work has treated
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more fully or ably of these subjects, and there is
a degree of practical wisdom (not always found
in economical
writers) in almost
all M. Baron's
observations.
I may except some petulant
remarks which he makes concerning
the "People's
Banks"
of the late Herr Schu]ze-De]itr_sch,
a
German economist,
whose services
have been
perhaps overrated, but who does not deserve all
the scorn which M. Baron pours out upon him.
-- M. Baron's book is clear in its definitions, and
recent in its statistics,
and I shall make much
use of it in what follows concerning
European
pauperism.
His'definition
of pauperism
in the
individual
(which the French call _/_re--a
word
carefully
to be distinguished
from our English
word "misery,"
by which it is often translated)
is striking, and may be quoted.
He says: "Poverty, then, is not pauperism;
the former is relatire, tile latter absolute.
At Rome, when everybody was poor, there were no paupers; it was the
growing luxury of some which disclosed the poverty of others.
But pauperism (m_kre) is the minus side of material
existence,
the foot of the
human ladder
(le fond de l'abjectio_
l_uraaine);
the pauper is confronted
by this dilemma,
to eat
the bread of another or to die.
A sad choice!
either beggary or robbery or death; the degradation of alms, the dishonor
of a thief, or death
by starvation."_This
may describe
pauperism
in Europe,
but with us no such fated alternative is ordinarily
presented.
There
have been
deaths
from
starvation
in America,
but they
were generally
suicides, or the result of mental
decay; there have been many thefts for which
poverty was the excuse, and there has been much
beggary in some of our great cities, but neither
starvation,
mendicancy
nor theft have naturally
occurred
in our new country because of extreme
poverty. -- The principles
of prevention
systematically developed
by recent authors on the subject may be found
concisely
stated in Defoe,
Adam
Smith,
and other early writers.
That
great pupil of Adam Smith, the younger Pitt, in
a speech to the house of commons in February,
1796, while discussing
a new poor law, said:
"These great points of granting relief according
to the number
of children,
preventing
removals
at the caprice of the parish officer, and making
them subscribe
to friendly
societies, would tend
in a very great degree to remove every ground of
complaint.
_ ¢* All this, however,
I will confess is not enough, if we do not engraft upon the
law resolutions
to discourage
relief where it is not
wanted.
_ _ The extension
of schools of indl2stry is also an object of material importance.
The suggestion
of these schools
was originally
drawn from Lord Hale and Mr. Locke, and upon
such authority
I have no hesitation
in recommending the plan to the encouragement
of the
legislature.
_ ** Such a plan would convert
the relief granted to the poor into an encouragemeut for industry, instead of being, as it is by the
present poor laws, a premium
for idleness and a
school for sloth.
There are also a number of
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subordinate circumstances
to which it is necessary
to attend.
The law which prohibits giving relief
where any visible property remains, should be
abolished.
That degrading
condition
should be
withdrawn.
1_'o temporary occasion should force
a British subject to part with the last shilling of
his little capital, and to descend to a state of
wretchedness
from which he could never recover,
merely that he might be entitled to a casual supply."
These remarks are all wise, and most of
them are practical; but the new poor law proposed
by Pitt in 1796 (which may be found printed at
length in a valuable
but little known work, Sir
F. M. Eden's "State of the Poor," London, 1797),
was burlesqued
by Beutham,
and did not find
acceptance
with parliament.
In supporting
it
Pitt said hc conceived,
that, to promote the free
circulation
of ]abel and remove the obstacles by
which industry is prohibited
from availing itself
of its own resources,
would go far to diminish
the necessity of relief from the poor rates.
He
also recommended
that "an annual report should
be made to parliament,
which should
take on
itself the duty of tracing the effects of its own
system from year to year, till it should be fully
matured;
that, in short, there should be a yearly
poor-law budget, by which the legislature
would
show that they had a watchful eye upon the interests of the poorest and most neglected part of
the community."
Tilis suggestion has since been
adopted, not only in England,
but in many other
countries,
and in the separate states of our own
country, as I shall
show presently.Of the
English poor laws iv general, Mr. Senior oncesaid
that they had their origin, during
the reigns of
Edward
III. and Richard
II., "in an attempt
substantially
to restore
the expiring
system of
slavery."
This is a remark profoundly
true; and
it may further be said that tile subsequent
|egislation, even down to a very recdnt period, ill England, was quite as much in the line of preserving
class distinctions
as of alleviating
the distress of
the poor.
In this respect the pauper system of
England--indeed,
of all Europe--and
that of the
United States, differ radically.
Certain unaw_idable distinctionsdo
appear in our legislation,
notably those arising from immigration
in the north,
and from the difference
of race in the southern
states; but the general
spirit
of the American
poor laws has been friendJy to the advancement
of the poor man.
In Englandand
France, on the
contrary,
the effort for centuries was to keep the
poor man "in his place," that is, to keep him still
poor, and use him as a prop for the comfort and
]uxm T of the privileged
classes above him.
An
English pamphleteer,
of no great fame, but of
much good sense (Charles Lamport), made these
remarks in 1870 concerning
the traditional treatment of the English
poor, under the laws of his
country : "' The poor-law t/u_t'y is, that all occupiers of houses
and lands shall contribute
to a
general fund, localized for better administration,
to make provision against the wants and claims
of the destitute.
Its pma_
is, that no destitute
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_r_n, however meritorious,can benefitby this
organizationwithout having to pass under _omething very like the old Roman yoke.
On the one
side of the Caudine forks, a man stands erect,
self.respecting
and respected, and with name unstained; on the other side he crouches, a changed
and degraded being.
He has become a social pariah, hopes destroyed,
_pirit crushed, reputation
gone.
Society, before it yields what it dare not
refuse, so embitters the morsel by contempt that
neither giver nor receiver is blessed in the act.
The terms' pauper,' 'parish,' 'poorrelief,'altsavor
of social reproach.
The poor are taught that it
is virtuous to shrink from everything
appertaining
to the whole system.
A beggar, even, will unblushingly
ask for alms ' to keep himself off the
parisil 'I On the other hand, the rich avoid the
whole system as something
tainted by social leprosy, and equally shrink from all but enforced
contact.
From father to son, through
many a
generation, the unconscious
legacy of contempt
and hard dealing has descended to us.
Nothing
testifies so clearly to the prevalent feeling of the
upper classes as the persistent rigor of all legislation affecting
the poor for 800 years.
F_om
Saxon serfdom
down to modem
pauperism the
old key-note of contempt
and isolation vibrates
unchanged. " -- Of late years the harshness of the
English system has been softened considerably,
Mr. Gosehcn, when president of the old poor-law
board in 1870, said : "It can fist be denied that
the more humane
views which have prevailed
during the last few years, as to the treatment of
the sick poor, have added most materially
to
poor-law
expenditures.
Workhouses,
originally
designed mainly as a test for the able bodied, have,
especially
in the large towns, been of necessity
gradually
transferred
into infirmaries for the sick ;
and the higher standard
for hospital accommodations has had a material
effect upon the expenditures."
Theprocess
here mentioned by Mr.
Goschcn
has been going on rapidly
in Great
Britain and Ireland, and, indeed, in almost every
European
country,
since
1870.
In America
the same thing has happened,
and even to a
gu-eater extent.
Whatever
success has followed
the attempts
to regulate
pauperism,
either in
America
or Europe, has been g.dned by revelsing the English
practice of suspicion,
contempt
and abasement;
by classifying
the poor according to their real character
and needs, and treating the money for their relief as an insurance
fund, to which they or their representatives
had
contributed
their full share.
The poor rate is,
properly,
an insurance
premium ; the poor-law
system of any country should be what Mr. Lainport desires to make that of England, a" National
Friendly
Society."
That the plague of pauperism has never spread widely in America
is due
mainly to our institutions,
and the opportunity
which is offered to the poor man ; that it has been
controlled and diminished,
where a dense populatlon and the varied competitions
of industry had
given it a foothold, must be ascribed, in part at

least,
to measures such as Mr. Pittrecommended,
enforced in a country where external eircumstances have made it easier than it ever has been
in England.
It was certainly one of the strangest
vagaries of the reasoning
faculty which led Eng]ishmen, in the early half of the present century,
to deny that public charity was a duty, or even
an admissible
interference with individual duties
and the laws of political economy;
yet so cornmon was this view, fifty years ago, that Edward
Livingston,
in the introduction
to his "Penal
Code for Louisiana,"
felt called upon to stop and
refute it.
He'pointed
out, what everybody
admits in practice, that every community
owes a
social duty to the individuals
that compose it,
and is bound to guarantee
them their lives and
property ; that the obligation
to protect life is
greater than any other, since all the rest depends
upon it ; and that the prevention
of death by
poverty is as much a public duty as the repression of murder is. From this impregnable
posttion he proceeded to develop his own ingenious
and mainly correct system of the administration
of public charity. -- Josiah Quincy, of Mas6achusetts, a contemporary of Edward Livingston,
gave
his attention even more directly to the question
of pauperism.
In a report to the Massachusetts
legislature,
in 1821, he recommended
"placing
the whole subject of the poor in the commonwealth under the regular and annual superintendence of the legislature,"
thus anticipating,
by
more than forty years, the course that has since
been adopted by all tbe larger and more important states in the Union, and is likely to become
the universal American
policy.
The creation of
boards of charities
in Massachusetts
in 1863, in
New York and Ohio in 1868, in Pennsylvania,
Illinois and Rhode Island in 1869, and in Wisconsin and other states in more recent years, is the
modern
interpretation
of the recommendation
made by Mr. Quincy to the Massachusetts
legislature.
The establishment
of these boards has
resulted in a much fuller knowledge
of pauperism in America
than could before be obtained.
Co-operating
with thousands
of local officers,
and with the general tendency
of American ideas
and institutions,
they have labored toreduce
pauperism to its lowest terms, to ameliorate
the condition of all the dependent
and defective classes,
and to prevent
the formation
or continuance
of
that permanent
caste of the poor which is the
curse of European
civilizations.
The experience
of Massachusetts
and of other states shows that
this is possible to a great extent.
In the midst of
the activities,
generous or base, and the distracting turmoil of American life, it is cheering to find
that we are really making progress
in this direetion; that we have not only abolished slavery and
the political distinctions
founded thereon, but are
steadily advancing toward emancipation
from the
most hideous forms and consequences
of the pauperism that everywhere
replaces slavery when first
abolished.
The so-called "feudalism
of capital"
--a vague phrase,
which yet has a recognized.
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shade of meaning--does
something to perpetuate
pauperimn,
but the material advantages
which
organized capital gives to the poor, are working,
on the whole, against the increase of paupers,
This is seen even in English manufacturing
towns,
and still more in those of America. -- Historically
speaking,
there is a certain connection,
thougil
not a very close one, between the American
poor
laws and the evil with which they deal, and the
poor
laws of England
and pauperism
there,
Mention has been made of the earliest legislation
of England,
but the progressive
steps of the system now existing there may be more definitely
noted.
It is less than three centuries since the
law of England distinctly
made provision for the
support of the p_)r at the public charge.
By an
act of parliament
in 1572 the office of overseer of
the poor was established,
and by the act of 1601
(43 Elizabeth)
a general plan of relief for the poor
was adopted
and enforced
throughout
England.
But there were laws and customs bearing more or
less directly
on the condition
of the poor, and
dating back, according to Sir George lgicholls, to
the time of Athelstan,
nearly a thousand
years
ago.
It is worth noticing that most of these ancient laws are penal in their character rather than
charitable,
being aimed at the evils of idleness
and vagrancy,
and therefore
particularly
numerous, when, from any great social change, like the
emancipation
of the serfs in the time of Richard
1I., or the breaking up of the monasteries
under
Henry VIII., the tendency to vagrancy had grown
stronger.
Thus, the insurrection
of Wat Tyler
in 1381 (which was a servile war, and, like most
servile wars, was occasioned by a partial emanei,
patton of the serfs), was followed in 1388 by that
oft-cited statute, 12 Richard
II., which is sometimes called the ol'igin of the poor laws of England and America.
Again, the dissointion
of the
monasteries
in 1536-9 was both prece.ded and followed by cruel statutes against
vagrancy.
The
statute 22 Henry VIII., cap. 12, in 1531, punished
vagabonds with the lash, till they were "bloody
by reason of such whipping";
and the still more
cruel statute,
Edward
VI., cap. 3, punished
them by branding
and by selling into slavery,
But these laws were found too extreme, and therefore ineffectual to repress beggary,
and they were
followed, even during Edward's
brief reign, by a
more humane law, which provided for the choice
of collectors of alms in every parish, whose bustne_s it should be on Sundays to "gently
ask and
demand
of every man and woman what they of
their charity will give weekly toward the relief of
the poor," and to "justly
gather and truly distribute the same charitable
alm_l weekly to the said
poor and impotent
persons."
We should prefer
to consider this merciful
statute,
rather than the
barbarous
enactments
of an earlier day, as the
orion of our American
poor laws.
It was continned by special acts in the reigns of Mary, of
Philip and Mary, and of Elizabeth.
The latter,
in the fifth year of her reign (1802), decreed a
compulsory
tax, "ff any person of his froward
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or willful mind shall obstinately refuse to give
weekly to the relief of the poor according
to his
ability."
After a course of gentle exhortations by
the parson, the church-wardens,
the bishop and
the trial justices of his neighborhood,
the affair
ended in a commitment
to jail, if "tl_e said obstinate person " should resist all these blandishments.
This is the first instance of a compulsory
poor rate; and it was followed, ten years later, by
an act authorizing
justices, among other things, to
appoint orer,*eers of the poor, '" and if a person so
appointed
sh'lll refuse to act, he shall forfeit ten
shillings."
This stand-and-deliver
kindof benevolence was carried
out more completely
toward
beggars, whose offense was made a felony, and
was visited
with
whippings,
diversified
with
branding,
confiscation and hanging.
Sir George
Nicholls observes,
with simplicity,
that "the act
is framed with great care, and comprises
all the
chief points of poor-law le_slation
suited to the
period;"
adding,
that these points are set forth
with
a clearness
"which
/eaves no _-oom far
doubt az to the i_ntio_*
of the legi_ture
in any
case."
Certainly; the provisions against vagrancy
were likely to carry conviction
to the wayfaring
man; and a person locked up in jail till he should
show mercy to the poor would
soon learn how
sacredly charity was regarded in England. -- The
act of 1601, better known as 43 Elizabeth,
is the
actual foundation
of the English
poor laws, and
of those in force in the United
States.
It prorides for the employment,
either voluntary or cornpulsory, of poor children and able-bodied
adults,
and "for the necessary
relief of the lame, impotent, old and blind, and such other among them
being poor and not able to work."
To support
the expense of this, a tax was laid on every
inhabitant
and owner in every parish in England.
About sixty years after the death of Elizabeth.
when the public relief of the poor had been developed into a system, another
important
law was
passed.
This was the settlementact
of 1662, giving
the power of compulsory
removal, from any parish,
of poor persons not legally settled therein, and in
a certain general way defining
what constitutes
a pauper settlement.
On these two pillars--the
43 Elizabeth
and the 14 Charles
II.--rests
the
subsequent
legislation
on these subjects in Eng*
land and the United Sta_s.
But so materially
has the course
of legislation
been modified in
America by the great difference
existing between
our circumstances
and those of the mother country, that it is impossible to draw a close parallel
between
our poor laws and those of England,
either in their aim, their details or their results.
These laws in England
were made necessary by
the presence of a great and persistent
class of
poor persons, many of whom
were also vicious
characters,
needing
all the restraints
of the law.
Itence
the severity of the early statutes against
vagrants, laws which were at first the germ of the
whole poor law system, and have made no inconsiderable part of it. But in America no such panper class existed at the outset, and our arrange-
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merits for relieving the poor have been such as to
prevent the creation of such a class.
It was, in
fact, to make room for the poor cottagers of England, as well as to seek frecnlom for their tell&don,
that John Winthrop and his followers
colonized
_New England.
In a paper written before he set
sail for Boston in 16'29, Winthrop
said: "This
land [of England]
grows weary of her inhabitants, so as man. who is the most pretious
of all
creatures, is here more vile and base than the
earth we tread upon, and of le_ price among us
than a horse or sheep.
Many of our people perish for want of sustenance
and employment;
many others live miserably, and not to the honour of so bountiful
a housekeeper
as the Lord of
heaven and earth is, through the scarcity of the
fruits of the earth.
All our towns complain of
the burden of poor people, and strive by all means
to rid any such as they have, and to keep off
such as would come to them.
I must tell you
that our dear mother finds her family so overcharged as she hath been forced to deny harhor
to her own children; witness the statutes against
cottages and inmates.
And thus it is come to pass
that children,
servants and neighbors, especially
if they be poor, axe counted the greatest burthen,
which, if things were right, wouhl be the chiefest
earthly bles_ings."
To make things " right" in
this respect, Amerie_ was colonized, and for 150
years there was little pauperism in these colonies.
But the French war of 1754-63, the revolutionary
war, and the disttrrbcnl state of Europe from 1788
to 1820, led to a considerable
development
of
pauperism
in the new republic
of Washin_ton,
Adams and Jefferson.
Since 1820, though
the
number
of our poor has greatly increased, the
proportion of paupers
to population
has not, on
the whole, been greater than it was from 1783 to
1820, if we may trust the meagre statistics available for the earlier period.
Of late years there has
been much complaint
that "the rich were growing richer, and the poor poorer," and, relatively
speaking, this is true, as it generally is in civili_ed
communities.
But, as compared with the standard of riches and poverty a hundred years ago, in
America,
and from that time to 1825, the American poor man has been growing generally richer
in a remarkable
degree.
Before 1825, great fortunes were very rare among our people; while the
mass of the farmers,
mechanics
and laborers,
north, south, east and west. were pinched and
straitened to a degree that would now excite univereal discontent,
should those good old times return.
Whoever has read the biography
of Abraham Lincoln,
or has learned the habits of life
among the country people of Ohio, Pennsylvania
or New England, eight), or ninety years ago, will
understand what is meant by the common level of
poverty among them.
Their firewood was cheap,
and their liquor was abundant;
but their dwellings, their food, their garments, their means of
education, travel and amusement,
were very inferior to tho_e which the same class of persons
now e_njoy; and in proportion to the population,
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was as common, ff not quite so ohvious, from 1778 to 1818, or it has ever been
since.
The researches
of Quincy
and others
in Massachusetts
indicate this; and where there
has been of late years any relative increase of
pauperism,
it has been almost wholly in the persons of foreign parentage.
That there has been
an absolute decrease of native pauperism
may
be seen by the experience
of my own town,
which is not unlike that of most country villages
in _Tew England.
In 1833 Concord, in Massachusetts,
had about 2,000 inhabitants,
of whom
not more than fifty were foreigners.
In 1883 it
has more them 3,300 free inhabitants
(besides 650
pri_ners),
of whom not less than 900 are either
foreign-tr)rn
or of foreign parentage, chiefly Irish.
The number of paupers in Concord was actually
greater in 1833 than it is now, when the population
has gained 65 per cent. ; yet more than haft the
pr_ent
pauperism is among that class which has
come into the town in the last fifty years; so that
the l,950 xmtive-born inhabitants in1833 must have
furnished
twice as many txaupers as do the 2,400
native-born
in 1883. In fact, two-thirds
of the
abundant
pauperism of ]_[assachusetts,
is found
among the immigrants of thelast thirty years, and
their descendants.
-- The census tables of 1880 do
not show this great excess of paupers of foreign
parentage
in Massachusetts,
nor perhaps in any
State; because these tables do not, in fact, give
even an approximation
to the truth concerning
American pauperism.
In Massachusetts,
for example, the census
gives the inmates
of almshouses, June 1, 1880, as 4,469, and the out-door
paupers as only 9M; whereas, by authentic official
returns, July 1, 1880, there were not less than
12,000 out-door paupers receiving aid on that day.
The average number of the outatoor poor in Mas_chtLsetts is never less than three times the number in poorhouses;
and has sometimes, within the
past ten years, risen to be more than five times as
many.
The census of 1880, therefore, in leaving
out of view more than nine-tenths of the out-door
poor, in Massachusetts and other States, vitiates its
own value for any statistical
purpose.
Indeed,
Mr. Wines says in the preface to his meagre table
(Compendium
of the Tenth Census, p. 1666), "It
is almost, ff not quite, impossible to obtain the
statistics of pauperism.
The in-door poor can be
found and counted with comparative
ease; but
how are we to know when we have succeeded in
finding the out-door poor?
All that has been attempted in the present census, therefore, has been
to give as accurate an account as possible of the
almshouse population."
And this he states in his
table (p. 1675) as 67,067; the whole population of
the country being then 50,155,783.
If we could
assume this proportion
of almshouse
or workhouse population
to the whole people, as the true
teat of comparative
pauperism,
then Ireland in
1880, with 5,827,100 inhabitants,
and an average
of 54,946 in workhouses,
would have right times
as much pauperism as the United States ; while
England, which in 1880, with a popul_om
of
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25,823,000,
had 180,817 in-door paupers,
would
have nearly _ times as much pauperism
as the
United States.
Infact,
no combination of figures,
in the present state of human
knowledge,
can
show with much exactness
what is the relative
prevalence
of pauperism
in countries
differing
widely in accumulated
wealth, in natural
plenty
or want, in commercial
facilities
and in political
institutions;
but if we are to compare thedeelared
paupers of one country with those of another, or
of one American
state with another,
the best
standard
is not the relative
number
of either
the in-door or the out-door poor, but rather the
proportion
which
the aggregate
of both classes
bears to the whole population.
--Now,
the state
of Massachusetts
in 1880, with a population
of
1,783,085, or about one-third that of Ireland, had
an average of about 25,000 paupers of both cla._es;
while Ireland had about 114,(D0 pautrers of both
classes; so that pauperism
in Ireland, thus shown,
was l_sthantwiceascommonasinMa_sachusetts,
In England,
with a population
of 2,5,323.000 in
1880, there were 808,030 paupers of both classes;
so that pauperism
in England
would segm to be,
to that in Ireland, as 46½ is to 81 ; and, to pauperism in Mas.qachusetts, as 71 is to 31, or more than
twice as common.
Yet this comparison
is found
to be unjust;
from the iact that the pauperism
of
England
and Ireland
is evidently
more habitual
and permanent
than that of Massachusetts.
So
that the corrected
comparison
would
perhaps
make English
pauperism
s/x times as frequent
and chronic,
and Irish paupsnsm
five times as
frequent
and chronic,
as pauperism
in Massachusetts
is, although
the density
of population
in that :New England
state is now about 220
to the square
mile, while in England
it is 47,6,
and in Ireland
163 to the square
mile.
If a
den_ population
and devotion
to manufactures
are, by themselves,
favorable
to pauperism,
therefore, Ireland ought
to have fewer paupers
than
Massachusetts,
in proportion
to her people. -- In
truth, the political
institutions
of a country,
the
distribution
of its land and its movable property,
and the inbred spirit of the people, have more to
do with the prevalence
of pauperism
than the
growth
of manufactures,
or the method of administering
relief.
French
pauperism
(though
by no means so much less than
the English
plague of that sort, as is commonly
thought) is
now less constant and pinching than it was before
the revolution;
because the land of France
is
more equally
divided,
and the political
institutions are less favorable to caste and privilege than
they were.
For a like reason Swiss pauperism
has never been so enormous as that of France or
England;
though the general
atmosphere
of an
old civilization,
like that of all Europe, is more
likely to breed paupers than is the unbreathed
air
of a new country like the United States.--If
I
were to estimate the number of paupers in our
whole country, I should not set it at more than
800,000 perso_
at any one time, and perhaps
1,000,O00dlfferentpersoasduringtheyear,
who, ia
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our population
of some 55,000,000,
are forced to
eat the bread of others, as M. Baron says.
This
would be less than a fiftieth part of our people;
while in Ireland
the corresponding
proportion
would be at least a tenth, and in England not much
less than a tenth.
In France the proportion
of the
population
of 36,000,00_) who at some time in the
yearhave
received
public aid, is perhaps between
one-fifteenth
and one-twentieth.
Themere
count
of numbers and ratios, however, as I have observed,
does not show tlle true relation, in this respect,
between
one country
and another.
A land of
high civilization
will generally
appear to have
more paupers
than a country like Russia or the
states of South America, where the general lack
of civilization
among the multitude
obliterates to
a great extent the line between paupers and the
r_pectab]e
poor.
It is strictly
tmle that the
American
pauper who retains his mental faculties,
and many of those who do not, are better situated,
in almost
every respect,
than the peasants
of
Russia, or the _mi-barbarous
freemen of Mexico,
Peru and Brazil.
The pol)ulation of the TewEsbury almshouse,
which has of late been industriously held up to public pity as unfortunate
bcyond an)" community
in the civilized world, is, in
truth, so far as wasting disease, decaying
age and
mental disease will permit, more comfortable
than
two-thirds
of the self-supporting
inhabitants
of
Ireland. and in a better material condition than a
large part of the colored, or even the white, people
of our southern
stat(_.
And it must not be forgotten that for a great proportion
of our American paupers--who
are,
more
than in mo_t
countri_% the persons wholly incapacitated,
from
age anti bodily or mental
infirmity--the
same
cauls
that have
made them dependent
have
deadened
their susceptibility
to the degradation
which pauperism
impo._s
on its victims.
"To
eat the bread of another
or to die," is not a
sentence
deeply felt by the congenital
idiot, the
demented
hmatic,
or the incurable
invalid, who
compose
so large a quota
of the inmates
of
American poorhouses.
This is a fact often lost
sight of by writers on the subject, who have not
much practical
acquaintance
with the poor.The real stressor pauperism
is in the burdens and
penalties
it lays on whole classes pf industrious
people, not so much by the tax which public
relief imposes,
as by the disqualification
anti
moral discouragement
it nvakes inevitable.
"The
destruction
of the poor is their
poverty."
M.
Baron
shows in a striking
manner,
by an ingenious calculation,
how unavoidably
myriads of
the French
artisans and laborers must leave their
families, or see themselves
each year in the slough
of pauperism.
He says, with an eloquence that
rises less from the language than from the pathetic
fact signalized,
"Sickness,
casualty, old age and
death are to us but phrases;
but the proletary
is
stung to the heart by fear of them; if he escapes
some, he can not avoid the others;
and each one
of them strikes for him incessantly the fatal hour
of pauperism.
Death, in particular,
leavesbchind
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it numberless
deprivations,
of which a simple
computation
will give us a glimpse.
France had
in 1876, 36,905.788
people ; the number of the
married of both sexes being 15,156,170.
It is below the truth to estimate half this number as owners, occupants,
employers
of labor, or persons
engaged in trade or tbe liberal professions; tearing in the second half, operatives, day laborers,
artisans,
small employers,
and domestics,
who
certainly in the aggregate
number more than the
first half.
This last enumeration,
then, contains
at least 7,500,000 married people.
The general
mortality
of France ranges
from 23.40 in a
thousand to 23.16 ; but for married people it is
fair to take the lower average mortality computed
by the friendly societies,
15.20.
Consequently,
each year removes from this aggregate
of 7,'500.000
not less than 114,000 fathers or mothers.
Let us
reckon up, then, all the miseries that in a single
year accumulate
in these poor households,
and
see whether it is not strictly true to say, with the
English economists,
' Death is the mother of pauperism' (rru)rs miseriae viater)." -- Nevertheless,
as
M. Baron points out, these inevitable
causes of
pauperism,
sickness, accidents, old age and death,
may be alleviated
in some measure
by life insurance, by deposits in savings banks, by membership in friendly societies, and by other methods
of providing
for the future, which are so common
in America, and as yet so rare among the workingmen of Europe.
He devotes half his book
to a consideration
of these economic safeguards
against pauperism; and it is in this direction, also,
that the governments
of Europe, as well as philanthropic
individuals,
are moving
at present,
The renowned
statesman
of Prussia, Prince BISmarck, having raised his country into an empire,
and secured the military preponderance
of Germany in Europe by his favorite prescription
of
"blood
and iron," long continued, is now seeking to guard the poor subjects of the German
empire from pauperism,
hy a series of compulsory and co-operative economies,
for which his
his administrative
subordinates
are framing laws.
These governmental
measures
for making
the
German workingman
frugal and sober under legal penalty, and for compelling
capital to take its
share in accumulating
insurance
funds against
pauperism, are not, as I write, fully matured; but
we shall soon see what shape they will take, and
how effective they are likely to bc. The English,
who do nothing of this sort I)y legal compulsion,
except the exaction
and administration
of the
poor rates, but whose aim is to encourage saving
,among the poor, are doing much in that direction,
by their postoflice savings banks, and by the stimulation of all sorts of mutual
aid societies and
otherformsof
co-operation.
A Hampshire clergyman, Rev. W. L. Blackley, has recently published
a paper i]a the " .Nineteenth
Century,"
wherein
he proposes that a large proportion of the poor
rates and of pauperism
bc avoided by a legal obligation that every youth shall, from eighteen to
twenty-one,
or thereabouts,
pay to the govern-
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ment (say through the posto_tce savings bank department) the sum of £15 once for all, or 2s. per
week for three years, and then be poor _ate free
for life. This would, on the average, fully suffice
to allow a repayment,
in the form of 8s. per week
during sickness, at any period, and a pension of
4s. per week during the remainder of life after atraining the age of seventy, according to the calculations of Mr. Blackley; who shows that, under
the present system of poor rates, the law actually
compels
the provident and industrious
to pay a
great deal more than £15 each, in a lifetime, for
the lazy and the vicious.
In order to prevent
imposture and false, claims of sickness, he would
have applications
for repayment,
under his plan,
left in each case to a local jury of persons intere, ted in lrrecerding impost ure ; as, for instance, either
to a specially appointed committee of rate payers,
or to the existing
boards of guardians,
with the
aid of local medical men, who now administer
the
legal relief under the poor laws.
There is practi.
cal good sense in these suggestions.
-- Of the two
modes of public aid which the English designate
as in-door and out-door relief, the latter is everywhere and always
the more common;
for there
never can be almshouses,
workhouses,
hospitals,
etc., enough to receive all the poor at any season,
or half of them in seasons of special destitution.
M. Baron, contrary
to most English
and some
American
authorities,
favors
out-door
relief, or
what the French more properly call "aid to the
.family," secours d domicile, rather than the strict
application of the "workhouse
test," or the multiplication
of hospitals
and infirmaries.
I have
long held the same opinion,
and for the same
reasons, mainly, which this French writer now
advances.
Out-door relief is often abused, and
these abuses arc most to be guarded against in
democratic
countries; but it is when well administcred, as it easily may be, not only more humane
and effective, but less costly, than in-door relief,
which involves the building and keeping up of
great establishments.
Both methods are indispensable, and each serves to correct the abuses of
the other. -- The cost of pauperism to the public
treasury varies greatly in different countries.
In
Great Britain and Ireland the annual cost of the
public poor is nearly $50,000,000
for 35,000,000
of people--say
$1.50 per capita for thewhole population.
In France the cost does not exceed $1
per capita, and in Germany is even less.
In New
England and New York the annual cost is nearly
$1 per capita; in the more southern and western
states it ranges from seventy-five
cents down to
twenty-five
cents, or even less, per capita.
I
should estimate the average per capita cost for the
United States at fifty cents or less, that is, from
$20,000,000 to $25,000,000 in a year for the whole
country.
Even in European
nations this cost is
not a great burden when compared with the yearly
army and navy estimates;
and it can hardly be
said that, in America, the pecuniary burden of
pauperism is seriously felt.
Its social and moral
evils are grievous,
however; and richly will he
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Says de Maistre: "History
unfortunately proves that war is, in a certain sense, the
habitual state of mankind : that is, that human
blood must be shed, here or there, without inter,
ruption on the earth; and that a state of peace
is, for each nation, but a respite."
• Is this true ?
When God created the world, did he hand it
over, forever, to the destroying
angel?
Is there
no means to preserve peace among the nations?
A means to prevent war, generally, would be to
sanction, as an inviolable principle of public law,
that each state is independent
and free, and that
no state has a right forcibly to meddle with the
constitution
or government
of another state.
A
state is a society of men which alone can rule and
dispose of itself; to meddle with its affairs, whatever they be, is to render uncertain the autonomy
of all states; it means to scatter the seeds of war,
which sooner or later will germinate and bear the
most bitter fruit.
It will be remembered,
that on
Aug. 10, 1791, Mirabeau being then president of
tile constitutional
assembly,
some Quakers appeared before the bar of that body and asked
to be permitted
to live under the protection of
the laws of France, but reserving in their own
favor the condition,
that they should never be
compelled to go to war.
With admirable good
sense, Mirabeau answered
them, amid applause:
"_
_* If I ever meet a Quaker I shall say to
him: 'My brother, if thou hast the right to be
free, thou hast the right to prevcnt thy being
m_dea slave.
Thou wantest peace?
Well, it is
weakness which invites war: a general resistance
would he universal peace.' " A. general resistanee of all states against any intermeddling
in
the affairs of others would be one of the greatest
guarantee, s of peace in the world.
Thus, in some
way a federation of free states would be formed,
of states which desired to remain free, and which
proclaimed as an unalterable rule of international
law the principle of non-intervention.
_ The reciprocal independence
of the nations thtL_ prOclaimed
and assured, we wouht see the burden
of standing
arnfies, which lead to that terrible,
inexorable tax, the tax of blood, but nevertheless
the most indispensable
of all taxes, disappear,
This tax does not take from the contributor
sireply part of his income, or his entire income, a
part of his capital, or even his whole capital, but it
t,_kesliberty and life from him; i_ has become the
indispensable condition of political societies.
The
liberties of nations
could not but gain by the
abolition of standing
armies; for history teaches
us, that standing armies are an eternal danger to
Ihe liberties of nations.
"Regular
troops (rai/es
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into open hostilities with the sole view of getting
rid of so painful a burden."
The suppression
of
standing armies would, therefore, be one of the
most powerful means to preserve peace. -- One of
the greatest obstacles to the maintenance
of peace
among nations has been the facilities to feed war
which credit procures.
It is war that invents
those loans by means of which a warlike people
finds at a given hour an immense lever, great sums
of money, to transform tile spades which render
the soil of the country
fruitful, into instruments
which devastate the fields, destroy the cities, and
decimate the population.
It wouhl
be we]! to
admit, as a principle of international
law, that tile
loans effected in a state or abroad, and not destined
for the economical wants of the state, should be
considered as a menace to the other states, and
that it would authorize the latter to form a leagme
against tile state which should allow itself to take
measures involving
an attempt on their security
and their independence. -- Without pretending to
contradict the principles
which ]_[irabeau caused
to triumph
in his celebrated discussion
on the
right to declare war, might we not introduce
a guarantee into political constitutions,
by making, at least to some extent, the consent of the
subjects of a state a condition to a declaration
of war? Shall the sovereign have a right to
dispose, at his will, of the lives and the savings
of several generations,
for the sake of quarrels which the people frequently
do not understand?
The answer
is well known
which a
prince of Bulgaria gave to an emperor of the
orient, when the latter proposed to him to settle
their differences
in single combat:
" Would a
farrier who had a pair of pincers take the red-hot
iron from the furnace with his hands? " We wish
means might be found to lay the following questions before the people of a country before a war
is undertaken:
" Who wants the war?
Is it the
nation?
Is it the government?
Does the nation
want to see its ports and its workshops closed, its
commerce diminished,
perhaps even annit_ilated,
its industry
ruined, and its wealth pass into the
hands of others?
Does the nation want that now
and forever new taxes and duties be added to the
duties and taxes with which the nation is already
overburdened
? Does the nation want its children
taken away, to make them live a life of fatigue
and danger, of sacrifices and resignation,
to make
them shed their blood in battle?
Does the nation
want that even those of its other children, who
had paid already their tribute to the fatherland,
should
be taken away once more, on the day
after they had again crossed the paternal threshold?"_--May
a system of international
arbitra-

JJe_7)etuus)," says Kant, "being
always ready t_
act, incessantly
menace
other states, and incite
them to inerease their number of armed men ad

* The
preceding
only applies torequire
wars ofthe
aggression,
in
such
cases
most constitutions
consent and
of the
_ationalrepresentatives. Evenwhenthee°nstimti°nattrtb"
utes to the king the right to declare war, this does not mean
that the war is the reenlt of the royal wlll, butonlythatltis

i_,fiMt_rU. Such rivalry, an inexhaustible
source
of expense, which makes peace more onerous
than a short war, sometimes
even leads a state

oneof the of
king's
functions
(and not,
for instance,
the
functions
a minister
or prefect)
to sign
the act. one
Theofright
of defen_e, in case of an attack, is too evident, and is ther_
tore not mentioned.
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tion be relied on as a means to preserve peace
among nations?
We can not consider that means
as effective.
With the small nation of the Greeks
the amphictyonic
council was unable to preserve
a state of peace ; no modern
confederation
has
escaped
civil war ; and can we hope that the
confederation
of the nations of Europe would be
more fortunate?
We forget that passion is the
principal
cause of war; and can we think that
passion would submit 1o arbitration?
Moreover,
if arbitration
has no .sanction, it doe.s not mean
anything;
if it have a sanction,
that sanction is
war.*-Whatever
may be thought of the means
to preserve peace which we have just indicated,
the fact remains
that war exists.
We need not

and a democratic congressman
1857-65.
In 1864
he was the democratic candidate for vice-president,
and was defeated.
(See DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAn"
PARTY, VI-.; ELECTORAI, VOTES, iX.)
In 18_8
he was strongly, but unsuccessfully,
supported
in
the democratic
national convention as a candidate
for the presidency.
He then became interested
in railroads, and abandoned
politics for the time.
In 1879 he became
United States senator from
Ohio for six years.
(See CIVIL S_.RVICE RgFOR_.)
A.J.

examine whether it is just, useful or necessary, as
an illustrious
philosopher
(Cousin)declared
it to
be.
All are agreed that war should be terminated
as quickly as possible, and the instrument
of peace
besigned.
That instrument
is called atreatybythe
law of nations, and from the moment of its conclusion all hostilities
should cease.
Generally
it
is the victor who dictates the conditions
of the
peace; it is also a principle, that in case of diffculties all obscure and ambiguous
clauses must
be construed
against him. -- The power to make
peace, which is generally
accorded
to the heads
of states by the constitutions
of the latter, does
not necessarily
carry with it the right to make
concessions
of territory.
Thus, the assembly of
Cognac declared that Francis I., although
he had
the absolute
control
over peace and war, could
not, by the treaty of Madrid, alienate any part of
his kingdom. -- The violation
of the treaty of
peace by one of the parties,
is not necessarily
accompanied
by a r_umption
of hostilities.
According to international
usage, official cognizance
is taken of the rupture, and all rights are reserved
for the future. -- The most celebrated
treaties of
peace in modern times are the treaty of Westpha]in (1648), which put an end to the thirty years
war; the treaty of Utrecht (1713), which closed
the war of succession
in Spain ; the treaty
of
Vienna
(1815), which concluded
the wars of the
empire;
the treaty of Paris (1856), which ended
the oriental war ; and the treaty of Frankfort
(1871), which put an end to the Franco-German
war.
All these treaties
were closed only after
terrible
wars, which had cost streams
of blood
and the wealth of the people,
EuG]_U_ P_G_o_.

* Arbitration can be employed only in cases involving msterial interest_,andinthatcaseallEuropeannatiouswill
submit
to it inthe
themilliards
future. Is
there war
any material
is worth
which
actually interest
costs_ which
Thus,

PENNSYL_'ANIA_
one of the original states
of the American
Union.
The English
claim to
the territory of which it is compo_,_d rested on
the s_h'ne grounds
as in the case of l_ew York
and New Jersey,
discovery
by the Cabots
and
conquest
from the Dutch.
(See those
states,
and UmTED STATES, ][.) The capture
of New
Amsterdam
was held to carry with it the right to
Pennsylvania
and Delaware,
the latter of which
had been originally
colonized
by Swedes
and
conquered
by the Dutch.
(See DELAWARE.)
William
Penn, an English
Quaker,
possessed a
very considerable influence with Charles I., partly
because of the services of his father, Admiral Sir
William Penn, and still more because of the favor
in which he was held by Charles'
brother, the
Duke of York, afterward
James I.
This alliance
of the Quaker and the Roman Catholic,
both dissenters from the church
of England,
non-jurors,
and hara_ed
by penal laws, was not at all uncommon at the time.
Penn had been trustee for one
of the Quaker
proprictors
of New Jersey, and
thus seems to have conceived
the idea of a distinct Quaker
colony in North America.
March
4, 1681, he obtained from the king a patent for " all
that tract or parte of land in America,"
bounded
on the cast by the Delaware river, from "twelve
miles distance northwards
of l_'ew Castle townc,"
and, if the Delaware rivershould
not reach latitude
43 ° north, then by a due north line from theheadof
the river to the northern
boundary;
on the north
by latitude 43 ° north; on the west by a north and
south line five degrees west of "the
said eastern
bounde"
; and on the south by latitude 40 ° north,
to its intersection
with a circle of twelve miles
radius drawn around New Castle.
The province
was to be called Pennsylvania;
and the payment
therefor was to be two beaver skins annually.As laid down in the charter, the northern boundary would
have run across the middle
of the
present
state of New York, and the southern
boundary
would have lain north of the capital
city, Philadelphia.
Necessity
produced
the ingenious idea that "to the beginning
"of any degree of latitude was only to the end of the next
preceding
degree; and Penn and his descendants,
accepting
latitude 42 ° as the northern boundary,

_rewtll
be _o more fighting but for honor or for a sentiment, apu_on; butwhatcanarbitratorsdoinsuchacue_

claimed latitude89
taking in the two

PEACE
PEAcE.)

CONGRESS.

(See

COnfereNCE,

PENDLETONj
George H., was born at Cincinnati, O., July 25, 1825, was admitted
to the
bar, was a member of the state senate in 1854-5,

PENITENTIARY SYSTEMS.
._D

(See PRXSONS

PRISoX DISCIPLrNE.)

° asthe southern botmdary,
noblebays
of Chesapeake

thus
and
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Delaware.
Lord Baltimore
struggled to restrict
Penn to latitude 40 °, and the dispute
was not
finally compromis_l
until 1762, when the Penns,
by giving up part of their southern claims, suc
eeeded in securing their capital and a free access
to Delaware bay.
In 1780 the western boundary,
five degrees west of the eastern, was run by cornmissioners
from Pennsylvania
and Virginia.
By
resolution of Sept. 4. 1788, the congress of the
confederation
relinquished
to Pennsylvania
the
jurisdiction
over the triangular
strip of land in
the northwest, north of latitude 42 °, and west of
_New York, which gives the state access to Lake
Erie; and Jan. 3, 1792, the new congress authorized the president to issue letters patent, conveying
the territory named, to Pennsylvania.
(See also
Wvo_tlNO). -- Penn having
acquired
the three
counties on the Delaware
from the duke of York
(see DELAWAIU_), these were kept in close relation
te Pennsylvania
until the outbreak
of the revolution, when Delaware became a distinct state,
Penn gave his new province four various schemes
of government,
in 1681, 1682, 1683, and 1696;
and Oct. 28, 1701, he _gave it the final charter
of privileges,
under which it lived until
1776.
Under this the governor
was appointed
by the
proprietor;
the assembly, of one house, was to be
chosen annually
by the people; and sheriffs and
coroners were to be appointed
by the governor
out of a double number of candidates
selected by
popular vote.
In spite of many conflicts between
governor and assembly,
the charter, on the whole,
worked well during its existence.
One of its evil
features was the reservation
of quit-rents
to the
proprietors on land sold; and these were abolished
in 1779, the assembly voting £130,000 to the proprietors in compensation
for them•COXSTITU• Tm-_S. June 14, 1776, the last charter assembly
adjourned
until Aug. 26. In the meantime
a
s_ate convention
at Philadelphia,
July 15-Scpt.
28. callcd by the revolutionary
committees,
framed
a _tate constitution,
which went into force without
a popular vote.
It provided
for an assembly
of
on(, house, chosen annually
by the freemen over
twenty-one whowere
tax payers; for a council of
twelve persons; for a president
[governor]
chosen
anmmlly by joint ballot of the council and as
scmbly; and for a "council
of censors,"
of two
flora each city and county, to be chosen by popular vote every seventh
year, and to inquire
into the conduct of state officers and into violafleas of the constitution.--&
new constitution
was framed
by a convention
at Philadelphia,
_ov. 24, 1789-Feb.
26, 1790, Aug. 9-Sept.
2,
1790, and approved by popular
vote.
It divided
tl_- a._._embly into a senate chosen for four years
by counties, according to tax-paying
inhabitants,
not less than fifteen nor more than thirty-four
in
number, and a house of representatives
chosen
annually
in the same manner
as the senate,
not le._ than sixty nor more than 100 in number;
it provided for a governor, to be chosen by popular Vote and to serve three years; it made judges
removable by file governor on the address of two-
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thirds of each house: and it abolished the council
of censors. -- A third constitution
was framed by
a convention
at Harrishurgh
and Philadelphia,
May 2, 1837-Feb.
22, 1838, and was ratified by
a close vote, 113,971 to 112,759.
It changed the
term of senators to three years, and that of the
judiciary from good behavior to fifteen years for
the supreme court, ten years for presiding judges
of lower courts, and five years for their associates;
it greatly diminished
the governor's
patronage;
and it provided for amendments
by their passage
in two successive legislatures
and theirratification
by popular vote.
In 1850 the judiciary was thus
made elective.
In 1857 the number of the house
of representatives
was fixed at 100, the senate wt_
to be chosen by districts, and the legislature was forhidden toloan thecredit
of the state.
In 1864 the
right of suffrage was s,ccured to qualified
electors
in the volunteer
service. -- The present constitution was framed by a convention
at Harrisburgh
and Philadelphia,
Nov. 13, 1872-Nov.
3, 1873,
and was ratified Dec. 16, 1873, by a popular vote
of 293,564 to 109,198.
It fixes the number
of
the senate at fifty, to serve four years, and of the
house at 200, to serve two years, both to be
elected by districts;
forbids the le#slature
to pass
special laws on a number of subjects, nor in any
case without
thirty days' publication;
and makes
the governor's term of office four years, and that
of t_he supreme
court twenty-one
years.
It is
notable that it provides for the trial of contested
elections of electors of president and vice-president
by the state; in this point
Pennsylvania
was
probably
the only state in the Union in 1874
which enforced
exactly the simple idea of the
electoral system.
(SeeELF_CTORS.)--GovEIINOnS.
Thomas Wharton,
1777-9; Joseph Recd, 1778-81;
Wm. Moore,
1781-2; Jotm Dickinson,
1789.-5;
Benjamin
Franklin,
17'85-8; Thos. Mifflin, 178899; Thos. McKean,
17,99-1808;
Simon Snyder,
1808-17; William Findlay,
1817-20; Joseph Heister, 1820-23 ; John A. Schulze,
18'22,-9 ; George
Wolf, 1829-35; Joseph Ritner, 1835-8; David R.
Porter, 183844;
Francis R. Shunk, 1844-8; Win.
F.
Johnston,
1848--51; Win.
Bigler,
1851-4 ;
James Pollock, 1854-7: Wm. F. Packer, 1857-61;
Andrew
J. Curtin,
1861-7;
John
W. Geary,
1867-73; John F. tlartranft,
1873-9; llenry
:M.
Hoyt,
1879-83 ; Robert
E. Pattison,
1883-7 ;'
--POLITmAI.
HISTORY. The citizensof
Pennsylranis have, from the beginning
of her existence
as a state, claimed for her the appellation
of the
"key-stone
state."
This significant name is sufficient alone to show that the sections north and
south are no recent development,
but original politieal factors, for it was the two sections which
Pennsylvania
was to clamp together
like a keystone.
Popular
doggerel
of 1,'790, after specifying the alternate
admissions
of the new states,
Kentucky
and Vermont,
thus concludes:
"Stall Penr_ylvania holds the scale_,
_md neither south nor north prevails."
In time the

appellation

was

sometimes

used in a
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little different sense: since the reorganization
of
office a collision between the state and the United
parties in 1825, Pennsylvania's
electoral votes have
States was threatened in the once celebrated "Olinnever been cast for the unsuccessful
presidential
stead case." This was a prize cjme, dating from the
candidate;
and a vague idea has grown up that
revolutionary
war.
The state courts had decided
Pennsylvania's
support
or opposition
is deciit one way, and the continental
congress,
and
sive upon parties as well as sections.--At
first
afterward the federal courts, to the contraxy.
In
the state was internally divided.
Its population
1809 the matter was brought to a head by a manwas variously Quaker, Episcopalian,
Presbyterian
daraus from the federal supreme court to the dis(scotch-Irish),
and Lutheran
(German);
and as the
trict marshal to execute a writ, and an order from
first two classes generally sympathized
with Great
the governor
to the state militia to resist it by
Britain during tile revolution,
political
and religforce.
In the end the legislature
appropriated
a
ious feeling were both active.
Furthermore,
the
sum of money to pay the claim; the state chief
state was divided
by the Alleghanies
into a westjustice decided for the federal court's view; and
ern and an eastern section, whose people had opthe militia were sentenced to a trivial punishment,
posite interests
and politics,
the former being
which was remitted
by the president. -- Pennsylnaturally democrats, while the latter were federalvaniaremained
overwhelmingly
democratic
during
ists.
(See A.'_TI-FEDERAL P,_.RTY.) At first the
and after the war of 1812, and her legislature
susca.stern section was strong enough toretain
thestate
rained the war vigorously
throughout.
In 1817
in the federal party, but the strength of their oppoHeister
was nominated
as an independent
demonents was gradually
increased by the flow of immicratic candidate
for governor
against the regular
gration, mostly Irish and anti-British,
to the w_tcandidate, Findlay,
by the Duane party, and was
ern section, by the united and even forcible oppodefeated;
but in 1820 he was successful.
It was
sition of that section to the excise (see WHmKY I_not until 1824 that any danger was developed
to
8URRECTmN), and by the claims of New England
the demoeratic
control of the state; and that was
federalists to a large tract of land in the eastern secindirect, the appointment
of a board of commistion.
(See WYO,_rNG.)
All these influences were
stoners for internal improvements,
excited by _New
potent enough to give fourteen of the state's fifteen
York's success in the Erie canal.
In 1827 annual
electoral votes to Jefferson in 1796, and thirteen to
appropriations
for that object began, and continBurr, and to make the state very doubtful
for the
ued until 1836.
Still more important,
in its profuture.
In 1799 the eastern section was alarmed
spectivc antagonism
to the cardinal principles of
and reunited by the so-called" Fries insurrection,"
the original democratic
party, was the vast wealth
an armed resistance
to a federal law imposing a of the state in anthracite
coal and iron.
Botl_
direct tax on houses.
Nevertheless,
the democrats,
had been known before the beginning
of the cenin December, 1799, were for the first time able to
tury; but it was not until June, 1839, that the
elect their candidate
for governor, McKean;
and
anthracite
was successfully
applied
in Pennsylhe at once removed
all Mifflin's federalist
apvania to the manufacture
of iron.
From that
pointees
to office.
In the legislature
the house
time protection
for iron I)y means of 1he tariff has
was democratic
; and the senate federalist.
As
been a governing
object of all parties in the state..
the state's electors were to bc chosen by the legis--At
first the revolt against the dominant
party
tature, it was with great difficulty, and only just
showed itself, as in New York, under the nanm of
before the time fixed for the electors to vote, that
the anti-masonic
party, but with more success than
the senate forced the house to be content with
in New York.
(See ANT1-MAso_,'RY, I.; NEW
eight democratic
electors, leaving the remaining
YORK.)
In 1835 the anti-masons
elected Ritner
seven to the opposition.
The democratic
congovernor, and thus the state, which had been one
trol of the state grew rapidly
stronger,
and in of the first to pronounce
for Jackson,
had given
1803-4 there were but five federalists in the honse,
him over three-fourths
of her popular
vote in
and one in the senate.
Indeed,
the dominant
1824, and had been steadily democratic
cver since,
party almost immediately
split into two factions,
became exceedingly
doubtful.
The anti-masonic
the moderate
democrats,
or "constitutionalists,"
movement
came to nothing
further
titan a few
headed
by Gov. McKean,
and the radicals, or
attempts at repressive
legislation against the free"friends
of the people,"
headed by William Dumasons; and the party very soon fellinto the whig
ane and Michael Leib.
The latter were princiorganization.
In 1_36 Van Buren
electors were
pally bent on obtaining
a new state constitution,
chosen by the close vote of 91,475 to 87,111. and
on impeaching and removing the then state judges,
the democrats were able to elect Porter
governor
and on limiting the temlre.of
office of the judiin1838 and1841.
In1840 the electoral votes of lhe
ciary for the future.
In 1805 both factions norastate were for the first time. cast for the whig cam
inated
candidates
for governor,
McKean
and
didates, the election beingthe
closest in itshistnry,
Simon Snyder, and the former
was elected
by
as follows: Harrison,144,021;
Van Buren, 143,676:
_he aid of federalist
votes.
In 1808, however, the
Birney,
343; Harrison's
majority,
2 votes out of
"conventionalists,"
as the "friends of the people"
288,040.
(See aleo BUCKSHOT WAR.)-In 1844
now called themselves,
elected Snydcr
governor,
the political struggle was still more animated,
for
and secured a long control of the state; but they
the election of the governor
fell in the same year
made no further effort to obtain a new state constiwith the presidential
election.
The democratic
tution. -- Immediately
after Snyder's
accession to
managers
adopted the plan of claiming the semil
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protective tariff of 1842 as their own.
Polk
legislature stands as follows:
senate, thirty-two
wrote, June 19, 1844, a letter to John K. Kane,
republicans,
sixteen democrats,
three national ;
of Philadelphia,
in which he diplomatically
de- house,
one hundred
and twenty-one
republicclared that he was not in favor of "a tariff for proans, seventy-eight
democrats,
one national. -- _N'o
tection merely "; but that he was in favor of a rev.
single man has ever undisputedly
controlled
a
enue tariff which should incidentally afford judiparty in the state, with the exception of Simon
ciousprotection;
and that he had voted for several
Cameron.
At first a democrat, he was an influspecified tariff acts of this nature.
Under the ralential leader in the state, and United States senlying cry of "Polk,
Dallas, Shunk, and the tariff
ator 1845-9.
With the formation
of the repubof 1842," the democrats succeeded
in October in
lican party
in 185,5-6 he almost
immediately
electing Shunk by a majority of 4,397 in a total
obtained
complete control of its machinery.
In
w)te of 317,321, and in November
they secured
1857 he again became
United
States senator; in
the state's electoral vote by a majority of 6,332,
1861 he became secretary of war under Lincoln,
and twelve of the twenty-four
congressmen.
The
but resigned in 1862; and in 1867 he was returned
democratic
congress in 1846 changed the tariff of
to the senate.
In March, 1877, being then see1842 into a revenuo tariff ; nevertheless,
Shunk's
enty-eight years old, and having
control
of the
popularity obtained for him a re-election
in 1847
legdslature which was to elect his successor, he
by a majority of 17,933.
He resigned the next
resigned, and hisson, James Donald Cameron, was
year, and in October, 1848, the whigs elected his
elected in his place.
The son, however, had litsuccessor, Johnston,
by the close vote of 168,523
tie of the suppleness which had often enabled the
to 168,221.
This, again, was a premonition
of father to manage even hostile majorities.
The
the result in November,
when
Taylor electors
party machinery,
which
in every state is very
were chosen by a majority
of 3,074 over both
frequently
used to evade the will of the party,
Cass and Van Buren.As the slavery question
was now recklessly
or ostentatiously
expomd
to
rose to national importance
after 1848, Pennsylpublic view.
In 1880 (see NOmNATI_OCONVXNvania was governed at first by the ancient feeling
Tm,_s) the state vote in the republican
national
that her function
was that of a balance wheel
between the two sections.
,ks democratic success
seemed most likely to maintain national harmony,
Pennsylvania
was democratic
until 1860 in her
elections for governor,
presidential
electors and
legislatures, with the exceptions
of 1854, when
the anti-Nebraska
excitement
carried into office
Gov. Pollock and a majority of the lower house
of the legislature, and 1858, when the republicans

convention
was thus instructed
for Grant, though
the maj6rity of the republicans
of the state, and
almost a majority of the state convention,
were
against him.
In 1881, though defeated finally in
the national convention,
he still held undisputed
control of the state convention which nominated
the candidate
for state treasurer.
Thereupon
Charles G. Wolfe took the first step in the road
which may po_ibly
prove a release from the all-

obtained a majority
in the lower house.
In 1860
a governor was to be elected, and the success of
the republicans in electing Curtin by the unusual
majority, for Pennsylvania,
of 3'2,164 over Henry
D Foster whowas
heartily supported
by a fusion

controlling
convention
system,
by nominating
himself for treasurer,
and stumping
the state in
his own behalf.
In the end the vote stood for
Bailey, republican, 265,295; for Noble, democrat,
258,471; and for Wolfe, 49,984.
In the follow-

of all the other three parties, seemed almost de.
eisive of the presidential
election in November.
The majority of the Lincoln
electors over the
fusion electors was increased to 59,618 in a total
vote of 476,442.
Both houses of the legislature
were republican,
and twenty-one
of the twentyfive congressmen. --Since
the aec_sion
of the
republican party to power, Pennsylvania
has rerosined a steadily republican
state.
In congres._i,mal elections
the democrats
have usually obtained a fair share, and occasionally a majority,
of tt_e representatives;
but in elections
for gov.ern,_r or presidential
electors, the republicanshave
m_ariably
been successful.
In 1878, for governor, Hoyt could only claim a plurality (22,353)
over the democratic
candidate,
owing to 81,758
"_reenback"
votes for Mason;
in other years

ing year, 1882, Wolfe's movement
developed into
an organized
revolt against the Cameron leadership.
The dissentients
rejected the ideaof "reform within the party," for the very plausible
rea._n that "you can not get within the organization to reform it"; were unmoved by the possibility of the suc(.ess of the democrats in the state;
and at a separate state convention,
May 24, norainated a state ticket of their own, headed by the
name of John Stewart for governor.
Cameron's
political existence
depended
on the election, at
which was to be chosen
not only the governor,
the state officers and the congressmen-at-large,
but the legislature
which was to pass upon his
own returu to the senate in 1885.
Nevertheless,
his state convention,
Mav 10, attempted
no ac-

t!_e majority has been complete
elections the republican
majority,

inated
Beaver

In presidential
though steady,

a full state ticket,
headed
for governor.
Meanwhile,

by Jas. A.
the tide was

h_t_ not been over 80,000, except
in 1872, when
all running
with the revolt.
It was recrnited by
Gr:mt's majority
over Greeley was 135,918 in
John I. Mitchell,
Cameron s associate in the sen563,260 votes. In 1880 the vote for electors stood
ate, and by a great number
of other influential
commodation the
withCameron
the "independents,"
but nora.
as follows: Garfield, 444,704; Hancock, 407,428; i republicans;
nominee for congressWeaver, 20,668 ; scattering,
1,_.
In 1882 the I man-at-large,
Marshall, refused to run; and whe, u
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the state convention was resuscitated to nominate
another candidate, m_ny of the delegates denied
the validity of the call and refused to attend,
The result was a chaotic election, in which the

ney general under Garfield; John I. Mi_lell,
r_
publican congressman
1877-81, and United Stat_
senator 1881-7; Gouverneur
Morris, minister to
France 1792-4, and federalist United States senator

following vote was cast for governor : Pattisou
(dem.), 355,791; Beaver (rep.), 315,589;
Stewart
(ind. rep.), 43,743; Armstrong (grcenb.), 23,996;
Pettit (prohib.), 5,196.
Of the twenty-eight
repre_ntatives
in congress,
fifteen were republicans, twelve democrats,
and one greenbackcr.
The
legislature
of 1883-4 stands as follows: senate,
twenty democrats,
thirty republicans;
house, one
hundred and thirteen
democrats,
eighty-eight
republicans;
democratic
majority
on joint ballot,
fifteen.Since the eh<:tion the regular and independent republicans
have quietly reunited,
without formally abolishing
the Cameron leadership,
The most important
action of the republican
convention of 1883 was the revival
of the old whig
plan of distributing
surplus revenue
among the
states.
Its previous
history is elsewhere
given.
(See DISTRIBUTION, under INTERNAL L_PROVE,_ENTS, II.)
It has not yet been adopted
by the
party in other states, and must as yet be considered only a Pennsylvania
policy.--Besides
the
Camerons, and James Buchanan,
George M. Dalla.s, Benjamin
Franklin,
Albert Galiatin,
W.S.
Hancock,
Jared Ingersoll,
John Sergeant, E.M.
Stanton, and Thaddeus
Stevens (see their names),
the following
have been prominent
in the state's
political
history:
Henry Baldwin,
federalist
congre_man
1817-22, and justice of the supreme
court 1830-44; .Nicholas Biddie, president
of the
United States bank, 1823-41; Horace Binncy, whig
congressman
1833-5; Jeremiah S. Black, secretary
(ff state under Buchanan;
Benj. It. Brewstcr, attorney general under Arthur;
Charles R, Buckalew,
democratic
United States senator 1863-9; IIiester
Clymer, democratic candidate for governor in 1866,
United
States senator
in 1879, and congressman
1873--81; John Covode, republican
congTe_man
1855-63; Andrew G. Curtin, governor 1861-7, and
democratiQ congressman
1881-5; William Findlay,
democratic
congressman
1791-9 and 1803-17 (see
WHmKY I._SURI_C'rmN) ; Thomas
Fitzsimons,
member
of the convention
of 1787, federalist
congressman
1789-95; John W. Forncy, clerk of
the house of representatives
1851-6 and 1860-61;
Walter Forward,
congressman
182'2-5, and secretary of the treasury under Tyler; Joseph Hoister,
democratic
congressman
1797-1805 and 1815-20,
and governor
1820-23; Chas. J. Ingersoll,
democratic congressman,
1813-15 and 1841-9; Joseph
R. Ingersoll (brother of the preceding, and son of
Jared
Ingersoll),
whig congressman
183.5-7 and
1841-9, and minister
to Great Britain
1852-8;
Samuel
D. Ingham,
democratic
congressman
1813-18 and 1822-9, and secretary
of the treasury
_mder Jackson;
Win. D. Kelley, republican
congressman 1861-87; Michael Leib, democratic congressman
1799-1806,
and United States senator
180@-14 ; Edward
McPherson,
republican
congreasmau
1859-68, and clerk of the house of
representatives
1863-73; Wayne McVeagh, attor-

1800-8; Robert Morris, one of the signers" of the
declaration of independence,
the manager of the
revolutionary
finances, a delegate to the convention of 1787, and United
States senator 1789-95;
Frederick A Muhlenberg,
democratic congressman
1789-95 (see CONGRESS, SESSIONS OF); Henry A.
Muhtcaberg,
democratic
congressman
1829-88,
minister
to Austria
1838-40, and democratic
nominee for governor in 1844, Shunk being afterward substituted by reason of Muhlenberg's
sudden
death; J. P. G. Muhlenberg,
priest in the episcopal church, brigadier
general in the revolutionary
army, democratic
congressman
1789-91, 1793-5,
and 1789-1801; Asa Packer, democratic
congressman 1853-7; Samuel J. Randall, democratic
congressman
1863-87 (see CONGm_SS, SF_.SSrO_SOF);
Glenni
W. Schofield,
republican
congressman
1863--75; Arthur
St. Clair, major general in the
revolutionary
army, and deleg'ate to the continental congress
(see ORDI_A._CE OF 1787) ; Wm. A.
Wallace,
democratic
state senator
1862-71, and
United
States senator 1875-81 ; Win. Wilkins,
democratic
and anti-masonic
United States senator
1831-4 and 1848-4, minister to Russia 1834-5, and
secretary
of war under Tyler ; David
Wilmot,
democratic
congressman
1845-51, republican
candidate for governor
1857, and United States senator 1861-8(seeWIL.'_oTPRovISO);
James Wilson,
delegate to the continental
congress 1775-8, 1782-8
and 1785-7, member of the convention
of 1787,
and ju_iee
of the United States supreme
court
1789-98 ; Geo. W. Woodward,
democratic
candidate for United States senator in 1844, and for
governor
in 1863, judge of the state supreme
court 1852-67, and congressman
1867-71 ; and
Hendrick
B. Wright,
democratic
congressman
18,53-5, 1861-3 and 1877-81. --See 2 Poore's Fedcral and State CoT_ti_uth_n; Clarkson's
Meuwir of
Penn; 2 Wm. Penn's Work_; IIazard's Aanal_ of
Peansylt_a, nia (to 1682); Pennsylvania
Archives (to
1786), and Register of Penr_ylvaT_ia; Clay's Annals
of the Swedes on the Delaware;
autlaorities
on
Mason and Dixon's
line under MARYL.tND ; 3
Franklin's
Wor_, 107; Proud's ///story
of Pennsylvawia (to 1742); Gordon's//istory
of Pen_ylvan_ (to 1776) ; Fuller's
Political
Cla_ Book of
Pennsylvania
(1'853); Carpenter's
Hi_7/of
Pennsylvania (1854); Barber's
History and Antiquit_
of Pennsylvania
(1856); Watson's Annals of Pen_
sylvania and Philadelphia;
Sypher's School Biatary
of Pe_,nsylvania
(1868); Bates' ///story
of Pennsylvania (1869); Corncll's Ilistary of Penn_y$va_
(1876); Morton's ///story
of the Appellation
Keystone Stale/Gibbons'
Pennsylvania
J_ztch; Beetle's
Negro Slavery
in Penn, syl_arda ; Bates' Ma_d
.Deeds of Pennsylvania;
Rupp's H/st_,y of La_
caster UounJy;
Harris' JgiograpMeal 1_
Lancaster Uaun,ty (to 1878); Goodwin's P_n_ania _rraphy
(1840); Armor's _
of g_
vrnqra of Penn_jl_n4_a
(to 1872) ;
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._.acycl, a'/xa_ of Per_nsylvania
(to 1874) ; W.D.
Kelley's _eches
and Addreases; and authorities
under DELAWARE and WYoM_n_o.
ALEX_DER
Jom_'STON.
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the heart of their feudal system, which comprises
700,000 to 800,000 individuals.
The Turkish
tribes are not subject to the king, but are merely
his vassals.
On the contrary,
the king has for
subjects all the Persians,
Tadjiks or Kurds. -- The
PENNY BANKS.
(See B_'KS, HZSTORy a._'-D king is sovercign
master of the state and of his
MA_AGE_._T
OF SAVn_6S.)
subjects, of their lives and of their fortunes; this is,
as we see, what has been called eastern despotism;
PENSIONS.
(See UNITED STATES PE_'_SION a despotism
which is not absolute, however,
since
Laws, A.WDTHE PENSION LAWS OF OT_tER COUN- it finds limits in religion, tradition
and the priv*
TR_S.)
ileges of the corporations
and of tile tribes.
The
crown is hereditary in the direct line; but the king,
PERSIA,
The name Persia awakens great memor slmh, may choose his successor
from among
ories. But Persia, or Iran, is no longer the flourishhis sons.
tie designates him during his lifetime,
ing empire of the sophis, and still less the vaster
in order to prevent civil war. -- There are a great
andmorepowerfulempireofthegreatla'ngs.
Modnumber
of offices in the court of the shah of
crn Persia has an area of scarcely more than 65,000
Persia.
There is a swordbcarer,
a shieldbearer,
square
geographical
leagues (of twenty-five
to a
a cupbearer,
etc.
The functions
of the grand
degree).
It is bounded
on the north by Russia,
marshal (nasaktchve
baM_ee) consist not only in
the Caspian sea and Turkestan;
on the *east by
dircicting the service of the Persian army,
but
the kingdoms
of Herat and of Cabul and the
also in watching
over the execution
of justice.
confederation
of the Beloochees;
on the south by
The grand master of ceremonies
and the grand
the gulf of Omaa and the Persian gulf; on the
master of hospitality
are charged with the recep.
west by Turkey in Asia.
This vast territory ha._ tion of ambassadors
and travelers
of distinction.
scarcely nine millions of inhabitant._;
which is. The highest dignity of the empire is that of the
explained
by the fact that the country
has met
first minister
(vizi_r-i-azera).
He concentrates
in
with the fate of all the countries of western Asia,
his hands
the whole government
and adminiswhich, after having
been in ancient
times the
tration.
After him come the steward (ameer_edtheatre of a rich development
of civilization,
predoulah), who has charge of the finances;
the high
sent to the traveler
of the present day only the
chancellor
of state (mqunchee-il-memalik),
who has
ruins of ancient cities and an abased people, ignocharge of internal affairs; and finally, the mousrant, for the most part, of the glory of their anceste.y_, or secretaries of state, among whom is found
tors. --Nevertheless,
the Persians are very intellithe eshker-auvis,
or secretary
of state in the war
gent and tolerably active.
Only, their intelligence
department.
The executor of confiscations
is also
is principally
exercised on metaphysical
questions,
an important
functionary.-The empire is divided
while their activity
is concentrated
upon corninto eleven provinces,
which are administered
in
merce and brokerage.
The only laborious inhabthe following
manner:
In each province
a govitants of the country are the Turks, who conquered
ernor (beglerbeg) has under his authority
thc cornPersia about five hundred
years ago, but their
manders
of the towns (ka/a'ms ate/ zab/ts), the
patience and spirit of order are exercised only in
mayors of important
localities (ke/antvr), those of
rudimentary
agriculture.The name o£ Iran,
the villages (ketkhoded,), the lieutenants
of tvolicc
which Persia gives herself, and which Europe al(darogha), the chiefs of police (mir-i-ahdas)
the
lows to her, would mislead us should we persist in
market commissioners
(r/wuhtesib), and the (pakseeing in the modem Persians an Indo-European
kee) or tax gatherers.
The distinctive
feature of
race.
The Aryaus of the ancient invasions have
the Persian administration,
as in all the countries
almost wholly
disappeared
in the Semitic masses
of the orient, is, that power is delegated
in full;
of Farsistan;
at the time of the Achemenidian
thus, the governors
of provinces or towns are real
kings, six centuries
before Christ, this fusion was
kings, until the king exiles them or puts them to
already far advanced.
It has since only increased,
death.
The police exercise their functions
in a
and a truly
Semitic
people, under the name of very remarkable
manner in Persia.
The towns
Tadfik, now occupies
all the towns of Persia and
are divided
into districts.
The inhabitants
of
the countries of the southeast.
The Aryan blood
each district
choose
their lieutenant
of police
has been better
preserved
in the other Farsee
from among the most honorable citizens.
These
group, the Kurd,, who, to the number of about
functions are gratuitous,
and are obtained only by
a million, inhabit the mountains
of the west.
An
a spotless reputation.
In this respect, Persia posentirely different race, the Turks or Ph/ats, occupy
sesses the germ of a fruitful
principle
of municthe north.
Neither
must the name of Tout'an,
ipal liberty,
which, carried
out, would have a
which they give themselves,
and which the Perfavorable
influence
upon the social condition of
sians grant them, cause us to see in them a peothe country.
Unlike other Mussulman
(that is to
ple. exclusively
Mongolian;
they are Mongoliaus
say, Sunulte) countries,
in which
civil law and
strongly Aryanized,
like their ancestors, the Arsareligious law are confounded,
Persia distinguishes
cich_n Parthiana.
It istheywhohavefurulshed
the precepts
of the Koran,
with
the adminlato Persia the greater part of her dynasties.
The
tration of which the clergy are charged, from the
reigning dynasty, that of the .Kadaiar$, came from
laical law.
The ur]', or customary law, compre-
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bending the crimes or misdemeanors
which disturb society, such as murder, theft, fraud, etc., is
the province
of a court composed
of secular
magistrates.
The sovereign
is the first of these
magistrates.
The governors
of provinces,
the
commandants
of cities, and the other officers of
the government
administer
justice,
in the name
of the shah, each in his own juri_,diction.
Another difference,
of equal importance,
between
Persia and other l_Iussulman countries, is the existence of a clerk" of prw.st,*, an institution
contrary to the very spirit of Islamism, which admits
only of jurisconsults
and judges.
The mo/h_s
and the _woshtehed, their chiefs, have inherited,
in Mussulman
Persia, some of the power of the
mazdean m_ed_, as well as of their unpopularity,
justified, it is said, by the conduct of these priests,
and which would, moreover,
be abundantly
explained by this fact : that Persia is Mussulman
only in appearance.
Ifweexcept,
indeed,acertain
number of Turks, strict Sunnites,
like their Ottoman congeners, and as such, very hostile to a clefgy of priests, Persian Islamism, or Shiism, while
remaining
the official religion, resolves itself into
a national religion, which the Sunnites hold to be
very similar to Christianity,
and which in fact
concentrates
all veneration
upon All; and some
sects of which even make a god of him.
But
even this schismatic
religion
has but very few
convinced
adherents;
every one makes an obligatory profession
of it; but the entire bourgeoisie
is made up (ff saris, or free-thinkers,
not that
there are any atheists among them, nor, especially,
any dogmatic
materialists;
all Persian
imaginations, on the contrary,
are full of the supernatural: but the sufis are absolutely
freed from Islam.
Lastly,
the moral element,
truly
re/_ls,
of
Persia, is to be found in the nossayri,,, monogamolto gnostics,
whom every one in Persia takes
for Christians,
and who, in reality,
appear
to
have derived
their
doctrine
from
Buddhism.
The nossayris
comprise two-fifths of Persia.
It
would be unjust to forget,
in this enumeration,
a
set of sufis, the babis, a recent sect founded
by
an enthusiast,
prophet and martyr, who declared
the religion of Mohammed
abolished.
His doctrine, which appears to be absolute
rationalism,
made great progres¢, and caused a riot, which
was quelled only in the blood of its votaries,
--The
system
of finance estahlished
in Persia
for the assessment
and collection
of taxes prescnts nothing analogous
to the institutions
which
exist among the nations of Europe.
The revenues
of the state, or, to speak more accurately,
the revcnues of tile sovereign, were estimated,
in 1873,
at about seventy-five millions of francs.
Thissum
is the product of imposts and taxes of all kinds,
which are assessed in the following manner : the
land tax, or mdiat, which is paid partly in kind and
partly in money, andis one-fifth of the product; the
tax to which domestic
animals, horses, camels,
sheep, goats, bees, etc., are subject, and which
varies according to their different kinds; the personal tax and house tax, of which we can make no

exact valuation, and which vary in the different
provinces.
These last taxes are not levied in the
towns, exccptontheshopsandstoresofmerchants.
who pay in proportion to the amount of their busihess.
Foreign goods are subject to a duty of 5 per
cent., paid at the frontiers, and to an additional ono
of 1_ per cent., in the tollhouses,
farmed out to private individuals,
which pay considerable
sums to
the government.
The tax is not always directly
collected by the divan, which, on the other hand,
does not always pay the functionaries
directly.
The latter receive an order to collect the tax of
certain villages, w.hich constitute
their appanage.
As the cadastre is old, the tax which the tax gatherer is authorized to collect according to his warrant, is frequently
less than the two-tenths
of the
actual revenue, which the functionary
does not
fail to collect; therefore
the king issued, in 1869,
two edicts, one to enjoin the tax payers to pay
only the quota registered
at the divan; the other
to order a census which was regarded as the pre_
lude to a new cadastre.--But
we have as yet spoken
only of the fixed taxes; there are variable ones, and
a great number of them.
There
is the extraordg
nary tribute, which is one of the most vexatious;
it is exacted to meet certain expenses of the royal
family, such as the marriage
of a prince of tho
blood, or any other solemnity;
there is the sadr,
designed to provide for the expenses occasioned
by ambassadom
of foreign courts, and to entertain
high functionaries;
there is the pik&cd, or present
to the kfr_g, which, though
called a voluntary tax,
is none the less exacted.
This present
is mado
annually
to the king by the governors
of the
provinces
and the great dignitaries
of the kingdora; it is nc<_ssarily
the fruit of an arbitrary
imposition.
Public establishments
are also subject to the payment
of periodical
dues. -- If the
revenues of the crown are considerable
in Persia,
where the nece._saries of life are much cheaper
than in Europe, the functionaries
are but slightly
remunerated;
in return, however, they are left at
liberty to pay themselves,
to the detriment
of the
people.
When an important
man or a dignitary
of ttle empire s_s that he can enrich himself
by
obtaining the government
of a province, he makes
his request to a sovereign,
fixing in advance
the
sum which be pledges himself to pay annually
into the treasury.
The place is given to thehighest bidder.
It may easily be imagined what the
conduct of this sort of royal farmers must be I It
is true that the sovereign receives all the complaints
which are made to him; but it is solely to the end
of making the beglerbeg
disgorge, for the benefit
of the state, whenever
his wealth has become too
great.
Thus the people and the sovereign are
equally satisfied. --The
peasantry
alone are subject to taxation.
The memhants
and workmen
arelegallyexemptfromit.
Themerchantstransmit their business to their _ns; their honesty is
proverbial,
and all unemployed
funds are intrusted to them; they are the only bankers of the erapile.
It is they who lend to the state, and as all
the money returns to their hands, they no lo_ger
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fear the public
bankruptcies
which
characterized
the
ancient
governments
of Persia.
The workmen
have
their
corporations,
their
regulations,
their funds,
their elected
assemblies.
It is the

T.S.
Andersen,
My Wanderings
in Perg, a, 8vo,
London,
1880;
General
Biaramberg,
_atistical
Survey
of Persia,
made
in tt_e gears
1837-40
(in
Russian),
8re, St. Petersburg,
1853; Do. Heinrich

organization
of St. Louis,
or
ganization
which
St.
Louis
which
came from the Roman
found
it in the east.
It was,
capture
of
Ctesiphon
that

Brugsch,
Reise
der
nacJ_ Persie_t,
1860

rather,
it is the orhad regulated,
and
empire,
which
had
in fact, after the
Alexander
Severus

organized
the trade
corporations.
Industry
has
declined
very
much
from
what
it was
under
the sophS.
The
ancient
manufactories
of silk
and
velvet
(Kashan,
Ispahan,
Reschet),
and the
manufactories
of
arms
(Kerman,
Schir_),
are
no longer
in existence,
but
commerce
is carried
on

in

an

indifferent

way.--As

forces
of Persia,
see the
The
resources
of Persia
were

possible

silver,
phur,
men,

copper,
copperas,
naphtha

to make

to

note hereto
would
be
the

most

of

the

military

appended.
immen_
them.

-if it
Gold,

iron,
jasper,
white
marble,
sulsalt and saltpetre,
turquoise,
bituand
petroleum:
all these
abound

K. preu_ischeu
Gesand/_ct_ft
und
1861, 2 vols., See,
Leip-

captive Persians in the settlements
of the Tekke (Turko.
mansi. The sixthvolume'of
Behm&Wagner's
/)/e Bevol"keru_g der Erde contains the late_t estimates of the popu.
lation of Persia, by Gem Houtum-S_hindier,
who poeses_es
a most thorough knowledge of the country; these estimates
are based, partly on the general's own observations, and
partly on the statements of the Persian minister of finance,
and are as follows"
X_abttaats.
99 towns, with 363,e_0 families ....................
1,968,600
Villages.and about 30districts containing no towns. 3,780,000
_omans, as rollows:
Arabians, with ........
57.800 families "1
Turks, with ...........
160,000
"
| ......
Kurds, Lak. with ...... 150.000
,'
_ Y'.._
_ 1 909,800
Belooches, Gipsies.with
4,600
,
| lam_les )
BachtJarcs, Lures, with 52,000
"
J
Total .........................................

7,e_a,a)0

necessary
water.
The
products
of the soil are
flax, hemp,
sesame,
tobacco,
cotton,
saffron,
terebinth,
mastic,
gums,
gall nuts, and dye plants,
Persia
furnishes
to commerce
annually,
20,000

AceordingtorcligionthessT,653,600inhabitantsarc
divided
into 6,860,600 ShiRes, 700,000 Sunnites and Mohammedan
sectarians, 8,000 Parseea, 19,000 Jews, 43,000 Armenians, and
us,000 Nestorians.
Of 1,000 Armenians, 528 are males, 472
females;
of 1,000 Mohammedans,
495 arc males, and 506
females. -- The cultivation and the export of opium, which
are not only encouraged by the governraent, but even ordered
by it, have lately considerably increased,
while in other
respects little or no progress has been made in the conntry.
The Persian opium trade dates only from the Anglo-Chinese
war. In consequence of the safety affordt_i by the occupstionof Hong Kong by the English, Persian opinm gradually
made its way to China. The prohibitory duties exacted m
the ports of India had been a great obstacle in the way of
trade,
for toa long
more Finally,
opium was
to Constan-of
tinople and
than
Hongtime
Kong.
somesentmerchants

bales ()f silk.
The opium-yielding
tO.PPY is very
extensively
cultivated
there.
Manna
and rhubarb are exported.
But this wealth
can be sent

Iesd discovered the route via Ceylon, and now that drug is
shipped via Bender-Abbas
directly to China, by steamers of
the Pet.he line of steamships.
In 1880 the export wa_ 6,000

out

_while ten
(or years
boxes previous,
of 125 English
]boO,
and in to1881,
the export
amounted
but 8,000;
4,000
p/cu/_, or one-hMf of the amount exported in 1881. 8,000
p/cu/s are equivalent
to 480 English tons, and arc but

in Iran.
irrigation
land are

The soil is remarkably
fertile wherever
is practicable,
but large areas of fertile
uninhabited,
and
it is only the facility

of finding
somewhat

fields to cultivate
which
compensates
for the lack of work in the cities.
The

vast saline deserts in Persia might be brought
under

cultivation

Of

the

COSt for
means
of
kept

in

by

supplying

them

with

the

kint._dom
only at a very considerable
transportation,
so imperfect
are
the
communication.
].f Persia
had
roads

good

repair,

commerce

there

would

de-

velop
immensely,
the
mines
could
be worked,
and the public
wealth
would
increase
ten-fold
in
a very
short time.
Such
must
be, however,
the
foundation
of all social renovation
for the nations
of the east, and since 1873,. the year of the shah's
first visit
to Europe,
we have
been
assured
that
measures
have been
taken
to construct
roads and
to introduce
into Persia
several
of the most
important

European

institutions.
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* By the treaty of Dec. 9 (21_, 1881, ratified Feb. t_q (March
12), 1_,
the boundary between
the Persian province of
Chorasan and the territory of the Turkomans,
which had
lately been occupied by the Russians, was finally established,
By the stipulations
of that treaty the boundary line is
formed by the lower parts of the Atrek river upward to Fort
Tsehat, by the ridge of the Songu Dagh and by the Sjagtrim
mountains; it next cro_es
the upper Tshandyr, runs in a
northeasterly direction to the Sumbar, following its course
to its mouth; it then runs along the ridge of the Kopet Dagh
in a southeasterly direction, following, as a whole, irrespectire of some sinuosities
and indentations,
the northern
water-shed of the Atrek river, up to Baba-Durmas,
which
remains In the po_ession
of Persia.
This conquest
by
Russia has at least the advantage for Persia, that a considersble portion of the latter country will henceforth be
secure from the destructive invasions of the Turkomans;
the Russians _
gave their freedom to a great number of
180
eeL.
nL -- 11

one-tenth of the quantity of opium exported from India.
With better roads. Persia might well nigh make its competition felt by India.
Probably in consequence
of the
primitive method of manufacturing
it, Persian opium is a
little cheaper than that produced in India; crude Persian
opium coets ten rupees per see (two lba.) ; refined, thirteen
and one-third
rupees, against sixteen rupees for refined
Indian opium. -- The Persian
priesthood consists of many
orders, the chief of them at the prt_dent time being that
of Mooshtehcd,
of whom there are but five in number
in the whole country.
Vacancies
in this post are. filled
nominally by the members of the order, but in reality by
the public voice, and the shah himself is excluded
from
all power of appointment.
Next in rank to the mooshtehed
is the sheik-ul-islam,
or ruler of the faith, of whom there is
one in every large town, nominated
by, and receiving his
salary from, the government.
Under these dignitaries there
are three classes of ministers of religion, the mooturclle,
one for each mosque or place of pilgrimage; the muezzin,
or sayer of prayers, and the mollah, or conductor of rites.
The Armenians are under two bishops, one of them Roman
Catholic, and both residing at Lspahan`
There is wide tel.
erance exercised toward Armenians and Nestorians,
but the
Jews and Guebres suffer under great oppression.
Education
is in a comparatively
advanced state, at least as far as the
upper classes are concerned.
There are a great number of
colleges, supported by public funds, in which students are
instructed In religion and Persian and Arabian literature, as
well as in a certain amount of scientific knowledge, while
private tutors arc very common, being employed by all farotiles who hgve the means.
A larger portion of the populaties of Pe_ts are _
of the rudiments
of educal/on
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The
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of the government
are known
only from estimates,
as no budgets or other o_eial
accounts have ever been published.
The receipts
of the
year 1875 amounted to 4,361,680 tomans, or £2,0'26,354, in
money, besides payments
in kind, consisting of barley,
wheat, rice and silk, valued at 5.50,840 romans, or £_255,911,
m_Iztng the total revenue equal to 4,912,500 tomans,
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£2,282,2_5.
The bulk of the public expenditure
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PERSONAL
TORY), statutes
rious northern
fugitive
slave

LIBERTY
LAWS
(_ U. S. HIspassed
by the legislatures
of vastates,
during
the existence
of the
laws,
for the purpo_
of securing

lies, as remarked above, upon the laboring classes, and,
among these, upon the Mohammedan subjects of the shah.
The amount of revenue collected from the Christian popuiation, the Jews, and the Guebres, is reported to be very
small. The government has no public debt.--By
a decree
of the shah, issued in July, 1875, it was ordered that the
army should for the future be raised by conscription, instead
of by irregular levies, and that a term of service of twelve
years sbouid he substituted for the old system, under whmh
the ma_ of the soldiers were retained for life. The organizatiou of the army is by provinces, tribes and districts.
A
province furnishes several regiments;
a tribe gives one. and

to alleged
fugitives
the privilege
of the writ of
h_eaS
corpus
and the trial
by jury, whicl_
those
laws denied
them.
(See FUGITIVE
SLAVE LAWS.)
--In
1840 New
York
passed
an act securing
a

cometimea
two, commanding
and a district officers
contributes
one battalion
the army.
The
are almost
invariably to
selected from the chiefs of the tribe or district from which
the regiment is raised.
The Christmns, Jews and Guebres in
PerBia are exempt from all military service.
The whole external
tradeof ofwhich
Persia£2,500,0_0
may be. may
roughly
valueda_ atthe_4,000,1_0
annually,
be taken
value ol

Prigg
_.
Pennsylvania
(see FUGITIVE
_LAVE
LAWS) was decided in 1842, and in 1843 Museschusetts
and
Vermont
passed
laws
prohibiting
state officers
from performing
the duties
exacted
of them
by the first fugitive
slave law, and
for-

the imports,
and £1,5_},000
greater part of the commerce

bidding
detention

as that of the exports.
The
of Persia centres st Tabreez,

trisJ by jury to persons accused of being fugitive
slaves.
This
was the first real "personal
liberty
law,"
other
previous
state statutes
being ostensibly or really designed
to assist in the rendition
of
fugitives
; and even this statute
soon fell
into
disuse and was practically
forgotten.
The case of

the
of

use of the
fugitives.

jails of the state
for the
In 1847 and
1848 Penn-

which is the chief emporium for the pro_luctions of northern India, Samarkand, Bokhara. Cabul and Beloochistan.
There are no official returns of the value of the total iraports and exports, the former of which are estimated
to
have averaged £1,(}(}0,(_0, and the latter ;f,500,000, per anhum,
the year
1876-80.
principalconsisted
article of
into in
Tabreez
during
the The
five years
of import
cotton

sylvania and Rhode Island passed similar laws.

goods of British manufacture,
of the average
annual
value of £800,000; while the chief article of export was
_ilk, shipped for France and Great Britain, of the averrage
annual
£110,000.passes
All bytheConstantinople
European metchandise
that value
reaches of Tabreez
to

laws were
Connecticut

Trebizoud, whence it is forwarded by caravans.
£100,000 worth of carpets are now annually

1860.
These
laws generally
the state's
jails
for detaining

Upward
exported

of
to

Other
states
refused
to do so. -- The
passage
of
the fugitive
slave law of 1850, which
avoided
all
employment
of state officers,
necessitated
a change
in the personal
liberty
laws.
Accordingly,
new
passed
by
in 1854,

Vermont,
by Maine,

Rhode
Island
Massachusetts

and
and

Michigan in 1855, by Wisconsin and Kansas in
1_8,
by Ohio in 1859, and by Pennsylvania in

Europe. --Persia
has a system of telegraphs, established by
Europeans.
At the end of 1879 there were 3,367 miles of
telegraph lines and 5,660 miles of telegraph wire in operalion. The number of telegraph offiees wa_ seventy-one
at
the same dat_. The number of dispatches
forwarded in the

state

year 1878 was 500,{_0, the revenue of the year from islegraphs amounting to £15,000.
The first regular postal serviCe, also e_tablished by Europeans, was opened in January,
1877. Under it mails are conveyed from Julfa, on the Ruesian frontier, to Tabreez and Tehcran, and from thence to
the port of Resht, on the Caspian sea. In November, 188_,
the PerSian _ernment
arranged with a syndicate of French
eapitalte_ for the construction of a railway from Re_ht to
Te_-a_
_o roues,
tSee Stateaman's _anna_, _.)

the

officers,

.under

prohibited
fugitives;

various

names,

the use of
provided
throughout

the state,
to act as counsel
for persons
alleged
to
be fugitives;
secured
to all such persons
the benefits of habeas e_rpus and trial by jury; required

identity of the fugitive

to

be

proved by

two

witnesses;
forbade
state judges
and officers to issue
writs or give any assistance
to the claimant;
and
imposed
a heavy
fine and imprisonment
for the
crime of forcibly seizing or representing as s
slave any
slavery.

free person
with
:New Hampshire,

intent
New

to reduce him to
York,
New Jet.

PERSONAL

UNION.

1_

'eey, In_i_m_ Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, California
and Oregon passed no full personal liberty laws;
but there were only two of these _tates, New
Jersey and California,
which gave any official
sanction or assistance to the rendition of fugitive
slaves, though three of them, Indiana, Illinois and
Oregon, did so indirectly,
by prohibiting
the entrance within their borders of negroes either slave
or free.
In the other states named above, the
action of the legislative, judiciary or executive was
generally so unfriendly that the South Carolina
declaration
of causes for secession in 1860 ineluded Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and New Hampshire with the ten states which had passed liberty
laws, in the charge of having violated their constitutional
obligation to deliver fugitive slaves. -The fugitive slave law and the personal liberty
laws together show plainly that the compromL_c
of 1850 (see Co_r'RO_XSF_S, V.) was far worse
than labor lost.
It gave the south a law to which
it had no title; even Rhett, in the South Carolina
secession convention,
declared that he had never
considered
the fugitive slave law constitutional.
It thus provoked
the passage of the personal liberty laws in the north.
Each section, ignoring
the other's complaints,
exhausted its own patience
in calling for a redress which neither was willing
_o accord first.
It is not meant to be understood
that secession would never have occurred without

constitution,
had assumed an obligation which it
was not possible to fulfill. -- The writer's own
belief that the obligation
of rendition was upon
the states alone, has prevented him from classing
the personal liberty laws under nullification.
If,
however, the obligation
was really federal, they
were certainly nullifications,
though
not to the
same degree as that of South Carolina; for the
latter absolutely
prohibited the execution of the
tariff act, while the former only impeded the ten.
dition of fugitive slaves.
The principle, however,
is the same.
(See NuLLIFICATION.)
It is worthy
of notice, however, that when the supreme court,
in the case of Ablcman vs. Booth, overrode the
Wisconsin
personal liberty law, the Wisconsin
legislature
passed a series of resolutions,
March
19, 1859, reaffirming the Kentucky
resolutions of
1799 (see KENTUCKY RES_)LUTIONS), but making
them read "that a po_live defiance" (instead of
a nullification)
"is the rightful remedy." _ See
M'a_ac_eBa
Rer_d
,_atu_s (1860), e. 125, § 20;
2 Wilson's
Ri_e a_d Fall of Ow 81a_ Power, 57,
639; Joel Parker's
Personal 1Aberty Laws (1861);
B.R.
Curtis' Works, 328, 34,5; 2/b., 69; Tyler's
Lffeof
Taney, 398; Appleton'sAnnualCyclaIx_ia
(1861), 575; 21 llow., 506 (Ableman vs. Booth); 2
Webster's
Works, 577; Schuckers'
Life of Clu_e,
178.
AL_.XA_Dmt JO_STO_.

the aid
vailing
had to
without
fion of

of the fugitive'slave
law and its counterstatutes; only that secession would have
search much more diligently for an excuse
them.
Throughout
the whole declaraSouth Carolina in 1860 there is hardly an

PERSONAL
UNION,
or dynastic
union, is
the combination
by which two different states are
governed by the same prince, while their bound.
aries, their laws and their interests remain distinct.
Thus, in modern times, the king of England was

allegation which, in any point of view, deserves
respectful consideration,
with this single exception
of the personal liberty laws; and these were the
unconstitutional
results of the unconstitutional
:fugitive slave law. -- The objection to the eonstitutionality
of the fugitive slave law is, in brief,
that the rendition of fugitive slaves, as well as of
fugitives from justice, was an obligation imposed
by the constitution upon the states; and that the
federal government,
which has never attempted to
give the law in the latter case, had no more right
_o do so in the former.
(See FuorrrvF, SLAv_
LAws.)
This opinion, however,
has against it
the unanimous
opinion of the supreme court in
the case of Ableman vs. Booth, cited below.
But
there is absolutely no legal excuse for the personal
liberty laws.
If the rendition of fugitive slaves
was a federal obligation, the personal liberty laws
were in fiat disobedience to law; ff the obligation
was upon the states, they were a gross breach of
good faith, for they were intended, and operated,
to prevent rendition; and in either case they were
in violation of the constitution,
which the state

at the same time king of Hanover; the king of
Saxony,
grand duke of Warsaw;
the king of
Denmark, duke of Sehleswig-Itolstein;
the eraperor of Austria, king of Hungary; the king of
Prussia, prince of Neufch_tel;
the king of Sweden,
king of Norway; the king of The Netherlands,
grand duke of Luxemburg;
the emperor of Russia,
grand duke of Finland; and the king of Prussia,
dukeofLauenburg.--Personalunionscarcelyever
exists except between countries the populations
of
which belong to different nationalities, or inhabit
territories distant from each other.
If the territortes of the two countries were contiguous and
their populations
of the same race, speaking the
same language,
and a complete
fusion did not
take place between them, the mistake would be so
great a one that it could not but result in serious
inconveniences.
It seems as if in such a case the
separation could not be maintained.
-- According
to the letter of international law, one of the countries which
is united to another
by personal
union may be at peace, while the other is at war.
Thus, it might have happened, between 1816 and

legislators
themselves
were sworn to support.
The dilemma is so inevitable that only the pressure of an intense and natural horror of surrendering to slavery a ma_ who had escaped from it,
or who had never been subject to it, can palliate
the passage of the laws in question.
Plainly, the
people, in adopting the fusitive slave clause of the

1863, thatthekingofTheNetherlandsshouldhave
furnished for Luxemburg
a military contingent to
a war, which the Germanic confederation
might
have waged against Italy, for instance, without
his minister plenipotentiary
leaving Turin, or that
of Italy demanding
his passports at The Hague.
We might even'imagine
cases, improbable though
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not impossible, in which the grand duke of Luxemburg might have been in one camp, and the
king of The Netherlands in the other.
The same
thing would be still more improbable in Sweden
or in Norway, and entirely impo_ible
in Finland,
whose personal union with Russia is only on paper, while its real union is in tile facts. Moreover
there can be a personal union only between constitutional
states.
In absolute governments
it is
the sove_ign
who declares war; he is the state;
and it is of little import that one of his territories is called Kamtschatka,
and another Poland; it is still the emperor of Russia who acts,
and against whom defense is made.--We
do not
consider personal union a very rational eombination.
If two states have not enough mutual
interest and sympathy
to unite their destinies,
let them remain separated; mutual independence
does not exclude an alliance, which will not delay being formed if there is any reason for it, if
it has any grounds and an aim. A personal union
will almost necessarily
influence
the politics of
one of the countries
united, to the exclusive
advantage
of the other.
It sometimes
results in
domestic
animosities,
which, as is well known,
are the most bitter and inveterate. -- Personal
union, it seems to us, is practicable
only when
the two countries form a uqit vis-a-vis of foreign
states.
But it is not sufficient that the two coun-

and the sea.
It is not very large.
At the time of
the last census, (1876), there were 2,704,998 inhabitants,
besides about 350,000 uncivilized
Indians.-- As in all other parts of Spanish America,
the census population is far from being composed
of homogeneous
elements.
The agricultural classes are entirely Indian.
The mechanics and shopkeepers of the towns and villages arc a mixture
of Indians and half-breeds.
The lower classes of
the coast belong to what is called the Zambo element, a mixture formed by the crossing of negroes, Chinese and Indians.
The higher classes
are in a great degree of Spanish origin; the number of families in which the Spanish blood is entirely pure is very limited; the same is true of
the Indian families which form a part of these
cleaves.
The pure Indian type, unmixed
with
Spanish blood, is very rare.
The ratio of these
races is estimated thus: 57 per cent. of Indians,
23 of mi_ted breeds, 12½ of whites born in Peru,
3½ of negroes, It of Chinese, and 2_ of foreigners.
--Peru,
while it has had a good many internal
dissensions
and quarrels with its neighbors
and
foreign powers, is nevertheless
far from presenting as sad an internal and external
history as d_
so many of the other republics of Spanish America.
The comparative
repose which it enjoyed
[up to the time of the Chilian-Peruvian
war] _

tries be represented
by one and the same diplomatic agent; it is also necessary that their armies
should
be united into one, and consequently,
that the two countries
should
have common
finances ; from which it follows, that the two
countries
united must have, besides, their respective chambers
for the special affairs of each
country, a common parliament authorized to deal
with international questions.
The history of the
United Kingdom
furnishes
an example
which

* The so-called "saltpetre war" carried on by the repnl_lic of Chili, against the allied republics of Peru and Belivia,
begun in theconcerning
year 1879.the
Forboundaries
decades there
had
existedwas
a controversy
between
Chili and Bolivia. The question in dispute was, whether the
province of Atacamba, between Peru and Chili, belonged entirely to Bolivia, or whether Chili had a right to claim its
extremest when
southern
part.discovered,
This que_lon
increased
significance,
it was
that there
were in
in this
very southern part vast deposits of guano, extensive beds of
saltpetre and rich veins of silver. By the treaty of Aug. 10,
1866,the governments of Chili and Bolivia agreed that the
territory in dispute should belong to both states in common,
so far as the division of receipts l_ro_ taxes and revenue
duties was concerned, and Bolivia pledged it, ll' in no way
to disturb Chilian citizens in the exploitation of the saltpetremines. IncensedbyPermwithwhichBoliviahadenneluded a secret offensive and defensive alliance in 1873, the
government of Bolivia did not observe the treaty of 1866; it
arbitrarily taxed a Chflian company of merchante m the seaport of Antofaga_ta, and here meeting with resistance, made
_veral arrests and confiscated the property of the company.
Peru, which export_l large quantities of guano and saltpetre_
and feared the competition of energetic Chili, did not dislike
this repression. Chili complained of the action of Bolivia
in violation of the tccaty, and when the latter dld not pay
any attention to its complaints, Chili equipped a squadron,
caused Antofagssta to be blockaded by the same on Feb.
14, 1879,and the entire 6altpetre region to be seized. Upon
this followed, on the first of Mamh, the declaration of war
by Bolivia. which, on the second day of April, concluded an
armed alliance with Peru. The Chilian squadron next
blockaded the south Peruvian port of Iquique mad other
ports in the neighborhood, whence saltpetre and guano were
exported. Pressed hard by the Peruvian fleet, which had
more iron-clads, the Chlllans were, however, compelled to.
raise the blockade and to retire to Antofagasta. But soon
afterward they succeeded in capturing the strongest ironclad of the enemy, in taking the port of Pi_gua and in defesting the land forces of the Bolivians and Peruvizmanear
Dolores;
occupied
the province
port of of
I_nklue
and took
away the they
entirealso
south
Peruvian
Tarapaca,
with
its rich bed_ of guano and asltpetre. Chill wan complet_y
muter at sea, and Arica and other porte of Peru were block-

other countries should follow, and the ultimate
fusion, which might be the result of the functioning of a common parliament, seems to us an advantage great enough t(_ induce a state not to
neglect the means to arrive at it. We are even
surprised they have not yet thoughtof
this in
Sweden and Norway, where they ought to begin
to constitute a common parliament if they indeed
desire to firmly establish
" Scandinavism
" (which
is not spoken of so much as it was in 1860-65).
)L_L'-RICE BLOCK.
PERU.
Traversed
from north to south by the
two parallel chains of the Andes, Peru extends
from the equator to Chili, over a length of nearly
1,500 kilometres.
It is bounded
on the east by
the Amazon river, and by Brazil.
Its entire area
is estimated
at nearly 450,000 square kilometres,
The most highly favored portions of this vast territory, those which axe most richly endowed by hature, are situated between the eastern slope of the
Andes and Brazil; they have as yet scarcely any
European
population,
and are almost wholly unexplored.
The greater part of the population is
settled upon the western side, between the Andes
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Was owing,
not to the free play of its constitutional
institutions,
the model
of which
was borrowed
for a short time from the great republic
of
North
America,
but
to the firmness
and to the
more or less intelligence
which
have
been shown
by the various military chiefs who filledthe pres-

idential
chair in Peru.The constitution
of 1856,
modified
Nov.
10, J860, is the source
of the public law of Peru.
The executive
power
is in the
hands of a president,
invariably
chosen
from
the
army.
The president
is elected
for four years by
the citizensassembled in electoralcolleges. He is

aded by the Chilian fleet. Intense excitement prevailed in
the two allied states, and their two respective governments
wereoverthrown;
in Bolivia there existed a state of ana_chy,
its army and finances being prostrate; in Peru, Gem Pierola,
who had been elected president, ruled like a dictator.
The
campaign of 1880 was still more favorable for the Chilians.
Their troops, under Gen. Baquedano, marched on the 20th
of March into the town of Moquegua, which had been abandoned by the Peruvians; the Chilian troops threw the enemy
back on Tacna, where tSe allied troops suffered another deteat, upon which the former occupied the town and took
Ariea by storm. The Bolivian troops retired home after the
defeat near Tacua. Through the mediation of the United
States negotiations for peace were begun.
The plenipoten$iarles of the belligerent republics and of the United States
convened on neutral ground, on board a United States manof-war, on the 22d of October.
The conference,
however,
did not agree as to the conditions of peace. The preposition
that the three states should submit to the arbitration of the
United States government was refused by the victorious
Chilians.
Thus the conference came to an end, without any
result, on the 27th of October.
With a force of about 24,(}00
men the Chlllans resumed the war. They landed two army
corps on the coast of Peru, they routed the enemy, intrenched
near Lurin, and advanced toward Lima, the capital of Peru.
After havingsufferedtwofurtherdefeats,
onenear Chorillee,
on Jan. 12, 1881, and the other near Miraflores, on the 15th
of the same month, the enemy fled in confusion to Lima.
The Peruvian army was now utterly demoralized,
and unable to resist any further.
Lima was occupied
by the
Chilian troops on the 17th of January.
In place of the
fugitive Pieroia, Calderon was appointed provisional president of Peru by a convention of notables ; after the session
of congress, which had been convened with great difficulty,
had been opened, Caideron's nomination was made definitive,
Gem Lynch, who, in place of Gen. Baquedano,
was intrusted with the chief command of the Chilian troops, came
in conflict with Calderon and with Galvez, the minister of
foreign affairs; he ordered their removal; and when, his
orders notwithstanding,
beth of them continued to exercise
their functions,
they were arrested and sent to Santiago.
The United States government, believing it had a right to
intervene in all American states, and knowing
its own
interest to be better guarded by the existence of small than
of large states, had already recognized the Calderon government; it had also declared to the Chilian government, that
the latter would not be allowed to il_ist upon a cession of
territory as a condition
preliminary
to ncwotiations
for
peace, and that the United States would not suffer any
intervention
from Europe.
Chili stipulated the following
conditions : Peru was to cede the district of Tarapaca, and
to pay a war lndeminty of twenty millions of dollars within
sixteen ._ears; until the completion of the payment of that
_um, Chili was to keep the town of _krica as a pledge; and
in case the indemnity should not be paid, Chili would keep
Aries and take possession also of the guano island, Lobes.
Chili declared to the Americ._n minister that it would decline
all further mediation
in case of Peru's refusing to accept
theaeconditions.
In a circular of Dee 21,1881, tothediplomatte representatives
of Chili. Balmaceda,
the Chilian
minister of foreign affairs, gave an accurate account of the
causee of the war, of the events of the war and of the intervention by the United States, and insisted upon the demand
of a cession of territory, which he signified as an indispensahie means of indemnification,
and a condition of security
based upon internetionai
law. At the same time he did not
fail to rceall thefactthatthe
United Statesgnvernmentinlts
international
conflicts (especially in the wars with Mexico)
did not hesitate to impose on the vanquished
adversary
cessions of large tracts of territory as a preliminary
condition.
Under such circumstances
the negotiations,
it is
l_rue, were continued, but the conclm_ion of peace was re-

moved to an incalculable distance; meanwhile Chili remained
in possession of what it had occupied.--Durlng
the year 1882
no essential change occurred
iu the condition
of Peru.
The Chilians insisted upon their conditions of peace, and in
Peru they could find no govermuent
that would agree to
these conditions.
Bolivia kept aloof from the war, and
neither could Peru expect any assistance from any other
power, the more so because
the United
States in 1_
abstained from any intervention.
In thst part of the country which had not been occupied by Chilian troops, lawless
gangs of soldiers, under rapacious and violent leaders, raged
in a most cruel manner.
In Chineha sixty European inhabitants were shot, and in pillaging thetown the marauders
destroyed property valued at eight millions of dollars.
]ba
the seaport of Piseo the gang of Col. Mas, on the 24th of
January, in a state of beastly intoxiestlon, murdered several
hundreds of inhabitants.
Several generals now claimed the
highest authority, and fought one against the other; thus :
Adlniral Mantero, in Huaraz: farther north, the Indian Pugs;
in Cajamarea, Pierola's former minister of war, Gen. Iglesims;
in Arequipa, Carrillo; in Ayacucho, Gen. Caceree, a brave and
determined officer. The latter had some of the leaders of the
marauding troops shot, among them Col. Mas.
The Chtlians
refused to recognize the troops of these leaders as belligerent
soldiers, but treated all men who were captured with arms
in hand as highway robbers. The Peruvians treated the
Chilians in a like manner.
Thus, on the 9th of July they
surprised and killed a troop of Chilian soldiers in Concepcion, upon which the Chihen general, del Canto, caused all
the inhabitants of that town to be massacred.
The Chilians,
growing impatient because peace was not concluded, sought
to indemnify themselves by increasing the revenue duties,
and by imp_ming contributions
on the towns which they
held and occupied.
In this manner they tried to compel
the Peruvians to make peace.
The negotiations with Pre_ident Garcia Calderon, c_nflned
in the interior of Chili,
remained
without result, because he refused to agree to
the cession of Aries and Tacna.
The. Chilians therefore
entered
into negotiatmns
with Iglesias,
an honest but
narrow-minded
man, in CaJanmrca; Iglesias prevail to be
more ready to yield.
Montero, however, who, by virtue
of his former capacity as vice-president, had declared hunself the constitutional
success,Jr of Calderon, who had gone
to Arequipa and had even formed a ministry there, refused
to ratify the concessions
made by Iglesias. -- On May 15,
1883, a treaty of peace, accepted by Iglesias, was concluded
betwean Chili and Peru.
The stipulations
of the treaty
were as follows:
1. The unconditional
surrender in perpetuity to Chili of the department of Tarapaca as far north as
the Quebrada de Camarones, the whole of which territory is
coneequently
to be governed by Chili. 2. The territories of
Tacna and Arica, now held by Chili, are to be subject to the
legislation and government
of that republic during ten
years from the date of the treaty's taking effect. At the
expiration
of that time, a plebiseitum
is to be had, which
shall decide whether that territory shall be subject to Chili
or return to Peru. The country which remains in possessidn
of the territory is to pay the other country 10,000,000 silver
Chllian dollars, or the equivalent
in Peruvian
_/es.
A
special protocol is to determine the form under which the
plebiscitum
shall be held, and the time of pa)-ment of the
$10,000,000 alluded to. 8. The government of Chili binds
itself atr_ct]y to comply with the contract signed and decrees
issued respecting guano Feb. 9, 1882, and respecting nitrate
March 9,_of the same year, and it adds thereto the following
declaration:
"The said dc_ce of Feb. 9, 1882, orders the
saleof 1,000,000 tons of guano, and article thirtecn establi?hes that the net price of the guano, after deducting the
cost of extraction,
analysis, weighing, loading, salaries of
employee to overlook these different operations, and all
expenses incurred up to the moment of placing it, sacked,
on board the _'essel, shall bc divided in equal par_ betwee_
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by a council of ministers.
The legislative
power is vested in a congress composed
of two
chambers,
who pass the budget and the laws in
the making of which the executive power has the
initiative.
The senate is composed of forty merebets, and the chamber
of deputies
of eighty.
During
the interval
between one session and another, a permanent
commission
of seven senatom and eight deputies
a_ists the president,
and
performs the functions
of a council of state.-At the head of each department
is a prefect, appointed
by the president.
The constitution
of
1856 had instituted
departmental
juntas,
but
these assemblies
having resulted
in makhtg gayernment
impossible,
it became necessary
to dissolve them.
In some departmenl._ thc prefect did
not allow them to assemble.
The municipal
juntas, composed of the principal
inhabitants
of
each locality, have given better results ; for a
number of years, it has been remarked
that they
are an excellent school of political
and administrative education. -- Thanks
to an unlooked-for
resource,
the sale of guano
which _ends, however, to become exhausted,
and of which the state
claimed the monopoly,
the financial
condition
of
Peru was pretty
good prcvious
to the breaking out of the war with Chili.
In the budget
of 1872 the receipts were 58,982,851
soles (fivc
francs),
and the disbursements
were 57,913,974

_e&
The excess of receipts was th_
1,060,08"/
,aLes. The public debt, on Jan. 1, 1869, was
62,225,550 as/ca, say, 311,127,500
francs; it wan
distributed
thus : home debt,
4,73"7,800 so/e*
(9B,689,000 franc.u); foreign debt, 41,803,750 so/e#
(209,018,750
francs); sum due to consignees
of
guano,
15,684,000 so/ca (78,420,000 francs).
The
public debt in 1870 had increased
to 104,8_,000
so/ca, distributed
thus : consolidated
internal debt,
1,3_0,000; new consolidated
debt, 3,000,000; loan
of 1862 and various other debts,5,905,000;
English loan at 5 per cent. (1865_, 35,000,000; another
English loan at 6 per cent. for the construction
of
railroads,
guaranteed
by the receipts of the railroads, custom house and guaxm, 59,600,000 so/ca.-The Catholic
religion has remained
the religion
of the state; and unless hc professes Catholicism,
no one can be admitted
to fill any public office.
The govcrnment
of the church isdivided
between
an archbishop
and six bishops, and the church
derives its rcvenucs from tithes.
The congress of
1856 had some thought
of introducing
freedom
of worship,
but a city cclebrated in the history of
Peru for its pronu_wiamentos,
Arequipa,
threatened to secede if that freedom should be granted
by the constitution.
The clergy have preserved
thcir ecclesiastical
courts. -- Public instruction
is
almost wholly in the hands of the clergy.
The
state appropriates
nearly half a million of dollars
for the support of the universities.
Justice, civil
the government of Chili azid the creditors of Peru, whose and criminal,
is administered
by asupreme
court,
credits
aredcclare_
guaranteed
by(his
The government
of which sits at Lima; by courts of appeal in each
Chili
also
that.
whenarticle."
thesaleof1,000,000
tonsshall
havebeencompleted,
it_dl dehvertothecredltora
ofPeru of the chieftowns of the departments; and by
50 per cent.ofthe1:('t
proceeds,
as provided
by articlethe districtcourts of firstresort.The adminthirteen,
untilthedebt_hallhavebeen extinguished
or istrationof the mines, the forestsand the millthe deposits
exhausted.
Butworked
it i_ unde_t(_t
thatto only
the tary and naval services have special jurisdiction.
deposits
which
are acthally
are alludcd
hereby,
and that all th(r_e which may hereafter be discovered or There is scarcely any industry,
but a good deal
worked in the annexed territories will belong exclusively to of commerce.
The gax,ater part of the forcig-n
Chili, which will re(am all the prncccds and dispose of them trade is in the hands
of French,
English and
as
It is also
understood
that the credit- American
merchants.
As in all the rest of
orsshe
of may
Peru determine.
who are benefited
under
thin eon('eSSlOlimust
comply with the regulations contained in the decrvc of Feb. America, it is England
which holds the first rank,
9, 1882,and that, beyond the declarations con(amen] in tins as regards both imports and exports: France
is
article, Chili dot's not recognize, on account of war or any only second.
Her transactions
amount
to an
other motive, any indebtedm.ss of Peru, of any nature
whatsoever. 4. The North Lobos islands will continue to be average of sixty million francs per al.mum, that is
managed
by Cilih until the 1.000.(D0tons of guano which
to say, lcss than half those of England. _ Since
have been sold shall have been delivered. Then they will the discovery
of guano the merchant
marine of
be.returned
Peru.the The
50 per
centto of
the net
proceeds
In 1869 it
of the guanotofrom
Lobos
i_lands
which
Chili
Js enti- Peru has increased to a certain extent.
tled under the decree of Feb. 9, is ceded by her to Peru, and
payment thereof _ill be commenced directly the preheat
treaty shall have been ratified. --The questions reierriug to
the future
commercial
between
two
countries,
and
the indemnities
duerelations
the Cbilians
for the
losses
through
the
war, are matters for subvd'qucnt dionysian and arrangement,
Thetreaty, however, couldnotbecurried intoeffcct, bt_ause
the Peruvians refused to rccogafize Gem lglesias as their
lawful
president,
andfrom
to ratify
the treaty
he had
si_ned,
Victorious
Chili was
_hebegmmng
wlllingto
recognLze
Xgleaias ms president, because his presidency offered the
best gmmmntoesfor the ranfication, aml for the strict oimervance, of the treaty. Meanwhile, the lawless condition of
Peru
of so-called
"patriots,"
o13laoeed continued.
Iglesia_ and Bands
the ratification
of the
treaty ofwho
peace.,
committed numberless outrages. This reign of terror, and
the consideration of the fact that the conclusion of a treaty
wouM
indispensable
condition
to theofrecovery
of Peru,
caused be
theanbetter
part of the
population
that country
to
_aliy around lglealas, and to support his clainm to the
l_lcncy,

ninety vessels, with a capacity of 9,596 tons.
The exports of 1867 amounted
to $18, 506, 851_
while in 1866 they reached thesum of $40,511,291.
The principal article of export is still guano, of
which there was exported
in 1870, 482,299 tons,
of a total value of 20,195,146
silver pia_tres,
According
to statistics published
in Limain 1868,
the quantity
of guano
exported
from 1842 to
1867 amounted
to 7,157,194
tons, with a total
value of $218,693,625.-The soil of Peru ia suitable for the cultivation
of all tropical productions.
Since 1860, cotton and sugar cane.have
been caltivated upon a very large scale, Chinese and free
blacks being employed in its cultivation.
In 1850
the cotton crop was estimated at seventy miHiomt
of dollars, the profits of which were forty-seven
miliions.--Pem,
which has already had tim goo_
had
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fortune
to find in the sale of the guano threequarters of its revenue,
has recently met with
further luck.
Some explorations
conducted
in
1830 resulted in the discovery
of vast beds of
nitrate of soda.
The exportation of saltpetre increased from 18,700 cwt. in 1830, to 699,406 in
1851, to 1,358,691 in 1861, and to 3,605,906 in
1871. -- Of all the wealth with which nature has
endowed Peru, that least taken advantage
of is
its mineral treasures.
There are still near Puno
some very" productive
silver mines.
From 1775
to 1824 these mines produced 1,786,000 marcs of
silver, of an average value of from eight to nine
dollars.
Since the cessation
of Spanish
rule
these mines have declined very much in productive value, the greater part of them having been
abandoned
for lack of capital and other means
of working them.
The great cause of the decline
of the tabling industry is the want of confidence
which the capitalists
have in each other.
This
distrust prevents the formation of mining associations upon a.large scale, and it is only by the revival of the great companies that Peru will be able
toresume, among the countries producing preeious
metals, the place which belongs to her. _*-Bln_]OORAPHY. Besides
the older works of Ulloa,
Helm, Breckenridge,
Mathison, Hall, Stevenson,
Smith, Meyen and PSppig, there are: Hill's Traye/s /_ Pe_
and Mexico, 2 vols., London, 1860;
Grandidier, Voyage d_ns l'Am_riquv
du 8_gl, P_rou
et Bolivie ; Menendez,
Manual
de geograpMa
y
statistics del Perd, Paris, 1861; Curtsy, L_ Pdr(_u,
Paris, 1875 ; Raimoudi,
E1 Perh, Lima, 1874;
Desjardin,
Le Pdrou avartt la conqugte e_p_lgnole,
Paris, 1858; Prescott,
itistor?/ of tl_e CoT_ua_t of
Peru, Boston,
1847, new edition,
1878; Pruvonena, Memo_as y docurael_spara
la h_t_ria de la
indeper_lenc_a de/Per_,
2 vols., Paris, 1858; Odriozola, ,_[e_moria_ y documentos pard la hh.tor_a del
Perh, Lima,
1863-4;
Pay_Soldan,
ltistor&_
del
Per_ indepcnd%e, Lima, 1871 ; Arana, tlistoire
de
la gash're du Pacifique, 1881.
Loum GOTTARD.
* Peru
had public
a deficit,
18_6,ofinto
about
$1.,538,490.
It ha_
tl_3)
a large
debt,individed
internal
and external.
Theint_,rual liabilities are estimated at about $20,000,000. It
ha_ bt_ides, a floating debt of an unknown amount, greatly
increased by large iasues of paper money, made in 1879and
1_80,to carry on the war against Chili. The total of the8e
issues was estimated, attheend of October, 1880,at 35.000,000
8o/es.-- The army of Peru was composed, at the end of 1_,8,
of eight battalions of infantry, numbering 5,600 men; of
three regiments of cavalry, numbering 1,'200 men; of two
brigades of artillery, numbering 1 000 men; and of a gen.
dannerie, numberiug 5,400men. The number of men under
arm_ was raised nominally to 40,000 in May, 1879, after
the outbreak of hostilities against Chili, and further increased to 70,000 in the summer of 1880, after the euccessful invasion of the territory by the Chltlans. At the
beginning of November, 1879.the Peruvian navy consist_-'d
of four ironclads and six other steamers. In 1883,In ceasequence of the war with Chili, it may be said that both the
army and navy of Peru have been completely destroyed. -The foreign commerce of Peru is chiefly with Great Britain
and tbe United States. -- Ia1878 tharv were open for traffic,
or in coarse of construction, e_even railway lines belonging
to the state, 1,281 miles In length, and costing 128,354,600
sNes.
There
were,inbesides,
lineslines
belonging
to private
pemons,
4_6 miles
length, eight
and two
belonging
in part
to tim _
and in part _ Individuals.
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PETITION
(rs U. S. HmToRY).
The first
amendment to the constitution
prohibits congress
from making any law to abrgdge "the right of the
people p(.aceably to assemble, and to l_tition the
government
for a redress of grievances."
The
right to petition congress is therefore not derived
from the constitution,
but secured by it.
Of
course the right to offer a petition implies the duty
of congress to receive it, without which the petition would lack its most essen!ial element.
Nevertheless, from 18,35 until 1844, this duty of congress was more or less strenuously
denied by
southern members in the case of petitions for the
al_)lition of slavery and the slave trade in the
I)istrict of Columbia.Feb. 11, 1790, a petition
was offered, signed by Franklin, as president of
the Pennsylvania
abolition society,
praying for
the immediate prohibition
of the African slave
trade.
This prohibition could not constitutionally
be effectcd until 1808; nevertheless,
after debate.,
it was received and referred by a vote of 43 to 14.
_Iadison and other members urged "the commitment of the petition as a matter of course," so
that " no notice would be taken of it out of
doors."
This purlx)se was accomplished
then
and afterward; a._ long as petitions were received
ami referred, the action of the petitioners
there
ended. -- Very few anti-slavery
petitions
were
offcrsd for forty years, and those few were against
slavery in genera].
The only exception was the pctitionof
Warner)Iiffiinin
1792, which wasrejected on the ground that it was not a petition, and
concluded with no specific prayer.
This objection
would not lie against the _ew series of petitions
which were brought out by the agitation for iramediate abolition (see ABOLITION, II.)which
begun in 1830-31.
These prayed that congress% to
which the constitution
had given the exchtsive
power of legislation
for the District of Columbia,
would exercise it in prohibiiing
slavery therein.
At first, in Deceml)cr, 1831, when they were referred to the committee on the District of Columbia, the committee,
reported
formally
that the
prayer of the petitionem
should m)t be granted.
AS the petitions
became
more numerous,
the
committcc ceased to report, and its room became
"the lion's dcn from which there were no footprints to mark their returu."
In February,
1835,
there were some complaints
of this mode of procedure, and requests for a special committee,
but
the_ were not heeded.
The peace was not disturbcd until the following
December. -- PLNCKNEY'S RESOLUTIO,NS.
]n December,
1835, the pctitions began to some in again, and the hou_ of
representatives
showed a new disposition
toward
them
ing
Feb.
lina,

by laying them
votes.
This,
8, 1836, Henry
moved for and

on the table by overwhelmhowever,
was not enough.
L. Pinckney, of South Careobtained a suspension of the

rules to offer three resolutions : 1, that all the peti*
lions should be referred to a select committee, 2,
with instructions to report that congress could not
constitutionally
interfere with slavery in the states,
and 3, ought not to do so in the district of Co-
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tumbia.
May 18 the committee reported as instructe_], with an additional resolution that thereafter all petitions relating in any way to slavery
or its abolition should be laid on the table without
action, and without being printed
or referred,
May 25 the previous question, cutting off debate,
was ordered by a vote of 109 to 89, and the sccond of Pinckney's
resolutions, above mentioned,
was adopted by a vote of 182 to 9. John Quincy
Adams offered to prove it false in five minutes,
but was silenced.
On the following day thethird
resolution was adopted, 132 to 4.5, and the cornmittee's new resolution,
117 to 68. Adams refused to vote, denouncing
the resolution
as a
violation of the constitution,
of the rules of the
house, and of the rights of his constituents.
The
first of the "gag laws'was
thus put in force,
It was renewed
in substance,
Jan. 18, 1837. -Adams at once became the champion
of the right
of petition.
In the adoption of the rules at the
beginning
of each congress, he regularly and
unsuccessfully
moved to rescind the "gag rule."
He became the funnel through which all the antislaver)" petitions
of the country
were poured,
Within the next four years he records the offering
of nearly 2,000 petitions, including
petitions for
the rescinding of the gag rule itself, for the recognition of Hayti, for expunging the declaration of
independence
from the journals, and for his own
expulsion.
Besides those whose number he mentions, there was an unknown
number of others

tunity for defense, and his savage retaliation upon
his opponents in general and in particular, inter.
rupted by explanations
and half-hearted denials
from them, made up one of tile few scenes in
congressional
history, from 1820 until 1860, when
the cowing of an opposition was the result of a
northern member's speech.
From this time debate with Adams was the most perilous of undertakings. -- In the senate the objection to the reception of abolition
petitions had been almost
simultaneous.
Jan. 7, 1836, Calhoun objected
to the reception of two petitions
from Ohio
for the abolition
of slavery
in the District of
Columbia, and four days afterward he renewed it
upon a petition of PeImsylvania
Quakers to the
same effect. But the senate was a dangerous place
for such an experiment,
l_o"previousquestion"
could cut off debate; senator after senator drifted
off to the perilous questions involved in the institution of slavery itself; and the resultwas such a portentous debate as had never yet been heard in the
senate.
Calhoun's peint was, that if the petition
was couched in disrespectful language it could not
be received.
But in this there was a cumulative
difficulty.
To know the language of a petition it
was necessary that it should be read, and it would
always be difficult for southern senators to listen
quietly to petitions in which their constituents
and themselves
were denounced as pirates, butchers, and dealers in human flesh. King, of Georgia,
read Calhoun a bitter and well-descrved
lecture

presented in batches.
The most exciting scene of
the series began Feb. 6, 1837.
Adams inquired
of the speaker whether it would be in order to
present a petition from twenty-two
slaves.
The
disorderly house, catching
but a hazy notion of
the inquiry, at once lost its head.
Suggestions
to
expel Adams for having attempted to offer a pctition from slaves, to censure him for contempt
of the hour,
ami to take the petition out and
burn it, were becoming
inextricably
entangled,
when Adams for the first time reminded
the
speaker that his inquiry as to the propriety of
offering the petition was still pending and unanswered, and stated also that the petition was in
favor of slavery.
The house saw that it had been
outwitted, but it disliked to yield.
"What,
sir,"
said Waddy Thompson,
of South Carolina, "is it
a mere trifle to hoax, to trifle with, the members
from the south in this way and on this subject?
Is it a light thing, for the amusement of others, to
irritate ahuost to madness the whole delegation
from the slave states?
Sir, it is an aggravation."
He therefore modified his resolutions into a censure of Adams for having
" trifled with the
house," " by creating the impr_,sion,
and leaving
the house under such impression,
that the said
petition was for the abolition of slavery,
when
he knew that it was not."
By various amendments this was finally modified into a tame resolution that, since Adams had disclaimed any effort
to present the petition, nothing should be done,
and even this was rejected.
But before the final
vote, Feb. 9, Adams secured his coveted oppor.

on this unstatesmanlike
policy of provoking debate on the petitions; and Calhoun could only
answer with the reproach that King was destroying southern unity of action.
Calhoun's course
i_sone of the few evidences of his lack of sincerity
in desiring
the preservation
of the Union.
A
democratic
northern senator likened him to a
pugnacious farmer in his state who was so anxious
for peace with his neighbors that he was always
willing to fi_'ht for it. In this instanee Calhoun had
abundant opportunity
to agitate for the supprcssion of agitation.
It was not until March 9 that the
reception was agreed to by a vote of 36 to 10; and
two days after, "the prayer of the petition was
rejected " by a vote of 34 to 6. This halting cornpromise between refusing to receive, and referring
to a committee, was thereafter the regular mode
of procedure in the senate.
It had no effect in
checking the petitions, and renewed and constant
debate on their reception kept the senate in turmoil.
In December, 1837, Clay urged their reeeption and reference, on the grounds that they were
evoked mainly by a feeling in the north, that the
right of petition had been assailed, and that it was
"better that the country should be quiet than the
senate "; but his advice met no more respectful
attention than the warning of Buchanan at the
beginning,
"Let it be once understood
that the
sacred right of petition
and the cause of the
abolitionists must rise or must fall together, and
the consequences
may be fatal."_
THE PA'rTON
RESOLUTION. Dee. 21, 1837, in the house, John
M. Patton, of Virginia. secured a suspension
of
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the rules and the previous question, and the pas_age of a resolution to lay on the table, without
being debated, printed, read or referred, and without further action, all petitions and papers touching the abolition of slavery, or the buying, selling or transferring of slaves in any state, district
"or territory" of the United States. Adams again
protested, and refused to vote, but the resolution
was passed by a vote of 122 to 74. -- THE ATHER•tON RESOLUTIONS. Dec. 11, 1838, in the house,
Charles J. Atherton, of New Hampshire, obtained
a suspension of the rules, and offered five resolutions.
The first four condemned
generally any
attempts at the abolition of slavery in the District
of Columbia, or in the territories, and any petitions for that object; the fifth resolved that all
such petitions should be laid on the table, "without being printed,
debated or referred."
Again,
the previous question cut off debate, and the resolutions were passed on this and the following
day, the last or "gag"
resolution
having in its
favor 126 votes to 73. The only apparent
result
was the immediate
appearance
of a new line of
petitions
for the repeal of the Atherton
"settlement."--TwE_TY-FIRST
RULE.
Jan. 21, 1840,
by a vote of 114 to 108, the house adopted
as its
twenty-first
rule, that no petition, memorial, resolution,
or other paper praying
the abolition
of
slavery in the District of Columbia or the territortes, or of the interstate
slave trade, should in
future be received by the house, or entertained
in
any manner whatever.
The decrease of the msjority in favor of the repression principle
in this
vote was striking, and was in itself an evidence
that the system could not endurc very much longer,
Adams
had found the support which he had at
first lacked, and his yearly recurring
motions to
omit the twenty-first
from the list of rules were
defeated
by steadily dwindling
majorities.
The
rule, however,
only increased
the strength
of
language
of the petitions,
and their number
as
well: 34,000 siguatures
had been affixed to petitions of this nature
in 1835-6 ; 110,000 in the
sessionafterthePinckneyresolutions;over300,000
after the Patton resolutions;
and after the twentyfirst rule was adopted
the signatures
to petitions
on ail the cognate subjecta were practically
l)eyond
counting.
Jan. 14, 1842, another
exciting scene
began in the house, Adams being again the centre
of it. He offered "a petition
from ,citizens
of
Haverhill, Massachusetts,
praying for a dissolution
of the Union, and asked for its reference
to a
committee to set forth reasons for the rejection of
the petition.
The anger of }he southern
members flamed out again.
Suggestions
were again
made to expel Adams, to censure him, or to burn
the petition.
Adams at first only replied by advising his leading
opponents
to "go to a law
sChOol, and learn a little of the rights of the
citizens and of the members of this house "; but
when the house had voted, 118 to 75, to take into
consideration
the resolutions of censure offered by
Thom_ F. Marshall, of Kentucky,
the spokesman
of the southern caucus, the debate was adjourned
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until Jan. 28. From that day it continued until
Feb. 7, with a virulence surpassing
that of the
first.
Adams had his opponents at a disadvantage,
for many of them were avowed dL_unionists, but
he used also every other advantage which could
be used.
The character of the whole debate may
be conceived
from Adams' reference to Wise, of
Virginia, his bitterest opponent, as having come
into that hall from the Graves-Cilley
duel, of
which he was a promoter, "with his hands dripping with human gore, and a blotch of human
blood upon his face "; and from Wise's temperate
reply that "the charge was &_ base and black a
lie as the traitor waq base and black who uttered
it."
At last Adams, worn out and almost breathless. but triumphant
over every assailant, allowed
a moti_)n to "lay the whole subject on the table
forever,"
and it was carried
by a vote of 106 to
93. -- At the special session of 1841 Adams' regular motion to omit the twenty-first
rule had
actually been carried, by a vote of 112 to 104, on
a motion to adopt the rules of the last house for ten
daysonly;
but this was aftcrward reconsidered and
lost.
Session after session the majority
against
Adams' motion dwindled.
At last, Dec. 3, 1844,
the house, by a vote of 104 to 81, refused to lay
his motion on the table, and, by a vote of 108 to
80, abolished the twenty-first
rule.
The ten years'
gripe of John Quincy Adams upon the gag system had choked it at last and forever.
Thereafter
petitions of every nature were quietly
relegated
to the limbo of such papers, the committee room.
--Dec.
12, 1853, the ancient rule requiring
the
presentation
of petitions
in the house was rescinded.
Since that time petitions
have been
delivered to the clerk of the house, indorsed with
the name of the member presenting them and of
the committee
to which they are to be referred.
The clerk then transfers them to the proper cornmittees, and notes their presentation
on the journal.S_ I Benton's
Debates of Congress, 201,
207; 13 lb., 24 (Pinckney
resolutions),
13 /b., 266
(Adams' first trial: his speech is at page 283); 12
/b., 705 (Calhoun's
motion);
13 /b., 566 (Patton
resolutions),
702 (Atherton
resolutions);
14/b., 289
(twenty-first
rule) ; Jay's Miscd_a_wous
W_itiugs,
349; 2 Calhoun's
Works, 466; 9 Adams' Me/mo/r
of J. Q. Adam_, 350; 11 lb., 109; 61 ih*iles' Reg_ _er, 350 (Adams' second
trial) ; 14 Deistic
Revww, 803 (the best argument
in favor of the
twenty-first
rule) ; 2 Benton's TMrty Years' View,
150; 1 Greeley's American Conflict, 143; Giddings'
tti_tory of tlw R_ellion,
108, 158; 2 Wilson's
and Fall of the Slave Power, 346; 2 yon tIolst's
Uni_
Sta_es, 236, 470; Morse's Life of J. Q.
Adan_, 249, 307; 18, 22, 38 Rul_ of the. House of
P,_yresentatives.
(Compare PETITION, RIGHT OF.)
ALEXA_DErt JOmUSTO_.
PETITION,
Right
of.
The constitution
of the United States, in its first amendment,
provides
that "Congress
shall make no law abridging
the
right of the people peaceably to assemble and to
petition the government
for a redress of griev-
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an.ces." This provision is not a statement of abstract
right based on theory, but. like almost all other
clauses in the great Anglo-Saxon
charters, it had
its origin in the successful struggle against actual
tyranny.
It is founded on English history, and
to understand
it, it is necessary to glance at that
history. -- The right of petition seems to be recognizcd in mag_m eha,rta, which was ratified by
King John in 1215. Chapter forty contains these
words:
"__'ulli .lwga_imus_'ectum
autjuatitiam,"
and they are repeated
in the charters of Henry
III. (1216, chap. 29) and Edward
I. (1297, chap.
29).
Some petitions of this period are said to be
preserved in the towcr of London.
In tile reign
of Charles
I. petitions
became bolder and bohier, notwithstanding
the contemptuous
treatment
which they received
from him, and the right of
presenting
them naturally
gTew to be obnoxious
to the cavaliers.
Consequently,
soon after the
restoration of Charles II., parliament
passed a bill
against tumultuous
petitioning,
which forbade the
presentation
of petitions
for the alteration
of
matters established
by law, to the king or either
house, by more than ten persons;
nor could more
than twenty persons sign a petition, unless its contents were previously
approved
by three justices
or a majority of the grand jury in the country, or
by the lord mayor, aldermen and common council
in London.
The transgressor
was liable to fine
and imprisonment.
(13 Car. II., st. 1, c. ,5; 8
Statutes
at Large,
p. 6.) This statute
did not
have tile desired
result,
and in 1679 so many
petitions
were presented
protesting
against
the
repeated prorogation
of parliament,
that the king
issued a proclamation
to put a stop to them, but
still they continued
to pour in. The advanced
royalists
presented
counter-addresses
expressing
their abhorrence of these petitions.
Hence, the
two national parties bectmie known as "Petitioners" and "abhorrers,"
although
soon after they
were called
"whigs"
and " tories"
instead,
(8 Hume's History of England,
chap. 68.) It was
from James II., that, nine years later, theright of
petition
received
the severest blow in England.
He had made up his mind to restore his fellow
Catholics to the full rights of EnglLsh subjects (and,
indeed, to give them the preference),
in spite of
existing
penal laws.
To this end he found it
necessary to set aside the statutes
by means of
what was called the "dispensing
power."
This
prerogative
of dispensing
with penal laws had
been assumed
by the crown
several
centuries
before, and was originally
copied from the practice
of the Roman church.
It was an infringement
of
law, and had met with resistance almost from the
beginning.
In 1687 the king issued a declaration,
under this power, announcing
that none of the
penal laws against non-conformists
should
be
enforced.
This proclamation,
which is known as
. the "declaration
of indulgence,"
produced
no
effect.
Accordingly,
in 1688, he published
a
second similar declaration,
which was followed,
a week later, by an order in council commanding
the clergy to read the declaration on certain Sun-

days at the usual time of divine service in all the
churches
of England, and bidding tile bishops
distribute
copies of it for this object throughout their dioceses.
The clergy received the order
with doubt and dissatisfaction.
Not only was
it opposed to their wishes, but it was equally repugnant to public opinion and the laws of the
realm.
Before the day fixed for the first reading
a number of prominent divines met at Lambeth
and drew up a petition, which
was finally reduced to writing
by Lancroft,
the archbishop
of
Canterbury
himself,
and signed by him and six
bishops.
In their petition
they denied the existence of any power in the king to dispense with
acts of parliament;
they expressed
their willingness to obey parliament
or convocation;
and
besought the king not to insist upon the distribution and reading of the declaration.
The six
suffragan
bishops delivered the petition to James
on their knees, but he received it in a passion.
Although
the declaration
was not recalled, it was
read in only four churche_
in London
on the
day'appoimed,
and from these churches
the congregations
immediately
departed
in disgust.
At
the king's order the seven prelates were sent to
the tower, and tried before the king's ben(.h for
seditious libel.
James used every means to secure their conviction,
but it was impossible
to
turn the presentation
of a respectful petition into
a criminal offense.
Tile jury returned
a verdiel;
of '"not guilty," and the prisoner_ were released.
The whole nation learned the result of the trial
with joy, and the king's course in thematterca]ted
down upon him the lasting enmity of the people,
and did much to shake off his tottering
crown.
(12 Howell's State Trials, 183; 8 Modern Reports,
212.) The prince of Orange referred
to the ease
of the seven bishops
in the declaration
which he
published
before coming
to England,
when he
said that the offering of a petition
had been held
a high misdemeanor,
and that this was one of the
wrongs which he would redress.
(2 Macaulay's
History of England, 358; Bishop Burnet's
History
of his own Time, 775-780.)
Afterward,
when the
two houses offered
the throne to William
and
Mary, the offer and acceptance were made subject
to the bill of rights.
This important
document
recited the fact that James II. "did endeavor
to
subject and extirpate
the Protestant
religion and
the laws and liberties of the kingdom,"
among
other things,
"by committing
and prosecuting
divers worthy prelates for humbly petitioning
to
be excused from concurring
to the said assumed
[dispensing]
power,"
and it goes on to declare
"that
it is the right of the subjects to petition
the king, and all commitments
and prosecutiong
for such petitioning
are illegal."
(" An Act for
declaring
the rights and liberties of the subject
and settling the succession of the Crown," 1 William and Mary, sess. IL chap. 2; 9 Statutes
at
Large;p. 67, 1688; _i Cobbett's Parliamentary
Hi_
tory, 108 et seq.)
The act of 1700 which estab.
liahed the succession
of the crown in the hotum
of Hanover
_,onflrms all laws which secure tim
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rights and liberties of the people (12 and 18 Win.
III., chap. 2; 10 Statutes at Large, 360), and the
bill of rights, protecting
the right of petition, is
to-day a conspicuous
part of the English constitution.
In the celebrated
case of Lord George
Gordon (1781,) Lord Mansfield said that the stat.
ute of 13 Charles II., limiting
the number
of
petitioners,
was still in force.
The petition
in
this instance was also directed against the Roman
Catholics.
Lord George Gordon,
president
of
the protestant
association,
was displeased
with
the passage of Sir George Savile's bill removing
penalties
from Romanists,
and presented
a petition in the house of commons
for its repeal.
It
bore thousands of signatures,
and he went to the
house at the head of a large mob which he had
collected.
His followers
attacked
several merebets and attempted
to exert intimidation.
The
motion
was, however,
almost unanimously
rejeered, and the rabble, after rioting several days,
subsided.
(21 Cobbett's
Parliamentary
IIistory,
654, et seq.)
The ringleader
was tried for higli
treason
and
acquitted,
though
the act of 13
Charles
If. could undoubtedly
have been enforced against him.
(21 Howell's State Trials,
485; 24 Annual Register,
217, 238.) About this
time petitions to parliament
became very numerous.
Many of them were directed
against the
slave trade, and afterward
against slavery.
At
last, in 1839, debate was forbidden
on the presentation of petitions
in the house of commons,
as they threatened
to occupy all the time of the
house.
The most important English petition of the
present
century was the one of the chartists in
1848.
These men, excited by the revolutions
on
the continent,
sent a petition to the lower house
for annual parliaments,
universal
suffrage, and
the other reforms
contemplated
in their "charter."
More than a million names were appended to the petition, and a mass meeting was called
in London
to support
it. The house received
it with respect, but it was soon discovered
that
many of the signatures
were fictitious, and that
their number
had been greatly
over-estimated,
The committee
on public
petitions,
while reporting these facts, declared its opinion that the
right of petition
was an important
privilege,
(98 Ha_nsard's
Parliamentary
Debates,
74,283.)
The agitation
soon died out without
affecting
legislation.
(1 McCarthy's
History of Our Own
Times, chap 18.) --Practice.
In olden times pctitions were usually presented
to the English monarch, because he was more powerful than parliament.
The contrary is now the case; but petitions
to the sovereign, though
les_ frequent
than those
to the legislature, stand upon the same legal footing
withthem.
The sovereign sometimes receives petitions personally, and sometimes through officers of
the court.
Parliament
used to appoint receivers
and triers of petitions, but now the house of cornmous refers public petitions to a committee on public petitiOnS.
(May's Law of Parliament, chap 19.)
--The amendment to the constitution of the United
States referring to pelitions was modeled
after
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the clause in the English bill of rights.
(See BILL
oF RIO_TS.) The constitution
originally contained
no list of popular rights, as the general convention
considcred such an enumeration
unnecessary.
In
the subsequent
state conventions,
on the other
hand, it became evident that a considerable
party
desired such a "bill of rights."*
Consequently,
in the first congress
a series of amendments
to
the constitution
were adopted, including
the one
quoted at the head of this article.
The convention of Virginia had submitted
a proposed seetion
on the right of petition, which also asserted the
right of constituents
"to instruct their represent
atives."
In the lower house, while the amendments were under consideration,
Mr. Tucker, of
South Carolina, moved that these words be added.
.)Ir. Madi_m opposed the motion, and it was lost.
(Towle's Analysis of the Constitntion,
°30, 231.)
There have been no petitions of very great historical interest in this country
except those which
sought the abolition of slaver)'.
(See, e. g., 2 Benson's Abridgment
of the Debates of Congress, 57"
et seq., 182 ct seq., 209, 436-444; 12 ib., 660-666,
676-679, 705-711, 713-720, 722-743; 13 ib.. 5-14,
24-29.)
These petitions were very numerous,
and
always drew forth most bitter debates.
Finally,
in 1836, a resolution
was adopted
in the house of
repre_ntativcs,
which directed theft all petition_
relating in any way to slavery should be laid upon
the table without
being printed or referred, and
that no further
action should be taken on them.
(13 ib.. 24)._ In 1838 another rule of the same tenor was adopted.
(13 ib., 702-707; Congressional
Globe, Dec. 17 and '24, 1838, vol. 7, nos. 2 and 3,
pp. 23-25, 27, 28, 33-38.)
The former resolution
was based, according
to its recitals, on the want
of power in congTess ovcr the states, the undesirabilityof any exercise of power in the District of
Colufiabia, and the necessity of stopping agitation
and restoring tranquillity.
The latter resolution
a_rmed
that all attempts to abolish slaveryin
the
territorie_ or District of Columbia were virtually
aimed at the southern states, and therefore unconstitutional
in their tcndenci_.
Fortunately,
such
rules arc no longer needed.--The
national
constitution has been followed, as far as the right of"
petition
is concerned,
in almost all of the state
constitutions.
Only three s_utes ignore the right
in their fundamental
law:
Minnesota,
Virginia
and West Virginia.
Eleven include the right of
" petition, address and remonstrance"
in their
"bills of rights ": Alabama,
Connecticut,
Kentucky,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode
Island, Tennessoc,
Delaware, Massachu_tts,
New Hampshire,
Texas
and Vermont.
Four recognize the right to " up• See, for example, "Address to the People of Maryland,_"
3 American Museum, 419, giving an account of tim Mary
land convention, very few members of which, it is true,
seemed to wish to have the right of petition mentioned in the
constitution; p. 424.
¢ See.lb., 273-278,_80_290,557-56'2,for the attempt to censure
John _uincy
Adams
a breach
this resolution;
and notice,
at p. 278,
Mr. for
Cushing's
ableofargument,
showing that the right of petition exist_l independent of the constttuuon.
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ply for the redress of grievances":
Illinois, Indiann, l_orth Carolina and Oregon.
Two confirm
the right of "petition
or remonstrance ": Maine
and Missouri; while all the rest copy the general
constitution
more closely, and protect the right of
"petition"
simply.
(2 Hough's American Constitutions, 571.)The supreme court of the United
States has r_entiy
passed upon the right of petition a_ affected by the constitution of the United
States.
(United States vs. Cruikshank,
92 U.S.
Reports, '542.) Chief Justice Waite, in stating the
opinion of the court, says that the right to assemble
for lawful purposes existed long before tile adoption of the constitution.
It is an attribute of free
government,
springing from laws universally
rccognizcd
I)y civilized man.
The constitution
did
not establish it, but found it in existence.
Up to
that time the individual
states were bound to protect it, and as the amendment
granted no direct
power over it to congress, the right of petition
remains subject to the jurisdiction
of the states,
The amendment
recognizes
an existing
privilege
of the people, and guards it ag'ainst congressional
interference
only.
For their protection
in its
enjoyment
the people must look to the states.
The court, however, holds that the right of petition appertains
to national citizenship,
and that on
this account it is guaranteed
by the national goveminent.
It is implied
in the very idea of a
republican
form of government.
(Ib., 551,552.)
As petitions are legal, it follows that a petitioner
is not guilty of libel in his petition unless express
malice
be proved.
Therefore
a petition to the
legislature,
requesting
that body to direct the
attorney general to do his duty, was decided not
to be actionable.
The court held that a man can
petition the legislature
for the redress of a grievance which does not exist, if he thinks that it
exists.
(Reid vs. Delorme,
1806, 2 Brevard's
Reports, South Carolina, 76.) So it was held in
:New York that a petition for the removal of a
district
attorney
on account of malver._tion
in
office, directed
to the council
of removal,
and
followed
by his removal, could not give rise to
a cause of action, unless it was presented
mallciously,
even if it contained
false statements,

the member who presented them.
If a petition
has been inappropriately
referred, it "may be
properly referred by direction of the committee
having possession
of it. (Rule 22; see Smith's
Rules and Practice of the Hou_ of Representstires, latest edition.)
No petition can be withdrawn without the leave of the house, but if an
act pass for the settlement of a claim, the clerk
can send all the papers to the officer charged
with the settlement.
(Rule 89.) Every petition
reported by a committee
must be accompanied
by a written report, which report is thereupon
printed.
(Rule 18, § 2.) After the final adjournment of congress the clerks of committees
are
obliged to deliver all petitions, not reported, and
the evidence taken upon them, to'the clerk of the
house.
(Rule 38.) A petition can only be printed
by unanimous
consent or suspension
of the rules.
(Smith; supra, 5th ed., 314; this does not refer to
printing
in the record.)
A committee
can not
receive a petition
except through
the house.
(9
Grey, 412; Jefferson's
]_Ianual, _ 8; Smith, supra,
105, 234.) All petitions
for the satisfaction
of
private claims against
the government
of the
United
States are transmitted
to the court of
claims, unless the house in which they are introduced otherwise orders.
(U. S. Revised Statutes,
_ 1060.)
Petitions must, of course, be presented
to the appropriate
department
of the government.
(Paschal's
Annotated
Constitution,
256, _ 248.)*
--The
right of petition seems to be so just, so
harmless, and so unquestionable,
that its formal
recognition
in our constitution
may appear needle_n. Its justice, however, has not always been
admitted.
In tim case of the seven bishops we
have seen that James II. attempted
to override it.
In ancient Persia we learn that petitions were discouragcd, for "whosoever,
whether
man or woman, shall come unto the king into the inner
court, who is not called, there is one law of his to
put him to death, except such to whom the king
shall hold out the golden sceptre that he may live."
(Esther, chap. 4, verse 11.) We have the authority of Perry for the statement
that Peter the
Great made a decree that no petition
should be
presentcd to him until it had been offered to his

(Thorn vs. Blanchard,
1809, 5 Johnson's
Reports,
-508, and see cases cited by counsel;
see also Gray
vs. Pentland,
1815, 2 Sergeant & Rawle's Reports,
Pennsylvania,
23, and the very full opinionof
the
court in lIarris
vs. Iiuntington,
1802, 2 Tyler's
Reports,
Vermont,
129.)--In
the United States
each legislative body has its own rules, which prescribe the manner of offering petitions
and the
disposition
of them.
We will give a short r_sum_
of the rules of the house of representatives
on this
subject for an example.
Members
having perttions to present may deliver them to the clerk,

ministers,
and by them rejected.
If tile petition
should then be pr(_cnted to the czar, and fail to
secure his approval,
the petitioner
was to suffer
death.
The result was, that no more petitions
were presented.
(Etat de la Grande .Ruade, 178.)
From this account
Montesquieu
draws the conclusion that "in a monarchy the prince should be
accessible."
(Espr/t de_ Lo£_, 12,' 26.) It may
readily be seen that s_ch instances prove the value
of the constitutional
recognition
of the right of petition, not only in monarchies
but also in repub-

after indorsing
on them their names and the reference or disposition
to be made of them.
These
petitions,
except such as in tbe speaker's judgment are obscene or insulting, are entered in the

* (See also 1 Blackstone's Commentaries, 148; Story on
the Constitution, _ 1894;Cooley's Constitutional Limitations,
349; 1 May'p Constitutional History, chap 7, pp. 410-417;
Whipple's Report to the Legislature of Rhode Island, ami
Otis' Letter, published in pamphlet form, by Caaaady &
March, Boston, 18_9; Broom's Constitutional Law, 4_ et
seq., 4_ et _l., 5O6et Beq.)

journal and published
in the congr_sional
record.
Petitions
excluded
by the speaker arc returned
to

.
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lies. The right is most useful as a safety-valve
for
the people, and such a safety-valve
is especially
necessary where the people govern.
The chartist
petition did much to quiet the petitioners
and
those who sympathized with them.
Public petitions awaken the attention
of men, keep ideas
alive, countenance
those who wish to act, and
show publfc opinion.
(Lieber on Civil Liberty
and Self-Government,.Sd
ed., chap. 12, p. 121 et
seq.)
In these ways they have a positive power,
In the debate on the extension of the time of the
income tax in 1853, Lord Brougham
told the
house of lords how the old income tax law was
repealed.
"How
did the opponents
of the tax
conduct the campaign
in 18167
By means of
petitions."
He proceeds to show that for five or
six weeks, from four o'clock in the afternoon
till
two or three o'clock in the morning, petition after
petition was presented
and debated.
(128 Hansard's Parliamentary
Debates, 798.) In England
petitions brought about the abolition
of slavery.,
the emancipation
of the Roman Catholics,
and
the repeal of the corn law.
Of course the right
of petition
may be abused.
The legislature
should be free, and threatening
crowds of petitioners destroy this freedom, as was frequently
the ease
during the French Revolution.
Again, petitions
should be respectful.
The Kentish petitioners in
1701 were imprisoned
on the ground that their
petition was insolent and seditious.
(5 Cobbett's
Parliamentary
History,
1250 et seq.) Stockdale's
petition Was rejected by the house of commons
in 1840, because it was insultiSg.
The abuses to
which the right of petition is liable are by no
means enough to affect its value seriously.
The
statute of Charles II. was designed to prevent the
disorders which petitions produced,
and it is now
unnecessary
to enforce it.
Such disorders
are
discountenanced
by the constitution
of the United
States, which recognizes only the right "l:_aceably to assemble and to petition."
(Rawle on the
Constitution,124.)
The first amendment
has been
solemnly criticised because it "savors of the style
of condescension,
in which favors are supposed
to be granted."
(1 Tucker's Black.stone,
Appendix, 299.) This criticism
may account for the
word "remonstrance"
in many of the state constitutions
(supra),
but it can have
but little
weight
with those who regard substance
rather
than language. -- In France
the constitution
of
1791 included the right of petition among natural
rights, specifying it as/a//bert_
d'adresser au.v autarg_ con_/luds
des pe_2_
_]ndes _'ndiv_ue/_ment.
Although
this sectiou required every petition to be signed by the actual name of the
signer, yet the assembly and convention
often considered petitions
signed by assumed titles, such
as "the
people," etc.
The constitution
of 1793
again preserved
this right, pointing
out the t_buna2 as the most appropriate
recipient
of petitions, and in_1799 the same privilege
was realfirmed.
(Constitution
of 1799, art. 88.)
Under
the first empire and the constitutions
of 1815
and 1830 we find the right of petition protected,
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Many petitions were presented to the constituent
assembly of 1848.
During
the second empire
they could be addressed to the senate only.
The
constitution
of 1870 allowed petitions to be presented to the e_rps le'9_t_f.
(2 Block's D_twnnaire de la P_itiq_,
555, tit. P_tition. )-- In
Prussia, Frederick
the Great was accustomed
to
receive petitions himself.
In the early part of
this century a decree was published
forbidding
the thrusting" of petitions
personally
upon the
king.
The Prussian constitution
of 1850 recognizes the right of petition (articles 23 and 32);
and in fact all Germany,
as well as the other
constitutional
countries
of Europe. admits its
existence.
(8 Bluntsehli
& Brater's Deutsche_
Stoats-WOrterbuch,
67, tit. Pet'gion_recM ; 3 Holtzendorff's Rvcht_le_on,
40, same tit.
See, for example, Constitution
of Belgium,
1831, article 21,
and Constitution
of Switzerland,
1848, article47.)
Even in Russia the emperor
iYicholm_ was often
address__J.i personally
by petitioners.
(Liebcr,
supra.)
Huc states that the right prevails
in
China.
He records a case in which the inhabitants of a Chinese town secured the removal of
an obnoxious prefect by means of a popular meeting and a petition to the viceroy.
He adds that
such incidents are not infrequent
in that empire.
(2 Travels through China, chap. 3, pp. 77--80 )
ERNEST HOW._.ICD CROSBI'.
PHILOSOPHY
OF LAW.
1. What the PhiIosaphy of Law meanz; its Task.
The mind of the
jurist and the mind of the philosopher
demand a
philosophical
consideration
of the law.
Both to
the jurist and the philosopher
the inquiries with
which
the philosophy
of law concerns itself are
altogether
indispcu_ble,
if they would deeply and
exhaustively
understand
their respective sciences.
The student of law can not avoid the task of renderingaccounttohimselfofsomeofthehighestprinciples of his science, of their foundation
and connections, which his own science is unable to explain.
Not only the statesman,
the legislator and
the teacher
of law, but also the judge and the
lawyer, in their respective spheres, find innumerablc occasions for testing either whole institutes or
single points of positive law, in their legitimacy
and the essential reason of their validity;
occasions
for seeking to interpret them, and according to the
result of that interpretation
to endeavor either to retain or to alter them.
The jurist is thus frequently
compelled
to seek for principles
of law; but to
search after principles,
is to philosophize.--On
the other hand, the philosopher
is compelled to
test his general, theoretical
principles
by the ma.
terials
of existing
law.
Among all enlightened
nations he finds the state the grandest
reflex of
the human mind in history.
In all human cornmunities he meets with the idea of law, as an
essentially human
idea; in various stages of development,
from its most refined down to its
most simple and only haff_'x)nscious
beginnings.
In his system, therefore,
the philosopher
must
take this important phenomenon
into careful con-
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_ideration.
The philosophy
of law is, aceo]_lingly, the systematic
science of the principles of
law.
From the philosophical
point of view, it
assumes the task of inquiring into tile necessary
origin of the idea of law in the human mind, and
into its relation to other forces and creations
in
the life of man.
The philosophy
of law is called
upon to assign to law its true position in the cosmos of intellect.
From the legal point of view
the philosophy
of law should endeavor to apply
the highest principles
concerning
the nature
of
law and the state, obtained through philosophical
reflection
and historical investigation,
and seek to
incorporate
them into the existing materials of all
legislation. -- 2. Outlines of the History of the .DevelopmeM of the Ph,7osophy of I, aw.
As a matter
of course,
there
can be a philosophy
of law
only where the principles of law, as such, have at
least begun to detach themselves from the precepts
of religion
and from the dictates
of morals,
Hence, in the present sketch
of the process of
deveh)pmcnt
of that philosophy,
we may regard
as a preliminary
stage (and therefore
completely
overlook)
all that which, in ancient history,
appears as religiovLs revelation,
legend, custom and
poetry; although such traditions
otherwise constitute important
material
for the investigation
of
national
character,
and of the chief outlines of
the primitive
human
conceptions
of law. --We
:meet with a trim philosophy
of law first among
the Hcllenes,
for they at least began to detach
law from ethics and religion, although
they were
-far from completing
the task of that separation,
:In this, however, as in many other things, they
form the transition from, or connecting
link between, the east and the west.
In judging
the
vrgnmization
of the Grecian state, and the Greek
doctrine
of the state, we must not forget this
middle position of the Hellenes.
Compared
with
theocratic
and patriarchal
despotism,
they had
made notable progress;
but the Greeks must be
said to have lived in very close bondage,
when
we compare them with the Roman
_'v_, not to
_ay with the citizens of modern
states.
For the
Hellenic state was absolute,
and all excellence,
all dp_.r_?, was excellent only in so far as it was
subservient
to the state, and became a _ro_tzrzu_'?
riper/?.
It was not so much that the state interfered
in almost everything,
but rather
that
everything
was absorbed
in the state.
Religion
was the state's religion, and any one who announced
new gods had to dr, fin the fatal cup.
The family was only a means to the encls of the
state.
The state might prevent
trade and traffic
with foreign countries,
and fetter the free activity of the economy of individuals;
it acknowledged no society but it,ll.
That state was only
the logical consequence
of the same political idea
which prescribed
to music its melodies, to instruments their tunes, and even ventured
to forbid
the Hellenes to read Homer.
This political idea
was not only oppre_ive
to, but it actually
de8troyed, the family, by authorizing
the community of women and children, and. the selection of
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the parties to be united as man and wife by the
public magistrates. -- This entire conCeption of
the state was possible only because of the very
limited territorial extent of the Hellenic
states
themselves.
The Hellenic
state was the city
(_5itz_).
The whole government
easily assumed
a narrow, police character,
interfering
in almost
everything.
Even
Aristotle,
although
he expressly
warned
the Greeks against the danger
of their petty state syMem, entertained,
in this
respect, so narrow
a view, that he actually
required
that all the citizens
of the state should
be personally
acquainted
with one another.
But,
even in small "city-states"
of this kind, the absolute absorption of the individual
by the state was
possible
only so long as the old Hellenic spirit
maintained
itself;
when
the subject,
without
thought,
submitted himself to the substantial
erabodiment
of the national spirit, as traditionally
e.x-pressed and represented
in religion,
customs
and the state, and thus submitted himself with a
feeling that things could not be otherwise. -- Yet
this old Hellenic
spirit began very early to die
out.
After the first Persian war the dissolution
of the old relation of absorption of the individual
by the state accompanied
the enlargement
of the
hor_on of the popular mind and the increase of
national culture.
This was a natural, necessary,
and in many respects a wholesome,
movement.
The transition to reflection in this instance was,
as it is always and everywhere,
the condition precedent of a higher mental
development;
and if
the Athenians
had never abandoned
the point of
view of the ":Marathonites,"
the highest
which
they attained
in science, in art and in the state,
would have remained unachieved.
But it can not
be denied that the negative,
dissolving
and disintegrating
effects that accompany
all thought, or
rather reflection, soon became very prominently,
very sharply
and very one-sidedly
perceptible
among the Greeks.
To overcome effects of this
kind requires
at all times the most intense and
continuous
effort of all human
energies.
It accordingly
can not bc denied, that the Hellenic
national character did not bear its emancipation
from the old strict observance
of faith and custom without rapid demoralization:
a fact which is
connected with the exceedingly
rapid course of
the whole history of Greece from its earliest beginning until its final decay. -- The period of the
soph_ts
is, properly
speaking,
the time when
awakened
thought
presumed
to question, to investigate, to doubt, and even to pull down everything that was customary
in religion or morals, in
law or in tim or_ization
of the state.
To the
Hellenes this epoch had nearly the same meaning
that the "period
of enlightenment"
of the past
century had to France and Germany.
In many
things it was injurious;
in some, useful; but in all,
necessary.
At this • period Hellenic ! thought,
in
o
spite of all it8 tradltious, was not satisfied with
the belief that things could not be otherwise than
they were.
The Greek philosophers
asked t,hemselves whether right and wrong were settled for
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all time by nature; or, whether
they were only
provisions changeable
at the caprice of men.
They inquired whether those ideas were _p_(_ez or
Sd6et, and ever afterward this controversy
ran
through
the entire Hellenic-Roman
philosophy,
But it is a characteristic
fact, that the Hellenes,
face to face with this first problem, should have
thrown together ethics and taw.
The right, the
• good,the law(r5 _ya_o_/,
0 v6/_o0--coneerning
which they inquired whether it existed _g6ez or
_p_,6Ez--was with them not only the law of legal
fight, but also the law of mortality.
The conser•vat}yes maintained
the eternal inviolability of the
law of legal right and of the law of morality, as
an ordinance of the gods and of nature; but the
sophists, armed with the subtlety and culture o_
the more modern time, pointed to the fact that
the law of morality
and the law of legal right
are by no mcan_ always the same, but may be very
contradictory
in time and space.The sophists,
however, did not understand that the _ea of legal
right or law exists with all nations; that the ereat}on of fo_'m_ of law or legal right is rooted in
the _z_ure of man, and that only the forrr_ in
which this _dca appears, may be different and
even contradictory,
according to national character, and to natural conditions and the conditions
gf the time.
The sophists, because they saw uncertain,
changeable
forms of law, rejected the
whole idea of legal right and of the good.
They
maintained that every nation, every epoch, as well
as every individual,
from motives of caprice or
interest, might prescribe to itself or himself what
it or he should consider }awful or unlawful, and
might act accordingly.
In this manner subjectivity finally passed all bounds.
Although at the
beginning
the more moderate among the sophists
(Prodikos, Protagoras) erected fresh barriers; subsequently
the majority
(like Gorgias, Hipplas)
beth theoretically
and practically followed
out to
the last consequences
this anarchical doctrine.
It
has been justly observed that even Socrates, as
the representative
of the right of free investigation into all traditional institutions,
_ood on entirely the same ground as the sophists.
But he
differed from the latter, in that he subordinated
the freedom of the individual to the purposes of
the good, and wished that thought should not be
employed
for the purpose of demolition, but for
the attainment
of the knowledge
and the voluntary observance
of the ]awof morality. -- In
judging
the philosophy of the state of both the
great pupils of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, we
must take into account the influence of the Greek
political situation, and of the general condition of
Greek civilization
at the time.
That process of
disintegration,
the dissolution
of the old system
of ethics, through unrestrained skeptical thought,
was making alarmingly
rapid progress.
In a
political respect this degeneracy _anifested
itself
in an unbridled ochlocracy, as in Athens; or in a
malevolent
tyranny,
as in Sicily and the other
islands.
All earnest, thinking
men, in all the
Hellenic cities, had long since turned away with
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loathing from the turbulent democracy, and sought
support and assistance in the strict Doric political and moral system, with its aristocratic ideals.
We must keep in view this partiality for the Doric
political
ideal, which had been partly realized
in the state of Lycurgus, in order to understand
how Plato could reach the otherwise unintelligible extremes of his philosophy
of the state.
In
the second place, we must take into account the .
peculiar tendency to abstract theoretical construetion that characterized the whole IIellenic national
character, and most materially all Hellenic speculation.
This explains why Plato could admit, as
the principle of his doctrine of the state and of
law, the same idea which forms the basis of his
psychology and of his analysis of the individual
man. Hence, the well-known simile by which be
illhstrated his own psychology : As the charioteer
guides his two-in-hand,
the reason (_-oz)_) must
control, and keep in harmony the two halves of
the human soul, the masculine, courageous,
and
the feminine,
appetitive
halves.
And what is
true of the individual
man, is true of men as a
whole, as they appear in tile state.
This whole
only represents man on a larger scale, as one an}mated organic being, endowed with but one body
and one soul.
In other words, the three parts of
the human mind, the feminine soul, the masculine soul and reason, reveal themselves
in the
state as three classes or estates--the
class of tradesmen, that of the warriors, and that of the wise
men. The best form of government,
to wit, ariatocraey, consists in the supremacy of the wise
men, the passive obedience of tradesmen, and the
active obedience of the warrior class.
Every individual should belong completely
to one of these
orders, and be entirely abaci bed in it. All private
interests arc destroyed by the state's distributing
wives, children and goods among the citizens.
The state controls the whole education of the
people, even in the smallest details, and continues
to educate even adult individuals.
It prescribes
the tunes of the lyre, forbids the songs of Homer,
as being too passionate, and interdicts all imitative
arts, such as painting, sculpture
and the drama.
The most _ifted among the warriors after a long
training may rise. to the class of the wi_ men;
but the caste of tradesmen,
after ministering to the
wants of t_hehigher orders, as the adamant foundation of the state, must remain imbedded in the
ground. Thcslaves. so indispensable to the aneient
state, and all bodily defeetivechildren,
must be degradedintothatcaste.
In his later work, thetwelve
books on the laws, having seen the impracticability
of his idcal state, Plato modified his extreme notions concerning
the community
of women and
goods, and proposed a constitution,
half way between oligarchy
and democracy,
in which the
laws themselves should rule, instead of his ideal
rulers, the order of wise men. -- In Aristotle we
find a marked progress both in the methods and
the contents of the doctrine of the state.
This
philosopher gave his doctrine of the state a broad
historico-Juristic
basis, by collecting data misting
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to the constitutions of no fewer than 158 different
states, and critically
sifting the materials in a
work that has unfortunately
been lost.
As regards the substance of his doctrine, his greatest
merit seems to lie in his conception
of man, as
a _&or
lro?_rl_Jr,
a political animal, a being
by nature necessarily
impelled to form states,
It is not with Aristotle
as with
Plato, and
most of the other Greek, Roman and Christian
philosophers,
purely external
urgency and helplessness that impel man to form the state, but his
very nature.
The ideal basis of the state, side by
side with the real, was first proved by Aristotle;
yet without his distorting that ideal in either a
theocratic or transcendental
sense. --The
collapse
of all intellectual life in Greece, and principally
of the life of the state, was soon reflected in the
prevailing philosophical
systems, and in the neglect of political llfe, with which the Greeks had
formerly
been so closely identified.
The sensualist-material
tendency of the Cyrenian school
was continued in the Epicurean sect, which neglected the state.
The rising school of the stoics,
also, which in many respects bore a resemblance
to the earlier school of cynics, no longer regardcd
the state from the point of view of the national

law, such a question can no longer be raised. A.
_hool
of French jurists (Cujacins), with the laudable intent of entering into the whole mental
life of the Romans, was the first to seek an explanation of their law in its relation to the stoical school; and, strange to say, these jurists supposed they discovered a material influence of that
philosophical
system on the Roman law.
But
we now know that that law was only the outcome °
and development
of the peculiar popular life,
and of the peculiar talent, of the Romans.
Its
chief excellence consisted precisely in its repugnance to all the doctrinarisn
wisdom
of the
schools and in its thoroughly
practical wisdom"
It would never have occurred to a Roman jurist
to allow any kind of philosophy
to exercise any
influence on the matter of his real juridical ideas.
There certainly are to be found many stoical elements in the _
ju_s, but only in its general
definitions, in its erudition, in its ethical maxims.
But those philosophical
opinions remained
cornpletely without influence on the life and development of the institutes of the Roman law.
In the
same manner as the Romans, in a purely outward
manner, appropriated
to themselves
all Greek
culture, so, too, they i_atroduced into Italy, Greek

state, which lind represented the healthy point
of view peculiar to the life of antiquity.
The
pantheism
of this doctrine accorded a marked
prominence
to the subject, and led to the hypothes_ of a grand whole, which embraced all individuals in a community
of the cosmos.
Men
must live conformably
to the law of nature
(natur_
con_enienter
v/vere---a maxim on which
was subsequently
based the so-called jus nature,
or law of nature, which accordingly had a physicoethical, not juridical, starting-point).
Nature is
supposed to impel all men, even all beings, that
have any share in the cosmic soul, consequently
the gods, into one great community;
and any one
who, in regard to this whole, conducts him_lf
properly,
is just.
The justice of men among
themselves is moral-politico-juridical;
that of men
toward the gods consists
in piety.
As in the
cosmos, the world-soul, so in the state the "statesoul," moves, contains and controls everything;
but this soul of the state is the law. -- As is known,
the teachings
of the stoics became, later, the favorite doctrine of Rome, when it had gained the
empire of the world; and precisely as the Roman
empire finally dissolved all nationalities,
even its
own, into one universal state, so also the political
doctrines of the stoic philosophy
were cosmopolitan, and no longer
national-political.
-- These
stoical conceptions,
mingled
with Christian
elemeres, exerted their influence
far into the middie ages.
The " Civitas Dei " of St. Augustine,
who himself
had received
a stoical
training,
has many traits of the stoical
rd_zg
A_dg.There was once a lively controversy
as to whether,
and how far, the stoical school had exercised an
influence on Roman law; but in our present state
of knowledge,
and with our deeper historical
insight into both the stoical philosophy and Roman

philosophy and political theories, yet without an_
real appropriation of them, and without any further development
of any one of them, just as
they erected the pillaged statues of the temple on
the capitol, often bringing
them, without much
discernment,
into an enforced contact with their
own national institutions, heedless whether they
harmonized
well or badly with the latter.
Now,
the stoic d_nnitions were very poorly adapted to
the matter of Roman law, and we may confidently
assert that what in the coWms juris is juridical is
not stoic, and what is stoic is not juridical.
The Romans, accordingly,
had no philosophy
of
law, in the proper sense of the term.
Their socalled philosophers,
particularly
Cicero, learned
philosophy from the Greeks, asonelcarnsaforeign
language, without changing it, or working it into
the elements of Roman law.
And yet, as it were,
an unconscious philosophy
of law, such as never
afterward was attained to, seems to pervade the
labors of the Roman jurisprudents.
The eminent
talent of the Roman mind for law is not only
displayed
in the acute formulation
of juridical
ideas, in the subtle distinctions of these ideas, or
in the admirable conclusions it draws from them,
in their algebra of juridical ideas, but the instinct
for the deepest intelligence
of the essence of taw
is still more luminously
revealed
throughout
the
whole development
of it by the Romans, in the
prmtorial
edict and in the juri_rudentes.
The
characteristic
traits that make the Romans eraphatically
the juridical
nation of history,
were
the above, and the gradual, slow transformation
of the old, obsolete
forms of law, according
to
the wants and the social progress of the time, as
well as their efforts to do justice to all tha£ was
new, but with the utmost
leniency toward tim
old.
The incessant mental labor of the Rom_
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for centuries, by degrees smoothed
down the rigid, speeiflcally Roman, harshness of
their law, and in connection with the growing universal cultureof their empire, chs_nged it intoajus
gev.ti_m in the highest sense of the term, that is,
into a law that in many things has promulgated
lasting juridical truths, particularly in the law on
obligations, or contracts, and in the general theory
of the law.
But it must not be forgotten, that,
to effect this, that specific juridical talent, which
itself was incontestably
Roman, was required.
Only the Romans
were able to develop their
Roman law into lmiversal law.
Their law, like
Christianity,
conquered
the world, and together
with the whole culture of antiquity,
and as a
fragment of that culture, it legitimately
paa_l
into medieval
and modern culture;
yet legitimatety only in as far as even that fragment of
ancient culture
could be assimilated
with propriety to our life.
We shall return below to this
subject.To the Hellenic
philosophy
and the
Roman law were now added, as influential
elemerits in the history of ethical, political
and
juridical ideas, the ideas of Christianity.
The
influence of these on the philosophy of law was
decidedly unfavorable
in the beginning.
It enhauced the fundamental
vice of that philosophy
_u the extreme:
the amalgamation
of law and
morality, the preponderance
of the internal and
the moral over the external and really juridical,
We have called attention above to the fact, that,
as a matter of course, there can be, in principle,
no opposition or contradiction
between ethics and
law, both being forms of one same force; but we
have also called attenuon to the fact, that, spite
of their close connection, there is a very decided
difference between law and ethics, the obliteration of which operates unfavorably in the ldghest
degree on both.
When the domain of inner freedora and of morality
is occupied
by the law,
when religious and moral precepts are understood
or conceived
in a juridical sense, then religious
and moral truth perishes, and untrue and un-free
formal holiness and apparent morality
take its
place.
This historyhas
demgnstrated
in all those
cases in which the state or other external power
has sought to command and enforce faith, religiousness or morality
by coercive
measures.
In
this domain of thefree, inner lifeof the soul, only
forms, formulas and appearance
can be commanded.
When, on the other hand, law is confounded with ethics, when religion and morality
seek to rule the state aud dictate codes ofiaw, we
see come into existence
those abortive systems
which would paralyze man's highest activity, his
participation
in the life of the state, and substitute fanaticism
and hypocrisy for healthy action
and open force.
Unmanly, untrue and unhealthy
organization
is to be found wherever
it is attempted to replace the state and the law by
religiou and morals.
Here, too, the only healthy
and normal course is to separatewhat
is different,
The history of the philosophy of law, however,
f_ows that .It was ordy late that men learned to
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keep morality
separate from law.
Among the
Hellenes we find the clearest contradiction
between theh' theory and practice; both their theory
and practice confounded
ethics and law; but
while in its practical
life the state absorbed
morality, prescribed ethico-religious
rules or laws,
and scarcely endured any free individual life, the
science of the law and of the state was entirely
ethical.
It has been rightly remarked that the
Hellenic vocabulary has no word for law in the
_nse of the Roman jus, but couples ethico-religious notions with the words _i/_z_, 6z_zz_vr/,
v_/_z_,
etc. ; and we have seen how, from
Pythagoras
to Aristotle,
the pedagogical
preponderated in the state, and the moral in the
idea of the law.
Among the Romans the life
of the law was free and ricldy developed, but
they had no philosophy
of law.
Their jurists
avoided general definitions even in positive law.-Christian
ideas at the outset evinced a strong
disinclination
toward the state, which was still
heathen
and corrupt.
The kingdom
of the
Christian was not of this world.
The true home
of the Christian was not this earth, corrupted
through the fall of man, but in the world beyond.
Above all, he had to save his soul, by piety
and faith, and only to concern himself with the
state when it was unavoidable.
As is known,
the Christians of the first centuries expected the
speedy end of the world, and carefully avoided, as
far as possible, any contact with the heathen and
sinful life of the state.
Religious morality, with .
them, overruling
every other motive,
stepped
into the foreground,
while the state was but a
secondary concern, or was considered
only as a
necessary evil.
If human nature had not been
corrupted through the fall, there would have been
neither murder nor homicide, nor quarrels concerning mine and thine, and consequently no need
of the state or of the law.
Sin was introduced by
the devil; along with, or at least on account of,
sin, the state and the law had also entered into this
world; in paradise there was neither king nor
judge.
With this sinful world, with the devil,
the state and the law were to disappear, for they
will not be required in heaven.
The _r t_pora_
contains, of just and legal, only what it
borrowed from the b_r _et_'n_. -- Such was the
teaching of St. Augustine,
and his doctrine was
only logical.
The ancient wisdom of the Stagirite had taught, th_ man by his ideal nature was
drawn toward the state; that the latter was not a
necessary
evil, but a necessary good; but now
Christianity had reached the very opposite cor_
clusion.
This world-shunning
view. neglectful of
the state and of the law, governed the entire
Christian philosophy.
The scholastic philosophy
confused law and ethics in this, that, according
to the former, the just m_n (the _z_o_
of the
Bible) was only the person who, through the redemption, had been rescued from sin.
Scholasticism over and again called to mind how man,
so long as his nature had not been corrupted by
the devil, neither knew nor needed the law or the
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state: and further, that all law ought to be r_duced
to religious morality and the ten commandments,
The different philosophers and their parties only
diverged from one another in this, that some among
them ascribed man's knowledge of these principles to divine revelation,
while others ascribed it
rather to the natural
reason of man.
Scholastieism further
made frequent
attempts
to distingulsh the lex &'tins (the moral and religious law
of the Mosaic-Christian
revelation)
from the /ex
natura//s (the voice of moral, juridieal
commands,
dwelling
even in the heart of the heathen:
thus
particularly
the tolerant and liberal
Abelard).
But this whole intellectual
tendency,
which attained its latest expre.,_sion in Thomas
Aquinas
(1225-74), has in common
a disregarding
of the
state and of the law, and the coloring of both by
religious morals. -- Considering the historical conditions of the middle ages, this idea naturally
led
to the complete supremacy
of the church
over
the state, in its quality of representative
of religious morals.
But the opposition
to this idea
was preparing,
during
the time that the state,
with increasing
success, began to struggle
for its
emancipation
from the church, by the aid of science, no longer exclusively
confined to the clergy,
but pursued by laymen as well, and particularly
by the aid of the revival of ancient culture and
the knowledge
of Roman law.
The struggles of
the Hoheustaufens
against the papacy may apparently have ended in the subjugation
of the secular power; but in many individuals
it had at least
aroused a doubt concerning
the legitimateness
of
ecclesiastical
supremacy.
The increasing
power
of the opposition
ag'aiust the religious-moral
absorption
of the state and the law, was not the
work of philosophers,
nor the outcome of theoretical reasons, but was owing to the efforts of
statesmen and party writers, and to the practical
wants and aspirations
of the period.
These men
at first opposed
these principles
on account of
their practical consequences.
Dante and Occam,
the brave political
adherents
of the emperors
Henry
of Luxemburg
and
Louis
of Bavaria,
were the men who first successfully,
for practieo-political
reasons, attacked the supremacy
of
the pope over the secular powers, and the whole
theory on which that supremacy
was based; but,
as a matter
of course, they did this in cornplete conformity
with the dogmas of the church,
Two hundred
years later, Niccolo
Machiavelli
(1469-1597)
submitted,
with
reckless
knaveD,,
morality
to political
ends.
In his ardent -wish
tO see Italy
freed from the numerous
small
despots
and their feuds, he called for an absolute dictatorship,
which by any. even by immoral
means, as violence and fraud, might carry out the
political behests of the times.
Yet all this is sufflciently explained by the historical conditions,
by
the times of the Borgias and the Medicis, as also
by that peculiar talent of the Neo-Latin
nations,
particularly
of the Italians, which prompts them
to follow up the suggestions
of any ardent passion
to the end.
At the same time it was an equally
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extreme reaction against the subjugation
of the
state and of the law by the religious morals of
the church.
The emancipation
of the state wa_
carried to the point of ignoring all ethical laws,
and of sacrificing
morality to purely political
ends; yet the motives here again were practicopolitical:
the wounds of torn Italy and the necessity of healing them.
Machiavelli
belonged
to
the period of the reformation,
that amidst riolent convulsions completed
the movement
which
began at the close of the thirteenth
and continued through
the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries; the movement which, in principle and forever, did away with the scholastic
idea of the
state and of the law, and of their relations to
morality and the church. --And
here, again, the
men who achieved these results were not philosophers of the schools, armed with theories;
on the
contrary., these results were the necessary outcome
of the gigantic strife of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries,
which
in Germany,
England,
Switzerland
and Franceled
toradical changesin the
organization
of church and state.
Once more the
practico-political
movements of history created the
necessity of not abiding by old, traditional
ideas,
but of seeking a differe_nt solution of a number
of important
problcms, touching
the relations
of
church and state, of law and religion, of the freedora of private life, the rights of public life, and
the rights of citizens in relation
to .their governments.
Men insistcd on examining
for themselves into these problems,
in order possibly to
attain higher results.
Such were the great questions of the period, which aroused so many powerful minds in Germany
and in the Low Countries, in England,
in France, and even ia Italy
and Spain.
In thLq manner
the 150 years that
followed the first efforts of the reformers,
until
the last vanishing traces of the thirty years' war,
displayed
an extraordinary
wealth of political and
juridico-philosophical
literature,
both in the form
of long-winded
systems
and of short polemical
writings
and pamphlets.--The
reformers
them_lves, even Luther and Melancthon,
knew hardly
anything
of the philosophy
of law, in the proper
sense of the term.
In ethics,
also, they still
maintained
the traditional
ideas concerning
the
lex divina, naturalis
and pos/t/va.
There, nevertheless, were a few of the friends
and pupils of
the reformers,
who, both in theory and in their
)ractical
deductions,
boldly
broke away from
their teachers, and followed the spirit of the times.
Such was Hubert
Languet (1518--81), who in the
interest of freedom
of conscience
openly advocated popular
sovereignty.
The same was also
done by his contemporaries,
Hotomanus
in France,
and George
Buchanan
in Scotland.
Melancthon's pupil,
tiemming,
more deliberately
than
his teacher, severed
all connection with the doctrine of the middle ages.
Yet, along with all this,
there were many stationary
men among the adherents of the reformation,
who, in the field of
]uridical philosophy,
retained unchanged
the old
views, as did Oldndorp.
The revival, and at that
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ttme flourishing
condition, of Grmco-Roman
phitology caused the students and patrons of it to
show a decided inclination for the political ideas
of antiquity.
The Frenchmen Hotomanus,
Bodinus, Charron (1541-1603), Gassendi (1592-1655);
the Englishmen
More and Sidney;
the Italian
Piccolomini
(1604), and others, with but few
Christian modifications,
renewed the doctrines of
the old Hellenic and Roman philosophy.
It would
be unfair to maintain
that in all this there was
nothing more than the harmless whims of unpractical scholars.
It must not be forgotten that More
and Sidney
died for th. eir convictions.
Their
theories concerning
tile importance
and dignity of
the state contrasted
strikingly
with the mediaeval
theocratic
ideas; and in this respect they certainly
represented
the spirit of modern times.
But the
old point of view was at the same time vehemently
defended by the school of the Jesuits.
The conversion of heretics was their main task.
Detainicus de Sore, Fernando
Yasquez,
Bellarmine,
Mefinn, Suarez and Mariana are the most prominent
names connected with the tendency of this _hoo].
They frequently
displayed
great learning
and inteUigence.
They skillfully
employed
the theeties of the principle
of sociaiity and of the soyereignty
of the people, which were in favor at
the time.
In other words, they defended the old,
desperate
cause with the arms of their adversaries,
and in so "doing scorned no means that proved
serviceable
for their holy purpose.
They even
considered
the murder
of an heretical
prince a
duty.
The church herself was finally compelled
to disacknowledge
these ultra-apostles
of hers; yet
long before that not only governments
had had
their books burned
by the hands of the public
executioner,
but deeply religious
men, like Pascal,
had directed
their combined
power of heart and
intellect against this deplorable misuse of religion,
-- We next come to a long line of conspicuous
British
philos(Jphers
who wrote concerning
the
state.
Most of them had for point of departure
the problems that were agitating
their own insular
kingdom
in particular,
but which,
nevertheless,
justly claim a certain
universal
importance,
because the convulsions
that shook the state and
church
in England were closely connected with
the general religious-political
movement
of the
sixteenth
and seventeenth
centuries.
Among
these men, also, there were harmless
philological
dreamers, who regarded the revival of antiquity as
the standard
suited to their own time.
This not

eratic 2_ower of the monarch from the Scriptures:
the latter, in his notorious Patriarch (1665), mainrained the identity
of the royal and paternal
power, and showed that God had instituted absolute monarchy with Adam, in Paradise.
Milton,
with his wonted enthusiasm
for truth, morality
amt freedom,
successfully
attacked Salmasius,
while the penetrating
intellect
of Locke com.
pletely overthrew
Filmer's
patriarchal doctrine.
At the same time the principle of soeiality, as it
had been accepted
by the German and Dutch
writers on the philosophy
of law, was established
psychologically
by Richard
Cumberland,
with
whose name the school of so-called English moralists is associated:
Shaftesbury,
Wollaston,
Clarke,
IIutcheson,
Home, Ferguson and Adam Smith.-David
Hume also went in this same direction,
although
in many respects he conflicted
with its
tendencies.
His austere skepticism
rejected
the
traditional
"myths"
of a state of nature, and of a
social contract.
General utility is his principle of
the state, of law and of justice; for peace and good
faith will in the end prove more profitable
than
violence and cunning.
In this manner he sought
both to modify and support the optimism
of the
moralists.
This utilitarianism,
which among Engfish philosophers
began with Bacon,
frequently
after reappeared
in England,
under ever-varying
forms, as a characteristic
trait; and in our own century it attained its most marked expression
in the
system of Bentham. -- Yet the main branch of the
intellectual current at that time flowed through Germany and the Low Countries.
Here the doctrine
of the law of nature emanated from Hugo Grotius,
inasmuch
as he, with greater
decision and consciousness than his predecessors,
reduced all posttire law of whatever kind to the common basis of a
constantly uniform law of nature.
Itwasalsovery
characteristic
of the practical starting point of all
this movement,
that even Grotius begins with the
simple question:
"Is it ever just to wage war?"
To investigate this question, the terrible wars, of
which he had been a witness during his own lifetime(1583-1648),furnished,
indecd.suflicientcause.
Ite answers the question in the affirmative, in the
case of just defense or demand
for satisfaction;
and he only occasionally
comes to the investigation of the legal principle
itself.
It is, besides,
very remarkable
that Grotius,
as well as all the
following teachers of the law of nature, gradually
distinguished
more sharply between law and the
morals of religion, although
they regarded
God,

only applies to More and Sidney, but even to the
highly
realistic
Bacon of Vernlam,
who, with
genuine, practical English common sense, looked
upon utility as the principle
of the state.
He,
neverthel_,s,
to a certain degree, leaned on Plato,
basing the state on ethics, while Plato based it on
psychology.
In the great struggle
for the respective fights of the crown and of the people,
absolutism
found
an intelligent
champion
in
Hobbes, who in a logical manner attributed
absolute inviolability
to all government,
while others,
like S_lm_ius
and Filmer, demonstrated
the auto-

or his revealed
will, as the common
basis of
both.
As to the particular
institut_
of public
law, Grotius
seeks to prove
that they do not
necessarily, or altogether
certainly, emanate from
the reason, yet he contends that they do not absolutely contradict
it. This problem might, indeed,
have led to a fruitful
analysis
of the matter of
the law, if the whole law of nature had not started
from a false conception
of humanity
and of history.
Another fiction of this doctrine is the supposition of a state of nature
(status natuvalis),
corresponding
to the/aw of nature, that is, a con-
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dition of humanity before the beginnings of society and of the state; and this condition of nature, with the theological philosophers,
frequently
meant the supposed state in Paradi_
before the
fall of man (status integritati,),
but with others, a
condition of wretchedness
and helpless want after
the fall. -- It was possible,
from these general
premises, to draw the most opposite
conclusions
in questions of detail.
Thus IIobbes, from the
political contract, which unconditionally
bestows
sovereignty
on the monarch, infers extreme absolutism; while Rousseau, from his con*rat social,
reaches permanent
revolution,
the
sovereign
people having made every office revokable, and
thus at any time being able to depose the king.
Between
both these extremes there exist various
kinds of m(_ified
doctrines.
It is remarkable

wield no immediate, and particularly
no polittcal, supremacy
in the state.
The church may
appoint teachers
of its own faith; hut it is
subject to the state, like any private society, and
in things not spiritual it should be deprived
of
all coercive power. --_N_evertheless,
other ardent
champions
of the old theory soon appeared, to
oppose these innovations, at the close of the seventeenth, and beginning of the eighteenth, century,
in Seckendorf
and Alberti, and thetwo Cocceji, as
well as in the works of their pupils, who directly
bas'ed both law and morals on the will of God,
as revealed in the ten commandments.
Christian
Thomasius
(1655-17'28)
was a real standardbearer on the field of progress, just as he was the
devoted adversary
of the trials for witchcraft,
and the first who lectured on the taw of nature

that Spinoza here also sustained the superiority of
his genius; and although
not entirely
exempt
from the influences and errors of the scholarship
of his time, he on certain main points decidedly
opposed them.
Thus, he combats the hypothesis
that men by the political contract ever renounced
their freedom.
On the contrary, he maintains that
only in the state do they acquire freedom; that before the state there existed only arbitrary power;
and that only in the state is it possible to put an
end to irrational and unlimited
unrestraint,
unworthyof
man, to attain to an existence in accord&nee with
reason. -- Samuel Pufendorf
agrees
with Spinoza in combating the theological
view of
the state.
The remarkable juridical talent of the
former placed him on many points in direct conflict with the traditional
tendency to fill up the
whole domain of law with moral-religious
idcas,
.and involved him in numerous polemical conflicts
with the advocates of the latter school.
Although
he also draws no clear distinction in principle, betwecn law and morality, in most matters of detail
his sound juridical
sense correctly distinguished
between them and connected
them.
With Spinoza, he lays stress on the fact that the "state
of nature" of man before the social contract is the
most wretched
hypothesis
conceivable,
and that
man did not enter into a state of society by contract, but was impelled thereto by a fundamental
law of his nature.
The commands that areindispensable
to the preservation
of society or the
community,
Pufendorf
holds may be enforced,
and are jug perfectum;
those, on the contrary,
that only serve to render human association more
pleasant or agreeable, are not coercible, and constitute jura
impel'cots.
Pufendorf
further distinguishes
between
the duties of man toward
himself, and his duties toward others; and among
the latter he distingnLshes
the absolute and the
hypothetical,
that arise from special agreements
(ad_at/t_
ob_gatwnis),
such as the rights of
property, the fights of the family, and the state,
into which men entered, and that by contract, to
prevent the war of all against all.
ttere Pufendoff pays homage to the errors of his time; but
he d_idedly
opposes them in his conception of
rite clmrch, which, as a exnTms mylar-urn, should

in the German language.
At his first appearance,
while he still adhered to Grotius and Pufendorf,
he was goaded, like Luther, by the polemical writings of his numerous and violent adversaries, into
much more extreme views.
His point of departure is a strict separation of religious-moral
doctrine from natural law.
The former, he claims,
has its origin in divine revelation, the latter in human reason, and the more reverently we grant tho
precedence to the former, within its own sphere,
the more marked will be the independence
of the
whole spherc of law.--Leibnitz
(1646-1Ti6) was not
so important an element in promoting the development of the philosophy
of law as was Thomasius,
who, both in a positive and negative manner, iraparted a powerful
impulse to that development;
but Leibnitz
was a most powerful
force, by the
general spread of his ideas, broadly developed by
Wolff (1679-1754); ideas which ruled the litersture and the whole world of enlightened
German
thought, in the period of its auflddrung
(enlightenment).
To Leibnitz, justice is the virtue which
preserves the normal condition of n_an's social life.
The pre-established
harmony
which
keeps the
universe together, reveals itself, in the community of men, a_ law, hedging in the institutions
of
marriage, of paternity, the relation of master and
servant, the commune and the state.
In this
sense, to obey God and to obey reason arc one
and the same tldng ; and the conviction
of the
binding force of the law does not come through
the state contract or political contract or social contract, but is given with the idea of law itself.
Still, it was not these deep views themselves,
but
rather the theistic-rationalistic
ideas of an ethicopedagogical kind, that governed the German auf.
/d_tmg
(enlightenment),
through the broad interpretation
and amplification
of Wolffian dogmatism. -- But even this harmless system of German
rationalism,
on many points, calls to mind the
dangerous theories which, during the same period,
abounded
in the French de2a/re/ssement (enlightenment), the attempted realization of which was
destined to shake and startle the world in the
French revolution.--In
France the thoroughly
corrupt moral-political
and politico-economical
state of things, toward the close of the sixteet_h
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century, had, in a Mcaataigne, engendered absolute skepticism as to the power of the moral law;
and the fermenting putrescence
of that state of
affairs finally found a natural outlet in the French
revolution.In fact, toward the middle of the
eighteenth century, the culture of the time placed
itself in open and avowed opposition to the prevailing conditioa_
in the state, the church and
society, from which that culture it_lf had sprung,
The rationalism of the encyclopaedists, influenced
both by the English moralists and the materialistic
tendenck-_ of the natural sciences, the study of
which was renewed, proclaimed i_terest (l'int_r_O
the principle of all action, even of all noble action,
the latter also, it was claimed,
being due to an
enlightened
self-love.
In order to protect the practical results of this view, men formed society, and
created
the state (D'Alembert,
Di(i_-rot); society
and the state being but the outcome of the 7wb/es
avaz_l_s of men, such as ambition,
pride and love
of glory.
Thus Voltaire; but this author here drew
an illegitimate
conclusion,
because from the above
starting point, the state would manifestly owe its
,origin to the abject passion of fear. _'evertheless,
¥oltsire's
practical
efforts to effect an improvement in the cruel penal code of his time, posscau
a higher
value than his theory.
To effect that
improvement,
he worked in connection with the
philanthropic
club/'/Card
of Milan, particularly
with Beecaria, who, in his book JDei delitti e de//e
pene, opposed with all his might both torture and
capital punishment.
Yet this he did from the
point of view of the theory of contract,
and by
the use of arguments
which would altogether deprive the state of the right of punishment.
The
circle that gathered
round Baron Holbach,
and
the writings
that emanated
from it, revealed the
materialistic
tendencies of this period of "enlightenment."
Rousseau,
however,
was the real harbinger of the revolution.
His whole frame of
mind, his absolute rupture with history, his leecling of all existing institutions,
his heedless neglect of all experience,
Iris bold construction
of
systems
on entirely new ground,
were destined
soon to pass from theory into the practice of the
French people.
Rousseau expressly declares, that
it is impossible
to examine
whether
there ever
existed a primitive state of man; but that, in reality, man's primitive
condition
consisted
in the
equality of all in a state of barbarism.
In that state
there was neither right nor wrong nor property,
The first appropriation
of things produced
inequality,
and thus kindled
envy and ambition.
The sot/a/ contract was concluded,
in order to
control
the outbreak
of these passions.
Each
individual
entered into this contract
with each
other individual;
and thus in every act of the
state, every individual
should be consulted;
and
so the English are really free only at the moment
of the elections to parliament
I Sovereignty
is
only bestowed
conditionally
and revocably;
and
when authority becomes despotic, that is, when it
acts arbitrarily, it thereby cancels the social contract, and re.establishes
the state of nature;
in
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other words, it is not the people, but the government, that is in revolution.
Despotism
is by its
very nature a revolution,
and the uprising of the
citizens
is only the result of that revolution.
The political consequences
of these doctrines
afterward appeared in the statesmen of the teeolution, in Sieyes, to whom, as to Mirabeau, the
third estate, which hitherto
had been nothing,
was everything.
Thomas
Paine proclaimed
the
most advanced
tenets of this revolutionary
philosophy.
For him, even the Jacobins were not
sufficiently advanced
in their ideas; he regarded
all government
as an evil, and called monarchy
and the papacy
the inventions
of the devil.
His work on the rights of man wa_ directed
against the great English statesman
Burke, who,
with a rare abundance
of superior political wisdom, combated the abstr'_ct theories of Rousseau
and the revolution.
The effect of this whole
school was doubtless
a destructive
one.
Still, in
one man at least, who otimrwise completely
belonged to it, Montesquieu,
negation is found connected with the work of construction,
not so
much as regards what he has to say on the philosophy
of law, in which he was rather insignificant, as in his method, and in one main result
of that method.
While
Rousseau
intentionally
turned his back upon history, Montesquien
sought
to base his philosophical
reflections on the state,
and its constitution
on historical
experience.
The whol_ome
result of this sound method was,
that while Rousseau
arrived at only abstract systerns, devoid of real political
vitality,
Montesquieu, by his historical investigations,
was led to
the English
constitution,
and thus earned
for
himself the lasting merit of having transplanted
the main traits of English constitutional
monarchy
to the continent of Europe,
of having
made it
familiarly
known there, and of having endeared
it to the nations of the continent.
--At
the same
time there arose in Germany
a kindred
historical
tendency.
Justus
tlenning
BShmer
had energetically
combated
the traditional
doctrines
of
the law of nature
concerning
the political
or
state contract, as well as the theological
doctrine
in reference to the immediately
divine origin of
kingly authority.
These doctrina% he maintained,
were contrary
to all history.
The historia juris
proved manifestly,
that the foundations
of states
and the organization
of law were human institutions gradually
developed,
and which God had
only
permitted
as he had all other things.About the middle of the eighteenth
century an
enlarged
intellectual
activity in all the exact setences appeared
throughout
Germany,
chiefly in
connection with the youthful
vigor of the university of GSttingen
(founded
1734). To this activity was added the careful editing and criticism of
long-neglected
juridical
materials,
side by side
with the Roman law, which hitherto
had alone
been taken into consideration
in the law of usture : we mean German
law.
The activity
of
the elder Germahists
who were at work upon the
history of the German empire and German law,
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and on the antiquities
and amenities of the Oerman law, recall the life which then stirred
in
this fe)d, and which
prepared
the way for the
new historical _hool.
At the time, this tendency
had certainly
no direct influence on the philosophy of law.
The latter still dragged
along the
road of the old Wolffian
law of nature
in a
series of numberless
compendiums,
copied one
from another;
and when the mighty
blow fo]lowed--the
criticism of Kant, which overthrew all
such dogmatism--it
did not proceed from the posRive science of law, or from historical science, but
from the philosophy
of the school.
The consequence was, that the effet:ts which followed were
also limited to the philosophy
of the sehool.--Abstreet philosophy,
through pure construction,
had,
in the science of law also, been carried to absurdity.
The great systems of subjective
idealism,
that followed the criticism of Kant, notwithstanding many subtle apergu* in detail to be found in
Hegel, Fiehte and Schelling, finally turned out to
be only ingenuous
mental aberrations.
On the
contrary,
the new historical
school, from the very
outset, was far from seeking
the creation of a
philosophy
of law.
Hugo, Savign3- , Puchta, Niebuhr, W. yon Humboldt,
Eichhorn
and Orimm,
by an exhaustive
investigation
into the nature of
history, language,
myths, and the hi_toryof
law,
obtained a far deeper knowledge
of the principles,
nature, development
and life of the law. After
the fall of the great a/rrk_m" systems, the results of
this historical school, although
not as yet clothed
in the language of a genuine philosophy
of law,
stepped; as it were, ip*ojure,
into tile place of all
those exploded
theories.
In fact. the results of
this historical school, and particularly
its methods,
have become the necessary
starting point of all
future philosophy
of law.
The immediate
task

cerned themselves
with the law of nature.
It
must be borne in mind, however, that a juridical
mind like Peuerbach's
was at the beginning captivated
by Kant's ideas, which ruled the entire
culture of the epoch.
Soon, however,
he strove
to sever law from its identification
with the moral
law.
He maintained
the existence
of a distinct
juridical
faculty in man, side by side with the
moral faculty; aml the idea of freedom,
which
plays such an important
part in the system of
Kant's science of law, he deliberately
banishes
from law into the moral
domain,
so that he
wrongly bases his whole system of penal law on
a refined theory
of psychological
coercion, and
punishes
crimes above all things
according
to
the measure of their danger. -- In Fichte, on the
contrary,
the preponderance
of the practical reason transforms
all philosophy,
and particularly
the theory of law, into ethics.
Not only religion
and morals are identified,
but, in the later stago
of his philosophy,
law becomes
a means to the
ends of morality.
In the compulsory
state there
prevails only the lower freedom of the law, but in
his reason-state
the higher freedom
of culture.
This reason-state,
which, as a moral institution,
has to realize the virtue of ,justice, according to
Fichte, is practically
the hermetically
closed ecruinertial
state, in which,
however, as in Plato's
ideal republic, all freedom of individual life is lost.
In the Hegelian
system, by the side of monstrous
distortions of juridical
or legal idetL% there are to
be found several clever ideas, as, for instance, in
the penal law.
It is well known that in this systern the double-edged
principle,
"All that is, is
rational,"
has been misused to support
the extremest revolutionary
doctrines, and to defend the
most corrupt t_llitical systems.
We must also lay
stress on the fact, that all this ingenuous
philoso-
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of that philosophy will still long consist in appropriating,
and shaping into the form and language
of philosophy,
the results that have bcen obtained
by this historical
school. -- As regards
Kant, i|
should be remembered
that he refuses to reach
the absolute
by the "theoretic
reason," or by the
cognitive
faculty;
but, in the field of practical
reason, he assumes God es a postulate,
through
which he and all his followers
derived
religion
from ethics in the same way that ethics were in
the middte ages derived from religion.
After the
manner, and partly in the very language,
of his
predecessors,
from Thomasius
to Wolff,
Kant
finds the distinction
between
legal and moral
duties in the external coercive power of the law.
'rhis constitute_
the epitome
of all the norms,
under the presupposition
of which, the freedom
of all individuals
is compatible
with a cornmort law for all. Kant is certainly
profound
in
ba6ing the rightfulne._
of legal coercion on the
reason of the law; and every one, who himself is
endowed
with rea_n, may inwardly, and on that
very account
also outwardly,
be compelled
to
submit to the coercion of the law.We need
not here enumerate
the multitude
of dependent
ditmiples
of Kant, who for a length of time con-

I phy succumbed
to the error of its methods; the o_
i/pr/oriconstruction
of all reality from "pure"
ideas,
I with the apparent
negieet of all experience,
and
i of tile sciences ba_,_xt on experience.
At the very
I time that the Hegelian
philosophy
of law, re' li#on
and history,
and Schelling's
philosophy
_ of nature, marked
the failure
of these bold
' W/or/ constructions,
the above-named
founders
I of the historical
school had obtained
important
restflts,
through
more diligent
and thoughtful
detailed
investigations
in the field of "law, tradition, religion, language and all the intellectual.
science.
These results have since become lt_ting achievements,
not only of the historical and
positive, but also of the philo_phical,
treatment
of these sciences. -- Before we pass to the exposition of the prineiplea of the historical school, and
try to apply them to philosophy,
we must at
least mention
certain
groups,
that are equally
distant from the great idealistic
systems,
and
from the historical tendency,
but still in many
respeet_related to both, though more closely conneeted with the current
of political and social
thought.
The spirit of restoration
and reaction
in the state and the church, which, after the overthrow of the French revolution,
ruled, in Ntis-
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leon, the whole European
continent, calledforth
in Germany a series of phenomena, which collectively may be described
as the romanticism of the
philosophy
of law.
These phenomena are closely
connected with the romantic tendency in art and
culture, and borrowed
many of their weapons
from the conservative
side of the idealistic systerns, as well as from the historical school. -- In
this manner Karl L. yon Haller, with stubborn
logical methods, would r_store the whole medi_eval idea of the state; that is, he denies that the
idea of constitutional
law is different from that of
private law. The state is, according to him, nothing but a great landed domain; tile king is the proprietor of this domain; the citizens are his servants
or tenants;
the taxes are rents; and war is but the
private feud of the lord of thc land.
in this patrimonial state there naturally
exist no rights be.longing to the citizen.
With Fr. Schlegel
and
Adam
Mtlller
rids
state romanticism
inclined
toward the church.
In Steffens and Baadcr this
same tendency was closely connected
with theideal
mysticism
of Schelling. -- This school closes its
preliminary
stage of development
with the philosophy of law of Julius
Stahl.
This philosophy
appeared
with greater pretensions,
and displayed
more correct
dialectics
and subtler
methods
of
demonstration.
By leaning toward the historical
school, it somewhat
disguisesits
real purpose, but
like ltaller's restoration,
it was really nothing but
a return to the middle age, a relapse into the theological doctrine of the state taught by Pufendorf
and Thomasins;
his doctrine
of the state begins
as orthodox
theology. -- &_,ixtlis)n forms an cxtreme contrast to this German romanticism
of the
state.
At a much earlier period it had beenacclimatized in France;
but it grew most luxuriantly
during the period of the restoration.--Even
before
the time of the encyclopaedists,
Morclli had called
privatc property
the source of all evil.
According to him, the earth, given undivided
to man,
should remain undivided.
Labor should be distributed
among men according
to their strength
and capacity, and the product of that labor according to the wants of each, the surplus
sold, and
what was obtained for it divided equally among
all. -- But to maintain this state of things, legislation was, &s a matter of course, needed; a legislation whicll, as in the case of Lycurgus,
Plat() and
Fichte, would destroy allliberty.
The right to Inbor was then reco£mized by the views which at that
time prevailed,
and ruled in all France, the views
of the physiocrates,
Mirabeau,
Quesnay,
Gournay, and even of the moderate Turgot.
During
and after the revolution,
these ideas reappeared,
with stormy energy, in Babeuf, Darth6, Marechal,
Buonarotti,
Saint Simon, Bazard, Fourier,
Cabet,
and Proudhon.
In Le Maistre
and Lammenais
they were associated with the ecclesiastical,
religious romanticism
of the state.
The former re-

Christian
community.
We may also mention
briefly other chief tendencies of the doctrines of
the state in France, which yet are not originally
French.
The old liberals and old constitutionalists (Constant, Guizot, etc.,) as Montesquieu
had
once done, inclined toward the English constitution.
Others yet sought to introduce
and natumlize in France the mctho&s and results of German philosophy,
particularly
of the great idealisticsystems
(as Cousin), partly in order to combat materialism,
which, together with the eager
pursuit of the natural sciences,
seems to preponderate in modern French
culture. -- We are
not as yet able to pass judgment,
from an historical point of view, on the multitudinous
tendencies of the German
philosophy
of law since
Hegel's
time, tendencies
which are still in full
course of growth, and greatly at variance among
themselves.
:Ncverthele_,
any philosophy
of law
that wishes to raise itself to tile actual level of
the science of law, can not henceforth
afford to
ignore the methods
or the fundamental
principies of the historical
school referred to above.3. Chief Features of the System.
The main result
of the above-mentioned
development,
as it is
represented
in the new historical
school of legal
science on the continent
of Europc, anti of philosophy, relates, in the first place, to the methods,
and then to a few of the chief features,
of the
matter of the i)hilosophy
of law.
As in all the
departments
of philosophy,
so also in this, it has
become evident that " pure speculation,"
whick
pretended
to construct
phenomena
_t prior'i, without the aid of historical cxpcrien('e, never (_xisted.
The task of the philosophy
of law is not to
evolve the phenomena
of the idea of law, as it
werc, prophctically
out of that philosophy,
but,
by the aid of ttle inseparable
forms of synthetic
and analytic thought, to investigate
the principles
of law, after a careful histori('al and experimental
study of the matter of ltlw itself.
A correct
knowledge
of law, especially
of the history of
the law of different
nations and the comparative
history of law, must henceforth
be the basis of
all philosophy
of law; but that knowledge
certainly will not supplant
the law, as is supposed
by the one-sided
adherents
of positivism
and of
the historical school. -- We find the realization of
the idea of law in all its multitudinous
forms of
manifestation,
by way of experience,
in history.
The first task of the philosophy
of law is to investigate
the cause of this phenomenon,
and to
ask: What is properly the fundamental
idea that
distinguishes
this from other kindred phenomena?
and how is it connected
with these latter phenomena?
We must further inquire: Since, whereever men live in society, at least some traces of a
juridical
organization
are to be found; since law,
no less so than language,
religion, morals or art,
seems to be a necessary attribute
of human na-

garded the papacy
as the highest international
tribunal, while the latter, with a generous but very
unstatesman]tke
enthusiasm,
dreamt of the re-establishment
of the state on the basis of the early

ture:
wherein
lies the necessity
of the idea of
justice for mankind ? -- Let us start with an
approximative
description
of law, which does
not pretend to be a definition.
We may describe
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law provisionally
&qthe sum total of general regulations,
under which particular cases may be
subsumed with a certain degree of necessity. -This at once reminds
us of the fundamental
quality of all human thought in itself.
All our
thinking,
as it moves within the logical forms
of judgment,
notion and deduction,
and in deduction in the form of major premise,
minor
premise and conclusion,
is really but the subsumption
of particulars
under the head of a
higher generality,
iIuman
speech, with which
our thinking is indissolubly
connected, and which
is the essential form of our thinking, has its essenee in the construction
of unities from multitudinous phenomena of the same kind. All speaking
and thinking is, accordingly,
a seeking for generalities, for unity instead of multiplicity.
The
deduction, the syllog4-sm, is, even more manifestly
tlmri the judgment, a subsuming of a particular
under a general. -- And all our research, within
the domain of mind and of nature, is nothing but
a seeking for unity, generality,
neees_ity, in place
of the apparent multiplicity,
particularity or aecidentaiity
of the phenomena.
In the domain of
nature we are not satisfied with the sight of the
innumerable
particular phenomena presented by
falling bodies; we seek for unity, generality, necessity, in all these instances;
that is, we seek for
their "law,"
and speak of the law of gravity,
In the department
of mind, we are not satisfied
with the impressions made by certain natural phenomena or human works upon our imagination,
We try. to discover why all these like phenomena
produce the like impression that we call "beauty";
that is, we seek for the law of beauty.
All human
research is, therefore, a search for laws; that is, a
search for a generality which has the character of
unity, and under which particular phenomena are
necessarily subsumed.
When we have discovered
a law in thi._ sense, our thinking is at once satisfled, but not before.
For the law of our thinking
itself (the general, uniform, necessary essence of
all our thoughts) consists precisely in seeking for
laws, or for a necessary
generality.
Thus, the
natural sciences scek for "laws of nature," and
the mental sciences for "laws
of mind."
Man
has divided the multitude of phenomena into two
large hemispheres,
according
to the standard of
*heir immediate,
sensuous
perceptibility,
mind
and nature.
But the human mind not only wishes
a law for each of these, halve% it not only aspires
after one law of nature appearing in all the laws
of mind; but it also asks for unity above and
within this duality.
As the human
mind erabraces all that is conceivable,
the world of nature
and that of mind, in the idea of the universe, it
rises to the idea of and the demand for an abso/ute
/a_, a world-law
of unity and necessity
in the
universe. -- In this manner,
having
recognized
that law also is general regulation, under which
particulars
may be subsumed with necessity, we
can understand
the inner connection of the idea
of law with the whole intellectual
life of man,
and its inner/deal
necessity
for m_n.
To prove
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this and bring it out into relief, is an important
task of the philosophy
of law.
We have seen
how, since the days of Plato, through the age of
scholasticism,
and of the teachers of the law of
nature, down to our modern socialists, law and
the state have almost always been conceived, as the
result of external compulsion,
as a mutual assurance of life and property against murderers and
robbers.
It can not be denied, that this external
compulsion
exists; but it does not exist a2one.
Men are led not only by external motives to law
and the state; an ideal necessity impels them to
regulate
their social life, its manifold
relations
and phenomena, according to a uniform, general
rule, neeesvarily
demand¢M by reason; that is,
according to a law. -- The natural and intellectual
constitution of man teaches us that he is intended
for society, for living together with his equals.
Natural
instinct compels the two sexes of the
human species to come together, not temporarily,
like other creatures.
The helplessness
of man
during infancy necea_itates a permanent association of father and mother, and the human family
is speciflcally different from that of other animals,
just as human speech, which also presuppo6es
a
lasting community
among men, is different from
the inarticulate
sounds of other animals.
Man
can not even exist, still less develop his native
faculties, without utilizing in his service a humbet of natural objects, things and goods, to a far
greater extent than all other salimais.
He needs
not only food and shelter ; clothing, weapons
and tools of eyeD- kind are indispensable
to his
existence.
But, since he lives and must live, in
common, in marriage, in the family, the clan, the
commune,
etc., and as each man has an equal
need of everything,
conflicts concerning
the outward relations of individuals
to things or goods
are unavoidable.
There can be no doubt that it
wastheext_rnalnecessityofpreventingorquickly
terminating
conflicts of this kind, which constituted the real extcrnal
compulsion
that urged
man to create law and the state; but it is a radical
error to derive
these institutions
exclusively
from that external compulsion.
Human society
demands a peace institution
or peace order, but
it is not satisfied with one that merely insures
order.
It requires a rational order of the peace.
In this lies the ideal, intrinsic root of the law.
Man does not wish the law, as external
compulsion, as a purely arbitrary, compulsory
ordinance or order. In this, as in every other domain
man possesses the faculty, and feels the want,
of seeking, and finding the one general and uniform order which presides over the variety of
phenomena, and which appears to him rationally
necessary.
The law of every people is rite effort
of a human community
to find a rational peace
order.
Such laws embrace the cardinal principles,
which, according to the ideas of each people,
should regulate
the acquisition
of wealth, its
exchange, the loss of goods or claims, the punishmerits for the unlawful violation of these same
laws, and the proofs of such violation; or, in other
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words, everything
which conditions
social life,
condition of a nation, if a nation far advanced in
based on common interests.
If this order of peace
culture did not reflect upon its law, it would be
is violated, the offended person feels, that not as unnatural as if the "thing"
men of the primionly his individual interest has been violated, but
tire forests of Germany had come to their judgalso the general reason, under the protection
of
ments and decrees by means of the philosophy of
which his right is placed.
And, since tho_ who
law. -- This also disposes of the objection
that,
are entitled to the same rights regard the violation
according to the historical conception
of law, the
of the right of an individual
as a violation of the
learning of nations from each other, and their progorder of peace or of the peace regulation,
which,
tess, are impossible.
There have been dreamers,
in the common
conviction of all, is alone able to
who, without
any very profound
knowledge
of
render life in society possible in a rational way,
history
or of human nature,
have gratuitously
all feel, as does the offended
individual
himsupposed
that the history
of the world
would
self, the heoessity of restitution,
and, according to
constantly progress in a straight line; that, at some
circumstances,
of satisfaction.
As a result of distant day, a universal
law of humanity
would
these considerations
we have the following
deftsupplant
all the special laws of the different
nanition : Law is the rational ord_ing
of the peace
tions; and tlmt this is to be the ultimate end of
of a huR_a_ community
in what corwerl_s the the world'shistory.
But this will neverhappen.
ex_rna]
re2ations of the members tlwreof to oTw It is as impo_ible
as the existence
at any time
arwther and to tldngs. -- Law is the rational orderin the future of an abstract humanity
without rising of a bureau community.
This characterizes
tional differences,
or as that there should exist a
it as a work of the human reason, and precludes
universal language
of humanity.
That comfortits derivation
from supernatural
revelation.
We
less condition
of absolute uniformily
is excluded
say law is the ordering
of a human community,
by differences
in race, climate, soil, etc., which
but not of the human community;
in other words,
can never be entirely effaced by any (tegree of civthere is no law of nature, no abstract, model law,
itization.
But our historical
conception
of law
equally applicable to all times and to all peoples,
does not exclude the idea, that, in proportion
as
The idea of law is certainly
common
to all
the civilization,
interests and the common views
nations and to all humanity.
But, just as there
of nations grow more like one another, their ideas
is no abstract universal
art, there is no abstract
of law will also grow more similar.
But even
absolute
law.
The universal
human idea of law
then the similarity
of the laws of the different
appears only in the totality and in the succession
nations would only be the mirror of their altered
of the laws of separate
nations, in the same way
social conditions.
This similarity
of laws will
that humanity
is not a dead abstraction,
above
probably be reached at a not very distant day, in
those communiti_
of men called nations, but ap- those departments
of taw which by their nature
pears in the totality of nations.
The difference of belong more to the community
of nations than
national characters
appears in the difference of the
to their separate life.
Thus, there already exists
laws, precisely
as it does in the difference
of an international
law extending
over the whole of
the arts, languages
and religions of the different
Europe, and even beyond its boundaries;
and it
nations.
The law of every nation is the outcome
is not improbable
that the most civilized nations
of its natural
and historical
antecedents,
and of
will shortly agree in their views in regard to the
those antecedents
which
accorded
with its nalaws relating
to commerce,
bills of exchange,
tional character.
It should be in harmony with
copyright, the post, railways, etc.
Yet this can
the national
character
and the actual condition
scarcely happen as to laws relating to the family,
of the civilization
of the country.
It grows, at
and to real property,
to say nothing
of the fact
first, unconsciously,
spontaneously,
necessarily,
as that among many nations (as mountain
and seas custom.
Originally,
a nation no more .made its coast peoples) many departments
of law will either
laws than its language. -- It iias been objected to
nece_arily
exist, or necessarily be wanting.
And
this conception
of law of the historical
school,
so nations may learn law as well as art from one
that it leads to complete quietism.
For it is said,
another.
In so far as wherever men live together
if the law of a nation necessarily
.grows out of its
there are certain legal relations (those created by
aggregate
character,
individuals
can do nothing
contract,
for instance), which must be judged by
but let it grow, and there can be no such thing as a logic inherent in these relations, a less developed
progress or learning.
But the objection does not
nation, poss(-_ssing a younger
civilization,
may
hold.
So faras it applies at all, it is no objection;
very well adopt the truths
which have been disand so far as it is an objection,
it does not apply,
covered by another
nation with a more ancient
At all events, evenin immediate stages of culture,
civilization.
The most important
instance of this
the law, on the whole, is changed
rather unconphenomenon
is the acceptance
of the Roman law
sciously than with a conscious intention.
But if in Germany.
As the Germans had received the
in a nation thought advances with culture and the
whole of Grseco-Roman
culture, it was very natcomplexity
of its life, it naturally,
also, affects
ural that they should also adopt the Roman law
the matter of the nation's law; it then consciously
--that
most important
of all the elements
of
seeks to change and to improve
that law, as it
Roman culture; and thus far that acceptance
has
seeks change and improvement
in every other
proved wholesome
and instructive.
But it was
sphere.
As the law is always the mirror of the
unnatural
that that hit of ancient civilization
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should be received by Germany in a way different
from the rest, or absolutely; that is, not transferred into German views because capable of being
assimilated with those views, but simply bdc_e
and as it was written in the corpus jur_.
This
unnatural process was only possible under the influence of the idea that the German empire was
but a continuation of imperial Rome. This intrusion of Roman law met with obstinate popular resistance, and we are convinced that all the elements
of ]Roman law which have not been assimilated
will speedily again be rejected.- As our definition excludes the law of nature, and an illusory
universal human law in the future, it also determines the warmly contested relation of law to tile
state. It is self-evident that the human community, the peace of which the law orders or regallares in a rational manner, according to the views
of such community, is uniformly the state. The
real, normal boundaries within which the developed life of the law regularly moves, is the circle
of the state. But although the perfect life of the
law is developed only in the state, attempts and
primitive creatiops of'the legal instinct, in laws
relating to things, the family, contractsand punishments, are to be found, even before the state, inthe
clan, etc., out of which the state historically and
gradually grows. The peoples of many states
may, for definite particular purposes, permanently
or temporarily enter into association, and conclude
commercial treaties, alliances, international treaties of every kind, and reach a kind of ordering of
the peace between several kingdoms.
Butitonly
shows how clearly the individual state is the norreal circle of the community of law, that communities which are smaller or larger than the limits of
an individual state, frequently lack theforemost requisite of the life of the law; a judge, and coercive
power to enforce the sentence. The patriarchal
head of the ante-state clan only too often substitutes
his own peremptory decree for the sentence of the
law; and the lack of a tribunal, as a constantly
reliable executive power, constitutes the weak
side of the law as soon as it extends its circle over
several states. International law has hitherto in
vain sought for a tribunal, which, in case of a riolation of the law. might, in a reliable manner, enforce the fulfillment of treaties. -- Since the law
regulates only the external relations of men to
each other, and not the internal relations of men
to God or to their fellow-men, it follows that the
law should not invade the domain of religion or
morals; but it follows, also, that religion and
morals should not encroach on the domain of the
law and of the state. Law and the state are their
own proper ends, just as religion and morals are.
They are independent realizations of ideas which
are as essential to human reason as religion and
morals,
For this reason, since they all arc but
different phenomena and tendencies of one sole
power, there exists in principle no opposition or
contradiction between them, but only complete
harmony. Only in appearance can conflicts arise
between them, as when either the state chooses to
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dictate articles of faith, which is necessarily free,
or when the church prescribes a definite form of
faith as a condition precedent to the enjoyment of
civil rig,hrs. In all these domains of the free inner
life of man, in religion, science and art, the state
has only a right to command or prohibit, when
religion, science, etc., by some external manifestation, effect a disturbance of the peaceful order
of the state; when, for instance, a sect refuses
military service, or excites its membe_ to tile extermination of the adherents of creeds other than
its own. Whenever these invisible forces produce visible phenomena, they at once enter the
domain of law, and give the law occasion, in their
own interest even, to create new forms and promulgate regulations. Thus, even the most spiritual things, as the thought of the artist or author, as
won as they enter the circle of outward interests,
require legal regulation (copyright).
The whole
law as regards religion may be summed up thus:
the state by no means assumes an indifferent attitude toward religion, but should allow complete
religious freedom, in the sense that the state
should not interfere with the existence of any
religion not dangerous to morals or to the state;
but, on theother hand, the state should not concede an influence on civil rights to any religious
creed. -- In like manner, morals and law are neither
hostile nor indifferent to each other, but they arc
independent each of tile other. When the law
draws within its domain certain duties, the performance of which should be dictated entirely by
the heart, as, for instance, gratitude, as did the
Athenian law of old, it becomes guiltyof an unwarrantable trespass, which can be productive of no
good either from a legal or moral point of view.
When, on the other hand, the canon law and medimval secular law punished purely moral transgressions with external and even political penalties,
they were guilty of a similar offense. -- Although
in principle there does not exist any opposition
between morals and law, still, as history teaches,
such an opposition may easnycxistin appearance.
When, mainly because of a diseased condition, a
nation obstinately desires to retain and keep up
forms and regulations perfectly suited to a past
epoch, but which no longer answer to the needs of
advanced progress, or to the new conditions of
the nation; which are kept up, perhaps, because
a fraction of the nation by so doing satisfies a
selfish interest, although the national life requires
a change of the old forms: in all such instances
there occurs a conflict between formal but antiquated law, and living, moral forces, which have
not yet become law. Instances of this, well
known to all, were the conflicts between the
patricidns and plebeians in Rome, of the noble
families and the guilds in the cities of the middle
ages, during the French revolution, etc. In the
greater number of such cases the champions of
formal law believe themselves to be morally justifled in their opinions. Not only selfish interests,
but btmaftde convictions, are frequently brought
face to face with each other. The obduracy m"
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the one and the heedless passion of the other reach
a climax, when the strain becomes unendurable,
and a violent change follows.
In such a case the
right of revolution,
thejus re_vlutionis, in a juridical sense, has been appealed to. But this is not
admissil_le-; for no state can admit a juridical
right to a violent breach of formal law, without self-abrogation.
Here we must carefully disfinguish between
law and morals.
No careful
student
of law and history will deny to a people
the mor¢_/right of self-defense against the pressure
of ob.solete formal
law which
has become unendurable.
The law should be a rational regulation or ordering of the peace.
If it is an irrational
ordering
or regulation,
if its pressure
b_omes
unendurable,
and if a redress in a legal way becomes imp(msible, it would be the height of folly
to demand that the people should perish, in order
to keep merely formal law in existence.
On the
contrary,
in such case the people have authority
morally to resort even to forcible self-defense, and
the champions
of ob_lete
law would
here act
immorally, or, at least, irrationally.
But, in trnth,
every revolution
is and must remain a breach of
formal law, although
morally we may regard it
as entirely
justified.
A breach of the law under
all circumstances
is a catastrophe,
threatening
to
the existence of the state, or temporarily
even suspending its existence;
for we must guard against
the dangerous
principle,
that exclusively
formal
law is juridically
law no longer.
That principle
conflicts with the essence of all law, and makes the
existence of the state dependent
on the whims of
any discontented
party.
Tile moral justificath)n
of revolution
also is a dangerous
theory; but, at
the same time, it is the incontestable
teaching
of
philosophy
and of history.
That teaching
presupposes that, objectively,
there exists a case in
which serf-help is unavoidable,
that the pressure
of formal law has become unbearable,
and that
a peaceful settlement
has become impossible.
If
these conditions
be assumed inconsiderately
to
exist, then not with the correct theory, but with
the incorrect application
of the theory in practice,
must the moral-political
responsibility
rest. _
We shall now briefly touch on one of the most
important
questions
regarding
the nature
and
character of the state.
It was in keeping with
the entire Kantian conception of morals, law and
the state, that it considered
the latter merely as a
great, institution
for the enforcement
of the law.
The state, according
to that conception,
established courts, and, if necessary, carried out their
judgments
by. force.
This mere Rechta, taat (constitutional
state), by the political movements
in
Germany, which began under the influence of the
critical philosophy, was used as a pm'ty shibboleth
in a two-fold sense, in that country.
The Rechtsstaat in Germany was the modern state, as it, in
connection with the English
and still more with
the French revolution,
contrasted with the medi_eval feudal and patrimonial
state.
The modern
state, with its ideas of citizenship,
the separation
of the l_wers,
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sentation, political rights of freedom, security of
tile person and of property, freedom of conscience
and of the press; with its independence
of the
courts of law--this
modem
state was
eraphatically
called the Re_tsstaat,
and formed a
contrast to the negation
or dinfinution
of these
ideas in the state.
But, in the second place, as a
contrast
to Polizei_taat
(police
state) German
radicalism
required
also a pure Recht_staat
in
another
sense.
It maintaine_l
that the nndue
tutelage
and excessive supervision
which the bureaucrafie
state introduced
into all human concerns, was really no part of the task of the state;
and Kant's authority was appealed to to prove that
the state was but an institution
in the nature of _,
court of justice.
Hitherto,
in fl_ct, the interference of the state in the activity of society,
of
economy,
trade, industry and culture,
had been
disastrous
instead of profitable.
And so all right
of interference
of tile state in tiaese several departments was denied. -- It need not be _id that the
philosophy
of law looks upon the modern state as
a Rechtsstaat only in the first of these senses, and as
opposed to the feuded state.
In the second sense
of the term, imwcver,
the philosophy
of law can
not sanction the mere Rechtsstaat.
It assigns to
the state other tasks bc_ides dealing out justice
in civil and criminal cases.
The abuses of the
administl_tion
should not lead to tile rejection of
all administration.
The task of the state is to
realize the idea of legal right, the idea of law;
but law is the regulation
or ordering of the peace
in all that concerns all the external relations of
men to each other, and to things.
But this ordering of the peace is in no manner confined to the
field of civil and criminal law, or the law relating
to private and public rights.
Wherever men enter
into external relations to each other, and to things,
a rational ordering or regnflation is ne(_lc<l, which
must aim not only at the preservation
of the
actual state of things, but prob,n'eas and constant
improvement.
An ordering which aims only at
preserving
and protecting,
and not at developingand improving,
can not be called a rational ordcring.Law is an idea essential to the human
mind.
It can not be supplanted
by another
any
more than religion can be by art.
That idea necessarily requires an cxternal
manifestation
and a
power in which to embody itself.
That power is
the state. -- LrrER_.TURE.
The old founders and
teachers of the law of nature contain comparisons
of older views and of contemporaneous
polemical
writings;
in other words, they afford us tke first
materials for a history of the philosophy
of law.
Thus, we have the Prolegomena
of Hugo Groflus, and the Specimen Controversiarum
of Ihlfendorf.
At the close of the seventeenth
century we
meet with special works on the history of the law
of nature, historiaejuris nature, by Buddeus, 1695;
Ludovici, 1701, 1714; Thomasius,
1719. We may
mention:
Sclumauss, Neues System des Rech&, der
Natur, GOttingen,
1754; Ompteda.
Literatur
d_
nat,2rliehe_ und poailiven V_k_t'rechts, 1785; Henrici,
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JP_c_hre,
Hanover, 1810; Welcker, D/_ _
G_nde
von Recht, Staat _nd _qtrafe, Giessen, 1813;
Fr. yon Raumer,
Geschichtliche Erdwickelumy
tier
Z_egrifp¢ vot_ Recht, Staat und Politik, Leipzig,
1826, 1832; Stahl, tleeht_pMlasophie,
Heidelberg,
1829, 1847 ; Warnk6nig,
Rechtsphilosophie,
Fretburg, 1839, 1854 ; Schmitthenncr,
ZwOlf B_her
yore Staat,
Giessen,
1839; Rossbach,
Die Periodeu der Rechtsphilo_phie,
Regensburg,
1842; D/e
Gru_dricht_tl_gen
i_ tier Geschict_te der Staatswis_euschaft, Erlangen,
1848; Lentz, Er_twurf
einer
Ge_chichte der Yieehtaphih_sophie,
Danzig,
1846;
Ahrens, PMlosophie des Rechts und Staat_, 4th ed.,
Vienna, 1850, 1852; Hinrichs,
Politisehe Vorle_unge_L, 1842, Gesehid_te der Recht_. uT_d Staatxpl._rwip_r_ _it dem Zeitalter der Reforn_atioT_, Leipzig,
1849, 1852: Bluntschli,
Allgerywir_s Staat_recht,
geschichtlich
begrundet,
3d cd., Munich,
1863;
Dahhnann,
Die Politik auf de_ Gru_ut vnd das
Mass der gegebel_e_ Verluiltnisse
zurfirkgefi_hrt,
2d
ed., Leipzig,
1847; Schilling,
Lehrbuch des __'al"urrechts, oder dieph_osophisehe
Ilechtswissen,_chafl,
Leipzig, 1858; Hildebrand,
Geschichte u_ut System
der Rechts-u_d
Staatswissenschaft,
1 vol., Das c/a__sche Alt_rt2mm,
Leipzig,
1860 ; Rikler,
Grundz_ge des Naturrech_,
2d ed., Leipzig,
1860; La
Salle, Das System der erwarbene_
Rechte, Eine
Vers6hnuag
des positiven Iiechts uad der Rechtsphilosophic,
Leipzig,
1860; Thilo, D/e TIwologisice_u/e Rechts- urn/_?_ats/¢hre,
Leipzig, 1&51 ; Trendelenburg,
_aturrecht
auf dem G'runde der I_hik,
Leipzig, 1860.
Compare PoLrrics,
NATURE _,-D
CHARACTER OF, and POLiTiCS, SC__ENC-'E,
O_'.
FELIX D._H-'_.
PH YSIOCRATES.
I. Physiocrates and Ec,onorbits.
Those French
economists
who rallied
_o the defense and advocacy
of the doctrine
of
Quesnay,
and who constituted
one of the most
brilliant groups of thinkers in the eighteenth
cenfury, are now _.alled phy_iocrates, a word derived
from physiocrat_,
the general title given, in 1768,
to the first volume of Quesnay's
collected works,
published
by his disciple, Dupont
de Nemours.
Quesnay
and his friends
understood
by physioeraey
(from q_)6zg, nature,
and _perre_r,
to
q'u/e), the natural constitution,
the natural order,
of human soeiety.--Dupont
thought
(correctly in
_some respect._) that Quesnay had pointed out this
nal ure of things, and he called the aggregate
of
his views physh, vracy.
The expression,
however,
was not gcnerally adopted.
The termphy_oerate._,
derived
from it, is of comparatively
recent use.
J. B. Say first employed it in his Cours Complet,
published
in 1829, and it appears
to have been
popularized
by the illustrious
Rossi, and the editots of the Col_cthm dvs Principau._ Economis¢es,
"who have grouped
together
the most remarkable
writings
published
by this celebrated
school in
the second volume of their collection,
under the
title " Physiocrates."
In 1847, one year later,
the French
"Academy
of Moral Sciences"
u.sc_l
the term in the programme
for a prize essay,
tormulated
as follows, in acoardance with Rosst's

proposition,
" to investigate what the influence Qf
theschoolofphysiocrateshasbeenontheadvanee
and development
of economic science, as well as
on the adnfinistration
of stal_8 in the matter of
finance, manufactures
and commerce."--Until
the expression
physiocratea
was adopted, the disciples of Quesnay were designated by periphrases,
or by the term econom/sts, which was always underlined in manuscript,
or printed in italics, so as not
to confound the ecol_omists, disciples of the doctor,
with other writers
or publicists
occupied
with
economic questions;
and we can not do better
here than to reproduce
a few lines from a production which we published
in vol. xxxiii, of the
Journal des Econolrd_tes: "Smith said (inspeaking
of the disciples of Quesnay, book iv., chap. ix.),
'A few years ago they foimled [Smith published
his l_ook in1776] a considerable
sect, distinguished
in the republic of letlers in France by the name
eco_omists.'
J. B. Say continued
to designate
them'the
sect of economists'
in the second edition of his Tra_td, published
in 1814, which
gr_tly
displeased
Dupont
de Nemours,
who, in
a letter dated April 22, 1815, wrote him as follows: ' You do not speak of the economists without applying
to them the odious name of sect,
which supposes a mixture of stupidity,
folly and
stubbornness.
This insult from a Grimm would
not be offensive;
but the expressions
of a Say
have a different
weight.'
In a preceding
letter,
full of animation
and good nature, the aged disciple of Quesnay said to the continuer
and future
emulator of Adam Smith, ' You are an econom/st,
my dear Say; I shall take good care not to excommunicate
you.
On your part,' etc."--J.
B.
Say, we thus see, although the author of a treatise
on political economy, still at that period qualified
the physiocrates
as economists.
The same obserration
may l)e made in reading the first work
of Sismondi, who, in entitling his book, De/a richease commerrhde, ou _ureaux
princ_pes d'dconom_
politique,
underlined
the word economists,
and
applied it only to the disciples of Quesnay.
He
said (vol. i., p. 5), " Dr. Quesnay
and Turgot
founded the sect of eco_wm_t_ about 1760." (This
is not altogether
accurate, as we shall see.)
This
repulsion
for the name, which Sismondi and J. B.
Say exhibit_l
in their first writings,
was, till a
comparatively
recent
da_c, the feeling of those
who concerned themselves with political economy,
for they called themselves
political
economists
(see Say's Cour.* Complet), or they even avoided
giving themselves
a name, since, on the one hand,
the qualification
politia_l annoyed .them. by cansing mistakes and inspiring
distrust, and because
they feared that the name econom/_t_ alone would
cause them to be confounded
with the adherents
of Quesnay.
Nevertheless,
the disciples of Fourier
and Saint Simon popularized
this expression
by
using it to designate the partisans of economic or
liberal ideas, and Fourier had even invented the
word _,
the better to express his contempt for this science of the civilized
(_d_)l
On the other hand, the publication
in France cf
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the Jqurn_d des F,_o_,
and of the Col?_ou
des Pr/n_pau_
F_onorn_st_s, and in England of the
weekly journal "The Economist,"
have made the
expression familiar, which is no longer the special
designation of the adherents
of the sect of Quesnay or the partisans of an exclusive system, but the
general d_ignation
of all who concern themselves
scientifically
with economic questions.
The fifth
edition of the dictionary of the French academy,
1814, does not contain the word dco_om/ste.
It is
only the sixth edition, published in 18_5, which
gave it final sanction with its true meaning, saying:
"Economist,
one specially occupied with political
economy."--It
is a remarkable fact that ecor_omists
received this appellation
before their science was
named, and that this word was _kcn, not from
politicaleconomy,
but from the adjc_ctiveeco_wm_,
itself derived from economy, which often dropped
from the pens of writers during the middle of the
last century,
in consequence
of an intellectual
movement which led men to philosophic questions
of this order-- a movement that called forth a
large number of writings, and caused the establishment, in 1754, of a chair of mechanics and cornmerce at the university
of Naples, for the celcbrated abb5 Genovesi,
who was professor in that
institution
of what he soon called v'ivil economy
and a chair of camera//st/c sc/enc4s at the Palatine
school of Milan, where the no less illustrious Beccarla was professor of pub//c economy.
As early as
the second quarter of the same century,
from
1729 to 1747, Hutcheson,
the father of Scotch philosophy, inserted in his course of moral philosophy
some lectures on econom/as.
"These
lectures," as
Cousin observes, in his Cours de l'histoire de la
ph_loa_ph_ moderns, "were of no great value in
themselves;
but it is to this part of Hutcheson's
course, perhaps, that Europe isindebted for Adam
Smith, the greatest economist of the eighteenth
century."--II.
Composition
of the School.
Dupont de Nemours speaks as follows of the origin
of this school, in a note to his edition of the works
of Turgot. "The French economists, who founded
the modern science of politic(d econ_ay, had as
forerunners
the duke of Sully, who said, ' Tillage and pasturage are the breasts of the state';
the marquis d'Argenson,
author of the excellent
maxim, 'Do not govern too much'; and the elder
Trudaine,whoinpracticeopposedcourageouslythe
prejudices of minlsters and the preconceived
opinions of his colleagues,
the other counselors of state,
with that useful maxim.
The English and the
Dutch had a glimpse of a few truths, which were
only faint glimmerings in a night of gloom.
The
spirit of monopoly
arrested the advance of their
enlightenment.
In other countries, if we except
the three notable men whom we have just named,
no one had even imagined
that government.s
should pay attention to agriculture
in any way, or
to commerce
except to impose on it arbitrary
regulatious
suggested by the moment, or to subject its operations to taxes, dutic_ and tolls.
The
science of public administration,
pertaining
to
these interesting labors, did not yet exist.
It was
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not even suspected that they could be the object of
a sc/ence.
The great Montesquieu
had looked at
them so superficially
that in his immortal work
there is a chapter entitled : ' To what nations it
is disadvantageous
to engage in commerce.' -Toward 1750 two men of genius, profound and
acute ob_rvers,
led on by the force of a long sustained attention and severe logic, animated by a
noble love of country
and humanity,
Quesnay
and de Gournay, labored persistently
to ascertain
whether the nature of things did not point to a
science ofpolitic_d economy, and what were the principles of this science; they approached
it from
different sides, arrived at the same results, and,
meeting, congratulated
each other, applauded each
other, when they _w with what exactness their
different but equally true principles
led to consequences absolutely
similar; a phenomenon
always repeated when men are not in error; for
there is but one nature which embraces all things,
and no one truth can contradict another.
While
they lived they continued
to be, and their diseiples have never ceased to be, entirely at one as to
the means of advancing
agriculture,
commerce
and finances, of increasing the happiness, the population, the wealth, and the l_)titical importance
of nations."--De
Gournay,
son of a merclmnt,
many years a merchant himself, had recognized
that manufactures
and commerce can only flourish
through freedom and competition,
which destroy
the taste for haphazard undertakings,
and lead to
reasonable
speculation;
which prevent monopolies, and limit the private gains of merchants to
the good of commerce; which quicken industry,
simplify machinery,
decrea._e oppressive rates for
transportation
and storage, and which lower the
rate of interest.
From this he concludes
that
commerce should never be taxed or regulated.
From this he drew the following
axiom: La/as_
fair_., laiss_ passer.
Quesnay,
born on a farm,
the son of a landowner who was a skillful agriculturist, and of a mother whose great intellectual powers aide(] her husband's administration
to
perfection,
turned his attention
more especially
to agriculture ; and seeking to find the sour('e of
the wealth of nations, he discovered
that wealth
is the offspring of tho._e labors in which nature
and the divine
power second the efforts of
man to bring forth or collect new products; so
that we can expect the increase
of this wealth
only from agriculture,
fisheries (he held the chase
of small account in civilized
societies), and the
working of mines and quarries. -- "The two aspects under which Quesnay and de Gournay had
considered the principles of public administration,
and from which they inferred precisely the same
theory, formed,
if we may say so, two schools,
fraternal none the less, which have had for each
other no feeling of jealousy, and which have reciprocally
enlightc, ned each other.
From the
school of de Gournay came de Malesherbes,
the
abb5 Morellet, Herbert,
Trudaine de Montigny,
d'Invan,
Cardinal de Boisgclin,
de Cicd, archbishop of Aix, d'Angeul, Dr. Price, Dean Tucker,
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_and some others.
The principal members
of the
school
of Quesnay
were Mirabeau,
author of
I'Aral des h_mmes, Abeille, de Fourqueux,
Bertin,
Dupont
de Nemours,
Count Chreptowicz,
chartcellor of Lithuania,
the abb_ Roubaud,
Le Trosne
Saint-Pdra_-y,
de Vau_iUiers;
and, of a higher
rank,
the margrave,
afterward
grand duke of
Baden, and the archduke Leopold, since emperor,
who governed
Tuscany so long and _ succe_fully, le Mercier de La Rivi_re, and the abb5
Baudcau.
The two l:_.tter constituted
a separate
branch
of de Quesnay's
school.
Thinking
that
it wolfld be easier to persuade
a prince than a
nation, that freedom of trade and labor as well as

got, for Mannontel,
with notes by Dupont, that
we know the ideas of de Gournay,
and if what
Turgot has said of them makes us think that there
might have been disagreements
between the two
philosophers,
still we are not authorized
to declare,
since the proofs are wanting, that de Gournay had
a system of doctrines,
that is to say, the elements,
the raw material, for a school.
Still, Turgot, in
delineating
with some detail de Gournay's
opinions relative
to the nature
and production
of
value, says, "de Gouruay
thought
that a workman who had manufactured
a piece of cloth had
added real wealth to the aggregate wealth of the
state."
Dupont ',u-lds, in a note: " This is one of

the true principles
of taxation
would be introduced sooner by the authority
of sovereigns than
by the progress of reason, they perhaps favored
absolute
power
tot) much.
They thought
that
this power would
be sufficiently
regulated
and
counterbalanced
by general
enlightenment.
To
this branch belonged the emperor Joseph II.
Between both of these schools, profiting from both,
but avoiding carefully the appearance
of adhering
to either of them, there appeared
certain eclectic
philosophers,
at the head of whom we must place
Turgot
and the celebrated
Adam
Smith,
and
among
whom are dew,crying of very honorable
mention
the French
translator
of Adam Smith,
GeTmain Garnier;
and in England,
Lord Lansdowne;
in Paris, Say; at Geneva,
Simonde."-This extract
from Dupont
de Nemours
makes
some observations
necessary.
To begin with, as
Dupont
wrote in 1808, in commencing
the publication of the works of Turgot, it is plain that the
other celebrated
economists
of that century
arc
not mentioned.
J. B. Say was not yet a professor; he had only published
the first edition of
his Trait_ (1803), and his fame was not then great,
Sismondi,
also. was only at the beginning
of his
career and reputation;
Malthus,
Ricardo,
Mill,
etc., had not written, and the men who were to
bear the greatest names in contempora_political
economy
were still either in their childhood
or
youth.
It is also to be remarked
that Dupont
, does not assign his real place to Adam Smith, who,
whatever
be the idea formed
of the aid which
he may have received
from the school of the
physiocrates,
is assuredly something very different
from an eclectic writer util_ing
the ideas of de
Gournay
and Quesnay. -- As to the two schools
founded by these two eminent men, we must not
take literally what Dupont
de Nemours
writes,
Vincent de Gournay
died early, about the middle
of 1759, at the age of 47, when Quesnay
had
scarcely (about the end of 1758) published
his doctrines in a precise manner, in the celebrated
Tableau Economique,
printed
in the castle of VeTsailles under the very eyes of the king.
Except
the translation,
with the assistance of Butel Dumont (1754) of the treatise
of Josiah Child on
commerce and the interest on money, he had written nothing but memoirs
addressed
to ministers,
and which remained unpublished.
It is only from
a notice drawn up shortly after his death, by Tur-

the points in which the doclrine
of de Gournay
differed from that of Quesnay,"
and he gives the
reasons for this statement.-Although
Dupont
does not specify the other points in which de
Gournny
differed from Quesnay, it follows from
this passage that the two philosophers
did not
always agree.
Another important
remark is, that
the analyses of modern
economists
have shown
that de Gournay was right as to the phenomenon
of production.
De Gournay had a clearer insight
ot the truth, and if he had demonstrated
it and
deduced the consequences
which flow from it, he
would, on certain fundamental
points, have surely
held a different
doctrine
from that of Quesnay,
and carried off the honor which later came to Adam
Smith, of rectifying
the school of physiocrates;
but we all know that in a question of scientific
ideas there is a great difference between
the corfeet feeling of the truth and the introduction
of
this truth into the domain of a science or simply
a philosophic system.
To judge from our personal
impressions,
it appears
to us doubtful
whether
de Gournay
followed the celebrated
doctor in his
exclusive theory of agriculture.
But it is evident
that these two illustrious
men met on the fundsmental question
of the freedom of labor, and it
is probable
tlmt they had the same philosophic
point of departure.
Be this as it may, Dupont is
not altogether
exact or correctly informed when
he seems to say that de Gournay was the first to
recognize
the legitimateness
and fruitfulness
of
the principle
of competition
and of the liberty
of commerce.
Vauban and Boisguillebert,
whose
writings were published
even before de Gournay
was born, give proof of their remarkable
efforts
in favor of this principle.
It was from the pen of
BoisguillebeTt,
as Eugene Daire rightly says, that
the first pleas appeared in France for the free circulation
of corn, and he even pointed
out sa;entifically, previous to the phyaiocrates,
the excellence of agriculture,
which is the pivot on which
Quesnay's ideas turn.
He also wrote on the nature, production
and distribution
of weald.h, as
well as upon the function of money, pages which
permit us to think that the school of Queanay has
m'adegrcatuseofhislabors.--DupontdeNemours
is too exclusive
in not having mentioned
other
writers on economy, as having made contributions
to the edifice of the science, such as Josiah Child,
who in 1668 publiah_d
his "Brief
Observations
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concerning Trade and the Interest of Money ";
Locke, who in 1691 wrote some curious " Considerations on Money"; Dudley North, who proclaimed that same ye_Lr the principle of free
trade; Forbonnais, whose E/_ments de Commerce
dates as far back as 1784 ; Melon, whose gssai
politicue sur le commerce belongs to the same
year ; Dutot, whose Rdflerione politiques sur le
commerce et lea finances was published in 1738,
etc.; and other writers who labored to elucidate economic doctrines contemporaneously with
physiocrates such as ttume, whose "Essays"
on various economic subjects appeared in 1752,
earlier than the writings of Quesnay, and who
knew how to free himself from the prejudices
of the balance of trade ; men like the no less
celebrated Genovesi, who, beginning with 17_'_i,
delivered a scientific course on qut_tions relative
to wealth; Yerri, who wrote on these matters
in 1763; James Stewart, who published at London, in 1767, four volumes, with the remarkable
title "An Inquiry into the Principles of Political
Economy";Beccaria,
who began at Milan, in1769,
lectures on the same subject, entitled " Course of
Commercial Sciences "; and other writers, Italian
and German, whom it would be too tedious to
mention; finally, Adam Smith, who. before publishing his book in 1776, had come to Paris in 1764
to have a discussion with philosophic economists,
after he had lectured on moral philosophy for
fourteen years in the university of Glasgow, part
of his labors being devoted to the subjects developed in his "Essay on the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations."
On the other hand, we
must say that not all the persons whom Dupont
de Nemours enrolls under the banner of Quesnay followed the doctrine of the master in every
point; some held themselves somewhat aloof from
the school. Among these was Morellet. On this
point we believe it useful to reproduce certain
pas.sagesconcerning the quarrel of the latter with
Linguet, so noted for his literary eccentricities,
and his declamations against bread, which he
treated as poison. Linguet having advanced several monstrosities, such as the following: that
despotic governments are the only ones which
render nations happy; that society lives by the
destruction of its liberties, as carnivorous animals
live on the timid ones, etc. -- Morellet answered
him sharply, in a pamphlet, entitled Th_orie du
paradoxe. Linguet replied by Tit(or& dtt libelle,
where we read the following details, connected
with our subject: "This illustrious pander of
science, this invincible champion of the net produet, this venerable archimandrite of the order of
brothers of the eco_wcnivdoctrine, has risen above
all eulogy by forcing his heart to outrage a prostrateman, and raising his foot to give him the
last kick. If it be asked what the order in queslion is, we may answer, in order to spare commentators in ages to come a disagreeable task,
that it is a new order, founded about 1760, under
the name of the .Eco_
Brothers, by Father
Quez...,whohad aspiritual non, brother M_ab ....
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who begat brother Baud .... who begat the A. M.,
which brought forth the Th_ar_ dej/'aradox_.
The name Economists was given to them about
the year 1770; they took the plar/e of the Encyclerpeedists,who had succeeded the _ _ _, who
had ousted the _ _ a, who had comeSafter the
Calvinists, and so on, going back farther and farthcr. _ _ a This order, be_nning with 1775, had
already produced many great men, such as brother
])up.. , brother Baud..., brother Roub..., brother Mor .... etc., all mighty in works and words.
IIence, they have filled the universe with the
noise of their names and their pamphlets or libels,
which are synonymous in their lan_,mage _* a a "
Morellet answered: "The author of the Thdvq'ie
des Paradoxes is not an economist. Surely, if the
A. M. had been begotten to political economy
by the late M. Q., or by some one of the disciples
of this estimable man, he would not have denied
his origin. The economists are honorable citizens,
whose intentions were always upright and their
zeal as pure as it was active; men who were the
first to teach or render popular many useful
truths. They have been reproached with a zeal
which has sometimes carried them beyond their
ohjcct; but it is much better, doubtless, to yield
to this impulse, which, after all, can arise in them
only from a love of the public good, than to continue in the cowardly indifference to the happiness of their fellow-men which is exhibited by so
many persons, or to decry those who are interested
in it; but be this as it may with the economists,
the A. M. is obliged to confess that he never reeeived any les_ns from Dr. Q., nor from M. de M. ;
and that he busied hinuself with political economy
before Dr. Q. had begotten anybody; that he was
never present at any assembly of the disciples;
and lastly, since it must be told, that he never
understood the economic tableau, nor pretended
to make anylmdy else understand il; a clear profession of faith, and one which puts the author
of the TMorie des Par_
beyond the reach of
all blows which L. aims at the economists, blows
from which they can defend themselves, if they
think it worth the while."--Later,
the first consul, in conversation with Morellet, said to him:
"You are an economist, are you not? You are
in favor of the imp_t unique, are you not? You
are also in favor of the freedom of the corn t.rade,
are you not?.... I answered him," says Morellet
(in his M_nwires, chap. xxvii.), "that I was not
among the purest of them; and that I added certain modifications to their doctrines."
Morellet
had, indeed, early fought for freedom of labor,
and freedom of commerce; but he does not seem
to have shared the enthusiasm of some authors
for the agricultural
theory of their master.
III. Ecmwmic Philosophy of the Physivcrates. The
doctrine of the physiocrates may be considered in
relation to philosophy, political economy and
politics. The philosophic ideas of the school are
scattered through the different works of the chief
and his principal disciples; but they are to be
found especially in the short treatise of Quesnay
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on natural law, and s_mmed up in his fragments
published
under the title of Mamimes.
]n endeavoring to condense them into a few words, we
may imagine Quesnay as saying : The world is
governed by immutable physical and moral laws.
It is for _man, an intelligent and free being, to
dh_:over them, and to obey them or to violate
them, for his own good or e_dl. The end assigned
to the exercise of his intellectual
and physical
powers, is the appropriation of matter for the satisfaction of his wants, and the improvement
of his
condition.
But he should accomplish
this task
conformably
to the idea of the just, which is the
correl_ltive of the idea of the useful.
Man forms
an idea of justice and utility, both individual and
social, through the notions of duty and right
which his nature reveals to him, and which teach
him that it is contrary to his good and the general
welfare to seek his own advantage in the damage
done to others.
These ideas enter the minds of
individuals
and peoples in proportion to the incre_e of enlightenment,
and the advance of civilization: they naturally
produce feelings of fraternity among men, and peace among peoples. -- The
chief manifestations
of justice are liberty
and
property, that is to say, the right of each one to do
that which in no way hurts the general interest,
and to use at his pleasure the guods which he possesses, the acquirement
of which is conformable
to the nature of things and to the general utility,
_nce, without liberty and property, there would
have been no civilization,
and a very much smaller
amount of goods at the disposition of men.
Liberty and property spring, then, from the nature of
man, and are rights so essential that laws or agreements among men should be limited to recognizing them, to formulating
them, to sanctioning
them.
Governments
have no mission but to
guard these two rights, which, with a correct
understanding
of things, embrace all the material
and moral wants of society.
To say that liberty
and property are essential rights, is to say that
they are in harmony with the general interest of
the species; it is to say that with them the land is
more fertile, the industry of man in all its maulfestations more productive,
and the development
of all his moral, intellectual,
scientific and artistic
aptitudes swifter and surer, in the path of the
good, .the beautiful, the just and the useful; it is
to say, further, that man best gathers the fruit of
his own efforts, and that he is not at least a victim of the arbitrary laws of his fellow-men.--"
Before Quesnay," says Eugene Daire, "nothing
was
vaguer than the idea of the just and the unjust;
aud the determination of the natural and indefeasible rights of man had not been touch_l by any
philosopher.
It was tacitly agreed that the ideas
of justice, applicable only to individual relations,
should remain foreign to civil, public, and cape.
cially to international
law.
Morality, since the
principles
from which it must be deduced
were
only dimly perceived, seemed fit only to govern
p_i_ate relatious, but notthose
of the statetoits
;_abe_,
or those of one people to another, whieh,

it was supposed, should be necessarily subjected
solely to the law of force and cunning.
Religion
did not understand the economy of society, because
it concerned itself only with the future life; and
politics did not understand it any better, because it
did not suspect the intimate connection
of the
moral with the physical order of the world.
Setring out to govern men from the principle of the
incom_atibillty
of the useful with the just, it was
impossible
for the ministers of the one or the
other to avoid the most disastrous
results even if
they had never been guided by any but the purest
intentions.
Struck with this fact, Quesnay became persuaded that the truth lay in the opposite
principle, and interrogatingthe
nature of man and
the nature of things, he discovered
in them the
proof that the three great classes of every civilized
society, that is to say, landed proprietors, capitalL_ts and workmen, as well as the various nations
into which the human race is divided, have only
to lose by violating justice, mutually
oppressing
and annoying one another.
This was to establish
social morality, the absence of which produces a
false notion of right and wrong in every mind,
even in things touching individual
relations.
It
was to free from the clouds of mysticism
the
great principle
of peace and fraternity
among
men, and set it on the bases most fitted to insure its
triumph."--As
Paqsy remarks in his report on
the memoir which we have just cited, these maxires were not all equally new; and the most general
of them were to be met with already in the works
of certain writers ; the Gospel itself contained
many of them.
But up to that time they had
never been presented in the form of a broad systern, never had there been deduced
from them
so clearly consequences
of social application;
which warrants us in saying, with Eugene ])sire,
that Quesnay was really the first thinker of the
eighteenth
century who made the organization
of society the subject
of his meditations;
the
man who gave to the world the newest doctrine,
and at the same time the fittest to exercise a
happy influence on the welfare of nations.
Montesquieu, Voltaire and Rousseau were great minds,
beyond a doubt; but Quesnay served the human
race most, in having shown that the happiness
of the majority depends much less on the mech*
anism of governmental
forms than on the development of human industry, and that it is impossible to discuss politics rationally
without haying previously acquired a knowledge
of the economy of society.
"Of course wealth had not a]together escaped
the attention of thinkers
and
governments previous to this philosophy,"
remarks
Eugene Daire again, "but there is this di_eronce,
that, while among the first some only saw, so to
speak, a necessary
evil, it suggested
to others
nothing beyond systems of artificial distribution,
and to governments
merely fiscal inventions
to
plunder their subjects.
Quesnay understood ths:t
the whole science of social orgs_zation
may be
snmmed up in that of the regularproducl_h)nalad
disla'qoution
of the goodscrf tl_world,
gl_ttn_o
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say, production
and distribution
effected according to the unchangeable
laws established for the
preservation, the indefinite increa_, the happiness
and the improvement
of our species.
To investigate these laws, by questioning
our own nature
and its necessary relations with the external world,
such is the work which the chief of the school of
physiocrates
undertakes to accomplish.
Instead
of following
the example of most philosophers,
by declaiming
against wealth, on which all the
affairs of this world turn, he fathomed the laws

of questions and application of principles, accord.
lug as they started from the point of view of the
sterility of industries other than agriculture,
to
which they were obliged to give, both in theor 7
and practice, an exceptional
and false position.
By virtue of their system, the economists really
admitted, as a natural and social necessity,
the
pre-eminence
of landed proprietors over all other
classes of citizens.
Now, this idea of pre-cminenec, agreeing with the prejudices of the nobles,
has left more than one trace in economic and

of wealth, as well as those of human labor.
To
sum up, Quesnay and the school of physiocrates
made a scientific study of the useful, considered
men living in society as producers and consumers
first of all, and drew the conclusion that the ideas
of right, of peace'_md fraternity among men, do
not rest exclusively
on the mysterious dogma of a
future life, but on the observance of natural laws,
which may be obeyed with profit, and are not riolated with impunity in this world."-- IV. Politwal
_r_my
of the Ph#_-r_.
The philosophy of
the physiocrates
is, therefore, an economic philosophy; and while endeavoring
to sum it up here
we have given in part the general data of their
political economy.
It only remains for us to add
a few technical indications
of those of their ideas
which belong more especially
to the economic
order.
In doing this we shall limit ourselves to
setting forth these ideas, because it would be impossible, in the limits granted us, to explain with

political laws.Their erro_ is explicable
at the
beginning
of the science.
It was not given to
the physiocrates
alone to make all analyses, and
to grasp with precision all the differences and resemblances
of the various modes of production.
On the other hand, it must not be forgotten tha_
they combated the mercantile theory, which made
wealth to consist only in the precious metals, and
which exaggerated the advantages of foreign commerce; that they combated also the infatuation
for the manufacturing
system; that they allowed
themselves to react too forcibly against these exelusive prejudices, and in turn to become exclusive
by their favor for an industry too much ignored,
whose excellence
they were deeply desirous of
demonstrating.Of Quesnay's
works the T_
/_au _nom_r_
attracted most attention.
Quesnay's object was to describe synoptically
the facts
relative to the production,
distribution,
consumption and transformation
of values.
It is difficult

even partial completeness,
in what these ideas may
appear to us correct or incorrect, andin what points
it has been possible for them to be accepted or opposed by the chief economists.
The history of the
filiation of economic doctrines, moreover, has not
yet been written. _ The physiocrates set out with
the principle that materiality
is the fundamental
character of wealth, and from this concluded to
measure the value and utility of labor by the quautityalone
of the raw materialwhich
it was able to
produce.
The first effect of this theory was to exclude from the domain
of political economy an
innumerable
multitude
of services
which men
render each other.
They formed,
therefore,
an
incomplete idea of the value of things, which prevented them from seeing into the phenomenon
of
production
clearly, estimating
correctly
the position of land, labor and capital, and rendering
an
exact account of the relative and absolute utility
of all the branches
of human industry;
agricultural industry,
manufacturing
industry,
transpor,
tation, comm__'clal industry,
and the numerous
professions
in which men furnish
or exchange
physical or intellectual
labor, that is to say, services. In this way they were led to accord the
character of productiveness
to agricultural
industry only, and to treat as 8t_Te the other industries, while they, at the same time,'asserted
that
manufacturing
industry, commerce and the liberal
professions are essentially
usefu/.
Their theory,
by being squint-eyed
at the first, if we may so
express ourselves, led them to consequences
which
they found it difficult to admit in the discussion
137.
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to explain the success of this publication,
which
is itself not very intelligible.
Made up of figures
strangely
disposed,
this tm_u
contributed
to
throw discredit rather than light on the theory.
The explanations
of the Marquis Mirabeau tendered it still more cabalistic and mysterious; those
of the abb_ Baudeau and of Le Trosne, though
much clearer, were still not clear enough.
We
have just reaa the declaration
of Morellet on the
subject.
In reality,
the chiefs of the school
wished to prove that society had no other revenue
than the net product of the soil, all expenses deducted, including
the maintenance
of its cultivators; that consequently
it had no greater interests
than the increase of this revenue; that the power of
the state and the progress of civilization depended
on it; that this revenue
alone should be taxed;
that we must not see in the capital in agriculture,
industry and commerce, anything but the sacred
endowment
of labor, without which there would
be neither wealth nor landed proprietors;
that the
expenses
of industry
and commerce
are merely
an outlay which should be reduced
to the lowest
figure by free competition.
-- On the subject of
territorial
revenue and net product,
the question
arises: what did the school mean exactly by these
expressions?
and in what were their ideas on them
these subjects like or unlike those on rent held by
Adam Smith, J. B. Say, Ricardo, Malthus, Rnssi,
M'Culloch,
etc. ? This is still a question which
does not appear to us to have been clearly settled
by those who occupied
themselves
with the sub.
ject.
We shall state merely that it was through
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the impossibility
of Rn_lyzing the economic phenomena connected with the _ubject, that Necker
and many others cast ridicule on the ideas which
the physiocrates
advanced.
For our own part,
we can not give an opinion on the subject without
entering into a long di_nssion,
and we therefore
refer to the writings of the authors whom we
have just cited, and to the explanations
given by
EugeneDaireinhismemoir.
andbyPassyinhisreport on this memoir.
(See RENT.)-- A]thot_h
the
physiocrates
did not form an exact idea of the
phenomena
of production,
and consequently
of
the real nature of value and of exehangs of wealth,
they had correct notions on the subject of money:
to them is due the beginning of the ruin of the
mercantile system, and, after BoisgniUebert
and
before Adam Smith, they contributed
much to
elucidate
the principle of the freedom
of exchanges.
First, they demonstrated
that every
obstacle to this freedom is a violation of the fundamental rights of labor and of property, and,
secondly, that every hindrance to exportation
and
importation
causes an artificial
change
in the
value of products, and the revenue of lands, sometimes at the expense of producers, sometimes
at
the expense of consumers,
by reducing finally
public wealth and taxable property.
In the question of finances they deduced
from the productiveness
of agricultural
industry
(which
they
considered
the only productive
one), and the
hypothesis
admitted
by themselves,
that taxation
always falls on the landed proprietors,
whatever
be the mode of its collection,
the rule directly to
tax land rents or net product, that is to say, to
establish a single land tax to the exclusion of all
personal contributions
and all taxes on consumption, which they called, and which we still call,
indirect taxes.These are the principal
points
of the physiocratic
theory.
Modern science has
rectified the idea of wealth and of the productiveuess
of the different branches of industry;
it has accepted the explanation
of money and
the demonstration
of the principle of commercial freedom in opposition to the doctrine of the
balance of trade, definitively
overthrown.
It has
not yet pronounced
clearly on the theory of net
product, although
it pays little attention to the
famous
economic
tableau.
It hesitates also on
the important
question
of taxation.But it is
just to recognize,
in entering
into the details of
the economic investigations
to which the discipies of Quesnay devoted themselves,
that we see
that they threw a clear light on all parts of the
science, even if they started from a false principle or got lost in a false theory; that, for exampie, of the materiality
of wealth, and that of the
productiveness
of agriculture
alone, which did
not hinder them from finding, or which perhgps
caused them to find, luminous views on different
points.
It is, however,
a common fact in the
history of science, that a false theory, elaborated
bysuperior
minds, advances
them in the path of
truth, which it is afterward easier for their successora to follow, and'to wham is _
the honor

of finding s sounder and more unimpeaelmble
theory. -- If we wish to understand the ideas of
the physiocrates,
we must begin with the writingB
of their master, and then take up in succession
the works of his principal
disciples:
Mirabeau,
Mercier, Baudean,
Le Trosne and Turgot.
To
the elder Mirabeau, belongs the honor of having
been the first who was aroused to enthusiasm by
tlle lofty reason of Quesnay, of having written,
developed and commentated
on his principles, and
of having introduced
them into practical politics
and administration.
The first exposition
of the
economic system is found in his P]_o_ph/e
Rurage, pubIished in 1763. It is one of the least unintelligible books of the marquis.
Its perusal is
of littl_ value except to those who wish to know
how the school began; but it must be acknowledged that, in spite of his eccentricities
of style
and mistine_q of thoLight, this economL_t philosopher had the t_dent of causing himself to be
read, and of calling public attention to the study
of questions which others knew how to explain
better than he.
Each man has his mission in this
world.
After the .Phi&_wpkie Rurale, appeared
the book of Mercier-La Rivi_re, who had met
Quesnay, at the _me time as Gournay and the
Marquis de Mirabeau;
and who afterward
left
France to take the place of intendant
at Martinique for a time; on returning,
he renewed
his
former intimacy with Quesnay, and labored to
disseminate
his doctrine.
Mercier-La Rivi_re's
book is entitled l'Ordre natural _ e_entiel des _dJt_8 poh't_._;
it appeared in 1767, four years
after Mirabcau's
work.
The title of this book
promises a methodical treatise on social economy,
a promise it does not fulfill.
The first part is a
series of rather confused dissertations
on the moral
order, the politics and the material
interests of
society.
But the author becomes more positive
and more interesting in the second part, where he
makes a close analysis,
according to Quesnay's
system, of all the questions of the material economy
of society, referring to the peculiar or distinct
effects of agriculture, industry and commerce, to
the reciprocal relations of different nations, and
to the nature and object of public revenue.
This
work, in spite of its imperfections
and an obscure
and sometimes
ridiculous
form, had much success with the philosophic
part of the public,
whose attention had been attracted to these matters by the sententious
and abstract writings of
Quesnay and by the dissertations
of rAmi
des
homm_,
which were at once tedious and obscure.
It was the first time, too, that the doctrine assumed a form intelligible
to the common mind;
Dupont de Nemours made an analysis of it, a year
later, under
the title, Or/9/ne et progr& d'u_
sconce _z_ve/le (1768).
By publishing
it, MercierLa Rivi_re helped spread the ideas of his master;
but at the same time he added to it a dangerous
theory which was afterward very injurious to the
popularityoftheeconomiste.
We mean his theory
of despotism, to which we shall return a little
further on.-- Five years after" Mercier's book, them
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another important work, so far as it was
a general exposition
of physiocratie
ideas, that of
the abbd Baudeau,
a celebrated
publicist
of the
time, who was c/-mverted to the doctrine of Quesnay while trying to refute, in his F_phdmdrides, the
letters of LeTrosne,
barrister
of the king in the
bailiwick of Orleans, and who wielded at an early
day a vigorous
pen in the phalanx of the economists.
Baudeau
published
in 1771, FI1_t_vduclion
d la PMlosophi_ dconomiqu_.
It is not only one of
the most remarkable
of his writings;
but in it he
_urpasscd Mercier, and a fortiori Mirabeau, in his
method, clearness and style.
The year before he
had published in the Ephdn_rid_,
and printed sepstately (but only a small number of copies of it) his
l'Expli_tion
du tableau d¢onorMqu_.
About the
_ame time there appeared
in the t_phJ.md_des,
whose management
Baudeau
had intrusted
to DupontdeNemoum,
twoshortcatechismsofthedoctrine, one by Turgot, without
his signature,
and
lhe other under the name of the margrave
of Baden.
Turgot's
short Traitd on the formation and
distribution
of wealth, is remarkable
in every way.
It is a rdaum_ of the ideas of quesnay
and Goutnay, as explained by their most eminen_ disciple,
It would be approximately
a rSsum_ of the general
principles of the science laid down by Smith, if
Turgot had not stoppedatthephysiocratictheory,
_)n a fundamental
point, that of the productivenessof the different kinds of labor, inconsequence
of which he was led to make the agricultural
class the prod_ctlve
class par excellerw,e, and the
r_qt of mankind
the sa.l_r/ed c/a,*s, excepting, however, landowners,
whom he calls the d_posab/_
_/a_, disposable for the general wants of society,
such as war, the administration
of justice, etc.
Turgot's book, written in 1766, appeared
for the
first time in vols. 11 and 12 of the Ephdmdrides,
toward
the end of 1769 and the commencement
of 1770. _ The brief compendium
of the margrave of Baden, published
in 1772, in the EphSmdride_ du citoyea, which has also been attributed
to Dupont de Nemours,
and is perhaps the work
of the two disciples,
is not of equal importance,
but is remarkable
in many regards.
It contains
the principles
of the physiocratic
school, more
abridged
than in Turgot's
work, condensed
into
formulae synoptically
arranged,
and, as Dupont de
* The date of thts publication is important in the history
of the science. We have remarked, lu an essay relating to
the origin and flltation of the term political economy (Jour2*a/d_s_'conomtstes, vol.xxiIi.,pp, ll,217): "EugeneDaire,
after stating (xlv. of his Introduction to the 'Worl_ of
Turgot,' in the _
des pr/_c_pau._ Econom/st¢$) that
this work was printed about 1766,inclines us to believe in
thenotiee of Mercier de |a ]_ivlbre (same vol., p. 4_90),that
this date is not exact, and that Tnrgot's treatise appeared
later. ICngeneDairewaemistaken a second, time; wehave
beforeusacopyoftheedltio_of17661n12mo."
If Eugene
Daire was mistaken, it was only in part, and we ourselves
are also n_istaken. The vo]ame of which we speak, bore the
last date which we mention; but this date poin_ to the
time when Turg_ wa_ writing, _uring his intendancy. The
_rst edition seem- to have been tile separate one l'ormed
of the article in the _n?_f_ecr/d_, part of which appeared in
thellthvol.,attheendofl7_,audapartinthelgthvol.,at
We commeaemeat of _0.
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Nemours says, in the form of a genealogical
tree.
The title is a very curious one for the time, and
leads us to suppose that the school and its master,
who was still living, had abandoned
the word
phys_racy
for the title political economy, not in
the sen_ of administration
as a synonym of public econxm_y, the _t_n_omhz of Aristotle, which is
to society what domestic economy is to the family
(in which _nse it was employed
by Rousseau
in
1755, in the article Ecol_omie Politiqae of the Eacych;p:di_), but in a scientific sense, to designate
the science of the phenomena
relating
to wealth
and human labor; a sense in which it had been
used by Jamc_ Stewart after 1767, who entitled his
treatise on these subjects "An
Inquiry
into the
Principles
of Political
Economy."
and,
some
,cars before, by Count Vcrri, in a work published
in 1763, and entitled, Memori_ sto_che sulla Economia publics
dello st(_to di Mila_o
(Historical
memoirs relative 1o the political economy
of the
state of Milan).
Verri and Stewart seem to have
been the first to adopt the name most generally
given to the science in our time, a name which
Turgot did not employ, which was scarcely ever
used by Adam Smith, and which appeared
only
in the dictionary
of the French academy in 1814,
although
it appeared in a book at the commencement of the sixteenth
century,
which, however,
does not answer to its title, the 2)'aitd de l'(_con_
omie poHtique, by Antoyne
de MontchrStien.
After these various
authoritative
publications
of
the physiocratic
school we cite, in conclusion,
the
principal work of Le Trosne; which appeared
in
1777, under the title, De l'ordresocial,
followed by
an elementary
treatise on value, circulation,
in'dustry, and home and foreign commerce.
This
work contains
two very distinct parts: the first,
consisting
of a _ries of lectures,
is a dogmatic
exposition
of the principles of the school.
In the
second
part, which bears the special
title De
l'Intdr_t _ocial, Le Trosne treats of value, cireulation, industry,
home and foreign commerce, with
a remarkable
understanding
of these different
subjects. -- This was the last general manifesto of
the pure physiocratic
school, properly so called.
When it appeared,
quesnay
was dead; Turgot
was a minister, and had anticipated
great reforms
in the constitution
of labor, which were to be
effected by the constituent
assembly, and Adam
Smith had published
his book after ten years of
retirement,
and of meditation
on this great work.
--V.
Politicalldeasoft]_Physi_crates.
Having
reached
this point in our historical
deduction
concerning
the physiocrates,
we must direct the
attention
of the reader for an instant to the political ideas held by this phalanx of philosophers,
or which were attributed to them.
Mercier-La
Rivi_re, discussing
the purely political question
of the form of government,
decided in favor of
the power of one man.
Dupont explains to us
the principal
motive which, according to him,
Mercier-La Rivi_re and the abb_ Baudeau had in
accepting
such a doctrine, "'thinking,"
he says,
"that it would be
.. easier to persuade a prince than
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a nation," and that one man would be quicker to
put in practice the teachings of science.
We do
not wish to stop and ask ourselves whether Mercier and Baudeau were right or wrong, or what
are the dangers of despotism and tile drawbacks
of mixed or representative
governments.
We
wish to say simply that Mercier-La Rivi_rc was
careful to distinguish between arbitrary des_t_m,
_)r despotism proper, which he rejects, and/ega/despot_m, which he favors, and a counterpoise
for
which he finds in the authority of the magistracy;
the form and invariable proportion of the taxes,
"the evidence" of the truths of natural Iaw made

political progress would have had warm friendsin
each one of these zealous promoters of economic
progress (whatever
might have been the party
with which they were connected), the more useful
to the cause of humanity for being better informed
on the real wants of men living in society, and
imbued with the principles of a sounder philosophy based on the better natural foundation
of
human affairs. J nat here we would make a general
observation,
to wit : tlmt one of the results of
economic studies is to lessen the importance
of
one form of government
or another in the minds
of men devoted to these studies.
But is not this

familiar to the mass of citizens by national edua benefit?
The day when the governing and the
cation, and the interest of sovereigns, to be just
governed shall understand
better what they owe
in a system such as he conceived it. It is not difeach other; the day when governments shall know
flcult to see, in reading this philosopher, that he was
how to restrict their action to their natural sphere,
of a liberal mind.
It must also be remembered
the maintenance
of security and the guarantee
that he wrote a hundred years ago, when the theof justice, property and liberty; the day when the
ory and practice of free government
were still in
governed will no longer believe in fantastic promtheir infancy.
However this may be, it is to be ises, and no longer demand the fulfillment of imregretted
that he was led to construct a political
practicable
programmes ; on that day civilization
theory not necessarily connected with his subject,
will have made a great step in the way of progwhich was an explanation
of the general princiress. -- VI. The Physloerates
as the Founders of
ples of law and justice, common
to all societies,
Eeonomie'_ience,
and their Influence on the
independent
of the form and mechanism of their
om/e Progress attained.
It is always difficult to tel]
governments;
it is especially
to be regretted that
precisely how far the influence
of a philosophic
to designate the power of a single man, he used a and scientific
school reaches, because in such a
word to which usage has given a bad meaning,
subject
causes and effects often escape the mind
which does not express his thougbt,
and which
of the observer.
After what we have said, howhas served as a pretext to many of his adversaries,
ever, a sufficient estimate can be made of the irawho, in order to divert attention
from his ecoportance of the labors of the physiocratic
school
nomic ideas and the reforms which they demanded,
in philosophy
and in morals, and of the services
accused those ideas of being and professing
to be which it rendered in the ranks of the philosophic
the upholders
of despotism. -- The question has ,_hool,
by its studies and its knowledge of society.
been raised whether :Mercier-La Rivi_re was under
_.s to political
economy proper, the details into
the influence of Quesnay, or whether he expresses
which we have entered show that if the physiohis personal ideas and those of Baudeau.
]t is crates were not the first and only founders of the
difficult to say what was precisely the idea of the
science, as has been frequently
asserted,
they demaster on this subject;
but it is certainly
true
serve to figure in the front rank of its founders,
that if Quesnay and the marquis de Mirabeau inand here we recoil from a ta_k which
l'emain6
clined to the executive
and legislative
power of
yet to be accomplished,
and which consists
in
one man, all their writings
show that in their
investigating
and describing
the reciprocal influminds and hearts there never could be a question
ence which Adam Smith may have had upon the
of sacrificing to a family or to an aristocracy
the
physiocrates
during his visit to Paris, and which
interests of the masses, who were the object which
the physiocrates
may have had upon him by
preoccupied
their noble thoughts.
We can not
their conversation
and writings.
We are unable
appeal,
on this point, to the practice
of their
here ,to settle the question
of priority between
lives.
Quesnay died in 1774; the marquis deMirathe Scotch philosopher
and the French
philosobeau, on the eve of the revolution,
in 1788; Bauphers ; but we may state, with Cousin, that it is
deau and Mercier-La Rivi_re lived on, the one till
difficult
to answer it in favor of them rather
1792, the other till 1794, it is said; but they were
than of him while we believe it our duty to acnot of the age to mix in the questions of the time.
knowledge
that the physiocrates
and Adam Smith
:Moreover, if we admit, which is far from being
are under great obligations
to certain writers who
proved, that any physiocrates
went astray, on this
preceded
them
in their career,
Boisguillebert,
point, in theory--the
political life of Malesherbcs
David Httme, etc., whom
we have cited above.
and Turgot;
the administrative
acts of the latter,
Be this as it may,
account must be taken of
of the Gournays and Trudaines;
the parliamentary
this important
fact, that while writing his book,
career of Dupont
de Nemours;
the manly and
Smith was able to take advantage
of the prinimpartialwritingsagainstfeudalabuses;monopoly
cipal works
of the school,
especially
those of
of the finances and other monopolies,
as well as
Quesnay,
and that its most important
utterunoes
the biographical
details which have been preserved
were published
earlier than the appearanc_
of the
concerning
the public conduct
of all those who
"Inquiry
into the :Nature and Causes of the
have been put on the witness stand, prove that true
Wealth of Nations." -- The question raked as to
,°
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the sequence of facts, that is to say, the legislative
traces which the physiocratic schoo! has left after
it, its action and its propagandism,
nfight also
be made the subject of very interesting research
which has not, we think, been made.
We can,
however, give a satisfactory
account, in r_sum6,
of this influence.
In a general way the physiocratic school contributed greatly to overthrow the
spirit of administrative
routine which progress
always encounters in its path; to overthrow the
spirit of regulation
and prohibition
which
had
thrown a deadening net of hindrances
over every
branch of human activity;
it contributed greatly
to effect the suppression
of provincial
customs
duties, and to help the freedom of internal cornmeree; it aided the fall of the system of _'at_,
and the freedom of labor; it abolished the
_rr_&," and finally, it contributed to all the liberal
and progressive
measures of the constituent assembly.
The majority of that assembly voted under
the influence of the economic ideas which several
members
had gained by meeting
and reading
the works of the physiocratie philo_phers,
while
they incriminated,
and allowed others to incrimihate, the economists,
as Dupont de l_emours says,
just as has often happened
since in other assemblies.
During the twenty years which preceded
the revolution,
it was in their writings and their
ideas that many influent_.l
men, princes, ministers, governors, intendants of provinces, inspectors
of manufactures,
e_., found inspiration, both to
establish the financial system and to improve the
internal administration
and the management
of
foreign affairs; it was they who won the freedom
of the corn trade, on which the school published a
score of books.
It was not, therefore, their fault
{Droz has shown this well in his Histoire de I_is
XVI.) that the economic,
financial, and even political reforms were not accomplished
in season, in
peace and without
revolution.
Every one has
read of the brilliant efforts of Turgot. _ The physiocratic school has exercised i s_s_influence not in
France alone, but in all EuropeJ
This influence
may be traced in Italy, and especmlly in Tuscany,
which owes its prosperity
to the principles of industrial and commercial
freedom,
put in practice
by the grand duke Leopold, assisted by intelligent
ministers,
such as Gianni and Fabroni; in several
states of the north and Germany, particularly
in
Austria, where the administration
of the emperor
Joseph II., as well as that of this same Leopold,
have left such regrctable
souvenirs.
Gustavus
III., king of Sweden, Stanislaus Augustus,
king of
Poland, the margrave
of Baden, and the dauphin
son of Louis XV., were inclined to the idcss of
the economists.
We know that Catherine of Russia desired to consult Mercier-La
Rivi_re, and although the meeting
of the philosopher
and the
cmpreau came to a rather grotesque
conclusion,
she testified to the credit of the school.
This influence was also felt in international
relations and
treaties.
After the conclusion
of the treaty of
1786 between France and England, on liberal and
rational base_, whatever
may have been system-
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atically said of it in a private and ill-advised interest, Lord Lansdowne,
prime minister
of Great
Britain, who, up to that time, was opposed to the
peace, declared that he had been converted
to
better political
and economic
opinions by the
reasoning
and influence
of the abb_ Morellet,
whom he had known at Paris, and whose principles, as we have said, were no other than those
of Gournay and Quesnay.The labors of the
physiocratie
school have also given indirectly
a
vigorous impulse to statistics.
It was in answer
to l'Ami d'_ _n)_s
that La Michodi_re
and
Messence undertook
the investigations
which are
among the first monuments of modern statistics.
--VII.
Adrel'_ari_
az_l Part,
n8 of the Physi_ra_.
The economists,
with their enthusiasm
for their master, and intolerance,
born of the
spirit of sect and the inflexibility
of principles,
so naturally
consequent
on a fixed conviction
and conscientious
studies, drew on themselves
many attacks, either from the circle of philosophers of which they themselves
formed a part,
from men of letters, or from all those whose ideas,
prejudices or interests they opposed.
Specimens
of the polemics
of the time are found in the
writings of Grimm, Mallet-Dupan,
Linguet and
others, an example of which we produced above.
Voltaire
directed
against
them the satire of
l'lI_m_aux
quara_te _rus, morewhty
than solid;
the aged philosopher,
however, felt dominat_l by
the genius of Turgot, ami we know that he took
up his pen to aid him against the numerous and
unjust attacks of which he w_s the object on
account of his measures to secure the free circulation of corn. -- Among the most prominent we
must cite _ _t_
pr_os_;s au_ ph_hr_
_nomi_tes, by Mably, 1768 ; a book by Graslin, in
1767; the famous "Dialogues"
of the abbP Gatiani
concerning
legislation
on corn (1770), and a work
on the same subject, by lh_ecker, 1770. The first
two, though more serious, have no great value.
Necker's work, which Turgot's enemies praised to
the skies, was a political maneuvre
which does
no honor to the celebrated
minister, for it is full
of communistic
sophisms.
Galiani's book, much
lauded for its style and wit, has no _cientific value,
and does not even reach a conclusion
on the
special point of the exportation
of corn, a crime
of the economists,
which he did not entirely disapprove. -- Some modern
economists
have taken
sides with the physiocrates
in their theory of the
nature
of wealth and agriculture:
we mention
Dutens, in France, who published a new explanation of the doctrines of Quesnay, under the title of
Philosop]_&d'Evonomiepolitique,1835;
and Schmalz
in Germany, who undertook
tlm same ta_k, ten
years earlier. -- Malthus,
in his " Prim:iples
of
Political Economy,"
started out with the materiality of value, and dwelt much on rent; and Eugene
Daire, who has left remarkable
notices and notes
on the physioerates,
Turgot and Adam
Smith,
in the Co//ect_m des Pr/_c/paux
Econom/stes, also
maintains the materiality
of value, and undertakes
t() show not only the truth of these principles,
bus
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also that of the agricultural
theory of Quesnay,
as well as the analogy
between
Smith's ideas
and those of Turgot and Quesnay.
We shall not
enter into this long and delicate discussion : we
shall only say that Smith has not pronounced
very
positively
in favor of the materiality
ot value,
although there is on this point a want of clearhess as to his opinion; that he has only tried to
show the productiveness
of all industries, and has
devoted several chapters
to opposing
the physiocratiedoctrineofland.
Whether he htm succeeded,
as the majority of economists
pretend, or nearly
failed, as others pretend, is a question which can
be answered only in a course on political economy,
and for that there is no place here. -- The reader
will find tim subject which we have just treated
further developed in the lives of the men we have
named.
We can refer also to a chapter, toobrief,
unfortunately,
in Blanqui's
'" IIistory of Political
:Economy "' [translated by" Miss Emily J. Leonard];
to the lectures in which Rossi treats of land; to the
notices by Eugene Daire, in the Collection d,s Prineipaux Eeonoudstes;
to his memoir
in answer to
the questions
offered for competition,
crowned
in
1847 by the academy of moral and political science,
a statement from which, inserted in the dov.r_lal des
.Eeonorn@ta,, we have reproduced
above; to the
report of Passy on this memoir, published
in the
same collection; and to a paper on the philosophy
of the physiocrates,
published
in the same colleclion, by H. Baudrillart.
JosEPH GARNI_.
PICKERING,
Timothy,
was born at Salem,
Mass., July 17. 1745, and died there, Jan. 29,
1829. He was graduated
at Itarvard
in 1763,
was admitted to the bar, entered the revolutionary
army, and became
adjutant general and quartermaster general.
(See also ORDINANCE OF 1787.)
Under
the "administrations
of Washington
and
John
Adams
he was successively
postmaster
general, secretary of war, and mcretary of state,
(See AD._LINmTRATIONS, I.-III.) After a brief retirement to a farm in Pennsylvania,
he returned
to Massachusetts
in 1802, and served as United
States senator (federalist)
1803-11, and cong're_man 1813-17.
He then retired permanently
from
politics. -- From 1798 until his death. Pickering's
political
life wt_s a perennial
conflict with the
Adams
family.
][Ie had been dismisseH
from
John Adams'
cabinet for endeavoring
to force
the president
into the Hamilton
policy.
(See
A.OAMS, JOHN; X Y Z MIsstoN.)
As senator,
he and his collea_m,
John Quincy Adams, quar.
reled over the latter's support of the embargo.
Thereafter
he wa.s engaged
in frc<tuent newspaper and pamphlet
wars with both of his old opponents.
The particulars
may be found in the
"Correspondence
between John Adams and William Cunningham."
published
in 1823, and Pickering's "Observations"
upon it, in 1824. Pickering is the _'ew :England federalist
most strongly
suspected
of favoring
secession
in 1805-9.
(See
8F, CESaXO_, I.)--See
Upham and Pickering'sLife
_f t'idwring;
2Vorth American Review, July, 1874;
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9 John Adams'
Work#, 55. A personal de.rip.
tion of Picketing is in 1 Schouler's United _ates,
191, 302.
AL_X_D_
Jon_-m'o_.

PIERCE, Franklin, president of the United
States 1853-7, was born at Hilisborough,
N. H.,
Nov. 23, 1804, and died at Concord, N. H., Oct.
8, 1869.
He was graduated
at Bowdoin in 1824,
was admitted to the bar in 1827, and immediately
entered polities as a democrat,
serving in the
lower house of the state legislature
1829-33, as
congressman
1833-7, and as United States senator
1837-42.
In the Mexican war he became hri_,mdier
general.
In 1852 he was elected president.
(See
DEMOCRATIc-REPL'BLIC_N
PARTY, V.; ElmCTORAL VOTES, XVII.)
For the leading
events of
his term, see KANSAS-_'EBRASEA BILl,; KANSAS;
FILrBUSTERLNG ; OSTEND )[ANIFESTO ; UNITED'
STATES,
ILl.
After the clo_ of his term he rerosined in retirement
until his death, except for
certain letters and address_
during the rebellion,
passionately
denouncing
the coercion of the seceding states and the general conduct of the war.
-- See Bartlett's Life of Pierce (1852); Hawthorne's
Life of Pierce (1852); 3 _Yatvsman's Manual, 1993.
ALEXA_DI_tt JOm_STON.
PINCKNEY,
Charles
Cotesworth,
son of
chief justice Pinckney,
of South Carolina,
was
born at Charleston,
S. C., --,
1746, and died
there Aug. 16, 18o.5. lie was educated
at Writminster and Oxford, studied law at the Temple,
and beg-an practice in South
Carolina
in 1769.
He disting'uished
himself
in the revolutionary
war, being thereafter
known
as Gen. Pinckney;
and was a member of the convention
of 1787.
Under the new government
he declined
successively the positions of supreme court justice in
1789 ; secretary
of war in 1795, and secretary of
state in the same year.
In 1797-8 he was ndnister
and commissioner
to France (see X Y Z ]Pile
SlON), and while there is said to have given the
reply to French demands for money: " Millions for
defense, but not one cent for tribute."
In 1800
he was the alternate federalist
candidate
for th#
presidency.
The democrats in the South Carolina
le_slature
offered to unite with the federalists
in
casting the electoral vote of the state for Jefferson
and Pinckney,
which would lmve made the latter
vice-president,
hut Pinckney refused the offer, and
was defeated with Adams.
In 1804 and 1808 the
federalist votes were given for him as candidate
for president.
(See FEDERAL PARTY,
ILl.) _ See
Allen's Biographical
Dictionary.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
PINCKNEY,
Thomas,
brother of the preceding, was bern at Charleston, S. C., Oct. 23, 1750,
and died there /Nov. 2, 1828. He was graduated
at Oxford, studied law at the Temple in London,
returned
to South Carolina,
and began practice
there in 1773.
He was governor
of his slaty
1787-9, minister
to Great Britain 1799-6, and
minister tO Spain 1794--5.
In 1796 he was the
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federalist
candidate,
alternate
to John
Adams,
for the presidency
(see CAucus, CONOmSSSlONAL;
E_c'rO_L
VOTES). and he was a federalist
congressman
1797-1801.
During tlle war of 1812
he was major general ia command of the _uthcrn
military division. -- See Allen's Biographical
Ih'ct_7_q_.
_.LEXA_"DER JOHNSTON.
PIRACY
is robbery
committed
by force of
arms atsea.
It was formerly much more frequent
than it is now.
It still exists, however,
and it is
likely that so long as there shall be highwaymen,
there will be pirates;
although
it is much more
difficult to equip a vessel to scour the ocean than
to lie in ambush at the edge of a road or at the
corner of the deserted streets of a large town. to
rob a passer-by.
Even in comparatively
late
years the Chinese seas were infested with pirates,
_Fhis sort of robbery can be practiced only l.)y an
association
of criminals;
it has, to(), this peculiarity, that entire hordes have been known to take
to it, notably in the Barbary
states before the
conquest of Algeria, and even now from time to
time on the Morocco coasts.
Thus,
it is always
liable to happen, at the very time when Christian
nations believe that safety reigns over all theseas,
that buccaneers
will dash from some unsuspected
lair, and before repression can be organized,
will
have bad time to plunder
a large number
of
peaceable
merchants.
Within
a few centuries,
-doubtless, when European
civilization,
enlightening even the remotest
lands, shall have civilized
the entire world, no barbarous
tribe will be longer
able to escape the action of a regular government,
and piracy will lose many of its chances of success; but it may also, by an excess of audacity,
organize
in the midst of a civilized nation; and
consequently,
notwithstanding
the gradual di_ppearance of this scourge, it can not be asserted
that we slufll ever attain to an absulute riddance
¢)f it. --The early Greeks were nearly all pirates,
M. Cauchy remarks (Droit _laritirae I_ternat_on_d,
1_62, vol. i., p. 180) that in ancient
times the
slave trade was one of the most powerful
incentives to piracy,
both public and private.
Netth¢.,r the Grecian states, when they lind become
civilized, nor Rome, appears to have bad a naval
force intended to protect their commerce
against
sea robbers.
Piracy flourished
also in the Mcdilerranean;
it attained
an extraordinary
development during the civil wars of the Roman republie. Thc.'_e robbers formed at this period an immense confederation,
the headquarters
of which
were on the hilly shore_ of Cilicia.
They came
very near starving
Rome by intercepting
the
convoys of corn, and Pompey had to be charged
with the destruction
of thair power.
In order to
prevent the recurrence of so disastrous
a state of
affairs, the Roman
emperors
maintained
public
fleets (M. Cauchy, /or. cir., p. 115), as all modern
nations have done since.
If we should cease to
plow the seas with ships of war, it is probable that
piracy would be revived
in many parts of the
world.
Privateering
g=ve rise, at the end of the
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seventeenth
century,
to an association
of buccancers, in parts of the Antilles, whose ravages
rivaled
the robberies
of the ancient pirates of
Cilicia.
The difference
between the corsair and
the buccaneer is not sufficicntly obvious in respect
to these bold adventurers;
for if the former
carries his _)vcreign's
flag, while the latter is outside of international
law, both fight for booty.
The abolition of privateering,
proclaimed
by the
declaration
of April 16, 1856, will thus aid in
causing
piracy to di_ppear
more and more.Thc repression
of piracy
concerns
international
law as well as the public law of each nation.
It
generally happens, indeed, that the pirate and the
captor are not subjectsof
the same sovereign, and
that the crime has been committed
on the vast expansc of sea which has no master and where no
jurisdiction
exi._ts.
Thc principal
laws of the
a_ch.n rdgime in France,
against piracy, are the
decree of March, 1584, the declaration
of Feb. 1,
16"50, anti the naval ordonnance of 1681; since the
French revolution
the matter has been regulated
by thc order of the second of prairial, year XI.,
and the law of April 10, 1825, entitled,
" Law
for the safety of navigation
and nmritime cornmerce."
The ordo_7_ance of 1681 and the law of
1825 have solved the difficulty
which we have
just indicated,
by pulting pirates outside of international law; they are considered
as public eneroles, and arc amenable
to the tribun.tls
of their
captor.
Any ves_l taking to piracy without letters of marque from any prince, or with letters
of marque from two princes, is liable to seizure
as a pirate.
And further, the ves_.l which cornmils hostilities
under any other flag than that
under which it is commissioned,
is to be regaled as a pirate.
The laws respecting
piracy are
made by each nation in the interest of all the
others.
It matters little that the captor has not
been attacked.
The pirate may be justly seized
for having attacked
any vcs_l whatsoever,
even
foreign to the nationality
of the captor.
This is
the remarkable
feature in tlm legislati°n °n piracy"
The law appears to us unjust which punishes as a
pirate a vessel to which nothing could be impuled
but the lack of papers.
It must be observed.
however, that there is in such a case only a presumption,
which must yield to proof of the contrary, but this is already too much, and here, as
in all penal law, guilt is not to bc assumed, and
it is for the accuser, not the accused, to furnish the
proof. -- Grotius thinks (book it., chap. xx., _ 40)
that a government
has the right not only to avenge
its wrongs,
but even the offenses which violate
international
law, whomsoever
they may concern.
"And it is even," says hc, "as much more praiseworthy
to avenge the wrongs of others rather
titan one's own, as it is to be feared, in those which
affcct us, that the resentment
which
we feel
might make us pass beyond the limits of a just
vengeance."
We adopt fully this principle of the
illustrious
publicist, proclaimed
before him by St.
Augustine
in the "City of God," which appears
to us one of the foundations of iuternational law.

PIRACY.
A nation has the r_ght to declare war against a
government which violates international justice,
even when such violation does not directly harm
it. Thus, any nation may lawfully make war on
a piratical people, even if its commerce has not
suffered from their depredations.*--BLBL_OOP_* Kent, in his Commentaries
(col. i., p. 183), gives the
following definition
of piracy:
"Piracy
is robbery, or a
forcible depredation on the high seas, without lawful authority, and done animo_randi,
and L, the spirit and intention
of umvereai hostility.
It is the same offense at sea with
robbery on laud; and all the writers on the law of nations,
and on the maritime law of Europe, agree in this definition
of piracy."
Further on he continues:
"They (pirates) acquire no rights by conquest;
and the law of nations, and
the municipal
law of every country,
authorize
the true
owner to rt_laim his property taken by pirates, wherever it
can be found; and they do not recognize any title to be derived from an act of piracy.
The principle,
that a piratts
et laD_nib,_z eapta do_nis_ium non mutant, is the received
opinion of ancient civilians and modern writers on general
jurisprudence;
and the same doctrine was maintained in the
English courts of common law, prior to the great modern
improvements
made in the science of the law of natiuns."-By the constitution
of the United States, congress la authorized to define and punish piracies and felonies committed on
the high sea_, and offenses agai1_st the law of nations.
In
pursuance of this authority it was declared, by the act of
congeries of April 30. 1790, c. 9. sec. 8, that murder or robbery, eormnitted on the high s_,
or in any river, haven or
bay, out of the jurisdiction
of any particular
state, or any
other offense which, if committed
within the body of a
county, would, by the laws of the United States, be punishable with death, should be adj udged to be piracy and felony,
and punishable with death.
It was further declared, that if
any captain or mariner should piratically
and feloniously
run away with any vessel, or axry goods or merchandise
to
the value of fifty dollars, or should yield up any such vessel
vuinntarily to piratise;
or ff any seaman should formbly
endeavor to hinder his eommandt_
from d¢4endiug the ship
or goods cornmitt_xl to his trust, or should make a revolt in
the ship--every
such offender should be adjudged
a pirate
and felon, and be punishable
with death.
[By the act of
congress of March 8, 1835. e. 313, the offense of making a
revolt in a ship is no longer punishable as a capital offense,
but only by fine, and imprisonment
at hard labor.]
Accessories to such piracies before the fact are punishable in like
manner; but accessories
after the fact are only punishable
by fine and imprisonment.
_.nd by the act of March 3, 1819,
c. 7fi, sec. 5, congress declared,
that if any person on the
high seas should commit the crime of piracy, as defined by
the law of _atio_,
he should, on eunvietion, suffer death,
This act was but temporary in its limit,_tmn, and has expired;
but it was again declared, and essentiall)
to the same effect,
by the act of congress of May 15, 1820, c. 113, sec. 3, that
"ff any person, upon the h_gh seas, or in any open road_tead, or bay, or river, where the sea ebbs and flows, commite the crime of robbery in and upon any vessel, or the
lading thereof, or the crew, he shall be adjudged
a pirate,
$o, if any person engaged in any piratical
enterprise,
or
belonging to the crew of any piratical
vessel, should land
and commit robber)" on shore, such an offender shall also be
adjudged a pirate.'
According to a decision of the United
States suprenie court, robbery on the high seas is piracy by
the act of cungrsss, as well as by the law of nations. -- Kent
holds, that it is of no importance,
for the purp(_e of gi_-ing
jurisdiction,
on whom or where a piratical offense has been
committed.
""A pirate, who is one by the law of nations,
may be tried and pumehed in any country where he may be
found, for he is reputed to be out of the protectmn
of all
laws and privileges.
The statute of any government
may
declare an offense committed on board its own vessels to be
piracy, and such an offense will be punishable
exclusively
by the nation which passes the statute.
Bat piracy, under
the law ol nations, is an offense against all nations, and pun.
i_hable by all."
"An alien, under the sanction of a national
commission,
can not commit piracy while he pursue_ his
_uthority,
His acts may be hostile, and his nation reapou-

l_Pr. Broglie, Sur la Ire'rateD (F_'/ts, col. iii.,
p. 885); Phillimore, Inte_r1_at_0na/Law, col. i., pp.
39_ _96; Wildman, Int_rnation, al La_, col. it., p.
150; Wheaton. Iutoraational Law, § 124; Heftier,
VSlkorrecht, § 104; Esperson, .Dirit_o diplomat_,
col. ii., pp. 2, 12; Gareis,/)as heu_/ge Volkerrecht
u. der Mensch_nl_ndd. 1879.
F.A. HEL_.
sible for them.
They may amou_t to a lawful cause of war,
but they are never to be regarded as piracy.'"
"If a naturalborn subject
was to take prizes belonging
to his native
cuuntryin
pursuane_e of a foreign commission,
he would, on
general principles, be protected by his cummls_lon from the
charge of piracy. But to prevent the mischief of such conduet, the United States have followed the provisions of the
:English statute of 11 and 12 William HI., c. 7, and the general
practice of other nations, and have, by the act of congress
of April 30. 1790, sec. 9, declared, that, if any citizen should
commit any set of hostility against the United Staws, or any
citizen thereuf, upon the high seas, under color of any commission from any foreign prince or state, or on pretense of
authority from any person, such offender shall be adjudged
to be a pirate, felon and robber, and, on being thereof con.
victed, shall suffer death.
The act of congress not only
authorizes a capture, but a condemnation
in the courts of
the United States. for all piratical aggressions
by foreign
vessels; and whatever may be the responsibility
incurred
by the nation to forel_n powers, in executing such laws,
there can be no doubt that courts of Justice are bonnd to
obey and administer
them.
All such hoetile and criminal
aggressions
on the high seas, under the flag of any power,
render property
taken in delicto subject to confiscation by
the law of natmns." -- By the ancient common law of F_ugland, piracy, if commilted by a subject, was held to be a apecies of treason, being contrary to his natural allegiance;
and
by an a_ten to be felony only: but since the statute of iressons (25 Edw. III., c. 2), it is held to be only felony in a subject. Formerly this offense, was only cognizable by the admiralty courts, which proceed by the rules of the civil law;
bat it being inconsistent with the liberties of the nation that
a man's life should be taken away unless by the judgment
of his peers, the statute 28 Henry V'III., c. 15, established
a
new jurisdiction
for this purpose, which proceeds according
to the course of the common law. It was formerly a questionwhether
the AIgerines and other Atrican states should be
considered pirates; but however exceptionable
their conduct
might have been on many occasions, and however hostile their
policy might be to the interests of humanity, still, as they had
been subJect_"d to what may be called regular governments,
and admitted to enter into treaties with other powers, they
could not be treated aspirates,
(M'Culloch.)--What
constitutes piracy, in violation of the law of nations, is not uniformly fixed everywhere.
It is qnestioned
whether (as according
to English common law) self.interested
dcai6m must he the
motive of the attack.
A majority of modern wr,ters have answered this question in the negative.
Another undecided
question is, whether piracy may be committed by a mutinous
crew against the vessel on which they ser_'e. Acts of violence
committed
by duly authorized privateers against hostile, or,
bonaflde, against nentra], merchantmen,
are not considered
as piracy. Different from the crime of piracy, ill violation of
the law of nations, is the crime of piracy which is mentioned
in and punished by the criminal laws of some countries.
The
description
of the l_cts which constitute these two different
kinds of crime may become doubtful, as when a party, being
in a state of insurrection,
and recognized as "belligerent
"by
the neutral powers, injures the maritime commerce of the other party in the course of a c_vil war. The slave trade, too, is
to be considered piracy, according to the laws of seafaring
nations, and according to the treaties which have been coneluded for the purpose of suppressing
that nefarious trade;
but where the right to search suspected
vessels on the high
seas is denied to vessels under foreign flags, the punishing
of the guilty in accordance
wlth the provisions
in relation
to ptracy can not be carried out practically.
It is a strange
fact, as compared with other codes, that sec. 4 of the Oe_man criminal
cede does not enumerate piracy among the
crimes committed in foreign countries, which may be p_mi_hed, fHoltzendorff.)
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PLENTY AND DEART]L
Political economy,
in so far as it is an exposition of principles and
facts, is a vast and noble science, searching into
the affairs of the social mechanism and the functions of each of the parts composing
those antmate and marvelous
organizations
called human
societies.
It studies the general laws in accordance with which
the human
race increases
in
numbers, wealth, intelligence
and morality;
and
yet, recognizing
a social as well as a personal
freedom of will, it shows how the laws of Providence may be misunderstood
and set at naughl,
what a terrible responsibility
there is on those who
tamper with them, and how, as the result of so doing, civilization
may be checked, impeded, driven
back, and stifled for a long time. -- Incredible
as
it may seem, this science, so vast and lofty as an
exposition of principles
and facts, is, when controverted
and compelled
to become polemical,
nearly reduced to the ungrateful
task of demonstrating
the proposition,
almost childish
in its
simplicity,
that
"Plenty
is better than dearth":
because, looked at closely, it will be seen that the
greater number of the objections
to, and doubts
concerning,
political economy, involve the principle that dearth or scarcity is preferable to plenty,
which is the real meaning to be deduced from the
phrases, once and in part still so popular,
such
as "Production
is excessive,"
"We are being deslroyed by plethora,"
"All the markets
are overstocked,
and every business
and profession
is
overcrowded,"
"The capacity
to consume can no
longer keep pace with the power to produce,"
etc.--These
ideas, too, are not confined to any
class.
One man opposes the use of machines
on
the ground that those triumphs
of human ingenutty multiply indefinitely
the power of production. What does he fear ? Abundance.
A second favors protection,
lamenting
the liberality
of nature's
gifts
to other lands, dreading
that
through the influence of free trade hisown should
share it, and thinking
that were it to do so it
would be afflicted by the scourge of the invasion
and inundation
of foreign products.
What does
he fear?
Abundance.
Statesmen,
even, are not
free from the hallucination,
though
they fear
abundance
for a different reason.
Their dreadis,
that the masses, as the result of being too well off,
will become revolutionary
and seditious, and as a
means of repressing them, they look to heavy taxation, vast armies, a lavish expenditure,
and a powcfful aristocracy charged with the task of remedying by its pomp and profusion
the intrusive abundance of human industry.
What do such statesmen f_r?
Abundance.
Finally,
we have logicians who, disdaining
all by-paths, go straight
to
the point, and advise periodical
destruction
of
large cities by fire or otherwise,
that labor may
have the opportunity
to rebuild them.
What do
they fear? Abundance.-It seems impossible that
such ideas should come into the minds of men,
and sometimes
even prevail,
not in the personal
practice of men, but in their theories and in their
legislation.
For, if there be anything
evidently
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true, it is this, that, so far at least as useful articles are concerned, it is better to have than to
be without them; and if it is incontestable
that
plenty is an evil when it exists in things that are
mischievous,
destructive
and troublesome,
such
as gr&_,shoppers, caterpillars,
vermin,
vices and
malarial
vapors, it must be equally true that it
is a blessing as rcgarchs things which meet wants
and satisfy
desires;
things
which
man seeks,
strives for, with the sweat of his brow; things
which hc is willing to buy by work or exchange,
and which possess a real value, such as food,
clothing,
shelter, works of art, means
of locomotion, of communication,
of instruction,
and of
anmsement;
in a word, all that political economy
busies itself with. -- If it be desired to compare
the civilization
of two peoples, or of Cwo ages,
statistics are appealed to, to inform us which had,
in proportion
to its population,
most means of
subsistence,
the greatest returns
in agricultural
products,
in industries
or art, most roads, most
canals,
most libraries
and nulseums;
and the
question
is settled in accordance
with the cornparative activity of consumption,
that isto _y, by
plenty or abundance.
-- It may, perhaps, be said
that it is not sufficient for products
to be abundant; tlmt it is further
necessary that they be
equitably
distributed.
There
is nothing
truer
than this, but questions must not be confounded.
When we defend abundance,
and our opponents
decry it, we both take as understood
the words
c,_ter_ par/bus, all else being equal; that is, equity
of distribution
is presupposed.--Further,
it must
be observed, that abundance
is in itself the cause
of proper distribution.
The more abundant
anything is, the less value it possesses;
the less its
value, the more it is within the reach of every one,
the more men are on an equality with regard to it.
We are all equal in respect to the air, because it
exists relatively
to our needs and wants in inexhaustible
abundance;
we are a little less equal
in regard to water, because being less plentiful,
it possesses a certain value; still less so with reI gard to wheat,
delicate fruits, early vegetables,
rarities, their benefit becoming confine4 to fewer,
in an inverse ratio to their abundance.It may
be added, to satisfy the sentimental
_ruptes
of
our times, that plenty is not a merely material
good.
Wants arise among men in regular order;
they are not all equally pressing, and it may be
said that their order of priority is not the order
of dignity.
The com_ser wants must
first be
appeased,
because their satisfaction
involves our
existence,
and because, as rhetoricians
say, "Before living worthily,
we must live somehow."
Primo vive_'e, da'nde pMl_sophari. --Hence
it follows, that it is the abundance
of the things necessary for the supply of the commonest
wants
which permits man more and more to spiritualize
his enjoyments,
and to raise himself into the region of the true and the beautiful.
IIe can only
devote to the perfecting of form, to the cultivation
of art, or to the investigations
of thought,
the
time and the energies which, as a consequence
of
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progress are no longer absorbed by the demands
of his animal
existence.
Abundance,
the result
of long labor and patient economy, can not be
universal at the first formation of society, nor can
it, at the same time, exist as to all possible products, but it follows a regular order, c_mmencing
with the material wants, and ending with the spit.
itual.
Unhappy the nations when external forces,
such as governments,
violently invert this natural
sequence, substitute for desirea-_'oarse,
it is true,
but imperious--others
of a loftk_' nature,
prematurely
awakened,
change the natural direction
of labor, and disturb
the equilibrium
between
wants and the means of satisfying them, an equi]ibrinm which is the cause of all social stability,
- Moreover, were abundance
a scourge, it would
be as strange
a.s unfortunate,
for easy as the
remedy is (what is easier than to abstain from pro_
ducing, or to d_troy?)
no one is willing to adopt
it. It is in vain that people inveigh against plenty,
superabundance,
plethora;
it is in vain that they
enunciate
the theory of restricted,
supply,
that
they obtain for it the support of the law, that they
proscribe machinery,
that they disturb, interfere
with and impede commerce;
all this keeps noone
from working to acquire abundance.
On all the
earth not a man is to be met with whose practice
is not a perpetual
protest against these vain theo.
ries; not one is to be found whose sole endeavor
is not to make the most of his powers, to foster
them, to husband
them, and to increase their productive capability
by the co-operation
of natural
forces; not one who decries freedom in trade, but
who acts on this principle (however eager he may
be to deny others the same privilege):
to buy in
cheapest
market,
and to sell in the dearest; st)
much so, that the theory of a restricted
supply,
which is so common in books, in the newspapers,
in conversation,
in parliament,
and by the way
in laws, is negatived
and stultified by the actions
of every individual
without exception,
composing
the human race, which is the most incontrovertible
refutation
the mind
can well imagine.--But
if
abundance
is better than scarcity,
how does it
happen that men, after having
virtually decided
in favor of abundance
by their action, by their
labor, and their commerce,
constitute
themselves
theoretically
the champions
of restriction,
to such
an extent that they bring popular opinion to that
view, and are the originators
of all sorts of restrictive and illiberal laws?
Tiffs it remains for
us to explain.
At bottom, what we are all aiming at is, that each of our efforts should realize
for us the greatest possible amount of benefit.
If
we were not by nature
sociable, if we lived in
individual
isolation, we could know one rule only
for attaining this object, to wark mare and beger,
which implies progressive
abundance.
But, by
means of exchange
and its consequence,
the division of labor, it is not directly to ourselves but to
others that we consecrate our labor, our efforts,
our productions
and our services.
Hence it follows, that without
losing sight of the rule, produ_ more, we have another always present to our
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minds, pr_r.e
_ar_ _;
for on that depends
the amount of remuneration
which we shall receive for our services.
Now, to _rr_ur_ m_re, and
to pr_r_
_'e
value, are by no means one and
the same thing.
It is manifest that if by force or
stratagem
we succeed in making greatly
scarcer
the special service or product
which constitutes
our occupation,
we would
grow richer without
adding to our labor either in quantity
or quality.
SuPtx)se, for example,
a shoemaker
could, by a
mere effort of will, cause the sudden annihilation
of all the shoes in the world, excepting only those
in his own shop; or strike with paralysis
every
one who knew how to use the shoemaker's
tools,
he would become a Croesus ; his lot would be iraproved, not together with the general lot of mankind, but in an inverse ratio to the prosperity
of
all. This "is the whole secret of the theory of a
scarcity as it shows itself in restrictions,
monopolies and privileges.
It only veils, by the use of
_ientific
language,
that selfish sentiment
which
finds a place deep in the hearts of all : competitors
annoy me. -- When
any product
is brought to
market, there are two circumstances
which tend
equally to enhance its value : first, that there is
in the nmrket a great abundance
of articles for
which it may be exchanged,
that is, a great abun.
dance of everything;
and second, a great scarcity
of articles of the same product.
Now, neither of
ourselves nor through
the intervention
of laws
and public power, are we able to influence in the
least the first of these circumstances.
Unfortunately universal
plenty can not be produced
by
act of parliament;
it must be obtained
in some
other way; legislators,
customs
officials and restricfion can do nothing toward it. If, then, we
wish artificially
to raise the value of any article,
we must bring our energies to bear on the other
element
in its value.
Here individual
effort is
not quite so powerless.
With laws ad hoc, an
arbitrary
use of power, bayonets, chains and fetters, punishment
and persecution,
it is not impossible to drive out competition,
and to create that
scarcity and artificial increase
in value which is
desired.
This being the condition
of things, it
is easy to understand
what not only can but must
happen in an age of ignorance,
of barbarism,
and
of unrestrained
greed.
Every one turns to the
legislature
and through its intervention
to public
force, demanding
of it the artificial
creation, by
all the means at its disposal, of a scarcity in the
article he produces.
The farmer demands scarcity
of corn, the cattle raiser of cattle, the iron master
of iron, the colonist of sugar, the cloth manufaeturer of cloth, etc., etc.
Each one gives the same
reasons for his demand, and the result is a body of
doctrine which may be called, the theory of _ar.
c/ty, and public force employs
fire and sword to
secure its triumph. -- But, leaving the masses thus
forced to undergo the regimen of universal dearth,
it is easy to comprehend
what a labyrinth the inventors of this scheme get involved in, and what
a terrible retribution
await_ their unscrupulous
rapacity.
It ha_ been shown that as re_rda eacta
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special production there are two elements of value:
first, the scarcity of similar articles; and, second,
the abundance
of all which
are not similar,
Now, we call special attention to this: by the very
fact that the government,
the slave of individual
selfishness, endeavors to realize tile first of these
elements of value, it destroys
the second.
It has
satisfied in succession
the wishes of the farmer,
the cattle raiser, the iron master, the manufacturer, the colonist, by artificially producing
a scarcity of corn, or meat, of iron, of cloth, or of sugar,
but what is that but destroying that generalabuTzda_we which is the second condition of value in
each separate
product.
Thus, after having submitted the community
to actual privation,
which
.¢carcit,y implies, it is discovered
that it has not
succc_ded in catching this shadow, in laying this
spectre, in raising this nominal value, hecau_e by
just so much as the scarcity of the article in question operates in its favor, in the same way the
scarcity of others neutralizes
it. Is it, then, so
h'trd to understand
that the shoemaker,
of whom
we spoke above, should he succeed in destroying,
by a simple wish, all the shoes in existence except
those made by himself,
would
find himself
no
l_._tter off, even from the ridiculous
point of view
of nominal value, if at the _me time, every other
thing against which shoes can be exchanged
became proportionately
scarce?
The only change
would be, that every man, our shoemaker
inchided, would
be worse shod, worse clothed,
worse fed, and worse lodged, even if products
maintained
toward
each other the same relative
value.--It
is necessarily
so. What would
become of society, if injustice,
oppression,
egotism,
greed and ignorance brought no punishment
with
them?
Luckily, it is not possible for afew men,
without its recoiling on themselves,
to turn public
force and the apparatus
of government
to the
profit of prohibitive
legislation, and to check the
universal impulse of humanity
toward abundance,
FP_D]_RIC BAS'rlAT.
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I. Historn:ea/. Polandisa
vastplain,
the centre of which is at Warsaw, on the Vistula,
anti which forms the northwestern
region of a plateau two-thirds larger, bounded by the Baltic sea,
theOder, the Carpathian mountains, the Black Sea,
the Borysthenes and the Dwina.
The boundaries
nt the state of Poland have changed, in a thousand
years, from the belt formed by the tributary rivers
of the Vistula to the circumference
of the whole
plain.
But the eountry
occupied
by the Polish
nation has never extended beyond the Carpathian
mountains
at the south and east.
:No mountains

rope) in the Slavic tribe of the Lecks, estalflished
on the banks of the Vistula at the beginning
of
the middle ages: they are called the Slaves of the
plain.
They annexed to themselves, in course of
time, other Slavic nations, the principal of which
are the Lithuanians,
who occupy to the northeast
of Poland a region of almost eqtml extent; aml tile
lesser Russians, c_tablished
at the c_st and south,
in the countries
called htter Podolia and Galicia.
The aggregate of these nations constituted,
without any considerable
variation, the Polish nationality; but the power of this state extended
in the
west over states almost wholly Germanic;
and in
the southeast
over nations of Turkish or Tartar
origin,
such as the Cossacks
of the Ukrania.
The time of the grealest territorial
extent of Poland was the year 1772. It was then composed
of
four states : Great P_laTut, comprising
Greater
Poland
proper,
Cujavia,
Mazovia
and Western
Prussia;
Little Pobu_d comprising
Little Poland
proper, Podlaquia,
lied Russia, and the Ukraine;
Lithuania,
comprising
Lithuania
pr, per, White
Russia. the Black Russia of Lithuania,
Iamo#tia;
and finally the feudatory
cou_dr&,, that is to say,
the duchy of Courland
and the Pomeranian
districts of Butow aml Lauenburg,
fiefs in the hands
of the king of Prussia.
And it was precisely this
year 1772 which saw the first dismemberment
of
Poland accomplished,
and the political ruin of the
nation precipitated.
The caums which led to the
dimolution
of the most flourishing
state of eastern Europe are now well known.
They may be
summed up in the insufficiency of publk', authority
at the time when Pohmd was surrounded
by three
military states subject to a rigorous centralization.
--The
origin of this anarchy lay primarily
in the
elective character of the king.
The last Piast, a
king of the first dynasty, was able to secure the
throneto
hisnephew
only by allowing thenobility
to force a stipulation upon him by which they arrogatc_l to themmlve.s several prerogatives,
such as
exemption from taxation.
From that time on, the
nobility asserted their right of election, and, after
the extinction of the Jagellons, enforced it. They
swore their king's to the pacts concenht, the basis
of that Polish constitution
by which, to use ¥oltaire's expression, the nobility and the clergy defended their liberty against their king, and took
liberty away from the rest of the nation: "There
the peasant sows not for himself, but for lords, to
whom
tie and his land am| all the labor of his
hands belong, and who can sell him or slay him
with the beasts of the field.
All who are of gentle
blood depend only on themselves.
To try them
in a criminal
matter, a general assembly
of the

traverse Poland, only sandy hills.
In the east
there are marshes; the centre is covered with forests. The soil contains
mineral wealth,
copper,
silver, and the largest mines of rock salt in Europe.
The climate is cold in the north, and ternperate in the south; the soil is everywhere
fertile,
but nothing but wheat is produced. -- The Polish
population
had its origin (independently
of the
Finnish or Turaniaa
elements of pre.historic
Eu-

nation is necessary;
and they can be .arrested only
after having been condemned.
Besides, they are
scarcely ever punished.
Many of the gentry are
poor, and accept service
with
those who are
wealthy; they receive a salary from them, perform
the lowest offices, and prefer to serve their equals
to enriching themselves by trade."
Another p(_uliarity of this constitution
w,_s the famous right of
veto granted to the deputies or nuncios in the diets.
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"'Each
deputy
enjoys the fight which the tribunes of the people had at Rome, of opposing the
laws of the senate.
A single gentleman
who
says, Iprotest,
invalidates
by this one word the
unanimous
resolutions
of tile rest, and ff he departs from the place where the diet is being held,
it must then dissolve.
The remedy provided for
the disorders which arise from this law is more
dangerous
still.
Poland is seldom without two
factions.
Unanimity
in the diets being thus irapossible,
each party forms a confederation,
in
which they decide by a plurality of votes, without any regard to the protests of the minority.
These ax_emhlies, illegal, according
to the laws,
but authorized
by the laws, are held in the king's
name, although
often without
his consent, and
against l!is interests.
When the dis_nsions
are
over, it i_clongs to the general diets to confirm or
to annul the acts of these confederations."
(Voltaire.)
Such a system offered only too easy pretexts and opportunities
for the intervention
of
neighboring
states.
From the beginning of the
elective
kingship
the discord
was such that a
foreign prince was generally
elected king, and
when, at the end of the eighteenth
century, the
throne was given to a Pole, the choice was dierated by foreign
influence.
Russia ruled for
nearly a century in the Polish councils.
Her last
intervention
had for its chief motive to bring
forward the situation
of Russians of the Greek
church, subjects of Poland in the eastern provinces, whose religious
liberty was restricted or
disregarded.
It was Russia which took the principal
part in the military
operations
ag_ainst
Poland,
although
the first idea of the division
appears to have been expressed
by Frederick II.,
king of Prussia. -- The first dismemberment
took
place in 1772. Austria and Prussia signed treaties
with Poland which restored to Russia, Livonia,
Polotsk, Witebsk, Meislaw and 3[insk; to Prussia,
part of Posnanla, Pomerania
and Warnia;
and
to Austria, Galicia and Lodomiria.
Poland, re_iueed to these limits, abolishc_l her ancient gov_ernment, and adopted, by a constitution
copied
from that which France had just voted (1791),
hereditary
royalty, national repre_sentation, with
two houses, the re-establishment
of urban franchise, and the abolition
of serfdom.
But this
_onstitution
having been taxed with illegality by
the confederation
of Tarjowice,
assembled
by
the advice of Catherine lI., and at which the old
sovereignty
of the equestrian order was reclaimed,
the disturbances
which followed this transformation led to the interference of the Russian armies,
and the second partition of Poland (1791), which
took from her half of Lithuania, Posnania, Thorn,
and l)antzie.
Poland rose in arms the following
year, and took part in the European
war, but her
defeat was followed
by the third partition (1794).
A nation can not be all at once suppressed,
especially in modern times, without the conquest
giving ri_ to the protests of the states which
have not shared in the spoliation, and which then
exert themselves
for the re-establishment
of the

dismembered
nation.
Poland was the subject of
two of these at least partial restorations.
The
first was the work of Napoleon
L, who constituted, by tile treaty of Tiisit (1807), as an independent state, at most the ancient country
of
the Leeks, the basin of the Vistula, under the
title of grand duchy of Warsaw.
This territory
was taken almost entire from Prussia, defeated
at Fdedland.
The grand duke was the king of
Saxony.
The constitution of 1792 was preserved,
in form, at all events.
This creation of the grand
duchy
of Warsaw
was dated at Tilsit,
1807;
Pru_ia
had nothing of Poland, but Russia kept
all the cast, and Austria all the south.
The war
with Austria having been renewed,
the Poles
reeonquered
Galicia;
but they were obliged in
1809 to cede a part of it to Russia, by a treaty
approved of by France.
The second restoration
of Poland was the work of Europe, as_mbled
at the congress
of _V'ienna. -- The treaties
of
1815, while keeping
Posnania
for Prussia, and
Galicia for Austria, gave an independent
existence "to the greater portion of Poland, which,
under the name of kingdom of Poland, wmq governed by the emperor of Russia on the principle
of per_mal union.
This kingdom received a constitution, l_ov. 15-27, 1815, by virtue of which
the senate and the chamber of nuncios of the nobility and of deputies of the commons shared m
the legislation.
The chambers had a certain initiatire, and suffrage was established
on a much
broader basis than in the ]_'rer_ch ctw_rtres. The
Roman Catholic religion, professed by the greater
part of the inhabitants of the kingdom of Poland,
was to be the object of the peculiar care of the
government,
without detracting
in any way from
the liberty of other forms of religion, all of which,
without exception, might be practiced freely and
publicly, and enjoy the protection of the government.
Difference in the forms of worship made
no difference
as to the enjoyment
of civil and
political rights.
The senate of the kingdom of
Poland was to have as many bishops of the Roman
Catholic churell as the law should establish palstinates; a bishop of the Greek church had a seat
in it also.
All public administrative
affairs, judicial and military, without exception,
were to be
conducted in the Polish language.
Public places,
both civil anti military,
could be filled only by
Poles.
Cracow, with its suburbs, was alsoeonstituted a republic.
The direction of its affairs was
conducted
by a senate, and the legislative power
by an a_sembly of representatives,
(Constitution
of May 3, 1815.)
But a commission appointed by
the three joint powers decided everything.
-- The
system established
by the constitu_tion of 1815,
upon a more liberal basis tlran the charters of that
period, and the application
of which would not
have been without difficulty under a national dynasty, was naturally still more precarious in a
country lately conquered,
and the dependence of
which was but slightly disguised by the so-called
system of persontd un/cn.
From this time on,
Poland saw the possibility of liberty only in came
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plete separation,
and sought it in four insurreetions, the failure of which each time aggravated
the situation of the country.
The first took place
in 1830, and was crushed
the year following
in
the battle of Ostrolenka
and the capture of Warsaw.
The Russian government
adopted a series
of measures
to efface the Polish nationality,
the
principal of which were the abolition of judicial
power in Lithuania and Ruthenia,
the suppres._ion
of Catholic churches, forced conversions,
the education of the children in the Russian religion (in
Poland as well as in Lithuania),
the substitution
of the Russian language for the Polish in public
documents
and in the schools, the transportation
to St. Petersburg
of the library
of Warsaw, the
forced enrollment
of Poles in the Russian army,
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which was accorded
to the confederate
states
of America,
was not granted
to them.
After
the suppression
of this last insurrection,
Poland
lost even the nominal existence
which had been
conceded to her by virtue of the treaties of 1815;
she was incorporated
into the Russian empire.
and in 1867 the very name of Poland
digappeared; there remain, administratively
at least,
only the ten western governments
of the empire.
J. I)_ B. -- II. Gener#_ ConM,der_tioT_s. The Polish question is at once easy to state, and difficult
to solve.
We have to do with a nation whose
territory and independence
have been taken away,
which has fought with heroism and perseverance
to recover those inestimable
possessions,
which
has been conquered,
and has suffered martyrdom

their transportation
to the Caucastm, the eonflscarather than abjure its rights.
This is _he statetion of their goods, the inquisition
of officials in
ment of the question;
what will be the ,solution
families, and the transportation
and forced enroll
of it? Russia, Austria, Prussia, will nevdr restore
ment of children.
A large number of Poles emithe provinces which they have taken; that appears
grated, either to other European
countries, printo us certain.
Let any one ask no matter what
eipally France and England,
or to the republic
country
to cede a part of its territory
without
of Cracow, on the faith of its constitution.
The
"previous
and just indemnity,"
and the answer
Austro- Prusso- Russian commission,
which
had
would be the same.
Only a war can bring about
held the town since 1815, and which had the letter
the re.establishment
of Poland;
but unless exof the treaties in its favor, exacted their expulsion
tmordinary
circumstances
should arise to aid its
from the senate, and, as the senate refused to
liberators, success would be too doubtful for any
obey, took their expulsion upon itself.
The accu- _ one willingly to run the risks of an aggression. -mulation of resentment
burst out in a revolution
[ Many persons believe that there is an interest, if
ing all Poland, delegated
authority
to a dictatorreconstruction
of Poland
on the banks of the
ship of five, who prcelaimed,
at Cracow, on the
Vistula.
But as this Polnnd would be. intended
22d of February,
the national government
of the
as a barrier against Russia, the latter would spend
Polish republic.
The movement
extended everyher la_t rouble and her last man rather than perwhere,years
and was
everywhere
out in blood;
establishment,
in this
the
some
afterward
(1846). crushed
Associations
cover- I mit
not its
European,
at least and
French
and emergency
German. in the
it was then that the massacre
of the Poles in
government
would find the Russian nation ready
Galicia took place, by peasants of Russian origin,
for any sacrifice.
The interest of Prussia and
whom the Austrian government
was accused of
of Austria is open fo discussion:
but, however
having excited
to the deed, and which it at all
threatening
Russia may appear to them, these two
events did not restrain.
The republic of Cracow
powers
wil_ always think that the portions of
was suppressed,
and Austria, Prussia and Russia"
Poland which they have annexed will be more
signed, on the 6th of November,
a treaty which
useful to them as provinces
than as allies.
In
incorporated
Cracow with Austria.
France and
view of these di_culties,
we will not venture any
England
entered a protest,
for form's sake.
A
prophecy as to the future of Poland.
It is, howthird insurrection
took place in 1848, and was
ever, self-evident
that the efforts of a handful of
quelled the same year.In 1861 the Russian
brave men will not suffice to vanquish
the nugovernment
_emed
to wish to adopt free institumerous and well-disciplined
battalions
of Russia.
tions in Poland.
A council of state or of adminisEnthusiasm
will not supply the place of numbers,
tration, and councils of districts and of municipaland neither Poland nor civilization
has an_hing
ities, wereinstituted;theuseofthePolishlanguage
to gain from a rising, the resultof
which mnst
in o_cial documents was permitted,
and the right
seem like suicide. -- We can not leave this subof petition recognized.
It is certain that the na- jcet without drawing from the history of Poland
tionai agronomical
society carried its labors beyond
the political lesson which it contains.
And firstly,
the object for which it was established;
it was
the ei_tive system, applied to royalty, has borne
dissolved, as well as the urban delegations.
The
such sad fruit on the banks of the Vistula. that it.
fourth insurrection
was thenceforth
fully resolved
would forever be exmdemned if men profited by
upon; it lasted until 1868 and 1864, and was, like
the lessons of history.
Resides. it is known that.
the previous ones, reduced by force.
France and
Germany herself has not had too much reason to
England interposed
by diplomatic
notes, to the
be satisfied with her "elective
empire," although
legality and conclusions
of which the Russian
it was during several centuries
elective only i_
government took exceptions;
the interveningpowform.
Republics
will continue
to replace their
ers did not pttsh any further
the measure which
.chief magistrates
periodically,
and at short interhad encouraged
the Poles without giving them
vals, but monarchies
will remain hereditary.
It
any real support;
the character
of belligerents,
is true that Poland called herself a repub/@.-

Then, the ltberum veto, the unanimity required fQr
the choice of a king and in other cases, rendered
all regular decision impossible.
This requirement
,could not be in any way justified.
At the present
day, sovereign powers alone maintain such a requlrement,
which may be sustained
to a certain
extent by sta{es coming freely together in conference,
but h&s its inconveniences
even in a
confederacy;
it is necessary that in the greater
number of cases the majority should prevail.
A
small number of pe.rsons, filled with the desire of
_oming
to an unders'tanding,
succeed at l_st in
agreeing
by a series of compromises.
States assembled in conference
a_ rarely numerous, while
Poland had 40,000 nobles with the right to vote;
:how could they agree?
It is easily understood
that with this multitude of petty sovereigns ansrchy should have found its way into the country
and excited the covetousness
of its neighbors
We have no intention
of extenuating
what is
odious in the act of partition, by saying that the
Poles provoked
it by the unintelligent
or_nizaiion of their government.
The thief can not be
declared innocent because the owner neglected to
shut his door, but the owner has none the less
himself
to blame. _But
if these mistakes have
had such terrible results to the victims of them,
the states which took part in the spoliation
have
felt the consequences of their unjust act; and it is
not impossible
that they may yet suffer further
from it, for moral evil is nearly always followed
by a series of troubles.
(See _ATIONALITIES,
LAw OF ; RUSSL_.)
MAUR_CE BLOCX.
POLICE.
By the term police, we here mean the
coercive power of the state in the domain of home
administration.
:Morality, on the other hand, is the
rule, the dictate of duty in the conscience of the
individual,
over his will, and the free action of
_hat will.
This rule or supremacy can be founded only on the freedom of the individual.
It is a
fact of psychic life which can not be produced by
<mtward coercion,
hut, at the same time, which
can not be prevented.
Since power, in the sense
in which the term is used in this article, can exercise only external
compulsion,
it follows that
it has not the means of directly influencing
the
morality
of individuals.
It may prevent individuais from doing certain definite acts, a_d by
threats of penalty compel the individual
to perform certain public duties; but it is unable to create or transform the sentiment
from which the

come moral in the state and through the state.
Plato and Aristotle, different as their doctr.ines of
the state are in other points, agreed with the then
prevailing opinion, thitt the state should regulate
both the inner and the outward life of its citizens,
in order to guide them toward the highest good,
to morality.
In the legislation of the ancients the
law, as a consequence,
encroached on the domain
of morality,
and the codes of law which subjected individuals
most to guardian.ship
in this
matter, in order to educate
them in morality,
were those that enjoyed the highest reputation.
(Cf..Hermann,
LehTb_h
der Grg_h Pl_vat_12erthz_mer, 2d ed., 1870, p. 473, etc. ; Sch6mann,
Griech A_rthfzme_r,
3d ed., 1871, vol. i., p. 113,
etc. ; FuStcl.de Coulanges, Le cit_ ant_'que, p. 281,
etc.)-- The Roman law was the first to assume an
independent attitude in relation to morality,
and
to frame itself in accordance
with its own laws.
But the Roman state not only demanded of the
citizen that he should live according to law, and
perform all his te_l duties, it also expected the
citizen, by his moral private life, and a wellregulated
private household,
to contribute
to
the well-being of the community.
Any one, who
through immoral conduct injured his own worth
as _ citizen, and, as a member of the common.
wealth, injured the community,
did not, therefore,
violate the law, but he exposed himself to reproof
by the state, and forfeited his political honor, because he had failed to fulfill his moral obligations
toward the state.
In the public census, that oCcurred every fifth year, the censors were required
not only to examine into the rights of the citizens,
their capacity
for taxation,
and beating arms ;
they were also required to subject the moral con.
duct of individuals
to a thorough investigation,
and, without any legal restraint, they might inflict the not_ of infamy on any citizen who had
done anything
"contrary
to public
morality,
and contrary to the interests of. the community."
The delinquent,
according to his rank, was then
either expelled from the t_r_,
or, if sfu_s, condemned
to lose his horse, or to be deprived of
his seat in the senate.
The censorial _,
which
had to be ratified
by both censors, renmlned
valid only until the expiration
of the lu_t_n,
that is, until the period of the next census.
(Cf
Mommsen
R_
_sr_:/tt,
2d ed., 1877,
vol. ii., p. 363, etc.)
This remarkable
institution of moral censorship
may not have been
able to render the Romans
more moral, but it

supremacy of the dictates of duty over the will of
man springs.
For moral freedom
is a domain
inaccessible
to the police power.
This cardinal
truth has made its way to full recognition,
only
slowly.
Only in modern
times has the state
refused
to make its subjects moral by means of
public ordinances
and prohibitions,
and by the
enforcement
of compulsory
police measures.
In
the ancient world, and chiefly among the Greeks,
the conviction
prevailed,
that the stste should
assume the task of educating
the individual
in
morality,
and that the individual
could only be-

certainly
contributed
to strengthen the sense of
civil honor, and, for a limited time at least, it was
able to oppose a barrier to the outward dec_y of
morality.
The censorship
perished
under the
empire, and the imperial penal laws against iramorality and luxury prov_
inadequate
_ubstitutes for the cs_sure, which, "' by the magnitude
of its power,
boundlessness
of its arbitrm, iness,
its lofty moral nobleness, and local patriotic egotism, was a genuine expression of the Rom,m republic."
(Mommsen,
vol. ii., p. _7.)_
Duri_
the middle ages the prevailing
theory of the
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church assigned to the state the task of employing
because such acts either injure, or threaten to inits political power in the execution
of ecclesiastijure, the goods, which are under the legal protecca/ decrees, and of compelling
the observance
tion of the state.
It is only external acts, thereof the moral precepts sanctioned
by the church,
fore, which belong to the police supervision
of the
But, at that time, by reason of the inconsiderable
state, and not morality or immorality of intention.
part taken by the state in legislation and in inter- --Acts
proceeding from an immoral character or
nal administration,
it was only in isolated cases
intention, followed
by injury to goods protected
and unsystematicaUy
that the state could underby the law, draw after them legal consequences,
take the task assigned it by the church.
Not till
which are determined by the different parts of the
the closeof the middle agesdid the public authorlaw, p-.lrticularly by the criminal or penal law.
ities, in an unsystematic
manner, it is. true, begin
The object of police regulations
for the public
extensively
to oppose immorality
by threats of s_urity
is the prevention
of these violations of
punishment, and to remove certain immoral exthe law.
Police regulations
in the interest of
erescene_
in isolated cases.
Laws were enacted
morality,
on the contrary,
concern themselves
against luxury, cursing and swearing, excessive
only with those acts which of themselves
are not
drinking,
against beggary,
and the keeping of an injury to interests recognized by the law, to
concubines.
In Germany the imperial police regproperty, etc. ; which do not eve.n always expose
ulations of the sixteenth
century present a long
such interests to injury; but which, by the spread
and varied series of police regulations and prohiand encouragement
of an immoral character in
bitions, which were afterward
kept up, and still
the community,
are apt to cause injury or expose
farther extended in the other German states by
to danger the goods of individuals or of the cornlegislation.
When, later, in the eighteenth
eenmunity.
Police regulations
in the interests of
tury, enlightened despotism had attained to power,
morality, therefore, are not aimed at the immoral
governments,
by a close supervision
of the subintention itself, but at the spread and encouragejects of the state, and by the legislative regulation
ment of the immoral character;
and even in this
of their private life, did their best to lead them, if case only when such spread and encouragement
not to morality,
a_ least to temporal well-being,
threatens
injury
to legally
protected
interests.
Without
recognizing
the moral freedom
of the
It hence results, that the sphere of such regulations
individual,
active police legislation sought to subin the modern state is a very narrow one, and that
ject the whole life and endeavors of individuals
it is confined to a limited number of external irato regulations.
Only since the close of the past
moral acts.
And, as these
regulations
do not
ond the beginning of this century has a more coroppose immorality
because immoral,
but because
rect understanding
of the true nature of morality
it is the cause of injury to the community,
it
- and of moral freedom begun to exert its influence
follows that the legal provisions
of states in the
on the legislation and administration
of the state,
matter of public morality will be different in difBy degrees the police laws, which interfered with
fercnt states, according
as the prevalence of such
the private life of the subject, not with a view of injury is greater
or less.
The diversity
of the
preventing violations of the law, or to protect the
stages of culture, of the character,
of the customs
community
from danger, but sqlely to compel the
and economic conditions
in different nations, proindividual to greater morality or economical
foreduces a ttiversity in the police regulations relating
sight, were expressly
abrogated,
or fell into cornto morality.
The objects with which police reguplate oblivion for want of enforcement.
The state I lations in the interests of morality are chiefly conat last came to understand
that it must refuse to earned, are drunkenness,
gambling and sexual proendeavor to educate its citizens
morally by the
fligacy.
In recent times thee
regulations
have
employment of coercive means, and that it should
rightly been extended so as to make them cover
promote their moral education
by aiding the
cruelty to animals.--I.
Drunkenness.
The indulwhole economic
and intellectual
culture of the
gcnce in intoxicating
beverages,
which is to be
people in so far as that culture requires the aid of found among almost all nations of the past and
the state.
The state has further understood,
that
of the present, is not in itself immoral,
but bein itself immorality
is not punishable,
because the
comes immoral when, through excess, it _egins
state can pass judgment only on external acts and
to exert an injurious
effect on the body and
behavior, not on things which belong to the inner
on the mind.
Man then undermines
his bodily
p_ychic life of m_n. An act in itself is neither
and his mental powers, in order to afford a toomoral nor immoral; it is moral or immoral only in mentary gratification
to the senses.
But in so
so far as the disposition
or intention, whose outfar as the individual,
by excessive indulgence
ward expression it is, is moral or immoral.
The
in intoxicating
beverages,
in_ures only himself,
state is justified
in opposing,
and obliged to it is not the duty of the state to interfere with
oppose, and, when possible, _o prevent, immoral
him.
The state is not bound to relieve its adult
acts, only in so far as such acts are an injury to subjects
of their moral responsibility,
nor to
the goods of individuals
or of the community
pro- protect them against the consequences
of their
tected by the state, or when there is danger that
own individual
immorality.
But when drunkimmoral acts may cause such injury.
In such
enness no longer appears as an isolated phenomcases the state interferes, not because the intenenon; when, over the whole people, or over any
riot, from which the acts proceed, is immoral, but
single class of the population, it a_erts its

able power, its injurious effects are not limited to
the individual who is its slave, but are felt by the
family, by society, and by the state, and it _hnper.
iis the very foundations of the family, and the life
of the state.
Recent investigations
have proved
that executive indulgence
in intoxicants not only
acts injuriously
on the organism, that it not only
increases the liability to sickness, and increases the
mortality of drinkers, but also, that through the
influence of alcoholism, many symptoms of degeneracy are transmitted to offspring.
Although the
statistical dat_ are here somewhat defective, it is
an incontestable
fact, that tile drunkenness
of parents transmits to their progeny the tendency to
a number of serious disea._s, under which the
latter sooner or later succumb.
The destruction
of family life, caused by alcoholisrn, and thecffect_
of habitual parental drunkenness
on the children,
can not be shown" statistically,
but these effects
are so manifest
that statistics
are superfluous,
The consequences
of intemperance
extend far beyond the family circle, when it has become a vice
of the nation, or of any class of society.
There is
no doubt whatever that intemperance
is a fruitful
source of the increase of crime and of criminals,
" Poverty,
ignorance,
sensuality,
irreligion
and
immorality are greatly favored by alcoholism, and
proportionately
diminished bythe temperate habits
of the people."
In thi_ sense alcoholism very perceptibly influences the increase of crime•
We are
convinced
that drunkenness
and alcoholism
render man inclined to commit unlawful acts, which
differ according to time, place and circumstances;
because under their influence he is unable to control any transient impulse of the will, and can not
subject it, as when he is sober, to the control of
the judgment•
It is a truth that, with the increase of intemperance
and of drunkards--which

alcohol, we poese_
statistical proof showing the
influence of intemperance in'producing crime. On
the other hand, we lack sufficient data to show the
precise influence of intemperance
on the number
of those who claim public assistance.
In spite of
this absence of statistical proof, we may safely
assume that in numerous cases pauperism has its
source in the intemperance
of the a_sisted individual, or of his parents.
The cause of pauperism lies in the disturbance of domestic economic conditions.
The lo_ of bodily and intellectual
power renders it impossible, or at least extremely
difficult, for the person impoverished
by internperance to rehabilitate
himself. --In this way intemperance exercises highly injurious
effects on
family and national life, as well as on the state.
We must accordingly
regard it as the duty of
the state to protect itself against the dangers by
which it is threatened
from intemperance.
In
several countries
the efforts of society,
unsupported by the state, have been able, for a time at
least, to stop the progress of intemperance.
Thus,
the temperance
and total abstinence societies it,
the United States and Great Britain have exercised
a beneficent
influence•
In the year 1808 a ternperance society was founded at Moreau, in the
state of New York, but it failed of any marked
success.
But a temperance
society, which was
finally established
in 1827, and whose members
pledged
themselves
to total abstinence
from all
alcol_oUc beverages, rapidly gained a vast numbet of adherents.
In 1828 there had been formed
280 temperance
societies, with 30,000 members;
in 1835 the number of the societies had increased
to 8,04)0, with 1,500,000 members.
More than
4,000 whisky distilleries
were closed, and more
than 8,000 merchants
had given up the traffic in
spirits•
In recent times, however, these temper-

is not altogether identical with the increase of the
consumption
of alcohol in general--the
number of
crimes and of c]iminais
also increases.
And in
this opinion all those ag-ree who are best acquainted with the lives of criminals,
to wit, the judges
and magistrates of all countries. _ We certainly
must not here overlook the fact, that a number of
crimes, committed
by drunkards or in a state of
drunkenness,
would probably have been committe_, even if the perpetrators had not been addicted
to drink; still, it is certain that intemperance
and
drunkenness
in very many instances are the elemerit but for the presence of which these crimes
would not have been committed. --As
to the numher of drunkards among prisoners, and the numher of crimes committed under the'influence
of

ance societies
ha_e decreased.
In England, the
first temperance
society was established in 1829.
In that country, above all, the teetotal temperance society, established
in 1835, had a large
membership,
while in 1840, and subsequently,
Father Mathew, both in Ireland and in England,
gained honorable distinction in his warfare against
intemperance.
At present there exist in Great
Britain
many large
societies,
with
abundant
means at their command,
among which the uational temperance
league seems to be the most
important•
In Germany, beginning with the year
1838, and chiefly in Prussia, Hanover, Oldenburg,
etc., several temperance
societies were formed,
which, in spite of violent opposition,
gained a
large number of adherents.
Nevertheless,
after
1846, the activity of these societies daily diminished; m_st of them ultimately dissolved, and the
few that have survived
until the present, have
dragged out a sickly existence.
The history of

* B/tr,

p. 84_, etc.

According

to B_tr (p. 848),

the

most

ex-

perienced judges, magistratesand prison officials in England
have declared, that three-fourths to four-fllths of all crimes
are the result of intemperance. In the year 1877,before a
parliamentary committee, nineteen prison superintendents
and clergymen stated that the number of prisoners who
wete v|ctims of intemperance amounted to 60-90per cent. of
all c_rjmt_n&l@
(p. _414). In Germany, according to Bltr _p.
M), in the year 1875, of 3_,8_7 prisoners, there were 18,706
drunkarde (41.7 per cent.), 7,269 occasional drinkers (_2.1
per ee_t..), and 6_487habitual _
(19.6per cent.),

these associations
in Germany proves that the action of society does not suffce for the suppression
of intemperance.
Hence, eventhesuccesafulsocierie8 in England and the United States hgve _elt
the necessity of invoking
the aid of the state, of
the police and o_f t]_ |e_atllre.
The _
M
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refu_e
to grant
this sid.
the legislator
sh<mld" bear in
the task of the state
to make
It should
only seek, as far as
society
from the damage,
and

9(_)

Still, in granting
it,
m_nd that
it is not
h_dividuals
moral
possible,
to protect
prevent
the injury.,

The
adoption
of the
so-called
"police
hour"
(closin_g time) has also proved
a means
to prevent
the spread
of intemperance,
by restricting
the
sale of intoxicants
to certain
hours.
The legislatures of several
states of the Union
have resorted

caused
by intemperance.
To this end, the state
may put obstacles
in the way
of temptation
to
intemperance,
and, by the imposition
of suitable
penalties,
oppose
the spread
of intemperance.
-The most important
means
at the command
of
the state,
to oppose
the temptation
to intemperance, is the limitation
and surveillance
of drinking places,
and of the retail
trade in spirits.*--

to still
more
effective
measures.
Through
the
influence
of the temperance
societies
in the state
of Maine,
a law was passed,
which
forbids
the
sale of all intoxicating
drinks,
with the exception
of cider
and native
wime.
In the years
following, Maine's example
was imitated
by many other
states,
which
subsequently
revoked
the prohibition.
Experience
has
shown
that the
state
is
unable
to enforce
a law of this kind, and that the
real good which
it may effect is more
than eoun-

The general economic

principle,

that the production

ac-

commodates itself to the demand for the article produced, is
incorrect
as the
of drinking
retail tradein so
In far
spirits
arenumber
concerned,
for the places
reason and
that the
the
temptations to intemperance are increased by the frequency,
convenience
and cheapne_ of the opportunities offered for
thegrat£flcstlonofthetaC_e/orintoxican_.
Wbere taverns or
"saloons"
and the retail trade in spirits are completely free
the number of taverns, etc., is not proportioned to the want,
but to the power of resistance of the people to the decire
for a_rong drink. The le_ this power for reoistance is, the
greater
be the numberspread.
of "saloons,"
andreason
the more
idly
willwillintemperance
For this
the rapre.
tailing of spirituous hquors ha_ in all
to police regulations, and where thece
abolished, a epeedy return to severer
sary. theIn license
England canthebepublic
and
granmdhouses
only

terbalanced
by the hypocrisy
and demoralization
which
it causes.
In other
states of the Union

an

effort
has been made to turn the saloon
keepers
themselves
into instruments
to oppose
intemperanC_, by rendering
them
liable
for all the consequences
of intemperance.
It is provided,
that
any one who by the sale of intoxicants
shall have
caused
the drunkenness
of another,
shall
be responsible
for the injury
which
the drunkard,
his

states been subjected
regu_tions have been
on_m has been neceshavea permanent
to be licensed,
by
com-

family,
etc., may have suffered
in their property,
means of subsistence,
or in their persons.
In England (Law of 1872, art. 3), in France
(Law of Jan.
23, 1878, art. 4), in Sweden
(Law of 1869, § 29).

mittee of the Justices of thepeaceof
the county, or of the
city, and must be renewed every year. The hcense is
granted only for one definite public house, on which a
laid.29, 1851.
(Laws a of
1828 or
andinn
1872.)
France,only
by
aspecial
decreetax
of m
Dec.
tavern
can beInopened
by virtue of a license, issued by the prefect.
The prefect
may close a tavern, from motives of public security, or be-

and
in The
Netherlands
(Law
of June,
1881,
art. 17), it is forbidden
to publicans
to sell intoxicant8
to indi_iduals
already
drunk,
or to minors
under the age of sixteen.
_ Finally,
the state may
threaten
the excesses
of intemperance
with
punishment.
In Germany,
the penal
law of the era-

cause the keeper thereof has been sentenced for a transgression
the regulations
his tra_c.
Theanprefects
are ofinstructed
to grantgoverning
new licenses
only after
extremely carefal exmnlnation into the character of the person
and of the demand, and to close a public ho,_ ss soon as

pire punishes
by imprisonment
all persons
who
abandon
themselves
to drink to such a degree
that
they
fall into a condition
such
that they
must
appeal
to the authorities
for their own support,
or

the keeper
has police
becomeregulations.
guilty of even
the sma/lesz
transgression
of the
(Ministerial
Circular
of
March 6, 187'2.) A peculiar ,_ystem. and one worthy of
attention, prevails in Sweden and Norway.
in Sweden the
laws of 1857 and 1869 prowded, that m every parieh the
number of taverns should be determined
by boards cooperating with the parish authorities, and that they should
be leased to the highest bidder.
In 1865 there was formed,
in the city of Gothenburgh a Joint stock company, which
red,ted all the taverns in the city, with a view to limiting the retailing of spirituous liquors and opposing intemperance.
All the profits of the business, by the bylaws of the society, go to the treasury of the parish. The
highly favorable results obtained by this cornimnycansod
societies of the same kind to be formed in many other cries,
In
year 1871.
in Norway, aystem
a similar was
law introduced
was enacted,there.
and
the the
mycalled
Gothenburgh

for the sustenance of those whom they naturally
are obliged to support.
By virtue of this law
the police
authorities
may also obtain
the power
to place the sentenced
person,
at the expiration
of
his punishment,
for two years
in a workhouse,
or

This system, however, has its _tdvantages;
for a great
number Qt' secret dri_z, ing places were opened, at_ the

ishment
on him.

p_lice but seldom succeeded m suppressi_
them. In Germany
of June
taverus,anasordinauce
well as the
retail 21,186@,
trade In makes
brandy l-.hebnsine_of
and spzrit_, dependent on the ob_g
of a license.
The license, however, can be denied: l, when there _a reason to believe that
the
asking itdrinking,
|a likely gambling,
to abuse i_orfor
encour_8- 2,
mentperson
of exce_ve
of the
zrnmorahtyl

states, as well as the legislation of Sweden (Penal
Codeof
Feb. 16, 1864, §15),
of England
(Lawof
187_, art. 12), of France
(Law
Qf Jan. 23, 1873),
of Austria
(Law of July
19, 1879, valid
only in
Galicia
and Bukowina),
of The Netherlands
(Law

hen the place tutcnded for the _zade, by reason of its poelt_on, etc., does not satisfy the requ_nents
of the police,
When zt is net co'atrary to rectorial
laws, the territorml
ad_oi_us
may make the permismon to retail intox_n_sdepen_ton
proof of act,u] public demand.
Ttxmi_
e case m Prn--_-_- SaxonY_ Mecklenburg, Brunswick. 8az_
_eimnge_
_g-Got_
Saxe-_,
Renss and
133
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Of 1881, art. 22, 28), go still further,
with punishment
all who arc found
the street, or in other public places,

to employ
him in works
of public
utility.
But
even
these
provisions
may
not prove
sufficient.
Under
these laws the interposition
of the state does
not take place before
the drunkard
has reached
such a degree
of moral depravity
that his cure is
impossible.
The sojourn
in a workhouse,
moreover, is but seldom
favorable
to the improvement
of the habitual
drunkard,
and the threat of puncan scarcely
produce
any deterrent
effect
The penal police laws in severalGerman

and threaten
in taverns,
in
in a condition

Schaumburg.Lippe.
Nevertheless,
the ordinance caused
n_table ln_
_ tkc n_cr
of retail ahol_ for the eais of
intoxicant.
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of evident or scandalous intoxication. -- The state
a pecuniary fine of from 300 to 6,000 marks, with
can also, in an indirect way, effc_t a diminution
the loss of certain civil rights, may also be inof the use of intoxicants,
by raising the price of flieted on them.
If the person sentenced
is a
whisky,
etc., the most injurious of all, by taxaforeigner
the police authorities
may expel him
tion.
Still, in the warfare against intemperance,
from the federal territory. -- Provided
the above
this expedient
does not deserve to have the iraregulations are respected,games,
and even games of
portance attached to it which it has enjoyed,
hazard, are not forbidden in the German empire.
Experience
has thus far shown that the taxation
As in tile c_L_e of the drunkard, the gambler is
of whisky,
etc., which exceeds a certain limit,
threatened
with punishment
by the penal code
has only ruinous consequences, because it leads to of the empire when his ease is analogous to the
fraud, and efforts to evade the law; it favors
drunkard's.
When sentenced to imprisonment,
the secret consumption
of whisky, and cans, es a the police authorilies may be empowered
to send
diminution
in the revenues
of the state.
All
him, at the expiration of his term of punishment,
these measures owe their origin to the opinion that
to a workhouse
for two y_rs, or to employ him
intemperance
is a vice when public, and that it in works of common utility. -- III. Prostitua'_.
must be combated by the state, by _ason
of its
Changed ideas in reference 1o the attitude of the
dangers to the community.
Careful observations
state toward immorality
are nowhere so evident
and investigations,
however,
have demonstrated
as in the legal treatment
of sexlml profligacy.
that intemperance,
when it reaches a certain deWhile from the seventeenth
century
until the
grce, beeom_
a real disease, which destroys the
middle of the eighteenth
the state declared all
empire of reason over the will to such an extent
sexual immorality
punishable,
and threatened
it
that its victim becomes unable to resist his passion
with heavy punishments,_- since that time, chiefly
for strong drink.
But experience has shown that
owing to the influence of Beccaria, the opinion
in many cases a cure of the disease can be effected
has prevailed that sexual immorality
should be
by skillful professional
treatment, and through a treated as a crime only when it is accompanied by
complete
denial to the patient of all alcoholic
the violation of a legally protected right; but that
drinks._--LI.
(7_zmbh'_.
The eeonomicand
mor- the state should not punish immorality as such.
al evils produced by a love for gambling among
The police of public morality should, according to
a people are so evident that they require no proof,
this view, oppose only seduction, and the public
The state does not assume the task of freeing the
scandal caused by immorality.:_
Modem penal
individual
from the passion or vice of gambling,
codes in the main adopt this view, as does also
but it is its duty to oppose open temptations
to the penal code of the German empire.
There are,
gambling, and, above all, not to induce its citizens
however, certain exceptional
crimes against chasto engage in games of hazard.
In states also which
tity which involve no violation of a legally profrom financial motives do not believe themselves
tected right, but which are punished, even when
able to abolish the state lotteries, as in Italy, Austhere can be no question of public scandal.
To
tria and in several German states, there is no doubt
these exceptions
belong the unnatural crimes of
as to the injury done by such institutions.
In the
sodomy, etc.
Leaving these exceptions
out of
German empire the legislature has, by the followconsideration,
the state proceeds
against sexual
ing provisions, sought to prevent open temptations
incontinence,
which does not violate a legally
to gambling.
1. Public gambling houses shall neiprotected right, such as the freedom and honor of
ther be licensed nor tolerated.
On Dec. 31, :t872,
the person, the family, etc., only from motives of
the last houses of the kind that existed in Getorder.
But moral police reasons are not here the
many were closed under the law of July 1, 1868.
only controlling ones. It is well known that syph2. Public lotteries and public raffling of movable
ills, which preys on the very marrow of nations,
or immovable goods can take place only with the
has been propagated chiefly by sexual profligacy.
permission of the authorities
(Penal Code of the
Even if it be no concern of the state to protect
Empire, § 286); the law also forbids the sale or individuals ag_dnst the injurious consequences
of
offer of tickets in foreign lotterit_, unless allowed
by the government of the country.
3. Only the
'r In the middle ages theehurch used to punish every kind
authorities
can permit games of hazard on the
of unchastity as an ecclesiastic transgression, but it is
known how widespread sexual profligacy was in the middle
high road (street, square), or in a public place or ages among the clergy and laity, and how openly it was
inn.
Inn keepers who permit games of hazard in
practiced. Loose women were notonlytolerated, but public
their places, or connive at such games played
brothels were considered necessary institutions in a city.
secretly,
are also liable to punishment.
4. The
They frequently were the property of the lords of the country or city; they were lcssed out by them, or kept for them
business of games of hazard for purposes of gain is by brothel masters or mistresses whom they appointed.
forbidden,
and may be severely punished.
PerPrivate brothels were licensed, and stood under the protecsons violating
these laws are punished
by ira- tion of public authority, but had to pay certain taxes. In
prisonment for a term of two years; besides which
most German cities brothels had to be tolerated under
police supervision, and the laws against simple prostitution,
as a rule, remained void of effect.
• To this effect, asylums for the inebriate were established
¢ In Gernmnyit was mainly the work of Cells (m crimes
in the United States (in 1857 in Boston), asylums in which and transgressions in the matter of unchm_ty (17_), that
cures are frequently effected. It has been claimed that in paved the way for the opinion that simple incontinence,
the asylums in the United States cures have been effected in which appears only as vice, without offending the righta of
per cent. of the ca_s.
others, or creating public ecandal, is not puuislmble.
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immorality,itmust be remembered that syphilis vantages than advantages to the community. -does not confineitsravages to those who have There is no need here of closelyexamining the
brought it upon themselves by theirprofligacy, question,whether or not sanitarypolicerequires
It may be transmitted in various other ways thc toleration
and strictsupervisionof brothels;
(particularly
through wet-nurses to infants)
and but,ifitdoes,thereexistsinprinciplenoobjection
by inheritanceitbequeaths destructionto future againstit,from the point of view of the police
generations. Here, public moral policemust go of publicmorality.JrSimple sexualincontinence
hand in hand with sanitarypolice.--The state may not be forbiddenby the state,but the state
ehould seeto it,that the moral sense of the peo- should oppose the trade in unchastity by loose
ple,and publicdecorum, are not outraged by in- women; forthereresulttherefrom great dangers
decent public exhibitions.The following,there- both to health and public morality.-- Prostitufore,should be punished: I, persons who cause tion as a trade leadseasilyto seduction,which
public scandal by indecentacts;2, persons sell- issocially
dangerous,and to the causing of pubing indecentwritings,picturesor drawing, who
licscandal; and, on the other hand, it favors
distribute
them, or who exhibitor affixthem in the spread of syphilis.The penal code of the
places frequented
by the public; 3, fornication,
Gernmn empire therefore forbids the trade of proswhen it causes a public scandal.
The state should
titution to women who are not subject to police
punish, not only treacherous
inducements
to in- supervision,
and punishes prostitutes
under police
<:ontinence or to unchastity
when accompanied
supervision
if they neglect the regulations
of the
by the violation of particular
duties, and the sepolicc that havc been made in the intcrest of health,
duction of minors, or girls under sixteen, but also
of public order and public decorum. -- The task
seduction when it assumes a character dangerous
of the police regulations
in the interest of public
to the interests of the community.
It is not the
morality is, accordingly,
to suppress all prostituduty of the state to make the individual
moral,
tion that seeks to escape police supervision,
and,
or to protect her against temptations
to immorthrough
proper police regul'.ations and their enality; but it should endeavor
to prevent all acts
forcemcnt,
to bring it about that vice should
of immorality
calculated
to poison family life
not escape the ob_urity
which alone bescems
and the life of the nation.
The law, therefore,
it. The task of _nitary
police, while seeking
rightly punishes
procurers
or panders, that is, the
to prevent
the spread of syphilis through
prosintentional
enticement,
of others
to unchastity,
titution,
is more difficult.
Dancing
"' saloons'"
Still, it is very questionable
to what extent the
should also be subjected
to speci.d police superstate should declare panders punishable.
In this
vision, as they frequently
lead to seduction
and
matter the provisions
of law in different countries
incontinence,
and to the disturbance
of public
are very different.
In France (Code p_nal, art.
pesce and order.--IV.
Cruelty to A_iraals.
The
334), habitual
panderage
is punished
only when
state interferes
to prevent cruelty to animals, in
it facilitates the seduction of minors; but, accordorder to prevent the moral sense of the people
ing to the penal code of the Oerman
empire,
those persons are punished
for panderage
who,
habitually
or from motives
of gain, through
their mediation, or through the affording of opportunities, promote
unchastity.
According
to this,
the keeping of loose women in brothels for purposes of prostitution
is punishable.
But it is
questionable
whether
this prohibition
can be recShelled with the requirements
of sanitary police,
Sanitary police, which must prevent
the spread
of syphilis, can only perform this task by subjecting to a strict control all women who carry on
prostitution
as a trade.
This control is unquestionably facilitated when ordinary prostitution,
in
the larger cities at least, is confined to relatively
few brothels,
and when the police seek to suppress all prostitution
outside of these houses.
It
is not proper to assume that the state acts contrary
to duty when it tolerates houses of prostitution,
for it has not to combat vice as such, but only to
react against the spread of incontinence
as a corn-

being shocked
by such cruelty
perpetrated
on
animals, and to afford a protection
to the animals
themselves
against any unnecessary,
and hence
immoral,
cruelty of that nature.
In France this
protection extends only to domestic animals (anh
maux domcst/qr_es).
The law of July 2, 18,50,
threatens with punishment
any one who publicly
unseemingly
(abusiv, ement) maltreats
domestic antreals.
In England,
as early as the year 1823,
a law was passed against cruelty
to animals.
The laws in force there at present are those of
]850and 1855 (12 and 13 Vict., ch. 92; 17 and 18
Vict., chap. 60): they threaten all ill treatment
of
domestic
animals with punishment.
Under
the
influence of an unhealthy
sentimental
movement,
a law was also passed,
in 1870, against
seientiflc experiments
on live animals
(vivisection;
39 and 40 Vicl., ch. 77). According
to this law,
any painful experiments
on live animals are permitted only to persons who have received
an authorization
from the minister, which, however,

men danger. _ By the toleration of brothels the
•state does not lend support to vice, but it leaves the
temptation to vice unpunished,
only because from
its suppression
there would result greater disad-

¢ Where brothels are tolerated, they should be subjected
to strict supervision, not only in the interest of _anitary
police, bat, above all, to prevent their becoming hot-beds of
vice. It is desirable to gire prostitutes the posslbihty of
emancipating themselves from the control of panders and
brothel-keepers. The strongest objection against the toteraticm of brothels consists in this, that in most cases the
return to a good life is rendered impossible to their inmates.

• For this reason, Mohl, on principle, advocates the tel('ration of brothel_: V. Oettingeu (Moral Sta_,
p. 171,
etc.) agTeeswith him in _

•

.....
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may aL any time be revoked.
Vivisection
can
only be practiced under the conditions imposed by
the law.
In granting the license the minister may
also add any other conditions at will.
The efforts
to prevent scientific investigations
by a law of this
kind have hitherto proved vain in Germany.
EDOAR LOF__NO.

_.r-_._.

_._i__ .Z_.._ _
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ornme_t can not, through any of its departmenla,
invade the reserved rights of the states, and Msume the power of supervising their police regula•
tious, when they do not conflict with the national
sovereignty
and the exercise of federal authority
conferred
by the constitution.
Nevertheless,
the
powers of the states may be so employed
as to
conflict with the jurisdiction of tile national govPOLICE POWER OF A STATE.
The police
ernmeut, and serious questions have arisen bepower of the state is an authority conferred by
tween the police
power of the state and the
the American
constitutional
system upon the inauthority crmferred _pon congress by the constidividual states, through which they are enabled
tution.
To prevent
the state from operating
to establish a special department of police; adopt
within the sphere of the national government,
in
such regulations
as tend to prevent the commisthe exercise of this conferred power, its limits can
sion of fraud, violence, or other offenses against
be extended no further than a just regulation of
the state; aid in the arrest of crimi_uds, and seits rights demands for the protection of the citicure generally the comfort, health and prosperity
zen of the state in the enjoyment
of life, liberty,
of the state, by preserving the public order, prehealth and property.
Says Cooley (Con. Lira.,
venting a conflict of rights in the common inter574), "This subject has often been considered in
course of the citizen, and insuring
to each an
its bearings upon the clause of the constitution
of
uninterrupted
enjoyment of all the privileges conthe United States, which forbids the states passferred upon him by the laws of his country. The
ing any laws violating
the obligations
of conorganization
of a state police, which shall fulfill
tracts ; and invariably it has been held that this
its functions effectively,
and yet leave to the inclause does not so far remove from state control
dividual
unimpaired
freedom
under the liberal
the fights and properties which depend for their
laws of a republican
form of government,
is one
existence on enforcement
of contracts,
as to reof the most delicate tasks ever intrusted to the
lieve them from the operation of such general
lawgiver.--Blackstone
defines the system to be
regulations for the good government
of the state
"the due regulation and domestic
order of the
and the protection of the rights of individuals
as
kingdom, whereby the inhabitants of a state, like
may be deemed important.
All contracts and all
members of a weD-governed
family, are bound
rights, it is held, are subject to this power; and
to conform
their general behavior to the rules of
regulations
which affect them may not only be
propriety, good neighborhood
and good manners,
established by the state, but must also be suband to be decent, industrious
and inoffensive
in
ject to change from time to time, with reference
their respective
stations."
(4 Bi. Com., 162.)-to the general well-being
of the community,
as
Jeremy Bentham, in his "General View of Public
circumstances
change, or as experience
demonOffenses," defines it to be a system of precaution
strates the necessity."-Perhaps the most striking
for the prevention of crimes or of calamities. -lllu_ration
of the principle here stated, will be
With regard to its effect upon the use and enjoyfound among the judicial decisions which hold
ment of property, the object being to exhibit the
that the rights insured to private corporations by
universality
of its presence, and to define the
their charters, and the manner of their exercise,
limits which settled principles of constitutional
are subject to such new regulations as from time
law assign to its interference,
Chief Justice Shaw
to time may be made by the state, with a view to
declaresittobeasettledprinciplc(Commonwealth
the public protection, health and safety, and to
_. Alger, 7 Cushing,
84), that every holder of
properly guard the rights of other individuals
property, however absolute may be his title, holds ' and corporations.
Although
these charters are
it under an implied liability that its use shall not
considered as contracts, and their rights held inbe injurious to the equal rights of _nother in the
violable, it does not follow that they are removed
enjoyment
of his property; nor injurious to the
from state regulation.
Nevertheless,
there must
rights of the people of a community.
And the
be a limit to the exercise of the police power of
right to adopt regulations
necessary to enforce
the state.
The regulating
ordinances must have
this lhnitation bylegislative
enactments
under the
reference to the comfort, safety or welfare of socontrolling power vested in them by the national
ciety; they must not conflict with any provisions
constitution,
differs from the right of em/_er_
of the charter, nor take from the corporation any
dom¢/_, which only permits a government to posof the essential rights and privileges which the
mess itself of private property whenever the pubcharter confers.
They must, in fact, be police reglic needs require it, on the condition of granting
ulations, and not amendments to the charter itself,
a reasonable
compensation
therefor.
It is less
as, where a corporation was chartered with the
difficult to conceive of the existence
and sources
right to exact toll from passengers,
a subsequent
of this power which permits the adoption of varistatute authorizing a certain class of passengers
ous laws, statutes
and ordinances for the good
to travel free over the road was held to be void.
and welfare of the community,
than to define its _(Pingrey vs. Washburn,
1 Alken, 268.) The rule
limits and lay down the rules for its exercise. -has been further held, that, while the corporate
It is a recognized principle that the national govcharter itself contai_l
a provision empowering
a
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legislature
to alter, modify or repeal it, such a
provision would not, on pretext of amendment
or
police regulation,
have the effect to appropriate
any portion of the corporate
property to the pub]ic onse.
Nr would it jnstify an act requiring
a
railroad company to cause a proposed new street
or highway
to he taken across their track and all
labor and materials
necessary for the same to be
furnished
at their own expense.
(Miller vs. :New
York & Erie R. R. Co., 21 Barb., 513.) Nor can
a corporation
be held liable for the obstruction
of
a river, by a subsequent
amendment
to a charter
granting
them the right to erect a bridge over a
navigable stream, which must necessarily obstruct
thc said river.
Nor can the police power of a state,
in regulating
the speed of railway carriages, extend further than the streets and public grounds
of a city.
But it can require all railroad corporations to fence their tracks, and hold them liable
for the low of all domestic animals killed thereon,
and for the double reason of protection to domestic animals and to persons
being transported
in
railway carriages.
Under the common law rule,
where a corporation
has failed to obey the regulations adopted
for its government,
and injury has
r_ulted
therefrom,
such disobedience
would not
make the corporation
liable to the party injured,
if his own negligence
aided that of the corporation in producing the injury.
Nevertheless,
under
the police power of the state, a legislature
may
enact such a law as shall hold the corporation
liable for the animals thus destroyed,
notwithstanding the negligence of the party injured.
The
state may likewise, under the same power, regulate the grade of railroads, and prescribe the way
in which railroads shall cross each other, and apportion the expense of such crossings among the
corporations
owning
the roads.
It may also establish regulations
requiring
existing railroads to
ring the bell and blow the whistle of their engines
at all places on their roads where their approach
might be dangerous
to travel.
And it has been
held that the power may extend so far as to make
such corporations
liable as insurers for the safety
of their pa_engers
in the same manner they are
by law liable as common
carriers.
(Thorpe vs.
Rutland & Burlington
R. R. Co., 27 ¥t., 152.)
And those statutes
of the various states which
grant an action to the representatives
of persons
killed by the neglect, default or wrongful act of another, may apply to corporations
already chartered,
and give a remedy for a wrong which the common law fails to supply.--Another
point where the
police power of the state has by some been held to
conflict with the federal constitution
is, where by
statute the sale of intoxicating
liquors has been
altogether prohibited.
The weight of authority,
however,
determines
the question
thus:
when
the._e statutes merely assume to regulate and to
prohibit sales by other persons than those licensed
by public authority,
there can be no question of a
conflict with constitutional
power entertained,
as
they are but simple police regulations
of the same
character as thoee which any state or community
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might adopt for the regulation of any class of trade
or employment.
Those which prohibit entirely the
manufacture
and sale of intoxicating
liquors as a
beverage, have been attacked as subversive of fundamental rights, and urged to be in violation of express provisions of the federal constitution
relating
to the commerce of the states.
This view of the
case, however, although
strongly
advocated,
was
not sustained by the supreme court of the United
States in the noted lic(.'nse cases.
The majority
of the court expressed the opinion that the introduction into a state of imported
liquors could not
be prevented,
as it would be in conflict with the
act of congress
regulating
commerce and levying
imposts;
but it ceased to be an impo_t when
broken up for retail, and at once became subject
to the laws of the state, and amenable to taxation
and regulation
by the state, the same as other
property;
and further, that the power to regulate
commerce between the states did not exclude regulations by the state save when they conflicted with
the laws of congres._. -- It would thus appear that
the state laws, known as prohibitory
liquor laws,
are not he]d void, as in conflict
with national
authority,
in the regulation
of commerce between
the states.
The same laws have been sustained
when urged to be in conflict with state constitutions, on the ground that they are police regulations established
by the legislature for the prevention of intemperance,
vagrancy
and crime.
The
power to declare the sale of liquor to be a nuisance
has been determined
by the court, and it has been
held competent
to provide
legal process for its
destruction,
and for the seizure and condemnation of the building
in which it is sold, as a
nuisance, provided
the fundamental
principle
of
protection
wlfich surrounds persons and dwellings
relating to seizure and search shall not be invaded, and that the right
of trial shall be granted
before condemnation.
Says Coolcy (Con. Lim.,
p. 583) : " Perhaps there is no instance in which
the power of the legislature
to make such regulations &_ may destroy
the value of property
without
compensation
to the owner, appears in
a more striking
light than in the cases of these
statutes.
The trade in alcoholic
drinks being
lawful,
and the capital employed
in it being
fully protected
by law, the legislature
then steps
in, and for general reasons of public utility annihilates
the traffic, d_troys
altogether
the employment,
and reduces
to a nominal
value the
property on hand.
The sale of liquor becomes a
criminal offense, and the merchant of y_terday
becomes the criminal of to-day, and the very building
in which he lives, and conducts the business which
at that moment was lawful, becomes a nuisance,
if the statute shall so declare, and liable to be proceeded
against for a forfeiture.
Statutes
which
can do this must be justified
upon the highest
reasons of public benefit; but whether satisfactory
or not, they rest exclusively in the legislative wisdora."-Other matters affecting
commerce,
in
which the police power of the state may be inyoked in behalf of the public interests, are quar-
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antine regulations,
and health laws in all forms.
Sunday
service.
-- An important
part of the
These latter may be so far extended as to embrace
jurisdiction
of a state is the control of its highthe destruction
of private property when infected
ways.
These are constructed
by the state, and
by disease, or dangerous in other particulars.
In- the state has full power to adopt all police regulaapection laws may be adopted ami duties levied to
tions for the public good controlling the actions of
make them operative.
R%mlations
may also be those who use them, and to alter and change them
enforced
regarding the time and manner of transas the proper authorities
consider
best for the
acting business to promote
trade, establish order
general interest.
This power enables a state to
and prevent confusion.
These regulations
emdetermine
the mode of travel; regulate the speed;
brace the right to control the movement_
and stacause parties meeting to turn each to their right;
tion of ships and vessels in the harbors of citieS,
prevent a public nuisance;
prohibit
animals from
and streams lying within the limits of eiti_ and
running at large ureter penalty of fine and confisseaport
towns, and the wharves
thereof, and to
cation; require the owners of incorporated
propremove such vessels as had discharged
or received
erty to construct,
and keep in repair and free from
their cargoes to enable others to perform the same
obstruction,
the sidewalks
in front of it, and, in
essential
lahor ; and penalties
may be inflicted
case of failure, to perform such work at the exupon all such as refuse to obey the directions
of pense of the owner, the courts having held such
the harbor
masters who are vested with the auacts not to be in the nature of taxation, on account
thority
to determine
such matters.
(Vanderbilt
of the paramount
interest which the owners have
vs. Adams, 7 Cow., 351.) Congress, howevcr, may
in the performance
of the work, and their pecuestablish police reg'ulations,
as well as the states,
liar ability to perform it promptly
in accordance
relating to all subjects where control is given by
with the necessity of the community;
and for simthe constitution,
but as this power can be more
ilar reasons require the owners of adjacent lands,
satisfactorily
exercised
by local authority,
and the
where the country
was liable to be overflowed
jurisdiction
to arrest collision is confined to the
by a stream of considerable
size, to construct IcyUnited States courts, congress has generally relee_ upon their river front at their own expense,
gated this powcr to the states. -- Questions
have ' and in default thereof, to cause such work to be
arisen with regard to the power of a state to enact
done under the direction of the public authorities,
laws requiring
importers
of foreign goods to take
and to assess the expense upon the lands of such
out a liccnse, and in case of refusal, to inflict
owners.--:Navigable
waters are declared
public
penalties
and forfeitures.
Such acts have been
highways,
and as such are under tim control of
held void as not partaking
of the prim:iples of
the states.
At common law, only those streams
mcre police regulations
such as might require the
were held to be navigable
where the tide ebbed
payment
of a license fee to cover expens_
of enand flowed, but all streams
of sufficient
depth
forcinglm_rbor
regulations,
but rather of the power
of water to render
them capable
of navigation
of taxation
to raise revenue
for the state, and
for useful purposes were known as public, and betherefore
in conflict
with the provision
of the
came subject to the same gcneral rules governing
constitution
which prohibits
a state from laying
tim public highways
on land.
In this country
imposts or levying duties, and likewise with the
the rnlc has been adopted to consider
all streams
provision
that congress
alone shall possess the
public
whose capacity
is sufficient
for channels
power
to regulate
commerce.
But the police
of commerce in floating the products
of the soil,
power of a state ha_ been sustained (City of New
forests and mincs of the country through
which
York vs. Miln, 11 Peters, 102), inflicting a penalty
they flow, although at stated periods of the year
upon the master of ever), foreign
vessel
who
they may become too shallow for navigable
purshould not report, upon arrival
in port, to the
poses, such as the floating of logs and rafts of
mayor or recorder
of the city, an account of the
timber.
Therefore,
as public highways,
all such
names, places of birth, business, etc., of his passtreams are under the control of the state authorsengcrs; this police regulation having been adopted
ity, and subject to all proper police regulations,
to prevent the city of _N'ew York from being buras much so as a land highway.
But if a stream,
dened by persons shipped as paupers or criminals
in its natural condition,
is not thus useful, and has
by foreign governments.
_Notwithstanding
the
been crcated so by the subsequent
labor of the
fact that congress
can adopt all laws regulating
owners of the soil, it is not public'property
nor
pilots and pilotage, a state regulation relating to the
liable to police regulations
as such; and it remains
same has been held unobjectionable,
when such
in the nature of a private way or easement, unless
power had not been exercised
by that body.the owner chooses to dedicate
it to public use.
With regard to the power of a state to enact such
It has been held that a legislature
may determine
laws as shall compel
all persons to refrain from
what streams
within the boundaries
of a state
labor during the first day of the week, it has
are navigable,
and subject to police regulations
as
been held by the courts
that such laws were
highways (Glover vs. Powell, 2 Stockt., 211); still,
not encroachments
upon the religious liberty of
this proposition
is combated
with the rule of law
persons
who dr) not regard that day as sacred,
that the legislature
can not, by a simple declaranor in conflict with the constitution
because acttion, appropriate
private
property
to public use
ing, as a restraint
upon the trade and commerce
without
just compensation.
-- While general conof a community,
or rendering
void a contract for
trol and regulation
of navigable streams rest with
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the state authorities, there are certain restrictions
upon this right emanating from the constitutional
power of congress
over commerce
with foreign
nations and between the states.
Wherever a river
forms a highway
upon which forei&m commerce
or that between tile states is conducted,
it passes
under the control of congress, on account of this
constitutional
restriction.
But, as already
observed, should congrress fail for any reason to exeft this power, or if, having exercised it, the state
law should not conflict with the national, the fact
that a stream is navigable would not bar a state
from adopting just regulations
for its use and control. -- Under the decisions of the federal courts,
a state can not grant an exclusive
monopoly
for
tile navigation
of any part of the waters within
its jurisdictionuponwhichcommerceisconducted
under coasting
licenses by authority
of congress,
as such grant would conflict with the power which
congress has exercised.
But if the upper waters
of a stream lying within
its limits are wholly
separated
from tide water by impassable falls, and
are not a continuous
stream open to foreign or
state commerce,
a state law granting
exclusive
control to a party to navigate
them can not be
voided on the ground of conflict with thc authority of congTess to regulate commerce. -- It is
competent
for a state to exact toll from all commerce passing through its navigal)lewatcr.,
for the
benefit of any improvement
by the state where it
has expended
money, although the stream may be"
one over which the regulations
of commerce cxtend, because
the state has the same right to
improve
a water as a land highway. -- A state
may direct the construction
of bridges over navigable streams
for highway
purI)oSes, although
they may in some degree interfere with free nayigation.
If congress
has no control over thc
stream,
the right can not be questioned
at all
on the ground of public
inconvenience.
If the
stream is under the control of congress, it becomes
necessary to determine
whether
or not tile construction
of such a bridge will conflict with its
regulations.
Although
the bridge to some extent
may prove a hindrance
to commerce,
it is not
ab_lutely
unlawful for a state to construct it, if
the gencrat traffic of the country be aided rather
than depressed by its construction;
s.Qthe navigation of a stream may be far less important
than
the construction
of a bridge, and its obstruction
be a much lighter burden upon the people than a
break in the line of railroad travel by compelling
the use of a ferry, with its dilatory operations,
especially when draws are so constructed
as to admit
the passage of vessels through
the brid._s
with
but slight inconvenience
and loss of time.
The
decision of the question,
however, does not rest
with the state authority as to the relative character
of obstructions,
but with the federal courts, which
have jurisdiction
to determine the same, and cause
the removal of the obstruction
if it be fouhd to

lawfully establish them, grant licenses for keeping
the same, and prohibit persons from engaging in
such occupations
without such license, and it does
not impair tile right of a state to enact such laws,
though a part of the waters be without
the jurisdiction of tile state, or a highway
for interstate
or foreign commerce. -- Dams may also be constructc_
by state
authority
across
navigable
streams; and such as involve no question of fc_leral authority
are exempt from being declared a
nuisance, through le_slative
con._nt to construct
them; and so long as the builder confines himself
to the provisions of the legislative charter, he likc_
wise is exempt from any liability to private action
for injury to river navigation.
-- A state possesses
the same power to regulate the speed, mode of
travel and general conduct
of ships and other
vessels upon its water highways
that it does upon
its land highways, subject, however, to the limitation that its ordinances
must not conflict with
the laws of congress for the regulation of foreign
and domestiq, commerce. --There
are some extreme points to which thc police power of a state
may extend,
where the control
of property
by
individual
owncrs may be interfered
with and
even destroyed
by public authority,
when the
owners themsclves
have performed
all the duties
of good citizenship, and in no way violated a law
or defied public authority.
Such ca+_es are to be
cited, when the public exigency is so grcat, and the
public interests so overwhehning,
as to justify its
seizure and destruction,
on the highe._tgrounds
of
public interest.
Such would be the seizure and
destruction
of private property
to prevent
the
spread of flames, the advance of a pestilence
or
an invading
army, or any other great calamity
where the highest interests
of the public arc involved.
In all such cases the rights of individuals, which in times of peace and h_alth and
order are inalienable, inperiods
of public calamity
sink out of sight, and in all things relating to the
public danger private rights yield instantly to the
inexorable law of public ncce_Mty. --The
police
power of a state enables a community
to protect
itself by the establishment
of precautionary
measures against the destruction
of life or health or
property, by the enactment of ordinances defining
the limits, within the denser portions of towns,
cities and vill.iges, within which buildings
cornposed of inflammable materials can not bc erected.
Wharf lines may be established,
although
they
may prevent
the owners of water front_ from
erecting buildings
on that which constitutes
privatc property.
For the protection of a harbor, a
legislative enactment
may prevent the removal of
stones, sand or gravel from the beach, muter penallies, at)plieable to the owners of the soil equally
with all other persons. -- Under the police power
of a state, a special use of property may at times
be prohibited,
where, by the change of circumstances surrounding
it, and without any offense or

unnecessarily
impede or destroy the traffic upon
the stream.As ferries over navigable
streams
are but the creation of Lighways,
the stat_ may

even dereliction of duty by the owner, that which
was once lawful and unobjectionable
becomes a
public nuisance and inimical to the life and health
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Bridges and mill dam_ that
or acerete such substances
as

whole work.
It would perhal_ be such, if we
desired to embrace
under this term the various

produce miasmatic growths of vegetation, may be
removed or destroyed for this cause.
Cemeteries
and graveyards,
and bone boiling and refining establishments,
whose locu._ in q_o was once remote
from the heart of a city, but which from swift
urban growth have become incorporated
within
the limits of the same, and hence detrimental
to
the health of the population, are liable to be closed
for such purposes.
The keeping of gunpowder
in large quantities, or dynamite in towns, villages
or cities, may by law be prohibited;
the sale of
poisonous
dru._o-s, unless properly labeled or by
order of a practicing
physician; the keeping for
sale of unwholesome
provisions and all other deleterious substances;
nnmuzzled
dogs running at
large, and all such acts, are liable to be forbidden
under the authority granted the state to provide
for the abatement
of nuisances,
whether
occasioned by the offense of the individual
or not.Another matter of great public im4x)rtance, over
which the police power of a state has full and
complete
jurisdiction,
is the preservation
of the
public morals.
Under this power the legislature
may, by special enactment,
prohibit the keeping,
sale or exhibition
of indecent or immoral books
or pictures, and cause the seizure and destruction
of the same, wherever found; close up places of
amusement
where gaming is resorted to, or regulate them by license, or forbid the keeping of gaining implements
for gaming purposes.
It may
likewise provide such regulations
as will prevent
the keeping and use of stallions or other breeding
animals in public places.
It may likewise provide for the compulsory
observance
of the Christian Sabbath on the first day of the week. -- Under
this power, markets may be regulated,
special
places assigned for the venders of special articles,
licenses _ffranted, weights and measures established,
and merchants and dealers compelled,
under penalty, to comply with all such regulations. -- Such
are some of the police powers of the state.
They
are of such intricacy as to pervade all conditions
of business and society.
Those enumerated
are
sufficient to illustrate the authority of the state to
_tablish
varied and far-reaching regulations as to
the time, manner and circumstances
under which
its citizens shall maintain
and enjoy their rights
without conflicting with these great constitutional
principles which have been finally settled for the
defense of private rights and property,
J_;o. W. CLA_Prr'r.

considerations
which commend the study of economic
science to tho_e whom it interests,
and
to set forth the many advantages
which may be
derived from it. It would be so likewise, if in
the article "Political
Economy"
we attempted
to touch upon all the subjects which the science
embraces,
either for the purpose of showing their
importance
or their connection.
-We can not
enter into such detail here.
We wish simply to
define political economy,
to give it a point of
departure, a formula; to determine
its character
and object, and to indicate, as far as possible, its
extent and limits.It would be mistaking
the
nature of such a task to suppose that it can be
performed in a few lines.
It is labt as easy as one
might think at first to give an exact definition of
political economy, or at least s satisfactory
one,
one around which all adepts in the science might
rally.
Many
authors,
beginning
with Adam
Smith, have attempted it, but no one seems to
have succeeded.
Whatever may be the real merit
of certain definitions hitherto
given, it is certain
that, up to the present time, not a single one has
been accepted without dispute.
It has even frequently happened (and this is a more serious mattcr) that the very ones who furni_shed them, subsequently
contradicted
or modified them in the
course of their works.
It world perhaps be more
correct to say that there is not one of these deftnitions to which its author himself remained faithful in the manner in which he conceived
and
treated his subject.
This has caused some of the
later teachers of the science to say, that political
economy
has yet to be defined.
"Even
if we
must blush for the science,"
says Rossi, "the
economist must confess that the first question still
to be examined
is this : ' What is political economy ? what is its object, its extent, its limits?'"
There is no reason to blush, we think, for being
still obliged to put such a question, when we consider the natural difficulties
it presents; but we
must agree, with Rossi, that it is still awaiting a
solution.
A Belgian
writer,
Arrivabene,
has
called attention to this truth in his introduction
to
a translation
of Senior's "Lectures
on Political
Economy,"
in terms more emphatic
than those
used by Roast, bitterly
deploring the vagueness,
the obscurity, the incoherence,
and especially the
insufficiency,
of all the definitions hazarded by the
masters of the science, and calling loudly for a
more satisfactory and precise formula.
To make
this clear, we here reproduce
some of the deflnilions furnished by economists generally considered
tO be of the highest authority. _ Adam Smith was
usually very sparing of definitions.
He, however,
gave a few here and there, and they characterized
or defined, in the course of his work, the seienc_
which he treated.
"Political
economy, considered as a branch of the science of a _tesman
or
legislator, proposes two distinct objects: itrst, to
supply a plentiful revenue or subsistence
for the
people, or, more properl;', to enable them to pro,

POLITICAL
ARITHMETIC.
M_rIc, PoLrrIcAL.)

(See
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POLITICAL
ECONOMY.
I. Prdimina_
_st/on#.
In a Cyclopsvdia like the present
it would seem that the article "Political
Economy" should form one of the central points of the
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vide such a revenue or subsistence for themselves;
and secondly,
to supply
the state or commonwealth with a revenue
sufficient for the public
services.
It proposes to enrich both the people
and the sovereign."
(" Wealth of Nations,"
book
iv., introduction.)
Without
discussing the relative
merit of this definition,
we shall simply remark
that it has in view much less a science than an
art, although
the idea of a science is put forward
zn it, and although
the word "science"
is to be
found in it. The author, in fact, appears to enunclare a series of precepts
which
would
indeed
constitute
an art; but not an exposition
or an explanation
of certain
natural
phcnomena,
which
alone can constitute
a science.
In substance,
if
not in form, Adam Smith's
definition
Ls nearly
like that given by J'. J. Rousseau under the term
,¢aonom_po//ai/ud,
in the Encycl_pdd_e.
We know,
however, how widely Adam Smith differed from
Rousseau, not only in his conclusions,
but especially in his manner of treating
his subject.
On
the other
hand,
his definition
differs greatly,
as we shall see, from that of J. B. Say, who followed in his footsteps, and looked on the science
as Smith himseff
had done.J. B. Say, in the
beginning
of his treatise, and even as title to this
treatise, gave his principal
definition of political
economy,
the one which
has since been most
frequently
reproduced
: "A Treatise on Political Economy,
or a simple exposition
of the mannet in which
wealth
is produc_ed, distributed
and consumed."
Whatever
may be thought
of
this formula,
it is at least very much superior
to that of Adam Smith, in this especially, that
it suggests the idea of a real science, and not
merely of an art, since it describes an exposition
or explanation
of certain phenomena
presented to
our observation.
But is this formtfia really satisfactory?
and will it be final? Assuredly
not.
Men may still disagree
as to the nature of the
phenomena
which it presents
for the study of
economists,
as well as to the extent of the field
which it opens to their exph)ration.
And this all
the more, since on this last point especially
J.B.
Say has not always been consistent with himself,
In the formula
which we have j_st quoted, he
seems to confine the economist
tb a study of the
material facts relating to the production
and distribution of wealth;
but elsewhere,
notably in his
C_urs, he brings into its domain all facts relating
to social life.
"The object of political economy,"
im says, "seems
till now to have been restricted
to a -knowledge of the laws which govern the production, distribution
and consumption
of wealth,
This is how I considered
it myself in my Traitd
d'Ec/mo_ie Politiq_."
"Still,"
he adds, "it may
be seen, even in. that work, that. the science
touches everything
in human
society, and em
braces the whole social system."
(Cours ardcona_,_ po//t_/ue, p. 4.) We might add, that in other
parts of his works J. B. Bay aga_ defines political economy in a way altogether
different from
that in which he defined it in his Trait_ and his
C_urs.
The following,
for tamtance, taken from
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manuscript
notes found after his death, has sometimes been quoted:
"Political
economy
is t/_s
science of the interests
of society, and like every
real science is founded
on experience,
the results
of which, grouped
and arranged
methodically,
are principles and general truths."
But it is cvident that this isless a definition tluln a qualification,
such as every author has the right to introduce
in
the course of his works, in order to bring out the
dignity and importance
of the subject he is treating.-- According to Sismondi, "the physical wellbeing of man. ( so far as it can be .the
work of his
.
government,
is the object of pohtlcal economy."
This is very different from J. B. Say's first deflnition.
In the first place, it takes us out of the
realm of science into the realm of art; for, according to this formula,
political
economy must be
merely a series of rules intended to instruct governments how to insure the physical well-being of
man; it is therefore an art, a branch of the art of
government.
Very much limited, from a certain
point of view, since governments
alone can practice it, this art is, in other respects, without
assignable
limits; for what are the acts of a government that have not to do, more or less, with
the physical
well-being
of man? -- According to
Storch, "Political
economy is the science of the
natural laws which determine
the prosperity
of "
nations, that is to say, their wealth and their civitization."
Preferable
to Sismondi's,
because
it
suggests at least thc idea of a science, this definition is still very imperfect.
"The
natural
laws
which determine the prosperity
of nations," present, to our thinking,
too complex an idea, and,
in any case, a very vague one; and as to civilization,
it certainly
includes,
in its general expr_,_ion, things with which an economist, as such,
has nothing to do. -- There is nothing in Malthus
or Ricardo which can be taken as a precisedefinition of political economy.
In the case of Ricardo the reason may be, that in his "Principles
of Political Economy
and Taxation,"
being confined, as he says himself in his preface, to defining
the laws regulating
the distribution
of revenue
among the various classes of society, he did not
consider the science as a whole.
It may, however,
be inferred from these words, that, if he had had
to define science in a general manner, he would
have defined it very nearly as J. B. Say had done
in his Traitd. -- As to Ro_si, after he had discu_csed
and rejected, one after another, all the definitions
_ven before his time, he, absolutely
speaking,
gave nothing in thcir stead.
He contents himself
with saying that there are phenomena
of a certain
order relating to wealth which are not confounded
with those of any other order, and that thesc are
just what economic science should study.
Political economy is, therefore, in his eyes, as he says
elsewhere,
purely and simply
the "science
of
wealth."
Hence, he thinks, that,
setting aside
the strangeness
of the words, one might call economists chrysologists,
chrematisticians
or divitiari_s,
without
giving them cause of complaint. -- We
may here close our review of the definitions of
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political economy.
What we have stated suffices
to show how far the definition of economic science,

mondi in this regard.
If we look, for example,
at the manner in which the latter defines the sei-

or the general formula which covers it, is from being finally fixed.Now, should we be. ashamed
of this uncertainty,
as Rossi seemed to think ?
Must we lament it, with Arrivabene
and some
other writers?
We do not think so.
A science
does not depend on the definition given of it; it is
not regmlated by an arbitrary formula which may
be more or less happy, more or less exact; on the
contrary, it is the definition which should come
after, mould it_df, so to speak, to the science as
it exists.
So much the worse for writers who
cultivate a certain branch of htlman knowledge,
if they are unable to grasp its general data and
clothe these data with a fitting expression;
but
this does not in any way impair the stock of
truth which they have to bring to light. -- "A
science," says J. B. Say, "makes
real progress
only when its masters have succeeded
in determining the territory over which they may extend
their researches, and what should be the object of
their research."
(Traitd, Disc_)urs Prdliminaire.)
There is doubtless
some truth in this statement,
It is well, perhaps even necessary, that the object
of a science and the field it covers should be properly determined;
but it is not absolutely necessary
that this determination
should result from definitions hazarded
by authors:
it is enough if it results from the very nature of their labors.
Now,
it may well happen that the nature of these labors
may be essentially the saane for all, while the deftnitions
are different ; each author
having
been
led by a kind of instinct to confine himseff to a
certain order of phenomena,
without
afterward
being able to render an account to himself of the
precise object of his researches,
or to measure
exactly the field he has gone over.
And this is
really what takes place.
We have just seen how
much the authors
cited differ in regard to the
definition
of the science, and still the sum and
substance
of their works are always the same.
Who does not know that this is the ca_.e with
Adam Smith and J. B. Say?
It is the case, too,
with all the others, in spite of a few slight differences as to the greater or less extent of the ground
they embrace. -- It is one thing to feel or express,
and another to conceive or define. It is sometimes
very difficult to clothe a single thought in a just expression or a fitting formuJa; the difficulty is much
greater when there is question of including a great
number of ideas and facts in a single formula.
It
is not to be wondered
at that many writers have
failed in this task, in this sense, that the deflnitions which they give are nothing
but more or
less unfaithful
translations
of their own conceptions.
J.B. Say acknowledges
that this is true
in his own case, since he recognizes that his Tra/tJ
went everywhere
beyond the limits, if the expression be allowed,
marked
out by his definition,
And still he is, perhaps, of all economists,
the
one who has remained
the most faithful to the
formula which he had adopted.
There is much
more to be reprehended
in Adam Smith and Sis-

ence, we might think he was going to confine
himself, as J. J. Rousseau
had done, to laying
down the rules which governments should observe
in regard to the material interests of the people;
and still, like all other economists
since Quesnay,
Turgot and Adam Smith, he has discussed
the
questions of exchange, division of labor, accumulation, savings, the production and distribution of
wealth, the laws regulating
the value of things,
those determining the rate of wages, profits, etc.,
etc.: things in which governments
have almost
nothing to do.
So true is it that his definition is
simply an error, and an error of no consequence,
an ill-chosen
but empty formula, which in no
way influences the real character of his labors.-It would be very desirable, however, to find for
political
economy a more satisfactory
definition
than those hitherto given, a formula at once more
comprehensive
and more precise, in which the
whole science might, so to speak, be reflected in a
few words.
Will this formula
be found ? Perhaps.
Without
flattering
ourselves with having
found it, we shall try to point out the road to its
formulation
by determining,
as far as possible, the
real object which the science proposes
to itself,
and the extent of its domain. -- The first question
to be solved is, whether political economy belongs
to the category of science, or merely to the category of art.
We have already seen, from what
precedes,
that the question
is not an idle one,
especially not idle since the distinction to be made
between
science and art does not appear to be
generally
understood.II. To what order does
PoUztO_rd Eco_my
belong ? Is it a Science or ar_
Ar_ ? "An art," says Destutt de Tracy, "is a collection of maxims
or practical
precepts,
the observance
of which leads to success in doing a
thing, no matter what it may be; a science conslats in the truths resulting from the examination
of any subject whatever.
Art consists, therefore,
in a series of precepts
or rules to be followed ;
science, in the knowledge
of certain phenomena
or certain ohservcd
and revealed relations."
We
are not concerned
here with examining
which of
the two is superior to the other, art or science; both
may have equal merits, cact_ in its place; it is solely
a question of showing in what they differ as to
their object and methods of procedure.
Art courtseis, prescribes, directs; science observes, exposes,
explains.
When an astronomer
observes and describes the course of the stars, he cultivates
seience; but when, his observations
made, he deduces
from them rules to be applied in navigation,
he is
engaged in art.
He may be equally right in the
two cases; but his object is different,
as well as
his method of working.
Hence, observing
and
describing
real phenomena
is science ; dictating
precepts,
laying down rules, is art.Art and
science often have close connections,
in this sense
especially, that the precepts of art must be derived
as far as possible from the observations of science,
but they are none the leas di_erent
from it on
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that account.
Notwithstanding
this, they are confounded every day.
A man striving to build up
an art gives it emphatically
the name of science,
believing that by doing so he gives a high idea of
the correctness of its precepts.
It is notoriously
the weak side of physicians
to call medicine a
science.
They are mistaken
in the usc of the
word.
If medicine were as certain in its prescriptions as it is uncertain,
it would still bc no more
than an art,* the art of healing, since it consists
in a collection of ru]es applicable
to the cure of
human diseases.
But anatomy is a science: physiology is a science; because anatomy and physiology both have as their object
a Icnowled.qe of
the human body, which they study, the one in its
structure,
the other in the play of its organs.-Rossi grasped this distinction
between science and
art well, though
he abused it by improperly
confounding
it with the distinction
which is made.
frequently
enough between theory and practice._"Properly
speaking,"
he says, " science has no
object.
The moment wetry
to discover what use
can be made of it, what profit may be drawn
from it, we leave science and come to art. Science
is in all cases nothing
more or less than the pussession of truth, the well-considcred
knowledge
of relations
inherent
in the nature
of thing's."
Here we have, under another
form, the same
thought
so accurately
expressed
by Dcstutt
de
Tracy. -- This distinction
being well drawn
between science and art, we may now ask, to which
of the two orders of ideas does political economy
belong?
Is it a collection of precepts, a theory
of action, or only an assemblage
of truths burrowed from the observation of actual phenomena?
Does it show us how to do something?
or does it
explain what tak_ place?
In other words, is it a
science, or an art? We need not hesitate to answer that, in its pre_nt
condition,
political economy is both the one and the other; that is to say,
in the direction of economic
labors and studies a
common name is still given to things which might
* We may use the expre_ion medical setence_, because
medicine, the art of healing, ta aided by several _ience_,
specially cultivated for its use: anatomy, physiology, pathology. therapeutics; but we should not say the scienveof medicine.
_-The very real distinction which we establish between
science and art has nothing in common with that which,
rightly or wrongly, is made between theoryand practice,
There are theories of art. as there are of semnce, and it is
only of tim former that we may say, they are sometimes in
oppo,dtion
to practice.
Art dictates
rules, that
but general
rules;
and it is not
unreasonable
to suppose
these g'cneral
rules, though correct, may sometimes disagree with the practice in certain particular instances. But this is not the case
with science, which neither ordains, counsels nor prescribes
anything, which limits itself to observing and explaining. In
wl_atsense, then, can it be in opposition to practice? There
i_, to our thinking, a double error in the following passage
from Rossi: "The school of Quesnay has been too much
reproached with its laissez fatre, laissez passer. It was
pure science?' No, it was not pure sciencei it was art, since
it was a maxim, a precept, a rule to follow. As to the maxlm itself, although susceptible, like all general rules, of
many restrictions in practice, instead of saying, like Rosst,
that it anythat
approached
toonotnearly
the school of
Qtmsnay,
we
should
it has
been sufficiently
lauded,
because
not sufl_cientJyunderlr_ood,
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and should be kept distinct.
It is evident, in fact,
that in the general treatises on political economy,
composed since Adam Smith's time, a gTeat number of really scientific observations
are met with,
that is to say, observations
whose sole object is to
tell us what takes place, or what exists. One might
even say that ob_rvatioas
of this kind predominate.
But the directions, precepts, rules to be. followed, are also met with in such treatises ve D,
frequently.
Art is therefore
constantly
mixed
up with science.
But it is very different with a
multitude
of special
treatises, or those particular dissertations
wtm_ object is to solve certain
questions
relating
to industry,
commerce
or tim
economic administration
of states : (lUC_tions of
taxation,
credit, finance, foreign commerce,
etc.
tlere it is always art that predominates.
Counsels,
precepts, rules to bc followed, all things that perrain by their nature
to the domain of art, follow each other in quick succession,
while really
scientific observations
scarcely appear at long intervals.
And still all this, without
distinction,
bears the name of political economy.
So true is
it that the name still belongs to .two orders of
labor, and of very diffcrent
kinds.--We
are far
from compblining
or finding it strange that from
scientific
truth
once clearly
e_tablished
men
should endeavor to draw rules applicable
to theconduct
of human
affairs.
It is not well that
scientific truths should remain fruitless, and the
only way of utilizing them is to base art upon
them.
There are close ties of relationship,
as we
have already said, between science and art.
Scionce lends its lights to art, corrects
its processes,
enlightens
and dire(.ts its course.
Without
the
aid of science, art would have to feel its way,
stumbling at every step.
On the other hand, art
gives a value to the truths which sciencc has discovcred, and science without art would bc barren.
Art is almost always the principal
motor in the
labors of science.
Man rarely studies
for the
sole plea.sure of knowledge ; in general,
his research and labor lmve generally
a useful end irt
view, and it is through
art alone that he finds
that end. -- In view of all this, who can fail to see
how different art is from science ? The distance
is gTcat between a truth discovered by observation,
and a rule deduced from that truth with the intent
of giving it an application;
the one belongs to
nature, to God i man only discovers and states it;
the other is the act of man, and it always retains
something of him. Everything
is absolute in setentific data; they are either false or true, there is
no haft way; this simply means that the student
of science has observed either well or ill, has seen
correctly
or incorrectly
what he communicates.
There are, it is true, incomplete
data, exact o_
one side, inexact on the other ; but, even then,
the true side is true, the false side is false.
On
the contrary,
everything
is relative
in the rules
and the methods of art.
As something
human is
always involved in them, they can not pretend to"
infallibility,
they are always susceptible
of more
or less variation
between the two extreme limits
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of radical vice and absolute perfection.
Finally,
• cientific troths are immutable as the laws of nature whose revelation they are; while rules of art
are changeable,
either by reason of the wants
they have in view or by reason of the changing
views of the men who apply them. -- There is so
much the more reason to insist on the distinction
which we have just established,
viz., that if science and art have frequently many points of contact, their radii and their circumferences
are far
from being identical.
The data furnished
by a
science
may sometimes be utilized in many diffcrent arts.
Thus, geometry,
or the science of
the relations of extension, enlightens
and directs
the work of tim surveyor, the engineer, the attillery officer, the navigator, the shipbuilder,
the
architect, etc., etc.
Chemistry
comes to the aid
_)f the drug_st as well as the dyer, and to a great
number of the industrial professions.
Who can
tell how many different arts make use of the general data of physics?
And, so, an art may gain
information
from the data furnished
by many
sciences; and it is in this way, to cite but one example,
that medicine, or the art of healing, sireultaneously
consults anatomy, physiology,
chcmistry,
physics,
botany,
etc.It is necessary,
therefore, in every respect to distinguish art from
science, and to'indicate clearly the line separath_g
them.
This has been carefully
done in certain
branches of human knowledge.
Mathematicians,
for example,
distinguish
ear, fully pure mathematics,
or science properly speaking,
from its
various applications.
So do physicists and chemists.
And the distinction
exists not in books
_lone, it is transferred even to instruction,
where
the study of science ami that of the arts depending on it have different chairs.
It is thus that a
polytechnic
school is, if wc be permitted
to say
_,o, the _nctuarv
of pure science.
It is only
_fter graduating from it that the students, each in
his specialty, study the art to which they are to
_pply the scientific
knowledge
acquire(|. -- We
could wish that what has been so well done in so
many other divisions of study might also be done
in the order of economic studies and labors.
But,
it must be eonf'_ed,
it ha_s not been done up to
the pre_nt.
The labors of art and the studies of
science continue to be, if not altogether mingled,
_t least embraced, under a common denomination.
Sometimes
it has been attempted to separate them
by givh_g certain labors, which belong especially
lo art, the name of pubgi¢ ee_,nomy, to distinguish
ihcm from others.
But these attempts,
ill diretted, and made, in the majority of cases, without a clear view of the results to be obtained,
have not succeeded thus far, so that at present, in
the order of economic studies, art and science are
still mingled
and confounded.
Whence comes
this confusion?
It comes, first of all, from the
immaturity
of the science, which has not yet had
_time to disengage
itself from the art or arts conuected with it.
It results also, in a certain messure, from the pressing and ever present interest
_f the subjects that economic scionce embraces,
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an interest which has not allowed those who
study it to devote themselves
entirely
to the
contemplation
of scientific truths, neglecting, for
the moment,
the artistieal deductions,
that is to
say, the practical maxims, which they might draw
from it. -- Political
economy was an art before it
became a scienec, and even tlle etymology of its
name shows this; furthermore,
b_fore it was an
art, that is to say, before it was formulated
i5
general maxims and precepts, it was blind practice
in the hands of governments.
Such is, however,
the course of human things.
In the logical order,
science precedes art, which should be only a deduction from science; and art precedes practice,
which should bc only a more or less exact application of the general rules of art. This is the
ordinary course followed in our schools, in which
tJae logical order is followed.
But in their historic sequence, things take another course: they
are generally found there in an inverse order.
There practice precedes art, and art science.
This
is true of almost all the branches of knowledge,
and particularly
of that which interests us most.
Hurried to act, because he must act, man goes
straight to action, to practice, without studying
deeply that which he undertakes,
and with no
other guide than his instinct.
It is only later,
that, by rectifying
and correcting
the errors of
this practice, with the aid of a little acquired experienee, he forms rules or general maxims which
he erects into an art; and it is later still that the
idea comes to him of correcting the errors of this
art itself, by the aid of a scientific study of the
subject which he has in view.
There were physi.
clans before there was an art of healing ; men
acted at hazard, inspired most frequently by blind
superstition,
and the art of healing, based at first
on a certain acquired
experience,
existed much
earlier than anatomy,
physiology,
therapeutics,
that is to say, earlier than a scientific knowledge
of the subject on which it was desired to operate,
and of the remedies employed for his cure.
Huts
were built before the art of building was reduced
to rules, and the art of building was subjected to
rules, if not written,
at least transmitted
from
mouth to mouth,
before it received the mathematieal and physical
sciences as a foundation.
Political
economy
advanced
in the same way.
The most ancient governments,
as Blanqui
very
justly says in his histoD', treated political economy
after their own faslfion, long before they knew
what they did, or were able to give an account of
the result of their measures.
Later, it was attempted to give an account
of these results by
the aid of acquired experience,
and with the data
of these experiences,
well or ill understood,
an
art was created.
Sully and Colbert had reached
this stage.
It was only in the last resort that
men undertook
to study scientifically
this subject,
that is to say, general industry,
on which they
were to operate.-_Now, this liberation of economic
science is quite recent; it scarcely dat_ from the
middle of the last century.
It was the _chool of
Quesnay which first endeavored
to construct in
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this order of ideas a real science; up to his time
there were merely scattered
observations,
and
even final succem in building up the science belongs only to Adam Smith.
It is not very marprising, therefore,
that the science of political
economy has not yet been able to free itself entirely from the restrictions of the art from which
it sprung. -- It was our wish and duty to state, as
we have done, that under the general name of

who have not yet submitted facts to continuous
observation or patient analysis, is to see in them
merely the play of blind chance.
It is only much
later that they come to suspect that these facts
may be subject to a certain order; and it is
then only that the idea is gained of studying the
laws that govern them.
Let us take tile ignorant
and rude man of primitive
ages.
A]l the phenomena of nature are to him disordered
and

political economy two things are at present understood, thingsvery different in their nature, though
tending in many respects to the same end.
It has
seemed to us all the more important
to note this
confusion of ideas, since, to our thinking,
it is
the real cause of the incoherence in the definitions
of the science, of the deviations to which it is subject in its course, and the species of discord which
reigns almost always in its beginnings.
Shall we
attempt, on that account,
henceforth
to make a
clearer division between tlie science and the art,
by giving them different names? We confine ourselves to drawing the distinction clearly, time and
a better knowledge of the subject will do the rest.
-III.
F_r_t Idea or General Corweptio_ of Economie Science.
Do Ow Fae_ of Human I_utust17]
afford Materiadfor
ateforvna_ion of a real Science ?
It will doubtless
he asked, with some astonishment, how economic
science was born so late,
how political economy
in action could exist so
long without a systematic,
scientific study of the
subject itself on which men had to operate.
This
astonishment
will cease, perhaps, if we consider
for a moment the internal nature of a science,
and the point of view at which men place themselves on all subjects before the light of science
appears.A science does not consist merely in a
knowledge of certain external facts isolated from
each other, for it is an abuse of words to give
the name science to a simple collection of facts,
Science consists rather in the knowledge
of the
relations which connect these facts with one another, and of the laws which govern them.
A
tie, a connection,
is necessary, a linking of the
phenomena which it takes up and observes, and
it is the knowledge
of this connection
which is its
principal study.
An incoherent collection of facts
without connection
may constitute the baggage of
a man of erudition,
but can never constitute
a
science.
Astronomy
would not merit the name if
it merely limited itself to noting and naming, one
by one, the stars which wander in the deserts of
space; it is worthy of the name only because it
readers an account of the movements
of the stars
and the constancy of their evolution.
Similarly,
in all the other branches of human knowledge,
a
collection of facts does not constitute
a science;
we must, further, be able to tell the constant relations which connect, and the general laws which
_overn, them. -- But the first condition
of the
study of the laws governing
certain phenomena
is to suspect their existence;
to believe that these
phenomena are not governed by chance, and that
certain constant
relations
exist between
them.
lqow, on all latbjeets, the first impression of men

capricious.
Wherever he looks, he sees merely
accidents without cause, facts without connection
or relation.
If he looks at the heavens, he sees
tile stars scattered at hazard, as lie thinks, like
thistles in a field.
In all things that strike him he
sees nothing but the play of blind chance, unless,
indeed, he supposes the mysterious
influence of
_ome occult power.
Later, as he gains in knowledge, natural phenomena,
at least those of a certain order, range themselves
before his eyes; he
sees that they are subject to certain rules, he ohserves the constancy of their relations; here he
recognizes law.
But always, even in the course
of time, and ages of enlightenment,
the first irapreasion of men is the same in relation to facts
which they have not yet observed.
If they come,
therefore, so late to study the natural laws which
govern phenomena,
it is because they had not previously even suspected that there were natural
laws to be studied.A remarkable
example of
this is to be found in the case of geological
facts.
Why did geology,
a science so interesting
and
beautiful,
appear so late in the world?
Was it,
impossible to discover and study it sooner?
Were
the ancients less capable of pursuing
that study
than the moderns?
They were not: geological
facts are not of the nature of those which hide
themselves
from attentive examination,
or which
demand a distant search.
The ancients were as
well able to discover and analyze them as we,
and they had, besides, almost an equal interest in
doing so. This analysis supposes, it is true, certain
other preliminary
studies, but these studies they
could either have pursued them_lves
or made up,
for without too much labor.
Why did they not
do so? Only, as it seems to us, because they did
not even suspect that there were in the bowels
of the earth which we inhabit natural laws to be
studied.
During many centuries men had lived
in the idea that the earth, whose surface they occupied, was in its composition
merely a formless
and confused mass, rud/s indige,taqz,e moles, whose
materials were piled up pell-mell, without
circler
and without law.
They did not suspect that there
was any order there to be found, any scientific
study to be made of the earth; and this is the reason they did not even think of attempting
that
study.
Thesamethinghastaken
place with rcgard
to industry, concerning
which similar ideas were
for a long time held.
It wa_ not suspected in aneient times, nor even in the middle ages, that there
was any order in the industrial
world, the centre
of economic
facts, the focus of labor, at that
time relegated to so low a place.
At first view,
everything there seemed to he surrendered to tim
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struggle of individual and opposing wills.
Only a
disordered combination of heterogeneous
elements
s-as perceived, a sort of confused conflict, a r_
indigestaqtte
_nob_," and how could any one con¢eive the idea of searching
there for rules, principles, laws, the ordinary, outfit of a real science?
In all subjects,
we' repeat, the first step toward
building up a _ience
is to gain the idea that the
elements of that science exist, and this idea had
not yet suggested itself.
It was born only much
later, when, by dint of occupation,
from the governmental
point of view, with industry whose iraportanee men began to understand,
they renmrked,
almost involuntarily,
sometimes
in one direction
and sometimes
in another,
the rcgallarity
of it._
movements
and the constancy
of its relations. -And why should we be astonished
that this was
the case in the past, when even to.day, after the
labors of Quesnay,
Adam Smith and his successots, we see that many people misunderstand
this
industrial
order, to which science
has already
borne witness,
l_Iot infrequently
we hear at the
present time men of some weight, and fairly well
informed
on other points, assert that industry is a
prey to disorder and anarchy.
Such, in general,
is the rallying cry of the schools called socialistic,
They all declare that the industrial
world is given
lap to the struggle of individual
wills, conflicting
with
and crossing each other in terrible confusion, with
no trace of organization
and order,
All rule is absent from the circle in which industry works, and chance alone controls everything,
On this account all the socialistic
sects conclude,
naturally
enough, that the industrial world needs
some organization
imposed by a power above it.
Thus, they vie with each other in drawing up and
proposing plans of social reconstruction.
-- If the
premises of this reasoning were correct, if it were
true that industry,
in its present condition,
were
given up to anarchy,
having no trace of organizafinn and order, political economy,
considered
au a
science, would indeed have little to do; it would
not even have a raiso_ d'glre.
This would not
suffice to make us adopt or even discu.ss seriously
any one of these plans of organization
proposed
to us, persuaded,
&_we shall always be, that it is
not in the power of human intelligence
to regulate, even in a tolerable manner, so many interlests,
and labors sovaried;
but it would suffice to rhake
us conclude,
at least, that science, properly speaking, had no place in such a field.
The rSle
of the economist,
if he had still a r61e to fill,
would be limited, in this case, to a barren registration
of disconnected
facts, without
his being
able to deduce any principle from them.
In vain
would he seek to ascend from effects to causes,
where chance alone governed everything.
Vainly
would he endeavor to establish relations between
observed phenomena,
and discover the laws that
ruled them; for how could he find constant relations in disorder, or law in chaos?
Happily,
we
already know our position with reference to these
assertions thrown out a pr/ori by men still uncnlightened
by science.
We know that for them
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all is confusion
and disorder.
To the man who
knows not the discoveries
of geology, even from
hearsay, the earth is still that confused mass which
the aneienls called rud£_ ind/gestaque
mo/es.
To
tim savage, who has never observed the course of
the stars, anarchy reigns in the vault of heaven.
-- After all, it must be confessed that the illusion
is a natural one. Whenwe
castour
eyes at hazard
on the moving
picture of the industrial
world, it
is difficult indeed to perceive,
at first sight, anything but a confused
struggle.
A consideration,
plausible enough, seems even to justify
this first
view ; it is thus that in industry
everything
seems abandoned
to the arbitrary and capricious
impulses of individual
wills, without
any cornmen principle
governing
and uniting
these wills.
And how, it is asked, can anything but disorder and chaos result from the shock of so many
divergent,
if not opposing,
wills ? When
we
see so many millions
of stars
moving
in the
deserts of space with perfect harmony
and unchangeable
constancy,
nothing
prevents our admitting that a single and sovereign
will presides
over their movements,
and imposes on them its
laws.
But where is the principle which forces so
many free beings to move in unison, each one of
whom feels the motive of his action in himself?
This is a strong consideration,
it must be confesscd; it would force economists
themselves
to
doubt the reality of industrial
order, ff this order
were not for them already established
and demonstrated. -- And still, even without
the aid of science, if we look at industry
with a more serious
and attentive
eye, it is difficult not to recognize
in it at once, under the cover of apparent
disorder, certain characteristics
of harmony and order.
Phenomena
appear, whose regularity strikes and
astonishes us. We gradually
catch glimpses, vague
at first and then more definite, of constant
relafinns, of invariable movements.
As the stars fail
not to subordinate
themselves
to each other in
their evolutions,
though
they seem to wander at
chance,
and to hasten on without
order, so we
see that the myriads of individuals
moving in the
field of industry
also connect, arrange
and subordinate their labors to each other, in such a way
that, in spite of their apparent
confusion,
they all
concur, each in his own way, to produce certain
given results.
Little by little, chaos is seen not
to exist ; order appears ; laws are recognized.
-Even ff economic science had not for a long time
noted the existence of certain regulating
laws in
the industrial
world, it would seem that the appearance alone of the results offered would cause
us at least to suspect their existence.
An immense
multitude
of human beings, some scattered here
and there over the surface
of the earth, others
grouped in irregular masses in towns, wait every
day for general industry
to bring them what is
necessary for the infinite variety
of thetr wants;
and
every day industry,
active
and watchful,
answers without
fail to all the wants which call
upon it: millions
of kinds of labor, all different
from one another, ca.llon every side, and at all the
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sources of production, for workmen, and nowhere
are the hands of workmen wanting for the kind
of labor which calls them; all these different kinds
of labor cross each other; more than that, they
arc corrected and held in union; they complete
each other; they form together an immense chain,
not a single link of which can be broken without injury to the whole: but nowhere does tile
chain break or stop; it seems that a mysterious power watches unceasingly to keep in repair
its invisible links.
Then, by virtue of the principle of exchange, an infinite variety of products
circulates continually
in every direction over the
surface of the earth, and all these products
go
direct, without loss of time, and without sensible
deviation,
through countless
hands, to the consumers waiting for them.
All this takes place
under our eyes and is renewed every day, and it
is in presence of such a spectacle that men are unaware of the regularity of industrial movements
subject to law.
In presence of this daily miracle
of regularity and order, men talk about industrial
anarchy and disorder!
What, then, are harmony,
and order?
Even if certain partial disorders, tim
causes of which are almost always easily a_igned,
happen here and there to disturb this beautiful
mechanism,
would that be sufficient to warrant
us to deny the harmony of the whole?
Would it
not suffice to justify us in concluding
triumphantly, that, aftor all, industry taken as a whole
accomplishes with regularity
the complex task
with which it is charged?--Tbere
is really little
philosophy in denying, even a pr/_r/, the existence
of industrial order.
Remember
how ninny surprises nature reserves for man, who is always too
ready to appeal to chance.
The empire of chance
is narrower
than is supposed ; every day its
boundaries become smaller in proportion
as our
knowledge extends; those boundaries will become
still narrower in the future.
But, it is asked, is
there anything in industry but divergent
individual wills ? and what is that but confusion
or
chance ? We answer, that individual
wills, no
matter how free they may appear in the domain
of language,
or in the domain of industry, are
bound to conform to acertain order.
In the work

which is the first condition of order, to his surroundings; then, to adjust his labors to those of
other men, without who_ aid he can do nothing;
and lastly,
on condition
of submitting
to the
whole, and yielding in all things to tbe decisions
of the sovereign public.
From the initiative of
the individual
and the sovereign control of the
masses, arises, oll the one hand, the infinity of detail, and, on the other, the harmony of the whole,
which constitute
the two essential characteristics
of human industry.
If, by supposing the impossible, confusion should be established in language,
no two men would bc able any longer to understand each other.
An assembly
of men would
then be but a repetition of the confusion of the
tower of Babe].
If, in like manner, this anarchy
should come upon industry,
for merely a few
days, the irregularity of production would put tim
very existence of men in peril.
No one being able
to count upon another for the satisfaction
of his
wants, each would work for himself
and refuse
to take part in the division of labor and exchange,
and humanity would quickly return to the barbarism of primitive times. -- But the existence of
laws governing
the industrial world is no longer
a mystery.
Industrial science has for a long time
noted and verified a great number of them.
We
have ourselves tried to show in the article CooPsTrrio_, the general principle from which they
spring.
If among tho_ which men have tried to
explain, there are some which may still be a matter of discussion
or misunderstood,
there are
others which no one, not even those who deny in
principle the regularity of industrial movements,
would dare to call in question.
We can therefore
conclude boldly that the field of the science of politieal economy is open, and that the elements of that
science exist.Since, then, human
industry is
subject to laws; since it disclos_
to us constant
relations, a regular movement, in a word, order,
it is this order, these relations, these laws, which
we must study.
This is the peculiar field of political economy
as a science.
To explain how
industry is organized in its who_ and in its parts;
to describe the order of its evolutious and its progress; to refer its movements to their principle, and

of forming
languages
the initiative
and invention may belong to individuals;
but supreme control belongs to the masses.
Individuals
invent
words, particular forms or expressions ; each one
brings his contribution
to the language ; hence
the iucxhaustible
wealth and the admirable
va-

deduce from it their immediate
consequences:
such is the object which economic science, carefully distinguished
from art, should always propose to itself.
What, in this order of ideas, should
be the extent of its investigations,
and what their
limits?
We shall examine this directly.
But we

riety of form which are the property of human
language.
But the mass controls, purifies, corrects; it rejects, with that sure instinct which
controls it, everything
not conformable
to certain
analog-ies or certain laws, and every one is bound
to submit to its decisions under pain of not being
understood.
Hence, the regularity and harmony
impressed on all human languages.
In like manncr the initiative belongs to individuals
in industry, but control to the ma_es.
Every one is at
liberty to work after his own fashion, but on con-

must first justify the preceding definition, if it is
one, in so far as it does not conform to those most
frequently
given of politie/al economy.IV. ars
W_lth t/w Object of Economiz _%'ieTw,
e, or Industry
the _)u_e of Wealth ? In defining or Omracterizing economic science as we have above, we have
spoken of industry
and the general laws which
govern it. It is evident that in this we have departed, if not in essence, at least in form, from the
definitions generally
received,
and which relate,
more or less, not to industry,
but to the wealth

dition,

which

first, of fitting
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formulve is the more truthful?
We think that
wealth is continually
put forward as the subject
of political economy, without reason.
Wealth is
merely a result; and in reality it is labor, human
industry, the source of wealth, which is the true
subject of investigation
in political economy.
It
must be understood,
however, that in _aying this
we have no idea of changing
the basis of the
science, which we accept as it exists. -- We have
already seen that J. B. Say defines political economy, even in the title of his work, as "a simple
exposition of the manner in which wealth is produced, distributed and consumed."
Still, he draws
a distinction from the very. beginning of his book,
which we must note.
There are, he says, two
kinds of wealth : one natural, that is to say, that
which man receives from nature itself, without
his being obliged to produce it, and which does
not appear in the market, because nature gives it
to all; the other is industrial or social wealth;
and he declares that this last is the only one which
economic science should consider.
Why this distinction, if the definition is correct?
If it isreaily
wealth with which we are concerned, what do we
care from whence it comes?
Is what nature gives
us for nothing, and gives to all, less real, of less
value, than other wealth?
Why should we not
take account of it too?
The distinction
estabfished by J. B. Say is nevertheless correct, whatever Roast may say of it. Why?
Because it is
not true that political economy studic_s wealth as
its subject; because it has only industry in view,
and consequently it should not touch upon wealth,
except in so far as it is a product of industry, in so
far as it is either produced or distributed by industry. All this portion of J. B. Say's work is very
painful, because his starting point is not correct,
Still, the author displays a wonderful
sagacity in
coming back, by force of attention and correcthess of judgment,
to the real subject from which
he departed in his definition.
But the subtle distinctions to which he has been obliged to have
recourse could not fail to lead to controversy,
as
the sequel has shown. -- What is true of J.B.
Say is equally true of all those economists,
and
their number
is great, who have expressly
admitted with him that political economy has only
to do with exchangeable
value.
It is different
with Adam
Smith, who did not commence
his
work, like most of his successors, by a dissertation on the nature of wealth and value.
He prefcrs in the beginning
to speak of industry, .of
man; in which, as it appears to us, he was very
happy, although he too thinks, and says frequently, that wealth is the chief subject of his studies,
In the course of his work he states nowhere, in
an absolute manner,
that the only wealth
with
which he is concerned is that which is convertible
_to exchangeable
value; but when, at the end of
chapter iv. of book i., he remarks that the word
"value"
has a double meaning, or that there are
twokindsof
values, andcallsonc
"valueinuse,"
and the other "salable
or exchangeable
value,"
wtthcmt declaring expressly that the lat_er is _he

_,,"
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only one which it is his mission to study, he contents himself
with saying that he will examine
"the principles which regulate the exchangeable
values of merchandise,"
and as to its value in use
he is silent.
He has followed, in this, the same
path that J. B. Say, his sucees_or,
traced out
afterward in a more systematic manner. -- Some
economists,
however,
at whose head we must
place Rossi, have protested
loudly
against this
view.
They contend that the utility of things, or
what they call their value in use, is in itself too
considerable,
too important
a fact, to allow an
economist
to omit taking account of it. Let ua
remark just here, that no one has said, no one can
say, that the real utility of things can be despised.
It is, first of all, the original basis of exchangeable
value; it is, besides, the principal motive or the
final object of the labors of man; for men labor
only to procure what is of use to them, that is to
say, what contributes
to the satisfaction
of their
wants.
It has only been said, which is true, that
utility alone, when not transformed into exchangeable value, no matter how interesting
it may be
in other regards, is not an economic fact, and
only becomes such in so far as it gives things a
value, a price.
But it is precisely
against this
conclusion
that Roast prol_sts.
The opinion of
such a man has too much weight not to delay us
a moment
in order to examine its motives."There are many authors," he says, "for whom
value in exchange is the only economic fact; they
regard the notion of value in use as a pure generality, to which, at most, the honor of mentioning it may be given in passing without paying
any attention to it afterward.
For them, political
evonamy is mcfre _
science of exd_ange than the
seien.ee of toerdth." We have underlined
these last
words, because they correspond exactly to what
we have said above.
It is very true, that, to the
authors of whom Roast speaks, as well as to us,
and we shall add directly to Rosei himself, political economy is not the science of wealth, although
the word '° wealth"
is inscribed in large letters on
their banners.
We have defined it, provisionally,
as the _cien_ of the laws of the industrial
warld.
One may say, however, if he wishes, shortening
the expression a little, that it is tlw _wnee of exchanges; for exchanges are, in the industrial systern, the primordial
fact which engenders all the
others; but the expression
which we have used
seems to us at once more noble, more comprehensive, and more exact.--But
to return to Rossi's
argument. --First
of all, it is not correct to say
that the authors of whom he speaks merely meation the utility of _
in passing.
On the ,_
trary, they main_
the utility of thi___¢
the first if not the.'_/_
condition of value i___'_ 2
change ; that thiag_ not useful in any reiiitect
would be neither asked for nor accepted by any
one; and in consequence
tl_ey would have no
value, no price.
But they add also that this
utility, necessary everywhere,
does not become
an economic fact until, combining with other eonditions, it is chauged
into e_ble
value.

POLITICAL
This is precisely what Ro_.t does not admit. "It
is an error," he says, "' which attacks the science
in its very bases, which mutilates it, and destroys
its nature." Why? This is his auswer : "Value
in use," he continues, "is the expression of a re]ation which belongs to all times and all pisr_s,
Value in exchange is in its nature eventual. _Not
only it can not exist unless the wants of men
cease, in a certain measure at least, to be satisfied,
but it will di.sapp_ar eu_nple2elywhen Ow want_ of
a//find ura/uffte_g means of _atg_faet_l_. .No oue
will the_ have recourse to exchange." We shall
soon find this last argument under another form.
Roast considers it very conclusive in his favor,
and consequently reproduces it again. We shall
directly how conclusive it is against him.
Now, let us continue our quotation.
"I say, that
in the system of those who pretend to occupy
themselves only with value in exchange, science
is mutilated: a great number of economic facts
remain without explanation.
Why are certain
markets glutted with articles which never meet a
demand for them? Only because the producers
have not studied sufficiently what could be, in a
_givencountry, the value in use of such or such
kinds of merchandise. The man who sent a cargo
of skates to Brazil had forgotten that their value
in use, arising from the pleasure which is felt in
gliding over an icy surface, is nothing in a country
where there is no ice. When publishers prepared
immense shiplonds of books for 8outh America,
they should have remembered that the want of
books is only felt by those who know how to
re_l. It is in the absence of value in use that
these economic facts find their explanation."
Without doubt, it is in the absence of value in
urn, or of utility, that these facts find their explanation. But how can this embarrass the authors
whom Roast is combating ? What difficulty is
the-e in accounting for such facts according to
their system? None. They have said, and repc.areal,that the utility of things is the first condition of their exchangeable value; this condition
had been omitted in the eases mentioned above,
and consequently the products could not be exchanged. What more simple? The authors in
question account for these facts quite as well as
th)gqi. Only they add that the condition of utility,
though primary and essential, is not the only one
which gives objects an exchangeable value; that,
in addition, a certain degree of scarcity is required; that things found in profusion in nature,
_uch as air, will have no exchangeable value, no
matter how useful they may be; and that in this
ease economists need not busy themselves with
th_,m.-- Among the arguments which Roast heaps
up at pleasure against this Mt conclusion, with
very remarkable fflalectic power, there are many
which square ezaefly with the one which we have
just noted. They merely reproduce the same
thought under other forms. We may therefore
omit them, But here is one which seems to differ
from the others. "The study of value in use, is
the study o¢ the wauts of m_a in their relations
184
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to economic facts." The study of value in use is
the study of the wants of men; this we admit:
but is the study of the wants of men the object
of political economy?
Itisnot.
In theeyesof
the c'conomist every mau is the judge of his own
wants, which he expresses in his own way by the
demand which he m'_kes for certain products. It
is the sole fact of this demand that the economist
meets by following it in its consequences.
Ite
sees, on one side, men expressing their wants; on
the other, workers studying to divine these wants,
and to satisfy them by supplying such articles
as they produce; and he studies the very ex_usive
and complex relations arising from this demand
and supply. The study of the demand, considered
in itself, in its nature and principle, is perhaps
the affair of the moralist; but the economist, as
an economist, has nothing to do with it. --If, in
the course of his laborious argument, Roast triumphs in places, it is when he lays gross on the
meaning and the use of the word "we_th."
He
has the advantage, we admit, when he reproaches
those with whom he argues, with abusing the
term. "Wealth," he rightly says, "is a generic
word, which includ_ all objects in which this relation can be verified. If an object is capable of
satisfying our desires, there is a value in it. The
object itself is wealth." Roast is certainly right
here; he is right again when he adds, further on:
"Ask any sensible man if, in such or such circumstanc_, such a man or such a country is rich
or not, ff it is less rich than a certain other couutry; ask him ff the soil of the kingdom of Naples
is more or less rich than the sell of Lapland; all
will give you the same answer. Economists also,
when they do not use the language of their particular systems, call the country rich in which
natural goocls abound, and in which natural agents
are most active. They extend the word wealth to
something more than what they call wealth when
they g_ve us their systematic definitions." All this
is quite correct; but what does it all prove? Only
one thing: tlmt the word "wealth " llas been very
inaptly employed to desiguate the object of eco- .
nomic s('ience. Let us say what is true, that ecoheroic science studies industry, or the relations
which industry produces, and all these difficulties
will disappear. -- What, in fact, is wealth ? A resuit, and nothing more. It is a fruit of the liberality of nature, or of the labor of man; a fruit
which has only to be enjoyed, and which affords
no aliment to observation. What is there to be
studied in such a fact? Nothing. But the means
that men employ to acquire that wealth, when
nature does not give it in sufficient quantity, arc
another matter entirely. This is a great, an finportant fact, worthy of all the attention of the
philosopher, and it is the only one the study of
which political economy can dweU upon. -- If a
decisive proof of this is required, we shall find it
in this last argument of Roast's, of which we
have already spoken. After having laid down
this principle, that gcr_ral we_dth is iner_d
the lowpri_ of raerdaznd_se and all kinds of pr_
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ueCs, headds:
" If the prioe falls to zero, evidently
the general wealth will be infinite; there will be
no more exchanges;
each having all that he can
desire, exchange becomes impo_ible.
How, then,
could wealth be an exchangeable
value, since it
would be infinite, if there were no value in exchange ?" This, we believe, is decisive
against
those economists
who do not wish to consider

their respective wants, and that they express them
sufficiently by the demand which they make for
certain products.We can, then, say of Rossi
what we have said of all the other economists,
that it is the industrial movement which he studies, with all its developments
and all its consequences, and by no means the simple result, _r_a/t_,
which
would
offer no material to his observa-

wealth as anything else. than exchangeable
value. _
But does it prove in the same way that political
economy
should occupy itself with value in use,
devoid of exchangeable
value?
Let us suppose
Rossi's somewhat
forced hypothesis
realized, the
prices of ever)thing
at zero, and general wealth
infinite.
What would happen?
It is true there
would
be no exchangeable
value,
but neither
would there bc any political economy.
Value in
exchange,
as Rossi correctly says, would disappear
complvtely as _oo_ as the wants of each o_ found
uldimited
means of satisfaction.
No on_ would
then have ce_oursv to azchange.
Nothing
is truer ;
no one would have recourse to exchange,
nor
even tolabor;
but neither would any onethink
of studying
political
economy,
becau_
political
economy itself would not have anything to study,
The entire earth would present the picture of the
Elysian fields described
by Fenehm, in his "Adventures of Telemachus."
All the wants of men
would be satisfied.
There would be no wants to
express, and consequently
no efforts to be made to
provide for them.
But what would the economist
have to do in such an environment?
:Nothing, but
to survey at his ease a picture of universal happiness, and thank God for his goodness.
Political economy would disappear
with exchangeable
value and the realization of universal wealth: so
true is it that it is not wealth that it studies, but
exchange,
with the division of labor and all the
important phenomena
that accompany
it. -- Rossi
himseff, as we have said, has not studied
anything
else. And, in reality, once out of these
discussions
on wealth and value, which embarrass
him in the commencement
of his work, he goes
through
the same route already passed over by
his predecessors.
He follows, in their developments, the phenomena
of exchange,
the division of
labor, the combination
and subordination
of tlm
different
kinds of labor, as well as the complex
relations which these phenomena
engender.
He
investigaVes
the laws which
determine
the exchangeable
value of things: those which regulate
the rate of wages, the rate of profits, and revenues of ever)" sort.
He does not stop a moment,
whatever he may have stated at the out._et, to consider the absolute and inherent
utility of things,
or what he calls their value in use, independent
of
the relative value which they acquire in the great
market of labor.
Neither
does he stop to consider the rca_,z,n of our wants, admitting,
with all

dons.
When he frees himself for a moment from
tile too great anxiety which the word "wealth"
causes him, he defines file subject as we ourselves
have done.
For example,
after explaining
the
series of econr)mic phenomena,
hc adds: "They
appear in all this continued
action of men on the
material
world;
they are all embraced
in this
incessant
rotation
of labor, of consumption,
of
reproduction
and of exchange."
Yes, it is in the
contimml
action of men on the material
world
that all economic
phenomena
are included,
and
it is precisely
on this account
that the wealth
which is not derived from this action of man, or
which has not felt that action, that is to say,
which does not enter into the current of exchanges,
is not an economic fact. --We
should have dwelt
less upon this error if it related only to words;
but it has had its consequences.
It has not precisely changed
the basis of economic
studies,
since, after all, econom_uts
have generally
continued unfaithful to the definition which they have
adopted;
but it has given an ambiguous
character
to the science,
which has produced
distrust in
the minds of those who only half understood
it,
and it has given too much advantage to the adversaries of political economy.
It has, besides, overloaded, especially
in the outset, the science with
subtle distinctions
and vain abstractions,
which
have become, for economists themselves,
an inexhaustible source of barren debates. We shall soon
return to these consequences,
but it is proper to
go first to the source itself of the error which
we have just pointed out.--V.
Why Wealthrather
thanTlumar_Iadustryhasbe.enas_ignedtoPolitical
.Econem, y as a St_M,y.
Consequen_s
of this Error'.
We have already seen that political economy, before it became a science, was, for a long time, an
art. It was a branch of the art of governing, an art
which concerned especially the material
interests
of nations.
Hence its name,
which evidently
designates an art. Hence, also, the formulawhich
serves to designate the special object of its labors.
Things have changed, the art has given birth to a
science; it has been transformed
itself, changing
in character
and object; but the name and formula have been preserved.
This is why political
economy
bears to-day names so inappropriate
to
its real character.
-- The chief tendency
of this
ancient art, which
preceded
the science,
was,
whenever
it had not the regulation
of taxes and
the finances of the state as its sole object, to act

economists,

directly on the public wealth;
to create wealth, if
it is permitted
to say so, by means of governmental measures or by the mechanism
of legisla-

that individuals

are the only judges

of

# It is, however, proper to remark that these economists
do not say precisely that there is no wealth except exchangeable values, but that exchangeable value is the only wealth
which political economy can take into account,

tion.
All writers who pretended to be economists,
therefore, thought themselves called on to furnish
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methods or receipes calculated to enrich the nation for whose benefit they wrote. We find a curious and sad example of this in the system so unfortunately applied, in France, by the Scotchman,
John Law, and which had been preceded, in Eng]and, Spain and France, by many other systems,
which, if not similar, were at least conceived
in
the same spirit.
Some wished to enrich their
country by specially favoring agriculture, considering the direct products of the soil as more abundant and reliable than all the wealth procured
by
manufacturing
industry or commerce;
others, generally infected by the idea that
people becomc
rich only at the expense of others, placed all the
hope of a nation, either in the forced extension of
foreign markets
or in the exclusion
of foreign
products;
and these last turned
their attention
mainly toward manufacturing
industry
and commerce.
In other respects they differed from each
,other, in the nature of the means proposed;
some
only thought
of acting
on foreign
commerce
through
the tariff, while others were occupied
with the internal
management,
the organization
itseff, of industry;
but whatever might have been
_he difference in their principles or their methods,
they invariably
tended toward the same end, the
immediate increase of public wealth.
They would
have considered
that they had done nothing if
they had not inventt_ some sovereign recipe, some
speedy and marvelous
method.
Thus, in 1664,
one of the most celebrated
economists
of the
seventeenth
century,
Thomas Mun, published
in
England a work under the following title, which
indicates clearly enough its object and tendency:
"England's
Treasure
by Foreign
Trade; or, the
balance of our foreign trade is the rule of our
treasure."
Another
writer, Davenant,
published
in 1699 a book under the no less significant titleof
"An Essay on the probable method of making
the people gainers in the balance of trade."
In
another style, but guided by the same spirit, W.
Potter published,
in London, in 1659, a work entitled "The Tradesman's
Jewel; or, a safe, easy,
speedy and effectual
means for the incredible
advancement
of trade and multiplication
of riches,
etc., by making
bills become current instead of
money."
The seventeenth
century, and even the
commencement
of the eighteenth,
abounded
in
similar writings, in France, as well as in England
and Spain.
Projects
of this kind are not rare,
even in our day; but they are at present merely
et'('entricities,
while then they formed
the only
l*:lsis of economic works.
Thus, wealth was the
dire(.t object of these works, to such a degree
that all writings on political economy which date
fr_,m that period might
be summed
up in this
._c'neral formula:
" How must we proceed to enrich a people?"
It is true, then, that political
e('onomy had wealth
as its direct object, and so
many economists
did not deceive themselves
as
t,_ the real tendency
of their studies when they
in._cribed the word "wealth"
on their banners.it was from these unfortunate
attempts
that the
xeal _ience came.
By force of studying industry
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and commerce in order to subject them to adventurous plans and govern them according to their
views, publicists
became accustomed
by degrees
to observe industry
and commerce.
They remarked their most striking peculiarities
and their
most ordinary characteristics.
Struck by the regulaHty of some of the phenomena
which took
place in this then new world, theycaughtaglimpse
of the existence of certain laws, which they half
noted.
In this way scientific observations
slipped
insensibly
into these artificial combinations,
the
unfortunate
fruits of the imagination
of their authors, and these, observations
increasing by degrees,
in proportion
as attention was directed to the subject, ended by impregnating,
so to speak, with
rather a strong dose of science, the very works
composed
in view of an art.
This infusion of
science into art is very e_ddent in some of the
writings which date from the cud of the seventeenth
century
and the commencement
of the
eighteenth.
If precepts still abound in them, to
the point of predominating
cverywhere,
scientific
observations,
and observations
sometimes
very
correct, are not rare in them.
In this way tim
science began.
But, as the invention
of an art
was always the fixed idea of writers, and as tlfis
art had always the increase of wealth in view, the
preconceived
notion that thc direct object of political economy was wealth, remained. -- It was
thcn that the school of Quesnay
arose.
It was
the first to renounce the disoovery of this deceptire and false art, which had been so vainly sought
for up to that time.
By proclaiming
the great
principle,
Laissez faire, laL_aez pa, se_., it boldly
announced,
from the very start., that it did not
appear in order to give people special rules to
increase their fortune,
but to set forth the setentific
explanation
of tlmt imposing
mechanism which human industry
presents for the reflection of philosophers.
This formula,
too litfie understood,
had, in their mouths, a profound
significance,
which it is well to recall.
It was
not pure science, as Rossi has wrongly
stated;
it was art, since it was still a precept.
But it
was a pi'eeept which carried
with it the negation of all others in this, that it rejected
all the
artificial
combinations
which
had been imagined up to that time; it was the revelation of
science, and was itself the first fruit of this revelation.
It might be translated
thus:
"You
have
believed tip to the present time that the industrial
world was a kind of body without soul, an irregular assemblage
of incoherent
forces, without
a
principle of conduct, without cohesion, without a
bond.
You have believed that this world floated
about at hazard, and that it needed the hand of
an organizer
to regulate and conduct
it.
You
have outrivalcd
each other in striving to propose
forit, or impose onit, your artificialcombina_ions
and your preconceived
systems.
Undeceive yourself: this industrial
world does not move at hazard; under the apparent
disorder
of its course
is hidden
a profound
order; it is governed
by
natural laws, admirable laws, in some regards in-
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flexible laws, which it is necessary to know and
respect.
Avoid disturbing, by your arbitrary combinations,
these natural laws which
are superior to man.
Respect this providential
order; let
the work of God alone." -- This did not mean that
governments
had nothing to do but fold their
arms; for governments
have their r61e marked out
for them in the natural order of society,, such as
it was understood by the physioerates;
but it did
mean that governments should limit them_lves
to
accomplishing
their real task without undertaking
to substitute an arbitrary system for the natural
order of society.
Thus understood, this maxim,
Laissez faire, laissez pa_er,
is one of the most
beautiful, most profoundly
philosophical,
and at
the same time one of the most correct, which had
ever been enunciated.
It brought with it, we
say, the revelation of a science, and asserted the
existence of these natural laws, whose study is the
mission of science, and without whose existence
our science would be without any object to study,
It was at the same time the first fruit of this revelation; for, although men may differ yet as to the
extension which should be given to governmental
action, the maxim, L_sez
faire,
_
pas_',
must always be accepted, in its general expression, by every one who even admits that there
is a science of economy.
Either the natural order
of induslry exists, or it does not exist.
If it does
not exist, you can fill the void by your arbitrary
combinations:
you V_anfashion and direct the industrial world according to your pleasure;
you
may even imagine for it an artificial organization
of labor; but in such case speak no more of science,
If, on the contrary, you admit that this order
exists, your first duty is to respect it. -- Nevertheless, this announcement
of science, in which the
school of Quesnay had the initiative and the chief
glory, by changing at once the tendency and direction of economic
study, necessarily
involved a
change of ancient formul_e and deflnitions.
There
was no longer a question, as there was formerly,
of inventing an art which would have as its iramediate result the creation of wealth by means of
legislative
enactments.
The school of Quesnay
admitted,
on the contrary, that the true source of
wealth is in the industry of man, in the spontaneous activity
of individuals,
and that the best
thing to be done is to let that activity have the
greatest possible freedom.
It was no longer a
question of considering wealth directly, but rather
to study the activity of individuals
in its natural
relations and in its laws.
Not that the school of
Quesnay absolutely renounced the formulation of
an art: it could not renounce it, under pain of
leaving science itself barren.
But this new art,
more rational than the old, in this, above all, that
it was deduced from truths observed by science,
instead of tending as formerly to the immediate
creation of wealth, was forced to have as its sole
object the restriction of governmental action within itJ natural limits, and to regulate
it within
these limit_ in conformity with the natural laws
of industi T. Thenceforth,
wealth was no longer
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the direct object either of science or art. Thenceforth, these changed studies needed new names and
new deflnitions.--Quesnay'sschool
understood the
exigencies
of this transformation,
and the very
titles of the principal works which are due to it
attest this fact: phy_crac_,
natural o_er offt/e_; two different titles, but which have nearly
the same sense or the same bearing, in that they
both announce the scientific statement of certain
natural laws, and no longer the invention of an
art; more scientific titles surely, and more satisfactory in this regard, than those afterward iraagined.
Unfortunately,
the school of Quesnay
committed
two capital errors in the erection of its
system, which caused its attempts
at renewal to
fail, and weakened its decisions.
The first of these
errors consisted
in the exaggerated
importance
which it attributed to the net product of the soil,
what we now call the rent of land, which it put
forward as the only or main source of the real
revenue of a people; the second, in the unnatural
mingling
of economic
phenomena
and political
facts, between which it was unable to establish
the necessary line of demarcation.
-- When Adam
Smith, who first placed the science on its true
foundation,
appeared, he returned, unfortunately,
in so far as formul_ and titles were concerned, to
the old errors.
While he exposed the grave mistakes into which the school of physiocrates
had
fallen, Adam Smith permitted himself to react
perhaps too strongly against that school.
He repudiated
even the spirit of the new formulae
which "it had adopted.
These formula,
as we
have seen, were generally
too ambitious,
too
broad, in that they seemed always to embrace at
once the economic and the political order.
It was
proper, it was even necessary, to narrow them in
a certain sense; but it was neither necessary nor
proper to change their spirit, which was peffeetly
in harmony with the new tendency of economic
studies.
Instead of saying,
as the physiocrates
had done, "natural order of societies," and interpreting this formula
as they had done, he might
havesaid,
"the natural orderof industry,'orused
any other equivalent
phrase, which would have
preserved to economic studies the scientific character which they had received.
Instead of this,
in his desire to repudiate what there was excessive,
from the point of view at which the physiocrates
had placed themselves,
Adam
Smith returned
purely and simply to the errors of his predecessors.
The old prejudice remained--the
prejudice
that the economist
is charged with furnishing
recipes, the methods necessary to build up the
fortune of nations--and
Adam Smith himself was
not able to guard against it.
What was expected
of him was the exposition
of an art, tending to
the creation of wealth, and he believed himself
obliged to satisfy this expectationl
The man who
had left the business, the care of enriching nations
altogether to private industry or the spontaneous
activity of individuals,
and who believed firmly,
as his work proves, that it does not belong to governments to add anything
to it from their own
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resources, still heaved
R incumbent
on him to
construct a system intended
to create national
wealth, and to announce it formally,
not only in
the title of his work, but also, as we have seen, in

protests, here and there, all the labors of economists are supposed to be eoncerned with weslth.-We have just seen what were the causes of this
deviation.
We shall now see what its eonse°

his definition.
It is true that his system is different from those which
preceded
it; it is the
same as that of the physiocrates,
/_u_sez faire,
/ai_ez passe,
which
is the device of every one
who understands
and practices
the seiem.e:
a
system so different
from others, and so peculiar
in this regard, that those who in our day still
take the old point of view ask, with a nai've astonishment, what is the meaning of a system which
involves a negation
of all systems ? But Adam
Smith at last proposes,
like all the other economists, his method, his means of en.riching nations,
and this means consists in employing
none.
It is
in this way that, from a point of view altogether
new, he pteserves the old forms.
A man of scionce, he adopted the formuhe of his predecessors
who only wished to invent an art.
Devoted to the
study of certain nat_vral phenomena,
he gives us
lessons and precepts
at every moment, and in
truth gives a great number of them, though these
lessons and these precepts only tend in general to
show the vanity of those given before him, and
that they are merely a negation.
In substance
the work of Adam Smith is a work of science,
since he explains the industrial
order in its natural and spontaneous
formation;
but his work, in
form, is almost always a work of art, where all
the old formulm are reproduced.
Since the publication of Adam Smith's great work, which foundcd, and was worthy of founding,
a school, these
annoying
traditions
have been maintaine.d.
Political economy,
though
rejuvenated
and transformed, has preserved
in many respects its old
dress. -- Appearing
after Adam Smith, and when
the science was already freeing itself from the
_bscurity
in which it had been involved,
J. B.
Say understood,
better than his predeee_or,
the
nature of his labors and their real object,
tic
felt very clearly that it was not a means of fortune
which he taught to nations, and he was very careful not to say it was; he declared,
on the contrary,
repeatedly, and under various forms, that it was
a simple exposition
which
he wished to make.
"Political
economy,"
be says expressly,
"teaches
what happens
and what is."
In this he had a
clearer understanding
than Adam Smith of the
tendencies of the new economic era, and freed
him._elf, more than Adam Smith had done, from
old prejudices.
Carried away, however,
by the
same considerations
as Adam
Smith ; wishing,
like Adam Smith, to free himself from the physiocrates, who had given the field of the science
_imits altogether
too extensive;
and believing
that he was thereby merely reducing
the science
within
its limits,
he also inscribed
the word
" wealth " on his banner.
Since that time it
seems admitted as an article of faith among coonomists that wealth is the special object of their
studies.
There is no longer any appeal from this
decision.
Ia spite ot some isolated and barren

quences are.
And, first of all, if we suppose
that political economy has to do exclusively
or
primarily with wealth, it is utterly impossible to
give it even a partially satisfactorydefinltion;
and
we are obliged to say, with Rossi, that it is the
science of wealth.
But what is the science of
wealth ? Ls there, can there be, a science of
wealth?
Strictly spegking, we can understand
an
art of producing
wealth; but can we conceive a
science connected
with the analysis or study of
such a fact?
What is it to study wealth? is it the
fact itself, the result, or the means employed to
produce it? If it is the fact itself, it will be necessary to limit ourselves
to analyzing
the elements
of which wealth is composed ; and what is the
object, what the utility,
of such a labor ? To
study wealth in the means employed to produce
it, is quite another thing : here there may be material for a vast series of observations
; but, then,
it is not properly wealth which is studied, for we
must not confound
the means with the end : it is
either human
industry,
if there be question of
wealth produced
by the labor of man; or it is the
operation
of nature,
if there be question of the
benefits which we receive from nature without
labor.--It
is u_seless for Rossi, .in order to give a
sort of consistency
to his definition,
to say that
there are phenomena
of a certain order, which are
distinct from all other phenomena
and relate to
wealth, and that it is these which political economy should study,
All these explanations,
in
which the embarrassment
of the writer is betrayed
at every word, in spite of his undoubted
talent,
only thicken the cloud with which he surrounds
us.
What are these phenomena
of which you
speak ? They relate to wealth,
you say, but appatently
they are not wealth itself.
Well, describe them, analyze them, indicate at least their
character or nature; sum them up, if it is pt_sslble, in some definition
or formula;
perhaps then
these phenomena will of themselves form an object
worthy of our scientific investigation;
but do not
tell us that the object of these investigations
is
w_lth,
for evidently it is not. -- In his definition,
which we have already quoted, J. B. Say was
more prccise without
being happier.
In saying
that political economy describes how wealth "is
produced,
distributed
and consumed."
he escaped
the vagueness into which Rossi ha.s fallen, and he
has given some body to his formula,
but he has
not succeeded for all that in being more correct.
It will be noted, first of all, that this formula is
more than a definition,
it is, besides, a classification of materials;
to divide one's subject in thin
way, is to draw a plan, not to define it.
And
what is the use of it all ? The divisions of a subject, the classifications
of materials, whatever they
may be, belong always to the writer, and depend
more or less upon the point of view he assumes;
it is, therefore,
an error to present them, though
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the best possible, as being so essential
to the subject as to form a part of its definition.
Why did
J. B. Say commit this error? Only, as it appears
to us, because in binding himself to the word
"wealth"
as the basis of his definition, he had
no other means of rendering his thought sensibly
clear; he had then either to say too much, as he
has done, or to be content with the vague formula of Ro_i, which tells us nothing at all.
What
is this wealth which is produced, distributed
and
consumed?.
Is wealth, perchance,
self-producing
andself-distributing?
Apparently
not; save, perhaps, that which nature
produces and dispenses
without
the aid of man, as the air, the light, the
heat of the sun, etc.
J.B. Say carefully excludes
these from his domain.
Wealth is not produced
by itself; we say, it results from human effort, or
from several such efforts combined.
Why, then,
instead of the result, do you not much rather first
take up, as the object of'the science, the combination of human efforts that produce it? Why not
openly, clearly announce in your formula that it is
this combination
of the different kinds of human
labor which forms
the object
of your studies,
since, after all, this is the only thing that can constitute the object of serious studies?
To rcad the
definitions
in which wealth is made the subject
of which political economy treats, we would suppose. that matter acted and movc_l of itself, and
that man counted
for nothing.
This, it is true,
is only appearance;
but this appearance
is annoying, giving rise to many mistakes;
it has often
caused it to be said, by men who are strangers
to
the science, that the economist
is dew)ted exclusively to the worship of matter, while in reality it
is man, and maz_ alone, that is the constant object
of his labors. -- These formulae, besides being vicious, have become the source of endless discussions, as tiresome
as they are barren in results,
Starting
from the principle
that the object of
political economy is the study of wealth, the conclnsion is drawn,
with a certain
appearance
of
reason, that its first care should be to define and
characterize
wealth; for how can we reason about
wealth if we do not know what it is? and taking
this specious reasoning
as basis, each economist
has made it a duty to place an interminable
dissertation
on this subject at the beginning
of his
work.
They vie with each other, losing themselves in endless discussions
and distinctions
on
utility,
the first attribute
of wealth,
on value
which is its complement,
the nature of this value,
the conditions
of its creation,
its existence, its extent, etc.
Thus the science is made to bristle
with abstractions;
a terror to those who do not
know it, and an object of disgust even for those
who have cultivated
it for a long time.
The
worst of all is, that, after so many long dissertations, these writers
havc not been able to agree
whether it is value in use or value in exchange
which constitutes
wealth. -- What must men who
are strangers
to political
economy,
or who are
only half acquainted
with it, think of these endless discussions?
They must think, and in reality
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do think, that there is nothing fixed or constant
in a science in which its very point of departure,
that which is or appears to be the foundation of
all the rest, is a matter of dispute. -- Suppose thaf,
instead of taking wealth as the subject or text
of political economy,
human industry had been
taken, as is requh'ed by the nature and logic of
things, it appears to us that things would have
taken another
course.
The
substance
of the
science would have remained
the same, but the
formulae would have changed,
and thenceforth
the difficulties which we have just noticed would
have disappeared
of themselves.
It would have
become very easy to give a satisfactory
definition
of the science, not vague and incomprehensible,
like that of Rossi, or complicated,
detailed, and,
after all, unsatisfactory,
like that of J. B. Say,
but which would be at once general and simple,
comprehensive
and clear.
It would have beer
sufficient to say that political
economy is the science of the general laws of the industrial
world;
or that it had as its object the study of labor, not
in its technical methods, but in the relations which
it produces and the laws which govern it.
These
formulse, or equivalent
ones, would
have been
sufficient to indicate the object of the science and
its tendencies.
Then, fully to define its meaning
and bearing, it would have sufficed to prove, by a
clear and precise exposition,
the reality of the laws
which they declare.
On the other hand, by starting with such formulse, the long dissertations
on
wealth, which obstruct the avenues of the science
and render its approaches
so difficult, might have
been dispensed
with.
And what use is there in
adhering so closely to the definition
and description of wealth, since it is man, man as a worker,
whom the science has in view?
Wealth, it is true,
should be the result of the labor of man, as it is
its object, and it must consequently
appear sometime; but it should appear in its proper place, as
the fruit of labor, and then it would not be necessary to define it, since the definition would naturally result from the explanation
itself of the labors
which man has performed
in order to obtain it.
There would
then be no distinction
to be made
between value in use and value in exchange;
or
rather,
that distinction,
which results from the
very nature of things, would appear under another
aspect. -- By the labors to which he devotes himself, man tends unceasingly
to convert all things
to his use, both the material
objects which he
finds at hand, and the immaterial
truths which
he discovers.
Value in use is, therefore, the constant object of his care.
It is weMth, taking the
term wealth in its broadest acceptation.
But this
wealth is to be divided into two parts : one which
man is obliged to win from nature
every day by
continually
renewed
labor ; the other, which is
acquired once and forever, and which he enjoys
without
labor.
In this last category
may be
ranged, not only the advantages
or the goods libemily dispe_ed
by nature to all men, such as air,
light, and the heat of.the sun, but also all those
which man has won by previous labor, and which
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once and forever to the race, and en- [ its laws.

All the truths

which

constitute

the sub-

joyed
by all ofwithout
labor. grown
Such, common
for example,
of political
economy
would What
have a differfound
is the stock
knowledge
to all i stance
their place
in this grand
structure.
in civilized
countries,
the improvement
of the
ence therc would be in the animation
of the subclimate by cultivation,
the possession of an incalj(_t, the facility, the order, ease and clearness of
culable number' of processes
in the arts, which
the deductionM
It would have been possible even
have become habitual
and the propcr_y of all.
to introduce,
if judged
necessary,
tho,_ subtle
This last part of the wealth of man is surely not
distinctions,
those abstractions,
with which the
the le&qtinteresting;
but as it has been definitively
rudiments
of the science are at prescnt actually
acquired,
as man enjoys
it henceforth
without
bristling,
with this difference,
however, that, takeffort or sacrifice, he need no longer concern himing their places only after an explanation
of the
self with it, unless perhaps to endeavor to increase
primary
truths
of which
they are really but
it. The economist,
in like manner, neednot busy
the consequcnces,
tho_
abstractions
wouhl have
himself with it, except to state its extent and its
flowed from these truths as easily as corollaries
benefits.
It is only the other part, that which is flow from a geometric
proposition.
We leave it
the object of incessant labor, that really entersinto
to be considered,
if, with such a point of departhis domain, for it is only here that there are real
urc and explained
in this order, the scienc_e of
phenomena
to ob_rve.We have not said all
political economy wouhi not wear a different apthat can be said concerning
the annoying results
pcarance, and be broader, more animated,
more
of economic
formulae.
The nece_ity
of being
living, and even easier than it is to-day.--¥I.
continually
occupied
with wealth, which it has
Definitive C]_araeter of Economic &_nce : it is a
madeitsspccialtext,
hasforcedpoliticaleconomy
bra_ch of the _'atural
History of Man.
Its Exto construct
a language
of its -own, an obscure,
tent and its Limits.
When economic science is deinvolved language,
full of subtleties
and abstracfined as the science of wealth, it is reD- difficult
tions.
Hence, for example,
the expression
" im- to say to what genus of science it l)elont,-s. Is it
material products,"
to designate
simple services
a moral science?
It is not; for it seems to be derendered, or labor which is not realized
in any
voted exclusively
to the study of matter.
Is it a
product, and many others of the same kind : annatural
scicnce?
Still less ; for it is concerned
noying expressions,
to say nothing
of tim outalmost entirely with an abstraction.
It may be.
rages which they commit
on language
in this,
pretended
tlr_t it is the science of matter, or the
that they seem to transport
us to an unknown
_icnce of abstractions;
aml it is in this way that
world, lying outside
of nature.To sum up,
those who judge only by formulat spcak of it.
political
economy,
turning
on an abstraction,
In this case one is very much embarn)._sed
to
wealth, has become, in its forms at least, an abknow where to class it. But this embarrassment
stract science.
Taking
matter as its text, it has
ceases the moment iL is brought back to its real
become a material
rather than a moral science,
subject, tile labor of man.--Political
oconomy
in the eyes of those at least who do not see
has been ranged in thecatcgory
of moral _icnces.
into its depths.
B(_ides, it has borrowed from in- We accept that title for it, which contains nothing
tmimate matter all the appearances
of a'dcad sci- but what is very honorable,
and which is correct.
encc, while it could and should be full of life. It
It studies the acts anti deeds of men, and therc is
is not, moreover,
in appearance
alone that it ex- always a certain morality in human actions; but
perienct.'s this; it has be_n grievously
troubled by
this title, however honorable,
is not the only one
i! even in its expositions
and in the connection of due to political economy, which N. besides, a natthe truths which it teaches.
If, instead of a barural science, for in its essence it is but a branch
rcn and laborious dissertation
upon wealth, with
of the natural
history of man.
The anatomist
which it always
sets out, and from which afterstudies man in the physical
constitution
of his
ward flow, with such difficulty
and trouble, the
being; the physiologist,
in the action of his organs;
solid truths which constitute
its substance, politinatural
history, properly speaking, in his habits,
eal economy had taken _itspoint
of departure,
or his instincts,
his wants, and in relation
to the
its text, human lalx_r, what it would have accoml)lace which he occupies in the scah: of beings; as
plished! It would have begun with a broad, anito political (,conomy, it observes and studies him
mated,living picture of the industrial
world asit ex- in the combination
of his labors.
Is it not a part
i_ts; it would have exhibited the general organizaof the study of a naturalist,
arid one of the most
lion of human industry as it results from exchange,
intercsting,
to olx-;erve the labor of bees in a hive,
from the division of labor, from the subordinato study their order, combinations
and movelion of the tasks which connect the labor of some
ments?
The economist, in so far as lie simply
with the labor of other men, and the use of metalcultivates
the science without
troubling
himself
lic money,which
establishes among all the separate
about its applications,
does precisely "the same
kinds of labor a universal
connection.
It would
thing for that intelligent
bee, man: he observes
have next explained
the conditions
of the existthe order, the movements
and the combinations
ence of these kinds of labor and their principal
of his labors.
The two studies are absolutely of
motives;
then, descending
by degrees
into the
the same nature;
with this difference
only, that
details of the structure
of industry,
it would have
the field occupied
by the economist is incomparaunfolded succe_vely
all its springs and declared
bly broader, the combinations
which he observes
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more _ubtle, more extended
and more complex.
The theatre of his observations is the great stage
of the world.
The order which he describes has,.
besides, a more elevated character, and, although
less apparent and more difficult to understand,
that order is much more wonderful
also than the
order of a beehive.
The difference is measured
by that between an insignificant
insect and man.
--We
have now determined
the character and
object of political economy,
of that almost intangible science, the definition of which has caused
so much embarrassment
to those who cultivate it,
and given such advantage
to its enemies.
It is
simply a branch of the natural history of man,
and surely not the least interesting nor the least
beautiful.
It only remains to us now to fix its
extent and limits. -- For a long time, and during
the whole period in which political economy was
considered
a branch of the art of government,
industry itself appeared merely as a fact subordinate to the political order, occupying
in each state
a fixed and rather narrow place.
As it was submitted to the supreme action of the political powera, which were looked upon as its guardians and
natural directors, it was examined only in its relations to the state.
It was looked upon then as
,, national fact in politics, and it is from this point
of view that it was considered
by all the early
writers.
But, in proportion
as men closely observed industry, they were not slow to find that
in no place did it stop at the conventional
limits
of states.
They recognized
in it an invincible
tendency to cxteud, to spread outward, to go from
one people to another, without respect even for
the barriers which political power had established,
It was seen to possess a sympathetic
virtue which
impelled
it to clear away every barrier and to
overturn or avoid every obstacle, to draw together
nations the most different, and to rally them all
into the great community
of labor by a universal
exchange of products and services.
Such is the
essential character of industry.
Universal by nature, it has always been so in principle, and tends
every day to become so in practice.
The relations
which it engenders
extend from pole to pole; the
species of community
among men which it ereates, already embraces the whole earth; and if certain feeble fractions of the hum,qm racc appear
still to escape its influence, it tends unceasingly
and with an invincible force to draw them into its
net. --As
the field which economic science explores should be as extended as that of industry
itself, whose laws it studies, it can evidently have
no other limits in space than the limits of the
globe itself.
Cerlain economists,
however, have
been deceived here. They have tried to give their
studies a more real or precise character by confining them, or rather by trying to confine them,
within
the limits of a given country.
Such a
tendency
is remarked
among certain writers of
North Germany.
But, try as they might, they
have not been able to remain
faithful
to the
law which they pretended to impose on themselves.
"The theory of social wealth," says Ft,
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Skarbek, "may comprise the whole earth if we
look at it as the patrimony of the human race;
from this point of view, as broad as it is elevated.
its investigation
would, without doubt, offer to
the mind many philanthropic
ideas which would
be shared by all the friends of h*umanity; but it
would not lead to any important
result in the science, and would not advance us in the knowledge of the principles of the wealth of nations."
(TAdorf_d_riel_soc/a,_,
2dpart, introduction.)
We beg pardon of the estimable writer, but this
point of view, " as broad as it is elevated," which
he sets aside through caution, is the only true one.
In order that political economy, or, as Ft. Skarbek
calls it, "the theory of social wealth," should cornprehend the whole earth, it is not at all necessary
that economists should be given up to philanthropic ideas, or form wishes more or less realizable for
a general union among all nations.
It is sufficient
that the science be exact and true. Strictly spcaking, it is sufficient that it should be occupied with
the phenomena which are peculiarly within its domain.
Among these phenomena the first place _s
occupied
by exchange, the division of labor, the
subordination
or the connection
of the various
kinds of labor, the circulation of products, the use
of money.
These are in industry the great arterial
lines, the primordial facts which engender all the
others; and this is true to Ft. Skarbek himself,
who, like all other economists,
accords them the
first rank.
Now, of all these phenomena, there
is not a single one which stops at the limits of
any state.
They do not stop even in countries
which surround
themselves
with a triple line of
custom houses, and which reject foreign products
as far as they can.
Everywhere,
no matter what
is done, exchange
extends more or less beyond
these artificial
barriers, and the labor of each
country ires its branches outside.
The very efforts
made at the frontiers of certain states to stop the
circulation
of products,
only show more clearly
the expansive
tendencies of industrial facta
As
to the circulation of money, nothing stops it, and
here, with the full force of the term, we have a
universal fact.
But if all the principal economic
phenomena
extend
beyond
the limits of individual states, how can the science itself be confined within them?
Fr. Skarbck errs, therefore,
in this, for want of rendering an account to himself of the nature of the facts with which he deals.
Rossi was in this respect much more in the right
when he said that economic
science, when carefully considered,
had the world for its theatre..
Does this mean that political
economy
should
take no account of nationalities?
Most assuredly
not.
On the contrary, it makes great account of
them, but it does not confine itself to them; it
could not, without mutilating
itself or abdicating
its place.
"We must," says Fr. Skarbek, "' look
on the htlman ro£_ as it is, that is to say, divided
into a great number of societies different from
each other in the degrees of civilization and power
at which they have severally
arrived."
(Ibid._
Doubtless
it i_ n_y
to look at the human
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race aa it exists, but if this hu_man race is divided
into a great number of political societies, it is not
specially comprised in any one of them; to speak
more clearly, it should
comprehend
them
all.
The only question is, whether the facts which
political economy considers are po/it_ud facts, that
is to say, peculiar to one or the other of these societies, or facts of humanity,
that is to say, cornmon to all the human race.
Now, the answer to
this qut_tion can not be doubtful,
at least as regards the science strictly speaking;
it is not doubtful even in the writings
of Skarbek, who could
not have deceived
himself on this subject if he
had not reasoned on science, as unfortunately
so
many other economists do, with the preconceived
notions of an art. --Nevertheless,
nationalities,
slates, and the governments
which manage them,
are also, from a certain point of view, economic
facts, and facts of considerable
importance;
the
more considerable
since it is through
them that
order, security and justice, so necessary in the great
workshop of labor, are enforced.
They should
therefore
not be forgotten.
But to consider the
human
race in its totality,,
with regard
to the
general phenomena
which concern
it, it is not
necessary
to forget, nor to lessen, the particular
facts which concern
each one of the great fraclions of which it is composed.
Here, then, we
have the field of political economy marked
out
so far as space is concerned.
Its observations
should not and can not be concentrated
in a particular state; they should embrace the earth.
To
see what takes place in this or that country, is
not to study industry,
but fractions
of industry,
Even this partial survey is impossible,
since any
one who examines closely what passes in his own
country, will recognize
without
difficulty
that
each of the phenomena
which he has observed
ha_ its prolongation
elsewhere.
It may be of use,
doubtless, to show the local influence of the particular kinds of legislation
of each state, and the
manner
in which they
modify
the action of
general laws; it is even necessary,
in all cases, to
take account
of this salutary
influence
which
every government
exercises in its sphere, by the
single fact of maintaining
order and security,
All these particular facts have their place in the
vast circle of studies
which
political
economy
embraces,
but it is none the less true that the
ground of all these studies
is in a sum total of
phenomena
which includes
the human race in its
eatirety. -- If, as to space, political economy knows
no other limits than those of the earth itself, we
can also say that it includes in its domain
all
m(,n without
distinction,
to whatever
class they
belong or whatever
their occupation.
It would,
indeed, be a great error to suppose that the industrial phenomena
from which economic science
draws its life concern
only men actually
en_.'aged in industry, merchants,
manufacturers,
and
all those commonly
included
under the name of
workingmen;
it comprehends
all without
exceplion. We are all interested
in exploiting
this
globe of ours, and this is aaough to bind tm to the
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scene of our labor.
If we are not all bound to it
by our labor, we are at least so bound by our
wants; and nearly all of us, it must be said, aid
in this exploitation
of the globe, even without
knowing
it, in a direct or indirect manner.
This
is not at all doubtful in the case of men who hold
the reins of power
in nations,
or who govern
them; it is by their ministry that order, security
and justice
reign in the great workshop
of industry.
From this point of view, functionaries,
judges, officials of all kinds, assist in the common
labor, by the fact alone that they defend it against
acts of violence which might disturb it. This is
also true in the case of scholars,
who, without
taking part in industrial
labor properly speaking,
throw light on the path of progress.
If there is
in the world a sufficient number of men of whom
one can not say ab_lutely
that they assist, directly
or indirectly,
in the common lat)or, they at least
render certain services to their eqlmls, and this is
enough to warrant
us in including
them in the
grand army of labor.
It would, in fact, singularly lessen the scope of human industry to con*
sider it as exclusively devoted to the material exploitation of the terrestial
globe; it has a more
general object, that of answering to all the wants
of man of whatever nature they may be. Thus,
whoever renders a service to his fellows, what.
ever be the occupation
to which he is devoted, is
connected
with general industry
by his labor.
Who, then, are the men who are not engaged in indnstry in some way?
Apparently
only those who
live at the expense of their neighbors, by theft,
robbery or beggary, buteven these, ff they do not
belong to thc industrial
order by their labor, are
still connected with it indissolubly
by their wants.
-- In the stage of civilization which humanity has
reached, every man, in whatever position he may
be, in whatever degree of the social scale he may
be placed, depends on exchange,
at least so far as
his wants are concerned,
which he can only
satisfy through it. l_ow, exchange is the first of
the general conditions
of industry, and the chief
source of all the others.
He is also connected
with the division of labor by the functions
which
he performs, if he performs any, or, in default of
any, by the rank alone which he occupies.
There
is no person who does not use money, at least in
certain cases, and money is one of the principal
agents of the industrial order.
In fine, we are all
obliged to accept the value of things which the
general condition of thc markets has established.
In all this we are irrevocably
bound to the industrial
order, and we submit to its laws.
If a
few men escape it, they are mere savages, and
the l_t among savages, those who, lost in some
corncx of a desert land, have no relations with the
rest of the world; for in regard to other savages,
they make, after all, some exchanges,
and gencrally devote themselves to some special occupation
adapted
to their support.
Thus, the industrial
order not only extends over the whole earth, it emo
braces, besides, allmen, without distinction.
Thus,
too, the field of political economy, considered as &
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science, being no other than that of industry itself,
whose laws it studies, it is clear that it comprebends in its domain the totality of mankind.l_om this point of view we can say that economic
science has no limits; but if it has not, so far as
the extent of the circle it embraces is concerned,
it has them marked out clearly enough as to the
object with which it is concerned.
Though connect_._i exclusively
with man, it does not take all
of man into consideration;
that which it studies
specially
is human industry,
comprising
under
this general denomination
the sum of labors which
men perform, or the mutual services which they
render each other for the satisfaction
of their
respective
wants.
Further, it does not consider
these special services except in so far as they are
rendered under the law of exchange,
that is to
say, in consideration
of a return.
Man, living in
society, has his duties to fulfill to his neighbors,
his duties as a son, a father, husband, citizen; he has
others to fulfill to his Creator.
These duties political economy considers as foreign to its domain:
it leaves the care of determining
them and rcgulating them to religion, to morality, and the law.
Besides the strict duties which religion, morality
and law impose on him, man has feelings of sympathy which often decide him to come to the
assistance of his neighbors without any hope of
repayment.
This is also an order of things with
which political economy has nothing to do. It
examines only those positive and strictly definable
relations which are established between men, when
each of them, while rendering services to others,
counts on a just remuneration
for these services,
and works in reality for himself. -- All this is
easily understood, because it all results sufficiently
from the single general enunciation of the object
which economic
science proposes to itself: the
study pf human industry.
But what should be
brought out more clearly is this, that political
economy does not study even industry under all
its phases; that, for example, it never considers
industry in the processes which it employs
in the
technic or scientific means which it uses, but only
in the relations which it engenders, and in the general laws by which it is governed.
Thus, every
industrial
worker,
manufacturer
or merchant
comes under the observation of political economy,
This is not doubtful
with regard to the labors
which he executes.
But political
economy does
not consider
these labors in themselves
and in
their technical
processes;
it only considers
them
in their connection
with the labors which are executcd elsewhere
and in regard to their relations
with the whole.
What
is seen in an artisan is
the place which he occupies in the great workshop
of labor, the office which he fills there;
but it
does not inquire how he fills that office, or at least
it only judges by results.
It sees the products
which he delivers
to his neighbors,
the condition
under which he delivers them, and the remuneration which he obtains.
It sees at the same time
the action exercised
upon him by all of his surroundings,
the influences which
he undergoes,
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and the necessities by which he is held to submit
to them.
But it takes no note of the pr_
which he uses in the branch of labor with which
he is occupied. -- Political
economy
is in this
respect, then, perfectly distinct from technology,
and in general from all the arts and sciences
which men apply in the particular
labors to
which each one devotes himself.
It takes account
of all these arts and sciences,
it gives them a
place, but always considers them only in regard
to their relations with the whole, only in the function which they fulfill, in the action which they
exercise,
but ne'vcr in themselves,
and in their
processes.
The reason of this is easily understood.
If we admit, in fact, that there is in the
industrial
world, as it exists, certain constant
relations between
workmen,
invariable
laws, a
fixed and regular order which can he settled and
defined, it is this order, these relations, these laws,
which political economy should study, and nothing more; it could go no further, to observe, for example, the particular processes of the labors whose
relations it studies, without losing its way.
Thus,
the field of economic
science is limited on all
sides.
It halts everywhere,
if it is permitted to
say so, at the very portals of the sanctuary in
which the arts are carried on.
It touches all
these sciences and all th_e arts, but without interfering with any, examining
them only in their
relations to the whole.--This
last consideration
should establish
a clear dividing
line between
political economy and politics proper.
Politics is
an art, the art of governing
a political society or
a nation, in view of certain ends; in view, notably,
of establishing
order, security and justice therein,
of maintaining
and making the rights of all respected.
Political economy looks on this art, as
on all others, in its relations with the total of
economic
facts, but in no way in its ordinary
processes.
It makes known,
for instance,
the
salutary
influence which a government
exerci_s
on the development
of industry, when it maintains perfect
security
for all interests,
absolute
respect for all rights, and calls attention
to the
wrong which it inflicts on industry
when it suffers
these rights to be violated or when it violates them
itself; but it does not discuss on what principles
or what bases a government
should be instituted
in order to accomplish
its mission in the best manner possible.
This is a task which it leaves to
politics as it leaves to technology
that of determining the best possible methods
of manufacturing in one branch of industry or another. -- VII.
Actual or Possible Applieatiorts of Economic J_ience.
No science is destined
to remain barren forever.
Considered
in itself, a science only studies what
takes place and what exists, without
inquiring
what use may be made of the truths which it establishes.
"From
the moment that we busy ourselves," says Rossi, justly, "' with the employment
which may be made, or the profit that may be
drawn, from science, we leave science and fall into
art."
Still, as the profit which may be derived
from it is, after all, the final object proposed in
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studying science, it is not forbidden, even to the
scholar, to examine what are or would be its
possible applications.
This is the more necessary
here, since in this Cyclopedia
economic art and
science are in many regards mingled and confounded.
What, then, are the useful applications
which may be made of political economy in the
present, or those which may be made of it in the
future?
The study of economic science will not
h_d. we may be sure, to the discovery
of that
chimera, that sort of philosopher's
stone, so long
sought for: the art of enriching nations by means
of legislative combinations;
on the contrary, the
first fruit of this study is to make it clearly understood that the creation of such an art is impossihie. Political economy shows, indeed, in the first
place, that all wealth is derived from the energy
of individual
labor or the spontaneous
activity
of men; it shows, in the second place, that this
spontaneous
activity obeys, of it_elf, or by the
force of things alone, certain regular laws which
direct it unceasingly
toward the most fruitful results, toward r_ults the best that human industry
can produce.
In the presence of these two capitat truths, the first that flow from the total of
economic investigation,
we are convinced
that
every artificial combination
imposed on human
labor is capable only of troubling
its natural
order, and diminishing
its fruits.
Neither will
this study lead to the discover)" of that other art
so vainly sought for by certain modern sectaries,
that of dividing the fruits of labor among the
different classes or the different members of soeiety according to conventional
laws, to render
this division more equal among men, or, _ is supposed, more conformable
to equity.
It shows,
and this is another of the capital truths which it
gives to the world, that the partition or distribution of the fruits of labor effected by the natural
laws of industry,
is, when no artificial system
intervenes to trouble the action of these natural
laws, or when violence
does not prevent their
('fleet, the most equitable
and the best l_ssible,
It proves that this division is continually
effected
according
to the grand
principle
which
men
have pretended
to inaugurate
by other means: to
*aeh a_ according to his capacity,
a_td to each
c(q),cfly aceerdiag to its _co¢'ks--a principle of rigor(ms justice,
which
does not reduce men to
an impo_ible
level, but which
leaves to each
4,_le a share of enjoyment
corresponding
to the
_uni of the labors which lie has furnished,
or
t l_e services which he has rendered,
_ In _dl this,

political economy, from the first, necessarily enunciated this great principle,
Laissez faire, _ez
pa_ser, a principle which may be called a system
if you will, but which has no value but this,
that it is the negation of all artificial systems.
Is
this saying
that political economy
can not be
applied u_fully,
that it can not reach any practical result? Decidedly not. On the contrary, there
are many practical re._ults, whose realization it
can help to effect. -- It is, to begin with, a first
and very great practical
result to have caused
the abandonment
of all artificial systems, the unhappy fruit_ of the errors of men. some of which
]lave already brought many evils on humanity,
while others have sometimes menaced it with still
greater evils.
Political economy has shaken these
systems to their foumlations,
beginning with that
which consisted in regulating
the labors of men,
subjecting
them to hindrances;
including those
which strove for nothing less than to substitute
a new organization of industry sprung all armed
from the head of some excited enthusiast,
for
that admirable natural organization which human
genius has produced.
This is the first service
which economic science has rendered, and if it,
had done nothing else, it surely could not be said
that it is barren of results.
But it can render
others still more direct and of a more positive
nature. -- IX from political economy we can not
deduce the art of enriching" nations, we can at;
least deduce from it another art, more rational
and truer, that of governing
them, in everything
touching the interests
of labor, in the manner
most conformable
to their natural
tendencies.
This still tends to enrich them, but by a different,
and much.surer
method, which is to desist from
har_ssingtheir
industry and diminishingits
fruits.
And if political economy,
without interfering in
politics, meaning by that whaWver
relates to the
for m itself of government,
takes into consideration
the state, or the power which directs the state in
reference to lhe influc,nce which it exercises and
should exercise on the industrial
circle which it
embraces, it should also, for the same reason, say
how far that influence ought to extend in order to
protect the industrial
order without troubling it.
It is, then, its officc to determine
the real attributes of the state and the limits of thesc attributcs.
-- It does more.
Even within tlle limits of these
attributes
it indicates
tile best measures
to be
adot)ted , keet)ing always in _iew the industrial
order which it studies, and the spontaneous
devclopment of human activity.
Among the legiti-

then, the study of political
economy leads us,
and this is its first fruit, to renounce
in an absolute manner the discovery
of all those artificial
--ntbinations,
in the search for which so many
di_,tinguished men have wasted their powers.
It
e_)nducts us to this without
effort, by the sole
rovc/ation of the natural
order which it brings to
light. After this revelation, all arbitrary combinati¢)ns should vanish, because they have no longer
any raison d'gtre, and because they can only trouble
the pre-existing
natural order.
And this is why

mate attributes
of political
power,
is, beyond
doubt, that of levying
and collecting
taxes, in
order to satisfy its own wants.
Without examining whose province
it is to levy or collect these
taxes, a question which belongs to the domain of
politics, political economy examines
according to
what principles and in what form they should be
levied and collected in order to obtain the sum of
contributions
necessary,
with the least possible
damage to the people.
The theory of taxation is
therefl)rc one of the first arts which spring from
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political economy'. --It
does not stop here.
Alwhich political
economy reveals and wltoae
though
the essential
and primitive function
of
ditions it explains.
Science has already rend_r_
political
power istoestablish
security,
justiceand brilliant
servicesin thisdirection. To it,above
law, there are certainother functionswhich can all,
isdue the relative
meritof modern legislation,
not be denied it,that,notably,of directingin which, though very imperfect,isstill
farsuperior,
each statecertaininterests
which can not,without on the whole, tothat inforcein the past. Itwill
danger, be leftto the action of individuals,
and renderstill
greaterserviceshere in thefuture,and
which imperativelydemand the interferenceof we may hope thatthe world willbe indebtedtoit,
public power. The stateshould interferemore
sooner or later,
for a system of civillaws exactly
or less,for example, in whatever concerns the appropriatetothe realwants of human society.
management of waters,the system of roads,etc. --But itis not to legislators
and governments
There arestill
other objectswhich are evidently alone thateconomic sciencehas usefuldirections
within itsjurisdiction.Men may discuss,and to give. Individualsmay consult itwith profit
they willoften discuss,
the greateror lessexten- for the conduct of theirprivateaffairs,
at least
aion which itisproper to give to theseaccessory when theseaffairsextend beyond a certainlimit.
attributes
of political
power, but no one willdeny Individualsare forced,and more so than legislathat therearesome which it can not and should totsand governments, to bend in allthingsto the
not abandon. In all this,it is stilleconomic industrial
order to which they are essentially
subsciencethat has to furnish the general rulesby ordinate. They can scarcely,it is true,trouble
which the mode and extent of the intervention itby,theiracts;for they have not the power to
should be regulated. In allcountries,general do so; at most, they are able to cause, by their
legislation
is necessaryto regulatethe rightsof errorsor theirfaults,certaintransientand altoindividualsamong themselves,and those of indi- gether localdisturbancesin it. But the errors
viduals in their relationsto the public. Corn- into which they allow themselves to be drawn,
moray this legislation
becomes complicated in become fatalby hurrying them to theirown ruin.
proportion as the progress of civilizationhas They have, therefore,the greatestinterestto
,createdmore numerous and complex interests,avoid these errors,for on that theirpersonalexItisessentially
importantto the happiness of the istencedepends. Now, the bestmeans ofavoiding
human speciesthat initstotality
and iu itsdetails theseerrorsisto study the industrial
order in its
thislegislation
should always be in perfectaccord essential
constitution,
in itsnaturalte.udencies
and
with that naturalorder which political
economy
itsnormal development. Ifthisstudy isnot prereveals. Itistruethatto establish
this accord it ciselynecessarytothe artisanand the retail
merisvery oftensufficient
to have recourseto good chant, who address themselves only to a small
sense and the common
principlesof equity,for number of neighboring consumers, it isalmost
political
economy itself
does not demand anything always necessary to those who work on a large
but the triumph of equity;yetthisisnot sufficientscale,and especiallyto those who intend to erain allcases. Besidesthe factthttt
itisnotalways bark in new enterprises.The majority of false
easy in the complicationof various intereststo stepstaken on thisroad, and the disasters
which
distinguishwhat is truly equitable from that they involve,when they are not purely the result
which ismerely specious,
therearein allthe legis- of negligenceor incapacity,
arisefrom falseideas
lationsof the world a great number of provi- concerning the wants of societyand itsrealtendsionswhich aremerely formal,and which belong encies.
-- Political
economy has oftenbeen given
to what might be called civilpolice provisions
; names different
from that which itusuallybears,
and which are necessarysometimes to establish and thereisnothing very astonishingin this,for
the rightsof individuals,
and sometimes to guar- thisname, aswe have seen,isnotvery appropriate
antee their enjoyment and preservation. It is toit,and has scarcelyany merit but thatof hayespecially
in thispartof legislation
that thereisa ing been sanctioned by long usage. Of these
riskof going astraywhen one isnot aided by the names wc shallrecallbut a few. First,as to the
lightsof economic science. It oftenhappens in present and ordinary name of the science:its
such cases,eitherthatthe guarantees offeredare origin is very ancient,since itis found at the
not sufficient
for the preservationof the rights head of a French treatise
dated 1615,duc toone
which itis wished to protect,or that they arc Montchrestiende Watteville.The publicists
of the
superabundant,a_d stifle
the actionof thesesame schoolof Quesnay, who perhaps contributedmore
rightsunder the weight of the formalities
which than others to sanction this ancient title,
have
they impose upon those rights. The legislationneverthelesssometimes substitutedanother,that
of civilized
nationsis,in our enlightenedage,far of phyKocT'ac'y,
which still
servesto designatetheir
from being exempt in this regard from all re- school and their doctrine. Adam
Smith, who
proach. There is,on the contrary,not one which c_red more forthings than for words, adoptedthe
is not overburdened with annoying provisions receivedtitleswilhout examination. J. B. Say,
and ill-conceived
formalities,
prejudicialto the though he alsoaccepted them, did not do so,at
public,and opposed to the very interests
which
]eastin hislaterworks and inthe lasteditionsof
they areintended to serve. How islegislation
to his Tr_, without repugnance and regret. He
be purged of these imperfections? By a more would have preferredto be able to give another
careful and general study of that naturalorder more i_tti/ig
nstmo to po1it_ eoononly,and he
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would have doubtle_
done so had he not feared
to change the ideas of the public as to the real
character of his labors.
The name which he
would have adopted in this ease would have been
social economy or _
pkysiegogy, as he has himself declared several times.
This last title would
seem to us the most proper
were it not likely
to give rise to troublesome
misunderstandings,
The word physiology
would,
in every way, be
ve D- appropriate
to economic science, since its object is to explain the action of the natural organs
of industry.
As to the word social, it would not
be fitting except in so far as it should be well explained and well understood
that the word relates
to the greet human
society and that species of

POLITICAL
ECON0][Y,
History
of. The
history of the science of economi_s falls naturally into two periods: that before, and that after,
Adam Smith.
The year 1776 may fairly enough
be called tile birth-year of economics, for in that
year appeared Adam Smith's immortal work entitled, "An Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth
of Nations."
The science had
passed through
two stages of its development
before that time : the embryonic and the formatire periods.
Men had tl_ought upon economical
subjects for ages in a desultory,
blind sort of a
way, but had produced
nothing
which even remotely resembled the science now called economics until within two centuries
of Adam Smith.

universal
association
which
industrial
relations
create among men, and in no way to political socicry, which is only a fraction of that great society,
Moreover, the word social has been so much abused
in recent years, it has been made to serve as a
cloak to so many foolish things, to so many antisocial and anti-human
doctrines,
that it will perhaps be necessary to avoid its employment
for a
long time to come. -- Fr. Skarbek has entitled
his treatise, "Theory
of Social Wealth,"
another
name for political economy, less acceptable
than
those we have just noted, and which, after all that
has preceded,
we need not discuss. -- When there
was created at the conservatory
of arts and trades,
at Paris, a chair of political economy, occupied at
first by J. B. Say, and subsequently
by Blanqui,
it was called the chair of inducts'a/economy.
It
may be that this name of industrial economy, iraposed officially on a public chair, borrows from
this circumstance
a certain value, a certain authority.
It has already served as title to a work
founded on the first lectures of Blanqui, by two
of his disciples. -- Some persons, strangers to the
science, have also tried to impose
on political
economy the name of chrematistics, or other names
stranger still.
But these ill-sounding
titles have
never been seriously considered
by any economist
or even by the public. -- Whatever
be the relative
or absolute merit of some of these titles which we
have passed in review, none has been able, up to
the present, to prevail over that which long usage
has sanctioned.
After all, however incorrect this
last may be, when it is considered
in its etymological sense, perhaps it is better to adhere to it at
least for the present.
It is always dangerous,
in
the case of a science cultivated
by so many minds,
and in so many places, to alter or change received
terms.
And what importance
has the etymologi,
ca! sense here?
It is not the first time that a word
ha_ b_n deflected from its primitive sense, either
by usage or by a change in the things themselves
t_ which it refers; and we do not see that people
who use it understand
it the le_ on this account,
If the future offers an opportunity
to change the
name which political economy still bears, it will
be only when its 'general
notions are more fully
popularized
and explained.
The public
mind
will thus be prepared for the change of name.
Cn. CoQv_Lr_.

The embryo began to a_sume shape in the writings
of those men who immediately
preceded
the socalled mercantilists;
it appeared in a more developed shape in the formulations
of the mercantile
writers during the seventeenth
century,
and assumed a still more definite and orderly form in the
theories of the economists or physiocrats
of the
eigl_teenth cehtury.
It was reserved for Adam
Smith, however, to actually bring it into life and
start it forth in its career of development.
Adam
Smith occupies a very similar position in the history of economics to that occupied by Kant in the
history of philosophy.
All theories and development of the prec_ting
ages culminate
in him,
all lines of devetopmc_nt in the succeeding
ages
start from him.
His work has been before the
public over one hundred years, and yet no second
book has been produced that deserves to be compared with it in originality
or importance.
The
subsequent history of the science is mainly the history of attempts to broaden and deepen the foundation laid by Adam Smith. to build the superstructurc higher and render it more solid.-- Those
who have attempted
to find the origin of econotates in antiquity
have met with poor success.
Even Roscher, with all his love for the llistorical
method
and his wonderful
acquaintance
with
economical writings,
has not been able to prove
anything more than that ancient writers discussed
some phases of various economic
subjects---as
how could they help doing so, if they touched
upon social or political matters at all ? One might
as well claim that the _New Testament
contains
a
systematic treatise on political economy,
because
it discusses the proper
method
of treating
the
poor, and the relations between masters and servants, _.s to maintain
that Plato and Aristotle,
in
their discussions
of the state and its functions,
elaborated
an economic science, or even laid the
foundations
for such a_ience.
Greek and Roman
writers, it is true, discussed
economic questions.
So they discussed chemical, physical _ncl geological questions,
but it would
hardly be claimed,
even by their most enthusiastic
followers,
that
they laid the foundations,
in anyreal sen_, of the
modern sciences of chemistry,
physics and geology.
They considered nearly all questions which
present themselves to the inquiring human mind.
But many of them they did not approach
from
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the right direction, and consequently
their thought
did not result in anything
valuable.
They refleeted upon economic
questions,
and discussed
them to some extent, but not from an economic
standpoint.
Economic
issues were decided,
not
from economic considerations,
but on social, political, religious
or even esthetic grounds.
Three
things prevented
the Greeks from elaborating
a
science of economics:
1, the abstract
nature
of
their science; 2, their economical
institutions;
3,
their political and social theories.
(Eisenhardt.)
Greek science was ab.Ctractly philosophical.
It
was pre-eminently
a in'_bH.
It was in such haste
to reach ultimate
generalizations
that it was not
content to make even elementary
observations
of
actual facts.
As a consequence
it became mere
form without
content.
Its theories
were often
directly opposed to patent facts.
Such a method
could not develop a science of economics, whose
starting
point is certainly
the concrete
facts of
the material and moral world, whatever
its subsequent
logical method
may be.
h'or was the
social and economic
organization
of the Grecian
states any more favorable
to the development
of economics
than their scientific method.
Greece
never got beyond the natural economy--that
form
of social organization
in which the community
is made up of a mere aggregate
of households,
each of which
is largely
independent
of the
others,
since it satisfies its own want of material commodities
by producing
them itseff, instead of depending
on acquiring
them by exchange.
The typical Greek state was based on
a landed aristocracy,
whose members
dwelt each
in the midst of an estate, on which he employed
enough slaves to work the lands and manufacture
the commodities
which necessity and comfort
required.
The economical
phenomena
of such a
social organization
could not be so striking
as to
attract
the thoughtful
attention
of the thinkers
and philosophers
long enough to result in any va]uable system of science.
And finally, the Greek
idea of labor barred in a most effectual way all attempts to investigate
its real nature as an economic factor.
Physical
labor was held to be degrading.
It unfitted a man for the higher and nobler
duties of life, those relating
to the state.
It was
necessary,
therefore,
for human
society to be divided into two classes, the slaves m_d the masters,
All physical labor must be performed
by the former, so as to leave the latter leisure to live forthe
higher purposes of life.
Plato careflfily excluded
artisans
from his ideal state, and after calling a
state organized
in their interest a state of swifie,
he says that it is not worth
the trouble to spend
any time in discussing
them.
Aristotle
recognized only one kind of physical
labor as worthy
occupation'
for free citizens, and that was agriculture.
In this respect
the Romans resembled
Aristotle.
Senators were disgraced who took part
in undertakings
which were not aristocratic,
and
agriculture
was the only kind of physical
labor
which was allowed to be aristocratic.
Of course,
with such ideas of labor, there was no possibility
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of a science of economms, in the modern sense of
the term.
This bar to the rise of political econstay was taken away by the triumph of Christianity, which made the servant equal to the master
in the sight of God, and all kinds of labor equally
honorable.
But early Christian
science was as
antagonistic
to any thoroughgoing
investigation
of economic problems as had been its predecessors.
For, in the first place, it was as abstract
and as
a pr/o_ as Greek philosophy.
In fact, it was a
mere outgrowth
of the latter, and for ages it did
not get beyond it. In the second place, the ascetic
influence was decidedly prominent.
The doctrine
of renunciation
was preached.
The way to get
rich is to become so deeply interested
in the life
beyond the grave that the wealth of this world
shall become of no importance.
Such an idea was
as inimical to the rise of political economy as the
ancient
idea of labor.
Medimval society also re.
sembled
that of antiquity,
in that it was essentially a mere aggreg'ate
of private
households,
each largely independent
of all the others.
The
system of barter still prevailed.
Society was di.
vided into two classes, lords and serfs.
The 1atter lived for the former, and these, theoretically,
for the state and the church,
practically,
for
themselves.
But toward
the beginning
of that
period which we call modern times, things began
to change, and the conditions
began to be real.
ized, one by one, which were necessary
to the
rise of economics.
The first great step was the
rise of the cities.
The artisan and commercial
classes began to work themselves
up out of the
subordinate
positions
they had always occupied,
to an equality with the clergy and nobility.
By
coming together in cities they managed to develop
a political strength which secured their rights and
privileges.
By the cheapness
of their products
they began to build up a trade with the country.
The first germs of that vast organism which we
may call the industrial
economy of the world began to vegetate.
Exchange
by money began to
take the place of exchange
by barter.
The trades
unions insisted on the dignity of labor, and the
representatives
of the cities claimed
equal rank
with those of the courts.
The growth was rapid.
Kings and princes
saw in the cities a means of
humbling
the power of the barons and of increasing the revenue
at their disposal.
The need of
money to sustain
their armies led the kings to
consider
the best way of getting
money
The
thought
and attention of their ministers
were directed more and more powerfully
to this subject,
though
of course all the time more toward
the
practical
question of how to get a large revenue,
than to the theoretical one of how to establish and
maintain
national
wealth.
Works
upon money
are consequently
the earliest writings we have on
economical subjects.
It might have been along
time, however, before any system of economical
theories would
have been elaborated,
had it not
been for the discovery of America.
To the gold
and silver mines of Mexico and Peru we arc
probably indebted for the mercantile
theory.
The
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revolution in prices in western Europe caused by
the influx of gold and silver from America, was
both intensive and extensive,
and its effecL_ are
traceable even to this day.
}Iany modern cconomists are never tired of belittling
the theories of
the mercantile school, and of expressing
their surprise that men ever held such views,
k glance
at the conditions
under which it rose will do much
to explain its raison d'etre.
Most modern writers

of wealth among the European nations to the advantage of Spain, nor could it obscure the fact
that money had been the great instrument
in
eff_ting
this distribution.
The phenomena
attendant
upon this enormous
redistribution
of
wealth attracted
the attention of eminent thinkers
of all natioas.
They naturally
attempted
to account for them.
The theory which they cluborated has become known as the commercial
or

on economics unite in attributing
but little importance to the increase in the amount of money in a
country.
Mill says that if the qLumtity of money
in the possession of every individual
in a nation
were suddenly doubled, the only economical effect
would be a rise in prices equal to the increase in
the amount of money in circulation.
Now, alfllough this might be true of the case whictl he
supposes (which hc does not by any means prove),
yet it is plain that, if the same amount of money
were put at the disposal of a few men, its passage
into circulation
might have a most powerful effect
on the whole national
economy.
It might work
out a total redistribution
of wealth before it had
all passed into circulation
and produced
its legitimate effect of raising prices.
Such was the condition of things ill the world market from 1500 to
1600. A large addition was made to the money
of the world.
This addition was in the possession
of a single nation.
The economical superiority
of
this nation in western
:Europe was undisputed,
It._ political superiority
followed
as a matter of
course.
Spain, by virtue of its immense
acqui_itions of gold and silver, became mistress of the
wealth and lands of Europe.
Prices ro_ rapidly,
but Spain was in a condition to profit at the expease of the r_st of the world.
The quantity
of
money in the European
world in 1600 was estimated to bc about four times what it was in 1492.
Bodin, in his di_cours sur l'_ive
chert_, publi._hed in 1574, says that pric_s had risen ten to
twelve fold within seventy years. Bishop Latimer,
in his sermons
(1575), says that he had to pay
sixteen pounds rent for the estate which his father
had had for three-fourths
of a pound.
The
European world contemplated
this 1reheard-of and
univcr_l
rise in prices with dazed fear.
If thL_
thing continues, says Latimer, we shall have to pay
a pound for a hog after awhile.
It was, of course,
natural that men sho_fld see in such a revolution a real increasein
the cost of commodities.
It
was widely attributed
to the usurious nmnipulations of the large banking houses.
It was therefore a long step forward
toward the rise of economics when Bodin declared
that
this whole

mercantile
system, and was the first attempt to
systcmatize
and arrange
in scientific order the
complicated
phenomena of the industrial
world,
and, as such, deserves a somewhat
careful examination.
This theory arose from discussions
of the
money questioa, aml was primarily
a mere theory
of money and of the laws controlling
its creation
and distribution.
It included,
however, the discussion of many other points, and it will be preseated here as it appeared in its later form. -- The
most striking peculiarity
of the mercantile school,
as I_scher
has happily
remaxkcd, consists in a
five-fold over-estimation.
The mercantile writers,
as a rule, over-estimated
the importance of a dense
population,
the value of a large stock of money,
the advantages
of foreign trade, the importance
of manufacturing
industry, and the efficiency of
governmental
control and supervision.
We have
already explained how naturally they were led by
the circumstances
of the time to over-value
the
precious metals, which formed the money stock
of the world.
The underlying
principle of the
whole mercantile school was that anation's wealth
is to be measured
by the amount of the precious
metals which is circulating
within its limits as
money, and that the national economy is consequently to be organized so as to attract as much
money as possible, into the country, and to retain
it when once obtained.
They held that wherever
money performs its service as a universal medium
of exchange, the individual
is rich in proportion
as he can control money, and that what is true of
the individual
must be true of the nation, which
is only an aggregate
of individuals.
Further,
that although the wealth of a nation does not consist altogether
of gold and silver coins, but of
money and what is worth money, yet money is
the most important
clement of wealth, because it
is not consumed
and destroyed
like provisions,
and because it forms an essential condition of a
lively domestic commerce, and of a great productinn and consumption,
and must also be regarded
as an unusually
important, nay, indispensable,
resource, and as a powerful
promoter
of internationalcommerce.
Again, that the vigor, authority,

l_lwnomenon was a mere sinking in the value of
gold and silver, and not an increase in the value
of other commodities.
Just as much corn, cloth,
etc., is produced
now as before, and at the same
expense of labor and capital; the only difference
is, that money has become much more plenty, and
consequently
has sunk in price.
But while this
expressed a great
economic
truth,
it did not
change the fact that while this process was going
on it had produced a very different distribution

efficiency and power of the government
at home
and abroad depend maixfly on the amount
of
money at its dispo_l,
and that great and successful wars can never be waged without abundance
of money.
Finally, that the. importance
of money
can be seen from the fact that all those states
which, by means of manufacturing
industry, foreign trade or other expedients,
have succeeded in
obtaining the largest amount of the precious metals, and in whose territories there is the liveliest
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circulation
of money, have distinguished
themselves from other states by a great population,
prosperity
and power.
Starting from these considerations, the value of any branch of national
industry, the propriety of any course of national
policy, must be tried hy its probable effect on the
quantity of money at the nation's dispo_l.
Agriculture, although
necessary to the existence of a
people, can not increase the national wealth very
much, bccause its products, as a rule, are rapidly
consumed, and, even if shipped to foreign lands,
can not bring back much money, since they arc
generally
exchanged
for manufactures.
If the
products
of agriculture
were worked
over at
home and _nt abroad in a perfected form they
would serve to support a fiourishing
manufacturing and commercial population, and money would
flow into the country in abundance.
In the opinion of the mercantilists,
then, a_o-riculture is to
be fostered as the nourisher of the nation, and as
the soume of various kinds of raw material which
manufacturing
industry
needs; but as compared
with other branches of industry which contribute
to increase the quantity of money, the nerve and
sinew of national power and prosperity, it is only
of secondary importance, and can by no means lay
claim to special care and favor.
In reference to
mining, which is intimately
connected with the
production of raw materials, the mercantile school
held, that the mining of the precious metals is an
extremely
important
source of national wealth,
for it contributes
immediately
to swell the quantity of gold and silver.
The opening of mines,
then, at home or in the colonies, must be a special
care of every government
which understands
its
true in,rest.
Gold and silver mines should be
kept open, even if they yield no profit, or indeed
if they can be worked only at a loss; for the
money with which the costs of mining are defrayed remains in the country, while the precious
metals so obtained are a permanent
gain to the
national
wealth.In opposition
to agriculture
the mercantile
system recognizes
manufacturing
industry as especially important
to a nation; for
it alone furnishes tho_ products and commodities
which can be exchanged
with foreign countries
for cash, while it also prevents
money
from
going to foreign countries in return for manufactures. It is to be r%_arded, therefore,
as a powerful lever in acquiring
money.
The mercantilists
hold that everything
which can be prodt_ced at
home should be produced there, even if the costs
of production
and prices should be higher than
abroad; for the higher prices paid to the producers
remain at home.
Those branches of industry are
of most importance which furnish artistic products
for the foreign market, for these not only prevent
money from leaving the country to purchase such
things elsewhere,
but they are the very things
that bring in most money.
In consequence
of the
significance,
importance
and necessity of such industry, it becomes one of the chief functions of
the state to further everything which can promote
it in any way, and especially
to aim at securing
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low wages of labor, cheap provisions,
low rates
of interest, cheap raw materials, skilied laborers,
large markets,
cheap transportation,
etc., since
these are prime conditions
of the expansion and
progress of the technical
industries.
This can
only be attained when the government
keeps the
wages at a proper minimum by police regulations,
fixes the prices of the necessaries of life, hinders
the export of corn, fixes the rate of interest, and
renders difficult the exportation
of raw materials,
while offering a premium on their importation.
It must at the same time attempt to persuade
skilled laborers to immigrate
from foreign countries, reward and promote skill and inventiveness
by patents and pensions, by monopolies and privlieges, improve the means of communication
and
tran.,q)ortatiou, and regulate domestic and exclude
foreign competition.
What the landowner, farmer, laborer and capitalist,
and the whole class of
consumers, lo._e by this policy, is made up to the
state as a whole, for in this way the e_ux of
money to foreign countries is prevented, and the
consequent
increase
in rapidity of circulation
accrues to the advantage
of all.
In regard to
domestic commerce,
the mercantile
school held
that inasmuch
as it is exclusively
occupied with
domestic wares and products, it is of importance,
from an economical point of view, only in so far as
it assists manufacturing
industry by furnishing it
good and cheap raw material.
Very different is
it with foreign commerce, which occupies a most
important
place in the industrial
and mercantile
life of nations, and must, therefore, be an object
of special care to the state.
First of all, care must
be taken that no money leaves the land through
foreign commerce, or at least that no more flows
out than comes back.
The "balance of trade" is
taken as an indication
of the movement
of the
money.
In order to secure a favorable "balance
of trade," that is, in order that more money shall
be imported than is exported,
the importation
of
foreign manufactures
is to be prevented or rendered difficult by customs duti_,
while the iraIx)Ration of raw material is to be allowed, because
it promotes manufacturing
industry
at home.
The exportation
of domestic
manufactures,
on
the contrary, is to be promoted by every possible
means, since the)- bring in money the most surely
and in the largest quantities.
In order that the
manufactures
may obtain a large market in foreign
lands, especial care must be devoted to the cheapheSS and excellence of the wares and products so
as to compete easily with foreign products.
The
cheapness
of the goods is to be sectored by the
methods
mentioned
above, by low taxes, etc.,
while the quality is to be assured by a very detailed system of inspection
and control on the
part of the government.
The latter must examine
all commodities
destined
for foreign
markets,
insist upon honest and fair work marmhip, and
confiscate all goods of a poor quality or such as
would be likely to injure t.he prospects of trade.
It should further amist and encourage
the produce_
by rebatee and premiums on exportation,
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and should insurethem againstunavoidable acci- stateofthingswas no longertenable. Men began
dentsand misfortunes. The mercantilists
claimed to grow restiveunder this continual restraint.
thatpremiums on exportsdo not injureanybody, They longed for a greaterlibertyof thought,
bccanse they are paid to inhabitantsof the coun- speechand action. The periodof agitationinthe
try,and consequently remain at home. Foreign intellectual
and religious
world began in earnest
commerce is to be encouraged by the establish-with Voltaire. Itwas one of his contcmporaries
ment of greattradingcompanies, by the planting and countrymen who voicedthe generaldissatisof colonies,
by treatiesof commerce with other factionof the time in economical mattr.rs.Side
nations,by great fairs,etc.- The mercantile by side with the champions of political
and reschool insisted,
further,that the mere accumula- ligiousfreedom, Franqois Quesnay represented
tion of money by mining, manufacturing and the economicalphase of thisgreatstruggle, The
tradedid no good of itself,
but thatifthe money
system which he founded has been calledthe agriwas toaccomplish itstrue mission,and be of any culturalor physiocratic.Itisa vigorous protest
great advantage,it must circulaterapidly front againstthe theory and practiceof the mercanhand tohand. A largebody of consumers, there- tilistic
school. Although it never acquired the
fore,isnecessarytoany greatadvance in national importance,eithertheoretically
or practically,
of
wealth. The stateshould not be niggardlyinits the latter,
yet it marks an importantstagein the
expenditure,for,since the money allremains in development of the scienceof political
economy,
theland,a liberalconsumption of products and and is,therefore,
worthy of our specialattention.
wares promotes production in every line. Their -- Ifthe mercantiletheoryover-estimated
theiratheoryof taxationwas, thatso faras the expenses portance of the technicalindustriesand of the
of government can not be defrayed by domains, towns, thephysiocratic
went as fartheother way
monopolies,fees,etc.,they should be met by tax- in itsvaluationof agriculture
and of the country.
ing the profitsof the citizens. Great care must The fundamental principlesof the physiocrats
be exercised,however, not to tax infantindus- were few and simple. The very name itself
triestoo heavily,and in many cases they should which was given to the schoolsignhfies
itsmost
be exempted from taxation. Since the power important characteristic.
Itsfirstprinciple
was,
and basis of nationalwealth are to be found that all nationalwealth is derivedfrom the soil;
ina largeand dense population,the stateshould agricultureistheonly productiveoccupation;the
devoteespecial
attentionto promoting, by every production of raw materialistheonly callingin
means in itspower, the growth of population, which the value of the product exceedsthe cost
Theirviews on population are easilyaccounted of production. The labor of the farmer yields
for. Societywas in that transitionstatewhen
not only enough to support him while engaged
everyincreasein numbers, so far from resulting in the labor,but a surplusovcr and above this,
ingreaterprovertyand distress,
acted merely as a which may be calledthe net product. This net
stimulanttonew undertakingsand richerachieve- product generallyfallsto the landlord under
ments.--The above set of views, to which the the form of rent,and isthefund from which all
name of the mercantileor commercial theory has expendituresof a publicnaturemust be defrayed.
been given, ruled the political
world during the The landlords,
since they livewithout labor,are
whole period of modern times down tothe close calledthe _
d_ib_,
and they may devote
of the French revolution,and stillmaintainsa themsslves to the serviceof the public. Mannhold in some places. Itisdifficult,
or ramer ira- facturersand artisansare unproductive. They
possible,
to say who was the founder of the mer- add value,it istrue, to the raw materialwhich
cantileschool,or in what land ithad itsorigin, they work over,but only asmuch a.sisequivalent
It was such a natural outgrowth of the con. tothe costof theh"supportwhile engaged in their
ditionsof societythat it made its appearance work. If they are able to save anything from
ahout the same time in Italy,France and Eng- theirincome, they do it eitherby limitingtheir
land. And although a good case may be made
consumption within too narrow bounds, or by
outforItalianand French thinkersas the earliestsome favoritismof government or of chance,
theorizerson this subject,yet an exact form which secures them against competition. Alwas _ven totheseviews firstby Thomas Mun in though unproductive,these classesare by no
a posthumous work published in 1664,and enti- means usele_, since by theirlabor they give
_led"England's Treasure by Foreign Trade; or, permanence to the utilities
embodied in raw
the Balance of our Foreign Trade is the rule of material,and by theirimprovement,sthey lessen
our Treasure."_One of the practicalresultsof the cost at which the agriculturalclassescan
such views,when adopted by statesmen,was a supply themselves with the needed manufactthoroughgoing paternalsystem of government, urea; and so,by diminishing the costof living
The stateundertook to regulateevery department of the farmers, they render possiblethe inof life.Free trade was as unknown
as free crease of the ground rent,that is,of the net
._peechor free thought. The economy of the nationalrevenue. Their views on money were
world was forced,as itwere, intoa strait-jacket,
essentially
different
from thoseof themercantile
Everythingmoved along artificial
channels.Noth- school. While they acknowledged a nationto be
_ngwas naturaland free. There came a time,of rich which possessed much money, yet since
course,inthe progressof civiH_fionwhen such a
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only by exchanging
agricultural
productions,
no
advantage
is gained by such an exchange.
They
looked upon commerce in the same light as manufacturing
industry.
It added no value to the
commodities
beyond the wages of the laborers engaged in transportation.
Since the only surplus
product of labor is this ground rent, physiocrats
maintain that all taxation should fall upon this
alone.
Any tax upon industry,
wages or cornmerce, tends simply to increase the price of manufactured
commodities,
and the cost of living
of the a_,Ticultural classes, and so diminish the
ground rent and the net revenue of the nation.
The practical consequences of these few principles
were sweeping and widespread.
They demanded
unlimited
freedom of competition
in every department
of economic life, abolition
of all iraport and export
duties, the encouragement
of
agriculture
by every possible means, simpliflcation of taxation, and the protecting
of industry
and trade by leaving it the fullest liberty.The
rapid spread of the doctrines of the physiocrats
is easily accounted
for when we take into consideration the economic and political conditions
of ,the time.
Not only France, but all Europe,
was just emerging from the feverish and excited
period of over-speculation
which ended with the
collapse of John Law's Mississippi bubble.
Men
had seen every form of property take wings and
fly away; all classes in the community had speculated and lost; but the farming class had been
relatively safe.
Landed property in France had
indeed increased somewhat in value: no wonder
that men turned their attention thither in the hope
of recuperating
their lost and ruined fortunes.
This seemed like a solid rock in the wild and flue-

Freedom and property, therefore, are fundamental
elements of human nature and of political organization, rights of such high importance
and sacredness that in every human society they are to
be highly valued, and to be protected,
secured
and promoted, since they form the essential support and condition
of the state in general; and
without freedom and property, without law and
justice, no economical nor intellectual
nor political nor moral progress of nations is conceivable.
In a word, the physiocrats
demanded
freedom
and justice in all social relations, freedom of con,science and freedom of the press, freedom of trade
and commerce, equality before the law for every
man, etc., and the example of nature was to be
the criterion and model of all social and political institutions.The theoo" of the physiocrats
had an ardent admirer and defender in the practical statesman, Turgot. who attempted the task of
_aving and regenerating
France by reorganizing
the finance and economy of the nation in accordance with physiocratic
principles.
With his
brief and troubled career as prime mini,_er of
France, disappeared all hope of putting into pracrice the doctrines of the physiocrats.
The school
lost its hold upon the minds of men almost as
rapidly as it had acquired it. Adam Smith, however, who gives an account of the school, principally to show up its errors, admits that the sys_m,
with all its imperfections,
was perhaps the nearest approximation
to the truth that had up to his
time been published on the subject of political
economy, and ascribes important
practical results
to its temporary
but universal acceptance in the
French republic of letters.--Th'e
next system of
political economy arose in England, and has been

tuating sea of speculative
vocations.
Quesnay's
glorification
of agriculture,
therefore,
fell into
good ground and was enthusiastically
received,
-- The economic
views of the physiocrats
are
intimately
connected
with their ethleo-political
ideas. They base their social laws upon natural
laws, and seek to establish a harmony
between
the useful and the just.
They were not content
with studying merely one phase of national life,
the economic side, but endeavored
to trace this
back to a greater whole, to connect it with the
political and moral elements of social life.
According to Quesnay's idea, the world and humanity
are controlled by certain permanent
physical and
moral laws, which man is to seek out and use for
his own ends.
One of the main purposes of human and social life consists in the appropriation
and control of matter for human ends, and so in
improving and increasing
man's prosperity.
In
following out this aim man must obey the demands
of jltstice in its connection
with the idea of the
useful.
This idea of justice manifests itself in
freedom and in property, that is, in the right of
every one to do what does not injure the whole,
and to acquire, possess and use all commodities
so
far a_ this does not come in conflict with the laws
of nature and of social organization,
with the
hehesm of morality and of political
wisdom,

called the industrial system.
It was the first fairly
successful attempt to treat the phenomena
of national wealth !n a truly scientific manner. --Adam
Smith, the founder of our modern science of political economy, had for years made a study of economic phenomena and economic theories before he
resolved
to devote himself to the production of
the work which has made his name immortal.
He spent a year or two in Paris, where he became
intimately
acquainted
with the most prominent
French economists,
especially with Quesmay, the
founder of the physiocratic
school, for whom he
always entertained the greatest admh_tion.
After
returning to England he withdrew to the solitude
of private life, and after five years of constant
study he began to formulate
his economic theeries in a systematic
treatise.
Five years more
of unremitting
toil were devoted to the writing
of the book, and in 1776 appeared
his "Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth
of Nations."
It placed him immediately
in the
very front rank of economists,
and marked the
opening of a new era in economic science.
Adam
Smith's career, as Eisenhardt
well says, strikingly
illustrates
the truth that epoch-making
works are
produced only at the expense of a whole life, and
that even in a special department they can only
be produced by men.of
the most compreheasive
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culture. --Wealth,
according to Adam Smith, consists in all material commodities
which are sereieeable to the attainment of human ends.
It has
its origin in human labor, which, in conjunction
with natural agents and the results of saving, i.e.,
capital, effects the gradual advance of nations in
prosperity and indm_try.
Labor is most effective
and fruitful when properly divided and combined
in the various economic occupations,
and when left
free and unhindered to employ itself as it sees fit
in production and exchange.
Out of this division
and combination
and unhindered employment of
labor arises such a distribution
of wealth as recures to every participant
in production his fair
share of the product.
This last holds true of nations as well as of individuals.--These
ideas per
vade all Adam
Smith's
expositions
in political
economy.
They should be kept in mind as we
develop the subject
more fully.
A prominent
feature in Smith's system
is the importance
he
assigns to the psychological
element in human
activity, particularly
in economic activity.
Selflove is the ruling principle
in the intercourse
of
human society; it is a justifiable
moral force, and
is the most powerful agent in the increase of national wealth.
As a natural consequence
of this
view it follows : that nature herself has provided
for the gradual
increase
of national wealth by
giving man such a nature and putting him in such
a world; that the surest, most effectual, nay, the
only, way to make a nation prosperous
and rich
is by following the example
and hints of nature,
by letting every individual
pursue his own advanrage in the way that pleases him, so lung as he
does not infringe upon his neighbor's
rights, and
by letting him exchange the fruits of his industry
with those of another's
without
let or hindrance,
The free play of self-interest
and individual
activity furthers generally
the common
good also, so
that there is rarely occasion
for the interference
of the state in economic matters.
This prineiple
is fundamental,
and Smith recurs to it again and
ag'ain.
In connection
with this he emphasizes the
right of individual
liberty and equality, and insists upon the abolition of all the restrictions
and
hindrances to trade and commerce which impeded
them in his day.
Men have a natural right to
apply their property
and talents in that business
which will bring them the largest return, and the
_tate has no right to interfere except to protect
individuals
in their natural
rights from the en('roachment
of others.
Freedom
of individual
a_'tivity is the animating,
fructifying
principle of
ee()nomic life.
It is the air in which the body
(.eonomic lives, the light which
vivifies it, the
breath which pervades
it, and excites everything
Io activity, the basis of all development
and perfeetion, the lever of all progress,
the spell by
which everything
bad may be exorcised, and all
that is good and great and enduring
may be excited.
(Kautz.)
Enlightened
serf-interest
of the
individual
and the interest of society are one ;
tl_ere is, therefore,
an ultimate
agreement
and
harmony of all economic interests. _ Smith's the-
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ory has been very properly called a theory, of production.
It is true that he considered
not only
production but also exchange
and distribtltion ;
but exchange he discus_d
only as a means of increasing production, while he disposed of distribution in such a s_mmary
and unsatisfactory
way
that his views on that subject have not commendcd themselves
to any great number of subsequent
economists.
Wealth does not consist in land alone,
nor in money
alone, but in all those material
things, which arc suitable to satisfy human wants
and to increase the conveniences
and amusements
of life.
It is produced by labor working in conjunction with natural agents and the products of .
previous labor, viz., capital.
Of these, labor is
by far the most important factor.
It is rendered
efficient by division and combination.
(See LABen.)
It is the real measure of the exchangesble value of all commodities.
(See VALUr:.)
Division and combination
of labor are possible on
any large scale only when exchange of products
is po_iblc.
Freedom of exchange,
therefore,
is
a fundamental
condition of the highest productivityof labor.
Labor is distinguished
as productive
and unproductive.
The former includes all labor
which fixes and embodies itself in material objects,
while the latter included all immaterial,
social and
intellectual
services.
Commerce,
manufactures
and agriculture
are all productive
; but the last
is the most productive,
for it employs both human
and natural agents at once.
It is the most solid
and enduring source of wealth, and forms the basis
of national prosperity.
It is the necessary
presupposition
of all other occupations.
-- Capital is
that portion of one's stock or accumulation
of
property which is employed
productively,
i. e.,
so as to yield a revenue to its owner.
It is divided
into circulating
and fixed capital, the former ineluding such as must pass out of its owner's possession before it can yield a return, the latter being that which may remain in one's possession and
still yield a profit.
An example of the former is
a merchant's
stock of goods; of the latter, investmeats in permanent
improvements
of a farm or a
factory.
It will lm seen that Smith exaggerates
the importance of labor as a factor of production;
although he was the first to give us an even approximately
complete and satisfactory
discussion
of the physical conditions of production
and dis.
tribution.
IIe was also the first to distinguish
clearly the idea of capital, and to recognize
its
accumulative
power and its s'_g'niflcance in an industrial system.
He did not realize, however, the
importance of the non-capital stock in the national
economy, and consequently
left deficiencies in his
theory which he could not supply.--Another
field in which Smith did original work was his
theory of the circulation
or exchange of commodities ; the theory of price, of money, of market
movements,
etc. Money was a necessary
consequence of man's tendency
to exchange,
and also
the condition of any extensive system of exchange.
Money is not identical with wealth, as many have
maintained,
nor is it even the most important
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kind of wealth.
It is a simple commodity whose
value and price varies like those of any other
commodity,
It is to be regarded as an unproducrive, dead capital, because it leaves no utility fixed
in a material objee.t as it passes from hand to
hand.
The amount of money _ a land bears a
fixed, though perhaps indeterminable,
ratio to the
quantity of exchanges to bc effected by it. Price
is distinguished:
1, as real price, the quantity
of necessaries or conveniences
of life given for a
commodity,
and nominal price, or the quantity of
money given for it; 2, as natural price and market
price.
Market price is determined by the higgiing
of the market, and is affected by temporary demand and supply.
Natural price is such a price
as is sufficient to pay the costs of production,
The former tends to approximate
to the latter,
Natural price inchides, as constituent
parts, nat•ural, z'. e., ordinary, wages of labor, natural rent
for ground, and natural profits of stock employed
in raising, preparing
and bringing to market the
commodity.
-- Smith was the first economist
to
investigate the nature of income, and the conditions and elements of its increase and distribution,
ile divided national income into wages of labor,
ground rent and interest on capital, and developed
to some extent the principles which underlie their
distribution.
Rent forms an essential part of the
price of all agricultural
products, and since all
land cultivated
must yield more than enough to
sustain the labor employed on it, all land yields a
rent.
Position is as important an element as fertility in determining
the rent of land.
The natural reward of labor is the product of the same.
But in a civilized society where the land has been
appropriated
and capital has been accumulated,
the laborer only secures a portion of the product
as his reward, and must give a portion to the
landlord and another to the capitalist.
The wages
of labor are determined
by the general laws which
regulate price.
Wc may designate
that as the
minimum rate of wages which will barely enable
the laborer to found a family and keep himself
able to work.
Under favorable circumstances
the
laborer may secure for himself a rate far exceeding
this.
Wages are highest, not in the most wealthy
countries, but in those which are increasing
in
wealth most rapidly.
Combinations
of workmen
to raise wages can seldom accomplish
any good,
and generally do great injury. The rate of profits
on capital varies very. greatly in different states of
society.
It is determined
by the relation of demand and supply.
It tends to fall as society advances, while rent and wages tend to rise. As
labor is the source of all wealth, so saving and
economy
are the only means of accumulating,
i. e., of creating, capilal.--We
have called Smith's
system a theory of production, and rightly, too,
as distinguished
from a theory of distribution,
which political economy is still waiting for; but
Smith was the first to present the interests of consumers as entitled
to as much consideration
as
those of the producers, whose interests as a class
had been almost exclusively
regarded by previous
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economists.
Consumption
is the sole end and
purpose of all production,
and the interests of
producers are to be considered and furthered only
so far as they affect the interests of consumers.
Smith's ideas of the significance of a large popu]ation were distinctly
opposed to those of the
mercantilists,
and foreshadowed,
in an indistinct
manner, those of Malthus. -- Smith's chapters on
taxation
marked an epoch in this departanent
also.
He developed the economic basis of mxation.
He di_usses,
first, what are the necessary
expenses of the government
or commonwealth;
which of those expenses ought to be defrayed by
the general contributions
of the whole society,
and which of them by that of some particular
part only, or of some particular members of it;
secondly, what are the different methods in which
the whole society may be made to contribute
toward defraying
the expenses incumbent
on the
whole society, and what are the principal advantages and inconveniences
of each of those methods; and, thirdly and lastly, what are the reasons
and causes which have induced almost all modern
governments
to mortgage some part of this revenue, or to contract
debts, and what have been
the effects of those debts upon the real wealth, the
annual produce of the land and labor of the so.
ciety.
Smith's canons of taxation have become
classic, and English and American political economy has not yet got beyond them. (See Fn_A__CE,
SCIENCE OF.)--" The Wealth of Nations" stands
as the dividing line between ancient and modern
thought on economic subjects.
It is the synthesis
and conclusion of everything
that had preceded;
it is the starting point and basis of all subsequent
development.
If we were to sum up, says Kautz,
the defects of the industrial (Smithian) system of
political
economy, we should mention, first, the
overwhelming
predominance
of the material elemerit, which prevented the founder of the modern
science of economics
from properly appreciating
the intellectual
and moral elements of political
and economic life, and caused him to devote his
attention exclusively
to the purely economic elements and factors.
Man appears in his expositions, not as an ethico-political
being, but as a
mere wheel in the sweep of a great mechanism.
Nothing
but the economic ability, the producing
power, of the individual and of society, is c_)nsidered, and consequently
the higher moral and political ends and relations of the community
are ]eft
out of sight.
As a consequence,
Smith's conception and treatment of the problems of distribution and consumption
are defective, since he gives
but little attention to these elements in their connection with the politico-social
life of nations.
He
devotes his thought always and everywhere to the
greatest possible sum total of production.
He
rarely considers, how, by what means and at what
sacrifice of moral and social interests, this sum
total has been produced, or in what proportion,
or whether in any at all, those participate
in the
enjoyment of this product who have assisted in
its production,
or whether prosperity, enjoyment
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and reward stand in any relation to the sacrifices
and privations of labor. He falls to attain to that
deeper conception of the higher spiritual essence
of the state and national life: for nations are to
him nothi,_g but aggregates of individuals controlled by merely material and economic motives,
and not communities of souls who, aside from
their material ends and wants, have and pursue
moral, political and spiritual ends and aims. A_
second defect is tlle almost ab_lute glorification
of self-interest, and the raising of individual advantage to the rank of a fundamental principle
in economics, by which, on the one hand, his
views of state interference become one-sided, and,
on the other, economics becomes a mere science of
private acquisition and exchange, in which the
individual appears as an egoistic natural force
which works alw,ys and everywhere in the same
way, and thus every interference of the state on
grounds of public interest becomes superfluous.
It will be seen that Smith's views were intimately
connected with the theory of the state which prevailed during the eighteenth century, in that both
proceed from the same negative atomistic view of
civil society, and regard the interests of individuals as the sole end of the community.
Just a_
the state, in the view of political rationalism, was
nothing but a legal institution to preserve the freedom of the individual, and appeared as an association based on a contract, so in the economic
rationalism of Smith it is only a union of private
economies, and an association based on the exchange system of individuals; and in both theeties the private advantage of the individual appears as the cause and bond of association. To
this defective conception of the state we must
ascribe the fact that the "laissez faire, laissez
passer" theory finds its extrem6st development
and sanction in Smithianism.
The rSle of the
state is reduced to almost nothing, and the interference of the public in the national economy is
declared to be almost unconditionally injurious
and dangerous. -- Among other defects we may
mention his emphasis of value in exchange and
disregard of value in use, his denying to immaterial ]aber the quality of productiveness, his unsatisfactory treatment of the elements of nature
and capital in production, his failure to appreciate
the importance and range of combination and
association among laborers, his superficial discussion of fundamental concepts and disregard of
form and arrangement in grouping his material,
Finally, we must characterize as a defect, Smith's
conception of the eternal and unchangeable nature of the laws which control and regulate the
economic life of nations, and of the absolutely
unconditional validity and applicability of all economic principles and truths. Out of this view
ro_e a politico-economic theory which leads to a
fatalism, in which the ethical power and freedom
of the human will are utterly powerless in the
grasp of natural law. No attention is paid to
those historic, national and natural peculiarities
upon'which the di_erent form and development
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of the various systems of national economy depend, and by which, therefore, the concrete relative significance and truth of economic principles,
institutions and systems are conditioned. The attempt was made to construct an abstract, universal
science of economics valid at all times and in all
places. The attempt was a failure.- The progr_.s of political economy since Adam Smith has
consisted principally in improvements in detail
and form, :No independent and opposed system
has been constructed, if we except socialism,
which is worth noticing; lint many special del_rtments have been enriched.
Among the men
who have contributed to the progress of the science we may mention the folh)wing: At the beginning of the century, blalthus and Lauderdale in Enghmd, J. B. Say and (:anard in
France; and Sartorius and Buesch in Germany.
In the second decade come Ricardo in England;
Ganilh and Sismoadi in France; Hufeland, Lotz,
Storch and Soden in Germany ; and Gioja in
Italy. After these come the Englishmen, James
Mill, Torrens and M'C_flloch ; the Frenchmen,
Tracy, Droz, and Louis Say; the Germans, Ran
and l_'ebenins; m_d the Italian, Fuoco. St. Chamarls in France, and Adam Mtiller in Germany,
may be mentioned as decided opponents of
Smith's system. Senior, Eisdell, Scrope in England, Ros,_i and Chevalier in France, and Hermann, Schoen, Baumstark, Hagen and Riedel in
Germany, promoted the progress of the science
during the years after 1880. During the decade
1840-50 Dunoyer and Bastiat in France, Thtinen,
List, Schtitz, Hildebrand and Bernhardt in Getmany, and John Stuart Mill in England, deserve
especial notice. Tooke, :)Iacleod, Sargant, Atkinson and Cairnes in England, Bandrillart, Courcellc-Seneuil in France, Bianchini and Carballo in
Italy and Spain, and Roscher, Knies, Mangoldt,
Stein and Schaffie complete the list of those who
up to 1860 had done very much original work in
the science anmng European writers.-- It is worth
while to mention the special topics which have
been the objects of tlmugbt and attention in connection with those who have made them the subject._ of special study. Whately, Senior, Mill,
Clmvalier, ('airnes and Knie_ have done valuable
work in defining and determining the nature and
problems of ecoaomie science. Say, Lauderdale,
IIufeland, Lotz, Rau, Hermann, Bastiat, Friedlander, Bernhardi_ Thomas and Knies have
labored at the fundamental ideas of the science,
wealth, value, etc. Dunoyer, Hermann,
Gioja,
Ganilh, Bernhardt and Say have invastigated the
theory of lalmr, its productivity and freedom.
The theory of capital has been furthered by Say,
IIermann and Dietzel; that of price by Itermann
and Tooke; that of the productivity of nature by
Say, Lotz, Ran, Bernhardt and Malthus; that of
money by Hoffmann, Ganilh, Senior, Chevalier;
and that of the movement of precious metals by
Ricardo, Senior, Jacob, Tooke, IIelffcrich and
Soetbeer. The laws of distribution have been
treated at length by Say, Sismondi, Ricardoo
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l_ermann, Thllnen, M'Culloch, Roast, Bernhardi,
Nebenius,
Read, Mangoldt,
Jones,
Bastiat
and
Carey, particularly
in connection with the doctrines of rent, wages and profits.
The theory of
national consumption
has been elaborated by Say,
M'Culloch,
Sismondi,
Voriacnder,
tIermann and
Roscher;
that of the equilibrium
between
consumption
and production
by Say, Malthus, Hermann, Sismondi and Bernhardt;
that of credit by
Thornton, Nebcnius, Coquelin and Dietzel; that of
partnership by Stein: that of banking by Buesch,
Thornton,
Ricardo,
Tooke, Wilson,
Fullarton,
Coquclin, Macleod, Huebner, Thoel and Gilbert;
that of transportation
by List,
Chevalier
and
Knies; that of the political economy of agriculture by Roscher, Thtlnen, Lavergne.
Passy and
Wolowski;
of manufacturing
industry
by Sismondi, Babbageand
Roscher; that of international
trade by Say, Ricardo, J. Mill, J. Stuart Mill and
Bttsch; that of colonization
l_y Wakefield,
Tortens, List and P,oscher; that of pauperism
by
Eden,
Villeneuve,
Villerme,
Gerando,
Vogt,
Mohl, Sehtltz and Schmidt;
that of population
by Malthus, Sadler, Senior and Roscher; that of
finance by Malthus, Jacob, SehSu, Rau, Stein,
Ricardo,
M'Culloch,
Molkte,
Nebenius,
Baumstark,
Augier,
Carey,
Blanc.hint,
Dietzel, and
many practical men of all nations. -- The merest
glance at the various tendencies
which have revcaled themselv_
in the economic literature
of
this century will convince one that it is a matter
of the greatest difficulty
tt) group the various
writers
on economies
according
to particular
schools.
It is difficult to select a set of views and
opinions which any number of eminent authorities consider and acknowledge
as their own.
The
various adherents of a given system do not often
acknowledge
a principle
in the same decided
way.
The same thinker often belongs not merely
to one but to several schools, according
to his
views on certain fundamental
ideas.
We may
distinguish,
however, the following general tendencies: 1. Those who, while they accept Smith's
system
in general,
enlarge the idea of wealth
and productivity,
and extend it al_ to immaterial
commodities,
services and labor.
Among these
may
be mentioned
J. B. Say. Ganilh, Rossi,
Dunoyer
and Gamier,
in France;
Lauderdale,
Wakefield,
M'Culloch and Macleod, in England;
Hufeland,
Soden, Bt_lau, Storch, Hermann, List,
Eiselen, Steildein,
I_schcr
and Dictzel,
in Getmany; and Gioja, Bosellini,
Boccardo,
Seialoja
and Bianchini,
in Italy.
2. Those who emphasize the idea of value in use, and claim for it an
important
rSle in political economy: Lauderdale,
Schfin, Riedel, Itau, Bernhardt,
Roscher,
Knies,
Cherbuliez,
Mtiller, List, Say, Gioja and Bianchini.
3. Those who have resurrected some old
mercantilistic
and protectionist
ideas, condemn
the exportation
of the precious metals, and the
idea of free trade, and under the modern cry of
•' protection
to national labor," attempt to free
domestic
industry
from foreign competition
by
ldgh
import duties : Ferrier,
Ganilh,
L. Say,
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Thiers,
Goldenberg,
St. Chamans and Lebastier,
in France;
Hopf,
BUsch, Pfeiffer,
Eisenhart,
Brentano and List, in Germany; Colton, Carey
and Thompson
in America.
4. The school of
absolute free trade, embracing most F_nglish and
French and many American economists,
and of
the German, Prince-Smith,
Hllbner, Brilggemann,
Hagen,
Lotz,
Osiender,
Wirth
and
Bergius.
The term Manchester party was applied to a wing
of this school, composed mostly of practical men,
who were instrumental
in bringing about the
great revolution in England's commercial
policy,
which, beginning
with the abolition of the corn
laws in 1846, ended with the free-trade tariff of
1860.
They were opposed
to any governmental
interference
in economic matters, and demanded
unlimited competition in every department of industrial life.
As a party they have opposed all
legislation
in favor of the laboring classes, such
as factory laws, postal savings banks, etc., etc.
For a time they had everything
their own way,
but have already lost their hold on the public
mind.
5. The physiocratic tendency, represented
by a few economists
in France and Germany.
6. The conservative-reactionary
tendency, which
opposes itself to the very fundamental
principles
of modern political economy, and sees the only
hope of happiness
in a return to obsolete institutions and forms, confined to the continent,
and
represented
mainly by theological
malcontents
and the ultramontanes.
7. The " social" school.
which rejects the principle of absolute competition
in acquisition and exchange, and seeks to reconcile
individual
freedom and activity, private interest
and advantage, with the interest of the whole, and
to bring them into harmony with the higher demands of the organic life of the community.
A
prominent
feature in the theory of many of the
adherents of this school is an emphasizing
of the
ethico-political
element, and an acknowledgment
of the relative importance
and justification
of
governmental
interference in economical
matters.
The representatives
of this school are: in France,
Blanqui, Comte, Chevalier, Fix, Baudrillart, Droz,
Dunoyer and Sismondi; in Italy, Gioja, Bianchini,
Cibrario and Fuoco;
in America,
Carey and
Colton; in Germany,
Soden, Baumstark,
Mohl,
Rossbach, Rau, Schulze, Schtltz, Rosche_r, Kni_,
anti Hildebrand;
in England,
J. S. Mill, Chalmers, and Atkinson.
8. The so-called new English or orthodox school represented by Malthus,
Ricardo, Mill, Senior, M'Culloch,
Cairnes, etc.,
so far as they had common
features.
9. The
socialistic school, represented by St. Simon, Fourier, Louis Blanc, LaSalle,
Marx, etc., etc. 10.
The historical
school.
The adherents
of this
school aim at uniting
in an organic system
the
previous results ot_ economic
investigation,
and
endeavor to assign to the ethical, political
and
social elements their proper place in the economic
system.
They test the various theories of political
economy by the standards of historical phenomena
which are constantly changing, and are de,pendent
on time and stmce and upon natural trod m_lonal
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They acknowledge,
therefore, neither
a general normal national economy, nor an absolutely valid theory of national economy, which
shall be applicable to all times and nations.
List,
Roscher, Kales, and the majority of the younger
German economists,
and a few French and Italian
economists,
with Cliffe Leslie and one or two
others in England,
represent this school. --The
limits of the present article forbid any detailed
discu_ion
of these various
schools.
Political
economy is at present in a very chaotic state,
The "orthodox"
political economy has beam to
lose its hold in England and America, and has
already ceased to hold the first place in Germany,
France and Italy.
While in the latter three countries the hi_orical school has become the leading
one. it has not.been able to secure much of a foothold in either of the two former.
Tiffs last springs
partly from tile dense ignorance
of continental
political
economy
which prevails
for the most
part in England and America.
In Germany, Rau,
.Nebenil_s, Hoffman,
von Thi'mcn
and iIerm.'mn
nmy be classed as strong
adherents
of Adam
Smith, although
they modified
his opinions in
_vcral respects.
Their modifications
were most
frequent in relation to administrative
matters, the
German economists generally
giving larger scope
to tile action of the state.
Friedrieh
List headed
the line of German protectionists,
and was cminent for his originality,
his patriotism,
and the
excellence of many of his monogTaphs.
He proclaimed the temporary
necessity of protectionism
as a means of education.
His system contains
many points of similarity
with Caxey's.
The histonc school was foundedby
Roscher, IIildebrand
and Knies.
Hildebrand's
Di_ .¢_athmalSkom_aie
derGege_nwarturdZukunftisacle_arandsearch
.
ing criticism of the orthodox
school of political
economy,
though
his censures
are exaggerated,
Ro_eher is in ninny respects a sound follower of
tile orthodox
school, though hc denies the existonce of general economic laws, or rather underrates their importance.
Knies is noless profound
than Ro_her,
and is his superior in legal learning,
Ilia princip.,d works are Die politi_tw
Oekonomie
7'o_a,q't,r_dpunMe der Geschichtlicl_
Metl_rte, and
Grid u_d Kre_lit.
A different
tendency is repre._ented by the so-called liberal school, nicknanmd
by its enemies the Manchester
school of Germany.
It has devoted it.self tobrin_ng
aboutthe
triumph
of complete liberty in commerce
and industry,
Prince-Smith,
Schulze-Delit_sch,
Fancher, Braun,
biiehaelis and Wirth,
the last of whom is the
authorofacoursein
political economy, whicli sums
up the tendencies of the school, are ttle principal
eeonomistsoftJlisgroup.
Ren_sch, Emminghaus
and Soetbcer may be clas.sed as moderate
adherent_ of this general tendency. -- A very different
standpoint
is taken by other economists,
among
whom may be numbered
most of the professors
of economics in German universities.
Following
in the steps of the first writers of the historical
and statistical
tw,hools, they profess little faith in
universal, or u imme .'ay natural, laws.
They
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believe only in historical or relative laws, discovered by the inductive method, and deduced from
simple psychological
and abstract premises.
They
doubt the omnipotence of the principle of liberty
and individual
self-government,
and assign a
large sphere to the modifying action of the social
power.
Questions concerning
the distribution of
wealth attract their _pecial
attention, and they
endeavor at least to help on the solution of the
"social"
qu_tion.
They arc distinguished
by
their ability, their numbers,
their culture, and
their influence on the cultivated
classe_s. Their
doctrines, tending to a reconstruction
of economic
science, have been published in a large number of
special works and in the be.st economic
reviews,
such as the _.t't._el_lqft f_r die gesammte Staat_wi_se_schaft, published at Tubingen. and the Jahrbftcl._,rj_r _'ativ_a_ko_omh,,
published
at Jena.
and edited at present by Conrad of Halle.
The
not very at)propriate
name of professorial
socialists (Katheder-,%cialistel 0 has been given to tile
extreme followcl_ of this school, because they
support the principle of authority.
The most iraportant work of this school is the " Course of Political Economy,"
by Profcssor
Adolph Wagner,
of Bcrlin, consisting
in a new edition of Rau's
" Course," which has become somewhat
out of
date.
Na.sse h_s assisted in this work.
Wagner's
"ScienceofFinance"isal_written
from this new
standpoint:
"These
professorial
socialists, among
whom yon Schecl, Schmoller, _Nas_, Itcld, Sch_lffie, Conrad, etc., may be mentioned,
lind no difficulty in overcoming
tile arguments
of certain
weak economists
who wished
to reproduce
in
Germany
the doctrines
of Bastiat
at any price.
They have deceived thcmsclves,
therefore,
as to
the importance
and originality of their discoveries.
They confound
economic_ with morals and law
under pretext of better Imrmonizing
their results.
They do not distinguish theori_, which are for the
most part gencral, from applications,
which are
always contingent.
They exaggerate
the importance of induction.
For the gradual and peaceful
evolution of political economy they wish to substitute a revolution,
which they justify by an undc_crvcdly
severe condcmnation
of the defects
and errors of the cla.ssical economists,
and espccially those of England
and France.
They start
from the falso'assumption
that the scientific progross of other nations at the prescnt timc is almost
nothing in comparison with the acquisitions
of the
science in Germany.
It can not be denied, however, that the eminent position now occupied by
Germany in the pro_,ess
of economic studies demant_s from the economists of other countries a
patient study of German works.
Profound
investigation,
accurate historical and statistical
research, the number and merit of their economic
writings,
their precise determination
of fundsmental principles,
their separation
of economics
from tile financial and administrative
sciences,
have gained for them this position."
Works of
great importance, and showing immense industry
and carefulness,
have been written by Mohl and,
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Stein on administration,
and by l_u,
Malchus,
Nebenius, Hoffmann, Stein, Hock,Wagner,
Vocke
and others on finance, and make German science
well worth the pains necessary to work through
their subtle and oftentimes pedantic controversies,
The inelegance and obscurity of the literary style
of most German write2_ on economics form a serious drawback to the general study of their works,
--The
following account of the development
of
political economy since Adam Smith, is inserted
here, although it involves some repetition, because
it represents very well the views of the most numerous and influential body of German economists,
It is condensed from an article by the late Professor Adolf Held, one of the ablest rcpresentatives of the Kathed_r-_d_ten.
-- Smith's work
on the "Wealth
of Nations,"
which has been
published
in many _litions and translations,
and
is accessible to every one, is the product of the
deepest scientific investigation,
and is at the same
time written in a most simple and pleasing style,
There has been a great deal of discussion as to
the method of investigation
employed
by Adam
Smith.
Buckle,
who divides all men into the
two classes of deductive
and inductive
invcstigators, classes Adam Smith as a Scotchman
with
the deductive school.
But the truth is, that Smith
did not strictly adhere to any one method.
He
does not tire the reader with continuous
expositions according
to one definite method, but, in
order to reach his results, applies first one method
and then another
in a pleasing
and suggestive
variety.
We find investigations,
in which, from
simple premises as to the nature of man, the most
far-reaching
conclusions
as to economical
relations
and their connection
are evolved by deduction,
but in the very midst of them occur long historicat dissertations
and detailed descriptions
of contemporary
conditions
which are also employed
in
proving his propositions.
And with it all Smilh
does not even adhere to any sharply defined terminology, but discusses the phenomena
he investigates in the every-day language
of common life.
iN'othing is nmre foreign to him than the imposing
mathematical
exactness of form which is characteristic of Ricardo,
for instance.
He does not
follow out even his own views to their extreme
consequences,
but modifies his conclusions
by new
considerations
where it is necessary,
and where
they will thus correspond
more closely to the
complicated
relations of actual life, and so stops
short of drawing the logical consequences
of his
own premises.
When we consider
this manysidedness of his treatment
of the subject, we can
not be surprised
that men of exactly
opposite
opinions
appeal to him as a supporter
of their
views, for, as a matter of fact, the germs of both
extremes
are to be found in his writings.
The
absolute free-traders
oT to-day call him their great
master; List, the protectionist
and creator of the
national
political
economy, derides
and antagonizes him.
Carey, on the contrary, who resembles
List in many respects, quotes him as an authority
in opposition
to Malthus
and Ricardo ; and in
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very recent times a bitter discussion is going on in
the press as to whether the absolute free-traders
(Manchesterites)
or the realistic political economists (the/((zt_f_-_:_ten),
who are most bitterly opposed to each other, are Smith's legitimate
successors.
The point can never be fully decided
if we keep in view all Smith's statements and all
his methods" of investigation.
But if the question
be asked, what theories and what methods were
the most immediate
outgrowth of Smith's work,
we can not deny, that, although Smith hin_self was
far above most of the narrow and one-sided ways
of regarding things which characterized
tds im.
mediate successors, yet he was the father of that
tendency who_ last and most extreme representatives are known as the Manchester
school.
Two
fundamental
ideas may be clearly distinguished
in his great work, the logical outcome of which
was Manchesterism.
On the one hand, he entertained the view that the state is nothing but a
complement
of individual life to assist in protecting private economies; a great insurance company
with the lea_t possible jurisdiction,
which must
be as cheap as possible, and interfere as little as
possible with the individual
whose rights antedate and are superior to those of the state.
He
does not appeal to philosophic
and jural principles
to establish this view, but supports it rather from
the advantageous
con_quences
which must result
to the economic
welfare
of men from such an
administration,
or rather
non-administration,
of
the state.
It can not be denied, that in this point
Smith was decidedly narrow, and that, influenced
by the reaction of his time against the absolutism
of paternal governments,
he failed to get the proper conception of the state and of the infinite obligations of the individual
toward
society.
The
view that the only function of the state is to preserve the original rights of the private
individual
shows itself in his theory of taxation, his praise
of the system of standing armies, and his views
of public education.
This free individual,
under
the control of the state only so far as is necessary
to make him respect the rights of others, is conceived as endowed with an average
amount of
prudence
and insight, and as moved in all economieal actions solely by the motive of self-interest.
From these premises everything
is deduced.
There is no mention
of an overreaching
of the
weak and ignorant
by the strong and shrewd, or
of a public spirit which works against such a
tendency.
As has been already said, the work
does not consist exclusively
of deductions
from
these premises, but they play a very great part,
and form the basis of a simple theoretical
system
of science.
The supposition
of equal economic
ability, and of self-interest
as the sole motive in
economical
life, was evidently
a conscious
onesidedness so far as Smith was concerned;
for, as
his work on the "Theory
of Moral Sentiments"
proves, he recognized
the existence and necessity
of other human motives than egoism.
But these
were ignored in order to be able to attain to sirepie scientific
results by c_naidering
only the pre-
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vailing motive in economic actions.
But as the
logical consequences
of an uncontrolled
although
enlightened
self-intere_t
do not give a complete
picture of social or even of economic life, Smith
did not pursue his theories to their extreme r_ults,
but interrupted
them by historic expositions;
it is
no wonder,
therefore,
that the disciples of this
great man should first develop
those features of
his system by which the simplest and most valuable results had been won. --A second fundamen_al idea in Smith's system is, that labor, as such,
is the sole creator of all value.
With this great
and simple thought
all exaggeration
of money
or land or trade or agriculture
was made impossible, and the basis of a really general economic
_ience
was laid.
He did not fully develop this
thought, however.
He pushed it to extremes in
one direction by making labor not only the origihal source, but also the standard, of all value; and
by making the distinction between productive
and
unproductive
labor, he prepared
the way for an
exaggerated
and one-sided estimate of purely mstcrial wealth.
As Smith put the value-creating
power of labor at the head of his system, and
acknowledged
capital, regarded as "accumulated
labor," to be an important
factor in production
b_ed upon labor, the idea crept in that the increase of values, as such, is the ultimate or only
end of human economy, nay, even of human endcavor in general, since no other side of human
activity than the economic
is considered.
Many
chapters in his work create this impression
rather
by what is omitted
than by what is said.
At a
time when the expansion
of production
was attrscting the attention
of all, and the al_olute incrcm_c of wealth was, as a matter of fact, the first
and most necessary
condition
of economic prosperity, it was natural that men should pursue this
end exclusively.
Mendid not come to feel theimportance of a better distribution
of wealth until
the labor question of to-day forced it upon their attention. Adam Smith had no harsh feelings toward
the lower classes, and if he did not preach the necessity of kindness
toward them, it was because the
circumstanccsofhistimedidnotdemandit.
Kothing was further from his idea than making man
directly the servant and instrument
of wealth;
but when labor was looked at mainly as valuecreating power, as a means to the end of iucreasing wealth, the transition
was not violent to a forgetfulness of the wants and aims of the laborers,

its master could arrive at the most one-sided views
by simply emphasizing,
as they naturally
would,
those thoughts of their great leader which could
be most easily used in developing
a simple and
consistent
theory of wealth.
This will appear
more clearly when we come to discuss his most
prominent
followers.
Smith lived to see the great
success of his work; for even before the close of
the preceding century his school had become the
predominant
one in all civilized countries..
5Iumerous editions and translations
carried the book
everywhere,
while still more numerous
disciples
delighted to spread abroad his views in their own
writings.
The development
of his school was
somewhat
different in the three chief nations of
Europe, England, Franceand
Germany, although
England
took the lead until very lately, when
German economists began to assume an independent position. -- Of all Smith's followers in England, Ricardo
indisputably
stands first. Thoroughly different front Adam Smith in every particular, he wa._ just fitted to develop
a harsh and
rigorous system from the fundamental
principles
which Smith had popularized.
Originally a busthess man, lie began iris literary activity with the
discussion of a practical question, that of money
and banks.
From this he passed to more general work, and wrote his "Principles
of Political
Economy and Taxation."
This treatise discus_d
in detail some of the questions
which Smith had
passed over rather lightly.
On account of the
fundamental
importance
of the questions treated,
and the strictly
logical and consistent
treatment
of them, this work produced the effect of a theoretical system, and was of far greater
value for
the development
of the science than the works of
Say written about the _me time.
Adam Smith,
a scholar by nature, and educated
as a scholar,
without
any inclination
to practical
life, had
maintained
an unusual many-sidcdne.-_% an open
eye for all point.s which must be considered,
and
had sacrificed to this habit of looking at all sides
of everything
the formal clearness of his reasoning, the theoretical
perfection
of his system.
Ricardo, the practical
man, on the contrary,
after
he once took up his pen, insisted upon the severest
adherence to conclusions from abstract andincomplete premises, and is the real father of that abstract theory of political economy which, closing
its eyes to all the fact.u of our changing and shifting life, sees the only truth and salvation in the

Smith's expositions
foreshadowed
the theory,
so
bitterly attacked
by List, which in the value forgets the producing
power, and regards the laborer,
nf_t a_aman, butas a mere instrument.
However
kindly Smith himself
thought
of the laboring
¢'lasses(howevexhumanehisfeelingstoward
them,
there lies in his theory
the germ of the view
which values the laborer less _han the labor and

belief in the necessity of the absolute freedom of
the individual.
It was Ricardo, not Adam Smith,
who made the method of gaining all economical
knowledge
by deductions
from incomplete
bypotheses as to the nature of man, his fundamental
principle.
Ricardo made the theory that labor is
not only the source but also the standard of value
the foundation
of his whole system, and reasoned

it_ result, and which reduces a political economy,
_ hich starts from the equal estimate of all labor,
_o one which is subservient
to capital.
All this is
no reproach to Adam Smith, but simply an explanation how a large uehool which honors him as

from that to the conclusion
that the itsstrumcnt of
labor (called the laborer) can never have more than
ba_-ely enough to keep him alive, and that simple
and powerful natural laws control the economical
life of man, which man may ascertain
by deduc-
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lion, but can not change, and which,
on the
whole, produce ever-increasing wealth of the landowners and capitalists, permanent
poverty of the
poor, and for all an ever-increasing
difficulty of
obtaining subsistence.
We do not use Ricardo's
words in this characterization,
we seek to show
the spirit in which he wrote, or rather, the tendency which the results of his investigation
promote.
He acquired
an extraordinary
authority
by the formal precision
of his expositions.
It
can not be denied that he did a great work for the
science, if it were nothing more than showing
to
what conclusion one must come when one starts

mere instruments
of labor isirrevocably
fixed.
A self-satisfying
theory of political
economy,
complete in itself, was contained in Ricardo'skecn
propositions.
It staved off all objections
from
other standpoints,
and demanded
unconditional
acknowledgment,
undisturbed sway of/a_fa/re
etpa_er in the interest of the increase of the wealth
of the rich.
It viewed all sacrifice for the state,
all humane acts in social questions,
as disturbing
and injurious forces.
Few have dared to express
it, but it is a logical consequence
of this self-satisfying political
economy, with its natural laws,
that all human endeavor which does not aim di-

from such premises
and uses such a method,
Next to Adam Smith, Rieardo is the man whom
one must study who wishes to understand
the
political economy of to-day.
The terse precision
of his exposition
and the severity of his reasoning will always remain instructive.
But it is carrying our admiration too far to accept the results
of his investigations
as infallible truths; for they
are only true conditionally,
and are as little
adapted as the mercantile
theory to explain the
economical relations of all times and nations.
His
theory of bank notes, that their value depends
upon their quantity, has been disproved
by the
labors of realistic political economists
(Tcoke).
The theory that the cost of production
alone determines the price of commodities
whose quantity
can be increased at pleasure is untenable, since
we can not separate the commodities
to which the
theory applies from those, under the control of
monopoly.
It was rejected
by Hermann
and
others long ago, and has in recent times shown its
weakness in a most decided way by the consequences which Marx and other socialists rightly
deduced from it. His theory of rent is relatively
true, but the view that land alone follows in every
respect different laws from other fixed capital ha_
been given up by later economists, who consider
land like other property, and maintain that the
theory has a practical value only in old lands, and
then only if we accept the fiction that the present
landowners
are the heirs of the first occupiers of
the soil.
Ricardo explains the phenomena of economieal life from simple causes, and the explanation is correct so long as we close our eyes to
the existence
of other causes, but it becomes
more incomplete and untenable the stronger those
causes
become
which
he ignored.
Rieardo's
method of investigation,
which led him to be onesided for the sake of clearness and simplicity, and
which, on the whole, was a valuable service to the
theory of the science, was employed
for sad purposes by his _geaker successors,
to oppose any
influences which threatened
the interests of the
properttc_l classes as offenses against sound political economy.
It follows as an absolute necessity
from Ricardo's theories that all industrial progress
must inure to the benefit of the propertied classes,
that increase of capital must be promoted for the
sake of the increase of wealth, that it is nonse_be
to limit calculating egoism, or to make any sacriface to the welfare ,of the laborers whose lot as

rectly at the produetion
of material wealth is indifferent.
What do the natural laws of economy
care about states and nations?--Rieardo
had developed what under certain conditions is, and why
it is so. Many of his followers
insist that they
do nothing more than tell the truth: they do not
make things as they are, they explain
simply.
That sounds very plausible.
But we must consider that as soon as an explanation
of that which
is, appears, with the claim that it must naturally
be so, and that a stnlggle against it is fruitless and
disturbing,
the explanation
becomes
an active
principle, the exposition culminates
in a postulate,
the theory of immutable
natural laws leads to a
negative economic
policy.
This appears
very
plainly in those successors of Ricardo whose economieal reasoning exhausts itself in an appeal to
Ricardo's authority, and who content themselves
with a comfortable preaching of the laissez faire et
pa_s_r, and consider the sole function
of modern
science to be a holding fast to Ricardo's theories.
It is impossible to write a political economy which
merely discovers and arranges existing laws, like
astronomy, for instance.
Whoever studies human
relations in which he himself moves and lives,
will necessarily incorporate in his theories his own
wishes, and his views of what is best for man to
do.Rieardo, somewhat
modified
in form and
practically
applied, is what we call Manchesterism.
Of course every one protests against haying this name applied
to him, every one professes, on being interrogated,
the most kindly
feeling toward the laborers, a great love for the
state, and an anti-materialistic
sentiment.
But
there are writers, particularly
in other countries
than Germany,
whose whole
circle of thought
is taken from Ricardo, and in whose writings so
slight traces of such sentiments can be found that
they certainly _,m not exercise any great influence
on their economic theories.
There are few writers
whom one can convict of a thoroughly
consistent
Manchesterism,
but there is a mode of thought
which is called Manchesterism,
and which.shows
itself to be the prevailing one in very many writers.
To the best known
disciples of Ricardo in this
sense belongs,
in England,
M'Culloch,
whose
services to the science can not be denied, but who
did not enrich it by any new ideas of fundamental
importance.
Senior may also fairly enough be
called a ]_anchesterite.
It is remsrkab_
tlm_ J.
S, Mill, whose sympathatic
nat'are gave him a
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view of life very different from Ricardo's, and
who_ political and philosophical
studies secured
for him a wider intellectual
horizon, should so
often be in abject subjection
to Ricardo's authority ill purely economic questions.
We must remember, however, that in England down to 1860
the great practical question of economic
policy
was, how to push through free-trade toits ultimate
victory, and that in this contest the catchwords
of the laissez faire et passer school were of great
use. Mill, however, did not allow his thcori(rs to
prevent him from supporting the establishmcnt
of
postal savings banks, of a national sanitary cornmission, of fltctory legislation,
all violations of
hti_sez faire et passer;
and iu very recent times
a marked reaction
against
Ricardo's
theories is
showing itself among English
economists. --In
France, Say, in his Cours et Traitd d'economie politiq,.te, made Adam Smith's theories familia_: to
his countrymen.
Although
less important
and
influential then Ricardo, he acquired a grcat repuration by the beauty of his literary style and the
clearness of his expositions.
A large number of
French writers became
adherents
of his views
against whom the half socialistic theories of Sismondi made little headway
until French political
economy acquired a peculiar cast from the strutglc with socialism
and communism.
A detailed
discussion of socialism
and communism
will be
found elsewhere, but we must call attention here to
the fact that, although the socialists and economists
in France regard each other as something absolute]y different, yet since scientific socialism andcommunism busy thdmselves
chiefly with economic
problems, they are to a certain extent economic
schools.
Communism
and socialism form the exact opposite of the laissez faire et passer tendency,
and also a sharp contrast to the immediate forerunner of modern
economics, i. e., mercantilism,
The mercantile
system
demanded
protection
of
the state for trade and industry.
Adam Smith
and Ricardo called for freedom
in the intercst of
the third estate; communism
and socialism insist
upon limitation
of the individual
by a higher
power in the interest of the fourth estate, the laborers.
The ideal of the so-cMled industrial
sys|era is tabu/a rasa for the individual forces, which,
sfter the abolition of all hindrances,
should be alh)wcd to develop
themselves
and compete with
one _mother freely.
This was of great advantage
('ompared with the old restrictions
of mediaeval
.,(,ciely, such as vassalage,
guild law, trade toouop_lies, etc. But when, under the free play of
economic forces, the stronger mercilessly
exploits
the w(mker, it is but natural
to claim that new
restrictions adapted to the times, must be raised
on lhis tabu_a raza which has been won.
This cry
for a new organization
was raised by communism
and socialism in France
soon after the first triu.mphs of therevolutlon,
and it has re-echoed ever
since.
Almost all of those who call themselves
socialists or communists
demand, it is true, some- .
thing impossible and indeed criminal,
yet there is
a theory, a science, of socisllsm and communism,
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which can not be summarily
disposed of with
moral indignation, like Babceuf's assassination theor)- or Fourier's ideas on marriage.
Real cornmunism demands a complete and permanent community of property and equality of enjoyments,
that is only possible in connection
with an absolutely despotic commission
which superintends
this distribution
; whether this directing power is
to acquire its position by murder and revolution,
as Babceuf wished, or by the force of persuasion,
as Cabet's ideal demanded.
Such a thing is irapossible, such an idea is lunacy ; but it contains
a criticism of the premises from which the prevailing political
economy proceeds, i. e., of the
suppositionofancnlightenedself-interestrulingall
men which Ls to bring to all men alike the greatest
prosperity.
And so as a criticism even real cornmunism has its scientific significance.
It is more
difficult to define the demands of socialism ; for
there is a great contest going on as to who should
be branded with the name socialist, and there is 8,
world-wide
difference
in the opinions of those
who are generally called by that name.
Compare
St. Simon, Fourier,
Louis
Blanc, Proudhon,
Owcn, Wattling,
Engel, Marx, Lasalle, with one
another, and all of these with the so-called professorial socialists who make it their b_)ast that
they are forging the strongest
weapons a cainst
Marx and his like.
We may d(_scribe the socialisis as a whole by saying that they reject the cornplete equality of all men and community
of goods,
but, on the other hand, they would not permit to
the individual
the complete
exploitation
of his
powersat
the expense of others, but, by some new
organization
or other, which, as opposed to the
previous condition
of things, would control the
individual
more in the interest of the whole, they
would seek to bring about a distribution
of wealth
which should
bc fairer and more favomblc
to
the poorer classes.
The plans for this new organization
are very different.
The great mass of
those called socialist._, like the communists,
show
dangcrous
and reprehensible
tendencies,
and it is
very difficult to draw a sharp and clear line betwcen such, and those whoin ale_al, praiseworthy
and possible way seek to limit frec competition
and to subordinate
the individual
to the community in a somewhat
greater degree than hitherto.
It is not to be wondered
at, therefore, that scientific men with the most praiseworthy
desircsmust
be contented to be called socialists. -- The proper
course to pursue in regard to communism
and
utopian socialism is to take their criticism to heart,
correct their ideas of liberty and equality, and give
up the untenable
postulates of individualism.
In
the politico-economic
field in particular
it should
be our task to study the working
of the moral
forces in man, and emphasize
these, instead
of
constructing
untenable
natural
laws from onesided premises; in short, we must free the theoties of the English
economists
from their one7
sidedness, develop them, unite them with enlarged
views, and seek to do justice to the wants of tho
present by independent
observations of the facts,
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instead of seeking eternal truth in holding fast to
theories which sprang from the spirit of times
long past.
French science did not do this, however.
Men did not content themselves,
of course,
with suppressing the socialistic elements by force
of arms in the battle of June, 1848, and keeping
them down afterward by police measures.
They
attempted
to use the arms of science aL_o, but instead of giving up untenable positions and then
opposing
the exce_ses of socialism with all the
more right, they opposed a sophistical optimism
to the dark pictures of existing conditions,
from
which the socialists had drawn their right to overthrow them. They had to modify Ricardo's theory
of rent, of course, and his views on wages, but they
did so only in order to glorify all the more the
principle of the unconditional
freedom of the individual,
the theory that the highc,_t possible advantage of all proceeds from the complete sway
,of egoistic motives alone.
This optimism,
which
found
its chief representative
in Bastiat, and a
second illustrious defender
in the American Carey
(who is curiously
enough a protectionist),
ignores
,completely
that there are antagonistic
and opposing interests of men, and that a struggle for
existence
is going on in the economic field which
does not always
lead to the victory of the best
elements,
but may lead to the utter destrnction
,of all.
All these extreme
apostles
of freedom
acknowledge
the necessity of a civil order which
shall abridge personal
liberty;
they acknowledge
the necessity
of private
rights at least, and of
their protection
by the state; but they draw here
an arbitrary
line beyond which the reconciling,
regulating
hand of the state may not reach.
They
do not deny the necessity of ethics and the sublimity of virtue, but they maintain
that in the
economic
world the free play of egoistic forces
results in complete
harmony
with the highest
morality,
and forget that the working of eightyear-old children for twelve ]tours a day in flmtoties is very immoral,
but may be very profitable
for the factory owner.
Extreme
and embittered
_ocialists on the one hand, and optimistic
followers of Adam
Smith and Ricardo
on the other,
stand opposed
to one another
in France;
and
although
there are not wanting economists who
occupy
an intermediate
position, yet it is these
_wo extremes which give tone to and control the
economic literature
of to day. One party cmpha,
sizes exclusively
the right of nmn to free action,
which benefits the stronger the most; the other,
the right of every one, even the tn)or_t, to deserved
*enjoyment.
Both parties regard the state, not as
the sovereign
regulating
representative
of all in_terests, in which and by which every one should
serve, as a matter
of duty, the highest ends of
humanity,
but as a means to their ends.
However rich and interesting
the French
literature of
both socialists and economists
may be, and how_ver suggestive
it may become, yet it does not
contain
the basis of a real advance in economic
science. -- Smith's school developed itself in a far
different manner in Germany.
At first there ap-
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peared a great number of writers who adapted
Smith's
principles to German wants.
They acquired for a time a great reputation, but they are
of little importance
now, as it is better to go
directly to English sources.
The youngest of this
seho_)l, who is still of great importance, was Rau.
Hc deserves great praise for the industry displayed
in his literary studies, and collections of material,
for the clearness of his systematizing,
and his
ability to weigh impartially
even the most opposite views, but on all points of fundamental
iraportance he remained a strict adherent of Smith's
school.
These early Germans, however,
were
very far from exaggerating
or even accepting the
one-sided views of Ricardo.
They at times aeceptcd
principles
without
critically
examining
them, it is true, which testify to their superficial
conception of the state and to their dependence
on foreign thinkers, but they were prevented from
a comskstent elaboration
of one-sided principles by
their strict adherence to systematic form; andsince
they did not convert
the theory of police powers
and of finance into a mere annex to theoretical
political economy,
but continued
to discuss them
in detail and independently,
it became impossible
to develop a system of political
economy which
refused
to recognir, e the state as a powerful
economic factor.
At the beginning
of this century, side by side with the slavish followers
of
Adam
Smith,
thinkers
arose who carried
forward original
investigations;
and at the same
time an opposition
to Adam
Smith appeared,
which, although
it did not become very prominent, had a critical significance, and testifies to the
independence
of the German mind.
Among the
earlier original followers of Adam Smith, llufeland, Hermann
and von Th0nen
deserve especial
mention.
Hufcland
has received
less attention.
lind has become less influential,
than the depth of
his thought
and the clearness of his expositions
deserved.
Hermann,
on the contrary, exercised a
wide influence, and yon Thtlnen's
writings
after
his dcath received consider,_blc
attention
in economic literature.
IIermaun
resembles Ricardo in
some respects.
His "Politico-Economic
Invcstigations," published
in the year 1832, do not c_Jntain any complete
system of economics,
but discuss various important
questions pertaining to the
science.
These "Investigations"
we may, without hesitation,
characterize
as the most complete
intellectual
product
of the abstractly
deductive
school of Adam Smith.
With a logical precision.
at least equal to Ricardo's, he unites a many-sidedness of view which
is foreign
to the English
economists.
Hermann's
theories of wants, prices.
income, etc., will always remain models, and of
fundamental
importance.
He belongs
to the
school of Adam Smith, but he develops it farther
in an independent
way.
He breaks the way for
a new tendency,
far removed,
however,
from
Manchesterism.
He acknowledges
public spirit
as a justifiable
motive side by side with egoism.
He traces back the phenomenon
of value and price,
not to the single standard of labor, but explains
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prices as the result of a multitude of causes.
He reforms the conception of income by opposing those
definitions which regard the consumption
of the
laborers, not as the ultimate end of economy, but
only as an incident of production.
Many German
writers have carried on the work in Hermann's

plicity, compared with the beginning development
of modern industry and free commerce.
There
were protectionists,
like F. List, who in the regulation of economic relations
had an eye first of
all to the advantage
of their own nation, and
wished to favor the development
of national

spirit, such as' Helferich
and Mangoldt.
Von
Thtmen's work, " The Isolated State in Relation
to Agriculture
and Political Economy,"
is formally far less perfect.
WHtten at various times,
and published
partly after his death, it is not consistent in every respect.
The various theories are
also objectionable,
in spite of the profundity
and
wealth of thought
displayed.
He acknowledge_
himself a disciple of Adam
Smith,
but differs
from him on many points.
For the sake of easier
and clearer explanation
of eeonomical phenomena,
he proceeds from abstractions
which relate in the
first place only to agriculture.
But the special
consideration
of concrete
practical relation,_, the

wealth and power.
The last had powerful allies
in l_orth America,
where protection
against the
all-powerful
English
industry
is a natural
policy.
Romanticists
and protectionists
were both
on a false road.
It was an idle attempt to oppose
a school which corresponded,
although
incompletely, to modern wants and conditions,
by the
resurrection
of obsolete views.
Neither
set of
economists,
therefore, had many followers.
But
if we must allow a certain critical merit in the
communists
and extreme socialists of France, we
must grant this in a still _reatcr degree to the
romanticists
and protectionists.
Both oppose
the thcory which seeks eternally
valid natural

frequent
interpolation
of calculations
based on
practical experience,
is unavoidable,
and thus a
l)cculiarly realistic element is introduced
into his
investigation.
In his method of deduction
itself
yon Thtlnen is in so far peculiar as he converts
cconomic concepts, wherever possible, into mathematical quantities,
and then reaches his results
by mathematical
operations.
This method is applied in his well-known
investigation
into the
natural rate of wages, but leads in this case, as in
all others, to useless conclusions,
because economic phenomena,
so various
and many.sided,
can not be. forced into mathematical
formulas except by violent abstractions
and fictions; and aIthough a correct calculation
may be made with
such formulas, yet the results do not give an even
approximately
correct
picture
of reality.
The
same thing is true of Canard
and Cournot, both
of whom tried the mathematical
method.
Von

laws in economics,
and which considers
the natural condition
of unlimited personal freedom as
the only justifiable
one, without
regard to the
needs of special times and nations.
They'called
our attention
to the fact that we must approach
the study of economic
relations
in an historic
spirit, that the same system is not suited to all.
They declaimed,
further,
against
the exclusive
consideration
of the increase of material
wealth,
and taught u_, that, for the prosperous
developwent of even purely economic
conditions,
the
preservation
of the ideal wealth of the nation,
the harmonious
developmcnt
of the whole man
is by no means a matter of indifference.
Finally,
they emphasized
the fact, that, in a politically regulatcd society, there is a difference
between the
ruling and the ruled, that the jural order is of
the highest importance
to economic development,
that the state is not a necessary evil, but an inde-

Thtmen's warm sympathy
for the laboring clas.%
pendent factor, an inspiring
and regulating
elehis conviction,
far ahead of his time, that the went of the highest
importance
to the national
dangers of the labor
question
could
only be economy.
List's agitation for the form,_tion of
avcrtc_l by a humane
course of action
on the
the customs union, however
false his views of it
part of the propertied
classes, are of special inin dctail, and for the building
of the net of
tervst to us. And so, in spite of the imperfecGerman
railways,
shows that his fundamental
tions of his results, in spite of all formal weakideas, in spite of their p_ssionate
one-sidedness,
ne_ses of the self-educated
man, he forms, as a were not unfruitful
for the development
of the
di._ciple of Adam Smith, an instructive
ami g]o- science.
Since 1850 a series of German
writers
rious opposite to Ricardo, and shows how bitterly
have followed these earlier Germans,
who withoppo,._d the German mind is to Manchesterism.
out breaking with the English school, and without
The opposition
against Adam Smith in German
falling into the errors of the Romanticists
and
literature at the beginning
of this century
proprotectionists,
have been constantly carrying new
coeded from very different
tendencies from those
ideas into the old English system.
At first sevwhich conditioned
French communism
and _cialeral famous
economists
undertook
to carry the
i,m, for which there was no chance in Germany,
historical
method
into the dogmatic
system
of
.,ince the minds of the working
classes had not
political economy, and with a complete recognibeen excited, and the relations
of modern
industion of the relative truth in the propositions
of
try had hardly begun to develop.
German oppoSmith and l_.ieardo; yet, in the placc of the one_iiion, on the contrary,
sought safety in a return
sided, absolutely
valid natural laws, to ackuowlt_) older views.
There were romanticists
(Adam I edge everywhere,
according
to the stage of elyMuller)

who opposed

to the absolute

victory

of ] ilization

of a people,

a difference

in the

actual

(ifieva] relations of dependence,
and displayed
need of state interference.
The labors of Ro_
individual liberty a romantic enthusi_ra
for me- [ forces in economic life, and a difference
in the
great affection for the hi_iu_
of feudal sireeher, Hildebrand, Knies and others were epoch-
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making in this direction.
The right of this hisdebrand and Stein, seek to ]earn from socialism
torical school to exist, which had long before
instead of holding
themselves
aristocratically
celebrated its victory in the field of jurisprudence,
aloof from it. Various principles,
which are to
was recognized by all German economists.
Others,
be found among the earlier German economists,
'who had less to do with the introduction
of this
have acquired a new significance from the labor
historical
method, have endeavored,
in hearty
question.
The pressing problem of state-help or
sympathy
with the spirit of the historical school,
self-help, led necessarily to a more careful study
to enlarge and correct the current conception
of
of the functions of the state in economic matters.
the state, and have emphasized the interaction of
The observation of the war of classes waged be+
economical
and other social and political
forces,
tween the proletary
and the propertied
classes,
All the more prominent
of the living German . placed the importance
of public spirit in a new
economists
have labored in this direction, such as light.
The pressing cry for a solution of the labor
Stein, Sch_lffie, Dietzel, Schmoller, etc.
Our sci+ . question directed attention from the search after
ence received a peculiar and fruitful impulse from
natural laws ruling in economics, to the question,
the science of statistics, which since Quetelet's apwhat ought to prevail, what shou/d be done ? As
pearance (1835) had taken a new start, and, by the
a natural consequence,
in opposition
to the rationextensive activity of some German statisticians,
has
alistic explanation
of- what is, the teaching of the
strongly influenced the younger economists.
Stamoral duty of men in economic
actions became
tistics has oddly enough created here and there the
more prominent.
The opposition
of the German
belief in a strange utopia, the thought, namely, that
science of Roscher,
Hildebrand,
Knies, Schaffie,
we may discover
unassailable,
universally
valid
Stein, etc., to Manchesterism,
expresses
itself in
laws of economic
life by inductive
investigation
the great stress laid on the ethical element, and
upon the basis of exact statistical
observations
in this has become more marked in the younger econmass_ and so arrive by a new road to a completely
omists, from Adolph Wagner down to Brentano.
satisfactory
mechanical
explanation
of social life.
Thus by various roads German political economy
This thought, however,
to which the exaggerated
has advanced far beyond Adam Smith, Ricardo
ideas of Quetelet and Buckle led, has been rather
and J. B. Say.
It has attained
to new views,
expressed
than acted upon, and the influence of
new methods and new results, and its advances
statistics
has been, as a matter of fact, a thorhave been far more consistent and complete than
oughly healthy one.
It consists in this, that men
the acquisitions
of even a John Stuart Mill, let
have been led, in all cases where the statistical
alone the ideas of a Bastiat
and a Carey, which
material has been sufficient, to leave the basis of
are new rather in form and terms of expression
abstract
premises
in the explanation
of present
than in content.
German science has not, it is
relations, and to take the carefully observed contrue, as yet evolved any entirely new system of ecocrete facts as a starting-point and seek to ascertain
nomies, which independent
in form and content,
their causal connection.
On many questions, such
can look down on Adam Smith as obsolete, as the
asthebank
question, we have thns arrived at highiy
latter could look down on the mercantile
system.
satisfactory
results, and a large number of valuable
The relative truth of the results of the English
special investigations
according
to this method
magters, as well as the relative justifiablensss
of
have given us a very welcome supplement
to the
their method, is fully recognized,
because, as a
system
as elaborated
by the historical
school,
matter of fact, in many economical
matters the
Finally,
the fact must be emphasized
that the la- unc_ontrolled freedom of the individual
leads to
bor question has had a very great influence upon
the best results for society as a whole; because, a._
the treatment of the whole science of economics
a matter of fact, particularly in the sphere of cornin Germany.
Communistic
and socialistic
ideas
mercial activity, egoism is naturally
the prevailinvaded Germany as early as 1830-40.
But the
ing motive; and because our observations
of conlabor question did not acquire a great significance
crete phenomena are still too incomplete
to allow
until after 1848, when the railroads and factories
us to dispense
entirely with the method of abbegan to increase rapidly, and the way was broken
stract deduction.
The English masters have deterfor the sway of modern industry.
German scimined for us thus far the general limits of the
enee did not assume the protesting position of the
science as a whole, and of various fundamental
orthodox French economists.
Hildebrand's
"Poquestions.
But as German science advances witt_
litical Economy of the Present and the Future,"
success by independent
roads from the basis aland Stein's initiative investigations
into commuready laid, it forms a sharp contrast to that slavish
nism and socialism, gave immediate evidence of a dependence upon the English and upon Manchesdesire to do justice to the causes of the movements
terism which delights in following to their greatof the proletary by impartial and thorough exameat extremes the weaknesses and one-sidedness
of
ination of all Claims.
The labor question has bethose great masters. -- Recent English
political
come the moat important
chapter of political
economy
has been enriched by the writings of
economy,
and the various tendencies which exist
Prof. Calrnes, Hearn,
Musgrave,
Shadweli,
Jewithin the science show themselves clearly in the
vons, Fawcett, W. T. Thornton,
H. D. Mactsod,
¢Teatment of this question.
Most of the younger
Bagehot, J. E. Thorold Rogers, CKffe Leslie and
economists
devote their special attention to the
J. K. lngram.
J. S. Mill's great work, wMch is
labor question, and following the _-mple
of Hil,
still the best general treatise on eco_am_
in Kng-
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lish, marked a turning point in English
political
greatly to that widespread interest in such branch.
economy.
It summed up all the contributions
to es which is characteristic of the new Italy. Chef
the _ienee which had up to that time been made
buliez was an economist of great ability, and his
]_y the Smith-Ricardo
school of economists.
In
Prdcis de la science eeom_mique is the ablest exposithat very work, however, Mill showed signs of distion of political economy in the French language.
agreement with some of the fundtunental
tenets of
-- The history of political economy in America is
the school.
His views of distribution
and of the
yet to be written.
American
economists,
even
limits of state interference
mark a sharp contrast
still more than their English
brethren,
have deto those of some of his immediate
predecessors,
voted their attention
rather to practical than to
Before his death he gave signs of a still more
theoretical
questions.
Most of our economical
fundamental
difference in giving up the wagesworks trove been written to defend one view or
fund theory, upon which he had laid such stress in
the other of our great politieal and economical
his great work.
He was moved to this by an able
problems.
In general the same tendencies are ob.
work of W. T. Thornton's
on "Labor."
Cliffe
servablehere
as in other countries.
We have our
Leslie and Profe_,_or IngTam may be said to beirreconcilable
free-traders,
our bitter and bigoted"
long to the historical
school,
and have distinprotectionists,
our lai_eefaire,
lai_ezpa_erschool,
guished themselves
by their opposition to the or- and our defenders
of a paternal
government.
thodox economists.
To these latter belong Cairnes
With the exception of Henry Carey, our economists
and Fawcett, the former of whom in his works on
have attracted no particular
attention abroad, and
the "Logical Method of Political Economy,"
and
exercised no considerable influence.
The study of
"Some Leading Principles
of Political Economy
economics is becoming daily more and more wideNewly Expounded,"
has made valuable additions
spread, and the foundation
of departments
of
and corrections in the science.
Rogers' "History
political science in connection
with our colleges is
of Agriculture
and Prices in England,"
Jevons'
becoming quite common.
Few countries
in the
"Theory
of Political
Economy,"
and "Money
world offer as many advantages
to the inductive
and the Mechanism of Exchange,"
and Macleod's
student of economics as America.
Here everyand Bagehot's writings
on financial subjects, are thing is on such a grand scale, and the machinery
among the most valuable contributions
of English
of society is still so simple, that extraordinary
opwriters to economic
science in the last twenty
portunities are offered to study the fundamental
3"ears. -- Recent (i. e., since 1850) French political
elements of the great national economy in their
economy has not received the attention it deserves
simplicity.
There is but little doubt that the near
from foreign writers,
i_everal economic periodifuture will see valuable
original work done in
"cals are maintained,
and many valuable monoeconomies by American
students.
Among our
graphs have been published during the last thirty
early writers on economics, Benjamin Franklin
years. In 1851-8 the Diaion_ir,
de CEcononde.
may fairly lay claim to having anticipated,
by a
edited by Coquelin and Guillaumin,
was published
full generation, Adam Smith's theory that labor is
--a vast treasure-house
of economic
science,
the only proper measure of value, and also MalAmong recent economists Michel Chevalier stands
thus' theory of population,
that man tends to infirst. He wrote chiefly
on financial
questions,
crease in numbers
in a greater ratio than the
tllough he published
also a "Course
of Political
means of subsistence.
Alexander
Hamilton
disEconomy."
Wolowski
was a vigorous opponent
cussed in his reports many economic
questions
of Chevalier, an adherent of the historical school,
with great ability.
Daniel llaymond
published
and a prolific writer on monetary
questions.
Hc
his "Elements
of Political
Economy " in 1819.
favored a double standard.
Among other econHe took decided ground against Adam Smith,
omists we may mention
the following:
Passy,
emphasizing
the distinction
between
individual
Reyband; De Parieu, the author of an excellent
, and national wealth, maintaining
that our aim
treati._e on taxation; Oarnier, a writer on finance;
sllould be to increase the latter even at the expense
Baudrillart,
Cournot and Walras, the last two
of the former.
He opposed Malthus' theory, and
devoted believers in the mathematical
method of
demanded
protection for home manufactures
by
investigating
economic
phenomena;
A. Clement,
and Paul Leroy-Beaulieu.
The tendeneiesofthese
writers are as various, and in general the same, as
tho_e already noticed in Germany and Engiand.
.kmong the recent economists
in the other eontitlc_ltal countri_
we may mention
Prof. Ferrara,
l_oecardo, Mora, Bianehini,
Messedaglia,
Nazzani
_md Co._sa. in Italy; Brasseur, P_rin, De Molinari
and De Lavelaye,
in Belgium;
Cherbuliez
and
Si._mondi, in Switzerland;
Estrada, Colmeiro and
Santillan, in Spain; and Forjaz de Sampajo, in
Portugal.
Of theoe, Fermra was a man of remarkable ability, and did the science great service
by his acute and brilliant criticism;
and by his
enthusiasm for ecammnic studies he contributed

' means of a tariff.
Cooper's
" Lectures on the
Elements
of Political
Economy,"
published
in
1826, took exactly opposite ground, and insisted
onthenecessityoffreetrade.
Theword
"nation,"
he says, is an empty wm_l.
The wealth of a
! nation is nothing but the wealth of the individuals
who compose it, etc.--The
most important,
original and acute American
economist was Hem'y
' C. Carey.
Men oftentimes
further the progress
of a science quite as much by their errors as by
the new truth they discover.
Carey is one of
' those writers whose views, although they are not
I tenable either as a whole or in detail, have been
: received with attention and appreciation
by the
: whole scientific world.
Fie has had devoted fol.
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lowers in Germany,
France and Italy, and although his views have not been generally accepted,
yet they have exercised considerable influence in
a negative way, leading those whose theories he
attacked to a more careful formulation
of whatever truth they contain.
Ca_y, like Bastiat, proceeds in all his writings upon the assumption
of a
complete harmony between natural and social intcrests.
In self-interest
and in the innate desire
of man to better his external
dondition,
he finds
the surest road to prosperity,
the natural basis of
the moral progress of society.
He not only denies
any antagonism
between
labor and capital,
but
sees in the co-operation
of these two factors the
"most powerful
means of promoting
an increased
production,
which
will surely
and continually
improve the condition of the laboring classes.
He
boldly proclaims the possibility
of an endless and
boundless growth,
tie starts with a thorough
discuasion of the ideas of value, labor and produvt_bn,
He bases value upon labor, and makes the cost
of reproduction
the standard
of value.
He then
passes to the theory of distribution,
and makes his
harmony of interests
the fundamental
principle,
The tendency
of man to increase is surpassed
by
that of capital to multiply.
The productivity
of
labor is conditioned
by the density of the population.
The more numerous
the people, the more
extensive man's control over nature, and the more
rapid the increase of capital.
The share of the
laborer in the produet becomes absolutely and relativety greater, and that of the capitalist,
although
relatively decreasing, is becomingabmlutely
larger
all the while.
A constant
diminution
in the unproductive
classes
follows this continued
development.
Cary is, as will be seen, an opponent
of Malthus.
He urges the possibility
of emigration, the possibility
of a fairer distribution
of
wealth
and the immense
tracts of unoccupied
land in the world as proof of the falsity of Malthus' view.
In his earlier
writings
Cary (in
a._o-recment with Ricardo) assumed that cultivation
proceeds from the most productive
to the leas and
less productive
lands.
The increasing
productivity of labor, however,
causes a depreciation
in
tim value of the capital expended
on lands in
early times, and consequently
in the value of the
lands themselves.
Lands rent at any given time
only for such a sum as represents
the interest on
the capital required at that time to bring similar
lands into cultivation.
This sum is always far
less than the sum actually expended on any piece
of ground.
The value of land is consequently
controlled
by the same laws as the value of all
other kinds of property.
In his later works he
maintains
that cultivation
does not proceed from
the most productive
to the less productive,
but
in just the contrary
order, from the least productire to the most productive.
With the establishment of this proposition,
he proposes to overthrow the whole doctrine of rent as set forth by
Ricardo.
Oarey's writings
are permeated
with a
feeling of bitter hostility to England,
and are full
of gross errors of fact.
In striking contrast with
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his doctrine of the perfect harmony of all hums_
interests and of the advantages
of freedom, Carey is a pronounced
protectionist,
maintaining
that English competition
would ruin American
industry, and that in order to insure that diversity
of employments
necessary to the highest civilization, the active interference
of the government
is necessary. --Most
American economists agree
with Carey in rejecting
the doctrines
of Mal.
thus and Ricardo,
though
on various
grounds.
Among recent economists
the following
deserve
especial mention : Prof. A. L. Perry of Williams
college, Prof. Francis
A. Walker of the Boston
technological
school, Prof. Sumner of Yale college, Prof. Thompson
of Philadelphia,
and Prof.
Henry
George of California.
Prof.
Perry is a
pronounced
free trader of the Bastiat type.
His
text book on political economy has been perhaps
more widely used than any other recent publication in America.
It contains
some valuable
chapters
on the history of the sciences, on value,
and on the tariff and currency.
Prof. Walker's
works on "Money"
and "W'ages"
have placed
him in the front rank of American
economists.
His father's work on the "Science
of Wealth '"
is one of the best economic works which has uppeared
in America.
Prof. Thompson
has published a work, written to act forth the doctrines
of the Carey school in a more scientific
form.
Among American economists
Mr. David A. Wells
also occupies
an exalted
position.
His earliest
economic
writing
was a _ cogent examination
of
the debt and resources
of the country,
written'
during
the rebellion.
This tract brought
him
into notice as a statiatican,
and led to his appointment to the position of special
commissioner
of
the revenue (1865-9), and the reports he prepared
in these years are models of clear reasoning
and
close application
of general principles
to facts.
While in this position
he became
convinced
of
the many inconsistencies
of the protective system,
and he has since become one of the leaders of a
movement
for a reform
of the tariff, and the
greater
part of his writings
have had reference
to this subject.
As one of the commissioners
to
revise the laws for the assessment
and collectit,n
of taxes in New York state, he made two reports, the great merits of which have been widely
recognized,
and greatly enhanced
his reputation
as
a writer on taxation.
Mr. Wells' writings, which
are scattered
in many periodicals,
are marked by
great clearness
and accuracy,
and form valuable
contributions
to the economic
literature
of the
country.
He belongs to no particular
school of
economists.
He has edited a volume of Bastiat's
essays, and prepared,
in 1881, a "History
of the
American
Merchant
Marine,"
a work which ad
mimbly
illustrates
his methods.
Among
contemporary
economists
in America,
Prof. W. G.
Sumner
of Yale college
occupies
a very high
rank.
His chief published
economic
works are
his "' History of American
Currency,"
1874; his
"History
of Protection
in the United
States,"
1877; his collection of patmraon "Whagthe
social
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classes owe to each other," 1883. Prof.
Sumner's strongest work, however, is not seen in his
published books.
It has been in his oral instruction.
Prof. George's principal work is entitled
"Progress
and Poverty,"
and is mainly devoted
to a discussion of distribution.
There are many
able writers on economics
connected
with the
press of the country.
But America is still waiting
for the man to appear who shall make her contributions to the science as great and valuable as
thoso of any other nation.--LITERaTUrE.
/)_
geschic]_tlivhe Entwivkelung
der IVatio_a]A'kon_nik
und three Literature,
by Julius
Kautz ; Die Ge
_hichte dee .LVationalSkonomik, by II. Eisenhardt;
Itistoire de FEvonomie
politique en Europe,
by
Ad. Blanqui;
Oesvhichte dee NationalSkonomik
i_
Deutscllland, by W. Roseher, and the Guhle to tl_e
Study of Pditical
Evo_,omy, by L. Cossa, are the
works which, aside from the original authorities,
have been chiefly consulted in compiling
the preceding article.
Some of the expositions
of the
doctrines held by the various schools have been
taken with but littlechange
from the above-named
works.
Prof. Cossa's little work, based on the
larger special
works
in French,
German
and
Italian, is a very convenient summary of the mo._t
valuable works on political economy in all lauguages.
E.J.J.tMES.

theology.
But if we discard the forms which are
peculiar to oriental thought, we shall find in the
religious books of the east social and political
theories of the highest importance.
For example, the system of castc and the theocratic systern; such are the two principal ideas to which
Indian polities, or, to use a better expression,
Brahminical politics, may be reduced.
We find,
in the sacred book of the "Laws
of Manu," a
very striking expres._ion of these two ideas.
It is
said there that the four castes, into which, from
all antiquity,
Indian society was divided,
issued
from Brahma, who produced
them each from a
differcnt part of his own body; the Brahmins,
or
priests, fromhismouth;
thekshatryas,
orwarriors,
from his arm; the vaisyas, or merchants,
and laborers, from his thigh; and, finally, the sudras, or
servants, from his foot.
The theocratic
theory,
appears in the same book in its most insolent
form.
"The Brahmin,"
it is said there, "is the
lord of all beings; all that exists is his property;
it is by the generosity
of the Brahmin
that other
men enjoy the goods of this world."
The book
of Manu admits, indeed, the existence of royalty,
and even, with oriental hyperbole, the monarch is
called therein "a great divinity "; but this divinity is the slave of the Brahmin_s ; he is obliged to
"communicate
to them all his affairs, and overwhelm them with benefactions and wealth."
One

POLITICAL
SCIENCE
is that part of social
science which treats of the foundations
of the
state and of the principles
of government.
It is
closely connected with political economy, or, as it
is sometimes
called, the science of wealth ; with
law, be it natural or positive, which has principally to do with the relations of citizens to one
another ; with
history, which
furnishes
it with
the facts of which it has need; with plfi.losophy,
anti, above all, with morality,
which
supply it
with a part of its principles.
Political
_ience
is
either theoretical or applied.
In theory it establish_ general laws, which it draws either from
experience or from reason, and which are as much
the generalized
expression of facts as the pure coneeption of an ideal more or less possible of realization.
As applied science, it seeks the means of
reducing to practice these general principles,
taking into consideration
time, place, manners,
resources,
in a word,
circumstances.
We shall
speak here only of theoretical
political science,
and our intention is not to propound
any particular doctrine,
but to give a summary,
following
the order of time, of the principal theories which
fl,c history of the science has preserved
to us. -Wc may divide the history of political ideas into
five periods: 1, the oriental period; 2, the GrsecoLatin period; 8, the middle ages and the renais._mce; 4, the modern period, which extends from
the sixteenth century to the time of the French
revolution;
5, the contemporaneous
period. -- I,
The East.
We may say that the east (if we except
('hina) was never acquainted with political science,
Among most eaters
nations, India, Persia, Judea,
politics never succeeded in separating itself from
136
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sole fact d_cribes
this ignominious
dependence
in a very striking
manner:
" If the king finds a
treasure," it is written, "he owes half of it t() the
Brahmins;
if the Brahmin finds one, he keeps it
for himself
alone, without
dividing
it with the
king."--The
Buddhist
reformation
profoundly
changed
this social system, not because in the
beginning
(as Burnouf
has well shown) Buddha,
or Sakyamuni,
attacked the system of caste; but
by proclaiming
religious
equality,
he evidently
gave it a mortal blow.
"My law is a law of
grace for all," he said.
lie called, above all, beggars and vagabonds
to a religious life.
These
principles bore their fruits.
In one of the oldest
Buddhist legends, the system of caste is strongly
and deeply attacked:
"There is not between the
Brahmin and a man of another caste the difference
which exists between
a stone and gold, between
light and darkness.
The Brahmin,
in fact, did
not spring from the ether or the wind; he did not
rend the earth to appear in the light of day; he
was born from the matrix of a woman, like the
chandala (the vilest of creatures,
inferior to the
sudra)."
By its hostility to caste, Buddhism
has
been able to extend everywhere
in Asia, and principally in China, where the people appear never
to have known this system;
even where castes
exist still, as in Ceylon, Buddhi._m has destroyed
the theocratic
character which the system had in
India, and has changed it into a milit'_ry and feu*
dal system.--I
shall say nothing
of Persia, of
which we know so little, except that in the Zend.
avesta the system of caste appears in a singularly
mild form; that the priests are there rather courtcilors of the king than his masters; and especially
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that, as this religion recommended above all agrl- was deceived because he did not take experience
culture as a sacred duty, there resulted a notice- into consideration, and because he wished to conable change of condition for the clas,q of laborers; struct society on an impossible basis. An imporfor the latter were ranked among the atharnJs,
tant distinction must be drawn here, one without
that is to say, great. -- It is chiefly in China that which we can not understand Plato, nor do his
we find something analogous to what we call in genius the justice which it deserves. A distincthe west political science; not because Confucius,
tion must be drawn between utopian politics and
the most celebrated of Chinese sages, was much ideal politics. The first consists in combining are
engrossed with this science ; but his disciple, or tiflcially, and by means of thi_ imagination, the
rather the reformer of his doctrine, two centuries elements of which all society is composed, and
after him, Mencius, was an ingenious and liberal thus creating an arbitrary mechanism, which has
publicist, as the following anecdote proves. He no life, no reality, no possible application, either
was conversing with the king of Tsi. "What
present or future. Such are the utopias of Sir
must be done," he asked him, "with a friend Thomas More, of Campanella, and of some of our
who has badly administered our affairs? .... Break modern reformers. Ideal politics, on the contrawith him." said the king. "And with a magis- ry, consists in forming a true idea of the state, in
trate who has not well fulfilled his functions?"
conceiving it in its perfection (as much so, of
"Remove him," said the king. " And if the course, as the limits of the human mind permit),
provinces are badly governed, what must be finally, in presenting to societies a model, as too.
done?" The king, feigning not to understand rality presents one to individuals.
1_o state will
him, glanced to the right and to the left, and spoke ever reach that perfection, any more than any
of something else. The political theory of Men- hero or any saint has ever attained or will ever
cius consisted in a sort of conciliation between attain moral perfection. But if we do not forbid
divine right and the sovereignty of the people, morality to propose, an ideal to men, why should
The emperor, according to him_ does not appoint we forbid politics to present one to peoples and to
his successor, but he presents him to the accept- governments?
Now, there is in the politics of
ance of Heaven and of the people ; a doctrine Plato a utopian part and an ideal part. The first
conformable to the traditions of the sacred books is dead, and will not revive ; the second is eternal.
of China. We know, doubtless, what becomes,
It is utopism, in Plato, to consider society as diin the politics of absolute governments, of this vided into four stereotyped classes, like the Indian
pretended acceptance by the people; it is most or Egyptian castes; it is utopism to believe that
generally a fiction. But what is not a fiction, is the state will have more unity, more harmony,
the right, rc_gnized to exist in the people by more patriotism, because you have suppressed the
Mencius, to rid themselves of the kings with family and property;it is utopism to have conwhom they are dissatisfied ; a right which the sidered woman as like to man, and as capable of
Chinese people seem to have exercised more than the same functions as man, for instanCe, of bearonce, if we can judge by the number of their dy- ing arms and of governing the state; it is utopism
nasties. Moreover, Mencius himseff exercised a to suppress the laws in the state, and to replace
verybold right of censure at the courts of the dif- them by education alone ; it is utopism to make
ferent princes he frequented.
He attacked tyr- philosophers the governing class, and thus to conarmy under all its forms, and particularly because found speculation with practice; finally, it is utopit was a burden upon property. He showed great ism to exclude poetry from the republic, to reduce
eagaci_y in pointing out the bond which united music and the fine arts to the servile obedience of
order with property ; in him there was no vestige a fixed type, protected by tyranny, jealous of its
of caste or of aristocracy. He divided society arbitrary censure.
But what is not utopism in
into two clas.qes: those who work with the head,
Plato, is to have conceived justice as the true end
and those who work with their hands, and, which
of society, and to have made justice consist in the
is indeed the sign of a laborious and industrial concord and harmony of the citizens. What is
society, he endeavored chiefly to show that intel- not utopism, whatever the politics of Machiavelligence is itself labor, and that manual labor can ]ism may say to the contrary, is to have asserted
not be exacted from all ; a manifest proof that the that the true strength of the state is virtue, and
latter was not despised nor sacrificed, since a wise that the true principle of virtue is education.
man was obliged to apologize for the former. -- Education can not, then, replace the laws, but it is
However curious and new the study of the politi- education that gives soul and spirit to the laws.
caltheoriesof
the east may be for science, these Forwhatistheuseofalawwhichisnotobserved?
theories have had so little influence upon our des- And what can sustain the laws, if not morals?
finies, or at least an influence so indirect and so What is not utopism, moreover, in Plato, is to
little apparent, that we must pass on to Greece, have perceived, before Aristotle, that it was in a
that is to say, to the cradle of western civilization,
weB-moderated and well-balanced constitution that
--II. _usca-Romau Per/_. The little space which the only guarantee of liberty resided ; to have exwe have at our disposal forces us to reduce politi- acted of legislators that they should give the
cal science in antiquity to three names. Plato, reasons for their laws when they promulgetc_l
Aristotle and Cicero. -- Nothing is more common them; finally, to have demanded for criminals not
than to consider Plato as a political dreamer, who only punishment, bUt amendment and amelior-
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stion. _ I_ttU, an important element is lacking in
the Platonic
ideal; it is the idea of liberty.
In
his "Republic,"
Plato gives liberty no place; and
if, in his dialogue of the "Laws,"
much wiser, as
we know, if he gives it a place, it is in a certain
manner despite himself and against his real feeling's. This is easy of explanation.
Plato had
witnessed at Athens the excesses of liberty, and he
had suffered from those excesses.
By a natural
illusion, which we have often seen again, he considered the sovereign good to lie in the very opposite of what he had witnessed
near at hand, and
he idealized Sparta, Crete and even Egypt, rather
than appear to consider the laws and customs of
his own country right; a kind of blindness habitual with the school of Socrates, and of which
Xenophon is still more culpable
than Plato.If Plato founded ideal polities (not without an
admixture of utopism), Aristotle founded expertmental politics.
Not that there are no facts in
Plato, and that Aristotle is destitute of identity;
but we must characterize
each of them by his
most striking traits.
What there is newer and
absolutely
lasting in the politics of Aristotle is,
first, his method; that is, the analysis of facts,
the reduction of a complex whole to its elements,
For example, the state is the object of polities,
Now, the state is evidently a whole compo_d
of
very great number of elements.
The analysis
of this whole, of its integral parts, of its divers
forms, of its suec_essive phases, is political science,
Such is the method of Aristotle; it is the most
rigorous, the most scientific,
that can be eraployed.
It is that which, later, all the great
publicists of the experimental
school followed-Machiavelli,
Bodin, Montesquieu,
Locke and de
Tocquevilie.
Aristotle took so much rote account
the conditions of the experimental
method applied
to politic_, that, before writing his great work, he
had collected, we are told, the constitutions
of
360 republics or governments,
and had analyzed
them in a book unfortunately
lost.
In them hc
found the materials for his political doctrine; from
them he took his examples; from them, doubtle._, he drew his admirable analyses of the con_titutions
of Sparta, of Crete and of Carthage,
models of political judgment. _We may say, also,
that it is Aristotle who has fixed the frame, the
great lines, the principal divisions, the principal
problems, of political philosophy.
The theory of
sovereignty,
the division
of governments,
the
analysis and criticism of their different kin&_, the
theory of execution,
the theory of revolutions :
_twh are the different matters which the "Republie"of Aristotle treats of, after an introduction
devoted to some questions of natural law and to
a criticism of the most celebrated constitutions,

cousin in the actual system, than a brother in the
system of Plato."
He said, further, that "the
affections were lost in a community,
like a few
drops of honey in a vast extent of water."
No
modern economist
has recognized
better than
Aristotle the emptiness of that abstract and chitactical unity which absorbs the individual in the
state.
"It is wishing to draw harmony,"
says
Aristotle again, "from one single chord, to have
rt_ythm with a single measure."
IIe shows that
the suppression of property would not suppress
quarrels and trials at law.
There are as many
quarrels between owners of goods in common as
between those who have personal goods.
Besides,
the greatest crimes are not occasioned by the absence of possession.
"Tyranny
does not usurp
anything for the purpose of guaranteeing
itself
from the inclemencies of the air. "-- It is the same
lively feeling of the reality and the observation
of the nature of things which caused Aristotle to
discover this great truth, that man is naturally
_nrn for society, or, as has been so often said, is
a political animal.
Witt_out society, man would
be either a god or a beast.
Society is composed
of families.
The family is distinguished
from the
state, in that the state is composed of men free
and equal, while the family rests upon inequality.
But it is a delicate achievement of Aristotle that
he distinguished
conjugal
power from paternal
power, the first of wlfich is, he says, more like
republican power, and the second _nore like royal
power. --In politics, properly so called, Aristotle
admirably grasped the principle of the responsi
bility of power.
"It is not the cook," he says
"it is the guest who judges the banquet."
He
prefers the guaranty of the law to that which
rests only in the wisdom of a prince.
"To demand the absolute sovereignty
of a king," he
says, "is to declare sovereigns both the man and
the beast."
While appreciating
wflh the utmost
correctness the strength and the weakness of the
different governments,
he pronounces, as far as
he himself is concerned, in favor of government
by the middle classes.
According
to him, the
great do not know how to obey, and the low do
not know how to command.
Both always wish
to be tyrants.
The middle classes, leaning as
much to one side a_ to the other, hold alternately
in check thc'_e two natural enemies, the nobility
and the people.
It is here, in fact, in the natural
hostility of the rich and the poor, of the strong
and the weak, of the great and the people, that
Aristotle sees the principle of all revolution.
The
one party desires inequality
everywhere,
even
whercitisunjnst;theotherwishesequalityeverywhere, even where it is absurd and impossible;
and hence all states toss about between arbitrary

real or imaginary.
It is the strong sentiment of
r_dity and the observation of the nature of things
which ted Aristotle to discover all the falseness of

inequality and a violent equality.
Hence, the revolts of the people in aristocracies,
and of the
great in democracies.
The advice given by Aria-

Platonic utopia_, and in particular of that vain
fraternity, which made of all citizens tile indiatinct children of unknown
fathers and mothers,

totle, to eseape these dangers, is that no government should
abuse its principle.
Democracy
perishes by the excess of democratic institutions.

"'Itis bette_,"says Aristotle,
wittily,
"to be a

And

so with monarchy and oligarchy. Oatl_
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cxmtrary, the people, in democr_ies,
should appear occupied only with the interest of the rich;
and, in oligarchies,
the g're_t should have in
view only the interest of the people.
Even in tyranuies, power can not exist, except on the condition of its being moderate.
All these principles,
so sensible, so practical,
so frequently
proven,
are summed up in the excellent maxin_ of eternal
application,
"Authority
is more la_tin_ in proportion as it is less extended." -- But if the method of
observation
and of experience
revealed to Aristotle so many remarkable
and profound laws, it
unfortunately
also contributed
to close hLs eyes to
one of the greatest injustices of ancient society,
to slavery.
Always preoccupied with the finding
of the reason of facts, and much less with weighing the justice of them, Aristotle sought to explain slavery; and in explaining
it, he justified
it. He was rather inclined to extend than to restrain the practice of it, for he lays it down as a
principle that there are two classes of men; one
made to obey, and the other to command.
The
former are the slaves, the latter freemen.
It is
not war, nor law, nor covenant, which makes
slavery; it is nature.
And if we ask Aristotle
who are the men that nature has thus condemned
to slavery, he answers that they are those who are
good only for manual labor; he seems to believe
that nature herself designed them to be slaves by
giving them an entirely material vigor, necessary
for the coarser work of society, while she reserved
for freemen nobility and beauty.
It often happens, however, that there are men who have only
the body of the freeman, while others have only
his soul.
It is easy, therefore, to be deceived. -Contempt for manual labor is the greatest prejudice we meet with in the politics of Aristotle.
He even goes so far that he has attempted to confound the laborer with the slave, and in more than
one place he divides society into two classes:
the freemen,
who have the necessary leisure to
devote themselves to war, politic_ and philosophy;
and the artisans, or slaves, who produce the means
of subsistence
for the former.
A free society,
that is to say, an imperceptible
oligarchy, maintained by a slave society,
that is to say, by the
mass of men--such
is Aristotle's ideal.
Nevertheless, if we compare tile politics of the latter with
Plato's, it (_m not be denied that it is more true,
more sensible and more practical than Plato's. -Cicero is not an original publicist ; and the Romarts, great politicians
in practice as they were,
did not produce in this respect great theorizers,
Still, it is in Cicero that we find best developed
that great idea of a mixed
government
which
was the hope and the desire of many sages, until
it found rcaLi_tion
in the English constitution.
After having set forth and compared
the advanta&es and inconveniences
of the different forms
of government,
Cicero decides in favor of a mixed
government,
or of a supreme and royal power,
united to the authority of a distinguished
class,
and to a certain liberty of the people, which
satisfies
both the demands of order and tho6e
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of equality
that exist to&ether in huma,_ n_ture.
This government
would be the most stabte of all, bec_u_ of its moderation
and temperament.
It is the condition
of all that is temperate to last a long time, "and
extremes
are
readily changed
to their contraries."
Cicero,
following
the example of Polybius, believed that
the Roman government
was an example
of a
mixed and temperate government.
The government at Rome was at first monarchical.
Royalty,
overtlLrown
by the revolution
of Brutus,
reappeared, divided and diminished,
under the name
of the consulate.
In this second period, the constitution was wholly aristocratic.
A new revoludon, that of Virginins,
introduced the people into
the government.
Henceforth,
the consulate, the
_enate, and the tribuneship of the people, accompanied by many other institutions,
some aristocratie, and some popular, represented,
in their
union, that form of temperate
government,
a
mixture of monarchy,
aristocracy
and republic,
which Cicero extols as the best and most secure
of all forms of government.
Without contesting
his opinion upon this point, we content ourselves
with observing that it is only by twisting the sense
of the words, that we can make the consulate
pass for a monarchical
institution;
and that, in
reality, the Roman Government
was never anything but an aristocratic constitution, slowly trans_
forming itself into a democracy. -- HI. T/_ M_
Age.s and ttw .Re_u_issanee.
The period which extends from the end of antiquity to the middle of
the middle ages, that is, to the thirteenth century,
that period so great in the religious history of the
human mind, has not the same importance in polltics; it is only necessary to call attention, in its beginning, to Christian politics, by eomparingit
with_
Hebrew politics. --The politics of the Hebrews, in
the beginning, or at least from the time of Moses,
was theocratic pohtics, although
not sacerdotal.
God was the only king, the only lord, the only
proprietor of the land.
It was with him that the
people
covenanted
through
the mediation
of
Moses.
But the priests were not, as in India,
the governing class.
The tribe of Levi was excluded from a share in land, with the exception
of certain cities which had been given to them.
The priests were a family, not a caste.
The priesthood extended through all the tribes, and was an
instrument of unity.
It had, moreover, considerable political
influence, serving as an internlediary between GOd and the people.
After Moses,
power appears to have been patriarchal and democratic, concentrated
only in critical moments
in
the hands of a military chief.
The disorders
which resulted from this state of things led the
Hebrews to desire a monarchical
government. It
is probable that the priesthood little favored this
institution;
for we see Samuel strongly reproving
the p_ple
upon this occasion,
and threatening
them, on the part of God, wifll the most frightful
despotism.
Still, in becoming monarchical,
the
government
did not entirely lose its theocratic
character.
COD_Cration and _noinrment
suit-
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ciently prove this.
The sacerdotal
power con- in order to rule more easily.
Hinkmar,
Gregory
tinned to remain powerful;
finally, outside of VII., Innocent
III., John of Salisbury,
Saint
tlle established
church, there were always ira- Thomas Aquinas, and Giles of Rome, were the
mediate envoys of God, who, without any other
defenders of the ecclesiastical
power in the midtitle than divine
inspiration,
admonished
the dle ages.
The juriseonsults
Dante, Occam, and
kings and held their ambition in check.
These
Mariel of Padua, were the principal defenders of
were the prophets, a sort of popular opposition,
the civil power.
The thirteenth
century
witwhich was, however, as often directed against the
ne_sed the triumph of the theocratic school.
Tile
people themselves
as against the royal authority,
fourteenth century witnessed its ruin. -- But new
-- Such were the sources at which, later, Christian
ideas and new light are spread among the people.
politics drank.
But in the beginning,
like all
The reading of ancient writers, now resume_l,
great reli_otL_ doctrines,
ChrL_tianity was not pofreed the mind in every sphere.
Scholasticism
litical.
It was an entirely moral kingdom
that
drooped and died; more e.xpericnce, more reflecit wished to found; it was in this moral kingdom
tion, more curiosity, gave birth to new methods
that the first were the last and the last first,
and to a new language.
Politics was the first of
Christ meant by this, not that it was nece_ary
to the sciences to profit by this revolution,
but not
change the social order, but that the social and
without injury to morality.
We have met Machpolitical order was as nothing compared
with the
iavelli. -- Machiavelli
substituted
in politics, for
true order, the moral and religious order of things,
the wholly syllo-dstic method of the schools, the
But he did not ask to change anything
here be- method of observation
and of experience,
such
low.
His kingdom was not of this world.
The
a_s we have already __een it in Aristotle.
Still,
apostle Paul sums up the same ideas in these col- there is a difference in the methods of these two
ebrated words:
" Let every soul be subject unto
great minds.
In Machiavelli
the method
was
the higher powers.
For there is no power but of rather
empirical
than really experimental.
To
C_r_: the powers that be. are ordained
of God."
explain: the great experimental
method, as underChristian
politics was, therefore,
in the earliest
stood by Aristotle
and Montcsquieu,
consists in
times, only the politics of obedience
and of subgathering
together, on a very large scale, the most
mission to the estal)lished
powers.
The only revgeneral facts of the political order and converting
elution
of which it thought
was the reform of them into laws.
The division of governments,
souls. -- It is not our province to investigate
here
the division of powers, the forms and conditions
the social consequences
of Christianity.
We know
of sovereignty,
the laws according
to which govthe great influence it had in the greatest social fact
ernments
are formed, grow and decay--such
are
of modern times, the abolition
of slavery.
We
the objects of political science;
and experience
shall limit ourselves
here to political doctrines,
is the method which
serves to discover
them.
Now, one of the questions that Christian politics
Machiavelli
did not seek such general results.
gave rise to, is that of the relations of church and
His end was much nearer home, and was always
state.
_¥e know how that question is solved in
re, luted to this practical problem:
How is it neethe Gospel: " Render unto C_e_r the thing, swhich
e_,_ary to act under such and such circumstances?
arc C_esar's ; and unto God the things that are
Politics, as hc understood
it, is less a science than
God's."
All the primitive church remained faithan art; he gathers together tentatively certain exful to this maxim, tempered by these words of the
staples, and he advises us to act after certain
apostle : "We
ought to obey God rather than
models, whose acts he relates.
Itence, instead of
men."
Later, when the state became Christian,
general haws, fmlnded ut)on the analysis of facts,
the church showed very great power of resistance
he gives us precepts,
founded
upon examples:
and very great ambition.
Wc know that the
this is empiricism,
not sciencc.--Wcknow,
too,
whole of the middle ages was the struggle of these
what an indifference
to good and evil, to justice
two powers.
This struggle, which fills up history,
and injustice, Machiavelli introduced
into politics.
fills up, al_, all the writings of the time; on the
Cruelty and bad faith, those weapons so familiar
one side the writings of the theologians,
and on
to the Italian politics of the fifteenth
century,
the other of the jurisconsults.
We can scarcely
seemed to him most innocent, and he recommendgive a summary of such a controversy,
which has
cd them with the most perfect indifference.
It
filled vast numbers
of books, but we can point
has been said that these criminal
counsels which
out the principles
involved in it. It is to be re- fill the book of the "Prince"
were only a feint,
marked that in this struggle,
in which were apwhose object was to render tyranny odious.
But
pealed to in turn the principle of the divine right
it is difficult to admit such a theory.
For, in the
of kings and the pHncipleof
the sovereignty of the
first place, the "Prince"
has by no means the
people, it was chiefly the laymen or jurisconsults
[ char_lcter which is ascribed to it; and, besides, we
to the latter.
The partisans
of the civil power
of Machiavelli
and in his diseourse
on Titus
were interested
in" making
the origin of power
Livius, a work infinitely superior tothe "Prince"
flow directly from God, in order that they might
in its political bearing, and in the elevation of its
notappeartoholditfromthehandsofthechurch,
ideas.
Finally, Machiavellism
was not only the
The church, on the contrary',
was interested in
dot.trine of a man, but of a century.
Machiavelli
_a-ho appealed to the former, and the theologians
i find the _me maxims both in the correspondence
demonstrating
the human
origin of this power,
disclosed the secret of his age; and it must be
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avowed that there is always more or less of
Machiaveili_
in the politics of aU time_: (See
M.Ac_/Lvm_ma.)From the purely political
point of view, Machiavelli seems to have two dectrines : the one popular and republican, in his
"'Discourse"; tile other tyrannical and monarchica], in the "Prince."
This contradiction is explained by the empiricism of Machiavelli, who was
more occupied with studying facts and explaining
ways and means, than with exposing principles.
In one of these works he studies popular governmerits; in the other, princely governments, and
particularly that of new princes. He points out
what experience h_ taught him in regard to
the means of elevating and making prosperous
these two forms of government.
It has been
conjectured that in the book of the "Prince "
he advises tyranny only in the interest of liberty; tyranny would be to him only a democratic
dictatorship,
It is difficult to discern this idea
in the "Prince," though some passages of the
"Discourse"
may authorize it. Let us add that
the more popular and more liberal politics of the
" Discourse" appear much more conformable to
the real thoughts of Machiavelli than the politics
of the "Prince."--The
sixteenth century was
especially a century of politic_q. The great religious reformation, excited by Luther, was of profit
to the science of the state. When the foundations
of religious belief had been submitted to examination, the time was not far off when political
beliefs would have to undergo the same examination. Hence nothing is more interesting in this
respect than the l_flitical writings of the sixteenth
century; for the first time a bold examination
was made of the foundations of the right of soyereignty ; those rights of the people and of king,s,
which, according to Cardinal de Retz, "never
accorded so well with one another as in silence,"
were laid bare. The Protestant schools gave thc
siglaal. Hotman in his Frar, co.G¢dlia, Hubert
Languet in his V_'nd/e_ c_tra tgran_ws, Buchanan in his De jure regni apud _%otos,propounded
the principles of a system of politics boldly revo.
lutionary and democratic.
Hubert Languet, in
particular, first brought to light the principle of
contravt, which was later to become so famous in
the hands of another Protestant and republican,
J. J. Rousseau.
Before long the Catholics, drawn
into the struggle, rivaled the Protestants in revolutionary ardor.
They even pushed anarchical
principles so far that they even authorized and
defended regicide.
The writings of the Jesuits,
and, in particular, the celebrated De Re_ of
Mariana, prove this. Among all these polemical
writings, which have as much excited minds as
perfected science, we must single out one of the
greatest monuments of political science, the R_
of Bodin. This book, composed almast
upon the plan of Aristotle's "Politics,"
and
which, in ira vast compass, contains and sums up
all the problems of politics, is remarkable for the
laumber of its f_ts, of its historic examples, for
_
and even economic lumwledge, far its
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moral elevation and its political moderation. But
we can not say that it contains truly new and original principles. What is most remarkable in it,
is a very fine polemic against slavery ; a polemic
which was then only too timely, the discovery of
America having brought about a sad increase in
the evil of slavery. We must not forget to mention, finally, the eloquent appeal of L'Hospital
in favor of freedom of conscience. -- IV. M_fer_
Times. The seventeenth century scarcely produced any great publicists, save in England. For
it is only where liberty exists, or at least where it
is a matter of dispute, that polities acquire new
light. Two names arise above all others in this
strife of parties and of political schools : Hobbes,
the defender of absolute power; and Locke, the
heirof the doctrines of Buchanan and of Languet,
and the defender of the sovereignty of the people.
-- Hobbes takes as his point of departure the principle that man has the absolute right of self-preservation by all possibl_ means; and according
this saute right to all men, he very logically coneludes that the state of _ature is a state of war of
all against all. He has no difficulty in making it
appear that this state is a threatening one for
everybody; for the weak in the first place, who
are oppressed by the strong ; and then for the
strong, who may be oppressed by the weak leagued
against them. In this common state of disquietude the only means of guaranteeing the security
of all is for each one to resign the absolute right
which he has over all things, and transfer that
right, with all its consequences, to a central power
(prince, assembly or people), which thus be<.omes
sovereign. The sovereign is, then, a public personage, invested, through the renunciation of their
rights by the members of society, with absolute
power. Hobbes is not exclusively a partisan of
the power of one man. Doubtless he prefers
monarchy to the other forms of government.
But
he admits them all; the only principle to which
he holds, is the principle of absolute power, in
whatever hands this power may be placed. He
makes no reservation of the rights of citizens or
of subjects, and he abandons them, bound hand
and foot, to the absolute arbitrary power of the
state. -- Such are the principles contained in the
_ Civ_, or the "Leviathan," the most audacious
pleas which have ever been written in favor of
ahsolute power. Hobbes had witnessed the F,nglish revolution; he had taken sides with the Stuarts, and it was to defend them that he composed
these vigorotlLSbut detestable works.
Locke, a
partisan of William of Orange, and defender of
the revolution of 1688, wrote, to refute the writings of Hobbes, of Filmer, and of other apologist8
of ab6olute power, the "Essay on Civil Government," one of the best trsatises on politics that we
poeseas,--Ite
maintains, against Hobbes, that
even in the state of nature there is a primitive.
law which does not permit each m do a_ything,
no m_tter what, for his _lf-_.
The
state of nature i_ nothing but the state ia le_ch
me_ five when they lmv_ _o _
tO_"de
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their diffea_ea.
In Lhi_ state they have none the
less reciprocal rights; and if it is permitted them
to use force, it is not for attack, but for defense,
Among these natural rights, anterior to civil law,
Locke puts in the first rank, property, which he
bases upon human labor; a doctrine entirely new
then, and which has since become almost hackneyed.
Liberty of person and liberty of labor are
also natural rights of men.
Hence Locke energetically combats slavery.
Finally, his conclusion
is, that the civil power, far from being ba_d upon
the renunciation by the citizens of all their rights,
i_, on the contrary, instituted
for the protection
of thesevery
rights.
It has been sought to derive
the civil power from the paternal power; this was
the theory of Filmer,
in his " Patriarchs,"
in
which he considered
all the princes of the earth
as heirs of Adam.
&lgernon Sidney, in his "Discourse upon Government,"
had already refuted
thi_ strange theory.
Locke shows that the paternal power itself is instituted
in the interest of the
children,
and does not extend beyond
the time
when the son has become a free man at his majority.
The civil power, neither resting upon force
nor upon the paternal right, Locke derives from
popular consent; and from this principle he draws
unhesitatingly
the gravest consequence
which it
e.ontains, namely, the right of insurrection,
whi('h
he calls the right of appeal
to heaven.--The
seventeenth
century was more fruitful, so far as
political science was concerned,
in England
than
in France.
La pol£tiqu_ ti.rde de _Ecr_ture sainte,
by Bo_uet, is the only work of any consequence
written by the pen of a Frenchman
at that time.
It is an apology for absolute
power and for the
divine right of kings.
Yet, if justice
is to be
(lone to Bossuet, he must not be confounded
with
liobbes.
The former endeavored
to distinguish
arhitrary power from absolute power.
He recognized certain flmdamental
laws, which are the
natural limit of power; he excepted life and property from the absolute power which the _)vereigm
possesses; finally, while according
him all rights,
hc did not overlook
his duties.
But even with

thoughts during twenty years to raise up for political science one of its most magnificent menuments, the Esprit des lois. -- The Esp_t des lu_ is
one of the most difficult books to analyze, for it
does not contain, properly speaking, any system;
but there is not one of its pages which is not full
of sen_ and of profundity;
we may criticise his
division of governments
and his theory of their
principles; but what is beyond all admiration
is
the profound and penetrating judgment which he
brings to be,_r upon e.ach one of them: his analysis
of monarchy, founded upon honor and upon the
privileges of the intermediary
bodies, is a great
truth.
He has perceived
with genius that the
suppression
of the intermediary
powers would
lead directly to despotism or to the power of the
people,
iN'othing can i)e finer than what he has
written
upon the corrnption
of governments.
Finally, when hc says that monarch)- rests upon
honor, and the republic upon virtue, he advances
indc<,d a maxim which is subject to restriction,
but the basis of which is true.
What constitutes
the difference betw_n aristocratic
monarchy as it
existed in France in the seventeenth
century, and
desl)otism a.s it exists in Turkey and in the east, is,
that the power which is not limited by the laws is
ncce_sarily limited by manners and customs.
It
will bc said that in Turkey even there are manners
and customs which limit the empire of the soyereign.
But that only proves that nowhere, not
even in Turkey, is there absolute despotism.
.ks
for the principle of virtue, it is perfectly elcatr that
popular
governments
have more need of it than
other governments,
l_ad, for example, the chapters of Montesquieu
upon the corruption
of democracies, and you will see what difficult duties
await citizens the day they wish to be free.
We
learn there that the love of equality becomes the
ruin of equality itself, if it (1o_ not know how to
confine itself within i_s true limits; if, not content
to bc equal as citizens, wc wish to be so also as
sons and as brothers, as young and as old, as subjects and as magistrates.
We learn also how obediencc to the law is necessary
in a country
in

these restrictions,
the politics of Bossuet is none
the le_ among the most absolu_
that we know.
L[,t us add, that he understood
nothing of the
freedom of conscience, and that slavery itself appeare_l to him to be a legitimate institution.
Such
were the political doctrines
of France.
Fenelon,
indeed, was more liberal minded
than Bossuet,
but rather from an aristocratic than from a popular point of view. -- After Louis XIV. and after
Fenelon, minds were freed little by little, and
turned to the examination
of religious and of politieal affairs. The Let2r_persanc.s
and the Lettres
_,_g/a_
were the signal given by the two masters
of the century, Voltaire and bfontesquieu;
the former submitting all things, and, in particular, penal
matters, to the great flu_edom of his judgment,
so sensible and so penetrating;
the latter, after
the first Izrillitacy of the /._tr_
pcrsaae.s and the
vigorous n_a_erpieee, _
sur hz grandcur et l_ _
d_s _,
collating
hi_

which the law is made by the citizens themselves.
We may find that Montesquieu
yields too much
to ancient
prejudices,
in considering
frugality
necessary in democracies
: but it must be granted
him that a certain sobriety, a certain moderation
in enjoyment,
is one of the guarantees
of liberty;
and that where the disordinatc love of the pleasures
of the sends rules, the country and the law run
the risk of being held of little account. -- Moved
by the desire to oppose the temperate and circumapect politics of Montesquieu
to the rash and adventurous politics of J. J. Rousseau, the conservative spirit of the former has been frequently much
exaggerated, as well as the revolutionary
spirit of
the "latter. Montesquieu
said: "I have not naturally a disapproving
spirit."
It has been concluded
from this, that he was more re_ly to counsel the
maintenance
of abuse than the overthrow of the
established order,
l_othing could be more iacorr_t than _
a view.
The moderation of his
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tone ought not to close our eyes to what is bold
and impassioned in the F_pr_ des /o/s. Montesquieu wished, as much as any man of his time, for
a new society, so new indeed that we can still desire a part of what he dreamed of. If we except
the venality of offices, which a remnant of domestic prejudice led him to spare, and which was besides a sort, of guaranty against arbitrary power,
there is not a single abuse which Montesquieu
did not attack with as much force as any philoso=
pher of his time. Before Voltaire and Beecaria,
he demanded the reform of the penal code, and
the proportionment of punishments to offenses,
Before Rousseau and Raynal, he eloquently attacked the institution of slavery. Before the Jgncydop(die, he pleaded the cause of toleration. _
But among the greatest of the new things in
Montesquieu must be reckoned the principle of
the separation of the powers, the cheeks and balantes of governments. Before him it had been
indeed seen that there was in society a power to
make the laws, a power to declare or interpret
them, and a power to ex_ute them; in a word,
three powers, the legislative, the judicial and the
executive. This division had already appeared
in Aristotle; and there was an analogous one, aithough a little different, in Locke. But no one,
not even Locke, had perceived that the _eparation
of these powers is the essential condition of liberty; that if the power which makes the laws is
also the one which executes and interprets them,
it is of necessity a tyrant; for nothing is opposed
to its authority. The safety of the citizens is only
guaranteedbytheseparationofthepowers.
Power
checks power. Such is the principle which Mow
tesquieu discussed in the constitution of England,
and which has often been confounded, although
it is profoundly different from it, with another
principle, which does not properly belong to )Iontesquieu, the principle of mixed governments,
These are two distinct things, for the _paration
of powers can take place in a simple government,
for example, tlle American republic; and on the
other hand, in a mixed constitution, the powers
may be confounded, for example, in the Roman
constitution. Of these two principles, the first,
we may say, is eternal and universal; the second
depends on circumstances.
Wherever political
society exists the powers should be separate; else
the citizens are oppresS.
But it is not absolutely
necessary that monarchy or aristocracy should be
united to democracy. Finally, among modern
publicists, Montesquicu is one of those who have
insisted most upon the greatness and importance
of political liberty in the state. Locke lind already
done so; but it is perhaps owing to Montesquieu
that the idea was promulgated throughout the
world, and that it was added, as an indestructible
element, to the patrimony of universal j_eason.To the polities of Montesquieu is naturally op_
posed the politics of J. J. Ronssenm. His polities
have been so often criticised, that it will be to the
point, perhaps, to set forth its merits rather than
its defects. This is not saying that we approve
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of the whole of the Uon_ 8_d.
There are in
that book very dangerous and very bad opinions:
in the chapter upon civil religion, an admiration
beyond bounds for the very imperfect republics
of antiquity, and an unintelligent aversion for the
very wise principle of representation, the only
means of establishing liberty in our modern socie°
tics. But, all reservations made, I find that the
maxims of the Co_trc_tS(_al are often interpreted
in an incorrect manner, and that there is more
truth in the book than it is the custom to acknowledge. -- ]t is constantly advanced as an argument
against Rou.s.qcau that he has said that human
society, in general, had its orib,-inin an agreement,
in a contract. But it has not been sufficiently remarked that in ihc Cm_trat _oeial Rousseau treats
only of civil and political s_Aety. It is that, according to him, which has its origin in contract.
He seeks, he says, with judgnnent and precision,
"'the act by which a people is a people." l_ow, it
is this act, which, in his opinion, is a contract. -To thoroughly appreciate the value of this principle _t is necessary to be informed that Rousseau
does not examine what is, in fact, the principle
upon which civil society rests, but what is in law,
ir_ abstr¢_to, the principle of any political order
whatever, all particular circumstances being left
out of consideration.
This is a political rectaphysical investigation, one which may be dangerousinitsconsequeneeswithoutbeingfalseinitself.
For the truest principle may be wrongly interpreted and wrongly applied. Besides, Rousseau
seems himself to have taken precautions in advance against the abuse which might be made of
his principles, by frequently repeating, in his
work, that the best government is that which is
most conformable to the character of the people
for whom it is made, that there _s not a pricn'i a
perfect and absolute form of government; that all
depends upon circumstances, etc. Consequently,
even although the principle of the social contract
should be admitted, it would not follow that Rousseau authorized the application of it hle et nunc
without re._'triction;the person who should rashly try to apply this principle, would only have
himself to blame for the consequences, like a
mechanic who rigorpusly applied a mathematical
formula without taking into account friction and
resistance. --The truth of Rousseau's principle
may be demonstrated by many incontestable fact._.
tIow, for example, can naturalization be explained,
if the principle that it is of my own free will that
I may form part of any political society whatever
is not admitted? Without doubt, I can not free
myself from human society in general (and yet
what prevents me from going to live as a hermit
in uninhabited placesD, but I can cease to be a
Frenchman, to become a Russian or a Turk, if I
please, and dee _o'_.
This is, in truth, only
making use of my own individual free will. But
we have seen this practice pass from individuals to
nations; and, although we may contest the actual
application of it, we can not contest its legitimacy.
How, except by the principle of contract, can the
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recent acts of annexation
by popular consent be
otherwise explained?
Was this not openly to proclaim that a people is a people only by the free
consent of its members?
It is by virtue of the
same principle
that in the United States a new
._tatc is admitted
to the Union; and if the right of
secession was discussed there by armed force, it is
because the interpretation
of conventions
has not
always been agreed on. Evenin kingdoms,
which
are created by conquest
or by family alliance,
national unity exists only when there is a real or
supposed consent of the population.
There is in
such a case a sort of tacit contract
between thc
conquering
a0d the conquered
l_oples.
Where
such a contract
does not exist, the conquest
is
always ruinous, and the people are always ready
for revolt.
Is such a state legitimate?
Why,
to-day, do all enlightened
people want a constitulion? It is because they intend to fix the fundamental conditions
of their association.
A constitution is nothing else than an act of society.
The social contract, in truth, is not an historical
fact; it is not a fact of thepast,
it is a fact of the
future.
Nations can not appeal to a primitive
contract; but they aspire to a sort of ideal contract, which should establish, in some sort, the
conditions of the reciprocal
action of men toward
one another, and of the sovereign toward his subjects.
What arc the laws, if not the special provisions of these contracts?
Why is it desired
that the laws should be passed by the repr_entatives of society, if it is not because it is only the
mandatories
of society who can contract for societv? _ J. J. Rousseau
has been reproached,
not
witt'mut reason, for his doctrine of the omnipotenet of the people.
But this doctrine
is independent of the theory
of the social contract,
Whatever
origin may be attributed
to public
power, whether divine right, patriarchy,
conquest,
or popular consent,
we may always suppose it
-tbsolute.
Now, the doctrineof
the absolutepower
of the state was universal before J. J. Rousseau.
tie borrowed it from tradition.
Only he placed
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right of property.
Hence, although they were
not advocates of political liberty, they accustomed
minds to free a certain number of objects from
the frequently tyrannical protection of the government.
Their principle,
La/s_z faire and /a_ez
p_er,
which was applied only to commerce
and
to industry, was soon to be applied to conscience
and to thought.
Turgot was, together with Voltaire and _,Iontesquieu,
the most serious defender
of toleration.
I may add, that front Turgot and
Condorcet
dates one of the greatest
and most
powerful
ideas of modern
society, the idea of
the perfectibility
of the race and of progress.
This idea, perceived by Pascal and by Bacon, in •
its relation to the sciences, is in some sort the
last word of thc eighteenth century;
it is the word
of the French
rc.volution. -- During the revolulion the political
schools gave place to parties,
theories
to action,
and stnlggles
of thought
to struggles
in the tribune and of the scaffold.
Science,
without
doubt,
has profited
by the
French revolution, not while it lasted, but after
it.--V.
Con/emporane.o_
PerhJd.
The political
schools of the nineteenth
century may be reduced
to four principal
ones:
1, the aristocratic
and
royalist _hool;
2, the constitutional
and liberal
school; 3, the democratic
school; 4, the socialist school. -- 1. The royalist school defends in
general the old r_gime as oppo_d
to the new,
monarchical
and aristocratic
institutions
as opposed to liberal and popular
institutions.
But,
within these limils, what a variety of opinions!
What a distance, for instance, between
de Bonald and Chateaubriand
; between the Le'q_/at_b_
primitif and the MonareMe selon la Charte/
The
former will have nothing
but the political
society of the old regime:
to him it is absolute
society.
The unlimited power of one alone, supported by two privileged
orders, the one charged
with the defense, the other with the education
of society: such was his ideal of the social and
political order.
Chateaubriand,
on the contrary,
while deploring
the revolution,
and demanding

the l_eople in the place of the prince; that is all
lhe difference.
Quidquid principiplacuit
legis tutbet rigorem. Such was the doctrine of the jurisconsults.
Replace principi
by populo, and you
have the democratic
thesis.
Doubtless, it is no
truer under this form; but if Rousseau's
claim to
the expansion which he gave to the right of soy<.rcignty may be contested,
that is no rea._on to
deny this great truth, that society rests upon an
_'xprt._s or tacit contract
of all its members. _
By the side of Montesquieu
and Rousseau,
we
q_ould, if space allowed, show the part which the
e¢'onomic schools of the.eighteenth
century, the
phy._iocratic school in France, and that of Adam
Smith in England,
had in the progress of political
ideas. The economists
have, above all, contrib-

the re-establishment
of entailment,
and the restitution of their property
to the clergy, was, at
the same time, an impassioned
partisan of English
institutions,
a defender of the initiative of Parliament, of the liberty of the press, of the responsibility of ministers,
and counseled the aristocracy
of his country to make use of new institutions,
to
take place and rank in those institutions,
instead
of arming itself against them, and seeking to recover possession of its privileges under the shadow
of restored despotism.--2.
From Chateaubriand
to Royer-Collard,
the transition
appears scarcely
perceptible;
the one is the most liberal of royaltats, the other the most royalist of liberals.
Yet
we enter here into a new world, into the world of
the French revolution,
represcntc<l at first by the

_t_'d to spread the principles
of natural law; and
ahhough many among them, as Quesnay and }IereierdelaRivi_re,
were partisans of absolute power,
yet they excepted from the exercise of that power
the natural rights of citizens, and, above all, the

constitutional
school. This school is divided into many branches,
the doctrinarian
school, the
liberal school, the economic
school, bound
togethcr by common doctrines, but at the same lime
separated
by sufficiently
important
shadt_
of
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difference.
The first of these schools was represented by Royer-Collard,
the Duc deBroglie
and
Gulzot; the second by Benjamin
Constant;
and
the third by Comte and Dunoyer.
What distinguishes the doctrinarians
from the pure royalists is, that they accept without reserve the civil
order resulting from the French revolution,
that
is to say, the equality of partition and the secu]arization of the state.
They oppose the law of
the right of primogeniture
and the law of sacrilege.
Besides,
they are in favor
of political
liberty, the liberty of the press and the control
of the government
by assemblies.
But if they
accept democracy in the civil order, and if they
give it a certain share in the political
order,
they arc no less alarmed
at its progress ; they
detest it in its violent form, the revolutionary
form; they even doubt it when regulated
and
modified
in the government
of the state.
To
the dogma of the sovereignty of the people, which,
according
to them, would
only substitute
one
tyranny for another, they opposed the doctrine of
the sovereignty
of reason.
They thought mow
archy necessary to restrain democracy and to preserve liberty itself.
Above all, they wished to
assure a certain preponderance
to the distinguished classes, to what they called the superwrfties, and to give to the government
of democracy
more sequence, more unity, more foresight,
more
of the spirit of justice, and more of the true liberal
spirit; the love of liberty being incompatible
with
• e lack of intelligence.
Such were the ideas of
the doctrinarian
school;
those of liberalism did
not differ essentially
from t_em.
The liberal
school admitted, with the doctrinarian
school, the
necessity of royalty, the division of the legislative
body inte two chambers, and the limitation of the
electoral body.
But it made the part of royalty
much less; it was opposed to the hereditary
character of the upper chamber, and demanded
the
progressive extension of the electoral right. These
differences concealed a capital dissent; the dectrinarians considered
the mixed government, cornposed of monarchy,
aristocracy and democracy,
as the absolute ideal; they saw in such a government a definitive and good r_gime.
The liberals.
on the contrary,
seemed to consider that r_gimc
as a preliminary
step to something
else.
To the
former, royalty and aristocracy
were necessary
elements
of all society; to the latter, they were
only useful moderators,
whose importance
was
decreasing every day, and whose authority it was
necessary to reduce more and more.
Of these
two schools, the former, therefore, allied itself to
the royalist and aristocratic school, and the latter
to the democratic school.
One of the important
branches of liberalism was the school of the econ-

end of governments
is to assure the well-belng
of the people.
Only they thought that governments take a wrong course to assure that wellbeing,
For governments
believed it was by regulation, protection,
authorization,
that they could
favor the progress of industry and intelligence.
But this is only to substitute for the old yoke of
the corporations,
a new yoke, that of the state, a
vast, abstract, impersonal,
irresponsible
unity.
which has inherited all the powers of absolute
monarchy.
The economists
are the first amongthe partisans of the nt_w 8o_bt3_, who discussed
this ideaof the state, and who have opposed individual right to collective
right.
.Later, when it
was necessary to combat socialism,
recourse was
had to their argmnents.
But, in the beginning,
they were almost alone in battling
against the
prestige exercised over minds by the vague and
obscure notion of the state, which
was no less
dear to the democrats than to the partisans of
absolute power.--3.
The democratic school has
had two phases.
In the first, it was only the last
echo of the expiring revolution:
it was the school
of the ideologists,
represented
by de Tracy and
Daunou.
This school was allied not to '93, but
to '95, and remained faithful to the constitution
of the year III.
A divided
executive
power,
suffrage of two degrees, a conservative
senate (an
element borrowed from the constitution of the y_r
%_III.) : such were the principal characteristics of
the political system of Destutt de Tracy, in his
C_l_r_en/m're _ur/'e_prit d_s b_.
In this book we
s_ the democratic
school freeing itself little by
little from the yoke of Rousseau, and setting up
in opposition
to the old republics, which it was
commencing
to consider semi-barbarous,
societies,
our modern laboring, commercial
and industrial
societies, which have need of order and of liberty,
and not of sumptuary
laws.
At the restoration
the ideologic
school was merged in the liberal
school,
as we may perceive
by the too little
known work of Daunou upon "individual
guaranties," a work whose principles
are entirely in
accordance
with those at that time maintained
by Charles Comte and Charles Dunoyer
izl the
Cen_ur
F_rapJen.
There
are few things
in
common
between
the school of ideologists
and
the democratic
school, the issue of the restoration.
The first was radically hostile to the cornmittec of public safety and to the r_gime of '93.
The second seems to be connected by a subterranean flliation with Jacobinism.
Its principal
passion was to rehabilitate
the men and the acts
of the reign of terror and of the eon_,ention.
It displayed
in this respect an incredible
stubbornness, without
suspecting
the injury it thus
did to its ow_ ideas.
Yet it was not entirely sub-

omists. The economiststhought thatthepoliticaljtlgatedby these blindand extravagantpassions,
institutions
of a people have doubtles_great ira- and the intelligent
minds who controlledithad
portance; they were very muelt attached to a ntl_erviews. In general,itwas l¢_sa schoolthan
-s_stem of co_atitutional
guarantees,
but they addthat in,stitutions are mea_s, not ends; tlmt the
principal thing is _t, who shall govern, but, how
_b_n gov_'n. They thought thattheprincipal

a par_y.
It was more given to fighting than to
thlnkLng.
Arma4yt Carrel, its most celebrated
_me,
w_ a great journ_st,
but no_ a publicist.
Very strong and very e_rgetic in lfl4polemics,
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ne was weak in hie theory.
But be it said in his
honor, that he never sacrificed liberty to democracy, .as may be seen from his vigorous polemic
against the "Tribune,"
an ultra revolutionary
journal, edited at that time by Armand Marrast.
Another eminent man, a greater writer and a more
powerful,thinker
than Carrel, brought to the aid
,ff the democracy about the same time his stirring
eloquence, his bitter denunciation
and ardent
imagination;
but he did not supply democracy
with an idea.
It would be impo_uible to discover
a political view of any originality
in the Parole_
d'_n eroyant, in the Livre du peuple, or in the
E._c_/ve moder_e.
The only ideas which have any
weight in these writings
are borrowed from the
socialist schools, richer in thinkers than the democraticschool.
But notto have theappcarance
of
_eking to depreciate a great mind, I hasten to
add that Lamennais
should be studied not only
m his democratic writings.
There is a political
question which he has touched with penetralion
and depth, and on which he has left his mark; I
me_mthe relations of church and state; it is by that
and by the journal J,'Ave_ir that Lamennaishas
a
l_ght to an im[)ortant place in the history of the
l)olitical ideas of the nineteenth
century.4. As
for the socialist school, it has passed
through
many curious phases, difficult to describe with precision.
The first period of socialism
was whatI shall call the industrial
period.
It was the time
of the first writings of Saint-Simon.
In this first
period the socialist school was only an offshoot
of the economist
school.
Saint-Simon
appe, alcd
to the authority
of Adam Smith and of J. B. Say,
and gave himself out'as their disciple.
His idea
was that the first class in the state was the industrial class, and that the government
belonged to
it. Some attackshad
already been made on proprietors, stockholders,
idlers, but not onpropcrty
itself. As for capital, it was not only spared, it
wa_ glorified.
The first dream of the Saint-Simonian was a plutocracy.
But Saint-Simon
died;
his disciples developed
or confused
his ideas,
Fouricrism succeeded him.
Fourierism
and Icariani_m were propagated.
This was the second
period, the utopian
period.
The idea which
ruled in this second
period
was this:
society
was given over to anarchy,
it needed to be organize(1. The idea of organization
took hold of
_ll minds.
Each presented
his plan, his dream,
and demanded
that
the state
should
furnish

the partisa_
of a regulated liberalism.
United,
and associating
together their passions and their
hopes, they might overthrow everything.
}Iowever this may be, the third period of socialism
was the revolutionary
and democratic
period.
The idea which ruled in this third period was:
'89 was the revolution of the bourgeoisie against
the nobility; to-day it is necessary for the people
to make a revolution
against
the bourgeoisie.
This idea, so simple and so logical, which connected the cause of socialism
with that of the
revolution, wllich went straight to a precise end,
and boldly attacked property and capital, is due,
above all, to Louis Blanc and Proudhon.
But
arrived at this point, socialism took two separate,
and even absolutely contrary, routes.
According
to some, this revolution must terminate in a new
organization
of society, under the empire of a
popular, energetic and concentrat_l
government.
According
to others, government
must only serve
to produce the revolution, to destroy the tyranny
of capita, l, a_ Richelieu
destroyed the tyranny of
the nobility.
But this end once accomplished,
the government must disappear in its turn, as bcing the last of tim privileged
bodies.
Hence
democratic
socialism
was divided
into
two
branches: communist
socialism and anarchical socialism. -- Such are the principal political schools
of the century.
But by the side of and outside
these schools, some free and enlightened
minds,
not wishing
to connect themselves
u'ith any of
them, ctfltivated
political science in an abstract
and general manner, and followed
the traditions
of the great theorizers,
whose ideas we have relate(].
Such is the rSle of de Tocquevillc,
whose
celebrity has been gradually
increasing, and whose
importance
has been more and more appreciated,
since facts have confirmed
many of his gravest.
predictions.
What can not be doubted,
is that
his D;raoeratie
el_ Amdriquv
must be considered
as one of the finest monuments
of political philosophy. -- The point of departure
of the studies
of de Tocqueville
seems to have been these celebrated words of de Serres: La democratic cz_ule d
p/e_/,a_ bords. He thought that the democratic revotution was inevitable,
or rather, that it was accomplishcd;
and instead of reasoning
a pr_r_
upon the jnstice or injustice of this great fact, he
thought that it was better to observe it; and leaving to others the task of praising or blaming it,
he restricted
himself to getting acquainted
with

him with the capital
necessary
to make social
e_periments, or to make them it,ll at its own expen,(,. Despite these dreams the socialist school
appeared harmless, because
it confined itself to
st_:culative constructions,
and remained more or
le_s aloof from political parties.
But there came
a time when the democratic
school
and the
s(_:ialist school
joined
hands,
recognized
each
other as sisters, and embraced.
This encotmter and this alliance were oneof the gravest events
of the century. Separated
from each other, the
school of social revolution and the school of political revolution offered o_aly a mediocre danger to

and understanding
it; in a word, considered
democracy as an object, not of demonstration,
but
of observation.
This was an entirely new view.
Most publicists
had written
for and against democracy
systematic
and abstract
books; but no
one, since Aristotle,
had made it the object of
attentive
observation.
],Iontesquieu
himself, the
greatest political observer of modern
times, did
not undcrstaad
democracy ; he saw it only as it
existed in antiquity,
and, almost like Mably and
Rousseau,
he had not the least presentiment
of
modern democracy,
as it issued from the American revolution
or from the French revolution.
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--What
results did de Toc_lueville reach?
This,
in a few words, is about the balance sheet which
he furnishes of the good and evil in democracy:
The principal
advantages
in the democratic
systern are the development
of well-being, the spreading of intelligence,
the progress of sociability,
the sympathy
for human misery, and, finally, a
very great display of activi!y and energy.
In a
word, in democracies,
except at certain critical
moments,
men are generally
more enlightened
and happy.
But these advantages arc counterbalanced by disadvantages.
The principal disadvantages are the instability
of the laws.the inferiority
of merit in those who govern, the ttbuse of uniformity, the excess of the love of weU-being, and
finally, and above all, the tendency
to tyranny,
It is principally
this last characteristic
which de
Tocqnevflle
has dcveloped.
Ite is one of those
who have insisted most on the tyranny
of demo.
lratic majorities;
he has also shown the confusion
which attaches
to the two fundamental
ideas of
democracy,
cqualRy and liberty; he has demonstrated
that these two things are not always in
direct proportion
to each other, that the progress
of equality is not always the progress of liberty,
Finally,
he has strongly pronounced
against tentralization;
and he was one of the first, while
he entirely recognized
the necessity of society's
advancing" in democratic
ways, to assert the rights
,of individual
action and to call attention
to the
encroaching
tendencies
of popular
sovereignties,
whether
they are exercised
under the republican
,or monarchical
form. -- It is principally
this last
problem which science has applied itself to study
and to solve in recent times.
The events of 1848
in _h'ance, socialism,
the energetic
concentration
,of the French government
in 1852, have led minds
to be. seriously
preoccupied
with the relations of
the individual
to the state.
We have seen that
the que'stion of the right of sovereignty
is not all
`of the question of politics, but that it _s necessary
to know, besides, within what limits sovereignty
should be exercised,
and what are the true runelions of the state.
This question has given rise. to
very fine dissertations.
Mill, in England, although
a radical, was chiefly preoccupied,
in his excellent work on "Representative
Government,"
with
"the means of counterbalancing
the omnipotence
`of the unenlightened
(:lasses, and of giving to the
superior
classes a share of influence
commensurate with
their
intelligence.
In his book on
"Liberty,"
he has vindicated
to its fullest extent
the principle
of free thought.
At the same time,
in the " Principles
of Political
Economy,"
he renounces the individualistrigorism
of theeconomic
school, and admits the principle of education
by
the state.
In France
individualism
has had for
an original, energetic
and impassioned
defender,
the highly intellectual
Fr_ddric Bastiat;
and in
different
degrees individualism
is the spirit which
is manifested
in the new political school, that of
Jules
Simon, Laboulaye,
Lanfrey, Prdvcst-Paradol, most of the economists,
etc.
On the other
hand, it must be acknowledged
that the principle

of centralization
and of the state has found an
eminent apologist in Dupont-White,
who, faithful to the traditions of the democratic
school,
maintains the predominance
of the state over the
individual,
and separates the principle of political
liberty, to which he is moat strongly attached,
from the principle of /a/suez faire and/_._ez
pusaer, which, from the writings of economists,
has
pa.,_ecl into those of publicists.
Such are the questions which political science is discussing in our
day.
PAuL JA.'_ET.
POLITICS,
Nature
and Character
of.
I.
Politir_s as the Art of the 8tare and as a Science of
the _a_e.
The conscious life of the state, the
guidance of the state and the influencing
of the
affairs of the state, that is, conscious,
political
practice,
is what we call politics.
Men who by
their office or their calling take a prominent
part
in this practice and in the influencing
of the affairs of the state, as for instance, government
oflL
ciais, representatives
in legislative
assemblies,
journalist_,
etc., we may designate
as political
men.
The honorable and dignified name of statesman is given only to those rare men who distinguish themselves
as guides
and leaders among
politicians.
The science of this political practice
we also characterize
as politics.
The represents"tives of politics as a science, may be called political scientists and political philosophers.Politics
as political practice, and politics as the doctrine
or science of the state, stand in a natural reciprocal relation to each other.
In the beginning,
and
in the lower stages of the development
of nations,
the former precedes the latter : and the latter follows in the wake of the former timidly and late.
But, in proportion
as the political spirit awakens
in a nation, and becomes
self-con_ious,
the iraportance of politics as the science of the state increases also ; it begins to keep pace with the
progress of the practical art of the state or politi('_l
practice.
At times it outruns
its more powerful
companion,
and guides the tendencies
and mov_
ments of the latter, by illuminating
with its torch
some new, untrodden
road.-- Aristotle came only
after the life of the great Itellenic republics was
closed ; but, as a teacher, he preceded Alexander.
Cicero wrote his scientific political works at the
close of the I_man
rcpubli(', but before Cmsar and
Augustus
had appeared
upon thescene.
Machiavelli had the pattern of the Italian princes of the
renaissance
before his eyes; he wrote after the
time of Louis XI. of France, but became
the
teacher
of Louis XIV.
aBd of Napoleon
IlI.
Rousseau was the prophet
of the French revolution.
Frederick
the Great of Pnmsia and Alcxander Hamilton were contemporaneously
the founders of a new doctrine
of the state, and of a new
political
practice
Montcsquieu
appeared
after
the English revolution,
and after the full dcvelopment of constitutional
monarchy
in England,
which he recommended
to the rest of continental
Europe, and became the teacher of the people of
the United States and of the French restoration.

POLITICS.
The two things which we designate by one and
the same term, polities, are radically different. -1. Politics, as the art of the state, has certain
definite external aims, which differ according to
the wants of the moment.
It seeks to reach a
certain external result, for instance, to establish
better institutions
for the people or for society, to
overcome an enemy, to secure or extend the power of the state, etc.
Political
practice manifests
itself in deeds, and success is the aim and the test
of the art of the state.
A successful policy constitutes the fame of the statesman;
and an unsuce_sful policy is the sign of a defective and fiequently of a bad and unfit policy.
On the other
hand, politics, as the science of the state, does not
pursue any external aim, and is not estimated by
ex_rnal succeas.
It has no aim but the knowledge
of truth.
Its glory consists in the destruction of
an error, in the discovery
of a permanent and
fruitful law, in the clear exposition
of a correct
and opportune
rule for guidance.2. As the
aims of the art of the state and of the science of
the st,Lte are different, so also are the means they
employ.
It is not enough for the statesman that
he thinks correctly.
He wishes, also, to realize
his thoughts in deeds, and to this end he requires
power.
He must overcome or evade the obstacles
that oppose him, and he requires the actual transformation of the stubborn matter which he has to
give shape to.
He must strain the authority
of
the state, which, in ease of need, can enforce a
following;
or he must invoke the support of public opinion.
According
to circumstances,
he must
have money, or even troops, at his disposal. -Politica as a science can dispense with all these
external means of power.
It does not trust in
violence, but in logic.
When it observe_q carefully and thinks correctly,
it is certain of its progless, and does not need the authority
of the law,
nor the applause of the multitude.
With all the
treasures of.the land at one's command,
it would
be as impoaqible to lift an error into a truth, as,
with the aid of all the armed
power of the state,
to lower a truth into an error. _ 3. Politics, as
political practice, can not dispense with external
_truggles if it will accomplish
anything.
The
statesman must take into account both the hostile and friendly passions.
He is very frequently
compelled to take some side.
He can not avoid
the excitement
which accompanies
the struggle
with frequently
hitter foes.
He must preserve
his courage in the midst of danger, his presence
of mind in the hour of battle, and his will power
in action.
Without a manly character, there can
be no genuine statesman.
The political scientist,
on the contrary, examines the object of his investigation in peace.
He can consider
that object
from different points of view, without prejudice
or partiality, undisturbed
by the noises of war of
opponents.
He enjoys that perfect peace of mind
xvhich belongs to scientific
thought,
and draws
his conclusions
diapa_onately.
-- 4.
Even the
statesman's way of thinking is different from that
of the political _ieatist.
The stateom_n is ex-
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cited to action by the wants of the particular case,
and when he weighs principles he does sQ on the
supposition
of their serviceableness
and applieability in the case he has to deal with.
Very frequently, if he wishes to attain his purpose, he is
compelled to bend the straight lines of principles
out of shape, and, at the sacrifice of strictness
of principle, to effect compromises
even with opposing principles and party tendencies.
The resuit of his thoughts is conditioned
by the sucet_ss
which he is striving to achieve. -- The political
scientist who only labors for the acquisition
of
knowledge,
seeks to develop principles
in their
pure form, and may proceed logically and undisturbed.
IIe is not compelled
to make any cornpromises. -- The psychology, of the statesman
is
mainly penetration in judging and making use of
actual men ; that of the political philo_pher
is
chiefly insight into the general laws of human
nature. --The
men who are at the same time renowned as statesmen
and political philosophers
are rather few.
The two greatest political philosophers of Hellenic antiquity,
Aristoth. _and Plato,
were but poorly qualified for political practice, or
practical statesmanship.
There are many notable
diplomates, generals and ministers, who have dintinguished
themselves
as star,men,
but who have
achieved
nothing for the science of the state.
iN-evertheless,
the greatest
statesmen
of history
were, if not political
philosophers
or political
savants, at least politi.cal thinkers of a high order;
for instance, Pericles, Alexander the Great, Julius
Ceesar, Charlemagne,
Frederick
the Great, Washington, Hamilton, and Napoleon
I. --In our own
times, every practical politician is compelled more
deeply to reflect on the ideas that at'present
enlighten and move the nations, and to render
to
himself
a full account of the principle._ which
determine
his own action.
In his practical calling, therefore, he can not dispense with scientific
labor.
On the other hand, the science of the
state, in order to be applicable in actual life, must
understand
the conditions of the real life of the
state, and correctly
appreciate
its interests.
In
this manner practical
statesmanship
and the science of the state reach each other a helping hand,
and each may look to the other for support.There certainly
is in some men a natural
talent
for politics, flint may be. developed
through pracrice alone, without the aid of science, as there have
at all times been great captains and leaders in war
who never frequented
a military school, but developed their talent on the field of battle.
Yet,
with equal natural talents, and under equal circumstances
in all else, the scientifically
trained
politician
will be greatly superior
to the rude
practitioner.
In our times the combination
of
practical
statesmanship
and political science has
become indispensab]e
to politicians,
and if not
absolutely
necessary, it is at least highly useful to
the political scientist.
The science of the state
not only enlightens political practice
or practical
politics, but p_r/fie_ and e_nob/e8 it. (Compare de
Parieu, Pr/_dp_
de _ sconce _/t_pze,
Paris,
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1870, p. 9.) But then, political practice quickens
the glance of the political scientist, and protects
him from a childish trifling with the irnsghlings
of empty speculation. -- In the search after truth
each of the different sciences has its own method,
and frequently calls into activity different mental
powers, and some one mental power more than it
does the others. Thus, natural scientific thought
depends chiefly on the exact observation of facts
pereeptible by the _nses, and usually from visible
effects infers tile invisible cause. Its method is
induction, and its proofs are mostly borrowed
from analoG-. The speculative philosopher dehies the sensually perceptible phenomenon, and
endeavors to discover or reach file infinite idea,
the absolute, through the self-conscious human
mind. Beginning here, he then draws his concinsions by the way of logical deduction. L_47rd
thought is generally the subordination of a concrete fact under a general legal principle. Its
method is, in the first place, judgment by means
of subsumption, and the inference from the general legal principle to the consequence of its vielation: restitution or compensation or punishment,
Po//t_lthought
is directed particularly to organic
distinction, to the estimation of forces, the calculation of means, the psychological study and influencing of men, and, lastly, to the development and
improvement of human affairs in conformity to hature.--I[. TheRda_nofPol#icstoM_rals.
Maehiavelli was the flrst to separate politics from morais,
and to proclaim political practice independent of
•moral prescriptions. The adaptability of the means
to the ends of the state was, with Machiavelli, the
only allowable measure or criterion in politics,
To him it was a matter of indifference whether
the statesman acted morally or immorally. MachiaveUi only demanded of him that his action
should be useful to the state. When a crime is
of advantage to the state, he recommends crime;
when noble-mindedness becomes injurious to the
state, he condemns it. He expressly remarks, that
the appearance of virtue is frequently more useful
to the prince than real virtue, and, when it is so,
he gives the former the preference over the latter,
Since his time the name of Machiavellism in politics has been given to that kind of immoral, conseienceless, though certainly bold, politics, which
is profitable to the state, or only to the head of the
state. Frederick the Great, in his "Anti-Machiavel," when a young man, gave vent, in eloquent
ianguagc, to his indignation at this doctrine,
When king, however, be too distinguished between
pohtics and morals, and made the good of the
state the supreme law in all political action. But
he was still full of the conviction that politics was
intrinsically and indissolubly connected with the
moral government of the world, and that it was
exceedingly injurious to separate the one from the
other. _ In the scientific distinction between polltics and morals, we recognize a great and lasting
progress, a distinction which alone has rendered
possible an independent science of politics. To
tJfl_, in a political sense, is to think from the

point of view of the sts_; to Judge morally k to
consider human actions from the point of view of
the moral order of the universe, conformably to
the category, "good and bad." But Machiavelli,
who certainly can not be denied the credit of this
distinction, by his reckless exaggeration of it,
even to the point of complete separation of poll
tics from morals, weakened the power of the good
among men, greatly stimulated the ambition of
princes, and thoroughly corrupted political practice. We accordingly hold firmly to the relatire independence of political science, but we at
the same time recognize that political, practice
must not place itself in contradiction with the
laws of the moral order of the world. --We do
not speak here of the moral law, which reHgiottq
revelation proclaims as the command of the Deity.
Such a moral law is religion, which influences
only believers in it. We here allude rather to the
moral ]aw derived from humannature, and understood by human reason, as the intrinsically wellgrounded ordering of all hufn_ life. It is unthinkable that politics, as the rule of external life
in common of man in the state, can be absolutely
separated from, and completely independent of,
the moral taw, considered as the rule of proper
human conduct in general. It is just as unthinkable, as in the economy of the state it is impo_ible, to ignore the laws of physics or mathenmtics.
As politics, moreover, should advance the prosperity of society, and endeavor to promote the
improvement of the community, the deterr,_ingtion
of these tasks can not safely be undertaken without, at the same time, paying due regm-d to the
moral duties of human life in general, and to the
destinies of humanity, pointed out by the moral
law. Thus, not the complete separation of politics and morals, still less the hostile opposition of
the two, but the preservation of the intimate relationship between them, is the correct view in
this matter. Both in the determination of political
ends and aims, and in the choice of political means,
moral considerations must not be lost sight of. -1. Ends and Aims. The ends and aims of politics
ma_/, indeed, be m_rra/bjindifferent, but they should
not be immQr_l. Manypoliticalreformsareeffected
from juridico-technieal, or from military or p_
]trice-economical motives; thus, public monumenL_
owe their form to the enthushsm of the arlist for
the beautiful. When a new mode of procedure
is introduced, or when the army is organized and
exercised; whenancwsystemofdutiesisadopted,
or a new style of architecture employed: in all
cases of this kind, moral considerations have no
share, or only a very subordinate one. But, since
statesmen are human beings, they should not
exempt themselves from the general duties of
men, and in their political calling they should not
act contrary to the moral destiny of m_nkind;
that is, they should not pursue political ends
which morality condemns. _ This truth was by
no means hidden from the mttio_s of mstiquity.
It was emphatically proclaimed in the meted lmoks
of the Htndoos, Jews and _
m_l S'ttmtly
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strengthened
by their rellg4ous reverence for the
authority of God or of the gods.
But ancient
practice was, notwithstanding,
exceedingly
lax in
this respect.
The ambition of nations, and the selflshnees of rulers helped them, for the most part, to
an easy settlement with conscience.
The extension
of power and the exploitation of subjects were but
seldom moderated
or limited by moral considerations. -- In the politics of the last centuries, likewise, the moral criterion was but seldom applied,
The law of morals forbids man to exploit his fellow-m_n, as the mere object of his pleasure and
his rule, and requires every one to honor his fcllow-man as a being of the same species endowed
with reason.
Yet how frequently has the capricious authority of rulers and their favorites been
immoderately
extended,
and improperly
used,
contrary to this moral law, to indulge the evil inclinations of the human heart.
But by degrees
public opinion develops into a public conscience,
and more clearly enunciates
its admonitions
and
warnings, and bestows praise or blame according
as it perceives a contradiction or harmony between
political ends and the moral duties of life. -- The
liberation of an opp_eseed nation from a foreign
yoke, the insurance of peace, the spread and iraprovement of civilization,
the education
of citizens to freedom, the ennobling of culture, and
the encouragement
of humane
institutions,
are
all, at the same time, moral and political duties of
life, and honored as such.
Yet sophists here find
a convenient field.
Only too easily do they sueceed in cloaking selfish passions in the mantle of
moral endeavor, by representing
tyranny as order,
conquest as the spread of civilization,
and revolt
against political authority as freedom.--2.
Means.
It is much more difficult to determine the relation
of moral demands to the means of politics.
Moralists are inclined to apply the same rule to political
means that we have here recognized as applicable
to political ends.
They grant that means morally
indifferent may be employed
in political practice,
but they do not allow that morally impure means
should at any time be used.
Moral feeling and
logical consistency
seem to declare this to be.
wholly incontestable.--And
yet a glance at history, or inlo the practical political life of the present time, shows that there are great difficulties
in
the way of the strict application of this rule, and
that, as a matter of fact, such application
is
._earce]y po_qible.
We can not ignore this: that
it is better for the state that it should be saved
from some gre_t danger by an energetic man, led
by an inordinate
love of power, than weakened
hy a "timid but personally
virtuous ruler.
:Nor
can we ignore that it is of greater advantage
to
national well-belng
when aroused vanity helps
build works of common utility, than when pious
humility does nothing.
Many politicians
have,
fl_erefore, entirely denied the applicability
of the
above.mentioned
rule to political
means, and
maintainedtlmt
the principle, " The end sanctifles
the means," may be wrong in private morals, but
can not be dispemmd with u _ political maxim,
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But a closer examination at unce reveals how very
dangerous this opinion is to the whole moral condition of things.
When the state excuses the
immorality
of the political means employed,
by
the morality of the end to be attained, what prevents individuals
from imitating the example of
the state?
There is a natural inclination in men,
when they commit a wrong, to excuse it to themselves and to others, by the allegation
that it was
a means to a good end.
If the maxim that "the
end justifies the means" thus became general, the
authority of the moral law would be completely
paralyzed, and the wild chase of sinful desires
after satisfaction
would not be stopped by any
cunning allusion to laudable aims, hut continued
with increased ardor. The harmony of the moral
order of the world would be destroyed if the open
rupture between moral ends and immoral means
Was recognized, and if the moral law only retained a certain anthority
in respect of the ends,
but was entirely powerless as to the choice of the
means to be employed in politics. -- It is not easy
to find an exit from this labyrinth.
The inconsiderate demands of moralists seem altogether irapracticable, while the opinion of political sophists
is ruinous to the moral order.
We can gain safe
ground only after we shall have more closely examined the nature of the state, and more deeply
investigated the relation of evil to the moral order
of the world. --1.
The state, as a man-like, cornpostte person, produced by the union of men, is
not merely a civil person, but a mcrr_d civil person. As the moral law embraces all mankind,
and is valid as to all, the state can neither release
itself from its moral duties to humanity, to other
nations, to its subjects, to those who live under
its protection, but should heed those duties and
ftflflll them.
The duties of the state bind the
representatives
of the power of the state and the
organs of the authority
of the state, as well as
the ruled and parties.
Patriotism,
fidelity, justice, bravery, the diligent and careful fulfillment
of official duty, are especially
the virtues of po-.
litical life.
Civilization
as it advances develops
this sense of moral duty, and enhances
its demands.--The
moral law does not limit itself to
political aims. It is binding on the whole state,
in all its doings, and in all its life.--2.
But
the state is the ordering of the external life of
men in common.
The moral demands addressed
to the politician lie in a direction and have a criterion different from the moral demands that religion makes on men.
The latter are addressed
to the inner life of the soul, the former to the
external organization
of the community,
of the
people, using the word people in its political
sense.
The saint may consider su._'erln9 as the
highest
perfection;
but the statesman's
duty is
ac_z.
The preponderantly
religious man may
seclude
himself from the world, and like the
hermit withdraw
into his innermost soul.
The
political
man must remain in human society,
and through
men influence
olher men.
The
chUrCh may give the conscience of the individual

the highest c_mm_nds of ideal perfection, as the
duty of his life; the state must moderate its _equlrements with a due regard for the actual capacity and deficiencies of the many. Religion
lifts its expectations even to the height of divine
perfection; the state can not strain its coercive
laws beyond what the average nature of the majority can bur. The priest may tell the believer
how and what 1_ slwuld b_; the statesman must
take men a_ they are. -- In judging political conduct, therefore, we must apply only the relative
standard of moral demands which corresponds
with the stage of moral culture that a nation or a
society has, for the time being, attained, so far as
that culture is represented in its better average
constituent parts. This standard is the standard
of the good citizen and of the dutiful official, as
both are at the time understood by the people. -When we consult history, it affords us some satisfaction to observe that humanity, in this respect,
has incontestably made notable progress. From
age to age moral demands have risen, and the
moral standard or criterion has become more refined. The ancient Greeks and Romans considered
almost everything permissible against an enemy
with which the state was engaged in war. They
felt no moral repugnance to kill defenseless foes,
to sell the wives and children of the conquered, as
well as the conquered themselves, as slaves; to
sack towns and burn villages. If a general of the
present day were to treat his conquered enemy in
such a brutal and cruel manner as only too often
was done by even the best warriors of antiquity, as
was done by the amiable Alexander the Great,
and the magnanimous Julius C_sar, such a man
would be shunned as a maniac, or outlawed as a
human monster from the civilized world. -- In like
manner the Christian nations of the middle ages
looked upon every form of cruelty to unbelievers
and heretics as perfectly just and permissible,
The Roman popes, whom Christendom revered
as the highest moral authority, repeatedly approved the horrible maxim, that no one was bound
to keep faith with unbelievers. _ven the sanctity
oftheoath, when it carne in contact with the glowing religious fanaticism of the Roman priest, disappeared in smoke. (Instanc_ by Laurent, Etudes
sur l'hisl_re de l'hu_nil_,
ix, 142, x., 338.) The
civilized world of the present day unanimously
condemns such immorality. Our manly feelings
revolt at the thought that formerly the ambassadora of European powers in Stambul were obliged
to throw themselves on the ground before the
Turkish sultan. We consider the incense of base
flattery which, at the c]_e of the seventeenth
century and beginning of the eighteenth, was offeted to Louis XIV. even by the most renowned
writers of that time, both contemptible and unworthy of human beings. Even in the eighteenth
century, in the English parliament, corruption
was so much at home, and general to such a degrec, that an English minister, to obtain a majority, could not avoid bribing individual members
of parliament with money and other gifts. It did

no injury to the honorable name of/i_e re_own_
statesman, Pitt, that he effectod the dissolution of
the Irish parliament and the union of Ireland
with Great Britain by bribery. A minister who
should do the same thing to-day would be lost, in
the opinion of the public. -- In the diplomatic intcrcourse of the eighteenth century, equivocation
and intentional deception were still so much in
vogue that even a sincere and truthful man was
occasionally compelled to wear a mask, just as a
merchant, obliged to do business with rogues, can
scarcely avoid dissimulation. And even now falsehood and deception are not unheard of in international intercourse. But sincerity and truthfulhess dare, at least, openly engage in war against
this kind of immorality. -- 8. If we can not require political leaders to pursue a course above
the understanding, pliancy and tractableness of
the average man with whom they have to deal,
we may at least require that they should not remain below the moral height of the average culture of their time and nation; but that here also
they should rern_in the guides and leaders of the
ninny. Precisely because they are leaders, and
shine forth as models to those who stand lower
than they, or follow behind them, the moral demands that are made on them are greater. A
virtuous prince produces an elevating and ennobling effect on the society which looks up to him,
while a vicious ruler lowers even the moral condition of his subjects. -- Humanity's moral duty
is the fulfillment of its destiny. When men hatmoniously develop their faculties, they advance
morally. Natiousand their leaders arc respqnsible
to humanity if they do not take part in this progress. They owe it to humanity to take such a part.
--4.
The mere turning to account of immoral
acts committed by others, by the statesman for
the good of the state, is permissible to the statesman, in so far as such acts appear a happy accident
for his purposes. But when the statesman himself
causes or favors such acts he becomes a party to
them, and, as such, a participant in the responsibility and guilt of their immorality.--When King
Philip II. of Spain del%mted murderers to kill
Queen Elizabeth of England, he became guilty of
a crime, which can be excused neither by the plea
of the good of Spain nor mitigated by the approval of Pope Plus V., given it on religious grounds.
(Laurent, supra, ix., 190, x., 171.) It bears witness to the still uncertain feeling of the public
opinion of that time, that it extolled the chevalier
Bayard as a hero of rare virtue, because he decidedly rejected the proposal of the'duke of Ferrata, to kill the pope, although the lattel: had
conspired against his own life and that of the
duke. (Lauren.t, supra, x., 390.) The connivance
at crime, allowing it to be committed, by one in
power, whose duty it is to prevent and prosecute
it, should be regarded as a moral offense, even
when not punishable.
The mere expression of
the wish to get .rid of a dangerous adversary, is
frequently the only thing needed to put a datgger
into the hand of an a_sasaiu to kill the obno_doug
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Bltt, as the _
can hot be blamed
who tSkes advantage
of the reportB of a traitor
concerning the weakness of the enemy's position,
so neither can we blame a prince who avails himself of the murder of a pretender to the throne,
which he neither provoked nor favored, for the
purpose of strengthening
his own authority. -5. Private morals and state morals rest on the
same basis of the moral order of the world; and
are pervaded by the same spirit of man's destiny
and duty in life.
They therefore belong together
as twin buds of the same parent tree, and of the
same spe_es.
Nevertheless,
the instinct of hations has, from time out of mind, ever felt that
there existed a subtle difference between them.
There are, indeed, cases in which the same action appears in a different light, and is differently
judged, according as it is performed
by a statesman with patriotic intention, or by a private individual from selfish interest.
The reprobate prineiple of Machiavellian
policy, "The adwntage of
the state exouses all the crimes of the statesman,"*
is only the caricatured, and therefore blameworthy, eXpreSsion of a correct idea. There is in fact
such a thing as a reason of state, a 1'_
d'eftat,
the effect of Which on the public conscience and
on the moral judgment is sanctioned
by the his*
tory of the world.
What is the reason of this differenee? and how is it to be understood?_It
seems
to me that this question can be answered only by
first investigating the meaning of evil in the moral
order of the world.
Evil appears in an entirely
different light, accm<ling as it is considerea as the
act of _m individual who despises and violates the
moral order of the world, or as it is examined from

of good.
But so far as the aggregate is concerped,
everything
depends on this: that evil should be
made sub_.rvient
to good; that evil should be conquered by good, and that it should be, as it were,
the mere background
of good.
To this extent
we may distinguLqh between good aims and evil
means, but this distinction is allowable only when
the latter stands in a subordinate
relation to the
former, or has been completely
conquered
by it,
and rendered good. -- What is thus true of the
moral order of the world in general, may by analogT be applied to the state.
The state also is a
great whole, a world in itself.
In the state also it
is possible that what seems evil in a particular
case may become good in its relation to the whole.
The guilt of the individual,
which considered
apart is evil, may, when brought into connection
with the progressive
life of the whole
people,
reveal itself as an advancement of the good, and
hence become good, yet only in as far as the evil in
the individual has really been overcome by the iraprovement of the whole, only when the, evil has
really been made subservient to the good. -- The
state, as an aggregate being, can as little dispense
With human passions, to promote its progress, a_
can the Deity in his government of the world.
If
it were possible to extirpate _elflshness, ambition,
vanity, love of glory and love of strife from the
hearts of the citizens of a state, the community
would lose immensely in elastic force, and a great
deal less of good and of what" is useful to the
common weal would be performed in the world.
The manly virtue of patriotism is never entirely
free from admixture
with passions of this kind;
and as the noble metals can become a current coin

a higher point of view, from a point of view overlooking the aggregate life of humanity.
What in
the indlvidually
guilty man appears as evil, as
blameworthy
and reprobate,
in its connection
with the all, shows itself a necessary
condition
precedent of the good, and, to that extent, it is
good.
What Mephistopheles
said of himself, that
he was -"Eln _
vonjener K'r_,
/_e _t_t*aas B,_se_,U/. ur,d st_ts alas _te teh_tt,"

only by being alloyed with a baser one, so is the
admixture of patriotism with the passions necessary in practical politics. -- We therefore must not
claim that the statesman should refuse the support
of morally impure means.
We can not reproach
the ruler who, under certain circumstances,
eraploys in the public service persons whose moral
worth he nmy despise, but from whom he expects
great results for the state.
We must not blame
the minister who understands
how to use the moral

applies in an eminent degree to the case we are discussing.
The highest virtue is attained only in the
struggle with evil inclinations,
whether one's own
or these of others.
All progress in good is conditioned by the overcoming
of evil.
As human
error is necessary to the knowledge
of the truth,
so is evil in the world of men the necessary stage
preliminary
to moral perfecticm. -- Evil has no
permanency in the world.
It is alwayscombated
and overcome, and finally conquered.
It ceasesto
beevil_ssoonasithasrealtybeenconquered.
'rhen
it b_.comes clear that it has _erved the development

weaknesses of a prince, or the blind zeal of a party,
to carry out a measure
of common utility. -- But.
we must at all times take heed lest the evil, which
must be overcome while it is used, should grow
too powerful.
It should never be allowed to rule,
but always be made to serve.
Only when this subordination
has been insured, may evil be admitted as a spur to exertion in the way of good. Yet
even in this sense the principle remains a dangerons one, and may easily be misused by the sophist.
Its danger, however, is greatlylesscned
when this
subservient
relation of evil in the individual
to the
moral progress of the whole is correctly estimated
and honestly taken into consideration.
-- D/spra-

* An
,ff the French pt_mt
Jeannl_,_ in Laureat.
x., expre_tvm
p. 344: " Le.sprtnvssfo_t
bl_ qudqt_fot$
/_o_teuse,,qu'on n* ,7_ bldmvr, quand dl_ semt util_ _ partiora_
means, that is, means the moral injury
teur_ _tat_; car la _
$_
vo_o.te pa_ _ pCoy.t, on Sa of which is greater than the progress of the whole,
_omme 8_,"
L e., "Prim_
Indeed, _m_m_
do Which they _hould serve, are always to be reprO_hamefu! thtng,_,wkleh we e_m not Rnd fault with, when ba$ed.
For this reason the public conscience unthey are usefuttothelr _l_l
profitoradvaulr_ge,_i
elmira;
_a."for shame, tnthe m_ntle of qualifiedly condemns e_ery opeaand directln_m_h.
137
coL. _. _ 18
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of faith, as for instance, the breach of the conditions of capitulation
by a victor, because faith
in one's word of honor forms tile moral cement
which holds together the ordering of the world of
men.
The destruction
of such faith would
so

ident Lincoln,
defend the deeds above referred
to. -- History manifestly makes a distinction here.
It by no means approves
the principle that the
end justifies the means; for history does not palliate or excuse murder because committed from

dangerously shake the general security of the law,
that the injury caused by an open breach of faith
would by far outweigh the profit which the state
might possibly derive from it. On the contrary,
public opinion is but little shocked when it sees
that a treaty injurious
to the state has not been
executed.
Public opinion distinguishes
decidedly
between an illicit breach of faith, and the unsatisfactory or the hindered fulfillment of a treaty.
It
is likewise strongly inclined, even too much so, to
excuse the deceiving of a political adversary as
permissible when profitable to the state, and it expresses its indignant reproach only when the general danger of malicious
deception
assumes the
form of fraud and imposture.
Frederick
the
Great said of himself, that as a private individual
he would keep his word under all circumstances,
lmt that as a prince he would sacriflce even his personal honor to the state, if the existence of the
state required that sacrifice.--No
crime excites
both the moral and the legal sense of a people to
greater horror than murder.
Public opinion reprobates the excuse, often attempted,
of political
murder, by the plea that it was committed for the
good of the state.
In vain has the authority of
Pope Gregory
X-IV., who ordered that the horrible Saint Bartholomew
massacre should be cornmemorated
by a Te .Deum, been appealed to; and
in vain has it been attempted to defend the September _cres
of the French
revolution
in
1798, by showing that they secured the liberation
of France from a foreign yoke, and the protection of republican freedom.
The unbiased moral
judgment of the modem world revolts at the recital of those horrors.
The malevolent,
premeditatcd attack on a human life seems to us such a
dangerous
and serious evil and injustice,
that
murder should never be employed as a means to a
political end._ But even this rule is not without exception.
Thereareundoubtedly
political murders
in history concerning which public opinion, even
in the case of sensible, thinking and moral men,
begins to waver and be divided; and there are
even a few murders which have been unconditionally approved by good men.
It is not merely
morally
frivolous
men who think like Brutus
about the murder of C_esar, and who excuse the
murder of the Russian emperor,
Paul I., as a political necessity.
The act of Judith,
wire killed
Holoferues,
and that of Charlotte
Corday, who
killed Marat, areuniversally
extolled.
The Athe_
nians celebrated
the murder
of Hipparchus
in
songs of praise; and the humane and noble-minded
Schiller has celebrated the murder of Gessler by
William
Tell in a drama admired not only by the
German nation, but by the whole civilized world,
The very same men who, spite of the political
motives which dictated them, condemn
the assassinatton of Henry IV. of France and that of Pres-

religious
or political motives.
History absolves
the murderer only when his act has served to free
his people from an intolerable tyranny, to combat
which there existed
no other sufficient
means,
when the tyranny, with its pernicious effects, is a
far greater evil than the murder of an individual,
and when the expression
of Spinoza has become
applicable, that "the tyrant should be killed like
a mad dog."-- It is impossible,
indeed, to deny
the danger of even this limited excuse of a naturally unjust and immoral act, by its manifest
subordination
to a higher good which it serves.
A
fanatic may foolishly believe that he is doing an
act agreeable to God, one necessary to humanity,
and even to the state, while sound reason accuses
him as an immoral criminal.
Ttle assassination
of Caesar did not save the Roman republic, and
did not avert the empire; on the contrary, itshook
the Roman state to its foundation,
and threw the
Roman people into confusion.--The
public conscience absolves the political
murderer, not when
the perpetrator himself is simply exempt from
selfish motives or low passions, and has engaged
in the struggle
for the permanent
security and
well-being
of the family, of the state, or of huinanity, but when, besides, his deed must be objectively considered
as n_vessar#, in the light of
all related circumstances
; in other words, only
when it is manifest that the evil done has. really
served the furtherance of the good.-- To our rooderu development
corresponds
the strong sense
of duty that pervades
the entire population,
and the clear consciousness
of duty that teaches
each of us to devote his life to the service of
the whole,
to the extent to which the whole,
that is, the state, may need his powers.
To
this moder_
development
corresponds
particularly the fundamental
idea which considers public right as public duty, and purifies and ennobles
politics by the idea of duty to humanity,
to hations and to individuals.
-- The duty of princes
and rulers consists in serving the state and the
people, and the duty of subjects and citizens consists in remaining loyal and obedient to the authority of the state, and, in case of need, in spending their blood and treasure for the fatherland.
-Duty goes beyond legal forms, and beyond the
sphere of possible compulsion
by the state, and
its effects are felt beyond their limits.
It strains
all powers, strengthens
the character,
elevates the
mind; and in this way, while suppressing
selfishhesS, duty, by the much which it accomplishes,
powerfully
contributes
to the general well-being.
--IH.
The _
of Politi_
W the .Le_aJ O_de_"
of Things.
Public
law is the sum total of the
principles,
admitted
as necessary and enforcible,
which regulate
the public life of the state.
It
creates and shapes the organs through which the
will of the state is expressed,
and the forms in
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which social life moves.
Its highest, most general and permanent expression is the constitution
and the laws.
Hence, necessarily, the fundamcntpolitical principle: All politie_ (political pracrice) must be constitutional,
and conformable
to
the laws.
Politics dwuld never be u_lvonstitutiolval,
n_r othe,_'ise tha_ conformable to the laws. Any
disregard
of this rule, on principle,
would be a
manifest
contradiction
of the life of the state
with the order of the state, that is, a contradic,
lion of the state with itself.
&n unconstitutional
policy would attack the state at a point in which
it ought to be safest, that is, in the very basis
of its existence.
An illegal policy would shake
men's faith in the law and in the authority
of the
will of the state.
It would weaken and paralyze
the power and blessings of the law.
But, thus,
the progress of civilization,
which consists in this,
through
the law to curb and control brute force
and unbridled
passion, would be rendered of no
effect. -- A policy that, on principle, does not coneern itself about the right or wrong of its actions,
by so doing considers the law as a barrier only
against the weak, and not against the strong as
well, and thereby ignores the highest task of leg_al
order, which is called upon to protect the weak
against the maltreatment
and oppression
of the
strong._When,
on the contrary,
politics treads
the firm ground of the law, it is in turn sustained
by the sacred authority
of the law.
It is thus
made safe against attacks of various kinds, and
may more readily calculate
on support
and following, and more readily
attain a given purpose,
than can an illegal policy, which provokes contradiction and resistance._
Hence the developed conseiousness of right of modern
times rejects decidedly the opinion which Machiavelli
proclaimed,
in conformity
with the custom of the rulers of
his time, that expediency
is the only standard
of
political conduct, and that law and right should
be taken into account
only in as far as they seem
useful for the attainment
of the proposed end, but
that wrong merited preference
when useful to the
state.
At the same time, the above rule has only
a relative value, and not, like the laws of nature,
an absolute effect.
The absolute
application
of
that rule is prevented
by the unavoidable
faults
and deficiencies
of all human provisions of law.
-- 1. All actual constitutional
and other law has
lind an historical
origin, said hence is subject to the
changes of history.
Although
law has a durable
character, it has no claim to be eternal.
It may
answer the conditions
of a given age, and become u._less or obsolete
when the times have

grown the obsolete rules of the past.--2.
A
written constitution
is always an imperfect represenmtion of the real people and the real state.
In
the actual people and the actual state there are
lateT_t forces, which become manifest in course of
time, and demand a consideration
that can find
no support
in the letter of the constitution,
but
which, on the contrary,
at times seem excluded
by it. In this manner, side by side with the written law, there exists an unwritten
law, which
completes and correctsthe
former.
Here the chief
task of politics is, to obtain recognition
for law
in the becoming (nascent /aw), and to protect the
hitherto lateJd, law.
To this end, politics should
not timidly hold to that which is written, nor allow itself to be bound by theletter.
Weneed only
call to mind the history of tile estates, or file difference between the acts of the English
parliament and the political
practice
of the English
king and his ministers,
to find sufficient proof of
this. -- 3. All law taunt be externally perceptible,
and must accordingly
have a form.
But, for this
very reason, human law is exposed to the risk
that the form may not completely
answer to the
spirit, so that there may be a want of harmony
between
the form and the spirit of the law (ju*
and eequitaz).
In such case it becomes the chief
task of politics to do away with this want of hatmony, and to reconcile the form and spirit of tho
law.
If politics considered that formal law should
be invariably
maintained,
it would ruin the state.
In doubtful
cases, politics should allow itself to
be guided rather by the spirit than by the form of
the law; yet politics
can not completely
escape
the reproach that it must sometimes act contrary
to the formal authority
of the law, in order to allow the spirit of the law freely to develop itself.
Under certain circumstances
this may even reach
the point of an open breach of the law, and yet be
necessary. --The
constitution
of the German confederation
of 1815 was, as lo its form, the preponderance of the many small German states over the
few large ones.
But the essence of that constitution consisted in the guidance
of all the German
states by the two German great powers.
When
the medium
states
presumed
to assume
the
leadership
because
they were in the majority,
they succumbed
to the preponderance
of the great
powers; and when the two great powers dissolved
partnership,
the whole confederation
lost its support and went to pieces.-- It is impomible
that constitutional
monarchy
should exist as a form of the
state when the king pushes his formal war power
to an extreme,
or when the national
represents-

changed.
The immunities
of the clergy, an_ the
,xvmption
from taxes of the knights,
during the
middle ages, had then some sense, and good sense.,
but are now devoid of meaning.
Hence, to ask
of politics that it should esteem obsolete law and
the law suited to the times equally, and look upon
the former as the rule of its conduct, just as much
a_ it looks upon the latter.as
such rule, would be
unnatural and irrational,
For politics determines
the progressive life of a people who have out-

tion pushes its formal right of voting the budget
to a like extreme.
Constitutional
monarchy
can
thrive only under a policy that understands
how
to mediate between conflicts of rights, and which
is ready and inclined to effect compromises.
--4.
A_llpublic law, finally, h_s its foundation
in the.
state, and is intended
for the state.
It subsists
only through the state, and for the state.
An institution repugnant
to the nature of the state, or a
law that stands in the way of the well-being
of

the state, is in contradiction with the nature of the
state, and with the main purpose of all public and
constitutional
law.
Hence we can not ask of the
politician, that he should regard a law repugnant
to the nature of the state with the same reverence
that he does a law in harmony with the nature of
the state, and with the national well-being
that
it ministers to. The politician is, therefore,
frequently compelled
to fight against an injurious
institution,
and to limit as far as possible the application of a law, perhaps entirely to abrogate it.
--When
there occurs one of the_ possible contradictious
between the obsolete law of the past
and the germs of new law, or between written
and latent law, or between the unsatisfactory
form

the GermA_ confederation
of 181_, which required
the unanimous vote of all the StateS, where such
unanimity was not possible, to wit, for a _undamental change in the constitution.
--Politics
can
not and should not hesitate at an innovati_)n, as
soon as it appears necessary to the existence
or
the natural development
of the 9tare, even if the
change can not be made without breach of the
law.
Polities can not hesitate here, b_cause the
power of the new spirit which demands the change
is stronger than the authority of any constitutional
provision which attempts to suppress the manifestation
of life by means of a magic formula;
stronger even than the power of some particular
institution,
which for a time undertakes to stem

and the intellectual
principle of the law, or bethe current of the age, but wlfich is itself finally
tween _tlaw repugnant to, and another in harmony
over-flooded
and swept away.
Politics
should
with,the nature of the state: in all such cases, there
not hesitate at the change, because its duty to prois some defect in the order of law itself, which
tect and promote the life of the people is greater
requires to be cured.
It is the duty of polities to
and higher than its duty to protect a mc_ form
effect that cure.
In such cases the law itself or- of law.
Religion may find the high,st perfection
dina_Uy needs, either still further development,
in suffering, in the endurance of injustice, and in
a transformation,
or a formation anew, so that, in- self-eac_'ifice.
BUt politics _aust look to action, to
stead of the obsolete law, a new law, _dapted to the
success, and to the development
of the external
times, may come into existence, and latent forces
life of man.
A docti-inarian politician, therefore,
obtain recognition
and the protection of the law;
who for legal considerations
neglects this e_enso that harmony may be restored between law and
tial duty, commits as great a fault as th_ viulent
equity; that useless ot injurious
law may be re- politician,
who, in his fondness
for innovation,
placed by a better; and, lastly, so that in case of
heedlessly and arbitrarily trespasses the limits of
need exceptional
law may be provided for. -- If
the constitution.
-- The genuine
statesman,
acthe constitution
itself has foreseen the need of cordingly,
admits the secbnd rule of exception,
such changes and improvements,
and prepared the
which completes
and limits the first main rule
mesns to undertake and carry them out, the iead_ above mentioned,
viz. : The authorft$/ _f ea_inff
ing politicians are in the favorable position of be- con_utiana//aw/oses
its b/nd/r_j power in p_oporo
ing able to work, by the Way of reform, both as to
tlon as it becomes manifest
that that law owTangers
form and matter.
The advantages of such reform
the existence of the state i_
of protecting it, or
over violent action are so great that the disadvanp_e_nts
the natural
d6_lopnwnt
of the state intages of a slow, laborious road to the end aimed
stead of adz_ncing
it. But the statesman will
at, a road perhaps beset with many petty obstaapply this second rule with great caution, and
cles, do not weigh very heuvily against the advanonly when, after conscientious
investigation,
he
rages.
The Romans and the English have underhas become convinced
that adherence to the first
stood this, and they fr_luently
struggled,
during
and chief rule would be pernicious,
and that a
years and decades, for a reform, which they.at last
case of real necessity for the application
of the
effected in a more constitutional
way, and which
second has arisen.
He will also return as soon as
became firmly established
because it had struck
possible to the normal path governed
by the first
such deep roots in the legal consciousness
of the
and chief rule. --If
the transformation
politics
people. --But
the avenues of reform are not al- proceeds' from those in power in the state, it is
ways open.
It frequently happens that a constiextolled as a policy of redemption;
or else, as the
tution has not foremen, or has not provided for, its
policy of coups d'_tat, it is seen in an ambiguous
general or partial revision.
It is even more danlight.
If such transformation
politics breaks forth
gerous, when the existing constitution
intentionviolently from below, it is, when victorious, recogally places artificial obstacles in the way of future
nized as revolution;
bntwhen defeated, it is called
reform, or when the existing
legal order in prinrebellion and insurrection.
Princes in such cases
eiple is in conflict with a transformation
of the
appeel to the right of self-defense
of the governlaw, a transformation
which perhaps has become
ment; and the people, to the right of self-defense
uxiavoidable.
In the former case, new means for
of the governed.
Both refer us to the law of
the revision of the law must first be discovered;
nature and of reason, which serves as a basis and
in the latter case, it is impossible
to make any
advance without breach of the law.
Instances of
the httte_ kind are- the definitive rupture of the
Stuart dynasty
with the English
nation since
Jam_
II.'s time; the development
of new state
_terestS
bhd state ideas in the North American
c_lonics
as opposed to the English constitution;

limit to the lgw given by history.
The court of
history decides, whether they appeal to it with or
without reason, by granting lasting success to cer
rain deeds, thu_ recognizing
the_ as nece_mry,
and smiting
others with sterility,
and allowing
them to p_rish. -- Tile conflict of opinion is most
violent wt_en the question at is_rd¢ is the authority
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in the state itself.
In subordinate
things the
change may he more e.a_ly effected.
But when
the dispute is as to the right to the throne itself,
forces appear in the arena which claim for themselves a sovereign position, and are not willing to
admit a new law as binding, to which they have
not given their a_sent.
In this connection
the
unfortunate
politics of the legitimists appears as
the antipode of revolutionary
polities.
It does
not reflect great honor on our age, that the leading statesmen
of Europe, at the be#nning
of the
third decade of this century, should have yentured to proclaim legitimist
polities as the true
politics of Europe.t
This policy has every where in
the world proved incapable of being executed, and
unfortunate
wherever
it has been carried out by
force.
It has everywhere
been in conflict with
the wants of national life, and with the progress
of the age.
It hampered,
but did not develop, the
powers of the people, while it vainly squandered
its means and labor to attain a goal which ever
receded :from it.--History,
since the year 1830,
has shed a flood of fight on the impotency
of this
legitimist
policy.
It had neither the courage nor
the energy to protect the elder line of the Bourbons on the French
throne.
Neither in Italy nor
in Spain was it able permanently
to guard the absolutism of the restored kings against the revolution.
Its authority,
artificiai]y
and violently
re_tored, collapsed
everywhere
as soon as external
pressure
was removed,
and the nations
began
again to breathe and move freely.
It loaded the
states under its guardianship
with debts, without
giving any compensation
in return,
and it uselessly consumed its own energies.
It did not even
gain a short respite from the blows of the revolution, wldch it had momentarily
conquered,
because it could not prevent hostile tendencies
and
inclinations
from accumulating
under cover until
another explosion became inevitable.
--The
revolutionary shocks of the year 1848, the European
wars for the emancipation
and unification
of Italy,
and for the national
organization
of the German
states, deprived the legitimist
policy of all credit,
The legitimist powers always succumbed.
If the
divine guidance of the world be at all visible in
the history of the world, the policy of the legitimists has been condemned
in the most unambiguous manner by divine decree.
The form of the
law, no longer suited to the conditions of the time,
fell into dust, and the forces of growing national
life were in every instance victorious.
Only the
•_tatesmen who had cleared
their heads of the
c_otchcts of legitimist polities had gTeat and lasting
_uecesses, while the politicians who, like modern
Don Quixotes, had striven for the cause of lcgitimaey, everywhere
met with defeat. -- IV. Ideal
a_td I/ea/_tw Pditws.
All politics should be realistic. All politics should be ideal.
Both principles
are true when they are combined together, andmu• Clrcularof Prince Metternich, Msy12, t821: "COnserver
ee qu_eat ldgalemeng#tq]_, tel a dd _tr¢ le _._m4pe _variatff,_ teur_it_
(a_ _
a/_i_) _ _
a¢ ad_r*
at'objetflnalacto_lq_r_on#."
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tually complete
each other.
Both principles are
false when they exclude each other. -- By rea2/stw
politics we understand the politics which proceeds
from the real, and not from the imaginary, wants of
the people, which correctly estimates the forces and
means at hand, carefully
calculates
friendly and
hostile power, and only strives after attainable
ends.
Only with polities of this kind is success
possible.
In this sense, able statesmen
have always been realistic politicians.We call ideal
politics that which is determined
and guided by
ide, L which strives to develop and perfect the existing situation,
and to realize practicable
ideals,
adapted to the times.
The great statesmen of all
nations, aml of all times, were in thLs sense ideal
politicians also.--When,
on the contrary,
realistic
or ideal polities is understood
in a one-sided sense,
such politics should be rejected.
One-sided, realistic politics is brutal, inasmuch
as it relies on
brute force, or on the power of money; it is spiritless, because
devoid of higher ideas.
For such
politics only material interests have a value, and
selfishness
is the mainspring
of all its action.
Hence it becomes vulgar, immoral, low, inhuman.
Machiavellian
politics has often been imderstood
and practiced in this sense.
But Machiavelli
himself, although
he complacently
recommended
realistic means, kept in view an ideal aim, to-wit,
the liberation of Italy from a foreign yoke.--The
earlier colonial policy of the European
mother
countries
toward
their colonies
beyond the sea
was of this character.
It was calculated
chiefly
to exploit
the latter
to the advantage
of tim
former.
For this reason it finally forfeited
the
supremacy
it had abused. -- It is not impossible
that exclusively
realistic politics may be successful. It may make conquests,
accumulate
tressure, procure
enjoyments
for rulers, and, under
certain
circumstances,
a rich, luxurious
life for
the governed.
But it extinguishes
the nobler instincts of the nation, it prevents the development
of the intellectual
powers,
it suppresses
all true
freedom.
It looks to the animal side of human
nature, and neglects the intellectual.
-- Politics of
interest must not be always classed with merely
realistic t_)litics, for all politics must take general
national interests into account, and seek to satisfy
them.
But the out-and-out
politics of interest,
which subordinates
everything
to material
and
selfish interests, belongs to this kind, and partakes
of the faults of one-sided realistic politics. -- Onesided ideal politics is equally false, and more foolish, because attended with less success; becanse it
does not test the ground
on which it stands and
moves, and hence walks in the dark and falls ;
it incorrectly
estimates
actual forces and conditions of power, and is hence dcfeated;
it runs after impracticable
and unattainable
idols; or, finally,
it rushes to its ruin, the victim of obscurc feelings.--Of
this kind is the politics of the phantasy, which imagines conditions
that do not exist,
and becomes enthusiastic
over phantoms.
Of
this kind, too, is polities of the rommtticists,
fell in love with the pictures of med_val

who
life,
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and who thought,
that, by the wave of some magic
wand, they might revive the class differences
of
the middle ages, their pious clergy and knights,
and fill our modern
industrial
world with mon-

Count Cavour.
In individuals
and nations the
realistic or the ideal, for the most part, preponderates, yet neither the ideal nor the realistic should
be absent from either the nation or the individual.

asteries and castles.
Germany had different kinds
of such romanticists,
longing
for an imaginary
middle
age: romantic
kings, longing
for the reviral of the theocratic
feudal system, and romantie students, who revelcd in visions of the national
black, red and gold (the German
trwolore before
1866).
Both failed in actual politics.
But even
celebrated
statesmen have occasionally
fallen into
this same error.
Thus, imagination
had a large
share in the Eg,yptian
campaign of Napoleon
I. ;
and his nephew
at Strasburg
and Boulogne
was
carried
away
by very childish
fancies. -- The
statesman,
however,
nmy legitimately
work on
the imagi.nation
of peoples, and hold up to their
mental
vision pictures
of greatness,
power
and
freedom, in order to incre&_e their energy of action.
But the statesman
should never rely on the
imagination;
he must beware lest the latter weaken entirely,
when brought into contact with stern
reality.--The
politics of fccling is another
kind
of false ideal politics.
In politics, leadership
belongs to reason, wisdom and masculinity.
When
politics allows itself to be guided by passion or
excited feeling, by love or hatred, by fear or revcnge, it goes dangerously
and easily astray, and
is certain to be worsted. -- It is doubtful
whether
the politics that in the middle ages produced
the
crusades
should be ascribed
to the inmgination,
or to over-excited
religious feeling;
at all events,
it was one-sided
and unfornmate
politics.
Reli_ous
wars, with all their ruinous
effects, must
be ascribed
entirely
to the politics of feeling,
Senseless race hatred, a blot on humanity,
a hatred
which sometimes exists between
kindred
nations
and tribes, is calculated
to mislead the best feelings of a people, and to play a ruinous
part in
politics.
The right course, therefore,
is not the
separation,
but the union, of rcal and ideal politics,
The realistic side forms the basis of rational
poll
tics; the ideal side is its guiding star. The former
has to do chiefly with the means; the latter, with
the ends. -- It is with politics as with art.
The
mere naturalist,
who faithfully
paints stone, wood,
woolen or silken stuffs, is no true artist, unless he
employs his talent in the ser_ice of the beautiful.
:But the man who draws beautiful
lines, and is
unfaithful
to nature, satisfies us no better.
Great
artists, like Michael
Angelo and Raphael, were
both realists
and idealists.
Shakespeare
is the
greatest of poets because, in his works, truth to
nature is united with the most abundant
wealth
of thought,
in such perfect
harmony
that the
two are bound indissolubly
together.
But only
in the greatest
statesmen
do we see the personiflcation,
so to speak, of such a combination
of
realistic
and ideal polities;
as, for instance,
in
Pericles and Alexander the Great, in Julius Cmsar,
in Charlemagne
and King IIenry I., in Frederick
II. of Prussia and Washington,
in Lord Chatham
'and Pitt, in :Napoleon I., in Baron yon Stein and

--English
politics is predominantly
realistic, and,
first of all, the politics of interest;
yet English
politics is not wanting
in the idea], as is proved
by the immense
influence English ideas of popular rights and political freedom have exerci_d
in
the world.
French politics prefers the ideal, and
always advances
an idea as its flaming beacon.
Napoleon
IIL boasted
that, " Only the French
were ready to go to war for an idea!"
But, by
the side of tiffs idealism,
French
politics mani.
festa strong
features
of realism.
The French
never yet scorned to get in return for their ideal
enthusiasm
the highest material advantages.
This
Europe has always been made to feel, whether
France
happened
to bc governed
by legitimist
kings, by revolutionary
directors
or presidents,
or by Napoleonic
emperors. -- During
the last
centuries
the German nation did not succeed
establishing
a harmonious
union between realistic
and ideal politics.
It unfortunately
vacillated
hither and thither, between
the realistic pressure
of absolute governments,
and nebulous,
idealistic
dreams.
Prussian
politics was the first to understand how to collect and in_nsify
the bodily
reality of the forces of the people, by proposing
higher 'tasks to the nation.
Thc greategt of these,
the unification
of Germany
and the rise of the
German empire, are due chiefly to the efforts of
Prince Bismarck,
whom people, by way of preference, designate
as a realistic
politician;
who, in
fact, better than any other living statesman,
knows
how to estimate
and re_,kon with actual forces,
but who, at the same time, is uncommonly
fertile in ideal thoughts,
and, on the whole, allows
himseff
to be determined
by the ideas of a national
and masculinely
frt_ state organization,
adapted
to the nature and destinies of the German people ; and who, accordingly,
is an ideal
politician,
as well as a realistic one.
J.C. BLV_TSCn_L
POLK, James
Knox, president
of the United
States 1845-9, was born in Mecklenburgh
county,
N.C.,
Nov. 2, 1795, and died at/Nashville,
Tenn.,
June 15, 1849. IIc was graduated
at the university of :North Carolina in 1818, wtm admitted to
the bar 'in 1820, and served as congressman
(democrat) 1825-39.
(See CO,_GRESS, _¢h_ssm;Ss OF.)
He was governor
of Tennessee
1839-43, and in
1844 was elected president.
(See ELEC-_rORAI*
VOTES, XV.)
For the principal cvents of his administration
see A_'_NEXATm_S, III.; WxRs, V.;
WZL_aOT PROVISO ; FREE-SOZL PARTY ; ]2vr_RNiaL I_ROX_ZMENTS ; TARIFF.
His personal resemblance to Jackson,
their general agreement in
political feeling, and their neighborhood
in birth,
life and death, gave him the popular sobriquet of
"young
hickory."--See
Hickman's
/_e of Po/k
(1844) ; Chase's
Admirdstrati(m
ajr Pa_ (1850) ;
Jenkins'
Administration
ojr _
(1851) ; $ _tas-
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man's Manual,
Benton's Thirty

1587 ; 8 Woodbury's
Works)
Years' View, 787.
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POLL TAX tiff'., taxe personne//e or capitalism;
Ger., kopfstener),
a tax levied upon each poll or
headof population.
It is one of the most ancient
and universal taxes, being met with in the history
of almost every nation, and has survived in many
countries to the present
day.
Although
a very
,unequal tax, in that it takes from each payer a
likesum, irrespective
of his circumstances,
and although it is not in its simplest form an elastic tax,
the ease with which
it is collected
has recommended its adoption.
It is a direct tax, and when
imposed upon laborers forms a tax upon wages,
Adam Smith (book v., chap. ii ) claims that such
taxes when collected
upon slaves are properly
taxes upon the profits of a certain species of stock
employed in agriculture.--Aristotle
("Economics") mentions one instance of a tax of two minas
impo._.d upon those who po,_cs_(t
no real property, but it was exceptional,
as all direct taxes,
whether levied on the soil, trades or persons, were
deemed tyrannical
unless self.imposed.
"The
most ignominious
imposition
was the poll tax,
which none but slaves paid to their tyrant,
or

labor being determined
by the local administration.
This charge passed through
various forms, and
finally became the taxe personnelle of the present
day, which is based upon the value of three days'
labor.
But as the tariff for estimating
the money
vahm is the same that was used in the last century, although
wages in the meantime
have doubled and even tripled, the revenue
is small, and
much le_s than it ought to be.--In
some countries
of Europe, as, for example, Russia and IIungary,
the poll taxes appear to have been paid to the
landlord,
hut in the other cwses, and they form
much the larger number,
they have been paid to
the government.
In the former instances
they
may be regarded as a sort of rent, but in the latter
they are taxes upon wages.
In Enghmd
a poll
tax was first levied during the reign of Richard
]I., and its subsequent
history forms quite an iraportant episode in history.
In 1377, to meet the
demands of the treasury,
in addition to the usual
taxes and duties, a new charge of a groat a head
was imposed, which was intended to reach every
person in tim realm.
In 1379 it was renewed in a
somewhat
different form, being graduated
according to the dignity of the payer.
The duke of
Lancaster
was to pay ten marks, earls £4, barons
and baronets £2, and so on down to the lowcs_

to his deputy the satrap, or subjugated
nations m
their conqueror,
as, for example,
the inhabitants
of the provinces
to victorious
Rome.
'As the
field,' says Tertullian,
' is of less value when it is
subject to a tax, so are the persons of men more
despised when they pay a poll tax ; for this is an
indication
of captivity.'
He whose person was
not frec had assuredly
to pay a tax upon his head,
that it might not be taken from him."
(Boeckh's
"Public
Economy
of the Athenians.")
There is
some doubt as to whether
the capitation
or poll
taxes levied at Rome were really such, or rather
property taxes.
An account
of them as levied
under the empire is to be found in Gibbon.
A
law of Valens and Valentinian
recites that up to
that time each man had himself
paid a certain
capitation tax, but hem;eforth
two and even tllrce
might unite to pay this tax ; an arrangement
that
probably resulted
from the imposition
of other
taxes. -- Although
the Romans collected this tax
frfJm the tribes subjug_ated by them, in France it
was after a time abolished.
During the reign of
John theestates voted a capitation tax, to be levied
upon all, without exception, from the members of
!he royal family to the peasant.
It was not, how(.ver, until 1695 that the poll tax assumed a deftnite form, and it then became a graduated
tax,
twenty-two
classes of payers
being recognized,
with taxes ranging
from 2,000 livres to twenty
st)us, the basis of classification
being the estate
and rank of the person assessed.
(See Taine
].'a_tcien R_:gime, book v., chap. it., for the injuslice of such a scale.)
During
the revolution
all
internal taxes on consumption
were abolished, and
among new imposts established,
was that of three
days' labor upon the roads.
This could be commuted into a payment
of money, the value of the

ranks, in which every person above the age of
sixteen was to pay one groat.
Thechicf
result of
this impost was the preparation
of the poll tax
rolls of 1379, "one of the most important
records
of thestate
of the population
of England that was
ever drawn up."
As a financial mea_,ure it proved
miserably inadequate,
producing
in 1379 not more
than £22,000, and was in the following year made
more _vere.
Thi_ led to the peasant revolt of
1381. :Never a popular tax, the feeling against it
became strouger
each year.
" One of the attractions of the new mode of taxation seems to imve
been that the clergy, who adopted
it for themselves, paid, in this way, a lar._er share of the
hurdens of the state; but the chief ground for its
adoption lay, no doubt, in its bringing within the
net of the tax gatherer a class which had hitherto
escaped him, men such as the free laborer, the
village smith, the village tiler."
(Green.)
The
constant pressure of taxation,
which by the poll
tax was felt in its most irritating
form in every
household,
goaded into revolt the oppressed
peasant._. "Nothing,"
_ys Stubbs, in his "Cons!itutional History of England,"
"had helped so much
to maintain the national feeling against the papacy
as the payment of Peter's pence, the penny froru
each hearth due for the Romescot.
So the poll tax
interpreted
to the individual,
far more intelligibly
than any political propaganda,
the misdoings
of
the rulers.
The appointment
of the chancellor
and the treasurer,
the misdoings of the court, the
mismanagement
of the war, became home questions to every one who had his groat to pay."
Graduated
poll taxes were imposed during the
reigns of Henry
VIII.,
Charles I. and lI., and
lastly in that of William
III., when they were
abolished.
_ The
federal
government
has tha
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power to impose poll taxes, but only in proportion
to the enumeration
or census.
(Constitution,
art.
I., § 9.) This power has never been exercised,
The states have, however,
assessed them until
recent times, but very few do now.
The capitation tax was doubtless among the first ch,Lrges iraposed, as the condition of the colonies would tend
to show.
In the early days of a community there
is almost nothing besides
visible and tangible
property that can be taxed.
And as men were
more nearly equal in rank and condition,
and regarded as bein_ equally protected by the law in
the enjoyment
of life and property, the poll tax
naturally suggested itself as the simplest and most
equitable
form of taxation.
As an example may
be mentioned
the occurrences of the poll tax in
Maryland, as described by a writer in the circular
of the Johns Hopkins university.
In 1641 a capitation tax was granted by the assembly,
in testi,
mony of its gratitude
toward Lord Baltimore for
his efforts to promote the welfare of the colony.
In the act of 169"2, establishing
the Protestant religion
in Maryland,
every taxable
person was
made to pay forty pounds of tobacco yearly for
the building of churches and the support of parish
ministers.
To hinder the growth of papacy, an
act was passed in 1704 taxing all Irish servants
who came into the colony.
The same year a tax
was imposed
on all imported negroes.
In 1717
the proceeds of this latter tax were appropriated
toward the public school fund, and for erecting
one free school in each county.
In 1728 every
taxable person was made to present the local
authorities
with three crows' heads or squirrels'
scalps.
Poll tax_
were at various tim_ levied
for special objects, such as the building of almshouses and the construction
of highways.
The
last poll tax in Maryland
was levied in 1774,
for the purpose of constructing
a new road.
In
fact, from 1641 down to the last year of the
proprietary
government
(1774), a poll tax was collec_d
in this state. -- In 1860, according to a
report made to the _New York state legislature,
twenty-seven
states and territories employed the
poll tax.
Some of the special features are worthy
of notice.
Thus, while Alabama taxed both male
and female free negroes, Mississippi, l_orth Caro)ina and Virginia
taxed slaves.
In California,
:Mongolians not engaged
in production
paid a
monthly special poll tax of $2.50, known as the
Chinese poli('.e tax, and in the same state a special
federal war tax w_ laid on polls.
In Nebraska
and Utah this impost could be commuted
into so
many days' labor on the roads, probably
on account of a scarcity of ready money.
Louisiana appropriated _the proceeds exclusively for the support
of her free public schools.
In Connecticut
and
Delaware
the polls were rated at a certain capital
value, which varied from $300 in the former state
(it was at one time only $10) to $2,700, which
was the highest
limit in Delaware.
In South
Carolina
the state constitution
provided,
that,
whenever a tax is laid upon ]and, a capitation tax
of not le_ than one-fourth of the tax levied upon
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each hundred dollars of the assessed value of the
land taxed shall be imposed upon polls, sod t_.
constitution
of Virginia contained
a somewhat
similar provision.
There were many exemptions
from poll taxes mentioned
in the laws, among
which were persons attached to the army or navy,
or who had been wounded while in file military
service of the country; paupers and the insane,
the deaf and dumb, the blind and infirm; minis.
ters of the Gospel (Tennessee);
persons of color
(Wisconsin),
and uncivilized
A.merican
Indian_
(Nevada).
In some states the payment of a poll
tax was made a necessary
qualification
of the
voter, as it L_ in Massachusetts
to-day (1883). -On the other hand, Pennsylvania,
Kentucky
and
Michigan levied no poll taxes; the constitutions
of
Ohio and Maryland declared them to be grievous
and oppressive,
and Rhode Island provided
by
law that "no poll tax could be laid for any purpose," although
the constitution
allowed the col]ection of a registry tax, which was in reality a
capitation
tax. -- To take from each payer an
equal sum, which is the simplest
form of a poll
tax, does not necessarily
make each man pay an
equal tax.
On the contrary, such a duty is very
unequal in its incidence, as the condition of the
payers must vary within wide limits.
It would
obviously be unequal to levy this tax upon every
member
of the family,
parents and children,
because the number of children in a family is
no'measure
of comfort or of ability to pay taxes.
Leroy-Beaulieu
believes that only males should
pay a poll tax, and that it should be joined to
political rights.
Every man, he says, who possesses and exercises the right of suffrage, ought to
pay a direct tax, the rate to depend upon the
needs of the local administrations
and the existing indirect taxes.
Among some of the United
States, in which the payment of a poll tax is necessary to an exercise of the elective franchi_,
the
door has been opened to abuse and frauds, as it
is customary for the party managers to indirectly
buy the votes of the delinquent
tax payers by
settling for them their poll tax dues. -- The inequality of the capitation
tax has frequently been
noticed, and in attempting
to make it more equal
the tendency
is to change it into a tax upon income; if not based directly upon the income of
each payer or class of payers, it may at least bear
a certain relation to it. Where the existence of
privileged
cia_ys
permits such a graduation
by
rank, it has been resorted to, as in France and
England.
In Prussia a tax of this description
is
still levied, the _stener.
The population is
divided somewhat arbitrarily into various classes,
according
to their supposed income, and a tax
proportioned
to this classification
imposed upon
each group.
Titus, the tax that is paid by each
member of one class or group is the same, and is
to that extent a poll or capitation
tax; but as the
tax payers are grouped _ordtng
to their supposcd
or determined
incomes, it partakes of the character of an income tax.
The one _r other feature
predominates
according as the number of gro_tps
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formed is small or large.
The da_n_'wr
has
proved a very prod_ctive t,_, bt_t poll taxes as a
rule can never be cou_ted upon to furnish a large
revenue, and are being suDerseded by other and
more productive
taxes.Au.i'ttORITrma. LeroyBeaulieu,
_e
de_ _v_na_;
Levi, and M'Culloch, on Ta, ration;
J_rport on State A_a_wnt
Laws, N. Y., 1863; and the various Manuals
of
/Jo/_
.F_o/_._y.
WORTKINQTON C. FORD.
POPULAR
fl0YEREIGNTY
(r_ U. S. HisTORY). The acquisition
of territory from Mexico
(see AN_r_XATXO_S, IV.-VI.)
brought
with it a
most troublesome
and dangerous
question,
file
sta_'us of slavery therein.
Was the new territory
to be entirely free? was it to be entirely slave? was
it to be equitably
divided?
or was congress to refrain from interfering
in any way, and allow the
problem to gradually eliminate its own difficulties?
The first proposition,
the basis of the free-soil
and republican
parties successively,
is elsewhere
treated (see WXLZOT PROVISO); the third had cornparatively few advocates, for the time had passed
when even a Missouri compromise
line could
settle the difficulty;
the second and fourth represent the two opposing influences
which, after
twelve years of widening,
finally split the democratic party in 1860. -- Tile second proposition
above referred to is primarily
untraceable,
but its
rounded and ultimate
completion
is certainly due
to Calhoun.
The argument
for it took two directions, which may be briefly stated as follows:
1. The power given to congress
by the eonstitution (article IV., section 3), to "dispose
of and
make all needful rules and regulations
respecting
the territory"
of the United States, referred only
to the territory then held by the United States, in
which slavery had already been prohibited.
(See
ORDI,_._C_ OF 1787.)
This meaning was so clear
at the time that a separate section was nece_ary
te empower congr .e.ss to govern the territory thereafter to be acquired for a national capital.
Plain]y, then, in the cases of Louisiana,
Florida, and
the Mexican annexations,
congress was to govern
them, not by virtue of this territorial
section of
the constitution,
but by virtue of Lhe sovereign
power by which it had.acquired
them.
But con_ess was itself the creature of the constitulion,
a_d could exercise in the territories
no powers
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property in man, but this could cover only the
jurisdiction
of the state: the state law or custom
of Georgia could no more jttstify
property in
slaves in a territory than in the sister state of .New
York.
Slave property could not be justified by
territorial law, for the territories
were under tile
sovereign
jurisdiction
of the United
States; nor
by that consensus of recognition
by all men which
justifics the holding of other animate objects as
property.
It could hold up absolutely
no other
shield than state law.
Was congress
to protect
every man in the territories
in the enjoyment
of
whatever he might see fit to claim as his property
--air, sunlight,
black men, or even other white
men?
But the whole argument
is no stronger
than its weakest part, and must stand or fall with
that.
2. As the constitution
was a compact between separate
and sovereign
states, congress, as
the joint agent and representative
of the states,
had no right to so le_,4slate against slave property
in the territories
as to prevent
citizens of slave
states from emigrating
thither, since that would
he a discrimination
against such states, and would
deprive them of their full and equal right in the
territories.
This bra_xch is elsewhere considered.
(See NATION, III.; ST._TE SovglU_I(_-ry.)
In this
case it was addressed
more directly to the slave
states than to the country at large, and it furnishes
the connecting
link between the theory of state
sovereignty
and its practical
enforcement
by secession, when Calhoun's
hypothetical
caaus be///
had occurred.
In this point of view, Calhoun's
resolutions of Feb. 19, 1847, whose language has
been used in the statement
above, were the ultimature on which
the southern
states originally
declared war, in 1860. --The
first enunciation
of
the fourth proposition
is generally found in the
Nicholson
letter of Ca_s, Dec. 24, 1847.
In this
Cuss asserts that the principle of the Wilmot prov_so "should
he kept out of the national legislature, and left to the people of the confederacy
in
their respccti4e
local governments
"; and that, as
to the territories themselves,
the people inhabiting
them should be left "to regulate their internal
concerns
in their own way"
This idea was the
essence of "popular
sovereignty."
Its advocates
generally
accepted
the territorial
section of the
constitution,
above refered to, as applicable,
not
only to the territory
possessed
by the United

prohibited
to it by the constitution:
it could not
erect a state church there; or take away freedom

States
might

in 1788, but
be acquired

prospectively
thereafter.

to any which
They therefore

of speech, or trialby
jury; or allow any one to be
deprived of property
without due process of law.
I f, therefore, it found slave property in any of the
t_:r_itories, it was constitutionally
bound to ]egislate for the protection of this species of property,
as well as of others.
This was the branch of argument intended for the country in general.
Historically if is very strong, as may be better seen in
Taney's opinion in the Dred Scott case.
Logically
it is almost as strong, its radically weak point being in the definition of "property."
How could
eon._r_
be said to _'find slave property"
in the
territories?
_te
law or custom might create a

held that congress might make any "rules
and
regulations"
it might deem proper for the territortes, including
the Mexican
acquisitions;
but
that, in making these rules and regulations,
it was
wiser and better for congress to allow the "inchoate state" to shape its own destiny at its own
will.
Properly, it will be seen, there was nothing
in the dogma which could constitutionally
prohibit congress from making rules for or against
slavery in the territories, if it should so determine,
though gradually Douglas
and some of Its more
enthusiastic
advocates
grew into the belief that
popular sovereignty
was the constitutional
right
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of the people of the territories,
which congress
could not abridge.
Still, it should have been
plain that, if a democratic
congress might make
a "regulation
" empowering
the people of the territories to control slavery therein, a congress of
opposite
views might with equal justice make a
" regulation"
of its own, abolishing slavery therein. This point, however, never became plain to
the south until the new republican
party secured
control of the house of representatives
in 1_5-7.
After that time the whole south came to repudiate
popular sovereignty
and the territorial
section of
the constitution,
and rested on the Calhoun doctrine that congress and the immigTant both entered
the territory with all the limitations of the constitution upon them, including its provisions for the
proteetion of slave property
as well as property of
other kinds.At its first declaration,
however,
the idea provc_l to be a very taking one, south and
north, for it promi_d
to relieve the states from any
responsibility
for or consideration
of the question
of slavery in the territories.
This was to be decided
by the territorial
legislature, as representing
the
people, and by the popular
convention,
upon the
final formation
of a state constitution.
The democratic platform
of 1848 did not directly refer to
or indorse it, but its highly colored
reference to
the French
revolution of that year, and to "the
recent development
of this grand political
truth
of the sovereignty
of the people and their eapacity and power for self-government,"
was at least
suggestive
of the Cass doctrine of popular
sovereignty
in the territories.
The suggestion
was
made still plainer by the convention's
action in rejecting, by a vote of 216 to 86, a resolution offered
by" Yanccy,
of Alabama,
rec%mizing
"the
doctrine of non-interference
with the rights of property of any portion of the people of this confederacy, be it in the states or territories,
by any
other than the parties interested
in them [L e., _n
such rights] "; the democratic
convention was not
willing,
therefore,
to sustain
the right of any
slaveholder
to transfer his slave property
into a
territory
against
the will of its people.The
sudden
growth
of population
in California
in
1848-50 gave Calhoun an opportunity
of fastening
a nickname
upon the doctrine which he opposed,
_*o territorial
government
had been formed
in
California
when it applied
for admission
as a
state. Its inhabitants,
said Calhoun, were therefore
trespassers
on the public domain, mere squatters,
who surely had no right on any theory to regulate
their own government,
tIis ridicule
only made
the terms "squatter.
sovereignty"
and "popular
sovereignty"
interchangeable,
though
the former
properly applied to an unorganized,
and the latter
to an organized,
territory.The original discoverer of the doctrine of popular sovereignty
in the
territories
did not perfect his claim by occupation,
and Douglas almost immediately
became its strongeat and most persistent champion,
so that his name
is most entirely
identified
with it.
Henceforward the Douglas doctrine became the shibboleth
of most of the northern democrats, as a medium

between the Wilmot proviso and the demand of
many of the southern
democrats for active congressional
protection of slavery in the territories.
It is significant,
however,
of the timorous
and
evasive statesmanship
of 1850, that it is exceedingiy difficult to say whether popular sovereignty
was a feature
in the compromise
of that year.
(Sce COm'ROMmES, V.)
Southern
democrats
asserted that it was not, and their claim is supportc<l
by the provisions that the legislatures of Utah and
New Mexico (the only territories organized
by the
compromise)
should ilave power over "all rightful subjects of legislation consistent with the constitution of the United States," and that its laws
should be submitted
to congress,
and, if dis_pproved, should be null and of no effect.
Douglas
asserted that popular sovereignty
wa* the basis of
the bill, and the course of proceeding's
on it in
the senate seems to confirm his assertion.
He reported the bill in the senate, March 25, the powers
of the legislature being as above stated. The c_ommittee of thirteen reported the same bill, May 8,
adding the proviso "with
the exception
of African slavery."
Amendments
were offered by Jefferson Davis, of Mississippi,
to empower
the territorial
legislature
to protect, but not to attack,
slavery,
and by Chase, of Ohio, of exactly the
opposite purport.
Both were rejected;
a motion
of Douglas,
through
another
senator,
to strike
out the committee's
exception of slavery, from the
powers of the legislature,
was carried by a vote of
33 to 19; and the bill passed as originally
framed
by Douglas.
Even with this explanation,
the best
that can be said of the whole arrangement
is, that
it was a provoking
verbal juggle, meaning
anything but what it appeared
to mean on its face,
and best calculated
for citation as a precedent
in
two opposite
senses, for an increasingly
bitter
wrangle over its meaning, and for the final disruption of the party which had passed it. (See DE,toCRATIC-REPUBLICA/_" PASTY,V.)-- In 1854 the
Kansas-Nebraska
bill (see that title) again purported to enforce the popular
sovereignty
idea in
the new territories,
although
slavery
had been
prohibited
in both of them by the Missouri compromise of 1820.
The fourteenth
and thirty-second sections of the act put, the laws of the United
States in force in the two territories,
"except. the
eighth
section of the act preparatory
to the admission
of Missouri
into the Union, approved
March 6, 1820, which, being inconsistent
with the
principle
of non-intervention
by congress
with
slavery in the states and territories,
as recognized
by the legislation
of 18,50, commonly
called the
compromise
measures, is hereby declared inoperatire and void; it being the true intent and meaning of this act, not to legislate slavery
into any
territory
or state, nor to exclude it therefrom,
but
to leave the people thereof perfectly
free to form
and regulate
their domestic
institutions
in their
own way, subject only to the constitution
of the
United States."
It will be noticed that the language is simple and direct until the point is
reached where "popular
sovereignty"
was to be
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defined; then it becomes
circumlocutory.
The
people were to "form and regulate their domestic
institutions
in their own way "; did that mean
that the), were at liberty either to allow or to prohibit slavery?
"Popular
sovereignty"
and cornmon sense said, Yes; the very senate that passed
the bill said, No: Chase'a amendment,
"under
which the people of the territory,
through
their
appropriate
representatives,
may, if they see fit,
prohibit the existence of slavery therein,"
was rejected, March 2, by a vote of 36 to 10. What
,)ther meaning than that of the Chase amendment
could be given to the bill, it is impomible
to see,
and, unless the vote above mentioned
was only
significant of a general dislike of Cha_, the popular sovereignty
part of the Kansas-Nebraska
bill
must be set down as another
verbal juggle,
intended to be read in diffcrent
ways north antl
south _ In the meantime
Calhoun's
original thecry had been growing
in favor at the south.
There the leaders were rapidly growing more dissatisfied with
" non-intervention
by congress,"
with the idea that congress
was of itself to do
nothing for or against slavery in the 4erritories;
but was to delegate to the people of the territories
the. powers which it would not or could not exerci_ itself.
A convention
of delegates from nine
southern
states at Nashville,
June 2, 1850, had
declared that the federal government
had no right
to decide what should be held as property in the
territories;
that the slaveholding
states would not
submit to any restraints upon the removal of their
citizens with their property to the territories;
but
that, h)r the sake of peace, they would consent
to the equitable
division of the territories
by the
line of 36 ° 30' to the Pacific.
Four years afterward they assisted in carrying through the cxtension of popular
sovereignty
to a// the territories,
by the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, partly from tile desire to gratify the northern
democracy,
but much
more from the delusive
hope that all the territorics would thus be opened to slaver)-.
Within
two years this hope had vanished
forever.
(See
KA._SAS.) It was plain that, without
the reopening of the African
slave trade, "popular
sovereignty" in the territories
meant their inevitable
final admission as free states.
From the moment
that this result was apparent,
there wa_ no longer
any hesitation among southern
leaders.
They ac('opted every link of the reasoning which Calhoun
had forged ten years before:
in the territories
n('ither congress
nor the territorial
government
could legislate against slavery;
on the contrary,
('on_zreas as the agent of the states, and the territorial governments
as the agents of congress,
were bound to fulfill the essence of good gov_'rnment by protecting
those rights of property
which were recognized by the states; and popular
._(_vcrcignty would only come into play when the
t(.rritory should itself become a state, and should
(h'cide whether it should
be a free or a slave
state. These were the basis of the Southern
demands for a platform,
on which the Charleston
convention
spilt in 1860. They had previously
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been accepted
by the president and the official
leaders of the democratic
party, and by its majority in the senate.
Douglas'
non-concurrence
led to his removal from the committee on tcrritories in the senate, and practically
placed him out
of the party fold.--Throughout
all this twelve
years struggle,
" non-intervention
by congress'"
meant, in the north, that congress was to do nothing for or against slavery in the territories,
but
was to allow the people of the territories to do &,_
they pleased; and, in the south, that congress wan
to do nothing
against slavery in the territories,
either of itself or through
the territorial
legislatures.
By dexterous
manipulation
of phrases the
northern and southern
democracy
had united to
pass the territorial
bills of 1850 and 1854, neither
insisting on the full expression of its demands irL
words.
But in 1857 tile supreme
court, in the
Dred Scott ease (see. that title), decided against
Douglas
and popular
_vercignty,
and for the
full vigor of thc Calhoun theoD-.
Thereafter
the
southern leaders, as law-abiding
citizens, could of
courm do nothing elm than amplify their previous
demands into consistence with the supreme court's
doctrine, and, further, insist upon their expression
in plain terms.
In the democratic
national convention of 1856 both sections had been content,
with a bald approval
of "' non-interference
by
congress with slavery in the territories,"
leaving
the interpretation
of this phrasc undecided.
In
the convention
of 1860 the two sections formufated their resp_tive
demands in plain terms.
No
manipulation
of phrases
could reconcile
thcm,
and the convention
and the party at last divided.
(See DE)IOCR._.TIC-I'_EI'L'BLICANPARTY, V.) With
the election of 1860, and the outbreak
of the rebcllion, popular
sovereignty
di_ppearcd
with the
evil for which it was designed to be the remcdy.
_ The best exposition
of the doctrine of " popular sovereignty
" is that published
by Douglas in
September,
1859, as cited below.
In it he insists
desperately
that the Dred Scott decision
had not
condemncd
his doctrine, though he admits that,
if it had so condemned
it, the Seward d%nna
would be correct, that " there is an irrepressible
conflict between opposing
and enduring
forces,
w-hich means that the United
States must and
will, sooner or later, become either entirely a slaveholding
nation or entirely a free labor nation."
This bclief of Douglas will account for the offer of
his followers at Charleston
" to abideby
the dccisions of the supreme court on questions
of constitutional
law."
But his belief, honest as it undoubtedly was, was evidently
unfounded,
tIow
can "the opinion
of the court, that the act of
eongrc._s which prohibited
a citizen from holding
and owning propertyof
this kind [slave property]
in the territory
of the "United States, is not warranted by the constitution,
and is therefore void,'"
be rcconciled with a power in congress to authorize the people of the territories
to impose the _me
prohibition?
The court could hardly have decided
against Douglas more plainly, except by naming
him and his doctrine.
Nevertheless,
the doctrine
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of Douglas, that the territories are held only for
the purpose of becoming
states, that they are
therefore
really "inchoate
states," that it is wise
and just to allow their inhabitants
the powers of
self-government
and "the
regulation
of their
domestic
institutions
to suit themselves,"
is well
founded,
and has been the foundation
of the
American territorial
system since 1787. (See TER_rroRIES, I.)
But the power of congress,
nevertheless,
is a!ways latent, and may be exercised
whenever
congress,
rightly or mistakenly,
conceives
it to be "for the general welfare"
to do
so.
If the people of the territory
undertake
to
harbor anything
which seems to congre_
a moral
evil, a lottery system, polygamy,
or slavery, it is
the right and duty of congress,
for the welfare
not only of the future state but of all the states,
to intervene and destroy it.
It is alittle odd that
the eongres._es of 1854--8, which were so quick to
recogn_e
this truth in the case of polygamy
in
Utah, were so slow to recogn_e
it in the case of
_lavery in Kan_as.
Popular
sovereignty
in the
territories is, and has always been, a privilege, not
a right; and the privilege
is to be exercised
in
_trict conformity
to the terms of the grant. -- The
historical
authorities
for the rise and fall of the

elucidation of which must precede those conneoted
with the fundamental
questions
of demand and
supply, competition,
wages, and social conditions.
This range is still, as will be seen, very extended.
The questions
it embraces
have been frequently
discussed, especially during the pant century, and
in our own time: but of all writers, he who has
most thoroughly
investigated
them, he whose
ideas on this subject are, so to speak, the pivot of
the discussions
of economists,
moralists,
and publicists of every class, is the celebrated
Malthus.
To his investigations,
and, we may say, discoveries, we will first give our attention. --It
was
Malthus who stated the question.
He it waswho
first showed its supreme importance.
He brought
together the scientific elements of the discu_ion,
in his celebrated "Essay on the Principle of Population," published
in 1803.
This had been pre.
ceded by a preliminary
sketch of the subject in
1798, in his reply to some propositions
by _)dwin,
who was, in his turn, twenty
years latex, to attempt to refute him, but without
success,
lh'ot
that before Malthus some correct ideas on population had not appeared from a few writers, among
others those of the physiocratie
school, and James
Stewart, Adam Smith, Wallace, Hume, and Oian

idea of "popular
sovereignty"
in the territories
will be found
under
DEMOCRATIc-REPT:nLmah"
P_RTY, V. ; RErU_LmAN
PARTY, I.
The Calhoun doctrine will be found in 4 Calhoun's Works,
339 (resolutions
of Feb. 19, 1847), 535; see also
Tancy's
opinion
in DRED SCOTT CASE;
_ Stephens' War Between the 8tares, 202; and Jefferson
Davis' senate
resolutions
of May 24, 1860, in
(}reeley's
"pot/t_
Text J_ok of 1860, 194. Cass'
Nicholson
letter in full is in Cluskey's
Political
T_rt Book of 1860, 462.
The Douglas doctrine is
in Itarper's
Magazir_e, September,
1859, and in
Cutts'
Treatise on .Party
Qarst_m_*, 123.
The
former article was answered by attorney
general
J. S. Black in pamphlet
0b_ervat_r_on
it; and the
medium
between
the two is taken in Reverdy
Jolmsen's
"p_emark_ on Popular Sorereig/_ty.
II.
A. Wise's Territorial
Gavernm_ent, 47, 148, accomplishes the difficult feat of reaching
Calhoun's'
,conclusions from Douglas' premises,
ALEX___OFA¢ JOl_STO_.

Maria Ort_s; but to the English philosopher
belongs the honor of having seen and pointed out the
profundity
of the problem, of having made it the
subject of numerous
statistical
and historical
researches, and obtained
a great amount
of information upon it. Until the beginning
of this century, i. e., up to the time of Malthus,
legislators,
statcsmenandt)hilosopherssetoutwiththisaphorism: " _Vhere there is population,
there is power."
They took no account of the conditions
under
which the population
might
bc living;
no one
questioned
the proposition,
and all social institutions aimed to incr_se
the number of tim pt, ople.
Colbert, Pitt, and even Napoleon,
favored granting rew'_rds to the producers
of large famili_,;
and it was not until 1852 that the parliament
of
Sardinia
repealed a law to the same effect.
People had no idea, that, in order for capital and labor
to produce
their greatest
effect, the number
of
men must bear some relation
to the disposable
capital;
they supposed
that if, for example,
a
thousand
laborers produced a million dollars, it
was only necessary
that two thousand
laborers
should be born to the state, to obtain two millions.
The laws of all European
countries
originated when that idea prevailed, and even to-day
there are le_slators
and publicists,
priests and
philosophers,
moralists
and poets, who appeal to
that doctrine.
It is still a quite common belief
that a good government
will do everything
in its
power to increase population.
-- 3falthns
pointed
out the dangers
to society in general from this
error, and especially to the poorer classes, who arc
the first to suffer from violations of natural laws.
We will therefore,
at the outset, give an exposition of his ideas, and indicate, as we proceed, the
support
he has received,
and the modifications
which his doctrine has ex "periq.aced, from other

POPULATION.
I. Posrrm_
OF Trm Qr_s"rIo_ OF POPUI_TIO_ _. -- 7.']_ .Pri_iple
_f.Po2)ula_ion, imp_lfectly seen by several ]_¢_n(_t_,
demon_tratedl_.._falthus,
and stra_jely
misat;prehended,
The term population
embraces
the most extensive
_ubject
of political
economy;
for in treating of
questions of population,
even though we restrict
,ourselves to labor and its remuneration,
we might
traverse the whole field of the science and write a
,complete cour_ of political economy.
Population
is, in fact, at once the end and the means of human
industry.
For it and by it production
takes place,
By it also consumption
is cffected.
We shall not,
therefore,
here consider this vast subject under
its general aspect, but will confine ourselves to the
_tucstions suggested by the number of people, the
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eminent economistS, a_ Well _ the exaggeraticms
which have been substituted for it, the follies for
which ignorance has made it responsible, and the
principal objections
or criticisms of which it has
been the object.
But first of all, we will say a few
words concerning the way in which his ideas and
sentiment_ have been misrepresented.-Malthus
affords a curious example of popular aberrations,
for which fact many publicists and some economists, who have opposed, or even approved him,
are responsible.
Not only is Malthus not known,
nor only are people ignorant of his actual ideas,
but men have succeeded
in creating in tile minds
of the public a Malthus that never existed, a chimerical Malthus, to whom the strangest propo_itions ate attributed, and who has been the subject of harsh reproaches
and violent imprecations.
This strange phenomenon
may be thus
explained : Most of those who have spoken of
Malthus,
have spoken of him without
having
r_d him and without knowing
him otherwise
than by extracts or by mutilated,
if not incorreet, qhotafions.
They have thus created
the
most deplorable
c0n!fuston con_rning
him, by
attributing to him ideas which he never had; by
making of a philanthropist
e_pecially interested in
the condition of the poor, a theorist favoring aristocracy; by holding him re_ponsibie for sentiments
and errors belonging
to his adversaries; or, it may
be, for abSurd p#oposttions
emanating
from unhealthy minds. --It must be confessed, however,
that this condition of things is in part attributable
to Malthus himself.
The different
parts of his
hook are not logicaUy put together; his scatter_l
reasons are nowhere presented in orderly sequence,
in support of the principles
he lays down; his
style, moreover, is not particularly engaging.
The
great truths which he has set forth in regard to
t×)pulation would, without doubt, have become
much more popular had he written like Rousseau
or Lamennais, or with the ardent style of a parephleteer, that one fin !_ in the writings of Godwin
and Proudhon, his sharpest critics.
Malthus, however, though
immovable
in his principles,
was
ennsidcrate
and good-natured
to his opponents,
who had no difficulty in obtaining control of publie opinion at his expense. -- II. STATEMENT
OF
Till,; PRINCIPLE OF POPImATION.--DoctTine
of
M,dthus.
This doctrine
is stated, as we have
said, in his "Essay
on the Principle
of Population."
After having formulated,
in his two celebrated propositions,
the law of the development
of population
and that of the increase
of food,
this ilh_atrious economist
verifies it by means of
the history and statistics of ancient and modern
peoples, and shows by what checks the growth of
population ires been arrested.
At the same time
he points out the dangers, both to private families
and to society in general, arising from a misconeeption of the._e laws, and shows by what means
the evils may be _voided which have resulted and
still result f_m
tile improvidence
in which the
greater part of m._nldnd have lived and do live.
These laws Of the htcrease ifl the number of hu-

man beings and of the means of subsistence,
and
these means of obviating the evils he points out,
ate what he has called the "principle
of population."
The evils he sums up as "vice"
and "misery."
The remedy hc proposes, and which is one
of the forms of foresight, he calls "moral
restraint."
To show the importance of this means,
Malthus was led to discuss the value of the doetrines put forth the latter part of the last century
and the L_,ginning of the present one, on population and the means of raising it to a better material and moral condition, as well as the checks
to its excessive growth.
He then examines
the
social theories which had then appeared; among
others, tho_ of Godwin and Owen, Condoreet'$
theory of indefinite progress, the efficacy of emigration, and the effects and dangers of charity.
In treating of the latter subject, Malthus makes a
profound criticism of tim poor laws, and is led tc_
an examination
of the qut_tion so much agitated
in our times, of the right to employment
and the
right to state aid._a_rment of tl_e two proposi_
t/ons.
In the first pages of his book, after stating
a few facts and considerations
corroborated
in the
course of the work, Malthus says: "It may safely
be pronounced,
therefore, that popltlation, when
unchecked,
goes on dodbling itself every twentyfive years, or increases in a geometrical ratio.'"
(7th ed., p. 4, London, 1872.)
" It may be fairly
pronounced,
therefore, that, considering the present average state of the earth, the means of subsisteuc_e, under circumstances
the most favorable
to human industry,
could not possibly increase
faster than in an arithmetical
ratio."
(Ibid., p. 5.)
Translating
these two taws into figures, MalthSs
adds, a little further on: "The human
species
would increase as the numbers
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, 2"56; anti subsistence as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9. In two centuries the population would be,
to the means of subsistence,
as 256 to 9," etc.
(Ibid., p. 6.)--These
propositions are true, if not
literally, at lea_t approximately.
And here we
will anticipate certain objections, less serious than
is generally supposed, by observing that Malthus,
in using a geometrical
progression
to express the
increase of population,
and an arithmetical
progression to represent the increasc in means of subsistencc, meant nothing more than to express a
tendenc$/.
Some persons did not thus understand
him, but their dissertations
in refexence
to the
matter lead to false conclusions.--The
first propod,tion demoTh*trated by the iacrea*e of the I_vp_lat_bn
of the United States, and conformable to tl,e laws of
nature.
Near the close of the last century, when
Malthus
began to write, Dr. Price stated, that,
according to dam examined
by himself, in certain
parts of North America, the period of doubling
the population was fifteen years.
(" Price's Ob_rvations,"
vol. i., p. 282, and vol. ii., p. 260.)
He supported
this statement
by some extracts
from a sermon by Dr. Hyles, who had found, in
1748, that the period of doubling
was twenty-five
years in Rhode
Island, taken as a whole, and
twenty and fifteen years in certain districts in the
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interior of that state.
The period was twenty
years in the county of Kent, and eighteen years
in Providence
county.
Euler had constructed a
iable bard on statistics taken from the registers
of births and deaths,
according
to which the
doubling
had taken place in less than thirteen
years.
W. Petty had advanced the opinion, that,
under particularly favorable circumstances,
a population might double in ten years.
Malthus, relying on these three authorities
and the United
_Statcs census, thought he was safe from exaggera,
lion in saying, that, when population
is not arrested in its growth from any cause, it goes on doubling every twenty-five
years, thus increasing from
period to period in geometrical
progression.
If
the fact of doubling
in twenty-five
years, independently
of immigration,
had been once proven,
science wouhl be justified in adopting
aposteriori
the assertion of Malthth_.--We
have now valuable
statistics
on this subjeet in the decennial
census
of the United States, covering
nearly four times
the Malthusian
period of twenty-five
)'ears.
In
1790 the United States were free, and organized
under one general government.
They have continum.d to live under the same government.
The
civil war is the only important
event which has
put a serious check upon file natural course of
things.
Moreover,
the United Stat_q, not having
yet attained the limits of disposable land and subsistence, have continued
to obey the law indicated
by the census previous to this century, and which
served Malthus as a starting point.
We have here
one of the most remarkable
facts in regard to
population,
a fact remarkable
both for its clearness and its continuity.
According
to the official
_ensus statistics, the progress of population
has
been, in round numbers,
as follows :
Inhabtt4tnta.|
Inhabitants_
" 1790..........
18_0..........
18_0..........
_
.........
In
,' t8_0..........
tT_ ..........

8,9,29,ooo
5,ao_,o_o
7240,000
9.ea4.ooo
12,se_,0o0
2,']89,000 /

,.
,,
"
In

:tSr,o...........
1860...........
1870...........
188o...........
1840...........

The smaller per cent. of increase between
1860
and 1870 was a result of file civil war. -- When
we examine the census of the individual
states,
we find several in which the increase has varied
greatly from the above rates.
The population of
the state of _ew York increased more than sevenfold in the fifty yeara from 1790 to 1840. and has
more than doubled from 1840 to 1880. ' The population of Ohio more than tripled from 1820 to
1850.
It had previously
increased
more than
twelve-fold from 1800 to 1820; but thL_ was largely
the result of immigration
from other states.
Pennsylvania
quadrupled
her population
in the fifty
years from 1790 to 1840, and has little more than
doubled it from 1840 to 1880. That of Virginia
did not double in the fifty years from 1790 to
1840, and (including
West Virginia)
has barely
doubled in the sixty years from 1820 to 1880. -The statistics previously given of the general population
show, however,
that the ratio given by
Malthus, which he had based on the increase observed in the second half of the last century,
continues to express the facts during the present century, and over a wider area of territory. -- But,
aside from the results of the census, we might have
conceived
this ratio a pr_',
as many economists
have shown.
J.B.
Say reasons on the subject as
follows:
"If
we leave out of account
all the
eause._ which limit the increase of the human race,
we find that a man and woman, married as soon as
they are mature, may easily have at least a dozen
chil(tren.
_ * Experience,
indeed,
shows us
that about half of those who are born die before
the age of twenty-six.
Consequently,
if each
couple can not rear twelve children who will have
progeny, they can rear six as capable of increase
as themselves.
Hence we may conclude,
that, if
there were no check to this increase, tYw popu/a-

_,19"2,0oo
31,44&000 twenty-six
years."
Pa)ssi accepts :Malthus' ratio,
ss,._,ooo
and adds: "This is easily demonstrated.
When50,1_,oo0
17,0_9.000 ever
lion of
youanyhave
country
severalwould
products,
be tripledeachat with
the end
a reof

If from the population
of 1850, we deduct that
of the then newly annexed
territory,
including
Texas, New ]_lexieo, Utah and California (166,000
persons
in all, a large part of whom, however,
were immigrants
from the United
States), we
have remaining
a population
of 22,990,000
for
that year.
If we divide the population
of 1840
by th_st of 1790, we find that the population
more
than quadrupled
in these fifty years.
Dividing
that of 1850 by that of 1800, we find the population quadruplcd
in the first two periods of twentyfive 3ears in this century.
Taking, in like manner, the fifty-vent periods from 1810 to 1860, 1820
+
+
to 1870, and 1830 to 1880, we find the population
more than quadrupled
in all but the last period,
and very nearly quadrupled
in that.
Comparing
periods of ten years, we find that the population
had increased-85 percent,
Se4
.... from1790
1_0 to
to 18m
lSO0 _percent.
.... from1840to1850
1_50to 1_0
83
....
_810to1_0
_s-5 ....
18_oto1870
"....
"
18_0 to
to 1840
a_o
_880 3o
....
1870to 1880

productive
power equal to that of tile producer,
you will necessarily have a more orless rapid geometrical
progression.
If one produces
two, and
these have each the same productive
power as tile
first, the two will produce
four, the four eight,
and so on.
h.bstractiy
speaking,
_ialthus
announced
an indisputable
principle,
as true in
regard to man as it is with animals and plants.
Obstacles not being taken into account, it is evident that at the end of a certain number of years,
the earth would be covered with men, as it is
certain that the entire soil would be soon covered
with wheat,
and the ocean filled with fishes, ff
nothing checked the reproductive
power of each
grain of wheat and each fish."
The observations
of naturalists
support Rossi's statement.
/L single
plant of Indian corn produces 2,000 seeds, a sunflower 4,000, the poppy
82,000, an elm 100,000.
A carp spawns 840,000 eggs.
It has been ealculated that one henbane
plant would cover the
earth in four years, andthattwo
herrings
would
fill the sea in ten years, ff the ocean ¢ov_-ed the
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whole earth, were there no check to their increase,
-- Objection8 drawn f_'om iznraigratian
and _he ewvept_'aJ_d case presented by tt_ United State_.
Attacks more animated than serious have been made
upon Malthus' first proposition,
which is one of
the principal
foundations
of his ar_tment.
Godwin, among others, went so far as to maintain
that the exceptionally
large increase of population
in the United
States must be attributed
entirely
to immigration.
We will consider the untenability o.f this position.
Up to 1783 war and various
other circumstances
hindered
immigration,
and
took from the United
States more persons
than
Europe added to the population.
The immigra
tion occasioned
by the French
Revolution
was
soon interrupted
by the war of 1793; and from
that time to the peace of 1815 but few immigrants
came from Europe, and these almost exclusively
from England:
These facts are obtained from the
" Statistical Annals of the United States," by Dr.
Adam Seybert, of Philadelphia,
and are based on
official documents
from 1780 to 1818. (Seybert's
valuable work was published
in Philadelphia
in
the latter year, and a copy may now be found in
_he Astor library, New York.--Trans/ator.)
Dr.
Seybert states there, that the immigrants
came principally fromGreat
Britain, Ireland and Germany;
that in 1794 there was a strong tendency
in Great
Britain to emigrate
to the United States, which,
however, had been restrained by acts of the British
government;
that in 1794, _._rding
to Cooper,
the number of immigrants
had been 10,000; and
that in 1806 Mr. Blodgett
had stated, that, according to the records and estimates most worthy
of credence, the annual average for the ten years
preceding 1806 had not exceeded 4,000.
Admitting that, in 1794, 10,000 foreigners
landed in the
United States, Dr. Seybert did not admit that they
arrived in as great numbers
during
any of the
preceding or subsequent
years up to 1817; and, in
view of the facts he had been able to obtain, he
arrived at the conclusion
that the number of ira.
migrants who settled in the United States from
1790 to 1810 could not have exceeded
6,000 annually, on the average.
The official records published in England of passengers
to America, are
confirmatory of Dr. Seybert'sconclusion,
or, where
they differ from it, differ only by making
the
numbers less.
Even were we to admit an annual
immi_ration
of 10,000 persons, we should still fall
far short of the number necessary
to explain the
rapid increase of population
in the United
States.
Hence the term of twenty-five
years, assigned by
3Ialthus for doubling
the population
by procrealion alone, is far from being exaggerated.
-- This
u'stimony
has also the confirmation
of Mr.
Warden (a former United States consul and correspondent of the ln_iZut
de l_.ance), who was a
careful collector of all statistics l_rtainiag
to the
United States.
In his opinion,
the population
of the United States had doubled in every twen_y-one years, and the immigrants,
in 1820, had
not exceeded an annual average of 4,000.
Now,
4,000 immigrants

could

not have

produced

more
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than 84,000 inhabitants:
and yet the population
increased
5,000,000 in the twenty-one
years up to
1820. --Inasmuch
as, prior to 1820, no statistics
of immigration
were officially kept in all the ports
of the United States, we will admit that the recor(is of passengers
landed
in the ports of the
Union previous
to 1820 were inaccurate,
and in
several places negligently
kept: we will also leave
out of account those, returning
to Europe, or who
passed over into Canada; and we will suppose,
that, instead of 4,000 immigrants
a year, there
were double, triple or even quadruple
that number: the marriag('s, during this period of twentyone years, must, nevertheless,
have given an increase of 4,500,000, so that even this exaggerated
imrni_ration
would
not have added more than
from 150,000 to 800,000 new inhabitants.
-- From
1820 to 1856, although
a record was kept of all
foreign-born
persons
arriving
in the ports of
the United States, no separate account was made
of those who came to remain pcrmancntly
; of
those, that is, to whom the term immigrants would
now be applied.
To obtain the number
of this
class of persons during ttle decennial periods from
1790 to 1840, a calculation
was made (which appeared both in the "British
Review,"
and in vol.
xxiii, of the .t_evuv des Econom_tes),
according to
the following
method
pointed
out by Godwin.
The children
under ten years of age were subtracted
from each general census, for the reason
that all the children
who, e. g., at the census of
1830, had not attained the age of ten years, were
born since 1820, and belonged
to the natural increase by means of birth.
The difference
was
taken between
this number of children
and the
increase of population
indicated
by the census;
and this difference
was considered
to be the number of "foreign immigrants.
In this way it was
calculated
that there must have been 160,000 ira.
migrants
from 1790 to 1800, 229,000 from 1800 to
1810 ; 312,000 from 1810 to 1890 ; 494.000 from
1820 to 1830 ; and 862,000 from 1830 to 1840 :
making a total, in fifty years, of about 2,000,000.
Admitting
this estimate as correct, the total population, nevertheless,
increased from 1790 to 1840
from nearly 4,000,000 to more than 17,000,000.
Admitting,
also, that 862,000 settled in the United
States from 1830 to 1840, the population
had increased inthatperiodfrom
12,866,020to17,069,453,
an increase of 4,203,433, or of 3,341,483 after deducting the number of immigrants;
that is to say,
an increase of nearly 26 per cent. -- Since 1856 a
separate rccord has been required to be kept, by
United States collectors of customs, of all foreignborn passengers
arriving
in their respective
districts, who have come to the United States to settle
here, and a quarterly
return of the same is made
to the United States treasmT department.
From
these tables we learn that the total immigration
of
settlers from June 30, 1869, to June 30, 1879, was
2,742,137 persons.
The total increase of population, as indicated
by the census, from 1870 to
1880, was 11,597,412.
If from this number
we
deduct

the above number

of jmmlgrants,

we have
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left 8,855,975 persons, as the iner_e exclusive of
immigration, an increase of about _ per cent.
This calculation, however, does not leave out of
account (as it should do in order to exhibit accurately tile natural increase of population) such of
the children of these immi_-ants as were born in
the United States between 1870 and 1880, nor of
the immigrants themselves during the same time;
nor have we yet the statistics for a just estimate
of this matter. It is to bc hoped, however, that
the completed census of 1880, when published, will
furnish the desired data. The above given per
cent. is, consequently, in excess of the ratio of
increase from births alone. -- Since, however, the
conditions of the population of the United States
have changed since Malthus wrote, and there are
now obstacles to its increase which did not then
exist, we deem ourselves authorized to conclude,
from the above given data, that Malthus was
within the limits of truth in estimating that any
population would double in a qU_-tet of a century,
if there were no obstacle in the way of its increase,
He did not say that population in fact doubles in
that period. On the contrary, he said the fact
was not manifest; and he sought to ascertain the
checks by which this increase was prevented. -Propodtion sevond, relati_ to s_sfstenc¢.
The
second proposition of Malthus amounts to saying
that subsistence has a tendency to increase lesS
rapidly than population. Its demonstration re.
suits from a comparison of the e_e with Which
families may multiply, and the difficulty With
which harvests are obtained.
But few consideralions need be pr_ented to make this apparent. -First, itmustberemarkedtlmtcultivatedland,
that
which yields the means of subsistence, is limited;
that it produces only by the aid of capital, which
is limited, and is obtained only through difficulty
and sacrifices; that it is only by the aid of capital,
hard labor, and time, that people succeed in rendering these 'lands productive and maintain their
productiveness. This power of the earth becomes,
in fact, quickly exhausted; and in a few years
the soil would refuse all return, if rotation of
crops, fertilizers and fallowing did not renew its
strength.
Now, rotation of crops, fertilizers,
drainage, and improvements of any kind, imply
capital; and fallowing implies cessation of production.
Suppose we grant the wholly inadmissible hypothesis, that capital can increase as rapidly as population, it might be said, that, in agriculture, though ever)" increase of labor and capital
increases the product, this increase of product is
not in the ratio of the increa.,;e of labor and capital. Let us suppose, that in consequence of welldirected improvements, the product is doubled
within a certain time; can it be supposed, that, by
doubling the outlay in another like period of
time, the product can be again doubled, and so
on continua/ly?
Would any agriculturist reply
in the affirmative ?--]II.
CO_TI_UATXONOF _'_
ExPosrrmN oF Tm_ Pm'_CIPLE O1'POP,LAbOr.
-- Gor_equenves of the two _.
O_
i_ Ow _ay of ths t_reas_ of_
in a _-

,

_
_.
E_4dently, then, population and subslstence do not follow the same princinle. The
course of the one tends naturally to become sccelcrated; that of the other is much less, and tends
to come retarded, and to vary more and more
from the former, in long-settled countries which
arc wholly occupied. In other words, the productive power of man to increase his species is
greater than that to increase his means of subsistence. Hence, wherever both kinds of reproo_uction
take place without any obstacle being voluntarily
interposed by man, population is always pressed
for means of subsistence, and the balance between
the two is only maintained by physical evil or
death. -- This encrTy of the principle of popuiation, added to the wants inherent in our nature,
is, then, a powerful spur to the human race, who
must make a constant appeal to all their intellectual, moral and physical faculties to avoid being overtaken by the pangs of hunger and by
other' privations. Since it incites the species to
gradual increase, and since, on the other ha_d,
this same species is endowed with faculties sUseeptible of development and an ambition to better
its condition, the law of increase reau]ts in progress when it is maintained within certain bounds,
and is a cause of unhappiness and destruction
when arrested by no constraining influence.This being granted, let us ascertain by what checks
the force of these two principles has been and can
be counteracted.
The checks are of two kinds,
and of an opposite nature. One class prevents
births, and the other produees premature deaths.
The former checks are preventive, and the latter
r_ve.
Malthuscalledthe]atterpo_'tivechecks.
This term, however, is not a good one, and may
lead to confusion, for the cheeks which prevent
population are as positive as those which cause its
destruction.
Among the checks to the increase
of population through the action of its principle,
are the insalubrity of localities inhabited; the uncleanltne_ of dwellings, or their insufficient she]ter; the lack of suitable clothing and hygienic
care; unwholesome or insufficient food; irregular
habits; the abuse of tobacco, strong drink and
other irritants; famines, and industrial and flnancial panics, the effects of which are felt for many
years; war, which entails the waste of a vast
amount of capital, the devastation of crops, and
diminished agricultural production; diminution
of labor, and false economic measures; anxieties
and moral sufferings; and abortion, and even infanticide, terrible means which are more frequently
employed than is generally supposed.
Most of
these causes produce epidemics, or render them
more fatal, prevent the proper developmen$ of
children, weaken the faculties of maturer years,
and cause a considerablemortality, whlchcounterbalances the effc_-_sof reproductto|i.
_Itht_
comprehended them all in his expressiOn, "vice
and po#erty," which he regarded as by ttwns
cause and effect of each other, and as _hort_ing
human life. _Preventive
checks belong tO two
quite distinct ctaS_, one of _
eo_tpl_he_d_
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those which result from vice, and the other those
which come from the exercise of reason.
Those
caused by vice are: debauchery,
promiscuity
of
the sexes, and prostitution,
which destroy fecundJty; polygamy, which acts in the same direction,
as is shown by the statistics of the people of oriental countries; _ slavery,
which acts both as a
repressive check, in consequence
of the bad treatment of slaves, and as a preventive
check, by
trampling
on the family sentiment. -- Preventive
checks of a different kind are all tho_ prudential
considerations
which lead men to defer marriage
or to limit their number of children to their means
of supporting
and educating
them.
These checks
have at all times contributed
more or less to retard
the increase of population.
It would be. impossible to tell precisely to what extent they have
acted, but it is not unlikely that their action has,
from time to time, been extended
or restricted
concurrently
with certain moral influences which
have given direction to the minds of mankind. -Among the number of cheeks
to the increase, of
population
at a given point, Malthus omitted to
mention emigration.
This may exceed immigration, and may in part (much less, however, than
is generally supposed) neutralize the effects of the
increase of the poorer classes.
Malthus, however,
discusses this question in speaking of the means
proposed to remedy excess of population.
Emigration, in fact, has only existed in a marked
degree in recent times, since the improvements
in
maritime communication;
and it had not, in his
day, been an important check to the increase of
continental
population in Europe.
Two brilliant
writers, Louis Reybaud, m the Jo'urna2 des Evanunites,
and Blanqui, in his charming
"History
of Political Economy,"
in explaining the doctrines
of Malthus, have rightly said that emigration has
rendered immense service to the civilization
and
industry of all nations.
They find the fears of
Malthus chimerical,
and his law sufficiently countemeted; and they count on emigration
to mainTain the equilibrium.
But, without denying the
civilizing effects of emigration,
what we desire to
know is, whether it has proved a sufficient check
to population in the past. and will prove sufficient
in the future.
This subject we shall examine farther on. -- Malthus has also been accused of having
omitted to take into account the happy effects of
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increased
wealth and of the industrial
and economic
progress
which
produce
it. Now, with
wealth, it is said, and the remark
is just, the
fecundity
of families diminishes.
Whence
this
consoling
result would follow, that civilization
is
at once remedy and check to the evil capable of
arising from the principle of population.
Malthus
did not ignore this fact. -- The effects of wealth in
retarding
the growth of population
were long ago
observed,
_md it was noticed
that rich families
(save numerous
exceptions)
have a tendency
to
propagate
less than poor families.
But what is
the cause of this phenomenon?
Does competency
diminish the fecundity
of people?
or is it rather
better adapted
than want and misery to increase
morality,
forethought
and parental
dignity, and
to render people more fitted to exercise their free
will, and more capable of prudence
in marriage?
It is evident that the tranquil
life of a well-to-do
couple is far more favorable to healthful
reproduction, to pregnancy,
and to the cares which early
childhood
demands, than is a life of destitution.
There may be as many births among the poorer
classes; but, other things being equal, death will
take his victims more frequently
from the abodes
of poverty and wretchedness.
-- The check arising
from competence
brings us naturally to the doctrine of the plethoric check, or fatness, wlfich is an
exaggerated
form of it, advanced by Fourier, and
also presented by Doubleday,
in his book entitled
"The True Law of Population
shown to be cosnected with the Food of the People."
Doubleday's doctrine may be summed up as follows: 1,
when animal or vegetable
species are threatened
with death from insufficiency of nutritious food,
nature makes a supreme
effort, and increases
their prolific power, and gives them an impulse
which is checked only when proper nourishment
is again afforded; 2, when these species receive
food luxurious
in kind, or excessive in amount,
they pass to the plethoric or sterile condition, and
reproduction
is assisted or altogether
ceases; 3,
if the individuals
are moderately
fed, and their
food is not luxurious in kind, the generative*principle acts wisely, the race is continued, but does
not increase; 4, when ill-fed species are brought
into union with others whose food has been abundant and strengthening,
the balance is at once restored: tlle increase of the former compensates
for the decrease of the latter, and the race re-

* According to Niebuhr, monogamous marriages resulted
in more children thtm polygamous. Voiney stated ( Iroyage mains stationary. -- Doubleday
and Fourier
are
d,l_s la Turq_ie, vol. ii., p. 44,5),that msrried men in Turkey not contradicted on the subject of plethoric races:_
werefrequently impotent at the age of thirty. Roscher (vol. but, on the subject of the relative fecundity
of
]l. p. 300, Amer. translation) says: "Polygamy, also. is a races which live moderately,
physical anthropolhmdrance
th_ increase
of population.
Abstract
physi- ogy would, we think, have more than one reserology
musttoindeed
admit that
& man may,
even without
aT]3danger to his health, generate more children than a vation to make.
Villerm_ (dourna2 des .F_w_vaom_s_oma,_canbear,
But, infact, the slm_dtaneous enJoyment _._, November,
1843) earnestly
combated
this
of sev_,ral women leads to excem and early ,exhaustion. theory of Doubleday
by arguments
based
on
* * In the civilized countrle_ of the east the polyg.muyof
the great may lead to the compulsory celibacy of the many facts, in a report to the French academy of politm the lower classe*, as a species of compensation. The ical and moral sciences.
A consideration
of the
monstrous institution of eunttehism, which has existed time
arguments
drawn from
natural
history
would
ot]t of mmd in the eMt, is a consequence of this condition of
th_ngs, as well as of the natural |ealousy of the harem."
"t Roachcr (Polit. ]_con., vol. it., p. 287. foot notes) quotes
The reader will find much of value in Roscher's chapters the '"Edinburgh Review" and other authoritie_ to the conon - Population ,, and their copious notes.--2r'r_ul/_gar,
trary.--_.
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unduly extend the limits of this article: so we
refrain from recapitulating
them.Let us now
consider
the objections offered against the theory
of checks limiting population.
In the first place,
it has been denied that repressive
or preventive
checks have acted or do act.
A sufficient answer
to this objection is a statement
of the facts of ancient and modern history, and the reports of trayelers, and these are confirmed
by geography
and
statistics.
Malthus devoted
a p',_ of his work
to a consideration
of these facts, and every one
can complete
his argument
by observations
of
his own.
It is an indisputable
fact that men die
more or less rapidly aceording
to the places where
they reside, their conditions
of existence, their occupations,
and the classes to which they belong.
In France it has been observed that rich or wellto-do men, from forty to forty-five years old, die
at the rate of .85 of 1 per cent. annually;
but that
men of the same age who are poor and needy die
at the rate of 1.87 per cent., that is to say, two
and a fifth times as many of the poor die.
In the
British colonies there was a time in which negro
slaves died in the proportion
of one to six annually, and free negroes in the proportion
of one
to thirty-three:
that is, five and a half times as
many slaves died.
In Paris, from 1817 to 1836,
one inhabitant
in fifteen died in the twelfth arrondissement,
which was peopIed
mostly
by the
poor; and one inhabitant
in sixty-five in the sec,ond, occupied
by a different class.
At Manchester, Eng., the average of life in certain districts
was formerly
only seventeen years, while in others it was forty-two.
There are places and occupations in which children
are reared more successfully,
and in which more old men are found,
than in others.
What do these facts prove, if not
that there are places, districts,
occupations,
classes and families in which men die prematurely,
and in consequence
of the causes pointed out by
Malthus?
If this is the case, can we deny that it
would
have tmeu better if the greater
part of
these men, especially those who die in "childhood
and youth, had never been born, since they came
into the world only to suffer, and to occasion suffering and privation directly to their families, and
indirectly to society?-In investigating
the question of population,
there is need to take large account of the difference
of localities,
occupations
and social conditions.
For lack of knowledge
of
these, statistics are of comparatively
little value,
Present communities
are the resultants
of an infinite number
of causes, and if they are considered as a whole, no proper
judgment
can be
formed of the changes which take place in them.
Take, for instance, the tables of the mortality
in
cities in the United States in 1880. We perceive,
that in that year the city of Yonkers, N. Y., had
14.3 deaths tb 1,000 inhabitants, and that Sarannah, Ga., had 32.6 in 1,000.
Before we can form
a just judgment in regard to the comparative
salubrity of these two cities, we must know their
location,
atmospheric
conditions,
drainage,
the
social condition of their inhabitants,
their charac-

ter, age, and many other circumstances.
Again,
there are certain departments in France in which
the population
has actually diminished
for many
successive years, but before we can base any judgmerit of value in reference to this fact, we mus_
know certain other facts, among which
are the
loss by war and by emigration,
and how much of
the decrease
is due to intemperance
and other
vices, how much to destitution,
how much to
disease, how much to heredity,
sanitary
eonditions and other
causes.
Then we might
form
some proper estimate of the measure of decrease
resulting
from prudence,
and be able to judge
whether
or not there was a failure of what Malthus called
the " principle
of population
"-Another
objection is made, based on the price of
cereals.
From the stability of the price, the conclusion is drawn that proffress in agriculture
has
kept and will keep pace with the growth of population.
M. Passy, a French
authority
who investigated
this question about thirty years ago, attributed
the steadiness
of the price of grain for
the fifty years from 1797 to 1847 to the improvemerits in agriculture.
On examining
the prices
of wheat (as given in Spofford's
American
Almanac for 1882, p. 102) from 1825 to.1880 inclusive,
i.e., for fifty-six years, we find twenty-six
years
in which the price was higher than in 1880, and
twenty-nine
years in which it was less.
Many
elements,
however,
are always to be considered
in connection with prices, among which are sho_t
crops in our own or in other countries,
wars at
home or abroad, cost of transportation,
and other
causes which affect supply or vary dc_nand, not
the least of which is the value, i. e., the purohasLug power, of money: and as there is no way of
determining,
otherwise
than approximately,
the
amount
of effect from each of these various
causes, it is impossible
to say to what degree the
prices have been affected by them, or whether
wheat, if we consider only the causes which are
constant
in their action, tends to increase or diminish
in price.
This, however,
we do know,
that some classes of the population
have, at all
periods of which
history gives us information,
experienced
at times the repressive
check of a
lack of sufficient nutritive
food; and we might, a
priori, conclude,
that if the world continues to be
populated
increasingly,
the time _nu_t eventually
come, when, with all conceivable
facilities for the
production
and transportation
of food, not enough
of the latter could be produced (for lack of room)
to afford nourishment
to all the inhabitants.
That
time is, however,
in a future so remote that the
queslion of population,
as presented by Malthus,
derives its chief practical value from the motives to
prudence it presents, rather than from the danger it
threatens of increase of population beyond means
of subsistence.
_ Another objection to Malthus'
doctrine has been drawn from the advantages and
productive resources which a population finds in
its own density, or, in other words, from the benefit8 civilization
derives from an increase in the
number of men.
Mr. Everett, of Bomton (author
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of "New
Ideas on Population "), and Henry
Carey, of Philadelphia,
in particular, reproached
Malthus with not having taken sufficient account
,of this density of population.
Mr. Carey stated
that increase of population
is accompanied
by an
increase in the quantity
of products, and an increase in theshare of the iaborers in that incrcased
quantity; and, finally, that the doctrine of Malthus is false and danger(ms, since he makes a._er,
tions which might amuse
bad feeling
in the
masses.
Let us say, in the first place, that the
doctrine of Malthus can not be held responsible
for the bad feeling of the masses misled by false.
assertions;
and that, in any case, the feelings of
the masses can not be re_arded as the criterion of
scientific truth.
We will next say, that, as a gen_eral fact, it may be true that increase of population leads to facility of association,
and the latter
to increase of wealth; but, for Mr. Carey to be
right, the capital needed by the population must
also necessarily always increase in like ratio with
production and facility of association.
Moreover,
the wealth produced must always be sufficient for
the increasing population
; for, as Bastiat
says,
(tta_
Economixlue.s, 2.,d ed., 1851, p. 427),
"if, as wealth increases, the number of men among
whom it is divided increases still more, the abso-

people may sacrifice many enjoyments
before encroaching on their food, or may even come down
from food of the first quality to that which is inferior.
"It is not so," he says, "in China or in
Ireland.
When men have nothing
in the world
but a little rice or potatoes, with what will they
buy other food if this rice and these potatoes
fail?"
A third inference
is, that an intelligent
man may make an unlimited use of the preventive
check.
"IIe is perfeetil)le,"
says Bastiat;
" he
aspirc_ to improvement
; deterioration
is repugnant to him; progress
is his normal condition.
Progr_s implies a more or less enlightened
use of
the preventive check: consc_luently,
the means of
existence will increase more rapidly than population.
If it were true, a._ Malthus
says, that to
each excess of the means of subsistence,
correspends a grater excess of population, the poverty
of our race would he fatally progressive,
civilization would be at the beginning, and barbarism at
the end, of time.
The contrary is true : consequently the law of limitation
has had sufficient
power to restrict the increase of men below that
of products. "-- Our first remark upon this is, that
all that Bastist says before his conclusion,
and
which appears to us perfectly correct, is found
here and there in Malthus' work.
Our second

lute wealth may be greater, and individual wealth
less."
Finally, this wealth must comprise a suffi_ient quantity of the means of subsistence.
Then
ahme would the counsels of Malthus and the wisdora and forethought
of the heads of families be
unnecessary, without,
however, being dangerous;
for there is never danger in preaching
prudence
to the poor, destroying
their illusions, and enlight_ning them in regard to anti-social rights.
Things
have taken place, as Sir. Carey says, in several
parts of the United States, and they may take
place again in various states of this new country,
and in some localities in Europe even; but we can
not admit that this is the general expression
of
_onstant
and universal
facts. -- Bastiat
thought
that Malthus did not take sufficient account of the
progressive principle
of the human race, perfeetib///ty.
In virtue of this principle,
he said, man
sees his wants increase.
When the natural wants
are sat£sfled, others arise which habit renders natural in their turn; and this hath't, which has so
appropriately
been called second nature, performing the functions
of valves in the human system,
interposes
an obstacle
to any retrograde
step.
Consequently
the intelligent
and moral restraint
he exercises over his own propagation,
is affected
and inspired by these efforts, and combines with
his progressive habits.
The first inference which
3I. Bastiat draws from this view of the matter, is,
that in proportion
as people become accustomed
to superior means of subsistence,
or to more means
of living, to use the broader expression
of Sir.
Tr_wy and of J. B. Say, forethought is stimulated,
the moral and preventive
check neutralizes more
and more the brutal and repressive check, and
better living and forethought
engender each other.
-Bastiat's second inference is, that in critical times,

remark is, that it is a gratuitous
as._umption of
Bastiat that Malthus advanced
the idea that to
each excess of means of subsistence
there correspends a greater excess of population.
Malthus
did say that such a correspondence
might easily
arise from the law of human propagation,
but that
it could be avoided by the preventive
check; and
he composed
his work only to point out the dangels of that corr_pondence
and the advantages
of
men using their limitative
faculties, which are the
more efficacious the more an appeal is made to reason. _ One word in reference to the two conclusions. Bastiat claims that, in the past, the increase
of mankind
has been restrained by forethought.
This opinion, which lie elsewhere more than once
himself contradicts, would be more consoling than
that of Malthus,
who attributes
the greater influence to the action of repressive
and preventive
checks of a bad kind.
But an assertion is not a
demonstration;
and the demonstration,
by means
of history, geography
and statistics,
is found in
the work of Malthus.
Bastiat also claims that
the means of subsistence increase faster than population; but as he supposes this to be by the action
of foresight, lie juggles, so to speak, with the dif
ficulty, solving the question
by the question.
If
he had said or had meant that the means of subsistence might, by the aid of foresight,
or, as he
calls it, of the preventive
limitation,
increase more
rapidly
than population,
he would have simply
formulated
the desideratum
of the problem of
population,
the very end that Malthus,
and all
those who treated the question after him, had in
view. --IV.
_..EANS
OR PtEMr_DIES
PROPOSED TO
COUNTERBALANCE THE PRII_'CIPLE OF POPULhTION. -- Moral _'estraint a_ul forethought.
The
various checks to the increase of population are
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so many means of counterbalancing
this principle;
but all, with the exception of forethought, are outside of our present discussion.
We will, however,
mention the gross_st charge brought against Malthus.
Some have asserted, and others repeated,
that Malthus counseled
prostitution
and debauchcry as a remedy for the evils that might result
from a disproportion
between
the quantity of
subsistence
and the number of people; or again,
that not only did he not deplore, but that he even
desired, the action of thee repressive checks.
To
serious men the mere mention of such nonsense is
its sufficient answer. There are, however, frequent
traces of these absurdities
in the ideas current
concerning Malthus and his doctrines.--The
check
to the principle
of population
which Malthus
recommends,
in order to avoid the greet number
of deeths resulting from the action of repressive
checks, is pr_e_ce
i_ man'rings,
which he calls
"moral restraint."
The substance of his doctrine
is in the advice of that father who instructs his
children
to take the greatest care to proportion
the number of their children to their means for
supporting
them.
"Do
not marry,"
he says,
"and
have children, except when you can support them.
Remember that your family have no
other support than you, and that those cau_es
which have rendered dormant your judgment and
your forethought
will be powerless to extricate
you from the misery into which you will fall, by
which you will be continually
exposed to become
the prey of evils and vices which drive generations of men to the grave."--Malthus
discussed
in detail the various improvements
which might
ameliorate the condition of the needy classes, and,
after having
considered
their bearing, repeated
and reinforced his advice with much power in an
appendix,
which forms the fifth part of his work.
In this appendix, after having again confuted the
principal objections made to his ideas, he summed
up his doctrines. -- Certain publicists,
Sismondi
among others, admitting
the tendency of population to outrun the limits of subsistence, proclaimed
the fatality of this condition of things, and the
inutility of the remedy.
Malthus did not fall into
such an error.
He thought it possible to prevent
births; for man is intelligent and free; he can anticipate
the evil, and avoid the danger when he
knows it. It is because of not having read Malthus thoroughly,
or of having forgotten what he
wrote, that people have brought such charges
against him: for he took much pains to show the
efficacy of the remedy as well as the reality of
the danger: he, in fact, spared no effort to show
how pauperism
could be prevented.The principle of moral restraint, or, the preventive check,
which finds expre_ion in abstinence and late marriages, has been accused of being aristocratic, contrary to the teachings of the gospel, and inefficacious.
Is it to be considered aristocratic,
because
it recognizes that people of wealth or competence
can rear larger families?
The reproach is illfounded.
The happiness of parents depends not
so much on the number as on the health and well-

being of their children;
and from this point of
view it is better not to have children than to see
them deprived of the necessities of life.
In the
second place, to recommend to poor people not to
take upon themselves the cares of married life too
early, is to exhort them to an abstention which
will enable them to have a family under better
conditions,
and one not too numerous,
and will
also help them not to create too greet a competition, and, consequently,
to be more independent.
Considered in this light, the advice of Malthus is
essentially democratic.
As to the religious aspect
of the question,
we would
say that Crescite. e_
mv_tiplicamini
is not an exhortation to incessant
procreation:
it is rather a benediction.
We consider its true si_mific_ance to be: "Increase
and
prosper."
But, in order to prosper, we must use
freedom, reason and forethought,
those qualities
in which man is superior to a quadruped or to an
oviparous animal.
This is not alone the idea of
Malthus, although he was himself a minister of
the gospel; it is also that of St. Patti, who, in advising the Corinthians of the imprudence of marrying in those troublous times, says: "Such shall
have tribulation
in the flesh: and I would spare
you."--The
charge of inefficacy
seems better
founded;
because,
in the first place, conjugal
unions, though late, may be very prolific, and the
more so because of being late, since the parties
may be in a better condition for having a wellconstituted
progeny;
secondly, because it would
seem that celibacy for an entire life should be
only exceptional;
and thirdly, because there seem
to be people to whom chastity or entire abstention
seems impossible.
So we are led to say that forethought not only means late marriages, and celibacy for those who can live thus, but also prudence m marriage.
Malthus did not in very explicit terms include
this prudence
in what he
called moral restraint, but it is evident that he implied it. -- By late nmrriages we must then understand those in which the contracting
parties wait
for the capital or the employment
needed, in order
to provide for the wants of a family, rather than
marriages from which young people are excluded;
for experience
shows that men who marry early
lead more regular lives, and this prevents illegitimate births.
These marriages, however, must be
prudently
conducted,
in order to avoid misery.
If the begetting of children is a chief object in
nmrriage, a no less evident object is the care for
these same children, that from the momentof
conception to the time when they can _lppert themselves, they should have the necessary means of
existence,
in material and hygienic respects,
as
well as in intellectual
and moral ones.
Consequently, parents are wanting in the foremost and
most indispensable
of their duties, if they have
more children than they can support, properly
educate, and have taught some occupation which
will at least provide them with the necessaries of
life.
It is certainly incumbent
on parents to exercise the will in this matter more than in any
other, and to act as intelligent, moral and respon*
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sible beings. --Will
a man be immoral, if, wishing to have only a limited number of children,
proportionate
to his means and the future his
affection
dreams of for them, he nevertheless
does not, with this object in view, devote himself to the most rigorous and unconditional
abstinence?
It is useless
to discuss this question,
and we shall merely appeal to every enlightened
conscience
to say whether it is more moral, more
in conformity
with the sense of human
right,
to bring children
into the world in the midst of
privations,
than to prevent
their existence. -Some have claimed (Proudhon among others), that
in the latter case, lack of affection is added to lack
of bread.
We are unable to see that this is the
case, when the number of children of poor people
is restricted
because of prudence
and foresight,
The contrary
seems to us evidcntly
true.
Nor
arc weable to comprehend
how prudence willlead,
as some assert, to the suppression
of marriage and
the debauchery
of youth.
Is it not a legitimate
effect of prudence
to render the marriage
state
more prosperous
and attractive?
and does not experience prove that a lack of foresight
L_one of
the causes
of concubinage
and demoralization,
either through violation of the marriage covenant,
or in consequence
of the culpable
heedlessness
which leads people to render themselves liable to
have a family without undertaking
to support one ?
-- There is also another
point of view which
should not be disregarded.
It is that marriage,
apart from the consideration
of a family, may be
regardc_i as a most natural partnership for mutual
aid.
From thispointofview,
marriageis
far from
being a superfluous institution.
We will not speak
of abuse of pleasures
of sense, save to say that
improvident
unions are not cxactly those which
arc most exempt from it. Finally, far from weakcuing the social bond, ideas of forethought,
prudeuce and responsibility
seem to us to tend to
_trengthen
the family principle, and likewise that
of property.
Young people are more encouraged
to marry by the example of prosperous
and wellconducted
households,
than by those suffering the
pangs of wretchedness.
-- But this conjugal foreth(_ught is amenable to morals
and to hygiene,
both of which are, from their respective points of
view, in accord in prescribing
to the head of a
family respect for his life companion,
Maxima
_lebetur _po_
revereutia
is a precept which perhaps i_ not given its due prominence
in the eetnfidential education
which a father owes his sou

spondency,
quickly followed
by a weakening
of
the mainsprings
of morality.Having reached
this point in our discussion,
it seems unnecessary
to reply to the two following
sophisrtLs. We arc
told that we ought not to deprive tile poor of the
only pleasure which natm'e has given them, and
that if the poor have more children, it is because
Providence
wills it so, to counterbalance
tlle debauchery of the rich.
Strange
means for Provideuce to take, to punish
some for the fault of
others, whi(.h fault, beside.s, is much exaggerated!
Must we repeat that the children of the n_dy die
sooner and more frequently,
and that when they
arrive, they fill no deficiency ?-- We will now
conclude
this important
part of our subject by
reprinting that to labor and good conduct
every
nmn should add foresight in all its forms, includingthatprudencewhichwillrenderhimextremely
careful to avoid having a family more numcrous
than comports with the resources his industry furnishes.
This is the principal
means upon which
men may reasonably
rely, because it is at their
disposal: itisalsothe
onlyreally
eflicaciousmeaus,
as we shall see on making a rapid review (_f the
other means proposed as rcmedies to the force of
the principle of population.
-- V. OTHER ME_S
PROPOSED TO COUNTERBALANCE TIII_ PRINCIPLE
oF POPULATION.- P/as_ of JDr. Loud.on.
8tranoe
mea_ proposed by Four, r, Pierre Leroux, Mawus,
(t-reek philosvp]wrs, etc.
Dr. Loudon, a doctor of
medicine and an inspector of factory children in
England,
deriving the suggestion
from natural
history and physiology,
thought he had found a
solution of the problem of population
and subsistence in the plan of having infants suckled for
three )'cars, and the contrariety
of function betwcen the brea.sts and the uterus.
(" Solution of
the Problem
of Population
and Subsistence."
2
vols., 1842.)
He calculated that with the nursing
period thus prolonged,
a woman could not give
birth to more than three or four children.
Were
we to admit Dr. Loudon's
premises
(which, by
the way, are much disputed),
it is easy to see that
families might still become large, and exceed the
limits of their resources.
A woman might still
give birth to eight or more children.
Consequcntly, there would always be reason for cornmending
foresight to heads of families, even with
triennial nursing, admitting
the latter to be practicablc for the industrial
and agricultural
classes. _
We now ask pardon of our readers for introduc-

when he has attained
years of discretion
and aspircs tO have a family of his own.
This respect
can not be. too thoroughly
instilled into the minds
of all classes of society, especially
of those addieted to intemperate
indulgence
in the pleasures
of the table and to intoxicating
drinks.
Excesses
of all kinds, and particularly
in the matter
of
drink, have a great part in the miseries of this

* According to Dr. P. l:I. Chevasse, a child should not be
nur_l
than"Itnine
month_; and
he quotes
Farr as more
follows:
is generally
rvcogltized
thatDr.
theArcher
h(,althJest children are those weaned at nine months complete.
Prolonged nursing hurts both child and mother: in the
child, c_ubing a t_,ndeney to brain disease, probal_lythrough
disordered
digestion
and nutrition;
in the mother,
strong tendency
to deafness
and blindness."
Dr. causmga
Chevasse
adds: "If he be suckled after he be twelve months old, he
is generally pale, flabby, unhealthy and rickety, and the
mother is usually nervous, emaciated and hysterical. * *
A child nursed beyond twelve months is very apt, if he
should live, to be knock*kneed, and bow-legged, and weakankled, to be narrow.chested 'and chickeu-breasted."_
rranaa_.

world; they make men lose the feeling of serfre_pect, and the sense of their duty to their falnflies; they stifle the voice of reason; they neutraliZe all domestic
forethought;
they bring on de-
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|rig the following
theories : Fourier calculated
and Socialism.")--But.
to continue the account of
that with work carried on according to his system
singular methods.
A German writer, Weinhold,
of association,
land would yield a "four-fold
a town councillor in Saxony, proposed, some fifty
product,"
i. -e., there would be four times the
years ago, to prevent a surplus population
by the
present produce, if men combined in phalausteries
same means employed
by the Roman
Catholic
and worked in the ways he describes; but, after
churches in Europe to obtain a certain quality of
having uttered these words of hope, he calls atvoices for their choirs, and by the Turks tosecure
tention to the fact that population
would soon
faithful guardians for their wives.
(De rexc& de
again reach the limi! of sul_sistence, in its future
population
dan.s l'Eu_pe
centrals, Halle, 1827.)
social condition.
In this his views correspond
Another writer, an Englishman of great celebrity,
with those of Malthus;
but he holch_.in contempt
(so says Rossi) whose name we do not venture t(_
this corypheus of "economism,"
who could find
give, since he was unwilling
it should be made
nothing but forethought
as a remedy forexcess of public, but who wrote under the n_,n de plume of
population,
which excess Fourier would remedy
Marcus, proposed to prevent a surplus population
by means far more efficacious.
His methods are:
by asphyxiating
newly-born
infants with carbonic
1, the complete exercise of all the passions, and
acid.
Was this work that of a mind diseased? or
attractive labor, to divert the sexes from the act of
could its object have been to caricature Malthus?
procreation;
2.9a_trosophg,
or the science of feedNeither would seem to be the case, for its tone
ing wisely and acquiring a stoutness little adapted
and style are _rions.
But, however this may be,
to that act; 3, the vigor of the women, which, in the traducers of Malthus took it up, and, because
his opinion, was in inverse ratio to their fecunof the resemblance
between the two names, east
dity; 4, the customs of the society he dreams of,
renewed reproach on the doctrines
of the author
which he calls phanerogamic,
which are to produce
of the "Essay on the Principle of Population,"
effects analogous to those of the polygamy
practo whom the ignorant attributed the travesty by
ticed in oriental countries, and the polyandry and
Marcus. -- Nor are these all.
Proudhon
has re.
polygyny
found among civilized
peoples.
We
vealed to us the process of a certain Dr. G ....
will make no other comment here, than to say that
who proposes "the extraction of the foetus and
the teaching of forethought
was treated by Fourier
the extirpation of germs that had found lodgment
and his disciples as immoral! and that, on the
contrary to the intention of the parent_," and one
other hand, Leroux ([_ttres sur le Fourieri_me, par
or two other means which we will not mention.
M. Pierre Leroux, in the Revue Socia/e), and Proud(Contradiction_
Economiques,
vol. it., 1846, p. 453.)
hon (Avertissementaux
propri_ta.ire_, by _i. Proud_ Is not the mere mention of such ideas their
hon, pamphlet,
1841), rendered severe justice to
sufficient rcfutalion,
and enough to clear from
the monstrosities
of Fourier.
But Pierre Lcroux
responsibility
for them the worthy, humane and
did not confine himself
to criticism:
he, too had a reasonable man who wrote on the "Principle
of
theory on population,
tie called it the circulue,
Population "? It is of little use to-day to compare
and meant by this word the principle in virtue of the eccentricities
of our times with the ideas of
width
every man produces
sufficient
fertilizing
the Greek philosophers
on this subject;
but we
material
for his subsistence!
But Leroux
tloes
will cite a few of the latter taken from Montesnot stal_ how agTiculture must go to work to feed
quieu.
(F_p_'t des I.,)ia, book xxiii., chap. 17.)
the hmnan race from this source.
He also makes
" The policy of the Greeks had particularly
in
the customary
attack on Malthus and the Econoview the regulation
of the number
of citizens.
mists.
(Malthus et les Ecouomi_tes, 1 vol., 16mo.) ' Plato wished procreation tobe checked or encourAs to Proudhon,
after having both attacked Malaged, when necessary,
by honors, shame, and the
thus and confuted
the arguments
of the latter's
admonitions
of the elders.
He even wished
opponents,
he ended by arriving
at nearly the
(' Laws,' book v.) the number
of marriages
might
same conclusions
a.s did Malthus; so that the most
be regulated in such.a way as to maintain the popardent Malthusian
would cheerfully
indorse many
ulation, without having the republic overstocked.
eloquent pages of hL_ book.
(Contradictions
Econ' If the law of the country,'
says Aristotle (' Polom/ques, 1846, 2d vol., p. 453.) But this only apitics,' book vii., chap. 16), ' prohibits the exposure
plies to the matter in some studies published
by
of infants, it will be necessary to limit the number
this writer in 1846.
Later, in 1848, when theright
of children
which each man may beget.'
When
of labor to employment
was discussed in the napeople have more children
than the law allows,
tional a_sembly, Proudhon
wrote a very caustic
he recommends
abortion before the f_tus has life.
pamphlet
(Representant
du Pcuple, Aug. 10, 1848;
The infamous means employed by the Cretans are
republished
by Gamier Fr_res), aimed at the oppomentioned
by Aristotle;
but modesty
would
be
nents of this rigilt, wtmm he called Malthusiaus.
shocked were I to describe them."--VI.
O'rm_
This writing,
full of censurable
misstatements
METHODS PROPOSI_D TO (_OUNTERBALANCB
"l'][it_5
and arguments
made for the occasion, was merely
Force
OF THE PR_C_L_
OF POPULATiON.the work of a political writer, and is not worth
Proh_'Kon of m_e
and imm_a_i_.
P_tieal
discussion as of scientific value.
(See Journal des _hanges in the forra of _t.
Rcmadeling
Jgeo_awauM_s, of March, 1849, article by Du Puyso_t_,
and a better dafiCr_ut/._
of _ products.
node on "]ff_lthus
'and Socialism,"
also a disK_n/Fr_.
_¢y.
_omom_
_fcrm#
_
agcourse hy Michel Chevalier on " Political Economy
rivultural
wad__.
Wear e glad
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to arrive at the discus_on
of more serious methods.
These are very many.
It has been proposed
to restrict the liberty to marry, and to prohibit
immigration
into countries
where an excess of
population
is manifest.
It has also been maintainedthatifa
population suffered from its density,
this was due either to a had form of government,
a bad organization
of society, or in particular to
a ,_icious distribution
of the social revenues; and
people have consequently
come to believe that
some other form of government,
some especial
metb0d of reorganizing
society, or some soeiatistic system, would have power to correct these
evils.
The adequacy of emigration and colonh-.alion has been maintained:
the extension
of charitable measures has been advocated as a sufficient
solution of the problem: and finally, it Imps been
contended
that it would be enough to create economic and financial reforms, or to cause an increase of production in all tim activities of society;
and that, in consequence
of such a course, there
wouhl be no reason for concern about the power
of the principle of population
and its results,
The discussion
of most of these questions would
furnish material for volumes; but the elucidation
of our subject does not require us to enter into
them at len_h
here. --It is said that r_triction
of the liberty to marryhas at times been demanded
and introduced in the legislation of certain German
states.
Without examining here the principles of
justice and equality which oppose this restriction,
we will simply say that measures of this kind
would be wholly ineffectual,
either bec_mse of
promotingillegitinmte
births or of interposing
but
a slight obstacle to legitimate ones.
It is as wrong
to prohibit people from marrying
as to offer rewards for large families.
There should be entire
fr_'domin
forming this alliance, and the contracting parties should be wholly
responsible
for its
results;
and customs,
we think, will be found
more efficacious than laws in this matter. -- On
the subject of immigration,
Destutt
de Tracy,
( 7)'mt,_ d'F.,conomie Poh'tique, 1825, p. 244) has .given
utterance to the following opinion:
"Immigration
is always u_less
and even harmful,
unl_s
it be
that of a few men who introduce new ideas: but, in
thin case, their knowledge,
and not their persons,
is what is of value; and such men are never very
numerous.
Immigration
may be prohibited without injustice,*
though this is a subject to which
governments
have never given due consideration,
Nor have they often given many reasons for desir* Roscher, in his chapter on "Temporary Emigration,"
think*, such emigration would be a great national mislof
tune to the country from which the immigrant_ obtain their
w,_gcs,inasmuch as it_ working clas_ may thus be forced to
a lowerstandard of living; and he qzleries whether the iranngratmn of Chinese into Australia and the United States
ma) not have a like result. In Australia a fine of £10 per
capita was Imposed to prevent such Immigration. Recently
(1_2) the United States has passed restrictive laws in this
r('g_rd. Even J. S. Mill, at the tlme when the national life
of the E'nglishpeopie seemed threatened bythe immigration
o! lrish laborers, would have had no hesitation in prohibitlag this immigration, so as to keep the economic Contagion
trom spreading to Bngllah w:d_a.--_,

ing immigration."
Destutt de Tracy is right in
some respects; but he has perhaps taken too little
account of the moral, economic and providential
advantages of immigration.
It is well and useful
for the various nations of the globe to come in
contact with one another, to mingle together and
to know something of one another's interests; it
is advantageons
for races to cross; and all the tesults of such intermingling
can only be attained
by emigration.
Still, it is e_'ident that certain
immigrations
have the effect to lower wages and
deprive those people among whom the emigrants
settle, of a part of the advantages
their foresight
gave them; but, in any c_se, tbe advantage always
remains on the side of the prudent
man.
We
here see. the _lidarity
of nations, and that all hations have a common interest in helping one another to become moral by the example of good
habits.
We think with Malthus that there should
be freedom of immig_'_tion;
but we will say that
restriction would be more easily justified in this
case than in that of products.
When the Parisian
populace demanded,
in 1848, the departure of the
foreign operatives, they were barbarous, but logical; and we remember
tlmt tlm protectionist
school at that time had some difficulty in explaining, tbrough its press, how tho_
who opposed
competition
in labor were lc_ right than those
wbo opposed competition
in provisions and other
products.
However, prohibitiml
of immigTation
would not be sufficient to counteract
the force of
the principle of populafion.--Godwin,
and many
publicists before al]d after him, maintained
that
the fate of populalions
depended
cbiefly on the
nature and form of the government,
and on the
good will and ability of thosc in power.
This is a
__,Teatand deplorable
error, has given riCe to many
revolutions,
and has been a partial cause of most
of the political changes in France since 1789, to
the great detriment
of society.
All political parties who wish to come into power, take advantage
of this error; and when they have attained
their
end, it is useless for them to advocate the opposite
doctrine:
their opponents
take up the same arguments, and the people listen to them. --" The
greatest danger, perhaps, of modern times," said
the president of the French republic in 1849, at'ldressing
the exhibitors
of industrial
products,
"arises from the false idea which has taken hold
of people's
minds, that a government
can do
everything,
or that it ks in the _sence
of any
system to answer every requirement,
to remedy
every evil."
This belief, entertained
without due
con_sideration, was combated
by Malthus, and his
ideas as a whole are in accord with the sentiments
of almost all economists since quesnay.
Malthus
doubtless spoke in hyperbole when he said that
the evils arising
from a bad governmenl,
compared with those produced
by the passions
of
men, were but, as feathers floating on the water;
but there is no such exaggeration
in the spirit of
his book.
We can but acknowledge
that
governments
may do much injury to a people,
may ruin, and, what is worse, demoralize thp_n_;
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still, experience shows that the action of the best
government
should
be limited to guaranteeing
security and justice, and superintending
certain
public services which can not, as advantageously,
be left to private indnstry;
and if, in the exercise
of this supreme and natural function, good govcrnments may be of great utility to civilization,
they are, nevertheless,
wholly powerless to bring
about the happiness
of the citizens, who are the
only agent_ of their own fortunes, their own cornpetence,
and their own social position.This
fundamental
error, shown to be such by all economic studies, has engendered
all scK'.ialistic doctrines properly so called, and all those which,
widmut
having
this term applied to them, are
connected
more or less logically
with the same
principle, which is the principle of communism:
such as the absorption of private activity and responsibility
into governmental
action; the transformation of citizens into employ(s,
and of private
industries into society workshops;
a system which
leads to the conception of the existence of organized society where there is no distinction of _neum
et tuum, that is, to a radical transformation
of the
human race. -- Admitting
the hypothesis that any
one of these systems is practicable, and has been
put in practice, and that it secured the happine_
of the people living under it, such a system (as
Fourier himself
would be the first to acknowledge), far from checking
the power of the principle of population, would surely be its promoter,
acting in this like the combined
physical and
moral conditions which exist in North America.
Consequently,
although
the errors of these systerns may be easily proven, those who are liable
to become the victims of such illusions should be
especially warned to follow the counsels of wisdora and foresight.--in
view of the facts we must
admit that emigration
is not likely to relieve a
country of any considerable
portion of its populalion; that, whatever the amount of the emigration
may be, it is more than counterbalanced
by the
natural increase in numbers.
Molinari estimated
that the tide of human beings from Europe to tim
new world in 1850 might be half a million.
This
was due to the following causes: the already confirmed tendency
of the people of Germany and
England
to leave their country;
the monetary
pressure of 1846-7; improved
means of traveling;
and the discovery of gold mines in California and
Australia.
But who does not see, that, admitting
the permanence of this current, the emigration
is
but a small fraction in c(_mparison
with the increase by births in Europe?
Let us consider,
in
the second pl'tce, that emigration
is an exportstion of capital and labor; that the exportation
of
capital is a cause of misery to the country abancloned; tlmt those who leave their native land are
the more enterprising
and industrious,
and their
departure
is for this reason another cause of degeneration
and poverty
to their country.
Finally, let us consider that the emigration of needy
classes often
turns to their disadvantage;
and
consequently,
instead
of saying
to them, " In.

crease without consideration
of the results,"
it
is more hnmaue,
more charitable,
more Christian, to say: "It is better not to increase your
families than to bring them up in privation, and
take them to distant lands to perish."
One school
(a numerous one) thinks the solution of the problem of population
lies in the development
of
public and private charity.
In reply to this, the
economic school, especially
Malthus,
and those
writers who have been occupied with philanthropic questions, call attention to the serious difliculties resulting
both to society and to the needy
classes, from ill-directed charity.
" If care is not
taken, the person aided or relieved becomes accustomed to seek alms, his feeling
of dignity is
blunted, the spring of his morality is weakened,
and he slips rapidly down to vice, which, in its
turn, augments his poverty.
He then becomes
selfish, thoughtless of the futureof his children, as
well as of that of his unfortunate
companion,
and
even of his own, intemperate,
incapable
of the
least restraint; and at last even sometimes insensible
to the loss of his little ones, from the care of whom
death delivers him, and for whom he well knows
the loss of a lot like his own is not to be deplored."
Montesquieu
(Espr/t
des Lo_, book xxiii., chap.
11) had already said: "People
who have absolutely nothing, like beggars, have many children,
who are born supplied with the implements
needed
for that art. "-- These effects are notably produced
by official and public charity, which, to those
assisted, easily takes the matter-of-course
character of public dues.
These people, being at least
as ignorant
as other men, do not see that what
they receive often comes from the pockets of peopie as miserable as they, and that it is diminished
by all the charges paid to tax collectors and administrators,
through whose
hands the money
passes.
Hence we see that public charity demands
intelligent
superintendence
by the public authorities, and that the unfortunate
should not be able
to count upon it, save in exceptional
cases, and
then temporarily;
that the greater number of them
can not experience
its good effects, and that it
would be the greatest of wrongs for them to count
upon it to bring up their families and improve
their condition.
The greatest aid a state, county
or town cou]dgive,
would not beworth
one hour's
labor daily, oronedegreemoreofactivity,
morality
and foresight in the family. _ If public charity is
inadequate,
private charity is still more so. Few
men seem naturally inclined to share with their
fellow-men,
and thesublime
precepts of the gospel
seem to be neither practicable
nor practiced
save
by a small number of elect souls, or by a greater
number of persons in quite exceptional
cases where
human sympathy
is excited to an unw°nted
degree"
Berenger spoke reasonably,
when, presiding over
a benevolent
society, lie said tlmt charity is a sentiment which must be continually aroused by new
demonstrations,
by the attraction
of pleasures, by
the allurements
offered to vanity, so to speak; and
finally, that it procures but ephemeral
resources;
that if it were otherwise, as me,a are constituted,
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some would take advantage of the self.sacrifice
of others, and would be the more improvident,
indolent and intempera_,
because
they could
count on the aid of their more sober and industrious brethren
This is the difficulty with which
all communistic
associations
have to contend,
Nothing is simpler in theory than to say: "Let
us live like brethren";
nothing is more difficult
in practice.
This, then, is another illusion which
it is both useful and charitable
to dispel in the
needy classes, who must be repeatedly
taught
that they can only find the means of improving
their condition in themselves,
and that theyshould
endeavor
to be charitable
in their turn, and not
live at the expense of their fellow-citizens.
This
subject admits of lengthy discussion.
We shall
not treat of it here, but will simply refer the readcr to the article CHARITY, with the conclusions
of which we _re in accord.--It
was with similar
ideas that Malthus approached
this great question
of charity ; he was led to make a profound study
of charitable
institutions
in general,
and norably of the poor tax in England.
This tax his critits caused to be very considerably
modified
for
the better, in 1834.
In the course of his treatment
of this extensive
subject, Malthus found
in his
way the doctrine of the right of the poor to aid;
which was maintained
by several publicists of the
last century, was included in the French constitution of 1791 and of 1793, proclaimed
again by
the socialistic
schools, under the names of right
to employment,
right to assistance, right to live,
and right to a minimum
of wages, and again erabodied in the French constitution
of 1848, and
i_ invoked from time to time by all who desire to
flatter the passions and prejudices of the populace,
We will not dwell longer on this question,
but
will rec,'dl the fact that it was in connection
with
this subject that Malthus used the phrase which
served a_ a text fl_r most of the declamations
against him.
This phrase was suppressed
in his
second edition, but it was taken up by Godwin,
and used thousands of times by the opponents
of
Malthus, who represented
it as the foundation
of
i_is system.
"The socialists,"
says Bastiat (ttarmonie$ 2_¢onomiqua_, 2d ed., 1'854, p. 424), "repeat it to _tiety;
Pierre Leroux repeats it in a
little 18me volume at least forty times; it affords
a theme for declamation
to all second-class
reformers."
Here it is: '"A man born into a world
alr_,ady full, if his family can no longer support
him, or if society can not utilize his labor, has not
the least right to demand
any portion whatever
_d' food, and is really superfluous
on the earth.
There is no place for him at the great banquet of
nature.
Nature orders him to withdraw,
and she
delays not to put thisorder
into execution."
The
fir._t phrase simply denies the right to employment
and to existence.
This is not the one which has
been most criticised.
The second is a rhetorical
figure, quite affected and useless, since the idea
expre_ed
by it is found again in the third; and
lhi_ last, it must be said, was neither accurate nor
in conformity with the ideas of so excellent a man

as Malthus.
Malthus did not mean to tell one
who has not a family able to support him, or
whose labor can not be utilized by society, to
depart, but to convey to him, in the most positive
and most peremptory,
in the most frank and true
manner, that he has naught to expect save from
the kindness
of his fellow-men, from whom he
has no rights to demand, and nothing to exact,
under penalty of dissolving
sociely.
He meant
to say to heads of families and all who help incre_:_ the human race. that the limits of charity
are very restricted,
and that miseries and sufferings are not slow in shortening
the days of those
whose services
society can not buy, or, which
amounts to the same thing, who can not render it
useful service. -- We do not mean that this truth
is not really distressing,
and that it should not
astound those who have cherished
the illusion
that by means of emigration,
the cultivation
of
waste lands, the common use of potatoes, economical soups, or any other means devised by cornpulsory
philanthropy
or credulous
policy,
we
might be relieved from uneasiness in regard to the
increase of unfortmmtes;
but it should be clearly
recognized that if this condition
of things is alarming, Malthus did not invent it nor counsel it: he
simply showed its existence, and warned heads of
families in regard to it, as well as others who help
increase the human race out of proportion
to their
means of labor.
It is nature, and not Malthus,
that placed human beings on the verge of a preeipice, and yet this unfortunate
scholar is held responsible;
much as if a sentinel should be punished for his cry of alarm, in warning of impending danger!-We desired to quote this passage,
because it has a scientific and historic
interest,
and because it has been said that Malthus shrank
from facing his own work.
Malthus, far from
retracting
his statement,
reproduced
the same
idea in another pa_age in his last edition, in speaking of the liberty which he desires shall be left to
the father of a family, at his risk and peril.
Malthus always manifested
a good disposition
in his
writings ; but he never allowed
himself
to be
turned aside, even by injustice,
from what he believed to be the truth; for his calmness, his selfpossession,
his courtesy
toward opponents
(who
were far from reciprocating
it) were truly remarkable.
I might cite here many respectable
authorities in support of the opinions of Malthus;
but I
will only quote Bastiat, whom some have represented as against him. Bastiat wrote in 1844 (in a
pamphlet on the "Assessment
of the Land Tax in
Landes," p. 25) : "Tile
doctrine
of _Ialthus has
b_._n attacked
of late ; he has been accused of
being gloomy
and discourag_ing.
Doubtless
it
would be a happy thing, if the means of subsistence could diminish and even disappear,
without
mankind being the worse fed, clothed, }edged and
eared for in infancy, old age and sickness.
But
this is not the fact, nor is it possible: it is even
contradictory.
I can not understand
the outcry
of which Malthus has been the object.
Vqhat has
this celebrated economist revealed?
His system
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is, after all, but a methodical commentary
on this
very old and evident truth: When men can no
longer produce a sufficient quantity of such things
as support life, they must diminish in numbers;
and if prudence
and foresight
do not provide
these things, suffering must ensue."
This is, in
other words, the very proposition which brought
so much repr(_tch on Malthus, most of whose
opinions were shared by Bastiat in his Ha_m_nfes,
who, nevertheless,
erroneously reproaches him on
some points. -- We now arrive at the last category
of methods enumerated,
and the one to which, a_
we acknowled_,,
we attribute the greatest efficacy,
Economi_ts
are the first to maintain that the suI_
pression of abuses and monopolies,
the repeal of
bad legislative
or reglementary
mea._ures, that all
economic and financial reforms, may, by producing a cessation of the causes of impoverishmentand m_ry,
revive labor, bring competence
to a
population
subjected
to a bad government,
and
with competence,
morality and instruction,
and
with morality, foresight.
They aim to find the
means of increasing capital, the conditions
under
which land, capital and labor may be more productive, and the laws of distributive
justice for
the apportionment
of the social revenue.
Tiley
are the first to proclaim
that when over-crowded
populations
exist, the best means of eith_ ameliorating their lot or of preventing the increase of
misery, consist in the development
of labor and
the increase
of capital, which raise wages.
We
might dwell at lcnglh on this point; but we limit
ourselves to recalling
the good effects 9f the
reforms in England, which have had so happy an
influence on the condition of the people of that
country, since they have resul_d in obtaining for
them more ft,)d, clothing and other means of subsistence, which they ]mve paid for with more and
better remunerated
labor.
Now, what does this
example pr_)ve? and what are we to conclude from
the remedies favored by economists to improve the
lot of the people, if not that legislators
should
study into abuses and charge the government
with the responsibility
of making them disappear?
But while waiting
for the termination
of these
abuses, so slow in becoming
eradicated,
while
waiting for these improvements,
so tardy in arriving, generations
are successively
passing away,
and tile need of counsels of prudence
and foresight continually exists.-- Doubfless humanity
lms
progressed,
through
all its misfortunes,
by its inherent attribute of perfectibility
; doubtless
the
arts of production in genera/, and of agricultural
production
in particular, have continually
distributed a larger share of comfort in the world;
doubtless men multiply on the face of the earth,
finding in their very numbers resources unknown
in countries sparsely populated:
but all this in no
wise weakens the force of the principle
of popu]ation, the difficulty of procuring means of subsistence, and the need of men depending
first of

If we now attempt to formulate the fundamental
propositions we have set forth in this article, wc
shall say.: 1. Population has an organic tendency
to increase more rapidly than means of subsistence.
2. In fact, every population is necessarily
limited by the extent of the means of subsistence.
8. But this limitation may be morally preventive
and dependent on the will of man, or physically
repressive through the suffering, misery and vice
which an exce_q of population
entails, or which
arise from the disproportion
between the number
of men and the capital which may give them eraployment.
4. The ab.qence of the preventive
limitation of the number of children is prejudicial
to the interests of families and society, and, consequently, to morals. -- To these conclusions we add
the following,
which embrace the principal points
of Mr. Thornton's
book on population
("OverPopulation
and its Remedy," London, 1846, 8vo):
5. A country is over-populated
when part of the
inhabitants,
although able bodied and capable of
labor, are permanently
unable to earn a sufficiency
of the necessaries of life.
6. Over-population
is
generally produced by mi_ry, the _ential
characteristic
of which is improvidence,
which lead.s
to premature (and, we may add, to prolific) martinges.*
7. By parity of reasoning, competence
checks the increase of population by giving those
who enjoy it a desire to retain it, and by corLsequently opposing the inclination to marriage; and,
we may add, by causing prudence in the married.
8. In countries
where population
exceeds,
not
subsistence,
but the resources of labor, or, to speak
more accurately, the capital which remunerates
labor, the inhabitants either live in poverty, or in
complete misery.
In the former case. the population increases with a rapidity which is not counterbalanced
for a greater or less time ; in the latter, its progress is retarded by the mortality which
results from privation
and suffering.
9. The
theory of Malthus is true, if not precisely as he
stated it, yet according to his general tenor.
10.
There are three circumstances
which can restore
competence
to a population
a prey to misery:
emigration
on a large scale; the increase of the
capital which remunerates
labor, or an extended
market for products; and a fall in the price of
such things as are essential to life, in consequence
of trade being unrestricted,
though the rate of
wages may be unchanged.
11. A good law in
regard to public aid, which shall provide that the
poor never receive, either in money or goods, more
than the minimum
of wages earned by a workman; that aid at the workhouse
be the rule, and
* Mr. Thornton'g language |s as fotlows: "Misery, thetnevitable

effect

and

sympt,_m

of over-polmlatiom,

likewise
itsin principaJ
promoter."
are plseed
situations
in which,

seems-_o

be

"._lxcept
when
people
unable
to e_trnate

being

correet2y the amount of employment, they overrste their
means or sablistenee; or, widen_me po/iflc_! arraug,_ent,
suchuaehartmbleprovisionf_rthepoor,
en_mrsgeothern
to _ fan_ilie8around them which they can not themselves
all on themselves,
that is to say, on their own
_zintam, it wW, I think, be found that Wh_er popcfl_on
activity, foresight and industry, for their support
lass received an undue iaflae_ce0 the people hive been _
and that of their families. -- VII. CO_CLUSXO_T. rendered_bypriv_,m.'--_.
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home aid the exception;
and the prevention
of
the more disastrous
effects of competition
of
workmen,
by maintaining
a sufficient rate of
wages,
This last conclusion has more especial
reference to England.To these conclusions
we
add the following:
12. People should not depend on the power of political constitutions,
on
plans for reorganizing society, or on the ephemeral
resources of charity, to counterbalance
the effects
,)f the principle
of increase,
13. Emigration,
improvement
in agriculture,
progress in the indu_trial arts, increase
of capital, reforms and
economic progress may neutralize, tosome extent,
the force of the principle of population;
but their
_ood effects are produced more slowly than the
number _f men increases.
14. Families should
relY',aboveaU, on themselves, on their labor, their
conduct, their foresight,
and especially their prudunce in the marriage relation.
15. The principle of population, far from being an- invincible
obstacle to the amelioration
of the fate of the
massc_ is. on the contrary, the leaven of progress,
when _t ]s supported by the prudence of man.
16. It is for the interest of society that the peopie be made acquainted with the actual facts, with
tht, condition of things such as they may be according to the laws of nature, and such as political e_onomy, coming to the aid of morals, shows
fl_em to be. This knowledge
will lead people to
a_k what is possible,
and will enable them to
obtain, sooner or later, what is just.
It will profeet them ag'sinst the moral epidemics
caused by
those adventurers
in the realm of thought, who
throw out upon the world a confused mixture of
truth and error; it will give form to those ideas of
wisdom and dignity, of order and foresight, without which allconceivableimprovements
wouldbe,
for the poorest classes in particular, and for sectety in general, almost without object and without
significance.
(The statistics in this article have
been brought
down to date by the translator.)
(See CI_-IRITY,
CO/tFPETITION,
EMIGILATION,
PAUPnms._, REr,'% Rioa'r TO _PLO_T,
WAGES,
W01_K.,CE._.)
E J. L, Tr.
JOSEPH Gx,'a_m_.

two.. At the beginning of the Portuguese
menarchy public affairs were administered by the cur_z,
an assembly of the bishops and of the nobility. The
first written constitution
is made to date back to
the statute of the cortes of Lam_go, which, in
1843, established, it is said, the independence
of
Portugal and regulated
the order of succession
to the throne.
Portugal thenceforth,
like Spain,
had cortes, composed of the clergy, the nobility
and deputies from the cities, who defended their
liberties against the kings.
The Spanish domination silenced the cortes.
The house of Braganza
constituted
them consulting bodies.
The governmeat ceased, in 1688, to ask them to vote the taxes.
After the war of independence
maintained against
Napoleon
I. by Spain and Portugal, the insurrectionary juntas demanded the convocation
of the
cortes.
The king of Portugal
had been obliged
to betake himself to Brazil, and the English governed the country which they had delivered.
The
people rose up against English rule, and thecortes
proclaimed, in 1822, a constitution
very like the
one which Spain had adopted in 1812, a constitution which recognized
at once the _vereignty
of
the people aml authorized the exclusive exercise
of the Catholic religion.
The laws were made
by one assembly only, without the concurrence of
the king.
The king, on hearing this, returned t_
Europe.
The cortes reftLsed to admit Brazil to,
national representation.
That vast country separated from Portugal, and the eldest son of the
king, Don Pedro, who had remained there, wag
declared emperor.
Another son of the king, Don
Miguel, attempted
in Portugal
a counter-revolution with the aid of the troops; he had the ministers arrested, and put his father under surveillance.
French intervention
re-established
tile authority
of the king, who repealed the constitution,
and
replaced it by the feudal charter attributed
to
the cortes of Lam_go.
At his death, in 1826, the
emperor of Brazil relinquished
his rights to the
throne of Portugal, had his daughter
Dona )fari_
proclaimed queen of the latter, and gave Portugal
(April 12) about the same charter
as that which
he had framed for Brazil.
But Don Miguel, the
regent, overthrew
the charter, had himself
proPORTUGAL.
A kingdom
situated
in the
claimed legitimate and absolute monarch,
and orsouthwestextremity,
of Europe and of the Iberian
dered arrests and executions,
so that Don Pedro,
p_'ninsula, a sixth part of whose area it occupies,
who had abdicated in Brazil in favor of his son, reIt_ extent is 83,162 square kilometres;
the area of
turned to Portugal,
re-established
his daughter
in
the adjacent
islands, Madeira and the Azores, is power and proclaimed
his charter anew. Septem1.725square
kilometres;,
the population
was, acber, 1833. France, England
and Spain guaran,'_,rding to the census of 1.864, 8,829,618 inhabitants
teed, a year lair, by tile treaty of "the quadruple
on the continent,
and 858,792 in the adjacent
alliance,
the independence
of Portugal,
which
i-land_; in 1871 the total population
was estimated
was not recognized
till 1841, by the three powers
at L367,882 inhabitants.
At the taking of the lm,_t of the north.
We shall not relate the military
census, in 1878, it was found to be 4,160,315 on the
insurrections
which disturbed
the new reign.
The
e_,atinent, 259,800 on the Azores, and 130,584 on
constitution
of 182',2 was re-established
in Septem31adeira and Porto Santo ; a total of 4,550,,699.
ber, 1836, and the charter of Don Pedro in 1842.
The total population
of the kingdom,
leaving
But the insurrections
continued.
The most liberal
the colonies out of consideration,
was, in 1878,
charti_
averted the dangers of the country by
4,745.124.
Its colonies have an area of 1,32'2,099
uniting with the sept.vmbr/st_ (the authors of the
square kilometres and a poprtlagion of 8,806,247,
revolution
of 1886), and by consenting to modify
aceordingtothela_ofltcialrettn.as._I.
C,onC,/tuthe charter.
This union formed the progressist
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party, called the r_frwra_y
party.
The sources
of pubhc law are now the charter, Carts Co_tu.
,c_tal,
of April 29, 1826, and the additional act,
ices a&'cio_al, of July 5, 1852. -- The charter
distinguishes
four powers : the legislative,
the
"'moderating."
the executive,
and the judicial ;
the first is cxercL_d
by the king and the cortes,
-which has, like him, the right to propose laws.
The cortes makes the laws, and suspends the execution
of them.
The king sanctions
the laws
or rejects them.
The cortes is divided into two
chambers.
The chamber of peers is composed of
the infantas, of the blshops, and of citizens nomi.
hated at will by the king; their dignity is hereditary.
There are about 100 members, but their
number
is not limited.
The chamber of dcputies is composed of 149 members,
elected for four
years.
The session lasts three months.
According
to the charter, they are selected by election of
two degrees.
Those eligible for election and the
electors of each degree (in the province and cornmunes) were required to have an* income of 400,
200 and I00 milreis respectively.
The additional
act of 18,52 established
direct election by electors
aged twenty-one years (instead of twenty-five)and
lowered the property qualification
of those eligible for election.
A new electoral law of Nov. 23,
1859, exacted that the income, theretofore
indeterminate,
should be territorial,
but it lowered it
10 per cent., and even I00 per cent., in favor of
the farming population,
which
renders suffrage
almost universal.
It is sufficient to pay about six
francs or ten milreis of personal taxes or of taxes
upon the honararia
in the municipal chambers or
in the benevolent
corporations,
or to be a tenant
of land paying five milreis of a land tax, etc.,
bo be an elector.
The professors
of the higher
branches
of instruction
are electors, and eligible
without
any qualification.
The number of elect,ors was, in 1872, 438,306; the number of those
eligible
to office was 87.228.
The same law of
1859 divided
Portugal
into 165 electoral d_stricts,
each of which appoints a deputy; but this number
was reduced to 107 by a law of 1869.
The colonies
are represented
in the chamber
of deputies
by
seven deputies. -- Under the name of moderating
J_ower, the charter places in the hands of the "king,
the appointment
of the peers, the extraordinary
eonw)cation
or prolongation
of the cortes,
the
dissolution
of the chamber
of deputieS,
the appointment
or dismissal of ministers, the suspension
of ma_strates
in cases provided
for by the constitution,
the exercise of the right of pardon and
of the mitigation of punishments,
and the right of
amnesty.
These prerogatives,
which are found in
all constitutional
monarchies,
are those of k{ngs
.considered
as mediators
between
the different
parts of the nation;
this distinction,
wholly thcoretical, which forms the most original of the elemerits borrowed
by Don Pedro
from the ideal
constitution
of Benjamin Constant,
is found only
in the charters
of Portugal
and Brazil.The
second power of the king is the executive
power;
he exercises
this through his ministers and with

the advice of the council of state, which is rather
a privy council, composed, when full, of thirteen
ordinary
and three extraordinary
members appointed for llfe, and whom the king also consults
when he wishes to make use of the governmental
or moderating
power.
The privy council in 1882
consisted of twelve members.
The king can not
enter into any kind of concordat, agTeement or
treaty without the consent of the cortes; the right
of declaring war and concluding
a peace rests,
therefore, in the last resort, in the legislative as_mbly. -- The judicial power is exercised by independent magistrates and by juries.--Thccharter
_marantees to all citizens individual
liberty, inviolability of domicile and s(_recy of letters, the right
of petition and liberty of the press.
But the exercise of all these liberties may be suspended by'the
government
or the &_semblies, by virtue of the final
article of the charter, of which parties.have
made
the greatest use.
All citizens are equal before
the law, without prejudice, however, to the titles
left to the nobility.
The hierarchy of the nobility
comprises the graade_hip,
the titled noqbility and
the simple nobility of the fui_os.
The peerage
gives a right togrande_Mp.
Titles have been layishly bestowed,
and the revolutionary
nobility is
more numerous than the old nobility.
A very great
part of the Portuguese
soil is inalienable
in the
hands of the nobility, descending
with their titles;
hence the progressist party demand that it shall be
changed into allodial estates. _ II. Administrative
Organization.
The central
administration
is divided between seven ministries
and a financial
committee,
the junta of public credit.
The following are the names of the seven ministries:
1.
Foreign
affairs; 2. Interior (provincial
and communal administration,
police, health, charity, the
press, public instruction
and fine arts); 3. Ecclesiastical
affairs and justice ; 4, Public
works,
commerce
and agricultural
and manufacturing
industry (creat¢_l in 1852 after the triumph
of the
progressists)
; 5. Finance ; 6. War ; 7. Marine,
and the colonies.-The administration
and administrative law are regulated
by a code promulgated
March 18, 1842. The kingdom
is divided, according to this code, into twenty-one
districts, seventeen on the continent
and four on the islands.
They are not quite so large as the French departments.
Thedivisionintoprovinces(Estramadura,
Upper and Lower Beira, Minho, Tras os Montes,
Alcmtejo
and Algarve) has no interest except in
view of economic
questions,
whose study.it
facilitates, this division Ira.ring rather to do with
the configuration
of the country.
The districts are
divided into 292 conc_,lhas, or cantons,
of which
twenty-nine
are on the islands, and 8,960 freguezias, or parishes, of which 172 are on the islands.
Each district is admlniatered
by a governor, each
canton by an administrator,
or mayor, appointed
by the king. _ In the chief town of each district
a general junta,
composed
of thirteen
elected
procuradore_,
meets, _md a district council, o)mposed of the civil governor as president and fotlr
councilors appointed by the king upon timplopo-
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sition of the junta.
In the chief place of each
commune there is a municipal chamber, composed
of from five to twelve t_ee_ares
and a municipal
council of from five to twelve vagae.s. The chainher presents the budget to the junta of the district,
and directs electoral operations;
the council administers and deliberates with the chamber upon
the more important
interests of the commune,
Tim administrator has only a consulting voice.
In
each pari$h there is a local junta, composed of the
church wardens and of the leading men, presided
over by the priest of the parish, which regulates
the employment
of the revenues applied to the
expends of building churches, of worship and of
works of charity; a regedm" executes the orders of
the junta relative to police matters, and represents
the parish before the council
of the commune,
The king can dissolve the chambers of the districts
and of the communes;
the governor, that of the
parishes. _ The duties of police arc fulfilled in
each parish by the regedor and certain police
guards of the middle class of the place; at Lisbon
and Oporto, by a municipal
guard and by special
police corps.
The surveillance
of the practice of
medicine and of the public health is confided to a
board of health. --III.
F/nances.
The administration of the finances is divided
between
the

A distinction is made between pensions of consideration and of'hen-consideration;
the first arc paid
regularly.
4. An unpopular
tax was put upon
corn and flour, which has provoked many outbreaks without accomplishing
the desired result.
--The
collection
of the taxes rests upon very
many inextricable
bases, certain taxes being local,
others general; some are collected directly by the
state, others farmed out; some subject
to the
previous deductions
of various corporations
;a
great number
are burdened
by hypothecation,
often divided among various creditors; almost all
are complicated by aecessoryduties
and additional
hundredths of the monetary unit.
A great humber, temporarily
established, have become permanent.
These complications
multiply the exlx'nses
of the administration
of the taxes and the dirtculties of control. --'The following are the receipts
and expenditures
for the years mentioned,
iD
milreis:
.
YF_]_S.
Receipt.q.
Expenditures.
mill..
---_l_t_.
1860-1861..................
11.1k_2,580
14,096,._0.
lsel-lsa_ ..................
.................
13 301,512
14.3_,70'2
1862-1863
14,830,415
15,7,14.5_
18ea-lsa4..................
15.37L_
1_,9m,354
18ed-18e5
..................
19.5.'y5,747
19,536.745
181k-5-1866
..................
90)732,357
,20.836_5_

ministry and the junta of public credit, a cornmittee charged with the consolidated
debt, and
composed of five members,
one of whom is appointed by the king; the others are elected, one
bv the chamber of peers, one by the chamber of
deputies, and two by the holders of the bonds
representing the debt.The taxes are voted for
one ),ear, and the sums voted for each item of expcnse can not be otherwise
applied
without
a
sp_<,ial law.
The transfers
from one account to
another are voted in the same way, by decree,
wilh the advice of the council of ministers.The government
may open supplementary
and
extraordinary
credits,
with the advice
of the
council of state.
There is always a deficit in the
lirmnces of Portugal.
In 1872--3 it was 8,000,000
milreis;
the budget
of 1878--4 estimated
it at
1,054.000 milreis.
The causes of the deficit are

1866-1867..................
18e7-t868..................
1869-1870
..................
1871-1872..................

of long standing
and numerous.
(See note.)
'rhc,e causes may be set down as follows:
under
the old r(:gime, emigration
to the colonies,
the
African and Asiatic wars, the donations
to the
cler,,v., the hereditary
pensions of the nobility,
the exemptions
from taxes, and tile great landed
('_:des; since the granting
of the charter,
the
i_u(,_ of paper money, the loans, the division of

Licenses
(sa'le
tobacco)
........................
8 per cent.
of of
debts
..............................
Miscellaneous taxes .............................
Reduction in the salaries of employ(is .............

_11(.goo(l_ of the clergy among too large a numb(:r ¢)f patriots, and political
troubles.--Various
mca._ures have been taken to arrest the deficit.
1.
The salaries of all functionaries
were reduced.

Complemental duties .............................
Duties on tonnage, sanatory taxes, etc.............
Duties on consumption at Oporto and Lisbon .....
Dntie_aon tobacco ................................

320.000
188.664
1,460.._O
'287.000

The civil list did not escape this reduction,
and
th(: crown surrenders
every year to the state
nearly a third of its revenues.
'2. The liquidsti¢,n of the foreign debt was suspended.
8. /kssnr_.d pensions are only given to magistrates
and
profes._ors; the other functionaries
receive pensions only when the treasu_
has funds on hand.

railway
Duties on fish
and transit
cereals..........................
.........................
Duties on wine and meat .......................
po_toatee.........................................
Telegraphsof.......................................
Itai]roads
the south and southeast ..............
National printing officeand official journal........

58.500
162,000
l,;_/J6.000
"
5n,ooo
62.1_0
4'27.600
116,0D0

15.989.378
16,_,419
15.616,096
18,464,394

21,018:049
22,6_5.97_
21,115,460.
20,870,_9,

The following are the list and figures of the various direct taxes for 1873-4.
The whole of the
receipts was estimated at '23,164,104 milreis:
mlreis.
Land taxes .......................................
3,04.5.305
Sumptuary
taxes
.................................
117,040
Taxes
on rent
....................................
304,920
Industrial
taxes..................................
1,235,220
Bank taxes .......................................
147.000
TaStes on the interest on capitals ..................
235,950
Taxes
on pardon_,
ere.............................
1M._tO
University
registration
............................
190,710
Taxes on mines ...................................
31,500
Various taxes .....................................
',_6,244
Stamps, ete .......................................
1,987.0cO

The following
is a table of the
for 1873-4 :
Duties on tmporta .................................
Duties
.................................
Duties on
on exports
re-exportations
.........................

Tot_ .........................................

indirect

41,500
88,000
264,3/)4
40,400
taxes
miret_.
5,182.70(?
165.600
34.,?_50

_o,sa_,st4
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:Domestic consolidated debt .......................
Foreign consolidated
debt ........................

ordinary expendltm_--

6,222,_
]
$,847,889 I have

Ministryof finances..............................
:Ministry of the interior..........................
Ministry of justice and ecclesiasticalaffairs.......
]_Ini_tryof
Ministry
of war...................................
marine and the colonies ..............
_[inistryof foreigna_airs........................

a.ecs,or8]
1,852,251I
5_-2,728 ]
8,406,_'2I
1,1184,8_0 '
_47,WI

'Ehe Institutions of cnsrity
their own property, contributions of the communes, subsidies of the state and
the proceeds of the public lottery. ]But this
charity does not appear to exercise a preventive
influence on the mortality of foundlings, however
well eared for they may be in tile asylums open

1,252,186

to

:Ministry of public works .........

mlrelj. [ board of charity.

- ...............

............................

of the clergy

(1864-5) ......
Bull of the crusade(1867-8)..........
General councils of districts (1866--_

Neither

does

it

prevent

the

misery,

21,581,61!

(See note.) In the expenditures of the ministry
ef finance are comprised the civil list anti the
appanages, 612,000 milreis; the cortes, 92,000:
the debts to be borne by the treasury, 929,110;
pensions, 447,468; customs duties, 633,921; mint
and staml_% 80,782; general administration,
q57,531. --The expenses of the ministry, of public works comprise: administration, 579.174 railreis; roads, 170,000; railways, 22,885; telegTaphs
and lighthouses, 148,200; postoffice, 314,530; forests, 48,282. (_ee note.) The object of the extraordinary expenditures is also public works
(roads, railways, ports).- The following are the
budgets of the different special funds, of local
and otheradministrations:

Dotations

them.

r_ources

prevalent in the countriesof the south of Euro_)e,
1,._5,380 which differs in many respects from the lmuperism of industrial countries. The only escape,
_2,906,991
and that only a contingent one, from this misery,

Total .......................................
Eat'traordinary expenditures .......................
Totale_tpenditurcs

for

is emigration, which drives thousands of Portuguese every year to Brazil.--¥I.
thtbliv Instructw_. The decree of Sept. 20, 1844, establisiied
two kinds of primary schools : some elementary,
properly so called, others higher ; in the latter,
geometry is taught.
Primary instruction is obligatory under penalty of a fine imposed on the
parents or of deprivation of political rights for
five years; but this law is hardly ever enforced.
--Although the communes contribute to the primary and university education by annual contribu.
tions, the grant of the state is the greatest resource
of public instruction.
This grant amounted in
1870 to 200,000 milreis; theshareof the communes
was only 50,000milreis.In 1838,therewere
only966schools
forboys,and twenty-five
schools

va_es. I04,000
pupils,
and thelatter
numbered 1150,
with
_____
F_oal.
forgirls;
in1870theformernumbered1,950,
II M_l_.
28,000 pupils.- Secondary instruction is given
641, (_'_9I_ 64i,009
[
64.311I 87,363 in the lyceums: there is one such lyceum in each
I

3"24.771I

443,589

The industrial
humanities,
the sciences
and
agri-in
and
economy
are taught
them. Higher education is afforded bythe univer.
--The amount of the public debt has been as fol- sity of Co_mbra. Its course comprises theology,
lows:
civil and canon law (with political economy),
Milreis.
Milreis.
1828 ..............
39,100,(D0
18_ ..............
149,853,788
medicine, mathematics and the natural sciences.
I_ ..............
..............
_,44.2,000 1_
1864..............
..............
1_,4,_5,880
1844
7o,r_8,o0o
194.e,18.¢_ The king established at Lisbon, in 1859, at his
1852..............
88.211,o0o 18eo..............
208,366,_ own expense, a higher course of history, meta_85_.............
_,se4,ooo _87s..............
mo,ooo,ooo physics, and ancient and modern literature.
1_0 ..............
1_._53,e16
Portugal possesses, besides, three academies of
--IV.
.M_itary Organization.
The Portuguese
medicine and surgery, at Lisbon, Oporto and
are obliged to serve, from the time they are twenty Madeira ; a polytechnic academy at Oporto, a
years of age till they are twenty-three, in the act- polytechnic school at Lisbon, two academies of the
ire army, and then five years in the reserve. Re- fine arts, and a conservatory of music. The two
cmitment takes place by conscription.
Substitumost important non-teaching scientific institution,
tion is allowed. Teachers are exempt.
The laws are: the royal academy of sciences, founded in
of July 17, 1855, and June 4, 18,59, insured the 1778, which corresponds to the French institute.
regular practice of recruitment and the exact
and has two branches, one for physical science._.
payment of the troops ; the absence of these two and mathematics, and the other for letters anti
conditions had formerly made the army "a dan- moral sciences; and grem_ //tterar/o, a free in
ger to public order."
The present organization
stitute.
(See note.)--VIL
_l, ureh and Stat_.
of the army rests upon the law of June 23, 1864, Portugal did not escape from the reign of terror
modified by different decrees of 1868 and by till the end of the last century, when the marqtfi._
decree of Oct. 4, 1869; also by the laws of 1875 of Pombal abolished the punishments of the inand 1877. (See note.)--V.
Publiv Charity/. Out- quisition and expelled the Jesuits.
The Jcsuit_
side of Lisbon the public treasury is freed, by the returned, but the inquisition was definitively abolactive charity of individuals and the communes,
ished in 1820. The old Kings of Portugal were
from the necessity of all contribution to benevo- only the tools of the clergy, although one of them
lent institutions.
There is hardly a village in subordinated all the ordinances of the pope to
Portugal which has not one or more hospitals or the _-eg_ p/az/to. The clergy possessed immense
asylums; and they are all magnificent.
Lisbon estates, paid no taxes, and had 750 monasteries
has six. Public a_isamce is directed by a general
and cauveggs just before the liberal revolatiom
Establishments

of benevolenee

t1861). I 1,1B1,Wo0 I 1,038,178

district,
cultural
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A royal decree of May 28, 1834, suppressed
all
the monasteries,
but rather through hatred than
through philosophy;
for the Catholic religion has
always remained the religion of tile state.
Other
religions, however, are tolerated, m The ecelesiasticat hierarchy consists, in the mother country, of the
patriarch of Lisbon, the two archbishops
of Brags
ned Evora, and sixteen bishops, two of whom are
in Madeira and the Azores; in the colonies of the
archbishop of Goa, the archbishop ad lw_rem
of
Tmnganor, and ten bishops.
The patriarch has
over the bishops an authority almost _qual to that
of the pope.
These bishops are appointed by the
king, and confirmed by the holy see.
The archbishop of Goa is primate of the Indies; the struggies, which lasted for a century, between the archbishops of Goa, appointed by the king, as patron
of the orient, and the missionaries
sent by the
pope, were terminated by the concordat of 1857,
but the number of suffragan episcopal sees of Goa
wa_ reduced. -- The state grants aid only to the
prelates of the continent, and all the clergy of the
islands.
The parish priests and their assistants
in Portugal
are paid by special contributions
of
the communes, by fees, and by the propcrty and
rents of the church.
These resources were till
recently so insufficient
that
the ecclesiastics,
brought into contempt by their indigence and the
ignorance which was the result of it, had no influcnce upon the education
of the people, who
could scarcely be taught except by them.
But a
law of April 4, 1862, ordered the sale of the real
estate of the church, and their payment in bonds
of the funded debt.-- VIII. Justice.
The Portuguese law goes back to the ecclesiastical
laws of
the Visigeth_% preserved during the middle ages
by the toleration of the Moors, and codified by
_he kings; it comprises,
besides, the canon law
and Roman law of the renaissance.
The civil
code was imposed
by the Spaniards.
The absence of a criminal code is to be regretted ; but
the penal code of 1852 is relatively
indulgent,
having been drawn up in accordance
with the
principles of the charter, which established
the
institution of the jury, the independence
of justicc, the publicity of debates, oral defense, and the
abolition of torture and eonfiseation.--Justicc
is
administered:
1, by the senate, when members of
the royal family, of the council of state or of
lhe two chambers, and ministers who are accused,
are parties; 2, by the supreme court of justice,
a court of eassation and of second appeal; 3, by
five courts of appeal, two of which are for the colonies ; 4, by 142 judges of law and their assessors, judges of first resort (comaTvas); 5, by 809
justices of the peace; 6, by 8,938 parish justices,
The last two orders of judges are elected, and
may be dismissed by the courts.
All the others
are irremovable,
and paid by the state, but they
cau also be remunerated
by the parties to the suit.
The judges of law only declare the law; the jury
pronounces upon the fact.
The charter provide8
for a jury in all criminal
and civil cases; but, in
civil cases, it is ctu_raary
not to summon a jury,
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except by consent of the parties to the suit.
There is a lmblic prosecutor
in Portugal.IX.
/_e_urces.
The soil of Portugal
is volcanic;
earthquakes
are frequent.
Fertile
lands, rivers
and streams rest on beds of fire. The earth hides
all kinds of stones and metals.
The T_g-us once
flowed with gold, and an ancient king made his
sceptre from the gold
found in it. There are
to bc found in Portugal, mercury, lead, copper,
manganese, iron, and marble of all colors.
But
all this was unworked
until the establishment
of
the railways.The provinces
of Minim, Beira
and Estramadura
are the richest in agricultural lands; Minho, better watered and better cultirated, produces almost as much as the rest of the
"kingdom.
Alemtejo,
an immense
plain in the
centre and south, has aluminous
and clayey soils;
it furnishes more cereals.
The mountains
of the
south are covered
with calcareous
soil, mixed
with iron and clay, especially
in the neighborhood of Lisbon.
The seashores of Portugal have
sandy or silicious soils.--The
forests were formerly very considerable;
but the knights ,qa_tadore_
destroyed them through hatred of the Moors, who
exploited
the wealth of the country;
and the
peasants of Portugal even to-day are rabidly opposed to trees, without
suspecting
whence they
inherit such vandalism.
The forests occupy only
an area of 18,856 hectares, of which 18,163 are
in compact masses.
Almost half, 9,914 hectares,
belongs to the forest of Leira, of pines and cypresses, planted upon the shores of Estramadura
by an old king, to stop the invasion of the sand.
- One of the greatest sources of wealth of Portugal consists in her mines of sea salt, which constitute one of the principal objects of exploitation.
Portugal has a seacoast of 600 kilometres,
low,
and with a sandy-clayey
soil, upon which
the
evaporation
of salt water takes place under the
most favorable conditions for the production of
salt.
The total production of salt was estimated,
in 1851, at 2'25,000 tons, in 1862 at 193,969, in
1864 at _49,750.
The yield of salt is much more
considerable
in Portugal
than in France;
it
amounts to 250 tons per hectare, while in France
it is only 100 tons.
The alluvial lands of the
Tagus and the Sado are remarkably
fertile and
proportionally
unhealthy.
The cultivation
of eereals comprises only a fourteenth
of the area of
Portugal.
The cultivation
of the vine occupies
about half that space, which is relatively considerable. The wonderful fertility of the soil would
allow these two branches to increase many times
their extent.
The total area under cultivation is
only 2,500,000 hectares, much less than half the
country.
The production
of wine, moreover, has
very much increased
since the laws of 1832 abolishcd the monopolies
which Pombal had created
in favor of two companies. _ The production
of cereals in Portugal,
continent and islands, was
estimated, in 1873, at eight or nine million hectolitres, and that of wines at 3,400,000 hcctolitres.
--There
were in Portugal,
in 1870, 79,716 horses,
50,690 muies, 137,9_ asses, 520,474 horned cattle,
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3,543,646 wool-bearing animals, and 776,868 hogs.
--The oils of Portugal, although poorly prepared,
are very highly esteemed, and their pr_xluction is
considerable.
The country produces also lemons,
oranges, and all the fruits of temperate climates,
Rice is cultivated
in Algarve, upon inundated
shores.
Finally, attempts at silk growing
have
recently been made with success.--The
distant
fisherie_ of Portugal are almost destroyed.
Coast
fishing alone preserves a certain importance.
The
absence of routes on land has made coasting an
indispensable
means of transport,
which is carried on largely by steam navigation.
The tonnage
of Portuguese
sailing and steam ships is about
800,000.--The
shipping in all the ports of Portugel, in 1869, amounted
to: entries, 5,887 Portuguess and 4,525 foreign vessels; departures, 5,854
Portuguese
and 4,428 foreign
In 1870 the total
number of ships departing
was 10,088, gauging
1,459,008 cubic metres. -- Portugal,
having prodUCts similar to those of the south of Europe, has
not much maritime commerce with the Mediterranean,
It is mostly carried on with Brazil and
the west of Europe.
The movement
of Portuguese commerce
has constantly
increased since
1852; the imports rose from 9,286,023 milreis in
1852 to 25,341,244
in 1870: the exports, in the
same period,
rose from
6,580,533
milreis
to
20,293,457.
(See. note.)--There
were, in 1856,
only two banks; in 1873, the number had increased
to fifteen, four of which were established
during
that year. The operations of these establishments,
in 1858, were represented by a sum of 11,800,000
milreis;
in 1872 by 24,421,400.
The amount
of the deposits
rose from 3,182,502
milreis to
12,167,916;
that of notes from 1,855,083 milreis
to 3,258,978;
that of discounts
from 4,333,385
milreis to 15,869,442.
The activity which the
minigtry and the legislative chambers of Portugal
have displayed in comparatively
recent years, has
improved
the financial situation,
commenced
a
cad_tre,
and abolished
monopolies.
The construction
of roads, on which depends
the succeaq of agriculture
and commerce,
must not be
forgotten.
The company of puhlie works, founded in 1845, built roads from Lisbon to Cintra,
from Oporto to Brags, and from Lisbon to Badajoz.
In 1873 the lcnTh of the national highways was 2,918 kilometres,
and that of district
highways
569 kilometres;
the communal
roads,
122 kilometres, and 326 in course of construction,
These ix)ads cost the treasury
about 50,000,000
fran_.
The clearing of the beds of rivers, the canalization of rivers, the extension of canals, and
the construction
of royal highways
by the state,
and of district and communal
highways
by the
districts and communes,
have been nndertaken,
Tim length of the principal railways was, in 1873,
804 kilometres;
chiefly the one from Lisbon to
the frontiers of Spain (275 kilometres), and to
Oporto and Co_mbra (230 kilometres).
These
railroads,
constructed
by the aid of subsidies
from the state, cost the treasury about 90,000,000
t-sacs.
Many branches
are projected,
notably

one from Oporto to Brags and Rego.
The length
of the system of telegraphic
lines is 3,111 kilometres, and comprises
the telegraph
from the
frontier, and that from the capital to the provinces of the north and the neighboling
cities.
The Spanish wires have been connected with the
Portuguese wires.
Up to 1866, Portugal had expendcd for all public works (highways, railways,
telegraphs,
ports,
canals),
45,419,496
milreis.
(For later statistics see note.)_--BL_LiOO1t_d_HY.
, PolitbexdlTtsto'rydurtnqthelastdevade.
Dnttngthelast
decade the history of Portugal was more peaceful than that
of Spain. A few riotous assemblies were held, and a few Insignificant plots took place, but no civil war; neither did the
parliamentary parties combat one another very violently,
because in Port,_gsl the republicans and socia]-democrsta
met with little sympathy amongthe people. The permanent
financial deficit constituted the principal object of contention; it furnished to every opposition, whether conservative
or liberal, both the means and occasion for opposing and
overthrowing the cabinet for the time being in power. In
the chambers the rege,_rador_s (conservatives), under the
counselor of state de Fontes Pereira de Mella, onthe one side,
were opposed by the historians under Marquis Loal$ and
Braamcamp, and the reformers (liberals) under the leadershipofthebi_bopofVlzen.
The histortana and the reformera
time_ combined,
Iormlng
a great
party.
Theatreformers
there, as
reformers
in progres_tontet
general are wont
to
do In other parliaments, spoke of retrenching the eXpendituresoftbestate, of reducing the tsxes, of thornugh reforms
in all branches of the administration, and ramie motions to
that
effect,
however,government.
could not beThe
entertained
by a
cautiot,
s andwhich,
conservative
regenerad_re#
tried to restore the national wealth, by going to the utmos_
limit of taxation, supporting industry and increasing trsdc.
thereby gradually doing away with the deficit. One cabinet
after another vainly tried to solve this difficult problem.
The republican and communistic agitation, which originated
in Spaln after the abdieatlon of King Amadeus, only slightly
disturbed Portugal. A repubVcan committee, consisting of
SpanLardsand Portuguese, in 1878,issued a manifesto to the
people of Portugal, by which the latter were urged to agitate
in favor of an Iberian republic. But just as In 1869,when
King Louis of Portugal, as well as his father, the titular
king, Ferdinand, l"efusedto accept the crownof Spain, which
had
been
to them,
majority
of the population
neither
feltoff_'ed
like tying
their the
future
to revolutionary
Spain,
divided byexcecdlngiy extreme parties, nor like exchanging
their independence for the blessings of a Spanish proviuce.
The
portuguese
press most
emphatically
rejected
proposition
of an "Ibermn
Union."
The c._bim.t
ofthe
d'Avil_
which by imposing new taxes had caused great dissatisfaction, was succeeded, on Sept. 13, 187,1,by a conservative
ministry, of which de Fontes Peretra was president and
minister of finances. In a conflict with the chapter of the
cathedral of Braganza the ministry energetically defended
the rights of the state as against the church, and in 1875a
majority of the chamber and the press expressed themselves
as npposed to the intentions of theelericals. The chambers
of 1876passed the bill for suppreL_singthe last remna_t_ of
slavery on San Thom_. Although slavery had been abolished there, theemancipated negroes, who had been reduced
to a state of bondage to the planters, were cruelly maltreated
by the latter, Notwithstanding all its eXertions within the
province of economy and the Increase of taxation, the FonteS
Pc_ira cabinet wa_ unable to do away with the deficit ; for
which reason the cabinet was violently attacked by the histortansand reformers, and being unabletomeettheseattacks
satiafactorily, the cabinet handed in it_ _ti_a
]gareh 6,
1877. Thereupon a cabine'tof the coalition was formed, Marquiad_AvfiaeBolama, whose supporters occupied a position
midway between conservatives and liberals, becoming president of the cabinet and minister of foreign at_ir_ and of the
interior. This cabinet, formed from the moderate elements
of the _nerad_ea
and of the oppogitio_, wU only able to
maintain it_elf _s long as it did not by any measures arouse
thehnstllefeellngsofthoeewhoconsfltated
the nutJerity in
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the cortes.
At the election for members of the city council
in L_sbon the cabinet opposed the regeneradore_, and it also
appointed progressionists
to the most tmportant offices of the
administration;
for which reasons the regeneradores
ondeavored to overthrow the cabinet.
In this they succeeded
the more easily as the deficit had increased t_ll more, and as
the ministry had shown great weakness in dealing with the
bishops.
The vote of want of confidence offered by the
regent_rador_ on the occasion of the debate on the address,
and by which the ministry was accused of having violated
the principles of liberalism and the rules of proper administration, was passed, Jan. 26, 1878. by a vote of 60 to 19. The
cabinet thereupon resigned, and l_ntes Perclra formed anew
cabinet. This latter, it is true, had a decided majority in
both chambers; but disagreement among the ministera themselves caused the cabinet to resign May 29, 1879. The new
cabinet of the 1st of June was formed from the liberal opposition; Braamcamp, the leader of the htsteriaSs, occupied
the position of president and of minister of foreign affairs,
But as, on the 8d of June, the conservative majority by 75
to 29 passed avote expressing awant of confidence in the
ministry, the latter dissolved the chambers
and ordered a
new election.
The election resulted in a majority of 70 to 80
in favor of the ministry; the republican party was able to
elect but one representative.
The submission of the so-called
Delagoa treaty, concluded with England in 1875, gave rise to
severe conflicts.
According to that treaty, England was to
have the right to transport its goods through Delagoa Bay, a
Portuguese
poas_sion
in South Africa, from and to Transvaal free, also to build warehouses for goods free of duty, in
the port of I_orenzo-Marques, to build a railroad from that
city to Pretoria, in the Transvaal, and to operate the same
on its own account.
This was considered by public opinion
as an abandonment of Portuguese
territory and an actual
repeal (_f the arbitration, made in 1875 by Marshal Mac Mahon
in favor of the rights of Portugal to Delagoa Bay. The opponents of the Delagoa treaty, on March 8, 1881, asked to postpone the consideration
of that matter until the English
squadron should have left the harbor of Lisbon.
The chumher of deputies, however, declined to pass this motion, and
on the 10th of March sanctioned the treaty by a vote of 74 to
Y._: this vote was openly declared by the English press to be
equivalent to a cession of Lorenzo-Marquee
to the British
crown. The upper chamber, it is true, refused to entertain
the vote censuring the government, which had been proposed,
by a vote of 59 to 49; but, as thcTe were two ministers among
those who voted with the majority, the censure was in reality
voted by a majority of 49 to 48. At that time great excitement prevailed in Lisbon. The rept_blican party took the upportunity to call a meetingof the people, in which thegovernment and e_'en the dynasty were violently attacked.
An eraphatm protest against the treaty was voted, and banded to the
prcsident of the chamber by a deputation from the meeting.
Wh(.n the chamber, in spite of this protest, ratified that treaty,
tim ministers and their followers were publicly insulted by
the mob, and cries of *'Down with the ministry_ .... Long
live the republic !" were heard. In view of the exasperation
of the P_pniace and of the vote of the upper chamber, the
Braamcsmp cabinet was unable to maintain its position, and
_t ro_ignc_l. Thereupon Rodriguez Sampajo formed a new
ministry on the 28th of March, compoeed of conservatives
of
th(, s_cond class and of members of the independent party,
The, ('humber was dissolved, and general ncw elections were
ordered. By these eleations the ministry obtained an over_helming majority, while the rcformere, who, in the previous chamber had been in the majority, had but six votes
loft. Nevertheless,
this cabinet tendered its resignation on
the 13th of November, because it had been accused of execss_v(: indifference toward the reformist and republican agttati(m, and because the municipal elections resulted strictly
ia favor of the conservatives.
In couseqnence
thersof,
Fontes Peraira, on the 14th of November,
formed another
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conservative cabinet, which was completed on the 16th of
the same month.
Fontes took the presidency,
the ministry
of finances, and provmionally
that of war. The deficit in
the budget for 18_O_-3still amounted to 5,62'2 eontos; the
revenues amounted to 29.654, and the expenditures (including
the extraordinary expenses) to 35,276 contos.
Besides the
financial qutstion,
public opinion also agitated the question
of reforming the constitution.
The general denmnd was in
favor of traz_sforming the upper chamber into a senate, partly filled by election, and in tarot of a change of the elections
for deputies, for the purpose of facilitating
the reprosentation of the minority.
Opening the cortes in January, ;[883,
the king declared, in his address from the throne, that the
government
was considering a reform of the constitution.
For the purpose of s_uring
its authority in the Congo distTict of Africa, threatenc_l by France, Portugal, in March,
1883, concluded a treaty with England, promising freedom
of trade and measures against the slave trade; England, in
turn. acknowledging Portugal's sovereign authority.
Atthe
same time Portugal equipped an expediUon for the Congo.
intended toguard Portugal's interosts in that part of Africa.
- Late Sgal_tic_.
The number of Protestants
in Portugal,
mostly foreigners, does not exceed 500. They have chapels
at Lisbon and Oporto. The superintendence
of public instruction is under the management of a superior council of
education, at the head of which is the minister of the interior. Public education is entirely free from the supervision
and control of the church.
Within the last few years, there
has been great lar_
in primary education.
The e.xpendlture on public education by the government amounted to
_8,648 milreis, or £1_,0¢_3, in 1882-3. -- The following were
the estimated sources of revenue and branches of expenditore of the budget, approved by the general cortes, for the
flnen¢ial year ending June 30, ;[883 :
REV_'_.
Direct taxes .....................................
Stampand registcrduties
........................
Indirect taxes and customs ......................
National domains
and miscellaneous
receipt_ ....
Repayments
and sundries
............
'".........

£1,348,140683,488
3,380,171
572,941
'245.484

Extraordinary reccipt_ (loans) ...................
Total revenue ...............................

£6,230,_
359,555
£_,589,779

_xP_DIvma_.
Public debt ......................................
Treasury ........................................
Home office .....................................
Justice
..........................................
War ............................................
_,larine and colonies .............................
Foreign affairs ..................................
Public works, ordinary and extraordinary .......

._2,_I(_,738
12808fl0
'480','2_5
139,416
1022206
'869'715
68:552
1,569,413

Total

expenditare

_timated

...........................

deficit, 1882-3 .....................

£7.839,155
6,589,779
£1,$49_416

As remarked above, there has been no budget for the last
thirty years without a deficit. The revenue of the kingdom
during the thirty years 1850-80 increased by about 60 per
cent.
At the end of 1881 the debt was £97,512,(_0, the annual interest being _1.065,285.
Included in the existing debt
is the "old debt," which has been nearly all converted, only
about f.A00000 remaining unconverted.
The external debt
amounts to about £50,000,(D0, the last loan issued being one
of £5,189,0G) in 188_. The funded debt of Portugal, per head
of population, is nearly as large as that of the United Kingdora, the quota of debt for each inhabitant amounting
to
_
1 Is., and the annual share of interest, at 3 per cent., to
13_. 6d. Besides the funded debt, there is a large floating
debt, estimated
variously at from £2,500,000 to £4,000,000.
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rester, Port_al and _s 0_p_,
London, 1860;
Pery, GeograpMa e Eet_st/ea geral de Purtug0_ e
_,
Lisbon, 1875; Imtouche, Trave/s in Pm_
_z_/, London, 1875; Murray, Handbook for Trueelms in Portugal, London, 1876; Gebaner, Portu9iesiacAe Gese_ich_, Leipzig, 1759; Forth d'Orbay
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lira.
The first extensively organized poetal service was the curs_ publiv_
of the Roman empire. It was developed in connection with the system of Roman roads, and,
like them, was primarily intended to subserve
military and admlni_trative purposes. It amounted to nothing more than a fully equipped set of
relay stations for the rapid forwarding of ofllcia]

correspondence, not for the use of the general
public. Traces of it survived the fail of the old
Roman empire, and lasted well on into the middle
ages; but not as an ixmtitution with which roodern postage can be shown to have any historical
connection.-- The postal systems which sprang up
in the middle ages were, as might be expected,
not centralized, but in the hands of local organizatious: commercial cities, universities, or orders
of knights. The city postoflices were the earliest
organized, and in tim time of prosperity of the
Hanseatic league attained a high stage of development. Originally intended for purposes of trade
communication between the guilds and merchants
of W_tphalia and tho_ on the seacoast, they bec_me an important convenience to the general
public of northern Germany. The postal arrangements of the universities were developed in a
similar way. First intended as a channel of communicatiou between scholars and their homes,
the same faciIitics were soon afforded to others
who lived where they could avail themselves of
them. The most important example of the third
class was the postal service of the knights of the
Teutonic order, extending over the northeast of

A hnrge portion of the foreign debt of Portugal comflM_ of
ioexm rale_d betweem 1877 and 188_. The first of these, a

Germany
almost
tO_s
over
the

foreign
£6,500,000
nominal
at $ per
issued
_t 50 in loan
1877.of Only
_P,4,000,000
of this
loan cent.,
was was
subscribed
at the time.
This was followed by the iseue of another forcign lo_n of £2,500,0@0, on the same terms, in July, 18_1B,and
by a foreign loan of £5,000,000_ issued in December, 1880,
and, Kually, in 18M, by s Joan of £5,189,0(]0, in 5 per cent.
bonds.
Thefloal_ng debt of Portugal hem been increasing in

fifteenth

recent ye_

taken by Lo_ds XI., and they were followed up by

althoughit_gmdua,extinctionwas decreedin

1873, when the government
raised u loan for this special
object. The interest on the public debt ha_ frequently remained unpaid.
Portions or the national debt have also
l$eenrepudiatedstvarions
periods. -- The effectire strcngth
ol the army is fixed annually by the entree, and was nomin_dly 78,200 offieers and men, in 18_, on the war footing,
The actual strength of the army in 188_ was reported to con_lst of 96,(_5_rank and file, chiefly infantry, the cavalry nmnbering 3,S41, and the artillery 2,709, officers and men. The
numberolrtroopsinthePortugnem_eolontesamountsto8,500
infantry and artillery, be_ides a reserve of 9,500 men. The
navy of Portugal was compoeed, st the end of 188"2,of thirtyone steamers and sixteen Bailing ve_eis, most of the latter
l._td up in harbor. The steamers (18_)
comprise : eight
corvettes, of 2,800 horse power, having forty-six guns; ten
eloops, of 687 horse power, having thirteen guns; nine gun.
boats, of 840 horse power, havingthtrty-onegune;
two transports, of 420 horse power, having fonr guns; and two torpedo
boats, of 600 horse power ; making s total of thirty-one
steamers, of 4,797 horse power, with ninety-four g_na.
The
navy i8 officered by one vice admiral, ten rear admirals,

as widely
northwest.

century,

as

as that
of the
--At
the end

centralizing

Hanec
of the

governments

grew
up and supplanted the feudal system, national postal
service
was attempted,
and ultimately prevailed.
In this, as in all other similar
matters, France
took
the lead.
The first step_ were
Charles

VIII.

The

wars

of

checked this development;
under Louis XIII.;

the

sixteenth

century

but it was resumed

and in 1681 was so far ad-

that letter
carrying was made a governmonopoly,
though
largely
controlled
by
private hands till the legislation of 1790. In Engvanced
ment
land

there

are traces

regulations

of a postal

service

and

postal

going back to a very early time; but

the organized
business
of letter carrying
seems
to
date from
the reign of James
I.
It made a goveminent
monopoly by the legislation of 1649 and
1657, although
the business
was farmed
out until
1709. _ In the
countries
ruled
by the house
of

Austria an internationai postal system was started,
under
the
administration
of the
At the beginning
of the sixteenth
established
regular
communication

Taxis
family.
century
they
between
Brus-

forty-twocaptains,forty-onelieutenantcaptains,
149lieusels and Vienna; soon a line was added to Milan
tenants, and manned by 3,034 sailors.
The commercial
navy
of Portngal consisted, on Jan. 1, 18_1. of 4&3ve_eis, incinding for_y-one steamers, of an aggregate burthen of 88,8_9

and beyond,
Madrid.
In

tons. --The total length of rallway_ open fortraffic in Ottobet, 1882, was t,673 kilometres, or 1,045 English miles, with
144 kilometre,
or ninety English miles more, in course of
eom*trnctton.
All the railways receive eubventions fromthe
rotate. - The nnmbcr of post_ffices in the kingdom, in 8eptember, 1881, was 858, besides forty-five
on the islam,,
q['oore were _o,83B,171 letters and postal card_, and 15,'J76,5_
Imcke_ and _ewepaper_ carried in 1881.--The
number of
telegrsldl M_e_ at the end of 1E-Lq0,
was 196. There were at

O_Ce

the _
date _
kilometres, or 2,715 English miles, of
telegraph wires. The number of telegrams dispatched in
the ye_ t_0 wan 1,1_1,_84, compr_ng
428,0_ inland d[_psa_l_,
aml tke remainder lnternation_l or transit. Of the

investiture
treaties
with

w_de numl_.,_88,0_wemeom,_ d_*tch_,

and
not long
1595 Leonard

aft_r a further
line to
yon Taxis received
the

of postmaster general of the empire; and in
1615 this dignity was made hereditary. It was
much
harder
to establish
a monopoly
here than in
Frs.nee
or England,
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to the extent
of ground
tO be covered,
the full
development
of special
postal

services,
and the weakness
The
nominal
rights

authority.
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hand, and in Brandenburg (and thus eventually
Prussia), as well as many less important states of
North Germany, on the other. The postal service
of the Taxis family was thus chiefly exercised in
the smaller states of middle and southern Germany,
where it survived the fall of the empire, and
lasted till 1866.- A long time elapsed after the
oc_overnments took
control of the postal service
before they made it efficient.
The u_fulness
of the English postofltce dates from tile year
1784. when measur_ of reform were introduced
by Palmer, the postmaster general, with the
warm support of Pitt.
Previous to his time
the mail conveyance had been infrequent, slow,
irregular, and utterly unsafe. In the eight years
of his tenure of office he doubled the frequency
and speed of conveyance, and secured a reasonable deg'rec of regularity and safety, chiefly by
the substitution of coaches for single xiders as a
means of carriage. But, though the service was
much improved, the rates continued exorbitant ;
so much so that a vast deal of private letter conveyance was done, in defiance of government
rights. In the years 1830--85 the pressure in favor
of low rates began to make itself felt; and the
movement in this direction was ably headed by
Rowland Hill, whose work on "Postal Reform,
its Importance and Practicability," appeared in
1837. ttis proposal to reduce inland postage to
al_)ut one-tenth of its former figure was so sweeping as to (muse a gre/tt sensation and not a little
opix)sitiOn; but the idea was carried out in 1840,
and the example thus set by England was soon
followed by the other civilized nations; though
generally with gradual instead of sudden reduction. _The bill which established penny postage
_tl_ introduced the use of postage stamps. The
idea was not a new one ; abortive attempts to
carry it out had been made in France in 1653 and
:17.38,in 8pain in 1716, in Sardinia in 1819-36.
But in connection with the reduced postage and
increased correspondence
which followed it,
stamps proved of indispensable service ; and the
example of England in introducing them was,
within ten years, followed by nearly all prominent states. In the years 1869-74 came the still
further reduction in price effected by the use of
postal cams, originating in Austria.The postal
._5qt_'mof the United States dates from colonial
times, being specially provided for in the postal
:,'t of Queen Anne's reign; and its character was
]_,t very distinctly changed by the separation, or
hy any cauls other than the natural growth of the
_lmtD'.
Before the passage of the act of 1845,
inla_d rates varied from six to twenty-five cents a
.,beet. The act of 1845 provided for rates of five
a_d tencents, aecoMing to distance; and in 1847
_tamps of these denominations were introduced,
In 1851 postage for nesrlyall home letters was
reduced to three cents.---'I_te detafled history of
po._taldevelopment in different countries offers so
fvw peculiarities that It is _
to treat
them _parately.
_r_Twhet'e we have, first,
gradual improvemm_ of uervlce; then, simS-
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raucously, lowering of rates, equalization for different distances, introduction of postage stamps;
abandonment of the sheet as the unit of charge,
and substitution of a unit of weight, at first
almost always _mewhat below the present half
ounce (15 grm.) standard
By the 3"ear 1851
the postal legislation and policy of civilized na.
lions, as far as concerns home correspondence,
had approached near to its present shape. -- Not
so with foreign correspondence.
For a long time
nothingwas done to encourage that, even bythose
administrations that were anxious to extend home
facilities. It was not until 1833 that a daily marl
was established between London and Paris; and
even then there wa.s communication but twice a
week with other parts of the continent.
There
were discriminating rates against foreign tortespondenee, which were sometimes almost prohibitor)'. The rate for a letter from London to Dover
was 8(1.; but if it was to be forwarded to Prance,
the charge for the same part of the route in 1834
was ls. 2d. ; if intended for Germany, ls. 8d. ; for
Italy, ls. lld.
The ship charge for carrying a
letter to the United States was six cents, or 3d. ;
the rate charged by the British postoffice for delivering such a letter to the ship was 2s. 2d. For
letters directed to Spain, it was the same; for
those to Brazil the inland rate was actually 3s.
6(1. The rates of other countries indicated a similar policy. As international correspondence increased, and with it the demand for more favorable terms, these high charges could not well be
reduced without common action on the part of the
twonations concerned. Hence resulted a number
of postal treaties, among which may be mentioned,
as leading ones, the system of treaties (1840-50)
between Austria, Prussia, and the smaller German
states---many of the latter still represented by the
heir of the Taxis family; also tile series between
France and England. Not the least important
and delicate matter in some of the_ treaties was
the provision concerning charges for letters in
transit, to be deliveredin some third country beyond. By means of these treaties the rates between
the different nations of Europe were gradually
reduced. Not so successful was the attempt to
reduce them between Europe and America. The
foreign postage policy of the United States had
been for a long timeexccedingly liberal, and it was
only the conservatism of England that had prevented cheap postage between the two countries.
Then at the time when England was making her
postal reforms at home, steamships were taking
the place of sailing vessels; and the subsidies
which England wished to pay the steamship lines
made her statesmen unwilling to reduce a postage
rate which seemed to furnish such a suitable means
of defraying the expense. Then came the adoption of tile same system on the part of France,
and attempts in the same direction in America;
and every effort to support a subsidized steamship line lessened the strength of the demand for
cheap transmarine postage. The United States
rate for a considerable time was twenty cents,
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except where special arrangements provided otherwise; and th_se arrangements were apt to mean
higher instead of lower rates. But with the abandonment of the Collins line of steamers, the
United States again took strong ground in favor of
lower rates; and, at its suggestion, a conference
was held at Paris in 1863, relative to common
action in tile matter of international postage,
This conference was only deliberative; it did not
do away with the necessity of special treaties,
though there was a continued lowering of rates in
these. A similar conference, to be invested with
greater powers, was invited to meet at Bern, in
1873; but as France, on the grotlnd of financial
embarrassments, declined to take part, it was postponed, and reconvened in September, 1874, when
the leading nations were satisfactorily represented,
In spite of some moderate opposition from France,
which was hampered by its subsidy system of marl
contracts, and in spite of great lukewarmness on
the part of England, public feeling in favor of
cheap postage was so strong that, on Oct. 9, a postal
union was formed on a general basis of five cents
per half ounce letter postage, to go into effect, with
some few exceptions, July 1, 1875. Even France
agreed that it would ultimately acquiesce in this
rate. Other nations, not at first included, joined
the postal union in rapid succession, and in 1878
a second congress was held at Bern, which carried out the ideas of the first into the shape of
a postal union treaty, embracing the following
points: 1, harmonious arrangement of lines for
international connection, transit, etc.; 2, avoidance of international competition ; 3, proper distribution of expenses, and, if necessary, pooling of receipts ; 4, international equality of
treatment ; 5, equality of standards of weight,
etc. These postal treaties have now been agreed
to by all Europe, and most of the other countries of the world.
The postal union has a
permanent organization at Bern, with its regularly published series of reports. --For dealing
with all this bnsine_ a body of officials and of
official regulations has become necessary, almost
involving a special department of administrative
law. Two points of this deserve mention in a
history of the subject: first, the franking privilege, or right of public officers to send letters free
of charge, a survival of the time when the object
of the postoffice was to transact government busine_, but one which has maintained itself almost
everywhere; and second, the wide application of
the principle of sacredness of epistolary correspondence. --In this historical accolmt, attention
has been confined to the letter post a._ the most
important part of the system. The postoffice has
at different times and places attempted theconveyance of newspapers, unsealed packages, money,
persons and telegrams; not to speak of matters
like postal savings banks, being quite aside from
its main function.
In almost all cases it has done
so in more or less direct competition with private
enterprise: though the English government had,
up to the year 1840, a virtual monopoly of news-

paper carriage; while in many parts of the continent of Europe the actual competition in forwarding small parcels is not to-day noticeable.
The conveyance of money has generally been
effected under a form like a registered letter; but
in England the habitual use of cheques led to the
early development (1838) of the postoflice money
order, which was slow in making its way into
other countries.
The rapid conveyance of persons from place to place by government posting
arrangements, was at one time almost as importaut, at lea._t in the eyes of the authorities, as the
conveyance of letters ; but it of course nearly fell
away with the introduction of railways, except
in the few countries, like ih_orway, which combine
considerable demand for communication with the
impracticability of railways. On the other hand,
postal telegraphy seems destined to grow in iraportance.
In many countries of Europe the tele_
graph was from the beginning developed in conneetion with the postoffice; while in England it
was brought under its control in 1869. -- Pr/n_'ples of Administration.
The question whether the
state should control the postoifice need not be seriously discussed as an open one. Our experience
with railroads has shown what we may expect
from private management in affairs of this kind
--unsteadiness and discrimination of rates, and
development of competing and favored points at
the expense of all others. When it is impossible
to avoid this in transportation, unless by combinations and monopolies no less dangerous than
the evil itself, it can hardly be seriously proposed
to introduce it into the system of postal communication.
On the other hand, the question as to
how far the postoffice should extend its activity to
the conveyance of parcels, telegrams, etc., can not
be adequately treated here; partly because the necessity changes so entirely with varying local conditions, partly because special tecLulical reasons
are involved, to which justice can be done only in
separate articles. -- Setting these points aside, we
have two distinct series of questions to deal with:
first, as to the financial or administrative aims with
which the postoffice should be conducted; second,
as to the means to be employed for securing those
alms. Of the two, the first is more difficult, and
at the same time of more general importance and
interest. -- We see in the history of the institution
that the postoffice was taken up by governments
far more with a view of strengthening their own
position than for the convenience of their subjects.
This wasequally the case whether they used it exelusively for their own business, as in Rome, or
for the sake of getting administrative control into
their hands, as in France. This carelessness of
public interest led to its management under systerns of lease orinvestiture, whatever means would
secure money or influence with the least trouble.
That state of things was outgrown in the last
century, and men attained to the conception
(though not always to the reality) of the postal
service as a public interest, to be managed directly
by the state for the public advantage. But the
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particular form of public advantage
to be aimed
at was not yet settled.
The postofl_ce might be.
managedinanyoneoffourways:
1, asatax;
2, to
yield good business profit; 3, to pay expenses; 4,
to best accommodate
the public.
On the whole,
the third of these principles is tending to prevail,
hut there has been, and is still, much deviation
from it. -- 1. The use of the postofficeas a means
of taxation was an idea belonging distinctly to the
earlier period, now outgrown.
Yet, in practice
the lowering of rates was so slow that the government monopoly at the charges ruling previous
to 1840 had all the characteristics
of a tax, and of
one placed at the highest limit the business would
bear; making itself felt not somuch bythe amount
of money collected as by the means adopted to
cw_de payment, by keeping correspondence within
narrow limits or forwarding
it by illegal agenties.
The discriminating
rates against
foreign
postage were still more obviously
of the nature
of a tax, and were felt to be so when connected
with the subsidy system; so that the abandonment
of the principle of managing
the postoffice
as a
tax can not be said to have been complete till the
final lowering of rates by France and Italy sul_sequent to the postal congress of 1878.2. The
idea of managang the postofflce to obtain business
profits
is much
more
plausible,
and in those
branches of the postal service which come into
competition
with private agencies, such as express
companies, is probably sound.
But in letter cartying, where there is a government
monopoly,
it
is liable to misapplication
in two ways.
First,
the absence of competition
leaves the decision as
to what constitutes
a good business profit in the
hands of the postoffice authorities,
who, in the
uncertain conditions and bases of calculation,
have
every motive to aim too high, and thus give the
result the character
of a tax ; and, second, the
absenceof
outside control of rates makes it natural
for the authorities
to secure the required excess
of income
over expenditure
by doing a small
business at high charges, instead of a large busthess at low charges.
As a matter of fact, business
profits under a government
monopoly
are not
clearly distinguishable
from taxes.
Compare
the
arguments
used (1835-50) against lowering
postal
rates with the results which
actually
followed
such lowering.
The most marked instance of reduction and its con_quences
may be taken from
Rowland
Hill's reform, by which
postage
was
reduced to one-tenth its former figure.
The finan('i:d showing did not quite realize Hill's anticipa*
tionu, partly on account of a change in the legislafion respecting
newspapers
; nevertheless,
the
dep'trtment
continued
to do much more than pay
expenses;
its gross income
reached
its former
figure in ten years, its net income in about thirty
years; and in the last case the department
was
•_erving the public by carrying
fourteen
times as
many letters as in 1839.
The system of business
profits is, however,
in large measure
maintained
both in England and in France.
(See figures be]0w.)_3.
The idea of mg, m_g
the postotflce
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simply to pay expenses gained hold in connection
with the reforms of t840.
Even those writers
who, from a financial standpoint, criticise the suddenness of Hill's change, and prefer the contincntal and American policy of gradual reduction,
do so on account of the evils of suddenly shifting
the burdens of taxation rather than from any
objection to the principle itself.
Yet, while their
theorists hold this view, in practice most Europenn states .so far keep to the older policy as
to secure a slight excess of income over expenditure in this department,
perhaps,
in general,
not more titan would meet interest on the cost
of buildings.
(See figures below.)
The disadvantages of the profits principle have been already set fortll; the corresponding
advantages
of
the cost principle are, first, that it takes away the
uncertainty
as to the result to be striven for, am],
second, that it furnishes a tangible basis on which
the rates are likely to be computed,
with due
regard to the public interest. -- 4. To carry letters without
paying expenses
(that is to say,
below cost)is
to tax the general public for the
sake of a special service; usually
a thing to be
avoided.
Yet, there are considerations
which sometimes make it necessary to proceed on this principle.
In countries
like the United
States or
Russia, there are strong social and administrative
reasons for establishing
long routes over sparsely
populatt_l districts.
These involve a large increase
in expense,
with no corresponding
increase
in
revenue, whatever rate of postage is charged upon
them.
They have often caused a postal deficit in
Russia, and almost always in the United States.
If the expense of these routes causes a deficit in
the whole department
when the rates of postage
are moderate,
the additional
income which could
be obtained by higher postal rates would not be
likely to cover it, bbecause higher postal rates mean
fewer letters.
Thus the government
must be prepared to meet the deficit.
But--to
take another
consideration--suppose
that the deficit could be
met by higher rates.
Suppose that in America
by such rates a surplus could be obtained
in the
already self-sustaining
east, sufficient to mcet deftcits in the south and west, or that such surplus
could be obtained
upon the main routes as to
meet deficits upon the minor ones.
What then?
Such a proceeding
would be a tax upon the correspondence
of one section
for the benefit
of
another.
The interests
subserved by such routes
are not the postal interests.
They are.the gcneral
interests of the country;
and to force the postage
returns of other sections to pay for this service is
to intensify
the unfairness of taxation which it is
intended
to avoid.
Thus the principle now generally favored is, that the postotIlce should aim to
pay expenses;
but the traditional practice of European administrations
is to make it do somewhat
more; and the special circumstances
of the United
States have justified the practice of allowing it to
do somew.hat
less.How shall the rates be adjusted in accordance
with the financial principle
chosen? is the second question.
Under the older
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mystems of taxation or profit, the rate was carried
as high as the business weald
bear, and often
higher, with the result of causing much smuggling.
On those principles thcy of course charged
much more for long routes than for short ones.
Until 1845 the United States minimum char_
were as follows:
Under 30 miles, 6 cents; under 80
miles, 10 cents; under 150 miles, 12} cents; under
400 miles, 18{ cents; over 400 miles, 25 cents,
Yet, even at this time, before the development
of
railways
to any extent, it was computed
that
the cost of transmission
of letters constituted less
than lwo-sevenths
of the whole, and the cost of
collection and delivery more than five-sevenths,
Compared with what it would cost the sender to
evade payment,
the differential
rates were just;
compared
with what it cost to perform
the
_ervice, they were absurd. And, as time went on,
the absurdity
increased.
Improved
means of
communication
rendered the whole cost of transmission a less important
element; rapid increase
of communication
between distant places still further reduced differences in the cost of transmission.
And with the rising feeling in favor of a
system based on expense, not on profit--" freight,
not tax," in the words of the day--a
gradual
equalization
of rates for different distam_s
was
inevitable.
On the continent of Europe. there was,
for like reasons, a similar tendency, partially cartied out, to do away with weight as an element in
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: .Number
Postof
offices,

United
State8 ..............
Great Britain
and Ireland..
France
....................
C_ermany ..................
Austria ....................

[

Hungary......................
Italy
..................

[

I
:
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50,153 000
35.004._}00
36._0a 000
45 23 C30
_.131,000
15,695 000
28,4:_,000

i
I
[
]
[

.,2,9_
14,'212
5,913
9,553
4,0"25
2.301
8,348

DEPARTMENT.
letter postage.
This idea never took much hold
in America,
unless we regard the treatment of
books and newspapers a_ an instance of it. There
isno inherent
reason why the postoffice should
prefer to carry printed matter rather than written
matter of the same weight.
But printed matter,
being habitually sent in large parcels, was, weight
for weight, far easier to handle; especially so in the
case of papers which went from day to day on the
same route_ in about equal quantities.
Moreover,
monopoly
rates had never taken firm root here,
owing to the competition
of private agencies in the
delivery of unsealed matter.
All these reasons
combined to produce the lower rates on these
classes of goods. -- These practical ideas are followed out in the inland postage of hlmost all civilized countries, whether
the results are such as "
to more than cover or slightly less than cover the
expense.
In international postage it is sometimes
difficult to carry them out with fairness.
The
five-cent rate was based on a rough average of
transmission
expenditures;
and countries unfortunately situated or organized may be unable to
meet their foreign postal expenses on this rate.
The general advanta&,Y_sof belonging to the postal
union are a sufficient compensation
for such of
these inequalities
as can not be satisfactorily
atranged. -- We present herewith statistics of postoffices of the different countries
named, for the
year 1880 :

Average
Number of
Number, i
of lnhabpogtal
lmtter8 Cards
and
t rant.,, to
Forwarded.
each P O

Inllabper
lta_ t.

1,167
1.177,620,000
2,463
1,f_9,306,000
fi,?,42 ,
245,661,000
4,839
718.'241,000
5,49_
_2,441,000
6,_21
8,494

* 1881.

--So much for the economic principles governing the postal service.
Its economic effects it is
impossible
to discuss to advantage,
for the very
reason that it h_ become an essential part of our
modern life.
Our whole economic, social and 13olitical system has become so dependent upon free
and secure postal communication,
that the attempt
to measure its specific effects can be little else than
a waste of words.
ARTHU_a T. HADLEY.
POSTOFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
This is one
of the executive
departments of the United States
government,
established
by act of May 8, 1794.
(1 Star. at Large, p. 357.) The head of the department is the postmaster general (salary $8,000),
who is appointed by the presider
ld senate, and
is a member
of the cabinet, by a custom dating
back to the administration
of President
Jackson.
Prior to this the postmaster general, although his
office existed since 1789, had not been regaxded as
one of the president's constitutional
advisers.
His
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196,013,000
78,179,000
f Including

23.4
37.2
11 1
15.
12:_
5.0
7.3

Revenue.

_-_,315,000
31.153,000
23,830,000q
6 706.000
36,502.000_
2:566.000
5,354,000

Percentage of

I Expenditure,

]

[ come
.Net In-to
Expenditure.

_3_,543,000
19,_
000
15,_5,000"
_,3_4,0_07
5,965,000

_O
+6]
+51_
+ 13t
+ 12_

2,119,000
4,628,000
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telegraphs.

duties embrace the direction of the postoffice department,
and the management
of the domestic
and foreign mail service; the award and execution of contracts; the negotiation of postal treaties
with foreign governments
(under direction of the
president) ; the appointment
of all clerks in his
department;
and the commissioning
and appointment of all postmasters
receiving
salaries
of
$1,000 or. under
per annum (all above
that
standard being presidential
appointments).
This
vast patronage involves the appointment
of more
than 40,000 officers of the United States, while the
patronage
in the form of mail contracts by railway, steamboat and horse or stage conveyance
(the latter known as "star routes"), extends to
millions
of dollars annually.
He has, besides,
the power to establish and discontinue
p_'offices
(that of establishing
new post routes being rese.wed by congress); to control the _tyles, etc_, of
all postsge stamps, envelopes,
postal cards, etc.;
to ln'escribe the manner of keeping and _mdering
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accounts;
to instruct
all persons in the postal
service a_ to their duties;
and to control the
expenditure
of "all _noneys appropriated
for the
postoffice service, mounting
to over $40,000,000
annually.
The postmaster
general is required to
make an annual report to congress upon the mail
contracts, land and water mails, receipts and expenditures,
postal business, domestic and foreign,
fines imposed
upon contractors,
etc.
He has
power to fix and adjust the salaries of postmastcrs under the general reg'ulations
of congress, to
make special' orders providing
extra service or
compensation
at postoffices,
to employ special
agents, to establish
money order offices, etc.The subordinate
officers employed
in the postoffice department
comprise three assistant
post. masters general ($4,000each),
an assistant attorney
gvneral for the postoffice department
($4,000), a
superintendent
of money order system ($3,500),
a superintendent
of foreign mails ($3,000), a ehicf
clerk ($2,200), a law clerk ($2,500), a topographer
($'2,500) and 556 clerks, laborers, etc., at a total
eXl_nditure
for salaries of the department,
of
$681,980 (fiscal year 1884); besides contingent
expenses, amounting
to $129,000.
The salaries
of postmasters
for the same year amounted
to
$9,250,000; cost of mail tran_portation
$21,000,000;
fnreign mail trar_six,'rtation , $350,000.The three
grand divisions of the postofllce department
bustness place in charge of the first assistant postm_,_ter genera] : 1, appointment
of postmasters ;
2, establishment
or removal of postoffiees;
3, adju_tment of salaries; 4, the free deliw,ry or lettercarrier system
in cities;
5, commissions,
bonds,
etc., of postmasters ; and 6, distribution
of official blanks, letter balances,
etc.. to postoffices,
The second assistant postmaster general is charged
with 1, the supervision
of M1 contracts for carrying the mails;
2, fixing frequency,
conveyance
and times on all mail routes; B, advertisements;
4. the inspection
of the carrying
and delivery
_,rvi(.e, mail faiinres, etc., and 5, the issuing of
mail locks and keys, mail bags, etc.
The office
of the third &nsistant postmaster
general ha._
charge of financial business,
involving:
1, receivin¢ and issuing
drafts;
2, issuing of postage
stamps, envelopes and postal cards;
8, the correspondence
of the registered
letter system;
and
4, the examination
and return to the writem
of dead letters. _Thc
money order
system
is
in charge of & superintendent,
who keeps rite
account.% etc., of the issue of domestic
and intcrnational money orders, and of the new postal notes._Tlm
superintendent
of foreign mails
suI)ervises the ocean mall
steamship
service,
and all foreign postal m'rangements._
The busthess of the general poQtoflice is conducted
in a
m_ssiv, and ornate
marble
building,
covering
a square of ground in the heart of Washington. Its architecture
is Corinthian,
its dimensions 300 feet by 904 feet, and its cost $1,700,000.
The following
is a tist of postmasters
general, with their terms of office, from the begin_ing of the govt_tm_t:
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1.. Timothy
Samuel Can,
t .........................
Pi_._kering
......................
_ Joseph Habersham......................
4_ Gideon Granger .........................
3. John
RetutalMcLean
J. Meigs,.........................
Jr.....................
6.
7. William T. Barry........................
8.
Amos M.
Kendall
9. John
3..files...........................
.........................
10. Francis Gran_ger........................
11.
Charles
A. Wlekliffe.
...................
1"2. Cave
Johnson
...........................
la. Jacob (N_llamer.........................
14. Nathan K. Halt.........................
15. Samuel D. Hubbard .....................
1_. James Campbell ........................
_7. Aaron V. Brown ........................
is. Joseph licit .... ."........................
19. Horatio King...........................
20. Montgomery Blair ......................
21. WilliaalI)ennison .......................
_2. Alexauder W. ILandall..................
23. John A. J. Cre8we]l.....................
,_. Marshall Jewcll .........................
...._ David
James MeK;
N. Tvner
Key.........................
........................
_7. Horace Maynard .......................
-,_. Thomas L. James .......................
29. Timothy O. tIowe .......................
A.R.

Sept. 12,
_, 1,_
Aug.
1791
Feti. m, l,_
Nov. _, 1801
March _5,182_
17, 1814
June
March 9, 18"29
May o.i,
1, 1840
1835
May
March 6. 1841
.Sept.
1841
March 13,
6, 1815
March 8, 1849
July '23, 1850
Aug. ;51,185.2
March 5, 1fl53
March 6, 1857
March 14, 18,'_
Feb. 12, 1861
March 5, 1861
Sept. 24. 1884
July 25, 1866
M'arch 5, 1869
Aug. '24,1874
July 12, 1877
1876
March
June
_2.1i']80
March 5, 18_1
Dee. .20,18_1
SPOFFOaD.

POSTOFFICE
SAVINGS
BANKS.
(See
BA._ms, I{ISTORY AND MAI_AGEME_T OF SAvI/_IOS.)
POWERS
OF CONGRESS.
POWERS OF.)
PRESIDENT.
PRESIDENT
TAB.Y LAW.)

(See CoNolu_ss,

(See Exxcv'rlV_.)
PRO

TEM.

(See PA_tLL¢M_-'_-

PRESS,
The Newspaper
and Periodical
The discussion of this topic naturally divides it_elf
into: 1, some account of the origin of the newspaper press in this and other countries,
and the
statistics of its development
at the present time:
2, the relations of governmcnt
to the press, from
the censomhip
and licensing of printing to the
complete liberty of the pre_s which now exists in
free countries,
with particular refcrence to the history of the growth
of this freedom
in England
and the United States; and 3, the relations of the
press to individuals,
and the present condition
of
the law of newspaper libel. -- 1. Authorities
differ
as to the origin of the newspaper.
Disraeli gives
the Vcnetians
credit for the invention.
Doubtless their monthly
Gazetta_a
title derived from
the name of a farthing coin peculiar to Venice _-were in advance of the English
in the periodical
circulation
of news in manuscript
sheets.
But
if we date the origin of the newspaper
from the
issue of manuscript
sheets for general infornmtion, we must go back to the time of the Cmsars,
when the Aeta lh'urna,
containing
brief items of
official news, were circulated
under the aust)ic, es
of the Roman government.
Printed
news sheets
appeared
in most of the European
countries
at
various periods in the seventeenth
centu_'.
In
Germany periodical
publications
were preceded
by irregular
publications
of news, summaries
of
events, etc., in the sixteenth
century,
The first
regtdar newspaper in that country and in Europe,
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l_s a weekly paper established at Frankfort in
1615, 13}-Egenolph Emmel, a bookseller. In 1616
Johann yon der Birghden, the postmaster at Frankfort, established the Frankfurte/r Obet,past_mt_-Zeitung, the oldesL successful German newspaper,
The Allgemein_ Ze_itung, established at Tttbingen
in 1798. by Cott_, the publisher, and still continued at _ugsburg, has been the most successful
and the most influential of the German newspapers. The German periodical pres.%both in its
political and literary publications, is now the most
_rmly established, tile most widely diffused and
the most ably conducted press of the continent,
notwithstanding the repressive restrictions of the
government.
The precursor of the French periodical press w_ the Gazet_, issued by Th6ophraste
Renandot in 1631, and continuing, under modifications of title, until 1789, first as a weekly, then
as a semi-weekly, and finally as a daily publication. The Monite_tr, the official organ of the goveminent, was founded in 1789. The first daily
newspaper was the Jo_r_al de Paris au Post¢ du
£o/r, established in 1777. An enormous number
of political journals have flourished for a greater
or less period in the French capital during the
last 100 years, several of the cheaper newspapers
now published there reaching circulations not paralleled in other countries. In Spain a court jourhal was founded in the middle of the eighteenth
century. The alternating rigor of government
supervision in Spain has prevented any such development of the periodical press of that eountry as is seen elsewhere. The first Russian newspaper was established in 1703, and newspapers
are now published in the principal cities of the
empire, under very rigid censorship. The Italian and Austrian newspapers are inferior to those
of Germany and France, although several reach
wide circulations and wield a powerful popular influence. -- Nathaniel Butter, who founded
the "London Weekly Newes" in 1622, is re._arded
as the father of English journalism. Printing
presses had been at work in England for 150 years
previously, but news had been published only in
stray sheets and pamphlets, issued at irregular
intervals, and without relation to each other,
Crude newspapers tn,.came comparatively numerous during the commonwealth, and were freely
used to disseminate political opinions by both
royalists and puritans.
They had quaint titles,
such as "The Scot's Dove," "The Parliament
Kite," "The Secret Owl," etc. With therestoration a strict cen_rship of the press was resumed.
The first commercial newspaper, " The City Metcury," appeared in London in 1675; the first
literary journal "The Mercurius Librarius," in
1680; and the first daily newspaper, the "Daily
Courant," in 1709. " The Ix)ndon Times" first
appeared in 17&5,under the name of "The Daily
Universal Register," printed and published by
John Walter, of Printing House Square.
Its
circulation at the commencement of the present
century was 1,000 copies daily, and the aggregate
circulation of all the other London daily news-

papers published at that time was 4,000 copies a
day. In 1815 the number of newspapers published in the United Kingdom was 252, of which
fifty.five were in London, and fifteen of these
daily, 122 in the English provinces and Wales,
twenty-six in Scotland, and forty-nine in Ireland.
From thccloseof the Napoleonic wars the growth
of English journalism was remarkably rapid.
The reform excitement greatly increased the circulation and influence of newspapers of every shade
and kind. In 1833 there were 400 newspapers
published in the United Kinh_lom, and 42,000,000
copies annually passed through the postoffices. In
1836 the reduction of the stamp duty still further
' stimulated the growth of the press; and noteworthy development continued after tile repeal of
the advertisement duty in 1853, and of the compulsory stamp in 1855. The prices were,correspondingiy reduced, and new newspaper enterprises were abundant in all parts of the kingdom.
In 1880 there were 2,076 newspapers and 921
periodicals published in the United Kingdom.
Of newspapers, there were fourteen morning and
fourteen evening dailies published in London,
ninety-three dailies published in the remainder of
England, four in Wales, twenty-two in Scotland
and eighteen in Ireland. The daily circulation of
the London journals was placed in the same year
at 710,000, and that of all the daily newspapers in
Great Britain at 3,938,938. The aggregate circulation per issue of all the periodical publications of
the kingdom was 29,279,204, and the total numher of copies annually issued was 2,219,329.322. -Since the removal of all fiscal restrictions the increase in both the number and the circulation of
British newspapers has been much more rapid than
the increase in the population. The ratio of increase in Great Britain still remains behind the same
ratio in the United States, and the development
of the British newspaper press differs from that of
the press in the latter country in several particulars.--The
first newspaper in America was Benjamin Harris' " Publick Occurrances Foreign and
Dom_stiek, '' at Boston, Mass. The first and only
number was issued Sept. 25, 1690, and it was iramediately suppressed by the colonial authorities,
as "a pamphlet published contrary to law and
containing reflections of a very high nature."
April '24, 1704, John Campbell, postmaster at
Boston, issued " The Boston News Letter," which
was continued weekly, under various auspices,
until 1776. The third newspaper, "The Boston
Gazette," appeared Dec. 21, 1719. Andrew Bradford issued the "American Weekly l_Iercury" at
Philadelphia,
Dec. 22, 1719. James Franklin
established the "New England Courant" at Boston, Aug. 17, 1721. His attacks upon the governmerit, the clergy and private individuals, attracted
the attention of the general council, which in
1722 forbade Franklin to continue to publish the
"Courant," "or any other pamphlet or paper of
the like nature, unless it be first supervi_xl by the
secretary of this province."
The next issue appoared with the name of Btmjamin Franklin at-
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tached as publisher, the latter being then but sixteen years of age, and an apprentice in the office.
For three years the "Courant"
eluded supervision by this device.
The " Philadelphia
Metcury," then the only newspaper
in the colonies
outside of Boston, commented with severity upon
tile re-establishment
of the censorship
in Massachusetts.
But only a few years before, the editor
of that paper had been summoned before the Pennsylvania governor
and council, on account of
an article criticising the general assembly,
and
compelled
to make humble apology, receiving at
the same time intimation
"that he must not presume to publish anything
relating to the affairs
of this or any other of his majesty's
colonies,
without the permission of the governor or secretary."
The first newspaper
published
in the
colony of New York was the "Gazette,"
established I)3' William Bradford in 1725. The "' New
York Weekly Journal," the second periodical
in
this colony, was
established
by John Peter
Zenger in 1733, avowedly for the purpose of opposing the government
in the interests of the
popular party led by Rip Van Dam.
Zenger's
paper may be called the prototype of the American political journal of to-day.
Newspapers
were
e_qtablished in the remaining American colonies as
follows: in Maryland, at Annapolis, 1727; in South
Carolina, at Charleston,
1731; in Rhode Island,
at Newport, 1731; in Virginia, at Williamsburgh,
1736; in North Carolina, at New Berne, 1755; in
Nova Scotia, at Halifax, 1752; in Connecticut,
at
New Haven, 1755; in New Hampshire,
at Portsmouth, 1756; in Georgia,
at Savannah, 1763; in
Quebec, 1765. By the latter year there had been
established
in those
Americ_m
colonies
which
_fftcrward comprised
the United
States,
fortythree newspapers,
of which eleven were located
in 3Iassachusetts,
eight
in New York, five in
Pennsylvania,
fourin Connecticut,
three in Rhode
lqland, four in South Carolina,
two in Maryland,
two in New Hamlmhil_e , two in North Carolina,
one in Geor#a and one in Virginia.
At the outbreak of the revolution
there were thirty-seven
newspapers
in existence
in the colonies, eight of
which were devoted to the cause of the crown,
During the seventy-one
years since the establishment of Campbell's
"News
Letter,"
seventyeigllt papers had been started.
This exclusive
mortality,
and the limited circulation
of the journ_ls which survived, are among the evidences that
the influence of the colonial newspaper
press was
not as important
as is generally
supposed,
in
nloulding the public sentiment
which cuhninated
in the revolution.
Much of the political centreversy of the period resorted to the tract or pamphlet.
The temper of the colonial press during
tiffs period was, as a rule, more conservative
than
tlmt of the people.
The journals
that were most
outspoken
in the revolutionary
cause, and most
influential in advancing
it, were the "Boston
Gezette," which published
the celebrated
letters
of
John Adams, Josiah Quincy, Jr., and others, and
the "Masaachtmetta
Spy," published
by Isaiah
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Thomas, who has preserved,
in his "History
of
Printing," the only complete record of journalism
in the United States up to the year 1810. During the revolution the number of newspapers
did
not increase.
The precariousness
of the business
was increased by the scarcity of paper and of printing materials, which the colonists had not learned
to manufacture.
The British occupation
of the
cities of Boston, New York and Philadelphia,
which were the chief newspaper centres, successively suspended
the whig papers in those places.
or compelled
their publishers to move to interior
towns.
It has b_n estimated that the thirty-seven
papers of 1775 circulated 1,200,000 copies annually, a weekly average of 23,000 for a population of
2,800,000.
Immediately
upon the adoption of the
federal constitution
the newspaper
press received
an extraordinary
stimulus from tile organization
of political parties and the exciting controversies
that followed.
The press was engrossed in these
controversies,
all but a dozen of the 362 journals
in existence in 1810 being warmly enlisted in the
cause of the federalist or the republican party.
Many men of versatility and talent were attached
to this partisan press.
The personal bitterness
and vindictiveness
which characterized
much of
the newspaper
controversy of this formative
period surpassed an_hing
of the kind now common
in file respectable
political
press of the United
States.
Among the journals of the period which
exerted a wide influence, were the "Columbian
Centinel,"
established
in Boston by Benjamin
Russell, in 1784, and conducted by him with great
ability for forty years; the "New
York Minerva,"
e_stablished in 1793, and long ahly edited by Noah
Webster,
the lexico_oTapher;
the "New
York
Evening
Post," established
in 1801, as a central
organ of the federalists;
the "Philadelphia
Aurora," established
in 1790, by Benjamin
Franklin
Bache, and edited after his death by William
Duane;
the "Philadelphia
National Gazette,"
established
in 1791, by Philip Freneau ; and the
"Wa.qhington
National Intelligencer,"
(_tablished
in 1800, by Samuel Harrison
Smith. -- The newspaper press in the United
States has kept even
pace with the development
of the country.
A
newspaper
was started in Cincinnati
in 1793; in
Vincennes,
Indiana, in 1808; in St. Louis, in the
same year;
and in Detroit,
Michigan,
in 1810.
The first daily newspaper
appeared
in Philadelphia in 1784, called the "American
Daily Advertiser."
This was eighty-two
years later than
the first daily in London, and seven years later
than the first daily regularly established
in Paris.
The first New York daily paper was established
in 1785. All of the twenty-seven
daily papers in
existence in 1810 were published
in the seven cities
of New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Baltimore,
New Orleans, Charleston,
Alexandria,
Va., and
Georgetown,
S.C.
The number of daily newspapers publi.,daed, increased to 138 in 1840; 254 in
1850; 887 in 1860; 574 in 1870; and 968 in 1880.
In 1860 the aggregate
circulation
of the daily
newspapers was 1,478,435; in 1870, 2,601,447; and
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in 1880, 8,637,424, with an aggregatesamm] issue
of 1,135,532,466 in the latter year. The increa_
in the number of daily newspapers between 1870
and 1880 was 69 per cent., and the increase in
their circulation 39 per cent. Several well-defined
causes have contributed to this remarkable growth
of the daily press in the United States. They
are, railroad development, with the corresponding
facilities for early distribution to distant points;
the telegraph, and the telegraphic collection of
news by associated press enterprise, enabling newspapers published at distant points to print the
news of commercial amt tmlitical centres simultaneously with its publication at these points; and
the improvement of the printing pre_, permitting
the printing of very large editions of a newspaper
in time for immediate distribution.
Contemporaneous with the operation of these causes came the
successful establishment of the cheap or penny
daily press in the large cities of the United States.
The first of these papers was the "New York
Sun," established in 1833. The capacity of the
presses of this paper, at its origin, was 3,04)0copies
for morning distribution.
It now prints and distributes, before daylight, 147,000 copies six days
in the week.-- The growth of the American weekly
press has been equally noteworthy.
By the census of 1880, prepared under the supervision of
the writer, it appeared that newspapers were pubfished in 2,072 of the 2,604 counties then existing,
Every state east of Missouri and north of the
Mason and Dixon line, supported a newspaper in
every county.
There were 2,380 towns or villages where one newspaper was published; 1,018
in which two were published ; 395 with three
newspapers; 197 with four; and 324 in which five
or more newspapers or periodicals were published,
making a total of 4,314 cities, towns and villages
in which the 11,403 periodicals of the census y_r
were published.
These figures indicate that tendency to localization which is a distinguishing and
healthy characteristic of American journalism,
Each paper is champion and representative of its
particular locality, and this fact makes the American newspaper more and more a necesaity, recognized and welcomed as such in every community,
and in a constantly increasing number of families,
The number of periodical publications of all
classes in the United States, and their circulation,
at four censuses, is shown in the following table:

In 1880 there were 2,077,_9,$75 copies of pertodicais and newspapers printed in the United
States. Their net earnings were $87,441,132.22,
of which 46.21 per cent. was from subscriptions
and sales, and 53.79 per cent. from advertisements.
There were 54,654 persons employed in manufacture, and 16,489 in the editorial capacity.--2.
We
have thus hastily outlined the history of an element in civilization which was unknown and undreamed of two and a half centuries ago, and the
influence of which, upon politics, upon society,
and upon governments, it is difficult to accurately measure, while well-nigh imposs_le
to overestimate. The truism was discovered at the very
dawn of printing, that a free press and an absolute
government are incompatible with each other.
The history of the newspaper press for two eenturies was the iterated demonstration of this fact;
and the degree of freedom accorded to the press
is everywhere to-day the index of the freedom of
the institutions of every nation where the art of
printing is practiced.
In the infancy of the art it
was easy to keep it under complete governmental
control and surveillance, and such was the universal practice.
The church of Rome naturally
originated the press censorship, as a function casential to the integrity of religion and the proper teaching of the people. Pope Alexander VI.
(Borgia) first placed the authority of the church
over printed books in definite form in 1801, and
in 1515 it was formally decreed by the council of
the Lateran that no publications whatever should
be issued from any place where the church had
jurisdiction, unless such printed work had first
obtained the written sanction of the bishop, or of
the inquisitor of the diocese. All Catholic courttries accepted this censorship, and in all of them
it extended gradually, with the growth of politicaI printing, from the ecclesiastical to the civil
power. The gradual and varying modifications
that have been forced in the degree and character
of this governmental regulation of the press, constitute an interesting chapter in the history of
every European state. Whatever of freedom the
press has gained anywhere, except as the result of
revolutions, has been forced piecemeal from unwilling governments; so that the relations of the
government to the press differ as widely to-day
as the governments themselves differ; and very
much in accordance with the differing characteristics of these governments.
The history of the
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shown in a recur legt_ative report to the national
assembly, that there were 6,000 prosecutions
of
publishers during hisreign.
This was equivalent,
in its effects upon newspaper utterances in political matters, to the control which the censorship
is able to exert.
The French press laws under
the third republic reserved in the government
the
right of summary
suppression of journals whose
utterances are adjudged
obnoxious
to the public
peace and security.
In Switzerland
the censorship was abolished
in 1880, but tile laws regulating political expressions
in the press are extremely
rigid.
In Sweden,
Norway,
The Netherlands,
Belgium and Denmark,
no censorship now exists;
but the civil penalties for the violation of the press
laws are very severe, particularly
in Denmark.
In $p'a_n the constitution
of 1837 abolished
the
pre_ censorship,
and offenses against the laws
committed in the press were made triable by jury.
After the political
reaction of 1866 the journals
of that country
again suffered
from constant
official prosecution
and arbitrary suspension,
and
they continue still to do so. In Germany
the
government censorship in the seventeenth
century
• rc,strieted newspapers
to official publications
in
news matters.
In 1819 a decree of the bundestag
placed the German press under a severe censorship, which greatly checked a growth previously
r_q)id. Many radical journ_tla were suppressed
in 1883, and thtae suppressions
continue in the
empire at frequent intervals.
After the accession
of Pope Pins the Ninth in 1846, Italy produced
a
large number of new journals, chiefly revolutiona_3",which were discontinued
in 1849, when, with
the exception of Sardinia, the Italian press was
again placed under restraint until 1859-60.
The
changes of these years conferred
an almost cornplete freedom upon the Italian press, and brought
into existence
a large number of new political
journals.
Russia retains to-day as arbitrary
a
form of tile censorship as has ever existed.
The
newspaper publisher
in that country
must first
_btain permission
to print, then lodge 1,500 rou1)]e._as caution money,
after 'which he becomes
s_ll)j(_:t to a r_gime of "admonitions,"
two of
which entail a suspension
for the period of two
n_ox_ths. Thosewhocaunotaffordtolodgccaution
nloney (which is forfeited in case of a suppression)
"_r(_ compelled to submit
to a preventive
censor._hip, by sending their articles to the censors three
(l:_)'s in advance
of publication.
In provincial
_owns, where there .are no censors, journalism
is
non-existent. -- In England
the gradual advance
of journalism
from legal outlawry
to a position
of substantial
freedom,
presents
an interesting
evolution, identified
in all its stages with the devclal)ment of constitutional
government
in that
('ountry.
At the reformation
the crown assumed
th(, functions of press censorship
previously
exercis(_d in England
by the church of Rome.
In
1637 periodical publications
had become so fre(vwnt that a general system of censorship was established by decree nf the star chamber, which
anactofparllamentconflrmedin1648.
Thiscon-
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tinued until the civil war and the commonwealth,
during which the press was nearly free and unmolested.
Cromwell's opinion was well expressed
in the remark with which he is said to lmve ordered the release of Harrington's
" Oeeana,"
which had been seized as libelous.
"Let him
take his book," he said : "if my government
is
made to stand, it has nothing to fear from paper
shot."
He conceded
liberty of printing, not as a
right of the citizen, but in contempt of its influence and effect.
One of the first measures under
Charles II. was the suppression
of the newspapets.
In 1660 an order from the council of state
stopped the "31ercurius
Politicus,"
and granted
to two persons, ._Iuddiman and Giles, authority to
publish the newg on Mondays
and Thursdays.
Another act forbade lhe publication
of the proceedings of parliament,
which had been a cornmen occurrence
in the commonweallth.
Subsequently Roger L'Estrange
was appointed surveyor
of the imprimary
and printing presses, and a royal
patent granted him "the sole privilege of writing,
printing and publishing
all narratives,
advertisemcnts,
mercuries,
intelligeneers,
diurnals,
and
other books of public intelligence."
The "Intelligencer," which appeared
under this patent Aug.
31, 1663, set forth in its title that it was published
by royal permission,
for the satisfaction
and information
of the public.
It was succeeded
by
the "London
Gazette"
in 1665, and later by the
"Observator."
Neither the "Gazette"
nor any
supplementary
broadside
published
by authority
ever contained
intelligence
that did not accord
with the sentiment
and plans of the court.
On
the other hand, the unlicensed
press, afraid
of
political discussion,
indulged in immoral and corrupting publications
in an unprecedented
degree
-- a consequence
which has followed the attempt
at government
control
in many counlries.
At
the revolution
of 1688 L'Estrange
was dismissed,
but the office of licensed printer was not abolished.
It is extremely significant of the small importance
still popularly
attached
to the public pre_ as a
method of political agitalion and reform, that no
allusion to the liberty oi the press was made in
the bill of rights or the act of settlement.
The
whig government
was involved in numerous
controvcrsic_s by the character
of political publieations which received
the license of L'Estrange'a
successors,
and the system of licensing was formally abolished in 1694 by the refusal of parliament
to renew the act ,establishing
it. Macaulay
declares that this refusal, although
scarcely noticed
at the time "did more for liberty and for civilization
than the great charter or the bill of rights."
Regular newspapers
began at once to appear, and the
healthy
growth of the British press dates from
this event.
The publication
of political news was
still, however, re_o_rded as illegal,
In the reiguof
Charle_ II. the judges had pronounced
it a misdemeaner at common law to publish political intelligence without the king's license.
It was the policy
of the whigs to connive at the discreet violation
of this rnie, andmanypoliticaljournalscontinue4
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to appear, particularly
during the struggle upon
the exclusion
bill.
But the rule remained, and,
in addition to it, parliament began to assume and
exercise that control over the press which had
formally bclongc_l to tile censor and the lieenmr,
During tile reign of Queen Anne there were numerous acts of gweat severity against printers and
political writers, in most instances acts of purely
political persecution.
Thus, Steele was expelled
for political
libels; DeFoe was punished
in tile
pillory for publishing
his" Shortest Way with Dis_enters";
Tutehin, editor of a paper, by order of
the house was whipped
by the hangraan;
Wellman, editor of the "Mercurius
Rustieus,"
Dyer,
editor of the " News Letter," and Fogg, proprietot of "Mist's Journal," were compelled on their
knees to express
contrition
to the commons,
Tracts,
books, and newspapers
were frequently
ordered publicly burned by the hangman.
The
house of commons claimed for itself collectively,
and for each of its members in his parliamentary
capacity,
complete
exemption
from criticism
in
the press.
It resolved,
"that to print or publish
any books or libels reflecting upon the proceedings
of the house of commons, orany member thereof,
for or relating to his service therein, is a high violation of the rights and privileges of the house."
In the meanwhile
the first daily newspaper
had
appeared;
every large provincial
town had its
weekly; newspaper
reading was increasing;
and
the power of the press as a new political
factor
was necessarily
recognized
in official quarters,
This rapid development continued, though greatly
checked, notwithstanding
the factthat in 1812the
tory ministers
of Queen Anne, finding that the
whig press, by its ability and force of invective,
was undermining
their influence in the nation,
had, with a view to its repression,
imposed
a
stamp duty of one half-penny on every newspaper
or pamphlet
containing
half a sheet or less, the
tax rising to one penny on a whole sheet.
At the
same time a tax of one shilling on every adver,
tisement,
and also a duty on paper and foreign
books, were imposed.
These taxes were the first
affirmative
action of parliament
negativing
the
,common law doctrine that a political
newspaper
had no right to exist.
It is notorious
that this
recognition was accorded only as a method of more
effective
restraint.
It is remarkable,
in view of
their origin, that these taxes upon knowledge
_hould
have continued
to exist in England, with
various modifications,
for nearly a century and a
half.
By gradual steps the stamp duty on newspapers rose until it had increased
to four pence in
the reign of George In.
After the paasageof
the
reform act the demand for cheap newspapers
be.came so great that unstamped
and illegal publications abounded.
The government
of Lord Melbourne, finding it impossible
to suppress them by
fines and imprisonment,
reduced the duty to one
penny in 1836; the paper tax was reduced; and the
duty on advertisements,
which had risen to the
enormous sum of three shillings and six pence for
each advertisement
inGreat Britain, and two shil-

ling, and six ponce in Ireland, was reduced to one
shilling and six pence in England, and to one
shilling
in Ireland.
Several government
prosecutious
against
the publishers
of unstamped
newspapers
had previously
failed with juries.
The effect of these taxes upon the circulation
of English newspapers
can be judged from the
fact that at the time of this reduction the periodical press of the United States had already
pas,_ed that of Great Britain in number, while ils
aggregate
annual circulation
was nearly double
that of the British press, although the population
of the United States, by the census of 1830, was
only half that of Great Britain in the same year.
About
1850 there occurred
in Great Britain
a
widely organized movement for the release of the
press from these fiscal restrictions, which resulted,
in 1853, in the repeal of tile duty on advertisements, and, two years later, in the abolition of the
penny stamp on newspapers.
The duty on paper
remained unrepealed until 1861. The circulation
of newspapers increased, as a result of the repeal,
according
to Edward
Baines, from 38,648,314
copies annually
in 1831, to 546,059,400 annually
in 1861, with an accompanying
increase in population of but 30 per cent. _ One of the longer
and most exciting
contests for the enlargement
of the privileges of the press, had relation to the
publication of parliamentary
debates.
From the
restoration to 1729, newspaper reports of the parli_mentary
proceedings
were unknown.
In that
year fragmentary
reports of opposition
speeches
gave rim to a ministerial protest against this violation of the privileges
of the house and of the
lords.
Sir Robert Walpole urged that if parliamentary proceedings
were to be reported at all,
they ought to be reported fully and openly.
The
custom of the press was to print fragments
of
parliamentary
specches as though they were imaginary, designating
their authors by initials or nicknames.
The commons resolved that all reporting
was a breach of privilege, on the singular ground
that it tended to make members of parliament
answerable
to their constituencies
instead of to
their own consciences
; and this remains the par]iamentary
theory to this day.
One of the standing orders still forbids any new_paper
to publish a report of anything said or done within the
halls of parliament.
For breaches of this privi]ege numbers
of printers, some of them at every
se,_sion for years, were fined £100,
Reports continued to be printed, however,
at great personal
risks, and with numerous
punishments.
In 1764
Mores, editor of the "Evening
Post," paid a fine
of £100 for mcmioning
the name of Lord Hereford in his paper.
In 1771 the contest was finally
abandoned,
after a memorable
struggle,
which
began over the arrest of two printers for publishing the debates, involved
the arrest and imprisonment of the Lord Mayor of London
and another
city magistrate,
and aroused popular excitement
almost to the verge of revolution.
The agitations
which had preceded this triumph of the press, in
which the celebrated
John Wilkes, editor of the
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"North
Briton," was the central figure, had done
more than aught else to identify the liberty of
the press with the liberty of the people in the
popular mind, and to restrain the governmental
control of printing.
In the famous No. 45 of
the "'North Briton," dated April 23, 1763, Wilkes
attacked with great bitterness the king's speech
closing parliament,
pronouncing
it "the
most
abandoned instance of ministerial effrontery ever
attempted to be imposed,upon
mankind."
The
ministry preferred to regard this and similar expres_ions as direct attacks upon the personal veracily of the sovereign.
Although
Wilkes was
then the.member
from Aylesbury,
and therefore
protected by the vague and formidable panoply of
parliamentary privilege, he was proceeded against
by the direct orders of the king.
The secretary
of state, Lord Halifax, issued a general warrant
dirceting the arrest of "the authors, printers and
publishers"
of the "North
Briton,"
and
the
seizure of the incriminate£l numbers.
Wilkes resi_ted arrest, but was seized, and confined in the
tower.
He was released upon a writ of h_e_
CO_TU_
, Chief Justice Pratt declaring
that "warrants to search for, sere and carry away" papers
on a charge of libel were contrary to law.
The
arrest was also declared illegal on the ground
that parliamentary
privilege
protected
the person of a member in all cases save treason, felony and actual breach of the peace, and that a
libel, though it might tend to produce the latter offense,
could not be regarded
as itself a
breach of the peace.
From this signal triumph
in the courts, Wilkes passed to the more arbitrary
tribunal of parliament, where his privileges
were
in vain interposed to prevent summary expulsion,
The case of Wilkes was one of many which made
the rei.?_ of George III. a continued
crusade
a_ainst the newspapers,
carried on with such vindictive determination
that the English press may
tr_w.ethe larger part of its present privilege_ to the
reaction which resulted.
In the year 1764 no less
than 200 informations
were filed against printers
in belmlf of the crown.
In the whole thirty-three
y_.ar_ of the preceding reign, there had not been
so m_my press prosecutions.
Hitherto, when the
author of a libel was known, he alone was proseeu_c,d for it. The custom was now introduced of
involving
the printers also in the prosecution."
Quite naturally
the political discussions
in the
pr_.cs gTeW more virulent then ever, while the

notice from the authorities.
When the letter to
the king appeared, in which the latter was accused
of cowardice,
the attorney
general prosecuted
Woodfall,
who had published it, and Almon and
Miller, who had reprinted it. In the case of Woodfall, the chief offender, Lord Mansfield clearly laid
down the doctrine that the libelous character of
the article complained
of was a question for the
judge, and not for the jury.
The jury rcsponded
with a special amt irregular verdict of "gafilty of
printing and publishing only."
This verdict was
set aside, and a new trial ordered.
In the meanwhile, Miller had been tried and acquitted by the
jury, amid unmistakable
demonstrations
of popular approval.
In the existing temper of London
juries, the retrial of WoodfaU promised only discomfiture
to the government, and the case wag
abandoned.
Thereafter,
in the words of Lecky,
the historian, "the torrent of libel flowed on unchecked and unrestrained."-But the legal right8
and position of English newspapers continued a
danger to publishers
and a perplexity to judges
and juries.
The doctrine
of libel laid down by
Mansfield in the Woodfall
case, was that of a
long succession
of eminent
judges.
The first
traces of it are found in the decisions of Coke,
and it may be called the natural outgrowth of the
censorship and licensing systems, with which it ig
contemporaneous.
It had its orion in times when
the very act of printing was regarded as illegitimate, and an encroachment
upon the prerogatives
of the sovereign.
The parliament fortified the
judges in this view of the case.
The action of
the commons in excepting libels from the list of
offenses that were covered by parliamentary
privilege, shows the prevailing judgment
at a period
when the periodical press was becoming a recogn_ed and important element in the current civilization.
The desire to withdraw press ca._cs from
the cognizance and control of juries was as strong
with parliament as with the crown and its agents.
By the old method of ex_/c/o
informations,
the
attorney general wa_q able to send offending publis_hers to trial withou_
the previous
assent of
grand juries; and when the trials took place, the
judges enforced a doctrine of libel that almost
transferred
the decision from tim juries to themselves.
This law of libel was accepted by Holt,
one of the gr_mtest and most constitutional
of
English judge_.
Under George II. the question
of its soundness
had been raised, in the prosecu-

popular eonviction
that the judges were illegally
c'ndcavoring in press cases to restrain the freedom
of di_u_sion, tended to make London juries exeec.dingly tender of incTiminated
printers.
In
1769 the letters t_f "Junius"
began to appear.
No
pr_'vious writer in the English press had assailed
the government
and its members,
the parliament,
a11d even the king himself, with the freedom,
the
force, the daring vindictiveness,
that marked the
series of letters in Woodfall's
"Public
Adverti_er," written
by this unknown,
unscrupulous
and unprecedented
critic.
For nearly a year the
letters and libels of "Junitts"
continued without

tions of "The Craftsman."
Lord _Iansfield himself declared that for fourteen years he had uniformly laid down this doctrine without encountering question, and with the unanimous concurrence
of associate judges.
To amend or determine this
law of libel, so as to bring the question of motive
and of intention within the jurisdiction
of juries,
bee^ame, during the reign of George ]II., one of
the great objects of the whig party, which was
stimulated
to agitate the question
by the popular
interest in it growing
out of repeated
prosecutions regarded as arbitrary.
The enacting bill of
Dowdeswell
appears to have been chiefly the work
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of Burke; it was introduced and defeated in 1770.
But the great authority in support of the popular
view of the libel law, was Lord Camden, chief
justice
of the common
pleas, who strenuously
maintained
throughout
his public career that the
decision of the whole case, in libel suits, belonged
to the jury.
He lived to see his view vindicated
in 1792,.and that, not by an enacting law, but by
the declaratory act of Mr. Fox, entitled "An act
to remove doubts respecting
the functions of jutics in cases of libel."
This act asserted that Lord
Camden's view of the libel law had always been
the correct one. The real freedom of the English
newspaper
press dates from its passage, 100 years
after the abolition of the censorship.
Previous
to this declaratory
act the theory of the English
law, and, so far as juries would permit, its prac.
tice, was as laid down by Holt in the case of
Tutchin,
that to posse_
the people with an evil
opinion of the government,
that is, of the minist.ry, is a libel.
A practical
illustration
of the
meaning of the law was given as late as 1792, in
thecase of _"_mpson Perry, editor of the "Argus,"
who was tried and convicted
of libel for saying
in his paper that "the house of commons are not
the real representatives
of the people."
This law
rested upon the logic that there can be no rcflection upon those who are in office under the king,
without casting the like reflection upon the king,
who employs
them.
Hence the deduction,
that
such a reflection was none the less a libel becansc
it was true; and hence the final deduction,
that
the greater the truth the greater the libel.
In the
system of government
which had been growing
up in England this theory resulted in a legal bar
to freedom of political discussion,
because it was
in effect a bar to the discussion of the acts, tootires and general conduct of the parliamentary
majority sustaining a king's ministry, and thus it
practically
barred any political discussion
whatsoever by the newspaper press.
The law of libel, up to the passage of this declaratory act, was
merely a protection
of the kingly prerogative,
defended
on that ground alone, and maintained
by English jurists of high repute, long years after
these prerogatives of the king which the libel law
was framed to guard, had ceased to be regarded as a part of the English constitution.
Lord
Campbell's
commentary
upon the act of 179'2
wholly sustains this view of the libel law made
obsolete by that act. "Now that the mist of prejudice has cleared away," he says in his "Lives
of the Chancellors"
(vol. vii., p. 47), "I believe
tlmt English lawyers almost unanimously
think
that Lord Camden's
view of the question
was
correct
on strict legal principles;
and that the
act was properly made to d_z_re the right of
the jury to determine
upon the character
of
the alleged libel, instead of e_cti_g
it as an
innovation."--At
the common
law it remains
an indictable
offense to publish anything against
the constitution
of the country, or the established
sy_em
of government.
It was after the act of
_792 that Thomas Paine was indicted and found

guiltyof the pubIicstion
of "The Rights of Ma_,"
notwithstanding
the unsurpassed
plea of Emkine
for the liberty of the press, in his defense.
Numerous similar prosecutions
occurred during the
French rcvointion
and at later periods.
If such
governmental
prosecutions of the press have practically ceased in Great Britain, it is not because
the lx_wer to enforce them is not dormant in the
cemmon law.
Desuetude, however, may be held
to have abrogated the law.
It remains an offense
punishable by fine and imprisonment
at common
law to publish
any attack upon the Christian religlon.
However inoffensive in language and purpose such an attack may be, it still remains, according to Mr. Justice
Stephen, a blasphemous
libel, notwithstanding
the fact that the governmcnt of Great Britain long since ceased to hold
that the dL_enticnt from the crc_ed of the estab]ished church is an enemy of the state and of religion.
The modification
of public opinion oll
this subject, running in parallel grooves with the
changes that have taken place in the law of newspaper libel, is indicated by the proposition
introduced by the government
in 1881, as a part of
the criminal code, which, when adopted, will remove this anomaly from British law.
"No one
is guilty of blasphemous
libel," says this proposition, "for expressing
in good faith and decent
language,
or attempting
to establish
by arguments used in good faith and conveyed
in decent
language, any opinion whatever upon any relig.
ious subject."
This clause, when adopted, will
convey no protection to men like the publisher of
the "Free
Thinker,"
who was convicted
in 1883
of blasphemous libel, and sentenced to one year's
impr_nment,
for the publication
of a paper
outrageously
caricaturing
the Saviour.
Similar
prosecutions
are now unknown
in the United
States. _ Turning now to the relations of the goveminent to the press in the United States, we find
a different history, a fact largely due to the circumstance
that the emancipation
of the newspaper from government
surveillance
was practically
effected in England
before the American
pre_._
had become a powerful element in the social and
political life of this country.
We have seen, however, that, in all the British-American
colonic_
where the press appeared in the seventeenth
century, the attempt was uniformly made to introdube the British system of rigid censorship.
The
general court of Massachusetts
colony appointed
two persons, in 1662, licensers of the press, and
prohibited
the publication
of any books which
should not be supervised
by them.
Ther.e was
never under the jurisdiction of the star chamber,
a more inquisitorial
and intolerant
censorship of
the printing press than existed in this colony
down to about1725.
This censorship put sudden
end to the first journalistic enterprise in America',
it imprisoned
the printer, Fowle, on suspicion,
reprimanded
and imprisoned
the plucky Franklin, and sought without succe_
to supervise his
newspaper.
Even the laws wexe not at flr_ published for gener_
gi_
T'_
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of Ma_aehu_ette,
when compelled
by popular
demand to permit the publication of the general
laws in 1640, did so under protest, alleging it "a
hazardous experiment."
There .were numerous
instances of the public burning of books, as offenders against public order.
This was the fate
of Eliot's volume in defense of unmixed principle.¢ of popular freedom, and Calef's book against
Cotton Mather.
The first printer in Virginia was
summoned
before Lord Culpepper
in 1681, and
compelled to enter into bonds "not to print anything hereafter until the king's pleasure shall bc
known."
His offense had been the publication
of the laws of a session of the assembly.
In 1688,
when Lord F_,t_gham
followed
as governor of
Virginia, he brought with him instructions
from
the ministry "to allow no person to use a printing
press on any occasion whatever."
From that date
until 1729 no printing was allowed in Virginia;
and from 1729 until ten years before the revolution, Virginia had but one printing press, and
even that was known to be "too much under the
control of the governor."
But Virginia was not
an exception as an illustration of the policy of the
British government
toward the colonial
press.
Down to the advent of revohttionary
times the
royal instructions to the governors of all the colonies continued to contain the clause invented in
the time of the Stuarcs and reading thus: "And
forasmuch as great inconvenience
may arise by
the liberty of printing within our province, you
• are to provide by all necessary orders that no
person keep any press for printing, nor that any
pamphlet, book, or other matters whatsoever
be
printed without your special leave and license
first obtained."--In
the colony of Pennsylvania
tht, predominating
Quaker element
showed
the
s_Lme intolerance of _e printing press that distin:juished the Puritans in New England.
William
Bradford, the first printer in the colony, was also
the'first man anywhere on the continent to maintaia its freedom against arbitrary power.
In 1689
a schism occurred between the governor and the
people, in the course of which Bradford was induced to print the charter.
Anticipating
trouble,
he did not put his name as printer upon the
title page.
He was immediately
summoned
before the governor and council, with a view to fixing upon him, by his own admission, the respon_ibility for the illegal act. Refusing
to accuse
him_lf, and denying the existence of an imprimat,tr, the governor informed him that he was i_I,r/Tl_t_r, that Penn 'had given "particular
order
for the suppressing of printing in his province;"
ami he was put under a bond of £t_0' to print
n._thing "save what the governor did allow of."
Again, in 1792, during a quarrel between factions
of the quakers, Bradford printed a tract, without
hi._ name attached, presenting
the arguments
of
fl_e faction out of power.
He was arrested, and
the sheriff, searching his office, took possession of
hi._ tools, types, and the form from which the obnoxious pamphlet
had been prated,
After a
long conflnemeat, Br_lfo_l's
trial took place be-
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fore two Quaker
judges.
Bradford
conducted
the defense in person, and managed
it, says the
contemporary
account
of David
Paul Brown,
"with
a fearlessness, force, acuteness
and skill
which speak very highly for his intelligence
and
accurate conception
of legal principles."
Bradford insisted, in defense,
that the jury should be
permitted to be judges both as to the fact that
he was the printer, and of the character of the
publication,
whether or not it was _d_'t_b_-_, as alleged.
Althougil
the judges overruled this claim,
it is worthy of attention, in the words of Bradford's biographer, John William
Wallace,
that
"the father of the pr_s in the middle colonies asserted in 1692, with a precision not sincesurpassed,
a principle in the law of libel hardly then conceived anywhere, but which now protects every
publication
in much of our Union; a principle
which English judges, after the struggles of the
great whig chief justice and chancellor,
Lord
Camden, through his whole career, and of the
brilliant declaimer, Mr. Erskine, were unable to
reach; and which at a later day became finally
established in England only by the enactment of
Mr. Fox's libel hill in parliament itself."
Gulian
C. Verplanck
has traced the origin of Mr. Fox's
bill of 1792 directly
to Bradford's
position and
efforts in this trial.
The jury in the case failed to
agree, and Bradford was returned to jail for trial
at the next session of the court.
In the meanwhile, Gov. Fletcher, of the colony of New York,
being also governor of Pennsylvania,
secured his
release, and induced him to migrate to l_ew York,
where there was as yet no printing press.
The assembly of the latter colony had voted in 1693 to
allow the sum of £40 per annum to any printer
who "will
come and settle in the city of New
York for the printing of our acts of assembly and
publick papers," and "to have the benefit of his
printing besides what _rves the publick."-Arriving in New York, Bradford
was at once appointed royal printer.
This office of printer to
the crown, which Bradford
held under William
and Mary, Queen Anne, George I. and George
II., first appears in his case.
The next successful assertion of the liberty of the press in America
occurred in the colony of New York in 1735,
in the famous trial of John Peter Zcnger, editor
and publisher of the "New
York Journal," the
organ of the popular party, and opposed to the
administration
of Gov. Cosby, which found a
warm newspaper supporter in Bradford's pa4_er.
The columns of Zenger's "Journal"
were filled
with sharp gibes, satires and criticisms upon the
government,
in both prose and verse, undoubtedly
libelous, and ultimately so annoying that he was
arrested upon an information
laid by the attorney
general.
The papers containing
the "false, scandalons and seditious libels" complained
of were
ordered burned by the common hangman
in the
presence of the mayor and magistrates of the city,
and Zenger lay nine months in prison before he
could secure a trial.
At the trial the judges r_fused to admit evidence
intended
to show the
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truth of the libels, following the principle of law
which had then recently been reaffirmed in England, in the case of Franklin
for the publication of a libel in the "Craftsman."
The defense
was made by Andrew Hamilton, of Philadelphia,
in a speech which is now classic as a vindication
of the liberty
of the press.
Hamilton
asserted
the fight of the jury to judge of the law and the
facts, and in defance of the peremptory
charge of
the court, a verdict of "not guilty "was returned,
Remarkable
demonstrations
of popular approval
greeted the verdict.
Great importance is attached
by historians
to _he influence
of this trial upon
the political
destinies of America.
Gouverneur
Morris hailed it as "the
dawn of that liberty
which
afterward
revolutionized
America."
It
was the last serious attempt made by the royal
authorities
to control the press of the colonies,
Bancroft declares, that, in spite of the censorship
which had existed and continued
to be claimed,
"the press in America was generally
as free as in
any part of the world." -- In every colony, the
breakingloo_e
from England appears to have been
accepted as abrogating inherited laws and customs
which involved
either censorship or the governmental scrutiny of the political
utterances of the
book or periodical press.
As colony after colony
organized
state governments,
the freedom of the
press, under the restrictions which still obtain for
the regulation
and restraint of it_ utterances
with
respect to individuals,
was recognized
in the constitutions as a cardinal feature of free institutions,

party shall be acquitted, and the Jury shall have
the right to determine
the law and the fact.'"
Several of the states, as Pennsylvania,
Delaware
and South Carolina, especially protect newspeper criticism upon public officers, the constitution of Pennsylvania
reading as follows:
"That
the printing
press shall be free to every one
who undertakes
to examine
the proceedings
of
the legislature,
or any branch
of the goveniment, and no law shall ever be made to restrain
the right thereof.
The free communication
of
thoughts
and opinions
is one of the inviolable
rights of man, and every citizen may freely write
and print on any subject,
being responsible
for
the abuse of that liberty_
In the prosecutions
for
publication
of papers
investigating
the official
conduct
of officers or men of public capacity,
or where the matter published
is proper for.public information,
the truth thereof may be given
in evidence ; and in all indictments
for libels
the jury slmll have a right to determine
the law
and the facts, under the direction of the courts,
as in other cases;" and to this was added,
in
the amended
constitution
of 1878, an important
modification
of phraseology,
as follows : "No
conviction
shah be had in any prosecution
for the
publication
of papers relating
to the official conduct of officers or men in public capacity, or to
any other matter proper for public investigation
or information,
where the fact that such publication was not maliciously
or negligently
made
shall be established
to the satisfaction
of the

The hill of rights accompanying
the constitution
of Virginia (1776) declared "that the freedom of
the press is one of the great bulwarks
of liberty,
and can never be restrained but by despotic toyernments/'
The first constitution
of Vermont
(1777) declared that "The
people have a right to
freedom of speech and of printing and publishing
their sentiments
concerning
the transactions
of
government,
and therefore
the freedom
of the
pre_s ought not to be restrained."
Similar declarations were made either in the constitutions
or
the bills of rights of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
North and South Carolina,
Georgia and Maryland.
In the subsequent
modifications of the state constitutions,
not one of the
thirty-eight
states has omitted a clause guaranteeing freedom
of speech and of the press.
These
provisions vary in their explicitness,
some of them
including
definitions
and restrictions
which in
other states have been embodied in the statutory,
or common law.
The most common
form is that
incorporated
in the constitution
of New York by
the convention
of 1821, as follows:
"Ever 3"citizen may freely write, speak and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible
for the
abuse of that right, and no law shall be passed
to restrain the liberty of speech or of the press,
In all. prosecutions
or indictments
for libels, the
t_ruth may be given in evidence to the jury, and
if it shall appear to the jury, that the matter
charged
as libelous is true, and was published
with good motives and for justifiable
ends, the

jury."
It is clear that these provisions
were inserted in the organic law of the states for the purpose of uprooting
that doctrine of the English
common law with which they are at variance, and
which was not reversed in the mother country by
Mr. Fox's libel bill until 1792. But in most of
the states there ensued a protracted struggle, before the courts were driven to surrender the privilege, borrowed from the common law of England,
of passing
upon
the question
of the libelous
character
of a publication,
leaving to the jury
only the determination
of the fact of publication.
The press, as an agency in the determination
of
political questions,
was still deprecated by pubJic
men.
The constitutional
convention
of 1787 sat
with closed doors, and the injunction
of secrecy
upon iM members was never formally removed.
The federal senate for a time followed this example, and the first open debate was had in 1793
on the occasion of the controversy
over the right
of Mr. Oallatin
to a seat in that body.
This
broke thg spell of deliberations
in secret conclave,
and it is noteworthy
that the secret executive
session which is still retained is a remnant
of the
custom thereafter abandoned
with respect to legislative business.
The federal
constitution,
as
originally framed, contained
no provision
touching the freedom
of the press, the proposition
of
Charles
Pinckney,
of South Carolina, that "the
legislature of the United States shall pass ao law
touching
or abridging
the liberty of the press,"
having been ignored by the body whte_h framed
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the instrument.
The ¢mi_on
was _died
by
the first congress, which by way of amendment
r_otved
that "congrees
shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibit,
ing the free exercise thereof,
or abridging
the
freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble and to petition
the government
for a redress of grievances."
The law of political libel in the United States
may" bc said to have originated with the enactment of the sedition law, July 14, 1798.
It was
enacted while the federal government
was yet
new and untried, and many men feared that the
breath of the heated party discussions
which then
ab_rbed
the periodical
press, might tumble the
fabric about their heads.
It is an historical fact
that the men chiefly instrumental
in giving its
turn and tone to the American journalism of the
period were of alien birth and without
republican training.
Among them were Wil_liam Cobhett, James Thompson Callender, William Duane,
Joseph Gales, and some twenty others, all of
whom were attached
to newspapers
opposed to
the administration
of Adams and the federal party, and were eon_pictmus for the violence of their
journalistic warfare.
The sedition law had a direct tendency to pvvduoe
the sts_ of things it
wa_ passed to suppress.
Its constitutio_Hty
was
denied by the party opposed to the administration,
and may well be quls'doned to.day, notwithstandingthe fact, lhat, in sever_l of the numerous trials
which took place under it, this objection was detided in favor of the law; a_d inasmuch as it
expired by its own limitation and was never rB.
pealed, the decisions in fgvor of its constitutionality may be said to have r_ed
the presumption
of such a right in congrsss
with respect to the
press of the several states.
The unpopularity
of
the sedition act made it largely influential among
thecausesof
the final overthrow of the federalists;
and, in thewordsof
Jud_eCooley,
"itisimlmesihie to conceive at the present time of any such
state of things as would be likely to bring about
its re-enactment, or the passage of any similar re[_rPssive statute."
Out of the bitter feelings cxcited by this act grew many retaliatory political
libel suits in the _
courts, the most important
J)f which was that of the People vs. Croswell, in
the supreme court of :New York, Feb. 13, 1804.
It w_.q an indictment
against Crosweil
for an
alleged libel upon Jeff_rsoD, then president; and
Chief Justice Morgan Lewis, who tried the case,
rejected (_well'a
offer to prow the truth of the
charges in the libel, charging
the Jury that the
qtmstion of libel or no libel was a question of law,
a legal inference fTom the f_ts;
that if the jury
were satisfied that the defendant
published
the
matter compial_ned of, they ought to find him
guilty;
that the intent ef the publisher,
and
whether the publication in question
was libelous
°r not were to be deeided exclusively
by the court,
Therefore it was m:g his duty tO give any opinion
to the jury upon those point&
He cited the
opinion of Lord _
iv tim ca_ of the Dean
140
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of St. Asaph, and declined that to be the law in
the State of New York.
The ease was made famous, on appeal, by the strentums effort to lift this
judge-made
common law of England from the
jurisprudence
of New York.
Alexander Hamilton made the last, and in some r_pects the most
brilliant, oratorical
effort of his life, in denunciation of tile assumption of the court, as grossly inconsistent
with the goulus of American
institutions in relation to political publications.
The
court was evenly divided, and the opinion of the
chief justice still stood as the law.
It was on this
occasion that Judge Kent, adopting the language
of Alexander
Hamilton,
crystallized
in a single
sentence the doctrine
of libel which is now accepted in all the states, so far as relates to political
publications:
"Nothing
is a libel which is written
and published
from good motives and for justifiabit ends; and to show this, the truth of the facts
charged a8 libelous may be given in evidence, and
this, whether
against
public
measures,
public
officers or private citizens."
The decision in the
Croswell case led to tim passage of a declaratory
act, by the legislature of New York, requiring
the
judges to permit the truth to be given in evidence
in all libel cases.
Political
press prosecutions,
instituted by the government
authorities, have since
ceased altogether
in the United States.
That the
federal government
retains a latent control over
the press is, however,
the conclusion to he drawn
from the action of that government
during the
late civil war, first, in excluding
from the mails
newspapers
charged with treasonable utterances,
and again,
in the temporary
suppression
of
various
New York journals, and particularly
the "World,"
for the publication
of a forged
proclamation,of
President Lincoln.
The right of
the government
to tax newspapers
was also asserted during the same war, by the internal revenue tax upon advertisements,
which yielded in
the years 1863-7, a total income of $980,0_9.-Thus, in England and the United States, which
countri_
exhibit the most complete development
of the liberty of the press, as well as the most
astonishing
growth of the press, the relations of
the government
and the newspaper have undergone a gradual
reversal.
"No sooner had the
press been emancipated
from government
censorship," says Macaulay,
"than the government itself
fell under the censorship of the press."
"The
people of Great Britain," said Mr. Danvers, as
early as 1737, "are governed
by a power that
never was heard of as a supreme authority
in any
age or country before.
It is the government
of
the press."
It is true, as declared
by Lecky, in
consequence
of the liberty of political discussion
legalized by the act of 1792, that "Nowhere
else
in free governments
[the United States excepted 1
do we find so large an amount of power divorced
from responsibility."
But it is not true, as w_
predicted by Lord Thurlow and five peers wh_>
joined in his pretest agah_t the Fox bill, that the
emancipeCdon of the British press has resulted i_
"the confusion
and destruction
of th_ law o_
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England."
On the contrary, the century of a
free press in England has been conspicuous
as her
most law-abiding
and
intelligently
progressive
and reformatory century.
It is not strictly true
that the power of the press, resulting
from its
facilities
for appealing
directly
to the popular
passion or impulse,
is an irresponsible
power,
The English common law still retains a hold upon
the periodical
press sufficient to restrain its freedora from developing
into license.
Hallam declares that the liberty of the English press consists merely in exemption
from the licenser.
De
Lolme
expresses
the same view, as does also
Blackstone,
and it has been followed
by Americon commentators
of standard
authority as era.
bodying correctly
the idea incorporated
in the
constitutional
law of the United
States by the
provisions
of the American
bills of fights.
(See
Story on the Constitution,
p. 1889; 2 Kent, 17 et
seq. ; Rawle on the Constitution,
chap. 10.) This
view of the law largely reduces the element of
irresponsibility.
The accountability
of every
newspaper
is not only to the law but to its constituency.
The value of its property depends wholly
upon the favor of that constituency,
and this favor must be retained by the steadfast pursuit of a
general policy which commands
some measure of
popular
approval.
The multiplicity
of newspapers still further reduces the dangers dreaded by
Lord Thurlow.
_No one journal, nor any junta
of journals, can control or regulate public opinion
in given directions.
There are journals
enough,
in both England
and the United States, to advocats all sides of each recurring
public question;
and the sum of the controversial
discussion of it
is the enlightenment
of public opinion to the true
policy.
Thus one newspaper
neutralizes
another,
so far as to check an undue and irresponsible
influeneing of popular sentiment.
It is a demonstrated
fact in the history of the journalism
of
both countries,
that the establishment
of a newspaper devoted
to the fortunes
of one political
party, in a particular
town, is followed
almost
immediately
by the establishment
of a paper of
' the opposite political
faith; and, as a rule, the
town that can support one such party paper can
supply nutriment
enough
for the other.
It is
thus the fact, due wholly to the development
of
journalism,
that every public question
is presented to the people from both points of view.
The consequence
is, that so far as the government
is controlled by the people, the only effect of the
press upon that people is to facilitate an enlightened judgment,
by which the element of irresponsibility is rc_luced to the minimum.
This remains
the case, even though the temper of the press, in
its discussions,
may be, as it so frequently
is, a bitterly partisan and prejudiced
temper.--An
even
more important
consideration,
in estimating
the
effects of a free and untrammeled press upon the
government
of a nation, is the immeasurable
increase of personal responsibility
which its existence introduces
and compels in the government
itself.
In the universal publicity which the exist-

ence of a free pr_
nccessitate_, in all the acts
and motives of the men intrusted with the power
of the government,
lies the surest attainable guarantee against the abuse of that power.
It is this
fact which Macaulay had in mind, when he inslated that the history of the English constitution
from the seventeenth
century may be compressed
into the record of the struggles of the English
press for its'liberty.
That history is identified at
every stage with some phase of the popular demand for the enlargement of the rights of the individual citizen.
The original denial of free and
unlicensed printing was based upon the necessity,
in a .government
by prerogative,
of shutting
out
all inquiryas
to the character and conductor
men
in office, all investigation
of errors or abuses in
the laws or government
of a nation.
The whole
tendency
and effect of the old la,w of political
libel--the
common law which made it indictable
to publish anything
against the constitution
of
the country or its established
system of government--was
to deprive tile people of the means of
information
as to the extent of their own fights
and privileges,
and the infringements
made upon
them by the mistakes or the misconduct
of their
rulers.
All modern
arbitrary
governments
have
recog'nized the necessity of some method of intercommunication
between
the government
and the
people, by the publication
of royal gazettes or
official organs, in which is inserted no information
save such as they deem it desirable,
in their own
interests,
that the people should
possess.
The
free press, wherever
it has forced its way, has
substituted
for an irresponsible
government
by
the prerogative,
a gov_nment
which must do its
deeds in the light of day, and in the face of unintimidated
criticism, and stand or fall by the verdiet intelligently
rendered.
Except on rare oceasions of great popular excitement, where the press
does mischief
by inflaming
the passions of the
hour, it is difficult to discover consequences
of its
freedom
in political
discussion which are not to
the general advantage
of the state.
Reflecting
and organizing
public opinion, adding immensely to the facilities for co-operation,
diffusing
pol>
ular arguments
with unparalleled
rapidity over
immense areas, repeating them day after day until
they become familiar to all classes, watching with
a sleepless vigilance
for the slightest encroachments of power, and for the evidences
of oilclal dereliction, the periodical press has strengthened immeasurably
the spirit and resources of
liberty, and has made chimerical
dangers which
once seemed imminent.
This is the general verdiet of i|istofians,
one of the latest of whom, Mr.
Lecky, declares:
"The growth of the press as
a great power in English politics is perhaps the
most momentous
of all the events of the eighteenth century.
It is not too much to say that
it has modified
the political life as profoundly
as steam in the present century has altered the
economical
condition
of England.
Of all the
instruments
human wisdom has devised, a free
press is the most efficacious
in putting
an end

PRESS.
¢o jobs, abut,
political
malver_ation
and cot.
ruption.
It is di_cult
to over-estimate
its services as a means for the political education
of the
masses.
Few persons will deny, that, in England
at least, they outweigh the evils which the abuses
of the press have produced.
Whether they do
so everywhere is less certain, and the magnitude
of those evils is usually underrated by those who
judge exclusively
from English experience."
The
United" States is certainly
not the country
to
which this exception
applies.
Here, more than
in England or elsewhere, where the whole fabric
of the government
is committed to the frequent
arbitrament of universal suffrage, the importance
of means for the wide and unrestricted
diffusion
of political intelligence,
is beyond calculation,
as
has been many times demonstrated.
At the same
time it is proper to admit that the evils attending
the political liberty of the press are greater here
than elsewhere, and are serious enough to justify
the profound apprehension
they have excited in
many quarters.
But they are evils whicti are becoming less alarming as the press of the country
grows in resources, in independence,
in character
and in influence.
With this growth it becomes
les_u dependent
upon political connections,
and
therefore less virulent in its partisanship,
less
under the control of designing
and ambitious
men, less addicted to sensationalism,
less liable to
pander to the passions of the hour and the deprayed tastes of the ignorant.
In a country where
the establishment of a newspaper is such a common and easy affair, it is to be expected that some
newspapers will always exist whose conduct is
not regulated by that scrupulous regard for prirate rights and the public well-being
which has
long distinguL_hed the better class of American
journals, and is developed to an admirable degree
in the press of England.
The nature of our political institutions
and the fierceness of our party
politics have always developed a greater freedom
()f personal reference, accompanied
by a bitterncss and vindictiveness
of criticism, than is seen
rlsewhere.
Of this, however, it is safe to say,
that there is much less than existed in the early
lfistory of American newspapers,
while the vulgar intrusion into private affairs, merely for the
gratification of a prurient public taste for scandal,
has long been confined to publications
of no tee()gnized standing in the community.--3.
It remains to consider the relations of the newspaper
press to individuals.
The law of newspaper libel,
as it exists in England and the United States today, is an outgrowth of the governmental
censorship of the press, and it retains many features
which had their origin in the principle that the
pr_ss was an interloper, without any well-defined
rights, such as inhere in other lines of business or
Professional occupation.
It may be doubted if the
zlewspaper, as such, has ever influenced the current of the common law in any particular impor_ant to the protection of newspaper
publishers,
In pointing out this fact, Judge Cooley says:
"' The railway has become the successor of the
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king's highway, and the plastic rules of the common law have accommodated
themselves
to the
new condition of things; but the changes accomplished by the public press seem to have passed
unnoticed.in
the law, and, save only where modiflcations have been made by statute or constitulion, the publisher of the daily paper occupies
to-day the same position in the courts that the
village gossip and retailer of scandal occupied
200 years ago, with no more privilege,
and no
more protection."
In the meanwhile,
the newspaper press has become, one of the chief neeessities of our alert and commercial civilization.
It
bears its official relations to the government,
national, state and local, and it comes nearer to the
popular eye and heart than any other agency for
influencing
public opinion.
In the main it recognizes the importance of these relations which have
grown up between
it _md the communities
it
serves, and discharges the functions assigned it,
with a dignity, sagacity, intelligence
and enterprise not surpassed by laborers in any other feld.
But as the law of libel now stands, it is impossible to publish an allusion to an individual, in a
record of events to which privilege
is not extended, the inference
from which is derogatory
to that individual,
which will not be construed as
a technical
libel in the courts of all the states,
thus giving the complainant
a standing in court,
and placing upon the publisher the onus of proving the truth of his publication
not only, but
the absence of malicious
or unworthy motive in
making the publication.
In criminal prosecutions
for libel, under the old law, the truth wa.q not in
itself a sufficient excuse, the basis of the pro_culion being that the libel was calculated
to disturb
the public peace, a liability assumed to be all the
greater if the injurious charge was true.
In civil
suits to recover damages for libel, the truth, when
pleaded and established,
is now generally regarded as a complete
defense, where it can also be
shown that the publication was made from good
motives and for justifiable ends.
On the other
hand, the burden of the decisions is, that malice
is presumptive
in publications
the truth of which
can not be established.
The libel being false, the
malice imputable from the act of publication
is a
part of the r_s gest_ from which the action arises.
And this holds, whether the falsehood
was the
result of an inaxlvertence,
error or mistake, or
whether it originated
with a reporter, a distant
correspondent,
or even when copied from another
newspaper,
with due acknowledgment
of the
source.
These are some of the rulings which
have made the law of libel particularly
severe upon newspaper publishers.
But it is the fact that
the general disposition
of juries is, in such cases,
where the malice is a legal fiction, and not an actuai fact, to deal leniently with the defendants.
Verdicts of six cents damag_g are of common oecurrence.
The significance
of these verdicts is,
that while the publisher has been guilty of a technical libel, his guilt was done in innocenee, and the
plaintiff is therefore not entitled to smart money.
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prelentcondifionof
thelibellawuadoubtedly
emcourages suits which are in the natuee of blackrk_rallor persecution;
but the reputable press rarely
suffers from these suits beyond the annoyanoe and
expense of prep_wing for trial.
Enough has been
said to show that it is strictly true that no issue of
the daily newspaper of the day can be fr_e from
a greater or less number of libels per se, that is to
say, actionable publications,
and still publish the
current news of the day.
The impossibility
of
avoiding that class of publications has had a tendency to make the press more careless
titan it
ought to be, in the use of language and the form
of assertion, and has made thepublic more lenient
in its judg_nent of these daily violations of propriety.
Some of the more noteworthy
i_stances
of the character of publications
that have been
held libelous,
and of the circumstances
under
which the responsibility
rests upon the publisher,
may be given.
It is no Justification or excuse for
a libel that the publisher of a newspaper does not
personally
know the person libeled; or that he
did not personally
know of the libel inserted in
his paper previous to its publication.
In a civil
suit for libel the truth can not be given in evidence as a deleing, unless under a special plea or
notice of justification,
"framed
with the same
degree of certainty and- precision as is necessary
in an indictment
for the crime imputed."
The
justification
must be as broad as the charge.
It
is not a justification
of publishing rumors against
a plaintiff, to prove that such rumors existed,
Proving the truth of one out of several charges is
not a justification.
Each charge must be substantiated precisely as made.
The publisher
of
an article is equally liable with the author, and
an action may lie against either or both.
It is no
justification
for libel, to give the authority for the
statement.
Where there is an ambiguity
in an
alleged libel, it is for the jury to determine
whether the words were used of plaintiff, and in
what sense they were used.
A publication
is not
a libel, unless it reflects upon some particular
person, who need not be named, but must be plainly
pointed at.
Business corporations
may maintain
actions for libel, the same as individuals,
for
words affecting their business or property, by alleging special damages.
An imputation contained
in the form of a question,
e. 9., "Is H. the man
who broke jail?" may be libelous.
Criticisms
upon works of art or literary productions are atlowable, but they must be f_ir and temperate, and
the anthor him_lf
must not be criticised under
cover of a criticism of his works, nor must it be
assumed
that because he seeks the favor of the
public for his productions,
he thereby makes his
private, character and conduct public property,
This rule was established in the celebrated suits of
Cooper the novelist.
Publications
which reflect
upon the skill of professional
men, whose busihess depends upon their reputation, entitle plaintiff to recover without proof of special damage_
Vag_le ctmrges against the character
of public
omotm are libelous.
Where a charge of corrup-

_
is made _ivat
any officer, it cam o_ly be
sustained by proof of a specific act of corraption
on the part of plaintiff.
I't is no justi#tcatiou to
set up that certain honest men believe the allegation to be true.
Such language regarding s merebet of congress, as "he is s fawning sycophant,
a misrepresentative
in congress, and a groveling
office-seeker,"
has been held libelous.
To charge
a candidate for office with seeking that office from
motives of private gain, is a libel.
In _, word,
while the law justifies free. criticism upon public
officers and candidates for public office, the newspaper indulging
them must be as careful in the
use of words, and as specific in its proofs, in
an attempt to justify,
as though the individual
libeled were a private citizen,
Chief Justice Parsons, of Massachusetts,
stated the case in this wise:
"When
a man shall consent to be a candidate for
a public office conferred
by the election of the
people, he must be considered as putting his character in issue, so far as it may respect his fitness
and qualifications
for the o_ce.
Publications
of
the truth on this s_b'ject, with the honest intention of informing the people, are not a libel.
For
it would be unreasonable to conclude that the pub]ication of truths, which it is for the interest of the
public to know, should he an offense sgs_sst their
laws.
_ _ For the same reason the publication
of falsehood and calumny against public officers
is an offense most dangerous
to the people, and
deserves punishment
; because the people may be
deceived, and reject the best citizens to their great
injury, and, it may be, to the lo_s of their liberties." A subsequent publication of the newspaper,
containing a rec_atation,
if fair and explicit, is admissible in mitigation
of damages.
Such a publlcation, not retracting the libelous charge, but
merely attempting
to construe it in a different
sense from that fairly imputable, hRs been held
not admissible.
The defendant
can not give in
evidence, in mitigation
of damages, a former recovery of damages against
him in favor of the
same plaintiff, in another action for a libel which
formed one of a series of numbers published
in
the same paper, and containing
the libelous words
charged in the declaration in the second suit.
In
disproving
malice, though the plaintiff may give
evidence of actual malice and vindictive
motives
on the part of defendant,
the latter may rebut all
presumption
of actual malice by showing
facts
and circumstances
which induced him to suppose
the charge true when he made it.
Iqo facts of
this kind can be shown, however, except such as
were actually known to the defendant
when he
made the charge.
Although
the facts and eircumstances
which tend to disprove
malice, by
showing that the defendant,
though mistaken,
believed
the charge
true when nm_le, may be
given in evidence in mitigation of drainages, neverthelees, if the facts and circumstances
offered tend
to establish the truth of the ehar_o, or go toward
making out s justification,
they are ins_lmissible.
The defense, falling in s pleading 04 j_sti_on,
m_y rely upon the same evidence in _on.
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All mattors ocoatri_g after the publication of a
libel, thoughthey
proveits truth, are inadmissible,
Th_e rulings do not apply to the class of publications which are described as privileged.
It is
settled that a fair and impartial account of judicial proceedings, which have not been ex parte, is
a privileged publication.
But any conclusion
a
newspaper may draw from the evidence in such a
proceeding is not privileged.
The report must
also strictly conform to the actual proceeding8 in
court, and must contain nodefamatory
comments,
to be privileged.
It is a well-settled rule that the
publication of ex parte proceedings or preliminary
examinations,
although they may be of a judicial
character, is not privileged.
When they reflect iniuriously upon individuals,
the publishc_r derives
no benefit from the fact of their having been already delivered in court, and must found his defense, notin the truth of the report, but in thetruth
of the charge conveyed in the report.
The rule of
privilege does not extend to any additions, editorial
comments, or headlines, published
in c_)nnection
with judicial proceedings.
The publication
of a
stx_ch made by a convict at the time and place of
execution, is not privileged, and if scandalous iraputations are used, he who publishes them afterward must be responsible for the injury occasioned
to the person attacked.
Fair reports of the proccedings of a legislative body are absolutely privileged; but a privileged publication
of this character, as well as of others, may be libelous, and
the difference consists in the proof necessary to
sustain
the action.
In privileged
publications,
._)od faith is presumed, and the plaintiff must not
only show the publication,
but also that the defendant, in making it, was governed
by bad tootires.
Where actual malice is shown to exist, one
who has published that which is prima.fiwiv privileged, has no privilege, although
without this the
publication
would have been privileged
and even
justifiable.
Thedeflnitionof
privileged
publications is a more modern phase of the law of libel,
and has been established
by statute in most of the
states.
It is evident
that the tendency
of the
courts is to somewhat
extend the protection
of
privilege to newspapers;
and that the relief which
publishers seek from the onerous character of this
law, as now interpreted,
is to largely come from
the enlargement
of this privilege,
in its bearing
upon the ordinary business of newspaper
publication.
In a broader sense than the law implies, the
general privilege
of a newspaper
has come to
cover, in public opinion at least, the right to distugs public matters,
and public
men, as they are
in_cl)arably connected with these matters.
2_ews
can not be printed
with impunity,
even when
thelc is absence of malice;
but the privilege
of
di._cu_ion extends to matters
of government
in
all its grades; to the performance
of official duty
by all clasaes'of
public officers and agents;
to
courts, prisons, charities, public schools, to all
means of transportation,
even when in private
hands; to all scheme_ and enterprises of a semipublic nature, which invite public favor and de-
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pend for success upon public confidence.
But
these discussions must be carried on in good faith,
and within the limits of truth and fairness.
The
border line between that which is libelous and
that which is not libelous is thus a vague and uncertain one, and the newspaper editor who would
escape the constant liability to be brought into
court in civil actions for damages, must exercise
constant vigilance, caution and discretion.
In the
words 0f Clmnccllor
Walworth,
of New York,
"the law recognizes no peculiar rights, privileges
or claims to indulgence
on the part of the conduetors of the public press.
They have no rights
but such as are common to all.
They have the
right to publish the truth, but no right to publish
falsehood to the injury of others, with impunity."
--The actual effects of the law of libel, notwithstanding the severity of interpretation
common on
the bench, are not such as to tempt to frequent
resort to it, in the vindication of private character.
The pecuniary damage to the plaintiff's character
is the matter in _ue
in all civil suits, and the latitude of cross-examination
allowed on this account
involves an ordeal which few men care to encounter.
It is thus a faet, that, while the number
and circlflation of newspapers
are inordinately
increasing, libel suits are less frequent than formerly; and the number of criminal prosecutions
for libel is likewise decreasing, for much the same
reasons.BI'BLIOOR_PHY. The bibliography
of
typography
is voluminous
: it may bc found in
John F. Marthens'
Typographical
Bibliography,
Pittsburgh,
Pa., 1875. The bibliogTaphy of journalism is still limited, and the most important
contributions
to it are, in England,
Alexander
Andrews' History of British Journaltsm,
from the
Foundation
of the _hrewspaper Press to the R_.peal
of the Sta_np Act i_ 1855 ; F. Knight
Hunt's
Fourth Estate: Cont_bulio_
t(nca_t a ltistary of
2_*¢wspapers and the Liberty of the Press, 1'850;
The zVewspaper Press:
Its Origin, I_vgress and
Prescott Position, by James Grant, London, 1871;
A History of Advertising, by Hear)" Sampson, London, 1874; C. Mitchell & Co.'s _¥ewspaper Press
Directol?/, published
annually
since 1846 ; May's
British and Irish Pre,_s Guide, published
annually
since 1873; and in the United States, A History of
15_ntin 9 ir_ America to the Year 1810, by Isaiah
Thomas,
Worcester,
1810, of which a second
edition, with many notes and additions,
under the
direction
of Samuel F. Haven, Nathanicl
Paine
and Joel Munsell, was published
in 1874 by the
American
Antiquarian
Society,
of Worcester,
Mass., in two volume;
Journalism
in the. U_dted
State, from 1690 to 187 °, by Frederic
IIudson, :h_ew
York, 1873 ; Specinwns of _Ve_rspaper literature,
with Memoir_ and liemi_i._ceTwe_, by Jc_eph T.
Buckingham,
two vols., Boston, 1852; Person_
Memoirs and Recollections of Editorial Life, by the
same, two vols., Boston, 1852;
C_nmemoraZive
Address upon WillY,a_ Bradford, by John William
Wallace,
Albany,
1863; Andrew
Bradtfard,
by
Horatio Gates Jones, Philadelphia,
1869 ; zV_p_psrs and z_'ewapaper Writer_ in _Wew J_ngland,
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1787-1815, by Delano A. Goddard, Boston, 1808_
American Enegclopmdia of Pr/nt/ruj, by J. Luther Ringwalt, Philadelphia, 1871; Autobiography
of Be'ajamin Fran'_n, various editions ; L/fe of
Horace G_'eeleg, by James Patton, Boston, 1869;
Hen_7/ft. Raynwnd and _'ew Y_k Jom'n_dism, by
Augustus J. Maverick, Hartford, 1870; _ehools of
Journal_rn, by _Vhitelaw Reid, l_lew York, 1872;
_ame _Vewspaper TendeTwies, by the same, _New
York, 1879 ; Tgpo#rapMczd Miscellany, by Joel
_Iunsell, Albany, 1856; The Newspaper Record: A
Complete LISt of ._¥w_papers in the _r_ited Stat_
and Great Britain, with a _qTcet_:h
of the Prowess
of Ame_qcan Journalism, by W. T. Cog'gswell,
Philadelphia, 1856" The Anw_icnn __¥wspaper ./h"
_'eetor_j,by George P. Rowell & Co., annual mnce
1868; ]'he A_ewspaper I)i.rtcto771of the World, by
I-I. P. Hubbard, New Haven, 1882; also the _ae.cial
Report on the Newspaper/_ress in the Tenth Census of the United States. Upon the relations of
the press to government and the law, see John
Milton's Areopagititx_, a Speech for the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printing, London, 1644; Macaulay's
_Iistory of _ngland; May's Constituti,9_al llistory
of England, chaps. 7, 9 and 10; Hallam's Constitutional tIist_rry of Engb_nd; De Lolme's Constitu
tion of Enqland," Cooley's Constitutional Limita_iorts in the 55_ited _ales, in which will be found
citations of libel cases in American courts. Upon
the law of newspaper libel, see Towr_heTM on
Libel; 8hortt on Libel; IIeaxdon Libel andSla,der;
Cooper on the _r_awof Libel a_M the Liberty of the
.Press; Holt on Libel; 8tarkie on Libel.
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own value, is alone the ultimate and realstandarcl
by which the real value of all commodities can at
all times be estimated and compared : it is their
real price; money is their nominal price." (Book
i., chap. v.) He further discriminates between
the natural and the market price of commodities.
"When the price of any commodity is neither
more nor les_ than wbat is sufflcient to pay the rent
of the land, the wages of the labor, and the profits
of the stock employed in the raising, preparing
and hringing to market, according to their natural
[i. e., the ordinary or average] rates, the commodity is then sold for what may be called its natural
price. _ _* The actual price at which any cornmodity is commonly sold is called its market pri¢_.
It may be either above, or below, or exactly the
same with, its natural price. The market price
of every particular commodity is regulated by
the proportion between the quantity which is
actually brought to the market and the demand
of t_ose who are willing to pay the natural price
of the commodity,
a _ The natural price is,
as it were, the central price, to which the
prices of all cormnodities are continually gravitating. * * Whatever may be the obstacles which
hinder them from settling in this centre of repose
and continuance, they are constantly tending
toward it." (Ibid., chap. vii.) -- These few extracts from the "Wealth of Nations" embody the
principal doctrines regarding prices; and the
labors of economists who have come after Smith,
have only elaborated these heads. What Smith
terms the real price is nothing but the value of a
commodity; the nominal price is wlmt is now
called the price, and the distinction he draws be]PREVIOUS QUESTION.
(See PARI,:tA/aF_- twecn natural and actual, is to-day expressed by
'rx_r Law.)
the cost of producing the article and its market
price. What he terms the nominal price, alone
]PRICES.
The price of a commodity is its val- concerns us in this article, but this involves a disue in exchange, expressed in money. Courcellecussion of natural and market pric_es.- In an
Seneuil rightly speaks of price as being one kind article of this kind it would be impossible to give
of value, as it is merely the value of any corn- even a superficial history of prices, as they have
modify compared with a certain quantity of a from century to century been altered almost with
definite commodity.
In a system of barter an every advance in civilization.
Such a history
article may have as many differenl prices as tbere wo_fld have to include a complete examination of
are commodities with which it may be compared,
the growth and movements of population, the varias commodity is excJaanged against commodity,
o_mimprovements in agricultural and manufacturBut when the machinery of a monetary standard
tag processes, the gradual increase in the wealth of
is employed, all values are measured and cx- the people, its division among them, the opportunipressed in terms of that standard.
Instead of ex- ties for transporting and marketing commodities,
changing a coat for a certain number of loaves of the laws which favor or restrict the power of capibread, of pounds of meat, or of days' labor, and tal to combine and to create monopolies, the reguthus roughly arriving at the value of the coat, its lations of trades unions which restrict the markets,
value is estimated in terms of the commodity
the systems of taxation employed, the state of the
which is at the. time and place most current
currency, and a thousand other conditions, all of
(money), and this is considered to be its value in which may influence the prices not only of a
exchange, its price. -- Adam Smith believed that
single commodity, but even of all commodities.
every article lind two prices, a real and a nominal Out of this complexity it would be almost iraprice.
"The real price of everything, what cv- possible to frame general laws regulating the
erything really costs to the man who wants to fluctuations of prices, which may _pply under all
acquire it, is the tot and trouble of acquiring
circumstances.
But in a theoretical discussion of
it. _ * Labor was the first price, the original prices, certain principles, definite and in the main
l_urchase money that was paid for all things, general in their application, may be laid down.
_* * Labor alone, therefore, never varying its It should, however, be tmder_md, that, whatever

PRICEg.
interferes with the free movement of labor or of
capital, the free exchange of money or of commodities exerts an influence
upon prices, preventing them from reaching their normal level. -The price of a commodity
is determined
by the
relation between demand and supply.
It must he
obvious that tile price of a commodity
may vary
widely, not only in different markets, but even in
the same market.
In order to simplify matters,
we will suppose that there is but one market, and
in that market the competition
among buyers,
and also among sellers, is so free tlmt there can
b(, but one price for the same commodity
at a
given time.
The price is determined
by the
_truggle of inter_ts
between
buyers and sellors, and is subject
to constant
variation, but
always tending to such a rate as will equalize
the
supply to the demand.
For examplc,
a certain
quantity of a given commodity
is in the market,
and at a given price a number of buyers sufficient
to consume all of this quantity
will be found,
Should the quantity offered, or the supply, be im
creased, without
any increase
in the number of
buyers, therewill
be a certain quantity
remaining
unsold, and, in their eagerness to dispose of their
stocks, the holders will lower their prices, bidding
for custom against one another.
This reduction
in price is usually (some exceptions
will be noted
ll(,reafter) followed by an increase in the number of
buyers, as the commodity
is now placed within the
reach of a larger circle of customers;
so that at the
reduced price the demand may be equal to the supply, and as in the former case. the whole of the stock
may be disposed of. Or anothercontingency
may
ari.,c. There may be a greater demand for a given
commodity than the market
is able to meet.
In
their cagerneas to satisfy their wants, the buyers
ill bid against one another, and prices will rise.
But with every rtse in price, there will be some
among the buyers who will be unwilling
to pay
lhc increased
price, so that prices will rise until
thcrf_,is only such a number of buyers as will take
the quantity of the commodity
offered.
Againare
the supply and demand equaliz(xl,
and this is the
gcn(,ral law of prices. _But
this supposes a mark(,t which has no existence in fact, an tdealnlaxkc_; and a somewhat
cursory
examin_t'_O_ will
sh_)w that there are an almost infinite number o_
circumstanc(_s acting and reacting
among thems(.lve_ to infllmnce prices; that the commodities
in a market do not possess an equal utility to man,
some being necessary to his existence, others beii_g consumed at pleasure, and therefore
readily
(ti_pensed with; that a commodity
may possess at
one time a very different
value from that which
it has at another, and yet the conditions attending
ils production
may hard remained
unchanged,
For the present we will suppose that the value of
n_oncy remains the same (which is by no means
the case), and that any alteration in prices arises
from some change in the commodity
itself,
Again, some variations in prices may be of a permanent and others of a temporary
character.Instead of saying that price depends "upon the
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equalization of demand and supply, we may say
that it is governed by the conditions of the market.
" Originally,"
says Mr. Jevons, "a market was a
public place in a town where provisions amt other
objects were exposed for sale; but the word has
been generalized,
so as to mean any body of persons who are in intimate business relations and
carry on extensive transactions in any commodity.
A great city may cont_dn as many markets as there
are important branches of trade, and these markets may or may not be localiz(_.
The central
point of a market is the public exchange, mart or
auction rooms, where the traders a_ee to meet
and transact busine_s.
In London the stock market, the coru market, the coal market, the sugar
market, and many others, are distinctly localized;
in Manchester the cotton market, the cotton waste
market,
and others.
But this distinction
of Incality is not nee(_ary.
Thc traders may be spread
over a whole town, or region of country,
and yet
make a market,
if they are, by means of fairs,
meetings, published
price lists, the postoiflce,
or
otherwise,
in close communication
with
each
other."
In the United State_ these markets are.
known as exchanges.
(See ExcnANons.)--These
markets, standing
between the produoer
and the
consumer,
and comtx)sed ahnost wholly of those
whose sole occupation is to trade, tcnd to equalize
prices.
"Ttle
market
price of many things is
settk_d from day to day by the action of dealers
rather than hy that of producers.
Many kinds of
raw produce
can only he produced
at certain
times of the year; and the immediate
effect of a
rise in the price of such things is not to increase
the production
of them, hut simply to induce.
dealers to bring fnrward larger quantities
for sale,
and perhaps to import fresh supplies from distant
places.
If wc go into any corn or wool or cotton
market, we shall see dealers _lling readily on one
day, and holding hack on another.
The amount
wbich each of them offers for sale at any price is
governed
by his calcul.itions
of the present and
future conditions
of the markets with which he is
connected.
There aresomc offers which no dealer
would accept; some which no one would refuse.
There
is some price which wilt be accepted
by
those whose expectations
of the future conditions
of the market are leastsanguine;
but not by others.
The higher the price that is bid, the larger will be
the sales."
The main purpose
attained
by these
markets is to afford, as nearly as possible, a cornplete understanding
of the relation
between
demand and supply at any given time ; and prices
are governed
accordingly.
In attempting,
however, to anticipate
a large demand or an increased
supply, the_ traders are liable to error, and must
suffer.
They also may combine to buy up all the
supply of a commodity,
and then force prices up
far above their normal level; but these attempts
have no lasting effects, and although
an abuse,
are not sufficient to condemn these exchanges._
These traders,
however,
are merely middlemen,
and act upon prices only; they can not increase
directly the supply, nor govern the demand.
They
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are like a paper machine, which takes in _t one
end the pulp, and turns out at the other the paper,
The machine can not increase the supply of pulp,
nor can it make a greater amount of paper from
the pulp; it can only work upon what is given to
it.
So that while cxchanges
exert an important
influence upon prices, their action is rather determined by a set of outside conditions,
which
might exist were there no such localized markets,
As extreme examples
may be mentioned
the
sudden fluctuations
in prices CatL_,d by a demand
that could not be foreseen.
The price of all black
cloths may in a public mourning r_h
a sum far
above what they usually bring, and yet it would
not increase production,
as the demand would be
merely of a temporary character,
and not likely
to happen soon ag-ain. During an eclipse bits of
colored glass may be in demand and command
high prices.
But that is an accidental
cireumstance.
On the other hand, by a change in fashion
the demand for a certain class of goods may almost entirely cease, and prices fall to a ruinous
rate.
Such an event has recently happened
to
Irish poplin. _ While ordinary variations in prices
may be explained
by the altered relations of supply and demand, yet in the long run the price of
a commodity
is determined
by its cost of produetion.
Below this cost the price may fall. but it at
once sets in motion a series of events,which
tend
to raise it. As there would be an excess of supply in such a case, when the price fell the producers would take steps to curtail their production,
as they could not afford to produce at a loss for
any length of time, until this excess had been dis:
posed of, and the competition of buyers had again
sent the price up sufficiently high to cover the cost
of production.
An artificial _,w.arcity is, as it were/
made to clear the market.
Nor is the result any
different when there is a deficiency in the supply,
"The increased
prices offer high profits to producers, who increase as far as possible their own
output, and capitalists are tempted to invest their
funds in the manufacturer
by the hope of reaping
the high profit, so that in time the supply is again
equal to the demand, _nd the price has fallen to
its former rate. -- In tiffs discussion it has thus far
been supposed that the supply is capable of varying indefinitely
with the demand,
which
is not
the case in fact.
A new limitation
must now be
made.
Commodities
may roughly be classed, aecording to the manner of production,
into three
groups.
The first will include
all such as are

_
artist, may be enormous, but they are
determined
by what Adam Sl_th
calls the 12_ggiing of the market, and are as legitimate as is the
price paid for a bushel of wheat.
That is to say,
by the competition
of the buyers they have been
raised to such a point that the demand is limited
to the supply.
Mr. Faweett, in such case_, divide_
the value of the article into two elements, absolute
utility and difllenlty of attainment,
and both of
these elements must be pr_qent whenever an article
has an exchange value.
"For an article, however
difficult to obtain, can have no value unless it is
capable either of supplying
some want, or gratilying some desire; on the other hand, no article
can possess exchange value, if it can be obtained
without difficulty, although the article may be of
prime necessity.
_ _ Utility is, in fact, almost
invariably
only partially
operative ; this is the
general rule, for the case may be regarded as a
very rare exception when utility, as well as difficulty of attainment,
both exert their full influence
upon the price of an article.
When such a case
doesoccur, the purchaser of a commodity
isgulded
in the price which he offers for it, solely and entirely by the consideration
of the use he expects
to derive from the article.
This can only happen
when the supply of a commodity
is absolutely
limited."
(Book iii., chap. ii.)
The ssane principie has been expressed
by Marshall (" Economics
of Industry ") in what he calls the "law of demand":
"The price of a commodity
measures
its final utility to each purchaser; that is, the value
in use to him of that portion of it which is only
just worth his while to buy."_
2. In commodities of the second class an increased demand can
only be supplied at an increased cost.
As reprosentative of this group may be instanced agricultural products.
In an old country where the land
is limited in quantity, a new demand for wheat
(as an example) can be met only by a resort to uncultivated
lands, or by increasing
the yield of
tho_ already under cultivation.
It must be obvious, that at a given time all lands that are fitted to
grow wheat and return the average profit to the
cultivator, will be turned to that use.
So that in
resorting to new land, it must bring under eultiration
land of an inferior quality,
or situated
remote from the markets, that will yield a less
average product to the tiller.
The cost of producing the wheat that is grown on these poor
lands will determine the price of all wheat.
That
is to say, while wheat may have as many differ-

strictly limited in quantity.
In the sc.cond will be
found those that are capable of being increased in
number or in quantity,
but at a contintmlly
increasing cost.
The third group will include those
that may be indefinitely
produced at the same
cost.
Each of these clas_,es or groups will require
some notice. -- 1.
Where the supply of a cornmodity is strictly limited, and is not capable of
being iDcreased under any circumstances,
it may
be said that its value and price are determined
by
tim denumd.
For example,
the prices obtained
for rare coins at_d curiosities,
or the works o_ a

eat costs of production
as there are qualities of
land, its price is determined
by the cost of producing it under the least advantageous
circumstances.
To secure the fertility of a given piece
of laud already under cultivation,
additional labor
and capital must be expended upon it. But after
a certain period the returns obtained are not commensurate with the additional
expense incurred;
after a certain amount of capital has been applied to land every increase in prod_ace is secured
by a more than proportionate
hacre.zso of capital.
Sach an investment
of c:tpital Imlst follow, just
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as a resort to qn inferior quality of lauds precedes
would have sold at famine prices.
In spite of
and enforces a rise in the price of the product,
these many advances in practical agriculture, the
The general tendency, therefore, of the prices of
average yield per acre in England
has steadily
agricultural
produce, is in the long run to indiminished.
While it was 29.3 bushels during
crease. This same principle applies also to mining
the decade 1849-58, in the following
ten years
t)pcrations, as mineral deposits are limited.
Of
it was 29.1 busheL% between
1869-78 only 25.6
course the opening up of vast extents of unoccubushels, and in 1879 it had fallen to but 16 bushpied and fertile soil, or the discovery of new and
eis. Mr. Laird then wrote that, "In the United
predu_tive
mines, may not only counteract
this
Kingdom we appear to have approached a point
tendency of prices to rise, but may even produce
in agricultural
production
beyond which capital
a fail, by offering very much greater advantages
can be otherwise more profitably laid out than in
than existed before.
The application of improved
further attempting
to force our poorer classes of
processes to agriculture, both such as enable the
soils."
It had beeome cheaper to take the surplus
land to yield a greater absolute
produce, withproduction
of Russia, India and the United States,
out an equivalent
increase of labor, and such as and the tendency of the price of wheat to rise
diminish the amount of labor and expense of ob- was thus checkc_l. -- It is said that rent does not
_fining a given produce, may prevent a rise in the
enter into the expenses of production,
because
price of the produce.
Mining operations are morQ the price of a commodity
is regulated by the exsusceptible of mechanical
improvement
than agTi- penses of producing
that portion which is raised
cultural, and therefore
the antagonizing
agency
under the most unfavorable
existing
circumagainst a permanent
rise in the prices of mineral
stances.
For example, the price of wheat i_s govproducts is more active than in agriculture.
The
erned by the cost of growing a bushel upon the
law of diminishing
returns, that natural agents
poorest quality of land cultivated,
so poor that it
that are limited in quantity are also limited in can not and does not pay rent.
So that if rent,
tht_ir productive power, but that long before that
which is but the surplus produced
by the better
power is stretched to the utmost they yield to
lands over this margin of cultivation,
as fixed by
any additional demands on progressively
harder
the poorest lands, were abolished,
the price of
terms, holds true, as it is only suspended,
not angrain would remain unchanged.
This was Ricarnulled, by improvements
in the arts of producdo's theory, and, if properly understood,
is true.
fion. (Mill.)_Agriculture
has bcenableto
profit
That is to say, rent does not make price, but
least by the important advances
made in recent
price, rent.
If a demand
for grain arises, and
times, and consequently
there are not such active
the increased price will enable lands hitherto not
forces to counteract the tendency for the prices of capable of growing wheat and returning the exagricultural
products
to increase,
as there exist
penses of production to be cultivated, the rent of
in purely industrial.operations.
The principle of all other more productive
lands will rise. The
a division of employments
can be applied only to increased price of grain has extended the margin
a limited extent in the cultivation
of land, and the
of cultivation,
and rents have been increased.
introduction
of machinery is not followed bythat
The same principle applies also to manufactures.
wonderful increase which accompanies
its u_e in But in estimating the cost of producing
or manumanufactures.
The land possesses a certain ferfacturing,
or even selling, any product,
rent must
tility, which
becomes
exlmusted
as successive
be included
as a factor.
When water power was
crops are taken from it, unless it is renewed.
At
chiefly used in manufactures,
the sites where water
the beginning of the eighteenth
century it was a power was to be obtained,
were sought and com('ommon usage to grow successive crops of white
rounded high rents.
The most available business
corn until the land was utterly exhausted,
when
sites in a city are soon occupied,
and may cornit was left to recruit itself by resting in a state of
mand almost fabulous
prices.
The farmer who
nature, while other portions were undergoing
the
pays rent for a certain piece of soil can not com_m(. process. The practice of fallowing
annually
pete successfully
with another who owns, or hires
a portion of the arable land, and of interposing
a .at a lower rent, land of a like degree of fertility;
crop of peas between cereal crops, was even then
and for this reason, the wheat growers of Engb('coming common, and at a latex period green
land, who have to pay high rents for their land,
crops, such as turnips, clover and rye gross, were
can not contend against wheat grown in Ameralternated
with grain crops.
This rotation
of ica by farmers who obtain rich lands for a mere
crops increased the capacity of the soil, and the
trifle.--But
as land is limited in quantity,
while
improvements
in the breeding of live stock, the
population
and the demaud for land are contiupreparation
of artificial
manures,
and the appliually increasing,
the price of laud and also the
cation of better methods to the cultivation
of the
rent of land rise. An examination
into the price
land, were reflected in the increased productiveof laud in France showed
that the average price
hess of the soil.
These steps have required
a per hectare had been quadrupled
since 1789, tripled
great outlay of capital, and if the laws prohibitsince 1815, and doubled
since the first years of
ing or restricting
the impor_tion
of agricultural
the rule _)f Louis Philippe.
As regards rents, little
produce had not been repealed, England could not
that is definite can be said.
In France it is earlhave obtained sufl_ent
food for her population
mated that in rural districts the rents of agricultfrom her own soil, and what wheat she did grow
ural lands are about 3 per cent. of their value,

,
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being governed almost entirely by the returns the
land will make to the tenants. In large towns
and citiesthey may be as high as 20 per cent.of
the value of the land, asthe most availablebusthess sitesmay command thatrent,and yet allow
the full rate of profit to the tenant.
Some agricultural lands, such as are fitted to produce certain vines gdving a peculiar wine, may also cornmand what appear to be exorbitant rents. It may
even happen that the price of land and of rents
diminish, as, for example, in small villages which
are drained of their population
by a neighboring
large city.
Such cases are, however, not so frequent as to affect the general tendency of prices
with respect to land.--Of
commodities
in the
third group, that is, such as may be increased to
an almost unlimited extent without an increase in
their cost, manufactures
may be said to form a
large part.
As most manufactures,
however, consume articles that are the produce of the soil, it
might be supposed
that they would follow the
laws governing the value of those articles.
This
is in a measure true, hut only to a limited extent,
The value of an agricultural
or mineral product
lies almost wholly in the value of the raw material,
the labor expended
being merely one of appropriation.
Any increase in the difficulty of obtaining the raw material
is added, to its full extent,
to its cost.
It is not so with a manufacture.
Here
there are three elements, or factors, which enter
into the price of the finished product: 1, the cost
of the raw material; 2, the plant necessary
to
carry on the process of manufacture;
and 3, the
labor employed.
Of these three factors the cost
of the raw material plays the least important
part,
and a fluctuation
in its price must be a great one
to be felt in the product.
For example, a rise of
20 per cent. in the price of flax would not cause
the price of linen cloth to rise as much a.s 5 per
cent.
An increased
demand
for a manufacture,
as a rule, affects only the price of the raw material.
There may be, and generally
is, an increase in the price of the finished product when
the demand is greater than the supply.
But this
incrc-a.se is only temporary,
and is corrected
by
the increased production
which follows "the extension of works by the introduction
of new capital,
There need not necessarily,
therefore,
result any
permanent
increase
in the cost of production,
and consequently
in price, save as respects that
which follows the rise in price of the raw material used in the manufacture,
and this is generally so small as to be inappreciable.
In this
group of commodities
the price more nearly approximates
to the actual cost of production
than
in the first and second groups,
as the competition among
manufacturers
is more active.It
may even happen
that in the face of a greatly
increased
demand
the prices of manufactured
products
may fall.
In our former position we
assumed
that no increase in the cost of the necessary plant or of the labor employed
was occasioned
by such an alteration
in the demand,
The cost of production
may be lessened.
This

follows
from the increased
productiveness
that
may be caused by conducting manufacturing operationson a large scale,as it allows a mor_
complete divisionof employments, therebycansing a greaterdegree of skillin the labor,a saying in the material, and an economy
in many
of the processes and methods.
As the extent to
which this saving process may be carried d_epends
upon the extent of the market, and as the market
is, in the case of commodities
that are necessary
or even of voluntary
consumption,
enlarged by
a reduction in the price, which brings them within the reach of a wider circle of buyers, there
is practically
no limit to which the price may
not attain.
Through improvements
in machinery
and processes of manufacture
the price of the
product may fall as the enlarging of the market
offers new opportunities
for applying
such improvements.
Should, however, a marked rise in
wages occur, the cost of production is increased
and the price of the manufacture
generally follows, but this is neither a usual nor a lasting
result. -- General prices have their periods of ebb
and flow, rising at one time and falling at another,
according to the general conditions of trade and
industry.
These general movements
have a certain periodicity,
rising until checked by a financial
or commercial crisis, and then falling tmtil again
raised by a new demand.
Thus, the years 1837,
1847, 1857, 1866 and 1873 were marked by extremely high prices, but they were succeeded by
years of falling prices.
" When trade is good, a
state of things is created in which a downward
movement
of prices is sooner or later inevitable.
A great stimulus has been given to production
in certain favorite industries ; capital
has been
employed
in creating new establishments,
or in
extending
fixed works and plant; laborers have
flocked into the trade, attracted
by high wages;
at a point the demand is found to be below the
supply,
the prices of the manufactured
article
become unremunerative,
and in time the raw
material and labor employed in the trade are at a
discount.
The fall is precipitated,
moreover, by
the inability
of speculative
holders of stocks to
hold on in the face of falling markets.
At each
new stage of the decline new sales become necestarT, till there is apparently
no limit to the fall,
just as before there seemed to be no limit to the
rise.
By sympathy
almost all markets
come to
be affected, the low prices in one market attracting capital to it, and so weakening
other markets, while speculators
who are hit in one department of trade seek to cover their losses by sales
of some commodity
or stock which has not depreelated."
(Giffen.)--This
course of events may
be illustrated
by an example.
The year 1878
marked the culmination
of an era of great specu]ation and inflated prices.
During
the following six years, or until 1879, the depression
of
trade and industry
became more and more $ggravated,
and was accompanied
by a gradual
fall in prices.
This will be shown by the followLugtable:
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ties that are necessary to support life, or to those
which may be dispensed with. For example, food
is essential to existence, and any deficiency will
produce an alteration in price out of all propor-
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tion to the amount of the deficiency.
Men must
have food, and a certain quantity of it; it has been
noted that the consumption
of food of men in easy
circumstances
does not differ widely in times of
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;
]t will be noted that the fall in the price of food
products was relatively less than of manufactures
and raw materials
of manufactures.
-- As 1878
was the period of maximum
inflation, so 1879 was
the year of greatest depression.
In that year, however, a reaction occurred,
and was marked in this
country by a great revival in the construction
of
railroads, which resulted in a great increase in the
demand for iron and steel.
So great was the demand that production
could not for some time
meet it, and the course of prices in the iron trade
during the last four years (1879-83) will afford a
very good example
of the manner
in which the
supply and demand are equalized,
in accordance
with the law we have already described. -- At the
beginning
of 1879, pig iron was selling at about
$18 per ton.
The sudden demand was such that
neither domestic production
nor importations
of
foreign iron were able to satisfy it, and in February, 1880, the price had risen t_o $41 per ton. This
exceptional
condition could not, however,
continue for any len_h of time, as the promise of rich
profits induced the blowing in of all furnaces that
had remained
idle during
the long period of deprcssion, and gave a stimulus
to investments
in
new blast furnaces.
In April, 1879, but 241 furnaces were in blast; one yearlater
the number had
increased to 431; at the same time in 1881, to 453,
and in 1882, to 457.
Meanwhile,
however,
the
supply was being adjusted
to the demand.
During the years 1880-82 there were laid 27,875 miles
of new lines, but the mileage laid down was already beginning
to be less, and new enterprises
were slowly taken up by capitalists.
This decrease in the construction
of railroads was reflected
in the demand for iron andsteel.
Whilethe
price
of pig iron was, in February,
1880, $41 per ton,
the average price for the year was $28.50; for
1881, $25.12, and for 1882, $25.75; showing that
the vastly increased production
was bringing prices
to a normal condition.
During thefirst six months
of 1883 the high rate of production
was mainrained, but in the face of a continually
diminishing demand, so that prices fell to $20 per ton, and
less.
The producers
then commenced
to restrict
their output,
and furnaces
were closed, so that
while in April, 1882, there were 457 furnaces
in
blast, in April, 1888, there were only 375, and
many others were on the point of shutting down.
In time condition_ will again be equalized and production resumed.-The fluctuation
in prices must
vary widely according as they apply to commodi-

rises,
they curtail
expenditures
in otherof direcabundance
and oftheir
dearth.
If tile price
food
tions, so that a scarcity of food is very apt to be accompanied
by a general prostration
of industry,
and the only trade that thrives is that which deals '
in food products.
The fluctuations
that occur in
the price of food have a very wide range, and ar_
great even when there is no famine or real dearth.
At the conclusion
of the sevcnteenlh
century,
Gregory King estimated
that a deficiency in the
harvest would
raise the price of corn in the following proportions:
A deficit of one-tenth
would
raise the price
above the common
rate threetenths;
a deficit of two-tenths
would
raise it
eight-tenths;
of three-tenths,
one and six-tenths;
of four.tenths,
two and eight-tenths;
and of fivetenths,
four and five-tenths.
(Quoted in Davenant's Works, vol. it., p. 224.) In a famine there
is no limit to priccs of food .save the ability of the
consumers
to buy.
_atcver
affects the supply
of grain (taking this as a representative
article of
general
and nece._ary
consumption)
will be refleeted in prices, and prices will vary in a ratio
very different
from the variation
in quantity.
Mr. Tooke observes that the price of corn in England has repeatedly
risen from 100 to 200 per
cent. and upward,
when the utmost
computed
deficiency
of the crops has not ruben more than
between
one-sixth
and one-third
of an average.
The cause of this is not difficult to delcrmine.
At the time he wrote, flwre were taws which probibited, except under ccrlain conditions,
the iraportation
of corn into England,
and the home
crop was chiefly depended upon.
Agriculture
is,
however,
most uncertain,
and until the harvest is
actually secured, it is as likely to be deficient
or
to fail utterly through
meteorological
influences
which it is beyond the power of _nan to control.
A deficiency,
whether
it really exists or is only
apprehended,
becomes under such circumstances
a serious matter, and, being exaggerated,
forces
the price beyond what is justified
by the facts.
"The more tim mere forces of nature preponderate in production,
the less can the supply be increased
or decreased
at pleasure;
the more f_equently,
as a consequence,
do we find monopoly
prices.
Thus, the production
of wheat is invariably connected
with the order of the seasons.
Between secd4ime
and harvest, there are a number of months which neither capital nor skill can
shorten to any extent.
The cultivation
of land,
to be very much greater and more lasting, supposes so many conditions
precedent,
increase
of
live stock, buildings,
etc., that it can be attained
only after a series of years.
Hence it happens
that wheat, much more than manufactured
prod-
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nets, is subject to oppressively high and to oppressively low prices, during a long period of
time. No matter what the influence of the
forces operating in the opposite direction may
be, the price of wheat depends most largely on
_he re_;ult of the last crop." (Roscher, "'Political Economy," cxii.) These violent fluctuations
are, .however, corrected in proportion to the extension of the market.
Wheat varies in price
much less now when there are three great wheat
exporting countries, Russia, India and the United
States, than it did when there was but one. --As

blockading of the prind_
_u_ern
_,
for a time a veritable famine in _otttm e_:isted.
Or the ravages of disease or of insects may produce a scarcity. The price of wine in France atmined the highest limit when the oi'dium ravaged
the vines.--It
has been assumed that the value
of gold and silver, the currency in which prices
are expressed, remains unaltered. We must now
consider the effects .of changes in the value or
purchasing power of the circulating medium.
The value of the precious metals is governed by
I the same laws which regulate the value of other

seen,
regards
there
manufactures,
may occur violent
while, fluctuations
as we have in
already
price i the
commodities,
cost of production.
and in the long
Being,
runmoreover,
depends produpon
by rea,;on of a sudden demand, yet they are soon ucts of the earth, their supply is in any one discorrected by an increased supply, as capital and trier limited, and an increased quantity can be
labor nmy be had to almost any extent. -- It is ._e_.ured only with a greater expenditure of labor
hardly nec_4sary to more than note the great in- and capital, and consequently at a greater coat.
flueuee which the cost of transportation has on They belong, therefore, in the second group of
prices, and how great changes have been pro- commodities.
This tendency, however, of the
duced by every improvement in the means of value of gold and silver from time to time to incarrying commodities from the place of produc- crease, has been counteracted by the discovery of
tion to the place of consumption. -- Among the new and productive mines, and in some cases the
many circumstances that may artificially affect supply has been so much increased that a marked
prices may be mentioned the attempt to determine
fall in prices has resulted. The value of money,¢
them by law. "Fixed prices by governmental
is determined by comparing it with other commodauthority were soonest attempted after bad har- ities. If at one period a yard of cotton cloth is
vests." Nor was the attempt confined to articles worth fifty cents, and at another only twentyof nec_._sity, for the rate of wages has also bee_a five cents, two things may have happened. Either
_ubject t_Jsuch measures. As prices are governed
the cost of producing the cloth may have been deby a number of conditions over which the law creased to that extent, or the purchasing power of
van have no control, such ill-considered efforts money has been increased.
In the first ca_, the
are worse than useless, because, by interfering
value of the cloth, as compared with other cornwith natural conditions, they may work great
modities and with gold, will have fallen; and in
mischief. A curious survival of these laws, which
the second, the value of the cloth, as compared
are to be met with in the history of all nations, w-ith other commodities, may have remained
nnli_ in the usury laws, which attempt to fix a limit changed, and it has changed only as regards gold.
to the ra_e of interest. -- There are, however,
In this latter case the value of gold will have been
<>ther circumstances that may artificially raLqe altered, and as it measures the value of all other
prices. For example, there may not exist free I commodities, their prices will also be changed.
competition among producers, but one or a limited [ A general rise or a general fall in prices is due
number may alone have the power of producing
to a change in the value of money. Hence the
or of selling the commodity.
A man may pos- value of money varies inversely with general
sess, say, all the available mines of a certain metal, prices, rising as they fall, and falling as they rise.
and this will enable him to iix his own price; a -- The value of money varies with the supply,
patent may confer the same power upon an in- like the value of any other commodity.
If the |
ventor or one who disposes of the patented article, exchanges of a community remain unchanged
In such cases the price depends upon the ability
in quantity, by doubling the amount of money
of the purchaser, and a]_ upon the position of in circulation, general prices would also be doubthe vender. If hc holds a complete monopoly,
led; by halving it, prices would fall one-half.
he may almost fix his own price; but if at a cer- "Thevalueofmoncy,
other things being the same,
lain limit, comIx_tition nmy be _lled out, he must varies inversely as its quantity; every increase of
make his price below this limit if he intends to quantity lowering the value, and every diminureap the full profit. In either case the price is a tion raising it, in a ratio exactly equivalent."
monopoly price. Caprice or fashion may for a (_Iill.) In order that this law may be true, we
time succeed in forcing prices far above their must suppose that gold and silver alone constitute
normal level. The price of false hair was enor- the currency, and that credit in no form i_ used.
mousiy increased during the time when fashion
Credit has, without regard to the form it may
dictated the wearing of enormous masses of hair take, exactly the same purchasing power with
grown by others than thewearer.
In time of war money; and an exercise of the credit power has
the supply of some commodity may be partially
the same effect upon prices as would an equal
or wholly shut off, and almost fabulous prices amount of money, because prices depend upon
may be the result. The price of cotton was quad- purchases.
"By far the mast powerful influence
rupled during the rebellion, on account of the exerted by credit on prices is caned by ineteasitlg
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the pm'chad_
powe_ of the country.
If it were
average value of twenty-seven
commodities,
asnotforcredit,the demand fr,
r commodities would
sttmingitto have been 1.0from 17,54)
to18f_),
was
freque_lybe much lessthan itis. In fact,when
2.9from 1354)
to 14,50;2.8from {450 to 1550; and
creditisfreelygiven, the demand for a ccnnmmod- 1.5from 1550 to1650. Mr. Tooke says("History"
itymay increasewithout any assignablelinfits;ofPrices,"vol.vi.,p. _2), that "no riseinprices
when the demand is so stimulated,
prices may
can be discovered until 1570, fifty years after the
temporarily rise in a very striking manner.
We
entry, of the Spaniards into Mexico, and almost
lay particular stress upon the word 'temporarily,'
thirty years after tt_e discovery of the Potosi
because, as frequently
stated, the price oi _ all
silver mine in Mexico."
But the figures we have
commodities,
except those whose supply is absojust quoted show tlmt the purchasing
power of
lutely limited, must always in the long run be
silver had begun to decline even before the supply
regulated by their cost of production.
But al- from America
could have produced
any effect_
though cost of production
detcrmine_ a point toReacher attributes the fall in the valuc of money
ward which the prices of commodities
must ultito the fact that at this period in many nations
mately have a tendency to approach, yet the prices
there was a "transition
from a sluggish circulaof commodities may temporarily either very much
tion of money, made still more sluggish by the
fall _ort of their cost of production, or be greatly
custom which everywhere
prevailed of hoarding
in excess of it.
These variations in price are due
treasure, to a rapid circulalion, which _as made
to sudden fluctuations
in the demand and supply
still more rapid by the u_ of all kinds of substiof any particular
commodity;
nothing exerts so tutes for money.
Adam Smith believed that till
powerful an influence in producing
these fluctua1570 the value of silver did not fall, hut an histions a_ an extended system of credit.
If no credit
torical table of English coins would show that a
were given, and if everything
were consequently
great change occurred between 1,546 and 155l; for
paid for by money
directly it was Imrchased,
while the ratio of gold to silver in the former year
there would be little speculation ; commodities
was as I to 5, in the latter it was 1 to 11, and in
would generally be bought as they were wanted;
1026 had become 1 to I3.3.
It is known that
everything connected with trade would be regular
from 1570 to 1640 the purchasing power of silver
and uniform, and there would be no great variafell rapidly, and the ultimate range of prices was
tions in the demand."
(Fgwcett.)
"M_ney
and
reached in 1640. Alison (" History of Europe ")
credit," says Mill, "me
exactly on a par, in their
sees important
consequences
attending
the in,.fleet on prices."_
Any event which largely in- creased supply of money.
"The annual supply
t'rea_es the amount
of money in circulation will
of the precious metal for the use of the globe
a{ter its value, and cause prices to vary.
In an- was tripled; before a century had expired, the
cient time.q, when large stocks of gold and silver
pricesofeveryspeci_sofproducewerequadrupled.
xvcrehoarded by the state, or in the temples, or by
The weight of debt and taxes inrensibly wore off
privt, te individuals, the opening of such reservoirs
under the influence of that prodigious
increase;
pr,_due.ed great revolutions in prices, but the effeets
in the renovation
of industry,
the relations of
_verc almost wholly local.
In modern times such
society were changed;
the weight of feudalism
r¢.volutions have been caused by the discovery and
cast off; thc rights of man established.
Among
_orking of larg_ deposits of gold or silver. Thus,
the many concurring
causes which conspired to
,abotlt the beginning of the sixteenth century the
bring about this mighty consummation,
the most
mil_¢'s of Peru, and later on," of Mexico, began
important though hitherto the least observed, was
to pour their prod4ucts into the lap of Lhlrope.
the discovery
of Mexico and Peru."
And Mr.
Iiuml_)ldt
estimates that the annual export of
Cairues declared that the now supplies of gold
_olti and silver from America to Europe, between
and silver "supplied
and rendered possible the
1492 and 1500, amounted to $50,080 plastres; beremarkable
expansion
of oriental
trade, which
t_ c.en 1,500 and 1545 to 8,000,000; and from that
forms the most striking commercial
fact of the
timetol600,
toll,000,000.
According to the same
age that followed. " ("Essays
in PoliticalEcon;ttlthority, Europe, before the time of Columbus,
nay,"
p. 110.) On the other hand, it was folila,1 a circulation of 170,000,000
piastres; about
lowed by much misery and hardship.
" _ rapid
1_{00,,_f 600,000,000.
A rapid depreciation
in the
was the fall, so great the disturbance of trade and
v;,l,,e of money occurred in this period.
The
industry that followed, so wholesale the reduction
l_ri¢.es of rye in Saxony from 1525 to 1550 were
in the value of fixed incomes and permanent
txri(.c t_ high as from 1475 -to 1_0.
According
charges, that widespread
distress and much perto Oarnier, the French
prices of wheat, from
manent pauperism
r_ulted.
*
*
Mr. Jacob
1450 to 1500, were on an average 4.08 francs of
attributes to the overwhelming
changes in the purthe present price per seta_r: from 1501 to 1520, 5
chase power of money, at this period, that sudden
fran,.s; from 1522 to 1540,/1.26
francs; from 1541
increase of pauperism which gave occasion for the
to 1560, 11.69 francs; from 1561 to 1_0,
21.83
establishment
of the English poor laws, and those
francs; and from 1_1 to I600, 82.51 francs.
In
financial emlmrrassmenta
of Charles I. which led
l"ngland the price of wheat from 1_0 to 1600
to the great rebellion.
Instead of a slow and
_vas 2.64 times as high as from 1480 to 1_00. Acgradual dimimrtion of the weight of indebtedness,
cordi,ig to the Frtmeh writer M_Ilier,
the putdebts were, in many cases, almost confiscated
by
chasing power of si/ver, _ eompgn_
with the
the rapid depreciation of the money in which they

,
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were to be paid.
The creditor class was very
generally impoverished,
if not hopelessly ruined."
{Walker,
"Money,"
p. 136.)--From
1640 the
value of money apI_"ars to have been quite stationaxy.
During
the seventeenth
century
the
annual
export of gold and silver from America
to Europe
was, according
to Humboldt,
about
16,000,000
piastrcs;
during
the first half of the
eighteenth
century it was 22,500,000, and during
the second half, ,_5,300,000.
He estimated
that in
1700 Europe had a circulation
of 1,400,000,000 piastres; and in 1809, 1,8_i,000,000.
But in spite of
these increased supplies the variations of price are
rather to be attributed
to alterations
in the cornmoditics
themselves,
and not to changes
in the
value of money.
Mr. Jcvons
believed
that the
-value of gold did undergo extensive variations during the latter part of this period.
"Between
1789
and 1809 it fell in the ratio of 100 to 54, or by 46
per cent.
From 1809 to 1849 it rose again in the
ratio of 100 to 245, or by 145 per cent."
(" Journal Statistical
Society,"
June, 1865.)
And there
are other facts which
would
prove that there
was an extensive
disturbance
of values at that
time.
Roseher attributes
the fall in value to the
restrictions
imposed
by the war upon the free
circulation
of commodities,
and the rise which
occurred
1818-48 to the removal of these restrictions. -- In 1848 large deposits of gold were discovered
in California,
and three years later in
Australia.
The Mexican
and Peruvian
deposits
were chiefly of silver, but the produce of these
new mines was largely gold.
At about the same
time the Russian gold mines became very producrive.
At once a panic arose in Europe over the
results that must flow from such a vast inercase
in the supply.
M. Chevalier
in France recommended the adoption of a single standard of silver
in that country,
and his work was translated
by
Mr. Cobden in England.
But the best examination into the effects of the new discoveries
is to
be found
in Mr. Cairnes' "Essays
on Political
Economy,"
to which we must refer our readers,
Mr. Rogers says that it is calculated
that, between
the years 1848-68, gold valued at £657,000,000,
and silver at £346,000,000,
were added to the
stock of the precious
metals of the world.
A
goodly share of the silver has been absorbed by
India and China, the "London
Economist"
estimating
that, between
1858 and 1872, upward
of £90,000,000
was sent to those countries.
As
to the real effect of these discoveries
on general
prices little is known.
Mr. Jevons
believes that
the value of gold fcll at least 20 per cent. between
1849 and 1874. As compared with silver, its value
did not materially
alter between 1800 and 1866.
The discovery
of large deposits of silver in the
United States caused the price of silver to fall,
and the fall was accelerated
by its demonetization
in Germany
and the Scundinavian
countries in
1872--3.
So that, while the ratio of gold to silver
was, in 1867, I to 15.57, in 1878 it had become i to
18. Such was the expansion
of trade and the increase in the uses for money during the period

that has elapsed since the Californian _md Arab
tralian mines were opened, that it may be doubted
if there has been so great a variation in pricesas
Mr. Jevons imagines.
And as a proof of this, it
may be noted that during the last few years a
number of economists have raised a cry of a scarcity of gold, that its value is appreciating,
and
prices of commodities
are tending
do_mward.
(See Giffen, "Essays
in Finance,"
and the files of
the "London
Economist"
during
the last four
years.)
An exceedingly
valuable
essay upon the
"Distribution
and Value of the Precious
Metals
in the Sixteenth
and Nineteenth
Centuries,"
by
Prof. T. E. Cliffe Leslie, will be found in "Macmillan's Magazine,"
August, 1864. -- Prices under
an inconvertible
paper currency,
whose value is
always purely
arbitrary,
may reach almost any
limit.-Of prices in the United States, little study
has ever been made.
In colonial
times prices
fluctuated
widely, and indeed until long after the
revolution.
This was due, not so much to the
scarcity of money, as to the almost total absence
of a market, which is at once an incentive to production and a regulator
of price.
The scarcity of
money led to the regulation of prices of labor by
law, and also to a resort to wampumpeag,
or shell
money, and a barter currency.
Silver prices fell
enormously,
and there
were many complaints.
The crops were limited and uncertain, and until
1641 there was little or no trading.
In that year
New England commenced
to build up her carrying trade, and in 1652 was enabled to establish a
mint, the pine tree shilling then coined becoming
the standard of value.
The barter currency was
still maintained,
as was also the wampum,
so that
silver was exported.
In time, paper issues were
resorted
to, at first under such limitations
as to
prevent
depreciation,
but later excessive
issues
were made.
Every change affected prices in the
same way that like restrictions
affect them to-day.
Numberless
laws were passed with the intention
of preserving a balance between
the prices of Isbor and merchandise
and thq currency, but to no
purpose.
"Whereas
there hath bene divers cornplaints made concerning
oppression
in wages in
prizes of commodyties
in Smith's worke, in excessire prizes for the worke of druaghts
and teames
and the like, to the great dishonor of God, the
scandell of the Gospel, and the griefe of divers of
God's people both heare in thi_ land and in the
land of our nativity,"
etc.
(Mass., 1638._The
elder Winthrop wrote about 1640, that "the searcity of money made a great change in all cornmerce.
Merchants
would
sell no ware, but for
money.
Men could not pay their debts, though
they had enough.
Prices of land and cattle fell
soon to one-half and less, yea, to a third, and after
to one-fourth
part."
In that year the price of Indian corn was fixed by law at four shillings, of
summer wheat at six shillings, of rye and barley
at five shillings,
and of peas at six shillings
a
bushel.
The interest of money was _ed
at 8 per
cent.
The prices of corn, cattle _
other produce were continually
falling,
sad the wages of
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labor was made to follow. In 1646 the law determined the rate at which cattle should be taken
in payment of public dues : cows of four years
old and upward, £5; heifers and steers, between
two and three years old, 50s., and between one
and two years, 30s.; oxen of four years and upward, £6; horses and mares of four years and upward, £7, etc., etc., and such estimations were
frequently made. In 1693 the rate of interest
was reduced to 6 per cent. Prices were in great
confusion by reason of the many currencies then
used. Madam Knight gives this sprightly account
of a bargain : "They give the title of merchant
to every trader, who rates his goods according
to the time and specie they pay in ; viz., pay,
money, pay as money, and trusting. 'Pay' is
grain, pork and beef, etc., at the prices set by
the general court. 'Money' is pieces-of-eight,
ryais, Boston or Bay shillings, or good hard meney, as sometimes silver coin is called; also warnpure, viz., Indian beads, which serves as change,
' Pay as money' is provision aforesaid one-third
cheaper than the 'assembly set it; and 'trust,' as
they agree for the time." A. knife, worth in hard
money six pence, would cost twelve pence in pay,
and eight pence in pay as money. In 1712 a r_gime of deprecis_d paper money existed, and a
few years later banks were resorted to. Between
1712 and 1716 the price of silver i'ose from eight
to twelve shillings per ounce. In 1720 a long list
of commodities receivable for public dues at prices
determined by the general assembly, was issued,
but was repealed in 1723, only to be renewed as
occasion seemed to require. In 1727 silver was
at seventeen shillings per ounce; good merchantable beef at £3 per barrel; pork, £5 10s.; winter
wheat, eight shillings; summer wheat, seven shillin_; barley and rye, six shillings; Indian corn,
four shillings per bushel; and other commodities
in proportion. The condition of affairs became
worse in spite of numerous financial expedients
for bettering them. In 1741 Gee. Shirley stated
that exchange between sterling and Massachusetts
paper was 450 per cent. in favor of the former,
As showing the condition two lines may be quoted
from an almanac of 1749 :
"The countrymaidswith 8aucetomm.ketcome,
Andcarrylo_ds_ftatteredmoneyhome."
In 1748 the price of silver was forty shillings
per ounce, and one year later had risen to sixty
,_hillil+gsper ounce, the prices of commodities
lollowing.
Then began the oppressive messurea of the English parliament, which ended in
the revolution. The issues of continental currency deranged values everywhere. _ In 1776
monopolies and extravagant prices in the neccs_ries of life were important questions, and
i_ 1777 Massachusetts passed a law fixing the
price of labor and of commodities: Farm labor
in summer shall not exceed three shillings per
d_ly; wheat, 7s. 6d. per bushel; rye, 5s.; wool, 2s.
per pound; beef, 8d. and 4d. per pound; cotton,
8s. per pound by the bag; flannel, 3s. 6d. per
yard; flour,"25s. per +cwt,; bloomery iron, _)s.
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per cwt. at the place of m_nufacture, etc., etc. -Much the same course of events was experienced
in the other colonies. In Rhode Island, for example, rum, which sold for 13s. per gallon in 1746,
brought £1 in 1748, and £1 8s. in 1754; molasses,
£1 3s. per gallon in 1746, and £2 lls. in 1765;
salt, 14s. per bushel in 1746, £1 16s. in 1748, and
£2 13s. in 1765; flour, £18 ls. per barrel in 1748,
and £45 4s. 9d. in 1769. In 1779 a convention
fixed the price of rum at £6 15s. per gallon; of
molasses at £4 16s. per gallon; and of salt at £10
per bushel. Tea was worth £5 17s. per pound;
cotton, £1 17s. per pound; wool, 18s. per pound;
Indian corn, £4 10s. per bushel; and bloome D"
iron, £27 per cwt. The wages of a common laborer was fixed at £2 8s. per day, and other labor
in proportion. -- It must be obvious that little
would be gained by a more extended study of
these prices. They show a period of enormously
inflated prices, induced by exc_sive issues of an
irredeemable paper currency. When in 1781 the
legislature of Virginia by law fixed the scale of
depreciation of the continental currency at 1000
to 1, values were no longer measured in this
medium, Throughout this period congress passed
legal tender acts, laws determining the prices of
_aborand of commodities, and laws against "forestalling" and "engrossing," but all to no purpose.
The currency was subject to higher laws than
those of a legislative assembly, and prices were
governed by the currency. As illustrating the
effects of an over-issue of an irredeemable currency, the period is most instructive; but as regards prices, it is almost barren of results. After
1781 specie began to come into the country, and a
more normal r_gime of prices was established. -For the subsequent period there exist few data
for any complete history of prices, and before
attempting to summarize what material is at hand
it will be well to look at the conditions of production and the means of marketing the results.
The farmer himself was the principal consumer
of the produce raised on his farm, and his few
and simple wants were almost wholly satL_fled by
his household. In 1809 Gallatin estimated that
about two-thirds of the clothing (includinghosiery)
and of the house and table linen, worn and used
by the inlmbitants of the United States not residing in cities, was the product of family manufactures. What few things could not be supplied
in this way he obtained of the village tradesman
or mechanic, between whom and the surrounding farmers a limited amount of exchanges took
place. But everything was local.
The roads
were bad, the cost of transporting produce was
such as tp prohibit any resort to a distant market,
and confined as he was to a limited territory there
waslittle inducement for the farmer to grow more
than was sufficient to supply his own wants.
Prices also were local. In the neighborhood of
cities, farm produce was higher in price than in
the interior, and the further one went from the
city the lower fell the price, because there was no
market for it. Moreover, prices fluctuated wide-
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|y; wheat might be very low o_
yem', mad at
famine prices the next; it might be mp_sb_mdant in one county while very scarce in a neighboTing district, the difficulties
attending its _tstion prevented
an equa]izatiou
of conditions,
Nor werc there the means for marketing the prodnce, as the merchant
class weze rathe_ engaged
in a foreign and not in a home trade, the former
being the more profitable.
As the markets were
limited, manufactures
were in their infancy.
In
fact, everything
was primitive,
and prices also
were in a rudimentary
condition.
"Where
the
economic life of a people is still undeveloped,
and
the production of one enterprise is not from the
first based on the estimated
consumption
of another, the circulation
of goods brings with it
great profits and great leases; whereas, l)roflts
and lo_.s
gTOW smaller, but at the same time
more uniform
and regular, in proportion
as the
circulation
of goods incre_es
in rapidity
a_l
regularity."
(Stein.)-Such was the condition at
the be_nning
of the revolution.
Laws not only
re_tricting their power of m_nufacturi_g,
but also
their power of t_ading, had _n
imposed on the
colonies by parliament, so that they were forced
to depend upon their own exertions, both for the
munitions
of war and the _w_sry
articles of
consumption,
which had previously been chiefly
imported from Great Britain.
Exhausted
by the
long war, and without funds or credit, with no
regular markets for their produce, jealous of one
another on account of commercial
regulations,
and pressed with taxes, some of the states h_
recourse to paper money and legal tender laws.
It was a period of great suffering and depression,
and the range of prices differed in each state
according
to its currency, and in each district
according
to its natural
chaxacteristic_
and the
means of access.
On the form_ion
of a stsbte
central government,
confidence was restored, and
with the year 1795 one of our tables of prices'
begins.
Already the chief industries of the country were agriculture
and commerce.
The European wars, which began in 1793, gave a great
impetus to both, a great proportion
of the carrying trade of the world being thrown into the
hands of the neutral Americans.
The wars lasted
until 1807: in that period the registered tonnage
increased from 367,734 to 848,306, am] while the
exports of domestic produce increased barely oneffth, the export of foreign prgducts
inc_l
nearly 125 per cent. In years of scarcity in England the export of grain would expand, and the
export
of cotton show some growth;
but generally ._l_king,
the country had only a small foreign market, and was content to do the carrying trade for other nations.
Pitkin says of these
years: "We
h_ve before us a table giving the
price of flour at Philadelphia
from 1785 to 1528,
a period of forty-four
years, the ac_wacy
of
which, we believe, may be relied upon.
The wrerage price of flour, from 1785 to 17_, ac_rd-

t80'2--8, when ELtrope wm_ at pem_ u_r
t_
treaty of Amiens), being twelve years of war,
was _9.15, mAklng a difference of _4.TI per barrel. * * By adverting to the price from 1820
to 1828, after Europe
had again settled down in
peace, it was reduced
to _.46,
being only five
cents more than in the flrst-menlloned
period.
The advanced price of agricultural
productions,
during the long wars in Europe, was accompanied
by a great advance in the price of lands in the
United States."--In
November,
1807, the Berlin
decree and the Britist_ orders in council led to the
withdraw_d of the larger part of the foreign cornmerce of the country from the ocean.
The value
of the total exports fell from $108,843,150
in 1807
(of which _48,000,000 were of domestic produce),
to _22,130,960
in t808 (of which but $9,500,000
were of domestic origin).
Shut out from foreign
markets for the time, prices naturally fell sharply,
a_d this our table shows.
In 1809, however, the
export of domestic produce rose, but was not so
isrga _s in 1806-7, and was seriously interfered
with by the war of 1812-14, and fell in value in
tke latter year to less than _17,000,000, althou_.h
our table shows th_ prices ruled high.
The
carrying trade was for that year ha.
This cornpeHed a greater attemion to the developmen_
of
the internal resources of the country, which had
up to this period remained
almost unnoticed.
By _butti'ng off commercial
relations
with the
outer world the embszgo
acts, non-intercourse
taws, and, finally, the war, gave an impetus to
domestic manufactures,
by creating,
_ it were,
a market for their products.
During
the war
prices ruled high, and in some of the states
were further in_ated by redundant paper issues.
In 1812-13 silver flowed to _ew England, being
displaced in the other colonies by the paper currency.
In 1814 business
was brisk and prices
rapidly advancing, when the bubble burst, andalt
banks outside of _ew England suspended.
The
paper issues increased,
and prices continued
to
rise.
"Money
lost its value.
The notes of the
city banks depreciated
20 per cent., and those of
the country b_nks from 20 to 50, and specie so
entirely disappeared
from circulation,
that even
the fractional parts of a dollar were substituted by
small notes and tickets, issued by b_nk_ corporations and individuals.
The depreciation of money,
enhancing the prices of every .species of property
and commodity,
appearedlike
a real rise in value,
and led to all the consequences
which are ever attendant upon a gradual advance of price_
The
false delusions
of artificial wealth increased the _
dew, and of the farmer
for foreign prodne "ti_s,
and led him to consume in anticipation
of his
crops.
The country trader, seduced by a demand
for move than his ordiuary supply of merchandise,
was tempted to the extension of his c_d_,
and
filled his s¢o1_, st the most extravagant
prh_,
with goods v_tly
beyond what the sctug] r_
souroesof
]fls custome_s could pay for, whfletbe

/_g t_ this table,was $5._1 p_r barn_, while the
pete _
_7_ to 1807 (ezeluding the yes_

i_
the _!

meeelmat,]rovingno guide to asee_
wsat. of the _ommu_d_y,but t_ es_'-,
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Im_ of retailers to purch_e
his commoditieo,
sent
orders abroad for. a supply of manufactures
wholly

ulation was tolerably active.
In 182'2, a reaction
commenced in May; some kinds of imported goods

disproportioned
to the effective
den_and of the
country.
Individt, sls of every proIession
were
tempted, to embark in speculation,
and the whole
community
was literally plunged
in debt.
The
ple_y of n_t_od, as it was called, was so profuse,
that the managers of the banks were fearful they
could not find a demand for all they could fabricote, and it was no unfrequent
occurrence to hear
of individuals
solicited and urged to become borrowers, under promises as to indulgences
the most
tempting.
Such continued to be the state of things
until toward the close of the year 1815." (Quoted
in Gouge.)
/ks in New England specie payments
were maintained,
this speculative
mania was not
reflected in our table.
The abuses of "banking,"
which at that time was considered
to be 'issuing
notes, were the main cause of the fluctuations
in
prices from this period even down to 1800. Almost
every state had a circulation of its own, and the
scale of depreciation
differed in each state.
To
make the currency more uniform,
congress established a national bank in 1816, and the state banks
resumed
specie payments in 1817.
In the next
two years banks were greatly multiplied
in the
west, nearly all issued circulating notes, and conducted their operations in a reeklea_ manner.
The
national bank speculated in its own shares, forcing
the price up to $156.50 per share in September,
1817, but in December,
1818, it had fallen to $110
per share.
In 1819 the crisis came, and a period
of stagnation and depression succeeded.
Land in
Pennsylvania
was worth, on the average, in 1809,
$88 per acre; in 1815, $130; in 1819, _.
"The
newspapers
of 1819 contain numerous
accounts of
riots, incendiary
fires, frauds and robberies.
The
house committee
spoke of the 'change
of the
moral character
of many of our citizens by the
presence of distress.'
The distress
extended
to
New Bngland, but was less severe there than elsewhere.
In the west it was intense.
* * Stagnation and distress lasted throughout
18'20. Prices
were at the lowest ebb, and liquidation
went
slowly on. Wheat sold at twenty cents per bushel
in Kentucky.
A man in western Kentucky
stopped "Niles'
Register"
because one barrel of flour
used to pay a year's subscription;
now three barrels would not.
At Pittsburgh
flour was $1 per
barrel ; boards, 20 cents per hundred ; sheep, $1.
Imported goods were at the old prices.
* * *
Rent of a given house in Philadelphia
fell from
$1,200 to $450; fuel from $12 to $5.50; flour from
$10 to $4.50;
beef from 25 cents to 8 cents

fell 15 per cent. in Philadelphia;
and United
States bank stock, which had been held at 115 in
Febramry, was sold in New York on the 1st of
May at 102, and before night had fallen to 98_.
The effects of the reaction were felt throughout
the year.
In 182-3-4, banks extended
their operations, increased
their issues, and the spirit of
speculation
was excited, resulting in the crisis of
1825. In April (1825) news come of a great rise of
prices in English markets, and excited great speeulation
here.
Twenty-seven
cents were offered
for upland cotton, and refused, though the holders
would, a week before, have been happy to obtain
20 cents; cotton yarn, _*o. 15, rose from 35 to 45
cents; Muscovado
sugars advanced
a dollar on a
hundred,
and St. Domingo coffee rose from 17½ to
21 cents per pound.
The rise in the prices of
tobacco, drugs and spices was very considerable.
The mania applied
chiefly to cotton, and lasted
through May and June.
The " Charlestown
Patriot" mentioned
that "the same parcel of cotton
had changed
owners
six or seven times within
a week without
leaving the hands of the factor."
Corn was uprooted in order that cotton might be
planted.
In July the news of a fall of _l. a pound
in the price of cotton in Liverpool
pricked the
bubble and precipitated
a crisis.
The effects of
the reaction continued
through 1826, in a general
dullne_
of business.
"In the southern states the
consequences
were most trying, as the high price
of cotton had led to an over-extension
of the culture of that a_icle, and as the planters, encouraged
by the demand for their staple, had plunged themselves in debt to support a splendid style of living.
The manufacturers
of cotton were, also, great
sufferers.
Cotton cloth, which
it cost 18 cents
per yaru to _mport in 1825, was imported
in the
spring
of 18'20, at 13 cents."
(Gouge.)--We
must now retrace our steps, and note two imporrant influences
which were beginning
to be exerted on prices in this period.
During the war
large amounts
of capital were invested in nmnufactures,
especially
in woolen and cotton mills.
On the return of peace there occurred, as we have
seen, an era of speculation,
and enormous
iraportations
were made without regard to the condition of the markets and the ability of the purchasers.
During the first three-quarters
of 1815
the value of imports was $83,080,073, and from
October, 1815, to the same month in 1816, the value
amolmted to the enormous
sum of $115,302,700,
ofwhiehbut$18,000,000werere-exported.
About

per pound.
*
*
Wages were low on half
time."
(Sumner and Gouge.)
In 1821 occurred
a flight reaction,
but prices fell again in 1822.
Stop laws, stays of execution
and execution
acts
were passed, in the hope of relieving the distress,
Briefly summarized
the course of events was as
follows: 1821. business was dull in the beginning
of the year.
The effects of an expansion, appnremly commenced
in tim spring, began to be felt
June or July, and by October the spirit of spec141
VOL. Ili. -- 22

$70,000,000 of the imports represented
woolens
and cottons.
The domestic
manufacturers
could
not make any progress in the glutted markets,
and appealed to congress.
The tariff act of 1816,
having
especial reference to cotton and woolen
manufactures,
was passed, and as the first really
protective
tariff it marks the beginning
of that
tong course of legislation which has materially afleered the prices of manufactured
goods.
Henceforward this must always be taken into account,
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as it artificially raises prices and introduces a disturbing influence. The fact may be noted, without attempting to trace the effects of the m_ny tariff laws on prices. Manufactures began to extend
as population increased, as their demands became
enlarged, and as the great natural resources of
the country were developed. The introduction of
machinery supplanted the household industries,
and the growth of a market for manufactured
goods allowed the concentration of processes in
large establishments, where a more minute division of employments could be carried out; therise
of manufacturing towns, and the wider cultivation of the raw materials of manufactures, accompanied these altered conditions. This resulted in
a gradual fall in the prices of manufactured goods,
as improvements in processes were introduced, or
a wider market, both to buy and to sell in, arose,
From this time on, prices of manufactures became
steadier, and followed, in a general way, the economie condition of the markets. --Another important influence consisted in the improved means
of transportation and of marketing goods, which
brought the producer near to the consumer, reduced the cost of transporting products, and thus
extended the markets, while at the same time
equalizing
i3_ices
by allowing a freer and more
rapid interchange of commodities in all parts of
the country.
As early as 1790 Pennsylvania undertook to c(mstruet e_n_s, but the attempt was
abortlve, and ended dlmu_trously. It was not tmtil
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the completion of the Erie canal, in 1825, that
extensive schemes of internal improvements were
laid out. In ten years (1823-82) the amount of
tolls collected on the ]_'rie canal had increased
from _,44,486 to $1.196,008.
"By means of this
extensive water communication through a comatry naturally extremely fertile, the farms of the
west are placed nearly upon an equality with
those of the east, in the vicinity of the great market towns and cities." (Pitkin.) The success attending this canal aroused a spirit of emulation in
the neighboring states, and the construction of
canals in Pennsylvania opened up the coal fields,
thus bringing to the market a most important factor of production. Delaware, Maryland and Virginia also constructed canals, and the spirit for
canal improvement passed into Ohio, nearly 400
miles of artificial inland navigation being cornpleted before 1835. Pltkin estimated, that, in
1835, upward of 2,867 miles of canals had been
built, at a cost of $65,000,000, and the expcnditure had been made chiefly during the previous
fifteen years. Steam navigation was being intTOduced on the rivers, and, beginning with 1826,
railways for the transportation of passengers and
merchandise were being built, and their rapid
extension, superseding in a great measure all other
modes of conveyance, has resulted in making the
country practically one market. The two imporrant factors in making prices were a vast
in production, and a greater degree of _
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to marketa The population, or market, at each
decade since 1880, is in the following table cornpared with the growth of railroad facilities,

the standard from silver to gold. In 1835 the
government was out of debt, and possessed a
surplus, and the expansion of bank issues began.
A speculative period followed, and speculation
TZXRa
PopulatSon. J mlesor in cotton was especially marked. Whereas the
.Irt_nr°'d" price of upland cotton in 1834 was 12.5 cents per
1_0 ...........................
' 1_,8_,0So [_
pound, in 1835 it was 16.7 cents, and in 1836,
184o
17,069,453 II
2,818
]86o...........................
...........................
_,191,H76
9,o'21 16.6 cents per pound, when its price was sudI_o...........................
_,_.4s,ssl
I so,
a_s denlylowered by the stringency
in the money
]870 ...........................

38,558,37!

18so...........................

50,1s5,788 I

]

_,914

m,87_ market,
Thousands
personsin had
been tempted
by the high
prices to of
embark
the cultivation
of
this staple, and when the fall came, it proved disFrom 1831, with which -year our second table astrons.
Speculation had extended in every di.
,of prices begins, it may bc said that the prices rection, and even to we._tern lands, an unlimited
follow almost regular cycles of rise and fall, fo]- quantity of which might be had at a fixed price.
lowing closely the periods of speculation and sub- The revulsion ran through the whole speculative
_equent depressions.
Commercial crises occur system. In May a delegation of the merchants
periodically" about every ten years, and the course of New York represented that real estate in New
is pretty much the same in every case. The ex- York had in six months shrunk $40,000,000: in
tension of credit may occur under a redeemable,
two months 250 firms had .failed, and stocks had
as well as an irredeemable, currency, but the con- shrunk $20,000,000 ; merchandise had fallen 30
sequent prices are higher, and their fluctuations
per cent., and within a few weeks 20,000 persons
.greater, under the latter. In 1825, as we have had been thrown out of employment.
(Quot_l
seen, there was a crisis, which had been preceded
in Sumner.)
The banks throughout the country
by inflated prices. The years 1837, 1839, 1857 suspended, and the distress was increased by a
and 1878 were each marked by great financial dis- failure of the wheat crop, grain being imported
turbanees, which were reflected in the industry
from abroad. In 1835 wheat was selling at $1.22
-of the country.--Returning
to where we left off per bushel, in 1836 at $1.78, in 1837 at $1.69, and
in our examination of prices, in the year 1827 in 1838 at $1.90. The next year it had fallen to
money was plenty, but in 1828 there was an $1.24 per bushel.
In 1838 a great number of the
alarming _arcity of money in May and Septem- banks resumed, but in 1889 came a bank crash,
bcr, and this continued until July, 1829, when chiefly due to speculation in cotton.
Cotton (up£q_at distress was felt. Prices ruled low. In land) in 1838 sold for 10.6 cents per pound, in
Rhode Island "the embarrassments which have 1839 at 13 8 cents, and in 1840 at 8.7 cents. In
been realized in this immediate neighborhood for 1843 it had fallen as low as 6.6 cents per pound,
the last ten days, have had no parallel in the his- nor did it recover until 1847. Pric_ were falling
tory of the republic. Men of reputed capital,
until 1848, when they began to rise a_,_ainunder
who have withstood the shock of former changes
the more improved conditions, the banks having
and times; men who for the last forty years have resumed in 1842, which allowed a new and
stood firm, erect and undismayed before the tern. healthy development of industry and credit. The
pests of the times that have assailc_t them, are prices reached in 1843 have rightly been called
now tottering on the verge of bankruptcy and the "low-water
mark of the century," as the
ruin. Their fall bears excessively heavy on the limit has never since been reached.
"The fall
poor and laboring classes, who, by the way, are in of prices from 1839 to 1843 was not due to any
reality the principal sufferers.
* * Within the forced contraction of the currency.
The more
last ten days, within the circle of the ten adjacent
correct explanation of the phenomena is that the
miles (Providence.), upward of 2,500 people have destruction of the banking system brought with
been suddenly and unexpectedly thrown out of it a collapse of the industD" of the country. , ,
employment, and the distress that such an event The year 1843 was one of the gloomiest in our
has produced can be far better imagined than de- industrial history.
The grand promise of ten
scribed."
In the next two years money was plen- year_ before was now entirely obscured.
Morttiful, and prices began in 1830 to rise. "In 1881, gaged property was passing into the hands of the
which was a year of great expansion, rents rose mortgagees.
Factories were idle. Trade was
enormously in many parts of the town (Phiiadeldull, investments slow."
(Sumner.)
In 1844
phia), store goods advanced in price, and such prices began to mend. In 1847 the expo_s of
fresh provisions as axe sold in the market were breadstuffs were very large, owing to a partial
higher than they had been at any time since the failure of the crops in England, and the abolition
resumption of specie payments ; but the money of the British corn laws opened up a market for
rote of wages was hardly affected." (Niles.) In the agricultural produce of the country.
Immi1834 there was distress, incident to the fear of gration commenced to flow into the country on a
results attending the withdrawal of public de- larger scale, and the internal development of the
posits from the United States bank, and in the country kept up with these improved conditions.
same year prices were influenced by an alteration
The discovery of the California mines in 1847
in tim coinap laws which practically changed aided this growth, and in the following year large
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PRIMARy
sums of foreign capital were sent here for investnmnt.
The rise in prices was very rapid between
1850 and l&_i3, and continued
until 1857, aided
by an expansion of bank issues.
Cotton sold for
9 cents in 1852; in 1856 for 10.6, and in 1857 for
14 cents per pound.
In 1857 the crisis came,
banks suspended,
and prices dropped,
reaching
their lowest limit in 1861, after which time they
were unnaturally
increased by the changed conditions forced upon the country by the rebellion,
All banks suspended
in 1861, and in 1862 an era
of irredeemable paper currency was entered into,
which lasted
until 1879.
The financial policy
pursued,
only aggravated
the disturbance.
In
1863 gold was at 140-150, and the paper dollar
was worth only 65 or 70 cents; under further
issues gold rose to 200-220, making the paper
worth 4,5 or 60 cents.
A tariff, higher and therefore more restrictive, than the country had ever
before experienced,
was built up between 1861-6,
the duties collected in 1865 being 54 per cent. of
the dutiable imports.
An onerous system of internal taxation was adopted, under which a cornmodity and its various parts were subject to many
different taxes, thus vastly increasing
its price,
The special commissioner
of the revenue (Mr.
David A. Wells), in his report for 1866, says that
a somewhat extended investigation
respecting
the
advance in the prices of the leading articles of
consumption
and of rents, indicated
an increase
of nearly 90 per cent. in the year 1866, as cornpared with the mean of prices during the four
years 1859 to 1862. The price of cotton varied
from 300 to 500 per cent. above the price in 1860.
The price of labor, however,
did not advance
in
an equal ratio with the price of commodities,
being but about 60 per cent.
The effect of the
great increase and disturba_ice of prices thus noticed, he summarizes as follows: a decrease of production and consumption,
and a partial suspension of national development.
-- At the end of the
war the country showed a wonderful recuperative
power.
In 1868 over-production
was complained
of, and prices continued to fall until 1871.
Some
of the burdens to which the industry of the courttry had been subjected by tile war were removed
in these years, and, although prices were low, the
country was being prepared for a period of great
speculation
and inflation, which
culminated
in
1873.
During the next six years the country experienced one of the most, if not the nmst, severe
periods
of commercial
and financial depression
it ever felt, and one of its marked characteristics
was the _rat shrinkage everywhere felt in values,
In 1879 there again occurred a great revival in
busines_ marked by a rapid increase in prices;
but this led to such an enormous
production in
the great iadu_.4es,
notably ha iron, woolen and
cotton manufactures,
and paper industries, that in
less than three y_ars pric_
had nearly touched
the low level they had reached in 1878.Such,
in brief, _
been the general course of prices in
the United States.
Each commodity,
however,
lma its _o_a "hfJocy, r,ad onKht to be studied
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carefully, not only by itself, but also in connection with all other commodities.
This, however,
the limits of the present article would not permit,
and this '"sketch" must be sufficient.
The first
of our tables shows ttle prices of leading commodities in Boston, and was prepared by Mr. John
Hayward.
Our second table is taken from the
report of the director of the mint for 1881; all
gold prices.-- AUTHORITIES. The works of Rogera (Ag_r_utture and I'rir_in
England,
1259-1582,
4 vols.) and of Tooke and l_'ewmarch (History. of
PrO_es, 1793-1856, 6 vols.) are two of the most
valuable
contributions
ever made to economic
science.
The es_ys of Felt, Phillips,
Bronson,
Gouge, and Raquet, on American
currencies, are
valuable,
and Sumner's ][ist_rry of A,wrican
Curq'ency is the best work that has yet appeared on
this subject.
The same author's Life of Jacks_
should aL_o be studied.
Niles' I_gi, ter contains
much that throws light upon the course of prices.
Walker's MoTR_/shows the chan_e.s that have occurred in the value of the precious metals, and
the reports of the various international
conferenc_ on silver should be consulted.
The French
economist A. de Foville has made a special study
of prices during the present century, and the resuits of his studies were published
in L'eco_wmince Fvanf_ais.
Giffen's E_ays
in lh't'nance and
Gro,_venor's I)oe,_ Protection t'tvte_ct? contain suggestive special studies
of prices, as does CliffeLeslle's Essays in Polia'c_l and Mora_ P/db)sophy.
The reports of Mr. David A. Wells while special
commissioner
of the revenue should be carefully
studied.
WORTHn_GTO_ C. FORD.
PRIMARY
ELECTIONS.
Primar T elections,
the caucus and the caucus system, are terms used
to designate tile political
action through
which
nominations
for elective officers are made.
In a
restricted
sense, primary elections would only refer to the election of delegates and committees
in
the primary assemblies of the people, or to political associations
for political
purposes;
but the
phrase is used herein as comprehending
the theory
and action of l)_)th those associations
and of the
delegates they select.--By
reason of the very restricted suffrage in Great Britain, until within a
few years, hcr history affords little instruction
in
regard to such elections.
Her politicians are now
looking
to our system,
as by far tlte most devclopcd, for light in dealing with problems which
the' ballot and her enlarged suffrage have lately
presented. -- In a spar_ population,
or even before considerable
cities arise, there are so few
officers elected,
and all political affairs are so
simple and transparent,
that ff what may be called
a "primary
system"
exists, it rarely develops
abuses.
Those who are most worthy of office,
and the merits of those who seek it, are known
to nearly all the voters.
Complex machinery
for
nominations
and for the _pport
of candidates,
is equally
unnecessary
and
unavailing.
The
gains to be derived
from controlling
caucuses
and coercing
officials, are too small to enable
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political
manipulators
to convert such matters
into a profitable business. --But
the growth of
cities and of the complexity of life which creates
a need for elaborate police and sanitary administration, soon causes some organization
for making
nominations
to be indispensable.
At first it is
very simple, hardly more than an informal corning together of the more patriotic citizens just before the election.
The caucus system of New
England,
_id to have been devi._d
by Samuel
Adams, w,'_s in theory, and at least in early practice, little more than an extemporized
consultation
by the voters generally--or
by a portion of them
and the recognized
leaders of the others acting
publicly for those who did not attend in person-for the purpose of deciding
upon the proper
persons to hc voted for at the next electioas.
The
idea of dictation, monopoly
or gain, was no part
of the motive force of the system.
Such. too, is
that system as now being generally carried into
effect in the country districts.
But in the larger
cities of New England, as in other cities, it has
lost much of its original justice and purity in the
growth of vicious methods more or less analogous
to those of New York and Philadelphia.
-- The
long habit of treating whatever action precedes
the election as beyond the domain of law, and
hence as within the range of the absolute, irresponsible liberty of the citizen, naturally causes every
proposal to bring primary elections within statute
regulation
to be denounced
as a species of despotism,
repugnant to the just liberty of parties
and the private rights of politicians.
They appeal to the past as illustrating the true sphere of
law and of the liberty of partisans,
precisely as
the authors of intolerable nuisances and the builders of unmfe houses make the same appeal, when
• for the first time safe walls and good sewerage
and ventilation
are required bylaw.--A
resort
to the same reasoning is also prompted by other
motives.
The control of primary elections
by
party managers---by
chieftains and bo._ses in their
final devclopment--createspowerful
combinations
and interests
in behalf of its continuance.
A
specious appeal to a pretended natural right and
ts familiar u_tge is thus made to cover gross
forms of corruption and extreme methods
of des.
potism. -- Further than this, tho_ who make a
trade of politics, and find a profit in giving their
time to manipulating
primaries
and dictating
nominations,
charge those who can not give so
much attention
to politics with neglecting
their
political duties, and with complaining
of abuses
of which their own neglect is declared to be in
large measure the cause.
There is unqucstionably some foundation
for this charge ; but it is
vastly
overstated.
The important
question
is,
whether we have a good primary system, whether
a better one is practicable,
and whether the facilities for making a lucrative
trade of politics may
not and should not be checked by law. --There
is yet another cause worthy of notice., which facilitated
the toleration
of those abuses until long
after their magnitude
had required the hand of
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the legislator.
Besides, being of a character little
open to observation,
they were connected with
discharge of public duty by those causing them,
the very performance
of which seemed to supersede the need of the citizens
giving much attention to the elc_'tions.
To assail tile abuses, therefore, ._med
to combine
ingratitude
with sellcondemnation.
It was only when the,evil began
to be alarming that the higher public opinion began to boldly condemn such specious arguments,
and to reason soundly on the subject. -- It was in
the very nature of these abuses that they should
be the greatest in New York city, where population is most concentrated,
the greatest number
of officers are to be elected, and the extremes of
ignorance, poverty and wealth are the most developed.
They had there become so threatening
before 1866, that in that year the New York legislature, in a statute in a loose way covering the
principle of adequate legislation, made penal certain forms of bribery at primary elections.
The
active and venal classes interested
in the corruptions of her primary system have thus far, however, been strong enough to prevent an efficient
execution of the law.
But, in the meantime, the
sense of peril and duty has developed far more
potentially,
demanding
more comprehensive
enactmen_s in the same spirit.
This demand caused
two limited enactments on the subject by the New
York legislature
of last winter.
In the same
spirit there has been legislation
on the subject in
Ohio, Virginia (applicable
to Richmond)
and in
Pennsylvania,
though on several points it is yet
very defective.
The two laws enacted in Pennsylvania last winter are far more comprehensive
and penal than those of the same date enacted in
New York.
But in some respects the statutes of
Ohio on the subject
are superior
to both.
In
Ohio (Rev. Stat.,vol.
i.,,_§2916-2921,
andvol, ii.,
,_§ 7039-7044 ), primary elections
are in large
measure brought under the general election laws.
Notice of the elections must be published
and
posted.
Judges,
clerks and supervisors
of the
elections are to be sworn.
Any qualified elector
may challenge any one offering to vote, and questions must be put touching
his qualifications.
The offering or accepting of money or reward by a
voter to influence his vote at a primary election, or
the making of threats, or any attempts to intimidate or distract a voter at such election, are made
penal, and are also a disqualification;
and so is the
asking or receiving of any money or property by
any delegate from any candidate
for nomination,
or the paying or promising
of any money by any
candidate to any delegate for the purpose of obtaining any influence or vote in a convention.
It
is also made penal and a disqualification
for holding the office, for any candidate
for nomination
by
a political party for an office of trust or profit, to do
any act forbidden
as aforesaid,
for the purpose of
securing
influence in his behalf.
These provtsions are in a high degree comprehensive
and _lutary, and they deserve
the attention
of other
states.
Yet they are less complete, in important
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particnlars,
than the English bribery and officebrokerage laws in this article referred to. -- Tile
_tatutes of California make the calling and holding of primary meetings
under the election laws
optional.
But, in case they are so held, some
special provisions
of a mild character are added.
The entire provisions are meagre and inadequate.
(Political Code, section 1357.)--In
New
York the corruption
and despotism of her systern of primary elections
are now regarded as
so intolerable
that the state convention
of each
party, for the present year, has made a pledge
in its platform to reform that system.
But much
diversity
of opinion exists as to the most appropriate and efficient means. --To comprehend
the system is the first essential
step toward a
remedy for its abuses.
Wherever
such abuses
exist, they tend to become identical with those
in New York, falling short as do population,
complexity
and ignorance.
If a remedy can be
found there, it can be found everywhere.
If
the evil grows at that great centre, it encourages imitation in every other city.
Let us, then,
see what they have become.The vastness of
the population and the great number and variety
of the officers to be elected are important elements
of the problem.
In towns and villages, every
shoemaker
at his bench, and every woman over
her wash tub, may know the merits of the candidates.
But in a city of 1,200,000 people, not one
voter in a hundred
is acquainted
with one in
twenty
of the candidates.
Besides voting for
governors and federal electors, the city elects seeen members
of congress, five state senators, and
twenty-four
members of the assembly.
To these
the local judges, justices, coroners, the mayor and
aldermen,
and other officers, both executive and
judicial, who are elective, must be added.
F_ach
party, and sometimes
each faction, has its candidates.
An official list of the candidates
to be
voted for in November,
1881, though no governor
or lieutenant governor, only two members of congress, and no judge of any one of the three higher courts in the city, were to be elected, yet shows
165 candidates in the field to be voted for on the
same day.
At some elections hardly less than 200
candidates
are pressing their claims.
There are
_8 different places where the votes are received
in the city.
The legislative
officers of a town or
village represent the peculiar local interests
and
views as to the corporation,
of which the voters
are well informed.
These views and interests are
the basis of responsibility
and the test of fidelity,
In a great city, the districts
or wards, in which
such officers are elected, and which in theory they
represent, are little more than nominal divisions-the dwellers
in so many blocks of houses separated only by streets from the next divisions-having no organic relations
and no peculiar interest or opinions to be represented;
such conditions
axe very unfavorable
to a high sense of responsibility to constituents.
They make all local test of
fidelity almost
imposhible.
The boundaries
of
the 688 polling districts are as arbitrary as those
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of the districts for representation.
The voters,
on an average, perhaps do not know by sight one
in twenty of the persons who vote at the same
place.
All such facts add new facilities to those
afforded by the heterogeneousness
of the _opulation and the great number of the candidates, for
double and treble fal_ voting, fraudulent personation and counts at these numerous polling places
--evils which the most stringent registry laws and
the most efficient inspection
can do little more
than mitigate.
Ignorance on the part of the voter
of much that he needs to know, a sense of irrssponsibility on the part of candidates and officials,
and an almost impenetrable
complication
in the
whole machinery of primary elections, are natural
under such conditions.
They suggest the possibility of making a vast and profitable business
and a potent influence in politics, through controlling "the
primaries,"
and thereby predetermining the elections.
For many of those eandidates the whole city votes; for others only a few
wards or districts: for still others only a single
one of the smaller districts.
The great parties -the chieftains,
bosses and their lieutenants
who
have reduced the nominating
machinery to a systern and become experts in its management
_ are
a central power, the whole force of which can be
concentrated
upon the smallest district.
Those
who confront it there stand alone.
Citizens who
do not make a business of politics lack the organization and time necessary
for resisting successfully the aggressive and ceaseless
activity of the
great party managers.
The greed of many for
office; the ambition of scheming
leaders for patronage and supremacy;
the fierce zeal of partisans
for party victory; the heat, recklessness
and irapetuosity born of nearly 200,000 voters contending
together in the political arena of a single city, in
which a nomination at the primaries, unless there
be a popular uprising, is essential
to an election:
these are but a part of the elements which give
importance to primary elections, and concentrate
upon them all the cunning, intrigue and interests
of the politician
class.
That class acts upon the
theory that the primary elections practically
decide who is to be elected, and that the control of
them is, in a general way, the control of the lcgisiative, executive and judicial authority, by which
1,200,000 people are governed. --The
other elements of the primary system are more venal and
corrupt, being in part the outgrowth
of the abuses
of the primary
system itself.
1. There are, subordinate
to these elected officers, about 10,000
officials and many employ6s in the city, of whom
the annual compensation
(including
that of the
elected officers) is nearly eleven millions
of dollars.
And of federal officials there are in the city
more.than
2,500 (besides employ_s), whose annual
compensation
excee&_ $2,500,000.
There are to
be added also many salaried officials of the state
who serve in the city.
It has long been the practice of both parties (and sometimes eveu of chieftalns and bosses on their own account)
to levy
upon such aab_ries and wages amounts varying
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from 1 to 3 or 4 per cent., under the _me of "po- to meddle with the primaries, and by 1884 it was
litical assessments" (see ASSEse_I_NTS,and "'North dominant in city politics. There seems to be good
American Review," for September, 1882); and authority for saying, that, in the forty_ight years
the large sums thus extorted have been used to since which New York has elected her mayors,
meet the expenses both of the primary system and Tammany Hall has controlled their nomination
of party management generally. 2. This habit for at least thirty years. Its power had become
of assessment extortion, wldch is really the en- absolute alike over nominations, appointments,
forecment of an annual rent upon his office against assessments, removals, and all city expenditures,
the public servant (a practice vigorously supported
long before the saturnalia of corruption, pillage
by the elected officers) naturally led to the prac- and despotism, during which Tweed, Barnard,
tice of demanding money for a primary nomina- Fisk, and their associates, flourished. The society
tion.Vastsums arethusobtained,
tobe usedfor ispermanent. Ithasa central
general
committee
thesame objectsas the assessmentcollections,
withautocratic
power,whose actionisfinal
and
Here isa practice
having alltheiniquityof a secret.There aresubcommittees
in each of the
publicroleofoffices.
Thereis,infact,
whatmay twenty-four
a._emblydistricts,
whosemembers are
be called
a customarypricerequired
fornomina- drawn from eachof the784 election
districts
in
tionto the respective
gradesof office,
and good thecity;
therebeing,in all,
from 2,500to 3,000
reasonforthinking
thatfrom$500to$I,000isex- of theseworking committeemen. The general
actedfora nominationto thelegislature
andfrom committeeappearsto have power to supersede
$1,000to $5,000fornominationto a judgeship,any nominationmade inany of thedistricts,
and
(Seelastcitations.)
The demoralizing
effects
of itmay removeany subcommitteeman
foriusuborsuch practices,
and the vicious
and almostirre-dination.While thisgreatcentral
authority
has
sistible
potencytheygivetotheregular
nominat- notwhollyprevented
thegrowthofpowerfulfacingmachinery,areobvious.8. The othergreat tionsin the democratic
party,ithas,withslight
elementof corruption
at theprimaries
isnotless exception,
controlled
witha resistless
hand allthe
powerfuland demoralizing.Under the spoils primaryelections
of theparty,and no rebellious
system(seearticle
under thisheading),
thisvast factionhas long survived.Ithas soldnornlnaarmy of subordinates,
federal,
stateand munici- tions,
and leviedassessments
invastamounts,to
pal,have had theirappointments
dictated
by the fill
itstreasury,
and hasusedthemoney topayits
elected
official
and thepartychieftains.
Ithas ex-penses,
tobribethepress,
topurchasethe supbeena partof the conditions
of thenomination,portofpersons
ofinfluence,
and torewarditsown
notonly thatthey shouldpay such assessmentschieftains.
It has alsorewardeditsfriends
and
or beremoved,butthat,subjecttothesame pen- bribeditsopponentsby thegiftof placesin the
alty,they shouldrenderactivefeudalservice
to publicservice.It has convertedthosewho fill
thepowersthatgave them places.Failing
todo thatserviceintohenchmen as servile,
and into
this,
they are,under thatsystem,sureto be re- votersascompliant,
asitsown dependent
commitmoved.
(See REMOVALS.)
These thousandsof tees.Itsperpetuity
of corporate
life;
itslongexofficials
under such a tenure,have swelledthe perience
in theartsof manipulation;
itsability
list
of obedientvotersat theprimarymeetings,to fill
itsown treasury
by indirectly
plundering,
and of subservient
workers for the election
of throughassessments,
thatof thecity,
stateand
the nomineesof such meetings.
--In thesefacts nation,
aswellas by the saleof nominations;
its
we findtheintimate
relations
betweenthepurifi-greatarmy of workersmade up of itsown subcationof the primaries
and thegreatproblemof ordinates
and the publicofficials:
thesevasteiecivil
service
reform. Iftheprimaries
were hon- merits
ofpower havemade Tammany Hallalmost
eatand 'madeworthynominations,
thegreatoffi-as irresistible
asithasbeenaudacious,
greedyand
cerscouldno longersecuremoney and henchmen aggressive.
It onlyneededthe authority
to say
by plunderingand enslaving
thehumble mere- who shouldbe members of theprimaries,
and,as
herof thecivilserxdce.
If thecivilservice
was a result,
who shouldbe allowedtovotefordelefilled
by themore meritorious,
selected
through gatesand nominations,
in orderto make such
competitive
examinations
(seeCrW_LS_x,
RVlCE RE- an organization
absolutely
despotic.That final
FORM),subordinate
officials
would be under no stepwas notdifficult.
With resources
so unlimpledges
and have no inclination
topayassessmentsited,
withinthe partisan
circles,
itwas easyto
orperformdegrading
partisan
work.--With such dictate
thetermsuponwhich thenew generations
factsinmind, letus seewhatkind of a primary should enterthem. Itwas not long after1884
system has been developedin New York. The beforesuch authority
was acquired.The pripractical methods of that system, as it is now en- mary organizations in the smallest districts were
forced by either party, were matured under the changed into partisan (Tammany) clubs, with a
control of the Tammany society. That society, continuing membership and strict tests for sdmlsgenerally designated as "Tammany Hall," was sion. Neither long adhesion to the party, nor
founded in the first year of Washington's sdminis- sincere devotion to its principles, would secure
tmtio_, and was incorporated in 1805. It had admission to the local primmT. Every applicant
originally a benevolent or patriotic purpose, and a must secure the vote or consent of a majority of
distinguished membership.
But as early as 18t2 the oid members after hiselectton, before hewould
It was m,.II:In,
political control. In 181_ it began be admitted. If elected, he must come i
two
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pledges: I, to obey all orders of the general committee, and 2, to support all re_,mlar nominations,
before his membership would be complete.
The
members of these primaries were the only recognized members of the party, and hence the only
persons eligible to any office or able to participate
in any action or honors of the party.
Whoever
attempted, even in the most obscure district of
the city, to bring forward any candidate
not approved by the great central mercenary authority,
at once felt the crushing weight of this powerful,
all-pervading,
despotic
primary
system.
How
hostile such a system is to all free and noble aspiration, to all exposure of abuses, and to all disinterested
effort in politics,
and how naturally
and rapidly official degradation
followed
from
such a system, need not be pointed out.
It is
plain enough, too, that such a system would never
give a true representation of the people, especially
of the more patriotic and self-respecting
portion
of them. -- The-republicans
not only found this
primary system complete, but, early, there came
into their ranks thou._ands of politicians familiar
with its enforcement,
and greedy for its spoils,
The time and manner of its reproduction
in the
republican
party we need not recount.
It is
enough that, not long after the war, assessments,
nominations
made for a price, officials converted
intoparti_an
henchmen, the old democratic primary methods, an aristocratic
secret central committee, and servile pledges of support
and obedience
at the gates of the primaries,
were all a part of
the machinery
of the new party.
No one could
become a member of a primary unless elected by
a majority
of the old members.
No one not a
member, however
true and worthy
a republican
or noble a citizen, had any vote for a delegate,
any chanbe for an office, any recognition
by the
party leaders.
The smaller
the membership
of
the primaries,
the more easily they were manipulated by the chieftains
and bosses, and the more
certainly
the henchmen
could outvote
the more
independent
members.
Atno timedid
that merebership exceed in number a fourth of the city
voters of the party, and for several years it has
hardly been one-sixth.
All nominations
and all
platforms,
save when the independent
unite in
rebellion, are made by the delegates of thime primaries.
The pledges and servility
required
for
getting into a primary
have excluded the more
independent
and conscientious
voters.
There is
nothing in the republican primaries
corresponding
to the original primary meetings of New England,
in which every adherent
of the party was presumptively
a member.
Hence there is, even in
theory, no real representation
of the part_, but
only a confederation
of selfish, parti_an dubs,
under the name of primaries and the pretense of
representation.
The organization
of the twentyfour republican
primaries
of the city is as cornplicated, and the acoess to membe.r_ip
is as difficult, as that of any private club.
The name of
the appllea_
must be pond
on a bulletin, and
there _ad
ma_ tl_ a_t monthly meeting, before
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it can even go to the committee
on admissions.
If favorably reported, it must yet gain a majority
of those present at a monthly meeting of the
primary; a result quite problematical if the pliant
obedience of the candidate is not made clear, or
if he is not a member of the faction or the follower of the boss domineer in his primao',
and
his apl_lication must be to the primary of his distriet.
If he secures a majority, he must yet not
only take in substance the old Tammany pledge,
"to obey all orders of the general committee,'"
(whose action is s_.ret), and "to support all nominations approved by that committee,"
but he must
also bind himself
not to join any organization
which does not rec%mize
the authority of the
primary association he s(_ks to join!
This is, of
course, intended
to prevent all movements
for
reform.
If elected, he may at any time be expelled by a majority of the members at any meetlag of the association, if he is held to have violated
any of tho_ pledges.
After an expulsion, be can
get back only by a vote of the primao'.
Such is
the liberty of a member. -- Tlle growth of these
evils has long been apparent.
The servile conditions of membership
have repelled the be.tter
class of citizens.
A large part of the money
gained by assessment aml the _le of nominations
has found its way into the pockets of tlle henchmen and schemers, by whom, generally, the primaries have been controlled.
From the same
fund venal demagoga_
and mercenary
journals
have secured liberal pay for doing the dirty work
of politics.
An unscrupulous,
g_:edy
generation of partisans
has made a profitable
trade of
party management,
and has obtained the control
of the city primaries.
These classes have brought
the party management
under a low morality and
poor ability, in the same degrc_ that they have
disgusted
and alienated
its worthy
members.
Such caus_ have greatly increased the indefensible inclination
of many citizens to stand aloof
from politics.It is in such associations,
and
through
the votes of members
thus deprived
of
half their manhood
and all their independence,
that the delegates
of the republican
party are
selected, by whom the scats of its conventions
are filled, the declarations
of its principles
are
framed, and the nominations
of its great officers
are made.
Nowhere
else in the state is the prinmry system so arbitrary as in the city of New
York, but much of its theory is enforced
in all
the municipalities,
and its spirit is felt even in the
towns.
It is such a system in New York, and
hardly less in Philadelphia,
which has made posaible the servility in conventions,
the feudal despotism of paxty leaders, the shameless forgeries
for carrying
nominations,
and the open warfare
of factions, by which the better citizens are disgusted,
politics are degraded,
and great parties
have been enfeebled,
demoralized
and corrupted.
In a letter dated August,
1871, the present governor, Mr. Cornell, then chairman
of _he republican state committee
of New York, after saying
that "the interests of the party could not be in-
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* trusted to the republican primaries, and that their
rolls contain fictitious names," declares that "when
the delegates to the general committee of 1871
were elected, a _er¢ bzrge portior_ of the tl_e re_ubticar_ in every district declined to take part in
m_eh e/errata, on account of tile frauds and riolence and the facts hereinbefore set forth "; and
that " many of the presidents of the republican
associations were in the direct employment of the
city officials. * * Members of the general committee have since acknowledged that they were
paid large sums of money to vote in accordance
with the dictates of the Tammany officials. * *
As might be expected, the election,_of del<qates to
_ncentbms in. n_.arlg all of the districts were mere
farces."--There
has been but very inadequate iraprovement since. George Blisa, district attorney
under President Grant, in a letter to President
Arthur, dated .November. 1879, says: "The rolls
are deceptive; in one district half the names of
those on the roils are not known in the district,
These bogus names afford a convenient means for
fraudulent voting. The rolls of many of the districts are full of the names of men not republicarts, and are used by the raanagers to perpetuale
their eont_'ol of the associations. On the other
hand, desirable members, good republicans, who
have an absolute right to become members, are
excluded.
Sometimes this is done by a direct rejection, but oftener by a refusal to vote upon the
names presented.
_* * At elections they are or
are not members, according as they are or are not
prepared to vote a ticket satisfactory to the conlrolling powers. [50notorious is it that elections
in the associations are not fairly conducted, that
,contests are of rare occurrence."
He says, "a
reform of the primary system must be made," or
the republican party of the state " must and will
be swept out of existence."
There has hardly
been any change in New York for the better since
1879, if indeed her primaries have not become
more mercenary and proscriptive.
Such arc the
reasons which have made the question of primary
,elections in the leading states, and must, not long
hence, make them in other states, a subject of
great peril and difficulty.As the fate of elections and the general welfare is plainly involved
in this primary action, there can be no more qu_stion of the sound policy of extending the laws
over it than there is as to the expediency of registering voters or educating the poor. Tile real
question is, how to do it effectively.1. It is
plain, that, in the voting for members of the prinmries, in their proceedings as organized bodies,
in the methods of selecting delegates, and in the
discharge of duties of the delegates, there is every
opporUmity for injustice, fraud and corruption
that there is in the formal elections of officers, or
in the discharge of their duties. The New York
state convention, for example, has just been disgraced by flagrant cases of forgery which have
affected, if they have not decided, the nomination
of a governor. No New York statute covers such
cases, though that of Ohio probably would.
It

is plain enough, therefore, that the provisions, in
principle if not in det_l, which punish cheating,
falsehood and violence at the final election, should
be extended to the primary elections also. A committee of the legislature of New York reported,
last winter, that the fraudulent practices at the
primary elections now unpunished can be pr_
vented from soon extending to the official elections, only by legal prohibitions. More stringent
legislation on it is essential. The two Pennsylvania laws enacted upon this subject in 1881, go
far beyond the l_ew York statutes of the same
year, and are examples of legislation which well
illustrate the better spirit which is becoming potential in both states. --2.
l_cognizing the possibility that a disciplined band of politicians may
gain too much power in the primaries, whatever
legal _feguards
may be thrown around them,
other bills offered on the subject, and especially
in New York, have gone further than mere penal
provisions, by providing for a direct vote of the
peop/e in the prinmries for the candidat_ for deetion, instead of for delegates to make nominations. The primary elections are thus practically
converted into a first vote for officers; the second vote being the elections themselves, at which,
however, only those can be voted for who have
received the highest vote of the party at the first
election. On this theory, strictly applied, delegates and conventions are made unnecessary, but,
in some forms of its proposed application, delegates for specific purposes are to be voted for at
the time of the first vote. There are also provisions in some of the bills allowing a given numbet of citizens to put forward a candidate, at the
first election, they being in the sense of the law
"a party," though not in the popular sense of the
word. Their candidate, having the majority of
their votes, could therefore be among the highest
eligible to be voted for at the second or final election. Much as that device might at first curtail
tile present power of the primary despots, it is
plain that their vicious nominating machinery
could be put in force to forestall the first election
by making nominations therefor.
Without adequate provisions for making a fictitious legal
party as aforesaid, it is plain that the rule of confining the'final vote to the party candidates having the most votes, would greatly increase pattisan tyranny and monopoly.
It would make partisan tests more mi._chievons and controlling than
they now are in municipal elections.
As both
elections, on this theory, are made legal and publie proceedings, the expenses of both alike are
Io be paid from the public tre_ury.
It can not,
therefore, be doubted that the legitimate expenses
of elections would be considerably increased;
though, if the sums gained by assessments and
the sale of nominations are added, it is very likely the expenses of the new methods would be
leas. This experiment of double voting appears
to have been tried with some benefit in Richmond, Virginia. The need of bringing the action
of the primaries under legal provi_lon_ is so plain
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and imperative,
the subject is so complicated,
dill]cult and new to legislation, that the ex_ediency" of attaching to it new and doubtful methods
of elections is at least very questionable.
It may
cause great delay.--3.
Otherlegislation
and further
remedial measures are needed for the purification
of the primary system.
We mnst by penal statutes
suppress the ralsing of money by &_-_sments and
the sale of nominations.
So long as partisan managers are allowed to gain by such means abundant
money for filling their own pockets
and those of
their camp followers,
for bribing
the press, and
for compensating
demagogue
oratory, they will be
stimulated
to a pernicious and almost irresistible activity.
The unnatural
spectacle will continue,
of
the lowest class of partisans, having the least stake
in the welfare of the country, being the most active
in politics and the most influential
in the elections.
Why should we expect any other result as
long as that corruption
fund can be divided among
them by their own vote or the order of their chieftains?
What is it but partisan despotism
awarding the prizes for political
corruption
and servility ? --4.
We must also, as an essential condition
of honest primary elections, take from the great
politicians
and the elected officers their corrupt
patronage,
by reason of which,
through
threats
of removal, they make the public officials their
servants, and through actual removals they make
places and spoils for their followers,
who do
the basest work of the elections.
(See PATRONA(}E.) The reform of the primaries
is largely dependent upon the reform of the civil service.
So
long as we allow such opportunities
of prostitution and corruption
to be the prizes of elections,
we have no right to expect them to be pure, and
no reason for surprise that honest voters are discouraged and the baser elements so often triumph,
If the better classes would elect their candidates,
they must use their own money to pay expenses,
and must forego the use of places for rewarding
their mercenary
supporters.
The existing system
allows the public treasury
to be indirectly phmdered, and the public service to be directly prostituted, by the politician
class for their own ends;
and when that system is arraigned,
those who live
upon its spoils declare
that the abuses at the
primary are caused by the neglect of the honest
and independent
voters to attend.
In the very
outset of their resistance, such voters must take
money from their own pockets to match the tens
of thousands
which machine politicians
plunder
from the public servants,
for campaign
expensa_,
Let both classes alike be compelled
to appeal to
the voluntary
contributions
of the voters.
When
corrupt patronageshall
be suppressed by filling the
subordinate
places through competitive
examinations, and assessments and the sale of nominations
shall be made penal, so that all classes alike must
tax themselves
for the election of their candidates,
we Shall no longer see the most mercenary and _
patriotic citizen the most active at the elections,
Take from the vulgar lords of the primaries in
New York or any other great city, the money they
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gain by extortion and the patronage they dispense
by favor; force them thus to organize and to vote,
like good citizens, on the basis of principle and
duty, and the feverish, mercenary activity of those
leaders will cease.
The most intelligent
and patriotic classes will be not only the most active but
the most potentlal in our politics. -- 5. Theabuse_
of the primary system are as intinmtely connected
with the sums which candidates pay, if not directly as a bribe for a nomination,
yet indirectly by reason of its having been made, as they are with the
moneys extorted
through
political
assessments.
A citizen of :New York has, in the pending
canvass, publicly refund
to be a candidate,
because
the nomination
was tendered
on the condition of
a money payment.
The funds secretly gained by
either means are secrctly expended without legal
responsibility,
and often in ways utterly corrupt.
In England,
the laws have for some years required
a public statement
and official audit of
election expenses;
and these safeguards,
together
with her office-brokerage
laws, have been a considerable
check upon the corrupt use of money
for influencing
elections.
These
statutes
are
worthy
our study. -- It might also be found
an
improvement
if the voting papers were furnished,
and portions, at least, of the legitimate
expense_
of the elections
were, after proper audit, paid
from thepublic
treasury.
Such payments
would
remove various excu_s
for assessment
extortion
and the sale of nominations;
and, while taking an
unjust advantage
from candidates
who can cornmand money, would make it easier for worthy
and scrupulous
citizens of limited means, to stand
as candidates.It would be altogether
reasonable, and it would not be difficult, to compel every
candidate
for an elective office to file a statement,
for public
inspection,
which
should clearly set
forth all money he had paid or b-ecome responsible for, directly
or indirectly,
by reason of his
nomination
or toward the expenses of his election;
and he might
aiso be made subject to a properly
guarded
examination
before a judge upon the
whole subject.
The British govcrnment
gave this
theory of opening official doings to public ins-peclion a very radical application
nearly a century ago.
(See 24 George II]., chap. 25, sec. 55, and Eaton
on " Civil Service
in Great Britain,"
p. 140.)
And an application
somewhat
analogons
has been
made in the laws applicable
to the city of New
York.
(Laws of _'ew York, 1873, chap. 335, sec.
109.)--The
purification
of the primaries
in great
cities would be much facilitated
by incre,_ing
the
length of terms and by reducing
the number
of
elective officers.
The great number of candidates
for election confuses
and disgusts
the voters in
much the same degree that it makes the business
of caucus managc, mcnt intricate, active and profitable.
The election of such officers as constables,
county
clerks,
secretaries,
justices
and judges,
whose functions
are in no sense representative,
and who were appointed
until the spoils system
had become established,
is indefensible
upon any
sound principles.
The changes that made them
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elective were naturally desired by all those inter- "necessary and proper for carrying into execution
eared in the patromLge of party chieftains or gains
the foregoing powers,"
( Ib. ), included the right
of primary elections.
The hones_ voters, alarmed
to make laws preferring debts due to the governat the abuses of the appointing power, too readily
ment.
(Fisher t's. _Blight, 2 Cranch, 358.) Our
consented to the change, in tile hope that it would
highest tribunal thus bases this priority on the
be an improvement.
But for the abuse of that
power of congress to use whatever means it con.
power, such officers would never have been made
aiders eligible, to raise revenue for the purpose of
elective.
With a true reform thcy will again be paying the debts of the nation.
No legal objecmade appointive.
(See R_MOVALS.) Here, aocndn, tion to the preference of debts due to the national
wesee the clo_ connection
between the reform of
government
could be made on the ground that it
the civil service and the reform of the primary
interferes with the rights of individual
states, besystem.
To make the reappointment
of such officause the constitution,
and the laws of the United
¢crs safe and satisfactory,
we must reform tlw
States made under it, are the supreme law of the
civil service.
To relieve the primary system of the
land.
(Constitution,
art. 6.) The insolvency
of
demoralizing
duty of selecting officers in no _nse
the debtor which gives preference
to the United
rep_ntative,
and only ministerial
and adminisStates under the act of 1797, must be legal intrative, we must make such officers again apsolvency,
manifested
by some notorious
act.
pointive.
DoRm_
B. EATON.
Mere inability on the part of the debtor to pay
his debts is not enough, unless it is accompanied
PRIORITY
OF DEBTS
DUE
TO THE
by a .voluntary
assignment
of all his property
UNITED
STATES
AND TO THE STATES.
for the benefit of creditors.
The courts usually
:In the first decade of its existence under the conconstrue the act strictly, and do not allow the
stitution, congress passed several laws giving pri.
right of priority unless it is clearly established.
ority to debts due to the United States.
As early
Would this right of preference
have existed in.
as July 31, 1789, it was enacted, that the claims of
dependent
of statute?
OuLr national
and state
the national government
upon bonds given by iragovernments
are the successors
of the British
porters for the payment of duties
should have
crown, and, as such, they acquired those prer_precedence
over all other obligations.
(U. S.
atives of the crown which are adapted
to the
Statutes, 1789, chap. 5, _ 21.) Subsequent
revechanged
condition
of things
in this country.
hue acts contained
similar
provisions.
(U. S.
This right-of preference is a royal prerog'_ive in
Statutes, 1790, chap. 35, § 45; Ib.,.1792, chap. 27,
England.
Where the king's right and that of a
§ 18 ; and Ib., 1799, chap. 22, § 65.) On May 8,
subject meet at one and the same time, the king's
1797, a bill became law which regulated in detail
is preferred.
(8 Bacon's
Abridgment,
Prerogathe _ttlement
of accounts between the government
five E. 4, p. 91.) In a case which was several
and revenue officers.
(U. S. Statutes, 1797, chap.
times argued in the court of common pleas dur20.)
It containcd
a section (§ 5) which gave
ing the reign of Elizabeth (Skrogs vs. Gresham,
preference to debts due to the United States in all
Anderson,
120, case 176), Lord Chief Justice Ancases whatsoever,
whether "a revenue officer or derson decided that the queen should be preferred
other person"
was the debtor, and however
he
in the payment of debts before any subject, partly
might have become indebted,
if only the debtor
because of the requirements of magn_ cY_r_, and
became insolvent, or if his estate after his death
for various other "self-evident
reason_," (et p_r
was insufficient to pay his creditors.
This sweepdiver8 auters _'e_n_
gw_r jeo _n/4 pur _
_e
ing clause, curiously inserted in a bill of limited
sont e_den_s).
These reasons are not as evident
scope, still remains in force ; and in all cases of
to-day as they were then, and it is a pity that the
insolvency
or insufficient
assets in the hands of learned chief justice did not give them at length.
executors
or administrators,
debts due to the
--Did
the United
States and the sta_es themUnited States are first satisfied. -- :It is easy to
setvea inherit the right of prioHty from the crown?
ascertain why congress gave priority to the claims
Our courts have divided on this question.
As the
of the government.
These statutes were framed
state and nation are equally sovereign in their own
for the purpose of building up our system of cusspheres, the arguments
which apply to one apply
toms, and preference
was given the debts of the
also to the other.
The supreme
court of the
government
simply to increase the revenue and
United States has distinctly held that the national
make it more certain.
The heavy national debt
government
had no right to prior payment before
which the confederation
had left behind it made
the acts were passed.
(1815, United
States vs.
such a course especially
desirable.
The section
Bryan, 9 Cranch, 387.) In South Carolina the
which extended rids preference to all debts passed
state has no right of priority.
The court there
as a part of the revenue laws.
These statutes
holds that the state has not succeeded
to all the
neither recognize
nor adopt any traditional prerogative.
They rest the right of priority, not on
the dignity, but on the need, of the government,
In 1805 the supreme court at Washington
held
that the constitutional
right of congress "to l_ay
the debts of the United States,"
(Constitution,
art. I, § 8), and "to m_ke all laws which aha_ be

prerogatives
of the crown.
A monarchy
is a
government
for the benefit of the king, while a
republic is a government
for the protection of the
citizens.
The state, therefore,
has _ao l_Vlleges
but such as are granted
by its com_dtuti_
or
by act of the legislature,
or such as are
sal T to the laroper ad_aia_tllfl;_o_
of t]_ _-
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meat.
(State re. Harris, 2 Barley, 599.)
In Maryhind, on the other hand, preference is given to
debts due to the state.
Its court recognizes the
right as a common law prerogative of the goveminent.
(State r_. Bank of Maryland, 6 Gill and
Johnson,
205.) In most of the states the question
_as never been settled.
This is tile case in New
York, but at one time the court of appeals seemed
to favor the right of priority.
One of the judges,
in an opinion of the court, said that there was
great force in the suggestion
that the people of
the state have succeeded to all the prerogatives of
the crown in so far as they are necessary to the
effectual e_xercise of the essential powers of civil
government,
and that consequently
taxes should
here be paid first, as they are in England.
(In re
Columbian Insurance Company, 3 Abbott's Court
of AppeaLs Cases, 239.)--The
statutes
of the
states have declared and altered the law in many
cases.
Taxes are usually preferred by express enactment, but in some cases this preference
only
applies to insolvents, and in others only to bankrupt estates in the hands of executors or administrators.
The reader must examine the statutes of
each state to ascertain the law.
It is to be noted
that the right of priority existed under the Roman
law, and that it usually prevails now wherever
the civil law is followed. -- See on the general
subject, 1 Kent's Comme_'/es,
Lecture 12; see
also U. S. _
_tu_s,
§ 3466 et seq.
ERNEST HOWARD CROSBY.

Christian principles, customs have become modifled.
The laws which our fathers, after having
conquered the Roman empire, made in fire, in action, in impetuosity,
in the pride of victory, they
softened; these laws were harsh, they made them
impartial.
Ttle Burgundians,
the Goths and the
Lombards always desired that the Romans should
remain a conquered
people ; _he laws of Euric,
of Gondebaud and of Rotharis made the Romans
and barbarians
fellow-citizens."
(Montesquieu,
E,_pr/t des _,
book x., chap. 3.)-- To slay an enemy after the battle, or to reduce him to slaveD',
is no longer permitted
by international
law; to
make him lay down his arms, and to hold him as
prisoner of war until the re-establishment
of peace
(unless a free retreat be granted him, either at once
or at a stated time), are what the laws of roodern warfare prescribe.The effects of captivity
date from the momentof
surrender.
The prisoners are then placed in the interior of the country
under the surveillance
and authority of the conqueror, and r_tored
to liberty dt_" _nr_r_dil_a_y or o_ bail, _rfirr a _'an_,
or in exchange. --The decree of May 25, 1793, breathing the spirit
of human dignity, declares that no person taken
from the enemy shall be forced to serve in the
army of the state which has taken him.The
law of June 20, 1792, places prisoners of war, in
France, under the safeguard
of the nation, and
orders that they shall be protected, the same as
French citizens,
against
all insult or outrage.
This law contains also other orders full of human-
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Persons coming under any of the following heads can not be regarded as prisoners of war, namely:
those who are
connected with the service of the army, but who
do not form part of the combatants
; innocent
subjects of the enemy who have not taken part
in the hostilities ; soldiers who have comvaitted
acts of violence without orders _om their cornmanders; those who have spontaneously,
without
order from the state, armed themselves
against
the enemy; spies, deserters and fugitives.
These
classes do not include surgeons,
chaplains
and
sutlers, quartermasters,
drummers and fifers; they
form part of the combatants, and are considered
as belooging to the active army; theyarelikened
t_) soldiers, and classified
as prisoners of war.
(In pursuance of the convention agreed upon Aug.
22, 1864, between nearly all the countries of Europe, and completed in 1868 by additional articles,
all medical persons, and even the wounded
in
ambulances,
as well as chaplains and nurses, are
considered
as non-combatants.
In the war of
_870-71 complaints
were made on both sides of
infractionsof
these treaties, but we do not believe
that these infractions
were vohmtary,
even supposing that the complaints
were well founded,
M. B.)_
"Even
in the best days of pagan antiquity, the laws of war, from which the law of
conquest was derived, said, with inflexible severit),: ' For the pomessions
of the enemy, confisca_
tion and _
; for tim person of the enemy,
slavery _ dea_'
Bat, trader the influence of

ity. _ A decree of April 4, 1811, says : Any prisoiler of war, having the rank of an officer, and
any hostage, who, after having given lds parol,
violates it, shall, if recaptured, be reg_arded and
treated like a soldier, as to pay and rations, and
confined in a citadel, fort or ca._tle. --The
rules
relating to the exchange
of prisoners have been
established by several legislative provisions.
Until very fervently, it was customary
to agree as to
the exchange and the pecuniary ransom according
to rank, at the same time, in order to settle the
account in case of an inequality in the number or
rank of the prisoners.
We find an example of
this in the cartel of March 12, 1780, between
France and England.
But France set aside all
ransom during the war of the revolution,
by decreeing, May 25, 1793, that only an exchange of
man for man and rank for rank should be allowed.
(See EXCUANOE OF PmSO_ERS.)-We see that
legislation with regard to prisoners of war in Europe is founded
upon generous sentiments.
If
the fatal laws of war permit a belligerent power to
make prisoners and to hold them, whether to prevent them from again bearing arms or to weaken
the enemy, or even to lead them to accept equitable
conditions of peace, they do not permit violence
or ill-treatment
toward them so long as they do
not disturb the quiet of the state.
It is also customary
to allow a greater degree of liberty to
higher officers than to non-commissioned
officers
and soldiers.
They are, as a general rule, placed
upon honor (parol) in a certain town, and it is not
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unusual to see them sent back to their own country upon the promise of paying a ransom, and
virtually
under engagement
not to bear arms
against the government which has restored them
to liberty.--The
victorious
state can not, however, be disarmed against prisoners of war and
their breach of parol.
Thus, besides the pen.
alty which
we have cited above in the decree
of April 4, 1811, to punish violations of sworn
faith, it was necessary
to provide for cases in
which
prisoners
of war, taking
advantage
of
their number, might organize a resistance against
lawful authority.
This was done by the decree
of the 17th of frimaire, year XIV., which orders
as follows : "All mutiny, resistance to the police
or the national
girard, all plots of which
prisoners of war may be guilty, shall be punished by
death." -- Outside of this, the life of a prisoner of war is sacred, inviolable,
according to law.
The distinction
is easily understood.
In the latter case, there is no longer any question
of the
application
of the laws of war, but of the defense
of society and the repression
of a crime under
the principles of common law.
Publicists,
however, have propounded
this question : "Are there
cases in which the care of one's own safety, and
the danger to be incurred, will not permit us either
to make prisoners or to retain those whom we have
already made?"
This question recalls a frightful
epi.,_de of the French-Egyptian
campaign.
The
French
army had just taken Jaffa and sacked
it during thirty hours of pillage and massacre,
There remained several thousand
prisoners who
could not be kept for want of food, nor yet sent
back to swell the ranks of the enemy.
The unfortunate wretches stood on the shore with their
hands "tied behind them, waiting for their doom
to be pron_)unced.
"Bonaparte,"
says M. Thiers
(H_toire de. la Re'volution, vol. viii., p. 401), "determined on a terrible measure, the only cruel act
of his life.
Transported
to a barbarous country,
he had involuntarily
adopted the customs (morals ?) of it; he caused the remaining prisoners to be
put to death.
The army, appalled but obedient,
completed the execution
with which it had been
ctmrged."
" Who shall answer to posterity for
so horrible an act?
Those who commanded
it,"
adds M. Dalley ("Natural
and International
Law,"
.No. 123), "unless
they tried ever_y means, even
in face of the enemy, to prevent it. For the principle is self-evident,
that war, even the most just,
can legalize only such injury to the enemy as is
absolutely
necessary." -- Can a monarch and his
family be made prisoners of war?
International
law has decided in the affirmative.
Nevertheless,
it has long been customary
among the civilized
powers of Europe, first, to consider it as contrary
to the laws of war to take aim at a hostile sovereign or prince of the blood royal; secondly,
to
treat his family with distinction
by exempting
them from detention;
thirdly, to alleviate for the
hostile sovereign personally, or for his family, the
evils of war, in aU respects which would not affect the result of military operations.
(It seems
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to us that there should be no question as to deelaring women
and children
and non-combatants
prisoners of war, even in the case of queens and
princesses.
Nevertheless,
if a queen
regnant
should command
an army, she would be justly
considered a combatant.
M. B.)--On
the prin.ciple that war alone can make prisoners, as cause
produces effect, it follows that any act by which
the subject of a nation should be declared prisoner
of war, even though he had not taken an active
part in the hostilities, can be regarded only as a
violent measure, in opposition to all the principles
of civilization.
Such is the provision of the decree of Berlin (Nov. 21, 1806), stating that any
English individual
in the countries
occupied by
France or its allies, is declared a prisoner of war.
Such a principle, poorly veiled under the pretense
of reprisal, demonstrates
how far contempt
of triternational
law may carry a conqueror
irritated
by seeing limits put to his ambition.
This sad
example is happily" _._0. only one presented
to us
by modern history¥ __ is proper to say, that since
the war of 1870-l_
Germans
have been driver
away, even when a long time settled, and that any
of them found upon the territory would have been
made prisoners.)
Pxxoz_oz_.
PRISONS
AND
PRISON
DISCIPLINF_
The extirpation of crime is the highest aim possible in a penal code.
Since to extirpate crime is
practically impossible,
all existing penal systems
content themselves
with an effort to repress crime.
Crimes are committed
by men: therefore they can
be repressed or prevented only by the exercise of
some restraining
influence or power upon the men
who commit them.
Men are influenced
by tootives.
Their action is the outgrowth of their personal character and experience, which produce in
them a greater or less susceptibility
to hope, fear,
and the sense of moral obligation,
and lead them
to say, as the case may be, I ought, I must, or, I
will.
The efficiency of every actual or proposed
system for the repression of. crime may, therefore,
be measured
by the knowledge of human nature
and the harmony with its fundamental
laws displayed in the elaboration of the code.
In every
good code there is a distinct purpose, and the
means employed are wisely adapted to secure the
end sought. -- Crime may be repressed in either
of two ways, namely,
by physical
or by moral
agencies. -- The highest form of forcible repressio, n is execution,
or the death penalty, called
capital punishment,
because it stasds at the head
of the list of possible
punishments,
so that all
other punishments
are said to be secondary.
Capital punishment
has been inflicted in many
ways,
by different
nations,
and at different
stages of their development,
among which may
be named decapitation,
strangulation,
burning,
breaking
upon the wheel, stoning, crucifixion,
burying alive, drowning, poison, starvation, shooting, driving a stake through the body, disembow.
cling and quartering.
Most of these punishments
are obsolete.
The more usual modes of exert-
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tf_n in modern times are by means of the gallows
and the guillotine,
except for military offenders,
who are commonly
shot to death.
Elec_icity
has been suggested as an instantaneous
and painless mode of inflicting
the death penalty, and
an apparatus for its application
devised, but not
adopted.
It is so obvious that a dead man can
never again commit crime, that the killing of the
offender appears to be file form in which the first
rude conception of justice naturally presents itself
to the savage mind.
It is the usual formin which
punishment
is inflicted by a mob.
But with the
advance of civilization,
we may trace the gradual
disappearance
of the stain of blood from the codes
of Christendom.
Sentence of death, which was
formerly pronounced against a long list of crimes,
is now reserved, for the most part, for actual tourderers.
The law even of homicide
has been so
modified,
by the introduction
into it of subtle
distinctions,
as to relieve from execution the majority of those accused of imbruing their hands
in the blood of a fellow-cre_tture,
by the substitution of imprisonment for the gallows.
It can not
be denied that the tendency of modern thought
is in the direction
of the total abolition of the
death penalty.
The arguments
urged against it
are: that it is unnecessary;
that it is useless, since
men are not in fact deterred from the commission
of crimes through fear of death; that it is unjnstifiable, since society has no more right to take
human life than has an individual;
that it is unscientific, because it does not admit of degrees in
its application,
according to the degree of culpability of the offender; that it is irrevocable, which
no human punishment,
in view of the possibility
of a mistaken verdict, should ever be; that it exerrs a demoralizing
influence upon the spectators
and upon the public at large, by exciting
the
worst passions of human nature,
by awakening
popular sympathy
for the victim, and by renderlug punishment
uncertain, in consequence
of the
reluctance of juries to assume the responsibility
for a capital sentence;
and finally, that if the soul
is immortal,
the consequences
of capital punishment may be eternal, for it terminates abruptly the
suppo_d
or real culprit's chance of repentance
and reformation.
The apologists
of the death
penalty, on theother hand, appeal to the authority
of the ancient law recorded in the book of Genesis, in the sacred Scriptures,
"Whoso
sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed ";
they insist that retribution
is a natural instinct;
a philosophic principle,
a divine command;
they
urge that society has the same right to protect
itself, which is conceded
to individuals,
that in
face of extreme perils, extreme measures of safety
are lawful, and that the fear of death has more
power to deter a criminal
from yielding to his
criminal impulses than any other known motive;
they also point o_ that there is a natural passionate reaction, on the part of communities,
against
flagitious offenders, which, if it does not take the
form of duly authorized
legal process, will find
an outlet in mob law, against which it is the duty
142
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of human governments
to protect individuals and
the public.
The universality
of capital punishment is in its favor; opposed to it is the fact, that,
with the gradual
amelioration
of the severity of
punishments,
punishment
has become more certain, and crime has diminished
in volume and
intensity.
It is evident
that the question can be
settled only by experience of the practical results
of the gradual disuse of this extreme penalty.
Executions,
in the United
States,
are almost
wholly private. -- A second form of forcible
reprcssion is transportation;
or the establi._hment of
penal cohmies, remote from the mother country, to
which criminals are removed.
England,
Russia
and France have resorted to this mode of punishment; but England has abandoned
it, and even
in Russia the system appears to be doomed to
speedy extinction.
The history of English transportation is a veritable romance.
Little more than
a century after the landing of Columbus, the English government
began to ship convicts
to rite
wilds of North America.
From the year 1718,
all offenders sentenced for a term of not less than
three years were liable to be transported to America.
Convicts were delivered by the courts to
masters of vessels as merchandise, which they were
at liberty to dispose of to the planters of Virginia,
Maryland, Jamaica
and the Baxbadoes.
Not infrequently
those who were rich enough brll_l
the masters to let them go, at landing, and so set
the law at defiance.
But with the achievement
of
American independence,
this practice of necessity
came to an end.
The result was, that by the y_r
1787 the number of prisoners in the hulks on the
river Thames
mounted
to more than 15,000, for
whom the government
was discussing
the propriety and necessity of 1)uilding prisons.
Profiting by the preoccupation
of Europe with the
events which preceded
the French
revolution,
England had, however, taken possession
of the
newly discovered
continent of Australia, of which
the famous navigator,
Captain Cook, had given
the most glowing
description;
and accordingly
New South Wales was determined
upon as the
site of a penal colony.
On Jan. 18, 1788, after a
voyage lasting eight months, 850 convicts,
men
and women, landed on the east coast of Australia,
where the city of Sydney now stands.
Thus was
laid the foundation
of a new empire, the history of whose early struggles and rapid development constitutes one of the most interesting
chapters in the history of the world.
A few yem's
later, a second colony was ,established in Van
Dieman's Land, an island south of Australia, now
known as Tasmania.
It was the policy of the
government to encourage free emigration to these
colonies by grants of land, which were also made
to convicts who had served their time and were
called emancipists.
Subsequently
the governor
of the colony was empowered
to assign convicts
to landholders
or other free colonists, something
after the manner in which prisoners axe leased to
private persons in the southern states of the American Union.
This practice led to the formation of
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chain gangs and road parties. Tile worst convicts
were sent to penal settlements, of which there
were three; that on Norfolk island, which is of
volcanic origin and about 900 miles east of Australia, has become famous in the history of prison
discipline through the labors of Capt. Maco_ochie,
who, from 1840 to 1844,wasgovernorof the island,
where he introduced the mark system, of which he
was the inventor. Transportation was opposed
by John Howard, at the outset, but in vain.
Twenty years after Howard's death, Romilly and
Bentham renewed the attack upon it. But it
may be said to have received its death-blow, when
Richard Whately, a_.hbishop of Dublin, wrote
two letters to Earl Grey, in which he characterized
it as "a system begun in defiance of all reason,
and continued in spite of all experience."
In 1837
a parliamentary commission on transportation was
formed, of which Sir William Molesworth was
chairman, and Robert Peel and Sir John Russell
were members, which reported in favor of its
abolition, on the ground of its excessive cost, the
injustice to the colonies involved in its maintenance, and its effect in increasing crime. This
committee pointed out, that, as a punishment,
transportation is unequal, because of the extreme
variations in the personal fortunes of the expatriated, and because it is the occasion of the scverest pain to the better clam of convicts, while
habitual and hardened offenders feel it the least,
Its deterrent influence was said to be very slight,
while upon some minds the prospect of emigration
at the expense of the public operates as an inducement to commit crime. Transportation to
New South Wales ceased in 1840, and to Van
Dieman's Land in 1848. The colony in West
Australia, established in 1829, still remained, but
the number of convicts sent to it w&_ small,
From the year 1847 the principle of probationary
punishment in the mother country, prior to transportation, was incorporated in the English crim.
inal code. In 1853 parliament passed an act authorit_ing penal servitude at home as a substitute
for transportation.
By the act of 1857 transportation was formally abolished, hut under the
name of penal servitude it in fact continued until
1867, when the last cargo of convicts was sent to
West Australia. During the latter years of its
continuance the character of the system underwent a complete transformation. It became a
reward for good conduct on the part of prisoners
during their incarceration. Its final abolition was
not so much the voluntary act of the English goveminent, as it was a necessity arising from the
vigorous protest against it by the inhabitants of
South AtLqtralia.- The transportation of Russian criminals to Siberia dates from the year 1710,
in the reign of Peter the Great. --France has
mad_ two experiments in this direction. The
first, in Guiana, is admitted to have been a failme; lint it is contended that the penal colony of
New Caledonia is a valuable addition to the resource8 of the French penal system. _ The question of transportation, as an alternative for ira-
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prisonment, has a certain limited interest for
Americans, owing to the occasional appearance
in the newspapers of articles suggesting the propriety of converting Alaska into a penal colony
for the United States But apart from the objections arising from the location and climate of
Alaska, the real_ation of such a scheme as this
would involve a revo],ution in the entire system of
prisons throughout tile Union. and the assumption
of the task of repressing crime by the national
government, instead of leaving it to be dealt
with by the several states. De Tocqueville has
said, in substance, that a nation which does not
know what to do with its criminals at home,
ships them beyond seas, which is a polite way of
saying that nations, like individuals, are selfish,
and seek to make others bear the burdens which
properly belong to themselves.
The question has
three branches, namely, the effect of transportation upon the criminal himself, upon the colony
to which he is sent, and upon the home country.
It is not easy to defend the system upon either of
these grounds. Transpertation has in itself no
reformatory influence; it relieves the home courttry from the presence of the criminal, but it does
not, like hanging, relieve the world ; it simply
changes the scene of his exploits; and it affords
no guarantee that the exile will not return. The
supervision of criminals at a distance is difficult,
expensive and unsatisfactory.
Their presence in
the colony is a constant menace and a social peril.
Under the most favorable circumstances, the systern needs to be surrounded with proper safeguards. In 1846 the Australians demanded of
England that as many honest emigrants should
lye sent out as convicts, as many women as men,
and that the families of convicts should be atlowed to accompany them.The third and only
other possible form of forcible repression is iraprisonment, by which culprits are removed from
society, though not to another world, nor even
to another country. Reduced to its lowest term,
the fundamental idea of the prison is that of forcible seclusion from the outside world. Society
ejects the prisoner, with no higher motive than
that of self-protection. According to this view,
the prison is a substitute for execution and for
transportation, but nothing more. -- In the history
of thedevclopment of the prison it is easy to trace
a certain logical and necessary sequence, corresponding to the order of thought upon this subject. In ancient history small mention is made
of prisons, and what little is said about them
leads to the inference that their principal use was
as temporary abodes, for safe-keeping, of offenders awaiting execution, although there is abundant evidence that prisoners were often released,
probably by an act of executive clemency on the
part of the ruler, and sometimes they were for
years forgotten, as was the c_e with Joseph, in
Egypt. There can, however, never have been
any age in which prisons, in some form, were _ot
a necessity, for one purpose or for another; and
while the prison, in its present form, is a modem
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_nvention, some "of the features
of our modern
_ystem are clearly foreshadowed
in the records of
the past.
It is related, for instance, that in China
the young king, Tai-Kia, deaf to the monitions
,of his minister, Y-in, instead of following the example of his predecessors,
gave himself
up to
every species of vice.
The minister tried to reform him; but the king would not listen.
Thereupon Y-in declared: "The
conduct of the king
is but a series of vices; his associations
accord
with his nature.
No communication
must be
allowed
him with evil
companions.
(Solitary
confinement.)
I will cause to be built a palace in
Tong.
There, near the ashes of his royal sire, I
will give him instructions, to the end that he may
no longer pursue a vicious life."
(I_eformatory
<]isciptine, with education
as its chief feature.)
Accordingly,
the king took up his solitary abode
in the palace of Tong, put on mourning (a prison
<lress ?), and at length entered into the true path
,of virtue.
From the statement
in .the Chinese
work, "Shu-King,"
written about 2,600 years
before the Christian era, that a considerable
in,closure of land was assigned to the inmates of a
prison, M. Beltrani-Scalia
has arglled that the
,convicts must have been employed in cultivating
the soil.
The allusions to prisons in the Bible are
numerous,
but too familiar
to require citation
here.
It is, however,
worthy
of remark,
that
there is no provision
for imprisonment
in the
Mosaic law.
At one time a single prison sufficed
for the use of the Roman people, as appears from
the third satire of Juvenal:
Felices proavorum atavo_: felicia dieas
8mcula! qu_ quondam sub regibus atque trllmnis
Viderunt uno contentam carcere Romam.
This was probably the Mamertine
prison, erected
by Ancius _Iarcius, to which a second was added
by King Tullius, which is supposed to have been
built immediately
under the Mamertine.
The
remains of this famous structure are still pointed
,out to travelers, for many of whom a special interest attaches to the spot, on account of the tradition that the apostle Paul was confined
here.
In the subsequent
history of Rome, transportation was known, under the name of _deg_
ad
i_uhzm;
and penal labor was required of offend_rs, who were employed
upon public works and in
mines and quarries.
A description of the/a_m_
of Syracuse may be found in Cieero's oration
against Verres.
The great thinker Plato antieipated the best thought of our own times, in his
book "De Legibus,"
where he has expressed his
opinion in the following
words: "Let there be
three prisons in the city--one
for the safe-keeping
of persons awaiting trial and sentence ; another
for the amendment
of disorderly
persons and
vagrants, those guilty of misdemeanors,
to be
called a _wphronest_ion
(that is, a house of correction, a place for teaching
wisdom and continence), which should be visited, especially at night,
by the magistrates
called sophronesto/;
a third,
to be situated in the country, away from the habitations of mere, ami to be used for the punish-
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ment of felons."
But this was an ideal not realized by the ancient world, a legacy to us. --In
order to comprehend
fully the evolution of existing prison systems, it is necessary to remember
that the pro_,ress of civilization
has been fr,)m a
condition of slavery to one of freedom, and that
it has been characterized
by the gradual substitution of the will of the community
for the will of
the individual,
and by legal forms instead of
summary
process.
Under the patriarchal
and
tribal systems of social organization,
the father of
the family, or the chief of the tribe, administered
justice, according to his personal conception of it,
which was often crude and barbarous enough.
He alone was free ; all the world beside were
slaves.
Then followed tile invention of ca_te, the
emancipation
of one portion of the community,
the distinction made between slaves and freemen:
under this system justice was administered to the
slave by his immediate
owner and master.
The
erg.a_tu_ of the Romans were the outgrowth
of
this phase of progre_._strong,
well guarded
buildings, in which criminal and refractory slaves,
or slaves disposed to run away, were confined.
The feudal system came next, under which the
face of Europe was dotted with castles, which
served as pri_ns, as well as fortified place_ of teaidence.
Our word "dungeon"
is a modification
of the French "donjon,"
or ca_tle-tower, in which
the feudal lord confined, at his own will, his vassais or his enemies. , With the disappearance of
the feudal system, this arbitrary power of iraprisonment
came to an end.
The twenty-ninth
section of _nao_ta char_ provides
that ' ' no free
man shall be taken or imprisoned
unless by la_fful
judgment
of his peers, or the law of the land."
The liberty of the subject was further guaranteed,
in England, by the writ of l_abra_ c_.p_.
Under
the modern system of criminal
jurisprudenec,
punishment is inflicted only by order of the courts,
after judicial inquiry into the guilt or innocence
of the prisoner, and the prison itself has become
a mode of punishment,
which in ancient times it
w,,s not. --Thuswe
are led to consider the second
step in the evolution of the modern conception of
the pri_n.
The power to imprison can not, in
any age, have been dissociated
from the de_ire to
make a display of the power possessed, in order to
intimidate
others.
The appeal to fear always
precedes the appeal to any higher motive.
From
the earliest times the greatest cruelties
were perpetmted
upon prisoners.
Prisons have always
been places of execution.
They have often, especially in the middle ages, becn places of torture.
Not only have they been constructed
with reference to their adaptation to create discomfort and
terror on the part of prisoners, of which notable
examples may be found in the pozzi, orwells, inthe
ducal palace of Venice, and the o_bh'ette_s, or bottied-shaped pits, of which the church name was
vade i_ pace, into which, from deference to the
maxim Ecc/_
abhorrer a san/ruin,
certain ecclesiastieal prisoners were thrust, to die there of star°
ration; but they have been provided with the
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for
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pain.
Beccaria,
inItaly,
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whose

17a0.
lZ94.
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Peter the Great e_ablished ta-ansportetion to Siberia.
"ReflsotionaonthePriaonsoftheReatgionsOrdem,"
by Mablllon" appeared in France.
General Oglethorpe (afterward the founder of the
stats of Georgia)actedas
chairman of a eommittee
of the house of commons, to inquire into the state
of English jails.

book
on. "Crimes
and
their
Punishment"
appeared
in 1764, was the first who
impressed
the
world
with adoubt
as to the right or the utility
of
torture.
The rack and
the boot and the thumb-

17_.

screw
have disappeared,
corporal
pun_,shment._
the armpits,
branding

1735.
1748.

A Hay
second
committee, of which William
wasparliamentary
chairman.
Montesquieu's
"Spirit of Laws" imbliahecl.
France
abolished the galleys, and substituted for them the

1764.
17_5.
lrn.

Beccaria on
Blaekstone's
Vilain XIV.,
proposing
workhouse.

1772.

ChariesLorralneorderedtheconstruetionoftheoriglnal prison of Ghent. octagonal and star-shaped.
Organization
of the Society for the Relief of Poor
Debtors.
I)enne's published Letter to Sir Robert,
advocating separate imprisonment.
John Howard, sheriff of Bedford.
Jail fees abolished in England.
Organization of the Philadelphia Society for AlleviM_

togethcr
with such cruel
as mutilation,
hanging
by
with
a hot iron, etc., but

the difference between these and the scourge
shower-bath
science
has

is only
invented

tion of electricity
experience
truth
of
exercises

of
the
no

or
in degree,
not in kind, while
a new to/'ture, in the applieato a refractory prisoner.
The

the world
has demonstrated
the
principle
tlmt punishment
in itself
reformatory
influence
; on the con-

"Crimes and their Punishment."
"Commentaries."
of Belgium, published his First Memoir,
to convert the citadel of Ghent into a

trary, it hardens
the man upon whom
it is visited,
and excites
his companions
in crime to reprisals.
In the war between
society
and the criminal
class
there
must
be a disarmament
upon
both
sides

1778.
1774.
1776.

before peace can be declared. -- But without cotporal chastisement
the greatest suffering may
exist
in prisons,
through
the ignorance,
neglect,
brutality
and cupidity
of those to whom
the cus-

ingthe Miseriesof PublicPrisons.
1778. Howar0
printed
the firstedition
of hla of
"State
of
Prisons."
An actforthe
e_ablishment
a periltenttary In England was Imbed by parliament;
this
act
the joint
of
Howard, Elackstone
and was
Eden,
but production
remained
inoperative
in comm-

tody of- prisoners is intrusted.
sociation
of prisoners--the
guilty,
the novice
in crime

lain, the young

with

the

Promiscuous

innocent with
with the hardened
old--and

even,

asthe
vii-

cases, of the two sexes;
defective
sanitary
arrangements;
the absence
of all attempt
at cleanliness
or
decency;
the lack of discipline,
or the failure
to
exercise
any restraint
upon the conduct
of prisonera to each other,
varied
by occasional
violent
acts of interference;
and the
extortion

by

granting

special

privileges

sudden
practice

chronological
scrted,
which

understanding
of the prison

to prison-

of the order of events,
reform
movement,
a

table of principal
is not,
however,

events
designed

1788.

1706.

and
of

era who pay for them;
these were the evils which,
little more
than a century
ago, aroused
the world
to a sense
of the necessity
for a reformation
of
prisons.
-- In order
that the reader
may
have
a
more distinct
in the history

lma

in some

is here into inter-

rupt the course of the narrative. The list does
not pretend to be complete ; it is only intended
to serve as an illustration,
TABLE.
1618. Geoffrey Mun_hul|. of Gray's Inn, Gent., an insolvent
debtor, published his book, "l?_mayes and Character
of a Prison and Prisoners."
1619. Jsmc_ I. shipped 100 pri_onera to Virginia, the beginning of English transpertation,
1Q22. Vincent de Paul appointed chaplain to the galleys, at
Marseilles.
1624. John Grevius, a minister,
who had himself becn a
prisoner for a year and a half, on account of his
religious belief, published a book against torture,
16_.
Jacob Doepler's "Theatrum
Pcenarum."
1_9.
Organization
of the Christian
Knowledge Society.
Dr. Bray, chairman of committ_e
of prisons, reported_ and afterward published, an "Essay toward
the Relormation of Newgate al_l the other Prisons
in and about London," in which he proposed that
evea.y priaoner should he kept in a separate ceil.
1704. Pope Clement Xl. built the Juvenile prison of Saint
:Michael, withthc
inseriptiou:
_rumeat
improbos
ct_,eere _
_
bonos e,J_ae dtse//g|rld,

quence of the determination of the government to
transport convictsto/_nstralia.
The "prepars_ry
question"
(torture for the purpeoe
of
securing
a confe_lon
of guilt) abolished
in
France.
Parliament, at the instance of Sir George Paul, premed
an act for a new Jail and penitentiary in Gloucceter.
Capital
corporal punishment
abolishedsystem
in the
state ofandPennsylvania,
and the solitary
of
imprisonment
adopted as a substitute.
tion of the Walnut street prison.

Construc-

1787. England
tralia. sent out the first cargo of convicts to Aus1788. Organization of the Philanthropic
Society of London.
1789. France abolished torture.
1790. Death of John Howard in the Crimea.
1791. Jeremy
French
National Bentham's
Convention '"Panoptieon."
adopted a penalThecode
: simple
imprisonment
recognized
as punishment
for the
nrst time in France.
17_.

The Gloucester jail, in England, completed, on the
solitary plan.
1801. Tortureabolished
in Russia.
1813. ElizabethFry'svisit
to Newgate.
Ira4. Louis xvIII., of France,orderedthe construction
of
a model prison.
1815. Organization
of the London Society for thc Improvement of Prison Discipline.
1816. ,Mrs. Fry opened a school in Newgate.
Creation of
the Auburn penitentiary,
in the state of New York.
1818. Organization of the New York Society for the Prevention of Pauperism.
Buxton's "Inquiry."
1819. Milbank penitentiary, in Loudon" begun.
Organigation of the Royal Prison Society of France.
Organlzation of the Prison Aid Society of St. Petersburg.
John Falk, of Weimar, organized the "Friends
in
Need."
1821. ]Edward Livingston, of Louisiana, began the prelmxation of his "System of Penal Law."
18_. Act. 4 George IV., c. 64--the English Jail act.
1824. Organization of the Boston Prison Discipline Society.
1_5.
Openingof
the New York Houso of Refuge forJtlvenile Delinquents.
18_.
M. Charles Lucas published "The Ptmltsutiary 8Y_
tern of Europe and America."
1_9.
Opening of ,the Famtern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania,
at Philadelphia.
1881. I)eTocquevi/ie
anclBtmumo_nt°stour
oflItsPet _t_
the penltenflariss of the United Stature.
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Dr.Wiehern established the Rauhe Haas, at Hamburg.
18_5. Colonel
Montesinos
_ppomted governor of the prison
at Valencia,
in Spain•
1836. Cra_fford's report to the English government, on
American prisons,
1837• Visit of De Metz to the United States.
1838• Juvenile prison at Parkhurst, in the Isle of Wight.
1839. Opening
the Agricultural
Colony
of principle,
Mettray, near
Tours, of
based
on religion, the
family
and
military dlsoipline. Matthew Davenport Hill made
Recorder of Birmingham.
18,10. Alexander
appointed
governor
of Norfolk
Island. Maconochie
Prince Oscar,of
Sweden,
published
a book
on "Punishments and Prisons2'
1842. Pentonvine prigon, in London, opened, on the Philadelphia plan.
1844. Organization of the New York Prison Association.
1845. International Prison Congress, at Frankfort-on-theMain.
1846. International Prison congress, at Brussels.
1850. Formation
of the board of directors of convict prtson._
m England.
1852• Creation of French penal colony at Cayenne, in
Guiana.
1853. _Englishpenal servitude act.
1854. Formation
of the of
board
of directors
of convict
ona in Ireland,
which
Capt. Walter
Croitonpriswas
made ehamnan,
1857• Transportation abolished by the Bnglish parliament,
International Prison Congress at Frankfort-on-theMain.
Organization
of the
British Association for
the
Promotion
of Social
Science.
1870. National Prison Congress at Cincinnati: organization
of the National (U. S.) Prison Association.
1872. International Prison Congress of London.
1877. Organization
of the Soci_t_ Odn_rale des Prisons at
Paris.
18_. International Prb_n Congress of Stockholm.
-- The above skeleton will serve its purpose, if it
illustrates
the thought that there is a natural order
of progress in prison reform; that prisons are first
places of detention,
then of punishment,
and, last
of all, of reformation
; reformation
being their
highest,
as custody is their lowest, aim.
There
have been isolated spirits who have perceived this
truth in advance;
hut it was many centuries before
it took possession of the public:
yet its acceptance
has in the end been rapid and all but universal,
for
which, possibly, thanks may be due to steam and
to electricity,
the magicians
of the nineteenth
century.
A review of the history of the movement will show that the first reformers
have been
thosewho
have had opportunities
to observeprison
life from the inside; that sympathy
has first been
awakened
for the innocent
victims of the prison
system, namely, for poor debtors; that the cruelties formerly practiced in prisons excited a reaction
in noble minds, which, acting like leaven, communicated
itself in the end to the public;
and
that science and religion have both contributed
to
the development
of a more rational and humane
prison discipline.
It will also show that the first
step in prison reform, everywhere,
is classification
of prisoners, which may or may not go to the
extent of individual
separation, but which leads
to a classification
of prisons; that for the realizalion of this end, a central administration
is essential.
By classafieation,
the action and reaction of
prisoners upon eachother
is checked, if not wholly
prevented.
The second step is kindness and coneiliation, which prepare the prisoner for the re-
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ception of instruction,
the influence brought

357
and incline him to yield to
to bear upon him for his

conversion
from an enemy into a friend of social
order.
The third is education,
which includes
not only religious instruction, but mental development, indoctrination
in the laws of social life, and
the _cqui_ition of a trade or some other means of
earning an honest livelihood•
Tile last of these
ends can only be secured by the introduction
into
prisons of organized and profitable labor, which
has the further recommendation,
that, by employing the prisoner's
time and thoughts,
it makes
discipline more 'easy, while it also tends to reduce
the cost of punishmcnt.
A system of reformatory
influence, such as is here indicated,
implies t rained
officials, by whom alone it can successfully
be
administered,
and that again implies reasonable
stability and perm_mcnce in office, which further
implies• non-interference
for political
Suc._
. reasons.
.
ceS8 m the effort at reformat,on
rmphes the release of the prisoner, absolutely or conditionally,
when reformed.
Failure in this effort implies the
necessity for punishment
of thc refractory
prisoner, either by the infliction of suffering, by the
deprivation
of privileges,
or by the increased duration of his term of imprisonment.
Thtls it may
be seen that the modern
prison system, at every
stage of its evolution,
revolves around one central
thought--the
possibility
of reformation;
that the
reformation
of the prisoner is its one animating
purpose; that the holre of reformation is the motive
to which it owes its origin; and posterity will pronounce judgment
upon it from this one point of
view.
All this is clear, from an attentive
study
of the history, of which the table given above is
an outline.
Reformation,
instead of removing the
prisoner from society, restores him to society, by
removing
him from the criminal
class.
It is,
therefore,
the highest interest of society.
The
only question is, whether it is possible, which is a
question of the prisoner
himself, his nature, his
antecedents
and his habits• -- The attempt to solve
this question has led to tim devclopment
of two
distinct systems of prison discipline,
which are
commonly
known
as the Philadelphia
and the
Auburn plans, or the separate and the congTegate
systems.
The first of these insists upon the sep.
aration of prisoners by day and night; the second,
by night only•
From these two a third has been
evolved, which is, in a certain sense, a combination of the two, but has also distinct features
of
its own; this is commonly
known as the Irish
system, because, under Sir Walter Crofton, it has
been most fully and successfully
applied in Ireland• -- The first experiment
with the strictly cel.
lular system (by day and night), sometimes called
the solitary or separate or individual
system, was
made, under the influence of the society of Friends,
in the Walnut street prison, in Philadelphia:
it is
sometimes called the Pennsylvaniasystcm,
because
Pennsylvania
is the only one of the United States
which_has not abandoned
it.
Its essential principie is the complete physical separation of prisoners.
It rests upon the conviction
that mutual contact
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between them i_ of necessity corrupting, and that
classification
upon any basis except that of individual character is impossible;
in other words,
each prisoner is a class by himself.
At the outset,
solitary imprisonment,
without labor or recreation
or mental contact with any human being, even
with the officers of the prison, except in case of
necessity,
was the form which this experiment
assumed;
but the severity of this rule has now
been relaxed, on account of the injury which it
wrought, in some cases, both to the body and the
mind of its subject.
At present, useful, remunerative occupation is furnished to every prisoner,
in his cell, and care is taken to preserve the activi[y of Ills mind by intercourse
with the officials
and with authorized visitors from the outside, who
endeavor to exert upon him a salutary and reformatory influence.
Certain incidental
advantages
of this system are obvious, namely: the impossibility of combination
on the part of prisoners,
which renders revolt impossible, and gives to the
prison authorities more. easy and certain control;
there is, therefore, less occasion for the exercise
of physical force in the discipline,
which is an
advantage
to the prisoner himself; the discipline
can be more varied, in accordance with the physical and mental condition, tastes and aptitudes of
individual
convicts;
and the prisoner, when discharged, is not liable to be recognized by any who
were incarcerated with him; he makcsnoacquaintances in the prison.
These and other beneficial
features of the system have oc(_qinned
its very
general adoption upon the continent of Europe.
Even its opponents concede its merits, when they
advocate cellular impri_nment
for short terms of
sentence, and applaud the Irish system, of which
cellular imprisonment
is thc initial measure.
That
it has produced excel lent results is beyond dispute,
and its friends claim, that, more than any other
system, it reduces the number, of r_idi_ts,
that is,
of discharged convicts who lapse again into crime,
-- The Pennsylvania
system had no rival in the
United States, for many years.
The prison
at
Auburn,
in the state of _New York, was or_mized
upon this plan ; but after a year's trial it was
abandoned, and the "silent"
system was devised,
to take its place.
By the new method the prisoners were employed
in larg'e workshops
during
the day, and separation between them, the neces• sity for which was acknowledged,
was secured
by the institution
of a rule forbidding
them to
communicate
with visitors or with each other.
For the enforcement
of this role (which could,
at best, be only partial), flogging was the main
reliance of the keepers, and the use of the whip
was, for many years, a marked feature of the
system,
But with the lapse of time the requiremeat
of absolute
silence has been relaxed,
so
that all congregate
prisons with separate cells
:[or sleeping are said to be on the" Auburn plan,
even though two prisoners
occupy one cell jointly.
In this modified
sense the Auburn system
has so far displaced
its predecessor
and rival,
tha_ the Eastern penitentiary
of Pennsylv,mi!.
in
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the city of Philadelphia,
is now the only strictly"
cellular prison for convicts of the higher grades,
in the United
State_.
Many causes have conspired to effect this result, among which may be
named the impression
made upon spectators by
the sight of hundreds
of men at work, side by
side. with their eyes bent down, and not uttering an audible word; the comparative
cheapness
of construction
and maintenance
of congregated
prisons; the ease with which profitable labor can
be introduced
into them, especially in connection
with machinery
of all sorts; the facilities which
they afford for contracting
out the labor of convicts, thu_ relieving the administration
of financial responsibility;
and the popular dread of the
consequences of solitary confinement.'
These have
probably had more to do with it than any higher
considerations
relating
to the comparative
reformatory
influence
of the two systems.The
Irish system was, in its orion, an outgrowth
of
the experience
of Capt. Maconochie,
as governor
of the penal settlement of Norfolk island.
Conditional liberation,
or the "ticket of leave," wa_
an Australian
invention;
when it was first transplanted from Australia
to England, it created a
panic.
The "mark ".system was also an Australian invention, the product of Maconochie's
own
inventive
genius.
Add to these "progressive'"
classification,
and the "intermediafe"
prison, and
we have the four elements
of the Crofton systern. M. Bonneville de Marsang, y, of France, foreshadowed
it, in an address delivered before the
bench and bar of l_eims,
in 1846, in which he
advocated
association
instead of separation
of
prisoners ; but as_ciation
modified by an initial
period of cellular
incarceration,
by a certain
number of separate and successive stage_, by the
employment
of marks, by the intermediate prison,
and finally by conditional liberation.
In 1854Capt.
Crofton (afterward Sir Waiter Crofton), who had
for one year previous been one of the commissionera to inquire into the state of Irish prisons, was appointed chairnlan of the directors of convict prisons in Ireland.
He was knighted
in 1862 for his
successful
administration
of this office, which he
held for eight years, during which he established a
m(ute of dealing with convicts which has attracted
the attention of the world, and received the indorsement of the Baron yon Holtzendorf
of Prussia,
Count Cavour and M. Beltrani-Sealia
of Italy, Dr.
Guillaume of Switzerland,
Prof. Mittermaier
of
Heidelberg, Lord Brougham of England, andothers
equally illustrious and eqlmlly competent to judge
of its merits.
Briefly de_ribed,
it is as follows:
it
consists of four separate stages, of which the first ia
not less than eight months of strictly cellular confinement
in the Mountjoy
prison, Dublin, with
short rations and no employment
but picking oakum for the first half of the time; the second is an
indefinite period (not lessthan one year)of a_8ociated imprisonment
at Spike island, at the southern
extremlty of Ireland, where the prisoners are dividedintofourcla_ses,
and are promoted fromoneto
theother, avcordtngtotheirccmduct,
tndu_Tmmcl
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d;H_ence
at IIchool, an account
i)eing
kept
with
them by the use of marks,
and their promotion
depends upon their record ; the third is a short period
(not less than six monthfi)
of probationary
detention
in a condition
intermediate
between
imprisonment
and freedom,
at Lusk,
about
twelve
miles from
Dublin,
where
the men
arc trained
for entire
freedom,
and their capacity
for it is tested,
prior
to their liberation;
the fourth
is conditional
liberation,
with
police
supervL_ion.
The
intermediate
prison

for

women

is tile

Golden

three mil_ from Dublin.

Bridge

Refuge,

This system is supple-

mented
by a very
perfect
system
ployment
for prisoners
after their

of obtaining
discharge.

eraIt is

possible
that its beneficial
influence
in preventing
recommitments
is also aided
by the readin_s
with
which
the Irish emigrate
to America.
The principlea

which

underlie

which
will
any convict;
tile hope of

it are

: an inexorable

justice,

not remit punishment
in the c&se of
the holding
out to every
prisoner
of
a speedy
release,
to be effected
by his

own exertions;
the employment
of means
to make
him the agent
of his own
reformation
; the regard
shown
for
the public,
in refusing
to discharge
any prisoner
until
expiration
of sentence,
unless
he gives
positive
evidence
of his capacity
to resist
temptation
; the terrible
severity
with
which
a lapse into crime
is punished;
and the recognilion
contact
ration,
into

of the necessity
between
prisoners,
in order to prepare

the

which

world.
is not,

--There

for mental
and social
after
cellular
separathem for a re-entrance
can

in some

form,

be no prison

system

a modification

of

one

of the three here mentioned and described. Tile
application of these several forms to different
classes

of

prisoners

(to

the

young,

to women,

to

first offenders,
to misdemeanants,
to felons,
to
prisoners
awaiting
trial,
to convicts
under
short
and long sentences,
etc.),
and their adaptation
to
the social
state
of
different
nations,
constitute

the problem of penitentiary science. -- The details
of

prison

administration,

though

of

intense

in-

terest to specialists, would occupy more space than
(:all be given them
in the present
article.
Qucstions which
have
bc_n much
discussed,
anti COilcerning
which
a great variety
of opinion
exists,
are such
as these:
prison
architecture
and
sanitation; the
prison
staff;
mode
of appointment
of
officc_rs; ,tenure
of office ; prison
dietaries;
labor
in prisons--as
a reformatory
measure,
a.s a means
of reducing
the cost of crime,
as a preparation
for
the
the

rehabilitation
interests
of

and

the

best

of
labor

mode

whether
under
on authorities,

the
criminal,
outside
the
of

carrying

as it
prison
it

the immediate
control
or by contracting
it

on,

affects
walls,
that

is,

of the prisout
to pri-

rate persons or corporations ; prison schools, ineluding the question of normal schools for training prison employ_!a in their duties ; religious instruction
in prisons
; prison
libraries
; the
correspondence
of prisoners
; visits
to prisoners
by
their friends
and by other
persons;
the rights
of
convicts

in

pristm;

the

privileges

which
the

pedicel to gra_ them, _:d especially

it is
effect

exof
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allowing
them a percentage
of their earnings;
the
dress of prisoners
; disciplinary
punishments
in
prison;
prison
registers,
and the use of photography
as an aid to the identification
of escaped
prisoners,
or of recidivists;
prison
statistics;
the
proper
treatment
of sick prisoners
and of convicts
who
are or who
become
insane;
the duration
of
imprisonment,*
as it is affected
by life sentences,
* There are but three IXm._ible varieties of sentences for
crime, namely: fixed, discretionary,
and indeterminate.--A
primitive sta_ of society can be imagined, in whmh. in the
absence of any penal cod(., *ill offenses art; vmited with a
single extreme penalty, or, at least, in which the amount of
torture inflicted is limited only by the caprice of the despot
who infiicte it, The invention of a scale of puni_hmente
(gc_ae d_ pe/_*), and the application of punishment
acc/_rding to thLu _cale, nnder rules prescribed
by a code, may
be regarded as the first _tep io the onward march of humanity in quest
of that
ideal justice
forever
discovery.
Under
an absolute
code, which
sentences
are eludes
fixed; that
is, the penalty for each offense is named in the code itself,
and no latitude is left for the exercise of discretion
by the
courts.
Bnt experience
under an abeolute
code makes it
apparent that the legislature can not adjust punishment
to
guilt; that in mxler to equality of punishntent,
pnnishruent
must he more flexible; that the heinon.qness of an offense
depends not merely upon the clmracter of the act, but npon
the circumstances
of its commission,
and the character and
motives of the actor, which can not be. known, except as
revealed by the evidence at the time of the trial.
To this
conviction is due the anaendment of the co(te, by substituting for definite pemdtics
the principle of maximum
and
minhnum punishments:
the amount of punishment in each
actual ease is. within certain prescribed limits, de.trained
by the court, and to that ext ,nt the sentence is dmcretionary.
Under this system the legi._laturc _hifts front its own shnulders to thtme of the judiciury a large share of the rt,m.ponstbillty for a just estimm_ of guilt. Bat the courts are as
incapable of apportioning punishment as is the legislature:
the inequalily of punishment against which the s) stsm is a
prote_tstill exists: convicts feel it, prison officers see it. and
Judge.. confess it. One sole resource is left namely, again
to divide the burden of r_-spont:ibility, by placing it in part
upontheofllcialstowhomthecusto(tyando_e.rsightofprisraters are co(mnitt'_'d. The first suggestion of a possibility of
sucha solution was the creatinn, in the Austrahan colonies.
of the tmket-ofdeave.
the pnneiph,
condition.l and
liberation,
once recx;gnized, Bat
gamed
adherents of everywhere,
it has been incorporated in many penal codes
The "mark '"
system attd" good-time"
laws are ont_cn_ tl_s of this prinmple of variability
in the duration of imprisonment,
dependent npon sentence
the conduct
the prisoner
himself.
indetermltmte
is itsof higheht
and latebt
form. TheIt
exists only in theory, not having been redticed to practice
by any goVemtment, but is advocated by many able meal who
have had law
practical
the administration
the
criminal
attd in experience
the care of in
criminals.
Under thisofideal
system, neither the h.gislature nor the courts prescribe any
definite term of imprisonment;
maximum
and minimum
permlties arc abolisht_;
the court passes solely upon the
criminality
of the prisoner tinder indictment;
his release
from prison depends upon his ainenabihty
to discipline, and
the e_timatc formed of his character by those who hold him
in custody and under observation, and by whom discipline
or "treatment"
is to be. administered
him.--To to add
this
definition
of the indeterminate
sentence it to
is essential
the briefest po_ible account of the nature of the arguments
for and against it. It has a close logical connection with
that theory of crime, according
to which criminal
actions
are.idiocy,
the product
of disease;
is a neuro*is,
insanity
or
and should
be socrime
treated;
in so far aslikeit is
analognus to insanity, the criminal has a fight to cure, and in so
far _ it is analogous to idiocy, he has a right to education,
training and development;
prie_ns should be regarded and
conducted
as moral
schools for
imbeciles, rather
thanhoepitais
as phmeeor oftraining
punishment.
It ismoral
ah_
eotmected with that theory of moral responsibility
which
either denies its existence or demJes that it can be judged by
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by cumulative sentences, by "good-time" laws,
and by executive interference ; the effect of transition from a state of imprisonment to a state of
freedom upon the prisoner himself, and the nece_sity for continued care of him subsequent to
his discharge, with _qpecial reference to securing
him honest employment. -- The tests of successful prison administration are : 1. The behavior of
prisoners during incarceration. An increased percentage of suieidc_s,or of attempted escapes, or of
riotous demonstrations, or even of disciplinary

punishments, is an indication of weakness, cruelty,
or vacillation in the discipline. 2. The sanitary
condition of prisons, and especially the death
rate. 8. The number of recidivists, or recommitments. 4. The general increase or decrease in
the amount of crime perpetrated. 5. Tile financial result: but too much relatively nmy be made
of financial success, since it may be attained by
the saerific.e of other ends infinitely more important. -- For the application of these tests, scientiflc observation, continued for a term of years,
is essential; such observation must be by in_specGod; whichwonld eliminatefrem criml- tion, and by the accumulation
and digestion of
all thought of retribution or expiation;

any but Almighty
Hal jurisprudence
which would abandon the attempt to adjust penalty to illdesert; and which denies the right of society, if not of God
himself, to inflict pumshment
upon any sentient
creature,
of the three possible bases of a penal code, it only accepts
two, namely, the protectmn of society and the refo_nation
of the offender.
The _tat_s of the criminal is reduced to a
dilemma: hecan
be reformed, or he can not ; ifhecanbe,
he should he; if he can not be reformed, he should be held
for life, if necessary, in order toprotect
society from injury
at his hands.
Hence, indeterminate
st'ntences are Sometimes called reformation eeutenc.es.
In the terse language
of Mr. Recorder Hill. of Birmingham,
"To our limited facuities, crime and punishment
have no c_mmon measure;
our [present] course of proceeding
Is almost as van in
practice as it is absurd in theory; and in truth, there remain for us but two modes of usefully dealmg with criminais--tncapacitatio_and
reformation."
-- It is evident that

the questions
raised by the advocates of the indetermihate sentence cover pretty much the whole field of human
thought, in science, m religion, in philosophy, in morals, in
politics and in law. To argue them extmustiw.ly
a profound knowl_lge
of first principles and an extensive acouaintancewtththe
fact_ofseienceand
ofhlstoryareessential prerequisites. --But from the practical side, the point of
view of the statesman and the legislator, tile question is one
of the concentration
or distribution
of power: what powers

statistical
information:
it implies
trained
era with
authority
to collect
information,
an organized
system
of returns.
Hence
fort
to or_mize
a system
of international

itentiary
statistics,
of which
_,I. Beltrani-ScMia
is perhaps the most intelligent
and persistent
advocate,
but which
has thus far failed.
As for

this country, the absence of any approach to
unity in the organization of our prison system
renders
it
trustworthy

peculiarly
estimate

repression
of crime.
is undoubtedly large.

The

to collect
data _or a
actual
effect
in the
percentage

of

failure

Officers, or to faulty
methods
of organization
and
discipline.
-- The failure
of the prison everywhere
to accomplish the work which is desired and ex-

pected of it, has led some bold thinkers to predict
its abolition,

but

without

is to take
its place.
believe
that
too much

that the persistence of the criminal, as of the iueanc, temperanent, will not defy every effort lot its eradication ? If we
concede that the majority are _u._ceptible of cure, is it Just to

sought,
either
who commits

pie, is the date of their release to be determtned?--There
]s
no immediate prospect of the general acceptance of the indeterminate sentence;
but the di_ussmn
opens up such a wide
range of investigation and reflectmn as tomake itinteresting
and profitable to all thonghtful
students of penology.
Its
acceptance would put an end to the debates about cumnlatire sentences, restitution sentences, life sentences, a seals
of penalties, the assimilation
of penalties, and many other
_ubsidlary questions of crlmmal jurisprudence.
With the
adoption
of this form of sentence, society would return to
Its original position and conviction, that, in one way or in
another, the expulsion of irreclaimable offemlers is a neces.
Mty. No more complete eozdcssion of the failure of existing
modes of de_!_g with crime can well be imagined,

difficult
of its

The causes of this failure
are obscure: whether it is due to the persistence
of the criminal character, or to the want
of experience and of devotion on the part of prison

shall be conferred upon prison officers, what use they might
make of them for good or for evil, what guarantees can he
glvcu that such enormous power over individuals will not he
abused.
On the other h_nd, it is a question what benefit, in
thereformatiouof
prisoners or tbe repression of crime, would
follow the grant If made, It is an outward obedience only
which is paid to power.
The heart is mow_ by love; and it
is not easy to see wherein there would be any more room for
the exercise of love under the new than under the present
system, while it is quite cert_tin that an increase of power
begets an increase of fear, and that under the influence of
fear the moral character is more likely to deteriorate than to
improve.
Itlnsywcll
be asked: If the adjustment of penalty to guilt is a task beyond the power of any legislature or
any court, is it not also beyond the power of any prison
board
? Or ifasswe nmn
discard
p_-nalty, can
and we
consider
the criminal
di_'a the
_d, Idea
what ofassurance
have,

incarcerate may
for lifethose
can uot
be cured,
and yetwhose
crmdnality
be of toowho
feeble
a type
to involve
any serious peril to snclety as the result of their liberation _ and ff
not, then how, and by what trib-n'al, and upon what prtncl-

observ.
and
the elpen-

clearly

indicating

what

There
are very
many
who
reliance
is placed
upon it,

and too much
u_
made of it: they would
prefer
to see more u_ made of judicial admonition and
Do]ice
supervision.
One
thought
seems
to run
through
all the publications
with which
the press
has teemed, for some years past--books,
panph]ets,
reports,
addresses,
transactions
of prison
and other societies, and of prison congresses at
home
and
abroad:
it is that
the
prevention
of
crime Lq to be aimed at, rather
than its repression.
To prevent
it, we must
stop
the operation
of the
CaUseS which produce it.
These causes are to be
in

the

character

of

the

individual

crime, or in his circumstances. The
criminal himself has become the object of attentire study, in his physical as well as in his mental
and moral organization,
with a view to determine
how far he is normal and how far abnormal, and
how far any departure from a normal type which
he presents for our consideration, is due to hereditary predisposition to crime; in other words,
whether there is a criminal neurosis. The conneciion

between

crime

and

the

social

_ns7_cu

has

becA)mc
apparent, and causes of crime are found
not only in ignorance, in intemperance, in idlenes$, in destitution, and in the want of friends
and of a home, but in the relations of labor and
capital, in the character and amount of the food
supply, in bad legia_tion and viciotm customs,
in
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inefficient police regulations, and a lax adminlstration of justice.
Human nature is as sensitive to
its surroundings
as is an electrometer to the elcctric current, and whatever tends to elevate mankind, to improve its condition
either physically
or mentally, tends also to the elimination of crime,
The reformation of morals is a part of the general
advance of civilization,
and each part must advance with the whole, something as a railway carriage goes forward or backward with the train of
which it forms a part. Too _nuch dependence is
not to be placed upon anyprison
system.
It is always to be remembered
that no system will succeed in the hands of an incompetent
or dishonest
man; while even a bad system, in the hands of an
earnest and able man, may be productive of the
best results.
FRED. H. WINES.

effect.
In 1823 the United States unsuccessfully
tried to secure the same object by treaties with
Great Britain, France and Russia.
In the Mexican war the United States issued no letters of
marque, and, although Mexico issued such letters,
they were not taken by foreigners, because municipal laws or treaties forbade.
In the Crimean war
neither of the belligerents issued letters of marque.
At the close of this war the principal
states of
Europe, uniting in the belief that private armed
ships, maintained
at private cost for private gain,
and often necessarily for a long time beyond the
reactl of the regular naval force of the state, could
not be kept under proper control, signed the deelaration of Paris (April 16, 1856), the first article
of which reads : " Privateering
is and remains
abolished."
Since that time all the important
states in Europe and the Amerie_'_s have become
PRIVATE
BILLS,
(See PARLTAU_._rARY
signataries of the dee]aration of Paris, except the
LAw.)
United States, Spain and Mexico.
This declaration binds only its signataries when at war with
PRIYATE
CALENDAR,
(See PARLIAm_I_T'r- each other, and leaves them free to use privateers
A.RY LAw.)
when at war with other states. -- The refusal of
the United States to sign the declaration of Paris,
PRIYATEERING
is the act or the employwhich secured to its signataries privileges which
ment of attacking
and seizing vessels or other
it had been the traditional
policy of the United
property belonging to an enemy, at sea, by means
States to obtain, was due to a change in the attiof privateers
-- Privateers are armed vessels that
tude of the government
since 1823, and a belief
are owned, equipped and officered by one or more
that the United States, with its large commercial
private persons, but sailing under a commission,
marine, might be unable to adequately protectitself
usually called letters of marque, from a belligerent
against belligerent states with powerful
navies,
state, which empowers
the person or persons to without the aid of privateers.
The United States,
whom it is granted to attack and seize, at sea, yes- however, agreed to become a party to the dcclasels or other property of its enemy. -- The right
ration if its signatarie_s would amend it by adding
to use such vessels in maritime
war is recognized
a provision protecting
from capture
all private
by international
law; their employment
was necproperty at sea, not contraband.
This proposition,
essary till states established
permanent
public nacalled the "Marcy"
or "American"
amendment,
vies; their use since that time has been claimed
not being accepted
by the signataries,
was withto be advantageous
to states having small navies,
drawn in 1857. -- In 1861, Great Britain unsucbecause
it enables
the/n to increase
their naval
c_fully
sought to induce the confederate
governforce in a short time, and at a small cost, and thus
ment to accede to the declaration
of Paris.
The
tends to prevent
a state, with a powerful
navy,
from having
an undue
advantage
over another
state whose marine is mainly commercial.
-- The
disadvantages
of using privateers
are, that, their
services being obtained
by allowing their owners
to appropriate
to themselves
and to their crews
the whole or a part of the vessels or other property tlicy may capture,
and their officers and crews
not being under
naval discipline,
the desire of
prize tends to lead both officers and crews beyond
the limits of legitimate
war, to produce disregard
of the rights of neutrals, and to continue lawlessness after the return of peace. -- These evils, the
rapid growth of neutral interests,
and the increa._ing difficulty
of fitting
out vessels, by private
means, suited to the conditions
of modern
maritime war, have led, during the past century,
to
repeated efforts to abolish privateering.
In 1785
a treaty between the United
States and Prussia,
negotiated
by Franklin,
bound the contracting
states, in case hostilities
arose between them, not
to use privateers.
In 1792 the French
assembly agreed to suppreas
privateexing,
but without

United States thereupon
offered to accede unconditionally
to the declaration
of Paris,
hoping
thereby to obtain an international
right to treat
confederate
privateers
as pirates.
Great Britain,
having accorded
the charactcr
of belligerents
to
the confederates,
had practically
recognized their
right to employ privateers,
and the offer of the
United
State.s was declined
unless the United
States would admit that its signature
should not
have "any
bearing, direct or indirect, on the internal differences
(now) prevailing
in the United
States."
This attempted
restriction
by one state
of a declaration
of so general and permanent
a
character,
and to which so many states were parties, was not acceptable
to the United States, and
its accession to the declaration
of Paris has not
yet been made.
The confederate
states having
offered letters of marque
to subjects of all countries, the congress of the United States authorized
the president
to issue letters of marque,
but, as
nearly all the maritime
powers had warned their
subjects, that, if they served in privateers in the
war, their governments
would not interfere to pro-
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tect them, and as the United States had threatened
to treat such persons as pirates, no avowedly foreign private armed vessels took letters of marque
(from the confederate government), and the ostensibly confederate vessels were commissioned as of
its regular navy; and the president of the United
States did not make use of his power to issue letters of marque.-- Duringthe Franco-German war,
in 1870, a rSyal decree of Prussia ordered the cr__
ation of a volunteer navy. The owners of vessels
were invited to fit them out for attack .on French
ships of war ; l_unties were offered ; the crews
were to be under naval discipline, but they were
to be furnished by the owners of the ships; the
officers were not to be regular naval officers. The
French government protested against the use of
such a volunteer navy as an evasion of the engagement not to employ privateers, by which
Prussia was bound by the declaration of Paris.
The sole real difference discoverable between privatecrs and such a volunteer navy is, that the
latter is under naval discipline. -- In war all capfives vest originally in the state, and the commissiou which alone gives privateersmen a legal interest in a valid prize must be kept on board of their
vessel. Sailing under a commission from each of
two belligerent states is piratical ; acting under
two or more commissions granted by allied states
against a common enemy is irregular, but not
piratical. The persons to whom, whether aliens
or citizens, and the conditions upon which, states
issue letters of marque, vary with their municipal
laws. Persons applying for such letters are naually required to give large bonds that they will
conform to fire usages of war, obey the instructions of the granting state, observe the rights of
neutrals, and bring into port, except in cases of
overwbelmingnecessity, all captures for adjudication by a prize court. --Where, as in the United
States, no positive municipal law exists upon the
subject, the general rule is, that the owners and
officers of privateers are liable in damages for filegal conduct, when admittedly engaged in privateering beyond the amount of security given,
and that the measure of damages is the value of
the property unlawfully injured or destroyed. _
Treaties of varying duration have been made, and
some of them by the United States, with France,
Holland, Sweden, Prussia, Great Britain, Spain,
and Colombia, which forbid the citizens or subjects tff either contracting state, while they are at
peace, to accept letters of marque from a third
state,-at war with the other contracting state.
Municipal laws often prohibit the citizens or
subjects over whom they are set from taking
privateering commissions from a foreign state,
Thus, the laws of both Great Britain and the
United States impose severe penalties on citizens
or residents who accept commissions, equip privateers or enlist men for service in any foreign
war. See Wheaton's Iatcrna/a_r_ Law, 8th ed.,
byDmm, sec._8, andnote; Keut's(Tcmymenta_r_,
12th eeL, voLi.° pp.'98--102; Woolsey's I_z_'na_na//A_,
sees. 127-180; Twiss'.LawofzVatio_

(Time of War), chap. 10; Hall's f_t_na4/ona/Zaw,
pp. 458-4.56 ; Journa/ of 8oral 8¢_we, No. I0,
1879, art. "United States and the Declaration of
Paris," by T. S. Woolsey; Br_'sh P_e_
_
Act, 1870; _
_atut,es of the _rn/t_d 8ta_,
title 67.
Ja_lEs FZ_BZ._KS CoI_Y.
PRIYILEGE,

(See P_RT.T,_'_rARY

LAW.)

PRIZES, Maritime.
A maritime prize is a
vessel or cargo or other property which is lawfully
captured in war at sea by authority of a belligerent
state. --By modern international law the fact of
maritime capture does not vest the thing seized
with the character of prize, not" pass a perfect
title to the belligerent state under whose authority
the capture is alleged to have occurred, or, through
it, to any of its agents, until, upon satisfactory
proof that such seizure was nmde in accordance
with the usages of war, a competent court of the
belligerent state by whose authority the captor
acts, has pronounced a sentence of condemnation.
Nor can property in the thing captured at sea be
transferred in favor of a neutral vendee or recaptor, so as to bar the original owner, until such
a court has pronounced sentence of condemnation;
and the possession of the thing captured at sea
by the belligerent state of the captor, until such
court has pronounced sentence of condemnation,
is a trust for the benefit of those who may be
ultimately found to be entitled. -- A competent
court, for the purpose above described, is any
court of the belligerent state under whose authority the capture is alleged to have occurred, which
has jurisdiction in cases of n_aritime capture.
Such a court is commonly called a prize court.
In the United States such jurisdiction is confined
to the federal courts, beginning with a district
court, with appeal up through the circuit courts
to the supreme court.
A prize court may sit
either in the territory of the state of the captor
or in that of any allied stale, but not in that of
a neutral state, and its sentence of condemnation
may be valid, though the thing captured has never
been in its actual custody, or is in a neutral port
or is not in existence, when pronounced. _ The
necessity of inquiry by a prize court into the lawfulness of maritime captures results from the responsibility of belligerent states to neutral states
for aggressions upon the persons and property of
their subjects, and the fact that a large propor.
tion of maritime captures are neutral property
"charged as involved in violation of rights of
war, or property whose nationality as neutral or
hostile is doubfful."_ The duty of a captor in
war on stopping a vessel, according to the authorities below cited, is to make such ex_mln_,_ion as
circ_mstances permit, and to release the vessel
unless there is probable cause for a fuller eYam4nation by a prize court. If such cause is found,
the captor's duty ts to send the vessel, as _peedfly
as possible, into a convenient por_ of his own atate
(the modern practice of neutrab prohibiting tim
useof their ports bythe prtzu of a bcclli$,a,ent,
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except in cases of necessity,
and only while the
necessity exists) for such fuller examination,
together with all the papers, cargo and other evidenco on board, unaltered, and with all persons on
board likely to be useful to the owners as witnesses. If the vessel stopped is a neutral vessel, the
captor's duty is, after examination,
either to release the vessel absolutely with her cargo, papers
and passengers,
or to complete his capture, and
send her into a convenient
port of his own state
for further examination
by a prize court.
He can
not take any middle course in such a case.
Neeessity will excuse the captor from sending in the
vessel seized.- If she is unscaworthy,
or there is
imminent
danger of immediate
recapture,
or if
an infectious disease is on beard, he may destroy
or abandon the vessel seized, but he must preserve
all papers and persons on board, for the validity
of his acts is, even in such cases, matter for the
adjudication
of a prize court. --If,
after seizure
of a vessel, she. escapes from her captor, or is retaken, or if the owner ransoms her, before sentence of condemnation,
the property
is thereby
revested. -- Even though no controlling
necessity
prevents the sending into a convenient port of the
thing seized, some states (among them, the United
States) allow their captors to release the vessel or
other property
captured
at sea, upon a written
agreement,
made and delivered
by or on behalf
of its owners, to give something of value to the
captor.
This writ_n
agreement
is called a ransore hill, and with it hostages
have sometimes
been given to the captor as collateral security for
the fulfillment
of the contract.
The receipt for
theransom
bill is a passport, entitling the releasee
to pursue a definite voyage.within
a definite time
without liability to capture by any one acting
under authority of the state of the captor, or its
ally.
Failure to comply strictly with the terms
of the ransom bill revives the liability to capture,
unless itcan be clearly proven that such failure is
due to unavoidable
necessity.
If the ransomed
ves_l or other, property is lost before completion
of the prescribed voyage, the ransom is still due,
unless the captor expressly insured the releasee
against the perils of the sea.
If the ransomed
vessel or other property is recaptured on a different voyage from that described, or after the time
limited, and is adjudged
a lawful prize, the price
of tim ransom is deducted from the proceeds of
the prize, and given to the first captor, and the
residue is given to the second captor.
The recapture of the ransom hill discharges
the obligation
of the releasee, but the death or flight of hostages
given with the ransom bill does not. -- If a captor,
stopping a vessel at sea, is not relieved, after such
examination as circumstances
there permit, from
the duty of sending her in for adjudication,
and
if she is not revested in her originat owner by recapture or ransom,
a fuller examination
of the
vessel or other property will be made by the prize
court, and the property will either be restored to its
ori_l owner or condemned.
The procedure in
prize courts is summary, and not in the nature of
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litigation inter parte#, or ex parte.
/_'ma
fac_
the vessel or other property captured is the property of the state.
Opportunity
is given to any
person or state, not an enemy, who has an interest
in the vessel or other property, to establish a right
of restitution.
If no claimant establishes a right
to restitution, the vessel or other property is condemned.
If any claimant establishes
a right to
restitution,
he is entitled, not only to the captured property, but to damages from the captor,
if the seizing and sending were without probable
cause.
If a state does not submit the question of
prize to adjudication,
or if its prize court is not
constituted,
or does not proceed, in the manner
recognized
by the usages of nations, or if the
state should confiscate property against the decision of its own prize court, the state who._' rights
or whose subject's rights are affected has cause of
complaint,
and the question trecomes political. -Upon condemnation,
the disposition
of {lie proceeds of a prize depends
upon municipal
law.
Some states distril)ute
such proceeds, called prize
or head money, among thecaptors
as a reward for
bravery, and to encourage
future maritime
cap*
turos from their enemies. -- The compen_Hon
to
which recaptors are entitled, called salvage, i_ determined by municipal
law between vessels of the
same state, and by treaty between vessels of allied
states, and, commonly,
by the principle of reciprocity
between
ve_qels of other states.See
Wheaton's
International
La_r_, sccs. 359-4-_96, and
Dana's note, pp. 480-488;
Kent's O_n_w1_tar/es,
vol. i., pp. 100-116; Woolsey'sI)_teruatwnalLa.w,
sees. 148-153;
l_evi_
_c_atutes of the _ H., sccs.
4613-4653.
JAMES FAIRBA-S;KS COLBY.
PRODUCTION
OF WEALTH.
The word
production,
which, in ordinary lang_mgc, means
the giving birth to, or producing,
without regard
to the utility of the thing produced, or the outlay
required for that production,
takes, in economic
science, a particular meaning, much more restricted, more exact and more alx_ohtte.
This word, in
political
economy,
is applied
to that porticular
branch of the science which has for its object the
creat_qT_ of va/ues, considered apart from their distribution and their consumption;
and, scientifically speaking, it can be applied only to work resuiting in a product of a value superior, or at
lea,at equal, to that of the services of every kind
which that operation
has taken.
It is only when
this balance is obtained, that there is truly production. There would be destruction
on the contrary
hypothesis,
that is, if the value produced
was
found to be inferior to the sum of those necessarily consumed in order to obtain it; and this is so
true, that, if one attempted
to repeat the same
operation
a certain
number of times he would
finally destroy the entire sum of (he values he
had originally
employed
in the experiment,
so
that it would become physically
impossible to repeat it. There is, then, no doubt that in political
economy, what is called produe_,
and the only
operation susceptible
of being characterized
as
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productive,
is that which, taking everything
into
consists in the very fact of extraction, an indus°
account, results in a sum of values superior, or at
trial action very difficult to practice, in all cases
least equal, to thatwhich has had to bedevoted
to very unlike that of transportation;
and there is
it; and, in truth, it is this exact estimation of the
no other way but to make of it an altogether sepresult, this strict reckoning of the consequences,
arate class of labors, under the name of the exfor good or evil, for profit or loss, advantage
or tracting arts or extractive
industries. --Another
disadvantage,
of our labors, our operations,
our
serious inaccuracy to be noted in the nomenclaenterprises
of every kind, which, more than anyture of the arts which are exercised
in the matething else, has given to the investigations
of porial world, is the application
of the term trade to
litical economy the character
of a science,
and
the busine_
of transportation.*
Trade has put
which has made its intervention
,_)rnctimes appear
-people in the way of that industry,
has taught
to ignorant
or evil-intentioned
rulers so much to
them to specialize it, has led them to recognize
be dreaded. -- But if it is not possible to raise a how an intelligent
removal
of things
so as to
fluestion as to the essential meaning
given to the
bring them within reach of whoever needs them,
word production
in political
economy,
we must
may contribute to production;
but it has not, for
admit that we are still far from having exhausted
all that, become the art of transportation,
the car
the controversy:
in the first place, on the determirying industry.
The carrying
industry is a vast
nation of the kinds of labor that should be called
business,
clearly distinguished
from all others,
productive:
and secondly, on the analysis of the
and should accordingly
have its separate
name.
means by which
production
takes place.
This
We can not give it the name of trade without docontroversy
has lasted ever since the first sysing violence
to language,
without
miserably mutematic efforts were made, more than eighty years
tilating it, in fact; and it is so much the more imago [now more than a hundred years ago.-- Transpossible to call the transportation
industry trade,
/ator], to raise political
economy to the condition
because the term trade is applied to a class of facts
of a science; and, first to speak only of the quesaltogether
different,
which should also have its
tion of knowing what kinds of labor are suseepappropriate
appellation.
To trade is to buy in
tible of being qualified as productive,
it seems to
order to sell again; it is not an act peculiar to one
us that people are not yet well settled in that re- class of workmen;
it is an act absolutely common
gard, either as to the category
of the kinds of
to all: and, to speak the truth, there is not a busilabor which act upon things, or, above all, as to
ness, from the highest to the lowest, in which peothat of the kinds of labor whose efforts are exple do not begin by purchases
and end by sales.
erted directly on man.
One can not deny, for
If the owner of a vessel or other means of conexample,
that the nomenclature
of kinds of labor
veyance
buys things in one place to sell them in
of the first category
presents omissions
and inacanother, the manufacturer
buys them under one
curacies
that are quite serious.There is, in the
form to sell them under a different
one; whofirst place, one entire class of labors, viz., that of
ever practices any handicraft,
art or function, has
the extractive industries, which has become far too
begun by acquiring
aptitudes,
talents, faculties,
v.onsiderable
for it to be possible
to take an acwhich he afterward
continually
sells under the
count of it, and which, at the same time, differs
form of services.
Everybody,
then, buys and sells,
too much from all the others for it to be allowand buys in order to sell. Only, between the purable to confound
it with any other cla_s. How
chases and the sales which every one makes, there
incomprehensible
that any one should
omit to
intervenes
some labor, some art, the intelligent
speak of a class of industries
capable of throwpractice of which constitutes
his avocation:
and,
ing upon the market
_
of products
comparto recur to the people whose business
is to disable to those furnished
by hunting, fishing, the
tribute
things abroad in the world, and to put
industry
of the wood cutter, the quarry
man,
them within reach of whoever
needs them, there
and, above all, the minerl and, on the other hand,
is, between the purchases and the sales they make,
how permit them to be confounded,
as is somean art, which consists less in the act of buying,
times done, with agricultural
industry!
What is selling and trading, which all kinds of workmen
there in common between
arts, which, confining
do, the same as they, than in the judicious change
_hemselves to extracting
from waters, forests and
of place of things,
and in the marvelous
and
earth the materials for a multitude
of industries,
peculiar
labor they perform, from which it is but
employ for that purpose only mechanical
forces,
reasonable
that their industry
should receive its
and an art which, like agriculture,
is devoted to
name.-- Finally, a last inaccuracy to be mentioned
the multiplication
and improvement
of useful aniin the nomenclature
of the great classes of labors
reals and vegetables, and which, for that purpose,
which act upon the material world, is the order
makes use of a force so special, so little underin which they have been arranged.
It is certainly
_tood, so delicate to manage, as Isle? Perhaps
it not very natural to call attention first to the one
would be better to confound
them, as is also done,
of these classes which is the most difficult, which
with the tran.qportation
industry;
for, like that inwas the last to originate, and which, by the nadustry, the extractive
arts do, in fact, change the
ture of the particular
agent it employs,
viz.,//re,
place of things which they supply for consumption.
But they are not, like it, confined to bringing about a change of place: their craft especially

* M. Danoyer hererefers to the express|ola, ,,the carrying
trade," the "_mmerce of trausportst_," a_ _
_mlJar.-E. J. L,
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most nearly approaches the high arts*which act toDroz, are allthematerialgoods which serve to
directly
on thehuman race;and a logical
arrange- satisfyour wants. "The opinion most true,"he
meat would have placed agriculturalindustry adds, "is thatwe should seeit[i.e.,wealth]inall
last,insteadof first.We have elsewhere given the materialthings which serve men." Finally,
the order in which we should think it proper to thewriterof the_ linescan notforgetthathc had
classthe kinds of labor in thisfirstcategory.tomaintain,only a few months ago [probablywritBut if scienceis not yet well settledas to their tellin 1863 or 1864.--/_'aT_kz_r],
a long debate
classification,
or as totheirnomenclature,does it, with severaleconomists, his colleagues in the
atleast,now recognizethat they allcontributeto academy of moral sciences,
without succeedingin
production? and does it know how they co-oper- persuading them that there are otherrichesthan
ate init? Itwould be difficult
to assertthisof those which areso improperly called _n_z_'k_.the long category of arts which act directly0n Not only do economistsrecognizeas wealth only
the human race. As to these, we are where valuesrealized
inmaterialobjects,
but they declare
we have long been in regard to the others. We
unproductivethe artswhich are not exercisedon
know how tardy was the recognitionthat the matter,mentioningbyrmmethosewhichactdirectlatter
participatedin the creationof wealth,and ]y upon man. Smith, after having enumerated
what difficulty
therewas in discerninghow they them, presentsthem all,from the noblestIo the
participatedin it. The truth in regard to this, meanest, as leavingnolhingwith which one could
which was firstadmitted in referenceto the ex- afterward purchase an equal quantityof labor.
tractive
artsand agriculturalindustry,was long "Their work," he adds, "perishesthevery instant.
denied in reference to manufactures, and still of itsproduction." (" Wealth of Nalions,"book
longer in regard to the industry of transporta- ii.,
chap. 3.)We have elsewherecitedtheopinions
tion,improperly called commercial. The only of a listof well-known economists,who allsay
realproducts were those which were the imme- the same thing. Tracy, Malthus, Sismondi,and
diate result of the extractiveand agricultural JamesMill, inspeskingofthelaborof magistrates,
industries.Manufacture transformed them; but instructors,
priests,savants,artist_,
etc.,say of
it was supposed, without creating new prod- theirservicesthatthey areproductiveonly atthe
nets,since ittook nothing more from the earth, moment when they arc rendered,and that there
The industryof transportation
changed the places remains nothing of them, or that there remain
of things;but still
lessthan manufactures did it only intellectual
or moral results,
and thatpeople
createnew products, since those it transported do not storeup thatwhich appertainsonly to the
remalned identically
the same. Itwas only after soul. Droz, whom
we did not mention, after
much difficulty
thatthe matter was relievedof its having representedthe artswhich acton matter
confusion,and people were made clearlyto per- as the only ones which produce wealth,elsewhere
ceive how these industriesadded new values to considersthose who work on the mind as not.
existing
wealth._ Here iswhere we now are asto creating. J.B. Say, who e_s_ysan innovationon
theartswhich act directlyon men. People still thispoint,representsas productive all the long
deny, at thisvery day, thatthey add tothe mass categoryof kinds of laborperformed directlyon
of wealth created. Most books on political
econ- man; but,from a misapprehensionwhich prevents
omy. even to the last,including the best,_ have him from arrivingat the truth,he seesthe prodbeen writtenwith the suppositionthatthere were ucts of these laborsin the works themselves,inno realriches,
or valuessusceptible
of being quali- stead of seeing them where they are,that is to
fledas wealth,except those which labor had suc- say,in the useful and lastingrc_ult._
they leave
ceeded inembodying in materialobjects. Smith
behind them; and, while qualifyingthem as prose_sscarcelyany wealth save in thingspalpable, ductive,he isledtosay of them allthatthe others
Say startsby designatingby the name of wealth, say to prove that they are not so,namely, that
lands, metals, moneys, grain, dry goods, etc., theirproducts are attachedto nothing,thatthey
without adding to that enumeration any classof perishas fastas they are created,that itis iravaluesnot realized
inmatter. Whenever, accord- possible to accumulate them, that they add
ing to Malthu_s,wealth isin question,our atten- nothing to the wealth of society,
that there are
tionisdrawn almost exclusively
tomatcrialobjects, evcndisadvantagesin multiplyingthem, and that
The only kinds of labor,according to Rossi,with the expense incurredto obtainthem isunproducwhich the science of wealth is concerned, are tire.--It is very singulav,that,while thus in
thosewhich enter intothe strugglewith matter to accord in declaringthe artsunproductive which
adapt itto our needs. Sismondi does not recog- actdirectlyon the human race,these economists
nizeas wealth products which industry has not are unanimous in findingthem productivewhen
clothedwith a materialform. Riches,according they considerthem in theirconsequences,thatis
to say,in the utilities,
the faculties,
the values,
*By?tlgharts,
M.Dunoyerhererefers
tosuchsrts
asth_t which they finallysucceed in realizingin man.
oftheorator,
theactor,
themusidan,thesctOptor,
etc._ Thus, Adam Smith, afterhaving said,in certain
E
J.L.
+ This,
howeve_trueitmay havebeenwhen M. Dunoyer passagesin hisbook, thatliterary
people,sc_z_t_,
wrote,
|s,we areImppy tosay.no longerso.as witness and other workers inthe same category,areworkMacleod_sinte_
eXp_mlttonol the nature of incorporeal
property,and.the writings of Wha_ley, Senior, and others, men whose labor
produces nothing,
expressly
-R. j.L.
says elsewhere that "the useful abilities acquired
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by members of society"
(abilities which could
have been acquired only by the aid of these men
whom he calls unproductive)
"are a capital fixed
and realized, as it were, in the persons who posseas them, and constitute
an essential part of the
general funds of society--a
part of its fixed capttal."
(" Wealth of Nations," book ii., chap. 1.)
Thus, also, J. B. Say, who saysof the same classes
of workers, that their products are are not susceptibleof accumulation,
and that they add nothing
to the wealth of society, formally pronounces,
on
the other hand, that the talent of a public runetionary, and that the business
of a mechanic
{evidently creations of these men whose products
can not be accumulated),
form an accumulated
capital.
Thus, M. Sismondi,
who, on the one
hand, declares the labors of instructors, etc., nnproductive, affirms positively,
on the other hand,
that literary men and artists* (the incontestable
work of these instructors) constitute a part of the
national wealth.
Similarly M. Droz, who somewhere makes the observation
that it would be
absurd to consider virtue as wealth, properly so
called, terminates
his book by saying it would be
falling into a disgraceful error to regard the magistracy which makes justice
rule, the savant who
diffuses intelligence,
etc., as producing
nothing,
It is, however, obvious that the same labor can
not be at once prod_'tive and non-productive,
result
in products which at the same time ivc_h
and
become _r_n_nt,
which vanish amf_st as they are
_realed, and tvhw]t accumulate
in 1_rwpor_n
as
th_U are creabed; and seeing to what contradictions
the founders of the science are brought on this
capital point, it is easy to recognize that the ques.
tion needs a more satisfactory
explanation
than
that which they have given of it.
This explanation we have elsewhere produced, and we think it
will compel assent.
It arises obviously
from the
quite natural distinction to be made between _
and its re_u/t_. -- It was, as we have said, because
of not having distinguished
labor from its results,
that Smith and his principal
successors fell into
the contradictions
which we have just pointed out,
and that they so badly resolved
the question
whether or not the arts, which act directly on
man, should be considered
productive.
All the
u_fu] occupations,
whatever they may be, those
which work upon things as well as those which
operate on men, perform labor which vanishes as
fast as performed, and they all create utility which
is accumulated
as fast as it is obtained.
It is not
necessary to say, with _mith, that wealth is aecumulate_l labor; we should say that it is a_umub_ted
_litlt.
It is not labor that one accumulates,
it
is the utility which labor produces.
The labor
passes away as fast as performed; the utility it
produces remains. -- To be sure, the lesson which
a professor gives is consumed
while being produced, the same as the manual labor expended
by the potter on the clay he holds in his hands;
but the ideas inculcatedby the professor in the
• l.

lsm.--_
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minds of the men who listen to him, the ahape
given to their intelligence,
the salutary impression wrought
on their susceptible
faculties, are
products
which remain, quite as much as the
form impressed on the clay by the petter.
A physician gives advice, a judge pronounces a sentence,
an orator delivers
a discourse, an arty
sings a
song or recites a tirade; this is their labor; it is
consumed as fast as produced,
like all possible
kinds of labor: but it is not their product, asJ. B.
Say erroneously claims: their product, like that of
every kind of producers, is in the result of their
labor, in the useful and durable modifications that
both kinds have wrought on the men upon whom
they have acted, in the health the physician
has
restored to his patient, in the morality,
the instruction,
the taste, which the judge, the professor, and the artiste have spread.
Now, these
products remain, they are susceptible of preservation and increase, of accumulation;
and we can
acquire more or less virtue and knowledge, just as
we can impress upon any portion of matter some
of the utilities which are of a nature to become
fixed in things, and which give them more or less
value. -- It is true, that instruction,
taste, talents,
are imma_
prod_ts;
but do we ever create
any other kind? and is it not surprising to see J.
B. Say distinguish
between material and immaterial, he who has so judiciously
remarked that we
can not create matter any more than we can annihilate it, and that in all things we only produce
utilities, values?
The form, the figure, the color,
that an artisan gives to rough bodies, are things
just as immaterial
as the knowledge
that a prolessor communicates
to intelligent
beings : both
only produce utilities, and th_ only real difference
that can be observed between their industries, is
that the one aims to modify things, and the other
to modify men. -- It can not be said that the labor
of the professor,
the judge, the comedian,
the
singer, is a_ehed
to no0dng, nor that nothing re:nain_ of it.. it is attached to the men upon whom
it operates, and there remain from it the useful
and lasting modifications
which it has wruught in
them: just as the labor of the spinner, the weaver,
and the dyer, is realized in the things which
receive it, and leaves upon them the forms, the
figure and the colors which it has impressed on
them. -- It can not be said that the values realized
in men, the capacity,
industry
and talents that
have been communicated
to them, are _t st_._p_
of sale. What arc not sold, at least in countries civilized enough to have no more slaves, are
the men in whom human industry has developed
these qualities; but, as to the talents which these
men possess, they are quite susceptible
of sale,
and are, in fact, continually
being sold; not, I
readily admit, in kind and in themselves,
but
under the form of the services, the labor, and the
instruction which is commonly employed to cornmunieate them to others. _ No more can we say
that the values which labor succeeds in imprestdng
men are not of a _
to be _"
is as easy to multiply in ourselves the useful
UpOIl

it
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1lion, ions of which we are susceptible,
as to mulproduction
it is only their labor which vanishes,
tiply, in the things which surround us, the useful
and that, as to their products, they are as real as
modifications
they can receive.--Nor
can it any
those those of the classes most manifestly
promore be said that there /s _ntage
in multiductive.
What better, in fact, can be done to
plying tIwra.
What can not be multiplied
without
increase the capital of a nation, than to multiply
disadvantage,
axe the expenses
necessary in order
the number of men, vigorous, skillful, educated,
to obtain any kind of products
wlmtever;
but, as virtuous
men, trained
to act weU and live well?
to the products
themselves,
it can not surely be 'What wealth, even if we took into account merely
said that there is any disadvantage
in increasing
the question of deriving profit from the material
them.
We do not hear men complain of having
world, couldappearsuperior
tothis?
Whatwealth
too much industry,
taste, imagination,
skill or any
is more capable
of giving rise to other kinds?
good quality, any more than we hear them coml_'ow, this is exactly what all classes of laborers
plain of possessing too many utilities of any other
who act directly
upon man, produce,
different
kind. -- It can not be said that t/w e.rpenaeiT_urred
from tho_ who work for him only by acting on
_o obtain th_
products
is unproductive.
What
things.
A government,
when it is what it ought
would be unprodu(tive,
would be the incurring of
to be, is a producer of men subject
to' public orneedless expense in creating them: but as to the
der, and trained to tim practice of justice ; a true
necessary outlay for that purpose, it is not unpromoralist is a producer
of moral men ; a good inductive, since it may result in" actual wealth, and
structor is a producer of instructed and enlightened
in wealth greater than the expense of producing
men ; an artiste worthy of the name is the proit. It is surely not rarely that acquired
talents
ducer of men of taste and of soul, of men trained
are worth more than the expense incurred
to ac- to sensibility
to all that is good and beautiful;
a
quire them: it is not impossible
that a government
teacher of fencing, horsemanship
or gymnastics,
should give rise, by an active and firm adminisis a producer of bold, agile, vigorous men'; a phytration, enlightened
by justice, to a value infinitely
sician is the producer
of well men.
Or, ff we
superior to the expense r.equlred to obtain so valchoose, these various laborers are, according
to
uable a result. --It can not, in short, be said that
the nature of the art they practice, producers
of
these products
add nothing to the national eapihealth,
strength,
agility,
courage,
instruction,
tal: they augment
it as really as products
of any
taste, morality, sociability--all
things which peoother kind could do.
A capital of mental acquireple count upon acquiring
when they consent to
ments or of good habits is worth no less than a pay for the services designed
to produce
them,
capital of money or of any other kind of values,
and all services whose price is, so to speak, quoted,
A nation has not alone physical wants to be antishaving consequently
a sale value, and forming
fled ; it nat .uraily experiences
many intellectual
the most valuable and most fecund portion of the
and moral wants;
and, however little culture
it productive
forces of society.These opiniong
may have, it will place virtue, instruction
and
were published
by tile author of this article, a
taste in the category
of its most real and most
number of years ago (in 1827, in the April numvaluable
riches.
These things,
then, which are
ber of the Revue Encyc_pdd_que);
and he confesses
in themselves
true wealth, on account of the pure
that it was not without
great surprise, that, reand elevated pleasures
they procure, are, besides,
ferring lately, at a meeting of the Institute, to
absolutely indispensable
means for obtahling
that
these former remarks, he beheld _avants who were
other species of values which we succeed in' erahis colleagues,
and, among the number, able probodying in material objects.
It is not sufficient,
lessors of political economy,
combat propositions
in fact, in order to create these latter values, to posso evidently correct, and seriously deny that c_ose'ss workshops,
tools, machines, provisions,
monnomic science could concern itself with the arts
eys : there must be strength,
health, knowledge,
which act upon man ; relying,
to justify their
taste, imagination,
good private and social habits;
opinion in that regard, on these two reasons, among
and the men who work to create and bring to perothers, viz., that it could not take notice of them
fection these products
may justly be. cousideied
without excec_ling its just limits; and that, on the
producers
of the wealth called material, just as
other hand, it was not possible to make. from the
much as those who work directly to create it. It
product of these arts, an article of exchange or of
is obvious, in a word, that if a nation increases
commerce.--But(to
pass immediately
on the merits
its capital by extending
its area of cultivation,
of the first of these allegations),
how, pray, is the
improving its lands, perfecting
its workshops,
its science of political economy naturally limited ? Is
implements,
and its cattle, still more does it in- it by the nature of the arts alone which they would
crease it by perfecting
itself, that which is prehave it investigate,
or by the general manner in
eminently ttw force, the force which directs and
which it regards all kinds of labor?
Does it treat
gives value to all the others. -- Will some one be directly and exclusively
of certain arts, for examkind enough to tell us how it is, that, after all this,
pie, of those which act on the material world, of
any one can maintain *,.hat the men whose efforts
extractive
industry,
of that of transportation,
of
are exerted directly in the cultivation
of their
manufacture,
or of agriculture?
It has to deal
fellow-cve_u_,
create products wldch vam_h /n
with questions
which are peculiar to no art, to
be/ag predu_d?
The txuth in regard to these
which all arts equally
give rise, and which are
labor_,
M well aa to _ is, that in _he work of
the _Aalob]ect
of its study: _t investigates
how
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all kinds contribute to production,
what part is
played by the labor of the various orders of
means on which the power of all labor rests, the
separation
of occupations,
the perfecting
of the
instruments
employed,
the scientific notions, the
talent for applying them, and a number of others
which we refrain from enumerating
here: it also
investigales
the manner in which the products resuiting from the c_-operation of all the social activities are distributed among all, by the contrivance of exchanges
and the aid of everything
that can facilitate them.
Now, these questions,
wholly economic, and which it is thought natural
it should di_uss relative to the arts exercised
on
things, it is obvious it may enter upon, without
departing
any more from its object, in reference
to the arts which act directly
on man; and if
political economy
does not encroach on the instruction of the technologist
or the agronomist
when it explains
how the manufacturer
or the
agriculturist
adds to the value of the materials he
transforms, it is evident that it no more e,croaches
on the labors of the s_va.nt, the artiste, or the
magistrate,
when it attempts to show how these
particular
orders of workers contribute
to the
improvement
of the people on whom their influ,
ence is exercised.
Certainly, to tell what part a
good division of labor, or the emplo_nent
of iraproved instruments,
plays in the teaching of the
sciences, is not to devote one's self to teaching
the sciences.
Certainly, too, to say the artiste,
the priest, the instructor, can no more do without
security and liberty, than the man who plows his
field or who keeps his workshops in operation, is
neither to be a professor of _esthetics, of morals,
or of pedagogT.
Finally, it is manif_t,
that to
raise an economic question in relation to the arts
which act upon man, is no more to go outside of
the bounds of political economy, than it is going
outside to treat that question in its relation to the
arts whose activity is expended on matter. -- And
not only does the economist no more go out from
•his domain when he concerns himself, from an
economic point of view, with the arts whose activity is devoted to the education of the human
race, than he goes out of it widen he gives his attention to those which act on things; but we must
say, that, to completely fill his _'61e, he must concern himself with all, without distinction.
There
is not one, in fact, which does not indispensably
need tile co-operation of all the others; and the
economist
would have only a very incomplete
idea of the phenomenon
of production,
and of
all the means on which the powers of production
are based, if he did not know how every kind of
labor that the economy of society comprises,
participates in it. The economist, in a word, must
necessarily
be instructed
in two things: the first
is, that man can not be developed
in one respect
alone; that he can not become rich exclusively;
that, in order to become
rich, he must also
become
skillful,
trained, enlightened,
polished,
moral, social; and the second is, that there is not
one of these happy qualities which is not a direct
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sourco of wealth to the arts which procure them
for him; that the savant, the attire,
the magisirate and the moralist enrich themselves
while
laboring for his education,
just as the mechanic
and the agriculturist
do while adjusting material
nature to his wants.But, they say (and this is
the second objection brought against us), political
economy treats essentially of _zchangeab/_ wealth;
and, for it to concern itself with the high arts
which
labor for the education
of man, they
should give rise to products which could be a current article of exchange.
Now, what do, in fact,
come from them, even on the supposition
that
they succeed in forming men who are well taught,
able, honest, capable of rendering services in all
respects excellent?
and where are the products
susceptible
of being exchanged,
in which their
labor is realized?
The answer naturally arises
from the question.
These products
are in the
very.aptitudes
they give the men on whom their
labor is expended, and in the services these aptitudes permit them to render.
These services are
not palpable products, it is true; but have the
only arts with which some persons think political
economy should concern itself, the arts which act
on the material world, only this kind of products
to offer? Do not these people know that the
larger part of their agents present themselves
on
the market with only labor, that they have only
services to offer? And if one will please consider
that labor, industry
and human services
are a
current article, a constant article, a universal article, of exchange,
will he deny that the arts,
whose mission is to form men adapted to render
services, contribute as much as those of any other
class to bring exchangeable
products into market?
Do not the whole world know that there is a trade
in services going on, as considerable
as that in material things adapted to serve?
And do they not
also know that the most material of products have
been acquired only in view of the services they
can render, and that in reality it is only set-vicea
whicil are bought and sold ?_ This surely is undeniable; and if political economy can justly be
reproached
with not having made a sufficiently
exact and complete
classification
of the kinds of
labor acting on material nature, which contribute
to production,
it may still more justly be reproached with not having also been able to admit
into the number of productive
arts the classes
of labor, so important
and so numerous,
whose
united activity is devoted
to the ctiltivation
of
the human race.
It is certain, that, in order to
have a sufficient idea of the phenomenon
of production, it should embrace them all and investigate both without distinction.
There may indeed
be something in this enlargement
of the domain
of the science of political economy,
to disconcert
a little those who cultivate its acquaintance;
and
we can understand,
that, after having made the
products
clothed
with material
forms and the
kinds of labor which create that sort of products
the exclusive
object, thus far, of their investig_
tions, it costs them somewhat to exr_
their
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to the more cem_licated arts, which conusrn man and products so di_erent, which are
put into circulation under the form of services;
but it is neverthele_ true, that, to well comprehead the phenomenon of prod_twn,
they must
particularly investigate this class of products and
of labors, mad there is likewise an additional reason for making them the subject of especial investigation, in rite little attention they have hithe_) accorded them.--We
will add, that, if it is
necessary to investigate equally all the kinds of
labor embraced in the economy of society, in
order to have an adequate conception of the
phenomenon in question, it is not less so to have
accurate and complete knowledge upon the cooperation of what means the power of labor natttr_y depends; and that on this second point, as
we showed at the commencement of this article,
the economists have not yet succeeded in coming
to an agreement stay more than on the first. _
they have _ made it sufficiently appear wt_t aLl
the trades and professions are which it is essential
for polltieul economy to investigate, neither have
they sumeiently shown, at least as it seems to us,
by what means the various kinds of busiue_
produce, and in the oombina_ion of what c_ses
lies the potency of their action. That illustrious mwa, J. B. S_y, the one of these writers,
who, in our opinion, ]ms made the mo_ learned
exposition, the most detailed and most exteaded analysis, of the gener_d means of industry,
appears to us, nevertheless, to have fallen far
short of lutving made a complete list of them,
or even, in m_my _espects, an acctlrato list. -- To
begin with, before entering upon an examination
of that smatysis, we will express our regret, in
common with some other eccsaomists, tJhatJ.B.
Say should have assigned several causes as the
origin of productioa, and _epresented that man
was indebted for the acquisitions he has made, not
alone to his crofts, without which, however, the
fortes of nature, beginning with his own faculties, would have been of no value to him, lint to
Ids effortssimultanenusty with the co-oper_ion of
nature and of capital, w_ich, according to J.B.
Say, have_
for-hisl_grees
conjointly with
himself. "There exists something else than human labor in the work of production," he says.
_ ]_advs_T, left to itsolf, could not give vaine
to things ; it must possess products already existing, without which, however skillful we may
suppose it to be, it wvadd remain inactive: it is
necessary, besides, .that na_twe s_aould combine
her labor with it and with its instruments." Human indmm_, according to J. B. Say, never
f_uress_me_etim_m_e.thirdintbe_ctofproduction. Im ¢_ery product a p_t of the restflt ohtained c_n_s _
z_ure, mad another part from
capiud. _ We fear, as we have already said elsewhere, M in _m_
.to prodt_ction several
primo_tiai cremes, J, R, Say has brought confusio_rhmss _ _
tm_z_ce greater order,
_md that, _r fm)ll_tlzrowt_ ti_-hton the subject,
he kas ma_ tk_ primttiwsom-ce of zdl o_r prog148
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rees more obscure. We think, with Adam Smith,
and particularly with M. de Tracy, who on this
subject was still more ciezr than Smith, that labor
has been the only generating cause. -- To be sure,
human activity is not the only force there is in
nature. Outside of that, there exists a multitude
of others, which man has no more crca_d than
he has created his own faculties, and which he
could no more annihilate, and whose existence is
wholly distinct from and independent of his.
There are dead forces, and there are living ones.
The hardness, the strength, the ductility of settainmetals, are inert forces. Thesun, watcr, flre,
wind, gravitation, magnetism, electricity, the
vegetative force of the soil, the vital force of
animals, are active forces. But if such forces
exist, external to man, there is nothing in them
which announces that they exist for him; and,
left to themselves, they would show themselves
perfectly indifferent to his happiness. For them
to serve him, he must bend them to his service;
for them to produce, lle must force them _o produes. To be sure, man does not create them; but
he creates rite utility that they are to him: he
crates them as agents of production, as productire forces. It is also true that he has to take
more or less trouble for that: every kind ef steel
is not equally Suitable to make a file; every kind
of s_! c_m not be rendered equally adapted to
veg_fmtion; but he must put his hand to all things,
and nothing is re'ranged by nature to serve him.
How could the qualttiesofiron have been of sereice to production, if industry had not been able to
separate the metal from the ore, and impress upon
it the form suited to render its qualities useful?
How could the wind have served to turn a millstone without the fans of the mill? How could
themagnetiefluidnaveservedt°directnavigat°rs'
without the invention of the mariner's compass?
How would the rain and the sun make plants
germinate, without the previous labor which preseats to the dew of heaven and the warmth of the
solar rays a plat of land suitably plowed, manured, prepared and sown ? These agents and
many others, in _hort, are equally at the disposal
of all men: of what use are theyto the savage
who has not learned how to derive advantage
from them? Yet again, the forces of nature exist
independently of human labor; but relatively to
man, and as agents of production, they exist only
in h_mAu industry, and in the instruments by
means of which industry has taken hold of them.
This it is which has created these instruments
and directs their use; this is the only source from
which have sprung, not things, nor the properties
of things, but all the utility which man derives
from things and from their properties. -- J. B. Say
is then wrong, we think, in saying that wealth
originally came from the combination of three
forces, industry, capital and natural agents, among
which he gives land an important place. Industry, he says, would h_ve remained inactive, with.
out the aid of pre-eaisting capital. But, if this
last, it is no lo_ger con_eiv_le ]aow it wa_ able
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to begin to act; for it is very evident that the existeuee of capital could not precede the labor
which gave rise to it. To appropriate
things to
his use, man had at first only his native faculties,
his instincts, his intelligence and his hands.
Soon,
by the aid of these levers he procured others: he
put tools in his finger_; he substituted
machines
for tools; he added to his forces those of animals,
metals, water, fire and wind.
By degrees all the
powers of nature, some
being subjugated
by
others, under the intelligent
direction
he gave
them, entered his service without disturbance,
and
began to work for him.
The capital thus cornposed of the combined forces which he added to
the little he had on coming from the hands of
nature, and including,
of course, the successive
developments
of his own faculties,
is of human
creation.
A piece of land is, as M. Tracy well
observes, like a block of marble or a mass of raineral, only a certain portion of matter, endowed
with certain properties, and which man may dispose of, and has disposed of, as with a multitude of other things, so as to render its properties useful.
Man does not create this matter,
nor the properties it has, any more than he ereates matter or the properties
of matter, from
which are formed a hundred other kinds of capital; but he creates, by his successive efforts, the
power to derive advantage
from both: he creates
them as instruments
of production,
and these
forces which J. B. Say represents as acting from
the beginning
conjointly
with human indnstry,
are themselves,
at least as instruments
of production, creations of industry, and ought to be
included in the list of means which it has given
itself, and of agents which it has made for itself,
while it has developed
its own forces.
Conse_
quently, and let us note well the fact, it is not
necessary to go outside of human activity, to find
the origin of the powers which human labor possesses.
It is from this that everything
visibly
proceeds, and no other force is perceptible at the
beginning.
In other words, man has created all
his powers, beginning
with those he has derived
from himself
and from the marvelous
faculties
whose germ Heaven
placed
within him.
He
has created, I repeat, neither these faculties
nor
the forces throughout
nature; but all the power
that he has of deriving from both, he has, I say,
given himself. -- Then, after having thus referred
the forces which J. B. Say represents
as acting
from the beginning conjointly with man, to a place
among the general means of production that man
has created, we will repeat that M. Say has made,
and others after him will continue to make, following his example,
an analysis "of these means
_vhich appears to us neither sufficiently
complete
nor even sufficiently accurate. -- We will observe,
in the first place, that the author of the Tra_t_
d'F_exrno_/e Pol/t/qz_ excludes
from the mass of
its productive funds, as the author of the "Wealth
of Nations"
had done, all that part of the general
fund of society which is employed in satisfying
public or private,
particular or general, wants.
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This is the natural consequence
of the error which
makes them consider the arts which act on man
unproductive.
Thus all that portion of the social
fund which individuals
employ in maintaining
their physical strength, increasing
their intellectual faculties, improving their moral lmbits, bringing up children who will some day be of help to
them, would, according
to J. B. Say, constitute
no part of their means of production.
And, in
like manner, all that part of the same fund eraployed in satisfying
publie wants, as for example,
maintaining
order in the community,
creating
habitlml respect among its members for personal and property rights, procuring instruction
for
classes which
would not naturally
receive it,
would also not constitute
any part of the productive forces of society.
All these would serve to
satisfy demands, to be sure, and very imperious
demands; all these would be productive of utility
and gratification,
but not of wealth: the service
people made of them would add nothing to the
wealth and forces of society.This affects us,
we acknowledge,
a_ one of the most obvious of
errors.
It isabsolutely
impossible for us to admit
that the portion of his means that a manufacthr_er
employs in keeping
his manufactory
in repair,
constitutes
a part of his productive capital ; and
that that which he employs in maintaining
himself, the head of the manufactory, and the prime
agent of manufacturing
production,
constitutes
no part of it. It is impossible
for us to admit that the buildings
and the f_d
which an
agronomist
employs
for the preservation
of his
beasts of burden should constitute
a part of his
productive
capital ; and that his dwelling house,
his furniture, his clothing, his food, and all. that
part of his wealth which is employed
to keep
him, and he himself, the head and the prime
agent of agricultural
production,
constitute
no
part of it. There are, quite probably,
a certain
number of men in society incurably
worthless,
either absolute do-nothings, or employing the little
activity they have, in preserving
their existence,
seeking enjoyment,
and procuring
for themselves
agreeable sensations.
We are quite willing that
all that part of the capital of society which is eraployed
in maintaining
such beings should
be
struck off from its productive funds.
But if there
are m_ny people in the world who live only for
pleasure, happily a still greater number live to
act, and make their happiness consist in some
profitable employment
of their powers; and who,
in fact, habitually use them in a way that really
benefits
humanity.
Now, we can not comprehend, we say, how any one can strike out from
the productive
capital of society the part of its
funds it employs in suitably maintaining
these
men, these who are assuredly the most valuable,
the most noblc, themostfruitfulofallitsproducts,
the one without
which
no other would exist.
Everything
that a worthless man expends for the
satisfaction
of his wants is lost: nothing results
from it but the maintenance
of a usele_ man.
Everyth_g
that a useful man give_ to his ple_
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m_s, without any advantage
fo the increase or
preservation
of his faculties, is equally lost: nothJng remains of that expense.
But what the same
individual
devotes to the maintenance
or the increase of his powers, however
little the forces
preserved or acquired
may be worth above the
_)utlay in preserving or acquiring
them, is repro<luctively
employed,
and constitutes
part of his
means of production:
of this there can be no
•doubt.--In
this mass of means of every kind, of
which the general productive
fund of society is
_composed, Smith had already discerned a great
.number of means and of forces:
he had seen
those prime materials more or le_ raw, and those
more or less worked;
tools and machines of every
.sort designed
to shorten or to facilitate
labor;
bulldinge devoted to every kind of labor; lands
_brought into the condition most, suited for" cultiration and tillage; a great number of talents and
much useful knowledge
acquired by the members
,of society; a certain total of moneys designed to
facilitate exchanges, etc.. ; and, of all these means,
he had composed two classes of capital, fixed capital and circulating
capital, both designed to mainrain that fund for consumption
from which men
derive all the means of preserving and improving
their existence. _J. B. Say has gone farther titan
Smith, and done better in some respects.
He first
divides the productive
funds of society into two
great divisions,
one of which is composed
of the
industrial
faculties of the laborers, and the other of their implements.
Then he distinguishes,
among the industrial faculties, that of the savants,
that of business managers, that of workmen: and,
among the instruments,
the natural agents not
appropriated, such as the sea, the atmosphere, the
heat of the sun, and all the powers of physical
nature; the appropriated
natural agents, such as
cultivable lands, regular watercourses,
mines in the
way of exploitation,
etc.; and the different kinds
of capital, among which he distinguishes
unproductive capital, capital productive
of utility and
_)f gratification,
and capital
truly productive
;
¢lividing again the latter intoflr_
and circulating,
and giving particular
attention
to capital which
exists in the form of macMnes, and that which
exists in the form of m_neys; while Smith only
describes the functions of money, and d_es not
speak of the influence of machines.
Such is the
analysis of J. B. Say. -- It is surely having made
progress in analyzing this vast mass of levers and
forces of every kind of which the general produetive funds of society is composed, to have distinguished theindu_triedfacult_sthemselves
from
theindustr_ir_p/e_u_.
But, while lirmly main_aining that essential and excellent distinction between industry and its implements,
or, rather,
while forming two well-separated
classes of the
natural and acquired powers which man possesses
in himself, and of those which he hasappropriated
to himself from all nature, and that it depends
upon him to add to those he draws from his own
zesources, we think there is a better analysis to be
made of both.
Let us speak first of those which
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exist in man himself. --J.
B. Say only remarks
here a fund of industrial faculties.
We shall soon
see that there is in him something else than industo, , and something,
too, which, in the interest of
production,
it is important
to observe.
But we
will first investigate
the industrial
funds.
J.B.
Say only distinguishes
among industrial funds the
three classes of talents of the savant, the business
manager and the workman,
or, rather, of theory,
admin@tratz'on and exvcutian.
The first observation that occurs to the mind, is, that he here eonfounds two very distinct orders of faculties, which
itwas essential to keep ,_ separate as possible, viz.,
tho._ which pertain to the understandin_
and management of affairs, and those which relate to the
execution and tim art. -- The talent for affairs is
composed
of several sorts of important faculties
which J. B. Say has not describe_l, or even designated, and of which it was, nevertheless, essential
to speak; for they occupy a high rank and play a
very important part in all kinds of labor, without
exception, which the economy of society embraces.
This is a considerable omission.
The order which
J.B. Say assigns to science, in the faculties which
pertain to art, is not, I think, the true one: things,
in this world, did not begin by t]worU; a certain
practical acquaintance
with a trade preceded scientitle instruction.
People began by acting crop/r_,y;
then came ttw_ret_a? knowledge;
then the
talent for appl_tioJ_s,
which J. B. Say places
among the attributes of the business man, and
which is much more in the domain of art; fin'Mly,
the ex_ut_
has followed
the thought, and has
been more or less skillful, according as the thought
itself has become more elaborated, and as it has become more natural and more familiar.
In all this,
as we can see, whether it is a question of buMr_ess
or of art, the only things concerned arc address,
skill, knowledge
and capacity. -- But how is this !
are these, then, all there is in man ? or does he need
no other faculties in order for production?
Is he
not quite as susceptible of morality as of knowledge?
And shouhl we not regard as indispensable
that his good abilities should be aided by good
breeding, if it is permissible to designate by the
familiar phrases, good abilities and good breeding,
the whole of the intellectual
and moral means of
which the powers of the human race arc cornposed?
Is a fund of good moral habits any less
necea_ary to the work of production than a fund
of indnstrial faculties?
Here again, we say, there
seems to us an important and much-to-be regretted
omission in the analysis which Smith, J. B. Say,
and their successors
have made of the general
means of production.
One can already perceive
how much this analysis leaves, to be desired in
what touches upon the social fund, that which is
composed of all the forces which laborers have
developed in themselves.
Let us pass on to the
account of those which they have fixed and accumulated
in things.--We
have said that here
J. B. Say distinguished
unappropriated
natural
agents, appropriated
natural agents, and capitals.
We will here, to confirm our first remarks, call
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gttemtion tOthe fact that the fc_-_ which he dedgnares by the _rm unapproprlated natural agents,
such as all the laws of physical nature, could not
be considered as instruments of industry, so long
as nmn could not get hold of their power. These
agents really exist for him only in the labors, the
works, the machines, bymsans of which he lass
succeeded in getting hold of them and applying
them to his ends. We think we have already
rendered this truth palpable. From the moment
it is perc_ved that there are no natural agents for
man, except those he has himself got hold oT, that
he has succeeded in imprisoning in his mils, his
gearing, l_is ingenious and innumerable mechanisms, and whk_ he has made his own by previous
andadeqtmtelaborsofappropriation,
it is clear tbat
no such distinction is to be made as unapproprlated and appropriated agents. To human industry,
only appropriated agents really exist. _In the list
of appropriated agents, we discover absolutely no
reason for m_d_g two _rate
classes ofcapitals
and land. N_hing, in fact, seems to distinguish
the vegetable oF minend land t_m the other objec_ in nature of whic_ row- has taken possessio_, wldch he has put to his service, in which he
has _ccmnuhm_d and capitalized more or tess of
values; mad we can see no more restore for tnvestig_ting, as J. _. _y has done, how capital and
l,md unite to prvdu_e industry, tlmm to call attention to _he manner in which industry, capital and
currents of air or currents of water, or vapor, or
the sun, or any Wd_r such agent of nature which
man has been able to _te
with his labor in
any manner whatever, combine for the same
object. The special distinction of iond, in the
number of ssppropriated agents, should then be
put aside. _ In the mass of forces within and
without himself which man has appropriated to
his service, or, to employ language which desighates all these forces by one single word, in the
mass of _im't_, J. B. Say distinguishes unproductivc; productive of utility and gratification;
and productive of wealth, or, simply, productive,
Unprsd_:_tive capitals (and by these J. B. Say
means all buried treasure and unemployed capitall, un_'eh¢_
capitals, we say, scarcely merit
figuring in an analysis of the instruments of produ_t_.
They are, it is true, a potential force:
they arc capable of being employed; but so long
as they remain inactive, they are as if they did
not exist, and can hardly be in_uded in an analysis of the social forces. All that part of c_pi_ls
Fr#cluct_ of ut#_£_ a_d ffr_,
which is
employed in frivolous or harmful expenses, merits
still less being included in thema_s of instrumemts
of industry. All that which, on the contrary,
_erve_ to bring up useful men, to preserve, extend
and improve their faculties, is, as we have expialm_d_d_ove, eminently productive, anddemands
to be gatzked &mong the most valuable and the
most e_ective means of production. There remain, _
simply, p_duct_e capitals, which Say
from natural agents, in which he

and among wizen he _,_k_ neither fire material ¢_
putdic ndmtni_T_jon nor th_ dwdlllng houses of
private citizens, nor their furniture, their clothln_,
their books, or anything that mrvem directly for
the education of the human race, and in the _Am.
ing of which, on the contrary, we need not he,itate to combine all the material_lements of human
industry, all the external forces that it has eraployed, all the mcans of action, outside of itself,
which it has learned to draw upon and appropriate
to its ends, a_d to which it has been able to give
a useful direction. _ We will only remark, that,
cven in comprehending thus under the term c_p/to/ all the external instruments of industry, we
would still be gi_ing to that appellation too restricted an application, and tha_ it is proper to
combine under this word all the forces whatsoever that man has accumulated and that he cau
employ in acquiring new ones: that a nation's
capital is _
of the forces it has accumulated within i_elf, quite as much as of those
which it has put itself in a position to derive
from things; that we may say, amfl we mamt say,
a capital t_f knowledge and of good hablts, Ju_
as we say a capital in mommy, and that J. B. 6ay
should h_e been the less av_t_ to this langsnge,
be_a_e he _alis man an ¢zcvu_z_z_d _,
and[
applies the term ac_w_u/_d _p/ta/to
the talent
of a workman, an administrator, or am o_cer.
Consequently, ma_ and the world being given,
such as they were at the beginning, _t is nece_ary,
starting with the active intelligence of the human
race as the primordial cause _o_ which all our
resources ha_ sprung, to co_ider as capital, not
any p_rttcuiar instruments which man has approprinted, rather than certain others, but all the useful forces of every kind, which he haS succeeded
in developing either in himself or in the things by
which he is surrounded, or which he has converted
to his use. This being stated, and these various
remarks made, here are what seem to us to be
the composition of the capital or general productive funds oT society, what the various orders
of means we discover in it. and the total of the
causes with which, in our opinion, the productive
power of all kinds of labor is connected. _ In the
first place, the social fund or capitol is divided, we
think, into two great classes of forces: that which
labor has developed in men, a_d that which it
has realized in things. The effective power of all
kinds of labor comes from the combination of the
two _.
In the number of powers which men
have succeeded in developing in themselves, the
first which strikes us, that which naturally takes
a pis_ at the head of all the others, that wldc_
is most _le
to the success of all enterprises _nd the well-directed actien of all the arts,
is the _
for _'_s,
a talent in which we
_ver
sevmml very dl_nct f_cultie_, such a_
caimeity for Jm_tging of the e_at_ of da_nd
_r knowhtg the _uts
of _ociety; that of Judging of the state of supply, or estimating the existing m_tm of _atisfying _
_
that

_

_ _

a_z_r _ad, mt_e_novwaterco_,

with _

_
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"cem_ved; and finally, that of verifying, by legular accounts, iz_teU/&,_ntlykept. the p_vi_ons _f
speculation.
Alter thi_ list of facultie_ _elating
to the conception and the c_nduct of enterprises,
and of which the gefilus for affairs is composed,
those which are needed for execution, and from
which is formed the g_n_u8 for art. next present
themselves.
Such are a practical knowledge of a
trade, theoretical notions, a talent for applications,
and skill in workmanship. -- All these faculties
_re industrial. But, again, are these all? No,
certainly not; and if, in the fund of the personal
faculties of workmen, we discover a great variety
of indu_f_d forces, we also remark there a great
number of mor_d quslities.
We distinguish in
them all that series of habits which gui_le them in
their conduct in regard to themselves, and which
concern in some sort only the individual. We
also distinguish there all that series of habits of
another order, which govern relations and which
interest society more particularly. The effective
power and the free action of all branches of bustne6s depend in the highest degree, as might easily
be shown, on the perfection of both. We could
not take too much pains to note and call attention
to the happy influence exerted in all kinds of labur, by good private morals in laborers and the
improvement of their habit_ as citizens.-- Finally,
outside of these various orders of faculties to
which labor has given rise in men, and which
form, in souse sort, the intellectual and moral capital of society, its fund of personal faculties, we
perceive a ,multitude of utilities, force, levers,
powers, which it has succeeded in fixing in things,
and which form, if one chooses so to call it, its
real or material eapital. In this part of its general
funds we perceive, under countless aspects, lands
cleaved, plowed and planted, regular watercourses,
c_na]a, routes, encio_ure_ constructions, buildings, machines, tools, raw products, provisions,
moneys, wages, and an infinite variety of instrnments and means of action of every kind. All
these, variously brought together, form multitudes
of establishments, workshops for labor; and if
we very attentively observe these workshops, we
notice that, however truly approprlal_l they may
be to their object, it is essential that they be well
situated, well organized, that labor in them be
skillfully distributed, and that they be provided
with a attflicient quantity of well-selected tools,
materials, and supplies of various sorts.- Such
is the analysis of which this general fund of suetety, where are found in deposit all our faculties
and all our resources, seems to us susceptible; and
such are the various elements of power which we
there discover. It would now he necessary, in
order to complete the exp_tic_ of the important
phenomenon which this article aims to describe,
to show what parttcfilar influence' each of the
means we have j_tst pointed out, exerts in production. This ia a task which we h_ve performed in
our _1_ on '"Fl_dom of Labor," from which
we have t_r_m _im_t Htcr_Alya considerable pot-
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nearly two volumes of wh/eh are devoted to explaining either the part which these means play
in l_bor in general, or the diversity of the applications that are made of them in the various kinds
of labor that social economy embraces ; and it
would be impossible for us to give here, even in
a summary, any adequate idea of that analysis.
We can only refer the reader to that book. -- It
has been remarked, that, in so exiended an analysi_
as this of the means of labor, we had omitted to
speak of the most considerable of all, namely, capital. A_sif, beginning as wc did, with the natural
faculties of man, and enumerating the various
orders of forces that he had developed in himself,
or had appropriat_._lfrom without, we could have
spoken, and did in fact speak, of anything else!
As if, under their own names, the various orders of
intellectual, moral or material means that we had
pointed out, could be and were anything but different portions of the capital of society l As if, in
short, after having spoken successively of all, one
particular class of forces or of resources could remain to be trcated of, under the name of capital,
especially when we had _aid, in terms so explicit,
that this term cal_al did not apply to any one
kind particularly, and that it embraced without
distinction all the means of production that man
had accumulated around him and within himselft
--No; our error, if such it is, consists in having
discarded, at the outset, that trinity of _nd,/abut
and c_p_, which the school makes assist simultaueously in the beginning of all our acqnisitioas
of wealth and of forces; which appeared to us to
he a cause of trouble and confusion in the expoaition of the science; which, while leading to useless explanations, had in our eyes the error of being at the same time incorrect and inadequate,
and, taking man and the world in their primordial
state, of having made everything arise from the
activity of the human race acting at the same
time on things aml on itself. But, taking thus
our starting point in the activity of man, we have
the consciousness of having omitted none of the
great categories of productive forces that he has
developed in the external world and in himself,
no portion of the social capital; and we think we
have made a more complete and true analysis of
the general instruments of labor, as well as of the
kinds of labor which social economy embraces,
than we had found in the best books on the setence.- We will only say, in closing, that production does not alone derive its forces from the
various categories of personal faculties and material means which have just been enumerated, but
also from all the great orders of labor which society contains; that there is not one of them which
is not indispensable to the activity of all the others,
and that, to make the phenomenon of production
fully comprehended, one would have to designate
the place that each of these kinds of labor oecupies in society, the part it performs there, the
mutual assistance they render one another, etc.
This is what we endeavored to do in the work on

"Fre_tom of Lsbor," which we have

_4
mentioned,
and
l"efer the reader,
F, J. L., Pr.
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PRODUCTS ON PAPER.**
A curious
offshoot
of the
growth
of this century
is found
in
the multiplication
of so-called
"exchanges."
The
original
idea of an" exchange"
was a mart where
a man with some definite
commodity
to sell could
always
find a buyer
at some
price,
and where
a
man wanting
to buy some
definite
coinmodity
colfld
always
find a seller
at some
price.
Thus,

'" straddles,"
"spreads,"
"options,"
"privileges,"
and the like, are not indicative
of commerce,
but of
speculation
pure and simple.
--Taking
the annual
reports
of the leading
exchanges
of the country,
it is manifest
that the majority
of
transactions
are only bets; because
far greater
quantifies
of
cotton,
corn, wheat,
petroleum,
etc., are annually
sold
than
the
soil
produces.
It follows,
then,
that in our so-called
"exchanges,"
the business
of
members
is not so much
to exchange
commodities, either
for them_Ives
or their
constituents,
as to exchange
opinions,
and to fix a pecuniary

in their origin,
"exchanges"
were economic
blessings,
for they brought
about
between
buyer
and
seller
a maximum
of nearness,
with
a minimum
of friction.
As "exchanges"
grew,
their
original object
pretty
nearly
vanished,
and, instead
of
being
marts,
where
commodities
are exchanged,
they have become
places where
bets on prices may

penalty
on the party who
happens
to be wrong,
making
it payable
to the party who
happens
to
be right.
Dealing
in these
opinions
may be very
accurately'called
"trading
in products
on paper.'"
If the word speculation
be preferred,
it means,
in
its nakedness,
giving
the producer
of food,
clothing, shelter,
etc., the least
possible
for what
he

be made,
recorded
gon the only term

produces,
and in making
most possible
for what he

CH. Dm_o_R.

and
now

paid.In
used, which

exchange
indicates

jarthe

the
cats,

consumer
pay
wears,
builds,

the
etc.

original
object
of "exchanges,"
is "cash
sales :"
the rest savor of their degeneration,
or, at least, of
their change.
"Shorts,"
"' longs,"
"puts,"
"calls,"

Speculation
produces
nothing
by itself,
neither
does it consume
anything
by itself : hence,
the
most
flattering
term we can give it, is to call it"

* With
the principles,
moral and politico-economical
which this article implies, no one will disagree.
Yet, while
there is much that is only too true in the views of the writer
more
its publication
scientitle than
work,enough
there to
arewarrant
some things
in which innoa strictly
economist

the middlemanism
of
trade.
Speculation
has
never,
and can never,
benefit
any
country
; the
more rampant it has been, is, or may be, the worse
its effects.
Historically,
look at the "South
sea

can agree with him. The two exaggerations into which the
writer has fallen, arc, first, his apparently wholesale condemnation of"exchanges";and,
then.his seemingly equally
wholesale
of speculation.
plainly confounds the condemnation
_
of both with
their abuse. He"Exchanges,"

bubble,"
the
craze
for
French
assignats,
the
mania
for Dutch
tulips,
etc., etc. --Commerce
is.
the exchange
of facts;
speculation
is a chase
of
phantoms.
It follows
that the more
time people

though abused, are far from having dcpartsd entirely from
their original purpose.
They are still real markets, with

devote

some who deal
in them,
like all other
with
thie
di_erence,
however,
that commodities
are markets;
not earri_xi
thither
in kind, and that transactio_m are closed in them, for gcmds
previously examined or supposed to have been examined or
represented by samples.It is by means of "exchanges
*'
that brokers are.enabled to bring buyers and sellers together,
which, after all, constitmtes the whole of businesS.
The
utility of these meetings can not be denied, spite of the
abuses with which they are almost inevitably connected:
They enable merchants to save the time which they would
otherwise
have to employ in journeys, to and fro, to meet
each other. Then, they obviate, in certain cases, for the
buyer or seller, the disadvantage
it might be to him, to be
the flrst to take steps to meet theother.
Bueiu_
menwill
appreciate this practically ; better, perhaps, than political

man

economists,
speculator, intheoretically.
the non-abused And
senseso ofwith
the speculation.
term, is nothingA
more or less thau a person who buys commodities
or other
exchangeable
things, when he thinks that their prices have
t'allen below their real value, and has reason to believe that
at a future
be able
to sellThe
them
at a higher
rate
than
that at time
whichhehewill
bought
them.
difference
between
the price which he buys them at, and the price at which he
cells them again, should cover the interest on the eum inTt_ted, thecoetsof
sterege, ete.; it should, further, cover the
risk incurred in the purchase, and pay a just compensation
2m" the personal labor of the man making the operation,
"When this care is taken, speculation
is entirely legitimate;

to phantom-clmsing,

the securing
and

the

of facts.

child

in

this

less

country

should

speculator,
or dealer
in products
much
corn, wheat,
cotton,
pork,
produced
? To-day's
stock
would
mum supply,
and it would
dwindle
zero point.
all dealers
producing

they

have for
man, wo-

Suppose every

Reverse
the position,
in products
on paper
or distributing
the

soil, would there be any fewer

to-day

turn

on paper,
how
etc., would
be
be the maxlshortly
to the

and assume
that
should
engage
in
products
of the
mouths to feed, or

backs
to clothe?
Would
we have a bale less cotton. or a bushel
less wheat?-The flimsy
argumerit that speculation affords labor a certain
market

hardly

needs

refuting.

What

sort

of

ket does
speculation
cause to exist?
It
by the nature
of things,
to injure
labor

a mar-

is bound,
either

in

its so-called producing or consuming phase. Has
any system of trading any excuse for existence,
when

the

best

that

can

be

said

of

it

is, that

i_

necessarily does something bad ? The moral effect
Of dealing
ins;
road

in products

for such
dealings
from
idleness
to
steel-laid

on

paper

lead
vice

it always

to idleness,
is an air-line

imt in all cases of speculation, there should be. torenderit
h_gitlmate, an actual and not an entirely fictitious investment
.of capital.
Speculation actsiike
the governor ia a eteam
engine ; it prevent_ the too great fluctuation ct prices, in
which respect it serves both prodtlcers and conxumem.
It
intervenes
in favor of producers by increasing the dememd,
.when prices itpreventstoo
go .below the greata
coot ofrise
production;
in throwing
favor of
4?_nsnmera,
inpricesby

single

track.--"Qulck

theproductsof pr_lucorson the marketwhen therelaa scarcity or the_
tSee _a-etxGz,
As; Srzcv_ox.)---Ev.
qt

to examine
how the business is
jortty of cases
the ,nan who
_

come,

debasand
the
with
a
quick

gO," is a truth as o]das
the stars;
and the winhinge made
by dealing
in 'products
on paper
are
f*ax more apt to be dissipated than the slower returps
of
legitimate
ventures.
A more
practical
way of regarding
trading
in products
on paper is

done. In a
to

madeliver
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PROFITS.
what he does not possess, deposits in the hands
of a third party some valuable
thing, that is,
some product of labor, as a guarantee of his sincerity.
In exchange jargon this is called a "margin," and is but a fraction of the valuable things
he has promised to deliver.
Against this deposit,
the man who promises to receive what he does
not want, deposits
a similar "margin."
What
mean these so-called "mar_ns"?
Are they not
practically the same as the "stakes"
wagered on
a horse-race
or a cock-fight?
Tile conclusion,
then, is forced upon us, that trading in products
on paper amounts to gambling, more or less refined, and is as far removed from legitimate cornmerce as the equator from either pole.
By promising to buy and receive that which he does not
want, a speculator
may make higher prices for
producers;
so much the worse for consumers,
By promising to sell and deliver what he has not,
he may make lower pric_
for consumers:
so
much the worse for producers.All production
is the result of labor, capital, and some natural
agent.
Consumption
is the same, for nothing
can be consumed
unless something
equal be produced.
Denying
this, we must deny tim indestructibilityof
matter.
Theequationof
exchange,
then, is P (or production)_C
(or consumption)
:
now, if we add or subtract products
on paper
from either side of the cquation, wegetP-_S_C,
or C-bS--P,
either of which is absurd; for two
things-equal
to one another can not remain equal
to one another when either be increased or diminished,
while the other remains
unchanged,
Reducing one and increasing the other makes the
equation of exchange
still more absurd.
Unless
it be claimed
that production
can exist without
consumption,
or consumption
without
production, it follows, mathematically,
that speculation
must injure labor.--If
a man have 100 bushels
of wheat, the product
of his labor, and I have
ten gold eagles, tim product of my labor, and we
exchange each for each, the equation of exchange
is labor--labor;
if, however, I bet the man owning the wheat that within sixty days my money
will buy 110 bushels of wheat instead of 100, and
he bets to the contrary,
the only exchange is one
of opinion.
At the end of the sixty days either
I have some of his wheat and have given nothing
for it, or he has some of my money and has no
return to make.
In either case something
has
been sliced from somebody's
labor.
Philosophically speaking, then, trading in products on paper
benefits labor in no respect. _ And now let us sec
how it affects capital.
Many speculators
.borrow
money (which is capital in its most active form),
but they borrow it on the products
of others'
labor, not on labor of their own.
If the dealer in
products on paper had not "middlemanized,"
the
same amount of labor's product
would call for
the aid of capital
to move it from a point of
abundance
to one of scarcity.
If a thousand
bushels
of wheat
passed
through
a thousand
hands, it would never be but a thousand
bushels
of wheat. _

Speculation

has for its vade meeum
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the doctrine of chances.
Commerce seeks to actually have those things which people actually want.
The hinges of speculation
are two ifs; the hinges
of commerce are two facts.
Speculation
is the
subjunctive
mood of the verb "to trade "; cornmerce is the indicative. -- A lighted lamp during
a summer's
night draws countless
moths and
other insects; the brighter it bur_, the more there
are drawn: so it is with speculation;
its lurid
light attracts only to destroy, and its most certain
victims are those who, in their first flight around
it, feel only an exhilarating
warmth.
The smallest of the hovering unfortunates
generally burn
first, but, sooner or later, a common
cremation
furnace is the end of all. -- As speculators neither
)reduce anything,
nor consume anything,
and,
like all others, must live, it follows that they must
either live on outsiders, or, like lishes, on one
another. -- The world has no record of a speculater who died happy and respected.
All one
trader in products on paper wins, another must
lose;
the grand law of commerce,
the law of
mutual benefit, can not exist between traders in
product on paper;
the knife of every one is
against the throat of every other; to take all, and
give nothing, is the object of all.--If,
then, no
one can gain without somebody losing in trading
in products
on paper, it seems fair to conclude
that such tracking will never add a whir to the
wealth of nations.
T.T.
BRYCE.
PROFITS.
The theory of profits, as developed by the leading English economists,
has been
simple but inadequate.
Starting from English
agTiculture as a type of productive
industry, they
have divided
the returns
into rent, wages
and
profits; have described
profits as the surplus remaining after rent and wages are paid; and have
analyzed this surplus
into the three elements of
interest, insurance and wages of superintendence.
This treatment
has caused several mistakes.
It
has led men to speak of profits as an element in
the cost of production
in the same way that wages
is an element.
It has h_i them to think that what
i is here called wages of superintendence
is properly
i. classed with ordinary
wages.
It has been based
on a circle in the definitions:
f.or after defining
rent as what is left after wages and profits are
satisfied, they go on to speak of profits as what is
left after rent and wages are satisfied.
It was
adopted to meet the case of a large body of men
doing business on other people's land with their
own capital, in the production
of staple articles
comparatively
little subject to speculative
change
in value.
If any of these conditions are changed,
the theory needs re-statement.
And in the United
States to-day
nearly
all these
conditions
are
changed.
In those industries
which furnish the
most serious problems for a theory of profits, we
generally find men doing business on their own
land, but depending
for their circulating
capital
upon an exceedingly
elastic credit system ; dealing
in goods and services whose values may change
or vanish

in a hundred

different

ways,

and are
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made the subject of spectflation at every tram. -In business as now organized the current expensQs
may be grouped underthree
heads: 1, rawmaterials;2, insurance and repairs; 3, wages.
Thefirst
of these elements may take the form of a rent
charge, as in certain systems of agriculture
and
mining, or may fall away almost altogether,
as in
transportation
of certain kinds; tile second and
third are tolerably constant in their form, though
of course not in their i_portanee.
Any excess in
the value of the product over these expenses may
be termed gross profits, and nearly coincides with
the definition of profits used by the English economists.
But gro_
profits are received by the
capitalists
as a return for two distinct services,
As owners of c_spital they receive a reward for
their saving in the form of intereat; as employers
of capital they receive a reward for their busiheSS abilities in the form of net profits.
Gross
profits consist of earnings less current expenses:
net profits consist of gross profits le_ interest
on capital
invested.A century
ago it was
natural to group these two elements together, because these two services were largely rendered by
the same men.
The employer of capital was then
the owner of capital.
In many localities and industries the same thing is trae to-day; mainly so
in the case of handicraft,
and partially so in the
case of joint stock companies.
But it is certain
test the tendency of the day is to separate these
two functions;
for a man of business ability to
control far more capital than he really owns, and
in some form pay the owners a fixed interest on
which he himself takes the chances of loss or of
extraordinary
gain.
There is no room here for a
systematic
di_ussion
of the causes which affect
the rate of interest.
We must confine our main
attention to the element of net profits, or entrepreneur's profits, as they are called by Gen. Walker,
who has done more than any one cise to develop
this distinction.The minimum
of net profits
is roughly determined
in the same way as the
minimum of wages.
The business man, like the
workman,
must rn_ke a living according to his
own standards of comfort and decency.
But the
application of thisprincipie
to profits is less simple
than its application
to wages.
In the latter case
we have a large body of men ready to work for
a certain remuneration,
but liable to become a
burden on society if the pay sinks below that
amount.
In business the margin of difference
between what will induce men to begin and what
will compel them to stop, is far greater.
No man
will begin busine_
unless he expects
to make
more as a capitalist
than he was previously
earning as book-keeper
or foreman.
But once engaged in business he can not go out of it when he
fails to make the expected profit, without sacriflcing a great part of his invested capital and losing
the chance of ever again doing business on the
same terms.
He will then hold on as long as he
can meet his expenses and sees any chance of
making a profit in the future.
In hard times he
will actmflly produce at a lore to save his capital

and connections,
in the hope of a better future.
Thus, we have not a axed but a varying mim_
mare; in times of expanding credit and increa0ing
production on a level with the wages of a superintendent, foreman or head clerk in the same industry; in times of diminished credit and production falling away to nothing, or less than nothing.
w Now, the price of goods is approximately
deretrained by the cost of production of those produced at the greatest disadvantage,
that is, by
men earning this minimlun of profits.
If any individuals carry, on the business on more advantageous terms, so that the cost of production is less,
every such advantage
means, for the time being,
just so much increase in their profits.
Cheap raw
maLcriais, cheap transportation,
cheap labor, will,
other things being equal, have the effect either to
drive leas favored competitors
out of the business
or to secure the margin of advantage
to the capitalist in the form of additional profit.
It is to causes
like these that local variations in the rate of profit
are due.
These are not as great as might seem
likely, because in the presence of any of these
special advantages other things are not often equal.
In general, cheap raw material means high interest,
cheap transportation
means high rent, cheap labor
means inefficient labor. It is to the personal q_ities of the capitalist
rather than to his environment, that extraordinary
instances of profit are to
be ascribed.
Skill in organizing labor, quickness
in uti]izin_ improvements,
and sagacity in foreseeing high prices, are qualities which give the
capitalist the power of raising his own profits
almost indefinitely
above the minimum. _ The
effect of skill in organizing
labor manifests
itself
chiefly in capacity for carrying on business on a
large scale.
A man who can make a given profit
by superintending
the work of ten men, ought to
be able to make nearly twice as much if he can
superintend
the work of twenty with equal eft]ciency; or to sell his goods cheaper (in case he
must do so to extend his market) without sweeping away all the added profit.
Why, then, it may
be asked, does not production
on a large scale
prevail altogether
in competing
against smaller
concerns?
It undoubtedly
tends to do so. In
1850 the establishments
enumerated in the United
States census of manufactures
employed
on an
averagelessthanShands,withanaverageof$4,800
returned capital.
In 1860 the averages were 9
hands, and $7,100.
In 1870 this advance
had
received a check ; but in 1880 the numbers had
risen to 10.7 hands, and about $11,000 capital.
But there are two causes which operate to restrain
this tendency.
In most industries
and with most
men the efficiency of superintendence
rapidly deere_es when carried beyond a certain modmmte
limit.
And, on the other hand, a man's power of
borrowing capital can not be extended out of all
proportion to his own property.
Both bor_wer
and lender feel the growing insecurity as _the proporflonofborrowedcapimlincreaMs.
Thefot_sr
is unwtlt_ag to take the risk ot bankruptcy fortl_
chance of in(mtim_
_
TI_ _
indm_ud!_
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]gmseif for tl_ extlm rkk by a high lntm_t irate,
which soon sweeps away the margin of profit. -The matter of utilizing improvements
in production requizesa word of explanation.
The ultimate
tendency of any such improvement
is to cheapen
both the cost of production and the price of the
goods.
But until the use of this improvement
has become widely extended, the price will not
fall very rapidly; and those capitalists
who first
use the new method gain a great temporary advantage dm_g
the time of adjustment.
In connection with this opportunity
of gain, there is an
opportunity
of loss.
The effect of such improvements will render valueless a certain amount of
capital already invested.
The existence of a new
and better machine _makes it impossible to run the
old machine except at a loss.
In many branches
of industry
these changes are so slow that the
expense incurred
on their account may fairly be
classed under the head of repaiPs.
But there are
other
branches
where the liability
to sudden
changes of this kind forms a main item of risk
and exl',ense; and the impossibility
of estimating
this risk forms a main difficulty in attempting
to
draw deductions from the statistics of industry. -The third element increasing
profits is the power
of foreseeing
high prices.
It differs from the
other two in the fact that the additional
profit is
made, not by lessening the e_ost of production, but
by knowing when to produce a lasger quantity,
Apart from this adaptati(m of the quantity to the
market,
these changes of p_tee affect, not the
margin
of extra profit, but the minimum
rate;
not advancing
or depressing the special gains of a
few individuals
alone, but the general profits of
the trade.
Unless the business is a virtual me,
nopoly, they thus of necessity cause a reaction,
Men of no special business talent arc attracted by
the high temporary
rate for every one; they rush
into the business, and cause an over-production,
from which they are themselves the first to suffer,
A sudden increase in demaSd, or "boom,"
in a
particular line of business, furnishes one example
of these effects; a distinct advance in price from
the imposition of a tariff, furnishes another.
It is
the men who axe. already on the ground that gain
the great benefit from the chazge;
those who
follow after them come just in time to suffer from
the over-production.
-- It is these high ma_gins of
extra profit of a few individuals,
who manage to
sell at prices far in excess of what the goods have
cost them, that constitute
the important
fact for
us to recognize
and explain.
It is not enough
to treat them as a mere appendage
to interest, or
to set them asiclv as wages of superintendence.
h'or can we, in general, properly speak of them as
insurance again!t _
The term is used because
in those industri_
vhere there is a chance of great
gain, there is apt to be a chance of great loss.
As
long as a ¢ap/talist offsets his own losses at one
time or _
by his own _
at another, the use
of thetermi_
]Qg4timst_
]_t when we attempt to
offset as i_
one m___'s _
against another
man's 10u ta tl_ _
!JglWWy, it is _ tmwsx-
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ranted as it would be to apply the term insurance
to the gains of a practiced stock operator.
The
justification
of high profits is found in the fact
that society can fax better afford to pay high rewards for this kind of work than to let any of it
go undone.
In our present complicated
system
of industry, production
and consumption
are so
widely separated in time and place that it is easy
to make fatal mistakes
i_ adjusting
one to the
other.
We want to do the right thing with the
least waste of labor; and as long as a business
man helps to secure that end, society can afford
to pay him almost any price for so doing.
As
long as he reaps the advantage of high prices under free competition
without
securing
artificial
monopoly,
the interests of the capitalist
and of
society coincide. --We
may sum up our conclusions as follows: 1. The minimum of net profits
is, in good time_, equal to wages of superintendence; in hard times, it will fall away entirely; 2.
Any exceptional
advantage
that an individual
has
over his cx)mpetitors raises his profits for the time
being just so much above the minimum.
This
excess is not properly regarded
as wages of superintendencc,
nor, except in a limited degree, as insuranee against risk; but as a premium
paid by
society in order that its working forces may he
applied in the way best adapted to meet the acenomie wants of the community.
-- tied the figures
obtainable
been more trustworthy,
this explanation might we_l have been cut short to make more
roam t_or statistics concerning
the rate of profit in
different times, places and industries.
But almost
every cause combines
to prevent
our obtaining
such statistics.
The business men who know the
moat _trikiag fact_ have an interest in keeping
them secret.
The reports of experts are few and
fragmentary.
The European
stat_ make no attempt to give such figures in their census.
The
United States makes the attempt,
but with so
little power of enforcing
accuracy that the total
amount of invested capital may not improbably
vary 300 per cent. from the amount returned.
("Compendium
of the Census of 1870," p. 798.)
The returns of capital are thus all but useless for
our purposes.
Those of product, wages and materials are much better, and can be studied with
advantage.
The figures of gross profit obtained
from these data will necessarily include more than
our definition
authorizes,
because we have no
means of making any deduction for repairs.
They
mean value of product less materials and wages.
--1.
Variati_7_s iu Time.
Much has been said of
the tendency of profits to fall as a nation advances.
The reasons given are such as affect interest rather
than net profits.
Even for interest the figures do
not show this tendency as markedly as we might
expect.
Perhaps the most careful investigation
of the facts, though based only on English data,
is given by Fan'.
(" On the Valuation
of Rail,
ways, Telegraphs,
Bank_, etc.," Journal of the
Statist. See., xxxix., 46,5.) There is no a
reason why net profits should show this tend.
ency.
They are kept above the minhnum
b_
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complex orgRniT_tion, new improvements, new [ ever before. Compare the figures of four
wants. These are to-day increasing faster than _ cessive censtmea

YEARS.

I

Fatt.abliahmenta

1850 ....................

Produet_

123,0"25

$1,019,107

1870
....................
252,148
18SO
....................
_s,_
18_0....................
140,4_

I

$

Number of
EstabLlshment_.

of I/ahment.eaeh
Faltab-

227_'28fl00

$1,800

968,814,000
1,0_.eOl,O0O
475,878,000

4._2.8_5,000
5,a_,5_,_o
1,885,8_',000
1

The values for 1870 should be reduced one-fifth,
on account of the gold premium. Compare, also,
figures cited above as to hands employed and
capital invested.--2.
Variations in Place. Here
again the variation of interest has been studied
instead of that of net profit, and the attempt
has bcen made to value the disinclination of cap-

STAT_8.

Orolm Profit.

l
000

8,800
4,ooo
$,400

ital to emigrate.
The variations in profit do
_ot seem as great as we should expect. In these
comparisons we may make a guarded use of the
returns of invested capital, since the causes
which give rise to an underestimate in one locality may be assumed to operate in the same way
in another.

Product.

Gross

Av. Gross Profit
of each E_abllshment.

Profit.

Profit on
Invested
Capital.
Per cent.

California...............
5,885
Ma_achasetCs...........
14,859,
Georgia................
3,5_
Michigan
................
8,873
Misaouri
................8,599
New York..............
42,789
Pennsylvania
............
81,232

$116/219,000
_I,135,000
36,441,000
lfie,715,000
165._6,000
1,080,697,000
744,818,000

The average rate per cent. on reported capital for
the whole country is 36}. While these figures
warrant us in no positive conclusions except as to
concentration of industry, we are put on our
guard against the danger of as,suming too great
difference in rates as due to locality. --3. Variatior_s in Different Industries.
The figures below
IN'DUS'I['RLES.

Agricultural
implements
Boots and _hoe8 (faCtOry)

...........
...........

1,943
1,969

It is worthy of mention, that the two industries
showing decidedly the largest gross profit per
establishment--cotton
and iron--also show decidedly the lowest percentage of gross profit to
capital invested, namely, 24 and 22. This fact
may easily beamere accident of the returns. The
other percentage results have no special interest
to justify their insertion. --This article has been
based on _he facts of manufacturing industry, as
furniahing, on the whole, the best type for trest-

$3,800
:
_8_0
8,5C0
4,700
4,700

8'/"
88
a4
42
40
81

are presented as a summary of the facts in the
leading manufacturing industries in the United
States, rather than as a basis for generalizations.
Agriculture could not be included, on account of
inadequate wage returns. Mining, transportation
and mercantile business were, onvarious accounts,
unavailable for direct comparison,

Number of
Est_bllshmenta

Bootsand shoes(wholesale)........
17,972
Brickandtile.......................
5,631
Carriages...........................
3,841
Clothing............................
6,166
Cottongoods.......................
1,005
Flour...............................
24,_8
Foundry
............................
4,_f8
Furniture
.........................
4,848
Ironandsteel
......................
1,005
Leather
.............................
8,105
Malt liquors........................
2,191
Lumber............................
25,708
Mixedtextiles......................
470
_Paper.
..............................
_
Printing............................
8,467
Slaughtering .....................
872
Sugarand molasses.................
49
Woolengoods......................
1,990

$ 29,545,000
I15,847,000
7,0_1,000
82
501,000
80:278,000
2@2,450,000
145,742,000

Product.

$

68,640,000
166,es0,0(D

196,990,000
_.8_4,000
64.952,000
209,548,000
210,0_0,0_0
505,18_,000
214,878,000
68,(_8,000
296,558,000
118,._8,_0
101,068,000
_ 2_,000
66_,000
r_,_to,o¢o
90,789,000
8_,5_,000
155,486,000
160,007.000

Gross

Profit.

$21,749,_q0
20,{_Y7,(D0

Av. Gross Profit
of each FJt_b.
lislnment.

80,958,000
9,615,0_0
15,866,000
82.245,000
51570.000
46:219,0(D
45,051,0(}0
16,9_'/',{_0
49,810,000
18,795,000
_2,0_,0C0
55,268,000
1567%000
z_'._,00o
27,797,000
25,815,_0
7 912,000
83',925,000

$I1,_
10,500

1,700
1,700
4flO0
5 200
M'3(}O
1:900
9,100
8,400
49,t_0
6 I00
14'600
2_100
_,4_0
z8,_o
8,000
29,000
16,1_0
17,000

ment. It has not seemed necesaary to show how
all the individual points would have to be modifled in applying the same explanation to business
of other kinds.
ARTHUR T. H*.LEY.
PROHIBITION
(L_ U. S. Hn_o_tY) hss boen
an issue in purely state politics, but only in some
of the states since about 1850. There have been
occasional nominations for the presidency by pro.
hibitioniste; but they have met no att_tion, aad
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it is difficult to see their exact object, for proh_ito its moral power, to its physical force, and to
tion is as yet altogether outside of the domain of
its families, the prohibitionist
claims a hearing.
the national government.In stale politics the
Of his five classes of arguments,
the third and
object of the prohibitionists
is well defined:
they
fourth are disputed; it is claimed that drunkenaim to prohibit by law the manufacture
and sale
hess, the accompaniment
of pauperism and crime,
of intoxicating
liquors, except for use in medicine
is mistaken for their cause; and, as to all of them,
and in the arts.
The arguments
which they offer ' it is asserted that prohibition
will not prohibit
seem to be as follows, as far as a summary can
them, and that a high license system will be more
give them fairly:
1. The mostmoderate
estimate
efficient than prohibition
in controlling
an evil
of the annual sales of liquors in the United States
which can never be wholly removed.
The prois that of Edward Young, chief of the bureau of
hibitionist answers that prohibition
is not expecP
statistics in 1871: he puts it at $600,000,000,
more
ed to entirely stop the sale of liquors_ any more
than the combined manufactures
of cotton goods,
than laws against stealing will entirely stop stealwoolen goods, boots and shoes, molasses and su- ing; but that, in either case, prohibition
will be
gars, and nearly equal to the annual wages of
more efficient than any license system.
The issuv
all the manufactories.
Whether this item be one
thus made seems to be one which can only be deof $600,000,000
a year or more, it is waste.
2.
cided by experience. -- In _[_,sach_tt_,
of which
Manufacturers
generally estimate the loss of proMaine was a part until 1820, the li£_nse system
duetive power, due to drunkenness
and the inwas in force until 1835. Power to grant or refuse
efficiency
arising from drunkenness,
at 8 to 12 licenses was then given to the county commissionper cent. of total wages.
As the census of 1880
ers, and they were made elective, so that "loca/
puts the total annual wages of the United States
option"
was practically put in force.
In three
at $947,953,795,
this per cent. of waste must be
years.this
had become prohibition
in nearly all
a large amount.
3. Pauperism
is, to a large but
the counties, and the "fifteen
gallon law" wa._
doubtful extent, the product of drunkenness, and
passed in 1838. It prohibited the sale of less than
the expense of the maintenance
of paupers by
fifteen gallons of liquors at one time; but it wa_
the state is, to that extent, chargeable
to the sale
repealed the next year.
In 1852 a prohibitory
of liquors, since open sale is the common inducelaw was passed, and remained in force, with many
ment to drunkenness.
4. The connection between
amendments,
until 1875, except that a license law
crime and drunkenness
must be largely a matter
took its place for a year in 1868. In 1875 a license
of estimate; but the authorities competent to estilaw was passed, and has since remained in force,
mate are practically
unanimous
in stating that
in spite of annual efforts to renew prohibition.over 60 per cent. of the crime of the country is In Mair, e the "act to prohibit drinking house_
due to drunkenness.
From Sir Matthew HMe, in and tippling shops," the so-called "Maine law,'"
1670, who put the proportion
at 80 per cent.,
was passed in 1851, and has since been the law of
down to the various
state boards of charities,
the state, except for the two years, 1856-7, when
prison associations,
and prison inspectors of our
a very stringent license law took its place.
Vetown day, no one who has studied
the subject
_oT_t passed the Maine law in 185 o, and has since
carefully, and has become familiar with it, puts
retained and enforced it. __¥w Hampshire
pa_se(l
the proportion
of drunkenness
to crime at less
it in 1855, and has since retained it without enthan 60 per cent.; and most of them make it forcing it thoroughly.
Rhode Is_d
passed it in
larger.
Even if their figures are only estimates,
1852, substituted license and local option in 1863-5_
they can not be successfully
impeached
by the
passed the Maine law again in 1874, and returned
naked contradictions
of men who profess to know
to license the next year.
Coa_ect_ut
passed thv
nothing of the subject.
If they remain
unimMaine lawin 1"854, never enforced it, and repealed
peached, a large part of the state's expenditure
it in 1872. _e_o Fork parsed the Maine law in
for police, criminal courts and prisons, must go
1855, and repealed it in 1857. The 01_'o constituto the account of the sale of liquor.
5. The sale
tion forbids the passage of any license law by th_
of liquor tempts men to habits which ruin their
legislature:
that is, the sale of liquor must be
health and unfit them for the physical defense of
free or prohibited.
In 1882 the republicans adoptthe state, when that is necessary.
6. Drunkened the policy of taxing the sale by the "Pond
ness bears heavily upon the defenseless
classes,
law "; but the supreme court of the state proupon women and children, upon the wives and
nouneed it unconstitutional.
The dominant party
fanfilies of drunkards,
of drunken
paupers, of then proposed a prohibitory
amendment
to the
drunken criminals, and of the victims of drunken
state constitution,
which has not yet (1883) been
crime. These have a right to look to the state for ratified.
As a substitute,
the "Scott
law," for
active protection,
instead of being continually
taxing
sales of liquor, was passed
and prooppressed by the state's permission for the further
nounced
constitutional
in 1882-3.
(See Omo.)
sale of liquors.
A single case of rape or murder,
In Mich_au
the constitution
of 1850 forbade lidue to the state's permission for the sale of liquor,
cense laws.
The Maine law was passed in 1855,
may entail indirect distress for which th_ state
and repealed in 1875; and in 1876 the no-lic_ns_
can make no money s6tisfaction.On such a clause of the constitution
was repealed.
Io'w_
showing, that the open sale of intoxicating liquors
passed the Maine law in 1855; and in 1882 a prois hostile to the productive
energy of the state,
hibitory amendment
to the state constitution,
ha_,
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ing been _
by two legislatures, was ratified
by a remarkably
large popular majority.
The
state courts, however, declared it void on account
of informalities
in its passage.
Kam_
adopted
a prohibitory amendment
in 1880, and in 1881 the
legislature
passed a stringent act to enforce it.
In 188"2, Gov. St. John, the leader of the prohibitionists, was renominated
by the republieans;
but
about 16,000 of his party voted agaiust him, and
he was the only republican
candidate
defeated,
In 1881 a prohibitory law, proposed for popular
ratification
by the legislature
of .b_o_ Cwro/D_,
was defeated by a vote of 166,325 to 48,370.--Nothing is certain in prospective American politics, and
very few things are even probable.
But there
are some indications
that this question of prohibition is to take a larger place in political conflict
than heretofore.
The only probable alternative,
a high and almost prohibitory
license, is now un(lcr trial in Nebraska;
and much will depend on
the result there and in the other states which may
take the same course.
In any event, the opposition to prohibition will be as sincere and hearty
as its support, and will arise mainly from a dislike to that infringement
of personal liberty to
buy and sell which is necessarily
implied in prohibition.The views of prohibitionists
may be
found in Hargreaves' Our Wagged R_ou_;
Pitman's Alr_ohol and _l_ ,¢qtale; Lees' Te_t Book of
T_peranb_;
tb'o_'#
Tezl B_ok.
A_X__V_ER
Jom_sTo_.
PROMOTION,
in the political sense, is the advancing of a person in official service to a higher
gra_le, and generally to a higher p.alary, In the departments there is a nomination
for promotion, as
for an original appointment,
and each promotion
is in law an appointment.
The authority for promotion is, in fact, a part of the appointing power,
and should be exercised with a sense of the same
moral and legal obligations
which attend any other
exercise of that power.
But, on the part of those
who exercise it and of thos_ who are affected by
it, it is not infrequently
regarded as a mere matter
of official favor.
Yet every conscientious
public
official possessing
it must, on reflection, feel it to
be a high trust, in the performance
of which no
other considerations
should have influence except
the interests of the public and the merits of the
applicant.
Every omission to promote
the most
worthy, lmrdly less than every promotion of the
unworthy,
is abrcachof
that trust; the flrst being
special injustice
to the meritorious officer, and
the act and the omission alike being a wrong to
the whole people. -- The authority to make promotions is also an important part of the means of
discipline
and subordination
in the great offices,
Indeed, the incidental
effects of the enforcement
of just rules of promotion upon discipline, and all
the conditions of order and efficiency on the Imrt
of numerous officials serving together in the same
office, are so great that these effects, as well as the
character and capacity
of the individual
seeking
advanf, zment, should be taken into account i_ the

regulation
and ovder_
of all promottom.
If
within certa_ limits, pram_o_ions ahould be based
solely upon personal worth and efficiency, yet a
wise system for promotions,
especially
for large
offices, must look beyond the i_dividual promoted,
to the effect of the principle governing them upon
the subordinates as a body.
It is of great advanrage to the public service, that those who have become most expert and accurate through experience in doing the public business, though not the
most talented of officials, should be encouraged
to remain.
In order to give that encouragement,
it may often be a gain to the public service to promote a man of long experience even in preference
to a man of more natural capacity who is new to
the service.
The belief that long tried fidelity,
united with fair capacity, is considered
in making
promotions
may even enable the govexnment
to
secure competent
service at lower salaries than
would be accepted were promotions
hopeless or
but accidental, except on the part of the brightest
minds in its ranks.
And experience
has amply
shown, in the older countries, that the s_mp persuasion is sufficient to induce a better class of
young men and women to enter, than could be
secured without such reasonable a_mrance of the
higher honors and salaries
being awarded with
some referet_ee to seniority
or long experience.
It is easy, on the other hand, to go to an extreme
in favoring
mere seniority.
Superanmmted
Offlcials and duUards may he kept too long.
The '
bright and aspiring, having talents to l_d
and'
direct, may be thus prevented
from entering, or
they may withdraw in disgust, by reeson of such
obstacles in the way of their promotion.
It requires great wisdom tO. avoid both extremes.
It needs no argument
or experience
to make it
plain that the public _rvice
must seem far more
honest and respectable,
and henee far more attractive, to all worthy young men or women,
when its highe_ grades and salaries are presented as so many rewards to be secured either by
fidelity or competency
alone, or by good character united with mental superiority,
than when
they are known to be the good luck of favorites,
the recompense of subserviency,
or the bribes of
parisian influence. -- But exactly in what degree
either of those meritorious
claims should prevail;
how seniority should be weighed
against ability,
and experience against quickness of mind--when
good character is in both scales--is
not easy
to decide.
It should
be made a fundamental
rule, however,
from which there should be very
few exceptions, that the higher places a_d salaries
in every bureau, office and department,
are to be
bestowed
as the honors and rewards _r which
every subordinate, with a confidence proportioned
to his just claims, may jtmtly aspire, and which,
in conformity
to a sound principle, his superior
merits may surely gain.
Thus hope is kept alive;
an hqnorable
ambition
is arotamd; and covztant
fidelity and studious preparations for hlgher functionsarestir_ulatedandrew_,-_Ev_worthy
sttl_rd.i_n_te justly feels _mdte_
_
wrtmged,
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every _mful qusi/ty I_ the public service is discoaraged, md the public interests m,e grossly disregarded, whemever a favorite of a great c_Icial
or politlclan--perim4_
ignm-ant of the duties he is
to perform---is arbitrarily appointed or promoted,
over those who have been continually
faithful
and efficient, to the head of an office. Nothing on
the part of those relying on their own merits in
the public service can be more discouraging
or
debasing than the conviction
that years of faithful performance
of duty and of studious preparation for higher functions
are unavailing
as
against those who have the favor of great officials
or the influence of party chieftains
to s_lvance
them.
Toiling on hopelessly,
and seeing fortuhate dunces and favorite flunkies of party lords
and great officers take the higher places and salaties, the faithful vetenm In the public service feels
a naturat resenUmmt, if not a spirit of retaliation,
against a government
whioh allows such injustice,
and cares not to honor those who worthily serve
it. Why should he make any special effort for
economy or dieicney
in the tmbiic service, when
hesces the government
neglect those most cornpetent for s_htg
such results, making them _
underlin_
of novices trod favorttes_
Cert_tiuly,
the govermaent
wtatch altow_ such injustice amt
folly doe* not deserve, Jmd is not likely to secure,
the most worthy which its mlarics, under wise
and Just regulations,
might be made to draw into
its service.
To deny or d_feat in practice the
claim of the moet.*nerttvCkms
to promotion, is as
disasWous to the peo_e as it is offensive to the
common sense of right and duty on the part of
all fair-minded
men. _Ia
framing a system of
promotion, few points have been found more perplexing thml the claims of seniority.
In some posit]ons, plodding
fidelity and acc_tracy are the
highest merit; iu others, prompt conceptions,
tact
for business, and genius for leadership.
In the
practical exercise of the power of promotion, those
diverse claims have not been less embarrassing
than they are in theory. _ It is one of the difficult
problems of administration
to so regulate promotions that the hope of them shall be a salutary stimulant of all subordinates,
while the government
is
left free to select those for the higher places who
are the most competent
to lead mad to command,
.Nor is this the whole problem; for, in some cas_,
as, for example, where capacity is lacking in the
lower grades, or a vicious method
has become
chronic in a bureau, the government
must be allowed to seek the suitable persou outside the
bureau _r department, or even outside public service altogether.
But this laecesaity,
always
humiliating
to sabordhaates,
would be greatly diminished, if rot well-ninth excluded, by establishing adequate _
of merit (of which the best arc
competitive
elmmln_ious)
for original entry to
the s_,_rioe. _ These observations
have no reference to the _ek_tlo{a of _Is
of departments,
who, _i_
in a _mse poetical officers, and the
coustltl_tiOmd _l_r_
_f the president should,
for t_t _
be __strip.ted_w_h dt_e reference
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to their politi_l
opinion_.
They are members of
the political household
of the president, whose
advice he takes upon important questions of policy.-- In aristocratic and despotic countries, it was
almost a matter of cour_ that promotions would
be very. generally made by reason of birth, wealth
and influence,
rather than by reason of superior
capacity and character.
In fact, a monarchy
or
aristocracy may be in part described as a form of
government
under which the higher offices and
salaries, as well as pensions, titles and decorations,
are by intention bestowed on the basis of birth,
favor and influence; and a repnbiie as a form of
government in the spirit of whieh all appointments
and promotions alike should be made by reason
of merit alone.
How great in later years has been
the departure from intrinsic theory in the practice
of each, has beeu noticed under the head of R_MOVAL_. -- It has been found possible under republies for partisan influence and the politician class
to secure a monopoly and enforce a proscription,
in the matter of promotions as well as removals,
altaest as complete as were evcx developed in fendat times under an aristocracy ; while, ontheother
hand, some of the leading .monarchies
now base
their promotions almost wholly upon merit alone.
_ In the military and naval services of the leading states of Ellrope, if in practice favors are still
aceorded to the aristocratic class, yet, in general,
merit is quite as much tested by rigid examinations, and is quite as surely honored and encouraged by promotions,
as in our army and navy;
for, with us, mere political influence is more potential the_ in those states.
The influence of promotions based on merit, and the high capacity
thus secured,
have greatly contributed
to the
efficiency of European armies wad navies in later
years.It is nearly a century since (in an act
of 1784 relating to British India) the governmerit of Great Britain found it needful to make
laws in aid of promoting the most worthy in her
civil servia.
To defeat faw)rltism
and corrupt
bargains, that statute gave great consideration to
seniority, and required records and public reports
concerning the grounds of promotions.
In 1820
Lord Liverpool, at the head of the treasury, with
a view of arresting the pernicious
patronage of
members of parliament, laid down and enforced
the principle that "all superior officers in the cnstoms service should be supplied by promotions
from the inferior ranks."
In 1830 the rule was
formally reaffirmed by Lord Grey, and it has been
enforced in GrcatBritainever
since.
Promotions
in her customs service, as in nearly every part of
her administration,
are now made on the basis of
experience
and merit alone.
Mere patronage,
favor or partisan influence in making promotions,
are th_ts almo_
excluded.
To a considerable
extent, merit, as the grouud of promotions, is tested
by competitive
co_aparisons.
And everywhere
careful records are kept, which show the fidelity
and efficiency of candidates.
Even in the act for
creating the metropolitan
police force, Sir Robert
Peel caused a provision to be _
ttmt "no
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one should be an inspector or superintendent who
had not been trained by actual service in each
subordinate'rank."
(See '"Eaton on Civil Service
in Great Britain," pp. 140, 156, 301,302, 382, 883,
446.) These conditions of promotion all British
$tateamen, and the British people as well, now
recognize as not only just and invaluable in their
practical effects upon the public servants, but as
having largely contributed t_ the economy, purity and vigor of every branch of the administration. The placing of mere politicians or manipuiators, or, indeed, of any person not experienced
for its administration, at the head of a revenue
office or a large postoffice, in Great Britain,
would be as impossible, without serious damage to a party, as it is disastrous in practice and
absurd in point of theory and principle.
We tolcrate such pernicious trifling with the public interests only because we have been blinded by long
_amiliarity with partisan theories and usages.-1Not even a trained subordinate is promoted to
the head of the larger British custom houses,
unless he has had charge of everg brmwh of the
,customs service at a port of entry. All recomTnendations for promotion by outsiders are interdieted; and when made, they are treated, until
the contrary is proved, as having originated with
the person recommended.
It is the enforcement
of these principles for promotion, which, united
with competitive examinations of merit for original appointment, have so effectually excluded
party politics and official favoritism from British
administration. -- In the British service, much attention has been given to the relative advantages
of awarding promotions largely on the basis of
,competitive examinations, or solely on that of
carefully kept records of work done. There are
_lvantages in both forms of tests. If competition
for promotion be made exclusive and supreme,
there is danger that discipline may be impaired
and mere memory and attainments may be too
much regarded. The best administrative capacity
may not be secured. Sni_eient authority and
discretion may not be allowed to the superior of_flcer. The result has been that, in one office,
the rule has been established that one-half the
promotions are to be made upon each basis: that
of competitive examinations alone, and that of
records of efficiency and good conduct alone,
That competitive examinations for promotion untier suitable restrictions are of great advantage
1o some parts of the public service, has been
_hown in that service, as it has been also in
the limited trials of them in the public service
,of the United States; but it is by no means
clear that they should be the sole tests for promotion.--Soon
after the adoption of the civil
service rules under President Grant, treasury regulations were promulgated (in 1874), under which,
(articles 1036 to 1038), promotions in the customs
service were, in general terms, required to be made
_onthe basis of merit, length of service, however,
being taken into account. No examinations were
_ovided for in the regulations, though the presi-

dent's civil service rules required them for promotions.- These regulations, feebly as they were
generally enforced, unquestionably in some detree, within their limited range, secured justice
and higher qualifications in making promotio_im.
But the refusal of congress to make any appropriation, in 1875, for the enforcement of the
civil service rules, caused the rules and regulations alike to be disregarded.Promotions,
with some marked exceptions (especially in the
New York naval office, custom house and postoffice, and in the interior department under
Secretary Sehurz), like original appointments,
have since very generally been affected by favoritism, patronage and influence.
(See CrwT.
SERVICEREFORM,RE_ovALs.)--The
importance
of making promotions in the civil service in the
public interest has yet received but the slightest
attention from congress or the writers of text
books. An act of 1879 provides that promotions
from the lower to the higher grade of letter carriers shall be made on the basis of "the efficiency
and faithfulness of the candidate during the preceding year." Beyond this, congress has made no
provision (except in the civil service act passed
Jan. 16, 1883) for promoting the civil servants of
the people by reason of their merits. Congressmen
boldly push their favorites for the higher places
and salaries; and executive officers stand against
them and for the public interests and common justice at the peril of calling down upon themselves
the revenge of all patronage-mongering legisiators.--The regulations of the postoffice department
provide that promotions in the railway mail service
shall be based on "good conduct, faithful service
and efficiency," and this requirement has doubtless
much improved that branch of the postal service.
The civil service rules promulgated by the p_sident in 1883, declare that there shall be competitire examinations for promotion, but reserve the
preparation of special rules on the subject for
the future.
These meagre provisions, confined
to such narrow limits--in
aid of a better systern for promotion--but
make the more conspicuous the facts that the legislators and administrators of other enlightened states have been
more disinterested and sagacious than our own in
dealing with the subject, and their experience,
rich and abundant, is now open and plain before
us. It will certainly require some self-denial on the
part of our congressmen and politicians, as it did
many years ago on the part of British legislators
and noblemen, to enforce a just and wise system
of promotions, which does not allow members, by
pleading, promising and bullying in the departments, to advance their favorites and henchmen
over the heads of the most meritorious of those
who serve the people. "Senators and representatires," said the late President Garfield in a speech
in 1870, "throng the offices and bureaus until the
public business is obstructed and the patience of
officers is worn out; o w they at last give way
and appoint, not because the applicant is fit, but
became we ask it," _ For the _my and _avy of
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the United States a system of promotions has been
established far more extensively
based upon character, capacity and seniority than any enforced
in the civil administration.
Cadets, after passing
s_ceessfully
the rigid testa of the military academy at West Point, are promoted (by appointment)
to be second lieutenants
in the re_mlar army.
Any
vacancies left, after exhausting such graduates, are
filled by promoting those shown to be sufficiently
meritorious
from among the non-commiasioned
officers of the army; and if there are still vacancies
unfilled,
appointments
to them may be made
_rom civil life.
But neither the promotion nor
appointment
last named can be made until after
detailed reports as to merits and an examination
of the qualifications
of the candidates by a board
of five officers.
The age of the candidate must

the navy than is required
in the army. -- Our
limits will not allow us to set forth the rigid tests
of promotion enforced in the naval and military
services of the European states. -- There can be
no doubt that the higher public respect and social
position enjoyed by offieers of the army and navy,
and warranted by their superior qualifications,
and the infrequcncy
of their misconduct,
as cornpared with the civil servants of the government,
are largely a consequence
of such wise and just
conditions of appointment and promotion.
Every
advance in the official scale thus made prochims,
not a triumph ()f political influence, but a manly
victory won in one of those examinations,
in which
the official record and the personal merits of the
candidate are inv_tigated
and adjudged.
That
the effects of the vicious methods and the selfish

be between twenty and thirty years.
1_o officer
of the corps of engineers, below the grade of field
officer, can be promoted until he shall have been
examined and approved by a board of thrice enginsers, senior to him in rank; and very nearly the
same rule of promotion
prevails in the ordnance
department.
-- Promotions
to the rank of captain
are made regimentally
on the basis of seniority,
Promotions in established regiments and corps are
also made according to seniority.
But seniority
does not prevail in the _lection
of a brigadier
general or of any officer above that grade.
And
when, anywhere in the army, an officer in the line
of promotion
is retired, the next officer in rank
must be promoted to his place, according to the
rules of the service.
Promotions
from the al_ay
to be an ordnance officer are based on examinations.--General
officers appoint their own a/des de
co/rap; and here, therefore, is a kind of promotion
hardly otherwise regulated than by the discretion
of the general making it. Vacancies in the places
of commissioned
officers are filled by promotion
through a nomination
by the president in his discretion, subject
to confirmation
by the senate,
Promotions
in the navy stand upon principles
closely analogous
to those enforced in the army.
Appointments
to active service are made from
the naval cadets graduated
from the academy at
Annapolis.
No naval officer can be promoted to
a higher grade, in the active list, until he has been
examined by a board of naval surgeons and found
physical]y qualified;
and no line officer below the
grade of commodore,
and no officer not of the
line, can be promoted on the _ctive list until his
mental, moral and professional fitness to perform
all his duties at sea have been established
to the
satisf_ction of" a board of examining
ofl_eers of
not less than three senior officers appointed
by
the president.
In time of peace the condition
of a satisfactory
examination
applies even to a
commodore seeking promotion to the grade of admiral on the active list.
The examining board is
authorized
to take testimony under oath, and to
examine the files and records of the navy department.
These, with other provisions for which we
have not space, seem to require in some particulars a more rigid test of merit for promotion in

and partisan influences which have so largely prevailed in making promotions
in the civil service,
have made themselves
felt to a considerable degrce in the execution of the army and navy systerns for promotions---causing
pernicious
exceptions and evasions in their enforcement-can
hardly be doubted.
To arrest those influences, to
remove political forces and favoritism more completely, as the means of securing promotions and
privileges in the army and navy, are duties which
congress can not too promptly perform.
Every
meritorious officer would welcome such a reform,
and all others would hope for less advantage from
neglecting
their duties and studies in order to secure political influence and the interposition
of
congressmen
and politicians in their favor.
DO_MA_ B. EATO.'_.
PROPERTY.
I. P,_ht of Propertg.
Political
economy inquires into the principles which preside over the formation and distribution of wealth.
It takes for granted the existence of property,
which is its starting point; it considers it as one
of those primary truths which manifest
themselves at the origin of society, which are cverywhere found impressed with the seal of universal
consent, and are accepted as necessities of the
civil order and of human nature, without even
dreaming of discussing them. -- Read the fathers
of economic science : they are almost uniformly
silent on this great question.
The chief and oracle
of the physiocrates,
Qucsnay, who understood
and enlarged upon the social importance of property, does not take the trouble to define it, except
in a treatise on natural law.
Turgot, the statesman, philosopher and economist, Turgot, who in
his work on the distribution of wealth, has thrown
brilliant light on the origin, has nothing to say on
the principle, the right or the form of property.
The master of masters, the author of the "Wealth
of Nations," Adam Smith, scarcely makes mention of it, without doubt because he saw in it no
subject for discus,_ion.
J.B. Say decides debate
on this subjeet to be futile, and undeserving the
consideration
of the science.
"The speculative
philosopher,"
he says, in the fourteenth
chapter
of his book, "may busy him_lf
in finding OUt
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the real foundations of the right of pToperty; _
jurisconsult
may lay down the }aws which govern
the transmission of things posses_;
political science may show what a_e the surest ffuaeantees
of this right; but so far as politie_l economy is
concerned,
it considers
property
simply as the
strongest incentive to the production
of wealth,
and pays little attention to what establishes and
guarantees
it."
In another place (vol. ii., c_hap,
iv.) he says : "It is not necessary,
in order to
study the nature and progress of social wealth, to
know the origin of property or its legittmateness,
Whether the actual possessor of l_nded property,
or the person by whom it was transmitted
to him,
obtained it by occupation, by violence, or by fraud,
the result, as regards the revenue accruing from
that property, is the same."_
At the time when
J. B. Say wrote, the problem
which absorbed
and agitated men's minds was the production of
wealth.
The European world felt itself poor; it
to understand
the productiveness
of labor,
and craved wealth.
Credit extended
its operations; commerce spremt in spite of war; and manuf_cturing
indt_try, developing
rapidly, presaged
already the marvels wldch have _
marked its
course.
Production in its di_erent forms was the
great business of the time.
Thi6 rk_ing _ide carried all with it, population,
labor, resources.
All
had a do_r road to travel with their goal before
their eyes, nor did they stop to revert to their own
situation or that of others.
Property seemed then
a _ort of common
stock from which all, with a
little effort, might draw in abundance,
and which
would
reproduce
itself
unceasingly.
No one
dreamed of calling the right to it in question.
The silence of economists
is but a tr_slation
of
the rational indifference
of public opinion on the
subject. -- At a later period, population
having
inerease_ in all the states of Europe, the value of
land and the rate of wages having generally risen,
personal property, thanks to the progress of cornmerce and industry, equaling or nearly equalling
immovable
property, and competition,
which affected every kind of work and all investments,
reducing profits as well as the outlets for human
activity, the problem of the distribution of wealth
came to the front.
The number of poet persons
seemed to increase with the number of the rich.
It was even believed, for a time, that industrial
civilization tended to incrcase the inequslity wtdch
naturally exists among men.
In this transition
period, which still continues,
sects were formed
to pre_h
to those discontented
with the social
order, we know not what sort of a future, the
first step to which was the abolition
or trans,
formation of property.Favored
political revolutions, those, fatal doctrines
which at first held
subterrm_an
sway in some sort until they had
hardened the hearts a_d corrupted the minds of
the people, broke loose in the streets of Frs_aee;
the arg_u_ments used against society served to load
the muskets sad point the bayonets of re_o_t. At
first it was ae_eesary to defend secisl o_der by
_m_
_e;
_md now, whether we bs e_aomi_,

philosophers
or jurisconsults,
we all understaa_
that our duty is to point out in such a way as
shall convince the most incredulous,
that society,
having force on its side, has also reason and fight
in its favor. -- It was in the light of events that
the programme
of political
economy
was extended.
A place has now been assigned it in the
discussion of the origin and rig=nt to property.
It
must base its int_,rvention
here on observation of
facts, just as philosophy
does, in expounding
and
commenting
on principles.
Socialism, by attacking the foundation of social order, compels all the
sciences to contrfbute,
each its share, to its delense. -- II. 0/_
of Philosophers
and Juris_r_u/ts on Prvper_.
Until our time the question
of property had been abandoned to philosophers
and jurlsconsults.
The usefulness of their labor_
is incontestable;
they prepared the ground and
paved the way for Political economy.
If they
did not always completely
observe and demonstrafe the nature of things, they had at least had
glimpses of it. It was Cicero who showed that
the earth becsane the patrimony
of all by labor,
and proved that the person who attacked this
fight of appropriation
violated the laws of human
society.
After him Seneca, although
he exaggerated, in accordance with the ideas of his time,
the rights of sovereignty,
yet recognized
that
property was an individual
right,
ltd rex3es,
_t_st_
omn/um pertinent, _d s/nffu_os p_'_.
-Nevertheles_
the person would wander from his
road who sought to find in the writings of philosophers or Juriscousults,
either a complete
theory
of property,
or even an exact definition
of it.
Orotius, who is in the front rank of doctors of
n_tural and i_tern_tional
taw, ha8 given in a few
lines a history
of property
from which communism might draw its arguments.
According
to this
author, after the creation God conferred on the
human race a general fight to everything.
"This
was done," he says, "that each might take for his
use whatever he wished, and consume
what it
was possible for him to consume.
* * Matters
remained
thus until, from the increase
in the
number of men as well as of animals, the land,
which was formerly divided by nations, beg_n to
be divided among families; and since wells are a
supreme necessity in dry countries, and are not
equal to supplying
a large number, each appropriated what he was able to seize. " -- Charles
Comte remarks ths_ the publicists of this school,
Wolf, Pufendorf and Burlamaqui,
confined themselves to paraphrasing
the ideas of Orotius.
All
supposed
that, in the origin of societies, men, to
satisfy their wants, had only to take What they
found ready at hand, that the earth produced
without labor, and that appropriation was notbin_g
lint oceupstion
or conquest.M_e_tesq_leu
did
not u/_de_md,
any better, _
_wt
pls_
by
htb_r in the _o_gtion
_ _tm]
_y.
"_uet as men,"he
says(_4r_.,_e"_flrtt
of the Laws,'_
"a]xaMi_j_k_flr
_
pemt_ee
to live ms_
_
_,
_
renou_
ti_e _
__r
_
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under civil laws.
The first laws g_ve them liberty, the next property."
Montosquieu,
the only
pubticigt since Aristotle who un4ertook to base
the laws of social order on ob_. ation, was nevertheless utaab}e to prove among any people, however primitive,
the existence
of that supposed
community of goods which, according to ]tim, has
its origin in nature.
The most savage tribes, in
ancient as in mode_ times, hall a very definite idea
of mine and thine.
Property and the family have
everywhere served as the foundations of order, and
law has only confirmed, by giving expression
to
them, relations already established.Blackstone
does not go farther than Montesqlfieu,
whose ideas
agree with those of J. J. Rousseau, on the state
of nature.
Bentham
himself,
the writer who,
more than any other, departed from the accepted
ideas of his times, declarei that property do_ no_
exist naturally,
and that it is a cresti_m of tbe
law.-- There is s(mae consolatioo
for proprietors
in BemtJ_m's assurance, that property will perish
only with the law.
As human _¢iety
can not
exist wighm/t l_w, and since the end of the law
would be the end ef society, property may m_ely
count on a long lease of life.
_,
Bentham,
foBowingthe
exm_ah_ of Montelquieu,
eoRfomlded theidcaeqpt_pevt'ywiththAt
of the_
which property receives fl-om civil and _
la_s, guanmt_mfltl_rep_sent_dbytaxaxiom
The
best refatation o_ Be_ham_s
theory is to be found
in some pessag_
frc_m Charles (._mte, which it
may be well to _leC_lUCe here.
" If .ati¢_
ca_
only exist by means ¢4 their I)R)pcrty, it is iraposm_)le to admit tha_ there is no nat_al
property
unless it be admitted that it k u.,mtu_
for men
to live aad to perpetuate themselvee. " "Itianme
that there is no image, no painting, no vi_ible fenture which cma represent property in general; lint
it ca_ not from _
be conc_Naded that ln_aerty
is not ma_erigl, but metaphysicS,
and that it
belongs en_e_
to the coneepti(m of the mind.
There is no visible festers
by which a man in
general can be represented, became in nature there
exist o_y individuals,
and what i_ true of mee is
true also el things."
"' Individuals,
families ned
peoples subsist by me_e
of their property; they
could not live on m,_phystcal
relations or conceptions of the mind.
Tbereistnpmpertysome_
tiring more real, more subata_ial,
than a basis of
expectation.
A false, or at least a _vr_j_incompletc idea is giver(of
it when it is dettned as ff it
were a lottery ticket, which is aise a basis of expectati(m."
"A_
to M_ntesquieu
and
Bentham, it k civil laws which give _
to prop_
erty, and it is cI_ar tlmt beth mean by civil Isws
the decrees of public pe,awr which deSermine the
_le_
_
eavh one may enjoy and dispose of. _; _m_d, perhaps, b$ more ¢_rrect to
say that it iS p_f
which gaffe bh'th to civil
lawn ; t_ it is _
to m_ what _aeed a t_ibe of
sa ,rages. _n(mg _vhom mo In.petty
of any kind
existed, eoatd have of _s
or of • go_vx.nmn_,
The g_
of p_m_y
k _
one of
the most _
el_m_t_
e_ wMch it ia e_
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posed; it _
the value of property, amt assures its duration.
A great mistake would be
made, however, were it supposed that this guarantee was all there is of property; the civil law
furnishes
the guarantee
of property,
but it is
human industry which gives birth to property.
Public authority is needed only to protect it and
to assure to all the power of enjoying and disposing of it."
" Were it true that prol)erly exists or
is created by decrees and by the protection of
public authority,
it would follow
that the men
who in any country were invested with the power
of legislation,
would a_o be invested wiLh the
power of creating property
by their decrees, and
could, without committing
injury to the right'of
property, despoil some of it to the sdvantage
of
others : they would have no other rules to follow
than their own desires or caprices." -- The
school, from Locke to Reid and Dugald
Stewart,
wns the first to give a nearly cc_-rect definition of
the right of properD'; as the physiocratic
school
was the only one, prevkm, to 1780, tlmt _ndcrstood its imp_tsmce,
aml brought ov_t i_o re,of
the bcnt, flci_l h_flueuce it exercised on the eco_omy of society.
]_at aa the time of the Frtm_h revohrti_ these temctfings had not yet corrt_,_l
the
ide_of
all; fo¢ Mirabeau said to thec(mstituent
_Bcmblythat
"private
property hs goods aL_luired
by virtue of the laws.
T_ b_ a/o_e coas_u_s
property, became i_ is only the political wiU which
c_a effect the renm_ciation
of all, and give a
comm_
fi_le, a guarantee to the use of one alone."
Tnmchet,
one of the jurists who eontr_uted
most
to the drawing up of the civil code, shared at that
time th_ opinion, and declared that "It is only
the establishment
of society and conventional
laws which are the real sourec of the right of
property."-Therc is not mu£h difference between
_irab_u's
statement and that of Robespierre, who
w-m_e, in his declarati(m of rights, " Property is
the right that each citizen has to the enjmJ_2
of
g_t _.tian
of goods gua_unteed to him by tlw law.'"
And Robe$I_erre is not far removed from Bab(euf,
who desired that the land should be the common
propc_rty of all, that is, that it should belong to
nobody.
Mirabeau,
who pretends
that the legislator vonfers property, admits, by so doing, that
he (nm take it away; and Robespierre,
who expressly reserves the state's right in property,
and
reduces the proprietor
to the position of a mere
u_ufructuary,
by refusing him the power of selling or disposing of it by will or othvrwise, is the
direct and immediate
forerunner
of communism.
-- I know that the convention gave, in the declaration of rights which serves as a preamble to the
constitution
of 1793, a very reasstuing
and very
sound definition of therightof
property.
Article
_dxteenreads:
"The rigiatof propertyis
theright
belongi_
to every citizen, of using and dispo_iag
as he likes, of his goods, his revenues, of the fruit
of his labor and his industry."
And article ninetecnadd.sagugrante¢,whichallsubsequentFreach
constitutions
repmd_,ed:
"No
one shall be do.
prived of the lm_ portion _ hi_ propexty witho_
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his consent, except when public necessity, legally
seem astonished that man should become the proproven, evidently
demands it, and then only on
prietor of a portion of the earth which is not his
condition of just compensation
previously made."
creation, which will outlast him, and which obeys
--But,
doubtless, the convention
reserved the aponly laws that are not of his making.
But does
plication of those fine maxims, as it did the abolinot this astonishment
cease when all the marvels
tion of capital punishment,
for times of peace,
of man's handiwork are considered, that is to say,
No government
ever committed more flagrant outall that human industry can add to file work of
rages on the right of property.
Confiscations and
nature."
Yes, legislators,
it is by our industry
maximum laws, to say nothing of the inflation of
that we have conquered
and reclaimed
the land
assignats and bankruptcy,
marked its savage sway,
on which we live; by it we have made the earth
and if it made France victorious
and terrible
more habitable, and better fitted to be our abode.
abroad, it ruined and impoverished
her at home.
Man's task, so to speak, was to complete the great
The convention
evidently
thought, with Saintwork of creation.
* _* Let us put no faith in
Just, that "The man who has shown himself the
systems which
pretend to make the land the
enemy of his country, can not be a proprietor in
property of all, that men may have a pretext for
it."
It treated the nobles and priests as Louis
respecting the rights of no one."--The
civitcode
X-IV. had treated Protestant
refugees
after the
(articles 544, 545), collecting
and condensing
the
revocation
of the edict of Nantes.
It adopted,
principles
laid down in previous constitutions,
in the interests of the republican state, the theory
defined property as follows:
"The right of using
of feudal origin, that the sovereign, the king, had
and disposing
of things in the most absolute
direct and supreme dominion
over the goods of
manner, pro_ided that they are not used in a way
his subjects.--M.
Troplong
called attention to
prohibited by the laws or regulations."
Charles
the concordance
of the demagogical
doctrine of
Comte has rightly pointed out that this definition
property with the maxims
of despotism : " All
applies to the usufrnct's
right as well as to propthat exists throughout the length and breadth of
erty.
The definition
of the civil code sins in
our states," said Louis XIV. in his instructions to
another way: it does not limit the power which is
the Dauphin,
"whatever
be its nature, belongs to given to legislators,
or to the administration,
of
us by the same title; you must be fully persuaded
m_l_ing rules regarding the use of property.
On
that kings are the absolute lords, and have naturthat account, property lacks all guarantees;
it is
ally the full and free disposition of all the goods
not defended
against arbitrary power.
The law
possessefl beth by church people and by laymen,
might forbid a landowner
to sow seed, to plant
that they may use it in everything;
likewise hnsvines or trees, to erect any building on his land,
bandmen."
Put this absolute sovereignty into the
to sell, exchange or give his property away.
In
hands of a socialistic republic, and it will assuredly
a word, the definition of the civil code admits
lead to the measures demanded
in the following
of Egyptian
monopoly
as well as of French
lines by Gracchus
Babceuf: "The land of a state
liberty.
Fortunately,
legislative custom and pubshould assure a subsistence
to all the members
lic morals correct the rashness of the legal text.
of that state.
When,
in a state, the minority
--The
civil code declares
property
inviolable.
of its people has succeeded
in monopolizing
its
Following
the examples of the constitutions
of
landed and industrial wealth, and by that means
1791, 1793 and 1795, it declared
that no one
holds the majority under its sceptre, and uses the
should be compelled
to part with his property,
power it has, to cause that majority
to languish
unless for the public good, and in consideration
in want, it should be known that such encroachof just compensation
previously
made.
But is
ment could only occur through the bad institutions
it absolutely
the fact, as M. Troplong thinks it
of the government;
therefore what former govto be, that the state, by these provisions, only reernments neglected to do, at the time, to prevent
served to itself the rights attached
to political
that abuse or to stifle it at the beginning,
the actrequisition?
But did the state by those provisions
_aal administration
should do to re-establish the
shelter property from the public power as well as
equilibrium
which should never have been lost,
from the usurpation of private persons?
This is
and the authority of the laws ought to operate a the weak side of the civil code.
Its authors laid
reform in the direction of the final maxim of the
down principles, all of whose "consequences they
perfected government
under the social contract : had not drawn.
While declaring property invio' Let aZl have enough, and no one too mu_.'"
-- At
lable, they failed to shield it from sequestration
last the era of the civil code dawned on France
by government,
or from confiscation.
-- The eraand on Europe.
Then
for the first time the
peror l_'apoleon
said to the council of state, on
public power laid down and sanctioned
the true
Sept. 18, 1809: "Property
is inviolable.
Nap()principles
respecting
property.
M. Portalis
exleon himself, with the numerous
armies
at his
pressed
himself
before the legislative
assembly
disposal, can not take away a single farm.
For to
in the following
terms:
" The principle
of the
violate
the right of property
in one man is to
right of property
is in ourselves;
it is in no
violate it in all men."
Admirable
words, towhich
-way the result of h_unan convention
or of poshis acts did not correspond. -- IIL Orig..,
Charitive law.
It lies in the very constitution
of
a_r
and _Progress of/_pvrty.
Why is it that
our being, and in our different
relations
to the
the great majority
of philosophers
and jurisconObjects which surround us.
Some philosophers
sults have succeeded
so ill in d_flntn_property?
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How does it happen that the origin and nature
of an institution
which holds so high a place in
social order, have been revealed to us with any
degree of clearness, only since the end of the last
,century?
How is it that the highest intellects,
when brought to bear onthis study, have toooften
,evolved only such theories
as the humblest
of
landowners
could not reconcile with his every-day
practice?
It is because the phenomenon
which
they studied
and described has more than once
,changed character.
Property
has shared in the
general progress of civilization;
it has, at the same
1ime, followed a law of development
of its own.
It has advanced
as liberty,
as industry
and as
the arts have done, in the world ; it has passed
through
different and successive stages, each corresponding
to a different theory. -- The distinction
of mine and thine is as old as the human race.
From the time that man became aware of his personality, he sought to ex_nd it to things.
Ite appropriated
the land and what it produced, animals
and their increase, the fruit of his energy and the
works of his fellow-men.
Property
exists among
pastoral peoples as well as among those nations
which have reached the highest point of agricultural wealth and of industry;
but it exists among
them under different conditions.
The occupation
of land was anngal before it bee_nc lifelong, and
it was lifelong, in the person of the tenant, before
it became hereditary
and in some sort perpetual.
It belonged to the tribe before it belonged to the
famfly, anditwasthecommondomainof
thefamily before it took an individual
character.
Poets,
who were the first historians,
attest this gradual
transformation
--The marked distinction
between
the ancient and the modern world is, that formerly
property
was too often acquired
by conquest,
while now its essential basis is labor.
Not only
in antiquity and in the middle ages did individuals,
as well as peoples, enrich themselves
by usurpation, but free men disdained
industry,
and the
earth was tilled by slaves.
Armed force, which
was the surest title to the possession of land, procured also the instruments
of production.
How
was it possible to sound the nature or take in the
full horizon of property at a time when the con<lueror arrogated to himself the right, at one time
of selling the conquered like beasts of burden, and
at another of making serfs of them; when men
were treated as though they were goods and chattels; when labor passed first through the ordeal
of slavery, and then through that of serfdom,
before it became the honor of free men and the

little, becomes connected with the surface of the
earth.
But it remains only for nations skilled in
industry and commerce to bring property to its
highest development.
When the land becomes,
in some sort, imlividualized,
and each portion falls
into the hands of an owner who makes it productive with his capital and by the sweat of his
brow, those who find themselves
left out in this
partition of the land are not, on that account, exeluded from property.
Capital
has its origin in
accunmlation.
Personal
'property
is grafted
on
landed property.
Treasures
accessible
to all are
formed, of which each can have a share, and
which he can increase by his labor.
A parcel of
land which in Algeria is worth perhaps $2, and
in the western states of America about $5, sells
readily in western Europe for from $100 to $1,000.
In spite of the high price which in, proved agricul'ture speedily
gives to rural property,
there is no
exaggeration
in saying that to-day the personal
property
of England and France far exceeds the
value embodied
in the land. -- It may be added, that, as civilization
advances, each citlzen witnesses the increase and extension of the common
property
which he enjoys equally with all other
citizens
of the state.
Roads,
canals, railways,
schools, and other public establishmenf_
are' _comparably
more numerous
and better administered to-day than they were half a century ago.
What would it be, if we were to compare the sum
of enjoyments
and capacities which society put at
the disposal of its members
in the republics
of
Greece and Rome and those, enjoyed by them in
our day?
The humblest of our laborers wou]d not
like to find him_lf
exposed
to the misery or the
humiliations
which awaited the proletarian
of ancient days in the agora or the forum.
It is, then,
rightly that M. Thiers, calling to mind that property is a universal fact, affirms, at the _me time,
that it is a growing fact. -- Let us listen to Thiers,
portraying
the orion and the growth of property
in historic times : "Among
all peoples, however
rude they may be, we found property, at first as
a fact, and afterward
as an id_, an idea more or
less clear according
to the de_ee
of civilization attained, but invariably settled.
Thus, the
savage hunter has at least his bow, his arrows
and the game which
he has killed.
The nomad, who is a shepherd, at least owns his tents
and his flocks.
He has not yet admitted
property in land, because
he has not yet thought
of applying
his labor to it. But the Arab who
has raised numerous
flocks, is satisfied that he is

wealth of nations? -- This is not all.
Property,
in undergoing
a progressive
development similar
to that of liberty, has extended
and increased,
and has, so to speak, invaded space.
When civilization begins, what man possesses is very trifling:
a few herds, some rude implements,
a spot of
land which produces corn in the middle of a desert
waste; as yet he has scarcely ai)propriated
any
natural agents.
Agricultural
peoples, which sueceed the pastoral tribes, soon increase ten-fold and
a hundred-fold
the p.roperty which now, little by

the proprietor
of the land, and exchanges
its
products
against the wheat which another Arab,
settled on the land, has produced el_where.
He
mea.sures exactly the value of the object which he
gives, by that of the object which is given him; he
knows that he is the proprietor
of the one before
the barter, and of the other after it. Immovable
property does not yet exist for him.
Sometimes
only he is seen, during two or three months of the
year, to establish him_lf
on land which belongs
to no one, to plow it, to sow it with seed, to reap
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the harvest, sad then to wsmder off to other elsves, whoarenotfreeto:chose_eirowacaz_,
places. * * The duration of his property is in commeree preferred, because it could dlore rmdfly
proportion to his labor. Little by l_ttle, however
escape exaction; in commexce, gold, silver and jewthe nomad becomes settled and turns agriculturist,
el4 in request, being the valuables most readily
for it is an instinct in man to wish to have a place hidden; all capital seeking conversion into these
of his own, a home. _ _* He ends by choosing values, and when it actually seeks employment
• tract of land, by dividing it into patrimcenies, on concentrating itself in the hands of • proscribed
which each family establisheS itself, and works class, who, making s pretense of poverty, lived
and cultivates it for itself and its posterity. As in houses wretched on the outside, gorgeous inman can not allow his heart to wamter among all ternaily, opposing an invincible resistance, to the
the members of the tribe, and as he long_ for • barbarian m&qterwho would tear from them the
wife of his own, children whom he may love, care secret of their treasure_, and solacing themselves
for and protect, in whom hit hopes, his fes_, his by making him pay more dcarly for the money,
very life, may be centred, so he has need of his own thus, by usury, revenging themselves for his tyrpa_'elof }_md,whiehhem•youltivate,
plant, beau- anny."--Snch
are the roots of property to be
tify aoenrding to his tastes, fence in, and which he found in history. As far as the right of property
hopes to transmit to his descendants, [_een with is concerned, it may be said that the tmiversality
trees whkk h•vegrown not for him, but for them. of the fact is sufficient to t_stablish it. Were propThen to the pe_maal property of the nomad, sue- erty something aecidental in human mciety, weTe
needs the landed pvopecty of an agricultural peo- the im_titution ostablis_ed only among an insular
pie; this _
lwopexty grows, and with it come people, and were it an excapttm to the $_eral
laws, eompiicated, R is t_eue,which time makes eustmn, it might be called upon to produce i_ title
more just sad mm,e prov/deat, but the principle deeds; but it stands to resem that men must have
of whieh it doe, not ehe_u_e. ]_perty,
at first the,ighttodosetheyhavedoneatalllilaes,
andin
the result _[ i_a_iaet, beeomes a social agreement, every inhabited place. Universal emuent is aminfo¢I pmteet your property that you may protect fallible sign of the necessity for, and cmme_tiy
mine. &s lmm i_i,_no_, he beeemm mo_ at. ofthelegniityef,
an imgitutie•. -_ But the right can
ta_]n_l to what he o_
; in a word, more a pro- be proved independently of t_ _
nmson.
l_etor.
In a bsr_rous state he is scarcely pro- "Man," says M. Thims, "has • IL_ _ml_y
in
prtetor at all ; eh41ized, he is one intensely. It his person and his faou]ties; he has s second, less
h_ been _ld that the idca of property was weak- intimately comsec-ted with his being, but not le_
eningiat_ewodd.
That is an evror of faet. Far sacred, inthe ta.oduct of his tlaevdtiea, whichingrowimg weaker, it is being _eguiated, de- cludes all that are called werldly ISOSsemiono,and
fined and strengthened.
It ceases, for in.nee,
which soetety is in the highest degree interested
to be applied to what is not e_pable of being _
in guar&nteeiag to him, fox without thk guarantee
sensed, that is, to mmn, and from that tim_ slavery there would be no labor, withont labor no civiltis st an end.
This is as advance in ideas of z,stion, not even once•saris, but, instead, destit_justice, but not a weakening of the idea of tion, brigandage and tmr_."
This definition
property. " " Among the a_cients the land ie neither suflicientl T absolute nor complete. M.
was the property of the republic; in Asia it is that Thiers seems to place the f_
of property
of a despot; in the middle ages it belonged to lords in labor ah3ne. Undoubtedly it is its mcet legitipar•mount.
With the progress of the ideas of mate source, but it is not the only one, nor, in
liberty, where man's freedom was aceompiished,
point of date, is it the first. At the emmaeneethe liberty of his chattels and possessions was ment of social llfe, man ap_ted
the soil by
secured ; he himself is declared to be the owner oeeupation, before he made it his own by the work
of his lands, independently of the republic., the of his arms. Everywhere w_mting the ground
despot, or the lord paramount. From that moment
from man or from bea_, the taking possession of
confiscation is abolished. The day the use of his it preeeded its cultivation.
The land belonged to
faculties was restored to him, property became a tribe ooliectively before it was distributed among
more individualized; it becan_ more propcr to the its diffel_t members. This iswh_t the school
individual, more property than it ws& -- There calls the _ight 0f the first 0ccupast, a right which
is another observation to be made, and one more is explained by the very fact of possession being
directly within the domain of politleal economy,
taken without hindrance, and by the power to
It is, th&t the mo_c property increase, is firmly de_e_d, _o protect, and consequently to approprie_tabl_hed, respected, the more society prospe_
ate, the land occupied. _ Side by side with the
"' All travelers, _ says M. Thie_s, "'have been struck men who acquired their I_,_sions
by occupancy
by the st&teof languor, of misery,•odor rapacious or by labor, there a_e nations and individuals who
_d_ury,of cotmtxiee in which property is not mxfl_- usurped what they peuem by viotenee and by
ete_t}y weal gumranteed. Go to the east, where fraad. I_tws, and public force at the service of
dlmpotism ciahna to be the only property owner, the laws, _tsti_ tlutt usuz_tea
whereve_ their
m_-,wifleh is the same thing, return to the ndddle powe_exteade, udemlm_pd_bothohedien_and
age_ mid yoa will _ee everywhere the same thins:
rmpeet. But it happem, tad _
ftwaishes
thelm_m_@lect_,
heeame _tisthemsdtest
psey manyez_aplme_it,
thatthe_tka_wro_gto the svidtty of ty_aaay, aud left to the hands of fully _
tm peam]_
lmad_ _wa_o_
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g_stion
tO g_mcE_to_, giv_
rise to an infinite
number of contracts, _
becomes
the basis of
fortunes.
After all these fe_
_,
ought
the origin of landed e_ates to be sought for with
a view to _
their eondemn_ion
?
Or,
rather, does not the interest of society demand
that the subsequent
transactions
be legitimized,
and their origin wiped out?
This state of af.
fairs ha_ given rise to the system of prescription, which is the real _feguaxd
of property,
" No transaction
would
be possible,"
says M.
Thiers, "no exchange could be made, if it were
not settled that after a certain time the person
who holds anything
holds it lawfully,
and may
transfer it. Imagine what would be the condition
_of society, what acquisition
would be certain, if
it were allowed to go back to the tw_elfth or thirteenth century, and dispute possession with the
holder of a piece of property, by proving that a
feudal lord had taken it from his vassal and given
it to a favorite, or to one of his men at-arms, who
sold it to a member of the guild of merchants,
who, in turn, transmitted it, through many hands,
to a long line of owners more or less respectable,
It is very right that there should be a term fixed,
after which what is, simply because it is, should
be declared lawful and held as good.
Were fl_is
not so, what a scene the world would present."_
It must be said, however, that conquest and usurpatton axe not constant
and exclusive
facts, atthough it might be supposed they were, when we
see Assyrians,
Persians,
Greeks, Romans,
and,
finally, the northern baxbarians, each in ttErn disposseming the other, and ruling the world by
force of arms.
Violence did not mark the beginning of all property.
M. Thiers, after having
stated, in contradiction
to the well-understood
and
well-interpreted
testimony
of history, ths, t "all
society pre_ented in the beginning
this phenomenon of occttpation
more or less violent," _utmirably explains how it is that the greater part of
landed property had its origin in labor.
(De /a
Propr_b_, by M. Thiers, eel. i., ch. 10.) _ Property draws after it, as • consequence,
inequality
of conditions in the social order, and this inequslity in condition is itself only the reflection of the
differences which nature has established
among
men.
All men have not the same muscular
strength, nor the same degree of intelligence,
nor
an equal aptitude for or application
to work.
By
the very fact timt there are some who are stronger,
cleverer, and, it must be said, happier than others,
there are some also who tread with a quicker and
surer foot the way to wealth.
Property does not
aggravate these irregularities
in nature, but it
marks them in durable characters, and gives them
a body. In thebeginning
the best farmer possesses most.
What interest could society lmve in in_rfering with his better farming?
The most skillful and robust cuRiv_tor of the soil, while enriching his famity,adds
to the general sum of products,
and therefore enriches society also.
Equality of
.condition,
the equgl partition
of the hind, and
equality el _
a_e three forms of the u_me

idea, wlflch amounts to _ying
that the stronger
ought not to produce more than the weaker, and
that the thought of the enlightened man ought to
sink to the level of that of the i_naorant man; this
would be to limit production,
to repress intellil
genee, and to stifle literature, _ienee and art in
their very germ.The right of possession ineludes, as a natural consequenc'c, the right of disposing of the things po_,_essed by you, of transmitting them to others, either for a consideration,
or as a free gift; of exchanging,
selling, or giving
them away during life or by testamentary
disposition, and of leaving them asan inheritance.
Property implies the right of inheritance.
Man is so
constituted that he wishes to outlive himself.
The
care he ft_ls for tlis self-preservation
extends to
his family; lie would work much less for himself
were he not, in working for himself, working for
Iris family.
Property reduced to s usfafructuary
interest would be of but half its value to individtrois, and of but half its value to society. -- This
thought is expre_d
in pages which I prefer to
borrow rather than attempt to adapt: " A man, if
he had but himself to think of, would stop short
in his career.
As soon as he had provided for
his old age, would you, through fear of eneouraging idleness in the son, force the father himself
into idleness?
But does it follow, that, by permitting the hereditary
transmission of property,
the son must necessarily
be an idler, consuming
in sloth and debauchery
the fortune left him by
his father?
Firstly, we would ask, what does the
property which is to support the idleness of the
son represent, after all? It represents previous
work done by the father; and by hindering
_he
father from working in order to compel the son to
work for himself, all that is gai_ed is that the son
mnst do what the father has not done.
Therewill
have been no increase in the amount of work done.
In the system, on the contrary, in which the right
of inheritance
is recognized,
to the unlimited
labor of the father is added the unlimited labor of
the son; for it is untrue that the son remains idle
became the father has left him a more or less considerable amount of property.
To begin with, it
is rare for a father to leave his son the means
of doing nothing.
It is only in casea of great
wealth that this happens.
But usually, in most
professions,
the father, in leaving
the son his
inheritance,
only procures for him a better start
in his career.
Ite has only pushed him a little
further,
a little higher : he has given him the
chance of working
to greater advantage;
of being a farmer, when he himself was only a farm
servant; of fitting out ten ships, when he could
fit out but one ; of being a banker on s large
scale, when he was one only on a small one: or
of changing his position in life ; of rising from
one to another; of becoming
a lawyer, a doctor,
or a barrister; of being a Cicero or a Pitt, when
he himself was a simple gentleman,
like Cicero's
father, or g cornet of a regiment, like Pitt's."_
Thus, the right of inheritance
is necessary to
property, as property is to social order; it ia that
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right which, by permitting
the accumulation
of
wealth, creates capital and makes labor produc,
rive.
The laws of all free and industrious peoples
sanction it; but it is so indispensable
to the development of famili_
and the progress of societies,
that were it not the invincible
consequence
of
human nature and of file. social state, that, in a
word, if it did not exist, it would be necessary to
invent it.--IV.
Ol_e_tions which have been raised
against th_ Principle _f Property.
The objections
which have been taken to the principle of property are taken sometimes
to the right, sometimes
to the fact itself. The great opponent of property,
M. Proudhon,
is forced to recognize, that, as the
possession of property has become general among
all classes, it has approached
the ideal of justice,
But this more general possession of property,
inseparably
connected
with the advance of civilization, does not disarm M. Proudhon's
hostility,
he
contests the principle
of property
itself.
Property, according to him, does not exist as a natural
right; it is founded
neither on occupation
nor on
labor.
" Since every man," says this author, "has
the right to occupy from the simple fact that he
exists, and that to continue
in existence
he can
not dispense with a material of exploitation
and of
labor; and since, on the other hand, the number
of occupants
varies incessantly,
owing to births
and deaths, it follows that the quantity
of matter
which
each worker
may claim, is variable
like
the number of occupants;
that occupation
is always subordinate
to population;
and finally, that,
possession
never being able rightfully
to remain
constant,
it is, as a fact, impossible
that it should
becota_ the basis of property. "--To dispose of this
paradox,
all that is needed is to refute the point
from which it starts.
The prerogatives
of the individual and of the species do not embrace a natural fight to occupation
any more than they do a
natural fight to labor.
Undoubtedly,
in the midst
of a vacant space, the man who first occupies a
field or a meadow,
incloses it in bounds, and appropriates
it, becomes its lawful possessor;
but it
is not by virtue of a right of possession
inherent
in every man, but because
the ground previously
belonged
to no one, and because, in leaving his
impress on that ground, he is not interfering
with
any previous
right.--"
A man," says M. Proudhon, "whowas
forbidden
to travel overt he highways, to rest in the fields, to take shelter in caves,
to light a fire, pick the wild berries, to gather
herbs and boil them in a piece of baked earth-such a man could not live.
Thus the earth, like
water, air and light, is a first necessity which each
ought to be able to use freely, without
injury to
the enjoyment
of them by another.
Why, then,
is the earth appropriated?"
This thesis might
have its good side in a condition
of savagery.
M.
Proudhon's
theory might succeed among a nation
of hunters.
But in an industrious
and civilized
community,
it is but a late and faded echo of the
declamations
of J. J. Rousseau.
Men nowadays
do not live on wild berries or on herbs gathered
in the fields; they are no longer reduced to live

in eaves, or to prepare coarse food in earthen
vessels.
Civilization
has bestowed on them possessions which far more than compensate
for any
supposed natural rights to gather wild fruit, to
hunt or to fish; and the humblest workingman
of
the nineteenth
century is certainly better lodged,
better clothed and better fed than the typical man
of M. Proudhon
could be, with all his right tc,
common
possession of the land.--After
having
asserted that occupancy
could not serve as a basis for property,
M. Proudhon
equally denies the
title of labor.
Charles Comte had said: "A piece
of ground
of fixed dimensions
is only able to
produce
sufficient
food for the consumption
of
one man for one day: if the owner by his labor
can make it produce
enough
for two days, he
doubles its value.
This new value is his work,
his creation;
it is not taken away from any one;.
it is his property."
M. Proudhon
answers:
"I
maintain
that the possessor is paid for his trouble
and his industry
by the double return, but that
he acquires no right in the soil.
I admit that the
laborer may make the product
of his labor his
own, but I do not underst.'md
how property
in
the product
carries with it property
in the soil, or
in matter.
Does the fisherman
who can catch
more fish, on the same coast, than his companions,
become, becau,_, of his skill, proprietor
of the
waters in which he fishes?
Was a hunter's skill
ever looked upon as conferring
on him a right of
property
in the game of a whole canton?
The
cases are precisely similar: the diligent
husbandman finds in a harvest,
abundant
and of better
quality,
the recompense
of his toil; if he hag
made improvements
on the soil, he has the right
to a preference
as possessor
of it; never, under
any consideration,
can he be allowed to allege his
skill as a farmer as a title to property in the soil
be tills.
To transform
possession
into property,
there is more needed than labor, otherwise
man
would cease to be a proprietor
as soon a a he ceased
to be a laborer: now, what constitutes
property,
is, according
to the law, immemorial
and uncontested possession,
that is, prescription;
labor is
only the visible sign, the material
act, by which
occupation
is manifested.
" -- As sources of propcrty, occupation
and labor are the complements
of each other.
Possession
would certainly be far
from lasting,
if cultivation
did not follow to
sanction
it, by revealing
and bringing
into play
the productive
forces of the soil; and as for labor,
it does not necessarily
imply property,
since a
farmer who has spent a large amount of capital
in the improvement
of the land he leases, while
he can demand compensation
for that capital, does
not therefore
acquire a right of property in the
domain.
This much is true, and can be said without exaggeration.
But to suppose that the possessor who has cultivated
a piece of land, and who,
by so doing, has improved
the land and increased
the capital'which
that land represents, to suppose
that he has no rights beyond the fruit of the year,
is a glaring error.
To whom would this improved
land belong?
Would any one bestow capital on
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it, give it a new value, just that this value might
will not say, completed, but even much advanced,
become the prize of the first comer?
If this were
the cultivation
of their territory.
After all, space
so, no one would work. -- M. Proudhon
admits
is nothing.
Often, on the @idest extent of land,
that the husbandman
who has improved
land _ men find it hard to live; and often, on tile other
"has
the right to a preference
in possession."
I hand, they live in plenty on the narrowest
strip
Here, then, is another case, and the case presents
of ground.
An acre of land in England
or in
it.qelf often, in which property,
to use the lanFlanders
supports a hundr_<l times more inhabitguage of Proudhon's
book, ceases to be robbery,
ants than an acre in the sands of Poland or of
There is no doubt that the proprietor
has no need
]_us._ia. Man carrieswith
him fertility;
wherever
to work to preserve
his right: but work adds to
he appears the graa_ grows and corn springs up.
the titles of property,
and makes them still more
Ite brings with him his cattle, and wherever
he
honorable.
Now, the pos.qessor who cultivate,
settles he spreads
around
him a fertilizing
soil.
even if he does not add to the value of the land, ] If, then, a day could be imagined
when every
would vet')" soon grow tired of his passion for
corner of the globe should
be inhabited,
man
work, if he were only allowed
to receive from it
would obtain from the same superficies
ten times,
the produce of one harvest.
Agriculture
is the
a hundred
times, nay a thousand
times, more
offspring of permanency
in property,
and withthan he obtains to-day.
What need be despaired
out the guarantees
which thc law attaches to posof when the sands of Holland are transformed
into
session, agriculture
would make no progress.
M.
fertile ground by man?
Were he cramped
for
Proudhon
has only to look at what happens to
room, the sands of the Sahara, of the Arabian desthe best of land when in the hands of nomadic
err, of the desert of Cobi. would bc covered by
tribes, among whom the land is only scratched
to
the fruitfulne_
which follows him; he would lay
secure the meagre harvest of the year. --But,
it
out in terraces the sides of the Atlas, of the Himwill be said, the land thus conceded in perpetuity
alayas, of the Cordillera_,
and cultivation
would
is, little by little, sequ_tered,
invaded;
and the
climb the steepest
summits
of the globe,
and
last comers are likely to see both hemispheres
enwould
only stop where, from the elewltion,
all
tirely filled up by the heirs of the first who oecu
vegetation ceases.
This surface of the globe, inpied the land, or of tho_ who wrested
it, by viovadcd as is said, will not fail future generations,
lence or by fraud,
from
its original
owners,
and, meanwhile,
does not fail those of the presEven if all this were so, the misfor_.une does not
ent: for everywhere
land is offered to men; it is
seem to us a very great one.
Land, thanks to the
offered them in Ru_ia, on the banks of the Boryprogress of industry,
is not the only source of
sthenes, the Don and the _/olga; in America, oa
wealth.
The man who does not own a farm may
the banks of the Mississippi,
the Orinoco, and the
buy a house, start a factory, or have an interest
Amazon;
in France, on the. coast of Africa, once
in some scheme for transportation.
Property,
the granaryof
the Roman empire.
But emigrants
_upposing
there were not enough for all in the
do not always accept, and when they do, ff nothform of land, would show itself abundant
under
ing he added to the gift of the land, they go to
new forms.
Previous
appropriation
of the soil,
their death on those distant shores.
Why?
Beinstead of robbing future races, really tends to en- cause it is not surface which is wanting,
but surrich them. -- Very high intellects
refuse to admit
face covered with constructions,
plantations,
inclothis supposed
confiscation
of the soil to the detsures, the worksof
appropriation.
Now, all these
riment of the latest comers.
M. Thiers gives us
things exist only where former generations
have
considerations
on this point which are decisive,
been at the pains to put everything
in such a po] shall try to epitomize
them here.
"Some engisition that the labor of the new comers may be
hoers have thought
that there was coal enough in
immediately
productive."-It is plain, then, that
the bowels of the earth to last indefinitely,
while
the earth, in spite of the extent of property,
is
others have thought, that, at the rate at which innot going to fail man.
It is properly well estal>
dustry was advancing,
there was not enough for
lished, fenced around
with guarantees,
and bea hundred years.
Should we, titan, abstain from
come hereditary,
which makes the land habitable
u_ing it, lest there should be none for our posterand productive.
Let us add, that under this
ity?
*
*
The society which
should abolish
r_gime the lot of the cultivator
or tiller of the
property in land for fear of the earth's whole sursoil improves nmre rapidly than that of the owner.
face being invaded, would
be every whit as abProperty
is in a special way a benefit
to labor.
ruled. Let us make our minds easy on that score.
(Compare
CoxtMC_ia_t,
)IO_'OFOLY, LA__'D, SoEuropean
nations have not yet cultivated,
some
ClALIS M',etc.)**
L. FAUCHER.
the quarter, others the tenth part, of their territories; and of the entire globe not the thousandth
* Property and the family are. two idea_, for the attack and
part is occupied.
Great nations have run their
defense
of which
legions ofRecent
writers
have taken
up arms
during
the last
half century.
systems,
founded
uponold
course hitherto,
without
having brought
under
error_, but revived by the impular emotions which they
cultivation more than a very small part of their
arou_l, have in vain disturbed, misrepresented, _mmtimes
dominions.
:Nations have passed through youth,
even denied,
express
facts,
which,
under them.
diverse These
forms, ideas
have been
andreecessary
will always
be
maturity and old age; they have had time to lose
coming forth; they may thus be justly regardeda_ thefu_datheir characteristics,
their _enius, their institumental prlnciples of all political society, because from them
tioa_, all that they lived by. without having, we
originate, to a great extent, the two principal object_ which
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PROPERTY, Literary,
Under the heading
of "Copyright" (see eel. i., p. 642), Mx. Macleod
has given a comprehensive summary of the g_wth
of the conception of Literaryproperty, and s speci-

flcafion of the enactments in Great Britain under
which its s_atus has been defined and regulated.
He has also made reference to the copyright acts
of some of the other states of Etxro]_, u they
stood twenty years ago. We here propose to supplement Mr. Macteod's statistics with such later

concern social laws, namely, the eights of man over things,
and his duties toward his fellow-men._
T/to RiChtoffarop
arty.
If man acquires rights over things, it is because he is
at o_e active, intelligent and free; by his activity he spreads
over external nature; by his intelligence he governs it, and
bends it to his use; by his liberty, he estAbl_hes between
himself and it the relation of cause and effect and makes
it his own. -- Nature has not for man the provident tender_ess imagined by the philosophers of the eighteenth century,
and dreamed of before them by the poets of antiquity when
they described the golden age. She does not lavish her treaw
urea in order to make life flow smoothly along in abundance
and idleness for mortals; on the contrary, she is severe, and
yields her tressures only at the price of constant labor; she
maltraats thoce who bave not eumeient strength or iatelligenes to subdue her, and when we consider the primitive
races whom the arts of civilization had not yet raised above
her, we may ask ourselves, with Pliny, ff she did not show
herself a step-mother rather than a mother.
Left to itself,
the esvtk presents here desert, there marshes or inex_cable forests; the mo_t fertile portions are ordinarily the most
inaccessible, because, situated in the valleys, they axe aneroe_hed upon by stagnant waters, and infected by the rotasms which exhale from them, or hetmted by noxious antma!,; which seek their foo_ there; poisonous plant_ grow
among the nutritions ones, without a_y outward s_gn by
which to distinguish them, while yet we have not the warntug of instinct which the animals have.
The best fruits
themselves lmve as yet, for the most p4h-'t,only a coarse savor
before cultivation luts corrected their bitterness.
Doubtless
man can live, a8 he has, amidst this indifferent
or hostfie
nature; but he would live there, timid and fearful as the roe
of the forest_ isolated, or collected in small groups, and lost
in the immenas spaces, in which his frail existence wodid he
but zm accidsnt in the laxuriemt life of orga_fized heings; he
would not feel himself at honte, and would in very fact he
like a stranger on an earth which he would not have lashioned according to his wilt, and where he wovdd be neither
the swiftest in the chase, the best p_tected against cold, nor
the best armed for strife. --What
even now distinguished
him from other creatures, in this state of profound barbsrism, were the divine powers of soul with which he was
gifted.
However torpid they might as yet have been, they
would have taught him, without any doubt, to emerge from
his nakedness and his feebleness:
from the earliest times,
they would have suggested the means of arming his hand
with an axe of stone, like those which, buried in the calcaceons deposits of another age, tell us to-day of the miserable
beginning of our race upon the globe; they would have
taught him to protect his body against the cold with the skin
of the bear, and to shield his home and family from the attacks of ferocions beasts by arranging a cave for his use or
building a hut m the midst of water, no_ fttr from the shore
of a lake. But already man world have left upon matter
/_ome impress of his personallty, and the reign of property
would have begun. -- When centuries have elapsed, and genorations have accumulated their labors, where is there, in a
civilized country, a clod of e_rth, a leaf, widch does not bear
this impre_ ? Iu the town, we are suxronnded by the works
of man; we walk upon a level pavement or a beaten road; it
is man who made healthy the formerly muddy soil, who took
from the side of a far-away hill the flint or stone which covers
it. Weliveinhonses;itismanwhohasdugthestone_t'om
the qmu'ry, who has hewn _t, who h_a planed the wood; it is
the thought of man which has arranged the materials properly and made a b_ildmg of what wa_ before rock and
wood. And in tbe country, the action of man ie stiilevery-

possession of tke empire of the waters.
We t_tp the wheat,
ourprlncipalftmd.
Whereisitfoundinawildstate.*
Wheat
ts a domestic plant, a species transformed by man for the
want of man. Thus products, natives of countries most diverse have been brought together, grafted, modified by man
for the adornment of the _,
the pleasures of the table,
or the labors of the workshop.
The very animals, from the
dog, man's comp_minn, to the cattJe raised for the shambles
have been fashioned
into new types which deviate sensibly
from the primltJve type given "by nature.
Everywhere
a
powerful hand is divined which has moulded matter, and an
intelligent will which has achtpted it, following a uniform
plan, to the satisfaction of the wants of one same being.
Nature has recognized hermaster, and man fceisthat he isat
home in nature.. Nature has been appropr_d
by him for
hi_ use; she has become his own ; she is his property.This property is legitimat_; it constitutes a right as sacred for
man as is the free exercise of his faculties.
It is his because
it has come entirely fre_z himself, and is in no way anything
but an emanation from his being. Before him, there was
scarcely anything but matter; since him, and by him, there
is interchangeable
wealth, that is to say, articles having acquired a value by some ind_slry, by manufacture, by handling, by extraction, or simply by transportation.
From the
picture of a great master, which is per_p_ of all material
prodnctiol_s that in which matter plays the smallest part, to
the pail of water which the carrier draws from the river and
takes to the consumer, wealth, whatever it may be, acquires
its value only by co_
qualttisu, m_d these qmdities
are part of htm_an activity, intelligence, _
Fine producer has left a fragment of his own person in the thtn_
whichhas thus become valuable, and may hence he regacded
as a p_olonga_on of the faculties of man acting upon externat nature.
As a free bethg he belong_ to him_e}f; low, the
cause, that Is to say, the productive fores, Is himself; the effeet, that is to say, the wealth produced, is still himself.
Who shall dare contest his title of ownership so clearly
marked by the seal of his personality ? -- Some anthers have
tried to establish the principle of prOlz_y on the right of the
flrs_ occupant.
This is a narrow view: occupation is a fact,
and not a principle.
It is one of the signs by which the taking of _on
manifests itself, but it t8 not sufficient to
make it valid before the philosopher or the lawyer.
Let a
man land upon a desert, mad say : "As far as my eye can
reach, from this shore to the hills which bound the horizon
yonder, this land is mine";
no one would accept such occuation for a bona .fide title.
_But let the man settle upOn
the most fertile hill-side, build a hut there, cultivate the antrounding/aids,
and the possession of the portion actually
occupied will become a right_ because he has performed a
proprietary act, that is to say, has by his labor thereon irapressed on it rite seal of his pertmnality.
International
law
makes a distinction,
in regard to this, between individuals
andstates;
whatit refuses tothe former, it grants to thelattar; and it recognizes the validity of a summary taking of
possession, which does not injure any anterior right. It is
because the occupation is of an entirely different nature:
the one fraying as its object useful possession, the other soyere/gnty, which implies only a general protection; the proof
of this is, that in modern society the sovereignty frequently
passes from one state to another without p_operty _ng
hands.*
_/ontesqnieu
wrote:
".As men lmve renounced
their natural independence in order to live nz_er political
htws, they have renounced their natural community of
session to live under civil laws.
_he political laws gave them
]ibertT; the civil laws, property."
Bentham eaisi.ged upon
themunethought:
" P_oporty and law were born _,
and

where pt%_tlt; men have enlt3wtted the soil, and generstlollm
o_ laborers have meUowed _md e_riched it; the works of mma
hav@da_az0_ the_s_d
created fertility where thewatere

_ Yhe word "eu/_vate"
fro work _nd cow) must not be taken
t_o ltteml_ _ pomeatoa st ts_l nutl_ ales t_ tsima I_ IZ179e_
ta_
necks on it, by ope_Ing & m/he on it or otnm-wi_
/m_I If _e

had brecht
pe01ple the

text, _
an /_divtdl_l b_7_s a p_ee_e of _
igl_und tmeomea ha_t_t,h*_ prtfpbtq_ em
'_ _

only desolation;
to.day man goes as far as to
rive_, to direct the growth of _
and tak_

_

It, _t_
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dam as can now be obtained, to bnclude the sped- cou_derstion for international copyright. -- Durflcation (not to be found In Mr. Macleod's article) ing the past twenty years, there has been a very
of the copyright acts of the United States, and considerable increase in the extent of international
also to present some of the questio_ that have aria- titerary exclmages, and a fuller recognition, at
en concerning literary property between nations, least in Europe, of the propriety and necessity of
and to describe the conventions in force or under bringing these under the control of international
will die together.
Before law, the_ was no property; take
away the law, and all property cussoz."
This was a narrow
view. Montesquieu and Bentham, in order to consider but
one side of the question, approached very netur an exceedingly
dangerous crror, for it led to this cousequsnec,that if the
law had made property,
the haw could unmake it,and undid
the veryfound_tionwbich theanthom intendedto lay. Iris
evident that propertyorigin_d beforelaw, as bettwethe
formation of any reguhtr society, since there has been approprlation of a certain part of matter ever since m4n has lived,
and began, in order to subsist, to extend his hand m_l his
intelligence about him. Property and the family have been
the cause, and not the effect, of society; andthe
laws, to
follow the beautiful definition piac.ed by Montesqtdeu himt_elf at the beginning of his work, "_e the aecemmry reintinus which flow from the nature of things";
the laws have
consecrated
this necessary relation which was cetablWaed
between man a_d rmUter, lint they have not erected &rel&tion
winch would have been factiti_ms and ucciden_L
It is true
that, without law, property has no guarantee against vialence, and that it lacks security and solidity.
But what _ght
is there the exercise at which wuatd be e_cure outside of the
socialcondition?--ltieolsoamethatthe_sarecexteinkinds
of property whieh could not be produced without the protectiou of t,ocial law_ becalms ma advanced eivifizatlou and
good government
have the effect of widening the circle i_
which human acU_vitv can with eg._ety mvve, and coneeqtlentiy exten4 the field of property.
It is true, in sttort,
that, in aoertalnnumherofp_dcular
casesla whichnatnral
right dotmaot furaish sail]cleat light, tke law decidce a_l
determines th_ & punitive right of property which it might
pcrhaps determine othermise, bcca4me it is importmtt, in well
organized society, that nething, in such a matter, should
remain in uncertainty, almmdom_d to the ca_ce
of arbitrary
power. But care muet ha taken not to ccntbemd a partictdar
form or cue wi th the prinetpte of right imeff. _ It is, then,
to the human being, the croator of all wealth, th&t we must
comeback;
It is u_Jonliberty that it is expedient to basethe
principle of property, and if any one wotdd know by what
sign it is to he ree..o_ni'7_l, we will answer that it is by labor
that ma_ impt_et_es hie _lty
on matter.
It is labor
which cultivatee
the earth lind makes on an nnoecupisd
waste an appropt_ted
_;
it is labor which makes of an
untrodden forest a regularly ordered wood; it is labor, or,
rather, a series of labors often executed by a very nnmeretm
sttcce_|onofworknum,
which bring_ hemp from sced, thread
from hemp, cloth ft,qm thread, clothing from cloth; which
transforms the shapeless pyrite, picked up in the mine, latu
an elegant bro_
which adonm some public place, and repeats to an entire people the thmlght of an artist. It is labor
whtch is the distinct_,ve _
of property; it is the _
(or the means'_ of It, not the pr_,
which traces it_ origin to the liberty of the hnman soul. -- Property, mmle manifeat by labor, parttcil_ttes in the rights of the person whose
emaustion it is; like him, it is inw_)lable so long as it dece
not extend so far a_ to come intecollieb)n
withan(mher right;
hke him, it is indivtdual, becatmeit has its origin ia the indel_'ndence of the individual, and because, when several per._ons have co_
in its formation, the lal_st posaeeeor
has purchased wtth a v_lue, the fruit of his personal labor,
the work of all the fellow-lab@vers who have preceded him:
_hts is what is usually the case with manuf_ctnred articles,
V,'hen property has paese_ by _is or by inheritance, fromone
hand to a_)ther_ its co_ditimm have not changed; it is still
the fruit of hum_m libet'tF mamffeeted by labor, and the
holder has the _
rights as the _
who took pussystun of it by rigl_t. --Vtolemoe, come,totem, fraud, ocnqnest,
have more lima altos disturbed the ngtmal order of property,
and rnixedthmrimt_a_wtththepucem_,ceoflabor,
Battheyhnvenot_th_pr'mctp_.
Dosa the theft by
whichaluekyrasel_ls_tatel4_with
the fmct that
_thori__t/_
Im_[m_mo_
wmKth_ Mm_mve_,

we must not e_ggerate
at plemmre the extent of these devlattons from the gcneral rule. It has been said that if we could
go back to the origin of all landed property, possibly none
would be found nntainted with some one of these vices, on
thesoilof oldl_trope,
overrunand successively
occupiedby
so many hordesof menders in ancienttimes and themiddle
ages. But how farwould we haveto go back acro_sthe cent_ries? Solar thatitcouldnot be toldin thecaseof ninetynine hundredths of landed estates, except by mere conjecture,
based on the probabilities of history.
French laws, for instAuc_ have es_bli_hed
the thirty.years limitation, firstly,
because it is necessary, in order to give some fixity to property, thatltehmddnot
be k.ft expoe_toendlesselalms,
and
then, because long posec.-_on is itself a title, and because a
man who hashiraself or byhis tenantry, or farmers, putcontinuouslabor on the same 8oil for a generation, ha_ made, so
toslsmk, the preperty his own. Nowwhat
is this short legal
limi_tion beside the long limitation of ages, and bow would
any one dare contest the lawfulness of the owner's right
over land_ now rlchly cultivated, covered with farms and
mAmrfaetorles, under the pretext that a Frank of the fourth
centm'y expellei
frean them a Gaul who was herding his
flocks there!
On the land bus accnmuisted
immov_tble
wealth, wh/ch ha_ sometimes
iucre_ed
the value of it a
hnndred_ohi, and the orJgi_lmad transmission of which are
equally hawflfl. Out of the soil has grown the personal
wcatth which now forms a large part of the patrimony of
society, and thla weaRh, the fruit of modem labor, is for the
g.amter part free from the stain uf brute fence. War is no
longer ha oar day a means o4' exis_nce;
it is rather a cause
ef ruin; c_mquerors aspire to usurp sovereignty,
but they
respect property.
The political _ieties
which have settled
in _v
worlds, in Ame_ca and Australia, have been sarahRdmd for the gre_ter part by the cieacings of the pioneers
who made the land what it is, and bequeathed it to their
children.
There hu been little or no violence there, in the
many places where they ha_ not had t_ strive a_itmt asvage
tribe_ e_en hi the oceups#Jonof
the land.
In themaln, if
we c_msider property as a whole, how small a place Is neonpied by the exception as compared with the rukL by violence
as compared with labor' -- 8o_l
U_il_tg of P_.
What
is jugt is always u_eful:
Property h_ such a character of
social utility that society could not exist without pr_pcrty,
and there is no thriving society without individual property.
Therefore, when persons have desired to base property upon
utility, _nt8
were certainly not lacking; but utility,
which must be taken great account of in political subjcets, is,
as we have remarked, a result, and not a principle, and we
must content o_raelves with saying that the excellent effects
of izroperty corroborate the lawfulness of the right. "Man,"
says M. Thievs," has a first property in hi_ per_n and his
facultics; he has a second, less adherent in his being, butnot
les_ sacred, in the product of these faculties, which embraces
all that is called the g_ds of this world, and which society
is deeply iaterested in guaranteeing to him; for without this
guarantee there would be no labor, without labor no civiliza.
don, not even the most necessary,
but ordymisery,
robbery
and barbarism."
We can not imagine a society entirely
devoid of the idea of property ; but we can conceive of one,
ami even find such in history, where property is in a rudimentary condition,
and it would not be. difficult to provo
that such a condition is indeed, Im M. Thiers says, misery
and barbarism.
Man is not a god; labor, which is a healthful exercise for bofh soul and body, is at the same time painfal; it is only at the cost of an effort that man realize_ his
thought in matter, and oftentimes he would not make this
effort, so painhfl ro him, if he were not encouraged by the
thought of producing a useful effect, and of himself enjoying
the vsanltof
it. Whowuuld
take the trouble to fell atree,
to dLtvtdeit into _,if
he knewthat thenextday
a_ava@ewouid seize upouittomakeaflrewithlt,
or even bulkl[
a hut! Activity wonlfl have no object, because it woak[
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law. Americans also are beginning to appreciate
how largely the intellectual development of their
nation must be affected by all that influences the
development of the national literature, and to
recognize the extent to which such development
must depend upon the inducements extended to

literary producers, as well as upon the character
of the competition with which these producers
have to contend, m Literary property is defined
by Drone as "the exclusive right of the owner to
possess, use and dispose of intellectual produclions," and copyright, as "the exclusive right of

have no certain compensation;
it would retire within itself,
like the snail when threatened by danger, and would not
venture out save for the satisfaction
of the most immedl,
ate wants or the creation of property the easiest to defend
--the hunting of game, or the manufacture
of a bow or
of an axe. In societies which have already risen to a cerlain degree of civilization,
but which have not sufficient
respect for property, this social imperfection
alone is enough
to impede progress and to keep men for eenturiee at a
low level, to rise above which requires unheard-of efforts,
and, above all, the knowledge of right.
"All travelers,"
says M. Thiers elsewhere, '"have been sWnck by the state of
languor, of misery, and of greedy usury, in countries where
property is not sufficiently protected.
Go to the east_ where
despotismclalmetobethesoleowner,
orwhatamountstothe
same thing, go back to the middle sgce, and you will see everywhere the same features; the land neglected, because it is
the prey most exposed to the greediness of tyranny, and reserved for the slaves, who have no choice of employment;
commerce preferred, as being able to escape more easily from
exaction."
A melancholy picture, but which has long been
and still is, on a large portion of our globe, the true picture
of humgnity.
Whela property, on the contrary, is fully
recognized, respected
and protected in it_ various forms,
man does not fear to let his ac_vity radiate in every direclion.
The picture of society is then entirely different: in
place of a few thin, boughless shrubs, there will he seen a
forest of immense oaks, spreading their branches far and
wide, and exhibiting trunks morevigorons
in proportion to
the greater number of pores through which they breathe air
and life.
Far from injuring each other, men sustain each
other by their individual development.
For property is not
a common fund fixed in advance, which is diminished by the
amount which each appropriates;
it is, as we have said, a
creation of the intelligent force which dwells in man; each
creation is added to the previous creaUons, and, putting new
vigor into commerce, facilitates ulterior creations. The property of one, fur from limiting for others the possibility of
becoming owners, on the contrary increases this po_ibiLity;
it is the strongest stimulus to production, the pivot of economicalpl_gre_;
andif the nature of thtngs hadnotmade
a law with regard to it, anterior to all agreement, human law
would have established it as the institution
pre-eminently
nseful to the welfare and morality of nations.-H_tory
of
Property. It will be understood, that, although the principle
of property is always the same, it has not been comprehended
and applied in the same mannerat
all times and in all countries.
It is with the right of property as with most natural
rights, which remain long buried in barbarism, and emerge
from it gradually with the progress of civilization.
We tend
at pre_ent toward the plenitude of the right of property, and
the most advanced raP.ions of Europe and the new world
appear to he not very far from the ideal of our conception,
But how many centuries has it taken to free it from the exigeucieeorthe
iguoraneeofthepast_
The eavnges of America,
who did not cultivate the soil, had no idea of landed property;
custom made sacred the right of posse_ion
only for personal
property; the land was common to all; it was a vast territory for fishing and hunting, open to all belonging to the
tribe, but defended with jealous care against the encro_tchments of the neighboring
tribes.
When they improved and
formed societies wisely organized, as in Mexico and Peru,
they ware nseesaarily obliged to takeinto accotmt the eppropriation of land, but their ideas even then did not rise to indivtdnal property.
"No one," says Robertson, speaking of
Peru, "hadan
exclusive right over the portion allotted to
him. He posaessed it only for a year. At the explration of
that time, a new division was made according to the rank,
the number and the necessities
of the family.
All these
ianck were cultivated by the common labor of all the mereber_ of the community."
In Mexico the grandees had indiVldn_ _._i_l.ty, but, he adds, "the bnlk of the nation pos-

sessed the lands in a widely different manner.
A certain
quantity of land was allotted to each district proportionate to
the number of families which lormed it. This land was cnltivated by the labor of the whole community.
The produce
was taken to a common warehouse, and divided among the
families according to their respective needs." -- The primitive nations do not appear to have risen much higher in the
conception
of the idea of property.
Among the pastoral
peoples of the east, property, composed principally of personal property and cattle, was almost wholly in the hands of
the father of the family, of the patriarch, of the chief of the
tribe; such are the customs of the Arabs, and we find them
to-day in Algeria, where the land belonging to the merehers of the same douar or village in common, is distributed
among tbem by the ca_d. The same systcm, ascendlngfrom
the head of a family to the prince, has concentrated all property in the hands of eat_eru despots, and enfeebled the progtess of those beautiful countries by cutting into the roots of
individual activity.
The Jewish law had conceived the idea
of the cancellation of personal debts every seven years and
the restoration of alienated lands every fourteen years, at the
great Jubilee. with the view of retaining property in the same
tribes and families: a law, which appears, however, not to
have been very well observed.
In Greece, Sparta and Athena
there were indicated two opposite tendencies:
one mutilating
and suppressing almost the right of property, in order to
fashion the citizen according to the will of the state; the
other insunng,
notwithstanding
certain restrictions,
civil
liberty; but it is easy to sae to which slde the preferences of
the philosophers
inclined.
Even In the laws, in which hc
tries to create a practical policy, Plato expresses himself
thus: "I declare to you, as a legislator, that I regard you and
your property as belonging, not to yourselves, but to your
family, and your entire family, with its property, as belonging still more to the state."
Rome, while _znctioning territorial property
more solemnly than most other ancient
governments,
guaranteed it to her own citizens only, and
centredtt in the hands of the fatherof thefamily;
conquest,
moreover, was still among the principal modes of aequlsiLion, and had given rise to immense pos_ssions
of the state
(ager/rub//cu#)
and to the agrarianlaws.
During the empire
the juriseonsults, under the influence of the new ideas propagated by the stoic philosophy and the Christian religion, set
the_nselvestoextricatepersonstoocloselvconflnedbyfamily
bonds, and property was the gainer by this advance in liberty.
But in the middle ages the feudal system weighed heavily
upon theland;
confounding the ideas _f property and soycrelgnty, it made the possessor of the land master of chattels
and persons, bound both the one and the other by a multiplieity of bonds, the serfs to the glebe, the lords to the fief,
and interwove society in a vast nel-work of reciprocal eervttudes. Personal property, long smothered by these various
systems, showed ltsotf only with timidity, under the shelter
of the franchise, in the goflds of the arts and trades; the laws
of the princes protected it only by keeping it under strict
tutelage; it graduahy increased, however, and was even beginning to develop quite rapidly, when the discoveries of
Christopher Columbus and Vasco da Gama _
opened the
gnat course of the ocean to maritime commerce.
But, at
this period, the absolute power of kings was being raised
upon the ruins of feudalism in the principal states of western
Europe, and ff property freed ItseLf somewhat
de facto from
bonds put on it, it de jure only changed masters without
acquiring any further independence.
Louis XIV., who may
be regarded as the most illustrious and most fully oonvinced
representative
of aheotute power, wrote, forthetnitzuctionof
thedauphln:
"Everythingwtthiuthe
extent of our states,
of whatever nature, belongs to us by the _me t/fie. You
_hould he fully convinced that kings are absolute lords, zmd
have naturally the fatt ami free disposition of all property
_
as well by the civrgy ms the laity, to 'u_e as wise
_"
Ab_atacentury
latin., In 180_ imother _
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the owner
to multiply
and to dispose
of copies of
an intellectual
pr_xluction."--The
English
statute
(5 & 6 Victoria)
defines
copyright
to mean "the

(U. S. Rev. Stat.,
sec. 4952)
speaks
of copyright
in a book as "the
sole liberty
of printing,
reprinting, publishing,
_ # and vending
the same."-The

sole and exclusive
liberty
of printing
or otherwise
multiplying
copies
of any subject
to which
the
word is herein applied."-The American
statute

French
constitutional
convention
adopted,
in January, 1791, a report prepared
by Chopelin,
whicl_
declares
that : _
p_us _r_,
_ Tl_
i_t_ble,

not less absolute, said. during a session of the council of
state: "Property is inviolable.
Napoleon himseff, with the
numerous armies at his command, could not take possession
of a single field, for to violate the right of property in one,
is to violate it in all." H_s actions did not always exactly
conform to this theory; nevertheless, tiffs declaration _hows
what progress the idea of property had r.lade in France., from
the eighteenth to the nineteenth century.
This was because
the eighteenth century had pas_ed between the two periodb,
and although it had not itself a clear idea of the sacred charutter of property, since it based it upon uti]ily and the law,
and declared it to have originated in a so-called primitive
community,
it had, nevertheless,
shaken off the yoke of
feudal servitude and the divine right of kings; it had pleaded the cause of liberty, and the revolution had made this
cause trmmph, by emancipating
man, labor and lhe land;
property could now be produced under its principal forms,
-- Of t3_ Objectio_
to l:_rope_y.
Property triumphed with
liberty, one of the forms of which it is. It was just the
time when it was about to be obliged to defend itself against
the most malevolent
adversaries, who attacked it in the
name of a pretended equahty;
jealous of seeing large fortunes displaying themselves side by side with extreme poverVy, they foolishly believed that to deprive of the fruits
of their labor those who had lawfully acquired them, was
to encourage labor and to relieve poverty.
The convention, guided by principles entirely different from those of
the constituent
assembly, slid more than once down tiffs
declivity, and following the convention, Gracchus Babceuf
collected and exaggerated
the doctrines of the mountain out
of which he. c/_sated modern communism.
"When,"
says
he, "the minority in a state have succeeded in engrossing
landed and industrial wealth, and by this means hold the
majority under their rod, and use their power to cause them
to languish in want, the fact should be recoguized that this
encroachment could take place only under the protection of
the government,
and then what the old administration
failed
to do in its time to prevent the abuse or to repress it at its
birth, the present administration
should do, in order to reestablish the eqmlibrinm which should never have been lost,
aadtheauthorityofthelawshouideffectanimmediatechange
in the _on
of the ultlnmte principle of the perfected
government, of the social contract : that all should have
enough, and no one too much."
There have beenat all times
those who have dreamed of a community of property, end
who could do so the better, as individual property was in
their time less extended and less firmly e_talished.
Plato
wruts his "Republic";
Campauella, his "City of the Sun";
Thomas More, hls "Utopia";
Fenelon. his "B_etica"
and his
"f_vernment
of Salentum _'; but they created a specttlatlve
philosophy rather than a policy, and intended, above all, to
trace for mankind an ideal of virtue: a mistaken, erroneous
conception, but more disinterested,
nevertheless,
than that
of modern communists.
The principal object of the latter is
enjoyment; their theories have been suggested by the sight
of the wealth which was inc_asing
rapidly in mod_'n socicry, but distributing its favors in an unequal manner, as it
proportioned them to the labor, to the intelligence,
to the
capital of each one and to the circumstances of production:
they have _ished that those less favored should have a larger
share without having a heavier burden of labor, and they
have conceived of no better wa F to do this than to limit or
confiscate capital, tlmt is to say, property, which is the lever
of labor. -- The Saint-_imouians,
to atta_ this end, proposed
to organize a powerful priesthood,
composed of the ablest
men in science, the arts _d manufactures.
This priesthood
would have given an impetus to all society; the priest would
have been "the living law" ; there would have been no
longer emperor nor pope; there wmLId have been a father
"disposing of all the capital and products, and distributing
themtoeach
e_..ot_b_gtohtsmerits."
They arrlved at this
_onckuflon, that "alt_
is property of the church,"

and that "every kind of bnsiness is a religious function. "_
They did not see that property is the very reward of the Isbor which they wcrc extolling, and the fruit of the economy
without which labor deprived of capitol, i_ reduced to impstense; they did not see that hereditary transmi_lon
is the
cons_lucnce and the extension of property, and, under protense of increaeh_g _ocial wealth, wealth which for lack of
being managed and renewed by the force of individual intereats, would have insensibly melted away m the hands of their
high priest, they ended in an immenss despotism; in order to
pursue the shadow of comfort, they would have foffeited_
withont knowing it. their real welfare, and they did not hesitats knowingly to sacrifice liberty, the most important of all
_ions
in a socmty of civilized men.
This is where the
first of the systems hostile to property would have led to. -That of Fourier dates from about the same period, that is to
say, the consulate.
But it found no echo until after the great.
eclat which Salnt-Simonism
cau_l
at the bc_nning of the
reign of Louis Philippe.. Fourier wins not, properly speaking,
a communist;
he proclaimed liberty, and admitted capitol.
But, In fact, he incloses both the one and the other in a systern of exploitation in common winch mldms them; there ia
no longer but one kind of liberty, that of abandoning
one's
self without restraint to one'b various appetites;
there is no
longer but one kind of I_roperty. that of the phalanstery.
15
that truly liberty which, _ ith a firm will for a gnide and responsibilityfor
a guarantee, directs the _.pirit of man towar4
adeflnitive
end? Ia this truly property, that is to say, the
full and entire possession of the various things which m_l
has appropriated to himself by labor ? -- The late_t adversary
of property is M. Proudhon, who in a famous pamphlet has
taken up again a paradox of Brissut's. viz., that property i_
theft.
M. Proudhon doe_ not recognize, either in pesse6sion
or labor, sufficient reasons to justily property.
"' Since every
man." he says, "has the right to possess simply because he
exists and can not do without material for exploitatmn
and.
labor in order to live; and since, on the other hand, the numbet of occupants varies continually
by birth and death, it
follows that the quantity of material to which each laborer
may lay claim is changeable, like the number of (_'cupants;
consequently,
that possession is always subordina__, to the
population;
finally, that, as possessmn in law can never remain flgcd, it is, in fact, impossible that it should become
property."
Elsewhere,
in answering the argument of Ch.
Comte, who sees a title to property in the soperior value ohtained by the lmssef_or when the latter, thanks to his labors_
has drawn subsistence for two persons from _oil which had
formerly fed but one, bi Proudhon adds: "I maintain that
the posse_or is doubly paid for his trouble and his indu_try_
but that he acquires no right to the land. Let the laborer
claim the fruit_ as his own; I grant that he should have them,
but I do not under_tand that the ownership of the pr_uc_
involves that of the material."
This concession places all
personal property out_ide of litigation, as it consists entirely
of the produce which the laborer has made his own and h_w_
not consumed.
There remains landed property, or, to expre_ it more clearly, the very small portion of the value of
real estate which is not the result of labor, a personal capital
buried in the soil and confounded with it. Now, no economist maintains that every man, on coming into this world,
hasaright
toaportmnof
it, and especially to aportionequa_
to that of other_ in the very country hi which he i_ born.
Possession is a fact, and not a right; it may give rise to a
right when, having taken place up, in land still unposseseed_
it is sanctioned by labor; that is all. Society guarantees the
rights of individuals, it is her first duty; in the system of M.
Proudhon she would commit the double fault of wishing to,
do them too much good by seeking to make a fortune for"
them, and of doingthem
too much harm by spoiltng some oJ_'
a right logically anterior to herself, for the purpose of endow°
ing others with a gratuitous benefit. -- (The above note is the"
joint preductionof
L.Wolowakt
and Emile Levasseor.--EL_-_
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et,_je_ispomteralu,_per_w_&_._
Carey.
He took the pcmtion that " Ideas are the
le_Feop_,
e_ Cou_gc,
fr_
& ks _d'._
common property of mankind.
Facts areeveryec_in.
And in the decree rendered by the conbody's facto.
Words are free to all men.
* _
vention, July 10, 1798, tl_ preamble (written by
Examine Macaulay's
'History of F._land,'
and
Lakansl) declares that de _
/_ propr_C&, l_
you will find that the body is composed of what
_,/ns 8_see_
de co_oa_m, c'est,
san_eo_ztr_d_, iscommon property." Of Prescott,
Bancroft and
¢eUe des pr_yductions
ds gJn@ : et giquelqueclwse Webster he says: "They did nothing but repropeut _.tonner,
c'estq_'iiairfaZlu _'_o_n_trscette duce ideas that were common
property." Of
3)royrr/jt&
a.s_rersoz_Hbree_verc/ee
par _n_/o_ po_/- Scottand Irving,"They made no contributionto
tire; c'_stqu'une ausei ffr_nde_'¢vohtgio_
qu_ l_ knowledge." ("Letters on Copyright," Phila.,
_otre air _:_; n_cea_im
po_r no_s ra/mener _:r ce 1854.) Therefore,
the author of a work ]ms no
_dnt,
com_,
sur t,m_ d'_zutres, an2 s/mp/e, J_e- right of property in the book he has made.
He
_nts
de ta ju_ice
b_ plus commune. _ The act
took the common stock mad worked it over: and
relating to copyright,
adopted by the Reichstag of one man has just as good a right to it as another.
Germany,
in April, 1871, declares that .Dan RecM,
If the author is allowed
to be the owner of his
din _c/_r_'flwerk az*f ,_ecl_schem
Wege zu vemidworks, the public are deprived
of their rights.
fdiO'yen , steht dem U'rheber _r,
a_wAliesd_
Property in books is robbery.
But this is simply
_u.--Coppinger
defines copyright
as "the sole
apartialor
speciflcappllcationof
theweU-known
and exclusive right of multiplying
copies of an
formula of Proudhon : "Property
is robbery," a
original work or composition,"
and says that the
theory which it is not necessary to di_uss in this
right of an author "to the productions
of his
paper. -- The conception of literary property was
mental
exertions, may be cla,_d among the speknown to the ancients.
A recompense of some
eies of property acquired
by occupancy;
being
sort to the author was regarded as a natural right,
ffounded on labor and invention."_
Francis Lieber
and may one contravening
it as little better than a
says (in an address delivered April 6, 1868), "The
robber.
Klostermann
says : "The first gems of
main roots of all property whatsoever
are approa recognition
of a property in thought are to be
priation
and production.
*
*
Property * * found in the agreements
which authors entered
precedes
government.
If a rn_n appropriates
into with the booksellers
for the multiplication
what belongs to no one (for instance, the trunk of
and sate of copies of their works, mad i_ the cu_
a tree), and if he produces a new thing (for intom to treat as unlawful
any infrtng_ment
upon
_tance, a canoe) out of that tree, this product is the book_ner's
right in a work which had been
verily his own, * * and any one who in turn
so transferred
to him.
The booksellers
among
attempts
to appropriate
it without the process of the Romans succeeded,
through lhe use of slave
exchange,
is an intruder, a robber.
* * The
labor, in producing
duplicates
of their rrmnu
whole fight of property * * rests on appropriation
scripts at so low a cost, that the use and producand production:
and I appeal to the intuitive contions, centuries hater, of the ring p "rmti_ prm_,
viction of every thinking man to say whether a were hardly cheaper."
Martial records, in one
]iterary work, such as Baker's description
of his
of his epigrams, that the edition of his "Xenii"
toilsome
journeys,
or Goethe's Faust, is not a could be bought from the bookseller Tryphon for
trrodztat_n
in the fullest sense of the word, even
four sesterc_,
the equivalent of about twelve and
more so than a barrel of herrings, whicl_ have
a half cents.
He grumbles at this price as being
been appropriated
in the North sea, and pickled
too high, and claims that the bookseller would
and barreled by the fishermen;
and whether any
have been able to get a profit from a charge of
one has a right to meddle with this property by
half that amount.
This poet appears to have had
production, any more than you or I with the barnot less than four publishers in charge of the sale
tel of herrings."_
Drone says: "There
can be
of his works, one of whom was a freedman of
_o property in a production
of the mind unless it the second Lucensis.
The latter issued a special
is expressed
in a definite form of words.
But the
pocket edition of the '° Epigrams."
The poet
property is not in the words alone ; it is in the
prepared the advertisements
for the booksellers,
intellectual
creation, which lang_tage is merely a putting these in the form of epigrams, but not
means of expressing
and communicating."
It is neglecting
to specify tho form and price of each
evident
that copyright
is in its nature akin to book, as well as the place where it was offered
patent right, which also represents the legal recogfor sale.*
Horace refers to the brothers 8osius as
nition of the existence of property in an idea or a
group of idea% or the form of expression
of an
idtm.-- International
patent rights have, however,
been recognized and carried into effect more general]ythan have copyrights. The patenteeof an
improved
toothpick would be able to secure today a wider recognition of his right than has been
accorded to the author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
_t of "Adam
Bede.-'-Almost the sole exception
tOthis consensus of civilized opinion on the stature
of literary property
is presented
by l_eary C.

* omnts in hoe graclli xenloram turba libello
Conmabit nnmmis quatuor empta tibi.
Quatuor eat nimium, poterit consta_ duobva.
_t lacier lucmm blbliopol_ Tryphon.
('_plgramma_lib.
x[li.,
ep.$.)
_u!
tec_n cup_ e_e
me_sImbet'e
u_¢_n_n_
llb_loL
]St comltam lon_e
qu_ris
vim,
Hoe eme q_o_ a_t_t bt_lm_
ta_tk:
8m,ima d_ m_tm, me tmm_ u_ac_
_
_

doetl _
i_t _

qna_ _und_
t'alladtnmqn_ lz0m_
t_mmm_
lik i. et_ a)
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his pubH_,
but e_a#A_
tk_ _
his works
brought gold to them, for their _mthor they earm_t
only fame in di_mt
lands and with posterity.*
Terence sold ]de '" Eunueht="
to the ._gdil_, and
his "FIecyra"
to the player Roscius; while Jurehal reports that fltatius would
have starved if
he had not succeeded
in selling to the actor
Paris his tragedy of Agave.
"Such
sales," says
CopI_ger,
"'were considered
as founded
upon
natural Justice.
No man could poesibly have a
right to make a profit by the sale of the works of
another without the author's consent.
It would
be converting to his own emolument
the fruits of
another's labor."--It
is apparent from these and
from similar references,
that under the Roman
empire authors were in the habit of tran_erring
to booksellers forsuehetmsideration
as they coukt
obtain, the right to duplicate
and to sell their
works, and tlmt, under the trade usages, they
were protected in so doing.
There. was no iraperial set co, ring such tr, mders_ mid it does not
appear that in any division of the Roman law
was theee provieioa _tor the exclusive right ha the
"copy"of
_iterm-ymates_._It
is neverthe_
the case that tl_ Roman _rists ime_ted
themselves in the question of immaterial property, but
it was _er_tly
_Lher _s a theoretical speculation than as & study in pmetical
law.
Seine of
the earlier di_ussiom
as to the mLture of property
in ideas appear to have trained upon the questien
as to whether m]eh peeperty should take preoedence over that in the martial
which happeled
to be made use of for the expte_on
of the idca_
The disciples
of Proenlus
maintained
that the
occupation
of alien material
so as _o make of it
a new thing, gave a property right to him who
had so reworked or reshaped it; while the school
of Sabinus
insisted that the _rship
in the
material must carry with it the title to whatever was produced upon the material.
Justinian,
following
the opinion of Gaius, took a middle
ground, pointing out that the decision must be
influenced by the peaibitity
of restoring the msterial to its original form, and more particularly
by the question as to whether the material,
or
that which had been produced _pon it, was the
more essential.
This opinion of G4ius appears
to have had reference
to the ownership
of a
certain table upon which
a picture had been
painted, and th_ decision was in favor of the artist. This decisli_
contains an unmistakable
recognition of ira_r_Aerial property, not, to be sure,
in the sense of a right to exclusive reproduction,
but in the particular application,
that, while msterial property
depends upon the substance, iramaterial pm_,rty,
that is to _y, property in ideas,
depends upon the form.--For
the centuries following th_ destrm_ion
of the Roman empire,
during which litetu_ undertakings
were confined
almost t_ti_y
to the m(m_ries,
the Roman
usage, under _doh
_tho_
could dispose of their
• Rio ma_t m_ah'ber8ceils, _ et m,xe mmsit,
_t lougum _
,mpte_l peoro_t alv_m,
(Art. l_t, am,)
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works to booksellers, and the latter could be secured control of the property purchases, was entirely forgotten.
No limitation was placed on the
duplication
of works of literature.
According
to
WItchter (D_ V#rblgsrecht, 1857), it was even the
ease that by a statute of the university of Paris,
issued in 1223, the Parisian booksellers (who were
in large part dependent upon the university) were
enjoined to extend, as far as practicable, theduplication of works of a certain class.
The busine._
of l_kselter
at that time consisted
as much in
the renting out for reading and copying of authentie manuscript
versions as in the sale of manuscript copies.
In the, university of Paris, as well
as in that of Bologna, a statute specified the least
number of copies, usually 120, of a manuscript
that a bookseller must keep in stock, and the
prices for loaning manuscripts
were also fixed by
statute.
The difficulty and expense attending the
reproduction
of manuscripts
was in every case
considerable (much greater than in the early days
of the Roman empire), and when, therefore, an
author desired to secure a wide circub.tion for his
work, he came to regard the reproduction
of
copies, not as a reserved right and source of inevme, but as a service to himself, which he was
very ready to facilitate and even to compensate.
--Throughout
the middle ages, whatever tramsteriai property in the realms of science, art or
teclmics, obtained recognition
and protection, was
held in ownership,
not by individuals,
but by
churches, monasteries or universities.
Before the
invention of printing, the writers of the middle
ages were fortunate if, without a ruinous expenditure, they could succeed in getting their product'ions before the public.
The printing press
brought ,with it the I_ssihility
of a compensation
for literary labor.
Very speedily,
however, the
unrestricted
rivalry of printers brought into existence comi_eting and unauthorized
editions, which
diminished
the prospects
of profit, or entailed
toss for the authors, editors and printers of the
original issue,, and thus discouraged
further similar undertakings.As there was no general enactment under which the difficulty could be met,
protection
for the authors and their representsfives was sought through
special "privileges,"
obtained for separate works as imued.
The earlieat privilege of the kind was, according to Putter
(Be/_ye
zum deut,w]_a,._aats-uud F_rstearecht),
that conceded
by the republic of Venice, Jan. 3,
1491, to the jurist Peter of Ravenna, securing to
him and to the puhlishers
selected by him, the
exclusive
right for the printing
and sale of his
work "Phoenix."
No term of years appears to
have been named in this "privilege."
It appears,
however, that most of the early Italian
enactments in regard to literature
were framed, not so
much with reference to the protection
of authors,
as for the purp(_e
of inducing
plinters
(acting
also as publishers)
to undertake
certain literary
enterprises whiclt were believed to be of impor
tance to the community. -- The republic of Venice, the dukes of Florence, and Leo X. and other
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popes, conceded at different times to certain printers the exclusive privilege of printing, for specifled terms, rarely apparently
exceeding fourteen
.years, editions of certain classic authors.
At this
time, when the business of the production
and
the distribution
of books was in its infancy, such
undertakings
must have been attended with ex_ceptional risk, and have called for no little enlightencd
enterprise
on the part of the printers,
It is fair to assume that the princes conceding
_he_ privileges were not interested in securing
profits for the printers, but had in mind simply
_he encouragement,
for the benefit of the eommunity, of literary ventures on the part of the editors
and printers. -- ,_fter Italy, it is in France that
we find the next formal recognition,
on the part
of the government,
of the rights of property in
literature.
From the reign of Louis XII. to the
beginning
of the sixteenth
century, it became
usage for the publisher (at that time identical with
the printer), before undertaking
the publication
of a work, to obtain from the king an au_horization, or letters patent, the term of which appears
to have varied according
to the nature of the
work and the mood of the monarch or of the ad_ising ministers.
At the close of nearly all of
lhe volumes
issued previous to the revolution,
will be found printed:
_
Lettras du /_oi, addressed, .4 n_ ames et fealty con&o_c.rs, _ gens
tenor, s nos tours de Parlement
* * et autres nos
justiciers,
et qui font d_fen_s d tous libraires et
iraprimvurs
et autres personn_s de quJ_lue qualit_
condition qu'elles soient, d'introduire
auvun irapressiou gtrangdre(that
is to say, any unauthorized
reprint) dans aueun
lieu de notre obe_anve.These letters were in the first place obtained,
as
in Italy, for the protection
of special editions of
the classics, but very speedily the native
litersture increased in importance,
and the list of original works came to outnumber
that of the reprints of ancient authors.
The rights specified
in the letters were in the first place nearly always
vested in the printers, but it is evident, that, the
longer
the terms of the royal conc_ious,
the
larger the remuneration
that could be looked for
from the work, and the greater the price that the
printer
would be in a position to pay to author
or writer.
It is also to be noted that the terms
granted
to original French
works were usually
longer than those for the new editions
of the
classics or of reprints
of devotional
works.--According
to Lowndes,
the penalties for infringing
copyright
were, until the revolution,
heavier in
France
than anywhere
else in Europe.
It was
argued that such infringement
constituted
a worse
crime than the stealing of g¢_ls from the house
of a neighbor, for in the latter case some negligence might possibly be imputed
to the owner,
while in the former it was stealing what had been
confided to the public honor. _ The status of lit.
erary property was further recognized and defined
by the so-called 0rd/aanc_
de Moulines of Henry
II., in 1556, the declaration
of Charles IX., in
1571, and the letters, patent
of Henry IIl._ in

1576, but the character of the methods of granting and defending copyrights was not changed in
any material
respects.By the decree of the
national assembly
of Aug. 4, 1789, all the privileges afforded to authors and owners of literary
property
by the various royal edicts were repealed.
In July, 1793, the first general copyright
act was passed, under which, protection was conceded to the author for his life, and to his heirs
and assigns for ten years thereafter.The imperial act of 1810 extended
the term to twenty
years after the author's death, for widow or children, the term remaining at ten years if the heirs
were further removed.
In 1872 the act now (1883)
in force was passed.
Under this the term was extended to fifty years from the death of the author.
The provisions of the act were also extended
to
the colonies.
Foreigners
and Frenchmen
enjoy
the right equally, and no restriction
is made as
to the authors
being residents at the time the
copyright is taken out.
It is, further, not necessary that the first publication
of the work should
be made in France.
In case the work be first
published abroad, French copyright
may subsequently be secured by depositing
two copies at
the ministry of the interior in Paris, or with the
secretary of the prefecture
in the departments.
The provisions of the statute affecting foreigners
may be modified
by any convention
concluded
between France and a foreign country.-The earliest German enactment
in regard to literary property was the "privilege"
accorded
in Nuremberg,
in 1501, to the poet Conrad Celtes, for the works
of the poet Hroswista
(Helena yon Rossow,
a
nun of the Benedictine
cloister of G-ardersheim).
As this author
had been dead for 600 years, the
privilege
was evidently
not issued for her protection, but must rather have been based upon the
idea of encouraging
Celtes in a praiseworthy
(and
probably unremunerative)undertaking.
Between
the years 1510 and 1514 we find record of "priv.
lieges" issued by the emperor Maximilian
in favor
of the sermons of Oeiler of Kalsersberg,
and the
writings
of Schottius,
Stabius and others.
In
1534 Luther's
translation
of the Bible was issued
in Wittenberg
under the protection
of the "privflege" of the elector of Saxony. --Penalties
for
piratical reprints were sometimes
specified in the
special "privileges,"
but from 16_0 we find certain general
acts under which
privileged
works
could obtain protection,
and their owners could
secure against reprinters
uniform penalties.
Decrees of this elass were issued by the city of Frankfort in 1{}57, 1660 and 1775, by l_uremberg
in
1623, by the electorate
of Saxony in 1661, and by
the imperial government
in 1646. There were also
enactments
in Hanover in 1778, and in Austria in
1795. All of the above specified acts expressly permitted the reprinting
of "foreign"
works, that is,
of works issued outside of the donutln covered by
the enactment.
Piratical reprinting
between the
different German states increased, therefore, _vith
the growth of the literature, and although the injury and injustice caused by it _ere recognized,
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and measures for its suppre_on
were promised
by the emperors Leopold II. and Francis II. (1790
and 1792), nothingin
this direction could be accom
plished by the unwieldy imperial machinery. -- In
1794 legislation was inaugurated
in the Prussian
parliament, which was accepted by the other states
of Germany (excepting Wurtemberg
and Mecklenburg), under which all German authors and forcign authors whose works were represented
by
publishers taking part in the book fairs in Frankfort and Leipzig, were protected throughout
the
states of Germany against unauthorized
reprints,
--According
to Klostermann
these enactments
were only in small part effective, and it was not
until forty years later, that, under the later acts of
the new German confederacy,
German authors
were able to secure throughout
Germany a sarisfactory protection.
It is, nevertheless,
the case
that to those who framed the Berlin enactment of
1794 must be given the credit of the first steps
toward the practical recognition
of international
copyright. -- The copyright statute now in force
in Germany, including
Elsass and Lothringen,
dates from 1871.
The term is for the life of the
author and for thirty years thereafter.
The copyright registry for the empire is kept at Leipzig.
The protection of the law is afforded to the works
of citizens, whether published
inside or outside
of the empire, and also to works of aliens, if these
are published
by a firm doing business within
the empire.In Italy literary
copyright
rests
upon the statute of 1865.
The term is for the life
of the author and for forty years after his death,
or for eighty years from the publication of the
work.
After the expiration
of the first forty
years, however, or after the death of the author, in
case this does not take place until more than forty
years have elapsed since the publication,
the work
is open to publication
by any one who will pay to
the author of the copyright a royalty of 5 per cent.
of the published
price.
It is necessary to deposit
two copies of the work, together
with a deelaration in duplicate, at the prefecture
of the province.
No distinction is made between citizens and aliens,
and the provisions of the law are applicable
to the
authors
of works first published
in any foreign
country, between which and Italy there is no copyright treaty.-In Austria the term of literary copyrightisforthirtyyearsaftertheauthor'sdeath,
and
the other provisions
of the act in force are similar
to those of the German statute. -- In Holland and
Belgium,
copyright,
formerly
perpetual,
is now
limited to the life of the author and twenty years
thereafter. _ In Denmark,
copyright,
formerly
perpetual, is now limited to thirty years from the
date of publication.
_ In Sweden, copyright
was
also, until recently, perpetual.
By the act of 1877,
however, it now endures for the life of the author,
and for fifty years thereafter.
The provisions of
the law are made applicable
to the works of foreign authors only on condition
of reciprocity.
-In Spain, copyright
rests on the act of 1878, and
endures during the life of the author and for
eighty years thereafter.
If the right be assigned
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by the author, and the author leave no heirs, it
belongs to the assignees for eighty years from the
author's
death.
In the case, however, of heirs
being left by the author, the assignment
holds
good for but twenty-five
years, after which the
ownership reverts to the heirs for the remainiqg
fifty-five years of the terra. Owners of foreign
works will retain their rights in Spain, provided
they adhere to the law of their own country.
The
copyright
registry is kept at the ministry of the
interior, and to perfect the registry a deposit of
three copies of the work is required.
The Spanish
government
is authorized
to conclude copyright
treaties with foreign countries on the condition
of complete
reciprocity between the contracting
parties.
Under such an arrangement
any author,
or his representative
who has legally secured copy*
right in the one country, would be, without further formalities, entitled to enjoy it in the other.-In Russia, copyright endures for the life of the author, and for fifty years thereafter.-In Greece the
term is fifteen years from t)ublieation. -- In Japan
the law of copyright dates from 1874. Manuscript
must be examined by the department of the interior, and if found free from disloyal opinions
or any matter calculated
to injure public morals,
a certificate
of protection
is promptly
issued.
Three copies of the work must be deposited in the
department,
and the fees amount to the value of
six more. copies. -- In China, notwithstanding
the
large body of national literature, no laws have
been enacted for the protection of literary property. --In
Great Britain the act of 1842, now
(1883) in force, provides as follows: Copyright in
a book endures for forty-two years from the date
of publication,
or for the author's life, and for
seven years after, whichever
of these two terms
may be the longer.
The _first publication of the
work must be in Great Britain.
The cop)- can be
taken out by any author or owner who is a British
citizen, or by an alien who may at the time of the
first publication
be within the British dominions
(in any portion of the British empire).
The work
must be registered in the records of the stationers'
company,
and five copies must be delivered
to
certain institutions
specified.
A bill is now, however, before parliament,
framed mainly upon the
recommendations
of the copyright
commissit_n of
1878, which provides that the term of copyright
for books shall be fifty years; that in the case of
British subjects copyright extends to all the British
dominions;
that aliens, wherever resident, shall be
entitled to British copyright
on registering
thcir
work in that part of the British dominions
where
it was first published. -- The history of the status
of literary property in England
prior to 1863, is
given in detail in the article of Mr. Macleod (vol.
i., p. 642).
It is in England
that the nature and
basis of copyright
have received the most thorough consideration,
and the English opinions (although representing
very wide differences
among
thomseives)
have been the most important
contributions
to the discussion
of the subject.
It is
sut_cient to note here that the first record of the
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recognition of property tn literature appem,s tm
1558 (that is, hs.lf a century laterthaa in France
or Germany) when the earliest entry of titles was
made ¢mthe register of the company of station.s in
London. As early as 1/_4, however, Henry VIII.
granted to the university of C_mbridge the exe_tusive right of printing certain books in which the
crown claimed s prerbgative. Afterward, patents
cure pT'ivitrffiowere granted to individuals.
Prior
to 1710 there was no legislation crafting literary
property or confining ownership, nor any abridging its perpetuity or restricting its enjoyment.
It
was understood, therefore, to owe its existence to
common law, and this conclusion, arrived at by
the weightiest authorities, remained l_'actic_lly
unquestkmed until 1774. For the provisions of
the 8_-t of 1710 (8 Anne), the detm'/s of the cases
of Miller vs. Taylor (17B9). and Donaldson _.
Becket (1774), the discussions concerning these
eases, with theopinioas of Lord Mansfield, Lord
Camden and Juscb_Yates, and a/so for the debate
attending the frmntng of the act of 1842, with the
arguments of Talfom_l, Lord C_mpbell, Justice
Coleridge, Lord Macaulay and Thoma_ Hood,
the reader is refe_d
to _fr. Mack_d's paper,
--In the United State_ the first act in regard
to copyright w_s pas._d in Connecticut in Janurn-y, 1788. This was followed by the Massaehusetts set of March, 1783, that of Virginia in
17&5, and New York and New Jersey in 1786.
These acts were due more particularly to the elforts of Noah Webster, and their first service was
the protection of his famous "' Speller." Webster
journeyed from state capital to state capital, to
urge upon governors and legislatures the immediate necessity of copyright laws, and trader his
persistency measures had also been promised sod
in part framed in Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,
Deiaware, Maryland and South Carolina. The
necessity for state laws on the subject was, however, obviated by the United States statute of
1790. In creating a tmbtic and legislative el_nion
which made such a law possible, Webst_'s writings and personal influence were all important. -Prcwions to the adoption of the federal constitution, in 1787, a _eneral copyright law was not
within the province of the eentra/ government,
and in order to encourage the states in the framing of copyright legislation, a resolution, proposed by Madi_on, was adopted in congress, in
May, 1783, recommending to the states the adoption of laws securing copyright for a term of not
less than fourteen years. The state acts pa_sed
prior _o this resolution had conceded a term of
twenty-one years. The act of I790 provided for
the shorter time suggested by Madison. The act
of 1831 extended the fourteen yea_s to twentyeight, with privilege to the atrthor, his widow or
children, of renewal for fourteen years more.
The act of 1884 provided tha_ all deeds for the
tnmsfer or asdgrrment of c_pyright Ithottld he
recorded in the office in which the or_al
entry
had beea made. In 1846 the act establishing the
_l_mi_lustlm_m_
ti_o_eeoVTof

the work eopyrlglated sl_ald be delivered to thai
institutton, and one copy to the Worary of congrem.
This prv_ision was repealed in 1_._, by a statute
whlch transferred to the department of the tntetier thecustody of the publications and records.
In 1865 the copies were again ordered to be deHvered to the library of congress. In 1861 an act
was passed, providing that cases of copyright
could, without regard to the amount involved, be
appealed to the supreme court. _ The act now in
force in the United States, is that of July, 1870,
(see Rev. Star., secs. 4948-4871). This provides
that the business of copyrights shall be under
charge of the h'brarian of congress; that copyrights may be _cured by soy citizen of the United
States or resident therein; that the term of copyright shall be twenty.eight years, with the prtvt)ege of renewal for the further term of fourteen
years, by the author if he be ltill living and continues to bea_iti_noraresident,
or by his widow
or c_gdrenif he he dead; that two copiesof the
work shall be deposited in the library of etmgress;
that the work matstfirst be published in the United
I_tates, and that the original jurisdiction of all
suits under the copyright laws _hall rest with the
U.nitedStatescireuit
cvurts.mUnder thepreseat
interpretation of the courts in both the United
States sad Europe, copyright in published works
exists on_y by virtue of the statutes deft, tag (or
establishing) it, _vhite in works that have not been
published, such as compositions prepared exclu_ely _for dramatic representation, the copyright
obtains througtl the common law. Copyright by
statute is of necessity limited to the term of years
specified in the enactment, while copyright at
common law has been held to be perpetual. The
teadi_g English decisions have before been referred
to. The United States decision, which still serves
as a precedent on the point of the statutoTy }imitation of copyright, is that of the United States
_upreme court in 1834, in the case of Wheaten vs.
Peters. This decision involved rite purport of the
United States law of 1790, and the determination
of the same question that had been decided by the
house of lords in 1774, viz., whether copyright in
a published work existed by the common law,
and, if so, whether it had been taken away by
statute. The c_rt held that the law had'been
settled in England, the act of 8 An_e heving taken
away any right previonsly existing, at common
law; that there wa_ no common law of the United
States; a_ that the copyright statute of 1790 did
not aflL'-ma right already in existence, but created
one. Justices Thompson and Baldwin, in opposing the decision of the four justices concurring in
the deeisiOa, took the ground that the common
law of England d_/prev_
ht the United States,
and that copyright at common law had been fu/]y
recognized, and that, even if it were admltted that
such copyright had been _bmgated in _giand by
the statute of Anne, such statute had of _mme
no effect either in the colonies er i= the _slted
Mtes.
"These e_nsiderstio_, °' rays Drone,
"de_i_
Whelm
_,. Peters o_ much_f i_
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weight as an authority."
In 1680, in the case of
Putnam _. Pollard; it was claimed by the plainttff that the decision in Wheaton vs. Peters could
in any case only make a precedent for Pennsylvania; that the English common law obtained in
the state of New York, and could not have been
affected by the statute of Anne;
but the New
York supreme court decided that Wheaton
vs.
Peters constituted
avalid precedent.What mag
be t/w Bubje_ of C_Fgr/ght.
In order to acquire a
copyright in a work, it is necessary that it should
be original.
The originality
can, however, consist in the form or arrangement
as well as in the
substance.
Corrections and additions to an old
work, not the property of the compiler, can also
_cure copyright.
The copyright of private letters forming literary compositions,
is in the composer and not in the receiver.
(Oliver vs. Oliver,
Percival vs. Phipps et al., Story's Com.)--The
English statute, 5 and 6 Vict., defines "book"
"to mean and include every volume, part or division of a volume,
pamphlet,
sheet of letterpress, sheet of music, map, chart or plan separately published."
The right of property
in
lectures, whether written or oral, is now confirmed
by statute, the most important English decision on
the point being that of Abernethy _8. Hutchinson,
and American precedents being Bartlett vs. Crittenden, Keene vs. Kimball, and Putnam vs. Meyer:
Copyright
can be secured for original arrangements of common material, or novel presentations
of familiar facts.
In Putnam _. Meyer the New
York supreme court held that certain tabular lists
of anatomical
n_mes, arranged in a peculiar and
arbitrary manner for the purpose of facilitating
the work of memorizing, were entitled to protection. --Abridgments
and abstracts, which can be
called genuine and just, are also entitled to copyright.
(Lawrence
vs. Dana, Gray _. Russell et
al.) According
to English precedent, copyright
can not exist in a work of libelous, immoral, ob-

any or all of the doctrines of the Bible; provided
the motives and manner of the author be such as
not to warrant the finding of a case of blasphemy
or immorality."--Several
of the questions coneeruing
the status and the defense of literary
prope_y in this country are only now beginning
to come into discussion.
The literature of the
country is still so young that as yet but a small
portion of it has survived
the statute term of
copyright.
From the present time, however, as
the terms of works which have established a position as classics, begin in part or in whole to expire,
we can look forward to a larger number of issues
and of suits connected with alleged infringements
of copyright. -- The case of Putnam _. Pollard,
decided in the New York supreme court in 1881,
covered some points that appear to have not before received consideration.
The defendants
had
reprinted some fragmentary
and unrevised pottions of the works of Washington
Irving, on
which the copyright
had expired, and offered
these for sale under the designation of " Irving's
Works."
The plaintiff
had for a number of
years used this title to describe the authorized,
complete
and revised writings
of this author
in the shape in which he had finally prepared
them for posterity.
The plaintiff sought to enjoin
the sale, under the above title, of the fragmentary
work, on the several grounds
that it misled the
public, caused injury to the literary reputation of
Irving, and interfered with the property rights of
Irving's heirs.
The courts decided, however, that.
as long as the volumes in question contained nothing but material which had actually been writte_
by Irving, it was not unlawful to designate them
as "Irving's
Works,"
even though the writings
should not be in complete or in their final form;
and the injunction
w_ denied.
The question involved was, it will be noted, one of trade-mark,
and the decision took the ground that an author's
name, combined
with the term "works,"
does

scene or irreligious tendency.
There is no record
in the United States of a case in which the question of copyright
in irreligious
books has been
considered.
Drone points out that the uniform
construction
of the law relating to blasphemy is
evidence of the large freedom of inquiry and discussion allowed
in religious
matters.
On this
point the opinion of Justice Cooley (People vs.
Ruggles, 8 Johns. Rep., i_. Y.) is worth citing,
"It does not follow because blasphemy
is punishable as a crime, that therefore one is not at liberty
to dispute
and argue against
the truth of the
Christian religion, or of any accepted dogma.
Its
'divine origin and truth'
are not so far admitted
in the law as to preclude their being controverted,
To forbid discussions
on this subject, except by
the various sects of believers, would be to abridge
the liberty of speech and of the press on a point
which, with many, would be regarded
as the most
important
of all."
In quoting
a similar opinion
of Justico
Story,
Drone concludes
that "there
appears to be no good reason why valid copyright
will not rest in a publication
in which are denied
145
vow. m. -- 26

not constitute a trade-mark.
Under this ruling, i_
might be proper to add to the title pages of volumes of "fragments
" sold as "works,"
the eaution "Caveat
emptor."-The four theories which
have resulted from this discussi_n of a century,
are thus summarized by Drone: 1. That intellectual productions
constitute
a species of property
founded in natural law, recognized
by the common law, and neither lost by publication
nor taken
away by legislation;
2. That an author has, by
common
law, an exchlsive
right to control his
works before, and not after, publication;
3. That
this right is not lost by publication,
but has been
destroyed by statute;
4. That copyright
is a monopoly of limited duration,
created
and wholly
regulated
by the legislature,
and that an author
has, therefore, no other title to his published works
than that given by statute. _ The first country to
take action in regard to international
copyright
was Prussia, which, in 1836, passed an act conceding the protection
of the Prussian
statute to
the writers of every country
which should grant
reciprocity.
In 1837 a copyright
convention
was
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concluded between the different members of the
German confederation. -- This was followed by
the English act of 1838, 1 and 2 Vict., c. 59,
amended and extended by 15 Vict., c. 12. This
act provided that her majesty might, by order in
council, grant the privilege of copyright to authors of books, etc., first published in any foreign
country to be named in such order, provided aiways that "due protection had been secured by
the foreign power so named in such order in courtcil, for the benefit of parties interested in works
first published in the British dominions."-- Different provisions may be made in the arrangements with different countries. Under the genend copyright act, no right of property is recognized in any book, etc., not first published in her
majesty's dominions. Hence, British as well as
foreign authors first publlghing abroad, have no
protection in Great Britain unlcs_ a convention
has been framed, under the international copyright act, between Great Britain and the country in which the publication is made. It may be
noted here, that the condition of "first publication" which obtains in the statutes of nearly all
countries, has been held to be complied with by
a s/,nu/_n_ous publication in two or more eoun.
tries. -- Under this international copyright act,
Great Britain has entered into copyright conventions with the following countries: with Saxony,
in 1846; France, in 18_1 ; Prussia, in 1855; states
of Germany comprised in the German empire:
AnhMt, in 1853; Brunswick, in 1849; Hamburg,
in 1853 ; Hanover, in 1847 ; Oldenburg, in 1847 ;
Hesse-Darmstadt, in 1862; Thuringian Union, in
1847. (It is not clear what effect the absorption
Of these states into the empire may have had upon
their several copyright treaties.) With Spain, in
1857 (temporarily renewed in 1880); Belgium, in
1855; and Sardinia, in 1862 (confirmed in 1867 by
the kingdom of Italy). --The conventions with
the several German states contain essentially identical provisions, which are as follows: "The author of any book to whom the laws of either state
(English or German) give copyright, shall be entitled to exercise that right in the other of such
states, for the same term to which an author of a
similar work would be entitled if it were first
published in such other state. The authors of
each state shall enjoy in the other the same protection against piracy and unauthorized republication, and shall have the same remedies before
courts of justice, as the law affords to the domestic authors. Translators are protected against a
piracy of their translation, but acquire no exchisire right to translate a work except in the following case: The author who notifies on the title
page of his book his intention of reserving the
right of translation, will, during five years from
the first publication of the book, be entitled to
protection, in the treaty state, from the publicstion of any translation not authorized by him.
In order, however, to secure this protection, the
author must, within three months of the first pubtication of his book, register the title and deposit

a copy in the proper office in the treaty state; part
of the authorized translation must appear within
a year, and the whole of it within three years of
the deposit and registration of the original; and
the translation must itself be duly registered and
deposited. When a work is issued in parts, each
part shall be treated as a separate book; but notice
of the reservation of the right of translation need
be printed only on the first page. Tile importation into either of the two states of unauthorized
copies of works protected by the convention, is
forbidden. A certified copy of the entry in the
registry of either state shailpl_f_c_
confer an
exclusive right of republication within such state.
-- The provisions of the ex_ting conventions between England and France, Spain, Belgium and
Italy, are essentially identical with those of the
German treaty. The continental book, on the
title page of which has been duly printed the announcement of the reservation of the right of
translation, must be duly registered at stationers'
hall, London. The English work must be regis.
tered for France at the b_t_'e_u d_ b_ libr_ziri_ of
the ministry of the interior, in Paris, and for
Spain and Belgium at the corresponding offices
in Madrid and Brussels. -- The provisions of the
treaty between Spain and France, which is based
upon the Spanish copyright act of 1878, have,
in the main, been followed in the conventions between Spain and Italy, Spain and Portugal, France
and Italy, etc. They are as follows : 1. Complete
reciprocity between the contracting parties; 2.
Treatment of each nation by the other as the most
favored nation; 3. Any author or his representatire who has legally secured copyright in the one
country, to enjoy it forthwith in the other, without further formalities; 4. The prohibition in each
country of the printing, .selling, importation or
exportation of works in the language of the other
country, without the consent of the owners of the
copyright therein.--The cop_Tight treaty between
France and Germany, as framed in 1883, is a step
in advance in many ways. By article ten, authors
of the two countries are spared all formalities
of registration, and the appearance of the writer's
name on the title page is to be considered suflL
cient proof of his rights, unless the contrary is
proved. In the case of anonymous or pseudonymous works the publisher will be regarded as the
author's representative. The knotty point of the
right of translation has been solved by a compromisc. The necessity to print a reserve of the
right of translation on the book is abolished, as is
the registration of translations. The author is to
retain his right of translation for ten years, instead
of the five hitherto allowed. When a work is issued in parts, the ten years are to be counted from
the issue of the last part. Books and acting plays
are put on the same footing; and the treaty will
apply tolvorks already published. -- An international literary association was organized some
years ago, with Victor Hugo as its first president,
and has been of service in calling attention to defects in existing enactments and conventions for
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the protection of property in literature.
It has
recently called special attention to the exceptional
position occupied by the United State.s toward the
literature
of other countries. --Between
no two
countries has the exchange of literary productions
been so considerable
or so important
as between
Great Britain and the United States. The interests
of authors, of readers, of publishers,
of national literature and of national
morality, have alike
demanded that the exchange should be placed under international
regulation,
and that this extensire use by the public of each country of the literature of the other should be conditioned
upon
an adequate acknowledgment
of the rights of the
producers of such literature.It is a disgrace
that tlletwo great English-speaking
people, claiming to stand among the most enlightened
of the
community
of nations, should be practically
the
only members of such community
which have
failed to arrive at an ag_reement in this all-imtx)rtant international
issue; and it is mortifying
for
an American
to be obligc_ to admit that the responsibility
for such failure must, in the main,
rest with the United States. _Thc
reproduction
of British literature in this country has, during
the past century,
been much more considerable
than that of American
literature in Great Britain,
and tile direct loss to the English authors, through
the want of an assured and legalized remuneration from the American
editions of their works,
has therefore been greater than the corresponding direct loss to American
authors.
For this
and for other reasons, the suggestions
and propositions for an international
arrangement
have been
more frequent and more pressing on the part of
England.
And although it is certainly true, that
from an early date the rightfulness
and desirability of an international
copyright
have been
maintained in this country, not only by authors,
but by leading publishers
and many others who
have given thought and labor to the matter, it
is nevertheless
the case that the views of these
advocates of a measure lmve not as yet been
successful
in securing the legislation
required to
change the national policy.
This policy still persistently refuses to recognize
the fights of any
alien writers, and, through such refusal, continues
to inflict a grievous
and indefensible
wrong, not
only upon such alien writers, but also upon the
authors and the literature of our own country. -The history of the efforts made ia this country to
secure international
copyright
is not a long one.
The attempts have been few, and have been lacking in organization
and in unanimity
of opinion,
and they have for the most part been made with
but little apparent expectation
of any immediate
success.
Those interested seem to have nearly always felt that popular opinion was, on the whole,
against them,,and
that progress could be hoped
for only through the slow process of building up
by education and discussion
a more enlightened
public understa_ding.
_Ia
1838, after the passing
of the first international
copyright
act in Great
Britain, Lord Pabm_mtoa
m_M
the Ame_c_u
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government to cooperate
in establishing
a copyright convention between the two countries.
In
the year previous,
Henry Clay, as chairman
of
the joint library committee,
had reported to the
senate very strongly in favor of such a convention,
taking the ground that the author's right of propertv in his work is similar to that of the inventor
in his p'_tent.
'l_his is a logical position for a protectioni._t, interested in the rights of labor, to have
taken, and the advocates of tile so-called protective
system, who call themselves
the followers
of
Henry Clay, but who are to-day opposed to any
full recognition
of authors' rights, wotdd do well
to bear in mind this opinion of their ablest leader.
---No action was taken in regard to Mr. Clay'a
report or Lord Palmerston's
propo_l.
In 1840
Mr. G. P. Putnam issued in pamphlet form " An
Argument
in behalf of International
Copyright,'"
the first publication
on this subject in the United
States of which we find _'cord.
It was prepared
by himself and I)r. Francis Lieber.
In 1843 Mr.
Putnam
obtained the sig_natures of ninety-seven
publishers,
printers and binders to a petition he
had prepared, which was duly presented
to congress.
It took the broad ground that the absence
of an international copyright was" alike injurious
to the business of publishing
and to the best interests of the people at large."
A memorial, origthawing in Philadelphia,
was presented the same
year, in opposition
to this petition, setting forth,
among other considerations,
that an international
copyright
would prevent the adaptation of English books to American
wan_s. -- In the report
made by Mr. Baldwin
to congress twenty-five
years later, he remarks that "the mutilation and
reconstruction
of American books to suit Fmglish
wants are common to a shamele_
extent."--In
1853 the question of a copyright
convention with
Great Britain
was again under discl_sion,
the
measure being favored by Mr. Everett, at that
time secretary of state.
A treaty was negotiated
by him, in conjunction
with Mr. John F. Crampton, minister in London, which provided simply
that all authors,
artists, composers,
etc., who
were entitled to copyright in one country, should
be entitled to it in the other on the same terms and
for the same length of time.
The treaty was reported favorably from tl_e convention on foreign
relations, but was laid upon the table in the cornmittee of the whole.
While this measure was
under discussion,
five of the leading publishing
houses in New York addressed
a letter to Mr.
Everett, in which, while favoring a convention,
they advised: 1st, that the foreign author mustbe
required to register the title of his work in the
United States before its publication
abroad; 2d,
that the work, to secure protection, must be issued
in the United States within thirty days of its publication abroad; and 3d, that the reprint must be
wholly manufactured
in the United States. -- In
1853 Henry C. Carey published
his "Letters on
international
copyright,"
in which he took the
ground that the facts and ideas in a literary production are the common property of society, and
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that property
in copyright
is indefensible.In
1858 a bill was introduced into the house of representatives
by Mr. Morris, of Pennsylvania,
proriding for international
copyright
on the basis of
an entire remanufacture
of the foreign work, and
its reissue by an American publisher within thirty
days of its publication abroad.
This bill does not
appear to have received any consideration.
-- In
March, 1868, a circular letter, headed "Justice
to
Authors and ArtL_ts," was issued by a committee
composed of George P. Putnam, S. Iren_us Prime,
Henry Ivi_n,
James Parton and Egbert Hazard,
calling together a meeting for the consideration
of
the subject of international copyright.
The meeting was held on the 9th of April, Mr. Bryant presiding, and a society
was organized
under the
title of the " Copyright Association
for the Protection and Advancement
of Literature and Art,"
of which Mr. Bryant was made president, and E.
C. Stedman secretary.
The primary object of the
association was stated to be. "to promote the enactment of a just and suitable international
copyright law for the benefit of authors and artists in
all parts of the world."
A memorial had been
prepared by the above-mentioned
committee to be
presented to congress, which requested congress
to give its early attention to the passage of a bill,
"to secure in all parts of the world the right of
authors," but which made no recommendations
as
to the details of any measure.
Of the 153 signatures attached to this memorial, 101 were those of
authors and 19 of publishers. -- In the fall of 1868
Mr. J. D. Baldwin, member
of the house from
Massachusetts,
reported a bill, the provisions of
which had in the main received the approval of
the copyright
association,
which provided that a
foreign work could secure a copyright
in this
country,
provide_l it was wholly manufactured
here and should be issued for sale by a publisher
who was an American citizen.
The bill was recommitted
to the joiut committee on the library,
and no action was taken upon it. Mr. Baldwin
was of opinion that an important
cause for the
shelving of the measure without debate was the
impeachment
of Pr_ident
Johnson,
which was
at that time absorbing
the attention of congress
and the country.
:No general expression of opinion was, therefore,
elicited upon the question
from either congress or the public, and even up
to this date (June, 1883), the question has never

provision
of Mr. Cox's bill.
The report was,
however, dissented
from by a large minority, on
the ground that the bill was drawn in the interests of the publishers rather than that of the public;
that the prohibition of the use of foreign stereotypes and electrotypes
of illustrations
was an
economic absurdity, and that an :English publishing house could in any case, through an American
partner, retain control of the American
market.
During the same week a bill was drafted by C.
A. Bristed,
representing
more particularly
the
views of the authors in the copyright association,
which provided simply that all rights secured to
citizens of the United States by existing copyright
laws be hereby secured to the citizens and subjeers of every country the government
of which
secures
reciprocal
rights to the citizens of the
United States.
A few weeks later, at a meeting
of publishers and others held in Philadelphia,
resolutions were adopted (which will be referred to
later) opposing any measure of international
copyright. -- These four reports were submitted to the
library committee, together with one or two individual
suggestions,
of which the most noteworthy were those of Harper & Bros., and of Mr.
J.P. Morton, a bookseller of Louisville.
Messrs.
Harper, in a letter presented
by their counsel,
took the broad ground that "any measure of international
copyright
was objectionable
because
it would add to the price of books, and thus interfete with the education
of the people."
It is to
be remarked, in regard to this consideration,
that
it is equally forcible against any copyright whatever. As Thomas
Hood says: " Cheap br_d
is
as desirable and necessary as cheap books, but
one does not on that ground
appropriate
the
farmer's wheat stack."
Mr. Morton was in favor
of an arrangement
that should give to any dealer
the privilege of reprinting
a foreign work provided he would contract to pay to the author or
his represent_ttive 10 per cent. of the wholesale
price.
This suggestion
was afterward
incorporated in what was known as the Sherman bill.
In view of the wide diversity
of the plans and
suggestions
presented to this committee, there was
certainly some ground for the statement made in
his report by the chairman, senator Lot M. Morrill, that "there
was no unanimity
of opinion
among those interested
in the measure."
He
maintained
further, in acceptance of the positions

reached such a stage as to enable an expression of
public opinion to be fairly arrived at. In 1871
Mr. Cox, of New York, introduced
a bill which
was practically identical with Mr. Baldwin's measure, and which
was also recommitted
to the
library committee. --In 1870 a copyright
convention was proposed
by Lord Clarendon,
which
called forth some discussion, but concerning which
no action was taken on the part of the American
government
until 1872. -- In 1872 the new library
committee
called upon the authors, publishers and
others interested to assist in framing a bill.
At a
meeting of the publishers
held in New York, a
majority of Lhe firms present were in favor of the

taken by the Philadelphians,
"that
an international copyright was not called for by reasons of
general equity or of constitutional
law; that the
adoption of any plan which had been proposed
would be of very doubtful
advantage
to American authors, and would not only be an unquestionable and permanent
injury to the interests
engaged
in the manufacture
of books,
but a
hindrance to the diffusion of knowledge
among
the people, and to the cause of American
education."-- The commission appointed by the British
government
in 1876 to make inquiry in regard to
the laws and regulations
relating to home, colonial and lntemaflon_
copyright, m ad,_ refea_uce
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in the following
terms to the present relations of
British authors with this country:
"Ithasbeen
suggested to us that this country would be jnstifled in taking steps of a retaliating character with
a view of enforcing, incidentally,
that protection
from the United States which we accord to them.
This might be done by withdrawing
from the
Americans the privilege of copyright on first publication in this country.
We have, however,
come to the conclusion,
that, on the highest public grounds of policy and expediency,
it is advisable that our laws should be based on correct
principles, without respect to the opinions or the
policy of other nations.
We admit the propriety
of protecting copyright,
and it appears to us that
the principle of copyright,
if admitted,
is of universal application.
We therefore recommend that
this country should pursue the policy of recognizing the rights of authors, irrespective
of nationality."
Here is a claim for a far-seeing, statesman-like policy, based upon principles
of wide
equity, and planned for the permanent
advantage
of literature
in England
and throughout
the
world. -- It is mortifying
for Americans,
possessed of any sensitiveness
not only for their
national honor but for their national reputation for
common
sense, to see quoted abroad as "the
American
view of the copyright question"
such
utterances as the resolutions adopted in the meet.
ing previously referred to, held in Philadelphia
in
January, 1872. The meeting was presided over
by Henry Carey Baird, and may be considered
as having represented
the opinions of the Pennsylvania protectionists,
opinions which, while not,
as I believe, slurred by the majority of our community, do still succeed in shaping the economic
policy of the nation.
The resolutions are as follows: 1. That thought, unless expressed, is the
propertyof
the thinker; when givento theworld,
it is, as light, free to all. 2. As property it can
only demand the protection of the municipal law
of the country to which the thinker is subject,
3. The author of any country, by becoming a citizen of this, and assuming
and performing
the
duties thereof, can have the same protection that
an American author has. 4. The trading of privileges to foreign authors for privileges to be granted to Americans is not just, because the interests
of others than themselves may be sacrificed thereby.
5. Because
the good of the whole people
and the safety of republican
i_stitutions
demand
that books shall not I)_ made costly for the multitude by giving
the power to foreign authors
to fix their price here as well as abroad.The
first preposition
is certainly a pretty safe one, as
thought,
until expressed,
can hardly incur any
serious risk of being appropriated.The second
proposition, while admitting
for a literary creation its claim to be classed as property, denies to
it the rights which are held to pertain to all property in which the owner's title is absolute.
The
property
which would, if it still existed, most
nearly approximate
to such a definition as above
given, is that in slaves.
Twenty-five
years ago
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the title to an African chattel who was worth in
Charleston say $1,000, became valuelesa if said
chattel succeeded in slipping across to Bermuda.
It is this ephemeral kind of ownership,
limited by
accidental political boundaries,
that the Philadelphia protectionists
are willing to concede to the
creation of a man's mind, the productions
into
which have been absorbed the gray matter of his
brain, and possibly tile best part of his life.-In
regard to the third proposition,
it may be said
that tile protection
accorded to American authors
is, according
to their testimony, most unremunerafire and unsatisfactory;
and it is difficult to understand why a European author, who has before
him, under international
conventions,
the markets
of his native country and o.f all the civilized
world, excepting
belated America, should be expccted to give up these for the poor half loaf accorded to his American
brother.--The
fourth
proposition
strikes one as rather a remarkable
protest to come from Philadelphia.
Here are a
number of American producers (of literature) who
ask for a very moderate amount of protection (if
that is the proper term to apply to a mere reeognition of property rights) for their productions;
but the Philadelphians,
filled with an unwonted
zeal for the welfare of the community
at large,
say: "No; this won't do; prieeswould
be higher,
and confiners
would suffer."--The
last proposition appears to show that this want of practical
sympathy with the producers of literature is not
due to any lack of interest in the public enlightcnment.
It may well, however,
be doubted
whether education
as a whole, including
the iraportant branch of ethics, is advanced by permitting our citizens to appropriate, without compensation, the labor of others, while through such
appropriation
they are also assisting to deprive
our own authors of a portion of their rightful
earnings.
But apart from that, the proposition,
as stated, proves too much.
It is fatal to all copyright and to all patent right.
If the good of the
community
and the safety of republican institutions demand, that, in order to make books cheap,
the claim to a compe_sation
for the authors must
bedcnied,
why should we rontinue
to pay copyrights to Lowell and Whittier, or to the families
of Longfellow
and Irving?
The so-called owners
of these copyrights
actually have it in their power, in co-operation with their publishers,
to "fix
the prices" of their books in this market.
This
monopoly must indeed be pernicious and dangerous when it arouses Pennsylvania
to come to the
rescue of oppressed and impovcrished
consumers
against the cxactions of greedy producers, and to
raise the cry. of "free
books for free men."-Early in 1880 a draft of an international
copyright treaty was prepared, which received the support of nearly all the publishers, including Messrs.
Harper, who had found reasons since 1872 to modify their views, and of some authors.
The latter,
together with the publishing firms which had previously been most active in behalf of a measure,
gave their
assent to this, not because
they
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thought its provisions on the whole wise or desirable, but becau_
the middle ground that it took
between an author's bill, without any restrictions,
and the extreme "manufacturing
view"
of the
Philadelphians,
seemed most likely to secure the
general support required; and it was believed, that
if a copyright could once be inaugurated, it ought
not to prove difficult to amend it in the direction
of greater liberty and greater simplicity. -- The
proposed
treaty provided that copyright
should
be accorded reciprocally to English and American
works,
the foreign editions of which should be
issued not later than three months after the first
publication:
the entries forcopyright
should, however, by means of title pages, be made simultaneously in the home and the foreign offices of registry, and the several conditions
applicable to the
national copyright
enactments
should be duly
complied with.
It was further provided, in order
to secure the protection
of the American
copyrights, that the foreign work must be printed and
bound in this country, the privilege being accorded of importing stereotype plates and electrotypes
of the i]lustrations.
It is to be noted, that this
last clause indicates
an advance in liberality of
opinion since the suggestions
of 1872 and of earlier dates, in nearly all of which it was iasisted
that the foreign work must be entirely remanufactured in this country.
The authors and pub|ishers who gave their signatures,
under protcst,
to the petition in behalf of this treaty, objected
principally
to the brief term allowed
for the
preparation
and i_ue of the reprinted editions.
Many of the authors believed
that there silou]d
be no limit of time, while some of the leading
publishing
houses insisted that the limit ought
to be twelve months, and should in no case exceed six months.
Attention was especially called
to the fact that such a limitation
as three months,
while a disadvantage
to all authors whose repurations were not sufficiently
assured to enable
them to make advance
agreements
for their
works, would be especially detrimental
to American writers,
whose
books wc,_re rarely undertaken by English or continental
reprinters
until
they had secured a satisfactory
home reputation.
Chas. _ribner,
Henry Holt & Co. and
Roberts Bros. united with G. P. Putnam's
Sons
in a protest a_ainst what seemed
to them the
unwise and illiberal restrictions of the proposed
measure.
These firms did not, however,
think
best to withhold
their signatures from the pefition in behalf of the treaty, being of opinion,
that even if it might not prove practicable
to
_mend this before it was put into effect, amendmerits could at a later date be introduced,
and
that in any case, even a very faulty treaty would
be an advance over the present unsatisfactory
and
iniquitous
state of things. -- In July, 1880, the
American members of the international
copyright
committee, which had been appointed by the assoelation for the reform of the law of nations, addressed to Mr. Evarts, secretary of state, a memovial in behalf of a treaty practicaUyidtmtical
with

the measure
above specified, with the exception
of specifying
no limit of time for the issue of
the reprint.In September, 1880, Mr. Lowell, at
that time minister in London, submitted to Earl
Granville the draft of a treaty based upon the suggestions of American
publishers.
Lord Granville
advised Mr. Lowell,
in March, 1881, that the
British government
would be interested in cornpleting such treaty, but that an extension of the
term for republication
from three months to six
would be considered
essential, while a term of
twelve months was thought
to be much more
equitable. --In March, 1881, the international literary association adopted the report of a committee appointed to examine the provisions
of the
proposed treaty between the United States and
England.
In this report the two countries were
congratulated
at the prospect of an agreement so
important to the authors of each, and the United
States was especially congratulated
upon the first
steps being taken to remove from the nation the
opprobrium of being the only people from whom
authors could not secure just treatment.
The
provisions of the treaty calling for remanufacture,
and the brief term allowed for the preparation of
the reprint, were, however, sharply criticised.
In
the spring of 1881, Sir Edward
Thornton,
the
British minister in Washington,
received instructions from London to proceed to the consideration of the treaty, provided
the term for reprint
could be extended.
President Garfield lind taken
a strong interest in the matter, an interest which
Mr. Blaine was understood
to share, and it was
expected that the treaty would be submitted to the
senate in the fall of 1881. The death of Garfield
and the change in the state department appear to
have checked the progress of the business, and
there has since, to the date of this writing (June,
1888), been no evidence of any interest in it on
the part of the present administration.It appears as if further consideration
for the treaty
can be secured only on the strength of a popular
demand, based on a correct understanding
of the
rights and just requirements
of authors, American and foreign, and on an intelligent
appreciation of the unworthy position toward the question
at present occupied by the United States, which
alone among civilized
nations has failed to give
full ree_)gnition to literature as property. _This
brief historical sketch of the various national and
international
enactments relating to copyrights, indicates also the lines along which were developed
the ideas relating to authors'
rights.
The conception of property in literary ideas is of necessity closely bound up with
the conception
of
property in material things.
In tracing through
successive
centuries the history of this last, we
find a continued
development
in its range and
scope corresponding
to the development
in cirrization itself, of which so large a factor is the
recognition
of human rights and reciprocal hum_n duties. --It
would be beyond the soope of
this paper to go into the history of the property
idea.
It is _fl]cienL _o point out, that what a mira
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owned appears in the first place to have been that
which he had "occupied:"
and could defend with
his own strung alan. Later, it became what his
tribe could defend for him.
With the organization of tribes into nations, that which a man had
occupied, shaped, or created, was recognized
as
his throughout
tile territory of his nation. --The
idea of protection by national law was widened
into an imperial conception by the Roman control
of the ]{oman world.
With the shattering of the
empire, the former local views of property rights
(or, at least, of property possibilities)
again ohmined, and were only gradually widened and extended by the growth, through commerce, of international relations, a growth much retardcwl by
feudal claims and feudal strifes.
The robberbarons of the Rhine, by their crushing extortions
from traders, did what was in their power to stifie commerce,
and unwittingly
laid the foundations of the so-called protective system; and later,
the little trading communities,
still hampered by
the baronial standard, built up at their gates bartiers against the admission
of various products
from the outer world, the free purchase of which
by their own citizens
would, as they imagined,
in some manner work to their impoverishment,
Barons and traders were alike fighting against the
international
idea of property, under which that
which a man has created, or legitimately
oceupied, is his own, and he is free to exchange it,
that is, entitled to be protected in the free exchange of it, throughout the civilized
world, for
any other commodities
or product_.
A man's
ownership of a thing can not be called complete
ff it is to be hampered with restrictions as to the
place where, or the objects for which, he can exchange it.--To
that extent the idea of international copyright is bound up with the idea of free
trade. They both claim a higher and wider recognition for the rights of pruperty,
taking the
position, that what a man has created by his own
labor is his own, to do what he will with, subject
only to his proportionate
contribution
to the cost
of carrying on the organization
of the community
under the protection of which Ilia labor has been
accomplished,
and to thc single limitation that the
re.sults of his labor shall not be used to the detriment of his fellow-men.
The opponents of frec
trade would limit the right of the producer to exchange his products, saying, as to certain cornmodities, that he shall not be permitted to receive
them at all, and, as to others, that he must give
of his own product, in addition to the open market equivalent of the article desired, an additional
quantity as a bonus to some of his favored fellowcitizens.
The opponents
of international
copyright assert that the producers of literary works
shall be at liberty to sell them only within certain political
boundaries.
The necessary deduc,
tion from such a position is, that the extent of
an author's remuneration
is made to depend, not
upon the number of readers whom he had benefired, bu_ upon the extent of the political boundaries of the country in which he happened to be
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a resident. --If the recognition
of the fact that
aliens and citizens of foreign states (the "barbarians" of the Greeks and Romans) posse._sed rights
deserving of respect, had depended
solely upon
the development
of international ethics and humanitarian principles, its growth would have been
still slower than has been the case.
That growth
has, however,
been powerfully
furthered by utilitartan teachings.
When men came to understand
that their own welfare was not hampered, but
furthered, by the prosperity of their neighbors,
reciprocity took the place of reprisals, and cornmercial exchanges succeeded Chinese walls.--Thc
same result, in Europe at least, followcxl the understanding of the faet, that the development
of
nationalliterature,
and the adequate compensation
of national authors,
is largely dependent
upon
the proper recogz_ition of the property rights of
foreign authors: this understanding,
added to the
widening
conceptions of human rights, irrespective of boundaries,
and the increasing assent to
the claim that the producer is entitled to compensation proportioned
to the extent of the servic_
rendered by his production, and to the number of
his fellow-men benefited by this, have secured international copyright arrangements
on the part of
all countries
where literature exists, excepting
only the great republic, which is founded on the
"rights
of men."--The
question of the proper
duration of literary property has called forth a
long series of di_ussions
and arguments,
the
more important of which arc referred to in Mr.
Macleod's paper in this work.
Authors
have almost from the beginning taken the position that
literary property is the highest kind of property
in existence;
that no right or title to a thing can
be so perfect as that which is created by a man's
own labor and invention;
that the exclusive right
of a man to his literary pr_giuctions and to the
use of them for his own profit is as entire and
perfect as the faculties employed
and labor bestowed are entirely and perfcctly his own.
"If
this claim be accepted," says Noah Webster, "it
is difficult to understand
on what logical principle a legislature
or court can detern_ine
that
an author enjoys only a temporal7/ lrropertg in
his own productions.
If a man's right to his
own pvopertg i_ writit_
is as perfect as to the
productions of his farm or his shop, how can the
former be abridged or limited, while the latter is
held without limitations?
Why do the productions of manual labor reach higher in the scale of
rights of property than the productions of thd intellect? "-- It is the case, however, that, notwithstanding
the logic of this position,
no nation
to-day accords copyright
for more than a limited
term, of which the longest is eighty years. In the
only countries in which
the experiment
of perpettml copyright
has been attempted,
Holland,
Belgium,
Sweden
and Denmark,
a return was
speedily made to protection
for a term of years.
There appears to have been always apprehension
on the part of the public and the governments
lest
an indefinite copyright might result in the accu-
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mulation in the hands of traders of "literary
monopolies," under which extortionate prices
would be demanded from successive generations
for the highest and most necessary productions of
national literature. It is hardly practicable to
estimate ]low well founded such apprehensions
may be, as no opportunities have as yet existed
for tile development of such monopolies.
It
seems probable that accumulations of literary
property would, as in the case of other property,
be so far regulated by the laws of supply and demand as not to become detrimental to the interests
of the community.
If a popular demand existed
or could be created for an article, it would doubtless be produced and supplied at the lowest price
that would secure the widest popular sale. If the
article was suited but for a limited demand, the
price, to remunerate the producer and owner,
would be proportionately higher. A further consideration obtains in connection with literary
property which has also influenced the framing
of copyright enactments.
The possibility exists
that the descendants of an author who have become by inheritance the owners of his copyrights,
might, for one cause or another, desire to withdraw the works from circulation.
& case could
even occur in which parties desiring to suppress
works might possess themselves of the copyrights
for this purpose.
The heirs of Calvin, if converted to "Romanism, would very naturally have
desired to suppress the circulation of the "Institutes"; and the history of literature affords, of
course, hundreds of instances in which there
would have been sufficient motive for the suppressing, by any means which the nature of copyrights might render possible, works that had been
once given to the world. It will, doubtless, be
admitted, that, in this'class of cases, the developmeat of literature and freedom of thought would
alike demand the exercise of the authority of the
government on behalf of the community, to insure the continued existence of works in which
the community possessed any continued interest,
The efforts in this country in behalf of international copyright have been always more or less
hampered by the question lreing confused with
that of a protective tariff. The strongest opposition to a copyright measure has uniformly come
from protectionists. _ Richard Grant White said,
in 1868 : "The refusal of copyright in the United
States to British authors is, in fact, though not
always so avowed, a part of the American protective system. With free trade, we shall have a
just international copyright."-It would be difficult, however, for protectionists to show logical
grounds for their position. American authors are
manufacturers
who are simply asking, first, that
they shall not be undersold in their home market
by goods imported from abroad on which no
(ownership) duty has been paid, which have been
simply "appropriated";
secondly, that the government may facilitate their efforts to secure cornpensation for such of their own goods as are
enjoyed by foreigners.
These are claims with

which a protectionist who is interested in devoloping American industry ought certainly to be in
sympathy. The contingency that troubles him_
however, is the possibility, that, if the English
author is given the right to sell his books in this
country, the copies sold may be, to a greater or
less extent, manufactured in England, and the
business of making these copies may be lost to
American printers, binders and paper men. tie
is much more concerned for the protection of the
makers of the mater_al ca_/ng of the book than
for that of the author who created its essential
substance. -- It is evidently to the advantage of
the consumer, upon whose interest the previouslyreferred-to Philadelphia rt_olutions lay so much
stress, that the labor of preparing the editions of
his books be economized as much as possible.
The principal portion of the cost of a first edition
of a book is the setting of the type, together with,
if the work is illustrated, the designing and cagraving of the illustrations.
If this first cost of
stereotyping and engraving can be divided among
several editions, say one for Great Britain, one for
the United States, and one for Canada and the
other colonies, it is evident that the proportion to
be charged to each copy printed is less, and that
the selling price per copy can be smaller, than
would be the case if this first cost had got to bo
repeated in full for each market.
It is, then, to
the advantage of the consumer, that, whatever
copyright arrangement be made, nothing shall
stand in the way of foreign stereotypes and illustrations being duplicated for use here whenever
the foreign edition is in such shape as to render
this duplicating an advantage and a saving in
cost.-- The few protectionists who have expressed
themselves in favor of an international copyright
measure, and some others who have fears as to
our publishing interest being able to hold its own
against any open competition, insist upon the condition that foreign works to obtain copyright must
be wholly remanufactured and republished in this
country.
We have shown how such a condition
would, in the majority of cases, be contrary to the
interests of the American consumer, while tho
British author is naturally opposed to it because,
in increasing materially the outlay to be incurred
by the American publisher in the production of
his edition, it proportionately diminishes the profits, or prospects of profits, from which is ealculated the remuneration that can be paid to the
author. -- The suggestion, previously referred to,
of permitting the foreign book to be reprinted by
all dealers who would contract to pay the author
a specified royalty, has, at first sight, something
specious and plausible about it. It seems to be in
harmony with the principles of freedom of trade,
in which we are believers.
It is, however, directiy opposed to those principles.
First, it irapairs the freedom of contract, preventing the
producer from making such arrangements for
supplying the public as seem bast to him ; and
secondly, it undertakes, by paternal legislation,
to fix the remuneration that ah_l be jgiven to the
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producer for his work, and to limit the prices at
which this work shall be furnished
to the consumer.
There is no more equity in the government's undertaking
this limitation
of the producer
and protection of the consumer in the case of book,,
than there would
be in that of bread or beef.
Further, such an arrangement
would be of benefit
to neither the author, the public, nor the publishers, and would, we believe, make of international
copyright, and of any copyright,
a confusing
and
futile absurdity.
-- A British author could hardly
obtain much satisfaction
from an arrangement,
which, while preventing
him from placing his
American
business in the bands of a publishing
house selected by himself, and of whose responsibility he could assure himself, would throw open
the use of his property to any dealers who might
scramble
for it. He could exercise no control
over the style, the shape, or the accuracy
of his
American
editions ; could have no trustworthy
information
as to the number of copies the various editions contained;
and if lie were tenacious
as to the collection
of the royalties
to which he
was entitled, lie would be able in many cases to
enforce his claims only through
innumerable
law
suits, and would find the expenses of the eollection exceed the receipts. -- The benefit to the public would be no more apparent.
Any gain in the
cheapness of the editions produced
would be more
than offset by their unsatisfactoriness;
they would,
in the majority
of cases, be untrustworthy
as to
accuracy
or completeness,
and be hastily
and
flimsily manufactured.
A great many enterprises,
al_, desirable
in themselves,
and that would be
of service to the public, no publisher
could, under
such an arrangement,
afford to undertake
at all,
as, if they proved successful,
unscrupulous
neighhers would, through rival editions, reap the benefit of his judgment
and his adverti_ng.
In fact,
the business of reprinting
would fall largely into
tbe bands of irresponsible
parties, from whom no
copyright
could
be collected.
The arguments
against a measure
of this kind are, in short, the
arguments in favor of international
copyright.
_.
very conclusive
statcme.nt of the case against the
equity or desirability
from any point of view
of such an arrangement
in regard to home copyright, was made before the British commission,
in 1877, by Herbert
Spencer. -- The recommendarien had been made, for tim sake of securing
cheap books for the people, that the law should
give to all dealers the privilege
of printing
an
author's
books,
and should fix a copyright
to
be paid to the author
that should secure him
a "fair profit for his work."
Mr. Spencer objected: 1st. That this would be a direct interference with the laws of trade, under which the
author had the right to make his own bargains,
_°d..'N'o legislature
was competent
to determine
what was a "fair rate of profit" for an author,
3d. No average
royalty could
be determined
which could give a fair recompense
for the different amounts and kinds of labor given to the production of different elasses of books.
4th. If the
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legislature has the right to fix the profits of the
author, it has an equal right to determine that of
his associate
in the publication,
the publisher ;
and if of the publisher,
then also of the printer,
binder and paper maker, who all have an interest
in the undertaking.
Such a right of control would
apply witlt equal force to manufacturers
of other
articles
of importance
to the community,
and
would
not be in accordance
with the present
theories
of the proper functions
of the government.
5th. If books are to be cheapened by such
a measure, it must be at the expense of some pertion of the profits now going to the authors and
publishers;
the assumption
is, tbat book
producers and distributers
do not undcrstand
their
business,
but rcquire to be instructed
by the state
how to carry it on, and that the publishing
bust.
ness alone needs to have its returns
regulated
by
law.
6th. The prices of the best books would in
many cases, instead of being lessened, be higher
than at present, because the publkshers would require some insurance
against
the risk of rival
editions, and because they would make their first
editions smaller, and the first cost would have to
be divided among a less number of copies.
Such
reductions
of prices as would be made would be
on the flimsier and more popular
literature,
and
even on this could not be lasting.
7th. For the
enterprises
of the most l_.sting importance
to the
public, requiring
considerable
investment
of time
and capital, the publishers
rcquirc to be assured
of returns from the largest markct
possible, and
without such security enterprises
of this character
could not be undertaken
at all.
8th. Open cornpetition of this kind would, in the end, result in
crushing
out the smaller publishers,
and in concentrating
the business in the hands of a few
houses whose purses had been long enough to
carry them through
the long and unprofitable
contests that would certainly
be the first effect of
such legislation. -- All the considerations
adduced
by)Ir.
Spencer have, of course, equal force with
reference to open international
publishing,
while
they may also be included
among the arguments
in behalf of international
copyright.
-- It is due to
American publishers to explain that, in the absence
of an international
copyright,
there ires grown up
among them a custom of making payments to foreign authors, which has become, especially during
the last twenty-five
years, a matter of very considerable
importance.
Some of the English authors who testified before the British commissio'a
stated that the payments
from the United States
for their books exceeded their receipts in Great
Britain.
These payments secure, of course, to the
American
publisher
no title of any kind to the
books.
In some cases they obtain for him the use
of advance
sheets, by means of which he is able
to get his edition printed a week or two in advance
of any unauthorized
edition
that might be prepared.
In many cases, however,
payments
have
been made some time after the publication
of the
works, and when there was no longer even the
slight advantage
of " advance sheets " to be gained.
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from them. -- While the authorization
of the English author can convey no title or means of defense
against the interference
of rival editions, the lead.
ing publishing houses have, with very inconsiderable exceptions,
respected
each other's arrangements with foreign authors, and the editions an.
nounced as published
"by arrangement
with the
author," and on which payments
in lieu of copyright have been duly made, kave not been, as a
rule, interfered with.
This understanding
among
the publishers goes by the name of "the courtesy
of the trade."
I think it is safe to say that it
i_ to-day the exception
for an English work of
any value to be published by any reputable house
withoutafair,
and oftenaveryliberal,
recognition
being made of the rights (in equity) of the author,
In view of the considerable amount of harsh language that has been expended
in England upon
our American publishing
houses, and the opinion
prevailing
in England that the wrong in reprinting is entirely one-sided, it is in order here to make
the claim which can, I believe, be fully substantiated, that, in respect to the recognition
of the
rights of authors unprotected by law, their record
has in fact, during the past twenty-five years, been
better than that of their English brethren.
English publishers
have become fully aroused to the
fact that American literary material has value and
availability,
and each year a larger amount of this
material has had the honor of being introduced
to
the English public.
According to the statistics of
1878_ 10 per cent. of the works issued in England
in that year were American
reprints.
The acknowledgments,
however,
of any rights on tile
part of American
authors have been few and far
between,
and the payments
but inconsiderable
in amount.
The leading English houses would
doubtless very much prefer to follow the American practice of paying for their reprinted material,
but they have not succeeded in establishing
any
general understanding
similar to our American
"courtesy
of the trade," and books that have been
paid for by one house are, in a large number of
cases, promptly reissued in cheaper rival editions
by other houses.
It is very evident, that, in the
face of open and unscrupulous
competition,
con_
tinued or considerable
payments
to authors are
difficult to provide for; and the more credit is due
to those firms who have, in the face 0f this difl]culty, kept a good record with their American
authors. -- One of the not least important results
to be looked for from international
copyright is
a more effective co-operation in their work on the
part of the publishers
of the two great Englishspeaking
nations.
They will find their interest
and profit in working together;
and the very great
extension that may be expected in the custom of
a joint investment in the production of books for
both markets, will bring a very material saving
in the first cost, a saving in the advantage
of
which authors,
publishers
and public will alike
share._It
seems probable thatthe
" courtesy of
the trade," which has made possible the present
relatie_
betw_u
Am_
publishers and for-

eign authors, is not going to retain its effective_
ness. Within the last few years certain "libraries '"
and "_-'ies"
have sprung into existence, which
present in cheaply-printed
pamphlet form some of
the best recent English fiction.
The publishers of
these series reap the advantage
of the literary
judgment and foreign
connections
of the older
publishing
houses, and, taking possession of msterial that has been carefully selected and liberally
paid for, are able to offer it to the public at prices
which are certainly low as compared with those
of bound books that have paid copyright, but are
doubtless
high enough for literature that is so
cheaply obtained and so cheaply printed.
These
enterprises
have been carried
on by concerns
which have not heretofore dealt in standard tiction, and which are not prepared to respect the
international
arrangements
or trade courtesies of
the older houses. -- To one of the "cheap series '"
the above remarks do not apply.
The "Franklin
Square Library"
is published by a house which
makes a practice of paying for its English literary
material, and which lays great stress upon "the
courtesyof
the trade."
It is generally understood
that this series was planned, not so much as a publishing investment,
as for purposes of self-defense,
and that it would in all probability not be continued after the necessity for self-defense had passed
by. A good many of its numbers include works
for which the usual English payments have been
made, and it seems probable, that, in this shape,
books so paid for can not secure a remunerative
sale.
It seems safe to conclude,
therefore,
that
their publication
is not, in the literal sense of the
term, a b_
investment,
and that the undertaking was not planned to be permanent.--A
very considerable
business in cheap reprints has
also sprung up in Canada, from which point are
circulated
throughout
the western
states cheap
editions of English
works, for the "advance
sheets" and "American
market" of which United
States publishers have paid liberal prices.
Some
enterprising
Canadian
dealers have also taken
advantage
of the present confusion
between the
United States postal and customs regulations io
build up a trade by supplying
through the mails
reprints of Anwr_n
cotrffr_ht _wrks, in editions
which, being flimsily printed and free of charge
for copyright,
can be sold at very moderate prices
indeed. _It is very evident, that, in the face of
competition of this kind, the payments by American publishers to foreign writers of fiction must
be materially diminished. These pamphlet series
have, however,
done a most important
service
in pointing out the absurdity of the present condition of literary property, and in empb_izing
the need of an international
copyright
law.
In
connection with the change in the conditions
of
book manufacturing
before alluded to, they may
be credited as having influenced a material modlflcation of opinion on the part of certain publishera who have in years past opposed an inter.
national copyright as eider inexpedient
or mmec.
emary, but who are now quoted m8 ready to give
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then" support
to _ay practicable
and equitable
measure
that may be proposed.We may, I
trust, be able, at no very distant period, to look
back upon, as exploded fallacies of an antiquated
barbarism, the two beliefs, that the material prosperity of a community
can be assured by surrounding it with Chinese walls of restriction
to
prevent it from purchasing in exchange for its own
products its neighbor's goods, and that its moral
and mental development
can be furthered by the
free exercise of the privilege of appropriating
its
neighbor's books.
GEo. HAVIKN PUTNAM.
PROPORTIONAL
REPRESENTATION.
Democracy has as its basis the right of the individual to be represented
in the government
of his
country.
This right has been distorted
into the
alleged right of a majority of men to be so represented, and to deny a like power to all others,
Three causes have led to this: first, the fact, that
all government
rests at last upon superior physical
force, and that in every civilized country a majority of its men is a stronger force than all the rest
of the community;
second, the belief that legislative bodies would find it too difficult
to do
even the little done now if the minority of voters
was fully represented
(the common
phrase of a
"working
majority"
condenses
this idea); and,
third, the practical
impossibility
of representing
all minorities,
with the illogical deduction of the
uselessness of representing
any. -- The first cause
would justify
the seizure of a country
and the
overthrow of its institutions
by any one who could
persuade one more than half of its adult males to
join him.
The second is due to the existence in
legislatures
of a foolish partisan spirit, based on
a desire to use public positions as party plunder,
and to the non-existence
of reasonable
rules of
procedure.
Civil service reform will destroy absurd partisanship.
Experience
will create a proper procedure.
It would be difficult,
if not irapossible, to represent all minorities.
If 1,000,000
voters elec_ 100 representatives,
one voter whose
views differ wholly from those of all the rest,
can not well be represented.
But nearly all min(_rities can be represented,
and should be, unless
government of the people by the people is wrong,
--A crude form of minority
representation
often
prevails, for a time, when a legislature is composed
of two chambers.
Whenever
there is a liberal
ministry in England and the house of lords dares
to use its constitutional
rights, this is true.
The
senate of the United States has not infrequently
oceupied the same position, notably in 1876, and
again in1888.
Such a condition of affairs is often a
good one in checkinghasty
legislation and insuring
that public opinion,
rather than public passion,
shall be reflected'in
the statutes.
But it is politi(:ally wrong.
For it gives the minority more than
proportional representation.
It gives it a veto on
the measures of the majority.
Such a power,
persistently used, would lead to revolution in any
free country. -- A few figures may serve to show
the injustice of the e_Sng
methods o[ election
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in the United States and in Great Britain. -- Inthe
latter, two men have sat in the same house of
commons,
one of whom received 18,292 votes,
and the other 69; ten successful candidates have
polled 159,650 votes, while ten other succe._ful
ones polled 1,873, and ten defeated ones, 83,117;
ten millions of the English people have elected 30°_
members, when twelve millions returned 187; of
the lucky ten millions, 1,850,000 sent 81 members,
and 3,008,000 sent 22; and 952,000 persons have
returned 120 membcrs, while 7,500,000 returned
96. -- In the United State.s, about 8,000,000 men
voted, in 1882, for candidates for the forty-eighth
congress.
More than 3,500,000 of them, nearly
44 per cent. of the whole, voted for unsuccessful
candidates,
and therefore have no representation
in the prosent congress.
That is, the American
system of majority representation
practically
disfranchised
forty-four
out of every hundred
men
to whom American laws gave the franchise.
If
we take the votes cast for Grant and Greeley in
November,
1872, and divide each by the number of
congressmen
clected by the party in question, we
find that a successful
republican
candidate
required, on an average,
18,076 votes, while a liberal, to insure succe_, had to get 30,474.
That
is, majority
representation
made one republican
vote worth
one and three-fonrths
liberal votes.
In 1866, @hen the fortieth
congress
was elected,
one republican
vote equaled two and one-fourth
democratic
votes.
In 1872 the administration
party received 55.93 per cent. of the popular vote;
the opposition,
44.07 per cent.
But the respective
strengths of the two parti_ in congress were 68.15
and 31.85 per cent.
That is, majority representatiou added nearly forty-four
per cent. to the just
congressional
power of the majority.
In 1880 it
took 29,500 votes to elect a republican
congressman, and 83,500 to .give tlima
democratic
colleague.
In 1882 the successful democrat,
got, on
an average, less than 21,000 votes, while the successful republican
had to poll more than 28,000.
Of the 8,000,000 persons
who voted in 1882,
1,792,000
elected 163 members
of Congress,
a
majority
of the whole body.
If these 163 vote
together
on any question
(which is merely iraprobable,
not impossible),
they can carry
it,
though they represent less than one-fourth
of the
voters who took part in the election, and less than
one-fifth of the voters in the country.
A minority
of less than one-fourth
would then rule the nalion, and perhaps dictate its policy for a term of
years.
To prevent
the possibility
of minority
rule, minority representation
must be granted.
The ideal sought by all systems
of proportional
representation
is this: Every vote cast at the polls
for a candidate
for membership
in a law-making
assembly should count in every vote taken in that
assembly,
whether
or not the particular
person
voted for is elected.
Seven methods of reform in
representation
have been suggested.
These are,
the proxy, the limited, the cumulative
and the
double vote, the free, list or registered ballot, the
Andr_e (or Hare) system, and totality representa-
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tion.
The limited, the cumulative
and the Andr_
plans have been tried on a large scale. -- The
proxy vote regards every vote for a legislative
candidate
as an informal
power of attorney, and
authorizes
him, _f elected, to cast as many votes as
were ca._t for him.
The fatal objection
lies in the
"if."
If a candidate
is not elected, his supporters have no representation
whatever.
This plan
merely makes the l_)wcr of local majorities
greater than it is now, and so offers a standing reward
for the fraudulent
increase of such majorities. -The limited vote applies only to elections in which
three or more places are to be filled.
Some English boroughs
choose members
of parliament
in
thi._ fashion.
Every elector can cast as many votes
a.s there are vacancies,
less one.
If three men are
to be chosen, he can vote for two; if four, three,
But he can not give more than one vote to one
man.
This plan fails to give representation
to
any but a very large minority.
Suppose 100,000
electors, and three places to be filled.
A minority
of 39,997 can elect nobody,
for the majority
of
160,003 can cast 120,006 votes, which,
divided
among
three candidates,
will give each 40,002.
In case of an accidental
vacancy, under this systern, a direct majority vote must decide the succession. -- The cumulative
vote gives every elector
as many votes as there are places to be fiUed, and
allows him to concentrate
or scstter them as he
will.
This plan also recognizes the rights only of
large minorities.
It is not proportional.
Let the
number of vacancies equal _v. A minority of less
than _
-t- 1 loses all representation.
If there are
100,000 electors and three vacancies, 25,001cleetors
can secure one member (which is more than their
share), but any less number must go unrepresented.
Again,
a very large minority does not
get enough representation.
If the 100,000 electors
stand 50,001 to 49,999, the minority can get but
one member, provided their opponents concentrate
on two.
The cumulative
vote usually involves a
great waste.
In the first election of the London
school board, conducted on this plan, the leading
candidate
received nearly 50,000 votes, while her
colleagues
were elected by from 8,000 to 13,000,
and 50,000 were wholly lost.
This system also
makes no provision
for the filling of accidental
vacancies.
Under the last constitution
of the
state of Illinois, adopted in 1870, the members of
the lower house of the state legislature are chosen
ill this way, three from each district.
This has
been moderately
successful.
Parties have been
better balanced in the legislature,
and some better
men have been sent there from the country districts.
In the cities and towns, however, the most
marked result has been to make king caucus more
of a monarch
than ever.
A premium
is put on
the bargainings
of party managers at the cost of
party voters.
By limiting the number of candidates on each side, the managers practically
run a
joint ticket,a proceeding
which is rarely conducive
to the public welfare.
A similar provi_on in the
_ame constitution
in regard to the election of the
_)fllcers of private

corporations

seems to have had

no results. --The
double vote requires two elections.
The first tests the relative strength of the
several parties, and so determines
how many representatives
each shall have.
If, with a legislature.
of 100 members,
600,000 persons vote the liberal
ticket and 400,000 the conservative,
the liberals
become entitled to sixty members,
and their opponents to forty.
At a supplemental
election each
party selects its representatives.
The double vote
involves a waste of time, trouble and money, but
it solves to a certain extent the problem of filling
an accidental
vacancy, and is worth more attention than other systems far better known. --The
free list, or registered ballot scheme, provides that
a certain
number of citizens can make nominations by registei'ing a list of names, the number of
which
shall not exceed the number of places to
be filled.
At the ensuing election only the lists
thus registered can be voted for.
The number of
votes needed to elect is found by dividing the
whole number of votes by the number of vacancies.
If there are 100,000 voters, and ten places
to be filled, the quota is 10,000.
Suppose four
tickets to be nominated,
which receive respectively
35,000, 30,000, 27,400, and 7,600 votes.
As the
first has three times the quota, the first three men
on it are elected.
The second ticket also has three
men elected, and the third two.
The largest two
remainders are those for the fourth and the third
ticket, 7,600 and 7,400.
The first nominee on the
fourth ticket and the third on the third are therefore chosen.
There is a waste of votes here.
The
men elected on the four tickets represent, respectively, 11,666, 10,000, 9,133 and 7,600 voters.
Since 7,600 ballots suffice to elect a candidate,
24,000 ballots,
nearly one-fourth
of the whole,
have been wasted.
Again, in the event of the
death, resignation or expulsion of a le_slator, and
a consequent
special election, the' free list can not
be used.-- The Andr_e system of proportional representation is commonly
known in Great Britain
and America as the Hare system, but _[r. Andrm
introduced
the practice of it in Denmark two
years before Mr. Hare called attention
to the
theory, of it in England.
Under this system the
quota of votes needed to elect a candidate is found
as it is under the free list.
Evcry elector puts as
many names as he pleases on his ballot, numbered
one, two, etc.
As the ballots are taken from the
box, each is credited to the name which is first
upon it. If the electoral quota has already tmen
cast for this first name, the ballot is credited to the
second name upon it, and so on till all the full
quotas have been ascertained.
The largest fractions of quotas then elect, as under the free. list
system.
This plan is somewhat complex, but not
unduly so.
It reduces the waste of votes almost
to a minimum,
except in the ,case of a special
election or of an unusual number of candidates.
The gravcst objection to it is, that ita _jansferring
votes the rev, l wishes of very many e!_rs
m,ly
be wholly ignored ; chance _
em_Rm" choice.
Suppose
100 000 electors
a_
._men
to be
• B and C
elected ; A
everybody 's _ :__,......
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each stand second on 50,000 papers.
It makes a
great difference which 50,000 ballots are counted
for A. Chance or cunning, not choice, will elect
B or C, as the case may be. Again, suppose B to
stand second on 74,500 papers, and C on 25,500.
If all the ballots counted for A have B as second
choice, B's remaining 24,500 votes are eclipsed by
C's 25,500, and C is elected, although B's real
majority over him is 49,000. _ The formula
of
totality representation
is this: after every general
election of a law-making
assembly, let the aggregate number of votes cast by each party be ascertained; divide this by the number of representafives elected by the party in question; the quotient
will be the number of votes which each of those
representatives
is entitled to cast. -- Supp_se that
of 8,000,000 voters, who choose
a congress of
300 members, 4,500,000 belong to one party and
3,500,000 to the other.
It is qmte possible that
the congress thus chosen would stand 200 to 100.
This estimate gives the majority less proportional weight than it has had in several congressional elections.
While the parties in the nation
were as nine to seven, they would
be in the
house as two to one.
The legal majority
in the
latter would be 100; the equitable, 38. But apply
the plan here proposed.
Each of the majority
has (4,500,500 -- 200--)
22,500 votes; each of the
minority has (3,500,000 -- 100--)
35,000 votes.
The end sought
is attained.
The strength
of
each party in the house is a precise index to its
strength in the nation.
There is not an unrepresented man in the country.--Under
totality
repr_entation,
an independent
legislator
would
cast the number of votes he received.
The bal10ts thrown for the man he defeated would be

the particular person voted for was elected.
It
would bring many habitual absentees to the polls,
by giving every vote its proper weight, and would
thus maintain a healthy public interest in polltics.
Its introduction would involve no sweeping
changes, either in electoral districts or in modes
of election.
The ignorant citizen could vote as
before, without being perplexed by new methods.
All the necessary
calculations
would be made for
him after the election.
The system would stop
"gerrymandering"
by making it usel_.
A vote,
wherever cast, would count.
Finally, totality representation would allow an accidental vacancy to
be filled at once, without depriving the minority
in the particular district of its due representation.
The new figures from this district would be substituted for the old on_ in the aggTe_mte vote of
each party; each aggre_te
would be divided as
before; and the quotient would be the number of
votes which each representative
of the party in
question would be entitled to cast. --See ._wrandura on the History,
Working and Re,rul_s of
CStmulative Votir_g, by Thomas
Hare, 1857; The
_ectlon
of Representatives,
Parliamentary
and
Municipal,
by Thomas
IIare;
Considerations
o_
tiepresentative
Governm_ent, by John Stuart Mill,
1862;
On Representative
G(roernment, by Simon
Sterne, 1871 ; Essays and Lecture_, Political and
Sock, by Itenry Fawcett
and Millicent G. Faweett, 1872; MacMillan'sMagaziue,
November,
1872;
Minority or Proportional ReTrresentation, by Salem
Dutcher,
1872 ; Proportional
Representation,
by
Charles R. Buckalew,
1872; T]w 2¢_ewEnglander,
July, 1874 ; The Science of Politics, by Sheldon
Amos, 1883.
ALFRED BISHOP _[AsoN.

credited to that man's party.
If an independent
candidate
were defeated,
his supporters'
votes
could be credited to other independents
or go to
swell the sum total of one of the two great parties,
His constituents
could express their wishes in this
respect on their ballots.--Fraud
would he diminished by diminishing
its usefulness.
If we take
our hypothetical
figures of 8,000,000 voters, divided into two parties of 4,500,000 and 3,500,000,
represented by 200 and 100 members of congress
re_qpectively, 50,000 fraudulent
votes in favor of
the majority would doubtless ensure the return of
ten more members.
The party in power would
then have 210 to the opposition's
90. But under
this system the administration
would have a
voting strength
of 4,550,000
to its opponents'
3,500,000.
In the first case, the fraud would increase the party majority
by 20 per cent. ; in the
second case, by 5 per cent. -- At first the process
of recording the votes of the legislature might be a
trifle slow, but after two or three days' experience
uuder the apportionment
which would follow each
general election, a clerk could reckon the result of
s doubtful vote about as quickly as if it were taken
by yeas and nays. -- The totality
representation
system would make every vote cast at the polls at
an election of a law-making
assembly
count in
every vote taken in that assembly, whether or not

PROTECTION.
RESTRICTIONS UPON FREEDOM O_ EXCHA-_OE. I. _Z
Dtlt/e_, or J-_
for Reven_
only.
Notwithstanding
the evident
advantages
of freedom of exchange,
it has been
restricted by two kinds of measures,
fiscal and
prohibitory
ones.
We shall first consider
the
former. -- It is easy to conceive
how exchanges
came to be restricted with a view to the wants of
the treasury.
As soon as avenues of communication began to be opened and exchanges to multiply, governments
b%_n to perceive that it was
both possible and profitable to tax articles which
found a market through the new ways. Atfirstthe
tax was a simple toll for meeting the expense of
maintaining
the roads worn by the transportation
of merchandise:
soon it served also to reimburse
the treasury
for other public
services,
among
which may be counted the security afforded those
making the exchanges.
But, in imposing a tax of
this kind, the end in view was not the restriction
of trade, it was simply to procure as much money
as possible for the treasury, and this fiscal end
could not be attained
without
trade being hampered thereby. -- Unfortunately,
a good financial
course was rarely adopted.
In the middle ages,
for example, every country was divided up into a
multitude
of little seignories or chatellaules,
whose
proprietors arrogated to themselves
the right of
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taxing the exchanges within their territorial limits,
These artificial obstacles, being interposed
in addillon to the natural obstacle of distance, resulted
in such an interception
of the exchanges
as prevented the extension of trade.
Conseqnently,
the
indiLstries, being confined to the chatellany or the
commune
for a market, long remained
in an undeveloped
state.
As the means of production
could not be developed, wealth and civilization
made no progress, save on the seacoasts and along
the great rivers, where fewer obstacles impeded
free circulation, m Later, the feudal system having
disappeared,
the number of tolls was diminished,
and there was at the same time augmented
security of communication.
The sphere of the ex_
changes at once became enlarged, a hetter division
of labor became possible, and public wealth developed as if by enchantment.
The establishment
of the uniform tariff of Colbert in France, and the
abolition of internal customs
duties by the constituent
&_cmbly,
contributed
greatly to these
results. -- In our day the octroi and excise duties,
river tolls, tonnage duties, etc., in Europe, which
directly affect the cireuiation
of supplies, have a
purely fiseal character.
Until better means have
been found for providing for the public expenses,
or until the offices for which the tax furnishes the
salaries are by degrees relegated to the domain of
private industry, it will be difficult to find a substitute for these taxes.
It is only to be rcgrelted
that they have become so numerous
and are so
exorbitant;
for, by their excess, they hinder the
growth of trade, retard progress in the division of
labor, and consequently
prevent, in no small d_.
gree, an increase of revenue to the trcasury.--Notwithstanding
the hindrance
to the development
of trade, resulting from the establishment
of fiscal
taxes, the principle
of these taxes can not be
assailed.
If they restrict the sphere of the exchanges,
it is inevitable;
but their object is not
to restrict. -- II. Protective or ProhuS_o_
Dut,_.
Tlwi_'chara_"
and effects.
Protective
or prohibitory duties have an entirely different character,
These are established
with direct view to limiting
the sphere of exchange.
They restrict in order to
restrict.
The governments whichhave
persistently
imposed them, apparently with the idea tlJat the
organization
and development
of the exchanges
could not be safely left to the rule of Providenee, have interposed "to regulate
the matter."
We shall see whether these organizers of the exchanges were well inspired.
But let us first ascerlain what are the defen._s of the protective
system,
Considered
as a whole, the protective
or prohibitory system includes
two kinds of impediments, viz., prohibitions
or protective
duties on
the importation of merchandise,
and prohibitions
on itsexport.
It includes also premiums awarded
to the exporters or importers of certain classes of
supplies.
Finally, it has served as a basis for the
colonial system, as well as for tariff agreements or
commercial
treaties. _ ProhiMtinns
or protective
duties imposed on imported merchandise,
have for
their object to favor the develoimlent
of certain

branches of national production at the expense of "
the same industries
in foreign countries. --Prohibitions against exporting are sometimes imposed
in order to keep certain supplies, essential
to the
industries
or to national consumption,
at a low
price, or to restrict foreign industries or foreign
consumption.Premiums
on export
are pecuniary encouragement
awarded to certain branches
of national industry at the expense of other branch:
es. Sometimes
their object is to hasten the development of an industry deemed necessary, or to
com_teract the protective duties imposed by foreign
countries.
Sometimes,
again, they are imposed
simply as a remedy
for a sudden panic.
The
drawbacks are premiums to reimburse the exporter
of a manufactured
product, for the tax paid on
the raw materials
imported.
Premiums
on lmportation are ordinarily
of a transient character.
in past times they were sometimes employed
in
cases of dearth, for example, to encourage the importation of food supplies.Customs agreements
and commercial treaties are partial and temporary
breaches of prohibitory tariffs, in favor of certain
nations with which it is desired to maintain especially friendly relations. -- Prohibitions or protectire taxes on importation
constitute
the principal
weapon of the system.
To obtain a clear idea of
the manner in which they operate, let us take an
example.
Suppose the nation A annually
furnishes the nation B a thousand
tons of spun cotton.
Why does B buy this cotton of A instead of
spinning it itself?
Because the manufactories
of
A are so situated
and organized
as to produce
spun cotton in better quality and at lower price
than manufactories
in B could possibly do: because the nation A is more advantageously
situsted in respect to the conditions for the manufacture
of cotton.
If it were not so, cotton would be
manufactured
in B as well as in A.
But here a
statesman of B persuades himself that it would be
useful to" ravish"
this industry from the foreigner, and that the importation
of cotton thread
should be interdicted.
Suppose this statesman
can prevent the people of B from receiving the
thousand tons of cotton which had been annually
furnished them by A, as is possible if the frontier
is easy to guard, and is provided with a sufficient
number of proved and well-paid officers.
Suppose
he also promotes the erection of a certain number
of mills in B for spinning
cotton.
Can he place
these spinning mills under conditions of preduelion as favorable as those of the mills of A ? Can
he cause cotton to be spun as well and as economic_lly as in A? 1%; for he is not master of the
natural conditions
of cotton production:
these
he can not change.
All be can do, is to prevent
cotton which has been spun at low cost from entering B.
There his power stops.
The nation B
now ceases to be "invaded"
(this is the consecrated term of the prohibitionist's
vocabulary) by
the thous_d
tons of spun cotton from A. It
nmkes its own cotton; but this cotton co6t_ more
than that of A, and is of g poorer quality; and
_
of it is consequently
cornmeal.
_ozv
pro-
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hibition, the oonsumption
of B took a thousand
tons of spun cbtton; after prohibition, it no longer
takes more than six or seven tenths of this quantity; whence results a diminution,
by this difference, in the total production of cotton.
Suppose,
now, that the nation A imitates the course of B,
and prohibits,
for example,
the importation
of
spun flax, which it formerly received in exchange
for its supplies of cotton.
Fla_ will begin to be
spun in A; but as it wiU be spun at greater cost
than in B, and not so well, the total production
of linen will in turn be diminished.
Less will be
produced by both nations, though with as great or
greater expenditure
of effort than before; and one
country will not be as well provided with linen,
and the other with cotton. -- At the time when
this mischievous
policy became the law in international relations,
and every nation was trying to
"ravish"
manufactures
from foreigners,
a very
spirited pamphlet
was published
in England,
under the title "Monkey
Economists."
A vignette
representing
a barrack
of monkeys served as a
frontispiece.
Half a dozen monkeys,
placed in
separate compartments,
were coming
to receive
their regular allowance;
but, instead of each one
peaceably consuming
the portion allotted him by
his keeper, these animals were each maliciously
attempting
to "ravish"
the portions
of their
neighbors,
without perceiving
that the latter were
engaged in the same operation.
Thus every one
exerted himself to the utmost to obtain by stealth
that which could have been easily found directly
before him; and the common fund of subsistence
was diminished
by all that was wasted
or lost in
the scramble.Exactly such has been the conduct of governments
which have adopted
the
errors of the prohibitory
system.
They have neglected the wealth
which
Providence
bestowed
upon them, to purloin that which had been ellotted to their neighbors.
They have, by their
miscldevous
jealousy, rendered
production
more
difficult and less abundant:
they have retarded
the growth of prosperity
among the people.
A
statesman who imposes a prohibitory
or protectire duty, acts precisely the reverse of an inventor
who discovers
a new process for rendering
production more economical
and more perfect : he
invents a way to render production
more expensive and not so good: he invents a process which
compels people to forsake fertile lauds and productive mines, to cultivate
bad lands and work
poor mines.
He is the reverse of an inventor:
he
is the agent of barbarism, as an inventor
is the
agent of civilization.--This
becomes still more
evident when we examine
the influence of the
prohibitory
r_gime on progress
in the industries,
Division of labor is one chief element of a lowpriced market ; the more labor is divided,
the
more the expense of production
is reduced, and
the more, consequently,
prices are reduced.
The
demonstrations
of Adam Smith on this point have
become classical.
But on what conditions
can
labor become more and more subdivided?
On
condition that it can K_d a cominually
widening
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market.
" As it is the power of cxchanging,"
sald
Adam Smith (" Wealth of Nations," book i., chap.
iii.), "that gives occasion to the division of labor,
so the extent of this division
must always be
limited by the extent of that power, or, in other
words, by the extent of the market.
* * It is
impossible
that there should be such a trade as
that of a nailer in the remote and inland parts of
the highlands
of Scotland.
Such a workman
at
the rate of a thousand
nails a day, and three hundred working
days in a year, will make three
hundred thousand
nails in a year.
But in such a
situation,
it would be impossible to dispose of one
thousand,
that is, of one day's work, in a year."
Division of labor, then, can be extended
only as
the market is increased.
Hence everything
that
narrows the market must inevitably
retard division of labor and industrial
progress,
l_ow, by
systematically
taking away from the most favored
industries a part of their market, the prohibitory
system
compels
manufacturers
to reduce
their
scale of production,
and to divide labor less.
In
cotton manufacture,
for example, it would oblige
the spinners to spin coarse and fine numbers at the
same time, instead of confining themselves
to a
few numbers
or to one alone.
Thus production
would become more costly and less perfect.
It ;s
true, however,
that if prohibition
contracts
the
business of the established
firms, it gives rise to
new ones.
But what is the situation
of these?
Placed, relatively
to their rivals, in unfavorable
conditions
of production,
they can not create a
sale for their products outside of their own country.
Now, this market is limited.
An effort is
made, it is true, to remedy
its insufficiency
by
establishing
premiums
on exports, which will permit the protected
industries
to compete in the
markets of their rivals.
But, this proceeding
being extremely
costly and manifestly
unjust,
it
can be employed
only to a limited degree.
On
the one side, then, the industry
situated
under
favorable
natural
conditions
is injured;
and on
the other, establishments
which prohibition
has
made to spring up artificially,
find themselves
so
situated
that they can not extend their market
without imposing
the most onerous sacrifices on
the nation.
Thus the artificial breaking up of the
markets,
occasioned
by the prohibitory
r_gime,
has everywhere
retarded division of labor, diminished progress in the industries,
and at the same
time perpetuated
high prices.--This
is not all.
High prices are not the only evil which the prohibflory r_gime
has perpetuated,
ff not engendered.
To this evil may be added another not
less disastrous,
viz., instability.
The industries
which prohibition
makes spring up under unfavorable economic
conditions,
are continually
exposed to fatal lesions.
Let the prohibitor)duty
which permits their existence become lowered, or
surveillance
be less guarded on the frontiers,
and
they will infallibly be deprived of a part of their
trade.
They then suffer all the disasters which
are consequent
on industrial
panics, and their
very existence
ia compromised.
They resemble
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those hot-house plants which perish as soon as would eventually be driven from the market, b_
one ceases to supply them with the fuel necessary cause production would have become more costly
to maintain their artificial existence. The condi- to them. The remaining producers then having
tion of the national industries is no longer secure, the monopoly, might raise prices so that the con.
They have nothing to fear, it is true, for their sumer would in the end suffer from a measure
home market, for they are so situated as to defy originally intended for his benefit. But if the
foreign competition; but the markets they have object of the prohibition is to deprive a rival inbeen able to create abroad are essentially preearidustry of its necessary material, this selfish measous. At any moment prohibition may take from ure will result in encouraging the production of a
them these markets, on which their existence in similar article abroad. Thus England, by putting
part depends.
The prohibitory
r6gime, then, a high export duty on coal, contributed to the decauses production to be accompanied by risk,
velopment of mineral production in Belgium.and this inevitably has a disastrous effect on the To slim up, then, high prices on the one hand,
growth of industries as well as on the condi- and instability on the other, result from the protion of the workman. -- Prohibitory taxes on ex- hibitory r_gime; the high prices arising from the
ports are generally less important than others, bad conditions of production in which this r_gime
but their effects are no more salutary.
When re- places the industries, and the obstacle it interposes
course has been had to them, it has usually been to division of labor, when it does not cause a tooin order to prevent or to restrict the exportation of nopoly; and the instability resulting from modifiarticles of subsistence and certain raw materials
cations in the tariffs, which continually produce
essential to the industries of a country.
Let us panics in the markets.--III.
Causes wbkh hat_/ed
see how they operate. Two cases may occur : to the estab_'shm_nt of the Protec_ve or Prohibitory
1st, where the production of the article whose R_Mme. It must seem astonishing that a system
export is interfered with, is limited by nature;
so clearly disastrous to the people, so opposed to
2d, where it may be indefinitely increased.
In progress in wealth and civilization, could have
the former case, which is the more rare, prohibibecome established. Its origin must be principally
tion acts at first simply as a tax levied upon cer- attributed to certain circumstances inherent in the
rain producers for the benefit of certain consumers,
condition of barbarism and war in the midst of
Suppose, for example, the French government
which it arose. Nations, which had been from
should prohibit the export of the choicest French
their commencement hostile to each other, and atwines. What would result? It is not probable
most continually at war, could not exchange their
that a smaller quantity of these would be pro- products in any permanent or regular manner.
dueed; but the producers, obliged henceforth to Each was obliged to provide for itself most of the
offer their whole vintage of these choice wines in articles of its consumption.
War then acted as
the home market, would no longer derive as much
an artificial obstacle added to the natural obstacle
profit from them. They would suffer for the of distances.
When peace succeeded war, this
benefit of a certain class of French consumers,
artificial obstacle disappeared.
Unfortunately, its
Such would be the near effect of the imposition
removal was only accidental and temporary : a
of the prohibitory duty. But the consumers
new war soon arose, when the obstacle reappeared
would have to suffer in their turn.
The best at once. Let us endeavor to obtain an idea of
wines being taxed for the benefit of home con- the precise effect which sudden changes of this
sumers, the production of fine wines would be sort might have on the state of production.
Supdiscouraged.
No attempt would be made to ira- pose two nations, C and D, the first supplying the
prove the inferior wines, lest they should also be second with woolen goods while receiving in extaxed. The home consumers would obtain, it is change silk goods. A war arises, and exchanges
true, the best wines at a lower price; but they are immediately interrupted.
The consumers of
would have to renounce the advantages they might
D can no longer receive the woolen goods which
have received from an improvement in the inferior
the prodlrcers of C had been accustomed to furnish
wines. The final result of it all would be that them. The consumers of C are deprived, in their
they would be more poorly provided with fine turn, of the silk goods they were having from D.
wines, and would have to pay more for them. -- Meanwhile, the demand continues, on the one
In the second case, i. e., where production may be side for wool goods, on the other for silk. This,
indefinitely increased, prohibition on export would
then, is what will probably happen.
The manube at once followed by diminished production of facturers of woolen goods in C, whom the war
the prohibited article. If the latter were, for ex- has deprived of their market, will begin to proample, wheat or any other article of food, or silk, duee silks, and the manufacturers of silks in D
flax, or raw hemp, the production of these articles will set about producing woolen goods Each
would be gradually reduced until it was propornation will thus succeed in obtaining, as before
tioned to the market.
Prices would doubtless
the war, the goods it needs. To be sure, the confall greatly in the meantime ; but they would
ditions will be less favorable. The silks which C
again rise. In fact, the diminished market would
will manufacture will probably be dearer and not
compel producers to restrict their operations; and so good as those with which it provided itself in
those who produced on a small scale, no longer D. The wool goods which D will make will
being able to divide their labor so efficiently,
probably be inferior to those it procured in C;
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but, on both sides, it will be found more advantageous to employ the capital and the labor whose
market the war has cut off, than to leave them
idle; on both sides, also, people will prefer to pay
a higher price for the goods they need, than to do
without them.
The war, as we s_, compels a
clmnge of place of certain industries, to their injury.
It ruins the most vigorous
branches
of
production, those which had been able to create
an outside market, to substitute for them artificial
industries which only the interruption
of international communication
can make subsist.
But
peace comes in time: and the protection which the
war gave C in the manufacture of silks, and D in
the manufacture
of woolen goods, at once vanishes,
It is evident that these war industries m_L_t suceumb, unless an equivalent obstacle is substituted
for the war, in order to protect them, If the condition of the world is such that the peace can be
lasting, it will most assuredly be better to let them
succumb, and thus permit production to resume its
natural place; but if war is the natural condition
of communities, ff peace intervenes only as a short
truce, perhaps it will be preferable
to renounce
relations whose precarious
existence is a continual occasion of disastrous perturbations.
Prohibition will then appear as a veritable insurance
premium granted the industries to which war has
given rise, and whose maintenance it has rendered
necessary.Thus, for example,
the prohibitory
system became considerably
extended in Europe
and America at the close of the continental
war.
During the war the general interruption
of cornmunication had led to the establishment
of acertain number
of industries under bad eeono_ue
conditions.
When the warceased,
the manufacturers loudly demanded
that the impediment
of
prohibition be substituted for that of war, to pro¢(_tthem.
Goveruments
hastened to defer to their
demand.
This was unquestionably
a great mistake; for, at a time when peace has become the
normal condition of communities,
prohibition is no
longer anything
but a costly anachronism.
In
this new situation it costs less to suffer the perturbations which a temporary
war may cause in
international
relations, than to pay a heavy war
premium for twenty or thirty years to avoid them.
tlowcver, one can conceive how the prohibitory
r6gime should have come to prevail to a certain
degree at the close of a war which convulsed the
world for a quarter of a century, and made communities retrograde
toward barbarism.
On the
other hand, it is more difficult to comprehend
how
this war r_gime could have been extended
and
made worse, as it was, long after peace had become established.
This is connected with certain
effects of prohibition,
of which it is important to
take account._
We have spoken above of a statesman who should establish prohibitions or protectire duties as the reverse of an inventor.
Let us
pursue the comparison,
and we shall discover the
motives which have contributed
to extend and
make more burdensome
the prohibitory
r_gime
in time of peace.
Suppose that an inventor
dis146
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covers a process which permits a saving of 10
per cent. in the cost of production
of a certain
article : by lowering
the price of that article 5
per cent. he will obtain an advantage
over his
competitors,
and realize
besides a good profit.
This profit is the difference between the saving
cffected and the amount by which the price has
been lowered,
and constitutes
the remuneration
for the invention.
Now, what takes place when a
pr_)hibitory duty is imposed ? An artificial deficit
is immediately
produced
in the market, and this
deficit brings about an increase
in the price.
A.
certain article which was procured
at an average
price of twenty cents, for example, can no longer
be obtained under thirty cents.
This is an artificial enhancement
by one-half, and is caused by
the rupture of communication
between the foreign producers
and the home consumers.
Suppose the prohibited
article could be produc_xt in
the country
at an average price of twenty-two
cents: capital would be invested in that new indnstry; for it would receive, besides the ordinary
profits of other branches of production,
an extraordinary premium equal to eight cents.
This
premium
would result from the difference between the price at which the article can be produced in the country,
and the artificial
price
which prohibition has created.
It is then manifest that if the profits of invention are based on
the lowering of prices, tho_ of prohibition
are
based in just the same way on their enhancement.
-- But is the extraordinary
premium arising from .
prohibition lasting?
Must not the profits in the
protected
industries
finally fall to the level of
those in other branches of production,
as a result
of home competition?
That will depend on the
nature of the protected industry.
If the industry is one whose essential elements arc not limited
in the country,
the premium
will have only a
temporary character; for new manufactories
will
be established
with a view of obtaining the premium as long as it shall continue.
Home competition will then lower prices so much as to destroy
the premium.
Sometimes even the incres,_e of the
protected industry will not stop at its necessary
limit, and prices will suddenly
fall below the expenses of production.
The result will be a panic,
which will swallow up a good part of the profits
from the premium which enhanced prices.
Prices
will afterward
rise again ; but the protected industry will have ceased to realize profits greater
than those of other branches of production.
Its
patent will have expired, to use an apt phrase of
Mr. Huskisson.
It will be otherwise if the protected industry is not capable of unlimited extension; if it is, for example, grain culture in a courttry where land adapted to raising wheat is scarce,
or the production of coal, iron, or lead, in countries where mineral
deposits axe rare.
In such
cases, the enhanced price may be obtained for any
length of time.
If prohibition
has increased the
price from twenty to thirty, the supply will he
sufficiently small not only to maintain this price,
but even to increase it gradually with the increase
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of population and public wealth. Then the holders of natural protected monopolies, such as land
orminss, willseetheirprofitsincreaseeveryyear;
they will continually grow rich without havingto
take the least trouble. --But, whether the premitun which enhances prices be lasting or temporary, the allurement of that premium is sufficient,
and more than sufficient, to multiply prohibitions,
What more tempting, in fact? While money is
so difficult to win under the abominable law of
competition, here is a process discovered, by the
aid of which one can grow rich by turning over
his hand. Who would not hasten to use and
to abuse so marvelous a process? Who would
not manage to work the machine to manufacture
premiums, until the exhaustion of the material?
To be sure, these premiums can be obtained only
at the cost of the ruin or impoverishment of others; they constitute a manifest spoliation, a refitable brigandage. But does one stop for such
slight considerations when a fortune is in question? Besides, is not this spollation legal? Isnot
brigandage consecrated by the practice of all
civilized nations? Is it not universally admitted
that one may confiscate, by means of a simple
statute, the trade of a foreign industry, and irapose on the "protected nation" an extra tax to
enhance the price, payable into the hands of the
beneficiaries of the confiscated trade?- Meanwhile, theorists are taking it into their head to
denounce so unjust and disastrous a violaticm of
property rights. They derr_n,1 liberty of the exchanges, invoking justice and urging the interests
of the_.
But there is no embarrassment in
replying to these theorists. In the first place,
they are accused of propounding a theory; and,
in the eyes of rn_ny people, the accusation is
enough to condemn them. Then, search is made
tntheold arsenal of popular errors and favorite
prejudices, for all sorts of redoubtable weapons
which people use to crush so pernicious a theory,
By the same reasoning that caused inventors in
' former times to be persecuted and derided, the
promoters of freedom of the exchanges are treated
as dangerous dreamers, while the supporters of
the prohibitory r_gime are considered as benefactors of humauity. -- The list is long of the sophisms which have been employed to disguise the
tree motives for the raising of custom house bartiers since the establishment of a general peace,
Often, it is true, these s_phisme were employed in
_1
faith by persons who thought, that, by entithing themselves by means of the international
d_redations of prohibition, they were contributing to the greatness and prosperity of their native
]_sd. Almost always, too, ignorance of sound
economic notions has been so general, that the
act of profiting by premiums which raised prices
.whileestablishtng an industry contrary to nature,
was considered, even by the victims of prohibition, asa work of patriotic devotion. We do not
intend to take up all the sophisms which have
been forged to justify prohibition and glorify the
ISeOhll/tioni_.
This would I_ an _
tsak.

We shall confine ouraelves to a review Of those
most frequently employed. -- IV. _
of/,_
_ph_s
of Prot_4ion_.
1. That a _tation s_otdd
not allow if_lf to b_ome d,_t_ndent on ford_ coun,
tries, e_e_aUyfor artwlos of prime na#,t_ity. This
argument was the most important of those which .
were brought forward by English prohibitionists
against the free traders who advocated the repeal
of the corn laws. "Is it not," they said, "renouacing our political independence, to put ourselves under the necessity of having recours_ to
foreigners for the means of subsistence? Would
not a nation from which its enemies cut off supplies be obliged to surrender at discretion ?" But
what more chimerical than such an apprehension? When two nations effect exchanges, is not
the dependence which results from them mutual?
If Englantl depends for the means of subeistencb
on Russia, France and the United States, do not
these three countries in their turn depend upon
England for their supplies of iron, coal, cotton
goods, wool fabrics, etc.? Besides, even if England should become embroiled with most of the
nations which supply her with grain, could she
not, for,a small advance in price, supply the deftcit from other nations?. Did not the gigantic folly
of the continental blockade demonstrate the irapossibility of commercially isolating a powerful
nation? And as to a small nation, do not the
commercial relations which such a nation estabHshes abroad furnish it with new guarantees of
independence, by attaching to its cause all the interests which it has been able to conjoin to its
own?--One of the most brilliant oratorsof the
anti_oru law league in England, Mr. W. J. Fox,
shows up with marvelous skill the superannuated
character of the argument for independence of
foreigners, in the following celebrated passage :
"Independence of foreigners," he says, "is the
favorite theme of the aristocracy. But surely
the squire is not consistent when he exclaims
against foreign supplies. Let us eTsanlne his life.
A French cook dresses his dinner, and a _0z_s
valet dresses him for his dinner.
The lady
whom he hands from the drawing room, is
adorned with pearls which never grew within the
shell of a Br/t/sh oyster, and the feathers which
nod in her plume belonged to no barnyard fowl.
The viands of his table come from/k_um,
his
wines from the R_
or the Rhone. His eyes are
delighted with flowers from 8o_tA A_ir_,
and
his nose with a leaf from _N'ort/tAmcr/e¢. His
horse is Arcb/a_, and his favorite dog of the _.
/_'nard
breed. His gallery is enriched with
F_m_h paintings and G-r¢_ statues. Does he
seek diversion? He goes to hear Ita//a_ singers,
singing (_
music, all followed by a __nch
ballet. Does he rise_to judicial honors? The ermine which decorat_ his shoulders wss never
before on the back of a Br/t_ beast. His mind
even is a picnic of exotic contributions. His
philosophy and poetry come from _
and
Pwme, h_ geometry from _,
iris arithmetic from Arabia, and his reason from 1"almOnd.
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His infant teeth were pressed on coral from the
Indh_n ocean; and when he dies, sculptured marble from the quarries of Carrara will adorn his
tomb! And this is the man who says, ' Let us be
independent of foreigners!'"--2.
That a nation
should avaidlarge purchas_freraforeig1_ countries,
in order to prevent an e_chaustion of its s_ock of
nwrwy. Here we see the old sophism of ba/an_
of t_-ade. This sophism, formerly on every one's
lips, is now much less employed, Englisii proteetionists, in particular, seeming ashamed of using
it.
That an argument, formerly so general,
should have become thus discredited, is due to
several causes : in the first place, to the deadly
war the economists have waged against the dectrine of ha/ante of t_zde; then, to the decrease
in the relative importance of importations and
exportations of money in transactions between
people of different nations; finally, to experience, which successively demonstrated that the
suppression of custom house barriers between the
different provinces of France, between England
and l.reland, and between the states of the Zollverein, was followed by none of the monetary
disasters predicted by the advocates of the metcantlie theory.
However, the prejudice has not
disappeared; and so long as the laws of monetary
circulation are not commonly understood, it will
be possible to stir upthe masses against freedom
of exchanwe,
by ah_ming
them with the phantom
of an exhaustion of the supply of money. (See
BAL_C_.O_' TR_E.)--3.
Th_i_/s
_to
have lr_t_ti_
duties, c._ a comp_Y_a
for the
la_s imposed on home indu_tr/_.
If the English
protectionists made little use of the _-phism about
the exhaustion of money, they made, on the other
hand, abundant u_e of that on eompen_tory dug_s,
"The English farmers," they said, "bear taxes
more numerous and more severe than those of
Russian farmers. Is it not just to make compensation for the difference, by a protective duty?
Is it not Just to equalize the conditions of home
production with those of the foreign?" l_'ow, in
the first place, do these differences in the figures
_f the tax_ always signify what they seem to
signify? It was certainly true that the English
farmers did pay more taxes than their Russian
competitors. But did they not also enjoy more
complete security and freedom? Were they not
better protected against spoliation and despotism?
and was not this greater liberty and security fully
an equivalent for the greater taxes they had to
pay? In tim Second place, can protection really
compensate for the burdens which excessive taxation imposes on production? Protect home agriculture in a country like England, under the pretext that it is more encumbered by taxes than its
rivals, and you will doubtless provide a eompensation to farmers, by permitting them to increase
the price of their products. But upon whom will
fa)l the burden from which you have relieved
them? Upon all the othe_ branches of production, which _
pay _¢e de_
for their raw
ms,te_iv_m_ ._s_
_ nbsistence for their
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workmen.
What is gained on one side is lost on
another. Unless a way can be found by wlflch a
tax which enters the treasury can be paid by nobody, compensatory duties can not relieve production. _ow, if they can neither destroy nor
diminish the evil necessarily connected with the
existence of every tax, of what use is it to change
the place of the evil?- 4. Theft ho_r_ labor rau_t be
protected, topreve_ the number of employments di
minishing in ¢_nsequen¢,e of foreign _mpetition,
aM thus to guara_tee the m_ar_ of #ubsister_ to
the workm_.n. This sophism is worthy of notice,
b_ause it gives prohibition the attractive appearance of philanthropy.
If landholders and mannfacturers loudly demand prohibitory legislation,
it is not to realize extraordinary profits at the ex)ense of their rivals; O no! it is only to secure
work and good wages for the workmen of their
country; it is to keep the laboring classes from
the sad results of unlimited competition, etc., etc.
But if such were the only aim of the prohibitionists, would they confine themselves to interdicting products from abroad? Would they not prohibit, above all, the importation of foreign workme_5come
into competition with their own?
Do we, however, observe that they abstain from
employing foreign workmen, even at the times
when they most energetically plead the necessity
of protecting "home labor"?
No: they have
no scruples of this sort. There is a striking contradietion between their argument and their eOnduct. (See EMIGRATION.)
NOW, is it true that
the prohibitory system increases the number of
places in which men can be employed, in-the
country?
Let us see. We have observed that
prohibitions have just the opposite effect on prices
from that produced by new machines ; that by
inducing certain industries to put themselves in
bad economic conditions, and by impeding progtess in division of labor, they bring about increase of prices, while new machines cause rvduced prices. Now, do machines diminish tim
number of men employed in production?
Does
not experience, on the contrary, attest that their
final result has been to incr(_se it, by the general
increase of consumption?
Are there vet to-day,
for instance, more men employed in the cotton
industry, than there were before the steam engine
and the mule jenny had transformed that indu_
try? A man who should propose to break the
spinning machines and the looms of to-day, to
replace them by the spinning wheel and the hand
loom, in order to give more chances for employing workmen, would justly be deemed insane.
But if new machines result at last in an increase
in the number of persons employed, must not
prohibition diminish the number? If we look at
the interests of the working classes, in what respect are the errors of the prohibitionists better
than those of the destroyers of machines_--_By
making the cost greater, the prohibiWry system
diminishes consumption, and consequently pro.
duction, and the number of opportunities for enl.
ployment. This is how it protects home labor.
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:But does it not, at least, tend to give it more stability?
Does it not afford security to the workman against industrial panics, as the prohibitionists affirm? or is the contrary the case? We have
already seen that the prohibitory system, by putring industries at the mercy of the changing opinions of legislators, has introduced a constant condition of instabilityin
all branches of production:
we have seen that tariff changes are likely to engender industrial panics.
Must not the dreadful
crises which have so painfully
affected the subsistence of workmen, be attributed to the incessant
perturbations
which the prohibitory
system has
occasioned in the markets?
The history of roodern industry gives us strange l_ns
on this subject. One may read on its every page of the cruel
evils which this system for "protecting
national
labor" has brought upon the laboring
classes,
(See PAUPERrS_.)_5.
That natw_,_Z/_ y should be
made the baals of the _$/stern of exchanges.
This argument was the basis of Dr. List's national system
of political economy.
But in studying the history
of the formation
of states, and examining
into
the elements which constitute them, one readily
perceives that nationality can not serve as a basis
to a system
of exchanges.
States
have been
formed, for the most part, by conquest, and enlarged either by royal alliances, by wars, or by
diplomacy.
No economic consideration
has controlled their formation.
When the map of Europe
was made over at the congress of Vienna, for example, did any one consult the interests of the industries and the commerce of the peoples whose
_tionality
they were changing?
Did any one
m_k whether the situation of the Rhine provinces
and of the other countries which were then separated from the French empire, rendered that
separation advantageous
or injurious to the countries concerned?
No: the question was not even
mooted.
Political
considerations
and diplomatic
intrigues
alone decided the new configuration of
the states.
Why should an attempt be made to
establish a national system of exchanges based on
pretended economic
necessities,
in states whose
formation was controlled by no economic views,
states of which the chances of war and of alliances alone decided the boundaries?
Is it not the
height of absurdity to transform these boundaries,
which the hazard of events has alone determined,
and which it may enlarge or contract to-morrow,
into rational limits of the exchanges?
Is not an
economic system founded on a political basis and
politically
modifiable, a monstrosity
which good
sense rejects?--6.
Jf the protective system did not
e_st, it m_uld perhaps be well not to invent it; but
to aZtempt to destroy it to-day would be to pronounce
a death serdence or_ a multitnde
of industries,
to
oee,_
ruiru_
disph_merd, s of capita2 and of
/abe, etc., _e.
We have pointed out above the
striking analogy between the setting up of a new
machine and the suppression
of a prohibition.
The result of each is to substitute a good market
for a high-priced one, and abundance for penury,
But all progress, from whatever source, is accom-

panied by some disturbance.
Must we renounce
a permanent advantage,
to avoid this transient
disturbance?
Must we give up new machines,
new methods, new ideas, under pretense that they
disturb the old machines,
the old methods, the
old ideas?
Shall we immobilize
humanity,
to
prevent some change of employments?
Let us
hear Dr. Bowring on this subject, in his speech at
the congress of economists, at Bruxelles, in 1847,
where tie admirably refuted this paralytic objection: "Tile
displacement
of capital,"
be said,
"the displacement
of capital ! Why, it is a sign
of progress.
Has not the plow displaced
the
spade?
What became of the copyists after the
invention
of printing?
* * We formerly had
thousands
of little boats on the Thames:
what
has become of them, now that the Thames is furrowed by hundreds of steamboats?
But are not
the interests of the workman
himself subserved
by so rapid and economical means of transportat.ion ? The first time I ever went to London I had
to pay four shillings to go from one part of the
city to the other: to-day I make the same trip
for six pence; and if you ask how this has been
brought about, I answer: by the displacement
of
labor and capital.
This displacement
may be
found everywhere.
I was born in a town which
figures in the commercial history of my country.
I have seen there, at Exeter, an entire industry,
the woolen industry, abandoned.
I have seen, in
the port of that city, ships from all countries,
and have heard my ancestors speak of their relations with most distant lands.
But as soon as
steam was introduced
into manufactories,
fuel
being dear in that part of the country, the industry removed to where it was cheap.
Well, capital was displaced;
but the population
has nevertheless increased.
When I left Exeter the population was 25,000 inhabit,'mts;
now it is 40,000.
The workmen have taken up other employments.
But what has displaced
labor?
What has displaced capital?
What has displaced industries?
What has put them on a false basis?
What
has built upon sand?
Prohibition.
What, we
ask, is to found the industries on a rock which
can not be moved?"--But
do the displacements
which the substitution of free exchanges for prohibition may occasion, occur on so large a scale
as has been attributed to them?
Would the advent of free trade become the signal for the ruin
of a multitude of industries?
Would one see entire countries deserted for others, as the prohibition pessimists
affirm? Observation
and experience agree in contradicting
these gloomy predictions.
The London
exposition
convinced
the
most prejudiced minds that the great industries
of the various
countries
of Europe
were in a
nearly equal state of advancement,
and that no
people possessed a decidedly marked superiority
over their rivals.
"The
crystal
palace," says
Michel Chevalier, in his interesting
letters on the
London exposition,
"is a good place to prove this
similarity, this fraternity, this equality of the industrles of the principal na__on_ of western _vill-
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zation. Itis manifestthere,itforcesitselfupon thrown out of employment. But can we with
our attention. When I go from the English de- impunity resistprogressthus? On thisprinciple
partment to the French, thence to thatoccupied we should returntothespinningwheel, and regret
by theZollverein,
or to the Swiss,or the Belgian, allthe mechanical progressrealizedforthe last
or theDutch, I findarticles
of nearlyequal merit, flttyyears. If spinning can be done more ecowhich give e_ddcnce of nearly the same aptitude nomically,consuml)tion
willincrease;
more cotton
and experience,and at nearly the same prices, goods willbe sold,more machines will be conThis ismore especially
manifestinregard toEng- structed,and more lahor willbe needed." (See
land and France,especially
ifwe take the trouble the corroborative
testimony of D. A. Wells,when
to complete our exhibitat London by recalling a specialtariff
commissioner of the United States
the articles we had in Marigny Square in 1849,
government,
showing howthe protective tariff has
of which
the abused producers
refused to send
operated in the United States to keep in use inspecimens to London.
In thus speaking of equalfcrior machines
long since discarded in England.
ity, I do not mean that the productions
of the
--E. J. L.)-- Thus, in the view of manufacturprincipal
nations are identical,
on the contrary,
ers themselves,
the prohibitory
rOgime retards
they are diverse, they have their peculiar stamp,
production.
Let this r6gime be abolished,
and
The)- reveal spccial industrial
aptitudes, a distinct
every industry
which is located under favorable
originality,
but they manifest
a nearly equal denatural conditions
will inevitably become considgree of advancement.
If one is surpassed
in sac
erably extended.
It will doubtless
then he neceskind of articles, it is first in another,
perhaps
sary to exercise more intelligence,
activity
and
similar
and equally
difficult:
and we can not
energy, in order to preserve
and increase one's
doubt, that, with a little incentive,
each nation
trade; for freedom of exchange
is not so easy _t
could equal the one which exce]s it in any parcouch as prohibition.
Every industry
would be
ticular product.
If prime materials were equally
at once obliged to employ every new improvement
cheap everywhere
(and they would be if the legto keep up with its rivals. But would not humanislators of certain
countries
would
abolish the
ity as a whole profit by the great impulse producwholly artificial causes of high prices which it tion would have received?
Would not people be
has pleased
them to multiply),
the expense at
more abundantly
provided
with all things, and
which the manufactured
articles
could be protheir minds, kept active by necessity, become more
duced would be nearly rite samc, and the several
accessible to light?
Necessity
is a powerful
incountries would have markets
about equally low
centive to progress, and the chief result of freepriced."-A well-known
French
manufacturer,
dora of exchange will be to render progress more
Jean Dolfus, corroborated
the statements of Chevand more necessary.
Look, for example,
at Britslier, and showed
how the prohibitory
r_gimc
ish agriculture.
How many times the prohibihad resulted
in preventing
the cotton industry
tionists had predicted that it could not endure the
in France from adopting
improvements
in mscompetition
of the United States, Poland and Ruschinery.
"We
do not," he says, "keep
pace
sia! How many times they had depicted its fields
with England
in industrial
progress.
Ten years
devastatcd,
its laborcrs ruined and dispersed, by
ago they commenced
there to substitute machines
the storm of free trade, and old England, deprived
which twist the thread on the pirn without the aid
of this main-stay of her power, disappearing
from
of a workman
for the old spinning machines:
to- the list of nations!
Well, the corn laws have been
day, for certain numbers, no other machines exist,
abolished, free trade is enthroned,
and what has
All have been obliged to adopt the improvement,
become of British agriculture?
Has it sunk in the
With us, on the contrary, people still make money
storm?
tIas its capital been destroyed, and its
while using very antiquated
machines;
and the
fields submerged by the "deluge of foreign grain "?
sum appropriated
to compensate
for the annual
Have proprietors
and farmers
carried into effect
depreciations,
at least in the spinning
of cotton,
their threat to emigrate
to America, abandoning
is sc'trcely necessary,
for it is not generally
eratheir felds to the thorn and the briar? :No. Scarceployed to improve
the machines.
Why have
ly had the corn laws been repealed, when the agrinot the improvements
adopted
in England
be- culturists,
redoubling
their efforts, made improvecome necessary in France?
Because all remain in meat the order of the day on every hand.
The
the old way, and continue
to make spun goods
old instralments
and the old methods were sbsnthat could be manufactured
at much less expense,
doned;
and agriculture,
so long given over to
by a little additional
outlay.
:My house has a routine, took rank among
the most progressive
spinning mill of 25,000 spindles, 20,000 of which
industries.
Thus transformed
under the strong
are for calico: it could, by replacing
its looms, a
pressure of foreign competition,
it now laughs at
part of which are nearly forty years old, spin a the phantom which formerly gave it apprehension.
kilogramme
twenty centimes cheaper than it does
And this was an industry
which was to be infalto-day: but home competition
is not sufficient to
libly ruined by free trade !-- Observing, then, as
compel them to do it.
Is not this conclusive?
Chevalier and Blanqui did at the universal exposiWho pays the twenty centimes?
The consumer,
tion at London, the condition of the industries
of
the country.
The committee forthe protection of the civilized
world, and investigating
carefully
national h_bor did not think it _
to clmage our
the results already obtained by tariff reforms, one
looms, bec_uae m_ny spinners
might
thus be becomes
convinced that the rui_ou_
displace-

meats of production, the destruction of protected
industries,
and so many other calamities,
which,
according to the prohibitionists,
were inevitably to
accompany the advent of liberty of the exchanges,
were vain phantoms.
One also acquires the conviction
that the adoption
of free trade would
strengthen and develop industries, instead of cornpromising and ruining them. -- Here we terminate
our review of the sophisms of the prohibitionists,
although the subject is far from exhausted.
But
these unsound arguments have been refuted by all
the economists in succession
since Adam Smith
and Turgot.
An especially
lively and satirical
refutation of them will be found in Bastiat's _p/li#mes F_,c_nomiqut_, to which we refer our readers,
--V.
CoT_clu_i_u. Freedom
of exchanges
ten(is
to produce a cheaper market and to favor stability,
Should
it become permanently
established,
the
industries,
having
no restriction
as to market,
would have all the development
of which they are
capable.
At the same time they would acquire a
maximum
of stability, by ceasing to be based on a
precarious
foundation.
To the high prices and
instability
inherent in the artificial r_gime, would
succeed a return to the order instituted
by Providence.
Now, is it chimerical to count on progress
so beneficent?
Is free trade an economic
ideal
which we are interdicted
from attaining?
Is it a
pure utopia, a humanitarian
dream, as the defenders of prohibition
affirm?
Observe the signs
of the times, and then reply. • Is not one of the
most absorbing interests of our time, the improvemerit of means of intercommunication?
Are not
all civilized nations multipl)_ing
railroads, electric
telegraphs,
and other means of intercourse?
Are
not steam and electricity
having a constantly
increasing effect in diminishing
the natural obstacle
of distance?
Now, what is the economic
result
of all this?
It is to extend the sphere of the
exchanges.
Railroads,
steamb(_ats,
electric telegraphs, are powerful
instruments
in destroying
dists_e,
to the profit of the exchanges
from city
to city, and from people to people.
But to! while
nations are imposing on themselves
gigantic sacririces to multiply the ways which facilitate
the exchanges,
they are, on the other hand, maintaining
the prohibitory
system,
which interrupts
them !
They would stimulate
exchange
with one hand,
and cut it off with the other[
Such a flagrant
contradiction
must eventually
impress all minds,
Either steam locomotion and the electric telegraph
must be abandoned, or el_ the prohibitory
system
must fall; for the simultaneous
existence of these
agents of civilization and of this relic of barbarism
is absurd.
But there is small
likelihood
that
steam locomotion
and the electric telegraph will
be ahandoned.
The prohibitory r6gime, howev_',
has received
severe blows.
Governments
_a_ve
finally perceived that prohibitory
duties brought
them nothing, and that it would be an excellent
operation
to substitute
for them revenue taxes,
Bit l_obe_ Peel _k
this position as the starting
point of his financial policy, and the budget of
_reat BriUdn, whose accounts showed a continual

deficit before the reforms of Peel, afterward pre,
sented a regular surplus revenue.
A similar reform in the United States gave like results in :1851.
Under reduced tariff duties, exports doubled, and
the revenue was increased $50,000,000.
Financial
necessities thus combine with economic necessities and the progressive tendencies of our age, to
put an end to the prohibitory
r_gime.
Prohibitions may be compared to the chains which were
used in the middle ages to bar the streets.
In our
day they are a vestige of a system of defense
which the progress of civilization
has rendered
useless and superannuated.
Before long, we trust,
the frontiers will cease to be barred, as the streets
have ceased to bc so: and, despite those, utopists
whose ideal is in the past, liberty will at last
become the law in human affairs. -- B_BLZOG_,FHY. Adam Smith, Wealth of_)'ations,
Imok iv.,
chaps, iv. and v., Restraints
on the importation
from foreign countries of such goods as can be produccd at home-=also chaps, iv. and v., On drawtracks 'and bounties;
J. B. Say, Politiozl E_on_vay,
chap. xvii., The effect of government
reglilations
intended to influence production,
(trans. from the
French),
Philadelphia,
1832 and 1850; Jas. Mill,
Element_ of Political Economy, chap. iii., sec. 17,
Bounties and prohibitions,
2d ed., London, 1824;
J.A. Blanqui, H_st_ryoflaat_i_l
F_o_w_y, chaps.
xvi., xx. and xxix., Results of free trade in the
Hanse towns, in Venice, and in HollandContrusting policy of Chas. V. given in chap. xxi.,
(trans.), zNew York, 1880; Win. Roscher, Political
F._anomy, app. iii., see. i, The industrial
protectire system and. international
free trade, (trans.),
New York, 1878; Amass Walker,
The Science of
Wealth, chaps, it. and iii., Obstructions
to trade,
fallacies
of the protective
theory, 7th rev. ed.,
Boston, 1874; W. G. Sumner,
History of Pro_c_n in the U_i_d Stat_, _dw York, 1877; J. E.
Cairnes, f_ff_Ming larir_ciples of Political Economy,
n_ly expounded, part iii., chap. iv., Free trade
and protection,
New York,
1874; A. L. Perry,
Elements of Politic_al Economy, chap. xiii., Foreign
trade and the mercantile
system--also
chap. xv.,
On American
tariffs, New York, 1866 and 1878;
F.A.
Walker,
Political Econ_ny,
part vi., chap.
xiii., larotcction v_. Freedom of production,
:New
York, 1883; J. S. Mill. _q_w Un_et_d
of Polit_al Economy, chap. i., The Jaws of interchange between nations, 3d ed., London,
1877;
John MeDonell, SarveyofPoliticalE(_rrwmy,
chap.
xxviii., Protectionism,
Edinburgh,
1871; Edmund
About, Handbook
of Social Economy, chap. vi.,
Liberty,
(trans. from the French),
New York,
1878; Frederic
Bastiat,
_pMarn_
of /_ro_n,
(trans.), l_'ew York, 187.7, 12mo, 397 pp.; S. S.
Cox, Free _and and _
Trade, 16mo, 126 pp.,
New York, 1880; Henry'Fawcett,
Free Tradaan_
Prob,_m,
12mo, 178 pp., London, 1878; W. F.
Marriott,
Grammoff
of Potf_a_ _¢A_y,
chap.
xxv., Free trade and protection,
London,
1874;
:Emil Walter, W'h_ is Fr_ Trad_l_mo,
l_pp.,
New York, 1867.
To the above listmay be added
the foUowi_g popular tracts, which, with others,
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are circulated by the New York Free Trade Club:
always in communities,
yet man's nature is such
David A. Wells,- The _
of ]_'ee Trade, 8vo, 21 that his emotions, which centre upon himself, are
pp., New York, 1875-=The P,_uZts of Protection in
very much stronger than his sympathies,
which
Ow Um_sd 8tares, 12ran, 31 "pp., 1873--How
Con- go out toward his feliow-crcatures;
inotherwords,
greys and the Pubhb _
with a ffreat R_enue
and
"he feels more intensely what affects him directly
Industz/a/Prob_m,
8vo, 26 pp., New York, 1880" than what affects him indirectly through others."
--Fre_" 2_'ade essential to Future _Tational ProsIn all the elements of reality and importance
parity and Development, 51 pp., _Tew York, 1882- his own pains, aches,
troubles,
plans, desires,
--WT_j we Trade, and Haw we Trade, 8vo, _'ew
appear to his mind far superior to those of other
York; Abraham
L. Earle, Our Revenue System
people.
Consequently,
every person has a higher
and C_w7 Serve,
8vo, 47. pp., New York, 1878;
regard for what he conceives to be his own safety,
Abram S. Hewitt,
Labor, Wages, and the Tariff,
or his own welfare, or his own happiness, than he
Speech in House of Representatives,
March 30,
has for the safety, welfare and happiness of others,
1882; S. S. Cox, Re_vroca/
Brigandage
of the and, when these come in opposition,
is ready to
Tariff, Speech' in House of Representatives,
May,
sacrifice the interests of others to his own.
Out
1882; E. P. Wheeler,
Crude Ma_Hals, Testimony
of this constitution
of man's nature arises in sobefore Tariff Commission,
July,
1882, 19 pp. ; J.
ciety a universal
tendency to strife between iudiB. Sargent, (a New Haven, Conn., manufacturer),
viduals,
leading,
unless prevented,
to wrongs,
Reduction of Duties, Testimony
before Tariff Cornoppressions
and crimes of every sort.
Restraint
mission, Aug., 1882; J. Schoenhoff,
The Tariff on
thus becomes indispensable
for the preservation
Wool and Woolens, 14 pp., New York, 1883; W.
and for the advancement
of society.
That reG. Sumner, Prot_
and Revenue in 1877; Grastraint invariably
takes the form of government,
ham McAdam,
The Prote_t/ve System:
What it
which is found,
of some description,
wherever
costs the American Farmer,. 37 pp., New York,
there is a community,
either civilized, barbarous
1880--What
is F_'ee Trade? 3 pp.--The
Tariff in
or savage.
The sole purpose of instituting
govAmerican
Po_'c.s, 8 pp.--Protection
and Wages;
ernment is, therefore, to obtain and secure proH. J. Philpott,
__ee l_'ade vs. Pr_ection;
Horace
bect/_.
All the functions
of government,
legisWhite, The Tariff Question; E. J. Oonnell, _Zac- lative, judicial,
executive,
and whatever,
in all
ery and Proteclion, 69 pp., New York, 1882--The
their branches
and acts. resolve themselves
into
Irapcndin 9 Cr_s,
32 pp. ; Review of the Tariff
this--to protect the rights of person and property.
Commission Report, by the _Ex. Com. of Brooklyn
Moreover, the human race is divided into nations,
Revenue Reform Club, New York,
1882 ; Free
and these are as different, in their condilions,
reTrade the best Protection to AmAerican Industry,
sources, interests, capacities,
motives, as individ(12 tracts, of one page each), New York, 1883;
uals are, with equal tendency
to clash, and to
The Tari_ Quit/on : A few questions
to intclliencroachment
one upon another.
For instance.
gent voters, one page ; Thos. G. Shearman,
__ee .England
has for her object to manufacture
for
Trade the Only Road to Manufacturing
Prosperity
the world, to monopolize
the bulk of reproductive
and High Wages, 22 pp., New York, 1883.
Of
power, to keep all lands, eupecially her own coloprotectionist
writers, Henry C. Carey, of Philanies, in a state of industrial
infancy and vassalage,
dclphia, has been the most noted.
His Pl_'ae/p/es
by political management
as well as by the superiof _
8cien_, (8 vols., Phila.,
1858), give an
ority of her capital, by imr cheap labor, by her
exposition
of his views on this subject.
Prof.
skill, and by her navy and her mercantile marine.
Francis Bowen, of Harvard College, in his AmerHer policy is to have other countries compete in
ican Poh'tical Economy,
chap. xx., treats of the
her home market for the sale of their raw matedoctrine of international
exchanges,
and the lirarials, to the end that she may be enabled to fix
its of free trade and the protective system.
Gco.
the prices of what she buys; and to have other
M. Westou, of _cw York, has also well presented
countries
compete in her home market
for the
the arguments of protectionists
in his Refutah_
purchase of her finished products, to the end that
of Some. Current Errors in Respect to Fordgn _
she may be enabled to fix the prices of what she
merve, (Svo, 38 pp., Cambridge,
Mass., 1883), an
sells, thus becoming mistress of the globe.
These
argument read before the tariff commission,
aims require that England shall be aggressive and
E. j. L., 2)'.
G. DE MOLm_.
overmastering;
hence her trade system first looks
outwardly,
and hinges largely upon external cirPROTECTION
IN THE UN|TED
STATES.
cumstances.
On the contrary, the United States
U_rED S'P&'r_sTARn_.
Imposition of duties on
has for its object to bring into harmonious
proimports from foreign countries for the encourageportion and development,
within its own boundmeat, promotion and defense of native industry,
aries, the four great branches
of industry-The fundamental
principle
which justifies this
agriculture, manufacturing,
commerce and transpractice, and make_ it needful, is found in the
portation--without
which national life can not
fact tlmt _otectioa,
in the broadest acceptance of
attain to the highest degree of excellence, because
the term, is not only_:_
sole ftmctio_ of governthe history of growing civilization
is a history of
ment, but the ptim_l',_J_
sought in.establishing
a long, tedious, painful progress from a condition
its autho_y.
_
God has eonstituted man
in which occupations
are few to a condition
in
a soaiaI being, _o/_g.t/ae
_
is everywhere and
which they are many.
Our republic has for I_
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object, further, to be free, independent, powerful,
but to let every other country enjoy its freedom,
independence
and power, in its own way; hence
our trade system first looks inwardly,
and hinges
largely upon internal circumstances.
These extremes in method of aggrandizement
involve all
the intermediary
differences
which
distinguish
the commercial
policy of other nations.
Now,
the same constitution of man's nature which leads
to conflict between individuals
in society, leads
al_ to conflict between political communities
under different governments,
and renders it needful
to defend the industrial inter_ts
of each against
aggression and encroachment
from all the others,
The United States, as a distinct aggregate of persons, possessing
common government,
common
laws, institutions
and interests, common history
and destiny, constituting
one body politic, free
and independent,
can provide common defense
and security of the rights, property and lives of its
citizens, only by "following
the dictates of selfprotection,
in order to create the greatest amount
• of common welfare
within,
and the greatest
amount of safety against danger from without,
Just as it would be foolish in congre_ss to refuse
to have an army, or a navy, or forts, or a military
academy, on the plea that mankind would be better off if there was no war, so it would be foolish
in congress to refuse to have protective duties on
imports, on the plea, that, in a perfect but entirely
imaginary state of the human race, foreign free
trade would be beneficial to all. It is not the aim
of protection to supply the wants and regulate the
exchanges of supposititious
communities,
purified
from the vices, villainies,
propensities
and ills
which vex ordinary humanity;
purged of mercenary tradesmen,
gainful arts and counterfeit honesty; freed of grecdinesa in getting and tenacity
in keeping,
whether it be wealth or authority;
devoid of withering competition,
down-trodden
laborers, and hunger-pinched
wretchedness;
but,
on the contrary, to provide man with what he requires while he continues in society as it is, recognizing the facts, that individual
selfishness predominates
over individual
benevolence;
that the
strong, unless restrained,
will not respect the
rights of the weak; that he who plants a sugar
estate, dykes a rice plantation, sows a field, erects
a factory, or constructs
a ship, n_ds
the firm
basis of the laws and institutions
of his country
to depend upon, as much as he who builds a
house needs a solid foundation;
that the great elcmentary object of organizing government,
and of
conducting
legislation
under its constitution
or
form, is to shield property,
foster useful industry, and promote the general welfare ; and that
nations often may and do have interests as antagonistic as those of persons, making it necessary to
provide for the defense of each against the cupidfly, over-reaching
or encroachment
of the rest,
manifested
either in positive ways or through indirection. _ PRINCIPLES AND FAcTs.
1. Fre_
_Hlthin, b_t _'estraln/t _ithout, the Amerioz_ rule. -]_very analogy of nature supports the policy of
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free exchange between the inhabitants of a courttry, while it is denied between
that and other
countries.
For instance, there is free exchange
between the different members of the human body;
and it would be the extreme of folly, for it would
be. death, to protect the kidneys or the lungs from
the blood, or the stonmch from the liver; yet, it is
highly proper and beneficial to protect all these
organs, by suitable clothing, from aggressive, injurious outside
influences, and to protect that
human body, as a united whole, against encroachment from some other human body.
So it is with
the body politic.
Free exchange between its earlous parts is essential to its healthy development,
and even to its existence; but _roteetion is needed
against ag_vession and encroachment
from foreign
bodics politic.
This internal free trade rests upon
the broad foundation of a community
of reciprocities or equalities.
Whatever
there may be of
chmh between home interests is minimized,
and is
subject to control by internal forces.
There is
one contiguous
territory, one national language,
one central government,
one patriotic allegiance,
one kind of political institutions, one code of laws,
one set of civil obligations, one habit of manners
and customs, one standard of societary excellence,
one tendency of public opinion.
United under
one flag, associated under one general authority,
and combined into one organism, the people have
rights, duties, pri_ileges,
benefits, advantages,
prospects,
interests,
which
can not be safely
shared with any other people.
This homogeneous condition
is what makes free trade both
permissible and benefieent within the borders of
each distinct nationality,
as, for instance,
between the several parts, of the United States.
It
is the lack of a concurrent homogeneousness
outside of those boundaries which causesfareign
free
trade to be dangerous.
Producers
and traders in
other countries are not subject to our laws, nor
amenable to the processes of our courts, nor obligated to serve upon our juries, nor liable to be
drafted into our armies, nor bound to contribute
to our internal
taxes, nor answerable
for nonperformance
of any of the duties of American
citizenship.
They are total aliens to our national
commonwealth.
To permit them to sell their
merchandise in our home markets, free of all tariff charge, free of all local burdens, free of all
allegiance
to our government,
would be to exalt
perfect
strangers
above the heads of its own
patriotic people in privilege.
The foreigner, abiding in a distant land, and often hostile at heart
to our free institutions,
has no right to ask to be
placed on a dead level of commercial
benefits
with our citizens, who have a round of local burdens incident to those institutions---burdens
from
which he is exempt.
It has cost a vast amount of
sacrifice, an immense aggregate
of exertion, and
an incalculable
investment
of capital, on the part
of our population,
through a number of generations, to transform a perfect wilderness into the
most opulent and lhe moat clearable of the world's
markets.
Why ah6uld the total alien, without any
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participation in developing our resources, without
sharing in the support of our government, without
a personal stake in the welfare of our Union, be
allowed to be an exceptionally
favored beneficiary
of all that toil and effort ? There is no way in
which he can be compelled to compensate
our nationality
for the high privilege of admission to
our domestic
markets
except through
duties on
imports.
Only by the imposition of such charges,
made adequate
to the purpose, can the unequal
conditions
of competition
be equalized
between
the alien and the citizen, meeting as rivals in trade
upon our soil.2..D_'erence
between European
and American
protection.
The utmost freedom
compatible
with liberty regulated
by law presides
over the internal affairs of the United States.
Not
only to commodities,
but also to land, to political
franchises,
to education,
to religion,
to speech,
and to whatever
else, is applied this principle
of
eqaal unrestraint.
Here, then, is found in cornpletest operation
the great natural law of all organized existence, which requires free exchange
within, while demanding
protection against without.
Defensive duties on imports are thus enabled to promote the welfare of the whole community.
It is not so in Europe,
where restriction,
of one kind or another, represses
local freedom,
as the octra/charges
in France, the land monopoly
in England, the autocratic
method in Russia, and,
generally,
the grudging
limitation
of suffrage,
Consequently,
it is :European capitalists,
not European laborers,
who reap the solid benefits of
protective duties.
In this country, the laborer is
the chief beneficiary.
This is the fundamental
difference between tariff protection in Europe and
in the United States. -- 3..Need
of diversified ind_t.rg.
The civilization
of every community
is
necessarily
graduated
by its individual
and collective power to command the services of nature;
the degree to which industry
is diversified among
any people affords the surest test of their ability
to call the governing
forces of matter to their aid;
variety in the pursuits
of society is not a condition which originates
spontaneously
the moment
there is room for it, and to the extent that surrounding circumstances
will permit,
but results
either from the pressure of population
upon the
means of subsistence, or from the stimulus of artiflcial encouragement.
To complete the development of man's power over the forces of matter,
no single kind of labor will suffice, either agricultural, mechanic,
scientific,
or manufacturing,
Cultivation of the ground subdues the earth only
as regards its vegetative properties,
and its highest
excellence depends upon assistance
rendered
by
the whole circle of the sciences and the arts. Use
of the principles
involved in the lever, the wheel
and axle, the pulley,'4he inclined plane, the wedge
and the screw, while pre-eminently
the conquest
of mind over matter, commands
the services of
only one section of the material forces.
Delving
for ores mealy develol_ for subsequent operations
certain products which nature has gratuitously
provided in her stupendous
laboratory.
System-
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atizing knowledge, although
highly promotive of
utilitarian
results, does little more than set up
finger-boards to point out to workers the paths
they must follow in accomplishing
their task of
converting
tile properties of natural objects into
useful and obedient
servants.
Manfifacturing
is
limited to the arts of reproduction--to
changing
the condition,
shape, arrangement,
combinatk)n.
uses and values of metallic
particles,
vegetable
fibres, and other raw materials.
A widespread
association
of these integral elements of national
development
is requisite to advance any people to
a high position among political communities
of
modern times.
Diversified
industry
thus lies at
the base of all normal progress.
The more intelligent, skilled, experienced,
productive,
prosperous it i_%the better for the inhabitants and for the
state, and higher and nobler will be the attendant.
civilization.
Hence the interests of labor and of
the laborer should be the chief concern of statesmanship ; for whatever
shackles, cripples, undermines or prostrates
them is retrogressive
in tend-"
ency and
force, and strongly
detrimental
to
society.
Upon the place in the governmental
structure
assigned to the industrial
element depends the value of the resulting civil and political
institutions.
In the work of bringing the forces
of matter under the control of man, diversified
pursuits march hand in hand, evermore co-operating to produce and hasten the same general attainment.
Acting
together,
they assault
nature
in
her strongholds,
and wrest from her possession
her most treasured secrets, and explanation
of her
most occult processes.
At every step of this concerted movement,
knowledge
acquires some new
insight into the laws which govern the material
world, resulting in augmented
ability to use them
for practical ends. Thus, so long as science mainrained that earth, air, fire and water were elementary substances,
it was impossible
to find out that
the rusting of metals, the formation of acids, the
burning of inflammable
bodies, the breathing
of
animals, and the growth of plants by night, involve the same operation : or that the diamond
embodies, under dissimilar conditions,
the same
substance as char('oal
or graphite ; or that water
is composed
of two gases, one of which is the
great feeder of combustion.
What amazing ac.
complishments
have arisen from, and what grand
possibilities are presented by, the chemical demonstration that the chief constituents
of all organic
matter are carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen,
three of which are gaseous.
So long as the nature
of electrical
phenomena
was a sealed book, the
invention
of the magnetic
telegraph was impracticable.
What mighty utilitarian
results sad elyilizing influences have grown out of this conquest
of mind over matter, bringing two continents,
although
three thousand
miles apart, into instant
communication.
How meagre would be the ac.
compUahments
of bleachers and dyers, were it not
for the discoveries of chemistry.
How could car.
penters and masons safely and correctly estimate
the strength of timbers, of walls, of arches, but
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for the investigations
which have been made in mechanical philosophy ? How would it be, possible
for workers in metals to produce the wonderful
results they do, were it not for the accumulated
knowledge
about the nature of those substances,
and about their relations to both heat and other
metals, and the airs and liquids with which they
come in contact ? The improvements
of the steam
engine by Watt resulted
from the most learned
inquiry into mathematical,
mechanical and chemical truths.
Indeed, although
a man be neither
artisan nor farmer, but only one who has a pot
te boil, hc is indebted to inventive genius, and to
discovered
principles which govern matter, for
power to cook his morsel better, and to both vary
and improve his dish.
The art of good and
cheap cookery--an
art never found separate from
a high state of civilization--embodies
the application of natural laws, which neither would have
been brought to light nor devoted
to practical
purposes by a community
of hunters, or of shepherds, or of farmers.
Among such peoples little
exists to stimulate observation and arouse inquiry
as regards the secret workings of nature.
But
diversified
industry is eveo_where
seen to be the
faithful parent of utilitarian investigations,
philosophical
experiments,
scientific
discoveries,
mechanical
development,
inventive
ingenuity,
and
serviceable improvements.
Its peculiar province
is to enlarge the sphere of mental activity, creating
a demand for, and calling into exercise, the latent
powers of intellect ; to make men more expert,
skillful and useful in the various kinds of work
bywhich
theyare to earn their daily bread ; and
to supply those cogent instrumentalities
by which
they are enabled to make it go far, and taste well,
when earned.
Agriculture,
science,
invention,
mining, manufactures,
the mechanic
arts, transportation, commerce,
esthetics,
therefore, all are
factors in the solution of one stupendous
problem--the universal emancipation
of mankind from
the thralldom of nature. Whatever reinforces one,
reinforces all; whatever is detrimental
to one, is
detrimental
to all. -- 4. Carrd_tio_ of ind_a
and human fuc_lt_.
The protective principle,
when established in full operation, secures a diversity of employments
suited to the diversified inelinations
and aptitudes of the people.
Every
body politic, like every human body, is neceesitared, by virtue of its exlstenceand
nature, asa separate and distinct organism, to seek first and preferentialiy its own safety, welfare, happiness,
development,
strength and excellence.
These qnalities, however, are nationally manifested largely or
scantily according as they exist largely or scantily
in the individuals who compose the nation.
God
has so constituted
society that there must ever be
among its members
wide differences of natural
force, talent, appetency
and will, unlike capaci,
ties, aptitudes,
capabilities,
endowments,
preferences, longings; whbily dissimilar powers of body
and of mind.
This great diversity in human facultie_requlresanequallygreatdiversityin
human

farmer, might excel as a machinist.
He who is
considered a failure as a carpenter, might achieve
reputation as a musician.
He who is a bungler
as a shoemaker, might win applause and wealth as
an actor.
He who fails as a merchant,
might
succeed as an inventor.
A sailor, a locksmith,
a
bank clerk and a dancer could not exchange functions.
Each person isspecially
qualified for some
one pursuit in life, and less suited for all the rest.
If he can not acquire that pursuit and devote to
it his labors, there must be a waste of his highest
endowment.
Its usefulness
is lost to the community in which he resides, and to the nation of
which he is a unit.
When this sort of waste is so
general as to embrace a considerable
part of the
population, the national power must be very far
less than it would be with full exercise of the idle
adaptabi]ities.
Hence the imperative need of such
a policy of government as will insure the diversity
of occupations requisite to employ the diversity of
capacities. --An
invincible
objection to a system
of free trade between this and other countries is,
that it would operate with increasing tendency to
minimize the number of distinct vocations among
our people, and thereby dwarf our national vigor
and importance through waste of human aptitudes.
In a community
where agriculture is the sole occupation, there is very little opportunity to develop
and employ the mind in the direction of its best
faculties.
Although a man might be pre-eminently
fitted by nature to be a chemist, and although a
knowledge of chemistry is essential to a scientific
cultivation of the soil, what means or incentive to
that end exists in a rural region, where everybody's
chief talk is about the crops and the weather?
What likelihood
is there, in a purely agricultural
country, that many of the rising generalion will
choose, in preference to the calling of the father,
to become architects, bookbinders, confectioners,
foundrymen,
gunsmiths,
jewelers,
miners, printera, weavers, and so on through the whole round
of skilled employments
? Certainly there is nothflag in theevery-daylffeand
surroundings of such
a community to call forth the latent capacity for
any of these vocations which
may exist in the
minds of its members.
Under such circumstances
thousands may continue, to the end of their days,
without once suspecting
that they possess faculties which need only to be properly cultivated
to
give them eminence and usefulness in some trade
or profession of which they have, perhaps, never
even heard the name.
On}y where industry is
greatly diversified can there be a field of opportunity sufficiently comprehensive
to permit a man's
own instincts to choose the pursuit which most enlists inclination, givesit functionalexercise,
andengages its steady perseve_mnce.
Then production,
whether mental or material, is largest in quantity
and highest in quality, because then each pattieular endowment
is occupied with its appropriate
work, and available for its utmost contribution to
the aggregate
result.
Individ_
and _ational
wealth _ents
very rapid]ywhen
such condi-

oceupatio_ He who makesa very _t

tiona exist in a co.my, sad its b_v_t
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rendered powerful and efficient by the symmetrieal arrangement and advantageous
application of
the capacities of its citizens.
All this is promoted
by the atmosphere of intellectual freedom in which
the people live, where there is suitable employment for physical strength, for manual skill and
dexterity, for inventive genius, for the active and
the sedentary, for childhood as well as youth and

obligation of shaping legislation so as to secure to
labor every practicable advantage for the exercise
of its productive
capacity.
Labor thus constitutes the creative force of all betterments which
are essential to communities
of man.
Upon it
depend even life, liberty and happiness.
Because
the multitudinous
interests of society are to labor
what the superstructure
is to the foundation,
la-

mature age, nay, even for decrepitude,
i people
so situated develop the better part of their natures,
grow intelligent
and exceedingly
enterprising,

bor has the first and highest right to full prot_
"_'
tion.
As, in the present stage of civilizationf4he
bulk of labor is unable to produce with profit un-

enjoy the maximum of general prosperity,
soon
understand
and respect one another's rights, and
become imbued with intense patriotism.--In
the
United States, where the recognized and approved
standard of comfort among the masses requires an
expenditure
beyond the reach of the earnings of
the masses in any other, country, diversity of industry could neither be created nor maintained
under a system of foreign free trade.
The consequent invasion of manufactures
from Europe, displacing our own, would be as destructive
to our
varied arts as the invasion of the Goths and Vandals was to the Roman empire.
Hence proteetion, in the form of defensive duties on imports,
is necessary to secure to our people those industrial conditions
which are the most potent of all
the auxiliaries
of civilization,
and without which
its fullest development
can not be achieved. -- 5.
The rights of labor.
Labor is the greatest part of
lhe capital of every country, because all wealth
proceeds originally
from production,
and all production proceeds from labor.
Even the earth,
with its prodigious
resources,
and man himself,
are the products of labor--of God's labor--furnishing the basis of all production
by the human race.
No one can apply his hand or point his finger to
an object regarded
as capital which
is not the
result of labor.
Whatever exists anywhere under
the name of property is the representative
of previous labor.
So, too, of things not commodities,
Government
and laws; civil*, social and religious
institutions;
the entire and comprehensive
forms
and values of human society, are all, severally and
collectively,
the outcome
of human
labor.
In
brief, whatever
is has been produced.
Producfion is the sole function of labor, either bodily or
mcntal.
But labor's productiveness
is dependent
"" upon its ability to find instant and appropriate
cxercise for labor's function.
This moment's power
to produce must be utilized this moment.
Yesterday's power to produce,
unless employed yestt_rday, must remain forever inoperative.
Opportuaity to use its potential
energies thus becomes
absolutely necessary to enable labor to be efficient
and copious in production.
To the extent that
opportunity
is absent or neglected,
production
must be pre_reated,
and to the same extent
supply be less for consumption
and accumulation. Whatevex
promotes the activity
of labor
stimulates, therefore, the growth of individual
and national wealth; and whatever slackens that
activity relardz that growth.
The inevitable inference is, that goverameat
owes to society the

less its services are hired, its needed protection
consists in what will insure steadyempl_yment_a_ug
fair wages.--But
these e_entials
can not be made
safe to labor in the United States when it is undefended against excessive competition
from foreign
countries.
This is why: It has been estimated,
after careful inquiries,
that, on an average, about
four-fifths of the cost value of manufactured
atticles consists of labor alone.
Perhaps
the problem is too complex to permit the ascertainment
of
the exact proportion,
and the answer which would
be correct at one date might not fit the conditions
at a subsequent
date; but it is unquestionable
that the ratio must be very large.
To illustrate
the case, take a steel rail.
There is labor in the
ore, labor in the coal or coke, labor in the limestone, labor in the transportation
requisite to bring
these elements together
at the furnace, labor in
the pig iron, labor in the spiegeleisen,
and labor
in the finished rail, besides the labor wtfich originally produced the capital invested in the several
mines, invested in the furnaces,
invested
in the
railroads or shipping, and invested in the rollingmill grounds, buildings,
machinery
and patents.
This aggregate of labor value in the final product
can leave only a small fraction of the whole to
represent the raw materials of the manufacture,
gratuitously
furnished by nature.
Since human
labor thus contributes
the bulk of the commercial
value of commodities,
it is clear that the selling
price must be determined
generally by the rate of
pay for labor's services.
If this rate be so unfairly low as to amount to only subsistence wages,
then evidently the products of labor so paid will
be able to undersell
the products
of labor paid
comfort
wages, except
when the latter possess
countervailing
advantages,
such as more and better labor-saving
machinery,
or more operative
processes.
Now, it is known that wages in Great
Britain are about one-half, and on the continent
of Europe about one-third, on an average, of what
are paid in the United States.
If the products of
such scantily paid labor should come, without
let or hindrance,
into this country,
they would
necessarily
be able to undersell
the products
of
our highly paid labor, doing great wrong and distreaaful injury to our industrious
and patriotic
people, who need to be secured against this encroachment
upon their rights and the consequent
damage.
Protection to our labor, to be adequate,
must therefore have respect to the difference in
the joint cost, price or value of money and labor
in the United States and in the countries with
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"which we trade.
In no other way than by defensive duties on imports can this difference be offset.
The very object of a protective tariff is to
equalize between this and foreign nations existing
inequalities
in the cost of production
and in the
power of competition.
These paramount considerations render such a tariff both justifiable and
necessary.
To illustrate this position, take a singic interest.
Iron and steel, with their various
forms of reproduction, being admitted, let us suppose, free of duties, or under entry charges low
enough to avoid protection,
our home producers
would be unable, generally speaking, to carry on
their business except at a loss, and, sooner or later,
would be compelled to succumb before an outrivaling
competition,
reinforced
by the whole
strength of our national legislation.
In that case,
what would become of tlke numerous
laborers
who had found remunerative employment inthose
various industries?
What _would become of the
miners, and of the miners' children; of the furnacemen,
and of the furnacemen's
.children ; of
the forgemen, and of the forgemen's children; of
the moulders, and of the moulders'
children; of
the rolling-mill
hands, and of the machinists,
and
of the engineers,
and of the mechanics;
of the
men engaged in the allied and dependent arts and
trades; in brief, of the entire body of persons who
can earn a comfortable
livelihood
because coal
and ores are mined, furnaces in blast, foundries in
operation, iron-works busy, machine-shops
crowded with orders, rolling-mills
run to their fullest capacity, and factories prosperous?
On withdrawing the protection of our tariff laws from our domestic industries in general, what would become
of the multitude of men and women who work in
brass, copper, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, stone, glass,
wood, leather, silk, paper, cotton, wool, and other
materials?
What would become of the local development created and continued in existence by
their labors?
What would become of the vast
amount of capital invested
in those diversified
pursuits?
What would become of the immense
aggregate of machinery and of buildings provided
at enormous expense to carry on special operations which would have to cease?
What would
become of the traders and the transporters who
thrived on the patronage which so much production had afforded?
Who but the government,
remiss in its obligation to protect the rights of labor
and of property, would have to be held responsible for the widespread
and heavy decline in the
prices of real estate which would necessarily ensue upon such a comprehensive
and fundamental
_lteration in the condition of affairs?
Where else
would the blaine have to be laid for the increased
local taxation
for state, county and municipal
purposes, which would have to be levied upon
other property to make up the deficiency caused
by such prodigious derangement and fall of prices,
and by such an enervating
decrease of the productive forces?
Finally, what substantial or permanent gain would there be to show for all this
demolition of'home
resources, this prostration of
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manufacturing
industry, this invasion of the right_
of labor, this sacrifice of assured prosperity
to
satisfy a "visionary experiment,
this paralysis of
vital interests, this inauguration of wholesale suffeting among those who live by wages? -- It is
asserted that the multitude
of skilled laborers
thus thrust out of employment
could find work
and pay in more productive
occupations,
in those
which could exist without the aid of a tariff
on imports.
But the skill of these laborers -forming the valuable capital acquired by them
through years of persevering training, fitting them
to perform certain services better and more profitably than any other service-would cease to
be available as an element in reckoning the rate
of wages, and would lose its money value in
any different vocation.
Every employer needs
that his employ_s shall have both aptitude and
knowledge,
not the lack of these qualifications;
and the highest capacity will be able to obtain the
most pay.
A druggist will not add one cent to
a clerk's salary because he is an excellent machinist, nor a farmer esteem it a pecuniary advantage
to hire a man who is a first-class puddler, nor the
captain of a vessel feel called upon to give more
compensation
to a sailor who is a competent filemaker.
On the contrary,
the inexperience
of
each applicant for employment
in some occupation with which he is unfamiliar, instantly operates to lower the value of his services, and to
diminish
the amount he can earn.
Perhaps he
can become a manual day laborer, of whom mechanical skill is not required;
but the ranks of
that useful class are always full, and, if h'e adds
himself to them, it will tend to break down the
wages of them all.
Perhaps he can become a
farm hand; but there 'is already a surplus of labor
in agriculture, so much so that corn is frequently
used for fuel in some parts of the rural west.
When a multitude of men are forced, by adverse
circumstances,
out of employment
in the trades
for which they werO trained, they can find new
employment
only by being absorbed into other
occupations;
and they can be so absorbed only by
reducing the wages in the occupations
to which
their labor is transferred.
Thus the aggregate
capital represented
in the skill of labor suffers a
ruinous depreciation,
which is felt, not merely by
the laborer himself, but, through the partial or
total loss of his earning and purchasing powers,
by all with whom he had been accustomed
to
deal, extending
its injurious influences
throughout an almost unimaginable
complexity
of tel'Ltions. During the years which followed the panic
of 1873, the tramp nuisance signally illustrat_ _d
the effect of driving labor out of its legitimate
channels
of occupation.
Society
is obligated,
therefore, as well from what it owes to labor, a_
from a regard to its own best interests, and to all
of its interests, to _ure
to labor those opportunities for steady employment,
and those advantages
of fair wages, which are indispensable
to its welfare, and which will promote its greatest prosperity. This is the only protection which labor asks,
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and is what it has a right to demand from goverument. -- 6. Cheap production
through sacrifice
of labor.
There is only one way in which defensire duties on imports could be discontinued without bringing ruin upon our diversified industries,
If our labor would
promptly consent to resign
itself to unfairly low, or subsistence,
or _davery
wages, such as are doled out to European labor,
foreign competition
could be overmastered
and
our establishments
could survive.
Here the chief
elements
of mere subsistence
axe already
fax
cheaper than they are in Europe, and, under a
system of scaling prices down to conformity with
pittance pay to labor, even food would become
much cheaper than it is, while clothing, household utensils, furniture, tenement rents, and nearly all other requirements of the simplest living,
would be reduced in cost much below the average
in any of the m_nufacturing
countries of the old
world.
This unparalleled
chealYness would enable our subsistence wages to be put at a less rate
than they are in any part of Europe.
Then we
could produce manufactures
cheaper than any
foreign competitor whatever.
But the purchasing
power of the masses of our people would be correspondingiy
low, while their productive
power
would be largely in advance of their consumption.
This would force our producers, as it does
the British, to look abroad for markets to take off
the surplus, or else a considerable part of producfion would have to cease, with the result of thrusting a multitude of laborers out of employment
and into pauperism,
to be supported
by public
charity or to starve.
Under such circumstances
we would become exporters of immense quantities and values of finished products, and would
be deeply, even vitally, interested
in the abolition
of hostile tariffs everywhere,
as Great Britain is
now. Further than that, with the advantage possessed by us in our superior cheapness, as regards
both productive
cost and selling price, we could
and would wrest from Great Britain,
not only
her foreign markets, but even her home market,
and ruin her manufacturing
industries,
as she now
seeks to ruin ours that she may secure a monopoly control of our market, and thus take off much
of ]wr surplus.
It would be our selfish interest,
as it is hers, to crush out competition
wherever
encountered
throughout
the world, and to destroy
all the rising arts of reproduction
set on foot by
other nations.
Nor could we be prevented
from
accomplishing
this result, unless those nations
should adopt defensive
tariffs on imports, efl]ciently framed and adequately
enforced,
as we
have done.
Thus
it would
be poss_e for us,
therefore, to beat Great Britain at her own game
of overmastering
cheapness.
But what,
worth
having, would we gash by such a radical change
of our present condition?
Nothing
whatever,
Instead, the aggregate
_
would be enormous
and awful.
We would, to begin with, treat man
as made for trade, not trade as made for man.
Our laborers, deprived of justly high, or comfort,
or f_eAu/om wages, would quickly sink in the scal_
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of civilization.
Within a few generations
they
would cease to be intelligent, and become ignorant, debased, superstitious,
servile, and unfit to
be trusted with the ballot.
_o longer having
chances to improve their condition,
or to arise
above it, they would lose their present incentives
to self-respect, to courage, to ambition, to enterprise, to hope.
The spirit of man falls with his
wages--declines
as deelin_
the reward of his
industry, toil and care.
Crush the latter, and he
is crushed.
Take away from labor in the United
States the elevated, important
and commanding
position which it now occupies, and let its wages
and its situation sink to the European level, then
its descent would drag down the edifice of republican institutions and of human freedom.
These
can not long exist where the rights of labor are
not respected.
Would general cheapness in the
prices of commodities
be any compensation
for
this tremendous
sacrifice of all we hold dear and
sacred as the results of American
liberty?-7.
Cheap production through defense of labor. Protection attains to cheapness of money price in a rational and beneficent way. Under that system the
American
mechanic,
educated,
well paid, well
clothed, well housed, is not consumed
by those
large cares, nor deadened by those cruel privations, which beset the life of his European cornpetitor, who rarely has either leisure, inclination
or incentive to study out improvements
in the
processes by which he earns his daily bread.
Here, however, the workman, surrounded
by a
multitude of different industries, is always in the
path of intelligently
perceiving
what is wanting
or what is amiss in the old methods, and has a
better chance, as well as a stronger inducement, to
make the needed prog, ress, whether in machinery,
in fabrics or in operations.
Without
protection,
our widely differentiated
industry could not exist;
without
such diversity,
there would
be lacking,
not only the accurate knowledge
of details which
is requisite to suggest a higher excellence
in productive instrumentalities,
but also the hope of reward essential to spur the mind to experimental
effort.
An improved plow is not expected from
sailors, who are ignorant
of agriculture;
an iraproved ship is not expected
from farmers,
who
have no practical
acquaintance
with the ocean.
If Whitney
had not seen cotton growing,
and
learned both the difficulties
and the cost of sepaxating the seed, it is probable that he would not
have invented the cotton gin.
If the spinning of
cotton had not been carried on in England at all,
during Arkwright's
life, it is altogether
unlikely
that he would have invented the spinning frame.
Our successful inventors have generally been poor
men, whose daily experience
at their work has
shown them some defect in its processes, or suggested some more useful mode of reaching
its
results.
In this manner the drudgery
of human
hands is gradually
transferred
to muscles of iron
and steel, one machine doing the work of sev.
eral or many men, with constancy
decreeing
cost of its production.
These au[omatic
applt-
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antes rim in the scale of excellence until a correspondingly
_
degree of excellence,
which
means intelligence,
in tim labor, is indispensable.
Then, as prices of manufactu_
decline, the rate
of wages advances.
Cheapness of commodities
thus brought about is allied with the progress of
civilization;
but the cheapness caused temporarily
in an importing
country by foreign free trade
both victimizes
and debases the people whom it
promises to bless• -- 8. Pove_$/arid weakness of a
purely afp'iczdtural
cou_try.
Supposing
nearly
the whole body of our population
occupied
in
cultivating
the soil to obtain a livelihood,
a home
market for any considerable
share of the surplus
of the crops would be a simple impossibility,
The grower of cotton, of tobacco, of rice, of
wheat, of corn, of hemp, or of flax, has neither
need nor desire to purchase a like product; he is
always and everywhere
a seller, not a buyer, of
the commodity.
If his surplus can not find sale
in his own neighborhood,
it must be sent to a distant place for that purpose; and if customers or
consumers
can not be found nearer than Liverpool, his crops must cross the ocean in search of a
market, involving
the greatest amount and distanca of transportation,
and the largest demand
for the always expensive
services of the middleman, with the least profit to the producer.
Thus
dependent upon very far-off markets, the agriculturist must conform his crops to the arbitrary and
inexorable requirements of those markets.
He is
forced to raLse only such things as can with eertalnty be sold regularly there; and he must do so
without
knowing
beforehand
whether
large or
mnall quantities of his produce will be needed for
export, or whether the prices he will receive after
harvest will be high or low.
Uncertainty,
instability and risk, in an extraordinary
degree, must
be the inseparable companions of his toil, and the
constant perils of its reward.
An agriculture so
situated and conducted, being necessarily devoid
of rotation of crops, leads to exhaustion
of the
soil, and to the appropriation
of other land, in its
turn to be exhausted.
As the farmer advances in
this butcheryand
spoliation of the earth's surface,
he leaves behind him an impoverished
regdon, incapable of sustaining a population.
Such a pluntier of the fertilizing
and vegetative
elements of
the gro_md unavoidably tends to poverty; hence
agricultural
nations, with scarcely any manufacturifig industry, are always poor nations.
Ireland's
present condition offe]-s a fair illustration of the
invariable result.
A like doom would await the
United States under foreign free trade, or under
even "a tariff for revenue ord_/," if either should
be continued to the bitter end.
The effects upon
mining, transportation,
inventive genius, architecture, education,
literature, and the power of combination and association,
would all be equally repressive and disastrous.
There would be enormous and frightful losses, for which no possible
cheapness of the money prices of commodities
could compemmte our people.
Further, a poor
is uec_ari]y
a weak _atio_
What if wax
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should come upon us after we had reached our tmpoverished cowdition as an agricultural
country?
We might be unable to maintain the national independence of the United States against a war of invasion.
Under just such a policy, Turkey has
been slowly crumbling away before continual encroachment,
until she is upon the perilous edge of
a final catastrophe which will blot her name from
the list of self-governed
states.
History abounds
with similar warnings, which nothing except the
blind confidence of ignorance or the audacious insanity of folly would refuse to heed. All the voie_
of experience combine to teach that the only path
of safety, and the only road to prosperity, lies
through protection to home labor by means of
defensive duties on imports. --9.
_ect
of s_Ta_.ati_/pr_ducerfromcoltsz_m_r.
When farmer and
miller are within
easy reach of each other, they
divide between them, on some equitable plan, all
the flour made #, but when a considerable distance
is interposed between the two, a third party, the
transporter, must be employed,
who takes a share
of the grain, or the money price of that share,
to compensate him for his services in conveying
the grain to the miller; and again, a share of the
flour, or the equivalent of that share, to pay him
for his time and trouble in carrying the flour to
the farmer, leaving less to be divided between the
mau who grows the grain and the man who converts it into flour. Ultimately,
however, the miller might grind the transporter's
share of the
grain, taking therefrom his customary
toll, and
thus might secure for himself the same proportion of the whole quantity as if the transporter
had not intervened; but the farmer must, in any
event, suffer a positive and permanent loss.
It is
true, the farmer makes a gain by obtaining the
conversion
of his grain into flour; but between
his gain and that of the miller and the transporter,
theirs not being complicated
with a sacrifice, there
is a large inequality of profitable result.
Let this
inequality
be extended
to a great variety and
number of the farmer's exchanges,
covering the
most of his purchases, then his impoverishment
would be merely a question of time, or else his
power of accumulation
would be so seriously erippled as to prevent any considerable
or rapid iraprovement-of
his condition.
Extending this idea,
let us suppose A, a country in the western hemisphere, and Z, a country in the eastern hemisphere:
and that A exchanges its raw products of the soil
for Z's finished products of the loom, the forge
and the workshop.
This would be the exchange
of commodities which free traders declare to be
commerce.
It clearly belongs to the kind, however, which would call largely for the services of
the transporter
and his allied middlemen.
It
would require the investment
of a vast amount
of capital in steamships, sailing vessels, r_tilroads,
canals, and other machinery of the carrying trade.
A and Z would severally have to pay the cost of
conveying
their commodities
to the dtsumt market. Much the heavier part of this cxpev_ would
fall upon producem ia A. Their raw _
of
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the soft being bulky, these would necessarily occupy large space in the holds of the ships, and
being of small money vaine proportioned
to their
size, it would require a considerable
percentage
of that value to liquidate the freight charge_.
On
the contrary, much the lighter part of the expense
would fall upon producers in Z, whose finished
products
of mechanical
labor would fill small
space relatively, and being of large money value
in little compass, only a trifling percentage
of
such value would be needed to pay for transporration.
A cargo of wheat exported
from k to Z
would involve
the payment of pretty much the
same amount of freight charge as a cargo of cloth
exported
from Z to .&; yet the cargo of cloth
would purchase
many cargoes
of wheat.
Producers in A would have to give so considerable
a
part of the money value of their products to the
transporter, to compensate
him for taking them to
market, as to leave a very scanty margin for a profitable return; and the more inland the producers
were, the greater would they be sufferers in this respect; for, in addition to the cost of ocean carriage,
they would have that of getting their products
to
the seaboard.
Moreover, this mode of commerce
would embody the folly of taking food and the
crude materials of manufacture,
in unending
series, immense distances
to supply the wants of
the loom, the forge and the workshop,
instead of
bringing the loom, the forge and the workshop,
once for all, where they could reproductively
consume the food and the crude materials
of m_nufaeture, thus saving forever all the expenses of a
double transportation.
Still further, under such
a system
of exchanges,
the inhabitants
of A
would be compelled
to devote themselves
to the
growth of such staples as the inhabitants
of Z
would purchase, thereby enforcing
a uniformity
of crops, and depriving
the people of the power
to make exchanges among themselves, except to a
very limited extent.
This condition
would also
involve a dispersion of population,
accompanied
with feeble capacity
for combined
effort in the
construction of roads and the building of bridges,
and in providing other means to diminish the burdensome tax of transportation.
A large increase
of the export of the raw products of the soil from
A might indicate, therefore, not an increase of individual and national prosperity, but a diminished
ability to exchange commodities
at home, causing
an expansion of the foreign at the expense of the
domestic commeFce.
It thus appears that there
may be an exchangeofcommodities
between different countries in which all the real gain is on one
sideandalltheactuallossontheother;or,
inother
words, wherein
all the aggrandizing
tendencies
combine with Z, and all the depreciating
tendencies assault A. -- 10. Effect of brfnffin9 producer
and e_nsum_r b_g_Aer. Middlemen,
whether carrier, broker, agent or*m_ler, add nothing to either
quantity or qualityofoommodities
passing through
their hs_ls; yet the pay for their services, including their accumulation of wealth as well as their
_,
mtug come out of produc¢_
or con.
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sumers.
Wool will make as much cloth in the
United States as in England.
If, however, the
wool is taken to England to be converted into
cloth, and the cloth is brought back to be converted into clothing, then all the intermediaries
required to make the changes in place will obtain
a portion of the values created, and all the other
parties involved
will receive less by the amount
thus deducted.
When the manufacturer
is transferred to the side of the wool grower, these intervening charges,
expenses, losses, are thrust out
and entirely saved.
The exchanges become direct,
with the minimum
of friction, risk, delay and obstacle.
Transactions
are between principals,
not
through
agents.
No organized
waste of time
separates the moment
of completed
production
from the moment
of commenced
consumption,
resulting in a sluggishness
of societary movement.
As exchanges
between parties distant from cacb
other are always fewer than between parties near
together,
and as frequency
and rapidity
of exchanges
are far preferable
to their rarity and
tardiness, commerce is rendered capable of conferring its utmost benefits.
Protection's
task is to
place producer and consumer side by side, making
them such correlatives in human industry as they
are in nature's operations.
The rock collects the
elements of change from the surrounding
affinities, not from the far-off ledge or particles.
The
plant draws its sustenance
from the soil in which
it is rooted, and from the neighboring
air, sunshine and showers, not from the remote field, aad
from the distant atmosphere, light and rain. The
cow, endowed
with the power of locomotion,
browses in the vicinity of her home, not in the
valleys or upon the plains a score of miles away.
Such is the mode of procedure
in all nature, animate or inanimate,
below man.
He alone has
ever voluntarily
pursued
a different course. ; he
alone by distance has separated production
from
consumption,
thereby
establishing
impediments
between the two, and injuriously affecting his own
welfare.
Considering that iron, copper, lead, coal,
limestone,
marble,
manganese,
porcelain
clay,
salt, and many other minerals, are profusely
imbedded in our soil, and that these substances
are
essential to the development
of the human
race,
by what legerdemain
of logic is it to be shown
that this close proximity
of supply to demand
is
not an indication,
almost imperatorial
in its eraphasis, that demand should seek its supply on the
spot? It will hardly be maintained
that the boundless presence of these r_ources has been a matter
of pure chance rather than of deliberate
design.
If bydesign,
then what can be the meaning of
that design, unless it be that man, obeying the
divine mandate to "be fruitful and multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it," should find
the means of satisfying
his needs wherever he
might settle?
Protection
runs parallel with this
broad purpose, in a double sense; for it not only
incites our people to utilize the resources which
impregnate
their own soil, but erects a bsa'rier
a_Lust tho6e who would entice our people to nag-
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lect the resources under their own feet, in order
to develop and use the resources which lie under
the feet of other men, in other and distant countries. -- 11. Com]_rn
t'ncrea_
by protectS,
Adequately
defensive
duties on imports,
while
minimizing
the destructive manifestations
of foreign rivalry,
seclLre the maximum
amount of
wholesome
competition;
for, if the tariff be too
much reduced, foreign competition,
flooding in
according to its ownpleasure,
will prostrate and
rnin the native establishments,
whereupon all the
competition
left will consist of that between foreigncrs for the possession of our market; but, if
the tariff barrier be raised to the protective point,
domestic
industry will revive, and competition
will be increased by that between our home producers, and by that between our home producers
and the foreign producers, thus insuring a threefold competition,
moving in legitimate channels,
and acting with a maximum
of combined
force
to reduce prices to consumers.
Protection, therefore, docs not foster (as is alleged)but
antagonizes
monopoly.12. Protection to _'t,_r foreigvwr or
v_ive _ unavo_able.
To abolish protection to
home industry,
would be to take sides, in the
most positive and damaging manner, with foreign
capital against domestic
labor.
The inevitable
operation of the repeal would be to give the fullest practicable force and effect to the advantages
which foreign manufacturers
possess over our
own, by removing
the barrier which stands between our producers and the destructive competition of alien producers.
Foreign
interests and
native interests are set before congress as objects
of choice, and congress
is asked to choose the
former in preference to the latter: the benefit and
welfare of other countries rather than the benefit
and welfare of this country.
What can a scheme
be, which takes away from domestic producers,
to whom it naturally belongs, the possession
of
the home market, in order to bestow it as a free gift
upon foreign producers, except a scheme which
withdraws protection from a class at home to confer it upon a class abroad ? To repeal the laws
which punish crime, is to protect criminals; and
to legislate out of existence the protection which
guards and sustains American industry, is to trailsfer the protection to Europe_m industry.
A tariff
too low for home protection thus becomes
a law
to protect transatlantic menufacturers
against the
rivalry of our manufacturers
in the latter's domestic market•
The issue between
the protectionist_ and the free traders, when reduced
to
its seminal principle, dwindles
to simply this,
whether we shall protect our own labor and capital
or those of other nations.
Doing the latter may
be symbolized
as dismantling
our forts, leveling
our breastworks,
and disarming our troops, in the
face of an invading
enemy, leaving him at his
leisure to reap all the fruits of unopposed
conquest.
The pretense that the government is to be,
or can be, indifferent in the struggle for the m_tery between our own arts and industry and the
antagonist arts and industry of other _,
is as
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preposterous as to pretend that the government i_
to be indifferent in the case of hostilities between
this and any foreign power.
No revenue law was
ever yet enacted, in any country, which did not,
in some way, directly or remotely,
affect the
rights and interests of labor for better or for
worse.
There is no neutral ground upon which
legislation can stand in respect to material development; the inevitable influence of statutory provisions, especially
of those regarding taxation,
must be, as common sense and all experience
teach, to make or mar, to help or harm, to reinforce or antagonize, industry.
Insomuch
as the
productive
elements
of society find careful and
incrsasing
protection
in the general course of
legislation,
national, state and municipal,
what
just reason exists why any person should advocate the idea of leaving those fundamental
elements of prosperity
to take care of themselves
when the government
comes to levy duties on
imports?
Why should they be left out of favorable consideration
at that exact point, and nowhere else?
What is there about the arts of
reproduction
which should make them an exeeption to the general rule of protection?
Some
imports are advantageous
; some are not, as iramoral books or licentious pictures.
To discourage the mischievous
class of articles, and to promote the beneficial class, is to discriminate
between
different kinds of trade, that is, different kinds of
production.
This regard to the public welfare is,
as it should be, the ruling motive of our tariff
system.13. The _t_n_d
con_t/tut_a
_re_,_,
authorizes protection.
Andrew Jackson said, in
his second message
to congress,
Dec. 7, 1830:
"The power to impose duties on imports originally belonged to the several states.
The right to
adjust those duties with a view to the encouragement of domestic branches of industry is so cornpletely identical with that power, that it is difficult
to suppose the existence of the one without the
other.
The states have delegated
their whole
authority over imports to the general government,
without limitation or restriction, saving the very
inconsiderable reservation relating to their inspection laws.
This authority
having thus entirely
passed from the states, the right to exercise it for
the purpose of protection does not exist in them;
and consequently,
if it be not possessed by the
general
government,
it must be extinct.
Our
political system would thus present the anomaly
of a people stripped of the right to foster their
own industry, and to counteract the most selfish
and destructive policy which might be adopted by
foreign nations.
This surely can not be the case:
this indispensable
power, thus surrendered by the
states, must be within the scope of the authority
o11 the subject expressly delegated
to congress.
In this conclusion
I am confirmed as well by the
opinions of Presidents
Washington,
Jefferson,
Madison and Monroe, who have each repeatedly
recommended
the exe_,ise of this right under the
constitution,
as by the uniform
practice of congreee, the ccv_aued
ac,quiegmu_
of the states,
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and the general understanding
of the people."
The constitution
specifies that "the congress shall
have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide
for the common defense
and general welfare of
the United States "; "to regulate commerce with
foreign nations "; and "to make all laws which
shall be necessary and proper for canting
into
execution
the foregoing
powers, and all other
powers vested by this constitution
in the government of the United States, or in any department
or officer thereof."
These clauses vest in congress
almost unlimited
power of taxation.
As regards
imports, save the exception involving state inspection laws, and, besides, the requirement
of unifortuity in duties, the senate and house posse_a
the same supreme
authority
over the whole subject as was possessed by the several states before
it was surrendered
by them into the exclusive
hands of the general government.
When they
parted with their undoubted
and unquestionable
fight, each for itself, and lodged it in the national
constitution,
they endowed the new organism with
all powers and functions
in the premises which
they could themselves have exercised individually,
Had the transfer
to congress,
by the states, of
control over the subject been of a modified or restricted character,
the evidences of such a fact
assuredly would have appeared in conclusive form
in the articles of union.
The words in which the
qualified
authority
was delegated
would
have
been specific and positive, and the limits of its
extent would have been defined with rigid exactncss, leaving no room for ambiguity
or misapprehension.
The very absence of confinement within
bounds justifies
the logical sequence
that none
was intended;
for certainly a restraint
so important would not have been left to implication
or
construction.
Evidence
to the same effect is to
found in the debates on the constitution,
which
took place in the several state conventions
called
to ratify or reject the proposed change of governmeat, for there the belief was generally
entertained that the grant
of power
over national
taxation was peremptory
and supreme.
Indeed,
the surrender
by the states appeared
to some
minds so excessive and impolitic
that they presented it as a serious argument against ratification,
All were deeply anxious
for a system which
would avoid the inefficacy of a mere confederacy,
such as they already had, but they felt a dread of
pa_sing into the opposite extreme of a monarchical
consolidation.
Those conflicting wishes and fears
led to a protracted, intense, exhaustive
scrutiny of
reasons for and against every important
suggestion of change.
:Never beforewere
political institutions adopted with so much deliberative
assent,
with such thorough adjustment
in the relations of
the various parts, or with so complete
an understanding of the nature of the work.
Reciprocal
protection against contingencies
of foreign interference and encroachment
was the foundation
of
the new govemme_tal
structure,
and it would be
grossly illogical to suppose that the protection of
147
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domestic industry, so intimately
connected with
the prosperity of the state, was purposely, negiigently
or' ignorantly
excluded
from the plan.
Congrea% therefore,
having entire control
over
duties on imports, and this control being coupled
with the power and obligation of providing
for
the common defense and general welfare, _'ithout
any reference whatever
to a revenue
standard,
tile conclusion
is irresistible that bofll those who
framed and tho_ who ordained
the constitution
granted in it full authority
to legislate for file protection of native industry by creating tariff barriers.
The phrases "to regulate commerce"
and
" regulation
of commerce,"
which occur in that
instrument,
were not accidentally
chosen, or used
in any vague, loose or indefinite acceptation,
but
had been constant formulas of expression
in the
long controversy
between
the colonies
and the
mother country,
from the time of the stamp act
onward, and had acquired, by repeated discussion,
and by legal and parliamentary
usage, a fixed and
precise meaning.
Our revolutionary
forefathers,
people and statesmen
alike, also Englishmen,
regarded these phrases as synonymous
with what
we now term protection.
When,
consequently, in 1787, the federal convention
selected these
phrases
to express
the power over commerce
granted to the new government,
in what other
than this familiar and customary
sense could such
modes of speech have been employed?
James
Madison,
Daniel Webster,
Rufus
Choate, and
others of our great men, have declared,
in the
most deliberate, specific, positive manner, that the
language in the constitution
was intended to convey the very authority
in question;
an authority
to b'e exercised,
not held in abeyance.
So, too,
was the grant interpreted
by the first congress,
winch contained fourteen of those who had been
members of the federal convention,
its president,
George Washington,
having been elected chief
magistrate
of the United States, and another delegate, Alexander Hamilton, appointed secretary of
the treasury.
It is not logically supposable
that
the_ patriots were either ignorant of the design of
their own work, or capable of a plain, palpable,
direct infraction
of the organic law; yet the one
or the other horn of this dilemma must be occupied by those who deny the constitutional
power
and obligation
of protection,
for tbe first tariff
act, approved
July 4, 1789, declared, in so many
words, that one of its purposes, one of its objects,
one of its inducing motives, was "the encouragement and protection of manufactures."
l_ext year,
when still higher duties were imposed,
the same
avowal was renewed.
The only legitimate
conclusion from all these circumstances
is, that power
to protect home industry was put in the constitution in pursuance
of a set design to put it there.
Before the Union was formed,
the people demanded the insertion of that power; the people
expected
to find that power
in the instrument;
the convention
conferred
that power in words
familiar to the people from childhood
as expressing that power; the people adopted the constitu-
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tion, believing that power was in it; and the very
first congress, at its first session, in its first act
of general legislation, proceeded to exercise that
power in express terms, with avowed intent to
give it practical shape.
These are historical facts,
which it would be folly to dispute: hence the
only sort of a tariff on imports which conforms to
both the letter and the spirit of the fundamental
law is a protective tariff. -- SOME PRACTXCAL
RESULTS. The general result of the protective
system is to develop and cheapen production untll its superabundance
flushes over into the channels of foreign commerce.
To accomplish
this
outcome the protection must be adequate, stable,
prolonged.
AJternate changes from this system to
its opposite, as has been the case in the history of
the United States, arrest the movement, more or
less, according as the abandonment
of the defensire principle is partial or complete.
Only ave O"
few articles have been both fully and steadily
protected.
In those instances
the tendency
to
ultimate exportation
has been most operative and
conspicuous.
The universal law .which governs
exports is that nothing, except coin and bullion, or
bonds and stocks, tends to go abroad until there
is a surplus of domestic production
above domes
tic consumption.
There is no incentive to export
any commodity whatever until the home demand
is satisfied, and an excess remains to seek a foreign
market.
Hard times may diminish
the home
demand; still, nothing will be exported save what
would surfeit that demand, be it languid or aetive,
Brazil exports coffee, and China exports tea, because each country has more than enough of its
special product for the satisfaction
of its own
rants.
For this reason Great Britain exports iron
and steel, cottons, woolens, linens, tin plate, and
other manufactures.
For this reason France exports silks, wines and beet sugar; the United
St_t_, breadstuffs, provisions, raw cotton and tobleco; Australia, wool; Cuba, cane sugar; and so
on to the end of the list.
It is plain, therefore,
that we can arrive at the point of exportation only
by so developing the home production
that there
shall be something in excess of the domestic supply.
Without protection, either natural, as in the
case of newspapers,
or artificial, as in the mass of
cases, such an expansion of productive
capacity
ean not take place.
This is the teaching of experience no less than of theory,
From 1840 to 1864

to seek a foreign outlet. _ The eot_n erop of.t]_
United A_es ta_'iff-t_roteeb_ into e_stence and _port.
In 1789, when congress first imposed duties
on imports, all the cotton manufactured-in
the
American mills came from other countries, principally from the West Indies.
Only an insigoificant quantity of the staple, locally consumed
in
the household industry of those days, was grown
in the south; so little, indeed, that one of the representatives
in congress from South Carolina deelated that the production
of cotton was cor_r,p_ated in his state and in Georgia, and, "if good
_ed could be procured," he hoped it might sueec_d.
Edward Everett, in a public address delivered in October, 1831, said: " In 1794, when
Mr. Jay negotiated the treaty with Great Britain,
it does not seem to have been known to that distin_o'uished statesman that cotton was raised for
exportation in the United States: and he accordingly admitted it among the articles not to be exported from the United States in American bettoms.
Even as late as 1796, I find in the journals
of congress, that a petition from the proprietors of
a cotton mill on the Brandywine,
who prayed for
the repeal of the duty on the raw material, and
the increase of that on cotton goods, was rejected
by the committee of commerce and manufactures,
on the grounds that the existing
duty afforded
sufficient protection, and that ' to repeal the duty
on raw cotton imported
would be to damp the
growth of cotton in our own country.'"
Hence,
the duty of three cents per pound in the first
tariff act was laid, not so much to encourage and
protect, as to create the existence of the staple in
this country as a regular and an important crop.
That duty (except during the war of 1812 and
awhile afterward, when all the perm_._ent duties
were doubled) was continued
unchanged
from
July 31, 1789, to Dec. I, 1846, or a consecutive
period of fifty-seven
and one-third years, whereupon it was abolished as having
ceased to have
either protective or revenue force.
In the fiscal
year 1848, the first complete one after the removal
of the duty, we exported, according to the cornmeree and navigation report of the United States
for that yesr, 7,794,148 pounds of sea-island, and
806,550,283 pounds of other raw cotton, together
valued at $61,998,294 ; and imported
817,742
pounds, valued at $6,814, of which we re-exported 51,001 pounds, valued at $4,727.
Since then

i_

we did not export a dollar's worth of our own
woolen manufactures.
The beginning of export
has been reached under our system of protective

we have enormously
increased the crop, and annually have found a foreign market for all we
could spare.
In this case, protection,
steadily

:

duties.
This initiatory export, with its increase,
clearly evidences a highly developed
woolen indnstry, and a growing
surplus above our own
wants of the grade and kind of fabrics exported,
Under a steadily fostering
tariff, a gradual yet
accelerated progress is originated,
bywhich establishm_ats
multiply,
production
enlarges, rivalry
intemdfles, prices diminish, superfluity arises, exportatioa commences.
Such legislation is essen,
ttal, therefore, to create that fullness of home
supply which must always precede any tendency

and amply applied, accomplished
far more than
was hoped for at first, and was instrumental
in
creating,
developing,
and establishing
an agrlcultural
industry of wonderful
and the most
wide-reaching
importance. _ Az_s pro_
to e,r_.
The manufacture
of axes and other
edge tools was commenced
at Hartford, Conn.,
in 1826, by the brothers Collins,
who
were
the tL,_t to supply
the markets
of this country with cast steel axes, ready ground for use.
Until _
such implements
had always
been

:/
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imported.
By tlie tariff of 1828 a protective duty
of 35 per cent. was levied upon imported axes.
Under this protection the Collins company introduced labor-saving
machinery,
much of which
was invented, patented and constructed by themselves.
Ultimately
their axes altogether
super,
seded the foreign article, on account of superior
quality and greater cheapness.
In 1_36 foreign
and home-made
axes were selling side by side, in
the 2kmerican market, at $15 to $16 per dozen,
at which
time foreign producers,
finding they
could make no money at those rates, and that our
establishments
could not be broken down, withdrew from the competition, abandoning the entire
market to our own manufacturers.
Then, other
domestic makers having meanwhile
entered the
field, home rivalry and improved methods continned the decline of prices.
Axes were selling, in
1838, at $13 to $15.25 per dozen; in ]839, at the
same; in 1840, at $13 to $14; in 1841, at $12 to $14;
in 1842, at $11 to $14; in 1843, at $11 to $12; in
1844, at $11 to $11.50; in 1845, at $10.50 to $11;
in 1846, at $10 to $11; in 1847, at $9,,50 to $10.50;
in 1848, at $8 to $10; and in t849, at $8 to $10.
These quotations are copied from the finance repert of the United States for 1849, and they show
a constant decline of prices, even after the pressure of foreign competition
had been entirely
withdrawn.
Now, we are exporters of axes, and
are wresting from the English one market after
another.
Said the " Sheffield (Eng.) Telegraph,"
as far back as 1874: "The steel of an American
axe is so superior to that of an imported axe that
no pioneer who understands his business will ever
carry any other with him into the wilds."
Similar testimony might be given by the page.
A recent letter from an Australian to an English house,
published for the information of the trade, says,
" It is perfectly useless to try to oust American
axes from the market, unless the competing article
is at least as good in all points of view, and lower
in price as well."
The same letter further says,
"The Anglo-American
axes are invoiced
at 54s.
per dozen, while the best American
(the ' Hartford ') are put on board at 48s. 9d. for the same
average w_ights.
Furthermore,
the casing on
English axes _
4s. to 5s. per dozen : on the
American, niZ. _lt is, therefore,
plain that the
trade must go to .America, unless a very large reduction in the price of the English
goods can
be made."
Thus has long-continued
protection
placed American axes at the head for quali_y of
material, style of finish, and cheapness of price,
with surplus at home and growing
exportation,
Similar illustrations
may be drawn from locks,
.scissors, watches,
fire arms, shovels, hay forks,
agricultural
machinery,
tools, saws, and many
other articles.
The necessary corollary
is, that
protection,
adequate
in extent
and sufficiently
prolonged, will lead to equal resul_
as regards
the great mass of our manufactures._Mos'r
FRgQUENT O_ON8
*/tNBW_klCD. 1. The /mpart
duty _s added to _ pr_
of tY_s _
article,
This is the corner._mm
of rite argamaut against
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protection.
On it is built the charge, as variously
formulated,
that prices are enhanced to consumers for the benefit of the domestic manufactures;
that taxes are levied to serve as bounties paid to
privilege; that the many are plundered to enrich
the few; that the tariff is a scheme of spoliation.
Really, however, there is no greater falsity than
the do_oTna, that, whenever a duty is imposed, the
amount of duty is added to the price, not only of
the foreign arlicle imported, but also of the similar article manufactured
in this count_,; the fact
being that the tariff barrier merely shields and
permits the natural price, which varies in different countries, according
to th_ variation of its
component elements, just as the natural price of
wheat in the United States is ma_ie up of cheaper
components
than the price of wheat in England;
and just as the natural price of pig iron in England is made up of cheaper components than the
price of pig iron in the United States.
Our wheat
can undersell English wheat: hence the ruinous
effect of our free competition
upon English agriculture.
On the other hand, English pig iron
can undersell our pig iron : hence the ruinous
effect of her competition,
when not restrained,
upon our manufacture.
The only way to guard
the natural price from destructive
encroachment
from abroad, is to erect the tariff barrier, behind
which healthy competition,
skill and invention
will co-operate to bring down the articles to the
lowest point at which a profit can be made.
This
is the universal law of domestic prices under a
system of protective duties.
It explains all the
phenomena about which there is so much dispute.
For instance, would a duty of $100 per ton on imported pig iron increase, the price of domestic pig
iron by that sum?
Is there anybody so rash as to
insist that there would be such an enhancement?
If not, for what reason not, if the duty is alwaya
added to the price of the home-made
article?
This is one of the predicaments
into which the
free-trade dogma forces its votaries; but the law
of prices above stated does not encounter any difficuity whatever.
The explanation under that law
would be, that the duty of $100 per ton would
shield and permit the natural price of pig iron in
this country, and such price would rise no higher
even though the duty should be increased to $200,
to _500 or to $1,000, or be reduced
to $10.
But
if the duty shouhl be cut down to $3, $2 or $1 per
ton, or to any other sum too small to shield and
permit the natural
price, the home price would
fall; and if the competing
foreign price should
be low enough to compel, an abatement
of all the
profit contained in the natural price of the native
article, or to cut below productive
cost, then the
effect would be to stop the domestic manufacture,
and hand the market
enjoyed
by it over into the
hands of the foreigners,
or else. the chief component of productive
cost, which is wages, would
have to be so reduced
as to give some remuneration to capital.
When a tariff duty does not, or
could not, exert any influence
whatever
in she|°
tering and allowing the natural price, as ha tim
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_aee_ of raw cotton,ice and newspapers, itsira- zlingdilemma, one horn of which isrobbery,and
positionisa work of supererogation;but we can the other horn a deficit.
-- 2. Free speech,free
not have healthy and prosperous industriesat press,
free_ail,
freemen/ why notfreetrade? Behome unless the naturalpricesof theirproducts cause what has come to be styledin the discusare adequately protected againstthose aggres- sienaof the day, and in the demands of the antisions from abroad which possessovermastering protectionists,
as "free trade,"isthe instrument,
power. Persons who denounce tariffprotection not of freedom, but of slavery. The adjective
are thereforecompelled to take the untenablepc- "free" does not neee_asarily
dignify,improve, en.
sitionthatthey are unwilling to permit the exist- noble,purify or sanctionanything to which itis
ence of naturalprices for American products; applied. Good men and women reprobate the
or,to statethe case in another form, are opposed use of liquor in trcatingon electiondays,as a
to the continuance of all domestic industries viciousand corruptingdeviceto influencevoters;
which can be undersold inour market by foreign yet the intoxicantso used isstyled"free liquor."
competition. To go before the people on that We may, therefore,
repeat the formula,with the
basis of appeal for their votes, is very different
following'variation:
Free
speech, free press,
from going before them to get their support
of
free soil, free men! why not free liquor?
The
the proposition,
that consumers
are taxed by the
answer, as before, is because it is the instrument
amount of the duties added to the home prices
of slavery, not of freedom.
Again:
Indiserimfor the enrichment
of our manufactures,
l_'or is inate love, or the love of one man for many wethis the whole of the predicament.
If the duty
men, and of many women for one man, would
is added to the price of the home-made
article,
debauch society; yet this sort of love is advocated
then the conclusion
is inevitable
that the repeal
by a class of persons who call it "free
love."
or the decrease of the duty will reduce the home
Once more the formula
may be varied,
thus :
price by the amount of the duty removed;
hence,
Free speech, free press, free soil, free men! why
when in the summer of 1879, the American mills
not free love?
Because it is the instrument,
not
were selling steel rails at $44) per ton, the repeal
of freedom, but of slavery.
Trade is not made
of the duty of $28 per ton would have brought
really free by chaining
it to the epithet
free.
the home price down to $12 per ton, although
Free trade no more emblemizes
or establishes
the English
mills could not then seU equal rails
freedom than a pure fraud emblemizes
or estabat less than
$22 per ton in the English maxlishes purity.
Free men under free trade between
ket, and although
$12 would
not have nearly
nations are put in bondage,
losing their freedom
paid for the raw materials
of manufacture,
to
by becoming
the slaves of trade.
If trade is
say nothing of wages.
What value, theoretic
or made literally free by coupling the two words,
practical,
can belong to a dogma which involves
why is there so much talk in England about "oneabsurdity
like this as an unavoidable
corollary?
sided free trade" and "fair free trade "?
What:Nor is this all.
Many articles of home producever is truly and properly free can not be onetion, which are dutied
in our tariff, are bought
sided, and must be fair; yet these descriptives
by our consumers
as cheap as, or cheaper than,
are employed
to designate
that very system of
the equivalent
articles can be bought
in foreign
free trade which we are asked to copy, and which
countries.
How is it possible, in those caaes, to
we are told is so beneficial in itself that England
add the duty to the home price?
Jaconet
sells
can not afford to surrender
it, even although
it
(May, 1882) wholesale
for 6_ cents a yaxd, and
should be rejected by all other countries.
It is &
can not be had for less in Manchester.
Abroad
very unsound
use of logic to base an argument
the price of cod-liver oil is $1.80 a gallon, the
in favor of an economic
policy upon the ambiduty is 40 per cent., and the price here is 80 cents
guity of a word in its different connections.
The
a gallon.
A long list of such instances
might be formula
given is only one of those carelessly
presented,
all flatly contradicting
the free trade
phrased propositions;
one of those fallacies and
dogma about the incidence of duties on imports,
non-sequiturs,
which
are continually
passed off
A theory which allows for no exceptions,
yet enupon the unthinking
as first-class truths; one of
counters
a multitude
of them, must be a huge
those adroit, pungent,
sparkling
sophisms, makfallacy.
Finally, if the import duties are added
ing war for the wrong in the name of the right,
to the prices of the home-made
articles, and thus,
which are apt to dangerously
impress such superas is alleged, organize
robbery by law, how is a ficial minds as axe unaccustomed
to independent
revenue
tariff without
I)rotection
to be defended
thought.--8.
_
man has a natural right and
on principle?
Such a tariff must levy duties,
should be free to spend his oum money in Ms owl_
and these, according
to the theory, must constichoice of a market.
Every right h/ts its duty, and
tute robbery to that extent.
This must be the
the two limit each other.
Thus, everybody
has
position occupied
by those who espouse the doga right to love, but that right is restricted
by
ma about
prices, unless
the extreme view be laws, both human
and divine.
:No man has a
adopted _f excluding
from the tariff charge evright to love his neighbor's wife; there duty inerything, _of whatsoever
kind, produced
in the
terposes an impediment,
while law erects a barUnited
fi_t#_tss. But then the revenue
raised
rier and provides a punishment.
A m_n has a
would be wholly inadequate to the needs of the right to marry, but not to marry more than one
goverameat. Here, consequently,isa very puz- wc_n_n_ at leastin any _
country. His
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marrying right is a right with fixed boundaries
or restraints, which he can not transgress without
doing an injury to society, and subjecting
himself to just penalties.
A man has a right to
choose his religion,
but his right is limited by
the proviso that his religion shall not be such as
to require an invasion
of the rights of others,
as, for instance,
Mormonism,
which exists in its
i)olygamous form in defiant violation of law, and
needs to be remorselessly
crushed out for the good
of the community
in general.
It is the same in
regard to spending
one's own money.
The right
to spend is not an absolute right; like other rights
it is hedged in by duties or obligations,
which
measure, determine
and restrict its exercise.
1_'o
one, for illustration,
has a right to spend his
money in getting somebody else drunk, with a design to unsettle the latter's judgment
so as to take
advantage
of him in sharp bargain-making,
or to
trick him out of his signature or out of his vote.
It is not right to spend one's money in building
a dam across a stream,
by which water will be
backed up over other people's land without their
consent.
It iswrong to spend one's money in any
way which encroaches
upon the rights of others,
Even the right to life has its limitations,
tie who
commits murder forfeits
his right to life.
The
right to happiness
is bounded
by the duty of
conduct consonant with the attainment
of happiness.
There are no rights without corresponding
obligations ; and any argument
which treats of
the rights a._ absolute, that is, set free from obligation, is obliged to lead to fallacious conclusions,
as in the case of the proposition
that every man
Ires a natural right and should be free to spend
his own money in his own choice of a market. -Rights are of two sorts : natural
and conventional.
To breathe,
to eat, to live, are natural
rights.
To spend one's money, and the general
acts of buying and selling, with the great mass of
what are called rights, are conventional,
fixed
either by statute
or constitution,
or by custom,
which is only another
n_me for the common
or
unwritten
law.
Money itself is a conventional
creation for the benefit of society by overmastering the intricate
difficulties, embarrassing
delays
and shiggi_h movements
of pure barter--the
condition before money was agreed upon as a medium
for cffecting exchanges.
A conventional
right is
neee._c,arily subject to the _gulating
terms of the
convention or general agreement,
whether by law
or custom, which crcated it a right.
What is a
conventional
right in one country may be a conentional wrong in another.
In some places a
man may spend his money in ways or bn objects
prohibited in other places.
A man may lawfully
spend his money in Louisiana for a lottery ticket,
but to spend his money in that way in Illinois is
to violate a legal provision.
It is a false assumption that the right to spend one's money is a
natural,
not a conventional,
right--is
a right
like that to breathe, to walk, to think, or to live.
It is nothing
of the kind, but wholly
oonvenlionaL
Whe_ver
a man enters a community,
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and becomes one of its integral units, he must
submit himself to the conventional
rights which
he finds in operation
there.
He can not set
up his individual
judgment,
however wise and
superior he may consider
himself, as the determiner of his measure
of acquiescence
in those
rights; he must submit until he can bring over
enough of the other judgments
to his style of
thinking
to precipitate
the desired change in the
conventional
rights. -- The argument
for a protectivc tariff rests upon the experience
that the
spending
of one's own money for foreign goods,
when it dooms laborers at home to idleness, and
leaves our own good raw materials unu_ued, and our
own natural
resources
to remain undeveloped,
is
detrimental
to the mass of thc pcople,
l_oonehasa
right to spend his moncy in such a way as to injure
the community
in which he lives,
l'_very time
this country
has had a tariff whiclz encouraged
the importation
of manufactures
from other countries, the result has been di_strous
to our domestic
industry.
Wagcs have gone down, many thousands of men have been thrown out of employment, and the activities
of production
have been
reduced to sluggishness
and embarrassment.
Exactly the contrary have been the circumstances
under every tariff enacted with the effect of protecting American
labor and capital against encroachment from foreign aggression.
Arc wc to be told
tlv_t men have a natural right to spend their own
money in their own choice of a market, despite
the fact that such spending may inflict adversity
upon the nation, impoverish
its resources, deplete
its revenue,
weaken its political power,
impair
its credit, and perhaps render it unable to successfully wage a defensive war for the preservation
of
its existence?
The policy of a protective tariff is
vindicated
by the prosperity,
strength,
vigor and
_fety
which
it confers uponthe
country.--4.
Protection is tT_ rvigl_ of selfishne, s. and it antagonizes the brotherTwod of man.
The Bible says:
"But if any provide not for his own, and especially for those of his own house, he hath denied
the faith, and is worse than an infidel."
Thus we
are taught that the duty to sclflmod precedes and
outranks
the duty to otherhood.
Every man's
mind must be itself educated;
every man's charactor must be itself formed;
every man's affections
must be themselves
cultivated,
disciplined,
purifled; every man's condition
must be itself raised,
before his mind, character,
affections and condi,
tion can attain to their utmost usefulne_s to society,
not only at large, but especially at home, where the
circumstances
of daily intercourse
multiply
his
obligations
and preferentially
employ his duty.
Communities
are not elevated pecuniarily,
mentally, nmrally, or religiously,
by a process which involvesthewholemassasasingleentity,
butthrough
individual
action, the advance realized by each integral unit contributing
its share to raise the genoral average, and every retrograde
movement
of
any one of the units detracting
from and lowering
that average.
In every man there must be a large
development
of internal power before there can be
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a large development
of external power.
No more
than an individual can a nation exert great strength
outwardly
until such strength
exists inwardly,
Every
person, every city, every county, every
state, every people, must look first to itsown welfare, to its own improvement,
to its own benefit,
This is the great law of universal
progress,
Whenever it is violated it deranges the conditions
of normal advancement.
Even Christianity
was
for the Jew first, then for the Gentile.
The gospel
was preached to all the world, but the beginning
was at Jerusalem.
God has wrought the law of
selfhood into every fibre of man's constitution, but
selfhood and selfishness are distinct, not identical,
the latter being the perversion of the former, bearing toward it the same relation that inst bears toward love. It is beyond controversy,
because the
testimony
of all experience
in all ages and couutries is, that man's individual
feelings arc stronger
than his sympathetic
emotions;
hence the maxim
that "_lf-preservation
is the first law of nature."
To breathe is not more natural than to love first
and preferentially
one's self, one's own wife, one's
own children, one's own kindred, one's own country.
If this were not so, what would become of
self-improvement,
of family,
and of patriotism?
The assertion
of selflmod
is inseparable
from
human nature.
It is the gift of God, anti therefore must be beneficial in its exercise.
Only when
it is abused does it degenerate
into selfishness, as
love in its abnormal
and debased manifestations
becomes
lust.
Indeed, were man differently constituted--if
he felt another's woes more than his
own--this
world would be turned into a scene of
universal confusion and of still greater suffering,
Then everybody,
actuated by a self-,_acrificing desire to look after the welfare,.safety
and benefit of
others, would vastly neglcct to look after his own
welfare, safety and benefit.
The very sentiment
which
would
seek to render
assistance
would
prompt its refusal
by the intended
recipient;
for
the unconquerable
tendency would be to give, not
to receive, and: in receiving rather than conferring,
that tendency
would
be antagonized.
Society
would thus fall into inextricable
dk_rder.
Instead of diminishing
misery, such a condition
would augment it, until the earth became a rack
for the inc_sant
torture of human
sensibilities,
and extinction
of the race ended the scene of
wretchedness
and anguish.
It is the wisdom of
God that selfhood should be the guide.
That has
given the situation as it is, with its capacities and
opportunities
of progress.
The argument
against
the protective
system virtually is, that it does not
permit the abnegation of self t_abe substituted
for
this aelfhood.
But the sweeping
away of that
system--the
abolition
of custom
houses
and
tariffs--would
not get rid of this selfhood.
It is
not in the power of man to dethrone self, nor is it
desirable,
even could it be accomplished.
Selfhood was bestowed
by Infinite Wisdom to be exercised, not frustrated
or per'vend.
Protection
o_ers it a fair field for its functional
activity,
Home ind_
outr2nk_ foreign industry as home
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folks outrank strangers.
Free trade, instead of
fostering and developing selfhood, would degrade
and misapply its proper faculties and inclinations,
transforming
it into aggressive and unrestrained
selfishness.
Suppose congress should remove all
the restrictions on imports, how could that cultirate the spirit of brotherhood?
Our manufacturing industries
would be partly crippled,
partly
mined, partly extinguished.
Immense amounts of
fixed capital would be irrecoverably sunk.
Many
ten thousands of our skilled workmen would be
thrown out of employment.
All this would happen because it has happened aforetime, when import duties have been reduced below the level of
protection;
much more, then, would it happen if
those duties should be removed
altogether.
Unrestrained
foreign
competition,
remorseless
as
monopoly,
would be let loose upon this country.
How could such circumstances
induce a _'ider,
deeper,
fuller application
of the doctrine
of the
brotherhood
of man?
Whatever
strengthens
the
appeal to the instinct of self-preservation
weakens the incentives
to sympathetic
action.
In a
shipwreck
the spirit of brotherhood
is generally
trampled
ruthlessly
under foot in the wild scramble for individual
safety.
When, at the cry of
fire, panic seizes upon an audience,
the spirit of
brotherhood
vanishes
on the instant, and an intense struggle of each for self takes possession of
the scene.
These examples
illustrate
the principle.
To abolish the tariff, to tear down the cnstom honses, or to withdraw
protection
from the
import duties, and thus to bring risk, loss, danger,
fear, grief, hunger,
misery,
to the homes of u
multitude
of our people,
would
not yield the
fruits of brotherhood,
but those of selfishness.
All the circumstances
which centre the emotions
upon self would be reinforced
at the expense of
the sympathetic
feelings.
As a scheme to promote brotherhood,
free trade would be not only
idle and nugatory,
but in its operative
forces
the very reverse
of what would
be intended.
Labor at home would
be wronged,
depressed,
victimized;
and, as whatever
harms
labor anywhere tends to. harm it everywhere,
even Europenn labor would
be ultimately
harmed
by the
reflex influence
from the harmed
condition
in
this country.
It is protection,
not free trade, that
cultivates
and strengthens
the brotherhood
of
mare--5.
Industry
will thrive best whe_ i_ is let
a/one.
This dictum became American free trade
doctrine
in the days of Robert J. Walker, who
said, in his annual report for 1845, as secretary of
the treasury:
".Let them alone is all that is rcquired of man; let all international
exchanges
of
products
move as freely in their orbits as the
heavenly bodies in their spheres, and their order
and harmony will be as perfect, and their results
as beneficial, as in every movement
under the
laws of nature when undisturbed
by the errors
and interference
of man."
This argument
from
analogy is supremely
fallacious,
becatme the assumed analogy
is not legitimate,
but forced.
H,m_An beings can not, even if they would, exer-
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cise any influence or control whatever over the
motions of planets and suns; but God has cornmanded man to vanquish the forces of nature, so
fax as these appertain to our own globe; _command found in the words, "Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth, and ¢ubdue it," as
addressed to our first parents.
From that day to
this, interference,
persistent interference, with the
natural order of things, interference
for the purpose of obtaining
a complete
mastery, has been
an imperative
law of man's progress to higher
and still higher levels of social, political, industrial, moral and even religious excellence.
There
is no such thing as letting industry alone, without
going back to barbarism, to the lowest depths of
human degradation,
privation and wretchedness,
" Strictly speaking,"
declares Say, "there
is no
act of government
but wimt has some influence
cn production."
We know of no writer on political economy, entitled to be considered an authority, who disputes Say's proposition.
Accordingly, it is quite obvious, that, in regulating
duties
on imports, and in all other legislation, the industry of the country will necessarily be affected for
the better, or for the wor_;
it wilt either be promoted and bettered, or be embarrassed
and depr_sed,
whether,
in making the laws, we take it
into consideration,
or disregard
it wholly.
We
can not, then, let it alone without ceasing to make
or have any laws.
We must legislate, and mu,_t
administer
the laws, in respect to industry,
and
so either promote or depress it, or, by ceasing to
have n_ws, relapse into barbarism,
and, by _ doing, affect industry in the utmost degree possible,
that is, annihilate
it. The let-us-alone
dogma is,
therefore, saying in other words, shoot at random
without taking aim, and you will be sure to hit
the mark, or, refuse medical treatment
under all
('ircumstances,
and people will be kept in the best
of health.
The declaimers
in favor of letting industry alone, rai,,_ their absurd cry in the face of
the fact that all the positive and useful knowledge
we possess, all the accumulations
we have realized
from tim productive
forces, whatever
of empire
we have achieved
over material objects, and the
whole of the civilization
we enjoy, have resulted
from refl_Mng to let things alone : by interfering
with their natural
orc'ler in the most obtrusive
manner; by interrupting
and turning
aside their
spontaneous
tendencies;
by compelling
matter to
assume new proportions,
to take on predetermined relations, and to ,exercise unaccustomed
functions; by forcing the natural
agents to become the obedient
servants
of man; in other
words, by s*zbdu/ng the earth, in compliance with
the divine command.
We dig down into the bowels of the ground, bring coal to the surface, confine it in adaptable receptacles,
and compel it to
surrender
gas, with which we light our cities,
Tile let-alone policy would never do that.
Water
has a natural tendency
to seek a general level,
but we retiree to leave it to flow as it will, and
pump it up tnto reservoirs, dhtn'bute
it through
pipes over a wide area, and supply it to the pen-
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pie within their very dwellings.
What has the
let-alone doctrine to do with such a purpose? For
centuries electricity flashed only in the lightning,
or illuminated the northern sky with the aurora
borealis; but man harnessed this subtle force to
ingenious devices of inventive
mechanism,
and
converted it, speeding along lines of telegraph,
into the errand boy of commerce.
How many
years would it take the let-alone plan to aceomplish that?
We tunnel mountains
to provide a
passageway
for railway trains; we span broad
streams with bridges to afford easy and speedy
access l)ctweeu the opposite banks: we burrow
under rivers to facilitate the movement of people
and of vehicles; we lay telegrapllic cables across
the ocean to secure instant communication
between distant continents;
we cut a vast canal
through the width of an isthmus, thus connecting seas by navigable
waters, and obtaining
a
quick transit for large vessels, by which is effected a saving of months of time and many, thousands of miles of transportation;
wc go up in halloons, and explore tim secrets of the upper atmosphere; we send down a cunningly
constructed
apparatus
into the depths of the ocean, map out
the altitudes
and the depressions
of the bottom,
and determine tile character of its substance;
we
devise immense telescopes, and lay bare to human
vision the mysteries of the heavenly arcana.
It
]s by thus getting the mastery over nature, by literally subduing
the earth, not by letting things
alone, that tile progress of our rime has been
realized.
Our boasts are about our triumphs over
obstacles, not about our omi_si_Jns to do. Every
advancing
step of this progress has been signalized by an increased
persistency
of interference.
We refuse to let iron ore ahmc beneath the surface, where it has been placexi by nature; we dig
it out; we mix it with other tmlterials;
we melt
the mass down; we produce pig iron.
Thcn we
refuse to let it alone in that form; we convert it
into bar iron.
Still we refuse to let it alone; we
turn it into steel. Next, wc refuse* to let the steel
alone; we cast it into cannon; we shape it into
tools; we use it to armor-plate
ships of war; we
transform
it into watch springs.
One act of interference is only a stepping-stone
to another act
of interference.
In like spirit we refuse
to let
alone anythingwhich
human influence 'can reach,
from a speck of dust floating in the air to the
morals of a community.
Actively and incessantly disturbing
the customary
courses of nature, we
develop the sour crab apple into the mellow, delicious fruit of the cultivated
orchard;
we marry.
one sort of plant to another, and produce a new
variety;
we diversify tile external appearance
of
flowers by artificial applications,
and make these
changes permanent
in aftergrowth;
we domesticate
certain
wild animals,
and improve
their
breed.
Each successive
generation
witnesses
a
considerable
increase in the accumulation
and aggregate of these interferences,
and each in consequence secures the attainment
of a higher level
of civilization,
How, then, can it be said with
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truth that industry will thrive most when it is
least cared for in the tariff laws?
Why should it
be abandoned at that exact point, butnowhereelse?
Industry must be protected in the laws which
levy duties on imports, no less than in the other
laws, if it is expected to augment, to be diversified
and to prosper;
for it surely can not expand under a policy of indifference,
inaction, impotence
and folly, such as is involved in the let-alone doctrine.--6.
Proteetion has for its e_ence obstruction,
and for its object scarcity.
This allegation is flatly
comradicted
by experience.
In the seventy-one
and a half years beginning
with 1790 and ending June 30, 1861, our net imports
aggregated
$7,488,263,258;
in the twenty years ended June
30, 1881, $9,117,531,264,
or over 211- per cent.
more of value in about 28 per cent. of the time.
Our net imports in 1860, after thirteen
years and
seven months under
the revenue
tariff system,
amounted to $335,233,232,
or to $10.66 per capita;
but, in 1880, after twenty years and three months
vinder the protective
policy, our net imports had
increased to $741,501,725,
or to $14.78 per capita.
The idea of obstruction
as the essence of protection
is signally refuted by these statistics.
In the seventy-one
and a half years, our domestic
exports
aggregated
$6,854,339,383
; in the twenty years,
$11,091,223,908,
or $4,236,884,525
more in fiftyone and a half fewer years. Our domestic exports
amounted
to $373,189,274
in 1860, or to $11.87
per capita;
but, in 1880, they had increased
to
$833,294,246,
or to $16.61 per capita ; a gain of
$4.74 per capita.
As, averaging
our domestic
exports, each head of population
had this additional value to send abroad, and as exports always
consist of what the people have in surplus after
the satisfaction
of their own wants, it is an audacious and foolish crossing of swords with the truth
to charge that tariff protection
in this country
has led to scarcity.
There is no escape from the
proofs offered by these fig'ures.
They show, beyond room for doubt, that net imports and domestic exports au_nnented faster under the protective
than under the revenue
system, even distributed
and measured per capita, the growth of commerce
and trade being far morerapid
than the growth of

copiousl mainly in the form of pamphlets.
Far
the greater part of both the minor publications
and the books h_ now only stray existence in
private collections
and in the libraries of public
institutions.
Among the most valuable works to
be oceasionally
procured at the second-hand book
stor_
are Essays on Political
.Economy, by M.
Carey, Philadelphia,
182'2 ; Propos/tio_,
Concerning Protecliou and Fr_ Trade, by Willard
Phillips, Boston, 1850; Natio_uzl System of Palitica_
EeoTwmy, by Frederick
List, Philadelphia,
1856.
The most important
treatises not out of print are
as follows : Principles of Soc_
_en_e,
8 vols.,
8vo, The Slave T_'ade, Domestic and l_or¢ign, 1:larmany of Interests, and Unity of Law, by tIenry C. Carey; American
Political Economy,
by Francis
Bowen ; A _[anual of Polia'cat F_vonomy, by E.
Peshine
Smith ; The Tariff
Question, by E. B.
BigeloW; Essays designed to dueidate the Science of
Political Economy, by Horace Greeley;
Protects
a Boon go Consumers,
The Solidarity of the Industries, The Protective
Question Abroad, and- The
Prot_ive
Question at ttome, by John L. Hayes ;
Protvction to Native Indust_7], by Sir Edward Sullivan ; ,%phisms of Free Trade, by Sir John Barnard Byles ; Spe_eche_ and I__tters on fndustrial
and t_inalwial
Qu_tion_, by William
D. Kelley;
Speeehe, s on the Tariff
Que_tio_ and on Internal
Improvenwnts,
by Andrew
Stewart ; Que$_wns of
the .Day, Economic and Sadal, and Conversation_
on the Prinvipal
Subject_ of Political Economy, by
Dr. William
Elder;
Social l_ci_nve and Natwnal
Economy,
and Pditicat
_,
with l_apecial
Refe_'ence to the Indu_triaZ History of Nations, by
Robert Ellis Thompson
; How W_tern Farmers
axe Benefited by Protection, by David H. Mason;Outlines of an I_ulustrial Science, by David Syme;
The Premises of IS'ee Trade Examined,
and Reviews of Sundry Free Trade Argumvnts,
by George
B_sil Dixwell.
A very large ammmt of valuable
information
is to be found in Alexander
Hamilton's celebrated
Report on Manufactures,
made to
congre.,_s in 1791,and printed in his collected works;
also, in the congressional
debates on the tariff from
1789 onward, and in the reports of the hohse cornmittee on commerce
and manufactures,
and the

population.
Are these cvidenc_
that the defensive policy restricts either imports or exports so as
to tend to scarcity?
Rather, do they not contradict such a theory with all the conclusive authority
of positive knowledge?
Our short mathematical
refutation
of the absurd dogma of the free traders
is complete.
With a prodigality
of abundance
in
plain sight every day, and in all directions,
almost

committee

forcing itself upon recognition,
it is effrontery
to
raise the cryof
" scarcity,"
and to stigmatize
a
system of legislation
which is concurrent
with
such prodigious
realizations as the skeleton in the
ClOSet of the nation ; as the curse which sits by
their firesides; as the frowning omen of calamities
and still greater "s_rdty"
to come.
The marvel
is, that a doctrine so preposterous
should
have
found a lodgment in any intelligent
mind.--Brs_ooRa.Pn'_.
The literature of the subject is very

of ways and means.*
DAv_

H. M.aso_.

* In the above article the argmmentfor protection is given.
The principle_
advoc.atedinbythe
the article
writer on
of leag_
it are atTaa_,
variance
with
those demonstrated
as
well as with the body of doctrive contained in the various
artic)es of this work, whether political or polltico.e_nomical. It may be thought, that, on this account, the article
should have no place here; and something may be said in
favor of that view, since the Cyelolm_lia Is a scientific work;
and a consensus of politteal economiats may be _aid to exist
a_ to the truth, and therefore as to the expediency, of the
principles of free trade. But, in the present condition of the
public mind in the United 8tate_ when so many are looking
forlight, ltwasthoughtbestnottoexcludetheargume_tfor
protection, which now has a living, and always will have an
hi_mrical, lnterest ReadereoftheCyclopa*dta, wepresume,
open its pages in search for troth. On the question of free
trade and protection we have furnished them with an article
on both sides. As a further contribution to wha¢ is _lll a
matter of controversy with mawr ia th_ ootmtr/, we here
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PRUSSIA,
The kingdom
of Prussia
was cornposed,
before
1866,
of many
separate
pieces
of
territory.
The
largest,
situated
in the
east of

Germany,
comprised
the
provinces
of Prussia,
Pomerania,
Brandenburg,
Posen,
Silesia
and Saxony;
the other,
situated
in the west, comprised
the
provinces
of Westphalia
and of the Rhine.
We
have embraced
in each of these two pieces
of territory
certain
detached
domains,
but so small
in

give a summary of the case between free traders and protee,
tionmts from a very recent work by an eminent French economist, Emile de Lavelaye.
Says M. de Lavelaye: "Colbert,
the celebrated
French statesman,
once asked a merchant
what was the best way to promote trade, and the latter answered: Laissez fairs; laissez passer (see LAissez F^xRE)
(. e., let it alone. The words were taken up by J. V. de
Gournay, and afterward
became the watchwords
of advosates of freedom of commerce, now called free traders. -Whet, indeed, can be conceived more natural than to allow
every, man to buy and to sell where he can buy and sell with
greatest advantage
to him_lf,
whether in his own country
or out of it_ We can excuse a state when it imposes an
entry duty on certain kinds of goods, to procure a revenue,
although such a duty is a bad kind of tax; but to impose
duties under pretext of protesting
home industries, is a
measure both iniquitous and contrary, to the general interest,
--By forcing consumers to buy of protected manufacturers
dearer than they could buy in a foreign market, the government imposes a tax on consumers
in favor of the protected
manofacturers,
a compulsory buying which has in it all the
elements of injustice.
In this compulsion and injustice conslats the pr(W,ective system.-- But, say the advocates of protection, protective duties are hnposed to favor labor, and
consequently to favor the working class. -- Error 1. The
economic end sought is not to increase but to diminish Inbor. If I can get a number of yards of linen in a foreign
market
by one day's labor, it is contrary
to that coonomic end to force me to spend two days _ labor in order
to acquire it. To force one to increase his labor without
increasing the product, is what Rastiat rightly called ,S'i,W$)h/,sm, since it is to strain humanity in a useless effort, like
Sisyphus, who was condemned to roll a rock, which always
fell back again, toward the top of a raountain.
The economic end to be sought is an increase of wealth and a decma_ of effort.--Error
$. It is not rendering a service
to workmen to drive them into mammoth factories, by force
of law and contrary to nature.
Look at Italy at the present
moment.
What a pity that the tariff there has dragged
workingmen
and working'women
from the field and from
labor in the open air in that land of beauty, with its mild
climate, to harness them twelve or fourteen hours in gloomy
factories, while they keep time with the uniform movement
of machinery. -- Free trade, by applying to nations the principle of the division of labor (see. D_visxos oF LAaoa) assums them the benefit of that division, and thus greatly
increeees their well-being. -- If, in a family, each of its merebers is employed in doing what he can do best, it is evident
that the agg'ragate product, and, as a consequence, the share
of each member of the family, will be the greatest possible,
If, on the other hand, cash is compelled, by legislative restrtctiun, to devote a part of his lime to a kindof work to the
doing of which he is not adapted, all and each will be more
poorly provided.
Let us apply this to nations.
If each of
them employs its powers in those branches of labor which
the nature of the country occupied by it specially favors, it
will carry to the market a maximum of products obtained
by a minimum of labor; and the consequence
will he that
the well-being of humanity will he increased in proportion
to the lncrcane in the productiveness
of the labor of each
,Country. The man who, wishing to be sufficient to himself,
should endeavor to manufacture
or produce everything he
needed, food, shoes, clothes, furniture and books, would
clearly be very ill-advised.
Would the nation that imitated
him be less so 1_ If my land, which is sandy, is better adapted
to the growing of rye than of wheat, the least onerous way
for me to get wheat ts not to cultivate it myself, but to obtain
it in _exehange from those who have clayey land.
This very
evident truth shows the absurdity of the protective system,
which would oompel me, whether or not, to cultivate wheat
9n sand. -- But, mty the pa_l_tus
of protection,
foreign
countries wtJl inu_late us with their producis.
Vain fear:

foreign countries will not give us their goods for nothing. ;
In payment of theirs, they will want ours.
Commerce is
always an exchange of products against products.
As many
proclucts must leave our ports as enter them.
If more enter
them than leave them, so much the better: for in that case
foreign countries pay us a tribute, and we may increase our
consumption.
If more leave our ports than enter them, so
much the worse; for then, it is we who pay the tribute. -Protectionists
want to buy liltle and sell much, in order that
foreign countries may be compelled to pay the excess of their
pureheses
in coin. What a contradiction
in these aims l
How can the different nations, exchanging with one another,
always sell more than they buy ? Plainly impossible. -- The
principal cause of the progress of industry, is the competition of persons engaged in industry, each of them striving
to manufacture
better and cheaper articles and thus to toonopolize the custom.
The more generally the influence of
competition
is felt, the greater will be the advantage of all.
Hence competition
should not be restricted within the
limits of a state, but extended from country to country. -Monopoly engenders inertia, and protection routine.
On the
contrary, the manufacturer
who is compelled to perfect all
his wares, will conquer the market of the world in his
endeavors to keep the national market.
What is the effect
of a railroad conneetfng two countries?
To facilitate exchanges between them.
What is the effect of entry dnties on foreign gnode?
To hamper exchanges.
How does
it happen that the same men, at the same moment, do two
things the effects of which are so completely
opposed ?
--You
spend forty or fifty millions
of francs to bore a
tunnel through the Alpe, and at both ends of that tunnel you, Frenchmen,
and you, Italians, station a custom
house officer, who, by the ULxes he levies, destroys
in
great part the utility of that marvel of engineering
skill.
Inexplicable
contradiction
! -- A consistent
protectionist
should demand the destruction of machinery;
for free trade
and machinery have exactly the same effect: they diminish
the labor necessary to obtain a given product.
Thanks
to machinery,
the Frenchman
can obtain
coal at less
cost; thanks to foreign countries,
he can get it cheaper:
the result is identically
the same to him.Would you,
Frenchmen,
exclude foreign countries, then break your msehinery.
In both eases, you would have to put forth a
stronger effort to procure the same quantity of coal. -- Cspttal spontaneously
takes the direction of the most lucrative
employment.
Protection
directs it toward a less lucrative
employment,
causing the difference to be paid by a tax levied
on consumers.
Production
is diminished by so much. -- A
last argument is resorted to by the protectionise.
For the
objects of prime necessity, they say, wheat and iron, for instance, a country can not depend on foreign nations: since in
time of _arit couldnelther
feed ner defend itself.
Answer:
There is no instance in which a people in time of war wanted
the necessary things.
In our days such want is less to be
feared than formerly:
firstly, because of railroads,
which
facilitate revictualing;
and then because the treaty of Paris
of 1854 has providcd that neutral ships may continue to trausport the gou<is of |he belligerents.
Hence the hermetic
blockade of a state has become more impossible than ever_
Is it wise to inflict an injury permanent
and certain on one's
self, ill order to escape another which is remote and improbable? --There are some things which free traders have not
seen. To suppress labor, and not to increase it: such is the
end. Free trade attains this end Just as machines do. Hence
both are a gnod. -- But, it will be said, there are men who live
by the labor of their hends; and if you suppress them they
have nothing left but to disappear.
Free trade, like machines,
may, therefore, cause a displacement
of workmen, for they
must leave the place tfi which the tariff forced sterile labor
on them, to go where, with less effort, they will obtain more
products.
This is what happened in France, when the revolution of 1789 did away with the internal _
which.
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extent
that they scarcely
deserve
mention.
The
war of 1866 gave to Prussia,
with the electorate
of
Hesse,
which
was situated
between
the provinces
of the east and the west, as if between
the tree and
the bark,
Schleswig-Holstein,
Hanover,
Nassau,
Frankfort,
and some
small
districts;
so that the
Pru._ian
state, including
Lauenburg
and the two
principalities
of Itohenzolleru,
now forms a compact whole,
with an area of 137,066 English
square
miles.
The area of Pralssia
in 1740, when Frederick
the Oreat
ascended
the throne,
was 2,160
geogTaphic_al
square
miles;
3,539
geogTaphical
square
miles
at his death,
in 1786;
5,,%51 at the
death of Frederick
William
II., in 1797; 5,725 before,
and 2,_59
after,
the peace
of Tilsit;
and
5,086 after the peace of1815.
Lastly,
in1865,
ithad
an area of 5,104 square
miles.-In1865,
bcforethe
several
annexations
to it, the population
of Prussia
was
about 19,000,000;
it had
been
10,402,631
in
1816, 12,808,498
in 1825,
13,556,000
in 1834, and

forms part of the German
emph_,
and its king is
the emperor
of Germany.
-- I. Con_it_ts_.
Ch'cumstances,
which
now belong
to history,
postponed
until 1847 the fulfillment
of the promises
made by the ordinances
of Oct. 27, 1810, May 22,
1815, and Jan. 17, 1820.
A part of these promises,
however,
was fulfilled
in 1823 (ordinance
of June
5), by the creation
of the
provincial
estates,
allvided into four orders---princes
and lords, knights
(equestrian
order),
towns,
country.
In
1842
(ordinance
of Jan.
21), the provincial
committees
(Pro_'r,z_/-A,u_chti_e)
were
established;
they
were to be elected
by the estates,
and consulted
in certain
cases
by the government.
Finally,
a
decree
of
Feb.
5, 1847,
established
a "united
diet,"
composed
of the eight
provincial
representative
bodies.
This
"united
diet"
(Vereir_
_ter
Lar_dtap)
was convoked
April
11, 1847, and
generally
carried
on its deliberations
in two eur_,
the one composed
of princes
and lords, and the

16,181,18,5
in 1846.
The census
of 1871 gave the
number
of inhabitants
as 24,693,066.
_ Prussia

other
of the
three
sion had produced
when
the revolution

other
great
of

separated the old French provh_ces.
Abolish the tariffs
which in our day separate the different provinces, and the
same fact may be reproduced.
The displacement
effected,
the men will be everywhcre better supplied, for their labor
will be more productive, but they will perhaps be differently
distributed, which will not be done without hardship.
The
conclusion is: do not cause workmen to come into existence
in a place in which nature has not accorded them sufficient
remuneration.
But when they exist, reform 3o,r tariffs with
fore,ight and prudence. --Much has been said of a system of
temporary
oue has
given aFrederick
better exposition of this protection.
system than aNo
German
economist,
List,

national

convoked

the initiator of the customs union (zollverein) of Germany,
which led to the political nnion of that country.
'The final
end,' hesays, 'is universal free trade; batinorder thatitmay

her was dissolved
promulgation
of a
80, 1849, chambers

bring
to eachpossible
state, and
to the
race,
She gn'eatest
good,consequently
it is necessary
that hammn
each people
should turn its natural resources to the best advantage.
An
exclusively agricultural country is necessarily
a backward
country: instance, Poland in the olden time. Doubtless it
is bad that privilege should cause artificial industries to
spring up, but there are many industries nato.ral to a country
which will not he developed in it, unless they are protected
in the beginning.
Hence the best way to reach free trade
and to derive the greatest profit from it is temporary protectinn.'--Suc_
is List's opinion.
Adam Smith and J. S.
Mill expressed the same opinion.
I admit neither the premlees nor the Conclusion.
An agricultural
country is not
necessarily a backward colmtry.
If Poland was formerly s
backward country, as List pretends it was, it was because a
frivolous aristocracy, employed in amusements, disposed of
the net revenue, and did nothing to instruct their serfs or
themselves.
In no country in the world were intellectual
and moral culture, comfort and happiness so general as in
New England before protection developed manufactures on8
large scale. -- People are in the habit of measuring the industry of a country by the hums of products which its industry produces.
Wrongly so. Never did civLlization shine
more brightly than at Athens, where arts and letters attained
the highest point of perfection, but where industry remained
in its infancy. Protection is no longer necemary in our day,
in the time of Adam Smith.
Discoveries
at_d processes
are immediately known everywhere.
Capital and the spirit
of enterprise are cea_lessiy
in search of matural wealth to
eXldoitiLwhereveritlstobefound.--Temporaryprotection
becomespermmaentforthereasonthattheprotectedinterest8
enter into a coalition and oppoee all reform."
Compare preceding trtieJe.--ED,
* The cemms returns of Dee. 1, 1875, t_o_ed tlmt _t that
date _
w_e in prmmta 12,692,ff/0 malt_ and lg,_iO,Ob_
females, beiag en excess of only _7,6_t females, teu then
t,, mest other F,m_lmm stat_; in 1880 t|m,e wcee _,,LI_,M4

Aug.

assembly,

orders.
This first
seseffects
in the country,
1848
broke
out.
The
by the

royal

patent

Of May 13, 1848, did not succeed
in drawing
up
a constitution.
It was dissolved
Dec. 5, 1848, and
0n the same day the king
granted
a constitution
and an electoral
law.
The two chambers
instituted by the new constitution
assembled
at Berlin,
Feb.
26, 1849, recognized
in the address
to the
crown
the constitution
thus grantc_,
and immediately set about revising
it.
But the second
cham-

7, 1849.

April
27, 1849, and after the
new electoral
law, dated
May

were elected, which assembled

With

the

parliament

thus

recon-

stituted anew, the revised constitution of Jan.
31, 1850,
chambers

Was deliberated
took the oath

upon;
the king
and the
to support
it, and it was

published
in the official
collection
of the laws and
ordinanc_
of the kingdom.
:It is this
fundsmental
act, modified
in some
of its parts by sub-

sequent laws, which we have here to analyze,
taking into account, of course, its subsequent
modifications.

In

case

of

conflict

between

them,

males and 13,864,245 females.
During the nine years from
Dec. 1, 1871, to Dec. 1,1880, theratioof increase amounted to
1.13 per cent. per annum. The census of l_0 gives the
average density of the population at 199 per English square
mile. The variation, however, is considerable, the density
being highest in the nmnufacturing
districts of DttsseL
doff, in the Rhine proVince, where it is nearly four times
the average, and smallest in the district of KOsiin, Pomerania, where it amomrt_ to but three-fifths of the average.
There are a great number of towns (I.289) officially enrolled as "8tAdte." most of them of very limited population,'
spread all over the kingdom.
As in mmrly all other states of
Europe, so in Ih'ussia, there is s strong movement
toward
concentration of the population in the towns.
At the census
of Dee. 1, 1871, the total population of the 1.289 towns of the
kingdom was 7,9_,54,5, and that of the rural communes
(Land_vw/_d_),87,967
in number, l_,6_Z.
Compared
with the preceding census _' Dec. a, 1867, the _
ha the
towns smounted to 466,g0_, or 6_ per cent., and that t_uthe
rum] eommune_ to but l_',_SL or 1.02 per omt. Thus,
While the towa popolat_on ima, eas_ gt the rate _f rather
mere than 1¢ per cent. per mn_m, _
_
pop_
_w
b_ at _e ra_ o_ t l_r oe_ l_r ammm.--_,
_

PRUSSIA.
the constitution
of the empire controls the Prussian constitution.
-- __
_h_.
All
Prussians are equal before the law ; the nobles
have no privileges.
Public offices are accessible
to all citizens who fulfill the conditions provided
by the laws.
Personal liberty is guaranteed;
no
citizen can be deprived
of it except in the cases
and according to theforms
prescribed
by thelaws,
The domicile
is inviolable;
domiciliary
search,
the seizure of papers and letters, can take place
only in cases provided by law.
:No one can be
brougi_t under exceptional
jurisdiction.
Penalties must have been provided
for by law (they
have no retroactive
effect).
Property
is invio]able; expropriation
can not take place except cornpensation is made.
There is no such thing as civil
death or confiscation.
-- Freedom
of worshil) is
guaranteed.
The enjoyment of civil and political
rights is independent
of the religious
belief profe,_cd by the citizen (law of July 3, 1869). Religious communities
or corporations
can not be
declared
civil persons
except by a law.
Each
religious body administers
its own affairs and its
own property;
it freely enjoys its institutions
and
endowments
; the relations
of the faithful with
their clergy of all grades arc not subject to any
restriction, only the publication
of religious
regulations is subjected
to the rules imposed on all
kinds of publications.
-- Every Prussian
has the
right freely to express
his thoughts
by words,
writing, printing and drawing.
Censure is abolished, and no restriction
of the liberty of the
pr_scan
be established, except by a taw.
Citizens
may assemble freely, and are not oi)ligcd to obtain
an authorization
to so assemble, but without arms
and in an inclosed place; they may form associations and societies for any object not contrary
to
the law.
The right of individual
petition belongs
to every Prussian; authoritiesorcorporationsalone
have the right of collective petition.
The secrecy
of letters is inviolable;
the law determines
the ex('cptions required
by criminal procedure
and by
the circumstances
of war.
Seigneurial
jurisdictions and other privileges connected with the land
are suppressed,
and can not exist within the limits
or the kingdom.T]_ King.
The permn of
the king is inviolable.
All official acts must be
countersigned
by a minister,
who assumes
the
responsibility
of them.
The kingalone
hasexecutive power, appoints
and dismisses
ministers,
causes the laws to be promulgate(l,
and decrees
the ordinances (cabinet orders, ka/_netoorder)
necessary for their execution.
He is commander-inchief of the army ; he has the right to declare
war, and to conclude
peace or treaties.
Only
treaties of commerce, and those which impose a
burden upon the state, are subject, in order to be
valid, to the approval
of parliament.
We must
add that the king of Prussia has now lost this
right, as it is the emperor who declares war.
The
king has the right of pardon, but can not exercise
it in favor of a minister, except at the request of
the chamber which impeached him.
He convokes
and prorogues parliament, and dissolves the second
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chamber.
In the latter case the elections must
take place within sixty days, and the convocation
of parliament within ninety days. -- Succession to
the crown is in the order of primogeniture,
in the
Hohenzollern
family, and in the male line only•
The king attains his majority
at eight(_n.
He
takes tile oath of fidelity to the constitution
in the
presence of both chambers.-The funds of the
fid¢ivomm_s_m
of the crown continue
the proprietor of the anmml revenueof
9,649,121 francs.
drawn from the revenues of the domains and forests under the law of Jan. 17, 1820, an annual
revenue which was increased by the law of April
30, 1859, an annual revenue which has a budget
appropriation
of 1,875,000 francs a year.
The
royal palaces, with the furniture
and works of art
contained
in them, as well as the diamonds
and
all property acquired
by purchase or inheritance,
belong to the royal family in its own right, and
not to the nation. -- Since 1871, the king of Prussin is emperor of Germany;
this is not a remunerated office, as there is no imperial civil list.
The
heir apparent
alone is entitled his imperial
highness; the other princes of the royal house have
the title of royal highness. -- The mini,_ters.
The
ministers have the right to participate
in the proceedings in the. two chambers,
and must be heard
whenever
they demand it. But they do not vote,
unless they arc members of the chamber.
They
may be impeached by each chamber for a violation
of the constitution,
malvcrsation
in the administrationof
the public m(meys, or for treason.
The
supreme tribunal, c.onsisting of the united chambets, are the judges in cases of this kind.
,__lthough
there is a president of the council, the ministers
are not jointly
responsible ; the king may even
retain a minister who has been many times in the
minority, the constitution
not expressly requiring
the king to dismim him.
The king, however, has
been obliged more titan once to yield to the pressure of public opinion. -- Since the creation of
the German empire
many ministers
find themselves _rving
two masters: the empire (German)
and the state (Prussian).
The empire has no
minister of war, no minister of the navy, no minister of finance, but those of Pnlssia.
But they
have no right to take part in the proceedings of
the Reichsrath,
except by reason of their being
members
of the Bundesrath.
The
chancellor
covers them with the mantle of his responsibility.
--Tlae
parliament.
The parliament,
called the
Landtag,
shares the legislative
power
with the
king.
Financial
laws must be presented
in the
first place to the chamber of deputies;
the chan_ber of lords must approve rite budget, or reject it
as a whole.
It is only to maintain public security
or to organize
aid in case of calamity, that the
ministry can, on its joint responsibility,
proclaim
regulations
having
the force of law, while the
chambers
are not in session ; these regulations
must contain nothing contrary
to the constitution, and must be submitted for the approval
of
parliament
at its next session.
Each chamber has,
like the king, the initiative in the making of the
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laws; that is, the right to introduce bills.--The
king convokes parliament every year in ordinary
session (in January), and afterward as often as
circumstances require it. Each chamber draws
up its own rules and governs itself; it appoints its
president and secretary. The sessions are public.
No decision can be made if a majority of tile
members is not present. The members of the
two chambers are the representatives of the whole
people (and not each of his own district); they
vote as their conscience directs, and are not bound
by an imperative commission or instructions,
They are not bound to give any reason for their
vote. _Nomember of the chamber can be prosecuted during the time the chambers are in sc_ion,
unle_ hc be taken fla.qra_te deZictuor immediately
after. The consent of the chamber is necessary
to continue the prosecution. -- Th_ chamber of
hrr_. According to the law of May7, 1853, and
the ordinance of Oct. 12, 1854, modified by the
ordinances of Nov. 10, 1865, Oct. 26 and Nov.
16, 1867, the chamber of lords is compo_d as follows: 1. Princes of the blood who have reached
their majority, and upon whom the king confers
the right to sit in the chamber. 2. Itereditary
members, to wit: the heads of the hours of
Hohenzollern-Hechingen
and Ho_enzollern-Sigmaringen; the heads of eighteen houses formerly
sovereign; sixty-seven princes, counts and lords
appointed by the king ; in all, in 1867, eightyseven hereditary seats. 3. Members appointed for
life: a, the tituiaries of the four great offices of
the province of Prussia; b, the persons appointed
by the king upon the presentation of the following corporations: the three foundations (stift_r)
admitted in 1847 to make part of the curht of the
lords, one member for each foundation; the eight
colleges (v_rbdnde, or _n/ons) of counts possessing equestrian property, one for each college; the
representatives of eleven families of great landholders; the colleges of landholders, whose fatallies have been established for a long time upon
their property, to the number of ninety members;
the nine universities, one for each university; the
forty4hree cities upon which the king has conferred the right of presentation (most of them
present the burgomaster, who ceases to be a merebet of the chamber when he loses or abandons
his municipal function.%--the burgomasters are
elected for from six to twelve years, according to
the cities); and the per_ns whom the king calls
on to sit in the chamber of lords (in 1867 there
were sixty, but the number varies). -- The number of the members of the chamber of lords is
not limited.
They must be thirty years old.
They receive no salary or indemnity of any sort.
-- The c/_a_rd_rof deputies. The chamber of deputies is compo_d of 482 members. The election
is of two degrees. Every Prussian twenty-four
years of age, enjoying civil and political rights,
not living on alms, and having lived in the commune for at least six months, is a primary elector.
The electors of each district are divided, according to the mount of direct taxes they pay, into

three classes, so that each class represents onethird of the total amount of the taxes of the district. Each of these divisions, or classes, appoints
a third of the electors allowed to the district.
There is an elector of the second degree for every
250 inhabitants; and the districts must be combined
in such a manner as to include a population cotresponding to six electors of the second degree.
The total number of the latter is about 78,000.
The primary elections, as well as the elections of
the second degree (nomination of deputies), are
made by public vote; the vote of each elector is
officially recorded. An a_olute majority of votes
is nec_,_ary to make an election valid. In the hall
in which the elections take place, there can be no
discussion nor any decision made. The elections
for the Reichstag are direct and secret.-- All Prussians thirty years of aLre,enjoying civil rights, and
who have lived in Prnssia at least a year (if naturalized) are eligible to the chamber of deputies. The
deputies are elect_l for three years. They receive
mileage and compensation during their stay at the
seat of government. The deputies to the Reichstag receive no indemnity (gratuitous service being the counterpoise to universal suffrage and
universal eligibility). Frequently the same person is both a deputy to the Prussian parliament
and a deputy to the German parliament, in which
case he is paid in one capacity, and serves gratuitously in the other.-- II. Ad,ministr_ttiw Orgarffzat_.
The administrative organization of Prussia
is considered in many respects a model; it is very
centralized, and yet self-government has a large
part in it. The adininistration proper is rcpresented by the ministers, who direct the central
administrations; by the superior presidents in the
provinces; by the governments (whose organization we shall explain further on) of the R_stwT_u.ngs
Berirk_, governmental districts or governments,
corresponding to the French departments; by the
directors of the districts, called Lar_dsrdtTw,equivalent to the French suh-prefect._, but intrusted
with much greater power ; finally, in a certain
measure, by the bailiffs (amt_anns) and the burgomasters, also by the &hu/ze, or administrators
of the commons (Oemei_-Vorstetwr),
corresponding to the French mayors. Self-government resides in the provincial estates, corresponding, to a
certain extent, to the councils general of the
French dcpartmcnt_, but embracing the province;
also in the district, the canton and the commune,
but not in the department (governmental district).
--The treatises on German administrative law and
the royal almanacs still speak of the council of
state, and tell how it is composed (princes, ministers, certain high functionaries, etc.). But as the
constitution of 1850 confides no functions to it, it
scarcely functions at all. The king can convoke
it and ask its advice, but this advk'e does not bind
the ministers; it has no peculiar privilege or prerogative. The first council of state dates from
1604; its modern reorganization dates from March
20, 1817, when, in the absence of a national representation, it was invested with the preparation of
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laws.
The year 1848 abolished it, but it was reestablished by royal ordinance, July 4, 1854.We must also speak of the "secret cabinet" (d_s
getwim_ Cabind), of which mention is often made
in the journals.
Before 1808 this cabinet had an
influence which annulled that of the ministers,
In 1810, under Chancellor Hardenbe_g,
the powers of the cabinet were diminished;
after 1822 the
cabinet recovered all its influence, which the constitution of 1850 lessened, but did not succeed in
destroying completely.
At bottom it is only a
secretaryship of the king, a committee
of seeretaries, whose members are functionaries of a high
rank, and who prepare the work for the king. -Administr_io_.
The ministers, as we have said,
are at the head of the administration;
their numbet is at present nine : of justice, war, the navy,
finances, of foreign affairs, the interior,
worship
and instruction,
commerce and industry" (including
pubhc works), and agriculture.
There is, besides,
a minister of the king's household, but he does not
form a part of the council of ministers, or rather,
he is not a political minister,
or, as they say in
Prussia, a " minister of state."
Various services
are directly subordinate
to the ministry
of state
(council of ministers),
such as the official journal,
the archives, printing,
various others, and notably
the commission
of examination
for future functionaries.
To be a functionary
it is necessary to
have studied three years at the Imiversity, to have
passed a period of instruction
and preparation
for
the public service, and to undergo
a new examination, called the state examination,
before the
commission.
The candidate then obtains the title
of assessor, which confers the right of being employed and compensated,
but some time elapses
before a place with the title of councilor can be
had.
The functionaries
of lower grade and simple employ6s are likewise obliged to pass an examination,
but naturally
the reqmrements
here
are m)t so great.--As
to the internal organization
of the public services,
some are organized
into
bureaus, that is, they have a chief, a sole functionary, and employfis;
but most of these services
have councils or committees,
in which the president often has a great'preponderance,
but in which
each councilor
has his powers (d,ecvm_)
clearly
defined. -- At the head of each of the eleven provinces (Prussia,
Brandenburg,
Posen, Pomerania,
Silesia, Saxony,
Westphalia,
the Rhine, Schleswig-Holstein,
Hanover,
Hesse-Nassau)
is placed
a superior president
(0b_rprd_'den 0 as an organ
of the government,
and whose powers are rather
political than administrative.
In case of urgency
he can take any step which the circumstances
demand; but ordinarily
he has to do chiefly with
the relations with the provincial estates, of which
we shall speak further
on, the affairs which coneern many governments
(district
governments,
departments,
called sometimes,
but wrongly, regencies), the surveillance
of the provincial
authorities depending
on the various ministries;
he is,
besides, first president of the government
which
administers
the district (Bvzirk) in which he re-
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sides. -- Each province
is divided
into several
governmental
districts (l_Fferungs.Bezirk);
for the
six of Hanover, the name of Landrost_
has been
preserved;
their t_tal number is thirty-five
or
thirty-six, if Berlin is counted as a government
district.
The Hohenzollern
country stands apart.
These governments,
which
correspond
to the
French prefectures,
are composed of a certain
number of functionaries,
each charged
with a
service for which he is responsible:
these functionaries form a council (often divided into two or
three parts), which meets several times a week;
its decisions are signed by the president of the
council and the directors of the divisions.
The
three divisions are: 1, interior (police, communal
affairs) ; 2, worship and instruction ; 3, finances.
These are collective adminlstmtious
(German. Co_
/eg_/).
The powers of the governments
differ
little from those of the French
prefectures.
It
should be remarked,
however, that the council of
schoo/s, which forms a part of the government
(Reg_rung)
and renders useless the academy inspecter, the council of construction,
and others,
fulfills the dutie.q of certain functionaries
of the
French
departments,
such as engineer-in-chief,
director of direct taxes, and those of the chiefs
of division and of the bureau of prefectures.
-The circle (kreis) corresponds
to the French
arrondissement,
and the representative
of the administration
is called
the Landrath
(literally,
country
councilor) corresponding
to the French
aous-prgfet.
However, it would be more exact to
call him the maycn, of the arrondisserne.nt, for he
is appointed by the king from a list of candidates
presented
by the estates of the circle (conse//d'a_rrondissem_nt) ; he must be a landed proprietor;
he represents
the circle vis-a-vis of the government, and the government
vis-a-vis of the circle.
He is, however,
paid from tho funds of the state.
-- The bailiffs of the cantons
should also be considered as having part in the administration,
because the), are appointed
by the superior
president, and have administrative
powers; the burgomasters, or mayors, who are appointed
by the
king, upon the presentation
of the municipal
council, should perhaps be ranked here also; but
practice is not always conformable
to the rigorous
classifications
of nl)stract science.
We shall now
describe the organs of self-government
in Prussia,
remarking
that the most important
of these is the
Landtag (the parliament),
of which we have al.
ready treated above.
And first of the provincial
organs, of those of the circles and communes. -Self-gove_mrn_t.
The organs of self-government
in Prussia are: 1, the provincial
estates; 2, the
communal
diets (C¢rmmunal-Landtag);
3. the districts; 4, the cantons, or bailiwicks;
5, the cornmunes.
The administrative
organization
has not
the chargcter of symmetry
and unity that it has
in France; it preserves the traditional
peculiarities
of the provinces
and localities, so that it is difficult to give an exposition
of it in broad outline.
--The provincial estates were created by the law
of June 5, 1823. In each of the eight provinces
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then existing, a diet was established,
made up of
the lords on whom the king had conferred an individusl (dr//) vote, of the deputies of the great
landed proprietors or of the possessors of equestrian prope_y,
of the deputies of the cities, and
of the deputies of the country.
The number of
members
varies in the different provinces; but
everywhere
the cities and the country have the
majority.
The provincial diets meet every two
years; they sit in the chief town of their respective
provinces.
The government submits to tbemsueh
laws of general interest as it d_ems proper, and
most of the laws of local interest.
The diet elects
its president, who bears the title of 3trarscho2/,
and the government
is represented by a commissioner
These powers were extended after 1866,
in consequence
of the annexations
which took
place at that time.
The old electorate of Hesse
was put in possession of the treasury of the exelector, whose revenues
amounted
to 300,000
thalers; the diet of _he province of Itanover received in 1868 a grant of 500,000 thalers a year,
and the old duchy of Nassau
an income of
142,000 thalers and a capital of 46,380 thalers,
provided
by the funds formerly
belonging
to
Nassau; finally, the law of April 30, 1873, gave
to the old provinces, as well as to Sch]eswig-Holstein and to the city of Frankfort, a grant provided for in the budget of the state, amounting
altogether
to the sum of two millions.
Various
acts have extended the powers of the provincial
diet, which has the right to acquire and to manage all provincial property; it is specially charged
with public assistance in so far as it is incumbent
upon the state (asylums for the insane, for deaf
mutes, subsidies to poor communes, etc.); itsuperintends the construction and maintenance
of highways and roads, and can, if needs be, levy additional taxes for this purpose.
It is the organ of
the provincc.--The
"communal
diets"
are representative
assemblies
for territories le_ than a
province;
in this only do they differ from the
provincial
estates.
Thus
Hesse, Nassau
and
Frankfort
together form a province, but each of
these territories has its communal
diet (the word
communal
is not synonymous
here with mtmicipal, but means of _rmmon interest).
Brandenburg
is divided into several Z_ndsehaften;
it is detached
from other provinces.
This division of territory
is based on historical
souvenirs.--The
pivot of
the system of self-government
is the arrondisscment.
The f_andrath
(sub-prefect),
who represents the government,
and who is charged with
the administration
proper, presides over the comacil, or better, the diet of the arrondiseement,
This diet is composed of at least twcnty-fivememhers, but most frequently of thirty; the number
depends on the number of the population.
Election takes place by estates or orders, that is, the
cities, the large landed proprietors and the rural
communes,
constitute
so many electoral colleges
(W_nde),
and each college appoints its rep¢esentatives.
The great landed proprietors and

of representatives.
The vote of the representafives of the country is divided by the deputies of
the cities, who are almost everywhere smaller in
number.
The arrondissement
diets or councils
have extensive
powers; they administer
the arrondissement,
which is charged with the powers
or prestations incumbent,
in France, in part upon
the department and in part upon the commune,
and which are too numerous to be enumerated
here.
Of course, a certain number of the deeisions of the district council must be confirmed
by the superior authority.--Below,
and in certain "respects it must be said in, the arrondissement, is the canton, or bailiwick (Amtsbe_rk).
The
bailiwick has existed for a long time in the provinces of Hanover and Westphalia (and, if we are
not mistaken, in Nassau).
It was established, in
1873, in the provinces of Brandenburg,
Prussia,
Pomerania,
Silesia, Saxony and Posen.
A royal
ordinance of 1867 (Sept. 2'2) had continued
the
provosts who existed in Schleswig-Hoistein.
The
bailiffs, provosts or heads of the canton are a sort
of cantonal mayor, presented by the diet of the
district, and appointed
by the president of the
province.
They are paid from the funds of the
bailiwick, and their powers have to do with the
police, which is exercised in the name of the king,
with the maintenance
of means of communication, and, in general, with the execution
of the
laws and of the administrative
regulations.
They
are aided by a council, in which each commune
is represented.--As
to its municipal organization,
Prussian
legislation
distinguishes
between
the
cities and communes which constitute
an arrondissement themselves, cities which form part of
an arrondissement,
and the rural communes ;
moreover, the municipal
laws differ according to
the province.
There are nine legislative groups,
and in each group a distinction is made between
the city municipalities
and the rural municipalities: 1, the six provinces of the east; 2, a certain
part of Pomerania;
3, Westphalia;
4, the Rhenish
province; 5, Sehleswig-Holstein;
6, Hanover; 7.
Hesse; 8, Nassau; 9, Frankfort.
Perhaps there
are also peculiarities
in the old landgraviate
of
Hesse, in the Bavarian cSmmunes
annexed
in
1866, Prussia professing a greater regard for tradition than for uniformity
We may add, that,
everywhere,
the autonomy of the cities is greater
than that of the rural communes.The administration of cities is regulated
in the six eastern
provinces, not including the government
of Stralsund (Pomerania), by the organic law (Stride-Oralhung) of May 80, 1853; in Stralsund
by the law
of May 31, 1853; in Westphalia,
by the organic
law of March 19, 1856; in the Rhenish province,
by the organic law of May 15, 1856. These laws
apply only to the aities of more than 2,500 inhabRants.
They have some principles in common,
and notably the following:
the city commune
forms a corporation, which freely administers
its
own affairs by the organ of an executive committee called the town magistracy, as_,sted by a city

theraral communes elect each the eame number or municipal council(_¥dr_mua-
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lur_).
In the Rhenish province a burgomaster
(mayor) and two or three doputies take the place
of the magistracy.
The magistracy
is always
eompo_d
of a burgomaster,
as president, and
several councilors,
some of whom, as well as the
hurgomaster, receive a compensation.
They are
elected by the municipal
council, but in cities of
10,000 inhabitants and more, their election must be
confirmed by the king; in the others, by the govern.
ments.
The burgomaster and the paid councilors
are elected for twelvcyears,
theothers for sixyears,
The number of the members of the municipal council is in proportion
to the size of the city; they are
appointed
by the municipal
electors, divided into
three classes, each of which chooses a third of the
members of the council, one-half of whom must
be landed proprietors.
The term of office is six
years, but tt_e council is renewed one-third
every
two years. -- Every Prussian twenty-four
years of
age, who has lived in the city for at least a year,
punctually
and fully paid his taxes, who has a
house within
the territory of the commune,
or
carries on an iudnstry of a certain importance,
and _s inscribed for at least fifteen francs upon the
register of the class taxes or the revenue register,
is a burgher, and has the right to vote at tauntcipal elections.The powers of the magistrate
and of the municipal
council somewhat
resem,
ble those of the mayor and municipal
council in
France.
The surveillance
of the state is exercised, in the large cities, by the governments,
and
in the small, by the Landratl_.
Both may annul
illegal municipal
decisions, those which
involve
an exceeding of power, or which cause prejudice
to the state; they may also, if they see fit, insert
in the budgets the obligatory expenses which the
municipal council has refused to insert in them.
A municipal
council can be dissolved
by royal
ordinance, but in this case another council must
be elected within six months.
The approval of
tim superior authority is necessary: 1, to validate
the alienation
of urban real estate, or of objects
having a particular historical, artistic or scientific
interest ; 2, to contract a loan ; 3, to levy. comnmnal taxes; 4, _o change the mode of the enjoyment of a communal
right. -- The ordinance
of Sept. 22, 1867, for Hanover, and that of March
25, 1867, for Frankfort,
differin
some details from
the preceding. -- We now come to the rural communes.
In the six eastern provinces,
to which
the law of 1873, concerning
the arrondissements,
of which we have given a brief analysis, applies,
the rural communes
consist, on the one hand, of
villages, and in part of great landed properties,
In 1872 these six provinces included
25,446 communes, 14,152 landed estates enjoying
municipal
rights, and 82 localities which did not form part
of any municipality;
in all, 89,680 communes and
localities.
Most of the communes
are small, as
the following
figures show:
Rural communes
with less than 100 individuals,
5,305 ; with from
100 to 500, 15,676 ; with from 500 to 1,000, 3,498.
Landed estates with less than 100 individuals,
7,68_; with from100 to S00, 6,260; wi_ from 500
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to 1,000, 186. Localities with less than 100 individuals, 78; with from 100 to 500, 4; with from
500 to 1,000, 186. The rest of the communes and
landed estates have more than 1,000 inhabitants.The rural communes are administered
by a head
called the schu_
(mayor), assisted by two deputies or aldermen ; they are elected by the inhabitants of the commune,
and confirmed
by the
La_zdrath on the recommendation
of the bailiff.
The schu_ may have a salary allowed him from
the municipal
funds.
He administers
the affairs
of the comm_me, convokes
the communal &_sembly, directs
its deliberations,
and executes
the
decrees.
Ite mu_t aid the bailiff in the exercise
of police duties, and provide the proper means in
case of urgent ncce_ity ; he is, according
to the
expression
of the law, the local authority. --In
the landed estates which constitute
a commune,
the proprietor
represents
the local authority.
He
exercises authority
in person, or by a substitute
approved
by the La_ulrath.
On the other band,
he is liable for all the expenses which are incumbent on a commune.In the province of West.
phalia, bailiwicks have been established composed
of many rural communes.
Each commune preserves its own particular
interests; it is administered by a chief, assisted by landed proprietors
paying a certain amount of taxes (the amount required is rather large) whose decisions must be
approved
by the bailiff, often by the superior authority,
in order to be valid.
The bailiff, as well
as the chief of the commune, exercises his functions gratuitously.
The bailiff is appointed by the
king, upon the presentation
of the Landr_t/_, from
among the inhabitants of the district ; if there is
no person in the neighborhood capable of properly
exercising this function, a paid bailiff not belonging to the locality may be appointed.In the
Rhenish province there are paid burgomasters
at
the head of the cantons, which form large cornmunes, having their municipal council, without
prejudice
to the individuality
of each village,
which has its chief, and the inhabitants of which
assemble to deliberate upon their particular inter.
ests. The burgomasters
are as._isted by a council.
-- III. F/nances.
The good administration
of the
finances of Prns_ia is proverbial.
During many
centuriesithadprinceswhotookcareofitspennies;
the immediate
successor of Frederick
the Great,
Frederick
William II., alone, made a break in the
series. Fortunately,
his reign _as short (1786-97),
and his son, Frederick William III., devoted himself to paying off the debts, by practicing
the
strictest economy
for many years.
The oldest
accounts
preserved
are on the civil hst of Joachim Frederick
for the year 1606.
This prince
had only 40,000 thalers revenue,
which did not
prevent
him from undertaking
the construction
of a canal.
Under George William the domain
revenues of the elector reached, in 1622, 211,527
thalers, but in consequence
of the devastations
of
war they fell (account
of 1688) to 23,440 thalers.
On the accession of the great elector (1640) the
whote of the revenues of thestate
wexe valued_t
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400,000 thalers; on his death (1688)the
receipts
were valued at 2,500,000 thalers.
IIis son, Frederiek III., who became in 1701 the first king of
Prussia, under the title of Frederick
I., brought
the revenues up to 4,000,000 thalers.
He died in
1713. Frederick William I. (1713-40) reached the
sum of 6,917,192 thaiers (he introduced
various
taxes), and the amount in the treasury was 8,700,000
thalers.
Frederick
tile Great (1740-86) had, in
the last year of his reign, 20,000,000 thalers revenue, and at his death, the treasury, despite the
wars and public works which he had undertaken,
was found
to contain 55,000,000
thalers.
This
money Frederick
William II. set himself to work
to dissipate ; he reduced
certain
taxes, so that
Frederick
William III. (who died in 1840) had, in
1797, a revenue of only 20,499,383 thalers.
We
know the vicissitudes
through which the Prussian
monarchy
passed, during the period which terminated with the year 1815. In 1821 the receipts rose
again to 50,000,000 thalers net (costs of collection
deducted);
in 1844, to 57,677,194 thalers net, and
74,981,330
thalers gross.
From this year (1844)
onward, the budget gave the gross product of the
.taxes, but in the case of the postofliee and other
revenues, only the net revenue of the postofl]ce
was inserted.
In 1854 it exceeded
100,009,000,
the account balancing at 107,990,069 thalers; in
1866, the last year preceding
the increase
of ter.
ritory, it was 168,929,873
thalers.
The annex.
ations brought
the figures up to 210,620,043 thalers (budget of 1867), of which 168,929,873 were
for the old provinces,22,589,700for Hanover,
5,749,000for the electorateof Hesse, 4,882,303

the Prussian budget,
as it has been presented
since 1868; we shall analyze that of 1878, pained
March 24, 1873 (a little later than usual):
_Roes v-_cffiwra, n_ TIL_JaS.
Receipts collected by the ministry of _uance:
Domains (9,475,100)and forests (14,540,000),the
trust fund of the crown (2,573,099)subtracted. 21_i2,001
Product of the redemption of rents and sale of
domains ......................................
830,000
Direct taxes:
Land tax ............................
la,0_,000
Ilouectax ............................
4,_S7,000
Tax upon incomes of more than 1,000
thalcrs .............................
7,000,000
Tax upon incomes of less than 1,000
thalers ..............................
13,_4,000
Indtmtrl_ tax(patents) ................
5,40S,000
Railway dues .........................
2,843.000
Miscellaneous .........................
125,000
Indirect taxes:
1. Imperial taxes:
Customs 19,577,900,ofwhich there were
turned intothetreaBuryof the empire
17,759,9o0,
leaving
for theofprussian
tres_ury
(the
equivalent
its exp_ases) .............................
1,818,000
Sager (gross 10,475,a80), remains to
Prussia .............................
419,000
Salt (grees 6,0_,260)_ remains to Prussia ..................................
a6,_0
Tobacco (gro_ 120,0_0), remai_ to
Pru_ia ............................
18,000
Brandy (gr_ 12,840,910),remains to
Prussia .............................
1,926_140
Beer (gross 2,876,640),remains to Prnssis ..................................
4al,_o
Totalimperial
taxes.............
4,649,_0
_.,IXaxescollectedforPruaslaalone:

for Nassau,and 7,671,303forSchleswig-Holstein; Tax onthegrinding
ofcorn...........
1,750,000
the rest forthe small additionstothe frontiers. Slaughter-house
tax...................
2,526,400
From1868 to1873 we have thefollowingflgures: 8tamps(thetaxes
werereducedin187'2)
10,O00,000
1868, 159,757,064thalers;
1869, 167,536,494;
1870,
Prussfta'sahsre in the German stampe._ 265,240
168,251,372;
1871, 172,918,937;
1872, 197,059,940;
To_ on roads ...................
L5_,880
Tolls on bridges and canals ............
600,000
and 1873, 206,802,643
thalers. -- When,
from
Miscellaneous .........................
678,450
210,000,000 in 1867, the total of the budget fell
suddenly,
in 1868, to 159,000,000, it was because
Total
collected for Prussia 17,345,970
alonetaxes
.........................
theestablishmentofthel_orddeutscheBund,
which
Total indirect taxes .........................
21,gg6,(D0
became in 1871 the German empire, had exacted
Lottery .........................................
LS40.'_0
a great alteration, a part of the revenues
and ex- Naval
institution (Seehand/u_g) .....
_,[_0,_0
Bank commercial
of Prussia ................................
2,002,000
penses of the kingdom of Prussia being transferred
The mint .......................................
344,(_0
tO the confederation.
The total of the Prussian
Printing of the state.............................
328,0_0
revenues thus transferred
to the federal German
Generaladministration of the finances (the prinbudget was (budget of 1868) 62,173,346
thalers in
cipal items of which are revenue of the old
"
treasury, 5,250,000; excess of the receipts 1871,
receipts (enstoms and indirect taxes, sugar, brandy,
9,_'_,920) .....................................
20,169,650
29,616,401; salt, 9,547,737; postolfice,
15,783,899;
telegraphs,
1,594,275, etc., etc.), and 100,254,789
Total
of ...................................
the collections of tho ministry of 117,006,951
flaance
thalers
in expenses
(salt, 2,866,344;
postoflice,
Receipts collected by the ministry of commerce
18,945,500; telegraphs, 1,737,230;army,72,994,740;
(of which the principal items are mines, mannnaY'y, 8,428,975; consulates, 102,000; civil pensions,
factories, salt works, Sg,_8,SaS; state railways,
180,000).
These changes are due to the fact that
4_,_,10o) .....................................
7_,aSS
the German
empire has charge of the foreign
Collections of the ministry :
affairs, of the army, of the navy, and of the postof _tate (sale of the bulletin of the laws) .........
41_750
Office and telegraphs,
and that its own revenues
ot justice (costa, fines, etc.)......................
14,_,[_0
Of the interior (work in the prisons, collections of
consist of customs duties, duties on salt, the postthe ordinances of the authorttt_ etc.) .........
931,679
office, and some sources less productive;
finally,
Of agriculture (product of the echonis, of the
that the federated states have to cover the deficit
_tud,ezc.).....................................
1,05a,_0
by a matriculate contingent,
an obligation which
is incumbent also upon Prussia.
The following is

Of womhlp, mstructitm and public heslfl_ .......
Tot_ moeipt_............................

166,_4
_10_,TS't

PRUSSIA.
Dam_n$ andf_'eats.
The state is proprietor of
1,148 farms or rural domains, comprising
a productive surface of 354,819 hectares, not including
a quantity of small properties or parts of properties, the area of which is not known, but which,
to judge from the provinces from which we have
returns, must surpass in extent 200,000 hectares,
and yield about 4,000,0_
francs of farm rents,
and besides a sum of 10,000,000 francs of perpetual rents, due by cultivators
for lands whicll
were formerly
abandoned
to them.
There are,
besides, about 3,000,000 hectares
of state forests,
With the exception
of a revenue
of 9,649,121
francs, drawn from the whole of the domains in
favor of the crown, these latter were declared,
in
1820, the property of the state, and pledged at the
same time as a mortgage to its creditors.
What
remains of the revenues
of the domains and forests, after the payment of the income of the crown,
is devoted to the payment of the interest of the
public debt.
The rural domains are farmed out
by adjudiva_n,
ordinarily for eighteen years, and
produce a farm rent, the amount of which rises
with the price of commodities.
In 1849 an average obtained Was 1 thaler 5 sgr. 7 pf. per morgen,
or 17 fr. 76 c. per hectare;
in 1856, 20 fr. 40 c. ;
in 1869, 34 fr. 5_ c. From 1869 to 1873 the average was still higher.
The rents fixed upon the
portions of land, and which we have qualified as
perpetual, must, however, be discharged
by amortiT_cment in forty or fifty-six years; they are also
redeemable, entirely or in part, at the choice of
the debtors.
The amount of these redemptions
may Im estimated at 3,000,000 francs a year.
The
expenses of administration
and other expenses
absorbaboutl5percent,
of the gross rcvenue of the
domains, and about 47 per cent. of the product of
the forests.
The expenses of the administration
of the forests are so high, because they include
the expenses
of cultivation,
of the cutting
and
transporting
of the wood to the markets. --/h'revt
taxe_.
The land tax is levied in the different
provinces in accordance
with old traditions.
It
thus weighs
very unequally
upon
immovable
property.
To effect an equalization
of the burden, the laws of May 21, 1861, prescribed
a new
assassment upon general principles, applied everywhere in the same manner.
This distribution
of
the burden was finished at the ascribed time, but
it operated only in the old provinces.
The tax is
levied upon the net product
of immovable
property. Landed estates not built on, in these provlaces, yield the treasury
a sum of 10,000,000
thalers, or 37,500,000 francs;
by adding
to this
the product
of real estate built on, which is
7,000,000 francs, the land tax rose in 1865 from
38,000,000 to 45,000,000 francs. -- The tax upon
classified income and the class taxes (law of May
1, 1851) are personal taxes levied upon the income,
For this purpose tax payers are divided, accordmg to their incomes,
into several claases, the
amount of income for each class being fixed by
law. The classification
is made by commissions
of tax payers appointed by the communal author148
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ities, so that, in fact, the tax payers classify themselves.
The tax upon classified revenue is paid
only by persons with an income of more than
1,000 thalers a year, while the class tax is due from
all tax payers who do not live in cities subject to
the tax on the grinding of corn and the tax on the
slaughtering
of animals (tax on flour and meat).
There is in Prussia an income tax, but this tax has
a different name, according as the tax payer has
more or less than 1,000 thalers income.
The rate
of the tax also differs; it is about 2 per cent. for
the class tax, and 3 per cent. for the tax on classifled income.
The term da_ has the following
signification:
instead of demanding
so much per
cent. of income, a poll tax is demanded,
graduated
according
to the wealth of the tax payer ; tax
payers are, therefore, grouped into classes, according to the amount of their income (for example,
1,000 to 1,100, 1,100 to 1,200, etc.), and poll taxes
are demanded
proportionate
to the income.
The
result is, that for 1,150 thalers income, as much is required as for 1,101, or'1,199. --The
industrial
or
license tax (law of May 80, 1820) is levied upon
the exercise of the industrial and commercial
pro.
fessions.
The different
localities
are, fo/" this
purpose, divided into four categories,
of which
the first three embrace the cities of a certain importance, while the fourth compri_s
all the other
communes.
The first three categories
are deter.
mined by the number of the population;
the localities belonging
to the fourth category are joined
together
in unions corresponding
to the circle .
(kreis).
The license is always a distributed
tax.
The contingent
is fixed in a lump for a city or
circle; it is then divided among those engaged in
industry
according
to the importance
of their
business. -- The tax upon railways (law of May 30,
1853) is levied upon their net proceeds.
The tariff
is as follows: when the income from slates is 4 per
cent. net or less, the tax is one-fortieth
of the income; when the dividend exceeds 4 per cent., the
tax is one-twenty-fourth
for the excess between
4 and 5 per cent., one-tenth for what exceeds 5
per cent, and up to 6 per cent., and two-tenths
for the part of the dividend which exceeds 6 per
cent.The land, class and patent taxes are col]ected by collectors,
who receive allowances for
collection, while the tax upon classified
incomes
is collected
by the pay offices of the circle (the
receivers
of finance),
and the tax upon railways
by the provincial
pay-offices
of the government
(receivers general). --Itufire_t
tax_.
The customs
duties, the tax upon salt, brandy, malt, native sugar and tobacco, coming within the jurisdiction
of the empire, we have nothing to do with here.
We shall speak here only of taxes purely Prnssian. -- The stamp duties (law and tariff of :March
7, 1822, modified
in 1869 and 1873) are in part
fixed and in part proportional.
To the first are
subject all instruments
submitted for registration,
or which are presented
to the public authority,
such as passports, playing cards, periodicals, so
long as stamps had to be affixed to them; to the
latter, unilateral
instruments
concerning
objects
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of a value of at least 187 fr. 50 c., as well as inheritances,
judicial acts, etc. -- To the taxes on
the grinding of corn and slaughtering of animals
(law of May 30, 1820) are subject eighty-three
cities (the number is diminishing)
of a certain
importance,
designated
by tile law of May 1,
1854, and exempted,
for this reason, from the
class tax, but not from the tax on classified income.
It is a tax on consumption collected at the
gates of the cities, and levied upon flour and meat,
whatever may be the form under which these
commodities
enter the city.
The tariff is 5 francs
per 100 kilogrammes
of wheat, 1 ft. 25c. per 100
kilogrammes
of other cereals, and 7 ft. 50 c. per
100 kilogrammes
of meat.
The tax upon m_t
may be replaced by a tax per head upon the cattie which enter the cities.
A third of the tax
upon the grinding of corn is given to the respectire municipal
ftmds.
The share of the state
amounts to a tots3 sum of 12,000,000 francs.
A
great number of these cities have also been authorized
by the state to add additional
taxes to
these. --The
tax upon the cultivation
of the vine
(law of Sept. 25, 1820) is not important.
Wine is
subject to a duty of from 90 c. to 4 fr. 38 c.
(according
to the quality) per _mer (70 litres)
of wine produced.
It is charged
to the producer,
and is, so to speak,
a supplementary
land tax ; it is therefore
wrong
to include
it
among indirect taxes. -- The tolls of roads and
bridg_
have been strongly
attacked
for some
time, but they do not lack defenders. -- Ot/wr resources of the department
of finance.
We group
under this designation
the lottery,
the bank,
the naval commercial
institution,
the mint, and
the general administration
of the finances.
The
first three, established
by Frederick
the Great,
have undergone
many changes since. -- The lottery (law of May 28, 1810, and regulation
of
May 1, 1841) is divided into four classes; it is rehewed twice a year, so that there are eight drawings in theyear.
The number of chances in each
lottery, at 195 francs a chance, is 95,000, and the
number of prizes, 34,000.
The state collects from
this gain 155-6 per cent.; and besides 2 per cent.
is accorded to the collectors charged with the sale
of the tickets and the payment of the prizes. _
The naval commercial
institution
(,.%ehand/un9),
instituted
in 1772 to encourage
maritime
cornmerce (law of Jan. 17, 1820), is but an institution
of credit and of commerce,
intended
principally
to effect the purchase of salt abroad, and to take
charge of certain
public
affairs which require
commercial
operations.
This institution has been
often and many times justly
attacked;
soma
demand more publicity,
while others do not wish
a banking
house carrying
on business with the
funds of the state.
The 8eehanddu_¢
having
vmmy times controlled
the issue of laws, it has
been said that it made a profit at the expense of
the state.
Bergins, author of a "Treatise
on Finances," echoes this singular
reproach
(pp. 388,
889).
Would
people have preferred
to see a
banker m_king
this profit?
For, what the 8_-

/umd_ur_7 gains, the state receives;
and in finis
case it performs the office of a public servi_e, as
if it were a section of the ministry of finance.
We do not wish to defend the _hand/ung;
we
are only trying to do justice to the value of an atgument.
Let us add, that the _ehand/un 9 turns
only a fixed sum into the treasury of the state,
and figures only in the receipts, and not in the
expenditures.
Certain deputies have demanded
that the _%_.]_a_k4/_n_should turn in, every year,
the whole of its gains, instead of increasing its capital by the surplus; trot it would be perhaps better
to abolish that institution than to enfeeble it.The gross proceeds of the mint, from the coinage,
are an item in the receipts, and are absorhed by
the expenses of manufacture
and adndnistration.
--Collections
of_he departmeT_t of commerce, of ind_tr_/ and of public works.
These comprise the
mines, manufactories
and salt works, the state
railways and the royal manufactory
of porcelain.
The mines, manufactories
and salt works of the
state are so numerous
and so important
that
their gross product amounted, in 1873, to: mines,
20,809,680 thalers; manufactories,
6,702,950;
and
salt works,
1,674,660.
There are "also various
products which reached a total of 1,200,000 thalers; in all, about thirty millions;
but about 80
per cent. was absorbed for the expenses of exploitation and administration.
The state collects, be.
sides, a tax of 6 per cent. on the gross product of
the mines of individuals
(law of May 12, 1854),
which lmaheen for a series of years about 2,000.000
thalers.
The manufacture
of porcelain is a right
of the state.In the railway system of Prussia
the following
distinction
must be made:
1. the
railways
of the state ; 2, the lines which
have.
been subsidized
by the state, which, besides, assumed certain obligations ; 3, the lines to which
the state guarantees
a minimum
of interest;
4,
the lines acquired
by the annexation
of Hanover
and other territory;
however, the budgets confine
themselves
to an enumeration
of the lines, indieating separately
the proceeds
of each of them.
The net product of the railways,
augmented by a
sumof
about 5,000,000 francs, is applied to the
payment of the interest and the liquidation
of the
public debt contracted
for the construction
and
acquisition
of railways. _ Collections of the otlwr
m/n/sger/o2 depa_'trnent_.
The collections
of the
ministry
of justice
are the moat considerable.
They consist of the costs of trials and of judicial
acts, and reach a figure large enough almost to
cover the expenses of the administration
of jus
tice.
The receipts of the department
of agrieulture are made up from redemption
of servitudes
and of other real estate burdens
(consolidation
of
estates), and of the revenues of the public studs;
they cover, except about 2,500,000
francs, the
expenses of the ministry.
The receipts
of the
department
of the interior comprise fines, taxes
on purports,
and the products of workhouses
and
houses of correction.F,z_nd/_re_
of the state.
The expenditures
of the state are divided into
_
_md a_raord/n_r_,
or, to use the Prus-
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sian p_logy,
_io permRnent and accidental
(_inmal_).
The following
is the table of the
expenditures of 1873, corresponding to the table of
receipts given above :

etc. -- _PubbYcdebt. The events of the first fifteen
years of this century imposed upon Prussia a
rather heavy debt ; it amounted in 1820, when
peace allowed liquidation
to be begun, and regulation to be undertaken,
to 206,733,171 thalers
om)r_AaY zx_z.,cs_s,
bearing interest, and 11,242,847 thalers of paper
A. Cost of collection
and exploitation.
Thaler8.
money.
A sinking fund was created; economy
MimstryofTo finance..............................
19,451,0"25
reigned in the administration,
and in 1848 the
wit:
Domains ..............................
2,136,750
deht was reduced
to 122,942,765 thalers.
The
Forests ...............................
7,56"2,000
events of the times, on the one hand, and the
Direct

taxe_ ...........................

2,35L(X)0

htdirect taxe_ .........................
Lottery ...............................
Mint ..................................
state printing .........................

6,883.,500
24,875
278.900
,214,70o

construction
of numerous railroads,
on the other,
increased the debt, in lt158, to 225,776,838 thalers,
and in 1867 to 270,661,195.
At the end of 1868,
after the addition of the debts of the annexed

Ministry of commerce ...........................
53,456,068 provinces, the figures were as follows (the railway
Manufacture
of porcelahl
.............
148,000
_|ines .................................
14,805,423
debt being included in the total debt) :
Manufactoriet_
........................
Salt works ............................
Other industries
.......................
Total
Railways
:Ministry

............................

costs

30,447,215
48,_70

.................................

B. Complements

to

debt (comprising
of the railways

the civil

7"2,955,463
list ...............

therein
11,_9,134)for
..........................

of finance.

.............................

Mim_try of commerce (of industry and public
work_)........................................
Ministry of justice .............................
Ministry of theintertor .........................
Mimstry of agriculture ..........................
Ministry of worship, education and health ......
:Extraordinary expenses, divided among the dff• ferent ministries ..............................
Grand total .................................

The old territorie_
..............
Hanover ........................
The electorate
of Hesse. ........
Nassau
.........................
Hesse.Homburg
................
Sehleswig-tloletein
.............

Total

Debt.

Railway
Debt.

Th_iers.
8.57,857.'422
'2"_.146, 050
15,406,500
I_),340,6fi8
1.31,4'29
87_',0W2

_Th_ders.
134,703,812
16,868,7_)
15,'207,600
16,532,,286
............
............

416,'259,1"21

183,312,4X_

1,500,000
the

Expanses of the chambers .......................
Ministry of state ................................
Ministry of foreign affairs.......................
Ministry

PROVINCES.

23,008,_YJ.3

.............................
of state ................................

'Petal

Public
debt

6,243,004
1,155,730
656,096

Total

.......................

_5,R_8,SG0

_'7,800
547,611
135,600

To this must be added 18,250,000 thalers of debt
not bearing interest, or of paper money.
We have

81,566,005

11,5_,961
19,459,530
9,766,896
2,796,043
10,02_,017

seen above that this debt was 11,242,347 in 18'20;
it remained at that figure till 1850. At that time
an issue of 9,600,000 thalers was made, which
brought
the circulation
up to 20,842,347 thalers.

In 1851 ten millions more were issued, but in
1856 the circulation
was reduced
five millions,
2_,450,239 and in 1857 ten millions more, and it remained

209,844,485 15,842,347 thalers until 1867. -- The debt of 1868
required
an expenditure
of 25,704,938 thalers, of
The absence of the ministries
of war and of the
which 10,002,486 was for thevailway
debt.
The
navy, in the above table, will be noticed : this
sinking fund in these twenty five millions cornis because their services depend now upon the
prised the amount of 8,178,433 thalers.
As the
empire, and figure in the latter's budget.
The
construction
of railroads
continued,
and as, with
council of Prussian
ministers
includes,
however,
every loan, the dotation of the sinking fund was
the ministers
who direct these services. _ The
increased;
and as, besides, the interest of the redotation of the crown
includes
the deduction
deemed debts continued
for ten years to inc .re#ae
from the product
of domains
and forests althis fund, the burden was found rather heavy, or,
ready mentioned,
and which amounts to 2,573,099
as was also said, the amortizement
wad too rapid•
thalers with the premium
upon gold.
This dePerhaps this state of thing's would have continued,
duction wlm decreed to the civil list, when the
but, the year 1869 showing a deficit, the minister
king abandoned
the domains of the crown to the
of finance decided to propose a bill for the cos•,tare, as a hypothecation
in favor of the credsolidation of the debt.
This bill, a little modified,
itol'_ of the state (law of Dec. 17, 1808, law of became a law Dec. 19, 1869 ( "Ih'ussian
Official
1810, and hw of Jan. 17, 18'20). This civil list Journal,"
of Dec. 24). To understand
this law,
was increased 500,000 thalers by the law of April
we must keep in mind that all the Prussian
debt,
30, 1859, and by that of Jan. 27, 1868, by a millwhich was c,omposed of 115 different titles, was
ion, so that the whole of the dotation of the royal
subject to obligatory amortizement.
There were
crowu is 4,073,099 thalers,
or 12,219,297
marks,
annually
redeemed
at the Bourse, as far as the
in the new German money• -- We speak, a little
funds intended for that purpose would allow, the
further on, of the public
debt•
The extraordifunds (or rather, the capitals) the market price of
nary expenditures
are applied elderly to public
which was below par.
As for other titles, they
works of all kinds, to improvements,
to the rewere drawn
by lot as obligations
(the coupons
demption of servitudes
with which the domains
were numbered a£d payable to the bearer).
The
and forests of the state are charged, to the imconsolidation
consisted in the exchange of ninepmvement
or e_teaaion
of useful institutions,
teen kinds of titles, twelve at 4½ per cent., and
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seven
at 4 per cent.,
for new titles at 4t
the obligatory
amortizement
of which
pended
till 1885, and is to be optional

per cent.,
was
suswith
the

liam III.
In the first year of his reign,
in 1797,
he laid down in a law, the principle
of obligatory
personal
military
service;
but this law contained

state
after that date.
That
is to say, until 1885
the titles of the consolidated
debt can be redeemed
only at the Bourse,
at the market
price of the day,
and only by means
of the budget
surplus
which

at the same time
such a great
number
of exemptions
and privileges,
that the service
was exclusively
confined
to the lower classes,
The misfor-

Jan.
1, 1885, intended
the government
is especially
for that
par.
amortizement
To attract by the
means
holdersof

may
resume From
the
purpose.

drawing
of titles

a premium
of 1 per cent. was
operation
was applied
to a sum

by 4lotperand
at
cent.at

offered
them.
The
total of 223,436,175

rEaRS.

Revenue.
Msrk.

1874 I"Ending Dec. 81 ..........
lw75

•

1_ (15 men.)
18ff
1879
_ Ending Mar. 31.
|
J

Expenditure.
Mark.

695,09L700
694,484,900
808,072.700
657.5_,344
713,857,764

8_,o9_ 700
694,484,900
80_ 07,2,700
657,5._.a14
713,857,,'_4

711.500,758
913,070,400

711,500._08
913,070,40o

thalers,
which
became
reduced
to 217,551,000
thalers,
since 800 thalers
of capital
at 4½ per cent.
were
given
in exchange
for 900 thalers
at 4 per
cent.
The rest of the debt was maintained
under

18811a8°

the

ed under seven heads, representing the various ministerial
departments.
Receipts from state railways form the chief
source of revenue, and, next to them, the direct taxes. In
rccentyearstheincomefromrailwaysandotherstateunder.
takings, such as mines, has been largely increasing, showing
a tendency to become a far more fruitful source of revenue
than all taxation, direct or indirect.In the budget cstimates for the yeax ending Marcia, 188_, the source8 of revenue were given a_ follows:

former

system.

The

operation,

by

reducing

the liquidation
funds
from 8,666,140
to 5,243,285
thalers,
set free
for other
purposes
the sum of
8,422,855
thalers.
The consolidation,
which
transformed
the capital
debt into an interest
debt, was
SO successful,
that, disposing
of the great surplus
of receipts,
six million
thalers
for 1870 and more
than nine million
thalers for 1871, and the 4_ having passed
par, the minister
of the chambers
the authority
this remainder
was concerned,

of

finance
could
ask
to resume,
as far as
the former
mode of

amortizement.
-- We shall now sum up the situstion of the debt on Jan. 1, 1872, according
to the
report
of the commi_ion
of surveillance,
established

by

the

hw

of

Feb.

24, 1850

:

Debt bearing interest.
Debt of Prussia. before 1866 .....................
Debt of the states annexed In 1866...............

'rhalers.
354,793,184
61,164,001

Total.......................................
415,957,185
From these figures must be deducted the amount
proceeding (except 9,286,200 thalersl from railway loans, the proceeds of which cover the interest and liquidation
of the capital employed.
196,858,145
Left to the charge of the state ...............
Debt not bearing
Paper money (Ca_enac/w/ne)

219,099,040

interest.

....................

-- In 1873 Prussia
contracted
a loan
ions of thalers
for the construction

18,_0,000
of
of

120 millnew rail-

roads.*--tV.
Army
and
Navy.
Whatever
may
be the interest
which
is attached
to tile organiza.
tion of the Prussian
army,
we can only relate
its
history
from the accession
of King Frederick
Wil• The

estimates

of public

revenue

and expenditure

sub-

mitred by the government
to the chambers are always prepared to show an even balance, without surplus or deficit;
but in recent years the former has been constant, as a rule,
and the latter an exception.
The surplus of the five years
from 1870 to 1874 varied from £1.4'25.000 in 1870, to £4,158,000
in 1872,reaching Its maximum m the latter year. But there
were dcficltsin
1875, in 187_ and In 18W.--Up
tothe end of
the finance estimates were for the calendar year, but it
was then d_cided that henceforth thvy should be, a_ in Great
Britain, for financial years ending March 31. The first financial year reader the new arrangement
commenced April l,
1877, so that the preceding accounts were for a period of firteen months, commencing Jan. 1, 1876, and ending March
31, 1877. -- The budget estimates of revenue and expenditure
of Prussia were as follows, during each of the seven Fear_
_;'4--81:

- The revenue in the financial

estimates

of Prussia.

is divid-

/_oume8 of Remmue.
1. :Ministry of agriculture, domains and forests:
Income from domains and forests .............
Various .......................................
Total ......................................
2. Ministry of finance :
Direct taxes:

Mark.
78,128,214
7,00o,34o
_80,1_8,m4

Land taxtax(G_una,
teuer) .......................
House
....................................
Income tax ...................................
Class tax (/C/aeee_/er_')
......................
Trade tax i Gewerbe_tener) .....................
Railway dues .................................
Miscellaneous .................................

40,t88,000
28,056.000
28,827,600
25,146,100
18,662,000
2,_,000
588,000

Total .......................................
Indirect taxes:
Share of imperial customs and taxes ..........
Succession tax (Erbschqft_tener)
..............
Stamps .......................................

144,453,700

Bills of exchange .............................
Bridge, harbor, river, or canal dues ...........
Fines, ere .....................................
Miscellaneous .................................

70,440
2,200,000
53,500,000
2,051.870

19,0_9,6g0
5,200,000
16,500,000

Total .......................................

98,562,000

State lottery
....................................
Naval
commercial
institution (_eeha_d2ung)
The mint .......................................
Miscellaneous ...................................
Total receipts

of ministry

of finance ........

3. Ministry
of public
works:
Mines, produce
of ...........................
Furnaces, iron mills, forges, produce
Salines, produce of ..........................
State railways ...............................
MisceUaneouJ ...............................
Total receipts of ministry

....

of..._.

of public works...

4. Ministry of justice ...........................
5.
"
the interior ......................
B.
"
commerce and industry ..........
7.
'*
pubhc instruction and eccleaiastical affairs ......................
8.
"
state .............................
9.
"
foreignaffaira ....................
10.
"
war ..............................
_

ostimsted

revenue ...................

4,043.800
8,000,(_)0
236,8x_0
1'27.863,&_4
37B,159,_ t_60,160.148
19,172,536
5,461,97,0
869,150,M7
8,841 08¢
,1_2,786,883
6,596,000
8,59'2,._3
298,603
2,_,813
680,310
4,500
667
_
-_,589,917
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tunes which Prussia suffered in 1806 were the
cause of great modifications
in its internal organization.
It was necessary to supply the material
strength which it had lost by the creation of new
moral strength,
so that the reform
extended
to
all public services.
Napoleon,
having restricted
--The expendit_lre in the financial estimates of Prussia is
divided
intoundordinary
(fortdauer_de)
and extraordinary
teinnwd_e
aus#erordeutliche)
disbursements.
The ordinary is subdivided into current exl_nditure (Betriels-Au,_
gabe.n), administrativeexpemiiture iStcu_verwaltungs.Aus.qaben),
and charges
on the
consolidated
fundMarch
(Dota/ion_O.
In the estimates
for the
financial
year ending
31, 1883,
the branches of expenditure were as follows:
Branzhes of Expenditure.
Current expenditure:
Mark.
I. Ministry of agriculture, domains and forests_ 37,t'_0,230
2.
"
Finance .........................
37,759.535
3.
"
Public works ...................
344.915.2t17
Total current expenditure ...................
419,,"55,0_2
Administrative expenditure:
1. Ministry of Finance .........................
36,738,613
Public works
16,569,612
22.a.
""
Commerce
and...................
industry .........
1,515,075
3.
"
Jnstlce ..........................
78,762.100
4.
"
The interior .....................
40,40'2,367
5.
""
Agriculture.
domainsand
andecclesiasforcst_. 11,314,550
6. ,
Public instruction
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the effective force of the Prussian army in active
service to 42,000 men, certain illustrious
generals,
like Scharnhorst
and Gneissenau,
and an eminent
statesman,
the baron yon Stein, consulted
as to
the means of giving to Prussia
the power and
authority
which she had enjoyed
before the war
of 1806. To accomplish
this aim, it was nccessary tO increase, a_ much as possible,
without
awakening
suspicions,
the number
of soldiers,
and to thus prepare to be ready at the first signal given by circumstances.
The royal ordinance
of Aug. 6, 1808, c_tabli_hcd a system, according
to the terms of which the rc_ments
in active Scrvice should di.,,charge from time to time a certain
nmnbcr of well-drilled
soldiers, and replace them
by as many more, whom they should instruct, and
discharge, again at the eml of a given time, to receive an equal number of new recruits.
In this
way, iiltlc by little, a drilled reserve was formed,
amounting
to a total of 150,000 mc.n. In 1811
dSp6ts of instruction,
so-called, were organized,
whose real purpose was to increase the number
of active officers, in view of an imminent
war.
These preparations
allowed, in 1813, an army of
200,000 men of troops of the line to be placed in

the field, and the provinces organized an auxiliary
army, composed of ablebodied
men who had not
served, called the laTedwehr, and which the provinces equipped
and armed at their own expense.
-- The landwehr, springing
almost spontaneously
Total administrative expenditure ............
866,575,628 from the patriotic ardor of the people, was proCharges on consolidated fund:
claimed the fundamental
principle of the future
Addition to the "Krondotation " of the king ....
4,500,000 military
organization
of Prussia.
On Feb. 9,
Interest of public debt, inclusive railway debt__. 87.094,613
Sinking fund of debt ............................
f$0,400,094 1813, the king abolished
all exemption from conAmmities and management ......................
1,914,641 scription,
and, Sept. 3, 1814, a royal ordinance
Chamber of lords ...............................
171,360 established
the new organization
of the army as
Chamberof deputies ............................
t,i_0,5_0 follows.
The land force comprised:
1, the active
Total charges on consolidated fund .........
115,361_8
army; 2, the first ban of the landwehr;
3, the
7.
8
9.
10.

"
"
"-

tical affairs....................
50,_,067
stats ............................
._,967,,'_
Foreign aftair_..................
500,570
War
............................
107,472
General
administration of finance :[27.074.410

Total ordinary expenditure .................
901,691,888
P,xtraordinary expenditure ......................
3'3,_,029
Totalexpendlture ...........................
934,589,917
--In _.hebudget for 18834 the revenue and expenditure were
expected to balance at 1,069,583,000mark. The expenditure
for the army and navy is not entered into the budget of Prossin. but fornm part of the budget of the empire.--Thc pubhc debt of the kingdom, inclusive of the provinces annexed
m 1866,was, accordlngto the budget of 1882_, as follows:
ITEMS.

Amount.
Mark.

Amortizanon.
Mark.

.National debt bearing interest:
,State wvasury bills ..........

107666,100
5._',_"l,150 ..........
Con_ohdated
debt at 4t. per cent...
......
_.. 1,159,2_5,000 7,070,5(B
Non-consolidated loans ............
88,694,100 "'g,_;_t_
-PrcferenCewardebt
ofl°antheKurmark°f
1_5 ............
and .Neu- 20,fl50,000 1,545,000
mark ...........................
1,948860
1@5,001
State railway debt .................
40,476.03_ 1,396,637
Debt of provinces annexed tn 1866.
88,994,182 3,306,655

second ban of the landwehr;
4, the arriJre-han,
or landsturm.
The aelive army is the practical
military
school of the nation;
it comprises:
1,
individuals
who wish to embrace a military careef and to pa_s tile examinations
for ensign and
officer; 2, those who preserlt themselves
voluntarily to satisfy the law ; 3, able-bodied- young
Inen, aged from twenty
to twenty-five
years,
without
exception.
(There are, however,
some
cases of exemption.)
The length of service is
three years under the flag; then the soldier, sent
tO his home on renewable ]cave of absence, passes
into the reserve, of which he forms a part for
tWO years.
The first'ban
of the hmdwehr,
destined to maintain
the standing
army, comprises
the soldiers who leave the reserve after having

The charges for interest and management of the debt
amounted to _.620,651 mark in the financial year 1882-3.
Total national debt bearing in-I
[
For the budget year 1883-4 it was reported that a loan of
terest ......................
] 2,029,681,4,_ ' 20,480,094 thirty-two million mark would be required. The interest on
National debt not bearing inter-I
the debt would have to be increased by eigbteen million
est:
mark; and it was expected, that on April 1, 1883.the total
Floating debt, called "Schatz-Audebt would be 2,640 million mark, to whicb would be added
',.
....................
I _O,ODO,O00
-- we_sungen
Total national
.. debt ............

I 2,059,6t_1,430

1,860
tobeissued
ntreasury
bonds,
of themillion,
nationalization
of ithe
railways.
Theinconsequence
total debt of
Prussia
would thus amount to 4,500million mark, or £_5,000,0(D.--S.M.
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completed
their five y_rsof
service; they form
B part of it for seven years, and are obliged to
present themselves at the musters and at the pertodical exercises in their cantons.
The second ban,
who are charged with going to the defense of fortiffed places, are likewise subjected to a service of
seven years, but are not hound to take part in the
cantonal exercises, they are only reviewed
from
time to time by the military authority
of the district.
The arri_re-ban, finally, are simply a home
guard.
Thus was the army constituted
by the
law of Sept. 3, 1814. A supplementary
law,
published
April 21, 1815, assigned
to each division of the landwehr its territorial
circumscription, and regulated
its division into (three) battalions, and its general administration.
-- Such was
the primitive
organization
of ttle Prussian
army.
Later, it was resolved to place the landwehr
in a
more intimate
connection
with the line, by formtag brigades composed of a regiment of the line
and a regiment of landwehr.
The line and the
landwehr
had the same equipment,
the same
armament,
and officers of the line were detached
to serve in the ranks of the landwchr,
and _'cz
versa.
But this fusion,
instead
of creating
a
strong
and rational
whole, produced
a system
which was in contradiction
with the spirit of
modern times and with the exigencie_ of practice,
The line would often be despoiled, at a decisive
moment,
of its best officers and under officers,
and be._i(les be obliged to share its supplies with
the landwehr.
In a._sembling the latter, tile country was suddenly
deprived of a great number
of
workmen;
the mechanic,
the workman,
and the
cultivator
of the land, were snatched
from their
customary, occupations.
Becoming soldiers again
after an absence from ttle corps of from three to
six years, these men formed a body of troops to
whom
the experience
which
arms of precision
and modern
tactics
demand,
was lacking. -These military
arguments
found their corollary
in reasons
of equity
and of puhlic
economy,
"Personal
conscription,"
that is to say, the obligation of e_eryPrussian
to serve in the regular
army, could never be applied in all its rigor, and
had become an illusion
altogether.
Just as in
1848, when
the lmpulation
of the kingdom
amounted
to 11,000,000,
the annual
contingent
remained
fixed at 40,000 men at a time when the
census gave a population
of 18,500,000;
it was
afterward
raised to 63,000 men.
A drawing
of
lots, introduced
in 1820, liberated
annually
almost 74 per cent. of the male population
: a very
considerable
advantage,
if
we remember
that
those to whom fortune
had not been favorable
(about 26 per cent.) were subjected
to nineteen
years' service, while also remaining
subject to all
civil charges.
Cramped
in their movements
by
the obligation
to join the army, they could only
with hesitancy
enter upon certain
careers, and
could,
consequently,
contribute
only in a messtare relatively
restricted
to tile increase of the
nation's fortune.
On the other hand, the support
of the families, whose heads were called to act-

ive service,
was cha_ged
to the cantons
ancl
communes,
which involved them in debt in a_
almost insupportable
manner.
Finally, the division of the army into eight corps, corresponding to the eight provinces
of the kingdom, might
have had as an effect the distribution
in an unequal manner, and therefore
unjust, of the burdens of all kinds which a partial mobilization
of
the army imposcs on a countq _. In such cases,
the province had to furnish
Ml that it could in
men, in ilorses, in provisions,
while the others
were freed from all payments,
and scarcely perceived the agitation
which reigned among their
fellow-citizeiL_.
Such a military system could no
longer be maintained.
It was necessary to change
the very long duration
of service of a limited
number
of the inhabitants
to a shorter
service
supported
by a larger part of the population.
In
other words, it was necessary to incre_e
the annual contingent,
and to diminish
the obligations
of the landwehr,
of which the year 1859 had
shown the weak side. --In
this 3'ear, the king of
Prussia, while maintaining
tlle officers and under
officers of the i_ffantry, and of some regiments of
cavalry
of the landwehr,
sent back the oldest
classes to their
homes, and ordered
a supplementary levy.
In 1860 the government
finished
the new organization
; it at the same time preseated to tile chambers
a bill, which the ministry
withdrew
at the end of the session without
ifs
having been discuss_._l.
The principal
features
of that bill may he summed
up as follows :
Every Prussian
owes military
service from tile
age of seventeen.
The land force comprises the
standing
army and the landwehr.
The navy is
composed of the permanent navy and of the naval
militia.
The permanent
army and navy are always bound to be ready to enter on a campaign
The obligatory
time of active service on land anti
sea is fixed at eight years.
Of these eight years,
the soldiers of the cavalry pass the first four years
in tile regular army, those of the other branches
and of the navy the first three years, and those in
the train of the army the first six months.
Therest
of the time they are on renewable leave of absence.
The landwehr
and the maritime
militia are intended to sustain the army and navy.
After the
eight years of service are ended, the men enter the
landwehr
or the naval militia ; one figures upon
the lists of these for eleven years, but in no case
beyond
one's thirty-ninth
year, and he can be
calledtoactiveserviceonlyintimeofwar.
Young
men, fulfilling certain conditions of capacity, who
enlist voluntarily
and equip themselves
at their
own expense, serve for one year only, after which
they pass to the landwehr.
This provision was sustained by the law proposed in 1860, and which was
adopted despite the chamber.
As for the present
organization,
it will be found in the article GErtM.A_r EMPIm_, the Prussian army and the German
army being now subject to the same hw. _-bra_
(see G_RMAN E'm_m_).--V.
J_/,_
Orga_at_a.
Offenses against police regulations are judged by
police trib_als,
comptmed of a single judge, who
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can inflict a penalty as high as six weeks' imprisonment and 187 francs 50 centimes fine ; misdemeanors are within the jurisdiction
of the corrcctional
tribunal,
compos_M of three
judges ;
crimes are tried by a jury. -- The left bank of the
Rhine and some localities of the right bank have
preserved
the French
civil legdslation,
while almost all the rest of the monarchy is subjected
to
the Prussian code.
From this, differences
in the
judicial organization
of the w_rious provinces result.
These differences may be thus summed up:
1. While the jurisdiction
of the Rhenish tribunals
is restricted to the cognizance of litig'atcdca._cs, and
while extra-judicial
acts, such as wills, etc., arc reserved to ministerial officers, notaries, sheriff% etc.,
these acts are placed among the prerogatives
of a
spt._:ial chamber
of the tribunals,
which unites
ith the judicial
chamber
only to judge importaut eases.
2. The Rhenish
tribunals
can pronouncc judgment
only in case the matter in controversy has been brought before them by the parties to the suit or by the public ministry;
the other
Prussian triblmals
can act officially and without
the matter in controversy
being so brought
before them.
3. While in the 1Rhcuish districts the
public ministry exlcnds
its surveilhmee
over the
hole of the administration
of justice, including the ministerial,
their jurisdiction
is limited,
in the rest of Pru_ia,
to affairs pending before
the trihnnal and to matrimonial
affairs.
4. ]u
the lihenish province the execution of judgments
is made bv the agency of a sheriff ; elsewhere in
Prussia, _rectly
by the tribunal_.--A
distinction
is drown between the ordinary tribunals
and spacial tribunals.
The former are tribunals
of the
first rc_ort; thcre are forty-_.ix in the province of
Prussia, twenty-nine
in Brandenburg,
twenty in
Pomerania,
fifty-three
in Silesia, twenty-six
in
Posen, thirty-one iu Saxony, twenty-nine
in West1)halls, nine in the Rhenish
province,
etc.
The
jurisdiction
of most of these tribunals comprises
a circle(district,
orarrondi_ement),
thcothers
are
c._tahli._hed in cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants.
Moreover,
the tribunals
of the Rhenish
I)rovince extend their jurisdiction
over about a
whole governmental
district.
But the judicial
jurisdictions
do not always correspond
with the
administrative
division
of the country.
The
tribunals of the first r_,-sort form twenty-six
jurisdict ion_ of courts
of aptx.'al , from which the
Rhenish province,
which
has only two resorts
(like France), can appeal
to tk'rlin,
where, the
supreme court sits, forming
a third, for the rest
of tl{e kingdom.
In the RhenLsh province
there
are 125justices
of the peace.
It is the supreme
tribunal which settles tlm conflicts of jurisdiction
which may arise between the tribunals;
the confilets between the tribunals
and the administration
are regulated
by the tribunal
of conflicts,
cornposed of the president
of the council of ministers, of some councilors
of tile supreme tribunal,
and of some functionaries
of the administration,
The special tribunals are: the tribunals
meree, the judges .of _;hich are elected

of comby the
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chief merchants,
and the conae//a de prud'lwmraea
elected by employers and workmen;
the university
tribunals,
which
extend their jurisdiction
over
studcnts, and which can inflict a penalty as high
as four weeks' incarceration;
the customs or fiscal
tribunals;
tile military
tribunals
(courts-martial);
finally, the tribunals charged with the regulation
of coml)enu_tion
duc for the purchase of servitudes.--To
be a judge, it is necessary to have
studied law for three years, to have passed a first
examination,
then to go through a stage of trial,
and pass a second examination
both theoretical and
practical.
Conditions
of C_ll)acity less rigorous
are impomd
upon prothonotaries
and ministerial
officers.
The latter are appointed
by the ministcr% the presidents
appoint
the inferior
agents.
The judges are appointed
by the king; they arc
irremovable,
or at lcast their salary can not be
taken away from them, except in c_L_eof crime or
misdemeanor.
Each tribunal
has its pos_s more
or less well endowed;
a person begins with the
lowest salary, and rises, by seniority and in proportion as vacancies
occur, to a higher salary. -%'I. Ch_lrch aJ_4l state.
The liberty of Christian
religions has been established
in Prussia since the
last century.
Frederick
the Great wished every
olw to work ollt h_ salvation in ]ds o_c_zw_y.
The
codi.' of 1794 recognized this principle in a solemn
manner, anti the con.stitution of 1850 confirmed it,
and even applied it in a broader way by extending it to Israelites.
This act expressly permits the
_tablishment
of reunions for the cxcrci_e of worship in common.
These reuni(m_ (or parishes)
from the time they arc established,
possees the
rights of a recognized
private society, but acquire
the rights of a corporation
only hy a law.
Each
rcli_on administers
its institutions as it wishes.-The 24,500,000inhabitantsof
Prussia wcre in 1874
about thus divided among ttle principal religions:
Protestants,
16,000,000; Catholics, 8,000,000; Israelites, 320.000.
The rest arc divided amongmany
less numerous
sects.
Tile Catholics
form the
majority
of the population
in the Rhenish province, in Posen and in Sile._ia; in the other provinccs the Protestants
are the more numerous.*-Theking
is the supreme bishop of tile Protestant
religion in Prussia.
In principle the constitution
of 1850 gave worship its independence,
but the
complete application
of the principh: of independencewas not attained until 1873. It was limited,
* At the last census, taken Dec. 1, 188q, the Prote_tant_
in Prussia numb_.rcd 17,645,868,being 64.69 pvr cent. of the
total i_)pulatlon of the kingdom, and the Roman Catholic.*
9,206,'&S3,or 33.'24per cent. The number of Jews was
363,790,orl.B34pcrcent, of the population at the date of the
cens:_s. There were, at the census of Dec. 3, 1867 (the last
in which religious statistics were a_certained in the fullest
manner) 9,317Protestazat minister_, andT.690 Roman Catholic
priests, including chaplains. The Protestants st the same
date.had 11,365 churches, and 1,594 other reli#ous meeting
places, while the Roman Catholics had 6,164 churches, and
_,8_ chapels, beoide_ _59 convents and monasteries. The
higher Catholic clergy are paid by the state, the archbishop
of Breslau receiving _/,700 a year, and the other blahop_
about £1,135. The incomes of the parochial clergy mostly
arise from endowments.--8. M.
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in 1850, to the separation of internal matters from
external matters.
The former were confided to a
superiorevangelicalcouncil (Olerkireheurath)
independent of the minister of worship, thatisto
say, functioningside by sidewith him. Within
the jurisdictionof the superiorcouncilare eight
provincialconsistories,
which operateunder its
authority,and which are presided over by the
superior presidents;they include among their
members a general superintendent,
who represents
the minister
of worship.
The external
matters
arc administered,
as formerly,
by the minister of
worship and by the governments
of the districts
(the prefects).
In nmtters of a mixed nature the
ecclesiastical
and the administrative
authorities
deliherate in common. -- The internal matters inelude dogma, the liturgy,
discipline,
the synods,
and theological
instruction.
The candidates for
the evangelical
ministry
must have studied
theology for three years in a university;
they must
pass an examination,
and are appointed
by the
patron (the state or the possessor of the scigniorv),
or elected by the parish.
The provincial
consistorie.s and the superior evangelical
council are appointed hy the king. -- The external affairs consist in the surveillance
over the property,
the establishments
and the institutions
of the various
churches,
in the exercise of the patronate
of the
state, which confers upon it besides a dircct influence over the administration
of these establish.
meats, over the appointment
of the administrators
of the church lands, and over all that relates to
the material
interests
of the parishes. _ Tile internal organization
of the Protestant,
or Evangelical, religion,
promised
by the constitution,
has
its foundation
in the communal and synodal regulation of Sept. 10, 1873, which established
courteils ofaT_ient_, and district and provincial
synods,
as well as a general
synod.
These regulations
enter into all possible details, even to prescribing
that they shall commence
their meetings with a
prayer. --The
Catholic reli_don is much more independent
of the state than the evangelical
religion.
There is not even a concordat.
The bull
De salute animarum,
dated July 16, 1821, and accepted by royal ordinance of Aug. 23, 1821, is not
a treaty, although it was pr_eded
by negotiations.
It _;ttles the boundaries of thedioceses,
it regulates
what relates to the election of archbishops
and
bishops by the chapters
of the cathedrals
(with
papal apl)roval),
and treats of the endowment
of
the sees, by right of indemnity
for the secularization of the property
of the church effecte(l in
1810.
The state had reserved
its rights, and notably that of acting as intermediary
in the relations betwccn
the bishops and the holy see.
In
1840 the state abandoned
thi_ right.
Article sixteen of the constituti<_n of 18.50 abolished it, and
allowed the bishops
to correspond
directly
with
their superior.The bishops enjoyed in Prussia
very extended
rights, and the government
favored
them in a very special manner.
But, although
the reason is not very clear, a conflict arose be.
tween them and the government
in 1870, after the

proclamation of the infallibility of the pope, which
was about coincident
with the Franco-German
war. The conflict
threatenedtobecome more and
more envenomed, thegovernment demanding that
the clergyshould recognizethe supremacy of the
state,
while thepriests,
and, above all,
the bishops,
professedthat theorders of the sovereignpontiff
tookprecedenco of thelaws of the country. To
combat the ultramontanespiritwithout meddling
with the internal
matters of religion, the government proposed
and the chambers
passed many
laws, of which the following
is a very brief analysis.Lato of Mhy 11, 1873.
This law applies to
Catholic priests as well as to Protestant
pastors or
ministers;
it cxacts that every ecclesiastic appointed to a l)arish shall be German, and that he shall
have studied theology
regularly,
either in a university or in a higher ecclesiastical
seminary
furnishing an equivalent
instruction,
and whose plan
of studies shall have been approved
by the minister.
Before entering the seminary,
or being enrolled in the university,
the pupil has to pass an
examination
to prove that he has made his huinanities.
The professors
of a small or of a large
seminary,
although priests, must show their capaeity by an examination.
In case of transgression,
the state can refuse the subsidies or endowments.
The ecclesiastical
superiors(bishops,
for example),
before proceeding to an appointment,
must present
(make known the name of) the candidate,
to the
superior president of the province, and wait thirty days; if there is no objection,
the appointment
may be made.
Objection may be taken: 1, if'the
candidate
has not passed through
the required
course of study; 2, if he has committed any crime
or misdemeanor;
and 8, if his previous conduct authorizes the government
to think that he will not
submit to the laws of the country.
The nominations made contrary to these provisions are null and
void; the state can keep back the salary- of bish
ops (the German text says only, "of those who
appoint"),
and inflict fines upon them, as high
as 1,000 thalers, if they leave the places vacant.
Tile above provisions
have no retroactive
effect,
only a delay of a certain time is fixed for foreign
priests to be naturalized.Law of May 12, 1878.
This law regulates what concerns the discipline of
the various Christian
churches,
No disciplinary
punishment
can be inflicted, except by a German
authority.
It may consist of fines, of imprisonment (detention
in a house of clen_e_itant_), or even
of recall; but when it exceeds a maximum
fixed
by law, it must be approved
by the sut_erior
authority,
to whom a written
decision giving the
reasons therefor must be submitted.
An appeal
may be taken, in certain cases mentioned,
to a
superior
ecclesiastical
tribunal,
whose members,
to the number of eleven, are irremovable.
_I, aw
of M_ty 18, 1873.
This law applies equally "to
all churches
and all religions,"
and forbids the
publication
of internal
disciplinary
measures (excommunication,
etc.).
,These measures
must not
be dishonoring,
under penalty of a fine of from
200 to 500 thalers, and of imprison.meat
for not
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over a year.
There is question here of measures
taken against laymen ; the disciplinary penalties
against ecclesiastics
are regulated
by the law of
]_Iay 12, 1873.--Law
of Mag 14, 1873. This tells
bow one may/eave a religion (the law does not say
ckar_ge a religion ; its language is broader), and
regulates the civil consequences
which may be
attached to this change.
This law frees also an
Israelite landholder from contributing
to the expenscs of the Christian religion. -- A law of February, 1874, established civil marriage in Prussia,
and various decisions recognized
as Catholic the
ecclesiastics who do not accept the infallibility
of
the pope.
A decree of the superior tribunal (July,
1873) declared that it did not belong to a tribunal
to distinguish
between
dogmas,
and to decide
which are characteristic;
it was sufficient for the
"Old Catholics"
to declare themselves Catholic,to
be considered as such. -- The liberal rc_gime which
existed before 1870 in regard to convents and religious bodies caused these institutions to multiply
in Prussia, so that certain inconveniences resulted,
However, petitions were addressed to the cham.
ber of deputies of Prussia, and the question was
thoroughly treated in a report of the eminent professor Gneist, of the university of Berlin (session
of 1869, document No. 221). We are obliged to refer to that for the explanation
and di_ussion
of
principles, limiting ourselves here to giving some
statk_tical information
borrowed
from that document,

Religious orders of men......
Communities of men .........
Religious

orders

of women..

Communities of women ......
Total.....................

quite a liberal legislation, which the constitution
of 1850 developed.
"Science and instruction,"
it
said, "are free; education for the young shall be
furnished
by public schools.
Parents can not
deprive their children of the degree of instruction
which the public primary school is charged with
conferring.
All persons who can prove before
the authorities their morality, their capacity and
their knowledge, may teach or open schools.
All
public or private establishments,
whose purpose is
instruction,
are subjeet to the surveillance
of the
state.
In estal)lishing
public primary schools, the
difference of religion must be taken into consideration as much as possible.
Religious instruction
is given in them under the direction of thechurches
or religious associations (dissenting parish).
The
direction of the external interests of the public
primary schools, in which instruction
nmst be
gratuitous, belongs to the communes, which must
also snstain the expenses of their establishment
and maintenance.
The state intervenes only when
the commune
is unable to fulfill this duty, and
within tim limit of the want.
A law shall regulate all that conc_rns
public instruction,
and,
meanwhile,
the existing organization will be pre_rved."-Such are the principles put forward by
the constitution
of 1850; the new law promised
by the constitution
was presented Nov. 2, 1869,
but it was not adopted.
Till it shall be otherwise
arranged, the primary (or elementary)
school is
placed under the local authority, and its support
is in charge of the members of the school commune,
[ No. of
_'o.
ot [ ._oof l_o_Ices includingallthe heads of households,while the
8tattons. IMember_.[_ndI_y
poli.t_C_g
commu1_e
includes only the inhabitants
__
Brothers. possessing a property
or a revenue sufficient to
6_]
450
320
3-2
267 I
e_ entitle them to be municipal electors.
The heads
41
612
]
312
of households
are required to contribute
to the
690
4497 [
_7
support
of the school in proportion
to their
_

5,S_6 I

1,5e4

Ample details will be found in the above mentioncd report.
By a decision of June 15, 1872,
the minister of public instruction
excluded,
for
the future,the members of religious orders from all
participation
in the instruction
in public schools,
The order of Jesuits
was, moreover, completely
banished from Germany
by the law of July 4,
1872. For the continuation
of this subject see
GER._L_.NEMPIRE. --The
Israelite religion is not
subject to any surveillance
on the part of the
state, which has also not granted it any suhsidy,
It administers
its affairs
with perfect
freedom.
rate societies;

some,

however,

have received

means,
_ not including
thc school
fee due
fl'om
the
parents.
The expenses
of building
a school
house are charged to the municipal
funds, with
subsidies
from the lords or proprietors
of noble
properties,
if there are any, and finally of the
state.--But
if instruction
is not yet entirely gratuitous,despite
article twenty-five of the constitution, it has for a long time been obligatory.
All
childrenwho
do not receive at ]mine the prescribed
instruction
must attend the primary school, under
penalty of a fine and even of imprisonment
for
the parents.--The
number of schools, of teachers
and of pupils in Prussia, for tim dates mentioned,
may be gathcred from the following table :

cor-

porate
rights. --VII. formPublic,
Educatiem.
The imThe communities
generally
recognized
prilong timeof in
Prussia, has
andbeen
in recognized
the seventeenth
portance
education
for a
century the government took measures to extend
its benefits.
The code of 1791 declared
that
schools and universities
were public
establishments, which could be opened without
the authorization of the state charged with their surveillance. This code ws_ the point of departure
for

Number

of schools

................

'2'2,479 In1845.
24,746 ]In26,466
In1816.
181kl.

of instrnctors ............
25,0_5
_)
_Nttmber
Number of pupih to each instructor
3_,3_

36,
6,_)

* What is called gratuitous, ts the abolishment of the
school payment, and its replacement by a school tax. Actt_
ally
there Is aTherefore
mixed combination,
whichhasseems
to answer
the purpose.
the government
demanded,
but
m vain, the repeal of article twenty-five, which proscribe8
graUdtou_ education.
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According
to a table published
in 1869 by the
the universities
of Berlin, K6aigsherg,
GreifsZeitsch_ft
of the bureau of statistics, there were,
wald, Breslau,
Halle,
Bonn, G6ttingcn,
Kiel,
in the primary schools : 12.8 percent.;
in 1825,
and Marburg.
MIinster may be added, although
13.5 per cent.: in 1828, 14.6 per cent.; in 1831,
three faculties only are represented therc.
Pader15.2 per cent, of the male population.
It re- born and Braunsberg
have faculties of Catholi(:
mained tile same in 1861; in 1864 we find 16.9
theology
(besides
those which are annexed
to
per cent.
For the year 187 °, Brachelli estimated
many universities).
Berlin, KSnigsberg and D_._
the number of primary schools at 34,700, and that
seldorf llave academies of the fine arts, and there
of scholars at 3,6._,000.
In 1870 there were in are, in addition, agricultural
academics,
military
Pru_ia
seventy-six
normal schools, fifty-six of and naval schools, and other institutions
which it
which were Protestant and twenty Catholic. Since
would be tedious to enumerate.
The universities
1860, eleven normal schools belonging to the forhad, in 1873, about 8,000 matriculated
student_.
mer religion, and five belon_ng
to the latter, have
and 1,600 to 1,800 young men who are simply
been established.
-- Secondary
instruction
is repauthorized
to follow the courses.
In 1873 these
resented by schools of different
natures and difuniversities
had 404 professors
in ordinary
(inferent degrees.
The 204 gyrana_ums
(lyceums)
cumbents),
166 extraordinary
professors,
and 24l
were attended in the winter of 1870-71 by 52,657
im'ivat-docenten (free professors);
50 masters taught
pupils, not including the 5,83,5 pupils of the prethe languages, etc. --The
surveillance
of the state
paratory
schools, which makes one pupil in 468 ] over education
is exercised
by the minister
of
inhabitants
(the elementary
classes not included),
public instruction,
and the different
authorities
The thirty-three
progymnasiums
(colleges) had
dependent
upon him.
Such are the provincial
3,443 pupils, besides 335 pupils of elementary
colleges (committees),
the district
governments
classes.
The seventy-six
realschuleu (schools of , (prefects), and the school inspectors.
The inspecexact sciences) of the first rank had 20,026 and [ tion is generally exercised
by the priest or pastor.
and 1,002
2,620
pupils pupils
; those; the
of the
higher
secondcity rank
schools,
had 2,950
rift)'- I the
In consequence
church (chiefly,
of the
butstrife
not entirely,
between the
the state
Catholic
and
nine in number, final examination
in which entichurch),
by the law of )[arch
11, 1872, which
tled the pupil to enter the military service a year
accentuates
the right of the state to the surveilearlier than provided
by law, were attended
by
lance of instruction,
laymen have been appoint7,093 pupils, not including 1,818 pupils in the elc _ ed, but they still constitute
the minority.
In
mentary classes; the twenty which did not enjoy
execution
of the same law, a royal ordinance
this right
had 1,317, and seventy-four
pupils,
of April 18, 1873, made the opening of schools
The total number of pupils receiving
secondary
or boarding
schools depend
upon an admini,instruction
was 89,275 (the elementary,
classes
trative authorization.
It is not probable that thi_
included) ; that is, one pupil in 276 inhabitants,
authorization
will be granted
to religious congreThese numbers
indicate
those who remained till
gations.
(See. ministerial
decree of June 15, 1872.)
the close, but, in reality, the attendance
was
--The
number
of professors,
students,
etc., at
99,102 and 15,,rfl_4; that is, 114,686 pupils, one in
the Prussian universities,
during 1882-3, was as
215 inhabitants.Superior instruction
belong's to
follows :
Teachers.

To_*_I

t _ Pro
"

......................

Bonn

Students

J
,.fes$°rs'

P28
i

1_3
119

Orei f_'ald
Halle
....................
.................
KJel
.......................

i

107
7'2

49
39

91
78
33

[
]

44
47
17

1.058 !
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Totad ..................

]
[

5.5
59
35

--

_,
•

62

Breslau
....................
GOttingen
..................

KSnigsberg
................
Marburg
...................
Mfinster
....................

J
-

[

(Summer

Evangl.

Cathohc

"_"
d_ence.

96

Of 1882-3).

J_teOl-

Let'tur_
(Sun_ner
1_)
Attendants
at

YnlIOS-

[ cine

i Total.

ophy
•

matric-

TO_I.

uated..
" i--

ulated
6tuMatrlc-

188.?_.)
--

61

'299

186

507

1,149

1_
[
129
174
10_ [........
........

327
191
57

.q.5:_ ]
1,53
a44

616
565
1_3

1,5.92
1,O8_

115_

1,#:F_

_,_

1,495
1,0t,_
_e

_]89
66

143
47

193
126

652
142

1,_11

_
18

1,414
399

1,,_
3,M

1,52
10_

205
[
176
[.........

380
_
o10

SS-3

13

_

10

.,,408

1'-',0_6 _

[
I_
[
10_
[........

........
........
........
I........
[
116

1,552 I
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-- VIII.
Re*aurces. Agriculture
is very. much advataced in Prussia.
There is a rivalry between the
government,
the agricultural
associations,
and
even simple individuals,
to forward the progress
of agriculture
and the raising of stock.
Many of
the most illustrious German agriculturists,
Albert
Block, Thaer, Koppe, are Prussians.
The flourtshing condition of agriculture in Prussia, despite
a rather ungrateful
soil and a relatively
cold eli-

.......

2,_82

'2,_88

[

1,190

876
774
8_ [

13,4_

97,3

8,55
75f_
,'_!

1"2,5-;7

mate, is due to various causes ; but, among those
which have exercised
the greatest influence, we
must mention
the abolition
of serfdom
in 1807,
and the regulation,
by the edicts of September,
1811, of the relations between
the former lords
and their freed serfs.
The point was to give to
these latter their share of the land, which they
had cultivated
from father to son, and at the same
time take into account the rights of the lords.

PRUSSIA.
The division had to be made amicably;
and in
tho_e cases where there was a disagreement,
the
pcasants, having the hereditary
usufruct of an agricultural
property, gave up a third to the lord.
while the peasants who cultivated on other condition_ _ave up a half.
These provisions
could be
fa]filled either by actually
giving up a half or
third of the ]and. or by preservin_ that portion,
and paying an annual rent in corn or in silvt, r.
Special agents were appointed
io put these arrangements into execution
according to the views
of tl_(._government
(" consolidation
of property"),
The effects of this agrarian
law were then comphqed by a series of measures, which hore their
f,'uils.
We will cite but one proof among many.
In 1858 there were 762,157 agriculturists
working
their own properties,
against 38,218 farmers, rodtay_.rs and stewards.
To this number
must be
added 421,544 heads of families, who carried on
agriculture
as an accc._sory industD-. -- The area
of the kingdom is divided as follows, among the
differcnt branches
of cultivation
: arable
lands
and gardens, 50.1 per cent.; meadows
and paslures. 18.3 ; forests, 23.1 ; total, 91.5 per cenl.;
lands not cultivated,
8.5 per cent.-The territory prior to 1866 (102,000,000 hectares)
was divi(l(,d into 1,099,338 properties,
of less than five
moJ'ge_ (in all, 2,227,812 _a,n'gens); 617,420 properties, of five to thirty morgen_ (8,428.751 _orgc_._); 391,596, of 80 to 300 _norgens (35,918,017
_Jwrgc/_); 15,079. of 800 to 600 morgens (6,048,222
7_u_rgea_); 18,302, of more
than 600 morgens
(41,117,312 morgens in all).
The morgeu is equal
to .8897 acres.
The produce
of the land does
not appear to be so high as might be supposed
from the advanced state of agricultural
proccscccs,
The average yield of wheat
is estinmtc<l at 9
seh¢ffels per mo_:qen; of rye, at 8.60; of barley, at
10.75; of oats, at 13.25; of buc'kwhcat,
at 7.17; of
pease, at 6.50; and of colza, at 8.60.
The average
produclion is 19 million hectolitres
of wheal, 69 of
rye, 12 of barley, 55 of oats, and 176 of im)tatoes,
-- The Rhenish province is superior in fertility to
all the others.
It produces the greatest quantity
t)f wine; out of 50().000 to 600,000 eimers, 450,000
to 550,000 are produced
in the Rhenish province,
On the other hand, this province is much less rich
in live stock; the provin(_s of Prussia, Pomerania
trod Posen are the richest in cattle.
According
to the census of 1873, there were in Prussia
2,274,053 homes, 926 mules, 8,751 asses, 8,600,672
horned cattle, 19,589,69.4 wool-bearing
animals,
4,272,901 hogs, and 1,474,586 goats. -- Prussia is
ri(.h in mines.
The total value of production
was
_'stimaled at 59,312,950 thalera in 1867 (the new
provflmcs included);
at 62,221,708 thalers in 1868,
and at 66,473,517 in 1889. By the aid of 110,168
workmen, 480,690,512 quintals
(50 kilogrammes)
of coal were extracted
in 1869; also 119,551,211
quintals of anthracite
(by 14,912 workmen),
and
considerable
quantities
of minerals
(57,911,889
quintals), of stones, and other mineral materials,
The total number of miners was 188,806, having
to support 331,476 women and children.
In 1869,
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four kilogrammes
of gold and 1.633 kilogrammes
of silver were extracted.
In 1871 Prussia
produced 23,874,263 quintals of unwrought
east iron,
5,689,944 quintals
of merchandise
in cast iron,
1,840,159 quintals of sheet iron, 157,443 quintals
of tin. 1,09].042 quintals
of iron wire. 3,664.0_4
quintals of slcel, and a proportionate
quantity of
bar iron.
The importation
of unwrought
iron,
amounted,
in the same year, to 11,849,410 quintals, amt that of wrought
iron to 5,664.747 quintals; thc exportation
amounted
to 4,137,844 quintals of unwrought
iron, and to 6,357,001 quintals
of wrought
iron. -- The
production
of zinc
amounted to more than 1,200,000 quintal_ of un-"
wrought
zinc, to 350,000 quintals of carbonate
of
zinc, and 350,000 quintals of sheet zinc: that of
lead to 865,000 quintals;
that of copper to 50.000
quintals.
_Nickcl, arsenic and some olher metals
in less extent are also found. -- The textile industries are. quite important,
especially in the western
part of the kingdom.
There were in 1861, 651,145
spindlest_f carded wool, 47,153 spindlcsof
combed
wool, 898,071 spindles of cotton, 106,508 spindles
of flax. The number of loom_ was in all 190,715,
of which 30,392 were for tis._ues of silk and half
silk, 76,998 for tissues of cotton, 42,667 for ti._sues
of flax, 31,880 for tissues of wool or half wool,
2,315 for hosiery, 4,o_4 for ribbon% and the rest
for various things.
In these figur(_ arc not included 276,266 looms which arc in operation only
during the intervals
between
other labors, and
principally
for domestic
wants.
These figures
(which were the most recent in 1873) have much
increased since; anti if we take inh) account the
annexations,
they may be considered
as having
doubled. -- Among other import_mt industries
we
will cite thc2.54sug'tr
manufactoric._,
which transform inlo sugar twenty-five
metric quintals
of
beet root (1873), producing
about 8 per ('cut. of
brown sugar ; the 8 638 distilleries,
x_hich used
(1872) 5,800,000 schcffels (55 litre.,) of gndn, and
more than thirty-one million.-cheffels
of potatoes;
the 8,326 breweries, great and small, which produce beer, a p.trt of which is exported.
It is
proper also to mention the tanneries,
paper factortes, bushel making, aml other likc industries.-Transportation
by land in 1873 was faeili|ated
by
13,680 kilometres of railway, and by an excellent
net work of highways
and roads; the rivers and
canals are also numerous
and well kcpt.--The
commerce
of Prussia embraces, for exportation,
agricultural
products (cereals, brandy, wool, etc.),
minerals,
tissues, and some other merctnmdise;
for importation,
ahove all, colonial commodities,
cotton and other materials and objects of luxury.
Besides, almost all raw or manufactured
products
figure upon the tables of commerce.
It is not
po.,_¢ible, however, to give the amount of exports
and imports, nor the total value of the commerce
of Prussia, becau_its
territory is confounded
with
that of the Zollverein.
(See this word.)
We can
only know what has entered by the frontiers or
the bureaus of Prussia.
The institution
of the
Zollverein has been eminently useful to Pru_iar_
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commerce,
as
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and a
This progress,
increase
by the
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well
as to German
commerce
in
part of its progress
is due to it.
very perceptible
already,
can only
suppression
of the last vestiges
of

the guilds
(Z_nfte),
clarions
of credit,
istry
and
PIRE.) _
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by the
and the

multiplication
advancement

mechanics.
(Compare
_]'AURICE BLOCK

of assoof chem-

GERMAN
EMAND DE STE.

* The following table shows the quantities
and value of
coal aud of ligmte (BraunkoMe),
the quantities in 1,0(D tons,
and the values m 1,0(D mark, in the various provinces of
Prussia during thcyear 1880 :
co,_l.
Llgmte.
Quantlttss t Value, Quantities[ Value.
in 1.000
In 1.000
in 1.0O0 lin 1.000
tons.
mark.
tons. t n, ark.
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Brandenburg
.............................
Posen
...................................
Bilesia .............
12,656 8
Saxony ............
35.1
Hanover
...........
414.5
Westphalia ........
_14,871.0 i
Hesse-Nassau .....
100 _
Rhine ..............
14,095.8
Total ..........

_2,17'2.9

57,187
813
2,744
67,816
919
81,638

1,695
2
'28.7
417.8
7,4,_6
e
1 .O
.... i_7_4 .......
128.2

210,617

9,874.9

I

/
_
I

Vcestphalia ........
Hess(_Nsssau
......
Rhine ..............

I

Total ..........

(See
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has
land,

always
been
one of the

three
important
factors
in production.
There
has ever
been open
to the settler
an almost
unlimited
quantity
of rich
and
uncultivated
soil,
on which
he may locate,
and take
such
part .as
the law allows
at a cost which
makes
it rather a
gift
than
a purchase.
The
economic
effects
of
this
are
too
evident
to require
any
extended
notice.
It has permitted
an unexampled
growth
of
population without
that
pressure upon tile
productive
food
which

capacity
is so

of the
marked

soil for
in older

the necessary
countries;
it

capital
other
than what
is necessary
to reach
the
land
being
required;
it has in this way attracted
the labor,
skill,
and accumulated
experience
from
those countries,
and thus applied
them to developing the internal
resources
of this
nation,
permit.
ting an advance
in industry
and
commerce
cornmensurate
with
the extension
of agriculture;
it
has, in a measure,
regulated
the wages
of labor,

tons.
669.4
53.1
_'8

mark.
2_855
238
1,0_0

tons.

943.5
6_0.0
L007.5

8,213
8,807
. . 9,5o9

4_.8
3.8

I

258
59
1_

25,132

480.9

I

11,994

i 8,679 S
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8,_
350
_0,166

m_r_

405 6
7.1
18.1

PUBLIC
STATE AND

has offered
to the inhabitants
of the more densely
settled
countries
of Europe
an opportunity
to iraprove
their
condition
by emigration,
little
or no

Iron Ore.
I
Copper Ore.
Qoantltle_i
Value.
Quantities Value,
t, 1,000 I ta 1.0o0
in 1.000 m _ of 0

Silesia .............
,Saxony ............
Hanover ...........

STATES.

4,118
106
1,469
_,28_ 4

The following table shows the quantiti¢_s and value, m 1,000
tons and 1.000 mark, of the iron and copper ore produced in
Pruasi_ in the year 1880:
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10,_

maintaining
them
at a higher
would
otherwise
have
attained,
nishing
an abundance
of cheap
ing to the workingman
ing his returns
should
below

what

he might

land;
it for
has food
made
market
European
nations
and,
and

level
than
they
not only by furfood, but by offer-

an opportunity
of increashis wag_
in industry
fall
obtain

from

cultivating

ttle

tile United andStates
cheapestthe
products,
has the
brought
to its doors
for their supplies,

finally,
it has made us anation
thus not only a strong
nation,

of landowners,
able to assimi-

Not ineluded in the tabular statements given above are zinc
and tin ores, salines, and other mineral produce.
Gold and
_ilver ores are likewise found in Prussia, the quantities
amounting to _06,000 tons, and the value to 8,812,(D0 mark,
in 1880. The total mining produce of the kingdom amounted to 577,304,000 tons, and the value to 314,936,000 mark, or
£15,746,800. in the year 1880. -- The production of the most
important
mineral, coal, in Prussia, after vastly increasing
for about
thirty when
years, there
from came
1840 to
limit at
the
latter date,
to 1871,
be anreached
apparentit_ exhaus-

late the
vast
number
of imndgrants
_'hi(,h
annually
come
to its shores,
by giving
them a dire('t
interest
in tile stability
and
maintenance
of its
institutions,
but also a nation
in which
a marked

tion of the field.s. But the years 1875 and 1876 again showed
a large increase in production.
The following statement
_ives, after offletal returns, the quantities of coal, exclusive
of hgnite (Braunkohle),
raised In the kingdom during the
period from 1838 to 188D :

province, and which extend their strata Into Bavarian and
Frenehterritory,
furnishaboutthesixthpartofthecoalprc_luce of Prussm.
The coal raised in Prussia amounts to 93
per cent• of the total coal production of Germany.-- I_s,m
has a very large and complete system of railways.
On _ay
15, 18_, the length of the system open for traffic was as fOIlOWS :
Length, in knomctre_.
Railways owned by the state ......................
14 _'_
Owned by private companies :
Under elate admlmstratlon ........................
_,._,4
Under private administration .....................
3.745

YEARS
•
-:1838--4|.........
1842--46.........
1_7_
........
1_19_56 .........
1857-.61.........
_186_ ...........
1868 ............

Annual Average.
['--"--T_'_-'-'_
2.901 713
I
3.817',190
I
5,027,_o
[
8,571,070
I
13.037,015
16.908.'520
18,._30,,"79

:

YEARS.

1864 .........
i _1869.........
; _s71 .........
I 1873 .........
1874 .........
1876 .........
1880 .........

Annual Averaffe.
Ton_.
'21,197,266
'29,775,781
_,841,_
_2,347,909
31,9_,6b'_
43.31)4,968
42,172,975

The coal mines in the Ruhr-Dflseeldorf
district, which extend over more thau ten miles in length, contribute nearly
one-half of the total produce, whflc the coal pits of the river
$;_ar, situated m the southwestern
angle of the Rhent_h

distinction
of classes
is impossible,
one man being
as good as another,
and all posses, sing equal
rights.
The laws which
govern
the transfer
and disposition of property
have also tended
to produce
this

Total ...........................................
English miles ...........................

: ...........

20,9_2
13,048

In 1878 the lines owned by the _aate had a length of only
4,_9 kilometres, while those owned by private eompanl('_
extended to 12,880 kilometres.All the tines of the former
territories of Hanover, He_e, and Nassau are owned by the
state, and the whole of the railways of Prassta will in time
becomenationalp_perty._8._.
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result, and "free trade in land" is almost absolute. This, for the most part, results in placing
the land in the hands of those who intend to cul.
livate and develop its productiveness,
and thus
insures a rich return from it. --From
the very beginning, there has been an abundance of cheap
and fertile land.
The original tltirteen states conrained 341,755 square miles, or 218,721,280 acres,
but the claims recognized
in the definitive treaty
of peace with Great Britain in 1783 increased the
extent of territory
to 880,000 square
miles, or
531,200,000 acres.
Since that time the national
domain has been more than quadraipied.
In
1803, 1,182,752 square miles, or 756,961,280 acres,
were purchased
from France, and in 1819 a further tract of 59,268 square miles, or 87,931,520
acres, was purchased
from Spain.
The annexation of Texas, in 1845, brought
274,856 square
miles, or 175,587,840 acres, and in 1850 a purchase
from Mexico added about 522,568 square miles,
or 334,448,520 acres.
In 1850 lands to the extent
of 101,767 square miles, or 65,180,880 acres, were
bought from Texas; in 1853, 45,535 square miles,
or 29.142,400 acres, from :Mexico; and in 1867,
577,390 square miles, or 869,529,600
acres, from
Russia.
Since 1808 the total area of territory,
purchased and annexed, is 2,763,636 square miles,
or 1,768,727,040 acres.
As many of these various
transfers contained
matters in doubt or in ]itigation, the results do not exactly agree with the details. -- The greater portion of this land was unoccupied save by Indian tribes, who subsisted
chiefly by hunting and fishing, and therefore had
left almost untouched
the natural
fertility of the
soil and the rich mineral deposits beneath it. The
original settlers who came to these shores took
possession by right of discovery,
and claimed exelusive title and possession
for the governments
they represenl;ed, a claim which was, according
to the ideas then prevailing,
good as against all
other individuals
or governments.
But the Indian tribes, which were. at the time settled upon
the territory,
also claimed
exclusive
possession
and occupancy as sovereign
and absolute
proprietor_. This possession was in a measure
recognizcd.
" It was deemed a right exclusively
belonging to the government
in its sovereign caputity to extinguish
the Indian title, and to perfect
its own dominion over the soil, and dispose of it
according to its own good pleasure.
*
* This
principle, in the view of the Europeans,
created
a peculiar relation between
themselves
8aid the
aboriginal inhabitants.
The latter were admitted
to pos_ss a present right of occupancy,
or use in
the soil, which was subordinate
to the ultimate
dr)minion of the discoverer,
They were admitted to be the rightful
occupants
of the soil, with
a legal as well as just claim to retain possession
of it, and to use it according to their own diseretion. In a certain sense they were permitted to
exercise rights of sovereignty
over it.
They
might sell or transfer it to the sovereign who discovered it, but they were denied the authority to
dispose of it to any other persons; and until such
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a sale or transfer, they were generally permitted
to oeeupy as sovereigns de facto.
But notwith
stamiing this occupancy, the European discoverers claimed and exercised the right to grant the
soil, while yet in possession of the natives, subject, however, to their right of occupancy'
and
the title so granted was universally
admitted
to
convey a sufficient title in the soil to the grantees
in In.rfect dominion."
(1 Story Comment.,
p.
8.) This principle
was adopted
by the United
States, and its exclusive
right to extinguish
the
Indian title, by purchase
or conquest, has never
been judicially
questioned
(Kcnt);
and further,
no lands already occupied by Indians have been
thrown open to purchase or settlement
until the
title of the tribes has been duly extinguished.
-The ultimate
title to the land resided in the sovereign; and when the cohmies revolted, this title
bc_arne vested in the states.
The constitution
of
:New York (1846) recognized this principle:
"The
people of this state, in their right of sovereignty,
are deemed to possess the original and ultimate
property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the state," and the exercise of the right
of eminent domain is based upon it. With lands
already settled, and subject to private ownership,
the states also came into the possession of unoccupied territory,
as yet public property,
which had
been in very general terms granted to individuals
or to associations
by royal charters.
This public
land was ceded by the states to the federal geeernment, and formed the nucleus of the public domain.
While the national domain contains about
4,000,000 square miles, the public domain which
has been acquired
by the government
of the
United States, to be disposed of under and by the
authority of the national government,
has amounted to 2,894,235 square miles, or nearly three-fourths
of the total area of the country. -- The title to this
land became vested in the United States. whether
it was obtained
by purchase,
cession or annexatioa.
The federal
constitution
provides,
that
"Congress
shall have power to dispose of, and
make all needful rules and regulations
respecting,
the territory
or other property belonging
to the
United
States; and nothing
in this constitution
shall be so construed
_ to prejudice
any claims
of the United States, or of any particular state."
(Art. IV., § 2.) But is this absolute?
Would congress have the power to dispose of the public land
in any way that may appear good at the time?
In the short sketch of the history of legislation
pertaining to the public lands, it will be seen that
almost every conceivable
method of disposing of
them has been axlopted, but the United States has
never assumed
the position of landlord
(save as
respects mineral lands, an experiment
which ended
so disastrously
to the interests of the govcrnment
as to be speedily abandoned).
It has rather been
a trustee, to whose care the management
of this
important
trust was given.
The deed of cession
entered into between New York and the United
States expressly provided that the ceded lands an4
territory were to be held "to and for the only us_
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and benefit Of such of the states as are, or shall
become, parties to the articles of confederation."
The ce_ssion of Virginia was made on the condition that the lands "shall be considered a common
fund for the use and benefit of such of the United
States as shall become members of the confederation,
* * and shall be faithfully and bona.rule
disposed
of for that purpose, and for no other
use or purpose whatever."
As regards the putchased lands, they followed the same rule, as they
had been paid for out of the national treasury,
whose only source of income was from general
taxes levied upon the people of the states.
The
United States was bound to hold and administer
the_ lands as a common fund, and for the use
and benefit of all the states, and for no other use
or purpose whatever.
To waste or misapply this
fund, or to divert it from the common benefit for
which it was conveyed, would be a violation of the
trust. --The
public land is held and disposed of
in the expectation
that new states will be created,
The federal constitution
recites that '" new states
may be admitted
by the congress into this Union;
but no new state shall be formed or erected within
the jurisdiction of any other state, nor any state
be formed by the junction of two or more states,
or parts of states, without the consent of the legislatures of the states concerned
as well as of the
congress."
In the articles of confederation
the
eventual establishment
of new states within the
limits of the Union appears to have bet_ wholly
overlooked,
although
the possible admission
of
Canada was provided for.
Under the constitution
the power of congress is absolute, save for the
above restrictions.
"The power to expand the
territory of the United States by the admission of
new states is plainly given; and in the construetion of this power by all the departments
of the
government,
it has been held to authorize the acquisition of territory not fit for admission at the
time, but to be admitted as soon as its population
and situation would entitle it to admission.
It is
acquired to become a state, and not to be held as a
colony, and governed by congress with absolute
authority;
and as the propriety of admitting
a
new state is committed
to the sound discretion of
congress, the power to acquire territory for that
purpose, to be held by the United States until it is
in a suitable condition to become a state upon an
equal footing with the other states, must rest upon
the same discretion.
It is a question for the po]itical department of the government,
and not the
judicial; and whatever the political department of
the government
shall recognize as within the limits
of the United States, the judicial
department
is
als0 bound to recognize
and to administer
in it
the laws of the United States, so far as they apply."
(Supreme
Court U. S., in Dred Scott vs. Sand.
ford, 19 tlow., 393.)_ But land is not valuable
without
capital and labor to make it productive;
though it is one of the important instruments of
production,
it is not profitable when left to itself,
It must be improved and its fertility developed in
¢mi,tain lines by the application
of labor or the
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results of previous labor. At first the pubdc lands
were regarded as a source of revenue.
"It is now
no longer," said the Federalist in 1788, "a point
of speculation and hope, that the western territory
is a mine of vast wealth to the United States; and
although it is not of such a nature as to extricate
them from their present distresses,
or for some
time to come to yield any regular supplies for the
public expenses,
yet it must hereafter be able,
under proper management,
both to effect a gradmd
discharge of the domestic debt, and to furnish for
a certain period liberal tributes to the federal
treasury."
But in time the conservative
policy
adopted in the first years of the republic was
gradually broken down, and the lands ceased to
be an object of revenue,.and
began.to be disposed
of, chiefly with a view to settlement and cultivation. Originally selling only in townships, congress
has disposed of the soil in smaller and smaller
portions, until at length it sells in parcels of no
more than forty acres.
Large grants have been
made without compensation
to states, corporations
and individuals, for all manner of reasons, many
of which were of a very questionable
character;
donations which could not but open the door to
abuses, and tempt dishonesty,
jobbery and logrolling to secure them.
The liberal policy of disposing of the lands has been shamefully abused,
and the public lands have ever formed a point of
attack from those who profit by the meanest and
most corruptible characteristics
of the legislator.
--In spite of fraud, the land policy has resulted
in making this nation what it is, as its greatness
depends upon the products of the soil.
There is
still an abundance of rich land easy of access and
open to the first comer, and the wave of immigration which floods the country proves to how
great an extent the privilege is appreciated.
Census after census gives evidence of the immen.'_'
development
of the resources of the country; and
were it not for a restrictive commercial policy, no
nation on the face of the earth could attain the
wealth and power that this nation is capable of
securing, and no country
could afford a better
field for enterprise.
As it is, this is so now to a
great extent, but it is capable of almost indefinite
extension.
The country
is still comparatively
sparsely settled, and there is no necessity of offering any special inducements to settlers.
The area
of settlement,
population, and average density of
settlement, or number of persons to a square mile,
at each decade, are shown in the following table:

YF.a_
1,'_o........
1800........
1810........
18_o........
18_0........
t84o ........
t85o........
l_o ........
t8"_o........
t880 ........
... ..........

Xre_ofSettl_=eu_

Poj_t_Uou.

sq;_ _
.....
_,_
3,_29,_4
805,7_
5,808,48_
407,_
7a_,_t
508317
9,658,458
aq271?
12,886,090
8o7_2a_ _
r/,o_,_
979,_
gSJ91 876
L19_,754
al,4,m_sut
1,_*2,m_
t_8871
1,t_,e'a)
_o,ms_
_ .... . ......
, :.

Av.Den
jtyotSettlelnent.
1_.4
17 4
17 7
18 9
_0 3
21 1
_.7
_.3
_o
_ o
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-- As to the future, I can not do better than to actly defined boundaries. Within these geographquote from one of our clearest thinkers and writers ical divisions all right and title to the public domain
on political questions. "If you will think clearly, became vested in the new states, and this held true
y_)uwill see that what we want, for the furore, isnot in tile cases of those states whose boundaries were
more people, but moreland.
If weshould receive not definitely determined.
But here a conflict of
no further additions of population from Europe,
authority arose over the vast extent of territory
we are now so numerous and so prosperous that in the west. Some of the sta_s, gmided by grants
_,ur nume,'ical increase will be very rapid. But that had from time to time been made to court
w,. shall constantly receive great numbers of Euro- favorites or others, claimed to extend to the Misl)[,an immigrams, and these, who readily adapt sissippi river; while others claimed to the Pacific
them.,elvcs to our customs, are a welcome ad- ocean. As little was known ef the character of
d,tion, and quickly become a part of us. For the country, the same territory had been covered
their de_endants and ours, it would be a great by more than one grant, and, being claimed under
advantage if we could secure still more vacant
two or more charters of equal validity, no real
or sparsely settled territory, provided that these determination could be reached, because the terms
new lands were, by their climate and productions,
of the charters were irreconcilable, and each state
fitted for settlement by our own people.
+ _ was determined tomaintain itsclaims. Thetreaty
Thus, as we want land, and not people, sound policy
of 1783 declared the national territory to extend
tells us not to annex territory which has already from the Atlantic ocean westward to the Missisan independent and tolerably dense population."
sippi river, and from a lille along the great lakes on
(Nordhoff's "Politics for Young Americans," 198.) the north, southward to the 31st parallel and the
It would be impossible even to guess in what di- southern border of Georgia. This area embraced
rection further supplies of land must be sought,
about 830,000 square miles, of which but 841,752
Cuba and San Domingo have been thought of:
were included in the thirteen original states.and our relations with bIexico axe becoming very The movement to secure a cession to the confedclose, and American enterprise and capital are eration of the western territory, originated among
going there. On the north the rich grain fields those states which had no claim or title to such
of Manitoba and the Red River valley are being territory, and which regarded with a jealous eye
occupied, so that there is little prospect of any ex- their more extensive and more powerful neighbors
tension of dominion with a view of securing unoc- which claimed to stretch across the continent.
eupied land there. -- More than twelve years before And, when the articles of confederation were prethe definitive treaty of peace with Great Britain sented to the various states for ratification, this
the question of boundaries had given rise to dis- question formed one of the most difficult to solve.
cord among the states, and it was due to their Thns New Jersey ratified the articles only in the
jealousy that a public domain, as distinguished
belief that the candor and justice of the states
from the national domain, was formed; the latter, would in due time remove as far as possible the
however, including the former.
So long as the inequality in size that then existed. In February,
colonies were subject to Great Britain, and were 1779, the legislature of Delaware memorialized
governed, directly or indirectly, by parliamentary
congress on the subject, and desired "flint a modcontrol, the question of boundaries did not assume
crate extent of limits should be assigned for such
any great importance, and whatever conflicts did of those states as claim to the Mississippi or South
arise were, as a rule, referred in the last resort to sea; and that the United States in congress assemthe king and parliament for determination, and bled should and ought to have the power of fixing
their decision was acquie_ed in. Moreover, such their western limits ;" and the suggestion was
disputes were local in their character, concerning
then made that the states should ct_le to the cononly the colonies between which the dispute ex- federation such claims, to be a common estate for
i_ted, while the other colonies remained indifferent
the good of all. And in December, 1778, Maryspectators to the contest. But when the colonies land instructed her delegates not to agree to the
became independent states, and assumed the con- confederation unless an article was added proTrol of the lands within their respective boundaries,
riding for such a limitation of boundaries and
and when they came into closer political relations
the erection of a public domain. _Nor did the
with one another, in which extent of territory and congress itself refuse to take any action on the
l)()pulation cxert_xl a great influence in determinquestion. For by an act of Oct. 30, 1779, the
ing the relative importance of the states, then the states were requested to "' forbear settling or issuquestion of boundaries and extent of royal grants ing warrants for unappropriated lands, or granthi,ann, a burning question; then it was that the ing the same during the continuance of the war,"
congress of the confederation was early forced to a mea._ure that was called out by the opening
_:Lkeaction with a view to settle peaceably what of land offices, and the granting of lands and
might create feuds and threaten the disruption of bounties by some of the states. The first state
the already too loosely connected governments
to take any decisive action was New York, the
which had succeeded the colonial administrations,
legislature of which, in March, 1780, gave to conPrior to 1781 but six of the original thirteen states, gress tile power to hmit and restrict her westviz., New Hampshire, Rhode _land, New Jersey,
ern boundaries, and furthermore, to assume the
Pennsylvania,
Marylandand Delaware,had ex. title
toalllandsnotincludedwithinsuchbound-
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aries, and to use them for the benefit of the
states as it (congress) should see fit.-- This resolve
of the New York legislature anticipated congress;
for it was not until -September,
1780, that any
action was taken on the various instructions,
acts
and resolutions that had been sent in; but the report then presentc_l forms an important point in
the history of the public domain.
Without undertaking to pass upon the merits of the policies
as expressed
in the instructions
or declarations,
the committee
conceived "that it appears more advisable to prem upon those states which can remove the embarrassments
respecting the western
cmmtry, a liberal surrender of a portion of their
territorial claims, since they can not be preserved
entire without endangering
the stability of the
general
confederacy"
; and "earnestly
recommended to those states which have claims in the
western country, to pass such laws, and give their
delegates in congress such powers as may effectually remove the only obstacle to a final ratification
of the articles of confederation."
This report was
sent to the legislatures of the several states, and
was followed, in October, 1780, by an act providing for the acceptation
and care of such unapproprinted lands as might be ceded by the states to
the confederation,
and for the disposition of the
same for the common benefit of the United States.
These measures
resulted in Maryland's ratifying
the articles, and in the acceptance
by congress
of the cession made by New York.
The earlier
grants made to the confederation
were nominally
large in extent, but actually very limited, as they
were made subject to existing claims and grants
under state laws, and to extensive reservations,
The government
formed under the constitution
succeeded
to the title of all territory granted to
the confederation,
and further cessions were made
to it, the last being that of Georgia, in 1802.
The
areas of these sessions, and also the extent of the
public domain as it was on April 30, 1803, are
shown by the following table :
.STAVES.
Massachusetts (estimated)* ......
Connecticut

(disputed)

and

dfs

uted)

exclusive

54,000.001

led to open intercourse
war.
Duringbetween
the years
34,560,000 commercial
France 1798-1800
and the

40.000.00
815.91

United States
25,600,_0 the treaty of
_0'2,187 gave occasion
upon this very

]

2fl5.562.00
4,900.00

North Carolina cession, nominal. [
because the area of Tennessee[
covered

with

reser-

rations .........................
Georgia cession ..................

States

for pubhc

domain

_

1_959,_0
3,136,000

[
I

Mr. Jefferson early recognized the importance of
securing
the right to navigate
the Mississippi.
"There is," he wrote to Mr. Livingston
in 1802,
"on the globe one single spot the possessor of

[

4.56_.00[
I 88 578.00 I

Total actual state cessions to the _l
United

was almost wholly suspended,
and
1800, while settling old questions,
to new difficulties which hinged
question of the Louisiana cession.

of Kentucky

serve and fire lands .............
South Carolina
cession ............

almost

--No further In_
of territory occurred until
the purchase
of Louisiana
from France.
The
question of the right to navigate the Mississippi
river had come before the congress of the confederation, and while its importance was recognized, a
proposition was made to cede the right ton foreign
nation for a pecuniary
consideration.
Spain at
that time owned the Louisiana territory, and it
was natural to make the offer to that nation, with
a further hope that she would then recognize the
revolutionary
government of this country.
And
although such a resolution empowering
the representative of the United States in Spain to enter
into a negotiation
of that character was actually
passed by congress, it was never acted upon.
A
treaty was in 1795 contracted
between this country and Spain, by which certain commercial
advantages were secured by the former; but dillculties between the two nations were continually
arising, and threats of closing the Mississippi
to
all traffic were made.
Spain had, in the meantime, extended her territory so as to include what
is now comprised
in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and a part of Texas and Mexico.
In October, 1800, by the secret treaty of San
Ildefonso,
Spain ceded to France "the colony
or province of Louisiana, with the same extent it
now has in the hands of Spain, and that it had
when France possessed it, and such as it should
be after thetreaty
sub._:luently
entered into between Spain and the other states."
The stipulations of the treaty were not carried into effect
before 1803.
The question
of allowing
Napoleon to gain such a territory in this country was
seriously and with no little anxiety
considered
in and out of" congress.
The few years during
which the trading privileges had been enjoyed,
showed how important, if not essential, it was to
secure the free navigation of the Mississippi
to
American
merchants.
And holding guard over
the mouth of that important
channel of interpal commerce, it was deemed too great a risk to
allow the territory to fall under the dominion of
a power with which other questions had almost

Xcres.

an_including areaof western re-

was

STATES.

Sq.mien. ]

west-

ern reserve and fire lands (estimated)¢ ...................
New
York and Massachusetts
cession
_actu_d/..................
Virginia cession (disputed and un-
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_9184,(_0
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which is our natural
is New Orleans,
_
France

250,171,787

• This are_ was also claimed by Virginia, and was included in herces_lon,
_, These western reserve and fire lands, amounting in all
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British fleet and mltion."_
In 1802 the provincial authorities
of Louisiana
gave notice that the
commercial
privileges
enjoyed
under the treaty
of 1795 had ceased, and, contrary to the provisions
of the treaty, they failed to provide any means by
which, even in a modified
form, they might be
continued.
This action of the Spanish authorities
naturally aroused great indignation
amongthe
inhabitants of the states bordering
the Mississippi,
and on a remonstrance
by congress the privileges
were restored.
It was not until December, 1802,
that the secret treaty of San Ildefonso
became
known to Jefferson,
who at once took steps to
secure possession
of at least a part of the tcrritory,, the plan at first including
only New Orleans, the island of :New Orleans, and Florida.
But Napoleon, who was at that time too-busily
engaged in his attack upon England to pay much
attention to his schemes of colonization,
and was
much pressed for money, would sell all or none;
and this was finally agreed to, the price named
being 60,000,000
livres,
together
with
claims
amounting to 20,000,000 livres more.
The treaty
of cession was signed April 30, and ratified Oct.
19, 1808.
Spain at first showed
a disposition
to oppose the sale, as by the secret treaty the
territory was to be first offered to her in case
France decided to part with it; but her objections were afterward
withdrawn.
By an act of
congress, March 26, 1804, Louisiana was divided
into two territories,
one called the territory
of
Louisiana, which
in 1812 became
the state of
Louisiana, and the other the district of Louisiana.
-- Spain now laid claim to what was then known
as East and West Florida,
under a cession by
Great Britain
made in 1788; and this territory
now became a bone of contention,
and continued
such till 1819. It would
be of little importance
to trace the many diplomatic
attempts
that were
made to settle this question, or to trace in detail
the various measures
that were undertaken
both
by the national and state governments
(notably
that of Georgia) to take possession peacefully
or
by force of arms.
Congress
even went so far as
to occupy and hold the territory in dispute under
secret resolutions
passed in 1811, but not made
known till 1817. In 1817, under pretext of Indian
ou_ragc% congre_ ordered Gen. Jackson to obtain
redress, and he construed
his orders to mean the
acquisition of Florida.
His action brought mattcrs to a crisis, and in February,
1819, a treaty
of cession was signed, but was not ratified and
proclaimed
until 1821. The boundaries
of the
('_dcd territory were in doubt, owing to difficulties between Mexico and Spain, which prevented
the latter from fulfilling
her part of the treaty,
and they were only determined
by a treaty entercd into between Mexico and the United States
in 1828. The total cost of the Florida cession, in
bonds and interest,
was $6,489,768.The ques
tion of the annexation
of Texas was intimately
connected with that of the extension of the slave
power, and with the rapidly increasing
interests
of the nation in the Pacific states.
Since 18"21the
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United States of Mexico had been independent
of
Spanish rule, and in 1826 some American immigrants at :Nacogdoches
declared Texas independcnt of Mexico, and in the following year Coahuila
and Texas, the northeastern
provinces of Mexico,
framed a constitution.
In the same year Mr. Clay
instructed
the minister
of the United. States in
Mexico, J. R. Poinsett,
to offer $1,000,000 for
Mexico's
territory
ca_s! of the Rio Grande, but
Poinsett never carried out his instructions,
pleading the danger of irritating
Mexico by an offer
1hat was sure to bc rejected.
Meantime Mexico
had abolished slavery in her territory, and thus
the slaveholding
states found themselves
flanked
north and south by free states, and the extent of
territory
from which future slave states could be
formed limitcd.
There had been a free movement of migration between the two nations, and
many slaveholders
had crossed the border with
their slaves, and were now met by the abolition of
all slaver)'.
The curious plea was then urged that
the United States should reannex the territory of
Text% and, owing to the very indefinite boundary
lines, this plea could be supported.
In 1829,
second attempt, made by Van Buren, to purchase
all the territory east of the :Nueces river, failed,
and in the next few years the Mexicans passed
laws prohibiting
immigration,
which had no effeet.
In 1835, after the failure of Santa Anna to
extend his power over Texas, Jackson
made s.
third offer, and wished thc boundary line to follow the Rio Grand_: up to the thirty-seventh
parallel, and thence on that parallel to the Pacific.
The defeat of the Mexicans by the Texans brought
mattexs
to a head, and in March, 1836, the constitution of Texas was adopted, and annexation
to this country
regarded
as almost inevitable.
Although
this scheme of annexation
was rejected
by the senate in 1844 (16 yeas to 35 nays), in 1845
Texas was admitted as a state.
It is noteworthy
that the United States never owned public lands
in Texas itself; the state retained the dispositiorL
of her own lands, opened a land office, made
grants to railroads,
and for other purposes, and
had her own settlement laws. -- in the meantime
the desirableness
of acquiring California and other
Pacific states was being agitat(_:l.
By purchase
or cession the United States claimed all of what
is now comprised
in itu present boundaries,
save
California,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and the western portions of New Mexico and Colorado, which
were still under the rule of Mexico.
Ru_ia was
making
settlements
in California, and agents of
England and France were preparing to take steps
preliminary
to annexing
the territory
to one of
their respective
nationalities.
Great Britain even
had a fleet in the Pacific, for the purpose,
it wag
said, of _izing
California
as an equivalent
for
the Mexican debt, due to British subjects.
No_
was the United
States idle.
Jackson,
as has
been seen, attempted
to purchase
a part, and th_
expeditions
of Wilkes and Fremont created a desire to secure the whole.
In 1845 Mr. Buchans_
made an offer to purchase,
but it was rejected.

"_
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In 1846 congress declared that "war existed by
the act of Mexico," and there is every reason to
believe that this war was intended to secure CaIifornia, as the possession
of Texas even to the
Rio G_mde could have been obtained without it.
The war was successful,
and in 1848 all the states
named were obtained
by treaty;
and in 1853,
by the Gadsden treaty, a further strip of territory
to make a more regular
boundary
between
the
United
Statc_ and Mexico, was secured•
Both I
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land office, where it is used in disposing of the
land; and the third copy is sent to the commissioner at Washington,
for the information of the
government.The manner of surveying
public
lands is uniform, and has been so since the com.
mittee of congress, of which Mr. Jefferson
was
the chairman,adopted
in 1785 the rectangular
system.
The committee,
in their reIx_rt, recommended that all public lands should be divided in
2_u_uqreds of ten miles square, each hundred to be

finalthese
of
acquisition
cessions ofbecame
territorypublic
was domain.made in 1867,
The i subdivided
plots to be. numbered
into plots from
of oneonemile
to one
square,
hundred•
these
when Alaska
was purchased
from Russia at a
On motion of Mr. Monroe, the township (hundred
cost of $7,200,000.
These lands have not as
in the report) was reduced to six mileS square;
yet been surveyed
nor opened
to settlement.-and each subdivision
was to be one mile square,
The manner of disposing of these public domains
thus containing
640 acres.
This was the system
should be noticed.
In many cases they were obadopted.
In tim survey, a base line and meridian
taincd
subject
to grants
made previous
to the
line are first determined,
and from the base line
cession, express stipulations
being found in the
townships
of six miles square are established
and
treati_
that such grants
should
remain
good.
numbered,
counting north and south.
From the
The public lands proper were received
by the
surveying
meridians,
ranges (the subdivisions
of
United States in trust, to be disposed of for the
the township)
one mile square are mapped
out
common benefit of the United States, to be "grantand numbered
both east and west of the principal
ed at such time and under such regulations
as meridian.
The location of even a part of a secshall hereafter
be agreed upon by the United
tion is thus a simple matter; and the purchaser
States in congress assembled,
or any nine or more
who receives
a description
of his land as the
of them."
The public domain is thus under the
" Southwest
quarter of Section 20, Township
30,
control of congress.
Until 1812, the secretary of
north, Range 1 east of the third principal
mcridthe treasury acted as the agent in the sale or disinn," would have no difficulty to locale his putposition
of the public lands ; and when in that
chase on the survey map, and as some boundary
year the office of the commissioner
of the general
marks
are always
placed at the intersection
of
land office was created, it remained
a bureau of
divisional lines, his lot would be easily found.
It
the treasury department,
the commissioner
being
is the simplicity
of this system that has recomsubordinated
to the secretary.
In 1836 this bu.
mended its use. and so well has it served its purreau was reorganized,
still, however,
remaining
a pose that little change has been made in it since
part of the treasury;
but in 1846, on the creation
it was first introduced
into use, nearly a centuD
of the home or interior department,
the bureau of
ago.
The first principal
meridian that was estabpublic lands was very properly transferred
to and
lished was the line dividing
Ohio and Indiana,
made part of the new executive department.
This
having for its base the Ohio river, and being coinbureau is charged with the surveying and disposal
cident with 84 ° 51' of longitude
west of Greenof the public lands of the United States.But
wich.
This line governs
all surveys
of public
as yet all lands are not in the market.
Before the
lands in Ohio.
A meridian
line may govern the
land is opened up for settlement
it must be sursurveys in more than one state.
Thus the sixth
veyed, and since 1876 only certain qualities of
principal
meridian,
which coincides with longilands are surveyed
by the government.
These
tude 97 ° 22' west from Greenwich,
controls the
lands include : 1, those adapted
to agriculture
surveys in Kansas, Nebraska,
that part of Dakota
without artificial irrigation;
2, irrigable
lands, or
lying south and west of the Missouri river, Wyosuch as can be redeemed,
and for which there is ruing, and Colorado,
excepting
the valley of the
sufficient accessible water for the reclamation
and
Rio Orande del Norte, in southwestern
Colorado.
cultivation
of the same, not otherwise
utilized or
where the surveys
arc governed
by another
meclaimed; 3, timber lands, bearing timber of comridian line.
Since 1785, twenty-four
initial point_
mercial value; 4, coal lands, containing coal of corn(the intersection
of principal bases with surveying
merciai value; 5, exterior boundary
of town sites;
nmridians)
have been used in the public surveys.
and 6, private land claims.
As soon as confess
-- The manner of surveying minerallands
differed
authorizes
the extension of surveys over a district
in no way from that employed in agricultural
and
of country,
the commissioner
of the general land
timber lands up to 1866. The lead, copper and
office directs the district surveyor
to see that the
other mineral
districts of Iowa, Michigan Minnework is performed.
There are at present (1882)
sota, Wisconsin
and Missouri, were surveycd unsixteen surveying
districts,
each in charge of a der the rectangular
system, and when sold the soil
surveyor
general, with a corps of assistants
and
carried
with it the mineral
deposits.
In 1866
deputies.
All surveys
are made in triplicate,
mineral
survey
districts
were formed,
and the
The original is temporarily
retained in the office
extent of ground that could be claimed was liraof the surveyor, to be ultimately delivered to the
ited to not exceeding 200 feet iu length for each
_te government;
the duplicate is sent to the local
individual
(with one additional
claim for discov-
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regulated by [ for town sites "on the shores of harbors, at the
could a loca- [ junction of rivers, important
portages, or natural

feet.
In 1872 the mineral survey districts wcre
of its settlement or of the surrounding
country.
lion
by an association
of individuals
exceedby 3,000
prospective
centres ofof population,"
in advanc_e
discontinued,
and surveys
are now made
dep- I or
There
are two methods
acquiring a title
to town
uti_ under the surveyor-general
of the district,
sites : 640 acr[_s m'ly be laid off into lots. and a
In all cases tile claimants bear the'expense
of the
copy is filed in the office of the recorder of the
survey, and mining clainlu may be formed from t county in which the town is sitnated,
or in the
the public lands, whether surveyed or not. --Seegeneral land ()ffice. The iota (not 1o exceed 4,200
(,ral qualities
of lands are noticed in the laws.
square feet) are then offered at public sale to the
._li_era_.
Lands valuable
for minerals
are re- highes( bidder at a price not less than $10 per
•_,rve(1 from sale except as otherwisc
expressly
acre; whatever is not thus disposed of is subject
dir¢,cted by law.
Such lands, whether surveyed
to entry at this minimum
price.
Or, the United
or un_urveyed,
are open to exploration
and putStatesmay
grant to the inhabitants of cities and
chase by citizens of the United States, or those
towns, through the corporate
authorities
of said
who have declared their intention to become such.
cities or towns, or the judge_ of the county courts
The law covers claims for lands bearing gold, silacting as trustees for the occupants, the privilege
vet. cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other valuable
of entering lands occupied as town sites at a raindeposits, and titles to such claims may be secured
imum price of $1.25 per acre.
The quantity of
from the United States under the existing laws at
land allowed varies with the number of inhabit$5 per acre. No vein or lode claim can exceed a ants.
If more than 100 and less than 200, 320
parallelogram
1,500 feet in length by 600 in width,
acres form the maximum;
if more than 200 and
but the size of a claim below this maximum
is leas than 1,000, 640 acres; if over 1,000, 1,280
governed by state laws or the rules of the mining
acres, and for each additional 1,000 up to 5,000, a
district.
No state or territorial law can limit a further quantity
of 320 acres is allowed.
Desert
claim, located since May 10, 1872, to less than
sTuds, which are unfit in their existing condition
1,500 feet in length by 50 feet in width, unless
for cultivation,
may be entered by any citizen to
r(,ndered necessary by existing rights, so that the
the extent of 640 acres, on a payment of twentymaximum
claim under the United States law is five cents per acre, and the filing of a sworn stateabout 20.66 acres, and the minimum
1.72 acres,
meat that the buyer intends to reclaim the tract
('o_ts of survey, etc., are paid by the claimants,
within three years from the date of entry by conPh_ccr locations are sold for $2.50 per acre, and
ductingwater
thereon.
If hefulfills this condition
can not exceed twenty acres for one person; no
he obtains a full title to the land on the further
location by an association can exceed twenty acres
payment
of $1 per acre.
All other lands are
for each person.
Co_d /ands.
The act of March
known as ag.ricult_ral
lands, and are taken in
:l, 1873, _,o'avea pre-emption right of 160 acres of
tracts of from 40 to 160 acres under the pre-empcoal land to a person, and 320 acres to an associalion, homestead
and timber-culture
acts, or putlion, upon payment of not less than $10 per acre,
cha.c_d at public sale or private catty.
There am
where the lands lie more than fifteen miles from
two classes of a_o'rieuttural lands; the one class,
a completed railroad, and $20 per acre where the
situated within prescribed limits of works of inlands lie within fifteen miles of such a road; and
ternal improvements,
is held at $2.50 per acre,
further provided that when any association of not
and is designated
as doub/e _nini_n _lm; the other
less than four persons have expended
$5,000 in class is _inimum
land, and is 'sold for $1.25 per
working and improving any mine, located within
acre.
Any person who is the head of a family, a
limits a_ above, they may make an additional entry
widow or single man over twenty-one
years of
(_f 640 acres at the several limit prices.
Lands that
age, a citizen of the United States or about to beare valuable chiefly for timber and sfone, and are come such, who does not own 320 acres of land
unfit for cultivation,
are sold for $2.50 per acre.
within the United States, and has not abandoned
Only citiT_ns, or those who have declared their
his land in any state or territory in order to reiY_t('ntion of becoming such, can secure the beneside upon the public lands, may take advantage
fit_ of tilts law, and no one person or association
of the pre-emption
laws.
Such a person may, on
_*fI)_'r_onscan enter more t.han 160 acres of such
payment of a fee for regi_tering the claim, occupy
t_nd. ,%dirge lands, or lands on which are situated
for a limited period a tract of not less than 40 nor
._ny known salines or mines, are first offered at
more than 160 acres of land, with the obligation of
]_(lblic sate to the highest bidder at a price of not
paying to the United States at the end of that
I(,_¢than $1.25 per acre; and if not then sold are
period $1.25 per acre, when a patent for the land
_ul)ject to private saleat a price not less than $1.25
is given him.
Credit of from twelve to thirtyl_('racre in the same manner as other public lands
three months is given to the pre-emptor by restarc .,old.
Town site /ands.
The laws relating to dence on the land, and it must be shown that the
_hi_ subject are very liberal, and not only provide
settlement is made for the exclusive u_ and benef_)r the entry of land already settled upon for putfit of the pre-emptor, and not for purposc_s of sale
poses of trade, for the benefit of the citizens of the
or speculation.
The essence of the homestead
town, but also provide for the selection and resetlaw and the amendments
is embodied in the conration of land, whether surveyed
or tmaurveyed,
ditions of actual settlement,
dwelling
on and cul-
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tivation of the soil embraced in an entry.
It gives
for a nominal fee, equal to $34 on the Pacific
coast and $26 in the other states, to a settler--a
man or woman over the age of twenty-one years,
a citizen of the United States or having declared
an intention of becoming such--the right to locate
upon 160 acres of unoccupied
public land in any
of the public land states and territories subject to
entry at a United States land office, to live upon
the same for a period of five years, and, upon
proof of a compliance
with the law, to receive a
patent therefor free of cost or charge for the land.
But to obtain a final title full citizenship
is required.
Under the timber-culture
act a person
may enter from 40 to 160 acres of land.
Onefourth part of the tract entered must be devoted to
timber for eight years; after eight years, on suitable proof that the necessary conditions have been
complied
with, a patent will be issued.
A clause
in the homestead act (Hey. Star., § 2317) also offers
a bounty for planting timber.
All lands to be
sold must be offered at public sale before they
may be entered at private sale.
(See the Revised
Statutes,
_§ 2207-2490.) --/I_Try.
As soon as
the cessions of lands had been made by the states,
congress took steps to determine the manner of
disposing of them, a task that was far from easy.
Many of these cessions were burdened with claims
which must be passed upon before the lands could
be sold.
For example:
Virginia in her act of cession expressly reserved the right to enter upon the
lands in case they should be needed to fulfill the
obligations
of the state in respect to military
bounties.
The cession of North Carolina
was
subject to a great variety of claims, and the act of
session contained as many as ten conditions.
The
result was, that, when the Indian title was extinguished, the North Carolina claims absorbed the
greater part of the eligible lands, and what was
left was in 1841 given to Tennessee; while that of
Georgia was complicated
by the famous "Yazoo
claims," which proved in the end a very costly
experience
for the, government.
Even the lands
purchased from foreign powers were cot absolutely free.
Much of the land (and this holds true of
lands ceded by the states) was already occupied by
Indians. Could theybe ousted by the first comers,
and deprived of their holdings without any cornpensation?
By right of discovery and of conquest
it was claimed that an absolute title to the land
became vested in the crown; but this title was
made subject to the Indian right of occul_ncy,
which could be extinguished
by the crown alone,
The federal government,
on acquiring the title to
thc,_c lands, without looking into the justice of
the original claim, recognized
this condition, and
before even attempting to survey and dispose of
such lands, it has purchased the occupancy right
of the Indians for a sum greater than the use of
the lands is worth to them.
The only exceptions
to this practice have been where rebellious
tribes
have been put down, and, as a price of peace, compelled to part with the lands they occupied.
In
addition to Indian titles, the lands were subject to
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grants made by the former rulers, .and large portions had been successively
under the sway of
several foreign powers: what is now Michigan,
Indiana and Illinois, belonged first to France, and
then to England;
a part of Mississippi had passed
through periods of French, English and SpanL_h
possession; while Louisiana had acknowledged
the
rule of France and of Spain.
Toquiet the claims
that had arisen under these various governments,
congTesS created eight boards of commissioners,
to examine into all claims, reject such as were unfounded or fraudulent, and confirm such as were
just; and also to secure in their possessions all the
actual settlers who were found on the land when
the United States took actual possc_ion, although
they had only a right of occupancy.
(Gallatin.)-The early steps to dispose of this public domain
were tentative, and it was many years before they
led up to a well-considered
and efficient system.
Under the confederation
an ordinance in 1785 direeted the secretary of war to draw by lot certain
townships in the surveyed portion for bounties to
the continental army, and the remainder was to be
drawn by lot by the beard of treasury in the name
of the western states, to be sold by them at public
sale at not less than "one dollar per acre, psyable in specie, or loan office certificates reduced to
specie value according to a scale of depreciation,
or certificates of liquidated
debts of the United
States, including
interest, besides the expenses of
survey and other charges thereon," which were
estimated to be $36 per township.
This measure
was a failure, and it was intimated that the states
which had any lands of their own to dispose of,
took pains to make it inoperative.
M_nwhile
a
new difficulty, unauthorized
entries upon the publie lands, was to be met, and force was necessary.
Gailatin recalls, in his correspondence
with Jefferson, that from 1783 to 1786 immigration
into the
territory north of the Ohio was encouraged
by the
peacefulness
of the Indians; and that a company
was kept going up and down the Ohio from the
Pennsylvania
line to Cincinnati,
burning
every
cabin, and in some instances laying down or barning the fences.
This operation had to be repeated, and he knew of persons "whose cabins were
burnt and settlement
destroyed
three times."
(Writings, vol. i., p. 188.) In 1787 the priee per
acre was reduced to 66j cents per acre, and in the
following year, the clauses regulating the drawing
of land being repealed, power was given to the
board of treasury to moveabout
the United States
and sell surveyed lands at pleasure.
The low price
soon attracted
purchasers,
and in 1788 a party
from New England,
under the lead of Rufus Putnam, settled at the mouth of the Muskingum
river, while another party, made up chiefly ir_
New Jersey," and among which was John C.
Symmes, who had been a delegate
to congres._.
aimed at the acquisition
of the territory west of
the former grant, and included between the Ohi(_
and the Great and Little Miami rivers.
Without
waiting, however, for congress to act upon their
petition, Symmes and his a_sociates began the sale
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of lands,issued warrants of locations,
and even tion,two objectswere to be considered: to inmade settlements. Differencesarisingbetween creasethefacility
of cffecting
advantageous sales,
Symmes and the board of treasury,no satisfac-and theaccommodation of thosewho were already
toryarrangement was made until179o,when, un- settledin,or might in the futureemigrateto,the
derHamilton'sadministration,
a patentwas issued, w_tern country. The land should be so offered
in September, 1794, for as much land as had as to accommodate three classesof purchasersheen paid for,amounting to about 810,000acres, "moneyed individuals,
and companies who will
although 1,000,000acres were calledfor by the huy to sellagain; as._ociatlons
of persons who
(.on'tract.
The difficulty
of settling this claim
intend to make settlements
themselves;
single
arose from the general ignorance
respecting
the
persons or fanfilics now resident
in tim western
topography of the country;
for when the surveys
country, or who may emigrate thither hereafter."
were made, it was seen that no tract of 1,000,000
Ite re(,ommcnded
that a general land office should
acres could be included within the bounds named
be established
at the seat of government,
and at
without
cutting
into former Indian
or military
least two subordinate offices opened in the western
reservations.
The patent
of 1794 was not re- lands, each office to bc under tile control of three
gardcd as final by Symmes, for in 1803 he issued
commissioners
; that the land should be set apart
a circular in which he expresses the belief that in
for sales in townships
of ten miles square, after
the end he would receive the full 1,000,000 acres,
certain reservations
had been made for actual setOn the other hand, congress
accepted
the patent
tlers, and for the subscribers
to the proposed loan
of 1794 as a full settlement
of Symmes' claims,
in the puhlicdebt;
that no credit be given for any
and this involved
the latter in difficulties
from
quantity
leas than a whole township,
nor more
which lie never entirely extricated
himself.
The
than two years' credit bc allowed for any greater
fault in this matter appears to have rested entirely
quantity,
and security, "other
ttmn the land it.
with congress.
In addition to these two sales of self," shall be required of the purchaser to whom
lands, a third tract of 202,187 acres (now includcredit is given; that the price shall be thirty cents
ed in Erie county,
Pa.) was sold to Pennsylvaper acre, payable either in specie or in public senia, and was the last transaction
which occurred
cu_ties;
and finally, that it might be advisable to
before the constitution
was adopted.
These lands
"vest a considerable
latitude of discretion in the
were paid for in evidences of the public
debt
commissioners
of the general land office." (Hamof the United States, and in military
land war
ilton's Works, vol. iii., p. 84.)--Congress,
howrants.--Among
the important
questions
which
ever, was stow to act, and it was not until 1796
were presented to the first congress under the conthat any decided step in advance was taken.
It
stitution was that of the public domain.
In the
was then that the rectangular
system of surveying
first debate on the subject (May 28, 1789) it was
lands was in substance
adopted,
and provision
urged that the existing
system tended to favor
made for the public sale of lands in sections one
speculators and to discourage
actual settlers ;. the
mile square at a price not less than two dollars per
land therefore
ought to be sold in quantities
to
acre.
This price was determined
upon in order to
suit the applicants,
and not in large quantities
include all costs of surveying and disposition.
It
only.
In this way settlement
would be encourwill be of interest to note the vahmtion
of land
aged, and the public income from this source be in some of the original states, as estimated
two
greater and more certain.
On the other hand, it years after, in 1798:
_vas urged, that, if lands were offered on much
more favorable

terms, the eastern

states would

be

the
with lands. Some
Connecticut
was offering
othermarket
circumstances.
of the states
were in
her "Western
Reserve"
lands at forty cents per
acre ; Virginia
advertised
her Kentucky,
and
depopulated.
The situation was complicated
by
_North Carolina her Tennessee,
lands; both Pennsylvania and Georgia were inviting
purchasers,
while Massachusetts
had reduced
the price of
Maine lands to fifty cents per acre,with
the intentioa of checking western emigration.
Moreover,
I1,, Spaniards in IIlinoiswere
at this time bidding
f,)r settlers under even more advantageous
terms :
lands without
charge, exemption
from taxation,
provision, and the implements
of husbandry.
In
order to arrive at some determination,
congress
called upon Hamilton, now at the head of the
trea.sury, Io submit a.plan, and in July, 1790, he
communicated
it to the house.
Hamilton's
report
forms an important contribution
to the history of
the public domain, for many of its features have
been retained to the present time.
In his estima-
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Penrmylvania
...........
New IIampshire
........
Maryland................
...............
Virginia
Sixteen _tates ..........

Acres.

Valuation.

_ Por

11,959,865
6.09
.3,749,061 ' $ 72.824.85`2
19,0P.8,1(_ $5.07
5.444.'272
21 634.0(O 1.48
3.77
40¢t58,644
59.976.860
163,748,686 479,'293,1_18 '2 9'2
[-/ Acre.

(American
State Pat)era, Public Lands, vol. iii.,
p. 284.)-- 17p to the year 1800, when an important change was made in the land laws, all sales
were made from the territory
now included
in
the state of Ohio, and amounted
to 1,484.047
acres, realizing
1,201,725.68.--The
act of May,
1800, introduced
several new features,
and may
be said to be the fimt serious attempt
to systematize the manner of disposing of the public lands.
Registers, having offices within defined districts,
were created, and at each land office there was to
he a bonded officer known
as the "receiver
of
public moneys."
But the most important
modification made, and one that was pregnant with con
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sequences,
was that governing
the terms of payment.
The lands were, as before, to be offered
at public vendue, and to be sold at a price not less
than two dollars per acre, payment to be made in
specie or evidences of the public debt.
But only
a fourth part of the pureh_k_e money was required
at the time; the payment
of the balance was to
be spread over three years, one-fourth of the original purchase money to be paid in each year, with
intere_st at 6 per cent. per annum from the day of
sale.
A discount
of 8 l_'r cent. was allowed
for the prepayment
of any of the last three, installments.
In case the full pavement was not
made within one year after the last installment
was due, the lands were to be resold, or were to
revert to the United States.
Tile opportunities
afforded by this extension of credit were too tempting to be resisted, and a great increase in the _les
of land at once occurred.
While in 1799 nothing
was turned into the treasu D" from this source,
and in 1800 but $443, in the following
three
years the receipts were respectively,
$167,726.06,
$188,628.0'2,
and $165,675;
and it is reasonable
to suppose that in the larger number of instanc_
full advantage
was taken of the credit offered,
and that these sums were therefore but the first
payment on the purchases.
_knd this conclusion
is further supported by the receipts for the years
1804 - 1806, when the arrears and final installmcnts were falling due, l×,ing, in round figures,
$487,500, $540,200, and $765,250 respectively.
In
fact, it was soon evident that the long term of
credit allowed, was inducing excessive purchases,
and that, in their eagerness to secure lands, purchasers were assuming
debts which only a long
continuation
of the most favorable circumstances
_'ould enable them to discharge.
For, on lands
sold b6fore 1803, amounting
to 900,000 acres, and
sold under thc provisions of the act of 1800, but
$800,000
had been paid, while $1,100,000
rerosined due.
Nor did the remllts of the following years tend to prove the wisdom of the credit
system,
as in 1804 the unpaid
balance
was
$1,434.212,
and in 1805, $2,094,305,
the increase
being due both to increase of sales and to an accumulation of arrears.
The lands might be forletted, and put up at public sate, but such attempts were rarely attended with succor% and the
lands reverted to the government,
encumbered
by the occupancy of a tenant
Speaking of the
increasing indebtedness
on account of land purchases, Gallatin said: "Great difficulties
may attend the recovery of that debt which is due by
nearly 2,000 individuals,
and its daily increase
may create an interest hostile to the general welfare of the Union."
For this reason he rccommended a shortenil_g of credit, and also to allow
the land to be sold in tracts smaller than quarter
sections.
Nothing,
however,
was done with respect to these recommendations,
and in 1806 congress still further complicated
matters by refusing
to receive in payment for purchases
of public
lands any more certificates or evidences of public
debt.
The demands for relief now became more
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urgent, and congress was flooded with petitions,
resolutions,
legislative
enactments
and personal
applications, all seeking to obtain relief-from burdens which a little foresight would have originally prevented.
From 1809 to 1824 hardly a year
passed without a " relief act" being adopted, by
which the operation of the general provisions of
the law was suspended
or mitigated.
Many of
these measnres were but partial remedies,
aJM
only served to complicate matters, while offering
little toward a final and satisfactory solution of
tile preblem.
It was difficult to see how the situation could be helped by merely extending
the
term of credit.
If the back interest was remitted for one set of purchasers,
others petitioned
for alike favor; if an advantage was given to the
purchasers
in one state, arguments were adduced
for extending the same advantage to other states.
So that a privilege or relief measure granted to
apply to a special, and it may be an exceptional,
ease, became the basis for demands from other
quarters.
One of the most common pleas for demandin_ relief was the expediency
of interesting
the purchaser in the Union by _ving
him a full
and complete ownersh'ip in a portion of the soil,
and not weakening his attachment
by making him
a debtor.
" It is believed
that a government
founded on the general sentiment of the community can not, with safety to itself, hold as debtors
the citizens of avy considerable
portion of the
country."
But special reasons were not wanting
to those who applied for some favor.
In 1809 it
was the embargo,
which "had
suspended
the
foreign trade of the country, ceased that demand
for domestic produce, and that exchange of preduce for specie, so necessary to produce a generM
circulation of it, that, while a redundant moneyed
capital has accumulated
in the commercial towns
and cities, its circulation
is proportionally
diminished in the interior and remote partsof the eoum
try."
In 1812 it was the war which prevented
the payment of debts; and in that year a report
was made in congress
advocating
some favor.
"The
present system can not be continued, and
the laws rigidly executed,
without
occasioning
great injury to the purchasers.
Men are seduced
by the temptation,
which the credit held out m
them, to extend
their purchases
beyond their
means of making payments; the unfavorable ltuctuations of commerce can not be foreseen;
and
the pretty general disposition
in men to anticipate the most favorable results from the produce of thcir labor, are the general causes of
the failure of purchasers in making
payments."
--'Yet,
in spite of the fact that the buyers of
land were during these years so cumbered with
debt, attempts were made to induce congress to
give even greater opportunities
for running into
debt.
Thus, a petition presented to congress in
1814 recited that there were many thousands of
poor, industrious inhabitants and faithful citizens
of the United Sta_es, suffering for want of a portion of the soil of the country;
and from the
scarcity of money, and the high price of lands,
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they were prevented from purchasing; they there- ! in proportion to the expense neeessar_ to purchase
fore prayed that every person above the age of _ and eultiv'Lte them.
The result wa% these tracts
eighteen years may be allowed to hold 160 acres i remaining public lands, bore no share of state or
of the public lands by virtue of settlement,
at the
local taxation,
and were even a source of expense
price of 12_ cents per acre, payable within the
to the state, as were the lowlands
of the south,
term of seven years, without
interest.
Furtherwhich were subject to an annual inundation.
As
more, during
the period between 1817 and 1819,
early as 1824 these complaints
became frequent,
when commerce was prosperous,
prices of produce
and Benton introduced
into congress a measure
high, and speculation,
aided by exce.ssive issues
for graduating
the price of lands that had been
of bank notes, wa_ ramtmnt , large purchases
of in tlm market for a certain length of time, and
public lands were made under the credit system;
for granting i)rc-emption
rights to actual settlers.
and when in the following y__ars the bubble of prosThe introduction
and rejection of this measure
pcrity had burst, few who had entered into these
only st,rvcd to urge the st'lte.q to new endeavors.
purcha._cs were able to discharge their obligations.
In 1827, Illinois stated, that if the pre._nt miniAgain was appeal made to congress, and, in addimum price be adhered
to, " it must be several
lion to granting relief m(.asure_, it pas._ed an act
hundred years before all the soil of the state can
in April, 1820, abolishing
the credit sysl('m, aube pa_edout
of the hands of the federal governthorizing the selling of land in half quarter secment and be subjected to the laws and jurisdictions, or 80-acre lots, and reducing
the minimum
tion of the st.tte."
" The question is one which,
price to $1 25 per acre.
The credit system was
if seriously presented, must involve questions
of
prevalent, and left its traces in Ohio, Indiana,
the highest importance
to a state, and (if the most
llhnois, Missouri,
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Louisiintcnse interest to its (.itizens--no
lcss than of the
_ma and Miclrig'an.
Relief acts were, however,
deprivation
of some of the essential attributes
of
still in demand, for the amount
of indebtedness
its sovereignty;
the control of the internal conhad largely increased,
being, in December,
1820,
cerns and police of a free state by a powcr other
$21,213,350.17.
The fluctuations
in the prices of
than its own; .a i)rohibition
to r(.gulatc and imcommodities,
the issues of paper money, Indian
prove the settlement of lands within its own limhostilities, which required the personal service of
its and acknowledged
boundaries,
according to its
land cultivators,
and many othcx such excuses,
own views of its prosperity
and happiness;
a depwere, from time to time, urged upon congress
riwttion of the c,)]lection of revenue from vast
as r(:a.sons why relief should be granted.
And
bodies of soil within such limils unlil lln' general
through
the influence
of these successive acts,
government
shall cho(xsc to as_nt thereto by the
_'Oul)l_'d with the repeal of the credit system of disposition
of the soil--whether
the eilizens of
t)ur(:ha,ing
hinds, the amount
of indebtedness
such slates shall be subject to the operation
of
was dc('reased
through
payment
of arrears
and
the laws of the United State% confessedly
purely
through a relin(luishment
of the lands.
In 1828
municipal,
which have no existence iu the older
the general land office reported that under the re- states, and which they alone have the right to
licf laws 4,168,941 acres had been relinquished,
pass, and to which no oth(.r power is comp,,tcnt
diseharg_ing $13,778,347.37
of debt; in 1830 this
without the consent of their own legislative powlan,l debt was wholly dischargt_l. --In
the meaners; wh_,ther in r('alit 3"the ('onq)aet und(.r which
while, however, a new difficulty was taking form
the general g(_vcrnmellt ('laims these cxtr_lordinary
by r(,a_ou of the dissatisfaction
openly expressed
powers, is consonant
to the rights reserved to the
by the states with the method of disposing of the
states, respcctivcly,
by the (.onstituti(in
of the
lands.
The states which had large tracts of pubUnited States, or have, in any wise, been granted
lie lands within their limits, and were known as
by that instrument,
and finally, whether
the
the "'land states,"as
distinguiqlmd
from the origitenure by which they hold the public lands is
hal _tat(.s, chafed under the apparent
injustice of
valid and binding on the new states."
The legisthe land laws to themselves,
and even threatened
lature of M_s.souri went even furlher,
and det,) re-err Io measures of force if relief w'Ls not
clared, that in persisting
in its land policy conpr,Ivided for.
As all lands, irrespective
of their
gress was infringing
the compa('t
betwt_.n
the
quality and situation, were in the market at the
United States and the state; "that
the state of
same mir, imum pric_, it naturally
followed that
Missouri never could have been brought to conthe best lands, those that at that time presented
sent. not to tax the ]ands of the Unit(._l States
the most promising results to the cultivator
at the
while unsold, and not to tax the lands sold until
least expenditure
of labor and money, were taken
five years thereafter, _ if it had been understood
lir,t, and the lands of inferior quality were passed
by the contracting
parties that a system was to be
by. It is true,that
in many cases these lands were
pursued which would prevent nine-tenths of tho_
increased in value by the mere accession of populands from ever becoming the property of persons
lation and increase of wealth in the neighborhood,
in whose hands they might be taxed."
Indiana
But scattered throughout
the land states, and, indeed, in almost every section where public lands
* This exemption from local taxation was part of the
had existed, there remained tracts which were not
credit
system,
its intentmn
being to prevent
any part of the
means

at that time worth the minimum price, and which
could not have made a_y return to the cultivator

of the

debtor

from

being

drawu

from

him

by taxa-

tion during the time given him to comply with his eagagement to the government.
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declared that "this state, being a sovereign, free
and independent state, has the exclusive right to
the soil and eminent domain of all the un_ppropriated lands within her acknowledged
boundaries," tills right being reserved in the deed of eession of the northwestern
territory
to the United
States, and confirmed and established
by the articles of confederacy
and the constitution
of the
United States. --Another
circumstance
that led
to the_ complaints
by the states was the great
desire to effect internal improvements,
which had
during
these years
become
prevalent.
The_
states were deprived
of the right of eminent domain where the public lands were situated, and
were further debarred
from what might be a very
profitable
source of revenue;
for their revenues
were almost wholly
derived
from a tax upon
land.
As the population
was much _attered
by
reason of the situation
of the best lands, the
policy of maintaining
a minimum
price for all
lands was fastened upon as the cause.
"The tide
of population
is thus diverted
into a thousand
channels,
and suffered to roll over immense regions, creating feeble and thinly scattered
settlemeats, and leaving extensive tracts of wilderness
behind."
(Illinois, 1825.)
"In a.seattered
population public institutions
are seldom established;
systems of education
can not be ,natured;
moral
restraints
are tardily enforced;
laws are feebly
executed, and revenue raised with difflculty."
"It
is the policy of enlightened
legislation,"
said the
legislature
of Indiana,
"to curtail this unlimited range, and by social allure_nents
to reclaim
our wandering
tribes to the blessings of humanity and refinement."
But the climax of absurdit)" _'as reached by Mr. Richard Rush, the seeretary of the treasu,'y,
in his annual
report for
1827, in which he makes a plea for further
proteetion to manufactures
through the tariff, on the
ground that the land laws were protecting
agriculture.
"It can not be overlooked
that the prices
at which fertile bodies of land may be I)ought
of the government
under this system,
operate
as a perpetual
allurement
to their purchase.
It
must therefore be taken in the light of a bounty,
indelibly
written
in the text of the laws them.
selves, in favor of agricultural
pursuits.
Such
it is in effect, though
not in form.
Perhaps
no
enactment
of legislative
lmunties
has ever before operated
upon a scale so vast, throughout
a series of years, and over the fig:e of an entire
nation, to turn population
and labor into one particular channel,
preferably
to all others.
# "
It has served and still _rves
to draw, in an annual sffeam, the inhabitants
of a majority
of the
states, including
among them at this day a portion, not small, of the western
states, into the
settlement
of fresh lands lying still farther and
farther
off.
_" _ And, as it is the laws that
have largely, in effect, throughout
a long course
of time, superinduced
disinclinations
to manufaeturing
labor, by their overpowering
calls to
rural labor, in the mode of selling off the public
domain,
the claim of further
legal protection
to
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the former kind of labor, at this day, seems to
wear an aspect of justice no less than of expediency." -- In. December, 1827, the secretary of the
treasury reported that, while more than 261,000,000
acres of land lying within the states and territorie._
had become the absolute
property of the United
States free from Indian claim, since the organization of the government
but 19",000,000 had bees
sold to individuals.
At that rate it was estimated
that a period of more than five centuries
must
elapse before the whole of the public domain then
under the unrestrained
control of congress wouhi
become the property of individuals.
In 1880 the
land commission
reported, that, at the present rate
of absorption,
all the surveyed arable land would
be taken within three years. -- Still another cause
for agitation on this subjeet was the rapid deere_se
in the national debt, to provide for which the lands
in a measure
stood pledged.
As early as 1806,
in view of the ultimate payment of the debt, Jet'ferso_ had suggested
the appropriation
of the
proceeds of the sales of the lands to works of internal improvement
and to the support of edueation.
And between the years 1825 and 1832many
schemes for disposing of the lands by sale or gift
were advanced in congress, many of which were
very questionable
in character.
Indeed,
in December, 1829, it was stated in the house, that "it
seemed as if the four quarters of the Union were
striving
with one another which should get the
most out of these lands.
The appetite for them
appeared
to be insatiable
and uncontrollable."
Claims that had been rejected
at the land offices
were readily allowed by congress.
During the
session of 182,7-8 congress actually gave away to
states and individuals not less than 2,300,000 acres
of choice lands, the donations
for internal
improvements
alone exceeding the sales.
In order to
check further concessions
it was proposed to _,dve
the states a direct interest in the income arising
from the sales of the public lands. Some states laid
claim to the lands themselves.
In 1831 Madison
expressed himself in forcible terms a_ainstaclaim
"so unfair and unjust, so contrary
to the certain
and notorious intentious of the parties to the ease,
and so directly
in the teeth of the condition
on
which the lands were ceded to the Union."
_No
account seems to have been taken of the practical
difficulties connected
with a donation of landsto
the states: the creation of rivals in her own land
markets,
the difficulty
of locating
divisions
of
equal value, and the establishment
of as many
systems of land sales as there were states.In
December,
1829, a resolution
was offered in the
senate by Mr. Foot, of Connecticut,
that the co_,mittee on public 'lands should
inquire into the
expediency
of limiting
the sales of the public
lands to those then in the market, and to suspend
further
surveys.
A spirited
debate followed,
which led up to the famous argument
between
Webster
and Hayne, which involved
a gener01
examination
of the principles of the constitution.
No action was taken.
The secretary of the tressury, in his report for 1331, "submitted
to the
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wisdom of congress to decide upon the propriety
of disposing of all the public lands, in the aggregate, to those states within whose territorial limits
they lie, at a fair price, t_ be settled in such a
manner as might be satisfactory
to all," and the
president raised the question of public lands in
his message for 1832. In the meantime the le_statures of six of the new states had memorialized
congress in favor of a reduction in the price of
lands, and a cession of them to the states inwlneh
they were situated, being substantially
the propositionof the secretary.
The senate instructed
the
committee on manufactures
to report upon these
propositions.
--This
able document,
prepared
by
Mr. Clay, embodies the debates of the previous
years, and clearly states the actual status of the
question.
For this reason a summary
is here
given of its ar,mments.
A reduction
of price, it
asserted, if called for by the public interests, must
be required
either because the government
now
demands more than a fair price for the public
lands, or because the existing
price retards injuriously the settlement
of the new states and
territories.
While it was true that much of the
land then offered might not be intrinsically
worth
the minimum
price fixed by law, there was also
much that was unquestionably
worth more.
If
the'government
was intent upon accelerating
the
sales of the lands, some alteration
in the price
might be made ; but, under the existing regulations, the acquisition
of a home was placed within the reach of every indtLstrious man; and that
the established price was not too high was demonstrated by the rapidity with which the land was
taken when offered.
In fact, the returns given
by the secretary of the treasur_ proved this assertion by showing that the receipts from lands "had
gone be) ond all former example."
Moreover, if
any reduction was made in the priceof the lands,
the value of land throughout
the country,
and
especially of that in the states which contained,
or were nearest to, the public lands, would be
affected.
There would be danger of offering encouragement
to speculation,
and lastly, a reduction would affect injuriously
the interests of the
states, by decreasing the value of the liberalgrants
_)f land made to them for various purpos(_s, much
of which was still in the market.
That large
quantities
of the public
lands remained
unsold
was due to the fact that immigration,
and the
pro_,Tessive increase of population,
were not sufficient to absorb all that was offered ; and if the
quantity thrown upon the market had been quadrupled, the probability
is that not much more
would have been annually
sold than had been
actually u)ld.
On the second point, the increase
of population in the states where the public lands
were situated clearly showed
that no fresh irapulse to immigration
was required.
The population of the seven states embracing
the public
lands had increased by 85 per cent. between 1820
and 1830, that of Illinois
alone showing an increase of more than 185 per cent. ; whereas the
population of the aeventeen states which embraced
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no public lands within their limits had, in the
same period, increased but 25 per cent.
Furthermore, while the population
of the country was
increasing at the rate of 3 per cent. a year, the
demand for public lands increased at the rate of
23 per cent. per annum.
To the complaint made
by some of the states, that by reason of the exemption of lands from taxation an undue proportion of the expenses of government
was thrown
upon the resittent population,
it was answered,
that congress had in many ways made a liberal
compen_tion
for this apparent
injustice:
it had
approprialed
toward internal improvements
5 per
cent. of the m,t proceeds of all sales of public
lands within their limits; that a section of land
in each townshil),
or one thirty-sixth
portion of
the whole of the public lands, had been reserved
for purposes of education;
and that liberal grants
had been made for local and special purposes.
Still, the committee would recommend
a further
grant for internal
improvements,
to the states
having within their boundaries
public lands, of
10 per cent. of the net proceeds of land _les, and
for a limited time a division of the residue among
all the states. -- As to ceding on reasonable terms
the public lands to the several states in which
they might be situated, it would practically
involve a cession of the whole public domain of the
United States;
for as new states were created,
similar
cessions
must be made to them.
This
would mean the relinquishment
of an aggTegate
of 1,090,871,753
acres, or, at the minimum price,
upward of $1,400,000,000.
" If such a measure
could find any justification,
it must arise out of
some radical
and some incurable
defect in the
construction
of the general government
properly
to administer
the public domain.
But the existence of any such defect is contradicted
by the
most successful
experience.
No branch of the
public service has evinced more system, uniformit)" and wisdom, or given more general satisfaction, than that of the administration
of the public
lands."
The states arc not more competent
than
the government
to dispose of the lands, for the
regulations
would lack ultiformity,
and might
lead to contests among themselves.
"Each state
would be desirous
of inviting the .greatest numImr of emigrants,
not only for the laudable parpose of polmlating
rapidly
its own territories,
but with the view to the acquisition
of funds to
enable it to fulfill its engagvments
to the general government.
Collisions between
states would
probably
ari_, and their injurious
consequences
may be imagined.
A spirit of hazardous
speculation would be engendered.
Various schemes
in the new states would
be put afloat to sell
or divide the public lands.
Companies
and cornbinations
would be formed
in this country,
if
not in foreign countries,
presenting
gigantic and
tempting but delusive projects; and the history of
legislation,
in some of the states of the Union,
admonishes
us that a too ready ear is sometimes
given by a majority, in a legislative assembly, to
such projects."
A decisive objection
to such a
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transfer for a fair equivalent was that it would "] curred one of the most curious episodes connected
establish a new and dangerous
relation between [ with the history of the public lands.
Owing to a
the general goverzunent and the new states, that I number of cause,
the chief of which was the
of creditor and debtor; and would involve much
condition of the currency and of banking, an e_a
the same consequences,
save in a higher degTee,
of speculation
and inflation was introduced,
and
that existed between tile general government
and
was at its height in 1835. Curiously
enough, the
individual
debtors under the credit system.
The
public
lands became
an obje_.t of speculation,
states would not be able to pay for their lands at
although
the supply was practically
unlimited.
once, ,rod must incur heavy debts.
If the debtor
and tlle expectation
of any marked rise apparstate failed to pay when the debt matured, how
ently too distant to tempt investment
for merely
could it be forced to pay?
War is the last remespeculative
purposes.
Furtimrmore,
while the
dy betwecn independent
nations, but the relations
prices of all other commodities
were rising, an
between the general government
and the members
abundance
of lands could be had at the minimum
of the confederacy
excluded
all idea of forcc and
price fixed by law.
In 1834 the sales amountcd
war.
Nor would the judiciary be efficient.
"On
to $4,800,000;
in 1835, to $14,700,000;
and in
what would
their process
operate?
Could the
1836, to $24,800,000.
During the fourteen months
property of innocent
citizens
residing within the
between July, 1835, and October, 1836, the sales
limits of the defaulting states be justly seized by the
were extraordinary.
Yet in 1835 neither the presgeneral government,
and held responsible for debts
ident nor the secretary of the treasury appeared
contracted
by _he states themselves
in their soyto realize that there was on foot any great specuereign capacity ? If a mortgage
upon the lands
lation in the public lands.
Jackson
appeared to
ceded were retained, that mortgage would prevent
regard the increase as a proof of the prosperity of
or retard subsequent
sales by the states, anti if inagriculture,
and even hinted at a reduction in tim
dividuals
bought,
subject to the incumbrance,
a minimum price; while the secretary of thc tre2,sury
parental
government
could never resort to the
was so little impressed with the real situation that
painful measure of disturbing
them in their poshe cstimated
the probable
receipts
for 1836 at
sessions."
"Delinquency
on the part
of the
$4,000,000, whcreas in fact they were more than
debtor states would be inevitable, and there would
eight times as large.
"The rcceipts for the ]_ds
be no effectual remedy for the delinquency.
They
consisted
largely of notes of irresponsible
banks.
would come again and again to congress, solicitLand speculators
organized
a ' bank,' got it aping time and indulgence,
until, finding the weight
pointed a deposit bank if they could, issued notes,
of the debt intolerable, congress, wearied by reiterborrowed them and bought land; the notes were
ated applications
for relief, would finally resolve
deposited, they borrowed
them again, and so on.
to sponge the debt; or, if congress attempted
to enThere was, of course, little specie in the west, on
force its payment, another and a worse alternative
account of the flood of paper money."
In conwould be embraced.
_ * Upon full and thorgress Benton attempted
to pa_ a bill that nothing
ough consideration,
the committee
have come to
but gold or silver should betaken for public lands,
the conclusion
that it is inexpedient
either to re- but failed.
But on July 11, 1836, the president
duce the price of the public lands, or to cede them to
issued the famous
"specie circular"
which made
the new states."-This report was not, of course,
this requirement.*
It not only caused great insatisfactory
to those who desired to distribute
freeconvenience
and discontent
in the west, but al_)
ly the land or proceeds among the states, and the
precipitated
a crisis by drawing
specie from the
bill reported
by the committee
on manufactures
eastern banks, already hard pr_sed
by the specuwas promptly
rcfen'ed to the committee on public
lative period, which had then reached its culminalands, which but for political reasons would have
lion. In December congress passed an act rescindhad cogniz.anee of the matter from the first, and a
ing the circular,
but it was vetoed by the presivery different report was made.
The report of Mr.
dent. _ In February,
1837, Calhoun introduced a
Clay _,-as declared to be "founded
in error both
measure for ceding, the public lands to the new
in its principles
and its details; " its rccommenstates, but the reason he gave will not bear serious
datious were rejected, and, in place of them, the
criticism:
"to place the senators and representacommittee
recommended
the minimum
price of
tires from the new states on an equality
with
one dollar per acre, such lands as remained in the
those from the old, by withdrawing
our local conmarket
more than five years to be sold at fifty
trol, and breaking the vassalage under which they
cents per acre, and finally, the distribution
of
are now placed."
In the same session a bill for
15 per cent. of the proceeds among the states,
A
graduating
tim price of unsold lands passed the
bill eml_lying
Mr. Clay's recommendations
was
senate, but failed to be acted upon in the house.
passed by both houses of congress, but was vetoed
A new factor now appeared.
Many of the states
by the president,
and in such a way as effectually
had emerged from the period of speculation
with
to prevent its being passed over his veto, a suffiheavy debts, which were chiefly held in England.
cient majority in both houses being in favor of the
About two hundred
millions of dollars were due
bill.
His main objection
to it was, that it prefrom states and corporations
to creditors
in Euvented any reduction in the price of the land.
In
rope.
(Benton.)
"These
debts were in stocks,
1885 Mr. Clay again passed his bill through the
senate, but it was lost in the house.--Now
oc* ,_ similar taw wa_ puaed ia ISLS.
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much depreciated by the failure, in many instances,
4) pay the accruing interest; in some instances, failure to provide for the principal.
These creditors
became uneasy, and wished the fc_leral govern.ment to assume their debts.
As early as the year
1_38 this wish began to be manifested;
in the year
18¢_9it was openly expressed;
in the year 1840 it
h,(.ame a regular question, mixing itself upin our
presidential
election,
and openly engaging
the
aetivecxertion
of foreigners."
This was Benton's
statement, and it iscerlain that he made toomuch
of the proposition.
In January, 1840, Mr. Grundy,
of Tennessee, presented a report on it, which conrained the following:
" We, therefore,
conclude
that the application
of the moneys arising from
the sah_ of public
lands to the payment of said
dc,bts, or their distribution
among the stat_
for
such purpo_s,
is as unjust, inexpedient
and un(,onqtitutionalas
a similar application
of any other
portion of the public revenue;
and, moreover,
in
direct violation of the terms and spirit of the comp:_cts of the cession."
Mr. _¥cbstcr stat_,d that
hc did not know of a man in congress who held
that the government
had any more right to pay
the debts of a state than those of a private individual.
Some color was gi_'en to the charge by
the lirst mc.s.,,age of President
Tyler.
Although
repudiating any assumption
by the government
of
thedebts of the states, he recommended
adistributi_n among the states of the proceeds of the sales
of the public lands; and intimated
that such a
mea_urcwould
cause an immediate advance in the
l)ri(,c of the state securities.
A measure embodying such a distribution,
with many other features,
suc,h as a gift of 500,000 acres of land to the
new statcs, and pre-emption
rights to settlers, was
pa_sed in 1841, and spite of the fact that the condillon of the national finances was not such as to
warrant the lo_ of the land revenue.
A further
provision connccted
it with the tariff.
"If, at any
time during the existence of this act, duties on imported goods should be raised above the rate of
the 20 per centum on the value as provided in the
e(_mpromise act of 1833, then the distribution
of
the land revenue should be suspended."
In like
manner the tariff act pas.,_] in the same session
pl'ovided that if any duly exceeding 20 per centum
on the value shall be levied before June 30, 1842,'
it should not stop the distribution
of the land
r('_(,nue as provided
for in the distribution
act.
Bt)th tariff and distribution
acts remained in force
Ic,_,_than a year.
The progress from relief acts to
a di,tribution
of proceeds
of the sales of lands
x_a, logi(ud, but the principles embodied
in these
many acts were bad, and undoubtedly
strained
tit(; c()n_titutional
powers
of the government,
Propositions of a like character are met with in
after years, but as they never reached an issuc,
there is no necessity for special mention.
The
results of such measures were so clearly pointed
()tit I)y J_kson,
in his eighth annual message, as
t4) wavrant its quotation.
"All will admit that
the simplicity and economy of the state govern_ents mainly depend on the fact that money has
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to be supplie_t to support them by the same men,
or their agents, who vote it away in appropriations.
Hence, when there are extravagant
and
wasteful
appropriations,
there must be a eorresponding
increase in taxes ; and the people, becoming awakened,
will necessarily
_crutinize the
character
of measures which thus increase their
burdens.
By the watchful
eye of self interest,
the agents of the peol)le in the state governments
are repressed anti kcpt within the limits of a just
economy.
But if the necessity of levying
the
taxcs be taken from those who make the appropriations and thrown upon a more distant and less
responsible set of public agents, who have power
to approach the people 1)y an indirect and stealthy
taxation,
there is reason to fl, ar that prc_tigality
will soon supersede
those characteristit:s
which
have thus far made us look with so much pride
and confidence
to the state governments
as the
main-st_y
of our Union and liberties
The state
legislatures,
instead of studying
to restrict
their
state expenditurcs
to the smallest possible sum,
will claim credit for their profusion, and harass
the general government
for increased
supplies.
Practically
there would soon be but one taxing
power, and that vested in a b(nly of men far
removed
from the peoplc, in which the farming
and mechanic
interests wouJd scareely be rcpresented.
The states would
gradually
lose their
purity, as well as their independencc;
they would
not dare to murmur
at the proceedings
of the
general
government,
lest they should lost, their
supplies;
all would be merged in a practical consolidation,
cemented
by widc-spread
corruption,
which would only be eradicated
by one of those
bloody revolutions
which occasionally
overthrow
the despotic systems of the old world." -- Coupled
with propositions
for graduating
the price of the
public lands, for ceding the lands to the states, or
di_ributing
the proeecds
from sale._ among the
states, were measures
for extending the privilege
of pre-emption
to actual settlcrs.
Pre-cmption
gives a settler thc first right or preference to purchase as against those who may wish to purchase
and hold for invcstment
or speculation.
It is _,
premium
to those who make a permanent
_ttlement on thc land with the intention of cultivating
it. and making a home.
"The essential conditions
of a pre-cmption
ape actual entry up_)n, residence
in a dwelling,.and
improvement
and cultivation
of a tract of land."
The right or privilege
thus
conferred
was first exerci.,,ed in the case of those
who had suffered from the Symme_s purchase, but
between the date of the first pre-emption
act anti
the year 1841 no less than sixteen such acts were
passed.
In fat:t, some such measure was necc.ssary in order to prevent injustice
to those who
had entercd upon and cultivated
public lands hefore they had been surveyed and opened to settlement.
In its eagerness
to secure the best lands
the population
tended to overpass
the surveyed
lanck_ and settle in the wilds, and this tendency
was greatly aggravated by the speculation in lands
in 1885-7, when nearly all the best lands that were
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in the market were controlledby companies or localities
with peculiaror additionalfeatures,
but
singleproprietors,who had purchased for pur- ithas always,and tothisday containsthe germ of
poses of speculation. Thus in 183_, "in that actualsettlement,
under which thousandsof homes
part of Wisconsin which lieswest of the Missis- have been made and landsmade productive,yieldsippi,there are supposed to be from thirtyto ing a profitin crops to the farmer,and incressfiftythousand inhabitants.Over thisregioncon- ing the resourcesof the nation." (Report of
gre_ has extended civilgovernment, established land commission, p. 215.)--The next important
courts of law, and encouraged the building of move in respectto the disposingof the public
villages
and towns; and yetthe land has not been lands was taken in 1850. As earlyas1802 a graJ1t
brought into the market for sale,except itmay
of land for public improvements in Ohio had
be small quantitiesfor the sitesof villagesand been made to thatstate,and in lateryears gr'Int_
towns. In other parts of Wisconsin a similar for wagon roads,for internalimprovements and
stateof things exists,
especially
on and near the for canals,were from time to time allowed. Beborder of Lake Michi_o'an,
where numerous settle-tween 1824 and 1866 more than four millionsof
raents have been made and commercial towns acres of land had been given to fivestatesfor
erected,some of them alreadyof considerableira- canal purpcxscs,
and allof thisbut some 700,000
portance, but where the titleto the land still acreswas ceded prior to 1853. But a more iraremains in the government. Similarcasesexist portantagent oftransportation--therailroad--was
in Indiana,Illinois
and Michigan, and probably being introduced,and in a few years superseded
alsoin the southwesternstates."(Wcbstcr.) To
allother agencies. In 1833 congressauthorized
oust thesesettlers
from theirholdingsappearedto the stateof Illinois
todiverta canalgrant and to
be a gross injustice,
and yet any faw)r shown to apply itto the constructionof a railroad,
but it
them would only open the door to futureabuses, was not utilizedby the state. As showing the
Itwas saidthatpre-emptionencouraged squatters, small be_nnings made in thesegrants,itisinterthat it enabled a man to settleupon a tractof eatingto note,that,in a grant made two years
land and not pay forituntilforced to,and that later,
only thirtyfeeton each sideof the lineof
itwas a bounty to the speculatorand intruder, the road through the public lands,with use of
On the other hand, itwas urged that the privi- timber within 800 feeton eithersideand tenacres
lege of pre-emption served to invitethe immigra- at terminus,were given. This was little
more
tion of foreigners,and to encourage the actual than the right of way.
In 1836 another grant
settlementand cultivation
of the land,and thatit only a little
more liberalwas made to a proj_ted
was not a bounty, gratuityor donation,but merely southern line. Easements were granted forneca rightof previouspurcha_ at a fixedprice. Up
essarydepots,water stationsand workshops, in
_o theyear 1840 the privilege
of pre-emptionwas blocksof not more than fiveacres on thelineof
generallyconferred only by specialenactments, the road, and adjacent,and at leastfifteenmiles
_nd such laws, being chieflyof a temporary apart. Materialfor construction(earth,stone or
nature and applying only to a certainclassof timber)might be taken from the public land,.
settlers
who had made entryupon land beforethe These early acts,however, receivedand indeed
<'late
mentioned in the law,were infactbut relief calledfor little
attention. It was not until1850
acts. In 1840 a movement toward a permanent that congress was again callc_lupon to aid in
pre-eraptionlaw was started,
and under the stira- the constructionof railroads,
but itsaction wa._
nlus of the presidential
campaign of thatyear,in then very differentfrom what itwas in 183Y)-6.
which the log c_Lbin--thesymbol of frontierlife The important points of the act of September,
_played an important part,the act of Septcra- 18,50,which made a grant to Illinois
of land to
her, 1841, which was supplemented by the act aid the constructionof a railroad
(theIllinois
Cenof March 5, 1843,was passed by congress. The
tra])wcre as follows: Alternatesections(even
right of pre-emption was, however, confined to numbered) for six sectionsin width on either
surveyed lands only By laws passed in 1853and side of the road and branches wcre granted;
1854 the privilegewas extended to unsurveyed and if any of this land was alreadylegallyoccurlands, thus giving every facility,tothe speedy pied,the road could inlieu take a likeamount of
settlementof the public domain. Itwill be well un_cupied land within fifteen
miles of the road.
to speak here of the originand resultof thus This is known as the indemnity practice. The
offeringthe specialprivilege
of pre-empting lands, price of lands situatedwithin the grants and reeven if we have to anticipatesomewhat. "The
rained by the government was raisedto $2.50 l_'r
pre-emptionsystem arose from the ne_'essities
of acre (double minimum), the former pricebein_
settlers,
and through a seriesof more than fifty- $1.25 peracre(singleminimum). This was to h_seven yearsof experience in attempts to sellor demnify the government for the lands granted,
otherwisedisposeof the publiclands. The early and was believedto be juston account of the adidea of salesfor revenue was abandoned, and a vantage accruing tothe purchaser of having the
plan of disl_)sition
for homes was substituted, means of reachingthe markets with hisproduce.
The pre-emption system was the resultof law, Itwas furtherstipulated
thatthe road was to b_,
experience,executive
orders,departmentalrulings, a public highway, to be used by the government
and judicialconstruction. It has been many
freeof tollor other charges,and the mails were
phased, and was applied by special acts to special
to be carried at price_ to be fixed by congress.
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The whole expense of construction
was defrayed
grants to railroads to June, 1880, were all availsfrom the proceeds of the land sales, and, in lieu
ble, and if the corporations,
state and national,
of the charter and franchises
received from Illibuilt their roads and complied with the laws, it.
nots, the raih'oad
stipulated
to pay to the state
would require 215,000,000 acres of land to satisfy
from 5 to 7 per cent. on its gross receipts.
"The
their requirements,
or only 6,000 square miles less
state thus far has received, in interest alone (the
than the area of the original thirteen states.
This
Illinois Central railroad's
gross income being a estimate was, however, too large, and the figures
l_,rpetual sourceof
income to the state), more than
we first gave ai'e nearly correct.
Many of these
$3 per acre.
The state debt of Illinois, Sept. 14, grants have lap,d,
and by appropriate
legislation
1_0, was $265,000, which will be paid Jan. 1, the land may revert to the United States.-To go
1881, from cash now in hand; and thus the state
back a little, not content with a pre-emption
law,
will be free from debt, and the income from this
in 1854 a graduation
act was passed to "cheapen
railroad will constitute
a fund for state expenses,
the price of lands long in market for the benefit
doing away, to a great extent, with the necessity
of actualsettlers
and for adjoining farms."
Lands
of taxation for state purposes.
The income from
which had been in the market for more than ten
this source in 1879 was over $325,477.38."
The
years were sold to actual settlers at prices ranging
h)tal number of acres given under this grant was
from 12½ cents to $1 per acre, according
to the
2,595,053. -- In 1852 grants
for railroads
were
time they had been offered without being taken.
made to Missouri, and in 1853 to Arkansas.
In
Lands of ten years' standing were appraised at $1
June, 1854, a cession was made to the territory
per acre ; of fifteen years, 75 cents ; of twenty,
of Minnesota
(an unusual
act, as a territory
was
50 cents: and so on. The act was repealed in
not a sovereignty),
but it was repealed two months
1862; but under the law P_'i,696,419 acres were
later.
In 1856 and 1857 further grants were made,
disposed of.-- About 1852 a homestead law, or the
in every case to the states themselves.As early
granting
of free homes f_;om and on the public
as 1845 steps were taken to secure government
aid
domain,
became a national
question,
and was
for the construction
of a transcontinental
road,
pushed
by the "free.soil
democracy."
In the
but little was accomplished
till CaJifornia was adyears that elapsed between 1852 and 1862, when a
mitred into the Union, in 1850. From 1850 till
homestead bill was pas._ed, the contest was severe
1862 the debates of Congress contain the record
and bitter, and was marked
by a good deal of
of a large number of bills, resolutions,
petitions
foolish
rant on the subject of land ownership.
and reports upon this project, and the war departThe free-soil democrats in national convention
in
ment organized
and executed a series of surveys
1852 inserted
the following
in their platform :
from the Mississippi
river to the Pacific ocean
"that the public lands of the United States belong
in order to determine
the most practicable
and
to the people, and should not be sold to individeconomical route for such a road.
The political
uals, nor granted to corporations,
but should be
parties look up the subject.
In 1856 the dcmoheld as a sacred trust for thebenefit
of the people,
crats, in a national
convention
at Cincinnati,
and should be granted in limited quantltie.% free
adopted a resolution
asserting
that it was the
of cost, to landless settlers."
In 1859 the contest
duty of the federal government
to exercise all its
in congress
centred upon a homestead bill which
constitutionalpower
to aid in building the raih'oad
gave heads of families the right to enter, free of
to the Pacific, and the democratic
platform
of cost, 160 acres of public lands.
The bill passed
1860 declared that the party stood pledged to aid
the house, but failed in the senate.
In 1860 a
the construction
of the road by such means as measure passed both houses of congress bywhich
were constitutional.
The republicans
took a like
a head of a family might enter upon a quarter
stand.
In July, 1862, the Union Pacific railroad
section of land, and after tlle expiration
of five
wn._ incorporated
by a direct act of congress, and
years might purchase
the same at twent?-five
the grant of land was made to the corporation,
cents pcr acre.
The bill further
provided that
thus marking a complete
change in the system.
"all lands lying within
the limits of a state,
The company
was given right of way, allowwhich have been subject to sale at private entry,
a,ces for shops, stations, etc., and in aid of conand which remain unsold after the lapse of thirty
struction, every alternate
section of public land
years, shall be * * ceded to the state in which
(odd numhered),unless
previously disposed of, re- rile same shall be situated."
President
Buchanan
served or mineral (without
indemnity
provision),
vetoed the measure, on the ground that it was
to the extent of five alternate sections per mile on
unequal
and unjust.
In 1862 a homestead
bill
either side of the road.
It would take too ruuch
was passed, and this, with the amendments
since
._pace to trace the subsequent
legislation
on this
adopted, forms the law" a_ it stands to-day.
Consubject, or even to summarize
the results.
That
cerning it, the land commission
says: "The pre_
more properly bvlon_o_ to the subject of railroads,
cut homestead
law contains
all the beneficial
From 1850 to 1872 a total of 155,504,994 acreswas
features of the pre-emption
act, with the addi_anted for railroad construction,
of which more
tions suggested
by experience
and the changed
th'ln half was given in the years 1862 and 1864.
condition of national life.
The eighth section of
Willis Drummond,
Jr. (in Major Powelrs Report I the act contains the substance of the pre-emption
on the "Lands
of the Arid Region,"
1878) esti- I act in the matter of purchase.
* * It conta'ins
mated, that if the lands embraced in limits of [ one feature as broad in its terms and as beneficial
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in its principle as the domain it covers.
It is as
follows:
' 1_0 land acquired under the provisions
of this act shall, in any event, become liable to
the satisfaction
of any debt or debts contracted
prior to the issuing of the patent therefor.'
The
homestead
act is now the approved and preferred
method of acquiring
title to the public lands.
It
has stood the test of eighteen years, and was the
outgrowth
of a system extending through nearly
•
eighty years ; and now, within
the circle of a
hundred
-veals since the United States acquired
the first of her public land% the homestead
act
stands as tim concentrated
wisdom of legBtation
for a settlement
of the public lands.
It protects
the government,
it fills the states with homes, it
builds up communities,
and l_sens the chane_
of social and civil dis_)rder by- giving , ownership of
the soil, in small tracts, to the occupants thereof.
It was copied from no other nation's
system.
It was originally
and distinctively
American,
and remains
a monument
to its ori_nators."-Such, in brief, has been the history of the public
lands in this country.
There
are a number of
other important
measw'es that have been adopted
for pre_rving
and disposing of these lands, such
ns the land bounties for military and naval service, the 2, 3 and 5 per cent. funds granted
to
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the states out of the proceeds of sales of lands,
the Indian and military reservations,
scrip lands,
timber and timber-culture
laws, and a flood of
donations,
public and private;
but they need only
be mentioned
here, as many will be treated
in
other parts of this work. -- Star/strips. According
to _limates
the aggregate area of the public lands
of the United States disposed of and remaining
on June 30, 1880, was 2,894,235.91
square miles,
or, 1,852,310,987
acres.
The territory
now ineluded within the ltmits of Tennessee was not dis-
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posed of under the direction of the executive department of the general government,
and deducting this, the actual public domain is 1,821,700,9'22
acres.
Up to June 30, 1880, there have been surveyed in the land states and territories, 752,557,195
acres of the public
domain,
and there remain
to be surveyed,
1,069,143,727
acres.
The sur-

1880, the public domain had cost $121,846,746.$5
more than it had realized.
It is estimated
that
the value of the lands yet to be disposed of is, un.
der existing laws, $1,159,921,661.
-- The land has
been in part disposed of as follows :
Cash sales, tneludingpre.emptions, etc., aud probably 30,0G0,000ormore aeres aecounted for under ._eres
other acts, and commutation of homesteads... 169,8;_2,5t,_
Donation acts, Florida, Oregon, Washington and
New :Mexico.................................
8.0i_ 7q7
Landbonnties, military and naval service ........
61,0"284._
State
selections
(act of 1842)for internal improve- 7,806.:';}4
ments
.........................................

veyed lands yet undispo_d
of are estimated
at
204,802,711.12
acres, which, with the unsurveyed,
make a total of 1,278,946,488.12
acres of land
still the property of the United
States, and subject to disposition;
from which must b_ deducted
the grants to railroads and private
land claims.
Since the passage of the ordinance
of 1785 to
June 30, 1880, a total net sum of $200,702,849.11
has been realized
by thc national
government
from the sales of lands, fees, etc., as follows:

1,07_$43 _
_-,_,_
2.'_
118(_5
t_0S,0_,_7
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From which must be deducted
tim amounts paid
to tbe states ($7,856,808.03),
making a net total of
$200,702,849.11.
The total cost of the public domain, purchases
and cessi0ns, surveying
and expenses of disposition,
extinguishing
Indian title_.
etc., has been $322,049,595.96,
so that to June 30,

Salin_ granted to states .........................
_5!_.!_;
Town sites and county seats .....................
148.91,;
Railroad land grants patented ...................
45.{'_5o.lr._;
canal grants ....................................
4._'2_.07_
Military wagon-road grants ......................
:1,301_lo
Mineral lands sold since 1865....................
148 ,21
Hom_teads (other than commuted) .............
55 667.o
Scrip lands......................................
2 8!}3,)l
1787. Sold at New York, 72,974acres (cash) .... $ 117,108._
Coal lands ......................................
10,7.'_}
1790. Soldat Iht_burgh, 148,44_acres (eertiflStone and ttmber aet_, 1878.....................
,20.78-'
cares and land warrants) .............
100,4'2758 Swamp and overflowed lands to stat_ ...........
69,206.3-*"
17M. To state of Penn_ylvama (certificates of
Ot_hmtlon act, 1M4.............................
_,696,,11q
public debt) ...........................
151,64025 I Schools, semmarlesand agrlcultoral eoUeg_ ..... ,/8.{k59.13'_
1792..To John Cleve_ Symmes, 27'2,5,10aems
Area held under thetlmbereultureact ...........
9,3-t66_
(army warrantS).......................
_88,_.00
l)_ert land act ..................................
897,1b0
To Ohio Co., 892,900 acres (certlfloatt.'_
•
_ armywarrants)
....................
642,8M._6
: _AOT_IOR_.
A_6_'_z_ft
__,
vols.on
....................................
S L_,)ol,71m.mI Public Lands; _'s
A_M,guf,_,ma_qf tl_ _fiates
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of Congress, and the Congr_
Globe and Re_
ord; the Repartsof t_ General Land O._e, and later, of the Secretary of the Inlerior; Works of Hamitton, Webster, Clay, Calhoun and .Adams. The most
complete record of legislation
respecting
public
lands is to be found in tile Report of the f_and Cornmission, Exec. Doc. 47, part 4, H. of R., 46th congress, 3d session.
There are also a number of reports on the same subject to be found among the
public documents.
WORVrm_OTO._ C. FORD.
PUBLIC
LANBS_ Office of. This bureau of
the interior department
at Washington
is in charge
of an officer styled the commissioner
of the gcneral land office, which is his legal title, although
lie is generally
known
as commissioner
of the
public lands.
The first official designation
of
such an office was byact of April 25, 1812, which
established it in the department
of the treasury.;
but the duties were greatly
enlarged
in 1836
(5 Stat. at Large, p. 107), and the commissioner
was placed under the immediate
direction of the
president.
The office was placed under the sccrctary of the interior at the creation of that department in 1849. The duties of the commissioner
are to discharge
or supervise
all executive
acts
appertaining
to the surveying
and sale of the public lands of the United States.
He is to record
and issue all patents for land under the authority
of the government,
whether
on private
claims,
homestead or timber-culture
entry, pre-emption
claims, entry by land warrants,
or congressional
_ants to states or corporations
for education or
public improvements.
Being thus charged with
the care of the entire public domain, the office
involves great responsibility
and legal knowledge,
Besides the commissioner,
whose salary is $4,000,
there is a recorder of the general land office, likewise appointed
by the president and senate, and
three principal clerks (of surveys, of public lands,
and on private land claims), besides a secretary
to the president
to sign land patents under the
.-(:al of the office, all of whom are appointed
by
the president.
The general land office employs
a h)lal force of 218 clerks,
costing $287,820 in
1_2.
The commissioner
is required to make an
:mnual report to congress, embracing all the statistic_ of surveys and sales of public lands during
the year.
These reports make a valuable series
of volumes.
Extensive maps of the United States,
showing the public domain unappropriated,
are
issued from time to time; also, circulars of infvrmati_)n regarding the method of purchase or
free entry of any of the public lands, which may
be had an application to the commissioner.
The
rommi_ioner,
and all officers and clerks in the
general land office, are forbidden
by law to purchase or to become interested in the purchase of
any of the public lands.
All the accounts
connee.ted with the public lands arc audited in the
general land office. The large number of clerks
required for the current business of the land office
are in the interior department building,
A. R. BI'OFFO_O.
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PUBLIC
OPINION.
The power of public
opinion has vastly increased in the civilized world
in the last century.
Even those who affect to
scorn it, can not deny this, and the statesman
is
compelled
to take this new "great
power" into
consideration.
It has become the authority
of the
uneducated
masses as well as the study of philosophers.
What, then, is public opinion? Whereon
does its power rest ? Whcrc are its organs ? At
what does it aim ?--When
a religious impulse
takes hold of the mavises, as in times of the foundation of new, or the reformation
of old, religions,
and carries them in a definite direction, we do not
call the expression of this common religious scntimcnt "public
opinion "; but we arc inclined to
characterize
the general, though
sometimes
boisterous, utterance of a popular political desire, as a
demand
of public opinion.
Whence this difference?
Public opinion always supposes free judgment, which is possible in political affairs, but unusual in religious emotions.
Therefore,
without
cultivation
of the reasoning powers and the capability of judging, there can be no public opinion;
it can only thrive in freedom.
The ancients knew
it well and esteemed it highly.
Vt_x populi voz
Dei.In the middle ages public opinion could
make but httle progress.
Barl)arians knew nothing of it, and despotism
stifled it. It is neither
the opinion of the mighty nor that of a few sages:
it is principally
the opinion of the great middle
classes.
In the same proportion
as the middle
classes give their attention
to public affairs and
form an opinion on their political interests,
the
power of public opinion prevails; and the more
influential
the middle classes become, the more
respect public opinion commands.
Hence its great
significance
in the present : for the influence of
the middle classes has never been greater in the
state than now. -- It is a radical exaggeration
to
declare public opiuion
infallible,
and to ascribe
mastery to it as a matter of right.
)Ien with a
deep insight into public life and its requiremcnts
have never been very numerous,
and it is very
uncertain
whcther
they can succeed in making
their opinion public opinion.
The minority of
learned men and philosophers
seldom agrees with
the large majority of the middle classes.
The
common judgment
of the educated classes, even,
is almost always superficial.
It is impossible for
them to know all the particulars
and discover all
the causes on which the decision
of important
affairs depends.
Public opinion may be disturbed,
or may even be artfully misled by the momentary
p_sions
of the multitude.
A single prominent
individual
may judge aright
where every one
about him judges falsely.
But, preposterous
as
such overrating
of public opinion may be, the
haughty contempt with which many doctrinarians
look down upon it, and the yam scorn for it of
petty minds, are no less foolish.
Even if public
opinion is misguided
and fallsinto error, it should
not be treated with contempt and sneered at, because it is an intellectual
power which has an irreaistible influence on the rise and downfall
of
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leading statesmen and on the destiny of nations,
is it desirous of ruling.
It leaves the government
It is almost impossible, with the representative
to those intrusted with it. It is not a creative, but
constitutions
of to-day, that a system opposed to
pre-eminently
a controlling,
power
It is no part
public opinion should long remain dominant.
But
of the public authority,
but belongs to the hathe value of public opinion has a deeper cause
tional life.
Only exceptionally
does it change
than tile external
influence it exercises.
Do not
from its passive attitude
to an active one, when
all political order and all law, in the l_t analysis,
the course pursued
by those administering
public
rest upon the common consciousness
of nations?
affairs is in opposition to it. It is a public power,
and in this is not the wisdom of the Creator manibut not a public force.
BLV'NTSCHLI.
fest, who has given human nature a moral conscience as well as logical intellectual
power, so
PUBLIC
POLICY.
This term, in legal accepthat it may understandingly
and morally discrim,
tatton, denotes the principle
of government
and
inate between right and wrong, and decide what
law which aims at the general welfare, as disis useful or injurious
to the public welfare?
The
tinguished
from the welfare of particular
individpublic conscience, and particularly
public opinion,
uals, and courts of law do not allow their declare chiefly developed
in the middle classes, and
sions to conflict with this public policy.
Our
hence so much importance
is to be attached
to
tribunals
do not confine their justice to the parties
their judgment,
where there is question
of the
before them.
As plaintiff and defendant
are rvpinterests
of the community,
i. e., of the state.resented by counsel, so the people is represented
"Public
opinion," writes Niebuhr, "is that opin,_y the court, and it is its duty to protect the in.
ion which arises in minds uncontrolled
by perterests of the people.
A litigant might prove the
sonal influence--an
influence which might mislead
clearest right to relief, so far as his adversary is
those in power_that
opinion which, in spite of the
concc_-ned, and yet if his right would in any way
difference in individuals
and of the very different
injure the public, it must be denied.
There are
conditions
or situations
in Which they are placed,
three kinds of relief which the court is bound to
is so unanimously
expressed,
and not merely re- refuse on public grounds, viz.. first, that which
peated by one man after another, that it may be
conflicts with positive law, the expressed wish and
taken as an utterance of universal
truth and reacommand
of the people, e. g., relief based on a
son, and even as the voice of G(Td himseff."
Pubcontract to evade the revenue laws by smuggling;
lic opinion may be compared_o
the chorus in
second, that which is immoral
or ¢_ra_ra bo_ws
ancient tragedy, which, observing the actions and
raores, i. e., which would have an immoral effect
sufferings
of the drama_so_,
gives expreson the public, such as a judg'ment for rent under
sion to the emotions and 5-_ions
of the common
the lease of a house for disorderly
purposes; third,
consciousness
of all.
On the whole, it is equivaall other relief which can interfere with the publent to the verdict of a jury in a case of law. -]ic welfare.
Each of these three classes of cases
Public opinion is formed
by innumerable
impresmay properly
be said to be "against
public polsions and observations,
by deliberations
in the
icy," but this expression is usually confined to the
various spheres of society.
But it is always con.
last class, and the claims of positive law and pubtrolled and determined
by the public conscience
lic morality are permitted .to stand by themselves.
and the established
principles of the nation.
It
-- The third class of cases is somewhat
indefinite.
manifests
itseff in the most varied forms, in frec
The common law always strove to be definite, and
public speech, in the.family,
in the drawing room
sought for exact precedents.
Hence a general
and the tavern, in meetings of every kind, and,
discretionary
power in the court to declare that a
above all, in the press and the national represcntacontract or will is void as against public policy,
tions of "the people.
In the latter it becomes even
would
seem to be repugnant
to the established
an organic political expression,
while otherwise
it rules of law.
Such a power has, however, been
manifests itself in a more unorganized
and changeheld to exist, and, as might have been expected, it
able manner.
It sometimes
fluctuates,
like life
gained currency
in an anomalous way.
The genitself, but it is also susceptible
of instruction,
and
eral principle, that a condition in a contract which
often follows the leaders who are competent
to
is "againstthe
general good "can not be enforced,
communicate
ideas to the educated classes and to
was recognized in F_ngland at a very early date in
influence
them.
Public opinion courts criticism,
Shcppard's
" Touchstone."
Bracton
hints at it
while it is not unreceptive of enlightenment
offered
(book iii., p. 100), and lord Coke _ems to regard
by superior minds. In the same degree that schools
as void those conditions which are "repugnant
to
and means for the education of the young are prothe state."
Still, the law on the subject was not
vided, the public sense and love of truth and jusdeveloped and formulated
until a much later day,
rice increase.
Besides, public opinion is subject
when it became closely associated
and even idento the direction of the prevailing
spirit of the age,
tiffed with the law of wagers.
The English judgc_
by which it is determined and moved.
But, once
had by some mischance decided that wagers could
its judgment has been fixed, determined
by the
be enforced
at law, although in other civilized
pressure of some general necessity, it becomes a countries the contrary rule prevailed.
They dispower which cruahes all imprudent
resistanceand
covered afterward
how pernicious
the effects of
which commands attention. -- It is not true, that
betting were, and how much of the time of the
public opinion _,since
it can neither ru}e, nor . cour_ w_ was_ed in determining trivial questions,
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but R was too late to retract.
They could not
affront a friendly state.
Consequently it is held
then hold all wagers illegal, but they found some
that "as the presumed object of war is as much
relief in the doctrine of public policy.
Whenever
to cripple the enemy's commerce as to capture his
they could, they decided that particular
wagers
property, a declaration of war imports a prohibiwere invalid, as against public policy, and they
tion of commercial
intercourse
and corresponddisplayed considerable
ingenuity in extending the
encc with the inhabitants of the enemy's country,
number of such cases.
Thus, a wager on the sex
and that such intercourse is illegal," (Esposito vs.
of a third person was held void, as it tended to
Bowdcn, 7 Ellis & Blackb., 763, 779); and a con.
call forth indecent evidence, although
such evitract between citizens of twe countries is annulled
deuce would not be considered-an objection in any
by a subsequent war, as it is against public policy
other case.
A bet upon an election wa_ not ento enforce it.
"On the principles of the English
forced, as it might have influenced votes, and the
law, it is not competent to any subject to enter into
public is interested in removing
such influence
a contract to do anything
which may be detrifrom the polls.
In short, any wager upon public
mental to the interests of his own country."
matters would have been held bad, because it (Furtado vs. Rogers, 3 B. & P., 191, 198.) The
would have created a dangerous interest in public
second division, viz., of contracts,
etc., injurious
affairs.
So in Gilbert vs. Sykes, 16 East, 150,
to the government
in its domestic relations and
(1812), it appeared that in 1802 Sir Marks Sykes
the administration
of justice, embraces all agreereceived a hundred guineas from one Gilbert,
ments contemplating
the hribery of public officers,
promising in return to pay Gilbert a guinea a day
cxceutivc,
legislative or judicial, or of any person
until the death of Napoleon
Bonaparte, who was
having some public duty to perform, such as
then first consul.
The wager arose out of a convoting.
The leading English case on the doctrine
versation upon the probability of his assassination,
of public policy is Egerton _a. Earl Brounlow,
4
LordEllenborough,
thechiefjustice,said,
"WhenHouse of Lords Cases, 1, and it has reference to
ever the tolerating of any species of contract has
corrupt influence of this kind.
The earl of Bridgea tendency to produce a public mischief or inconwater died leaving a will, in which he left a very
venience, such a contract hasbcea heid to be void. " large estate to a certain legatee on condition that
The court decided thst this contract was illegal,
he should obtain the title of duke or marquis of
as it would naturally create a desire to assassinate
Bridgewater.
The house of lords held the eondia public enemy, coqtrary to the law of nations,
lion invalid, as it held out a temptation
to the
In the ease of Elth_tm vs. Kingsman,
1 Barn. & legatee to indulge in bribery in endeavoring
to
Aid., 688, (1818), the rule was carried to an exobtain the title.
In short, contracts creating an
treme, although the court disposed of the issue on
interest at variance
with a duty axe void.
The
another point.
One proprietor of livery carriages
sale of offices is also against public policy.
So is
at Cheltenham het watches with another proprletor
the assignment
of salary, not yet due, by a pubthat a 'certain Col. I_ngford
would go to the astic officer.
It is for the interest of the l_ublic that
sembly in his "fly by night" (a vehicle) and no
he should be able to support himself _ hile he is
other. The court held .that the wager was void,
in office. _.ud he can not place his future salary
because it would tend to subject Long'ford to great
out ot his power.
Agai'n, it is illegal to compound
ineonv_ai___
by exposing him to the importunia felony or misdemeanQr,
viz., to refrain from its
tics of the proprietors of these vehicles, one of the
prosecution for any consideration.
This is against
juages remarking
that "any person
who has
public policy, because it frustrates justice; and,
walked through Piccadilly
must be sensible _t
for the sazae reason, maintenance and champerty,
this is no small inconvenience."
Finally, those
i.e., the impertinent
encouragement
and assistwagers were held bad, 1, which tended to create
ance of litigation
by persons who are not interan improper bias in the mind of a person with re- csted, vitiates contracts.
Agreements
not to bid
htion to some public duty (as in the election case
at judicial sales are void, and, indeed, all auction
above mentioned), or, 2, which had a tendency to sales are carefully scrutinized
to prevent frauds
injure third persons or the public.
Such wagers
upon the public.
Under the third class, viz., of
wereregardedas"againstpublicpolicy."--Mean,
contracts, etc., which are injurious
to the pubwhile the doctrine of public policy spread through
tic generally, as restraining
the freedom of indiall branches of the law.
The courts, after introviduals, the most important
are contracts made
ducing the principle into the law of wagers, soon
in restrs, int of trade.
A man can not bind himself
found that it w_ applicable
to many other subnot to carry on his business.
The people at large
jeers of litigation.
It has now been definitely setare interested
that he should
earn a living for
tied that any contract or will may be declsxed void
himself and his family', and not become a pauper,
as a_iost public policy, ff it be calculated to injure
and that there should be the freest competition in
either, 1, the government
in its foreign relations,
all trades and professions.
The enforcement
of
or 2, the government in its domestic relations and . contracts, taking away the right of men to pursue
the administration of jttstice, or 8, the public gen.
their callings, would discourage industry, diminish
erally by restraining
the freedom of individuals,
products,
prevent competition,
enhance prices,
Under thef, r_th_md, vi_, of contracts, etc., injuand introduce monopoly.
._ man may bind himfinns to the ge_nt
in its foreign relations,
self not to trade within certain limits ; e. g., a
are included _
which benefit an etmmy or
retiring Ima_uer may agree with his copartners
150
yon. m. _ 81
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not to compete with his firm in a certain town,
the seller of a business with the buyer, or a
servant with a master who undertakes to teach
him the secrets of his art; but these arc manifestly
wise exceptions, based on peculiar grounds.
A
father can not abdicate his parental rights. It is
the interest of the public that paternal authority
should be upheld.
An agreement not to marry
can not be enforced; nor can an agreement not to
marry any one except a certain person ; nor a
"marriage-brocage
contract"; viz., a promise to
pay a person a sum of money if he can induce a
certain person to marry the promisor.
All these
contracts interfere with freedom of choice in marriage, and imperil the happiness of that domestic
system in which the people has everything at
stake. An agreement to use influence with a testator is also against public policy. _ But it is need-

less to multiply instances. The main point to be
remembered is, that the court always protects the
interests of the people. Enough examples have
been cited to show the nature of that protection
in England and America.
Our judges are always
ready to annul engagements which are "against
public policy," but it is probable that the principle will never be extended much further, for, at
has been ably said, it is paramount public policy
to allow freedom in making contracts, and to enforce them as made.
(19 Equity, 462.)--Sec
Pollock on Contracts, 251 et seq. ; 1 Story's Equity
Jurisprudence, ._ 259, note 1 ; Hubbard, J., in
Sedgwick vs. Stanton, 14 _h)_e York Repor_,,
289, _91.
EIt_N'_STHOWARD CROSBY.
PUBLIC
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Q
UARANTINE.
ThemT/ of Quarantine.
Quarantine is a regulation based upon the
law of self-preservation, by which persons and
things coming from an infected region or place
are subjected to a period of detention.
Quarantine is either maritime quarantine, or land quarantine (cordon sani_aire); the former applicable to
water craft, and the latter to all vehicl_ of transportation on shore or to pedestrians.
It is now
based upon the principle that all contagious diseases have their origin in a specific, particulate
germ or poison, which is capable of being conveyed from place to place. Belief in this theory
of contagion is nearly universal, yet the doctrine
of the prevention of epidemic diseases by means
of quarantine is differently viewed by different
nations. Thus, England, for example, by reason of her insular situation, and the length of
time required to reach her ports from infected
regions, has not heretofore found it necessary to
exact the long detention required by most other
countries, and the medical profession are divided
there, as elsewhere, upon the question whether
cleanliness and sanitary measures alone will serve
to prevent the introduction of contagious diseases,
and their spread from place to place; some holding that if the ports were always perfectly clean
and in go,_ hygienic condition, there would then
be no need of quarantine; that a clean ship sailing to and from a clean port could in no case
communicate the contagion; a proposition which
is self-apparent. But every-day experience teaches
us that the millennial period has not yet arrived,
when all cities and common carriers are clean,
Therefore, until hygiene shall become understood
by people of all nations, quarantines in one form
or another are necessary, according to the physical characteristics of the port, and the presence
or absence of epidemic disease. -- The period of
detention at a quarantine was formerly, as the

name implies, fortydays: the time has now been
reduced at most quarantines, and, during the absence of epidemics, a simple inspection is all that
is practiced or required.
But the period of detention varies according to the period of incubation of the disease quarantined against, and the
time is usually counted from the date of departure from the last port, or the date of termination'
of the last case of sickness on board.-- lb'actice
of quarantine.
A quarantine station usually consists of a hospital for the sick (lazare.tto),so named
from the isolation of St. Lazarus on account of
leprosy (mat de Saint Lazare); a boat, usually a
steam vessel, to carry the boarding officer and remove the sick, if there be any found on board
vessels, coming into port; and quarters for the
attendants.
On arrival of a vessel at the quarsntine, she is boarded by an inspecting officer, her
bill of health is examined, the crew and passengers mustered, and the vessel itself inspected in
every part to determine whether it be clean or
foul. At this day the bill of health is not accepted as prima favie evidence of the sanitary condition of the vessel, but is only corroborative; even
if it be stated thereon that the port from whi('h
the vessel last sailed was free from infectious disease, the inspector trusts to his own inspection of
the vessel, and examination of the persons on
board and the cargo, to determine whether or not
the ve_el should be detained in quarantine. If,
however, the vessel is last from an infected port,
and the period of incubation of the disc&_eha_
not elapsed, the vessel is detained in quarantine
until the expiration of that time, whether there
be sickness on board or not. If there be fo(md
contagious sickness, the sick are removed to the'
hospital, the bedding and other articles in their
state rooms or berths removed and destroyed, and
the place thoroughly fumigated with the fumes
of burning sulphur. In case the vessel is discov-
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ered to be foul mad in an unsanitary
condition,
whether there is sickness
on board or not, the
vessel is detained in quarantine
for the purpose of
cleansing
and fumigation,
the cargo removed to
a warehouse,
or to open lighters, the bilge water
pumped out, and all parts of the vessel fumigated, and if necessary, painted.-Land Quarantine
(cordon sanitaire).
A land quarantine
consists in
stationing
a guard around
an infected
place to
prevent the escape of inhabitants
until after suit:_htc detention;
and as well to prevent the ingress
of unacclimated
persons likely to furnish
fresh
material for the disease.
Its success depends entirely upon the vigor and inflexibility
with which
it is maintained,
and failure has always followed
laxityof administration.
In Russia, in 1879, with
other measures, the cordon sanitaire was successfully used to prevent the spread of oriental plague;
and in Texas, in the United States,
the cordon
was successfully
maintained
against yellow fever
in 1882 under the direction of the surgeon general
of the marine hospital
service; and in the _mc
year by the naval authorities
at the Pen_cola
navy yard, to prevent the introduction
of the disease from the then infected city of Pensacola, and
while this is being written
(September,
1883), an
epidemic of yellow fever has been prevailing
on
the naval reservation
for upwards of forty days,
which has been prevented
from spreading
from
the yard by reason of a eordx_n sanitaire
maintaincd around
it.--Laws
of Quarantine.
The
first quarantine
regulation
in modern times originated with viscount Bernabo of Reggio, in Italy,
Jan. 17, 1374.
In 1448 the first systematic laws
of quarantine were enacted by the Venetian senate, Venice being at the time the &rreatest commercial seaport in the world.
The present English
eluarantine law is based upon the act of 6 Geo.
IV.. c. 78, under which actorders
in council have
beenadeptcd
from time totime, promulgating
rcgulations necessary to be observed to meet particular exigencies.
The passengers act, 1855 (18 and 19
Vict., c. 119), and the public health act (schedule
v., vart iii.), contain provisions
affecting
vessels
subject to quarantine.
In the United States, quarantine enactments
were passed by the colonial legi_latures, and since that time, until a very recent
period, quarantine
laws have been enacted by the
several stat_s.
The United
States passed its first
act resl)ecting quarantine,Feb.
23, 1799,which w&s
._ub_;quently
codified in the Revised
Statutes,
._('ctions 4792 to 4800, inclusive.
This act was
"uPldemental
to the state quarantine
laws, and
rt'quir,,d federal officers to aid and assist in the
('\c."ufion of state or municipal
quarantine
regulalions.
April 29, 1878, a national
quarantine
a('t was passed, authorizing,
in certain contingen(.i(% the establishment
of national
quarantines,
and vesting the execution
of the law in the surg(.on general of the marine hospital service.
The
portion of the act directing
its execution
by this
officer was repealed by the act of June 2, 1879,
which itself expired by limitation
June 2, 1883;
and although
the body of the act of 1878 is still

44_

upon the statute books, no one is charged with
its execution.
The appropriation
act of March
3, 1883, authorizing
an expenditure
of $100,000,
to be used ill case of threatened
or actual epidemic, and for maintaining
quarantine
at points
of danger, conferred
upon the president
of the
United States auttmrity
to maintain
quarantine.
In accordance
with the di_relionary
act named,
natiolml maritime
quarantines
have 1)ccn mainrained on the gulf of Mexico. the south Atlantic
coast, aml the (:hesapcake
bay.
The expenses of
state quarantines
have heretofore
been maintained by a charge upon the vessel, but a recent
dccision by the civil district court of Louisiana,
F.A.
Monroe, judge, holds that such fees are in
the nature of a tonnage tax, a tax which the constitution
has forbidden
states from levying, and
that, while the state has power to establish quarantine for the protection
of her citizens, she ha,,_
no constitutional
right to collect this fee from
ves_ls engaged
in commerce.
(Morgan's
Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Co. vs. Board
of Health of theStateof
Louisiana.)
If therefore,
this decision be sustained by the higher courts, it
would appear to be necessary for the government
to prevent extortionate
fees upon shipping,
by
taking charge of the maritime or external quarantine for economic
reasons; but no such constitutional power has been claimed by any administralion, or held by any court, in regard to municipal health regulations.
JoH._ B. I-IA_TO_.
QUIDS (IN"U. S. HISTORY), the name applied
to the Randolph
faction, in 1805-11.
The quarrel in which it originated
was really only a Virginia difficulty, a contest as to which of the two
Virginia aspirants should be the successor of Jcfferson.
The politicians
of that state had been
in open antagonism
to Washington,
had yielded grudgingly
to the overwhelming
national
stren$_h of Jefferson,
and many of them were
disposed to nominate
Monroe for the presidency
in 1808, in order at one bh)w to satisfy their dislikc to Jefferson and to Madison, who was Jefferson's choice for the succession.
Thc ostensible
opposition
to Madison was grounded
on the tatter's incapacity,
hi_ cowardice,
his political heresies in the "Federalist,"
(see that title), and his
general lack of energy.
The first breach in the
dominant
party occurred
on the reference of the
president's
message in December,
1805.
That
part which related to the unfriendly
actions of
Spain in Florida
was referred
in the house to
Randolph's
committee,
as he had been the administration leader, and he reported
in fiat opposition
to the president's
views.
March 5, 1806, he formally declared war upon the administration
as governing congress
by "back-stairs
influence,"
by
"men who bring messages
to this house which
govern its decisions, although they do not appear
on the journals,"
and by "the pages of the presidential water-closet."
From that time the name
" quid," meaning
either a tertium quid, as distinguished
from the two great parties, or a east-
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out faction, was given to Randolph and a halfdo_n supporters in congress.
They opposed the
restrictive
system (see E'aBARGO) and Madison's
nomination
in 1808 (see CAVCUS, CONORESSIONAL), and nominated Monroe through a caucus of
part of the Virginia legislature.
Monroe's en-

tranee into Madison's
cabinet, April 2, 1811,
ended the existence of the faction. -- See 8 Ben.
ton's Ddz_s
of Congress, 426; 1 Garland's Life of
R_,
215, 277; 4 Jefferson's
Works (edit.
1829), 44; 5 Hildreth's
Un//_ _,
566.
ALEX.A_DER JOm_STO_.

R
ACES OF MAN]KIND.
Formerly an article
carries within itself its own destiny, but rather
on races would with difficulty
have found
the progress of the science of philology.
From
place in a political
encyclopmdia,
for men had
the modern science of comparative
philology
is
not then come to consider this question as anydrawn, among other general results, this importhing more than one of anthropology
and natural
tant conclusion,
that all the nations that speak
history, and did not imagine that the differences
languages which can be traced back to a common
which they noticed in the different tribes of the
source, exhibit analogous faculties and aptitudes,
great human family could possess as much interand that, with some shades of difference, they
est for the historian and the moralist as for the
have had the same historical
development.
It is
naturalist or the physiologist.
It is only in our
not, therefore, merely physical characteristics,
a
own day that general ethnology
has become an
yellow, black or white skin, smooth or weoly hair,
important
branch of the historical
sciences, and
oblique or horizontal eyes, that constitute race: it
that men have conceived
the idea of seeking, in is language as well.
Now, what is language ff it
the physical origin of peoples, for the secret of be not the expression of the inner ms,u, the instrutheir destinies and an explanation of the results
ment of the moral m_n ? It is therefore the mind,
which they have accomplished,
or in which they
which is thus reached through the medium of
have participated.
Until very recently, historians
language, as well as the physical conformation
of
acknowledged
in the history of humanity but one
the body, that determines race.
In fact, how can
sole physical influence, that of climate, and, as is we understand that nations having the same phy_well known,
it is to this incontestable
influence
ical characteristics
should manifest such unequal
alone, that Montesquieu
attributed
the differences
abilities and such dissimilar instincts, and should
of character
which
are found among
peoples,
follow
such contrary
ideals of civilization,
if,
and, as a consequence,
the differences
of the laws
despite their external points of resemblance,
their
and institutions
that govern them.
This notion
minds were not radically
different?
The flesh
of climate, formerly
so important,
is to-day reckrelationship,
which seemed so conclusive,
was,
oned among the secondary
causes, and plays only
after ell, but superficial.
This is especially true
a secondary
part, in the explanation
of historical
of the white or Caucasian race, which philologists
phenomena.
The theory of races has taken its
have been obliged to divide into two great famiplacccompletely.
There are those who take alarm
lies: the Indo-Germ_nic
and the Semitic races.
at this, and pretend
that we have merely exThus this historical
theory of races, which has
changed one materialistic
theory for another more
been subjected
to so many accusations
of mat( _materialistic
still; but such alarm is ill-founded,
rialism,
has resulted
from the most profound
and true spiritualism,
on the contrary., achieved
meditation
upon language,
the noblest of num'.an undeniable
victory the day that the theory of
attributes.
We have just seen, however, that it
races replaced that of the influence of climate in sought its principle and starting point far be_ ond
historical
science ; for it then ceased seeking
in
physical man, in invisible and moral man. --3I_mthe external
influences
of matter
alone for the
kind is divided, physically,
into three great r_wc_.
secret of human destiny, and applied itself to the
entirely distinct in appearance,
color, and even iu
study of man himself for the explanation
of man's
anatomical
structure:
the black orEthiopian
rac[_,
moral and political life.
Fatality,
it is true, ever
the yellow or Mongolian
race, and the white or
rules in the thcory of races as in the theory of
Caucasian race.
These are the only three purc and
climate, but this fgtality has at least the merit of I simple types of man.
All the other races, the rt,d
being so intimately
united to the being which it race, the Malayan-Polynesian
races, etc., are but
governs, that it is mingled with the very fact of
varieties
and mixtures
of these three primitiw"
his existence,
and for man to rebel against
it races.
The particular
characteristics
that distinwould be as if he were to rebel against himself. -guish each of these three types are so marked that
This notion of races is, moreover, moral, and, so
many of the learned have con_idered them, not _s
to speak, spiritual,
in its origin.
In fact, it was
different modes, so to speak, of the same human
not the progress of the natural sciences and of
type, but as three distinct types, as three pattern_
physiology
that led the philosophers
and histoof the h!!man forul.
Here naturally
arises the
rians of our time to adopt this theory, which
great question of the unity of the human species.
holds that every tribe of the great human family
Is there but one, or are there several typ_s of
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humanity? We shallnot presume to analyzethis frequentlyand in numerous easesintermingled,
question,which belongsmore especially
to natur, and thus given birthto new peoples. Each of
alists
and physiologists,
but we do not hesitate
to these three races inhabitsmore especiallysome
declareour belief in the unity of the species, one continent,
which may be consideredasitslegit.
The opinionwhich admits severalhuman types imate country. Africa belongsto the black race;
seems at firstsight to render a more rational Asia, with the exceptionof Hindostan, of Peraccount of the existenceof the differentraces, sia,Arabia and Armenia, to the Mongolian race;
than theopinionwhich admitsonly one; but even and Europe, entirelyto the Caucasian. Each
aftera superficial
examination,we perceivethat, of these continentsseems so especiallyintended
ifitisdifficult
to explain how the differenthu- for the racewhich inhabitsit,tilat
the otherraces
man racessprung from thesame primitivesource, could not retaintheirpurityin it. Thus, the Afriitisstill
more difficult
toexplainthe existenceof cans of the north have receivedthe impress of
three primitivetypes; in other words, itiseasier the black race; the Caucasian peoples of Asia
to admit that nature performed her work after have undergone a g,
reatcr or lessadmixture of
one pattern,which she modified according to Mongolian or Finni._hhlood; and the Caucasian
climateand time,than toadmit thatshe followed race dissolvedand appropriatedthe foreignraces
threedifferent
patterns. In fact,in order to es- which establishedthemselvesupon itsown contitablish
thetheorywhich recognizesseveralhuman
nent, the IIuugarians,the Turks, etc.--But if
types,we would have to admit that these types historyshows us the threegreat human racescoare rigorouslyimmutable, that they were settled existingfrom the earliest
antiquity,itisfar from
once and foreveratthe time of theirorigin,that assigningthem the same rank and attributingto
tl_eyare permanent and essential,
that they ex- them the_mc importance. Allthreearepossessed
i_tedbefore allmixture of them, and that they of aptitudesfor civilization,
but these aptitudes,
willresistallsuch mixture. But the physicsof which are rudimentary and purely instinctive
in
lifeand nature do not recognize the scientificthe negro, and strong,but narrow and restricted,
rigorand exclusiveprecisionof physicsof learned in the Mongolian, have an almost infinite
power
men. Nature isnot angular; itwaves and floats;of expansion in the Caucasian. To speak corand the limitsof itsprovincesare singularlyun- rectly,historybelongsto thewhite race,and to no
_,crtain
and difficult
to determine. To be sure,it other. Civilization
is itstruework, and allthe
isvery easy to distinguishthe black raceand the societies,
political
or other,formed by the men of
yellow race from the white race; but where does the other races,are but imperfect,grossor repultheblack raceend? Where does the yellow race sirefiguresof those which had theirorigininthe
end? These races, so clearlymarked, melt at white race. Itisthrough the Caucasian racethat
theirextremesinto,and areconfounded with, our man has taken possessionof the earth; it is
own, spiteof the fact that they seem so entirely through itthatllehasbroken and everyday breaks
distinctfrom it. The Berber, the Abyssinian the net-work of externalfatalities
with which
and the Nubian differfrom the white race only nature surrounded him. All the differentreligin the colorof their skin; men hesitateto rank ions of mankind sprung up under the pressureof
them with the black race by thc same titleas the forceof sympathy of thatrace;allthe literathe Kafirs,or the negroesof Congo. The Turks turnsof the world were produced by the glow of
are unquestionably of Mongolian origin;must itsimagination;itspower of inventionseems inwe. however, continue to cla,_sthem as behmg- exhaustible,
and its fertility
of combination inin_-to the yellow race,or grant them the right finite.Only itslabor h_ been blessed,foronly
t_ be numbered among CaueasiarL_?--Whatever itslaborhas l_en truly fruitful.When we take
may I_ the solutionof this difficult
and perhaps a rapid glanceat allthat has been accomplished
insolublequestion of the unity of the human
by our race,"_'eexperience a feelingsimilarto
sp_.cies,
thisone thing is incontestably
true,viz., that experienced by the traveler,
who, from a
thathistoryproves the coexistenceof thesethree mountain height,sees spread before hiseyes culr_ccsupon the earth from the earliest
period,and tivatedfields
and richcities,
and wc feelourselves
thatthe ohlestlegends show them to us contend- taken hohi of by venerationand respcct.--Wedo
in_ ulth one another in that partof the Asiatic not experienceentirely
the same feelingwhen we
_'<_ntixlent
which isre_rdcd as the cradleof the surw,y the aggTcgateof the work_ of the Mongohllman race. The primitivepopulationof India, lianrace. As faras the_.yccan reach,we behold
th;_timpure and bestialpeople which was con- onlyimmcnse steppes,
cuthere and thereby giganquercd by the noble race of the Aryan, our an- ticswarms of human beings. We no longerfeel
cc._tors,
was of the black race,and very probably venerationand respect,but wonder, fear,and, to
_f the same blood as the nativesof Australia; some extent,contempt. We feel as though we
_ud theland of Turan, the land of darkness and were inthe presenceof an enemy, and wc fearto
_,vil
spirits,
which the Persian legends oppose to seetheseswarms scattered,
broken and fallupon
Irwin,
or the land of light,was occupied by peo- the richfieldswhich we contemplated awhile beple,_
of the Mongolian race. But the three races fore. The Mongolian race isthe great obstacle
which we thus see in juxtaposition,
so tospeak, thatopposesthe development of realcivilization.
iT_the infancyof the world, have singularlysep- When we endeavor to discoverwhat henefitsit
arated each from the other,although they have has ,conferredupon hum._nity,we arefilled
with
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dismay at the conviction we must come to, that it spread of Islamism, which, though stagnant everyhas conferred none, unless it be that it has afford- where else, has cast itself upon Africa, which it
ed an asylum to Buddhism, when the latter was is about to civilize by means of the sword and the
driven from India, and that it developed Budd- Koran.
The bestial appearance of the negro, his
hism within its boundaries.
It developed it, but instincts, at once childish and fierce, his ridiculous
it did not create it. A truly atheistical race, de- vanity and superstitious credulity, his virtues,
void of all noble instincts, it was necessary for a which may be compared to those of the dog, and
man of the Aryan race to give it tile only religion
his vices, which resemble only those of the feline
suited to its instincts, and to teach it the only
species, have at all times excited the horror of the
truly efficacious consolation in the miseries of this other human races, which have refund almost to
life, toward which its avaricious, acrid and strong allow him the name of man, and which have m'tde
mind is incessantly turned.
The part played in the abhorrence which they feel toward him a teahistory by the Mongolian race has ever been son for denying him all justice, and for pitilessly
merely accidental, and has always been fatal, compelling him to serve the ends of their cupidily.
The Mongolians have figured as conquerors and Slavery seemed the natural condition of this misdevastators, and in this quality have caused some erable race, and servitude the only means of bringof tlle g-reatest movements recorded in the annals
inff them under tlle influence of civilization.
Tile
of mankind.
Their aptitude for civilization is negro is not, however, without an aptitude for
real, but sin_llarly
narrow and limited.
The _ civiliz_ttion: but this aptitude seems to be limited
Mongolian rtwe believes only in force, and the to only one faculty, extreme sociability.
Bestial
sabre driven into the ground, which the hordes or not, the negro, if he is not, as many pretend,
of Attila adored, is its real god. The most per- capable of great culture, is, however, capable of
feet, most moral and most peaceful of the politi- tenderness, love and devotion: if it is difficult to
cal communities it has produced, the Chinese ha- develop his mind, it is very easy, on the other
tion, forms no exception to this general rule, much hand, to develop his heart. Ilis sensibility leaves
as it may be believed that it does worship any- nothing to be desired, and even surpasses tha_ of
thing lint force: it has no idea of the value of the other races. If he is not the white man's
human life,.of the true dignity of man, or of real equal, he can live with him: he has nothing of the
law. This innate belief in force, however, gives haughty and taciturn manner of those savage
to the peoples of the Mongolian race eminent
races that fly before the face of civilization and
political capacity, which renders them singul.trly
pine away solitary and silent in the soeieiy of men
formidable, the capacity for domination.
Wher- of the white race. Far from perishing, he, on the
ever they pass, life dries up and becomes extinct,
contrary, flourishes in the bosom of Caucasian
it is true, but they (_tablish themselves in such civilization.
This sociability of the negro is a
places, and last. The societies which they form, very great moral fact, which pleadsloudly in favor
though old and decrepit, still maintain them- of his race, and refutes the opinion whic.h holds
selves with a stren,,th of resistance that is trnlv that he is incapable of civilization.
Whether he
extraordinary: but if their civilization lasts a long is inferior to the other races or not, it is evident
time, it also attains its limit very rapidly, and that he accommodates himself perfectly to civilnever renews it_,lf. The old age of Mongolian
ization, and finds in it nothing hostile to l_is instates is infinitely lonffer than their youth or stincts.-- The other human races, the red race.(the
maturity.
Their force soon reache_ the limit of _North American Inditms). the Malay-Polynesian
its expansion, and soon finds its point of equilib- race, tlle boreal race (Finlanders, Laplanders. Es
l;ium and rest, which is immobility.
This is a quimaux, etc.), may be considered as mixtures of
perfect r_sum6 of the history of the Mongolian
tile three great races, or as degenerations of the
races. They overflow like a furious torrent: but, three primitive types.
These races have in gcnthis moment of destructive expansion once passed,
eral shown themselves singularly barren in a
they enter again into the repom of stag-nation,
moral sense. They live in the savage state or in
and maintain them_lves by tile bare volume mid an extremely rude state of society; the Mexicans
weight of their population.--The
black race ranks and Peruvians, however, reached a very advance'd
last in the scale of races. This unfortunate race state of civilization, and different people,s of Finshows us man approaching almost to the brute
nish and boreal origin have mingled in the civilspecies. Down to the present time the negro race ization of Europe, and become thoroughly am:elhas produced nothing, has done nothing, for hu- gamated with it. The boreal race possesses a pt'inanity, either for good or evil. So far as any IX>- euliar characteristic:
it is a sort oi physioh>gi_al
litical society iq concerned, it is made up of a col- cross-road, and the peoples that compose it serxe
lection of hostile tribes perpetually warring with as a passage from one race to another. On the.
one another; its religion consists of ridiculous,
one hand, it is related to the Caucasian race, and
infamous or bloody fetichism; and when we have on the other, to the red race of America; and it resaid this, we have told the history of the black minds us, by the traits of most of the tribe_ which
race. It is only in our own times that a moral compose it, of the Mongolian race, of which it is
ray has begun to enlighten this African continent,
probably a degeneration.--The
Caucasian or white
in consequence of the expansion.of the Caucasian
race is divided into two great branches: the _mrace on the one hand, and, on the other, of the itie race, and the Indo-European or Japhetic race.
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All the civilization of modern humanity
has come _ diencc only to those to whom he owes his life,
from these two races; to the Semitic race we owe ' aml who arc subject to the same master as him.
our religious and moral life, our life of conscience;
._clf.
Religion,
therefore,
is everything
ill this
to the Japhetic race we owe our intellectual,
poSemitic society; the fatherland
is the temple, the
litical and social life.--The
Semitic rake, which
nation is the family, the king is GOd, the law
is now singularly
reduec_d in numbers, all,semiwhich punishes crime is the same _Lsthat which
natedand mixed by the dispersion of thcJewsovcr
admonishes
the con,_('ience.
Theocracy
is the
the whole surface of the globe, and by the cxtcnlJatural form of government
of su('h a race; and
sion of the conquests of Iblamism,
comprised,
in
this it has never ab'mdoned
either in the most
olden times, the Hebrews.
the Arabs, the IPhceni
brilliant or thc most perilous moments
of its hiseians,-and
the numerous
tribes which the, Biblc
tory.
The same genius everywhere
attends the
mentions
as perpetually
warring
against
their
Shcmite,
whether he bc nonmdic or sedentary;
neighbor_ the Israelites,
such as the Canaanites,
whether hc live under a tent or in a city, whether
the Am:dekites, etc.
Despite the cxclu_ivc spirit
he be a shepherd
or conqueror,
whether he lead a
of thi._ race. which endeavored,
more than any
patriarchal
life or be the founder of empires.
The
other, to prescrve
its purity, and which always
Hebrew monarchy
never was a monarchy
after
con,idcred
the nation as the family enlarged, it
the oriental fashion, and the kings of Israel endid not (:scape the happy fatality of crossing and
deavorcd
in vain to prevail
over the power of
admixture,
and even from the very earliest antiJehovah,
the ancient master of their people.
The
quity, it seems to have received a very strong in- Arabian conquest
and the establishmcnt
of the
fusion of IIamitic
blood.
The tribes of Canaan
societies
introduced
by Isl,(mism _ rought
no
were but a mixed rake, half Hamitic, h'df Semitic,
change in the simplicity
of the Semitic intellect,
and the Hamitic element manifests
itself in an un
and failed to teach it to distinguish
between politmistakable manner in the civilization
of Ph(_nicia.
ical power an(l religious power, tx:t wecn the citizen
The Semitic clement is also met with, in propor,
and the believer.
The caliphate
w_s the grand
tions which it is rather difficult to state exactly,
expression
of thi_ geniu% powerless
to c_)nceive
in ti_osc first nfighty attempts at civilization
which
the ide_ of a state under any but a theo(.ratie
ancient history presents to us under the names of
form. --This
synthetic genius of a single shoot,
B'(bylonand
:Nineveh.
The Egyptians
lhcmselvcs
this inability
to divide man, enabled the Semitic
were also, in all probability,
but a mixture
of
race to conceive and preserve their religion frcc
Semitic and IIamitic
peoples, and their civihzafrom all alteration,
which Icligi()n became that of
tion, which, even to this day, excites our wonder
the human race.
_kll the feeling_ of the Scmitie
and admiration,
was the result of the combined
race concentrating
into one, that one acquired
geniu_ of these two great races.
No matter what
extraordinary
dcpth, elevatiou and power.
The
may 1)c _aid of these admixtures,the
true Shemitc
men of the Semitic race not serving two masters,
would not have recognized
them, and would not
God took entire possession of them, and while the
recognize them to-day.
For him, the true race of s(,journ in the desert separated tlwm from the brillSh,.m wa_ to be found in Israel, and he admitted
iant, voluptuous
or terrible visions of nature, the
but one brother, Ishmael, and even branded that
vNmn of their sovereign
master w,is revealed to
om_. a_ a bastard.
The Jews and Arabs, therethem inall his majesty and.ill his grandeur.
Tho
f_,r(,, t(,-(tay, compo_
the entire Semitic family;
Shemite, therefore, was able, for all the._ reasons,
tlm aucieut spirit of exclusion and the ancient prejto eonceivc
God as aa infinite and all-powerful
udi['e have triumphed,
for tim fatality of history
Being, inuuulable
and eternal,
one and perfect,
lm_ hr(_ught about the successive disappearance
()f as a pure spirit, master of the world, with which
all tla,.-e civilizations
and aU these peoples which
he has no affinity
of nature
or of substance.
the dc-ecndants
of the patriarchs
rejected
as imThis idea, which some of our modern metaphyp_lre and tainted with idolatry. -- The moral life
sicians may even con_ider narrow and arid, but
of the Semitic race ha_s been I:t once the most cxwhich asloni.,.hes us by its moral elevation and its
altt,d and the simplest known to man. Born under
abstract grandeur and purity, when we contrast it
a tent, reared in the desert, and grown up in the
with the imaginative
con('eptions
and the coarse
llabit_ (ff nomadic
life, it has ever ignored the
and deformed
syn_bols of other peoples,
iracomplicated
me.thods of life of other races.
It
pressed the Semitic tribes themselves,
just a.q it
kw)_xs but one _ntiment,
religious
sentiment;
has impressed
the rcst of the Caucasian
race,
hut one life, the life of conscien[:e.
This simplicwhich has finally adopted'it
as the basis of its
i(y of soul has engenderedanextraordinary
social
faith, and inst)ircd
the Shemites
with a pride
sin_plicity: the ti_ which bind men to one another
which has always manifested
itself in the cxcluamong the Semitic races are at once the closest
sion of other races, and in a contempt
for other
and the freest which the mind can conceive.
The
religions.
They cxerted their every power to preShemite does not know the meaning of the polit,
serve their religion
pure from all idolatry, and
¢'c_tlst_tte, lie has no idea of a civil power distinct
they found powerful
auxiliaries
for the accmnfrom the religdous power,
of a society distinct
plishment
of this task in the simplicity
of thch"
from the family, of right.s and duties proceeding
social state and in their proximity to the desert.-fr°m any other source than God. Man has nomasNearly all the nations of modern Europe
belong
ter above him but God, and on earth he owes obeto the Japhetic
or Indo-Gcrmanic
races.
This
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name of Indo-Germanic
has been given them by
comparative
philology,
which has established the
relationship
of nearly all the European nations
by the analog)- of their different languages
with
the sacred lan_age
of India, the Sanscrit.
This
analogy
once established,
the consequence
was
e_asily drawn; since the Sanscrit was the common
source of the languages of tim different peoples of
Europe, the_e peoples must evidently have sprung
from a common source, and arc all but branches
of the race whose
lan_mge
the Sanserit was.
What was this race? and what country did it first
inhabit?
The most recent rese_rch_in
ethnology
and pifilology have established the fact that this
part of the great Caucasian family from which
the Indo-Germanic
races ]lave sprung, inhabited
ttmt part of Asia which extends from the Caucasus to Bactriana,
and was divided
into two
great tribes, the Aryans and the Iranians.
The
Aryans are the source of tile superior classes of
ttindostan,
which country they conquered;
the
Iranians have continued
even to the present time
almost without
admixture
in Persia, of which
country
they still form the chief population,
Everything
that is of any capital importance to
us, in the civilizations
of the ancient east, everything that interests our imagination
in the history
of Asia, everything
of oriental origin that has
contributed,
either directly or indlreetly, to our
modern life, comes to us from these ancestors of
our race.
The aristocratic system of caste, Brahmanism, and later on, Buddhism,
are the work
of men of the Aryan race; the vast undertaking
of the military and administrative
monarchy
of
ancient Persia, and the religion of the two principles, are the work of men of the Iranian race.
-- The Japhetic
race, the most enterprising,
the
most movable and the most inventive of all the
races, seems to have early felt the love of enterprise and adventure.
If wc would present, under
abrief and poetic form, what our imagim_tion perceives confusedly
in these remote ages, we must
take as symbols of the genius of our ancestors,
two characters
in the great tragedy of ._Esehylus,
who knew some of the secrets of some of the
origins of our race, Prometheus
and Io, two
vielims
of ambition,
adventure
and enterprise,
Prometheus
admirably
symbolizes
the boldness
of invention
of the Japhetic
race; and the wild
course of Io. goaded by the breeze-fly, their longing for emigration
and travel; and, if the word
be not too mean to use in speaking on such a subject, 1 would freely add, thc mania for change of
place which seems to have possessed our barbarous ancestors.
The same lbve of conquest which
urged on the Aryans in India, impelled, at different times, other tribes of the Japhetic
race into
Europe,
and many successive
emig'rations,
the
dates of which are uncertain,
landed them upon
that continent,
until at length they gained entire
possession
of it. The actual descendants
of the
peoples who effected these oht migrations
are divided into innumerable
families,
but they may
be all ranked
under
five principal
heads:
the

Celtic race, the Germanic race, the Slavic race,
the Latin race, and the Greek race.--None
of
these races is to-day free from admixture, and in
some of them the primitive
type and genius of
the-race have almost entirely disappeared before
the frequency
and violence
of crossings
with
other races.
Thus, the Latin race, the stock
from which the Italian nation of to-day has come.
has been singularly changed for the worse by th(.
admixture of Greek, German, Ligurian and Gal
lic blood which it underwent in the course of i_
long history; in France the Celtic blood has been
intermingled
with Roman and Gelman blood; in
Spain the Iberian, with Gothic and Moorish blood.
the Germanic tribes, espeeiallyin
the extreme liraits of the vast country which they inhabit, ha_e
received a strong infusion of Slavic blood; and
the Slaves, subject to an influx of German and
Greek blood, mingled with Mongolian and Ou_oFinnish, can scarcely be said to be any purer than
the others, although
they are the latest comers
among the civilized
nations, and their primitive
type should, in consequence,
be less worn out
than that of their sister races, by the fatiTms of
history and the labor of centuries.The oldest
in the civilization of the races of Europe, is the
Greek or Ionian race, the sons of Javan (Ionians),
as the Bible calls them, a race which succeeded,
on Hellenic soil, to a race called Pelasgic.
Next
after the Semitic race, this race has renderc_l the
greatest services to civilization.
If humanity owes
all its religious development
to the Semitic race,
it owes all its intellectual
development
to the
Greek race.
It truly deserves the name of the
chosen race among the Japhetic nations, as did
theJewishpeopleamongthedescendantsofShem.
They arc the true sons of Io and Prometheus, and
when we see the mighty gifts which their imperishable works still present to our admiration, we
are almost inclined to believe that their emigralion carried off the cream of the entire youth of
the great Japhetic
family.
It is to them we owe
that reli_on
of polytheism,
that brilliant lurchlion of poetic and graceful minds, which subdued
and humanized
the old natural
religions,
and
which,
by confounding
the mysterious
force_
of the world witll human
force, produced
that
conception
of the poetic ideal which has since
become the true religion of all poets;
for llli_
conception
holds the same place in literature that
the dream of moral perfection
does in religion.
It was the Greek race that transformed
the barbarous industries
of primitive
times, and developed the fine arts out of the useful trades, just .l_
ithad developed the literary ideal from the religion
of nature.
In all intellectual
matters we reap today the benefits of Greek civilization;
we are indebted to it for our knowledge
of the rnles of architecture and sculpture;
we have received from it
our philosophy;
and half the literature
of roodern Europe is but an offshoot of the literature of
Greece.
Finally,
when Christianity appeared in
the world, it was Greece that undertook
to form
its dogmas for it, to eonstvuet
its metaphysics,
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and to define its mysteries.
Christianity owes the I history and the intermingling
of races.
The
speculative
part of its character
to the Greek i centre of the Latin race was changed during the
race, as it owes its political organization
to the
middle ages, and transferred to Tuscany; the ItalRoman race. It was the Greek race also that intan genius gained by this change a flexibility and
_tilled civilization into the barbaric races, against
aptitude for ideality which it did not possess in
which it defended the Byzantine
empire during a ancient times, and because of this change, Euthousand years, so that the civilization
of the fu- rope is indebted to Italy, more than to any other
lure, as well as that of the past, belon_s to Greece;
nation for the revival of arts and letters at the
for the Slaves, who threaten Europe with a renewend of tile middle ages known as the renaissance.
al or making
over again, represent
the Byzan--The
Celtic race, which formerly occupied
all
fine civilization, and consequently
the Greek mind.
of Gaul and Great Britain, and a great part of the
Crushed by three centuries of oppression, invadterritories of Belgium and Helvetia, can not now
ed by barbarism
which has incessantly
flowed
be found anywhere
in a pure state except in Aria upon it for fifteen centuries,
marred
by admorica, or French Brittany, in Wales, in Scotland,
mixtures of Slavic and Turkish bloc<t, the Greek
particularly
in the tIighlands,
in the Shetland and
race of to-day is not what it was; nevertheless,
Hebrides
islands, and finally, in Irehmd.
The
we still recognize
in the modern
Greeks the
domain of thi_ valiant, imaginative,
sensitive and
traits of tbe ancient type, and the qualities of the
adventurous
race, once so extensivc,
is now reancient genius of the race, just as we recognize
dueed to this mere remnant
of territory.
The
the beauty of a statue, despite
the mutilations
Celts are the most interesting
and unfortunate
of
which it has received,
and the distinctness
of a all the barbaric races.
Their conquerors,
exaslikeness, spite of the rust which covers it.-- The
perated by their stubborn resistance, never spared
Latins, who are the source from which the Italian
them, but always pitilessly tracked them, and expeople sprang, present a most marked contrast to
terminated
them without mercy.
This race owes
the Greek race, a contrast
which must have been
its cruel destiny in part to its very qualities:
its
peculiarly striking in the beginning,
and which is extreme sensitiveness
often turned into harmful
attested by the differences.of
the civilizations
of
rage, imprudent,
hasty hatred, and capricious salthe Greeks and the Romans.
As the Greek race
lies of corJtempt, while it on the other hand, easily
is lively, pliable, made for labor and intelligence,
engendered
despair,
discouragement
a_d silent
so the Latin race is strong, serious, heavy, made
melancholy.
This sensibility
explains
why the
for conquest, domination
and practical
interests.
Celts have never been able, despite their valor, to
If the Greek race has the appearance
of being
preserve their independence,
and why, after haymade up of the youth of the Japhetic
race, the
ing lost it, they have never been able to cause their
Latin race has the appearance
of being composed
masters to bid them welcome,
or to make their
of an emigration
of sedate men, who had reached
subjection
the starting
point of a new destiny.
tl_e age of serious interests, and know no other
Conquered races have been known to govern their
sentiment than ambition,
half sacerdotal
and half
conquerors,
like the Greeks, or to use the masters
warlike.
This twofold character
is found in the
which fate had given them, like the Italians genori<ia of the Latin race; through Etruria it is _a- erally; but the Celts have never been capable of
cerdotal, through Rome it is warlike;
but neither
such miracles.
The Celt does not know how to
religion nor glory is its end ; with it everything
control his emotions : when victorious,
he abanspeedily takes a worldly
and practical turn.
It
dons himself to the proud intoxication of triumph;
knows only force and interest; but how well it
when vanquished,
he falls int6 a mournfuldespair,
knows these! It was Rome that created the organor become_ the prey of a frantic rage which injures
i_ation of force called conquest, and ttmt organonly himself and deprives him of all sympathy.
izalion of interests called administration.
But it
To this extreme
sensibility
is added a fine and
did not stop here.
Inspired
by its rugged and
charming
imagination,
which renders
him the
powerful genius, it rated
its concrete notions of slave of fancies and of habit, and thus forms a
force and interest to the height of absolute
abnew source of danger.
He is slow to accord his
•_tracfions; it created the metaphysics
of force, and
esteem or love to political or religious innovations;
called it politics, and the metaphysic.a of interest,
but once he has ,given it, it is given for centuries,
to which it gave the nameof
jurisprudence.
This
and he will not abandon
anything
which he
instinct is so strong that it does not overlook even
has set his heart on, even when ex_perience has
firings which seem most opposed
to it, literature
condemned
it. Thus he is always behind
the
a_d religion.
Sacerdotal
rather than truly religgeneral progress of civilization,
and figures
in
iou% a,_soon as Christianity
was presented
to it,
history
as the champion
of lost causes.
Of all
it hastened to organize it, and gave to it, in the
the barbaric races, the Celts were the last to sub('atholic church and the papacy
its own political
mit to Christianity,
and the difficulty
of their
institutions.
The essential traits'of this profoundconversion seems surprising
when we consider the
]y positive genius and of tlds character
made for
prompt submission of the Germanic
races to the
domination and the enjoyment of earthly
goods,
new religion.
The papacy encountered
in them
are found again in the Italians of the middle ages
its first adversaries,
and, later, its most devoted
and of modern times, but with important
modifldefenders;
the French
monarchy
was kept concations, brought about by time, the accidents of
stanfly at war defending itself against their revolt8
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down to the very outbreak of the revolution of
1789; yet this revolution
met with no more irr_.oncilable
enemies than the Vendeans
and Bretons; and it is a well-knowu
fact that the obstinate resistance
of the Highlanders
prolonged
the
cont,(
entered into in England between the monarchy of the Stuarts
and the Protestant
dynasty,
--Tile Celtic race is not the only one which proserves itself pure and unmixed
only in certain
provinces fir portions of territory;
the same is true
of the Iberi,'m race, which is the basis of the population
of Spain and probably
of Portugal,
and
which has continued
in its purity only within the
narr()w confines of the Basque provinces.
Are
the Iberians
an Indo-Germanic
or an Ougrian
or Finnish
race?
()pinions
are divided, and the
question
is a doubtful
one.
Some ethnologists,
basing their opinion on the characters
of the
Basque language,
say that the Iberians belong to
the Finnish
race; others sce in them a separate
branch of the Celtic race.
IIowever
this may be,
frcquent
interminglings
seem to have occurred
at
an early period
between
the Iberians
and the
Celts, and the mixed
race thus produced,
the
Celtiberians,
constitutes,
to a great extent the basis
of the population
of Ireland.
In truth, the gcnius
of the Iberian race is very different from that of
the Celts; the two races have little more than one
trait in common,
a ficrce valor;
but this valor
manifested
itself among the Iberians
from the
earliest ages with a gloomy energy and a firmness
of resistance
entirely
unknown
to the adventurous and brilli'mt
courage of the Celtic race.-The mixture of the Latin race with the Celtic and
Iberian
races produced
the nations
of central
Europe, which are without distinction
called Latin nations, notwithstanding
the well-defined
difference.s of their inhabitants.
France,
Spain,
Portugal
and Italy constitute
this class.
The
basis of the population
of Spain has remained
Iberian, and that of the population
of France,
Gallic;
the admixture
of Roman
or Germanic
blood has not so changed the characteristics
of the
two nations as to rcnder them unrecognizable,
and
it is easy to observe in the soldiers of modem
France the descendants
of those Galatians
who
raised their swords aloft when it thunder¢_l
to
hold up the heavens if they should
fall, as it is
also easy to recognize
the descendants
of the defenders of :Numantia
in the defenders
of Sarago_a.
Tim action of the Latin race upon the
two nations has been more moral than physical;
it has rendered
them capable of discipline,
initiated them into a higher civilization,
and neutralized and even dcstroyed
the fatality of blood and
the obstacles of instinct.
Thanks to this initiation,
the Celtic genius especially, crushed or impotent
everywhere
else, developed
in France,
and gave
to the world all that it contained.
At once adventurous
and fond of routine, utopist and retrograde, violently revolutionary,
and conservative
to
the extreme, the enemy of tradition and the slave
of habit, idealistic and skeptical,
quick to undertake and easily discouraged,
the French clearly

manifest
all the principal characteristics
of the
Celtic race.
But what a marvelous
transform.ltion these characteristics
have undergone!
The
lively sensibility of the Celt has been changed into
a spirit of humanity
and justice;
his love of habit
has become a sentiment
of patriotism
; his lively,
pure, moral, elevated imagination,
the most moral,
most elevated and most truly religious of all the
barbaric races, has translated
itself intoaliterature
of a noble, moral, abstract, refined and idealistic
character,
disdaining
the pleasures of the flesh and
of the blood, and loving the pleasures of the mind,
to such a point as to forget their reality.
Thus
theleast
carnal of the barbaric raceshas produced,
under the influence of Latin discipline,
the most
idealistic
nation in the world.
France
is the
champion
par excellence of absolute causcs and of
moral interests.
She hassuccessivelygiventothe
world the ideal of all the institutions
and the moral
theoryofallthegovernmentswhichhaveappeared,
one after another, during the past fifteen hundred
years.
She has been the champion par excd/e_ce of
thepapacy,
that moral ideal of the Ca(holt(church;
shc drew from the feudal
system
the ideal of
chivalry,
site conceived
the idcal of monarchy,
she produced
in Calvinism the most absolute and
most metaphysical
form of reformed
Christianity;
finally, she conceived,
by the French revolution,
the ideal of the government
of human
societit_
based upon absolute right and abstract mason, and
not upon the fatality
of circumstances
arid th(•
contingency
of human events.
After Greece and
Rome, no country
has done more for humanity
than France. --The
Germanic
race is the mo_
powerful, materially,
of all the races.
It n(_t only"
occupies
all the vast territory
known in Enroll('
as Germany,
but it embraces also, under the mml(_
of the Scandinavian
race, Denmark
and Sweden.
and under the name of the Anglo-Saxon
rac_',
England,
and the United Stat_ of North Amcrica.
It has ever been a remarkable
peculiarity
of this race, that it has manifested
more life
at its extremities
than at its centre, and, to u.-.e
the language
of its metaphysicians,
_.ealize'd it_lf
outside itself.
This peculiarity
is an _ssentially
distinctive mark of its political, if not of its intellectual and moral, history.
If any one desires
an expression
of the political
genius of the Gcrmanic race, he should seek it, not in Germany,
but in the nations which have sprang from it. in
the branches which its great trunk has put forth,
England and the United States, for instance.
The
idea of individual
liberty, of self-government
_ntl
the sentiment of self-reliance,
which are the m(ist
valuable
contributions
the Germanic
race h_ls
made to the world,
have found
their full and
entire
realization
in England
and the United
States.
Thematerialconquestofthegtobebelonb
_s
more to this race than to'any other: in the barbaric
ages they were the most intrepid conquerors,
the
best founders of kingdoms, and displayed faculties
which distinguished
them as rulers and governor,:
in modem times they make the most active re(rchants, the most adventurous
colonizers, the mo_t
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energetic explorers
and pioneers.
Moral civilization owes more to other races; material civiliT.ation owo as much to none; for no other has done
so much in the way of discover),,
in the conquest
and transformation
of our globe.
Its profound
g(,,_ius seems to be in contradiction
with this politic_tl destiny ; but upon close consideration,
the
contradiction disappears.
This genius seems to be
unreal and mystic; at bottom, it studies onlyman
and nature, and, profoundly
practical even in metaphysiaal revery and speculation,
it seeks only to
p(,netrate into ]ridden
realities, to separate
real
from apparent trnth, and to comprehend
theinner
_-trueture of objects.
The end of Germanicspeculation is to penetrate the soil of thought to its very
tufa in order to explain the brilliant
vegetation
that al)pcars at its surface.
Thus it is that Gcrmany, of all nations,
has best explained
man to
man, has best demonstrated
how he thinks, what
instinctive methods he employs, what are the unconscious processes of his logic, by what concatenation his visions become facts, his ideas civilizations, his phantoms doctrines;
how the conditions
of his existence force him to imagine the truth,
and, as a consequence,
to expre_s himself by sym
1)ol_. The practice
of se(f-gorernmeld,
the conquest of the material world and the revelation of
the internal structure
of the moral man : such is
the magnificent
part of the Germanic race in general civilization. -- The Slavic
race is the most
widely diffused race of modern Europe.
It cornpri_es nearly all the peoples subject to the dominion of Austria, with the exception of the Magyars,
who belong to the Ougrian
race, and of a few
Watlachians
scattered
here and there, especially
in Transylvania,
who belong
to tim Danubian
princil)alities, and arc the descendants
of Latin colonies of the empire established
in Dacia; the Dalmatians, the Illyrians, the Serbians, the Croatians,
the ('zcchs, c.tc. ; the peoplc.'sof the Turkish empire,
known as Greco-Slaves,
of Poland
and Russia.
Although the youngest
of the European
races, it
h;L_ not escaped intermixture
any more than the
q)lher¢.; in Russia there has been an influx of
31oagolian and Finnish blood; in Poland,
of Sarmatianblood;
and in other parts, of Turkish,Greek
and Germanic blood.
Some peoples, the Cossacks
f.r (.xamt)lc ' arc a mixture of several races.
The
Slavic race has penetrated
very far, and in the
middle ages was the warlike
and invading
race
p,¢r a_'.c.dh.nce. It required all the strength of Germany to check its inroads; and the history of the
(h,rman empire for several centuries
is merely
a hist(_ry of the resistance of the west to this permancnt inundation
of the Slaves, who, at thc
same time that they threatened
the young civili_ation of Latin Europe,
overran
and destroyed
lh(, _ld civili_ation of eastern Europe.
Prussia,
fi)r example, is the product
of'an
inundation
of
Slaves r_strained
by Germanic barriers,
and the
(;c'rman empire became powerful
only after the
t\_() ..wrcat Slavic monarchies
of the middle ages,
l_ohcmia and Poland,
were conquered
or enfcebled,
The Slaves are the last comers into
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history, which they ardently
aspire to take full
possession of, in order to inseribe their name on its
pages with the names of their elder brothersin
civilization.
Each of the nations of modern
Europe
has a.spircd to political
preponderance,
and has
obtained
it for a greater or less length of time.
This i_ now the ambition of the Slaves, who have
beam,
in Russia, the realization of their mighty
dream.
The Slavic genius is remarkably
mild,
s(x,ial, sul_th_, imaginative,
mystical,
and entirely
distinct from the genius of the other European
races.
It is iml)ossiblc
to tell for what benefits
civilization
will bc indeblcd
to this latent genius
in po,_e, hut wc may, however, foresee, that, if the
idea of fraternity
i_ to be transformed
into institutions and introduced
into the. i)olitical life of
nations _.s tlmsc of equ._lity and liberty have been
already introduced,
humanity
will owe this result
to the Slavic race, which understands
this sentimcnt more profoundly
titan any of the other races.
just as the Celtic and Latin ra_.es best understand
equality,
and the Saxon race libt.rty. --We
have
now reached the end of thi_ long description of the
various r'tces of the human fanfily.
What conclusions shall we dr_,w from what we have stated ?
Shall we admit that these families, irremediably
separated
by their genius, are condemned
by the
fatality of tlwir instincts to continue to the end
of tinge in a state of aggression, or dmt they are
destined "to be melted into a closer and a closer
union?
History, which we have just cnnsulted,
teaches us that the mixture of the races is a law
of humanity,
that they do not preserve their puritybut in the b'lrbarons
state and for a very short
time, and that, on the other hand, the moral barricrs of their different
genius are not more difl_cult to break through
than the physical
barriers
of blood.
The races understand
one another,
when crossed one with alaotlwr, and thus di_cnver
that the differences
which constitute
race are but
secondary,
and that men have the same souls just
as they have the same bodies.
What diffcren('e
does it make that the Shemitc was the only one
that conceived
the idea of one God?
If all the
rest were capable
of understanding
that great
idea, we must conclude
ttmt their instincts
very
closely resemble those of the Shemite.
Buddhism
clearly bears the impress of the Hindoo mind,
and the Mongolian g(.nius is certainly
earthlyand
hard; but wc must admit that this genius possessed at least some predisposition
that destined it
to understand
tlm religion of Buddha;
in what,
therefore,
is the Mongolian race irremediably
separated from the race which conceived the religion
which it adopted?
Christianity
is of Hebrew origin, and still the nations of Indo Germanic origin
have found it conformable
to their nature, since
they have embraced it. Chivalry is undoubtedly
conformable
to the instinct_ of all nations, since
all nations recognized
it in the middle ages.
Selfgovernment
is of Germanic
origin; still, we see
that to-day all nations have an equal inclination
to adopt, practice and love it. There are differences, however, but if we examine them closely,
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we will find that they exist more especially in the
secondary faculties or inferior part of the genius
of nations; after all, men are separated only by
the evil instincts and vices of their natures.
They
are all united and understand one another by the
superior part of their souls.
Thus, this great
question of race is reduced to a question of motsis; the differences in the genius of different nations are reduced to mere shades; and history proclaims the moral unity of the human race with
still g-renter certainty than science proclaims its
unity of flesh and blood,
_ILE
_IONTi_GL-_r.
RADICALISI[.
One may be radical, that is to
say, absolute, in all opinions, in the monarchical
as well as in the republican
party; but, as a generai thing, the words radicalism
and radicals are
applied to democratic
doctrines more or less advanced,
and to their adherents.
It has long
been said that extremes meet: consequently,
they
are equally false; the truth lies in the middle,
Hence those who claim the designation of rad_a_
are to be boldly condemned.
They wish to go to
_e very end, being aware or ignorant (either supposition is equally unfavorable
to them) that the
end is an abyss.
We are less severe toward those
who are called radicals by their opponents.
In
that case the question is often only one of degree,
of relation ; according
to the point of' view at
which one is placed, it will be as correct to consider the latter very backward, as the former very
advanced.
We should never stop at party names,
but seek to penetrate to the foundation
of things,
-- Radicalism
is characterized
less by its principies than by the manner of their application.
Its
political doctrine
is that of democracy,
and as a
general
thing
liberal men will approve
of it.
Who would
raise the slightest
objection
against
libel*y, equality, fraternity,
against national sorer,
g/gary, the re,potwibility of power, universalsuffrage
even ? But what are we to understand
by liberty?
Should
it be the universal
leveling of all social
enjoyments
to the level of the lowest classes ?
Should
fraternity
encourage
idleness and vice ?
Should
national sovereignty
or the responsibility
of power constitute
a permanent
insurrection,
and
take away the right of decision from peaceable
majorities
to confer it on ambitious,
turbulent,
audacious
minorities
? Does universal
suffrage
admit of absolutely
no limit ? Thus political
formulas
lend themselves
to more than one interpretation,
and radicalism
has its own; but it is,
above all, the manner
of its application
which
characterizes
it. It knows only one method
of
procedure,
which is to make a tabu/a rasa, to clear
away the ground
in order to raise on it a new
structure
complete
in all its parts.
Is it not as
unreasonable
to wish to break the chain of the
ages, as to condemn all the accused in a lump, to
declare
all diseases incurable,
to claim to know,
to foresee everything,
and even, which has actually happened,
to wish to change the nature of
things? -- Nature never ma_es a ta_u_ ra_z. She

does not proceed by fits and starts, but by slow
and continuous
development,
and sov'_t¥ _f
£_a
product ofn_ture.
Can anyone
deny it?
Will
any one question that society is composed of men
endowed
with reason, and often swayed by passion?
Does any one think that this reason can
be curbed, these passions silenced,
by a deer_,(,,
however solemn the deliberation and promul_oution
of it may have been?
Nothing
lasting is established by sudden or extreme measures.
Fir._t,
because such measures clash with received opinions, established
interests, opinions and intercs_
which have often their ra/so_ cretre, and whkh
have a right to demand consideration.
But the
principal obstacle to the success of radical mca_ures lies mainly in the complex nature of man.
He has necessities,
aspirations,
multiple duti(,._,
often contradictory;
you can not fully satisfy some
without, to a greater or less extent, injuringothcr_.
-- Radicalism
is generally
wedded to a few principles, sometimes
to a single one, to which it refers everything,
and which it would wish to adapt
to everything.
Now, the infinite variety of soci_d
facts are neither caused nor explained
solely by
the principles inscribed upon the banner of a radical party; these facts overflow in every direction,
and force alone can compel them to return within
their bounds.
But radicalism does not draw back
before violence.
It is as absolute in its doctrinc_
as the despot the most thoroughly
imbued with
the rights conferred
on him by his hereditary
power. -- It is by this absolutism, which is alway_
found united to narrowness
of views, that radicalism is distinguished
from liberalism
(which
see), with which it has, however,
some princip](_
in common.
Absolutism
prevents
all progTe_S,
and narrowness
of view renders a lasting foundation impossible,
for it does not permit all the iraportant circumstances
to be taken into account,
and produces
a certain
social blindne_,
which
makes those afflicted by it incapable of serving its
guides.
Thus, even should the radicals have principles identical
with those of the liberals, th_'y
would differ from them by their tendency to _]_straction,
to idealization,
they would
_'c the
mathematical
line, surface or body, where, with
the liberals, the real line, surface
or body shoulct
be seen, with all the qualities
and defects giv(.u
them by nature.--It
is perhaps
for all tht,_('
rea._ons that Rohmer
(see PARTIES, POLITIC._LI
attributes
to radicalism
the character of th(' b_,y;
it has the same capacity
as well as the stlnw d4.fects.
It is enthusiastic,
imagdnative,
to a c.(.rt:tiz_
extent generous,
lives in an ideal world, pur.-uiIl_
a single idea, and pursuing it frantically,
_ i_hout
regard to the evils caused by the efforts to rc,_lizt'
it. Happily,
the idea pursued
is often a go(,tl
one, the realization of which, even if somc_ h_t
dearly bought,
compensates
more or less for the.
ills which it has caused.
Only one thing r(,m:ti_
to be desired, namely, that the end be not att_tincd
with such violence
as to go beyond it and giw'
rise to a reaction which shall call everything itlt0
question again.
M_v_rc_
B_oc_.

RAILWAYS.
RAILWAYS,
Hlst@_
&rod Political
EconOf all the factors that have contributed,
during this centm'y, to the growth of wealth, to
the increase of material comfort, and to the diffusion of information
and knowledge,
the rail_'ay plays the most prominent
part. It has widened tile field for the division of employments;
it
has cheapened production;
it has promoted exchange, and has facilitated
intercommunication,
In its aggregate it represents a larger investment
of capital than any other branch of human activity; and the service that it renders and has rendered to society is, both from industrial and cornmereial points of view, greater than is rendered
by any other single service to which men devote
their activities. -- Down to a vel T recent period
in his history, man was remitted to water routes
mainly for the tmnsportalion
of goocl._. Migralion of hunters and shepherds could and did take
place over land from zone to _me even without
roads ; but the transportation
of heavy goods,
such as form the bulk of the consumption
of mankind, after the agricultural
period had fairly set
in, was necessarily
committed
to the water ways.
The lands bordering rivers and shores were therefore the first to be populated by agricultural
tribes,
which, by establishing
communication
with other
tribes by means of the _aterways,
started an exchange of products.
Primitive
commerce
thus
took its origin along the lines of rivers and the lagoons of coasts, occupied
by tribes which were
the forerunners
of civilization
in its devcloped
form. -- History
gives us accounts
of Assyrian
and P_,rsian roads that were at best not more than
200 miles in length, which were built for military
purposes mainly.
The Greeks made no contribulion to the world's great highways;
the roads to
Olympia and Delphos
comparing
unfavorably
_ith the roads subsequently
built by the Romans.
Rome was the first nation that appreciated
the adv'mtages of highways;
and its great conquests of
Gaul, Alemanin and of Britain, were due quite as
much to the genius of the Romans for road building as to their prowess and skill in arms.
The
road made the forest insecure to the barbarian,
From the fight in the ambush the road compelled
ttJc fight in the open, and gave to the higher civilization an immense
advantage
over the more
primitive arms and the absence of tactical knowledze of less civilized man.
The road, therefore,
as the means of conquest of the Roman civilization over barbarism in the pre-Christian
era. -- In
tl_e shape of the railway, the road has become the
principal lever in man's conquest over want, distr,,_ from the accidents of birth in locality, and
the disadvantages
arising therefrom.
It has diffu_ed civilization,
and has distributed
the cornmoditi_ of any one part of the civilized world
over every other part, so that wants and satisfacl ion_ become substantially
equali_d
throughout
the industrial
world.
Famine and great general
distress become impossible;
by means of the railway a large degree of well-being
has, with but
sl]ght modifications,
mainly due to man's mistaken

omy of.
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legislation,
been diffused all over the world.The story of the mechanical
means by which, in
times within the memory of men of middle age,
this great revolution
was wrought, has been so
often told, that it seems almost superfluous
to repeat it here; and vet the requirements
of the title
of this article make it necessary that it should be
briefly recounted
once more.To England the
world ow_s the railway.
In the coal districts of
the north of England,
rails of wood were laid
during the last century for the purpose of reducing
the friction cau_'d
by pulling
the coal
cart from the workings to the mouth of the pit.
About 1767 cast-iron rails wereintrodueed.
Stone
props, instead of timber, were used by Outram
for supporting
the ends of the rails; hence the
term, still used in England, of tram roads.
Between 1784 and 1820, Murdock, Trevethick
and
Gray made experiments
in steam engines.
The
modern railway, however, both by common consent and as the verdict of engineering
specialists,
owes "its origin, as a success in transportation,
to
George Stephenson, who built engine No. 1 for
the Stockton
& Dariington
railway,
which was
originally organized as a horse railroad, but which
was authorized
in 1823 to use steam as a motive
force.
Stephenson
himself acted as the engineer
on the opening of the steam railroad
line in the
autumn of the year 1825. Following
this, came
the opening of the Manchester
& Liverpool railway in 1830, the first engine of which was also
built by Stephenson,
and which from the outset
not only proved the success of the railway in the
transporting
of persons and goods, but also showed
it to be a financial
success to its promoters
and
stockholders
in their investment of capital.
Within the first year after the openin_ of the Manchestcr& Liverpoolline,
upward of 500,000passengers
were carried. --That
the railway was not introduced without
much opposition
would almo_t go
wiflmut saying.
The large interest in the stage
coaches had either to be conciliated,
bought off,
or fought.
The canal proprietors,
who had just
gotten well under way with their canal projects,
and were making
considerable
sums of money
out of them, when this formidable
rival appeared
upon the field, were opposed to the competition
of the railway.
In the third place, the rich landed proprietor
regarded
the railway as a devouring monster,
which would not only destroy the
value of his fields, but which threatened
to destroy his game preserves
and his beautiful
lawns
and flower beds, and, with but few exceptions,
the rich landed proprietor
opposed
the railway.
But stronger
than all these special
interests
in
opposition
to the railway,
was the con_rvative
spirit of the English people, which found cxpression in the "British
Quarterly
Review,"
in the
words, " We should as soon expect the people of
Woolwich to suffer themselves to be fired off _lpon
one of Congreve's
ricochet
rock_t.s, as to trust
themselves
to the mercy of such a machine going
at such a rate." _ London was first connected by
rail with the interior of England in 1833, when tim
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through
line to Birmingham
was completed,
:From that time forth English
railways
rapidly
developed,
so that at the close of 1881 the railway system of the United Kingdom
consisted of
18,180 miles in a country of 120,000 square miles
in area ; representin_
a lotal capitalization
of
_746,000.000,
and carrying
annually
623,000,000
passengers,
with yearly r(_eipts
of £64,000,000.
-- Tile success of the Stockton & Darlington
experiment produced
in the United States a greater
effect than it did in England.
Before the Liverpool & Manctmster line was built, in 1830, many
lines of rail were already projected in the United
States, and as early as 1825 what is now the New
York Central system was begun to be built under
the charter of the Mohawk
& Hudson
railroad,
In 1827 Massachusetts
authorized
the appointment
,of a board of commissioners,
and caused surveys
to be made of the most practicable
routes for a
railroad
from Boston to the Hudson river at or
near Albany.
Two reports
were made by these
commissioners
in the winter of 1829, giving a survey of the road, accompanied
with the recommencb_tion
to make the commencement
of the
railroad
on both the routes at the charge of the
commonwealth.
In 1830 and 1831 the Boston &
Worcester
railroad and the Boston & Providence
railroad
companies
were chartered,
and in 1832
work was already under way to connect Boston
with New York.
Pennsylvania
started its railway system
in 1827, and Maryland
and South
Carolina in 1828. The Baltimore
& Ohio railroad

a cause for the slower adoption of the railway in
that country, as it was better supplied with highways than England,
and transportation
charge.s
in tile early half of this century were compara.
lively much cheaper in France than in England.
With the exception of some few small lines, there,
was no development
of the railway system in
France until about 1842, when nine great lines
were established,
which subsequently
were amalgamated into six. The_ at the present day divide
and occupy between them sul)stantially the whole
French
territory.
Besides these, however, there
are a few state lines and branch roads of insignificant importance.
The names of these six great
lines are C]_min de fer du ._Yord, De l'Ouest de l'¢st
d'Orlean_, Paris.Lyons,
_editerrande
and du-_idi.
The extension
of the railway
system in France
has not been so great as it has been in England or
the United States, owing to circumstances
which
will be referred to in the latter part of this article.
-- The railway system of Belgium
is 2,000 mile_
in extent, in a country embracing an area of 11,373
square miles.
Two-thirds
of the whole of the
railway mileage in Belgium is composed of line_
worked
by the state, and one-third
by private
companies. --In the Netherlands,
with an area of
13,000 square miles, there are 1,230 miles of road,
of which
the state owns 630 miles, and privat0
companies
600. -- Germany,
Austria and Russia
were somewhat
behind the western nations of Europe in their railway development,
but within _he
l_t decade an enormous
extension in their devel-

system was commenced
in 1828.
In 1830, almost
simultaneously
with the opening of the first railroad line in England,
railways were being opened
in the United
States in every direction. -- The
growth of tbe railway system in the United States
is best indicated
by the facts, that in 1828 there
were three miles of railway;
in 1830, forty-one
miles;
in 1840, 2,200; in 1850,7,500;
in 1860,
29,000 ; in 1870, 49,000 ; in 1880, 93,671 ; and at
the close of 1881, 104,813 miles.
In 1882 the increase was about 13,000 miles, making
a grand
total mileage in the Umted States at the beginning
of the year 188_, of about 115,000 miles of rail.
-- The capital account at the close of 1881 shows
a total of $6,_815,000.000.
Adding,
for ]882,
$40,000 a mile for about 13,000 miles, increases
the total capitalization
$520,000,000,
making
a
grand total of about $7,335,000,000.
_The
gross
earnings of the railways
of the United States in
1881 amounted
to $725,000,000,
$552,000,000
of
which wasfrom
freight earnings, and $173,000,000
from passengers;
resulting
in the payment
of
a dividend,
over and above fixed charges,
of
$93,344,200
interest
on the bonds absorbed,
of
net earnings
of $276,654,119,
the sum total of
$128,587,302,
in addition to what went into other
sources.
In 1881 the tonnage
transported
was
not less than 315,000.000. _France
was much
slower than _ngland
and America
in adopting
the railway system.
Independent
of the fact that

opment has taken place, for the purpose of cornpeting with France for the eastern trade, as well
as for the purpose of military operations of an of_
feusive and defensive character.
In the Frane_Prussian war the seizure and management
of the
railroads
by the state, for the purpose
of aidin:_'
strategical movements,
formed so importantan_'lement in the military operations of Prua_iaa_,afinet
France, that throughout
central Europe a laree
number of lines have since been built, to secure
strategical
advantages.The
following
table.
taken from " Spofford's
American Almanac"
for
1883, gives the statistics
of the railways of the
world to Jan. 1, 1881 :
I. North America.
M_I,.,
United States (18_d)................................
117.717
Canada .............................................
7.f_!*l
/_lexleo.............................................
')-_:'_'
Total North America ...........................
1:27,,._
2. :_llddleAmerica.
Costa Rica .........................................
_n',
Cuba(Spanish)
.....................................
_5Honduras
..........................................
Jamaica(British) ...................................
¢3
_icaragua ..........................................
3_
16
Trinidad ...........................................
__.
Total Middle America ..........................
1.0_a'l
z. South America.
Argentine :Republic................................
1.61q
3t
Bolivia .............................................
L_Y._
Brazil ..............................................
15193
Chili ...............................................
Colombia (U. S. of) ................................
75
Ecuador ...........................................

the Latin race is not so alert ill adopting
labor_ving
contrivances
as the Anglo-Saxon,
there was
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South America--_ued.
(briand (British)....... : ............................
paraguay ..........................................
l'eru ..............................................
Uru_lay ..........................................
Venezuela .........................................
Total South America ...........................

Miles. of the earth, amounting,
21 $27,000,000,000,
it appears
44
2,0_
of the last fifty )'ears, the
235 vested a capital in means
70 alone, of about one-half
7,316 raised by way of loans for

4. _:orope.
,_.u,trta-Hungary ..................................
Belgium ...........................................
1)enmark ..........................................
France.............................................
(,ermany ...........................................
(;rvat Britain and Ireland ..........................
6reece .............................................
Italy ..............................................
Netherlands ........................................
Sorwuy ............................................
Po,_ugal ...........................................
]Roumania
..........................................
Russia .............................................

11,738
_),597
978
17,0"27
21,565
18,168
7
5,410
I, _-_7
946
1,0,_
916
14,067

Spare ..............................................
sweden ............................................
S_itzerland ........................................
Turkey ............................................
Total Europe ...................................
5. Asia.

8,849 could grow to such enormous proportions
without
S,S3_ having some shadow side in the way of defects,
1,6.% evils and even crimes attendant
and concomitant
889 to the immense
good it brings forth.
The first
105,895 effect of the development
of the railway
system
on the intercommunication
of men, has been to

('eyhm
(British) ....................................
China....................................................
India(British) ......................................
Japan ............................................
Java (Dutch).......................................
Philippines (Spanish) ..............................
Turkey in Asm.....................................
Total Asia .....................................
6 Africa.
Algeria (French) ...................................
Cape ('olony (British) ..............................
E_:i), .............................................
._I:,,rmu_..........................................
.'Namaqmlland
......................................
.Natal IBritish) ....................................
Tunis ..............................................
Total Africa. ...................................
7. Australia.
.N,.wSouth Wales ..................................
N(.wZealand ......................................
Queensland ........................................
Sou_hAustralia ....................................
Ta,mania..........................................
..........................................
Ylctoria
WesternAustralia ..................................
Total Australia .................................

136

in round numbers, to
that, within the period
industrial
world has inof intercommunication
the sum that has been
the purpose of carrying

on, during the last few hundred years, all the wars,
and constructing
all the internal improvemenls,
of
all the nations of the earth. -- So great a manifestattoo of a social power, representing,
as it does, a
growth unprecedentedly
rapid, must and does exhibit many peculktr phases of social and politicoeconomicalproblcms,
and must bring with it evils
incident to it_ own existen('e which demand some
form of intelligent
treatmcnt
and cure. It would,
indeed, bc remarkable
and without
parallel, that
any human instrumentality,
however
beneficial,

give a great

impetus

to the transmission

of intel-

9,872
96
8,49_
279
250

ligence and personal
intercourse.
One need but
r_d the letters of Madame de Sevigny to seewhat
an arduous task it was to travel during the middle
of the seventeenth
century.
When she proposed to
set out to visit her daughter,
200 miles distant, she
14,131 prepared
her will, and set about the journey with
a solemnity of mind somewhat
akin to that felt by
804
905 a person at the present time who is about to inves94'2 tigate the sources of the :Nile, or make a voyage
66 to the north pole.
But one need not go back so
95 far for examples of the dangers, both anticipated
101
155 and real, that down to within this century
beset
the traveler.
The Newgate calendar is part of thc
$,068 history of the stage-coach, almost to the very time

1,183 when railways
were introduced.
Highwaymen
1_58 scoured the country round, within a radius of ten
801 miles from London.
Hounslow
Heath,
Bl'_('k
8_
Heath,
Epping
Forest,
Clapham
Commons,
all
178 embraced post routes, and were the scenes of the
1,247
98 exploits of many a man who, within this century,
The
5.592 came to his end at Tvburn and at _Ncwgatc.
time occupied in moving from great centres to the
Graml total ....................................
,°64,826 capital is indicated
by an advertisement
of the
-- In England, by mason of the high price of land
York and London stage coach in 1706, in which
which the railways must occupy and acquire, anti
the advertisers
promise to I)e in London on the
a rigid application
of the rule requiring
the railfifth day out from York, and to run from London
way corporation
to pay for consequential
and in- to York in four days.
It is said by Francis,
in
dir(,et damages, its railways represent
the maxihis " History of the Railways,"
that the abdication
mum of capitalization.
Taking
this extreme of of JamesII.
was not heard of in the Orkneys until
_':tpitalization of theEnglish
railways,
of $200,000
three months after his flight.
He says: " In the
a mile, as a maximum,
and the capitalization
of seventeenth
century
the charge for conveyance
!tw (.heal)es t American railways, of $25,000 amile,
amounted,
in many instances,
to a prohibition
illcludingequipment,
asaminimumcapitalization,
Heavy goods cost, from London to Birmingham,
it i_ fair to say that the average capitalization
of
£7 a tnn; from London to Exeter, .£12 were paid.
railways the world over is not less than $50,000 per
Coal was rarely seen, save in the neighborhood
of
railc. Upon that basis the 264,000 miles of railthe district which produced it. Packhorses,strong,
way in the world would represent a total valuation,
enduring animals, the breed of which is now exlu the way of capital investedin
these vehicles and
tinct, were employed to carry the produce of the
_neans of intercommunication,
of $18,200,000,000.
weaver's
patient skill, the pottery of StaffordCompared with all the debts of all the nations
shire, and even the coals of :Newcastle, laboring
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along heavy roads, toiling beneath a burning sun,
wending
their way through bare, bleak moors,
down steep descents, by dangerous rivers, on narrow tongues of land, between masses of mire and
mud so deep as to be dangerous if they entered
--a leading horse bearing bells to intimate
the
approach of the party he heralded.
The group
formed a most picturesque accompaniment
to the
wild. weird scenes it enlivened.
* _ The private
carnage,
if such," indeed, should chance to approach, left tile track at the risk of never returnlug to it, while more numerous parties either resisted the cavalcade, or moved, like the solitary
passenger, out of the way, as their weakness
or
strength might dictate.
Wilh such difficulties before them, few persons left their homes but those
who were called by some most special reason."-Macaulay says that the inhabitants
of London, in
the seventeenth
century,
were farther
removed
from Edinburgh
than they are now from Vienna;
and, indeed, it might be said, farther removed from
Edinburgh
than they are now from St. Petersburgh or New York.
The reason why, to this
very day, parliament sits in summer, is because
the roads in England were so bad, and the difliculty and danger of getting to the capital so great,
that it was impossible
in the midwinter
months
to convene a parliament with any expectation
of
having the members attend from the north, from
the extreme west of the kingdom,
from Scotland,
or from Ireland. -- In the early part of the nineteenth contury the difficulty
of moving
bulky
articles was somewhat
overcome by MacAdam's
invention for improving highways,
and by the introduction of canals.
Part of the politico-eeonomical results in the way of cheapening
and distributing products was already under way by the
creation of artificial waterways, which were introduced into England, Prance and Spain in imitation of the Netherlands.
-- In fixing the price for
the sale of every commodity,
the element of cost
of transportation
must be considered,
with but
the very slight exception of articles that are consumed
on the spot where created, like the food
raised by the farmer for his own family.
As the
great bulk of commodities
consumed in this world
is transported
from one point to another, it is
obvious at a glance how important is the r61e that
transportation
plays in the work of production as
well as of consumption.
Indeed, transportation
is a factor which enters into both the consumption
and production of commodities
as largely as money
do_s into the exchange of commodities,
and it plays
even a more important r61e than money does in
determining
the price of commodities.
-- The certainty, diminished
cost and rapidity
with which
commodities
eouhi be transported from place to
place by the introduction
of the railway, not only
increased
the exchangeability
of commodities%
but also made It possible to forward to distant
places, theretoforc
unsupplied
with such cornmodities, products which formerly were consumed
only at the spot where created, and the increa_i
facility
of transportation
created value_ which

could not have existed at all but for such improved
methods of transportation.
A familiar illustration
of this fact is the great industry which had beeu
created in Brittany and Normandy in producing
eggs and butter for the London market; atld vegt_tables even for Edinburgh's
daily consumption.
Before the existence
of the railway,
the ri_.h
dairies of Normandy
could give to Normandy
alone the enjoyment of fine butter, and there w_l_
no pomibility for the Londoner or the Scotchman
to enjoy a French egg or a pat of French butter _t
his bl_akfast table without
going personally to
France.
For 600 or 1,000 miles the railway now
carries the Prenchman's dairyand farm-yard products as easily as to the neighboring
town.
Tho
prices of those commodities
have gone up in
France,
because a market has been found for
them.
But, what is of greater importance, rheil
enjoyment iz possible to a greater number of t_o •
pie. Waste, that great destroyer of human effort_,
is eliminated,
and unsatisfied
wants in the particulars above mentioned,
can no longer exist.
Through
the instrumentality
of the railway, the
law of competition
gets its widest possible extension, restrained and hampered only by limitations
put by human law, in the way of tariffs, on the
full enjoyment of the results of such competition.
With the extension
of the lines of commerce,
within which a given commodity can find its market. comes an increased demand, which not only
agsin reacts to produce an increased supply, b_lt
equalizes prices, so that the clement of chance is
eliminated as much as possible from human aff_ir,.
French history gives us the fsct, that during a
period of 300 years, there were about 100 years of
famine in one or another part of France, _hile
absolute abundance
contemporaneously
prev_ilvd
in other districts.
Such a condition
of thin_._,
even long before the railway, has not only become impossible
for France by the development
of means of intercommunication,
but is now m_ule
impo_qible the world over by reason of tile railway, connected with rapid steam communieation
by sea. That periods of famine and dLstr_:_sarise
in India, in an abnormally
situated cnmmuJfity
living upon one vegetable product alone, trod pr_'
vented by superstition
from varying their fo,_d.
does not diminish the force of the fact that ,ue]_
things are impossible
in any community which
has emerged
from s semi-barbaric
condition,
ALso, in India, the periods of distress are rspid]y
diminishing,
and arc becoming
considerably ]es_
in intensity
when they occur.
An exag._e _t_'d
picture of the evils incident to the present civilization is given by the colors in which the sen,_tional modern press paints the distress and crime,
of the day; and the inquisitorial
and searehir_
character of the correspondence
produces a vivi_thess which makes the superficial observer ima_izlc
that both crime 8nd suffering
have incrcasvd.
whereas, in point of fact, they are constantly decreasing.
What has increased, is the power smi
opportunity
for observation
and giving detailed
results of such obimxvstion to the public eye and
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ear. --That
the several results of the introduction of the railway have become a common heritage of the great mass of mankind,
and that its
introduction
benefits
the laborer
more than it
does the millionaire,
is indicated by the fact that
the cost of transportation,
which bears a greater
and greater
relation
to commodities
which
are
bulky and coarse and of general consumption,
and
forms alessand
less ratio or element of expense in
commodities which are easy of transportation,
and
not bulky in form, has been considerably
lessened
by the railway.
Even during themiddle
ages the
1,_c_ of Mechlin and of Brussels,
and the tapestries of the Netherlands
and of France, couhl be
transported
the world over.
At the courts of
Europe specimens of the art handicraft
of the
then known world could be found.
Gems, laces
and velvet could be transported
on horseback
without difficulty ; but no food or clothes produced for common use or wear could be brought
from a distance, the cost of transportation,
added
to the original cost of the article, increasing the
price to such an extent as to make it heyond the
means of the common man.
Hence the individual born to a particular
spot of earth, thus became
the inheritor
of all the evils and all the disadvantages incident to that spot.
What the average
man could not there produce, was not for him to
enjoy.
What his neighbor could not produce for
him, he could not obtain in exchange for his own
products.
The cost of transportation
served as an
impas_ble
barrier to placing
himself
in more
comfortable condition, either by.removal
to lands
more favorably situated as a market for his labor,
o_ by bringing
within his reach such more favorable condition
in the shape of the importstion of commodities.
-- But even in India,
the
famine of 1873-4 was counteracted,
the distress
overcome, and the consequences
removed, with a
rapidity never before
known in Indian history,
Th('retofore,
the distre_ occasioned
by a famine
ordia.lrily
lasted upward
of ten years.
In the
following year (1875), when the actual season
of dearth
ended in India,
and
some favor,
able results in the way bf weather
and crops
were produced,
the consequences
of the famine
w(.re quite removed.
:Ncumann is authority
for
the statement that in con_qucnce
of the developm¢.nt of the railway system, upward of 21,009.000
lmmired weight of rice was distributed
within
rip,yen months by the English government
during
tlw prevalence of the famine.
Evenin thedecade
1S60-70, before the railway system was developed
_'n I _dia, several years of dearth
and of famine
.('cuffed in the same district, and it is estimated
1hat from two and a half to three and a half million l)eople died during that period.
The drought
,_(t failure of crops in 1878 and 1874 were greater
_.han before, and authentic accounts
show us that
there were not at the latmost more than 20,000
l)er._ons who_e death can directly be attributed
to
insufficient food.
The acce_ibility
of the newspaper correspon _dent, by means of the railway,
enabled the world at large more thoroughly
to
151
vo_.. m. -- 82
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realize the distress that occurred during 1878 and
1874, but the actual death rate, as compared with
that from 1860 to 1870, from famine, was not 1
per cent.--As
the difficulty of transportation
is
an element of cost in the excharige of commodities, a saving in the cost of transportation,
producing an incrcased
market,
results alto in the
additional
effect that the capital which otherwise
would be expended upon transportation
is available for other purposes.
It Lstrue that the medium
of transportation
in itself is a costly contrivance,
and that it has swollen,
as we have seen, to
$13,000,000,000
for railway purposes
alonc; but
as the great majority
of these enterprises
pay a
return to those who have invested their moneys,
the capital is productively
employcd,
profitably
expended,
and constantly
being reproduced
by
the return.
The railway, therefore, in its general
effects upon mankind and the investors,
has been
a blessing. --The general result of railway
construction
has been an enormous
incres-_e of production and productive
power on the part of mankind, and has also resulted in an enormous
development
in the character
of productions,
particularly in the direction of producing,
for general
and popular
consumption,
commodities
which,
until the railway
was introduced,
were in many
cases impossible
of transportation,
except
along
the lines of waterway.-One of the most interesting illustrations
of the condition of life before the
railway, is given by the philosophical
agriculturist, Von Thtlnen, and quoted by Sax, in which, .
assuming
as a central point, a city, he places
around it, within a radius of fifty miles, an agricultural district, composed of six zones, for products which the farmer may raise with profit for
the consumption
of the city.
In the first zone, lying closest to the city, he placcs the production
of garden vegetables,
fruit and milk ; in the secend zone he places the production
of commodities which cost more to transport,
such ,_s potatoes, carrots, etc. In the third zone the production
of wood is placed.
In the" next three zones, in
certain
proportions
entered
into too minutely
for citation here, cereal productions
and animals
are put.--The
vast benefit conferred
by fr(_:lom
to cultivate
land with alternate
crops and with
whatever
suits the hind best, has become possible
only by the increase of means of transportation.
Doubtless
the rules laid down by Von Thtinen
were practically
adopted in consequence
of difliculties of transportation,
which, once wiped out,
now not only makes the farm fifty miles remote as
profitable and valuable as the one close to the city,
but enables the latter in compensation
to produce
whatever
the land is best fitted to produce,
instead of simply that which proximity
to the market compels.
In other words, the natural advantages of production
have, by the wipingout
of the
elcment of transportation,
or rather, reducing it to
a minimum, been permitted to come into full play.
The producer
was conditioned,
by proximity
or
remoteness to the market, a._ to the proper use of
his instrument,
the soil.
He now produces thf, t
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which his soil is best capable of producing : all
the markets have become near, by the railway,
No better illustration
can be found of this than
in the development
of the fresh fruit industry of
the world within" recent times.
With the exception of those that ripen on the stem when detached from the tree, as oranges and bananas, but
a veD' few years ago the consumption
of fruit
other than at the place where it was grown was
almost impo_ible.
To-day, however, the fruit of
California
can in lusciousness
and perfection
be
better found on the tables of the inhabitants
of
New York and London
than in San Francisco.
Thus the trade in products
which require to be
consumed
fresh has, by the increase of means of
communication
introduced
by the railway,
been
added to the commerce
of the world;
and a vast
addition to the world's wealth has been made by
the exchangeability
of natural
products
which
either would not have been produced
at all, or
which, being produced
in excess of the local demand,
would
have rotted
upon their stems or
upon the ground.--A
like addition
has been
made to the commerce of the world in the power
of transporting
cereals
and bulky
productions,
such as grain, iron, wood, etc.
The time is not
far behind us when the locomotives
of Illinois
burned corn for fuel, in consequence
of the high
price of fuel, and the low price of corn, and the
high price of the one and the low price of the
other arose from tim insufficient
means of trans-

fer somewhat from the higher price of labor inoident to the denser centres of population,
yet the
better supervision
and more intelligent workmanship that is contributed
to the manufacturing
.process by reason of tile capitalist
being able to
superintend
the operations
of his factory, enable
such works to find, by the securing
of a larger
application
of capital,
compensation,
and even
profit, notwithstanding
their distance
from the
mine, owing to the abscnce of waste due to personal supervision.
We therefore
find the great
manufacturing
industries,
though
being at some
distance from the actual output of raw material,
gradually
establishing
themselves
in the large
cities, which arc the centres of capital.
Denver,
in Colorado, is rapidly becoming the centre of the
smclting
operations
of the state, for ores bearing
precious
metals.
St. Louis is an important
ore.
reducing
point, and successful reductions
of precions ore are carried
on in Philadelphia
and in
the city of New York, thousands
of miles away
from where the raw material is obtained.
Equal]y true as to textile fabrics is this condition
of
things.
Wbether
in the shape of wool coming
from the cape of Good lIope, cotton from India,
South America
or from our own cotton states,
hemp from the far west or from Hungary, the raw
products
are all used up at the same manufaeturing establishment,
at Manchester
or at Paisley, at
Cohoes or at Lowell, and but for the tariff the
cost of distribution
of the raw material wouhl

portation
of both to the localities
where
they
could best be used. -- The diminishing
of the cost
and the increasing of the facilities for transporta,
tion introduced
by the railway, have likewise substantially
added to the world's mineral products,
In parts of this country
where the railway
has
not yet penetrated,
it does not pay to open mines
of silver-bearing
ore yielding
le_ than sixty dollars to the ton.
The moment
that a railway is
opened to the point, bringing
fuel thither
and
taking
away either ore or base metal, the mine
that was valueless before, becomes a valuable property if it yields forty or even twenty dollars per
ton, and thus its treasury is added to the world's
wealth. --The
rapidity of transportation
has another effect.
It diminishes
the risk of capital, and
increases its fertility, by securing
a speedy return
for money invested;
and inasmuch
as the return
of the capital comes back more speedily, it lessens the rates of profits, thereby securing
lower
prices to the consumer.
The effect which the
production
of our Kansas, Nebraska
and Dakota
wheat fields h:ls had upon the English farmers,
is
a result, only on a wider field, analogous
to that
which has been had on the narrower field of Von
Thilnen's concentric
lines.The influence of the
railway upon manufacturing
industries
has been
almost as great as it has been upon agriculture.
In ante-railway days the furnace and the smelting
works were of necessity compelled
to be close to

form but a small item compared
with the advanrages obtained
from water power, proximity
to
ships and to coal, and, more especially, facilitirs
for the obtaining
and the supervision
of the capital employed.
By delocalizing
the working up
of the raw material
into its finished product, and
giving to capital the advantage
of immediate wrsonal supervision,
a tendency has been produced
which has been a puzzle to many economists--the
centralization
of industrial
employment,
and the
driving of the smaller handicraftsmen
from suecessful competition
by compelling
them to become
a part of vast industrial
establishments.
Tht.
controlling
of millions of dollars of capital giw.s
to such capital great advantage
over the individual more favorably
located
as to territory,
bu_
less favorably located in the employment
of the
more expensive
labor-saving
machineD',
and faciltries for carrying
on large enterprises
at the lowest possible rates of interest.
The result of thN
tendency is not an unmixed good.
It causes citir,
to become overcrowded;
it takes away the imlr
pendence of the individual
workingman;
it make"
the handicraftsman
part of a huge machine, _l
compels the workman
to give his time more and
more to smaller and smaller parts of the wh,,l("
operation
necessary
to produce
a given re-u_t
The smith of the middle ages would produ('e a_)
armor, and would even ornament
it with devic,'-.
He would also shoe horses.
To work in iron :rod

the ore. It may now be situated close to where

steel in all its departments was his 0ccupati0!_.

the capital, which
works, is located.

and he was probably
a larger man in his devcl_)pment than the smith of to.day.
But society is

contributes
Although

to establishing
such industries

the
suf-
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called upon to pay a penalty for the enormous
counter-advantages
of the division
of employmcnts in the decreased development
of the workman.
The division
of employments
of course
increasesconsiderablythe
output of each workingman, and as the sum total of output is thus criermou¢ly increased,
the sum total of exchangeable
products is enormously
increased.
A given amolmt
of labor will at the present
Ix,riod produce to the
._mith of to-day an exchange
of products
many
times greater than could bc obtained in the middle
ages, by the smith of that time, notwithstanding
the. superior gencrM skill and workmanuhip
of the
latter. -- Frederick
List, in urgiug upon Germany
the necessity for developing
the railway system
in 1841, sums up in the following
order the adv,mtages to be derived
from the development
of
the railway system:
"'1. As a means of national
defense, it facilitates
the concentration,
distribulion and direction of the army.
2. It is a means
to the improvement
of the cultm'e of the nation,
as it facilitates the distribution
and promotes
the
rapidity of distribution
of all literary products,
and the results of tile arts an(_ sciences.
It brings
talent, knowledge
and skill of every kind readily
to market, and increases the means of education
and instruction
of each individual
and of each
class and age.
3. It secures
the community
against dearth and famine, and against excessive
fluctuation
in the prices of the necessaries
of
life. 4. It promotes
the hygienic
condition, of
tile community,
as it destroys distances
between
the sufferer and his means of cure.
5. It promotes social intercourse,
and brings
friend to
friend, and relative to relative.
6. It promotes
the spirit of the nation,
as it has a tendency
to destroy tile Philistine
spirit arising from isolation and provincial
prejudice
and vanity.
It
I)inds nations by ligaments,
and promotes
an interehange of food and of commodities,
thus making it feel to be a unit.
The iron rails become a
nerve system, which, on the one hand, strengthens
l/ublic opinion, and, on the other hand, strengthens
tile power of the state for police and governmental
purposes."--One
of the first pathological
syruptoms that this great, beneficent
growth has prodt_ced, was the speculative
spirit that it promoted
_md fed. The era of speculation,
however, does
not begin with tlle development
of the railway,
Great speculative
manias, destructive
in their con_equt:nees, and of as far reaching and disastrous
_'t.-_fit% form part of the history
of trade and
v,,nmer(,e of the past two hundred
years.
The
_Ii_i.,._ippi bubble, under
law, the tulip mania
in Amsterdam,
and the South Sea bubble in EngI_md, _ ere eras of as wild speculation
as the rail_ ay mania in England,
and were much more dis_t-troun in their consequences.
When the shares
"f l.aw's hank declined, and the South Se:_ lmbble
I,',Ir_t. all money values represented
in those elemcnts of speculation
were destroyed
beyond repair. Wild as was the speculation
of 1844 and
1845 in England, and culminating
as it did in a
great financial crisis in the winter of 1845 and
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1846. the railway, tile subject-matter
of the speculation, still rema!ned:
and although shares were
frightfully
depressed during
the crisis, they ultimately ro,e to something approaching
their true
value, tile excessive premiums
paid by individuals
heing all that was wasted.
Every country which
has allowed the railway to be. built by private entcrprise, has had its share of speculative
ventures
and speculative
prices.
Railway
building
has
certainly
fo_tercd a class of unscrupulous
operators as well as tricky and reckless railway officials,
who found larger profits in the share market, and
more rapid
means of achieving
great fortunes,
than in finding capital for railway construction,
or honestly and efficiently administering
the railway properties and trusts in their hands.
Absence
of governmental
supervision
as to stock capital of
railways,
has caused the placing on the money
market_ of the _orld of a vast quantity
of fictitious values, not representing
actual construction
in money value, but possible value to result from
the development
of traffic and anticipated
dividends.--In
many instances the _emingly
execssive profits made in the United States by railway
building
wcrclmt a fair and natural return for the
great risks incurred.
In the event of success the
men who had the foresight and boldness to invest
their capital in buihling lines like theTranscontinental
Pacific
through
the territory
of hostile
tribes of Indians, across plains and over deserts,
at therisk
of life and fortune, deserved consider
able remuneration
for their boldness and their enterprise.
Differences
of opinion may honestly be
entertained
whether they have not been overpaid,
lind whether
the methods
adopted
through
the
instrumentality
of political chicanery were in the
least justifiable.
These matters apart, however,
it must be conceded,
that but for the inducement
held out of very large profits through the instrumentality of fictitious capitalization
and subsidies
of land or money, many of the newer territories
of the United States wouhl have been unsupplied
by railways. -- What is here said is not meant to
be a justification for fictitious capitalization,
which
is an evil of such great and wide-bearing
tensequence that it were better if railway
building
were somewhat
delayed than to allow it to come
into existence under such conditions.
The writer
simply desires to draw attention to the fact, that
the absence of governmental
supervision
over capitalization
leaves individuals
or corporations
free
to devise whatever scheme they may think best to
enhance profits in conducting
doubtful enterprises,
and results inevitably
in railway managemel_t
regarding
no interest except that of the promoters
and capitalists who respectively lay out the scheme
and find the money, and in such a case the lmblie
will be wofully left out of sight.
At the very outset of railway development,
Stcphenson,
who was,
from all we can learn of his career, as wise a state_
man _s he was an engineer, insisted that railways
should be taken in hand and operated by the government, claiming, that, from its nature and character, it was a highway which would in time become
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more important than the ordinary road, and which
also possessed the peculiarity that the owner of the
road would, in time, do the business of transporration thereon.
In term language
he expressed,
before a committee
of parliament,
his opinion
that. competition
wouhl not be the means of prodneing in this case, as it does in others, the cheapest and best results for the community,
lrecause,
said lie, "where
combination
is possible, competition is excluded."
-- Railway development
took
its origin in England
and in this country contemporaneously
with the growth of the democratic
spirit, and with the dissemination
of politico-ceonomical ideas.
The democratic
spirit was jealous
of governmental
power, and aimed at its reduction
and decentralization.
The politico-economical
doetrines taught, as an axiomatic tntth, that the government
performed
its operations
at greater expense than
the individual,
and that whatever
could be left to individual
enterpri_
should
be
excluded
from the domain of gbvernment.
Political economy
at the same time asserted as an
axiomatic truth the proposition
that competition
was productive
of unmixed good; that it was universally applicable;
that governmental
regulation
and interference
tended
to diminish
or destroy
competition;
and tlmt it would subserve the best
interests
of mankind
if government
would
let
things in commercial
and industrial
enterprise
work out their own salvation. -- In England
and
America, therefore,
railways
were placed in the
hands of corporations,
which had power, on paying its value, to condemn property.
Ill England,
maximum
rates of charges were in every case prescribed by the charter eobstituting
the corporation, but these maximum
charges were generally
made so high that they practically
did not interfere with the railway corporations
; within
the
limitation of the_ maximum
charges the railways
were free to make such discriminations
or modifications as they deemed necessary to meet particular exigencies.
For every addition to its public
powers and for every extension
of its line, the
railway
was compelled
to go to parliament
for
powers.
The opposition
of the landowner
and
canal
proprietor
once overcome,
however, the
great benefits conferred
from the very outset by
the establishment
of railway communication
became so apparent,
that parliament
was but too
willing to grant additional
powers without inquiring very closely as to what use would be made of
them. -- Both in England
and America the legislatures of the period from 182,5 to 1835 made the
mistake
of supposing
that the railway
bore an
analogy
to the canal, and traces of this mistake
appear in almost all of the early charters.
It was
supposed,
that, like the canal, the railway would
be built by one class of capitalists,
but that also,
in the same manner as over the canals, the traffic
over the railway wouM be carried on by another
class of individuals
or corporations,
of forwarders
and common carriers, who, under regulations
and
charges for toll established
by the railroad eom-

the line.
It was supposed
that the railway was
merely an improved
highway,
the carriages
of
which would
run within
certain
grooves from
whieh they could not depart, and that in all other
respects the railway corporations
would be one
function and the busines,_ of transportation
over it
would be in tile hands of others. -- The charter of
the Ithaca & Owego railroad contains the follow
ing language : "See. 12. All persons paying tht.
toll aforesaid
may, with suitable and proper ear
riages, u_ and travel upon the said railroad, subjeet to such rules and regtllations as the said cotporators are authorized
to make bythe9th
section
of this act."
(Laws of _N. Y., 1827, p. 17.) -- ('er
tain members
of parliament
fort_aw,
that, as a
means of protection
of the public, the limitation
upon excessive profits imposed in these undertakings by fixing a maximum
rat e of charges was insufficient.
Pre-eminent
among those members of
parliament
was Mr. James Morrison,
who, in a
speech delivered
in the house of commons
May
17, 1836, said: '" The limitation
of the rates of
charge is in a progressive
country good for little
or nothing.
The incxease of population
and trade
has been so very great thin a toll that would have
yielded an ample profit on a railway eonstrncted
a dozen or twenty years ago, might now perhaps
yield an equal amount of profit were the rates reduced a half.
Nothing
in fact can be more iraprovident
or more absurd
than that parliament
should once for all fix the rate of toll when an
undertaking
is entered upon, and divest itself, nnless by violating
the right of property, of tlle
power to reduce that rate in all time to come, how
greatly soever it may exceed what would be a liberal return for the capital invested in the undertaking.
I need not add that it is of the greate-t
importance
to the interests of the public, that the
cost of internal
communication
should be reduced
as low as possible.
The limitation of the dividend
is a practice found to be as ineffectual
as the fixing a maximum
on the rate of charge.
The publie has no cheek on the system of management,
nor can it explore the thousand
elmnnels in _hk'h
profits may be distributed,
under other mltn_,s.
among the subscribers,
nor has it any means of
preventing
the wanton and extravagant
outlay or"
money on the works, etc.
To make the provi,i-n
for limiting the dividends
good for anything, it
would be necessary that all the proeeeding_ of a
company so limited should be controlled by commissioners
appointed
by the government."
lle
therefore insisted that in every case a clause should
be inserted in parliamentary
coneessions to railw:_._
corporations,
by which parliament
reserves to it .'t_If
the right to revise the rates of toll every dec_d_'.
or oftener.
Mr. Morrison also depreeated
tlle ith.a
that competition
would prevent excessive charzv-.
and even at that early day he foresaw
that a _a,t
amount of capital would
be expended
unnee_,_-;lrily in making duplicate lines, whereby the publlv
would not be benettt_cl by the securing of lo_,'t
rates of charges, but the existing t_ffio would be
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prior existing lines, even tlaough the roadbed of the
latter was by no means taxed to its maximum
capacity in doing the trafllc on the line.
Ite urged
upon parliament tlle necessity of preventing
such a
waste of capital, claiming that by a reckless chartering of new lines competition
was not secured,
and that the new lines when built would by conlbination with existing lines prevent the public from
_ecuring the benefits to be derived from the chartt.rillg of the new lines._
In a speech delivered ill
1_5, nine years after the former spe_h, 3h'. Morri._ou,aftcr showing the gradual reduction in the cost
of and charge for transportation,
and the enormous
b(.nctits which the railway
system had conferred
upon England, as well as the great social changes
-_ hich were taking place in consequence
of the exi_tcnce of the railway system, continued:
" These
variou_ circumstances
prove that the question now
J.- no longer one of private cousideration,
but one
of great pul)lie policy, a matter not to be left to
the control of inferior boards or private companies,
but one which ought to be subject to the intcrference of parliament,
and guided by the wisdom of
the government.
A. great social change is in the
_ct of taking place, and it is to this great subject
that I invite the attention of the house, of the government, and more particularly
of the right henorable baronet (Sir Robert Peel) at the head of the
administration,
and I entreat him to look at this
question as one great whole, and not to regard it
in deta('hed, isolated details and fragments.
If tie
will view it in all its many and important ramifications, if he will estimate
the combined effects of
all sorts that are certain
to follow from this extraordinary
combination
of influences,
lie will, I
think, agree with me in be.lieving the subject to be
one of the greatest moment, one fraught with unSl_'akable benefits if properly directed, but, if neglceted or misnmnaged,
threatening
us with evils of
portentou._ magnitude."-IIe then entered upon
the question of tolls.
He said: " I may here be
a,ked the principle upon which I would regard
the rates of toll.
My answer is, that I would determine the rate of toll in every case by the sum
at which the particular
line of railway could now
l)c ('on._tructed.
The public are not bound to in(luire what the line really has cost, btit merely to
a,certain the sum for which it could at the present
lime be constructed,
and the railway proprietors
ought to be compelled to carry the public and their
goods for such fare as would yield a fair profit
upon such outlay."
" So little, indeed," he conolude._, " was the subject of railways understood
ia it_ commencement
that the original rates were
tixed upon the supposition
that the railway proprietor would be the proprietor
of the road only,
a_d that the persons using it would pay merely
for the means of transit, as upon the canals.
It is
well known that such has not been thecase.
Railway proprietors are almost universally
not onlythe
(_wacrs of the line, but the carriers upon it. Still,
strange as it will seem, the legislatures
have continued, in every railway bill down to the last bill
of the last session, to repeat these lists of tolls, al-
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though in no single instance, I believe, has it been
found practicable to carry them into effect. These
rates*of tolls are practically
a mere delusion.
In
truth, parliament
might just as well have ordered
the _veral
companies
to exhibit
in their stations
a set of old sheet ahnanacs.
They were a mere
u._elcss incumbrance."--Thcse
were the utterances
of a member of parliament
of extr'mrdinary
intelligence, of a man who had worked his way up
from a clerkship to the position of being the riche._tmerchant
in England,
where tie occupied a position somewhat akin to that held at a subsequent
day by A. T. Stewart in the United States.
To
him England,
and indeed the commen:ial
world,
owes the ._ystem of charging
in retail transactions one uniform and undeviating
price, without
cheapening
or bargain,
a system which has since
his time heen adopted
as the sound commercial
rule in :England, in America, and in the leading
cities of France and of Germany. -- In this country, a few of the carl 3" charters, copied somewhat
from the EnglL,_h parliamentary
acts, contained
ma.ximum rates of toll in a §chcdule of rates.
In
some of these early charters the state reserved the
right to purchase within twenty years the railway
thereby authorizcxl to be constructed.
.No general
act then cxistedindiscriminately
granting the right
of way and the right to condemn
property
to
any persons who saw fit to organize a railway cotporation,
but in every instance an application had
to be made to the respective le_slatures
for the
various powem to be exercised by the corporation.
Some little safeguard
was therefore
left in the
hands of government
against too great an abuse
of public power.-In 1846, owing to the spread of
the politico-economical
doctrines
before referred
to, and to the corruption
incident to the railway
lobby in the legislative halls, the new constitution
of the state of .New York required its legislature to
pass general laws under which corporations
may
be formed (Art. viii., _ 1), and, acting in the spirit
of this requirement,
the legislature of 1848 did pass
a general railroad act, substantially
like the one reenacted in 1850, ex(.ept that the legislature,
by the
art of ] 848, did, in each particular case, reserve the
powerto grant by special art the right of eminent
domain, and give to corporations
about to build
and operate railways a means only, under the gcneral law, of organi/,'ltion
amt of powers.
]n 1850
that safcguant
was surrendered
by the passage of
a general railway
act omitting
such reservation.
Thereafter
twenty-five persons could, by the mere
filing of articles of incorporation
in the office of
the secretary of state, become a railway corporation, endowed with power to take property ia invitum, and to run lines wherever and in whatever
form they _'_w fit, subject only to certain restricdons as to rights in cities, and to condemn property for such purposes.
Thi_ placed railway corpotations
upon the footing of any private enterprise in the hands of corporate
management,
and,
except as to passenger traffic, was a complete surrender of every attempt
on the part of the goveminent to supervise,
regulateor
control the rail-
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way corporations
of the state, or to subject them
to any conditions
securing, without discrimination
and injustice,
fair and proper rates to the public,
This general railway law did away with the railway lobby ; anti the immcdiate
benefits in the
way of extensions
of the railway systems,
and
the freedom
from
public
corruption
resulting
from this railroad
law, caused
other states to
follow in the wake of the state of New York,
and state after state passed generul railway acts
in imitation
or modification
of the one enacted
by the state of New York in 187-)0. This introduccd the era of what was supposed
to be cornpetition, with results which we shall presently examine in detail. --Now
let us look at the course
that the railway question took in other countries,
--Belgium.
In Belgium all concessions
for constrncting
railway_ are granted
by the minister of
the interior, subject to the ratificalion of the chamber of deputies
and of the king.
The expectant
corporators
deposit a plan, giving the line of the
route, estimates
of its revenue,
and the probable
expense of the undertaking,
together with a tariff
of tolls for passengers and freight traffic, at which
they propose to carry.
Tim project
is then submitred to the department
of roads and bridges,
or to a special commis._ion of engineers for report,
All inquiries
to verify the calculations
and the
statements
of the projcctors
are made at the cxpense of those who deposit the plan, and for that
purpose they _trc required from time tolime to pay
in to the ministry such sums as they may be called
upon to contributc.
Then for a period of from
one to three months the whole plan is advertised
in the ]ocalily
to be affected by it. The local
councils of the municipalities
through which the
road is proposed to be laid, consider the project,
and report to the ministry.
After these reports
have been presented,
a hearing is had, either before the commission
on bridges
and roads, or
before the minister
himself,
at which the engineering work, the guarantees
for its execution,
the objections
to its being undertaken,
ctc., are
discu&_cd, and the manner
in which the government is to exercise surveillance
over it is fixed,
The rate of charges
by the company,
the time
for which they may be demanded,
and the time
within
which
the work
is to be commenced
and finished, are also specified.
After all these
questions
havc been settled, the whole matter is
then submitted
to the chamber
anti senate and
the king, either of whom can alter it before it
passes as a law. -- In Belgium
the government
itself, however,
built the principal lines, or bought
them up, and it now in theory allows private
companies
only to build extensions
and developments of the main lines.
In 18.50, of the lines of
railway in Belgium,
64 per cent. of the whole
were owned by the government,
and 36 per cent.
by private
individuals.
After the construction
of its main lines, however,
the Belgian government retired from the work of constructing
new
lines, and in consequence
there was, in 1860, 67
per cent. of the mileage in Belgdum in the hands

of private individuals,
and only 88 per cent. i_
tile hands of the state.
By amalgamation,
however, these small feeders in the hands of private
individuals
in proceeds of time have developed
into tmmk lines, competing
with the govem_ment
lines on their own field.--The
Grand Centra_
Belge, a private company,
was formed out of seven
companies,
and the Societd General d'Exploitatioa,
another private line, was formed out of nineteen
companies.
So long as the government
owns.
controls and works its main lines of railway, and
keeps down the interest
upon the outlay to 7
per cent., no dangerou_
combination,
however, i_
to be feared.
It may at any time, if any line becomes very profitable,
buy it up, as, under the
terms of every concession,
a railway line in Belglum is subject to purcha,_e by the state for the
bencfit
of the commonwealth.
The pl_rcha_e
price is the net rcceipt_ of the seven last preceding years of the company's
working, from which
the receipts of two most profitable
years arc deducted, and an annuity, equiwdent
to the average
dividend
of the five remaining
years, with the
addition of 15 per cent , is paid for the road. -One of the peculiarities
of the Belgian system is,
that the government
guarantees
the line it allows
to be built interest at the rate of 4 per cent. on its
actual outlay;
it thus has full justification
for supcrvising
the construction
of the r'dlway,
and
insisting
upon the fullest po_ible
reports,
proscribing
the method
of its book-keeping,
dcsighating some of its officers, and generally regarding the railway corporation
as wards of the state.
This method
of guarantee
also prevents thc undcrtaking
of lines which do not promise to be
fairly remunerative
from the start.
The rate, of
charge of both the passenger
and freight traffic
of all the railways of Belgium
are fixed in the
concessions
themselves%
which
are limited
to
ninety years.
The rates arc, of course, maximum
rates, the companies
being at ]ibcrty toreducctheir
rates to any point below the figures set forth iz_
the law.
But when the state has guamnt<,ed tlm
4 per cent. of the capital, the consent of the ministcr of public works is, however,
necessary, b(,fore the tariff is permitted
to be lowered.
A very
active competition
was carried
on in past yc_lr_
between
the railways
owned by the state, and
the railways owned by individuals,
wherever the
lines touchcd the same points.
This competition
has resulted
in the corporate railways being permittcd to make special contracts in the same m_n
ner as the state railways did down to about 1s64,
when a law was passed forbidding
the m_ ki_,z
of special contracts;
and compclling bothtbe_t_te
railways
and the individual
railways
in carry
all their freight at schedule
rates. --By tbis s wtern of state guarantee
of investment,
the stat,_
is prevented
from carrying
its competition
with
the private
lines beyond a certain
point.
The
fact that the private companies must be permitted
to earn a net revenue of 4 per cent. upon tt, e capital invested
therein, or the state must make good
the deficiency,
serves as a chock upon the compe-
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tition of the state. --This
system resulted in _dving to Belgium the best, and in every way the most
efficient, network of railway service on the face of
the globe.
It bad low rates of passenger traffic,
and low anti certain rates of freight traffic.
The

nine), a distinct territory was laid out, in which it
could construct its trunk line, which was supposed
to be a profitable one; it was then required as a condition for having the district handed over to it, also
a.s part of the condition on which it was to operate

private companies
were earning
good dividends
their main line.s, to buiht a numberof
feedersand
upon their capital.
The state, cn the one hand,
local line_, wllich were supposed, on the whole,
pr(_vrntcd the private companies from becoming a not to bc profitable.
It was soon found, however.
(t,lngverous monopoly;
and, on the other hand, the
that these sccondarvlines
were so unprofitabh_ and
constant competition
with private enterprise
comburdensome,
that, if they were to be built at all,
pelled the state to manage its own property with
without danger to the abandonment
of the main
frugality and intelligence,
to be able to sustain the
lines, the state would have to come to the aid of
cnmpetition with private enterprise.
The state re- the railways.
Tim shire, then,upon,
did advance
serves to itself the regulation
at. all times of the
large sums of money to the raih_ays, for the purnumber of trains to be run upon the private roads;
pose of constructing
their h)op lines, tuad made the
tllrir connections
with other railways,
and the
concessions
upon the condition, that, at the end
amount of the terminal charges, are likewise under
of ninety vetlrs, 'ill tlle lines shouhl become state
state control.
Before any contract
between two I propert.x_ slid the state w:ls to take the rolling stock
different companies
can be acted upon finally by
at a low valuation. --All the rates of charges, for
the companies themselves, it must be submitted to
both passenger
and freight traffic, are regulated
the department
of public works and the departwith the utmost minuteness
in Francc.
At any
ment of roads and bridges, and receive their aptime before the ninety years expire, the governptov'd. -- In every concession,
clauses are introment ('an purchase Ilm whole of the road at a capduccd, requiring the companies to take the cars of ilalization
of an average,__of fifteen years' income,
other companies at certain rates, anti to furnish the
"filer di._reztlr(ling the two worst ye'lrs, and taking
motive power for them to some point upon their
as the minimum
figure of the capitalization
the
own line, and the state can interfere authoritativelowrst year immediately
preceding
1he purchase,
]y in the event of any company refu_ing to comply
below which figure it m%v n¢lt be capitalized.
This
_ith these conditions.Besides the competition
is done to prevent thc state from resolving upon
of the governmental
railways, the private railwtlys
the purchase
immediately
after an exception'lily
_f Belgium are subjected
to the active and congood year. The tales of farc and of freight traffic
slant compe.tition of the numerous
canals, which
arc, of course, mere maximum
rates, the compsform quite a network
of waterways
throughout
hies being permitted
to go as far below sneh rates
that little kin_lom.
From 1850 to 1860, the lendas they see fit. Every tariff of charges
must be
cncy in Belgium was toward
private owners:hip ; submitted
to the government
for the purpose of
since 1860, the tendency
has been toward governreceiving
its sanction, and _ month's notice must
mental ownership,
and this so strongly tlmt probbe given of any prop()scd change. -- France has a
ably iu a few more years the government
will be perpetual
committee to suffcrvise, its r:dlways anti
tilt. owner of substantially
all the main lines of rail.
to arrange the l.lriff of charges, to settle disputes
In 1,_70, about 400 miles of railway were bought
between competing line¢, and between the public
by Ih(, government,
and since that timr, alx)ut 600
and the railways.
Thi_ committee
is composed
miles more h'tve been purchased.
Competition,
of the followiug pcrs(ms : A president--the
minh(_cv(,r, can scarcely be said now to exist in a ister of public works ; a vice-president,
who is
c()tll_trv where the conditions
of the coml)ctition
the director
general of bridget,
roads anti railart. fix(.d by so powerful a corporation
as the state
ways; three experts appointed
l)y the minister of
h_l_ ht,_.ome, and the private owner is hclplesMy
war : thre(' experts al)poinled
by the mini_tcr of
iml)(_t('_t, and has no alternative
but to sell out.
finance; one expert at)pointed
by the. minister of
Y( t tht, public in Belgium is well and satisfactorily
the interior: one expert appointed
by the minis,_('rvrd by its railway system, and none of the dist(:r of commerce;
two inspectors general of bridges
gra('(,fui conditions
of our own railway system
and roads ; one inspector general of mines, the
an, known there.
The overpowering
force of thc
inspector
general of railways, and a secretary.
('oml)etiti()n of the state, of course, causes considThis commis._ion cxerci._es both a commercial
and
rr:_l)le critit'i_m anti dis,satisfaction
on the part of
a technical
control. -- In France, every company
th(, inveslors in the sh'tr_q of private railways, but
is bound to receive and carry forward all goods
th_s competition
on the part of the state is not a tendered
to it, and to publish, one month in adn_.w m,'_tter, as the projectors
of the private lines
wmrc, the mileage rate at which it will carry them,
i_v(,_tc(1 their moneys and built their lines with a and the time within which it will deliver them,
full knowledge of the competition
to whici_ their
varying
according
to the distancc
carried.
_o
tturs should be subjected.
In 1870, the net result
private arrangement
of any kind is pennitted
to
exhibited by the state railways was a return of 6 be made with any organization.
The terminal
p('r cent. upon the capital invested, being, on the
charges are all prescribed,
iN'o one, interested
in
x_lmlc, as great a net result as any railway system
the stock of the railway, or in its direction, is perin the world exhibits. -- France.
To each of the
mitted to make any contracts with the railway for
great
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submitted
to the government
for approval.In
France two tendencies have in recent years striven
for precedence : one, the extension of the ownership by the state of the railway system, and the
hastening of the right of the state to purchase, in
less than ninety years, the rolling stock of the railways, and to acquire tile rights of way of the existing lines; the other, a tendency to postpone the
acquisition
by the state of tim railway system of
France, coupled with the attempt, on the part of
the railway corporations,
to make themselves intermediately
less dependent
on the state.
M.
Leon Say, a well-recognized
authority in matters
of finance and political economy
in France, reccntly became minister of France.
His relation
to the house of Rothschild
is a well-known
one,
and it is also known that the house of Rothschild
is the largest owner of the share capital of the
most important
and richest line of France, the
Clwrain defer du Need.
In his budgets Leon Say
devoted considerable
space to the financial complications which nmy arise in consequence
of the
large additional
outlays that may be required by
the French government
to acquire the existing
lines of rail, and discouraged
as much as possible
additional
outlays by the state, for the present,
either to extend the system of existing
lines of
state rail, or to make any further attempts to
acquire
such transfer by anticipating
the time
for the acquisition
by the state of the railways,
Notwithstanding
his powerful
influence and the
ability which all France recognized
in him as
pre-eminently
the best qualified
statistician
and
financial
administrator,
the French
chamber
of
deputies
refused to give countenance
to his suggestions, and he was compelled to relinquish power
mainly by reason of the unpopularity
of his position on the railway question. -- The railways owe
the French government
about 600,000,000 francs,
and the French government
is now in process of
investing additional
sums of money, not only for
the purpose of building its own lines, but to enable
the railway companies
to build lines of intercommunication
in territory which is admittedly
unprofitable.--The
ablest and strongest
opponent
to
Say's project was Allain Targd, who. in concluding the discussion
in 1881, said: " You want to
temporize
with the fnancial
power of the great
railways.
Know you, gentlemen,
what this power
is? It is the greatest which now exists in France,
next to the state and the order of Jesuits.
You
are their ctnf(._leratcs
(addressing
the ministry),
and do not as you should stand in a perpetual
condition
of warfare with it. Yon can not deal

their hands rests the fate of all laborers.
This
enemy you must fight, and the single weapon tilat
you have in your hands is the right to acquisition
and purchase.
Their first word is, ' No purchase.
no acquisition.'
You must never surrender thh_
weapon if you desire to hold power against them."
The chamber, by an overwhelming
majority, defeated Say's proposition,
and France has ag_tia
determined
that nothing shall interfere with tilt.
ownership by the state of the railways at the time
"or_nally fixed by the concession, and that if pes
sible that time shall be cut short, under the power
of the French government,
by a purchase long
before tim ninety years of the original conces._ioi_
shall expire. -- A%rO_ Ger_a_ny.
All conc_sions
are made by the minister of commerce,
unle_.¢
there is to be a guarantee of interest, or a ._ubvention of some kind, in which event it must p_l_
through the form of a law.
Since the formation
of the German empire, the separate states llave
agreed to concede to the empire the power of expropriation,
and the new lines are to be construeted under theempire.
This means under the
chancellor of the empire, who thereupon, through
a _.e_hsgesetz, may authorize the construction
of
any line involving the interest of the state or of
trade.Pr_.
At the commencement
of its
system ofrailways,
Pruesia consciously renounced,
as to this service, all the benefits that are supposed
to flow from competition.
The laws of 1838, section forty-four,
enacted that no second railway
running in the direction of the first one, and touching the same principal
points, should be allowed
to be constructed
by any promoters or corporators,
other tban the promoters
and corporators
of the
first railway, within a period of thirty years from
tim opening of such railway.
The state, for a due
consideration,
by the very same law, however, reserved the right to purchase
the property of .dl
the railways
and appurtenances
organized under
that law, after the lapse of thirty years.
When
such authority was to be exercised,
the state w_ls
to pay twenty-five
times the amount of the annual
average dividend
paid to the shareholders
during
the last five preceding
years.
It was alse to pay
the debts of the company in the same manner a¢
the company would have paid them.--A
number
of railways were built by governmental
subvention in Prussia, and many.of
them have since that
time become by foreclosure
the property of the
state.
To a great many others large loan_ w_,r(.
made bv the government,
subjecting
them to _uch
a inca.sure of governmental
control as practictfily
to make them state roads.
As to all other._, the'

with the railways as individual
a._sociations which
are to be regarrled each by itself, but you must regard them from the point of view that they have
an interest in common, and that this common
interest is so great as to make it a serious competitor
to the state.
They are indeed an imperium in i_rv
peetb. Theyhaveacombineddebtof
10,000,000,000
francs, and employ 280,000 officers.
They stand
in relation
with all the trades,
industries,
com-

state claims a right of a third part of the net r('_enue of the lines, beyond 5 per cent. -- In 1uT0
there were in Prussia 3,204 miles of rail which 1,elonged to the state, and 3,595 miles of rail whi('h
belonged to private
lines.
All tariffs, both for
freight and pas_nger
traffic, must be submitt,'d
to the government,
and receive its assent.
Th _''e
tariffs must be published,
and can not ,_ft*'_ward be raised without
the consent of the mit_-
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companies are bound to oonvey, without distinction of persons, all goods delivered
for conveyance, the transport of which is not forbidden by
p_lice regulations.Since the war with France,

private lines under state supervision.
At the end
of 1881 there were 7,070 miles of state lines; 2,170
miles under state management ; and 3,110 miles of
private lines.
At the end of 1882 there were

_n_d the consequent acquisition
by the empire of
tlle Alsace and Lorraine lines of rail, by successive
enabling acts, the governmental
acquisition
of
railways proceeded
with great rapidity,
so that
each )'ear circumscribed
the number
of private
lines, and now there are but very few lines to be
a('quired to make the whole railway system
of
Prussia a strictly governmental
institution.
Indc(.d, the railway director), never fully survived
the decree of June, 1870, by which the minister
of commerce took possession of the railways for
military nurposes,
and held possession
of them
during the war with France.
At the close of the
"war, the state claimed and exercised
the right to
supervise the expenditure
of railways aml to take
part in their deliberations,
also to determine
the
amount that they are to carry to the sinking fund,
and the amount they are to pay as dividends,
From that time forth the paternal and inquisitorial
power of the government
was so relentlessly
ex('rei._ed against them, that all power of resistance
to state al_sorption was undermined,
and they fell
an e,_y prey to the will of the iron chancellor
Biemarck,
who had d_ermined
that the lines
should become the property of the state.
The directors of tl_e private roads protested at first against
this interference,
claiming
that under the laws
creating them they were exempt from supervision
of that kind.
To this the minister of commerce an._xx(.red, thatheclaimedthe
right of the royal cornmission, to take part at the meetings of the boards
(if the private railway
companies,
so a,s to see to
it that the object of the meetings was in the inter
e_! elf the public.
He said that the railway administr'_tion could rest assured that the supervision
of
the state would make itself less and less felt in
proportion
as the railway
administration,
by a
prompt, cheap and safe service, gave evidence to
tile public that they rightly
comprehended
and
_'cre endeavoring
to fulfill, to the satisfaction
of
important
public
interests,
the trust placed
for
public purposes in their hm_ds.
The minister of
('()mmcree closed his answer with the following
si_miticant admonition
: "I can not, therefore, but
r¢'c(unmend that the Prussian railway administrati()ns press no further
the opinion of the narrow
limits of state supervision
ovcr private railways,
as expre._sed in their memorial
presented
to the
chan(.cllor, as it is a position which certainly
is
_(,! pressed in the interest of the shareholders,
This much is certain, that for a long time past the
(',unmcreial public has demanded
the restrictinnof

9,500 miles of state lines, 1,320 miles of private
lines under state management,
and 2,400 miles of
private lines. -- The control of all this great systern of ownership
of railways in Prussia is given
over to a special administration,
at the head of
which is the minister of public works, and under
him are all the administrative
officers, who respeclively are located at Berlin, Bromberg,
Magdeburg,
Hanover, F,hrfurt,
Frankfort,
Elberfelt,
Cologne and Breslau.
These directors
are appointed by the crown, and are special admimstrators to take the place of the private and individual
administrators
of the lines to which they respect.
ively relate.
These administrators
have in charge
the expenditure
of moneys neccssary for the establishment
of new lines, and by the law of 1883
10,000 miles of new lines, to l)clong to the state
and to connect with the existing lines, were devised. Mr. Vonder Leyen, himself one of the most
intelligent
co-operators
in this system of stateacquisition,
and holding
a position of great trust
under the minister of public works, in an article
published in 1883, in the "Annual
of Legislation,
Administration
and Political
Economy,"
Berlin,
says that " the first beneficial effects of the acquisition of tim railways by the state in Prussia, was
the uniformity
of tariffs throughout
the empire,
and the impossibility
of obtaining
special rates
or personal favoritism ; also the extension
of the
through
ticket system,
and the cheapening
of
transportation
for workingmen
and persons
of
moderate means."
The beneficial effects of these
reforms is indicated
by the increase of business.
From 1879 to 1882 it rose from 12,000 car loads to
15,000 car loads.
The surplus available for general state puq)oscs,
arising from the administration of the railways,
over and above interest on
money expended by the state on its state lines and
operating expenses, wa,_, in 1878-9, $1,660,000; in
1879--80, $3,450,000 ; in 1880-1, $9,575,000 ; in
1881-2, $7,862,500. -- Near]y
all railway
concession9 contain clauses making it incumbent
upon
the board of administrators
of the railway in all
cases to come to proper agreements
as to correspondenee
of time tables in the administration
of
railways joining ea(.h nther.
The time tables can
only go into force upon the consent of the governmeat.
Persons
and merchandise
must be conveyed in the order in which the application
is
made.
_No difference
is to be made between passengers and goods which come directly to the lines,
and those which
come to them in transit from

the independent
power of railway administration,
which went beyond the restraints
hitherto
enf_)rced." -- The rapidity with which the acquisili,)n of the private railways by the Prudish
govcrnment has proceeded is indicated by the follow
in_ fgures : At the end of 1879 there were 3,800
lniles of state railways ; 2,170 miles of private
lines under ata_ cents'el;
and 6,200 miles of

other railways.
A special tariff is also prescribed.
The state, therefore,
in addition
to being represented on every railway
board,
and being in
itself an administrator
of railways,
enters to a
large degree as a member into all the councils of
railway management
in fixing rates and in determining through traffic. -- A writer in the "Quarterly of Political
Economy,"
Berlin, 1876, in an
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argument against the maintenance
of private control of railway property,
says, "the example of
the United
States affords
nothing
to the point.
There, the administration
and construction
of railways in the hands of private individuals
and corporations
is so bad, and so utterly irresponsible,
that that country.affords
no argument
in favor of
private
enterprise,
and yet, notwithstanding
this
condition
of affairs, no one seeks a remedy for
the evils there existing
by placing the railways
in the hands
of the state, because
corruption
has eaten so deeply into the government
that its
ethical
regeneration
is scarcely
to be expected
as long as it has a quadrennial
rotation of office,
and the state treasury
is regarded
as the general
pocket from which each one is to abstract as much
as he can."
The reviewer
then speaks
of the
system in England,
in which the railway has, by
amalgamation
and consolidation,
extended
itself
and become a power within the state so great as
to be dangerous
to the state.
He refers to the
speech made by the president of the chamber of
commerce
of Plymouth,
who says that "the railways have become our great highways,
and should
be regarded
from an entirely
different point of
view from any other undertaking."
The writer
further refers in his article to the opinion of the
royal railway
inspector
of Canada,
in which he
says that
the monopoly
of the railway in that
province
has become so great that the question
will very soon be debated,
whether the railway
should own the state, or the state the railway,
From all the conditions
resulting
from allowing
free scope in private
enterprise
in railway
construction and management,
the reviewer comes to
the conclusion,
that on the whole it would perhaps
be better for the German states to own the railways than to allow them to continue to be private
enterprises,
though
subject
to state control. -Au_trla.
This country
followed
the course of
France, by making
conce.ssions for the period of
ninety years to the railways.
The government
built several important
trunk lines at tile expense
of the state, some of which are operated by private
corporations,
but it still owns its main trunk lines,
Its system of supervision
of state lines, as to the
tariff of both passenger and freight traffic, is complete. -- Switzerland.
No state lines existin Switzerland.
The republic
has allowed
private
enterprise to build a net-work
of railways.
It has,
however,
an extremely effectual system of supervising the tariff of charges
which
must exist
thereon.
A perpetual
commission
regulates
the
relations of the corporations
to the stockholders
and the public, and provides for athorougil
investigation of their affairs, nnd their constant
public,
ity. -- Ilaly.
This country owns of its lines about
1,000 miles of rail, and is in negotiation
for about
4,000 miles more, so that within a very short time
it will possess a large majority
of the mileage
of rail within
its own territory. -- In all these
countries, therefore,
even including
England,
the
railway has never been regarded wholly as a mattier of private
enterprise.
In the majority
the

state built or assumed
ownership
of the trunk
lines, and in all of the nations
of continental
Europe the proper conduct
of these corporations
has been regarded as so bound up with the welfare
of the community
that they could not safely be
left wholly to private enterprise,
but tbat the
state, representing
the public, should exercise continuous]y
a more or less rigid control over their
construction
and administration.--Taking
up the
history of the relation of the government
tu the
railways
in England,
where we left it with )lr.
Morrison's
speech in 1839, let us look at the step_
taken by the English people and government
to)
reacquire,
as to railway
enterprises,
the control
which, notwithstanding
the warnings
given by
men like Stephenson
and Morrison,
they had allowed to slip from their hands.--In
1839 an tittempt was made by royal commission
to subject
railway
schemes to some harmonious
direction as
to the points from which the roads were to radiate
and to which theywcre
to go, _ as to makethem
somewhat
analogous
to tile French
system; but
the reply came that it was already too late, becau_
so many railroads
had already been constructed and projected,
that it would be an unjust
impairment
of the rights of property to interfere
with them; that the roads were already built, and
could not be removed, and that others were too
far under way to have their powers changed,
Between
1836 and 1839 public agitation was directed mainly against excessive
charges for 1)a_senger traffic; as to which, limitations
were th_,r_.
upon fixed.
The powers of the railways
had
already become so great that many members (,f
parliament
were directly
under their influence,
and many others owed their seats to the railway
power,
Notwithstanding
this influence, however.
a bill was introduced
in 1840 to create a conuni-sion for the superintendence
of railways, the commission to be a kind of sub-organization
to the
board of trade.
This bill, after several star,halmcnts, was carried, mainly through the influence
of Sir Robert Peel, who, although
a few year_
before bitterly opposed to any interference
with
private
control of the railway system, nc)w admitted"
that they were monopoli_,
and that it
was necessary
to create some tribunal as a standing investigating
committee
for parliament,
t,)
prevent
too manifest and too great an abuse on
the part of th_se powerful
and moneyed org:u_izations."
The bill was considerably
modified tinting its passage
through
the house, more e_p('cially in the second section, which, as originally
reported,
had provided
for a uniform system ¢,f
book-keeping,
and for a very thorough system ¢,f
reports on the part of the r'_lways to the board of
trade.
This provision,
however,
in the bill that
eventually
became law, was so emasculated
as _,*
require simply reports in such manner as the rail
ways saw fit to make them.
The bill as p.t_¢c(]
embodied
a clause which established
a bureau of
railways
as a part of the board of trade. -- A
glance at the 55th volume of" Hansard'a Debates,"
p. 125, etc., will show how greatly the ablest men
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in parliament were, at that time, under the influence of general phrases in relation to the non-inter•
ference of government,
and how completely
they
mi__understood the essentially monopoly
character
of the railway corporation,
interference
with which
wa.,, in this ea_e, a duty which, if neglected, was a
r(.mmeiation of one of the chief functions
of goveminent.
It was assumed in the debate, by those
who were opposed to the bill, th'Lt the right of the
state with reference
to the railways w_s entirely
limited to securing the safety of the traveling public. and that as to the carryingof
freight or goods
tlw railway was an entirely private enterprise,
like
any other common
carrier.
Tile first protest of
nonn:nt against this view, in addition to )lr. )Torris_n's efforts, was the publication
of William
Gault's pamphlet on " Railway Reform"
in 1843.
After a very thorough
examination
of the whole
subject, and recognizing
fully the fact, that. in its
• importance, the railway bore tile same relation to
the. highway that the highway
bore to the footpath, ina._much as the traffic af the country was
being carried, to a very considerable
degree, almost
wholly by rail, he came to the conclusion
that the
existing lin_'s of rail should be acquired
by the
._ta_c, and that all further
extensions of the rail
way .%vstem should be carried on by the state as
tlw _wncr of the public roads. -- At the beginning
of the session of 1844, Mr. Gladstone,
then presi(b,nr of the board of trade, requested
the house of
commons to appoint a committee to report what,
if any, changes should be made in relation to the
consideration of railway bills; what amendments
slm@t be made in the railway concessions
and
franchises already granted, and what changes, if
any, _hould bc made in the standing
orders as to
the manner of the consideration
of railway bills,
)It. Peel ol)jeeted to the extent of the inquiry,
claiming that it was an interference
with vested
rights, to consider grants already made.
tie exl)re-sc'd his conviction,
at that time, that the further dew,lol)ment
of the railway system wouhl
"bril_g,tbout a competition
which in ti'mc would do
away with much of the monopoly
character
of
th(_,(, enWrprises.
A committee
of fifteen was apI)ointcd. and testimony
was taken, mainly
upon
th(. qu(.stiou of the ahsence of competition
and
c_,mbination between
railways,
the building
of
Ioni, lint,_ for subserving
special interests without
leT:_;'d to the puhlic needs, and the tendency
to
am:tl_amation which then had beg'un to make its_,lf f_.lt. A large proportion
of the time of the
¢'_m_fittee w,_s taken up in the examination
of the
q',_c,vi_a of minimum
rates for passenger
traffic,
Ch" Glyl_. the banker, who, next to IIudson,
the
railx_av king, was, at that time, the largest share
l¢_q)ri(,tor in England, and who had been for re:my
,v(.a,_.and was then, the president of the London
& Birmingham railway, stated his conviction
that
_) ('(_rp_*ration ought to have _my larger powers
than were absolutely necessary
for the profitable
5_orl¢it_ of its line; lie conceded that if the matter wt,r(. an entirely new question, he had no doubt
_hatevt, r but that the best way of dealing with it
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was for the state to own the railways,
because, he
said, the people as a whole had as much right to
their great public highways as they had to the light
of heavcn.
On economic grounds,
however, he
disapproved
of tile purchase of the railways
by
the state, saying
he feared the state would
be
cheated in the transaction,
and intimating
that the
roads had not cost what they were capitalized
at ;
but he believed that thenceforth
it was the duty
of the state to control tile railways with __,Teater
rigor and force.
The report finally made hy this
committee
contained
a severe criticism
upon the
then existing
mode of considering
and passing
railway bills, which the report suggested
should
all be submitted
to the board of trade for criticism
before being entertained
bythe proper commiltees
of the houses of commons and of lord_.
Parliament took up the report for action in 1844. The
suggestion
was then made, that, when any new
railway sh'dl, after fifteen year% pay for three
successive years, consecutively.
10 per cent divi(lends, it shall be in the power of the b_)ard of
trade to revi._e its tariff, but in that event, that parliament must guarantee
the 10 per cent. dividend
to the railway.
This suggestion
was again modifled hy the further
suggestion
that the board of
trade could demand
a rebate of the guarantee
by
reason of bad management.
A further limitation
w_s made by providing, that, during the existence
of the guarantee,
tile corporation
shall not increase
ils capital stock, and .that at the end of fifteen
years the board of trade might purchase
every
new railway at twenty-five
times the average dividends of the last preceding
three. 3"cam, from
which, however, a dedu('tion was to be made for
insufficiency
of the permanent
way, and the rolling stock being out of repair. -- Against the passage of this bill the railway_ fought principally
for.
time.
In thi_ tlle)'were
aided by the powerful
Sir
Robcrt Peel, who suggested
that a year's notice,
at least, shouhl he given before a [)ill of such magnitude could be passed.
(llansard's
l)ebate_, vol.
i., 76, p. 48 ° )- Mr. Gladsttme
referrt,d to Mr.
Saunders'testimon
3 and tothat of George IIudson,
showing tlmt the railways; did not con,taler them
selves free from competition
and opl)o-itit)n
by
other lines of rail, and his admi-.sion w,_ u_ed by
lhe opposition
to show that the natural
law of
competition
would apply to cure the evils that
were complained
of. :3h-. Gladstone,
in a speech,
showcd that the threat of the. passage of this ]a_(lid not prevcnt
new railways from being organized; that rift)" new bills, repFesenting £20,000.000,
had been filed since the report was made.
IIe stared, that, though he knew the railway had become
sufficiently powerful
to send rcl)rescntativcs
into)
parliament
instead of having them han_ around
the lobby, he did not believe they would become so
formidable,
or that parliament
had sunk so low,
that its members would, at the bidding of the railway interests, refrain from giving their sanction t(*
tile bill unanimously
reported
hy their own committee.--John
Bright was the most formidable
opportent to ])Ir. Gladstone's
suggestion.
He was a
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free trader, flushed with the great victory which
had just attended his efforts in the establishment
of his prineiplcs, and was ready to apply these principles to the most incongruous
subjects.
He was
in the full vigor of his power, and had already
made for himself a great reputation for honesty of
purpose and for oratory.
He dwelt upon the enor.
mous benefits which railways had conferred upon
society, showed tlmt they were the benefactors
of
mankind,
and that monopolies
had always been
the enemies of n mnkind; and therefore, he argued,
it was monstrous
to apply tile term monopoly
to
them.
He showed
that the railways
then already represented,
in the way of vested capital,
_£60.000,000 in England; that they were carrying
_5,000,000
passengers
annually ; and that it was
extremely dangerous to interfere with so great and
constantly
growing an interest. -- Sir Robert Peel
argued on both sides of the question,
but insisted,
almost in the spirit of apology,
that the government had a right to provide the same sort of publicity, with reference
to the railways, that it had
provided
with reference to the bank of England's
accounts,
and he concluded
with asking a vote in
favor of the bill. The bill obtained, on the second
reading,
186 votes in its favor, against 98 in opposition.
Among those who opposed it were Messrs.
Bright, Cobden, Milnor Gibson, Ricardo
and bincaulay.
The bill was then considerably
amended before it obtained
its third reading,
all the
amendments
being in favor of the railways.
As
modified,
it was passed,
but the modifications
made it useless legislation.
The changes that were
made in it gave the railways
twenty-one
y_rs instead of fifteen, before their railway tariff could be
changed,
notwithstanding
the payment
of 10 per
cent. dividend.
It was then provided
that the
vo'uarantee of the state should run for twenty-one
years after the 10 per cent. annual dividend,
thus
n_king
itquite
certain that the state would never
interfere with the tariff. All the deductions
which,
in the event of purchase,
were to be made, by reason of bad management
and restrictions
upon increase of capital, aml for want of repair, of permanent way and rolling stock, were struck out.
The provisions
with reference
to the purchase
by
the gov_,nment
were thus made extremely
onerous
to the state.
As the provision
in relation to state
acquisition
was further modified, so that before it
could take effect it required
another act of parha,
ment to guarantee
the purchase
money,
the act
Ires remained
ever since, to all _ntents and purposes, a dead letter. -- The discussion
on this bill
did, however, direct public attention
to the question, and the "Quarterly
Review"
of 1844, in an
article on "Railway
Legislation,"
(pp. 224, 280),
says in conclusion:
"It is perfectly
clear that
sooner or later this great public trust can not re.
main in the hands of private
corporations.
The
railways themselves
have given the best evidence
of their desire and of the necessity for amalgamation, by which they admit that the individlml
corporation
can not, in a system which n._uires
unformity
and harmony, exercise absolute
sway;
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and when the time shall have arrived that this
amalgamation
will bring
the railway into the
hands of the fewer corporations,
or of a single
corporation,
which means i_to the hands of a few
individuals,
it is then but a step to the suggestion
that the state, for its own safety, is compelled to
take possession
thereof ; for a system of transportation which permeates every part of the land,
which destroys and devours everyother
systemof
intercommunication,
which incorporates
itself into every public and private interest, which is as unlversaland all-present usthearteria!
and venoussy_
temsof the human body, sooner or later willeome
under the general control, for better or worse, of
the state organization."
-- In 1844, a special act
was passed (8 and 9 Victoria, chap. 96) by which
general
leasing
powers
in private
railway
acts
werc restricted,
and all powers granted by any private act of that session, to lease, were repealed. -Pursuant
to the act of 1844. a railway board, which
existed just one year, was constituted
as part of
the board of trade, the duty of which was to report upon new railway
schemes
and purelmses,
and upon proposed extensions, amalgamations,and
competition.
Tile board reported
by giving its
decisions without
assigning
reasons.
It sat in secret, and published
no debates.
This un-English
proceeding
subjected
it to a degree of criticism
and animoeity
that compelled
the government
to
recommend
that the board be abolished,
which
was accordingly
done in 1845.
In tlmt year the
competition
between railway corporations
became
so keen, aml the canal companies
suffered to such
a degree from it, that a law was passed authorizlag the cared companies
to vary their tolls, and to
borrow money so as to maintain
the competition.
The railways thereupon
rapidly hought up the canals, and canal and railway amalgamations
wcat
on _ith great vigor.
In 1846, one year thereafter,
a committee
of parliament
reported,
that within
that year a large number
of canals had pa._-_,d
practically under the control of the railway c_rporatious,
and were working
under joint management.
This committee
recommended
that all
amalgamation
between canal and railroad coml_ahies should be forbidden,
except under thc sanetion of parliament.
They also recommended
that
it was absolutely
necessary that some departmt'nt
of the executive
government
should be so eon-tituted as to command
general respect and c_nfi
dence, and to be charged
with the supcrvis_)u of
railways
and canals, with full power to ent_vcc
such regulations
as might, from time to time. ['_'
indispensable
for the accommodation
and gel/oral
interest of the public.
They particularly
n,c_mmended tllis in view of the fact that thc pri_w
arrangements
which
arc made between
railx_:tv
companies
and railway and canal companies, _Lml
which may or may not be _llra vire,,s, do not _'_,H[e
under the supervision
of parliament
at all, and c\" pressed their belief, that, with a properly eon_l.ituted executive
body. it would come under tht,_r
supervision,
and could be subjected to restricti_,n.
--Between
1844 and 1846, came the period, at-
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rt,adyreferred
to, of the milway speculative
mania.
The influence which that had upon parliament
is
given by Francis, in his "History. of the Railway,"
in these words:
"Members
were personally
canvassed, solicitations
were made to peers, influences
of the most delicate
nature were used, promises
were Even to vote for special lines before the atgument_ were held, advantages
in all forms and
phases were proposed to suit the circumstances
of
some and the temper of others.
Letters of allotment were tempting,
human nature was frail, and
the premium
on five hundred
shares irresistible,
The ' Athenaeum,'
about that time, said : 'It is the
fashion to assume that our legislators
are not now
open to pecuniary
bribes.
It may be so, but we
must leave that question
to be decided
by our
children's
children.
If public rumor be no more
than usually _andalous
and false, there arc some
curious revelations
yet in store for thcse youngstets, relating to railway bills.'
The curious revelations had not to be waited for until the birth of
our children's children, but they came in 1845, and
in the winter of 1846, witl_ the railway crash.
A
return called for by the house of commons, of the
dealers in railway undertakings,
formed a very
remarkable
blue book.
The noble, who, in the
pride of blood and birth, had ever held traffic in
contempt,
was there blazoned
as a trader.
The
priest, who, at his desk, prayed
to be delivered
from tim mammon of unrighteousness,
was there
revealed in the city to sell his scrip at a premium.
There were 900 lawyers,
and 364 person, connected
with the banking interest, who subscribed contracts
for above £2,000; one solicitor
was down for £154,000.
There were 157 meml_rs
of parliament,
of whom one signed for £290,000,
one for £250,000,
and one for £171,000;
while
the remainder
were down for sums which must
have influenced
their feelings
to a degree which
might
have
influenced
their votes."
(I,h-ancis'
"History of Railways."
vol. it., pp. 188--190. )-- In
1846 an act was passed constituting
the railway
commission, which was composed of five persons,
the president
of which was paid £2,000 a year,
two members were paid £1,500, and two others
received no pay.
The main purpose of this cornmission w_,s to take into consideration
all schemes
which were to be submitted
to parliament,
to
make special inquiry
and reports,
and formally
to report upon all bills before parliament
on railway matters, so as to g_fide the parliamentary
cornmittee.
But as the railway
committees
of the
house of commons and house of lords refused to
be guided by the recommendations
of this cornmission, it was abolished,
and their duties were
once more transferred
to the board of trade.
&
series of bills was passed to prevent the absorp,
tion of lines byrival
companies,
but the ingenuity
of railway counsel was auperior
to the ingenuity
that drafted these bills, and by the purcha._
of
stock of other railways
and appointing
railway
directions who were mere simu_2vrums,
the railway corporations
absorbed each other's lines without having parlh_e_tary
powe_
so m do, -- In
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1853 another
railway special committee
was appointed
by parliament.
This committee,
after
taking t_timony,
recommended
the appointment
of a committee
of a more permanent
character
than had theretofore
been in existence,
to consider
all schemes submitted
to parliament
at every" session, and that a railway department
of the government
should
be created
for the purpo_
of
affording
assistance
and advice
whenever
the
committee
might desire it. It then pointed out
that amalgamation
of railways
had proceeded
to
such a degree in England,
that each particular
part of England
had become the centre of a systern of railway management
of its own, and that
the great railway corporations
had swallowed
up
all the competing
and intersecting
lines.
It suggested the passage of a bill relating to the traffic
mTangemcnts
between
different
companies,
and
submitted
a plan of a men,sure
by which
the
canals were to tm maintained.
The result of these
recommendations
was the passage of the canal
and railway traffic act of 1854 and a prohibition
of
preferences
in traffic contracts
given by different
railways.
Part of the scheme of the act of 1854
was to submit grievaxmes to the board of trade
only, after the court of common
pleas, sitting as
a court, assisted
by an engineer
and barrister,
lind determined
that an actual grievance
existed.
This part of the act proved
inoperative.
Lord
Campbell
foresaw and foretold
that it would become inoperative,
insisting
that a lay tribunal
should be created
for the investigation
of such
questions,
and that judges were not the proper
persons to consider
matters of that kind, as they
were naturally
disinclined
to act in an adviso .ry
manner
to governmental
bureaus, and that such
disinclinatinu
would
remicr
resort to them well
nigh usele_.
However,
the law of 1854 contained one very useful provision,
to the effect that
no preferences
of any kind should be given by
raihvays for services of a like character,
and forbade all discrimination
between
individuals
as to
traffic of like character.
-- In 1865 a royal cornmission was appointed
{o consider the subj¢_t of
railway communication.
It made its report in
1867, after taking a great mass of testimony as to
British and foreign railways.
As regard., ]egislation, this commission insisted upon the expediency
of requiring the board of trade to assist the parliamentary committees
by reports.
It made many valuable suggestions as to interchange
of traffic; it considered the subject of amalgamation,
and the necessityof
checkingit;
nothing was done, however,
to prevent the proceeding
of the amalgamation
and
consolidation
of English railways,
as is shown by
the fact, that, in 1845, the London & ,North Western railway had owned but 379 miles of road, and
that in 1870 it operated
and owned 1,Y_)7 miles.
The Great Western,
which originally consisteal of
118 miles, operated and owned 1,370 miles in the
year 1870.
The :North Eastern,
which in 1846
owned 274 miles, had, in 1870, exte_ted
its line so
as to be the owner of 1,281 miles; and the Great
Eaatera, which onginaily
had 138 miles of road,
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operated and owned 874 miles in 1870.
Amalgabe limited to such cases as the special tribunal
mutton had therefore proceeded in England to such
should certify involved
questions
of law which
a degree, that, in 1870, the field was practically
should be considered by the Westminster
tribudivided between the great lines of railway, so that,
nals.
A further function with which, according
somewhat
like France. England
had seven great
to the recommendations
of the committee,
the trisystems of lines brought into existence
without
burial was to be clothed, was to see to it that
concessions
of fields of territory by the slate, but
proper facilities be given for the forwarding
of
"which by the _atural course of development
and
passengers and goods under the provision of the
consolidation,
and the economy produced by such
railway and canal traffic act relating to that subconsolidation,
divided
the field of railroad enterject.--It
was conceded in the report of the comprise in England, undefeated
aconcentrated
pewmitres by Mr. Broughton,
Sir Edward Watkin
er that presented at that time to the English governand Mr. Price, that the courts were incompetent
ment the f_rmidable question, whether ultimately
to deal with the subject, and that arbitration was
tile state should control the railways, or tlle railunsatisfactory;
hence the necessity for the organ"ways control the state.--We
now cometo the most
ization of a tribunal to secure those ends. --The
important epoch in the English railway history,one
committee
also recommended
the control of tolls
reversing the policy which, down to that period,
on canals by the tribunal, and the enforcement
of
regarded
the railway as private enterprises--the
any oblib_tion imposed on the railway companies
appointment
of a joint select committee,
in 1872, of
to secure the proper maintenance
of free navigattle house of lords and houseof
commons, t_ contion on the canals.
The tribunal
was to settle
sider the subjeet of railways.
This committec was
questions between the local authorities
and the
composed of Mr. Chichester Forteseue, Lord Dercompanies concerning
new branch lines, and also
by, the Marquis of Salisbury, Earl Cowper, Lord
to settle all disputes ,between railway and canal
Redesdale,
Lord Belpur, Mr. ttunt, Mr. Childers,
companies.
They were also to settle all questions
Mr. Cross, Mr. Dodson, and Mr. Stephen Cave.-arising between
the war and postoflice
departAfter taking testimony,
covering,
with appendix,
ments on the one hand, and the companies on the
upward of a thousand
pages of an F_glish folio
other.The additional
duty to be conferred on
blue book, the committee
recommended
the orthis special body was to advise parliament in referganization
of a new tribunal to consider railway
ence to railway legislation.
As to the necessity
grievances,
constituted
both as a court and as an
for constituting
this court, the committee
say :
advisory committee
on railway
legislation.
The
"_o
existing institution
possesses the necessary
committee
recommended
this course in preference
qualities.
The board of trade has not the requite fixing tariffs by statute, as the change of cirsite judicial character or means of action, a court
cumstances
often makes such tariffs inapplicable
of law fails in practical knowledge and adminisor impossible.
This was not only the recommendatrative facility, and the committees
of the houses
tion of the committee, but followed the opinion of of parliament have no permanence."
A new body,
almost every leading railway official of England
therefore, was, in their opinion, to be constituted
who was examined
as to the proposed remedies,
for all these purposes, and to wield all thes_• l)OWamong whom were Mr. Allport, Sir Edward Waters, to be called the railway and canal commission.
kin, Mr. Price, Mr. Broughton,
Mr. Dawson, and
and to consist of no less than three persons of
others. -- The committee
conceded
that it was
high standing, one of whom should be an eminent
difficult to provide
any fixed or self-regulating
lawyer, and another a person well acquainted with
rules which would, through the medium of selfrailway management,
their proceedings
to be as
interest or of the ordinary action of law, protect
simple and inexpensive as is consistent with giving
the public.
They recommended
that the proposed
due consideration
to and hearing questions ope_ly
tribunal
should be endowed
with certain funcand fairly.
In conch_ion,
the committee
statt.
tions, among which were, to see to it that railways I that "competition
between
railways exists only
publish rates and fares and live up to them, and ] to a limited extent, and can not be maintained by
to consider and act upon such alterations as from
legislation ; that combinations
between r'_ilw_kv
time to time are adopted in the classifications;
to companies
were increasing and likely to increase,
examine into every case of undue preference;
and
whether
by amalgamation
or otherwise; that the
to investigate
complaints
of unfairness
between
self-interest
of the companies
alone was not suftraders or between towns and districts, so far as ficiently protective
of public interests, and th:_t
they can be raised under the railway and canal
their interest was only to a limited
extent the
traffic act (Lord Cardwell's act of 1854, and amendinterest of the public.
And it therefore become._
ments).
It having
been found that the expense
necessary,"
they add, "to consider what can be
of going to the court of common
pleas was so
done in the way of enforcing
statutory oblig._great as to give the wealthy companies
great ad- tions."
As to the ineffectual
character of 1)_t
vantages over private traders, and that the nonlegislation, both in limiting dividends and creating
publication
of rates prevented
the trader from
a maximum of rate of charge, the committee wet'c
knowing whether
he had a case or not, the comby no means mealy mouthed
in the way of conmitres recommended
that exclusive
jurisdiction be
detonation.
They say of the railway companies.
given to the tribunal
to examine into cases of
"They
are monopolies
who are unlimited m their
preferences,
and that appeals from these decisions
charges for carriage e,xcept by the parliamentary
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maximum,
and who are restricted
by no definite
limit whatever
as regards terminal charges;
these
two charges they mix up together, and under the
present system do not separate.
They are practically under
no restriction
except that of their
own interest, which may not be the same as that
of the public.
They claim and exercise the right
to vary their charges
to an)" extent they please
within the parliamentary
maximum,
to favor one
set of men or description
of goods at the expense
of another;
to charge high rates for short distances,
and low rates for long distances,
or to
charge two different
rates for the same service if
they think it to their interest to do so; and not
only do they claim to excreise all these powers, but
they refuse to tell the public
how they exercise
them or why they exercise them.
The remedies
given by the canal and traffic act of 1854 must,
under such circumstances,
fail for want of the requisite knowledge;
and the recent act, by which
companies carrying
goods are bound, on application made within a week after payment,
to give
an account distinguishing
between
rates for conveyance and terminal
charges, is wholly useless,
becau_,
in the first place, the trader is practically
unable to enforce tile law against
the rich and
powerful company;
in the second place, he wants
to know what he has to pay before paying it, and
also what his neighbors and rivals are paying; anti
in the third place, because the companies
do not
themselves distinguish
accurately between terminal
charges and mileage, and, when an inquiry is made,
can only give an approximate
answer." -- Upon
the question
whether
the interest
of the public
and that of the companies
are identical in the same
sen_ that they are in the case of a private trader,
the committee
say, "That
it must not be hastily
assumed that self-interest
will play the same part
in these large undertakings
which it plays in ordinary trading
concerns.
There is a powerful
bureaucracy
of directors
and officers.
The real
manage.rs are far removed
from the influence of
the shareholders,
antl tlm latter are, to a great extent, a fluctuating
and helpless body. The history
of railway enterprise
shows how frequently
their
interests have been sacrificed
to the policy, the
Sl)_:eulations or the passions of the real managers.
Oa the other hand,
the directors
and principal
olli_.crs of the_ great undertakings
are often men
,)f high standing,
who feel that their position
is
_)methingdifferent
from that of mere managers of
a trading concern, and become in a certain sense
amenable to public opinion, and cspex:ially to its
expression in parliament.
Thus for good as well
:_-. for evil the management
of railways
differs
Item that of an ordinary
trade or manufacture,
a_,d approximates
in some degree to the business
,d' a public department."
And, as a summary
of
the llistory of legislation preceding the sessions of
the committee, they state "that
committees
and
c')_nmi_ions carefully
chosen have for the last
thirty years clung to one form of competition
after
another, but that it has nevertheless
become more
and more evident that competition
must fail to do
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for railways what it does for ordinary
trade, and
that no means have yet been devised by which
competition
can be permanently
maintained."-This report, made under aliberal government,
and
one which was, therefore,
considerably
under the
influence of the very men who opposed all interference with railways,
on the ground that such in
terferencewas,
in one form or another, a violation
of the principles of free trade, marked a complete
change of the views of the lea_ling political thinkers of England.
EvenMr. Brightnolongeropposed
the formation
of a railway commission.
"Expertcnce had taught the English
people that in many
departments
of human
activity
tile doctrine
of
non-interference
of government
would not apply,
and not only were railways
rapidly being subjected to governmental
supervision
and control,
but also factories,
merchant
shipping
and other
industrial
manifestations.
The report of the railway committee of 1872 resulted in thelaw of 1873,
creating
the tribunal
recommended
by the commission.
The gentlemen
appointed by the crown
under this commission
were Sir Frederick
Peel
(the second son of Sir Robert Peel), 3Ir. William
Phillip Price, who was for many years the chairman of the 3iidland
railway
company,
and Mr.
Macnamara,
who held the position until 1877 (the
time of his death), when his place was filled by the
appointment
of _Ir. Alexander
Ed ward )Iiller.
Mr. Balfour Browne became the registrar
of the
railway
commission.
A large number
of cases
were brought before the commission,
which were
promptly
and ably dealt with. -- The commission
was originally
appointed
for five years.
During
those five years the railroad
companies
tried two
different methods of discrediting
the commission.
One method we.s, by carrying cases up on appeal,
to show that tim commission
acted arbitrarily
and
against law; the other was, to avoid as much as
possible resort to the commission
by complying
with all the laws, and settling cases before they
could be brought
to the commission's
attention.
By the one course they tried to prove that the cornmission was composed
of men not well qualified
for the work, and by the other, that it was superfluous.
In both attempts
they signally
failed.
The cases carried up on appeal by them were generally affirmed in favor of the commission,
andthe
fact that the fear of the railway commission
inducedtherailwaycompaniestolx'havewithproper
regard for the laws which constituted
them and
in the interest of the public, did not prove that
the rod was superfluous
by reason of it not being
necessary to apply it, but proved that the very existence of the commission
had a wholesome
effect
upon tile railway comllanies.
In 1878, therefore,
notwithstanding
the efforts of the railway corporations, and more espcciaily the strenuous
opposition of Sir Daniel Gooch, chairman of the Great
Western railway, the commission
was reconstituted by an act enlarging
its powers, and the same
commissioners
were continued
in office.
The railway commission
is now a permanent tribunal of
the English judicial and administrative
system,
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amd will in all probability
be made, within a very
short period, one of the branches of the supreme
court of judicature,
with the powerof
appeal liraitcd so as to avoid the expensiveness
of protracted
liti_o'ation ruinous in England to a private litigant
against the practically
illimitable purse of a great
corporation
such as the London & North Western
or London & Midland railway. -- With the appointment of the commission
of 1873, the English
railway system entered upon a new phase.
A
proposition of the ownership
by the stale of the
railways of England, which twenty years ago was
almost looked upon as chimerical, is now regarded
as a very possible, and will very soon be regarded
as a very probable, contingency.
The amalgamations which have been going on have somewhat
facilitated
this po_ible
acquisition
by _he state,
Lord Derby, in a discussion
at a meeting of the
Society of Arts in 1873 upon that subjt_ct, stated
that he had not the slightest doubt, that, if the
public really wanted the railways purchased
by
the state, it could be done, and the question of
price would not present any insuperable difficulty,
The first step in that direction has already been
taken in England by the purchase, of the telegraph
lines and adding that service to the postal department of the government.-Mr. Joseph Parsioe, in
a monograph on the railways, says upon this subject, after weighing the arguments im'o and con, as
to state purchase, "that an endeavor has been made
t_ show that enormous benefits would accrue from
the management
of railways by the state.
At the
same time it should be only after the very fullest
consideration
of the question, in all its multitudinous bearings, that such a change in working the
system should he introduce&
It has been a common practice on the part of some critics to characterize as visionaries
any who have urged the
adoption of a scheme of state purchase;
or the
ability to form a correct judgment
upon the matter has been questioned.
For the most part such
criticism has originated
with those interested
in
keeping things as they are, and who, while questioning the usefulness of one proposal, have not
been prepared with any other to put in its place,
It will sc_arcely be questioned
that our railways
have in them the material from which it is possible to obtain a much larger amount of national
benefit than is now derived.
What remains to be
done is, that the best means shall be adopted for
the attainment
of the gTcatest public good, and if
any plan preferable
to state management
can be
devised, it will doubtless
be received
with satisfaction."
He himself seems to be doubtful
as to
whether any such plan can be devised. -- One of
the dangers apprehended
by the opponents of state
interference
in England
was, that in the creation
of a special tribunal to mlpervise railway administration the individual
shareholder
would be injured.
The very opposite
has been the result,
Ap&rtfrom the fact, that from 1873 there was conslderable additional
activity in the commerce
of
England, a great general rise in the value of railway securities ]z_ taken place minc_ that time, not

entirely attributable
to the incremmd activity
of
trade and commerce, but due in great part to the
fact, that in England,
as in all other countries
where private administrations
were freed from the
direct supervision
of the state, the indirect and
comparatively
remote supervision
exercised by the
shareholders over the corporate managers was not
sufficient to insure the most economical and wisest
administration.
Special interests of railway
directors would interfere with tile administration,
would cause the building of loop lines for the
purpose of benefiting special local investments
by
them and their friends, and even the management
of English railways is not entirely free from jobbery to benefit members of the boards of direction.
The supervision
of the state has made this so difflcult and almost impossible,
that the administration of th_o trusts has sensibly and visibly iraproved.
No interest has reaped a larger benefit,
not even the public, than the shareholderhlmself,
from the reversal of the policy of the English goeeminent.
Greater certainty and publicity of railway charges, and the system of interchange
of
traffic, facilitated
and enforced by the railway
commission,
have been of as great a benefit to the
stockholder,
on the one hand, as the holding of
boards of direction to a rigid amenability
to the
public has been of benefit, on the other hand, to
the people.
SIl[O_ STRR_E."
RAILWAYS,
Legislation
Co_vrning,
and
Iamq_ill_lt
Of_ In the United
States.
After
the passage by the _ate of New York, in 1850, of
its general railway act (sac the preceding article)
there was inaugurated
in the United States a deliberate withdrawal
of governmental
supervision
from railway enterprises, on tile theory that they
were private businesses, to be left as unrestricted as
the manufacture
of boots or clothing. --The New
York law, with but slight modifications,
was enacted by the various states, so as to promote raftway building, and also to remove the corrupting
tendency
of special railway
legislation.
When
each railway corporation
was the recipient of a
special grant by legislative
enactment,
the railways, in consequence
of the large interests involved, corrupted the members of the legislature,
and it was honestly supposed
that by permitting
everybody
to build railways the principle of cornpetition would be applicable.
It was argued that
there could be no such thing as monopoly in mattars free to all, and that the rivalry between the respective lines for business would create, as to railway administration
and railway management,
the
same beneficial results that rivalry and competition
create in other private enterprises.
The rapid development of the country from 1850 to 1857, under
the low tariff, good crops and general confidence,
in connection with the ra_
devt_opment of the
railway ay_em, prevcZted, down to tha_ period of
time, any evil effects_h_g_lrtlm
this absence of
control from bec_ml__t.
Though some
few evil _mequ_m01m_lid-eometothe
surface, ye_
rheas wmro _o lal_lt
_uN_u_t_l
by the benefi-
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cis_ results of railway construction,
that the cornmunity regarded them as but passing vexatious
incidents to a great benefit, aml that time would
cure the evil. -- When, in consequence
of the
financial crisis of 1857, many of tile railways
became embarrassed
and mortgageswerc
foreclosed,
a new device wa_ concocted,
which at the out_t
appeared
conservative
and innocent
enough,
but
brought
in its train evil consequences
of considerable magnitude
in the relation of the railway to
the state.
These foreclosures,
if carried
out rigorous!y,
threatened
to destroy the value of all
junior mortgages
and of railway stock.
The junior mortgagees
and the stockholders
thereupon
fought desperately
in the courts, to delay as much
as possible the right of the holders of the bonds
under the first mortgage
either to take possession
of the railway, or, by a sale under the hammer, to
cut out all equities
beyond the first mortgage,
in
the hope that such delay would tide the road over
into better times.
To bridge over these difficulties, and to prevent
such delays, railway lawyers
devised a scheme of reorganization
committees,
m represent
in the reorganization
of railways all
the rights existing with reference to the property
at the time o¢ the insolvency,
and on their behalf
to rep_Lrehase the property,
and, by a new capitalization, to readjust
these rights.
Under the reorganizatinn the first mortgage
holders received new
bonds representing
again a first lien, and certificares or bonds to represent
accrued
interest;
the
junior mortgages
were again recognized
by junior
liens or preferred stock; and the stockholders
gem
erally, on condition of makingosome
payment toward defraying
the expenses of the readjustment
and putting the line in proper condition,
received
scrip or stock to represent
their former interests in
the roads.
Bankruptcies,
therefore, did not, after
this device was generally adopted,
produce as to
railways the same result in the way of the destruction of fictitious value that they produce
by
failure in other departments
of business,
i. e., to
transfer the commodities
or property,
by means
of such a sale or title, at bottom or conservative
figure; but, on the contrary,
the stock and bond
capital of the corporations
which had emerged
from insolvency came to the surface with a larger
capitalization
than before default,
with no construction to balance such additional
capitalization
account.
Therefore,
to enable the corporation
to
pay, in addition
to operating
expenses,
interest
upon its stock, the directions
were under
the
._trongest incentive, and even necessity, to oppress,
at non-competitive
points, the territory
where the
railways lind a monopoly
power. -- The courts
lent themselves readily to this new device of reorganization, because it appeared
to be conservative
_Jf vested rights of property,
and prevented waste
und destruction.
The possible influence of these
devices upon the future development
of the railway system in its relations
to the state and the
Pc,)ple, was either not thought of or disregarded,
From 1857 to 1860 many insolvent
railways
_ere reconstructed
upon this plan, and, at the
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end of thlJ reconstruction
period these railways
emerged with a considerable
additional capitalization, representing
simply accumulated
debt.
In
1861 the war broke out, severing the lines running
north and south, and in consequence
of the operations of the government
and the increased
and
feverish
activity of the country
during the four
years of thewar, the trunk lines running east and
west were greatly devclolred.
It was during this
period of tile war that congress began, upon au
extensive
scale, to charter
the transcontinental
lines of rail so as to connect the Pacific coast with
the east. -- The charter of the Union Pacific railroadswas
passed July 1, 1862. Under this charter
the right of way, and a subsidy of land and of
money, were granted.
By the act of July 2, 1864,
the governmental
subsidy was greatly increased.
Land to the amount
of five alternative
sections
per mile on each side of the road was granted
to
the railways.
The secretary
of the treasury was
required, upon a certificate in writing of the cornmissioners, showing the completion and equipment
of forty consecutive
miles of railroad
and tclegraph lines, to issue to the company bonds of the
United States, of $1,000 each, to the amount of
$16,000 per mile; and as to the 150 miles westwardly from the eastern base of the Rocky mountains, and 150 miles eastwardly
from the western
base of the Sierra :Nevada mountains,
$48,000 per
mile, and between the two mountain chains $32,000
per mile.
The Central Pacific railroad, chartered
under the laws of the state of California,
was taken
care of in the same manner.
A like amount of
land was granted
to it, and a like sum of money
subsidy.
These were not, however,
the only
grants made by congress
in this act.
The Hannibal & St. Joseph railroad, the Leavenworth,
Pawnee & Western
railroad and the Kansas Pacific
railroad
became tile recipients
of sections of land
and subsidies'of
bonds.
The Burlington
& :Missouri railroad was also the recipient of a hind grant.
-- The act of 1862 gave to the government
of the
United
States, in return for the subsidy,
a first
mortgage
upon the railway property to be created
by the Union and Central Pacific railroads.
The
act of 1864 allowed
the corporation
to postpone
the government's
lien by a first mortgage
to an
amount
equivalent
to the subsidy given by the
United
States, and made the lien of the United
States for its money subsidy subordinate
to that
of the bonds of the coml)anies issued under such
first mortgage.
About $65,000,000 was thus giveu
to these corporations,
in addition to their valuable
land grants, and the lien of the government
postponed to that of another mortgage,
authorized
to.
be issued for an equal amount.
The Union Pacific railroad
was thereupon
constructed
by am
organization
known
as the cr_;.dit mobil_r, composed, as to persons
interested
therein,
mainly"
of the persons who were instrumental
in procuring
the passage
of the act, and who werethe real incorporators
of the road.
T6 this corporation
all the issues of bonds and stock were
made, and it also was the recipient
of the sub.
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eidy of the United States after building and
equipping certain parts of the road. It proved
an instrumentality of distribution of profits under
the cover of building the road.- Tile grants of
land to tile Union Pacific railroad amounted to
2,000,000 acr_ ; to the Kansas Pacific, 6,000,000
acres; to the Central Pacific, as successor of the
Western Pacific, 1,100,000 acres; to the Buriington & Missouri River, and to the Sioux City &
Pacific, 2,500,000 acres.- On July 2, 1864, the
Northern Pacific railroad was also incorporated,
and although no money subsidy was given to that
corporation, it was the recipient of the largest land
grant of any of the corporations, being entitled to
l_ceive under its grant 47,000,000 acres. By the
'act of July 27, 1866, there was granted to the Oregon branch of the Central Pacific, 3,000,000 acres;
to the Oregon & California railroad, 3,500,000; to
the Southern Pacific, 6,000,000; and to the Southern Pacific branch line 3,500,000 acres. A considerable proportion of this acreage may be saved to
the people by the failure of many of these railway
companies to complete their lines within the time
specified by the acts of incorporation.
But these
grants show with how liberal a hand the eongre_
of the United States dispo_d of the public domain
in favor of these corporations, to aid them in the
construction of their lines.- During the same pcriod of time large grants of land, owned by tile
general government within the states, were made
by congress to the states, for the purpose of enabling such stat_ to make large land grants to the
railways proposed to be built within their borders,
Asearlyas 1850,about 2,500,000 acres were granted
to the state of Illinois, and by it granted to the IllinoisCentralrailroad, mainly, to aid in its eorrstrnetion. In 1856 Florida received grants of land
amounting to about 2,0_),000 acres, and which
Florida, in turn, transferred in great part to the
Florida railroad and the Florida & Alabama railroad. Arkansas was the recipient of more than
_,000,000 acres, which it, in turn, transferred almost wholly to railways. Minnesota, Kansas,Wiscousin, Michigan and Iowa were all the recipients
of large grants of land, from which these states
endowed railway corporations by heavy grants of
land. The territory of the United States appeared
to the legislator of that period an inexhaustible
fund of land, and millions of acres were given
awaT with what now appears to be reckless extravagance. Long anterior to these munificences on
the part of the general government, some of the
states were called upon to aid, by actual grants of
money, some of the railways which were built
within their borders. The state of New York paid
to the various railroad corporations within its borders about $8,000,000, of which about $5,000,000,
granted to the Erie railroad company, was wholly
lost, and granted about $30,000,000 in municipal
and county subseriptions.--The right of the United
States to charter railway corporations was exer"cised under the power given to it by the constitution "to regulate commerce with foreign nations
and among the several states and the Indian tribes,

to establish postoifices and post roads," and also
under the general authority to execute all powers
vested by the constitution in the government of the
United States, and likewise under the authority
given to congress to provide for organizing the
army. -- The lines of the Pacific roads were constituted post roads, as they necessarily carried on
the function of interstate commerce; and, as they
were required to carry the army and army supplies
of the United States, the establishment of these
corporations as United States corporations is warranted under a liberal constrnclion of t.he cpnstitution. As these corporations have been the reeiptents of immense gifts of propcr_y from the general government, and as the latter is in nowise restricted by the prohibition as to impairing obligation of contracts, _hcse beneficiaries can not po_ibly make any valid claim a_ain_t being subjected
to regulation, even if such r%mlation be in th_ nature of afterthoughts on the part of the United
States government in the interest of the people of
tile country. --TILe system of through lines, now
known as trunk lines, developed between 1868 and
1872. The Lake Shore road passed under the
control of the Vanderhilt interest, and there was
no longer an_ necessity to break bulk as far as
Toledo. The Michigan Southern and Michigan
Central likewise passed under the same control,
and through lines were established to Chicago, although the several railways remained state organizations, and were _ever consolidated as one company. The Pennsylvania railroad, underthe name
of the Pennsylvania company, leased the Fort
Wayne road in Ju_e, 1869; the Erie & Pittsburg,
in March, 1870; the Columbus, Chicago & Indianapolis, in February, 1870; the Little Miami road
from Columbus to Cincinnati, likewise, in February, 1870, and the Clevcland& Pittsburg road. in
1871. These, together with the Ohio, Madison &
Indianapolis railroad, and theCincinnati,Wilmington & ZanesviUe railroad, gave to the Pennsylvania
linepracticallytwolinestoChicagoandonetoCincinnati during the same period. The Baltimore &
Ohio road was opened to the Ohio river in 1852: it
leased the Central Ohio road in1872, and then built
an independent line to Chicago in 1874, completing
its through connection to Chicago. The Grand
Trunk railway, by controlling and leasing other
lines and building links, pushed its connection at
about the same period through to Chicago. so that
there were substantially, from the seaboard to Chicago, five trunk lines vying with each other for
bu_ness for the west, from the time these trunk
lines pushed their connections on to Indianapolis
and St. Louis. _ Prior to completing the organi
zation of these trunk lines, freight was compelled
to break bulk and suffer transshipment at the end
of each state line, where a new corporation took
up the traffic and carried it beyond.
To prevent
this breaking of bulk, and to expedite the carriage
of freight, fast freight lines on separate capitalizations were organized, at first by the managers of
the railways themselves owning or leasing their
freight cars, mad then made profitable by speci_
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arrangements
with the rmlways
readily enough
corporations
emerged after insolvency
through
secured, because of the fact that the railway offithis process of reconstruction
with capitalizations
cials themselves
were largely interested in the fast
of funded debt and stock capital generally larger
freight lines.
These lines carried a.considerable
than that with which they entered into this condiproportion of the traffic in the period anterior to
tion of insolvency,
and without
any additional
the organization
of the trunk roads.
With tile
road or construction to account for the increase.
completion
of the trunk line west came also a --The
general depression of trade and the failure
change in the organization
of the fast freight
of crops succeeding
the crisis of 1873, and the
lines.
The managers of the railways became more
struggle
for business between the roads, caused
]ar_ly interested
in the success of their trunk or- them to carry through traffic to the east at very
ganizations
than in the subsidiary lines that were
low rates, for which riley sought to compensate
absorbing
a considerable
proportion of tile bustthemselves
by excessive charges for local traffic.
nc._s of the roads.
These subsidiary
lines were
This produced in tile western states a very general
therefore broken up, and the private corporations
feelingof
dissatisfaction
wittlrailway
methods and
abandonedand each of the various railroad cor- railway management,
and gave rise to what is t
porations constituting
the trunk lines, in the proknown as the granger movement. --The
western
portion of the percentage
of traffic carried over
states were more liberal than the eastern states in
their roads, as nearly as that could be ascertained,
grants of land and money to railroad corporations.
contributed
freight cars to the formation of fast
From 1860 to 1870 these railroad
corporations
freight lines intended
to carry through
traffic,
not only obtained large donations
of land, but
Thus a great reduction in the cost andan increase
counti_,
townships,
cities and villages desirous to
in the speed with which goods were carried, were
become connected
with the net-work of railways
introduced,
and it is now no longer necessary to of the United States, and to be brought into active
break bulk at various points, but goods can be. communication
with the movement of commerce
shipped to their terminus by either of the trunk
throughout
the country,
vicd with each other in
lines through the instrumentality
of fast freight
debt accumulation
for the purpose
of granting
lines connected with them. -- From the fact that
subsidies to railways.
A large proportion
of the
a large portion of the business of the roads was
whole
bonded
municipal
indebtedness
of the
thereupon
done by these fast freight lines, and
United States is due to what may be termed the
hat these fast freight lines were represented by an
frenzy on that subject.
This recklessness
of debt
independent
orgtmization
or staff of officers and
creation for the purpose of obtaining railway eom_tgents, it was supposed
by the public that these
munications
has some degree of justification
in
lines were barnacles fastened upon the railway
far western states, which it would not havehad in
companies
for the purpose of abstracting
from
any community
otherwise situated.
France, Engthem, to the advantage of the managers and to the
land and Germany, and also the seaboard and middetriment of the shareholders,
a large proportion
dle states of the United States, had, prior to the
of their traffic. --Although
this suspicion
was
existence of the railway, good means of intercomwell founded in the early history of the fast freight
munication
by canals and highways.
But, in the
lines, it ceased to be true after the organization
of
far western states, the railway was practically the
the trunk line system. A peculiar result, however,
only road.
The western counties, townships and
arose from the existence of the fast freight linesas
cities regarded the expenditures
on railways as
an independent
organization.
In consequence
of
something analogous or equivalent to expenditures
Ihe freedom of the freight agent of the fast freight
on the ordinary roads, and much of this debt crcalines from the direct control of the trunk mantion was fostered by the influences of the railway
_er_ of tile railroads,
the railroad
companies
corporations
themselves, and a great part of it was
themselves found it almost impossible to fix arate
doubtless
fraudulently
contracted
through
the
of freight which would not, in the intense desire
bribing of local officers.
In many eases the railt_ gain traffic, be immediately
cut by the fast
ways obtained
subsidies
of bonds,
which they
freight lines doing business over their roads. Thus,
sold, and never built the railways.
A large numcon_emporaneous|y
with agreements
between the
bet of litigations, on the question of the liability
tr_lnk line organizations
to maintain
rates, an
of the public bodies granting such subsidy bonds,
_ctive rivalry was kept up in the rates charged by
arose in the states themselves,
many of which
The railroad corporations
themselves
and by the
were disposed of in the United States courts.
The
_t freight lines which ran over the roads and beinnocent holders of these bonds sought to obtain
_,_agrd to them. _ The pool agreement,
to which
rcf_.rence will presently
be made, removed
this
difficulty.
The financial crisis of 1873, like that
of 1857, c_aused the insolvency
of a large number
of railroad corporations, and the same proceedings
which resulted in the emerging _from bankruptcy
of the railroad corlx_tions
that became insolvent
in the preceding crisis, followed the insolvency of
1he railroad corporffitiom in 1878, by which recon_truction
colamitt4_ were _ppoi_ed. The variotm

judR'ment against counties or towns, which, either
failing to obtain the consideration
for which the
bonds were issued, or discovering
that the bonds
were fraudulently
issued, or from the mere desire
to repudiate
the burden imposed
by the issue,
sought to escape from the payment of the principal, or the levying of a tax to pay the interest.
In
a great number of these cases the decision of the
supreme court of the United States was favorable
to the bondhold_-'s,
and the burden once imposed
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was allowed to rest, however recklessly or extravagantly the bonds were issued and the burdens
assumed. --The
extent of this indebtedness,
however, added fuel to the spread of tile granger agitation.
The heavy local taxation
reminded
the
farmer
or local tradesman
of the aid which he
assisted
in giving and was called upon to pay to
the railway;
at the same time, the railway, which
he supI)o_d
would confer upon him a great benefit, was placing his particular
locality at a disadvantage
by carrying
past his door to more distant
points and to the seaboard
freight at rates very
much lower than he was charged as local rates, the
reason being simply that the more distant point was
a competitive
point,
and he was entirely
at the
mercy of a single railroad corporation.-The westera farmer's efforts to seek relief from this condition of affairs would have met with very considerable obstruction
had he not been aided by the
wording
and language of the constitutions
of the
several states, which
enabled
him to avoid any
contract relation being successfully
established
between the state and the railroad corporation
by
reason of its oft#hal
charter. -- In the Dartmouth
College case it was decided, in 1819, by the supreme
court of the United States, that, by the legislative
charter to a private corporation,
a contract relation
was created, which, under the clause prohibiting
the states from impairing
the obligation
of contracts, forbade
the state from thereafter
passing
lawssubstantiallychangingpropertyrightsofsuch
corporation.
The various states of the Union took
alarm at the possible consequences
of that decision,
and, either by general laws or by constitutional
amendment,
provided
that the legislature
shall, at
all times, be at liberty to alter, amend or repeal the
rights or privileges conferred
upon corporations.-Thestateof
New York, after having had formany
years a provision
to that effect upon its statute
books, embodied,
in 1846, such a provision in its
constitution;
and the western states, on their organization,
followed substantially
the provision
of
the constitution
of New York.
In obedience
to a
strong
public sentiment,
which made itself felt
during
1871-4, throughout
the western
territory,
the legislatures
of Iowa,Wisconsin,
Illinois, Ohio,
Missouri,
,_Iinnesota
and )Iichigan,
passed laws,
known
as granger
laws, by which railway
commissioners were appointed,
railway tariffs sought
to be regulated,
preferences
forbidden,
and railways required
to carry for the inhabitants
of a
locality freight at a rate somewhat
proportionate
to that which they established
for throngh traffic,
-- This legislation
was violently
attacked
in the
courts by the railways themselves,
and the bondholders of the railways al_ called it in question
on the ground
that such legislation
impaired
the
obligation
of their contract,
because,
though
it
left the rails and the cars, it substantially
took
away the profit of operating,
and thus, in disrebard of the constitutional
provision that no private
property
shall, without
compensation,
be taken
for public
purposes,
deprived
them of property
without compensation.
These cases came b_ore

the supreme court of the United States in 1876,
in the test cases of Munn vs. Illinois, and Peako
vs. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.
This controversy
was disposed of by the supreme
court of the United States adversely to the claim
of the railroads
and of the bondholders,
by upholding the validity and right of all such state
legislation. --Panic
legislation
of this character
wa% of course, faulty.
It proceeded
from an insufficient
examination
of the whole
subject.
It
was, in fact, treating the symptom
instead of the
disease.
Notwithstanding
the complete
vindication, by the supreme court of the United States,
of the right of the states to enact legislation laying
down tariff rates for railways,
whether
remunerative or not, the majority of the states which had
enacted
such legislation
receded from their originai position and modified their tariff rates; many
abrogated
them, and contented
themselves
with
the establishment
of railroad
commissions
for
the purpose
of investigation
and examination
of
grievances,
and to report thereon to the legislatures, but left on the statute books, however, prohibitions against preferences,
and forbade the railways from destroying
the commerce
and trade of
a locality by rival contests for through traffic.
In some of the eastern states, notably in Massachusetts,
a different course was pursued.
In that
state an excellent board of railroad commissioners
was appointed
by the act of the legislature of 1869,
composed
of Charles
Francis Adams. Jr., James
C. Converse and Edward Appleton.
The duty of
these commissioners
was to inspect the railway
system of the state, and to inquire into accidents
and the system of management,
as well as the
general question of railroad development,
and the
relation of the community
to its railroad corpora_
tion.
To entertain
complaints
of individuals
or
localities
against di_riminations
or unjust treatment, and to report thereon, was also made part of
their duties.
Authority
was also given them to hoh!
public sessions, and to make report of their conclusious to the legislature.
They had no judicial
powers, but were constituted
a general board for
public investigation
of railway management,
thus
to draw public attention
to, and to bring to bear
public opinion upon, the subject.
To concentrate
responsibility,
to sift information,
and to advi_
the legislature,
also appertained
to their functions.
They were subsequently
empowered
to prescribe
and enforce, and they did prescribe and enforce.
a uniform
system of accounts.--This
board has
been in successful
operation since its organization;
and has been of great benefit to the commonwealth
which
appointed
it, and of great service as an
example, beneficially
imitated
by other states, of
one of the most eon_rvative
modes of dealing
with railroad corporations.--Mr.
Charles Fraz_cis
Adams, Jr., the chairman
of this commission, in
an argument
before a committee
of the fcdcnll
congress in 1880, in speaking of railroad managt'meat and its relation to the public, says: "I muct
ask you to dismi_
all preconceptions
from your
miad_, and to fairly coazider what is the real cause
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of the inequality,
the injustice,
the discriminations of the existing
railroad service, those ills of
the body politic for which you are now undertaking to prescribe.
I will not stop to dwell upon
them or to denounce
them.
It is not ne.cessary to
do so, for I hold them to be proven and their exi_tence notorious.
The record is full of evidence
oil the subject.
We all know, every one knows,
that discriminations
in railroad
treatment
and
charges do exist between individuals
and between
places.
We all know that railroad tariffs fluctuate
wildly, not only in different years, but in different
seasons of the same year.
We know that certain
large business
firms, the leviathans
of modern
trade, can and do dictate their own terms between
rival corporations,
while the small concern must
accept the best terms it can get. It is beyond dispule that business is earric_l hither am1 thither-to this point, away from that point, and through
the otimr point--not
because it would naturally go
to, away from or through those points, but because
the rates are made on an artificial basis to serve
ulterior ends.
In regard to thee things I consider
the existing system nearly as bad as any system
can be.
Studying
its operations
as I have, long
and patiently,
I am ready to repeat now what I
have repeatedly said before, that the most surprising thing about it to me is, that the business cornreunify sustains itself under such conditions.
The
first principles
of law governing
common carriers
are habitually
violated.
Special contracts covering long periods of time are made every day with
heavy shippers, under which the common carrier,
whose first duty it is to serve all equally,
gives to
certain parties a practical control of the markets,
There is thus neither equality nor system, law nor
equity, in the matter of railroad charges.
A cornplete change in this respect is a condition
precedent to any just and equitatble systom of railroad
transportation."-Coming as they do from a genth:man of high authority,
who for ten years held
the position of chairman
of the railroad commis:
._ion of tile state of Massachusetts,
and who at tile
time when he spoke had held for one year tile
position of arbitratoL
selected by tile great trunk
lines to settle disputes
and differences
between
them as one of a court of three arbitrators
voluntarily constituted,
these words are more cogent,
and are to be assumed as a more correct reprcsenration of existing
conditions
resulting
from the
development
of the railroad system of the United
States, than any speech, either of gl:anger sufferin,., from his particular
grievance,
or of railway
l)rcsi(lcnt anxious to retain his hoht upon a monop_13"interest.--The
attempt to enforce upon the
r:dlways of tho state of ]_Iassachusetts
the adoption of a system of accounts
preparcd
by a set of
" theorists," was vehemently
opposed by the railway corporations,
who called it an infringement
r,f their chartered
rights, which
would prove a
mere appliance for exactingblackmail,
and expose
details of management
concerning
which the public lind no interest.
The commissioners,
on the
other hand, insisted that the community
had an
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interest in its railroad
lines, and that an admintstration which was a mere hot-bed of abuses should
be thereafter
managed
in full public view.
To
the new system of accounts
prescribed,
the railways quickly
accommodated
themselves,
and,
much to their surprise,
they experienced
no evil
result from ttleir rendering of accounts intelligible
to public
bodies and to the public at large, but
rather foundgrcat
benefit flow therefrom.
-- The
recent instances of the failure of the Eastern railroad company,
tile sudden collapse of the Hew
Jersey Central and of the Reading railroads, show
how utterly unable was the public to form, from
the published
accounts
in annual
reports,
any
adequate
conception
of the condition
of railroad
property.
In each of these cases the annual report preceding
the insolvency
claimed the roads
to be financially in flourishing
condition.
Against
such abuses as these, the system of uniform
accounts and thorough
investigation
seems to be a
specific.
On this subject
and its success, the
Massachusetts
commissioners,
in their report for
1879, draw a very correct line of distinction.
In
speaking of the spirit which called forth an investigating board such as the Massachusetts
commissioners, and that which prescribed
a hard and fast
tariff of rates for railway
companies
such as
granger legislation attempted,
they say: "After
a
careful
investigation,
which extended through
a
year, and the conclusions
of which are to be found
in its earlier reports, this board wholly rejccted
the idea of attempting
to regulate railroads in this
country, at least through
direct legislative
intervention.
It was said that such an attempt would
result only in failure, or perhaps
generate
new
and dangerous
abuses of its own.
The board, on
the contrary,
maintained
that every desired result
or needed reform could be secured by simply developing in the public mind the idea of corporate
responsibility,
and supplying
the necessary
machinery
to act directly upon it. To bring this
about, it was necessary to force the corporate
proceedings
into the full light of publicity,
and to
compel those responsible
for railroad management,
whenever
an abuse was alleged, to suhmit to investigation,
and to try to show that the abuse did
not exist.
Failing
to do this, their only alternative was to discontinue
it_ practice
or to persist
in it in open deft'race of public ()pinion.
This is
the theory of railroad regulation
now known as
the commissioners'
systcm, in contradistinction
to
the granger
system.
The public supervision
of
the accounts
of the railroad
corporations
is an
essential feature in the successful
development
of
this theory.
If tbat can be established,
it will
certainly
lead to the gradual al)andonment
of the
granger system in favor of a supervisory
system.
The commissioners
believe that it has been cstal)lished in the practical
experience
of the Massachuse.tts railroads
in the l&_t two years, and they
furtimr
believe and say that the system
works
well."
(Massachu_tts
Railroad
Commi_ioners'
Report, 1879, pp. 29, 80.)In .New York state
the board
of trade and transportation,
a body
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originally
organized
under the title of " The
Cheap Transportation
Association,"
set itself the
task, in 1873, of bringing the railway corporations
of the state of New York to public amenability,
From
1850, down to that period,
no serious
attempt had been nmde in that state to create in
railroad management
any sense of public responsibility.
The reports which the various railroad
corporations
of the state were required to file with
the state surveyor and engineer, were almost wholly "mcaningic_.
No balance sheet accompanied
the reports, and the railroad corporations,
in conforming with the letter of tile law, vied with each
other in giving as little information
as possible.
The state surveyor had neither power nor desire
to make any independent
investigation.
He sireply published from year to year such information
as the railway corporations
saw fit to give him.
No penalty, which
bad the slightest
deterring
influence,
was imposed for giving insufficient or
even false information.
The state law forbade
parallel lines from being le_lsed to each other,
Nevertheless,
railroad corporations,
by purchasing
the majority
of the stock of the parallel lines,
ran them in the interest of their main railroads,
--In
1868 a con_lidation
took place between
the New York Central railroad and the IIudson
River railroad,
by which
they subsequently
became one line.
On the consummation
of the
consolidation
new stock was leagued, substantially
doubling the capital, or, in other words, watering
the stock, of both lines.
This watering of stock
was promptly
legalized by the legisl'tture
of the
following
year, which conferred
authority
for
exchanging
the certificates into shares of stock,
Thus, these roads in their new capitalization
neutralized all the advantages
that they had of easier
gradient
and no mountains
to pass over, which
had given to New York state cheaper
railway
construction
than to Pennsylvania
and Maryland.
Although
during the summer months, when canal
competition
isactive, orundercircumstanceswhen
the competition
for through
traffic with other
roads creates a strife, capitalization
is of little or
no consequence,
yet, on tile local traffic, capitali,
zation produces
the result of compelling
the local
shipper to pay such a rate as to make it po_ihle
for the proprietors of the road to pay dividends
on their stock.
By the general railroad laws of
the state of New _*ork it is provided,
that when
the dividends
of any railroad corporation
shall
reach 10 per cent., the state can declare
how
the surplus above the 10 per cent. shall be applied,
This provision, however, was made quite nugatory
by the trick of stock watering.
It is clear, if
with each increased valuation of the road the proprietors
can declare stock dividends
not represeating construction
account, that a dividend
of
10 per cent. on stock will never be declared,
although in point of fact the railway may be earntug 20 or 80 per cent. upon its actual cost of construction. -- This bold stroke of financial policy,
which l_id the foundation
for the colossal wealth
of the Ysnderbilts,
drew attention
to this evil,

and gave to the cheap transportation
as_ociation
(subsequently
the board of trade and transportation) an excellent ground for agitating the subject
of railroad abuses.
To this agitation considerable
vigx)r was imparted about this time by the diserimination
then practiced against the interest of
the commerceof
New York, whereby the railroad
corporations
chartered by the state of New York
made more favorable rates to Baltimore, Philadelphia and Boston in their charges for all westbound as well as east-bound freight, than to New
York. -- One of the periodical
treaties of peace
after a railroad war of great intensity
gave to
Philadelphia
an advantage
of two cents a hundred on freight rates from the west, to Baltimore
four cents a hundred,
and to Boston tile same
rate as was given to New York, on the lowest
class of freight.
On the western-bound
freight
tile discrimination
against New York in favor of
Philadelphia
and Baltimore amounted
to from
seven to ten cents a hundred on the different
classifications
of freight.
This difference in rates
was made on the theory that Philadelphia
and
Baltimore were relatively nearer to the western
centres than _New York.
Boston, however, which
was farther away by two hundred
miles titan
_'ew York, was given the same rate.
On eastbound freight
the theory upon which the diseriminations
were made against New York wa_,
that. the ship charters from and to New York were
lower as compared with'the
other seaboard cities.
This, however,
on examination,
proved
untrue.
Upon this state of affairs being madeapparent,
the
chamber
of commerce,
as well as the board of
tra_le and transportation,
took up the question of
railroad discriminations,
and in a report published
by the chamber of commerce in 1878, it appeared
that duringa considerable
part of January of that
year, the rat_s over the New York Central, the
Erie and the Grand Trunk roads, were from Boston
to Chicago from thirty-five
to forty cents a hundred.
From Boston to Chicago salt was shipped
at fifteen cents, while forty-five
cents was the
lowest rate from New York.
From Philadelphia
to Chicago the rates during,the
same dates were
made as low as seventy cents on first.class goods,
while during the same period the rates were mainrained at a dollar from 1New York to Chicago.
The lower classes were relatively
as high.
The
committee reported that goods stored in l_'ew York
were shipped to Boston to be forwarded to the
west through _Iew York over the Erie road, or
via the Boston & Albany over the New York Central road, at a saving of almost 50 per cent. over
direct shipments
from _'ew
York.
Through
freights from Liverpool
to Chicago, fourth cla._s,
were as low as twenty to twenty-five
shillings per
ton, while the rates remained
from Liverpool to
New York forty to forty-five cents per hundred
pounds, equivalent
to about thirty shillings per
ton.
These facts were brought to the attention of
the railway ptmes/donte, and their aid was solicited
to remove the discriminations
sgminst New York.
They made a contemptuous
answer, Mr. Vander-
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hilt more especmlly

drawing attention
to the facil- _I who joined hands with the chamber of commerce
ities offered by other cities to their railroad cor- i and board of trade and transportation
in insisting
potations,
and claiming that the :New York Ccnupon some remedial measure against such discrimitral had not the same facilities offered to it by the
nations. -- Another
abuse, which, however,
was
municipal
government,
and that the merchants
carried toits extreme limit by the h'ew York Censhould use their influence
upnn the municipality
tral railroad company,
gave additional
ground for
to extend the facilities
afforded
the railway corcomplaint.
This abuse was the entire ahandonporationa
in like manner
as facilities
were exmeat of any fixed schedule of tariff rates for local
tended to the Pennsylvania
railroad by Philadeltraffic.
There was a tariff of rates which existed
phia, and to the Baltimore & Ohio railroad by Balonly for the unwary
shipper who made his shiptimore,
k commissioners'
bill, which had been
mcnt on the assumption
that all shippers
were
drawn, was, for four successive
years, submitted
treated alike, anti he was punished
for his want of
to the legislative committees
of the state of ,N'ew knowledgc
by beingcompellcd
topay extortionate
York for action, but in almost every instance it
rates. A spc_'ial rate, which w_us entirely personal
had either been reported
upon adversely,
or, if
to the particular
shipper, was made ahnost invarireported
favorably,
had, through
the influence of
ably, on application,
by the freight manager of the
the railway companies,
been smothered
in one or
New York Central railroad exercising
his dis,erethe other of the houses. -- Finding redress impostion to make it as he saw fit. At the time when a
sible through
the voluntary
action of the corpolegislativcinvestigation
wa.¢ordered,
there werein
rations
themselves,
the chamber
of commerce,
exNtencc on the lineof the :Kew York Central raftthrough
its committee
on transportation,
thereroad upward
of 6,000 different contracts
varyinlz
fore determined
to lend its aid to procure
the
in the most arbitrary manner the published
ached..
ettablishment
of a railroad
commission
for the
ule rate for the carriage of local freights.
Undc,"
state of New York.--Besides
tile grievances
be.
lying these special rates there was neither prit.
fore referred to, another,
of an extremely
burdenciple based upon car loads or train loads as con
some character,
which affected the people of tim
tradistinguishcd
from single packages,
nor upon
state at large, also existed at that time.
Between
extent of business or readiness
of handling,
not
1_¢75and 1877 the great railway corporations
enany other well-known
basis of railway
managetcred into an active railroad war, and in eonsemont.
They were granted
as the caprice,
the
quencc of the r_'_ulting freight
rates, cereal prodwhim or the interest of the railway freight agent
u('ts and flour were frequeut ly carried by thecmndictated at the hour.
The charge that such dispanics at a loss from the west to tbe se_aboard,
criminations
and special rates existed, when made
That loss might possibly
have financially
ruined
to the legislative
committee
appointed
in 1879,
the railway corporations
of the state had a correwas at first flatly denied, but within the first fcw
spouding reduction
been made in thcirlocal
tariff;
days of the investigation
which follow_:d, and to
but to recoup this loss on through rates, they mainwhich reference
will presently
bc made, it wa.s
taincd, as to the local shipper,
ratios which under
overwhelmingly
proved. -- Public opinion had besu¢'h circumstanoes
became
extortionate
; thus
come so agitated upon the subject that at last all
m'tking the people of the state bear the burden,
the opposing influences of the railways in tile asthrough the exactions
t)f the local tariff, of the
sembly were ovcrcumc.
An investigation
of the
trunk line war, in the same manner as though the
railway system of the state of ,New York was orstate were at war and levied a tax upon its inhabdered by the legislature
of 1879. and a committe_.,
itauts to maintain
it. This discrepancy
between
appointed
to investigate
the abuses alleged
to
through and h)cal tariffs lcd to the practical abanexist in the management
of the railroads
of the
donment of millingat
thegreat
flouring centres of
state of _'cw York.
This committee
was cornthe slate of :New York, such as Rochester
and
posed of A. B. Hepburn
as chairman,
H. L.
Black Rock.
It wasimpo._sible
for them to mainDuguid,
James Low, William
L. h'oyes, James
tain competition
against
the Minneapolis
miller
_V. Wadsworth,
('harles S. Baker, J. W. Husted,
who had his cereals produced at his door and had
and Thomas F. Grady.
The committee
invited
the flour carried to :New York at twenty cents a
the chamber of commerce
anti board of trade and
hundred, when they were compelled
to pay more
transportation,
which had made the charges upon
thazl that for the mere carriage of the wheat to
the basis of which the committee
was acting, to
their mills, and a higher absolute rate for the carappoint counsel to conduct
the examination,
and
riage of the product of their mills to the seaboard,
stated that the committee would give to such counTbe grazing and cattle interest of the western
sel standing
before it by substantially
adopting
part of the state suffered
in consequence
of the
him as the counsel of the committee.
Under this
low rates of carriage from the western country of
invitation the chamber of commerce
and the board
cattle on the hoof, and a destruction
of interests
of trade and transportation
aPl)ointcd
the writer
t(_k place to such an extent that .grazing and cattle raising became a non-remunerative
occupation
solely by reason of discriminating
freight
rates
against the western part of the state.
These subjects were taken up and agitated
by the state
grange organizations
and the farmers'
alliance,

of this article as its counsel to conduct the lavestigation, and then during a period of eight months
the investigation
1)rocceded in the taking of testimony and the preparation
of its report. -- Prior
to the appointment
of this committee
a great
change had taken place in the management
of tho
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great trunk lines in their relation to the public,
_Ir. Fink--who
had been the vice-president
of the
louisville
& Nashville
railroad,
and who was
commissioner
or chairman
of the committee
of
the Southern
railway and steamship
association,
which was comprised of twenty-five railroads, and
who by a pooling arrangement
of freights
in the
organization
of that association
had substantially
stopped
railroad
wars and competition
among
them, and the success of whose management
had
drawn attention
to his executive
ability--was
invited by the railroad magnates
of the east to organizc, upon the plan of the Southern
railway and
steamship
association,
an organization
to keep the
,-)eacc and maintain
rates for the trunk lincs tentringat New York, Boston,PhiladelphiaandBaltimore.
Down to that period of time every attempt
to create a " joint purse,"
as it is called in England, or a " pool," as it is termed in the United
States,
by which, to prevent
railway wars, the
proceeds of freight charges were divided between
the railway
companies,
had proved
fruitless,
Scarcely
was the ink dry on the contract
made
between
the railway
presidents
before each particular
railway
company
attempted,
in one way
or another,
to break away from the contract thus
made.
So little under control were some of the
freight agents, that even if the railway presidents
desired to maintain
the contract
in its integrity,
they found it impossible
to control
the various
freight lines doing business over their own roads,
and the contracts
were broken
almost as soon
as made.
Thereupon,
in June, 1877, Mr. Fink
was appointed
commissioner
of the four trunk
lines, the Baltimore
& Ohio, the Pennsylvania,
the Erie, and the New York Central & tIudson
River railroads.
In December,
1878, he was further appointed
commissioner
of the combined
trunk lines of the western roads.
A contract was
made, hy which, in addition
to the agreement
as
to regular tariffs, each railroad corporation
agreed
to accept a certain percentage
of all the freight
that was offered, and to send to the other lines
which had a deficiency
whatever
surplus was offered to it, in consideration
of which it was likewise to receive from the other line its own defteiency.
Substantially
it was then agreed as to
west-bound
freight,
and subsequently
as to easti_ound freight,
that the roads were to be operated
with reference to traffic as though they were one
corporation,
and Mr. Fink, as a commissioner,
was to see to it that this arrangement
was faithfully carried out.
tie had supplied
him a large
staff of clerks to make the_e equalizations
from
time
to time.
A furtht.r
development
of this
principle
was the appointment
of arbitrators,
three in numher,
to determine
disputed questions,
q_he system
has certainly
resulted,
first, in mainraining rates, and secondly,
in stopping
ratlroad
wars between the contracting
parties.
& railroad
war, while, on the one hand, it reduces rates, produces, on the other hand, great demoralization
in business by the element of uncertainty
in commercial
transactions
caused by the absence of a

certain rate, vastly more expensive
in its ultimate
results than the higher rate for freight. -- The all
but unanimous
report of the investigating
cornmittee appointed
in 1879 was made after an exhaustive inquiry, contained
in five closely printed
volumes of testimony.
This committee,
in sumruing up tile condition
of railroad management
as
they found it in the state of New York, pass in
review the various abuses which have grown up
under the management
of these great highways
by private corporations
without
responsibility
to
the state.
They refer to the evil of the drawing
room or sleeping
car companies,
which, by their
contracts
with the railroad
companies,
create a
special interest that diminishes
the return of the
shareholders
of the railroad
companies.
They
speak of the fast freight lines and express cornpanics as now conducted
as free from evil.
They
condemn the _e1_b,<ls by which
the stock yards
at the terminal points t,," _he railways
are let out
to individuals,
and speak of this as an instrumentality
which is usually
attended
with additional taxes upon transportation.
They consider
the suborganizationsof
railways in the way of coal
companies
and elevator
associations,
which arc
designated
as barnacles upon commerce,
as organized for the purpose
of tolling the commerce of
that port (Buffalo) to the greatest possible extent.
On alluding
to watered stock the committee refers
to the fact that it was proved
before diem, that
$40,000,000 was probably
the whole value of the
property
and equipment
of the Erie Railway
company,
and that $25,000,000
more would coyer all the additional
value of the road, as represented by stock and bonds and interests in other
corporations,
while it was capitalized
at about
$155,000,000
; that its construction
account covercd in 1873 an item of "legal
expenses"
of
$891,000; and that the watering
of the stock of
the Erie railway,
as well as its bonds, is estimated
by them to be not less than $70,000,000.
They
proceeded
to examine the accounts
of the Ncw
York Central railway.
They found that in 1853
the stocks and bonds of the roads which at that
time formed the various links of the chain of cons(llidation
thus effected,
amounted
to a total of
$23,000,000,
and that at the time when the first
consolidation
was effected, premiums, or. in other
words, water, to the extent of almost $9,000,000,
were given to the stockholders
and shareholders
of these various roads.
From 1868 to 1870, by the._
consolidation
of the l_Tew York Central and Hudson River railroads, over $44,000,000 was added to
the combined
capital of both the Hudson Rivet'
and the New York Central
roads, by stock dirtdemis of 80 per cent. on the New York Central
road in 1868, and 85 per cent on the Hudson
River road. -- The committee
pass in review lo(.al
questions,
which it is not necessary to enter into
here, on the subject of the terminal
facilities and
the injustice done by the discriminations
against
New York by the arrangement
of discriminating
rates, and then they touch upon the abuse fully .
developed before them, connected with the Stand-
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ard oilcompany. _ It appeared by the testimony
submitted,
that on Jan. 8, 1872, the Central, Erie,
Lake Shore and Pennsylvania
roads made an
agreement
with the South improvement
company,
a Pennsylvania
corporation,
giving to the improvemeat company,
on shipment
of oil to different
points, rebates ranging
from forty cents to $3.07
a barrel.
The a&,Tcement provided that its object
was to maintain
the business of the South improvement
company
against
loss or injury
by
competition,
and that the roads would
lower or
raise the gross rate of transportation
over their respective railways and connections,
to such an extent as might be necessary
to overcome
all competition. -- When the agreement
became public,
the le_slature
of Pennsylvania
was compelled
by
public opinion to vacate the charter of the corporation.
A more ingenious
and secret agreement,
however, was subsequently
made with the Standard oil company,
by the railroad corporations,
securing to that corporation
the objects which were
intended to be secured to the South improvement
company.
This company,
originally
composed
of a few enterprising
oil men of the western
states, gradually
absorbed
into its management
tile Standard oilcompany
cf Cleveland,
the Standard oil company of Pittsburg,
the Acme oil cornpany of New York, the Imperial oil company of
Oil City, the Atlantic refining company of Phi]adelphia, Charles
Pratt & Co. of :New York, the
Devoe manufacturing
company of New York, J.
A. Bostwick & Co., and Messrs. Rockfeller,
Day,
Flagler, Warden, Frew & Co., and others. -- This
combination
against the remainder
of the trade,
now banded
together
under
the name of the
Standard
oil company,
is characterized
by the
committee as a flagrant violation
of every prineiple of railroad economy and natural justice.
It
resulted in driving out of business nearly all competitor._, and enabled the Standard
oil company to
purcha_, at such rates as they saw fit, tile refinerit,_ distributed
over the United States which they
desired to control either for the purposes of manufacluring
or to dismantle.
This threw the production, distribution
and refining of oil into the
hands of a single corporation,
to the extent, estimated at that time, of 95 per cent. of the whole
l*roduct.
In this regard the committee
say, that
from JanuarytoOctober,
18_9, the total shipments
from |he oil regions to all points were 12.900,240
barrels, anti that all shipments
to the seaboard
would have easily borne one dollar more per barr_.l_han they did (the rate then oeing about twentytire cents a barrel) ; that, t_.sted by the charge
which the roads imposed upon every other comn_odity, it should
have borne that much more;
and that all the trunk lines have grown into such
relations with this oil comtmmy that they were
f,rced to forego all these millions they might have
earned, and compelled
to look to the other ]prod_wl_ of the country
for flaeir revenues ; thus
burying their own interest in t_e interest of the
Standard oil company,
and jdming in this war of
rates to protect the latter against injury by corn-
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_etition.
--The attentionof the committee had
been drawn to the evils connected
with the proxy
system, by which railways were captured
by the
mere purclm.se of voting
power from persons,
mainly bankers, in whose names large amounts of
stock were registered,
but which had been sold
and distributed
t_ their customers,
and were left
on the stock books of the companies,
standing in
their names, simply for prudential
reasons.
This
situation
gave to such persons
a large voting
power in the railway without a substantial
interest or stake in the result of the vote.
To persons
who desired to capture the road, it was a strong
temptation
to purchase
such voting power; and,
to persons who had no permanent
interest in the
road, it was a corresponding
temptation
to sell the
power, the evil effects of which sale they were
not called upon personally to bear.
The committee, therefore,
rccommendcd
the passage of a bill
to remedy this abuse. -- The committee
likewise
condemned
the system of the reports to the state
engineer
and surveyor,
and then passed under
review the system of special
rates, which was
founded
upon no other basis than the arbitrary
will of the freight agent in giving individual
shippers, located in the same town, rates varying
as
much as thirty cents a hundred.
The committee
investigated
the theory that had been advanced
by
all the railroad experts of "charging
a traffic what
it will bear."
Of this they said, that, "as to an
increase of from fifteen cents in August to forty
cents in November
on grain, the rate was raised
simply because the condition of the market war.
ranted it, and the product could bear it. It would
be difficult to make a criticism upon that raise
which public judgmcnt
would sustain, but we are
distinctly
told that public interest plays an insignificant
r61e in the theatre of railroad
managemeat.
It is at best but a service waiting
upon
the interest of the stockholders.
The wrong consists in exercising
a censorship
over the busine._
affairs
of tile community
; secretly,
arbitrarily
and unequally
varying
rates, building
up this,
developing
that; not only performing
the proper
functions
of transportation,
but taking into consideration
tile probable
or possible
profit of a
shipment,
and adjusting
their rates accordingly.
If the shipper
is likely to make a large profit,
they compel him to divide;
if the margin is a
close one, they determine
whether the shipment
shall be madc or not, whether
it shall result in
a profit or loss.
Thus,
under this system
of
management
and this method of giving rates, is
every merchant,
every manufacturer,
every shipper, and, through
them, every individual
along
tile 5,500 miles of railroad in this slate, with its
five hundred millions of capital, measurably
in the
powerof
these corporations.
Conciliate theirgood
will, court their favor, and favorable
rates will follow ; incur their
displeasure
may
The committee
influence which
in their employ,

hostility, and the margin of their
be read on your freight bills."-speak of the enormous
political
is wielded by corporations
having
in 1879, upward of 30,000 voters.
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They speak also of the contemptuous
disregard
exhibited by the railroad corporations of the state
to the milling interest, in April, 1879, when they
answered
a temperate
statement
of grievances
by saying, "that
the first condition
of having
them listened to was to retract their signatures from
a certain circular, dated March 1,5, 1879," in which
these grievances
were stated in moderate
terms,
and "to withdraw
their support
from a pro rata
freight bill, which was then before the assembly."
-- The committee
conclude
their analysis of the
testimony
with the citation
of the Shoclkopf
&
Matthews
agreement,
whereby
the New York
Central
railroad
bound
itself
to carry to New
York, for these millers situated at: Niagara Falls,
at a pro rate of the through
east-bound
rate on
grain or flour, whatever
it may be., which enabled
these millers to maintain
their mill in full operation while their neighbors
were going out of bnsiness simply
because they had not as favorable
a
contract.
The contract
appeared
to have been
made for five years, and was to be valid on condition that it was to be kept secret.
Personal
discrimination
could no farther go than was illustrated in that case.This investigation
proved
conclusively
that every charge that had been made
against the railway
corporations
by the commercial bodies of the state was under-_ated
rather
than over-stated;
that these great trusts had fallen
into the hands of persons who exploited them for
their personal benefit solely ; that the public was
only in so far regarded as any tyrant would regard the public;
that it was dangerous
to exasperatethem
too much ; and that as freight charges
are in the nature of taxes, if you want a continuotis revenue from taxation,
it must stop short of
confiscation. -- The recommendations
of the cornmittee, therefore,
were embodied
in bills which
embraced, in substance, the commission
bill which,
with some slight modifications,
had been previously drafted at the request of the board of
trade and transportation
; a bill upon the subject
of railway proxies, railway
consolidations
and
stock waterings ; a bill to regulate the transportation of freight by the railroad corporations,
so as
to prevent unjust discriminations;
and a bill to
insure a uniform system of accounts and a differcnt system of reports.--Of
these bills, the one
to create a board of commissioners
became law;
likewise
the one, with considerable
modification
and amendment,
upon the subject of proxy rotrag; also the one which
prescribed
a different
method
of rendering
accounts.
The other bills
failed
of adoption.During
this period,
the
valuable reports on internal commerce,
issued by
Mr. Joseph _immo,
chief of United States bureau of statistics, aided considerably
in creating an
enlightened
public opinion on the relations of the
railways to the state, and the part that they perIorm in the movement
of the commerce and development
of the industry
of the nation. --Th_
New York commission
bill we passed, and Gov.
Cleveland, as one of his first acts after his lusts}lmerit into office, appointed Messrs. Kernan, O'Don-

nell and Rogers commissioners.
The bill authorized the chamber of commerce, the board of trade
and transportation,
and the anti-monopoly
league,
to nominate one of the commissioners
to the goveruor; and Mr. O'Donnell was so nominated by
two of the three bodies, and the governor, under
the bill, made the appointment.
-- By the establishment of this commission,
the long struggle
between the railways
of the state of l_lew York
and the people was brought to a close, favorably
to the people.
A body was now interposed,
with
power somewhat
similar to that of the Massachusetts commission,
between
the people and the
powerful
railway
corporations,
clothed with authority for searching and continuous
investigation
and, in all probability,
that body will prove to be
a permanent
one.
The sense of responsibility
in
the performance
of the task, together with the
natural aptitude of intelligent men to grow to the
work they have in hand, will, in time, make this
commission
a valuable
aid to proper legislation.
The important
interests constantly connected with
the subject
committed
to their care, will cause
the work of the commission
to be carefully
watched,
and the strong
temptations
that are
placed in the way of these commissioners,
in consequence
of the enormous wealth and power of
one of the parties constantly
before it, will inevitably cause the commission
to act with pnv
dence, for the purpose of shielding
them_lves
against suspicion. -- During the same years, other
states had parallel experiences with struggles for
the appointment
of railroad commissioners.
There
are now in existence
fourteen railroad commissions in the various states of the Union, whose
business it is to supervise and investigate,
if not
control, the railroad corporations within the state;
to report such amendatory
laws as in their opinion are necessary
for the purpose of correcting
the abuses incident to railroad management;
and
to cause actions to be instituted
to prevent either
violations
of charter limitations
or violations of
the rights of shippers or passengers,
which may
be brought
to their notice. -- During
the last
five years, efforts were made in the United States
congress
to create a board of railroad commissioners for the United
States, to exercise over
all the railway corporations
doing an interstate
business the same kind of supervision
and control as is exercised
by the various state cornmissions over corporations
chartered
by the seeeral states.
Almost
par/ paasu
with this at
tempted
reform,
an annual
effort is made i_
congress to regulate
interstate
commerce,
wifl_out the intervention
of a commission,
in the pa_sage of a freight bill, in the nature of a pro rater
bill, containing anti4iscrimination
clauses.
Thus
far, the advocates of the two measures have opposed each other, and no good results will probably be accomplished
until the friends of federal
legislation
agree upon a commi_on
bill, as the
entering
wedge
to such
legislation
as should
properly be passed by the United States, for the
purpose of making this enormous interest, in tho
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aggregate more powerful
than any single state
organization,
amenable to the better concentrated
public power, as represented in the United States
congress.
The railroad
corporations,
organized
by the states, have thus far resisted, at every step,
every attempt to make them amenable to federal
legislation.
Although many of these corporations
derive their charter powers from several states,
and substantially
nm cars over the territory of
half the Union, they nevertheless insist that they
are amenable only to such states as have granted
them their charter privileges, and that the United
States congress can not properly exercise any control over them.
The necessity of the case, as well
as sound logic, fights against their cause; and the
time is not far distant when all the people of the
United States,
as represented
in the general govcrnment, must take in hand the railway corporations of the United
States, concentrated
as they
now are in power by becoming more and more under the controlofa
few leading minds, whocanbe
g_tthered together
in a single room of a private
gentleman's
house, and, for weal or for woe, can,
and do, more materially
affect the welfare of the
people of the United States than can any represcntative body which hasbeen organized in any of
the states of the Union, or under the federal con•_titution.
It is, therefore,
not a fignlre of speech
to soy that an irnpe_rium il_ iT_per/o has grown up
in the community,
which, by combination
and
concentration
of power,
is more powerful
than
The community,
and that the question of making
it amenable to the general powers of the government is no longer one of expediency,
but one of
prime necessity.--This
brings us to a consideralion of some of the general questions,
which are
as yet unsolved
problems,
with reference
to the
government
of railways, either by the state or by
private management.--The
general result of investigation upon the question of railways within
ill(, past fifteen years, in the United
States, and
tin; development
that has taken place, both in railway construction
and in many of the evils incidcl_t to railway administration,
have modifledboth
public opinion and the opinion of experts who are
not blinded by personal
interest, on the subject
(,f th(. extent to which competition
is a regulator
_)f the price of service in railway
transportation,
[( went hard for the free trader to surrender
his
f.Lith in competition,
and to admit that it is not a
u_fiver_ally applicable
principle.
It has now been
a,('ertained that, notwithstanding
the enormous
P_;gr('ss of railway construction
in the United
Sl:Lt(,s within the past thirty
years, railways can
never be multiplied
to such an extent as to make
th(,nl compete in the same sense that grocers,
ht_tchcrs, hatters and shoemakers
compete.
They
will he at war for a time, and then comes a long
t)('ri()d of peace, when the railways
work under
('_)mbination even at competitive
points.
It is
(iifi'lcult to tell whether the war is not more injuriou_ than the peace, so far as public interests are
concerned.
When there is competition
between
rival hatters, customers are treated alike at one or
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the other shop in the purchase of the commodity
they want, and even if they were not so treated,
no great harm would be done.
A railway war
is generally carried on secretly for a considerable period of time before open hostilities
begin.
Railways, in vying with each other, seek to obtai_
the more important customers from each other,
and make concessions
to larger shippers,
whiell
they are not ready to make to the smaller men.
This instantly gives to the larger shipper so great
an advantage in addition to that which he already
has by reason of his greater capital
over the
smaller man in the same line of trade, that the
smaller dealer does his business at a loss ; he discovers that his formidable
rival can offer goods at
prices with which he can not compete,
and he ia
frequently
driven out of business or into bankruptcy by reason of a secret advantage
which his
stronger competitor
has in transportation
rates.
Thus
monopoly
b]_ccds monopoly,
and centralization of business
is built up, not by greater
natural
aptitude,
but by injustic_
and wrong.
Even
during
periods
of railway
peace
these
advantages
are frequently
got and maintained
by the more formidable
shipper for the purpose
of tying him to a particular
railway,
with the
mischievous
tendency
to make the poor poorer
and the rich richer.
This personal
system of
tariffs produces
absolutely
the .came effect as
unequal
taxation.
As the beneficial
results of
competition
are not obtained by duplicating
lines
such additional
routes arc an evil rather than a
good.
The large expenditure
of capital in creating die duplicate
line might have been saved,
since but very few railway
corporations
in the
world have their road bed taxed to their maximum
capacity.
The existence
of the new line built
for competition
is in reality an invcttment
of
an enormous amount of capital to divide the traftic which
the existing
line is perfectly competent to carry, and results in the traffic being done
at a very much greater expense for fixed charges
than if the existing road had added to its rolling
stock facilities
and had been permitted
alone to
accommodate
such traffic.
When peace i_ made,
rates are fixed so high as to afford a reasonable
expectation
of a return upon a very large amount
of capital
unnecessarily
expended
in the building of so-called rival lines.
This has led to the
general conviction,
that, for economizing
capital
and producing,
through these instrumentalities
of
commerce and of trade, the maximum
result for
the benefit of society, it would be better were wc
to start de navo; and instead of dealingwith
existing conditions,
to transfer to a corporation
a deftnite field for its operations,
under strict supervision of its tariff rates, and to stipulate that the cot])oration shall not be interfered
with as to the field
so long as it keeps down its rate to a certain percentage of profit.
At almost every western point,
whether
in Colorado,
Utah or Arizona,
we find
railway
corporations
just constructed,
and who
operate upon their roads two or three trains a day
all included,
threatened
with rival enterprises,
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which propose to divide between them the little
traffic that there is, and to destroy the profitablehess of the capital investment in the original line,
so that in the end the business divided between
them, at extortionate rates, is not sufficient to pay
for operating expenses and fixed charges on both
capitalizations.
But we are not now called upon
to deal with this question de horn, as railway development in the United States ha.qproceeded to a
point to make assignments of fields almost impossible of accompli._hment through the instrumen,
tality of legislation. The railway companies themselves are beginning to discuss the expediency, as
a matter of self-pre_rvation,
of coming to some
agreement s._ to fields between them.
This, however, will be extremely difficult to accomplish by
voluntary action.
However faithfully existing
railroad corporations adhere to an agreement not
to invade each other's field, the ab_nce of legislation holding the railway corporation to a strict
accountability as to charges within the field with
reference to which it by common COiL_entthus
obtains a monopoly, makes such an agreement
one that the courts would probably declare void
as against public policy, and it would, in reality, in
the absence of such supervision and control, be a
conspiracy against the public.
That the railway
corporations already discuss these questions, and
begin to regard the occupation of a field as a
right arising from the circumstances of the case
in favor of the particular
railway occupying
it, is an indication that the railways themselves
have abandoned all pretense of competition in
the same sense in which that term is understood
in private enterprises.
The practical consolidalions rapidly proceeding under the commissionerships such as that of Fink's, will teml somewhat
toward the solution of this problem, because it
will enable the government to deal with these
corporations upon the basis of their dealing with
each other, and at some day or another to practically appoint fields to conglomerate bodies of
railway corporatious in following out the line
traced by their voluntary action.One of the
peculiarities of railway competition is, that the
unsuccessful competitor in a railway war, driven
to insolvency, unlike the unsuccessful competitor
in mercantile life who is driven into in_lvency,
is not thereby driven out of the market.
The
insolvent corporation becomes in many respects
a menace to the solvent corporation more formidable than it was in its solvent condition.
It
begins, in railway parlance, to "run wild" after
its insolvency, being exonerated from paying interest upon bonds, or dividends upon stock. Being
required to earn simply operating expenses, it
carries on a war of rates with a recklessness that
threatens to break the solvent corporation fighting
it into the same condition of insolvency.
Therefore, during the active railway war of 1875-7,
carried on between the New York Central, the
Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania
railroads, the more favorably placed New York
Central railroad did not dare to carry the war to

a point which would drive it8 adve_arie8 into insolvency, lest the insolvency of the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad, and possibly of the Pennsylvania
railroad, might threaten the solvency of the New
York Central. The motive and the facility for
combination are so great that combination will
almost invariably take the place of competition;
and railway managers and legislators must now
recognize as a fact that the railways are not, and
can not, without the interference of government,
be subjected,within any period of timeabout which
we need give ourselves any concern, to the law of
competition to that degree that we may look for
the same results as in other departments of human
activity, with any confident expectation of maximum results to society at minimum expense. The
natural law of competition being inapplicable, the
question of governmental interference, therefore,
resolves itself simply into one of degree : how far
is it expedient to regulate railways by the public?
and that depends very much upon other questions
to which in this country we can not shut our eyes.
-- As political machinery has, by a vicious party
system which by no means can find its complete
corrective in the rules of civil service reform, more
aml more insidiously divested the people of selfgovernment within the past generation, we are
in a condition in which is presented the question
when we speak of governmental
control, not
whether the railways shall manage themselves, or
the people, through the government, shall control
their management, but whether the railways,
banded together in organizations, having at their
head powerful, astute, intelligent and somewhat
unscrupulous men, shall, in affairs in which they
have a large interest and in which they must
pay to public welfare some regard, varyivg ia
degree according to circumstances, manage those
important trusts, or whether the politicians, equally unscrupulous and astute, but not quite cqual
in intelligence as banded together in party machinery, shall, in the interest of those political
organizations which represent even more remotcly the public intcrests than the railway dittotion represents them, manage those important
trusts for them. There are many important reforms, therefore, in our governmental
machincry which must proceed contemporaneously with
the transfer of power from the corporation management to public control before we can hope
for any great relief from public control as compared with corporate management.
I_ is, therefore, well to proceed slowly even in a proper
direction until the machinery of government in
the United States shall be emancipated more
from the bo_sism, political corruption and chieanery concomitant and attendant under existing representative and party conditions.
It mu¢t
be admitted that the direction must be toward
governmental control, but this imposes upon the
people of the United States the duty of making
its governmental machinery fit to exercise such
control.
Neither the state nor federal machinery
is as yet in that condition. --Another importan_
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question which must be taken in hand with reference to railway management,
is to find some
proper .basis for railway charges.
The doctrine
which now prevails among railway managers, of
charging the traffic all that it will bear, the basis
upon which its classification
as well as its tariff
rates depends, is monstrously
unjust, and should
be radically changed.
It is true that the responsibility on ttle part of a corporation for the carriage of a case of silks is greater than it is when
it carries a bale of cotton.
But the difference in
the rate charged
is not based upon the slight
premium which
would represent an indemnity
fund for the losses they might possibly incur by
the loss of the package, but the difference is based
really upon the supposed profit that the merchant
or jobber makes on a case of silk as compared
with the bale of cotton, and that he can afford,
therefore, to divide with the railway
the larger
amount in the general result.
This makes this
_;rvice differ from that of any other rendered
under competition
in society.
What regulates
prices ordinarily
is the cost of production,
not
benefit to the consumer.
The ounce of laudanum
that is intended to cure a toothache costs at the
store of the druggist the same sum as the laudanum which is to save a life.
The use to which
the object is to lag put, or the benefit conferred
upon the consumer, does not affect the price.
It
is said, in answer to this position, by the railway
manager, that he must regard his traffic as a
whole, and that, by reason of the greater value of
these first-class goods and the higher charge which
he can make on them, lie is enabled to carry the
lowest price goods at a rate at which they can be
moved, and that, if he were precluded
from
charging
the higher rate on goods as readily
handled, but which are much more valuable
in
money, he could not carry ores, coal or stone at
:my such rate as would justify their transportstion from place to place.
There is force in this
p,_ition, but not to the extent to which
it is
claimed, and in that respect intelligent investigatiozl and careful governmental
control will have
to _trike a mean which will be more just than the
_'xisting classifications,
and so adjust the rates
both to consumer
and producer as to enable all
cla._es of commodities
to be moved without doing
ir_.l_sfice to the railway corporation. _The
appli¢':tfion of the doctrine of charging what the traffic
will bear, substantially
makes the railway corpor:uiou a special partner, without investment of
Caldt:tl, in every enterprise
along its line.
The
exlent to which
unscrupulous
traffic managers
and a_zents can, for their privateemotument,
carry
ibis power of enforced copartnership,
and that
thi_ power is availed of, is exemplified in the fact
that on comparatively
moderate salaries these traftic managers very often do become men of grant
Jortunes, within a very few years.
It is a power
to which modern society has known no parallel
su_ce the days of the farmers general of France,
x_ho, in consideration
of a sum total paid into the
_'rench treasury during the corrupt regency of the
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duke of Orleans. and the reign of Louis XV.,
obtained
the privilege
of having a section of
France farmed out to them to tax at their own
will.
It is therefore
absolutely
essential
with
reference
to transportation
lines, that without
thereby
fixing
absolute
rates, severe penalties
shall by legislation
be imposed for breach of the
public trust for personal ends, and also stringent
penalties imposed upon the making of discriminations between persons of the same locality.
It is
likewise the duty of the public to see to it that
some unit, whether car load or train load, be established, upon the basis of which all shippers
shall be treated alike, and to place the smaller
shipper upon some basis of equality
with the
larger shipper.
The smaller shipper should by
law be permitted to avail himself, in combination
with other people, of the ear load unit. mMaxi_
mum charges have, in the experience of England,
been found to be almost universally
useless.
The
economies
in railway
traffic arising from steel
rails, improved
roadbeds,
better gradients,
the
greater power of engines, reduced rates of fuel,
and through lines obviating
breaking
of bulk,
have been so great within the past fifteen years
that any fair rate at one period of time becomes
at any other period so excessive
as to cease to be
a criterion.
Maximum
rates, therefore,
when
fixed, must be so arranged
as to be under the
supervision of some tribunal commanding
public
confidence and authorized
to exercise such supervision, and to be from time to time registered
upon a lower scale with reference to cost of traffic:
--A
serious grievance
in relation to American
railway administration
arises from railway tariffs
being secret, and subject
to sudden changes or
modifications.
_No tariff of transportation
rates
should be permitted to be changed, except upon
previous notice of a considerable
period of time.
Even the lowering of a tariff rate produces at
the outset as much financial and commercial disturb_mce as the raising of it d¢_s.
It is said that
the knowledge
obtained
by the officers of the
Standard Oil company
in 1880, that the tariff
rates on oil would be suddenly increased
by the
railroad corporations,
gave to that combination
a profit of several millions
of dollars.
Whether
true or not, is immaterial.
It is possible for special
favored private interests to be informed secretly
of an intended sudden change of tariff on an important commodity.
In consequence
of that information, which necessarily
changes the price of
that commodity at the point of delivery or at the
point of shipment, the making of a purchase or
a sale in advance,
based upon that knowledge,
gives absolute certainty of a large profit, which is
so much wrested from those who do not know it.
This is an advantage which should not be permitted to remain in the hands of railway administrators to make use of, either for personal ends or for
the benefit of friends as they may see fit. A law,
therefore, providing with great stringency
that all
tariffs shall be published
for at least six months in
advance, and that no modification_s thereof shall
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be permitted
during that time. is a necessity
to
avoid this mi_hief.
Tariffs also should be published at every station, with classifications,
so that
every man doirrg busine_
with the railway corpo_
ration should be permitted,
at a glance, at every
station either of delivery or of _ceipt, to compare
]ds freight bills with the published
tariff rates,
and see to it that he is fairly treated.
Every deelation from the tariff to a favored shipper should
result in imposing
upon the railway corporation
that allows such a deviation the payment, to every
other shipper, of a rebate based upon the lowest
shipment made.
This penalty would be so severe
that there would he no longer any favored shippers, and it is right that it should be so, because,
of all evils incident to American railway administration, that of personal favoritism
has been the
most shameless and the most mischievous.
--Another problem presented by the existing condition
of the railways in the United States, is that which
arises from secrecy of management.
This evil
must be dealt with radically.
One of the prime
motives for secrecy of management
is tile enermous advantage which at the present day it gives
Io the managers in the maintenance
of their pewer. Tlley alone know where the stockholders
are
to be found, and can therefore
control votes by
the knowledge
of how to reach or buy them, thus
perpetuating
their control.
Another motive is the
advantage
thus afforded for stock speculations,
The board of managers, by keephlg unto themselves the knowledge
that their property is losing
"heavily in comparative
traffic, can sell their own
holdings and go short of the market, under circumstances
which will yield them an absolute
certainty
of profit on the transaction.
This gives
them an enormous advantage over the community
by depleting the pockets of the unwary, who find
themselves
saddled with stocks at high prices,
bought months in advance of the public announcement that the road is in difficulties.
The knowledge of rapid gains in the development
of bustness likewise gives, so long as it can be kept secret,
a like advantage
in purchase
of stock.
This advantage has been exploited to such a degree in the
United States that the investing public has become
inspired with a generM distrust for r_lroad
stock
investments.
--In
the states of the Union and in
the United States the existing condition of legislation which gives the absolute control of corporate enterprises
into the hands of majorities
of
stock, and which gives to such stock equal weight,
lends itself to this species of management,
and
places the stockholders'
interest, as well as the
public, at the mercy of this class of railway directors.
The majority of the l_olders of record at
the time of the closing of the books of a corporatiou, have, at the annual election, the power to
elect the whole board of directors.
As much of
the stock of great railway lines in the United
States is held abroad, and is not transferred
on
the books to the actual owners of the property,
bat remains registered in the names of the perwho had long before parted with all interest

therein, there is, at the time of the dosing of the
books in a great many of these railroad corporations, a large fictitious holdership,
ranging from
one-half to one-eighth of the whole capital stock
holding interest, and this fictitious
holding frequently controls such election.
Who are fictitious
and who are true holders are, as a general rule,
approximately
known to the directors.
The directors, therefore, can sell their real holdings
at
high prices, and can purchase
at low prices the
fictitious holdings or power to wield proxies, and
thus, for the purpose of depleting
the road, capture the railway, in which neither they nor the
constituency
that elected them, have a substantial
interest.
This evil also can be remedied by ]egis]ation.
Severe penalties should be imposed upon
any one, having no interest in the corporation, of
feting to vote, or voting, either personally or by
giving a proxy to vote, at any election of directors
of such corporation.
-- The severest blow, how
ever, wlfich could be dealt to corporate mismallagement, would be the rigorous introduction
of
minority representation
in boards of direction,
which would make secrecy of management,
as
against the interest of shareholders,
substantially
impossible,
and would prevent the possibility of
the recurrenc_ of some of the worst abus_ which
characterize their administration.
Supposetwenty
directors were to be elected, the reform would consist in allowing
each section of one-twentieth
of
the stockholding
interest to elect one director, by
accumulating
their votes upon a single name, or by
distributing
their votes for one or more, as the)"
may see fit.
This is the cumulative
plan.
Another is the preferential
or list plan, in allowing
each twentieth part of the constituency
to elect
one director, by preferences indicated on a ballot,
in the order of tile names as printed.
When tllc
first name has a quota sufficient to elect him,
i.e., one-twentieth
of the votes cast, the ballot i_
counted for the second name, and so forth.
The
result of this system of minority representatinn
would be to make of the board of direction arc
duced photograph
of the whole constituent
b_tty.
and make it impossible to capture an organization
like a railway from the actual owners thereof. AJ_y
one of the numerous plans suggested for sccuril_
minority
representation,
if applied to corpor_c
management,
would successfully
accomplish
theft
result.
The objection which has been urged t_)
the adoption of minority representation
in public
representative
bodies, has no validity to corporate
elections, as in corporations
neither localities i_or
persons are supposed to be represented, but pec_
niary interests
only.
It would better secure fair
representation
than does the English system of
diminished
value of votes in proportion to stock
holders' interests, i. e., one vote for every share ul_
to ten, an additional
vote for every five others
beyond the first ten, and one vote for every ten
beyond one hundred shares; or the classification2
plan, by which only a few directors of the whole
retire each year;, minority
representation woultt
_ive penmme_y
tu maJmgemeat,
lad prevent
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the swamping
of the interests of the smaller
shareholders. -- Pro rata tariffs are the refuge of
people of little thought on tile subject of railway
management.
It is fair that for the haul or for
the car load alone there should not be permitted a
higher rate for the shorter distance than for the
longer, as it is manifestly
unjust
artificially
to
wholly wipe out and even to reverse the advantages of proximity to the market; but to arrive at
_mything like a just conclusion
on this subject,
it will be necessary for the railways themselves, or
through legislation
to be compelled,
to make a
distinction
in their freight rates between
what
they charge for terminal handling and what they
charge for the haul.
The terminal handling
at
a great market
is cffected
on so large a scale
that it can be done at very much lower rates for
each particular
package than the terminal
handling at a way station.
The cars are more likely
to be filled than they are at way stations, so that
a perpetual difference
must exist in favor of the
facilities of commerce
which the great centres of
activity produce.
This would be represented
by
lower terminal charges for places like New York,
Buffalo and Chicago, than at the small way stations or small hamlets along the line.
And the
haul would
be proportionately
much less, and
justly so, from extreme points of concentration
of freights to extreme points of market, because
the whole train loads would go unbroken
straight
through.
On the other hand,
it should
not be
1x'rmitted to be so much less as to invert the situation, and to make the more distant point more
favorably situated to the seaboard than the nearer
point. --/b'o rata freight rates disregard the laws
of commerce in that particular,
and must therefnre be receded from wherever
introduced.
On
the other hand, we must not be blind to the
justification
which lies at the root of the demand
for pro rata rates, i. e., the unrighteousness
of
inverting the natural
situation,
which
is ordinarily done under the spur of a railroad war at
('ompetitive
points, under the effect of which the
intermediate localiti_,
which are at the mercy of
the monopoly power of the railway, must suffer
the burden of the war.
This can be remedied only
by legislation, but in that particular
care must be
taken that the legislation
shah not go too far, as
in doing so it defeats its own ends, because it becomes impracticable
to work under it, and the repeal of the law leaves matters worse th_n before
the law was enacted, as the unsuccessful
law is
u'ed as an argument agaiust the expediency
of any
law on that subjeet.--A
director found speculating
i_ the stoek of his own road, either by purchase on
margins or sales on margins, should be severely
punished.
The temptation
to sacrifice the intere_ts of the road to subserve his stock operations is
too great to be permitted to exist.
The man who
desires to speculate
in the stock of his own rail

States is an evil more dimcult to deal with.
Many
motives combine to create such fictitious eapitatization.
Some are justifiable, others are sinister.
Takethe caseof staining property.
A prospector
discovers a silver mine; he sells it for $30,000 to a
capitalist in the neighborhood.
The property is not
developed;
tile dimovery may amount to nothing.
It may also be worth millions of dollars.
The capitalist, the first investor, spends a few thousand
dollarsin developing
tile property, and thereby ascertains that the leads open into a vein within the
domainof
the lines of the stakes,
lie has hisore
analyzx_cl, and discovers that it yields from sixty
to eighty dollars a ton.
IIe thereupon proposes to
sell this property, and does sell it to a stock company, who capitalize
the property at a million of
dollars, pay him a hundred thousand dollars cash,
and something less than half the capital stock, and
with the remainder of the capital stock, they supply the treasury sufficiently
to develop the property.
They find some takers on the basis of a
million ; others on the basis of half a million ;
others on the basis of a quarter of a million; but,
as it is possible that the mine may be worth a
million of dollars by capacity
to yield sufficiently
to pay interest upon such a sum and to return the
capital invested
within a given period of time,
there is no public wrongin
such fictitious capitalization, unless it is accompanied
by fraudulent
pretenses.
The injury, if any is done, is limited also.
The individual
has invested
his money at an excessive valuation,
and there is an end.
Railway
corporations
are, however,
organized
upon fictitious capitalization
upon a different basis.
A line
from one point to another, say a distance of a hundred miles, is surveyed.
It is ascertained
that it
will cost about $15,000 a mile to build, including
acquisition
of land, and about $5,000 a mile to
equip; a total of $20,000 a mile.
Application
is
then made for town and county aid, which aid is
generally represented
by investment
in the stock
of the road.
The first purpose
is to give as little
as possible in the way of value in return for such
money aid, and it is, therefore, necessary to interpose between the stock and the property a sufficient number of mort_'ages to make the prospective value of the stock of little or no value.
A
construction
company
is then organized,
which
takes the town and county aid as part of its capital, and the railway corporation,
instead of ranking its contract upon the basis of cash, issues to
the construction
company,
say first mortgage
bonds of $20,000 a mile, or possibly
$25,000 a
mile ; second mortgage bonds of $20,000 a mile,
and stock of an equal sum, makinga
total capitalization of $65,000 a mile, instead of the $20,000
a mile at which the road could be constructed.
The construction
company
is composed
generally, directly or indirectly,
of the officers of the
road and their friends, who build the road upon

way should be required first to leave the board of
direction ; if he flbiis to do so, he should, on deteetion, be punished
as a malefactor.
_ The fletitiotm eapitalizatlma
of _
in the United

the basis of cash obtained by negotiating
through
bankers the securities represented
by the bond issues of the railroad enmpa_y;
they acquire the
stock for little or nothilag, attld also frequently
a
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large proportion, if not the whole, of the second
mortgage, and in prosperous times they may succeed in building and equipping
the road on the
ia_ue of the b_mds secured by the first mortgage
alone.
By this system the road comes into existence laboring under the necessity to earn, over
and above
operating
expenses,
interest
on a
funded
debt, about double the cost of the enterprise, and, if po._sible, to earn dividends
on the
str_k beyond that sum.
That this rate of earnin_-s has been accomplished
in the United States
to a very considerable
degree is an illustration
of
the remarkable
development
which the country
has experienced
in every direction
during the past
twenty years, and is an illustration,
likewise, of
tile enormous
growth and progress of all material
interests which
have taken place ; because this
mode of stock and bond issue is the all but universal rule with reference
to the construction
of
new lines in the United States.-The excuse made
by railway builders
for this course of proceeding
is, that upon the basis of an ordinary
profit no
one would
undertake
the extremely
hazardous
task of introducing
railways
into new territory,
The peculiar risks incident
to such an enterprise
are, that if the traffic fails to come they lose their
money, and if the traffic develops
they are in imminent danger of being immediately
compelled
to divide such traffic with some other rival line;
that, therefore,
they must find the return of the
capital and their profit, not in waiting for the development
of the business,
but in selling bonds
and stock to the investing
public upon a basis of
fictitious
value.
So long as investors
purchase
without
proper
investigation
this class of securlties, it is difficult
to see how they have any
ground for complaint;
as the mode of manufacturing these securities
is sufficiently
well known
to be a matter of public notoriety.
As to the peopJe at large, however,
the effect of this fictitious
capitalization
bears a different
aspect.
It is true
that the cost of a road and its capital account
have but little to do with the rate at which it is
required
to carry, to and from a few competitive
points.
It has, however,
very much to do with
the fixing of the local rate§, and is a constant incentive
to increase
the rates for the purpose of
paying interest and return upon all the capital issues of the road.
For the state to interfere and
abs,)lutcly
forbid any false capitalization,
whicil
is, in other words, the anticipation
in the capital
account of the development
in time of the traffic,
would
probably
interfere
considerably
with the
undertaking
of new railroad building,
unless such
interference
and prohibition
are accompanied
with some guarantee
of the field. _ The two
evils, unrestricted
competition
in railroad
building and false eapitaliza'tion,
hang together.
Were
railway projectors
secure that a certain territory
would be left in their possession
until they could
receive hack the return of their capital and areasonable percentage
on the outlay, there would be
no reason for continuing
the incentive to railway
construction
of false caI_italization,
so that the

promoters can immediately
obtain by means of
this quasi-fraudulent
element a return and profit
for the outlay of their money; they could then
contentedly
wait to receive an adequate
return
for their money upon the basis of a capitalization
bearing a close relation to the actual cost of the
construction
and its equipment.
Justified
as is
the opposition
to stock watering,
both on the part
of tile investor and on the part of the public, tile
reform of this evil can only then besafely
entered
upon, so as not to avoid materially
checking
new
railway
enterprises,
with a concomitant
change
in the policy of the state governments
as well as
the national
government,
recognizing
the fact
that railway
construction
should not be left to
absolute
free competition,
but is a trust which
should be given with circumspection,
and, when
given, surrounded,
first, with guarantees
to the
state and to the people that the men who undertake it will faithfully
perform
their trust, and
secondly,
with guarantees
from the people and
the state to the entrepreneurs
that they will permit them for a given number of years undisturbedly (under limitations
as to charges) to obtain
the advantage
of the traffic development
which
their enterprise
has created,
without
incurring
the danger of being compelled
to divide such traftic with another
organization,
which takes possession of the developed
field, not to render additional services to the public embraced
within its
line, but simply to take away from and divide
the income of the existing
road.--There
is no
question
but that the system is entirely vicious,
but it is a system that has its roots in the false
path which
the public has traveled
in relation
to railway enterprises
by treating them as private
enterprises
instead of public o_es, and therefore
has given a basis for the railway
speculators
point of view, that it is their business,
and not
the public's
business,
at what rate they see fit to
capitalize
their roads ; and, as the public gives
no care to protect
the railway
constructor
in his
enterprise,
the railway
builder,
in his turn, imagines that he owes nothing to the public in that
regard.--Mr.
Poor, in his introduction
to his
Manual
for 1883 (and he speaks from the rai]road point of view), can not but admit "that _hc
increase of share capital and indebtedness
of the
railroad companies
for thethree
years ending Dec.
31, 1882, was $2,023,646,842,
the average cost per
mile of the new roads being in round numbers
$70,000."
He estimates
that the cash cost of all
the railroads built in the United States in the last
three years did not exceed probably $30,000 per
mile, or $900,000,000
in all.
He estimates, therefore, that more than half of this enormous capitalization is entirely fictitious.
He says, with gr(,at
frankness,
"Of ,course such an enormous increase'
of liabilities
over cash outlay is to be greatly r('gmtted,
and is well calculated
to create a distrust
of all securities, good and bad."
There is an abuse
connected with railway administration
which requireslegislativeremedy--thegrantingof
thcright
of way for telegraphic
purposes at the same time
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with i_t for railway purposes.
With every extension of an old railroad or the building of a
new one, the Westertl Union telegraph company is
ready to step in and stretch wires for the new curporation or line, under a contract that the railway
company
gives to the Western
Union telegraph
company the exclusive right to maintain the telegraph service to the towns and stations along tile
line, in consideration
of which the railway cornpuny can, for its purposes in the management
of its road and in the dispatching
of its trains,
use the telegraph line thus built.
This gives to
the telegraph line a free right of way; and, as the
railway in all territory west of the Mississippi and
south of the Potomac is in reality the main line of
travel, along the line of which towns spring up
and population
congregates,
it gives to that particular organization
an enormous advantage over
its competitors
and all new organizations,
innsmuch as it not only gives the free right of way
along the line of the railways, but an exclusive
service in connection
with the railways.
This
abuse, which as yet has scarcely attracted public
attention,
came to the surface only during the
recent controversies
in r_lation to the stock walerlags and acquisitions
of Hval properties by the
Western Union telegraph
company.
This is also
difficult of remedy without legislation recognizing
tile monopoly Character of railroad and telegraphic enterprises, and should, if permitted hereafter,
be allowed only on condition
that such field may
be secured in consideration
either of lower charges
t_l the community,
or providing
some species of
sinking fund by which the community
shall ultimately acquire the property. -- This brings us
to the final consideration
of what is the probable
future of the railway question in the United States.
The railways now represent an aggregate
capital
of something approaching
$7,000,000,000.
A con._iderable proportion of that total capitalization
is
in the hands, or largely under the control, of less
titan one hundred men, who are not the highest
type of modern civilized life.
After giving them
c_r_.ditfor business capacity,
shrewdness
and intelligence, there ate still lacking some elements of
_'haraeter which are cre_ted by living up fully at
_]] times to contracts, the ba_
of the modern
-_ocial organism.
Unlike increase of capitalization
in any other business, increased capitalization
in
r:lilroad enterprises does not increase the number
_f _reat capitalists engaged
in the business, but
l_as a tendency to decr_me them, because amalgaInation and cmisolldation
proceed with greater
rapidity than extension
of mileage.
Compared
with the power represented by this vast aggregate
_f capital, the power and the influence of nobility
in any civilized community
are small. _ One of
the arguments in favor of a great national indebtcch_ess at the time when it was in process of
_rc_wth, wa_, that, though
tmfortungte
for the
country to be compelled to roll up so ]grge a debt,
y_t it had a counterbalancing
good, inasmuch as it
interested vast num_rs
of people in the success
of the government_d
in im stability by the pecu153
VOL IIT. -- _4

niary interest of the bondholders.
As the indebtedness of the United States was, at its very higheat, less than one-half of the aggregate
capital
now represented
by the railway interest,
it is
clear that there is a larger pecuniary
interest on
the side of the railway to-day, arising from capital investment
in its obligations,
than there was
at any time on the side of the government,
t_ilway capital is now feur
times the amount of the
public debt.
In any contest, therefore, between
the government
and the railway
enterprises,
it
is clear, that, so far as mere pecuniary
interests
are concerned,
the railway enterprises
largely
preponderate.
Adding to this the circumstance
of
the concentration
of this great railway power in
comparatively
few hands, the extent to which they
can corrupt the commonwealths
is practically
limited only by their will. -- At the time of the
institution
of the government of the United States
and of the various states, European governments
were gre_t monopolies
in the hands of the few.
From the corrupting
influence of a like polver
American
statesmen sought to shield the American people.
Governmental
responsibility
and prerogatives
of executive
power, instead of being
centralized, were diffused and split up, and to a
large extent sacrificed, for the purpose of creating
a larger degree of individual freedom.
The guyernments of the states of the Union were therefore loosely put together, so that public opinion
could break through at any point and influence
them.
Permanent large ownerships of land; titles
of nobility, special privileges and great accumulations of capital were guarded against by aboliahing the right of primogeniture,
of patents of nobility and of accumulations.
The corporation
was
but little extended,
because credit was but little
developed
at the time of the organization
of the
United States government.
Hence it was not observed th_ some of the evils which
were thus
carefully intended to be guarded against, such as
primogeniture
and accumulations,
were allowed
to come back in more aggravated
form through
the perpetual existence of the corl_toration, making
a continuous
increase
of capital accunmlations
possible through its instrumentality,
with the aggravating
circumstances,
that, instead of those
vast properties being in the hands of individuals
responsible
fur their right conduct in their individual capacity,
and distributed by the natural
process of death into a greater number of portions,
the great accumulations
and vast possessions
of
modern times are under the control of boards of
directors having less immediate responsibility
than
the individual
to legal influences, and being less
governed by considerations
of a social character
properly to administer
their trusts.
The United
States constitution
and the constitution
of the
states contain provisions against unjust taxatin_
by carefully worded provisions that taxation sha_
be equal.
The amount collected for freight anct
passenger traffic in the United States by the railwaysoftheUnitedStatesin1882was$770,000,000,
an amount double that of the revenues of tl_
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United b'tates government. Every dollar of this, as dcr the manipulations of these great corporations,
to mode and manner of vxpenditure, is in the hands is a truih which, in all the more densely popuof boards of direction, with _carcely any accounta- lated states, in the north and"the east, the people
bility to tile public, and bul_a very remote one to have been made to feel. How to get back their
their own shareholding interests. -- In every pres- control, and yet not change it into a control of a
idential election for the past twenty years the rail- very dangerous character, by adding the supervisway corporations took an important part. In the ion of the expenditures of the enormous revenues
election of governors in the various states and of the railways to the supervision of the enorin the formation of the state legislatures, in influ- mous revenues of the United States, and of state
encing appointments of committees, they play a and local administrations, administered as they are
significant rSle, and one which is scarcely any in the main by politicians not much, if any, above
longer disguised. They do this avowedly on the the status of the railway marinates, is probably the
theory of self-protection ; but no irresponsible
most serious probl_.-n which, since the abolition of
body ever stopped short at self protection, be- slavery, has conf_ont,_l the people of the United
cause the power which enables them to protect States. There is much keen perception and wisthemselves against aggression is likewise a pew- dora in the way Profe_'_or Sumner puts the relaer which may be wielded in aggre_sing upon tionof the government to _he people in the United
the rights of others. -- The mode and manner of States, when he says that the government, in the
the collection of this revenue is not yet amena- abstract, is all of us, and, in tim concrete, some of
ble to public control in the United States, and us, who, by accident or _.hicane, obtain control,
yet the cost of transportation more closely resem- and those some of us not the best of us, and that,
hies taxation in all its incidents than any other therefore, it always becomes a serious question
method of receiving return for services in the what these some of us should be permitted to do
industrial world. -- When the railway corpora- for all of us. Therefore, no heroic measures can,
tions, under the administration of Mr. Fink, in in the present aspect of political conditions in the
July, 1882, raised their rates on west-bound
United States, safely be entered upon. These very
freight from New York to Chicago, from forty- political conditions suggest a possible point of
five to sixty cents per hundred pounds on first view from which we can regard this powerful
class, from thirty-two to fifty cents on second imperium in imperio of the aggregated railway
class, "from twenty-six to forty cents on third corporations as something other than an unmixed
class, and from nineteen to thirty cents on fourth evil. The corruption of our political machinery
class, every commodity transported from _¢ew has proceeded almost simultaneously with the
York to Chicago had this additional tax imposed
growth of the railway corporation. As the basis
upon it as part of its cost of production in Chi- of civilization, the security of capital is certainly
cage, in the same manner as though the govern- of as much importance to a community as its form
ment had imposed the tax, and there was little of government. Peoples have become civilized,
and even less possibility of escaping from that and enjoyed a certain degree of prosperity, under
imposition than there is from a governmental tax. forms of government other than our own. _o
-- It is, therefore, of at least as much importance community can enjoy prosperity, or attain any
to a community to be fairly and equitably dealt high degree of civilization, where property rights
with in its cost of transportation as it is to be are not secured. Property protects itself best from
fairly and equitably dealt with as to taxation,
aggression, or unjust tribute, when it is congreAnd unfairness and injustice in the cost of trans- gated under corporate management, in few hands,
portation bring about the same disastrous conse- because it becomes, in its centralized form, capaquences to individuals and to classes as unfair
ble of wielding a power which the politician is
and unjust taxation does. It is, indeed, a mild bound to respect. Under the corrupting condi
statement of the case to say that the injury in- tions of existing administrations, it has, perhaps,
flicted by the unfair cost of transportation is as been one of the modes of preserving property
great as that inflicted by unequal taxation, be- from the grasp of those who, in national, state
cause the mischievous consequences of unfair or and municipal governments, represented public
unwise transportation rates are necessarily great- power ostensibly, but really represented their peter than those that arise from unequal taxation,
sonsl interests first, and party caucus and boss inand dry up, more rapidly than would bad taxing
terests in the second rank. In the long run, ho_laws, the prosperity of a community.
Therefore,
ever, this condition becomes intolerable.
_No
by carefully worded constitutional provisions, to community can safely pursue its course of happrotect the community from the evils of oppres- piness and well-being where the actual highest
sire and unequal taxation by government, and power wielded in the community is not respon._i
then to leave this great and growing power of ble to the people, where its government is _ mere
private taxation without responsibility to govern- simulacrum, and all real power is moulded behind
ment in its administration, is to guard the public
the throne by a moving power.
It is just as ohagainst the ravages of the wolf, and to leave it jectionable if this moving power be a band of
unguarded from the attacks of the tiger. That railroad directors who move the government, as
already the legislative bodies of the states of the that it should be the mayor of the palace, a church
Union are as wax in the hands of the modeler un.
institution, a cabal of courtiers or loose women.
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Against such an insidious power the ballot is ineffectual, and even revolution almost hopeless.--It
is, therefore, essential, as a necessary part of the solution of the problem before us, that the people of
the United States should awaken to the fact that
their methodsof
legislation and their methods of seleering legislators,
their political organization
and
political administration,
must be reformed as well
as the railway administration,
and that the amenability of railways
to the public is very largely
dependent
upon such reform in political adminis
tration.
The civil service reform is already a step
in the right direction,
and its permanent
establishment
will make thoughtful
investigators
on
current
events less fearful of clothing
governments, both state and national, with the additional
powers necessary to cope with the railway prob]em.
The other more important
reforms, however, are those of methods
of legislation
and
representation.
(See LEGISLATION, REPRESF-_'TA*
•rm.u.)
The people must concede, once for all,
that the line of policy as to railway management
has proceeded upon a mistake.
They must recognize the fact, that in all services,
the supply of
which is limited to a certain locality, and which,
as to such locality, can practically
be indefinitely
increased
without
proportionately
increasing
the
plant, there is a monopoly
character
implanted
upon such service, whether
it be the supply of
ways and means of transportation,
of gas, of
water, of electricity,
or of motive power on some
general plan, which takes these enterprises
out of
the domain of competition,
and compels a treatment separate and apart from that of strictly private enterprises.
Some modzflcation
must be
made, limiting the existence of corporations,
so
that from time to time something
analogous
to
the service that death performs in the individual
world shall happen to their accumulations
and
power.
Some plan should be provided, by way
of sinking fund, or gradual acquisition
by the
government,
by which enterprises
of this character shall in time become the property
of the
state.
Such a plan of compulsory sinking
fund
to repay capital must, of course, in all cases be
accompanied
by some guarantee against
invasion
,)f the field by other organizations
; and, as Mr.
Fink'observes,
in his answer to inquiries of Mr.
Nimmo, in his report for 1878, " In the consideration of this subject one important
fact should
•dways be kept in view, to-wit, that the effect of
_he construction of a greater number of railroads
lhan arc necessary to accommodate
the traffic, is
t,_ increase to a great extent, not decrease, the
(',),t of transportation.
The interest on the cost
,),' two roads built for the purpose of transacting
_hc business that could be transacted
by one, and
the cost of maintaining
the two roads, are of
e,,urse twice as much as the interest and the cost
"f maintaining
one road."
The interest and cost
•'f maintaining
a road, he estimates as from 40 to
60 p_,r cent. of the whole cost of transportation,
"It follows, therefore;"
be continues,
"that
for
every additional
road built for the purpose
of
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transacting
the business that could be e_ceommodated by the road already built, the cost of trans
portation
is increased
from 40 to 60 per cent.'"
This truth borne in mind would enable the government
to give practical
control of the field,
without thereby adding to the cost of transportstion.
It could at all times annex the condition
that no more than a certain percentage
of profit
shall be earned,
and that out of this surplus
a
sinking fund shall be provided, to repay capital
outlay, and that, when the cost shall be repaid,
the road shall become public property. -- We are
very far yet fromthis solution.
Thecourse
which
is likely to be run in the United States in regard to
the railway problem is the extension of the commissioner system by state legislation and its adoption by the federal government.
A mass of light
thrown through the investigations
of these bodies
upon the subject will make matters appertaining
to railway administration
more generally understood by the people of the United States.
And.
by the time the railways are ripe for more heroic
treatment
of the question, the people in all probability will also be ripe to treat it more intelligently, and will have made such progress in the moral
development
of the administrative
machine D - of
the government
that the additional
powers to be
intrusted
to that machinery
can safely be to it
delegated by the people.
SL_Ol_ STmt_.
RAILWAY
CI,_,Am:_G, ._9

CLEARING
CLE_Z_O
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(See

RANDOLPH,
John, was born in Chesterfield
county, Vs., June 2, 1.773, and died at Philadelphia, May 24, 1833. From 1799 until 1813 he was ,
a democratic
congressman
from Virginia.
After
1801 he was for some years the administration
leader in the house;
but in 1805 lie quarreled
with his party (see Q1:Ivs), and for some years he
was a free lance, claiming to be a better democrat
than the dominant
party, and yet opposing
the
embargo and the war of 1812 in company with
the federalists.
He was out of congress 1813--15,
having
been defeated
by Jefferson's son-in-law,
John W. Eppes, but was again in congress 1815-17,
1819-23 and 1827-9, and in the last interval was
United States senator, 1825-7.
During a part of
the year 1830 he was minister to Russia. -- Ran.
dolph's attenuated
frame,
his shri;l voice, his
powers of bitter sarcasm, his extraordinary
eccentricities of spcech, dress and manner, his pride of
de_ent from Pocahontas,
and, with it all, his real
political power of thought, made him the problem
of his own time.
He was variously
supposed
to
be crazy, emasculated,
or guilty of some enormous secret crime; but he seems to have been
only asupremely
selfish spirit, loving a few others
because they belonged to him, and his selfishness
was concentrated
into disease as they were taken
from him by death. -- See Garland's
.Life of Ram
dolph; F.W.Thomas'
John Randolph; Parton's
Fa.
mousAme,'i_,an*:
2. 5JHarm_sMonthly;
1032Vorth
AraerivanP, a_o.
Ar._.x_ImR
JGm_SVO_.

REBELLION.
R]_B_LLION.
By rebellion is understood the
set of resistance by one or more individuals to
laWful authority acting within the limits of its
power. Insurgents are those who attack the toyernment with the intent of overturning it, and
rebels those who refuse to obey it. It is true that
rebellion quickly becomes insurrection. Tile distinction between them, consequently, exists especialiy at the be_nning, but exact definitions are
necessary in political lan_-mage. Rebellion is, at
bottom or in principle, a refusal of obedience
which manifests itself either by violence and assault, or by passive resistance.--There is no rebellion unless the public force, s_o'ain_ which the
rebels rise, be acting in the execution of the laws
or of legitimate orderS of the authorities or the
courts. This is the essential element of rebellion,
When peace officers act outside of their right, or
exceed their power, resistance is not rebellion,
This principle was written in the Roman law (see
la_ 5, of the Code De jure fl_cl"); it was even
taught in French law by Jousse (TraftJ des mat
c'rim., vol. iv., p. 79). ][n such a case, the act of
the officer is an act of brute force. But the presumption _f legality is in favor o_ the officer, and
it Js for the person who believes himself to hav_
the right to resist, to show grounds of excuse in
Justification. And, further, when a public officer
acts within the limits of his power, an irregularity
of form which clouded his title or acts would not
cot_stitute an excuse, because then the Officercommit_ no violence, and _t bottom his title and acts
are legal. But if, for instance, the officer purposes
to make an arrest, except in the case of .fla_ante
dd_u, or to effect an execution without a Judgment, resistance is an act of lawful defense, provided that it does not go beyond the bounds of
strict necessity.These are the least serious cases
of rebellion. They are what may be said to constitute petty rebellion. Rebellion, in its greatest
development, goes much farther than contesting
the acts of a police officer; it calls in question the
very government whose orders beexecutes;
it
raises against the government the same objections,
of incompetency, or of exceeding its powers,
which we have just supposed in tlle case of pubiic officers. The same principle, as to the lawfulhess of the resistance, must be applied here.Rebellion, we have Said, may show itself without
'violence, and be entirely passive. Thus, breaches
of certain legal obligations are, in our opinion,
acts of rebellion. If the commander of an armed
force refuse to cause it to act, though he be lawfully required to do so by the civil authority, he
deserves, according to our idea, the title of rebel,
quite as much as the wretch who meets a sheriff
with a bloW from his fist.
F.A. H_L_.
REBE]LLION, The (r_ U. S. HISTORY). The
name rebellion has been retained in this article
_or the struggle of 1861-5, in preference to that of
e|ill War,which has latterly obtained considerable

by its result. If it had been successful, it would
"have decided that the United States had never
been a nation in its domestic relations, and the
conflict between the states of a voluntary confederacy might very properly have been termed a
civil war. As it was unsuccessful, and as the
nation maintained its previous and future entity,
the logic of events has stamped the struggle as a
rebellion by individuals, not a civil war between
states. It is true that many of the enactments of
congress and of tile judicial decisions from 1861
to 1867 can only be explained on the theory that
the war was maintained against states: these instances have been collected by Mr. Hurd, as cited
below. But the)" are opposed by more numerous
instances to the contrary, and are rather proofs
of haste than of a consistent theory or policy.
Legally, it may have been a civil war as well as a
rebellion; politically, it was a rebellion only. Mr.
A. H. Stephens, who regards the struggle as a
revolution by which a voluntary confederacy was
transformed into a nation, very properly entitles
his history of it "A Constitutional View of the
War Between the States"; but even he would be
compelled to call any similar struggle in the future
a rebellion. The name is re_ained here, therefore,
n_ in any invidious sense, but as one which can
not truthfully be avoided. (See NAT_o_, STATE
SovEaEiO_rry.) -- It is impossible to date the outbreak of the rebellion exactly.
The secession of
South Carolina, or of any other state, can not be
taken as the date, for it might have been possible
for a state to pass an ordinance of secession, refu_
to take part in the government, and yet remain
peacefully in the Union so long as the execution
of the laws was not resisted. The seizures of
federal forts, arsenals, mints and vessels in January, 1861, bear far more affinity to a rebellion;
and yet these were so irregular and scattered,
some of them with, others without, and oth['r_
disavowed by, the authority of the state, that
ther_ seems even yet to have been a b_cus penifeJ__ to the participants. But the organization of
the new government at Montgomery (see CONFEDER,_TEST._TES),was a different matter; thi_
was a step which there was no retracing, and with
it the rebellion takes a tangible form. From their
time there were two incompatible claims to tl_(.
national jurisdiction of the seceding states, and
neither of the two claimants could exist exccl_T
by forcibly ending the claim of the other. W_lr
was a necessity, and the rebellion a fact to 1_.
acknowledged. -- The rebellion, however, was n(,l
at first acknowledged, nor were instant measur('taken for its suppression. The responsibility f_,r
this mistake has been concentrated by popuh_r
belief upon the head of President Buchanan (,c'_'
his _tame), but it is unfair to deny a very l_r_'
share of it to the politicians of all parties in _nd
out of congress, to their complete ignorance vf
their constituents, of their associates, and of themselves, and to the inevitable tardiness of action i_t

c_rrency ass milder expression.
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constiment_
who were quietly and steadily working at the plow, or in the ofltce, or at the mill,
would snpport him in the hitherto
unheard-of
measure of "making
war upon a sovereign state."
And so, through
the whole dreary winter of
1860-61, the air of con_oTesS was redolent with
propositions
for compromise;
with protestations
of belief that the seceding
states could never
mean it, and that the republic would yet go safely
through this crisis; and with appeals to the erring
sisters to reason together, to pause a moment, to
reflect and see if something may not yet be done;
but, so far as preparations
to suppre_ the rebellion were concerned,
that congre_,
on its final
adjournment,
was as if it had never existed.
It
is not true that northern politicians hurried the
northern people into the war against the rebellion;
it is rather true that the uprising of the north and
west, after the capture of Fort Sumter, April 13,
1861, educated their politicians &s they had never
been educated before.
A decade before, July 22,
lS50, Clay had passionately said of Rhett in the
senate, " If he pronounced
the sentiment attrib,
uted to him, of raising the standard of disunion
and of resistance
to the common government,
if
hc follows up that declaration by corresponding
overt acts, he will be a traitor, and I hope he will
m_t
the fate of a traitor."
Unfortunately,
it
rc_luired a popular uprising to bring the average
congressman up to Clay's level. -- It is, therefore,
almost a waste of space to detail the failures of
congre_
to act in 1860-61.
The president auspiciously opened the session with a message which
John P. Hale, in the senate, very fairly summed
up under three heads: "first, that South Carolina
has good cause to secede; second, that she has no
right to secede; third, that we have no right to
prevent her from seceding."
Much of the time
of the session was consumed
in the consideration
of proposed compromises
(see, for the principal
¢_ne_,
COMPROMISES,VI.; CONGREss, PEAcE; CON_'HTCTtON,Ill.,B.),thedebatesbeing occasionally
i_terrupted
by the farewellsand departure of the
lepre._eutatives
of the stateswhich seceded without waiting,to be conciliated.In the south
_'verything
was driftingstraighttoward war. In
Cl_arlcston
harbor Maj. Anderson, with his force
of eighty men, had abandoned Fort Moultrie,
Dec. 26, 1860, and establishedhimself in Fort
_umter, a farstrongerposition,commanding the
mouth of the harbor. The same day commisstonersfrom South Carolina to the presidentarlivedinWashington, but he refusedto recognize
them officially,
and they went home again,Jan.
3. Thereafterthe statecontinued to erect bat•
t_'rie_
at every advantageous point around the
f,_rt,
and thesewere strong enough to fireupon,
.l_. 9,and drive back the steamer "Star of the
West," with provisionsfor the fort. The confederate government,
immediately
after its organi/._ttion, appointed
three commissioners
to treat
with the federal government.
These arrived at
Washington
March _, and at once opened corn_nunication wRh Seward,
the new secretary of
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state.
March 15, Seward refused
to recognize
them as diplomatic agents of any government,
but his reply was not delivered
to them until
April 8, on which day official notification
was
scat to Gov. Pickens, of South Carolina, that Fort
Sumter wouhl bc provisioned
at once, and by
force, if ne(.essary.
On this delay of twentythree days in delivering
the reply, the commisstoners based a ('harge of bad faith against Seward, but it seems to be unjust.
Seward
stems to
have been personally in favor of abandoning Fort
Smnter, and the reply was sent only when the
rest of the cabinet had persuaded
the president
not to yield.
The notification
to Pickens
was
effectualin
one way.
B_.fore the relief expedition
could reach the fort, it had been summoned
and
bombarded,
and had surrendered
-- Some of the
northern states were at least partially prepared for
the struggle.
In 1857 and 1858 the militia of
Ohio had been thoroughly
reorganized
by Gov.
Clmse.
Gov. Andrew,
of ]_la_achnsetts,
in his
inaugural address, in January,
1861, had advised
the legislature
to put a part of the militia on a
war footing, and immediately
afterward had sent
an agent to Europe to purchase arms, and invited
co-operation by Maine and _ew Itampshire.
Jan.
11, the New York le_slature
voted to offer the
whole military force of the state to the government, and five days later the New York city
militia formally offered their services to the prcsident.
But all these were exceptional
instances,
and as a general rule the northern and western
states were quite unprepared.
The president's
proclamation,
April 15, commanding
insurgents
to disperse within twenty days, and calling for
75,000 of the militia -to secure the execution
of
the laws in the southern states, met with varying
responses.
In the south the proclamation
was
answered
by the rapid secession of those states
which had hitherto
retused to secede, but were
opposed to coercion. (See SECESSION.)
In the
border states,
Missouri,Kentucky, Delaware,and,
probably most important of all,Maryland (see
thatstate),
refusedto secede,and graduallycame
over to an acceptanceof the ideaof coercion. In
the north the response to the callfor men was
instant,and the quotas of the stateswere filled
twice over. One regiment, the Maacachusetts
sixth,mustered early on the morning of April
16, and reached Washington three days afterward, afterthe firstlossof lifein the rebellion,
during a streetfightwith a mob in Baltimore,
April 19. The day before,._'veral
hundred unarn_cd Pennsylvania troops had arrived. April
25, troops beg,
an to pour into Washington, having made theirway around Baltimore, and the
capitalbecame, as it remained forfour years,an
entrenched camp.-- In the meantime, by alterhate proclamations of Presidents Lincoln and
Davis (see ALABAMA CLAIMS), open war had begun, the latter regarding it as a war d_larcd
by
the United Stat_s again_st the confederate
states,
the former as the suppression of a rebellion.
The
two diZ_cultieswhich
most embarrassed Presiden_
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Lincoln are elsewhere detailed (see INsmm_c_oN,
I. ; H_EAS CoRPus); but, besides these, there
were others, more serious, if not so annoying,
The loss of Harper's Ferry, April 18, involved a
loss of very much of the government machinery
for making arms. The burning of Oosport navy
yard, April 20, almost annihilated tile little reinnant of the federal navy. The wholesale resignations of southern-bern and even northern-bern
officers in the public service had seriously crippled it, and of those who remained it was impossible to know whom to trust, or to be. confident
that any &riven officer would not resign without
notice and betake himself to Montgomery.
The
treasury had been so nearly bankrupted in the
preceding December that the robbery of about
$1,000,000 from the Indian trust fund in the war
department could hardly be made good. An
army, navy and treasury were to be evolved out
of nothing, by an administration and a people
who knew nothing of war, and all was to be done
without legal appropriations of money or authorization by law, for congress, by the president's
summons, was not to meet until July 4. For this
failure to summon the special session for an earlier
date, Lincoln has been sometimes severely eensured, but it was either very fortunate, or the resuit of a wise forecast. So late as July there
were among the members of congress several,
such as Breckinridge and Burnett, of Kentucky,
who were with the confederacy in spirit, and
were soon afterward with it in the body. The
number of such would undoubtedly have been
much larger if May 1 had been fixed for the meeting of congress. And, further, congress would
have been divided and probably incompetent at
the earlier date. A part of its members would
have come only to renew the tedious attempts at
compromise of the past winter, and a part animated only by the enthusiasm of the Sumter
rising ; and internal dissension would have had
more attention than the public good. As it was,
when congress met, the time for conciliation and
compromise was evidently past; a sober realization of the enormous task to come had taken the
place of the first inconsiderate, and sometimes
foolish, excitement; and congress was a homogeneous body, well fitted for the emergency.When congress met, the area of the rebellion had
been fairly defined. Its northern boundary was
an irregular line from the Atlantic to the gulf of
Mexico, following the Potomac and the southern
boundary of Pennsylvania to the Blue Ridge;
then trending southwest through western Virginia and west through southern Kentucky to the
Mississippi; thence west through central Missouri
to Kansas, and south and southwest to the gulf
of Mexico, taking in the Indian territory, whose
people had replaced their former treaties by new
ones with the confederate states, and Texas.
South of this line the whole people was in rebeilion, for the sincerest Union men among the local
leaders felt bound to obey the final action of the
state (see ALL_L_NCE), and the new national

government claimed and received the allegiance of
the doubtful mass. Within thts line the southern
states stood in the attitude of a beleaguered fortress, covering an area of more than 700,000 square
miles, with a line of investiture of 10,500 miles,
and containing within it a population of 8,000,000
whites, 1,400,000 of them fighting men, and
4,000,000 blacks, most of whom remained faithful laborers to the end. The military and naval
events of the rebellion need be only briefly
summed up here. -- At first the rebellion was to
be overthrown by the "anaconda system," if it
can be called a system. The line of investiture
was to be assailed at every available point, and °
the rebellion was to be pressed to death. In the
east this idea had several important results, only
one of which, the blockade, was of any u_, if
the captures of Port Royal and Hatteras are to be
considered as an integral part of the blockading
system. Outside of the blockade, without which
the rebellion could never have been suppressed, it
is very doubtful whether any military operations
in the east were ever of any great service, beyond
employing a large part of the confederate armies
to counteract them. Even if they had been suceessful in the first years of the war, they could
only have had the distinctly evil result of pushing
the rebellion, with its natural energies unimpaired,
into the infinitely stronger positions of its central
territory. In the west the one great object of desire was at first the opening of the Mississippi to
the gulf, and this was effected by the capture of
New Orleans, April 24-27, 1862, by the capture
of Vicksburg and Port Hudson, July 4 and 8,
1863, and a countless numbgr of subordinate battles. But during this struggle the war had practieally been ended, though indirectly, for the enormous wedge of highland east of the Mississippi,
running south into the heart of the eonfederscy,
and the natural citadel of the continent, was almost entirely in the hands of the western armies.
In November, 1864, Sherman's army, gathered on
the southern edge of the great citadel, and, assured of Thomas' ability to master the only confederate army in their rear, had only to choose
the direction in which they should pour down
u]aon the plains below and push the rebellion_fr_m
the mountains to the coast.
Thereafter there
cou]d be but one object for the officers and men
of the confederate armies, to maintain undiminished to the end that high reputation for per_nal
bravery which the national armies have alw_,y_
and cheerfully acknowledged.
Lce's surrencler
took place April 9, 1865, and the first amnesty
proclamation of President Johnson, May 29 (see
_gsrr),
may be taken as the formal close of
the rebellion, though isolated surrenders continued throughout the following month.--During this long struggle, another was going on at
Washington, even more difficult. In the field the
general line of success was only developed when
the original disadvantages of civil life bad worn
away, when the original leaders, who fought witl_
one eye on the war and the other on home poll:
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tics, had been elimi_ed
or forced to subordinate
positions, and when the new group of professional
soldiers had been developed,
Grant, Sherman,
Sheridan, McPher_n,
and others, who were for
the time absolutely reckless of political and civil
considerations,
and who knew but one object-war.
But at Washington
no such development
_uld or ought to have taken place.
There polltics had to have at lc_t an equal consideration
with war, and the difficulties
arising from the
complication
of the two subjects did not cease
even with the cessation
of the war itself. -- The
37th congress
met July 4, 1861. In the senate
there were thirty-one
republicans
and eighteen
opposition,
ten of the latter being democrats,
and
eight "unionists,"
remnants
of the old "American party," such as Garret Davis, of Kentucky,
and A.nthony Kennedy,
of :_Iaryland, supporters
of the war, and opponents
of every interference
with slavery.
In the house therewere
106 republicans and seventy-two
opposition,
forty-two of
the latter being democrats
and thirty "unionists."
The house voted to consider at this session only
bills relating to the military,
naval and financial
operations of the government;
and July 15, by a
vote of 121 to 5, it pledged
itself to vote any
number of men and any amount of money neces_ry to put down
the rebellion.
Laws were
pa_scd, by heavy majorities,
to authorize
a loan
of $250,000,000, to define and punish conspiracy,
Io increase
the tariff, to appropriate
money for
the army and navy, to suppress
insurrections
(see
INSURRECTION, I.), to authorize
the president
to
collect the revenue
in federal vessels or to close
southern ports in case collection was impo_ible
(July 13), to call out 500,000 volunteers,
if the
president should think so many nccessary
(July
22). and to confiscate
property,
including
slaves
(._eeABOLITION, III.). if permitted
to be employed
against the government
(Aug. 6). A rcsolution
t,_ validate and confirm the pr_ident's
"extraordinary acts, proclamations
and orders," his calling out men, blockading
southern
ports, and suspt'nding the privilege of the writ of l_beaz corp_,,
faih.d to pass, but was made the third section of
the act of Aug. 6, to increase the pay of the army.
(See IIABEAS CORPUS.) An important
act of the
_'_,ion was the passage of a resolution
that the
ar had been forced on the government
by southera all,unionists;
that it was waged by the governmcnt in no spirit of oppression,
and for no purpo._cof conquest, subjugation,
or interfering
with
the rights or established
institutions
of the seceding states, but to defend and maintain the supremaev of the constitution,
and to preserve the Union
_ i'th all the dignity,
equality
and rights of the
s('_(.ral states unimpaired;
and that, as soon as
lhese objects were accomplished,
the war ought to
('_'a_e. It passed the house, July 22, by a vote of
117 to 2, and the senate, July 26, by a vote of 80
t _ 5. (See _Ns'rl_uc,
rmN.)
Aug. 6, congress
adjourned, having voted all that the executive had
asked for.
When it reassembled
in December
(.see CoNe..aS,
S_O_:a
oT), the i_attered
drops
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of Ju]y had settled down into the heavy and steady
storm of war which was to beat upon the country
for more than three years to come.
From the
first day of meeting, it was evident that congress
had very considerably changed its views a._ to the
proper mode of dealing with slavery.
In both
houses a large number of resolutions
were immediately introduced,
looking toward emancipation,
and with them began the c()urse of legislation
which ended in the general abolition of slavery.
(See ABOLITIO.N',
IIl.; FV.(_,ITITE SLAVE LAWS;
WIL_,IOT PROVISO.)
These acts were then, and
have since been, denounced
as in violation of the
good faith pledged
in the resolution
of July 22,
above mentioned.
That resolution
lmdoubtedly
expressed wlmt was then the policy and intention
of both congress
and its constituents,
when the
magnitude
of the war was not yet apparent,
and
its interdependence
upon slaver)-was
not yetplainly perceived.
But a congressional
resolution
is
certainly
not a part of the organic law, but a mere
piece of legislation open to change or repeal at any
moment.
Other governments
are never reproached
for vitally changing their policy as a war in which
they are engaged
grows more desperate.
It is a
tribute, though sometimes a provoking
tribute, to
the exceptional
good faith of the American republic, to find canons of good faith laid down for it
which
wouhl not be considered
applicable
elsewhere.
Outside
of anti-slavery
legislation,
and
the appropriation
bills, the most important
action
of the session was the act of Feb. 25, 1862, author.
izing the issue of $150,000,000
non-interest
bearing notes, receivable
for all dues to the United
States, except duties on imports, and for all claims
against the United States, except interest on the
public debt, and a legal tender for all dcbts, public and private,
within
the United States, with
the exceptions above note(i, which were to be paid
in coin.
The legal tender clau_
was much disliked by Secretary
Chase, who only finally yielded
to it on the score of military
ncc(_,_ity, and as a
war measure.
(See, in general,
FINANCE.)
This
development
of anti-slavery
feeling and action in
the dominant
party, the preliminary
proclamation of the president
looking
toward emancipation (see EMAI_rCIPATIO_NPROCLAMATIO.N), and the
summaD'
suppression
of opposition
to the war
by arrest (see Arbitrary
Arrests, under
H.',BEAS
Col_PUS), produced
almost a complete
political
change of relations in the north.
Hitherto,
democrats in and out of congress
had very steadily
voted for all measures
designed
to suppress the
rebellion by arms, while they as steadily accompanied their votes with the declaration
that the
republicans,
by abolition
agitation,
had been as
much to blame for the war as the secessionists.
They now alleged that the new anti-slavery
policy
had been adopted
mainly for the purpose of foreing their party into an attitude
of opposition to
the war itself.
If there was an)" truth in the
charge, the manoeuvre was successful:
the democratie party gradually
became a peace party (see
DF.MOCJa.tTm PARTY, VI.), and those of its mem_
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who were willing to include slavery as one of
the vulnerable
points of the confederacy
were
forced into the "union party," as the republican
party was henceforth
frequently
termed.
The
first results of this bQu/e_er_ner_
were unfavor,
able.
In the autumn elections of 1862 the great
middle and western
states, New
York,
New
Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Wi_onsin,
all of which had voted for Lincoln in
1860, gave democratic
majorities.
But, as it happened, tile democrats
gained and the republicans
lost little by these elections:
in only two of these
states, New York and New Jersey, the election
involved a change of state government;
and in the
members of the house of representatives
of 1863--5,
chosen this year, the republican
majority
was
hardly impaired.
The results were just sufficient
to confirm
the democrats
in opposition
to the
war, and the republicans
in active opposition
to
slavery, while it should have bccn evident that, as
the two ideas became familiar in the future, the
tide of recruits must run steadily from the democrats to the republicans, and no longer from the republicans to the democrats.
The democratic party
touched high-water mark in 1862--3; thereafter it
could
only recede.The session
of congress
which began in December,
1862, was used by the"
republicans mainly in securing the positions which
they had already gained, and in making the neccssary appropriations
for the war. No great advance
was.made
in anti-slavery
lcgislatinn,
except that
the final thirteenth amendment
was introduced
and left to become familiar.
The fundamental
idea of final reconstruction
by congress was also
plainly put into folln, and left to become familiar,
(See i{ECONffrRucTION.)
In practical lc_slation
the great features of the session were the conseript-ion act (see DRAfts), by which the national power
to compel the military
service of its citizens was
for the first time declared
and maintained;
and
the national bank act of Feb. 25, 1863. (see
.Natior_l
Bank_, under BA_CXL_O.) West Virginia was admitted
(see that state) ; and the suspension of the writ of lw_bea_ corpus was confirmed and regulated.
(See HA];EAS COm_US.)
The appropriation
for the navy this year footed up
$71,041,401.01 ; and for the army $729,861,898.80,
with $108,807,645.'20 for deficieneies.
-- The won-

tee to the republicans of _,_n'ity for the put and
for the future.
Everything had been gained, and
nothing Iost, and it was only necessary now to
pass at leisure the crowning amendment
for general emancipation
(see CONS_TUT1ON, III., A.),
and to wait patiently
while the armed forces
worked out the already secured political future.
The autumn elections of 1863 were not generally
for important offices; but they indicated a strong
republican gain for the first time since 1860; and
in the states of Ohio and Pennsylvania.
where the
control of the state government
was involved in
the election (see those states), the republican majority was decisive. -- A new congress met in Decembet, 1863, the republican
majority beh_g 36 to 14
in the senate, and 102 to 84 in the house.
Its
action was mainly confined
to the routine busihess necessary for prosecuting
the war, and to the
amendment
attd enforcement
of previous legislation.
Provision was also made for the admission
of Nevada, Colorado and Nebraska as states (see
those states), and for the repeal of the fugitive
slave laws.
(See that title.)
A first attempt was
made to pass the thirteenth
amendment;
the pottentous question of reconstruction
was fairly introduced; and the existence
of the new class of
professional soldiers was recognized by the revival
of the grade of lieutenant general comm_uding
all
the armies.
This last grade was intended
to be
filled by Gen. Grant. -- With the adjournment
of
this session of congrea% the political
history of
the rebellion
practically
ends.
Little was to be
done by the dornin_nt party, beyond gathering up
the fruits of victory, and drawing breath for the
coming struggle of reconstruction.
Lincoln's reelection, in the autumn of 1864, hardly doubtful
in the event of any action by the opposition,
was
made certain by the democratic peace platform of
that year.
This was followed
by the final adoption of the thirteenth
amendment,
abolishing
slavery, the only work of the session of 1864-5
which rises above routine.
During the year, it
was ratified by the states.
(See COI_aTITUTION,
III., A.)--Throughout
the political work of congress in these eventful
four years, its main characteristics are its general reflection of the will of
its constituency,
its openness, and its determined
resolution
to retain the supremacy
of congress

defful tenacity with which the maiority in congress hehi its ground during this last session, taking no step backward
on the slavery question,
and actually advancing
in other respects, in the
face of the adverse majorities of 1862, was fully
justified by lhe event.
Every day inc 'reused the
number of democrats to whom the idea of emancipation as an incident of the war became less
dreadful
&_ it became more familiar.
July 4,
1863, seems to have been the political as well as
the milita_,
turning point of the war.
From that
day it was certain that the confederate
armies in
the east were to be so held in play as to be unable
to defend successfully
their vital point in the west.
Nothing succeeds like success; and every mile of
advance by the western armies was a new gtunm_-

over the generals and armies in the field.
In the
last two points it differed absolutely from its flval, the ctonfederate congress.
(See CONFEDERATE
STATEs.)
At the opening of the war, while most
of the military leaders retained the habits of civil
and political life, these characteristics led to many
evils; annoying interferences
and conflicts by the
committees
on the conduct of the war, with v'lrious military leaders; needless assertions of power
and dignity by the disputants;
and the revelation
in the debates, of things in which not only military
science, but common sense, should have dictated
secrecy.
Bu_ these evils cured themselves.
As
the new class of generals grew up, habituated to
regard congress as a ma_tar, not as a would-be
tyrant, _,_ng_e_s itself lc_Aed _lf.eonttol
by bit-
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ter experience;
and the war ended with entire
harmony between the civil _nd military agents in
it. _ Nor can it be doubted now that congress
generally
reflected the wilt of its constituents.
The single plausible
exception
is the winter of
1862_3, above referred to. But, in that instance,
the majority in congress, if its members chose to
risk their political existence on the supposition,
had a fair right to presume, 1, that the elections
of 1862 were lost through
their own lack of iraportance, and the consequent
neglect of many
republicans
to take part in them; 2, that the coincident choice of a republican
majority
in the
next congT_
was a fair popular indorsement
of
their own change of policy; and, 3, that every indication
showed
that the popular
tide in their
favor would inevitably
be strengthened
by the
success of the union forces, without which any
policy would, of course, have proved a failure,
The resuit proved that in all three suppositions
they were correct. -- For the special lines of work
done by the congresses of 1861-5, see ABOIJTIO_,
III.; Am_TY;
B,_KINO;
CO_S'rRVCTmN ; Din'rlLI_D
SPmITS ; DRAVTB ; E_CTORS,III,;
FREED.MEN'S BUREAU ; FUGITIVE SLAVE LAWS ;
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Paper Money of the _bellion;
Perry's Elements
of Polit_d
F_rwmy,
459; Gibbons' Public Debt;
]dePherson's
I1_
of _House Jgil_ on Banks, Cur*'erwy, Pwblic Debt, Tariff, and Direct Tar.e* (1875);
Lamphere's
United States Gozwrnmem, 44; John
Sherman's 8e&ct ,_peeclw, oft Finance;
_Nimmo's
Unshorn* _7h1_" Legislation/
and, in general, Bartlett's Literature
of the Rebeaion (6,073 titles of
books, pamphlets and magazine
articles relating
to the rebellion, directly or indirectly, up to 1866).
ALEXANDER JoIl:h'STO_'.

RECIPROCITY
is a relation between
two independent
powers, such that the citizens of each
are guaranteed
certain commercial
privileges
at
the hands of the other.
Up to the middle of the
present century
the term referred ahuost exelusively to the grant of privileges
to foreign shipping.
The earlier En#ish
policy had been very
illiberal in this r_cpeet, carrying out the principles
of Cromwell's
navigation act, and of the colonial
system of the last century.
But as time went
on, it became more important
for :England to extend her caxrying
trade in foreign lands than to
monopolize
it in her own; and in the early part of
HABEAS
CORPU8
; INCOME
TAX
; INSURRECTION,
thiS
century, under the influence of statesmen like
1.; I2¢TEmCAL IMPROVEKKNTS; I._TERZ_AL REVHuskisson,
reciprocity
treaties
were concluded
Ex_ ; JU'D_CIARY; MONRO_ DOCTma_*E ; R_o_with the leading maritime powers, by which each
STRUCTION, I. ; _I.,AVERY; TERmOm.ES;
WAR
of the contracting
parties
admitted
the other's
POWERS ; WILmOT PROVISO ; and the authorities
ships in its ports to the same privileges as its own
cited under them.
See also (GF_mRAL) 2, 8 Drain the matter of the international
carrying trade.
per's Ht_ory of the Civil War ; 19,,--14 Star. at
This syswza aroused much opposition at different
Large ; Moore's _*
Re¢o_ff; Guernsey and
times in England;
and in the United States was
A Men's Pictorial History of the Rebellion ; Applestrongly opposed by Webster;
but it soon became
ton's Al_nunl
Cydop_ia
(1861-5) ; 3 Wilson's
the prevailing
one. --The
commercial treaties of
J_i*e and _ha of the Slavs ]_eer ; 2 Greeley's
earlier times aimed at securing special privileges
American Conflict; Victor's IIiato_ of No Rebe//and discriminating
rates of duty.
The one most
b,a;
4 Bryant and Gay's Historg of the U_i_ed
commonly referred to as a type of them all iS the
,Ftat,,._; Botts' Great Rehe3_g;
Pollard's
Lest
Methuen
treaty of 1703 between
England
and
(',_*_'; (POLITICAL) McPherson's
Political ttie*ory
Portugal,
by which England
made special rates
_f the Rebdlion ; Raymond's
Life of Lirw_n;
for Portuguese
wines, and Portugal removed her
Giddings' ltiaor v of ave Bebe2lio_ (to 1863) ; Wilprohibition
of the import of English woolens.
_on's A_*ti-Slave¢Tl Measures in Con4]rea*; Hurd's
The same general principles, but applied with far
T],_.ory of Our _Vatio_w2 Existence (index under
'sounder judgment
of political and social needs,
State,, status of); Boutwell's Speeches arm B.epem;
appear in the series of German treaties beginning
It. W. Davis' 8peec,_ and Addresses;
Harlburt's
with that between Prussia and Hesse in 1828, culMcClellan aruf the Conduct of the War;
$ A.H.
minating with the establishment
of the Zollverein,
Stephens' War l_ween
the _tatea;
Harris' Pal/t/and ending with the treaty between t he Zollverein
c,d C_nflia ; Gilletts' Demoereu_d in the United
andAustria
in 1853.--The
treaty betweenEng
_s'tate,; (M_LIT._.aY) CaIlan's Military Laws of tlw land and France in 1860 was the beginning of a
_3dted 8_,tes; Wilson's Mili_ry
Measures i_ C_n- neworder of things.
Preceding treaties had been
gre._V Count of Paris' H_torv of _w Civil War;
dictated by special reasons of social policy: this
(lcn. U. S. Grant's f_eport of the Arrme_ (1864-5);
was intended and understood as an altempt in the
1:,),oft, of the Commit_es on the Co_d_2
of the direction of free trade.
France
had an almost
Ill, r; W. T. Sherman's
Memoirs;
Swinton's
prohibitive
tariff; Napoleon
wished to reduce it.
7;r, lve Deci_'_e Bo2ae.s of the War;
Appleton's
but in the existing state of public opinion dared
_,,,_*Imigr_s of the Civil War;
Ingersoll's
HisSer#
not do so without the appearance of international
(f t]_e War Dep_tme_t;
Boynton's ]-//g_r_ of _he co-operation.
He had in view the general devel")"vYD_.*ringa_e P,ebellion;
t_e2ordsoftheRebdlopment of French commerce,
but he wished to
v,_,; Confederate O_Ida2 2teperts (1863);
(FlxA_be able to show definite advantages to distinct in_'_.tL) Schuekers" .Life of ffl_zse, 216, 293; Von
terests.
The treaty with England,
arranged in
flock's D_ z_/mzme_ der V_r-Staaten;
La_ of the
1860 by Chevalier and Cobden, was the first result
U,,ited _
_'da_ng to Loena and Ourrenoj (to
of this policy.
The English tariff was already on
1878); Spauldtng's 2zr/_o_ of tl_ Lcgog Terrier
arevenue
basis; yet in return for the important
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French concessions
it was still further reduced
on French articles of export.
But what distinguished this treaty from preceding ones was the
fact that these reductions were not bargained for as
special and exclusive privileges.
This treaty was
intended to become part of a system; it was contemplated that both England
and France would
make similar treaties with other nations, and in
view of this it was provided, that in case either of
the contracting powers should sutxscquently grant
to a third power conditions more favorable in any
respect, the other should have the benefit of such
conditions.
This provision
constitu_s
what is
known as the mast favored nations clause; it was
incorporated
in subsequent
treaties, as had occaatonally been done in previous treati_,
and soon
became the important element in them; for by it
a special concession made in favor of any one hatton at once inured to the benefit of all who had
similar treaties.
It is this provision that distinguishes the modern European reciprocity
system,
and has caused that system to work so strongly in
favor of free trade. -- The gain to the commerce
of France and England
was so great that other
nations hastened to secure the same advantages,
Similar treaties with France
or England
were
made by Belgium in 1861, Prussia in 1862, Italy
and Spain in 1863, Switzerland
in 1864, and by
most of the other European
states in 1865 and
1866.
Even Russia ultimately
secured at the
hands of some of the powers the benefit of the
most favored nations clause, though without much
reciprocity on her part.. Within ten years the systern seemed to be firmly established all over Europe, and to insure steady progress in the direction of free trade.
(For certain special statistics,
see Leone Levi in Journ. of Stat. Soc., 40, 1; for
discussion of prineipI_,
a work entitled "Letters
on Commercial Treaties," etc., "by a disciple of
Richard
Cobden.")--But
several circumstances
combined
to stop this progress, and to a certain
extent unsettle the system.
The first of these was
the downfall of Napoleon III
He had not only
started the system, but had by his strong influence"
done more to extend it than most people were
aware of. It had never been really popular in
the sense of calling forth general enthusiasm.
It
savored too much of bargaining, too little of principle.
And it was rendered
less popular than
ever by wars like that of 1870, which intensified
the opposition of national feeling, and substituted
a spirit of embittered
rivalry for one of mutual
help.
This acted against the reciprocity
system
in a variety of ways.
Increased military expenditure demanded larger revenue; and nations chafed
under treaty restrictions which hampered them in
raising this revenue.
The commercial
treaties
looked toward free trade; but national pride and
the constant possibility of war led men to demand
a protective system.
While men's minds were in
this state came the crisis of 1873 ; and public
feeling was only too ready to attribute the hard
times which followed to the one tangible grievance
of foreign competition,
and to seek to be rid of

this grievance in all possible ways.The diplo_
matists were mainly free traders; and it was some
time before they understood the strength of the
feelings they had to contend against.
The failure
of the English negotiators in 1876 to obtain some
expected concessions from France, began to reveal
the true state of the case.
The termination
in
tile same year, by the action of Italy, of the
French-Italian
treaty, and the rejection by France
of a proposed
compromise
treaty in 1877, were
equally significant.
Of still greater importance
was Bismarck's change of attitudein
1878. Ever
since the year 1818 the Prussian government leaned
toward a free trade policy, much more so than any
other great power except England.
In 1862 their
steps in support of the reciprocity
system had
been bold in the extreme.
Now, such a change
on the part of Prussia, as well as France and
Italy, rendered the future of the system exti'emely
doubtful.-To understand the negotiations which
followed,
we must observe that in the application of these treaties of commerce, two different
cour_es had been pursued by different states. One
group of states, headed by England and Prussia,
had no sooner made a concession to a single nation,
than they modified their whole tariff in accordance
with it, so that all nations, even those outside of
the system, at once had the benefit of the change.
Another group, represented
by France, left their
general
tariff unchanged,
but in the collection
made a deduction of that amount in favor of nntions having the benefit of a treaty.
Spain west
so far in this direction as to have two tariffs, the
lower for "most favored nations," the higher for
all others.As long as the statesmen
on both
sides were animated
by common aims, this distinction made very little difference.
But when it
became a matter of international
bickering, the
nations of the first group found themselves
at a
great disadvantage.
What special privileges are
you offering us under the treaty ? French negotiators constantly
asked of the representatives
of
those nations which had reduced
their general
tariff.
To this question there was no thoroughly
available
reply; and it was this diplomatic helplessness that led to the "fair trade" agitation in
England, and to a full discussion of certain points
in the theory of reciprocity
into which we can
not here enter.
(Westminster
Rev., 112, 1; Contemp., 35, 269 ; Nineteenth
Cent., 5, 638, 99 ° ; 6,
179; Faweett,
"Free Trade and Protection."
last
chapter.)--In
the year 1881 a number of Fren_'b
treaties were about to expire; and it was felt theft
a critical point had come in the history of the
system.
After some difficulties,
particularly i_
connection
with the Italian and Swi_ treaues.
they were nearly all renewed on the basis of increased duties on either side.
The treaty with
England was not renewed, but a special act ws_
passed placing England
on the footing of the
most favored nations.
On the whole, it may be
said that the continuance
of the system has been
secured, but its efficiency in the direction of fre_
trade destroyed.The United States has never
t
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been in any way connected

with

the system.

At

the
tendencies
time ofwere
its all
adoption
in the and
direction
growth,of American
increased
duties.
Our reciprocity treaties have all belonged
to tile earlier type of special arrangements.
By
far the most important
of them was tlle one with
Canada, proclaimed
Sept. 11, 1854, and terminated
Match 17, 1866, on notice given by the United
States one year previous.
By the terms of this
treaty food products
of all kind_, nearly all raw
materials,
and some half-manufactured
articles,
were allowed to pass free from one country to tile

[ in the will of the .prince.
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This was the period in

I -which
It is anow
haughty
admitted
king that
could
a people
say : rdtat,
is independent
c'est _,w/.
] byits own right, exclusive of any recognition.
Let
, an Nland arise in the Atlantic to-morrow;
let peo! pie land and settle there; h.'t them formthemsclves
i into an independent
political society and choose a
! government;
and that island would form a state
I as lawful antire_flar
as any other.
International
) recognition
is at bottom only tim authentication
I of a fact, an authentication
which
requires
no
] fmTnality.
In entering into relations with Japan,

other.
The dissatisfaction
with the
from the owners
of mines, timber,

treaty arose i with Burmah,
or with any country,
the remoteetc., in the I ness of which preserves it from European
enterUnited States, who found the price of their prod- i prise, it never occurs to an)- one to I)e_n by recucts kept down by Canadian" competition.
A
ognizing
the government
with which they are
memorial
in favor of its renewal
was presented
about to treat.
It is sufficient that it exists, and
to the United States government
by the national
in treating
with it recognition
is implied.In
board of trade in 1873, but without
calling forth
such cases as these, there could never he an3" doubt;
vigorous general support. -- A similar treaty was
but doubt has arisen sometime.s, when, in conseconcluded
with Hawaii in the summer of 1876,
quence of internal revolution, one government
has
for the benefit of certain business interests of the • been replaced by another.
The independence
of
Pacific states, particularly
the sugar refiners.
It
the state is not called in question, but it is hoped to
was scvcrely
criticised
by Secretary
Sherman,
authenticate
or legitimatize
the new government
after having been in operation
about two years;
by recognizing
it, though often again family toobut it now seems to have accomplished
what was
tires or interested
motives may prevent this being
expected of it. The position of the United States
done.
The principle
of national
sovereignty,
government
on the subject of commercial
treaties
better understood,
has silenced all these scruples.
is illustrated by the fact, that, when ti_e Iiawaiian
Recognition
no longer implies approbation,
and
authorities
attempted
to negotiate a similar treaty
foreign countries
are not obliged to distinguish
with Germany in 1879, they were checked by an between the government
de jure anti the governintimation'from
the United States that the value 'ment
de facto.
If the government
appear estabof those privileges
lay largely in their exclusivelished, if the nation accept it, and, above all, if it
ness, and that
the treaty must guarantee
the
has appointed
it, it has all the legitimacy necesUnited States
exclusive
rights.-In. the years
sary in order to be recognized.-Thus recognisucceeding
the exhibition
of 1876, strong efforts
tion adds nothing to the right of existence
of a
were made by French
exporters
to secure reelstate; it is only a means of facilitating
internaprocity privileges from the United States.
It was
tional relations.
A state which is not recokmized
hoped that if France would place America on the
is regarded as not existing
for those wtfich deem
basis of the most favored nations, America would
it expedient
to rcmaina
stranger to it; but if any
lower its duties on French wines and silks.
In
inconvenience
result from this lack of intercourse,
spite of the repeated efforts of the French manufacturers' agent to secure public sentiment
in its
favor, the subject was never officially taken up.
ARTHUR T. HADLEY.

botll the states suffer.
The injury is greater, however, to the state whicll refuses recognition
titan
to the one which is deprived
of it. Spain lost
nothing from the fact that the emperor of Russia
would not recognize Isabella II., while Nicholas
RECOGNITION.
It is customary
for prince.s
I. madeit
impossible to exercise an influence over
to notify the states with which they hold relations
. Spain.
Besides, it was Russia which was destined
of their accession to the throne.
The same is the
to yield in the end, and, in such a case, the longer
case with ail new governments.
As a rule, esthe sulkiness haslasted,
the more it costs to effect
pecially in the case of a prince who succeeds
a reconciliation.
-- We have just been speaking of
regularly and peaceably,
this announcement
is governments,
established
in consequence
of a promet by congratulations
and sometimes
by sendfound change, violent or peaceful, in the constituing ambassadors,
more or less extraordinary.
At
tion of a state. But before the new public powers
other times only an official certificate of the notifiare well established,
several eases may occur, and
cation is given, and the receipt of it acknowledged,
we must review them.
In the first place, there
Tllere are even cases in which, at the time of a may be a "provisional
government."
A dipiochange, no formality
is employed;
relations with
matte official agent, ambassador
or minister
is
the new government
arc entered upon, and it is never acc]'edited ton provisional
government;
but
thus recognized
defazto, -- International
recognipower may be given to an agent more or less oflition was formerly of much greater import than in
cial to enter into relations with it, and to treat
our day. The dogma, of national sovereignty
had
with it on all pressing matters.
In reality, such
as yet been accepted by but a few daring innovaan agent is an ambassador
deprived of the honortots; and right, justice and law were summed up
ary immunities
customarily
enjoyed by the repre-
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amatatives
of foreign
powem.
However,
msny
shades of difference are possible here. Then, two
parties may be contending
for power.
As long
as there is a doubt as to the definitive success,
foreign
governments
recognize
only tile one to
which its agents have been accredited.
The new
government does not as yet exist; there is, consequently, no occasion for recognizing it. Besides,
if relations are prematurely
entered into with the
chiefs of an insurrection,
the government
still
established
would have a right to consider itself
offended.
When there is too much haste to recognize, it is often in order to aid or intervene.
The
tldrd case to consider is, when a part of the territory,
a province, or colony, wishes to detach
itself
from the state of which it has hitherto
formed
a part.
If this territory be victorious in
the contest, to the extent that its independence
is
recognized
even by the state from wldch it has
separated, foreign powers can have no doubt what
to do: recognition is then a simple authentication
_f a patent fact.
If peace have not been formally
concluded,
each foreign state will be able to estimate, at a given moment, if the territory which
claims to be independent
'has acquired sufficient
political
stability
to offer a guarantee
for the
future.
But we must not lose sight of the fact
that a state threatened with the loss of a province
will always see with displeasure
that the separation is looked upon as accomplished,
and, according to circumstances,
it will protest or declare
itself offended.
A powerful country will pay no
attention to these complaints, but a weak country
will act with prudence. -- We do not need to say
that to recognize the independence
of a country
_t the moment when the insurrection
begins, constitutes a real casus be//i. War will not be recoiled
:from, unless the insu]t come from too powerful a
state.--In
1861 a new situation was introduced
into international
law, the q'ec_grdt/on of be///g_reuts.
We have had as yet but one example
of
this, that which recognized
as belligerents
the
confederate
states fighting to separate themselves
from the United States.
It will be understood
that to recognize the southern states of the American Union as belligerents,
was to close the English
ports to war vessels from the northern states,
which was an act of indirect hostility.
Sympathy
-was extended
to the confederates,
not because
their cause was considered just, but because their
,cotton was needed.
We can not foresee what use
may be made one day of this semi.reeeeeeeee_gnition,
the
only example of which we have just dited, but
we instinctively
regard the precedent as a thing to
be regretted.
It may more than once encourage
malcontents
to revolt, without
its being deemed
expedient
to come to their assistance
otherwise
than by this indirect aid, which we can not help
regarding as a sort of intervention,
perhaps without danger, but more generally without honor or
profit. -- When one state does not recognize
a
change in the constitution
of another, diplomatic
relations cease, as in war, and the s_bjects of the
disaffected
states are commended
to the good

offices o," an allied state; they are thus officiously
_o/Fu_uaevwnt),
using the term in a good sense,
instead of officially, protected.
MAuI_cI_ BLOCL
RECONSTRUCTION
(L-_ U. S. HISTORY), the
political problem of the restoration of the seeeding states to their normal relations with the Union
after tile suppression of armed resistance therein
to the constitution and thelaws.
Such a problem
would have been easy of solution under a simple
and direct acting government;
in a highly complicated system like that of the United States, in
which the parts and their action are so delicately
adjusted, any derangement showsits effects ever)'where; and a derangement
so great as was introdueed by secession,
since it can not check the
national force, is almost certain to throw all the
wheels out of gear, convert the national machine
into a blind and gnideless power, and make a bad
master out of a good servant.
In the matter of
reconstruction
the difficulty was increased, 1. By
the length and bitterness of the war.
The terms
of reconstruction
which were possible in 1862,
1863, 1864, or 1866, were each of them impossible
within a year thereafter.
Every battle lost and
won, every vessel sunk, every house burned,
every case of _ment
of prisoners, was in it_
way a factor not only in anti-slavery
action, but
in final reconstruction.
2. By the status of the
freedmen.
It was impossible that the successful
party should feel no interest whatever in the fate
of the beings who had been converted by its success from chattels into persons.
It was natural
that the d_position
of the conquered toward the
freedmen should be keenly and suspiciously
scrutinized; awl thus every act of individual violence,
every appearance of organized
repression, which
came to light before the work of reconstruction
was comple_l,
became a silent factor in the work.
_. By the existence of a written constitution whi('h
provided for no such state of affairs.
An omnil)otcnt British parliament would have soon hit on a
formal settlement,
though its success in solving
the Irish problem has not been so swift or sure as
to make us wish for a change of r_gime.
The
American
government
could only engage in a
series of experiments,
more or less successful, and
finallyrestcontentwiththatsotutionwhichseemed
to offer the least difficulty and the greatest advantages to the nation.
"Happily
for the nation,"
says Brownson,
"few
blunders
are committ('d
that with our young life and elasticity are irrcl)az_ble, and that are greater than are ordinarily
committed
by older and more experienced
nati_,ns.
They are not of the most fatal character,
aml
need excite no serious alarm for the future. "_
In considering
the question, it is proposed, 1, to
give, as briefly as possible, ttle successive theories
of reconstrnction;
2, to detail tile work as it x_:tfinally done; and 3, 4, to consider its failure._ a_d
its sucoemes.
In so doing, there are certain precc
dents which are often referred to by all of them,
and these may as well be givma now, for reference.
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-- Tlw Guarante_
CTau_.
The constitution
(Art.
IV'., § 4) speaks as follows:
"The United States
shall guarantee
to every state in this Union a
republican
form of government."
To this was
often added the following
paragraph
from the
powers of congress
(Art. I., § 8): "To make all
laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers, and all
other powers vested by this constitution
in the
government
of the United States or in any department or officer thereof."
This, it was claimed,
gave congress
power to pass all laws which it
should consider "necessary
and proper"
for car.
rying into effect the guarantee clause.
Thiswould
have been undeniable
if the language of the clause
had been "congress
shall guarantee,"
or "the
government
shall guarantee,"
or even any " department or officer shall guarantee";
but the peculiar phraseology,
"the
United
States shall guarantee," seems to exclude all these interpretations,
and give the power concurrently
to all the governmental agents, executive,
legislative
and judtcial.
Even in this view, however,
the case of
Luther _. Borden would seem to show that congress ha_ the power to enact laws to carry into
execution
its conciarrent power
in the premises,
and that the president
is bound to execute them.
-- The Resolutions of 1861. At the special s_sion
of 1861 joint resolutions were introduced
to define
the objects Of the wilr.
That which was pertincnt to this subject was as follows:
"_
_ That
this war Is not prosecuted
upon our part in any
spirit of oppression
nor for any purpose of conquest or subjugation,
nor for the purpose of overthrowing or interfering
with the rights or established institutions
of those states, but to defend
and maintain
the supremacy
of the constitution
and all laws made m pursuance
thereof, and to
preserve the Union with all the dignity, c_uality
and rights of the several states unimpaired;
that
as snon as these objects are accomplished,
the war
ought to cease."
It passed the house, July 22,
1861, 117 to 2; and the senate, July 26, 30 to 5. -The Law of 1861.
The act of July 13, 1861,
authorized
the prc*sident, when he should have
called out the militia against insurgents
claiming,
without dispute, to "act under the authority
of
any state or states," to proclaim
the inhabitants
of the insurgent states to be in insurrection
against
the United States; and ordered commercial
intercourse with the insurgent states to cease.
Accordmgly the pr_ident
issued a proclamation,
Aug.
16, declaring
the inhabitants
of Georgia,
South
Carolina, Virginia (except those west of the Alleghanies),
North
Carolina, Tennessee,
Alabama,
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,
Mississippi, and FloriUa, to be in insurrection.
-- For the blockade
of
1861 see ALAnAMA CLAIMS.I. THEORIES OF

ried out by Johnson in 1865, but fell back under
the hands of the latter into a modification
of
the restoration
theory; that the Sumner and Stevens theories
received
no formal
ratification
from any quarter; hut that congress, having adranted
so far as the Davis-Wade
plan of 1864,
was pressed by the force of contest with the presidentia]
thcory into a plan of its own in 1867,
consisting of the Davis-Wade
plan, increased
by
the suffrage fcatures of the Sumner theory, and
tile whole based on a modification
of the Stevens
theory of the suspension of the constitution.--1.
Restoratior_.
The war beg_an under the influence
of the idea that there was "not one of these
states in which there were not ample numbers
of
Union men to maintain a state government
after
the rebellion shall have been put down."
There
were some warnings
to the contrary.
"It may
be," said Baker, of Oregon, in the senate, "that
instead
of finding,
within a year, loyal states
sending members to congress and replacing their
senators upon this floor, we may have to reduce
them to the Condition
of territories,
and send
from Massachusetts
and Illinois governors to control them ; and, if there were need to do so, I
would risk even the stigma of being despotic and
oppressive
rather than risk the perpetuity of the
union of these states."
But such warnings were
unheeded,
and Om general feeling was well represeated by the resolutions
of 1861. The actual
shock of war, and the evidently universal transfer
of allegiance in the south to the confederate
states
(see that title),at once worked a change. In December,1861,the
resolutions of July were again offered
in the house,but were laid on the table by a vote of
71 to 65. The same result with increasing majortries met subsequent
reintroductions
of the rcsolutions.
In December, 1862, these resolutions took
anolher shape, that of a simple declaration that the
war was prosecuted
only to maintain the integrity
of the Union and of the states as they were at the
beginning
of the war.
In this form they were
ruled out of order, or laid on the table, by majortries small at first but steadily increasing.
They
owed their defeat mainly
to the fact that they
squintcd
at slaver)" and the admission
of West
Virginia"
if confined
to the question of restoration, they could as yet hardly have been defeated.
Even
Vallandigham's
resolutions,
long,
curebrous, and containing
the invidious
word "professedly"
in reference to the original object of the
war, were only defeated
by a vote of 79 to 50.
Generally, however,
democratic
members hardly
felt it to be neces_ry
to defend their position vigorously until reconstruction
hegan to loom up
plainly in 1863-4. Pendleton's
statement of democratlc views may then be taken as authoritative.
"These acts of secession were either valid or in.

RECO_STRUC,rm_.
As asummaryof
the changes
of theory, we may say that the war was begam
under the theory of "restoration,"
and that
this theory 1#as persistently
maintained
by the
democrats to the end; that the presidential
theary was devdoped
by Lincoln
in 1863, and car-

valid.
If they are valid, they separated
lhe state
from the Union.
If they arc invalid, they are
void; they have no effect; the state officers who
act upon them are rebels to the federal governmeat; the states are not destroyed;
their constitutions are not abrogated;
their officers are com-
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mitring illegal acts, for which they are liable to
to their practical relations to the Union."
This
punishment;
the states have never left the Union,
statement, however, is opposed to the known fact
but so soon as their officers shall perform their
that the president was then fairly committed to
duties, or other officers shall assume their places,
the presidential
theory of reconstruction.The
will again perform the duties imposed, and enjoy
last attempt at "restoration"
was the memoranthe privileges
conferred, by the federal compact,
dum of April 18, 1865, between Generals W. T.
and this, not by virtue of s new ratification of the
Sherman and Joseph E. Johnston.
It provided
constitution,
nor a new admission
by the federal
for the disbandment
of the confederate
forces at
government,
but by virtue of the original ratificatheir state capitals,
tile re-establishment
of the
tion, and the constant, uninterrupted
maintenance
federal courts, and "the recognition by the execuof position in the federal Union since that date.
tire of the United States of the several state govActs of secession
are not invalid to destroy the
ernments on their officers and legislatures, taking
Union, and yet valid to destroy the state governthe oath prescribed
by the constitution
of the
ments and the political privileges of their citizens."
United States ; and, where conflicting
state govThis ground was held thereafter by t he democratic
ernments have resulted from the war, the legiticonventions
of all the states, and by the nationmaey of all shall be submittc_
to the supreme
al convention
of 1868, but it was unsuccessful,
court of the United States."
The agreement was
Indeed, it was worse.
_'othing
is more curious
relaudiated by President
Johnson, and an unconin the congressional
votes on this question than
ditional surrender took its place, April _6.--2.
the manner in which democratic
consistency
and
T/w Pres/dtntz_d TI_eory.
President Lincoln seems
persistency
thwarted
all propositions
for mild
to have held from the beginning, that while, as
terms to the insurrectionary
states.
The names of
commander-in-chief,
he was bound to carry the
democrats and "radical"
republicans, of Fernando
war into the heart of the seceding states, he was
Wood and Thaddens
Stevens, appear side by side i also bound, as civil executive,
to endeavor to
in voting down the successive
and incrcasinglf
I restore civil relations with the states themselves.
severe propositions for reconstruction,
until, after
His theory
is detailed
in his proclamation
of
1865, the "radical"
republicans,
falling
back a Dec. 8, 1863, and his defense of it in his anstep, united with the moderate
republicans
and
nual message of the same date.
The preclamaswamped
the democrats. --Kindred
to this gention, 1, offered amnestyto
all but specified classes
eral principle were the constant demands of the
of leading men; 2, declared, that a state govdemocrats
for a national
convention
of states,
ernment might be reconstructed
as soon as oneThey be_,'an July 15, 1861, when Benjamin Wood,
tenth of the voters of 1860, qualified by state laws,
of New York, offered a resolution recommending
"excluding
all others," should take the prescribed
such a convention,
which was tabled by s party
oath (see its form under A.___T£,
I.); 3, declared
vote of 92 to 51 ; and they continued
until the
that, if such state government
were republican in
democratic
national convention of 1864 demanded
form, it should "receive the benefits" of the guar"a cessation of hostilities with a view to an ultiantee clause; 4, excepted states where loyal govmate con_ention
of all the states."
Toward the
ernments had always been maintained;
but. 5,
end of the war, and particularly just before the
added the caution that the admission of senators
presidential
election of 1864, many southern auand representatives
was a matter
exclusively
thorities inclined to accept this scheme, if offered
"resting with the two houses, and not to any exto the seceding states; but they still insisted that
tent with the executive."
The proclamation
furthe states were not to be bound by the action of
ther remarked, that "any
provision which may
the convention. -- Another
kindred proposition,
be adopted by such state government in relation To
offered in December, 1861, and several times therethe freed people of such state, which shall rotorafter, was to appoint ex-Presidents
Fillmore and
nizeand declare their permanent freedom, provide
Pierce, Chief Justice Taney, Edward Everett, and
for their education,
and which may yet he conseven other commissioners,
to confer with a like
sistent, as a temporary arrangement,
with thrir
number from the seceding states for the preservapresent condition as a laboring, landless, h()ln(,]t'-'.
tion of the Union.
It was either left unconsidered
class, will not be objected to by the nationsl rx_>rtabled. -- In the conference at Hampton Roads,
ecutive."
The message says : "There
must hc
Feb. 2, 186,5, between Alex. II. Stephcns, R. M.T.
a test by which to separate the opposing elemen |,_.
tIunter, John A. Campbell, President Lincoln, and
so as to build only from the sound, and that l c._t
Secretary Seward, )Ir. Stephens says that he asked
is a sufficiently liberal one which accepts as sound
"what
position the confederate
states would oewhoever will make a sworn recantation of hi_ forcupy toward the others, ff they were then to abanmer unsoundne.¢s."
The presidential
prognlmnn'
don the war?
Would they be admitted
to conthus included but four points : cessation of resi:tgress?
Mr. Lincoln very promptly replied that
ance, the appointment
of a provisional
governor,
his own individual
opinion was that they ought
the taking of the oath of amnesty by at lca._t oneto be.
He also thought they would be, but he
tenth of the white voters, and the formation of _
could not enter into any stipulations
upon the subrepublican
government;
there was no negro sufject.
His own opinion was, that, when the resistfrage or supervision
by congress in it, and the only
ance ceased and the national authority was recogaction of congress was to be the separate decision
"_ized, the states would be immediately
restored
of the two houses on the admission of members.
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It is impossible to see any difference between this
and Johnson's "policy."
The features are identical.
Johnson always declared that they were the
same, and in his speech of Feb. 22, 1866, asserted
that Lincoln had told him, a year befor_ that time,
that he was " pretty nearly or quite done with
amendments
to the constitution,"
provided
the
13th amendment
were ratified.
Seward and other
intimate friends of President
Lincoln
maintained
the identity of the systems.
Gen. Grant, in his testimony before the house judiciary committee,
July
18, 1867, said that the first of Johnson's
reconstruction
proclamations
(for l_orth Carolina) was
the same, and hc thought the same verbatim, as one
which lind been read to him twice in a cabinet
meeting before Lincoln's
assassination.
We may
safely take the two systems as identical, as the
"presidential
theory."-So hmg as slavery was
not a point of attack, it is evident that restoration
and the presidential
theory were very much the
same thing, the only new point in the latter being
the exclusion of white voters unable or unwilling
to take the oath.
In this sense, Virginia (see that
state) was restored
or reconstructed
from the lieginning: the Pierpont government
was recognized
by the president at first as the government
of all
Virginia,
then of the conquered
portion of Virgiaia proper (after the separation
of West Virginia), and at the close of the war it superseded
the
rebellious government
of Virginia, without objection from any quarter,
l_'or did it lack congressional recognition,
in both its aspects : congress
admitted
West Virginia by virtue of the formal
assent of the "Virginia
government"
of Pierpont ; and the separate action of the two houses,
according
to the presidential
theory, was illustrated by the refusal of the house to admit Pierpont members
after 1863, while the Pierpoat
senators held their seats, one until 1865, and the
other until his death, in 1864, when the senate
refused to admit his successor. -- A new feature
came in with the president's
adoption
of an antislavery policy, in September,
1862. Thereafter,
the presidential
theory included
the abolition
of
slavery, and a recognition
of the anti-slavery
laws and proclamations
in the amnesty
oath.
In
other points, it remained
the same : no legislation
by congress, and separate action of the houses on
the admission of members.
In this way, Louisiaaa, Arkansas
and Tennessee
(see those states)
were reconstructed,
in 1863--5.
The legality of
these governments
was always stoutly maintained
by President
Lincoln.
]in his proclamation
of
1864, hereafter referred to, "in regard to the DavisWade bill, he says that he is "also unprepared
to
declare that the free-state
constitutions
and governments already adopted
and installed in Arkansas and Louisiana
shall be set aside and held for
naught, thereby repelling and discouraging,
as to
further effort, the loyal citizens who have set up
the same."--The
counter-proclamation
of Davis
and Wade aJleged that an unsuccessful
expedition
into Florida had the same object, to organize
a
Presidential government.
However true that may
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be, the operation of the presidential theory, in its
second aspect under Lincoln, stopped with Virginia, Arkansas, Louisiana and Tennessee.
Even
these examples
were fortified
by the separate
action of tile houses upon them : the Louisiana
representatives
were admitted
in February,
1863,
while tile senators
were refused
admission,
as
were the representatives
also after March 4, 1863;
the Arkansas senators and representatives
did not
apply for admission until 1864, and then the temper of congress had ri_n so high that they were
refused;
the admission of the Tennessee
senators
and representatives,
in July, 1866, was, as is hereafter noted, tile point where the .congressional
theory superseded
its predecessor.Congress adjourncd,
March 3, 1865, until Dec. 4 following ;
Lincoln died April 15, 1865 ; and Johnson
succeeded to his theory, with far inferior prospects
of success.
Precedents
were in his favor, the admission of West Virginia, the presence of senators
from Virginia 1861-5, of representatives
from Virginia 1861-3, and of representatives
from Louisiann in 1863; he was supported
by Lincoln's name
and cabinet ; and, above all, he had a clear field
for nine
months
before congress
could meet.
Against him were his unfortunate
temper, his inability to temporize,
and his controlling
sympathy
with non-slaveholding
southerners.
It was certain,
that, at the first sign of failure in the presidential
theory, popular opinion would strike at Johnson
far more willingly than at Lincoln, and that Johnson was far less qualified than Lincoln to meet or
evade the attack. -- Gen. Johnston
surrendered
April _,6, 1865, and May 29 following,
President
Johnson began to put into operation
tile presidential theory, accompanying
it with a new amnesty
proclamation
(see A_NESTY, II.), such a measure
being an integral
feature of the plan.
In each
state, the sequence of events was, 1, the appointment of a provisional
governor;
2,.the summoning of a convention,
composed
of, and voted for,
by whites able to take the amnesty oath ; 3, the
adoption
of a constitution,
or ordinances,
forbidding slavery, repealing or declaring
null and void
the ordinance
of secession, prohibiting
persons in
the "excepted
classes" from voting or holding
office, and repudiating
the rebel debt ; 4, the raftfication of these by popular
vote ; and, 5, the
election of legislatures,
state governments,
and
members of congress.
There seems to have been
absolutely
no clmek upon the action of the conventions,
except
the president's
proclamations,
and telegraphic
information
from him that their
action seemed to him satisfactory,
or the reverse.
Excluding
the states (Virginia,
Arkansas,
Tennessee and Louisiana)
already
reconstructed,
there
remained but seven states.
In each of these, provisional
governors
were appointed,
as follows :
North Carolina,
Win. W. Holden, May 29; Mississippi, William
L. Sharkey,
June
13 ; Texas, •
Andrew
J. Hamilton,
June 17; Georgia, James
Johnson,
June 17 ; Alabama,
Lewis E. Parsons,
June 21 ; South Carolina, Benj. F. Perry, June
30; Florida, William Marvin, July 13. The first
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co_pened

proclamation
of the series, as to North Carolina,
may stand for all : its preamble recited that the
United States _guarantee to each state a republican
form of government,
that the president is bound
to take care that the laws be faithfully executed°
tbat the rebellion had d_prived the state of all
civil government,
and that it was now necessary
and proper to carry out the guarantee of the United
States to North Carolina.
In Mi_issippi,
Georgia
and South Carolina, the late governors
attempted

_ume, and no state e_u be
toretain, tlae
public rights and duties of a state against its will;
that, as Brownson
expresses
it, "a territory by
coming into the Union becomes a state, and a
state by going out of the Union beconms a territory."
Tile resolutions were never formally considered or adopted; but their theory remained,
and undoubtedly
colored to some extent the final
work of reconstruction.
-- 4. The ,graven, Theory.
From the outbreak
of the rebellion until tile end

to convoke the legislatures,
and anticipate reconstruction,
but the attempts
were promptly
suppressed by the military
commanders.
The governments
of Virginia,
Louisiana,
Arkansas
and
Tenne_ce
wereleft
undisturbed.
In all the others
the work of reconstruction
was so actively carried
on during the summer and autumn of 1865, that,
when congress
met in December,
claimants
for
seats in the house and senate were ready from all
the seceding
states, except Texas.
The work of
reconstruction
was then ended, so far as the presidential theory could carry it ; and, as if to clinch
and fasten it permanently,
Secretary Seward issued his proclamation,
Dec. 18, 1865, announcing
the ratification
of the l_h
amendment,
tn its
adoption, the i-atifications of the legfstatures
of the
seceding states had been essential, and it seemed
as if no one could how reject the presidential
theory, without impugning
the validity of the amendmerit. -- 8. The _umner Theory.
Mr. Sumner offared a aeries of _lutions
in the senate, Feb.
11, 1862, "declaratory
of the relations
between
the United States and the territory once occupied
by certain
states."
The preamble recited the action of the several seceding
states, through their
governments,
in abjuring
their duties, renouncing
their allegiance, levying war on the government,
and forming a new confederacy.
The resolutions
were nine in number,
as follows : 1, that an ordinance of secession is inoperative
and void against
the constitution,
but is an abdication lff the state
of its rights under tile constitution,
and thenceforward
the state, felo de se, ceases to exist, and
its soil becomes
a territory, under the exclusive
jurisdiction
of congress ; 2, that secession
is a
usurpation,
and action under it is without
legal
support:
3, that the suicide of a state puts an
end to any peculiar
institution
upheld
by tim
state's sole authority;
4, tlmt slavery, is such an
institution;
5, that it is the duty of congress to put
a practical
as well as a legal end to slavery;
6,
that any recognition
of slaver), is aid and comfort
to the rebellion; 7, that it is also a denial of the
rights of persons who have been made free; 8,
that, as the allegiance
of all the inhabitants
of the
seceding states is still due to the United States, the
protection
of the United
States is equally due to
all tim inhabitants,
regardless
of color, class, or
previous condition
of servitude;
0, that eongtt_q
"will proceed to establish
republican forms of goverument
in the "vacated
territory,"
taking care
tO provide for the protection of all the inhabitants,
The essence of tlm resolutions is the idea of" state
_i_ide";
that no territory eanbecomladled
to as-

of recon._truction
but two parties
consistently
maintained
a consistent
theory,
the democratic
party and Thaddeus
Stevens (see his name).
The
democratic
theory has already been given.
The
Stevens theory may be briefly stated as the suepension of the constitution
in any part of tile
country
in which resistance to its execution was
too strong to be suppressed by peaceful
method_.
He held that the mere fact of resistance suspended
the constitution
for the time; that it could not
truly be said that the constitution
and laws were
in force where they could not be enforced;
that
the terniinatlon of the suspension was to be decided
by the victorious party; that, if the rehellion was
successful,
the suspension would evidently be perma_ient; and that, if the rebellion was suppressed,
the suspension would continue until the iaw-making and war-making
power should decide that the
resistance
had been honestly
abandon_l.
Here
the theory shaded into the indefinite"
war-power"
(see that title). But it differed more than it agreed.
Republicans
generally
held that
armies
were
marching
and battles were fought and states were
reconstructed
throughout
the south by virtue of
the constitution
and its war power, and they were
forced to strain the written
instrument
into the
most extraordinary
shapes, and to take lines of
action which
were radically
contradictory.
To
cite a single example:
unle_ the Pierpont government was the legal government
of Virginia in 1861,
West Virginia is not, and never has been, a state
of the Union; and yet, if the Pierpont
government was legal in time of war, its reconstruction
by congress in a time of profound
peace was unwarranted
by any law.
But both these contradictions were accepted.
West Virginia was retained
as a state, and its members
even voted on the
reconstruction
of the parent
state of Virginia.
All this, and countless other contradictions,
were
blotted
out by Stevens'
all-embracing
theory.
From it he never swerved.
At the special session
of July, 1861, he declared
it as follows:
"These
rebels, who have disregarded
and set at defiance
that instrument,are,
by every rule of law,estop£cd
from pleading it against our action.
Tilere mu_t
be a party in court to plead it; and that party,
to be entitled
to plead
it, must first acknowledge its supremacy,
or he has no business to be
in court at all.
Those who bring in this pica
here, in bar of our action, are in a legal sen_ the
advocates of rebels, their counselors
at law; they
are speaking for them, not for us, who are the
plaintiffs in the action.
I deny that they have
any right to plead at all.
I deny that they have
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any standing in court."
For this reason he voted
for the admission of West Virginia, while he still
considered
the Richmond
legislature
the legislature of Virginia,
and ridiculed unsparingly
the
action of "the highly respectable
but very small
number of the citizens of Virginia, the people of
West Virginia,"
who had "a.ssembled
together,
disapproved the acts of Vir_nia,
and with tile utmost self-complacency
called themselves
Virginia." In the same way he voted for every war messure without leaving any unpleasant
larecedenta
'for the finalwork
of reconstruction.
Throughout
the war his views were always repudiated by Colfax and other leading republicans,
and he said in
1863: "I know perfectly well that I do not speak
the sentiments
of this side a.s a party.
I know,
that, for the last fifteen years, I have always been
a step ahead of the party I have acted with in
these matters; but I have never bsen so far ahead
but that the members of the party have overtaken
me and gone ahead, and they will again overtake
me before this rebellion is ended.
They will find
that they can not execute the constitution
in the
seceding states; that it is a total nullity there; and
that this war must be carried on upon principle._
wholly independent
of it."
Even in the final
process of reconstruction
be took no step backward.
In his theory the guarantee
clause and
the other constitutional
grounds of congressional
action had no place.
Congress had omnipotent
power, because
the seceding states had repudiated the constitution.
If that body chose to offer
mild terms, so much the better for the conquered;
if harsh, no one had a right to complain.
Democratic votes aided him in defeating
the offer of
any terms until his own party was so near him
that he could rejoin it with the sacrifice of little
in fact and nothing
in theory.
This result came
about in December,
1865, when he became the
leader of the joint committee of fifteen on the rebellious states; and from that time much of the
work of reconstruction
was his own, modified by
the restraining
influence of his colleagues.
The
fundamental
condition
of negro suffrage was one
of his purposes, but he persistently
advocated even
harsher terms of peace.
In a speech at Lancaster,
Pa., in September,
1865, he proposed the confiscation of the estates of rebels worth
more than
$10,000 or 200 acres of land, forty acres of land
to be given to each freedman,
and the balance,
estimated at $3,500,000,000,
to go toward paying
off the national debt.
He supposed that only one*
tenth of the whites
would lose their property,
while nearly all southern
property would be confi._('ated. This proposition
was never formally
('onsidered, but it made Stevens the incarnation
of
all evil in the eyes of southerners.
His name and
his purposes occur in the debates of all the southera conventions of 1865, and are introduced
as incentives to the prompt acceptance
of the presidential policy. _ 5. The/)av_Wade P/an. The adoption of an anti-slavery
policy during the war made
necessary the imposition of some condition on reconstruction;
and _
condition
was that stated
154
voLm.
-- 35
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in the presidential plan of 1863, in the form of the
oath to support the anti-slavery proclamations
and
laws, as well as tile constitution.
But, if any such
condition could be imposed, there was practically
no limit in theory to tile conditions
which might
be imposed: there was no middle ground between
unconditional restoration and the discretion of the
conquering
government.
The appearance
of
condition
in the presidential
policy was therefore the signal for the appearance
of a condition in congress also.
In the president's
policy
no security was asked for the faithful
execution of reconstruction,
beyond the taking of the
oath, the oversight
of the president,
and the
separate action of the houses in admitting merebets.
To fill this defect, a bill was privately
drafted in 1863, reported to congress by the committee on rebellious states, of which Henry Wit]ter Davis and Benj. F. Wade were the leaders,
and came fairly before the house, March 22, 1864.
By its terms the president was to appoint provisional governors, who were to enroll the white
citizens through the aid of United States marshals.
When a majority of these citizens in any
state should take the oath of allegiance,
they
were to hold a state convention,
excluding
from
voting or being delegates, all confederate
officeholders and all who had voluntarily
borne arms
against the United States.
The constitution
was
to repudiate
the rebel debt, abolish slavery, and
prohibit the higher military and civil office-hoiders of the state and confederacy
from voting for,
or serving as governors
or members of the legislature.
When this was done, the provisional governorwas
to notifythe
president;
when the assent
of congress
was obtained, the president
was to_
recognize
the new government
by proclamation;.
and then senators and representatives
were to b_
admitted.
It declared forever free the slaves i_
seceding
states, and made the holding
of any
such person in slave D" an offense punishable
by
fine and imprisonment;
but there was still no attempt to introduce
negro suffrage.
The bill was
defended
on the ground
that "we are now enguged in suppressing
a military usurpation
of the
authority
of state governments,
and our success
will be the overthrow of all semblance of governmeat in the rebel states.
The government
of the
United States will then be. in fact the only government
existing in tho_
states, and it will be
charged
to guarantee
them republican
governmeats.
When milita D" opposition shall have been
suppressed,
not merely paralyzed,
driven into a
corner, and pushed back, but gone, then call upon
the people to reorganize in their own way a republican government
in the form that the people of
the United States can agree to, subject to tile conditions that wc think essential to our permanent.
peace, and to prevent the revival hereafter of the
rebellion."
Its basis was therefore
the same a_
that of the final congressional
plan: that of a war
measure passed, if not be//o flagrante,
at least be//_
rw_t cessant_.
Its advocates
objected to the president's plan for the reason that the latter "pro-
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posed no guardianship
of the United States over
the reorganization
of state governments,
no law
to prescribe who shall vote, no civil functionaries
to see that the law is faithfully executed, no supervising authority to control and judge of tile
elections."
These
defects the Davis-Wade
bill
proposed to rectify
by the introduction
of the
local machinery of marshals, and the final authority and assent or rejection of congress.
But who
or what was to prevent reconstructed
governments, after the admission of their senators and
representatives,
from amending
their constitutions and eliminating
the conditions
of reconstruetion?
Here was the weak point of the bill,
which congress finally endeavored
to strengthen
in 1867 by negro
suffrage
and con_stitutional
amendment.
-- The bill was passed by the house,
May 4, by a vote of 73 to 59, but did not come
up in the senate until July 1. On the last day of
the session it was passed by the senate, but the
president refused to sign it for the reason that he
had not sufficient time to examine it. July 8,
1864, he issued a proclamation
explaining
and
defending
his reasons for not signing the bill.
Messrs. Davis and Wade replied in a counter
proclamation
"to the supporters of the government."
They had read the president's proclamation "without
surprise, but not without indignation."
They asserted, on the contrary, that the
substance of this bill had been before the president for more than a year for consideration;
that
he himself had intrigued to delay the passage of
the bill so as to obtain an excuse for refusing to
sign it; that senator Doolittle, of Wisconsin,
had
written to the Louisiana authorities that the house
bill would be held as long as possible in the senate, and finally killed by a pocket veto; that the
president's persistence in his own plan, and his
hostility to that of congress, were both inspired
by the desire to use, ff necessary,
the electoral
votes of Louisiana
and Arkansas
to secure his

from the list of states excluded, and of those who
wished to declare explicitly that all the states (in
eluding Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Virginia) were " still in such state of rebellion " in
November,
1864. Electoral
votes were sent by
Louisiana
aml Tennessee, but were rejected under the law.
Thus the whole question was still
left in suspension,
and tlle war ended with no
other preparation for reconstruction
than the policy which Lincoln had inan_o_urated, and Johnson
was to carry into general effect.6. Tire Con9ress_naJ Plum
The acceptance
of the presidential policy by the state conventions
of southern
whites was so swift that northern democrats, before the end of July, 1865, generally supported
the whole scheme as the best practical form of
"restoration,"
taking the changes in state eonstitutions as the voluntary act of the states, not as
conditions
imposed by the president.
The resolutions of sucec_ive
state conventions
of 1865
show constant
change.
Democratic
resolutions
grow steadily stronger in their approval of the
presidential policy.
Republican resolutions grow
steadily more reserved in their approval of the
president and his policy, and steadily stronger in
their approval of "impartial
suffrage"
as a condition precedent to the r_oustruction
and recognition of seceding state governments.
For this
change in the republican
position, there was undoubtedly party reason.
Stevens said frankly in
1867: "White
union men are in a minority in
each of those states.
With them the blacks would
act in a body, form a majority, control the states,
and protect themselves.
It would insure the aseendeney
of the union party, for I believe, on
my conscience, that on the continued ascendency
of that party depends the safety of this great nation."
But this reason alone, however it might
have controlled
the policy of the party, could
never have made that policy a success: it could
never have carried as it did the elections of 1866,

own election in November,
and that an abortive
military expedition
into Florida had the same ohjeet; and they ask, "if those votes turn the balance in his favor, is it to be supposed that his
competitor,
defeated
by such means, will acquiesce?"
In conclusion they warn the president
that their support "is of a cause, and not of a
man; that the authority of congress is paramount
and must be respected;
and that, if he wishes
their support, he must confine himself to his ex-ecutive duties, to obey and execute, not make the
laws, to suppress
armed
rebellion by arms, and
leave political
reorganization
to congress."
In
the following
session the bill was again introduced in the house, but it was already obsolete,
and was laid on the table.
Instead of it, the bill
of' 1865 (see EL_:C_rORS, V.) forbade
the counting of electoral votes from any of the seceding
states, for the reason that their inhabitants
had
rebelled, and that the states were "in such condition" that no valid election could be held.
The
phrase quoted
.was a compromise
between
the
views of those who wished to except _

the very crisis of congressional
reconstruction.
The controlling
reason will be found in the conslant irritation kept up by the general cast of the
legislation
in regard to freedmen
by the reconstructed legislatures
of 1865--6, supplemented
by
the indiscreet,
unconciliating
and inflammato_"
tone of the president himself. -- In regard to marriage and testimony or standing in court, most of
the southern legislation was alike.
Former slave,.
who had cohabited
as man and wife were to be
deemed and taken as married, but marriage between the two races was forbidden
under penalties. Negroes were to sue and be sued like whites.
The testimony
of a negro was only to be received
in cases where a negro should sue a white, where'
a white had injured a negro, or where the right_
of a negro were in question, always provided that
the testimony
offered was essential to the ease.
Contracts between blacks and whites were to bc
void unless put in writing and witnessed
by a
white man.
A benevolent
exception
should be
noticed in the law of Virginia,
that contracts between blacks and whit_ were not to be binding
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_tpon the black unless put in writing before a magistrate and fully explained
by him.
The criminal
laws were generally fair and equal,except
that rape
,of a white woman by a negro was made punishable
by death.
In many minor points this species of
legislation was no doubt objectionable.
Taken as
a whole, and considered
at the work of men who
had within a year been absolute masters of the
freedmen,
and who had been dispossessed of their
control by war and conquest, it must be conceded
that
it exhibits
remarkable
self-control,
public
spirit and equity. --The
case was very different
with the vagmney and stay laws passed by most
,of the southern
legislatures.
We have already
noticed that the procl,mmtion
of 1863 made " no
,objection " to a temporary regulation
of the status
of the freedmen,
"as a laboring, landless, homeless class."
On this subject
the legislation
of
North
Carolina, Tenncssee
and Texas, was cornpamtively
unobjectionable.
The Virginia act de¢lared all persons vagrants who refused to work
_for the wages common
and usual in the place
where they lived, or who broke a contract with
an employer, and in the latter case authorized
the
employer
to work
the runaway
an additional
month, with ball and chain, if necessary.
The
act was revoked by Gen. Terry, Jan. '24. 1866, for
the reason that combinations
of employers were
reducing wages below a fair rate, and then punishing as vagrants
the laborers who refused to
accept them.
The most comprehensive
system
was that of Mississippi,
passed at various times
during
the last two weeks of November,
186.5.
_Negroes who were orphans or unsupported
were
to be apprenticed
until the ages of twenty-one
for
males and eighteen for females, and the masters
were to have power to inflict "moderate
corporal
chastisement,"
and to recapture
fugitives.
Negroes, or whites habitually
associating
with hegroes, were declared
vagrants
if they had no
lawful employment,
or assembled
themselves
togctherunlawfully.
They were to bearrested
and
fined, and, if unable to pay the fine, were to be
hired out to the bidder who would pay the fine
for the shortest term of service.
The evidence
of a "lawful
employment"
was to be the negro's
written contract for labor, or his license from a
mayor or police board to do job work.
These,
renewed annually,
were to serve as a pass: without them the negro was a self-confessed
vagrant,
All the laws respecting
crimes committed
by
"_lavcs,
free negroes
or mulattoes,"
were re,'naeted, and declared to be in full force and effect
against "freedmen,
free negroes and mulattoes."
Any negro who "carried
arms without a license,
el)remitted riots, routs, affrays,
tr_passes,
maltcious misehiefs
or cruel treatment
to animals,
_'ditious speeches, insulting gestures, hmga_age or
act,_, or assaults on any person, or disturban('e of
the peace, or who exercised
the functions of a
minister
of the goal)el without
a license from
some regularly ordained
church," was to be fined,
and hired out if unable to pay.
Any laborer who
shouldbreak hk contract,and leavehisemployer,
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was to be arrested
and returned
to his labor, and
the expenses
of the arrest were to be deducted
from the runaway's
wage.s.
Any attempt
to entiee a contract
laborer from his employer
was
made a finable misdemeanor.
The fundamental
features of the )Iississippi
code, its application
of
the vagrant
laws to recalcitrant
laborers, its hiting out of those unable to pay fines, and its prohibition
of the enticing away of laborers,
were
adopted
by Florida,
Alabama
and Georgia;
but
none of them had by anymeans
so comprehensive
a negro c(,dc.
In December,
1865, _)uth
Carolina adopted
a vagrant
code much like that of
Mississippi,
but with some features of its own.
Persons of color (defined as persons with more
than one¢ighth
negro blood) were not to pursue
any trade, business or occupation,
other than that
of husbandry
or contract service, without paying
a fee of $100 a year if a shopkeeper
or peddler,
or $10 a year if a mechanic, for a license; and
they were not to sell any farm product
without
written
license to sell.
It was made felony for
any person of color to attempt rape upon a white
woman; for any person under sentence of Iransportation
from the state to return before the end
of his term; or for al_y person to steal a horse, a
mule, or cotton packed in a bale ready for market.
/No negro was to cuter the _tate to rc.qide
there without giving bonds for his good behavior
and support.
The whole code of laws was reyoked by Gen. Sickles, Jan. 17, 1866. The I_,uisiana law, in December,
1865, required
"agricultural
laborers"
to make written contracts
for
a year's labor before Jan. 10 in each year, and
forbade the laborer to leave his place of employment before the end of his time of service, unless
by consent
of his employer,
or on account
of
harsh treatment
or breach of contract by the employer.
Refusal towork out the time of contract
was to be punished
by forced labor on public
works, unless the offender should consent
to return to his labor.
Runaways
from an employer
were declared vagrants,
and were to be hired out
for not more than twelve months, the employer
having the preference,
and the wages to go to the
poor fund.
An ag/_q'avation of the contrast
between the status of the two races was presented
in those states in which suits of the employer
against the laborer were decided summarily
by
arrest and hiring out : at the same time "stay
law_"
operated
to postpone
execution
of judgment in suits at law for one, two, three cr more
years for different fractions of the judgment debt,
so that a laborer had little prospect of satisfaction
from a suit against an employer. _ Such legislation as this is mainly responsible
for the reconstruetion
of the seceding
states by congress.
It
forced a very fair observer to conclude,
in 1865,
that, if they should
"get
the troops away and
the states into congress,
three-fourths
of the courtties in tim state [Georgia] would vote for such a
penal code as would practically
reduce half the
negroes to slavery in less than h year."
In the
northera statesitcame to be generallybelieved
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that this was the deliberate southern policy; and
this belief
carried with it a majority ready to
support
congress
in any counteracting
policy
whatever, no matter how radical.
Not that the
vagrant laws worked any great harm in practice:
when they were not formally suspended
by the
strong arm of military power, the officers of the
freedmen's
bureau (see that title) withheld from
state courts the cognizance
of cases in which
freedmen
were interested.
They served, then,
only as an irritation; and the utter futility of the
irritation only makes its folly the more glaring,
And it was accompanied
by other irritations,
smaller, indeed, but perhaps as effective.
Almost
the first business of the reconstructed
legislatures,
still existing only under military sufferance,
was
to pass acts laying special taxes, or setting aside
portions of the state's income,
for pensioning
confederate soldiers, widows and orphans; to pass
resolutions demanding
the pardon of leading confederates;
and to change the names of counties
to honor their captured chieftains.
In the state
conventions,
highly injudicious
language had been
used by a few of the more violent delegates; and,
though few of these delegates
had been warlike
during the war, their utterances
were quotable.
Further, the peculiar action of the North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia conventions,
which "repealed"
the ordinance
of secession,
instead of declaring it null and void, was impru,
dent, to say the least.
If it is prudent to build a
bridge of gold for a flying enemy, it is infinitely
more advisable
to avoid irritating
a victorious
enemy who is disposed to be at peace. --Before
congress met, in December, 1865, the mass of legislation above summarized
had fairly taken shape;
and, as it seemed to look toward the re-establishment of an imperium
in im/_r/o, it had already
swung the whole republican party into opposition
to the presidential
policy.
The elections of 1864
had given the republicans a majority of 40 to 11
in the senate, and 145 to 40 in the house; and
southern vagrant laws and similar legislation had
at last brought this majority abreast of Stevens
and made him its leader, as he remained until his
death, in 1868.
The first step was taken on
the opening day in the house, when the clerk,
McPherson,
in calling
the roll, declined to call
the names of any of the seceding states, even of
Tennessee,
Louisiana
and Virginia.
He refused
to state his reasons, unless by desire of the house,
Immediately
after the election of a speaker, Stcveils offered the concurrent resolution which contained the esseRoe of reconstruction:
that a joint
committee of _
_:luresentatives
and six senators
tthould inquire into the condition of the seceding
states,
and report whether
any of them were
emtit]ed to be represented
in either house; that,
Until the committee should report and their report
should be finally acted onby congress, no merebet shoutd be received by either house from any
of mild states; and that all papers relating to the
matter should be referred to the committee withotlt debate.
On this pregnant resolution he called

for the previous
question;
debate was shut off,
and the resolution
was carried by a party vote.
This was a declaration of war against the presidential policy, under which the two houses were
only to decide separately upon admission of merebets;
and the more cautious
senate,
Dec. 12,
struck out the last two of its three features.
The
house agreed, Dec. 14, but pledged itself against
any admissions until the committee should report.
Jan. 8, 1866, the hol_se further resolved that the
troops should not be withdrawn from the seceding
states until the two houses should direct their
withdrawal.
The chasm between the president
and the majority in congress rapidly grew wider.
Feb. 20, Stevens again brought up his fundamcntal idea in a" concurrent resolution concerning the
insurrectionary
states."
It resolved, in order to
close agitation
and quiet the unceriainty
in the
south, that no senator or representative
should be
admitted
by either house until congress should
declare the state entitled to representation.
This
was passed at once under the previous question.
March 2, the senate passed it, and the manner,
though not the exact method, of reconstruction,
was settled, so far as congress could then settle it.
--It
was by this time an open secret that there
was a very decided disagreement
between President Johnson and the party which had elected
him.
Had Lincoln been one of the parties to the
disagreement,
there can be no doubt that an adjustment
of ideas would have been arranged :
Johnson preferred to declare war.
The occasion
was found, Feb. 22, two days after the passage of
the definitive resolution by the house.
A Washington mass meeting sent a committee to the president with resolutions approving
his policy.
In
his reply he passed beyond the arguments
to
which he had hitherto confined himself in public
speeches, the necessity for conciliation, the impossibility of any withdrawal
from the Union, and
the right of states to representation.
He now proceeded to attack congress, as having transferred
its powers to "an irresponsible central directory"
(the leaders of the republican
caucus); hc named
Stevens,
Sumner and Wendell
Phillips as the
leading northern disunionists;
and he even taunted his opponents
with their cowardly unwillingness" to effect the removal of the presidential ohstacle otherwise than through the hands of the
assassin."
There is no excuse for such language
in the provocative
speeches of several of the radical republicans
in and out of congress.
By replying in this fashion, the president only played
into the hands of opponents who never gave away
a point in the game.
He aimed at the Steven_
faction, but he only succeeded in alienating th_
whole
mass of the republican
repre_ntation.
Thereafter, there was no possibility of co-operation between the president and this congress.
At the begiuning of the session many amendmeIIt_
to the constitution
had been proposed, intended
to void the rebel debt, and secure the rights of
freedmen, that is, to counteract the southern legi$1ation of 1865-6,
One of them, afterward clabo-
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rated into section two of the 14th amendment,
was passed by the house, Jan. 31, 1866, but failed
to receive a two4hirds
vote in the senate.
The
speech of Feb. 22 not only brought the senate to
agree to the concurrent
resolution:
it made constttutional
amendment
possible
as well.
April
30, Stevens introduced
an amendment
to the constitution,
and a bill providing,
that, when this
amendment
should become a part of the constitution, any seceding
state which
had ratified the
amendment,
and altered its constitution
in confortuity therewith,
should be entitled to reprcsenlation at once.
The amendment
was that which
in June became the 14th amendment.
(Sce CoNOTITIYrroN.) It differed from the latter -in three
essential points: 1, it had not the first sentence of
section one. declaring
who are "citizens
of the
United States";
2, section three forbade
all persDns who had voluntarily
taken part in the rebeilion from voting for members of congress or for
electors before July 4, 1870; and 3, it had not the
first sentence of section four, declaring the validityof the nationaldebt.
But the substance of section three of the amendment,
as finally adopted,
disqualifying
certain classes of leaders from holding o_ce, was contained
in a separate
bill reported by Stevens at the same time, as an essential part of the whole plan.
In the house the
amendment
was passed March 10, by a party vote,
under the previous
question.
In the senate it
was debated until June 8, when it was passed,
having been altered into its present form, and the
substance of the house disqualifying
bill having
been substituted
for the original
third section,
June 13, the house concurred with the senate's alterations, and the amendment
was proposed.
This
may be considered
as closing the first stage of reconstruction
by congress.
The terms now offered
to the seceding
states were the ratification
of the
14th amendment,
repudiation
of the rebel debt,
disqualification
of the specified classes of confedcrate leaders 1tutti they should be pardoned
by
congress,
and a grant
to congress
of power to
maintain the civil rights of the freedmen.
There
was no effort to control suffrage within the state;
_)nly an effort to induce the 'states to grant universal sufrage,
and thus increase their representation
in congress -- While this perfecting of the first
congressional
plan was going on, the conflict between the president
and congress
had gradually
become open and bitter.
A bill to strengthen
the
hands of the officers of the freedmen's
bureau (see
that title) in resisting
southern
legislation,
was
passed and vetoed; and as the second vote upon
the vetoed bill took place, in the senate, Feb. 21,
before the president's
declaration
of war, it did
not secure a two-thirds
vote.
The veto of. the
civil rights bill (see that title) in March met a differentfate:
the bill was passed at once in both houses
by the necessary two-thirds
vote, and became law.
A similar result took place upon the veto of a second and s(_ _more stringent
freedmen's bureau
bill in _aly;
and, when congress adjourned,
it
_as very-certain
that the southern
vagrant laws
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had as yet no chance of practical enforcement.
Before the adjournment,
Tennessee (see that state)
was restored to representation
by joint re_lution,
July 24, the senate so amending
the preamble
as
to state that "said state Can only be restored to its
former political rclations in the Union by con_nt
of the law-making
power of the United States."
Evidently,
the president had been so poor a strategist that he had only succeeded
in putting himself, for the present, outside of the "law-making
power"
which was to do tlle work of reconstruction.
Everything
depended
on the r_ult of the
congre_ional
elections of the autumn, which were
to decide whether the two-thirds
republican
majority in tone-,Tess would be continued after March
3 following. -- As one of the means of preparation for the autumn
campaign,
the majority
of
the committee
of fifteen presented a report, June
18, 1866, with a great mass of testimony going to
show the prevalence
of disloyalty in the seceding
states.
Tim report asserted
that the seceding
states in 1860-61 had deliberately
abolished their
state governments
and constitutions,
so far as
these connected them with the Union; had repudiated the constitution,
and renounced
their representation;
that as the constitution
acted on individuals, not on states, the people were still bound
to obedience
to the laws, though
they had abolished their state governments;
that the war could
not be considered
as terminated
when the people
of the seceding states yielded "an unwilling
admission of the unwelcome
fact" of their inability
to resist longer; and that it was an essential condition
that such guarantees
of future
security
should be given as would
be satisfactory
to the
law-making
power, which, in the law of 1861, had
recognized
the existence
of rebellion.
This, it
will be seen, was not quite the theory of either
Sumner or Stevens : unlike the former, it consid
ered the states as existing, though their governments were in a condition
of suspended
animation; unlike thelatter,
it maintained
the continued
existence and force of the constitution
in the seceding
states.
Practically,
howcver,
it agreed
with bo_h, in that it mad(; congress
the final
arbiter of the guarantees
of peace. _ The prcsident and his supporters
had not spent the winter
in idleness.
Early in the year a "national
union
club" had been formed in Washington,
composed
mainly of republican
supportel_of
the presidential
policy.
Its executive
committee,
June 25, issued
a call for a national convention
to meet at Philadelphia,
Aug. 14, to be composed
of northern
delegates, representing
the Lincoln and Johnson
vote of 1864, and of southern delegates who would
unite with the former in supporting
the presidential policy.
July 4, the democratic
members
of congress i_ued an address approving
the proposed convention.
A request
to the members
of the cabinet for their approval was followed by
the resignation of three of them (see _A_DMINISTRATIONS, iX.)
the rest were as yet a unit in support
of the president.
The convention
met as proposed, John A. Dix, of l_'cw _t'ork, being tempo-
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chairman, senator Doolittle, of Wisconsin,
president, and Henry J. RaYmond, of New York
(chairman of the republican national committee),
chairman of the committee on resolutions. The
resolutions fully sustained the president and his
policy. The somewhat theatrical entrance of the
delegat_ to the building, headed by the delegates
from Massachusetts and South Carolina, enabled
its opponents to give it the nick-name of the
" arm-in-arm convention." But it was certain}y
a well-contrived political movement, and the first
prospects of its effectiveness are shown by the
anger aroused a_.?'ainstits supposed contrivers,
Seward and l{aymond.
The latter was expelled
by the republican national committee, and the
former was specially denounced in almost every
republican platform. -- With the first prospects
of success, however, the president's public language became more indiscreet than ever. In his
answer to the committee which brought him the
Philadelphia resolutions he said: " We h'_ve witnessed in one department of the government every
effort, as it were, to prevent the restoration of
peace and harmony in the Union. We have seen
hanging on the verge of the government, as it
were, a body called, or which assumes to be, the
congress of the United States, but in fact a congress of only part of the states. We have seen
this congress assume and pretend to be for the
Union, when its every step and act tended to perpetuate disunion, and make a disrnption of the
states inevitable."
Indeed, his pugnacity had
so far gained the upper hand of his discretion
that he even gratified his congressional opp,onents
by descending personally into the arena.
He
chose this most inopportune of all se_.sonsfor an
excursion to Chicago, for the purpose of laying the corner-stone of the Douglas monument,
Starting Aug. 28, with a large party, including three of his cabinet, General Grant, Admiral Farra_,mt, and others, he made speeches at
various points from New York city to Chicago,
and thence to St. Louis, Sept. 8; and the matter
a_d manner of his speeches grew worse from the
beginning. It was alleged that his opponents
hired men to irritate and provoke him to indiserctions; but such a political manoeuvre was entirely
unnecessary.
An extract from his Cleveland
speech of Sept. 3 will serve as evidence that the
president's own temper was the source of a large
part of the scandalous intcr(.hange of vituperatton between himself and his audiences, which
disgraced his progress: "I came here as I was
passing along, and have been called upon for the
purpose of exchaaging views, and ascertaining,
if we could, who was wrong. [Cries of ' It's
you.'] Who can come and'place his finger on
one pledge I ever violated, or one principle I ever
proved false to? [A voice, ' ttow about :New
Orleans?'
Another voice, 'Hang Jeff. Davis.']
Hang Jeff. Davis, he says. [Cries of ' No,' and
' Down with him.'] Hang Jeff. Davis, he aay,s
[A voice, 'Hang Thud. Stevens and Wendell
Phillips.']
Hang Jeff. Davis. Why do n't _ou

hang him? [Cries of 'Give us the opportunity.']
Have n't you gut the court.* Have n't you got
the attorney general ? [A voice, 'Who is your
chief justice who has refused to sit upon the
trial? '] I am not the chief justice. I am not
the prosecuting attorney.
[Cheers.] I am not
the jury. I will tell you what I did do. I called
upon your congress that is t_'ing to break up the
government--[cheers,
mingled with oaths and
hisses. Great confusion. ' Don't get mad, Andy.']
Well, I will tell you who is mad. 'Whom the
gods wish to destroy, they .first make mad.' Did
your congress order any of them to be tried?
[Three cheers for congress.]
* * [A voice,
'Traitor.'] I wish I could see that man. I would
bet you now, that, if the light fell on your face,
cowardice and treachery would be seen in it.
Show yourself. Come out here where I can see
you. iShouts of laughter.] " The colloquies between the president and his hearers grew more
unpleasant as the trip went on, but, nothing
daunted, the president continued speaking, and
playing into the hands of his opponents to the
end. --July 30, 1866, the report of the majority
of the reconstruction committee received an unexpected indorsement.
An attempt was made on
that day to revise the constitution of Louisiana
(see. that state) by reassembling the adjomqaed
convention of 1864, in New Orleans. The convcntion's leaders are described by the military
commander, Sheridan, as "intemperate political
agitators and revolutionary men," whom he himself intended to arrest on the first overt act
against the public peace. But the city authorities
saved him the trouble, dispersing the convention
"with firearms, clubs and knives, in a manner,"
says Sheridan, "so unnecessary and atroc;ous _
to compel me to say that it was murder." About
forty whites and blacks were thus killed, and 160
wounded.
When the smoke of the congressional
elections had cleared away, it was found that the
republican majority had hardly been changed in
numbers: in the next congress it would be 42 to
12 in the senate, and 143 to 49 in the house. This
was more than sufficient to override the president's veto, and continue to keep the president
out of reckoning as part of the " law-making
power." In personnd the new majority was still
more pronounced and united than the old majority in opposition to the presidential policy. -When congress met in December, 1866, the mujority came as victors, not as combatants; and
their first and natural impulse was to superadd
punitive damages. Their first terms, of June,
had been rejected: the defeated party was now to
pay the penalty of the refusal in the imposition
of negro suffrage upon reconstruction.
This had
always been an essential feature of the Sumner
and Stevens programmes, but now for the first,
time the party majority was united by stress of
conflict in support of it. An effort was at once
made to impeach the president, b_lt it at first was
abortive. (flee Im'EAcmtmera, VI.) The repub.
lican caucus at once took place as the practical
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governing
body of the nation.
It requested the
senate to reject the appointments
made by the
president
for political
reasons during the recess,
and its executive
committee
was directed to prepare business for congress.
The committee
rapidly report_l
several bills, which were pa,_se(l under the previous
question.
1. The act of Jan.
22, 1867, directed succeeding
congresses
to meet
at noon of March 4. Thi,_ w_m to prevent
the
president
from enjoying
any nine months interregnum in future.
2. The act of Feb. 19 directed
the clerk of lhe house to make out the roll of
representatives
elected to lhe next congress, and
to place thereon the names of only such states as
were represented
in the next preceding
congress,
This was to anticipate
the possible formation
of
a p._e_ldo congress,
composed
of northern
democrats and southern
claimants,
which
might
be
formed and recognized
by the president.
8. The
tenure of office act (sec TENURE OF OFFICE)
liraited the president's
power of remowd, which had
been made a political weapon (luring thecampaign,
4. The advanced
feeling on the subject of suffrage was shown in the passage of acts establishing universal suffrage in the I)i._trict of Columbia,
Jan. 8, in the territories,
Jan. 24, and in the ad
minion of the state of h'ebraska,
Feb. 9, the first
and third being passed over the velo.
(See also
COLOItADO.) 5. In passing the army appropriation bill, in Februaxy,
a section was added which
l)ractic_llly took the command
of the army from
th,: president,
gave it to Gen. Grant, aml nmde
him irremovable.
(See RIDERS.)
This step was
indefensible
on any theory.
All these measures,
however, were only adjunct_s of the real business
of the session, the consummation
of the work of
reconstruction.
-- ]ketween
October,
1866, and
February,
1867, the legislatures
of all the seceding states, except Tennessee,
rejected
the 14th
amendment
by votes nearly or quite unanimous,
This action had a double result: as a final rejeclion of tlle first tcrn_ of reconstruction,
it made
subsequent
terms more severe; and, as it sh(_'ed
the absolute impossibility
of obtaining
the ratifiestion of the 14th amendment
by three-fourths
of
the (then) thirty-six
states while the ten southern
states remain(_
i1_ stain qtto, it fol_'cd congress to
choose between the presidential
policy and neg-ro
suffrages.. So evidently
ready
was congress
to
make the choice,
that, in February,
1867, an
oilleial cffol-t, indorsed by the president,
was made
to induce the southern
legislatures
Io propose an
amendment
of their own. it was the 14th amendmeat without
the disqualifying
clause, but with
a new clause forbidding
a state to secede, or the
federal governmtmt
to eject a sta_ or deprive it
,if its representation
in congress.
The plan also
included
the amendment
of each state comstitution by giving the right of suffrage to all male
citizens who could read and write, and owned
$250 worth of taxable tax)perry.
The amendmeat was offered in the legislature.a of Alabama
and North Carolina, but their refusal to consider
it put a_a end to the proposal.
In the meantime,
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congress
had gone on with its work.
Dec. 18,
1866, Stevcns intxoduced
a bill to reconstruct
the
government
of North
Carolina, giving the light
of suffrage to malt..s able to read and write.
Jan.
3, 1867, he called up. in place of the former, a
general
reconstruction
bill.
It w'ls sent to the
r(,(.onstructi,m
committee,
which
reported,
Feb.
6. the bill finally adopted.
IIere there was some
republican
hesitation.
Blaine offered an amendmcnt pr_)mising representation
on the terms of
June, 1866; but this was voted down by dcmo('rats and radical rel)ublicans,
_tnd tile bill was
passed by a vote of 109 to 55. In the senate the
Blaine amendment
was offered by Sherman, and
carried ; but the house rcfu._d
to concur, the
democrats
and radical republicanu
again voting
in company.
The only result of this temix)rary
repul,lican
division
w'ls tlmt the majority
now
reunited,
and p'ls_,d the bill, given below, without tile Blaine amendment,
and with the far more
stringent
fifth and sixth section_, which were not
in the original
bill.
The fiual votes, Feb. 20,
werc lO8 to 46 in the house, and 35 to 7 in the
senalc. -- 7. /_7r,_t l_.c_Jl_str_letion. Bill.
The preamble of the "act to provide for the more efficient
government
of the rebel states," recited that no
legal slate governments,
or adequate
protection
for life aml property,
now existed ill those states,
and that it was necessary
that peace and good
ordcr should be enforced
in them nntil loyal and
republican
state governmenls
could
be leg,ally
established.
The six sections were as follows:
1. The states were Io bc made subject tothe mill
tar)" authority
of the United Stales, and diwded
into the following
dislricts : I., Virginia ; iI.,
h'orth and South Carolina;
III., Georgia, Florida
and Alabama;
IV., Mississippi and Arkan_s;
V.,
Louisiana
anti Texas.
2. The t)resid('nt was to
appoint the commanding
officer of each district,
not to be below the rank of brigadier
general,
and furnish him suilicicnt military force.
3. The
commanding
officer was "to protect all persons
in their rights of person and property,
to suppress insurrection,
di,,order and violence,"
either
by military
commi_ion,
or by alh)wing
local
courts to act; "amt
all interference,
under color
of sta_e authority,
with the exercise of military
"mthority under this act, shall bc null and void."
4. Trials. were to bc _'ithout
unnecessary
delay;
punishments
were not to be cruel or unusual;
and sentences of military
commissions
wcrc to be
approved
by the commanding
officer, or, if tile)"
involved death, by tile president.
5. The people
of any state might hold a delegate
convention,
elected by the male citizens of the stale on one
year's
residence,
excluding
only those disfranchised for participation
in the rebellion, or for
felony at colnmou law; but no person excluded
from holding office by the propo,_d 14th amendment was to vote for delegates or become a dclegate.
The constitution
frmned by the convention was to
give the elective franchise
to those citizens who
were allowed to vote for delegates, and wss to be
ratified by a popular vote under the same condi-
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tions of suffrage.
When these conditions were
fulfilled, when congress had approved the constitt_flon, when the new legislature
had ratified the
14th
amendment,
and when that amendment
_hould become part of the constitution,
the state
-was to be entitled to representation
in congress,
43. Until thus reeonstrueted,
the civil governments
of the rebel states were to be "deemed
provisional
only, and in all respects subject to the paramount
authority
of the United
States at any time to
abolish, modify, control or supersede the same ;"
and, "in all elections under such provisional governments,"
the only voters or offiec-holders were
to be those entitled by this act to vote or hold
office.--The
bill was vetoed,
March 2.
The
message
denied the truth of the preamble;
protested against the bill as a needless and utterly
tmconstitutional
attempt
to establish
an unre_ained
military despotism over part of the country in a time of profound peace : and appealed to
_ongress
to admit loyal and qualified members
from all the states.
The bill was passed over the
veto the same day, the vote being a strictly party
vote, except that Senator Reverdy Johnson voted
in the affirmative.
It may be considered
the secend stage of reconstruction.
Military government
.was to be established,
but the reconstruction
was
•till to be done by the state, subject to the final
approval
of congress.
In order to induc_ such
_ction
by the state, its citizens were given the
option of a surrender of civil government
or voltmtary reconstruction;
for the sixth section, applying the principle of the bill to "all elections," made
reconstruction
ultimately
inevitable,
if elections
_ere to take place.
It is certain that several states
"were moving in the direction of voluntary reconstruction
when
the new congress,
which met
March 4, 1867, anticipated
them and hastened the
process.8. l_upplementary
Reconstruction
Bill.
March 19, the new congr_s
passed an act in nine
sections,
as follows : 1. Before Sept. 1, 1867, district commanders
were to register
male citizens
qualified
to vote under the act. taking from each
registered
voter an oath that he was qualified by
residence and age, and that he had never engaged
in rebellion after taking the oath of allegiance
as
member of any state legislature
or of congress, or
• ts an officer, executive
or judicial,
of the United
_tates or of any state.
2. The district commander
w_s to hold an election
for delegates,
equal in
re.umber to the lower house of the state legislature,
mad apportioned
according to registration.
3. Tim
_question of holding a convention
was to be decided
at the same election.
4. If a majority of regis_tered voters consent to the convention,
the district
,commander
was to give the delegates sixty days'
,notice of the time and place of meeting;
and when
the constitution
was framed he was to give thirty
days' notice of an election to ratify or reject it.
_i. When the constitution
was ratified, it was to
ibe sent to the president,
and by him sent to congross.
Lf congress
approved
it as in conformity
"with the reconstruction
acts, the state was to be

ators and representatives
were to be admitted.
6.
All elections were to be by ballot, and false swearing was to be punished as perjury.
7. The expenses of the commanding
officer were provided
for. 8. Tile convention in each statewas to have
the power of taxation to meet its own expenses.
9. A. verbal mistake in the ori_nal
act was correefed. -- This may be considered
the third stage
of reconstruction
by congress.
Its essential point
of difference was that the work of reeonstrnctiou
was now taken out of the hands of the state, and
given to the military commander.
In brief, it
was, so far as tlle state was concerned,
iuvolunta D- reconstruction.II. Tire WORK OF REco_STm;CTION. March 11, 1867, the president appointed
the district commanders;
and the appointees, Generals Sehofield, Sickles, Thomas, Ord
and Sheridan at once took command of the five
districts in tile order given.
March 15, Thomas
was replaced by Pope.
In all the districts the
first order was generally an announcement
of the
assumption
of command; and a general direction
to the "officers
under the existing
provisional
government"
of the state to perform their duties
as usual until otherwise directed, though the legislatures were forbidden to meet in the following
autumn.
Then came a notice that whipping and
maiming in punishment
of crime must cease, and
that the militia must be disbanded.
Then came
the appointment of beards of registration, and the
notification of the test oath; the election of delegates ; the meeting of the convention ; and the
framing of the new state constitution.
The machinery worked with comparatively
little friction.
The whites were in no condition for forcible resistance; and when state treasurers or other officers
attempted
to balk the work in any way, they
were promptly removed, and replaced by civilians
or military appointees.
The state of Mississippi
attempted
to obtain from the supreme
court an
injunction
forbidding
the president and Gcn. 0rd
from executing
the reconstruction
acts, but the
court refused it, April 15, on the ground that it
could not thus interfere with the purely political
acts of another
department
of the government.
(See Ex_cvTrv_.,
IV.)
The attorney general gave
an opinion, which practically
bound the boards of
registration
to take the oath of an applicant
as
good evidence of his right to register.
This and
other impediments
to reconstruction
were removed
by the supplementary
act of July 19, 1867. It
gave district
commanders
and Gen. Grant power
to suspend, remove and replace any state officers
who should
hinder
reconstruction;
empowered
boards of registration
to take evidence, strike off
names fraudulently
entered,
and add names ontitled to registry ; and provided that no district
commander
or his appointees
should be "bound
in his action by the opinion of any civil officer of
the United
States."
The Alabama
constitution
was ratified by less than half of the registered
vote.
The supplementary
act of March 11, 1868,
therefore,
provided
that reconstruction
elections
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ally cast. -- In all the states the local work of reconstruction
went on rapidly.
The first of the
conventions,
in Alabama, met Nov. 5, 1867, and the
others followed at various intervals.
(Their time
of meeting, action, and the ratifications,
will be
foundunder
the several states.)
The constitutions
agreed in abolishing slavery, repudiating the rebel
debt, renouncing
the claim of a right to secede,
declaring
the ordinance of secession null and void,
giving the right of suffrage to all male citizens
over twenty-one
years of age on a residence qualification, and prohibiting
the passage of laws to
abridge
the privileg_
of any class of citizens,
Further,
all the constitutions,
except
those of
North
Carolina,
Florida
anti Georgia,
disfranchised all who were disqualified
from holding
office by tim (proposed)
14th amendment.
This
disfranchising
clause caused the rejection
of the
constitution
in Mississippi,
while in Texas and
Virginia the popular sentiment was so adverse that
no submission
to popular
vote was ventured
on
ns yet.
In the other states, as rapidly as possible,
legislatures
and governors were elected, the former met and ratified the 14th amendment
; and
the latter were formally appointed
military
governors until reconstruction
could be completed,
June 22, 1868, an act of congress
approved
the
constitution
of Arkansas
as republican,
and admitred the state to repr_entation
on the fundsmental condition
that the grant of universal
suffrage should never be revoked.
June 25, a similar
act admitted
North
Carolina,
South
Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Alabama
and Louisiana.
July
20, 1868, an act to exclude electoral votes from
unreconstructed
states was passed over the veto.
-- The 14th amendment
thus secured the requisite
number of state ratifications,
and an act of June
25, 1868, directed
the president
to announce
the
fact by proclamation.
July 11, he issued a laboriously ambiguous
proclamation,
announcing
set/atim the reception
of "papers
purporting
to be
resolutions
of the legislatures"
of the various
states, attested by the namtm of various persons
" who therein
sign themselves"
governor,
president of the senate, etc. ; and July 20, Secretary
Seward issued an equally ambiguous
proclamal ion, detaihng the ratifleations
and the withdrawals
of Ohio and New Jersey, and announcing
that,
if these withdrawals
were invalid, the amendment
was a part of the constitution.
Sub._'quently
(see CO,_STtTUT_ON, III.) he issued another proclamation, free from ambiguity.
In the presidential
election of 1868 the two parties, of course, took
opposite grounds.
The republican
platform congratulated
the country
on the assured success of
the reconstruction
policy of congress.
Thedemocratic platform, while it recognized
the questions
of slavery and secession as settled by the war, deelated ', the reconstruction
acts (so called) of congress to be usurpations
and unconstitutional,
revo]utlona
and v
"
h"
ry
old.
This declaration
was eraP asized by the Brodhead
letter, June 30, 1868,
of the democratic
nominee
for vice-president,
Blair:
,, There is but one way to restore the
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constitution and the government,
and that is, for
the president elect to declare these acts null and
void, compel the army to undo its usurpations
at tile south, disperse the carpet-bag
state governments,
and allow the white people to rcorganize their own governments,
and elect senators and representatives."
The country was not
ready for such a programme,
and the pr_idential and congressional
elections
of 1868 resulted
in renewed
rcpuhlican
success. -- Much suspicion had been felt by congressional
leaders
as
to the action which
the supreme
court
would
take if the constitutionality
of reconstruction
should come legitimately
before it. (See Jt_vlclARY, II.)
Early in 1868 such an occasion seemed
probable on an appeal from Mississippi on a writ
of habeas corpu, sued out by one McArdle, who
had been convicted
by a reconstruction
military
commission.
To meet this danger,
Stevens at
first reported
from the reconstruction
committee
a bill declaring
that the jurisdiction
of the supreme court should not extend to reconstruction
legislation.
This met little favor, and instead of
it the act of )larch 27, 1868, passed over the veto,
repealed
the supreme
court's statutory
jurisdiction over appeals on habeas c_)epus. The question, however, could not be kept down, and in
the December
term of 1868, in the case of Texas
vs. White, the court decided in favor of congress.
During the rebellion Texas had sold a number of
the bonds given her by the United States in 1850
(see COMI'I_OMISES, V.), and the new state government
sought
an injunction
to prevent
payment to the purchasers.
As Texas was still unreconstructed,
the court agreed, that, if she was
not a state, the suit must be dismissed, so that the
whole suit turned on this point.
The court held
that the Union was "an indestructible
Union of
indestructible
states "; that ordinances of secession
were null and void, but that the states which
passed them did not cease to be states of the
Union; that their own act of rebellion
had suspended their governmental
relations to the United
States; that congress must decide, asin the Rhode
Island case (_e DORR REBELLION), what governmerit is established,
before it can decide whether
it is republican
or not; that reconstruction
by
congress was valid; and that the governments
instituted by the president
were provisional
only,
to continue until congress
could act in the premises.
This was not the Sumner nor the Stevens,
but the congressional,
theory.
It is fully summed
up in an opinion of attorney general E. R. tIoar,
of May 31, 1869: "The
.same authority
which
recognized
the existence of the war is the only
authority
having the constitutional
right to determine when, for all purposes, the war has ceased.
The act of March 2, 1867, was a legislative declaration that the war which sprang from the rebellion was not, to all intents and purposes,
ended;
and that it should be held to continue until state
governments,
republican
in form, and subordinate to the constitution
and laws, should be established."
It is, therefore,
not correct to say that
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the precedents
of reconstruction
give congress
the right to reconstruct
any state government
at
pleasure.
Such a reconstruction
can only come
as the result of a rebellion recognized as such by
the national authority,
and ending
ill the overthrow of the state government
with the rebellion,
:For example,
the republican
state convention
of
Maryland, Feb. 27, 1867, denounced
the proposed
state convention (see. MAItYL_,_D), and threatened,
if it were persisted in, to appeal to congress for a
reconstruction
of the state government.
The
threat was carried into effect, March 25, when
a reconstruction
memorial
from the republican
members
of the state legislature
was offered in
congress;
but congress very consistently
declined
to interfere.Some additional
work remained to
be done, for reconstruction
still hung fire in Texas, Mississippi
and Virginia.
The act of April
10, 1869, therefore
authorized
tlle president
to
call elections in those states for the ratification or
rejection of their new state constitutions,
submitring such sections as he pleased to a separate vote;
but, as punitive
terms for their delay, the new
l%,'islatures were required to ratify the proposed
15th as well as the 14th amendment.
This may
be considered the fourth and final stage of reconstruction
by congr_s.
In the states named, the
objectionable
clauses were voted down, the rest
of the constitution
was ratified, the legislatures
fulfilled the conditions
required, and the states
were admitted
by the acts of Jan. 26 (Virginia),
Feb. 23 ()I.ississippi), and March 30, 1870 (Texas).
In the same year, however, an attempted evasion
of conditions
by Georgia (see that state) brought
her into the same position as the three states last
named; and it was not until Jan. 30, 1871, that
all the states were represented
in both houses of
congress, for the first time since 1860. Rcconstruction by congress was then completed. _ For
the impeachment
of President Johnson, see I_PEACHMENT_, "_rI. ; for the 15th amendment,
see
SUFFRAGE.III. Tn_
FArI_Vl_S o_ RECo._-

sistent, negro suffrage was destined, sooner or
later, to at least a temporary eclipse. _ In almost
all tile states the downward
career of the reconstrueted governments was short and swift.
Until
tile negro legislators
learned the machinery
of
politics, they submitted with patience to the guidante of white leaders, generally
northern immigrants, or "carpet-baggers,"
and these endeavored
with considerable
success to keep up at least a
semblance
of the decent methods
to which they
had been accustomed.
But the negro showed an
astonishing
quickness
in learning
the tactics of
politics, in gr_ping
the shell while ignoring the
kernel.
Points of order, parliamentary
rulings,
filibustering
methods, the means of putting fraud
into a fair legislative
form, almost immediately
became as familiar to the negroes as to any other
experts in leg£_lation; and then the state trcasuties lay at the mercy of a race where incorrigible
and notorious vice, during slavery, had always
been theft.
:No storming force ever made quicker work of a captured city. Most of the "carpetbag" leaders yielded to the current, and took a
share of the spoils.
The impoverished
treasuries
were instantly swept clean.
The i_ue of bonds
was then resorted to, except in states like Mississippi, whose bonds were unsalable through previous repudiation;
and in this process the lion's
share fell to the more expert white leaders.
In
one state, South Carolina, the debt rose from
about $5,000,000 in 1868 to nearly $30,000,000 ill
1872; and about $20,000,000 of this amount wcr(;
issued by the governor by virtue of a legislative
permission
to issue $2,000,000.
In almost any
state, a lobby rich enough to purchase the legis
lators could secure the passage of an act i_suing
state bonds in aid of a railroad, supplemented
by
a subsequent
act releasing the state's lien on the
road, the whole making up an absolute gift of the
money.
But the land, which must ultimately be
taxed for the payment of such gifts, remained in
the hands of the whites.
Under universal suf-
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were not wanting
who
predicted the speedy collap_
of the higlfly artificial governmental
edifices erected by congress
in the southern
states.
Certainly he must have
been a very short-sighted
person who expected
from them an immediate
and permanent establishment of the fr.eedmen in all the new privileges
granted to them.
If the weapon
of suffrage,
which the wlfite race had secured only after cenfuries of arduous struggle,
could be safely and
surely wielded by a race which had hardly ever
known any condition other than slavery, we must
certainly
rank slavery, as an educating
process,
higher than we have been accustomed
to place it.
And, on the other hand, if the pyramid
must be
supported
on its apex by national
power, it was
not to be expected that the country would allow
all other business to lapse, and wage an eternal
war of irritations
on behalf of a helpless race.
Piakaly,
ff southern
resista_-'_ ahotfld be open,
the _uth
would be receaquered
every decade;
and if noutlmm rvsktanee wu guarded but l_r.

frage, made harsher by a partial while disfranchisement,
the whites were helpless, so long as
they observed the forms of law; and in the conflict of interests the forms of law went down.At first the struggle was mainly peaceful.
Nero
voters were paid to remain at home on election
day, or were induced to do so by threats of loss
of work; negro leaders were bribed to wink at
false counting
or registration ; and when
the
whites had thus carried the legislature,
measur._
were enacted to secure white control of the gov
eminent
in future.
In this manner the government fell into white hands in Tennessee
in 1869,
in North Carolina in 1870, and in Texas, Get_rgi_
and Virginia
from their first reconstruction
in
1870-71.
All the_e were states in which tin;
white vote (see COt_SERvx_)
only n_<_clc_l
union to become dominant.
Alabama
and Arkansas were much more difficult states, but here
the reconstructed
governments
went down in
1874, after a struggle of some two years, in the
course of which actual violence became a political
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factor.
Four states were now left, South Care,lina, Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana,
in which
the reconstructed
governments
held their ground.
In apparent
despair of other means, the "Mississippi plan" was begun in that state in 1875.
It
was only an amplifcation
of the violent means
which had new,r been left entirely out of ealculation.
(See INSURRECTION, II.)
Much of its success was no doubt due to a change of the negro
vote.
It. R. Revels, the colored United
States
senator
of the state, thus wrote to Presidcnt
Grant in 1876: "Since
reconstruction,
the masses
of my people have b_n enslaved in mind by unprincipled adventurers.
My people are naturally
republicans,
but, as they grow older in freedom,
so do they in wisdom.
A great portion of them
have learned that they were being used as tools,
and, as in the late election, they determined,
by
casting their ballots against
these unprincipled
adventm'crs,
to overthrow
them."
On the other
hand, the evidence that violence was the finally
effective factor is not only overwhelming,
but
confessed.
Bands of horsemen,
armed
and in
uuiform, attended and overawed
negro meetings;
and the roads were picketed
to prevent
the free
transit of negro organizers.
Actual violence to
the mass of voters was unneces_ry,
beyond a
few midnight
whipping_s.
The negro vote was
helpless without
its leaders and organizers,
and
the Mississippi
plan was to strike only at the
tallest.
Actual murders
do not seem to have
been numerous,
but they were tremendous
in
their effects from the position
of the victims,
There were now left but three states, and in these
the Mississippi
plan
was put into practice
in
1876 with a similar success.
But in these the
"returning
boards"
(see that title) prolonged the
struggle beyond the election, and threw the whole
pr(_id_ntial
eh_tion
of that year into confusion,
(_ee _LECTORAIb COMMISSION, FLORIDA, LOUISIANA,
SoUTH
CAROLINA.)
As soon as President
Hayes was scated, in 1877, the last vestige of the
congressional
scheme
of reconstruction
disapp('are(I from the surface.-In each state the negro
vote was practically
suppressed
after the overthrow of the reconstructed
government.
The riolent'e did not necessarily
continue
in active operatinn: the negro vote was in part cast and counted,
and negro h)cal officers and even congressmen
were occasionally elected.
But every one knew
that tim negro vote would
be tolerated
just far
enough to insure a permanent
union of the white
()te, and no further.
The results are seen in the
sizaificant smallness of the vote in most of the
rt'¢'onstructed states.
In 1880, for example,
the
c()ngressional districts were each supp_,u_d to contaiu at least 181,400 inhabitants,
which should
have furnished over 80,000 voters.
Alabama
and
Wisconsin correspond
very closely in population,
and each has eight congressmen.
In 1880 tile
votes in these districts wore as follows:
Alabama,
18,645; 22fi_7; 16,B19 ; 17,644 ; 11,219 ; 10,043;
19,148; 25,573: Wisconsin,
81,167; 30,875; '2_,2_;
82,787; _2,0'2_; l_,4afi;
_,855;
_,894.
It thus
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appears, that, on the same census population,
Wi_
consin furnishes
265,115 voters, an avcra_,ze of
33,139 to a district, while Alabama has but 140,796
voters, an average of 17,599 to a district.
It i_
difficult to find more than one controlling
explanation for thi._ essential difference. --It
must not
be understood
that the "subversion
of the reconstructed
governments"
included
any essential
change in the reconstructed
constitutions.
These
remained formally unaltered,
so far as the fundamental conditions
of readmission
wcre concerned,
though most of the states have revised their constitutions
in non-essentials.
The supreme court
has decided that the state, on accepting
remindssion. is estopped from denying tile wlidity
of the
conditions;
and the federal
judiciary,
with the
enlarged powers given to it since 1860, wouhl undoubtedly
make short work with any attempt to
repudiate
the conditions
of rcconstruction.
The
or..e'anic law is unchanged:
the revolution ha_ taken
place beneath the surface. -- ]_brce Bt/_s.
At the
first indication
of attack by violence upon the reconstructed
government%
congress tc_)k steps to
defeat the attempt.
A bill for the enforcement
of
the last two amendments,
commonly
called the
force bill, was introduced,
passed by strict party
votes, and became law M_y 31, 1870. It made
punishable
by fine and imprisonment,
or both,
with exclusive
cognizance
to the United States
courts, the following
offenses: hinderingany
personill the performance
of registration
or anyother
qualification
for voting; refusin,g to give full effect
to any pcr_n's
vote; preventing,
or confcdcratin_
with others to prevent, by force, threats or bribery,
any person from qualifying
or voting; conspiring
to go in disguise upon the highway,
or upon the
premises of another
with intent to deprive
any
citizen of his con_tituti_mal
rights;
personating
other voters, voting or registering
illegally, or interfering
with election
office_
at congressional
elections or the registration
therefor, violations of
state or fedcral election laws by state or fcderal
officials: and violations of the civil right_ act (see
that title) of 18t;6, which was expressly re-enacted.
April 20, 1871, a far stronger forcc bill was cn'_cted.
(See INSURRECTION, It.; Ku-KI.UX
KLAN ;
IIAnEAS CORPI.'s; Su¢_rcA(;r;.)
It was directed
particularly
at conspiracies
against the civil rights
legislation;
its second (orconspiracy)section.
however, was decided to be unconstitutional
h.v the
supreme court, Jan. 22, 188:3. Its fourth section,
providing
that such conspiracies,
when connived
at by the state authorities,
sholfld be "deemed
a rebellion against the government
of the United
States," and be suppressed by the president lff the
suspension
of the writ of habeas carpus and the
use of the re'my and navy, wasto expire at the end
of the next session of congress.
In May, 1872, an
attempt was made to extend it for another seg_ion.
It pas.ued the senate, but the house refused toconsider it. The refusal seems to have imcn largely
due to a belief in the house that the ku-klux disorders had subsided.
It must be noticed that this
section of the act of 1871 was really a first step
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toward a recognition
of a new rebellion, and the
result would have been, as before stated, a new
reconstruction,
if the caius beUi had not been removed.
This standing rule of American eonstitutional law, the necessary consequence
of the reconstruction
precedents, makes a singular paradox.
we must repudiate state sovereignty;
and yet we
must hold that a state can practically
declare and
wage war, be warred against by the nation, and,
if conquered,
be subjected
to the laws of war. -IV. TH_ SuccEssEs
OF I__,CONSTRUCTION. We
have described the southern
legislation of 1866-7.
The infinitely
milder and more equitable legdslation which followed
the successful
seizure
of
power by the white race in the different states, in
1869-77, is of itself a proof that recomqtruction
was, in an essential point, a success.
It gave the
freedmen
a status as men which, if not altogether
satisfactory,
is more than they could have hoped
for in a century under the simple restoration
policy.
If the ballot is a nullity to the negro, his
other fights are not; and he owes this to reconstruction.
Further,
the ballot itself will not always be a nullity.
There stands the unchanged
and unchangeable
organic law of the states, waiting for the timewhen
the negro shall be ready for
the right of suffrage; and we may be sure that the
recognition of his readiness will come far sooner
and more e&uily b); reason of the fact that it has
nothing to fight against in the state constitutions.
--We have noticed, also, the portentous reappearance of the seceding states, after their reconstruc*ion by the president, as an imperium
in imperio,
It would have been an impossibility
for southern
representatives
under that rdgime, however honest
their intentions, to divest themselves
suddenly of
the prejudices and traditions of a lifetime's training, and come back in full sympathy with the
economic laws which were thenceforth to attach
to their own section as well as to the rest of the
£ountry.
They must, then, have returned as a
compact phalanx of irreconcilables,
sure of their
ground at home, and a permanent source of irriration, sectional strife and positive danger to the
rest of the country.
All this was ended by reconstruction.
This process, to speak simply, and
perhaps brutally, .gave the southern whites enough
to attend to at home,
until a new generation
should grow up with more sympath); for the new,
s for the old.
The energies
might
. _nd
have It,endangered
the national
peace which
were drawn
off to a permanent
local struggle for good government and security of property.
Whatever
may be
alleged on humanitarian
grounds against a policy
which for a time converted some of the states into
political hells, it must be confe_ed
that the policy
was a success, and that it secured
the greatest
good of the greatest
number. -- See, in general,
McPherson's
Political Hist_rry of the Rebellion, and
Hg_ry
of _'w Recon_ruct_
(see index for states,
_speeches, messages
and legislation);
2 Williams'
_'stary
of the Negro Race; Congressional
Globe,
1861-72;
Cougrvssional
Record,
1872-3;
Hurd's
Thvary of our __ati_nal Exi_nce
(index under
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_truft_n)
; Appleton's
Annual
Og_i_.
1861-77;
Fisher's 1hb2 of tlw C_u_/tut_m,
200;
Brownson's
Amer/can
Repub_,
309; McClellan's
Republicanism
in Amer_;
12 8tat. at Large, 255
(Law of 1861); International
_Pwv/ew, Jan., 1875
(Guarantee
clause);
16 Atlant_
Monthly,
238,
17:237,
and 18:761;
(I.), Cox's Eight Years in
Congress, 370; Gillet's .Democracy in Anwrica, 304;
Harris' Political Conflict in America, 359; Pollard's
Lost Cause Regailw.d; Taylor's Destruction and I_.
¢o/t$t'r-t/ction;
2 Stephens'
War Be_weeT_ the _ta_,
612 (Hampton
Roads conference),
806 (ShermanJohnstonmemorandum);
Raymond'sLifeatulState
Papers of Lincoln, 455, 685; 37 Atlantic Monthly,
21; Welles' Lincoln aT_d Seward," 6-12 Sumuer's
Works ; 12 Atlantic
Jl_ontldy, 507; Callender's
Tlw_leus
Stevens, Commoner;
4 Appleton's
Annual
Cycbrpcedia, 807 (Davis-Wade
mauifesto):
Andrews'
South Since the War (1866); I_eport of
the Joint Committee on Recomstr'ac_ion; Report of
the SeJeet Committee or_ the _cw Orleans Riot; Boutwell's Speeches; Barnes' 89th and 40th Congre._e_;
100 North American
Review, 540; The_ C_se of IV.
1t. McArdle;
Pike's The P_vstrate State; and authorities under articles referred to.
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(See ABYLUM.)

REFUNDING
OF THE PUBLIC
DEBT OF
THE UNITED
STATES.
On July 1, 1860, the
national debt was $64,769,703.
It consisted of a
loan of $20,000,000
authorized
June 14, 185_,
and payable in 1874; a nearly equal sum of tress
ury notes, issued to meet the conditions resulting
from the monetary crisis of 1857, and redeems
ble at pleasure; and a number of old loans issued
between
1842 aud 1848, all of which fell due
within
the next eight years.
During
the y_,ar
1860 a loan for $21,000,000 had been authorized,
for the purpose of redeeming
the outstanding
treasury notes, and, bearing 5 per cent. interest,
was sold at abott_ lair.
The economic condition
of the country was excellent,
, _)_e crops wer('
good, and the,eg'ports
of dom_t_e_produce
large.
The federal system of taxatio_ was extremely
simple, dutie_ on imports and a$1es_f public lands
being thetwo
important sourc_._f
r.evenue, while
any deficits that might oo¢_. i_
covered by
_nStax_XC_unS_.
" dtl_
, stamp,
__
d_re(t": prol)_
y
the fed_
government
_r(
absolutely unkn_v_Ja, The outbreak o1 the reb_,IIion changed all _
_
_[_ dmple system then
in vogue was fll-fitted-'4o bear the strain thrown
upon it. Economic
questions
had received but
little attention, and the existing tax methods wcrv
capable of only a moderate extension, and t)ria('ipally in one line.
The policy of the government
was timid and tentative,
and instead of a ch,_r
conception
of the crisi_-_._he secretary
of _hc
treasury
had a vague i. ,"._ch
was shared by
many, that the conte_
_0uld be brief, and th:_
it would
not be necet_sa T to resort to extreme
measures to bridge over the _evere present needs
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of the administration.
The fall" of Sumter, the
suspension
of the banks, and the open secession of the southern
states, did not exert the
influence
that they should upon Mr. Chase, and
it was by loans and issues of notes, instead of by
a resort to taxation, that lie sought to meet the
enormous
and continually
increasing
demands
made upon the treasury.
The debt of the nation
increased from $90,867,828
on July 1, 1861, to
$267,540,035
in December of that year, without
any effort being made to furnish a revenue suffi,
cient to meet at once a part of the expenditures,
]n order to alleviate the burden of the debt already contracted, and to pay certain of the future
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as it is but a constant succession
of loans.
In
June, 1862, the outstanding
principal of the dcbt
was $524,176,412; in 1863, $1,119,772,138;
in 1_64,
$1,815,784,370;
and in 1865, $2,680,647,869.
On
Aug. 31, 1865, the debt had attained
its highest
point, $2,845,907,626.
Of the ordinary sources
of income, customs
and internal
revenue were
the most important, and the course of the receipts
in these two branches in the years 1861-6 clearly
showed how weak and futile were the first endeavors to frame adequatc tax systems, and how
little taxation
contributed
toward meeting
the
current expenditures
of government.

1_1 ............

Internal Rev- Loan8and
cu_vom_,
enue
Tre_suryNotes
I........
/
[
I $ a%_.1_5 t ............
$ 41,861,709

ing
made
beginning, Loans
further andsteps
wereof taken
in the
samethisdirection.
issues
legal
tenders followed one another.
Some futile efforts
to frame tax systems were made, but resulted only
in disappointment,
and what they were intended

18_'2
...........
1_._
..........
1864............
1_ ...........

II
]
/

to accomplish were met with new loans.
The internal revenue law of 1862 was badly framed and
badly administered;
tile .people were unaccustom(_l to excise duties, tlle machinery
was complicated, and the officers inexperienced.
It was

--There
had been no settled policy on which this
vast load of debt had been created, other than the
recognized
necessity of meeting all requisitions
made upon the treasury.
In his report for 1863,
Mr. Chase said that in the creation of debt he

modified many times before the annual revenue
derived under it reached
the $300,000,000
that
was justly believed could be drawn from internal
sources.
From time to time tariff measures were
passed, the duties being continually
raised, until
a vast and intricate
customs
service was formed
in which all sound theory and practice had been
sacrificed ostensibly to revenue, but in reality to
private interests.
The tariff and internal revenue

had kept four objects in view: 1, moderate interest; 2, general distribution;
3, future controllability; and 4, incidental utility.
The close of the
war, however, found the debt in a very unsatisfactory
condition.
On Aug. 31, 1865, it was
made up of the following
items:

from the people through treasury notes on which
expenses
of the war, a forced loan was taken
had been conferred a legal tender quality.
IIav-

laws grew up separately,
and their provisions
clashed with one another.
Some industries
were
taxed out of existence, while others were benefited beyond all precedent.
With every new issue
of legal tenders prices rose, and the vast expenditures of government, uniting with the inflation of

YEAr,s.

49,_'m,,'07|
_,_,_0
69,_%_._ || .$.d_,_)_+_.
776._,s81
10'2,316,1,52
109,741,1_4[ 1,1fis.t¢_.945
8a,_,,2_0
]
209,464,215] 1.472,'2_4,740'

1866............
[ 179,046,6.51
t 309,226,813I

712,_ffol,55,_

Funded debt ...............................
$1,109,568,191.80
Matured debt...: ..........................
1,506,020.09
Teml_rary loans...........................
107,148,71316
Certificates of indebtedness ................
85,093,00000
5 per cent. legal tender notes ..............
33,954,230.00
Compoun(, inter_.t legal tender notes .....
217,0"24A6000
Seven-thirty notes ........................
830,000,00000
United States notes (legal tender_) .........
433,160.5(}900
Fractional currency ........................
26,344.742.51
Suspended requisitions .....................
2,111,000CO

values and the uncertain
condition
of general
busines.% created a spirit of gambling
and speculation which spread to every branch of production and exchange, and wrought
incalculable
mischief and loss.
No scheme
for raising
money
was too wild, but the treasury
department
and
e(_ngress were blind to the one step that would
restere a certain degree of confidence
and maintain in a measure the public
credit.
The fiscal
errors enormously
increased
the expenditures
of
the government.
While loans were being nomin'dly taken at par and over, in reality they were
selling at 50 and even at 34, as that marked the
depreciation of the paper money.
Prices of war
material had increased three and four hundred
per cent.
Mr. Chase refused to believe that his

Total ..................................

$2,845,907,_26._

Of the above items, the United States notes, the
5 per cent. notes and the compound interest notes,
in all, $648,138,959,
were a legal tender, and were
for the most part in circulation
as currency.
The
temporary loans were payable in thirty days from
the time of deposit, after a notice of ten days.
The 5 per cent. notes were payable
in lawful
money, in one and two years from Dec. 1, 1863.
The compound
interest
notes were payable in
three years from their respective dates, all becoming due between
June, 1867, and October, 1868.
The 7-30 notes were payable before July,
1818,
in lawful money, or were convertible
at maturity
into 5-20 bonds.
The certificates of indebtedness

i_ues were responsible
for this, and could only
r¢_'ommend further loans and further i_sues,
tits
policy was, in a measure,
adopted by Mr. Fessenden, but with Mr. McCulloch
a new and more
just policy was inaugurated.
_The
growth
of
the debt during the war need not be detailed here,

would mature
between
besides the United States
$1,300,000,000
of debts
which (with the exception
must be converted
into
before October, 1868. --

1865 and 1867.
So that,
notes, there were nearly
in various forms, all of
of the temporary loans)
bonds or paid in money
Secretary
McCulloch
at

_8
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once entered upon the difficult ts_qk of restoring
the disordered finances of the nation to a more
normal condition, and of introducing
some sem.
blance of sTstem in the management
of the debt.
The revenues of the government
were now suflL
cient to meet tile current expenditure,
including
the debt charges, so that an opportunity
was
affordc_ for dealing with the debt. Tile secretary
announced
as his policy, the contraction
of the
paper issued by the government,
which had been
in a great measure responsible
for the financial
disorder and almost ruin.
In order to secure this
contraction
the secretary, recommended:
1, that
congress declare that the compound intercst notes
should not be legal tender after their maturity:
and 2, that the secretary be authorized
to sell 6
per cent. bonds for the purpose of retiring not
only compound
interest notes, hut also the United
States notes.
As to the rest of the debt, it was
shown that more than one million was already
overdue;
that $187,549,646
must be provided for
before 1867, and that $1,021,335,732
fell due in
1867-8, no account being taken of the notes and
fractional currency.
The main point was to place
the whole debt in such a form that only the interest could be demanded
until the government
was
in a condition
to meet the principal.
It must
therefore be funded.
He asked authority
to sell
6 per cent. bonds to pay the certificates
of indebtedness
as they matured,
to meet any deflciencies that might occur in the current fiscal year
(1866), and to take up any portion of the debt maturing prior to 1869 that could be advantageouslv retired.
Of the debt falling due in 1867-8,
_k_0, 000, 000 consisted
of 7-30 notes, which were
convertible
into bonds at the pleasure of the hold*
ers, and the secretary believed
that a part of this
amount would be at once funded
were an opportunity offered.
The portions
of the debt accruing before 1869 it was the intention of the se('re,
tary to fund into 5 per cent. stocks, and a like
method could be used in 1871 when other portions
fell due.
Two results would be accomplished
by
such a policy:
the treasury could be put and kept
in such condition
as not only to be prepared
to
pay all claims upon presentation,
and also to take
up in advance of their maturity,
by payment
or
conversion,
such portions
of the temporary debt
as would obviate the necessity of accumulating
large currency
balances
in the treasury, and at
the same time relieve it from the danger of being
forced to a further
issue of legal tender notes, or
to a sale of bonds, at whatever
price they might
command.--The
second section of the loan act
of March 8, 1865, authorized
the secretary
to
"dispose
of any of the bonds or other obligations
issued under this act, either in the United States
or elsewhere,
in such manner, and at such rates,
and under such conditions,
as he may think advisable, for coin, or for other lawful money of the
United
States, or for any tre_asury notes, certificares of indebtedness,
or certificates
of deposit,
or other representatives
of value, which have
been or may be issued under any act of Con-
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gress."
In Feb_'uary, 1866, a bill was reported
from the committee
of ways and means, which
proposed to construe
the law of 1865 as allowing
the secretary to receive any of the issues of the
government
in exchange
for the description
of
bonds contained
in the first section of the act,
provided there should result no increase in the
amount of the public debt.
This would amount
to an authority
to fund all outstanding
obli_ations of the government
into bonds.
The debates
that occurred on this bill practically covered till.
whole
financial policy of the government,
but
turned partieul_trly upon the question of retiring
in this manner the United States notes, at that
time below par, giving to the secretary, it was
claimed, full control of the currency of the eountry, and, by direct inference, of tim market values
of every description
of property.
Those who
believed
in a depreciated
paper issue, or who
thought that there was a short and easy road to
specie payments
by which the greenback
could
be brought up to par, fc_.red the results of conferring such a great power upon Mr. McCulloch,
who was known to be no friend to a circulating
medium
that was shifting in value and constantly below par.
While the necessities
of the war
lasted, it was well enough, they argued, to confer
such unlimited
powers, but not in a time of peace.
It was further urged, that it would be folly to
withdraw
a non-interest bearing debt, such as the
legal tender note was, and substitute
for it an
obligation
that paid 5 or 6 per cent, annually.
On the other hand, it was shown that the bill was
no real innovation,
as the secretary could then do
indirectly,
under existing loan acts, what it was
propoeed
to authorize
directly.
He could cxchange one kind of paper for another, but only
with the consent of the holder.
In fact, some
$50,000,000 of out_tandin_
obligations
had been
already funded
before any doubt respecting the
legality of such a proceeding
had been rai_cd.
The bill was finally passed April 12, but, to limit
the power of the secretary over the currency,
contained the provision
that " of the United Stat( _
notes not more than $10,000,000 may be retire(1
and canceled
within six months
from the l)a_sage of this act, and thereafter
not more than
$4,000,000
in any one month."
This measure'
enabled the secretary to deal with the debt _s it
matured
by selling bonds bearing 6 per cent. interest, the principal of which was redeemabh_ '_t
any time after five and before the expiration of
twenty years from the date of issue.
Under thi,
act the following
i_ues
were made:
Consol._,
1865, $332,998,950;
consols, 1867, $379,618,000,
consols,
1865, $42,539,850.
In May, 1866, )h'.
Sherman
introduced
a bill into the senate, t)r_)viding for reducing
the interest on the national
debt, and for funding the same.
It provided fol"
the funding
of all of the outstanding
debt savc
the greenbacks
into 5 per cent, thirty-year
bonds;
and in consideration
of the lower rate of intel_st,
the bonds were to be exempted
from the income
tax levied by the United States.
The amount of
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interest saved by the conversion was to be applied
to the payment
of the principal
of the national
debt; and it waq estimated
that the debt would be
extinguished
by this process in about thirty-six
years.
The debt was composed of _ many differcnt classesof
securities and obllgations that no one
,save a skilled financier could comprehend
the details; it would, therefore,
be a gain to make the
rate of interest and the kind of security uniform,
The rate of interest paid, too, was higher
than
that paid by any other nation; and though, while
lhe w.tr lasted, there was some excuse for such
rates, they ought not to be continued
in peace,
when the credit of tbe government
was beyond
question.
_Ioreover,
it wa._ a very fitting time to
make the change, as a large portion of the debt
was then or about to be under tlle control of the

the debt.
In his next report (1867) he again approaches the subject,
and, in discussing
the ex_
eruption of national securities from state taxation,
recommends that all obligations of ttlegovernmcnt
be funded into bonds bearing 6 per cent. inter_t,
and having twenty years to run; "one-sixth
part
of the interest at each semi-annual
payment to be
reserved by the government
and paid over to tile
states, according
to their population."
A bill
embodying
the recommendations
of the secretary
was introduced
into congress, but not taken up. A
long dcbatc oc('urrcd upon the funding of the debt,
which was now largely composed of 5-20 bonds.
An aggTc_.o'ate of $1,613.442.650,
of which about
$200,000,000
_,vere in tile form of seven-thirties,
might be regarded asof 5-00 bonds; and including
the debts that would mature
i,1 the summer of

treasury.
The main business
of tile secretary
was to provide new loans for such as were maluring.
But great objection
was made to the
clause exempting
tile bonds from taxation,
and
following
the lead of one Mr. Haye.s, of the revcnue commission,
many believed that the federal
securities
should
be taxed equally
with other
property by state authority--a
foolish proposition,
¢lnd one that would practically
give to the states
the right to nullify by taxation
the power of the
national government
to borrow money.
Besides
reducing the rate of interest by funding the debt,
the bill proposed to establish a sinking fund.
In
1862 the loan act provided for such a fund, but so
long as the expenditure._
of government
exceeded
the receipts, it would
have been a clumsy and
costly instrument
to maintain.
The bill passed the
senate, but could not be considered
by the house,
The debate showed that while the general opinion
was in favor of funding the debt at a lower rat(,
of interest.yet
objections
were urged against such
_l measure, not only on economic
but also on administrative
grounds.
A like measure was introduced in the next session of congress,
but was
not acted upon.The secretary of the treasury
t_)uched upon the subject
of refmlding
when
;renting of the foreign debt in his annual report
_)f 1866, " The question now to be considered
is
n,)t, how shall our b(mds be prevented from going
_broad? for a large amount has already gone, and
()thers will follow as long as our credit is good
and we continue
to buy more than we can pay
for in any other way, but, how shall they be provented from being thrown upon thehome
market,
1_)thwart our efforts in restoring the specie stand¢tr(l? The secretary
sees no practicable
method
_,f doing this at an early day, but by substituting
f,_r them bonds which, being payable
principal
_,nd interest in Europe,
will be less likely to be
r('turned when their return is the least to be desired " He therefore advi_d
the issue of a bond
I)ayable in Europe, and bearing 5 or 4_ per cent.
interest, which was to be sub_ituted
for the for('ign bonds.
In March, 1867, he was directed to
issue 8 per cent. loan certificates
with which to
retire the outstanding
compound
interest notes,
but he received no authority to deal generally with

1867, upward of $1,700,000.000
were due within
a period of five years, and the larger part was redeemable in 1867 and 1868. A law had been already passed to check any further contraction
of
the currency
as proposed by the secretary, but a
measure
looking
to " free banking"
had 1)ecn
drawn up, one of the provisions
it contained
being that when the combined i_ues of the national
banks and governmentshould
exceed $700.000,000
the govenmaent notes in excess of this sum should
be retired and canceled, until the amount of theistter outstanding
should be reduced to $250,000,000.
Asit was, the first law interfered
greatly with Mr.
MeCulloch's
plans, for these depended in a great
measure upon his proposed contraction
of the currency.
The time was, however, favorable
for the
conversion
of the debt into 5 per cent. bonds, as
at the prices then obtained for 6 per cents, such
bonds could be' negotiated
at par.
The republicans were adopting
resolutions
which demanded a
reduction
in the rate of interest
on the public
debt. so that the burdens of taxation
migbt be
lessened; while the democrats,
looking upon the
debt as held chiefly by capitalists
and bloated
bondholders,
wished to tax the bonds and thus
diminish the revenue obtained from them, a messure that tile loan acts expressly llrohibited.
Tile
lengthy
debate
that followed
covered
a large
number of irrelevant
topics, and came to nought.
Meantime, however, thc secretary had been using
the power already given him, and in December,
1867, was able to report that since September,
1865, the temporary
loans, the 5 per cent. notes
and the certificates of indebtedness
had all been
paid ; the compound
interest
notes had been re.ducedfrom
$°_17,024,160 to $71,875,040;
the 7-30
notes from $830,000,000 to $337,978,800;
the United States notes, inchiding the fractional currency,
from $459,505,811.51
to $887,871,477.39
; while
the funded debt had been increa._ed $686,584,800.
The act suspending
the further
reduction
of the
currency
was pas_d Feb. 4, 1868. -- There would
lie little interest in tracing the recommendations
of the secretary
and the abortive
action of congress with respect to this question of funding the
debt, which were annually gone through with, it
would almost appear, for form's sake alone.
_t
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was admitted that the rate of interest which the
government
paid on the debt was higher than it
ought to be, and while one party viewing the
bondholders with suspicion wished to reduce their
income, and the other for the purpo0e of removing burdens from the tax payers desired to refund
the debt at a lower interest, no agreement could
be re.ached.
Some half measures were adopted,
like that of July 25. 1868, which provided
for a
further issue of temporary
loan certificates,
for
the purpose of redeeming
and retiring the outstanding
compound
interest notes; and of July,
1870, which provided for the redemption of these
certificates.
It was in May, 1869, that the sinking
fund was established, and the payment of a part
of the debt each year thus insured.
In Deeembet, 1869, the funded debt stc_xi as follows:
"Of
the loan of Jan. 1, 1861, the sum of $7,022,000
is outstanding,
and payable on Jan. 1, 1871. The
loan of 1858, of $20,000,000,
is payable in 1878.
The bonds known
as 10d0's,
amounting
to
$194,567,300,
are not payable until 1874. The
6 per cent. bonds, payable
in 1881, amount to
$283,677,600.
The 5-20 bonds, amounting
in the
aggregate to $1,602,671,100,
are either redeemable
or will soon become redeemable,"
and must thereTITLEOF LOAN.

Rate
PerCent.
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fore be provided for.
This led up to the refunding act of July 14, 1870. It authorized
the secretary to issue not more than $200,000,000
5 per
cent. bonds, redeemable
after ten years; also not
over $300,000,000 45 per cent. bonds, redeemable
after fifteen years; also not over $1,000,000,000
4
percent, bonds, redeemable after thirty year_--all
to be exempt from United States or state taxes.
As the bonded debt was not to be increased, these
different classes of securities were to be floated _tt
par.
In January,
1871, an amending
act was
pa_d,
which increased the amount of 5 per cent.
bonds authorized
to $500,000,000,
but the total
amount of bonds to be issued under the act of
1870 was not thus increased.
As was customary,
the whole fnancial policyof
the government, past
and present, was reviewed in the debates on this
measure, which extended over six months.
As
this is the most important act relating to the funded debt that had been passed up to the year 1870,
it will be interesting to examine in detail the condition of the bonded debt.
The following is a
statement of the amount of the coin-interest-bearing debt outstanding
March 1, 1'871, the nearest
date prior to the opening of subscriptions
under
the refunding act :

When Redeemable.

When Pays.hie.

Amount.

Loan of 18_fl.......................

5

................................

January,

1874

$ 90,0_0,000

Loanof February,
1861.............
Oregonwar
debt ...................
Loan of July, 1861..................

66
6

................................

66

.....
_r'_i_y_...... _'_7"
.....
...............................

December. 1881
1880
July.
June,
1881

Muy,
June

_s_
1881

18.415,000
945,000
189,318.100

10-40'sof 1864......................
5-'_0'sof March. 1864...............
5-20"sof June, 1864.................
5-20'sof 1865.......................
Consols o£ 18(}5.....................
Consols of 1867.....................
Consols o1'18_8.....................

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

After March,
1874
After November, 1869
After November, 1869
After November, 1870
After July,
:1870
After July,
1872
After July,
1878

M_rc_h,
November.
November,
November,
July,
July,
July,

1904
1884
1884
1885
1885
1887
1888

194,567.300
3,102.600
1_,0_8,1_0
182,112,4.50
264.619.700
3fl8,882.._
39,MB,750

_0',
o1'ls_.......................
Loan o1' 1883.......................

4_,,'_,_0
75,0_).0¢0

Toml.........................................................
v,_,_.7-_
The 10-40's of 1864, which bore 5 per cent. interest, were then selling in the market for about 112
currency (or 93 in gold), so that it was expected
that the new 4 per cent. bonds could be sold at
par; and this belief was strengthened
by the
fact that the government
was collecting
a revenue greatly in excess of its expenditures
for ordinary purposes, thus giving a large sum (about
$100,000,000
annually) to be applied to the debt.
Moreover, there had already occurred a large reduction of the principal of the debt, being more
than $303,000,000
in four years, or an average antotal payment of $75,000,000, thus demonstrating
the ability of the nation to control its indebtedhess. -- On March 6, 1871, the books were opened
for subscriptions
to the new loan, both in this
country, and in Europe; and all the national banks
here, and a large number of private bankers in the
United States and abroad, were authorized to receive subscriptions.
On the first of August the
subscriptions amounted to $65,775,550, the larger
share being taken by the banks.
In July certain
bankctsinF_urope
offered totake the balance of

the $200,000,000 offered, and it is very likely that
the whole loan could with advantage, have been
negotiated abroad had not the war between France
and Pru_ia broken out.
A French loan bearing
5 per cent. interest was being disposed of at about
80, and this interfered with the sale at par of a
United States bond bearing the same rate of interest.
The paper currency of this countD" also introduced an uncertainty
respecting
the dividend
that would be received when the interest was paid,
as the rate of exchange
was liable to fluctu'_te
widely.
In spite of these features the whole of
the loan was taken up by the last of August.
From1871 to1877bondsweredisposedofundcrthe
act of July 14, 1870, not only for refunding purposes, but also for other charges on the government, like the purchase of coin for a resumption
fund, the payment of the cost of constructing the
Mississippi river improvements,
etc. The amount
of 5 per cent. bonds issued each year was : 1871,
$59,669,150;
1872, $140,880,850;
1874, $115,800,750; 1875, $96,505,700;
1876, $104,553,050;
1877,
$1,184,650.
Total,$_17,994,150.
No4tperccat.
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bonds were taken before August, 1876, and after
this no 5 per cent. bonds could be issued.
The
secretary was able to negotiate these bonds bearing a lower rate of interest at par, by reason of a
favorable clmnge in the money market, and in
May, 1877, the condition of the market allowed of
the floating at par in coin of a 4 per cent. bond.
Within a period of thirty days the subscription
for
this classof bonds reached more than $75,000,000.
The success indicated
by this auspicious
beginning was, however, checked later on, when it was
proposed to repeal the resumption
act and to remonetize silver, measures which threw doubt upon
the credit of the government,
and threatened
to
put an end to all future refunding
operations
by
disabling the government
from borrowing.
The
result of any such set-back
would be to throw
away an opportunity
to reduce the rate of interest
on the $1,452,000,000
of the debt which was redecmable by May, 1881, by one-third--or
a saving
of $22,006,205 in yearly interest.
Fortunately
this
attack upon the public credit failed in its object,
and while the resumption
law remained in force,
the remonetization
of silver was so accomplished
as to conceal its real effects, and postpone the disastrous financial crisis that might at once have
been precipitated.--In
the early part of 1879 a
measure passed the house, authorizingthe
issue of
certificates
of deposit in aid of the refunding
of
the national debt.
It proposed to authorize
the
issue, in exchange
for lawful money, of certificates of deposit of the denomination
of $10, bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent. Per annum,
and convertible
at any time into 4 Percent. bonds,
The main object to be attained
by this bill was to
place these bonds w_thin easy reach of every citizen who desired to invest his savings in these
securities.
It had been recommended
bythe president in his annual message, and also by the sccretary of the treasury.
It met, however,
with
great opposition in thehouse,
as its result was represented to be nothing
less than to convert
the
treasury into a savings bank.
The bill passed the
house, and in the senate the rate of interes_ was
changed
to 4 per cent.
In order to make this
form of loan as popular as possible, and to facilitate and distribute
the sale of these certificates,
national banks and public officers were designated
depositaries.
The intention of the law was, howt,ver, defeated, as the premium on the 4 per cent.
bonds offered a good investment,
and the certificates, while purchased
in smallamounts,
were obtained chiefly in large blocks by speculators;
the
attempt to offer an investment
for small savings
proved a farce.
The main object of these measur(_%the refunding
of the 6 Per cent. bonds, was
accomplished.
By April 5 all of the outstanding
5-20's had been refunded,
and as no other 6 per
cent. bonds remained,
attention
was directed
to
the 10-40's.
On April 16, $150,000,000 4 per cents
were offered at a premium
of ] per cent.
On the
following
day subscriptions
to the amount
of
$149,389,650 were received and accepted,
and upward of $3,5,000,000 received and declined.
By
155
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October, 1879, $40,012,750
of the refunding
e.ertificates had been sold, and all but $2,809,400 had
been exchanged
for 4 per cent. bonds.
Between
November,
1878, and November,
1879, there had
been
refunded
$370,848,75_)
6 per cent. and
$193,890,250
5 per cent. bonds of the United
States, into bonds bearing interest at 4 per cent.,
making an annual saving of interest of $9,355,877.
-- It will now bc convenient
to take a general
survey of the refunding
operations
accomplished
since 1870, as their magnitude
will become more
apparent.
In 1870 there were outstanding
of debt
controllable
within a short period I)y the governmeat, an aggregate
of $1,395,345,950,
on which 5
and 6 per cent. were being paid, and more than
five-sixths of the total was paying 6 per cent. The
annual interest charge was $81,639,684.
In place
of these bonds bearing high rates of interest
had
been issued, upto 1880, $500,000,000 at5 percent.,
$185,000,000
at 4_ per cent., and $710,345,950
at 4 Per cent., on which the annual interest charge
was $61,738,838 ; being a saving in interest of
$19,900,846.
Within
the same period
nearly
$300,000,000 of the principal of the debt had been
discharged.
The apparent
ease with which these
great financial
changes were accomplished,
is in
a great measure to be explained
by the general
condition
of trade and
industry
as shown
in
the money market.
The bulk of the bonds were
floated after 1878, and before 1873.
The years
1871-3 were marked
by speculative
movements
which gave an unnatural
and in the end an evil .
stimulus
to all forms of enterprise
and investmcnts, and the securities
offered by the government were no exception to the general rule. Subseriptions were freely made both here and abroad,
until the crisis of 1873, which was followed by
a long period
of retrenchment,
the inevitable
consequence
of over-speculation
and inflated values.
The table we have l&_t quoted makes no
return of sales for 1873, and shows a decided
falling off in those for 1874-5.
Had the loan
been offered two years later than it was, it could
not have
been negotiated
as readily.
From
1873 to 1878 commercial
depression
and staguation weighed upon the trade and industry of the
country, one of the most severe of such periods,
if not the most severe, that the nation has ever
experienced.
For lack of other safe and profitable investments,
capital was turned toward
the
government
bonds, and the glut of capital seeking investment
in the money
centres
gave an
opportunity
to place at par a bond bearing a low
rate of interest.
There was in these years an immense amount of legitimate
trading
being done,
which, conducted on a sound basis, at least yielded
average profit; and, as there was very little spent
and wasted in spc_culation and in uncertain
ventures, the country
was adding
to its available
wealth at a very rapid rate.
This prepared
the
way for the great operations
of 1878, 1879 and
1880. Although
trade had revived, and industry
was fully employed,
the immense amount of capital seeking for profit allowed the floating of a
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4 per cent. bond when the security was so unquestioned.
The government
had collected from
twenty to thirty millions each year in excess of
its expenditure,
the year 1879 forming an exccption; and, as the better condition
of trade was
felt, the national
revenues
increased
to such an
extent that in 1880 the surplus revenue reached
the sum of $65,883,65,3, and g'ave ever,," sign of
going far above that amount
in the succeeding
year, should the favorable conditions
continuc to
exist.
It followed, therefore, that the credit of
the government
was high, and the fact that the
resumption
of specie payments
had been accomplished in 1879 with almost no friction, and without creating even a ripple in the money markets,
only served to increase confidence in the ability of
the government
to handle its indebtedness.
The
only disquieting
circumstance--the
enforced coinage of a silver dollar that was worth much less
than its face--was
not sufficient to raise any question on the public faith, although
notes of warning regarding the ultimate effects of this questionable policy were raised by those who had made a
study of economic
questions.
The fact that the
great refunding
operations
were accomplished,
and that, too, without
creating any financial disturbancc, impressed the people with the enormous
wealth-producing
power of the nation, and gave
promise of as great, if not greater, financial operations
in the future,
should
the government
again be compelled
to draw upon the resources of
the people.
Every dollar of debt that the governmerit paid, and every dollar of interest that was
as much as paid by being saved through the refunding
into low interest bond_, represented
ten
or a hundred
dollars
that could be borrowed in
the future, when the necessities
of the nation
should
require. -- This operation,
however,
did
not complete the work to he done, as $273,831,350
6 per cent. bonds, issued during the years 1861
and 1883, and $508,440,350
5 per cent. bonds,
igned
in 1870 and 1871, were about to become
due.
Of these, atl but $18,415,000
would
msture in May, June and July, 1851.
These bonds
must be provided
for, and under existing" laws
there remained available for refunding operations,
$104,6,54,050, or less than one-seventh of the total
m be refunded.
The secretary
of the treasury
recommended
that authority
be conferred
upon
him to issue 4 per cent. bonds and refunding ccrtificates convertible
into such bonds as before, and
owing to the favorable
situation he believed that
such a bond could be sold at a premium.
Although
a refunding
measure was introduced
in
the house, and debated, no vote was reached.
In
his report for 1880 the secretary
again called attention to the necessity of passing some measure,
and recommended
that this portion of the debt be

debt so placed that it could be. easily controlled
by the government.
He asked authority
to issue
$400,000,000 of such notes,which
he thought need
not carry a higher rate of interest than 3 per cent.,
and also to issue a like amount of bonds, to bear
8.65 per cent. interest.
The government
fours
were then selling at 113.
A billwas brought into
the house, which provided for a long-time
bond
(at first a 50-year bond, afterward
modified
to
°A)-40's), to bear 3 per cent. interest.
Objection
was at once made, and with reason, that such a
measure
would
practically
place this refunded
portion of the debt beyond the control of the
government,
and at a time when large reductions
in the principal were po_ible.
While the surplus
revenue in 1879 was but about seven millions, in
1880 it was nearly sixty-six
millions, and it was
estimated
that in 1881 a surplus of more than fifty
millions
could be counted
upon with certainty,
and this amount might be greatly exceeded.
That
such a proceeding
could not be defended,
was
proved by plain figure_.
In January,
1881, there
remained
$871,207,050
redeemable
at the pleasure
of the government
before July, and the surplus
revenue to be collected
before that date would,
by the estimate
of the secretary of the treasury,
reduce this sum to $640,000,000.
The requirements of the sinking fund for the next ten years,
oruntil
the $250,000,000of
the 4b percent,
hond._
became due, would amount
to $520,000,000,
and
this took no account of the surplus
revenuc applied to the debt in that time. 8o that there could
be no justice in converting
this $630,000,000 into
a long-term
debt.
Yet, it was on the rate of interest and the term of the bond that the debate
was centred.
There was such a scarcity of sound
investments
that the returns were small on such
as were freely bought.
"Only
a few years ago
the French rentes yielded over 5 per cent. on the
market
price, and not very long since United
States government
bonds could be bought, to return 7 and 8 per cent. Consols are now no longer
at par, but they are so little uhder it that practically they may be said to yield only 3 per cent. ;
United
States fours yield about 31} per cent.,
French rentes, about 4 per cent. ; Indian sterling
bonds, not quite 4 per cent. ; and colonial government securities, generaJly about the same rate.
Even Russian
and Hungarian
bonds, great as i_
the risk attached
to them, pay an investor only
5½ or 6½ per cent., respectively.
And if we l)a._s
from the securities
of states to those of private
companies,
we find that those in good credit give
usually from 3 to 4 per cent., but seldom more."
It was with reason urged that the credit of the
government
of the United
States ought to be a._
high as that of any other nation, and that a 3 per
cent. bond could be floated at par; the only ques-

provided for by treasury notes, running from one
to ten years, and i_sued so that they may be paid
they nmture.
This would obviate the necessity
of paying a premium on the bonds purchased
by
the government
for the sinking fund, as had often
happenS,
and would leave a large portion of the

tion was, how long a time such a bond ought to
run.
The English consol, which bore 3 per cent,
was practically
perpetual,
but a perpetual
debt
was oppo_
to all the traditions
of American
policy, and not to be thought of under any elfcu_astances.
As finally passed, the bill provided
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for the issue of $400,000,000
of bonds, bearing 3
per cent. interest, and payable in twenty years, or
redeemable
in five years after the date of issue,
and also treasury notes to an amount not exceeding $300,000,000,
bearing interest at 8 per cent.,
redeemable
at the pleasure of government
after
one year, and payable in ten vears from the date
of issue. --But
while passing" through
congress,
a provision was introduced into the measure,which
was not only decidedly objectionahle
in itself, but
was oppo_d to the spirit of a funding act, which
should be a purely w_luntary transaction:
the
government
ought not, in such a case, to attempt
to force a sale. either upon the peopleor ul×m any
particular class of institutions.
The securities of
the government
had been made a basis for the circulation of the national banks, and these useful
institutions
had experienced a great reduction in
their profits, through the previous funding operations of the government.
The comptroller of the
currency, in his report for 1879, said: "The
refunding of the national debt commenced in 1871,
at which time the national banks held nearly
$400,000,000
of the 5 and 6 per cent. bonds ; and
from that date to the present time they have held
more than one-fifth of the interest-bearing
debt of
the United States.
This class of bonds has since
been greatly reduced, and is now less than one.*ixth of all the bonds pledged for circulation,
while more than one-third of the amount consists
of bonds bearing interest at 4 per cent."
At the
time that this funding bill was pending (1881) tim
amounts of 6 and 5 per cents had been still more
reduced.
It was now proposed to make the new
bonds the only government
securities that could
in future be used by the banks as a basis for their
circulation, and, as an inducement
to the banks to
accept this proposition,
the taxes on capital, deposits and circulation were to be repealed.
But
these measures of compensation
were not included
in the bill which passed the house, and the finance
committee of the senate proposed to strike out this
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States notes,' be and the same is hereby repealed;
and sections 5159 and 5160 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States be, and the same are hereby,
re-enacted."
This would deprive the banks of
the right to take up by a deposit of legal tenders
their bonds heht by the treasurer as a security for
their circulation,
and wouhl compel them to keep
bonds to the amount of one-third of their capital,
and this, whether they issued circulating
notes or
not.
This panic, however uncalled
for, showed
that the banks believed their existence
to be endangered,
and the president,
taking the same
p_>sition, vetoed the hill, _ving
as a reason the
inexpediency,
not to say the injustice,
of the
coercive section.
" Under this section it is obvious that no additional
hanks will hereafter be
organized,
* * and no increase of the capital of
existing banks can be obtained except by the purchase and deposit of 3 per cent,, bonds.
No other
bonds of the United
States can be used for the
purpose.
* * This is a radical change in the
banking law.
It takes from the banks the right
they have heretofore had under the law to purchase and deposit, as security for their circulation,
any of the bonds issued by the United States, and
deprives the bill bolder of the best security which
the banks are able to give, by requiring them to
deposit bonds having the least value of any bonds
issued by the g_Jvernment.
* * In short, I
can not but regard the fifth section of the bill as
a step in the direction of the destruction
of the
national banking system."
The veto measagc was
submitted on the "day before congress adjourned;
so that no action could be taken on it. --In
this
way was a refunding measure defeated.
But the
debt was maturing, and some provision for meeting it must be made.
Congress had adjourned,
and the responsibility
was thrown upon the secretary of the treasury.
On March 1, 1881, or
three days before the adjournment
of congress,
the maturing debt was.
I

coercive section, thus removing the objectionable
TrrLE OF LOAN.
_l_r_. Redeemable. ._mount.
feature of the bill. It had been show a by the comp ..........
troller of the currency that such a section would
Loan of July and Aug., 1861[ 6 [June.¢_),1881$144,339,.q00
strike a very serious blow at the national bank sysLoan of 1863 ..............
I 6
IJune,':10,18Sl
57.216,100
469,3_,650
Funded
loan of 1881 ........
[ 5
[May
1,1881
£em, as the $211,000,000
of bonds then deposited
hy the banks would mature, in that year (1881), and
this amount of the new 3 per cents would have
The only resources
of the government
to meet
to be substituted,
or the notes issued on it would
these obli_o_ions
were the surplus
revenue, and
h'lve to be retired,
and the banks probably
be
about $104.650.000 of 4 per cent. bonds that had
compelled to go into liquidation.
But the section
been authorized
by the acts of 1870 and 1871, but
wa_ restored, and the bill went to the president,
had not been disposed of. To pay off the maturThe result of this provision
was to create great"
ing bonds with the revenue was clearly out of the
,li-trust among the banks, and in the short period
question;
and to have issued the 4 per cents would
,,f thirteen days they contracted
their issues by
have placed so much of the debt beyond the con..¢18,722,340, and nearly precipitated
a panic.
In
trol of the government,
owing to the length of
tact, a crisis was averted only by the action of the
time they had to run before redemption,
a step
_eeretary of the treasury,
who paid out an equal
that it was not expedient to take.
The _cretary,
amount of legal tenders in the purchase of bonds.
Mr. Windom, therefore assumed the responsibility
This movement was, however,
caused in a mess+ and adopted
the following
plan: "On April 11
ure by other provisions of the bill, which were,
there was called for absolute payment
on July 1,
that "section
four, of the act of June 20, 1874,
1881, the small loan of $688,200, bearing 6 per
entitled '_a set e_mg the amount of I]'ni_d
cent. interest, and known as the Oregon war debt,
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and at the same time, for payment on the same
date, the 6 per cent. loans, acts of July 17 and
Aug. 5, 1861, amounting
to $140,544,650,
and act
of March 3, 1863, amounting
to $55,145,750;
but
to the holders of the bonds of the two latter loans

interest at 8t} per centum."--&
bill to refund
$200,000,000
of the continued .bonds into 3 per
cent. stock was debated in the senate, but failed
in the house, and the whole matter would have
been allowed to rest had it not been for the neees-

permission
was given to have their bonds continued
at the plea._ure of the government,
provided they should so request."
This plan proved
entirely succes.sful, and a like privilege
was extended to the holders of the funded loan of 1881.
The bonds were presented freely, because the new
continued
bonds (known as "Windoms")bore
a
small premium,
and the amounts
that were not
so presented were easily met by the surplus
revenue.
The annual saving in interest accomplished
by this simple operation was $10,473,952,
and on
1h*ov. 1 tlxere remained
outstanding
of bonds
bearing 3_ per cent. interest, payable at the pleasure of the government,
$563,880,950.
The step
taken by the secretary was severely criticised
as
being au assumption
of legislative
powers by an
executive officer, but he really had no alternative,
and, as events proved,
his expedient
was better
than the one proposed
by congress, which would
have placed it beyond the power of the government to pay a larger portion
of the debt by
postponing
payment
of it for a term of years,
Although
this was not, properly speaking,
a refunding
measure,
it accomplished
what such a
measure proposed to accomplish,
and so satisfactory was the result that Secretary Folger made
"no
recommendation
of legislation
for the refunding
of the bonds now outstanding
bearing

sity of allowing the national banks to renewtheir
charters.
The eleventh section of this act (July
12, 1882) authorized
the secretary to receive continued bonds, and to issue instead 3 per cent. securities;
anti provided
" that the bonds herein
authorized
shall not be called in anti paid so long
as any bonds of the United
States beretoforc
issued bearing a higher rate of interest titan 8
per centum, and which shall be redeemable at the
pleasure of the United States, shall be outstanding
and uncalled.
The last of the said bonds originally issued under this act, and their substitutes,
shall be first called in, and this order of payment
shall be followed, until all shall have been paid."
This measure completed the funding operations of
the government,
and while more than $300,000,000
of the 3_ per cents were exchanged
for 3 per
cents, the surplus revenues were so great that, by
November,
1883, the 3 per cents were being
called in for payment.
It was, in fact, then a
question as to what should be done with the revenues of the government
when all the threes were
redeemed,
as no other bonds became due until
1891, and the attempts to reduce the revenue had
proved abortive. -- For the purpose
of showing
more completely
the changes that have ocenrred
in the de6t, the following
table, from official
records, is given :
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SPerCts.

tPerCenta

Dollarls.

DOllars.

l_0-July
1 ...........
1861 ...................
1862 ..................
18_ ..................
1864 ..................
1865 ...............
1865-Aug.31
..........
1866--July
1.
1867 ........
1868 ........
64,000,00(
1869 .......
66.125,00(
1870 ........
59,550,0(K

[tl-2PerCts.
i
Dollars.

i ..............
I..............
57 92fl,116.57_
105,_9,385.301
77,547,696
0_
90,496.9_0.74
616,127.9_
121,341.87_J
6_
17,737,0"25 6_
801,361
_,
..........................
..........................

i ..........
I...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
..........

...........

5PerCents.

6PerCents.

lhfllars.

Dollar.

,73-IOPerCent8
Dollars.

Totallnterestbearing
Debt.
Dollars.'

Dollar_.

43.476.300.00
,_00_22,200.(_
30.483,000.00
80,483,000
oo
8(}0,213,480
{D
245.709,420.6_
269,175,7'27._
201,9R2._5
01
I_8,5._,435
Ol
2_I 586,185.01
221'.588,3_0
(X
_,._21,588,800.0(

21,164,538
11 ..............
64,640,838
11
57,.°,58,(_'3.9_
..............
9e,380,87_
95
154.313,2_5.01
1_2,5_,485
84 3_5 804,82_
92
431,444,613._
139,974,435
34 707,581,634
47
842,882,652
o_ 139,286,905.84
1,859,930,763.50
1,213,495,169
9_'671,610,897.0_
2'221,311,918.'Z9
1,281,736,439.._
830,000,000.0_2_381,530,294.96
1,195,546,041.02
813 480,621 9_2,$32,331,207
60
1,54,q,452,080
O_ 488,344,846.9512,248,067,_87.66
i,87B,308,B84._
87._97,196.95{2,202,088.727
69
1 874.347,222.M
..............
2,1ff2,060,,¢_
,_9
1,765,317,422.8_
..............
2,046
_455,_2.ff9
1,616,897,300.0_
..............
1,374,883,800
O_ ..............

3,44_L(_7.20
_092,_0
43
2'2,048.509.5_
41,854,148
01
78,8_q,487
137,742,617.43
150,977,,697
146.068,196
'29
I,':18,8W2,451 39
12_,4,59,5._8 14
I_.52_,,q_
34
118.784,960
&_

1871 .......
187"2........

45,885,00(
9.,t,665,00(

678.000.0(
...........
67B.000 O_ ...........

274,2_,450.0(
414,567',,300._

1873
1874
1875
1676

14.(X)O,OOC
14,000,0_
14,000,00(
14,000,00_

678,000.0_
...........
678,00D 0( ............
676,000.0_
...........

414,567,800
0( I,'281,2_8.6_00_
510, "6:_t_.050.0( 1,213,6,24,7_00_
..............
607,1,_2,750.0(
1,I00,865,_,_0
O0 ..............
711,685,800.0(
I_4,999, _650 O0 .............

I',710,483,1150 ('tO
1 7_8,930.750
O0
I',7_2,676,300.00
1,710,_4_5,450
O_

98,LM9,804 ,_0
98.796,004,
_,855
690 '50
95,104,'2(;9 (_

1,794,,'mo5,_0
O0
1 7g?.f_43,?O0.O0

04.6.54,47'2 ,50
83,77;i.,%78 50

1_7_.9_,100.00
1,639 567 750 00

79._.981
75,018,6_

O0
50

1,463,610.400

57,360,110

75

........
........
........
........

1878 ........
1879 ........

14.000,00_
14,000.0(Y

9_..8_0,000.0_
141,I'_2,(100.0(

240,000,000
250000,000

70_,966,g_0
508,440,,°,50

1880
1881 ........
........

14,000,00(
14,000.00(

739.,"/47,'t_@0.0(
739,847,800.0(

250,000,000
250,000,000

1882 ........

14,000,00_

,"39,349.350

484,864,9(X)
_0_ 2;_5,780,400
439.841,350
I_6,878,600.0( (K
Continued
at 3 1-2 per cent.,
460,4_1,0_0
00

0C 250,000,00(

_A.UTHORITIES.
The F/nanr2 Report* and Congressiona,1 Globe and 1record are the chief authorities, but there is much material scattered among
periodicals
which might he consulted with advanrage, but which can not be mentioned
in this
place.
WORTH.t_OTON C. FORD.
REICHSRATH
(council of the empire) is the
_am_ of the parliament of Austri_
It i_ divided

O(
_(

7_619,000.0(_
_83,681,350.0_

..............
..............

..............

into two chambers,
house being elective.

I,_4,696,750
1 614,794,100

AnnuatInter
e_t Charge

O0 III.949.:_._0
O0 l(_J_8,4f_$

Off

_0

the members of tile lower
(See AUSTRIA-Hc-_t_A;t_'.)

REICHSTAG.
The Reichstag
is the elective
chamber
of the German parliament.
Thus was
resumed the name of the assembly of the estates
of the German empire,
which,
from 1663, up
to 1806, convened regularly at Regensburg,
under
the presidency
of the emperor, or of the arch-
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chancellor of the empire, the elector-archbishop
of
Mayence.
That assembly was divided into three
chambers: 1, of electors; 2, of princes, divided into
the temporal and the ecclesiastical
bench (the neutral bench between them was occupied by the Protestant bishops of Lllbeck and of Osnabrl_ck);
3,
of cities, subdivided
into the bench of the Rhine
and the Suabian bench.
Each of the three ctmmbers deliberated
separately;
after a separate vote
had been taken, the chamhcrs
sought to come to
an understanding,
for the purpose of presenting
to the emperor a common decision, called co_du,urn imperil.
BLOCK.

OFFICE.
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formally conferred, and the only provisions expressly affecting
that power are these : 1. "The
president, vice-president,
and all civil officers of
the United States, shall be removed from office on
impeachment
for a conviction of treason, bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemeanors."
2. "The
judges, both of the supreme
and inferior courts,
shall hold their offices during
good behavior,"
and their compensation
shall.not
be diminished
during continuance
in office.
3. "The house of
representatives
shall elect their speaker and other
officers ; _ _ the senate shall choose their other
officers, and also a president p_v tempore in the
absence of the vice-president."
Each of these proREMOVAL
OF DEPOSITS.
(See DEPOSITS,
visions plainly leaves the important
authority
and
REMOVAL OF.)
duty of removal of federal officials, in case they
are not guilty of high crimes or misdemeanors,
REMOYALS
FROM OFFICE.
The subject
utterly unprovided
for, and therefore to mere imof Appointments
has been reserved, to be considplication. -- The apl)ointment
has been held cornered here with Removals.
An appointment,
in a plcte when the commission is filled out and signed
politica _, sense, is the designation
and authorizaby the president, even though not delivered.
(blarlion, by the proper authority,
of some person to
bury vs. Madison,
1 Cranch, 137, and 19 ttoward
be a public officer or agent, with the powers and
Rep., 4, 74.) But President
Jefferson
dissented
duties conferred
by law. A removal is an act, on
from this view, and treated a delivery of the cornthe part of some competent
authority,
by which
mLssion as es,_cntial to complete an appointment.the holding of a public office or agency is brought
Congress has vested in the courts of law the apto an end. Very generally the power of appointpointment
of nearly or quite all the subordinates
ment and 1hat of removal
are vested in the same
of those tribunals.
With considerable
exceptions
officer
or body.
Under enlightened
governments
(forwhich see CONFIRMATION and TERM A_D
thispower, save in so faras itrelatesto the sub- TENURE OF OFFICE), ithas vested ineach of the
ordinatesof the judicialand legislative
depart- heads of departments theappointment of itsown
ments, is,with few exceptions,treated as an subordinates.And legislative
bodiesintheUnited
executivepower. Under the very defectivecon- States,as inallothcrreallyfreecountries,
appoint
federacywhich preceded the American constitu- and remove theirown subordinates.
-- Under the
tion,the appointingpower was in congress,there federalconstitution,
itwould seem plain,that,
having been no executivebranch; and inseveral with the exceptionof officers
of congress,no apof thestatesa greateror lessportionof thatpower
pointment of civilofficers
can be made, except,
has been retainedor usurped by the legislature,first,
by the president,
by and with theadvice and
Sometimes, however, tllepower of appointment consentof the senate;or,second,of inferior
offiisdivided between two authorities,
as in the case cer% 1, by ritepresidentalone. 2, by one of the
of about 3,500of the higher non-elective
officers heads of a department,or,'
3,by a courtof law.of the United States,who are nominated by the There seems to be no cleardefinition
of an "infepresidentand confirmed by the senate. (SeeCol_- riorofficer"
in the senseof the constitution,
and
IPIRMATION.)
The same mode of appointment itwould be very difficult
to frame one of much
generallyprevailsin thestates;but _lassachusetts definiteness.What, then, is the extent of the
gives the power of confirmation,
generally,to a power of congressto vestappointmenLs? Itisby
Councilof eight members electedby the people no means easy to determine wlmt persons in tile
in districts,
and perhaps some other stat_ have public'scrvice
are,inany sense,officers
within the
f_llowcdherexample. --The federalconstitution,purview of theconstitution.
There areatalltimes
thetheory of which isfollowed by the states,
con- thousands inthatservicewhom the law,withlittle
fernthe appointing power upon the presidentin precision,
designate._asemploy_s.In legalphrase,
these words : "He shallnominate, and by and they areemployed, but not appointed,and are diswith the advice and cohsentof the senate,shall missed,or discharged,but not removed. Their
appoint,ambassadors,other public ministersand selection
for,and severancefrom, the publicservconsuls,judges of the supreme court, and all ice,is,therefore,
technicallyno exerciseof the
otherofficers
of the United States,
whose appoint- appointing power. Mere laborersin the navy
ments arenot hereinotherwiseprovided for,and yards, arsenals,and elsewhere,are clearlyonly
which shallbe establishedby law; but the con- employCs. But many persons,in continuousservgress may by law vest the appointment of such iceatcustom hous_ and other offices,
as wellas
inferior
officers
as they may think proper in the the clerks of committees and commissions,and
presidentalone,in the courts of law, or in the all like officials,
whose relations
and dutiesare
heads of departments." This power extends to nearly identicalwith those of others classedas
army and navy appointments,as well as tothose officers,
are designatedand treatedas if only erafor the civilservice. No power of removal is ploy_s. Such, too,is the case of nearly all of
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the tens of thousands
of the subordinates
of
member.
A considerable
majority--contrary
to
postmasters
throughout
the Union, they being
a view expressed
in the "Federalist,"
and apemployed
and discharged
by the postmasters
proved by Mr. Webster--finally
held that the
themselves,
without any action by the postmaster
power of removal was in the president alone, and
general; yet the _ubordinatcsof collectors,
naval thathe could remove in his discretion.(Annals
officers,
surveyors,etc.,with slight exception-- of CongTess, vol. i.,pp. 869-384.) The senate
though having analogous functionsand authority, approved thisview, but only by the castingvote
and being in no respectmore official
and perma- of the vice-president,
Mr. Adams.
(Ex parte
nent--are treatedas officers.They areappointed Hennin, 13 PetersRep., 237,240.) In conformity
and removed by the secretaryof the treasury; tothisview, the act establishing
the treasurydethe directsuperiorsof the latter"inferioroffi- partment declaresthat "the secretarymay be recers" only making recommendations concerning moved by the president." Ever since,thisvast
them tothat"head of department." On no sound implied power--the gTeatcstperhaps ever conprinciplecan such discriminationbe nmde. The
ferred by mere construction--hasbeen accorded
clerkof the postmaster,on the basisof principle, tothepr_ident,without its
everhaving been nmde
dignityand justice,
isas much an officer
as the an issuein the courts. (1 Kent's Commentaries,
clerk of the collector.The question may well 311.) The debate in the house was elaborate,
ariseas to which of these two classesof public and di_losed great diversityof opinion. The
servantsare now being selectedand dischargedin rule forwhich Mr. Madison, who took a Icading
an unconstitutional
manner. -- Confusion on the part,contended, was that the power of removal
subjecthas existedfrom thebeginningof thegov- was an incidenttoor reallya part of the power
eminent. A law of 1789 (IStat.at Large, chap. of appointments,and that itthereforebelonged
xx., § 27),authorizes "marshals to appoint one to the presidentalone. The senatewas to have
or more deputies,"and a court or judge to re- no partin itsexercise, liealsomaintained,with
move them. It has been decided(Unitcd States unanswerable cogency, that removals can be
vs.Finkle,3 Blatehford Rep., 425),that "these made only for cause, and that a failureto redeputies are officers."But if they are officers,move forgood cause and a removal without such
it is plain that they can not be appointed by a cause,would alikebe malfeasance on the partof
marshal,he not being an official
upon whom con- the president,(and consequently on the part of
gress can confer the appointing
power.
(See
any official having the appointing
power), which
United
State.s vs. Hertwe]l, 6 Wallace
Pep., 385,
would justly subject
him to impeax:hment.
It
for an analogous
ca_.)--The
authority
of conwas strongly urged by others, that, as the senate
gress, in regard to vesting the appointing
power,
had the power of confirmation
(see Co._Fnt._lx:
may obviously be so exercised as to greatly affect
wIo_), and hence in a sense shared the appointing
not only the executive
department
itself, but the
power, it should also be consulted
as to removals.
relations between it and the senate.
The appointMr. Benson, of l_'ew York, (where the spoils sysmeat of the vast number
of subordinates
now
tem was first and most fully developed),advanced
made by the heads of the departments
alone
the doctrine that the president
could " remove al.
might either be vested in the president
alone, or,
p/ensure","
and consequently
that he was under
on the other extreme,
be made subject to the conno such legal or moral responsibility
as Mr. Madflrmation
of the senate.
So the appointment
of
ison insisted upon,
Others urged the equally radall who can be classed as "inferior
officers" of
ical view, on the other extreme,
that appointed
the about 3,500 officers now nominated
by the
officers were removable only by impeachment
and
president
and confirmed
by the senate, might be conviction,
which wcadd, of course, give a tenure
given to the president alone or to heads of departof good behavior.
The only decision
reached
ments.
And it is by no means clear how far conwas, that the power of removal was in the pre._igress may go in regulating
the power of removal,
dent alone, until some part of it should (with the
Even as early as 1826, a committee
of the senate
power of appointment)
be vested by congress elsemade a report in favor of requiring
the president,
where, as the constitution
authorizes.
Yet, wilh
in making nominations
to that. body, to fill a vastrange inconsistency,
the first congre_,
in one
cancy caused by a removal, to state the reasons
case, by law vested the power of al_pointing cerfor which the removal had been made.
There is tain officers in one subordinate
official (not the
a statute forbidding
the head of a department
head of a department), and the power of removremoving certain officers "except for cause stated
ing them in another.
(1 Star. at Large, chap. xx.,
in writing, which shall be submitted
to congress
_ 27.)-- Despite the conflicting action of congress,
at the session following
such removal.""
(U. 8.
the rule of the courts is, that the power of removRev. Stat., sec. 170,5; and see CONFmMATION, for
al is an incident of the power of appointment.
e_ect of tenure of office acta.) -- The question
(ExparteHennin,
13 Peters Rep., 261.) Itisthe
where the right of removal was vested arose atgeneral rule, conseqne_tly,
that when a power of
most upon the government
going
into effect,
appointment
is conferred, the power of removal
Closely connected
with that, was the question as _tccompanies it as an incident; the conditions on
to the theory and basis of removals.
These queswhich the removal may be made depending
on
tion8 were discussed in the house of representsthe tenure of Llae office, as defined by law.
(See
lives at its first session, of which Madison was a
Tm_
AND tF_
o_ OI¢_IcE,)
Where there
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is a tenure of good behavior,
it is plain there
must be a good cause arising from tim bad conduct of the official.
Removal,
in such a case.
must be precedcd
by such action as is equivalent
to a conviction
for misbehavior;
of-which
there
must have been a charge, and upon tha.t charge a
trial and opportunity
of defend.
(Page vs. I-Ioedin, 8 B. Munroe, 672.) There are few cases of
such tenure, except the judiciary.
Under a power to remove "for cause "therc is a limitation
of
the power of a mere di_retionary
removal, and
there must be a legal cause--malfeasance,
misfeasance
or nonfeasance--_,onstituting
a breach
of the trust of the office, of which the courts can
take notice; and they will restore the officer removed without such cause.
(State, etc., vs. Cornmon Council, 9 Wisconsin
Rep., 254 ; Ex parle
King, 35 Texas Rep., 657 ; Field vs. Com., etc.,
32 Penn. Rcp., 478, 484; The People .ca. Munday,
72 New York Rep., 445; The Pcople v,_. The Mayor, 79 h'ew York Rcp., 582.) If there is some
evidence of cause for removal, the courts will not
review that evidence, though
they might in the
first instance have reached a different conclusion,
(The People vs. Campbell, 82 New York
Rep.,
247.)--Nearly
all appointed
officials, save those
having a fixed term, hold during the discretion of
the official having
the appointing
power, or, in
eommon phrase, " during his pleasure."
A similar right of removal (luring the term exist_ in
the case of appointed
officials having .t fixed term
of years. -- Contrary
to the general opinion until
rec;_ntly, the power of the president
to remove
(or dismiss) an officer of the army or navy is the
same as his power to remove a civil officer; but
congre_
has so regulated
that authority,
that,
without the concurrence
of the senate, the power
ol summarily
discharging
army or navy officers
"in time of peace" can not be exercised
"except
in pursuance
of the sentence of a court martial,
or in commutation
thereof."
(Blake vs. The United States, 13 Ott Rep., 227, 237.) This liability
of all officers of the army and navy, confirmed
I)y the senate, to be removed
at any time by the
mere com'urrcnt
act of the president and the party majority of that body, has, unquestionably,
a
vicious tendency;
drawing
those officers into politics, and causing
them to more and more dread
politi(,al influence and tocourt the favor of partie_
and their leaders.
This power of removal is held
in partisan circles, and very generally on the part
of the politician
class, to mean a right to remove
in order to promote the interc._ts of the dominant
party or faction, and even if not, ye.t in order to
realize the political
ambition
of the appointing
oficer.
The threat or fear of such use of it is
made effective for extorting
political assessments,
and for compelling
the officials of the government
to become the henchmen
of parties
and chiefrains. This prostitution
of the power of removal,
like that of the power of appointment,
has been
one of the most potent
agencies
by which the
public aerviee has been demoralized
and degraded,
aad the apoila _yatem has been made potential,
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There can be little doubt that there has been a
mischievous
and unwarranted
suggestion
drawn
from the l)hra_c "removable
at ld_,_l_ar,', '' sometimes used by the courts.
It has too often, even
by honest citizens, bccn accepted
as Ineaning
an
authority
under no moral obligations
; when, in
fact, nothing
can bc clearer
than the duty of
using
it, conscientiously,
for the promotion
of
the public interests in the broadest _nse in which
they may bc affected.
Whatever
may be said of
a technical,
legal power, no officer can have a
right to remove a worthy public servant, except
for adequate
public reasons, nor any right to forbear to remove an unworthy
one, unle,,_s the remoral wouht, for pe.culiar r(u_)ns, be at the moment a public detriment.
This w'Js the rule laid
down by )ladison,
:rod enforced
during
his generation.--Thc
moral obligations attending
the excrcise of the appointing
power arc clear enough
to any candid
mind, however
party zeal and
vicious usages may have obscured
them in the
minds of the mere politician.
Thc ._ame rules of
duty which forbid the us(, of the people's money
for'private
and party purposes, also forbid the
exercise of any branch of the appointing
power
for the same purpose.
The fact thal the public
conscience is outraged at every falsification of the
public accounts aud every p(_:ulation of the public moneys, yet takes but l'mguid
notice, of the
appointment
of the friends of thie.ves to be constables and marshals, of ignorant politicians
to be
justices, or of _cond or third class lawyers to l)e
judges,
though
abuses and di_qu.difications
on
the part of these latter officials may bc ten times
the most di_._trous,
only illu_trate._ the lack of
political education
and the need of reflection upon
all that pertains
to one of the most vital and potential
powers
of government.
We allow, _ll
over the land, officers Io al)point, almost without
criticism, an incompetent
relative, or an ignorant
clcctionecring
partisan, to official pl'tce._, by rea,son of which the public business greatly suffers
and official life is ma(h. disrel)utable;
though we
should be justly astir for a conviction,
if g single
dollar had been taken by a letter carrier, or a pair
of glov.es--on
which we, t_rhap_, had paid no
duties--had
been abstracted
by a baggagc inspector.
It will bca great advance of l)uI)lic educalion and of the public welfare
iu many ways,
when we _hall have an intelligent
public opinion
which will bc indignant
and outnpoken
upon
ever)- prostitution
of the high trust of the appointing power for party or selfish ends.
And it
may not be without us,c to invite special attention
to the study and reflection required
for comprehending how profoundly,
and in what manifohl
ways, in federal, state and municipal
affair_, the
honest use of that power, for the selection of the
wisest, purest and most efficient, could bc made
potential for the purification
of politics and clevation of official life.
Such teaching should find a
place in our schools and colleges.
It is now the
accepted
opinion
of a great proportion
of our
people, if not that this power may justifiably
be
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used to advance the personal friends of the officer,
yet that it may be used to strengthen
his party
and his faction.
Upon that theory it is now generally exercised.
(See SPOILS SYSTEM, PATRONAGE, PaOMOTIO_.)--The
abuses in connection
with the power of removal are by no means all
on the side of its selfish or partisan exercise.
The same malign influences _hich cause worthy
officials to be sent away, are as powerfully
exerted
to keep the unworthy in their places.
Those who
have b_n able to make the public service a hospital for their dependents,
combine to resent all
attempts to remove them.
It may cost a postmaster or a head of a department
his place to
send away the incompetent
electioneering
agent
of a great party chieftain,
or even "the young
lady °' recommended
"by a congTessman."
Offices
are frequently
burdened with supernumeraries,
whom those having the power have not the courage to remove.
President
Grant, in one of his
messages, referred to the fact that it was far easier
to remove the unworthy
who came in through
competition,
and were therefore without influence
to keep them, than it was to remove the inefficient
favorites
of great politicians. -- Under despotic
forms of government--or
where corruption, as in
Turkey, is habitually resorted to as an agency of
administration--there
is of course no more pretense of justice, or regard for moral obligation,
in exercising the power of removal, than of that
of appointment.
It is, without scruple, used to
reward favorites, to gain money, to suppress independence,
to strengthen
dynasties
and hierarchies.
Cromwell used it, almost as freely as
did James and Charles, to uphold political and
religious partisans.
Even as late as George III.
it was used for nearly or quite all those purposes,
and in the army and navy as well as in the civil
service.
When liberty and justice were enough
advanced to enable party majorities to rule, the
dominant par_y began by prostituting that power
for selfish ends in much the same spirit that the
corrupt tyrants of earlier days had done.-- Soon
after the formation of the American
constitution,
there arose a public opinion in Great Britain too
strong for the king to confront,
which condemned
removals without cause, and such removals ceased,
Parties, there, have long since reached the sound
conclusion
that even their own strength is not increased
by mere partisan
appointments
or proscriptive removals.
(See CrviL SERVXCE RE_OItM,
PRo._lOT_O_S.)--From
the be_nning
of our hational administration
until Jackson
came to the
presidency,
it was the accepted
theory and the
constant
practice
that removals
were not to be
made without good cause; and that, unless in the
casesof thelegaladvi_rsof
the president and perhaps a few others, political opinion
did not constitute
such a cause.
Under
Jefferson
and the
second Adams especially,
there was great pressure for removals for political
reasons.
But they,
and each of the first six presidents, standing
upon
principle
and a sense of public duty, nobly resisted that partisan demand; altogether making
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only seventy-three
removals
in the forty years
covered by their terms.
Of these, Waab|ngton
made nine, and all for cause ; John Adams,
nine, and none on mere political grounds; Jefferson, thirty-nine, of which he said none were for
party reasons; Madison, five; Monroe, nine; and
John Q. Adams only two, and both for cau_.
It
is certain that not one of these presidents made a
proscription or partisan removal according to the
later practice.
With Jackson's
accession to the
presidency a new spirit triumphed.
Offices were
treated rather as party spoils than as public trusts.
Removals
were made for the treble purpose of
punishing
political opponents,
of rewarding subservient supporters,
and "of strengthening
the
party."
In the year from March 4, 1829, to
March 4, 1830, President Jackson appears to have
made 734 removals.
Throughout
his two terms
his use of the appointing
power was in the same
intolerant and despotic spirit.
In all the lower
grades of the public service, the president's example was soon followed.
The theory that patrenage is e_sential to the vitality and usefulness
of parties, and that '' to the victor belong the
spoils," was generally enforced.
The higher sentiment of the nation was outraged, and all official
life was humiliated
and debased.
We have no
space for enlarging upon the disastrous effects of
the spoils system then first established in the hational administration.
(See SPorLs SYST_;'_, PATROSAOE.)--How
thoroughly the theory enforced
at Washington
was also enforced in the local offic_
is well illustrated a few years later at the l_;ew
York custom house.
One collector, there, in the
four years from 1858 to 1862, removed 389 of his
690 subordinates;
another, of the opposite party,
in the three and a half years next following,
removed 525 out of 702 of those serving under hhn.
Nearly all these removals were for partisan reasons.
The duty of removing
for cause was, by
reason of vicious political
influence, but rarely
performed.
And this reckless, demoralizing proscription, fatal alike to efficiency in the custem_
service, to purity in politics, and to all manly selfrespect in the public service, continued there, and
generally prevailed in the whole civil administration, until the demand for a reform policy began
to be effective soon after 1871.
In thc five years,
or 1,565 secular days, preceding
the year 1871,
there were 1,678 removals, and nearly all for mere
partisan reasons, in the New York custom hous("
--or, more than at the rate of one every secular
day of the five yearsl -- From the introduction
of
the reform methods,
in July, 1878, (under which
competitive
examinations
for admission
to the
NewYorkcustomhousehavebeensincecnforced),
until the 8th of September
of that year, no r()moral was there made. From the last-named date
to Feb. 20, 1881, (nearly two and a half year_),
only forty-four
removals were made in the office,
and all for cause, and hence none for political
reasons.
From the last-named
date to this time
(November,
1882), the removals
have been upon
the same basis and in almost the same ratio, as in
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the two and a half years preceding 1881.--The
effects of the new system upon removals, as enforced in the New York postoffice during the
same periods, have been almost identical
with
those at the custom house.
And at the several
other offiecawberecompetitive
examinations,
with
various
defects
and limitations,
have been onforced, there has been a corresponding
reduction
in tile number of proscriptive
removals.
Like
results attended the enforcement
of such examination at Washington
under Prcsident Grant.-- Proscriptive and partisan removals (or, in other words,
removals
without
cause), are almost invariably
made in order to furnish
a vacancy for some influential or strongly backed office seeker.
And if
it were neces¢ury
that every such office seeker
should win the first place in a competitive
examination before he could be appointed,
therewould
bc few unjust removals, andthequestionastoareasonably permanent
tenure of office would present
little difficulty,
if it was not practically
settled,
The class of men who are being pushed, or who
beg and intrigue
for office, are rarely those who
can win a place in an honest rivalry or competition of merit.
The reasons why members of congreas refused to vote money to enable President
Grant to continue
competitive
examinations
at
Washington,
and why congress
has given no aid
in supportofthecompetitiveorme_tsystcmat
the
New York offices, are largely, to be found in the
simple facts that the new system was fatal to all
arbitrary
and proscriptive
removals,
and hence
dcstrnctive
of the vast congressional
patronage,
by the aid of which
so many members secure
their own elections, augment
their influence
and
importance,
and get places for their henchmen
and favorites.
:Members of congress, whose duty
it is to make laws in aid of keeping the most useful public servants in their places, have exerted a
very great part of that pernicious
influence which
has so generally made our public servants the dependents and servile agents of scheming
officials
and unsci'upulous
chieftains.--During
the last
few years there has been a rapid development
of
a sentiment whichcondemnsall
removals without
taut.
The people are beginning
to take notice
of the abuse which is becoming more and more
an issue in the elections.
If the more sagacious
party leaders already see the need of arresting this
form of proscription
and despotism,
it is yet trnc
that very lately, and even within a few months,
the most arbitraryand
indefensible
removals have
hecn made.
Upon eachof the late changesin
the
party majorities in the houses of congre_,
mere
ministerial
subordinates
have been changed
in
order to gain partisan patronage.
The time of the
national senate, during the past and present year,
has been largely given to mere factional contentions, growing out of the attempted
removals of
postmasters and collectors whose political opinions
all true statesmen must hold to be unimportant,
if
not utterly immaterial.
At the last session the
house was forced to a vote in order to retain a
skilled

and invaluable

clerk

against

a pressure

of
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many members who sought to put an inexperienced partisan of their own faction into his
place.
The speaker of the present house of representatives,
merely for political
reasons, lms
arbitrarily removed one or more of its most effieient stenographic
reporters, in violation of the
spirit if not the tetterof its own rul(_ and usages,
which allow removals only for causc, and has appointcdasuccessor,
unequalincapacity,
by reason
of which the business
of the house appears
to
have been embarrassed.
(See speech
of Mr.
Springer, "Congressional
Record," July 07, 188°.)
And while we are writing,
the facts are laid before the I)nblic of a removal of a female postmaster, very recently made in Yirginia,
only for
the reason that a senator treats the sympathy
of
her brother
with the political faction which opposes him as a sufficient
cause for demanding
such removal ! In state and municipal
administration, removals
arc constantly
being made for
no better cause; by reason of which, men of high
self-respect
and capacity scorn the pnblic service;
tho_ in it are hunfiliated;
administration
is made
inefficient
and needlessly
expensive;
and the intensity, intrigue and corruption
of party politics,
and the strife for places, are greatly increased.
It
is not possible
to cxaggerate
the discoura_ng,
humiliating
effects upon the great body of the
civil servants,
produced
by the constant
sense
that no merits of their own, but an influence and
interests
foreign to their sphere of duties,
are
most potential
for kceping them in their places;
or to overstate the demoralizing
influence upon all
official and political life of so vast a power as
that of appointment
and removal
habitually
used
in defiance of the highest obligations
of morality,
patriotism,
and the official oath.
o
DoRxt^._ B. EATOI_.
RENT.
This is the term recognized
in political economy, to denote the _let product of the land,
i. e., that portion of the total product,
which,
after deducting
what covers the expense of production, remains, and constitutes
a surplus.
This
surplus
naturally
reverts
to the owners of the
soil; they gather
it themselves
when they work
their own lands; they receive it from the hands
of farmers or metayers when they leave to others
the care of making them productive;
in all cases.
the rent forms part of the property.
We must
not, however, confound
it with the price paid by
one who hires a farm, (called sometimes
farm
rent), although
it is one of the elements of the
latter.
Every case of farm rent, every leasing
price, whcther
payable in money or in kind, ineludes something
additional,
viz., the remuneration due the land owners for expenditures
made
by them at various tim_ in the past, to facilitate
labor or increase its results.
The building's
for
farm service or for residence, the fences, ditches
and plantations
which the farm embraces,
have
often cost considerable
sums, and it is just that
those who enjoy the advantages
connected
with
their existence,

should

pay all or a part of the in-
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terest on the capital that had to be devoted to
them.
On the other hand, the conditions of the
lease of lands have been discussed by the contraCting parties, and may have been so determined
as to favor either.
Neverthek.,s8,
wherever the
price for the use of the farm is payable in money,
there is a constant tendency for it to include the
entire rent.
Rent is a net product, it is only realmeal when active industry has been fully remu
nerated, and it is not less difficult for farmers to
reserve any of it for themselves, than for proprietors to induce farmers to sacrifice to them a part
of the profits due to their improvements.
But,
whatever may be the nature of the circumstances
which determine the apportionment
of the rent of
land between
the owner and farmer, they can
neither permanently
effect its real amount nor
alter its orig'inal character.Among
the great
facts to which
the attention of economists
has
been drawn, few have given rise to so many controversies
as the rent of lands.
What it is, its
origin, its proportions,
its effects, its legitimacy
even, everything
connected with its existence, has
been the ohject of long and patient investigations,
and still harmony has not yet been established
hetween the differing
opinions.
This is the more
to be regxetted, because, in this very question of
rent are involved
many other problems of deep
social import, and the effects of its solution nat.
urally extend far beyond the limits which scien
tific inv_tigation
has attained.We will here
commence
by pointing out the order in which the
opinions on the matter of rent originated;
we will
note their characteristic
differences;
then we will
take up the question in its whole extent, and, in
our course, we shall find occasion to show how
far each of the theories before us seems to depart
from or to approach the truth, so far as the best
established
facts permit us to discern it. -- It was
the physiocratic
school
who first enunciated an
opinion on the nature of rent.
They characterized it as the net product of the land, and in this
they were not in error; but soon, attributing to it
an extreme and exclusive
importance,
they made
it the only source of public and private wealth,
We know how erroneous
a doctrine must he,
which is based on the idea that no other labor

portion of the fruits of the earth from which the
non-agricultural
classes subsist; and, doubtless, in
the normal and regular order of things, the greater or less amount of this excess has a strong inflnence on the degTce of power and prosperity ill
reserve for nations. -- With and by the illustriou_
Adam Smith, began what may rightfully be called
true economic science.
The opinion of Smith on
the subject of rent is much like that of the phy._iocrates.
It is substantially
as followsIn labor
on land, nature acts conjointly
with man, and
rent is the product of its co-operative
power.
It
is this co-operative
power of the earth, the enjoymerit of which landholders grant in consideration
of a price for the lease based upon a proportional
share of the sum at which it flg_tres in the results
of production.--The
opinion
of Adam Smith
has obtained the assent of most economists.
.1
B. Say, Storch, Rossi and Rau adopted it, or wlried little from it. Dr. Anderson, however, had
previously presented a harmonious
series of idea._
on the subject, which were at the same time more
complex and better developed. *_ But his system
did not attract attention until after having been
reproduced
again in the writings
of Malthus and
Ricardo, and it is under the name of the latter
tlmt he has taken a place in economic science.The starting point of Ricardo
is in reality the
same as that of Adam Smith.
What the latter
calls the co-operative
power of land, Ricardo
calls natural fertility,
or original powers;
but.
what he has added to the fundamental
notion i.-.
an exposition of the rules which, in his opinion.
govern the formation and progressive
increase of
rent.
According
to Ricardo. rent is not solely
the result of a natural fertility which permits th_•
land to return, to those who cultivate
it. harvesI_
superior to their needs; it arise_ from the unequal
distribution
of this fertility.
So long as the p_pulation,
having plenty of room, can work only
the best lands at their disposal, there is no rein:
but just as soon as, on account of their incre_tse
in numbers, the same population
are compelled,
in order to procure means of subsistence, to a_tack lands of inferior quality, rent ari_s and b_'comes the share of the proprietors of the portion_
of the soil that were first cultivated.
Aml th,

than that on land can obtain more than the equivaleut of the values it consumes,
a doctrine denying productive
power to employments
without
which most things produced from the land would
them_lves
remain urL_uit_l to use, and not admitting that men could realize any other riches
than that which the natural fertility of the soil
put at their disposal.
However,
in spite of this
fundamental
errorwhieh
vitiated all their eonclusions, we can not deny the physiocrates
the merit
of having apprehended
well the character of rent
and having given a pretty accurate
definition of
it. Among their observations
on the naturaJ inermine of rent, there are also some whk_ are both
j14*t lind importaJ_t.
The net product, re_t, is the

following
is his explanation.
Being less fertilf _
than the others, the lands on which the labor i_
expended can not return, for a like expendinm"
in cultivation,
as great a product.
The crop:
they yield require additional expense and labor.
and as it has become impesttible for society to do
without
its comp_
of supplle_, it is cornpelled to pay for l_viskms
whatever
l)ri_'__ i,
necessary to insure production
on land that h_judt been cleaved.
In this inevitable
movemenT.
it is the net cost of the produce on the worst land
towhich recourse must be had, which flxe_ II_'
general price, and ooneequently
determines 11_"
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profits of the proprietors
of the land first cult]rated, the realization
of which secures them a
rent.
They sell at a higher price what they ohrain without
increased cost or advances,
and find
themselves
masters of a greater surplus than they
had before prices had risen.
A like effect is again
produced
whenever
the necessity
of increa_ing
the arable domain is felt.
Worse lands arc continually
being brought
under
cultivation
; the
])rice of produce
rises because of the increa_ed
outlay
they require;
and, at each a_lvance in
prices which
takes place, rent is seen to ari_
where it did not previously
exist, am] to increase
where it had already arisen.
Such are the ideas
on whmh the theory is based which is called by
Ricardo's name.
This theory affirms, or at ]east
•lppears to affirm, that rent has no other source
than the difference
in thc degree of fertility between different
portions of the soil: it attributes
its origin and development
to no other principle
than the continual
rise in the market
price of
food, and it makes the difference between a general price current, regulated
by the expenses
connccted with prodlmtion
in localities where these
expenses are greatest, and the particular
net cost
in the other portions of the soil, the measure
of
the rent that each of the latter affords
or is
adapted
to afford.--Ricardo's
theory
was of
course widely taken into considcration
by the
economic world.
It gave, or seemed to give, the
explanation
of a certain number of facts, which,
at the time when it originated,
were receiving
much attention from the public.
Moreover, many
writers accepted it fully; and it was not until our
day that it found decided opponents.
Attacked
first in England by Prof. Jones, of Hailebury,
it
was afterward assailed by adver.,_ries whose den]als extended even to the principle
to which Smith
had given his adhesion. -- A very distinguished
American economist, Mr. Carcy, has denied that
the natural
fertility
of the soil is among
the
eau_e_ productive
of rent.
In his view, rent has
no other source than the expenses
successively
incurred
in the interest
of production.
And
among these expenses he includes, besides those
of which the lands under cultivation
have been
the direct object, the construction
of roads, canals,
and any means of communication
designed
to
facilitate transportation
and to render the markets
accessible to products
which, if they could not
have reached
them, would
not have been demaaded of the soil.
Mr. Carey,
moreover, has
ez_deavored to demonstrate
that Ricardo was entirely wrong in regard
to the order in which
etJl,'ivation has taken place, and that it ha_ not
b_':zua with the most fertile lands, but with those
am._t easily cleared, or the nearest to centres of

tion of human industry. -- Such is also the point
of view from which rent was regarded
by a man
whose premature
loss science can not too deeply
deplore.
M. Bast]at, dreading
the con_quences
of any doctrine
which seemed to authorize
the
admission
that wealth could exist wilich W_LSnot
exclusively
tile product
of services or of human
efforts, started with the same idea _ Mr. Carey.
Aceording
to him, rent is and can bc only the
interest on the capital !nvested
in clearing the
soil and preparing
it for production.
Only M.
Bast]at recognizes
th'_t rent may occur without
the proprietor
having to make any sacrifice to
reap the benefit of an unexpected
inercase:
and
this ca,_e he explains hy renmrking
that there is
nothing
peculiar in landed property ; that what
creates
the value of the services rendered
by
every employment
of human industry,
whatever
agent it may use, is not alone the efforts made by
the producer, but als(, the efforts spared to the
consumer;
and that the latter, whenever ln._ wants
increase, pays more for the service rendered him
in saving him the more costly efforts he would
have to make to provide for himself without suel_
aid.
It is much to be regTetted that 3[. Bast]at
did not have time to make a precise and wellarranged statement of his ideas before his death.
It was in connection
with the treatment
of real
estate that he announced
them, in the clever
book he published
under
the title of " Economic
Harmonies."
The special
chapter
that he proposed to devote to rent w_L_ _careely outlined.
and what ha_ been preserved
of it consists only
of incomplete
fragment.s,
in which the author's
idem_ are not clearly discernible. --Such
are the
principal opinions to which the existence of rent
has given rise.
Their antagonism is very marked.
While some attribute
the formation
of rent to
the co-operative
action of nature in agricultural
labor, others, denying all influence to this action.
consider rent only as the remuneration
for the
expenses
and efforts
by which mankind
have
succeeded in tran._forming the earth into an instrument of production.
We will review the whole
subj_t,
and attempt to ascertain
the truth amid
the obscurities
and complications
which
have
hithertn
hindered
its succeasful
investigation.
Or_.i_ of l_e:_t. There are, in the first place, two
thin_
which it seems to us impos._ihle to c_ntest.
One is, that the earth is endowed with fertility;
the other, that it is not equally so in all parts.
It
is a fact no less evident, th._t this fertility
does
not even need the co-operation
of man in order
to manifest itself.
In the most uncultivated
condition the land never fails to bc covered with
vegetable
growths,
some of which ('an supply
food and support
animals whose flesh may be

c(,n_umption.
Taking
Mr. Carey's
opinions in
their plain signification, they consist in denying to
_he land itself any participation
in the formation
_)f rent, in attempting
to prove that all this rent
represent,_ only the remuneration
for advances
Znade to render the soft amenable to culture; in a
Word, that ven_ is and can be only a simple crea-

eaten; and it is the land which, by insuring
to
the human race at the beginning
harvests air_dy
produced,
h_s permitted
it to escape thc destructire effects of famine.
Of course, men had to
be at the trouble of gathering
the fruit, pullingup the roots, and catching
the game :rod the fish
on which they subsisted;
but if such efforts had
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alone the power of conferring value on the produets which the earth of itself put within their
reach, it is none the 1_ true that where these
products
were more abundant
or more easily
obtainable,
less effort was needed to appropriate
them, to adapt them to use; in a word, to convert
them into exchangeable
wealth.
Well, it is to
this natural fertility of the earth, which has from
the beginning
put its inhabitants
in the way of
obtaining
means of subsistence
which were not
wholly tile fruit of their labor even, that rent
owes its origin.
Rent is the surplus realized over
the expense of production,
and wherever it was
po_ible
to those who, in any way whatever,
labored to _ther the fmit_ of the earth, to amass
more of them than their personal necessities re.
quired, there was a surplus to their advantage,
which was rent, and rent very evidently
due to
the fertility of the portion of the soil on which
their industry
had been employed. -- The most
savage tribes have nothing to learn in this regard,
They contest with each other the occupation
of
places where the waters most abound in fish, or
where the land furnishes the most game or fruit;
and this is because they well know that as long as
they keep exclusive
possession of it, they will
derive from a given amount of effort, time and
fatigue,
a quantity of the means of subsistence
superior to what they would obtain on les._ favored
portions of the soil: in a word, an actual excess
over the expenses of production, which would be
everywhere
else less amply repaid. -- We will
say more.
From the first, the earth must, in
certain places, have conferred
a rent on those
_'ho as yet knew only how to gather its spontaneons productions,
as otherwise civilization
could
not have arisen
and commenced
to advance,
While most of the savage tribes were exhausting
themselves
in efforts to find enough to prevent
them from dying of starvation,
others, more favoted, obtained, without any more skill or effort,
resources more than sufficient to supply their necessities; and the latter were not long in bettering
their condition.
Free to provide in advance for future consumption,
it became possible for them to
devote leisure to occupations
other than the mere
search for food.
They could make weapons, the
implements
needed in fishing and hunting,
and
the means of deriving more profit from their labor;
and in the end, they could ama_,_ the provisions
or capital whose possession
would enable them to
undertake
the breaking up and cultivating
the
land.
We may safely assert, tlmt, if Providence
had not so di._posed things that the earth offered
in .some places, to its earliest inhabitants,
products
which it did not take all their time and care to
obtain, the savage manner of life would never
have come to an end: men would to-day be still
wandering
naked and hungry, a prey to invincible poverty, distinguished
in no respect from the
animals called into existence
at the same time
with themselves. --The
invention
of the art of

otis, lands which had yielded to those who sought
their products, more than they needed for subsistence:
there were, under the new order of
things, lands which yielded to those who eultivated them, more than was neces_ry
to compensate them for their trouble and expense.
Wherever, after deducting the amount of the advances
they required, lands left a surplus, this surplus
constituted
a rent.
Wherever,
for example, two
workmen
succeeded in realizing, beyond the returns due to capital immobilized
with a view to
production,
products
in a quantity sufficient to
provide for the consumption
of three, the rent
was equivalent to the part of the resources necessary for the subsistence
of a man and to pay for
his services; and this rent was the result of the
fertility of the soil ; for, at points less filvored,
the sameamount
of work would not have obtained
a like surplus; and at certain points it would not,
had it been employed, have even obtained enough
to indemnify those who had made the expenditure.
--The
reader will see, that, like Adam Smith, we
attribute the origin of rent to the existence in the
soil itself of forces or properties
naturally productive.
Thanks to the assistance these forces
give men whenever they require it, their efforts
obtain, besides the remuneration
which is their
due, an excess which may be so disposed of as to
favor other kinds of consumption
than ttlat of
agricultural
laborers.
Never has this aid been
lacking to those who have sought it. It was this
which, even before agriculture was commonly resorted to, supplied
unfortunate
savage tribes, in
possession of good fishing and hunting districts,
with means of subsistence
sumcientty
abundant
for them not to be compelled
to sacrifice all tt|e
time at their disposal in search for food: this it
was, too, which, in ages more advanced,
by permitting proprietors of cultivated land to harvest
more products than they expemied in produc.tion,
gave them the power to remunerate
labors other
than those expended on the soil, and to call into
existence manufacturing
and commercial
clas_
and give them a position of continually
increasi_|g
importance in the ranks of the population. -- B_'fore examining the systems which are not in harmony with this opinion, or which differ from it,
there is one assertion in reference to which we
must enter into some explanation;
for if it were
well founded, rent could be regarded as having
no other original cause than the power of th__,
earth co_)perating
with the labor devoted to obtaining its products.
This assertion i._, tt|at th_'_'c
is no rent in countries where land is so abund2_t
that every one is free to appropriate to him_t _lt"
such a portion as he likes without compen._ti_-'_,
or for a trifle.
Rosai and some other economi._t_
have freely admitted the fact, and M. B_stiat h;_
found in it a point of support for his syst_'nL
Let us see where the truth lies.
It is certain, th;_t,
where land is abundant, its products have little
sale value, because they have few consumers _nd

agriculture
dial fact.

lack a market; but does it follow, that, on the fl,w
portions where cultivation
exists, those who era-

did not alter the nature of the primorThere had been, during previous peri-
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ploy it do not find in the original properties of
the soil an aid eminently profitable, and do not
obtain crops out of proportion
to their efforts for
subsistence?
Suppose a country where all the
people cultivated land, and where they could not
sell provisions to neighbors because the latter were
as well provided for as themselves:
the beneficent
effects resulting
from the co.operative
action of
the soil would still be felt.
In such a country, no
one would try to realize a surplus which could
find no purchasers:
every one would only demand
of the soil the means of subsistence
required for
his own family:
but, as little labor would be necessary to obtain this, the husbandman
would enjoy long periods of leisure; and leisure is always,
to those who know how to employ it, a source of
wealth.
The time not required
in cultivating
land, they would
employ
in making
articles
adapted to satisfy other demands
than those of
hunger.
They would make clothing,
furniture
and dwellings;
and these are products whose acquisition would be due to the co-operation
of the
;and with their efforts.
A relief from incessant
labor, and leisure that can be employed inreproductive occupations,
are what the earth gives
those who cultivate
it, whenever
they do not
know what to do with the surplus it yields.
This
ts, in reality, rent, under a form sufficiently characterized.--But,
let us observe, things have never
occurred altogether
in this manner.
Wherever
cultivation of the soil has become established,
it
has never alone attracted all persons, and it has
always found consumers
who did not share in its
labors.
So far back as we can trace in history,
we find no social aggregation
without
ma6dstrates, priests, soldiers and artisans, all supported
from the portion of the crops which the agricultural population
could spare ; and this portion
was no other than the excess produced
by the
land.
It has often been affirmed that rent long
wa% and still is, unknown
in some parts of North
America.
" But lately," says M. Roast, in speaking of the ideas of the physiocrates
on the net
product of the land, "there was no rent or scarcely any rent in America,
and yet there was a great
abundance of all the necessaries
of life, and the
course of society was toward great prosperity
and
r_q_id development."
Itis true that the conditions
under which the colonization
of North
America
has been effected, differ in all respects from those
_vifich governed the formation
of social bodies in

that nowhere in America does the surplus bear a
definite relation to the expense of production; nowhere in that country does the agricultural
class,
after having recovered its advances, offer theother
classes as much of the means of subsistence and remuncrate as well their services; and it is just this
which causes such an abundance and so many elements of life and prosperity in the Union.
Some
writers have thought that tlle surpluswhich
American cultivators
have to dispose of should not be
considered
as the result of the natural fertility of
the soil, but simply a return for the capital invested in their operations.
One need but examine
the matter closely to see that it is quite otherwise.
It is not because the general rate of profit is very
high in America, that the land there brings in a
good return to those who take advantage
of its
fertility:
it is, on the contrary,
because the land
cultivated,
which is still wholly choice land, returns much, that the rate of profits is high.
Capital goes where it brings most.
In America, as
everywhere else, it is not invested in manufactures
or commerce,
except when it will yield as much
as if employed in agriculturc;
and it is the amount
of the net income from the soil which largely repays cultivation,
that secures to all investments
of
savings, and to every employment
of human activity, the ample remuneration
they receive.
Assuredly,
if the vast territory
of America were
only composed
of lands of a low degree of fertility, the expense necessarily
incurred
to obtain
subsistence
from them, would be more considerable, agricultural
capital would produce less, and
neither thegeneral
rateof profitsnorthat
of wages
would be maintained
at the height they have now
attained
and are continuing
to keep. -- Europe
does not lack countries where land is abundant,
and has only a low sale value.
It is incontestable
that rent exists in these places ; and as the facts
which give it a distin_o'uishing
characteristic
are
of a nature to throw much light on the question,
we will say a few words in regard to them.
In
Hungary,
Russia, and many parts of the origdnal
Poland and the principalities
of tim Danube, the
rural population,
held in servitude,
or but recently
having ceased to be so held, are, in general, too
poor and too ignorant
to purchase
the land and
subject themselves
to the risks and perils consequent upon settlement.
What is the result '? It is
that the proprietors,
like American agriculturists,
cultivate and harvest on their own account.
Ordi-

the old world ; but the opinion
of M. Rossi is,
nevertheless, incorrect.
One thing which does not
exist in America, or exists there only in a very
f_'w localities, is the practice of hiring J_arms, and
the reason for it is simply this : As land there
cf_qtsvery little, those who wish to till it, buy the
_.q'ound on which they settle; and the acquisition
counts but little in the list of expenses incurred
in
their industry;
but there is in America a town population, who buy, either for consumption
or export,
the surplus which the local circumstances
bring
into market, and the agriculturists
retain, by their
right as proprietors, an actual rent. It is also true

narily, they leave the laborers, as their wage% the
use of a piece of land, which the latter cultivate
for the support of their families, and for which
they are bound to give two or three days' labor
per week to the rest of the estate.
This arrangement clearly shows wherein
consists the rent of
the proprietor.
It is the result of the employment,
on his land, of the time which the laborers can
spare from that which gives them their own subsistencc.
And let it be observed,
that this time
can be attributed
by the laborers to nothing el_
than the natural fertility of the soil whose cultivation furnishes
them their whole living.
When-
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ever the laborers devote to other fields than those
which they are permitted to enjoy, two days' work
per week, the surplus over the general expenses of
production, the rent is but little inferior to twothirds of the total product. -- Now, there are, in
these _me
countries, some places where reside
either colonists
of foreign origin, or peasants in
full possession
of the lands they cultivate, who
often have more land than they can till.
This is
the case in America.
Does any one think that
rent does not exist in such places, as well as in the
rest of the country?
If so, he is greatly mistaken,
The part which reverts to the proprietors, in cases
where the laborers give their fields two days' labor
every week, the cultivators
retain for themselves
when they are absolute nmsters of the soil, and if
they do not harvest it, it is because they find they
can more profitably employ the time which they
refrain from devoting
to agriculture. -- In whatever way we look at the question, on whatever
side we take hold of it, we must always end by
recognizing
that the earth gives rise to rent, and
that, even where the conditions of society are such
as to prevent all being derived from land which
it might produce, there is a compensation
for this
in the leisure it affords that can be employed
in
other avocations. -- Let us come to the theory
adopted by both Carey and Bastiat.
They deny
that the earth can add anything of its own to the
results of labor.
In their view, land is only an
instrument,
an agent, of production,
which man
employs, and not a single element can be found in
rent which is not wholly the product of the expease incurred to render the land fertile. M. Bastiat thought, that to admit the co-operative
action
of the soil in the benefits connected with production, would be to recognize that wealth might exist which was not due to labor, and that the earth
had the power to create such wealth.
Let us look
at this point. No one, surely, of any repute among
economists,
has maintained
that anything which
nature has prepared for the use of human beings,
has value before having been the object of some
kind of labor ;a but, positing this principle, is it
the less true that the earth, if it does not furnish
things which
already have value, does afford
those adapted to receive it, and that, whenever it
furnishes
these things in such abundance or so
easily obtainable that the labor employed in communicating value_ to them costs less than it produe_, there results an excess over the expense incurred, which is not found when the efforts of
man arc otherwise exerted?
Here is the fundamental point of the discussion,
the point of f_ct.
* surely
M. Passy canHume,
not think
that Genovesi,
Beccaria.
Verri,
the physiocrates,
Condillac,
Bastiat, Whateley,

To affirm that this surplus would not be realized
without taking the trouble to obtain it, is to say
little; for that is not contested.
What should be
proved is, that it would be possible without the
co-operation
of the earth, and that there are industries not agricultural
or extractive which have
also the power to produce rent. J: Now, this proof
is wanting, and surely never will be given.
As
to the objection that it is demand, which, by assuring a value to the agricultural
surplus,
ll_t_
alone the power to create it and to convert it into
wealth,
and that demand constitutes
an acti4)n
purely human,it has its responsc,_ in what has just
been said in rcference to the assertion, that there
is no rent in regions where the land, while waiting for a more complete private appropriation,
has as yet little or no exchange value. -- It is in
vain for one to seek to delude himself.
The land
alone returns more than is needed to pay wages,
interest and profit on the capital required to cultivate it; and as there is no other way in which
labor can be applied to obtain a like surplus, we
must recognizc in the existence of rent the result
of a cooperative
action exerci._ed by the earth
itself.
It would be wrong that the fear of having
to admit that there is a gift from God, now the
exclusive
share of a certain number of his ereatures, should influence our opinions; for this gdft
is an evident
fact; and besides, without it, it
would have been utterly impossible for humanity
to fulfill its destiny in this world;
and, if this
gift has not continued
the common domain, it is
because it has pleased its author that it shouht
produce its beneficent effect only on condition of
becoming
an object of private
appropriation.
Al| this it would be very easy to demonstrate.
were this the place to do so. -- It remains for us
to make a few observations
on the particuhlr
points which characterize the theory called Ric_lrdo's.
This theory fully _lmits
the existence of
productive properties in the soil, which belong to
it; but it accords to it the power of cre_ting r_:nt
only in virtue of the fact that these qualities an'
not equally distributed
through it. This is tak
ing one of the circumstances
which concur in
producing the differences in the price of rent_ f_)r
the cause which gives rise to them.
The ori_iz_
of rent, as we have said, is the power of the land
to return to those who cultivate it more prodtlcI<
than they need for their subsistence
and the recovery of the amount
of their advances ; _u]cl
wherever t]ae lands are adapted to do that. an3
one who desires can obtain from them this e.xc_.--.
that is to say, a rent.
Nor is there any new'd, _
Ricardo supposes, of a rise in prices in order t'f_l'
rent to begin; rent appears the moment when the

and all the other economists who have considered the cause
of value to lie in human desire, thought there could be no
demand for anything except that on which labor had been
expended! How would he account for the value of undevelopedmines, quarries, etc., and what iS more, fortheva/u_qf
_itsdf?--E.
J.L.
_"Here M. Palsy falls into the error (pointed out by Sto_ch
in lits Poltt. Econ.) of confounding the production of az_lV.les
_il
have val_e wire _e _m
_f thor v_i_e._l_. J.L.

$ The income from talents and moral qualities, bei]_gd,,,_
to the "natural fertility" or "productive power" _f ilL,'
mind. bears so many points of resemblance t_) whar 31
Passy treats of under the title" Rent of the Soil," that _rm_L'
economists put it in the same category. Storc.h,inh_¢,_'_*
d'_aaornt_ Polittgue, devotes a chapter (chap. v.. book nlj
to the "Rest of Talents and Moral _ualities."
| The reader Will eee how far this was from being a reqpe_v.--E. J. L.
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gathered crops leave a part disposable, and it is
realized when those who harvest, finding consumors for that part, devote more time to their work
than they would have to sacrifice if they limited
their efforts to gathering
only for themselves,
Finally, it is a very simple matter to state how
far Ricardo's theory conforms to the reality.
One
has only to examine what would happen in a
country where the lands were all of the _me
quality, all adapted to remunerate
labor liberally,
and all so situated as to enjoy the same advantages for the _lc of their products.
Well, in
this case, see what would happen ! As everywhere else, the population
would obey the laws
which urged them to multiply, and ascverywherc
else, they would rise to the level of the subsistence that agricultural
labor could procure for
them.
There would be an increasing demand,
and the cultivators, certain of a market for that
portion of the harvest which
they would not
themselves
need, would devote enough time to
their labors to gather it, enough time to obtain a
rent. The more the town population or industrial classes increase in number, the more would
be demanded of the soil by cultivation,
the wider
would be the extent cultivated,
and the more
would rent increase.
In such a country leasing
of farms would appear; there would be found at
the same time proprietors possessing more lands
than they could themselves
cultivate, or desirous
of ridding themselves of the whole or some part
of their burden of personal labor, and workmen
disposed to take their place or to offer prices for
a lease, proportioned
to the amount of net income
which they judged the soil capable of furnishing.
The principal error of Ricardo's
theory consisted
in aseribing a decisive influence to the rise in the
exchange
value of the means of subsistence,
which he thought inevitable. -- Cause_ whicle influence, t_ Value of Re_t.
It is an incontestable
fact that the price of rent has risen in proportion
a_ civilization and the comforts of life have incre_ed in human society.
It is essential to state
clearly the causes under the influence of which
thi_ has been effected. --There
are three caus_
of which account has been taken.
One is the incorporation into the soil of the capital necessary
to render it more and more productive;
the second is the gradual extension
of cultivation,
over
lamts either less fertile or more difficult to bring
u_lct¢,r cultivation
than those which had already
bcL,n applied to for crops; the third is the continual improvements
in the application
of agriculu_ral labor and skill.
We will point out their
_'ffects. and, as far as possible, estimate
the ex.
t_,_t of each. -- As we have said, rent is the porlion of the fruits of the earth obtained
over the
_'xpen_s of production
or quantities
nece_sary
to satisfy the demands of tho_e who work the
land, and, in the savage
state, the most fertile lands leave some surplus
at the disposal of
their master_.
Ba_ as soon as a population,
in
stead of confl_ng it.ll
to gathering
the spon,ts,
neous pteduotio_
of the soil, undertook to direct
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its active forces, to the primitive profit were added
other portions of the product, these latter being
due to the immobiliT, ation of capital or advanc_
made in the interest of production.
Before sowing
seed, it was neca_._lry to break and clear the land,
and the work. almost always long and toilsome,
cost much.
This done, they had to level and prepare a soil full of hollows and humps, in consequence of the extraction of tile roots; and then,
to execute numerous works, some of which were
desi-rned to facilitate
labor, others to insure the
preservation of the crops; and, by degrees, a considerable amount of capital was incorporated
into
the fields brought under cultivation.
What is to
be remarked, is, that this capital, for the most
part, returned not only the amount
of the interest and profits acquired by its employment,
but,
thanks to the impulse it gave to the co-operative
power of the earth, it made to spring up, besides,
a new surplus, to increase that which existed previous to its consumption.
Consequently,
in the
present e$ndition
of rents, the latter combine
three elements having adistinct origin.
It would
be idle, moreover, to attempt to state exactly the
proportionate
part of any one of these elements,
or even to decide what is only a suitable return
for outlays embodied
in material improvements.
all that can be affirmed is, that what holds the
least place is the primitive element
and it is very
easy for any one to assure himself of this if he
will merely notice wherein
consists that which
uncultivated
lands yield to the wild tribes who
live on their natural products.
The two others,
on the contrao _, are by far the moire powerful.
Clearing of land, in our day, is very costly, and
certainly must have been far more so originally,
beeau_ of the coarseness and imperfection
of the
processes and the instrument_ in use. On theother
hand, there are farms and metairies [i. e., small
farms in France let on halves to the cultivator.-_'aus.] where the value expended in constructions
and buildings Ior use, fences, ditches, and per
manent works, is equivalent
to from a third to a
half of that of the land cultivated.
This explains
why there are economists who. imprea_ed by the
great and constant sacrifices made with a view to
production,
will not see in rent snything
but the
amount of the indemnity to which these sacrifices
entitle those who make the.,-n. -- The nece_ity
for
a people who are increasing in numbers, to extend
cultivation
over lands
lying fallow, has
been
ranked
among the catuses which exert a decisive
influence
on the price of rent.
The reader has
seen, in what we have said of Ricardo's
theory,
what consequences
that writer attributes
to it. In
his opinion, prices rise gradually
as labor has to
take up with lands less adapted
to recompense
its
efforts
it is the expense incurred
where it is least
remunerated,
which fixes the exchange
value of
the means of subsistence,
and hence the rise and
progressive
increase of rent.People certainly
consult,
in the choice of lands to bring under
cultivation,
the degree of productiveness
which
these ]ands present at the time ; and, in the
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natural order of the development
of labor, they
only attack the poorer lands when the others
have ceased to provide sufficiently for the exigencies of consumption.
It is an evil that all lands
are not at the same time better and of like quality,
Humanity
would be better off for a different distrilmtion of the natural ft_ility
of the soil from
which it is fed: but has this evil all the effects
attributed
to it? Does the upward movement
which
it tends to give the prices of products
really take place as people suppose?
Are there
not eauses of decline at work, which on their side
are sufficient to maintain such relations between
the expense and the results of production, as to
prevent suffering in the community?
This is a
question of the utmost importance, and demands
a serious examination.We have not thus far
taken sufficient account of the influence on rent

which, before their invention,
required a much
larger number of hands.
All the tools and machines which were known in the middle ages have
been improved,
and, thauks to new inventions,
there is no country even but little advanced
in
agriculture, which doe_ not contain a good number
of others of quite superior efficiency. -- This is,
however,
but the smallest part of the improvements realized.
For the productions
originally
demanded
of the earth, similar ones, which are
both more hardy and of better yield, have been
gradually
substituted.
By tile side of the vegetables then cultivated, or in their place, trove come
new species from the most distant parts of the
globe, which have been admitted in the rotations
of crops, because of the increase of product they
give on a like surface.
This is not all: science
has not ceased to reveal new means of fertiliza-

and prices, of the progressive
development
of
knowledge
of agricultural
affairs.
Of all causes
this acts most energetic_ally and constantly,
and
its effects are the most decisive.
Sometimes
it
reduces the expenses
of production
by a given
quantity of provisions.
Sometimes
it increases
the quantity harvested
at the same outlay; and,
in both eases, it raises the rent by increasing,
the surplus obtained after deducting
expense.s;
and, at the same time, it arrests the rise in price
while multiplying
the amount of provisions destined to meet the demands of consumption.
-One single thing might take away, from progress
in the art of agriculture, the power of raising the
rent. This would be if the sale value of the products diminished
in proportion
as labor, having
become more enlightened and more powerful, succeeded in deriving more produce from the lands,
But, as we know, the means of subsistence
have
the privilege of never waiting long for a demand,
As soon as they become more abundant, the population is not long in mlfltiplying,
and soon wants
rise to the level of the supply.
And is there not
also a saving realized in the expense of cultiva,
tion, an improvement
in the application
of the
efforts of labor, which does not increase the part
of the product which remains net alter expenses
are deducted,
and which consequently
does not
add to the rent of the proprietors?--In
what
measure has the diminution
in the expense of production due to the improved
application
of labor,
served to raise rent, and to preserve the higher
prices which the extension
of cultivation
to new
lands tended to produce?
It would be impossible
to state positively;
but there is no doubt that this
double effect has been fully produced.
-- See, in
the first place, what an economy in manual labor
the gradual
improvement
of the instruments
of
production
has brought about.
/_lot only good
modem plowshares
perform
in one day twice as
much work at least as the best plows of the an.
cients, but they break lands formerly impenetrable
to the share, and they plow the others more deeply. To reaping-hooks
of brass or beaten iron have
succeeded
scythes
highly
tempered,
under the
blade of which crops fall rapidly and without lass,

tion.
.Materials whose power was unknown have
added to the effect of fertilizers; substances that
had been left unused have been mixed with arable
beds, and have communicated
to them the productive qualities which were lacking;
and cultiration has been more widely developed and made
increasingly
productive.
In consequence,
lauds
that were despised at the close of the last century,
for want of knowledge
how to utilize them, have,
with small outlay, taken rank among the m(_st
fertile, and some, like those characterized
in England as poor/ands,
and in France as/ean and dry,
are to-day considered the most easily worked, and
are farmed out at the highest price.
And as to
the other lands, we might show some in France,
which, sixty years ago, yielded
scarcely ten or
eleven heetolitres
to a hectare (i. e., less than
twelve bushels to an acre), which now yield eighteen to twenty hectolitres.
This is an addition of
about 140 francs (about $27); and it is important
to observe that this addition has only involved an
increase of less than 70 francs in expense.
Al._o.
farm rents which did not reach 35 francs have
risen to 70 or 80 francs, while yielding
to tho,e
who paid themlargerand
surer profits.
Certainly
this is a case where the increased power of art ha¢
done more, of itself alone, to raise rent, than all
other causes combined.-Such facts (and it would
not be difficult to cite many others) attest suliieiently the effects of the successive
conquests ,f
human
intelligence,
and how, by gradually
reducing both the toil and the outlay appropriated
to production,
they must have increased the net
product
of the land, and consequently
the rent.
That they have sufficed at the same time, to provent the price of provisions
from rising, and !o
restrain the effect of the inconveniences
connrctcd
with the extension
of cultivation
to lands of i_
ferior quality, is so much the more certain l)(..
cause there has been effected in Europe anoth('r
improvement,
which, by itself alone, would ha_c
permitted
the population
to double, without
rt.course being had to new portions of the soft. a_d
without any increasing demand
for grain.
Thi_
improvement
is in the grinding
of grain, the
quantity
of grain, which
during the sixteenth
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century, only yielded 100 lbs. of flour at the mill,
now yields more than 190, owing to the successive
improvements
in the processes
employed.It
should also be remarked,
that, during the middle ages, the improvements
in agriculture
were
both slow and little marked:
the agricultural
classes were ignorant,
and their occupations
were
regarded
with
contempt.
In our day, on the
contrary,
they are more enlightened;
and on the
other side, the natural
sciences have put within
their reach a multitude
of inventions
which it has
become possible
for them to utilize.
Moreover,
for the last fifty years especially, two well-attested
facts have been noticeable:
one is the stability or
the decline in the price of cereals in most of the
advanced
countries ; the other is a rise in rent
and the leasing price of farms with a rapidity
unknown
at previous
periods. -- There is, however, one fact of considerable
consequence,
which
seems irreconcilable
with the statement
we have
just given, and which, on that account, calls for
an explanation.
This fact is the decline in the
price of wheat in the least populous countries of
Europe.
Thus, wheat
is worth
only 1O to 11
francs a hectolitre
in Hungury,
and only 9 to 15
in Russia and Poland, according to the provinces,
On the contrary,
it has been worth, on an average, for the last ten years, 16 francs 40 centimes
in Prussia, 16 ft. 60 c. in Spain, 18 fr. 74 c. in
France, and a little more than 22 francs in England.
Surely, these figures differ enough to attest
that abundance
of land permits wheat to be produced on conditions
which cease to be as advantageousin
proportion
as the land becomes limited,
Doubtless
it is indeed so. A thinly scattered
population are free to sow only the better portions
of the soil they occupy, and to leave each of the
parts which have just furnished a harvest, to rest;
and it is certain, that, owing to this mode of
changing the localities
cultivated,
wheat
is obtaine_l at less expense than if they were obliged,
in order to supply the more urgent necessities,
to
confine their labors more persistently
and continuously to the same arable fields.
But it is essential to remark that western
Europe
has passed
through ages during which this mode of culture
sufficed for the exigencies
of consumption,
and
yet everything
combines to strengthen
the belief
that it was not then provided
with food in the
same abundance
nor at as low a price as it now
is. The following reasons support this assertion,
Doubtless it would be impossible
to prove exactly
what was the price of wheat in France five or six
centuries ago.
The measures
of capacity,
notwithstanding
the identity of name, differed enormously in their contents,
not only in different
provinces, but even in different
parishes in the
same province.
In the second place, the average
prices, when obtained,
confounded,
under
the
designation of wheat,'cereals
of all sorts: finally,
the purchasing
power of money was greatly
in
excess of what it is in our day, when the coin and
paper in circulation
are abundant;
but it is sufficient to read, in the authentic
acts which have
156
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escaped destruction,
the figures
relative
to the
price of days' work, as well as of provisions,
as
they were at the same times and in the same
places, to recognize
that the exchange
value of
wheat was at least equal to what it is at present.
Thus, in Normandy,
agricultural
wages at the
end of the twelfth century,
were equivalent
to
less than six litres(about
5¼ qts.)of wheat.
From
that time, we see them rise by degrees to seven:
and only within thirty years have they exceeded
eight.
We are forced to conclude,
from these
facts, that the real price of wheat,
i. e., its exchange valuc, has not increased
in that part of
France. --:Now, this is what facts attest since it
has been possible to ascertain them.
Fifty years
ago the current rates of cereals in France began
to be quoted
with all the accuracy
desirable.
During this long space of time the population
has
not ceased to increase in number and in comfort,
and nevertheless
the price of wheat is far from
having risen.
Thus, starting at 1800, the five decennial averages
succeeded
each other in the following order. 19 ft. 87 c., 24 fr. 79 c., 18 fr. 36c.,
19 fr. 4 c., 18 fr. 74 c. The particularly
high average of the years 1810-20 is attributable
to the
wars of the empire, the invasion of 1814 and of
1815, and the scarcity of 1816 and 1817: but after
1820, prices fell below the figures previous
to
181Oand 1800; and it is a matter well worth attention that never has rent, in the advanced
portions
of France, increased so much as since 1820, when
the sale price of grain
diminished
or remained
stationary.-In England also, prices, within thirty
years, have not ceased to decline.
Inconsiderate
legislation,
monetary
circumstances,
and the ef
fects of war, had combined to render them exorbitant; and, during
the ten years from 1810 to
1820. the average
per hectolitre
rose to a little
more than 38 francs; but from that time they declined, first to 30 francs for the decennial average,
then to 25, and finally, before the reform in the
corn laws, to a little less than 22; that is to say,
below their figure between 1790 and 1800.-- Why
is it that the price of wheat has not risen in the
most populous
part of Europe
to-day in proportion as more land has had to be brought under cultivation,
and that we find it as low in
that the least populous?
It is because,
in past
centuries,
art was still in its infancy,
for lack of
intelligence
and knowledge,
as well as for lack of
properly conditioned
working material,
the labor.
ers could gather their harvests only by the strength
of their arms, and the expenses of labor, compared
with its results, were much greater than they are
to-day.
If, in the United
States of North America, or in the regions beyond the Oder, the abun
dance of land has, on the contrary,
its effcct, it is
because the people derive an advantage
from it by
means of implements,
methods
and processes, of
which communities
in former
times learned the
use only when they had already begun to press
upon one another in the territory at their disposal.
American
agriculturists,
aided by implements
which were lacking to the people in the middle
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ages, c_n turn to profit their natural advantages
of space.
Those of the north of Europe are still
too ignorant or too poor to be able to make as general use of these improved implements;
but they
nevertheless
do use them; and to be convinced
of
it, one has but to observe that there exist in Poland,
Hungary,
and even Russia, a goodly number
of
large seigniorial estate, under the management
of
men educated
in the best agricultural
schools of
Germany,
who carry into the details of the work
the most recent acquisitions
of their science and
arts.Finally, it is wrong to adopt the practice
of considering
the price of wheat as giving the
measure of the difference
in the expense of agricultural
production
in the various
countries,
What we should examine
is, the general price of
provisions,
and not that of particular
articles
which do not figure equally everywhere
in consumption.
Wheat
is cheap
in the half-untilled
countries of Europe;
and yet it is much too dear
for the poor people who harvest it. They subsist
almost wholly on rye; and, while in France rye
does not occupy more than a third as much arable
surface as wheat, and in Eng4and not more than a
fourth, in Russia, Poland
and Hungary,
it takes
from seven- to nine.tenths
as much.
What is the
result?
In these countries,
wheat, for which a

testable results of the progressive
movement
of
the arts and of civilization.
It is a fact beyond
doubt, that the more enlightened
any population
is, the more they increase in number and comfort,
and the more the means of subsistence
at their
disposal become abundant and improve in quality.
_'o fact is better attested.
The day laborers of
England,
France, Holland
and Switzerland,
are
not only better lodged and clothed than they were
in the fifteenth
and sixteenth
centuries,
or than
those of Russia, Hungary
and Poland as yet are,
they are also much better fed.
Their bread is
now composed
in part of wheat, and not alone of
rye.
They eat meat and vegetables;
they use less
coarse and more varied food.
Now, how could it
be thus, if it were true that the necessity of increasing the area of cultiv:tted land had resulted
in rendering
production
more and more difficult
and expensive?
Under the fatal controlof
the law
to which Ricardo's school accord an invincible predominance,
we should have seen the remuneration
of the efforts of labor gradually
diminish;
every
addition
to the quantity
harvested
would have
been obtained
only by means of sacrifices cornparatively
greater; the agricultural
class would
have increased its ranks as it became necessary to
require more of the land; and the time would have

small number of particularly
fertile lands are reserved, is not worth,
relatively
to rye, as much
as in more advanced
countries, and the price of
the common
means of subsistence
there is really
higher than the price of wheat, considered by itself, would indicate.
On the other hand, it should
be observed, that, by the side of the products the
extension of whose cultivation
tends to increase
the price, man continually
manures
the soil,
which, at less outlay, insures him the complement
of his subsistence.
In France, at the time when

come when the other
classes, restrained
by the
obligation to surrender
too large a portion of the
fruit of their industry,
in return for their usual
subsistence,
would have been arrested in their development.
Well, quite the contrary
of all that
has happened.
Starting
with the centuries
of
ignorance and poverty,
those centuries when land
was so pleu'ty that only the best was cultivated,
it
has been the manufacturing
and commercial
cla._ses
which have multiplied
the most in proportion,
and
which have at the same time amassed the mo_t

the average harvest was 80,100,000
hectolitres
of
wheat, 12,960,000 hectolitres of meslin (a mixture
of wheat and rye), or 80,700,000 hectolitres of rye,
there were also gathered 8_,580,000 hectolitres
of
potatoes, more than21,000,000hectolitresof
maize,
buckwheat
and millet, nearly 10,000,000
hectolitres of small grain and dry vegetables, and, besides, an immense quantity
of garden products,
Evidently,
if the price of wheat had tended to rise,
there would have been found, iu the increasing
abundance
of other means of subsistence,
a supploment which would have prevented
living becoming
more dear. -- These considerations
and
these facts authorize
us to affirm that there is in

capital and wealth.
Surely, nothing like it would
have been possible if the continual
progress in
agricultural
knowledge
had not put the laborers
in the rural districts in the way of deriving more
ample resources
from the soil, and of. supplying
the rest of the community
with food without haying to demand
prices continually
higher. -- One
other erroneous supposition
is, that the market
price of provisions must necessarily tend to rim,
in order that the area of cultivation
be enlarged.
The entire history
of agriculture
attests, on the
contrary,
that everything
in that regard ha_ been
only the fruit of happy discoveries.
Thus, it was
the invention of a plow with a broad share which

the natured progr_s of the applications
of labor a
power
equal or superior
to that of the causes
which tend to augment
the charges of production,
It is this power which, notwithstanding
the neces,
stty of extending
the cleating to lands leas adapted
produce, has prevented
the price of products
from rising, and which, by continually
increasing,
the proportion in which the surplus is realized,
has contributed
moat to the rise in rent.--Itis
well to Pay serious attention
to this point.
If
such had not been the present course of things,
eve_dalng
would be inexplicable
in the least con.

determined
the breaking
up of many aluminou_
and compact lands previov, sly refractory to the elforts of labor.
The employment
of lime and marl
in places where they were unknown,
has permitted the land to be sown to wheat; and it was tl, _
discovery
of the fertilizing
properties
of animal
charcoal, pulverized
bones, and a good number of
othersubstancesbelongingtothevariouskingd°n_"
of nature, whiehrevealed
the possibility of oblain
ing rich crops from ground reputed to() poor t_ repay the efforts of continued
culture.
Similarly, it
was the introduction of sa0infoin on chalky lands
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that rendered them productive;
and it was an idea
which occurred to a sutler in the Spanish army,
during the long siege of Antwerp, of attempting
to adapt the barren sand of the country to the
cultivation
of a few fresh vegetables,
by burying
in it the old, ca.st-off clothing of the soldiers,which
revealed the secret of converting
this sand into a
_oil which now ripens the best crops of Belgium.
We have one more fine example of the manner in
whicll discoveries and inventions operate.
It is
drainage.
Is it the high price of food which led
to its application?
Assuredly not; for it came to
take its place among the agricultural agencies and
expenditures
in England, at the very time when
proprietors and farmers thonght they had before
them only a prospect
of a decline.
Thus have
things happened, anti thus will they continue
to
happen.
Man has been cm_t upon this worht, endowed with a faculty for improving his condition
here.
He has arrived armed, so as to be able
gradually to extend the success of his struggles
against nature, and the earth,very far from having
been given to him as ground on which he would
have to expend toil with constantly increa_sing ingratitude,
has been given to him as an agent of
production,
for the direct assistan_
of wlfich,
when it should come to grow less, it would be
easy for him to supply its place advantageously
by the acquisition
of intelhgence
destined to add
more and more to the results of the application of
his labor. -- ,_qonaeOpinion8 oT_gi_u72ing in Acereditezt Tl_eorie# on the S_daject of Rent.
The existence
of the rent of the soil, and the rise it has gradually taken, have given birth to some assertions, of
which we must here say a few words.
Adam
Smith, after having shown that rent was a natural
result of the co-operative
action of the earth in
agricultural
labor, refrained
from pushing farther
the analysis of facts, and the examination
of their
consequences.
Taking
the principle
as he pre.seated it, its result, nevcrthele_% s_med to be, that
the entire rent proceeded wholly from the presence in the anti of productive
qualities,
which
would at all times have operated equally, and ereated from the beginning a wealth which some had
taken possession of, without
leaving anything to
the others.
This opinion was not long, in fact, in
acquiring
some consistency,
and several writers,
through embarrassments
and ambiguities
of language, which betrayed
the indecision
of their
mind, (lid not fail to conclude
that the existence
()f rent emanated from an exclusive fact of nature,
and constituted
a sort of monopoly,
having no
other claim to duration
than its utility.
The sys_em of Dr Anderson, taken up, commented upon,
and formulated
mathematically
by Ricardo, came
to add new motives to those which had given currenev to these assertions.
In this system, rent,
I)esi{les originating
in an evil, had the disadvanrage of in_ing
only in consequence
of a real
Public misfortune
It was the inevitable
rise in
the price of provi_on_ which almost alone decided
the proga_ive
increase.
The more the necessity
of extending cultivation
over lands as yet untilled
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contributed
to change the pre-existing proportion
between tile expenditure
and the results of production, the larger the incomes of the proprietors
became,
and it was, in fact, by tile impoverish.
meat of consumers that they had the privilege of
increasing |heir wealth.
Most of the English eeonomists received these ideas admiringly,
and promulgated
them.
To some, rent was a monopoly,
which forced those who did not pos_s_ land to
pay those who possessed it more for provisions
than flwir cost ; to others, it was, to use the exprcssion of Scrope, a restriction on the usufruct
of the gift_ which the Creator has bestowed
on
men for tile satisfaction
of their wants.
From
this position to that implied in the celebrated
saying, Property i._ robb,_.y, is but a step ; and this
steI_ was speedily taken. Now, it is for us to bring
within tile limits of truth, conclusions
that are
either extremely
exaggerated
or palpably
fall.
If we had to treat here of the question of the
right of property, i! would be easy for us to demoastratc that this right is based no less upon justice than upon .social utility, and to prove afterward, that without it_ application to land, all the
human race, condenmed -to a pitiless servitud, e 1:o
hunger, would never, in any part of the globe,
have succeeded in escaping from the mi_ries of a
savage life: but, to keep to what especially concerns rent, there are several points which it wit1
be sufficient to mention.
The first is, that those
who first began to cultivate,
did not in reality receive for themselves
any other rent than tile raw
product which it was possible to obtain from the
little portion
of untilled
soil they had cleared,
that is to say, a product
so small that its withdrawal from the common domain could injure no
one; the second is, that by obtaining
their subsist.
ence by cultivation,
they restor,_l to their fellow
human beings infinitely more than they took. from
them.
A family of savages require not less than
four square kilometres
to succeed
in obtaining
their support;
and those who first devoted themselves to agriculture,
being incapable of extending
their labor over the one-lmndrcdth
part of such a
space, added in reality to the resources
of the
community,
by leaving it the product of the rest.
The tbird is, that at the time when agriculture
began, there were so many vacant lands that it
was optional
for each to appropriate
to his own
use such a part as he c.hose, and that, if there were
families who refrained
from doing so, it was bccause they preferred
either to live by hunting,
fishing and gathering
fruits, or to devote them
selves to _me
manufacturing
business.
Such
were the circumstances
which controlled
the agricultural .rdgime.
Certainly,
nothing in what took
place was prejudicial
to the rights of any one
whatever;
everything,
on the contrary,
in the ancleat memorials of human races, attests, that, far
from considering
as despoilers
those who first
taught them agriculture,
they regarded
them as
benefactors.
-- What has caused an illusion in a
matter of this kind, is want of knowledge wherein
rent consisted, at the time when agriculture
began.
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RENT.

Looking
at the income which land secures for
those who possess it, wherever civilization
is advanced, people assume that it has always given
such returns, and forget the labor and sacrifice it
has cost a long succession of generations to make
its income what it is. (';ertainly, if it were possi
ble to decompose
rent, and to separate its constituent elements in a rich and flourishing country,
one would he surprised at the little the portion
derived
from the soil would
count for in the
whole ; it would be scarcely perceptible
beside
what the capital expended in the interest of production, and the savings of labor due to the prog
tess of agricultural science, have addt_l to it. On
another side, the errors propagated by the school
of Ricardo have not ceased to exercise an unfortunate influence on many minds. Without doubt,
the necessity of having recourse to lands less fertile than those which had been first brought under
cultivation,
would
have enhanced the price of
food, if the better application
of human activity
had not come in to restrain or overcome its effe_s;
but. as we have shown, such was the course of
things; and, if that necea_ity acted as an obstacle
to the best which might have been realized, never
was it a cause of diminishing
the wealth already
acquired. -- Everything.
after all, in the part of
the question which occupies us, may be reduced
to a knowledge
whether the existence and development of rent imposes on the consumers
of the
fruits of the earth sacrifices
which might be
spared them.
Now, this would be true only in
case the rate of rent exercised some influence on
prices; and this case, as we know, can not occur,
Admit, for example, in its whole extent, the theory which shows rent under the most unfavorable
light, viz., the theory of Ricardo.
Whither will
you be led?
To recognize that rent, arising from
the necessity of extending
cultivation
to ground
of less fertility, is only an inevitable result of the
enhanced price of products whose attainment becomes more and more dil_cul L. In this theory, it
is not because rent arises and increases that prices
rise ; it is, on the contrary,
because prices rise,
that rent is created
and increases.
Society
is
obliged, under penalty of dearth, to pay a price
for the necessities of life which secures the producers remuneration
for the charge imposed upon
them by the cultivation of the worst lands whose
culture is indispensable;
and hence arise benefits
to the po_ses,_ors of the other portions of the soil,
which secure to them a rent so much the larger
as their expenses of production are relatively less.
Admit the doctrine contained in this article, which
is in our opinion much more simple and true,
and you will arrive at conclusions
still more decisive.
It is the peculiar fitness of the earth for
production, which, by permitting
it to return to
those who cultivate
it more products than they
need in order to subsist and receive a return for
their advances, which brings about rent. Themore
perfect labor becomes, the more is the amount
of the expenses incurred in it, in proportion
to
the quantities
harvested, reduced, and the more

the excess which is converted into rent increases.
If it is true that the necessity
of enlarging the
arable domain tends to increase the price of production, this tendency
encounters, in the advanrages connected with the successive improvements
due to human ingenuity
and skill, a countcrbalancing power more than sufficient to restrain it,
and this is why the consumption
of provisions
becomes at the same time extended and improved
in all countries
when the people become more
advanced and enlightened
Thus, rent is nothing
else than the product of a gift of nature which
men are permitted to turn to more and more profit,
and whose increase is only an effect of the general
development
of prosperity.
And this is so true,
that if it had pleased Providence
to increase the
fertility of the soil a few degrees more, the price
of provisions would have been les_, and of rent,
more.
In the beginning
it must have required
less labor to obtain subsistence, and, after defraying expenses, there would have remained a surplus, a net product, much greater than that which
is now realized under the name of rent. --The
reader will now see how little foundation there is
for the charges brought and lamentations
made
against the existence of rent.
Under whatever
aspect the question is viewed, whatever theory we
adopt, rent appears only as the result of circumstances which it is not in the power of man to
change, and not as a portion deducted,
to the exclnsive advantage of some, from the resources acquired by others.
Monopoly
is then a very singularly chosen word when applied to the existence
of rent. To be sure, the earth is limited in extent,
and men can neither increase its surface nor cxtend to all its parts labor equally productive,
but
does it follow from this that there is anything in
common between the appropriation
of land and
the concurrence
of circumstances
which constitutes a monopoly?
All have not a lot of land, it
is true; but have all a share in the posse_ion
of
things which, like the earth, owe their sale value
and the possibility of producing a revenue, to the
development of the productive capacity of human
society?
Land, unless
iniquitous
and hurtful
laws immobilize
it in the hands of privileged
classes, is transmitted and exchanged like houses,
manufactories,
contracts for stated payments, or
stock in any industrial enterprise.
Whoever has
savings at his disposal, is free to acquire a grater
or less portion of it, and those who possess it ar_"
so far from deriving exclusive advantages from i_,
that some among them may always be found who
are ready to give up what they have, for capit_l
from which they hope for a better revenue.
Th('
possession of land or of any other sort of wealth, i_
so simply a matter of taste or convenience, th:_t
there are times when, even with a like product, it
is not the kind of investment most sought after.
To go to the essence of things, there is nothing in
the assertions
we have just examined,
which
might not apply to the inequality
of fortune's
even; for property in land is onlyoneof
the f°r_ns
under which exists this inequality, which, born
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burden on the consumer : it does not raise the
price of corn, and is no otherwise
a detriment
to
the public, than inasmuch
as if the state had retaincd it, or imposed an equivalent
in thc shape
of a land tax, it would then have been a fund
applicable
to general instead of privatc
advantage."
E.J.L.

Besides the questions treated of in the above
article, there is one which has been mentioned in
the articles Cost OF PRODUCTION and DEMAI_D
A._'D SUPPLY: it is, whether rent constitutes
a part
of the cost of production.
We think we can not
do better than to quote the opinion
so clearly
REPRESENTATION.
In the political sense
stated by Mill.
(Principles
of Polit. Econ., book
of the term, representation
is the deputing
of
iii., chap. v.): "Rent,
therefore, forms no part of
the political rights of the many into the hands of
tlm cost of production
which determines
the value
a few, who, in the name of the commonwealth,
of agricultural
produce.
Circumstances
nodoubt
enact and oftentimes
execute the laws which are
may be conceived
in which it might do so, and
to govern the community.
It has alsoin practice
very largely, too.
We can ima_ne a country so
grown to be a recognition of localities independent
fully peopled, and with all its cultivable
soil so
of population,
which arc supposed
to be a necescompletely
occupied,
that to produce any addisary part in law making,
so as to make the govtional quantity
would require more labor than the
erning body a reduced
picture
of all the varied
produce would feed: and if we suppose this to be interests of society, gcngmphical
and personal, the
the condition of the whole world, or of a country
political rights of which have been recognized.
-debarred from foreign supply, then, if population
The act of voting is not a necessary
element of
continued
increasing,
botl_ the land and its prodrepresentation.
It is a mere proof that the repute would really rise to a monopoly
or scarcity
resentative
is the deputed
authority
for those
price.
But this state of things never can have
who elect him.
Judges
who are. not elected,
really existed anywhere,
unless possibly in some
administrators
who are not elected, are in many
small island cut off from the rest of the world;
respects as truly representative
in the power they
nor is there any danger whatever
that it should
wield as thc members
of the legislative
body
exist.
It certainly
exists in no known region at
who are directly deputed by the people.
Even in
present.
Monopoly, we have seen, can take effect
monarchies
the king may represent,
and in most
on value only through
limitation
of supply.
In
instances does represent,
as to his right to reign,
all countries of any extent, there is more cultivable
the actual will of the people,
although
the existland than is yet cultivated;
and, while there is any
ing generation
may have had no instrumentality
such surplus, it is the same thing, so far as that
to express
its will on his right to rule. --The
quality of land is concerned,
as if there were an
developed
modern
state everywhere,
where civilinfinite quantity.
What is practically
limited in
ized conditions
exist, acts in a representative
casupply is only the better qualities;
and even for
pacity.
Only in tim case of governments
which
those, so much rent can not Iredcmanded as would
are still in an undeveloped
condition is the will of
bring in the competition
of the lands not yet "in the monarch
the ostensible
rule of action on his
cultivation;
the rent of a piece of land must be
part.
In the constitutional
state the will of the
somewhat less than the whole exce_ of its promonarch,
a._expressed
in the laws and in adminductivcness
over that of the bc.'st land which it is istrativc decrees, acts in the name of the people,
not yet profitable
to cultivate;
that is, must be and he banes his justification
of conduct
on the
about equal to the excess above the worst land
assumption
that it is expressivc of that will, and
which it is profitable to cultivate.
The land or
that his kingly office is representative
of the whole
the capital most unfavorably
circumstanced
among
people.
In that sense the history of representsthose actually employed,
pays no rent; and that
lion is part and parcel of the history and developland or capital determines
the cost of production
ment of the ideaof the state as contradistinguished
which regulates the value of the whole produce,
from personal
government.
Even Louis XIV.,
Thus, rent is, as we have already seen, no cause
when he said I',;tat c'est mot, recognized
the fact,
of value, but the price of the privilege which the
that the state and the person of the king were two
inequality of the returns
to different
portions of
different things, but expressed his conviction that
agricultural
produce
confers on all except the
he represented
both in one.In a narrower
least favored
portion.
Rent, in short, merely
sense, and the sense in which the term is used in
vqualizes the profits of different farming capitals,
this article, repre_ntation
is confined to the conby enabling the landlord
to appropriate
all extra
sideration of that fornl of the developed
modern
gains occasioned by superiority
of natural advanslate which gives to electors in the community
rages.
If all landlords
were unanimously
to forethe right directly to depute persons, in whom they
go their rent, they would
but transfer
it to the
have confidence and trust, to represent them in a
farmers, without benefiting the consumer;
for the legislative
body, and to give, in advance,
their
existing price of corn would still be an indispensanction
to the laws they may enact.
In this
sable condition of the production
of part of the sense repr_cntation
is quite a modern idea.
The
existing supply, and if a part obtained that price
ancients knew it not.
Although
Aristotle, in his
the whole would obtain it. Rent, therefore,
un" Politics,"
speaks of a certain census, who shall
leas artificially increased by restrictive laws, is no
elect a council intrusted with deliberative
power,

_ATION.
Who _hAIIbe bound to exercise this power agreesbly to established laws, he speaks of a hypothetical
state, and not of any which down to his period of
time he had any knowledge
of. Freeman
says,
in speaking
of the Amphietyonic
council,
the
Achaian league, and the Lycian lc_ague, in which
the cities had a certain proportion
of votes in
accordance
with
their size, "that
the ancient
world trampled on the very verge of representative .government
without
actually crossing the
boundary,
and that in ancient Greece. the asaembly which acted upon proposed laws and gave
them their sanction was composed of the freemen
themselves
meeting
in their personal capacity,
and representation
was in the adoption and passage of laws unknown."
The votes that were
taken in Rome were, as a general rule, votes for
executive officers. The tribunes and sediles of the
Roman republic were not law makers, but they
had the power to call assemblies
of the people,
who assumed to vote exceptional
laws known as
plebiscite.
The _liles
were judges,
ami even
¢omitia ¢uriata were assemblies
of people, not
representatives,
for the election of magistrates,
and taws were enacted by the senate and by the
centuries who were patricians
or noblemen,
men
bound to military service, and had nothing of the
representative
character in the narrower acceptation of the term. -- Montesquieu
was right when
he found the germ of modern repr_._entative systerns in the forests of Germany.
The Teutons,
who became the conquerors of Rome, were the
originators of the thought "no taxation without
representation";
they had their volkmote, where the
wisest among the tribes, by a process of natural
selection,
instead of by ballot, sat to determine
on
themore'tmportant
mea._ures which were to govern
the tribe.
Theyhad
constant popularas_mblies,
where the popular will was expr(_sed, aml the
spirit of personal freedom
was so strong among
them that they elected their eldermen,
heretogs
and kings. -- The witemrgeraote of early English
history was not a strictly representative
body in
the modern sense.
Langmead,
in his "History
of the English Constitution,"
says tbat it was an

tire was in existence
in England.
During the
contest between John and the barons a parliament
was convoked, wherein sat four knights from each
shire, to be returned by the sheriff.
There is no
evidence that these knights
were elected, but as
there was already machinery
for election in existence in tlle various shires, of knights to nominate recognitors in civil suits and agrand jury for
the presentment
of criminals, we may reasonably
conclude, says Langmead, that the accustomed
machine D" was now made use of for the first time for
the novel purpose of county representation
in the
general a_sembly.
The next instance, is in 1"254,
when two knights of the shire were to be called
to the king's council at Westminster.
These were
directed to be. chosen by the county. -- The next
great step in advance in representative institutions
was made by Simon de Montfort, earl of Leice,ter, and altilough he probably was not the founder
of representative
government in England, he oertainly was, says the same authority,
"the founder
of the house of commons,"
because it was the
first parliament which was convoked
in England
in which sat the burgher clas.% which, together
with the freeholders
of the counties, constituted
the newly developed
third e._tates of the reahn.
The writ._ were i_ued Dee.. 14, 1264, whereby the
sheriffs were directed to return two knight_ from
each shire, two citizens from each city, and two
burgesses from each borotJgh.
From that period
until 1295, was what may be termed atransitionary
period,
parliament
being summoned
with and
without burgesses;
but in that year, the 23d of
Edward I., the king summoned
a parliament
to
meet at Westminster
in November
following,
._o
constituted as to represent the whole nation.
The
writs which summoned
this parliament
were dir_ted, as in 1264, to the sheriff, ordering an oleotiou anti return of two knights from each county,
two citizens from each city, and two burge._c_
from each borough.
The inferior clergy were
also required to attend, so as to make this a_sembly,
whereby the king's necessities for money were to
be relieved,
the most general one that had yet
been convoked. -- The division of parliament into

aristcmratic body.
Its members
were the kin_,
the ealdormen,
or governors
of shires, the king's
thegns,
the bishops,
abbots, and generally the
principes
sap_ent_s of the kingdom.
_p_ates
u_itan, wise men, was the common title of tho_
who attended it. Its size showed that it was not
a popular assembly,
as the largest amount
of signatures which have been observed was not above
106. The powers of the _'t_nagemote
wereas supremc and even of wider _ope than those of parliament.
It had the power of deposing the king
for misgovernment,
and English
history
gives
several instances
of the exercise of that power,
It had the power of electing the king.
It took a
dil'ect share in every a_ of g_Svernment.
With
_lorman conquest came a period of obseurattou Off the power of this early _tattv$
body, if so tt n_y be culled, and thenceforth,
down
_o 1_,
no body that might be termed re_esen_

two houses was effccted early in the fourtoenth
century.
The commons
was composed
of two
elements, the comm_ms of the shires antl the burgea_es. The knights voted with the barons.
Rcpresentatives
of the boroughs formed a distinct a-sembly, deliberating
and votingaparl.
Thcsc _ (,re
strictly called the commons.
The knights jt)int,(l
with the commons, and this fusion, says the au
thority last quoted, was the result of the exist
ence in the English constitution
of a conditi,m
which distinguished
it from every kindred con._titution in Europe, theabsenceofanexclusivenoble
caste.--Inthecontinentatstatesthenoblesformed
a distinct
class, distinguished,
by privileges inherent in their blood, from ordinary freemen, anti
transmitting their privileges, andin some countric_
their titles tdlo, to all their descendants
in perpctulty.
InF_mgian4. on the co_trary, the privileges
of Dobtlity w_'e confltmd to (me onlyof the family,
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the actual possessor of the peerage..
Sons of peers
had to take the place of direct participation,
and
from the time of the ]N'orman conquest were com_ the alternative
was representation
or despotism.
moners, and on a.pcrfcct equality,as
regards k, gal
Every fructifying
institution
of a social character
and political privileges,with
the humblest ¢'itiT_en. takes unto itself different
forms, in conformity
Even the heir to the peerage, though hc might bear
with the habits and nature of the people.
Even
a title by courtesy,
was still, so long as his father
the Chzistian reli_on
produced
very different rewas alive, a commoner
like his youngcr
brothsuits in Spain from that which it produced
in
era. No restraint
was laid upon free intermarEngl_md. and so it is with representative
gow*rnriage in all ranks, and the highest offices of state
ment
The habits and genius of tile people in
were always legally open to all freemen.
"This
continental
Europe produced
from representation
made the knight
the connecting
link between
aver b" different
result
from that which
was
the baron and the shopkeeper."
The oldest son
achieved
in England.
The cities of the middle
even of the earl of Bedford, one of thc proudest
ages were governed
by a form of representation
titles of nobility in England,
offered _himsclf, in
materially
diff,.rcnt from the modern manifestathe reign of Henry VIII., for a sc'_t in the house
tion of the same political devch)pment.
The noof commons.
The house of commons
in that
hies of the city generally
COml)o<ed its senate,
way became the representative
not only of a sinin imitation of the Roman system, and councils
gle order in the state, says Langmcad,
but, with
were chosen in the main by the guilds, of which
the exception
of the peerage
titles, represented
in Florence there were twcnty-one;
but at a later
the whole nation, and, a._ a natural
consequence,
period only twelve of these possessed
governhas drawn to itself the predominant
authority
in
mental powers.
What enrrcsponds
to the mayor
the state.-During the reign of Edward
III. the
of the city _a_ in Florence
thc got(faloytier.
So
commons
established
these three
great rights : jealous was Florence of its nn_gi,trates
that it sefirst, that all t'_xation without
the consent ofoparleeted them by lot, and gave them power but for
]lament was il'lega]; second, the necessity for the
two months.
The citizens met in the great square
concurrence
of both houses in legislation;
and
and voted directly
upon measures.
The selfishthird, the right of the commons
to inquire into
ne_s of the nobility
and the turbulence
of the
and amend abuses of the administration.
--Tim
guilds' train bands, the jealou._ies of the _ilds of
Tudor sovereigns, arbitrary rulers that they were,
each other, the eorralpting
influence of the wealth
(lid not feel strong enough to dispense with the
of the great merchants,
all eonspir(_d to underrepresentative
lu)dy, but they sought
to obtain
mine ibis form of government.
Tile great war_
control over it by creating a large number of in- between the powerful
monarchies,
whi(.h trained
significant boroughs
for the purpose of in(.rcasing
their soldiers to feat_ of arms, of which the millthe influence of the crown in the house of comtin of free cities were utterly incapahle, gradually
mons.
The same authority
says, that between
made it imjx)ssible for the independent
mcdia, val
the reigns of tIcnry VII. and Charles II. no less cities to put a force into the fiehl to contend against
than 180 members
were added to the house of the warriors of the great mon._rchs.
('harle_ V.
commons
by royal charter alone.
The last in- and Philip II., and, before them, the ruler_ of the
stance of this abuse of prerogative
was the ereaRoman empire and the ptq)e_, gradually
(te_troyed
tion of the borough
of Newark
by Cha,'les II.
the freedom of such Lembardi_an cities as still had
Theuceforth
the house of commons took the issue
the vestiges of self-govcrnmcnt
left. -- The conof writs into its own hands, and no new borough
stitutions of these municipal
states are, however,
w:ls created in Enghmd
and Wales until the re- interesting
studies to the investi_ltor
of repreform act of 1832.--At
the date of the union with
sentative
government,
as they pre._cnt a form of
_cotland
the number
of membcrs
was 513, this representation
which has a merit ignored
in the
act tlf union having added 4,5 Scottish representsmo(h.rn representative
system, and which, in olle
tivc_, ar_(I the act of union with Ireland added 100 way or another, should bc sought to 1)_.re-estab]rich nlembel._..
Since that time Scotland
has addlisl_ed, and that is, ttle reprc_cnt'lti()n
of the corned to its c_lutingent
fifteen members,
and Ireland
munity in conformity
with its aetmd natural ellive.
The house of commons
has now about 656 : finities when
acting
independently
of governInembers. -- To England
the world owes the de- mental interference.
Society clas_ifie_ itself even
velopment of representative
institutions,
as it did,
undcr its most democratic
form, and the_e classes
at an earlier period than any other modern govhave to tile community
and c()mmonwealth
differ
('rnment, confer upon its representative
body the ent values.
A complete representation
would take
sovereign power of the state.
The development
some note of such natural
classifications
of soei()f the principle of representation
proceeded
with
ety. and seek to incorporate
them as natural
conless continuity
and upon different
lines in other
stitucncies
for repre_ntation.
In the Florentine
c,untries.A representative
system
is the only
republic, and, inde.ed, in all the cities in the Lom()tit; by which large communities
can enjoy the
bardian and Hanseatic
league, the representation
"tdvantagesof
self-government.
The ancient sysof the trade guilds, in proportion
to their numertern of direct participation
in law-making
was
ical strength and their important'e
to the commonpessible only in a very circumscribed
domain,
wealth, was conforming
the theory of representsThe moment
the domain
became
larger
than
tion to the natural classification
of the commu.
that of. a single city, representation
neeesa_ly
nity, and therefore, in that particular,
represents-
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1finn was more thorough in those cities than it is
in the modern state.
Creating artificial entities
by drawing geographical
lines around them, and
giving to a majority in such entities the sole right
of representation,
is utterly to disregard
these
natural
affinities of a community,
and to base
representation
upon geographical
lines instead of
the interests of the community,
and makes a represcntative
body so constituted
far from being
what blirabeau
says it should be, a reduced photograph of thc whole commumty.
-- In Switzerland
and in France
representation
took unto itself
again a different
fonu.
From the time of the
overthrow
of the Roman empire the mountain cantons of Switzerland
maintained
forms of scif-gov,
eminent,
and without the intervention
of chiefs,
these mountaineers
assembled
in the open air,
voted their own laws, and elated
their own mugistrates to execute
them.
The larger towns of
Switzerland,
being favored
more especially
by
Count Rudolph
of Hapsburg,
were made municipalities early in the thirteenth
century.
On his
death, the apprehension
that his successors might
attempt to impair the liberty of the cantons and
the self-government
of the towns, caused an alliance to be en_red
into by them for the freedom
of Switzerland.
The Swiss confederation
was
formed in 1351, and from that time the Swiss uninterruptedly
maintained
a republic, with a considerably developed system of representation.
In
the rural and mountain cantons there was but little
representation.
The town meeting was assembled
whenever
occasion required.
Every inhabitant
above sixteen years of age was permitted
to vote,
and they acted directly upon the laws which were
to govern them.
The federal constitution
of the
Swiss government
down to 1848 was that of a confederation
but loosely
banded
together.
The
Sonderbund
revolution,
which sought to dismemher the Swiss confederation
in the interest of the
Jesuits, was the means to strengthen
it, and it
caused the adoption of a new constitution
wherein
, the supreme
lc_slative
power was intrusted
to a
federal
assembly
consisting
of two deliberative
bodies, the national
council and the council of
state, the one representing
the entire Swiss nation,
and the other the sovereign bodies of the Swiss
cantons.
:No federal law could be made without
the concurrence
of both of these chambers.
These
bodies nominate the fc<lcral authorities;
they declare peace and war; they regulate the postoffice
and the coinage.
The executive
power was contided to a federal
council
of several members
elected by the assembly,
its president
being the
president of the confederation.
Every man aged
twenty not expressly deprived
of the rights of a
voter by the laws of his own canton, was entitled
to vote, and was himself eligible to the national
council.
(May's "Democracy
in Europe,"
vol ii.,
p. 410.)
The Swiss do not fully confide matters
of legislation
to their representatives,
but, by the
instrumentality
of "the'referendum,
reserve a veto
power in the following
form.
Whenever
80,000

the Swiss congress must be submitted for ratifiestion or rejection to the people, and many instances
have occurred in the recent history of that republic
where the people rejected laws which the leg-islature had adopted.
In the several cantons the
_ferendum
has also been made part of the organic
law, so that upon all the more important
messures affecting the cantons the people have repeatedly vetoed the measures
enacted by the representative bodies of the cantons.
This system of
referendum
has its inconveniences,
but so long as
representation
is limited to majorities
only, and
those of arbitrary
geographical
divisions,
which
makes of modern repr_entative
bodies an artificial
and unnatural representative
body, therefereadum
is perhaps the only corrective of so faulty a method
of representation.--In
France the estates of the
realm of the middle ages were councils of barons
and prelates.
In 1302 Philip the Fair summoned
the third estate, who were delegates
from the
towns, to meet the nobles and prelates of h'otre
Dame.
This was the first convention
of the
states general.
They were afterward
a_sembled
irregularly
in times of national difficulty and danger, or when the necessities of the kings drove t hem
to demand extraordinary
subsidies.
(May, vo]. i.,
p. 95.) Again,
in 1484 the states general were
convoked so as to insure a national representation,
and embraced delegates from the country as well
as from the towns.
These deliberations
were conducted, not by orders, but in six bureaus, which
comprised
the representatives
of all the orders
according to their territorial divisions.
(May, vol.
i., p.. 96,) The municipalities
of France could
not long survive
the centralizing
spirit of the
French monarchy.
So little of the spirit of selfgovernment
existed in France that when, in 1692,
Louis XIV. abolished all municipal elections and
sold the right of governing
towns to the rich citizeus, there was sem'cely a murmur
heard.
The
states general, although
from time to time conyoked, never had and never asserted any rights as
against the crown.
They laid their complaints at
the foot of the throne, which were treated as the
throne saw fit, to be spurned, or to be enacted int(_
law.
The states general had no rights which they
could maintain
against the crown.
The French
parliaments
were not representative
bodies.
They
were nominated
by the crown, and were really
high courts
of justice.
For several
hundred
years representative
government
was unknown
in
France ; when, by the reforms under Turgot, at
the time of Louis XVI., the provincial
assemblies
were oncc morerevived,
and local self-government
was again endowed with life and vigor.
At the
suggestion
of the parliament
of Paris the stat_'_
general were again convoked,
which was the beginning of the French
revolution,
and led to th('
national assembly ; the national assembly led t_)
the convention,
which was elected by universal
suffrage;
the convention
led to a directory,
and
the directory
again to an empire. --The theory of
representation
became, however, formally
estab-

•lualifled voters demand it, any law passed by

fished from the period of the French revolutionin
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the constitutions
of France, and, under one form of
government
or another, representative bodies were
thenceforth
permanent institutions
of the nation,
Under the first empire the citizens of each arrondissement designated a tenth of them as electors,
These were the communal
notabilities.
From this
list the public functionaries
of the arrondissement
were chosen.
The-_e, in turn, selected a tenth of
their number for the purpose of furnishing
the
functionaries
of the departments.
These
new
tenths selected on their part again a tenth, which
formed a list of the national notabilities,
from
which the public functionaries
for the nation were
taken.
The presidents of all electoral colleges, all
grand officers, commanders,
and officers of the
legion of honor, and all heads of departments,
the
emperor selected without reference to an election,
Under the restoration a chamber of deputies of
430 members was constituted,
of which 258 were
elected by the college._of arrondi_ement,
and 172
by the colleges of departments.
A census of a very
• high order limited the voting power to a small proportion of the French people.
This was all swept
away by the July (1830) government.
The electoral
system under the republic of 1848 suppr_ed
all
property qualiflcation, and everyFrenchmantwenty-one years of age, subject only to the condition
of a residence of six months, was invested with the
right of voting.
The vote was taken by ballot,
Subsequently,
modifications were made in this universal suifragc by raising the time of residence to
three years, and imposing again a property qnalification.
It was the combination
between President Napoleon
and the class of citizens who
were disfranchised
by the act of the republic,
which made Napoleon
at first dictator and then
placed him upon the throne of France as Napoleon III.-In Tile Netherlands,
ever since 1815,
tim laws have been enacted
by representative
bodies, who are elected by the inhabitants
above
twenty-three
years of age, and who pay some
small direct tax. -- In Germany,
Austria,
Italy,
Spain and Portugal the representative
bodies were.
mainly representative
of special interests, such as
nobles, clergy, towns, etc., and were not true
representatives
until a very recent period, when,
by the amended constitutions
of those countries,
some approximation
was made to representation
upon the English
and American
model. -- Representative
institutions
are everywhere
gaining
ground.
England
has been the pattern,
and
America the most prominent
example,
of the successful operation
of representative
government,
The organization
of the people for purposes
of
representation,
adopted
by these two nations,
forms the model on which reforms in representation in other countries
are gradually
introduced.
Government by representatives
is much more than
a makeshift,
adopted,
in consequence
of the extent of modern communities,
to secure power to
the people and yet not take their direct votes on
the laws which are to govern them, ina,_auch
as
this method is obviously impracticable
where the
community is larger than that of a single town.--
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It has been observed by Lieber, that representation
for the state at large constitutes
one of the essential differences between the deputative
mediaeval
estates and the modern representation
by legislatures.
The repre_ntative
is not substituted
for
something which would be better were it practicable, but has its own substantive
value.
It is a
bar against absolutism of tlle executive on the one
hand, and of the domination of the demos on the
other.
It is the only contrivance
by which it is
possible to introduce
at the same timc an e_sentially popular government
and the supremacy of
the law, or the union of liberty and order.
It is
an invaluable
high school to teach the handling
of the instruments
of free institutions.
It is the
one most efficacious preventive
of the growth of
centralization
and bureaucratic
government, without which no clear division of the functions
of
government
can exist.
Many examples
may be
cited from Grecian history to show how little the
sense of responsibility
was connected with the direet voting, and how easily the general populace
could be misled by the demagogues,
and at the
assembly at the agora be cheated or cajoled out of
their votes in favor of measures which they rewetted
almost as soon as enacted.
The representative system eh¢_cks and prevents such hasty
action, and is, therefore,
an institution which in
itself secures good government.
The representation makes the fact of government being a trust
a vital and realizable
truth.
It is, however, of
vital importance tlmt a representative
organization
of the community
be properly made, and that the
representative
body should be truly tile best exponent of the popular will, because otherwise the
majority of the people would not po_ess the reins
of government,
and the administration
would fall
into the hands of cabals, juntas or political organizations, which misrepresent
it. -- The American
model of representation
is twofold.
I. National.
The president
of the United
States under the
American system is elected by a snpposed electoral
college, constituted
in a manner to be designated
bythe legislatures
of the various states.
It meets
in the several states, and is composed of the same
number that the state has representatives
in con
gr_.% who determine
in these several states upon
their choice for president
of tile United States.
These electoral colleges have in time become mere
registering
nmchines
of party will, and are not
deliberative
bodies in any sense.
Immediately
after the electoral colleges are constituted
at the
general election with referem'e
to which they are
to perform
their function,
the election is practi(.ally determined
in advance
of their meeting.
There is but a single instance in the history of the
United
States of an elector refusing
to cast his
vote in conformity
with the party dictate which
elected him. -- The senators of the United States
are elected
by the legislatures
of the states.
Members
of con_?yress of the United
States are
elected by the voters in contiguous
representative
districts artificially created, one from each district,
each district
containing,
as nearly as possible,
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about 131,000 inhabitants.
The apportionment
of
these districts is left to the legislature of the state,
to be fixed after each decennial census.
The state
representative
bodies are generally a senate and
an assembly
or honse of representatives.
The
senate, the smaller body, is elected by larger districts, also geogTaphically
contiguous,
and the
house of representatives
by smaller districts.
In
different states different provisions exist, making
the term of service of senators a longer period
than that of the members
of the lower house,
With the exception of Illinois, which has adopted
the plan of the three-cornered
constituencies,
electlag three members from each district--as
a rule,
but one member is elected from each district--the
majority or plurality,
as the case may be, of the
district elects a member.
Local representative
bodies, like town or city councils, are elected by

of the numerous candidates presented for different offices by political organ'_zations.
This highly
artifici_ system of arbitrary districts for purposes
of political activity which wholly disregard tile
natural amliatiousof
the people arising from their
vocations, their political convictions or their status
in society, has resulted in giving to the political
organization
an abnormally strong power in determining tile personnel of the g_vernment
of the
United Stat_. -- In a very intelligent arraignment
of existingpoliticalconditionsinthe
United States,
written by Mr. Charles C. P. Clark, in a work entitled "The Commonwealth
Reconstructed,"
the
author _ys that the plan of direct popular election in large constituencies
results in three frauds:
first, that the elector knows whom he is voting for;
second, that he comprehends
what he is w)ting
about; and third, that his vote will have its proper

smaller districts, composed of contiguous
territory
equal in population,
one from each district; and
the majority or plurality, as the case may be, in
the district elects such repre_ntative.
Where executive officers are to be elected, whether munioipal or state, they are elected by the whole city
or by the whole state, and the majority of the
voters, or a plurality,
if there be more than two
candidates,
secures the election of its candidate,
The French system of double election has never
taken root either in England
or America,
and
seems to be but ill adapted to the genius of our
people.
The only instance
attempted
is the one
of the electoral college, which has proved abortive,
and has become a mere simulacrum.--The
qtmlifications for &voter in the United States are, as a
general rule, that he must he twenty-one years of
age; if not born in this country he must have resided therein five years, within the state one year,
and within the district about thirty days.
Such
as have come to this country during minority arc
admitted to the suffrage in a shorter period.
The
few qualifications
that survive from colonial times,
either of education or of property, have been and
arc being to a considerable extent gradually swept
away.
This, in theory, places the elective franchise in the United
States, for all officers whose
actions affect the commonwealth
either as lawmakers or executors
of the law, into the hands of
all the male population above twenty-one years of
age.
Universal
manhood
suffrage has been the
rule in this country.--Even
the selection of judges
{who, in the history of tile United States, were,
down to 1846, as a general rule, appointed
by the
governor of the state, in order to secm'e more intelligent officers and more direct responsibility
in
such selection) has, by the growth of the democratic spirit, been taken out of the hands of the
governor, and their elevation to the bench, except
United States judges, give_l to the people, and
their terms of service shortened from life tenure
to a few years.
Elective officers have been unduly multiplied,
to such a degree that it becomes _flm_st impossible for tl_e voter busily occupied with the demand_ upon him of _is bust.
n_s, to determine intelllgently
upon the meri_

weight without preliminar_r consultation
and arrangement
with other votth-_; each of which assumptions,
he says, in the vast majority of cases
is ab_lutely
false.. The present actual fact it, that
at the dictate of leaders whom we have not chosen,
we vote for candidates
whom we do not know, to
discharge duties that wc do not understand.
Ami
as the law pays no heed to natural politie_d organization, and gives it no direct encouragement
nor
recognition,
the consequence
has been that the
political organization
has taken porte,ion
of the
machinery
of legislation
and is substantially
the
only thing that.is represented.
Unless he i_ the.
member of a caucus, has a seat in the convention.
or takes an acti_e part in the nominating
committee, the individual
voter is a cipher in politie,,
and the only function he has to perform is to register his aye or nay as to the individuals
who h_vc
been put forward by the political organization_.
_When
this system was originally
constituted,
in a community
of farmers, both the caucus and
the conventions
were voluntary
forms of gathering the public will to make an intelligent choice
of candidates.
They were unrecognized,
inform'_l
meetings of citizens to discuss public affair._ and
to select their neighbors for public office.
In the
early history of the United States public office
was a burden which men accepted in consequence
of the honor and dignity of the station, for which
honor and dignity they were willing to sacrifice
the more material advantages of private life. The
division of employments,
the growth of wealth,
the great tide of emigration
and consequent existence of a proletariat class, and the diversified iu
terests and intensity of occupation
which ha_'_'
been evoked by the modern industrial
system,
have made of the homogeneous
community of ,_
century ago one of the most diversified peoples ix_
industrial employment
and occupation,
a_ well a_
di_imrity of means, that exist on the face of tht'
earth.
By t_ testimony of every close observer.
it is a communiZy of which the more intelli_nt
elements are more intently oecnpied and have less
hours of leisure than th_ which exists anywhere
on the face of the earth.
The consequence
i.-,
tl_t the men who are mos4 deeply interested in
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the welfare of society no longer have time to meet
early history of the United States, in such cenand discuss the political situation with their neightres of population
as may be termed strictly agribors, and to talk over and determine which of their
cultural
communities.
In great cities, however,
neighbors
they desire to select for public office,
where the division of employment
has been c.arThe division of employments
has created a poll- i ried to it_ extreme develol)mcnt,
representative
tician class to attend to that business for them, a_s I
it has a class of lawyers and divines to expound .[
the law and look after the spiritual welfare of the I
community.
The caucus
and the convention,
I
therefore,
have, from being the mere aids to politteal organization,
grown in time to be the organization it_lf.-The law which secures the political
rights of the citizens is still the same that it wm_
in the early history of the United States ; indeed
it h.'L_become more liberal in admitting
a larger
circle of lmman
beings within
the domain
of
political enfranchi,_emcnt
than in theearly
history
of the United States.
The power, however,
has
• become so centralized
in political
organizations
that a development
has taken I)lace in that runetiou similar to that which has taken place in the
railway interests by amalgamations
and consolidatious, so that, notwithstanding
the rapid increase
of I)opulation in the United States, fewer and fewer men, in both political organizations,
determine
who shall be elected by the people, precisely as, in
railway transportatir_n,
fewer and fcwer men determinc, notwithstanding
increa_d
mileage, what
rates shall prevail.
The amount
of time which
must be given, amt the money it requires succe_fully to establish a political machine, are both so
great that, in the absence of a large leisure cl&ss in
the United States which is emancipated
from the
nece_sityof daily toil by theinheritanee
of ancestral
wealth, it has become practically impossible for the
industrial and commercial classes in the communi-

institutions
have become mere shams.
The govermnents of those cities are in the hands of oflicers selected from the various Ix)litieal organLzations which for the time being obtain conlro].
The political
organizations
form a very small
minority
of the whole people, but the members
thereof have devoted thenlsclves
to the building
up of a political organization
as a matter of busthess, as others of their fellow-citizens
devote
themselves
to the business of banking, to manufaeturing
boots or shoes or hats.
This situation
becomes
aggravated
with increased
l)opulation,
and it_ mischief increased
by the large criminal
and i)auper classes which exist in every densely
populated centre.
They are the camp followers of
political
organizations,
precisely as they wouht
have been the camp followers of a mcdi_vval army
for purp(_scs of plunder only, and assume the name
of the political organization,
not Ix,cause of any
belief in l)rinciplcs, but becauseof
their (,onvi(,tion
that that particular
organiz.ition
will take care of
them in the distribution
of office. --.ks the United
States look forward with much conlidence
to the
early attaining
of a population
of a hundred
million of souls, it will readily bc seen that some
change must bc made adapting reprcsentati_ c government to the needs of a community
wher(,in tim
division
of cml)loymcnt
will be still further
dcvelopcd with cvery increase of population,
and
wherein life is not likely, wit hin any short i)eriod
of time, to be less onerous and cxa(.ting in it_ de-

!ytogivethattimeormoney.
lnmunicipatitiesand
m _tat_ the owncm of property therein feel that
there is a constant increase of tim ratio of taxation
without an equivalent
in better service performed
by the government
for thc individual
in return for
suchtaxation.
The increo.se of municipal taxe_ has
been within a generation
upward of 200 per ('enl.,
and yet the tax payer prefers to submit to the
('xactions of the tax gatherer rather than to impo_c
Ul)(m himself
the greater immediate
tax, which
w_,uht be involved
in the devotion
of the ncces.-:try.time and money to emancipate
himself front
tht, _'_mtrol of the political organization
which he
kn,,ws to be tyrannous
and feels to be mischievous,
l%lilieal patronage
is the rewar(l in the business
of ('renting a political machine,
and the politician
finds in the control of the public office a return
for the labor and money investment
which tie is
(omit'lied to make in establishing
and perfecting
hi_ machine.
As this system of political
organization has grown, within the past thirty years, to
gigantic proportions,
it becomes a serious question
whether
the representative
institutions
of th_a
country do not contain in themselves a fatal defect
by reason of their not being adapted to the present
organization of m_c|ety in the United States.
In(hq)endent poIitie_ actto'il is taill possible where
conditions prevail _t_h tm they did prevail in the

mauds upon the whole attention
of the per.-on
who devotes himself to a particular
w)(.alion.
It
must be quit(, clear, therefore,
that evils which
have already made themselves
apparent,
.tri.,ing
from the inadaptiveness
of the exi._ting political
organizations
to the natural
devclol)ment
of the
conlmunity,
mu.,t become intensified
and inlolerahlc if the cause which has produc(,d
the,m not
only continuc_ but is in(,reascd in activity, ._o that
there, must come a greater and wider divergence
between
the, people who supply tim t'lxes and
those who bare control of the governmental
machinery
to expend the taxes.
These evils trove
been recognized by every thoughtful
writer upon
the more recent manifestations
of American institutions.
They have by some been regarded
as an
evil attending
the influx of emigration;
by such it
is claimed that the community
has taken in m,rc
of the foreign element
titan it can comfortably
absorb, and that, therefore,
there is a large voting
constituency
in ever 3, community
in the United
States not thoroughly
trained
on the American
model as to the rights and duties of citizenship,
and who are, therefore,
a hindrance
to good government.
Others have suppo_d
the evil to result
from excluding
one-half
of the population-women--from
the exercise of political
suffrage,
and have supposed that the cure of malreprescnt-
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ation will lie in the direction of the adoption of
woman
suffrage.
Others have recommended
a
return to smaller constituencies
resembling somewhat the old Saxon hundred, as units of political
power, so as to We an instrumentality
for interchange of opinion in artificial entities sumciently
small to allow of meetingand
deliberation.
Others,
at the head of whom stands Mr. Clark, have proposed the remedy of primary representative
electoral colleges for the purpose of selecting electors
simply, who, in their turn, shall elect other citetors. so as to produce a condilion of graded representation,
or, in other words, double or treble
elections.
Again, others have sought refuge from
1he existing evils by recommending
limitation of
the suffrage upon a property basis. Another class of
thinkers have advocated thc rigorous adoption of
a high qualification
for voters, of intelligence
and
even of actual learning.
Another class of reformers have sought a refuge from existing evils by advocating the extension of the term of residence in
the community
as a condition of citizenship,
so as
to exclude the emigrant
from all participation
in
_he political affairs of the nation until he shall
have been substantially
a lifetime on American
soil.
This idea captured, a generation ago, a sufficient number of adherents tocreate a formidable
party, which obtained a phenomenal
success in
several states.
Another
class of reformers have
recommended
the legalizing
and methodizing
by
law of primary meetings,
so as to give a legal
status and recognition to the caucus and primary
nominations,
and thus to make frauds practiced
in these bodies amenable to legal redress and subject to legal punishment.
Others, and notably
Robert yon Mohl, have recommended
the re.establishment, in modern form, of the representation of
the guild, by giving to each organization
of the
community,
be it a trade, profession or voluntary
association
of I_Jlitical opinion, and also to all
largc classes, such as agriculturists,
manufacturers,
merchants and the professions, special delegates to
represent their special interests, and general delegates to be elected at large or appointed
by the
crown,
such special delegates to be chosen by
them, in certain proportions
corresponding
to the
imp_lrtance of such interests to the commonwealth,
Lastly, there is a class of publicists and political
economists
who have suggested minority or totality representation
as the means best adapted to
redress the evils of the existing political conditions
in relation to representative
government.
ThtLs
they would, indirectly
but naturally,
introduce
into the modern state something analogous to the
guild or trade representation which existed in the
medivsval communities,
by recognizing
as units of
representation
voluntary constituencies
framed to
represent electoral quotas.
These units are to be
substituted
for existing arbitrary geographical
divisions, and, by enfranchising
the minority and giving each man his due proportion of political power in representation,
reconstitute
political organizations, acting_ as a solvent of existing machines, so
that there shs!l no longer be. majorities and minor,

ities, but an entire reformation of political entities
for purposes of representation.We shall now
pass in review these several methods of reform of
an undoubted existing evil, to see which will answer best the purpose to meet the exigencics of a
modern dcmocratie
community.
-- Tile objection
to the foreign vote is one that increases in intensity as _'e descend in the scale of tile dignity of the
legislative
or representative
body, from the national to the municipal organization.
The federal
legislature
has no distinctive
foreign element in
it, and the opinions of congress have been so little
tinged with the emigration
influences, that, with
the exception of a few demagogues
who desire t_
curry favor with the Fenian element, by inveighin_
against the English government,
there is no danger,
which requires the enforcement
of reformatory
measures, of bad national legislation arising from
the ignorance or prejudices
of the naturalized
voter.
In state govcrnments
the foreign element
makes itself more strongly felt.
On questions
affecting temperance
legislation and excise laws.
in matters relating to taxation and in labor ]egislation, tile German and the Irish voters have t_xcrcised influences which may bc deemed by some
pernicious.
On thc relation of labor to capital,
the employment
of convicts in competition with
the trades, in the regulation of the hours of labor,
and in the authority given to municipalities
to contract for labor, ideas have been transplanted from
the trades-unionism
of other countries upon our
statute books directly traceable to foreign ideas.
In municipal administration
the evil of the foreign
vote has been more strongly felt.
It so happens
that the foreign elements of large cities also _.omprise a very large proportion of the poorest inhabitants of the cities, and there is, therefore, not
an unnatural association of ideas i_ coupling die
foreign element with the lowest cl&_s of vou'rs.
As a city administration
deals almost wholly widt
property
interests,
the application
of univer._l
suffrage to administrations
of that character ha_
resulted in throwing the power to levy taxes intc_
tile hands of t_e men who are the largest consum_
era of taxes and the smallest directcentributor._
te
the city treasury.
Consequently,
the objection to
what is called the forei_
vote has been stron_r,t
felt and most strongly expressed in municipaliti_'_
wherein it is coupled with the vote of the poor,
who have so managed that in less than a general
tion the city debts of the United Stat_ have bc_.n
trebled and their taxes doubled.The advo_'ac'y
of female suffrage as a remedy for the evih _,f
representation,
arises from an entire misc'oncet_tion of the nature and character of tile suffrage
and of representation.
It is treated by these _ivocates as an inborn right instead of a trust. They
regard the refusal to allow an individual
to v0tr,
as a deprivation
of 'something which is in tbc n:r
ture of h_s property, and the denial of represrn_tion, therefore, as an injustice.
All institution_ c,f
government
are practical
establishments
for the
purpose of securing the well-being of society.
To
secure the well-being of society, it is necessary that
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the most intelligent
and best instructed
members
of it should, in so far as regulation
is necessary,
regulate those affairs.
If universal,
including
female, suffrage
secures that end, then it is wholesome. If it fails to secure that end, it is mischievous.
The difficulty with universal
suffrage and
majority representation
is, that it enables the least
instructed,
whoaro the most numerous,
to swamp
and silence the better instructed,
who are in every
community
the fewest.
Doubling
the number of
voters by adding voters of precisely the same cla._%
individual
for individual,
can not, by any possibility, remove that difficulty, but inevitat)lywill
have
the tendency
to strengthen
it. Assuming,
what
is open to debate, that women arc intellectually
as
strong as men, and a_uming
also, contrary
to the
fact, that they have as large an experience
as men
have in affairs with which legislation
has to deal.
the adding of all the women of the United States
to the poll lists, is simply adding to the enormous
numerical preponderance
of the lower-class vote,
intellectually considered,
over the better-cla.¢s vote,
intellectually considered.
The laborer's wife, sharing the laborer's household and the laborer's interests, wiU inevitably share his prejudices and his influenees.
She is also sure to be driven to the polls,
or will voluntarily
go there, under the pressure of
some supposed
personal
benefit
to bh derived
from the exercise of the vote, particularly
in cities
where large expenditures
directly interest so large
a proportion of the working classes.
As a matter
of fact for many years to come, were female suffrage introduced,
the most refined women would,
for stronger reasons than those which influence the
men of the household
and cause them to abstain
from going to the polls, also induce the women to
refrain from going to the polls, and compulsion
would not be exercised
upon them to overcome
their disinclination.
Therefore,
as to this class of
votera, the proportion
of the lower-class
votes
would be even larger than it is among the men ;
and in a community
which simply counts votes
without weighing
them, all the evils that arise
from an absence of discrimination
as to who casts
tl_e votes, will be very naturally
intensified by the
adoption of the suggestions
of the female suffragists. -- The reform which seeks to make the nomihaling convention
and the caucus amenable
to the
restr.fining influence of the criminal
law, is one
which is wholesome
and necessary,
so far as it
goes. It is only not sufficiently
far reaching
suc('es,cfully to cope with the deeper-seated
ills of the
body politic. It is not only the exclusive devotion
1[)the business of politics which gives to the pollti('ian his great advantage over the average citizen,
but also that he is willing to resort to trick, device
a_(l fraud for the purpose
of perpetuating
his
power.
Primary meetings, therefore,
where each
('itizen is supposexl to enact the initiative steps for
the calling of a convention,
and the appointing
of
representatives
to a convention
which shall express
the party will, both as to plat-forms and as to individuals for office, have become mere hotbeds of
fraud and intimidation.
It is a melancholy truth,
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which is attested by the history of party organizations in ever), densely crowded centre of the
United States, that the primaries are called simply
to register foregone conclusions,
and to delegate
as the so-called representatives
of certain districts,
men who have been previously
agreed upon by a
junta of politicians.
These politicians call the primattes and appoint
inspectors
of elections, and
the few people who are not deterred from attendance by the disreputable
character
of the place
where the primary is held, or 1))" the character of
those who are expected to do the work of the primar}', may vote as they see fit ; the counting
is
done by inspectors previously appointed,
who wilt
inevitably return the names that were given them
to be returned,
whether such names receive a majority or minority of the votes. To protect, therefore, these actions of citizens, or the supposed actions of citizens, exercising their capacity as freemen, to set in motion the necessary machinery
to
secure the selection of candidates,
is a duty which
is imposed upon the law, and which has been hitherto neglected by the ignoring of these meetings
as necessary
elements of constitutional
government.
If it is necessary to protect a citizen from
having his name forged to a piece of paper jeoparding a hundred
dollars of his property,
it is as
clearly the duty of the law maker to prevent falsification or forgery of his will in the expression of
political opinion
or preference
when he has been
invited to attend a meeting, and his opinion or
preference
is likely to produce tangible practical
results.
Already in the state of .New York a law,
with limited application,
has been made to protect
primaries in certain tocaliti_,
in the same manner
as the voter's preferences
arc protected at the polls,
and this principle is likely to prevail until there is
spread upon the statute books of all the states of
the Union, and of the nation, laws protecting the
citizen's exercise of rights in that rc_rd._
The
ideas of Robert you Moh], on re-establishing,
in
modern democratic
socicty, the forms of representation which prevailed
in the middle ages, in
which interests and not l)er_ons were represented,
are worthy of more regard and attention than has
been given to them.
The English parliament
has
grown up in so incongruous
a fashion, that, down
to a very recent period, when the rotten boroughs
were disfranchised
and some towns given a fmr
representation,
Chief Justice
Story's description
was literally and exactly true. He says : "It might
be urged that it is far from being secure, upon
reason of experience,
that uniformity
ill the cornposition of a representative
body is either desira.
hle or expedient,
founded
in sounder
policy, or
more promotive
of the general good, than a mixed
system embracing and representing
and combining
distinct interests, classes and opinions.
In England the house of commons
is a represenlative
body founded upon no uniform
principle
either
of numIx:rs or classes or places.
The representation is made up of persons chosen by electors
having very different and sometimes very discordant qualifications.
In some cases property is ex-
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elusively
represented; in others, particular trades
and pursuits;
in others, inhabitancy
and corporate privileges;
in others, the reverse."
(The universitie._ have representatives.)
"In some cases
tile representatives
are chosen by very numerous
voters ; in others, by _ery few.
In some cases a
8ingle patron pos,_sses the single power of chcosing repr_sentatives,
as in nomination
borough_ ;
in others, very populous
cities have no right to
choose, and have no representatives
at all.
In
some cases a select body forming but a very small
part of the inhabitants
htts the exclusive
right of
choice ; in others, non-residents
can control the
whole election•
In some places half a million of
inhabitants
posse_ the right to choose no more representatives
than are a._signed to the most insignificant borough
with scarcely an inhabitant
to point
out its local limits. Yet this inequality has never,
af itself, been deemed an exclusive
evil in Great
Britain.
And in every system of reform which
has found public favor in that country, many of
these diversities have been embodied from choice,
as important checks upon undue legislation, as facititating
the representation
of different interests
and different opinions, and as thus securing,
by a
well-balanced
and intelligent
representation
of all
the val_ous classes of society, a permanent
protcetion of the public liberties of the people, and a
firm security of the private rights of persons and
of property."
(Story on the Constitution,
sec.
585.) Now, what is done in this prescriptive
and
crude fashion by the gradual
growth of the English constitution,
and which is embodied
in the
house of commons,
which not merely represents
geographical
districts, but represents
all the various interests of society in Great BHtain, Robert
yon Mohl proposes to do in a community
in asystematic and logical form.
Taking
the classifications of society as they exist, as landowners,
as
ao_nieulturists,
as merchants,
shippers
and manufacturers,
he would give to each class, represenration in proportion,
first, to their numerical
strength,
and secondly, to lheir importance
to the
state.
To the religious
organizations,
to the political organizations,
he would assign representation.
To the association
or organization
of the
manufacturer,
as well as to the trades union of

have an interest in the general public weal, but
are to be considered as more truly representative,
than geographical
divisions
constitute
them, of
the actual living interests of the whole eommunity.
IIe draws attention to the fact that whenever a trade or special organization
places at it_
head its representative man by an election for preyidcnt or director, it is generally the strongest man
among them; and that in no community in which
geographical
subdivisions
and majority votes are
taken, is such a result brought about,
tie, therefore, would have these special interests recognized
bylaw.
When these deputed spokesmen are gathered together into a general assembly, in due prop_;tions, they would together represent all the in.
tcrests as they exist outside of the representati_ e
chamber,
and thereby
be, in point of fact, a rrduccd photograph
of thewhole
community.
Tlw
professions
would be represented
by their ablest
men; the trades by their ablest men; and upon
every question
affecting any special interests, the
highest technical
skill would, within the representative
body, be instantly
available
for informarion as to how proposed
legislation
will affect
such interests. _Those
who have recommended
reverting to the smaller constituencies,
like the old
Saxon hundred,
so as to give opportunity
for deliberatioK,
and to place this deliberative
community of a hundred
under the protection
of the
law, so that its will as expressed
in conventions
or meetings shall not be fraudulently
faLsific_l, arc
working
in the same direction
with those who
seek to legalize the nominating
conventions.
The
adherents
of this plan are yet too feeble in humbcrs, and their scheme
is too remote from the
practical
habits of the people, to be thought of
as _ scheme likely, to prove acceptable,
and hence
it can be dismissed
for the present from this di,eussion.The double-election
scheme has veery
much to ,commend
it. Of this view Mr. Cbtrk.
whose work has already, been cited, is the abh._t
exponent.
He says, that the difficulty
is, first,
the actual and necessary ignorance
of the grrat
majority
of voters, both as to whom they are voting for and what they are voting about; second,
their utter inability
to unite of and among Hwmselves upon representative
candidates
for ottic_..

his employ(s,
representation
would be given according to his plan in certain qualitative
proportions.
He would have these organizations,
like
the guilds of the middle ages, depute their delegates to a central body.
Speaking,
as he does, in
a community
in which the crown was to his mind
an integral part of the state, he woulcl give to the
crown the appointment
of general delegates in a
certain proportion to represent the commonwealth,
Eliminating
this royal intervention
from his plan,
as not a necessary
part of it, general delegates
might be elected by general ticket on the part of
the whole community
to sit with these delegates
of the special trades combinations
and industries
•_f the community.
Indeed,
he himself
is in
doubt whether
general delegates are at all neces_ry, because, he says, all these l_ial
delegates

and third_,political
organizations,
which started w
help the people in this embarrassment,have,
by th,.
logic of the situation,
become their cornlpt trod
corrupting
masters.
To remedy this, he prop_,._,
that in eyeD" town ward or other civil divi-i_,_
that exceeds two thousand in population,
the r_,zistered votes be divided by lot into five, nine, ,r
any other number,
of equal sections or squad-,
that they shall be drawn as jurors are dntwn, m,,i
that each of these lists or squads shall constituw
a primaryelectoral
constituency;
that the resp_,c_ire squads shall vote for a representation
of eh,_'tors for their own constituency;
that thase rot _re
sentative electors shall appoint the ward offier_:
that these electoral colleges
of the ward sh:_ll
again designate one or more electors to represent
themandthe
people for whom they act in a highcr
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rank of colleges for the appointment
of mayors,
county officers, members of the state legislature
and the house of representatives.
IIe thus calls
out thevoter;
he compels the performance
of the
duty of voting on pain of disfranchisement,
and
compels
the performance
of services as elector
by heavy penalties.
The experience
of France
is strongly in favor of double voting.
Mr. Taine,
in his book "On the Suffrage.," has expressed his
pr,:ference
for this form of election over that of
any other, and supports it with cogent philosophical and logical reasoning.
The failure of the
electoral
college is in itself
no cogent
reason
a_ainst double elections,
because it can easily be
shown that it was so defectively
organized
as to
take from it at the outset all character
as a deliberative lmdy. -- Those who favor a properly qualification are mainly
reformers
of municipal
organizations.
The few qualifications
in the way
of ownership
of property which existed under the
constitutions
of the various states of the Union
as conditions for the vote for state officers, have
gradually
been swept away, and the question
seems to be on subjects relating to state anti hational administration
no longer open to debate.
With reference to municipal
administration,
however, a different
question
is presented.
Upon
that point even Mr. Mill, than whom no stronger
advocate for the extension of the suffrage and for
the liberty of the people existed, says, on page
176 of his " Considerations
on Representative
Government,"
that, " it is important
that the assembly which votes the taxes, either general or
h_cal, should be elected exclusively
by those who
pay something
toward
the tax imposed.
Those
who pay no taxes, disposing
by their votes of
other people's money, have every motive to be
lavish and none to economize.
As far as money
matters are concerned,
any power of voting pos•_essed by them is a violation of the fundamental
principle of free government,
a severance of the
power of control from the interest in iLs beneficial
exercise.
It amounts
to allowing
them to put
their hands into other people's pockets for any
purpose which they think fit to call a public one,
which in great towns of the United
States is
known to have produced
a scale of local taxation
om'rous beyond example,
and wholly
borne by
the wealthier classes.
That representation
should
be co_'xtensive with taxation, not stopping
short
of it, but also not going beyond it, is in accord:_nce with the theory of British institutions."
It
]_ zenerally forgotten
that municipal
administra_i,m is but to a very limited
degree a governnwntal, and to a very large extent the mere co_pt'rative
management
of property;
that the
._uffrage is a sword as well as a shield, and that
_ht, power which enables the holder of the suffra,.,e to protect himself from the aggressions
of
others is likewise a power by which he may aggress upon the fights of others, the two being
inseparable;
that, therefore,
giving,
under the
forms of universal suffrage, the vast mass of peopie in a densely populated city the power to place
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mortgages
upon the properties
of its wealthier
class, the proceeds of which are to be expended
for the personal enjoyment
of the masses who
have not saved property,
is, under the guise of
law, to organize communism
and confiscation.
So
jealous, however, are the American people of the
right of univer_l
suffrage in all matters relating
to government,
that they will not make the distinction which in the nature of things is proper
to be made. by withdrawing
in part, at least,
municipal
administration
from the widest application of uniw_l_,al suffrage, lest, by such a precedent, danger may creep in. and the people gradually become accustomed
to the withdrawal
of
political power, in matters in which all have a like
interest, to wit, their state and m_tioual administrations. -- Those who found their hope of reform
upon the limitation of the suffrage arising from
the appiicatiou
of a stamiard
of qualifications
of
an intellectual
or an educational
character,
are
fighting against the tendencies of the times, and
are but little likely to prevail.
They also can
'base their well-grounded
objections
to counting
instead of weighing
votes upon the authority
of
Mr. bIill, who, in the work already cited, _ys:
"In all human
affairs every person directly
interested, and not under positive tutelage, has an
admitted
claim to a voice, and, when his exercise of it is not inconsistent with the safety of the
whole, can not justly be excluded
from it. But
(though every one ought to have a voice) that
every one should have an equal voice is a totally
different
proposition.
When
two persons who
have a joint interest
in any business
differ in
opinion, does justice require that both opinions
shall be held of exactly equal value? The opinion,
the judgment
of the higher moral or intellectual
being is worth more than that of the inferior, and
if the institutions
of the country virtually assert
that they are of the same value, they assert the
thingwhich
is not."
He therefore says, that "two
or more votes might be allowed to every person
who exercises any superior function.
The liberal
professions
imply a still higher degree of instruction, and whenever a sufficient examination
or any
serious conditions
of education
are required before entering upon a profe_ion,
its members could
be admitted
at once to a plurality of votes.
The
same rule might be applied to graduates
of universities.
All these suggestions,"
he says, "are
open to discussion as to details, but," he concludes,
"it is to mc evident that in this direction
lies the
trim ideal of representative
government,
and that
to work towardit
by thebest practicalcontrivances
which can be. found, is the path of real political
improvement."
The extent to which he would
carry this plurality of votes he does not commit
himself to, but insists that it should not be carried to any point which would
enahie a few to
outnumber
the great mass of the community,
but
that it shall be carried far enough to prevent the
more intellige0t
from being overslaughed
at the
polls by the less instructed. --We
now come to
treat of the most radical, while at the same tinm
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the most natural, reform of the evils of representstive government--that which is known as totality
or minority representation.
When a single person is to appoint an agent, there is no difficulty
except as to a wi_e selection. When two people
are to appoint an agent, there may be divergence
of opinion as to the agent to be appointed, and
exeept hy agreement there is no possihility to make
an appointment.
When three people are to appoint an agent, if there is but one agent to be
appointed, then must necessarily be given to the
majority of the three the right to appoint. It is
true that the minority might as well have novoice
at all after the agent is appointed against his
wishes, because his views are not likely to prevail
with the agent. If a htmdred men are to appoint
a single agent, again must be given to the majority of fifty-one or more the right to appoint that
agent, as the only practical solution for the diffi,
culty of the situation. But if the hundred men
have five agents to appoint, to give to fifty-one
the power to appoint all five, and to leave the
forty-nine wholly and completely unrepre_mted
in the agency, is an injustice which is gratuitous,
and not in the least justified by the necessity of
the situation. It is just as easy to take the vote
of the constituency of a hundred upon a plan
which shall secure to each quota, of twenty men
each, the right to a representative, as to take the
vote upon the existing plan of nmjorities and
minorities.
The result, however, in one case is
to make the representation of five, when elected
by squads of twenty each, an actual reduced photograph of the wishes and will of the hundred as
far as practically ascertainable, and in the other
case the representation will merely represent the
wishes and will of the majority, and probably,
from the excitement of the election in which the
minority were beaten, oppose the views of such
minority with vehemence and bitterness. Therefore the minority are not only not represented, but
are frequently maliciously pursued by the rcpresentatives of their constituency for their effort to
defeat the representatives; and as their constant
agitation to become the majority endangers the
representatives' seam, they will attempt in every
way to thwart the minority of their own constituency. A perpetual antagonism is, therefore, ereated in constituencies, and between constituencies
and their representatives, which ought not in the
nature of things to exist, and for which there is no
necessity.
Dividing the number of voters by the
number of representatives to be elected, and giving to tile quotient an absolute right to return one
member, is, it is true, a great revolution in roodern political practice, but is, nevertheless, absolutety the only means by which some of the most
flagrant evils incident to representative institutious can be cured.--WhOever
may be entitled to
the merit of first devising this great improvement
in the machinery of representative institutions,
whether it be Earl Gray, Mr. Craig of England,
or Mr. Fisher of Pennsylvania, its ablest and foremost exponent, who has devoted a lifetime to its

explanation and exposition, is Mr. Thomas Hare.
of England. The draft of a new law of parliamentaxy representation contained in his work,
"On Representation," is commented on by John
Stuart Mill as having "the unparalleled merit of
carrying out a great principle of government in a
manner approaching to ideal perfection as regards
the special object inview, while it attains incidentally several other ends of scarcely inferior
importance " His plan is, through the instrumentality of the voter's own choice as expressed
upon an election ticket, to secure the transfer of
his votes, whe_ever the voter's first choice has
already been elected, or in the event of the voter's
first choice not securing enough votes for an election; so that no votes are wasted. In a constitu
ency which is to return say, eight members of congress, the voters declare, in the order in which
they prefer to be represented, their preference for
eight or as many more persons as they see fit to
put upon their tickets. When the election officers
come to count the votes, they will find a certain
number of persons as first choices, whose election
is secured by obtaining the requisite quom_the
quota to be ascertained by dividing the number
of seats to be filled, plus one, by the number of
votes cast at the election. The object of making
the divisor laxger by one than the actual number
of seats to be filled, is to diminish tile chances of
an equal number of votes or ties, and to ineream
the chances of filling seats without resorting to
approximate or transferred quotas. The votes
are thereupon transferred to the other choices in
the manner designated by Mr. Hare. To this plan
it is not necessary further to advert in this ar_icle.-- A still greater simplification to secure minority representation is to allow voters to vote but for
single names in large districts, and to give to the
representative in the representative body one vote
for every hundred or thousand or ten thousand
votes cast for him. To prevent the representative
body from being too large an org_mizmion, a minimum must be established, that no one shall be considered elect_i who has not received 5,000 vote_.
To prevent too small a body, a maximum must be
fixed beyond which a representative's addition_Jl
votes shall not give him additional votes in the
house. If 5,000 votes is the minimum, the repn'scntative might be regarded as having one vote for
the first 5,000, and an additional vote for every
_,000 that have been cast in addition for him.
This would enable communities to select popular
men in whom they have confidence, and give to
them a plurality of votes, and yet prevent tile
minority from being excluded from the reim'sentative chamber. Many other plans have l,t'_'.
suggested by other writers. The list plan of G_'
neva, elaborated mainly by Ernst _'aville; th_
minority representation plan of Mr Andrae; th_
plans of Messrs. Droop, Bailey and Dobbs, and the
cumulative plan, all seek to attain the same ohject in different ways, and each has its special
merit and defects; but the great object to be altained by minority representation is the breaking
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up of the existing political machinery, thetyranny
and the power of which exists simply
because
machinery of some kind is a necessity to organize
a majority in the district, by making bargains and
dickers and arrangements
to capture votes here
and votes there, so as to secure representation.
To
be in the minority is to be disfranchised.
With minority representation
all this elaborate machinery
becomes needless.
Citizens will be represented in
proportion to their numerical strength, through the
instrumentality
of the very slightest organization,
and they are encouraged
to organize, as the task
set before them is not an almost hopeless one, as it
is made under existing conditions to the non-politieal class, whereby it is compelled to put forth a
powerful effort, which may result in no success at
all, which is extremdy
costly in time and money,
and which is wholly lost unless a majority of all the
votes is secured. Giving political power in proport-ion to the effort put forth, is one of the first benefieial results arising from minority representation,
--The
second advantageous
result arising from
this system of election, is the facility it will afford
to the intellectual
part of the community
to secure
a representation in town councils, legialativecham,
bers and the halls of congress, which is now absolutely demed to them.
Every form of public
opinion, aq it grows in strength,
would
have
its strength actually
measured
and its growth
watched by the increase of representatives,
and
tile representatives
would, under those circumstances, always be the strongest
and ablest men
holding such opinions.
Had such a system, by
any fortunate accident, existed prior to the civil
war, the south would have discovered the growth
of the anti-slavery
sentiment in the north before
it was overwhelmed
by it, and even a hopeless
minority in the l)uth
who were opposed
to
slavery, and the minority in the south who were
in favor of the Union at all hazards, would have
lind their representatives
in Congress, and the
controve]'sy on slavery would have been less sectional than, under a false system of taking votes,
it was made to appear to be. Free traders would
have their representatives
in congress ; the antimonopolist's
voice would be heard long before
it became that of a majority, and parties would
a,.,sin become standard
bearers of principle,
instc_td of, as now, mere followers
of political
principles, in the expectation
of catching
votes
--a demoralized
condition,
created by the false
importance in a majority
system of the floating
vote, which induces
parties quite as often to
deny their own cherished
political
principles
from the fear of losing votes by the advocacy
of what for the time the leaders suppose to be
obnoxious to the popular will, just as they frequently insincerely
adopt political principles
in
the expectation
of catching
small sections
of
voters. ,, Nothing but habit and old associations,"
_avs Mr. Mill, " can reconcile any reasonable being to the needl_
iaJttstice of this mere majority
representation.
In a realty equal
democracy
ever), order in the section would be represented,
157
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not disproportionately
but proportionately.
A
majority of the electors would always have a msjority of the representatives,
but a minority of
the electors would always have a minority of the
representalives.
Unless this be so, there is no
equal government,
but a government
of inequality and privilege.
One part of the people rule
over the rest.
There is a part whose fair and
equal share of influence in representation
is wilhheld from them, contrary to all just government,
but above all, e_ontrary to the principle of democraey, which professes equality as its very root and
foundation."
Incidentally
be it mentioned
that
this plan would secure to a capable man a career
in political life as secure as in any profession, as
he would not be dependent on the accidental rimjority of his district, but could always rely upon
obtaining a quota vote. -- The cowardice of roodern political parties is best indicated
by the fact
that no party in the United States dares, in modern
days, ever present its strongest man for the presidency, because, having
been long in the public
eye, he is sure to ltave offended a great number of
voters whose adhesion
is necessary
to make a
majority.
Availability,
therefore, takes the place
of true ability.
The adoption
of minority
representation
also solves, in advance, all the obj(_tions to the extension of the suffrage, and would
secure to the tax payer by combination,
wlmt it
is impossible for him to secure now in rclation to
municipal
administration--a
strong contingent
of
representatives
of the tax payer in the city counells, to act as a check and brake on extravagant
expenditures.
If the scheme of minority representation
is extended, by making
large districts
and numerous representatives
from such districts,
it would also give within party lines such Judependent
action as to create a balance-of-power
oart$" within the party, and would thus forever
ues_roy the supremacy
of halls and juntas, who
hold their power simply because "the alternative
presentc_l to the voter is to accept their candidate
or the candidate of a hall or or_mization
equally
bad but belonging
to tile opposing political organization. -- To the objection
that Italy be urged,
that minority represent'ttiou
would secure to the
sinister elements of a community
a representation
if they saw fit to combine, the answer is, that it
is better that the representative
of the sinister
elements
should be known as such, than that a
private
arrangement
he made with the sinister
elements of a community
by which they secure
surreptitiously
and secretly several representatives
on condition of their support, and thus obtain by
bargain a very much larger share than they could
obtain by right.-- The one formidable
objection to
the whole scheme of minority representation,
and
which is really the price that the community
must
pay for the total representation
of the community,
is, that it has a tendency to prevent the spirit of
compromise and mutual forbearance,
which party
has a tendency to create.
The community
would
possibly split up into too many segments.
Opportunity of representation
being afforded to small
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quotas, the Catholic, the Jew, the infidel, might
secure separate representation,
and thus intensify
religious feeling.
Workingmen
and capitalists
might secure separate representation;
and thus the
same reason which would make minority
repre,
sentation act as a solvent of political parties, might
result in its acting as a solvent on constituencies
which ought to be held together
in the bands
of party, thereby
cultivating
mutual good will,
which probably would not exist were their parts
to be exclusively
committed
to their own classfor
political action.
The only answer to this position
is the universal
experience
of mankind,
that the
instant men are clothed with the responsibility
of
government,
acerbity is lessened, and the mtoler
ance which
characterizes
them as sectaries
or
partisans
without
political
power is diminished,
To give to minorities,
therefore,
who now have
no chance of representation,
an opportunity
to
have their voices heard, coupled with the responsibility that their recommendations
must be put
in practicable
shape for legislation,
and that the
responsibility
of such legislation
rests upon their
shoulders if adopted by the majority, has in itself a
very sobering influence on all violent and extreme
opinions, and subjects them to the severest tests
to which opinions can be subjected, that of discussion with well-trained
adverse opinions, and that of
practicability
to frame statutes
to enforce such
opinions. -- Admitting
Catholics and Jews to parliament was opposed, on the ground that, in the one
case, a superior
allegiance
was considered
due
from the Catholic to the pope, and in the other
case, that the Jew regarded every country in which
he lived as but a mere resting place, that his true
home was in Palestine,
and that these convictions
made both sects unpatriotic.
Their admission,
however,
has proved how utterly groundless
was
this objection;
that there are no more patriotic
members of palrliament than the Catholics and the
Jews, is now past controversy.
Indeed,
in all
matters
of legislation
the religious
conviction
scarcely ever comes to the surface, except where
it is necessary for the purpose of preventing
some
act of intolerance
to formulate
itself into law.In boards of direction
of corporations
the adoption of a minority scheme of representation
would
be the most absolute
security
to insure continuity of direction
and purpose
in a less objectionable form than the adoption
of a classification
scheme,
by which only a few of the directors
go out each year, and would
also prevent
the
possibility
of a capture of a corporation
throffgh
the instrumentality
of proxies representing
tictitious
holdings,
borrowings
of stock, etc., by
which great corporations
have been depleted and
the interests
of the stockholders
wholly
disregarded.
Even if the majority
of the board of
direction
would
truly represent
the majority
of
the stockholding
interest,
a watchful
and alert
minority
would
prevent
the diverting
of the
property and management
of the road to sinister
purposes,
and be a check more efficacious than
ure courts or laws to prevent corporate misman-

agement. _ Finally, we must recognize, with reference to governmental
machinery,
that it, like
alt machinery
devised by men, must be progressively improved to adapt it to the varying needs
of society.
The devices to prevent tyranny and
oppression
which answered the purposes of the
people against
tlle kingly power of a John, a
Charlesor
a George are as little adapted to modern
society as is the crude machinery
of thosc periods
to the necessities
of man in civilized
life at the
present day.
For the satisfaction
of all physical
wants immcnse
pro_,gTes,_has been made in every
direction.
The art of government,
however, h:_
not been so progressive.
The safe makerhas
kept
pace with, and is a little in advance of, the skill
of the burglar.
The art of government
has not
kept pacc with the skiL and ingenuity
of those
who require its restraining
influences.
The Ol))ression which in former
periods exhibited
itself
on the banks of the Rhine,
by a rol)ber baron
sweeping
down upon a rich neighboring
community and depleting
it of its movable property,
or
by his kin in spirit, locking up in his dungeon
keep some rich Jew, and drawing his teeth until tie
disgorged his wealth, now manifests itself in cor
porate management
in stock waterings,
and in con
flscation under the guise of taxation,
in river and
harbor bills, in protective
tariffs, and thou_nds
of other forms which are tyranny
and exaction
disguised under specious names to hide their nalure, and clothed with the machinery
of government itself to make the imposture
complete.
To
destroy these malignant
abuses of governmental
machinery,
effort must be made to give the gov
ernment back to the people, freed from the orgtm
ization which assumes
to act for the people, but
which misrepresents
and abuses them.
There i¢,
therefore,
no art or science to which the human
intellect can devote itself of a more practical and
immediately
beneficial nature than reforms in r('l)resentation,
which lie at the bottom and root of
modern government,
so as to make repr_entativc
bodies the true exponents
of popular interests instead of fraudulent
representatives
of the popular
will.
"Representation
should effect for the halion," says Mirabeau,
"what a chart does for the
physical configuration
of the soil--producing
not
only a reduced
picture of the whole of the pcople, but also representing
their cla_ses, their a_pirations, wishes and opinions."
The body of _vpresentatives
should produce on the mind of th,'
student of a nation's social constituencies
an cffc('t
similar to that produced
on its territory, in rel)r,'sentlng
its mountains
and dales, its rivcrs and
lakes, forests and plains, cities and towns.
The
finer should
not be crushed
out by the mot,'
massive
substances,
and the latter
not b(' ('xeluded.
The proportions
are organic, the .¢caic
is national.
Smo_
S'rEnSr:.
REPRESENTATIVE
DEMOCRACY.
DEMOC_CY,
R_a,R_NTATrVE.)

(See
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This form of government
is no
more independent
than the monarchical
of tile historical, geographical,
ethnographical,
and, above
all, moral conditions,
which seem to predestine
a
people to one or the other, by not leaving it the
liberty
of choice between
them except
within
rather restricted
limits.
From this point of view,
all abstract comparison
of the intrinsic
merits of
monarchies
and republics mightseam
superfluous,
and there would
be occasion
to ask one's self
whether the platonic love of a monarchy
in countries with republican
manners and customs, or of
the republican
enthusiasm
which possesses some
young minds or some generous
imaginations
in
countries called by their inmost nature and their
past to hereditary
monarchy,
are not chimeras
which should be dispelled,
and dangers whicll we
should endeavor to avert. _ Without
contesting
whatever truth there may be in such a conclusion,
we think that the forms of government
may and
_hould be compared with each other and consid¢red in themselves,
and that it is the task of the
public]st, all due reservation
being made in con*ideration of what is possible in time and place, to
investigate their value, and to point out thatwhich
constitutes
their merits and their defects.
Thus

Brutus
to arm himself against
a Caesar.
This
shows u_ the nature and the end of the republic;
it is a government
founded
upon general interest
and equality, the motive power of which arc disinterestedness,
devotedne_,s, and, let us add, popularity, with the honors which it confers.
If all
think they find their advantage
in this form of
government,
it i_ on the supreme condition _)f (itfending, at the cost of the greatest struggles,
a
good. precious from the double point of view of
individual
dignity and of utility.
This is why
the most generous dreamers
as well as the most
rigorous logicians come, by some sort of instinct,
to the idea of a rcpublic.
This is why it has produccd so many virtues, of the sublimest
kind,
offered by history to the admiration
of futuregenerations. -- But what constitutes
thc greatness of
this form of government
is also the source of its
difficulties and dangers, which no clearsighted
republican
can deny.
Equality,
which is the soul
of rel)ublics, encounters
two formidable
enemies:
ambition, which conspires
against it, and envy,
which exaggerates
it. The former can not be resigned to accept the yoke of a law, the same for
all; the latter
rebels against the superiority
of
fortune and of merit; it tries to levcl the one, and

the publicist,
the least likely to be misled by deeeptive appearances,
and the most determined
to
settle, in the choice of his political opinions, upon
what he judges to be actually practicable,
will not
scorn the enthusiasm
which a republic awakens in
noble minds, and he will examine whether it does
not partake
of an ideal beauty
for which
he
should have some regard both as one of the elements of the judgment
which he passes on the republic, and of the influence
which it exercises,

devotes itself to railing at the other.
Taxation
directed against the rich, schemes of agrarian law,
privileges in favor of the poor, suspicions
of the
well-to-do and enliglltencd
part of the population
--all these spring up in republics.
" For," says
the old publicist,
Jcan Bodin, with a severity
which is not exaggerated
if applied to the past,
"the real natural disposition of a people is to have
full liberty
without any restraint
or curb whatever, to have all equal in goods, in honors, in

He will thus discover that elevated thought,
lofty
and powerful
sentiments,
are connected
with the
idea of a republic.
In monarchies
the devotion of
man to man occupies
a large place, and far be it
from us to deny what it presents of the touching,
and sometimes of the heroic, or to question what
it has in it compatible
with a love of the public
welfare; but it is less pure and less sublime than
that devotion which is directed to something superior to man himself, that is, to the fatherland,
to
the law, to the state.
All selfish prejudice,
all
personal calculation,
every fancy foreign to the
general interest, seems to disappear in this generous
_aerifice of each to all, and of the littleness of the
individual to the greatness of justice. To the idea
of devotednc,_s, to that of an entire].)" stoical disiuwre_tedness, is added another idea not less severe,
:_d more attractive
because it is more natural,
theft of equality united to liberty.
Equality is to
_u('h an extent the passion of republican
minds
that the most aristocratic
republics
are no cxeeption to it; only the practice
and the worship of
.equality are concentrated
within a limited circle,
instead of extending
to all the citizens.
It is to
equality that all, in a republican aristocracy,
sacririce themselves;
it is to it that they do not hesitate
_°sacrtficethemosttllustrious
heads; it is equality
which impels, ia spite of h!maelf, in a many, or, a

punishments,
in rewards, without
any regard to
rank, or knowledge,
or virtuc."
Who does not
know that, up to the present time, great citizens
in republics havc always had to dcfend themselves
(and sometimes without success)againstcalumny?
If favor has its vicissitudes
in a monarchy,
how
few reputations
in republics withstand
the exercise of power for however short a time.
To what
contumely in the most irreproachable
of republics.
the United States, so often cited as a model, were
their Washingtons,
ttamiltons
and Madisons not
exposed?
What accusations
against ttmir gcncrals
in the ancicnt republics of Greece!
What terrible
changes of popularity
and wlmt blood)- sacrificcs
to that capricious power, in the short and stormy
attempt
at a republic
made by France in 1793 '.
The moderate
republic of 1848 did not sully herself with blood; she spilt it only in the arena of
civil war, when that of the best citizens flowed
voluntarily
in the service of public order.
But
did any one's popularity
last longer than three
months?
Was this the fault solely of the men
who governed?
Be that as it may, there is not a
historian,
not an enlightened
publicist,
who has
not declared that jealousy,
SUSl)icion, and the
spirit of change, are the especial dangers of republics, as favoritism
and intrigue
are those of
monarchies.
But the first-named
vices are those
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d the majority; the second belong to only a small
number.
Thence comes the expression which is
never applied to a monarchy,
that a people is not
_pe for a republic.
In fs_t, equality requires
customs and manners, a character and an education suited to it. The same may be said of liberty
which every republic proclaims as being of its
very essence, and without which there w(mld be
no equality but the sad and shameful
equality of
servitude.
No doubt alarm of government which
constantly involves individual
responsibility,
and
often subjects it to severe tests, presents especial
difficulties.
To govern one's self and to take part
in public affairs, an amount of intelligence
and a
mixture of firmness and moderation
are needed
which are not everywhere
distributed insu_Cficient
quantity to establish a regular and _tabte state of
affairs.
Number being, in the m_e_ of equality,
one of the esw_ntial _4ements of republican
ina_utions, if the corrupt, the im_apable, those who are
easily seduced tad led away, get the ascendency,
all is lost.
There must then be either _rchy
or
a master; there is no middle path.
These are so
fully umlerstood
to he the dmtge_ of a relmldic
that the_
is no republkan
ccestittttion
which
does not undertake, to a greater or less d_gvec, to
foresee and in oome measure guard a_inat
thent,
But repubfican
constitutions
do not allzays
do
this s_t_ciea_ly,
or eke they are themselves
but
powerless
dikes, swept away by. the impetuous
current of human pa_toas. -- It is of the essence
of a democratic Velmbi/c to fill by election a pottion of the offices which monarchy fllis by hereditary tranmmission.
It is reason alone which is
regarded as governing in a republic. Now, reason
excludes chance and those artificial privileges instituted in the interest of _ation.
Monarchies, even constitutional
monarchies, axe full of tictions sad conventions.
A republic judges them
unworthy
of men arrived at political matu_ty,
and useless to preserve society from revolution,
Consequently
it eliminates
them, being replete
withconfidenceintheuprightwi]landenlightened
capacity of the people.
If this confidence is justiffed, the republican form is maintained
and pro_pets.
If _ot, the republica_form
is impaired and
destroyed, either by slow dissolution
or by a riolent downfall.
_ Says Moutesquieu,
" Governmeat is like all other things in the world: to preserve it, it must be loved.
_To one has ever heard
it said that kings do no_ love monarchy,
or that
despots hate despotism."
A republic can be no

tablishment.
That estabihthment
lm no interest
to threaten liberty; it has, ca the contrary, every
interest to take care of it. This care is the price
of the force of public opinion which sustains it.
In republics, liberty, recognized
as sovereign in
principle, runs serious risks.
The power, under
the form which best represents
order in the eyes
of the nation, is tcmporary.
Hence the necessity
of arming it in an exceptional
way, or of armin_
one's self against its po_ible
encro_chments,
or
by precautions
which are embarrassing
to all.
The majority oppresses the minority, or else the
minority governs through terror.
If we can not
see in this a fatal and inevitable law, it has at le_Lst
been, up to the present time, the history of the
greaternumb_r
o£republies.
Anothercausethreatens liL_.rty: its own excesses.
Too frequently have
we see_ republics knowing no alternative but exce_ve
or s_nded
liberty.
Kat_py were they
when this snapensioa of liberty did not end in its
sttppresAion, and when temporary
d_atorships
were not changed into a lasting tyranny!_
The
error of the greater part of the x_publican schools
has _nt/i now consisted in believing that a rcpublie had not to sotve the problem of equilibrium;
t_t it is a government
of absolute simplicity, and
has no need of being tempere_
This thought has
led some to the ideaof a direct government of the
people, excluding
even a representative
governmeat; an ideawhJehcauaedtheauth_ofL'l_l_it
des _ to say : "There
was one great defect in
most of the ancient republics : that in them the
people believed they had the right to make actire
resoluticxts
requiring
some sort of execution,
thing of which the people is utterly incapable.
The people should not eater into the government
except to choose their representatives,
which is
quite withi_ their power.
Fox. if there are but
few people who know the precise degree of men's
capecity, each cmeisnevertheless
capable of knowing in general if the one whom he chooses is more
enlightened than most others. " The sameopinion
as to abso]ute simplicity has led otherpolitician_
to the idea of a civic assembl E.
Experience, ss
well as reason, teaches that republics can not, .save
attherisk
of death, abandon themselves
to _l_e
descending plane or declivity of a civic principle
or element.
There is no society which does not
contain natural aristocracies of experience, learning, age, etc., within it. And, on the other hand.
there is no society, however strongly org'anized it_
privilefee
may be, in which the masses are not

exception;
to establish iti_acotmtry,
itdcesnot
suffice that _ minority desireAt, or even wish to
impose it; b_re _u_t be a nati_
of _ub/_an*
as
_7_ing to _e_
t_ a_ _
of up/w_
_. _
It has been sometimes
said that the difficulty consists in reconciling a monarchy wi_h liberty and a
republic with order.
There would be at least as
much truth in the reverse proposition.
& nonabso_te
monarchy,
giving
satisi_w_tion by lifeleng and hereditary power to the want of conserration, is less fearful of liberty, if liberty enters
tatommikeepsits
pledge to req_t
the _oy_l_-

important, anddonot
count for something in fl_e
state.
_otwith_tanding
their inclination to cx
a_'ate
simplicity and toct_sh
out whatever obZxuc_d the full expansion of their principle, the
oonstJtution_ of antiquity
felt this.
Aristocra_i<'
as was the Roman republic, it modified the po_er
of the _te
by means o;f the tribunes an(t popular
suffrage.
Democratic as was Athens, it had.the
Areopagus_
It is true thaX the wise precaut:ou'
taken by Solon did not p_event the country of
Aristides
and 8oerates from succumbing
to fl_e
_which_z_rt_ted
ito_
Themorea_d
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more exclusive predomirmnee
of the popular eleLIBERTY LAWS), their essential characteristic
was
merit produced
disorders there, the undying re- that belief in the political existence of the nation
membrance of which is preserved by history, as a which has controlled their whole party history,
lesson to democracies,
present or future, which
and given them their claim to the name republichoose not to recognize any restraint.--The
United
can.
(See NATION.)
From 1854 until 1861 the
States itself has endeavored
to combine the differparty was engaged
in opposing
the extension of
ent powers in such a manner as to secure respect
slaver)" to the territories.
Since 1861 it has confor tile law against the changeable
will of the
trolled the national
government,
and has been
multitude.
The president
possesses
extensive
successful in nmintaining
the power of the nation
powers, and, in spite of pure ultra-republican
to suppre._s resistance to the laws, even when martheory, there is a moderating
senate side by side
shalcd under state authority;
to establish and conwith the popular assembly, or house of representrol a system of national banks ; to compel inditatives.
Any cousCitution, monarchical,
rcpublividuats to contribute
money and military service
call, aristocratic
or democratic,
which does _ot disIo national defense in time of war, the former by
tr_lst i_own principle, at the same time that it does
tile i_ue of legal-tender
paper money, the latter
all it can to establish it on a solid basis, /s a bad , by drafts ; to abolish slavery; to reconstruct
the
vonstitution. -- The excessively
unitarian
and cengovernments
of seccding
states ; to maintain and
tralizing propensities
which govern in some coundefend the security of the ermmcipated race against
tries, make this observation
especially opportune,
state laws; to regulate those state clcctions which
A republic which should have only a very centraldirectly influence the national government
; and
ized power, with no independent
powers to act as to suppress polygamy in the territories,
lh_o other
a counterpoise,
would run the risk of becoming
political party has, therefore, exerted so enormous
more oppressive
than a monarchy.
If to this
an influence upon the e_ential
nature of the govcause of oppression should be added the necessity
eminent
in so short a time. -- I.: 1854-61.
But
of being on the defensive
in order to resist either
one party, the democratic,
emerged unbroken, and
hostile parties within, or menaces from without,
even increased, from the storm which was settled
it is clear that liberty would be exposed to painful
by the compromise
of 1850. For the next five
tisappointment.
Every liberal republic
involves
years there were only feeble and discordant
era certain amount of administration.
What were
forts to oppose it, by the frec-soilers on the slavery
the republics of Greece and the Italian republics
of the middle
ages?
Brilliant
municipalities,
American federalism
is not necessarily the form
of a free republic, but a certain amount of deeenlralization
seems to us to be an indispensable
condition for such a republic.
A free republic can
be understood
only where much is left to individuals and to associations.
Otherwise,
what result
would have been obtained by so many revolutions?
A change of name ! But of what consequence
is
it to the world whether an omnipotent
government
call itself a monarchy
or a republic?
HENRI BAUDRILLART.

question, by the whigs on economic issues, and by
the know-nothings
on the question of suffrage.
The dominant
party itself struck the sudden and
sharp blow which, in 1854, crystallized
the jarring
elements of opposition
into a single party.
The
passage of the Kansas-Nebraska
bill (see that title),
not imperatively
demanded
by tile southern
democracy,
a quixotic
adherence
to party dogma
by the northern
democracy,
only served to rouse
a general alarm throughout
the north.
The summer and autumn of 187)4 became an era of coalitions in most of the northern states; and the result
of the congressional
elections of that year was
that the "anti-Nel)raska
men," as the coalitionists

REPUBLICAN
PARTY
(r_ U. S. HisToa_),
the name, 1, of the original democratic party (see
])E-_OCRATIC P/_at'rY, l.), and, 2, of the most powerful opponent
of the democratic
party, 18.54--82.
la the latter case, it seems to have been &_sumed,
in great measure, for the purpose of making
use
of the still lingering
reverence
for the name in
the northern states; and yet it seems far more appropriate to its modern than to its original claim:int. The original republican$
looked upon the
Union as a democracy,
whose constituent
units
_ere not persons, butstates;
and, hence, thenamc
democratic
party, which they finally accepted al.
most to the exclusion of the name republican,
was
their proper title. The modern republicans
looked
_al)Onthe Union as a republicof
itself, apart from
all the states, and able to assert the integrity of its
territory agaiust any of the states; and though,
like every other Amoric_n
minority,
they were
ready upon _
to assert the sovereignty
of
the _ates (eoe fl_A'l'Z SOV'_,mUG_TY, I:h_,SO_AL

were called, obtained a phlrality in the house over
the democrats and the distinct know-nothings,
and
elected the speaker.
A few members,
elected as
anti-Nebraska
men, turned
out to be consistent
know-nothings;
the remainder,
however, still controlled the house. -- The elements which went to
make up the new party were very various and
numerous.
1. Its immediate
ancestor was the
free-soil party, which joined it bodily.
Of its first
leaders, Hale, Julian,
Chase, C. F. Adams, Sumner, Wiimot. F. P. Blair, and Preston
King of
l'qew York, were of this class.
Many of these,
like Chase, were naturally
democrats,
but had
been forced into opposition
to their party by its
unnecessary
deference to the feelings of its southern wing.
2. But these alone could not have
formed the bash of a new party.
This was supplied
by former
whigs, either
originally
antislaveD, , or forced into that attitude
by the cornpromise of 1850. Of this class, Lincoln, Seward,
Greeley, Fessenden,
Thaddeus
Stevens, Sherman,
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Dayton,
Corwin of Ohio, and Collamer
of Vermont, were fair examples.
This element, being
much the more numerous
and influential,
controlled the policy of the new party on other points
than slavery, and made it a broad-construction
party, inclined toward a protective
tariff, internal
improvements,
and government
control over banking. 3. Much less numerous
was tile class,which,
originally
whig or democratic,
had at first entered
the know-nothing
organization,
but drifted into
the new party as the struggle against slavery grew
hotter.
Of this class, Wilson, Banks, Burlingame,
Colfax, and Henl'y Winter Davis, were examples,
though some of them had been free-soilers as well
as know-nothings.
4. In, but not of, the new
party, were the original abolitionists,
led by Giddings and Lovejoy in congress, and Garrison and
Wendell
Phillips
out of congre_.
These were
the guerrillas
of the party, for whose utterances
it did not hold itself responsilfle,
and who were
yet always leading it into a stronger opt)osition
to
slavery.
5. A fifth class, not so numerous
as the
second, but fully as important
from a part), point
of view, came directly from the democratic
party,
Hamlin, Cameron
of Pennsylvania,
Trumbull
of
Illinois, Doolittleof
Wisconsin,
Montgomeo-Blair,
Win. C. Bryant of New York, and Gideon Wells
of Connecticut,
being examples.
Thence, and the
rank and file repre_nted
by them, brought
into
the new party that feeling of dependence
upon
the people, and of consideration
for the feelings,
and even the prejudices,
of the people, which tile
whig party had always lacked.
They made the
new party a popular party, as the original demo(rats had made the original republicans
a popular
party.
6. Last, and generally
temporary
in their
connection,were
the '" war democrat%" who united
with the republicans
during the war of the rebellion, such as Andrew Johnson, B. F. Butler, Stanton, Holt of Kentucky,
McClernand
and Logan
of Illinois, and Dix, Dickinson,
Lyman Tremain,
Cochrane
and Sickles
of New York.
Many of
these dropped
out again after the end of tim rebellion;
though some, as Butler, Stanton'and
Logan, were more permanent
in their connection.
-The unification
of all these elements
was evidently a difficult and delicate operation,
and was
only made po_sil)le by the transcendent
interest in
the restriction
of slaver)-; but the fortunate adoption of the name republican,
endeared
by tradition to former democrats,
and not at all objectionable to former whigs, aided materially
in the work.
Wilson states that this name was settled upon by
a meeting of some thirty members
of the house,
on the day after the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, that is, May 23, 1854 ; and that the
leader of the meeting, Israel Washburn,
of Maine,
began using the term immediately
as a party name.
.Another
contemporaneous
movement
was in Ripon, Wisconsin,
where the name was suggested at
s coalition meeting,
March 20, 1854, and formally
adopted at the state convention
in July.
The first
official adoption
of the name is believed to have
been at the convention at Jackson, )Iichigan,
July
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6, 1854. During this and the next month it was
also adopted by state conventions
in Maine, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Iowa, and may be consldered as fairly established,
though it was not recognizcd in congress until the beginning of the next
year.In its first year of existence the new party
obtained popular majorities in fifteen of the thirtyone states, and elected eleven United States senators and a plurality of the house of represcntatives. Butthese
successes were mainlyin
the west;
the easWrn states, and particularly
,New England,
resisted the entrance of the new party with tenac
ity, and kept up the whig and know-nothing
organizations
through
the presidential
election of
1856.
In December,
1855, the state committees
of Ohio, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania,
Vermont,
Wisconsin
and Michigan
issued a call for a convention
at Pittsburg,
Feb. 22, 1856, to complete
a national organization.
This step was sufficient
to show that the new- party contained
an element
which distinguished
it from the whig party. This
convention
selected
a national
committee,
and
called a national convention
at Philadelphia,
June
17. When this convention
met, it was found to
be a free-state
body, with the exception
of dcle
gallons from Delaware, )Iaryland
and Kentucky
The platform
adopted declared the party opposed
to the repeal of the Missouri compromise,
to the
extension
of slavery
to free territory,
and to
the refusal to admit Kansas as a free state; it de
clared that the power of congress over the national
territory
was sovereign,
and should be exerted
"to prohibit in the territories
those twin relics of
barbarism,
polygamy
and slaver)" "; it dcnounct_l
the Ostcnd manifesto (see that title); and decho'ed
in favor of a Pacific railroad, and of " appropriations by congress
for the improvement
of rivers
and harbors of a national
character
" Nothing
was said of the tariff.
On the firs't ballot for a
candidate
for president,
Fremont had _59 votes,
McLean 196, Sumner 2, and Seward
1; and on
the second ballot Fremont
was nominated
unanimously.
On the infornml ballot for a c.mdidate
for vice-president,
Dayton
received
259 vote_.
Lincoln 110, 13anks 46, Wilmot 43, Sumner 35.
and 53 were scattering;
and on tile formal ballot,
Dayton was unanimously
nominated.
Fremont's
nomination
was intended
to gratify the free-,oil
and democratic
elements of the party, to provide a
popular rallying cry, "free soil, free speech, frcc
men, and Fremont,"
to present a candidate, free
from antagonisms
on the slavery
question,
a,_d
thus to win votes on all sides.
Dayton's nomin_tion was the whig share of the result.
Frcm()n_
was defeated
(see ELECTORAL VOTES, XVIII ).
but his defeat was a narrow one, and the votc_ of
Illinois and Pennsylvania
would have made him
president.
It is noteworthy
that in 1860 provision
was made for both these states, for the former by
Lincoln's nomination,
and for the latter by a protective tariff clause in the platform.--The
electi_,n
of 1856 ended the party's
first flood tide.
The
congressional
elections of that year were so far anfavorable that there were but 92 republicans out of
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237members in the congress of 18.57-9. In the de- I that of 1856, except that the conjunction
of povelopment of a separate organization
the coalition
lygamy and slaver)', peculiarly exasperating
to the
had sloughed
off all its doubtful
members,
and
was dropped;
a homestead
law, and prohad become ftdrly compax:ted
and comi)lete.
Be- tection for domestic
manufactures
in arranging
fore the next congressional
elections the disruption
the tariff, were demanded;
and democratic
threats
of the know-nothing
organization
in the northern
of ._ece_sion and disunion
were denounced.
For
states, the decision in the Dred Scott case (sec that
the first I'lace on the ticket, Seward was strongly
title), and the Lccompton
bill (see Kn,'_sxs), gave
supl)nrtcd,
and he wa.,_ as ._lrongly opposed,
for
it recruits enough to more than balance itn losses,
the ,'_ssigne(1 reason that his anti-slavcry
struggle
Whcn the congress
of 1859 met, the " black re
had made him an unavailable
candidate
; but
publican party"
had become, to southern
politi,
much of the opposition
to him came from the
clans, a portentous cloud covering all the northern
mysterious ramifications of factions in New York.
sky,
In the senate it now had twenty-five
memOn the first btdlot, Seward had 173_ votes, Lin
l)ers to thirty-eight
democrats;
and not only were
cnln 102, Cameron 50½, Chase 49, B'ttes 48, and
the re-elections
of the few northern
democratic
42 were scattering;
on the second, Seward 184½,
senators very doubtful,
but new republican
stales
Lincoln
181. Cha.-e 42½, Batcs 35, and 22 were
were almost ready to defimnd admission.
In the
scattering;
and on tim third, Lincoln 231_, Seward
holLseall the northern members were rcpublican._,
180, and 5'3_ were scattering.
Before another
cxeept two from California,
five from Illinois,
ballot could be taken, voles were so changed as to
three from Indiana, one from Michigan, four from
give Lincoln 354 votes, and hc was nominated.
New York, six from Ohio, three from PennsylFor vice-president,
on the first ballot, Hamlin had
vania, and one each from Oregon and Wisconsin,
194 votes, C. )I. (;lay 101k, and 165{ were scatterand eight anti-Lecompton
democrats,
wtlo were
ing; on the second, Hamlin had 367 votes to 99
certain to vote against the southern
claims to the
for other,s, anti was nominat('d.-In the campaign
territories.
Party
aontest
iu congres,,
at once
which
followed,
the party
employed
poplflar
a_sumed a virulence
which it had not before been
methods still mr)re effectively than in 1856. With
subject to.
In both hou._s the republicans
were
the exception of the ignominious
success of 1840,
charged with complicity
in the Harper's
Ferry
no previous party had met the democratic
party
rising, and in the publication
of llclper's
"Iraon its own ground.
.No appeal
that could be
pending Crisis," a recently
published
abolitionist
made to thc attention of the people was neglected;
b_k.
In the house, candidates
for speaker were
monster wigwam._, and long processions of "widenominated
by the republicans
(113 in number),
awakes"
with torches, transparencies
and music,
the democrats (93), the anti-Lecompton
democrats
attracted
listeners to the political speeches ; and
(_), and the " Americans,"
or know-nothings
(23).
for these thc part)" eouht now command
at least
For eight weeks no candidate
could command a a_ high an order of al)iliry as its opponent_.
Its
majority.
The opposition
to the republican_couhI
candidates
oi)lailmd the votes of all the freestatcs,
not bc completely
united
in voting for any c'mdiexcept three from New Jer._ey, and were elected.
date, or in voting that any member
who had in- (See E1,ECTORAL VOTES. NIX.)
Froln this time
(lorsed tIelper's
book, as most of thc republic'm
the. work of the party for the next four year._ is
members had don(,, was " not fit to be speaker of told el¢cwherc.
(See arliclcs
referred
to under
this house."
Finally,
the original
republican
REnELL10._.)--II.:1861-9.
No d,_minant
party
('andidate, Sherman, having been withdrawn,
and
ever passed through
such a trying experience as
P('naington
of New Jersey, having been suhstidid the republican
part)
during
the rebellion.
tuwd, he was elected, Feb. 1, 1860, by the aid of
Its majority in congre_¢s was only due to the aba f,,w " American"
votes.
But, despite the speaksence of southern
rcprt_sentatives;
and, even _ith
el'_ election, the republicans
had no control of this aid, its majority in the house w.l¢ lmrdly preleTislation, with the exception
of the pa._sage of served in the congre.,,s of 1863-5.
Nevertheless
a h(,me_tead bill, which was vetoed by the presithe management
of the party was generally wi_
d(,nl. -- When the national convention
met at Chiand successful.
The extreme anti-sla_ cry element
ca__, .May 16, 1860, the hopes of the party were
wa_ held in check; and, to secure the co-olx,r'_tion
hiah. its organization
complete,
and its characof the. small but essential
pcrcentage
of "war
let for the future determined.
Its elements
had
democrats,"
the name " Union party ' was adoptl)ve_l so welded together
that /he division lines
ed, and other measures of conciliation
were con
had almost disappeared;
but so far a_ it remained,
trived.
Lincoln,
in particular,
w_¢ obnoxious
it was certain that the old whig element would
both to the extreme
radical_,
wtm disliked
his
now lake the leading nomination
and control the
temporizing
policy, and to the more timid mcmgeneral policy of the party, while the old dcmobers of the party, who feared the effects of his
cratic element would be content
with the second
cmancipationproclamation.
Efforts were made to
nomination and the comfortable
consciousness
of obtain the nomination
of Chase, partly as a vindifamiliar methods in party management.
Thedelegalcs were from the free states, with the excepli,,n of the delegates from Delaware,
M.aryland,
Tirginia and Kentucky,
and a fraudulent
dclegation from Texas.
The platform
was much like

cation of the "one-term
policy,"
partly as t_ rebuke of "presidential
patronage,"
and partly to
secure a more careful
management
of the currency; but the republican
members of the Ohio legislature declared for Lincoln's renomination,
and
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this seems to have ended the Chase movement,
A more turbulent but less formidable reaction was
a convention of "radical men" at Cleveland, May
31, 1864, which nominated
Fremont
and John
Cochrane of New York, and demanded a more
vigorous prosecution of the war, the confisc_ttion
of the estates of rebels, and their distribution
among soldiers and actual settlers.
The candidates _cecpted the nominations,
but withdrew before the election. --In the massof the party there
was no hesitation.
When tile" Union national convention" met at Baltimore,
June 7, 1864, Lincoln
was renominated
by acclamation
after an informal
ballot of 492 votes for him and 22 for Grant.
To conciliate
the war dc_noc_tts, one of their
number was to he nominated
for vice-president,
and the choice lay between Andrew Johnson and
Daniel S. Dickinson of New York.
On the first
ballot Johnson had 200 votes, Hamlin 145, and
Dickinson 113; but votes were at once changed to
Johnson,
and his nomination
was made unani'mous.
The platform approved the unconditional
prosecution
of the war, the acts and proclainations aimed at slavery, the proposed 13th amendment abolishing
slavery, the policy of President
Lincoln, the construction
of the Pacific railroad,
the redemption
of the public debt, and the enforcement
of the Monroe doctrine
in Mexico.
For a little space during the summer the constant
slight checks to the national armies threw a cloud
over the prospects of republican
success; but before the election a general and triumphant
forward movement of the army and navy made Lincoln's election a certainty (see ELECTORAL VOTES,
XX.),
and the war clo._l
with the republican
party at its very high tide of success, triumphant
and united.And yet, immediately
after the
close of the rebellion, the party was to undergo a
more severe, because more insidious,
test of its
steadin_s.
A succession of exciting events, the
assassination
of President
Lincoln,
the offer of
rewards for the chiefs of the confederacy
and
their hurried flight toward the seacoast, the long
funeral of the dead president, and the trial of the
conspirators
in the assassination,
appealed directly
to the wild justice of revenge; and the appeal _as
to be resisted, if at all, by republican equilibriu_
of mind, for the opl_rsition
was kknost silenced
for the time.
It is fair to say that the test was
endured successfully,
and that there was no general desire for sweeping vengeance upon the conquered.
Men rather felt a strong sense of relief
when the excitement
subsided, business was allowed to take its wonted
cour_ again, and political problems were remanded to the federal government for consideration.
_ This sense of relief

hellion; but it was not until after the meeting of
congress that the republicans were fully aroused
to the disadvantages,
and the opposition
to the
advantages,
of the succession
of a war democrat to President
Lincoln's
place.
There were
no imp_rtant
elections
in 1865, and in those
which were held the republieans were everywhere
successful.
The resolutions
of their state conventions
were evidently
guarded in language.
exprea_ed approval of the president's
policy s¢_
far as it had been developed;
but demanded "the
most substantial
guarantees
by congress" of lhe
safety and rights of the southern negroes befo_ the
seceding states should be admitted to representation.
In other words, the party was not disposed
to a conflict with the president, but would keep
its goods as a strong man armed : it would not
object to his reconstruction
of the state governsments, if he would not object to the pa_sa._e by
congress of such acts as the civil rights bill and
the freedmen's bureau bill (see those titles); l_nt.
at the first si_n of lind faith in the president, it
would strike at him and his policy with all its energy, through congress. -- It is evident now that
this was the universal
and deliberately
fornwd
programme
of the party, and that the party was
not forced into it by ultra leaders.
These, on the
contrary, were steadily held in check during the
session of 1865-6, until the veto of the civil rights
bill showed the president's intention to insist on
the admission of the seceding states to repre_ntation without
"substantial
guarantees."
Even
then the party majority in congress were content
with the passage over the veto of the two bills
named above, and the passage of the 14th amendment, as a base of future operations; they then
adjourned and left the issue between themselves
and the president to the decision of the party.The decision was promptly
given.
The republican state conventions
in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minn_.sota, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania
pronounced
against the president's policy, and deelated that reconstruction
must be effected by
"the
law-making
power of the government."
The other republican states were mainly silent be.cause no state conventions
were held; in not one
of them was the president's
policy approved.
On the contrary, the approval
came from the.
democratic
party, whose leaders united with the.
president's
republican
and war democratic
sup
porters in a national convention at Philadelphia,,
Aug.
14, 1866, commonly
called the "arm-inarm convention,"
from the manner in whi¢:l_ the,
Massachusetts
and South Carolina delegates entered it. In some states, as in Connecticut,
tl,_

was not to be permanent.
Congress was not in
session until December,
1865, and in the meantime the president
actively began his policy of
reconstruction.
(See I_CONSTRUC'rIO_, I.) Evcry- new expression of southern satisfaction
with
"the president's pollcy" was a fresh stimulus to
suspicion in the minds of men who had for four
years been engaged in suppressing a southern re-

federal o_ce-holders
openly supported the de_n_cratic candidates,
with the formal approval _'f
the president, but the intact and vigorous rep_ll,lican organizations
were successful.
The rest_lt
of the elections of 1868 left every state north _f
Mason and Dixon's line with a strong republic_,z_
majority in the legislature, and a rephblic_n g'overnor.
Still more important,
they gave the re-
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publicans in the next congress an unequivocal
special difficulty. (See ELF_,CTORALVOTES,
XXI.)
majority of all its members : 42 io 11 in the sen- --III. :1869-83. With Grant's election the party
ate, and 143 to 49 in the house. If all the south- may at last be considered homogeneous and selfern states had been represented by democrats, the existent, with no three of borrowed traditions.
republican majority would still have been 42 to 33 Distinctions within the party, arising from former
in the senate, and 143 to 99 in the house; until politicalaffiliation_,haddisappcared.
Thosewho
the southern states were represented, the repub- still felt their influence, like S_ward, Chase,
/item majority was sufficient to override the pres- _'elles, Trmnbull and Dooltttle, had generally
ident's veto in every case, and congn'eqs couht dropped out during the recons_truction and irashape le_slation at its will for two years to come. peachment struggles; and a new generation, not
--The republican national committee expelled its only of voters, but of leaders, had ari._n, who
president, Henry J. Raymond of New York, and knew only the tenets of the party, and were not
two of its members, who had taken sides with the embarrassed by former whig, democratic, freepresident, and war was fairly declared.
The soil or know-nothing bias. Among these new
president's utter want of tact and di_retion un- men were bIorton, Blaine, Garfield, Conkling,
doubtedly made the republican victory over him Sherman, Schurz, Edmunds of Vermont, Dawes
easier, but it would probably have been nearly as and IIoarof _Iassachusett_, Morgan of New York,
complete in any event. His obstinate refusal to Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, Kelley of Pennmake any terms only resulted in makingthe terms sylvania, Bingham, Shellabarger, Ashley and
accorded to the seceding states more severe, and Schenck of Ohio, Chandler and Ferry of bIichithe work of reconstruction was carried out by tan, Carpenter of Wisconsin, and Yates and
congress with hardly any thought of the presi- Washburne of Illinois. These, and a host of
dent, except as an ohstruciive. (See RF_CO_STRUC-others, while they had practically ousted the
-rlo_', I.) -- It has been sakl that the party forced ori_nal leaders, retained the peculiar combination
its congressional majority into reconstruction, and of whigprinciples and dc_rnocraticmethods which
was not forced into it by its ultra leaders, lh'ev- bad r_sulted from the original amalgamation, and
erthelcss, it is certain that these leaders, during were now to show whether they could make the
the struggle, treed the preaident's denunciations of party a popular broad<'onstruction party in interconfess to carry counteraction unnecessarily far. nal administration, as well as in the ,suppression
The president had used without scruple his pc,w- of slaver),. -- The first problem which they were
era of appointment and removal to reward his to meet was the condition of the southern states.
friends and punish hi_ enemies; and the civil set- The grant of the right of suffra_ to the recently
vice was thus made an instrument of offense enfranchised negroes had been completed by the
against the' dominant party. The course of process of reconstruction. If it was to be mainevents is elsewhere detailed.
(See TE_r_RZ oz tained, it must be by the vigor of the negroes themO_'zzcE; I_PEACH_E_rs, VI.) How far the ira- selves in defending it, by federal support to the re_
peaehment was desired by the mass of the party con_ructed state gov_,rnments in defending it, or
_.an hardly be known. Tl_e ensuing national con- byaconstitutiona] amendmentauthorizing negroes
vention pronounced the president to have "been
to defend it. The firstmethod was impracticable;
justly impeached for high crimes and misde- if it had been otherwise, it would itself have been a
meanors, and properly pronounced guilty thereof full vindication of the educating influences of the
by the votes of thirty-five senators"; but it is still system of slaver)'. The second method was adopta question whether the party generally felt more ed by legislation and executive action (see I_stmreset or relief at the failure of the impeachment.
RRCTION,II.; Ku-Klux Klan); and the third by
--The national convention at Chicago, May 20, the pas_ge of the 15th amendment. (See Co._1868, fully approved the reconstruction policy of STiT_:-rio.n,III., A.) In both these methods the
congress; declared that the public faith should party was practically unanimous at first; but, as
be kept as to the national debt, not only accord- tlJe difficulties of their execution increased, those
ing to the letter, _but according to the spirit of who still retained anything of former party bias
the laws by which it was contracted, but that were the first to grow weary of them. In addill_e rate of interest should be reduced whenever
tion to this, there was very much of the natural
it could be done honestly ; and condemned the repugnance to the control of the party machinery
acts of President Johnson in detail. Nothing
by new leaders. The result was the "liberal rew_lssaid of the tariff. For president, Grant was publican bolt" of 1870-7_° (see LZSSRA_,RZP_'_L_un;_nimously nominated on the first ballot. For cA_ PAZT_'), in which the singular spectacle was
vice_president, the struggle was mainly between presented of the party contending against an op.
Wade, Colfax, Wilson, and 1%nton of New York. position led by the two great towers of its stren_h
On the first ballot, Wade had 149 votes, Fenton in 1854-5, Sumner and Greeley. Indeed, thecon13°, Wilson 119, Colfax 118, and all others 13_. test may almost be descril_l as one between the
On the fifth ballot, Oolfax had _.24 votes, Wade mass of the party, under its new leaders, and the
196, Fenton 137, Wilson 61, and all others 3_. remnants of those who had entered the party from
80 man), votes were then changed to Colfsx that former organizations; and the result was decisive
he had 541 to 109 for all others, and was nomi- of the party's integral consolidation. --The hahated. The candidates were elected without tional convention met _t Philadelphia, June _
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1872. Its platform reviewed the past achievements of the party; demanded the maintenance
of "complete liberty and /dxact equality in the
enjoyment of all civil, political and public rights
throughout the Union"; commended congress and
the president for their suppression of ku-klux
disorders; and promised to adjust the tariff duties
so as "to aid in securing remunerative wages to
labor, and promote the growth, industries and
prosperity of the whole country."
This latter
paragraph was the first official announcement of
protectionist doctrines since 1860, but its place
had always been effectually filled by the resolu,
tions of state conventions, and by the consistent
policy of the party in congress.
For president,
Grant was renominated by acclamation.
For
vice-president, Wilson was nominated by 364]
votes to 321½ for Colfax. The candidates were
elected with even less difficulty than in 1868.
(See ELECTORALVOTES,XXII.)Nevertheless,
there was still considerable dissatisfaction in the
party. The close of Grant's fil_t term and the
beginning of his second were marked by a succession of public scandals, arising mainly from
his own inexperience in civil administration and
the derclictions of many of his appointe_.
(See
C_DIT MORmt_R ; LO_;XS_A ; C._PrrAL, NATIOlgAL;SUMNER,
CHARLES;
WHISKY
RING;
IMP1ZA.Cg_TS, VII.)
The consequent dissatisfaction was shown by a general defeat of the party
in the state and congressional elections of 1874-5.
(See DEMOCRATICPARTY, VI.) It was checked,
however, immediately, and the check has often
been ascribed to the political sl_ill of the leaders
in "waving the bloody shirt," that is, in stimulating a desire for the formation of a solid north
to counterbalance the solid south formed by the
violent suppression of the colored vote. But a
more rational commendation of their political
skill may be found in the manner in which they"
committed their party to the payment of the pub]ic debt in coin. The indue of legal-tender paper
money had been a republican war measure, but
the idea had since grown up that at least a part
of the public dcbt should be paid in paper money,
(See GREENBAcK-LABoRPARTY.) In mostof the
western statcs this idea had completcly gained controlof thedemocraticparty;
it had made a smaller,
but very considerable, progress in the republican
party; and many of the subordinate republican
politicians were inclined to look upon it as inevitable, and yield to it. So prominent a leader as
Morton publicly yielded, and fathered the "ragbaby," as the paper money idea was popularly
called. To disown that which seemed at first
sight their own progeny, to hazard the party's
supremacy in its original habitat, the northwest,
certainly required no small amount of political
foresight, nerve and skill in the republican leadera. Ohio was made the battle ground (see that
state), and the gauntlet was thrown down in 1875.
Success there was followed by the nomination of
the successful candidate for president in 1876, and
the comrnttta] of the party to specie resumption in
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1879. A conflict of this nature did more to bring
back the liberals of 1872, and the dissatisfied roters of 1874, than even the "bloody shirt" could
do in repelling them.-- The national convention
met at Cincimlati, June 14, 1876. The platform
differed from that of 1872 mainly in its stronger
indorsement of civil service reform; in its demand
for "a continuous and steady progress to specie
p_yments"; in its denunciation of polygamy in
the territories, of "a united south," and of the
dcmocratic party in general; and in its declaration
in favor of "the immediate and vigorous exercise
of all the constitutional powers of the president
and congress for removing any just causes of discontent on the part of any class, and for securing
to every American citizen complete liberty and
exact equality."
Much apprehension had been
expressed as to President Grant's supposed intention to use the party machinery to compass his
own nomination for a third term, but when the
convention met he was not a candidate.
The
leading candidates were Conkling and Morten,
representing the adherents of the administration;
Bristow, representing the opposition to the administration; and Blaine, with a positive strength
of his own, independent of all southern questions. On the first ballot, Blaine had 285 votes,
Morton 124, Bristow 113, Conkling 99, Hayes 61,
and all others 72. On the sixth ballot, Blaine
had 308 votes, Hayes 113, Bristow 111, Morton
85, Conkling 81, and all others 56. On the seventh
ballot, there was a general break. Of Bristow's
votes, 21 adhered to him; Blaine's vote ro_ to
351; the adherents of all the other candidates
transferred their votes to Hayes, and he was
nominated by 384 votes out of 756. For vicepresident, Wheeler had hardly any opposition.
The candidates were elected, but only after a
struggle which is elsewhere detailed.
(See DisPUTED _LECTIONS,
IV.; ELECTORALCOMMISSION;
ELECTORALVo'rEs, XXIII.)-- The discovery" of
the "cipher telegrams" (see TILDEN, S. J.) helped
very materiaUy to reconcile the party to the irregularities of the election of 1876. Nevertheless,
the new president was left with very little party
support until the extra session of 1879. (See
HAYEs,R. B.; RmERS.) During this administration, for theflrst time in the party's history, the
leaders failed to control its representatives in congress. Resumption of specie 15ayments had been
fixed for Jan. 1, 1879. But, since 1870, silver had
been steadily falling, in relative value to gold,
throughout the civilized world. The act of Feb.
12, 1873, had demonetized silver, and had made
gold the only specie of the country, except for
subsidiary coinage. The public debt would thus
have been payable in gold alone. The idea at
once spread that this action was a fraudulent effort to pay bondholders more than they were entifled to by law. Both of the great parties yielded
to the storm. After several unsuccessful efforts,
the Bland bill, to make the silver dollar (then
worth about 92 cents) a legal tender for public and
private debts, and to direct its coinage at the
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rate of not less than $2,000,000,
nor more than
designations
of the Grant and anti-Grant factions,
$4,000,000,
per month, passed both houses.
It respectively,
for one of the anti-Grant
leaders
was vetoed, and passed over the veto by heavy
claims the parentage of the term stalwart in pollmajorities,
Feb. 28, 1878.
In both houses
the
tics; nor as representing
the friends and oppoleaders of the party voted in the negative, but the
nents of the abandoned
policy of repression
in
mass were either absent or in the affirmative.-southern
affairs.
If a conjecture
may be hazThe national
convention
met at Chicago, June
a,rdcd, the stalwarts
represent
the leaders
of
10, 1880. As Grant
had been out of office for
the party organization,
as it stands in 1882, wl;o
four years, his nomination
was now considered
have reached that position during
the t)olicy of
uncxceptionable
by many,
and a plurality
of repression,
though
they do not protx)se
to atthe delegates
came to the convention
pledged
tempt it any longer; and the anti-stalwarts,
the
1o vote for him.
(See _NOMINATLNO CONVEN- coming leaders who will succeed gradually
and
wm._s ) Blaine
was next to him in strength,
naturally
to the party leadership
on altogether
and Sherman,
the secretary
of the trea_surv,
economic
grounds.
Neither
name
as yet indinext.
On the first ballot, Grant had 304 votes, I tales
any disintegration
in the party.
It is,
Blaine 284, Sherman
93, Edmunds
34, Washtherefore,
very proper
to give the pre_ent, and
burne of Illinois 30, and Windog/
of Minnesota
prohably
permanent,
basis of the party's
exist10. For thirty-five
ballots this proportionate
vote
ence.
It is nowhere
slated so clearly &_ in the
was hardly changed,
except that on the thirtysecond and fifth s_'tions of the platform of 1880,
fifth ballot, Grant's vote rose to 313, and Blaine's
as follows:
"2. The constitution
of the United
fell to 257.
Garfield,
a Sherman
delegate
from
States is a supreme
law, and not a mere conOhio, had been steadily
voted for by one or
tract.
Out of confederated
states it made a soytwo delegates,
since the second ballot.
On the
ereign nation.
Some powers arc denied the na1hirty-fourth
ballot
the Wisconsin
dclegation,
lion, while others are denied the slates; but the
a_inst
his protest,
gave him 17 votes;
on the
houndary
between powers delegated and those rethirty-fifth
his vote rose to 50; and on the thirserved is to be dctermincd
by the national and
ty-sixth, by a sudden stampede
of all the antinot the statc tribunals."
"5. We reaffirm the
Grant elements, he was nominated
by a vote of
belief that the duties levied for the purpose of
399, to 307 for Grant, 42 for Blaine, 5 for Washrevenue
should so discriminate
as to favor Amerburne, and 3 for Sherman.
Arttmr, to placate the
ican labor ; that no further
grant of the public
Grant delegates, was nominated
for vice-president
domain
should be made to any railroad or other
on the first ballot, by 468 votes, to 193 for Washcorporation;
that, slavery having perished
in the
hurnc, and 90 for all others. -- The result of the
states, its twin barbarity,
polygamy,
mu_t die in
_lection seems to show a very considerable
party
the territories;
that everywhere
the protection ac.
advantage
in a policy of devotion
to economic
corded to a citizen of American
birth
must be
l)rinciples.
In 1876, after eight years of a vigorsecured
to citizens by American
adoption ; that
()us repressive
policy in southern
disorders,
the
we esteem it the duty of congress to develop and
repul)lican candidates
were only successful
by a
improve our watcrcour._s
and harbers,
but insist
._ingle electoral vote, and the honesty of the sucthat further subsidies to private persons or corpo('css was denied by the whole opposition
party,
rations must cease."
With a programme
of this
In 1880, after four years of simple endeavor
to
nature, developed as further occasion nmyrequire,
.,cltle the economic
problems which pressed for
there seems to bc no reason to anticipate
that dis.,eltlcment, the party's candidates
were elected besolution of the party which was so confidently
ond cavil, by 214 electoral votes to 155.
Anti,
predicted in 1874. -- Authorities
will generally be
further, a forged letter (the so-called Morey letfound under the articles referred
to.
See also. 2,
tcr) appeared
just before the election,
purportWilson's Rise and Fall of the Slat'e Pmr.er, 406 ; 1
ing lo come °from Garfield, and advising
the enGreeley's A merican Conflict, 246 ; McClellan's Re('()uragement
of Chinese immigration
in order
publicanis,n
i1_ America (to 1869) : Giddings'
Illsto bring American
servants
and mechanics
to
tory. of the Rebellion, 382 ; Smalley's tllstory of the
a mr,re manageable
condition.
This forgcry unl_epublican Party (to 1882) ; Johnston's
llt:_toiT of
douhledly cost Garfield
the five votes of CallAnvericanPotitics,
162; "l)'ibttnezllmaT_ac,
185,)-83;
i,rni:l, the three votes of _'evada,
and probably
1he nine votes of New Jersey.
Without
it, the
result would have been 231 to 135, and the parl y _ ould have had the entire northern
and western vote, for the first time in its history.
It is
al_o noteworthy
that the prospects
of possible
rc'puhlican success in southern
states,
without
!edeml coercion, date wholly from Itayes' admin_tration.
(See TENNESSEE, VIRGINIA, I_ORTH
("_l_OLrNA.)--Before
and after President
Gartield's assassination,
(see GARFIELD, J. A.), the
terms "stalwart"
and "anti-stalwart"
came into
common use. They can hardly be considered
as

Greeley's Poliliczd Text Book of 1860; McPherson's
Political
ttgaory
of the Rebellion, and Politicxd
.tfanuals;
Moore's Rebellio_ Record;
Schuckers'
Life of Chase ; Raymond's
Life of Lincoln,
and
other authorities
under names referred
to; Spofford's American
Almanac,
1868-83;
Appleton's
Annual
Cydop_ia,
1861-83; TheNation,
1865-88;
and current newspapers.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
REPUDIATION.
The history of the bonded
indebtedness
of the various states of the Union
goes back to the period 188040.
At the begin-
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ning of that decade the aggregate
debt of the
states amounted to about $13,000,000 only.
Then
began an era of extravagance,in which certain
states entered upon a series of reckless undertakings that cripplt<l the resources and ruined the
credit of more than one commonwealth,
whose
name had formerly ranked high for commercial

more than 1600 per cent ! It wa_ distributed as
follows : _
Easternstates
...................................
$ 7,1_8,_L'74
Middle s'_ttes ...................................
78,848,ffi;2
_tbern
states .................................
7a,a_.017
Western states..................................
59,9.'t1.'_553
Total .......................................
I_na,777,916

prudence
and honesty.
Two causes united to
foster this spfrit of prodigal expenditure:
a natural
demand for necc_ary
internal improvements;
and
an early means of raising large sums on long loans,
By the act of congress of June 13, 1836, the surplus above $5,000,000
arising
from the sale of
government
lands was allowed to remain
on deposit to the credit of, or loaned to, the different
states.
In this way nearly $30,000,000
was put
out, in three installments,
a fourth, after .some
$°_8,000,000 had been paid, being.postponed
by the
act of Octolx, r, 1847, because
of a reduction
in

--In May, 1838, after the passage of the general
banking law, authorizing
the United States comptroller to issue bank notes on a pledge of the evidences of public debt of the several states, a circular was issued by the comptroller,
Mr. Flagg,
requesting
the financial officer of each state to return its indebtedness
under authorized
loans. According to their replies, it appeared that even then
the aggTegate debt, inclusive of the sums deposited with the several states by the United Statc_
($28,101,644.97),
amounted
to $198,907,824.32.
This indebtedness
had been incurred for the benefit

revenue, owing to the requirement
that land payment._ be made in specie and not in notes of the
state bank_. The great incentive to incur a heavy
state debt, the demand for internal improvements,
sprang from a natural
and healthy cause.
The
annually
increasing
tide of immigration
begun to
pour over the vast and fertile areas of virgin soil,
in the development
of which lay prosperity
and
fortune.
But as yet the means of communication
between the granaries of the west and northwest,
the rice and cotton
plantations
of the south and
southwest,
and the markets of trade, were wholly
inadequate
to meet the needs of the cultivators,
Rich in the natural
products
of the soil, money
was so scanty with them that, even for the putposes of ordinary trade between themselves,
they
had to resort to barter.
To the active and industrious farmer,
or the keen and ambitious
planter,
an opening to the markets
of the world, by new
means of transportation
which should insure quick
delivery
on reasonable
terms, meant
individual
success and the commercial
prosperity
of his state,
Private ambition and public spirit were skillfully
played upon to induce voters to ratifywith
eagerne_s what doubtless seemed to many a public duty
_s well as a private
gain.
Railways
and canals
were begun,
turnpikes
constructed,
river beds
widened
and "improved."
and every
scheme

of railroads,
canals, banks, turnpike
companies,
and kindred
speculations.
"The
operations
of
the states have been so extensive
and varied,"
said Hunt's "Merchants'
Magazine,"
in 1839 (vol.
i., p. 174), "that
it is not an easy matter to get at
the precise amount of stock issued and authorized
to be issued.
It is probable,
however, that the
aggregate
amount
of stock authorized
by all the
states is even greater than the amount
.stated in
the table."
_ By 1836 the state of Indiana had
already loaned a large portion of the surplus revenue derived from the United States, and in that
year an act was passed appropriating
the sum of
$10,000,000 for a gigantic
internal
improvement
scheme, covering
no less than seven different enterprises,
including
canals, banks
and railways.
When we find that there were only 100,000 voters
in the state at this time, the outlay, even if kept
within the proposed limit, seems stupendous.
Yet
the expenditure
was far beyond the expectations
of the promoters.
"The original plan of internal
improvement
was, as a matter of course, considerably extended,
wad it very soon became evident
that $20,000,000 would not more than half suffice
to complete
any portion, in consequence
of the
necessity of spending all the money that could be
got in all parts of the state at once.
The negotiation of the bonds was also a so_rce of mo_t

which bore on its face the slightest resemblance
to
a public work claimed the aid of the public credit,
and, in the absence of constitutional
safeguards,
generally
got what it claimed.
Our national crcdit abroad stood high.
The affairs of government
had been economically
administered,
the interest
on our foreign commercial
debt promptly
paid,
and state securities
found an ea._y sale in foreign
markets.
Good credit, great natural advantages
of soil and climate, offering unmistakable
promise of limitless development,
and, above all, a pay
day far ahead in the dim future, with only the
interest account to provide for from time to time,
proved temptations
too strong
for the young and

fearful jobbing which resulted in serious losses to
the state."
(" Merchants'
Magazine,"
1847, I).
577.)
One of the bond commissioners,
a Dr. Coc,
was also one of the larg_t
stockholders
in the
_Iorris Canal bank, the heaviest customer for the
state bonds.
According
to the report of a legi,lative investigating
committee,
Dr. Coe received
from his own company over $100,000 in commi,-sions and profits;
one item of which
w_ 398
bonds,
received
by the company
at par, when
they were worth about fifteen cents on the dollar
_a difference of about $3B,_}80 ! Within a very

growing
communities.
Witllin the twelve years
succeeding
1830 the aggregate
debt of the states
had risen to over $200,000,000,
an increment
of
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short time the pressure began to be felt.
Depreasion in foreign commercial centres caused a tighthess of the money market all over the world.
By
1841 Indiana found herself without the means of
defraying the running expenses of government,
The money for the civil list had to he raised, a_ad
the state was again forced to go upon the market
a_ a borrower, pledging her bonds at ruinously
low rates.
"The majority
of the 100,000 voters
then occupying Indiana," says a writer, six yeaws
later, "were small farmers living in log huts, depending on the sale of surplus pork and grain for
the purchase of their necessaries;
and the expecration of drawing
$1,000,000
per annum from
such sources, to pay the interest or principal of
debts contracted
for legislative purposes, was not
realized.
The capital employed
in trade in Indiana was w,axcely $8,(1_0,000, and it was pro_
to draw 50 per cent. of that ever)' year to pay inretest!"
Ia 1841 the interest account fell behimi,
and an attempt was made to settle by a_ issue of
7 per cent. five-year bonds, but these the creditom,
who had already begun to distrust
the s_ae's
pledges, refuged to accept in exchange
for their
interest coupone, to a_ny appcecial_
amc_unt. The
distress s[wesd so that it seem_
to affect every department of government.
The aa_asme_t
for tax
purposes was wvatchedly conducted
ol a wholly
erroneous system o_ valuation,
until finally the
Ix,ople became c(mvin_ed that the taxes could not
be paid. Fr(_ this to h(qaetess and acknowledged
insolvency the plunge was rapid.
In June. 18_,
the tax of thirty cents, levied in 1888 to meet the
internal improvement
in/_eceat, was reduced to firleen cents, and by 1840, after vaxiolm fruitb_
_
tempts at settlement and c(mq)c(wai_,
all eff_rt to
pay the state intexest had been al_ndoaed.-Ohio
l)effan her borrowing
in 18_5, by pledging all the
canal profits as socurity bar loans atatho_zed
for
the benefit of internal
improvement
schemes,
Under the law of 18_-7 she had gone on incre_ing her expenditures,
loaning the state credit to
turnpike and other companies,
subecrihing
for
tl_eir stock and running into debt with contracto_.
Her credit fell, and yet it wa_ impossible
eilher to go ahead or to give up the work without
money.
In 1841 the legislature
passed an approI)riation bill of $2,_01,625.
The commissioners
of the canal fund wexe authorized
to raise $981,000
of this aznount, with which to meet the d_m_ads
of the contractors,
at any raze of ird_erest, and the
r('mainder on 6 per cent. bonds, payable in 1860.
The bankers of Lomton and New York wottld
n(_t touch the loan, and it wan finally p_)posed, at
an extra session of the legislature
convened
for
the purpose, to raise the _ate of interest to 10 per
cvnt. and go is_o the fo_,_
_ar]_et mt file b_t p_oc,_rab_e terms!
Umd_r this provision the state was
squeezed like a sp(m_.
Fortunately
her immense
resources proved equal to the terrible strain.
The
people were honest, _e sophisms of repudiation
gained little ground, a_l ttm legislature
by vacious enact_neats
provided
for the interest and a
sinking fund with which to meet the principal. --
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Even the eastern states were affected by the univenml mania for reckless expenditure
which obta£_l
throughout
the country during the years
1834-6.
Massachusetts
pledged her credit without taking care to provide sure means of payment,
and found herself in 1847 with over $6,000,000
outstanding
indebtedness
on loans and subscriptions to railroads alone.
The enterprises
proved"
su(w_esaful, however, and she was never heavily
pressed to make good her guarantee.. --3Iaine,
a
lumber and fishing state, with a soil for the most
part unadapted
to raising grain, acting upon an
abeard theory of encouragement
to home producers, actually went into debt at the rate of $3
per head of her population,
to pay bounties for
the cultivation
of wheat and corn, and distribuled in one year over $150,000 in premiums on
the production
of less than three million busheis of grain !-- By 1840 the state debt of Pennsylvazaia had increased
to $81,000,000,
about
$tll0,000,0_
of whieh had been as_ltmed in behalf of railroads and c_tna]a. Within
two years
tt_ bank of Pennsylvania
went down with a
crash th_ _
throughout
the commercial
world, and in August of that year the state failed
to pay its intevas_,
t_o bitter w&s the feeling abroad
a_gai_t the people of the de[suiting
commonwealth, that the Rev. Sydney Smith declared
he
nit inclined, if he met a Pennsylvanian
at dinher, to strip him of his cloth_ and boots for dirtsion among the guests, most of whom had probably suffered by his state's dishonor !-- It was
during this period that the word "repudiation,'"
in its present commercial
and political significalion, came into use.
There was a default
in the
interest on the bonds which the state of Missisaippi bad issued in aid of the Union bank, and
after the authorities
had in vain cast about for
various expedients
to meet the difficulty, the gayernor of the state, in a message to the legislature,
b_oached
the now familiar
doctrine
of repudialion, and suggested,
in undisguised
terms, his
state's dishonor.
"The bank," he declared, "has
hypothecated
these bonds, and borrowed
money
upon them of the Baron l_othschild;
the blood of
Judas
and Shylock
flows in his veins, and he
unites the qualities of both his countrymen.
He
has mortgages upon the silver mines of Mexico mad
the quicksilver
mines of Spain.
He has advanced
money to the sublime porte and taken as security
a mortgage
upon the holy city of Jerusalem and
the sepulchre of our Saviour.
It is for this peapie to say whether
he shall have a mortgage
upon our cotton fields and rna_e serfs of our children" I To the honor of the state legislature,
be
it said, they rejected, with scornful emphasis, the
disgraceful
suggestion,
and declared that the governor's insinuation
that Mississippi
would violate
her solemn pledge was "a calumny
upon the juslice, honor and dignity of the state."
Sub_quent
Mississippi
legislatures show no traces of the baneat spirit of this session.
Post bellum repudiators
have no more shameless
example of flagrant dishonesty than that afforded by the successors of
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_he very men who, thirty years before, declared
that the mere suggestion
of repudiation
was an
insult to the state (rhge i_fra). -- One after another the spendthrift
commonwealths
felt the pinch
of want, and when the public debt became, from
the taxation which it nece_uitat(_,
a private burden, repudiation
followed as a matter of court,
hTumerous
plans for compromi_
were canvassed;
legislative
committees
were appointed,
bills reported and conferences
held with the representatires of the bondholders
at home and abroad.
but from year to year the bankrupt
states drifted
along, plunging,
at intervals,
more and more
hopelessly
in debt.
Finally, the civil war swept
away for the time all vitality from the bond question a_ an issue.
Its revival as a political
ques.
lion, and its historical
development
in certain
communities,
where it divided parties and became
the most potent factor in state politics, is given
under the headings
of the different states below,
Georgia.
Under the rule of the "carpet-baggers" the state was plunged into debt for all sorts
of alleged public improvements.
Whenthe
"conservativc_,"
as the democrats
were fond of proclaiming
them_lves,
regained
control, they at
_once set to work to devise pretexts for avoiding
the obligations
by which the state had been burdened by theiropponents.
A committee appointed
by the first legislature
at which the conservatives
:found themselves
in the majority,
reported in favor of invalidating,
on the ground of fraud at
their issue, six million of state bonds.
The suggestion was at once acted upon, and the securities
promptly
repudiated.
A. constitutional
amendment was then adopted,
wiping
out the bonds
altogether.
At the constitutional
convention
the
bondholders
offered to submit
their claims
for
adjudication
to the supreme
court of the state,
but the proposition was rejected by an overwhelming vote at the May election of 1877. To provide
against any possible qualms of conscience
on the
part of succeeding
legislators,
a clause was inserted
in the new constitution
(see. 11) prohibiting the general assembly from making any appropriation to meet interest or principal
on the dishonored
securities,
with which were included all
the war debts of the state.
A sweeping majority
carricd this amendment
at the election of December, 1877. The act of Feb. 25, 1874, had already
deprived
the governor of the power to lend the
credit of the state by indorsement,
except where
the right to such ]lad already vested.
Soon after
the passage of the repudiating
amendments
(in
January,
1878), Gov. Colquitt was applied to for
his official indorsement
upon the debentures
of
the :Northeastern
railroad.
After consulting
the
most eminent legal authorities
in the state, who
advised him that the right to such guarantee
had
vested in the company before tile pa.,_age of the
repealing
act, he granted
the application
of the
railroad
authorities
and indorsed
their bonds to
the amount
of $260,000.
His act caused widespread complaints,
which his political opponents
took pains to fan into a burst of popular
in-

dignation,
by representing
that he had willfully
transcended his authority, and deliberately nulli.
fled the will of the people in favor of the corporation.
He at once demanded
a legislative
in
vestigation,
and a conunittee,
which
examined
the question with great care, reported in the only
way that it was possible
for them to conclude.
that the governor had no option in the matter, but
had simply done what he was legally bound to
do. Much the same treatment
was given to the
$3,000,000 of bonds of the Brunswick
& Albany
railroad company,
guaranteed
by the state before
the war, and disposed of mainly to capitalists at
the north.
The secession convention
had granted
immunity
from confiscation
to all public works.
But in spite of this the road was seized upon as
the property
of alien foes.
After the war the
owners came forward to claim their property, and
a compromise
was effected upon their agreeing
to complete
the road, in return for which the
state was to pay a subsidy of $15,000 per mile.
This compromise
was ratified
by a democratic
legislature
in 1869; yet in 1871 Oov. Bullock took
possession of the road, though the state had failed
to pay the subsidy,
claiming that the agreement
had not been fulfilled
by the owners.
Henry
Clews, Esq., of :New York, who represented
a
majority
of the bondholders,
sold the bonds to
German
bankers
at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
In
August, 1872, the general assembly declared thest •
bonds null and void, and a constitutional
amend
ment forbidding
the payment
of either principal
or interest was carried in 1874. -- ],aui_iana.
At
the constitutional
convention
of 1879 a committee
appointed
to examine and report upon the bond
question,
recommended
the acknowledgment
of
about $4,000,000 of these securities and the repu
diation of nearly $20,000,000.
Tim report declared
that it was a matter of history that the state house
had been seized by United
States soldiers in December and January,
1872-3, and the legal legislature overthrown.
That, therefore, the body of
men alleged to have passed the funding
act of
1874 was not a constitutional
legislature,
and had
no power to bind a free people.
That there wa_
no evidence
on file of any ratification
of the socalled amendments
of 1874, except the mutilated
copy of what purported
to be a certificate to tlmt
effect, signed
by J. Madison
Wells and others.
"They
are unable to concede," reported the cornmittee, "that
the funding of any portion of the
debt has given it any greater
validity
than it
originally possessed,
and, on the other hand, they
do not admit that the absolute repudiation
of 40
per cent. of the debt detracts in the least from th('
validity
of that which was honest
and legal."
The report concludes
by a reference
to the fact
that the bondholders
are mainly northern capitalists, and dismi_,_es their claims in these remark_ble words:
"But
may it not be in theordcrof
the eternal fitness of things that those who directly or indirectly
(unwittingly,
it may be) aided to
tear down the basis of our former prosperity,
should aha_e 8ome of the _ .that J_ve so long
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and so powerfully
borne down upon the once
proud
and wealthy
people of Louisiana? " A
minority
report, protesting
a_ainst the attempt to
dishonor the state, was vainly offered, to stem the
rising and an.Try tide of repudiation.
" Every
sentiment
of honor and justice," said this paper,
" demands
that he who receiv_
what does not
"belong to him should restore it. If the bonds are
void, the state has received something
for nothing,
Law and justice concur in the enforcement
of the
duty on the part of the state to surrender
that
something to its true owner."
This report declared
that the state had received in cash $6,893,507.31
for
securities
funded
at $7,294,744, all but $500.000
of which was to be wiped out.
The wanton bad
faithof the legislators who agreed to the nmjority
report, is the more strongly emphasized
by a refercnee to the opinion of the supreme court of the
state, delivered only a few months before : "We
regard the faith of the state as irrevocably pledged
1o the payment of her consolidated
bonds i._sued
under the anthority
of that act (the funding
act
of 1874).
* * The contract
with the holders
of these bonds is one which, in the language of
the constitutional
amendment, tim state can by no
means and in no wise impair."
This act, the
court held, was approved Jan. 24, 1874, and settled
beyond possibility
of question by a constitutional
amendment
upon the same day:
"This
amendment has become a part of the constitution
by its
sul)sequent ratification
at the polls."
(State exrel,
Pacific R. R. Co. vs. Nichols,
Governor,
30 La.
Ann. Rep., 980.) A reiteration
of what the court
had already declared in 1875, when it said: "This
amendment
was adopted,
and it now forms part
of the organic law of the state."
(State ex rel.
Forstalt
vs. Board
of Liquidation,
27 La. Ann.
Rep., 577.) Moreover, the declarations
of the repudiating
committee
regarding
the condition
of
the state's resources
and its inability
to meet its
honest debts are flatly contradicted
by the words
of the governor
in his message of 1881 : " The
outlook for the state is most hopeful.
The advantages of soil and climate
are nowhere
else
equaled.
* * The future
for Louisiana
is a
grand one.
It does not seem chimerical,
when
welookat
our extraordinary
advantages,
to anticipate a future maximum
production
of $500,00O,000
per annum.
There is no reason for the continued
cry of'Poor
Louisiana
and her impoverished
peopie'
We must realize the fact that she is rich,
and force her to the front rank of states.
* *
('_)nfidence will be restored;
our bonds will lie on
_hc market at a reasonable
interest, commanding
a premium;
capital will readily find its way herc;
:tnd we will no longer be humiliated
at the low
en.dit of our state."
Both reports were supported with vigor, but the repudiating
element was
too strong to be successfully
combated,
and after
a hot debate an act, known as the debt ordinance,
wasadopted
for submission
to popular vote. This
ordinance provided
for retiring the bonds in exchange for a new issue, upon which the interest
was scaled to $ per cent. for five years, 8 per cent.
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for fifteen years, and 4 per cent. thereafter;
with
an option to the holders to exchange their bonds
at seventy-five cents on the dollar for 4 per cent.
semi-annual
interest
bonds.
The
consolidated
bonds issued under the act of 1874, to be retired
by this forced exchange, wcrc pledged to pay 7
per cent.-intercst!
The act was simply highway.
robhery
hy legislative
sanction.
The constitutinnality of the debt ordinance was at once put to
the test in two actions brought
by John Elliott
and others ag'linst the board of liquidation.
The
first was to enjoin the board from recognizing
the
ordinance
and disregarding
the funding
act of
1874 and the constitutional
cnactmentof
the same
year; the other, to compel 1)y m_,ml,_mus the paymerit of the intrrcst
on the consolidated
bonds,
and the levy and- collection of a tax for that purpose.
The recent decision (March, 188,3) of the
Unitc<l States supremo
court, upon the points at
issue, held that the state had entered upon a voluntary contract in 1874, which had been violated
by the act of 1880. But that there were no means
of compelling
the state's officers to carry out this
contract, for the reason that the state as a soverei_-m commonwealth
could not be sued without its
permission.
Upon this point theopinion
of Chief
Justice
Waite reads as follows : "Neither
was
there when the bonds were issued, nor is there
now, any statute or judicial
decision giving the
bondholders
a remedy in the state courts or clscwhere, either by _n_Lmus
or injunction
against
the state in its political capacity,
to compel it to
do what it has agrced should be done, but what it
rcfusc_ to do."
A proceeding
suggested
by a correspondent
of the "New
York Nation,"
in February, 1878, (No. 660), was the last effort made to
coerce the defaulting
commonwealth.
Before the
adoption of the llth amendment
to the constitulion of the United States, the supreme court had
rejected the doctrine that a state could not be sued
upon its own contracts.
In the case of Chisholm
vs. State of Georgia,
2 Dall., decided
in 1792,
Chief Justice Jay said. "It would be strange indeed that the joint and equal sovereigns
of this
country should in the very constitution
by which
they professed to ' cstat)lish justice'
so far deviate from the plain path of equality
and impartiality as to give to the collective
citizens
of
one state a right of suing individual
citizens of
another
state, and yet deny to those citizens
a
right of suing them."
To nullify
the principle
which this decision established,
the 11th amendmcnt was passed in 1794, declaring that "The judicial power of the United Statc_ shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity commcnccd or prosecuted
against one of the United
State-s by citizens of another state or by citizens or
subjects of any foreign state."
To avoid thisconstitutional
bar the legislatures
of New York and
New IIampshire
authorized
the transfer
to them
by their citizens of the defaulted
securities,
and
actions were then begun in the name of each of
these states against the state of Louisiana.
The
supreme court, however,
held that to allow such
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suits would be simply to permit the practice of a
palpable absurdity, and tho evaaion of the 1lth
amendment. In other words, the court very properly refused to countenance a mere subterfuge by
which private individuals, the real parties in interest, might dodge a plain provision of the federal constitution, and practically sue a sovereign
state. Such is the history of the vain attempts to
induce the state of Louisiana to keep its solemn
pledgees. That public dishonor entails a loss of
private creditmay be inferred from wh_t follows;
the words are those of a writer treating of the
financial condition of the state in 1882_ " The unsettled condition of the finances of the state for
several years past has seriously impaired her
growth and prosperity, ea_lsing a universal distrust which has not merely affected the credit and
honor of the commonwealth, trot has also, to a
great extent, affected injuri_)usly individual eredit,
prevented investment of foreign capital, and excluded immi_,n'atio_" (Ann. Cyc., 1882, p. 480.)
-- ]irinr,_sota. A, legislative committee in 1878 attempted to show that the state was under no obligatioa, legal or moral, to pay the railroad bonds
guaranteed by her in 1858. Public opinion, however, was opposed to wholesale repudhttion. In
his me_age to the legislature, Gov. Pillsbury,
after referring to various ch_cisions upon the bond
question in the court_ of ti_ state and of the
United States, said: "With such unmistakable
and imperative commands from the voico of law
and equity and honesty, is the question not reduced to the simple one of our willingness to psy
our honest debts?" There was at this time over
two and a quarter millions of outstanding i_debtedness of the $5,000,000 bonds issued in aid of
certain railroads, the validity of which was d/simted on the grotmd the. the railroads had failed
to comply with the conditions of the i_ue.
The
amendment of 1858, under which the issue was
made, had been wiped out by another amendsent in 1860; which also declared that the le_dslature should make no provision for payment of
the principal or interest without submitting the
proposition to the people for ra_ification, k cornpromise proposed in 1871, and agreed to by the
legislature, was rejected by a vote of 21,499 to
9.293, not half the average vote being cast. The
"Grangers," or "Patrons of Husbandry," had
taken up the bond issue, and protested against
their acknowledgment by the state, threatening to
"scratch" all candidates for judicial otiice who
would not pledge themselves against the validity
of the bonds. One representative of grangerign
testified before a senate committee of the United
States that his notion was to elect judges pledged
to "wipe out the bonds." When asked what he
would do if the supreme court of the United
States sustained their validity, he replied, "Wipe
out the supreme court" [ In pursuance of Gov.
Piilsbur),'s suggestion the legislature, on March
1, 1877, created a board of commissionens of the
public debt, and authorized theissue of new bonds
to holde-r_of defaulted secttrities on terms of oom-

promise. The _ was subject to amendment, to
be submitted to popular vote. It prodded for the
sale of a portion of the "internal improvement
lands" in aid of the proposed settlement. The
amendment and the compromise depending upon
it were rejected by a large popular majority.
Again the governor, with commendable spirit, declared that although the result "indicates that
the), are not prepared to make settlement of thi_
vexed question, my convictions as heretofore expressed upon this subject have undergone no
change, and I earnestly hope that in the near futare the people of our state will take a different
view of the ma_ter." By this time the repudiators
had _cured a firm grip upon the politics of the
state. The natjonat greenback-labor party, at a
convention held June 10, 1879, after declaring in
favor of the unrestricted coinage of silver, and
the immediate repeal of the resumption act, "beJieving that its -I_-ge at the time was an infamous sin and crime agmnst the debtor classes,"
made the f_lowing declaration in regard to the
state debt : "We reg_
the old Minnesota railroad bonds as dishonest and illegal in their whole
origin a_l hlatory; s measure conceived in sin
and brought forth in iniquity, and one that is not
morally binding on the people of this state." Once
more, in 1880, the governor urged settlement, insisting tibet it was possible without commercial
distress. "Thediseharge
af th_ debt," said he,
"is demanded as a simple act of justice, which
would be none the le_ imperative were it to involve serious sacrifices.
But these are not required. The task is plum and easy, and level to
the simplest comprehension.
The exhibit of the
state auditor shows that with a wise use of the
internal improvement lands (which cost the state
nothing, being a grant from congress) this can be
accomplished at the present ra_ of taxation, without _tny increase of taxation." For the fifth time
an a_pt
at settlement was made. An act was
passed providing for the submission of certain
questions to the supreme court of the state. The
court pronounced the act void, but declared, at
the same time, the invalidity of the constitutional
amendment of 1860, on the ground that it ispaired the validity of the contract made with the
bondholders of 1858. This left the rc_sponsibility
upon the legislature to act without appealing for
ratification to tile popular vote. An extra session
was at once convened, which passed an act in accordance with the governor's suggt_tion.
Under
this act the bonds were scaled at 50 per cent. of
their nomimd value, with accrued interest, and exchanged for thirty-year 4_ per cent. "adjustment
bonds." By the end of 1881, almost all the old
bonds had been taken up. The people, at the
general election of 1882, approved the proposition
to apply a portion of the proceeds of the internal
impvove_neat lands _ale to the bond sinking fund.
These lands are said to he so vaitmble that only
about $1,250,000 will have to be prodded for by
taxatio.u. _ M_.
In 1875 $7,000,000 ,of
'' Union '" i_d othex bonds, it_uid before the war,
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were outstanding.
No interest had been paid since
cent. of their face value, in exchange
for thirty1842 (_'de ante).
The state made short work of year bonds, with interest at 4 per cent. for five
tim bondholders' rights.
A republican legislature
years, 5 per cent. for five years_, and 6 per cent.
adopted and submitted an amendment,
which was
thereafter.
This act was rejected by the house,
subsequently
engrafted upon the constitution
by
on the ground that any plan which contemplated
a democratic
legislature,
and which read as folscaling the old bonds at less than 60 per cent.
lows: " Nor shall the state assumc, redeem, ._cure
would not be accepted
by the creditors.
The "
or pay any indebtednc_.s
or pretended
indebtedlegislature
adjourned,
after a three weeks' sesness claimed to be due by tim state of Mississippi
' sion, without
coming to any definite results.
A
to any person, association
or corporation
whatso3"ear later, Gov. Porter, in his message, stated that
ever, claiming
the same as owners, holders or asthere were over $20,0(D,000 bonds outstanding,
of
signees of anybond
or bonds now generatly known
which $11,000,000 had been declared
invalid. -as Union railroad bonds or Planters bank bonds."
The bond question had now become a distinct po-- :/bnT_ssee.
At the close of the war the bonded
litical issue.
Although
tim party lines were not
indebtedness
of the state
amounted
to about
strictly drawn
on the question, the republicans
$43,000,000, which was subsequently
reduced by
were generally in favor of meeting
the debt in
sales of railroad
property
to about $23,000,000.
one way or another.
The parties or factions were
Upon this amount the state found itself, in 1875,
divided
into four distinct
groups : 1, wholesale
greatly in arrears for interest,
and without
provirepudiators;
2, tlmse who favored retiring the old
sion for meeting
the principal
on those bonds
bonds at 50 per cent. of their face in exchange for
which were already beginning
to fall due.
The
6 per cent. bonds,
3, those who favored scaling
heaviest creditors
of the state proposed
to the
tim bonds, principal
and interest, to a third of
governor that he should suggest to the legislature
their nominal value,
and, 4, a party which apthe propriety of appointing
commissioners
to agree
proved
the settlement
urged by the arbitration
with them upon terms of settlement.
In accordcommittee.
On these issues party lines wavered,
ance with the governor's
suggestion,
a committee
ordinary majorities
were shaken, and members of
of five was appointed
from the legislature,
which,
the assembly were elected because of their known
with five New York bankers, made up an arbitrastanding on one or the other of these four schemes
tion board.
A meeting held at the clearinghouse
of adjustment.
The financecommittee
reported a
in New York, "to,consider
the embarrassment
of
bill retiring different classes of bonds at different
tim several .southern states which are in default,
rates : some at "60 and 4," i. e., scaled to 60 per
and to devise a plan for the readjustment
of their
cent. of their nominal value, and exchanged
for.
debts," appointed,
as arbitrators
on the part of
4 per cent. bonds; some at "'50 and 4," and some
the bondholders,
Messrs. Geo. S. Coc, Jacob D.
at "33_ and 4." About $2,250,000 (mineral house
Vermilye, B. B. Sherman. B. B. Comegys, and
bonds)were
absolutely repudiated.
Another class
Ennch Pratt.
At the conference
with the comwere to be scaled at 33½ per cent., and exchanged
mittc_ from the Tennessee
legislature,
the latter
for non-interest-bearing
tax warrants, receivable
took pains to disclaim any power beyond that of
for slate taxes and other dues to the state,
gter
conferring with the bondholders'
representatives,
a long debate, during which every scheme was
and reporting such compromise as might be agreed
modified in one way or another, an act was passed
upon to their legislature
for ratification.
The
by a close vote, March 28, 1879, providing for the
settlement
adopted for recommendation
was as retirement of most of the bonds at 50 per cent.
follows: The debt, with arrears of interest to Jan.
in exchange
for state fours.
Thq provisions of
I. 1877, should be readjusted
at 60 per cent., and
this bill were supported
by the railroad compa._ett_ed by a new i,aue of 6 per cept. bonds.
In
nies, which agTeed to waive immunity from taxathe meantime, on May 17, 1876, in response to an
tion and to pay taxes to such an amount as would
urgent appeal from Ex-Gov.
Brownlow,
the re- leave about 40 per cent. of the burden to be borne
publican state convention at Nashville
lind passed
by the people at 4 per cent. interest.
The comre_olutions denouncing repudiation in every form.
mittee went to :New York in April, 1879, where
The democrats, however, fought shy of the questhe compromise
was agreed to by the representation, for the repudiators
had already won some
tires of the crc<litors, and the state seemed on the
t_f their followers
by ur_ng the doctrine that the
verge of a final settlement.
But repudiating
senabolition of slavery
amounted
to a destruction
timents had made too strong headway with the
_,f taxable property
for which those who were
people, who refused to ratify the compromise
by
r¢'¢ponsible--meaning
thereby the bondholders
at a large majority at the popular election on Aug.
th(; north--should
suffer the loss. It was remarked
7, 1879. At their convention
in the year followat the time that this argument
"wholly
ignored
ing, May 6, the republicans
declared once more in
the continued
existence
of the negroes and their
favor of the validity of the debt, insisting
that
production as making part of the resources of the
any attempt to avoid it wonld be "downright
re,_tate." (N.Y." Nation," 1877, No. 636.) On Dec.
pudiation,
and an act of high-handed
dishonor,"
5.1877, a special session was convened to consider
and that any voluntary
proposition
from the credthe award of the arbitrators.
A bill finally passed
itors to take less than their claim demanded ought
the senate, providing
for an adjustment
scheme
to be accepted as a favor.
On the other hand, the
by which the old bonds were retired at 40 per
greenbackers
showedplainly
enough that the taint
158
_'OL m.--39
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of their financial heresies had affected their regard
for a question of common honesty. Their platform
contained
the_
planks:
"Resolution
1. That
neither the state of Tennessee
nor its citizens are
bound in law or morals to pay the bonds issued
in aid of the railroads,
amounting
to $25.000,000,
and that such bonds are no part of the state debt.
Resolution
2. That we are opposed to sealing the
railroad bonds, and to any other act reco_fizing
them, because the people of Tennessee do not owe
them."
The democrats,
at their convention,
June
8, 1880, recognized
the liberal disposition
of the
_ate's creditors,
and favored asettlement
on the
best terms possible for the state.
Two minority
reports, however, were so earnestly pushed as to
show how large a portion
of the party had suecumbed to repudiating
theories.
One (the "J'obnson Report ") favored a settlement
after canvassing
among the people to learn the terms to which the
majority
would agree ; the other (the "Garner
Report ") urged out-and-out
repudiation,
as follows : "§ 4. We are unalterably
opposed to any
settlement
of the state debt by the legislature."
After the adoption
of the majority
report, so
amended,
however,
as to provide that the new
coupons
should not be made receivable for taxes,
etc., 160 delegates left the hall, organized a separate convention,
nominated
S. F. Wilson for governor, and adopted a resolution
declaring
against
the railrond
bonds, the war-interest
bonds, and the
receivability
of coupons
for taxes and other state
dues. The resultof
thissplitwas,
that therepublicans carried the election of Mr. Ylawkins, their
nominee for governor,
by a large vote.
In 1881 a
funding act, which had been carried through the
house, passed the senate by a bare majority of one.
But popular opposition
to the recognition
of the
debt was still strong.
Henry J. Lynn and others,
elalmlng
to be citizens and tax payers, applied to
the c_urt of chancery for an injunction,
on the
ground that the funding act was procured by
bribery and fraud.
The hill was dis_aissed, and,
on appeal, the.supreme
court decided that the act
which provided for funding the entire debt at par
by 3 per cent. 99-year bends, redeemable
at any
time after five years, was legal, except as to the
provision
which
made coupons
receivable
for
taxes, etc. ; on the ground that the legislature
could not "contract
away" the revenue or enter
upon an a.greement which a sub_quent
legislature
might not repeal. "On May 19 the "60 and 6" act
was passed, providing for the issue of new bends
at 8 per cent. interest for two years, 4 per cent. for
two years, 5 per cent. for two years, and 6 per
cent. thereafter, to be given in exchange for the
old bonds scaled at 60 per cent.
This was in accordance with a proposition
from Eugene Kelly,
_Jq., of New York, chairman of the bondholders'
committee.
On Jan. 1, following, the comptroller
reported that less titan half of the old bonds had
been funded.
The bond question remained, therefore, unsettled,
the democrats having split into
•' state credit" and "low tax" factions, with the
republicans,
for the most .pvxt, favoring
a settl_

ment on the best possible terms.
The democrats.
owing to these dissensions
in their ranks, were
forced to hold the bond issue in abeyance.
At
their convention,
June 20, they resolved,
"2.
While we accord to all an honest
difference
of
opinion, we regard the enactment
of the ' 60 and
3, 4, 5, 6' as unwise, because it is, in our opinion,
not in accordance
with the views of tile people."
Their third
plank
recommended
funding
the
"state debt proper,"
the validity
of 'which had
not been distmted, at par, less war interest ; and
their fourth urged a tender to the creditors of a
settlement of the remaining
debt by ten-year bonds
on the "50 and 3, 4" phm.
Their nominee was
Gem W. B. Bate. One hundred and fifty delegates
promptly bolted, approved the "60 and 8, 4,'5, 6"
settlement,
and nominil|ed
Jos. t/. Fussell on the
"state credit" ticket.
The grecnbackers,
after repudiating
the railroad t_)nds, and all but a small
portion of the state debt, declared against the settlement even of that portion until ratified by popular vote, and nominated
Jno. R. Beasley.
Gen.
Bate, the nominee
of the " low tax" democrats,
was elected.
The" 60 and 3, 4, 5, 6 "plan is therefore stamped
with popular
disapproval,
and the
politicians
will hardly venture upon the eonsideration of as favorable
terms for the state's cred.
itors in the teeth of the popular
feeling.
It is
believed that the "rcadjtmters"
will consent to
a settlement
of the "state debt proper,"
less war
interest,
in full ; with a provision
for comproraising
the remainder
by funding
it in 3 per
cent. thirty-year
bonds,
scaled at 50 per cent. ;
and the swindled creditors
will have to make the
best of a very bad lmrgain.
The federal
government loses by Tennessee's
repudiation.
At raftous times, from 1836 to 1851, the United States
invested
moneys held in trust for certain Indian
tribes by the secretary
of the interior,
in Tennessee bonds.
Up to Jan. 1, 1883, the amount
due the government,
with accrued interest, was
$498,270.
As the United States held tim money
in trust, the interest has been paid to the beneficiaries from time to time by congressional
appropriation.
As the debt has been repudiated
by
Tennessee, the tax payers of the nation have been,
and will be called upon periodically
to settle the
debt of that state.
It is claimed by ex-congrsssman William R. Moore, (v_/e letter to "N. Y.
Herald," March 13, 1883), that both political parties in the state have again and again, through
their governors and legislators,
recognized
the validity of the bonds which United States senator
Harris dcclured void in the campaign
of 1882.
"Propositions,"
said Secretary Teller, in a letter
to Mr. Moore, March 3, 1883, "have
been made
by the rotate of Tennessee, to issue new bonds-for
accrued interest on the bonds held in trust by this
department,
but the reco_B do m)t show that any
offer has been made by said state to pay said
interest."-V',_/_z.
At the close of the war
the public debt of Virginia amounted to about
$41,000,000.
In 1866 the auditor of the state reported that the iatdm_ acemmt, to the amount of
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about $2,2,50,000, could not be promptly met.
In
the session1870-71
the funding scheme was passed,
by which the coupons of the new issue were made
receivable for taxes, etc. The next legislature
repealed the act, as containing
provisions too favorable for the creditors, but the repealing
act was
not sustained
by the courts, so the legislature
adopted the expedient of taxing the funded bonds,
evidence
of the state's own indebtedness,
½ per
cent.
In 1874-5 " these measures
lind rcduced
the interest account from $2,500,000 to $1,417,000,
but the taste for repudiation,
or ' adjustment,'
as
it is called in Virginia, had set in and was growing, st) that, after several years of cheating,
the
question
is st-ill a prominent
one in the politics
of the state, and it was only after a vigorous and
excited canvass that the nomination
of an open
repudiator
for governor was prevented,
lIis successful opponent is now obliged to treat the subject with great caution, and there is every prospect that in the end 'readjt_stment'
will carry the
day."
(" N. Y. :Nation,"1877,
No. 636.) In 1875
the interest account was nearly $3,000,000 in armars, and the outstanding
bonds in 1876 amount_d to $29,489,326.38.
On March 11, 1878, the
legislature pa_xi the refunding
act, providing for
the issue of eighteen-year
and thirty-two-year
3
per cent. and 4 per cent. non-taxable
bonds.
In
his mc_sage to the legislature,
Dec. 4, 1878, the
governor said: " As long as the state debt continucs unsettled,
there is an incubus upon the spirit
and a clog upon the movements
of Virginia.
When it is settled honorably
and finally, she will
start upon a c_eer
that will not be unworthy
vf her history."
One of the bondholders,
a citizen of the state, published
a statement
at this
time to the effect that the only possible remedy
for the financial condition of the commonwealth
was readjustment,
i. e., scaling the old issue, and
reducing
the interest to 4: per cent.
A bill was
pa_sed in February,
1878, but vetoed by the geevraor on the ground that it failed to meet the requircments
of the situation,
and was vague, unjust and unconstitutional.
In the following Deeember he urged a further attempt at adjustment
with the creditors.
By this time the issue was
fairly before tire people, and the state divided
into " debt payers" and "readjusters*'--a
euphcnlism for repudiators.
Early in 1879 the McCulloeh bill, which provided for refunding
$8,491,961
by a new issue, to be dated Jan. 1, 1879, payable
ia 1919, with interest at 3 per cent. for ten years,
4 per cent. for twenty years, and 5 per cent. for
_,.n years, was passed.
The state was to have the
privilege of redeeming
the new issue at any time
_ffter the first ten years, and the coupons were
made receivable
for taxes and other state dues.
The readjusters,
under
the leadership
of Gen.
William blahone, assembled in convention at Richmend on Feb. 25, 1879. After adopting
a resolution professing
adherence
to democratic
principles, they declared
themselves
formally
separt_ted from the deraocratic
party, and resolved as
_ollows : ', 8. That im any settlement
with the
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state's creditors the annual interest of the recognized indebtedness
must be brought
within her
revenues under the present rate of taxation.
_ _
6. Tlmt a settlement
within the limitation
desighated is the utmost stretch of the people's ability
to pay, and should be satisfactory
to the creditor
as the furthe._t exaction
he carl fairly insist on. "
_ ** 16. That full r_cognition
of these principles
and deelarations
by the people of ¥irginia
and
her creditors,
is absolutely
es..,ential to any arnicable readjustment,
and no readjustment
in which
they, or any of them, shall have been neglected,
can be final, certain aml _tisfactory."
Gee. Holliday declared in his me,sage that he did not believe a higher rate of taxation could not be borne
when the object was to preserve the credit of the
state.
"Whatever
may be the views of some,'"
said he, "I feel th'tt should the present funding
bill be stopped in its execution, it would be a great
misfortune.
It has been regarded
by the world
as a fair and hone_st _ttlement
between the cornmonwealth
and her creditors.
_
** We have
every reason to believe that, had no opposition
been manifested
and its repeal not been_mooted,
the bonds by this time would have been well nigh
all brought in to be funded under its operation.'"
The vote at the election of :November, 1879, stood
as follows: debt payers, 69,736; readjusters77,070.
7,689 republicans
voted with the debt payers, and
18, '426 withthe readjusters;
a result which showed
a large defection
from tim ranks of the regular
republican
party, and pointed
unmistakably
to
the coming union.
So-called republicans,
who
cared more for victory than principle, made haste
to join in a coalition which insured them a place
on the side of the successful
faction, and their defection swelled the readjuster
ranks to the dimensinus of a working
majority
in the state.
At the
ensuing session of 1879-80 the notorious
senate
bill No. 176, impudently
entitled " An act to restore the public credit," and known as the Riddleburger
bill, was pas_ed,
repudiating
over
$13,000,000
of the state debt.
It was promptly
vetoed by Gee. IIolliday.
"I can not put my
signature in approval
to this bill," said he, in his
memorandum.
"I respectfully
return it to your
honorable
body in which it originated,
because I
believe it to be in violation of the constitution
of
the state, in violation
of the constitution
of the
United States, in violation of the spirit which has
ever moved and inspired
the traditions
of the
commonwealth
and made her name so honored
among men."
After referring to the credit of the
state, pledged as far back as 1838, the governor
added: "no sooner was peace proclaimed
than a
general assembly, composed of her best citizens,
men of the old rJgi_ne, unanimously
reaffirmed
that obligation.
This was repeated, in one form
or another, not l_s than four times."
The readjusterconvention
met July 7, 1880, with the i_sues
and priz.es of a national
campaign
before them.
They indorsed
the vetoed bill "as constituting
the extreme limit of legal and moral obligations
upon the part of this commonwealth
to the hold-
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eraof her bonds•" Both readjusters
and demo- would nolongerstandinthewaytoblockthebud.
cratsfavoredthenational
nomineesof thedemo- hessof thesenate.Thisdecidedthematter,
and
craticparty,and werecareful
todeclaretheir
be- thenew organization
was completed.Soon after
liefthatin national
politics
onlynational
issues thefall
election
of 1880theUnitedStates
supreme
shouldbe regarded.An attemptatfusionwas court decided,
in January,1881,in the caseof
made but failed,
because,
itisalleged,
the read- Hartmann _8.Greenhow,Tress, etc.,
10'2U. S.
justcrs
were too graspingin their
claimsforthe Rep.,that
theVirginia
actof1873--6,which
providlion's
shareofthespoils
ineventofsuccess.The ed thatthestate
treasurer
shouldretain
asa state
futile
negotiations
onlywidened thebreach,and tax50percent.
of themarketvalueof theinterfinally
thenational
democratic
committee,
seeing estcouponson thebonds,funded and unfunded,
thata unionwas outofthequestion,
and perceiv-couldnot be appliedto couponsseparated
front
ingthatthisdickering
with the repudiators
was bends andinthehandsof different
owners,wlth
likely
to losethe partyvoteselsewherethrough- outimpairing
theobligation
withsuch bondl_oldout the country,
issuedan addresslatein Octo- era,
contained
inthefundingactof 1871.and the
her,1880,urgingthe democraticvotersof Vir- contract
withtheholdersof
thecoupons' At the
giniatosupport
theticket
of theregulars.
Where- readjuster
convention,
June 2 and 3, 1881,the
upon thechairmanof thereadjusters
broughtout Riddleburger
billwas againindorsed,
and Mr.
a counteraddress,
declaring
thathisfaction
were Cameron nominatedfor governor.The second
striving
for a higherprizethan "any abstractplaceon theticket
was given to Jno.F Lewis,
title
to democracy,"viz.,
therightof thepeople who atthetimewas chairmanof the republican
togoverntheirown state
intheir
own way. The statecentralcommitfee. The republican
cornelection
resulted
as follows
: conservative
demo- mitteeatonceconvened,
deposedLewis by a vote
cram ("re_-ulars"),
96,912; readjusters,
B1679" of 15 to2,and electedOen.W. C• Wickham in
repubhcans,84,020. Meanwhde the readjusterhis stead.Lewis protested,
and a struggleat
coalition
had elected
Gen.Mshone tosucceedR. once beganbetweenthosewho favoredthecoaliE. Withersas United Statessenatorforthesix tionwiththereadjusters
and the "'straight
out"
yearsbeginningMarch 4,1881. In thenationalrepublicans.Both factions
adoptedplatforms,
senatethe parties
were equallydivided,
thirty,the former declaringtheirreasonsfor allying
seven republicatm,
thirty-seven
democrats,and themselves
tothereadjuster,
or,astheycalled
it,
two independents,
Mahone of Virginia,
and Davis the"liberal"
party,inopposition
totheconservaof Illinois.
Ocn. Mahone didnotappearuntil
the tiredemocratswhom theydubbed "bourbons."
seconddayof thesession,
when thedebateon the Theirmanifestoupon thebond issue
was asfolorganization
of thecommittees
was at itaheight, lows• "4. t # Abatingno partof our deterThe factthathe had takenno partin thedemo- ruination
to dealjustlywith allthecreditors
of
cratic
cancus,and proclaimed
himselfan indepen- Virginia,
and tolabor
topayeverydollar
shehondent,arousedthe suspicions
of the democratic estly
owes her creditors,
we deem itinexpedient
senators
who had countedupon him togivethem and unwisetomake separate
nominations
forstate
a baremajority
entitling
theirpartytotherights o_cers,and we declare
infavorofheartyco-operof a majorityin making up the senatecommit- ationwithallothercitizens
who supportthecantees,
and upon hisappearance
he was atonce at- didates
nominatedby the anti-bourbon
or liberal
tacked by Mr. Hillof Georgia,who accused convention
of June 2 and 3,1881." The regular
him of treachery
and bad faith.Oen. Mahone republicans,
or"straight
outs,"also
helda conventook the floorin hisown defenseand began a tionand putinnomination
a separate
ticket,'
with
statement
of hisposition.
He declared
himselfa Oen.Wickham atthehead. Thiswas their
bond
democratinprinciplc,
but insisted
thathe didnot plank: "3. Thattherepublib_an
partyofVirginia
owe hisseatto thedemocraticparty,and an- herebypledgesitself
toredeemthestate
fromthe
nounced hisintention
of votingwith therepub- discredit
thatnow hangsoverherinregardtoher
licans
inorganizing
thesenate.Mr. Davisvoting justobligations."
On Aug. 4 the conservative
withthcdemocrats,
a tiewas the result.
Where- democratsconvened,
denouncedrepudiation,
and
upon Vice-President
Arthurcastthedeciding
vote nominatedforgovernor
Jno.W. Daniel,The readinfavorofhispartyand against
theprotest
ofthe justers'
fusionelected
theircandidates,
Cameron
democratic
senators,
who endeavored
toshow that and Lewis,and a majority
ofthestate
legislature
thevice-president
had no voteupon a question
of At theelection
forUnitedStatessenatortosucorganization,
even in a tie.Oorham was chosen ceedGen.Johnsonin 1883,
thereadjusters
carried
secretary
of the senate,
and Riddleburger,
the theircandidate,
H. H. Pdddleburger,
theauthor
readjuster,
sergeant-at-arms
; a selection
which of therepudiation
act,
and with'aworkingmajor
gave rise
torenewedcharges
ofa "deal" between ityof sixineach branchof the legislature,
proMahone and therepublicans.
Their opponents ceededtocarryouttheir
schemesforrepudiatin_
made desperate
efforts
tostaveofftheelection
of thestate
debtby enacting
themeasurescommonly
of_cersby allsortsof dilatory
measures,
motions known as "coupon-killers."
The first
of these
toadjourn,
etc.
; butSenatorDavisthendeclared,laws,entitled
"An acttopreventfraudsuponthe
that,havingvotedfortheexisting
organization
as commonwealth and theholders
of hersecurities,"
he had feltbound to do,now thatthemajority,(premed
Jan.14,1882),
provided,
underthepleaof
though a majorityof but one,had changed,he protecting
thestateagttttmforgedand spurious
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coupons, that no coupons should be received by
the tax collectors in payment for dues to the state
until tested by a legal tribunal.
In other words,
it required the _,eceiving officer to whom coupons
should be tendered under the act of 1871, for taxes
or dues to the state, to give a receipt for tile same
as "held
for identification,"
and then to collect
the taxes in legal tender, coin, or national
bank
notes.
He was then to mark the coupons so surrendered and deliver them to the court,with which
tile tax payer might file a petition to prove the genuineness of his securities,
and if successful in his
taw suit have Iris money refunded!
Theother
act
practically
refused mandamus
in tax cases.
The
constitutionality
of these enactments
was at once
put to the test.
In March, 1882, Andrew Antoni
tendered
for taxes a coupon of 1871, and on the
collectors' refusal to accept it as payment, applied
to the state court for a mandamus.
The court
divided equally on the lawof 1882; and, on apl)eal, ]

ment with onerous and destructive conditions, and
thus to evade the performance
of them."--The
people of the defaulting
states have not always
relied solely upon an appeal to popular vote, legislative enactment
or judicial
decision
for aid in
their efforts to avoid payment
of their honest
debts.
Voters have been coerced, by threats of
heavy taxation, to lend their countenance
to the
schemes of the rt_adjuster and the repudiator.
In
more than one state judges haw: lost their seats
upon the bench because their decisions in favor of
state honesty have given offense to the popular
demand;
and even force has been resorted to in
sonic eonmmnities
where the heavy interest tax
has threatened
a serious burden.
In one county
of Missouri, against which an _nterest judgment
had been obtained,
and ,_ia_xhtm_ts to compel the
levy and collection of a tax secured, an orffanized
mob_ized
the books and expunged
the levy.
Aa
may be seen from the decisions
already
noted,

the United Staten supreme
court, Chief Justice
Waite
delivering
the majority
opinion,
held
(March, 1883) that the state was bound to accept
these coupons as already laid down in Hartmann
*s. Greenhow,
(supra), but declared,
as the supreme court had also held in Hoffman
vs. Quincy,
4 Wall., '558, that so long as the state le#slature
did not impair any substantial
contract it could
change the form of the remedy, and that the right
to appeal to the state court for adjudication
upon
the validity of the coupon left to the creditor an
adequate remedy.
" :No attempt has been made,"
said Chief Justice Waite,
"to fix definitely
the
line between alterations
of the remedy which are
deemed to be legitimate,
and those which, under
the form of modifying
the remedy, impair substantial rights.
* * In all such cases the question becomes,
therefore,
one of reasonableness,
and of that the legislature
is primarily
the judge."
After rehearsing
the provisions of the act of 1882,
and the steps which a tax payer had to take to
enforce his rights, the chief justice said: "It matte_ not whether
the coupons have been refused
for the taxes, if full payment
of the amount that
they call for is actually made in money.
A reincdy, therefore, which is ample for the enforcement
of the payment of the money, is ample for all the
purposes of the contract.
That we think is given
by the act of 1882 in both forms of proceeding."
The court took especial pains to saythat
the question wo.s not, whether
the collector
might not be
held responsible
in damages
if he attempted
to
collect after refusing to accept the coupons.
"We
de('ide only the question which is actually before
u%"--plainly
intimating
that an attempt on the
part of the collector to levy after such tender and
refusal would render him liable.
This reasoning,
which to many seems rather specious,
was not
concurred in by Justices Harlan and Field.
"No
..greater calamity,"
said the former in his dissenting opinion, "could,
in my judgment,
befall the
country than the general adoption
of the doctrine
that it is not a constitutional
impairment
of the
obligation of contracts to embarrass
their enforce-

RESIGNATION.
Applied to an office in the
American system of government,
the pl'oper meaning to be attached
to this term is, the relinquishment--and
the return
by a formal act---of
all
claim to the position of honor or trust which had
been conferred
upon the individual
to the power
which originally bestowed it, or to its agent accredited by law to receive such formal surrender.
The
highest office known to the American
system is
that of president.
The selection of president is
by the ballots of electors (electoral
college), who
are themselvcs
chosen by ballot by the people of
the various states of the Union.
The next highest
office _s that of vice-president,
chosen in the same
manner
and at the same time as the president,.
and who, in casc of the removal, death, resignation or inability of the president
to perform the
duties
of the office, becom_
president. --Now,
with respect to the resignation
of thesetwo
important offices, the laws of the Unitc_,l States provide
(Rev. Stat., see. 151) that the only evidence of a
refusal to accept or of a resignation
of the office
of president or vice.president
shall be an instrument in writing
declaring
the same, and subscribed by the person refusing to accept or resigning. as the case may be, and delivered
into the
office of the secretary
of state.
In case of the

I pronounced
by the highest
tribunal of the land,
[ the defaulting
commonwealths
have matters onI tirely in their own hands.
Under the llth amendI ment no power can le.zally coerce a state to keep
_ its solemn pledge.
Whether
a sen_ of national
dishonor will ever prove strong enough to demand
and secure the repeal of that provision,
is a thing
of doubtful
surmise.
But while that inhibition
stands, a sovereign state possemes the royal right
of snapping
its fingers in its creditor's
face.
To
the creditor no remedy is left save to rely upon
the innate honesty of the people, and to wait for
the slow reviwd of a healthy and honest public
opinion.
Hope of such in some commumties
rests,
it must be admitted, upon but slight foundation.
GEOItGE WAL'rO._ GREE_.
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removal,
death, resignation
or inability of both
the president and vice-premdent,
the president of
the senate, or, if there be none, then the speaker
of the house of repr_entatives
for the time being,
shall act as president until the disability
is removed or a president is elected in accordance with
the forms of law. --Each
state is entitled to a
representation
of two senators in the senate of the
United States, who are chosen by the legislature
of the state in accordance
with the provisions of
the constitution,
the laws of congress, and those
of the state enacted for that purpose.
In ease of
the resignation
of a United States senator during
the recess of the legislature
of a state, the executire of such state is empowered
by the constitution to fill the vacancy thus occurring,
by making
a temporaD"
appointment
until the next meeting
of the legislature,
which shall then fill such vacancy by the election of a successor.-As it is the
duty of the executive of a state from wifich a senator has been chosen, to certify his election, under
the seal of the state, to the president of the _nate
of the United States; and as it is likewise the duty
of the executive
when vacancies
happen
in the
representation
of his state in the senate of the
United States, that he shall notify the legislature
that such vacancy exists, it is therefore incumbent
that the resignation
of a senator should be transmitted
to the executive of such state as he llas
represented
in the United
States senate.The
constitution
also provides
that when vacancies
occur in the representation
of any state, the executive authority
thereof shall issue writs of clection to fill such vacancies;
therefore
when a rep
resentative
in congress from any state resig'ns his
seat in that body, his resignation
must be forwarded
to the governor
of his state, who will
thereuponoisSue
his writ ordering
an election in
such district
to fill the vacancy
created by the
resignation.
But the governor
of a state ha._ no
authority
to appoint
a member temporarily
to fill
the vacancy
in the state's representation
in the
house of representatives,
as he is empowered
by
the constitution
to do when, under certain
eircumstanees,
a vacancy
exists
in the senate. -Should a member of the cabinet resig'n his position as head of the department
to which he was
called by the president,
the resignation
of such
officer must be addre_*ed
to the president of the
United
States from whom
he reeeivc_t tile appointment,
and who, at his early convenience,
will appoint his successor by and with the advice
and consent of the senate.
Until his successor is
appointed,
the duties of the office are performed
by the assistant secretary
or assistant head of the
department.-Sometimes
a president
calls for the
resignation
of a single member of his cabinet when
displeased
with his course, or, upon a change of
policy or for other cause, he may require the resignation
of all the members of his cabinet;
and
it is usual for each member of the cabinet to testder his resignation
to the president,
to take el_ect
at the expiration
of his term of office; and likewise all members
of the cabinet of a deceased

president tender their restffaations as such to the
vice-president
on his assuming the duties of president. -- Whenever
the heads of bureaus or the
subordinates
of any of the heads" of the departments resign their offices, if they have been appointed by the heads of such departments,
their
letters of resignation
will be addressed to such
heads of departments ; hut if their appointment
proceeds from tile president of the United States,
the letter of resignation must be addressed to tile
president of the United States.
The resignation
of persons in the various branches of the diplomarie service come under this rule. -- Whenever
the governor
of a state resigns his position as
such, the powers, duties and emoluments
of the
office for the r(_idue of the term devolve upon the
lieutenant governor.
In case the lieutenant
governor should resign also, or become incapable,
from any other cause, of performing
the duties
of the office, the president
of the state, senate will
act as governor
until the vacancy
is filled or the
disability
removcd.
And if the president
of the
senate, from any of the above-named
causes, becomes incapable of performing
the duties of governor, tim same will then devolve upon thespeaker
of the house of representatives.
-- If the office of
auditor,
treasurer,
secretary
of state, attorney
general, superintendent
of public instruction,
or
other state officer, becomes
vacant
by reason of
resignation
or otherwise,
the laws of the states
generally authorize
the governor
to fill the same
temporarily
until successors
are elected in such
manner as may be provided
by law. -- Whenever
members of either brancll of the state legislature
resigm their positions as such, the executive of the
state will immediately
i_ue writs of election to
fill the vacancies
thus created,
and the person
thus resig-ning must direct his letterof resignation
to the governor
of the state, who will, upon thi*
notification,
pr(x.ecd as directed by law. -- Whenever a vacancy occurs in the office of chief justice
of the supreme court of the United States by reason of resignation
or otherwise,
the duties and
powers of his office will devolve upon the associ.
ate justice who is first in precedence,
until another chief justice is appointed
and duly qualified.
This provision
applies to every associate
justice
who succeeds
to the office of elfief justice.Should a judge of a United States circuit court
resign his position as such, the court for that ciremit may be held by the circuit justice or by the
district judge of that district, sitting alone, or by
the two sitting together;
but a district judge thus
sitting can not give a vote in .any case of apwal
or error from his own decision : Provk/_,
That
such "a cause may, by the consent
of parties, be
heard and disposed
of by him when holding a
circuit
court,
sitting alone.
When sitting with
the justice of the circuit, the judgment
or decree
in such eases must be rendered in conformity
with
the opinion of the presiding
justice. -- If, by reason of resignation or otherwise,
no justice is allotted to a eireatt, the chief justice of the supreme
court rosy requeSt-the
Justieeof
another circuiL
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to preside at the court to be held therein, and exthe United States, he shall be considered as having
ercise all the powers connected
therewith,
until a resigned
his place in tlle navy, and it shall be
justice is allotted
to such .circuit.When the
filled as a vacancy.
Also, that no officer of the
office of judge of any district court becomes
canavy who h_s been dismissed by the sentence of
cant, by reason of rc_signation or otherwise,
all
a court martial, or suffercd to resign in order to
process, pleadings and proceedings
pending before
escape such di._missal, shall ever again be(.ome an
such court mlmt be continued
until the next stated
officer of the navy. -- Arliclc 10, of section 1624,
term after the appointment
and qualification
of
Rev. Stat., rel:_ting to the govdrnmcnt
of the navy
his successor.
But when the office is vacant
in
provides
that any commissioned
officer of the
any district of a slate containing
two or more disnavy or marine corps, who, imving tendered his
tricts, the judge of the other or of either of the
resignation,
quits hi_ post or proper duties withoflmr districts
may hold the said district
court,
ont leave, and with intent to remain permanentand all proceedings
before him will have thesame
ly absent therefrom,
prior to due notice of the
effect and validity as if done by or before a judge
acceptance
of such resignation,
shall bc deemed
appointed
by such district. -- Section 714 of the
and punished
as a deserter.
Revised
Statutes
provides
that, whenever
any
J_o. W. CL._I'rrT.
judge of any court of the United
States resigns
his office, after having
held his commission
as
RESTRICTIYE
SYSTEM.
(See E_BAImo,
._uch at least ten years, and having attained
the
in U. S. Ilistory.)
age of seventy years, he shall, during the residue
of his natural life, receive the same salary which
RETURNING
BOARDS
(r_ U. S. ItlS_ORY).
was by law payable to him at the time of his resThere is an infinite diversity in the laws of the
ignation. -- Whenever
vacancies
occur in the ofdifferent states which r%mlatc the declaration
of
rice uf judges of state courts by resignation
or oththe results of popular elections;
but they may be
erwisc, and such offices are elective, such vacanveD_ roughly
grouped
under
thrcc clas_es.
1.
cies must be filled by an election;
but generally,
The returns
of clcctions
for governor
and other
when the unexpired
term does not exceed one
stale officers are generally
sent to the secretary
year, the vacancy is filled by an appointment
by
of state.
In some states they are sent by him to
the governor
of the state, to whom the letter of
the presiding
officers of the legislature,
to be
resignation
is addressed,
and by whom all judiopened and canv_L_scd in the presem.e of the two
eial officers are commissioned.
-- With respect to
houses;, in others the)' are canvassed and declared
the rcsi_mation
of officers of the army, the law
by the persons holding
certain
dcsigtmtc_l state
p,'ovides that whenever a vacancy occum, by rcsoit]ces.
These latter are canvassing
boards; and
i_mtion or othcrwise,
in the office of general or
their powers are thus summed up by Cooley, as
licutenant general, such office shall ce,_¢e, and all
cited below: they " act for the mo_t part minisenactments
creating
or regulating
such offict_
terially
only, and are not vesled with judicial
shall, respectively,
be held to bc rcpcal¢_l. --The
powers to correct errors and mistakes
that may
laws further
provide that no officer of the army
have occurred
with
any officer who preceded
shall hold an)" civil office, whether
by election or
them in the performance
of any duty connected
al)pointment , and every such officer who accepts
with the election,
or to 1)a_ upon any disputed
or exercises the functions
of a civil office, shall
fact which may decide the result."
h_everthele_s,
thereby c(_sc to be an officer of the army, and his
some correction
is alw_ys d(me, the cx|ent and
eommis._ion shall be vacated, the same as if he had
importance
of it varying
in different
states, and
r_,signcd from the service.
Also, that any officer
sometimes
according
to party
nece._sity.
Inof |lie army wire a('cepts or holds any appointdeed, much of the difficulty of 1879 in Maine (see
ment in the diplomatic
or consular service of the
that state) arose from the parlisan apl)lication
by
govcrmnent,
shall bc considered
as having re_'gr_ed
the canva_uing board of varying
state preccdents
hi_ l)b_'c in the army, and it shall be filled as a va- in the correction
of errors or the refusal to corcaaey. -- Article 49, of the Articles of War, prorect them.
2. In the case of membcrs of the lcgisrides that any officer who, having tendered
Iris laturc, the returns usually go at first to the secreresignation,
quits his post or ffroper duties withtar)- of state, though sometimes
to a canvassing
out leave, and with intent to remain permanently
board or directly to the presiding
officers of tim
absent therefl_)m, prior to due notice of the accepttwo houses.
Contc._ts, however,
are decided by
ance of tim same, shall be deemed and punished
as the houses themselves.
8. In the case of other
a de_rter.-With respect to the resignation
of ofstate and local officers, contested
returns are genricers in the naval service of the United States, the
eraily settled by the courts, either by statute or by
law provides that vacancies occuring in the grades
the issue and decision of common law writs in the
of admiral and vice-admiral
shall not be filled by
nature of quo warranto.
4. In the mixed case
promotion or in any othermanner;
and that when
of presidential
electors, appointed
" in such manthe offices of said grade shall become vacant, either
her as the legislature of the state may direct," but
by resignation or otherwise, the grade itself shall
acting in a national capacity,
the final and absocease to exist.The laws further provide,
that
lute decision of contests properly belongs to the
if any oflh_er of the navy accepts or holds an apstate also (see PENNSYLVANIA), with a general
p_Lutmeat i_ the diplom._tic or con6ular service of power in congress to make zules for the authen-
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tication
of the state's decision.
Congress,
however, has never done its duty in the premises, but
has reserved to itself a special power to decide

to note that in Florida since 1838, and in Louisiana since 1812, these same provisions, ipg_imis
_rb/s, had been inserted in all their state constitu-

arbitrarily upon special cases of contested elections of electors.
(See ELECTORS.)-- The circumstances of the reconstructed
state governments
of
the southern
states after the rebellion (see REcoNSTRVCTIO_'. III.) 4-ere peculiar.
The voting majority had been made ignorant,
timid, poor and
debased by a gystem of hereditary
slavery; the
minority,
whether
voting
or disfranchised,
was
embittered
by defeat, by a rankling
sense of injustice, and by a hatred
of negro rule.
What
was to prevent
the minority,
by organized
or
spontaneous
fraud or violence, from ousting the
majority
as soon as the strong hand which had
reversed
their po._itions should be withdrawn!
The first effort to solve this problem by the intcrposition of returning
boards may be found in the
Arkansas
constitution
of 1868.
Hitherto
the returns of elections
to ratify or reject a state constitution
had always been made to one or more
of the old state officers,
with only ministerial
power, that is, power to compile,
count and declare the results sent them by election
officers,
The Arkansas
constitution
designated
three prirate persons by name as returning
officers, with
judicial
powers.
They were to receive returns
from the judges of election, to compile and count
them, to reject all fraudulent
or illegal votes, and
in case of fraud, fear, violence,
improper
influonce or restraint,
to set aside the whole election
and order a new one, or to reject or correct
the
r_ult
in any county or precinct.
On the contrary, the constitution
of the mine state in 1874,
while naming three returning
officers, gave them
no judicial
powers. -- In Florida,
South Carolina
and Louisiana,
returning
boards with
judicial
powers were established
bythe reconstructed
state
governments
by statute.
In all three states the
power to do so was claimc_d under very similar
clauses .in the state constitution:
in Florida,
that
"' laws shall be passed regulating
elections,
and
prohibiting
undue influence thereon from power,
bribery, tumult,
or other improper
practice";
in
Louisiana,
that "the
privilege
of free suffrage
shall be supported
by laws regulating
elections,
and prohibiting,
under
adequate
penalties,
all
undue influence thereon from bribery, tumult,
or.
other improper practice";
in South Carolina, that
"the right of suffrage shall be protected
by laws
regulating
elections, and proldbiting,
under adequate penalties, all undue influences from power,
bribery, tumult, or improper conduct."
Outside
of these clauses there is absolutely
no provision
by which the powers given to the retm-ning boards
can be defended;
and the clauses specified seem
to be plainly
intended
for the regulation
of the
elections themseIves,
and not to empower the legislative or executive departments
to assume judicial
functions in counting
the results of the elections,
And, as one of the members of the electoral commission
commented
on tim Louisiana
provision
as a novelty in state constitutions,
it may be well

tions; but no one, until 1868--72, supposed that they
authorized
the creation of returning boards, with
judicial powers, by the state legislatures.
Indeed,
such assumption
is impliedly
forbidden
by the
constitution
of every state, and expressly
forbidden in most of them, as it is in Floridaantt
South
Carolina:
" The legislative,
executive and judicial
powers shall be separate
and distinct from each
other, and no person or persons exercising
the
fnnctionsof
one of said departments
shall assume
or discharge the duties of any other."
In Louisiana, also, it is provided that "no judicial powers,
except as committing-magistratesincriminalcases,
shall be confelTed on any officers other titan those
mentioned in this title [judges of various grades]."
The powers given to a returning
board, in state
elections, seem to have been absolute usurpations
by the legislature:
a violent revolution,
to be resisted i)y the individual
just so far as he should
choose to risk his personal safety.
But, in the
matter
of presidential
electors,
i_ which
the
country
at large was most interested
in 1876-7,
the power of the legislature
to constitute
returning
boards with judicial
powers rests on an entirely
different
basis, distinct from and higher than the
state constitution
itself.
The national
constitulion directs the appointment
of the electors of a
state to be "in such manner as the legislature
thereof may direct."
The power of the legislature over the manner of appointment
is thus absolute, and can not be restrained
or abridged either
by the state constitution
or by congress.
If the
state constitution
should expressly prohibit returning boards in the case of presidential
electors, the
prohibition
would have no effect whatever onthe
legislature.
The distinction
is essential.
It will
explain
wby the }Iayes administration
in 1877
abandoned
the defense of the state governments
which were the creatures of the returning
boards;
and will show the sophistry of the plausible assettion that the administration
had thereby impeached
its own title. -- The Florida act of Feb. 27, 1872,
constituted
the secretary
of state, tim attorney
_encrat, and the comptroller,
or any two of them
with any other member of the state cabinet dcsighated by them, a board to canvass returns of state
elections, and elections
for presidential
electors,
and to determine
and declare
who have been
elected.
"If any returns
are so irregular,
false
or fraudulent
that the board can not determine
the true vote, the)" shall so certify, and slml] not
include such returns
in their determinatio,l
anti
declaration."
In Louisiana
(see that state) there
was a continuous
difficulty in ascertaining
the trm'
returning
board;
hut the final act of Nov. _°0,
1872, constituted
"five persons, to be elected by
the senate from all political parties,"
a board with
po_'er "to make the returns of all elections."
A
majority of the board was to be a quorum; and
in case of any vacancy
by death, resignation or
otherwise,
the vacancy
was to be filled by the
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residue of the board.
In case of any violence or
bribery in any precinct,
the local election commisstoners were to certify the facts to the returning
hoard through
the secretary of state or the supervisorsof registration,
annexing their certificate to
the returns,
which were to be sent within twentyfour hours after the election.
Within
ten days
after tile election the returning
board was to meet
in l_,'ew Orleans;
canvass and compile those re
turns which had no certificates of bribery or riolence annexed;
then investigate
the certificates
which had been annexed,
taking evidence the.reon, and sending for persons and papers; and finally exclude the returns from any voting place, if
satisfied that the commissioners'
certificate
was
correct,
and announce
the result.
Their determination was to be pri_a,fcteb,
evidence of the
right to hold office, "until set aside after contest
according to law " If the constitutionality
of the
law be granted, its provisions,
honestly executed,
would
seem to be very fair.
The twenty-four
hours' limitation
on the sending of certificat_
by
local commissioners
would preclude
any general
collusion;
open trial of evidence
would ascertain
the truth or falsity of the certificates
of violence;
and the power of setting aside their decisions,
to
be exercised by the legislature
in the case of its
own members
and by the courts in the case of
other officers, would have been a sufficient
safeguard.
Unfortunately,
we can know little of the
I_ossibleresultsofarighteousexccutionofthelaw;
for the board systematically
disobeyed most of its
provisions, and perverted
the re.st. The essential
point of the twenty-four
hours' limitation
was
(lisl'e_lrded;
the secret sessions of the board made
the taking of "evidence"
a farce ; and by these
two perversions
it made both the courts and the
l(,gislature so entirely its creatures as to practically
destroy any right of appeal. -- The South Carolina
,-tatute was a combination
of both the preceding.
],ocal canvas,_ers sent their returns
to the county
canvassers, and these to the state returning
board,
c,_mposed of the secretary of state, the treasurer,
1he comptroller,
the attorney general,
and the adjutant general
These had judicial
powers over
the canvass, except as to the returns for governor
:md lieutenant governor, which tlmy were to transmit to the speaker of the house, to be counted in
rht, presence of both houses. -- Bitter complaints
had often been made of the partisan
and unfair
acTion of the returning
hoards,
particularly
in
Louisiana, but little attention
was paid to them in
northern states, where the boards were generally
('on_idered in some sense an antidote to southern
lawlessness at elections.
Immediately
after the
t)re_idential election of 1876 it was found that the
whole result hingedon
the decision of the returning
b_)ards. (Oregon is not regarded here, since in that
_tate the canvassing
officer, the secretary
of state,
h_d been given no judicial powers, either by the
e(Jnstitution or by the legislature.)
In Florida the
returning board consisted
of Samuel
B. McLin,
secretary of state, Clayton A. Cowgill, comptrollet, and Win. A. Cocke, attorney general;
in Loui-
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siana, of J. Madison Wells, T. C. Anderson,
L.
M. Kenner, and G. Casanave, all private citizens
except Wells, who was federal
naval officer at
New Orleans; in South Carolina,
of Henry
E.
Haync, secretary
of state, F. L. Cardozo,
trea.surer, Thos. ('. Dunn, comptroller,
Win. H. Stone,
attorncy
general,
and H. W. Purvis,
adjutant
general, all colored except Dunn and Stone. l_-ov.
10, a large number of republican
and democratic
leadcrsin northern states, on the invitation of Presidcnt Grant and the democratic
national commitIce resl_ctively , went to the three disputed states
to watch the canvass; but they had no concert of
action, and can not really be. said to have acted at
all.
The hoards met and organized in South Carolina ,%'or. 10, in Louisiana Nov. 16, and in Florida Nov. 27. In Louisiana
the fifth member of
the board, Oscar Arroyo, a democrat,
had, for
some unexplained
reason,
resigned immedi.ltely
after the election, and the remaining
four, all republicans,
refused
to fill his place.
When the
board, by its tenth rule, resolved to decide contests in secret session, the democrat.s protested,
but
without success.
The hoard al_o refused to allow
United States supervisors
to be present at their
secret sessions; to allow counsel for contestants
to
inspect the counting
of the returns;
or to count
the ballots of four republican
parishes, on which
the names of five of the eight Hayes electors had
been forgotten, only for the three electors specified
on them.
It is impossible
to give the board's delense of its action in these cases, for it assigned no reasons.
Dec. 6, it declared elected thc republican
candidates
for state officcrs, 4 republican
and 2
democratic
congre_men,
19 republicans
anti 17
democrats in the state senate, and 71 republicans,
43 democrats,
and 3 independents
in the state
lower house.
Its principal changes had been mad(;
by counting
for all the eight Hayes electors some
1,200 ballots bearing the names of only three; and
by throwing
out about 13,000 democratic
and
2,000 republican
votes, mainly in thc parishes of
East Baton Rouge, De Sot(), East and West Fcllclans, Grant, ]beria, Lafayette,
Lafourche,
Morehouse, and Ouachita.
1_,_oattempt was made to
control the board by the state courts. -- In Florida
the state circuit court for Leon county, before the
meeting of the board, had ordered
it to canvass
the votes forthwith.
Dec. 5, the board declared
the popular
vote on presidential
electors to be
23,849 republican,
and 22,923 democratic, a republican majority of 926; all of )Ianatee county, and
parts of several other counties
had been rejected
for violation of election
laws.
Dec. 22, the state
supreme court ordered
the board to canvass the
votes for state officers only from the face of the
returns.
What the "face of the returns"
was, is
doubtful.
Both parties agree tlmt, taking all the
counties but one (Baker), the votc in the state was
almost an exact tie. From Baker county two returns had been sent: one, made up :Nov. 10, by
the county clerk and a justice of the peace, giving
the vote as 143 republican,
and 238 democratic,
a
democratic
majority of 95; and another, made up
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Nov. 18, by the county judge, sheriff, and a jusREVENUE,
Publ_,
FimmQe is declared by
tice of the peace, excluding
two precincts, and
Bentham to be "an append and inseparable acgiving the vote as 130 republican, and 89 domecompanJment
of political economy."
Economists
cratic, a republican
majority of 41. The gist of
are, however, divided in their opinions regarding
_he difficulty was thus in the double return from
the closeness and the legitimacy o'f this counecBaker county.
Taking
the second return from
tion. Joseph Garnier remarks, that certain writers
Baker county, and throwing
out Clay county (164
of general treatis_ on political economy have not
democratic
majority),
the board reported,
Dec.
even touched the subject: Malthus, Skarbek, Se27, a republican majority of 206 for electors, and
nior, and James Mill.
Others have only desalt
a democratic majority of 195 for governor.
This
with it in a highly summary manner : Sismondi,
report the court refused to receive; and, Jan. 1, Rossi, Storeh, Cherbuliez, Courcelle-Seneuil
and
1877, the board at last made return in accordance
Stuart Mill, while treating the subject very briefly,
with the democratic
claims, and the democratic
have yet pointed out and discussed
the fundastate officers were inaugurated.
But in the case
mental questions of finance.
Adam Smith, conof the electors it was too late. The Haves electors
tinues M. Garnier, devoted to this subject a fourth
had received
the governor's
certificate
on the
of his "Wealth
of :Nations."
J.B. Say has given
board's first return, had met and voted, Dee. 6, a like proportion of his " Treatise"
and of his
_md were now dead in law.
The Tilden electors
"Course"
in political economy to the causes and
had met and voted the same day, on a certificate
effects of the public consumption of wealth.
He
_ven by a single member of the board.
Jan. 17, did not, however, examine, as Smith had done,
1877, the new legislature
paa,_d an act requiring
tim different kinds of taxes.
Ricardo has entitled
the new state officers to canvass the returns for
his chief work, "The Principles of Political Econ1876.
This they did, and declared
the Tilden
omy and Taxation";
but that which relates to
eicctors successful;
but the electoral commission
finance, proper, occupies no more than a fourth
decided this action to be entirely ¢.vpost facto, and
of hi_ work.
McCuiloch has not treated of flnanvoid.In South Carolina the state supreme court
cial questions in his political economy,
but has
ordered, the board to exercise no judicial functions
diseussed
them in a separate treatise, giving to
in the state c_mnt, Nov. 17, and in the presidential
them a very full consideration.
Rau has, likewise,
count, Nov. 22; but on the same day that the lattreated separately
thaL which M. Garnier calls
ter action was taken, the board gave certificates
"this
important
branch of political
economy."
to the republican
electors and state officers, and
-- The causes which have thus led to the exclu- "
• adjourned
drw d_.
They were arrested for consion of finance from formal treatises on political
tempt, but released by the federal circuit court on
economy, or to its very slight and partial recogni/udders c_pu_. -- In Louisiana and South Carolina
tion therein, may be stated as follows:
First, Acnew election laws were at once paased by the new
cording to the most frequent
classification of the
democratic
legislatures,
under which the judicial
subject, the revenue of the state falls into that
functions
of the returning
boards were almost
one of the old-fashioned
"departments"
of politentirely cut off. The same r_ult had almost been
ical economy, which is known as "consumption."
reached in Florida by the supreme court's conThe tendency of the writers of the pr£_ent and
struction of the board's powers ; but in 1878 the
of the last generation has been to omi_ all considboard (now democratic)again
threw out twocoum
eration of the consumption
of wealth, whether a_
ties for informality.
The state supreme
court
to its objects or as to its effects.
Secondly,
The
again decided against the board. It may be taken
revenue of the state falls outside the sphere of
for granted in future that Judge Cooley's definicontract, which would be a sufficient reason for
tion of the powers of a canva_ing
board, heretoomi_ting to take note of it, in the case of tim
fore cited,will be followed by all American courts;
school of writers who make political economy to
and that any attempt by a state, legislature to give
be purely "the science of exchanges."
As Dr
such a board judicial functions, without
a plain
S_urtevant remarks, "The wages of government
authorization
of the act by the state constitution,
are not determined
by economic laws; it receives
will be held by the courts to be unconstitutional
whatever it demands.
In some cases it takes the
and void. _ For further proceeding_ in regard to position of a partner, and accepts for its eompenthe vote_ of the presidential
electors, see ELEC- sation a certain percentage
of the profits; but
TORAL
COMMISSION;
DISPUTED ELATIONS, IV.
that share is not determined
by an agreement
See constitutions
of the states referred toin Poore's
between the partners, but by the will of this one
Federal and hState Cor_tituti_;
summary, of IJro- partner."
Thirdly,
and chiefly,
considerations
visions for election returns in the various states, 2 pure_ political
always enter in a great degree,
Hough's American
Co_utiz_s,
758; authorities
and often in a controlling
degree, into the deunder ELECTORAL Co_mm}o_;
Cooley's _
cision of questions
relating to the collection
of
t_ncd
L#MtatWns,
3d edit., 734, and _w authorpublic revenue.
The statesman,
as financier, may
ities there cited; Lou_6_na
Rev. 8ta£, 96 (act of legitimately
ask, not which is the best tax, or the
Nov. 20, lt_72); 25 _na
A_n_0d a_p., 14, must economical
modeof
a_omment,
but which
268, 267; 16 F/or/da/_e_orts,
17; and later authoris the moot politic.
He not only may, he must,
tries _uder __.
consult the temper and habits of his people,
tte
A_._X._R
Jom_ero_.
must consider the times aud the cimmmtances,
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quite as heedfully as he does the normal operation
of economic laws.
Even the special race-quality
imparted by descent must be _espected in the collection of public revenue.
"A land tax," wrote
Sir James Steuart,
in the last century,
"exoites
the indignation
of a Frenchman;
an excise that
of an Englishman."
Thomas Jefferson observed
a corresponding
difference
in the susceptibilities
of the northern
and the southern psi'lions of this
country, in his day.
" In most of the middle and
southern states," he says, "some
land tax is now
])aid into the state treasury; and, for this purpose,
the lands have been classed and valued, and the
tax is assessed according
to that valuation.
In
thee, an excise is most odious.
In the eastern
states land taxes are odious; excises, lc,_s unpopular "-- M. de Parieu, in his monumental
work on
" Taxation,"
thus expresses a striking
characteristie difference
between
the Teutonic
and the
Latin nations in enduring
taxes on property and
income : " While countries inhabited
by the pure
Germanic race, or by its principal
branches, Germany, Scandinavia,
Great
Britain
and North
America, support almost universally
taxes of this
kind, the financial history of the Nco-Latin
peGlfles lms made us acquainted
with but a small
number
of isolated
applications,
temporary
or
abortive, of such a ruleof
contribution.
Evenin
Switzerland,
a country of mixed race, the field of
g('neral taxes upon property and income appears,
with the exception of Geneva, to be confined within the frontiers
which circumscribe
the German
race and language.
This difference
of moral
aptitude in relation to the taxes under disct_.sion,
which appears in comparison
of the Germanic and
the Latin races, whether
from history
or from
contemporary
statistics,
long since attracted
the
_ttention
of certain Italian publicists.
Machiavelli, Botero and Braggia have mentioned German
customs in thisregard
as exceptional.
* * That
which characterizes
the methods of applying
genoral taxes to property
and income,
is the neccssily of a certain degree of loyalty, _ patience, and
('yen of spontancity,t
among the tax payers.
"Is
it not," continues
M. de Paricu, "easy to under_tand that, following
the analogy of individuals,
.-sine. nations may present, relatively
to others,
_l_e (:haracter of greater
sincerity,
of a greater
di_l)osition spontaneously
to burden
themselves,
_md of a greater patience
when in conremplafinn of a right object?
]s it inconsistent
with
-ur observation
of manners
and morals to acknowledge that certain populations
possess, with
a temperament
more cold, a stronger infusion of
that natural
sense of justice, so necessary iu the
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• ._lb_tge.hdtzuag, say_ M. Rau; _elf-Utxation, an Englishmai_ would lay, according W the analogy of "_elf-goveznll]cut.._

application
of an income tax equally among the
contributoru
summoned
to dcclare their fortunes,
and among the assessors charged with supervising
and correcting these declarations?
I could not,'"
he concludes, "assert that there is among the Germanic peoples more of authority
or of liberty than
among the Neo-Latin
peoples.
What seems cer
lain is, that authority
and liberty are therc didtributed
and understood
in a different
manner
The Germanic peoples appear to accept more ea._ily
than do the Neo-Latins,
authority
coming ch),_e to
the individual,
at the hearth of the family, in the
town or near at hand."-It will readily appear
that differences in race aptitudes
for taxation, such
as tho_c indicated
by M. de Paricu, may not only
control the forms of a.sse._sment or contribution,
_ betwee.n one community
and another, but may
have power to appreciably
affect the proportion
of the ag,aTcgateincomcof
acommunity
which the
treasury can command,
whether for ordinary public purposes or in the great exigencies of state.
Of
two nations of equal wealth, one may, through
the stronger sense of justice native in its people,
through an excess of loyalty and spontaneity
in
the support
of the government,
possess a fi_at
force twice or thrice that of the other.It is not,
howcver, alonc differences of amoral nature which
affect the relative
fiscal force of communities.
Differences
in the prevailing
occupations
of the
people, in the rapidity of circulation,
and in the
distribution
of wealth, irrespective
of its aggrcgate amount, may have import_mt effects upon the
power of the treasury to secure contributions
to
public uses.
In a commercial
or manufacturing
nation, where capitals are concentrated,
and where
nearly the whole body of the annual product becomes the subject of exchange,
perhaps is even
exchanged
several suce(,ssive
times between
the
hands of the producer and those of the consumer,
the government
can command a far higher proportion of the aggregate
income of the people than
can be done in a purely agricultural
state. -- But
while com_iderations
like the foregoing may properly enter to influence
the views of the financier,
in matters which can hardly be termed matters of
detail, the ess.cntial subjection
of the fiscal intercsts of the treasury to the economic
interests
of
the community,:_
can never ._fely be disregarded.
Mr. R. It. Patterson,
in his "Science of Finance,"
justly says, paraphrasing
in his final sentence
Burke's remark about justice as the .wreat standing policy of nations, that "the statesman
may,
for reasons such as have been intimated, deal with
the collection
and disbursement
of revenue on
methods somewhat different from those which the
strict application
of economical
principles would
require;
but it must always be as a conscious deviation from a right rule.
He must never go very

¢ Iu addition to the facts of self.aase_ment, fully attested
as occurring in (}enema,Bmme_aand Holland, must beplaced
t(*the credit of The morality of the Germanic peoples, tho_e
,'ry numerous sets of restitutions to the treasury, which
form what is in England termed "conscience money." In
France the yield of reparations of this sort, though on the
iucrea_,_a_ _avve_b_a Im_e.
•

$AJoutons que c'eat par l'dtude de la science dconomlque
en gdndral qu'll serait bon de commencer celle des finances
publiquea. * * Mats, dim-ton, la eolution des questions de
finances comporte divers point8 de _'ue: le point de rue cleonomique, et lea di_ers polnte de rue, fiscal, politique et moral.
L'obscrvation eet exscte. Mais lea raisoma foudamentale_
sont d'ordre dco_omique. (Joe. Gamier.)
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far from principles, or remain long away. Else,
his policy will prove no policy at all." Mr. Patterson adds, as justly as piquantly, "there are
many things in the world whictl have the knack
of being as broad as they are long; and this is pcculiarly the case with state finance." -- Taxes and
public revenue are commonly used as intercon,
vertible terms, and in popular speech, or for tile
purposes of approximate statement, this is well
enough.
Yet for scientific purpoms, or in any
careful survey of the fiscal history of a country,
or in a comparative statement of the fiscal resources of two or more nations, the public revenue
may include something more than, perhaps something very far in excess of, the aggregate of all
sums received into the treasury as the result cff
official assessment and of compulsory collection.
Among these may be named the sums received
by gift or voluntary contribution of citizens, the
value, known or estimated, of all prerogatives or
privileges of requisition or of purveyance, respecting servic_ or supplies, together with a fair
rental of all domains, buildings or other property
occupied or used for public purposes. -- The revenue of France, for instance, during the present
year, when properly stated, will include, in addition to the actual receipts into the treasury, the
market value of the services rendered by some
hundreds of thousands of citizens of the republic,
as soldiers under the conscription act, over and
above that which the state actually pays as wages
to these involuntary servants. This last item isof
enormous consequence in all countries having a
compulsory military system. Indeed, tiffs, which
by some has been called "the blood tax," is by far
the greatest of all the taxes of modem times,
Were it necessary for France, Germany or Russia
to go into the market for labor, and pay wages
sufficient to induce men, to the number of its
present soldiery, to enter its service voluntarily,
the expenms of the government would be enormously increased, probably to the result of early
fiscal bankruptcy.
It is fairly matter of question
whether any one of the countries named could,
by the utmost exertion of the power of taxation,
short of producing universal revolt, raise money
,enough to hire the services of its existing army.
Yet the market value of these services clearly belongs to tile revenue of the state, whether those
services are obtained by payments out of the treas,
urv, or through an exertion of legal authority in
the form of conscription; while it is certain that
the cost of those services to tile people, obtained
as they are by abruptly and violentlywithdrawing
from industry 'rod trade that number of workers,
many of them of the higher grades of intelligence,
and occupying positions of responsibility, is vastly
greater than would be. involved in obtaining an
equal number of equally good soldiers through
solicitation and voluntary" enlistment.
In like
manner, if the government of France exercises
rights of requisition or purveyance through off]eials, highorl0w, as to supplies, whether for peace
or war, the amount saved to the treasury thereby.,

through avoiding purchase In an open market, is
properly to be included in an account of the pub.
lic revenue. In a word, the revenue of any state,
for any given year, is constituted of each and every
valuable thing which is, in that year, applied to
governmental purposes. -- A classification of the
several principal sources of public revenue has
long been a desideratum.
No such scheme could
be free from objection, and many a scheme may,
in some one respect, possess an advantage over
that scheme which is, as a whole, the best. The
following classification will be observed in this
article: _q'mreesof lhlblic l_evenue. I. Voluntary
contributions.
II. Public property, lucrative prerogatives and state enterprise.
1, rent charges in
favor of the state, as the proprietor of all lauds;
2, escheat; 3, fines and forfeitures for criminality
and delinquency; 4, tributes from colonies, dependencies and conquered nations, including war
fines, requisitions and indemnities; 5, sale of ofrices, honors and titles; 6, domains (LTtat eapital_:,te); 7, state enterprise (LYtat entrepreneur). Ill.
Quasi taxes. 1, monopolies; '2, lotteries; 3, putveyance of supplies, and requisition of services;
4, fees; 5, seigniorage on coin; 6, paper money.
IV. Taxation, in its various forms. Taxes may
be assessed, 1, on the basis of realized wealth,
commonly spoken of as capital; 2, on tile basis of
annual income or revenue; 8, on the basis of faculty, or native and acquired power of production;
4, on the basis of expenditure, or the individual
consumption of wealth. Exemption from taxafinn may be claimed, 1, for noble and privileged
classes; 2, for clerical persons and religious orders;
3, for charitable and educational institutions; 4,
for the poorer classes of the community, either
through the omission from assessment of a certain
minimum income, or through an ascending scale
of taxation upon higher incomes (progressivity in
taxation).
Taxes may be collected, 1, in services,
2, in products; 3, in money. Taxes are commonly,
in discussion, divided as, 1, direct; 2, indirect.
This distinction, however, is of only very general
use, it being impossible to distribute the taxes actually levied in any state, under them two head%
without great confusion and much manifest error.
The French writers further divide direct taxes
into, 1, taxes de r;partition, of which the product"
is certain and known in advance; 2, taxes de quot/t_;,of which the produce can not be known in
advance, and varies with external conditions.The following classification of taxes, made by )I.
de Paricu, according to the objects they re_ach,or
at least upon which they are assessed, is beliew'd
to be the most convenient and useful: 1. Les'i_,1dts sur les per,wnnes, ou capitations--Taxes Ul)ot_
persons, or poll taxes; 2. I_e, imp6ts mlr bt richc._*,.
enzsur la possession des eapilaux, et rez,n_/es--Taxe_
upon wcaltl_, or upon the possession of capital (_r
income; 8. Lea impdts sur leajouissances--Taxe"
upon useor occupation [corresponding very cto-ely to the English assessed taxes on carriages, horsc_,
windows, lodgings, etc.]; 4. l_,esimp6_ssurlesco_*sommat/mia--Taxes upon consumption; 5. Zes ira-

r_vxNu_.
pSfa sur/es _Taxes
upon transactions
[sales,
etc.] Of these five classes, M. de Parieu remarks,
that the first three approximately
conform to the
general definition of direct taxes, the lost two beingindireot.
Of the flrst group, taxes upon wealth,
and of the second group, taxes upon consumption,
are at once most characteristic
and the most important.
These constitute
"the two poles of the
general system of taxation."-Having offered the
foregoing
classification
of the sourees of public
revenue, we will proceed to speak briefly of each.
--I.
Volunta_ Contrib_tior_.
It is difficult for
the man of the present age to conceive of thestate
a.s supported
by voluntary
contributions;
yet not
only were these once, in theory, almost the sole
reseuree of the ruler, except through
personal
services; but they, in fact, surv4ve to this day, in
a few isolated communities,
in the form of the
self-assessment
of the citizen.
To go no farther
back than the feudal days, in England, while the
chief military
support
of tim kingdom
was afforded by the muster of the vassals, it was the
fiction of the law, that, so far as aids and subsidies were concerned,
the tax payer made a voluntary offering to relieve the wants of the prince;
and that the promise of a tax bound
only the
individual
who made it. It was the practice of
bringing personal property and income under contribution, which gave rise to the idea that taxation
and representation
must go together, and caused
the formal grant of money.
At the beginning
of
the system of poor relief, in the early years of
Elizabeth, collections were taken in churches, and
each person was left to be the judge of what for
him constituted
"a reasonable
contribution."-The papal revenues, also, may perhaps be brought
under this head.
The pope was by far the greatcst capitalist of the middle ages.
The British parliament at one time declared that the contributions
made by their people to the pope were five timcs
a_ great as those made to the sovereign. -- Adam
Smith cites Hamburgh,
Basle, Zurich, Unterwald
'rod Holland, among the communities
where the
sclf-vahmtion of the citizen wa_ still, in his day,
accepted.
Riesbeck,
in his "Travels
in Oermany," says of the first named city, "some taxes
:_re vohmtary, and the'burghers
have the right to
put what they think their quota into the purse,
which is shut, and the deputies
dare not open
it in their presence."
Even within a few years
there have remained
free cities in Germany and
('antons in Switzerland,
where the rule of volunt:try contribution
still subsisted
in all its purity,
-- If. Pt_blie Property, I_ucrativ* Prerogatives and
,_'tate Enterprise.
1. Rent charges in favor of the
_tate, as the proprietor
of all lands.
Throughout
considerable portions
of Asia and in Turkey
in
Europe, the rent of land, paid to the state, furnishes by far the greater part of the public reveroles. That the soil originally
belonged
to the
community
or nation,
private property
in land
being, indeed, a comparatively
modern institution,
and fiI_ding its justification only in political expedieney, is admitted
by nearly all publicists
of
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authority.
By vesting the title to the soil in individuals, the state sacrifices that large revenue
resulting
from the progressive
enhancement
of
the value of land, which would otherwim
have
accrued
to the treasm3-.
It is equally
beyond
question
that all the advantages
of tile private
ownership
of ]and might have been obtained,
while yet the state imposed
fiscal charges and
military or political obligations which would have
secured for the community
a considerable
share
of that progressive
enhancement
of values. -- The
proposition
to rea_ert
the right and interest of
the state in all the land which has become the
subject of individual ownership,
was made by Mr.
John Stuart ]_Iill, in the later days of his life, and
the programme
for this substitution
of rent for
taxation, with the arguments in its favor, will be
fotmd in his later speeches and es_ys.
Mr. Mill
pointed to the commutation
of the feudal obligations of the English landowners,
for the altogether
insu_eient
consideration
of a tax of four shilling_s
in the pound upon the valuation of 1692, and also
to the sacrifice of the interesk_ of the crown in the
lands of a portion of British India, by which the
"unearned
increment"was
allowed to pass into the
hands of individual
proprietors,
instead of being
reserved to the public treasury.
Mr. Mill's practical proposition was to appraise all estates according
to their present market value, and thereafter to assess them to the full amount of all enhanced
value
which could not be shown to be due to _ipplications
of labor and capital.
To this he looked as a fiscal
resource
which
should
relieve
the community
from the greater part if not all of the burden of taxation.
More recently Mr. IIenry George has proposed, in his "Progre_
and Poverty."
to assert
the right of thestate,
not only to all future increase
of value in the land, but to its present value, asserting
that all grants of exclusive
property
in
land are and have always been void, and that the
proprietors
of land arc not even entitled to reserve
the value of their improvements.--2.
Escheat,
the principle, viz., that the state is the proprietor
of all estates, real or personal, to which individual titles or claims are lost.
It will at once appear that the scope of this principle,
from the
point of view of revenue, will widen or contract
in correspondence
with thc laws which regaflate
the descent and bequest of property, and prescribe
the times mid modes of proving claims, in which
respect some countries are far more liberal than
others.
Under the feudal system,
escheat censtituted a most important source of revenue.
In
England
the right of devising real property did
not exist, after the conquest,
until the time of
Henry. VIII.;
and nosmall proportion
of thclands
of the kingdom
passed to the crown under the
operation of this principle.
Modern society, however, whether out of sympathy
with the instincts
of property
right, * or from a politic desire to
promote
the spirit of accumulation,
has given
continually
wider and Wider extension
to the
* Sinclair, in hie "Hi_tory of the Revenue," stiganatizee
escheat as "a specle_ of ooagiscation."
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power of bequest and to the principle
of inhertrance, until escheat, as a source of revenue, has
ceased
to be of much importance.
-- In 1795
Jeremy Bcntham published a notable tract entitled
"E_heat
vs. Taxation,"
in which that daring reformer proposed an extensionof the existinglaw
of escheat,"a law coeval with the very first
elemcnts of the constitution,"
with a corresponding
limitation
of the powerof bequest. The intended

urea in personal loyalty, although not rising to
what in the present day would be deemed crimes
against society, were punished by heavy fines or
total forfeiture.
Second, the crimes of those days
were largely political, and great offenders were
likelytobe men o f wealth and positionwho would
be fat subjectsfor amercement.Jr The wars of
the roses,for example, were so fruitful
of for
feituresthata large proportionof the land of the

effectwas "the appropriatingto the use of the I realm became the propertyof the crown. In the
puhlic all vacant successions,
property of every presentage,political
crimeshave become comparadenomination included, on the failureof near tivelyinfrequent,
and thecriminalclassaremainly
relatives,
willor 7w will,subjectonly to the power drawn from the poor. Hence, thisbranch of the
of bequest, as hereinafterlimited." By "near public revenue has shrunk to comparative insigrelatives" Bentham intends "such relativesas nificance. Fines and forfeitures
stillpay a part
stand within the degreestermed prohibited,with of the expensesof strictly
judicial
establishments,
referenceto marriage." Furtherumre, in thecase
of " such relatives"
within the paleas arenotonly
childless,but without prospect of children,he

•

especially
in the lower or police courts,but they
add littleto the general revenues of the state.
Even the labor of condemned criminals is sel-

proposes that, insteadof taking their share in dora found to be sufficiently
remunerative topay
ready money, they should take only the interest the cost of their maintenance under ward.- 4.
of it,in the slmpe of an annuity for life. As'to Tributes from colonies,dependencies and conthe latitudeto be leftto the power of bequest,he quered nations,includingwar fines,requisitions
says, " I should propose that it be continued in and indemnities. "In allages,"saysSirErskine
respectto the half of whatsoever property would
May, "taxes and tributehave been characteristic
be at present subjectto that power." Bentham
incidentsof a dependency. The subjectpowers
argues thatthe scheme he proposes fordispensing of Asiatic monarchies, in ancient and modern
with taxationby limitingthe power of bequest times, were despoiledby the rapacity of satraps
and restricting
successionto near relatives,
would
and pashas,and the greed of the centralgovernwork no wrong.
Hardship, in the distribution ment. The Greek colonies,which resembled
of property,is in proportion to disappointment: those of England more than any other dependenexpectation
thwarted.
If distant
relatives were
cies of antiquity,
were forced to send contributaught by the general provisions
of the law that
tions to the treasury of the parent state.
Carthage
they could not succeed,
no expectations
would
exacted
tribute from her subject towns and terbe excited,
and such persons
would
suffer no
ritories.;_
The Roman provinces
'paid tribute to
wrong,
being simply put into the case of others
Caesar.'
In modern times Spain received tribute
who have no rich distant relatives.
Bentham's
from her European
dependencies,
and a revenue
proposal received no special attention
at the time;
from the gold and silver mines of her American
and, except in the way of taxes upon successions
colonies.
It was also the policy of France, I{ol
and bequests,*
little progress has since been made
land and Portugal
to derive a tribute
from th(.ir
in the direction
indicated;
but it is probable
that
settlements."
In our own day, Holland
ha_
among the earliest of the measures of a militant
drawn
a net revenue
of £,3,000,000
from tlw
and triumphant
democracy
would be the limitaisland of Java,
the natives
being required to
tion of the power of bequest
and the restriction
cultivate
defined
portions
of land in specified
,of succession,
each in the interest of the state, as
crops.
That compulsory
cultivation
used to inthe proprietor
of all estates to which
individuclude many crops; subsequently,
it was for a long
al titles or claims may be lost. -- 3. Fines and
time confined tosugar
and coffee; since 1880, a._ I
forfeitures
for criminality
and delinquency.
It
understand
it, coffee has remained
the sole cr_q)
might be supposed, that, since government
exists
so cultivated.I have quoted a passage from 5it
largely for the protection
of property and life, and
E. May, relative
to the forced contributions
of
for the punishment
of offenses
against society,
colonies
and dependences:
let me complete th('
the cost of maintaining
government
and adminissentence.
"But England,
satisfied with its col,)
tering justice might largely be thrown
upon denlal trade, by which her subjects at home wcr_.
linquents
and criminals.
In feudal times, fines
enriched, imposed upon them alone all the b:lr
and
forfeitures
constituted
a very important
dens of the stat_."
This sentence expresses th(.
source of revenue to the crown.
This was the
essential characteristic
of the English system of
result of two causes.
First, the relation of the
_tenant to the lord was a personal

one, and fail-

• By the revenue measures introduced by Mr. Gladstone
in 1853,the tax upon the direct succession of a child to a
parent was placed at 1 per cent. ; that upon the succession
of an entire strenger in blood, at 10 per cent. Intermediate
mtee we_ flxe_ for saccemfions within certain degrees of
consanguinity. If 10 per cent., why not f_O_

_ The extortions of the early king_ of England, und, r
the pretense of administering Justice, am very st_ikh_g_Y
portrayed by Mr. Hume, in Ida "History."
_ Immense contribntions were enforced by the Carthagin
tans from the towns on the.IAbian-Ph_nician coast. '"A:
one time," sa_¢_Mr. Grote, "immediately after the first Ptlni¢ war, they took from the raml _dtivato_ msmuch as one"
haft their pro4uee."
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dealing with colonies.
It must not be supposed,
however, that the system Was necessarily lighter
in the burdens it imposed than would have been
a system of taxation.
The constraints which the
navigation acts of England*----designed
to give t_)
British shippers and British merchants
tile profits
of the colonial trade--placed
upon the energies of
those young and growing
communities,
were frequently mole galling and depressing
than heavy
taxation would have been.
Another
incident of
the British colonial system in the past was patronage, affording, as that system did, a wide field for
the employment
of the friends,
connections
and
political partisans of the home government.
Unti] the reform of the civil service this was of a real
and great fiscal value, being worth
more to the
adrmnistration
than an addition
of millions
to
the revenue would
have been.
Even now it is
a_erted_
that the Indian army is maintained
and
employed quite as much for the imperial interests
of Great Britain as for the preservation
of the
peace and unity of India;
that
the salaries of
])ritish officials are there vastly greater than neeessary or desirable ; and that the construction
of
immense
systems of public
improvements,
railways, canals and irrigating works, at the expense
of India, has been controlled largely by the interests of British capitalists
or by the demands of
_British cotton spinners.-- The Danish Sound dues,
"the most important transit duties in the world,"
until 1857, constituted
a striking example of this
class of contributions.
In the year named, these
duties were finally abolished,
Denmark
recciving 30,476,325 rix dollars in final commutation,
of which sum Great Britain paid a full third,
The United Sf.ates subsequently
joined in this
purchase of the rights of Denmark over the nayi_,ation of the Baltic, having, at a much earlier
period of its national history,
made sncces._ive
contributions to the revenues of the piratical Barhary states, for the privilege of sailing the Mediterranean. -- The principle of making the enemy,
_- f:_r as possible, pay the cost of war while in
progress, and exacting an indemnity subsequently
for such expenses as could not be met by reguisilions and billeting, is of too wide historical usage
lo require mention here.
The application of that
principle is only limited by the power of beiligereats.
After the treaty of 1842, the Chinese government
was compelled
to lmy England
sirens
approaching
thirty millions of dollars on account
,_f opium seized, and for the expenses of the
expedition.
It was reserved for Germany, after
the war with France in 1870-71, to exact the
most gigantic wax indemnity
ever paid in the hist,,ry of mankind. _ 5. Still another source
of
revenue is found in the sale of offices, honors and

titles.
The accounts of such sales under the Roman empire, in the days of its decline ; by the
popes throughout
the middle ages; by the king_
of France, especially from Louis XII. to the time
of the revolution ; and in England,
under the
Stuarts;
form a very interesting
chapter
in the
history of finanee;_: but space will not allow us
to enter upon it here.
At times these sales were
mere acts of extortion by the sovereign;
at others
they amounted to little else than the _lesof
annuities under the name of salaries attached
to the
offices conferred ; at times these offices carried
privileg_
and opportunities
by which the putchaser might reimburse
himself for his outlay,
whether through a monopoly, or through the right
to collect or disburse the public rew_.nues, which
wa.s a very common
incident
of these sales.6. Domains
(L'_alt capit, zliste.)
Even under the
modern European
principle
of the private ownership of lands, the shue is, in all countries,
the
possessor
of larger
or smaller
domains,
from
which a revenue, in money or produce, may be
derived, or which, while yielding no revenue in
form, serve public uses which would otherwise
require
expenditures
out of the treasury.
_1.
Leroy-Bcaniieu,
the editor of the EconornAste _g_'aT_fz_b, author of an excellent work on "Finance,"
expresses the distinction between the property of
the state which is left to the enjoyment
of individuais, yielding no revenue, and that which k_
productive: the former he calls doma,/ne public, and
the latter &m_ai_w privJ de _'jt_t.
The former, he
s_ys, is almost everywhere
vastly greater than the
latter, and tends continually
to increase; and he
makes this striking statement regarding the extent
of the property thus belonging
to the state, given
up to public uses, without yielding a revenue to
the treasur_': "lna
country like France, it appears to us difficult to appraise at less than 300
millions of francs per annnm, that which is so
employed by the central government, the departmeats and the communes."-The domains of the
state from which money or produce is derived,
make, of course, a much laxger figure in the history of tinanee, though no more truly, as we said
at the beginning, constituting
a part of the public
revenue. -- in England the royal domains were,
_,t first, very ample.
Even in the time of Edward
the Confe._sor it was said that the crown was possesscd of 1,422 manors, besides other lands and
quit rents.
The .Norman conquest
largely increased the landed wealth of the sovereign.
In
the reign of Henry V. this was augmented by the
appropriation of the alien priories, 110 in number.
Yet notwithstanding
this large endowment,
successive alienations,
sometimes
in real exigencies
of the state, but more commonly
wasteful
and

* For the influence of these act8 in the American colonies,
_ee Bancroft's History of U. S., vol. v.. p. 265-6.
* see the speeches of Rt. Hon. Henry Fawcett on sueeeesire Indian budgets. "India," says Prof. Fawcett, "seems
_,_o often to be looked upon a8 if she had been specially
created to iDcrcm_ t_e profits of Knglish merchants, to
afford valuable opportunities for English youthz_ and to
give us a _
_
Of c.]a_Lpcotton."

often shameful
in their origin, so reduced the
crown lands that the income of Henry VI. was
stated at but £5,000.
In this impoverishment
of
the crown, several general, resupaptions of grants
_:See especially the works ot Savigny, Ranke and ]De
Toeq_evil_, _.
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were authorized by parliament.
The breach with
Rome, and the plunder of the religious establishmeats by tIenry VIII., placed vast wealth at the
disposal
of that disinterested
reformer ; but a
similar course of improvident
and wastefulalienations ._oon brought
the income of the sovereign
again hclow his urgent necessities.
In tile seventh
year of James I. the entire land revenue of the
crown and of tim duchy of Lancaster
amounted
to only £66,870.
James sold lands to the value of
£775.000, and left debts to an equal amount. -Prodigal,
however, as had been the alienation
of
thecrown
lands undertheTudorsand
theStuarts,
it was William
III.,
the author of tile modern
scheme of public finance, who did most to dissipate the hereditary
property of the crown; nor
is it likely that the two facts were without
a vital
connection.
William,
foreseeing
the vast fiscal
power of government,
under the commercial
as
contrasted
with the feudal
organization
of sectety, would seem to have regarded
the traditional
revenues of England with contempt.
At the end
of his reign, parliament,
says Sir Erskine
May,
"]laving
obtained
accounts
of the state of the
land revenues, found that they had been reduced
by grants,
alienations,
incumbrances,
reversion[
and pensions,
until they scarcely
exceeded
the
rent roll of a squire."--Whatever
William
may
have thought
of landed
revenues,
as compared
with the proceeds of excises and customs, his immediate successors were not content with the situation, and an act was passed in the first year of
Anne's reign, whereby
all future grants or leases
from the crown, for any longer term than thirtyone years, or three lives, were declared
void,
except
with regard
to houses,
which
may be
granted
for fifty years.
" The misfortune
is,"
says Blackstonc,
"that
this act was made too
late, after almost every valuable
inheritance
in
possession of the crown had been granted away."
"There
are very few estates in the kingdom that
have not, at some period or other since the 7Norman conquest,
been vt_ted in the bands of the
king by forfeiture,
escheat
or otherwise.
Fortunately for tile liberty of the subject, this hereditary landed revenue, by a series of improvident
mismanagement,
is sunk almost to nothing."-It
was especially the contemplation
of English
ex'perience
in this respect, which drew from Adam
Smith that strong assertion
of the impolicy
of
seeking to derive revenue
from public domains,
which is so often quoted in discussion of this subject: "The servants of the most negligent
master
are better superintended
than the servants of the
moqt vigilant sovereign."
"The
crown lands of
Great Britain do not at present
afford the fourth
part of the rent which could probably be drawn
from them if they were the property
of private
persons.
If the crown lands were more extensive,
it is probable they would be still worse managed,
* * In the present state of the greater part of
the civilized
monarchies
of Europe, the rent of
all the lands in the country,
managed
as they
probably would be, would scarce, perhaps, amount

to the ordinary revenue which they levy upon the
people even in peaceful times."
Perhaps had Dr.
Smitil the opportunity
to observe the able, cornprehensive,
frugal and solicitous Prussian administration of public estates to-day, he might find
reason to qualify the judgment
expre_ed
above.
-- M. Cherbuliez,
in his Sv/e_cv Economique, takes
strong ground a_minst making public domains an
important
element in the tidal system.
One remark is especially notable.
Domains
do not, he
says, furnish
an available
resource
in time of
emergency.
On the whole, this remark
is both
true and imporhmt;
yet the recent examples
of
Chili and Peru, with their guano deposits,* Egypt,
with the large sugar plantations
of the khedive,
Honduras,
with her precious foeests of mahogany,
have shown that a tangible property
of this kind
may sometimes
afford
a certain
advantage
for
quickly placing n large loan, for a state of small
credit.--We
have seen how the crown lands of
England were wasted by improvident
alienations.
Everywhere
much the same story is told by the
shrnnken
domains of the state.
What was once
the chief fiscal resource of many states, now remains even an important
item in the budgets of
but a few states.
Russia, says M. Cherbuliez,
is
almost the only state of modern
:Europe which
draws from its fiscal domain a notable share of
its revenue.
Yet Prussia,
Bavaria, Wtirtemberg
and Sweden still retain extensive
and profitable
domains.
The same might be said of the crown
lands of Hanover,
if any one could find out to
whom they belong. _ In tile United
States the
9ossession of vast areas of fertile territory by the
new government,
was, at the he,tinning
of our
fiscal history, looked upon by almost all the statesmen of the republic as a resource to be cherished
and improved.
Gradually,
bowever, as lold under other titles of this work, the project of drawmgrevenue
from the public lands was abandoned;
and for the past two generations
it has been the
object of the government
to promote
the appropriation of the public lands by individual
citizens,
on the payment of a merely nominal
price, or of
merely the fees of registration.
This policy w._s
announced
by President
Jackson, in his message
of 1832, in which he said, "It seems to me to be
our trne policy that the public lands shall cease.
as soon as practicable,
to be a source of revenue:
and that they be sold to settlers, in limited pareels, at a price barely sufficient
to reimburse
the
United States the expense of the present system,
and the cost arising under our Indian contracts."-In the respect of the proportion
of revenue drawn
from state domains and state enterprise,
M. Lcroy
Beauliea
offers the following
contrast
between
England and Prussia:
"The one has, so to speak,
no revenues from domains; what remains of such
revenues
constitutes
but an infinitesimal
part of
its vast budget.
Moreover,
it does not appear
desirous of creating
such a revenue.
The other
* M. Gamier g_tates,that, in the budget of chili guano
stands for a revenue of 114,000,01}0frgn_, against 4,000,000
from customs, and 1,_,0,_0 from an other _arc_.
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nation, on the contrary, while relying upon taxaerations, great and small alike, _ most of which
tion for the greater part of its revenue, neverthewere susceptible
of individual
management.
-less draws sums relatively
enormous, in part from
The study, not of finance but of political eeonothe private estates of the crown, in part. from in- my (for the distinction
is one important
to be obdustries which it carries on subject to competition,
served), has freed industry and trade from monopand in part even from floating capital which it olies of the order of those of the seventeenth
and
has placed at home orabroad.
This nation, moreeighteenth
(.enturie._.
The monopolies
of to-day
over, appears
not the least in the world desirous
rest upon a few great industries,
carefully selected
of abandoning
this system;
it seems, on the confor their fiscal capabilities;
and these, by prcferlrary, to wish to extend it."
Prussia,
remarks
enee, such as naturally
tend toward
monopoly,
this excellent writer on finance, is agricultcur,
infor example, banking
or railway traffic.
A few
dtlstriel, entrepreneur
de traT_ports.
The followarticles of manufacture
of exceptional
"richncss"
ing is his summary
of the revenue
of Prussia
as the subjects of monopoly,
such as opium, tofrom this general class of resources,
during the
bacco, salt and matches, have been hit upon by
year under discussion:
the governments
of _veral
European
countries.
Fra.,_ea
The manufacture
of tobacco is a state _nonopoly
Domains,
properly so called, L e., estatss under 35,5._1,(_0 in France,
Italy, Spain and Austria.
Evcn the
culture .......................................
produce of forests ..............................
54,525,000 imperious
will of Prince Bismarck has, however,
Gross revenue of the state railways .............
173,500,000 failed to introduce
this monopoly
into the fiscal
Tons upon roads................................
5.7"_0,0(X) system of the German empire.
The government
Tolls upon
canalsof...............................
2,250.600 monopoly of this article was established
in France
From
the profits
the bank of Prussia.........
7,507,000
Produce of the mint ............................
1,290,100 in 1674. During tile revolution, under the powerProduce of the state printing estahilshment .....
1,ff._2,.500 ful impulse experienced
toward the removal of
Produce of schools of agriculture, etc...........
3,958,030 all restrictions upon industry and society, the conProduce of mines, factories and salt works belonging to the state ...........................
112,343,555 stituent
assembly
abolished
the monopoly,
and
threw open the manufacture
to compctition;
but
Total .......................................
897,857,185 sought still to retain the revenue previously
derived from this source, by imposing a requirement
Extending
this comparison
to the countries
of
of licenses for the manufacture.
This measure
Europe generally,
M. Maurice
following instructive
table :

COUSVamS.
__
France ...............
Prussia
...............
Great Britain
..........

Block

presents

the

Revenue--Percentage
derived trom
-----'--r--------- _
_
DO- Direct Indirect O_her _ ..,
. mains. T_.xes.
Taxes. r_urce_.
_°_"
] 5.5 I 19.4
55.1 _ 20.0 ] 100
] 44.0
19.0
87.0
........
100
_q5
la.2
75 3
ll.0
I00

Aastria,
] 23.51
Austria, Cialeithan....
Transleithan. I 7.5
8.1/55
ltu._sls................
14.2 ] 11.8

29.9
_0.4 // 39.1
'21.4 ][ 100
100
4,5.4 / '_.6 l 100

Italy .................

28.4 / 39.0 I I00
--

2.6[80.0

--III.
We reach, now, the class of public revehues which are derived from sources which we
have indicated by the term q_u_¢/taxes.
The distinction between
these sources
of revenue
and
taxes proper, on the one hand, or certain lucrative
prerogatives, on tile other, is not always clearly
markcd; yet, in general,
it is believed
that the
classification adopted is a convenient
one.
Under
this general title we note the following
: 1: Monopolies.
These have played a most important
part in file history
of public revenues,
and, in
spite of the spirit of the age, which is strongly
Ol)posed to exclusive privileges of production
or of
_ah,, still form a prominent
feature in tile budget
()f many of the most progressive
nations of Europe.
Monopolies
may be commercial,
industrial
or financial.
The distinction
between the monopolios of the past and those of the present day is
Very marked.
Formerly,
monopolies were grant('d, for the profit of the government,
to persons
or corporations, to carry on a vast variety of op159
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was folh)wed by the rapid diminution
of receipts;
and in 1810 Napoleon restored tile monoi_)ly, conferring upon the rdgie the combined
rights of the
purchase of tobacco in the leaf, and of the manufacture and sale of the article for consumption.
In
1864 the gross receipts were, in francs, 220,000,000,
andthcexpensesof
administration,
66,000,000; net
receipts,
francs.
In francs.--A
1877 the grossmost
receipts had154,000,000
risen to 312,000,000
instructive
le_on in finance is furnished
by the
recent experience
of the government
of France
in enforcing the monopoly
of the manufacture
of
matches, the government
having been completely
baffled, in its earlier efforts, through
the ease of
illicit manufacture
ill the case of this article, nothing being required
for the purpose but "a small
quantity
of phosphorous
paste amt a bundle of
wood."
The student of fiscal science will bc well
repaid by reading the Paris correspondencc
of the
"London
Economist"
on this subject, extending
through1874,1875
and1876.-2. Lotteries.
These
* Thus, Brodic, referring to the soap monopoly, constituted by Charie_ I. of England, _ays: "Almost ('very article of
ordinary consumption, whether of manufacture or not, was
exposed to a similar abuse : salt, starch, coals, iron, wine,
pens, cards and dice, beavers, pelts, bone-lace, etc., meat
dressed in tavern% tobacco, wine casks, brewing and distilling, lampreys, weighing of hay and straw in London and
Westminster,
gauging
red hops,
herrings,
butter
kelp
and
seaweed, linen
cloth,ofrags,
buttons,
hats,casks,
gutstring.
_pectaeles, combs, tobacco pipes, etc., saltpetre, gunpowder,
in short, artmles down to the sole gathering of rags, were all
under the fetters of monopolies, and con_eqnently deeply
taxed." that,
Of Queen
system
monopolies
IIume
remarks
had itElizabeth's
been continued,
theofEngland
of his
day
would have contained as little mdn_"y as Morocco or the*
coast of Barbary.
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only require to be mentioned, as a source of revenue largely made use of in the past by nearly all
governments,
and still constituting
a not unimportant feature of the budgets of many countries,
" The profit which the public draws from lotteries," wrote IIamilton,
"may be considered as a tax
on the spirit of gaming, and added to the amount
of other taxes."
While lotteries afford a most effective means of sccuring revenue in the immediate
instance, thcre can be no question that, in their ultimate effect, they reduce the fiscal capabilities
of a
people, by discouraging
patient and steady industry, and by weakening
the instincts of frugality
and abstinence._3.
Another quasi tax, once widely in exercise, but now restrained
and confined,
and in almost all civilized states wholly discontinued, except in the event of warlike operations,
is
purveyance,
defined by Blackstone
as the "right
enjoyed
by the crown, of buying
up provisions
and other necessaries,
by the intervention
of the
king's purveyors,
for the use of his royal household, at an appraised valuation,
in preference
to
all others, and even without consent of the owner;
and also of foreibly
impressing
the carriages
and
horses of the subject to do the king's business on
the public roads, in the conveyance
of timber,
baggage and the like, however inconvenient
to the
proprietor,
upon paying him a fixed price."
"A
prerogative,"
adds the commentator,
"which
prevailed pretty generally throughout
Europe during
the scarcity of gold and silver, and the high valu.
ation of money
consequential
thereupon."--4,
Another
mode of raising a revenue, which partakes largely of the nature of a tax, without bearing its form, is through
the exaction
of fees for
stated or occasional
services,
performed
by the
agents of the state.
The mention of fees brings
up an illustration
of what was said at the beginning of this article regarding the difficulty of comparing the revenues of different states.
Take the
matter of tolls upon bridges and roads.
In one
community,
travel is free; the great cost of nminraining
this service goes into the budget of ex
penditures
; and the amount
to be collected
in
taxes is by just so much increased.
In another,
perhape
an adjacent,
community,
transport
and
transit pay tolls, which are employed
to maintain
the bridges and roads in repair, to pay interest on
the cost of construction,
and perhaps also to ac.
cumulate a sinking fund for the final discharge of
the principal
sum ; and the tolls so paid do not
enter at all into the budget•
In the same way the
expends
of judicial
proccedings
and of the administration
of justice may be met out of the general treasury,
in monthly
or quarterly
salaries,
or may be paid, in minuter
portions, by individual suitors.
According
as the one or the other
method prevails, the apparent receipts and expenditures of the state will be increased or diminished,
without regard to the real burden resting upon the
community.
The earlier abolition of tolls in the

revenue could safely leave out of account. -- The
question of the equity or expediency
of judicial
fees may be studied with amusement
and profit,
in the vigorous writings of Jeremy Bentham.
A1most in the degrc_e in which communities
advance
in civilization,
are roads and bridges made free
to travel; and the expenses of their construction
and maintenance
assumed by the state, instead of
being (.harg¢_,l upon the individuals
using them. -5. Coinagc.*
Coinage has always been one of the
most cherished
attributes
of sovereignty
tlm world
over.
Of India. Dr. IIunter
says: "Little
potenrates, who, in every other respect, acknowledged
allegiance to Delhi, maintained
their independent
right of coining.
As it was the last privflegs to
which fallen dynasties
clung, so it was the first to
which adventurers,
rising into power, aspired.
While the M_hrattas
were still mountain
robbem,
they set up a mint; and in 1685 the East India
company,
at a period when it had only a few
houses and gardens
in Bongs|, intrigued
for the
dignity of striking
its own coin." -- But it was
not only the right of striking the coin which kings
v._sertcd for themsclves.
The right of debasing the
coin, was, says ttallam,
"a flower of the crown."
The imposition
known as _,nol_eyage, after the l_'orman conquest of England,
was a tax of one shilling paid every three years by each hearth in the
kingdom specifically
to induce the king not to use
his prerogative
in debasing the coin. By the charter of IIenry I. this imposition
was abolished, but
not with any impeachment
of the right of the
crown to debase the coin at its pleasure.
The antiquarian,
Ruding,
states that, at one period in the
reign of Edward
IV. the sei&,_iorage
on gold
money was above 13 per cent.
In France the debasement of the coin, under the royal prerogative,
was carried to a far greater extent.
The seigniorage exacted by John II. rose at times, it is stated,
to three-fifths,
changing,
says Le Blanc, almost
every week, and sometimes oftener.
Seig'niorage,
to the extent of the cost of rendering bullion into
coin, has received the approval
of almost all econ
omlsts, from Adam Smith down; yet the English
government
bas, since 1666, coined gold of full
value free of charge•
That government
has, however, since 1816, exacted
a heavy seigniorage
on
its silver coin, which is legal tender in only a limRed amount.
Such a seigniorage
on the smaller
coin of a country
affords a proper souree of revenue, either to cover the expense of minting the
principal
coin, wherever
the English system
of
gratuitous
coinage is adopted,
or to be brought
into the treasury,
for the general purposes of gov.
eminent. -- 6, The issue of paper money.
Paper
money is money in respect to which seigniorage is
carried out to the full nominal value of the piecr.
Instead of taking out, say I per cent., to cover the
cost of coinage;
instead of taking out, say, 10
per cent., as tribute
to the sovereign,
the entire
amount of bullion is abstracted,
and a paper sign,

northern than in the southern states of the American Union, in England
than in Ireland, for example, is a fact which no student of comparative

until

* The regulation of weight_ and measures in England was,
11 and

to the state.
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(c. _0) conducted

to secure

a profit
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token or promise is substituted.The issue of
paper money having legal-tender
power, offers a
resource to government
which has always been
found most tempting in periods of great national
exigency.
Provided
the circulation
at the outbreak of a war, for instance, consisted
of metal
money, it would be possible
for the government
to issue paper to the sazne denominative
amount,
replacing
the gold or silver in the circulation,
whereupon
the metal could be exported
to buy
goods and supplies abroad. According to Ricardo's
doctrine of money, the paper, so issued, would
not, so long as it (tid not exceed the full dcnominative amount of the metal money replaced,
necessarily become subject to depreciation.
Thcrtmfter,
the _ulvantagc to government
would be limited to
the profit of a forced loan, without interest.
Durlug the war of the revolution
the continental
congress had recourse to this expedient.
"The United
States," says Dr. Ramsey,
"for
a considerable
time derived as much henefit from this paper creation of their own, though without any fixed funds
for its support
or redemption,
as would have resuited to them from the gift of as many Mexican
dollars."
In 186°,2-4 the United States issued several hundred
millions of dollars, in payment for
services or supplies, of which it enjoyed the use
without
payment
of interest
until 1879.
The
value of the use of that amount of capital, forthat
term of years, was, in effect, levied upon the people of the United States, by a species of irregular
and doubtless very mischievous
taxation. --The
issue of paper money without legal-tender
power,
its circulation
to be secured by the offer of government to receive it in payment of taxes, and to
redeem it on demand, is quite a different
thing,
This is not oper. to any grave economical objeclions.
Under the title of treasury
notes, such issues frequently
took place in the fiscal history of
the United States, long before the exigencies of
the war of secession caused the issue of the legaltender "greenbacks."-IV. Tazation, in its Va_'ou, Forms.
Public
contributions
may be exacted in three ways: in service, in products, or in
money.
1. By services.
This was the original
form of taxation, and co_esponds
closely to the
ideal tax upon faculty, as distinguished
from the
tax upon income, upon realized wealth or capital,
or upon expenditnre.
In the early history
of
Greece and Rome the citizen served his country
in the army, as a matter of direct personal obligatic)n, irrespective of payment.
The custom of payi_g the _ldiery
was not introduced
into Athens
_mtil the age of Pericles ; and did not become gen('ral throughout
Greece for more than a generation
"_lterward.
It was not until the siege of Veji that
the practice was introduced
into the Roman ar_nies. After the downfall of the Roman empire,
the institution of the feudal system
created anation'd militia which was adequate
to wars carried
on with the lance, the sword, the pike and the
crossbow.
The introduction
of gunpowder
was
soon followed by the creation of mercenary armies,
and by the conversitm
of the military obligatmn
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of the mass of citizens into a fiscal obligation for
the support of those armies.
The historian Robertson attributes
this general changein
Europe to the
long wars waged by the powers which disputed
the mastery of Italy. --Curiously
enough, within
the present century, anti especially within the last
half of the century, we have seen the obligation
of personal service revived anti enforced
upon a
scale which dwarfs all precedent instances in history.
The legions of Rome were but a handful
to the hosts which
are now kept permanently
under arms or hourly
subject
to call from headquarters.
Almost universally,
the great powers
which are prepared
to dispute the supremacy
of
Enrope, and the smaller n:_tions ttmt live in apprehension
of being over_hehned
by their gigantic neighbors, haw, abandoned,
as too costly and
too dilatory, the attempt
to keep up armies by a
system of vohmtary
enlistment,
and have resorted
to the rule of universal personal obligation.
England stands almost alone, to-day, in maintaining
the system of mercenary.soldiership.
Within the
past eighteen years the " blood tax "has grown to
be the greatest tax levied in the world.
"It is cornputed," wrote Mr. Hume, a century ago, "that in
all European
nations the proportion
between soldiets, and people does not exceed 1: 100." According to M. le Faure, the armies of Europe, on a
war footing, amounted,
in 1875, to 9.333,000, the
immediately
disposable forces of the German empire, alone, being 2,800,000. -- The difference between the cost of armies maintained
on the cornpulsory principle and those kept up by recruiting,
is a tax which makes no figure in the budget, and
does not enter into the accounts of receipt and expenditure.
Yet it is a tax often of the most dLstressing character.
Indeed, the opinion was expressed in the beginning
of the present article,
that not one of the great military nations of Europe could, by the utmost exertion of its fiscal
powers, support its existing army if it were cornpelled to go into the market for labor and hire the
services it now commands.
This element is rapidly
increasing the difficulty of ascertaining
the cornparative cost of government,
for it is eminently
characteristic
of taxes by personal
service that
their real vaine can never be a_ertained.
M. Garnier speaks of impSts ttrut d.fail latents; qui ne _'apportent riel_ au fi_c et qui n 'en p_sent pus moires _ur
les populations.
Such, eminently,
is the obligation
of military service.
Of cour_
the weight of it,
measured by the loss it inflicts, will vary greatly according
to the occupations
of the people,
whether engaged in manufactures
and commerce,
or in agriculture;
according
to the severity with
which military requirements
are enforced, and penalties for delinquency
exacted;
according
to the
spirit which presides over headquarters,
and pa.sses
down to animate commanders
and staff.
Even in
a purely agricultural
community
how great a dffferonce will be made by a call to field manoeuvres
ten days before, or ten days after, harvest;* or by"
* Baron Raesbeck, m hls travels through Germany m the
middle of the last century, thus speaks of the array of the
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the requirement
of brigade
and division
cvolutions, instead of company
drill !-- While, thus,
one primitive form of tax by personal service has
recently sprung into unexampled
importance,
another, once of vast extent, ha._ sunk almost out of
the fiscal system of Europe.
This is the road tax.
"Up to the reign of Louis XV.," _ys De Tocqueviile, "the
highroads
were not repaired at all,
or were kept in repair at the cost of the state and
of the roadside landowners;
it was at that perit_i
that the plan of keeping them in repair at the expense of the peasantry was commenced.
It seemed
so excellent a mode of securing
good roads without paying for them, that in 1737 a circular of the
comptroller
general applied
it to the whole of
France.
Thenceforth,
proportionately
to the extension of trade and the increased desire for good
roads, eorvde, were extended
and increased.
In
ceasing to be seigniorial
and becoming
royal, cotvdea were gradually
applied to all public works,
In 1719 they were exacted for the construction
of
barracks.
' The parishes
must
send their best
workmen,'
said the ordinance,
'and give up all
other work for this.'
Corvdes were also exacted
for the conveyance
of convicts to the g_lleys, and
of beggars to charitable
institutions,
and for the
transport
of military baggage when troops were to
be moved from station to station." -- Turgot gives
a pitiful account of the burden of this exaction in
connection
with the removal
of troops.
"The
distance to be traversed £s," he says, "often
five,
six and sometimes
ten or fifteen lcag'ues.
Three
days are consumed for the journey and the return,
The sum allowed is not one-fifth the value of the

sacrifice would be small.
If at an inconvenient
season, the greatest waste and confusion may ensue; while in a manufacturing
or commercial cornmunity, it is wholly impossible
to compute the
mischief that may be cffccted by the slightest requirement
of personal
attendance
and personal
service. -- In the United States the road tax is still
" worked out" to a certain extent, with the general result of had roads; hut in all tile more prosperous communities
the change to labor hired and
paid out of the general treasury has been effected.
-- 2. The second mode of paying taxes is in produce, or, as we say, " in kind."
Mr. Merivale thus
describes
the Roman
system of revenue,
in this
respect.
" In many parts of the empire it was
most convenient
to make the payment
in kind,
and the government
was long in the habit of
accepting
large consignments
of corn and other
raw produce,
in place of current
coin.
These
abundant
stocks of provisions
never wanted consumers
while the armies of the republic
were
maintained
on Roman soil; and the urban population,
we may believe, were always ready to
receive the overflowings
of the fiscal granaries,
whether
government
chose to dole them out at
a cheaper rate, or to dispense them gratuitously.
We may conjecture
that the fatal institution
of
regular distributions
of grain originated
in this
source.
The revenues
of the state could only
be paid in kind;
and the ample stocks
thus
received
must sometimes
either be given away
or thrown away."-On this system
Gibbon remarks : " In tile primitive
simplicity
of small
communities,
this method may be well adapted

labor.
These corvdes are almost invariably
required in the summer,
during harvest time.
The
oxen are almost always overdriven,
and often come
home sick.
The work is done in the most disorderlymanner;
the peasantry are continually
aprey
to the violence of the soldiery.
Officers habitually
exact more than the law allows;
the)" sometimes
compel
farmers
to yoke saddle horses to carts,
wllereby the animals may be seriously lamed.
Soldiers will insist on riding in tile carts which are
already.heavily
laden; and, in their impatience
at
the slow gait of the oxen, will prick them with
their swords, while, if the farmer complains,
lie is
roughly handled."
-- The above affords an excellent illustration
of the remark already made, that
the weight of taxes by personal service can never
be truly estimated.
Were the requisition,
in an
agricultural
region, to fall upon a time when men
and teams would otherwise
be idle, the actual net

to collect the almost voluntary
offerings
of file
people;
but it is at once susceptible
of the utmost latitude and of the utmost strictness, which,
in a corrupt
aml absolute
monarchy,
must introduee a perpetual
contest between
the power of
oppression
and the arts of fraud."-In all the
English-American
colonies this form of contribulion to public uses was largely employed.
In )Iassachusetts
and Connecticut,
for example,
taxes
might be paid in corn or rye, at fixed rates, or in
cattle or beaver ; in ]_iaryland anti Virginia, tobacco was received.
During the war of the revolution, congress, for a brief period, upon the failure
of the continental
paper money,
instituted
tllc
system of contribution
in kind. On Feb. 25, 1780,
it was resolved
that the states should be called
upon for specific supplies, beef, pork, flour, corn,
hay, tobacco, salt, rum, and rice, to be credited at
certain fixed rates to the states by which they were
furnished.
By March, 1'/81, the scheme of specifie supplies
had been found so unmanageable
that it was abandoned.
-- Throughout
eastern Europe, in Russia, Hungary,
and even in Germany.
down to a very recent date, if not to the present

great
Frederick:
regalatlons
have the_e
two endt_
ill view:"All
that the
of military
pre_enting
the improvement
of
agriculture from suffering by the number of troops, and that
of making them subservient to the circulation of money,
For these purposes the annual reviews always take place at
the end of the year, when fewest hands arc. wanted for the
purposes of agriculture. Each regiment has a peculiar part
of the country assigntd it for recndting, and in that, or near
it, are commonly it_ _tanding quarters. By this means the
troops are not only easily got together when theyare wanted,
but the father ha8 always his son m the neighborhood to help
him to improve his land; and, at the annual review time,
the latter has not far to go to Join his regiment.',

time, payments
in kind, especially for the support
of the army and the church, have formed no illconsiderable
portion
of the contributions
of the
peasantry.
_r. Banfleld, in his excellent work on
the "Organization
of Industry,"
remarks that in
Sweden the number of barrels of meal paid away
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as salaries
field calls

still "figure in the budget."
attention
to the consideration

Mr. Banthat the

system of contributions
in kind presupposes
an
absence of all means of easy and effective comnmnication.
" So long as society remains in this
state, in which, as all produce
is consumed
at
home, a produce tax is identical with a ta,_ on cons_tmption, there is no choice but to draw directIv on this fund for taxation."-In Turkey,
to_i_ty, the onerous taxes of the government,
which
arc, in reality, rent char_m_.s by the state as the
proprietor
of all lands, are largely collected
in
kind; and administered
as the Turkish
system
is, with despotic
brutality,
over a helpless population, it constitutes
one of the most important
causes of the misery which there prevails.
The
peasant, forbidden
to remove the produce from
the soil until the officers of the government
have
made their inspection,
and satisfied
themselves
of the amount
to which the state is entitled, may
see his whole harvest rot in the fiehis while the
agents of the treasury
are making their leisurely rounds. --The
true view of the economical
relations of contributions
in kind seems to be
that intimated
by Gibbon.
When such a systern grows naturally
up among a people in a
somewhat
primitive
condition
of society and industry, and is maintained
and administered,
in
good faith and good feeling, by officers coming
from the people and responsible
to the people,
it may be, not only unobjectionable,
but posttively beneficial, as, under similar circumstances,
the payment
of taxes in personal service, and indeed, for that matter, as the use of truck payments between
master
and workmen,
may be.
But, on the other hand, the truck system, the systern of contribution
by personal
service, and the
system of taxes in kind, may, under different conditions, be made the means of the most monstrous
exactions,
far transcending
the capabilities
of
money taxes, in the resl_cts
of hardship
and injustice. -- 3. The third and now usual mode of
paying taxes is in money, the contribution
of each
individual
being determined
according
to some
mode of assessment.
In its ultimate effect, however. it should never be forgotten
that every tax
i_ a requisition
by the state upon the services of
it_ ('itizcns.
If money is taken, it is only as the
most convenient form (convenient
to the state, or
_o the citizen, or to both) of obtaining
services and
products;
and products
am, in the last analysis,
embodied services.
And in the same connection
we may add the remark of M. Gamier, that it is
an error, which is at oncegrossand
widely spread,
to suppose that the state, the moral personification of the body of citizens, acting through men
charged to perform public functions
and to raini-ter to public needs, can posse_
resources transcendental, inexhaustible,
or, indeed, any resources
whatsoever, other than those of its citizens, any
resources beyond the share it takes of their fortunes and of the products of their industry and
labor.--Inasmuch
as :Mr. Wells discusses, under
its appropriate
title, the principle
of T.CXATIOI%

this paper on PtmT.ic
here to a close.
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REVOLUTION.
The word revolution
is, in
its politicalsignification,
so peculiar to the French
language,
that other languages
adopt it without
any modification,
in default of being able to find
a suitable equivalent.
Tile Latin term, which it
reproduces
phonetically,
has never had the same
meaning;
aml the course of things subject to an
order of successive
changes, as the revolution
of
the stars, implies a regularity and a kind of prodisposition
which do not apl)car to be a necessary
condition
of political revolutions.
The latter, or
the changes which take place in public affairs,
differ considerably
in importance,
in extent and
in duration,
as in their form, their object and their
result; but they have generally the charactcristic
of
carrying a certain disturban(.c
into the established
order of things, and in our day thisdisturbance
has
become a trait sufficiently
prominent
and grave,
for the name of revolution
to be applied almost
exclusively
to political changes in which violence
has played a part.--Wc
must then ahnost always,
in speaking of revolutions,
make a distinction
between the times preceding
and following
the
French revolution.
Before that event, which has
become, so to speak, the type with which all
others called by the same name are compared,
people understood
indistinctively
by revolutions.
either accidental
and partial changes in thecourse
of affairs, which all more especially
depend on
the will of individuals,
or the profound
and gcnoral changes which are brought about by timeand
the inclinations
of the public, and which resemble
theddnouement
or at least thecatastropheof
along
dranm, in which neither incidents
nor characters
have been lacking.
It is in the former sense that
Montesquieu
speaks when he says: "Revolutions
occur every ten )ears in France."
He evidently
designates
by these words the capricious changes
caused by individual
influences
and temporary
embarrassment
in a government
in which neither
institutions
nor characters
have any stability.
These frequent changes are more particularly
met
with in absolute
monarchies
and pure democratics.
Montesquieu
adopted
the second meaning,
and expressed a different thought,
when be wrote
these lines: "Many centuries are sometimes necessary to pave the way for changes.
Events ripen,
and lo! the revolution
breaks forth.
Such are the
revolutions
of empires upon which great minds
love to meditate,
and which
are the principal
subject of the political
part of Bossuet's
"l)is_
course on Universal History."
When we consider
them methodically,
connecting
them with each
other, we cause to enter into the general idea of a
revolution
the idea of a certain order which popular language
seems to exclude
from it. IIowever contingent
may be the events in which human activity
plays the chief part, there are in
nature and in the destiny'of
man general causes,
unceasingly
renewed,
which in the long run,
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combine to produce
general effects susceptible
of
being foreseen
in their aggregate,
or at least of
being explained
by the sagacity _)f the statesman,
of the publicist
and of tile historian;
and these
real facts appear,
after they have been accomplished,
impressed
with a stamp of a relative necessity which is nothing
but the force of things,
"that is to say, the natural
bond between causes
and their effects. But among these causes it must
never be forgotten
that the principal one, on this
earth of ours, will always bc that free cause called
man. -- But it is hard to give a date in history to
revolutions
as thus understood.
For their origin
is in the depths of the pabst, and in this sense one
might say that they are always
preparing
and
never finished,
However, a distinction
has been
made, and rightly so, between
the, so to speak,
perpetual
revolution
which
is ttle slow work of
ages, and the distinct
manifestations,
the special
crises which occur in the history of peoples, and
which
attest in a palpable manner
the work of
time and the condition
to which
the course of
ages carries powers, laws and customs, or minds
and things.
Then, evel_ havi_g ripel_ed, some
incident,
a personal mistake, a fortuitous
fancy,
a profound
scheme, in short, a determination
of
the will of individuals
or of the masses, provokes
a serious change in the state which concerns either
the government
or society, and transforms
one or
the other in alasting manner.
It was outbursts of
this kind which men have in mind when they speak
of the Dutch,
English or American
revolution,
These names designate
various limited series of
facts sufficiently
connected
with each other cosily
to form a harmony,
and which can be connected
witli direct causes, the date of which is a_ignable.
We can scarcely conceive of this sort of
revolution
without the intervention
of force, acting outside the law.
The news so often r_eived
in our time of a revohttion
accomplished
at a
given moment
upon a point of the inhabited
globe, suggests
immediately
the idea of a more
or less rapid chang(:, effected either iu the go_'eminent,
or in society, and in which
violence,
or the threat of it, has not been wanting,
The
same change, lawfully
effccted, would be called
a reform.--It
is this intervention
of force, almost inevitable
in a trial of this kind, this charoctet of illegality
and violence,
which
makes
all revolution
a very grave matter
for both the
conscience
and the reason.
Even when arising
from serious
causes, a revolution
is always
a
formidable
and extreme
measure,
which should
be neither
lightly
undertaken,
easily accepted,
nor blindly amnestied,
no matter what the object
of it, were it even the restoration
of order or
that of liberty.
These coups d'dtat, even when the
work of a nation, are, in internal politics,
what
war is in international
law; and the citizens or the
powers who hazard a revolution
without necessity
or justice,
incur the same responsibility
as the
authors of a war which is neither just nor neces_ry.
Independently,
_hen, of the lawfulness
of
the end, the first and absolute
condition of every

political undertaking,
the use of force, constitutes
the dubious
point in all questions of war or of
revolution.
The nature, the duration, the intensity, the success of a means odious in itself and
only exceptionally
licit, should be well weighed
before solving the problem which is imposed upon
whomsoever
intends to decide the fate of men by
arms. --The
part played by force in all revolutions has made its name suspicious
to a large
number of upright
and dispassionate
minds,
of
whose scruples and weaknesses
parties and powers
often take advantage..
It is thus that a certain
school has striven to use this abstract expression
of revolution
in a bad sense.
We often read that
such or such a cause, such or such an enterprise,
would succeed if revolutiondoesnot
meddle with it.
This desi_-medly equivocal
form of speech tends
to decry with good citi_ns
a certain aggregate of
idea_u and sentiments
which brought
about the
liberal revolutions
of which this age has afforded
so many examples.
At bottom it is intended,
under the name of revolution to proscribe
the socalled principles
of ;1789, that is to say, of the
revolution
of July 14th, in France.
This Ionguage is a mask which must be torn away.
If,
on the contrary,
the only object be to put people
on their guard against violence in the passions
and the acts which is too frequently
the accompaniment
and the ruin of revolutions,
it is not
these latter principles
which are to be condemned
en masse, but the re_vlutionary
spil'/_.
This ]a_¢t
epithct, invented
by the English
and the Americans, and which is used among them in a neutral
sense as the adjective of the noun revolution, has,
with the French, hardly any but an odious sense.
The revolutionary
spirit may thus continue to be
understood
as a spirit which
seeks revolutions
without
sernp]e,
without
measure
and without
choice.
As tile dictatorial
spirit differs from the
governmental
spirit, and the soldierly spirit from •
the warlike, so should the liberal spirit be distinguished
from the revolutionary
spirit.
The first
dreads revolutions,
labors to avoid them, and h_¢
recourse
to them only in file last extremity;
the
second seeks them, paves the way for them;
it
commences
with them, and offers to itself a._ an
end what is only a last resort.
These distinctions, always ignored,
should be always insisted
on and constantly
called to mind.
Thus, in I)Olitical history,
we must distinguish
tile revolution of the ages, or that long life of humanity,
sown with innumerable
events which conduct it,
as it were, from station to station toward an unknown goal;
then, the changes in the division¢
of universal
society, or in the civil and moral
constitution
of special political societies, chansons
which are brought about in the course of centuries,
and which are called revolutions;
then again we
must distinguish
those revolutions
which are but
the crises of the chronic condition
which gives a
new aspect to affairs, or those abrupt changes, the
work of an accidental
will or of a fortuitous circumstanee.
In short, for nesrly ninety years,
since the era opened by the French revolution,

REVOLUTION.
the word revolution
designates
more especially
such of these reformatory
changes as have for
their object the progress of liberty and equality.
The reactions of which they are often the cause
are revolutiom_ in an inverse sense, and are often,
for this reason,
called counter-revolutions.
A
revolution lawful in its aim, just in its principles,
moderate in its acts, happy in its results, and durablc in its work, is the political ideal which the
nineteenth century seems to be pursuing,
CIL_RLES DE R/_(CSAT.
REVOLUTION,
The (IN U. S. HISTORY), the
namc commonly given in the United States to that
which is elsewhere
called the American
revolution, 1775-88.--I.:
UNTIL 1760. The imperial
development
of the British constitution
was for
centuries
very steady.
The first strain upon it
came from the conquest of Ireland.
Wales and
Scotland were tacitly or formally
absorbed in the
kingdom of Great Britain, in which the parliament
had fairly defined rights: h'eland remained
a foreign and allied or subject kingdom,
in which the
British parliament
had all the rights which it
could succeed
in maintaining.
The result was
the genesis of the idea that the British parliament
was in some sense an imperial
parliament,
with
undefined power to legislate for those portions of
the empire
which
were outside
of its original
jurisdiction.--English
colonization
in America
brought with it a far more severe strain, for which
th(, British constitution
was totally unprepared,
A new order of thin.t,,'s, the indefinite
extension
of the empire, was to be provided
for; anti unf()rtunately
the task of providing
for it was assumed by a legislative
body wh()se constituents
and members
were equally purcha,sable
in open
m_trket, and were equally indifferent
to any con_idcr_tion except present interest.
To these the
gr,'md idea of an imperial
parliament,
clothed by
th,, h)fty patriotism
of Burke
and Chatham
in
laufflla_e well worthy
of it, meant only the opp,)rtunity to c_ape part of the burden of present
t_lxation by transferring
it to the colonies.
They
u_dertook
to make an every-day
matter of that
_hi¢'h Burke and Chatham
would have reserved
t,) meet some overmastering
emergency;
and they
],),t the colonies. -- The
English
colonists
in
Am_,rica always insisted
that they had lo._t none
of their hereditary
rights by migrating
from the
king's British to the king's American
dominions
(',C(.' UNITED
STATE_,,
I.);
and that they were still
entitled to the " free privileges of free-born EngIt, unen " which the king's word had confirmed
to their fathers and to them, the right to personal
liberty, to private property,
and to representation
in the taxing
body,
They
acknowledged
that
distance made it practically
impossible
for them
to be represented
in parliament;
and they therefore insisted that their taxes must be levied by
their own parliaments,
the colonial
assemblies,
Two irreconcilable
theories
of the constitution
were thus gradually
developed
in Great Britain
and in America;
aad, after 1760, circumstances
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brought them face to face, and compelled asettlement by force.The American
Theory.
The
American
theory really made the empire a confederation,
the king being the bond of union.
In
his kingdom
of Great Britain the king had cerrain prerogatives,
such as the power
to make
peace, war and treaties ; while parliament
alone
had the power to grant or withhold supplies and
to levy taxes to provide them.
In his other kingdoms, Ireland,
New
York,
Massachusetts,
or
South Carolina,
the respective
parliaments
had
just as much power, and the king just the same
prerogativc._,
as in Great Britain.
But in each
kingdom
the jurisdiction
of the parliament
was
territorially
limited:
the parliament
of Great
Britain had no more. rightful
jurisdiction
in Ireland or in Mas.%mhusctts than the parliaments
of
ireland
or M;_tmhusett_
had in Great Britain.
Franklin
formulates
the theory as follows:
" Our
kings have ever had dominions not subject to the
English
parliament.
At first the provinc_
of
France, of which
Jersey 'rod Guernsey
remain,
always governed by their own laws, appealing
to
the king in council only, and not to our courts or
the house of lords.
Scotland
was in lhe same
situation before the union.
It had the same king,
but a selIarate parliament,
and the parliament
of
England had no jurisdiction
over it. Ireland the
same in truth, though
the British parliament
has
usurped a dominion over it. The colonie.s were
originally
settled in the i(le'_ of such extrinsic dominions of the king, "rod of the king only.
lianover i_¢now such a dominion."
" America is not
part of the dominions
of England,
but of the
king's dominions.
England
is a dominion
itself.
and has no dominions."
" Their only bond of
union is the king."
" The British legi'slature are
undoubtedly
the truly proper judges of what concerns the welfare of that._latc;
the Irish ]egislature are the proper judges of what concerns
the
Irish state; and the American
legislatures of what
concerns the American states respectively."
The
Americans
felt that the words
"colon)'"
anti
"colonist
" were themselves
misleading,
as importing some superiority
of privih,ges in the Englishmen
who had remained
at home ; anti they
maintained
that ever), charter granted hy the king
was a compact
between him and the people of a
new kingdom.The Bi,itish
Theor!/.
On the
contrary,
the whole feeling of Great Britain spoke
in Grenville's
pithy statement
that " colonies are
only settlements made in distant parts of the world
for the improvement
of trade, and that they would
be intolerable
except on the conditions
contained
in the acts of navigation."
The colonists, then, did
not escape from the jurisdiction
of parliament
by
migTating.
Parliament
might allow them a temporary latitude of self-government;
but its ahsolute
power, though latent, could be call(,d forth at any
moment, and the colonists, in the view of the law, .
were still Englishmen
and under control of th6
British parliament.
This theory was maintained
on the grounds,
ment was not

1, that the omnipotence
of parlialimited
by the four seas which

'
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bounded Great Britain; but that, by the extension
of the empire, parliament had acquired a nobler
positiou as an imperial body. with, as Burke expresses it, "a reserved power in the empire to supply any deficiency
that may weaken, divide and
dissipate the whole";
2, that the colonies were
" virtually rcpresented"
in parliament,
since each
member of that body represented
not a particular
(;onstituency,
but the whole empire and all its interests; 3, that the colonists had no more claim to
a more direct representation
than Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds, and other unrepresented
cities,
but must be content with the constitution
as it
was, 4, that it was patently
unjust
that the expensive duty of maintaining
fl_ts and armies for
the defense of the whole empire should be iraposed upon the imperial
parliament
without the
corresponding
right to insure
proportional
contributions
from the parts of the empire; and 5,
that the colonists themselves had always acknowledged the right of parliament
to levy American
customs duties, from which the right to levy internal taxes could not logically
be distinguished,
This last assertion
could not be disputed,
and
When it was seriously advanced
as an argument
it
put an end to the tacit compromise
which will
next be considered.
-- Compromise.
It will readi]y be perceived
that these two theories were irre_
concilable, and that both were equally
impracticable.
On the American
theory
it" would have
required
superhuman
tact and discretion
in the
king to avoid constant
and ultimately
fatal confilets with his twenty
different
parliaments
; on
the British theory, the parliament
would have become, under the guise of imperialism,
an exasperating
instrument
of British selfishness.
The
American
Union has solved its similar territorial
problem by giving congre_
the imperial
power
over the territories,
while holding out to the latter
the promise of admission
to the national government as soon as they shall develop the necessary
powers and interests.
(See ORDrNA_CE of 1787,
TERI_ITOrtIES.)
Until 1760 the colonies and the
mother
country
lived under a tacit compromi_
of a far clumsier
sort.
The home government
made no attempt
to assert any power to levy taxes
within the limits of the colonies; the_ were levied
by the colonial assemblies, on a requisition,
or request, from tim king, through
one of his secretaries or the governor.
The supplies voted were
always liberal, anti sometimes
so lavish that par]lament voted to return a part of them.
On the
other hand, the colonies made no objection to the
exercise by parliament
of complete control over
foreign tr'_dc, and in many cases over domestic
trade also; and no resistance
was made to the abrogation or alteration
of tile Massachusetts
charter
in 1685, 1691 and 1724. The navigation act of 1651
confined the colonial export trade to Great Britain
in English-built
ships; and in 1663 this was extended to the import trade also, so that the colonies could legally trade only to and from Great
Britain.
(See :NxvIOATmN LAWS.)
In the commercial colonies,
however,
these laws were felt

but little before 1760 ; smuggling
and bribery
of custom house omcers opened the free foreign
trade which
the laws forbade.
In 1672 duties
were imposed on the trade from one colony to
another.
In 1699 the colonists were prohibited
from exporting
their wool, yarn or woolen manufactures to any place whatever.
In 1719 the house
of commons formally
cond.emned
all American
manufactures
as tending
to independence.
In
1732 the export of American hats was prohibited.
In 1750, rolling mills, iron furnaces and forges in
the colonies were declar_i public nui_nces,
to be
suppressed
by the governors.
At first all these
restrictions were submitted
to, partly from indiffercnce, as they were not extensively
felt, and
partly from inability to resist; but for some years
after 1760 the right of parliament
to impose them
was still acknowledged,
this being the last point
which the colonists were prepared to yield.
So
late as 1774, congrea% in its declaration of rights,
"cheerfully
consented"
to such parliamentary restrictions on commerce
as should be intended in
good faith to benefit the whole empire.
When it
was at last found that this concession was only
accepted
as a basis for further
demands, it was
withdrawn,
and all the colonists
were ready to
echo Fr'mklin's
language : "That
is a wicked
guardian and a shameless one, who first takes advantage
of the weakness
incident
to minority,
cheats and imposes on his pupil, and, when the
pupil comes of age, urges those very impositions
as precedents
to justify continuing
them and adding others."
This language,
though natural, was
to a great extent unjust.
The fault really lay in
that narrow colonial system which was then and
long afterward
the law of every European
nation,
and is still a part of the English theory, though it
is very seldom enforced in practice.--II.:
1760-66.
The open struggle between the two theories, which
beg_an in 1760-63, came from an unlucky combination of causes: the accession of a king who was
determined
to "reign";
the influence
of the old
whig notion of the omnipotence
of parliament;
the high feeling of a nation flushed with successful foreign war; the increase of the national debt,'
anti the consequent
necessity of an increase in the
revenue;
the incres_ue of wealth in the American
colonies;
and the comparative
meagreness
of receipts from that quarter of the empire.
The initiation of the struggle was facilitated
by the fact
that there was practically no denial in Great Britain
of the abstract right to tax the colonies.
Even
when the st'map act was introduced
in parliament,
the opposition
was publicly
challenged
to make
such denial, and not a voice was raised to make
it, though many, like Burke, considered
it highly
impolitic
to exercise the right, and wished to restrain tile controlling
power of parliament
to cornmercial regulations
and to cases of supreme neccssity. This, indeed, was the original ground of llle
colonists
themselves,
but it was a poor barrier to
the usurpations
of a hungry parliament.
-- In 1760
the first effort was made to enforce the navigation
act.
Instructions
were scat to the American cUs-
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tom house officers to spare nothing of the revenue
laws, and to obtain from the courts "writs
of assistance" in order to enter houses and stores, and
search for goods which had not paid duty or were
forbidden
to be imported.
The first application
for such writs was at Salem in 1N_ovember, 1760,
and their issue and enforcement
at once brought
a few radical men, like Otis, to deny parliament's
right to levy the duties.
In the great commercial
colony, Massachusetts,
colonial and loyalist partics were at onceformcd.
The former was headed
by James Otis, Samuel Adams, John Adams, Oxenbridge Thacher, James Bowdoin (afterward governor), and Thomas
Cushing.
The latter was
headed byFrancis
Bernard, the governor; Thomas
Hutchinson,
the lieutenant governor, a native and
the best historian of _Iassachusetts,
the ablest royalist leader, but unscrupulous
in method; Andrew
Oliver, Hutchinson's
brother-in-law
; Jeremiah
Gridlcy, attorney
general; and Timothy Ruggles.
Behind these stood the great mass of royal officeholders in the colonies; much of the subsequcnt
action of the ministries must be attributed
to their

their assemblies should formally approve it, in order to make a precedent
for their being consulted
in future taxation,
or that they should propose
some more palatable mode of parliamentary
taxation.
But the principle was carefully asserted:
a
bill of April 5 purported,
for the first time, to
" grant duties in the colonies and plantations
of
America."-Tile stamp duty was not objected to
in itself : it was a convenient
mode of making a
tax collect itself, and for that reason was employed
in 1759 by the Massachu_tts
assembly,
and in
subsequent
years by the new federal government.
The objection lay wholly to parliament's
power to
tax, which was thus forced into the foreground
of
di_ussion.
In June the Massachusetts
assembly
_nt a circular
letter asking the "united
assistante" of the other colonies; and during the year
nearly all the colonial assemblies petitioned against
the new scheme.
But the idea of forcible resistance does not seem to have occurred to the king,
to the ministry,
to parliament,
to the colonial
agcnts, or to the colonial assemblies.
All believed
that the tax wouht execute itself.
The act was

persistent advice to establish a regular arnlyin the
colonies, and tax the colonies for its support. _
Feb. 23, 1763, Charles
Towushend
became
first
lord of trade, with the administration
of the colonies, and he inaugurated,
with the support of the
ministry, the new system of colonial government,
It was announced
by authority
that there were to
be no more rcquisitions
from the king to the colonial assemblies
for supplies, but that the colonies
were to be taxed by act of parliament.
Colonial
governors and judgesweretobepaidbythecrown;
_hey were to be supported
by a standing army of
twenty regiments ; and all the expenses of this
force were to be paid by parliamentary
taxation,
It is unnecessary
to follow all the windings
of
British polities for the next few years: the above
programme
was the chart of all the ministries,
which each followed as clo_ly as it dared.
Gov
lIutehinson
tells us that the American use of the
terms whig and tory dates from this step.
(See.
A._IEmCAN WHmS.)-In March the naval officers
on the American
coast were given the duties and
fcc._ of custom house officers, in order to enforce
the navigation acts.
In April the he'll of the mini.-_rv, Bute, retired, and George GrcnvilIe took his
l,l'tce under pledge to the programme
abovc.
May
5, the lords of trade were requested
to sketch for
the ministry a safe and easy method of parliamcntarv taxation of the colonies,
but Shelburnc,
_lw he_d of the board of trade, declined to commit himself to any plan.
Sept. 23, by direction
_'f Grenville and North, the first secretary of the
treasury (Jenkinson)
wrote to the commissioners
of stamp duties to draft a bill for extending
the
,_tamp duties to the colonies.
Close investigation
has failed to fix the real authorship
of the stamp
at.t. but the responsibility
for it rests most probably on Jenkinson.
March 9, 1764, Grenville
ann,)unce(t that he intended to introduce
the stamp
act at the next session; and in the meantime
he
_uggested to the colonial agents in London that

framed, imposing
stamp duties on legal documcnts, marriage
licenses, and publications
of cvery description,
and making offenses against it
cognizable in the admiralty courts, without a jury.
Petitions against it were refund
a hearing, on account of an ancient
and convenient
rule forbidding the reception
of petitions against a money
bill.
The bill was passed with hardly any opposition in either house; the king was by this time a
lunatic, and his signature was attached by a commission; and with this evil augury the stamp act
became law, March 22, 1765. With it went a suggestive act to authorize
the quartering
of troops
in the colonies, and to require the assemblies to
furnish them with subsistence.The first answer
came from the Virginia
asscmbly, which adopted
a series of resolutions
offered by Patrick
Henry,
May 30. These declared that the colony had ncver
forfeited
and had always enjoyed the right to be
taxed by their own representatives;
but the asscmbly rejected two further resolutions, declaring that
the people of the colony were not bound to obey
the stamp act, and that he who should obey it
would be an enemy to the colony.
June 8, the
Massachusetts
a-_scmbly took the more important
step of calling a congress of all the colonies.
(See
STAMP ACT CONGRESS.) Through
the summer
the resistance
took the form of an inchoate revolution.
Associations,
the "Sons
of Liberty,"
were formed ; stamp agents were compelled
to
restore, either by ostracism,
or, in some few cases,
by actual violence;
and the inflammatory
rcsolutions of puhlic meetings
wcre steadily
carrying the assemblies
to the point
of resistance.
Nov. 1, 1765, was the day fixed for the operations of the act to begin ; but there were by
that time neither stamps nor stamp agents in the
colonies, and the judges, like the merchants,
were
compelled
to ignore the absence of stamps upon
documents.
Hutchinson
wrote home that the people were "absolutely
without the use of reason. _
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--In
the meantime the opponents of the pol_'y of
taxing the colonies had come into power, under
the Rockingham
ministry,
in July, 1765.
Their
first design was not to repeal, but to modify the
act, and make it more acceptable.
But when parliamcnt met, its right to tax the colonies was at
last denied by some of ils own members, though
even the._; still asserted its power to lay duties and
regulate trade.
Said Pitt: "In an American
tax,
what do we do ? We, your majesty's
conmlons
of Great Britain, give and grant to your majesty
--what?
Our own property?
_N'o! We give and
grant to your majesty the property of your majcsty's commons in America.
It is an absurdity
in
terms" ; and he "rejoiced
that America
had resistc<t."
The majority,
however,
followed
the
ministerial
programme.
The reception of the pctitions of the American
congress was evaded,
A declaratory
house resolution
was pa,_sed, Feb.
10, 1766, by almost unanimous
vote, that the king,
with the advice and consent of parliament,
"had,
hath, and of right ought to have, full power and
authority
to make laws and statutes of sufficient
validity to bind the colonies and people of America, subjects of Great Britain, in all cases whatsoever."
This was followed up by four others:
that there had been tumults
and insurrections
in tim colonies; that these had been encouraged
by the colonial
assemblies ; that the assemblies
must make recompense
for property
destroyed;
and that the house would sustain
the lawful authority
of the crown
and the rights of parliament, and would favor and protect the loyal people of the colonies.
Under cover of this hot fire
of resolutions
the stamp act was repealed, March
18. The repeal was wholly on the ground of policy, and was accompanied
by a declaratory
act in
two clauses: 1, containing the first resolution above
named; and 2, declaring
null and void the votes
and resolutions of the colonial assemblies in regard
to taxation.
One of the most valuable
incidents
in the repeal was the examination
of Franklin
before the house of commons,
Feb. 13.
The
questions
put to him numbered
174; and his answers sum up calmly,
but fully, the American
theory of the connection
between
Great Britain
and the colonies, and the compromise to which the
Americans
were willing to agree.--III.:
1766-70.
Hutchinson
dates the revolt of the colonies from
the repeal of the stamp act.
As soon as the rejoicin_,m over that event had sulmided,
premonitory symptoms of trouble again began to appear,
The Massachusetts
assembly refused to make recompense for the losses in the riots without an accompanying
bill of indemnity.
Other assemblies
refused to comply with the act of 1765 for billeting and subsisting
the army.
In November,
1766,
the first declaration
that parliament
had no right
to '" legislate"
for the colonies was made in the
_Iassachusetts
assembly;
and there was a growing
party
everywhere
which
held to the advanced
doctrine of "no legislaZion without represenOZion."
And all this time political events in Great Britain
were tending against the colonies.
In July, 1766,

Chatham bad formed a ministry composed
mainly of friends of America;
but Chatham's
.continued illness was steadily throwing
the real leadership into the hands of the chancellor of the exchequer, Cbarles Townshend.
His political creed
he summed
up as follows:
"I would govern the
Americans as subjects of Great Britain.
These,our
children,
must not make themselves
our allies in
time of war, and our rivals in peace."
In March.
1767, Chatham
really, though not formally, retired
from public affairs, and Townshend
was master
of the situation,
tie made use now of the parliamentary
control o_er commerce, which colonial
assemblies had so often expressly acknowledged:
and in July a bill was pa_,_l
granting
duties in
America
on glass, lead, paints,
paper and tea.
But the insidiously
perilous feature
of the act
was, that the proceeds
were to go into tile exchequer,
and were to be distributed
at the king's
ple_uure
in paying
the salaries
of governors,
judges,
and other civil officers.
These would
thus be, as they had never been before, completely
independent
of the American
assemblies,
and not
only able but willing to make political war upon
them.
By other acts, writs of assistance were ]egalized, and the New York assembly was suspended altogether,
until it should
obey the billeting
act. In September,
Townshend
died, but his mantle fell on Lord North, his successor. -- It was difficult, at first, to find any means of opposition to
the new revenue laws.
Isolated agreements were
indeed made by the people of various districts, to
abstain from the use of any of the articles taxed,
but these depending
on the persistence
of individuals, were no safe reliance.
Jan. 12, 1768, the
Massachusetts
assembly formally protested against
the new system;
and Feb. 11, it sent a circular
letter to the other colonies, asking advice.
April
21, the colonial offÉce sent a mandate
to each of
the governors
to prorogue
the assembly
of hicolony rather than allow the circular
letter to 1_,
discussed.
To Massachusetts
further
orderswcre
sent to prorogue
the as_mbly
if it should not recant the letter, and to continue the process indcfi
nitely until submission
should be made; and in
June this penalty was enforced.
June
8, four
regiments
under Gage were ordered
to Boston
permanently;
five vessels took possession
of the
harbor;
and the fort was repaired
and occupied.
Every petty disturbance,
every expression of popular indignation,
had been magnified and distort(d
by colonial officers, until the ministry really b(,lieved a rebellion
i_minent,
and took this sure
means to provoke it.'" Even then, it required seven
years' wrangling
to break the bond of union.
Massachusetts,
however, was now very close to rebellion.
Her assembly, like that of several other
colonies, had been dissolved ; and a convention
of town delegate_ met, Sept. 2"2, protested against
the revenue laws, and petitioned
the king.
"I
doubt whether they have been guilty of an overt
act of treason," said the British attorney gener_fl,
"but
I am sure they have come within a hai_ 's
breadth of it."
In February,
1759, parliament
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requested
the king to have the ring-leaders
in
Massachusetts
sent to England to be tried for treason, under an old statute of Henry VIII.
One
step further, an attempt to arrest for that purpose,
and the rebellion would have begun; but the step
was not taken.
Nevertheless
the troops were left
iu Boston, {} firebrand
near a powder magazine;
and the next six years are one long record of bickerings between the townspeople
and the military,
arrest_ of soldiers for violations of town laws, indictments
of officers, even of the commander-in(.hief, for '" slandering
the town of Boston," and
_imilar legal proceedings,
blotted
by the Boston
massacre of March 5, 1770, in which five lives were
lost. -- The whole of the year 1769 was taken up
l)y the full development
of the colonial claim of
rizhts.
The Virginia assembly, May 16, passed a
series of resolutions,
declaring
its right of taxation, of petition, and of concurrence
with other
colonies, and the right of its people to a trial bya
jury of the vicinage;
and these, for which the ascembly was dissolved, were copied byother assemlilies, and the fault met the same punishment,
The Massachusetts
as_mbly
absolutely refused to
make provision
for the troops, and w_s. for that
r¢,ason, dissolved.
Whenever
an assembly
was
dissolved, its members at once formc(t a non-iraportation league, so that the agreement
not to use
_a._ed articles had become much more general than
was to be e×pected.
It was effective enough to
,.xt()rt from the ministry a circular letter, in May,
1769, promising
to impose no more such dllties,
and to abandon all those already imposed,
except
that of three pence per pound on tea, which yieldcd about $1,500 per annum of revenue.
The repeal, in these terms and to this extent, was formally enacted, April 12, 1770.
But there remained
th(. preamble, the declaration
of the right and exp,.(licncy of taxation of the colonies by parliament,
Thi_ was still to be resisted;
and the revolution,
,,- Webster afterward
remarked,
was fought upon
this preamble.
The only result of the repeal was
the dissolution
of the non-importation
associa_ion% and the renewal of trade with Great Be'train,
(.xc.c,pt in the matter of tea. --IV. : 1770--83. The
fir.,t few years of this period are mainly occupied
by apparent efforts on the part of the king and
(h,, ministry to put the colonists
so f'tr in the
we, rag as to excuse the use of force.
The struggle
a_;_ir_st the carefully guarded
and almost pedanti,:dly legal methods of the colonies was growing
, xatious.
In July and September,
1770, the king
made preparations
to declaretlnartial
law in Mas_aehusetts, filled Boston harbSr with war vessels,
al,d even _ized
the castle guarding
the harbor,
Ib(,ugh this had been built by the colony, and
the control of it was reserved
to the governor
/_y the charter.
Still the colonists
avoided
any
open provocation,
and there
was no fighting
_'xcept in North Carolina,
where the governor,
Tryon, provoked
and suppressed
an "insurrecrio,l," and in Rhode Island, where the " Gasper,"
a r('venue cutter, was burned, June 9, 177'2, by
a boat party from the shore, after she had run
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aground.
The whole period was marked
by exasperating
legal battles between
the governors,
under royal instructions,
and the various a.¢semblics. In most of the colonies the upper house, or
council, was selected by the lower house, with a
power of veto by the governor.
Whenever
persons were selected who had taken part against
the parliament,
their nominations
were vetoed.
and the war of retaliation,
thus begun, kept the
continent
in a ferment.
In Mas._achusetts
the
higher step was taken of paying the salaries of
the governor
and principal officials directly from
theroyal treasury, thus not only violating the charter by making them independent
of the colony,
but provoking a conflict, for it should have been
evident that the assembly would never recognize
or act with "_governor
or judges salaried by the
crown.
This step, like others equally ruinous.
was the fruit of constant
pressure
by the. officeholdersin
America.
In l)ccembcr, 1779. Franklin
obtained
and sent from London to the assembly
the treacherous
letters of Massa(.husetts
officers,
advising
the_ c(_crcive m('asures, and these did
much to undermine
all pul)lic confidence
in the
royal civil scrvicc.
Every one lived in an atmosptier(,of distrust,
more destructive
to loyalty than
the open excitement
produced
by the stamp act.
-- Nov. 2, 1772, in Boston town meeting, Samuel
Adams obtained the appointment
of a committee
of correspondence
with other towns.
This was
{he real opening of the revolution,
the installation
of the first of those rcvolutional T bodies which
within three vears had practically
superseded
the
legitimate governments
in the eondu('t of the struggle.
(See NOMINATING CONVEh'TIONS.)
Other
towns followed
the example ; and Vir_ni_
laid
the ba._is of the Union, _Iarch 12, 1773, by appointing a committee
()f eorrcspondenec
with the
other colonies. -- All this time the tax on tea had
been collected, though
it had shrunk to $400 per
year.
In April, 1773, the East India company
applied for permission
to cxt)ort free of duty 1he
ruinously
large stock of tea which it had accumulated.
This offered a fair opportunity
to settle
discontent,
but Lord North induced parli.mmnt to
vote the company a drawba('k
of the duties, the
repaymen!
of the duties, after May 10, to the
company after collection.
Tim duties would thus
be collectcd, the principlc maintained,
and yet, the
price of the tea would not be increased.
Aftcr
all, the meanness of this evasion, and of the trap
which it attempted to set, seems to have had much
to do with the result.
It early led to tim appointment of revolutionary
committee, s by other colonies. and thus to a union antecedent
to thc meeting of congress.
Consignments
of tea were sent
to Charleston,
Philadelphia,
NcwYork
and Boston. At Charleston
it was stored in damp cellars,
and destroyed;
at Pl_iladelphia
and New York the
ships were forced to return; but at Boston the offleers would not permit the ships to return without
diseharging.
Dec. 16, the revolutionary
committee took further
discus_ion
out of the hands of
the town meeting, sent a body of men, and threw
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the tea into the harbor. -- Boston at once became
the focus of interest.
It had placed itself in the
forefront
of resistance,
and behind
it were the
revolutionary
committees
of all the thirteen colo.
hies.
Its conduct
was noticed
severely
in the
king's speech, March 7, 1774; and on the 81st the
Boston port bill became law.
It forbade the landing or shipping
of goods in Boston after June
1, until the owners of the tea should be rccoml)en._ed, and the king should be satisfied of the
town's
future
obedience.
Lord North also de¢la_xod in debate that the act would be enforced
by the use of the army and navy.
Salem was
made the capital of the colony, and Marblehead
a port of entry.
Gage, the commander
in-chief
for North America,
was made civil governor
of
Massachusetts,
with instructions
tobring
the ringleaders to punishment.-The Boston port bill was
followed.
May 20, by a bill for the government
_f blassachusetts,
which abrogated
a large part of
the charter.
It took away the choice of the coun¢il by the lower house; forbade
town meetings,
except for elections or on the governor's
permission; and gave the appointment
of sheriffs to the
governor,
and the selection of juries to the sheriffs,
q'his might have been fairly termed a bill to transfer the de facto government
of ]_,Iassachusctts
to
revolutionary
committees.
With it went a supplementary
act "for the impartial
administration
of justice in Massachusetts"
by transferring
to
_Nova Scotia or Great Britain the trial of officer_

tions for the assistance
of the people of Boston,
they were evidently
the germ of rebellion,
and
within a year were to assume the practical
gOTernment of their colonies. --The
congress met in
Carpenter's
hall, Philadelphia,
Sept. 5, 1774. (See
CONGI_ESS, CONTINENTAL,
for its further history.)
Gage had already
begun to fortify, himself ill
Boston, and had seized the colony's stores, as if
in an enemy's country.
False alarms had already
l¢_l to more than one mustering
of the militia
of Massachusetts
and the neighboring
colonies.
Nevertheless,
thc onlymea.sureofactive
resistance
adopted
by the congress
was the preparation
of
an "American
association,"
Oct. 20, 1774, which
was signed by the delegates and then circulatc_l
for general signature.
It not only bound the sign
crs to non-importation,
non-exportation
and non
consumption
of British goods, and to prohibition
of the slave trade (see SI_v_a_Y, III.),but
it proTided for local committees,
chosen by popular
vote, to enforce the provisions
of the association.
This was the first effective
step toward
national
union and preparation
for war (see EMn^I_6O),
and it is noteworthy
that it was taken by general
popular
action, not by state action; and yet that
state lines, and even town boundaries,
were carefully observedin
its execution.
The peculiarcombination of national and local government
in the
United States could hardly
be better illustrated.
(See I_ATIOI_',
STATE SOVEREIG,'_TY.) -- From this
time revolution
in British North America
was a

or soldiers indicted
for murder.
Another
act lcgalized the quartering
of soldiers in Boston; and
another, the " Quebec act," extended
the juri._liction of that province over the whole of that which
was afterward
called the "_orthwest
Territory,"
(_e ORDINAI_CE OF 1787), and to which various
colonies laid claim by charter.
These were unretraceable steps.
The first four called for united
resistance
by all the colonies which had charters,
and by all the colonies which desired charters;
the
last called for united resistance by all, for this territory was already blindly felt to be the common
property
of the whole, and the basis of future
union.-Gage ara'ived May 17. The revolutionary committees
all over the country
had already
begun to obtain a popular suspension
of commerce
with Great Britain;
and tim New York committee
had proposed a gcner_d congress.
This last measure met with general approval;
and the Massachusetts
assembly, June 17, formally
proposed
it
for Sept. 1, at Philadelphia,
having first locked
the doom to preventthegovernor
from proroguing
them.
Two days before, the Rhode Island assembly had chosen delegates to the congress;
five
days after, M'_ryland took the still more ultra step
of c]ccting delegates
by a popular
convention
or
provincial
(:ongre_.
This last step was even more
decisive than the calling of a congress.
It was imitared in the other colonies during the summer; and
though
these
"provincial
congresses"
ventured
at first no further
than the preparation
of nonimportation
agreements,
promises
of support
to
the general, or continental,
congress, or contribu-

certainty.
It proceeded steadily at first as a mere
protest against, and passive resistance
to, the unconstitutional
measures
of the ministry ; then,
after April 19, 1775, as a scission of the British
empire and the formation
of an American nation,
George III. being still recognized as its king; then,
after July 4, 1776, _-_the establishment
of a selfgoverning
republic under
the revolutionary
(.on
greys, to be succeeded
by the articles of confederation and the constitution.
(See Co_6iiFss,
Co._TLNENTAL; FLAG ; DECLARATION OF INDEPENDE_CE ; CONI,'EDERATION, ARTICLES OF ; WAITS ;
CONSTITUTION;
UI_ITED
STATES.)See 7- 10
Bancroft's
United States;
1-3 Hildrcth's
Ull_l_l
St**tes; 1 Pitkin's United States; 1 Tucker's U,_ited
States;
1-3 Spencer's
b'nited States; 1-3 Bryant
and Fay's United states;
Holm_q'AnnalsofAI,2(rica ; 1 Adolphus'
Itistory of E_,gland ; 5 blahon's
lIistory of El_gland ; 2, 6 Burke's
Worl_; J. 3I.
Ludlow's
War of AT_erical_ I1M_pelzdence;
Grahamc's _lIistory of the bSiited States ; GordoI_'_
lIistory
o]' the I_depende_,ce of tl*e b5_ited ,%,t,,,:
Force's
Tracts, andAmvrica_Archive8;
Chalmcr'_
Introduction
to tl*e Rez'oltoft],e America_
C,_l,_i*.,:
Walsh's Appeal;
1 Story's Commentaries;
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Lodge's
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American Revol_ttioa (Otis' trans.);
Ramsay'_ lib.,tory of tit ltevolutio_ ; Frothingham's
Ri, e _!f (/_e
Republic ; _tedman's
tIistory
of the Amcrt'_'_*t_
War; l_iles' Principles and Aas of the l"tevolut_,,_;
Moore's 2)/ary of the 2_xgu0bn;
E. Abbott's 21,v-
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dutionary
Yi'mes;
Dillon's /xr/shrr/ca/ /Y.,vhfeTwe;
Journals of Congre_, 1774-88 ; 1 Elliot's Debates;
4 Franklin's
Works,
162 (his examination),
223,
270, 281, 406 ; Sparks'
W_ting8
of Washington,
Corre._pondence of the Revolu_ian, and lh'plomatic
('on.espondeT_ce of the Revalutior_; Trescot's
D/p/on_lry of the Revolution;
Lyman's Dip/omatic Hist_,_. of tlw United ,_ates ; 1 Bishop's
H/slot 9 of
American
Manufactures;
Wells' Life of Samuel
Ada;_;
2, 3, 5 John Adams' Works; for authorities on special topic.s see Winsor's Reader's Iland.
b_ok of the Revolution,
and C. K. Adams' Manual
of IIistorical Literature,
605 ; authorities
under
_rticles referred to MASSACHUSETTS,
and the other
original states.
ALEX_'CDER JOHNSTON.
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RHODE ISLAND,-oneof
the original thirteen
statesof the American Union.
Its settlement
was
begun at Providence
in 1636 by Roger Williams,
as a place of refuge for persons banished
from
Ma._achusetts.
In 1637 a band of antinomians,
also banished
from Massachusetts,
made a settle,
ment on Rhode
Island ; and the traces of this
double settlement
are still seen in the official title,
" the state of Rhode Island and Providence
Planrations," and in the two capitals, Providence
and
Newport, in which the legislature meets alternately. The title to these and other settlements
was
at first derived
from the Indians
by purchase.
Parliament
was then the ruling power in Great
Britain, and its lord high admiral of the colonies,
Warwick, granted
Williams
a patent, March 14,
1643, which was renewed
by Charles II. in 1663,
as _tated below.-BOCNDARrES. The patent of
1643 ausigned as limits the ocean on the south, the
Plymouth and Massachusetts
patents on the east
_md north, and the :Narragansett
Indian territory
_)n lhe west.
The charter of 1663 was more deftnile. Tim southern
and northern
boundaries
rerosined as before.
The western boundary
was to
I_, the Pawcatuck
river to its head, and thence
duc north to the Massachusetts
line.
Originally
Ihc eastern boundary
of Connecticut
(sec that
._lalc) was to have been the Narragansett
river or
bay: but this chal_ter stipulated,
with the consent
of _he Connecticut
agents, that the Pawcatuck
river should be " taken and deemed to be" the
-N_lrragansett river mentioned
in the Connecticut
boundary.
Connecticut
repudiated
the action of
her agent, claimed jurisdiction
over the Narrag_m._ett country, east of the Pawcatuck,
both by
her ('harter and by conquest
from the Indians,
and l)r('_e(l her claim by all legal means, by appeal to the New England
union, and by preparati(,]_ for force.
Rhode Island's
threat to appeal
_, the king brought about an agreement
May 12,
1703. _o rnn the boundary
from the head of the
])awcatuck
to the southwest
corner of the Warwick purchase, and thence due north to the Massa-

was a line from the ocean three miles to the east
of Narragansett
bay and Seacunck,
Blackstone,
or Seekonk, river " to the falls called Patuckett
falls," and thence due north to tile Massachusett_
line.
But Mas_chusetts
Bay and Plymouth
colonies claimcd a large part of Rhode Island
as
lying within
their patents ; the former claimed
Pawtuxet
and Warwick ; the latter, Aquidneck
and the islands.
IIad these and the Connecticut
claims on the west been allowed, very little would
have been left 6f Rhode Island.
Only the colony's
stubborn
resistance
carried
it safely through
a
struggle of more than a century,
during
which
feeling
ran so high as to exclude Rhode Island
from political
association
with
her neighbors.
(St_NEW
ENGLAND
UNION.)
In 1703 the western
boundary
was fixed in favor of Rhode Island by
royal commissioners,
and in 1726 their award was
confirmed
by tile crown.
In 1741 the disputed
eastern boundary
was decided in tile same way
ver b" nearly in accordance
with Rhode Island's
claim ; and in 1746-7 the award was confirmed
by the crown.
Rhode
Island
thus gained
its
present
northeast
township,
and five others on
the southeast.
The boundary
between the two
states was not finally settled until March 1, 1862,
when it was so run as to throw Fall River into
Massachusetts
and Pawtucket
into Rhode Island.
-- CO_'STrrI:TmNS.
The provisions of ttle charter
of 1663 gave the colony a "democratical
" form
of government.
No appeal or veto p_wer was
reserved to the crown;
and even the clause which
forbade the making of laws contrary
to the laws
of England was only to extend so far as the nature and constitution
of the colony would permit.
The governor
and general assembly
were
to be chosen by the people, and their statutes were
final.
Rhode Ishmd was thus from the I_.ginning
a self-governing
community.
At first the legislature had but one house, but in 1696 a law was
passed forming two houses: the council, or governor's assistants,
as the upper house, and the
delegates as the lower house.
In 17°24 a property
qualification
was established
for the right of suffrage.
It was suhsequently
modified,
until in
1762 it was settled at £40 ($1'_4) freehold, or 40
shillings ($7.50) annual rent.
Only freemen with
this qualification
could vote or hold office, except
that the eldest son of a freeman needed no quailflcation.This charter
was the organic
law of
the colony and state until 1843. It was suspended
by common
consent during James II.'s quo warranto warfare upon the colony charters,
but was
quietly resumed after his abdication.
It was not
altered at the revolution,
except by a law of the
legislature
in May, 1776, substituting
allegiance
to the colony for allegiance
to the king. -- A very
simple and excellent
constitution
was framed by
a state convention
at Newport
and East Green-

clm.s(.tls line.
This was confirmed
by the crown
m 1727, and after sixty-five
years of quarreling
Ihe hne was settled, Sept. 27, 1728, and confirmed
by both colonies in 1742.
A new survey was
made in 1840. -- The eastern boundary
assigned

with,
Sept. 12-Nov.
5, 1842. It was ratified,
Nov. 21-23, by a popular vote of 7,032 to 59, and
went into force in May, 1843.
It gave the right
of suffrage _o males over twenty-one,
on the old
property qualificataon
of $184, or on the annual
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payment of a state tax of one dollar.
The governor, a house of representatives
of not more than
seventy-two
members, and a senate of one merebee from each town or city, were all to be elected
annually,
and there were few restraints on their
actitm.
In 1864 an amendment
was made, to allow the state's volunteer soldiers to vote for presidential electors, congressmen
and state officers. -GOVERNORS. iN'icholas Cooke, 1775-8 ; William
Greene, 1778-86; John Collins, 1786-90 ; Arthur
Fenner, 1790-1805; Isaac Wilbour,
1805-7; James
Fennel
1807-11; William Jones, t811-17; 1_°. R.
Knight, 1817-21; Win. C. Gibbs, 1821-4; James
Fenner, 1824-31 ; Lemuel
II. Arnold,
1831-3 ;
John B. Francis, 1833--8; William Sprague, 1838-9;
Samuel W. King. 1840--43; James Fenner, 1843--5;
Charles Jackson, 1845-6; Byron Diman, 1846-7;
Elisha Itarris, 1847-9; H. B. Anthony,
1849-51;
Philip Allen, 1851-3; WilliamW.
Hoppin, 1853-7;
_Elisha Dyer, 1857-9; Thos. G. Turner, 1859-60;
William
Sprague,
1860_3:
James
Y. Smith,
1863-6; Ambrose E. Burnside, 1866-9; Seth Padelford, 1869-73; tIenry Howard, 1873-5 ; Henry
Lippitt, 1875-7 ; C. C. Van Zandt, 1877-80 ; A1fred H. Littlefie]d, 1880-83; Augustus
O. Bourn,
188.3-4. _ POLPrICAL IIISTORY. The natural conformation, by which Narragansett
bay penetrates
almost every part of the state, had from an early
period developed a large commercial interest; but
the apportionment
of representation
in the legislature among the towns gave the agricultural interest complete
control of legislation.
For twenty
years before the outbreak of the revolution there
had been a constant struggle between
the town
and country, hard money and paper money, parties, led by Samuel Ward and Stephen Hopkins,
respectively.
The steady and successful struggle
of a century against the encroachments
of two
powerful
neighbors had kept up a strong state
feeling, which, combined
with the rivalry of the
state's two great interests, made Rhode Island
the brake on every effort at a closer union among
the states.
On every grant of additional-power
for which congress asked (see CONFEDERATION,
ARTICLES OF) Rhode Island put a veto which was
final, since any change in the articles required the
approval of every state.
The agricultural
tepeesentatives were determined,
1, to retain the power
of laying duties on imports, in order to lighten
state taxes; 2, to retain the power of compelling
the commercial
classes to accept as a legal tender
the depreciated
paper currency of the state; and
3, to resist any change in the national constitution
which should
curtail
these privileges.
Hence,
though the urban population was warmly federalist, the state was not represented
in the converttion of 1787, and the legislature refused even to
call a state convention to con._ider the new constitution, remitting it to the town meetings, when
it was overwhelmingly
defeated.
The new question increased
the division
of feeling so much
that the legislature
passed a bill to compel holdera of state securities
to accept five shillings in
_he poun_i for them, and removed
the state
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judges who pronounced
the law unconstitutional ; and a country army, headed by a judge of
the state supreme
court, marched upon Provi
dence to prevent a celebration
of the general
adoption of the constitution,
July 4, 1788. In the
latter case, bloodshed
was averted by an agree.merit to have a common banquet, without reference to the constitution.
Finally, the state yielded,
and ratified the constitution,
May 29, 1790. (See
SECF.SSION, I.; STATE SOVEREIGNTY.)--Having
once gained control of the state, the commercial
interest kept it federalist for over ten years; anti
the tendency was assisted
by the operation of
Hamilton's
scheme for the assumption
of state
debts (see FEDERAL PARTY, I.), under which the
holders of state securities recovered that portion
which they had lost under the state paper money
laws.
The governors, legislatures
and congrek_men were thus federalist; and the state's electoral
votes were cast in 1792 for Washington
and
Adams, in 1796 for Adams and Ellsworth
of
Connecticut,
and in 1800 for Adams and Pinckhey, with one vote for John Jay.
(see CAucus,
CONORESSXONAL,I.) The general democratic suc
cess of 1800 encouraged the party in Rhode Island
to a new alignment
of country against town.
It
was immediately
successful;
the state became
democratic in 1801, and in 1804 her electoral votes
were cast for Jefferson and Clinton.
But, as the
embargo system began to press more heavily upon
.agriculture as well as commerce, the small democratic majority disappeared, and the state again became federalist in 1808, casting her electoral votes
for Pinckneyand
King.
In the following year the
state government
also became federalist,
and s,_
remained throughout
the war.
(See EMRARGO:
CON*T,NTIO_, HARTFORD.)-- The manufacturiz_g
interest, which had been developed
by the restrictive system and the war, and which was d_
tined to put an end to the federal party (see F_:nERAL PARTY, II.), probably grewmore
rapidly i_
Rhode Island than in any other state, and l_
since controlled
the state's politics
to this d_y.
It gave the state's electoral
votes to Monroe and
Tompkins,
the democratic condidates, in 1816 _n_d
1820 ; it elected Gov. Knight in 1817 and sub
sequent years; and, on the breakmp of the dcmt)eratic party in 1824-5, it carried the state int_) _ht.
Adams, or protective
tariff, portion, the gen_ _t
the whig party.
(See WHIG PARTY, 1.) Fr_m
1824 until 1850 the state's electoral votes were c_-t
for Adams and other whig candidates, with the
exception of 1836, when they were g_ven to _,:_t_
Buren by a majority of 254 out of 5,674 v_t_'_.
During the same period the governors, leg"islaturt_',
senators and congressmen
were whig, with the _.xception of a few protective tariff domocratic c_)_gressmen. -- The clmrter, an excellent one ft_r a
purely agricultural
population,
had long b__l'_re
1842 been made obsolete .by the growth of oth_'r
interests.
The grievance usually assigned wa_ the
property qualification required of voters; bu_ _he
comparative
unimportance
of this is shown by the
fact that the £ucrea_ of v_in_
population ,_-as
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per cent.) from 1836 until 1840, and
,2.675 (42.6 per cent.) from 1840 until 1844, after
the practical
abolition
of the property
qualification.
A more serious grievance
was the unequal
representation
of the towns.
While
they had
varied enormously
in their growth, their proportionate representation
remained
fixed as at first;
_md the "minority-majority"
stubbornly
refused
1o make any change.
Representative
reform had
becu unsuccessfully
proposed
by the growing
cities in 1796, 1824 and 1830; and in 1840 the state
,)f affairs seemed unendurable.
Providence,
with
'23,000inhabitants,
bad four representatives;
Portsm_)uth, w,ith 1,700, had four, and :Newport, with
8.000, had six.
Of the whole number of seventytwo representatives,
thirty-eight
represented
towns
with 29,020 inhabitants
(2,846 voters), and thirty,
four represented
towns with 79,804 inhabitants
(5.776 voters).
Party feeling added bitterness
to
the question.
The demand for reform came mainly from the democrats,
and was resisted
by the
_higs; and in other states party organs supported
their respective
party friends
in Rhode
Island.
The result was the "Dorr
rebellion."
(See that
title, and I._SURRECTm_, If.)
Concurrently
with
its suppression,
the new state constitution
was
framed and put in force.
It removed discontent
by slightly relaxing
the property
qualification
:
and still more by apportioning
representation
to
population
equitably
throughout
the state on a
ratio of one representative
to 1,530 inhabitants.
--la
1851 the coalition
of democrats
and freesoilers (see REPUBLICAN PARTY, I.) elected the
g(*vernor, a majority of the legislature on joint batlot, one of the two congressmen,
and the United
States.senator;
and in the following year the state's
electoral votes were given to the democratic
can.
didates, Pierce and King, by a majority of 465
out of 17,005 votes.
In the congress of 1858-5,
for the first and last time since 1824, all the state's
senators and congressmen
were democrats.
The
elections of 1854-5 put an end to the temporary
democratic
supremacy,
and by the end of the
latter year there were in the legislature
but two
democratic senators
out of thirty-two,
and three
democratic
representatives
out of seventy-two,
At first the majority called itself the American
party (see that title), but before 18,56 it had settled
mtothe republican party.
Gov. Hoppin'selection
m 1855 was almost unanimous.
From that time
until the present the state has been republican
in
all elections, presidential,
congressional
and state.
But the state's republicanism
has never been ultra:
Jt has been fairly represented
by such moderate
and conservative
members as Anthony,
Sprague,
•h'nckes and Burnside.
Until 1861, indeed,
the
republicans elsewhere looked with some suspicion
upon the Rhode Island delegations,
as if corn
mercial interest had made them cautious even to
cowardice.
In January,
1861. the legislature
even
repealed its "personal
liberty law" (see that title),
asapeacemeasure.
ButtbecallfortroopsinApril
showed that the state's caution covered an equal
ly strong dete_ea.
Her quota was filled
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immediately,
and the governor
literally
fulfilled
his constitutional
function
of "captain
general
and commander-in-chief
of the military and naval
forces of this state,"
by heading
the state's contingent
in person. -- Since the close of the rebe]lion the republican
share of the total vote has
been from 60 to 70 per cent., except in 1876, when
the vote for Itayes was 15,787, and tlmt for Tilden
10,712.
In 1880 Garfield had 18,195 votes, Hancock 10.779, and 261 wercscattering.
Inthe state
elections there is frequently
no popular
choice Of
governor,
since the democratic
and prohibition
votes, each inferior
to the republican
vote, are
together
superior
to it, and prevent
a popular
majority
for any candidate.
Any coalition
between the two minority parties is at once followed
by a complete
republican
majority ; and their
separate existence i_ followed by no popular majority, and the choice of a republican
by the legislaturc.
In the legislature
in 1883 the republicans
had thirty senators and sixty-five representatives,
and the _lemocrats seven senators and seven representatives.
In every county the republicans
are in a large majority.--Among
the leaders in
state politics have been the following'
Itcnry B.
Anthony,
whig governor
1849-51,
republican
United States senator 1859-90; Samuel G. Arnold,
whig lieutenant
governor
1852-3 and 1861-2, republican United States senator 1862-3, and author
of the standard
history
of the state;
Tristam
Burges, whig congressman
1825-35: Ambrose E.
Burnside, major general in the war of the rebcllion,
republican governor 1866-8, and United States senator 187,5-81 ; Nathan
F. Dixon,
congressman
(whig) 1849-51, and (republican)
1863-71 ; Job
Durfce,
federalist
congressman
1821-5 and state
chief justice;
William :Ellcry, delegate to congrcss
1776-81, a signer of the declaration
of independencc, statechief
justice 1785-9, and collector of the
port of Newport 1790-1820; James Fenner, United
States senator 1805-7, governor
1807-11, 1824-_I,
and 1843-5; David Howell,
delegate to congress
1782-5, and federal district judge 1812-24;
Thos.
A. Jenekes, republican
congressman
1863-71, and
the first effective
promoter of reform in the federal civil service, Stephen Hopkins,
chief justice
1751-4, governor
1755-6, 1758-61, 1763-4, and
1767, and delegate to congress
1774-8; :Nehemiah
R. Knight,
governor
(democratic)
1817-20, and
whig United States senator 1821--41 ; Francis Malbone, federalist
congressman
1793-7, and United
States senator, May, June, 1809; Duttee J. Pearce,
democratic
congressman
1825-87; Elisha R. Potter, whig congressman
1843-5; William Sprague,
democratic
congressman
18.35-7, governor
18,38
-9, and United States senator
1842-4;
William
Sprague (nephew
of the preceding)
republican
governor
1860-63,
and United
States senator
1863--75 ; and Samuel Ward, governor
1762 and
1765-7, delegate
to congress
1774-5. -- See 2
Poore's Federal and 8ta_e Cor_sti_utions," Arnold's
Hist_*y of Rhode Island;
Bartlett's
Records of
R/wde Is/and (to 1792), Rhode Is/and H_
Tra_;
Bowen's
Baunda_
d_put_
of C_n_-
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cut, 31 (western boundary of Rhode Island); Callender's Early History of Rhode Island (edit. of
1838); PJwde Ysland Hist. Soc. Coll.; G. G. Channing's l_collectiorrs of Newport (1793-1811);
Peterson's tlistory of Rhode Isla_rd (to 1815, and thence
very meagrely to 1850); Bowen's
Memo/r vf 7'_tara Burges (1835); authorities
under DoRR REm_LLm_;
G. W. Greene's Short Ilistory of Rhode
I,_la_d (1875: the Dorr constitution
is at p. 317);
Stone's P,/u_de Ishzad in the Rebellion/ and, in general, Bartlett's
Bibliography of Rhode Island (1864).
ALEX=_NDER JOHNSTON.

more strongly attracted toward political economy,
after he had read, as he himself relates, the immortal work of Adam Smith, with which he had
first become acquainted
in 1799, at Bath, to which
place he had accompanied
Mrs. Ricardo,
whose
health had become impaired.
• Thus it was that,
by the nature of his business and the bent of his
mind, he was preparing
himself theoretically
and
practically
for the financial and economical
struggles in which he played so great a part during the
last years of his life. -- Ricardo made his fir_ appearance as a writer and economist in 1810, at the
age of thirty-eight
years, by the publication
of his
RICARD0,
David.
David Ricardo, one of the
pamphlet,
entitled, "The high price of Bullion a
most celebrated
English
economists
of this cenproof of the depreciation
of Bank Notes."
This
tury, was born in London in 1772, and died at
pamphlet
made a great sensation,
because it reGatcom Park, in the county of Gloucester,
Sept.
vealed the true cause of the declineof
the English
11, 1823.
tits family is said to have come originexchange and of the depreciation
of bank notes.
ally from Lisbon;
it is certain that his father, a Ricardo demonstrated
that the increase in prices
Dutch Jew, came to England,
where he acquired
which merchandise
of all kinds had undergone
an honorable
position by his ability and integrity,
was not, as was generally
supposed,
attributable
at the same time that he made a fortune in finanto the wars, but rather to the depreciation
of paper
cial business
and business
on 'Change.
David
money.
The ministry did not want to believe in
Ricardo
received
a commercial
education
at a this depreciation.
A bullion committee
was apschool in Holland,
where he remained two years,
pointed by parliament,
and Mr. Horner,whomade
and, at the age of fourteen, he was placed in his
the report, admitted that Ricardo's demonstration
father's
office in London.
He soon showed,
in
waq unanswerable,
and he proved by the Hamburg
this struggle with th6 chances of financial
life, a exchange
that the value of paper was only 25 per
cool and sound judgment,
penetrating
sagacity,
cent. that of specie. This was the opinion of Husand great skill in calculating
mentally the advankis$on. Canning
and Henry
Thornton ; but the
tages of an operation,
in disentangling
difficult
house of commons
made, neverthele_q,
on the
transactions,
and in reaching
an exact solution in
motion of Mr. Vansittart,
chancellor
of the exspite of the most complicated
details. --Business
chequer, the singular
declaration
that paper had
did not wholly absorb him, however, and hi_s mind
not undergone
any depreciation
I At the bead
was preoccupied,
on the one hand, with the social
of the opponents of the ideas and measures conand economical
questions
raised by the situation
tained in the treatise of Ricardo, and the report of
of Europe in general and his own country in parthe committee
of the hou_
of commons,
was
ticular,
and also by religious
questions
on the
Mr. Bosanquet,
who maintained
his opinion in a
other.
His reflections
on these last decided him
pamphlet which provoked
a reply from Ri(.ardo,
to change his religion, and to join the church of
in the course of this same year (1810). -- The next
England,
in spite of the formal disapprobation
of
publication
of Ricardo was in 1815, at the time
his familyand
his father, toward whom, however,
when the famous bill relative
to the exportation
he never forgot his duty as a resIvectful son. This
of foreign grain, so of_n afterward
modified and
event rendered
a separation inevitable,
and young
finally withdrawn,
on the motion of Sir Robert
David Ricardo
was obliged
to consider
how to
Peel and by the efforts of the free trade league,
make his fortune
alone.
But as he had already
was being discussed.
In it Ricardo
maintaim_l
given proof of a remarkable aptitude for business,
the principles
of commercial
liberty, and f,)resupport, means and encouragement
were not lackshadowed the theory of rent, with which his name
ing, and he was able to take a share in very lucrais identified.
The year following,
he pnblished
tive operatmus.At the age of twenty-five
he
another
tract on monetary
circulation,
and prowas rich, and had married Miss Wilkinson.
His
posed, that, in order to keep paper on the s.m_e
lot decided, and being no longer absorbed by the
level as gold and to render it inconvertible,
bank
cares of fortune, he, like Lavoisier,
divided his
notes should be exchanged
for ingots or piece- of
time into two parts,
one for business, the other
bullion of the standard
weight and meaturc.
for scientific studies, toward
which an inborn inRicardo retired from business
shortly
after the
clination had long drawn him.
He resumed the
peace of 1815, and applied himself 1o study _vith
study of mathematics
and of the natural sciences,
renewed ardor.
In 1816 he arranged his idca_ on
devoting himself especially
to chemical research,
economy and finance in their proper relation t,)
He was one of the first to introduce
gas burners
each other in his "' Principles
of Political E(.oninto one of his residences.
At the same time he
took great pleasure in reading the cl_tfs.d'.c_uvre of
literature,
and Fonteyrand
heard it related in his
family that he plunged
with infinite delight into
the reading of Shakespeare.--aBut
he was still

omy and Taxation."
in his preface to this
as his own the theory
the true doctrine of
neously by Malthus,

It is to be remarked,
l]l_ll,
book, he is far from claiming
of re.nt. He declares, "Tl_at
rent was published
simultain a pamphlet, entitled, 'An
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Enquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent,'
and by a member of the university of Oxford (Dr.
West), in an ' Essay upon the Application
of Capital to Land'; that without a profound
knowledge
• of this doctrine it is impo_ible
to conceive of the
effect of taxation upon the different
cl&_,_es of
society, especially when tile things taxed are tile
direct products of tile soil; that Adam Smith and
other distinguished
writers, not having considered
the principle of rent correctly, they had negle<'ted
many important
truths, the knowledge
of which
can be _cquired
only after having
thoroughly
fathomed the nature of rent."
Mr. M'Culloeh
I "Principles
of Political
Economy,"
London,
1843l, afterward
saw that the first idea of this
theory was to be met with in a pamphlet published
forty years previous,
in 1777, by an Englishman,
Dr. James Anderson (" An Enquiry into the Corn
Laws"), which seems to have escaped the notice of
Adam Smith, and which
was undoubtedly
unknown to Malthus, W_t and Ricardo.
Be that as
it may, we are inclined, together with M'Culloeh,
Senior, Rossi, and others, to accord to Ricardo the
honor of the eompletedemonstration
of this theory,
imperfeetly seen by Adam Smith, treated of iu part
by James Anderson
in 1777, treated anew and more
fully in 1815, in the two simultaneous
pamphlets
of Malthus and West, and finally expounded
with
wo,derful
clearness by Ro_i in his (,_ur, d'Ee, o_
omie ?_olitique. (See RENT.)_--Thanks
to these
remarkable
publications,
to his skill in business,
and to a large fortune,
which was stated to be
twelve millions:
thanks also to the independence
of his mind and character,
rticardo oecupi¢<! an
important
position in his country.
In 1818 he
wa_ returned
to parliament
by the electors
of
Portarlingrton.
Two of his letters testify to his
extreme distrust of his own strength.
"You have
,_een," he wrote, April7, 1814, tooneofhisfriends,
"tlmt I have a seat in the house of commons.
I
fear that I shall not be of much use there.
I have
tx_ire attempted to speak, but in the most embarra,_ed manner, and have scarcely any hope of bei_ able to overcome
the fright which takes pos._e,_ion of me when I hear my own voice."
" I
thank you," said he, in another letter, dated June
22, 1814, " for the efforts which you have made
to il_pire me with a little courage.
The indul2_.nee of the house has lessened for me the diffi_'ulty of speaking, but I still see so many and such
t_,rrible obstacles, that I fear much that it would
l_e wi_r to c_mfine myself to silent votes."
Everythiu_ _hows that he was too harsh toward himself
iu this judgment.
This is how Lord Brougham

expressed himself with regard to it.
"Ricardo's
language had a remarkable
stamp of distinction t,
his style was clear, simple, correct, and its woof
was enriched
with facts and valuable documents.
lie practic(d
abstention
in questions
which had
not been the object of his hmg meditation,
and,
when he spoke on events and laws concerning
the
church or of I_flitics in general, he seemed to be
acting in obedience to the inveterate frankness
of
his nature and the indomitahle
freedom
of his
spirit.
Iience it was that few men ever exercised
such real effect on parliament;
few men have cornmandcd such livelyattention,and
as he had neither
captivating
inspirations
nor graceful speech, with
which to charm his auditors,
this influence may
be reg'arded as the triumph of reason, of integrity,
of ability.
Besides, he commanded
the respect
of all parties, even the ministerial,
against which
he was constantly
fighting ; but he would
not
submit to the yoke of any coterie, voting with
the opposition,
the radicals, or the cabinet, from
judg-ment and not from tactics or ambition.
Although he owed part of his fortune to the negotiation of government
loans, he more than once
combated
from the tribune
that ruinous practice
of governments
in general and of the then existing English
government
in particular."-Such
was the man as a politician.
As a scholar he was
no less calm, no less independent.
During twenty
years he debated
with Malthus,
with Mill, and
with 3". B. Say, without the antagonism
of ideas
impairing
the friendship
which existed between
his illustrious opponents
and himself.
In private
life, Ricardo's
character was at once firm, mild,
simple and amiable; he was an indulgent
father,
a kind husband,
a devoted friend,
tle partieulariy liked to collect about him men of talent, and to
converse freely on all subjects, but principally
on
those which
were connected
with his favorite
science.
A. most pleasant
memory of him is preserved by the club of political economy of London,
one of the founders of which he was, and at Paris,
in the circle which J. B. Say and his amiable consort gathered together once a week. It is also said
that his generosity
kept pace with his ability:
nearly all the charitable
institutions
of London
counted him in the number of their patrons, and
he maintained
at his own expense an alms-house
and two schools in the neighborhood
of his residence in the county of Gloucester.
James Stuart
Mill has said of him : "IIis history offers a most
encouraging
example ; he had everything
to do,
and he performed
well his task.
Let the young
mind which longs to spring beyond the sphere in
which it has been placed not despair, in view of

• Ricardo has been the subject of many different judg,lwnt,. Some (P_,_sl and J. 8. Mill being of this number)
r,".z'arded
him as the first of economists, after Adam Smith;

his great career, of attaining to the highest place
in science or in politics.
Ricardo had to make his
fortune, to form his mind and even to begin his

',','!:',_!::at_eht_,o_xthtr_m_.
ndar_n_nhkeetrr_.htca_roo_bp_yly_ education,
without any guide but his penetrating
r_.,'_Pen0r,0riginal
andprofooud;asawriter, he sometimes sagaeity, without any eneouragementbut his en,Jb-eure_hi8 thought by abetraet fmamtla_, the strictness of ergetic will, and it is thus that, while making an
which j_only apparent, though wedo not wlghto say that he immense fortune, he broadened his judgment and
1, m errorwhen he la ob_mre. He employs short sentences
_ h_,nemmeiating propo_tk_m introduced by hypotheoes and endowed his mind with a stren_h which has never
_oll_wedby explanations,
been surpassed." _ Without being robust, Ricardo
160
voLm.
-- 41
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was gifted with a constitution
which seemed to
promise him a longer career.
But he had for several years a pain in his ear to which he did not
pay much attention,
and which assumed
a very
alarming
character,
in September,
1823, after his
return to Gatcom Park at the close of the session,
The rupture
of an abscess at first afforded
him
some relief, but inflammation
set in agaiu, the
brain was attacked,
and he died on the 11th of
September, a after two days of great suffering,
tie was but fifty-one yeal_ old.
JOSEPH GARNIER.
RIDERS
(rN U. S. tI:sTORY).
In the federal
government,
and in the state govermnents
also,
with some exceptions
(see VETO), a limited veto
power is given to the executive, the president
or
the governor.
Where
a legislative
majority
is
sufficient
to pass a bill, but not to overcome the
veto, a measure which has good reason to fear a
veto is sometimes
attached to some very necessary
bill, such as an appropriation
bill, and thetwoare
passed as a single bill, so as to force the executive
either to accept the doubtful
measure or to incur
the odium of a veto of the more essential bill.
Such an addition
is commonly
called a "rider."
It is evidently
an invasion of the executive
province.
In most of the statesit
is now forbidden,
1, by requiring
every bill to relate to but a single
subject, and that to be expressed
in its title, not
in order to lay a ground for adjudication
by the
courts, but to give the executive
a fair excuse for
the veto; or 2, far more effectively,
by giving the
executive
the power to veto single clauses in an
appropriation
bill, while approving
the rest.
The
constitution
of the confederate
states (see that title)
adopted both these remedies;
and the second has
been suggested as a very proper amendment
to the
constitution
of the United States.-- I. In t]_ States.
Riders were not familiar in our early history.
The
only original
state constitution
which
refers to
them is that of Maryland,
1776.
"That
the senate may be at full and perfect
liberty to exercise
their judgment
in passing laws, and that they may
not be compelled
by the house of delegates either
to reject a money bill which the emergency
of affairs may require, or to assent to some other act
of legislation
in their conscience
and judgment
injurious to the public welfare, the house of dolegates shall not on any occasion, or under any protense, annex to or blend with a money bill any
matter, clause or thing not immediately
relating
to, and neces._ary for, the imposing,
assessing,
levying
or applying
the taxes or supplies
to be
raised for the support of government,
or the current expenses
of the state."
In Delaware,
1792,
provision was made that no "matter
or clause not
immediately
relating
to and necessary for raising
revenue, be in any manner blended
with or anhexed to a bill for raising revenue "; and this has
been continued
in force ever since.
Kentucky,

1799, provided that the senate "shall not intro.
duee any new matter, under color of an amend
ment, which does not relate to raising a revel_ue,"
and renewed it in 1850. The language of this latter provision was followed
by Louisiana
in 1812
and in all subsequent
constitutions,
and by Maine
in 1820. Inother
states the evil is either still untouched, or has been attempted
to be remedied in
one of the two modes above specified.
Thc first
method, by requiring
singic subjects for bills, ira.
troduced
by _New Jer._ey in 1844, has been imbedded in the state constitutions
since the following
years: Alabama, 1865; Arkansas, 1868; California,
1849; Colorado, 1876; Florida. 1868; Georgia, 1865;
Illinois, (private bills and salaries) 1848, (all bills)
1870: Indiana, 1851, Iowa, 1846; Kansas, (Topeka
constitution)
18-55, (Lecompton)
1857, (Wyandotte)
1859; Kentucky,
1850; 5Iinnesota,
1857; Missouri,
1865; Nebraska, 1866; Nevada, 1864; New Jersey,
1844; _'ew York (private
or local bills), 1846 ;
Ohio, 1851 ; Oregon, 1857 ; Pennsylvania,
1864,
(by amendment),
1873 ; South
Carolina,
1865:
Tennessee,
1870 ; Texas, 184,5 ; Virginia,
1850 ;
West Virginia, 1861; Wi_onsin
(private and local
bills), 1848.
In all these it is still in existence
The _cond
method,
the extension
of the veto
power to single clauses, is in force in the following states, having been introduced
by the constitutions
of the years named : Alabama, 1875
Arkansas,
1874; California,
1879; Cololudo. 1876;
Florida (amendment
in), 1875; Georgia, 1865; Louisiana, 1879; Missouri, 1875; Nebraska,
1875; :New
Jersey (amendment
in), 1875; New York (amendmeat in), 1874; Pennsylvania,
1873; Texas, 1866;
West Virginia.
1872. -- l,I. arr_ the U'n/o_.
The
power of attaching
riders to bills has never been
taken away from the national legislature,
though
it has gradually,
by increasing
and unnecessary
use, come to be looked upon as an illegitimate
and
possibly dangerous
exercise of power.
It would
not be possible here to specify all the instances in
which provisions in the nature of riders have been
added: it is only intended
to specify the cases in
which the rider has attracted
general attention a_
a possible precedent,
or has provoked
important
opposition. -- The first of these was the joining.
by the senate in 1820, of the bill for the admissiou
of Maine to the Missouri
bill permitting
slavery,
so as to compel the house to take both or neithc]'.
In this case the two bills were finally separated.
(See CO_PRO_SES,
IV.)--In
1849 the territory
acquired from Mexico was still unorganized,
the
house being determined
to prohibit slavery there,in, against the wish of the senate.
(See 2_._._EXATIONS, IV. ; WILMOT
PRoviso;
COMPROMISES,\'.)
In the senate, Feb. 20, while the civil and dip/()matte appropriation
bill, which the house had already passed, was under consideration,
Walker. _)f
Wisconsin,
offered as an amendment
a provisi(:n
that the constitution
and revenue laws be extend('d
to the still unorganized
territory,
and that the

* The date given by M'Culloch and Fonteyrand. The
"Universal Biography" says the llth of August of the same
year, butM'Culloch and Fonteyrand must have known best.

president be authorized
to enforce them; and lhi_
was adopted Feb. 26. Its object was to secure the
introduction of slaves to the territory, under cover
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of the constitution,
though Webster showed conclusively that the constitution
could not thus be
made a territorial law.
But he resisted the rider
mainly on the score of prudence,
acknowledging
that it was parliamentary,
and that he "could not
.say that, if you had a bill under consideration
for
:lbolishing
flogging in the navy, you might
not
introduce an amendment
declaring war with Great
Britain."
The house very ingeniously
threw the
onus back upon the senate, March 2. It did not
reject the rider, but "concurred
with the amendment" that the cxisting (Mexican) laws be continued in thcterritoryuntil
July4, 1850, unless sooner
superseded
by organization.
As the Mexican law
forbade slaver)', this would have fixed tile status
of the territoD _. After midnight
of March 3, the
adjournment
day, the senate receded
from its
amendment,
thus getting rid of the house amendment with it, and passed the appropriation
bill
without any rider. -- The dispersion
of the Kansas legislature
in July, 1856, by fedcral troops,
under the president's
order (see KANSAS), was at
once brought up in congress,where
the new republican party controlled
the house (see REPUnLIC_'_
P:_RTY, I.), while the senate
was democratic,
When the army appropriation
bill came up, the
house adlted to it a rider forbidding
the employment of federal troops for the enforcement
of the
territorial
laws of Kansas, and directing the president to protect persons and property,
to keep the
l)cace, to disarm the territorial
militia, to prevent
them from attempting
to enforce the territorial
laws, and to recall United States arms distributed
in the territory.
The senate rejected the amendrecurs; both houses adhered to their position;
and
the time fixed for adjournment,
Aug. 18, came,
h.aving the army bill still unpassed.
The president, by proclamation,
at once called a special
session for Aug. 21. The house again added its
rider, and the senate again rejected
it. Finally
the house yielded, and passed the bill without the
rid(.r by the close vote of 101 to 98; and it became
law Aug. 30.--The
great volume of legislation
required by the rebellion made this period prolific
ia riders.
Thus, the validation
of the president's
•wls and proclamations
of 1861 (see IL_a_.As CORrls), after failing as a separate bill, was added as
a rider to an act to increase the pay of privates in
th(. regular army, Aug. 6; and generally the words
"and for other purposes"
in the titles of bills be(',,m(, indicative
of some hidden or open rider,
-None of these provoked
special opposition,
and
lh(.y may be passed over.
From the first appear.tlw(. of tile conflict of opinion between Pr_ident
•b_heson and the majority
in congress
(see RE('O-NSTRUCTION),
it was evident that riders would
play an important
part.
In the senate, May 2,
Js66, a rider was attached
to the posto_ce
apPropriation
bill, forbidding
the payment
of sal:tri_.s to officers until their confirmation
by the
_,nate (see TE_;UV.E OF' OFFICe); but this was sub-cqucntly reconsidered
and rejected.
During the
z)cxt session the conflict became open, and in February, 1867, the army appropriation
bill was passed
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with two important riders.
The second section of
the bill enacted that the orders of tile president
and secretary of war to the army should only be
given through
the general of the army (Gen.
Grant); that the latter should not be relieved,
removed or transferred
from W_Lshington without
the previous approval of the senate; and that any
officer who shouht transmit or obey orders, except
through the general of tile arm)'., should be punishable by imprisonment
for from two to twenty
ycars.
The sixth section ordered
the immediate
disbanding
of the militia forces of the unrcconstructed
states.
March 2, 1867, the president
signed the bill, but protested
against the riders,
as attempts
to deprive
him of his functions
as
commandcr-in-chief,
and ten states of their right
to control their own militia, both of which were
given by the constitution,
not by congress.
These
sections were prcliminary
steps to the impeach*
ment of Johnson.
(See I._PEACWME._TS, VI.)-Jan. 13, 1868, while a bill to make five, instead of
six, of the supreme
court judges a quorum,
a
most important
rider was added, providing
tha_
no decision against the constitutionality
of a federal law shouht be valid without
the concurrence
of two-thirds
of the judges therein.
The senate
did not consider
it.There was no further important party contest ]n congress
on riders (but
see A.S_NESTY) until 1872.
June 7, three days before final adjournment,
Senator Kellogg, of Louisinns, suddenly
moved to add to the civil appropriation bill a general election
law, authorizing
the oversight
and control of elections by federal
supervisors,
which the senate had already passed,
but which the democratic
minority
in the house
was opposing with a probability of success.
There
are no rules in the senate to limit debatc, but in
the case of appropriation
bills, and "such amendments as directly
relate to the appropriations,"
the senate minority had agreed to limit each senator to five minutes' debate..
Tim democratic
senators alleged that the introduction
of this amendmcnt was a broach of faith; but the republican
majority decided it to be germane.
Sumner, under tills ruling, endeavored
also to get in his supplementary
civil rights bill (see that title), but the
senate
rejected
it, and passed the amendment.
Much the same objection was made in the house,
but after sevcral confcrcnces
the amendment
was
adopted.
It amended
an act of Feb. 28, 1871,
by allowing the appointment
of federal supervisors of election in any county or congressional
di_
trier where ten citizens should request it from the
fc<leral circuit judge, with the proviso that the
supervisors
appointed
under it should "have no
power or authority
to make arrests," only to withess the election, the counting
of the votes, and
the making
of the returns.
The bill was thus
passed, under a suspension
of the rules, by a vote
of 102 to 79, and in tile senate by a vote of 39 to
17. -- Feb. 24, 1873, an amendment
was moved
-to the legislative appropriation
bill, increasing the
salary of the president
to $50,000 ; those of the
vice-pre_ident,
supreme
court justices, secretaries

,
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and speaker of the house to $10,000; and of the
senators and representatives to $7,500 and traveling expenses.
It passed both houses, and became
law, March 8. The increase of salary to congressmen included the members of the congress
which had voted it; and hence the increase, popularly known as "the salary grab," proved to be
highly unpopular.
(_:e S_Lx_Y GRAB.)-- Feb.
25, 1865, an act, introduced by a democratic senator from Kentucky, became law. Originally it
forbade, under penalties, the bringing of any
troops to an election place in any state " unless
it be necessary to repel the armed enemies of the
United States," but the republican majority added
thereto the words "or to keep the peace at the
polls." In this form it became, in 1874, §_ 2002
and 5528 of the Revised Statutes. The general
election law of May 30, 1870, amended Feb. 28,
1871, authorized the appointment, by federal circult judges, of two supervisors of elections for
congressmen, to personally count every, ballot, but
not, as above amended in 1872, to make arrests,
Both of these provisions were disliked by the
democrats, and they also complained of unfairness shown by clerks of federal courts in making
up grand Jury lists. During the session of 1876-7
the democratic majority in the house had passed
the army appropriation bill with a rider forbidding
the employment of the army in sustaining the reconstructed southern state governments.
The
senate refused to concur, and congress adjourned
in March without passing the appropriation bill.
The army was unpaid until, at the special session
of Oct. 15, an army appropriation bill was passed
without the rider. One section of the general
election law allowed the marshal or his deputies,
in case of resistance to arrest, to call in the posse
cornitat_s to assist them; and in 1876 the attorhey general decided that the federal troops might
be summoned as a posse. In 1878 a rider was
added to the army appropriation bill, forhidding
the use of federal troops as a po_e, except in
cases where it was " expressly authorized
by
the constitution or by act of congress," and
the bill was approved June 18, 1878. This initial
success encouraged the democrats to attack the
whole body of legislation above specified, in
which was contained most of the legislation under
which troops could still be employed.
Their determination to do so was stimulated by the elections of 1878, wlfich made it certain that the succeeding congress would be democratic in both
branches.
If the still republican senate should
vbstinately resist the riders, and force a special
session after March, a concurrent house and senate would then be arrayed against the president
alone, who had not hitherto had any effective support from his own party. (See HAYEs, :R. B.)
The struggle began early in February, 1879. The
-house passed the army appropriation bill, with a
rider re-enacting _§ 2002 and 5528, without the
words "to keep the peace at the polls," and the
-legislative, executive and judicial appropriation
bill, with riders repealing the essence of the gen-

eral election law, forbidding the payment of any
money to supervisors, etc., and changing the
grand jury law so as to have the list arranged by
members of both political parties. .The senate
struck out all the riders; the two houses disagreed;
the bills failed to pass; and both parties "appealed
to the country" on the final adjournment.
March
4, President Hayes called a special session of the
new congress for March 18. Its meeting wa,_the
signal for a political tournament of about two
months, in which the democrats declared their
purpose to wipe out the remnants of war legislalion, and the republicans charged their opponents
with a design to " starve the government to
death," since they had failed to " shoot it to
death." The principal results of the session were
the partial success of the democrats, the renewed
support of the president by his party, and the recognition of Garfield as an unusually able parly
leader. The army bill was first passed with its
rider, and was vetoed, April 30, on the grounds
that there was plenty of time to pass both political
bills and appropriation bills, and that the junction
of the two was an attempt to coerce the president,
and possibly, in the future, the senate also, and to
enable the house to dictate permanently whatever
legislation it might see fit to attach to approprialion bills. The democratic majority was but eight
in the senate, and seven in the housel so that the
bill was not passed over the veto. Another arm)"
appropriation bill, omitting the original rider, and
substituting another forbidding the use of any
money for the transportation or subsistence of
troops for service at the polls in any state, was
passed toward the end of the session, and approved June 23. The original rider had first been
passed as a separate bill, and vetoed May 12. The
executive, le_slative and judicial appropriation
bill, with its riders, was then passed, and was
vetoed May 29. June 10-14, two appropriation
bills were passed: the first, for the executive and
legislative expenses, without any riders, wa_sapproved June 21; the second, for the courts alone,
with the riders which had caused the veto of the
whole bill, was vetoed June 28, on the grounds
that there were but two proper methods of overthrowing existing legislation, by repeal, or throueh
the courts, and that the riders simply forbade The
executive to execute laws yet unrepealed.
July
1, congress adjourned, leaving the courts unprovided for. It was suggested that the presid_,nt
should continue calling special sessions until congress was willing to pass an appropriation bill for
the courts: but this extreme, though legitim_m'.
measure was not put in force. The courts and
court officers went unpaid until the following se_sion, when the struggle was renewed in a milder
form. The democrats passed a judiciary biil,
with a proviso that special deputy marshals should
he selected from the different political parties, and
should beof good moral character. Thiswas _l-e
vetoed May 4, 1880, as a bad precedent of an indirect repeal of a law. The hill was then p_,¢.d
without aa appropriation for _pecial deputies.
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The army appropriation
bill of May 4, renewed
the rider forbidding
payment for transportation
or subsistence of troops for service at the polls in
any state.--See
(I.) Poore's Federal and State Con_tltutions; 2 Hough's American
Constitutions,
657,
s summary of provisions
as to veto power in the
._tates, as they stood in 1872; the variations in this
article are subsequent
changes;
(It.)see
CoT_gres._;,,_,al Globe and Congressiol_al I_ecord, under the
,(.xcml dat'es ; 16 Benton's
Debates of Co_gres*,
30(i. 1 Greeley's
Amel_car_ Cow,flier, 195, 2 Wil•_,)n's Rise and Fall of tl_e Slate Power, 29, 505;
a_d Statute_ at Large and tlevised Statutes,
under
the dates and sections named,
AlmXA.NDER JOiI_STO,_.
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RIU KIU.
The demands of practical politics
in Asia are compelling
the issue of a problem that
has, c_.t)ecially since the opening of this century,
hecu awaiting
solution.
The extension
of Europenn interests in the far east has had the tendency,
, not only to force China to define her relations
with the nations of the west, but also with those
on or near her borders.
For many centuries the
centre of culture to more than half of the largest,
flw most populous and the most varied continent
_)f (,arth, China, has divided the world into two
l)ortions : the middle (China), and the foreig'n (all
other nations).
The outlying
people were "bar1,arians," and all holding
relations
with her were
rc('koned as tributaries
or vas_ls.
The investiture beMowed upon each, and the actual recepti,m, by the Chinese " Son of Heaven,"
of gifts
which were considered
as mar'ks of homage from
alm,)st every country,
from the Caspian sea to
Japan, and from the Malay archipelago
to the
fi_)zen t_lTldras of Siberia, are recorded
in the
( hine._c court annals.
Even the embassies
from
l{ome, India. Venice, and the modern
kingdoms
(ff l"uropc, were registered
as " tribute bearers."
('hina's form of the doctrine
of the "Divine
l',i_ht "to rule all nations, is expressed in the title
of her emperors, Whang-Ti,
Heavenly
Dynasty,
ot Theocratic emperor.
Western
governments
in
('hri_wndom
have compelled
a change in diplom:Llie language
as regards
themselves,
but the
1,,l_c of oriental mock-courtesy
or real loyalty to
the Chinese emperor is still very abject, however
imb'pendent
such countries
as Annam or Cores
_:_3" ia actuality
be.
Almost
alone of China's
m'_hbors, Japan has asserted and maintained
ab•_,,]utc political independence,
though Siam is rapidly following her example.
China, now pressed
_,u all sides by European
enterprise
and ambition,
ti_(l_ that she must maintain
her old claims, or
st_ffer the presence of frontagers
who, instead of
manifesting the demeanor of childlike suppliants,
bear the attitude
of jealous defiance.
Since she
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lost, by the diplomacy
of Ignatieff in 1860. the
Amoor region and maritime provinces
touching
the Pacific and Corea -- a territory as large as
France--she
has firmly resisted all further encroachmcnts.
Wr-esting Ill from Russia, she further manifested
her policy by warning
off the
Japanese from Formosa in 1876, by demanding
Riu
Kin from Japan, by garrisoning
Scoul with her
soldiery after the Corcan uprising in July, 1880, by
military defense of her frontier against suspeetcd
Ru._sian aggression,
and by informing
France
of
her determination
to defend her vassal Tonquin
against invasion, annexation
or protectorate.
The
problem
i_ further
complicated,
not only in the
case of Riu Kiu, but in that of others, as in the
Indo-Chinese
peninsula,
by the fact that these
petty kingdoms have for centuries rendered
homage and paid tribute to two countrie.s: to the nearest and le_ powerful,
and to supreme China--to
the distant "Son of Heaven"
and "Lord
of Ten
Thousand
Chariots"
in Peking
So long as the
()rdinary conditions of Asiatic statecraft were unvexed with modern
and western ideas, this state
of things could go on undisturbed.
The entrance
of Russians, French
and British on the scene as
neighbors,
and extra-territorial
residents, hascomplicated the prohlem. -- Of Riu Kiu (Sleepy Dragon), a group of thirty-seven
sugar and rice producing islands stretching
like a long rope (okinawa) from Satsuma to Formosa,
with a population
of over 166,000 souls, we may say that it needs a
Solomon to pronounce
upon its parentage.
Like
a babe between two maternal
claimants,
it is in
danger of the sword and of division.
The Riu
Kiu people are, in origin, language
and dynasty,
true Japanese,
but being powerless
between the
two great rival empires,
Japan and China, they
have endeavored
to keep the friendship
of both
by tribute and acknowledgment
of submission
to
either.
Thirty-six
Chinese families from Fu-kien
settled in the islands in A. D. 1372, and encouraged
trade, friendship
and relations of culture and submission to the Chinese court, which were not interrupted
by the Japanese.
Before this time and
afterward,
however,
Riu Kiu was a feudal depcndency of Satsuma,
and was so dealt ,,vith by
the Japanese shSguns, and the junk-load
of gifts
sent annually
to China was permitted
as merely
"an exchange
of neighborly
courtesies."
On sccount of their evident reluctance
to fill their quota
of war material,ordered
by Hid_;yoshi when ahout
to invade Cores in 1592, the prince of Satsuma,
in 1609. after the Corean war and civil trouble in
Japan were over, made an expedition to Riu Kiu,
and completely
subdued
the principality,
sent the
king Shonei as prisoner
to Yedo, and after a
thorough
reformation
of administration
in the
islands, the daimiss
of Satsuma
wcre confirmed
in their pc_ssessiou of Riu Kiu, keeping Shonei as
hostage for three years, while the laws and customs of his dominions
were being assimilated to
those of Japan.
Upon his accession
to office,
each prince of Riu Kiu took an oath of allegiance
to the daimi5 of Satsuma, a_d Japan treated Pdq
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Kiu as an integral portion of the empire.
In time
of famine, food was sent to relieve the starving,
and indemnity
was exacted from the Formosan
pirates for depredations
upon Riu Kiu sailors,
Commodore
M. C. Perry. in 1853, acted upon the
principle
that Riu Kill was a dependency
of Japan, and though
modifying
his view after a stay
of some months
in China, he finally made an
agreement
with the regent of Riu Kin, which,
however, contained
no statement of the political
status of the island kingdom.
In 1872, after the
abolition
of feudalism
in Japan,
Rill Kiu was
made a province
(ban), and the chief, Sho-tai,
a governor
(han-wo).
In 1874, Riu Kiu was
brought
directly
under control of the home department,
and the custom of sending presents or
tribute
to China was forbidden.
In the diplorustic correspondence
between
Peking
and TSkiS, relative to the Formosan
affair in 1874, China
distinctly
recognized
the Riu Kiuans
(who had
been killed by the Formosan
savages) as Japane_ subjects.
The Chinese envoys to Japan
in
1878 protested
against the Japanese
occupation
of Riu Kiu and their interdict
on tribute
to
China, demanding
that the old status q_w of the
islands should be restored.
Tcrashima,
the mika.
do's minister
(and now envoy at Washington),
objecting
to their offcnsive langmage, cut off further negotiation.
On April 4. 1879, the I{iu Kiu
ban (province)
was abolished,
and the okinawa
ken (prefecture)
established,
while Sho-tai,
the
chief, was ordered
to reside, like the former daimiss, or feudal chiefs now retired, in TOkiS. The
discussion
was now opened
at Peking,
but with
little progress,
until, in 1879, Prince
Kung
referred tile matter to Oen. U. S. Grant, then visiting China and about to go to Japan.
After his arrival in T6ki('), and consideration
of the evidence
on both sides, Gen. Grant advised the withdrawal
of previous
dispatches
and the appointment
of
plenipotentiary
commissioners
to settle the difficulty.
The commission
beg'an its sittings in Peking, Aug. 15, 1880,and the negotiation_
continued
during three months.
On Oct. 21 the draftsof
the
treaty which was expected to end the controversy
were ready for si_mature.
It provided
that the
boundary
line between
the two empires should
be drawn
at about the twenty-fifth
parallel
of
north latitude; ttmt Yay_-yama
and Miakoislands
should belong to China, but all northward
should
belong to Japan.
The treaty, as agreed upon by
the high commissioners,
was to be signed within
ten days; but after sixteen days had elapsed, the
Tsung-]i Yamcn notified _Ir. Shishido,
the mikado's envoy, that by imperial
order the treaty was
to be submitted
to the northern
and southern superintendents
of trade, and others, for considerstion and further report.
This amazing violation,
by the Peking government,
of the principles of international
law and common courtesy,
in remanding the solemn decisions of a plenipotentiary
com.
mission--to
which, on the recommendation
of an
eminent American citizen, Japan had, in good faith
and covenant with China, submitted her case---to
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other parties, is thus adjudged
by the Hon. J. B.
Angell, minister of the United States to China:
"Even
if they [the Chinese] have justice on their
side, in opposing the seizure of the islands by Ja.
pan, they could not well contrive a better way to
alienate the sympathy
of all civilized nations from
them in the assertion of their rights than by the
course which, if we accept the statement of Mr.
Shishido,
they have now seen fit to take in their
negotiations
with Japan."
On Jan. 20, 1881.
nearly five months after the commission
had fin
ished its labors, and after repeated remonstrances,
Mr. Shishido,
the mikado's
commissioner,
left
Peking,
since which time the Japanese
government have steadily refused to reopen the question
with China.
Whether
by war, by diplomacy,
or
by arbitration,
the solution of the long-standing
problem of China's claim to sovereignty
over pupil or neighbor
nations
seems probable, and may
take place before the end of this century.
£Ncither
Japan, with her new sense of nationality,
nor European nations in this age of liberty, are inclined
to respect
a claim that seems more antiquated
and anachronistic
as such a figment as the holy
Roman empire and such a doctrine
as the divine
right of kings to reign settle below the world's
horizon.--LITERATURE.
_I. C. Perry's
Tl_e Japan E:cpedit_n;
Transactions
of the Asiatic 5"ociety '
of Japan,
vol. i. ; files of The Japan
,_[ail and
Japan
Gazette; The Ch_7/santhemum
(Yokohama)
of March, 1883; JDiplomatic correspondence
of the
Un/ted State_, 1881, 1882.
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The object
of thc present article is, in the first place, to 1)resent a condensed exposition
of all those provision"
of the constitution
of the Catholic
church which
areof any importance
for the political undcrsumding of ecclesiastical
questions,
and then of tim.-('
principles
of that same constitution
which lmvc
to do with the relation of the Catholic church _,,
the state and to other confessions,
etc.: tile wh(,lc
from the point of view, and according
to 1he
teaching,
of the Catholic church itself. _- I. -_ture and Mission of the Chzlrch.
The Catholi("
church, according
to its own dogmatic
teaching.
is the body or community
of all those who _ c
. This article is intended neither as an argument for, _or
as an attack upon, the Catholic church. It Isa simple ._t_t_'*
ment of its own doctrines, written by a deep thinker pr_,roundly versed in its doctrines and laws. See note at the
c]o_e of the article.--]r,_.
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united in the faith in Jesus Christ, a community
founded by Jesus Christ. the Son of God, to the
end that, within its fold, the individual
may work
out his eternal salvation.
To effect this his purpose, Christ--for
the continuation
of the funclions which he performed
during his earthly life,
and for the application
of the spiritual
means of
the sacraments
b_queathed
by him to this cornmunity--at
the same time established
his apostolate, charged with the task and endowed with the
power of appointing
successors who should, unto
the end of time, labor toward
the restoration
willc(l by Christ, and purchased
for them by his
incarnation
and death, viz., the restoration
of aU
nations to the true faith, and effccting
through
th'lt faith, tlleir entrance into the kingdom of God.
To preserve
the true faith unahered
forever,
God t)romised and sent the Holy Ghost, the divinc
,_pirit, to the church, to remain with it throughout
all |ime. The Catholic Church, founded by Christ,
is the only true (u_ic_, ur_) one; it is of direct
divine inslitution,
built on the apostles chosen by
Christ himself, and on t[mir suc(.es._ors, de_cndcd
from them, in an uninterrupted
series, by spiritual
g(,neration or ordination
(eccleMa apo._tolica); it has
been called to be univer_l
(,'_atIwlica) both in time
and sp.mc, and to receive into its bo._om all those
who fulfill the conditions
which Christ attached
to cntrance into his community;
unto it i_ granted,
through
its instruments
of grace, the powcr to
m._ke man the child of God, to help him to fulfill
ln_ religious destiny and to sanctify
him (ec.cle,_ia
s(,_ecta). But, to do this, the church must be every_hcre recognizable,
external
and visible (cccl_Ma
_.cter_a, visibdis).
To this end it has received,
in the fundamental
features
of it, a definite con•,titutir)n,
with the church's
central point in the
hi,hop of Rome,
the successor
to the priority
r',)Hf(,rred by Christ on Peter, that is to say, to the
primacy among the apostles, and therefore,
in _he
I)i-h_)p of Rome. as the visible vicar of Christ.
I[(,m,c the church is an ecclesia, cat/wlio_, (q_o_tob'_a
I:,,_,_a.
In order that the church
may not err
i_ matters pertaining
to the faith, that is, in gen(,ral, in ils teaching, concerning
all those doctrines
(_ the ac('eptance
of which
membership
in the
('hri,tian conmmnity
depends (the dohrmas of the
(hurt:h). or in those precepts
the observance
of
_ hi(.h is a condition
to the salvation
of the iadi_idual (the fundamental
doctrines
of morals), it
i-, hy the constant dwelling within it of the Holy
Glmst. endowed
with
infallibility
for all time
(,,'H_.,ia i_fallibilis).
Thus, the Catholic
church
r('prcsents itself, not merely as a subjective comnnmity of Christian
believers,
but also as an obj_cti_,c community,
as the only external visible institution founded by Christ for the realization
of
/d,_ kingdom.
Its foundation
is the doctrine of

ingly, the fulfillment
of the promise made by God
after the fall, the institution
for which he prepared
the way under the old dispensation;
so that Christianitv is not the abolition
but the fulfillment
of
Judai_sm; and therefore
the sacred books of the
latter (the Old Testament)
in as far as they do not
exclusively
relatc to natiomfl, ceremonial
and like
affairs, l,reservc tlmir authority
in Christianity.
-tie,we the aim and object of the church is not the
estal)lishment
of an earthly kingdom;
it is not a
kingdom of this worhi; its interests arc not secular,
but religions and spiritual;
its mission is to restore
harmony between the cravings of the sensitive faculty and the commands
of God. to bring it to pass
that the individual,
through
faith, and througb
tlw grace accorded by God to all, may _Hll his own
_dvation,
and with freedom, by works conformsble to the faith, labor for his salvation.
According to the teaching
of the Catholic
church, it is
not mere faith in Christ that insures salvation, but
faith in Chris|, and works corresponding
to that
faith: a life in, and conformable
to, the faith.
Although, according to its dogmas, cnlrance into its
communion
is a condition
to salvation
(cxtr,_ evcle_i_Lm 7_ulla sab_,_), the atta('hing
of the con_qucnces which follow the non-fulfillment
of that
condition
presuppon_s
knowledge,
and an act of
the will refusing to cntcr it. llcu(:c the church
does not condcnm thosc of a failh other tlmn its
own.-In this worhi, the (.hur('h fulfills its task
through the mediation of a visible institution,
and
throu#,-h means, connecled
with visible symbols
and forms; vNible, because int(.uded for men who,
as visible, external
1)cinb_, are bound to and ('an
not escape such form_.
Those of the church who
have ended their carthlycarcc,',
immediately
enter
into a state of pcrf(.ction,
of be'_titude in the contemplatio,_ of Go(l (church triumplmnt),
or remain
in a middle state of purification
(t)urgatory),
(the
clmrch suffering).
The,c, together with the faithful in this worhl still _orking
out their salvation
in the earthly struggle (church militant), con,_titute
the communion
of saints (com/_io
sa/_ctqr_m);
through this communion
the merits of the _ints
may bc applied to tbo_e on earth, and the prayers
of the living avail those undergoing
the purification of purgatory.
Only thc church
on earth
(the church
militant)
Ires anything
to do with
human law.
]t enters into the dom'dn of law because of the action which it desires to'and
must
exercise on men, even on all men, because of the
external means it employs,
and finally because of
its compact,
visible organization.
But its mission, nevertheless,
is not an earthly
and lmmau
one; hence, by its very nature, it is not dcpemient
on any power whatever,
nor conditioned
by any
such power; the church mu,_t fulfill its minion,
wherever and as soon as it has the means to fulfill

l_d_h and morals proclaimed
by Christ himself,
:_nd preserved, first, in the recognized sacred books
of lhe New Testament
(Bible), which, according
to the universal belief of the church,
were written
under divi_e inspiration,
and secondly, in the oral
tradition of the church.
The church is, accord-

it; because with the possibility
to fulfill it comes
its duty to fulfill it. As regards the individual
Catholic, the external fulfilhnent
of his duly consists in the life in the church, and according
to
the teachings
of the church.
And this supposes :
participation
in external divine worship (cu/_u_);
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participation
in the means of grace, in each according
to the circumstances
of life (tile sacraments) ; the fulfillment
of the commands
which
the church teaches as directly divine, or which.it
proclaims it_lf by virtue of the power granted it
(profession of the dogmas of the church, and ohservance of the precepts of morals).
When the
acts of individuals are external, they become subjcct to human law (jbrum externum);
but when
these acts are entirely internal, they belong to the
domain
of conscience
(fi, rum internum).
_ II.
Constitution
and Administratiol_
of the Church.
1. Persons.
The constitution
of the church, or of
the society which constitutes
the church, is that
of a #octets, im_q_u_lis, as it was called even in the
middle
ages.
That
society is divided
into two
different
and separate classes : first, the clergy,
the body which embraces
all persons
chosen to
guide the church,
to administer
the means of
grace left it, and to act as mediators of salvation
to individuals;
and_condly,
the laymen, the pc()ple, the collective body of the faithful,
subject to
the guidance
of the clergy.
Sometimes
the former are called the teaching,
ruling or governing
church,
and the latter the learning
or obeying
church.
The mark that distinguishes
these classes
each from the other, is ordination,
bestowed
on
the clergy by a bishop, which is, as it were, an
act of spiritual
generation,
and of itself confers
the faculty
(fa_ultaz spiritaalis)
of administering
or dispensing
the spiritual
means of grace bequeathed
to the church.
There is a gradation
in
holy orders', according
as this administration
of
the sacraments,
or means of grace, by the very
nature
of that administration,
supposes
a power
which does not r_ide in man as such, and which,
therefore,
can not be acquired or conferred without the indwelling
capacity
to conifer it, in the
person who confers it ; or according
as it may
be exercised
by purely
human
faculties.
The
priests (prednjteri,
sacerdote,_), through
the sacrament of holy orders (the external sign consisting
in the imposition
of hands by the bishop, the invocation of the Holy Ghost, and anointment),
receive the grace and especially the power of changing the bread and wine into the body aml blood of
Christ, and hence of performing
the sacred function which is the central point of divine worship
in the Catholic church.
They are intrusted
with
the guidance of the life of the church
in detail,
Above the priests stand the bishops, as successors
of the apostles, endowed with the plenitude of the
priesthood,
a plenitude
which manifests
itself in
the spiritual
power to grant admission
into the
ranks of the clergy, and especially into the priesthood and episcopate.
The bishops become such by
virtue of a special act called consecration,
and are
looked upon as the holders, necessarily
and unconditionally
called for the government
of the
church, of the fullness of power deposited
in the
church.
From the bishops the other members of
the clergy derive their powers, as well as the external right (called juri, dietio in the language of
the church) of exercising
the spiritual faculties
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which have been granted them.
The episcopate
is, therefore, the exclusive guide and ruler of the
church, and this by virtue of its position in the
church; its power is the ordinary
xar _ _o,[_v,
and hence is also called, by way of eminence, juris.
dictio ord u_lria; if any one else is invested with
an analogous authority, it is only by way of tiction.
The priestly and episcopal dignity is indel
ibly stamped on the individual;
or, in theological
langmage, it impresses on the soul a character inddebd_, so that the print or the bishop may, in
deed, be deprived
of Ills right as such, but never
of his purely spiritual
power.
Hence there always exists between them and laymen a profound
spiritual ineffaceable difference.
Below the priests,
there are six other grades of the clergy (deacons,
subdeacons,
acolytes, exorcists,
lectors, ostiarie._),
the members
of which have no similar specific
functions
to perform,
and to whom, on that account, the indelible character of the priesthood
is
not imputed.
Their duties, in our day, in the
church, are practically
nothing;
but in them._lves
these duties consist in ta_ing care of the poor, attending the sick, and in discharging
the humbler
services in the church.
Among the clergy are
reckoned,
moreover,
all who have received
the
tonsure, and who are thus externally
distinguished
from laymen.
The clergy are further divided into
the secular clergy, and the regular clergy, belonging to the religious orders.
The former embrace
all who are subject only to the law applicable to
the clergy, and, speaking relatively,
to the law applicable to all the faithful in general; the latter inelude all those who live in accordance
with a particular rule (rebuts, hence e./erus regu/ar/_) obligatory upon them only by virtue of their own voluntary act.
A person belonging
to a religious or
monastic
body need not have received any of the
degrees of holy orders, so that here the difference
is not a practical one. -- The seven degrees of Italy
orders are divided into the higher orders (priests,
deacons and subdeacons)
and minor orders.
All
of them confer certain rights and impose dutie_
which it is not necessary
to enumerate
here. -At the summit
of the episcopate,
as head of the
church, is the pope.
The pope and the bishops
are the necessary,independent
rulers of the church.
They represent
the teaching,
governing
church.
Their representation
of the church
takes place in
a general council;
such council can not, in the
very nature of things,
be always
nor even froquently
assembled.
Hence, from the beginning,
the guidance of the church by the episcopatc wa_
practically
this: each bishopobtained(and
obtaii_-)
a portion of the domain of the church, as his e.x
c]usive field of activity, within which he execute,
the mission of the church as teacher, priest and
administrator
of its laws.
To the episcopal ofiict..
the only and fundamental
one in the governm('nt
of the church, there have in time been associated
other authorities
or bodies, the existence of which,
not resting on any necessity,
is a result of historical development,
and consequently
remains subject to that development
in the future.--Hence
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the constitutional and administrative
organism of
the church _
following:
The territorial domain
of the church is divided into dioceses.
The occupant and ruler of each diocese or see is a bishop
(epi_opusdi_cesanus,
o_li1_ariu_). Several dioceses
constitute an ecclesiastical
province (Frovi_c/a eccb,sia_twa) under a metropolitan,
who, however, is
only a judge of second resort, who is empowered
|o visit the dioceses of his suffragans, governed by
clearly defined provisions,
who has besides a few
other powers, but whose office has by no means
a complete intermediate
degree of authority.
In
the early days of the church,
several province_
constituted a patriarchate
(Italy, the Roman; one
at Constantinople,
and one at Jerusalem,
Antiochia
and Alexandria
respectively).
The modern patriarchates, those just mentioned,those
of Venice and
Lisbon, and that of the Armenians
and Maronites,
are merely nominal,
and without
any juridical
importance.--The
union of the bishops with the
pope is effected by the constant
intercourse
that
naturally results from the ever-recurring
need of
papal acts and decisions
for the several dioceses,
and al_ by the duty of the ordinaries
of presenting themselves from time to time before the pope,
to give an account of the condition of their di_
in everything
that pertains
to the church;
by the
sending out of papal leb-ates; but, above all, by
the oath of fidelity or oath of obedience, which
every bishop takes to the pope at his consecration,
Finally, the intercourse
of the pope with the faithful (both ecclesiastics
and laymen) affords him a
means of obtaining
information
concerning
the
eomtition of the several churches,
since every one
is free, subject, of course,
to rational rules, to
communicate
with the pope. -- In the guidance
and government
of the dioceses the bishops are
assisted, so far as the entire diocese is concerned :
1. By chapters
(metropolitan
chapters,
cathedral
chapters, etc.).
These sprung
by degrees from
_l_c clergy of the bishop's city, and particularly
from the clergy of the bishop's church; from the
sixth to the ninth centmT, they led a life in comm,)n (rib_ communi_), after the pattern of monks,
._ubject to a rule; later they assumed, more and
Jnore, the character
of independent
corporations,
a character which theystill
retain.
The bishopis
r_'quired to obtain their' consent to certain acts,
and to seek their advice as to others; leaving these
eaee_ out of consideration,
c_tses which are distiuctly defined in the law of the church, the bishop
ts not bound by the chapters nor obliged to ClloOSe
hi_ a_sistants in the administration
of his diocese
_rotu among them, although
practically he doesso
_'_['rywhcre.
2. The vicars general (vica_'iigenera/,._), who were originally, particularly
in Germany,
:qq)ointed as a counterpoise
to the excessive ju_sdieti()n of the archdeacons,
and who by degrees
maintained their position as permanent
assistants
by re_Lsonof the great extent of the dioceses and
tlh(' frequent absence of the bishops. 3. Suffragan
)ishops (vicarii in pogti_).
These are real
bishops, consecrated
with a title to dioceses which
formerly existed, but which are now in the hands
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of the infidels (in Asia and Africa).
These bishops
are appointed by the pope at the request of the
bishop, and, as nmndataries of the bishop, perform
episcopal spiritual functions.
They are given only
to cardinal bishoprics,
to great dioceses, and to
those in which such suffragan
bishops arc traditional. 4. Officials, with the same historical dcvelopment and position as the vicars general, but limited to the exercise of juridical authority.--In
our
days a formal tribunal
for this purpose is usually
apt)ointed (with a president and at least four councilors), a tribunal which the bishop constitutes
as
he wishes.
In like manner, there is generally appeintcd an official body for the administration
of
the diocese, tinder the pr(_sidency of the ordinary
or of his vicar general.-For the. separate district.
The dioceses are divided into archdeaneries,
deancries, and district vicariates, at the head of which,
named by the I)ishop (also by the clergy of the
diocese, and confirmed
by the bishop), there is
an arch-priest,
dean and district vicar, to whom
belongs
the supervision
of the clergy in their
office, of their moral conduct,
the administration
of the property
of the church, and, as a rule, the
schools for the children of the people.
The dean,
etc., is required to visit his district every year. and
conscientiously
to report its condition and the state
of its accounts,
and to examine the parish books;
he is the medium of communication
of the bishop
with the clergy, and of the addresses or petitions
of the latter to the episcopal authorities.
He has
no jurisdiction,
but only the right to make expostulations,
remonstrances,
etc.
A district
of
this kind embraces
an indefinite
number of parishes (parochi_), each governed
by a parish priest
(parochus).
The parish priest, accordingly,
is the
most important
helpmate
of the bishop.
The
parish priest has, as assistants, vicars, chaplain_,
curates, etc., who are appointed
and removed
by
the bishop. -- 2. Objects of the Church's
ActioT_.
It clearly follows, from what has been said, that
thelife of the individual,in
its totality,is
theproper object of t.hc action of the church, inasmuch
as the mission of the church consists in this: to
remove all contradiction,
in man, between his will
and the commands
of God, that is, to bring perfeet harmony
into all his actions.
Its efforts,
therefore,
by no means aim at doing away with
natural (national, political) relations or conditions,
but only at bringing
them into harmony
with
Christian
conditions,
that is, at raising the principles, ideas and maxims that move individuals
and nations
in their doings,
to the height of
Christian principles,
ideas and maxims.
Hence it
strives not to remove or destroy the external,
special, peculiar stamp given to individuals
and nations by their character,
land and climate ; but
only to concentrate
them, in their final end, on the
goal to which religion tends, that is, on the world
beyond.
This sufficiently explains why the church
has endeavored
to leave its impress, and actually
has left it, on all nations, on their different classes
and on their condition,
changing and transforming
them; why it has endeavored
to banish, and, by
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its influence, for the most part, has banished, from
civil, penal, public and international law, ever)"
principle which was based on heathen views, or
was in conflict with its own principles, or which
stood as an external obstacle in the way of the
full development of its doctrine. It is intelligible,
that the church endeavored to exert, and actually
exerted, a direct influence here, because it considered that in this manner it could most fittingly
secure the actual operation and enforcement of
Christian principles.
Thus, during the middle
ages, we see an infinity of objects drawn into its
dumain, with which, at a first glance, it would
seem to have nothing to do. )fen, in our day, are
accustomed to look upon all this .,Lsa transcending
of power, as evidence of the usurpation of theclerg.'T,and the ambition of popes; they forget, that in
looking at it through the spectacles of the nineteenth century they are judging not tfistorically,
but only critically.
Denied it can not be, that all
civilized nations have been educated by the Catholic church; that through it a Christian foundstion was given to the state, and a new civilization
introducc_t into all the departments of social life
and of the life of the law. How deeply the necessity of the position the church assumed here, was
rooted in the circumstances of the time and in the
mission of the church and the state, in those ages,
is sufficiently evinced by the fact, that this action
of the church met with ahnost no opposition. All
resistance before the sixteenth century was direeled only against certain matters of detail. But,
although the practical action of the church still
may extend, or historically has extended, into
every sphere, it can not be ignored that its direct
action, so far asits end and mission are concerned,
lms not so broad an aim now, and that consequently no place in things non-essential belongs
to it, that none such is neces._ry or can appear
necessary to it, and that it has no right to such a
place. Rather can thcdirect, immediate and everle_timate aim of the church be this and this only:
man in his moral and religious relations. If the
church here attains its object, harmony will of
itself follow. Nothing, therefore, would be more
foolish than for the clergy of the Catholic church
to long for the recovery of worldly rights, honors
and titles, as did the Jews for the flesh pots of
Egypt. If the clergy be truly spiritual, and not
worldly, if they keep in view, not only in the pulpit, but in their own body, alone and in conneetion with others, the honor of God, the salvation
of their neighbor, and, finally, theirown supreme
end and esteem; if they only do all this, honor,
and, what is of paramount importance, their own
greatest efficiency for the elevation of society, will
be better secur_ than if human laws prescribed
that any homage should be paid them. -- Hence,

It may, indeed, for a time be prevented, by circumstances beyond its control, from exercising
that right, but it can never, in principle, abandon
it, nor require any external recognition of it. Thig
task of the church is called the po_estas n_gisterii.
To it belong's the reli_ous instrnction of its merehers, whether imparted in higher institutions of
learningor in public schools, since it would be inconsistent to want the church, and at the same
time to question its exclusive right of instruction
in the faith. If there be no doubt in this matter,
there is a doubt as to how far the'influence of the
church in the public schools should extend. 1_o
one will a_sert that the public schools have simply
the duty to equip the child with knowledge. They
are also called upon to educate and to train it, in
the 1)roper sense of the word; but education without religious principles is a radically vicious one.
It i§ likewise manifest, that, since the majority of
young people, on leaving the schools, cease aecumulating fresh stores of knowledge, what they
have acquired at school remains with most men
the basis of their actions through life. But from
this it clearly follows that the church, in respect
of the public schools, can not confine itself to the
task of merely imparting religious instruction, but
must claim and have a considerable influence in
the business of education in general. _ The means
employed by the church in the exercise of its functions as teacher, are religious instruction to the
youth at school (teaching of the catechism), in the
church (Sunday school teaching), sermons, instruction by pastoral letters, etc., and, finally, by
tx)oks. -- When, through religious teaching, tbe
soil has been prepared for a Christian life, the
individual in the Catholic church is kept forever mindful of his duties by the means left by
Christ, for the eanctification of the different situations in life. The power to administer these
means is the potestas ordinis.
The means are
the seven sacraments (external symbols), in._tituted by Christ, to which is attached an inward
grace: through one of which (baptism) man is
introduced into the church after birth; through
another of which he is stren_hened
for the service of God by the Itoly Ghost (confirmation): rescued from his lapse into sin, the consequence of
human frailty, by a third' (penance); by a fourth,
the eucharist, he partakes of the body and blood
of the incarnate God. By mat_mony, a fifth, he
i_ sanctified and strengthened for the natural al}iance of the family.
By holy orders, the sixlh.
those called thereto are endowed with the giftnecessary for a particular spiritual alliance with
the church.
Finally, by extreme unction, on hideath bed, the Catholic is prepared for his exit
from this world.
In a word, in all the situations
* We have here trantllatedthe GermanVtgksschu/e.n
by

what

pu_ic

immediately

and

necessarily

comes

within

_.

In writing

the article Dr. v. 8¢halte certainly

the province of the church is, in the first place, the

did not have in view the public tchools of tbe UnitedStates,

preaching

in particular.
The Volkssvhule is a school intended for _h¢
people. It seems certain that what Dr. v. 8chulte says of
the attitudeof theCatholicchurchtoward the Volksschul_ ]_
tree of its attitudetowardthe public schoolsof the United

of

the

divine

word,

that

is, instruction

in the Christian religion. Its founder has imposed on it the imperative duty to preach the
word, and, therefore, given it the right to do so.

States.-_.
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of life the Catholic is guided by file loving hand
of his mother,
the church.
Besides the sacramerits, hereto belong also the whole external divine worship (worship
and liturgy), and what is
connected with it (sazramcntals.
ceremonies, etc.),
-- The exercise of these two powers, the potestas
_nagisterii and the pote-_tas ardinis, requires a settlcd order of things.
The establishment
and development of the latter, on the basisof the fundsmental principles given by Christ, given with the
church itself, as well as its enforcement,
constitute the third power of the church, the potestas
flzr_ulictimds,
or government,
in the proper sense
of the term.
This triple powcr, in its totality,
resides in tile episcopate,
the bishops.
The potestas
fitrisdictionis,
from the very nature of the case, is
clfiefly that aclivity of the church which is cxternally apparent, and, for that reason, most ealmblc
of juridical development,
and which in fact has a
part in that development.
In the exerci._ of this
power the church enters the domain of law, and
comes in contact with states, individuals
and religious bodies separated
from it.
The principal
departments
of this jurisdiction
are the legislation
and administration
of the churct_, particularly
the
creation and filling of ecclesiastical
offices, the supervision of the administration
of the clergy, the
exerei._e of the judicial
authority
of the church
over the clergy and laity, and the administration
of the property
of the church.--3..Leg(tl
Rule,*
for Ec,c_siastie Administration.
The ecclesiastical
law is the sum total of the principles according to
which the church lives and acts in its internal and
external relations,
its sources are, in the first
place, the positive divine
precepts
contained
in
the New Testament.
which are, however,
as a
matter of course, but few, because
Christ gave
only the broad outlines of the constitution
of the
church, the development
of which, as indeed the
(h_.velopment of all law, is the work of time.
In
the first centuries
of the church the customary
law. resting for tim most part on traditions
handed
(b)wn from the time of the apostles, was the most
abundant source of the law of the church, yet one
which subsequently
receded before other sources,
hut which, at the same lime--because
it is the criu'rion in accordance with which all rules are estab]i_hed (rules required
by special circumstances,
and which are therefore
gradually developed),
that
!r_ldit!onal customary
law, of which we are speakm_--ls of great importance,
exists even at the
present day, and continues
to modify many laws
of the church.
It now finds expression
in the
,'_q_:nseccleMcediscipllna, which in many points varie_ considerably from the state of things supposed
by tile written law, which latter must lake into
;Ic(,ouut circumstances
and thetimes
There are,
be_i(le% the eanones, that is, the decrees of the
synods, and the papal constitutions.-III. Reka¢h,_,,_of the Catholic Church
to .hron-Christiaus.
The church, as has been shown, maintains
that
m('mbership
in the Christian
church
is a fundamental condition to the attainment
of the salvation
of the soul.
From this it deduces the right and
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duty of announcing
the gospel to non-Christians,
and of receiving them into its fold.
This activity
of tile church is designated
by the word mission.
A con_o'regation in Rome, bearing the name S. Congregeltio de Prop_lgaJ_da l_le, looks after the execution of this task.
To this end the congregation
has an inslitulion,
in which most of the Asi'ltic
and other languages
are taught,
and large revenues for the support
of missionaries.
To this
congregation,
under the guidance of tim pope, are
subject all countries,
in which the church is either
not tolerated at all, or in which it has not yet been
able to attain the full development
of its legal organization.
Such countries
are called terrce rotssi_t:*, in contradistinction
to countrie._ which are
ruled by the conamon law of the church and by
the regular hierarchy,
and which are terrce sexlis
apos&_licw. The system of church government
in
missionary
countries
must, from the w_r,_"nature
of the case, be dictated more by prudence(the
circumstanccs
of pl'tce, time, climate, political
constitution,
the stage of civilization
of the people)
than by the strwt letter of the law
As means of
conversion,
instruction
only is admitted;
all compulsion, etc., is exclude{t.
The violent conversion
of certain German tribes (the Saxons). by Charlemagnc, that of the Jews in Spain, aud other and
similar
conversions,
did not proceed
from the
church, although
a few individual
bi._hops nmy
perhaps
have approved
of them.
Suctl convcrsions are sufficiently explained
by the views held
in those times, which knew only Christian ,_ociety
(the ecclesiastico-political),
and when states considcred
it a matter of duly to convert all nonChristians, even against their will.
But from the
point of view of tile church, only man's free will
can call for admittance
into the churcll. -- It was
an altogether
different matter.when
in many countries, during tim middle ages, the Jews were ordered by the popes, at certain se_asons of tile year,
to listen to ('hristian
sermons,
th'lt they might
become acquainted
with Christianity
This was
considered
legitimate,
because the duty of taking
care that thc truth slmuht not remain hidden from
the Jews was acknowledged.
The Jews were tr)lcrated and protected
by the popes and bishops
more than by any others, so that, relatively speaking, there are now more Jews living in countries
formerly
Catholic, and particularly
in countries
ruled by dignitaries of the church, than in others.
But non-Christians,
l)ecausc they have not received baptism, _tan(l in no relation to the church.
For the same reason they are not subject to the
laws of the church', nor can they, as such, be
judged
tY3"the church.
But the church, nevertheless, considers
non-Christians
bound
by the
laws which it calls divine, because engraved on
the heart of every man.
When,
accordingly,
there is question
in its forum of the. rightfulness
of any act, the church does not decide it by its
positive laws, but by the dictates of the j_, divihum;
for instance, it considers
the marriage of
non-Christians
indissoluble.
The matrimonial
impediments
created by the divine law (as, for in.
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stance, the impediments
between those in the ascending and descending
lines, between
brothers
and sisters, etc.) the church reg_,,_ds as binding on
non-Christians.
With regard to the admission of
grown-up
non-Christians
to her fold, the church
maintains
that religious
conviction
only is uecessary, but not any definite age or further requiremeuts.
Since all compulsion
must be regarded
as
illegitimate,
it is not pernfittcd
by tile Catholic
church to baptize the children
of non-Christians,
as for instance, those of Jewi._h parentage,
against
the will of their parents, but it insists that a baptized child shall receive a Christian
education. -Dating from the early centuries
of the Christian
(era, and from the middle ages, there still exist a
number
of laws which forbid the intercourse
of

to prevent her children
from being exposed to
unnec_sary
danger to their faith, end hence can
not be prohibited
to warn them against the familiax intercourse referred to above.
I am, however, of opinion, that we ought to regard the
ecclesiastical
laws which punish this intercourse
with censures (ecclesiastical
punishments)
as abrogated by a desuetude generalis (general disuse), by
reason of the altered circumstances
of the thnes,
as well as because of the modem development
of
the state.-- IV. Relatio_* of the Catholic Ch_trct, toward tlae Greek, Protesta,_t andother Christian _ects.
It follows from what has been said, that the Catholie church considers itself as the church, and con.
sequently as the only church founded
by Christ;
that it maintains
its doctrine to be the Christb_,,

Catholics
with non-Christians,
or which restrict
such intercourse
to the absolutely
necessary;
but
which forbid, above all, certain kinds of familiar
intercourse
with such perseus (as the service as
house
maids,
man
servants,
nurses, etc.), and
which further absolutely
forbid such intercourse
with the Jews.
Prohibitions
of this kind existed
until recent times in a few states (in Austria until
the summer of 1859, but they were not enforced),
aud they still exist iu several
Italian states, in
Spain, etc. Tlle reason of such prohibitions,
dattag from early times, was the danger to the faith
which
that intercourse
necessarily
involved, so
long as the Christian
religion had not attained to
full recoguition,
and so long as paganism had not
eutirely disappeared.
With
the Christian
state
this reason ceased to exist,when
iu the Nee-Latin,
Germanic and Slavonic states the heathen religion
s'as no longer tolerated.
As reasons for the maintenance and renewal of these prohibitions
in case
of the Jews, may be alleged the embarrassing
situations
in which
servants
might
be placed,
tile danger
that they might become indifferent
to their religion,
particularly
when not kept to
the observance
of it, or that they should Ire cornpelled to hear it ridiculed,
etc. The civil conditiou of the Jews does not concern the church,
For, although
the state in many of its laws relating to the emancipation
of the Jews places itself
in contradiction
with the principles of the Christian state, this implies no injury to the church so
long as such laws do not affcet the development
of
tile cllurch, and so long as the Christian
foundations of states receive no injury from them.
For
I consider that the state has indeed the power but
not the right to put itself in such contradiction.*
Yet it implies no injury to the church that the
state does not impose any legal restrictions
on
intercourse
with Jews, the church havitig always
tolerated
such intercourse,
and considered
it unavoidable.
On the other hand, the Catholic church
can not be forbidden
to employ suitable means
* In our opinion, Christianity is not only the basis but the
living element of our cLvilizntion; yet the legal foundation
of
thehas
state
notout
by any
means
rest on
The
state
notdoe_
grown
of the
church,
norChristianity.
upon the church,

doctrine,
and every deviation
from it a.s error;
that its fundamental
constitution,
according
to
its dogqna, is the one which was given by Christ
to his church, and that the non-recognition
of the
latter and of tile historically
developed powers of
the church implies unlawful
opposition
to Christ
and to his church.
Since the church
not only
exacts an inward,
but also an external,
visible
acceptance
of Christianity,
any deviation
from its
teachings,
or non-recognition
of it, not only bears
the character of a sin, but is tile subversion
of the
legal order of things, and hence has the character
of a crime.
From the nature of the case, it is
impossible
to admit a will in opposition
to the
church,
knowing
it to be the only true church.
For this reason the church looks upon the voluntary rejection of its doctrine as the crime of heresy
(from ctipttv,
to choose), that is, the non-acceptante of its entire dogma, and on the rejection of
tile constitution
of the church
(eslrecially of tile
primacy of the bishop of Rome) as the crime of
schism, and punishes the same by exclusion from
tile church;
and l)re_ribes
to the Christian state
the obligation
on its part to take action against
such crimes.
Such is the view that was rnai_rained in all Christian
states, after the pagan rcligion had been prohibited
iu the Roman empire,
until the sixtcsenth century;
in Catholic counlri('_
this view continued
to Ire taken by the Italian
states until the revolution
of 1859, and I)y Spain
and Portugal;
in non-Catholic
states, by Russia,
practically;
by Sweden, as to the abandonment
of
the Lutheran
faith ; and it is well known, that
England retained tile same view in part as regard_
tile Anglican
church.
But in C_rrmany this view
was changed
after the Passau decree of the state,
of the empire
(1552), that of Augsburg
(155:3).
and the peace of Westphalia
(1648).
Owing I,)
the events of the sixteenth
century, the effcct_ of
which were confirmed
by the laws of the empirt'
above referred to, there arose a condition of thi*_.'-'_
which had for consequence
not only the in(livid
tml freedom of belonging to any one of the thrrc
Christian confessions
(Catholic, Lutheran
and R('formed), but which also brought
about the cornplete political
txluality
of Catholics
and of t he

but is completely independent of the latter and of her dog;ma_.--I[_LUNTS_'_ilLI.

Catholic church on the one hand, and of the Protestants and the Protestant
.church on the other,
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and even the individu_
freedom of Christians, to
not belong to any Christian confession.
At the
same time, by the peace of Westphalia
and the
e._tablishment of the normal year, 1624, a definite
limit was put to the external jurisdiction
of both
the Catholic and Protestant
church over foreign
yet kindred religious bodies in the separate territories of the empire.
In consequence
of events
since 1803, all jurisdiction
of the kind has gencrally ceased to exist in Germany. --In
this way
was developed
the equality
of individuals
and
confessions.
As a consequence
of this, the rule
of the canon law has naturally
ceasc_l to exist in
respect to Germany,
to France, England, Holland,
Belgium, the United States, etc.; because it is irapossible to regard as criminals
persons who tire
born and educated
in a Christian
religious community, tolerated by the state, on an equal footing with, or even with greater privileges than, the
Catholic body.*
The church, therefore,
regards
dissenters from her teaching
only as erring,
as
h_retici materiales, as they are called in the lang_mge of the church.
For this reason also the
penal laws of the church, as well as the validity
of older prohibitions,
respecting
the intercourse
of Catholics with heretics,
have ceased to have
any force.
What is said here of heretics applies
also to the non-united
Greek church and its adhcrents.
That this is practically
so, and that this
view has been maintained
by the popes, is well
known to every one acquainted
with the government of the Catholic church.
Herewith
has also
et,a_ed the external
jurisdiction
of the Catholic
church over Protestants
and non-united
Greeks.
But so far as persons who secede from the Cathobc church to the Greek, or toany other Christian
confe_ion
or sect, are concerncd,
the Catholic
chu.rch maintains, even externally,
its owndogmatwvlcw, whichis, thenotionofcriminalschism,
and
of heresy, and the applicability
of the laws of the
church above referred
to. The external applicalion of these laws is naturally
limited to the inflicfi,m of censures(excommunication),
for the reason
thal the employment
of other and temporal puniqmlents, which were formerly always inflicted by
the slate, has now been abandoned.
Practically
the_e eccl_iastieal
penalties
play no part, except
_ hen an individual
wishes to return to the church
which tie had abandoned.
Thus, although
Prote_.tants anti members of the Greek church are no
bmger, as such, subject
to the exterlml
jurisdicti,,n of the Catholic church, still the view of the
('atholic church concerning
its own domain remains the same.
By baptism,
every one, from
the church's own point of view, becomes a merebcr of the society founded
by Christ, that is, of
the Cathohc church, and is subject to its regula• Bluntschli here Inserts a note to the effect that the state
in_r_lueed religious freedom into the world. The remark is
e,rtainly a correct one. The principle of liberty of con_Clencefor_d itself into the world through blood, we might
almost Say, spite of church and state authorities, as a means
not to determinerights, but to relzre_ violence and termiz_atequarry.,, _h_"
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tions, whether they rest on the divine law or on
the positive laws of the church, enacted by virtue
of the constitution of the church, and of the power bequeathed to it by Christ.
Hence, ++'hen, in
the church's forum, there is question of an act
done, it does not apply those principles which
non-Catholics regard as controlling
tile case, but
its own.
Practically
this is of importance
only
as regards marriage, and the questions
re.+ulting
therefrom
in the several spheres of church
life.
For instance : the marriage of a Protestant
separated from his wife, during the lifetime of the lattcr, is regarded
by the Catholic church
as void;
and a son, the offspring of such a marriage, could
not, without
dispensation,
be admitted to holy orders, propter irregula_atem
e defecfu natalium.
It obviously follows from what has been said, that
as regards Greeks and Protestants,
in non-Catholic countries, the church must look upon the task
it has to perform as a missionary
one.
And so
it is in reality. -- For the admission of di_,_cnters
to the church, which, from the poim of view of
the laws of the Catholic church, is only a return
to it, the absolute inadmissibility,
in accordance
with the above exposition,
because of the circumstances of our times and of the obsoleteness
of
the older laws of the church, of all compulsion,
or the employment
of any means but instruction, must be considered
as settled. -- The clergy
of the Catholic church
are under no obligation
to exercise the functions
of their office for the
benefit of persons of a belief different
from their
own.
In practice this can be asked of them only
as to baptism, marriage
and burial, because their
other functions can not be performed
in favor of
persons not Catholic.
As a matter of course, the
church
has no objcction
to the baptism,
by a
priest, of children
of Protestants,
at the request
of the parents.
In regard
to matrimony,
the
church forbids the marriage
of a Catholic
to a
non-Catholic,
without, howevcr,attaching
to such
marriage any definite, external,
ecclesiastical
penalty, but it does not permit the marriage
of a
Catholic to a non-Christian,
on account of the matrimonial
impediment
of difference
of religion.
The present state of things in this regard, resting
on modern papal constitutions,
is to the effect that
a mixed marriage may be allowed when it is promised that the education of the children shall be in
the Catholic religion, and when the non-Catholic
party promises not to disturb the other in the exexcise of his or her religion.] t In such a ease, that
is, in the case of a mixed marriage, a dispensation
is granted, and the nuptial ceremony of the Catholic church
is allowed to be performed.
But if
the guarantees
above referred to are not given, the
Catholic
priest grants only his so-called
passive
assistance in the nuptial ceremony.
The Catholic
priest may also attend the burial of non-Catholic
_ There are, those who consider this provision in conflict
with the principle of the equal rights of eonfessmns or
creed_ and of freedom of consc_ience. But is not the mereher of a recognized Christian denomInation, the statute_of
WI_ch he freely accepts, bound by them P
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Christians,
in his priestly character, but only with
the omission
of all ceremonies,
which, by their
very nature, can be performed
only over deceased
members of the church.
But there is no duty to
perform such ceremonies, on tile part of tile Catholic priest, as that would manifestly
imply unqualilied
compulsion,
in view of the fact that
purely political
considerations
do not demand ecelesiastical
burial.
For this same reason the state
can not compel the church
to officiate at the burim of nominal
Catholics,
whom the law of the
church deprives of this benefit, or to accord them
Christian burial.
Catholic cenmteries, campisaneli, are considered
as things ecclesiastical.
Secession from the Catholic ctmrch, and going over to
another confession, the Catholic church imcessarily
regards as apostasy and crime.
Hence its lawadmits of no mode of leaving the Catholic church,
The Catholic church makes admission
to its fold

any advantage
to the church itself, but which, on
the contrary,
arouses a host of enemies against it,
and thereby causes no little damage.
The principles which result from Catholic
teaching
and
from the development
of its taw, and which
have no reference to special conditions,
are these:
the church
is a power independent
of the state,
and self-dependent;
its domain
is a spiritual one,
and therefore
different from the political domain;
it rests on divine institution;
and hence, as to the
powers bequeathed
to it, and as to the means
granted it for the fuiflllment
of its minion in the
worhl, it is not dependent
on any earthly power
an d requires no political commission.
It is, therefore, subject to no state.
It is not of thc world
but in the world, to lead mankind
to eternal _lvation.
The Catholic church as the one church,
the mystic visible body of Christ, the community
of all Christian
believers
spread throughout
all

dependent
only on the knowledge
of its doctrine,
on the free will of the individual,
uncontaminated
by impure motives (as far as can be ascertained,
for it is unable to examine hearts), and on the fulflllment of its precepts.
When these conditions
exist, it can not but admit the individual.
But
on this very account the church
does not require
for admission to its fold any definite age, any nmre
than it does the consent of parents, guardians
or
of marric<t people, to the change of the faith of
either; because the conviction
of the truth is an
entirely individual
matter, which, by reason of its
consequences
to the individual,
can not depend on
the pleasure of a second or third party.
As regards tim religious education of Catholic children,
the Catholic church
exacts unconditionally
their
education
in accordance
with its doctrines,
and
does not admit of any exception of whatever kind
to this rule; a nmtter which Ires frequently
been
made a subject of reproach
to it, but which nmnifestly is the natural consequence
of its principles
and convictions."
The political point of view is
here a different
one from that of the church.-V. l_elation of the Church to the State.
It is impossible to enter here into the historical
and philosophical exposition
of this relation, or to support
the views here developed
by historical
proofs,
All we are concerned with at pr _nt
is to describe
the relation of the Catholic church from the point
of view of principle, taking into consideration,
at
the same time, the principles
prochtimed
by the
Catholic church itself.
All the decrees and tenets
which constitute
the sources of ecclesiastical
law
on the relation of church and state, are, from the
standpoint
of principle, just as little prescriptive
as the decrees of secular laws.
For all such decrees anll tenets did not proceed from the whole
church;
they have not the character
of dogmas,
but sprung
from the circumstances
of the times
in which they originated,
and in which they all
lind their sufficient justification
and necessary explanation.
To make these tenets of the middle
ages, or the general condition
of those ages, an
absolute
standard
for all time, is an absurdity
which neither has a rational basis nor is even of

lands, is not the subject of the action or influence
of any stute, and is not, because it is the mystic.
visible body of Christ, bound to obey the laws of
anystate.
The Catholic church knows no limits,
no nation, but only humanity
united in the faith.
But the worldly position and the worldly relation
of individuals
do not, therefore,
cease to exist.
Christ did not prescribe to his church
the attainmerit of its end in any new way by the creation
of artificial social relations previously
unknown
to the world, or of new political
institutions
or
constitutions.
The church's means for the reaching of its end are purely spiritual,
moral and reli_ous.
Hence, the mission of the church is dc
cidedly not a political
one.
That through
the
acceptance
of Christianity,
all social, and hence
all political, relations
should be gradually
tran_formed
as they actually were, was not the aim of
Christianity,
but the indirect
result of its action,
because through
its influence humanity
itself was
renovated
in a moral way.
It therefore
follows
that the church in different countries does not and
can not require that the people should abandon
their political and social relations or circumstan('c_'.
but, on the contrary,
that individuals,
each in
the position in which Providence
has placed him,
should fulfill his duty, and, like a true Christian,
whether as a citizen or official or soldier, as father
or mother, as son or daughter,
etc., merit heaven.
Religious duties should not interfere with htt,,l_,
duties, whether civil or political, and there should
arise no conflict betwecn civil and churcll dutic-.
The task of the Christian
state consists in the al
tainment of this end. -- From what has been said.
it follows, in the first place, that the church acc('l )I"
the political
order as resting on the divine will,
and that the authorities
of the state rule bydivinc
right.
All, accordingly,
are bound
to obey the
latter.
But it follows, too, that no definite form ot
political authority
or of political
constitution,
l_,
single political system, can be regarded
as the (Jl_'
specially instituted
by God, but that the church
recognizes
the actual lawfully
existing
politi('_,l
authority
of a state as the one divinely establishcd.
Not the church, but international
law and history,
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the proper
of church

solution
of the question
and state,
see CHUnCH

decision
lies outside
the jurisdiction
of the church.
It is therefore
perfectly
true
that
the
Catholic
church as such is cosmopolite, and knows
no

Vol.

this

special country; but it is wrong, on this account,
to deny to Catholics individually, from tile pope
to tile layman,
the right
of, or the capacity
for,
patriotism•
Differences
of political
opinion
and
deep attachment
to home, country
and nation,
are
as natural
to Catholics
as to any others.-Thus,
the

IcE REFORM.)

church
is not divided
into state churches,
lIistory
shows
that
there
is nothing
more
crippling
or
deadening
to the inward
life aml
action
of the
church
than a condition
in which
it becomes
tile
itt_trument
of state
administration,
happens
that it is the predominant
state.
_or
is the Catholic
church

even wbeu
it
reli#on
in that
a state
within

the state.
This is not possible
from
the very nature of its existence
in most states, and of its coilstitution,
which
is the same in all states,
the centre of which
(its constitution),
even in the interest
of all states
having
Catholic
liot be subject
to a state foreign
It is, however,
no contradiction
said,

that

the

church

population,
should
to any other states,
to what
has been

partakes

in

the

sufferings

and joys of every
individual
state,
in so far as its
members
belong
politically
to such
state. -- Within its own domain
tile church
demands
freedom
of

movement and autonomy,
day

does

every

private

just as in

individual,

present

the

every

commu-

aily, every society, and every confession.
Catholic

church

can

not

on

principle

lay

The

claim

to

privileges
or rights
of a secular
or political
nature;
the loss of the old ones it possessed
was, therefore,
in principle
no violation
of right.
But it can not
be denied
that the practical
settlement
of the relalion of church
and state,
especially
beset with
great
difficulties,
becatL_e
broken with history
in respect
to tile
of the political
domain,
and because

in Europe, is
our age has
development
the church

and the state, in most European
countries,
have a
too intimate
and
historical
connection
to render
it possible

soon

to

find

the

right

solution

in

the

_'¢;nflictof opposing parties, one of which desires
to retain
ycleped,

the condition
of things
historically
deanother
of which
finds tile right
solution

ht tile absolute dechristianization

of the state, and

a third in the freedom
of the church
within
its
O_ n sphere,
the like freedom
of the state
within
its sphere,
and in tile action
in common
of both
oa a

cotnmo_i ground.

There are still other parties

I. of
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in
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and as contrary to the doctrine Quod semper, quod ubtque,
9nod ab om_dtms.
This is not the place to discuss whether
the decree of papal infallibility changed the constitution
of
the Catholic church.
What concerns us most in this work
is to hly before its readers the mcamng of that do_-nna, as
undcratood
by the bc_-t informed
in the church it.,,elf--a
meaning, which, therefore, m_" be considered the meaning of
the Chnrch.
We gl'_e it in the words of probably the most
eminent and learned of Catholic dignitaries, one whose name
has long been familiar to ProtesUmto and Catholics as well
as to disbelievers both in Protestantism
and in the Roman
church.
He says: "The Vatican definition, which comes to
us in the shalx'of the pope's encyclical bull called the Pastor
.F_ternvz, declares that 'the pope has that same infallibility
which the church has': * to determine,
therefore, what is
meant by the infallibility of the ImPC, we nmst turn first to
consider the infalhbility
of the church.
And again, to determine the character of the church's infallibility,
we must consider w hat is the characteristic of Christianity, considered as
a revelation of God's will-Our Divine Master might have
coramunicated
to us heavenly truths without telling ns that
they came from him, as it is commonly
thought
he has
done in the case of heathen nations; hut he willed the gospel to be a revelatmn
acknowledged
and authemicatcd,
to
be public, fixed and permanent ; and, accordingly, as Catholies hold, he
a society of"men
to beof itsthathome,
its
instrument
andframed
its guarantee.
The rnlera
association are the legal trustees, so to say, of the sacred truths
which he spoke to the apostles by word of mouth.
As he
was leaving them, lie gave them their great commission,
and
bade them
' teach' whatever
their converts
all over the them';
earth,
'to obs.erve
all tlnngs
he had commanded
and then he added, 'Lo, 1 am with you always, even to
the end of the world.'
Here, first, he told them to 'teach'
his revealed truth ; next, ' to the consummation
of all
thing_;
thirdly, for their encouragement,
he said that he
would be with them 'all days," all along, on every embrgency or occasion, until that com, ummation.
They had a
duty put upon them of teaching their Master's words, a duty
wllich they could not fulfill in the perfection which fidelity
required, without his help: therefore
came his promise to
be with them in their performance
of it.
Nor did that
promise of_upernatural
help end with the apostles person.
ally, forheadds,
'totheconsummationoftheworld,'implylag
the apostles
successors,
and been
engaging
that that
he would
be withwould
those have
successors
as he had
with
them.--The
same sMegamrd of the revelation, viz., an anthoritative,
i_rnlanent
tradition of te_tchlng, is insisted on
by an informant of equal authority with St. _,Iatthew, but
altogether independent
of him: I mean St. Paul.
He calls
the church 'the pillar and ground of the truth'_ and he bids
his convert Timothy, when he had become a ruler in that
church, to 'take heed unto his doctrine,' to 'keep the de-

posit' from
of the himself
faith, and'to tofaithful
' commit men
" thewho
things
whichbehefithad
heard
should
to
teach others.'--This
Jr-how Catholics understaml the Scripture record, nor does it appear how it can otherwise be underThe above article (somewhat shortened here by the oralsstood _ b"t, whcn we have got as far as this, and look back,
_-_tm_f matter relating exclusively to Germany) was written i we find thatwe haveby implication
made profession of a furt_y _, dl,-tingui_hed Catholic teacher of ecci_iastical
law,
ther doctrine.
For, if the church, initiated by the apostles
John Frederick yon Schulte, the author of a great number
and continued in their successors, has been set up for the diof works on the law of the Catholic church.
It was written
rect object of protecting, preserving and declaring the, revelafor the larger edition of Bluntschli and Brater's ,'_laataw&rtion, and that by means of the guardianship aml providence of
_, t.,_ch. Al'tcr the promulgation
of the decree of the tnfalits Divine Author, we are led on to perceive that. in asserting
hb_Jly of the Impe by the Vatican council, Dr. wm Schulte,
this, we arc in other words a_erting, that, so far as the re_lth Dr l_lhnger
and other ]earned Catholic divine_ and
vcaled message is concerned, the church lb infallible; for
],bm'l,
formed themsslves
into the body known as the
"Old Catholics," a party which rejected the doctrine
of
• Romanum Pontlflcem ea infalnbilitate pollere, qua dtvintts
papal infallibility a_ subversive of the ancient constitution
Redemptor Eccleslam suam in deflnienda doctrtna do fide eel
ofthe church,as theabsorptionof thechurch by the pope, morlbus Instructarn
easevolult_
which

do not

J

well

know

what

they

want.

¢_

(For
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RUSH, Richard, was born at Philadelphia, 1817-9_5,and secretaryof state under John Quincy
Aug. 29, 1780,and died there July 30, 1&59. He Adams. In 1828he was the candidateof the Adwas gradu_d
at Princeton
in 1797, was'admitted
to the bar in 1800, and became
attorney
general
of
Pennsylvania
in 1811, and attorney
general
of the
15. S. in 1_14.
He was minister
to Great
Britain,

ares republicans
PARTV,
I.)
He
See his Re.sidene_
and Go_nment

for vice-president.
(See WRm
was minis'e?
to France,
1847-56.
at ttw Court of London,
and Court
of Lauis
Philippe.
A.J.

whet Is meant by infallibility in teaching but that the teacher
in ins teaching is secured front error? and how can fallible
man be thus _cured
except by a supernatoral
infallible
guidauce?
And what can have been the object of the words,
Ium with yon all along to the end," but to give thereby an
answer by anticipation
to the spontaneous,
silent alarm of
the feeble company of fishermen and laborers, to whom they
were addressed,
on their findang themselves
laden with soperhumun duties and respon_bilitie_?
- Such then being, in
its simple outline, the infallibility
of the church, such too
will be the lW,)pe's infallibility,
as the Vatican fathers have
defined it.
And if we find that by meaos of this outhne
we are able to fill out m all important respect_ the idea of a
council's mfallibtlity,
we shall therchy be ascertaining
in detail what was defined in 1870 about the infallibility
of the
pope.-- 1. Theehurch
hastheofilce
of tesching, and thematter
of that teaching is the body of doctrine which the apostles
left behind them as hcx perpetual t)ot_e_ion.
If a question
arises as to what the apostolic doctrine
is on a particular
point, she has infallibility
promiscxi to her to enable her to
answer correctly.
And, as by the teaching of the church is
understood,
not the teaching of thls or that biehop, bllt their
united voice, and a council is the form the church must
take, m order that all men may recognize that in fact she is
teaching on any point m dispute, so in like manner the pope
must come before us in some special form or posture, if he
zs to be understood to be exercising his teaching office, and
that form is called _ c(g_dra.
This tenn is most appropriate, as being on one occasion used by our Lord himself,
When the Jewish doctors taught, they placed themselves in
Moses' seat, and spoke e.z cathedra;
and then, ae he tells us,
they were to be obeyed by their people, and that, whatever
were their private, lives or characters.
' The Scribes and
Pharisees," he says, 'are seated on the chair of Moses: all
things therefore whatsoever they shall say to you, observe
and do ; but according to their works do you not, for they
say and do not." -- 2. The forms by which a general council
is idenl|fied as representing the church her_lf, are too clear
to need drawing out ; but what is to be that moral cathe,
dra, or teaching chair, in which the pope. sits. when he is to
berecognizedasintheexereiseoft_isinfallibleteaching?
The
new definition answers thisqnestion,
llespoakse.xcathed_a,
or infallibly, when he speaks, first, as the universal teacher;
secondly, in the name and with the authority of the apostles;
thirdly, on a point of faith or morals; fourthly, with the putpose of binding every member of the church to accept and believe his decision.
3. These comlitions
of course contract
the range of his infallibility meetmaterially.
IleneeBilhmrt,
speaking of the pope, says, ' Neither in conversation, nor in
discussion, nor in interpreting Scripture or the fathers, nor in
consulting, nor in giving his rea_nsfor
the point which he h_
defluc_l, nor in answering letters, nor in private deliberations,
supposing he is setting forth his own opinion, is the pope infallible.' (t it., p. 110.)* Andforthissimptereason,
becanse,
on these rations ocea_ions of speaking his mind, he is not in
the chair of the umversul doctor.--4.
Nor is this all ; the
greater part of Bilinart's negatives refer to the pope's utterances when he is out of the cat/wdra Petri. but even when
he is in it his words do not necessarily proceed from his infallibility,
tle has no wtder prerogative than acouncil, and
of a council Perronc says, ' Councils are not infalhble in
the reasons by which they are led, or on which they rely,
in making their definition, nor in matters which relate to persons, nor to physical matters which have no necessary connection with dogma.'
(Pr_r_.T/wo/.,t,
il.,p. 4_2.i Thus, ff
a council has condemned
a work of Origun or Theodoret, it
did not in so condemning
go beyond the work itself; it did
not touch the persons of either. Since this holds of a court-

ell, it also holds tn the case of the pope; therefore, supposin_
a pope has quoted the so.call_l
works of the Areopagttc
_ts
if really genuine, there is no call on us to believe hint ; nor
a_,ain, when he condemned
Galtlec's
Copernicanism,
tmle.-s
the earth's immobility has a • necessary connection with some
dogmatic troth,'
which the present bearing of the holy *ee
toward that philosophy virtually denies.
5. Nor is a council infallible
even in the prefaces and introductions
to its
definitions.
There are theologians
of name, as Tournely
and Amort,_ who contend that even those most instructive
capitals par_ed in the Trldentine
council, from which (he
canons with anathemas are drawn up, are not portions of the
church's
infallible teaching ; and the parallel introductions
prefixed to the Vatican anathemas
have an aothor_ty not
greater nor less than that of those capltula.-6. Such pa_sages, however, as the_e are too closely connected with the
defimtions themselves, not to be what is sometimes called, by
a eatachrez/_,
' proximum
fidei' ; still, on the other hand. Jt
is true also, that, in those circumstances
and surroundings
of
formal definitlone, which 1 have been speaking of, whethcr
of a council or a pope, there may be. not only no exercise of
an infallible voice_ bat actual error. Thus, in the third
conncil, a passage of an heretical author was quoted in delense of the doctrine defined, under the belief he was Pope
Julius, and narratives not trustworthy
are lntroduccxl into
the seventh.
This remark and several before iL will become
intelligible ff we consider that neither pope nor council are
on a level with the apostles.
To the apostles the whole rcvelation was given, by the church it is transmitted;
no simply
new truth has been given to us since St. John's death; the
one office of the church is to guard ' that noble deposit" of
troth, as St. Paul speaks to Timothy, which the apostles bequeathed to her, In its fullness and integrity.
Hence the infallibility of the apostles was of a far more positive and
wide character than that needed by and granted to the
church.
We call it, in the ca_ of the apeetles, mspirsu[)n;
in the ease of the church, a_'i.stenlta.
Of course there J_ a
sense of the word ' inspiration'
in which it m common to
all members of the church, and therefore e_peclally to it_
bishops, and still more directly to its rulers, when solemn.
ly called together iu council alter much prayer throughout
Christendom,
and in a frame of mind especially serious and
e_ruest by reason of the work they have in hand. The P_raclete certainly is ever with them, and more effectively m a
council, as being ' in Spiritu Saneto congregata ' ; but I speak
of the special and promised aid necessary for their fldehly _o
apostolic teaching;
and, in order to secure this fidelity,¢lo
inward gift of infallibility
is needed, such a_ the apo_l('_
had, no direct suggestion of divine truth, but simply an cxternal guardianship, keeping them off' from error (as a man ._
guardian angel, without enabling him to walk, mighL o1_a
night journey, keep him from pitfalls in his way), a gns_l,mship saving them, as far as their ultimate decisions arc c0neerned, from the effects of their inherent infirmities, from
any chance of extravagance,
of coy.fusion of thought, of el)llision with former decisions,
or with Scripture, which m
seasons of excitement might re_onably be feared.
' Nc_'r,'
says Perrone, ' have Catholics taught that the gil_ of ]nf_lhbility is given by God to the church after the manner of _esptration?
(t. ii.,p.'253.)
Again: ,[Ht_manJmediaofarriving at the truth are excluded neither by a council's nor by a
pope's infallibility, for God has promised it, not by wa) of
an infused' or habitual ' gift, but by the way of a_le_,l_
"
(Ibid., p. 541.) But since the process of defning t_th i_
human, it is open to the chance of error; what Providcnce
has guaranteed is only this, that there should be no error u_
the final step, in the _ulting
deflni_on
or dogma. -- 7.
Accordingly, all that a council, and all that the pope, is infal-

• And so Fessler. "The pope is not infallt hie as a man, o_"a
theologian, or a priest, or a bishop, or a temporal priwce, or a
_da_, or a legislator, or in his political views, or even in kiz
ggvernm_ntofthechurc_"
(lut_'od.)

ilble in, is the direct a_r

to the _ecial

f Vide Amort, Dem_ Cr., pp. t_-_,
Mm_mm.
Videl_mler.

_

question which he
appIlsa to the Una_a
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RUSSIA°
This empire
comprises
three distinct
states : Russia,
Poland,
and the grand
duchy
of
Finland.
Its area, according
to the imperial
almanac
of 1872, is 19,152,725
square
kilometres,
divided
as follows
: Ru_ia
in Europe,
4,390,829
square kilometres;
Poland,
123,738;
Finland,
350,-

541;
the
lieutenancy
of the Caucasus,
407,597;
Siberia,
11,425,715;
and Central
Asia,
2,454,305.
-- The population
in 1867 amounted
to 81,745,307,
as follows
: Russia
in Europe
and Poland,
69,364,541; Finland,
1,843,253;
the lieutenancy
of tile
Caucasus,
4,583,640;
Siberia,
3,327,627;
and Cen-

happens to be considering;
his prerogative does not extend
b_.youd a power, when in his ¢athedra, of giving that very an_wer truly.
' Nothing,' says Perrone,' but the objects cff dog•qatic definitions of councils are immutable, for in these am
councils infallible, not in their resettle,' etc. (Ibid.) -- 8. This
rule is so strictly to be observed that, though dogmatic statements are found from time to time in a pope's apostohc letter_, etc., yet they are not accounted
to be excretes
of his
mfallibilltyif
they ars said only obtter--by
the way. and without direct intention
to define. A striking instance
of this
#iy¢equa not_ condition is afforded by Nicholas I., who, in a
letter to the Bulgarians, spoke as if baptism were valid, when
administered
simply in our Lord's name, without distinct
mention of the Three Persons;
but he is not teaching and
_pcakingex eathedra, because no qusation on this matter was
in any sense the occasion of his writing.
The question asked
of him was concerning the minster
of baptism, viz., whether
a Jew or Pagan could validly baptize; in answering in the
affirmative, he added obiter, as a private doctor, says BelIsreline, ' that the baptism was valid, whether administered
m the name of the Three Persons or in the name of Christ
only ' (de Ram. Po_., iv., 12._-- 9. Another limitation is
_.dven in pope Pins' own conditions set down in the Pe.Jtoe
./Et*rn,_s, for the exercise of infallibility,
viz., the proposition defined will be without any claim to be considered bindlug on the belief of Catholics, unlese it is referable to the
spo_tohc dzposttum, through the channel either of Scripture
or tradition; and, though the pope is the Judge whether it is
_o referable or not, yet the imceesity of his professing
to
al)lde by this reference is in itseff n certain limitation of
his do_,matic action.
A Protestant
will object, indeed, that,
_ffter his c_.'stinctly asserting that the immaculate
conception
and the papal infallibility are in Scripture and tradition, this
eeL,guard against erroneous definitions
is not worth much,
nor do I say that it is one of the most effective; butanyhow,
it, consequence of it, no pope, any more than a council, could,
t,r instance, introduce Ignatius' Epistles into the canon of
Scripture; and as to his dogmatic condemnation
of perticular bouks, which, of course, are foreign to the depositurn, 1
w,,uld _y, that. as to their false doctrine, them can be no
difficulty _n condemning that by means of that apostolic deIS)_lL nor surely in his condemning
the very wording
in
which they convey it, when the subject is carefully coneidered. For the pope's condemning
the language, for instance,
(,f Jan_enius is a parallel act to the church's
receiving the
_nrd 'e(msubstantial,'
and if a council and the pope were
n_,t infallible so far in their Judgment of language, neither
thr pt,pe nor council could draw up a dogmatic definition at
all, for the right exercise of words is involved in the right
('x,n'isc of thought.--10.
And in like manner, as regards
the precepts concerning moral duties, it is not in every such
prrct.pt that the pope is infallible.
As a definition of faith
mu_t b_,drawn from the apostolic depoeitum of doctrine, in
t_rd(.r that it may be cousidered
an exercise of infallibility,
wt_'thrr in the pope or a council, so too a precept of morals,
]f Jt ._ to be aceepted as dogmatic, must be drawn from the
_noHI law, that primary revelation to us from God. That is,
h. :h_ first place, it must relate to things in themselves
good
_,r ,,_il. If the pope prescribed lying or revenge, his cornn_:md would simply go for nothing, as if he had not issued
l',. )_ccas._, he has no power over the moral law. If he forb_,l_, h_ flock to eat any but vegetable food, or to dress in a
P,trlirular fashion (questiona
of decency or modesty not
r_nlg into the question) he would in like manner be going
)_':,(_o¢ Ins province, because such a rule does not relate to a
_t._t( r in itself good or bad. If he gave a precept all over
_h, w,)rhl for the adoption of lotteries instead of tithes or
_,iI_.nug,. ¢ertainlyitwould
beveryhnrd
to prove that hewas
_,u_radictiug the moral law, or ruling a practice to be in
evil
There
are few persons
_!f good which wae in itself
u_ would allow that it is at least d_bt.¢ul whether lotteries
ar_ abstractedly evil, and in a doubtful matter the pope is to
161
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be believed and obeyed.
However,
them am other condititus he, idea this necessary for the exercise of pupal infallibility in moral subjects:
for inst_mce, his definition must relate to thinbrs neces_ry for salvation.
No one would so speak
of h)tteries, or of a particular dross, or of a particular kind of
food ; such precepts, then, did he make them, would be slmply external to the range of his prerogative.
And again, his
infallibility in consequence is not called into exercise, unless
he speaks to the whole world; for, if his precepts, in order
to be dogmanc, must enjoin what is necessary to salvation,
they must be necessary for all men. Accordingly,
orders
which iseue from him for the observance of particular countries, or political or religious claeses, have no claim to be the
utterances of his infallibility.
If he enjoins upon the hierarchy of Ireland to withstand
mixed education,
this Js no
exercise of his infallibility.
It may he added that the field
of morals contains so little that is unknown and unexplored,
in contrast with revelation and doctrinal fact, which form
the domain of faith, that it is difficult to say what portlous
of morel teaching in the course of 1800 years actually have
proceeded from tl_e pope, or from the church, or where to
look for such.
Nearly all that either oracle has done in this
respect, has been to condemn
such propositions
as in a
moral point of view are false, or dangerous, or rash; and
these condemnations,
besides being such as in fact will be
found to command the assent of most men as soon as heard,
do not nee.eesarily go so far as to pre_nt
any positive statementa for universal acceptance. -- 11. With the mention of
condemned
propositions
I am brought to another and large
consideration,
which is one of the beret illustrations
that I
can give of that principle of minimizing, so necessary, as I
think, for a wise and cautious theology; at the same time I
can not insist upon it in the connection
into which I am
going to introduce
it, without submitting
myself to the carrection of divines more learned than I can pretend to be
myself.
The infallibility., whether of the church or of the
pope, acts principally
or solely in two channels, in direct
statements of truth, and in the condemnation of error. The
former m_es the shape of doctrinal
definitions,
the latter
stigmatizes
propositions
as heretical, nrxt to heresy, erronesue, and the like. In each case the church, as guided by her
Divine Master, has made provision for weighing as lightly
as possible on the faith and conscience of her children.
As
to the condemnation
of propositions, all she tells us is, that the
thesis condemned when taken as a whole, or, again, when
viewed in its context, is heretical, or blasphemous,
or impious, or whatcver other epithet she affixes to it. We have
only to trust her so far as to allow ourselves to be warned
against the thesis, or the work containing it. Theologians
employ themselves
in determining
wh_t precisely it is that
is condemned
in that thesis or trestle;
and doubtless in
most cases they do so with success; but that dctermimttion
is not de fide: all that is of faith is, that them is in that
thesis itself, which is noted, heresy or error, or other peceant
matter, as the case may be. such that the censure is a peremptory command to theologians,
preachers, students and
all other whom it concerns, to keep clear of it. But so light
is thts obligation, that instances frequently occur, when it is
successfully maintained by some new writer, that the pope's
act doee not imply what it has seemed to imply, and qusstious which ecemed to be closed, are, after a course of yearn,
reopened.
In discussions
such as these, there is a real exerelse of private judgment, and an allowable one; the act of
faith, which can not be snpe_ed
or trifled with, being, I
repeat, the nnreserved acceptance that the thesis in question
is heretical, or erroneous in faith, etc., as the pope or the
church has spoken of it. In these cases, which m a true
sense may be called the pope's neqative enuncmtiens,
the
opportunity of a legitimate minimizing lies in the intensely
concrete character of the matters coudcmned;
in his afltrmarive enunciations a like opportunity is afforded by their being
more or _
abstract.
Indeed, excepting such as relate to
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tral Asia, 2,6_,_,6.
The increase in the population can only be estimated on absolute bases since
183,5; the following are the figures given by M.
Schnitzler (Empire des Tzars) : 1835, 59,000,000;
1851, 69,000,000; 1860, 75,000,000. The81,000,000
of 1867, distributed over the whole surface, gives

only 4.2 inhabitants to the square kilometre. The
most populous part is Poland, nineteen inhabitants to the square kilometre, while in Siberia there
is only one inhabitant per 8.3 square kilometres. -The empire embraces nine distinct races: 1, the
Slaves, who are the most numerous and who in-

persons, that is, to the trinity in unity, the bleseed virgin,
the saints, and the like, all the dogmas of pope or of council
are. but general, and se far, in consequence,
admit of exceptmns in their actual
application,
these exceptions
being
determined
either by other authoritative
utterances,
or by
the scrutinizing
vigilance, acuteness
and mthtlety of the
,_v_la
Theol_or_m.
_ One of the most remarkable
in_mces of what I am insisting on is found in a do __aa, which
no Catholic cau ever think of disputing, viz., that 'out of
the church, and out of the faith, is no salvation.'
Not to go
to Scripture, it is the doctrine of St. Ignatius, St. Irenmus, St.
Cyprian in the first three centuries, as of St. Augustine and
his contemporaries
in the fourth and fifth. It can never be
other than an elementary truth of Christianity;
and the preseut pope has proclaimed it, as all popes, doctors and bishops
'before him.
But that truth has two aspects, according as the
force of the negative falls upon the ' church ' or upon the
' salvation.'
The main sense is, that there is no other corntaunton or so-called church, but the Catholic, in which are
stored the promises, the sacraments, and other means of salvatton; the other and derived sense is, thl_t no one can be
saved who is not in that one and m ly church.
But it does
not follow, because there is no chinch but one which has
the evangelical gifts and privileges to bestow, that therefore
no one can be saved without the tnt.,rventiou
of that one
church.
Anglicans
qnite understand
this distinction;
for,
on the one hand, their article says, , they are to be had
accursed (anaChematizandi)
that presume to say, that every
man shall be saved by (in) the law or sect which he professeth, so that he be diligent to frame his life according to that
law and the light of nature; ' while, on the other hand, they
speak of and hold the doctrine of the ' uncovenanted
mercies
of God.' The latter doctrine in its Catholic form is the doctrine of invincible ignorance---or, that it is po_ible to belong
to the soul of the church without belonging to the body; and,
attheendoflS00yeare,
ithasbeenformallyandauthoritatiVeo
ly put forward by the present pope (the first pope, I suppose,
who has done so), on the very same occasion on which he has
repeated the fundamental
principle of exclusive
salvation
itself.
It is to the purpose here to quote his words; they
occur in the course of his encyclical
add_
to the bishopa of Italy, under date of Aug. 10, 1863: ' We and you know,
that those who lie under invincible ignorance as r_,ards our
most holy religion, and who, diligently observing the natural
law and its precepts, which are engraven by God on the hearts
of all, and prepared to obey God, lead a good and upright
hfe, are able, by the operation of the power of divine light
and grace, to obtain eternal life." * Who would at first sight
gather from the wording of so forcible a universal, that an
exception to its operation, such as this, so distinct, and, for
what we know, so very wide, was consistent with holding it _
Another instance of a similar kind is the general acceptance
in the Latin church, since the time of St. Augustine,
of the
doctrine of almolute predestination, as instanced in the teaching of other great saints beside him, such as St. Fulgentins,
St, Prosper, St. Gregory, St. Thomsa and St. Buonaventure.
Yet in the last centuries a great explanation and modification
of this doctrine has been effected by the efforts of the Jesuit
school, which have issued in the reception of a distinction between predestination
to grace aud predestination to glory; and
a consequent admission of the principle that, though our own
w_rks do not avail for bringing us into a state of saivatmn on
earth, they do avail, when in that state of salvation or grace,
for our attainment
of eternal glory in heaven.
Two saints
of late centuries, St. Francis de Sales and St. Alfonso, seem
to have professed this less rigid opinion, which is now the
more common doctrine of the day. Another instance is sup-

plied by the papal decisions concerning usury.
Pope Clement
V., In the council of Vienna, declares. ' If any one shall haxe
fallen into the error of pertinaciously
presuming
to affirm
that usury is no sin, we determine that he is to be panishcxl
as a heretic.'
However, in the year 1831, the Sacred Pceui/eJ_tiaria answered an inquiry on the subject, to the effect that
the holy see suspended its decision on the point, and that a
confessor who allowed uf usury was not to be disturbed,
' n,m
ease inquietmidum.'
Here again a double aspect seems to
have been realized of the idea iutended hy the word _s,ry.
To show how natural this pr(_cess of partial and gradually
developed teaching is, _ e may refer to the apparent eoutradiction of Bellarmine, who says ' the pot_', whether he cau
err or not, is to be obeyed by all the faithful,' (Rom. l'oM..
iv., 2), yet, as I have quoted him above, sets down (zi., 29l
ca_s in which he is not to be obeyed.
An illustration may
be given in political history in the discussions which took
place ycar_ ago as to the force of the sovereign's c_)ronation
oath to uphold the Established
church.
The words were
large and general, and seemed to preclude any act on his
part to the prejudice of the Establishment;
but lawyers _ncceeded at length in' making a distinction
between the legislative and executive action of the crown which is now generally accepted.
These instances, out of many similar, are
sufficient to show what caution is be observed, on the part of
private and unauthorized
persons, in imposing upon the consciences of others any interpretation
of dogmatm enunciations which is beyond the legitimate
sense of the word_.
inconsistent
with the principle that all general rules have
exceptions, and unrecognized
by the theological Scho/a.--l'2.
From these various considerations
It follows, that papal and
synodal definitior_
obligatory on our faith, are of ram occurrence; and this is confessed by all sober theologians.
Father
O'Retlly, for instance, of Dublin, one of the first theologiax]s
of the day, says : ' The papal infallibility
is comparatively
seldom brought into action.
I am very far from dcn_iz_g
that the vicar of Christ is largely assisted by God in the fulflllment of his sublime office, that he receives great light and
strength to do well the great work intrusted to him aud irapond on him, that he is continually guided from above m
the government of the Catholic church.
But this is not the
meaning of infallibility.
* * What is the use of dragging
iu the infallibility in connection with papal acts with which
it has nothing to do ? Papal acts, which are very good and
very holy, and entitled to all respect and obedience, act_ m
which the pontiff is commonly not mistaken, but in which he
could be mistaken and still remain infallible in the onl_
sense in which he has been declared to be so." (' The Irish
Monthly,' vol. ti., No. 10, 1874.)t This great authority g(_',
on to disclaim any desire to minimize, but there is, I hOl_,.
no real difference between us here. He, I am sure. _o,[d
sanction me In my repugnance to impose upon the faith of
others more than what the church distinctly claims of th_,m.
and I should follow him in thinking it a more scriptural.
Christian, dutlfnl, happy frame of mind, to be easy, than _o
be difficult, of belief.
I have already spoken of that uncalholtc spirit, which starts with a grudging faith in the _ ord of
the church, and determines to hold nothing but what it _-._- ff
by demonstration,
compelled to believe.
To be a trne (',_tbolic a man must have a generous loyalty toward ecclc_la-_lc_d
authority,
and accept what is taught him with what i.- c._lit._t
the pietx_ tidal, and only such a tone of mind has a cl,_m,
and it certainly has a claim, to be met and to be hat,,ll_i
with a wise and gentle rninirnksm.
Still the fact rt,m_m'.
that there has been of late years a fierce and intolerant winper abroad, which _orns and virtually tramples on th*' h_t_v
ones of Christ. --I end with an extract from the pastoral of
the Swfes bishops, a pastoral which has received the p,)P_"s
approbation
: ' It in no way depends upon the capriCe of the

• The pope speaks more forcibly still in an earlier a.llocution,
After mentioning invincible ignorance, he adds: " Quts tantum
slbl arroget, ut huJusmod_ ignorantJas designate llmltes queat,
_uxta populorum, regtonum, ingeniorum, allarumque esrum
tam multarttm ratgonem et varietatem!"
(Dec. 9, I$5&)
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habit the centre of Russia; 2, the Lettes or Lithuanians; 3, the Finns, who inhabit the north of
Russia and Siberia; 4, the Germans of Livonia,
Esthonia and Courland; 5. the Turks, who inhab-

The sovereign, as his title of emperor and
crat of all the Rus_ias indicates, is invested
a power without limit or control; not only
supreme chief and legdslator, but it is even

it the southeast
8, the Mongols,
of Siberia.*--I.
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sovereign, succeeds him; the others are called to
the throne only in case she leaves no direct heir.

* The part
Russian
comprises
one-seventh
ritorial
of the empire,
globe, and
about one
twenty-sixthof the
partterof
its entire surface.
Owing to the vast extent of the empire,
and its social condition, no surveys that can lay claim to ac.
curacy have yet been made, and the area is obtained
in
greater part from estimates.
There has been, likewise, no
general census of the potmlation, bat various enumerations,
made by the government
during the years 1870to 1873, mainly
undertaken for purposes of finance or war, serve to furmsh

(Family

an approximately correct return of the numbereof the people,
The density of population of European Russia is considerably
greater than that of the Asiatic part of the empire.
Russia
in Europe has, on the average, thirty-four
individuals
to the
square mile, while Asiatic Russia has barely more than a
single individual to the square mlle.--By
articles forty-two
and fifty-nine of the testy
of Berlin, signed July 13, 1878,
Russia added to its vast territories tbe province of Bessarabia,
taken from Roumania, togetherwith
thedistricts of Ardahan,

sovereign,

Kar_ and Batoum, in Asia Minor, detached from the Turkish
empire. Beaearabia has an estimated
area of 3,720 Engli_.h
square miles, with a population of 140,000. According to the
most reliable estimates, the newly acquired district in Asia
Minor, formed, provisionally,
into the government
of Kars,
embraces an area of 5,670 Rng]ish square miles, with a total
popuhuion of 600,644, comprising 417,602 Mohammedans
and
183,042Christians.--In
1881 moat of Kuidla was restored to
t'hina, leaving Russia only 5,500 square miles and 26,000 inhabitants.
To the above have also to be added the trans-

dox

('a_pmn
territory,
miles, L5"5,000
inhabitants,
and Fergana,
'28,040123,_250square
square mllt_s, 800,000
inhabitants.
More

ral

recent enumerations
give the population of Poland (1872) as
_i.5'28,017;Finland (1879), 2,0'28,021; Caucasus (1873_. incluvtve of additions), 5,391,744; Siberia (1873L 3,440,362: and the
whole of Central Asia, 4,401,876. --According
to official remn_., of births and deaths for the years 1867-70, the popula_ItU'Iprogresses at an average increase of 781,000 a year; a
l_'rcentags which, supposing the inhabitants
always to mul.
tq_ly at the came rate, would double the popnlation in fifty,_ht ) cars. -- The vast majority of the population of Russia
are dcvoted to agricultural occupations, and dwell in villagem,
-pread thinly over the vast area of the empire.
According to
h,t-al t'numerations
made at various periods, there are but
"_'_emeeu towns containing
more than 50,000 inhabitmits,
'fh,. ll_tis aa follows:
'_ Petersburg (1881) .861 900 Kasan
..............
78.609
,-cow (1871t .......
611 '970 ! Kief (II_']4)............
1'27,'251
ar-aw (1878)........
336'703 I Nieolalef (1875) ......
82 805
())h._sa _1874) .........
154 819 Tiflis (lt_'76)...........
104 ff24
_wm,m.f (Be_arabla_ 108,9_ [ Kharkof (1879) .......
101,175
nlua i188t/ ...........
160,000 I Tula .................
5_150
_;_r,)tof ..............
_,_18 / Berditehef
...........
52786
_a.,htiend (1879) ......
81 951 [ Samara ...............
51,947
Una ................
79,265
:In the larger towns a considerable proportion of the trading
and industrial population are either aliens, or of foreign ex-

traction. _ The population of I{tlssia proper is composed of
three group_: Great Ras_ian.,,, or "Vehko-Russ; Little Rn.,_strum, or Malo-Ras_;
and White Russians, or B_!to.Russ. The
first, numbering
35,000,000, all belonging
to the Slavonian
race, occupy the central provinces:
the second, numbering
about 11.000.000, compose the bulk of the population of Poltara, Kharkof, Ctlernlgof, Kief, Volhynla, Podolsk, t'_katerinsular, and the Taurida ; the White Russians. about 3,000,000,
inhabit the provinces of Monllef, Minsk,Vitebek
and Grodno.
Besides these three group_ of Russians proper, there is a
great variety of national elements in the general population
of the l¢.u.,u,ian empire. -- Since the emancipation
act of 1861
the cultivable lands of Russia proper in Europe have been
approximately distributed as follows:
Per cent.
Town lands, about .....................................
0 4
C'rown lands, about ....................................
34.6
Laflds attached to mines ................................
3.5
Lands held by peasants: 1, crown peasants,15.6 per cent. _20
Lands held by l_easants: 2, former serfs,
5.0
"
_ "
Lands held by landed gentry and nobility ................
19.7
Lands held by other proprietors, or not surveyed ........
fi0.4
It will be seen, that about one-third of the cultivable landh_
Rns_ia proper ia held hy the state; one-fifth by haded proprletors; and one-flRh by the peasantry.--F.
M.
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general-in-chief,
admiral, privy councilor of the
second cla._s ; 3, lieutenant general, vice-admiral,
privy councilor;
4, major general, rear admiral,
councilor of state of the first class ; 5, councilor
of state.
The next four classes include the colo`
ncls, lieutenant
colonels, major% staff captains,
and some civil functionaries.
In the last five are

by merchants
fulfilling certain conditions, doctors
of a Russian university, pupils of the academy of
fine arts furnished
with a diploma, and foreign
savants, artists, merchants or workers of industry
after ten years' residence in the country.
The sons
nf personal nobles arc notable bourgeois
by right
of birth.
The senate examines
the titles and de-

ranged the inferior officers, with certain functionaries. Nobility is hereditary
in the first five classes,
and l)ersonal
only in the next four; the functionaries of the last five cla.¢_es become personal nobles by advancement.
Every noble owes a personal service to the state, under penalty of forfeiture of nobility, if three generations
p_s without
this condition
being fulfilled.
The tittes are those
of prince, count and baron.
There were, in 1867,
591,266 hereditary nobles and 327,764 personal nobles.
By a manifesto
of April 2, 1801, no noble
can, without
a regular trial and sentence, be deprived of nobility, honor, life or property.
A noble can be tried only by a tribunal
composed
of
nobles, and if the sentence
is loss of nobility,
honor or life, it must be confirmed
by the senate
and by the sovereign.
The nobles are exempted
from all corporal
punishment,
if only non-cornmissioned officers or _ldiers.
If they are deprived
of their property,
it goes to the nearest heir. Their
houses are exempt from all quartering
of soldiers,
In each government
the nobles po_essing
at least
300 dJciatines of land (328 hectares) or a house
worth 15,000 roubles (60,000 francs), or else who
are included
in the first five classes, have the right
to assemble in the chief town every three years,
Those who do not fulfill these conditions, meet in
each district to elect delegates
to the assembly of
the government.
This assembly elects a marshal
and district marshals, charged with watching over
the interests of the nobility and representing
it at
the central
administration.
The same assembly
elects the jmtges and assessors of the tribunals,
as
well as the chief of police of each district;
it attends to the distribution
of the taxes and deliberates as to the interests
of the province.
It also
exercises a disciplinary
power over the members
of the nobility; it examines
the titles, judges the
nobles who are accused of dissipating
their fortune, and places them under guardianship
if occasion requires.
The nominations
of functionaries
are submitted
to the approval
of the emperor or
of the governor according
to the importlmce
of
the function. -- Bo_trgeoisie.
The bourgeoisie,
established
by a statute of April 24, 1785, is divided
into six classes: 1, owners of immovable
property;
2, members of guilds;
3, domiciled
foreign metchants ; 4, notable bourgeois
(see below); 5, artisans, members
of trade corporations;
6, small
tradesmen,
small manufacturers,
lesser employ_s,
etc.
A manifesto
of 1832 established
a notab/e

livers tile diplomas.
It may confer notalfle boutgeoisie for life upon foreign savants, artists, merchants or manufacturers.
--Peazants.
The inhab.
itants of the rural districts
form nine-tenths
of
file total population;
riley are distributed
through
about 300,000 villages or hamlets, and are subject
to a poll tax.
In 1861, when serfdom was abolished, tile peasants
of the domains of the state
and of the imperial
appanages,
to the number of
25,000,000,were
already almost all freed, and there
were 23,000,000 others attached to the soil.
These
latter owed their respective lords three days' labor
a week; the other four days were at their disposal
to cultivate a lot of land the products
of which
were given to them to supply the wants of themselves and their families.
They could not change
their residence without permission from their lord.
The latter could sell them or mortgage
them for
so much per head. with the piece of land to which
they were attached:
he had over them the anthority of a father;
he could impose a profe_ion
upon
them, permit or forbid them to marry, and inflict
corporal punishments,
death excepted, upon them.
The serfs of a domain formed, under the gnar,tianship of the lord, a rural commune,
administered by an assembly composed
of heads of fatallies and by a chief called staroste, whom they
elected from among their own number.
It was to
the commune
that the land was granted
by the
lord, and it was charged with dividing it among
the families
according
to the number
of ablebodied
workmen
they
contained,
and, consequently,
according
to the amount
of days' labor
they could furnish.
Where the land did not furnish enough
to support
the peasants, the lord
rented it and gave up his right to enforced
labor.
Besides the serfs employed
in the cultivation
of
the land, there were those who were attached, a_
domestics,
to the service of the lord, and others
whom he could authorize,
in consideration
of a
sum paid, called obrok, to carry on some trade.
either in the domain or elsewhere.
In return fc,r
the revenue which the work of the serfs procured
for him, the lord was bound to protect them and
to help them in case of need ; he was subject,
therefore,
to the expense and trouble of admini._tration which this obligation involved,
and he w_l_
responsible
for the payment
of the taxes. -- The
number
of owners
of serfs was estimated
at
103,195, of whom 8,700 possessed no land.
(S_._'
the statistical work of M. TroYnizki.)
The 103,195

bourgeoisie,
for life or hereditary.
The first can
be conferred
upon former students of universities
"who lmve obtained
a certificate
of having made
good progress in studies, and upon artisans furnished with a diploma from the academy of fine
arts.
The hereditary
bourgeoisie may be obtained

owners were divided as follows: 42,978 possea<in7
from 1 to 21 male serfs, in all, 339,586 s_,rf- ;
36,194, from
21 to 100 male serfs, 1,697.914;
20,165, from 101 to 500 male serfs, 3,974.6:_9 ;
2,462, from 501 to 1,000 male serfs, 1,597,691 :
1,896, possessing
1,001 male serfs and more; in
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all, 3,074,033.
Thus, among the small proprielots, the one who possessed
twenty serfs derived
from them, at eight roubles per ,head, only 640
francs a year, to which were added the products
of the land. A large proprietor
received, for 1,000
serfs, 32,000 francs.
The number of those who
pos._ssed from 20,000 to 50.000 was very small,
In 1850, 44,166 estates, with 7,107,184 serfs, were
mortgaged
in the banks for 425,503,061
roubles,
1,500,000,000 francs. (See the work of M. Schnitzlet'.)-- Thc law, in freeing the serfs, regulated:
1, their rights and those of the former
proprietor_ ; 2, the means of existeuee
of the freedmen;
:3, the conditions
by which they could become
proprietors
of the lands which they cultivated.
The lords were freed from their duties of &mardianship.
They preserved
their rightsof
property
in the lands which belonged
to them, but on condition of allowing
the peasants, by the payment
of a sum fixed by the law, to enjoy the pieces of
ground which they occupied and also a quantity
of land which varied according
to its productive
quality.
These lands were intended
to furnish
the peasants with a living, and to place them in a
tx)sition to fulfill the obligations
which were imposed upon them for their redemption
from serL
dora. -- It was not to the peasants but to the commune that these lands were granted.
They belong
to it in perpetuity,
to be exploited in common according to immemorial
custom or in separate lots.
This second method
is only the exception;
it can
be substituted
for exploitation
in common only
with the consent of two-thirds of the inhabitants
of the commune
and of the proprietor.
--The
commune is charged with indemnifying
the proprietor either with labor or in money, as the parties choose; moreover, it is responsible
to the tressurv for the payment
of the taxes.
From this
double responsibility
proceeds
the right of using
force against peasants who do not fulfill their obligations.
Besides the ordinary
proceedin&rs, the
commune has the right to hire out a man in atrears or some one of his family for outMde work,
in the same district or in a neighboring
district,
and the wages paid for his work must be given
to the commune.
Those who do not fulfill their

enjoyment of which had to be allowed them, the
proprietors are at liberty to consent to the sale, or
to refuse it and to hold to the stipulations
fixing
the cervde or the dues.
When the sale has taken
place, and the purchasers,
whether peasants or the
commune,
can not pay the price, the government
intervenes;
it capitalizes
the dues at 6 per cent.,
and gives thcsum to tile proprietor,
half in special
certificates, issued in the name of the latter at 5½
per cent., and not negotiable
at the Bourse, and
half in bomls payable to the bearer at 5 per cent.,
and negotiable like the Russian public stocks; 20
per cent. of the capital is retained
to cover the
expenses of ('ollection, arrears and worthless debts.
If the sale is made with the consent of the peasants, the 20 per cent. must be paid by them; in
the contrary case, it is charged to the proprietor;
and, if the state institutions
of credit hold a mortgage upon the prol)erty, the sum is taken out of
the price of sale.
The purchasers
discharge
their
indebtedness
to the state by paying, for forty-nine
years, an annuity of 6 per cent., of which 5 represents the interest and 1 the amortizement.
As
long as the peasants
are indebted
either to the
proprietor,
if they have treated directly with him,
or to the state., if it ilas paid for them the price of
redemption, theycan not leave the commune without the con_nt
of tile proprietor
and of the cornmune, and without justifying
by depositing in tho
communal treasury a sum equal to tile dues or fine
capitalized
at 6 per cent. -- According
to the ofltcial returns, the acts and transactions
of redemption amounted
to 79,599 on Jan. 1, 1873; 21,201
were concluded privately.
The pca._mts who had
become proprietors
of the lands they cultivated,
numbered
6,8.58,334,
the extent of these lands
was 21,120,152
ddciatines
(°_3,088,550 hectares),
and the sums lent by the state amounted
to
630,467,115 roubles.
Of the sum of 41,222,629
rouble*, which
the pe,asants had to pay in 1872,
there remained in arrears only 316,604 roubles.
As in certain districts the amount fixed for tetrabursement
evidently
exceeded
the re_urces
of
the debtors, tile government
reduced
their annual payments.
Tlw serfs called dcvrory/, attached
to the service of the lords, or authorized
by them

(_l)ligations, through obstinacy, idleness, or in con._equcnce of intemperance,
can be hired out in
other governments,
provided
the decision of the
('ommmml assembly
be confirmed
by the justice
of the peace.
In case the land is enjoyed in lots,
the responsibility
is personal, and may lead to ex1,ul_ion from the commune and the sale of thelots

to practice a trade in consideration
of the payment
of tile obrok, were freed at the expiration of two
years.--The
government,
wishing to be informed
of the changes produced
by the emancipation,
charged
a commimion
to institute
an inquiry,
the results of which were published in 1873. The
condition of the peasants
has sensibly improved,

.,rante(|.
Whenit
is arranged
that the indemnity
title the proprietor
is to be paid in forced labor,
._u('h htbor is limited to two days a week for both
men and women.
The dues are eight to twelve
roubles for each grantee.
The peasants who were
•_lll_.iectcd to the eo_'vde have the right to pay mortcy instead, without
the proprietor
being able to
('onstrain them thereto. -- The pieces of ground
oc'cupied by the peasants must be granted to them
in full ownership as soon as they demand it; the
price of sale is fixed by law.
As for the lands the

both materially
and morally,
in the northwest.
with the exception
of the marshy
districts
of
Pin.ok alld the banks of the Pripet.
]n the south,
well-being increased
without
any advance in morality.
_'o improvement
has been produced in Littlc Russia.
In tile rest of the empire, the increase
of well-being
is scarcely apparent, and the intellectual and moral faculties are as little developed
as before.
Finally, in Great I{ussia the consumption of brandy
has considerably
increased.
Ex.
ploitation
in con_non continues
to prevail ; the
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peasant is bound to the commune
as long as he
has not paid the price of redemption,
and, in the
meanwhile,
he has scarcely effected anything
but
to exchange the guardianship
of the lord for that
of the commune.
Now it would appear that there
was little to boast of in the communal
administration andin the administration
of justice.
Their
burdens have increa_d;
the communes
expending
much morethan
formerly, their taxes have reached
(1874) a total of 30,000,000 roubles; the provincial
taxes have increased ia a similar manner: the state
taxes have not diminished,
and both weigh almost
exclusively
upon the peasants.
Therefore the commission recommended
new reforms to bring emaneipation
to a good result.
(For the effects produced upon agriculture
and upon the condition
of the prqprietors,
see IX. Re,_o_rce._.)-- In Poland
the serfs numbcred
about 3,700.000.
By
virtue of four ukases of 1864, they acquirev] the
ownership
of the lands and buildings
of which
they had the usufruct,
in consideration
of corv[es,
prcstations
and dues of all kinds.
All the_
charges, those which were arbitrary
or exceptional
being deducted,
were converted
into a land tax,
and they served as a basis for the indemnity
which
was paid to the proprietors
in l_}nds bearing4
per
cent. interest, and redeemable
by an annual drawing by lot. -- It. Administration.
Below the eraperor, to whom belongs the plenitude
of executire power, the highest
administrative
authority
is the council of the empire.
The hlatters within
its jurisdiction
are the discussion and drawing up
of legislative
acts, the interpretation
of the laws
in case the tribunals
do not catch the truc sense
of them, the establishment
of the budget,
new
measures
in the administration
of the finances,
the examination
of the ammal accounts
rendered
by the ministers,
the solution of litigiou_ questions
relative to tim administr'llion
or expropriation
for
public utility,
finally, the political
affairs upon
which the cotmcil is consulted
by the emperor,
The ministers haven seat in the council, by right;
the other members
arc unlimited
as to number;
the emperor (:hooses them as he pleasc_, and gives
the presidency
to oncof tbe first personages of the
state.
The president
is assisted by a secretary of
the empire, an intermediary
between the emperor
andthe council, and charged with the preparatoDlaborsand
the rectJr(lingof
the deliberations,
copytag the records of them, etc.-- Another great body
of state is the dirccting
senate, which was established in 1718, and reorganized
in 1802.
It is at
once a supreme court of appeal, judging
in the
last resort, with the exception
of appeals
to the
emperor,
in all civil and criminal mattem, a supreme administrative
tribunal,
and a high political court in special cases.
It is charged,
besides,
with seeing to the execution
of the laws; it has
the right to demand account of their management
of all the functionaries,
including
the ministers;
it watches over the collection of the taxes and the
employment
of public funds;
it has the care of
the archives;
it appoints
to a great number
of
offices;
it orders all measures
necessary
to the

maintenance
of order, subject to the right, which
belongs to the emperor,
of annulling these decisions; finally, it is charged with promulgating
the
acts emanating from the emperor.-The senate is
divided into ten departments,
of which five sit at
St. Petersburg,
three at Moscow, and two at Warsaw.
In connection
with each department
there
is a high imperial
procurator,
who has the right
of control over the deliberations,
and whose signature is necessary
for a judgment
to be executory.
The senators are appointed
bythe emperor.
--The ministries date only from 1802. They are
twelve in number,
namely : 1, the ministry of the
imperial court, wldch includes the inlperial orders,
the appanages,
the revenues of the emperor, the
ceremonial,
the imperial
theatres and other cstablishmentsdepcndent
on tim crown; 2, the minister
of war; 3, of foreign affairs; 4, of the navy; 5,
of the interior ; 6, of public instruction
; 7, of
postofficcs
and tcle-,Taphs;
8, of the finances,
comprising the mines and salt works, the metallurgic factories,
manufactures
and domestic cornmerce; 9, of the domains of the state, comprising
the inspection
of farming,
the direction
of the
agricultural
schools and of the model farms, and
the forests; 10, of justice, including
the corp,< of
surveyors,
the schools of surveying,
and the law
school; 11, of the means of communication
and
public edifices;
12, of the control charged
with
the examination
of civil and military
account_.
The emperor
has his own clmncellery,
which is
charged, among other duties, with the publicatiol_
of the laws, with political police, and the establishments of charity and instruction
placed under
the direction of the empress.
To the same chancellery
is attached
the commission
of requests
or petitions. -- Territol"ial
Administra_m.
Poland and the grand duchy of Finland
e-rob form
a separate government.
In the first, affairs are
directed by a lieutenant
of the emperor, assisted
by a council
of government..
Under
his presidency sits a deliberative
assembly, called a counoil of state, and composed
(ff fifteen permam,nt
members and seven temporary
members,
appointed by the emperor.
Finland
is administered
by
a governor
general,
assisted
by a senate,
th, _
members of which are appointed
by the emperor. The legislative
power
belongs to the diet.
composed
of deputies
of the nobility,
of the
Lutheran
clergy, of the inhabitants
of cities, and
of peasants.
The presidency
belongs to the prcsident of the nobility, who is appointed by the eraperor.
The decisions have the force of law only
with the imperial approval.
The rest of the erapire is divided
into fifty-eight
governments,
three
city territories
(Odessa,
Taganrog
and KertchJ_nikal(_), two countries (of the Cossacks of the
Don and of the Tchernomorie),
eleven olflasthe"
(provinces
not as yet regularly
organized),
and
three districts in the country
of the Kirghises.
The six governments
of the region of the Caucasus
are placed under the direction of a lieutenant of
the emperor. _Ten
governors general, established
at St, Petersburg,
Moscow, Odessa, Kief, Riga,
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Wilna, Orenburg,
Tobolsk
and Irkoutsk,
have
over by the marshal of the nobility.
Their duties
under their orders the civil and military heads of
comprise:
1, tile administration
of the property,
the governments
comprised
in their circumscripcapital and revenues of the province;
2, the contion.
Each civil governor
is assisted by a counstruction
and maintenance
of buihiings
belonging
('il composed of three titular members and of one
to the province,
and of roads which
are in its
or more assessors.
With this council, which is charge,
3, mea._ures useful for tile welfare of the
pur(,ly consultative,
sit a government
attorney and
pol)ulation;
4, measures of public assistance,
the
two deputies, charged with defending
theintcrcsts
administration
of charitable
institutions
and the
of the crown and watching
over the execution
of construction
of churches;
5, the administration
the laws.
At St. Petersburg
tile cityand
the subof mutual
insurance
companies
established
in
urbs are separated, since 1873, from tim provincial
the province;
6, measures proper to develop corngovernment,
and fall within the jurisdiction
of a
merce and industry therein;
7, measures concernprefecture. -- The governments
are subdivide(1
ing popular instruction,
public health m,d prisons;
into districts, which are administered
by "_court
8, measurcu to be taken against epidemics and the
c,)mposed of a president and two assessors elected
rava/es
of noxious animals;
9, the distribution
by the n()bility, of two other as._cssors elected by
of certain state taxes, the voting and distribution
the inhabitants
of the country,
and of a substiof local taxes, and the application
of tim product
tule of the procurator
of the government.
This
of these taxes to the expenses of the government
court serves, besides, as a tribun'd of the first reand the district;
10, the choice of members of the
sort for the district. -- Each government
has, as a
permanent executive commissiou, which sits in the
delibexating body, the assembly of the nobility, of
ab_nee of the assembly.
The government
cornwhich mention was nmde abo_'e, and provincial,
' mission is composed of a pr(.'sident, and of two to
government
and district
assemblies,
created by a six members, elected for three years, who receive
l:tw of Jan. 13, 1864.
Each government
assema salary fixed I)y thc assembly.
The district comlilyis composed of delegates of the district assemmissions are composed of two or three members.
bites. Moreover,
in the governments
which eraThe presidents
must be confirmed by the minister
brace imperial appanages,
or domains of the state,
of the interior.
Tiffs organization
is not yet apthe chiefs of the councils
of admiuislration
of
plied to all the govcrmuents:
in some of them the
these al)panages
and domadns are members
by
anterior system is retained
for various reasons.right of tbe provincial
assemblies.
The members
)Iu_ffcipal :ldmi_i,,tratio_.
Each cilv has its muof each district assembly are elected by three catnicipal body, composed of the golo_'a (mayor), depe_ories of electors, which assemble and act sepauties, and a deliberative
a_embly.
All the mererawly: these are, 1, the proprietors
(nobles or not);
bcrs of the nnmicip'd
body arc elected by an as2, Ihc inhabitants
of cities; and 3, the inhabitants
sembly, composed.
1, of owners of immovable
of rural communes.
They
must all be fully
properly paying a tax to the ('ity; 2, of proprietw(iaty-tive years of age.. To be an elector as
tors and directors
of commercial
and industrial
proprietor,
it is necessary
to possess, outside of
establishments:
% of all l)erson_ domit'iled in the
the cities, from 200 to 800 d_ciatines of land, or
city for at least two year._, :rod able to prove that
_)f immovable property,
having at least a value of they pay a tax to the city.
The duties of the mu1,.'i(_0roubles, or to carry on an industrml
estabni('ipa] body include, l)esidcs the management
of
]i_hm(.nt doing a business of at lea_t 6,000 roubles
municipal
affair% the mainWnancc
of order, the
)(._lr])-. or to be a p_,rmancnt holder of determinate
taking
of measures
of public s,ffety and health,
church l_roperly.
Tim electors mayl)c represented
making
regulations
concerning
th,, ports, marby rnandalorics of their choice, but the holders of ket.s, exchanges
and institutions
of credit ; the
('i._r(.b properly are always obliged to be repro- organization of cl_'tritable cstablisluuents
and hos_,vm.d
Small t)roprietors,
who have not the re- pitals, the foundation
of ]ibrarie¢, museums
and
,luir(,d mm_b(,r of ddciatines, can join together, so
theatres, and mcasures
sui_cd to (level(q) public
a.¢ I_) reach (two or more uniting)
the electoral
ins/ruction,
commerce
and local indu._try.
A
l)l'¢'l*[_rl
5' qualification,
and appoint a mandat_)ry
council of six members, elected in the municipal
to r,pre,ent them.
The inhabitants
of cities must,
body, performs the functions
of a police court, of
1,_ be electors, produce a merchant's
license, or" a chamber
of commerce
and a tribunal of compc,_,t._s an industrial
establishment
doing an anmerce, taking cognizance
of litigation
among the
ntml business of at least 6,000 roubles, or immovinhabitants.
--Retral
Communes.
The rur'd com_d)le 1)rol)erty worth from 500 to 3,000 roubles,
munc is, as before the emancipation
of the serfs,
according to the amount of the city's population,
an a.ssociation of pea._tnts exploiting
a fixed tcrriA_ for the rural communes,
their representatives
tory.
The gTcat scignioral and private estates are
ar(. appointed by electors, which the district
as- outside of the communes
and within the jurisdics,mbly it_lf chooses.
Minors, absentees and wolion of the provincial
administration.
The cities
n_t,n ('an delegate their right to vote to a mandaare likewise classed apart.
The heads of families
l,rv.
The members of the assemblies are elected
form an assembly which elects the st(troste, chief
:tin:three years, and receive no remuneration.
The
of the commune,
as well as his various functiong')v('rnment assemblies come together once a year
aries, the ta'easurer and collector of taxes, the trusfor twenty days, and the district
assemblies
for
tee of tile school or schools, the delegate
to the
tea days. Each of these assemblies
is presided
reserve warehouses
of wheat, the hospital inspect-
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or, the rural guard_ the forest guard, and the scribe.
Greeks, 53,169,019; Dissenters (_adco/n//_.926,63L
The assembly draws up the budget of the comUnited Greeks, 229.260 ; Gregorian
Armenians,
mune, fixes the taxes necessary for the payment
37,136; Roman Catholics, 7,209,464; Protestants,
of expenses, and regulates the apportionment
of 2,565, '354; Israelites, 2,612,019 ; Mohammedans,
the taxes due the state.
If tile enjoyment of the
2,359,372 ; Pagans.
255,975.
The inhabitants of
land is in common, as is most frequently the case,
the grand duchy of Finland (1,843,253) are nearly
the assembly divides the lots among tile families;
all Lutherans.
For Asia, the almanac of the eraif it is in individual
lots, the division is limited to
pire giv_ thc following figures: Orthodox
Greeks,
the lots which are not in process of cultivation.
4,936,917;
Dissenters (raskolnlks),
166,935; GregoThe assembly gives their dismissal to peasants who
rian Armenians,
560,684; Roman Catholics, 54,106;
wish to live elsewhere,
on their fulfilling the preProtestants,
16,337; Israelites, 34,857; Mohammedscribed conditions;
it decides as to the admission
ans, 3,°_67.650 ; Pagans,
Guebres,
Shamanists,
and settlement
of new heads of families;
it gives
295,784.
The orthodox
Greek religion
is the reguardmns
to minors, and authorizes
family dietsligion of the state; but other creeds, as well a_
ions; finally, it sits as "t police court and deals out
the Pag'ans, cnjoy an equal liberty. -- The national
penalties,
from the simplest
fine to the expulsion
church
is governed
by a college called the very
of peasants
judged
" harmful
or vicious"
from
holy synod, under the authority
of the emperor
the commune.
The decisions are made by theaband by virtue of his delegation.
Peter the Great
solute majority,
except in certain cases in which a established
this college in 1721, and at the same
two-thirds
votc is required : for example, the subtime sanction(,_l the laws which govern the church.
stitution of individual
enjoyment
of the land for
The synod is composed of titular members and of
enjoyment
in common, the renewing of the lots,
assistant
members ; the first, to the number of
and exclusion
.from the commune.
In the rural
eight or nine, are the principal
prelates of the eracommunes
in which the dues arc paid in money and
pire, metropolitans,
archbishops
or archimandrites;
in labor, the inhabitants
subject to the obrok and
the second are prelates who leave in turn their diethose subject to the concede may form separate asc_es or monasteries
to attend the sessions, as well
semblies. -- The staroste is the president of the asas three laymen, one of whom is a high ag(,nt insembly, and sees to the execution of its decisions,
vested with powers by the emperor,
and the two
He takes all simple police measures;
he pays into
others functionaries
by whom he is assisted.
The
the proper hands the taxes and the payments for
first metropolitans
and the exarch of Grousia are
redemption
; he controls the employment
of thc
members by right and for life; the others are apcommunal
funds; finally, he is the representative
pointed by the emperor
for a certain time.
The
of the commune
in the voh_sth (see below), and
acts emanating
from the holy synod are valid only
with the authorities
of the district,
the province
on condition
of thcir receiving
the imperial
apand the state. -- Above the commune is the volosth
proval.
The candidates
for ecclesiastical
office_
or canton, which includes many communes
belong,
arc presented by the holy synod for appointr_cnt
ing to the same district, or comprises
only a single
by the emperor,
who can displace
or remove a
commune
when the population
is large enough,
priest whom he judges unworthy
of his office
The administration
of the w_losth is composed of
But he does not decide in matters of faith; in ease
a chief called starchina, of two or three assistants,
of disagreement
upon a question
of doctrine, hc
of an a.,_cmbly of delegates
of the communes
refers thematter
either to the holy synod or to a
(one to ever)' ten familics), and of a council in
spccial synod.--The
dioceses number
fifty-tee;
conjunction
with the starchi_a,
to assist him in
they compri_d,
in 1872, 38,809 churches and 3,534
his functions,
and composed of his assistants,
the
chapels.
In each diocese is a consistory,
subor,_arostes of the communes
of the volosth, and coldinate to the holy synod.
These consistories
pr(.lectorsof
the taxes.
The assembly corrms together
side over the acts of the civil state, watch over the
in the most central or the most important
village;
exercise of worship, the police of the chur(:hcs,
it regulates
the common
interests
of the zY_losth, the conduct of members of the clergy, and decide
decrees the measures of public assistance, controls
in all matters ecclesiastical.
-- The metropo]it;_
the account_, and fixes the taxes and the dues.
receive
3,000 roubles
at most, the archbish(T s
The duties of the starchina are similar to those of
2,500, the bishops 2,000, and the coadjutors
500.
the staroste, but of a higher degree.
Ite decides, in
The salary of the curates does not reach 100 r()uthe last resort, on cases of simple offeams against
bles; but they receive fees; in the country, they
the policc re, flattens.
To be eli&dble to the office
have a house., from twenty to forty &:cbttil_,_ _f
of starchit2a, staro,_te, assistant, collector of taxes,
land, and wood is furnished
them gratuitousl,v.
or as a member of the council of regency, it is neeThe churches
receive legacies
and possess propessary to be at least twenty-five
years of age. The
erty in most of the dioceses. -- The clergy is diterm of ()ffice is three years; office can not be re- vide'd .into secular or white, a/ld into regular or
fused unless one can prove that he is sixty years
black.
The latter are forbidden
to marry; th('y
old or has serious infirmities,
or unless he has allive in monasteries,
and from among them the l'J cready filled it. Substitutes
are appointed
to avoid
lates are chosen.
The nobles, therefore, who _'lIlthe occurrence of vacancies.III. Rek_q/on. The
brace an ecclesiastical
career, enter the rank, of
population
of Russia in Europe, in 1874, was divided, as regards religion, as follows : Orthodox

the black clergy.
The white clergy are recruited
almost entirely from among the _ons of pop_,_, or
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curates; they must be married before olxiination,
and they generally take their wives from the faroilies of priests, so that this clergy forms a veritable
caste.
The secular clerg'y was composed,
in 1872,
of 1,1{}0archpriests,
36,440 priests, 13,250 deacons,
and 56,886 curates.
The convents numbered532,
of which 383 were for men and 149 for women,
They contained 5,810 monks and 3,280 nuns, with
5,617 lay brothers
and 11,258 lay sisters.
Each
monk receives an annual pension of from twelve
to fifteen roubles; the nuns are not paid anything
except in exceptional
cases; most of them live on
alms and the product of their labor. --Missionaties are established
in Siberia and in the region of
the Volga, tolabor for the conversion of the Pagans
and Mohammedans.
(See CHtmClt, GREEK.) _IV. Ja.,tice.
The organization
and administration of justice
commenced,
during
the reign of
_Nicholas I., to receive improvements,
which were
continued and completed during the reign of Alexander II.
In 1833 Nicholas I. had collected,
arranged and published,
under the name of seed,
:_6,000 civil and criminal laws made by his predecessors; he promulgated
in 1845 a penal code,
and in 1846 a criminal
code.
Alexander
II. regulated the judicial organization
and criminal and
civil practice.
The judicial power is entirely separate from the other two; it is exercised
by the tribunals of the volo*th, the police courts of the cities,
the justices of the peace, the assemblies
of justices
of the peace, thedistricttribunals,
the courts of justice, and the senate in its quality of supreme court
of appeal.
The tribunals of the re/oath are composed, according to the population,
of from four to

twelve judges, elected by the assembly and taken
from that body.
Their functions
are gratuitous.
They take cognizance of controversies
among peasants, unless another
person is interested
therein;
in this latter ca_ the affair is referred to the ordinary court.
Judgment
is not given until after an
effort at conciliation
has been made; the decisions
are then final and without appeal.
Moreover,
the
peasants arc authorized,
when there is no crime or
misdemeanor
in question, and when the interests
of minors are not engaged in a controversy,
to
refer it to a third person.
This arbitration
is executory, after it h_Lsbeen recorded in a register deposited with the cz_l_cil of regeT_g of the volosth,
and it can not be appealed from. -- The justices of
the peace exercise three orders of functions : 1, a
power of conciliation;
2, extra-judicial
functions,
such as the placing and removal of seals, ere ; 3,
judicial functions.
They take cognizance
of personal matters and cases involving
personal property, without
appeal, up to the value of thirty
roubles, and with the privilege
of appeal up to
the value of fifty rouble.
In real estate cases
they haveno jurisdiction,
they can only pronounce
the re-establishment
in their rights of proprietors
dispossessed
six months before at the most.
In
criminal cases the limit of their jurisdiction
is determined
by the punishment
to be inflicted;
repriround, remonstrance,
a fine of thirty roubles at the
most, detention for three months, or imprisonment
forayear
at most. An appeal is not allowed when
the penalty do_ not exceed three days' detention
or five roubles' fine.
Appeals are brought before
the assemblies of justices of the peace, except recourse is had to the court of cassation.Each

* The prohibition of celibacy in the Greek church is carrlcd to t.uch an extent that no prtest can perform any spiritual
faro.lion beforehe is married, nor after he becomes a widowor; and u_. bythe rules of the church, he is not allowed to
remarry, the death of his wife occasions the eess.ation of his
elerwal functions. A priest may, however, on the death of
In, _ife, enter into a convent, and enjoy the privilege of be.commgeligible
to be
a dignitary
the church.
in
Ru_m nearly 500
cathedrals
andofabout
29,000 Thereare
churches at-

district tribunal is divided
into two sections, one
civil and the other criminal.
The proceedings
are
public.
When the penalty inflicted carries with
it leas of civil rights, and there is no question of
a crime against the faith or against the state, nor
of a press offense, the tribunal is assisted by juries
selected from among persons of all ela_scs, and

Tachedto the established faith, the latter employing 0883)
about 70.000 _cular or parochial clergymen. The Russian
church formerly pos.q_sed immensewealth, but itwas partly
confiscated by Peter I. and partly by Catherine II. The latter,overelgn appropriated the whole movable property of the
cimreh for the u_e of the state, assigning, in compensation,
pen-ions to the chief ecclc_iasncal dignitaries. But, _iththe
_'xcepnonof a few benefices in St. Petersburg, Moscow, and
(_therprincipal cities, the stipends of the clergy., even when
m_reased by the offerings of the people, and by the fees on
,,c(_,ions of births, marriages and funerals, are scarcely adoquate to provide for their subsistence. The total number of
the e_tablished clergy, of all ranks and orders, is stated (1883)
_r254,000.-: No member of the Russo-Greek church is per.
m_tted to reuoance his creed; and when a marriage takes
place between one of its member8 and a person belonging to
:mother faith, the children must all be brought up in the
established
--The Russia
numberwa_
of members
of below
the principal creedschurch.
in European
returned as
for
lS;9:
Orthodox Greek Catholics ........................
63,8_5,000
UmtedGreeks and Arme,lans
...............
._,000
]',_man Catholics..............
""'.." .............
8.300,000
Pr,,n,_tants
.......................................
2.!_0,000
,i,,w. ....
3,ooo,ooo

their verdict is subject only to be reversed by the
court of cassation.
Press matters are brought before the court of justice of the government.
In

l'agans ...........................................
-_'. M.

ease of
tice that
nobility
district,

a crime a.(.,ntinst the state, the court of
tries it is assisted by the marshal of
of the government,
by a marshal of
and by a golova or staroste. -- Civil

jUSthe
the
pro-

cedure is oral.
The assistance
of advocates
or
barristers, optional before the justices of the peace,
is obligatory before the superior courts.
The advocates or barristers are subject to the disciplinary
I)ower of a syndical
chamber. -- Connected
with
each tribunal and each court there is an imperial
attorney,
with one or more substitutes;
and to
each department
of the court of appeals there is
attached
a superior
procurator.In 1863, Alexunder II. modified the system of corporal and correctional
punishments,
hnd abolished
the use of
the knout, as well as that of rods or sticks.
The
punishment
of the p/_te, a whip composed
of sev-

96,000 eral twisted
straps, remains.
isreserved for military justice

The death penalty
and for cases of tm
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attempt against the state or against the person of of primary instruction still more urgent. _ m VI.
the sovereign. But condemnation to forced labor Army and Navy. The organization of the army
in the mines is fully equivalent to the last punish- and of military service was reformed by a ukase
ment, and simple transportation to Siberia, which of Jan. 1, 1874. "The service," it is said in this
is always preceded by corporal punishment, is ex- act, "weighed exclusively upon the bourgeois class
tremely rigorous. Only the women and the sick and the peasants, and a large part of the Russian
are transported in wagons or by train; the men subjects were freed from a duty equally sacred to
havc to make the journey on foot, loaded down all. This system does not answer the military exwith chains. Some are condemned to temporary igencies of the age. Contemporaneous events bare
deportation to a fortress for a year at least, others
proven that the strength of states does not conto transportation to a penal colony, and others to sist alone in the numerical value of the army, hut
transportation with forced labor, temporary or principally in its intellectual and moral qualities,
perpetual.
Forced labor " in perpetuity " can not which only reach their highest degree of developexceed, except in case of a second offense, twenty
ment when the defense of the fatherland becomes
years; after this period the condemned is set at the common work of the nation; when all, without
liberty, and placed, if he can be utilized, among
distinction of rank and class, unite for the accomthe colonists of Siberia. The number of exiles in plishment of this sacred task."-- In accordance
1874 was about 100,000.--V.
P_blic Instruction.
with these principles, the emperor sanctioned a
Public instruction commenced only in 1863 to be number of laws in 224 articles, the principal proorganized according to a studied plan and one visions of which are as follows: Tim male popucomprising the different kinds of instruction,
lation, without distinction of class, shall be subThere are now nine universities established- at St. ject to military service. The paying of a sum of
Petersburg,
Moscow, Kharkof, Kasan, Dorpat,
money to escape the service, and substitution, are
Kief, Warsaw, Odessa and Ilelsingfors.
There
hereby forbidden.
The armed forceof theempire
were about 6,800 students and 600 free attend- shall be composed of a standing army and amilitia;
ants on the lectures in 1874. The best attended
the latter shall be called into service only in cxcourses are law and medicine. 2,400 students
traordinary circumstances in time of war. The
are admitted gratuitously.
Each university is ad- standing army shall consist: 1, of the active army,
ministered by a rector and a council over which
recruited by levies of men throughout all the erahe presides. The rector and the members of the pire; 2, of the reserve, which serves to complete
council are elected for four years by the profcs- the effective force of the troops, and is composed
sors. There are, besides, the imperial institute of of men sent on leave till the end of their term of
history a_d philosophy, establL_hed at St. Peters- servicc; 3, of Cossack troops; 4, of troops formed
burg in 1867; the Lazareff institute, for instrucof foreigners.
The naval army is compo._d of
tion in the oriental languages; the two academies
the fleet and of its reserve; the number of men
of agriculture and forestry of Warsaw and P6° necessary to complete the effective force of the
trovsko6.; a law school; a school of engineering;
army and the fleet is fixed by law each year.three medical schools, at St. Petersburg, Moscow Entrance into the service is determined by a drawand Wilaa ; three veterinary selmols, at Khar.
ing of lots. The individuals whose numbers do
kof, Dorpat and Warsaw ; and an institute of not call them into the active service are enrolled
technology at St. Petersburg. -- In 1872 the state
in the militia.
Each year the young men who
established commercial and industrial schools,
have attained the age of twenty years by the fir._t
There were, the same year, 123 gymnasia and of January, are liable to service. For the marine
23 prog)nnnasia, in which Latin and Greek were
* Underthe ministry of public instructmn,Rossmi_dttaught; the number of pupils was 42,791. The vided into eleveneducationaldistricts, eachpresidedoverby
expenses amounted to 4,467,644 roubles, of which a curator. The nine umversities,in 1878,were attendedby
3,215,887 were charged
to the state, 513,534 to 6,_y_0
tudent,. pIn
1876there
•
with s1,019,488
upils;
in 1_7were
there24,456primarysch_xJl-,
were sixty.eight northe provinces and cities, and 738,2"23to the pu- real schools,with 4,596 pupils; whtlcthe varioussccond_ry
pils. For girls, there were 54 gymnasia, 108 pro- estabhshments--lyceums,
gymnasiums,
districtsch(val_,cw.
gymnasia, and 24 other schools. The pupils num- --had 88,4(}0pnpils. In the budget for the year 1882,_ sum
bered "23,400.-- Superior primary instruction is of
set downRussiais
for pubhe
The18,030,867
mass ofroubleswas
the populationof
as cducatmn-vet _ith(,tll
given in the district schools, and elementary pri- education. In 18_ only two oat of everyhundred recruit_
mary instruction in the parish and village schools,
leviedfnr the army were able to read and write, but th("
The number of the latter is estimated at 24,000, proportion had largely increased in 1870,wheh eleven(j':t
and the number of pupils at 870,000. The state of
every
werefound
to be possessed
of theseeh'ments
of hundred
knowledge.
In the grandduchy
of Finland.whwh
established, in 187"2,ten normal primary schools,
has a system of public instruction separale from that ,*f
which brought the number of these institutions up the rest of the empim, education is all but universal,Th"
tO twenty-five.
Grants are voted annually by the wholeof
theempire,Finlandexcepted,is
inhabitants beingableat leastdivided,
to read.as
if not_o
write. The
abo_c
provincial assemblies for the establisbment and stated, intoeducationaldistricts,eachof whichhasa numb_'r
maintenance of primary and normal schools, and of lyceums, at which the young men intendedto fill_11
to these grants are added the private contributions,
officesare mostly instructed, besides gymnasiums, high
which, from 1865 to 1871, amounted to the sum schools and elementary schools, varying accordingto arLa
and population. Theelevendistrictsarc thoseof St. petc__of 1,183,540 roubles.
Every one feels that the burg, Moscow, Kharkof, Ka_an, Dorpat_ Kief, Odessa, W_ma'
emancipation of the serfs has rendered the spread Warsaw,Caucasusand Orenburg.--F. M.
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the young men best fitted for that service are
chosen.
In the land army the term of service is
fifteen years, six in active service and nine in the
reserve.
In the marine
the term is ten years,
seven of active scrvicc, and three in the reserve,
In war time all the men remain in active service
as long as the needs of the state demand
it.
The soldiers and marines can he sent into the reserve before their term of active service expires,
The men of the rescrx;e are subject to the ordinary
laws, and enjoy the rights peculiar to their station,
When they are called into active service, in case
of war, their families are supported
by the city or
rural corporations,
in which they are domiciled,
Soldiers incapable
of continuing
in service and
deprived of resources,
receive from the trea_sury
three rnuhles a nmnth, or are placed in the hospitals.
The militia comprises the men who do not
form part of the standing army, but who are capable of bearing arms, from the age when they arc
liable to be conscripted
up to forty years completed.-- Besidcs theexcmptions
for bodily defects
or for family reasons, reprieves are granted as follows: 1, two years, at the most, for individuals
_ho I)cr._onally manage their landed property or
who direct the commercial
or industrial
establishments belonging
to them, excepting
dealers in
strong liquor_; 2, from two to seven years, to
pupils of various ecclesiastical,
collegiate or artistic
e_tablishments,
divided into five cla._s.
Moreover, the term of active service isreduced,
accordin_ to circumstance_,
to four years, three years,
'rod even to six months, and that of the reserve
to eleven years, in favor of young men who have
graduated at certain establishments
of public instruction.
Members of the Christi'm
clergy only
are completely exempt.
Young men who have
the rank of doctor of medicine or of licentiate in
the veterim_ry art or in pharmacy,
or who are pensioners of the academy of fine arts sent to a foreign
l'md, or who are professors
in establishments
of
public instruction,
are enrollc.d at once in the
n'_ervc for fifteen years.
There are also certain
temporary exemptions
in the fleet, and reductions
of ._ervice from one to two years in certainc_¢es.-V(,hmtcersare received into theland army, on their
pr,,ving. 1, that they are at least seventeen years
_f age; 2, that they are minors, and that their
parents or guardians
have consented
to their enh-lineal; 8, that theyhave
passed an examination
i_ tl_c eomph.te course of studies
in an establishmf,nt of public instruction,
or a stx'cial examinati.l_ determined
by the ministers of war and of
public instruction.
They serve for three months,
if they have passed the examination
in _m establi-lmwnt of the first class; for six months, if in an

tile other troops they are supported
by the state.
In the navy the special examination
is appropriate
for that service; volunteers
are heht for two years'
active service and five years in the reserve.-The
annual contingent
is divided among the provinces
by the minister of war; then that of each province
is divided among the subdivisions
by a recruiting
board.
In each district
or city a committee
is
charged with drawing up the lists of names, subject to the drawing by lot, with visiting tim youn_
men, and deciding upon their admission or cxemption.
The provincial
a_semblycontrolstheopcration% examines the comphfints,
and decides upon
or refers them to superior authority.
-- The ukaso
does not apply to Cossacks and the other population whose military
obligations
are determined
by special
provisions.The regular army presented, on a peacc footing, Jan. 1, 1872., an effective
force of 760,000 men, of which 28,000 were officcrs of all ranks, and 732,000 non-commissioned
officers and sohliers, forming 82 battalions of infantrv and 281 squadrons
of eawdry.
The 73:_,000
non-(:ommissioncd
officers anti sohliers were thus
divided:
infantry,
572,400; cawdry, 61,700; artillery, 80.500 ;enginecr
corps, 17,400.
To these
figures must be addcd 560,000 mcn on leave, who
could be called for in ca_ of war.--The
naval
forces werc composed,
in 1870. of 216 ve.-.sels
of all classes,
194 of which were steamships,
and 22 sailing vessels, carrying
1,464 pieces of
ordnance.
There wcre eight iron-clad
frigates.
three bomb-protected
batterie.s, thirteen
iron.clad
batteries,
five ship% tweh'e
frigates, and fifteen
corvettes.
The effectivc
force of the military
marine was 75 admirals,
vice-admirals
and rear
admirals,
2,'_40 officers, and 20,986 marines and
sailors.
There are two admiralties,
one at St.
Petersburg
for the. fleet of the Baltic, and one at
Nicolai'ef
for the fleet of the Black sea.
The
principal dock yards are in these two cities, and
at Okht% Cronst'ult,
Kher._on aml Archangel.
A.
great 'trsenal is established
at Kolpina,
near St.
Petershurg.
_-VII.
t;'ir,aners.
Peter the Great,
according to historians,
had, to meet all lns enterpri._e.% a revenue of only 5,000,(D0 roubles, with
tributes
in kind, and the expenses
were proportioned to the receipts.
Both increased
after his
reign, but thccxpenscschieity.
Catherine lI., haying exhausted
all other expedients,
had recourse
to a paper currency,
which, in 1817, amounted
to 210,000,000
roubles.
To reduce it, recourse
was had to internal loans; then, this recourse not
being sufficient,
in 1820, foreign loans were nego* The following was the composition of the reglflax Russ_an army m 1_2 :

e_tabli_hment of the second
class; and for two
yf'ar_, if they have only passed the special examn_alion.
theexpiration
theseterms
are
alh)wed, inAt::me
of peace, ifof they
are not they
officers,
_o remain in the active service or to pass into the
militia, where they are kept for nine years. Voluniters admitted into the guard or into the cavalry
mu_t support themselves
at their own expense; in
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Peace

Foonng.
Battahons ........................
_quadrons
(_an_ .............................
Hor_es............................

1,_0_
t,r¢_
a1,,"89

[
,

War
Footing.
1,7(_
41'_
3,772
z,_,or,e,.

The nominal etrength of the various d_visions of the Russian
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tidied. In 1847, the debt bearing interest reached
the sum of 315,000,000, with 184,000,000 of paper
money in circulation; and in 1860, in consequence
of the increase in the military expenses and the
construction of the first railways, the amount of
the debt was more than doubled.
But the eraarmy. according to the returns of the ministry
as follows in 1882 :
Peace
FoQtmg
1. Regular army:
Infantry ..........................
AR_S.
Cavalry ...........................
Artillery
.........................
Engineers

.......................

Total .........................
2. Irregular army:
Infantry ..........................
Cavalry ...........................
Artillery
Total

..........................
.........................

General total ..................

625.617
85,860
10tt,610

of war, was

War
Footing.

1,915.709
94,466
210,772

20,6'24

43,352

840,711

2,_64,293

6,_
34,196

8,510
142,400

2,91°

12,650

43,fl(_

163,560

884,319

2,427,853

peror brought about improvements in the man.
agement of the finances ; he wished to have a
regular budget, and for the first time that of 1863
was given to the public. This was, according to
L. Faucher's expression, a veritable revolution.
According to the financial accounts, the ordinary
receipts in the years 1864 and 1871, in roubles,
were as follows :
ITEMS.

18_1.

187L

Direct taxes ........................
Licenses ...........................
Indir_*ct taxes :
Liquors ............................
Salt ..............................

35,760,000
9,_0,000

94,470._x1
12,_'30,0_D

27,800,000
9,8_),000

149,780.00q;
12,6_).0_0

Tobacco ...........................
Beet-root
sugar ....................
Customs ...........................
Stamps ............................
Registration .......................
Pas_tmrts
Regahan , maritime
rights : duties and tolls
Mines ..............................

4,010,0(D
580.000
85_670,0(D
5,4g0,000
9,530,000
5,280,000
2,500,000

8,390 i_)
3.480.01tJ
47.3'._U_{)
7,590._)
5.170.(_)
6,110,(_0
S,7'20.0d0

Coinn_
Postofllce_ ...........................
..........................
Telegraphs
........................
Domains of the state ...............
Miscellaneous
receipts .............
Revenue of Transeaucaaus .........

2.500,000
7,7(D.0_0
1,960,000
r¢_,fls0,000
38,'250,(i(10
8,450,000

4,Oi0.(XJ0
9.7(]0 0i0
3,9.¢_0jJ(_
_5.010._)
54,iX10.(_)
5,'??,40.0t_)

•re this has to be added the staff, gendarmerie, militia (raised
only
timeof of2,;wj,305
war), etc.,
raise
to a in
total
men.which
--By would
the law
of the
Dec.war
18, forces
1878,
winch came into force Jan. 1, 1881, personal military service is

The
only
diminution
domains
of the state,

declan, d obligatory in Finland.
The Finnish troops form nine
battahons
of mflemen, each with eighteen officers and 505
men, and number in all 4,888. --Among
the irregular troops
,of Russia the most important are the Cossacks.
The country
of the Don Cossacks contains from 600,000 1o 700,000 inhabitants.
By imperial decree, dated April 29, 1875, every Cos_ack of the Don. from fifteen to sixty years of age, Is bound
to render military service.
No substitution
is allowed, nor
payment of money in lieu of ser_me.
Exemption
from mflitary service Is granted, however, at all trows, to the Christian clergy, and, m times of peace, to physicians
and veterluary surgeons, apothecaries,
and teachers in public schools
The regular military force consists of fifty-four cavalry regl.
ments, each numbering
1,044 men, making a total of 56,876.
Tbenumbcr
of Cossacks is computed as follows :

this, they are bound to perform military service.
They are
divided into three, classes: viz., 1, the minors, or malohtniye, up to their sixteenth year ; 2, those on actual sereice, the sluz.hiltye, for a period of twenty-five years, therefore until their forty-second
year ; 8, those _leased
from
service, the ot_tavniye, who remain for five years, or unul
their forty-seventh
year, in the reserve, after which permd
they are regarded as wholly released from service and invalided.
Every C(_sack is obliged to equip, clothe and
arm himself at his own expense, and to keep his hor.w
While on service beyond the frontiers of his own country,
he receives rations of food and provender,
and a _m.llJ
amount of pay. The artillery and train are at the ehargt' of
the government.
Instead of imposing
taxes on the Don
Cossack.a, the Russian government
pays them an anml,d
tribute, varying in peace and war, tog_'ther with grsm¢ _,_
be distributed among the widows anti orphans el those u he
have faUeu in battle.
Besides the regular Cosesck_, i)wre
are, on the Orenburg and Sibermn lines, the Bashkir ('_
sacks, numbering
some '200,000 men. -- The Russian
t_

COSSACKS.

.On
Black sea
..................
Greatthe Russian
Cossacks
on the Caucasian line ......................
Don Cossacks .....................
Ural Cosaack_ .....................
Orenburg
Cossacks ...............
Sibermu Cossacks ................
Total .........................

Heads.

In Military
Service.

125,000

18.000

150,000
440,000
50,000
60,000
50,000

18,000
66,000
8,(lid
10,000
9,000

8,'5.,000

1'29,000

The military organization
of the Cossacks is in eight districts,
,railed woi.sskos. Each woissko furnishes a certain number
of regiments, full)" armed andcquipped,
andundergoingconstunt military exercmc, so as to be prepared to enter the field,
on being sunmmned,
tn the course of ten days. The two
larger distrn:ts are the woi._sko of Kuban, which lma the
prixilege of furnishing a squadron of picked*men for an iraperial escort in time of war, and the second the woissko of
Terak, which furnisheu a like e_ort in time of peace.-- The
Coesaeks are a race of free men; neither serfage nor any
other dependence
npon the land has existed among them.
'the entire territory belongs to the Cossack commune, and
every Lndividual has an equal right to the use of the land,
together
with the pastures, hnutiag grounds and fisheries,
al'he Cossacks pay no taxes to the government, but, in lieu of

is in connection
and is a result
of

with
the
the eman-

(1_3) consists of two great divisions, the fleet of the 1_flh(',
and that of the Black sea. Each of these two fleets s ,tg_m
subdivided
mrs sections, of which three are iu or near the
Balttc, and two in or near the Black sea. The divisions, hke
the English, carry the white, blue and red flag, an arnmg_"
ment originating with the Dutch, but without the rank of file
admirals being connected with the color of the flag. -- A: _he
end of the year 1880 the strength of the various divism,_ of
the Russian navy was returned officially as follow_ : 1, lhc
Baltic fleet, consisting of one hundred and thir ty-r-cvcn v_ l_of-war, comprising
lwenty-seven
armor-clad ship_, f_,rtvfour unsrmorc_l steamers, and sixty-six
transports;
2 the
Black sea fleet, consisting
of thirty-one men-of-war, eo_a.
prising three armor-clad ships, twenty-five unamnored _rc,m_ere, and three transports;
3, the Caspian sea fleet, con-*-',,'_g
of eleven unarmored steamers
and eight transportq; 4, the
Siberian fleet, consisting of fitteen unarmo_d
steamer- a:_ll
twenty-one
transports.
The total comprises 2"23 mc*_-of
war, all steamers, armed with 561 guns, with engine ._,__-__n'gating 188,120 horse power. -- The iron*clad fleet of uarof
Russia, comprising
thirty ships, twenty.eight
in the B,it*c
and twointhe
Black sea, was made up, at theend of l_.of
the following cla_mes of ships ; 1st cla_, three mastle_ rurret slidpa, 12 and 14 inch armor thlcknesa; 2d clase, _finc_,_"
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cipation of the _ts.
If the expenses of col]ection and the anticipated
deficit in receipts are
deducted, viz., 42,000,000 for 1864 and 52,000,000
for 1871, we find, for the first of these years, a
total of 304,246,000, and for the second a total of
487.966,000.
But as the budget of Poland has been
joined to that of the empire, 30,000,000 must be
added to the first of the two totals, and by add-

struction of railways or of advances for the redemption of serfs.
In 1863, this debt amounted
to 759,000,000
roubles,
and, Jan.
1, 1872, to
966,000,000.
It had, therefore,
increased 207,000,000.
Moreover, the debt of Poland baying
been charged to the treasury, in 1869, and thi_
debt amounting
to 92,000,000 in 1872, the debt of
Russia was therefore increased to 1,058,000,000.

ing them we find an increase in the receipts, of
153.720,000 roubles, without any increase in taxes
except upon liquors.
The following table shows
the ordinary expenditure
for the years named, in
roubla_ :

The floating debt is composed
of treasury bonds,
of fifty roubles each.
It amounted,
in 1863, to
189,000,000 roubles: from 1866 to 1872 it remained
fixed at 216,000,000.
The paper currency
consists of credit notes put into forced circulation
by
the bank of Russia.
They do not bear interest,

1_ts.
pubhc debt ........................
Grand body or corpsof the state ....
clergy .............................
lmpemal household ................
Frm'ign affairs .....................
war ...............................
,Navy..............
_...............
l)omainsof theemp_re .............
iuterior ............................
P d)hc instruction ..................
,',leanhof communication ...........
Justice ............................
General control of the empire ......
a'h,. _n_d...........................
Expenses of Poland ................
Admmlstratlon of the Caucasus ....

1sea.
59,631),000
1._)0,000
5,340.(Joo
7.750,000
2 09O,OOO
_9_'00,000
21.680,000
0,120.000
23,490.000
6,'240.000
25,160,000
6,480,000
/]t_O,00_
_J0,00_
"_6i0,'0(X

ls_l.

and are not guaranteed
by a metallic reserve, like
the other credit notes issued by the same b_mk for

5,060.000 its own operations.
In 1863, after 118,000,000 rou2.430,000 bles had I_,en retired from circulation
or burned,
9.2"2o,000 there remained 64,3,000,000.
In 1872 there were
0,giX).O00
_.470,000 724,000,000, and adding the notes issued to replace
_9,_,000
tho_ of the former institutions
of credit to which
!1,140.000
9.C_,000 the bank of Russia succeeded
in 1860, the cireu_2,460,000 lation amounted
to 959,000,000.
As to the debt;
0Jut0,000
_4,tr20,000 arising
from the redemption
of the serfs, the
I0,700,000 advances made by the treasury
amounted,
from
1,910,000
6t0,000 1861 tO Jan. 1, 1871, to the sum of 559,931,289
1,3t0,000 roubles, out of which 251,500,000 were retained
6,600,00_ for the mortgage
debts of the former owners._--VIII.
Means of Communication.
When

Deducting the expenses of Poland, we have for
1864 a total of 851,346,000 roubles, and for 1871
a total of 498,422,000 roubles, consequently
an increase which is not the result alone of the increase
in the debt and the military expenses, but also of
the improvements
made in the different services.-The expenditure
of 1864, compared
with the re('eil)tS, presents a deficit of 47,000,000; in 1871 we
find 10,000,000 deficit,but weshall see, further on,
flint the debt had increa_d.
_ The expenses connet,ted with the construction
of railways
and of
certain ports, are paid separately
from a special
hind raised by means of loans.
The budgct
of
1_74 was thus fixed: rcceipts
from all sources
539.S51,656roubles;
expenses, 536,683,836roubles.
-- The debt is divided into the public debt prop-

Peter the Great tried to remedy the enormous
greatness of the distances which separated and
still separate the groups of habitations,
it was by
means of interior waters, seas, lakes, streams and
rivers that he undertook
to create means of cornmunieation.
He commenced the junction
of the
Volga with the basin of the Nova and that of the
Dwina of the north, by a system of na_dgation
whmh was continued
by his successors ; and is

crly speaking, or consolidated
debt, the floating
(h'l)t, and the paper currency.
The consolidated
debt is composed
of loans effected at different
p_'ri,)ds since 1798, at different
rates and under
different forms, some domestic and some foreign;
_ome to be liquidated
or redeemable
at a fixed
fimc, others at no determinate
period; lastly, some
_,) reduce the paper currency,
others to cover the
deficits, and others to pay the expense of the con-

table gives the total actual revenue and expenditure of the
imperial government, in roubles, for each of the years 187581:

gaingeraiscrs, 4 to 6 Inch armor; 8¢Iclass, _ixteen vessels for
e_,:l_tdefense. 4 to 4_-inch armor; 4th class, two circular
rnomt_rs, 11 and 18 inch armor.-- The imperial navy was
c_)mmanded,in 1880,by 17 admirals, 32 vice-admirals, 31 rear
S&mrala,201first-class captains, 98 second.class captains, 3(_
can fin ]ieutenunt_,4418lieutenants, and 129 midshipmen of
tho-_pecialcorps attached to the navy. The navigation detschment contained, at the same date, five generals and 508
staff officers; the naval urtillery, four g_nerals and 197 staff
officers;and the mtwl e_,
_ genera_ axed189 0ta_
ofl_cers.--p._[.

* Thepublic revenue of the empire is derived to the extent
of
two-thirds
from
and indirect
while
two-thirds
of the
totaldirect
expenditure
i,_ for taxes,
the army
and nearly
navy,
and interest on the public debt. There are animal budget
estimates published by the goveramcnt, and also, since 1866,
accounts of the actual receipts and disbursements of the
state,
whmh,
entering
minute ofdelude,
can not following
be issued
till
after
the lapse
of aInto
number
years.--The

y_,s.
ls75 ............................
_876............................
1877............................
_878............................
1879............................
IK,,D...........................
1881............................

Revenue. [Expenditure.
....
/
5_'L._)6,'_9 / 534,,"05,
529,05o,4_
534,79L290I
rz0
_7,,'_4,596 ] 537,776,074
6_,972,7,_5 ] Ii00,510,61_
661,954,192| 641,924,957
651,016,68:3
| 694,505,313
651,754,009] 762,39_,_"/'

The expenditure 1876-81is exclusive of thelarge expenses incuffed during the war with Turkey, which in 1876amounted
to about 51,(]00,000roubles, tn 1877 to over "429.000,000.in
1878W408,000,000,tn 1879to128,000,000,and in 1880_o about
59,000.000. It should also be remembered, that, during the
last five years, the actual value of the rouble has only been
about two Engl_h shillings. _ The following table shows the
principal sources of revenue and the ehld branches o! ex-
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composed
t_-day
of three
branches,
measuring,
altogether,
3,460
kilometres,
553 of which
are of
c_mal.
This
system
unites
the Caspian
sea with
the Baltic
and
the White
sea.
In the west
the
Baltic
is placed
in communication
with
the Black
uea by three
lines
of navigation,
composed,
one

of the western
Dwina,
and the canals
of the Beresina
and tl_e Dnieper;
the second
of the Chara,
a tributary
of the Niemen,
and
of the Pripet,
a
tributary
of thc Dnieper;
the third,
of the Vistula,
the Boug and thc Pripet.
The south does not fare
so wcll,
the Caspian
sea has no direct
communi-

penditure of the government
budget estimates for 1882":

most important of them were, first, a loan of £5,500,000. issued in 18,50, to meet the expenditure for the railway from

in roubles,

according

to the

_Qources oflqer, enue.
1. Ordinary revenue :
Direct taxes .....................................
Indirect
taxes post
..................................
Mint, mines,
und telegraphs ................
State domMnb ...................................
Mie-cellaneous receipts ..........................
Revenue oi Transcaueasia .......................
Total
2.
3.

1.

ordinary

128,291,700
390,687.940
26,183,3"_
42,562,'2_7
49,1.58.117
9.834.548

revenue ......................

65ti,717.87(J

"Rec_ttes
d'ordre". .......................
Extraordinary
receipts ....................
Total revenue ...............................
Branches
Ordinary expenditure

£2,165,068
83j21,574
762,004,512

of Expenditure.
:
191,776,287
1,6.'50230
1(),.¢)D0'880
8,954_0(D
3,_J6,185
18_;.489049

iMlnistry
navy............................
.............................
Ministry of
of the
finance
Ministry of the imperial domains ................
Ministry of the interior ..........................
2Vhnistry of public instruction ...................
]_inistry of public works and railways ...........
iMtnlstry of justice ..............................
Department of general control ..................
Civil admitLtstration of the Transeaucasus .......
"Various .........................................
Total ordinary expenditure ..................

"27,507:7'21
7'8,430 477
19,244'.882
65,1'20,548
18,0_10,887
16,072,905
14,780,862
2,3ff/',2_5
7,1Va2fl91
9_1,3_9
6_8,5_5,151

Anticipated deficits in receipts .............
"D6penses
d'ordre". ......................
F.xtraordinary expenses ...................
Total expenditure ...........................

8,500,000
22,165,068
72,7,14/293
7_,004,51'2

It is expected that the actual revenue will show a deficit of
4,500,000 roubles.
The budget estimates for 1883 balance the
revenue and expenditure
at 778,505,423 roubles, or £111,215,060. -- In the budget estimates
for the year 1882. the total
amount, m roubles, required for interest on the public debt
and sinking fund, was divided as follows :
Foreign loans :
Terminable ......................................
PcrpetuM .......................................
Internal termmable loans :
Debt to sundry dep.artments .....................
per cent.
ceut. bank
bank bills
bills ............................
(metallic) ............
54 per
Fi'r_t and second lottery loans ...................
First and second oriental loans ..................
'Preasarv bills ...................................
Polish (;bllgations ...............................
Debt
Polish "Feullles
de liquidation"
Internalon perpetual
loans .........................

September,
1872, and the second raised in December, 1873.
The following table gives the year of issue, nominal capital.
interest per cent., and price of issue, of the foreign loans of
Russia, fifteen in number--including
early liabilities dating
back to 18._2--contracted up to 1882 :
YEAR OF ISSUE.

Interest and sinking fund of the national debt...
Imperial chancery ...............................
Holy synod .....................................
Ministry of the imperial house ...................
+-Minfstryof
affaim .......................
Ministry of foreign
war .................................

2.
3.
4.

St.
to Moscow;
a loan issued
of _12,(J00A_X).
issuedPetersburg
iu 1859; thirdly,
a loansecondly,
of £8,000,000,
m 1860:
and fourthly, a loan of £15,000,000, issued in 188'2, the latter
three contracted partly for the covering of financial deflclt._
and partly for the construction
of railways.
The subsequem
foreign loaus were: one for £'2,600,0(D, issued m 186.3.and
two for £6,000,000 each, :ssued ret.pectively in 1864 anti lt_i.
The. next was a foreign loan of .£15,000,000, brought out m

23,481,601
23,486,172

_.....

.......

Interest
and sinking fund on consolidated
bills
issued for construction of railways, ete .........

125,837
4,500,000
13_450.000
13,285,000
44,000,000
9,331.200
1,890,000
8,1S4,123
10,117,646
51,924,708

Total .......................................
19_,776,1_7
-- The finances of ][{ussia, almost since the beginning of the
century,
exhibit large annual deficits, caused partly by an
enormous expenditure for war. and partly by the construction
of reproductive works, such as rMlways.
But the war expendlture was by far the greatest cause of the defletts. -- According to official returns, msued in 1881, the total warouttay
incurred by Russia duriug the four years 1876 to 1880, amounted to 1,075,396,653 roubles, or £1_%628,098. --To
cover a
aeries of annum deficits, and, at the same time, to procure
the capital for the construction
of a net-work of railways
throughout
the empire, a number
of foreign loans were
raised during the thlrty-twoj_rs
from 1B50 to 18_
The

£ '

Per Cent.

price
Issueof
Pr Cent.

t822 ..............
t850
L_ ..............
..............
La_ ..............
11_62..............
1863.............

6,400,000
5,500,000
12,000,0_0
8,000,000
15,000,000
2,600.000

5
4_
3
4it
5
5

77
93
68
9"2
94
8,5

t864 ..............
1866
..............
L867-9 ............
L870..............
t871 ..............
tff'P2..............
[873 ..............
t874 ..............
t875a..............
t877 ..............
t880 ..............
,.882..............

6,(_0,000
6,(D0,000
23,110,000
12,000,000
12,0(X),0(D
15,000,000
15,00e,000
1,480.000
15,000,000
15,000,0(X)
_,000,000
8,t,_0,000

45
4
5
5
5
5
5_
5_
5_
4
3

86
61
61-3
t_0
81
89_

20'+',990000

...........

Total ........

Nominal Capital.

interest,

87_
871
85
75
_5

Not included in the above list are several loans for rathva)-.
guaranteed
by the imperial government.
The earlier of tlw
foreign loans of Russia have become largely reduced at pre,ent, through the operation of sinking funds.
Of the 18_
loan, issued by Messrs. Rothschild, more than one-hMf h,td
been repaid at the end of 187,5; of the 1850 loan, contractt +d
for by Baring Brothers, the outstandlng sum was £_2,9_,0_,
of tile 1859 loan, issued by Thomson, Bonar & Co., the
amount was £5,100,000 ; and of the 1860 loan, issued by Baring Brothers, it was _,600,000
at the same date.
Btlr the
repayments of the subsequent
loans, through sinking find.,
were comparatively
small.-- Theentire public debt of lh,--la.
interior and foreign, was estimated to amount to 2,4,50 000._3
roubles, or £350,000,000, on Sept. 1, 1878, the total inchulm_
an internal loan of 210,000,000 roubles, or £30,000,000. _.-_ut.d
in 1877, soon after the commencement
of the war a_-.,ns:
Turkey, and another internal loan, called "the second
• • -- (+:t_t"
,
ern loan, ' to the amount of B00,000,000 roubles,or','42.V/) .__-.
issued In Augmrk 1878, On Jan. 1, 1880, the total dt+bt h a,i
increased to 4,480,812,699 roubles, or _640,116,099. -- Inclu(h'd
In the debt here enumerated
is a very large quantity of Iml x+r
money, with forced currency.
According to official rcp-rt-.
the total amount of b,,mk notes In circulation on Jan. I, 1+_
+',.
was 797,313,480 roubles, or _1 la 901,9'25. There were new _-"
enes of paper money to a very large amount during the vt._lr_
1876-9. The total debt repret_ented by paper money of f,)rc,'d
currency, was estimated at 1 500 000 000 roubles or np_ard
of _10,000,000, in January, 1_. '_ T'lm destruction of )',blir
credit, through an unlimited isstte of paper money, _s. a, remarked above of old standing,
In the reign of Cathmue
II., the first attempt, on a large scale, was made to cow'r ,t,othe
anm_tldeflcit_byaveryliberal
aupplyof
paperreublt,,,_
sumtotalofwhiehatthcdeaShofthoemta'e_,lT_,am°a_
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cation with the Black sea, and the basi_ of the
twenty-six kilometres lot, g; it was built by the state
sea of Azof is entirely isolated.
There are in all
and finished in 1835. The state commenced in 1842
30.337 kilometres of natural navigable lines, conthe railroad from St. Petersburg
to bloscow, 643
nccted by 1,381 kilometres of canals.
There are
kilometreslong,
andopened
it in 1851, Since 1856,
navi'gution and steam-towage
companies upon the
the undertakings
of new lines have been granted
Yolga, the Need, the l)nieper and tile Vistula.
But
to private individuals,and
in 1858 the state gave up
the rivers are only open usually six months in the
the management
of those under its control.
The
)-ear in the north, and eight to nine months in the
railroads in running order Jan. 1, 1872, rcpresent._,lulh, and the cold closes the canals even longer,
ed a total length of 14,003"kilometres;
the lines in
The transports are subject to a tax of a quarter of cour_ of construction
had 1,454 kilometres.
(See
1 per cent. of the value declared;
this tax is apnote at the cmt of IX.)--IX.
Resourc_.--Agriculplied to the maintenance
of navigation
works,
tare.
Russia, from the a&q'icultural point of view,
A(.cording to the official VreTr_nnik of 1866, the
has one hundred
and seventy-five millions of hecquantities of merchandise
carried by water in that
tares in arable lands and meadows,
one hundrt_
)ear were:
and eighty-eight
millions
in forests,
fifty-seven
Foods.
millions in steppes which can be utilized
as pasBa_,inof the Volga ..............................
170,258,7_5
Basinof the Neva ...............................
145,750,'265 turage,
and eighty millions
in non-productive
,Basinof the Dnieper............................
20,354,041 lands.
Of the first one hundred
and seventy-five
Basin of the Duns ..............................
8,257,734 millions, ninety-eight,
situated
between the fiftyBasin of the Dwina .............................
6,952,839 first and fifty-fourth
degrees of latitude
to the
Basin of the _Niemen............................
8.748,440 west, and between the fifty-seventh and fifty-fourth
Total .......................................
355,822,(_4 to the east, constitute
the region called the region
--Highways.
The roads practicable
in all seasons
of the black earth, and which is especially
pro(late only from 1816. They were in 1867, in Rusductive.
In Finland
the extent devoted to rural
sis in Europe,
only 8,416 kilometres
in length,
economy
is estimated
at thirty-one
millions
of
The post roads had, in 1874, an extent of 94,000
hectares, and in Poland at ten and a half millions.
kilometres.
Transportation
is possible on wheels
-- The progress of agriculture
is trammeled
by
during four months of the summer,
and on runvarious
unfavorable
circumstances:
the lack of
ners over tile snow during
four months of the
capital, the lack of hands, absenteeism,
and, above
winter.
There are not more than 200 days in the
all, communism
applied to the lands.
Labor, beyear when communication
is easy; but in proporsides, because of the climate, is suspended
during
tion as the roads are insufficient, horses, cattle and
seven months of the 3;car, and extremely
hurried
fodder are procurable at a small price, so that grain
during four others; which greatly restricts
cultiand the products of the mines are carried considration.
Serfdom has disappeared,
but ignorance
erable distances for a less price than that of transand carelessness
continue.
A very great number
portation in more favored climates.
The principal
of proprietors,
whose property was weighed down
highways are those from St. Petersburg
to the Chiwith mortgages,
found themselves
greatly impovnese frontier, by way of Irkoutsk
(6,616 kilomeerished when the corvges failed them.
The labortr(,s), from St. Petersburg
to the Prussian frontier,
ers, whom it was necessary
to employ and pay,
via Warsaw (1,173 kilometres)
and via Tiisit (816 have shown, it is said, in general, little zeal and
kilometres), and from St. Petersburg
to Abo (613 even little good faith in the execution
of their
kilomctres).--Railways.
The first was that from
engagements.
Moreover,
they did not have the
St. Petersburg
to Tsarskod-S_lo,
which is only
knowledge
which less rude methods demanded.
Some proprietors
have tried to farm out their
lo200,000,0(Jo. Dnrtng the subscquent wars with France and lands, but good farmers are only found in the
"l'urkey,new emissions of paper followed, with the conae- southwest.
The proprietors
are contented,
under
qucnce lhat in 1815the notes had fallen to 418, that is, one these circumstances,
with small rents on long
silver Great
rouble efforts
was worth
roubles
kopecks in paleases, and the rent is double for leases by the
p(,r.
werefour
now
made eighteen
by the government
to
Improvethia state of things, by wtthdrawing a portion of the year.
In a great part of the empire tile propriel),q_.rfrmn circulation. After ten years of improved flnan* tots have been compelled to divide up their estates
_lal management there remained, however, still 600,000,000 and lease them by the year in small lots ; culti<)fno_e_,circulating at tim rate of three paper roubles to one
_llxcrrouble. As a final remedy, the imperial government
vation has not been improved thereby.
Another
x_thdrt.w,in 1843,the whole of the old paper money, intro, system consists in having the work done by contllJ_*l_g,in its stead, a new form of bank notes, with forced tract with the implements
of the cultivator;
somcr,_rr_.ncy. By these and other means, particularly the estab- times the seeds are furnished
by the proprietor,
h. m('nt in 1859,of a state bank, the bank of Russia, under
lh_ Omtrol of the minister of finance, the nominal value of sometimes by the cultivator, and the latter is paid
tl,, papermoney was considerably raised, with a prospect of either in money, or by the grant of a piece of land.
th(. r,'sumptlon of specie payment_ m the course of a num- Finally, in tlle south the metayer system exists.-h(r (>f ycars.--The grand duchy of Finland had a revent_,,of 32,320,714mares, or £1,29_,828.and an expenditure of Live-stock does not receive the care necessary to
:_5.131,140mares, or £1,405,245, in 188'2. its total debt on insure its increase and improvement.
Little attenJan 1. 1882,amounted to 61,422,865mares, or £2,456,944. In tion is paid to the development
of artificial praiD_'c_'mber,1882, Finland contracted an additional loan or' ries. Manure is not much used, and the low price
£_lO,O(Dat 4 per cent., for forty-two years. The special
bt_duetsof Poland ceased m 1867,on the final incorporation of meat on the premises does not encourage proof the kLugdomwith Ru_a.-- F.M.
duction.
Hence cattle, in the twenty years from
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18,_1 to 1871, increased only by 840,000 head, of
ordinary quality
The increase is larger among
sheep and hogs; but horses have diminished from
16,155,000 to 15,540,000. -- Two-thirds of the foreats belong to tile crown. Those belonging to iudividuals had already suffered much by bad management, when the emancipation of the serfs heces_itated considerable clearing. A great number
of proprietors were forced to sell wood to procure
tim means they needed; taxes, besidc_, are often
very heavy in comparison with the revenue, and
it is difficult to prevent theft and incendiarism,
The consumption of wood is enormous; the annual exploitation of it is estimated at 135,000,000
roubles.--ImlustmJ.
For the seven or eight months
during which work in the field is suspended, the
peasants carry on various industries in their viilages; such as, weaving of cloth, oil pressing,
wood work, the manufacture of tar, turpentine
and potash, the makingof mats, drying and salting
of fisl_, preparation of glue and caviar, tanning,
horse-hair work, charcoal burning, basket work,
working of quarries, and the manufacture of
woolen stuffs. Tile sheep-skin Pelisses give occu.
pation to entire villages. In one place, furniture is
made; in another, pictures are painted; in a thi_,
boot_ and shoes are manufactured. Some families
do filigree work; thousands of hands make lace.
One village is devoted to iron foundries; another
to locksmiths' work or cutlery. There are turnera, fullers, and boat and raft makers. -- The gold
mines have been worked since 1814. The prod.
uct amounted to 22,000 kilogrammes in 1841,
and since then it has varied from 23,000 to 24,000
kilogrammes. The iron mines are abundant ; but
the working of them is difficult, because of their
distance from inhabited places and the lack of
means of communication.
The yield of the copper nfines is estimated at 51,000 metric quintals,
There are four coal basins in course of exploitation; the product has considerably increased of late;
it amounted, in 1871, to 830,000 tons. The salt
mines, the salt marshes and the salt works give
4,637,000 metric quintals. Many of the provinces,
because of the distances, are obliged to procure
their provisions from abroad. There are numer
ous naphtha and petroleum wells, whose product (1874) is 100,000 metric quintals. --Of all the
industries, the most lucrative is that of spirits;
the manufacture is estimated at 300,000,000 roubles. According to an abstract prepared in 1863,
the consumption in Russia in Europe was then
more than 107,000,000 hectolitres, and it has increased since that time.The manufacture of
beet-root sugar has diminished; the number of
sugar factories was 427 in 1860, but fell, in 1872,
to _.
Honeyis preferred in consumption, hence
apiculture has greatly increased. -- The cotton
factories had, in 1867, 1,600,000 spindles, a great
number of which were worked day and night,
They used 46,000,000 kilogrammes of cotton, and
spun only to No. _50. The weaving employs 12,000
looms, run by machinery, and seven or eight times
as many run by hand. Red and blue calicoes of

good quality are manufactured.
The spinning
and weaving of flax and hemp are not sufficient
for the consumption, especially of the upper
classes. At Moscow are manufactured rich silk
stuffs, worked and embroidered with gold and
silver, for priests'vestments. Thewhitcembroideries of the Caucasus are highly praised. Tannin_
remains backward, but Morocco leather manufacture is renowned. Nijni-Novgorod manufactures
beautiful cutieryof excellent steel from themines
of the Oural. The jewelry and gold and silver
work are of the best, both in design and excculion. -- Commerce. The domestic commerce of
Russia is five or six times greater than its foreign
commerce. The two principal commercial seats
are Moscow and Warsaw. After these two cities
come those in whicb fairs are held, notably NijniNovgorod, the principal one, in which the merchandise sold amounted to 128,000,000 roubles.
M. Schnitzler estimates the whole of the domestie commerce at 6,000,000,000 francs. The merchants are divided into three classes: 1, the merebers of the three guilds; 2, the persons engaged in
industry with certifieatesorlicenses; 3, the tradesmen of the villages. The members of the first
guild mtLst have a capital of 15,000 roubles at
least; the declaration which they make as to the
amount of their capital serves as a basis for the
credit which the banks open to them. They can
carry on whole_le commerce, banking, insurance
busines,s, ami equip merchant vessels. The same
rights are conferred upon the members of the second guild, except that they can not obtain from
abroad merchandise worth more than 90,000 roubles, nor carry on banking or insurance business.
Theircapitalmustbeatleast6,000roubles.
Tho_
of the third guild must have a capital of 2,400
roubles at least ; they can carry on retail cornmerce, keep inns, and have transport boats and
weaving looms. Failure, with aggravating circumstances, involves expulsion. The total of tile
members of the three guilds was 200,760 in 1874,
and their capital was estimated at 2,400,000,000
francs. -- The certificates or licenses i_ued annually, to the number of about 190,000, give those
who obtain them the right to car D" on small industries or commerce on a very small scale. In
the villages the peasants may, without paying any
tax, sell objects of customary consumption.
The following is the amount of the cnmmerciM
movement in the years mentioned, in roubles :
YEar,s.
8_J.............
s71_°
.............
.............

Imports.

Exports.
Tot,1.
.....
asg.ss0,0_O Zr0,690.0oo sl0,_0.a
ssr,
aso,0oo_"33°'°_°
_tg,sao,_S;'5'lt°'°°°
747:,_2:,o._(7o7,
440_

Russia, in Asia is included in these results for a total movement of 28,880,000 roubles in 1870, and of
24,880,000 in 1871. -- Considering the movement
of precious metals, since 1861, by itself, we find, at
that time, an importation of seven millions, which
fell off graduglly to two in 1866, rose to thirty
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three millions in 1867, and to thirty-nine
in 1868;
stock, 6,000,000; unmanufactured
metals, 1,800,then diminished
again to two millions in 1869 and
000 in 1870 and 1,200,000 in 1871 ; oleaginous
1870, and rose to seven in 1871. The exportation,
seeds, 3,400,000. -- The principal article of irawhich was fifteen millions in 1861, rose to thirtyportation is raw cotton.
Before 1867 the average
seven in 1862 and to sixty-seven in 1863; then it of ten years was 18,000,000 roubles;
in 1870, 31,f(,ll to fourteen in 1867, and to five in 1868, to rise "000,000 was imported,
and in 1871, 48,000,000.
again to fifteen in 1869 and to seventeen in 1871.
Unmamffactured
metals also increased from 4,500,-The
maritime commerce
is about two.thirds
000 roubles before 1867, to 17,000,000 in 1868, 30,of the land commerce.
From 1863 to 1867 it 000.000 in 1870, and 31,000,000 in 1871. Machinamounted,
without Finland,
to an average of cry. from an average of 8,000,000 before 1868,
_6,000,000
roubles in Europe, and to 11,000,000
rose to 25,000,000 in 1870. An increase has also
in Asia. There were, in 1869, 2,532 Sailing yes- taken place in the following : metal works, 18,sels and 114 steamships;
753 sea-going ships and
000,000in 1871; tea, 20,000,000; paints, 16,000,000;
1,893 coasting vessels.--The
principal article of oils, 12,000,000;
wines and liquors, 11,000,000,
exportation consists of cereals.
This trade com(three-fourths
coming from France);
wool, 13,menced to be developed in 1817; it is subject to 000,000 ; woolen fabrics, 10,000,000 ; fruits, 8.great fluctuations;
sometimes
grain forms 30 per 000,000; spun cotton, 8,000,000;
coffee, chemical
cent. of the total exports, and sometimes
only 6 products, plants and seeds, 5,000,000; silk textile
per cent.
In 1839 the greatest
quantity
was
fabrics, 5,000,000; fish, 4,000,000.--The
different
exported;
it represented
332,000,000
roubles,
countries
participated
(1874) in the foreign cornThe ten years previous
to 1867 gave an avermerce of Russia in the following
proportions:
age of 58,000,000.
In 1870 the exportation
was
Great Britain,
160,000,000 roubles in 1866, 260,163.000,000,
and 183,000,000
in 1871.
Next
000,000 in 1871; Prussia, 98,000,000 in 1866, 203,comes flax, 49,000,000
roubles in 1871; linseed,
000,000 in 1871; France, 46,000,000 in 1871; Aus28,000,000 ; wool, 7,000,000 ; tallow,
which detria, 30,000,000; Hanseatic cities, 22,000,000;
Turcreased from 12,000,000 before 1867 to 4,600,009
key, 21,000,000 ; The l_etherlands,
20,000,000 ;
in 1871 ; wood, which increased from 6,500,000
Italy, 18,000,000 ; the United States, 17,000,000 ;
before 1867, to 14,000,000 in 1871 ; hemp, 12,000,Belgium,
14,000,000 ; China, 10,000,000. *
(See
000; hogs' bristles, 9,000,000; hides, 2,000,000; live
Nmn.vaM_ ORIENTAL QVESTIO_.)
L. S_aTrH.

S
AINT-SIMONISM.

(See SOCL_IS_.)

SALARY GRAB (n_ U. S. _rsToav),
the popular name for the general increase of federal salaries in 1873. -- The constitution
provides
that
"the senators and representatives
shall receive a
compensation for their services, to be a._certained
hy law, and paid out of the treasury of the United
,51ate_"; that the president "shall, at stated times,
receive for his services a compensation,
which
_hall neither be increased nor diminished
during
the period for which he shall have been elected,

officers,
senators, the
representatives
and
delegates, $8,000;
$5,000. and Although
act was in other
respects to go into force " on and after March 4,
1873," the members of the congress which passed
it were to be included in the increased
salary, so
that the act, as to them, was retroactive
for the

* The
commerce
of Russia
foreign
officially
divided
into trade
with with
Europe,
and countries
trade withisAsia:
the former being subdivided into trade through the Baltic
ports, through the White sea ports, through the southern
por_s,and over the European land frontier. The immense
extent of the empire, and its ever-changing limits eastward,
make it difficult to obtain exact returns of the aggregate
_md he shall not receive within that period any
amount of lt_ foreign commerce, which must be partly estiother emolument from the United States, or any
mated. According to official statements, the total value of
of _,hem"; and that the judges of all federal courts
imports in the five years 1876-80averaged, in round numbers,
455,000,000roubles, or £65,000,000,v.hi]e the value of the ex"_hall, at stated times, receive for their services
ports during the same period averaged 476.000,000roubles, or
:t compensation,
which shall not be diminished
£68,00o,0o0 per annum. The four principal articles of iraduring their continuance
in office."
The act of
port during the period were raw cotton, iron and other uu._Iareh 3. 1873, provided that, on and after March
wrought metals, tea, and machinery of all kinds, while the
staple articles of export were grain and other agricultural
4, 1873 (the beginning of President Grant's second
produce.--The two principal countries trading with Russia
_crm), the salary of the president should be $50,000
(1883)areGreat Britain and Germany. Of the imports, about
a year, of the chief justice $10,500, of the vice40 per cent. annually came from Germany, and 20 per cent.
President, cabinet officers, associate justices, and
from Great
Britain:
of thetoexports
35 on
perthe
cent.
went of
to
Great
Britain,
and 20and
per cent.
Germany.
average
._P_ker of the house, $10,000,
and of senators,
the five ye_a's187,6-80.--The commercial navyof Russia conrepresentatives and delegates in congress, $7,500;
eisted, at the end of the year 1879,of 2,568sea-going vessels,
and that the salaries of employ6s of both houses
of an aggregate burden of 261,231 ship last, "_r5_2,4_ tons.
The total comprised 025ships engaged in trading to foreign
shotlld be increased in various proportions.
The I countries, and 1,780 coasting ve._els, many of them belongsalaries named had previously
been as follows : lug to Greeks, sailing under the Russmn flag. _ot included
President, $2,5,000; chief justice,
$8,500; other
inthereturnwere38#tradingsteamersontheriversandlakeo
162
vog. HL -- 43
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two years
the "salary

SALARY
just closing.
grab,"
which

indignation
that many
to repay
their increa_

This
was the essence
of
excited
so much popular

of the members
were moved
to the treasuo-.
The act

was repealed,
as to all except
the president
and the
justices,
by act of Jan. o20, 1874, and salaries
revert_,d to the former
standard.
The
increase
of
the salaries
of the president
and
justices
was retained.-The
acts
to ascertain
and fix the cornpensation
of members
of congl'CSa
have
been
as
follows
: The
act of Sept. 22, 1789, fixed
the salaries of senators
and representatives
at $6 per day,
of theempire, ¢erynearly two-thirds of thisnumberbeingon
the empire,
river Volga
and as
Its its
affluents.
of
the
as well
foreign --The
trade, internal
has beencommerce
greatly extended by the estabhshment,
in recent year_, of a comprehensive net-work of railways.
The latest official returns state,
that on July 1,1800, the total length of the railways of Rasaia in Europe,
open for Attraffic,
amounted
to _,087
or
14,14,5
English miles.
the Same
date 1.110
milesverses,
more of
lines were in course of construction.
The progre_ of railway construction
m Ruesia is shown succinctly in the followlug table, which gives the length of lines opened at successire periods:
YF.A_.

Versts.

English
_Ues.

----18a8 to 1870............................
18t_ ............................
18e6
1871 to 1875 ............................
_s76 to 1878 ............................
Total ...............................

3,5,-8
6,514
7,6oe
2,719

_,a85
4,a43
5,o71
1.s1_

20,417

13.611

On the proposition of the minister of public works, the emperor sanctioned,
in June_ 1875, the extension
of the then
existing to system
by versts,
6,5_0 versts,
or 4,833
Englmh
which_
added
the 2,500
or 1,666
English
miles,miles,
previously
sanctioned, ra_cd the total to 9,000 versts, or 6,000 English
miles. The new net-work is divided rotÜ four classes, accordlug to different degrees of urgency, and the first of these
classes will include the Siberian railway and the seven projetted lin_ In the coal basin of the Don i 2,_0 versts, or

s

1,734 English miles, are assigned to this class, at the head of
which has been placed the immense Siberian line, reported
as "most urgent" by a special commlasion on railways sumreÜned in 1870. It is from a station on this hne, probably
Tinmen, that the Central Asian line to Tashkend Is to take
i_ rise, the continuation
of the Orenburg line in that direclion having been condemned as impracticable,
owing to the
inhodspitable nature of the country it would have to traverse.
The importance nf the seven lines for the coal fields of the
south is great, as the new railways will traverse this field tu
every direction, and connect it on one side with the .Black
seaand
theseaof
Azof, and on the other with the existing
trunk lines of the empire. -- Ia 1880-81 a railway for military
purposeswnsconstructedfromMikhailovsk,
on the southeast
shore of the Caspian, to Kizil Arvat, and a tramway thence
to Benrma, near Bami, about 200 miles In all, withtn IG0
miles of Aakahad, and 260 (d Sarakhs, on the northwest frontier of Afghamstan.On Jan. 1, 1879, there were forty.five
railway companies
existing in the empire.
Of this number
ten had constructed
their liues altogether
without governmerit assistance;
while the remaining thirty-five were gum'anteed, fifteen to the full amount of their capital, and the
tn_her twenty only to a partial extent.
The entire sum gustanteed in 1874 by the state, in the shape of interest and
reimyment
of capital, mounted
to 51,177,627 roubles, or
.-_',311,0_.
In the year 1878 the sum of 14,59'2.172 roubles,
or _,_,{1_4,,_6, being 78.52 per cent. of the sum total, was paid
out of the e_tchequcr to the railway companies.
The chartern granted to railway companies are for the most part terruinable after between seventy-five and eighty-five years: but
some small companies
have charters only for thirty-seven
yem*a. 'J[the following
table sl_ws she grea_ receipas, the

GRAB.
and
$6 for every
twenty
March
4, 1795, after which
roccive
$7
of travel.

per day, and
The act of

miles
ot travel,
until
date senators
were to

$7 for
March

every twenty
miles
10, 1796, fixed the

salaries of both senators
and representatives
at the
rate fixed in 1789,
The act of March
19, 1816,
increased
this
salary
to $1,500
per
annum
for
" this and every
future
congress."
This
"salary
grab"
excited
so much
popular
feeling
that
it
was repealed
by act of Feb. 6, 1817.
The act of
Jan.
22, 1818, fixed the mdary at $8 per day, and
$8 for ever)"
twenty
miles
of travel,
dating
the
increase
back to March
3, 1817.
Tim act of Aug.
16, 1856, increased
the sldary to $3,000perannum,
and mileage
as before,
and enacted
further,
tha!
" this
law shall
apply
to the present
congress
"
I'n all these ascertainments
of salary,
the speaker's
salary had been double, that of the other
membc.rs
The act of July 28, 1866, increased
the salary
of
members
to $5,000
speaker
to $8,000.
retroactive,
and it is
the increase
of 1873

per annum,
antl
that of the
All these increases
had
been
probable
that the criticism
on
came mainly
from
the lavish

generosity
of congress
in increasing
aries,
heightened
by the unfortunate
congressional
increase
alone
was

so many
salfact that the
retroactive.-

See 1 Star. at Large,
70, 448 (for acts of Sept. 22,
1789, and March
10, 1796);
3 Sbzt. at La_e,
257,
345, 404 (acts of March
19, 1816, Feb. 6, 1817, and
Jan.

22,

1818);

11 Star.

_zt Large,

48

(act of

Aug.

working expenses and the net receipts, in roubles, of the
Russian railways during each of the eleven years 1869-79 :

YEARS.
1869
1870
187t
1872

..............
..............
..............
..............

1874187'5
..............
1875 ..............
1876 ..............
1877 ..............
1878 ..............
1879 ..............

UrossReceipts.
65.272,518
78,'820,633
95,075,742
102,645,916

Worki_,g
Expenses.

Net Reeeipt._

35,409,953
46,719,992
60,3_6,666
66 (1_1,549

........
29 802_:£J5
32'14D.642
34',680.076
36.564,367

141,632,640123'696'908
72891124,000248,948
5251.447,9605(i(_.64
142,004,65.5
92,941,455
49',0_3.',_10
147,396,236
100,267,449
47,128,787,
193,223,874
121494,777
71,7"29.097
211,9e_,_,'_58 1_t20,261
78,_%t!_
212,771,418
151,175,5,58
61,595,850

It appears from ol_ctal returns referring to the end of the
year 1878, that at that date the capital of all the railway cornpanies amounted
to t,450,288.196 roubles, or ,t_07,184.0"28.
Thecapitalconsistedof._135,446,153inbonds,
and,£71,737.875
in shares. Nolessthan£92.101,350ofthebondsand,_,
055,77_)
of the shares were held bythe government
_tself; 488 p_'r
cent. of the whole railway property of the country was tl_crcfore held by the government. -- The postoffice in the y_.ar
1880 conveyed
128,817,612 letters and post card_, 8,960.7:_1
wrappers
and parcels, and 88,168,700 newspapers.
Thcr_
were 4,458 postofltces in the empire in 1880. The total r('ceipts of the general post in the year 1880 did not cover the
expenditure. --The length of telegraph lines in Ru_,ma, in
1880, was 59,000 English miles, and the length of wire 1"_4,00.1
English miles.
Of the total system, about seven-eighth_w:_"
the property of the state.
There were at the Mine date _._:_
teiegraphoffices,
l,185 belonging to the state, and the rvmaie"
tier to private companies.
The total number of telegram-"
carried in 1880 was 7,298,429, comprising 5,768,255 inland (h_patches, and the rest on International
service. The receipts
of the telegraph office, which were £1,226,7_ in 1878. laa_e
shown, in recent years, a small annual surplus, which i._.by
imperial decree, always devoted to the extension of the telegraphic system.--F.
M.
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16, 1856); 14 Star. at Large (act of July 28, 1866);
17 Feat. at Large, 486 (act of March 3, 1873); and
18 Stat. at Large, 4 (act of Jan. 20, 1874).
ALEXANDER JOIINSTON.
SAN DOMINGO.
The republic
of San Domingo (Republwa
Dominicana),
founded
in 1844,
it governed
under
a constitution
bearing
date
Nov. 18, 1844, reproclaimed,
with changes, Nov.
14. 186,5, after a revolution
which expelled
the
lroops of Spain, who held possession of the eountry for thc two previous years.
By the terms of
the constitution,
the legislative
power of the republic is vested in a national
congress
of two
houses, called the eonsejo eonservador,
and the
tribuna&,, the first consisting
of twelve, and the
second of fifteen members.
The members of both
houses are chosen in indirect
election,
with restricted suffrage, for the term of four years.
But
the powers of the national congr_s
only embrace
the general affairs of the republic; and the individu_l states, five in mlmber, have separatc legislatures. -- The executive
authority
is vested in
a president,
chosen
in indirect
election
for the
term of four years.
Constant insurrections
have
allowed very few presidents
to serve the full term
of office. The administrative
affairs of the republic are in charge of a ministry
appointed
by the
president, with the approval of the con,sejo col_sert'ador. The ministry
is composed of the heads of
the departments
of the interior and police, finance,
justicc, war and marine,
and foreign
affairs.-The financial
estimates
of the republic
for the
year 1882 set down the revenue as $1,500,000, or
£,300,000, with an expenditure
to the same amount,
The branches of expenditure
were as follows :
huerior and police................................
Foreignaffairu.....................................
Ju,fice, etc ...................................
Finance. ere......................................
War
anti marine ..................................
Extraordinaryexpenses
...........................
Balance ..........................................
Total ........................................
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lish square miles, with a population,
in 1880, of
300.000 inhabitants,
or sixteen to the square mile.
-- Thc republic is divided into the five provinces,
or states, mutually independent,
of San Domingo,
Azna de Compostcla,
Santa Cruz del Seybo, Santiago de los Caballeros,
and Concepcion
de la
Vega, besides four maritime districts.
The population, like that of the neighboring
IIayti, is cornposed mainly of negroes and mulattoes,
but the
whites, or European-descended
inhabitants,
are
comparatively
numerous,
and, owing to their influence, the Spanish
language
is the prevailing
dialect.
The capital of the republic is the city of
San Dominge_, founded
in 1494, at the mouth of
the river Ozama, with 10,000 inhabitants.
--The
commerce of the republic is small, owing in part
to customs duties of a prohibitory character.
The
principal
articles of export are lignum vitae, logwood, coffee and sugar.
Cocoa is also cultivated,
In 1881 the value of lhe imports
amounted
to
£_52,263, and of the exports to £838,215, the foreign commerce
being shared by the ports of San
Domingo
and Puerta
Plata.
The commerce
of
the republic is mainly with the United States and
Great Britain. --The
country is stated to be making rapid progress.
A railway is beingconstructed
between
Samanfi and Santiago,
embracing
the
whole of the rich provinces in the northern pottion of the republic, and another line will soon be
made between Barahona and the salt mountain
of
"Cerro
de Sal."
Large sugar plantations
and
factories are stated to be now in full work in the
southern and western parts of the republic, and a
large factory
for concrete owned by an English
company. -- The bay of Samanfi, on the northeast
coast of San Domingo, one of the greatest natural

$ _53,514
146,486
.'...
255,8_
144,168
4.q7,8,¢_
10"2,177
160,000

harbors in the world, thirty miles long and ten
miles broad, was ceded, with the surrounding

$1,'_0,000

were confiscated, on the ground of non-payment
of a stipulated
annual
rent. -- BmLrooRxl'uY.
Samuel Itazard, Santo.Dam_ngo, Past and Present:
with a glance al IIaffi, London, 1873; W. Jordan,
Geschichte der Insel Ilaiti,
Leipzig, 1849; D. B.
Randolph
Keim, Santo Domingo : Pen Pictures
and Leaves of Travel, Philadelphia,
1871; Antonio
Monte y Tejada, Itistoria de Santo Domingo, desde
su Descubrimiento
basts nuestros dias, Habana,
1853.
F.M.

The revenue for :1888 is estimated at $1,750,000,
mainly derived from customs duties, which avera,_.,e40 per cent., while a large part of the annual
expenditure is for the maintenance
of a standing
army.
Besides a large internal debt, of unknown
amount, San Domingo
has a foreign debt, con_ra(:ted at the London stock exchange
in 1869.
Th(, debt, to the nominal amount of £757,700 at
_;p(,r cent., was issued at the price of 80; but it
_ a, qated officially that the government
had actu.dly received only between $190,000 and $250,000
front the contractors
for the loan.
("Report
of
Ihe ,_('lcet Committee on Loans to Foreign States,"
lU75.) It is officially stated that the government
i¢ n(_w (January, 1883) engaged in ascertaining
the
an_ount of the debt, and a commission
has been
appointed for the purpose. _ The area of San
I),)mingo, which embraces
the eastern portion of
_he island of ttayti (the western division forming
the republic of Hayti), is estimated
at 18,045 Eng-

country,
to a company
formed in the United
States, by a treaty signed by the president of the
republic,
Jan. 10, 1873. Under another decree,
passed March 25, 1874, the rights of the company

-- In 1869 a movement took shape for the annexation of San Domingo to the United States.
Much
of the impelling force of the movement
undoubtcdly lay in the selfish interests of various American citizens in San Domingo,
in their loans to the
republic, their claims against it, and their unproductive .grants from it ; but a further
incentive
was the naval importance
of the bay of Samami,
as a coaling station for United States vessels, and
a commanding
position for the Mona passage, the
eastern avenue to the gulf of Mexico.
In July,
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1869, Gen. Babcock was sent to San Domingo by
President
Grant; and, on his favorable report, a
treaty for the annexation
of the republic w_s
made, Nov.' 29, 1869, with a convention
for tile
lease of the bay and peninsula of Saman_ to the
United States.
Tile treaty wa_ ratified by popular
vote in San Domingo;
but in the United States it
met instant opposition.
A new article was added
to the treaty, May 14, 1870, in order to remove
some of the reasons for opposition,
and President
Grant, in a special mes_ge
of May 31, urged the
ratification of the whole treaty.
He believed that
it would maintain the Monroe doctrine, prevent
the acquisition
of Saman_ by a European
power,
build upourlost
merchant marinr, alx)lishslavcry
at once in Cuba and Porto Rico, and ultimately
in Brazil, support a population
of 10,000.000 in
luxury, and pay off the foreign debt of the United
States.
Neverthcless,
the senate
rejected
the
treaty, June 30. -- In his annual message of Dec.
5, 1870, President
Grant proposed
that congress
should
authorize
a commission
to negotiate
an
annexation
treaty with San Domingo,
and reiter
ated his former arguments
in favor of the project.
Congress went with the president
far enough to
pass a resolution,
Jan. 12, 1871, authorizing
the
appointment
of a commission
to examine into the
condition
of San Domingo,
but added the proviso
"that nothing
in these resolutions
contained
shall
be held, understood
or construed
as committing
congress to the policy of annexing
the territory of
the said republic
of Dominies."
The commis,
stoners, B. F. Wade, Andrew D. Whiteand
S.G.
IIowe, visited San Domingo in January-March,
1871, and made an exhaustive
and rather favorable report.
They specially
reported
that they
could find no trace of the cornlpt
grants of land
to United States officials which had been declared
by common report to be the real moving cau_ue of
the treaty.
But the " San Domingo
scheme,"
with its accompanying
charges of fraud, corrnption, bargain and jobber)-, had by this time become
highly unpopular,
and the president,
in a special
m(_qsage of April 5, 1871, abandoned
the question
to congress, appealing
to the candor and intelligence of the people for a justification
of his own
action.
1_'o further action was taken in the mat-

19 ° and 22_ ° of north latitude and 155 ° and 160 _
of Paris longitude.
The archipelago is composed
of fifteen islands, of which only seven are inhabited or inhabitable.
Their names and respective
area in square kilometres are as follows:
Hawaii,
12,620, Maoui, 1,966; Oahu, 1,822; Molokai, 468;
Kaouai, 2,010 ; _ihaou, 808 ; Kahoulai, 94. On
a total area of 19,756 square kilometres, thenumber of inhabitants
was, in 1872, 56,897, of which
40.044 were natives.
Since 1798, the date of 1he
discovery of these i._]ands by Cook, their popuh
tion has been constantly diminishing.
It amounted
at that time to at least 300,000; in 18'23, Mr Elli_
found le_ than 150,000, of whom 85,000 were in
the great island of Hawaii.
The statements
of
subsequent
censuses
have
shown
still further
diminutions:
in 1832, the population
was 130,313,
in 1836, 108,579; in 1849, 84,163; in 18'53, 71,019;
in1860, 67,979.
These diminutions
are attributed
to the dissolute
habits of the inhabitants.
The
introduction
of civilization
and Christianity
has
not yet succeeded
in establishing
the institution
of the family there.
Marriage exists only in name
The children are, for the most part, brought
up
by persons other than by those who begot them.
The children brought
up by their parents are no
better taken care of.
The father scarcely able to
exist, his protection
is almost entirely
lacking.
The mother, desirous of pre_rving
her charms,
which nursing
children
might destroy,
and especially her freedom,
hastens to rid herself
of
her progeny.
The children, born spite of attempts
at abortion,
are, notwithstanding
all the severity of the criminal
laws, regularly
put to death
duringthe
first year after their birth.
The practices of abortion and infanticide
are common in
all classes of society.
In the lower cl_.sses, births
are very numerous;
but, despite the advantages
and exemptions
from taxes granted
to families
which have more than two children,
it is rare to
find a family which has more than one.--The
governmental
and social system was for a long
time a sort of feudal communism.
The union of
the islands under the sole rule of Kamchamcha
I
in the beginning
brought about no change in th]_
state of affairs.
The sovereign
alone was proprietor of the land.
It was not until 1848 that thr

tcr.
President
Baez, of San Domingo, had been
the most efficient agent of the proposed
annexation; and his government
was completely
overthrown by a successful revolution,
187°.2-3.--One
of the most active opponents
of annexation
was
Senator Charles Sumner (see his name).
The controversy
between
him and the president
b_ame
personal and angry, and in 1871 he was removed
from his place of chairman of the senate committee on foreign relations, at the request of the president, by vote of the other republican
senators,
From that time he was in opposition to the adminiatration until his death, in 1874.
A.J.

right of possessing
landed
property was granl(.(l
to individuals.
-- In 1838 all power was c(_nccntrated
in the hands
of royalty.
At that tim_*
Kamehameha
III.,
yielding
to the advice
of
American
missionaries,
made himself a constitutional king.
The constitution
of 1840, which crcated a chamber
of nobles, composed
of six_(.cn
persons, five of whom were women, with the kin*-f
for president,
did not prove very successful.
It
was necessary to revise it in 1848, and to confide
the executive powerto
a council of ministers, l)rc
sided over by the minister of the interior.
Thi_
new constitution,
which recognized
an ordrr _)f
nobility, has also been reformed.
The two t)_r TM
of the national representation
were replaced by a
privy council, composed
of the king, the que( _,n,
the ministers,
the governors
of the four largest

SANDWICH
ISL&NDS.
These islands are
situated in the Pacific ocean, at an equal distance
from the shores of America and Japan, between
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islands, the chancellor, the judges of the supreme
SANITARY
SYSTEM.
I. Thtb/_ tIealt_.
court, and of eight elected members;
but since
The administrative
organization
of the sanitary
that time the constitution of Aug. 4, 1864, doubled
regimen, in Europe, may be divided into three disthe number of the elected members of tile privy
tinct systems: the French system, theEnglish syscouncil, eight of whom are chosen from among
tern and the German system.
Other states adopt
the natives, and eight from among foreigners,
one or the other of these systems, with some roodThis parliament
deliberates
at will in tile native
ifications. -- 1. Tl, e t¢_'ench System.
This is charor in the Engiisll
language..
After the death of acterized by tlle institution
of collective authorking Kanlehameha
V., the author of tile constiitics, under tlle name of councils of public health,
tulion of 1872, a de_cndant,
in the female line,
and by the l)urcly consultative
powers with which
of the chief of the dynasty
of Lunalilo
I. was
they are invested.
Theright
of execution belongs
(.lcctcd king, not, as has been state(l, by univcl.'sal
to the prefect, who is president ex offtcio of these
suffrage, but by a vote of parliament.
(lie only
councils.
From the time of thc new organization
reigned two ycars.)--The
press plays a greatpart
of police in tile city of Paris, in 1667, the first
in the political system
of the islands.
The govmagistrate
charged with this administration,
De
eminent
is represented
by thc " Polynesian,"
a La Rt_ynie. formed a commission
of physicians
to
journal whose chief editor
is appointed
by the
consult
upon a question relative
to the making
government,
with the title of director of the press;
of bread.
The opinions were found to be so dithe opposition,
by the "Commercial
Advertiser,"
verse that hc appealed to thc faculty of medicine,
the " Friend,"
and the " Star of the Pacific."-which, at that time, embraced
the entire medical
Almost all public offices are in tile hands of Engbody.
In thi_ assembly thc disagreement
was no
liCh or American
naturalized
Ilawaiian
subjects,
less, and a commission,
composed this time of six
The constitution
of 1840 accorded
freedom
of physicians and six "notable
and expert"
citizens,
conscience; noreligion
has succeeded in improving
had to decide the question,
h.fterward,
recourse
the population;
the ministers of all religious sects
was had again, more than once, to tile advice of
arc agreed in acknowledging
that their flock is this commission,
and, toward the end of the last
Christian only in name. Schools, however, arenucentury, the state of the sanitary
police of the
merous.--During
1859--60, the revenues amounted
capital of France was relatively
superior, and it
to $(k56,006, and the expenditures
to $643,000.
filled with enthusiasm
J. P. Frank, who may be
During1870-72thereceiptsamountedto$964,956,
considered
as the foundcr of scientific hygiene.
and the expenditures
to $969,784.
The customs
"I found there," he exclaimed,
"a model of those
figured in tile receipts for $396,418, the domestic
courageous applications
of helwic remedies, which
taxes for$98,983, the direct taxes for $215,962, the
will never e_ape
criticism
in certain
German
regaliaurights,
postofItce, rentingof
domains, etc.,
provinces.
For many centuries
the enlightened
for $124,071.
The national debt was estimated,
vigilance of the magistrates
of this immense city
in 1874, at $177,971. -- The soil is very fertile, and
has descended
to the slightest details, and an emits present products
would be sufficient to feed a incntly
salutary
(segenscoll) order of things conp,)pulation five times as large as that now occupyfirms the value of most of the prescriptionswhich
ing the islands.
To the native nutritious
plants
have their origin there."-The royal society of
have been added the cultivation
of tobacco, inmedicine was religiously
faithful
to that part of
digo, potatoes
and sugar cane.
The exports,
in
its duties, the usefulness
of its work, in tim do1860, amounted
to more than $1,200,000;
those
main of public health, extended
far beyond the
of 1871, to $2,145,000,
of which $1,403,000 were *'precincts of Paris, and has outlived the existence
native products.
Oils and whalebone,
sugar, cofitself of tile illustrious
company.
Whoever has
fee, wool and peltry formed the principal articles
had to treat any subject
of hygiene, notably
of
of _'xport.
The imports
represented
an amount
cndemics orepidcmics,
appreciates
with real gratof more than $1,500,000.
Six-tenths
were furitude, in the memoirs of thc socicly published
ni_hed by the United States, and the other fourfrom 1779 to 1790, the instructive
developments
tenths by England,
the tIanseatic
cities, Sweden
of its 1)rogrammes
and tile wealth of material
it
and Russia.
The Sandwich islands are connected
has bequeathed
to students. -- M. Dubois, prefect
with all these countries and with France by comof police, took Ul) these excellent traditions,
when,
mer_'ial treaties.
The independence
of this archiby a decree dated tile 18th )Iessidor,
year VIII.
p_.lago was, in 1863, the object of a special recog(July 6, 1802), he established
a board of health,
nition, in which the United States joined the folcomposed
of four paid members.
Since then,
lowing year.*
this board, consulted
as to all questions
relating
Louis GOTTARD.
to public health,
has seen tile numl)er
and importance
of the affairs submitted
to its dclibera* The Sandwich islands are also known as the Hawaiian tion increase in proportion as Paris has increased.
is and_ Itawafi being the largest of the group. The late_t
,tatl,_tm._give the population at 57,985, 5,916 ot whom are Its organization
was fixed by the decree of the
('hine*e and 4,561 whites. The capital is Honolulu, with a prefect
of police of Dec. 24, 1832, somewhat
population (187B)of 14,114. The receipts of the state from modified
in 1838 and 1844. The decL_ee of Dec.
April 1, 1876,to raarcb al, 1878, amounted to $1,151,713,and 15, 1851, only confirmed
the existing
institution.
th_ expendltttres to $1,110,47'2. The state debt on March 81,
18_. wa_ $444,_0. The standing army cort_ists of only sev- The powers of this board extend only over Paris,
enty-five men. There is a volunteer corps of 400 men.--M,
but there are, in each of the arrondissements
of
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the city of Paris and in those of Sceaux and Saint
Denis, health
commissious_
with
less extensive
powers. -- The example given by the capital was
slowly enough
followed
by the administrations
of the principal
cities of France.
From
1822
to 1832, Lyons, Marseilles,
Lille, Nantes. Troyes,
Rouen, Bordeaux,
Toulouse
and Versailles
were
provided with boards of health.
In 1836 the government thought of a general and definitive organization of the sanitary
r_gime in France.
The
academy of medicine joined eagerly in this effort
with a long and remarkahle
report by Dr. Marc;
but these projects were not realized.
They were
revived
by the revolution
of February.
In the
midst of the ardent aspirations
for the well-being
of the masses, which agitated
this epoch, public
health could not be forgotten.
A plan was drawn
up under the direction of M. Tourret,
then rainister of agriculture
and commerce,
and became
the decrecof
Dec. 18, 1848.
Thisact app]'ied only
to the departments;
it organized
commissions
of
health
in each department,
arrondissement
and
canton, composed
of physician_,
apothecaries,
architects and other specialists.
Their powers extended over the healthfulness
of the public highways, houses, workshops,
schools, etc. ; over the
slaughterhouses,
factories and other industrial
establishments,
the nuisances
of all kinds, dangerous animals,
cemeteries,
epidemic
and endemic
diseases, as well as over epizoStics.
Their powers
also extended
to the surveillauce
of the quality
of the foods, beverages, condimcntsand
medicines
of commerce.
The decree mentions
also many
other points; but, as they seem to be entirely neglectcd, we may pass them over in silence.
In fact,
the occupation
of the boards of health
consists
chiefly, as M. Tardieu
admits, ia examining
derounds for the licensing, removing
or abolishing
dangerous,
unhealthy
or incommodi(msestablishments, governed
by the decrees of Oct. 15, 1810,
and Dec. 31, 1866.
The committees
find at times
useful
auxiliaries
in the phyMcklus
of ephh, raic_
and the cautor_l physicia_q.
The first, cstahlLshcd
since May 2, 1805, in each arrondissement,
must,
at the first request
which they receive from the
subprefcct,
go to the localities
in which an cpidemic has broken out, examine
into the circumstances of the situation,
the habits of the people,
etc., which might
have caused it to originate
or
which favor it, and prescribe the mc-asures proper
to arrest its progress,
as well as the method of
treatment.
The cantonal
physicians
date from
April 13, 1835, and are as yet in only a certain
number
of departments.
-- The organization
of
the Comitd consultatif d'hygl_ne p_blique de France
was regulated
by the dccrees dated Aug. 10, 1848,
Oct. 23, 1856, and .Nov. 5, 1869.
It is composed
of physicians,
a chemist,
an engineer
of roads
and bridges or of mines, an architect,
and various
functionaries.
The province
of the committee
extends to quarantines
and to the service of the
sanitary
physicians
established
in the orient; to
the measures
to be taken to prevent and combat
epidemics
; to the improvement
of the thermal
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establishments,
and to means of rendering the use
of them more accessible to invalids who are poor.
-- The law of April 13, 1850, also instituted,
besides, "in each commune
where the nmnicipal
council
shall have declared
it necessary,"
cornmissions of unhealthy
houses, furnished
with the
power necessary
to bring about the purification
of such houses. -- The academy
of medicine is
the completion
of the aggregate
of the institutions
with which
we have to deal here.
It encourages by honorary
rewards the study of epidemics,
centralizes
the results which this study produces,
and presents
annually,
in its learned
memoirs,
a tableau
of the diseases which have prevailed
in the different
parts of France.
The care of
propagating
vaccine, and the centralization
of the
observations
nmde in the establishments
of thermal
or mineral waters, are also confided
to it. --Italy,
Belgium
and Spain follow, in their sanitary
system, the way of the French.
But it would be
departing
from the truth to place these countrie_
in the same line.
In the middle ages, Italy had
already preceded other countries .on this road, and
to-day it still occupies an honorable
rank among
countries
which
give their attention
to public
health.2. The E_Tlish ,_'yst_rn. Intelligentprovisions relative
to the construction
and maintenance of public highways,
dams and sewers; regulationsconcernia_g
unhealthy
trades and the construction
of hours,
dating
from the reigns of
Itenry VIII. and Queen Elizabeth, had fallen into
disu_.
Under
George IV. a law declared that
each person had the right to remove objeetswhich
were "to the annoyance
of all thc king's subj(,(:t%"
and "of doing one's self justice."
Then it was
necessary
to bring long and expensive
lawsuits,
which were very much disapproved
of by everybody.
And yct thcre was the appearance
of a
sanitary
police.
It was confided
to local juri('%
their organization
and the services which could b_."
expected from them may be inferred from the following example.
In a district frequently
ravag(_d
by contagious
fevers "of the gravest
kind," the
jury was composed
of twelve members,
of whom
six were toll-keepers,
one or two cheesemonger._,
three or four taih)rs or drapers,
one ma._on, one
house builder, and no physician.
:No one, tln'y
acknowledged
themselves,
knew anything
of the
business in hand, except how to examine weights
and measures;
and without the fortuitous
pre_cn('c
of the builder, they would neithcr have umlcrstood.
nor been able to do anything
of, what was in('umbent upon them. -- Such was the situation wlwT_
the invasion of the cholera brought to an end thi_
too long continued
security.
The tribute paid by
England
to the scourge was great.
In one year
alone she lost 70,000 individuals,
of whom 30".(,H)
wcreadults.
Thiswas
10,000 more men than th(;
wars of 1800 to 1815 had cost her.
And this _s
not all.
In presence
of these hecatombs,
it was
recalled
that other epidemic
diseases, almost unknown elsewhere, subjected,
at all times, the English populations
to a regular
diminution,
and it
had to be acknowledged
that rhone wealthy cities
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and those sunny stretches
of country were as if
poisoned by murderous
miasmas; that those majestic rivers, the pride of the country, carried death
in their corrupt waters; that the royal residences
and even the interior of the palac_q were filled
with dangers.
As soon a_ these cries of alarm
were heard, England looked the. enemy in the face,
and understood
that, to conquer it, radical messares were necessary. --From
1848 new laws paved
the way for a general healthfulness
by means of
the drainage of the marshes, the streets and the
houses, as well as the establishment
of aqueducts
and sewers.
This vast umlcrtaking
was confided
u_ a general board of tmalth, furnished with great
executive authority and powers proportioned
to the
difficulties of theenterprise.
In the special interest
of the new sanitary police, the entire country was
divided, by geological
basins, into districts wholly
independent
of tile administrative
arrangements
of the parishes, etc. ; physicians were charged with
the medical care of the poor, who were, moreover,
visited and aided by a gTeat number of relief offieer¢ --This
org_nizattion
appears to have been
only partially successful,
especially outside of the
capital; complaint was made of the multiplicity
of laws and authorities, one charged with the poor,
another with the sewers,others
stillwith
unhealthy
houses, etc. A law of 187 ° (Aug. 10, 35 & 36 Victorts, chap. lxxix.;
see also the sanitary act of
1866) concentrates
this service in the hands, either
of the municipality
in the cities, or of poor boards,
All power is given them to take the necessary
measures and to levy taxes, to appoint
and p'_y
physicians, amt to have charge of the execution
of measures of sanitary police.
The sanitary scrvice ('omes within the functions of the boar(1 of lo('al government,
which causes its execution to be
sct,n Io by inspectors
appointed
for that purpose,
--3. 1'he German System.
The l)rinciph ' of cantonal physicians,
offici'd guardians
of the puhlic
health, and expert
physicians
attached
to the
(.ourt% charged
with
visiting
tile poor gratultou,ly, is everywhere
in force.
A hierarchy,
sirei]ar to tlmt of the administrations,
binds them to
a nwdical college forming
part of the provin(.ial
aulhority.
At the top of the pyramid
is a superiot e()mmittee.
This system does not seem, howe_,r. l() be sufficiently
efficacious,
at lea._t as reffard< c'pidemic% for in 1872, the government
aPl_()i_ted a eommi,_sion to devise the organization
of a service embracing all Germany, public health
b(.ing within the functions
of the federal governmeat. -- ltolland,
Russia,
Sweden and Denmark
have organized tlmir sanitary institutions
after the
German system. -- II. Enderaies
a_ul Epidemic,_;
6'o_ta.qious 1)i_ase,;
Quarantines.
The diseases
_hieh have a right to the attention
of the legislator and of the administration
constitute
three
(:lus_es. They are: endemic,
epidemic
and contagious diseases.
Endem/e diseases arise from the
conditions of the configuration
of a country, from
!ts meteorology,
from the geological
structure
of
its soil, from the distribution
of its waters and
their qualities,

from

its vegetation

and all its prod-
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ucts, from the food of.its inhabitants,
from their
mode of life, from their ease or fl_eir poverty.
The number of affections of this order is large, if
one considers them in all the zones of the globe.
Here it i¢ sufficient to cite the most prominent examl_les in certain climates:
cretinism,
with the
endemic goitre, intermittent
fevers, pell%,Ta, etc.
When we consider that the goitre and cretinism
constitute a veritable physical and moral degeneration of nmn; that it _ is fatally propagated
by
heredity;
that on the territo_ _of I_'rance live more
than 100.000 of these unfortunates,
and that the
number of them is still more considerahle
in Switzcrhmd, Piedmon|,
Austria, etc ; that the endemic
intermittent
fevers, in their various pernicious
forms, very often carry death in their train, and
when they are of an intense degree, keep entire
populations
in an habitual state of debility, incapacity for labor, and sunk in profound
poverty,
we must admit that the ravages produced
by this
eategor 5" of evils outw_,i_h every other danger
which can temporarily threaten
puhlic health. -Fortunately,
the state can do much to improve
this state of things.
The drainage and cultivation
of the marshes, the planting of the downs, irrigating canals, drainage practiced on a sufficient scale,
are sure means of producing
healthfulness,
A
govcrmnent
must not even recoil before the remoral of a small population, when it is absolutely
impossible
to modify the topography
of the localities which it. inhabits, a_ may happen in certain narrow valleys, and mountain
gorges, seats
of cretinism.
3_hese gr(,_t public _orks nc_esstrafe, it is true, very considerable
expense.
But
lmblic interest counsels these productive
expenses
as much a,_ humanity
comnmnds
them.--Any
disease whi(,h altacks
simultaneously
in a place
a more or les_ conside_nlbte nmnb(,r of individuals, is called 'm el,ulcm'/_.
Stri('tly speaking, we
shouhi not have to cite examples
here. for we
would have to pa-s in review almoct all the immcnse rept,rtory
of medical
practive.
We see
even epidemics of erysipelas
and of brain fever;
as. on the othcr hand, we observe i.-olated cases
of affections which we are most used to regard as
being of an epidemic character, such a_ small-pox,
cholera, etc. Epidemics
belong to those cases in
which society finds the compensation
of the sacrifices it has undergone
to increase the well-being
and strength
of its members even in the lowest
ranks.
The evil is ahvays so nmch lhe more formidable and is so much the more extensive as it
encounters
the less resistan.cc;
and where can this
resistance be found except in the vital energy of
those who are exposed to the attacks of disease?
Moreover, hygienic and healthful measures, hastily
improvised
when an epidemic is imminent or has
already broken out, present the double inconvenienee of being particularly
expensive
and of a
very limited efficacy.-- A eontagio_l.* disease is one
which can be transmitted,
by the contact of an individual who is already affected by it, to one or
more other individuals
predisposed
to catch it.
This definition

differs

essentially,

we see, from the
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one we gave in the preceding paragraph; it establishes a well-defined
line of demarcation between
the two classes of diseases.
There exist undoubtedly contagious
diseases
which are never epidemic,
just as there are important
epidemics
into which the clement of contagion never enters;
for these latter, the que_stion is only one of isolation, sequestration,
quarantinc.
-- Antiquity,
although it was acquainted
with very terrible epidemics, opposed
to them'only
a stoical coura,.,_e
and a few measures of general hygiene.
In the
middle ages only, at the same time that the frequency and violence of the " pests" took a frightful development,
did efforts of direct defense
ag'ainst them begin to be taken.
The terror which
they inspired
was extreme,
the weaIxmS with
which they were fought were often barbarous.
Society saw itself powerless
to attack the evil in
its source, by transforming
the physical
state of
Europe and improving
the material and moral existence of its people.
It conceived
the idea of
closing access to its cities to the enemy, and of
hemming
it in, like a confla_owation, when it h_ui
once penetrated
there.
Ttle disease considered
especially contagious,
leprosy, had its permanent
quarantines.
Veritable centres of an unclean and
crowded popular)on,
the settlements of lepers soon
became
themselves,
by hereditary
propagation,
more surely than by contagion,
immense
centres
of infection,
which that heartless
time ended by
rec%o-nizing only one way of opposition,
the funeral pile and the stake, its last argument
in bygiene, as it was in politics and theology.--The
Italian repnblics
sought, from the second half of
the fourteenth
century,
in quara_tines
a means of
protection
against the invasion of pestilential
diseases, although
the greater
part of these diseases,
far from being the real eastern plague, were not
even contagious.
Milan possessed a lazaretto with
nearly 500 rooms.
Itaving
at that time the monopoly of the trade with the Levant, Venice institutcd,
in 1403, the first maritime
quarantine
;
Genoa followed this example in 1467.
The regu]ations design(,d for these institutions
were drawn
up with Dra(.onian severity, and the traces of them
have been very slowly effaced.
Scarcely
a century ago, shipwrecked
men, who were supposed
to come from a port where an epidemic prevailed,
were driven from tile shores of Itolland with cannon, and in our day we have seen pitiless instructions given to the troops who, on the frontiers of
Poland
and Ru_ia,
formed
tile sanitary
cordon
against the cholera.
Despite a permanent
sanitary
cordon, maintaim_d,
from 1728, by Austria
upon
all its es,stern frontier, its provinces
were ravaged
by the plague in 1738, and from 1755 to 1757. -In France, up to tile year 1822, there existed no
sanitary
law, although
)Iarseilles,
in obedience to
the wants which its relations with the east created,
had for a long time developed the institutions
bequeathed
by previous centuries,
and had evolved
from its old captains of tw_cdth the magistracy
of
_an/tarysupervgst;gn,
no le,_ independent
than tbey.
The invasion of the yellow fevex into Catalonia
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soon brought about the promulgation
of a law,
dated March 3, 1822, followed
by a royal ordinance of Aug. 7 of the same year.
The precision
with which, in 1830, it was believed the advance
of the cholera could be followed from the delta of
the Ganges to the centre of Europe, revived with
new force the hope that the progress of diseases
considered
to bc communicable
might be arrested
The experiment
was not fortunate
for the cr_n
ta_onist
doctrines,
which had been previou,ly
shaken so far as the yellow fever and the pl_tgue
were concerned.
Legislation had to undergo modifications,
which
were formulated
by the royal
ordinance of Aug. 17, 1847(whichinstitutedEuropean sanitary physicians
in the Levant), a decree
of Aug. 10, 1849, and a decree of Dec. 24, 1850.
Then France
took an initiative,
the happy influence of which
must be acknowledged.
She
was the instigator
of an iate.rnational
sanitary
confereyw, e, formed
by the various powers which
have jointinterestsin
the)Ieditcrranean.
In 1&50
there assembled
at Paris delegates
from France,
Austria, theTwo
Sicilies, Spain, the Roman States,
Greece, Portugal,
Russia,
Sardinia,
Tuscany and
Turkey,
who, after thorough
di_ussion,
decided
on a project for an international
convention
and
for sanitary
international
regulations.
England
was also represented
at this congress, but she did
not sign the convention
which was the result of it.
Adopting
the advice of her general board of health,
she renounced
all organization
intended
to kee t)
away from her shores the cholera, the plague and
the yellow
fever.
Neither
in France
nor el_cwhere did people dare to break, in so radical a
manner, with deep-rooted
ideas and apprehensions.
But the new code has freed commerce
from a
great part of the shackles and the injury which
were becoming more onerous in proportion as the
circle of communications
between
nations
ez_larged. -- The imperial
decree promulgating
this
international
convention
bears date May 27, 1853;
the decree relative to its being put into execution
is dated June 4 of the same year, and was followed by detailed instructions.
After having declared tl]at this act applied especially to the plague,
the yellow fever and the cholera, the convention
sets forth in principle that besides any healthy port
has the right to fortify itself against a ship having
on board persons
affceted
by a disease repute(l
contagions,
such as typhus
fever and malignant
small-pox.
It maintains tbefoulbill
and the cka_
bill: the former, for the proven
presence of the
disease in the country from which the ship eom('s,
the latter, for the attested absence of allcontagious
disease.
Every ship arriving with afoul bill sh:_ll
be declared in quarantine.
The latter is divided
into quarantine
of observation
and close or rigorous quarantine.
In what concerns the plag_zc.
the minimum
of the quarantine
is fixed at ten full
days, and the maximum
at fifteen.
For the yellow
fever, the minimum is five days and the maximum
seven; for the cholera, the quarantine
of ob._rvation is five full days, including
the time of the
voyage,For merehandi3e,
three categories have
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been established,
and they must be treated according to the class to which they belong.
The exeeution of the prescriptions is confided to sanitary
authoritia% who are everywhere
organized upon
uniform bases. The director of h_th,
taken when
possible from the medical body, is the head of the
active service.
A council,
composed
of local
scientific elements, watches over the interests
of
the public health, exercises a general surveillance
over the sanitary
service, gives advice as to the
measures to be taken in case.of invasion, and concrols its execution.--Besides
the provisions cornmon and applicable
to all the countries signing the
convention, Turkey in Europe and Turkeyin
Asia,
as well as Egypt, are the object of particular
provisions, intended
to prevent
the development
of
the plague, to stop this disease when it exists, to
give notice of it, amt to oppose its introduction
into other countries.
To this end a superior board
of health has been established
at Constantinople,
and a sanitary board at Alexandria;
foreign delegates, who must as much as possible be specialists,
form a part of these boards. -- This organization
is
completedby
the devetopmentof
the institution
of
sanitary physicians,
established
in 1847, who are
divided into two classes : central physicians
and
ordinary physicians.
Appointed
by the contracting powers, they preserve
their independence
of
the local authorities,
and are dependent
only on
the governments
which appointed
them.
Their
functions consist in studying,
in its relation to
public health, tile country where they are, its climate, its di_ases and all the conditions
attached
thereto, as well as the measures
taken to combat
these diseases; to inform the central physician
of
the arrondissement
or district (a central physician
resides at Constantinople,
Smyrna, Beyrouth and
Alexandria), and the local consular body and the
local authorities,
of everything
which has to do
with tlte general health. -- Finally,
physicians,
('ommissioned by the minister
of agriculture
and
commerce, are shipped upon the steamers,
which
are the most active intermediaries
between France
and the Levant.
These men are there, as so many
post__of observation,
whence they must signal the
slightest suspicious disease which may arise during
the voyage.
M. BORC_.AltD, D. M.P.

who saves, as a benefactor of society, as the originator of a public workshop, which furnishes employment to a greater or less number of producers;
the constant, uniform and uninterrupted
effort of
individual
saving, he raises to the rank of a prineiple, and he sees in this principh, the I)rime source
of national wealth.
Thespirit
of saving, he adds,
is always more extensive than the wastefulness
of
prodigality
can possibly be; its reparatory
power
is enormous,
and no matter how great the waste
of individual
or governmental
imprudence,
it is
still at work in the nation, unknown
and in silence, from the irresistible necessity of assuring the
future; this spirit realizes such an amount of saying, that, from one historical
period to another,
we may easily recognize
a constant improvement
in public and private fortunes.
According
to that
illustrious
economist, tile immediate cause of the
increase of a nation's capital is saving, and not
industry.
Industry,
it is true, furnishes the msterial which is to be placed in reserve, but saving
alone accomt)lishcs
this reserve, and without
it,
capital,
being cntire]yconsumed
as fast as it is
produced,
would
never become any greater. -Frederick
Bastiat, in an unfinished
chapter of his
"Economic
Harmonies."
basc_, the r(:sum6 of his
entire doctrine,
exchange
and value, upon the
definition
of saving.
"To save," he says, "is
voluntarily
to place an interval
between the time
when we render a service to society, and the time
when we demand
back an equivalent
therefor.
Thus, a man may, every day, from his twentieth
to his sixtieth
year, demand
from his fellows,
services equivalent
to only three-fourths
the value
of the services he renders them in the practice of
his profession or trade.
Thus heacquires
the right
of drawing from society, in his old age, when he
can no longer work, the unpaid fourth of his labor
of forty years.
The fact of his having received
and accumulated
titles, in the form of bills of cxchange, sight drafts, bank notes and specie, is an
entirely secondary
matter and of no moment;
it
has reference only to the manner of accumulation;
it can not c]mnge either the nature or tile effects
of saving,
a _ Tosave, therefore, is to have rendered a service, and granted time for the return of
its equivalent,
or, to speak more generally, it is to
allow a certain space of time to elapse between the
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Saving is the intended
conservalion of the whole or part of a useful object; it is
the setting apart of what is not indispensably
nece_au- for actual wants;
it is a provident reserve
for certain contingencies,
a provision
or resource
which perseverance
increases
from day to day,
1o zuard against the necessities
of an uncertain
future.
The saving
is direct when it is exerci,ed on the object itself, which
is not actually
c_nsumed.
It is, however, generally indirect, taktag the form of money laid by until a profitable
investment is found for it, or it is intrusted to some
private
or public
savings
institution.Adam
Smith was the first to study the nature of sav/ngs,
and he did it like a profound economist, politician
and philosopher.
Smith values highly the man

service rendered and the service rcceived." -- One
of the most dangerous
anti-economic
prejudices
.Ldvtmced, is that which
considers
saving
as a
veritable
injury to seciety, and especially to labor.
It is urged by unthinking
men, that, to encourage
commerce,
it is necessary to spend, and to spend
a great deal.
This is even made a governmental
rule in too many cas_.
This disastrous sophism,
which, as Adam Smith has remarked,
has not yet
succeeded
in ruining
nations, because tile power
of saving is greater
than that of prodigality,
at
least impedes
the development
of general prosperity, and impoverishes
or overburdens
with
debt, the cities which administer
their affairs in
accordance
with it.
It is based upon a sin_mlar
illusion, which identifies the man who saves with
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the avaricious miser, whose only care is to hoard
up treasure.
In times of invasion or trouble, in
the absence of all security, when men's minds are
tortured by the fear of pillage, the man who has
received money in exchange for his services, may
be driven to imbed it in a wall, or bury it in the
ground, in order to save it from brutal cupidity,
But in the normal state of society, unless a man
be a fool or most profoundly
ignorant, he will find
some more profitable place for his spare capital; he
will buy interest-bearing
notes, or a direct interest
in some industry, orhe will purchase produce with
the speculative
chance of sellingit again at a profit,
or, better still, he will become an owner of real
estate.
How can these different
operations
be
prejudicial
to society, to industry,
or even to the
laborer, who is always pitied in the same breath
which blames the man who saves ? Workmen
are
the most interested
of all in the general increase
of capital, and, as we have seen, capital can only
be increased
by means of saving.
In considering
expense as a benefit, we must always bear in mind
the great distinction
that should be made between
the free and voluntary
outlay of a private
individual who makes use of his own revenue as he
wills, and public or forced expense.
In the latter
case, if it is intelligent
and reproductive,
it may
turn to the profit of those who bear the expense;
ff foolish an(t unproductive,
it impoverishes
them,
since they do not receive any equivalent
advantage in return,
and it benefits only a few, whose
accidental
or frivolous
and superfluous
labor it
makes use of. Unfortunately
such errors are regarded as incontestable
truths and irrefutable
axiotas, by men who are otherwise
most enlightcued, in the o_cial
world, and the), have long
been the cause of disorders whose direful consequences axe simply incalculable,
Lol:IS LEcIml_c.

The kingdom
of Saxony
forms
German
empire ; it has an area of
kilometres;
its frontiers,
with a to1,191 kilometres,
border on Prussia
of 306 kilometres,
and on Austria to
644 kilometres;
the rest is bounded

lishments,
one deputy of a Catholic establishment
(st,ft), one deputy of the university of Leipzig, two
Protestant
prelates, twelve proprietors of equestrian property elected for life by their order, ten
equestrian
proprietors appointed
for life by the
king (the first must possess a net income from
lands of 2.000 thalers,
and the sccond of 4,000
thalers), eight burgomasters
of the principal citie._,
and five persons cho_n
by the king.
The second
chamber consists of twenty deputies of equestrian
proprietors
(having
an income from land of at
least 600 thalers),
twenty-five
deputies
of the
cities, twenty-five
deputies of the peasants,
and
ten deputiesof
the merchants and manufacturers.
All these deputies must belong to the order or the
class or the district which sends them to the chain.
bet.
The whole political organization
is conceived
in a conservative
spirit.
Thus, the chambers atsemble only every three years; the budget is voted
for a triennial period; the deputies are elected for
nine years.
The formation
of political parties is
hindered by the fact that the deputies can not choose
their own places in the hall where the sittings are
held, the places being determined
bylaw or distributed by lot.
The government
alone has theright
of initiative.
When a bill has been adopted by one
chamber,
the other can not reject it except by a
majority
of two4hirds
of the votes of the members present.
Ministers
can not be impeached
except by an agreement
of the two chambers.
The
high court of justice, which
is the court of la,t
resort, has jurisdiction
in such cases as well as of
every question as to the interpretation
of the constitution.
It is composed of twelve memt)crs, of
whom sixare
appointed
by the king from among
the judges of the kingdom,
three by the first anti
three by the second chamber,
outside of the diet;
the high court is presided
over by one of the
presidents
of the courts of appeal chosen by the
king.
In Saxony the power of the crown is less
limited than in most other constitutional
m0narchies, which results in part from the antiquity
of the dynasty
and in part from the moderation
and spirit of justice which, for many generation%
have animated the princes of the houseof
Saxony.
IIowever,
as long as the royal family
remains
Catholic, it will not be invested with rite episcopal
power which Protestant
sovereigns
enjoy; three
or four members of the ministry are charged with

by wtrious other states of Germany. _ The population of the kingdom of Saxony was _,225,280 in
December,
1861, and 2,556,022 at the end of ]871;
in 1880 it was 2,972,805; the country is therefore
one of the most densely populated
of Europe.
In
1815 there were only 1,178,802 inhabitants
; the
population
has therefore more than doubled since
that time. -- Con, titution.
The constitutional
act
of Saxony dates from Sept. 4,1831, but it has been
modified by thelawsofMayS,
1851, Nov. 27, 1860,
Oct. 19, 1861, Dec. 3, 1868, and Oct. 12, 1874, with(mt, however, beingalteredinitsspirit.
Thedietis
compooed of representatives
of the various orders,
The flrstchamber
comprises the adult princes, five
ra_i_tJhe, d lords, two deputies of Protestant
estab-

the exercise of that power. -- Administration
at, d
Justice.
The country is divided into four cirele_
(departments)
the smallest of which
had (1874)
330,000 inhabitants
and the largest 959,000 in
habitants.
At the head of each circle is a direct
cry charged with the administrative
affairs, with
those of worship and instruction.
The circles are
divided
into grand bailiwicks
(a,rntshauptmam'
schaft) to the number
of fifteen in all, and the
grand bailiff may be considered
as the subdelegate of the directory.
In the inferior hierarchi('al
degree of administration
we find in forty-eight
cities, city (municipal) councils, and in the country
121 bailiwicks
(districts of 4,000 to B6,000 inhabitanm), which the large proprietors gratuitously
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aid as Justices of the peace.
The city communes
posse_ a certain degree of autonomy.
Civil justice includes as of first resort the 121 bailiwicks
and (for more important
matters) sixteen tribunaN, whose jurisdictions
extend over 84,000 to
265,000 inhabitants;
above these tribunals
figure
four courts of appeal, one in each circle ; and
final/)', the supreme court of appeal (third resort)
sits at Dresden.
Ill criminal
cases, the trials arc
public, the pleadings
oral, and there is a public
prosecutor.
Leipzig is the scat of the supreme
court of commerce
for all Germany.
-- Warship
a,d I/,str_ctior_.
There
were, in 1874, 1,243
churches, of which 1,211 were Lutheran,
distributcd among 897 parishes, which form thirty-seven
superintendent
circumscriptions.
There are only
:'rt.()00 Catholics
in Saxony.
Public instruction
iscludes 1,977 primary schools (instruction
is obliffatory), seventy Sunday
schools, eight primary
normal schools for male instructors
and one for
female instructors,
eleven gymnasia
(lyceums),
ouc university
(Leipzig), one academy (school) of
mines, two a_ricultural
and forestry institutions,
_"
ore. veterinary
school, seven realschule_ (schools
of the exact sciences), two polytechnic
schools (of
_• il'ts and manufactures),
two conservatories
of
music, two ac___lemies of fine arts, five schools of
archii(,elurc, three commercial schools, etc. There
are few countries so rich in institutions
of learntrill, both elementary

and

superior,

in museum.s,

colh,ctions,
meansfinancial
of instruction.
-- Fi_,tl_e_'_. In and
the other
triennial
period 1861-3,
tile revenue, net receipts, was 12,356,352 thalers;
in the period 1864-6 it was 13,227,9")M thalers; in
1S72-3, 13,752.919 thalers, not il_cluding the extraordinary budget of nearly 26,000,000, intended
for _he constructiou
of railways,
and derived from
the (lispo_able funds of the state, principally
from
loans. The ordinary revenues, the only ones with
which we need to occupy ourselves here, proceedcd, in 1872, from the following
sources :
I)omain_:
Thalers.
FOl(._t
...........................................
1,7'27,5L_
:_,I('ultural domains .............................
127,074
_i
,,., .........................................
_0,00(I
I;o_,,1)a_mfactory
of porcelain at Meissen.......
48,480
-_[letcllaneous....................................
64,813
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Indirect taxes :
customs and consumption .......................
stamps ..........................................
Total indirect taxes ..........................
Total direct and indirect ta.xes................

Thalors.
613.860
40o,o00
1.013,860
3,990,230,

The total amount of the taxes was reduced by ttle
fact that the postoffice, telegraphs,
customs, salt
andotherdirecttaxesweregiventothcGermanenlpire, which, in return, charged itself with certain
expenses.
Let us only remark that the customs
are mentioned in the above tab]e because Saxony
appoints the customs officers the whole length of
its frontiers,
and retains out. of the receipts which
it turns into the coffers of the German empire the
necessary sums to pay the agents and for material
expenses. -- The following are the principal items
of expense of the state, in thalers :
...................
ITEMS.
1861.
1872.
-.....
civil hst .............................
OX).(X}0 6_,000
Appanages ...........................
_.5.(lfi6
191.162
lutere_,t of the public debt ............
2,'_i5,'_J.ll 5.487,551
Liquidation ..........................
836._._3
44.168
Dmt .................................
51,5'20
51,520.
Ministry of state, archives of the state,
court of accounts ...................
31,89(}
ab,._o
Ministry of justice ...................
.56.5.547 587,45'2
Ministry of the Interior...............
9(k5.914 I,:'k._,718
Ministry of finances ..................
51o._.}
511,40_
Ministry of war .....................
2,255.957
Mimstry of worship and public instrucnon ...........................
453.177
85.3,s9_.
Minimry of foreign affairs ............
i
98,745
Quota.to
the exp_nseo of the German I
51,755
empire .............................
35.."}00 1,,'B1,8(_
Pensmns .............................
] 59(i.,_m
._,4a,S75
Public works (and railways) ..........
{ 3,4"20.tcZO2,1_2.6_)
Other expcnse_ .......................
I 1_2,370
"207.580
Unforeseen expenses .................
] 100,_D
ll3.:_MTotal ............................

!13,'2_.179 t4.637,.185
{

......
The imblic debt amounted,
in 1819, to more than
25,000,000 thalers; in 1842, it had decreased to 13,155,000; in 1861, the construction
of the railroads
raised it to 56,132,333/balers
bearing interest, and
to 7,000,000 of paper not bearing interest.
Jan. 1,
1873, the debt amounted
to 103.003,°50
thalers,
besides 12,000,000 of paper money.Eighty-four
millions of this debt must be cl.mrged to the rail-

Total domains ...............................
Crownrights, net product:
R,_I,__)_........................................
Tdx,.,(,n thcmines ...............................
ih'.')mayand
bridge
tolls .........................
-Ml-ccllancous
....................................

2,197,S90

ways.
The property of the state is worth nearly
one hundred millions, about eighty-four
of which
4,_z)._0o are in real estate, and fourlcen millions in personal
_;1.536 property. -- Army.
Military service is regulated
'.b2.5.1W)5
legislation.
(See GERMA.N EM20,6(}0 by the German
riPE.) -- Agricu ltural and Industrial
Reso u tees, etc.
T,,_alcrown righ_ ...........................
5,417,301 The kingdom
of Saxony is one of the most adSp_,(.ialr,'sourees
(which
the of
Saxon
budget
ranted
countries.
._,gricnlture
has been brought
urougly places under
the head
"productive
(:q,llal") :
tO a high degree of perfection.
50.31 per cent. of
Im_.r_,tof debts .................................
1,230,000 the total area of 1he country
consists of arable
l._Itcrv
........................................
(har,._,_of justice ...............................
S18,520
0.12 of
52,0(]0 land, 2.85 of gardens, 11.28 of meadows,
l_*.-_.rvcofofficial salaries .......................
40,950 vineyards,
2.1 of pasture
land, 30.95 of forests,
-M_'ccllaneous
....................................
5,138 and 2.39 of uncultivated
lands.
The soil is but
Total special _
.......................
l)lrctt taxes :
lfi._de.,tate.......................................
h_du_rzialand personal ...........................
Total airect taxes ............................

$,147,508 little parceled
out into small properties,
for so
populous a country.
This r_ults in part from the
1,677,87,0 law which permits each rural domain the exploita1,29(4,500 tion of a third only of its extent.
The 971 equesZ,_7_,ST0 trian properties,
possessed in part by people who
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are not nobles, form 13 per cent. of the private
estates; 24 per cent. of the remainder
of the real
estate belong's to inhabitants
of the cities, and 63
per cent. to tile actual cultivators
of the soil.
An
equestrian
property is worth, on an average, 90,000
thalers;
six only exceed in value 420,000 thalers,

Prussia 31). The average amount on each depositor's book has been 59.6 thalers (in England 184,
in France 80, and in Prussia 80). Finally, divid.
ing the amount deposited among the whole pepu
lation, tile average is 7.5 thalers to each inhabitant (10.2 in England,
2.5 in France, and 2.6 in

The peasants, free since 1830 from all feudal tax
are in comfortable
circumstances;
yet, Saxony im-

Pru_ia).*

ports
7.2 per
of its ofconsumption
of cereals.
According
to cent.
the census
1873, the country
possesses 115,667 homes, 120 asses and mules, 647,074
horned cattle, 206,830 wool-b_,afing animals, 301,091 flogs, 105,401 goats, and 64,283 hives of bees.
-- Saxony is an industrial
country,
for less than a
third of the population
lives by agriculture,
while
more
cornmerce than
anti two-thirds
the liberal aredevoted
profe2.sions. to industry,
In 1862 there
were in the manufactories
290,108 masters, clerks
and workmen.
There were employed 303,397 spindles for carding wool, 104,622, for combing wool,
707,387
mills, 13,082 in the
flax indusmills,
and
520 inin the
the cotton
silk manufactories.
Small
try gives occupation

to 61,129 masters

WILLIAM Roscm_'l_.

SCHOOLS.

(See EDUCATION

A_ND THE

STATE
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SCHURZ,
Carl, was horn near Colo wne, Get.
many, March 2, 1829.
He took part in the revo.
lutionary
troubles
of 1848, came to the United
States in 1852, entered political
life as a relmb
]lean, and reached tlle gxade of brigadier
gt'ncr:fl
during
the rebellion.
He then settled
do_ a tt_
newspaper
work, and in
St. Louis newspaper.
In
the leaders of the" liberal
AL REPUBLICAN PARTY),
States senator in 1869 for

1867 became editor of a
Missouri he xva.s one of
movement"
(_e LIJ_Ew
and was elected United
the fall term.
His abil-

and 101,178

artisans; the corporations
did not lose their privilcges till 1861. The distribution
of steam mschines is remarkable:
275 (6,442 horse power)
belong to the mines and works ; 75 (374 horse
power) to agriculture;
32 (630 horse power) to tile
mills; 247(30.898
home power) to the transport
establishments
; 605 (8,071 horse power) to the
manufactories.
Progress has been so rapid for
some time that in 1874 the number of spindles and
that of tim machines may be considered
to have
doubled. -- The value of the commercial
moveInent can not be separately settled, but Saxony
must furnish a considerable
share to the commerce
Of the zollverein.
The city of Leipzig, notably,
is celebrated
for its great fairs, where millions of
quintals
of merchandise
are gathered
together;
this city, besides, is the centre of the German book
trade ; and it alone has 217 bookstores. -- The
length of the state railwa-¢s in 1874 was 108.8
*
miles of 7½ kilometres,
the cost of constructing
which, up to 1871, was 74,479,430
thalers;
the
length of the private linesis 34.dmiles;
the length
of the highways is 406 miles, and that of the roads
•
88& miles.
The postoffice carried, in 1861, 12,083,513 letters antl packages,
and in 1871, 28,819,176,
not including
1,042,381 and 1,841,940 local letters
in these years respectively;
in 1861, 2,012,433, and,
in 1871, 2,9t)2,698 money
packages,
containing
nearly $231,000,000
in 1861, and $279,000,000
in
1871. In 1861 tim number of telegraphic
dispatches
was 4,015 official, and 132,552 private.
There are
three banks, two of which have the fight to issue
_aving
is carried
to the greatest
extent. inThere
bank notes.
-- Saxony
is the country
whichis
a savings bank to every 2.5 square miles (in Eng.
land to every" 9.4, in France to every 24, and in
Prussia
to every 11); or, one to every 19,400 inhabitants
(in England
to every. 44,300, in France
to every 87,000, and in Pru_ia
to every 38,257).
There is one depositor
out of every 8 inhabitants
(in England
out of every 18, in France 32, and in

wa*At
the census
Dec. l, Lutheranb;
1880, the population
of Saxony
composed
of of
2,876,138
72,9_6 Romau
Curbolies; 1,467 German Catholics; 10,235 members of oflu.r
Christian_-ct_; and 6,516Jews. Theclerg:yareehieflypad
out of local rates and from endowments, the budget contributiou of the state to the department of ecclesiastmalaffairs amounting to but 85,593 thalers, chiefly spent in administrativeealaries. The government of the Protcatsnt charch
ia intrusted to the Landes-Con_tstori_m, or national consistory. Public education has reached the highest point in
Saxony, every child, without exception, partaking of it_
benefits. By a law of June 6, 1885,attendance at school, or
under properly qualified teachers, was made compulsory.
The kingdom has the second largest university in Germany,
that
founded
in 1409,
and thousand
attended, on
the awrage of
of Leipzig,
recent years,
by nearly
three
studente.-The financial period extends over a term of two years. In
the financialaccounts, both the revenue and expenditure are
divided into "ordinary" and "extraordinar:)," the latwr
reprt$entiug income from state domains and di_burs_'mf.nts
for pubhc works. The ordinary revenue for each (,f the tx_o
years lSe2-3 was returned at 67.767,.°'_6mark, and uas halanced by the expenditure. The extraordinary revclmc for
each of the two years 1882-3,likewise balanced by the vxpcuditare, was returned at 4,014.905mark. _lore than olJchalfofthetotalrevenueoftheyears1881-2wasderlxtdfrd_m
domainsaud state railways. The chief branch of CXl),'_,dltureis that of interest and sinking fund of the public d('bt.
amounting to 81,593,138mark, for the years 188"23. 'rl_c
debt was incurred almost entirely for the estsblishment and
)urchase of a net-work of railways and telegraphs, and the
_romotmn uf other works of public utility. The tot.d d,:bt
had risen on Jan. 1, 1881,to 669,r._3,42,5
mark, and m I_,q3_o
673,445.475.--The population of Saxony, by the cen._u_of
Dec. 1, 1880,was 2,97,2,805,comprising 1,445,330maic,, and
1,5"_7.475
females. The a_a, in English square unit-, and
the population, of the Hauptmanusehaften, was a, foliox_s
at
each ot the two enumerations of Dec. 1, 1875,and Dot. 1,
1880:
Area.in
zre_-u_p_

....

h.t_.

_i_"

Dresden...................
...................
Leipzig
Bautzen ...................
Zwickau ...................
Total ..................
--F. M.

2.229
I,'230
1._
2,_6
_

1,opulatlon__
D_e.,1._7_.i.i)_,.c_:l!_
_
749,503] 7,,,."-'
_ ;._
6397"JI
Z_9_'_ _ ;_5_._
1,03111_05
] 1,!07,14I
_7-_'_,_

'_,'._;_S_
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ity as a speaker and writer induced the republican
party to condone his offense of "liberalism,"
and
h(, became secretary
of the interior under Hayes.
-- See Davis and Durrie's History of Mi,_souq'i, 598;
Schurz's Speeches, 1865.
A.J.
SCIENCE,

SOCIAL,

(See SOCIAL SC_CE.)

SCOTLAND_ the northern part of the island of
Great Britain.
The length of the mainland, from
tile 3Iull of Galloway,
in latitude 54 ° 39' north, to
Dimnet Head, in Caithnesa-shire,
in latitude 58 °
40' north, is 278 miles; the breadth, from Buchannc_s. m Aberdeenshire,
in longitude
1° 41' west,
to tl_e most westerly
point in Ross-shire,
in longitude 5 ° 52' west, is 150 miles, while between the
firths of Forth and Clyde, the breadth is only
thirty miles.
The area, including
the islands, 186
in number, is 29,819.09 square miles, or about half
',he size of the state of Michigan.
Its population
in 1881 was 3,735,573; in 1811 it was but 1,805,864.
--Although
small in size, thinly populated
and
poor, Scotland, for many centuries,
has occupied
an important
place in the annals
of western
Europe.
Respectable
historians
have prefaced
the history of Scotland
with an imaginary
line
of kings descended
from a fabulous
daughter
of Pharaoh,
called
Scots,
who, fleeing from
the pla_mes sent to punish her father's obstinacy,
p[,opled Scotland. --The
first reliable knowledge
we have of Scotland
is derived
from Julius
('_esar, who invaded the island in the year 55 B. C,
Julius Agricola
first explored its northern
coasts
with his fleet, and informed
the Romans that
Britain was an island.
In the 80th year of the
Cl_ristian era, Agricola
led the legions of Rome
across the line which in later days marked
the
boundary between :England and Scotland, and his
s[)n-in-law, Tacitus, in recording hisachievemcnts,
first made Caledonia familiar to the Roman world,
and brought a new country
within the scope of
autlwntic history.-Although
the Romanseffected
no permanent
conquest beyond the neck of ]and
I)(.tw(,en the firths of Forth and Clyde, yet they
more than once pushed
their armies far northward. There are more known I_man
ramparts,
f()rt_, camps and roads in Scotland
than in all the
rc,_t of the world--vestiges
of a close, continued
and doubtful warfare.
The Caledonians,
who so
long and so effectually kept the conquerors
of the
w,)rhl at bay, are described as barbarous
and warlike, with red hair and large limbs, and rugged as
_twl:mdthey inhabited.
They painted their bodies,
at_(tcould stand great hardships.
Their arms were
bow._ and arrows, small shields, short spears, and
pointless swords; they fought also with chariots
drawn swiftly by small horses.
They were polyg"_mt,u_ and idolaters,
their religion being druidic:,l The name Caledonia,
although
used by the
t{¢*mans, had no place among the natives, whose
name for Scotland was Albin.
The Roman civilization had no influence
on Scotland except as it
reached that country in after times from the continent. _When
the Rom-,ma withdrew,
the in-
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habitants of Scotland consisted of the Romanized
Britons of Strathclyde
on the south, the Dalriads,
or the Scots of Ireland, on the west, and, largest of
all, the kingdom of the Picts, embracing
the whole
of Scotland
northward
and eastward
from the
firth of Forth.
The archmological
hosts havelong
fought over the Picts.
W_re they Celts, or Teutons?
Were they the same as the Caledonians
of
Tacitus, or the Scots of Ireland?
What language
did they speak?
These are questions which will
probably never be settled. -- The most important
event in the history of the Picts was their conversion to Christianity,
in the sixth centuD', by St.
Columba
and other missionaries
from Ireland,
who settled in the isle of Iona. -- When the writers
of the early Christian centuries
speak of Scotia.
they refer to Ireland.
The Mull of Cantyrc,
in
Argyleshire,
is only twelve miles from the county
of Antrim, and the Scots spread in great numbers
into Argyle and the western isles, so that there
came to be two Scotias, and, prior to the twelfth
century, a Scot might have meant a native of Ireland or of Scotland.
The colony of Irish Scots
in Albania, or present Scotland,
continued
to enlarge till it became a powerful
and compact state,
and the term Scotia gradually
became dissociated
from its originalcountry,
and attached
entirely to
the country which now bears the name. -- IIow it
came about, history does not state; but near the
middle of the ninth century tim Pictish kingdom
disappears
from history, and Kenneth MacAlpin,
king of the Scots, is found reigning over its people.
It is not unlikely
that the barbarous
Picts succumbed to the superior
aggressive
civilization of
the Scots.
At this time the Celts were known as
a lettered
people, and it is not improbable
the
Piets felt honored in accepting
the Dalriadic sovereign as their own. -- Scotland was long subject
to incursions
from the grcat
Viking
fleets of
Scandinavia,
and from the fourth
to the tenth
century
large numbers
of the Northmen
settled
on the coasts, and mingh_,l with the exi._ting population or gradually
crowded themwestward.
The
population
of Scotland is probably
of the most
composite origin of any nation in Europe, a fact
which has, no doubt, greatly influenced their national
characteristics.
Picts,
Francs,
Angles,
Scoto.Galwcgians,
Saxons, Celts and Norsemen,
all contributed
to makethe
Scotsmen of to-day. -After Kenneth,
the first king of the united Scots
and Picts, followed a number of royal successors,
such as Gregory the Great, Duncan, and Macbeda
orbiacbeth,
around whom has gathered a most intere_uting history; but unfortunately
it is largely
mythical.The first monarch
of whose coronation we hear, was Malcolm
IIL, son of Duncan,
known as Malcolm Canmore, who was crowned at
Scone, in 1057. His wife, the good Queen Margaret, or St. Margaret, had a greater
influence on
the destinies of Scotland than even her husband.
Through
her influence the "Lord's
Day" was first
sanctified from labor, and she did much to introducea higher civilization.
-- In the tenth year of
Malcolm Canmore's
reign occurred the Norman
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conquest of England.
The subjection of the south,
ern kingdom by the restless and ambitious Norman
opem,d a serious future for the Scot.% and for centuries they had a ceaseless struggle to prevent their
absorption
by their aggrandizing
and powerful
neighbors.The system of the Celts, even to
their latest times, was patriarchal,
and not feudal.
The Highlander
fought for his chief as the head of
his family or clan, and not because he was his landcd superior.
For the same reason the early Scots
fought for their king, who, indeed, was oftener
called king of Scots than king of Scotland. --The
.Normans gradually
introduced
the feudal usages
of the continent.
Under them the king was theerctically
the owner of all the ]and.
Those cultivatin_ the ]ands held them from some lord or
superior,
who in turn held them from the king or
some other superior who did so.
Each subordihate had to do homage to his superior for the lands
hcheld, for he held them solely through thespecial
favor of his lord, who. in return, had a right to
call for military
and other service.
The king of
Scots had estates in England, and for these, under
the feudal system, had to do homage to the king
of England
as his superior.
The English
soon
claimed that he did homage as king of Scotland to
the king of England
as his superior, and that the
crown of Scotland was vassal to the crown of England.
Notwithstanding
that folios on folios were
written by the English
to prove their king lord
paramount
of Scotland,
the Scots contested
the
claim for generations
in many a costly war.After Malcolm Canmore came Donald Bane, Duncan II., Edgar, Alexander
I., and David I.
The
last named was the third son of St. Margaret,
and
succeeded
his brother
Alexander
in 1124. As a
true son of his good mother, lie had a great influence on the conditioner
Scotland.
In hisreign
the old traditionaa'y
usages were first superseded
by written laws.
He established the bishoprics of
Dunkeld,
Moray,
Aberdeen,
Ross,
Caithness,
Brechin,
Dunblane
and Galloway,
and built the
abbeys of Holyrood,
Melrose,
Jedburgh,
Kelso,
Dryburgh,
Newbattle
and Kinloss.
He so lavished
the lands of the crown on the Catholic church that
King James I. said that "he was ant sair sanct
for the crown."
David reigned twenty-nine
years.
tie was all to Scotland
that Alfred was to England. After him came his grandson, Malcolm IV.,
who was not twelve years old when he began to
reign.
IIe was king twelve years, but leaves no
special mark on history. -- He was succeeded,
in
1165, by William
I., surnamed
the " Lion," who
was taken captive at the siege of Alnwick.
King
Henry granted
him his release only after he had
signed an obligation
of absolute
homage to the
English
king for Scotland,
and placed the Scots
under feudal subjection
to England,
as if a proud
and warlike
people could be handed
over by a
slip of parchment
signed under duress.
Richard
the Lionhearted,
of England,
for 10,000 marks,
released the Scots from all the conditions
extorted
by his father from William. --William
the Lion
was succeeded by his son, Alexander
II., a men-

arch of great wisdom and ability, who was in turn
succeeded by his son, Alexander
III., whose accidental death left the crown to an infant granddaughter,
Margaret,
the daughter
of the king of
Norway. who died in one of the Orkneys,
while
returning
lo Scotland.
The death of Alexand_,r
III. closed a period
of prosperity,
which the
kingdom
did not again enjoy for five hundred
years.
No fewer than ten competitors
for the
crown appeared,
the chief being John Baliol and
Robert
Bruce, grandfather
of the great Bruce.
The matter was referred
to Edward
I. of Eng
land, who decided in favor of Baliol, stipulating
that he should
do homage
to him as his feudal superior.
The case was under discussion and
consideration
for eighteen
months,
and the decision ill favor of Baliol was no doubt a correct
one according
to the law of hereditary
descent _
now established.
-- As Edward claimed to be lord
paramount
of Scotland,
so the king of France
made a like claim on England,
and summoned
Edward
as his vassal to appear and do homage
before him.
King Philip even fixed the day when
Edward
should appear in Paris.
Edward
prepared for war, and summoned
his vassal Baliol to
his aid.
In the war between England
and France
Scotland
saw her opportunity,
and not only refused to aid England,
but formed a league oftensi_-e and defensive
with France.
This was the
first of that ancient league which for three centuties bound the kingdoms of France and Scotland
in the closest
intimacy
against
their common
enemy, England,
and had a great influence,
not
only on the politics of Scotland,
but even on its
language
and manners.-The Scots invaded England, which so exasperated
Edward
that he decided to concentrate
his force on Scotland,
and
marched
northward
as far as Elgin with a great
army, taking Berwick, Edinburgh,
Stifling, Abetdeen, and all the other strongholds
of importance.
From the abbey of Scone he carried toWestminster the stone of destiny, the palladium of Scotland
It wa_ enshrined
in the chair on which the kin_,
of Scotland were crowned.
The Scots revercnlly
believed it to be the very stone which Jacob u-cd
as a pillow at Bethel, and that it was brought t_
Scone by Pharaoh's
daughter
Scots, from whelm
the Scottish kings
were descended.
Wherev,'r
that stone might go, it was believed
the Sc,_t,
would bc supreme,
a belief which was confiz'm(',l
when, afterward,
James
VI. of Scotland
w:l_
crowned
in Westminster
king of England.
1"dward I.,as he marched back, garrisoned the stroI_ffholds with English soldiers, and many of tlw o)d
castles in Scotland must be assigned to this peri,,[t,
1296, and their style of architecture
is properlY
called Edwardian.
The Scots found the Enzli_l_
planted in large numbers in strongholds
in the.Jr
very midst, and harassing them in many mo_t e.x
asperating
ways.
While the nobility, the natur:ll
leaders of the nation, had sworn allegiance to Edward, the smaller gentry and the common peel )le
sullenly
awaited an opportunity
for revenge.
At this juncture appeared
the renowned Sir Will-
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but a man of great political and military genius,
Gathering around him a band of heroic spirits, he
harassed the English tillhis successes enabled him
to collect an army of ,some 40,000 men, with
which he totally defeated a larger English
army
lander Surrey at Stirling bridge.
This battle of
Stirhng bridge gave great encouragement
to the
Scots, as it showed that their haughty neighbors
were not invincible,
and being the first pitctmd battle()fimpurtancebetweenthetwonationsdidmuch
_o inspire and render permanent that international
anfinosity which has disappeared
only in recent
years.
After defending
his country with heroism
for several years, Wallace was betrayed
into the
hands of Edward, who cau_d him to beexecuted
in London in 1305.
His head was placed on London bridge, and a quarter of his body exposed at
New Castle, Berwiek, Stirling and Perth, respectively.
These bloody trophies, far from friglltening the Scots into suhmission,
aroused theirwrath
and ,_trengthened
their courage.
They only wanted a leader to attempt summary
revenge.
In the
meantime, Edward,
believing
he had conquered
Scotland, took steps to incorporate
it with Eng]and. Thecrown
was to be represented
in Scotland
by a goveruor
or lieutenant,
to be assisted by a
council.
Scotland was also to be represented
in the
English parliament
by ten representatives;
three
were to be selected by the prelates, two by the
abbots, two by the earls, two by the barons, and
two by the community
or commonalty.
When
parliament
met, an ordinance
was passed for the
government
of Scotland, completein
allits details.
Edward showed a broad statesmanship
in all this,
aud a desireto propitiate the Scots.
Being seventy
)'ears of age, he hoped for a peaceful close of his
stormy life.
Butit was too late.
The Scotshad
seen the effect of Norman power in England;
and
Stifling bridge,
Falkirk
and the quartering
of
Wallace, were not to be so easily forgotten.
_ In
February,
1,306, Robert Bruce, lord of Annam
dale, was missed from Edward's
court, and it was
found that he had left for Scotland.
He was
now thirty-two years old, and had been carefully
trained in the English court.
On his way north
he met Comvn, his only rival for the crown of
Scotland, in t'be church of the Grey Friars, Dumfries, and during
a heated controversy
stabbed
him with his dagger.
He and his followers
then
attacked the EngLish judges at that time sitting in
l)umfries, and drove them across the border.
The
di(. was cast, the Rubicon was crossed, and there
was no retreat
for Bruce.
The tidings
spread
rapidly all over Scotland,
that Bruce was in the
field against the English, and the people rose like
_*ne man.
In March
of the same year lie was
erownedkingin
the chapelroyalof
Scone.
King
FAward prompfly determined
on such an invasion
of _otland
as would forever suppr_s
all opposition. The flower of England's
chivalry, with all
of
fighting
enlisted in
tthe
power
England,
was
(_ecause; and the king, broken down as he was,
exacted a promiae that _ body skould be carried
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with the army till Scotland was subdued.
Some
of the nobles of Scotland
and Bruce's
ncarest
relatives were executed as traitors, and thcir bedies quartered
; but the Scots were not a servile
people, to be. cowed by such cruelties,
which only
served to arouse them to greater deeds of daring.
King Edward
died within sight of Scotland,
on
July 7, 1307.--The
first undcrtaking._
of Bruce
were unfortunate;
but the death of King Edward
proved a favorable turning
point in the destiny of
Scotland,
for his son, Edward II., was no such
leader as a contest like that demanded.June
24, 1314, is the most momentous
day in Scottish history, the day on which the battle of Bannockburn
was fought.
The Sco_s bad between
30,000 and 40,000 men. while the English
had
100.000.
They had, according
to agreement,
to
relieve the English
garrison in Stifling castle before St. John's d,_y, or it was to capitulate;
and it
therefore behooved them to attack the Scots in a
field which
the latter
had selected in front of
Stirling.
The generalship
of Bruce and the bravcry of his men inflicted
on England,
that day,
a defeat and a humiliation
greater than ever befell
her in all her history
before or since, with the
exception of the battle of Hastings.
tier mighty
host became a very chaos.
The confusion of their
flight was irremediable.
The booty obtained was
very rich, and articles taken at Bannockburn
were
treasured as heirlooms for centuries.
An immense.
sum was al_ acquired 1)y the Scots as ransoms for
their noble captives.-The battleof Bannockburn
marks an important
epoch in Scottish history.
The patriotic
feelings excited and the glory acquired on that day consolidated
the nation as it
had never been before.
It engraved on the Scottish heart a pride of theirindcpendence
as a nation,
which for centuries
prevented
a union with England; and to this day, like Thermopylae
and Marathen, it fires many a heart wilh an enthusiasm
for
liberty.
The war continued
for fourteen years
longer, during which time England
was twelve
times invaded, and ravaged with fire and sword;
and Edward III. was compelled to ratify a treaty
in 1328, in which the claims of Bruce and the independence
of the kingdom were acknowledged.
-- David II. wasonly eight years old at his father's
death, in 1329, and I_andolph, earl of Murray, was
appointed
regent.
Edward
Baliol, son of John
Baliol, being assisted by Edward HI. of England,
claimc_l the throne, and wa_s crowned
at Scone
in 1,'_2.
David, being a mere boy, was sent to
France, and Baliol, being defeated soon afterward
by the supporters
of the Bruce dynasty,
fled into
England.
An active warfare continued
along the
borders, the Scots making
a diversion
in favor
of their ally, France, on whose soil the English
king about this time gained the famous
battles
of Crecy and
Poitiers.
David
returned
from
France in 1341, and though
but eighteen
years
of age, he at once put himself
at the head of
and while
his forces,
invading
England
was taken prisoner, and remained
one for eleven years.
He reigned thirty-nine years, and was succeeded
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by Robert II. (1371-90),
grandson of Bruce of
Bannockburn,
being the son of his daughter Marjory, and Walter, lord high steward of Scotland,
whence came the name of the Stuart dynasty, of
which he was tile first.
Probably
no regal line
ever encountered so many misfortunes
as did the
royal house of Stuart, of more than one of whom
it has truly been said that they never learned and
never forgot.
Ite was succeeded by his son, Robert III. (1390-1406), who being weak-minded,
the
government
devolved
upon the duke of Albany.
He killed the king's oldest son, David, and his
second son, James, fleeing to France, was captured by the English, and detained as a prisoner
for nineteen
years, during the greater part of
which time Albany ruled as regent.
It was now
over one hundred years after Bannockburn
when
James I., being ransomed,
began his reign, in
1424
He was an accomplished
prince,
poet
and legislator, and made many necessary reforms
in the administration
of the country, establishing the court of session
and other tribunals,
He with a firm hand ehccked the powerful
and
turbulent nobility, and did much to introduce law
and order.
He was cruelly assassinated (1437) in
the midst of his beneficent work, leaving his son,
James II., then a boy of but six years of age, to
succeed him.
He was a brave and vigorous ruler,
and was killed by the bursting of a cannon at the
siege of Roxburgh, in 1460. -- James III., his son,
was crowned when seven years old.
tte was unpopular with the nobility, who rebelled against
him, and persuading
his son, a youth of sixteen,
to join them, the king was defeated and slain in
"the battle of Sanchieburn
in 1488 -- His rebellious
son succeeded, as James IV., in the sixteenth year
of his age.
In 1489 he married Margaret, eldest
daughter
of ttenry
VII. of England, and from
this marriage eventually
came the union of the
crownsof
Engiami and Scotland.
Tills Margaret,
daughter of Henry VII., being great-grandmother
of James VI. of Scotland, on the issue of Henry
VIII. becoming extinct by the death of Elizabeth,
James was next heir.
James IV., desirous of assisting his ally,France,
declared war against Henry
VIII. of England, and was slain on Floddcn Field,
in 1513, where Scotland suffered the greate._t defeat in her national annals.
Twelve earls, thirteen
lords, five eldest sons of noblemen,
and an iramense number of barons, fell with their king, and
the land lk,_eame one house of mourning. -- At the
death of James IV. his son James V. was but five

ter, the dying man is said to have murmured, "It
came with a lass, and it will go with a lass," in
allusion to the throne coming to the Stuarts by
the daughter of Bruce.
Little did he think that
the son of that lass, now but seven days old,would
sit on the English
throne.
James V. was affeetionately remembered
by his people as the " King
of the Commons," and he long held a place in literary renown as the "People's
Poet."-It will
help us somewhat to realize the troublous chararter of the times and the unhappy condition of
Scotland, to state that, from 1390,when Robert III.
began to reign, to 1567, when James VI., thirteen
months old, succeeded his mother Queen Mary, a
period of 177 years, every king of Scotland wa._
succeeded by a minor.
During all those years the
nation was shaken by the continued
quarrels of
the nobles.
They were a haughty, fierce and turbulent class, those Hamiltons,
Huntleys,
Douglasses, A]banys,
Atholes,
Arrans and Argyles.
Combining the most indomitable
courage with an
utter want of principle, they seldom hesitated to
endanger the interests of their sovereign, and even
the interests of their country, to avenge fancied
insults to their family, or to carry on personal
feuds.
Still, the country was advancing in wealth,
and grradually taking an influential
place among
the powers of Europe, notwithstanding
the clouds
of misfortune which had enei_led the personal history of her Jameses.
"Battle,
murder and death
had swept away four of them, the fifth died of a
spirit broken down by the weight of calamities."
-- During the latter part of the reign of James V.
Protestantism
began to make considerable
headway in Scotland.
Although she had for eenturie_
been a faithful daughter of the Roman Catho|ic
church, she was so far removed from Rome that
she received but little of that attention be_towed
so assiduously
on the powerful countries of continenta] Europe.
On this account her clergy had
received but little supervision,
and had become
very ignlorant and very corrupt.
For this reasol_
the hold of the Catholic church upon the moral
sense of the people was very weak, and it was not.
a difficult task to alienate them from the papal see.
Under Henry VIII. England had become a ba_'
of operations whence those who favored tile Protestant faith could influence Scotland.
Atteml 't_
made by Cardinal Beaton, the Catholic primate,
to crush out the spirit of inquiry by persecution,
not only failed in their object, b_t had a contrary
effect. --With the rise of Protestantism,there
_.ame

months old, and the office of regent was conferred
on his cousin John, duke of Albany.
James first
married Magdalen, daughter of Francis I., king
of France, who dying without issue, he married
Maryof
Lorrainc, daughter of the duke of Guise.
By her he had "two sons, who died young, and in
1542 the queen was delivered of a daughter, the
famous but unfortunate
Mary Queen of Scots.
When she was seven days old her father died of
a broken heart, caused by the mutinous conduct
of his nobles, and the defeat of his army at Solway Moss. When told of the birth of his daugh-

a party in Scotland which preferred an alliance
with England to the ancient league with FraI_ce;
and by and by two well-defined parties existed, the
Protestant
or English party, and the Catholic _)r
French party. TheProtestantpartyhop_ltounite
the crowns of England and Scotland by the nl_lrriage of the Princess Mary, the young Qu_n of
Scots, to Edward, son of Henry VIII., and tJ_cy
might have succeeded had it not been for the lwperious conduct of Henry,who
so roused the Scottish pride that the Catholic party gained the consent of the nation to her marriage with thp dauphin
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of France, an event which brought upon her and
upon Scotland many trying calamities.
Mar)',
throughtheinfluenceof
hermotherandtheFrench
party, was sent to France to be educated,
when
only six years old.
In 15,58 she married Francis,
then dauphin, afterward king, of France; but, he
dying without issue, she returned to Scotland, ant1
in July, 1565, married Henry Stuart, known as
Lord Darnley.
It was a fearful mistake, for there
was scarcely the vestige of a good quality to be
found in his character.
He was vicious, vainglorious, presumptuous--a
fool.
On June 19, 1'566,
a son was born, who was afterward James VI. of
Scotland and James I. of England.
Darnleywas
murdered in February, 1567, and in May of the
same year Mary married the ,carl of Bothwell,who
was generally believed to have directed the tourder. The nobles soon after drove Bothwell out of
the kingdom, and, having confined Mary in Loch]even castle, compelled her to abdicate in favor of
her infant son, with her half-br_)ther, the earl of
Murray, as regent.
She escaped from Lochleven,
and rallied a powerful force around her, which
was defeated at Langside by the regent Murray.
Mary then fled to England, claiming the protection of her cousin, Queen Elizabeth, but this princess ungenerously confined her in different prisons
for eighteen years, and then the accomplished and
beautiful, but most indiscreet
and unfortunate,
Mary Queen of Scots, being accused of conspiring
against the life of Elizabeth,
died with heroic
bravery on the scaffold at Fotheringay
castle, on
Frb 8. 1587. There is probably no instance in
history wbere one so able, lovely and accomplished
became to such a marked degree the victim of
untoward circumstances.
Her life proved a burdc,n to herself and a misfortune
to her people.-From the time of her father's death to that of her
own, the religious aspect of Scotland had undergo_)v a most wonderful change. While she was in
France, and her mother, Mary of Lorraine, was
regent, the conflict between file Catholic anti tile
Pr_)tc_tant faith was intense.
During those eventful years, when individual convictions werestruggling with the traditions of centuries, and the re]i_i(,ls thoughts and emotions of the people were
stirred to their depths, there appeared upon the
scene a man of no ordinary power, the fcarle_%
strrn, eloquent reformer, John Knox.
tIis life
and work have made a more marked impression
on Scotland than,those
of any other man, and no
gr:u_der figure can be found in the history of
Pr()lcstantism
in Great Britain.
It can hardly be
d(_ubted that Knox saved Protestantism
in Scotland, and in saving it in Scotland
he saved it in
E_l,.,land; for, if Scotland
had been Catholic,
it
w()uld have furnished the great Catholic powers
of The Continent a base of operations against Engl_l_ld, and in all probability,
under such circums_ccs,
a revolution would soon have driven El]zabrth from the throne, and England would have
bc(,n reclaimed to the Catholic church.
But Knox
br(,athed into the commons of his country a spirit
which lives Io-day, a spirit of individuality
and
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independence
which taught them that the humblest peasant, as an immortal soul, is equal in the
sight of God to the proudest peer,
They may
have been hard, narrow and fanatical, but," heated
red-hot in the furnace of a new faith," they could
never again be trodden under the foot of tyranny.
Protestantism
ill England proceeded from the king
downward,
but ill Scotland it originated and developed in the bosom of the people themselves.
Many of the nobility joined the Protestant
ranks
from mercenary motives, but the common people
did so from their convictions of right. Knox tried
to have the lands and revenues t)f the church set
apart for educational
purposes, but the greed of
the nobility was too much even for him.
The
year before Mary returned from France, 1560, a
meeting of the estates abolished forever in Scotland the power and jurisdiction
of the papal see,
and made the confession
of faith drawn up by"
Knox and his associates the standard of faith in
Scotland. -- Mary on her return failed to understand the true state, of affairs.
She had been educated in a wrong school to meet in a conciliatory
spirit the public feeling of Scotland as it now was.
If she had but realized that Scotland could not be
brought back to the Catholic church, and conformed herself to the necessities of her condition,
she might have reigned a happy queen over a
happy people; but that was not to be. --Mary'g
son, James VI., had been crowned
king in 1567,
when but thirteen months old.
ttis uncle, earl
of Murray, who was appointed
regent, being assassinated in 1570, the office was held in suecession by the earls of Lennox,
Mar and Morton,
when the king took the reins into his own hands.
During the government of the regents thekingdom
was distracted
by civil wars, which continued
largely to partake of a religious character.
Protestantism
retained its supremacy,
and Presbyterianism became the established
religion
of the
country.
At three o'clock, Thursday
morning,
March 24, 1603, Queen Elizabeth died; and, a feat
unmatched
in that age, Sir Robert Cary g_dioped
into Holyrood
Com_ on Saturday
night and
wakened King James to announce to him that he
was monarch of England, Scotland,
France and
Ireland.
The two nations, which for centuries
had been bitter enemies, and had crossed swords
on a hundred bloody fields, were now united under
one head.
On the 5th of April James set out for
London, and as he journeyed
leisurely
through
England he was received with enthusiasm
everywhere,
Ite arrived in London on the 22d of May,
to take possession of the government
of his new
state, and at this point ends the history of Scotland as a distinct kingdom. -- The domestic condition of Scotland
was but slowly influenced by
the union of the crowns, but its external relations
underwent
a radical change.
Tile ancient league
with France,
though
never formally
abrogated,
was now and forever after a dead letter, while it.
was a matter of pride to the Scots that their king
now ruled over their "auld
enemy," England.
The national institutions
of Scotlaad remained un.
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touched, so that from this source there was nothing to arouse their national jealousy.
The parliament still remained in Edinburgh,
and there
was no occasion for the nobility and landed gentry
to go to London, aswas thecase in 1707, when the
union of parliaments
took place.
However,
as
the way was now open, a large number of Seot_
flocked southward
to better their condition, and
they generally succecxled.
Political economy was
not understood
then, and the prosperity
of the
Scots was supposed to be at the cost of the English, and in consequence
they were much disliked
and much maligned. --Immediately
after the aeceylon of James,
steps were taken for an incorporating
union of the kingdoms,
which signally
failed.
It was proposed that the newstate
should
be called "Great
Britain," a name which the king
himself claimed to have suggested.
A decision by
the courts, that all persons born in Scotland
after the union of the crowns in'1603 were entitled
to all the privileges
of Englishmen,
did more
than anything
else to unite the two peoples.
An
attempt
was made to force the church
of Scotland to adopt the episcopal
form of government;
but it failed, and James gave it up as a hoffcless
task "to make that stubborn
kirk stoop more to
the English
pattern."-For centuries
Scotsmen
found their native land too small for their energies, and both before and after this period, under
Gustavus,
Frederick
and Peter the Great, as well
as in the Low Countries,
France and even in Turkey, they in large numbers
attained
distinction;
and, now that the era of colonization
and cornmerce had dawned, they were not slow to avail
themselves
of its opportunities.
This was first
manifested
in the settlement of New Scotland, or
!h'ova Scotia. -- Charles I., on his accession, learning nothing from the past, commanded
the use of
Laud's liturgy in the churches in Scotland, as "the
only form which we think fit to be used in God's
publicworshipinthisourkingdom."
Anoutbreak
was of course unavoidable,
and tumults
arose in
various parts of the kingdom.
Under the lead of
Archibald
Johnston
of Warriston,
the solemn
league and covenant was renewed.
In 1668it was
signed in Greyfriar's
churchyard
amid the wildest
enthusiasm,
some drawing their own blood, which
they used for ink.
It has been estimated
that a
large proportion
of the adult male community
of
Scotland subscribed
their adherence to it, as copies
were placed in all the churches
and other public
places.
The cause of their national religion had
come to be considered
as one with that of their
national independence.
-- The close of the thirtyyears war released thousands
of Scottish soldiers
experienced
in the wars of Europe, who now returned home and contributed
not a little to the
important
part which Scotland
took in the great
civil wars of the seventeenth
century. -- After the
restoration
of Charles
II. to the throne, in 1660,
unmindful
of the failures of his father and grandfather in a similar attempt, he tried to force epis-

land were not slow to indorse the revolutiou of
1689, and to tender the crown of Scotland to Willtam and Mary, declaring that King James VII.
had "forefaulted"
all right to the crown.
The
attempt to compel
the Highlanders
to conform
to the new state of affairs resulted in one of the
most cruel and treacherous
transactions
which
has ever blackened
history.
It is known as the
massacre of Glencoe, and occurred in 1692, lear.
ing a stain upon the name of William
of Orange,
which his admirers have found it hard to wipe
out. -- Now that the activity and enterprise of the
Scots could no longer find a field in the wars of
their country
against England,
or in the greater
contests of continental
Europe,
they began to
make themselves
felt in the field of commerce.
Wm. Paterson founded
the bank of England
in
1695, while, some years later, John Law drove
France
wild with his Mis..sissippi company
and
other financial bubbles.
The Darien and Afl_can
companies
were products of the same period, all
showing the ac!ive though misguided
enterprise of
the Scottish mind at that time. -- On the accession
of Queen Anne, in 1702, the first business of importance which came up was to incorporate
the
union of the two kingdoms.
The succession to
the throne and the union of the two parliaments
were readily
agTeed upon, but the English
commissioners would not agree to allow the Scots to
!m_rticipate equally with them in the foreign and
colonial trade, and the negotiations
were a failure.
In April, 1706, a new set of commissioners,
rcpresenting both kingdoms,
met at Whitehall;
in two
short months their labors were finished; and so
much and so important
business
has probably
never been concluded
in so short a time.
The
union was bitterly opposed in Scotland;
but. afler
nine months' discussion,
on Oct. 16, 1707, a_l act
ratifying
its terms was passed in the _states by a
vote of 110 to 69. At this time the population of
England
was about 6,000,000, while that of Scotland was probably
not over 1,000,000.
iNothinz
so much reconciled the Scots to the union as the
prospect of equality in trading privileges and reciprocity of citizenship.
-- George I., the first of
the Hanoverian
line, was proclaimed
king on Aug.
5, 1714, at the market
cross of Edinburgh,
amid
apparent
quietness
through the whole country.
Next year, however,
the chiefs of the Highland¢,
under the carl of Mar, commenced
a Jacobite insurrection
in the north, which, although
cue,Jaraged by the appearance
in Scotland of the t,rc'tender, the son of James VII., was speedily suppressed.
This added _greatly to the stability of
the new government,
which now attempted to di_arm the tIighlands,
and in the interests
of pe_ce
constructed
a system of excellent
roads through
that heretofore
almost impassable
region.
Th(:
Highlanders
were irritated
by and restless undt.r
the industrial
civilization
of the Saxon, and wh_.n
Prince Charles Edward, "Bonnie
Prince Charlic,"
.the oldest son of the pretender,
under promi_c of

copses" on the Scottish church, but he met with
most zgnominious
failure. _ The estates of Scot-

help from France, raised his standard
at Olenfinnan, in August, 1745, many a chidtaln
with his
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clan ralliedaround him. The Jacobite army, in the house of commons by sixty members, of
marching southward, afterdefeatingGen. Cope
whom thirty-tworepr_cnt the counties,twentyat Preston Pans, entered Edinburgh in triumph, six the burghs, and two the universities.Fifty
With an army of but 6,000men, remarkable to out of the sixty members belong to the liber_d
s_ly,
theprince pushed as far as Derby, only two party. The strengthof the bodiesdissentingfrom
days'march from London, when the approach of the establishedchurch has probably much todo
the duke of Cumberland with a largerforcecom- with Scotlandbeing so overwhelmingly liberal
in
polledhim to retreat.On April 16,1746,hishalf- politics.The number of electors
on the registers
starved,exhausted army was routed on the field in]881 were: intheeountics,
98,3_°8;
intheburghs,
of Culloden,and with itforeverfellthehouse of 216,851.-- The establishedchurch of Scotlandis
Stuart.--The Britishgovernment, unwilling to Presbyterianin form of church government. It
losethe benefitof the fightingqualities
of the embraces but a minorityof the people,two nonHighlanders,organizedHighland regiments,with establishedPresbyterianchurches,the Free a_d
Highland officers
and Highland uniforms,nine of United Presbyterian,
having togethermore adherwhich are stillin the Britisharmy. These reg- entsthan the statechurch. Some _n_-mineminds
imcnts have become famous for theirnever-fail- think theday isnot fardistantwhen the church
ing bravery,shown on many a well-foughtfieldin of Scotland will be di._established,
and allthe
every quarterof the globe. The G_Plie-speaking Presbyterianbodies of the country be united in
populationof Scotland in 1881 numbered only one,grand Presbyterianchurch, thechurch of aio31,594,or 6.20 of the whole. -- For years the most allthepeople of Scotland. The Freechurch
union was very unpopular inScotland,and itwas leftthe establishedchurch in 1843 under the lead
some timebefore itsbeneficenteffects
began to be of theceJebratcdDr. Thon_s Chalmers, and the
felt. In recenttimes the prosperityof Scotland resultwasanother church and manse in almostevhas been such as could never have been possible cry parish in Scotland.-- For centuriesScotland
withoutthe union. Although occasionallyatthe had a system of nationaleducationsuperiortothat
present time complaints
are made that Scotland
of any country in Europe.
Asearly as 1°,62, )Iaster
receives neither her share of parliamentary
attenThomas Bennum writes himself as " Rector Scholtion, nor her proportion
of disbursemenls
from
arum de Aberde(_n,"and
in 1478 the master of the
the imperial treasury,
yet no voice'is
ever heard
"Grammar
Schules of Aberdenc "had a salary of
expressing a doubt as to the beneficial results of
£5 annually.
John Knox and his associates, 800
the union. -- While Scotland
is an int%o-ral part
years ago, ordained
that there should be a school
of the United Kingdom,
she still retains her own
in every parish, and there is no doubt but that
courts and practices of law, and her own church
to her parish school system is to be attributed
the
government.
At the head of the judiciary is the
high place her sons have commanded
in the fields
court of session, which consists of thirteen judges,
of religion, literature
and science.
It was truthand is supreme in civil cases.
Five of its judges
fullysaid
of Scotland that every Scot had a mouthcomprise the court of justiciary,
which is supreme
ful of learning, but not a mouthful
of meal. The
in criminal
cases.
The full court sits in Edin
imperial parliament
has, in a recent educational
burgh, but circuit courts arc held in the principal
act, wholly
changed
the system in Scotland by
cities of the country.
Criminals
are indicted by
providing
for local school boards and compnlsory
the lord advocate or his deputies, and are tried at
education.
The number receiving
education
in
the expense of the state.
In case of the lord ad1881 was 720,099, being 19.°8 of the whole popv(Jeate failing to prosecute,
any private
person
ulation.
Of those between the ages of five and
may do so on his own responsibilily.
Criminal
fifteen no fewer than 79 per cent. were receiving
cases are tried by a jury of fifteen persons, a majoreducation,
which will compare
favorably
with
it)- only being necessary
for a verdict;
and when
the school statistics of any statc in the American
the case is not clear, a verdict of "not proven"
Union.
There are four universities
in Scotland,
n_ay be brought
in.
Appeals from the Scottish
viz., St. Andrew's,
Glasgow, Aberdeen
andEdinc_urts go to the house of lords.
The subordiburgh, founded,
respectively,
in 1411, 1450, 1494
zl:ltc courts in the counties are held by justices of
and 1582. They are more popular
in their privithe peace, and the sheriffs, the functions
of the
legcs than those of England, and were framed after
l_tltcr being judicial
in Scotland,
and not ministethe pattern
of the continental
universities
of the
ri:l], as in England.
-- In the cities the chief magisfifteenth century.
During the session of 1880-81
tr_le is not called the mayor, but the " lord prothere were 6.619 students
of all classes in atw,_t," aud the aldermen arc called "baillies."
In
tendance.
The graduates
elect two members of
m:tl_y particulars
the law as well as the titles and
parliament;
those of Aberdeen and Glasgow electduli(.s of public functionaries
differ wholly from
ing one, and those of Edinburgh
and St. Andrew's
th(,,_: of England
and the United States, and show
the other. -- Out of 20,000,000 acres of land in
all,tinct traces of the ancient league with France.
Scotland only 5,000,000 can be cultivated,
yet her
The Scottish peers elect sixteen of their number
agriculture
is not surpassed by any country in the
to represent them in the house of lords; but, in
world.
Her deposits of iron and coal are very
addition, many Scottish peers, being also British
rich, and her shipbuilding
and manufacturing
inpeers, sit in the house of lords in their own right,
terests are very large.
The tonnage built on the
and withoutan election. Scotlandisrepresented Clyde islargerthan thaton any other riveron the
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globe, and Glasgow is the second city of importance in the British empire. -- There has been a
great reduction
in pauperism
and crime during
the last ten years.
In 1872 there were 117,611
paupers, while in 1881 there were only 97,787; in
like manner
the number
of convicted
criminals
fell from 2,259 in 1872 to 1,832 in 1881, showing
a remarkable
diminution
of crime a.s well as pauperism accompanying
an increase of population.
--Notwithstanding
the barren
soil, the inhospitable skies and the scant population
of Seotland,
few nations,
since the days of ancient Greece,
have produced
so many nantes illustrious
as historians, philosophers,
scholam, essayists, novelists,
scientists,
theologians
and pOCtS._--BIBLmORA PHY. The historical worksof
Buchanan;
Hume,
Lond., 1657; Guthrie,
10 vols., Lond., 1767; Dab
rymple,
2 vols., Edinb.,
1776-9 ; I_obertson,
2
vols., Lond.,
1758 ; Pinkerton,
2 vols., Lend.,
1797 ; Heron, 6 vols., Pesth,
1794-9 ; Laing, 4
vols., Lond.,
1804, new ed., 1819 ; Chalmers,
2
vols., Edinb.,
1807-10 ; Mackintosh,
2 editions,
Lond., 1822. Further,
Tytler, Ilistor?/ofScoC2and,
8 vols., Edinb., 1826-34, 3d ed., 1845 ; Lindan,
Geseh_hte Sc/wt_ga_,
4 vols., Dread., 1827; Scott,
History of Scoot/and, 2 vols., Lond., 1830 ; Chainhers, Dome_i¢ Annals
of Scotland, from the 1tel-

_tion
to the Re_ution,
3 vols., Edinb., 185961; Burton, His_y
of Scot/and,
7 vols., Lond.,
1867-70, 2(t ed., 8 vols., Lond. and Edinb., 1873-4;
Mackenzie,
tlgstory of Scotland,
Edinb.,
1867;
Burns,
Scott_h War of Independents
: Its AT_ter2dents and Effects, 2 vols., Glasgow,
1874. The
earliest history of Scotland is treated of by Leslie,
2 vols., Edinb., 1866, and Skene, ffdtw _otlaJ_d..
History of Ancient Alban, 2 vols., Edinb., 1876-7.
JOHN JOHh'STO._.

* Scotland ha_ given to the world more than its share of
genius, a fact largely attributable to its social, religious and
political conditions. We may mention--1. Poets. John
Barbour,
DavidDouglass,
Lyndsay, Allan
George
Buchauan,
Dr. Arthur
Johnston, Sir
Gavin
Ramsay,
Robert
Blair,
James MePherson_ John Logan. Dr. James Beattac, James
Thomson (of the "Seasons"),
Thomas Campbell, John
Skinner, Lady Anne Barnard, Jane Elliott. John Leyden,
William Baillie,
Laidlaw, Robert
John Graham,
Montgomery,
Mrs.
Joanna
Burns, James
Baroness
Nairo, Robert
Tannahi]l, James Hogg (the "Ettriek Shepherd "') Allan
Cunningham, William Motherwell, William Edmonstoun
Aytoun, J. Ballantine, Robert Buchanan.-- 2. ,Vovd/_ts.
Tobias George Smollett, Sir Walter Scott, Elizabeth Hamil.
ton, John Gait, Susan Edmonstouno Ferrier, Mrs. Christian
Isabel Johnstone, Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, George MacDonald, William Black, etc--3.
Tlteolcpf_/ia_w.JohnKnox,
Ebenezer Erskine, Ralph Erskine, George Campbell, John
Brown, Andrew Thomson, Thomas Chalmers, FMward Irving, Robert S. Candlish, Tlmmas Guthrie, Norman Macleod. JohnTuiloch, John Caird, John Ker.- 4. MetaphysL
ctaas, etc. Dr. Thomas Reid, Dugald Stewart, Lord Monboddo,
John Abercrombie,
M. D.. George
Combe, Sir Willtam
Hamilton,
Sir James Mclntoeh.5. IliMoriaas,
Hec-

ing the Mexican war he assumed chief command
of the army, and captured
Mexico.
In 1852 he
was the last candidate of the whig party for the
presidency.
In 1859 he was made lieutenant geueral of the army.
He was too far advanced
in
years tO come up to the high expectations
of the
public, and in November,
1861, he retired
from
active service..
See his Aub_biography,
and Mansfield's Life of Scott.
AL_._Z_R
JOHNSTON.

t,_r Bocce. David Hums, Dr. William Robert.son, Patrick
FmssrTytler, Lord Haiies, Dr. John Gillie, Bishop Burnet,
John Pinkerton, Sir William Napier, James Boswell, Dr.
Thomas
Cosmo
Innes, Henry
J. G. Lockhart,
W. Stirhng
Maxwell,McCrie,
John Lord
Campbell,
I._rd Cockburn,
Lord
Macaulay, John Hill Burton. -- 6. Jlt-_scellan_ousWriters,
E_saytsts, etc. Sir And_w Fletcher, Dr. Adam Smith,
Archibald Alison, Prof. John Wilson (Christopher North),
John
Gibson Lockhart,
J. Brouglmm,
R. M'Culloch,
Francis
Jeffrey,
Lord l_r_kine,
Henry Lord
lO)bert
Mudie,
Prof.
Masson, Dean Ramaay, Dr. Robert Chambers, Rev. George
Gllflllan, James Mill (father of John Stuart Mill). -- 7..D/s*
o_verer8 and Travelers. Mungo Park, Hugh Clapperton,
Captain Grant, James Bruce, Sir John Ross, David Moff.at,
David Livingstone, etc.--8. Scient/st*. John Napier (inventor of logarithms), Sir David BrewsteL James Watt,
Prof. J. D. Forbes, Sir John Leslie, John P. Nichol, Sir
James Clark, M.D., Thomas Clark. Dr. Alexander Bath, Sir
William Fairbairn, Sir Charles Lyell, Sir Rodertck Murchi_ga, Hugh Miller, Prof. John Flem_g, Archibald Geikie,
Pm_ John Playfair, etc..

with "independent
" voting, and the practice of
scratching the names of unsatisfactory
candidate._
from the ballot supplied
to the voter by his own
party, and replacing
them with names from the
opposite ticket or of his own choice, has long l_t.n
common with individuals
as a means of protest.
The term acquired
political
notoriety
in lS79,
when a number of younger
republicans
in _(:w
York state, having little or no previous connection
with politics except
as individual
voters, unif(:d
against "the machine," and advised the "scratch-

SCOTT_ Winfleldp was born near Petersburgh,
Va., June 13, 1786, and died at West Point, May
29, 1866. He was educated at William and Mary
college, and was admitted
to the bar in 1806, but
three years afterward
obtained
a captain's
commission in the army.
During
the ensuing war
he rose rapidly to the rank of major general.
Ite
remained
in the army at the end of the war, becoming commander-in-chief
in 1841.
ttis peace
service was varied by an abortive quarrel wrongfully forced upon him by Jackson; the latter accusinghim
of "pompous
insolence,"
"slander,"
and " the designs of an assassin "; and by services
during the nullification
excitement
at Charleston
1832-3, and on the Canadian
and Maine frontier
in 1837-41, in both of which he judiciously
and
successfully
attempted
to keep the peace.
Dur-

SCRATCHING.

The rejection

of a candidate

by drawing a line through his name on
ballot, whether or not the voter writes
name in its place. In the " Australian
voting, for some time in use in England,

the printed
in another
system" of
the names

of all candidates
are printed on an official ballot,
and the voter designates
those for whom he votes
by "scratching"
the other names.
In the United
States the name and practice have been identilied

ing"
from the republican
ticket of the name of
the candidate
for governor,
Alonzo B. Corncll,
8Lid thatof
the candidate
for state engineer, 1]_w
ald Soule.
The reasons for this action were: the
dissatisfaction
with the Saratoga convention, and
the belief that uud_ the control of the" machine"

SEARCH.
leaders the republican

party could not win

SECESSION.
in the

presidential election of 1880. The call for what
afterward
became the independent
republican
organization,
popularly
known
as the " young
_ratchers,"
was a private letter printed in tlle
•'New York Evening Post," of Sept. 6, 1879; and
tl!e name of "scratchers"
came from a phrase in
the address soon after issued to republican
voters,
which concluded : "We
urge true republicans
not to stay at home from the polls, not to holt, but
to scratch, not to desert their party, but to attempt
to purify it from within.
We believe this is the
only means to insure in 1880 the needed rcpublican victory, not of politicians,
hut of statesmen
who may be trustcd to carry into practical operalion the republican
principles
of national supremacy, sound finance,
and administrative
reform."
The movement wa._ much ridiculed
by the party
press, but the election showed that Gov. Cornell
fell behind his ticket 19,686 votes, a fact which
became an important
factor
in the succeeding
presidential
campaign.
R.R. BOWKER.
SEARCH,
Right
of, Yl. Hautefeuille
is of
opinion that the search of vessels at sea is not,
properly speaking,
a right, but the manner
of
exercising
various rights
which
may belong to
belligerents. -- Martens
expresses
himself
thus:
"The mere hoisting of a neutral flag by a merchant vessel met with, not being sufdcicnt proof
that it is not a vessel of the enemy, natural
law
can not refuse to belligerent
powers the right of
._earching merchant
vessels encountered
by their
men of war or privateers in a place where it would
be allowable to aeiz_ an enemy's vessel, and thereforc
to conduct such vessels into port if the proof that
tllcyare not subject to confiscation
be insufficient,
But according to universal
international
law, the
decision of the suit between tile subjects of the
two nations as to the lawfulness
of the capture
does not belong exclusively
to either of them, and
iu default of an amicable
settlement,
a mixed triI)unal must be established
to dccide it. (Prdcis
d,l droit des ge_s, t. it., § 317.)
2k merchant
yes_el which rcfuses to allow itself to be searched is
•"U_l)eCt, and runs the risk of being declared agood
prize. -- M. Cauchy is right in saying that "the
right of search would never have given rise to any
_*bj(..cfion_ if the thing had not gone beyond what
the term conveys."
It is against the abuse of it
that objection
has been taken ; for, as Ilubner,
Lampredi, and, we may say, all impartial
men,
_L('kuowledge, the flag is not of itself a proof
(4 the nationality of a vessel; it is also necessary to
k_ow if the ship has a right to the colors which
it carrie_. -- )I. Cauchy (Droit Maritime, t. i., p.
55) diCtinguishes three degrees of verification:
1,
the production
of a pass, or coagJ du pn)wv, a
naval passport which shows the nationality,
the
port from which the vessel sailed, and its destinalion: 2, the representation
of the charter
parties
or freighting,
in which are found the nature and
the quantity of the merchandise
on board; and 3,
the visit of the vessel, or the direct search of its

contents.
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The first two means have raised no se-

rious debate, while tlle third has been much disputed.
M. Cauchy compares the first two modes
of verification
to the proofs usual in civil procedure, and the third to a beginning of criminal proceedings.
The visit of a ship appears to us a
means which should be employed
only in cases
where there is su._l)icion that it carries contraband
of war, or where there is suspicion of any other
serious fraud.
As a rule, the ship's papers should
be sufficient. -- It appears
clearly from the foregoing that the right of visit is practiced
only in
time of w'tr; in time of pe_me there would be no
occasion for visiting a ship except in pursuance
of especial conventions,
and for tile object indicated in such conventions.
Thus,
thc United
States and England
concluded,
April 9, 1862, a
treaty granting
to each other for a period of ten
years the mutual rigllt of visit and search of yessels suspected of being engaged in the slave trade.
Francedid
not ratify a similar treaty proposed by
England
in 1841; but she concluded
another, May
29, 1845, which shows clearly her repugnance
to
grant this right, under no matter what pretext, in
time of peace. --)Ien
of war are not, in any case,
subject to the right of visit or search.
]_IxuRICE BLOCK.
SECESSION
(IN U. S. HISTORY). The constitutional
apology for the right of secession by one
of the states of the American Union may be very
briefly dismissed;
it is entirely
dependent
upon
the theory of state sovereignty.
(See that title.)
Grant that the states are still individually
sovereign; that their citizens owe a primary allegiance
and obedience to their state, and a secondary
obedience to the federal
government
because their
state remains
a member of the Union; that the
Union is a voluntary
confederacy,
not a nation:
and the right of accession must be admitted as a
matter of course.
The advisability
of secession,
the propriety
of severing
the ancient relations
with friendly and confederate
states, is entirely a
matter for the state's decision: when the decision
is made, every law-abiding
citizen is bound by his
allcgiance
to his state to obey it.
(See ALLEmA._CE, III.)
However fallacious the doctrine of
state sovereignty
and its progeny, secession, may
be, there is at least this apology for the action of
the seceding
states in 1860-61: that the doctrine
of state sovereignty,
in both its premises and its
consequences,
had been familiar almost from antiquity;
that its technical language had been usual
constantly, even by those who would have scouted
its logical consequences,
and that the system of
negro slavery, with all its countless influences, had
shut out the south from that educational
process
which had made state sovereignty
either a meaningless formula, or a political heresy, in the north
and west.
(See N-_,TIO._.) It must be noticed,
however,
that the right of secession has never
been admitted
by any department
of the national
.government
: joint or separate
resolutions
have
been passed by the two houses of congress, assert-

w
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ing lhe sovereignty
of the states; decisions have
been made by the supreme court of much the
same character;
but tile right of sece_ion
itself
has never been admitted.
Leaving the theory of

ican revolution asa precedent; the seceding states
in 1860-61 could not. k revolutionist
hazards his
life upon the issue, with the pains and penalties
of treason as a possible result; a secessionist claims

state sovereignty
to be considered
under its appropriate head, it is the object of this article to trace
the more practical idea of secession in our history:
I., as a mere incident of particularism,
of state
sovereignty
; II., as complicated
with slavery;
and III., in practice. --I.
The union of 1643 (see
2q]_w E._GL_'_D U_'rON)experienced
in miniature
most of the perils to which the perfected and national Union was afterward
exposed: nullification
attacked
its commercial
regulations,
and even put
a veto on its wars ; but its final disappearance
was due not so much to any secession as to the inherent weakness of its nature, and the dislike of
the crown.
With the introduction
of the attempt
at a more general union in 1754 (see A1a3._.,,_YPL._X
OF Ur;ror;), the idea of secession first comes plainly
into view.
The plan of Franklin
contemplated
its establishment
by act of parliament,
a ve.ry unusual acknowledgment
of the power of parliament
over the colonies.
In explanation
of this feature
of his plan, he states the various
interests of the
colonies,
and their jealousy
of one another, and
adds: "If ever acts of assembly in all the col()hies could be ol)tained for that purpose,
yet as
any culony, on ttle lea.st dis_atisfacti_)n,
might repent its own act, and thereby
withdraw
itself
from the union, it would not be a stable one, or
such as could be depended
on; for, if only one
colony
should,
on any dis-rest, withdraw
itself,
others might
think it unjust
and unequal
that
they, by continuing
in the union, should be at the
expense of defending
a colony which refused to
hear its proportionable
part, and could therefore
one after another withdraw,
till the whole crumbled'into
its original parts."
The theory of secession could hardly be more exactly stated ; in its
final application
in practice it was only improved
in one respect, the passage of the ordinances
of
secession
by state conventions,
instead of by the
assemblies. --Acces¢ion
to, and secession
from,
any union, were of course equally
unconstitutional, without
the king's con_nt,
while the colohies remained
a part of the British empire.
But,
as the American
revolution
itself was frequently
appealed to in after years, as the first great example of, and precedent
for, secession, it may be well
to lay stress here on one essential difference
betwcen them, that the former was an exercise of
the undeniable
right of revolution,
a revolt of an
unrepresented
fraction of the empire
against the
usurpations
of parliament,
and afterward a_inst
the king for sust:lining
parliament;
while the latter was attempted
to be justified as a constitutional
right of the states, which could not rightfully
be
resisted by any other state, by all the other stat_,
or by the federal government.
A revolt of a ferritory, unrepresented
in the federal
government,
against what it might consider
the usurpation
of
the federal government,
and its attempt to establish a separate government,
might claim the Amer-

all the advantages
of revolution,
without
any of
its responsibilities
or dangers. -- Notwithstanding
the early and general dissemination
of the theory
of state sovereignty,
its practical
consequence,
the
right of secession, was forsome years unheard of,
perhaps
unthought
of. Until 1783 the common
dangers of war were a fence outside of which
none of the thirteen
states dared to stray; after
1783 the authority
of the congress of the confederation was so weak a fence that none of the states
cared to give it importance
by formally demolishing it. The ugly word "secession
'" first appears
in the convention
of 1787, July 5, though it then
referred to the st'ttes as represented
in the convention itself: Gerry remarked
that, unless some cornpromise should
be made, "a secession, hc foresaw, would take place."
The subsequent
ratification of the constitution
by eleven of the thirteen
states, on the original refusal of Rhode Island and
North Carolina to ratify, has often been appealed
lo as a brilliant
example of peaceable
secession;
and so it must be considered,
if the ratifications
were really, as _ey purported
to be, the acts of
" sovereign states."
The articlesof
confederation
had expressly
provided that no change should be
made in them unless with the assent of tile legislaturcs of every state; and yet, in the face of this'
covenant,
eleven of the states not only formed a
new government,
but inserted in it a provi.sion for
future amendment
by three-fourths
of the states.
On the theory that the states were sovereign until
the adoption'of
the constitution,
how can such a
proceeding
be anything
hut a secession, albeit of
the majority
from the minority?
But another
power was present in the ratification,
the power
which had held the slates together even before the
adoption of the articles of confederation,
the soycreign power of the nation, of the national people
as distinguished
from the people of the state. Its
non-recognition
by the state conventions
can not
alter the fact of its already established
existence;
and, without
its existence,
the assumptions
of the
continental
congress, from 1775 until the ratifiestion of tile confederation
in 1781, would be eve_l
a more colossal sham than the ratification
of the
constitution.
The historic
truth is, that the peopie of the nation, which had alone validated
the
revolutionary
acts of the continental
congress, and
which had tolerated
the articles of confederation,
had now at last interposed
to bring order out (_f

chaos; that it was disposed to deal very tend('rly
with the rights and even with the prejudices of
the peoples of the several states; that it chose to
maintain
state lines in the ratifications;
but that,
when nine of the states, including
a heavy majority of the territory,
wealth and population
of the
nation, had expressed
their decision in favor of
the new form of government,
factious opposition
was to cease.
It is true that the status of the po¢sible non-ratifying
states was carefully
ignored
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everywhere,
a "delicate

as being what the "Federalist"
question "; but it is impossible

called
to sup-

po_ that two, or even four, recalcitrant
states
would ever have been allowed to escape from the
national jurisdiction.
GouverneurMorris'warning
in the convention
of 1787, July 5, "This
count_"
must be united;
if persuasion
does not unite it,
the sword will," which
provoked
so much con.
trary feeling, was the simple truth.
The forms
of ratification
would never have been neglected;
but r_ttification, willihg or unwilling,
would have
b_,ea extorted
from Rhode Island and North Carolina by a pressure
incrc_asing continually
until
finally successful.
The p_mge of the senate bill,
May 18, 17.90, to prohibit
bringing goods, wares
and merchandise
from the state of Rhode Islaml
" into the United
States," and to authorize
a demand of arrears of money from the said state, is
a fail'example
of the sort of pre.'._urt _,which would
have been increased
indefinitely
hut for the ratification bythc stateon the '29th of the same month,
The nation has always been thus gentle and considerate in allowing
the a._sertion of state severeighty in non-essentials;
in essentials state sever_'i_znty nmst yield or be crushed. -- Under the constitution the Union was at first spared any interre-,
nal dissensions
of such magnitude
as to _u_vcst
st.cession as a remedy.
Pro_ects
for separation
from the Union were undoubtedly
on foot before
179;5 in Kentucky (see tha_ state), and ill western
Peimsylvania
(see WhisKY ISSUR_ECTm._);
but
th_,sc were rather the prod_ct of frontier frecdc_m
from restraint than the consequt.nce
of state sc_ver_,ignty.
Soon after 1795 a series of articles were
published in the " Connecticut
Ccurant,"
urging
"the impossibility of union for any long period in
the future," and. laying down the permanent
dogma that "there
can be no safety to the northern
,_tat_,_without ascparation
from the confederacy."
These letters met no general approval
in the north,
amt the election of Adams to the presidency
in
1796 t.ok away for the time their moving cau_,
a f¢.ar _,f southern domination
in the federal geeeram_,nt.
The idea of state sovereignty,
with seec-,io_ as a possihle consequence,
next appeared,
o_ lhe other side of Mason and Dixon's
line, in
179_. (See KENTUCKY I_ESOLUTIONS.) The auth_,r of the Kentucky
resolutions,
Jefferson,
cxpl:_i_ his fcelin_ on the subject
of seces._ion at
._ome length ill hk_ letter of June 1, 1798, to John
T_lor.
"If. on a temporary
superiority
of the
ore, party, the other is to resort to a seission of
the Unit_n, no federal govermnent
can ever exist,
It, to rid ourselves of the present rule of Massa(']lll_{*(t_$
and Connecticut,
we break the Union,
will lhe evil stop there?
Suppose the New Englaud states alone cut off, will our natures be
¢h:u_ged? Are we not men still to the south of
that. and with all the passionsof
men? Immediateh-weshall see a Pennsylvania
and a Vir_nia
party
arxsc in the residuary
confederacy.
If we reduce
our Union to Virginia
and North Carolina, they
will end by breaking into their simple units.
SeeJag tlmt we must have _omebody to quarrel with,
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I had rather keep our New England associates for
that purpo_."
The objections, it will be noticed,
lie to the advisability,
not to the right, of secession.
This defect, however, was common to most
of the public men of the time; and for years afterward state sovereignty,
with all its consequences,
was the first refuge of _ minority.
The existence
of the n_ltion was hardly ree_)g_lized, even by the
courts, for twenty years after 1798 (see h'Awm_',
Jt't)lcL_l_Y); though
its existence
was not often
denied in such plain language
as that employed
by Tucker, in his edition of Blackstone
in 1803.
After summing
up, to his own satisfaction,
th_
proofs that. Virginia had always been a sovereign
state, and enumerating
the powers which Virginia
had dele_rated to the federal government,
lie thus
concludes : "The federal government,
then, appears to be the organ through
which the united
republics
communicate
with foreign nations and
with each other.
Their submission
to its operation is voluntary:
its councils, its engagements,
its
authoritF,
"_re theirs,
modified
and united.
Its
sovereignty
is an emanation
fr¢)m theirs, not a
flame by which they have been consumed,
nor a
vortex in which they are swallowed tip. Each is
still a perfect statc, still sovereign, still indcpendcut, and still c_pable, shouhl the occasion require,
to resume the exerei.,e of its functi_ms, as such,
to the most unlimited extent.
But, until the time
shall arrive when the oecasi¢_n requires a resumption of the rights of soverei/nty
by the several
states (and far be that t_,riod removed when it
sh.dl happen),
the exercise of the rights of sovereignty
by the states individually
i_ wholly suspended, or discontinued,
in the cast,s before mentioned; nor can that suspen._ion ever be removed,
so long as the prese,_t constitution
remains unchanged,
but by the dissolution of the bonds of
union: an event which no good citizen can wish,
and which no good or wNe admini._tration
will
ever hamird."
Her_,in is contained,
for the first
time, the sum and subetanee of the d(_trine
of
secession. -- When the idea of secession next appeared, it was again in the north, and closely connccted with the queslion on which it was l_nally
put into practice
in tile south, the territories
of
the United States.
The acquisition
of Loui_ian_
(._eeAl_'EX.tTm_S,
I.), in 1803. was very objection
able to the federalist politicians of New England.
They had been beaten
in the contest with the
south alone : to re-enforce
the southern tine of
battle with six, nine or a dozen future states, peopled by "the wild men on the 31issouri," seemed
simply suicidal, a condemnation
of _Ncw England
to perpetual nullity.
They therefore
resisted the
annexation
to the utmost, anti claimed that. as the
constitution
was made only for the original territory comprised
within the United States, an extension of territory
was uneonstituti_nal
without
the consent of all the states.
" Suppose, in privats lifc, thirteen
men form a parmership,
and
ten of them undertake
to admit a new partner
without the concurrence of the other three, would
it not be at their option to abandon the partner,
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ship after so palpable an infringement
of their
rights?
How much more so in the political partnership."
The annexation
was consummated
;
but it was not until Jan. 14, 1811, on the enabling
act for the first of the dreaded new states, Louisiana, that Quincy, of Massachusetts,
fairly declared, in the house, the federalist conception of
its consequences.
"It is my deliberate opinion,
that, if this bill passes, the bends of this Union are
virtually dissolved;
that the states which compose
it are free from their moral obligations;
and that,
as it will be the right of all, so it will be the duty
pf some, to prepare definitely
for a separation,
amicably
if they can, violently if they must."
Quincy was c_flled to order, but the house decided
that he was in order.
Ex-President
Adams, in
reply to a copy of the speech, could only say that
"' prophecies of division had been familiar in his
ears for six and thirty years."-In the meantime
the opposition
to the democratic administration,
confined chiefly to the l_ew England politicians
on the annexation
question,
had become more
popular with the introduction
of the restrictive
system.
(See E_BARGO, III.)
It is beyond question that some project of secession had been mooted in l_'ew England in 1803, though probably confined to a very few; and that Burr's candidacy for
governor of New York in 1804 was a part of it.
(See BURR, AARON.) By taking in the great state
of New York, and by yielding the leadership-inchief to a New York democrat, who was highly
popular with the democrats of New England, it
was hoped that a new republic might be formed,
compact, homogeneous,
and strongly defended by
nature in every direction.
Burr's defeat had much
to do with the failure of this project, but the indifference of the people of iNew England probably
more.
The strong and general popular
feeling
which was around
by the embargo revived the
project.
How many took part in it is uncertain;
they were probably very few.
The whole truth
is probably cxprc.ssed in a letter of Joseph Story,
afterward
supreme court justice,
Jan. 9, 1809:
"I am sorry to perceive the spirit of disaffection
in Massachusetts
increasing
to so high a degree ;
and I fear that it is stimulated
by a desire, in a
very few amhitious
men, to dissolve the Union."
Henrv's letter, of _[arch 7, 1809 (see HENRY 1)('_U_[ENTS), goes further, and details the federalist
progralmne as follows: that, in the event of war,
"' tim legislature
of Massachusetts
will declare
itself permanent
until a new election of members;
invite a congress, to bc composed of delegates from
the federal
states; and erect a separate
government for their common defense and common interest."
IIenry's
assertions,
however, are usually
onl2_ proof that the contrary
is the truth, and that
is probably the case here.
It is only certain that
the accounts
of tbe feeling in the e&_tcrn states,
as given by John Quincy Adams and Story, caused
a panic among the democratic
leaders, and ended
thc embargo. -- During the warof
1812 the feeling in New England
grew still higher.
Ultra
federalists undoubtedly
used language
_imlng di-

rectly at secession; the student will find a large
collection
of such utterances in Carey's "Olive
Branch," as cited among the authorities.
Indiscrcet references to "the New England nation,"
occasional fiauntings of a flag with five stripes and
stars, tile firing of ",New England
national salutes" of five guns, and other similar indications,
when combined with the general discontent in New
England (see CO_'VENTION, HARTFORD), kept the
administration
in a chronic state of alarm.
The
discussion of secession in any form by the Hartford convention
has been denied by its president
and secretary;
its journal shows no trace of it;
and Mr. Goodrich has collected every av:tilable
proof to the contrary.
It appears certain that no
such active design was considered or desired by
its members; but a few of the opening sentence_
of its report are at least suggestive.
"If the
Union be destined to dissolution,
by reason of the
multiplied abuses of b,_l administrations,
it should.
if possible, be the work of peaceable times and
deliberate consent.
Some new form of confederacy should be substituted
among those states
which shall intend to maintain a federal relation
to each other.
But a severance of the Union by
one or more states, against the will of the rest,
and _qpecially iu a time of war, can be justified
only by absolute necessity."
The report concluded by advising,
that, if no attention should be
paid to their remonstrances,
and the war should
continue, a new convention
should be called in
the following June, "with
such powers and instructions as the exigency of a crisis so momentous
may require."-With the close of the war of 1812
the first period of the history of secession ends.
It continued immanent
in the doctrine of st'tie
sovereignty; but nothing occurred to call it to actire life.
It was threatened as a possible alternatire to its illegitimate
brother, nullification
(_ee
that title), but was never enforced.
Seeessioni_t._
proper in South Carolina had a contempt for nullification, and composed the so-called "Union
party" of 1831-3 in that state.
Indec_l, Jackson's
nullification
proclamation
was offensive to them,
as laying down "the tyrannical doctrine that we
have not even the right to secede."--II.
Throu_i_out its subsequent history secession is always connected with slavery or the opposition
to slavery.
The right to secede, after it had been completely
formulated
by Tucker in 1803, was asserted ag_i_l
and again for the next thirty years, but al_ay_
as a mere particularist
formula,
a corollary of
state sovereignty.
The most striking
of thcet'.
and particularly
as coming from the north, i_
that of Judge
Rawle, of Pennsylvania,
in hie
commentaries
on the constitution,
as cited below.
in 1825.
"The
secession of a state from the
Union depends on the will of the people of such
state.
_ * The state legislatures
have only to*
perform certain organicai operations in respt.ct tt_
it.
To withdraw
from the Union comes l_ot
within the general
scope of their delegated authority.
But in any manner by which a seces¢i0n
is to take place, nothing i3 more certain than that
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the act should be deliberate, clearandunequivoeal;
and in such case the previous ligament with the
Union would be legitimately
and fairly destroyed,
_ In the present constitution
there is no specification of numbers after the first formation.
It
was foreseen that there would be a natural tendency to increase the number of states.
It was
also known, though it was not avowed,
that a
state might withdraw itself.
The number would
therefore be variable.
Secessions may reduce the
number to the smallest integer admitting
combination.
They would remain" united under the
same principles
and regulations,
among themselves, that now apply to thewhole.
For a state
can not be compelled
by other states to withdraw
fi'om the Union, and therefore,
if two or more
determine to remain united, although all the others desert them, nothing can ]:e discovered
in the
constitution
to prevent
it."
It is notable that,
so late as _'ov. 9, 1860, Horace
Greeley
upheld
"the practical liberty, if not the abstract right, of
secession," only insisting that the step should be
taken "with the deliberation
and gravity befitting
so momentousan
issue."
It is true that these two
utterances are, almost the only ones from a representalive northern
man after the war of 1812 in
support of the theory of secession;
and that all
the other utterances
which have been laboriously
collected are simply the expression of state feeling,
of state opposition
to the annexation
of Texas,
the furtive
slave law, and similar
measures,
without any appare_t thought
of the right of secession which was involved
in it. _'evertheless,
it is painful to consider the result which would
have followed in 1860-61, if the action of the se-

says May, "his motion was not carried by the
convention,
it was received with great favor by a
large portion of the members and other auditors,
and he sat down amidst the most hearty bursts of
applause."
But the final annexation
of Texas,
operating against the feelings of the most thoroughly nation.dized section of theUnion,
was insufficient
to call forth any dangerous
or even
irritating desire for a dissolution
of the Union.
That was reserved for the question of the settlement of the new territories (see WILMOT PROVISO).
--CO-OPERATION.
The theory of secession
in_olved the right of any state to withdraw from the
Union singly; and yet the silent proof of its inherent fallacy is that single secession was never
attempted,
and probably
never thought
of. In
1847 Calhoun had endeavored
unsuccessfully
to
obtain the "co.operation"
of the slave states in
the following
programme:
1, the calling of a
slave state convention;
2, the exclusion
of the
sea-going vessels of the northern states from southern ports; 3, the prohibition
of railroad commerce
with the northeastern,
but not with the northwestern, states; 4, the present maintenance
of the
freedom of trade on the Mississippi;
5, the continuance of this interstate
embargo
system until
the northwest
should be "detached"
from the
eastern states, and should unite with the south in
opening the new territories to slavery.
Calhoun's
programme opened theway, however, for a bolder
ideaof"co-operation"in1850,
according to which
a number of slave states were to secede in company, for mutual defense,
if any prohibition
of
slavery in the new territories
should be enforced.
But the southern
states hcld to the resolutions of

ceding slates had been slow, calm, and the evident
outcome of popular desire, instead of hasty, rioh'nL and the work of the politicians.
In that
event, the issue of the struggle would have been
painfully
doubtful.
-- Secession came
in again
with Texas,
whose independent
existence
was
itoetf a brilliant instance
of successful
secession
from the Mexican republic.
As the probability of
its annexation grew stronger, the langua_e used in
advocacy of or in opposition to it grew with it.
5larch 3, 1848, John Quincy Adams
and a few
anti slavery whi_
issued an address to their consti_uents, warningthemthattheannexationproject
had never been given up, and that it would result
iu and fully justify
a dissolution
of the Union.
Through this and the following
summer, on the
other hand, "Texas
or disunion"
became a frequ(.ntly expressed
sentiment
in the south, parti_'ularly in South Carolina,
but this died away as
the success of annexation
became assured.
But
evt,n this did not drive the northern
states into
ar:y action looking to secession, or a dissolution
of
the Umon, though this was unofficially suggested,
in ,January, 1845, at an anti-annexation
convention
ia Boston, Wra. Lloyd Garrison
urged
the callit_g of a l$I_sachusetts
convention
to declare the
Union dissolved, and to invite other states to join
with her in a new union based on the principles
of the declaration of independence.
"Although,"

the Georgia state convention of 1850, declaring that
the state accepted
the compromise
of 1850, but
would resist, even to secession, such anti-slaver)legislation as the abolition of slavery in the District
of Columbia, or in the territories,
or of the interstate slave-trade.
There can l)e no doubt that
South Carolina was ready to s(cede in 1850, but
not alone.
Her state
convention
of April 26,
1852, declared
her right to secede, but forbore to
exercise it, out of deference to thewishes
of other
slaveholdingstates,
thatis, because no other slaveholding state wished to secede with or after her.
Co-operation
was, therefore, never practically
attempted,
bec.ause of the compromise
of 1850, by
which the Wilmot proviso was really enforced in
California,
by its admission
as a free state, while
nothing was said of it in the organization
of the
territories
of Utah and New Mexico,
and the
fugitive slave law was accepted
by the south as
a make-weight.
(See CO_PRO_TSES, V.)
But,
though this attempt
at secession by a section was
unsuccessful,
there had grown up an alienation
between the north and the south which bod_
no
good fo_ the future.
Calhoun's last speech in the
senate, March 4, 1850, described
the manner
in
which
many of the multitudinous
cords that
bound the Union together
had already snapped.
Of the five great Christian denominations
which
had been national in their organization,
two, the
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Methodists
and Baptists, had split into two sectional parts ; and the Presbyterians
were evident]y close to the point of division.
Political bonds
were also stretched almost to breaking, and their
preservation
depended on the willingness
of the
northern states to satisfy tile south.by not excluding stavery from the territories.
"'If you," _ys
Calhoun, who "repre_nt
the stronger portion,
can not agree to settle the great questions at issue
on the broad principle of justice and duty, say
so; and let the states we both represent agree to
separate and depart in peace.
If you are unwi]ling we should part in peace, tell us so, and we
shall know what to do."
The last sentence shows
the remarkable underlying consciousness
in every
advocate
of secession, of the truth so forcibly
stated by Webster three days afterward:
"Secessinn I Peaceable
secession ! Sir, your eyes and
mine are never destined to see that miracle.
The
dismemberment
of this vast country without convulsion!
The breaking up of the fountains of the
great deep without ruffling the surface!
Peaeoable
secession i_ an utter impossibility."
(See, in general, UNITSD STATES, II., 5.)-- This underlying
consciousness,
that secession meant war, was for
some time sufficient to make any attempt at open
secession hopeless a_ in/fib, and no such attempt
was made.
Indeed, the south had been very well
satisfied with the compromise
of 1850; and the
impediments
to the execution of the fugitive slave
law (see FUGITIVE SLAVE LAWS, t_ERSO_'AL LIBERT_" LAWS), while they excited grit
discontent
in the south, were not commonly
looked upon as
reasonable cause for secession.
Those final causes
were three in number,
with
a supplementary
cause,
"coercion,"
which will be stated in the
next section.
1. Nothing is more noteworthy
in
the extreme southern
states than the suddcn development
of large estates,
the freezing
out of
small planters,
and their emigration
after the absorption of their property.
"In a few years large
estat_
are accumulated
as if by ma_,dc."
In
large sections of each state the population
consisted almost wholly
of negroes, with
the few
whites owning
or managing
them.
But in all
these states representation
was on the basis of
the "federal
population":
that is, three-fifths
of
the negroes were represented,
while the voting
and office-holding
pertained
to the few whites,
Thus, apart from the natural
influence
belonging to the wealthy
class of the population,
the
counties
in the '" black belt"
were practically
the pocket boroughs of the slave-owners
therein,
These thus held far more than their fair share of
power in stale legislatures
and conventions,
and
in some states absolutely controlled
them.
With
every year, from 1850 to 1860, the power of this
class was growing
stronger,
and their desire for
secession for the protection
of their property in
slaves was not weakened.
(See SLAVERY, IV.)
2. But there was still another and much larger
class in the south, owning few or no slaves, not
wedded to the protection or extension of slavery,
but high-spirited,
and determined not to submit to

oppression, or, above all, to the evasion of a fair
compromise.
The results of the passage of the
Kansas-Nebraska
bill (see that title) served to bring
these into the secession programme.
They had
never asked for the abrogation
of the Missouri
compromise;
but, when it had been ahrogated by
fair agreement,
it seemed to them an unworthy
evasion to turn Kansas and Nebraska into free
states by organized, not vohmtary
and natural
emigration from the north.
This was the chL_s t,)
which was addressed the argument which A. It.
Stephens rays carriL_l Georgia, the key-stone of a
successful
secession, out of the Union: " We can
make better terms out of the Union than in it."
3. The Harper's Ferry insurrection (see BRow.n,
JOAN) had a silent influence
everywhere.
Thoqe
who desired secession were active, persevering,
and in earnest ; those who did not, were at the
best negative; for they saw one great chance of
good, even in a successful secession, a release from
national association with future John Browns, and
the ability to protect themselves
from such b_vasions by open and national warfare.Vv'ith so
many influences at work in its favor, it is matter
for wonder that secession in 1860--61 was only
forced through by the influence of the first two
classes over the delegates to the state conventions,
and that the popular demand for secession was so
conspicuous
by its absence that the conventions,
except in Texas, did not venture to submit their
ordinances
to popular vote.
For, in a populist
vote, be it remembered,
the "' federal represent:_tion" disappeared ; only the votes of the whit(._
went for anything;
and the total vote of the st-_te
might very easily show that their nominal reprosentatives
did not really represent
them.
There
must have been an enormous mass of Union feeling in the south, blind, leaderless,
and rendcr*'d
powerle_
first by the belief that their prim_lry
allegiance
was due to the state, and then by th( _,
organization
of the new national govcrnment
at
Montgomery,
but still genuine and hearty. -- IH
The threat that secession
would
have followed
Fremont's
election, in 1856, was probably only an
electioneering
device.
When his election seem('d
probable,
Gov. Wise, of "Virginia, called a meiering of southern
governors at Raleigh, for Oct. 13;
but only three governors
appeared,
those of ¥irginia, North
Carolina
and South
Carolimt, aIJd
these did nothing.
The meeting wa_ of som[' izJfluence, however,
upon the northern
vote.
(_('_'
REPUSLICA_ PARTY, I.) Practical secession was
hardly
as yet possible.
The alielaatiSn bet wc(.n
the sections was not yet sufficient;
and the pow(.r
of the secessionist class over the state conventi,,z_s
was not yet great enough.
Four years m_(tc a
great difference
in both respects.
In Deeem))('r,
1860, Senator
Iverson, of Georgia,
pictured the
situation in the senate thus : "There are the republican northern senators on that side,
Here are the
southern senators on this side.
How much soci'll
intercourse is there between us? You sit on that
side, sullen and gloomy; we sit on om's with V )r"
tentous scowls.
Yesterday I observed there was
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not a solitary man on that side of the chamber
came over here, even to extend the civilities and
courtesies of life; nor did any of us go over there.
IIere arc two hostile bodies on this floor, and it is
lint a type of the feeling that exist._ in the two
sections.
We are enemies as much a.q if we were
ho._tile states.
I believe the northern people hate
the south worse than ever the English people hated
France; and I can tell my brethren over there that
there is no love lost on the part of the south."
From this picture, the fact is carefully eliminated
lhat the southern
senators
represented,
not the
southern people, but its slaveholding
class ; but,
even barring this defect, the picture is well worthy
of study.
With such a tlghtlystrained
tension of
international relations between the governments
of
the two _etions, the real feeling of thepeople
was
a matter of but secondary importance,
and there
was but little need of open threats of secession in
ca_e of Lincoln's election.
Such threats were tilldoubtedly made, but unofficially;
and the question
of secession played no formal part in the campaign
of 1860. The whole congre_ of 1859-61 was inundated by threats of secession in the event of the
eleotion of _ward
as president in 1860, the object
seeming to be to commit the southern
people to
that policy beyond the possibility of an honorable
withdrawal.
It has been asserted that the disruption of the democratic
party, in 1860, was contrived by the secessionist
class for the purpose of
in_uring Lincoln's election, and thus obtaining
an
excuse for secession ; but such a design is very
doubtful.
(See DEMOCRATIC PA_tTY, V.)
The
more natural explanation
of their course is in their
hope that the elcctoral vote would be so divided
up as to give no candidate
a majority;
that tlle
choice of the president would th us go to the house
of repre_ntativcs;
and that the)" would there be
,ble to obtain the election of either Breckinridgc
or Bell. That their hopes had some foundation,
m',_ be seen from the facts that the opposition to
Lm,.oln, after his election,
still controlled
both
hou-es of congress;
and that the republicans,
fl]rou_hout the whole rebellion, were indebted
for
their majority in congress to the w)luntary absence
of the s,mthern delegations.
_ As it resulted, howev_,r, Lincoln obtained the electoral votesof all the

single state, which was always the surest internal
condemnation
of the whole theory of secession.
Gov. Gist, of South Carolina, had already sent a
circular letter to the other southern
governors,
Oct. 5, 1860, asking their advice and plans,
tits
state, he said, wouhl secede with any otller stale,
if Lincoln should be. elected; or she would secede
alone, if stm should receive assurances
that any
other state would
follow her ; "otherwise,
it is
doubtful."
.Not one governor answered
thathis
state would _cede alone.
Florida, Alabama and
Mississippi
would secede with any other state ;
North Carolina and Louisiana would probably not
secede at all; Georgia would wait for some overt
act. At first sight, these answers ieem dimouraging; but there wa.s hope in them. If three states
were only waiting
for a leader, South Carolina
would take the plunge, though the gallantry of
the act is considerably
dimini._hed by this pre.liminary probing for assurances of support.
A movemeat begun even by'four states, would probably
swing the other gulf state_; any attempt at '" coercion" by the federal government
would bring"
the border states; and the confederacy
of tlle slave
states would then be complete. -- The South Carolina legislature., which chose presidential
electors
until 1868, was in session to choose them, .Nov. 6,
1860, and remained in session until Lim'oln's election was a_*ured.
It then called a state convention, made appropriations
for the purchase of arms,
and adjourned.
The convention met at Coiumbi:b
Dec. 17, adjourned
to Charleston,
on account of
an epidemic in Columbia,
and there unanimously
passed the following
ordinance,
Dee. 20 : " We,
the people of the state of South Carolina, in conyen!ion assembled,
do declare and ordain, arid it
is hereby declared anti ordained, that the ordinance
adopted
by us in convention,
on the 23d day of
May, in the year of our Lord 1788, whereby
the
constitution
of the United
StaWs was ratified,
and also all at.to .rod parts of acts of the general
assemblyof
thi_ state ratifying
amendments
of the
said constitution,
are hereby repealed;
and that
the Union now subsisting between South Carolina
and otlmr states, under the name of the United
States of America, is hereby dissolved."
On the
24th a declar,_tion
of causes for secession was

_]ortla._a and western states, with the exception of
a p_r_ _,f New Jersey's
vote, and was elected be.xo_d cavil.
What was to be the next step in the
I'c'li'A_'al game? Were the southern
states to go on
d_.l,atmg about co-operation,
without
taking any
pr,_'ti_,al step_ toward _cession,
until the popular
]mpre,_ion caused by Lincoln's election had worn
off, and his administration
was fount| to be no!h-

adopted.
]t recapitulated
tim arguments
in favor
of statesovcrcignty
and the right of sccersion, and
assigned as a cause for immediate
secession the
general hostility of the northern states to the south,
as shown in their union uuder a sectional party organization,
and in their refusal to execute the fugitire slave laws (see PE_S0_'XL LrBERTY LAWS);
and it concluded
with an imitation
of the closing"

tag out of the ordinary?
In that case, the idea of
sece,,ion might as well belaid permanently
on the
_!_:lf,with other worn-out political stage thunder,
the _,mlhera politician class felt, that, rather than
gzre up what they had grown accustomed
to consi,h,r the only life-preserver
of their section, or
r_ther of sis.very, they would prefer to go over the
e_taract with it. _ Nevertheless,
there remained
that dread of the practical
attempt to secede by a

paragraph
of the declaration of independence.
On
the same day the governor
by proclamation
announced
the fact of secession.
I:Iaving adopted
ordinances
to enforce
the existing
laws of the
United States for the present under state authority,
to transfer to the legislature
the powers hitherto
exercised by the federal government,
to make the
state ready for war, and to appoint commi_ioncra
to form, if possible, a permanent
government
for
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all the states which should secede, the convention
adjourned,
Jan. 5, t861.
The action of the state
then ceases to relate to secession, and falls under
other heads.
(See CONFEDERATE STATES,
REBELLION.)--The
action of Georgia comes second
in importance
politically,
if not chronologically;
for the rank, wealth and position of the state
would have made its persistent refusal to secede a
most annoying brake on the secession programme,
Ttle legislature called a state convention,
:Nov. 18,
1860, and the whole struggle took place on the
election of delegates.
There was hardlytiny
denial
of tim right of secession;
but a strong state party,
under the lead of Alexander
H. Stephcns,
warmly
(lenied the advisability
of secession.
The convention met at Milledgeville,
Jan. 17, 1861, and on
the following
day, by a vote of 16;5 to 130, declared it to be the right and' the duty of the state
to secede.
This really settled the question.
Jan.
19, the formal ordinance of secession was adopted
by a vote of 208 to 89. In order to maintain
the
position of the state, every delegate but six signed
the ordinance;
and these six yielded so far as to
pledge themselves to the defense of the state. After
pas._ing tile other necessary or_linances for a transfer of powers from the federal
government
to the
legislature,
the convention
adjourned,
but re-assemblcd in Savannah,
March 7, and on the 16th
ratified the confederate
constitution.
-- In Mississippi the convention
was called for Jan. 7, at
Jackson,
and passed an ordinance of secession on
the 9th by a vote of 84 to 15. March 30, the confederate constitution
was ratified by a vote of 78
to 7. -- In Florida
the legislature
passed the bill
calling a convention,
Dec. 1, 1860, and the convention met at Tatlahassee,
Jan. 3, 1861. Jan 10,
an ordinance of secession was passed by a vote of
62 to 7.-- In Alabama the election for delegates
was ordered by the governor (me ,4A_ABAMA).and
the convention
met at Montgomery,
Jan. 7, 1861.
Jan. 11, an ordinance of secession was adopted by
a vote of 61 to 39. March 13, the confederate
constitution
was ratified. -- In Louisiana the legislature, I)cc. 11, 1860, passed the bill calling a convention, and it met at Baton Rouge, Jan. 23, 1861.
Jan. 26, an ordinance of secession was adopted by
a vote of 113 to 17, and on March 21 the confedcrate constitution
was ratified.
Louisiana
was the
only original seceding state in which the popular
vote for delegates was a close one.
It is stated at
20,448 for, and 17,296 against, immediate
secession.In Texas, seee,,_sion was forced through
with great difficulty, and altogether
as a revolution.
The governor
refused to call an extra session of thc legislature until, carly in January,
1861,
he found that steps were being taken to call it together without hisauthority.
Hethen summonc<l
it for Jan. 22. But this gave very little time for
the passage of a convention
bill, the election of
delegates,
and the meeting of the convention.
An
entirely
unofficial call was therefore issued, delegates were elected, and the convention
met at Austin, Jan. 28. Feb. 1, an ordinance of secession was
passed by a vote of 166 to 7; but, as the eouven-

tion itself was entirely without any basis of law,
the ordinance was to be submitted to popular vote,
Feb. 23. The legislature,
Feb. 4, validated the
convention, apparently with a view to overriding a
possibly adverse popular majority.
The popular
vote was reported to the convention as 34,794 for
the ordinance,
and 11,235 against it. But even
before the popular ratification, the convention had
appointed delegates to the confederate
congress,
Feb. 11, and the federal troops in the state had
been captured and paroled.
The confederate
constitution was ratified March 23. One week before
that day the convention
had declared vacant the
office of Gov. Sam tIouston,
who had shown no
inclination
to favor the convention
.,,r its purposes.
-- These seven states, South Carolina, Mississippi,
Florida, Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana and Texas,
were the original seceding
states; and the details
of their action seem to show that the first three
named were the only ones in which convention
action rcpresente<l the majority of the white voters.
In Georgia amt Louisiana
the result was due to
the lack of any abiding principle
in the unionist
representatives
for resistance to the earnest body
of secessionists;
in Alabama, to the control of the
convention
by the southern
portion,
or " black
belt"; and in Texas, to the revolutionary
action of
the secessionist politicians.
These considerations,
however, are not of much practical importance,
for in all the states unionists and secessionists alike
acknowledged
the abstract right of secession, the
citizen's paramount
allegiance
to his state, and
the unconstitutionality
of "coercion"
by the federal government.
The secession of even a single
state, and an attempt to coerce it, would therefore
have broughtalx)ut
the secession of theother states
named, as it afterward
did in the cases of Arkansas, Tennessee,
:North Carolina and Virginia.COERCION. It is m)teworthy
that originally the
most extreme particularists
had the least objection
to the coercion of a state by the federal governmont.
In writing to Monroe, Aug. 11, 1786, Jcf,ferson _ys : " There never will be money in the
treasury tilt the confederacy
showsits teeth. The
states must see the rod: perhaps it must be felt by
some one of them.
_ _* :Every rational
citizen
must wish to see an effective instrument
of coercion, and should fear to see it on any other element than the water."
And still more fully, Aug.
4, 1787: "It has been so often said as to be gcnerally believed, that congress have no power by the
conf_.deration
to enforce anything,
for example,
contributions
of motley.
It was not necessary to
give them that power expressly;
they have it by
the law of nature.
When two parties make a
compact,
there results to each a power of compelling the other to execute
it."
This was tile
general ground on which the democraticmembcrs
of congress, in 1861-5, while still holding the constitution
to be a "compact,"
voted for the prosecution of the war. It may also explain the reason
why both the Virginia
and :New Jersey plans in
1787 (see Co_'vF_,_"rtoN or' 1787) included a power
to coerce disobedient states; and why Madison and
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others in the convention wished to give the fed- thatwould not be all. The jailorand judges
eralgovernment an absoluteveto on the legisla-and governorof Vermont, and allpersonsguilty
tionof stategovernments,toremove the necessity with them of rebellion
againstthe faithfulexccnfor any forcible"coercion."-- Either of these tionof thelaws of the United States,would have
plans would have been hazardous. Madison him- to be arrestedand triedaccording to law, or,if
selfsaid that "the use of force againsta state theirresistance
was seriousenough to requireit,
would look more likea declaration
of war than an to be slainin battleof rebellionagainstthe laws
infliction
of punishment, and would probahlybe of the Union. And I am sure,that,if civilwar
consideredby the party attackedas a dissolution should thus be brought on to battleand carnage,
of allprevious compacts by which itmight be evcry patriotand loverof the laws would march
bound." This expression,
justified
as itisby coln- Iothe orderof coercinga state,
tocompel her aumon sense,has often been quoted as a condemna- thorities
and her Peopletoobeythe supreme laws,
lionof "coercion." But itmust be noted thatno to laydown theirwealx)ns,and to renounce the
such "use offorceagainsta state"was everauthor- state'laws
and ordinancescommanding theirrebellized by the constitution.That instrumentgave ion."-- Voluntary secc_i(m had reallyspent its
an indirect
and farsafer power of coercion,1,in force in carrying Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana
the case of states,
by extendingthe power of the and Texas with it;but itreliedon carryingthe
federaljudiciaryto statelaws involvingthe con- otherslavestateswith iton the pleaof resistance
struction
of the constitution(seeJUDICIARY, T.); to coercion,when PresidentLincoln should call
and 2,by giving the power tocompel individuals fortroopstoenforcetilelaws. In two of them it
to obey the federalgovernment in any conflict succecdedfairly:Arkansa._passedan ordinanceof
with the state.
-- Neverthelessthe opinion was secession
May 6,and North CarolinaMay 20. (See
strangelyprevalentin 1860-61,that,becau_ cnn- thosestates.)In Virginiaand Tennessee,another
gresahad no power to "coerce" a state,secession plan had to be adopted. The convention,while
could not be interfered
with. The simplestargu- nominally submitting the ordinanceof secession
ment for this view can be found in President to popular vote,frst formed "militaryleagues"
Buchanan's message of Dec. 3, I_60. It was with the confederatestates;confederatetroopsat
the main encouragement to secessionby a single onceswarmed over theirterritory;
and under their
state;itwas announced again and again by the auspicesthe popularvotebecame a farce. In this
border statesduring the winter of 1860-61; and way Virginia's
ordinancewas ratified
May 23,and
the consciousnessof itsgeneralexistencethrew Tennessee'sJune 18. Here the currentstopped:
the Lincoln administration
at first
altogetherup- in Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri much the
on the defensive. (See BORDER STATES, and the same plan was triedas inTexas, but itwas a failnames of theirstatesin detail.)It was not un- ure. (Seethosestates.)In Delaware aloneof the
tilthe popular uprisingin the north had taught slavestates,
secessionseems tohave had no advothe administrationwhat statesitcould rely up- eaten.- The United States supreme court has
on, that the federalgovernment was encouraged finallydecided that the ordinancesof secession
to begin the work of coercionby exercisingits were entirelyvoid, and that a stategovernment
power to executethe laws and suppressinsurrec- steps out of itssl)herewhen itundertakes Ioortion by means of the armed militia.From that ganizearmcd resistance
tothefederalgovernment.
time coerciontook the form of repressionof indi- Reconstructionby congressdoes not seem to have
vidualresistance,
thefederalgovernment ignoring been founded on the notionthattheordinam:esof
the action of the state as entirely_i/2ravires, secessionhad so far taken the state_out of the
This isthe form which coerciontook in itsfirst Union as torequiretheirreadmis._ion,
but on the
operationin our history,
the " forcebill" of IS33 theorythatthestategovernments had eitherbeen
(see_NULLIFICATION),and which itmust always vacated by the faultof the individualcitizens
of
take. If a stateshould see fitto form a treaty the state,
or had been seizedupon by usurpers;
with a foreign power, the federalgovernment thatineithercasethe reconstruction
must be unwould ignoresuch action,and would compel indi- der theauthorityof the federalgovernment; and
vidualstoignoreitalso,bythe aseof the courtsin that individualswho had been guiltyof treason
casesofmild resistance,
and of thearmy and navy were estopped from objecting to the methods
in case of resistanceby force. This processof which congress might see fitto employ. (Sc,e
"coercion" could hardly be betterstatedthan in I{ECONSTRI;CTIO-N,
I.)-- Finally,the suppression
a pamphlet cited below, by Gov. H. A. Wise, of of tiledoctrineof secessionby force has estabVirginia,published in 1859, though aimed at a fishedthe political
existenceof the nation,as disvery differentobject. He supposes the stateof tinguishedeven from c_.ll
the states.It has done
Vermont graduallycoming to forcibleresistance so,notby the factsthatallthe secedingstates,
in
againstthe executionof the fugitiveslave laws, theirnew constitutions,
expresslydisavowed any
her stateconvention making the arrestof a slave rightof secession,
and declaredthe primary allefelony,and her magistratesand officers
resisting glanceof the indlvidualcitizeuto be due to the
thefederaiwritsofl_d_asc_rpusbyforee. "The
United States;but by thehigher factth'It
the napresidentmust then command a sufficient
force lion has plainlyexpreased and successfullyenof the army or navy or militiaof the United forced itswill inthe matter. For the future,all
State6 to ove_coxne the rebeUion and treason; and
men are bound to take notice that it is the nation
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that wills that there should be state governments,
and not states which will that there should be a
national government.
The ultimate
results of
secession in this way no man can foresee.
(See
NATION. ]II.)--The
theory of the right of secession will be found in Centz's Republicof
R_publie_ ; Fowlcr's S_ctional Controversy; 1 Calhoun's
BTrrks, 300 ; 1 Tucker's B_zck_tonc, Appendix,
187;
1 Stephcns'
W_lr Between ttw States, 495;
l_wle's
C(nnmerdaries on the Constitution,
302 ;
Appleton's
Am_ual
_/ch, pm_'a. 1861, 614 (Davis'
Message of April 29).
The study of Mr. Fisher's
theory of "constitutional
secession," by amicable
agreement
between the federal
government
.rod a
seceding state, will also be found interesting
and
profitable:
see Fisher's
Trialof' the Constitution,
160, 167. (See STATE SOVEa.EmNa_I ",III.)
_c
also (I.) authorities
under NEW EN(_I,A_D UNIOn',
and ALBANY" PLA_ OF UNIOh'; 5 Elliot's ;Debate,.
276, 278 ; 1 Benton's
Debates of Co,_gre.ss, 172 ; 4
Jefferson's
Work,, edit. 1853, 111 ; 1 yon Holst's
United States, 196; authorities
under KE.nTVCXY
RESOLUTmNS;
3 Jefferson's
Works, edit. 1830,
394; 2 Schouler's
United States, 192; Quincy's Life
of Quincy.., 206, 210 ; Adams' ;Documents l_elating
to _'ew England
Federalism
(see, under index,
"' Northern
Confederacy
") ; 4 Upham's
Life of
/_ker/l_,
53; 8 Sparks' Writings of Go,uverneur
Morris, 319; 1 Story's Life of Story, 182; 8 Nites'
Weekly l_gister,
2,62; Carey's
Olive Branch., 7th
edit., 416, 449; Hunt's Life of Livingston, 346; authorities
under
CONVENTION,
HARTFORD,
and
NL'LLrFICATION; (H.)1 Greeley's
Ame_qcan Conflier, 859; May's Anti-Slavery
Conflict, 320; 2 BenteR's Thirty
Years" View, 613, 698, 783 ; Cox's
Eight Years in CoJ_gress, 188; 16 Benton's Debates
of Congress, 403, 415 (Calhoun's
and Wehster's
speeches, March 4 and 7, 1850); 20lmsted's
Cotton Kingdom, 158; (III.)Nicolay's
Outbreak of Re5dlion;
1 Draper's
Civil War, 438, and 2/b_t. ;
Buchanan's
Admini_tT'ation,
108; Greeley's
Pollt_al Text Book of 1860, 170; McPherson's
Political
.1-l_tory of the Rebellion, 2; 2 Stcphens' War Belween
The bT_ates,312; ibid., 671 (South Carolina declaration of 1861); 2"Jefferson's
Work,, edit. 1830.
43,203; H. A. Wisc's Territorial
Government, 103;
Botts' Great Rebellion, 205.209; Brownson'sAmerican Republic, 277 ; Story's
CommeMarivs o_ the
Constitution,
edit. 1833, § 359; Mulford's
The Nation, 334; Goodwin's2Vaturallli_toryof,%ves_ion;
Hurd's
The(z7/of Our _-aZional Existence.
ALEXA_NDER JOHNSTON.

of the confederation there was but one house, and
each state had an equal vote in it. (See CONFEDERATION, ARTICLES OF.)
There was some effort
in the convention of 1787 to continue the arrangement of a single house, but it found no influential
support, except from Franklin
and the "Jersey
plan," and was abandoned.
The greatest difficulty, which seems very slight now, but was almost
iusupcrahle
in the be_nning
of the convention's
work, was to find a different b_sisof existence for
the two houses.
It was comparatively
easy to fix
the membership
of the house of representatives
by fair proportions of the whole population
of the
country.
(See APPORTIONMENT.)
But it was
then very difficult to hit on any radically different
basis for the senate, which should be satisfac.lory
to all concerned.
There was no different class, _
in Great Britain, from which to select a hou_ of
lords (see that title); and the formation of a smaller
house, on the _me basis as the other, would have
ended in the establishment
of two hmmes, both
controlled
by precisely
the same ideas, and the
h)ss of all the advantages
of two houses.--Thc
same difficulty has attended the formation of state
senates, and has been met there by the division of
the state into different territorial
units for the two
houses.
(See Ass_nLY.)
The convention of 1787
hit upon a simple and natural basis for the senate,
and formed a body as efficient in practice as it is
apt to strike the imagination
of an observer invorably.
The senate is certainly the most dignifled and impressive
part of the American constitutional
system, unless we except the supreme
court.
But this brilliant success of the conveRtion must not blind us to the fact that the convention itself gained it blindly, or was forced into it;
that it was the product of no single clear design
or desire; and that it was due to the gradual and
unwilling
compromise
of conflicting
purposes.
(See CONVENTION OF 1787; CO._PROMmES, I.) If
the scheme of the senate, as we admire it in it_
final form, had been offered to the convention
in
the first place, it would almost certainly
not have
received a single vote. -- The Virginia plan, when
first introduced,
provided that the senate, without
as yet giving it a name or defining its powers or
term of office, should be chosen by the house of
representatives
out of a proper number of persons
nominated
by the state legislatures.
Pinckney'plan proposed
that it should be chosen by the
house from residents
of the various
states to
serve for three years;
that the senators
from
New England,
the middle and the southern state%
SEDITION
LAWS.
(See &L___ _
Sr_UI- should constitute
three classes, to go out of office
TION L_ws.)
on successive
years; and that the senate should
have sole power to declare war, make treaties, apSENINOLE
WAR.
(See SLAV_Y, II.)
point foreign ministers and judgesof
the supreme
court, and decide territorial
disputes betwecn the
8ENATE
(IN U. S. HISTORY). This name is states.
Hamilton's
plan proposed,
that senator.,
given to the smaller of the two branches
of the
should be chosen by electors chosen by the people
state legislatures,
but, when used without distincof each state in election districts;
that they should
tive description,
usually refers to the smaller of serve during good behavior;
and that the senat(:
the two houses of cong'ress.
(See CoN6mms,
should have the power to de,clare war and approve
'Hovs_
OF RF_m_SF.NTaT_VES.) -- In the congress
-treaties and appointments.
The New Jersey plan

SENATE.
provided for no senate.
In the debate three other
plans of selection were brought up: 1, by the national executive, out of nominations by state legislatures; 2, by the people; and 3, by the state legislatures;
and the last was adopted unanimously,
June 7. As yetit was not scttled whether the states
were to be equally or proportionately
represented
in the senate, the small states urging the former
plan, and the large states the latter.
This qucstion, on which,
said Sherman,
of Connecticut,
"everything
depended,"
came up June 11. A
motion that each st'_te have one vote was lost, and
another for proportionate
representation
in both
branches was carried, the six " large states" in
both cases voting against the five "small stales."
On tile next day tile term of senators was fixed at
seven years.
June 13, the committee of the whole
reported
that the " second branch"
was to be
chosen for seven years by the state lcgislaUlres,
according to the population
of each state, and to
be paid out of the national treasury; its members
to be at least thirty years old, and to be ineligible
to office under the United States for a year after
the end of their term of office.
The constitution
of the senate, in itsfirst form, was thus completed;
and though it still lacked a name, the words "senate" and "senatorial"
were frequently
used in
debate.--The
report of the committee
of the
whole as to the composition
of the senate was
adopted by the convention,
June 24-25, except
that the term of seven years was changed to six.
The convention
was then brought
face to face
with the all-important
question,
the rule of representation
in the senate.
For days the debate
went on. The five small states, Connecticut,
_ew
York, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland, knew
that they would be outvoted
by the sixlarge states
in the end; and a motion was made, June 30, that
the president of the convention
write to the executiveof New Hampshire,
asking for the attendance
of that state's delegates;
but it was voted down.
Dr. Franklin
proposed
that each state have an
equal representation
in the senate, with a vote on
money bills proportionate
to its share of taxation;
hut tlus was not considered.
The large states
were determined
to have a proportional
share of
the senate; the small states were equally determined to have an equal share.
The debates grew
unusually warm, for this convention;
and one of
the Delaware delegates went so far as to declare,
that, if the large states should push the matter to
an unjust issue, they would dissolve the confcderalton, and then " the small ones will find some
foreign ally, of more honor and good faith, who
will take them by the hand and do them justice."
The temper of the small states rose so high that
the matter was not pushed to an issue.
It was
settled by compromise,
and the equal represenration of the states in the senate was the result,
(See COMI'ROMISES, I.)--July
14, the large states
made a fresh effort to apportion senators among
the states in numbers varying from one for Rhode
Island and Delaware to five for Virginia, or thirtysix in all, but it wan voted down.
During the
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debate, Elbrldge Gerry threw out the idea, which
was afterward adopted, of allowing the senators
to vote per capita, instead of by states.
From
this time the large states yielded, and the equal
state representation
in the senate wassecure.
The
line of division still existed: the small states usually endeavored
to throw as much power as possible into the senate, while the large states did the
same in regard to the house of rcpresentatives.
But the struggle was now most temperate
and
amic'(ble:
"the
little states had gained their
point."
In the report of the committee of detail,
Aug. 6, the name " senate"
was formally
given
to " tile second branch."
Itscomposition
and rotingp_r capita were just as in the final constitution,
except that there was as yet no vice-president
to
preside over it. (_C_ocELECTORS, I.) Its I)owers
were very different:
it was to make treaties, appoint ambassadors,
judgcs of the supreme court,
and commissioners
to give final and conclusive
judgment
in territorial disputes between the states
(see TEnRrrORIES, I.); but it had not yet the poTer to try impeachments,
confirm the president's
appointments,
or alter or amend money bills.
The introduction
of the electoral system, Sept. 4,
brought
with it, as part of the plan, the power
of the senate to try impeachments,
and the runelions of the vice-president
as presiding officer of
thesenate;
but, in ease of a failure of choice by
the electors, the senate was to choose the presi
dent, leaving the vice-presidency
to the other person having the highest number of electoral votes.
The next day another report from the committee
of detail gave the senate power to alter or amend
money bills.
All these new provisions wcreadopted in the next three days, except that the election
of the president
was transferred
to the hour.
The constitution
of the senate was not fm_ther
altered, except that the provision was unanimously added, Sept. 15, that no state should be deprived, without its consent, of its equal suffrage
in the senate.
As a rough summary,
we may say
that the fundamental
idea of the senate was brought
in by the comt)romise
of July 5, and that it took
almost complete shape, as it now stands, Sept.
4. Alterations
at other periods of the eonvcnlion were comparatively
unimportant
; and, since
the adoption
of the constitution,
its provisions
with regard to the senate have never been altered,
except by giving to Ihat body, in 1804, the choice
of the vice-president
when the electors failed to
choo_. -- In the form which it finally took and
has since retained, the senate is a body composed
of two members from each state, voting per capita.
In 1803, Tucker said, of the number of senators,
that "it is not probable that it will ever exceed
fifty."
Thenumberisnow(1883)seventy-six,
from
thirty-eight
states.
How far this may be increased
in the future can not even be guessed.
It is true
that there are but eight available
territories remaining (see TERRITORIES); but there are many
indications that the process of forming new states
may be turned to the division of old states.
(See
State Ra'ghts, under _WhTlg SOVEREIGNTY,)
Sen_!
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tors are to be at least thirty years oid, nine years
citizens of the United States, and inhabitants
of
the states for which they are chosen.
They are
chosen by the state legist_atur_ for six years; and
congress may at any time, by law, make reg'ulations, or alter state regulations, as to the manner
and time of their election, but not as to the place.
For many years there was hardly any field for
political man(euvre
more fertile than this of the
choiee of senators by the legislatures.
In some
states senators were elected by concurrent vote of
the two branches of the legislature;
in others, by
joint convention;
in others, a concurrcnt votewas
first to be tried, and then, if necessary, a joint
convention.
In all the states there were chances
for intrigue which were not neglected.
A party
majority in one house would refuse to go into a
joint convention
in which it was certain to be
beaten; or would resign or absent themselves,
(See, for example,
INDL_A.)
One of the most
curious of these manoeuvres
took place in New
York, in 1825.
(See that state.)
Finally, the act
of July 25, 1866, regulated the manner of election,
_ach house of the le_slature
is to vote viva voce
for senator, on the Tuesday following its organization.
On the following
day the houses are to
hold a joint meeting.
If it appears that the same
person has reecived a majority in each house, heis
elected.
If not, the joint meeting is to take at
least one v/va v_ vote a day during the session of
the legislature, until some person shall receive a
majority of all the votes of the meeting, a majority
of each bouse being present.
In the case of a vacancy occurring during the session of the le_slature, the same course of procedure is to begin on
the Tuesday after the notice of the vacancy is received.
If a vacancy occurs when the legislature
is not in session, the constitution
empowers
the
governor to fill it by appointment until the legislature meets. -- When the first senate was organized, ten states were represented.
May 14, 1789,
they were divided
into three classes: one of six
members,
the other two of seven each.
One
member of each class then drew lots, the class
drawing number one to serve two years, number
two to .serve four years, and number
three six
years.
The classes were so arranged
that no two
senators from one state fell in the same class.
As
the other three states sent senators they were assigned by lot in the same way, a blank being so
used as to keep the classes even.
As the terms of
the classes expired, their successors
were elected
for six full years•
Senators from new states are so
assigned as to keep the three classes nearly even.
Thus one-third of the senate goes out of office every
two years; but there is never any complete alterstion of its membership at one time. Theoretically,
• it has been the same body since 1789, in spite of
the periodical changes in its constituent
elements.
This permanence
seems, from the debates of the
convention,
to have been intended mainly to give
foreign nations a sense of security as to the treaty
power of the United State_
but it has had iraportant influencee in every direction. -- In legis-

lative matters the senate holds an equal rank with
the house of representatives
(see, in general, CONORESe); it may not originate bills for raising teeenue, but it may propose or concur with amendmerits, as on other bills.
Its officers are much the
same as those of the house (see Horse OF REPRESENTATIYES);
but it has no such binding code of
rules of order and debate.
In place of them it
relies on the "courtesy
of the senate," which
the older senators of all parties unite in maintaining; and vivacious graduates from the house
of representatives
are rapidly'chilled
down to the
orthodox
temperature
of debate in the senate.
The vice-president
preside% but has no vote, except in case of a tie.
In presiding, he is but the
sl_kesman
of the senate, and is expected merely
to express its will, or in doubtful matters to call
upon it for an expression of its will. He addresses
the members only as "senators"--a
brief and
impressive mode introduced by vice-president Calhoun, instead of the form previously
in use,
"gentlemen
of the senate."
(For the succession
to the presidency, see EXECUTXV_, V.)-- In addi.
tion to its legislative functions the senate has peculiar executive and judicial characteristics, which
greatly increase its dignity and importance.
Its
power to confirm the president's nominations
is
fully treated elsewhere.
(See CO_TI_tMATION BY
THE SF_ATE, TF_'_U_ OF OFFXCE.) It sits as a
court to try impeachments
preferred by the house
of representatives.
(see I._P_AC_m_._TS.)
It has
the power to advise and consent to treaties made
by the president, and they are not valid until so
ratified.
(See JAY's TREATY.) It is even held,
on good authority (see Curtis, as cited below),
that the senate may propose a treaty to the pre_ident; and this interpretation
is certainly rather
unusual than strained.
In transacting
its executive business, the confirmation of nominations and
treaties, the senate acts in secret.
Many unsuccessful efforts have been made to make these debates public. --The
senate chamber is in the centre of the north wing of the capitol at Washington, and its simplicity of appearance
harmonizes
well with the proceedings
of the senate.
The
senate committees
are forty-two
in number, the
most important
being, as a general rule, the cornmittee ov_foreign relatious.--See
5 Elliot's DebatEs
(index under ,.ger_);
The Federalist, iii.-lxvi. ; 2
Curtis' History of the Co_titution,
417 (and also
index under Senate);
Story's
Commenta_'ie_, _
688, 1499 foll.; Poore's Manual of the Senate; the
act of July 25, 1866, is in 14 8tat. at Large.
ALI_XA_DER JomqSTO_.
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS,
_LRY LAW.)
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SER(_EANTy
John_
was born at Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 5, 1779, and died them, :Nov. 23,
1852.
He was graduated
at Princeton, in 1795,
was admitted to the bar in 1799, and was a federalist congres_m_an 1815-23 and 1827-9.
In 1832
he was the whig candidate for vice-president,
and

SERVIA.
was defeated.
(See Win6 P_TY,
I. ; ELECTORAL
VoTe,
XII.)
Ite was a_ain in congre_
as a
whig, 1837--41.
A.J.
SERVIA,
Principality
of, A semi-sovereign
state, the youngest member of the European ramily, to use the expression of an English publicist,
formed of apart of theold Serviau empire founded
by Douchan the Strong in the fourteenth
century,
the dismemberment
of which followed soon after
the death of that prince (1356).
After the fatal
day of Kossovo (1389), which paved the way for
the subjection
of the different
Slave states of
Turkey
in Europe,
the Servians acknowledged
themselves vassals of the Ottoman porle by virtue
of particular
agreements,
the tenor of which recalls the capitulations
concluded
about the same
time between
Turkey and Moldo-Wallachia,
and
which succeeded
no better than the latter in protecting the nationalindependence.
Deprived of its
deapotes, or native chiefs, Servia was gradually
reduce_l to the condition of a simple pascha/_, until
the day when, at the call of Kara-George
and
Miloch, it rose en mas_ against its oppressors,
and
alone, without other aid than its courage and the
diplomatic assistance of Russia, forced, after twenty-two years of fight and negotiation
(I804-1826),
the porte to restore to it a part of its former rights,
In 1826 the additional
act of the convention
of
Akkerman
(Oct. 7), confirmed
three years after
by the treaty of Adrianople,
raised Servia into a
tributary
principality
of the Ottoman porte, with
the privileges of an independent
internal
administration. -- These privileges were stated and specifled in a tfatti-shdrif
of Sultan Mahmoud,
dated
Aug. 3, 1830, which fixed the limits of the new
state, and recognized,
by a berat dated the same
day, Miloch and his descendants
forever as kl_/azcs
(princes) of Servia : a title which had been unanimously conferred upon the liberator three ),ears
before the Servian grand skoupc.htil_a (national assembly).
A second tlatti-sh_.r(f,
promulgated
in
December,
1838, framed the o_tsla_, or Servian
statute, in sixty-six articles relative to the government, administration,
finances, etc. -- The rights
and immunities
derived from these Itatti-shdrifs
received a new sanction by the treaty of Paris of
187-)6,which abolished the protectorate
that Russia
had established
over Servia, substituting
for it the
collective guarantee
of the contracting
powers,
and stipulated,
at the same time, for the neutrality
and inviolability
of the Servian territory, as may
be seen from articles twenty-eight
and twenty-nine,
worded thus: "Art. 28. The principality
of Servia
shall continue to depend upon the sublime porte,
in conformity with the imperial Battis which fix
and determine
its rights and immunities,
placed
henceforth
under the collective
guarantee
of the
contracting
powers.
Consequently,
the aforesaid
principality
shall preserve
its independent
and
national administration,
as well as full freedom of
conscience, legislation,
commerce and navigation,
Art, 29. No armed intervention
shall take place
in Servia without
previous agreement
between
104
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the high contracting powers."-The situation of
Servia, stationary during the reign of Alexander
Karageorg_,vitc_l
(September,
1842, to December,
1&58), was improved both externally and internally
in cousequence
of the revolution
which called the
Ohrenovitchs
to the throne.
In 1862 the Turks
consented to evacuate the fortrec.ses of the Danube
and the Save, wi_h the exception
of Belgrade,
Semendria and Chabatz, which, in turn, were not
long afterward
restored
to the Scrvians (1867).
Two years after (July, 1869), the ott,,t_e was abolished by the sko_pchti_ut, and replaced
by the
constitution
which now rules Scrvia.--PolRieal
State.
It results from the preceding that Servia
enjoys exactly the same rights as a state, and is
placed in the same position toward
Turkey,
as
Roumania.
Like the latter, its government
and
administration
are completely independent
of the
suzerain power, to which it is only obliged to pay
an annual tribute of 4,600 Turkish purses.
It furnishes neither troops nor money in time of war.
It preserves its national flag of tricolor bands with
the arms of the principality
embroidered
in relief
(a field of gules with a cross of silver, strewn with
four sabres, and surmounted
by a crown), and
maintains
at Constantinople,
like )Ioldo Wallachia, an agentorresident(k,
apouk/a_a)accreditedto
the porte. -- Area and Population.
The area of the
principality
is estimated at 49,500 square kilometres. It forms five great territorial
circumscriptions, divided, for administrative
purposes,
into
seventeen departments
(eighteen with the city of
Bel_rade), subdivided
into sixty arrondissements,
comprising
1,199 communes,
of which forty are
city communes
and 1,159 are rural communes,
with 2,200 villages. --The
populalion
amounted,
according
to the census of 1866, to 1,215,576, as
follows : Servians, 1,057,540; native Wallachians,
127,326 ; Jews, 5,539 ; and Bohemians
(gypsies),
2_5,171. The domiciled
foreigners (6,960) are not
included
in this number. -- GoverTw_elzt.
Tho
government
is a constitutional
monarchy,
heroditary m the family of Ol)renovitch.
Tire prince,
or kniaz, with the title of most serene higtmess,
as well as the eh_m_u of Roumania. exercises the
powers and enjoys the prerogatives devolving upon
the sovereign in constitutional
state_, promulgates
the laws and ordinances,
appoints the public oflL
cials, commands
the military forces, signs agreements and treaties, and alone represents the nation
with foreign powers.
He governs with the aid of
responsible
ministers.
The number of ministerial
departments,
limited to three by the oustav of 1838,
was raised to seven by the law of 1861, interior,
finances, foreign affairs, justice, public instruction and worship, war, public works.
The prince
shares the legislative power with the national assembly (skoupchtina).
There are two kinds of
skoupchtinas
: the ordinary skoupchtina,
which
assembles
every year, and the extraordinary
or
grand skoupehtina,
convoked
only in certain exceptional and fixed cases.
The ordinary skoupchtina is composed of representatives
elected bythe_
nation, and of deputies One-third) appointed
by
!
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the executive power.
Every tax-paving
Servian
isanelectorattwenty.oneyearsofage;everyetector paying thirty francs tax is eligible.
The constitution guarantees to the citizens equality before
the law, individual
liberty, religious
liberty, libertyof the press, anti the abolition of confiscation.
- Administration.
The departments
(okraujie) are
administered
by prefects
(natcludnik),
tile arrondissements
by subprefects
appointed
by the govcrnment;
the communes
by kn,_tes elected by the
inhabitants,
and fulfilling
both the functions
of
mayorsand
justices of the peace. -- Justice.
Justice is administered:
1, by a court of appeal
(Belgrade),
divided into three chambers;
2, by a
court of appeal also sitting at Belg_,te;
8, by tribunals of first resort sitting in chief towns of the
departments;
4, by rural courts, established
from
time immemorial
in each commune,
and cornposed of the kmJte and two assessors.
The jury
system was introduced
in 1871, but only for certain cases.
The proceedings
before all the tribunals are public and oral.
The death penalty is no
longer inflicted
in political offenses.
Moreover,
it is resorted
to only in cases of premeditated
murder.
The duration
of the punishment
of
forced labor or of imprisonment
can not exceed
twenty
years. _ Pubhb J'nsiruct_on.
According
to published
official accounts,
there were in the
principality,
at the end of the scholastic
year
1870-71, 484 communal
schools, which furnish
only elementary
instruction,
eighteen
establishmeats of secondary instruction,
one academy (Belgrade), composed
of three facultics.0aw,
science
and philosophy);
in all, 505 establishmcnts,
attended by 27,761 pupils (10,978 in 1861), which
is only an average of 2_- to every 100 inhabitants,
But it is only just to remark that before 1830 Servia did not possess a single school, and that instruction was so far from being general, that the
two founders
of Servia's independence,
KaraGeorge and Miloch, did not even know how to
read.
Instruction in all the schools is gratuitous;
primary instruction
is, in a certain measure, obligatory. -- Worship.
The prevailing religion is the
Greek Catholic.
All other creeds are freely professed.
The Servian church is autocephalic
(autonomous),
that is, it governs
itself, entirely
independent
of the ecumenical patriarchate
of Constantinople,
by a synod composed
of the arch.
bishop of Belgrade,
metropolitan
of Servia, and
three diocesan
bishops of Chabatz, Ndgotine and
OujitzP.
The four dioceses together contained,
in
1871, 379 churches and chapels, with 742 priests,
and 42 monasteries,
with 135 monks.
The bishops
are chosen by the synod and confirmed
by the
prince.
The metropolitan
is appointed
directly
by the synod. --/nternal
.Pw/atwns.
The principality maintains
official relations:
1, with the
Ottoman porte by means of a Servian c_argg-d'af,
fedr_atConstantinople;
2, wlth the six guaranteeing powers (France, Austria,
Great Britain, Italy,
Prussia,
Russia) through
the medium of agents
and consuls general of these powers accredited
to the prince at Belgrade; 3, with Roumania, by

means of the Servian agency at Bucharest
(1862),
and the Roumanian
agency at Belgrade (1863).
The principality
also sends a del%o-ate to the permanent river commission
of the Danube, established by article seventeen of the treaty of Paris.
--Military
_brce*.
The military forces are cornposed of two distinct elements,
although
each
completes the other: the standi_g arms/, which is,
properly speaking, only a collection of the organizations of different
sorts ; and the nvilitia, the
organization
of which resemblcs
somewhat
that
of the Prussian ]andwehr.
The first, which is recruited by lot, does not exceed 4,000 men.
The
second, composed of all the citizens from twenty
to fifty )'ears of age who do not form part of the
standing
army, is divided
into three classes or
bans.
The first ban, formed of men from twenty
to thirty years of age, has an effective force of
68,364 men, infantry, cavalry and artillery, divided
into fivccommands,
orvoivodies.--l_ina_ce.
There
are few countries
in which the finances are administered
with more wisdom
than in Servia.
Almost all the budgets show an excess of receipts.
Thus the budget year 1870-71 showed an excess
of receipts of 1,352,281 francs, out of a total of
14,309,242 francs.
The principal
sources of revenue are the direct taxes (7,661,200 fr.) and the
customs (2,363,296 fr.).
Among the expenditures
(12,956,096 fr.)figure
the general services of the
ministries for a total of 10,765,090 francs, the civil
list of the prince ('504,000 fr.), the tribute
to the
Ottoman
porte (494,027 ft.), the dotation of the
legislative
bodies (163,461 fr.), etc.Commerce.
Thevalueoftheimportsforthefouryears1868-71
presents an annual average of about 25,000,000
francs.
The average of the exports for the same
period was 29,426,100 francs.
In 1868, in consequence of the extreme abundance of cereals, it
ro_ to 38,000,000.
The principal articles of export are: hogs, cattle, wool, hides, tallow, suet,
brandy (plum) and cereals, which, until 1865, figured among the articles of import.*
A. UBIC_L
* The independence of Servia from Turkey was established
by article thirty-four of the treaty of Berlin, signed July 13.
1878, and
wascapital,
solemnly
by Prince
(now
King)
Milan
at his
Aug.proclaimed
_.2,1878.--The
revenue
of Servia
is derived chiefly from direct imposts, including a general
capitation tax, classified as to rank, occupation and income
of each individual, and which is assessed, in the first instance,
_nthefollows:
differentrevenue,
communes
or parishes. The budget
for 188,3
£1,39'2,000;expenditures,
£1,391,000;
showing £900 surplus; and being an increase of revenue to
the amount of £86,5000ver the previous year. Thetnerease
(about the same) in the expenditure is chiefly due to the expenses incurred in reorganizing the 8ervian army on the Getmansystem. Thenatiomfldebtisabout£5,500,000,£3.500,0()0
heing incurred for the new railway (Belgrade-Vranja), the
interest and amortization of which, during fifty vestS, is 6
percent.; £1,500,000foralotteryloan, torepaythewarrequisitlon; £'_o0,000doe to Russia; and ,_50,000 incurred in 1882
to pay the claims of the disinherited Turks in the aunexed
provinces. Theinterestandexpeusesonthedebtamountto
_o,ooo in the budget for 1888._ The standing army of Servia,
onand
a peace
footing,
is 9,710men-infantry,
artillery,
neers
cavalry.
Besides
the stauding army,
there isengithe
nations]mUftis, sothat, onpaper, in1882, the'total war forcc
of Serviaamouatedto=10battano_wtth=ZS,
C00m_tnaU.

SEWARD.
SESSIONS
OF CONGRESS.
SEfiSmNS OF.)

SHIMONOS_KI
(See CONORESS,

SEWARD,
William
H., was born at Florida,
I_T.Y., May 16, 1801, and died at Auburn, N.Y.,
Oct. 10, 1872.
He was graduated
at Union in
18°.0, was admitted to the bar in 1822, and entered
political
life as an "anti-mason."
(See A_TIM.Aso_vaY.) Its was a member of the state senate
1830-34, and, on the union of the various elements
of opposition
into the whig party, he became its
candidate
for governor.
Defeated in 1834, he was
elected in 1838 and 1840. In 1849, he became
United States senator from New York, and at once
became the most prominent
of the anti-slavery
whigs.
He had organized
a faction of his own
way of thinking in the state, in opposition to the
Fillmore,
or "silver
gray," whigs, and seems to
have believed that he would finally be as successful with the national party.
The attempt was a
failure; but Seward's speeches in the senate made
him the acknowledged
leader of the new repubiican party from its first organization.
In one of
"them, he made the startling
assertion that there
was a higher law in politics than the constitution,
But the vigor of his speeches had made him a dangerous candidate
for a new party; and, although
he confidently
expected
the nomination
for the
presidency
in 1860, it was given to Lincoln.
Nevertheless, he became Lincoln's
secretary of state
in 1861, and served until 1869. (See ALABA_I_,
CLAIMS, RF-,CONSTRUCTmN.) See Baker's Life of
W.. It. Seward; Welles' Lincoln and Seward;
C.
F. Adams' Memorial Address on Seward; Jenkins'
"Phis army has 810 officers,and some 3430pieces of artillery.
The army is, however, being reorganizedon the German systern. By the new law every able-bodied Serviau will be in
the army from his twentieth to his fiftieth year. At twenty
he enters for two years the regular army, afterward passing
into the reserve until he reaches his thirtieth year. From
thirty to thirty-seven he is in the flrst.claso militia, andfrom
thirty-seven until fifty in the second-class mihtia. The in.
fantry
battalions,
and the cavalry
two mgiments. will
Thehave
totalfifteen
war forcewtll
be 135battalions,
withlS0,000
men. -- Servia had, in 1883,a population of nearly 1,750,000.
_Tbe inhabitants are almost entirely Slaves, theTurkishpopulatlon on the territory (4,250aquam nflles)acquired from Tur.
key by the Berlin treaty having rapidly disappeared. There
_h'ele_s than £,O00Jews (who have much of the commerce of
thecountryintheirhands). Thegypsypopuiation, it is stated,
is turning to the cultivation of the land, on the advantageous
terms offered to them by the government. -- The state is di_,ided into twenty-one counties. In religion Servia is almost
independent of the patriarch of Constantinople. Then are
about 10,000 Roman Catholics, chiefly subjects of AustriaHungary, with about 460 Protestants. The excess of births
over deaths amounted to 15,.'_55in 1880,and to 36,836in 1881.
_The chief trade of Servia is with Austria. Besides, with
that country, a8 remarked above, commercial intercourse is
mainly earcied on with France, the United States, Turkey
and Roumania. The total imports are omcially valued at
about .'_,000,000,and the exports at considerably less, mainly
to and from Austria and Turkey. Live animals are the
_alef article of export, particularly pigs, which are kept
in countle(mherds, feeding on the acorns which cover the
ground for miles. Large quantities of cereals, hides and
prunes,are ahso exported. The commercial resources of Servia are u yet wholly undeveloped, chiefly for want of roads,
but a railway from Belgrade to Vranja is being constructed,
are LaT0mile, of telegraph.--F. M.
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of New York, 607; "Savagc's Lioing RepMen, 404; W. lt. Seward's Work_.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.

SEYMOUR,
Horatio,
was born in Pompey,
Ommdaga
count)', New York, in 1811, studied
and practiced
law for a time, and was elected
mayor of Utica in 1840, and member of the legislature in 1841. Hc there became one of the leaders
of the conservative,
or hunker,
democrats,
supporting Gee. Bouck's administration.
In the democratic dissen._ions whi('h followed,
he took no
active part on either side, and, in 1850, was unanimously nominated
for governor by a united convcntion of allthe factions, and wasbeaten
byabout
300 votes in a poll of about 430,(-K)0. In 1852, he
was again nominatcd,
and was elected.
In 1854,
hc was again the regular candidate in the "scrubrace" of that )'ear, and was defeated
by Clark,
the fusion (afterward republican)
candidatc, hy 309
votes.
In 1862 he was again elected governor, by
about 11,000 majority over Wadsworth,
republican. (See DRAFTS ) His party orthodoxy, together
with his moderate
and conciliatory
course, had
long since made him the recognized
leader of the
:New York democratic
part)'; and the inclination
toward
him spr.ead until, in 1868, the national
convention nominated him, against his own desire,
for president.
He was defeated,
and has since
refused to take any active part in politics.
(See
DEMOCRATIC PAItTY, VI.)
See Savage's .Representatire Men, 428; Jenkins'
Goverrc_'s of _¥w
York, 706 ; Croly's Lives of Seymour and Blair
(1868); McCabe's Life of Seynwur (1868).
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
SHAY'S
REBELLION.
TION, ARTICLES
OF.)

(See

CONFEDERA-

SHERMAN,
John, was born at Lancaster, O.,
May 10, 1823, was admitted
to the bar in 1844,
and entered political life as a whig.
IIe was a
republican congressman
from Ohio, 1855-61, and
United States senator, 1_61-77.
He then became
secretary, of the treasury
under tIayes, serving
with such brilliant
success thal, in 1880, hewas
one of the three leading candidates for the repubiican presidenlial
nomination.
(See REPUBLICAN
PARTY, III.)
See Sherman's
Select Speeches and
Reports.
A.J.
SHIMONOS_KI
INDEMNITY.
The town
of Shimonos(_ki
commands
the narrow straits
leading into the Inland sea from the sea of Japan,
which, at this point, are about a half-mile wide.
On June 25, 1863, in obedience to orders from the
mikado to close the straits, the clansmen
of ChJshiu fi red on the American steamer Pembroke, but
without injm'y to the vessel.
On July 16, by order of the minister of the United State.u, Capt.
bIeDougall,
of the United States steamship W'yoming, attacked the batteries, and sunk two yesse]s moored under them.
French and Dutch vessels, being fired on, also shelled the batteries, the
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French with a landing force destroying one of the
'redoubts.
On Sept. 5, 1864. a combined squadron
of one American,
nine British, three French and
four Dutch ships of war, with 208 guns and 7,590
men, attacked the forts and destroyed them.
The
American
portion of this force consisted of thc
chartered
steamcr Takiang, with one Parrot gun,
commanded
by 1,ieut. Pearson, who had 258 men
under him ; the expenses being in all less than
$25,000.
The allied representatives
claimed from
the sh6gun's
government,
at Yedo, compcnmtion
for damage done, $420,000, or $140,000 apiece to
tim Dutch, French and Americans, out of the "indemnity"
of $3, 000, 000, to be divided among the
four treaty powers, making
the share of Great
Brilain $645,000, and of each of tile others $785.000.
The bill presented ior damage to the Perubroke (loss of time, freight aml passengers)
was
$10,000; the further claim for "annuities
to dead
and wounded"
of the Wyoming,not
being allowed.
The last installment
of the indemnity
was paid to
the treaty powers by the mikado's
government
in
T6kiS, in 1875. This " Shimonos,_ki
Indemnity
Fund,"
deposited
in the treasury of the United
States, amounting,
in 1882, with interest, to more
than double the original sum, has never been applied to public use, the whole business being looked
upon, as it indeed was, as iniquitous
and extortionate.
A bill authorizing
the return of this
money to Japan, after deducting
a small part of
it for the officers and men of ttle Wyoming,
has
repeatedly
passed one house of congre_.*
W. E.G.
ISHI1NTOo We shall improve the space at our
command
byoutlining
the features of pure ShintS,
the indigenous
religion of Japan, which has exerted st) great a political influence upon the empire,
which is so enthusiastically
studied
by AngloJapanese
scholars, which has given rise to a large
portion of modern Japanese
literature,
including
the finest works of erudition
in the hmguage,
which furnishes the basis of some vigorous polemics against advancing
Christianity,
and the originat s(:ripturcs of which have been denominated
by Basil Hall Chamberlain
"the earliest authentic
and connected literary product of that large divasi(m of the human race which has been variously
denominated
Turanian,
Tartar and Altaic, * *
even preceding
by at least a century
the most
ancient extant literary compositions
of non-Aryan
India."-The pure Japanese
term for the native
religion is Kami no Michi, the Way of the Gods;
or, Religion of the Kami. The later and more conelse Chinese term, Shint5 (Shin god, and 15 doctrine, i. e., theology), was invented to distinguish
it
from the Way or doctrine of the Chinese sages, or
of Buddha.
T5 in Shint5 is the same as the Tau
of Lao-tse, or Tauism.
It seems no longer doubtful that the Japanese islands were peopled by a
race from northeastern Asia, who made their way
• Since this article was written, the indemnity has been
imtd, but paid wttho_ ix_er_

from the continent
through Cores, long before
Buddhism
entered China, or before Chinese culture had greatly influenced
the nations
around
the Middle Kingdom.
Tile invaders found on the
soil the AinSs and other tribes, whom they subdued
a_ they moved northwardly
and westwardly.
They
obtained
a_cendency,
not only by their superior
arms and prowess, but by their fetiehes and religious beliefs.
The political order established
by
the conquerors
resembled
feudalism,
and of the
many shrines, established
upon the allotted
lands
by the victors or their descendants,
for the reverence of ancestors, some attained great eminence
and renown. Theinv.aders
professed to have come
ori_nally
from heaven, and so called themselves
the heavenly race, and their ancestors ttle heavenly gods, while their serfs or conquered
people
were tile earthly race, and their chiefs the earthly
gods. --Until
the introduction
of writing
from
China, in the fourth
century, the prayers,
odes
and traditions
of this essentially
aucestral
cult
were handed
down from mouth to mouth
and
were not committed
to writing until the eighth
century.
Upon the introduction
of Buddhism,
in
552 A. D., which served to spread Chinese literary
culture, the superiority
of botlx the religious and
the literary forms and codes of India and China
were so apparent
that native developments
were
smitten with paralysis, and, instead of originating,
the people borrowed wholesale.
Ancient Japanese civilization may be compared
to the wooden
caissons, on which modern
engineers
build their
lofty towers of bridge masonry;
for soon after the
Kojiki (Book of Ancient
Records) 711-12 A. D.,
and the Nillongi (Chronicles
of Japan) 720 A. D.,
were completed,
all that was peculiar
to ancient
Japan was rapidly overlaid by Chinese institutions
and culture in every department
of human activity, and the old features of national life and faith
faded from view.
In 927 A. D. the code of ceremonial law, Engishiki,
was reduced to writing,
though in reality it containsaritualohter
in many
portions than the historic period, which latter,
in the light of present historical research, can not
probably be stretched
beyond 400 A. D. -- The
Kojiki pictures creation as evolution
out of chaos,
in which matter existed before intelligence,
the
first imperfectly
formed beings springing
like
sprouts from the warm mud, and arriving at cornpleted spirit anti form only after successive stages
of advance.
Japan was the first created land, and
the first pair, Izanagi and Izanami, furnished
the
Japanese
archipelago
with everything
needful,
and populated
it with gods, men and animals.
Heaven and earth were still united, but gradually
a separation took place.
The most famous child
of the divine pair was a daughter,
who became the
sun. Her grandson, Ninigi, was sent from heaven
to earth to subdue the turbulent inhabitants,
who,
in multiplying,
became rebellious.
Descending
from the skies to mount Kirishima in Hiuga, Kiushin, he subdued his enemies, and his grandson,
Hohod_ai,
born of a dragon mother, set out on a
_ur of conquer,
and _xlng his seat of govern-
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SHINT0.
ment near KiSto, became the first mikado of Japan,
being, many centuries afterward,
canonized
as
Jlmmu TennS.
By an edict of the 123d mikado,
Mutsuhito, promulgated Dec. 15, 1872, the date of
Jimmu's accession to the throne was fixed at 660
B. C., so that the Japanese year corresponding
to
1883 A. D. is 2543d of the Japanese empire.
Tile
mikadois
thus the personal ccntre of thc Shint5
religion, which consists in thc practice of the worship of ancestors, of the sun and other forces of
nature, of the gods of grain, of the trees, of the
watercourses,
of the roads, and of various local in.
fluences.
Even animals, trees, swords and jewels
were, in the primeval cult, called kami, and thus
deified, though not prohably worshiped.
_omeof
the kami were evil, some good.--The
Japanese
mythology
is abundant,
fanciful, extravagant,
anti
farfrombeingharmoniousinitsstatements.
Thrce
cycles of myths are distinguished
by Mr. Chamberlain, having their origin respectively
in Kiushiu,YamatoandIdzumo.
All thedeitiesof
Shint5
were once men, and the chief of them are now
worshiped
by tile leading noble familiesof the imperial court as their ancestors.
It is to be noticed,
that while ideas or expressions
from the Chinese
classics are to be detected in the Kojiki, the ancient
liturgies
are in pure Japanese.
In addition
to
these monuments
of the archaic speech, special
prayers and hymns are still composed ongreat occasions, a notable instance being that iu KiSto, in
1868, On this occasion the mikado took an oath
to form a parliament
for the discussion of national
affairs, and the most solemn invocations
were
made to the Heavenly
Gods to ratify the august
vow which became the foundation
of the new geeernment.
Yet, notwithstanding
its impressive
ritual, ShintS, in comparison
with Buddhism
or
the system of Confucius, lacks dogma and formulated codes; teaching no ethics, unless reverenccto
the dead and unquestioning
submission to the mikado's will may be called ethics.
Most of the elements composing positive religion are absent, such
as precise doctrines,
casuistry, a polemic propaganda, and distinctly marked ministers of religion.
In
its unpainted
and ungilded
sllrines, severely simple, and built on the type of the dwelling house
of ancient Japan, are no idols, or emblems, except
the notched stripsof white paper--the
economical
substitute
for the ancient offerings of white silk•
Closets may contain written prayers, and vases the
same or folded paper, while offerings of fruits,
grain and fish, are made at stated seasons.
The
ancient toT-/i (bird re_t), or perch for the sacrcd
chanticleers,
have now become the holy archways
through which worshipers
approach
the shrine,
In stone or wood, red or unpainted,
these "gateways _' are as striking objects in the landscapes of
Japan as are spires in northern christendom.
An¢ient sacrifices, as the liturgies show, cons£_ted of
rice-beer,
grain, fine cloth, coarse silk, brocade,
and boars and cocks, which latter, however, were
never slaughtered.
Actual lustrations and prayers
for cleansing were frequent,
and now survive in
the washings
of the hands and rinsings of the
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mouths of worshipers.
Indeed, the radical idea
of offenses was that of defilement, and that of
amendment purification.
The religious distinction
between
"good"
and "bad"
was, in general,
"clean"
and "unclean."
Mr. Ernest Satow, in
"The Mythology and Religious Worship of the
Ancient
Japanese"
(Westminster
Review,
:No.
ccx xvii., p. 25), says that of the two classes the
Asiatic invaders
were agriculturists,
while the
primitive iuhabitant_
were hunters or fishermen,
and that the "heavcnly"'offenses
mentioned
in
the rituals were those peculiar to an agricultural class living among a people pursuing
different hereditary
occupations,
while the "earthly"
offenses were more general
in their nature._
Left alone by itself. Shint5 might
have developed into a perfected
system, with all the appurtenances of a religion properly so called.
This,
however, was not so to be.
Instead of resisting
Buddhism,
it became, in contact with it, weaker
and weaker
in the struggle
for existence.
It
was not only overlaid by Buddhism,
but, in the
ninth century, it was practically absorbed by the
India cult through the Philo-like irenicon of KSbS, a Japanese
priest, learned and perhaps unscrupulous,
who, after a professed revelation from
the kami, proclaimed
that all the chief gods of
ShintS, the native heroes and patriarchs,
were but
previous imperfect
manifestations
of Buddha
to
Japan before his avatar as the perfect teacher to
India.
The native myths, legends and doctrines
were explained
according
to Buddhist
ideas, the
old gods were baptized with Buddhist
names and
titles, and henceforth
ShintS, as a rcligious sys.
tern, except in a few obscure temples, and among
a few noble families, among which its purity wan
sacredly maintained,
di_ppearcd
from view, and
was utterly forgotten
by the mass of tile people.
When, howcver,
in the seventeenth
century, the
political
genius of Iy(_yasu gave " the peace of
absolutism,"
after centuries
of civil war, and
scholars had leisure for research, a school of zealous Shint5 scholars arose. The ancient texts were
unearthed,
deciphered,
edited and lectured upon
with literary acumen and polemic zeal.
Shinto
was again set forth in its primal purity, appealing
aliketo patriotism and the religious instinct.
The
logical consequences
fol]owed.
The conviction
flashed itself upon the minds of thosc who espetinily hated the despotism of the Tokugawa
rulers
at Yedo, that if the mikado was the descendant
and representative
of the Heavenly
Gods of the
Divine Country (Japan),
hc ought, I)y virtue of
his divine descent, to reign as emperor,
as well
as pope, and rule his people without a lieutenant
between himself and them.
Reverence
for the
m{kado and hatred
of the usurper
increased,
forming a public opinion hostile to thc duarchy.
When the revolution of 1868 broke out, the most
potent moral force behind the cannon balls of the
imperialists was the belief in the divinity of the
mikado and in his right to govern in person, and
expel the alien from the polluted
Land of the
Gods (Japan).
The shOgunate was abolished, and
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duarchy ceased.
_NTOsooner was the new government established in TOki6 than the Buddhist erablems and ritual war purged from the ancient
Shint6 temples, and in place of incense, gilding,
imag_.q and altars, were seen the austere simplicity
of virgin wood, white paper and naturalofferings,
A vigorous
propagamta
throughout
the empire
ensued, and for a time it seemed as though Japan
was to be led back to the ideas anti mental attitude

Chinese peninsula,
Siam proper is, geographically,
the basin of the Meinam river.
A long, narrow
strip of land, which runs southward
from the
head of the gulf of Siam to near latitude
4,
forms the isthmus of Kraw, and nearly half of the
lessening
"Malay"
peninsula.
The other frontagers of Siam are the wealthy Chinese province
of Yunnan
on the north, and Annam and Cambodia on tile east and south.
Siam is thus an axe-

of a world that had passed away fifteen centuries
before.
But such amiracle wasnot robe wrought,
:Experience
soon showed
the mikado's ministers
that in the nineteenth
century
men could not be
horn again into the primitive
b,lrbaric age.. The
foreignerq refused to be expelled. --With
the revolutionary
movement
came the multifarious
derounds of complex government,
foreign relations
and popular
rights.
Practical
politics
jostled
state religion aside, and the ancient Cmmcil of
tho Gods of Heaven
and Earth
(Jin-gi
Kuan)
which had once outranked
the Council of the
Great Government
(1)at-j5 Kuan)
was reduced
first to a department,
then to a bureau, again to a
sub-bureau,
an(t finally, in 1880, abolished utterly,
Nevertheless,
Shint.5 is still a living force witil
millions of the Japanese:
anti the grave problem
now before the minds of earnest patriots
is the
transmutation
of the old popular reverence for the
throne and person of the mikado as divine, into
the new loyalty of intelligent
respect.
Tile period
between the disintegration
of old sanctions and
motives and the inrooting and growth intostrength
of new political habits of thought, is always a pcricnl fraught with peril, but it is to be hoped that
with the decay of the old may come a purer and
stronger
religious
faith as well a._ new political
theory and fabric, and that the throne of the oldest living dynasty on earth may find even a securer foundation
than the stilts of myth, when
resting upon constitutional
foundations
" broadbased upon the people's
wil]."--LtTF.RATt;m_.
Nearly all the best writing
upon Shint6 is found
in the Transactians of the Asiat_ Society of Japan,
by Ernest
Satow and Basil Hall Chamberlain.
See also Westminster
Rer_w, July, 1878, and The
Mikado's _mpire, _ew York.
WM. ELLIOT GR1TFIS.
SIAM.
When first known to the Portuguese
explorers of the sixteenth
century,
this country,
full of brown-skinned
people, or " Moors," was
called Siam, from a Malay word (Sdydrn) meaning
"brown
race," and quite unknown
as a proper
name to the Siamese, who call their ]and Muang
Tai, " The Free Kingdom."
This national d_ignation of the Tai people is significant of the victory. of Buddhism,
which
knows no caste, over
Brahmanism,
in which men are fixed, as by decrees
of predestination,
in various ranks of subordination to the Brahmans.
Tai (Siam) constantly
rejoices in its deliverance
from the dogmas of caste,
and in the purity of its Buddhism,
which is of the
"southern"
or less modified form of Shaka Mu.

shaped country, with an extreme length of 1,350
miles, with a breadth
varying
from 60 to 4(D
miles, with a coast line nearly equal to its land
frontiers.
The greater portion of the kingdom is
an unexplored
wilderness of forest land, the settled
portion consisting of teeming alluvial plains, which
in many respects resemble tile Nile landsof Egypt.
The reports
of the area vary from 3_0,000 to
180,000 square miles, a fact which is due partly
to genuine ignorance of topography,
and partly to
the elastic nature of boundaries
in those portions
whose inhabitants
fluctuate ifl their loyalty to the
lordof thegolden umbrella.
Politically, theneighbors of Siam art; the British in Burmah and Wellesley province, tile Malays in the peninsula, the
Chinese, tim Cambodians,
the Annamcse,
and the
French who are near enough for possible close
relations.
The vassalage
of some of the people
under Siamese rule is of a nominal character;
but
tile tendency
is to the increase, rather than tile
contrary, of Siamese supremacy.
Two seasons, the
wet and thedry, rule the yt_r.
Most of the habitable portion of the Mcinam's ba.sin is overflowed
from June to August, by which latter month the
snows of Thibet have fully melted, and the tities and villages rise like islands out of the Nilelike flood, the people living in boats and moving
over the crops beneath.
This abundance
of neverfailing water in a tropical land makt_ it a perpetual
garden.
Plant life attains its maximum,
an(l antreal forms are abundant.
Thedry season lasts from
.November
to April.
The thermometer
ranges
from 64 ° to 99 ", averaging
81°. On the whole,
the climate is salubrious, though malarial disorders
prevail during the wet season.
Europeans,
with
an occasional visit to a cooler climate, can maintain health, and work during
most of tile (lays
of the year.
Food is excessively cheap, clothing
light, and shelter easily erected.
The people _
manifest
the traits of a weak and passive race.
Their hodie.s are frail and slim, and their mind¢
quick rather
than strong.
Their
virtues
and
vices are those usually
found
in a climate in
which nature is an over-indulgent
mother,
and
are fostered by a religion that, like southern Bnddhism, of which Siam is the citadel, is full of inteliectual subtlety,
but allows little outward manifestation.-Most of the land was formerly held
on a semi-feudal
tenure, the farming
population
being kept in practical
serfdom,
and compelled
to work at forced labor during
portions of the
year. This system of debt-slavery which formerly
prevailed, by which millions of debtors in bondage
to creditors
were branded with the seal or mark

_ai's teachings.
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SIAM.
is in course of extinction.
Yet" the rice is still
badly cultivated;
and, notwithstanding
the fertility of the soil, famines are far from unknown,
Yet better methods of agriculture
are being introduccd,
The old plan of driving herds of buffaloes over the fields to level the weeds anti turn
up the soil, which was afterward
harrowed
with
thorny shrubs, has given way to improved labor,
which has greatly increased
the output of cereals,
and made the export of grain possible and profitable.
Rice, cotton, sug'ar, indigo, various woods,
gums, spices, metals and ivory are now exported,
--Of
the 12,000,000
souls under Siamese rule,
one-third only are of the Tat race, another third
are Chinese, the remainder being Laotians, 5Ialays,
Hindoos,
Cambodians,
etc.
The Siamese are a
mixed people, sprung from Mongolian and Aryan
ancestors,
and possess the mental and pllys'ical
traits of both the ttindoos
and thc Chinese.
Nearly half of the words in their language
have
their roots in Sanskrit.
The written
lan_mage
has an alphabet of sixty-four
letters, of which
forty-four
are consonants
and twenty
vowels,
Like most alphabets or syllabaries of Chinese Asia,
the Siamese system has been derived from ancient
l_dia by Buddhism,
though in this iu_ance
mediately through
Cambodia,
thc ancient
Cambodiancharacterbeingsiillusedintheir_sacredbooks,
The vocabulary,
which
is mea_oTe and mostly
monosyllabic,
is eked out by tonic inflections,
by
which one word does duty for several distinct
me_mings.
The language is simple in strncture,
with few idioms, and in general features resembles
Chinese.
The spelling,
like that of Corea, and
most countries
having an alplmbet unnecessarily
large, is in a state of chaos.
Writing is from left
to right.
The national literature
is of local importance
only, most of what is excelh,nt in it
being borrowed from Chinese or Hindoo sources,
or closely formed on foreign models.
The Buddhist writings arc very voluminous.
The homely
wisdom and keen wit of the people are best cxI+rt,_ed in their proverbs.
Education
is alnmst
entirely in the hands of the priests, who constitute
a l'trge and influential class.
Siam for over 1.200
years has been intensely and only Buddhist,
and
it is estimated
that the priests obtain for their
per_nal
and bodily support
alone, the sum of
$25,000,000 annually. -- The government
is nominally a duarchy,
the supreme
king possessing
about two-thirds,
and thetesser
king one-third, of
the power, the latter acting as a prime minister or
first counselor, though, like theother
high nobles,
taking semi-annually
the oath of allegiance to the
supreme king.
The legislative power is vested in
a council of state and the senabawdi or ministry;
the former consisting
of from ten to twenty counselors, presided over by the king, with the ministers who sit without voting; and the latter, of the
ministers or heads of departments.
The king
can not promulgate
laws without the consent of
thi_ council, which also confirms the succession to
the throne, which, though
nominally
hereditary,
is not always to the eldest son. -- The untrust-
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worthy annals of the Siamese extend back centuries before Christ, but history, in the modern critical sense, begins with the founding of the capital,
Ayuthia, A. D. 1350. The civil era, as used by
the ruling dynasty, begins at 638 A. D., so that the
present year 1883 is the 1245th of Siam.
In the
sixteenth century the Siamese extended their sway
over Cambodia and the Malay peninsula.
Among
the people trading with them, or serving in their
armies, were the Japanese.
Relations
with Europe were first established
in 1513, when the king
of Siam sent an embassy with gifts to the great
Portuguese
huccaneer
Albuquerque,
who had
conquered
Malacca.
Commerce
with Portugal
was established,
and in 1604 the Dutch took a
share in the profits of trading
between Bangkok
and Europe on the one hand and Nagasaki
on the
other.
Thefirst Englishvea_el
arrived at Ayuthia
in 1612. Later on a Greek adventurer,
named
Phaulkon,
who had found his way to Siam, ingratiatt_d him¢elf in the king's favor, was uppointed by degrees to high office, and persuaded
the Si'lmese to send an embassy to France.
This
was done, the envoys visiting
Paris,
and also
London, concluding
treaties _'ith Louis XIV. and
Ch._rles II.
The French king sent out embassies
in 1685 and 1687, and through
the influence or
treachery
of Phaulkon,
a force of five hundred
French sohtiers were given po_ession
of the elladel at B'mgkok,
which thcy held until 1690, when
they were expelled, and French influence suffered
a bloody, decNive overthrow.
In 1782 the Burmans, having invaded Siam, sacked and burned
Ayuthia, the present rulinzdymL¢ly
was founded,
and the capital removed to B:mgkok.
Since the
foundation of Ayuthia,
in 1350 A D., forty soyereigns have rnled over Muang Tat. Treatie_ with
the Ea<t India company were m'tde in 1822 anti
1825. The American
sea captain
Edmund
Roberls, of Portsmouth,
N. II . wa.s commissioned
by
Prcsident
Jackson to makc a treaty with Siam,
which was accomplished
March 20, 1833. Townsend lIarris,
in 1856, negotiated a second tre.lty on
behalf of the United States, which allowed greater
privileges to American citizens.
The court of
Bangkok has already signified its intention of sendin_,_,an embassy to the United Slates, aml of est'tblishinga
legation at Washington.
The present
king, Chulalankarana
I., bern Sept. 21, 1853, succeeded his father Oct. 1, 1868. The @cond king
is George Washington
(Kroma Phraracha).
During the past two generations,
the American
missionaries in Siam have been very active in promoting science, education
and the introduction
of American idea_s, methods and machinery,
and
have been very influential for good at the court.
The present kings are well educated,
and have
begun a series of reforms which promise a new
life for the nation,
and show that Siam, like
Japan, has begun to abandon Asiatic
ideals of
civilization,
and to put herself in harmony with
the political ideas of Christendom.
In regard to
education,
schools after the American model have
been established for sons of nobles, and an increas-
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SILVER.

ing number of Siamese young men are being edu- up to about 850 parts in 1,000. Alloys of silver
c_ted in western science and literature. Dress and copper have a less specific gravity than the
and etiquette are less restricted by servile customs, mean of the two metals, and are harder and more
trade is being gradually unfettered, and in place ductile, elastic and sonorous than pure silver. The
of the old fractional currency in paper prorates,
maximum of hardness is reached by an addition
bronze tokens, minted in England, form, with the of 200 parts of copper. -- Silver is found in its
_ilver coins stamped with tile effigy of a white native state, and also occurs in combination
elephant, tile circulating medium of commerce, wlth other substanc_ in the form ot ores and
--In
1880 tile foreign trade was valued at alloys, but is principally ohtained from its sul$10.000,000, the imports being mainly hardware
phide, and from those ores of which it is a
machinery, dry goods and opium, with which lat- variable constituent, but existing in such large
ter article Americans have nothing to do. An quantities as to be an object of metallurgical
increasing fleet of steamers, and square-rigged
operations.The native metal is usually alvessels in the commercial marine, and war
loycd with a small quantity of copper, gold, and
after the British model, and army drilled accord- sometimes antimony, bismuth, mercury or platting to western tactics, the adoption of a national
num. It occurs in masses, and in fine and coarse
flag bearing the design of a white elephant on threads, but generally has the appearance of mea crimson field, the granting of perfect religious
tallic twigs and branches. A mass taken from the
freedom, the abolition of slavery and feudal or Konigsberg mines, in Norway, in the royal collccdebt bondage, and the beginnings of a diplomatic
tion at Copenhagen,weighs upward of 500 pounds.
usage similar to that of western nations, illustrate
A mass di_overed at Huantaya, Peru,weighed 800
the earnestness of the rulers of Siam to enter the pounds; while another in Sonora, Mexico, is said
comity of mltious and pursue national prosperity
to have weighed 2,700. A specimen from Batopialong tile lines marked out by the leading govern- las, Mexico, weighed 400 pounds.-- Metallic silver
ments of tile earth. -- L_TERATUltE. C'rawfurd's
has also been found in Saxony,Bohemia,Itungary,
Embassy to S/am, London, 1628 ; Pallogoix, De. and in the Hartz,Altai,Ural, and some of the Cornscription du Royaune Thai, Paris, 1854; t_owring's
ish mines; while in the United States it is found
Kingdom. and People of _qi_m, London, 1857 ; Le- in some of the mines in :North Carolina, Colorado,
onowen's An English Gove_measat the Court of Utah, :Nevada and California.
In the Lake Su_iam, Boston, 1870; Vincent's Zand of the White perior region, the silver generally penetrates the
Elephant, :New York, 1874 ; _:h_/omatt_ Cqrre- copper in masses and strings, and is nearly pure,
spondenveoftlw United States, 1868.
notwithstanding the copper about it.- The folWM. ELLIOT GRIFFIB.
lowing are some of the most important silver
ores :
SILVER, one of the precious metals, of a white
_tlver in cort_nation_ith _qt_lphur.
color, and, when polished, of a brilliant, shining
Argentite--Silver
glance-Sulphide
of silver. This Is the
commonand mostvaluable oreof silver,and possesses
lustre, scarcely inferior to that of highly polished
considerablemalleabtlit_, It Iresa metalliclu,_tre,Isof
steel. It is next to goht in malleability, ductility
a darkgraycolor,sillnil)g streakand an unevenfracture.
and resistance to oxidation in air and water. RelIts compv, eition is : sulphur. 12.9; silver, 87.1..Hardness.
atively to gold, its tenacity is about one-fourth,
_-_.5. Specificgravity,7.196-7.365.
and power of electrical con(:luction about one-third
Stephantte---Brittle
silver ore. Lustre metallic, colorand
streakiron-black,fractureuneven. Composition: sulgreater, and its power of conducting heat as 973
phur, 16.2; antimony, 15.8; silver, g8.5. Hardneas, 2-2.5.
to 1,000. In modern chemistry, the symbol for
Specific gravity, 6.269.
silver is ag., from tlle Latin name argentam, de- Polybasite. This mineralcontains from65to 75percent.of
silver,in combinationwith sulphur,copper,arsenicand
noting silver; its atomi( weight, 108. Molecular
antimony. Lustre, metallic; colorandstreak,
iron-black;
weight, 216; hardness, 2.5-3.
Specific gravity,
fracture'uneven.
]lardness, 2-3. Speciflegravity,
6.214.
when pure, 10.5. It fuses at about 1873 Fah., and PyrargyriYe--Ruby silver--l)ark r_ silverore. The darkred
volatilizes at a higher temperature. X_hen melted,
or antimonialvariety contains sulphur, 17.7; antimony,
22.5; silver,5'l 8. Lustre,metallic,adamantine; color.
it absorbs oxygen, of which it may take up twenblack, sometimc_s approachh_g
cochinealred ; streak,
ty-two times its own volume, and which it expels
cochinealred. Ilardneas,2-2.5. Specificgravity,5 7-5.9.
on cooling with a peeuliar sound known as spit- l:'Troustitc--Rnby silver--Light red silvbrore. The light red
or arsenicalvarietycontainssulphur,19.4;arsenic,15.1;
ting. -- Silver is dissolved by nitric acid at all
silver, 65.5. Lustre, adamantine;
colorand streak,cochtemperatures, and by hot concentrated sulphuric
meal red; fracture, uneven. Hardness,2-2.5. Specific
acid. It can be alloyed with many other metals.
' gravity,5.42-5.56.
Alloys of gold and silver arc of a greenish white
Stromeyerite--Sulphide
of silverand copper. Composition:
sulphur,15.7;copper,31.2;silver,5;L1.Lustre,metallic;
color, more ductile, harder and more sonorous than
color, dark steel gray; streak, shining; fracture,subeither metal; 50 parts of silver in 1,000 are sufficonchoidal. Hardness,2.5-3.
Spceificgravity,
6.2-6.3.
cient to lower the color of gold. Silver increases Sternbergite--Sulphide
of silver and iron. Composition,
the toughness of gold, and gold coins containing
nearly
equal
parts of sulphur,ironand silver. Lustre,
metallic;
color,pinehbeckbrown;streak,black.
Harda small per cent. of silver are less liable to abrane_, 1- 1.5. Specific gravity. 4.'21. It resemblesgraphsion than if alloyed with copper alone. Gold alire, and, likeit, leavesa tracingon paper.
loyed with 80 per cent. of silver has a greenish Miargyrite--Sulphideof
silverandantimony.
Composition:
sulphur,21.8;antimony.41.5: silver,3_.7. Lustre,subcolor; with two-thirds silver, pale or white. The
metallic; color,iron-black; streok,dark cherryred;
color of silver is not modified by a copper alloy
fracture,8ubconchoidai.Eaxdne_ t 2-2.5. Sp.gr.,5.4.

SILVER.
l_eie_lebenlte. An antimontal silver and lead sulphide, containingsteel
aboutgray.
_, perHardness,
cent. of 2-2.5.
silver. Lustre.,metallic
color,
Specific gravity,:
6- 6.4.
_ilver fahlore--Gray copper ore. A compound of silver,
copper, iron, autimony, arsenic, sulphur, zinc and h'ad.
and sometimes gold and mercury, containing mlvcr in
variable proportions up to 31 per cent. Sometimes tins
metal is almost entirely wanting, Lustre, metallic;
color, steel gray to iron-black ; streak, brown or black,
Hardnees, 3-4.5. Specific gravity, 4.5- 5 1. Thi, ore is
qaitecommnn, but the silver i_ obtained from it with the
greatest dsfltculty,
_Uver in combfnatton with Cldor_ne, Bromine and Iodine.
Cerargyrite--Chloride of _ilver--Horn silver. Composition:
chlorine, 24.7; silver. 75 3; but usually contains a small
quantity of the peroxide of iron. Lustre, rebim)us,passing into adamantine; color, pearl gray or grayish green.
and when pure b(,comca a _iolet brown on exposure :
streak, shining; fracture, conchoidal. Hardness. 1 - 1.5.
Specific gravity, 5.55o. This ore. resembles and eut_
_omewhat like horn or wax, and will. by rubbing, silver
the surface of an iron plate. It_ varieties are :
Iodide of silver. An admixture, of iodine with 46per sent.
of silver. Lustre, resinous; color, yellow; streak, yellow,
Bromide'of silver. An admixture of bromine with 57 7
per
cent. of silver. Lustre, splendent; color, bright
yellow.
Embolite.
parts,
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silver by fusion, or by the use of chemicals and the
ordinary mechanical processes, they are called "re_
bellious" or "refractory." -- .4 malgamation.
The
method of extracting silver from ores by amalgamating them with mercury, was first discovered in
1557 hy Bartolome Medina, a native of Pachuca,
Mexico,amt has since that time, with some modifications, b_(_II in general and continuous
use. Ores
treated by this process may be divided into classes,
dependent
upon the amount of silver contained
and other substances associated with the silver, and
require somewhat
different
metallurgical
treatmerit.
Ores containing
silver combined with sulphur, chlorine, iodine or bromine, but free from
arsenic and antimony, which largely increase the
expense, together with tile loss of both mercury
and silver, arc most easily worked hy amalgamslion.
Such ores containing
silver assaying
less
than $150 to the ton, are generally treated by the
"
"
so-called _,Vashoe or pan process, in which the ores
are first crushed to a suitable size, and then, by
means of a stamp mill, are l)ulvcrized
in water
into particles of the size of fiIle sand, and subse-

Composed of chlorine 13, bromine _0, silver 67, quei_tly are ground in cast-iron pans or amalgamators with hot water and mercury, sometiines with,
Silver combined with other Metals.
and sometimes
without,
the addition
of chemiBismuth silver. An ore containing from 15to 60 per cent. of cals. Tile silver and mercury, in the form of an
silver. Lustre, metallic; color, gra_'ish white,
amalgam, are placed in small bags, through the
:Native
A compound
of silver
mercury.,
the interstices of which tile redundant
mercury oozes
per amalgam.
cent. of silver
varying from
96.5 toand86.6_
dependent
upon the manner in which it is combined,
and is strained out. The remainder
of the mercuDyscrasite, or antzmonial silver. Conei_'ts simply of anti- ry is afterward vaporized
and separated,
by heatmony and silver; antimony2:_silver78;andhasanearly
ing tile amalgam in an iron retort.
The silver,
white
color. with
Hardnct%
3.5-4.or Tellurzde
Specific gravity,
Silver
combined
tellurium,
of silver9.4-9.8.
(Hea_- alloyed with more or less of other metals left in
ire). Compositmn: tellurium, 37,.9_silver, 62.8. Lustre. the retort, is melted into bars, while the conden_d
metallic; color, steel gray Hardness, _-3.5. Spec,nc mercury collected from the retort is again u_d
gravity, 8 3-8.6. It is slightly malleable,
for amalgam.
Ores of this character a.,_aying beSilver
with selemom;
naumannite
or selea
hidemofcombination
silver. Selenium,
26.8; silver,
73.2. Lustre,
me- low $90 to the ton, re(tuire , for their treatment,
tallic; color and streak_ iron-black,
longer time for amalgamation
and a gTeater quanBucairite--Films of silver and copper containing selenium
tity of chemicals and mercury.
Ores a.*saying in
Composition: selenium, 31.6; copper. 25.3; silver, 43.1. silver over $150 per ton, and as._(x:iated with arLustre,
color,be
lead
so
senic,
antimony or iron, so as to render their resoft
thatmetallic
it may; easily
cutgray
with; astr(_k,
knife. shining
It also ;tarniaheB easily,
duction difficult, are generally crushed dr),, roasted with salt in a rew_.rberatory furnace, and then
--The processes for extracting
silver from ore may
amalgamated
in barrels. -- Smelting.
Silver and
be grouped into three.general
divisions: amalgamslead in a state of fusion possess a strong affinity
tion, smelting, and lixiviation.
In amalgamation,
for each other, and advantage
is taken of this in
the silver is collected by the use of mercury;
in
the reduction of argentiferous
ores.
Whcn silver
smelting, it is made to combine with lead or copexists in the ore in a metallic state, an alloy is
per; and, in 1Lxiviation, is drawn off in a solution
easily made by fusing tog_,ther the ore and metalcontaining
silver as the base, in combination
with
lic lead, or the ore_ of lead.
In case silver is asacids.
Each of these methods has proce._ses which
sociatcd with large quantities
of iron pyrites or
differ, each from the others, methods known by the
sulphidcs other than galena, the ore is frequcntly
names of the inventors, or of the localities where
fused for a matte, which is then roasted amt refirst introduced.
-- Ores, for their metallurgical
melted with lead, and from the alloy thus obtained
treatment,
are generally classified in reference to
the silver is afterward separated.
Lead and other
their constituents,
as well &s the amount of silver
base metals are removed
by different
methods,
contained.
Those from which the silver can be obdepcmlcnt upon the cost of the agents and materained by simple mechanical
processes, are called
rial employed,
and the use to be made and value
"free milling
ores."
Ores from .which the silver
of the base metals or of the by-products
obtained.
can be extracted
by fusion at high temperatures
--Leaching.
To extract silver from ore by this
and then drawing off separately the earthy materiprocess the silver must enter into chemical corndis and metals, as they arrange themselves
accordbination with some substance that will form with
ing to their specific gravities, are called "smelting
it a soluble
compound.
Chlorine,
under
the
ores."
When ores do not readily part with their
proper conditions,
readily combines with silver,
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and has been found the cheapest and most suita,
ble agent for this purpose.
The silver is converted into a chloride by roasting the crushed ore in
a furnace with common salt, of which from 5 to
20 per cent. is u_d, according
to tile richness of
tim ore.
The chloride, being insoluble in water
alone, is leached
out from the mass by running
through
it a solution of calcium
hyposulphite,
from which the silver is afterward
precipitated
as a sulphide of silver by a solution of calcium
poiysulphide
(pentasulphide).
The precipitated
sulphide,
in the form of black mud, is collected,
roasted, dried, roasted and then melted at a high
temperature,
with an addition of scrap iron, which
takes up the sulphur remaining
after the roasting,
and reduces the silver to a metallic state.
The
leaching process is quite satisfactory
in its rasults
when it is desired
to obtain silver bullion
of
the highest
degree of purity.Silver Refining.
Silver is refined either by the dry method, fire, or
the wet process, acid.
In refining by fire the base
metals are converted
into their oxides and flow
from the melted silver, or are removed by absorption or dissolved in alkaline fluxes.
Where large
amounts are to be operated upon, the silver is usually refined by cupellation
in a reverberatory
furnace.
The bullion is placed upon a cupellation
hearth, made of suitable material, such as crushed
slag, quartz and clay, bone-ash, calcareous
marl,
composed chiefly of carbonate
of lime and silicate
of alumina,
etc., etc., the chief requisite
being
that the cupel should be infusible,
sufficiently
porous to absorb the oxides of the base metals,
and contain in its composition
no reducing
agent.
The base metals are oxidized by a current of air,
and run off as melted oxides, or are absorbed by
the cupel.
Silver is brought without difficulty by
this process to a fineness of over 99 per cent. -Refining
by the use of oxidized
fluxes is conducted
in crucibles,
and the agent employed
is
generally
nitrate of potash or of soda.
The nitrate is decomposed
by the heat of the furnace:
it_qoxygen, combining with the base metals, forms
oxides, which are dissolved or held in suspension
by silicious or alkaline fluxes.
Borate of soda is
the flux usually employed in the mints in refining,
-- Silver is refined by the wet process by die, elyins the bullion in acids, precipitating
the silver
by chlorine,
and subsequently
reducing
it to a
metallic state, or by precipitation
with copper.
This is rarely employed otherwise
than as an incident to the parting of gold and silver, or when
silver containing base metals can at the same time
be advantageously
melted and used as alloy for
quartation
in refining gold.
This process is described in the article on GOLD in Volume II.-- Occurrence.
Silver, though not so widely diffused
as gold, has been found in every grand division
and in many of the principal islands of the globe,
In ancient times it was obtained
from l_lubta and
other parts of Africa, from western Asia and many
countries in Europe, principally
Spain, Hungary
and Austria,
Germany,
Turkey,
and Russia.
1Jpon the discovery of America rich mines were

soon opened in the countries of South America
adjacent to the Pacific coast--Peru,
Chili and Bolivia--and
also in the northern and western portions of Mexico.
Of late years it has been found
in greater abundance in the territories and western
states of the United States.Production.
Silver seems to have been one of the earliest metals known, and, as money, is the first mentioned
by the ancient
sacred and profane
historians.
From the mines
known
to them considerable
quantities
were obtained,
although
the method_
employed
for treating
the ores and refining
the
metal were crude and expensive.
Pliny states
that silver was found in all the Roman provinces,
and both he and Diodorus
mention the Spanish
mines as the principal
source.
From the latter it,
is said that Hannibal
extracted
300 pounds daily
(equal to $1,500,000
annually), and that one tunnel had penetrated
a mile and a half into the
mountain.
Although
new mines were from time
to time discovered, the total annual production
of
silver, as well as the stock previouslyaccumulated,
became gradually
reduced
until the di_overy
of
America.
IIow much then existed in the world,
either in the form of coin or personal ornaments,
plate and bullion, is a matter of conjecture.
The
average yearly production
for the first fifty-three
years after the discovery
of America (1492 to 1545)
was, according
to an estimate made in 1830 by
John White
for the secretary
of the treasury,
$640,000; according
to Mr. Alex. Del Mar, for.
merly chief of the United States bureau of statistics, $600,000 ; and according
to Dr. _)etbeer,
$2,716,000.
The total production
of both gold
and silver in the western world, America, Europe
and Africa, from 1492 to 1800, on the estimates of
Mr. Jacob, would be $5,708,000,000;
on those of
Danson, $5,482,000,000.
3Ir. White's estimate of
the silver production
for the period amounts to
$3,725,000,000 ; Mr. Del Mar's to $4,2_0.000,0(O,
and Dr. Soetbeer's to $4,855,000,000.
Their estimates of the gold production
during
the same
time are : White,
$1,675,000,000
; Del Mar,
$1,872,300,000;
Soetbe.er, $2,332,000,000;
which,
added respectively
to their estimates of the silver
production,
would make the total production,
according
to Mr. Del Mar, $6,560.000,000,
and
according to Dr. Soetbcer, $7,187,000,000,
both of
which amounts exceed those given by Danson and
White.
Mr. Del Mar's estimate of the yearly production of silver from 1800 to 1876 amounts to
$2,638,500,000,
and adding to this the yearly production for the remaining
four years to 1880, as
estimated by the director of the mint, amounting
to $868,800,000,
would bring Del Mar's estimate
up to $3,007,300,000,
which is $161,000,000 less
than Soetbeer's
estimate.
The total production
of silver in the western "world, since the disc
covery
of America,
would
be, according
to
Soetbeer,
$8,034,819,000;
according
to Del Mar,
$7,267,300,000.
_ The yield of silver from the
mines of all the countries
of the world in each
century since the discovery
of America, has been
estimated by Dr. Soetbeer as follows :

SILVER.

PERIOD.
1493-16(}0.........
1701-1800.........
1601- 1700.........
1801-1B80
.......
Total ...........

]

}
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Value at thvC(dnagc ! with copper.
In the United States the standard
i Rate of the U.S.
Dollar.
i f°r coin is 900 parts silver and 100 parts copper.
I
i The English
standard,
called "sterling
silver,"
22,834,400 [
$ 04S,_.,_.000 contains 7.5 per cent. copper, with a finene._s of
57,00A,9(D
2,370,370JN.Xl .9°5.
In France several standards
arc employed :
37,234,000 !
76,2"27,275
1,547,,i45,0tD 950 part_ for metals and plate, 900 for standard
3,168,006.000
193,,q,30,575 I
$8,0,_11.i_(_ silver (:()in, and 850 for bullion
and suhsidiary
..........
coin. -- A eonsiderahle
amount of sih'er is annual-

Kilograms.

]

- Among
the silver-producing
countries
of the
world the United States stands first, and, with
Mexico and Bolivia,
furnishes
four-fifths
of tim
entire amount.
Germany is fourth, with a.vicld
from her mines of nearly $9,000,000, followed by
Chili with $5,000,000, and Spain with $3,000,(X}0.
The amount
of silver obtained
from the principal silver produciug
countries of the worhl ill
1882 was stated by the director of thc mint to be :
..
COUNTRIES.

Kilograms

ly consumed in thc arts.and
alarger quantityconverted into plate or articles for personal ornamcntation.
Silver is also dissolved
in sohltions,
or
used in combination
with acids, metals, or alkaline bases in chemical and medicinal preparations.
and for manufacturing
purpoqes,
in a nlanner
which prevents its recover)" for furtheru_c.
When
silver is u_ed for electro-plating,
or beat into thin
leaves, but a small proportion,
if an)', can be again
collected.
Nearly
the whole is practically
lost,

Value.

and unav'dlable
for use in coinage or the 'iris, although ornaments
and plate of solid silver are
Umted Sta_s ....................
1,1"2_6,0_] $ 46,81}0.(l(}0often remclted and used in coinagc.
But the staRu_ia ...........................
11,391
473,519 tisties of all countries
show that the plate anti
Australia..........................
........................
2.475
I0"2.S7_ jewelrY . annually . brought
_0 their mints for coinMexmo
70,3,._
L29.'_:_7.798
.
Germany ........................
211,9_
8,9:._t,65:_ a_e are less than tile amount of bullion of recent
Austria-'Hungary .................
47,118
1,95_.2_bl "
Sweden ..........................
1,176
48,875 production
found to be annually appropriated
for
Norway ..........................
4,812
199,1_'_5'ornamentation
lind in the arts, etc. At the United
Italy .............................
432
17,949
Spain ............................
74,500
3.096.2"211States mints the silver of this character deposited
Turkey
.......................
2,164
89.916 for conversion
into coin nr bars is s('areelv oneArgentine ........................
Republic ..............
10.109
420,2"2.5 tenth of tlle $6,000,000 e_timated to be consumed
*
Cmornbia
_,057
1,000,000
Bolivia ...........................
2_14.677 ll,(kq0.0(D in the United States in the arts, manufactures
and
Chili ............................
12"2.275
5.061,747 ornamentation.Efforts have been made to asJapan ............................
_,_.41_0
916,400
Dominion of Canada.............
1,641
68,t.'05 certain the silver appropriated
in variou_ couutries
Total ........................

'_,e._.S_0- $1_I,411;,5_') and in the world for these purposc._.
In 1830 Mr.
W. Jacob published
his work on the production
•
and con<umption
of the precious metals, which
The special report of the director nf the mint on
contained much vahmblc information
on this subthe production
of the precious metals in the United
ect. IIc placed the annual cDnsumption of _ilver.
States for 1882 makes the total yield for that year
other than for eoimlge, at $4,000,0110 for Great
in the United
States $46,800,000.
The largest
Britldn, aDd of gold and._ilver for Great Britain at
amount was obtained
from Color'tdo, which pro$12,(_,000,
and for Eulope,
$28,0{)0,000.
Tile
duced $16,500,000, the greater part from the Leadinquiries
instituted
in 1879 by the Ullited Statcs
ville mines. Arizona comes next, with $7,500,000,
directorof
thc mint, and continued for thrceyears,
mostly obtained
from the T(Imtlstonc
district;
to ascertain
the llnlount thu_ (,onsunled in the
then Utah, furnishing
$6,800,000; while :Nevada,
United States, elicited replieu which for the )'ear
once first among the silver states, with a produc1881 showed
that 1,143 l)crsons lind firms conlion in 1878of $28,000,000, now stands fourth with
sumed in their busines._ over $3,0(0),000 of silver
lint $6,750,000.
for the purpnscs add of the character and descrip--lion stated as follows :
STATESAND TERRITORIES.
1881.
1882.
.......
UnitedStates
coins..............................
$ 72,190
Arizona
........................
$ 7,b"D,000$ 7 7)00,(rj0
Fineba_ ........................................
3,P27,432J
Cahlornia .......................
750,01"@
845,000 Foreign coin, jewelry, plate, etc ..................
1___7._.
Colorado........................
17,160,0(D
16,500,01XI
Total ........................................
$3,388,-121
Dakota .........................
70.0t_)
175.(,_0
Idaho ...........................
1,300,000
2,000,000
Maine...........................
5,000
--Inquiries
were also made, at the request of the
_,lontana ........................
_.e,_.ooo !"""-,_.3_l:(_') director of the mint, through
representatives
of
Nevada
.........................
7,060,(_0
New Mexico
...................
275,900 i 0.7-2_.000
800,000 the United States government,
as to the consumpNorth Carolina.................................
'25,ttq0
From the inOregon
..........................
50,000i[
35,000 tion of silver in foreign countries.
Utah............................
6.4OO,OOO 6.S00.00)
formationobtainedinthismanner, and from other
sources,
the directorin1881 estimatedthattheanTotal.......................
$43,000,000$46,S00,000
nual consumption intheworld forusesolherthan
coinagewas not lessthan $35,000,000.
-- Upon in-Use and Consumption ofSilver.Silverislargely formation contained in official
reports,and adused in ornamemation, manufacturesand coinage, ditional
factscollectedfrom varioussources,Dr.
For thesepurposesitisalmost invariablyalloyed Soetbeer,of Germany, made a detailedestimate
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of the consumption
of silver in various countries,
and placed the net amount in the civilized world
at 471,000 kilograms
($19.500,000),
distributing
that amount as follows :
United States ...................................
$ 4,239,000
Great Britain ...................................
2,992,000
France
8,117,000
Germany.........................................
.......................................
3,117,000
Switzerland .....................................
997fi00
Au_tria-Htmgary................................
I,,_0,000
Italy ............................................
790,000
Russia ..........................................
1.3:_,000

-- In 1882 Mexico manufactured
into coin n_arly
all the silver obtained from its mines, while the
United States used for that purpose but seventwelfths and Germany three-fourths
of its gilver
15roduct. The India mints coined the largest
amount.
The coinage of silver for the year for
the principal countries was ".
United States ...................................
_¢/,972_.0_
Mexico .........................................
25,148,260
Great Britain...................................
1,02I,fi81
India ...........................................
29,_,fi_.2

Total of above countrie_....................
Other civilized countries ........................
In all ........................................

Germany
.......................................
Austrla-Hungary
...............................
France .........................................
Netherlands ....................................
Norway ........................................
Sweden ........................................
spain ..........................................
Japa_ ..........................................
Total .......................................

$17,912,000
1.665,000
$19,575,000

As by his estinaation
the United States and seven
countries
in Europe consumed $17,900,000 of the
whole $19, 500, 000, leaving but $1,600,000 for the
remaining countries
of Europe, North and South
America, while the large consumption
of China
and India (the latter placed by the director of thc
mint at $I0,000,000)
is wholly omitted, the director's estimate of $35,000,000 as the total consumption of
amount.

tile world
-- Coinage.

--The

early as the third century preceding the Christian
have been struck and used in Greece and Rome as
era.
The amount
of silver coined,
however,
in
that period,
and subsequently
until tile
discovery

--The
principal
silver coins
coumries,
now in circulation
mints in Europe,
their weight
the quantity of fine silver they
in tile following table.

_isted
goldlargely
rather circulates,
than silver;its coinage
but in France,
where of
silver
in sixty
years, 1726-86, is stated to have been 1,500,000,000
livres, while from 1795 to 1880, inclusive, silver to
the value of 5,511,952,864 francs was coined, equal

YEAas.

Countrtes.N°'°f
Amount.

.

:

_8
_5
16
15
_0
11
14
_2
. =.

States

[w,ignt. I
30, _sss.
DENOMIaNATIONS
' Authorized.
Present Coinage to June
Trade dollar ...... I Feb. 12,I_,8
4:t0 1
$ 35,969,360.00
_r_.ua/
[i April 2, 1792 ........
8,045,888.U0
............
I_ Feb. 28,187B ] 412.5 [ 147,_°55,899.00
,
granL,_
Half dollar ....... | April 2, 179'2 12 5
t_,76i,g'70.00
Qnarterdollar .... | April 2,1792
6 2,5
38.49_086.'.¢L5
Dime .............
I April 2, 1792
1.25
17,628,012.20

of America,
is insignificant,
compared
with the
amounts
issued from the coinage mints in the
nineteenth
century.
The records of the English
coinage show an annual average coinage of silver
of less than $35,000 in the fourteenth
and fifteenth
centuries,
while the value of the silver coinage
of Great Britain
from 1816 to 1876 exceeded
$120,000,000,
being over $2,0_,000
annually•:In England,
however, as well as in Portugal,
where the value of the silver coinage from 1852
to 1880 was $48,174,692,
the coin circulation
con-

_ ...............................
_876 ............................
1877...............................
:1878...............................
lsTa...............................
1880..............................
1881...............................
_88_...............................
,
...
. ....

silver coins of the United

can now be legally issued, except the trade dollar,
the coinage of which was, in 1878, suspended
by
order of the secretary of the treasury as authorized by law:

is probably
below the real
Silver coins are reported
to

to $1,100,000,000,
being over
$12,000,000
ally,
-- Tile silver coinage
in Mexico
in 1809annuwas
$26,172,000, in 1812 $4,409,000, thenvarving
with
thedisiurbed
condition of the country, but of late
years it has averaged
from twenty-two
to twentyeight million dollars.--During
the eight years
from 1875 to 1883 the silver coinage of a number
of the principal
countries--the
largest portion of
which, for tile last five years, was executed by the
United States, Mexico and India--was
as follows:
•

following

6,407,157
3.1o9,819
22a,853
608.312
123,'280
19.70_
_0,671,_'2
a,_4._*_8
$107,,997,952

C'OVI,'Tm_.

(;ermany ............
Greece...............
Greece...............
Italy
.................
Italy .................
Netherlands .........
Norway ..............
Russm
Portugal..............
.............
Spare ................
................
Spain
Sweden ..............
Switzerland .........
..........
8witzerland

,'Turkey

$_0,W5,4_
1_577,164
t14'359'3a2
161_191',913
]04,sSS,S13
8_,3_t7,154
_08,478,ee4
_oT,_Z',_
.... ....

_Abra_n

..............
of

....Fine _lvercon
[wmgnt t__
..... Itaided m.
gr_. f
grains.
190 51 { 900
171.46
_k5 8
900
347 _9.
77.16 835
64.48
115.74 _ 800
92.59
87.'2"7] 925
80 74
385.8
900
347.'22
77 16 835
64.43
I 5drachmas;
mark
85 78 900
900
76 "22
16
385.8
347
Idrachma
77 16 885
64 48
lire
347
[ 51 lira
I 385
77 816 [ 900
835
64.43
guilder
154.3_ [ 945
_45
] crown
J 115 74 / 800
92 59
rouble
93 [| 8_18
277
5 festoons 319
192.9
91_
17_ 70
82
pesetas ] t_85.8
900
347.2_
[}51 peseta
77.16 // 835
64 43
Icrown
I 1"1574 I _
9'2 59
51 francs
:.485
347
franc
77 856 _835
64 _4J
]I C_Jn_.
] florin
5 francs
I franc
crown
shilling
francs
]5 franc

Austria ..............
Belgium .............
Belgium .............
Denmark ............
England .............
France ...............
France
...............

|
_
[
|
|

of chief European
or coined by the
and fineness, with
contain, are shown

-..

] 20 piasters i 371.21 I 8_0
.
Coins.

In

all _stimates

80810
of

the

amount of silver in the world at any period, an
allowance must be made for the loss by abrasion,
which will vary with the composition
of the coins
and the frequency of their circulation.
The loss
by friction
is less when coins are alloyed
with

*
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copper.
Silver coins lose by abrasion, according
to Mr. W. Jacob, more rapidly than gold coins,
He placed the wear of English
standard silver at
about l_ part annually.
Tests were made at the
London mint in 1826 toascertain
the loss on silver
coins of different
denominations
respectively
in
circulation
for three brief periods, taking 300 coins
of each denomination
for each period, with the
following results:
AVERAGE
cmco_T1o_

Per Cent.of Lossin Circulation.
Half____Crownt_ Shilhngs.

Two years .............
Ten years .............
Slx years .............
_ean .............

07
.76
__1

I
[

99

.24
1 6o

[ Sixpences.
I
_
I
__

_ 30
l

I

_

.3 _

--The
experiments
made by the officers of the
English
mint in 1787 to ascertain the deficiency
in weight of the silver coins in actual circulation
at that time, showed a loss upon the crown pieces
of 3.3 per cent. ; half crowns, 9.9 per cent. ; shillings, 24.6 per cent.--In
1872-8 a quantity
of
light gold coins were sent to the mint for recoinage ; among them 6,000,000 gold dollars were
found to bc deficient in weight .478 per cent., being
little less than ½ per cent.
As the issue of these
coins was authorized
in 1849, and not quite
20,000,000 were issued, and after 1863, during the
suspension
of specie payments,
they were practically out of circulation,
twelve years may be considered as the average period of their circulation,
which would give a loss by abrasion of about 1
per cent. in twenty-five
years.
The loss on 5,000,000 quarter eagles was .00506, being a little over
per cent.
These doubtless
were coined since
the reduction
of the value of gold coins in 1834,
and had been in circulation
under forty, and probably not over thirty, years ; the loss by abrasion
a century.
The loss on 10,000,000 half eagles
was .005214.
These may have been in circulation
for the same length of time as the quarter ea.._les,
waswhich
at the
a by
littleabrasion
over 1_
per be
cent.
in
in
caseratethe ofloss
would
at the
rate of about from 1t" to 1{[ per cent. in a century.
--Silver
C_'rculation.
It is impo_iblc
to tell with
certainty
the amount
of silver in circldation
at
any given period in any particular
country, or the
total amount used by commercial
nations.
Mint
reports of most countries furnish meagre information as to the character of the bullion used in coinage, and seldom state the country from which it was
obtained, or whether it consisted
of bars or coins
remelted.
Where, however, the recent legislation
of a country has changed the denomination
or legaltender character of its coins, an approximate
estimate of the coin circulation
can be made by dedueting from the total coinage subsequent
to the
change that portion
exported
and estimated
to
have been recotned, and used in the arts.
Such
ala _ttmate
is more reliable _here the silver coins
m'e valued _atively
to gold higher than the value
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of the bullion they contain, in which case few will
be exported,
except to those countries where they
pass at the legal home valuation.
In this case,
and in countries where the customs returns
give
the amount and character of the coin exports, the
silver circulation
can be stated with sufficient exactness and reasonable certainty. -- As to the silver
circulation of the United States at the present time
(1883), it can be stated approximately
without
much hesitation,
because the country had no silver in general circulation
in 1873, and its present
stock has been accumulated
since that time. with
the cxccption, possibly, of five millions.
In 1883
the silver coin in the country on the first of October was estimated
by the dircctor of the mint to
have been 154_000,000 silver dollars,
and $81,000,000 in fractional silver. -- Relative Value of Silrer to Gold. As the principal ultimate demand for
silver has been to coin or use it as money, the legislationatdifferentperiodsoftheworldandindifferent countries, establishing
for each country the relative debt-paying
power of given weights of gold
and silver, has, probably,
more than any other
cause, affected the market value of the two, metals.
Tables have been published
giving their relative
values at various
periods; but an inspection
of
their dates, compared with the legislation
of the
country, shows that either the relative value of the
gold and silver coins, or, in some cases, their value
less mint charges, is given as the market value of
the metals.
The production
of silver and gold,
and their relative values for stated periods subsequent to the discover)" of America
and prior to
1881, were examined
for each country by the eminent German statistician,
Dr. Adolph
Soetbeer,
and his conclusions
have been given to the public.
During that period the production
of gold and
silver, add values relatively to each other, as stated
by him, were as follows :
I

PERIODS.
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14,_--1600.......
1601--1700.......
1701-1800.......
1801-1850 .......
1851-1875.......
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"_
7'2.8
6,59
6_,.1
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29.2

Production.

To
to
to
to
to

a_
'27,2s
,'M.1
35 9
Gold.
70.8

j Relative Value.

' -"

I1 to
to i0_-1_
1"2-15
1 _o 14 97
I _o 15 70
Silv-e_'_
....
GoT_-.
I to
15.53

This comparison,
as remarked
by Seyd, show's
that the rclative value of the two metals has been
largely a_ffected, though doubtless not wholly controlled, by other causes than the relative amount
produced.
In the legislative
changes made by
different
nations
in the relative value as ¢_tablished in the coinage, it will be found that the
higher valuation of the one or the other metal, and
the course of exchange
and balances of trade between nations, have had much to do with the disturbance of their values, and a great, if not a controlling,
influence
in determining
their relative
price. -- Alexander
Hamilton,
in his report as secretary of the treasury to congress
on the establishment of a mint, in 1791, clearly stated the effect
of such legislation : "If two countries
are supposed, in one of which the proportion of gold to
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silver is as one to sixteen, in the other as one to
fifteen, gold being worth more, silver less, in one
than in the other, it is manifest, that, in their reciprocal payments, each will select tilat species
which it values least to pay to the other, where it
isvalued
most.
Besidesttffs,
the dealersin
money
will, from the same cause, often find a profitable
traffic in an exchange of the metals between the
two countries.
And llenee it would come to pass,
if other things were equal, that the greatest part
of the gold would
be collected in one, and the
greatest part of tile silver in the other.
The course
of trade might, in some degree, counteract
the
tendency of the difference in the legal proportions
by the market value; but this is so far and so often
influenced
by the legal rates, that it does not provent their producing
the effect which is inferred,
Facts, too, verify the inference.
In Spain anti
England,
where gold is rated higher than in other
parts of Europe, there is a scarcity of silver; while
it is found to abound in France
and Holland,
where it is rated higher in proportion
to gold than
in the neighboring
nations." -- To understand
all
the causes which have affected the relative price
of gold and silver, it would be instructive to trace
thehistoryofthesuccessivechangesofeachnation,
and their contemporaneous
valuations.
This is
not easy to do, because the legal rating of the
coins seldom corresponds
with the relativeamount
of bullion neces_ry
to be brought to the mints to
obtain them, by reason of deductions
for sei&miorage to the sovereigns, and fees for the mint officers
and workmen.
Some of the more important
changes
have been as follows:
For twelve hundredyearspriortothetimeofXenophon(400B.
C.)
the ratio of gold to silver is stated to have been
18.33 to 1. The Greeks and Romans established
in their coinage a value of 12 to 1; although
it is
said that at the time of the return of Julius C_esar
_.o Rome the value of gold had fallen to the ratio
of 7.5 to 1. For the first centuries of the Christian
era the relative value of gold in the I_man erapire appears to have been as 12.5 to 1. Different
countries
have from time to time established
dif-

France, nine years later, established the ratio of
14.42 to 1, and Spain, in 1730, 16 to 1. In 1785
Fran6e adopted the ratio of 15t to 1, Portugal
had increased
the valuation
of gold compared
with silver to 15.8 to 1, and Spain, first to 16 and
then to 16.5 to 1. In 1798 England
suspended
silver coinage, without,
however,
changing
the
ratio.
The average
valuation
during
the eighteenth century was a little less than 15 to 1, while
the United States adopted as the basis of its value
1,5 to 1.--In
the nineteenth
century the most
notable change was made by Great Britain, which
demonetized
silver, increasing
its valuation
and
the amount to be offered in legal tender, and exeluding the public from the right to deposit it at
the mint for coinage.
In 1834 the amount of pure
gold in the gold coins of the United States wan
reduced, bringing the relative value as nearly 16
to 1. In 1835 gold was demonetized
in British
India, and silver made the only legal tender.
In
1847 Holland
demonetized
gold, and adopted an
exclusive
silver standard. _The
increased
production of gold, after its discovery in California
and Australia,
affected
prices in Europe,
and
largely increased
the imports
from India, necessitating a greater export of money to that country to settle balances of trade.
As silver only
was legal tender coin, gold having been demonetized, the demand
for silver for transportation
raised its price in the London
market above the
French
mint value, as compared with gold, of 1
to 15½; and for some years, until a greater supply
from the mines was able to satisfy the demand,
silver was generally
higher in London
than its
coining value at the European
mints open for
public coinage.
The countries
giving the lowest
legal valuation
to silver were denuded
of their
silver coins.
The scarcity of the latter induced
the United States, in 1853, following the example
of Great Britain, in 1816, to commence
the coinage of silver on government
account, and to issue
fractional silver coins of reduced weight and limited legal tender.
All United States silver coin¢
of less denomination
than one dollar, issued since

ferent ratios, none of which permanently
stood,
and the rate of valuation
was about or a little
ubove or below 12 to 1 until the close of the fifteenth
century.
But early in the seventeenth
century the valuation
of gold was raised, first by
England to about 13.7, and subsequently
by Holland to 13.62, and again raised about the middle
of the century by Holland to 14.93, and later, in
1665, by edict of Charles II., to 14.5 in England;
and the coinage of both gold and silver, in the
succeeding
year, was made free to all at current
rates, at which time the valuation
in Italy and
Spain is stated to have been 15 to 1. _The
value
of gold and silver in European
countries in 1640
is reported
by reliable authorities
to have been :
France, 13_ to 1; Flanders, 121} to 1; Germany,
12 to 1; Netherlands,
12_ to 1; Milan, 12 to 1;
England,
13_tol;
Spain, 13_tol;
France(1726),
14_ to 1. -- In the eighteenth
century Great
,Britain,
in 1717, made the value 15.21 to 1.

that date, are of a weight that makes the value of
the silver contained,
compared with gold, as 1 Io
14.88. -- In 1870 Germany, and in 1878 the United
States, passed laws demonetizing
silver and discontinuing
the privilege to the public of coining
it at their mints.
This action was followed later
by the states of the Latin union agreeing to suqpend the coinage of silver, which, following the
large increase in the production
of silver from tl_e
mines of the United States, larg_.ly depressed its
value, which, compared
with gold, has averaged
in the London market, for the eight years subsequent to 1875, about 1 to 18.
HORATIO C. BURCHb-RD.
SILYER
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SINKING
FUND.
This fund may be deflned
as a financial arrangement
intended to redeem or
extinguish the publi_ debt upon certzda determined

SINKING
conditions,
by means of a sum to be. annually set
aside from the produce of taxes, and to be used
in sinking or paying a part of the debt through
the purchase of a portion of the public indebtedness.
Historically,
this is not a strictly accurate
definition, but it is generally correct when applied
_o the financial methods of the present day.
The
sinking fund has ever been regarded as an instrument for reducing
the public indebtedness,
but
through false systems it has sometimes proved fallacious, andhasoftenevenincreasedthedcbt.
The
simplest method of creating such a fund would be
by economizing
in the expendituresof
government,
and setting apart the sum _aved for the purchase
and the cancellation
of the state's securitie_ or certificates of indebtedness.
But the more common
method is to create a special fund, to be controlled
and managed by aspecial board or commission, and
to be supplied out of the recciptsof
taxes.--Before
the beginning of the eighteenth century the general
practice in :England was to provide a special tax
for each new loan, so that the particular
loan was
said to be " funded,"
or provided for by a tax.
In 1716, however, on the suggestion of the earl of
Stanhope,
Sir Robert Walpole carried a measure
which rendered
the taxes formerly
distributed
among the South sea aggregate and general funds
perpetual,
and consolidated
whatever
surplus
might be collected by these taxes into a sinking
fund, that was to be applied to the discharge of
the national debt, and to no other purpose.
This
fund was still further
augmented
by what had
been saved through successive
reductions
in the
interest of the debt, and between
the period of
its formation and 1733 discharged
£11,648,000 of
the debt.
Soon after, however,
what should
properly have gone into the sinking fund was applied to other purpo_s,
and this practice became
general.
So that, according to the figures of Dr.
Price, the amount of debt canceled
by this fund
between 1733 and 1775 was only £8,500,000.
"On
the whole," says Hamilton,
in his " Inquiry concerning
the National
Debt of Great Britain,"
"this fund did little in timeof peace, and nothing
in time of war, to the discharge of the national
debt.
The purpose of its inviolable
application
was abandoned,
and the hopes entertained
of its
powerful efficacy entirely abandoned."
This fund
was, in 1786, saperseded
by Mr. Pitt's new fund.-The rapid increase in the amount of the debt during the eighteenth
century had directed attention
to the burden, and not a few predicted
national
bankruptcy
as a result.
In 1713 the total debt,
funded and unfunded,
was nearly £35,000,000.
The Spanish, the seven years' and the American
wars ran the debt up to a total of £245,300,000.
On the proposal of Dr. Price, a parliamcntary
inquiry into the national
finances was instituted,
and, as a result, a sinking fund was estahlishcd,
but on a different
system from that embodied in
the fund of 1716. Under this new system the sum
of £1,00i),000.was
to be annually appropriated
by
parliament
to the fund, and this amount was to
be extmaded, either in the redemption
of stock, if
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at par, or, if under par, in the purchase of it in
the open market at the current rate.
The interest
arising from all stock so redeemed was to be added
to the principal, and laid out in the same manner,
until, by their joint accumulation
at compo_lnd intere_t, they should amount to the annual sum of
£4,000,000,
when this fund should thenceforth
continue
to be laid out at simple interest only,
leaving the amount of interest annually redeemed
at the disposal of parliament.
(26 Geo. III., cap.
31. See Speechof
Mr. IIuskisson,
March, 1813.)
The most extravagant
expectations
were formed
of this law, amt the writings of Dr. Price, which
had wide circulation,
temted to foster such beliefs.
" The smallest fund of this kind," he wrote, "is,
indeed, om_ipotcT(t, if it is allowed time to operate."
In order to secure the inviolability
of this
fund, its management
was intrusted to a commission composed
of the speaker
of the house of
commons,
the chancellor
of the exchequer,
the
master of the rolls, the accountant
general of the
court of chanccry,
and the governor and the deputy governor
of the bank of England.
In 1795
a change was made in the manner of accumulating this fund, and at the same time a permanent
provision was made for future debts by the framing of a permanent
system of a sinking fund.
"It was enacted," says Ricardo, "that,
besides a
provision for the interest of any loan which should
thenceforward
be contracted,
taxes should also be
imposed for a 1 per cent. sinking fund on the capital stock created by it, which should be exclusively employed in the liquidation
of such particular
loan; and that no relief should be afforded to the
public from the taxes which constituted
the 1 per
cent. sinking fund, until a sum of capital stock,
equal in amount to that created by the loan, had
been purchased
by it."
The wisdom of this provision can not be questioned, as it tended to maintain confidence in the credit of the government,
which was then at a low point.
It made the government not only a seller of securities (while issutug loans), but also a buyer (while purchasing
with the sinking fund).
And while the expectation was, that every loan would, under the operations of a 1 per cent. sinking fund, be redeemed
in about forty-five years, yet the lower the price
of the securities fell, the more efficient would the
fund I)ccome, so that in proportion to the depression existing at the time, would this sinking fund
operate as a (.heck to prevent a further fall, and
as a lever to produce, at no distant period, a probable rise in the market.
Mr. Huskisson
said of
Mr. Pitt's plan, that it was "' framed with the specific vicw of holding out to the public a guarantee, that any future debts which the states might
have occasion to contract, should from the moment
of their being incurred, be placed in a course of
liquidation,
uniform and unalterable.
This plan
contained within itself a principle of permanency,
which being applied to every loan at the time
of making
the contract,
could not, from that
moment, be varied or departed
from, without a
breach of such contract.
_ t That every future
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loan should, from the moment of its creation, carry with it the seeds of its destruction; and that the
course of its reimbursement
should, from that
moment, be placed beyond the discretion and the
control of parliament."
From 1786 to 1793 the
fund effected some reduction
in the debt; but in
the following years, when through the war the
expenditures of government greatly exceeded the
income, it was attempted
to maintain the annual
reductions, it became a wretched piece of jugglery,
although the form and machinery were continued,
-- It remained for Dr. Hamilton to expose the fallacies of such a sinking fund, and he showed that
so far from reducing
the debt it had really increased it. " The extent of the sinking fund is
artificial, and may be brought, by a mere change
in the arrangement of ttle public accounts, to bear
any proportion to the amount of debt, without
the slightest advantage, or any tendency to promote its discharge.
In time of war we rai_ a
certain sum by taxes for the expense of the year,
and borrow what further is wanted.
If a sinking
fund be maintained,
the sums appropriated
are
deducted from what would have otherwise been
expended
on the war, and a greater loan is required.
We may throw into the sinking fund any
share of the revenue we please.
We have only to
add as much to the loan. and we shall raise a
larger sum in the form of loan with the same facility, by the effect of the sums thrown into the
money market for the stock purchased
by the
commissioners.
In time of war the sinking fund
is nominal; in time of peace a large sinking fund
will discharge the debt more quickly; but this
amounts
to no more than that a continuance
of
the taxes which we paid in war, after peace is restored, will be attended with a speedier reduction
of debt than what would take placeif a large part
of these taxes were repealed."
Hence he was led
to assert that the excess of revenue over expenditure was the only fund by which any part of the
public debt could be discharged.
" The increase
of revenue,
or the diminution
of expense,
are
the only means by which this fund (sinking) can
be enlarged, and its operations
rendered more elfectuai; and all schemes for dLseharging
the hational debt, by sinking
funds operating
at ecrupound interest, or in any other manner, unless in
so far as they are founded upon this principle, are
completely illusory."
-- Dr Hamilton's
work was
first published
in 1813, the very year in which
important
changes were made in the fund under
the administration
of the finances by Mr Vansittart.
But the farce of borrowing
to supply the
requirement
of the fund continued.
In 1819 Dr.
Hamilton's
views were so far recognized as to induce the house of commons to resolve, that to provide for the exigencies
of the public service, to
make such progress in reductions
of the national
debt as may adequately support public credit, and
to afford to the country a prospect of future relief
from a part of its presen$ burdens, it is absolutely
necessary that there should be a clear surplus
of
the income of the country over the expenditure,
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of not less than £5,000,000.
In 1822 the committee of public accounts recommended
that the annual sinking fund loans be discontinued, and that
the whole of the redeemed capital stock of funded
debt remaining in the name of the commissioners
be canceled.
In the following year their recommendation
was carried into effect, but the last
remnant of the fund was not abolished
before
1828. -- Tiffs sinking fund had proved an unfor.
tunate and costly experiment:
but how costly it
had been was not proved until 1869, when it was
made the subject of parliamentary
investigation.
"During
the wSoie period, from Jan, 5, 1793,
when the French war broke out, up to 1829, there
was only one year (1817) in which money was not
raised by loan, in order to aid the sinking fund,
be_ides what was required for war expenditure.
After excluding the period from Aug. 5, 1786, to
Jan. 5, 1793, during which £8,147,631 was applied
to redesm £10,241,100of
3 percent, stock, bearing
an interest of £307,263 per annum, there remains
£321,902,824,
which was applied
between
1793
and 1829 to redeem £472,942,703
capital stock,
carrying £14,488,388
annual interest, the mean
rate on the sum paid being almost exactly 4_ per
cent. per annum.
During the same period the
total sum of £702,163,075 was raised by loans, for
which £1,052,536,700
capital stock of funded debt
was created, carrying £35,301,392 annual interest,
or a mean rate of about 5 per cent. per annum.
The actual result of all these sinking fund operations, therefore, was, that the total amount of
£330,050,455
was raised at 5 per cent. to pay off a
debt carrying 4½ per cent. The difference in these
two rates amounted, upon the total capital sum of
£330,050,455,
to £1,627,765
per annum, which
may be set down as the increased annual charge
of our funded debt, and a real loss to the public
from this deceptive sinking fund system; without
taking into account the expenses of the managemeat of the sinking fund,and the increased amount
of capital of debt consequent
upon the practice of
borrowing
on less advantageous
terms for larger
sums than were required to meet the actual public
expenditure."-I have described
somewhat
at
length the English sinking fund, because the principles which governed
its formation
were early
adopted in this country, under the leadership of
Alexander Hamilton.
In December,
178'2, he mtrodueed
into the congress of the confederation
the following
resolution.
" Wtwreas, It is essential to justice and to the preservation
of public
credit, that whenever a nation is obliged, by the
exigencies
of public affairs, to contract
a debt,
proper funds should be established,
not only for
paying the annual value or interest of the same,
but for discharging
the principal within a reasonable period, by which a nation may avoid the evils
of an excessive accumulation
of debt: therefore,
//.e_t_f,
That whenever
the net product of any
funds, recommended
by congress and granted by
the states, for funding the debt already contracted,
or for procuring further loans for the support of
the war, shall exceed the sum requisite for imying
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the interest of the whole amount of the national
debt, which these states may owe at the termination of the present war, the surplus of such grants
shall form a Mnking fund, and be inviolably appropriated
to the payment of the principal of the
said debt, and shall on no account be diverted to
any other purpose."
Thus, four years before Mr.
Pitt accepted the plan of Dr. Price, and ten years
before he laid down the sound rules of finance
embodied in the English act of 1792, the two important principles,
that with the creation of a debt
measures should be taken to insure its extinguishment, and that debt reduction
is efficient only
when made with surplus
revenue, were clearly
enunciated by _Ir. Hamilton
in the congress of the
confederation.
Circumstances,
however,
which
chiefly arose from the weakness of the confederation, prevented
any attempt to put into practice
this resolution,
and in the disordered condition of
the finances little could be done before the return
of peace. Even then the jealousy among the states
prevented
action, and it was not until the constitution was adopted and the national government
formed, that a settlement
of the debt question
could be looked for. In his report on public credit,
Hamilton proposed to apply the revenues arising
from the postal service to the purposes of a sinking fund, and he again lays down as a vital principle the necessity of such a fund.
"Persuaded,
as the secretary
is, that the proper funding of the
present debt will render it a national blessing; yet
he is so far from acceding
to the position, in the
latitude
in which it is sometimes laid down, that
'public debts are public benefits,' a position inviting to prodigality,
and liable to dangerous abuse,
that he ardently wishes to see It incorporated,
as
a .fundamental
maxim, in the system of public
credit in the United States, that the creation of debt
should always be accompanied
with the means of
extinguishment.
Thishe regards as the true seerct
for rendering
public credit immortal.
And he
presumes that it is difficult to conceive a situation
in which there may not be an adherence
to the
maxim."
He recommended,
as commissioners
to
administer
this fund, the vice-president
of the
United States, the speaker of the house of representatives, the chief justice, secretary of the trca.sury and the attorney general.
His propositions
respecting the postal revenues were not accepted ;
but co_agress appropriated
to the sinking fund the
surplus revenues of the current year, and authorizedthepresidcnttoborrow$2,000,000withwhich
to purchase stock at its then low value. There was
a considerable
surplus revenue in 1790, which was
applied to debt reduction,
and in 1791 the sinking
fund had already reached the sum of $1,000,000.
The act of Aug. 12, 1790, which constituted
this
fund, provided, 1, that the surplus of the duties
on imports and tonnage to the end of the year
1790should be applied to the purchase of the debt
of the United States, at its market price, if not
exceeding
par or true value thereof--said
purchases to be made openly, and with due regard to
the equal benefit of the several states; and 2, that,
165
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in addition to this fund, the president
should be
authorized
to borrow any sum or sums, not excceding $2,000,000, at an interest not exceeding
5 per cent., to be applied to purchases
of public
debt; provided that, out of the interest of the debt
to hc purchased,
there should be appropriated,
annually, a sum not exceeding 8 per cent. of the
sums borrowed, toward paying the interest and
reimbursing
the principal of these sums.
It will
be seen that the compound interest scheme, which
was so eagerly taken up in England,
was not erabodied in the plan of 1790, which was little more
than a direct appropriation
of surplus revenue to
debt reduction.
In 1792, however, an important
change was introduced,
and a permanent
sinking
fund was established, to be composed, 1, of the interest of the public debt, purchased,
redeemed, or
paid into the treasury,
in satisfaction
of any debt
or demand;
and 2, of the surplus, if any, which
should remain of moneys appropriated
for paying
the interest of the public debt, after paying that
interest.
This fund was to be applied, first, to
purchases of the debt, till the annual amount of
the fund shall be equal to 2 per centum of the
whole amount of the outstanding
funded stock,
bearing a present interest of 6 per eentum; second,
to the redemption
of that stock; and lastly, to purchases of any unredeemed
residue of the public
debt.
To January,
1795, the purchases of stock
had amounted to $2,268,022. --Tile
operations of
this and of subsequent
sinking funds are fully described in Elliot's " The Funding
System of the
United States" (28th Congress, 1st Session, Exec.
Doe.)
The principles
so clearly laid down by
Alexander Hamilton have been generally applied
in this country both with respect to national and
to h)cal indebtedness,
but the manner of constituting the sinking fund has varied greatly according
to circumstances.
In every instance, however,
the main object was to provide for the extinction
of the debt, and, by setting aside a stated sum
which was to be inviolably applied to this purpose,
to maintain confidence in thccredit
of the state or
borrowing power.
Whatever errors, either in the
composition of the fund or in its administration,
have been made, it has come to be recognized that
debt can I)e canceled only when a staw's income
exceeds its expenditure.
Tim surplus may with
profit be applied to debt reduction.
Sume of the
state constitutions
specify the number of years in
which a debt is to be redeemed.
For example,
thatof
Illinois says: "Any
county, city, schoo!
district, or other municipal corporation,
incurring
any indebtedness
as aforesaid, shall, before or at
the time of doing so, provide for the collection of
a direct annual tax sufficient to pay the interest on
such debt, as it falls due, and also to pay and disclmrge the principal
thereof within twenty years
from the time of contracting
the same."
(Constitution, 1870, Art. IX., § 12.) This would practically involve the maintenance
of a sinking fund.
The constitutions
of other states are morcparticular.
Thus, that of Pennsylvania
(1873) recites,
that, "to provide for the payment of the present
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state debt, and any additional
debt contracted
as
aforesaid,
the general assembly shall continue and
maintain
the sinking fund, sufficient
to pay the
accruing
interest
on such debt, and annually
to reduce
the principal
thereof
by a sum not
less than $250,000 : the said sinking
fund shall
consist of the proceeds of the sales of the public
works, or any part thereof, and of the income or
proceeds of the sales of any stocks owned by the
commonwealth,
together with other funds and resources that may be designated
by law, and shall
be increased from time to time by assiguing
to it
any part of the taxes or other revenues of the state
not required forthc ordinary and current expenses
of government
; and, unless in case of war, invasion or insurrection,
no part of the said sinking fund shall be used or applied otherwise than
in the extinguishment
of the public debt.
Tlie
moneys of the state, over and above the necessary
reserve, shall be used in the payment
of the debt
of the state, either directly or through the sinking
fund, and the moneys of the sinking fund shall
never be invested in or loaned upon the security
of anything, except the bondsof
the United States
orof thisstate."
(Art. IX., _ 11,12.)
And again,
"Every
city shall create a sinking fund, which
shall be inviolably
pledged for the payment of its
funded debt."
(Art. XV., § 3.)--In
addition to
the writings
mentioned
in the course of the article, tile following may be consulted : M'Culloch,
Tree, rise ou the t_'nc_ples and tb.actical Iufluenc_ of
Taxatiou and the F_r_ing
System; Reports of the
Secretary of the Treasury;
American State Papers,
__inance ; State Constitutio_
; and Congress_bnal
.Debates.
WOR'r___GTO_; C. FORD.
SINTOOIS_,

(See SnL_'r5.)

SLAVERY
is the right of property
of one
man in another man, in his family, in his posterity, and in the products of his labor. -- There is
no injustice more revolting than slavery, and yet
there is no fact so widespread
in history.
Hence
slavery is as old as war, in which it had its origin,
Both slavery and war are inexplicable
in the eyes
of philosophy,
if we do not admit, with Christiauity, an immemorial
perturbation
among
the
members
o;f the human family.In antiquity
the system of labor was everywhere slavery.
It
was found in Rome, in Greece, in Egypt, in Assyria, in Gaul, among the Germans, and, it is said,
even among the Scythians;
it was recrllited by
war, by voluntary sale, by captivity for debt, and
then by inheritance.
It was not everywhere cruel,
and in patriarchal
life it was scarcely distinguishable from domestic
service ; in some countries,
however,
it approached
the service of beasts of
burden;
the brutal insensibility
with which Adstotle and Varro spoke of slaves is revolting;
and
the manner in which they were treated by the laws
is even more so. These men, who were of the same
race, who had the same intellect,
and the same
color as their owxiers, were declared incapable
of
holding property,
of appealing to the law, of de-

fending
themselves
; in a word, of demeaning
themselves like men in any of the circumstances
of life.
Only the law of the Hebrew peopletempered servitude
by humanity.
Doubtless,
we
might quote certain
words of Euripides
or of
Terence, of Epictetus
or of Seneca, colored with a
morc tender pity and evincing some heart; we find
also both in Greek and Roman laws, on the monuments, and in the inscriptions and epitaphs which
our contemporaries
have so carefully studied; ,we
find, I say, in these the proof that the granting of
freedom to slaves, in individual
cases, was frequent, and that it was inspired,
especially
at the
moment of death, by religious motives.
But the
brutal fact of slavery is incontestable.
The evil
outweighed
the go_)(t in an enormous
measure;
servitude remained from century to century, from
country
to country, during all antiquity,
the universal fact, and the le_timatcness
of servitude
the universal doctrine. -- To the rare and barren
protests of a few noble souls, Christianity
finally
added the power of its mighty voice.
The brotherhood of men, the dignity of labor, the absolute
duty of perfection
: with these three principles,
clothed with tile authority
of God himself, the
human race entered a new phase, commenced
the
great battle of good against evil, and, little by
little, forced back
the scourges
which,
in the
past, had reigned
with undivided
supremacy.
Servitude
was destined
to be among
the vanquished, but it was not without a long and grievous combat,
which, at the present
time, is not
entirely
terminated.
-- The learned labors of )I.
Edouard
Blot and M. danoski warrant the affirmutton that servitude had almost entirely
disappeared in Christian Europe from the tenth to the
thirteenth century;
but it is only too well known
that after the discovery
of the new world, the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries witnessed the
re-establishment
of this odious institution
in all
the colonial possessions of the nations of Europe.
What do I say ? The most Christian kings of
France, Spain and England did not blush to place
their signature at the bottom of treaties intended to
assure to them the monopoly of the sale and transportation
of millions of human beings.
An entire continent, Africa, became like a mine to be
worked, char_
with furnishing the other continents with the living merchandise,
called in
diplomatic acts a ton of negroes, just as we' saya
ton of charcoal. -- To tile nineteenth century belongs the honor of wa_ng
against servitude a
war which is not yet ended, but which has been
distinguished,
however, by remarkable victorie._.
The revolution is complete as far as ideas are coneerned.
Morality spoke first, and all the sciences,
little by little, came to agree with it. Philosophy
gives to all slaves a soul equal to our own, which
Aristotle,
perhaps, refused to them.
Physiology
declares blacks and whites, despite important
differences, to be members of the same family.
History no longer discovers between slave ownersand
slaves the trace of any legitimate conquest.
The
law does not recognize any validity of a pretended
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contract which has no title, the object of which is
illicit, and one of the parties to which is not a
free agent, and the other pariy to which is without good faith.
Ethnology
lifts to the dignity of
abeautiful
lawthc radical difference which places
in the first rank the races which labor, like the
European,
and in the last rank the races who
make othe_ work for them, like the Turks.
Political economy affirms the superiority
of free. labor
to forced labor, and it condemns everything which
deprives man of the family.
Politics and charity,
from different
points of view, accept the same
conclusion:
charity, more tender, detests slavery
because it oppresses
the inferior race; polilies,
_nore lofty, condemns it, ahow_ all, because it cot.
rupts the superior race. Thus lhe revolution above
referred to, complete in the order of ideas, is far
from l_ing complete
in the order of facts. -- At
the beginning
of the present century
England
possessed nearly 800,000 slaves, scattered among
nineteen
colonies,
to wit : more than 300.000 in
Jamaica, 80,000 in the Barbadoes, 80,000 in Gutana, more than 60,000 in Mauritius,
and the rest
in the little colonies of Trinidad,
Grenada, Antigua, St. Vincent,
etc. France, in her colonies
of the ._,_ntilles, Bourbon, Guiana and Senegal, had
250,000 slaves.
There were 27,000 in the little
colonies of Denmark, and about 600 in the island
of St. Bartholomew,
belonging to Sweden,
Hob
land, which knew how to aw_id servile labor in
Java, preserved more than 50,000 slaves at Surinam and Cura_oa.
But these figures are trifling,
compared to the number of the enslaved populationof the Spanish and Portuguese colonies, which
amounted
to at least 600,000 slaves ; of Brazil,
which is more than 2,000,000; 8nd of the United
States, which, before the A.merican civil war, had
4,000,000 slaves. --France
was the first to give
the signal for the liberation of slaves, a ]iberati_m
which unfortunately
was sudden, violent, and did
not last.
In 1790-91 the constituent
a-_embly,
after much hesitation,
admitted free people of
('.olor in the colonies to the rights of citizenship,
The whites resisted, and when the convention
tried to have the decree executed,
the conflict
between the blacks and whites led to the massaores which have been so falsely attributed
to
the emancipation
of the slaves, proclaimed
only
at the end of 1793, and confirmed hy the decree
of Feb. 4, 17_, hy which the convention decreed
with enthusiasm
the abolition
of slavery in all
French colonies.
The result of the maritime
wars w,'_s, to the colonies, disorder or conquest.
.kt the same time,, in the mother country, a reaction, aided by glory, carried men beyond
the
necessitie_ of order.
The year 1802, which witnessed the concordat, the life consulate, the peace
of Amiens, the legion of honor, and the university,
witnessed also the restoration
of slavery and even
the slave trade by the law of the 30th floreal, year
X._ Commenced
with more wisdom, and condueted with more perseverance,
the movement of
emancipaf.ion
in England
naturally
triumphed
mare promptly than in Prance.
In 1102 a coun
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ell held in the city of London. under the presideney of St. Anselm, forbade the slave trade.
In
1763 an odious treaty assured to England, on the
other hand, the monopoly of this traffic.
In 1773
a generous Christian, William Wilberforce,
first
wrote against this public scandal.
In 1780 Thos.
Clarkson proposed its abolition to parliament, and
in 1787 Wi]berforce
renewed the proposition,
which, after having been seven times presented
and seven times rejected,
finally triumphed
in
1806, and became, at the congress of Vienna, a
solemn engagement of all the European
powers
(Declaration of Feb 4, 1815),which was followed
by laws promulg.iWd
by each of these nations.
May 15, 18,'2k{.Mr. Buxton proposed the abolition
of slavery in all the Engli.-h colonie.s.
_kfter long
hesitation,
the act of abolition pre_ented in 1833,
in the name of the government,
by Lord Stanley,
was promulgated
Aug. 28, 1833. This memorable
law, which devoted £500,000,000 to the ransom of
800,000 men, did not, however, accord them liberty until after an apprenticeship,
which wa_ to
last from Aug. 1, 1834. to Aug. 1, 1840; but this
uncertain sy_lem could not be maintained.
Lord
Brougham
proposed its abolition in 1838, and the
colonial legislatures
spontaneously
decreed complete emancipation
in the years 1838 and 1839.At the same time, 18a8, M. Passy proposed to the
French chambers a bill with the same end in view,
and in 1840 a conlmission
was charged, under the
presidency of the duke de Broglie, to prepare the
way for the abolition of slavery hi the French
colonies.
At the same time, also, 1839, Pope
Gregory XVI.
published
a bull, condemning
slavery and the slave trade.
The report of M. de
Broglie is celebrated;
we may call it a judgment
by a court of last resort, which, for the most elevated, decisive and practical reasons, condemned
slavery forever, ttowever, thesentencewa.,,notexecuted on account of the hesitation of the government and the resistance of the colonies.
Slavery
_'as not abolished in the colonies of France until
after the revolution of February, by the decrec of
March 4, 1848, which M. Schoelehcr had the honor
of proposing. --The result of emancipation
in the
French colonies was the liberation of the slaves
in fl_e Dani._h colonie._, proclaim¢.d July 3, 1848.
Sweden had set the example of liberation as early
as 1846. -- Wc here give a r_sum6 of the economic
and moral results of emancipation
in the colonies
of England and in thoseof France.
Beforeemancipalion, the colonies of theWest
Indies produced
3,640,000 quintals of sugar.
These figures had
sunk during the apprenticeship
to 3,480,000 quintals, and after lheliberation
to2,600,000.
In 1848
the production
_as 3,795,311 quintals;
m 1852,
3,376,000 ; and irt 1_58, 3,499,171.
The emancipatton o[ the slaves was followed by a diminution
in production
and an increase in prices, but also
in wages; the result of commercial
freedom was
an increase in production
and a diminution
in
prices, but al_ in wages.
Twenty years after these
two great trials the old figures were reached, the
net cost was diminished,
and if certain i_olatod
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colonies suffer still while others prosper, there is
no one in England who could have foreseen that
two such radical experiments would not be followed by more disastrous and more prolonged consequences. -- Let us dwell a little further on tile
colonies
of France.
Despite a triple trial, the
emancipation
of the slaves, competition
in the.
mother country and a radical revolution,
the gem
eral movement of affairs of the French colonies

There has been progress in industrious habits, improvement in the social and religious system, and
development
in individuals of those qualities of
heart and mind which are more necessary to happinegs than the material gooda of life. The negroes
arc happy and contented, they devote themselves
to labor, they have bettered their way of living, increased their well-being,and,while
crime has dimini._hed, moral habits have become better. The num.

was not lowered
beyond one-half, while it was
lowered more than a quarter so far as all the business transactions of France during the first period
of five years were concerned;
after another five
years, the figures prior to emancipation
were very
slightly surpassed at Guadaloupe,
nearly half at
Guiana, more than a quarter at Martinique,
and
more than a half at R_:union. --If we look only
at production,
after 1854, the figures prior to 1848
were surpassed,
even for sugar, excepting
at
Guiana, which was transformed
into a colony of
consumption.
The increase is in slow progress at
Ouadaloupe, important at Martiniquc, andextraordinary at R_union.
Wages are reD' little higher,
the price of sale and renting of lands has increased,
credit is more easy, thanks to the banks; new resources of credit and laws which permit the importation of cereals, rice, and also of machinery,
arrive opportunely
with the reduction
of the customs duties; the price of sale is higher, the movemerit of ships has increased one-third, at the same
timethatthematerlalandmethodsofmanufacturc
have been changed.
To the honor of liberty and
that of the colonists, be it said, that, since emancipation, they have courageously
nmde up their
minds what to do; they have ceased to sigh, and
be_mtoact.
At R_union tools have been changed,
methods of pr(_'esses improved, and the revenue
from colonist settlements doubled; there is no hesitation in hiring a laborer for five years at double
the price received at London for the importation of
6,000 coolies; those who bought with colonist settlements in 1848 have realized enormous fortunes,
progress has followed wealth, and the general exposition of agriculture in 1862 showed sugar from
R6union which did not need to be refined.
In
the Antilles people are no longer contented with
cursing tim indigenous sugar refineries; they imitate them; central refineries have been establishcd
where, in 1874, the produce from sugar cane rose
from 5 to 13 per cent., and there is hope of still
further improvement
; machinery
and manuring
were introduced, drainage has been tried, patents
are taken out, landed credit is demanded, agricultural credit is used, free trude is called for ; in
a word, those routine and ruinous traditionswhich
are the sad accompaniments
of slavery are being
departed
from; and an endeavor is being made to
realize these, first four conditions of all economic
progress:
the perfecting of processes, abundance
of hands, facility for credit, and the widening of
the market. -- As far as the moral order is concerned, all the results of the English experiment
may be summed up in the words of Lord Stanley,
in 1842, which were substantially
as follows :

ber of marriages has increased.
Under the infiuence of the ministers of religion, education has become more widespread.
In short, the result of the
gre_t experiment
of emancipation
tried upon the
whole of the population of the West Indies has surpassed the mosl ardent hopes.-- In the French colonies. 40,000 marriages, 20,000legitimate
children,
30,000 acknowledged
children, the population
resuming a regular course and increase, the churehes filled, the schools attended ; at Guadaloupe and
Martinique, 20.000 adults at the night schools; at
R_-union, 23 societies of mutual aid among the
freedmen, crimes against the person diminished
(at least until the arrival of immigrants),
justice
and the clergy improved, peace maintained
with
garrisons l_s strong than before 1848: such are the
gifts presentec_ to French colonial society by the
emancipation
of its slaves. -- It would be too long
to show in detail, yetu" by year, the economic and
moral results of emancipation,
since they became
complicated
by reason of the effect of political
events and atte_npts at commercial
liberty
in
France.
Let it suffice to affirm that civilization
has gained much, that wealth has lost little, that
its losses have been repaired and more than repaired, at least in all the colonies in which the
new r6gime has been accepted in good faith
finally, that the call of a million men to liberty,
in distant lands, did not cause the tenth part of
the trouble occasioned in the more civilized hations of Europe by the least important political
question. --European
nations quickly understood
that the slave trade would never be completely
abolished
unless slavery itself was suppressed.
Unfortunately,
the United States of America did
not understand
this as quickly.
The illustrious
founders of the Union, fearing a dissolution of it
at the very moment of its formation, and hoping,
that to suppress the evil it wmfld he sufficient tc_
dry up its source, limited themselves
to inserting
in the constitution
that the slave trade should be
prohibited, beginning witli the year 1808.
As far
as slavery was concerned, they had the weakness
not even to mention its name, leaving to each _ate
the task of ridding it_lf of the institution of slavery, which, at that period, was very little developed.
In Washington's
time, there were scarcely
700,000 slaves within
the whole extent of the
United States.
Washin_on
freed his own slaves
by will, and we know from his correspondence
with Lafayette
that he busied himself with p!ans
of emancipation.
Many of the northern states successively freed their slaves; but the progress of the
cultivation
of cotton,
the cession of Louisiana,
the purchase of Florida and the conquest of Texas
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had not been foreseen.
Sixty years after Washington's
time, the American
republic
had advanced with giant steps, slavery had grown with
it, and the southern
states contained 4,000,000 of
enslaved blacks.
A fact so enormous,
so abnerreal, produced
in the bosom of tim 1.:nion a profound perturbation.
:Not" only did honor and
morality suffer therefrom,
but a terrible division
took I)bme between the north, which controlled
the commerce,
the shipping
and the tariff of the
Union,
and the south, which,
previous
to the
American
civil war, controlled
t)olities, lhc cougress, and the laws of the Union.
Without
relating the long and lamcutal)le
history, of thi_ conflict, without
speaking of the fugitive slave law,
of the territorial
question, of the debates on the
right of search, of the projects for an invasion of
Cuba, finally of all the electoral struggles for the
presidency,
let us recall that thc question of slavery had become in 1856, and again in 1860, th(: sole
stumbling
block of the general elections.
In 1856
the south triumphed
for the last time in the person of Mr. Buchanan;
in 1860 the nor|h bore away
the victory in the person of Abraham Lincoln, and
the southern states immediately
revolted, and dedared war.
This formidable
war had the character of a war of independence;
tile north fought
for the constitution,
the south to obtain its autonomy.
But for what purpose
did the south thus
wish to separate itself from a gh)rious nation?
In
order to perpetuate,
mainudn and extend slavery,
and to have no more uneasiness as to the fate of
that institution
which its publicists
dared to call
tim best system of labor.
The north wa_u led by
circumstanc_
to strike at the very root of the
war, by attacking slavery.
In its session of 1862,
congress successively
adopted : l_t, emancipation
in the District of Columbia;
2d, the rccognition
of the republics of Ilayti and Liberia ; 3d, the
measures proposed
by the president
for gradual
emancipation
in the states and immediate emancipatton in the rebel states, beginning
Jan. 1, 1863.
We know that the defeat of the south assured the
definitivc abolition of slaver)" iu the United Stat_,s.
Slavery having disappeared
in _North America, its
foundations
were necessarily
shaken
in South
America.
The republics
separated
from Spain
have abolished
it. IIolland
delivcrcd its Americancolonie_s from slavery by slaw of Aug. 8, 1862,
and a law of December, 1871, paved the way for
its suppre_ssion in Brazil. -- This rapid review is
eonfim,d to Christian countries.
In Mohammedan
Slid pagan countries, slaver), exists almost ever)-where; here more patriarchal,
there more barbarous; maintained
in the bosom of Africa by perpetual wars and a pitiless traffic.
A blohammedan sovereign, the bey of Tunis, however, abelished slavery in his states, even before Frazlce, in
1847;but
the scourge of slavery will evidently
never disappear from pagan nations, except from
contact with, and the example of, Christian
halions.
We may hope that the nineteenth
century
mill eec servitude
disappear ; this would be its
prineipfi,1 glory.
The condition
precedent to the
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disappearance
of slavery is the persevering
accord
of all opinions, of all creeds, of all nations, that it
should bc abolished, and this accord is now an
accomplished
fact.
(See S,_A_mR'g, in U. S. History.)
AUOUSTIN
COCHIN.
SL),VERY
(I.N U. S. IIrsToav).
It may be laid
down as a fundamental
proposition,
that negro
slavery in the ('olouics never existed or was originally estal)lished by law, but that it rested wholly
on custom.
The dictum,
su often quoted, that
slavery, being a breach of natural
right, can be
valid only by positive law, i._ not true: it is rather
true that slavery, where it existed, being the crealure of (,ustom, required
po._itive law to abolish
c)r ('ontrol it. In Great Britain, in 1772, custom
had made slaver)" so odious that the Sommersett
case justly held that positive law was necessary
for the establishment
of slavery there in any form;
but the exact contrary of this rule, of course, held
good in commonwealths
where custom
made
slaver 3" not odious, but legal.
In these cases the
l,_ws which were passed in regard to slavcry were
only declaratory
of a custom already established,
and can not be said to have established
slavery.
Thewhole
slavery struggle i._ therefore the history
of a C_lStOm at first univemal in the colonies, then
peacefully
circumscribed
by the rise of a moral
feeling opposed to it, but suddenly so fortified in
its remaining territory by thc rise of an enormous
material interest as to make the final struggle one
of force.
In outlining the history of negro slavery
in the United States, it seems advisable
to make
the following subdivisions:
1, lhe introduction
of
sl'_very, and its increase, 2, its internal policy; 3,
the slave trade, foreign and domestic; 4 the suffrageclause
and the" slave power "; and 5. slavery
in the territorie% including new slates.
The final
abolition of slavery in each state, in the territories,
and in the nation, is treated elsewhere.
(See ABOLITION

)--

I.

]NTRODI'CTION

OF

_LAVERY,

AND

rws INCREASE.
When English
colonization
in
,North America began, Indian and negTo slavery
was already lirmly established
in the neighboring
Spanish
cohmies ; and from these, particularly
from the West Indies, negro slavery was naturally and unconsciously
introduced
into the English colonies, the B'lrbado(,s beiug the steppingstone for most of thein.
Neverthcleqs,
the first
authemic
ca-e of iutroductiou
was from an entirely different source.
In August, 1619, a Dutch
man-of-war,
temporarily
ill \'i,'ginia,
lan(led fourteen negro slaves inexchange
for provisions:
This
is the only colony in which a first ease can be
found.
Everywhere
else wc find slavery, when
first casually
mentioned,
an institution
so long
established a_ to have lost its novelty.
In each of
them there are thrcc points to l)e noted: the first
mention of slavery, its first regulation
by law,
and the establishment,
by custom or positive law,
of the"civil law rule, partus ,equitur velztrem, instead of tile common law rule, partus sequitur paitem.
The latter rule, making children take the
condilion
of the father, was the natural
rule for
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English colonists, would have made negro slavery
:far more tolerable, and would have established a
constant
agent for its ultimate
extinction,
since
any connection
bctween a slave father and a free
mother would have been comparatively
rare. The
former rule, that the children should take the condition of the mother, which wa.s everywhere
adopted by custom from the beginning,
not only
relieved the system from check, but even gave it
an added horror, of which the variations in color
among the inferior race are mute but indelible certificates.
In summarizing
the introduction
of
slavery into the original thirteen
states, we will
begin at )Iasou and Dixon's line, going first southward, and then northward:
its introduction
into
the new states and territories
(.dines under the
fifth subdivision.
--In
Virginia
the acts passed
were at first for the mere regulation
of serv'mts,
the legal distinction being between serv'mts for a
term of years (white immigrants
under indcntures), and servants for life (slav.es). Dec. 14, 1662,
the civil law rule, partus
sequit,r
venlrem, was
adopted
by statute.
Oct. 3, 1670, serwmts not
Christians,
imported
by shipping,
were declared
slaves for their lives.
Slavery was thus fully legalized in the colony.--In
)Iaryland
slaves are
first mentioned (" slaves only excepted ") in a proposed law of 1638. In 1663 the civil law rule was
fully adopted
by a provision
that "negroes
or
other slaves," then in the province
or thercafter
imported,
should serve dura_de z'fta, "and their
children also."-- In Delaware the Swedes at first
prohibited
slavery, but it was introduced
by the
Dutch.
It was in existence
probably
in 1636;
but its first legal recognition
was in 1721, in an
act providing
for tim trial of " negro and mulatto
slaves" by two justices and six frechohters.
With
this exception the systcm reswd wholly on custom
in Delaware. -- In Carolina, undcr the first union
of the two provinces,
tile Locke constitution
(_ee
:NoI_Tn C.*ROLL_A) provided practically
for white
slavery:
the "lectmen,"
or tenants of ten acres,
were to bc fixed to the soil under the jurisdiction
of their lord without aplleal; arid the children of
leetmen were to be leetmen,
" and so to all gcnerations."
Tlds provision,
like most of the others,
was never respected or obeyed.
The ll0th article
provided
that eyeD" freeman should have "absolute power and authority
over Iris negro slaves of
what opinion or religion soever."
This met with
more respect, and became tile fundamental
law of
:North Carolina without anything further tlmnstatutes fbr police regulation.
-- In South Carolina
the first slavery legislation, an act of Feb. 7, 1690,
"for the better or(lering of slaves," took place before the separation.
Slaves are said to have been
introduced
by Gov. Yeamans
about 1670. June
7, 1712, slaver), was formally legalized by an act
declaring all negroes and Indians, theretofore
sold
or thereafter
to he sold, and their children, "slaves
to all intents and purposes."
The civil law rule
was made law :May 10, 1740. The police regula
t-ions of this colony were filled with cruel provisions, such as the gelding
of a male slave who

should run away for the fourth time; and yet aa
act was passed in 1704, and re-enacted
in 1708,
for enlisting and arming negro troops. -- In Georgia slavery was prohibited
at the establishment
of
the colony, in 1732. In 1749, after repeated
peti
tions from the colonists,
the trustees
obtained
from parliament
the repeal of the prohibition.
In
1755 the legislature
passed an act regulating
the
conduct
of slaves ; and in 1765 and subsequent
years the laws of South Carolina were re-enacted
by Georgia. -- In Pennsylvania
slavery
is first
heard of in 1688, when Francis Daniel Pastorius
drew up a memorial
against the practice
for the
Germantown
Quakers.
It was not until 1696 that
the Quaker yearly meeting was prepared
to act
favorably on tim. memorial.
In 1700 the legislature forbade the selling of slaves out of the province without
th*cir consent.
The other slavery
lc_slatiou
of the colony consisted of efforts, more
or less successful,
to check or abolish the slave
trade; but, as soon as independence
was fairly atrained, arrangements
were made for gradual
abolitton.
So lateas 1795, however, the slate supreme
court decided
that slavery was not incoasi._tent
with
the slate constitution.
-- In New Jersey
slaver)" was introduced
by the Dutch, but was
not recognized
by law until the "concessions"
of
1664 (see:NEW JERSE_'),in which the word "slaves'"
occurs.
In East Jersey slaves wcre given trial by
jury in 1694; and in West Jersey thc word "slavC'
was omitted
from the law_.
Acts for regulating
the conduct of slaves began wiflt the junction of
the province with New York, in 170°; but these
were never harsh, and the condition
of the slave
was more tolerable than in any othereolony
where
the system was really established.
-- In 1New York
slavery came in with the Dutch at an uncertain
period, the Dutch West India company supplying
the slaves.
So early as 1628 the inhabitants
were
mtv.le nervous
by the mutinous
behavior of sonic
of the slaves, but there was no legal recognition
of slavery until 1665. when the duke of York'._
laws forbade "slavery
of Christians,"
thus by irap/ication allowing slaver),of
heathens.
Full rccognition was given by a 1)rovlso in the naturalization act of 1683, that it should not operate to free
those held as slave% and by an act of 1706, to allow baptism of slaves without freeing them. -- In
Connecticut
slavery was never directly established
by statute, and the time of its introduction
is uncertain.
In 1680 the governor infoi'med the board
of trade, that, "as for blacks, there come sometimes three or four in a year from Barbadoes,
and
they are sold usually at the rate of £22 apiece."
They were considered
as servants,
rather tlmn as
chaucls, could sue their masters for ill treatment
or deprivation
of property,
and the only legal recog'nition of slavery was in such police regulations
as that of 1690, to check the wandering
and running away of "purchased
negro servants." -Rhode Island passed the first act for the abolition
of slavery in our history, :May 19, 1652. In order
to check "the common course practiced
among
Engliahmen
to buy negers (sic)," the act freed an
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slaves brought into the province after ten years'
service.
Unfortunately,
the act was never obeyed:
custom was too strong for statute law, and existed
without law until the final abolition.
The only
legal recognition
of tim system was in a series of
acts, beginning
Jan. 4, 1703, to control tim wanderlng of Indian and negro slave_ aml servants,
and another, beginning
in April, 1708, in ",_hieh
the slave trade was indirectly legalized by being
taxed.-In 2Vlo._sachusctts a negro is mentioned in
1633 as an estray, "conducted
to hi_ ma_rer."
In
1636 a Salem ship begat) the importation of negro
slaves from the West Indies, anti thereafter Pequot
slaves were constantly
exchanged
for Barbadocs
negroes,
In 1641 the fundamental
laws forh'ide
slaver3" , with the following cautious pr_)vi_o: "unless it be lawful captives taken in just wars [Pcquots], and such strangers as willingly sell themselves [probably
indentured
white immigrant_]
or
are sold to us [_negroes]."
The explanations
inserted will show that this was the first legal recognition of slavery in any colony.
Under it slavery
grew ,dowly, and the rule of 2mtrt_*s keqt_lt,_',,e;,trem was established
by custom and court dccisions.
Public sentiment,
after the 3car 1700, was
slowly developed against the system.
In Decembcr, 1766, a jury gave a negro woman £4 damages
against her master for restraining
her of her liltcrty.
John Adams notes lit the time that this wa_
the first case of the kind he had known, th(mgh
he heard that there had been many.
In 1768 another case was decided for the master, and thereafter the decisions of jurie_ varied to every point
of the compass for twenty years; but it is known
that many of the cases in which the slaves were
successful were gained by connivance
of the masters, in order to relieve tilem-e]ves of the (.are of
aged or infirm slaves.
John Quincy Adams gives
1787 as the )'ear in which the st'ttc supreme court
finally decided, that, under
tim constitution
of
1780, a man c(_uld not be sold in M-as_tchu.,,ett_. -In New Haml)shirc
there were but two legal recognitions of slavery, tin act of 1714 to regulate the
('onduct of " Indian, negro and mulatto servants
and sl:_ves"; and .mother in 1718 to rcgulatc the
conduct of m_).sters. There were but few slaves
in the cohmy, and slavery had but a nominal existence.--Vermont
never recngnized slaver)'.
(_'c
AnoLl'rtox,
I.)-- From all the ca_s it will be ,,een
that slavery was the creature of custom.
The only
exceptions" are a peculiar provision
in tit(, htw of
Maryland (1663) and Pennsylvania
(1725-6) making the children of free-born mothers and slave
fathers slaves to their father's master until the age
of thirty; and the laws in a few states re-enslaving
freedmen who refused or neglccted
to leave the
state.
This latter provision was the law of Virginia from 1705, and was put into thc state (:onstitution in 1850; and laws fully equivalent
were
passed during their state existence by .North Carelina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississip9i and Louisiana.
In the white heat of the antislavery struggle,
laws were passed by Virginia
m 18_, by Louisiana
in 18,59, and by Maryland
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in 1860, providing for tile voluntary enslavement
of free negroes, but thesewere exceptional.
Milder
provisions, to the same general effect, to punish
by fine or sale the coming or remaining of free negroc_ in tilt, state, were inserted in the constitution
of Missouri in 18o0, of Texas in 1836 (as a republic). of Florida
in 1838, of Kentucky in 1850, of
Indiana in 1R51, and of Oregon in 1857. (See tile
state_ named.)
Tile most troubh, som(, to the northern state_ _ere the regulations
of the seaboard
slave stales, under which negro seamen of northe,'n vessels were frequently imprisoned, and sometimes sold.
In lt¢_el Massachusetts
sent Samuel
Hoar to ('harh,-ston to bring an amic'tble atilt there
for tlle purpose of testing the con,titutiouality
of
the South Carolim_ act. Ih; was received in a w.ry
unfriendly
fashion.
Tile ]egi._l'lture l)a-sed resolutions requesting the govcrnorto
expel him from
the state, and au act making any such mission a
high mis&,mcanor, puni,habh:
lty title and banishmcnt.
Finally, on receiving
un(,quivocal
a.ssuran(.es of personal'violence
if lie r(.mained, Mr.
Hoar left Charleston
without
fulfillin_
his mission. -- IIowcver strongly cu._tom may have established negro slavery in the colonies, it has been
suggestcd
that thc validity of tim s v¢tem was at
h,a_t made doubtful
by the Sommersctt
case in'
England
In that country,
in 1677, the courts
held negro slaves to be property, as "being usually bought and sold among merchants
as metchandisc, and also being infidel_."
In 1750custom
bad so farchang('d
that tile law was again in doubt.
In 1771 Charh:s Stewart, of Boston, took his slave
James Sommersett
to l.(md(,n, where the biter
fell sick. and was sent adrift by his ma,tcr.
Stewart, afterwar(l
finding S()nunersctt
recovered, reclaimed him and put him on a ship in the Tlmmes,
bound for Jam:flea.
Lord Man,,tield i_ued a writ
of h,_be_tscm'p_l._, and decidt.d, June 22, 1772, that
tht:mastereouhl
not compel hi¢._lave toleave England. _ hose ]a_ s did not recognize "so high an
act of (tominion."
I f the (,o]oni_,_, by charter and
otherwi-e, were' forbidden
to pass laws contrary
to the laws (,f England,
and if the laws of England (lid not recognize
slavery, was slav[,ry legal
in the colonic-?
It ntust be remembered
that the
Sommer._ett decision was not that the laws of England forbade slavery, but that there u :is no law in
England establishing
slavery.
There was no attempt to make au Engliuh custom override
an
American custom, and wc can not draw any attack
on the American system of slavery out of the Seinmersctt case.--The
cnlonies, then, b(,gan their
forcible strugglc against the mother country with
a system of negro slavery, recognized cvcrywhc_e
by law, moribund
in the north, but full of vigor
in the south.
In the north,where
there was a general consciousness
that slavery was dexuue(l, the
slave_ were generally regarded as servants for life,
as persons who_
personality was uudcr suspension.
In the south they were regularly
regarded
by the law and by private vpinion
as things, as
chattels, with "no rights or privileges but such as
thee who held the power and the government
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might choose to grant them," with all the consethe ruling race followed naturally the line of least
quences arising from the fact that they had not
resistance,
and negro slavery increased
in the
come to America voluntarily,
as persons, but in- south, and decreased
in the north.
The process
voluntarily,
as property.
In so far the Dred Scott
may be seen in the number of slaves in the colonies
decision
correctly stated the feeling of our forenorth and south of Mason and Dixon's line, asestifathers.
But the feeling wits in great measure a mated by tile royal governors in 1715, as estimated
consequence
of the unfortunate
adoption of the
by congress in 1775, and as ascertained
by the first
rule partus sequitur rer_trem : a race to which the
census, in 1790, as follows.
A_orth, (1715) 10,900,
rule was applied could be no other than animal,
(1775) 46,102, (1790) 40,370; South, (1715) 47,950,
and a people among whom
the rule prevailed
(1775)455,090,(1790)657,527.
Before1790thetwo
could never be emancipated
from the feeling.
For
_,etions lind begun to show the contrasting
results
this reason the revolutionar,,'
c_)ngress made no at- of pushing,
self-interested
free labor on the one
teml)t to interfere with slaver)', except in regard
hand, and shiftles.s, unwilling
slave labor on the
to the slave trade, to be referred to hereafter.
The
other.
Gouverneur
Morris, in the convention
of
state of war itself did little real harm to the sys1787, thus spoke of slavery at the time: "It was
tern.
In Virginia,
zN'ov. 7, 1775, Lord ])unmore
the curse of IIeaven
on the states where it preproclaimed
freedom to all slaves who would fight
vailed.
Travel through the whole continent,
and
for the king, and negro soldiers were enlisted by
you behold _he prospect continually
varying with
Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Rhode Island, _New the appearance
and disappearance
of slavery.
York,Pennsylvania,Maryland,Virginia
and North
The moment you leave the eastern states and enter
Carolina.
South Carolina refused
to follow the
1N'ew York, the effects of the institution
become
recommendation
of congress,
in 1779, to enlist
visible.
Passing through the Jerseys, and enter3,000 negn'o troops.
A return of the continental
ing Pennsylvania,
every criterion of superior iraarmy, Aug. 24, 1778, shows 755 negro soldicrs,
provementwitnesses
the change.
Proceed southnot including
the _N-ew Hampshire,
Rhode Island,
wardly, anti every step you take through the great
• Connecticut
or New York troops.
At the end of regions of slaves presents adesert, increasing with
the war Rbodc Island, l_lew York and Virginia
the increasing
proportion
of these wretched befrec_,l their negro soldiers, but the system remained
ings."
_N'orwas the assertion denied by the south.as before.
The treaty of peace bound the British
erners who heard it. George Mason, of Virginia,
not to carry away any "negroes
or other p'operty
said: "Slaverydiscourage_
arts and manufactures.
of the American
inhabitants";
and this collocaThe poor despise labor wllen performed
by slaves.
tion of terms is repeated
in the treaty of Ghent
They prevent the emigration
of whites, who really
in 1814. All through the period of the confederaenrich and strengthen
a country.
They produce
tion, slavery received no detriment,
except in the
the most pernicious
effect on manners.
Every
action of individual
statcs (see ABOLITION, I.),
master of slaves is born a petty tyrant.
They
and in its ex(.lusion from the northwest
territory,
bring the judgment
of Heaven on a country.
As
to be rcferrcd
to hereafter.
The staten and the
nations can not be rewarded
or punished
in the
nation began their course under the constitution
next world, they must be in this.
By an incvitawith the same general system as before,
but
ble chain of causes and effects Providence
punwith three modifications
: the :tpportionmcnt
of ishes national sins'by national calamities."
And
representation
to three-fifths
of the slaves;
the
Jefferson,
in the same year, after detailing the
power
of congress
to prohibit
the slave trade
evils of slaver)', added.
"Indeed,
I tremble
for
after 1808 ; and the fugitive
slave clause.
The
my country whenIreflcct
that Godis just, andthat
first of these made the system of slavery itself a his justice can not sleep forever."
But this subpolitical
factor, represented
in the government;
stantial agreement
in sentiment
was very soon to
the third offeredatemptingamldangcrous
weapon
be broken by an event which entirely altered the
to usc ag_dnstan opposing section; and the ,_.eond
paths of the two sections. -- Pew influences have
was the death warrant of the whole system in the
so colored the history of the United States and of
double event of the acquisition of foreign territory
negro slavery as the inventions
of 1775-93 in Engand the development
of antagonistic
sections.
/ landand
America.
In 1775 Crompton'sinvention
-- Until this time the difference
in the slave sysning machine;
in 1783 Watt's steam engine was
tems of the north and of the south had been a adapted
to the spinning and carding of cotton at
differcnce
of degree treated
g_therin than
kind.
The I Manchester
in 1785supei.'seded
cylinder printing
They are therefore
special of subdivisions.
of the mule ; jenny
tIargreaves'of cottons
spinbasis and the general laws were nominally the same i was invented;
and in 1786-8 the use of acid in
everywhere;
and there was a gent, nil agreement
I hleaching
was begun.
All the machinery
of the
that the system
was evil in itself, and that it cotton manufacture
was thus standing
ready for
was desirable to rid the country of it by gradual
material.
Very little had thus far come from the
abolition.
But, from the beginning, the masterful
United States, for a slave could clean but five or
white race had found, in the colder north, that it
six pounds a day for market.
In 1784 an Ameriwaseasiertodoworkforitselfthanto('ompelwork
ean shipwhich
brought eight bags of cotton to
from the black race, and, in the warmer south,
Liverpool was seized on the ground that so much
that it was easier to compel work from the black
of the article could not be the produce of the
"race thantodotheworkforitself.
In both sections
United States; and Jay's treaty (sect lint title) at
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first consented that no cotton should be exported
fr._m America.
In 1793 Eli Whitney,
of Conmcticut,
then residing
in Georgda, changed
the
hi,_tory of the country by his invention
of the
saw-gin, by which one slave could cleanse 1,000
p¢,unds of cotton from its seeds in a day. lie was
robbed of his invention,
which the excited plantcr_ instantly
appropriated;
and slavery ceased to
boa passive, patriarchal
institution,
and became a
means of gain, to bc upheld and extended
by its
beneficiaries.
The export of cotton, which had
fallen from 189,316 pounds in 1791 to 138,328 in
1792, rose to 487,600 in 1793, to 1,601,760 in 1794,
to 6,276,300 in 1795, and to 38,118,041
in 1804.
_¥ithin five years :tfter Whitney's
invention
cotton had displaced
indigo as the gre'tt southern
staple, and the ,_lave states had become the cotton
field of the world.
In 1859 the export was 1,386.468,562 pounds, valued at $161,434,923,
'rod the
next largest export (tobacco) was valued at hut
$21,074,038.
Was it wonderful
that southerners
Mmuld say and believe that "cotton is king," and
_hat secession could never be attacked by tflockade, since the great commercial
nations, even the
free states themselves,
would
not thus allow
themselves
to bc deprived
of the raw material
of manufacture?
Tim reader may judge the rea,_onableness of the belief, and the magnitude
of
the temptations
to English
intervention,
by the
value of the English imports of cotton from the
United States and elsewhere, 1861-3, and the coincident rise in price : imports from the United
States,
(1861) $132,851,995,
(1862) $6,106,385,
(1863) $2,300,000;
from other countries,
(1861)
$65,034,990,
(186 o) $148,358,840,
(1863) $213,700,000; price per lb., (1861) 7 cents, (1862) 13t
cents, (1863) 27½ cents.
From a purely commercial and agricultural
venture
the cotton culture,
had taken a different aspect.
Those who controlled it felt very much the same importance
as
a man might feel who lind gained control of the

to surpass his neighbors;
slaves, the only working
class, could not be trusted to engage in any labor
requiring care or thought;
success in anything
higher than the culture of cotton, tobacco or su
gar, meant the inevitable freedom of the laborer;
and long before 1850 "southern
shiftlessness"
had
become chronic, hoI×'less and proverbial,
even in
the south.
Tim readerwho
wishes for dctailswill
find them (from the census of 1850) in yon llolst's
third volume, or in Sumncr's
speech of June,
1860, as cited below; and an instructive
dc.-cription of affairs in 1860 is in Olmstead's
two volumcs. -- Even on thc culture of the soil the influeaee of the slave system was for evil. Only free
labor can get large profits from a small surface,
and the unwilling and unintelligent
labor of slaves
required so much larger area for its exercise that
in 1850 there were to the square mile only 18.93
inlmbitants
in the southern
states co 45.8 in the
northern states.
Sl,lvery, like Tacitus' Germans,
demanded
empty acres all around
it. In 1860
the acreage of improved
to unimproved
lands in
Virginia wa¢ 11,437,821 to 10,679,215; in North
Carolin% 6,517,824 to 17,245,685; in South Carolina, 4,572,(_)0 to 11,623,859;
and in Georgia,
8,062,758 to 18,587,732.
The ohler slave states
have been _lecled;
ia the new slave states the
comparison
i_ equally or more unfavorable.
In
the old free state of New York the comparison
stood 14,358,403
improved
to 6,616,555 unimproved; in the new freestate of Illinois, 13,096,374
to7,815,615.
Of the frc_ states, allbut California,
Iowa, Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota,
Oregon and
Wisconsin had morc improved than unimproved
land in farms; of the slave states, only Delaware
and Maryhmd.
The comparison of the price of
lands is still more unfavorable
to slavery, varying
in such near neighbors as Pennsylvania
and Virginia from $25 per acre in the former to $8 per
acre in the latter.
The average value of northern
farms in 1860 was $29 an acre; of southern farms,

to
blow up ofthea whole
intermagazine
man ofship
war,if hc
and should
could be
threaten
fered with in any way. -- This development
of the
culture of cotton was pregnant with consequences
to both sections.
In the north, manufactures
amt
commerce
were de,velopcd, and the remnants
of
slavery slid to extinction
down a stccpcr and
smoother descent.
In the south,
the price of
slaves was steadily increasing,
and the increased
profit thus indicated was steadily stamping labor
itself as slavery.
It is not in financial
matters
alone that bad money drives out good: wherever
slave labor was extended,
it temled constantly
to
expel free labor from the market.
Immigration
shunned slave soil as if by instinct, and it ws.s not
long before the whole
population
of the slave
states was divided
into three great classes : the
rich whites, who did no work; the poor whites,
"who knew not how to work; and the slaves,
who only
worked when
compelled
to work.
The results on the economicaldevelopment
of the
country
may easily be imagined.
.No one was

for
slave This
hhor constant
was the necessity
ground reason
for its room
con$9.80.
for elbow
slant effort to stretch out after new territory.
A
planter's
policy was to take up as much land as
possibh,, scratch thc surface until his slaves e.ould
or would extract no more from it, and then search
for virgin soil; for it was cheaper to pass the :Mis,_issippi, orinvade
Texas, than to cultivate a wornout filrm with slave labor.
Scientific agriculture,
and the revivification
of so-called worn-out farms,
were never attempted
until the overthrow
of
slavery; .rod, since they have begun, wc hear no
more of the need for new territory for cotton.
--The
influence of slavery upon the section in
which it existed w.ls particularly
evil in regard to
the possibilities of warfare.
Not only did it throtfie commerce, nmnufactures,
literature,
art, everything which goes to make a people indepemlent
of the rest of the worhl: its influence in checking
the natural increaseof
fighting men is plainly perceptible
in the decennial
census tables.
Even
whcn there is an apparent equality of numbers

Under any special

between

incentive

to work, to invent,

or

the two sections,

the equality

is delusive,
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so long as the southern scale is partly filled with a
population
not only nomcombatant
but actually
to be distrusted
as possibly hostile.
For thisl reason, in the following
table, taking separately
the
states which were free and slave in 1860, the population of the frec states is given first, then the
population
of the slave states (excluding
slaves),
and finally the slaves,

North .........
South .........
Slaves ........
..................

__ 1790. [ __ is0o.
1,968,040 2,684.616
1,303,{M7 1.764.2lt
657,5')7,

857,105

1s10. t_ ls_0.
8,758.910, 5,152,._2
2,317,048 2.966.989

says : "For one illustration,
take the home life
of our people.
There is ten times the comfort
there was twenty years ago. Travel through your
own country--and
it is rather below than above
the average -- by any public or private
road.
Compare
the old and the new houses.
Those
built rcccntly are better ia every way than those
built before the war.
I do not speak of an occasional mansion that in the old times lifted itself
sands
decent afarm
and comely
cotlages
proudly of among
scorehouses
of cabins,
but of the
thouthat have been built in the last ten years.
I know
scores whose new barns are better than their old

1,163,854i 1,518,930 residences.
Our people have better furniture.
Good mattresses have largely driven out the old-

...... 1_o.

1_0.
lar_.
i_o.
time
feathers.
Cook and
stoves,conveniences,
sewing machines,
with all
such comforts
may be
9,,.733.9",,_13.59_.488 19,128.418 secn in a dozen homes to-day where you could
3,842.843; 4.848.1_W 6..g59,.q,46 8.361,848
2,0Q5.469! '2,4_6,3_6 3,_04.051 3,95_,5'Zt hardly have fouml them in one in 1860. Lamps,
that make reading agreeable, have driven out the
tallow dip, by who_ glimmering
no eyes could
Whatever causes may be amigned
to explain the
longread and continue to see. Better taste asserts
growing
disproportion
of free population
and
itself: the new houses are painted;
they have not
fighting men of the two sections, it is evident that
only glass, but blinds.
There is more comfort inthe slave states were worse fitted at the end of
side.
There are luxuries where once there were
North .........
Smith .........
Slaves ........

7,0(O,399

I

each successive period for a forcible struggle with
the free st'ltc% and that the sceptre was departing
from the south. -- It is not proposed in this article
to touch on the moral aspect of slavery,
or the
absurd Biblical argnunents for and against it. the
rigid application
of the partua 8equilur _entrem
rule, combined with the material interests of the
cotton monopoly,
will absolutely
distinguish
negro _lavery in the United States from every system
that has preceded
it.
We may summarize
the
economical
evils of the system, in those points
which no one can dispute,
in a few words.
It
paralyzed
invention
and commerce;
it prevented
manufactures
and the general inlroduction
of railroads, steam machinery,
or improved agricultural
implements;
it degraded labor by white as well as
by black men; it stunted all the energies of the
people, and deprived them of those physical cornforts which were rcom_rded elsewhere
as almost
necessaries;
it dwarfed the military ability of the
people, at the same time thatit hlcreased the milltary ambition of the ruling class, and kept the poor
whites so ignorant
that to then_ their state was a
universe,
its will sovereign,
and its power irresistible.
Every year increased
the pile of cxplosires in the southern
territory,
and yet the force
of events compelled slavery to grow more aggressire as it grew really weaker for war.
That a
people so situated,
with no resources
of their
own and with little power to draw from without,
should have waged the final war as they did, is almost enough to hide in thc glory of their defeat the
evil thing that went down with them.
The enormous strides of the southern stat_s from 1870 untI1 1880 show what the same people can do under
free labor, and nearly
all southern
writers
are
agreed that the south was the greatest gainer by
the overthrow
of slavery.
President
Haygood,
of Georgia, in a thanksgiving
sermon of 1880,

not conveniences.
Carpets are getting to be corn
mon amoz_g the middle classes.
There are parlor organs, pianos ax_ pictures where we never
_w them before.
And so on, to the end of a
long chapter.
There are more people at work in
the south to-day than were ew:r at work before;
and they are raising not only more cotton, but
more of everything
else.
And nowondcr,
for the
farming of to-day is better than the farming of
the old days, first, in better culture, second, in
the ever-increasing
tendency to break up the great
plantations intosmall
farms.
Our pre_ent system
is more than restoring
what the old system destroyed."-II. TuE SYSTEM INTERNALLY. The
Louisiana civil code (Art. 35) thus defines a slave:
" One who is in the power of a master to whom
he belongs.
The master may sell him, disposc of
his person, his industry and his labor; he can do
nothing,
posse_
nothing,
nor acquire
anything
but what must belong to his master."
This cornprehcnsive
definition will show the status of the
slave and the rights of the master sufficiently to
obviate the necessity of any full statement of the
slave laws of the states.
For these the reader is
referred to the authorities
cited below.
As slavely rested on custom, its regulation was uniformly
by statute, the constitution
usually ignoring it, and
leaving it wholly in the power of the le_slature.
Slavery was never mentioned
in the state constitutions of Delaware, Maryland
(until 1837), Virginia (until
1850), :North
Carolina
(except
a
mere mention of slaves in 1835), South Carolina
(except a qualification
of negroes for membership
in the legislature
in ] 790), or Louisiana.
In the
new states slavery was legalized by that provision
of their constitutions
which forbade the legisIature to emancipate
slaves without consent of their
owners, or to prevent immigrants
from bringing
their slaves into the state : such provisions were
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inserted by Kentucky
in 1792, Georgia in 1798,
Mississippi
in 1817, Alabama
in 1819, )Iissouri
in 1820, Tennessee
in 1834, Arkansas
in 1836,
_Iaryland in 1887, Florida in 1838, Texas in 1836
and 1845, and Virginia
in 1850; and these con
tinued in force until the final abolition of slavery,
Trial by jury for crimes above lhe grade of petit
larceny was secured
to the slave by the eonstitulions of Kentucky
in 1799, 5Ii.,,.,dssippi in 1817,
Alabama in 1819, Missouri in 1820, and Texas in
1845, andbyvariousstatutcsiuGcorgia,
Tennessee,
l_orth Carolina and Maryhmd, but was denied in
any casein South Carolina,Virginia
and Louisiana.
There were also provisions in most of the states for
the punishment
of the willful and deliberate tourdcr of a slave. Thebenefit
of both thcse provisions,
howcver, wan largely nullified by the uniw,rsal
rules of law that a negro's testimony could not bc
receivedagainstawhiteman,
aIld that the killing of
a slave who should resist "lawful
authority"
was
justifiable homicide.
As slavery grew more extcnsire the necessity for repressive
legislation to act
upon the slaves became more pressing, and the
slave cortes more severe, until every white person
felt himself to bca part of a milit._rv, force guarding a dangerous
array of prisoners.
Education
of slaves was strictly forbidden,
though this provision was frequently
evaded-or
disobeyed
in individual cases.
The pass system was in full vigor
everywhere,
and even the younger
girls of the
master racc did not hesitate to stop a str'mge negro
on the road, examine his pass, or order him to a
particular house for examination.
It wazastrange
society, always on the alert, always with its hand
on the sword, and cruel and evil things were d()ne
in it. The burning of negr()es as a punishment
for heinous offenses was not an uncommon
thing,
nor was it by any means the mo._t shocking of the
crimes in the punishment
of which George 3Ia._on's
prophetic
words of 1787 were rigidly fulfilled,
Many of the evils had a reflex influence upon the
men of the dominan_ race; but the women, shielded
from personal contact with most of the evil, and
trained from childhood
in the. daily exercise of
the heroic virtues, developed an unusual force of
character,
to which much of the stubborn cndurante of the war was due, and even more of the
sudden rejuvenation
of the south after the war.-Black Codes, or Black l_tws.
These penal lawn of
the slave staten had a very dircct influence upon
the legislation
of several of the frf;c states, particularly of those to which there had bceu a large
southern
migration.
Ohio, in 1803, forbade hegroes to settle in the state without recording a certificate of their freedom;
in 1807 passed an act
denying to negroes the privilege
of testifying
in
cases in which a white man was interested
on

that of Ohio, and in 1851 Indiana inserted ._imilar
provisions
ill her state constitution,
which the
state courts, in 1866, held to be. void, as repugnant
to the constitution
of tile United States. The same
provisiol_swereadopted
by Iowain 1851 by statute.
and were made a part of thc state constitution
of
Oregon in 1857. Whcrew'r
the state constitution_
preseribed conditions of admission
to the militia,
a,; in In(lialrt in 1816, Illinoisin 1818, Iowa in 1846,
._Iiehigan in 1850, Ohio in 1851, and Kan_s
in
1859. negroes were excluded;
and in the state,.
where 1he composition
of the militia was left to
the legislature the exclusion was as fully all'tined
by slat ute. As a general rule., most of tl'lis legislalion w.t., swept away as rapidly as the republican
party obtained completc control of each state, after
1856.--lJ,_trrcctio_.
No slave raec has organized no few insurrections
:_ the negro race in the
United
States.
This can hardly be due to the
natural cowardice
of the r'tce, for it_ members
have nmde very good soldiers when well organized; nor to the exceptional
gentleness of the systern, for it was one of increasing
severity;
nor
wholly to the affectit)n of the negroes f(_r their
masters, for thc great plantalion
system, under
_ hich there could be littlc._ffection
on either ._ide,
had been fairly established
in 1860. and vet there
was no insurrection
throughoul
the rebcl'lion.
It
is encouraging
to believe that the race, by long
contact with the white rat.e, has imbibed something of that respect for law which has always
characterized
the latter, so that the negroes, however entcrl)rising
when backed by the forms of
law, patiently submitted to legal servitude.
It i_
certain that revolt, during their history as slaves.
was regularly individual,
and that most of it was
only revolt by le._al construction.
In 1710 a negro
insurrection
is said t_) have bt_n 1)lanned in Virgist.i, but it was balked by one of tlw ('¢)zJspirators, who revealed the plot, and was rew:u'dcd by
emancipation.
Iu 1740 a local insurreclion
br_)ke
out iu South ('arolina, but it wa_ stamped out instantly by the militia.
In _New York a negro plot
was unearthed in February
,rod ._Iar('h, 1741, and
"_s a consequence
of the intense popul.lr excitemeat a number of negroes and whites were hung.
and several negroes bllrned, but the whole story
of the "conspiracy"
seems now of Ihe flimsiest
possible com.truction.
In 1820 Denmark Vesey,
a St. Domingo mulatto, nrganized a negro insurrection in Charleston.
It was reveah,d, Ve_ey and
thirty-four
others were hung. and a like number
were sold out of the slate.
In August, 1831. the
inost, formidable of all the insurrections
broke out
in Southampton
county, near Norfolk, Virginia,
led by ,_NatTurner.
IIc believed that he had bee_
instructed by IIeaven, three ye_trs before, to rebel,

either side; and followed
this up by excluding
them from the public schools, and requiring them
to give bonds for their good behavior while residing in the atate.
In 1849 these "black laws" were
repealed as a part of the bargain between the democrata and free.sellers.
(See OHIO.) The ]eg-islatins of !!linois in 1819, 1827 and 1853, imitated

the sign hcing an eclipse of the sun in February,
1831, but, oppressed
by a seuse of the greatness
of the task, he fell sick, and did not begin until
I August.
With fifty associates he then began a
[ massacre of the whites, sparing neither age nor
/ sex. The insurrection
was at once suppressed,
1 and Turner, after several weeks' concealment, was
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captured
and executed in November.
The total
loss of life was sixty-one whites and over a huntired negroes.
The Seminole war in Florida partook very much of the character of a negro insurrection.
While Florida was under Spanish rule,
very many fugitive slaves had taken refuge there
and intermarried
with the Indians;
and thedesire
of reclaiming
them was the secret of many of thc
Indian difficulties of that region.
In 1816 American troops blew up the "negro fort " on the Appa]achieola,
which was the headquarters
of the
fugitives.
On the annexation
of Florida (see As._E_Tm_'S,
II.), slave hunting increased
in eagerhess, and the fugitives
were pursued
into the
everglades.
In 1833 the Scminoles had about 22)0
slaw;s of their own and 1,200 fugitives.
One of
the latter, the wife of Osceola, was seized while
trading
at Fort King, and her enraged
husband
at once began open war.
It was conducted
with
inhuman
cruelty on both sides, the most promi,
nent example being the massacre of ),Lajor Dade's
command,
Dec. 28, 1835. The American
com.
manders hardly ever made any secret of the great
,object of the war, the recapture
of the fu_tives;
and, as the Seminoles refused to make any treaty
in which the fugitives
were not included, the war
was long and expensive.
In 1845 a. treat), was
arranged
for the removal of both Seminoles and
fugitives
beyond the Mississippi,
but the claimants pursued the latter with every form of legal
attack, secured some of them, and, in 1852, obtained payment from congress for the remainder,
The Harper's
Fcrry insurrection
(see Bnow-s,
Jot_N) closed the list of ne_-,'ro revolts. -- III. Tn.E
SYSTE_ EXTEm_ALLY; Tire S_,A_
TRADE.
1.
t'breign Slave Trade.
It has long been a gencral
belicf ttmt the colonies, before the revolution, were
anxious to prohibit the slave trade, but were prevented by the crown's
instructions
to the governors to veto any such laws ; and the Virginia
(teclamtion
of June 29, 1776, denounces the king
for
" prompting
our negroes
to rise in arms
among us, those very negroes whom, by an inhunnm use of his negative,
he had refused us permission to exclude by law."
The ("tse is complete
enough
against
the crown.
From the time of
IIawkins'
slaving cruise in 1562 the British government was an active partner in the slave trade.
By the trealy
of Utrecht,
in 1718, it secured
for one of its monopolies
the slave trade from
Africa to the West Indies ; in 1750 it benefi(.(,ntly threw open the trade to all its subjects;
_md its consistent
policy is well stated in tlm
official declaration
of the carl of Dartmouth
in
1775, that "the colonies must not be allowed to
checker
discourage
in any degree a traffic so beneficial to the nation."
But it is not so easy to clear
the skirts of the colonies.
The assertion of their
desire to suppress the trade rests on the passage of
a great number of acts laying duties upon it: the
titles of twenty-four
of these acts in Virginia a_e
given in Judge Tucker's
Appendix ioBlackstone,
But almost invariably
these acts were passed for
revenue only, and the Virginia act of 1752notices

in its preamble that the duty llad been found "no
ways burdensome to the trader,."
It was nbt until
the opening of the revolution
that any honest
effort was made to suppress the trade, except in
Pennsylvania,
where bills to abolish the slave
trade were passed in 1712, 1714 and 1717, and
vetoed.
The Ma.,_sachusctts general court pttssod
a bill to prohibit
the slave trade, March 7, 1774,
and another,
June 16 following;
but both were
vetoed.
It was prohibited
further
by Rhode
I_land in June, 1774; by Connecticut
in October,
1774; and by the non-importation
covenant of the
continental
congress,
Oct. 24, 1774, as follows:
" We will neither import nor purchase
any slave
imported
after the first day of I)eeember
next,
afler which time we will wholly discontinue
the
slave trade, and will neither
be concerned
in it
ourselves, nor will wc hire our vessels, nor sell our
commodities
or manufactures
to those who are
concerned
in it."
This covenant, ratified by the
states, north and south, checked the trade for the
time.
No further attempt was made by congress
to interfere with the trade, and the ratification of
the articles of confederation
iu 1781 gave the states
the power to regulate this and all other spt_.ies of
commerce. -- In tim formation
of the constitution
the question of the regulation
of the slave trade
offered a great difficulty.
The three southern
states demanded
its continuance,
alleging
that
Virginia and Maryland
desired to prohibit it only
to secure a domestic market for their own surplus
slaves.
The matter was compromised
(see COMPI_O._ISES, III.) byallowing
congress toprohibit
it
after 1808. In the meantimc the act of March 2°.
1794, prot_ibitcd the carrying of slaves by American citizens from one foreign country to another;
the act of )Iay 10, 1800. allowed United States
war vessels to seize ships engaged in such Trade,
and the act of Feb. 28, 1803, prohibited
the introduction
of _aves into states which h'ui forbidden theslave
trade bylaw.
Virginia had (t,me so
by statute in 1778 and 1785, Georgia by constitutional provision in 1798, South Carolina by statute.
in 1787 (repealed in 18031, and l_orth Carolina by
statute in 1798. Finally, congress, by act of)Iareh
2, 1807, prohibited
the importation
of slaves altogether
aftcr the close of tim year; the acts of
April 20, 1818, and March 3, 1819, authorized
the
president to send cruisers to the coast of Africa to
stop the trade; and the act of )Iay 1,5, 1820, ticclared the foreign slave trade to be piracy.
It can
not, tmwever, be truly said that the slave trade
was abolished:
it never really ceased before 1865
The census of 1870 assigns Africa as the birthplace of nearly 2,000 negroes, and it is impo.,,sible
even to estimate
the number
illegally imlx)rted
from 1808 until 186,5. The sixth _ction of the act of
)larch 2, 1807, allowed negroes confiscated under
the act to be disposed of as the legislature
of the
state might
direct ; and southern
legislatures
promptly
directed the sale of the confiscated negroes.
This absurd
section, which
introduced
slaves into the south, while punishing
the iraporter, was repealed 3_,reh 3, 1819, and the con-
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flscated negroes were ordered
to be returned
to
Africa.
The claim of British naval officers on the
African coast to visit and search vessels flying the
American flag, but suspected of being slavers, was
steadily resisted by the American government,
and
led to an infinite variety of diplomatic
difficulties
and correspondence,
which the reader will find
detailed in William
Beach Lawrence's
volume,
cited below,
It wag finally compromised
by article_s eight and nine of the Wcbster-Ashburton
treaty, Aug. 9, 1842, by which the two governments agreed to maintain independent
squadrons
on the African coast, to act in conjunction.
1)iffieult _ls this made the slave trade, it by no means
suppre_d
it; and, as tim price of negroes in the
south rose higher, importations
increased, and so
did the di_culties
of obtaining convietion_ from
_outhern juries. The most notorious case wan that
of the Georgia yacht
Wanderer,
in December,
1858, but it was not the only one. According to
the "Evening
Post,"of
New York city, 85 vessels
were fitted out from that port for the slave trade
(luring eighteen months of 1859-60, the names of
the vessels being given; and another newspaper
of the same city estimated the cargoes introduced
by these New York vessels alone at from 30,000 to
60,000 negroes annually.
Said a Georgda delegate
in the Charleston convention
of 1860: " If any of
you northern democrats will go home with me to
my plantation I will show you some darkies that
I bough.t in Virginia, some in Delaware, some in
Florida, and I will also showyou the pure African,
the noblest Roman of them all. I represent the
African
slave trade inter(_st of my section."
In
1858 an ingenious attempt was made to evade the
law.
A Charleston vessel applied for a clearance
to the African coast "for the purpose of taking on
board African emigrants,
in accordance
with the
United States passenger
laws."
tIowell
Cobb,
secretary of the treasury, refu,_d to give the clearance. --As
we approach
the year 1860 we find
growing apprehensions
of the reopening
of the
foreign slave trade.
It must be remembered
that
congress was only permitted
trot directed, to abolish the trade after 1808, and that a simple repeal
of the law of 1807 would have made it as legal as
any other branch
of commerce.
The inherent
weakness of the system of slavery, which grew
weaker as it widened,
imperatively
demanded the
repeal.
To retain political power it was necessary
to introduce
the custom of slavery into the new
territories
in order to prepare
them to bc slave
states.
For this the domestic supply would not
suffice; and Alex. tI. Stephens, in his farewell
speech to his constituents,
July 2, 1859, says that
his object is " to bring clearly to your mind the
great truth that "without an increo, se of African
slaves from abroad, you may not expect or look
for many more slave states."
The repeal of the
law of 1807, and the revival of the foreign slave
trade, were advocated by the southern commercial
convention
in 1858 and 1859, by Dc Bow's " P,,cview," and by a great and growing
number
of
leading men and newspapers.
It was even taking
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the aspect of a new phase of a distinct southern
political creed, an effort t.o repeal that which was
a standing condemnation
of slaveholding and slaveholdex_.
Before anything
definite could be attempted, secession intervened.
The constitution
of the confederate
states forbade the foreign slave
trade, anti "required"
congress to pass such laws
as should effectually prevent the same. How long
this prohibition wouhl have endured, if independencc had been achieved, can not be conjectured,
but it is certain that a slaveholding
government
would have found far more difficulty in enforcing
such a prohibition
than the government
of the
United States had found. -- 2. The D,,me.,tic ,_vce
7"m_le. Even barring secession and rebellion, negro
slavery h_t always a possible danger in the undoubted lx)wer of congress to regulate commerce
" between the states."
Should this power ever
find a majority in congress ready to apply it in an
unfriendly
spirit to the sale of slaves fr_om state to
state, and thus to coop up each body of slaves in
its own territory,
the system woukt _l)e injured in
a vital point.
For this rea_on the ninth section of
the act of 1807 allowed the transfer of slaves from
point to point along the coast in vessels of not
more than forty tons burden.
After the abolition
of slavery in the British colonies, American coasting vessels with slaves on board would occasionally be forced hy stre.us of weather into British
West India ports, when the authorities
at once
liberated
the slaves.
Diplomatic
complications
followed, of course; but the British government
steadily refused to pay for the slaves liberated,
except in cases which had occurred
before the
abolition of slavery in the colonies.
(See CREOLF_
CAS_, and the authorities
there cited for the other
ca._cs.) The domestic
slave trade by brad was
never interfered with until the abolition of ,_]avery,
except by the unavoidable
operations of war during the rehellion.
A bill was introduced
hy Sumner in 1864 to l)rohibit it, hut iL came to nothing.
A bill to repeal the sections of the act of 1807
permitting
the coa._twise slave trade was added as
a rider to an appropri_ttion" bill, and became law
July 2, 1864. -- IV. THE S['VFli.(C.E CLAt:S_; AN])
'rile "SLAVE POWE]¢."
The constitution
(see
COMPROMISES, I.) gave to the st:tte_in which slavcry existed legal repre._entation in the lower house
of congress for three-fifths
of tlmir slaves.
In this
provision there was innate an iuflucnee which was
as potent on the political a._pcct of the slave systern ms the cotton cuhure was upon its material
aspect.
It must be remembered,
that, in spite of
the number of slaves in the south, slave ozcuit_g
was not at all gene.ral in that section.
In 1850 the
white population of the south was 6,459,946, and
De Bow, superintendent
of the census, and a proslavery southerner,
gives the number
of slaveholderstL_ only _:P17,525,classified a_ follows, holders of 1 slave, 68,820; 2 to 5 slaves, 105,683, 6 to
10 ,,,laves, 80,765; 11 to 20 slave% 54,595; 21 to ,50
slaves, 29,738; 51 to 100 slaves, 6,196; 101 to 200
slaves, 1,479 ; 201 to 800 slaves, 187 ; 301 to 500
slaves, _; 501 to 1,000 slaves, 9; over 1,000 slavea_
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2. But even this statement,
De Bow admits, has
an element of deceptiveness,
for most of the small
holders were not slave owners, but slave hirers;
and lie estimates the actual number of slave owners at 186,551.
In 1850, 90 of the 234 mcmbersof
the house of representatives
were apportioned
to
the slavehohling
states.
If we omit from their
population
three-fifths
of the number
of their
slav(,s in 1830, they would have becn entitled in
round numbers
to but 70 representatives.
The
other 20 members
rcprescntcd
only the 186,551
slave owners, and the loosest examination
of the
majorities
by which bills passcrl the hou._e of rcpresentatives
during the anti-slavery
conflict _ill
show that the introduction
of these 20 votes was
usually the deeisive factor down to 1855. This
consequence
was apparent
from an early date.
The repeal of the suffrage clause was demanded
in 1814 (see C()._-VE_'TION, HARTFORD); and the
demand
bercw still stronger after 1833, and never
failed to excite the hottest wrath of southern merebers.
Pe.rhaps the occasion which roused the most
intense
feeling
was the presentation
by John
Quincy
Adams in congress, Dec. 21, 1843, of a
formal proposal from the democratic
legislature of
)IassachtLsetts
to amend the constitution
by repealing the three-fifthsclause.
In congTess it was denounced unsparingly,
and refused the privilege of
printing, and out of congrc_ss the fervorof
denunclarion was unreportable.
-- But the direct operation of the three-fifths
clau_ was far less than its
indirect
influence.
]t must be remembered
that
the 200,000 slave owners necessarily
included
in
their ranks almost all the governors, judges, legislators, and leading men of the slave states, and
their senators and representatives
also, since the
purchase of one or more slaves was the first step
of any man who began to acquire wealth ; and
that all these men were united by a common purpose, the protection of property,
which was superiot in its every-day operation to almost any other
claim.
Practically,
then, the 200,000 slave owners, recruited from time to time by new accessions,
formed a dominant
class ; and the ninety representatives
and thirty senators (in 1850) not only
represented
them, but were selected from their
number.
Su/:h a political force as this had never
before appeared in American politics: the utmost
conceivable
evils of the influence of corporations
must pale thcir fires before it; and it is no wonder,
that, as it roscgloomier
and more threatening
upon
the southern sky, the instinctive
political sense of
the people gave it the name of the "slave power."
In the nature of things this power could not be
conservative:
it most be aggressive, for the interest
represented
by it demanded
extension to obtain
profit; and yet, as it gq-ew wider, it grew weaker,
and needed still warmer
support.
The general,
double-acting
rule was : the more slaves, the more
t_rritory'; the more territory,
the more slaves.
It
was not in human nature for the men who made
up the slave power to resist an influence so constant, so natural, so silent and so powerful, and
_he vicious twist given by it to the whole southern

policy grew stronger yearly.
:No influence, even
that of honor, could resist its undermining
or escape being argued
away.
It was progressively
successful in transplanting
the custom of slaver).
beyond the ]_Iississippi,
in swinging
the whole
force of the nation ut)on _lexico for the acquisition of new slave territory,
and in violating
the
condition
precedent
on which it had obtained tile
admission of )fissouri as a slave state ; and it was
partiallyprcpared
in 1861 to shock the conscience
of civilization by reopening the foreign slave trade,
to whose suppression
the good faith of the nation
was pledged.
But, before this last effort could
be mad(,, its time had come.
Tile internal defects
of the combined cotton-slave
system could not remain stationary.
:Nothing is more certain than
that, from 1850 to 1860, the number of slave owners was diminishing,
particularly
in the gmlf states,
the plantations
were growing
larger, the cotton
culture
was becoming
less and less patriarchal
and more and more of a business, and the slave
power itself was growing more compact, grasping
and rccklcss.
It might have been that, without
secession, this concentrating
process would have
gone on until the non-slaveholding
whites of the
south would have united against it; but that possibility was never tried.
In 1860 the rising antislavery tide of the north and west came into fiat
collision with tile rising tide of the slave power,
and equilibrium
was at last restored by violence.
-- It was not alone the inherent
grasping nature
of the slave power which affronted the non-slaveholding states and helped to bring about the final
catastrophe.
It is no reflection upon southern
legislators
of the present to say that the s]av(,holding
member
of congress
until 1861 was in
general
an exceedingly
unplcasant
pcrsonagc.
His faults
of thought,
feeling, expression
and
manner, were long ago explained
by Jcffer._)n.
"If a parent had no other motive, either in hi_
own philanthropy
or in his self-love, for restraining the intemperance
of passion toward his slave,
it should always be a sufficient one that his child
is present.
But gencrallyit
is not sufficient.
Th(.
parent storms, the child looks on, catches the lineamcnts of wrath, puts on the same airs in the
circle of smaller slaves, gives a loose rein to hi,
worst passions,
and thus nursed, educat¢_l and
daily exercised in tyranny, can not but be stamped
by it with odious peculiarities."
However unju._t
it may be in. theory to wage a political
crusade
against bad manners, it is as certain as anything
can be that the political union of the free states in
1860 was largely brought about by the "odious
peculiarities"
of slaveholding
members of congress in debate.
Their boistergus violence, their
willingness
to take liberties
of language,
contrasted with their unwillingness
to allow the same
liberty to opponents,
their disposition
to supplcmerit discussion with actual violence or threats of
it, the indescribable
and merciles_ assumption of
an acknowledged
superiority,
made the debates of
185060
a shameful record, and are still remembered by their old opponellts, with a certain sore-
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ncss, as "plantation
manners."
It was bad enough
that a senator should be clubhed into unconsciousness for words spoken in debate (_e BRooKs, P.
S.); it was, ff anything, worse that his first speech
on idis return to the senate should be answered by
a South Carolina
senator with the remark that
" we are not inclined again to send forth the recipient of punishment
howling throu#l the world,
yelping fresh cries of slander and malice."
Sotlthern writers will never fully understand
the election of 1860 until they come to study, in the light
of the new training,
the debates which preceded
it. -- A power so situated, in a constantly weakvning minority
in the nation, and yet supreme
in influence
in its own states, was necessarily partieularist
in theory.
Where it ruled, the
forefathers had said state sovereignty
anti meant
state rights, while their descendants
said state
rightsand
meant state sovereignty.
(Seethat title.)
And the development
of the great cotton interest
made state sovereignty
even worse than it was by
nature: instead of the jarring and comparatively
innocuous demands of state sovereignty,
it banded
together a number
of states by a common
controlling interest, and evoked the deadly peril of
sectional sovereignty.
(See NULLIFICATIOX, SEcEssiol_.)
State rights could never have caused
a blow; even state sovereignty
would have died a
harmless and natural death; but slavery and sectional state sovereignty
each so acted and reacted
upon the evil points of the other that the cornblued tumor was at last beyond reach of anything
but the knife.
But, during its existence, slavery
never hesitated upon oe_casion to drop state sovereignty for the time, and use the nation and the
national idea as political forces for its advancement; and yet it never did so, except in the case
of the-acquisition
of Florida, without
injuring
itself.
In its infancy
it acquired
the territory
west of the Mississippi (see AI_NEXATIOI_8, I.) by
a process which was only defensible on the ground
that the powers of the government
were given by
a nation, and not by sovereign
states; and out of
this territory grew its sub._quent difficulties.
(See
COMPROMISES,
IV. ; K_'_SAS I-NI'EBRASKA
BILL.) It
flung the nation
upon Mexico, and the disputes
over the territory thus acquired
first put the antislavery sentiment into political shape.
It forced
the passage of a fugitive slave act fatally adverse
to state sovereignty
and state rights in compensation for the admission of California as a state (see
COMPROMISES,
V.; FUGITIVE SLAVE LAWS), an
act whose operation
made its moving power tile
object not only of dread but of abhorrence
in the
free states.
Finally,
by transferring
theoretical
state sovereig-nty into practical secession, it compelled such an extensive
showing
of national
power that the effects will be felt for generations
to come.V. SLAVERY IN TERRITORIES AND
N_w S'rATES. It is certain that slavery in the
original states was founded on custom only, and
the same foundation,
if any, must be found for
slav eT in territories and new states.
The modern
_tes of Kentucky
and Tennessee, for example,
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were never colonies or territories
of their parent
states : they were integral parts of Virginia and
_North Carolina, and the custom of slavery was
established at l'qashvillc or Harrodsburgh
on just
the same b_L_is as at Beaufort
or Richmond.
When their separation
from the parent states
took place, the custom of slavery remained, and
they catered the Union "_s slave states.
Granting
that no opposition to slavery was felt by the nation at large, the same process might have bc_m
repeate.d anywhere, and custom, unopposed,
might
have made any territory slave soil, and brought
it into the Union as a _lave state. It is, therefore,
impossible to admit fully tide dogma, so popular
and useful in the anti-slavery
conflict, that the
nation,d territory was free soil without any statutory enactment.
It might be free, aml it might
be slave, according
to custom.
In the cases of
Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Mississippi and Alabama,
the cessions of their territory were accepted by
the United States from Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia, under a pledge not
to interfere with the existing custom of slavery.
The rights of all these states to the territory which
they professed
to cede, like the rights of _New
York,
Connecticut
and Massachusetts
to the
northwestern
territory,
were exceedingly
doubtfnl (se_ TERRITORIES, I.); nevertheless,
the pledge
was honorably fulfilh_. _ The slaveholding
states
always denied that any act of congre._s could prohibit the custom of slaverV in a territory.
But
this is as impossible of acceptance as the free soil
dog-ma above stated.
Tile territories were certainly not without
law.
Their inhabitants
were
not the law-making
power, for then there would
have been no distinction
between territories
and
states.
On any other subjeet
than slavery, no
one, in court or congress, denied that congress
was the law-maker
for the territories.
But slavcry was only a custom; and, while no one denies
that a custom is valid until abrogated
by statute,
this has been the only case in which it has been
seriously asserted that any custom is above and
beyond abrogation
by statute,
So evident was
this in 1787 that the ordinance
of that year (see
ORDI.WA.WCEof 1787) abolished slavery in the territory northwest
of the elite, in who_e case no restraining pledge had bc_n given.
The articles of
confederation,
which were then in force, gave
congress no power to so prohibit
slavery, or, indeed, to hold or govern territory
at all. The
whole act was so obviously a consequence
of tide
national power to hold and govern its own territory, and was so plain a parallel to ttle proposal
to similarly prohibit slavery in the Mexican annexations (see WILMOT PItovlso), that southern writera have endeavored
to avoid it in two ways: 1.
They assert that the ordinance
was merely an expression of the will of the several states, a new
article of confederation,
so to speak.
This is fropossible.
The state vote on the ordinance of 1787
was indeed unanimous,
but this fact has no beariug on the matter, for the ordinance of 1784, which
covered much the same ground (excepting
the
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prohibition of slavery), was not adopted by unaw
imous vote, South Carolina voting in the negative,
and yet its validity was never impeached
on that
account.
Further, the articles of confederation
were to be amended
by state legislatures
only:
however we may admit the power of a national
convention
to override them, we can hardly acknowledge the power of congress itself to amend
them.
2. Judge Taney, in the Dred Scott deeision, holds that the ordinance of 1787 "had become inoperative and a nullity upon tlle adoption
of the constitution."
If this was so, and if it
was tmle, as the same decision holds, that the
power of congress to "make all needful rulesand
regulations"
for the territory of the United States
was intended to be confined to the territory then
owned by the United States, and not to be extended to territory
subsequently
acquired,
the
fug'itive slave law of 1850 was in a large degree
unconstitutional.
It was based on the fugitive
slave clause of the constitution:
but this only allowed the reclamation
of slaves from one state to
another
stat_.
(See FUGIT1VE SL).VE Laws.)
During the territorial
existence of the northwest
the ground was covered by this proviso to the
prohibition
of slavery by the ordinance
of 1787:
"provided
always that any person escaping
into
the same, from whom labor or service is lawfully
claimed in any one of the original
states, such
fugitive may be lawfully
reclaimed and conveyed
to the person claiming his or her labor or service
as aforesaid."
If the p_nver to make "rules and
regulations"
for tile territories
only applied to the
territory
owned in 1789, and was intended
to
supply the place of the fugitive slave clause in
the superseded
ordinance of 1787, it follows that
the fugitive slave law of 1793 exhausted
the constitutiona]
powers of congress to provide for the
reclamation
of fugitive slaves to a territory.
All
the trans-Mississippi
territory
was subsequently
acquire(t; and, if the Dred Scott decision was correct, the fugitive
slave law of 1850 was unconstitutiona[
in providing for the reclamation
of fugitive slaves fromit.
The consequence
must have
been that the tmns-M'ississippi
territories, whether
slavcry were allowed or prohibited in them, would
have been a sort of Alsatia, a safe refuge for fugitire slaves; and slavery would have been atagreatcr disadvantage
than under the ordinance of 1787.
--The custom of slavery was already in existence
in Louisiana and Florida at the time of their annexation, but the responsibility
for its enlargement
is directly upon congress.
The act of March 96,
1804, provided that no slaves should be introduced
into the territory, _rr_ept"by a citizen of the United States, removing into said territory for actual
settlement, and being at the time of such removal
bona.f_
owner of such slave or slav_ "; and the
act of .March 30, 1822, while forbidding
the iraportation of slaves from without the United States,
by implication
allowed the domestic slave trade,
Both acts confirmed
the laws then in force in the
territorieS, and not inconsistent
with the acts; and
as the territorial laws recognized slavery, it con-

tinued in force, and Louisiana and Florida entered
the Union as slave states.
Upon the admission of
Louisiana as a state, the continuance
of the custom of slavery in the rest of the purchase was
practically provided for by the sixteenth section
of the act of June 4, 1812, continuing
the territorial laws of Louisiana in the new territory of
Missouri.
Again,
when the new territory of
"Arkansaw"
was created by the act of March 2,
1819, a similar provision continued in the new te_'ritory the laws of Missouri, which recognized slavery.
The consequences
of this long l<w_es, this
omission of congrress to prohibit the custom of
slavery, which had been recognized
by French,
Spanish and territorial
law, had now become apparent in the application of Missouri foradmisslon
as aslave state, and the tardy attempt in congress
toattack
theevil raised a political storm.
On the
one hand, since the new state had not the ability
to compel a recognition
of its existence, its recognition was clearly a matter of favor, on which
congress could impose such conditions as it should
consider needful.
On theother,
it was hardly just
that congress should permit the existence of even
an evil custom during its own responsibility
for
government,
and only undertake
to abolish it at
the instant of giving the state professed
self-goeernment.
The settlement
of the case is elsewhere
given (see CO}XPROMISES, IV.); it resulted
in the
abolition of slavery in the rest of the Louisiana
purchase, above 36 ° 30' north latitude,
and the
admission of Missouri as a slave state.
As there
was no abolition of the custom of slavery in the
territory of Arkansas, we must consider the custom left still in existence there.
On the applic:ltion of Arkansas
for admission
as a slave state in
]836, there were some symptoms
of a renewal of
the Missouri struggle;
but John Quincy Adam_
and other anti-slavery
men agreed that the admission of Arkansas was fairly nominated in the Missouri bond, and the state was admitted.
At the
same session an increase in the area of Missouri
(see that state) made a considerable
addition to the
slave soil of the Unitcd States.
Here the extension of slavery stopped, with the exception of the
admission of Florida and Texas as sla:_,e states in
1845. (See A._NEXXTIO._'S, III.)
The area of Tcx:_
had been free soil under the decree of Gucrrcro,
the Mexican
dictator, in 1829, afterward
ratitied
by the Mexican congress ; and slavery is not recognized in the constitution
of the Mexican state
of Coahuila and Texas, or in the provisional Texas
constitutions
of 1833and 1835. But American settlers had brought their slaves with them, and fairly
introduced
the custom of slaw,xy; and the constitution of 1836 formally
declared
all persons of
color slaves for life, if they had been in that condition before their emigration
to Texas, and were
then held in bondage.
This, though the state was
not in the Union as yet, was the only instance of
the professed
establishment
of slavery by the organic law. of an American
state, unless we are to
take the Massachusetts
code of 1641 as the first.
The basis of the system is clearly expressed in a
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t_ction of the Kentucky
constttaltion of 1850, as
follows : "The
right of property
is before and
higher than any constitutional
sanction; and the
right of the owner of a slave to such slave and its
increase is the same and as inviolable as the right
of the owner of any property whatever."
It was
no more necessary,
then, to declare a constitutional right of property in the case of slaves than
in the case of horses, in both cases the legislature was to accept and defend the right without
question.
A slave state was regularly
declared
such, at its admission, only by the provision
forbidding the legislature to emancipate
slaves without consent of owners, or to forbid the domestic
slave trade. -- As slavery reached the limits of its
state extension in 1845, it only remains necessary
to recur to its attacks upon the territories.
Here
the customary basis of slavery makes manifest the
weakness
of the claims for its extension
after
1845. It is one thing to acknowledge
the validity
of a recognized and unopposed
territorial
custom
in Louisiana, Missouri and Arkan._as : it is a very
different thing to admit, as pro-slavery advocates
required,
that the custom could not be abolished
by statute, or prohibited
where it did not exist.
Nevertheless,
in this respect, the compromise
of
1850 (see CoMPaO_ISES, ¥.) gave the slave states
all they then asked.
It refrained
from prohibiting the custom, and gave the territorial
legislature
a general right of legislation,
subject, of course,
to the veto power of congress.
But this last was
nowameaninglessform:
itwasimpossibletoobtain the passage of an act by congress and the
president,
annulling
a territorial
law recognizing
slavery.
Congress practically
gave loose reins to
the territorial
legislatures,
and they took advantage of it. New Mexico (then including Arizona)
passed an act in 1851 recognizing peonage, or white
slavery, and another in 1859 recognizing
negro
slavery; and Utah (then including
Nevada) pa._ed
an act in 1852 maintaining
the right of slaveholding immigrants
to the services of their slaves.
None of these acts was annulled until 1862. (See
WIL._OT PllOVlSO.)
The Kansas-Nebraska
bill
(see that title) in 1854 went a stdp further.
It
took off the Missouri prohibition
of 1820, and al!owed the introduction
of the custom into allthe
territories.
It is at least doubtful,
leaving out the
good faith of the repeal, whether a custom could
properly be introduced
in that way; but the elimax of doubtfulness
was reached when the Kanaas struggle showed that the custom had no chance
of practical introduction
in that territory.
The
pro-slavery claim (see Drain) SCOTT CASE; DE_iOCRXTIC P_tRTY, V. ; CO_tPROMmES, ¥I.) Was then
advanced
that both congress and the territorial
legislature,
were bound to defend slavery in the
territories.
If negro slavery was based on custom, and not on organic law, this claim was certainly a novelty in jurisprudence.
We can easily
undenstand
the recognition
or the prohibition
of
a custom by statute, but the establishment
of a
custom bystatate
is beyond conception.
Yet this
isthgsumof
tho southern demand, when divested
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of verbiage and reduced
to its real essence; and
secession was based on the refusal of the demand.
--For
the political influence of slaver3", see D_.u_OCRATICPARTY, WHIG PARTY, AMERICAN PARTY,
I_PUBLICAS PARTY. For the extinction
of the
system, see ABOLITrON, EMANCn'ATrON PROCLAZaxTro._.St.e, in general,
Williams'
tti_tory of
t/w..Segro PaLce'; Wil_on's ,_/arc Poeeer in Amer-"
tea; Hildreth's
_)_ited Staten; yon ttolst's
United
States; Kapp's Geschichte der S'khLverei; 1 Draper's
Hi,tory of the Civil War;
Jay's
M_wel/a2w._us
|l_iting.s o_ Slavery; Cobb's Historical
Sheteh of
Slavc_T; Goodell's NlaveryandAhti-S/arery;
Nott's
Slarery and the l_euw.dy ; Weston's
/5"ogreas of
Slavery; and, on behalf of slavery, The Pg'o.Slavcry Argument,
including
Hammond's
I._tters or_
Slave_7/, and Dew's Re_
of the Virginia Debate
of 1832; Adams' South Side View o3*Slavery; Fitzhugh's
Sociology for the South;
and Sawyer's
Southern Ii_stitution*. -- (I.) 3 Bancroft's
United
States, 415 ; Hildreth's
Despoti,_
i_ Ameriva;
Hurd's Law of Freedom and Botwlage; H. Sherman's S/avery in the United States; Stroud's Laws
orsavery;
Goodell's Amer_'ar_ S/ave Code; Poore's
FexIera2 alul State Constitutions;
authorities under
the states named, particularly
Moore's S/avery in
Massachusetts ; Ambler's
(Chancery) Reports, 76;
11 State Tr/a/s, 840, and Lofft's (K. B.) Report,, 1
(Sommersett
case); Livermore's Historical Research
or_ .Negroe.*; 5 Elliot's Debates, 392 ;Jcfferson'a
2_'otes on Virginia (edit. 1800), 164 ; 1 Bishop's
History
of Amer_r,
Man_tfaetures,
355, 897;
Pitkin's
Statistical
View of A_l, erie*u_ Commerce,
110 ; Cottor_ is JKiT_g (1855) ; Kettell's
Southern
Wealth and _arther_
Profit,,; Turner's
ttist_t
of
Cotton and the Cotton G-in (1857); Donnelt's IIistory
of Cotton (1872); 3 yon Holst's LSdted States, 563;
5 Sumner's
Works, 1, or Lester's L_fe of Sumner,
311; Helper'slmpendi_g
Crisis,. Olmstcad's
Cotto_
Kingdom;
Ce_us Rep,rr_, 1850-70 ; King's The
qreat South (1875) ; Haygood's
Tl, e _'e.w South
(1880).--(II.)
The general authorities;
the first
seven authorities
ureter preceding section; Horsmanden's
.bYw York )¢'egro Plot of 1741 ; Atantic
Monthly, June, 1861 (Vesey), August, 1861 (Turner) ; Giddings'
_'xile,s of Florid_t. -- (lII.) Clarkson'slIistoryoftl_e
Slave Track,. 52; Copley's HIStory of S/avery, 113; Andrews' ,5?,arery and theDomestiv Slave Trade; Carey's 1'he S/at, e Trade, Dorr_estie arul Foreig_*; 1 Diaper's llistory of the Civil
P,6,r, 418; Foote's Afriva a_ut the American Slag;
Co_tir_ntal
MonOdy, January,
1862 (81ave Trade
in New York); 2 Tucker's
131ack_tone, Appendi.v,
49: 1Journa2sofCorudre._s,
24; 1 ,_tat. atI_rge,
647
(act of March 22, 1794); 2 Star. at Large, 70, 205,
426 (acts of May 10, 1800, Feb. 28, 1803, and
March 2, 1807); Qutncy's I,(f* of Quincy, 102; 3
Stat. at Large, 450, 533,600 (acts of April 20, 1818,
March 3, lt519, and May 15, 1820) ; W. B. Lawrence's Vid2taio_ and Search; Cleveland's
A. //.
Stephena i_ laublie and Ih'ioate, 647; Sprott's Foreigu Slave Trade.--(IV.)
The general authorities;
Cairnes' The Slave Pow, r; 2 01mstead's
Cottor,
Kingdom, 192; Cemma/hrpart, 1850.--(V.)
1 ,_qta¢.
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at Z_rge,106, and 2 H., 70, 285 (cessions by North
Carolina and Georgia); 4 Journa_ of Congress, 380
(ordinance of 1784); authorities under ORDr_ANCE
OF 1787; Fisher's La_0 of the T_ritorie,_ ; 2 Benton's Debate_ of Conffre_, 221, and 16 lb. (index under Slaver.y); for the acts in r%_trd to the states
and territories, see authorities under their names,

translating from the French, with a view to his
improvement in the art of writing. He regarded
this exercise as eminently calculated to perfect
one's style. --After completing his studies at Oxford, he returned to Kirkaldy. Determined to
give up the ministry, he decided to live with his
mother, in the peace which she alone could bring
ALEXANDER
JOIII_,_STON.
him, and to limit his ambition to the uncertain
hope of obtaining one of those modest offices to
SMITH, Adam. The name of Adam Smith which literary talent then led in Scotland. In
is the greate._t in political economy. He has had 1748 he began to put his projects into execution,
the singular fortune to stamp his impress inef- by opening at Edinburgh, where he came to esfaceab]y on the intellectual world as well as on the tablish himself, a public course of rhetoric and
world of facts. Adam Smith is not only the ac- belles lettres. These lectures attracteda large numknowled, ged founder of economic science, but the ber of hearers, and in a stlort time gave him subauthority appealed to, and who inspired Sir Rob- stantial fame; for in 1751 he was appointed to the
eft Peel and Huski_on, those dauntless ministers chair of logic in the university of Glasgow, and
of his ideas. His life, wholly devoted to study the following year to that of moral philosophy,
and thought, passed away modestly and peace- left vacant by the death of Thomas Craigie, the
fully.
The information we possess regarding successor of lIutcheson,
lie filled this chair for
him is small. We shall endeavor more especially,
thirteen years, and always looked upon this period
within the limited space allowed us, to bring into of his life as the most useful to his fellow-men as
relief the facts calculated to make known the well as the happiest to himself. The brilliancy of
character of the man and to explain the works of his reputation gathered around him a crowd of stuthe thinker. -- The little village of Kirkaldy, in dentseagertohearhim.
Thcsubjectsofhiscourse
lfifeshire, in Scotland, had the honor of being the became the fashionable study ; and his opinions
birthplace of Adam Smith, who was born there, the principal object of the di_ussions which enon June 5, 1723. His father, who was comptrol- tertained literary societies. Certain inflections of
let of the customs, had died several months be- the professor's voice even, and certain favorite
fore Adam Smith was born. His mother watched expressions of his, became matters-of imitation.
over his childhood, and she more than once had The talents of Mr. Smith, said one of his hearers,
cause to fear for his life; for his constitution was appeared nowhere to so great advantage as in the
frail and sickly. When he was only three years exercise of his duties as professor. In delivering
old, he was playing before his uncle's house, when his lectures he relied almost entirely upon his
a band of gypsies passing by kidnaped him. The readiness in extemporizing. His style, though
alarm was given; his uncle gathered his friends lacking, it is true, in grace, was clear, and free
together, overtook the kidnapers in a neighbor- fromaffectatinn, and as he was seen to bc interested
ing wood, and rescued his nephew. -- From the in his subject, he never failed to interest his bearschool in Kirkaldy. in which he r_civcd his _rly
ers. Each discourse consisted coummnly in dL_education, Adam Smith went, in 1737, to the uni- tinct propositions, which he made it his study
versity of Glasgow. He there attended the tect- successively to prove and explain. These propoures on moral philosophy of the illustrious head sitions, stated in general terms, llad often, from
of the Scotch school, Hutcheson, whose teaching the very extent of their subject, an appearance of
made a decided impression upon the mind of paradox. In his endeavors to develop them, it
Adam Smith. He appreciated the solid and prac- was not unusual to see him at first appear as if
tieal worth of it, and all his writings show that he embarrassed and not thoroughly master of his
adopted its exalted spiritualism, its solid common
subject, and even speaking with a kind of hesitasense and its strong morality. He always retained tion. But as he went on, the subject seemed to
a filial f_ling for Huteheson, and never spoke of grow before him; his manner became warm and
him but with the expression of the sincerest ad- animated, and his expressions easy and flowing.
miration and the deepest gratitude. -- Intended In delicate points susceptible of controversy, you
by his family for the church, Adam Smith was would have recognized without difficulty that l_e
admitted to Baliol college, at Oxford. The fu- secretly entertained the thought of some oppositure philosopher at first applied himself, with tion to his opinions, and that he consequently felt
marked preference, to the study of mathematic_q obliged to maintain them with the greater energy
and of the physical sciences. He knew not only and vehemence. The abundance and the variety
the theory of these sciences, but had devoted of his explanations and illustrations threw light
much time to their history. These successive en- upon his subject, as he handled it. -- He divided
deavors of the human intellect in the search of his course into four parts: the first three included
truth had a charm which delighted his investi- natural theology and moral philosophy, and pargating mind. From the sciences he passed to lit- ticularly the moral principles which relate to juserature, and, after a stay of seven years, he read tice. In the first part of his course he examined
with equal facility the Latin, Greek, French and the various political regulations which are not
Italian poets. He frequently exercised himself in founded upon the principle of justice, but upon
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that of expediency,
and the object of which was
to increase the wealth, power and prosperity
of
the state.
From this point of view hc considered
the political institutions
relating to commerce, to
finance,
anti to ecclesiastical
and military
cstab
lishments.
What he taught
upon these various
subjects
forms the substance
of the work since
published
undcr the title " An Inquiry
into the
iN'aturc and Causes of the Wealth of Nations."
This exact evidence proves, that, since 1753, although this part of his course was limited to the
,consideration
of economic legislation, Adam Smith
had formed an opinion on the fundamental
queslions of political economy.
It is impos.-ible to
determine
wh(,rein the opinions of the professor
of moral philosophy
differed from those of thc
author of the " Wcalth of Nations," sincc nothing
remains to us of his teaching but this indication
of one of his disciples.
Howevcr,
Adam Smith
only followed the cxampleof
his master whom he
reverenced,
in introducing
the consideration
of
economical
order into his course of moral philos,ophy, and it is perhaps to the single chapter of the
" Manual of Moral Philosophy"
of Hutcheson,
in which he treats of value, of exchange,
etc.,
that we owe the "Wealth
of 1N'ations."-- From
this period also his friendship
with Hume, who
had just published
the second part of his " Es_ays" (1752), dates.
In the nine discourses
on
political economy contained
in this work, Ilume,
in attacking the erroneous theories of the mcrcantile system and of protective
duties, determined
the true principles
of'the
nature of wealth, the
profit of capital, and the solidarity
of interests,
This friendship,
precious
to both of them, kept
up by their daily relations, to which Adam Smith
brought profound convictions
and an ardent love
of humanity,
and his friend a cold and je_ting
skepticism,
which took away nothing
from the
sincerity
of his affection,
this friendship,
which
is a eulogy for both of them in this age of irritable vanity and literary jealousies, lasted until the
end of Humc's life, and it is permissible
to believe that the author of the " Essays"
exercised
an influence over his friend favorable
to the direction of his thoughts toward politicaleconomy,
This we know certainly,
that the principal
me(,chant_ of Edinburgh,
then a vcry commercial
town, shared Smith's views in the matter of customs, and that he himself drew from their conversation on the subject
that knowledge
of facts
which
characterizes
his great work.Half
a
century later, the most illustrious
propagator
of
his doctrines,
J. B. Say, crossed over to Glasgow.
I wished to see, he wrote, the place which was
the cradle of sound doctrines
in political economy.
I was conducted
to a long, narrow room,
where everything
still remained
as in Smith's
time.
An arm chair of old black esther towered
between two of the windows, and I confe_ that
I could not seat myself in it without very strong
emotion mingled with respect.
It is my inmost
conviction
that sound ideas of political economy will change the face of the world; now, can a
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man look coolly at the source of a great river ?
Remarkable
coincidence!
At the same period
at which, in his Glasgow attic, Smith was uttering his first principles on political economy;
undcr the chateau
of Versailles,
the same ideas
were germinating
in the head of Quesnay,
and
prompting
his articles in the Encycl, gpedie (1756).
-- It was after he had been for seven years professor of moral philosot)hy at Glasgow. that Adam
Smith published his "Theory of the Moral Sentiments."
The fundamental
principle of this theory
is, that the actions of others are the only source
of our moral perceptions.
The judgments
which
we pass as to the morality of our own acts, are
but a personal al)plication of the judgments which
we pass on the acts of our felh)w-men.
It is this
moral approbation
which Smith callsfellowfeeling.
In the first part of his book lie explains how we
learn to judge of the conduct of others; in the
second, how, in applying
this judgment
to oursclves, wc rise to the idea of a duty to be performed.
" Smith is in the right," well says M.
Cousin. "when he develops the charms of sympathy, when he urges us to have ceaselessly before
our eyes the conditions upon which others syrupsthize with us, and bestow upon us all that is sweetest to the human heart, to wit, the approbation
and good will of our fellow-men.
Smith's mistake
is Io have believed, or to have appeared to believe,
that fellow-feeling
is itself the good.
The two
diffcr in principle;
and it is of consequence
that
this diffcrence
shouhl be made manifest,
firstly,
for the truth's sake, then for the sake of virtutt
itself; for virtue is impaired
at its very founds,
tion, if it pursues an end not its own; and it is all
over with virtue, if, when by reason of a going
astray of ()pinion. it comes to be wanting in fellow
feeling, and it is no longer able to maintain itself
by its own power, and to be sufficient unto itself.'"
For, indeed, sympathy
or fellow-feeling,
a noble
and entirely personal feeling, arc only a result of
our organization;
and Adam Smith, by assigning
it the first place as the source of human actions,
sacrificed to it the 1)rinciple itself of which it is
only the sign, conscience
itself, that rule which
subsists
invariably
and sovereignly
obligatory
above the caprices of the imagination
and of the
heart, and above the force of circumstances.Singular inconsistency
of the spirit of system; it
is the philosopher
of sympathy,
the too exclusive
defender
of the scntiments
of benevolence
and
commi_ration,
whom the opponents
of political
economy have accu_d
of selfishness and of iraplacal)lc hardness to the misery of his fellow-men !
If these blind traducers of economic doctrine did
not recall that the economist of Glasgow had w_tten and proved that those who feed, clothe and
lodge the entire body of the nation, should have
a large enough share in the product of their work
to be sufficiently
fed, lodged
and clothed,
they
should at least have been careful that their attacks
were directed agtdnst the philosopher
who had
made sympathy
the only motive of our actions
and the law of duty. --Toward
the end of 1765
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the wish to visit the continent, and the liberal
offers which were made him, determined
Smith
to accompany the young duke of Buccleugh
in
the travels which he contemplated
undertaking,
He sent to the rector of ttle university of Glasgow
his resignation of tile office he had filled for thirteen years.
Universal regret was felt, and theuniversity recorded its thought upon the register, and
said that "the university
could not refrain from
expressing
its sincere regret at the removal of Dr.
Smith, whose distinguished
virtues and amiable
qualities had won for him the esteem and affection
of his colleagues,
and who had honored the university by his genius and the extent of his knowl
edge.
His elegant and ingenious
' Ttleory of the
Moral Sentiments'
had won for him the esteem
of men of taste and letters all over Europe.
His
happy talent of throwing
light upon the most abstract subjects,
his assiduity
in communicating
useful knowledge,
and the exactness in di_harging the duties of his position, which characterized
him as a professor, were for the young men intrus_l
to his care a source of enjoyment
as well
as of sound instrnction."
Smith and the duke cof
Buccleugh
embarked
for the continent in March,
1764. After a stay of ten or twelve days at Paris,
they took up their residence at Toulouse,
which
had just witnessed the execution of the unfortunate
Calus.
They spent eighteen months here in the
society of the principal members of the parliament
of that city.
From
Toulouse
they proceeded
toward Geneva,
crossing
by a cimuitous
route
through the southern
provinces of France; after
a sojourn of two months in this city they returned
to Paris.
This was in December, 1765, and they
remained
there until October of tho following
year. -- Smith had long been familiar with French
literature,
lie was acquainted
with the works of
J. J. Rousseau,
and from a letter of "Hume's we
learn that he had read Helvetius'
l'Espm't, and
Voltaire's Ccrndide. Furnished
with letters of introduction
from tIume,
the Scotch philosopher
met with the most flattering reception from Alembert, lIelvetius,
Marmontel
and Madame
Ricesboni.
lie was admitted
to the society of the
Duchesse
d'Anville,
anti became especially intimate with a son of the l)uc de La Rochefoucauld.
This noble and generous mind began later a translation of the "Theory
of the )foral Seutimcnts,"
wkich he did not finish, and the grateful
philosopher, who had in his first edition associated
the
name of the author of the M-ax/me.s with that of
Mandeville,
took care to drop from the second his
crilicism on the grandfather
of his friend. -- The
physiocratic
school was at this time in all the ardor
of the strife against the partisans of tim mercantile
and. restrictive
system.
It had been for several
years in possession of the doctrine which made it
what it was; for in 1758 Quesnay had published
his T_ub/e_u dconom_/ue,
printed
at Versailles,
under
the eye of the king.
The very year in
which Smith left England, Le Trosne, then king's
advocate
at Orleans, publicly professed
the ma_
ter's principles in a diacourae on the decade.ace of

the magistracy;
and during his sojourn in Paris,
the ]_/_,md_
du (_¥tmJen, for the purpose of
opposing the principles of Quesnay, aud the Journal de l'afflffculture, du commerce et des finane_, undcr tlm direction of Dupont de Nemours, to defend
them, were established.
At this same time one of
the most enlightened
economists,
Abeille,
published a pamphlet on exclusive
privileges
in matters of commerce,
which was very favorably received.
Thus Smith was witness, during his stay
in Paris, of the contest of economical
systems.
Unfortunately,
no details of this period of his life,
so interesting
in the history of science, have come
down to us. We learn from Dug'aid Stewart that
he took pleasure in conversing
with Turgot, and
that he corresponded
with Quesnay, but nothing
further.
Dupont
de Nemours
is more explicit,
and represents him as having been his condisciple
at Quesnay's.
"Dupont
de Nemours,"
says J B.
Say, "told me that he often met Adam Smith in
that society, perhaps the most respectable
in Europe, and that he was there regarded as a judicious and simple man, but as one who had not;
yel; shown
what he was capable of."
What is
beyond all doubt, is the profound
esteem which
Smith always preserved
for the ingenious
and.
thoughtful
founder of the physioeratic
school.
He
intended to dedicate his great work to him, and
only the death of Quesnay (1774) prevented
the
realization
of this noble thought.
It is certain
that Turgot conceived a high opinion of his ability, and Condoreet
relates, that, after his retire.
ment from the ministD_ , he'kept up a correspondence with Smith.
These two great minds, the
beauty of whose characters vied with the loftiness
of their intellect, were worthy to understand
each
otheL but there remains no trace of this interchange of letters.
The papers left by Turgot have
revealed none ; those of A.dam Smith were destroyed before his death by his own order, and his
most intimate friends never had any knowledge of
this correspondence.
--It is, nevertheless,
difficult
to suppose, that, during the nine months which he
spent in Paris, in society where economical topics
were the order of the day, the conversation
of so
many men in whom he recognized
great learning
and d.istingnfished ability, anti of whom he declare(|
that their doctrine approached
the nearest to the
truth, should have been without influence on the
formation
of his principles.
But to what extent
it is impossible,
in the absence of any written
document,
to determine.
Must we infer, as have
some, from the solicitous
and minute care taken
by Smith shortly
before his death to have his
manuscripts--among
which were the lectures delivered
at Glasgow
on economic
subject.,_--destroyed, that he had an especial interest in leaving
nothing from which the succession
of his ideas
could be conjectured
? This is a pure hypothesis,
as well as a most improbable one; and does nothingbotcomplicateaproblem,tlmsohitionofwhich
it is impossiblo to give. -- Back in England
in
October, 1766, Smith returned
to Kirkaldy,where
lm.livecLfor teayears near his mother, and in the
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society of some of the friends of his childhood.
His friend Hume, then librarian of the faculty of
advocates at Edinburgh,
strove several times, but
in vain, to draw him away from his solitude.
" I
want to know what you have done," tIume wrote
to Smith, in 1769, "and I intend to exact a strict
account from you of the use you are making of
your time in your retreat."
Four years later, he
added:
" I will not accept thc cxcuse of your
health, which I regard only as a subterfuge
invented I)y indolence and love of solitude.
In truth,
if you continuc to listen to those two little cvil adrisers, you will end hy breaking
complctcly
with
society, to the detrimcut
of both the parties intcrested."-It was from this stubborn
meditation
_)f six years that the great work came which was
to im,nortalizc
his name.
The " Inquiry into the
Nature
and Causes of the Wealth
of Nations,"
which lie had begun to write in 1771, and which
nplmarcd
in March, 1776, disclosed the secret of
his long retreat.
A month afterward
Hume congratulated
him in the following
gh)wing terms:
"My (tear Mr. Smith, your work has afforded me
¢hegreatest
pleasure;
and in reading it, I emerged
from a state of painful anxiety.
It is a work, the
expectation
of which kept in such suspense yourself, your friends and the public, that I trcmbled
to see it appear; but at last I am relieved.
Not
that---reflecting
how much attention this reading
exacts,
amt how little disposed the public is to
bestow such--I
must not still distrust
for some
time the first breath of popular favor; but there
arc in it depth, solidity, subtle penetration,
and a
multitude
of curious facts: suqh merits should,
sooner or later, fix the attention of public opinion,
If you were here, at my fireside, I should contest
some of your principh_.
But this and a hundred
other things can be discussed onlyin conversation,
I hope that it will be soon, for the state of my
health is very bad, and will not admit of a very
long delay."
These sad presentiments
were not
long in being realized.
Four months later, Hume
w_s no more ; Smith felt his death keenly, and
has left us, in the touching account which lie gave
of his friend's death, and in the merited culogy of
his character,
the trace of his bitter regrt'ts. -tIume simply anlicil)atcd
the judgment
of posterity, which, in its admiration,
has associated
the
name of Smith with those of Grotius and Montcsquieu.
Smith indeed gave to economic science
the character of certitude, which these two great
men had impressed upon international
law and political science.
H(, pla(.(,d it upon a basis which the
progress of the human mind mayperhaps
enlarge,
but never displace.
The great principle
which
is the starting point of all economic phenomena,
lie lays down in the beginning
of his work :
The annual labor of every nation is thc fund which
originally
supplies it with all the necessaries and
conveniences
of life which it annually consumes,
and which consist always either in the immediate
produce of that labor or in what is purchased
with
that produce of other nations.
These words conrained a revolution in the order of economic ideas,
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Breaking with the opinions
generally received in
his own age, he at the same time separated himseff
from the partisans of the mercantile
system, who
made all wealth consist in the precious metals,
and from the physiocrates,
who regarded the soil
as the only sourceof it. Instead of goldand silver,
and the fertility of the land, what does he place at
the summit of his science?
Man, of whom labor
is the manifestation;
man with his productive
powers, the potencyof
which is immeasurably
increased by the division of employments
and the
accumulation
of capital.
Thcclasses
of producers
who had becn ,'egarded by the physiocrates
as tributaries of landed proper|y,
raised by him to the
rank in which thcir services class them in society,
are henceforth respectable
and useful by the same
title as tim others.
He invitc_s all, under the rule
of the law of labor, to tim exploitation
of the msterial world, to the enrichment
of individuals
and
nations, to the fusion of inter(_ts, and in subjecting them to the same obligations toward the state,
he claims for them liberty in the choice of their
work, in the movement of capital and the circulation of products. -- In this framework,
in the
order which he assigns to them in it, and in a
series of scarching and concisc arguments,
his ingenious and profound
analyses of the division of
labor, the price of goods, the power of saving and
the action of capital,
credit, banks and duties,
range themselves.
These different
elements of
economic
science, several of which had already
been successfully
studied by Locke, Hume, Verri
and Turgot, had new light thrown on them by
Smith, a light which is diffused ovcr all the parts
of the subject of wbicll he treats.
Everything
is
treated with the supreme
composure
of superior
reason and immutable
good sense, which, carried
tiros far, amounts
to genius.
1'{o contemporary
passion disturbed
the serenity
of his judgment.
Tlic principles which he tcaches arc not a weapon
in his hand, but only thc generalized
expression
of facts conscientiously
observed.
Onethingalone
in._pircd him with an indignation
which he could
scarccly restrain; the spirit of monopoly.--'Noone
before Smith had shown with more clearness and
foresight the advantages of economic liberty, from
the p,)int of view of the conciliation
of individual
and general interest.
But tim honor of having
extolled the principle
of liberty, and of having
cstablishcd
it upon its true basis, belongs to the
l)hysiocratic
school.
Smith.
in his "Wealth
of
Nation._," faithful in this to the ideas which he
had indicated
in hi_ course of moral philosophy,
considers liberty as nccessary
to the complete
(levclopment
of thc productive
forces, and justities it by economic
usefulness
and e_'pedieru'y.
Quesnay and Turgot
demand
it as a right, and
pre_nt it to us as the expres,_ion of justice.
In
fact, liberly, from the economic
l)oint of view, is
a right, tvecause it has its source in more freedom,
and ends in personal responsibility
and positive
duties; it is just, because it alone is able to insure
to man the remuneration
which is really due to
hi_ efforts, and to the goods, as a consequence, the
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price which belongs to them.
In the eyes of the
physiocrates, liberty is not only the most favorable
manner of making an equitable
division of the
fruits of labor and the most powerful
stimulant to
man's activity, but the manifestation
of his conscience, the sign of his right, and the source of
his duties.
_N'otwithstanding
the deviations
into
which they have allowed
them._elves to be drawn
by a vicious method rather
than by an error of
principle, notwithstanding
their adventurous
incursions
into the domain of natural law, it will
be the everlasting
honor of these w¢)rthy heirs to
the Cartesian tradition,
to have given as a foundation to political
economy the grand principles
of
property, liberty, and individual
arid collective responsibility,
with which all economic
questions
are nec_.sarily eov_ncctcd.
Smith regarded
man
as a being exclusively
productive;
and just as in
his system of moral philosophy
he did not ri_ to
the superior idea of the good, of which sympathy,
or fellow.feelDz#,
is but the result, _o in political
economy he did not ascend to the idea of the just,
that is to say, to the first data upon which the economic life of man and of society rests.-The
fault has been found, and justly,with
the "Wealth
of Igations," of a lack of proper arrangement
of
the various parts, which prevents the whole of the
doctrine
from being cl_rly
discerned
from the
beginning
: questions of tile greatest importance
are often treated there incidentally
and d propos of
questions which should have Ileen presented only
as secondary ones. Thus tile aulhor's
ideas on the
price of things arc intercahtted
in a dissertation
on
the value of the precious
metals during the last
four centuries;
his notions on money in the chapter on tile treaty of commerce ; his principles
of
commercial
liberty in the examination
of the mercmatile_ystem.
But if this great work offends by
a lack of method, it none the less remains the finest
monument
raised to political
economy.
What a
treasuryof
true ideas, of ingenious and profound
observations,
does it not offer us ! It is by drawing inspiration
from the thoughts
of the master
that his succe_sorshave
accomplished
all the progress which has since marked
the advance of eco-

revision of his works, the successive
editions of
which he superintended
with great attention.
He
had, it is said, the intention of publishing a critieal examination
of l'F__-/t des lo_s. This study
was undoubtedly
connected with a treatise on civil
and political
law which
he had undertaken
to
write.
Tlle death of his mother, whom he lost in
1784, and, four years later, that of a cousin of
whom he was very fond, were the cause of a grief
from which he never wholly recovered.
In 1787
the university
of Glasgow
conferred
the title of
rector upon him, an honor which he appreciated
very highly.
From that time his strength gradually failed.
Wben he felt the first attack of the
painful malady which was to carry him to the
grave, he ordered all his papers to be destroyed.
"I intended
to have done more," said he to his
friends, "and there are materials
in my papers
which I might /lave turned to account;
but that
is out of the question now."
His resolution with
regard to this had long been taken, as a letter addressed to IIume in 1773 shows.
In tlle month of
July, 1790, after severe suffering, borne with courageousresignation,
thisgreat man wo,_taken away
from science and the world. -- Ills character was
at once affectionate
and reserved, frank and lively,
and his habits of a simplicity from which he never
deviated at any period of his life.
His generous
and impotuous
soul, under an outwardly
cold appearancc, rose to enthusiasm,when
there was question of the great interests of humanity,
lie spoke
little, and when he was forced into his intrenchmeats, his speech was embarrassed,
and his expositions assumed, without
his knowledge,
a dogmarie form which gave them the semblance of t_
lesson.
This manner of expressing
himself was a
result of the habit contracted
in his public courses
on the science, and not of pretension,
which wa._
far from his mind, for never was there any one
whose modesty a_'as more c,_sily alarmed than his.
He was profoundly
versed in the philosophic
knowledge
of the human heart and mind; but he
lacked penetration
in his jud_Ttnent of individuals.
The studious
and retired life which he had led
had familiarized
him but little with the character

nomie knowledge.
It was by declaring themselves
as his disciples that Malthus, by his theory of populatton,
J. B. S'ly, by that of outlets,
and M.
Dunoyer,
by his valuable
studies
on productive
services, enlarged
the domain of science; and the
commercial
policy of England,which
will one day
be that of all nations, was inaugurated
under his
auspices, and triumphed
by the help of his arguments. -- Smith passed the two years which followed the publication
of the "Wealth
of Nations"
in London, in tile society of the most distinguished
men of England, and in frequent intercourse
with
Gibbon,
Burke and Pulteney.
In 1778, having
been appointed, through the influence of the duke
of Buccleugh,
commissioner
of customs in Scotland, he returned to Edinburgh.
It was in this
city that the last twelve years of his life glided
away.
The leisure allowed him by the business
of hisofficewas employed to a great extent in the

and passions of men.
I/As memory was prodigious, but very far from being a ready one.
If
Adam Smith did not share the brilliant qualities
which fell to the lot of several of his contemporaries, he at least had, in the highest degree, that
penetrating
exactness
and firmness of opinion
which arc perhaps more useful to the progress of
the human mind, and which at the same time confer glory on their possessor.*
M. MO_JEAN.
* While he occupied his chair at Glasgow, Smith was in
the habit of giving certain lectures on the elements of politteal economy, as it was understood in his time, t. e., upon
those artificial regulations and restraints of civil society
which state, men conceive to be necessary or expedient. Here
he was acctlstomed to draw those inferencee in favor of s
policy of freedom which he afterward expanded into his eelebrsted
work. at
Neither
he, the
nor,laws
indeed,
any one else,
had
ever elaborated
this time
under,which
the production of weaRh meffectually secured.--Themodern science
of political economy hae been developed from a host of neg_
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The offense
of importing
prohibited
articles,
or of defrauding
the revenue
lty the
introduction
of articles
into consumption,
without
paying
the duties
chargeable
upon
them.
It may

Sra uggling.
This crime,
which
occupies
so prominent
a place in the criminal
legislation
of all modern states,
is wholly
the result of vicious
commercial and financial
legislation.
It is the fruit either

be committed
or customs

of prohibitions
of importation,
or of oppressively
high duties.
It does not originate
in any depravit 3" inherent
in nian; but in the folly and ignorance
of legislators.
A prohibition
against
importing
a
cotnmoditv
does
not take
away
the taste
for it;

indifferently
either
upon
the excise
revenue.-Origin
and
Prerention
of

five inductions.
,_tateamen, misled by tile re'lash mb:representations
reputed experts,
from time
to time
c.ontrolled
and of
misdirected
trade in have
the fancied
iuterebt,,
of tnlde.
They have attempted
to be wiser than nature.
They have
seen that order and government
have been necessary to the
well-being of gocicty, and that confusion
and mischief are
the invariable result of uninstructed
t-,At-interest.
But. forgetting that the bamne_s of government
is to check ago:re._bion only, and to secure every man a fair field for tile exercl_.e
of his ow_l labor, they have uncoasciousl)
aided aggresmon,
curtailed liberty, and narrowc_t the field in which hlbor eouhl
exercise itself.
There is of tours4, a border, for the occul)aties of which the adwmates nf liberty and control (onstantly
contend.
The wisdom of government
ill the days of Adam
Smith, and frequently enough in our own time, i_ to extend
the area of government, and, with it, to a.-sert the just control of an administration
over the innocent acts of individusis. Such a line of action on the part of a governnJellt may
be adopted with the best pea-ibis lnteutions, as Smith vh()w_
in the ninth clmpter of his fourth book, where lie sketches
the policy of Colbert.
Such a pulley found its carlie',t and
most complete refutation
in the reasonings _hich are contained in the "Wealth
of Nation,-."
* * It has been ohjected to Adam Smith and Hmne, that they did not foresee
the French revolution, intimately ab they ",_erc acquainted
with the state of France.
Bnt the objection l_ shallow
What
ls called political prophecy i_ oft('u mere guess work, which
no wise mau will seriously indnlgefn.
The easiest _ay in
which weak men think they call galll It rx.putation 1._ by Binlater predictions of political e_enL-. No one can anticipate
the conservative
forces of tw,(-iety, no ont, can gather enough
information
to make a safe lndeetlon
fl*_t(J the resistance
which may be made to change, or, indeed, as to the force._
which will compel change,,
lhlt there i'_ _,llch a thing as pclitieal prescience.
It is not difficult to disco_ er the inevitable
CmlSequcnces induced
by certain klnd'_ of politicsl actiun,
This faculty Smith possessed m the highe_,t degree, in a far
higher degree than Hums, whose st_gaclty and llCllteness he
admired 6o much.
Of thl._ prescience hi_ great ut)rk i_, the
mut-t noteworthy illustration.
_No l_.r.,-on has ev(.r pointed
oat with more exactness the effects of a nlistaken commer('ial
policy, the invariable reaction fronl it eotiree of leglslatn)n
which does not commend itself to the nlorul sense of it natian, and the misehicvoas
consequences
which ensue when a
public law gives its sanction to private selfishness.
* * The
range of the subjects treated in Smith'.- work is _ery wide.
Social history and the politics of contort,tee occupy his attenlion as inach as mere abstract reasonings.
Hi_ educational
theories have been generally accepted,
ltl_ rules of taxation
are classic:ll.
}][is vindication of free trade is complete,
ills
criticism of the graat company has been the basis of the hltest
legislation on the Indian empire.
Hie conception of the nmtual relations in which nations stand, is as comprehensive
as
it is generous.
It should not be forgotten tlmt Smith did not
propose to himself the discovery of a scheme which should
make any one country wealthy or prosi'_.rou8 at the expense
of the rest of nUlnklud, but how the wealth of nations should
be developed.
He rose far above the peddling maxim, that
the gain of one people is the loss of another
Hence his
work is mtexnational,
ind has formed an effective prote_t
against those shams of a sordid self-interest
which masks
itself under the name of patriotism.-Amung economists,
Smith potmesses the inductive mind in the highest degree,
His work not only displays a wealth of varied reading, but is
full of facts., Considering, too, how inexact were the stallstieal data on which he could in his time rely, his sagacity is
remarkable.
No example of this quality seems to mc more
at_king than his inference that the precarious occupants in
the ancient manor mm have passed through a mdtayer tentmey before they roached the independence of the fifteenthcentury yeoman, as deoeritmd by Forteacue.
Such was actually the f_t, as I have bee_ able to discover from a very large
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invcsti_,'anon of farm accounts during the epoch referred to
by Smith.
But, in fact, to be scientific, pohticsl economy
nnl_t be constantly inductive.
Half, and more than half, of
the fallacies into which per.,oas ,_ho have handh,d this subject have talh, u, are the direct outcome of perely abstract
sIK'('u]zttlon.
In consequence, though he was the progenitor
of the science, and necessarily left it Incomplete,
Smith is
far more frequently in the right than his crltic_ are. Almost
every blemlt.b in his "4ork (come few inaccuracies of expression excepted, which arise from a somewhat loose use of
terms,) is due to hi_ exaggerated _ympathy with the economic
theories of his French frit.nds and Wacher_.
It is to this infltlellC(' t hat we can trace his errorb its to t he nature and causes
of _,alue, and whatever is defective in his exposition of rent.
W_vcuhere, however, he seems to ins to lie much more in the
right than Ricau'do, who accounts for the origin of rent on
ground._ which _tve ab._olutely no _arrant in lact. Iiis most
adverse critics ha_e, ho',_ever, nnited _ltb his warmest admirer_ in Ills vindication of private liberty a_ntlnst the interterence of govermncnt;
that is. ill his adds,amy of what arc
called frtx., trade principles.
To the moderu reader, who reeogntzes flit. vast ser_ l('e_ v,hich the merehants and manufacturers of Great Britain have done for such principles as Smith
atix scaled, the lan_lage which th:, authur u._es about the mercantile cla.,,.,.e,_seems sing'allarly harsh anti bitter.
"'The i)as sionate confide'nee of interested falseho(_ "' ; the policy of
a "great
empire"
b_,ing guided by the policy of ".,.hapkcepers";
"ilnpertinent
ballgt_ of shivery, impo_ed by the
groundle.-s jealousy of merchants and nmnufaeturers";
"illiber, ll and oppressi_ e monopolies";
"the mean and malignant cxlwdients
of the mercantile aye.tern," and similarly
pungent comments on the machinations of the tradln_ classes
It century ago, arc ('xprcs_lon_ of active aniul(_ity against
interestswhich
Smith mu.-t have thought hu_tile to the pub]ic good. But, at that tilnc_ the l,'ading merchants de_erved
little synlpathy front any person _ hn con._idered this pabhc
go(x1 a-s the paraulount
object st economy und legislation.
Their mtrl_mS had prevented the establishment
of bonded
warohauses.
The mercantile classes drove Walpole into the
v,ar of the right of search.
The real or rel)iltt d intersst8 of
the vamc order precipitated
and pralongcd
the seveu-yeara
war. The costs of that wtlr, and the su_tcntation of the ]_ast
India compmly, whose conquests had made it bankrupt, led
to the uprising of the American colom._t,% and the war of independeuee.
Tilt, nlcrchant_ ,_ho _-timulatcd, and the nabobs
and planters who contln ued, these costty struggles, were no
donbt powerful in "Change alley. They were. nloreover, ready
to make the highest biddings for rotten boroughs.
But they
were detestt_,l by the people, and especially by those freeholders in whom, as Smith thought, the strength and hope of
the nation resided
)Iacaulay has given, in a few words, a
stateiaent of how public opinion estimated these people, In
hi._ "Life of Lord ('live," the greatest of the race.-- The
most energetic attack, however, which Smith made on any
Institution of his time, was that on the East India company.
To t18 the company is a thing of the past.
In Smith's day it
was the most brLlliant phenomenon
that the world had ever
witnessed.
A very few years had created the Indian empire;
had changed a few timid and servile traders into a fores of
heroes, by whom successes had been achieved more amazing
than those of Cortez and Pizarro.
In the face of this extraordinary prestige, which affected the whole western world,
the author of the "Wealth
of Nations"
dissected the protensions of the great company, showed that it failed a_ a
trader, and failed as a ruler; and proved that its government
was mischievous to its subjects, and its monopoly a wrong
upon the English people.-- Tuo_oLv Ro_r.Bs.
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occasions
a universal desire to escape or evade
its payment.
Hence the rise and occupation
of
the smuggler.
The risk of being detected in the
c|and_stine introduction of commodities under any
system of fiscal regulations may be always valued
at a certain average rate; and whenever the duties exceed this rate, smugglingimmediatelytakes
place.
:Now. there are plainly but two ways of
checking
this practice : either the temptation
to
smuggle
must be diminished
by lowering the duties, or the difficulties
in the way of smuggling
must be increased.
The first is obviously thcmore
natural and efficient method
of effecting the object in view; but the second has been most generally resorted to even in cases where the duties
were quite exce,_ive.
Governments
have almost
uniformly consulted lhe persons employed
in the
collection of the revenue with respect to the best
mode of rendering
taxes effectual; though
it is
clear that the interests, prejudices
and peculiar
habits of such persons utterly disqualify
them
from forming a sound opinion on such a subject,
They can not recommend
a reduction of duties as
a means of repressing
smuggling
and increasing
revenue, without acknowledging
their own incapacity to detect and defeat illicit practices;
and
the result has been, that, instead of ascribing the
prevalence of smuggling
to its true causes, the
officers of customs
and excise have almost universaliy ascribed it to some defect in the laws, or
in the mode of administering
them, and have proposed repressing it by new regulations,
and by increasing the number and severity of the penalties
affecting the smuggler.
As might have been expected, these attempts
have, in the great majority
of cases, proved signally unsuccessful.
And it
has been invariably
found, that no vigilance on
the part of the revenue officers, and no _verity
of punishment,
can prevent
the smugghng
of
such commodities
as are either
prohibited
or
loaded with oppressive
duties.
The smuggler
is
generally a popular
character;
and whatever
the
law may declare on the subject, it is ludicrous
to
expect
that the bulk of society should ever be
brought
to think that those who furnish them
with cheap brandy, genewt, tobacco, etc., are gullty of any very.heiuous
offcn_e.
"To pretend,"
says Adam Smilh,
" to have any scruple
about
buying
smuggled
goods,
though
a manifest
encouragement
to the violation of the revenue laws,
and to the perjury which almost always altends it,
would, in most countries,
be regarded
as one of
those pedantic pieces of hvl×_crisy, which, instead
of gaining credit with anybody,
serve only to expose the person who affects to practice them to the
suspicion of being a gTeater knave than most of his
neighbors.
By this indulgence
of the public the
smuggler
is often encouraged
to continue
a trade
which he is thus taught
to consider as, in some
measure,
innocent;
and when the severity of the
revenue
laws is ready to fall upon him, he is frequently disposed to defend with violence what he
has been accustomed
to regard as his just property;
and, from being at first rather imprudent
than

criminal,
he at last too often becomes one of
the most determined
violaters of the laws of society."
("Wealth
of Nations," p. 406.) To create by mesns of high duties an overwhelming
temptation Io indulge in crime, and then to punish
men for indulging in it, is a proceeding completely
subversive
of every principle
of justice.
It revolts the natural feelings
of the people;
and
teaches them to feel an interest in the worst characters--for
such smugglers
generally
ar_--to _pouse their cause, and avenge their wrongs. --A
punishment
which is not proportioned to the offense, and which does not carry the sanction of
public opinion along with it, can never be productive of any good effect.
The true way to put
down smuggling is to render it unprofitable;
to
diminish
the temptation
to engage in it; and this
is not to be done by surrounding
the coasts with
cordons of troops, by the multiplication
of oaths
and penalties, and making the country the theatre
of ferocious and bloody contests in the field, and
of perjury and chicanery
in the courts of law;
but by repealing prohibitions, and reducingduties,
so that their collection
may be enforced with a
moderate degree of vigilance; and that the forfeiture of the article may be a suflScient penalty
upon the smuggler.
It is in tl_s way, and in
this way only, that we mus_ seek for an effectual
check to illicit trafficking.
Whenever
the profits
of the fair trader become nearly equal to those of
the smuggler, the latter is forced to abandon his
hazardous profession.
But so longas prohibitions
or oppressively
high duties are kept up, or, which
is in fact the same thing, so long as h_,/h bount_s are
held out to encourage the adventurous,
the needy
and the profligate to enter on this career, we may
be assured that armies of excise and customs officers, backed by the utmost severity of the revenue
laws, will be insufficient
to hinder them.--It
wouht be useless to eater in this place into any
lengthened
details
to prove the truth of these
statements.
Unluckily,
the entire financial and
commercial
history of all countries
abounds with
instances in point, many of which must be familiar to every reader.
The prohibition
of foreign
products,
or the imposition
of hcavy duties on
foreign or native products,
does not take away
the taste for them.
On the contrary,
it would
seem as if the desire to obtain prohibited
or overtaxed articles acquired new strength from the obstacles opposed to its gratification.
Per damns,
per c_edes, ab
ip_o
Ducit
ope8 aaimllrnque
ferro.
The prohibition
of foreign
silks which
existed
in England previously to 1826 did not hinder their
importation
in immense
quantities.
The vigilance and integrity
of the custom house officers
were no match for the ingenuity,
daring and douf_r8 of the smugglers.
And at the very moment
when the most strenuous
efforts were made to
effect their exclusion,
the silks of France
and
Hindostan
were openly displayed
in Almack's,
in the drawing
rooms of St. James', and in the
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3aouse of commons,
in mockery of the impotent
legislation
by which it was attempted
to shut
them out.
There is. in tl_uth, great room for
doubting whether the substitution
of an ad valerein duty for the whole system of prohihition
was
at first productive
of any material
increase in
the imports
of foreign
silks.
The repeal of the
prohibition
was a most judicious
me_ure;
but
the duty being unfortunately
fixed at too high a
limit, it gave an overwhelming
stimulus to smuggling.
Before the abolition of the duty on silks,
the expense of their clandestine
importation
from
France was roughly
estimated
at al)out 15 per
cent. ad valorem;
and as the duty on silks, down
to 1845, was double that amount, or 30 per vent.,
we need not wonder
that it was estimated,
by
well-inforp_ed
parties, that from a third to a lmlf
of the total quantityof
imported
silks _caped
the
duty.
Indeed, every one is aware that their clandestine importation
was carried
on, to a great cxtent, within the port of London, and in the custom houseit.self, by the corruption
and connivance
of the officers.
Aud this, we may be assured, was
not a solitary
instance•
The corruption
of the
officers, is, in truth, an inevitable consequence
of
the over-tax
system.--The
enormous
duties that
were impend
in England
previously to 1823 on
home-made
Scotch and Irish spirits, produced
an
extent of smuggling
and demoralization
of which
it is not easy for those who have not attended to
such matters to form an idea.
At present, however, the duties in that country on tobacco, brandy
and hollands,
but especially the first, are the great
incentives
to smuggling.
The preventive
waterguard is kept at a great expense for little other
purpose than to hinder the clandestine
importslion of these articles.
But notwithstanding
its
efforts, considerable
quantities
of them find their
way into the country without
being subjected
to
any duty.
And how should it be otherwise?
The
price of tobacco
in the contiguous
continental
ports may, on an average, be taken at from 8d. to
10d. per lb.; and as the duty on tobacco is from
3s. 6d. to 5s. per lb., need we be surprised to learn,
that, allowing
for the expenses
of smuggling,
if
one cargo out of three be safely landed, the business is as profitable as it is adventurous
and exciting?
"But it is not so much by the introduction
of tobacco
from abroad as by its admixture
or
adulteration
with other articles, that the contraband dealers endeavor
to defeat the duty."
It
may, however, be right to state that it must not
be imagined
that the mere diminution
of an oppressive duty on any article will put down the
smuggling
to which the duty may have given rise.
The diminution
may not be sufficiently great; and
if so, it will have but little influence. -- These
considerations
show thc degree of weight which
should be attached to the.statements
of those who
endeavor to excuse or apologize for exorbitant duties by showing that they have sometimes been reduced without any material increase taking place,
in the consumption
of the articles on which they
are laid, or any material
diminution
of smug-
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gling. In exemplification
of this it has been stated
that though the duty on tobacco was reduced in
England in 1825 from 4s. to 3s. per lb., the con°
sumption was not increased in anything
like
the
•
.
¢
same proportion;
and that, notwithstanding
the
rapid growth of population,
a period of ten years
elapsed
b(fforc the tobacco
revenue
rose to its
former level.
But no one acquainted
with the
facts couhi
have anticipated
any other result.
Taking the cost of tobacco on an average at 6d.
per lb. (which is beyond the mark), the duty previously to and since the reduction
has been respectively 800 and 600 per cent. ad valorem.
And
it is needless Io say that the least of these duties
.
holds out an ovcrwh(,lming
temptation
to smug°
gling and fraud.
The truth is, that the reduction
of duty in 1825 was an ill-advised measure;
and
there is perhaps no great reason to conclude
that
the further
reduction
of the present duty of 8s.
per lb. to 2s. would be much wiser, or that, while
it sacrificed
revenue, it would be at all sufficient
to suppress illicit practices.
It is idle, therefore,
by referring
to instances of this sort, to endeavor
to make it be believed that an adequate diminution of taxation is not followed by a corresponding increase of consumption.
Had the duty on
coffee, inst_d
of being rc_tuced in England
in
1808 from ls. 8d. per lb. to 7d., been reduced
to
only ls. 3d. (the proportion
in which the tobacco
duty was reduced), the effect would have been all
but imperceptihle;
and instead of the eonshmption being
immediately
increa._ed from about
1,000,000 lbs. to 9,000,000 lbs., the presumption
is, it would not have b_n increased
to 1,500,000
lbs.
In taxation, as in everything
else, unless the
means be adequate to the desired ends the result
will be nothing.
If you offer a premium of eight
to one on smuggling,
di) you imagine you will
abate the nnlsance you have called into existence
by reducing
the premium to six to one or four to
one?
It will be found in every case in which a
reduction
of duty is not followed by a more than
corresponding
increase of consumption,
that the
article continues to be overtaxed,
or that the duty
left upon it either exceeds thc cost of smuggling
or places it beyond the reach of those who might
otherwise become its consumers.
We are bold to
say that no instance c_m be found in the financial
history of any country of an adequate
reduction
of the duty on an over-taxed
article not being followed by a ccs_sation of smuggling
and a great increase of consumption.
J.R.
_['CULLOCH.
SOCIALISM
AND SOCIALISTS.
It is with
the_se words as with all others which express, at a
given date, a definite situation,
hut which, in the
long run, either because fact.s or the state of men's
minds has changcd, are transformed,
and no Ionger convey their original
meaning. _ tIcnce, to
• ,' The as_.ailantsof the principle of individual property,"
say_ John intoStuart
Mill (" Principles,"
ii., §implies
2). "may absobe
divided
two classes
: those whose book
scheme

lute equality in the distribution of the physmal mean8 of life
andenjoyment, audthoscwhoadmitinequality, but6rrounded
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fix their meaning,
at their true date, is essential.
An analysis of such meaning may be reduced to
this: In ever 9, human society, whether it advanc_es
or retrogrades, modifications
more or less profound are always going on, modifications
which
arc more or less perceptible,
and which, with or
without
the knowledge
of such society, act upon
its economy.
Apparently such a society remains
the same ; but in reality it is daily affected by
changes of which it becomes entirely conscious only after time has fixed them in the habits and customs of the people, and marked them by its sanetion.
This is the course of civilizations
which
are being perfected or which are declining.
The
honor of a generation is to add something
to the
inheritance
it has received, and to transmit it iraproved to the generation which comes after it. To
employ what has been acquired as an instrument
of new acquisition,
to advance from the verified
to the unknown:
such is the idea of progress as it
presents itself to well-ordered
minds.
But such
is not the idea of the socialists.
In their eyes
the situation given is a false one, and the process
too simple.
Reforms
in detail do not seem to
them worthy of attention.
They have plans of
their own, the first condition of which is to make
a tabula rasa of everything
that exists, to cast
aside existing laws, manners, customs, and all the
guarantees
of person and property.
It seems to
them that we have lived thus far under the erapire of a misconception
which it is urgent should
cease ; our globe, according to them, is an anticipated hell, and our civilization
a coarse outline
only.
What is the remedy ? There is only one
--to try the treatment of which the socialists hold
the secret.
That treatment
varies according
to
the sect.
There are socialists
with mild remedies, and socialists with violent remedies : the only
difficulty is in the choice.
But with all their differences,
there is one point on which they agree
the formal condemnation
of human societies as
they are at present constituted,
and the necessity
of erecting on their ruins an order of things more
conformable
to the instincts
of man and to his
destiny here below.
In exchange
for our real
world, the socialists offer us worlds of the fancy,

This is their disting-l.qh_ug
trait, and one which
makes of them a family apart. -- In this pursuit
they have had so many precursors that to enumerate them would be to write the history of the adventures of the human mind.
At one time, we
have philosophers
engaging in that chase in soiltary speculations;
and at another, sects, trying in
abortive essays to realize their dreams ; now, a
whole population stakes in that chase its existence
and repose ; here, we find the idea of mysticism
prevailing,
and curbing instinct to the profit of a
system ; there, instinct gets the upper hand and
breaks therein which all regular government puts
on it : everywhere we witness an effort to destroy
the old mould, and to obtain a new one.
Revolts
and factions beget one another while copying one
another.
First we find Plato with the most captious of models.
He invented an imagina_- cornmunity,
which Sir Thomas More reproduced
in
his Utopia.
In both eases, goods were to be in
common, and the fruits of labor distributed
by
means of arbitrary combinations.
Campanella
went farther.
With Plato he admits promiscuity;
but, bolder than Plato, he regulates its exercise.
Morelli, not content with recommending
a cornmunity, would force it on men.
He establishes
for labor a species of obligatory conscriptionoand
condemns to perpetual imprisonment
the partisans
of property, under pretext of their dangerous dementia.
Babceuf treats them as conspirators, and
spares them as little as _foreltL
For the sake
of good example, he expels them from among
men when he does not deliver them to the executioner.
Willingly or by force, he would have all
distinctions of class and all appropriation
of goods
disappear,
Hc would tolerate only one costume,
one table, one ordinary.
The great centres of
population trouble him, and, with a stroke of his
pen, he suppresses them.
Luxury has it_ birth in
cities, and of luxury he will have nothing.
Homes
should be as uniform as possible, in order not to excite jealousy
by comparison.
There should be
like care for the education
of all citizens.
The
state takes possession of them, and abandons them
only at death.
It makes laborers and workmen
out of them.
Useful services, and not acts which

on some principle or supposed principle of Justice or general
expediency, and not like so many of the existing social inequalities, dependent on accident alone. At the head of the
first class, as the earliest of those belonging to the present
generation,
must and
be M.
placed
Mr.
Owen
andrecently
his followers,
M. Louis Blanc
Cuber
have
more
become
co_euoas
as _ImmJes of similar doctrines (though the formeradvoc-atesequaIityofdistributlononlyasatraasitiontoa
still higher stand_d of justice, that all should work accordto their capacity, and receive according to their wants).The clmracteristic name for thts economical system is ' corn• mataiJ_,' a wordo_continentat origin, only of late turn-,dared
Into this country. The word ' socialism, • which originated
_mong the F_,liah econo_,
and was as_smed by them _
a _me to designate their own doctrine, is now, on the conl_a_mt_employed in a larger sense: not n_ly
Implying
communism, or the entire abolition of private property, Im_
applicable to any system which requires that the land and
the
_ts
ofofprodzzctiou
should
be the property,not
_' h_divi&uls,
but
communities,
or a_ociaflm_
or of the

serve for pleasure, are demanded of them.
What
is not communicable
to all, hesays,
in hisimperative language, must be severely retrenched.
The
science of government,
he says, is to suppress
whatever may act as an obstacle, and the best r_gi/ne is that which is so contrived as to meet with
no opposers.
It is not difficult to ace what advance the idea of the community
had now made.

Sa've_uZ."--l_
ls in this latter sense,_rt,ie|my, tMt]¢
_,y'mmlu_t_mmt"moc_,,"tutW._,.._.

With Plato it was only an idyl ; with Babceuf it
iS a yoke of iron ; from an ingenuous
dream and
one far from being ironical, we lmss_ tO the drearie_ and most degrading servitude ; Plato confines
htm_Je|_ to advice, Bab_uf
would act with living
force ; Plato admits categories,
Babamf endures
|_One of any kind ; he takes the lowest level, and
wishe_ to reduce everytt_ing to it. This contrast
isiatelligible:
Bs_euf enters

PlaCoreuminsia
thetmaginary,
t_ resl; with a view to tJ_e end.

SOCIALISM

AND

he thinks of the means, and fearing defeat, determines on the most energetic
means. -- Examples
of a common
r_gime were no more wanting
in
antiquity
than the speculations
in which such a
common rdgime was offered in perspective.
The
conventual
organization,
with its exploitation
of
mortmain and vows of renunciation,
was nothing
else. But those who submitted
to it were out of
the world, not in the world ; they lived for heaven
rather than for the earth.
As much may bc said
of the Essenes, whose life was almost tha_ of
monks.
The Moravians
preserve more affinity
with regular society ; their community
is neither
as narrow nor as cxclusive as that of thc Jewish
sect ; they admit of marriage
and of thc intermingling of the sexes, while the Essenes preserved
the strictest celibacy ; they recognize private propcrty side by side with collective labor, while the
Es,_enes had nothing of their own.
In tile Parsguay missions, likewise, the community
partook
of a mixed character
; each Indian had his field
and his flock ; only a separate domain, the Pos._ssion of God, was reserved for cultivation
in commen, and its plxx'lucc was intended to meet the expcn_s for the support of the infirm, for the purposes of worship, and the payment
of the tribute
sent each year to the king of Spain.
Moreover, in
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ing seventeen
women.
The execution
of such
bandits did not suffice to extirpate
their sect, and
after they had disappeared,
the ruins with which
the land wks strewn showed what is engendered.
in popular
interpretation,
by the utopia.of
the
community,
and what vestiges it leaves after it.
Socialiszn has no more formidable
formula;
and,
in the end, it is the only one which is susceptible
of ai)plication.
All ()tiler formulm escape the intelligencc of the crowd t)eeausc of their subtlety;
this one is asclearas
itis powerful.
To take from
those who have, in order to give to those who have
not, is a com'isc and intelligible
proposition,
to
reduce .'ill positions and fortuncs to a level, is one
not less so. Both find in the hc_Lrt of nian a bad
p'tssion, which answers to them.
When th(, 3"are
heard, passion leaves the vague to enter the world
of realities;
it knows what it wants, and whither
it goes.
There is no longer a mere anathema fall- "
ing in a vacuum, but a campaign to be undertaken
against society, with the booty in prospect -- We
have now cast a rapid glance at the men and the
sects which, in the past, may be considered
as tile
equiv'dents
of socialism
and socialists.
With
those who in our day are so named, the spirit is
the same; only the.it procedure
is different. _ The

the case of the Indians
of Paraguay,
their communily was a beginning
of civilization;
in that of
the Moravians
and Esscnes, as well as in that of
the monks and anehoritcs,
it was a means of sanetifieation.
Under these conditions all government
iS easy; its point of departure
is the spirit of discipline and the suppression
of the instincts.
From
these partial communities
to a general community

* Among the forms of t_ocialism.German writers on politmealeconomy mention what they call Maat&_ozialismus.or
state socmlibm, under,,landing by the term " that system
which _ouhl have economic relalion_ regulated as far as
po_t'lblc by the state, and _hwh w(mld _.nb-tituu, t'tate help
for self-help " Prince Bismarck ha_ shown a decided leantng to thi_,form of sociah_m. The French have the expres_ionx¢g_i,smed'{.lat. whwhl_theexa('t equivalent of sisal.csoz_d_*m**z,or state _.ocialism. That such a term of sociallsm has been finding favor with large classe_ of the people
in
recent times can
notbybeProfest-orFawcett,
dmlbted. N_'nee "modern
it has been
eel
inappropriately
styled
voeiali_-m;'" and much of _ hat lit"says on its growth and probable
eol_scqucnces in certain conntmt..,-of Eorope is true as to its
growth
and eon_.quen('_,s
in th('
but of coorse
not to the
same (.xtent as
m Uuited
Europ(..State_..
Ite write_:
"It is

the distance is a great one--the
distance between
the exception and the rule, between a special state
of men's minds and tlle dispositions
which animate
the other members
of tile human family.
Such

each day becoming more e%ldent that in (.very European
country an increamng nnmber of tile laborn)g 1)npuiatmn are
giving an enthusiastic adherence to certain socnd and deenereidulore
principles,
_hich. changes
if carriedth_ln
into effect,
will introduce
even
fundamental
_hose brought about

eases must be noted, but there, is no conclusion
to
he drawn from them. -- The community
of goods
has had less offensive apostles,
like the Jacques
in France and the Lollards in England.
The former did not confine their pretensions
within the
walls of a monastery
or the limits of a n'ttion'_
territory.
They had pretensions
to empire, and
they disguised projects of partition and spoliation
under the mask of political rights.
_Neither did
the Anabaptists
admit that they entertained
similar pretensions,
Their religious schism was on-

by the first French revolution. Never, perhapt-, wa_,there a
time when )t _ as more m_portant to dlepa_ionately consider
tbe ideas, the want.- and the asl)imtion, of the workmen who.
are engaged
in thi_.movement,
may be W_thout
describedsuch
under
the general
t_tle of modernwhich
t'ocialism.
dispassionate consideration, there is certain to ar_.. in._teu4
of a kindly and intetll_ent _.ympathy, the rancorous enmity
of bitter class prejudice. Tho_.cwho are prepared to show
this
may have
chance
of directing
posessympathy
of inestimable
good some
this new
mo_ement,
which,toif purmet
wifl_ blind and unrc_leoningoppovition, wdl atlast gradually
gath(.r so nulch strem,qh as to pat,s beyond control ; Eorope
may then flud herself revolved in a terrible war of clasps.
It ha.,_been repeatedly showlt that the friends of revolutiondry changes derive their motive power from the bigoted
opponents of progress, and from the stubborn upholders of
unwi_ laws and nnJust privileges. It might as well be supposed
that that
the railway
enginegrow
would
move ift,oil,
it were
deprived
of steam,
wheat could
without
or that
man
could hve without food, as to imagine that a revolutionary
propagandism could be maintained if it were not kept alive
by the recollection of some wrong inflicted, and by the continuance
is perfectly
vain
to
expect of
that*,omegrievance
there will not unred_.
be threateuing_It of
coming convuisions so long as the social and economic condition of
great ma_e_ of the people remains what It is at the present

these various modes of grouping,
there was neither revolt nor formal protest.
They were combinations suggested at one time by a particular creed,
at another by expediency
of a local character.
In

ly a pretext to lead the populace
to an assault
on property.
What
a sad memory
the Anabaptists have leftl
They tilled with their crimes and
their .names two full centuries
of the history
of Germany,
Mllnzer was their first corypheus;
he invited the poor to the partition
of the spoils
of the rich ; Mathias, in turn, ordered the sack.
ing of the houses of the bourgeoisie ; John
of
Leyden proclaimed
polygamy
a law of the state,
add was the first to conform to that law by marry-
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feeling
of bitterness
against esmb]jshed
civiliz_
lions
is at least
as great,
and if there
be not as
much violence
in act, it is.because
moral force has
resisted
in time.
We must
add, that, in the case

Robert Owen, who was the first to open the way.
In Owen,
there
were two men,
the
man of fact
and' the man of an idea;
the one superior,
the
other mediocre.
A manufacturer
in New York,

,of almost
tempered

he had the opportunity
to found,
aided
nevolence
without
limit and by the sole

all, th_ visions
of the
by upright
intentions.

brain
have
been
This is true of

"time. England is constantly being glorified as the wealthie._t
of all nations.
From every platform in the kingdom orators
delight to parade the well-known
statistics about our vast
and growing commerce.
Each quarterly return from the
board of trade shows an augmentation
of exports and iraports. In spite, however, of all these evidences of accmualating we_alth, the majority of our people have a severe struggle
for existence, and no inconsiderable
minority bye in abject
misery and in degrading poverty.
The more wealthy the no"lion is admitted to be, the more perilous does it become, and
the more ominous of future, trouble, that one out of twenty
_of the nation _hould beapauper;
that to agrcat prol_rtion
of our laboring classes a life of incessant toll yields no other
e_]_Sonnltthan an old age of dependent mendicancy;
that mills are so entirely uneducated as to be cut off from every
intellectual enjoyment;
that in many rural districts horses
are stabled far more comfortably
than laborers are housed;
and that in our largest and wealthiest citrus the poor are so
,vrowded and huddled together, that in a countless number
ef instances all the members of a family herd together in a
single room. Can any one who reflects on such facts be ourprimal that a wide-spread spirit of unrest and dissatisfaction
ts abroad ? Ought it not'to be regarded as almost incredible
_hat a social structure resting on such a basis should have
_tood so long ? But it may be said that if things are not as
rapidly improvin_ as can be desired, they are certainly not
getting worse.
Why then, it is urged, should there be this
new outburst of discontent ? No new laws vexatious to the
industrial
classes have been imputed; many, on the contrary, have been repealed ; tsxation is not more burdensome,
aud duties on many of the necessaries of life which added
greatly to their cost have been remitted.
May it not, thereTore, be fairly conc3uded that things wLll gradually improve;
that the peasen t dissatisfaction
is uureasonable, m_d that the
demands of those who are so discontanted
with society as it
is now constituted should be simply met by undeviating re_st_xce.V
As there is only too much re, on to fear that many
"will _ume
this attitude of resistance, it is important to give
most emphatic warning as to the consequences
which
_lae adoptmn of such a policy may involve.
As it is s[) fee_uently
supposed that the movement
in favor of orgame
*ocial and economle changes has no solid foundation in reason
or in justice, and that it is rather a temporary aberration of
¢_'tain unsettiedand
mlschievouspeoplewholove
revoh_tion
1'or revolution's
sake, it becomes important, in the first instance, to attempt to discover whether this is a true interpretation of the sentiments now wxdely prevalent amoug the
industrial classes. -- As previously remarked, it no doubL at
£rst sight, appears somewhat difficult to account for the fact
that this desire for change should have grown up w_th the
Tepeal of many unjust laws, with the remission of many burdensome t_axes, w_th a grest stimulus in the productive industry of the country, and with the more wide-spread desire
among those who are in comfortable
circumstances
to be
good, kind and chamtab]e to the poor. Butdoes not the fact
that all these circumstances
have been in operation wltho_t
producing any more marked effect upon the general weUbeing of the people, suggest an explanation of the phenomenon which we are seekiug to elucidate?
Scarcely any other
remalt can I)e expected than that there should arise a feeling
of angry disappointment,
unreasoning
distrust and unjust
euspicdon when favorable agencies like those jast mentioned
mx_contrasted with such facts as those previously seamerrated, whteh are only too truly typical of the social and econotate condition of the country.
For a long time the people
were led to believe that the elevation of their class would be
_eeured by bringing into operation various favorable mate. rial agencies.
At one perind It was suppoeOt that the appli¢.ation of steam to manufactures,
and the imprnvement
of
locomotion by the introduction of railways, would so etimulate production a_ tobri_gto
the laborer an age of golden
laienty,
at another time it was confidently stated that by

by a bepower
of

the abolition of protection themarkets of the world would be
thrown open to us, and the supplies of cheap food thus pro.
cured would yield an inereased store of comfort to every
humable home. In one respect these predictions have been
fulfilled, in another respect they have been cruelly falsified.
Production has been stimulated beyond the expectations
of
the most sanguine, and supplies of food have been obtained
from even the most distant countries in ranch greater quantitles than coldd have been anticipated.
Still, however, _o
fur as the lab(_rer is coneerued, the age of golden plenty
seems as remote as ever, and in the humble homes of the
poor a notlasa constant war has to be waged agalnstlx_nury
and want. From the hi!tee disappointment
thus engendered,
there has not unnaturally arisen a lecling of deep distrust of
the fundamental pnnciples
on which society is based.
A
wide.spread
opinion has grown up that it is no use relying
upon the old remedies and the old nostrums.
Resort must be
had to far more radical changes; the very foundations on
whmh our social system rests must be altered.
This feeling
of unrest, this de_ire to do away with the existing order of
things, is sure to arise when the mass of the people become
dissatisfied with their condition.
On many previous occa.
sloes they had more reason than now to attribute their mis-[
fortunes to polittcal causes.
Unjust and vexatious taxation, ¥
combined with a reckless expenditure of a profligate and
corrupt court, at length accumulated
such misery upon the
French people that an irresistible movement arose to sweep
away every established
institution.
The first French re_ olution ought not consequently
to he regarded as an uprising
to substitute a repubhcan for a monarchical form of government.
The people, driven to a freuzy of despair by phystcal
suffering, were not in a IYame of mind calmly to reason upon
well-devised schemes of relief. They wished to see everything chalzged, and they consequently waged an unrelenting
war with the existing state of things.
Agate` the revolutmnary movement in 1848, although it caused the fall of so many
dynasties, was not so much a political o_ a social and econotate movement.
The 4msatlafaction
which prevailed at
this period was not mainly due either to unju_ laws or vexatious taxation.
It was the manifestation
ofan intense desire
fundamentally
to change the principles from which the vast
lndnstrml system of the present tinge ha_ been developed.
Comi_lition an_J the acT_aratio_ of capital j)_m tcf_r may
be_e_arded
as ttw r_tpromiaent
cha_acteri_ics
_f modern twtu_tr_ 3. It might, therefore, have been almost fore..
seen that these characteristics would be singled out for special
reprobation, when the general condition
of tl_ industrial
classes became unsatisfactory,
and the great mass of the
people in every country felt that they hsd to bear an undue
amount of suffering, the hardest toil yielding to them a most
inadequate
share of comfort and enjoyment.
There consequently arose a determination
to substitute for the industrtal system then existing one from which not only competition would be absent, but one in which capital and labor
would be united, tnstsad of being separated by the rivalry of
hostile interests.
The industrial
ideas which were thus
sought to be carried into praotieal effect may be described
under the general name of _tatiema or communism.
The
very mention of these words wJ]| nO doubt to many minds
suggest much that is ominous of d_mger_ and much which
is opposed to the wen-being of soclety_
prejudice, however
unfounded, often spreads so fast that it _becomes most formidable to combat.
To many, soclalizm and commumsm
are supposed to be synonymous
with confiscation and speiiation. A socialist exists vaguely in the mtnd_ of the comfortable elapses as a sort of abandoned creature who wishe_ to
live by robbing other people of their.property,
and who desires to see general pillag_ J_utreduced.
.In the preseat sta_e
ofman_nd,
soctaLter_Wq_lddomott_nfftoi_v'_s_h_wdl"
tt¢l_ _'th_ pgop/_, am/ tJ_ mz_I_i_/_c _
_?deh haw
_e_l_ou_led
uuz_ldf_m_b_e_li_dts_sl_fall_"
2_ulj_/_//_
ma_ be _
_
Y_ _
_
b_
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eT_mple,
colonies

one of the most flourishing
that have
ever been known.
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one, and no kind of success
was wanting
man who put the principle
in practice;
the

of his system
was
the
thought,
borrowed
from
J. J. Rousseau
and Bentham,
that the practice
of
virtue
has enough
m it to fully indemnify
those
who devote themselves
to it.
So far the idea is a

error
consisted
in presuming,
that, applied
to huinanity
as a whole,
it would
succeed,
a_s it had
succeeded
in a manufacturing
centre.
The great;
human
family can not be governed
as a small flock

more ttnju#t than to throw aapersiorvs upon tlw charaeterof
_cialtst.s, af_d b_ mtaintz, rpret t/_r rtwtit'ea. They _w doubt
t,ave been mistad_t_ enthuaie, sts, but it ia impossible to deny
thattYwirmotivesl_vebeenpureamltl_trai_*lofty.
They
have been animated by a desire which must have been felt
by all who are notdepraved by selfishness, to lighten poverty,
to alleviate human suffering, and todiffuse more general happiness among mankind.
The inJustice which is so generally
done to socialists _ill be perhaps more clearly perceiw,d
when attention is directed to the origiu of the s(miatistic
sentiment. -- It has been often remarkt'd that tht, more a
coantryadvsnces
in wcalth, thewidcrand
deeper seems robe
the galf between the rich and the poor. Not silly is this
shown by the fact that the angancntation
iu the number of
the very wealthy is not accompanied either by a corre,ponding decrease in the number of the w'ry l_x_r, or by a proportionatedlmiuution
of their sufferings:
but the separation betweenclessesseemstobeoomeinten_ifledinotberway_.
The
time was when those who were engaged in any industry,
master, foreman and workmen, dwelt near to each other,
and between them there were often intimate personal relationa, which have now completely passed away.
Althuogh
the introduction of steam and the apphcation of various mechanical inventions hays completely revolutionized the con.
ditioas on which industry is carried on, yet there has prohably been aunt less marked change iu the social and industrial
life of the country.
The supplanting of hand-loom weaving
and pillow-lace making by vast manufactotaes
filled with
complicated and costly machinery,does not represents greater
changethauthatwhichisindtcatcdbyacomparisonbetwecn
the present mode of life of men of business and that which
was adopted by them formerly.
The merchant and the manufaeturerusedtoresideclosetowherethedailyworkoftheir
liveswas carried on. Now, however, eachyear agreaterdistance separates the homes of the master and his workmen,
Many who have accumulated
princely fortunes seldom go
within mtlesof the homes of any of their workmen.
All
these considerations
show that the relations between eraployersand employedhave
gradually losttheir personal character, and have become more and more commercial.
This
being the case, there can, of course, be little friendship or
comradeship;
there is too little of that personal sympathy
which often arises among those who are fsilow-workere
at a
common object; but, on the contrary, laL,or being bought
and sold In the atme way ae any commodity of commerce, the
only feelings between employers and employed are too often
those which exist between the buyers aud sellers of merchsndise.
It must not, however, be supposed that the preseat ha_ thus been contrasted with the past with the object
of implying that there bsa been no improvement,
nor must
it be imagined that it would be deslrsble to restore a state
of things which would in many respects be incompatible
and incongruous with the reqtfirements
of modern times,
But being perfectly ready to admit that there has becu progr_a, yet this should not cause us to lose eight of those drawbacks assoc_istcdwithcommerciai
development, which nmke
the present in some of its aspects compare unfavorably with
the past. It is, of coursc_ far more prudent carefully to
consider the_e drawbacks with the view of reaching the
causes which pro_uce them _ for if this can not be done, if
COmmercial progress is always to be presented to the mass of
the people in no other a_ct
than that in which they now
see it, there will certainly arise not only dissatisfaction,
buts
desire to effect organic changes in the constitution of society.
Some idea may be formed of the e.xtant to which discontent
must be engendered, when every workman must be contgantly_inded
of the rant, that, while numbers are unable
to obtain a auleie_acy of the neeessaries of life, others have
tm much tmper_noua wealth that they are able to squander
it in tmeles_aud
mischievous
luxuries, and never devote
tlmmm_to
etm hom-'s useful employment.
The more
thedistamce widens bertram the rich and the poor, the more

the belief is cermiu to gatn ground that there ts something
radically wrong in the laws which reg_llate the distribution
of wealth.
It can not be wise anti just, it is plausibly said,
that the produce whieh the earth yicldsshould
be soappor
tinned among its inhabitants
that, where_
many have far
more than they necd, others have to endure the bitter pangs
of want. It is urged that if there was morn equality in this
dlstrlbution, there would be enough for all; if superfluities
were taken away from the rich. and g,_ven to the t_oor, an
woald then enloy adequate comfort.
Those who are influenced by such ideas asthese are at once, by natural sequense,
led to the eoncinai(m th_tt the cireum_tanccs which produce
inequalities in wsalth are chiefly responsible for all the social
and econoude evils under which a nation suffers.
It is consequently
proposed that society should be regulated on
principles which would, as far as possible, prevent inequaltries in wealth.
A feeling thus arises in favor of either
abolishing, or greatly curtailing the rights of private proparty. Various schemes have, from time to time. been propounded with the object of Wing effect to them ideas.
Those who would not shrink from applying _hat they concalve to be a complete remedy, propo._c that society shouhi
be reconstituted on an entirely communistic
model ; assoctations being established iu which there should bc no privats property, the wealth produced being the joint property
of the community.
Others sugg, e_t less thorough remedies,
and propose, that, after a due maintenance has been guaranteed to all the members, any surplus which may remain
might be appropriated as private property.
St. Simon aud
Fourier in France, and Robert Owen in England, have
identified their names with these communistic
experiments.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that all such attempts
ha3'e hitherto failed to obtain any praeti(_al success.
In
fact, it is not too much to say thatin the present state of
mankind failure is inevitable.
Men are not yet sufficiently
advanced to work with a_ much zeal for the good of others
asfor their own advan_tge.
Thosewhoareindustriouswill
not long remain content if they see that a considerable
portion of the fruits of their labor is devoted to the vupport of
those who are as well abh. to _ork as themselves, but who
are so indolent and improvident that they rely upon others
for their maintenance.
It must, however, be remeuthered
that such men as St. Simon, Fourier and Owen never proposed the confiscation of other people's
property.
They
always cont empl:trx,d that t heir corn m anistic societies should
legitimately acquire the land and other property upon which
they first commenced operations.
Robert Owen, tn fact,
purchased an estate in Hampshire for a considersble
sam
of money, upon which he attempted to g_ve practical effect
to his sociahstic ideas
Although the_e seheme_ have cornplete]y failed, yet failure ha-_ done little to weaken the sentiment which gave them birth. The ideas from which they
have originated have not been and prebably will not be ever
extinguished.
Esch fruitless endeaw_r to carry them out
not only smnulates a f_h
development,
but also causes
them to assume another form. Unlike the socialists of
former days, those who are at the present t_me under the influence of the sociahstic sentiment are beginning to place
their chief reliance upon state iutervention.
They seem to
think that if individual efforts have been unable to achieve
success, this provides the most cogent argument in favor nf
an appeal to the state.
This is the reason which induces
me to ascribe such grave fmportauce to modern socialism.
There was no cause to feel alarm or misgiving as long a_ sociali_rra simply caused certain experiments to be tried by anthu_lasts, against wh(m_ no other charge, could be brought
than that they showed too much zeal in thetr effortb to iraprove society.
Even their failure did something to b_meflt
mankind.
It can scarcely be doubted that in these first soeizli_tic schemes were sown the germs of a social and econonflc movement which has already effected grcat good, and
which promises more for the future than any other age_y
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_s governed.
It was not long before Robert Owen
l_erceived
this.
He himself,
by exaggerating
it,
had changed
the nature
of his method
for the

but he took from
the community
the only guarantee it possessed,
the responsibility
of the individual.
If we believe
him,
man,
having
come

worse.
From
a paternal
administration
he was
imperceptibly
led to the abandonment
of all social
restraint.
He not only ended
in the community,

accidentally
into this world,
and being
the plaything
of accidental
circumstances
through
life,
could
not, without
injustice,
be declared
responsible for his acts•
Fatality
alone determined
good
and
evil ; with
the
individual,
there
could
be

yet brought

into operation.

It is well known that

some

of

those doctrines
who were
most Owen
strongly
with theand
teaching
and
of the
Robert
wereimbued
the founders,
afterward the managers of our most prosperous co-operative
in.
stitutions.
Co-operation is as yet onlyin iteinfancy;
it has
hitherto been generally appliedto
the distribution
of wealth
bnt rarely to its production.
Enough, however, has been
t_eenofitseffectatoJustifyaconfldentbeliefthatitsgeneral
adaptation
to industrial undertakings
would probahlymark
• the greatest advance ever yet made in human improvement,
labor
ho_tile interests,
will be
united, and
and capital,
by this instead
union of
an being
incalculable
stimulns will
be
given to production.
was one most marked
continental

* * *--Until
quite recently there
and important difference between the

and the English

workman.

The former

placed

latter to free himself as much ss possible from government
his
chief reliance,
it was
the aim
of the
control.
One of on
the the
firststate,
uses whereas
which the
French
workmen
made of their eucceas in the revolution of 1848, was to eom1 the _,overnment to establish national workshops,
and to
vancewhich
loans the
to co-operative
associations.
the first
thingu
English workmen
did, whenOne
theyof obtained
political power by the reform bill of 1867, was to call upon
parliament
to repeal all the laws which interfered with the
formation of
combinations.
workman
wasvoluntary
constantlytrade
looking
to the state The
as hecontinental
would to
a powerful friend or benefactor to aid and reward him.
The
att ltude of the English workman has, until recently, been
one rather of hostility toward the state. His habit has been
to claim freedom from government control, so that he might
have a free and open field for the exercise of his energies,
This difference, however, between English and continental
laborers is becoming less marked.
It can scarcely have eecaped notice that during the lasttwo or three years English
workmen have with much greater frequency asked for goveminent assistance;
and the demands for state intervention
are constantly
enlarging.
There are many circumstances
which have contributed to bring about this change.
In the
first place, it is probable, as previously indicated, that the
growing tendency shown by so many of our artlasns to rely
upon the state may be traced to the false hopes excited, some
years since, bythose
who taught the peopleto
believe that
the great end to be striven after was a larger production
of
wealth.
This augmented production of wealth has taken
place, and when it is found to be unaccompanied
by the
predicted improvement in the condition of the poor, there is
naturally aroused keen disappointment,
and there is diffused
through the industrial clawed a general feeling of distrust,
Theyget into just that frame of mlndwhich causes them to
give a ready acceptance to any doctrines differing from those
by which they suppose they have been deceived.
The optnions in favor of state intervention
6o current among continental workmen now consequently
find a more ready acceptance in this conntry; these opinions are, in fact, transplanted to our shores under such favorable circumstance_
that, for a time at least, they seem to have taken root among
us. * * * -- Fully, however, admitting that among those
who hold these opinions are still to be found some of our
ablest artisans, yetit ean scarcely be denied byany whoobasrve the signs of the times that, so far as ]Bk3giand is concerned, the demands for state assistance are each year assamlug more formidable proporti_ne.
This will be sufficiently
tbhown by enumerating
some of the many things which the
stateis, with increasing nrgency, asked to supply for the peo.
pis. It ie now, for instance, often said that the government
should pay the passage-money
of emigrant8 ; should furnish
work at good wages for the unemployed;
and should lecure
for laborers comfortable
houses and wholesome food at a
reasonable rate.
Such proposals as these represent the oplnions of those who may by eom_
be regarded as rooderatoin:flzeirdemandm.
* * *-- In one respect thts grow_g tmldezzty to rely upon the state is fraught with glitter

neither
merit
nor demerit•
ment
or reward?
It was
society
follow
their
bent,
cumstances
which might

Why,
then,
punishbetter
to let man and
removing
all the cir

lead to evil, and in-

creasing
those
which
might
lead
to good.
So
much
for this
world;
and, as to the other,
why
trouble
one's self about
it?
It escapes
our
means
of knowledge;
it is an enigma
which
no one has
been able to solve.
Never
was
negation
greater

candor.

Such was Owen's
more
absolute

During

fifty

years

conclusion.
stated
with
he

presented

it
rebellious in human
as their
only means
of tosalvation;
colonies, societies
in plans,
in publications,
in voluntary
subscriptions,
he spent a vast amount
of money,
without
his personal
sacrifices
able to make his desolating
maxims
advance
rions
step.
many points
The inventor
at
of

being
a se-

They
wounded
men's
souls
at too
to be able to make any great ravages.
of them
lived
long enough
to assist

the obsequies
Saint-Simon

of his
permitted

doctrine.
-- The doctrines
more consideration
to be

danger to England than to many other countries.
This is
not an appropriate place to discuss the advantages and disadvantageoofgovernment
by party. Ther_ls, however, one
aspect in which party government may be viewed, as having
averydirectbearinguponthesubjectwearenowconsidering.
The two great political sections who contend for place and
)ower have a constant temptation
held out to them to bid
against each other for popular support.
[May not the same
be said of political parties in the United States ?] When
therefore, it is perceived that any parttcutar set of opimons
has obtained a great hold upon the masses, place and power
wiLl seem to be the lot of the political party which promise_
to do most to give efrecttotheae
opilaions. Under thepreseore of this temptation, it may, consequently,
any day happen that statemuen will accept doctrines and pursue a polic)
against which, if their Judgment was unbiased, they would
be the first to protest.
This is a peril which hangs over Ih_s
country, and recent events have shown that I am not coniuring up an imaginary vision of coming danger.
During the
last year [this was written inthe early part of 1872] direct
encouragement has been given to some of the most mischwvcos and alarming features of modern socialism by one wh,)
is, and by another who has been, a responsible
mimster of
state.
The budget of 1871 was framed in accordance with
some of the financial principles of the international assoclalion; and no member of this organization
ever made more
lfeckleas promises to the proletariat than did Sir John Pakington, when, as president of the social science association, he
told the workmen, in hie address at Leeds, that parliament
ought to seenrefor them comfortubte horace and wholesome
food at reasonable prices.
A few me,the before Sir John
Pakington enunciated these mischievous doctrines, the peopie had been virtually told by the chancellor of the exchequer, that if they make some demand, the granting of
which involves additional expenditure,
the m_ortty
shall
avoid contributing a single shilling toward the outlay, and
shall be enabled to throw the whole burden upon the payers
of income tax. U_der such fostering care it is not eurprimng
that there is rap_By _owing
up in this Cou_t_y an abnormal
development
of th_ mew form of socialism,
the cardinal
principle of which t#dhat all _izl
Improvement0 must be
effect_bym_ste_m_y,
and muet a]_o-bo.e_ied
out by
public m,mey2 _- _
F.tw_'TIL
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l_id them ; the basis of his system was a purely
sacerdotal
government.
No more division
between the tc_nporal
power and the spiritual;
the
time had come to confound
them.
Instead
of a
pope and an emperor, men were to have a father,
who would unite the functions
of both, and governintheforun_iaternumandthef_rume:rternum,
in things spiritual
as well as temporal.
Thu,_
would cease, between
the body and the spirit, a
struggle which has lasted from the beginning of
the world, and which has maintained
di_rder
in
the world.
A natural hierarchy
would follow on
this change.
Society would bedivided
into three
classes: savans, artists,
and those engaged
in industrial
pursuits ; and the chiefs of these three
classes would be tim greatest sarans, the greatest
artists, and the greatest workers in the indnstrial
world.
These latter wouhl need no investiture
but that of the consciousness
of their force.
They
would not be chosen; they would install themselves in their own position.
The human family
would know them by their works.
Moreover,
the new bond of society would be, under this
rOgime, not fear, but affection; and. themost loving,
placing themselves
above others, would necessarily impart their tone to all others.
The chain of
positions
being thus formed,
everything
would
follow in the most natural
manner
imaginable;
each one would take rank in proportion
to his
capacity, and each capacity
would be served in
proportion to its works.
Thenceforth
humanity
was to be only one family, and the earth to consti,
tute only one great farm, the fruits of which were
to bedivided
in proportion
to rank and services,
Such was the Saint-Simonian
law, and it added,
on the condition
of woman and tile relation of the
sexes, certain not over-edifying
precepts summed
up in the expressive
words, rehabilitation
of the
flesh.
We know in what this strange
morality
ended, so far as the principal
disciples of SaintSimon are concerned.
Its public profession
cost
them a suit in the courts and a sentence.
Their
religion did not survive this scandal, and was dispersed to the music of hisses.
Everything
considered, it was not worth the noise made about it.
A political
papacy
invested
with discretionary
powers, with the sovereign disposal of the lot and
rank of individuals
in society, preaching the reigm
of the senses under the lying cover of the equality of the sexes, was not a system, and did not
advocate a doctrine, which could long resist the
revolt of men's consciences
and the decrees of
pubtie
opinion. -- The same fate was reserved,
after a longer defense, for the doctrine of Charles
Fourier.
Substantially
it had the same foundation; but the mode of procedure
of Fourierism
was different.
Fourierism,
like Saint-Simonism,
wished to substitute
a world of the fancy for the
real world, and an artificial
order for the course
of things.
Fourier started out with the idea, that
from the earliest ages to our own time the passions
have been the source of so many evils only because
they have been undO_llfully suppressed.
God, according to Fourier,
can not have made anything
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essentially bad or essentially
useless.
If the passiena, in their actual play, are the source of many
disorders,
it is not with the passions themselves
that we must find fault, but with the medium in
which they move, a human medium, and therefore susceptible
of modification.
"Attractions,"
says Fourier,
"are
pr(_i_orlional
to destinies,"
which means that it would be all gain for men
to yield to their inclinations.
Hence they must
be satisfied in an association
freely agreed to, and
in which all the instincts of man may have room
for the fullest play. These formulas
of assoc_a
tion are the ingenious
part of Fouricr's
work.
The association is in groups, which end in series.
and these in phalanxes.
The group is tile cell of
the human hive; it is composed of seven or nine
persons;
it has a centre and wings, and a harmony
which results as much from its identilies as from
its contrast,s.
The series comprise
from twentyfour to thirty-two
groups.
The phalanx is Fourier's commune;
eon._istingvf
1,800 souls, it lives
in a palace which he callsthe
phalanstery,
divided
in such a manner as to procure the greatest possible number
of pleasures,
while avoiding all the
prejudices
which result from the arrangement
of
actual households.
As to property,
it does not
incorporate
itself in individuals;
it is collective.
Its value circulates
only under the form of coupens, and becomes susceptible
of appropriation;
products are divided among the three direct agents
of production
: capital, talent and labor.
Let us
add, that in Fourier's
system no repugnance
attaches to this labor ; it is attended
by a love for
it, taste and buoyancy;
it is done in short ses.
sions, in holiday clothes, with passion and spirit;
the task is taken up or dropped
at will, and vatied so as to produce neither monotony
nor wca.
riness.
Nor is this all; to these wonders of earth
Fourier adds the joys of a heaven of his own.
He has his own cosmogony and his own transmi.
gration of souls; he walks his system through the
spheres, and requires of our planets the most singular ,services.
The whole of Fourier's
system
may he summed upthus:
a universal government,
a perfect world adorned by a perfect society.
Peyond this, imagination
can not soar.
In this land
of vertigo,
nothing
is to be found
but glare.
Again. we have a world to be made over, a civilization to be reconstructed,
man and humanity
to
be renewed in a confused amalgam of the marvelous and the real. -- Here stops the series of social-.
ists at first hand; after them come the plagiarists,
and, first of all, Cabet.
Like Campanelta
and Sir
Thomas More, Cabet has given us, in his "Icarie,"
an imaginary
community,
which unites all perfections in itself, and which found, in the streets of
Paris, more than one partisan whom time has disabused.
When it became a question to pass from
ideas to acts, he perished
in the attempt,
and
learned wlmt becomes of dreams when brought to
wrestle with realities.
And so it was with Louis
Blanc.
In the silence of his study he had imagined an administrative
workshop
which would
cure industry of the leprosy of eompetitiaa.
He
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would
have the state become entrepreneur
(see
EI_'rRF_RE_U_)
and universal
producer ; he
would have it carry out, at the expense of, the
public treasury, an experiment
in relation to the
economy
of manual
labor.
In the workshops
which were to be established, the workmen were
to share in the profits of exploitation,
and these
workshops, of different kinds, were to be associated among themselves
in such a way that the
profits of some might serve to cover,
if need
were, tile losses of others. _ Nothing
could be
more ingenious
on paper ; each of these workshops would become a type and a model; free industry would be forced, under pain of death, to
draw inspiration from them, and this idea of the
absorption
and destruction
of free industry was
disooverable
in the spirit of the project.
Private
activity was destined to disappear before official
activity.
We know what these specious plans
became in the execution of them : by forced deviation the administrative
workshop became the hational workshop (see ATELIERS NATIONAUX), with
an elective head, and a minimum of wages, two
features borrowed from the combination
of Louis
Blanc.
A false idea led to applications
still more
false, so false that the author of the idea vehe.
mently and justly repudiated them. Proudhon was
no happier.
Is it proper to rank Proudhon among
socialists?
No one battled
them more fiercely
than he; he produced the evidence of their contradictions, the emptiness of their plans, and the
poverty of their doctrines; he left nothing standing, neither their arguments nor their combinations; and he warmed against them even to the
point of invective.
But if he was brutal toward
the community,
he was no less so toward property; and he renudns a socialist spite of himself,
From the core of what he denies we need only
disengage
what he affirms, to become convinced
of this.
Thus, he sacrifices the idea of property
to I know not what species of imaginary possession floating i_ vae_o.
And so, after an at-randora dissertation on the determination
of value,
he arrives at imagining a general and uniform tariff for it, both for labor and products,
by measur,
ing the price of these latter by the number of
hours employed in producing them I Lastly, as a
consequence,
he proposes to replace money made
of gold and silver, by orders payable in kind, in
such a manner as to return from gold and silver
money to barter, and to deprive capital of one of
its most evident powers, the power to produce interest.
On all these points Proudhon remains on
the staff of the socialistic legion which he so realtreated.
To the same staff belongs also Pierre
Leroux, as he appeared with a plan of human
_'_ " society in his hand.
He admits the family, fa:.'
therland and property onlyon certain conditions,
He finds that the fatherland has the drawback of
recognizing
a chief or head; the family, of recogni_ing a father and children; and the institu* This is _]most the system extolled by the famous Ger.
man s_git_or, Fe_in_-d La_alle. What m _fld lower of
/_wd_o, ippUm to some extent to Karl Mm'x,
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tion of property, of reoogni_g
rich and poor.
Pure despotism ! It is all a question of finding a
combination
in which the family, the fa_erland
and property shall be such that man may develop
inthemwithoutbeingoppressedbythem;
inother
words, that the family should not produce an heir,
that the fatherland should have no subjects, and
property no proprietor.
Such is the problem, such
the solution:
if to it we add a little of thenrgy
and metempsychosis,
we shall have all the baggage
of Leroux, so far as things serious are concerned.
-- We have reached the end of those systems, and
may judge in what they agree, and in what they
differ. Under the names we have mentioned, there
now remain but the men for whom socialism
was a tool or a pedestal, and the political parties
who took up the standard of socialism without
seeking to define it. Soc|alism, indeed, has had its
day; re,my were attr_wted by it as men are attracted by novelty; then the crowd mixed with it with
the obscure feeling that it would find its advantage
in it, and that in the absence of conviction they
should adhere to it from pure calculation.
And
how could the crowd defend itself against socialism? It was promised, higher wages in return for
less labor, a quarry to hunt in a society in dissolution, the leveling of conditions,
the humiliation of
the higher classes, and a general division of prirate fortunes among all.
Is it to be wondered at
that such vertigo was contagious,
and that it became in some countries, for an instant, an object
of alarm ? Yet socialism did not deserve so much
honor.
As a theory, it could not stand examination; as a fact, it was not able to succeed under
any circumstances
or at any point.
The name of
Owen is connected with the failures of New Harmony and Orbistan; that of Cabet, with the Nauvoo failure in the state of Illinois; with Fourier'_,
a series of discomfitures
which followed on the
heels of each other at Cond_-sur-Vesgres,
Cite_ux,
in the valley of the Sig, and in America.
From
the ideas of Louis Blanc, there proceeded only
the atdiers natiomzux
(national workshops),
the
paternity of which he excepted to ; of the boldhess and rashness of Proudhon,
all that remaiIls
is the memory of the b_znk of e.xe)_znge or ba_" ,.,f
t_ p_,p_,
made famous by the most untow_trd
catastrophe.
The history of contemporary
socialism is but one continual abortion.
The principal
actors on its stage have disappeared from the scene,
and left their places to a few confidants who staremer out their parts. All that socialism and socialists have done is reduced to a few plans of association, to a few commonplaces
which are only the
weakened
echo of their first timorous ideas, to a
few formulas
whose meaning time changes, and
which have become fixed in language as problems
or bugbears. --Thus,
all these chimeras gradually
depart into the regions of oblivion.
It may be
that the same vertigo will appear again under
other forms and another name; our globe is the
seat _f an eternal revolt and of an eternal wail.
But then as now, unless the hour of an i_ble
dvcl/ne Ires s_mck for humanity,
the result
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_uch errors can not be doubtful.
True, these errots are covered with a mask" the love of the
people, the interest of the suffering,
the feeling
of human perfectibility,
the advance
of generations to a better state and one less full of shocking
inequalities.
But behind
this mask we find a
more living physiognomy.
That living physiognomy is the truth of things, whether the inventors
of systems be conscious of it or not.
Behind the
truth of things the public conscience
always retreated and always will retreat.
This, to its honor, we must hope.
The qucstion is of a war to the
knife against established
civilizations,
to the profit
of imaginary
civilizations;
it is a question of destruction
for the sole purpose
of building
up
again; it is a question of giddily abandoning
ourselves to systems
which, scarcely
fledgcd, give
battle to one another, and which die out in the
shock of rivalry and the weakness
of isolation,
It would
seem, indeed, that socialists supposed
that society, such as it exists, is only so much
stage scenery which might be made to disappear
at the wave of a wand.
And what is proposed
in its place?
Servitude in all its forms.
Take all
these systems; they have one feature in common,
which is to stifle, by their artificial forms, the
taste for and the use of liberty.
They condemn
human
activity to carry a yoke of iron.
Here
man is enticed into a world of fancy, and there he
is condemned to devote himself to others without
the merit of that devotion
being allowed
him.
He can no longer dispose of the fruils of his
labor, nor regulate
the employment
of his hands
or his brain.
The state takes possession
of his
entire person, of his goods, of the products he cre.
ates, and detel_nines
the portion
of them which
he shall receive ba_k.
Under the r6gime of socialism the individual
disappears,
and is absorbed
by a collective being.
He ceases to be a body or
a soul, and becomes a piece of mechanism.
Slavery does not more completely
titan socialism
destroy the personality
of man.
(Compare
ATELmRS NATmNAUX, COM_UNIS_,
FOUR_EI_mM,
PROPmRTy.)
Loum REYBAUD.
SOCIAL
CONTRACT.
Is society a human
institution?
or, is it of natural institution?
These
are the two questions which must be solved in order to form a clear and exact idea of the rights
and duties of man in the civil and political order,
Of course I here suppose that man is a free being,
for every system
that
denies human
freedom
thereby denies the possibility
of a binding moral
law.
I suppose It to be admitted,
also, that there
is an order of the universe, for otherwi_
creation
would be unintelligible,
and the destiny of man
an enigma; that this order is so imperious
that
every reasonable
creature
should respect it and
accomplish itin himself and out of himself, which
gives his rights and duties the sanction of natural
law.
Non scr//_/e_,
seal hats.
I suppose, finally, that the conception of the ideas of liberty, order and harmony, however high they may be, and
p ,re_isely perhaps because they are high, are not
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the final term of human intelligence;
that thc_c
ideas cause him to take one more step and lift
him to the very substance
of universal
order, to
God who gave to each being its constitution
and
its end. -- If I am met by a refusal to admit these
hypotheses as the bases of my investigation,
I declare myself powerless, I wilt not say to solve, but
even to discuss, the problem placed before me, for,
as a man can not walk on the ground without a
point of support, neither can the intelligence move
if the very bases of all reason are lacking it. I
affirm, therefore, the existence of two laws : one
natural, or divine; the other positive, or human;
the former immutable,
the second variable;
from
this distinction
flows the solution of the problem
of man and society. -- God, when creating man,
gave him a nature proper to himself.
By reason
of this nature relations
are established
between
him and his fellows which bind them together
and form of them a wholc, which is the social state.
Society is, therefore,
the aggregate of the different beings bound together hy the relations which
spring from their respective
natures, and which
constitute the law of order.
Itence the obligation
of every reasonable and free being to regulate his
conduct in conformity
with these relations.
This
is what Montesquieu
has so well expressed in the
following
definition,
which is a flash of genius:
"Laws are the necessary relations which spring
from the nature of things."
And he indicates by
the following phrase what he understands
by necessary relations : " Before there were intelligent
beings, such beings were possible; they had, therefore, relations, and, consequently,
possible laws."
In fact, a thing to which laws could not be given
would not be a possible thing.
Then Montescluieu
adds : " God made these laws, because they have
a relation to his wisdom and his power."
Hence
the consequence
that when man was created, he
was created for society, which was a nccessary,
fundamental
law of his nature ; for he was not
created alone, he found himself face to face with
a being similar to himself, and directly of these
tWO beings there was one of them who owed
something
to the othcr,
and another
to whom
something was duc. Thencearo_immediatelybetwecn these two beings the right and duty which
followed from their respective
natures, which last,
being equal and identic_l,
necessarily
engender
equal rights and duties. -- I therefore most cnergctically deny the social contract in so far as it it
affirmed to be a pact entered into at the origin of
human society to establish its laws.
It was nature, or rather Providence,
that willed the establishment
of society ; it was the wants of mart
which afterward
made the laws after the notions
of a superior law, which speaks to the heart of
all men, the divine imprint of which is found
everywhere
the same.
"_¥ec erit," says Cicero,
"alia lex Rom_, alia A_henis, alia hunt, alia posthac, sed et omnes ge_tes et omni tempore una lez e_
sernpiterna e_ immortalis
continebi_."
If this lawsometimes
varies among different
nations,
it always retains that which is of its essence.
Burke
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expressed the same idea when he said that there
aspiration of each and every individ0al would be
are in nature sources of justice from which civil
to break them, to escape from his cage and rush
laws flow like so many streamlets;
and that just
on the chief chosen or imposed on him, who
as waters take the tint and the taste of the soils
would soon and necessarily
succumb to numbers.
through which they run, civil laws vary with the
Whatever be the opinion held concerning
the orig.
regions and the governments
of different countries,
inal nature of man, it is evident that the consealthough they all proceed from the same source,
quenees _hich
Hobbcs draws from his premises
--The
hypothesis of an anti-social state, and of fare open to discussion,
since, starting from the
an organization
of society according to an agreesame point, J. J. Rousseau
arrives at opposite
merit entered into, is a system in contradiction
conclusions. -- Rousseau considers the state of nawith the nature and destiny of man ; it would
ture as the ideal of man, and the social state as a
logically imply the right to break the contract, for contract state. Nature, therefore, "took little care
the benefit of the contracting
parties, should it to bring men together by mutual wants; she did
become inconvenient
or burdensome to them, and
little to pave the way for society; she put little of
to leave the bosom of society to return to the state
her own into all that men have done."
Nevertheof nature, which would be the negation of the
less, Rousseau acknowledges
that the social state
sacred and eternal idea of order toward which all
was an advance on the state of nature; he admits,
free and reasonable creatures inevitably gravitate,
that, instead of destroying
natural equality, the
and also the negation of an obligatory law anterifundamental
pact, on the contrary, substituted a
or and superior to the wills or caprices of man. -moral and legitimate equality for whatever ineHobbes was the first modern philosopher who pro- quality nature might have placed among men, and
fessed the doctrine of a state of nature anterior to
that, it being possible for them to be unequal in
the social state; man left this state of nature only
force or in genius, they all become equal by conbecause it was a state of war; whence the celebrated
vention and of right.
Thus the contract was enaxiom, "War is the state of nature."
But what
tered into to the improvement
of the lot of huis society in such a system?
It is the creation of
inanity.
Not that the law of nature is not supea force great enough to substitute
peace for war.
rior to positive law, for it comes from God.
Peace, therefore, being the end of society, it fol"Whatever
is good and comformable
to order is
lows that there are two modes of the formation,
such by the nature of things and independently
of
or two possible origins, of society.
The first is human conventions.
All justice comes from God,
the contract by which a collection of men, or of he alone is its source; but if we knew how to refamilies, agree to constitute a force superior to in- ceive it from so exalted a source we would need
dividual forces, a force capable of crushing them
neither government
nor law.
Doubtless there is
out and thus of establishing
peace at any price,
a universal justice emanating from reason alone;
The second mode is to lose no time in collecting
but this justice, to be admitted by us, must be rethe votes of persons interested
in putting an end
ciprocal.
To look at things _rom a human point
to the state of war, to enter into this so necessary
of view, in default of a natural sanction, the laws
contract.
It is sufficient that a man, by force or of justice are powerless among men. * * Thereartifice, succeed in establishing
his power over
fore conventions
and laws are necessary to unite
• collection
of men, and be able to maintain
it,
rights to duties, and restore justice to its object."
tn order to establish
straightway
the social bond.
-- We now perceive the profound
difference beThe right of the stronger establishes
this bond as tween the system of Rousseau and that of Hobbes.
completely
as a contract.
And this latter method
Rousseau
elevates man ; Hobbes
degrades
him.
is even the better form of society; for power conThe formerleadsto
liberty; the latter to despotism.
centrated in a single hand, affords more guaranApplied to governments,
the philosophy
of Hobbes
tees of strength and durability,
and is consequentcreates in the bosom of political society the domlymore
perfect; its mission being to crush out all
ination of a single will.
Around
this will are
individual
forces by all possible
means, and to
grouped
the instruments
of obedient
and blind
maintain
the state of peace by the destruction
of forces, which it moves as it pleases.
The general
the state of war which is found in the existence
win must become an immense
holocaust;
the
of individual
forces ; hence the more unlimited
power is, the better it is.
From this it follows
that all limitation is contrary to the end of power
and of society, and that, whatever
the despot
may wish, it is the duty of his subjects
to obey,
and they have no right to resist.
Such, in a few
words, is the celebruted system of Hobbes. -- Admitring that men are really what Hobbes pretends
they ate, that is, famished
wolves which devour
each other---Aomo homini lupus--it
might be maintained against him that the contract which binds
them together, whether based (m consent or on
force, could hsve no possible existence.
The
taws would be merely heavy ,_hs,i_, amt the sole

caprice of a single man must lead and govern all.
It is the image under which we may represent
Satan, that rebel angel, seeking eternally to cornbat against light, that is to say, liberty.
Such a
system would be the greatest degradation
of huInanity, a really infernal work from which Christ
has saved the world..It
is useless for Hobbes to
say that power, such as he conceived
it, is a_,one
capable of ending the state of war which is at the
round,ion
of society.
The society which he depicts is not a hive of men, but adenof
wild beasts.
The despot whom Hobbes places at the summit of
his edifice, far from giving energy to the sentimint6 wlfl_ _
the dignity of the human
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race,would seek,on the contrary,to stifle
them. had seen royaltyabusing itspower, oppressing
Libertylhe would dread itssmallestspark; for peoples,livingby the sweat of the people'sbrow,
everything must be a piece o_ mechanism, the exhibitingever)-speciesof immorality and scanmotive power of which isheld by one. The con
dal. Right,everywhere ignored,needed an avengditionof the subjectistoobey; the rightof corn-I er.Rousseau became thisavenger,and therebylost
manding.belongutothedespot alone;the man who
hiscountry. Hobbes and Rousseau startedfrom
deliberatesisfrom that very fact a rebel. The a falseprinciple;
theyignored the rulesof natural
certaineffectof the artsand sciencesisto elevate law, and they expiated theirerrorby the low caman's immortal soul,and to give itnoble aspira- timationintowhich theirdoctrineshave fallenin
tions;the despot iscarefulto preventthe growth the eyes of posterity. Insteadof going astrayin
_f these aspirations;
he thereforeparalyzespub- the regionsof thcimaginationin order tofindthe
ticeducation. Under this r_gime equalityis an origin of society,itwould be much simpler to
unknown word; favor iseverything,merit noth- say,with a modern philosopher: "The societyof
ing. Securitydoes not exist. Everything belongs beaversisformed by virtueof the laws of thehato the sovereign master--person and properly, lureof beavers;the societyof men is formed by
This want of securitydestroys all culture,all virtueof thelaws of human nature;to reach the
emulation,allindustry. The object being toin- true ideaof the formationof human society,
we
_pireterror,the severityof penaltic.s
bearsno pro- must thereforestartwith a true idea of human
portionto thecrimes committed. No; thisstrong nature;alllight isthere; beyond that,there is
power, which Hobbes praises,
can never found a nothingbut hypothesesand contradictions."Let
prosperousand peacefulsociety,for despotismis us thereforeseek that light.--The rightconsidnot a creativebut a destructiveforce.-- Strang_ ered in itsroot and its ultimatereason can be
contradiction between two philosophcrs,two found ncitherin the world of sense nor in the
thinkersof rare powerl While Hobbes deduces sphere of experience and of history. Right in
from the socialcontractwhich he imaginc_ the itself
iseternal;itisindependent of manners and
despotictype, Rousseau infersfrom itthe demo- customs, of religionsand climates. Owing to
cratic type. Reason, good sense, if we were thisindependenceitmust extend itssceptreover
obliged to admit thispretended contract,would
allthe earth,without distinctions
of epochs or
evidentlybe on the sideof theFrench philosopher races. Thus isexplained the sovereignpower of
as againstthe English philosopher;for itisdiffl-law. From the fact that law exists,
it follows
culttosuppose thatmen would come together,to thatthereisa being to whom itapplies,
and that
agree on a social state which, instead of making
that being is a man, that is to say, a moral being,
them free citizens, would turn them into slaves,
with reason and freedom, and not a brute outside
Rousseau imagines a people who give themselves
the bounds of reason and of liberty.
Now, the
laws, in which they realize all their powers as an
sphere of the application of law or right is sociartist of genius does in his domain.
Tendencies
ety.
Society, then, is contemporary
with man.
are free in it, objects free, actions free.
ProporWhy did man institute this power, this produet_
tions are perfectly expressed in that empire. Finch
It was not alone front the point of view of his seorgan is a complete whole, which preserves its in- curity.
The right to security originates the motegrity in the sphere in which it moves.
It has
ment that a certain
number of men have taken
its specific force in accordance
with which it ex- po_cmsion of a corner of the earth, and are conercises the functions entrusted to it, though it still
fronted by the same wants and dangers.
Side by
_)beys a general law, from which, in the aggreside with the ideal of right and law, there is the
gate, there results a simple and magnificent harideal of duty.
A society has of necessity, from
mony.
Such is the ideal of Rousseau as opposed
its birth, moral rules which precede positive law,
to that of Hobbes.-- Why have Hobbes and Rousand which may be summed up as follows : Law
seau, in starting from the same point, arrived at or right, like duty, spring from conscience, and
results so different?
Because both constructed a consequently
whatever
wounds the conscience is
work, not of reason, but of imagination.
Instead
neither a right nor a duty.
Freedom, as a source
of constructing
this marvelous
product called _of action, is the foundation of right and duty, that
from the immutable
elements of humanity,
is to say, of morality.
The circle of rights and
they constructed
it of the changing
elements of
duties is as broad as that of the necessary relations
history.
Hobbes lived at the time of the great
which may bind together
free beings.
Society
English revolution.
Chance,
and perhaps his
having an object, each one of its members should
character,
threw him into the party of absolute
divest himself of the rights the personal and inright.
He saw the head of a prince he loved fall
dependent
exercise of which would hinder sociunder the rage of factions.
The sight of the rev- ety from attaining this object.
He should accept
olution and of its excesses stirred his soul.
He
all the duties which society imposcs on him for
thought he beheld the dissolution of society, be- the attaining of this object; for there would be no
cause he witnessed the birth of a new order of society, properly speaking,
where there was no
things.
He concluded
from this that a power
constraining
power to compel co-operation to atstrong and able to comm_nd the waves wasnecestain the final object of society.-Considered from
sary in order to curb the popular flood. Rousseau
this point of view, society is as eternal as right,
had under his ey_ the exact opposite of this.
He
as conscience.
History shows us great cataatro-
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phes, nations and races which
have been swallowed up in the abyss of time ; the earth also
shows us on every side traces of great physical
revolutions, which have ravaged, transformed
and
renewed it; in like manner tile present division of
nations bears witness to great political perturbafinns, which at different times so profoundly
influcnced the destinies of nations; we everywhere
tread on ruins and funeral couches.
But did society itself ever perish?
Did not its living and
sacred image always escape destruction?
When
Troy, abandoned to the flames, was about to become a pile of ashes, Eneas fled, bearing with
sadness into exile the venerated
images which
represented
immortal
society, and approaching a
new land, he cried out: " Italiam! Italiam!" then,
placing his precious relics on a fruitful soil, he
founded I_)me, the future heiress of the world,
Civilizations
are thus superimposed
one upon
another, are amalgamated
together, are madc or
unmade, advance or recede; but society, and an
ever better society, rises always up amid the ruins
of extinct civilizations,
because society is above
civilization itsclf. -- If society were the result of
a contract, it might be dissolved
by withdrawing
the consent which formed it. Otherwise
there

these laws in a systematic manner.Social seience must not be confounded with political science.
The latter has to do with the relations between
states, between govcrnments
and subjects, and betwcen citizens; while social science takes cognizance only of men, to the exclusion of the external
bond which is called the state. -- Now, of what
nature are tile relations among men ? They answer evidently
to our needs, which are of two
kinds, material
and moral.
Thus, on thc one
hand, they answer to the necessity of food, clothing, shelter and defense; and, on the other hand,
to man's desire for instruction,
and, in general, to
a wholc series of faculties
and passions, which
draw men together and put them in contact.Society is composed
of individuals,
and everything that contributes
to their preservation
helps
the preservation of socicty.
But although man is
a "sociable
animal"
or a "political
animal"
we
can, strictly speaking, conceive of the absence of
all human society.
}fany savages live in an isolated manner, in couples or in very small families;
they have only material wants to satisfy.
But of
society may it be said that it "does
not live by
bread alone," for it is principally the moral wants
of mcn which create and maintain its bonds.
In

would be an implied
contradiction.
Do we not
see then what an upheaval would result from such
a state of affairs?
Do we not see the perturbation
that would be caused in the scale of rights and
duties?
Do we not see that binding
moral law
would disappear from the world, and that the social force would disappear before individual
force?
If men who had learned all the advantages
of social life, renounced
it at once, and retired
into
forests and deserts,
these men would
obey the
caprices of a disordered
imagination
and the inspirations of wandering
reason, but we could not
admit that they acted in virtue of a right.
The
state of society is therefore
an impulse
of the
moral nature of man, and not the impulse of his
intelligence;
it is spontaneous,
and not the result
of deliberation.
It comes from above, not from
below; it is not of man, but of God, who, in creating man intelligent,
also created
the earth to
satisfy the wants of his intelligent
creature,
and
who distributed
among
the countries
different
producls,
in order to oblige mcn to exchange the
different
kinds of wealth of the countries
they
inhabit, in such a way that they might be forced
to labor for each other, and that, from the selfish
efforts of a single man, the good of all should
necessarily
flow, as the system of the universe results from the force of attraction,
EUG_E
P_GNON.

a word, material wants preserve the individual,
and moral wants society; to the former correspond
the egotistical sentiments,
to the latter the aff_tive
sentiments,
abnegation
and self-control.
The egotistical sentiments
and the affective sentiments (or
the faculty of self-sacrifice)
are capable of attaining
an equal degree of strength.
Before the existence
of society the affective sentiments acted in ascarcelyperceptiblemauner;
later, with the development
of civilization,
their strength gradually
increased,
and the more intense they became, the more the
bonds of society were strengthened.
It even happened at times that these sentiments,
or some of
them, dcgcneratcd
into destructive
passions, and
produced
evils great in extent and intensity.
We have already suggested,
that, in our opinion,
the affective
sentiments
are the first cause of abnegation, self-control
and sacrifice;
paternal
and
maternal
love, filial piety, patriotism,
military
honor, espr4t de corps, furnish numerous
examples
of this.
Abnegation,
once disengaged
or isolated
from the sheaf of human
sentiments,
develops,
and is not slow to offer a counter-weight
to every
act of egotism.
This counter-weight
is not always
sufficient, far from it ; but it is rarely entirely
powerless.
Its effect is often aided by numerous
circumstances,
which we can not enumerate
here,
but it becomes completely
of no avail when it consists only of a word, that is to say, when the abnegation is not founded upon a want of our nature.
-- Thence comes, also, the inanity of those new
social systems, hatched in the brain of a man who
pretends to foresee everything,
to measure everything, and to assign to everything its relative iraportance; in other words, in the brain of a man
who wishes to reorganize society according to the
ideas of his own idiosyncrasy.
For if society is
really governed by natural laws, and it would be

SOCIAL SCIENCE.
Society is ruled by natural laws, like the human body and every living
organism.
The laws of an organism
determine
the relations between its different parts, between
its members and organs; social laws should estabfish, therefore, the nature of the relations which
exist between men, as well as their causes and
their effects; and social science should coordinate
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absurd
to doubt it, arbitrariness
could have no
power over it; to influence it, one would have to
begin by submitting
hirnself to those laws which
he can control only by making use of their power,
--There
is a science which concerns itself with
ttle means of satisfying our material wants; there
is another whi(.h has to do with our moral wants;
tile one is political economy,
the other moral setenee; it is, therefore,
the union of the two which
constitutes
sockd science.
An endeavor
has been
made to establish
the relations
which exist between political economy and morality by seeking,
among economic propositions,
those which re_emble certain precepts
of morality.
For example,
political economy and morality show, each from
its own point of view, the utility of labor and
t_avhlg; by tile aid of comparisons
of this nature,
it has been easy to show the morality of economic
principles.
It seems to us that here a wrong road
has been followed.
The sciences are not moral or
immoral ; they state laws.
tIas it ever been cxstained whether mathematics
or chemistry has any
relation with morality
or with religion ? Such
preoccupations
might lead some ardent believer to
excommunicate
the earth because it allows it_lf
to revolve about the sun ! The sciences have no
relation with religion, nor with morality,
and a
science which studies
what may be called the
base side of nature or of man, is no le_ noblc than
any other.
Must we despise the physician because
he is occupied
solely with disease?
Or must we
de_spi_ the judge because he has to do only with
criminals?
And supposing
that the economist
studies the selfish sentiments
of man, it does not
follow that hc is selfish himself.
Turgot, Adam
Smith and J. Stuart
Mill were generous
men.
The man who studies toxicology is not a poisoner,
:Man is more or less selfish, according to his ternperament
or his education.
Moreovcr,
wc must
not speak too ill of selfishness
kcpt within the
bounds of justice, of the love of self, since it is a
universal
sentirr_nt, INDISPENSABLE tO t]_, presetvatioT_ of out" spec_.
The economist
l)rovcs that
our wants make us work, and this, not because
morality
rccommends
it, but beca_Lsc the satisfaction of these wants is an imperative
nccessiiy
of our nature.
Man must eat or die.
The econo-

the most characteristic
and strongest expression of
selfishness.
What i_ supply and demand, if not
a sentiment which can be formulated
thus : you
need my superfluous
goods, well, you shall pay
for them, and the more dearly in proportion
as
your need is the more intense, so long as you are
able to give me an equivalent
for thrm?
This
sentiment is so general thai we find it quite simple
th'tt the priceof an article should rise in proportion
to its relative rarity.
We are convinced that this
action of supply and demand, which is so crucl,
rcndrrs, upon the whole, grcat services to society.
Are not 'm-.enic, belladonna
and many other poisons of service ? But wcre the action of supply
and demand
an evil wiZhout comp_,nsation,
we
ought to study it, and the economist
will have
deserved well of humanity
for having thoroughly
examined its mechanism. -- It would be then the
task of the moralist to derive advantage
from the
truths discovered
by the economist.
He would
inculcatcon
man his precepts protective of society;
he would teach him abnegation anti self-control.
tie wouht sayto him: Without doubt your wheat
is in great demand, and you c,'m obtain such and
such a pricc for it; but think also of the evil you
will produce by using your right in its entire fullness.
The moralist will be able to call to his aid
eveD'otherhonestsentiment,capableofcounterbalancing selfishness, and in primitive times men did
not fail to appeal to the religious sentiment.
The
conclusion
must not be drawn from this division of
labor, this partition
of powers, that the moralist
is above thc economist;
it suffices to recall the
fable once related
to the Roman people on the
Aventine hill.
Morality, even religion itself, may
be pushed beyond the limits which healthy reason
approves;
they may become passionate and fanatical at the expense of vel_" high material interests,
and for the good of humanity,
the two branches
of social scieucc should exercise a perfectly equal
influcncc,andthusestablishthatequilibriumwhich
is the sign of health. ---_Iany publicists cultivate
both scirnce_ together, and combine political economy and morality;
we are glad to be able to state
this, but all do not succeed cqually well in this
combination
of studies.
_L_URICE ]_LOCK.

mist, in investigating
thelaws of labor, permits us
to render it more pr(_uetive
and lc_s arduous.
The ecom)mist establishes
also the action of supply
and dcmand.
Has he crcatcd this action?
Does
he approveit?
No more than the natural philosophcx created or approves of the rain.
Does one
approve or disapprove
of a natural law ? Would
you disapprove
of the horse, because he walks
on four legs, or of the bird because
it flies, or
_)f the fish becalLse it swims?
Such is their law,
and whether it pleases you or displeases
you, you
¢au do nothing to change it. Besides, wc crcatc
nothing;
we ascertain
facts, and in our relations
with these animals, we take into account theestahlished facts, and act accordingly.
In the same
"way, the economist
has not created the law of
.supply and demand, a law which we consider as

SOCIETY.
"Man,"
says Aristotle
in the be.ginning of his "Politics,"
"is a social being."
This definition is in some sort the point of departture of political scicncc.
It destroys
at once all
thc false hypr)the,_es which make society a mere
convention.
It ha._ bcen truly .said that such a
convention
presupposes
the existence of a state of
society in some form, ill order that men might be
able to come to an understanding
with one another. Besides, the state of isolation is impossible.
Man would not be able to exist in such a state.
The child could not live without
the food and
cadre furnished by its mother, the wom'm could not
dispense
with the protection
and labor of the
man.
Languagc,
the bond of all society, is born
with society and of society, and helps to maintain
and extend it. The definition of man as a social
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being rests, therefore,
"on his most imperious
wants, on his most instinctive sympathies
and on
his most invincible
inclinations.
Adam Smith
rightly remarks that man is the only being who
makes exchanges.
Society, from a certain point
of view, is merely a series of exchan_es,
a perpetual communication
of mat_,ri'd and moral beneftts
which men hold with each other.
To complete
the definition, or, rather, to give it all the clearness
and truth which it should receive, we must add,
that if man is born a social being, lie unceasingly becomes
more social.
The family, the tribe,
tile nation, with it_ vast developments,
mark the
different
periods of society.
A moment
comes
when the division of mankind
into nations gives
place to a sentiment which expre._._s sociability in
its highest degree; tlli_ sentiment is the sentiment
of humanity.
Man, far from being a wolf to m_n,
honvq lLomi_d lupus, ae('ording
to the gloomy deftnition of IIobbes--adoptcd
by all who see in society an artificial and conventional
fact--sees
in
man tt being worthy of hi_ respect and his love,
an equal, a brother.
Religion and philosophy,
by paths which arc sometinles different and sometimes identical, lead to this sublime result, while
interest,
properly
under-tood,
enjoins
it on us
to be useful to.other.,, in view of ret:iprocity.-Society implies as_ocia'tcs.
We can not, therefore, flatter ourselves
that we know the ob.icct
of society without
knowing
first the natm'e of
the beings whi('h are it_ (.lcments.
S(a.iety itself is but tile medium
and the means wbictl
these beings make use of to develop themselves.
What
arc thc*e individu,d_
? Are they simplc
units cn(towed
with "l vegetative
or an animal
life, and obeying the law., of fatality ? No. they
are moral per.,,on,,, that is to say, free, rcsponsiblc, whosc de_tiny it is to th,vt'lop _tnd perfect
themselves
and ri_e to thc'eoncei)tion
and practice
of the true and the good; having, in one word,
besides material life. a moral and intellectual
]if(,.
The special character
of man, in this world, is to
be at once the most social and the mo_t personal
of all beings.
Is it the 1x.rson which
shall be
sacrificed to society, or st)ciely which shall aid in
the development
of the intli',idu-d?
It wouhl be
absurd to suppose that the diminution
of that
which constitutes our dignity, our value, our very
being, should be tllc ol)ject or the rc-ult of the
association
of our efforts, labors and mutual
assistancc.
In trllth, tile only object of society is to
give value to the individual.
By society the individual
must beeomc more enlightened,
more
powerful
and marc moral; society in turn will be
worth only what those who compose it are worth,
-- Respect for every right, the practice of every
duty, the cultivation of every faculty, the developmeat of human nature : such is the object of society.
Society is essentially
favorable
to the
growth, as it is absolutely ne('es_ry to the exercise

and transmitted.
The object of institutions
of
the civil and political order is to assure this regular development
of each and all.
But it is
important
to remember
that the state alone is
not charged with tlle attainment
of this object.
The better part of human
nature escapes
tile
state.
Religion
is no more an affair of state
than philosophy.
And so '_ith industry and cornme.ree, as well its all the institutions
intended
to
favor s'_ving and to distribute
_vealth properly.
In like manner the various means of instruction
and edueation at the. command of the individual
and the family, do not depend upon the state.
The state protects them, the law guarantees
or
regulates their exercise, but all these things have
a proper and independent
life of their own. Otherwise society would go eontrar 3- to its object.
It
would be no longer established to favor but to suppress individual
development.
Instead of being
the putting in common of liberties respecting
and
aiding one anothcr, it. would be slaver 3"organized,
either by a powerful
majority
or a dominating
minority.--Political
societies, in so far as they
tire ('ollectivc being% reflvt-t and reproduce
everything to bc found ill the nature of the individuals
who coml)osc them; only they reflect and reproduce it on a large scalt.', which has given rise to
the sa)'in,*,... that society is merely. "t bi,..,,,individual.
It is true that this has been said of the state also,
with truth in some respe.cts, but still with much
It_.s truth, for all that eme_.'s into society, is far
from cntcring the _tate, a.s we have already seen.
Nothing prevcut_ and everything
conmmn(ls us to
consider society as a living whole.
There are in
society collective rights ar, d collcz.tive thitic"_. It
has the right to tic guaranteed,
and the duty of repressing evil and assisting the individual.
Thisit
does sometimes
through the state, anti somotimes
by means of free asso(,iations.
In like manner
there is in socicty, as ill the individual,
an instinct
of preservation
and an instin('t of progress.
The
one is attached to tradition,
which is of a nature
to serve society eternally, or simply to everything
which has served itlong.
The instinct of progress
walks in advanoe
of all innovations,
welcomes
everything
favoral)h, to the ulterior development
of thelmm'm
mind antiof society; it cmbrt_.c._thc
future in its views and its hot× % as the instinct of
preservation
adheres to thc ImSt and loves to keep
itself within the limits of the prc_..nt.
These two,
instincts,
almost always at war, are both nccessary.
Tlvey are comph'.ted,
tempered
and maintained by each other.
From their eollision._ terrible cri_cs result, the more to be feared, since, if
one is devoted
to routine, the other easily gives
itself to adventure.
But in spite of, and sometimes
by means of, these crises themselves,
humanity
advances,
launching
itself toward the future, resting on the past, and making
a starting
point for
useful progre_
and dangerous
innovations
at tim

and the guarantee, of all our le_timate inclina,

cost of more than one laborious work of groping

tions.
Thus, by it the family is ordered, property
protected
and increased,
the capital necessary to
civilization
and material life increased, perpetuated

and painful
experience.
This progress of societies, demonstrated
by the philosophy
of history, a
theory which was framed by a number of writers,
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notably by Turgot
and Condoreet,
in the last
century,
is scarcely denied in our day, although
the _ope and extent of that progress are continually in dispute.
Who doubts in our d'ty that
modern
society excels the societies of antiquity
in justice and humanity,
as well as in material
development
? Property
more secure, better distributed,
resting
on hal)or as a foundation;
tile
family
purified,
shivery and serfd()m abolNhed;
penalties
more hum,'me and more just; well-being increased;
the seienccs developed;
the power
of right above brute force : are not these certain
results
given by historical
observation
'._ The
amount of evil, whether it be free or fatal, diminislw¢, no matwr
how enduring
and wide-_pread
it may be ; the amount of good inereas(,_: such
is the visible revelation
of Providence
in hi_tory.
Have we not here the mo_t striking
ju_tifieation of society, the mo'_t incontestable
proof
of its necessity and its benefits?
(See CIVlHZ._TION. SOCIAL
SCLE.NCE,
SOCIALISM.)
HE_NI,,t BAUDRILLART.

choose the president
[governor]
and vice presi(tent.
The congress made itself the first lower
house.
Two peculiar provisionsare_
that the prcsident was to h:tve no power to make war, peace
or treaties, without the consent of the legislature;
and that "the resolutions of the continental
congress, now of force in this eolony, shall socontimm
until altered or revoked
by them."
(See S'rA'rE
SovnREmn'rv
)--March
17, 1778, an act of the
legislatm'c
put a new constitution
hi force after
Nov. 29. It ordained
that " tile style of this
country"
shouhl be the state of South Carolina;
gave the governor a term of two years,and forbade
his rc-eleetion;
ch:mged the names of the houses
to sen'tie and hour-(, of representatives,
and made
them both chosen l)y tile pt,ol)le; left out the set'lion as in nafiomd
Sul)rcnmcy;
attd e_tahli_hed
free(lore of ineorI)oration
to 'dl societies '" profe._ing the Christian Protestant
religion."--June
3, 1790, a more elaborate con,titution
was framed
by a l)opuh_r convcntit)n,
without popular ratification.
It omitwd
the treaty clause;
made the
right of suffrage dependc,nt on a freehohl of £50
SOUTH CAROL[N.t_
one of the thirteen origor a. (.ix of three shillings; re('o<:fizcd
slavery by
inal states of the American
Union.Bot._D._,requiring
for represent:titres
a qualification
of
ruES.
The triangular
slmpe of the state, and its £150, or 500 acres 'm(i ten negroes; and onfittcd
natural
boundary
l)y the Atlantic on the east,
all religious restrictions.
It wa_ amended in 1808,
leave but two l)oundarics
to be fixed, on the north
1_10, 1816, 1820, 18°8, 183_:, 1856, and 1861, the
and on tile west.
The former was tacitly fixed
first, the great COml)l'omise de._('rihed hereafter,
at(out 1698, and more formally in 1732 (_ce Nt)B.TII heing the only iml)[wtant (.han_e -- A new (,onsti.
CAROLINA).
and was run by tire two ._tates in 1764,
tution _as fornwd
bv a convention
Sept. 13-27,
1772 and 1813. The latter led to a boundary
suit
1865, without
l)OpUl',tr ratification.
Its main
I)ctwcen Georgia and South Carolina
before the
changes _erc that it gave the g(,vcrnor a term of
congress of the confcder'ttion,
which w'ls settled
four years, and made him eligible by polmlar vote;
in 1787 by a cession to Georgia of South Carolina's
gave the right of suiIrage to fl'cc white male_ over
claims
we._t of the Savannah
and the Tugaloo
twenty-one,
on two y(,ars' residence;
forbade
branch of it. The hitter state then pr,)eeedcd
to sl'tvcry,
" _lavcs in South Carolina
having been
cede to the United States her "other"
elanns we._t cm.mcipated
l)y the at.titre of the United
States
of a north and south line from the head of the
authoritic,";
and forhadt, the h,,_d_lature to inflict
Tugaloo, but thi% as it proved, was it di.,,_t'mce of punishment
of any kind for 1)artieipalion
in the.
but twelve mt]cs.
(See TERRITORII_.S.)-- ('ONSTIrcltellion. -- The recon-.truction
convention
at
TUTIONS. The constitutional
history
of the col(_'harlc_ton. Jan. 14- 3larch 17, 1_1i8, framed a
ony is I)omtd tip with that of North Carolina
new con._titution,
which w:ts ralific(l by popuuntil about 1700. In 1719 the people revolted
lar vote, April 14-16.
It (h,cl'm:d that till men
against the proprietors,
and established
a tempowere free aml equal;
that their paramount
allerary gov[,rnment
of their own; and, in accordance
glance was duc to the L-hi(c(1 Stale<: that the state
with their wi.,,h, South Carolina
became a royal
should forever remain
in the Union, and resist
colony until the revolution.
The crown appointed
with its wlmle power every attcml)t to dis.,olve it;
the governor;
the governor
appointed
the upper
and that all elas_cs of citizens should enjoy equally
house, or counei], and retained a veto power; and
all common,
public, legal and political l)rivileges.
the people elected the lower house.
The opening
The compromise
of 184)8 (hereafter
detailed) wan
years of the revolution
were marked by constant
omitted, and the legislature
w.L_ to 1)e t'hoscn acconflicts between the governor, Sir William Campcording
to population,
the hou,_e for two years,
bell, and the legdslature,
so that the legislnturc
the senate for four.
Every male uvcr twenty-one
was almost constantly
prorogued.
July 6, 1774,
was given the right of suffrage,
except that no
the first popular convention
met, and chose deleone l)rohibited
from holding
office by the 14th
gates to congress;
and, Jan. 11, 1775, a provincial
amendment
was to vote or hold ()ffice until his
congress met, which practically a_sun_ed the t)owdisabilities were removed.
Deht contracted in aid
ers of government.
March 26, 1776, it adopted the
of rebellion was repudiated.
Pre_sidential electors
first constitution
of the state.
The lower house,
were to be chosen by the people, though the fedor general
assembly,
was to be chosen by the
people annually,
in fixed apportionments
to each
parish; it was to choose the tipper house, or counell of thirteen
members;
and the two were to

eral constitution
directs them tobe chosen in such
manner as the legislature
may direct. -- Govn_.N:
ors: John Rutledge,
1776-8 ; Rawlins Lowndes,
1778-9; JohnRutledge,
1779-82; Jolmblatthews,
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1782-3 ; Benjamin
Guerard,
1783-5 ; William
_Ioultrie,
1785-7 ; Thomas
Pinckney,
1787-9 ;
Charles
Pinckney,
1789-92 ; Arnoldus
Vanderhorst, 179°4;
William Moultric, 1794-6; Charle_
Pinckney,
1796-8; Edward
Rutledge,
1798-180(1:

CI_S8 A.
1.
Beaufort ...............
..............
2. Colleton
3. ('harle_ton ...........
4.

John Drayton,
1800-o;
1802-4 ; Paul tlamilton,
ney, 18(Ri-8; John

Drayton,

James B. Richardson,
1804-6 ; Charles Pinck1808-10,

ttenry

•)

oo

John Gedde.s.
John
L. Wilson,
1818-20:
182°.%4;
ThomasRichard
t'_ennett,I.
Manning,,
18_0-~~;
18°,M--6, John Taylor, 1826-8; Stephen I). Milh,r,
18°8-30

; James

l/amilton,

1830-32

tIayne,
1832-4; George M'Duflie,
3I. Butler, 1836-8. Patrick ,Nellie,

; Rol)crt

Y.

1834--6; Pierce
1,'_38--40; John

18
William 1840_t2;
Aiken, 1844--6
Johnson,
P. ')42--4;
Richardson,
James ; David
tI. llammond,
1846-8; W. 11. Scabrook. 1848-50; JohnII.
Means,
1850-52;
John L. Manning,
185o_-4; James II.
Adams, 185-1-6 ; R. F. %'. Allston, 1856--8; Willtam II. Gkq, 1858-60 ; Fnmcis
W. Piekcns,
1860
-2 ; M. L. Bonhnnl, 1862--4 ; A. G. Magralh,
1864
-5 ; Benj. F. Perry, provisional,
1865 ; James L.
err, 1865-8; Robert K. Scott, 1868-7o; Franklin
J. )Ioses, 187"),--5; DanielH.
Chanlberlain,
187o-7;
Wade Hampton,
1877-9 ; William
I). Siml)son,
1879-81 ; Johnson
IIagood,
1881-3 ; Hugh
S.
Thompson,
1883-5. -- The
state is popularly
known
as tile " palmetto
state,"
from a local
dwarf
pahn,
the most northern
variety
of tile
order.
It has always been a favorite emblem for
state fla_, etc.
Tile capital of the stateis Cohlmbia. -- PObITrCAL IhsTonY.
For a long tinle
South Carolina was (lividc_t into two quite distinct
geograI)hical
and political divisions
lly the line
across ttlemid(lle
of the state formed by the fall,_
of the great rivers.
The, lower, coast or cotton
country,
from the falls to the seaboard, was the
original coh)ny, settled mainly by English Epi._('opatinas, with a eonsiderahle
percentage
of Frcnch
lluguenots;
the upi)er country,
from the fails to
the mountain_,
was settled mainly by immigrants
from the states to the northward,
witll a considcrablc l)ercentage of Scotch and SeotclrIrish
innmigrants.
But "l more essential
difference
was
in the distribution
of |he slavc population.
From
the beg'inning
it fell nlore heavily
toward
the
CO'lst. In 1810, of the 196,o22 slaves in the state,
129,814 were in the lower country,
and 66,408
in the upper country;
and, of the 267,360 whites,
150,994 were in the upper country,
and 116,366 in
the lower eounlrv.
The se.,2regation of interests, in
its final (h, velop'nlcnt, nlay be ._en in the following table of while and slave population,
compih, d
from the census of 1860. Class A is the tier of
districts
or counties
impinging
directly
on the
sea, and in(.luding
the sea-island cotton district;
class B is the tier next to the preceding;
and elas8
C is the extreme northern
tier; the intermediate
districts
are nmre evenly balance<t, and are not
considered.
In all three classes tile districts
are
arranged
in order, from west to east, to the l_'orth
12arolina boundary,

Georgetown

6.714
9:255
'29.1.'t6

...........

3.018

5. Ilorry .................

5,564

Slave.
32,530
32.807
87,g'90
18.1_)

2,:359

t
C_LAS_

)Iid-

dleton,
1810-12;1814-16;
Joseph Andrew
Allston, Piekens,
181"2--14;
David
R. Williams,
1816-18;

"White.

[

311 Orang,_.burghBarnwetl
..............
..........

Clarendon ............

II

4,378

,r_17'401
16,

41

Wflliarnsburgh
........
Sumtcr
.....
- ..........
])arlington
............

[

5.187

10.259
16.(18"2

[

/

_;.857
8.4el
11,007

I

15..33.5
14.'296

4,195
8.125

I

14,631

7:)49

I

8,_70
11,_'_

10,_)1
_,.o_

6.
5.
7. 31 r n

. .

12,70"28,108

8,:_6

11,_877,
9,951

(:L}S) C
_.• Picken_,
An(lcrP, on...............
.............
3. Greenville .............
8purtanburgh

.........

,',
4. Union .................
6. York ..................

I

18,537

8:240

Geological
reasons account for the few varialions
from tile general rule in tile table.
The upl)er
country,
on the democratic
principle,
had the
power to tax, and the lower country the property
liable to taxation.
The compromise
by which the
two were reconciled
is altogether
tile most interesting feature in the history of the state before
1860. -- Before the revolution
tile upper country
had comparatively
llttle intercourse
with thelower
country,
and hardly any political power.
During
tile revolution
it was one of the strongholds
of
the tory party of the state, and political
power
was carefully
conserved
by the lower counlry.
This design will explain tile first constitutions
of
the stale, in wMch the nmnber of delegat(,s in the
lower house was so apportioned
to the districts as
to give control
to the lower country ; and the
choice of other state officers was given to the legishlture.
As soon, however, as state politics sc.|tled
down into orderly devclopmcnt,
it became evident
that no such unilateral
arrangement
could be permancnl.
The tendency
to the formation
of a
wMte democracy,
in which the property
of the.
lower country would he at the mercy of the populotion of the upper country,
was so strong, and
created so much angry
feeling, th'lt, in 1807, a
compromise
was agreed upon, and, in 1808, it was
ratifie(t as a part of the constitution.
Its provisions will be found
in Calhoun's
works, as cited
below.
In hrief, it fixed the number of menlbcrs
of the lower house at 124, 62 representing
white
population,
and 62 taxation.
Every ten years the
white population
and the taxes paid for ten years
past were to be asccrtained;
and each district was
to be entitled, for the next ton years, to one repro:':ntalive
for each sixty-second
part of either the
total white population,
or the total amount of
taxes paid.
In this way any undue exercisc of
t'_xing power by the upper counlry would remedy
itself; for it would, for the next ten years, increase
lhe representation
of the districls on wllich undue
taxes should he levied.
To whatever
the result
is to be ascribed,
to this compromise
or to the increase of slaveholding
influence, it is certain, that,
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"from 1808 until tile overthrow of this compromise
by the reconstruction
constitution
of 1868, there
were really no separate parties in tlle state, and
no bitterness
of party conflict.--The
formation
of the federalist and anti-federalist
party division
in 1787-8 brought
about a curious contradiction
to previous
history.
Many of the leaders of the
lower country, who had been ardent whi_o_ during
the revolution,
had been educated
in England,
retained
no abiding
animosity
to that country,
and, as they represented
cnmmercial
inter(,sts,
were federalists
by nature, even though the poli(,y
of their party might lead to friendship
with Great
Britain.
On the contr'lry,
the spirit of local indcpendence,
and a general oI)positio,l
to th( • lower
country,
made the rest of the state as warmly
anti-federalist.
The division is plainly shown in
the vote in the legislature
on calling a convenlion to consider the constitution
in 1788. Of the
twenty-nine
districts or parishe_ in the state, only
five were divided :tllc t)arishe._ on the coast were
as generally unanimous
in favor of callingthe
convention as the parishes in the upper country
were
unanimous
against it. The convention
was only
called at last by a vote of 76 tr) 75. In the convention theconstitution
was ratified, May 23, 1788,
by a vote of 149 to 73. The division in the vote
was not so striking
as in the convention,
seventeen parishes or districts
being now divided; but
the line of division was still very perceptible.
-For some years after the adoption
of the constitution the f_,deralists retained
a general control of
the state, duc rather
to their wealth and ability
than to their numbers.
They gave three great
leaders to the national
fcde_l
party:
Charles
Cotesworth
Pinckney (see his name); and William
Smith and Robert G. lI'trl)er,
two of the alflest
con_'ressional
debaters
of their party.
When
the legislature
came to choo.-c electors in 1792,,
they obtained
the second votes of _cvcn of the
state's eight electors
for John Adams.
Before
anotlmr presidential
election
the oppo._ition had
fairly taken form, and in 1796 the eight electors
w)ted for Jeffcrson
and Thomas
Pinckney.
In
180(), when the battle between federalists and democrats had become general and defined, the POl)Ularity of Charles C. Pin(:kncy in hi_ own state gave
him the feder,_list support for vice-president.
(See
CAUCUS, CONGRESSIONAL.)
The democrats in the
legislature ofered to compromise by choosing electors pledged to Jefferson
mid Pinckney,
and this,
as it afterward
proved, would have made Pineknoy
vice-president,
insteadof
Burr.
An indi.',creet letter, written by Adams, and censuring
Pinckney's
public conduct,
had recently come to light, and
would have been a fair excuse to an ordinary polltitian
for al)andoning
Adams.
But Pinckney
rejected the compromise,
and stood by his colleague;
and both fell togetimr.
Thclcgislaturc
chose electors, who voted for Jefferson and Burr; and this
.was the deciding state. -- From this time tile state,
m national politics, was a unit, its small federalist element disappearing
after its first great defeat,
In state politics the only element of discord was
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removed by the compromise
of 1808.
For half a
century the political history of the state is an absolute blank, with the single exception of the nullification contest.
(See I_ULLIFICATION.)
Ill that
struggle
the nullification
leaders were Calhoun,
Senator
lIayne,
Gov. Hamilton,
Preston (afterward senator), 3I'Duflie and Hammond(afterward
governors),
and Rhett.
'Ell(.' "Union
party" was
led by Poin._tt, Ituger, Pctigru,
Legart:, Grimkd,
l)rayton,
Memminger,
and others; but it must be
ren_embered that the Union party generally by no
mcan._ denied the right to secede, only the right
to disobey the laws of the Union, while remaining
in the Union.
And. fu,'ther,
the opposition
of
nullifiers, like C'dtmun and Preston, to the Jacksou school of nati()nal democratic
leaders, was a
reason for their b(,ing often classed a_ whigs until
1843-4.
(SecWum
P._RTY, II.)
In fact, men of
all parties in the state were generally ultra demo.
crats, secessionists
in ultimate theory, and differbig in practice
only. -- After the termination
of
the nullification
struggle
the state remained
in
political repo¢c until 1860. For ten years before
that date she was ready to secede at any time upon
a promise of support by one or more other states.
In 1860, having secured thedesired
assurances, the
state seceded, and bt_ame one of the confederate
states.
(See SECESSION,
CO.NFEDERATE
STATES.)
Withavotingpopulationof47.000in
1860, shefurni_hed 60,000 soldiers to the confederate
armies,
and at the (,lose of the rebellion was well nigh cxhausted.
The marks of the exhaustion
are still
visible in the census of 1870, in which the state
shows a slight decrease of white population
since
1860, inspitenffivcycars'rccupcration.
Alabama
is Ihe only other seceding
state which shows the
same indication.
--In
May, 1865, some feeble cfforts at self a._sertion by the state government
were
suppressed hythc federal authorities,
and Benj. F.
P(trry was appointed
provisional
governor,
June
30. Under his guidam:e the convention
of 1865,
which rescinded
the ordinance
of scces._ion, was
held, a constilution
adopted, and a governor and
h,gisl,tture elected.
The new legislature
met Oct.
25, and the new governor was inaugurated
.,Nov.
29. The state gov(,rnmcnt
ratified the 13th "lmcndmen(, and a code of laws permitting
and regulating apprenticeship
of lahorers until the age of
twenty-one
in males and eighteen in females, and
specifying the rights and duties of employvrs
and
employed.
At, the following session of tile legislat ure an effort wtls made to remove the di_slikc of
the negroc', to the "black
code" by the passage
of a bill giving all civil rights, to suc and bc sued,
etc., to the frc(,dmcn; but the 14thamendment
was
rejected. -- Under the reconstructinn
act (_ee RECO._STR_CTmN), 5Iaj. Gen. D. E. Sickles was appointed
military
governor
March 11, 1867. tie
was remove(t Aug. 26, and was succcc_lcd by Maj.
Gen. E. R. S. Canby.
The registration
showed
78,982 colored and 46,346 white voters.
A convention was ordered by overwhelming
votes, the
state constitution
of 1868 was adopted, and the
state was readmitted,
June 25. The new state
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officers had all been nominated by the convention
which framed the constitution,
sitting as a republican nominating convention.
Four of them, Gov.
Scott, the state treasurer, N. G. Parker, tim comptroller general, J. J. Neagle, and the attorney
general,
D. H. Chamberlain,
were northern men,
or "carpet-baggers";
the secretary, of state, F.L.
Cardozo, was a native freedman;
and the adjutant
general, F. J. Moses, was a native vehite. One of
them, )loses, has since been impri_ned
in New
York for theft; all of them, with tile exception
of
their ablest member,
Chamberlain,
seem to have
been personally
and shamelessly
dishonest.
The
legislature,
compo._ed mainly
of freedmen,
without property,
education,
political experience,
or
sense of responsibility,
was prohably
the mast
openly corrupt legislative body that ever held sessions in the United States.
Details of its proceedings would be tedious
and useless; they can be
most easily reached in Pike's
work, cited below,
One instaa_ee will be sufficient:
tile state debt was
officially reported in 1868 at $5,407,306.27;
in 1872
at $17.557,000;
and in 1873 at $20,,'g33,901.10.
In
1871 a legislative investigating
committee, reported
that the state officers had over-issued
bonds and
defrauded
the state to the amount
of $6,314,000;
but tile legislatm'e,
by a large majority,
refused to
impeach
them.
One defaulting
official defied a
legislative
committee to indict him, unlessttle
legislature shouhl first pass a bill to enlargethe
penitentiary,
since he intended
to take at least half
of them thither with him. -- Ku-klux outrage_
in
the state seem to have f.drly begun in 1870, though
they were alleged to have taken place previously,
In 1871 they had become a prominent
fe'_ture in
elections (see Kr-KLux
KLAn'), but were unsuccessful in their object of suppre._ing
the negro
vote.
In 1874 camethe
first sign of defeat for tile
dominant
party: a part of it refu._c<l to support
tile regular
nominations,
anti the nominations
of
this faction were supported
by tile democrats, and
defeated by a much smaller majority
than usual,
In 1876 came the final struggle between property
and population
forthe control of the state.
From
the beginning
it was marked by hardly suppressed
disorder.
Massacres of negroes took place at seneral points, in one of which, at Hamburgh,
July
9, thea._aultingpartyofwhiteswasledbyaneg'ro
justice of the peace..Nov.
21, the r('turning board
declared the republican
presidential
electors successful
by an average vote of 91,672 to 90,8,56;
most of the republican
candidates
for state offices
successful
by very similar votes; and no party
majority
iu the lower house of the legislature,
owing to the board's refusal to give any certificates
for Edgefield and Laurens
counties, where fraud
and violence were charged.
In the senate there
was a small but undisputed
republican
majority,
On the meeting of the legislature,
which was to
canvass the votes for governor,
Gov. Chamberlain used federal
troops to exclude the F_,dgefleld
and Laure.ns members from the state house. Thereupon they, with the other democratic
meml)ers,
•ixty-four
in all, formed one house, and the fifty-

nine republican
members another.
Dec. 5, the
senate and the republicans
declared Chamberlain
elected, casting out the vote of the two counties
above named: a week later the democratic house,
with part of the senate, declared Wade Hampton
elected.
IIampton
obtained
the office in April
following.
_'_ee INSURRECTION, II.)-Since 1877
there has been t)ractically
no republican
opposition
in state elections, nor, generally,
in congressional
elections.
In 1882 one republican
congressman
was seated after a contest.
In the presideutial eleclion of 1880, 58,071 republican
to 112,312 democratic votes were cast.
In the legislature
of 1882
the republicans
h:lve but two senators
out of
thirty-four,
and five repre_ntalives
out of 124.
How long this state of affairs can last is a ditlicult
question.
One answer to it may perhaps be the
restoration
in some form, by common con_,nt, of
the venerable
compromise
of 1808, which was
abrogated iu 1868. The effort to exclude property
represenlation
altogether
has resulted in tlle entire
exclusion of the popular majority from power: an
equitable division of power between the two might
possihly solve the problem. -- The roll of _)uth
Carolina
names which have reached
excepti,mal
distinction in American
politicsis
vcrylarge.
The
most distinguished
are those of Calhoun
and C.
C. Pinekney.
(See their names.)
Others are as
follows,
democrats
unless otherwise
spcciticd:
William
Aiken,
governor
1844--6, cougressm_m
1851-7; R. W. Barnwell,
congressman
1829-;1:_
United States senator
18:'d)-51. an(t a m_,mbcr (_'
the confederate
states senate 1862-5; M. L. Bonham, congressman
18.57--60, hrigadier
general ill
the confederate
a rnly, confederate
congressman
1861-_, and governor
186'2-4; Preston
S. Brook_
(se<' his name); A_danus
Burke, state judge and
chancellor
1778-1802,
and congressman
1789-91
(see CI.NCLNNATI);
Armistead
Burr, congress, man
184;_53; Andrew P. Butler, state judge 1835-46,
and United States senator 1846-57; M. C. Butler,
nvajor general in the confederate
army, an(1 United
Stales senator
1877-87;
Langdon
Cheves, congre_.sman 1811-15 (see DE_(I('RATIC P._I_TY, 111.),
and president
of the bank of the United Statc_
in 1819; William Drayton, congT_'ssman 1_2._33.
William
ttenry
Drayton,
state judge and chi('f
justice
1771-7, and aulhor
of a widely eirculated whig charge to a grand jury in April, 17";6:
Christopher
Gadsden, a revolutionary
leader, delegate to the stamp act congress
in 1765. and to
the continental
congress
1774-6; John Galliard.
United
States senator 1805-26, and president nf
the senate 1814--19 and 1820-25; James Hamiltnn.
congressman
182,3-9, and governor
1830-32 (scc
_N'UI,LIFICA'I'IO_'); James H. Hammond,
congressman 1835--6, governor
1842--4, United States senator 1857-60, and an ultra pro-slavery
author and
debater;
Wade Hampton,
governor
1876-9, and
United States senator 1879--85; R. G. Harper, federalist congressman
1795-1801
(see M.,_RYLaNI)):
Robert Y. Hayne, attorney general 1818.-22,United
States senator 182,%82, and governor
1832-4 (_.2
NULLLI_ICATIO,_); Ralph L_rd,
commissioner
to
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Tuscany 1777-9, delegate to congress 1781-3, and
United States senator 1789-95; LawrenceM
Keitt,
congressman
1853-60 (see BROOKS, P. S.), killed
at Cold llarbor in 1864; Henry Lauren_, delegate
to congress 1,777-80, minister to Ih_lland 17_)-81,
and one of the negotiators
in 1782-3; Hugh S.
Legar6, attorney general 1830-32, charg6 at Brussels 1832-6, congressman
1837-9, and attorney
general nndcr Tyler; William Lown(les, con£n'e_man 1811-22 (see DF.._IOCRA'rIC PARTY, Ill ):
George M'Duffie, congressman
1821-34, governor
1834-6, and United States senator 1842.-6; J(,hn
)Icquee, n, congrcssm'm
1849-60, and conf(-deralc
congressman
1862-4; Charles G. 5h,mminger,
confederate sccret'_ry of the treasury,
1861-4; Arttmr
5Iiddlcton, delegate to congres_ 1776-8 and 1781-3;
tlenry Middleton (ton of tile preceding'), governor
1810-12, con_,'re_man
1815--19, and minister
to
Russia1820-30;
James L. Orr, congressman
184959, confederate
senator 1862-5, governor
(ropublican) 1867_4_, and miniqtcr to Russia1872-3;
From('is W. Pi('kens, ('ongre_._m',m 1834-43, mini-ter to
Russia 1858-60, and governor
186[)-62; Charles
Pin('kncy,
delegate 1o conzre_s1777-8
and 1784-7,
and to the convention
of 1787, governor
1789-92,
1796-8 and 1806-8, United States senator
17971,¢_:)1,minister
to Spain 1803-5, and congressman
1819-21 (sec EI.EC_OnS); Joel R. Poin_ett,
congressman 1821-5, minister
to )[exico 1825-9, and
s(.erctary of war under Van Buren; "_Vm. C. Preston, United States senator
1833-42, president
of
the eolleg(; of South Carolina,
and an eloquent
Sl)Cakcr; Rot)err Barnwell Rhett (name ehangcd in
1837 from Smith to Rhett, to obtain a legacy),
congressman
1837-49, U. S. senator 1851-2, and a
leader in secession; Edward Rutlcdge,
d(.iegate to
congress 1774-7, and governor
1798-1800 ; John
Rutledgc,
delegate to congr('ss 1774-7 and 1782-3,
governor 1776-8 and 1779-82, justice of tile U.S.
supreme court 1789-9l, andappointedchicfju_tice
in 1795, but not confirmed
by the senate because
of hisintcmperate
opposition to Jay's trea_': William Smith,
federalist
congre.smau
1789-97. and
minister to Portugal
1797-1801; Thomas Sumt(,r,
a famous partisan
leader in the revolutian,
congressman 1789-93 and 1797-1801, and United _tates
senator 1801-10; Waddy Thomp¢on,
con/red.man
18:_5-41, andministcr
toMexico
1,'_42-4; and James
L. Trenholm,
confederate
secretary of the trt,aalll'y
1864-5.-- See authorities
under NORTH ('AROHXA,
GEORGIA, £-_-ULLIFICATION,
STRUCTION;
2 Poore's
Federa_ShcESbION,
a_<l State

SOUTHERN
CONFEDERACY.
]_EDErtATE STATES.)
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I. Tl_e Idea of Sovereignty.
The state is the embodiment
and personitication
i of the power of the people.
The power of the
people in its highest dignity and greatest force is
sovereignty.
-- The word sovereignty
originated
in Fr, mce, and-the idea of sovereignty was for the
first time developed
by French
science.
B(_(lin
, rai_cd it to the dignity of the fundamental
idea
of public or con-Titmional
law.
Since his time
the word sovereignty
and the itte._ have (,x(,reised
a gr(,at inIlu(.nce on the entire dcvelol)ment
of tile
constitution
of modern
stt_tes a_swell as on politics. -- I)uring
the middle
ages the expression
sm_cerai.r_,; (,_,q)r_,.,(t pot, stu,_) was used in a still
wid(.rs(,nsc.
Ev(.ry hoard orauth,)rity(.omlletent
Io give a tinal d4,(.i-i,)n, so th'tt an appc:d to a
higher authority was impo_il)h,
after such decision, was called a sovereign
board.
Tile highest
courts of justice were called c,,.rs so_cer_i/_(:*.
Thus there were a great nmnb(,r of uov(,reign offi('es and corporations
within the state.
Bu! ,.zradually this name c('a.-('d to be givez_ to mere offices
.rod positions in the different
hranehe,_ of the ad, ministration,
and it was iinally given ou]v to the
highe<t power in the st:((,;, the pow(,r which controlled the whoh,,
l{en('c the idea of sovereignty
came to have a higher m(,aning, aml to signify the
_ cone(,ntrated
ftlllm,ss of politi(':d p_w(,r or of tile
power of the st_tte. The (h.iinition of the term
_overeignty was controlh,d conq)h,tely by tilt, eentrahzing
tendency
of French
politic-, lwginning
with the sixteenth
century, and lly the ,_trug_le of
tile Fr(,nch kings for absolute pouer.
Bodin had
explained
sover(,ignty a_ absolule, perlx, tna]l)olitical power (p._:_,_u_u.e ab,so_.e et p_rp, (.rile d'u_¢
r{lmb/iq_e).
Sov(,r('i_nty
was subsequently
und(,rstood in thi_ at)¢olute scn.e.
Not only Louis
XIV., who called him-elf the state, but even the
Jacobin
(.onvcntion
of the French
repubhc
of
1793, atirihulvd
onmipo_enl
political po_er to itself. a_ Loui_ had to him.elf.
:I_oth were wrong"
in doing s(i. The mod(.rn
rcpre-entativc
state
knows nothin.g of absolute political pow(,r : aml
absolute imh,l)('nden('(' doe_ not exist anywhere
on
earth.
Neither political fret,donE nor th(' rights
of the other orffan_ and conll)onent
parts of tile
I state, are eomp_til)le
with such unlimited
sorer-

Co_stit_I{E('ON[ else
eigntyit. ; hi_tnrv
and wh(,nev('r
has c(indenmed
men have such
sought
usurpation.
to exertim_s; Lawson's
Ilistory
of" Ca_vli_a (to 1714); 2
The state itself, a_ a whole, d(x_s not possess such
Force's
Tracts; ('arroll's
Histor_co_ (b_hetions of' omnipotent'e;
for cvcn the state is limited exterSouth Gt_vlit,a (to 1776); Gibbes'
Docume_dar#
nally by tile rizht of other states, and internally
Itistory of the Revolution, chiefl.q i_ _n_th Gtroh'aa
by its own nature, by tile rights of its members,
(1764-82); Drayton's
Me_mirs of the Rrrolulhm,
as and those of tile individuals
within the state -_'elating to South Ca_vliua (1821); Rivers' l'ktrly
The ch'tracteristies
of sovereignty
arc: 1. The
History of South Carol/na; Ramsay's
History of independence
of the power of the state of all
_%uth Carolina; Chasc's Life of Lowndes; 6 Cal,w]_rordihat_,d
political or state authority.
Even
houn's Warks, 254; 10lmstead's
Cott_m Kingdom,
this independence
i_ to be under_torx1 a._ relative,
206; Simms' History vf South Caq.olina (continued
anti not as absolute.
International
law, which
to 1860); Pike's The Prostrate State (1873).
binds all states together
by common rights, is no
ALEX_ND._t JOmUSTO-'_.
more in conflict with the sovereignty
of staten

'
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than is constitutional
law, which limits the gxercise of the power of the state within the boundalies of the state.
This renders it possible for cerrain territorial states to be still considered sorerei_m states, although
in essential
things, as for
instsnce,
in their foreign
policy,
etc., they are
dependent
on the greater aggregate
state.
2. The
higbest
political or state dignity, or what the ancient political language
of Rome understood
by
the term majestas.
3. The plenitude
of political
or state power in contradistinction
to mere partial
authority.
Sovereignty
is not the sum of separate
special rights, but the political aggregate
right ; it
is a central idea with an energy similar to that of
property
in private law.
4. Further,
the sovereign power is, by virtue of its nature, the supreme
power in tile state.
Hence it follows,
that no
othe- political power within the state can be superordinated
to it.
The French seigneurs of the
middle
ages ceased to be sovereign
when they
_-ere again compelled
to subordinate
themselves
to their liege lord, the kiug, in all the essential relations of political
independence
and rank.
The
German
electoral
princes,
after the fourteenth
century, were able to claim sovereigmty
in their
territories,
because they really possessed,
in their
own right, the supreme
political authority
within
the same.
5. Tlle state being an organized body,
tile uMty of sovereignty
is accordingly
a requisite
of its well-being.
The partitio_
of sovereignty
leads in its consequences
to the paralysis or dis._o,
lution of the state, and hence is not compatible
"with the health of the state.--II.
State. ,qovereignty
(Popular ,_vereOnty)
argl Regent Sovereignty.
To
"whom does sovereignty
belong ? The different
political parties are inclined to answer this question in an entirely different sense, and science also
has to remove many kinds of obstacles, and to
overcome many prejudices,
before it can succeed
in reaching
a simple and true solution
of tile
question.-1. A widely spread opinion, particularly since tile time of Rousseau
and the French
revolution,
an._wers : To the people ; and declares
itself in favor of the principle
of the so-called
sovereignty
of the people.
But we must first inquire, What does this opinion understand
by the
" people"?
By the "people"
some understand
simply the sum total of tile individuals
wbo tlnd
themselves
brought
tog_+ther in the state ; that is,
they, in thought, resolve the stateinto
its elements,
and attribute
ti_e highest
power to tile inorganic
mass, or the majority of these individuals.
This
extremely
radical ol)inion is manifestly
in contradiction with the existence
of the state, which is
the foundation
of sovereignty.
Hence it is not
compatible
with the constitution
of any state, not
even with absolute democracy,
of which it pretends to be the foundation
; for even in an absolute democracy
it is the regular assembly of the
people, and not the atomized multitude,
that exerci_s
the state power.--2.
Still others understand by "people"
the collective,
equal citizens
of the state, who, as_mbled
in commonalties,
give expression

to their will ; that is, they under-

stand by people the sovereignty
of the demos, in
democracy.
When limited to this form of the
state, the principle of popular sovereignty,
thus
understood,
has certainly some sense and truth in
it ; it is then literally synonymous wit]_ democracy.
But even in the case of representative
democracy
the principle loses its application
in great part, because in the regular action of the state the supreme
power is not exerci_d
directly
by the citizens,
hut indirectly
by their representati_,es.
The principle is entirely incompatible
with all other forms
of the state on which it makes the strange claim
that the head of tile state should place himself on
an equality
with the meanest
citizen, and that
those governing,
being the minority, shouhl suhordinate tbemselves
to the governed, or the majority.
In the body politic this principle
assigns to the
feet the place of the head, and to the head the
place of the feet.3. It sometimes
happen_
that the two opinions arenotsharplydistinguished
from one another, but that they fade one into the
other.
The one is anarchical,
the other all_olutcdemocratic.
Their defenders,
however, maintain
theuniver_l
validity of hoth.
Yet the danger of
this theory consists
precisely in the fact, that its
recognition
presupposes
and demands in principle
the complete overthrow
of all other forms of tlle
state, with the sole exception
of direct democracy,
and the transformation
of the former into the latter.This opinion, accordingly,
has been advocated by decidedly
antagonistic
parties, but still
•(if indeed consciously)
only by those who were
dissatisfied with the existing political organization
or government,
and strove to undermine
and overthrow it.
Hence it became a terrific weapon of
destruction
in the hand of the French revolution.
Even the national
assembly, in its declaralion of
war of April 20, 1792, officially proclaimed
R[_usscau's theory : "The French nation has undouhtedly declared,
that sovcreignty
belongs only to
the people,
who, limited in the exercise of its
highest will by tile rights of succeeding
generations, can not confer any irrevocable
power ; the
nation
frankly
acknowledges,
that no tradition.
no legal decree, no declaration,
no contract, can
subject the society of men to any authority
in
such a manner
that the nation should no longer
have the right of revoking
such power.
Every
people has alone the power to give itself its laws,
and the inalienable
right of changing
its laws.
This right, in its fullest extent, belongs [,ithcr to
no one or toall."
Thesubsequcntconventi(,n
all-closed the further consequences
of this principle
after the destruction
of the monarchy.
But even
in our own days we have heard tile proclamati(,H
of the same principle at the Paris HStel dc Villc.
--In February,
1848, the constitutional
monarchs
was alullished, the republic
proclaimed,
and tlw
dictatorship
of an iml)rovised
government
al _
pointed by a similar sovereign act of the exeilcd
Parisian
population.
In an official declaration
drawn up by Lamartine himself, wercad : "Every
Frenchman
who has reached the age of manhood
is a citizen of the state,

and every citizen

is a voter.
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Every voter is a sovereign.
The law is equal, and
is absolute for all. No citizen can say to anotlmr :
You are sovereign to a greater extent than I; consider well your power; be prepared to exercise it;
and he worthy of taking possession of your lordship. "--4. The endeavors
of certain French statesmen to oppose to this ruinous idea of the sovereignty of the people (an idea which either deztroys all
constitutional
and public law, in order to .give a
foundation
to the majesty of tile state, or which
transforms
all states into democracies)
the idea of
a sovereignty
of reason and justice, were indced
well meant, but they did not prove satisfaetory. By appealing
to either reason or justice they
thought they could do away with the ahuse which
the people might make of its sovereignty.
This
notion, however, overlooks the fact that the right
belongs only to the person, hut sovereignly
only
to a political
personality,
by which it must be
exercised
according
to the principles
of reason
and justice.
To the error which recognizes
in
absolute
democracy
the only fundamental
form
of the state, we thus find opposed here another
error, the error of idiocracy,
with its well-meant
intention of guiding
the majority
of the people
by the supremacy
of an idea.
But this contradiction remains without result, because the power
of personality
is stronger
than any fiction. -- 5.
Another opinion calls the z, ztion, considered
as a
unit, and as capable of organization,
even if it be
not yet organized or only insufficiently
organized,
with its instincts,
its language and its social differences, the people, and asclSbes to the nation the
right to change the form of the state at its pleasare.
A nation has a tendency
to constitute
itself
into a people, and hence into a state (s_ _N'ATm_ALITII_S, PRLNCIPLE OF); and therefore
we must
admit that the germs of sovereignty
lie in the nation, and that the nation has a tendency to develop
sovereignty
out of them; but that it shall develop
sovereignty
is only a possibility.
(See NATION.)
Popular sovereignty,
in this sen_, or, more correctly, national sovereignty,
is accordingly
an unripe, undeveloped,
ante-state
idea, which had to
await the actual growth of states in order to be.r _ale realized in a state form. -- 6. But in a politieal sense we may and even must understand
hy
pe_eple, the ordered
aggregate
of head and merebets which we recognize as the living soul of the
personality
of the state.
In so far a.s the state appears as a person, independence,
the highest honor, the plenitude
of power, supreme
authority,
and unity, that is, sovereig'nty,
undoubtedly
belong to it. The state as a person is sovereign,
Hence this sovereignty
is called the sovereignty
of the state.
Sovereignty
does not exist before
the state, nor outside
the state, nor above the
state ; it is the power and majesty
of the state
itself.
It is the right of the whole ; and as certainly as the whole is more powerful
than any
part of that whole, just as certainly
is the soyereignty of the whole state superior
to the sovereighty of a single member within the state.
If,
through the strife of parties, language
had not
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been distorted,
it would seem perfectly
legitimate
to call state sovereignty,
as here defined, the sovereignty of the people, understanding
by "people,"
not a loose multitude of individuals,
but the polititally organized whole, in which the head holds the
highest position and has the highest duty to perform, and in which every individual
fills the place
and performs the(ask be,t suited to his nature.
In
this sense French publicists have called this sovereighty souverai_wt_ de bt nation.
But nowadays
this designation would be liable to the most deplorable misunderstandings,
and for this reason we
have preferred
the unequivocal
ext)ressinn
state
soverei_nlty.
Thisstate.sovereigntymanifestsitself
both externally
and internally
; externally
as the
self-dependence
and independence
of every single
state in respect to every other single state, and in
relation of the secular power to the church;
internally it nmnifests it._elf as the legislalive power of
the whole body of the people.
In this sense the
Englishare
wont toa-seribe sovereignty to theirparliament, at thehead of which is (lacking, and which
represents
the whole people.
Yet this is not apeculiarity of English constitutional
law, but a fundamental viewof tile constitutions
of modern represcntative
states in general, a view which does,
indeed, regard the prince as the head, and for that
very reason as a member of the people, and which
ascribes the highest actual exercise of sovereignty,
legislation,
not to tile head alone, but to the head
in connection
with the repre_ntative
body, in
other words, to the whole body of the state.
Tile
patrimonial
doctrine of the state, which regards
the state ms the property of the prince, and hence
attributes
sovereignly
only to the prince, and the
absolutist
doctrine of the state, which identifies
the state wilh the prince, and thus looks upon
state sovereignty
as princely
sovereignly,
alike
ignore the important
principle that all the power
of the prince is essentially only the concentrated
and condensed
power of the people, and that the
people and the. state continue a legalentity
despite
the downfall of princes and the extinclion of dynasties. -- 7. Besides this sovereignty
dwellingin
the whole body of the state or of the people, there
is also within the state a sovereignty of the head of
the state, to wit, the sovereignty
of (lie ruler, or,
because it is most apparent
in monarchy,
what is
called the sovereignly
of the prince.
In relation
to all other single members of thc organism of the
state, and in relation to individual
cilizens of the
state, the supreme head of the nation possesses the
highest power and occupies the highest pc_ition--a
power and position which properly belong tohim.
Thus, in English constitutional
law, the king is in
a special manner styled sovereign.
Thus, too, in
every monarchical
state, sovereignty
is ascribed to
tile monarch as such.
There is, however, no contradiction
between state sovereignty
and the sovereignty of the prince, above referred to.
Sovereignly is not divide(i, from the fact that one-half
is given to the people, and the other to the prince.
Their relation is not that of two jealous powers,
struggling for supremacy.
In both there is unity
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and plenitude of power; but it is manifest that the
_ho/e, in which the /_ad, in accordance
with its
highest position in the body politic, is included,
is superordinated
even to the head considered in
itself alone and apart from the whole.
The whole
people (the state) makes tile law, but within its
limits the head of the state moves with complete
freedom in the exercise of the supreme power that
belongs to him.
State sovereignty
is chiefly the
sovereignty
of the law; the sovereignty
of the
prince is chiefly that of government.
Where the
former is at rest, tile latter is active.
A real confilet can not easily take place between
them; a
conflict between them at all points is, in principle,
not possible; for such a conflict would be tile conflict of the supreme head considered
in itself alone
with the supreme head in connection
with the rerosining
members
of the state; that is, it would
suppose a conflict of the same person with him.
self.
While thus there is no conceivable
peace
between the democratic
sovereignty
of the people
and the sovereignty
of tlle prince, and while the
one must necessarily
subjugate
and abolish the
other, there exists between the sovereignty
of tile
state and the sovereignty
of the prince the same
harmony
that exists between the whole man and
his head. -- III. What the Sovereignty of the 8tare
includes.
1. The people,
politically
organized,
the state, has first of all, a right to the recognition
of, and respect for, its dignity and supremacy;
or,
as the Romans tcrmed
it, respect for its majesty,
Hence every serious injury to the honor, power
and even to the established
order of the Roman
state, was considered
by the Romans as a crimea
hr,aa_ majestatis. -- 2. 'l;he independence
of the
state of foreign
states is, further,
a necessary
quality
and effect of its sovereignty.
When a
state is compelled
to acknowledge
the political
superordination
of another
state it loses its severeighty,
and submits
itself
to tile sovereignty
of the latter.
Still, all subordination
of a state
does not completely
dL.,stroy its sovereignty,
because the dependence
which that subordination
implies is not an absolute
one, and because its
original
independence
and
self-dependence
reappear
in many circumstances.
In composite
states,
confederations,
federal
states and kingdoms, the individual
states, although
in certain
respects subordinated
to the whole, still, as states,
possess a relative sovereignty,
limited, not as to
its content, but as to its extent.
Thus in Switzerland they speak of cantonal sovereignty
when referenee is had to cantonal affairs, in eontradistinction to the sovereignty
of the confederation
when
reference is had to the affairs of the confederation,
Similarly in the United States and in tile German
Empire
we must distinguish
between
the severeighty of the aggregate
state (union, empire) and
that of the states belonging
to the confederation,
We can, however, speak of the relative sovereignty of- individual
states subordinated
to an aggregate state (confederation
or empire) only where
the individual
state is itself organized
as a state,
that is, where it has all the e_ential organs of a

state (legislative bodies, governments,
etc.,) and a
state life peculiar to itself; but we can not speak
of such relative sovereignty of the individual state
subordinated
to an aggregate state when it has to
the whole the relation of a mere part of that whole,
the relation
of a province, for instance.
As in
all that is relative, there is here, too, a scarcely perceptihle transition
from the one tiling to another.
Externally
the sovereignty
of tim state in our
time is ordinarily
represented
by the head of the
state, not by the legislative
body, but this rather
from motives of expediency
than from juristic
reasons.--8.
At home, sovereignty
finds its chief
expres._ion in the right of the people independently to determine
the forms of its political existenee, and, in case of need, to change them.
What
can not be conceded
to a partof the people, to the
mere majority of the people without the governmeat, undoubtedly
belongs to the aggregate
people in its political organization.
The individual
subject should not oppose the ordinances of the
people, even when his political rights are injured
by such ordinances:
for if the state is to preserve
its unity, its cohesion
and order, the individual,
in the domain of public law, must subordinate
himself
to the highest power in the state.--It
certainly
is not a matter of indifference,
in passing a moral or legal judgment
on the change,
whether
it takes place by the way of reform or
of revolution.
Reform
supposes,
first, that tile
change is introduced
by the organism empowered
by the constitution
to make it, and hence, that in
constitutional
representative
states, it is introduced
by the legislative body representing
the whole nation; that is, that it is made formally conformable
to law.
Second, that even in the transformation
of the law the spirit of the law is respected;
and
hence, that the law which it is proposed to change
or repeal, should be set aside only to the extent
that it has become obsoleteor
unsuitable,
and that
new lawshould
beallowed
to comc into force only
in so far as it seems to be mature and to have its
foundation
in the new circumstances
of the poeple's life. If either the form of the constitution
idisregarded,
or if the principle of right ire violatc'd
in the change, such an act is not reform, but rcw_lution.
The right of reform is a necessary expression of the vital energy of the state.
To conl¢',t
this right, is to deny the development
of the pet)ple, and to cause revolution_ _But
the radical
doctrine of the state also maintains tile right of th(.
people to revolution.
The idea of public law.
however,
opposes this assumption;
for rew)lution
is either a violent breach of the existing co_!it_!tion of the state, or else a violation of the princeples of legal fight.
For this reason revolutions,
as a rule, are not legal acts, although they may b("
powerful
natural phenomena which change public
law.
When the unchained
natural forc_ which
are passionately excited in the nation produce and
determine
a revolution,
the regular efficiency of
public law is disturbed.
In the face of events of
this kind, public law is powerless.
It is unable to
draw the revolution within the sphere of its norms
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and laws.
One of the greatest
tasks of politics
is
to guide a revolution
which
has broken
out into
the regular
paths
of reform
and political
order.
If the law was too weak to prevent,
or reform
too
slow to anticipate,
revolution,
neither
the one nor
the other,
nor both
together,
can now control
it.

SOYEREIGNTY
(IN U.
POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY.)

Itenee
we can speak
only by way of exception
of
a right of rcw)lution,
and only in the seiis_ of a
right of self defense
of the people,
to save its cxistcncc,
or to realize
its necessary
development,
when
the avenues
of reform
bare
been
closed,

Armstrong
& Co.. 1S785, " arc applicable to persons and to
_-tate_, moreover, from the intimate (.onnectmn
between
the state as a puliucal organism and the lerritor)
where
the laws prevail, the territory
it,ll
may be called a sn_ereignty, or the expre_ion
may be explained
in the last
ca_ with greater rea._on a._ denoting something
hehl in soyereigmTy, a pruvmee or district _hl(h i, not dcpendent.
The
first notion in the _ord was that ot being above or higher
than otherb m po_er and juri._dwtion.
Thu_, the sovereign
ruler is above all other officers or magistrates,
and above all
the individuals belonging to the imuplc. The quality of sovereignty, howe_ or. doe_- not nect'smrily imply unlimued power
or unche('ked powerl much lc_ undelcgawd
pouer.
It can
1)cused of all kingly and imlx,rial power, from that of a chief
officer of state _ ho is absolute, to the king who can do notbing _ lthout a legislative a_scmhly.
It has not, however, if
we do not err. ever been apphed to the head of a democratic
state whn._c office ceases after a term of )'ears. Fur the mo_t

The constitution
is, after all, only the external
organization
of the people.
If by tile constitution
tile state incurs
the danger
of ruin, or if by it tile
life of the people
has been paralyzed,
or the vital interests
of public
well-being
have been endangered,
the principle
of self-defense
should
be applied,
"Necessity
knows
no law."-4. State sovereign!y
embraces
the power
of making
the necessary
laws.
The legislative
power,
in the narrower
sense of the
term,
like
the constitutive
power,
flows from the
sovereignty•

of

the

state,

and

its regular revelation. -- 5.
the sovereignty
other
powers

is at

the

same

time

But furlher still,

on
of the state,
in principle,
rest all
of the state,
for which
reason
the

constitution
and legislation
limit and regulate
all
other expressions
of sovereignty.6. Irrespan_dbility.
From the higher
point of view, there really
exists
no irresponsibility
of men in regard
to their
doings
or omissions.
ment
of God of this

In fact, the
worhl
excludes

eternal
the

the irresponsibility
even
of nations.
earth,
in the destinies
and sufferings

of

judgidea of

Even
on
peoples,

this responsibility
is not unfrequently
painfully
felt.
But
it is impossible
within
a state
to establish a tribunal
before
which
tile whole
people,
or
its representatives,
as holders
of the supreme
power of the state,
can be called
to account.
If this
were attempted,
the state
itself
would
to that extent at least be subject
to this tribunal,
and thus a

S.
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This
country,
which
occupies
grealer
portion
of
the Iberian
peninsula,
includes
the Balearic
isles and the Canaries,

(See

the
and
ex-

part,
when used
it is
the superior
personat pre_nt,
in the state
or either
natron,(ffordigniU,',
else it isdenoting
used of
a ruler who can control tire policy of a nation toward other
natinns hi matter_ of diplomacy.
Thus, the king nrqueen of
h:ugland, although having, m matter of fact, an exceedingly
limited power, is called sovereign, to denote the dignity of
the office as above all others in the kingdom, or as having
constitutionally
the power to control foreign relations, a
power unchecked
in theory, yet practically not expressing
tim sovereign's
perv.onal will.--The
abstract conception of
sovereignty i_ thus unfolded by Mr. John Austin in the sixth
or hi,_ leetnres on 'The Prnvince of Jurisprudence,'
(i., p.
_6,ed.3):
'Iiadeterminatehumansupcrior,
notinthehahit
of obedience to a like superior, receive habitual obedience
from
the buik
of asoci("_y,
given society,
determinate
sovereign
in that
and the that
society
(including superior
the supc-is
rior) is a society political and independent.
To that determinate superior the other members of the society arc _)ect,'
or on that determinate
superior the other member, of the society arc
The them
mutualmayrelation
whichthe sohMst_
tween
thatdependent.
superior and
be styled
relation beof

member
would
be placed
higher
than
the body,
the part
above the whole.
But if a state,
in the
execution
of its sovereignty,
should
be responsible
to another
state,
its sovereignty
on that
acconnt

sovereign and subject, or the relation of sovereignty and subjection.'
This definition looks at fact simply, and has nothing whatever to do with right. The habitual obedlenee would
seem to be absolute, but persons called _)vereigns at the
present day have no right to reqmm habitual obedmnee exsept within a very narrow sphere
Sub3ection is now use(l, if
need at all In politics, of relations that are not personal, the
term bctng
has sovereign
left it. And
again,
few, retained
I presume,while
of the
the feudal
subjectsnotion
of the
of

would
be a limited
one, and subordinate
to the
higher
sovereignly
of the judging
state.
Only by
the further
devch)pment
of international
law, or
by a higher
political
organization
of the world,
be-

Great Britain would allow to themselves be called dependents
on the soveroign. -- But what is the 8ovcrcignty of a state?
and how does It comport with the sovereignty of a ruler? In
the intercourse
of nations,
certain
states
have all
a position
of
entire
independence
of other_-,
and can
perform
those acts

fore which
individual
sovereign
states would
]lave
to bow, as to an aggregate
empire,
could the politioil responsibility
of individual
states be organized,
It may be reserved
for the future
to realize
this

which it is posmble for any _,tate to pcrfnrm in this particular
sphere.
These same states ha_ e also entire po_er of selfgovernment, that is. of independence
upon all other states as
far
as their own
territory
and citizens
abroad exare
concerned.
_o
foreign power
or law not
can living
have control

idea_
At present
allstate
powers,
to the sovereignty

cept by convention.
This power of independent action in
external and internal relatmns constitutes
complete sneereignty.
Thisthedefinition
soverefgn which
states would
be set
inconsistent with
claim of ofsovereignty
has been
up

it is only an idea.--7.
All pariicon the contrarh',
are responsible
of tile state. -- IV.
The second

kind of sovereignty,
the
only to the head of the
ern public
law only in
arch, not the president
latter exercises
ing to modem
regarded

rights
public

as sovereign.

sovereignty
which
belongs
state, is recognized
in roodmonarchy.
Only the monof a republic,
although
the

of sovereignty,
law, a personal
_

J.C.

has, accordclaim
to be

BLU'NTSCHLI.

* "The words sovereign and sovereignty,"
says Theodore
D. Woolsey ("Poli*dcal Scienoe," etc., New _fork, Scribner,

in this country by eomnmnities called stat_, and in the treaty
of 1783 with Great Britmn called sovereign states ; which,
however, never made a treaty separately with foreihm nations,
never
belonged
separate capaclty
the community
of nations,
and iuarctheir
incapacitated
by the to
constitunon
from
performing any international
act ; and which, moreover, by
the same constitution, are precluded from doing many things
within their own territory and in the exeroise of state power,
which sovereign states do and must do. This use of the word
soverdgnty,
and, indeed, the use of the word state, shows
the poverty of political language, but ha8 helped on far
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tends over 507,036 square kilometres,
and contained, according to the census of 1860, 15,_8,000
inhabitants.
Spain had perhaps sixteen millions

with a population of over 50,000.
The following
is a list of these towns, with the number of their
inhabitants:

in 1873 --The
last general enumeration
of the
population
took place on Dec. 31, 1877, the returns
showing that at that date the kingdom,
including
the Balearic and Canary islands (" Baletires"
and
"Cantlrias,"
each considered
a province),
anti the
small strip of territory
in North Africa, facing
Gibraltar,
had a total population
of 16,625,860,
comprising
8,134,659 males and 8,491,201 females,
-- The vast majority
of the inhabitants
of Spain
are natives of the country,
the aliens being less
numerous
than in any other state of Europe.
According
to the census returns of Dec. 31, 1877,
there were at that date only 26,834 resident
foreigners,
the mass of them in four provinces,
namely,
Barcelona,
Cadiz, Gcrona and Madrid.
The number
in the province
of Barcelona
was
4,392, comprising
2.490 males and 1,902 females;
while in the province of Cadiz the number
was
3,32l, comprising
1,866 males and 1,445 females,
--The
progress of population
did not amount to
more than 75 per cent. in the course of the last
hundred
years.
In 1768 the population
was calculated to number 9,207,800 souls; in1789
it had
ri_n to 10,061,480;
and in 1797 it exceeded
12,000,000souls.
In 1820it had fallen to 11,000,000,
but in 1823 it had ag'ain risen to 12,000,000, and
in 1828 to 13,698,029.
At a census taken in 1846
the population
was found to be 12.168,774, arid it
was 16,30t,851
at the census of 1860.
Finally,
at the census of 1877 the population
amounted,
as lvefore shown, to 16,625,860, being an increase
of 324,009 in the course of seventeen years, or at
the rate of about _ per cent. per anmlm.
The
present density of population
is considerably
le_
than half that of Italy, and less than
one-third
that of The _etherlands.
-- There were, at the
census of Dec. 31,1877, fourteen
towns in Spain

Madrid ..............
Barcelona ............
Valencia
.............
Sevilla ...............
31aiaga...............
Mercia ...............
Zaragoza .............

greater evils than that of supplying false premises for sylloglares ending in secession. -- Is the sovereignty of the state

897.690 Granada .............
._19,106[ Carthagsna ..........
14-3,856
183.938J Cadiz
Xeres ................
de la F'rontera.
115,889] Palms ...............
91 8O5 I,orea ................
84.575 Yalladolid ...........

76,10_
75,908
65.028.
64,5.33
58._24
5"_._tM
52,'206

--,Nearly
46 per cent. of the whole surface of the
kingdom
is still uncultivated.
The soil is subdivided among a very large number of proprietors.
Of 3,426.083 recorded assessments
to the property
tax, there are 624,920 properties which pay from
1 to 10 reals ; 511.666 from 10 to 20 reals; 642,377
from 20 to 40 reals; 788,184, from 40 to 100 reals;
416.546, from 100 to 200 reals; 165,202, from 200
to 500 reals; while the rest, to the number of
279,188, are larger estates, charged
from 500 to
10,000 reals and upward.
The subdivision
of the
soil is partly the work of recent years, for in 1800
the number of farms amounted
only to 677.520,
in the hands of 273,760 proprietors
and 403.760
farmers.--I.
Constitution.
At" the end of the
last century there was left no tradition of the ancient cortes of Castile,
Aragon,
Valentia
and
Catalonia,
which were so powerful
during the
middle ages.
The only vestiges of them which
remained did not go beyond the empty ceremony
in which an oath was taken to the prince of the
Asturias.
--The
war of independence
roused the
Spanish nation,
which had been accustomed
to
absolute
monarchy,
from its slumber.
Deprived
of its king,s, the necessities of the time obliged it
to appoint
a regency,
which,
in order to gain
more prestige and a greater authority,
convoked
the cortes.
The deputies,
assembled
at Cadiz,
dictated
the constitution
of 1812, which was the
origin of rcpr_entative
government
in Spain.It wouht
be wdn to look on their work as the
restoration
of Spain's ancient liberties, which now
belong exclusively
to history.
Nothing
will be
found in it but an echo of the ideas proclaimed

atermemanatmgfr°mthesovereignty°fthenfler'_°rlsthe
ruler
properly called a sovereign only as representing the
state? The state stands for an untold amount of good to be
_cured to present and future generations by a just and wise
government, at the head of which the ruler Is placed. He is
&means for a great permanent end ; he dies, arid _ome one
else succeeds to him, and not by hi_ will, for the mo_t part,
but by the law of the state, lie disobeys the law, and seeks
to overtttrli it; another is substituted for him, and all things

by l,he French
revolution
of 1789.
The spirit
which reigns in it is the spirit of democracy,
as is
shown,
beyond a doubt, by the establishment
of
a single chamber and the suspensive
veto. -- Once.

goon, ltmaybe, better than before. All this shows that the
ultimate power in theory rests with the state or the imople
constituting it, and that the prince is a delegate or deputed
sovereign. This of course touches the source of his power,
and the object for whichit la granted. The power itself may
be absolute,
and the
havejust
been
made in remote
ages.
The prince
is agrant
vicar may
of God,
as receivers
of trilJ-

the liberal

ate are 'God's ministers, attending continually upon this
very thing._ But he is such because the state and its authority are from God, and because he fulfills the end for which the
helm of state is intrusted to him. If some democrats of the
French school have talked of cashmring kings, the gros_ese
of taste, and want of reverence for old dignities, were the
result of an ill use of sovereign power. If the. French kings
had felt that they were created to minister rather than to be
ministered unto, that their power, called sovereign, was delegated to them, the outrages of an extreme reaction agaimt
*hairsway might have been spared to the world."

death of Ferdinand,
an inevitable
change would
take place in the form of government.
Isabella II.
sucA3eeded him, at the age of three years, under the

On the throne again, Ferdinand
VII. re.established
the ancient r_gime pure and simple.
A military
insurrection
in 1820 restored a breath of life to
system,

which

in 1823 fell a second

time under the influence of internal
dissensions,
aided by the intervention
of France on behalf of
absolute monarchy,
on which Europe looked complacently. -- It was easy to foresee, that, with the

gamrdianship
of her mother, Maria Christina,
of
l_aples.
The infante Don Carlos, brother of the
king, and representative
of the party opposed to
all reform, considered
himself injured in his rights,
and the quarrel which ensued
tO strengthen
the new legitimiat

made it necessary
order by the sup-
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port of liberal opinions.
Still,therewasnothought
of restoring
the constitution
of 1812; it was believed that the people could be satisfied with
something le_a ; and in 1834 the royal statute was
promulgated
and a charter granted, establishing
two chambers, the one of the grandees of the hation (esta_nentopr:_ceTea), tile otherof its representatives (estamel, to tle procuradore._), to whom was
conceded not the initiative
in the drawing
up of
bills, but the simple power of deliberating
on those
which might be presented to them by the minislets, together with an altogether derisive right of
petition.--While
war desolated Spain,disorder
was
increased
by the manoeuvres of the more or le_s
ardent partisans of political progress.
In 1836,
an insurrection
having
broken
out at Granja,
Maria Christina
was forced to sign a decree l'estoring the constitution
of Cadiz until such time
as the nation, represented
in the cortes, should reject it or frame one in harmon 3" with the wants of
the time.
In 1837 the constituent
chambers were
assembled, and drew up a constitution
very similar
to that at present in force in Bel#um.
Later, tiJe
moderate party, having obtained power, undertook
to correct, according
to its doctrines, the work of
the progressive
party, and formed, with the assistanee of the ordinary
cortes, the constitution
of
1845, which, with t_ertain amendmenLs
(1857), is
the constitution
that continued
in force until 1868,
and which has a great resemblance
to the l_rench
cl_arR, amended in 1830.
X.Y.
Spain, tzfter the Re_.olutiol_ of 1868. In Septembet, 1868, a revolution
put an end to the dynasty
of the Bourbons.
The revolutionary
juntas undertook,
first of all, to secure public
order, a
necessity imposed on every well-organized
society,
It was besides necessary,
for the organization
and concentration
of oower, to establish the unity
of the governmenL
and to call on men experienced in the management
of public
business
to take the initiative
in this task.
The revolutionary
junta of Madrid,
therefore,
delegated
it* powers to Gen. Serrano,
duke de la Torre,
whom it intrusted
with tile formation
of a proxdsional government.
He did this by raising to
the first places in the state those men who had
labored for the triumpll of the revolution
by the
sword, by their words or their acts.
The provisional government
convoked
constituent
cortes,
The people hastened
to the polls; universal suffrage was for Spain an accomplished
fact.
It
was necessary,
to give a legal character
to the
general acts of the provisional
government,
to
establish a political
constitution
different
from
those of 1812, 1837 and 1845, and to bring it into
harmony with the new wants of the nation, and
the political
interests
of popular
parties.
The
cortes, in a number
of sessions,
some of which
have remained
memorable,
finished
the task
which they had undertaken,
and transformed
the provisional
government
into an executive
pOWer. _ The constitution
of 1869 was the cause
of great progress in political institutions.
The
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first title provided
for individual
liberty,
the
inviolability
of a man's domicile, and the secrecy
of letters, unless in case of offenses punishable
by law.
It also accorded the right of assembling
and of association for all purposes
not contrary
to public
morals.
Every Spaniard,
by its terms,
acquired
the right of expressing
his ideas and
opinions freely by speech, or through
tile press.
The right of petition was recognized
as belonging to all citizens except to the army.
The nalion pledged itself to maintain the Catholic religion anti its ministers.
The free praetiee of every
other religion, in public or private, within the
bounds prescribed
by the general rules of nmrality
and law, was guaranteed
to all foreigners
living in
Spain.
This provision applies to Spaniards professing a religion different from the Catholic.That constitution
guaranteed
liberty of the press,
and abolished its preliminary
censure, etc.
It allowed any one to found schools without the permission of the authorities.
An important
provision is that abolishing the requirement
of a special
permission
to summon
before the ordinary tribunals, public officials for any kind of misdemeanor.
In case of a clear and evident violation of the provisions of the constitution,it_e
official can not shield
himself against responsibtlityby
alleging an order
emanating
from his superiors.--Ever
3" Spaniard
is obliged to take up arms in defense of his countrywhenever
called upon to do so by law; to contribute to the expenses of the state in proportion
to his means ; in return he may aspire to every
office and public employment,
according
to his
merit and capacity. -- Constitutional
guarantees
can not be suspended in the whole or in any part
of the kingdom
unless by law and for a given
time, in extraordinary
circumstances,
and when
demanded
by public s'tfety.
Except in those extreme cases in which public safety might be endangertd, the government
has neither the right to
exile nor to transport a Spanish citizen, nor to remove llim farther than 250 kilometres
from his
domicile. _ It is provided
that every association,
which, by its object or by the means which it eraploys, imperils the security of the state, shall be
dissolved
by law,The constitution
recognizes
three public powers : the le_di*lath:e power, the ezecuti_:e power and thejud_i_d
power.
Sovereignty
resides essentially
in the nation, from which all
powers emanate.
The cortes make the laws; the
king sanctions and promulgates
them.
The cortes
are composed
of two legislative
assemblies,
the
senate and the congress (chamber
of deputies),
equal in power, except that the popular chamber
has the priority in all discussions
relative to taxation, public credit and recruiting.
Congress is renewed every three years, and one-fourth
of the
senate during the same period.
The cortes must
remain in session at least four months each year,
not including the time spent in organizing.
They
must be convoked
before Feb. 1. Senators and
deputies can not be arrested nor called before the
courts during the time in which the cortes are in
session, without the permission of the legdshtive
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body of which they form a part, except in case
they are taken flagrante delicto.
The cortes have
the right to appoint or to discharge,
at will, tile
members
of the court of accounts of the kingdora.
In the case in which, in accordance
with
the vote of the congress, there is occasi(m to irapeacl) a minister or a ministry,
the senate constitutes itself a court of justice.
In this case the
chamber
of deputies
chooses a commission
intrusted with conducting
the impeachment.
This
commission
and the members
impeached
may
challenge
one-third
of the _nators
called to
sit in judgment
; the latter can not be chosen
except from senators who have entered on their
duties before the impeachment
of the ministers,
-Deputies
are elected
by universal
suffrage,
Every Spaniard
aged twenty-five
years, not haying been sentenced
for any crime, is a voter, and
eligible to office.
Election
in two degrees is resorted to in the case of senators : they are nominated by commissioners
chosen by universal
suffrage, and by the members of the deT_u_atior,s or
provincial
assemblies. -- King Amadeus,
son of
the King of Italy (duke of Aosta), was elected by
195 votes in the session of Nov. 19, 1869, and on
Feb. 2 following
he made his solemn entry into
Madrid.
The same day the regent of the kingdora resigned
his powers into the hands of the
assembly,
and the king took the oath of fidelity
to the constitution
before
the president,
Don
Manuel
Ruiz Zorilla.
The cortes pronounced
their own dissolution
in their capacity of constituent cortes.
F.H.
-- Republic of 1874.
The reign of King Amadeus
lasted only until Feb. 10, 1873. A royal men, age
explained
the reason of the abdication.
On Feb.
11 of the same year the cortes accepted
the abdication,
by 256 votes against 32, and proclaimed
the republic.
A deputation
accompanied
the king
and his family to the frontiers.
M.B.
l_storation
of the Mona_'ehy in 1874, andpresent
Constitution.
At the beginning of 1874 the republie was set aside by Serrano's
regency.
In the
meantime the uprising in favorof Don Carlos had
assumed
greater
dimensions.
A dislike for the
latter, and a desire for quiet and an orderly state
of things,
rendered
the return of the younger
branch
of the Bourbons
to the throne
possible,
Alfonso
X[I., son of Queen Isabella,
and her
• husband,
Francis de Assist, was proclaimed
king
Dec. 30, 1874, and he succeeded in again restoring
the monarchy
to an orderly
state. -- The present
constitution
of Spain, drawn
up by tim governmeat, and laid before a corte_ amstituyentes,
elected for its ratification
March 27, 1876, was pro.
claimed June 80, 1876. It consists of seventy-nine
articles or clauses.
The first of them enacts that
Spain shall be a constitutional
monarchy,
the executive
authority
resting
in the king, and the
power to make the laws "in the cortes with the
king."
The cortes are composed of a senate and
congress,
equal in authority.
There are three

classes of senators : first, senators by their own
right, or senadores de derectw propio,
secondly,
100 life senators, nominated
by the crown ; and
thirdly,
130 senators, elected by the corporations
of state, and by the largest payers of contributions.
Senators in their own right are the sons,
if any, of the king and of the immediate heir to
the throne, whohave
attained their majority; grandees, who arc so in their own right, and who can
provean annual _'e_2taof 60,000 pes_.tas, or £2,400,
captains
general of the army;
admirals
of the
navy; the patriarch
of the Imlias and the arch.
bishops; the presidents of the council of state, of
the supreme tribunal, and of the tribunal of cue/_.
t_s del reino.
The eleetive scnators must be renewed by one-half
every five years, and by totality every time the king di_olves
that part of the
cortes.
The congress
is formed
by deputies
"named
in the electoral
juntas in the form the
law determines,"
in the proportion of one to every
50,000 souls of the population.
By a royal deeree
i_ued Aug. 8, 1878, the island of Cuha reeeived the
privilege of sending deputies to the cortes, in the
proportion of one to every 40,000 free inhabitants,
paying 125 pesetas, annually,
in taxes.
Members
of congress must be twenty-five
years of age; they
are re-eligible
indefinitely,
the elections being for
five years.
The deputies can not take state office,
pensions and salaries ; but the ministers
are exerupted from this law.
Both congre_ and senate
meet every year.
The king has the power of
convoking,
suspending
or di_olving
them; but in
the latter case a new cortes must sit within three.
months•
The king appoints
the president
and
vice-president
of the senate from memhers of the
senate only.
The king and each of the legislative
chambers
can take the initiative
in the laws• -The constitution
of June 30, 1876, further enacts
that the king is inviolable, but his ministers are
responsible,
and that all Ills decrees
must be
countersigned
by one of them.
The cortes must
approve his marriage
before he can contract it.
and the king can not marry any one excluded by
law from the succession
to the crown.
Should
the lines of the legitimate descendants
of Alfonso
XlI.
become extinct,
the succession
shall be in
this order : first to his sisters ; next to his aunt,
and her legitimate
descendants;
and next to his
uncles, the brothers of Ferdinando
VII., "unless
they have been excluded."
If all the lines become
extinct, "thenationwillelectitsmonareh."_Tlw
executive
power is vested, under the king, in a
council of ministers of nine members.
F.M.
--II.
Adminigt_'ative
Organization.
The administration has been entirely remodeled
since 1868 :
centralization
has given place to sdf.governmel_t.
The government,
the provincial
assemblies
and
the municipalities
(ayuntamien_s)
constitute
the
three degrees of the administration.
The government, in conjunction
with the cortes, administers
and executes the laws. The provincial assem bli_s
have within their jurisdiction
benevolent
instimtioos, prisons, education, roads, canals; they have
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the initiative in all projects of public utility within their respective
boundaries.
The munlcipalities, with tlucir juntas
of associates, have within
their jurisdiction
the tribunals of the justices of
the peace, the collcges and free universities,,and
the levying of taxes ; and arc really sovereigns
within the limits fixed by the law. -- Tile constitution of 1869 has defined these limits by regulating
the laws creating
these different
bodies, according to the following
principles.
1, the government and management
of the local affairs of the
province by local provincial
corporations;
2, pub,'icily of the se_ions
of each corporation;
3, the
publication
of budgets, financialmanagement,
and
the most important
decisions;
4, intcrfercncc
by
the king, or, in default of the king, by the cortes,
to prevent the provincial
and municipal
asscmblies from cxceedingthcir
powers, tothe prejudice
of general and permanent interests;
5, verification
of their resources arising from taxation, to prevent
the provinces and the municipalities
from coming
into opposition
with the financial
systcm of the
_tate. _ Municipal
assemblies,
elected by universal suffrage,and
whose councilors elect the alcalde,
previously appointed by the governors or the king,
may establish
hospitals, almshouses,
lying-in-hospitals and colleges, and regulate everything
capa/ale of contributing
to the scientific, industrial and
progressive
movement of the locality. -- The provincial assemblies
form a species of congress,
Provinces,
whose
population
does not cxcced
150,000 inhabitants,
have twenty-fivedcputies,
and
,one more for each 10,000, up to 300,000; those
which reach this figure have forty deputies, and
an additional
one for every 25,000 inlmbitants;
those which have 500,000 inhabitants
have fortyeight deputies, and an additional
one for every
,50,000 inhabitants.
Permanent
provincial
cornmissions are chosen from these assemblies,
and
renewed
every year.
Provincial
assemblies hold
two sessions, one in the month of April, and the
other in November,
to regulate and discuss the
budget, to balance the preceding
budget, and to
perform all acts within
their competence.
The
permanent
commission
has charge of the execution of the decisions
of the assembly,
decides
urgent questions
which may arise in the interval
,of the sessions, on condition
that these dccisions
shall be submitted
to the approval of the provincial a:_embly at its earliest meeting.
The provincial a_semblies, as well as the municipal
courtoils, can exercise their functions
only within the
precise limits assigned
them by the laws.
The
wants of each province,
not within the exclusive
jurisdiction
of the state, are regulated by the provincial assemblies.
Those which are special to
each municipality
are within the jurisdiction
of
the municipal
councils. -- Political
questions are
forbidden
to the two assemblies.
Consequently,
the government
has a representative
in each provthee, the civil governor, to prevent the municipal
and provincial
assemblies
from exceeding
their
powers.
Tim functionary,
essentially
political,
and liable to be removed by th_ govexament,
super,

vises, in its name, the execution of the laws, and
presidcs over the provincial
assemblies.
He has
power to suspend their decisions,
rendering,
at
the same time, an account of his acts to the government, which, on the advice of the council of
state, confirms or rejects his decrees of suspension.
The civil governor has, within his sphere of action,
political affairs, the public safety, the postal scrvice and telegraphs,
economic establishments
(agricultural,
industrial,
commercial
and others), custom house guards for th_ _prevention
of fraud, the
civil guard for the protection of persons, and the
inspectors charged with the maintenance
of public
ordcr.
VVe thus see that in the civil order no
functionary
has so much powcr and responsibility
as the governor. -- There are in Spain 9,361 municipal districts, with an equal number of counoils.
There are as many provincial
assemblies
as
provinccs,
with the exception of the Basque provinccs, which, in virtue of the.ir fueros (franchises),
have ageneral assembly that is rcnewed every three
years.
These fueros werc confirmed in 1839, at
first by the general-in-cl_ief,Baldomero
Espartero,
prince of Vergara, afterwaxd by the national cortes.
They (thefueros,
or franchises) consist in tim cxeruption from personal tax, from the tobacco monopoly and from stamped
paper.
They compensate for the exemption from customs by a voluntary gift of three millions of reals each year, for
eyeD'thing
which these provinces
import or export without being subject to govcrnmcntal
inspection. -- Navarre also possesses franchises (fueros)
which were limited by the law of Aug. 16, 1841
since that year this province is subjcct, like others,
to a direct tax.-One of the most important
privlieges enjoyed
by the Basque provinces
is the
exemption from military service.
But, when the
country has to carry ou a national war, they are
obliged to furnish a division, armed and eqtfipped
at their own expense, to defend the honor of the
Spanish flag, which thcy did in the African
war
and the Cuban exit.dillon.-Public education,
in
so far as it rclatcs nOt only to clementary
instruction but to middle-clans schools, is placed entirely
in charge of the municipal
cotmcils and the provincial as_mblies.
It is truc thatthe
law requires
conditions
of fitness for the masters and professors, but it is the a._emblies which pay them. The
state reserves to itself the universities,
the high
schools and special schools, without
prejudice
to
e_tablishments
of the same kind, founded to cornpete with those of the state, by virtue of freedom
of instruction.
The clergy
maintain
seminaries
for the instruction
of young men intended for the
priesthood.
-- III. Judicial
Orga_2ization.
The
judicial
organization
corresponds
to the requirements of civil and criminal
justice.
Its tribunals
are classified as follows:
1, municipal tribunals,
or
justiccsof
thepeace;
2, tribunalsof
the firstresort;
8, courts of appeal; 4, supreme court (court of cansation).
Justices of the peace are intmlsted with
all registers of the civil state and of marriages.
Formerly,
marriage
was exclusively
canonical,
and could only be contracted
before the priest of
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the parish and witnesses.
The proclamation
of
civil liberty has authorized
civil marriage contracted before the municipal
officer, leaving to
Catholic couples the right of converting
the civil
contract into a sacrament at the church.
Disputes
of voluntary jurisdiction
are brought in tile first
instance before justices of the peace, whose duty
it is to conciliate
the litigants.
No ca._e can be
brought before the tribunals
without having been
submitted
previously
to the tribunal
of conciliation.
Judges of courts of first resort decide all
civil and criminal
questions,
concerning
which
they pronounce
decisions, supported
by reasons
and considerations.
.dt_dience.s are courts of appeal, before which are brought
the decisions and
sentences of the lower tribunals,
and which have
to pronounce
opinions
in criminal
cases.
The
supreme court of justice, or court of cassation, de.
cides questions
of jurisdiction,
appeals in cassation, and abuses of power; and fixes the common
law of the laud by its decisions, published
in the
official journal of the government.
There arc fifteen aud&nce_ (courts of appeal), 548 tribunals
of
the first resort,
and as many of justices
of the
peace as there are districts administered
by alcades.
--Individual
rights being incompatible
with the
policy of prevention,
it was necessary
to replace
the latter by the repressive
system,
which can
only he properly exercised
by tribunals
to insure
all the certainty
and publicity
which the legal
proceedings
and the judicial
decisions
require,
The organic
law of the tribunals,
voted by the
constituent
cortes, in establishing
a new system,
the system of the .municipal
tribunals,
courts of
investigation,
courts of apportionment,
courts of
appeal, and the supreme court, separated
the magistracy of the bench from that of the public pro_cutor, by conferring
permanence
of tenure on the
former.
The progressof
juridicalscience
and the
organization
of justice inother countries rendered
this classification
and this distinction
between
magisterial
functions
necessary.
Every judicial
sentence
must
be pronounced
in open court,
Trial by jury exists in Spain.-The court
of
accounts,
whose members are chosen by the cortes, is charged
with auditing
the accounts
of
the state, the provinces
and municipal
districus,
when the amount
reaches
a given sum.
This
court
is placed
under
the supervision
and inspection
of tlie two legislative
assemblies,
and
no deputy
or senator
can be. a member
of it.
Jurisdiction
in case of disputes
between
the administration
and private
persons,
formerly
belonged to the provincial
councils and the council
of state; it belongs now to the authority
of the aud/enczs, and to the fourth chamber of the supreme
court of justice. -- The army is subject to aspeciai jurisdiction
for offenses and misdemeanors
committed
by the accused in their military capacity.
Jurisdiction
belongs, according
to the case,
either to a council
of war, or to the supreme
council. -- The tribunal
of the rots takes cognizance of all ecclesiastical
or religious cases which
concern Catholics or minister_ of worship, _ IV,

_/ca/
Organ_z_m.
The ecclesiastical organization consists of the papal nuncio, who is not
only the representative
of the holy see, but also
president of the tribunal of the rots; the archbishop and bishops, chapters and parishes. The archbishops of Spain are nine in number.
The archbishop of Toledo is considered
primate of the
church.
The transmarine
provinces
have two
archbishops,
one at Santiago de Cuba (Havana),
and the other at Manilla (Philippine
islands). The
peninsula has forty-four
suffragan
bishops, Cuba
two, Porto Rico one, and the Philippines
four.
Ecclesiastical
administration
is the only one which
does not correspond
to the civil divisions
of the
country ; it has retained
its ancient
boundaries.
Certain provinces
contain three or four bishops;
on the otherhand,
there are provinces which form
parts of several bishoprics,
and certain bishoprics
have parishes in four, five and even eight different
provinces.
The number of parishes
is 19,397 in
Spain, and 603 in the transmarine
provinces;
altogether, 20,000 parishes.
According to the new
concordat,
eight bishoprics
were suppressed,
and
two created, one at Madrid, the other at CiudadReal. -- The budget of public worship amounts to>
about fifty millions of francs.
The cortes, with
the view of reconciling
the interests of the tressury with the wants of the church, decided that
the municipalities
and the provincial
deputations
should hear a part of the expenditures
for worship and the salaries of clergymen ; the state contributed
its share by an annual subsidy of thirty
millions
of francs.
The ecclesiastical
cxpcnditures in each parish are not to exceed 2fr. 50 cent.
for each inhabitant.
When this sum is exceeded,
the state pays the difference. -- The chapters are
organized
in the following manner : a dean, four
canons in office, a greater or less number of canons
freely elected by the crown, the pope or the prelares, and, finally, beneficed
canons appointed
in
each cathedral
according to the needs of worship.
The seminaries
for the higher education
of the
clergy are supported
by the chapters.
There are
religious corporations
in Spain devotedexehlsively
to civil education
; such are the Escolapian Fathem.--Theclergyenjoy
the same political rights
as other citizens.
Priests may express their ideas
freely, by speech or through
the press, may take
part in all associations,
and vote in the electoral
colleges.
If guilty of any misdemeanor,
theyare
tried in accordance
with the provisions
of the
penal code ; offenses against
canonical
rules are
tried by prelates.
The statc does not interfere in
affairs of the church, except when they are of a
nature to affect public tranquillity
and with a view
to the legitimate
defense of national
institutions.
The constituent
cortes of 1869 subjected
ecclesiasties to the oath which is considered
a condition
preliminary
to the payment of the salaries assigned
them as public functionaries.
The clergy not
wishing, in the great majority of cases, to submit
to this formality,
the payment of these ecclesiastica] salaries was suspended,
According
to the
terms of the new law on the clergy and worship,
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the oath of allegiance
to the fundamental law of
the kingdom was declarednecessary,
FAUSTLNO

H_ERNA_NDO.

--V.
Public Charitg.
From remote ages numerous institutions,
established
and maintained
1)y
Christian
charity,
existed in the peninsula.
In
tile thirteenth
century the knights of the order of
St. James had hospitals for the pilgrims visiting
the .tpostle-patron
of Spain, and the first monk._
dispensed
a generous
hospit'dity.
Later, alms
amt rich legacies furnished
the means of founding great hospitals,
which the bishops supported
so freely with their revenues
that these revenues
could be considered
as savings banks for the poor.
At present, charity is regulated
in Spain by the
law of June 20, 1849, supplemented
by general
regulation.
Charity is considered
as public when
it is supported
by the revenues of the slate or the
product
of taxation,
and a_ private when it is
carried on exclusively
at tile expen_
of foundations.Public establishments
are classed as gcneral, departmental
and conlmunal.
General establishment.s
are those for theinsane,deaf mutes,
the blind,and the incurable. The law puts hospitals,houses of refuge,lying-inhospitalsand
foundlinghospitalsin charge of tiledepartments;
and small hospitals,
provisionalalmshouses,ambulances,domiciliaryaid and asylums incharge
of thecommunes.
According tothe law of June
20, 1849,the stateis obliged to support at least
two hospitalsforthe blind,two fordeaf mutes,
and cightcenfor incurablesand the infirmold.-The generaldirectionof publiccharitybelongsto
tlm ministryof the interior
(de'
gober_acion);
itis
exercisedthrough the agency of the governors
(prefects)
and councilsof provincialand communalcharity. At Madrid thereisa centralgeneral
council. The departmental and localcouncils
supervisethe administrationof hospitals,
public
as wcll as private,and report violations
of the
law tothe govcrnors. Itistheirduty toaudit the
annual accounts and budgets, and provide for
deficits in case of nece_ity.-Private as well as
public charitabh _ institutions
arc subject
to such
visits as the president of the central council or the
governor may prescribe.
They are obliged to report their economic condition,
and all papers and
documents
which
concern
their administration,
* The national church of Spain i',the Roman Catholic, and
the _ hole population of the kingdom, with the exception of
about60AD0per_,ons, adhere tothesame faith. According to
articlctwetveoftllecoustltutionof187t;,arcstrict_xlliberryof
"worshipmallowed to Protestants; but it has to be entirvly in
private,
all public
annotmeements
of enacts
the same
forbidden.
The constitution
likewise
thatbeing
"the strictly
n,*tion
binds itself to maintain the worship and ministt'r_, of the
Roman Catholic religion." Rcsolutious of former legbdatire bodie_, not repealed in the cons_itutiol_ of 1876.settled
that the
of the
established
churchreturns
arc tobud
be before
mainrained
by clergy
the state.
According
to official
"the cortes in July, 1876,the number of places ot worship
and schools of Spanish Protes:tants were as folh)ws : fiftythree places of worship; ninety schools, with 2,500enrolled
members, and 8,000attendants at service on Sundays at the
"varlouSIant
education.Chapels;--8'000F.
M.Children"The poorest receive Protes-
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Bishops have also the right of visitinginstitutionsof charityinthcirdioceses,
and of reporting
such ob_rvations to the governorsor to the cen.
tral council a.s these visits suggest to them.Tile
functions
of the. committees
of administration
and of the councils of supervision
of charitable
institutions
are performed
gratuitously,
except
those of the secretary.
There are also committees of ladies for foundling
hospitals and lying-in
hospitals, and brotherhoods
for the assistance of
the poor.--The
rc,,,ources of institutions
of charity consist of the revenues
from their property ;
and when theqe are ._old, of the interest on state
bonds, as well as ahns, gifts, legacies, collections
and grants voted in the general budgets, departmental a_ well as commuual.
The government
has the right to create or suppress
institutions
of
charity, lint only 'fftcr having taken tile advice of
the committee of supervision
of the department,
of the central
council and the council of state.
There is reason to believe that the sum employed
by private
charity greatly
exceeds the total of
public charity.
Cot;_T DE I_IPALDA.
--VI. Public!nstrucffon.Spain attractedattcntion,in the middle ages,by her love for the sciences,and the successwith which they were cultirated inherancientuniversities.Salamanca was,
with Paris,Oxford and Boulogne, one of thegreat
lightsof Christiancivilization.
Universities
constituted,
in Spain,a speciesof scientific
and literary municipalities,
as the guilds did industrial
and commercial municipalities.Kings founded
some, endowed others,protectedall,recompensing _ itha liberal
hand theirmastersand doctors,
and placingthem by honorable privileges
in the
same rank with the nobility.In consequence of
the powerful influenceof thecourt of Rome and
the eclatand great honor and profitattachingto
ecclesiastical
studies,
insmaction h'td falleninto
the hands of the clergy,and, in the collationof
academic grades,the pontifical
authoritywas on
a levelwith thatof the king. At tileperiod of
the politic'd
regeneration
of Spain, the governmeat undertook
the secularization
of studies, by
opcning the universities
to modern
sciences, and
al)t),)inting
lay profes._ors.
The bishops,
ncverthcless, retain(,d an indirect right of intcrfcrence,
as guardians
of the purity of the faith and of
good moral_ -- There
are lhrcc grades
of instruction
: t)rimary,
intermediate,
and acadcmic instruction.
The first is supported
mainly
by tile ay¢tnta_l_[e_1/_Js (municipalities),
which are
obliged to support
one or more schools for boys
and girls, in proportion
to their population
and
resources.
Every agglomeration
of persons, consisting of more than 500 souls, nlu,_t have a school
for boys completely orgauizcd,
and a school for
girls.
Those v,'hi('h do not reach this number are
grouped together to form ,'rdistrict, provided with
an elementary
school.
The goverunlent
devotes
a certain sum each year to aid poor municipalities.
Thc law declares a.s "civilly obligatory"
the rnoraJ
duty of parents, guardians
and trustees to give
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their children or their wards primary instruction
from the age of six to nine years, charging
the
alcades or mayors to see to thi_. Ordinarily
instruction
is paid for ; it is gratuitous
only for the
children
of parents too poor to pay the small fee
charged.
No one may perform
the duties
of
teacher without
having obtained a diploma given
by the government
on receiving
specific guarantees of capacity and morality ; this applies alsoto
private
schools.
The law favors
the establishment of asylums
(t_rr,dos)
and institutions
for
the blind, and for deaf mutes.--In
1867 there
were about 22,000 public schools (including
1,021
schools for adults and 282 asylums),
with more
than 1,200,000 pupils ; and 4,218 private schools,
with 198,943 pupils.
Of these 1,400,000 pupils,
there were 850,000 boys anti more than 550,000
girls.
In 1872 Spain lind, for primary instruction,
24,144 public and 4.188 private schools, forming
a total of 28,332. attended
by 1,425,3"_9 pupils of
both sexes, about 9.1 per cent. of the inhabitants,
-- Intermediate
instruction
is giw'n in institutes
founded
in each capital of a province,
and in
every other city which has obtained
the authorization of the central power to establish such an institution.
These cities must have shown the convcnience and feasibility of founding
such an institute, and that tlwy have satisfied the law_ relating
to primary
in,_truction.
There are also institutes
founded
and directed by private
persons, according to the laws and regulations
of the state, for
this degree of instruction.
The following
figures
are official.
The mmlber of student,; in the sixtyfive colleges and in,_titutes were: in _865-6, 10,164;
1866--7, 6,688; 1867_, 6,385;in privatcinstitutions,
during the same years : 13,576, 18,335, 18,903 pupi/s; home instruction
was enjoyed by 2.695, 1.936,
3,410 pupils.
Secondary instruction
has forty-six
official and a great numberof
frccestabli_hments,
with 20,000 students. -- Academic studies are putsued in the universities
under the immediate
direction of the deans and rectors appointed
by the
]lead of the state.
There are ten universities
in
Spain--an
excessive number,
difficult to reduce. /
because
defense,

each finds
either
in itscertain
past glories
good

justice.
Each of the universities
has a number
of faculties;
that of Madrid, in the centre of the
country, thc first in Spain in dignity and splendor,
has them all; it ahme is able to continue or extend
studies which qualify one for the degree of doctor.
University
studies are pursued only in state
institutions.
The whole number of students was,
in 1866, 16,545;
in 1867, only 12,104;
in 1868,
12,260,
In 1872, 12,2_9 students received matriculation in the univcr,_itics OI the _tate. -- There
higher
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--VII.
Finances.
The constitution
of 1869 provided, that, in the ten days following
the opening
of the cortes, which takes place Feb. 1 of each
year, the budgets
of receipts
and expenditures
shall bc presented, and that in no case, an(] under
no pretext, shall any payment
be made. unless authorized
by law, and ordered
by the minister
of
finance.
All the laws relative to public receipts
and expenditures
are considered
as forming a part
of the budget, and arc published
under the _me
heading.
All the discussions
to which it give_
rise, and, in general, all the questions in which the
interests of tax payers are involved,
must be firct
laid before the chamber of deputies,
and, in cace
of disagreement
between
it and the senate, tile
opinion of the chamber prevails. -- As it may happen that the cortes can not always discuss and approve the budget and auihorize
the collection of
taxes, either on account of the numerical in_ufficiency of the deputies
present, or in consequence"

means
or its distance
of self- i other
of the cause
closingdependent
of the legis]ative
on circumstances,
session,

from every other literary centre; in the number of
people who surround
and frequent them, or in the
wishes of the cities in which they are situated,
and which consider them as property
belonging to
them and which can not be removed without
in-

are, besides,

macy and the 7_to_-_do.
To the second, those of
commerce,
navigation,
veterinary
art, overseers
(maestre.s de o&'a_), mechanics
(aparejadores)
and
surveyors;
and, finally, there are normal schools.
-- Such is a picture of public instruction
in Spain,
according to the law of Sept. 9, 1857.
It is cornpleted by the protection
and subsidies given to the
academia,
libraries, archives
and museums, as a
means of promoting
the progress of science.
The
govcrnment
supports the ten universitiesand
other
institutions
of public utility;
the provinces
and
municipalities
contribute
1,500,000 reals to the
maintenance
of the archives and libraries, and to
the development
of higher and professional
education.
The sixty-three
subsidized
institutions
of
secondary
education
cost 7,560,000 reals.
The income from academic
dues amounts
to 1.260,000
reals, the rents to 900,000, and the deficits covered
by the provinces
and municipalities
to 5,400.000
reals.
The treasury spends two nfillions of reals
in subsidies to provincial
institutions
and special
schools, as well as for archives and libraries.*

and professional

the first belong the schools of bridges
of mines, agriculture,
industry,
fine

studies.

To

and roads,
arts, diplo-

orthe
for conany

* It wan found, at the general censu_ of 1860,that of the
total population of the kingdom, there were 2.414,015men
and 715,906women able to read and write; 316,557men and
389,Oll women able to read, but not to write; and tbat all the
mat. upward of 5,000,000 men and 6,000.000women, (.o_lhl
neither read nor write. A.t the preceding census, of 1846,the
total number of persons of both sexes, able to write, wa_
found to be no more than 1,2"21,001,
while the total mm_b_'r
able to read war*only 1,898,$kq8,
or considerably less than onefifth of the population.-- In 1678 there were stated to be
29_600_hooM m _pain for primary education, with 1,611.000
puptla. Jlliddle-class education is given in fifty-eight pubhc
colleges, by 757 protest,ors, to 18.881 pupils. In first-ela_._
education the moot remarkable feature is the large number
of law studel_ts, namely, 8,755 in 1859-60,tlivided among ten
faculties. Therewere. at that datc, ten faculties of literature
andphflosophy, with!_,94studenta; seven faculti_aof_eieneeS.
wltn 1,ti; four facultlt'B of plmrmacy,
with Md; seven fatalties
with all,
1,718;
andstudenta.
six facul¢lea
theology.
withof_9medicine,
stUdentS-in
8,181
The of
expenditure
for public educat_ton by the government amounted, on the
averageof th_lastyears, toratherlessthau,_50,000.--F.hI"
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stituent cortes have decided, that, if deputies and
senators, havingmettogetheratthcplaceappointed
by the constitution,
neglect to vote the taxes, the
receipts and expenditures
shall be made in accordance with the conditions
established
by the hudget
of the preceding
year -- This provision has been
criticised.
Many think that it destroys
the constitutional
principle, according to which no one is
obliged to pay a tax not voted 1)y the cortes, or
the collection of which does not take place according to the forms prescribcd
by law.
"Act.ording
to the same principle,
every public functionary,
who seeks to exact or exact_ payment of a tax not
regularly authorized,
is liable to the l)unisinnent
provided
for il'tcgal cxactions."
There arc al_o
persons who consider this provision
contrary
to
the rights of legislative
l)ower.
But on examining the question
di_imssionatcly , it is clear that
this article is simply a complement
of the fundamental law, anti is applicable only in cases, really
very rare, in which the cortes could not or wouhl
not vote the taxes and authorize
their payment,
]n other words, it is a law dictate(1 by foresight,
a conditional
law, to meet cases in which the articlc of tile constitution
in que.-tion can not be carried out.
It is in no way Ol)l)(_se(l to the prcrogatires of the torte% its action i_ to avoid continuing
political parties in puwcr indefinitely;
it c-tahli_hc_
merely a common rule for the administration,
the
government
and the country,
so tllat thc-c thrt.e
moral powers
may alw%vs continue
living and
active.
The administration
make_ its action felt
in all parts of tile social hotly, the govcrmuent
supervises
all, and the country pursues its lai)ors,
tructing contidently
in the. tmhlic powers. -- But
to return to tim budget.
Each ministry fixes the
budget of the expenditures
of its own department,
anti presents
it to the minister
of financc_, who
alone has authority
to lay it before the eerie% ae('Oral)anted by a statement
of the recoil)IS, that i_
to say, the mean, of meeting all obligations.
The
hutlgct is divi(icd into two part_: thc o_uli_,_tryand
the cxtrctordimlrg.
The first includes the cxpen(litures and receipts wliich have a permanent
char_cter, though their amount may be vari;_ble
The
second includes the transient or temporary rcceipt_
and expenditures.
They are both dirt(led into
chapters,
comprising
all accounts of the same nature, and then divide(1 into as many hea(lin._,2s as
are nece._ary for tlle determination
of all details,
As regards the I)ud_ct, there are general and constant rules, sanctioned
by time anti by the laws.
1, tile government
(:an neither suppress nor modify
the receipts voted by parliarncnt,
nor dccrcc ncw
ones; 2, it can not apply funds to any other use
than that determined
by the law ; 3, the budget
extends over one veal from July 1 to June 80, inelusive; accounts*rcmain
open for the following
six months, for final settlement,
for the collection
of outstanding
sums, and the expenditures
voted
for the said _rear; 4, in ctmc it i_ nec*essary to incur
expenditure
for which the legislature has provided
no credit, or when the sum granted is insufficient,
the government
must, ha the former case, ask the
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cortes for an extraordinary
credit, and, in the latter, an additional credit, stating the means of coyering it; 5, if the cortes are not in session, and if
the expenditure
for which a credit has not been
voted has a character of urgency, the government
may authorize it, on its own responsibility,
either
I)y transferring
a credit from one chapter to another in the section to x_hich the exlx.nditurc
belongs, after having first infornle(t
the financial
se('tion of the council of state of its action, and
(tcli])erated upon it in the council of ministers,
or
by an extraordinary
or a supplementary
credit,
eovt,red (tile council of state consenting)
by the
fund of the floating debt of the treasury;
6, the
government
is obliged to lay 1)eforc the cortes, during the first month of the s(,_si(m, a bill approving
the cre(lit_ made (luring their absence:
7, every
head of a del)artnaent, and every functionary,
to
whatever ('lass he may behmg, i_ responsible to the
treasury for every amount paid be) end the credit
granted;
8, payment._ are made every month, after
the approval of the council of minis(cry.
Besides
these financial rules recommon(lcd
by legislation,
there are other,_ _ hoce utility lms been recognized
in r(,cent ycar_,and which lmve at ])r(._ent the force
of law.
Th(,y are the following.
1, in each law
rclatin_ to the finances, the sum which the floating debt of the tr(,a._urv shouht rea('h during the
year must be indicated in prc('i.,e manner--it
constitute% ordina_'ily, the thil(l of the gencr'd budget; 2, the government
should transmit to thecourt
of a('eount_ all the (tocumcnts
drawn up for the
purpose of procuring
fun(l_, so that if the court
(li-('overs tmv illegality in them, it may report such
irregularity
iumlediately
to the cortc_; 3. the same
court has It) ex:.tlnine the grant or grants of credit,
and give its opinion
on their h,Kality.
Th(" rainisters are recpon.-il)le, and ave subject to criminal
i)ro-ecutiou
for any eolh, ction of money not authorize(1 by the c(_rte¢. E_tch miui_t(,r ordel_ the
expemiitures
of his own (h,l)artment ; but the ordcrs for payment
are made by the mini.,ter of
finance, except .-o far as concerns the exl)cnditures
of Ill(; miui.,try of war and marine, c(,n-i(lcred as
military bodi(,,.
These t_o mini,tri(._ are re_ponsible for all payments
unduly made, unless the
mini,try of finan('e declares them valid.
_Nocourt
can issue a writ of fltta('hnient or an execution on
fundsof
the state, either capital or interest.
Every
sum duc by the state, reeo,..,nized and audited, the
payment of which is not demanded for five years,
is confiscated to the l_nefit of the treasury.
RvIz GO,fEZ.
-- There have been no accounts of tim actual public revenue and expenditure
of the kingdom
published since the year 1870-71, but only budget estimates.
These differ, a.s will be seen from the
subjoined
tabular statement,
giving the budget
estimates
of five financial
peritxls, to an extent
such as to allow not even an approximate
judgment of the real receipts
and disbursements.
There are, indeed, accounts of public revenue and
expenditure
published
monthly ; but the public
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accounts have not been approved by parliament
since 1865-7; and the tribunal de ¢uentas has not
audited the accounts later than 1868-9.
According to official returns, the following were the estimated revenue and expenditure
for the financial
years 1877-8°:
YEARS.

I llevenue. Expenditure

__
1877-8.............................
187"8-9 ...........................
1879-80............................
W,8o-fil..........................

future.
He proposed, as seen above, a budget for
1882-3, with a revenue of 782,997,225 pesetas, and
an expenditure
of 782,639,250
pesetas.
Efforts
were made again, in preparing the budget for
1883-4, to adopt extraordinary
means to increase
the revenue,
but without
satisfactory
results.
Tile large and constantly
increasing
annual deftcits, dating from the reign of Queen Isabel, were

l_____t__
covered, partly by loans, partly by extraordinary
1736.00e,(_i0] 7:i5.7_).000 taxation (such as "exemptions
from military servI750._"J0.'e02
75:kt77.f4k5 ice," figuring in tile budget of 1874-5), and partly
Id%7714.478,
vA_ 80_i,SP_),_0
_,"9_.r,._o.,'_.2 836_5_ I_
national
property,
formerly belongto churches,
convents and monasteries.The
i 7_'_°'0t_ I 7_'26,-_o,00o ing
by the
sale of
following
is a statement
of the Spanish
debt on

l_l-z .............................

--The
following are the budget
year ending June 30, 1888 :
I_EVENUE.

estimates

Direct taxes .....................................
Indirect taxes ...................................
Customs ........................................
Stamps and excise ..............................
lRevenue from national property .................
Various .........................................
Total .......................................
EXPEN'DITURE.
Civil list ........................................
Cortes ..........................................
Public debt .....................................
Indemnities and pensions .......................
_imstry of president of eotmcl/ .................
Mlnistryofforeignaffnirs ........................
Mmi_.try of justice .............................
Mmk, tryofwar .................................
Ministry of marine ..............................
Ministry of interior .............................
Minie,try of public works ........................
Ministry of finance ..............................
State monopolies ................................
Various .........................................

for the

Sept. 1, 1881:
Pesetsa.
5 per cent. consolidated, due to United Smtee
8,000,0_0
3
"
cone-olidated, due to Denmark ....
3,250,000
F_seta_.
l
"
external debt.....................
4,092,_.q.000
230,979,0tD 1
"
internal debt ......................
8,245,160,194
164,4(19,000 1
"
bonds Inscribed in favor of eorpo.
115,4"o8,000
rations ..........................
20.784.433
221,535,000 1
"
bonds inscribed in favor of clergy.
14,.382,006
28.8C_0.._9.,52
"
bonds for public works ............
21,578.000
21,706,0_ 2
"
subventions to railways ...........
614.4(19.000
Old debts convertible into mterna.l 8 per cents.
204.fi¢88,1,"5
78_.,997,225 o per cent. external redeemable debt ...........
?,,M.40"2.000
2
"
internal redeemable debt ...........
471,fi47,821
Pesetas.
1
"
bills ...............................
170,3_6
9.S00,000 Arrears .......................................
9,567,895
1,859,'r2"508 per cent. securities of guarantees ............
2,1_i,486,°-50
_,0'._._6
Total .....................................
12.503,_7,576
47.750,065
1,101,600 -- In a report of the government
of the king A13,580,900 fonso XII., dated July, 1875, it was stated that
51,625.675
126,272.700 none of the national
creditors
could hope to be
36,127,800 satisfied
" without
having recourse to credit op45,_9,000 erations at an enormous rate of interest, which in
90.117,400 a short time doubles the original
debt."
By a
'20,581,925
:1'24,957.875 complicated
process of conversion,
arranged
in
5_'2,5-20 1881-2, the various classes of Spanish
debt are

Total ......................................

78_2,6.:q9,250to be converted
into "new 4 per cents," whereby the actual capital will probably
be reduced
--The
minister of finance declared,
in presenting
to £338,000,000,
bearing
an annual
charge of
the budget for 1871-2, ttmt the state was " on the
£9,500,000,
equal to about lls. per head of tile
verge of bankruptcy,"
from which it couht he
population.
In addition
to this, the state has insaved only " by the most strenuous
exertions, decurred obligations in respect to theisland
of Cuba,
voted both to raise the revenue, by the imposition
estimated at over £10,000,000.
F.M.
of new taxes and otherwise,
and to depress the
expenditure
to the lowest possible
point."
The
--VIII.
Army
arui .h_vy.
The Spanish
army
latter recommendation
has in recent years become
was composed,
in 1874, of 70,000 infantry,
13,000
difficult of execution,
on account of the large ex
cavalry, 3,000 engineers,
14,000 artillery;
besides
penditure
connected
with the civil war.
Iu the
40,000 infantry
of the reserve,
12,000 custom
budget for 1870-71 the cost of the war department
hothse employds,
12,000 police and 3,000 militia of
was estimatcdat
£4.730.321,
while it was set down
the Canary
islands.
In these figures are not inin 1874-5 at £9,840.0(}0, being about one-half of
eluded tile 2'L000 to 24,000 men of all arms then
tile total revenue which it _'ms expectvd would be
garrisoned
in Cuba, the 3,400 at Port tlico, and
raised.
But tile army expenditure
fell again to
the 11,000 of the Philippine
islands. --The
law
under five millions in the lmdget of 1877-8, and
of February,
1878, on the reorganization
of the
remMned
the same in the budgets
of 1878--82.
army abolished conscription
by lot, and replaced
Although
in 1881-2 the budget
estimate
of the
it by voluntary
recruitment..
The recruitment
revenue
was £31,'_°0,000,
and the expenditure
takes place in the capitals of the provinces,
in pro$31,306,000,
still, as in previous years, there was
portions to be fixed annually
by a special law of
a large deficit, and in October. 1t_81, the minister
the cortes. The voluntary
rc'vruit must not be le_._
of finance _poke in strong terms of the misman- than nineteen nor more than forty years of age.
agement of his predecessors,
and proposed a new
The duration of service is two year_ for a new rebasis of financial administration,
by which to reccruit, and one in case of re.enlistment,
with a

tify past deficiencies and

secure

a surplus

in the

chance

for thc recruit

of remaining

for life in the
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active army, and enjoying the benefit of promotion in the order of merit and seniority.
"Voluntary recruits receive pay amounting
to one p/_;cate
(1 franc) per day, payable weekly.
The reserve
(which remains at home) comprises all young men
who, on the first of January
of each year, sball
have completed
their twentieth
year.
The government mawr mobilize the reserve forces within
the limits of the province to which they respectively belong, by a simple decree of the governmcnt; it may also mobilize them in their respective
military districts, by decree, when the cortes arc
not in session; but in this case the government
must inform the assembly
as soon as it resumes
its labors.
In all other cases mobilization
can take
place only by virtue of a law.-- The requirement
of a certain stature,
as a condition
for military
service, is abolished in the regular army; it is only
necessary to show that the recruit is sufficiently
strong and robust in health to form a part of the
military force.
Vohmtary
recruits for the active
army are exempt from the reserve.
The term of
service in the reserve is three years.
The first
year is spent in tile ranks, to receive military instruction.
During the other two years, young
mcnenrolled
in the reserve may be called to active
service, in ease of war, in which contingency
a
law of the cortes is necessary.
Young men of
seventeen years may also be admitted
into the reserve, if tl_eir physical
constitution
permits them
to cuter the service. -- Instruction
is given to sol.
diers of the infantry,
artillery
anti engineers, by
the officers of tile corps ; but the cavalry must
pass through training institutions.
In each corps
there are schools for soldiers, non-commissioned
officers, and officers, in which they are instructed
in their own duties and in those of the grade im
mediately above them.
In the infantry
cadets arc
admittetl, whom an officer instructs in tile branches
necessary to pa_ the examination
a_s sub-lieutenants.
The places of sub-lieutenant
not filled by
non-commissionett
officers and cadets, are reserved
for the graduates
of the infantry
college at Toledo. These graduates,
admitted
at the age of fourteen or fifteen years, remain,
after examination,
three years at school, then enter the regiments,
where they pass successively,
in the course of six
months,
through
all the inferior
grades, before
they arc appointed sub-lieutenants.
A similar collegc exists at Valladolid
for the cavalry; the grad
uates follow the same course to become cornets.

four years they obtain the grade of lieutenant.
For the staff school, situated at Madrid, the conditions are nearly the same as for the school of
engineering.
At the end of four )'ears the lieutenants pass into the infantry,
then into the cavalry, in order to familiarize
themselves
during
fifteen months with all the details and accounts;
they visit the different
military
establishments
during
six months,
before receiving
their final
appointment.
There is also a college at Madrid
for aspirants
to employment
in military
administration ; the course there lasts four years. -,l_lstice is administered,
in the ca_ of soldiers,
by military
councils
of war, presided
over by
commanders
of corps, or the local governor, according
to circumstances,
and composed
of six
memlx_rs.
The sentence is laid before the captain general,
who, aided by his auditor, affirms
or reve.rses it; in the latter case it is referred to the
supreme tribunal of the army and navy.
In the
case of officers, the council is composed of general
officers, and presided over by the captain general,
assisted by the auditor, who does not, however,
take part in the deliberations.
The head of the
state decidesin
the last resort, on the advice of the
supreme tribmlal.
The sentence, may be carried
into immediate execution,
and without
appeal, if
it does not involve loss of employment
or life;
nevertheless,
it is always submitted to the approval
of the chief of the state.
Offenses and ordinary
misdemeanors
are judged by the captain general,
assisted by his auditor; tllecaseisthen
presented to
the king.
Dirt.etors general may order invcstigalions against officers; they then present the case
to the king, who decides, with the advice of the
supreme
tribunal.
The artillery,
engineers and
the military administration
have special tribunals.
Besides the auditor and the procurator connected
with the chief towns of the district, the military
governors are obliged to consult an assessor.*--The
navy consisted, according to official returns, of the
following
vessels afloat and under construction,
in 1882 :
First Class :
Guns.
ironclad frigates ...................................
60
15 _¢r_'w frigates .....................................
2"28
'2 paddle oteamers ...................................
9
_c,nd ('la_s :
5 paddle _teamers ...................................
12
tl screw _teamers ....................................
39
_ _crew tram-ports ..................................
4

The artillery
has its college at Segovia, the students (who lodge there as in the preceding
two)
remain four years, at the end of which time tile)become attendants
of the schaol of application,
from which, after two years, they issue as lieutenants of the corps.
The school of engineering
is at Guadalajara.
Applicants
for admission must
be from sixteen tO twenty-five
years of age, and
pass an examination
tO enter a_ day ,_cholars, according to their merit, either in the preparatory
course, or in that of the first year.
After the

* The army of Spain, reorganized in 1868.after the model
of that of l_'ance, wa_ modified as to it'; orgamzatmn by sub_equent la_- in 1877,1878and 1882. Under the new mihtary
law, the armed force¢ of the kingdom cons;at : 1, of a permanent army; 9, of a first or acu_ e re._rvt.; _md3, of a _ocond
or sedentary
All fnr
Spamards
past thearnly_
age of
twenty
are liable reserve.
to be drawn
the p_rnlanent
ill
which _hcy haw. to t.erve three yearn; they then pass for
three years into the first or active reserve, and then for six
years
intofrom
the aerxice
second by
rv_.erve.
Any one
may purcha2-c
ex.
eruption
a payment
of about
$300.--The
_trength of the permanont army of the poninmfla for l_<q
wa_ putdownati)_l,til0men; whfleforCubatllenmnberwaa
26,579; porto Rico. 3.318; and the Philippineu,
10.03_5.Of
the
infantry regiments
there are; 140
andartillery,
of the and
cavalry
twenty-four
_ix battahons,
regiment_ of
ton

COUrse of the second year, those not already oecupying that rank are made sub-lieutenants;
after

battalions of pioneere. The civic girard consists of fifteen
regiments, with 780otVleersand 14,756men.
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Third Cla_:
1 ironclad raomtor..............
_...................
floating batteries ..................................
;19 screw steamers....................................
screw gunboats
1 paddle
gunboat ...................................
...................................
7 paddle smamers...................................
14 screw
transport
...................................
pilot sailing
vesse,ls.................................
Unclassitled :
steamer
...........................................
21 cadet
corvettes
....................................
29 small screw gunboats .............................
2 torpedo boats .......................................

Guns.
3
5
85
"26
1_
2

1"_ Vessela.
Total gulls ................
Total horse power of engines, '26,067.

517

2
40
a7

--The
navy of Spain was manned,
in 1879, hy
14,000 sailors, and 7,033 marines, and commanded
by one admiral, seven vice anti rear admirals,
and
644 commi_ioncd
officers of various grades.
The
navy, like the army, is recruited
by conscription,
naval districts for this purpose being formed along
the coast, among the seafaring
population.
Tile
number inmribcd
on these naval conscription
lists
of men between eighteen and thirty years was reported to be 72,000 at the end of June. 1875. -IX. Resources, Trade and Indu,try.
Agriculture
is the most important
branch of activity in Spain,
where there is reason to believe that, of 100 inhabitants, 75 cultivate
the soil.
The land cultivated
comprises
1,150,200 hectares of irrigated laud and
25,393,637
hectares
not irrigated.
The Basque
provinces
and Navarre
refu_
all information
on
this subject.
It results from these figur(._, and
from those which may be a,_signed to the wooded
country,
that there still remain about ten million
hectares upon which human industry has not yet
been exerci_d.
-- Tile total imports
and exports
of Spain were as follows, in each of the five )-ears
1877-81 :

parties, but nearly

all have

obtained

guarantees,

or subventions,
from the government.
During
the reign of Alfonso alone 2,000 miles of new
lines have been opened, and 3,000 more were in
course of construction
in 1882.The postoffice
carried 85,210,000
letters and post cards in the
year 1878. There were 2,592 postoffices on Jan.
1, 1879. --The
length of lines of state telegraphs
of Spain, on Jan. 1, 1880, was 16,124 kilometres.
or 10,070 English
miles, and the length of wir_
40,405 kilometres,
or 25,150 English
miles.
In
the year 1880 the total number of telegraph
messages was 2,222,429;
one-fourth
of the whole
number
being international,
and one-fifth of the
rcntaining
number
administrative,
dispatches.X. Colonies.
The colonial pos_ssion,J
of Spain,
formerly embracing
nearly the whole of America,
are reduced at present to Cuba, Porto Rico and the
Philippine
islands, with scattered
settlements
in
the Atlantic and Indian archipelagos,
a small strip
of territory in northern
Africa, and another strip
claimed on the west coast of Morocco.
The total
area of these possessions is 164,926 English square
miles.
The total population,
according
to returns
mostly for 1877-80, numbered
6,399,347.
These
returns state the area and population
of the various possessions as follows:
COLONIALPOSSESSIONS.
1. Possessions iu America:
Cuba ..........................
Porto /_ico....................
Total in America ...........
2. Pos_eseion_ in Asia:
Philippineislands
islands
.............
Caroline
and
Palaos ....
Marvan inlands ................

Area.

l'opuhttion

E.ug.sq/Kiles
43,2"20
3,5,50
46,770

1,4_.e,7o_
75-t,313
2,178,.cg_2

114,3_
560
4'20

6,300.000
3(;,000
8,6(15

Total in Asia ..............
I15,306
6,.'_4,665
3,. Pos_e_ion_ in Africa :
i--l_-e_t_._,--I
Pe_,ctv_.
Fernando Po, Annabon, Co1877...............................
!_,350.000
515,900,000
resCo, EIobey, San Juan .....
850
3.5.000
1878...............................
1397_0 0co .429,300.000
'
I
I
o
'
503.!_0,000
8.558.597
18J9...............................
_443,300.000
Total possessions ..........
162,9"26 I
1_.40...............................
473.7_g).01_) 544,._'i0.000
1881.............................
496400000 591,300,000
) ' '
I
The population
of Cuba, at the census of Dec. 31,
Among
the importing
countries,
Great Britain
1877, was distributed
as follows.
Whites. 764,164;
and France stand first; but in exports, tlle former
free negroes, 344,050; negro slaves, 227,902; and
holds the first rank.--The
merchant
navy of the
Chine_,
58,400.
The number
of slaves from
kingdom consisted,
on Jan. 1, 1881, of 2,236 yes1870 to 1877 decreased
by 136,000.
But tile total
sels, of a total burden of 560,125 tons, comprising
number
of inhabitants
also decreased
by 20,500
347 steamers,
of 233,686 tons. At tile commenceduring the same period. --Spain
is the only Euroment of 1860 there were 6,715 vessels, of 449,436
pean state which
still permits
the existence
of
tons burden,
and at the commencement
of 1868
slavery in its colonies.
A bill for the abolition of
the number of vessels had fallen to 4,840, and the
slavery in Porto Rico was passed by the national
total tonnage
to 367,790, showing
a decrease
in
assembly on March 23, 1873, while a bill for the
the eight ),ears of 1,975 ve_els, of an aggregate
gradual
abolition of slavery in Cuba was laid beburden of 81,696 tons.
There wss an increase in
fore the cortes in _ovember,
1879, supported
by
tonnage, it will be seen from the preceding figures,
the government.
The bill provides, that, on the
of 192,355 tons, in the thirteen years from 1868 to
promulgation
of the law embodying
it, all slaves
1881. -- The length of railways in Spain, on Jan.
from fifty-five and upward shall become free; that
1, 1880, was 6,550 kilometres,
or 4,067 English
slaves from fifty to fifty-five shall be liberated on
miles ; and 2,000 kilometres,
or 1,_
English
Sept. 17, 1880; from forty-five to fifty, in Septemmiles, were in course of construction.
The whole
her, 1882; from forty to forty-five, in 1884; from
of the Spanish railways
belong to private comthirty.five
to forty, in 1886; and from thirty to
YEARS.
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thirty-five
in 1888.
Those under thirty shall be
emancipated
in 1890. From 1880 a sum of 100,000
piastres was to be annually
set apart in the Cuban
budget for dcfraying
the expense of the emancipatics of the slaves, the price to be paid to the owners being fixed at 350 piastres
for each slave. -Cuba is divided into three provinces,the
southeast
and central being the richest and most populou%
containing
twenty-two
cities and town.% and 204
villages and hamlets. -- BIBLrOGRAPny.
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SPECULATION_
in some form or other, h'm
existed under every commercial
system: but the
forms under which it is now largely conducted,
and the enormous extent of the speculative
transactions, are peculiar to the present age.
It _s with
the di_ussion
of these forms--their
character,
their development,
and their more immediate
elfeels--that
this article
i,* concerned.
(For the
more wide-reaching
effects of the speculative
spirit upon credit, business and prr)(luetit)n, see arW
cles on COMMERCIAL
CRISES,
unit
on ()VER-PRODUCTION,)--Until
the present century the chief
field for speculative
operations
was furnished
by
the differcnce of price of the same cmnm(_dity in
different places.
Mercantile
profits were made by
buying in a cheap market
and selling in a de'_r
one; and with the imperfect
means of communicaring intelligence,
and the slow and g_cnerally
hazardous
means of transportation,
such spceulations often involved
great risks and offered the
chance of correspondingly
high profits.
But the
modern development
of the postoflice, of steam
transportation,
and _t_cially
of the telegraph,
changed all this.
Abundance
in one market, and
scarcity in another,
was no longer possible except
on a limited
scale or through
artificial
obstructions.
The telegraph gives notice of the inequal-
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ity in its first beginnings;
and, long before it can
reach an extreme, cargoes have been diverted from
the full market
to the empty one.
Indications
which
once could
be seized
only by men of
exceptional
position and sagacity,
are now the
common property of the whole business
public.
-- But the opportunities
for men of exception.d
position
and sagacity
have been extended
in
anotlwr direction
more than they have been curtaih,d here.
The state of the markets at di._tant
l)lace_ may 1)e known to every one; but it is still
only the few that can foresee their state at distant
tinw_.
The information
tlmt has set n'irrow limit,_ to sl)eculation in place has furnished
the neccssary ba._is to an infinitely
marc important
anti
wide-reaching
speculation
in time.
The differencc in price between
,New York and ('hicago,
"lpart from tempor'_ry dislurl)ing cau_e_,.can never
be greater tlmn the co_t of carriage (in it_ widest
sense) belween the two l)laces, because we have in
the one place telegraphic
inftw|nation
concerning
the nmrkets of tile other.
If we had the same
certain knowledge
of price_ at future tim(,a, the
prices of goods to-day and a month hence could
not differ by mt)rc them thc cost of holding those
goods for that length of time.
It. i,,, of course.
impossible to have such knnwledgc:
and the few
who have the powcr to fnre_ee or to manipulate
the. course of the market are enabled to turn these
price variations
to their own account.
Before
the invention
of the telegrallh,
such dealing in
futures wouhl have been a blind game of chance,
now, there is just such a eombinaliml
of indiealions and uncertainties
as to give __(.op,,to bu_ine_¢
talent of the highest order,
lh,re lie,_ tlw cxplanation of what is peculiar in the _lW('ula_()n of
the present day. -- Ill a healthy _tate (,f bu,inets
these variations
in price are not v_,rv large or
rapid; often nat large or rapid cnoug]l to make
spcculativc
dealings pay tilt, intcrc.-t of the capital
required.
But such a state of thin_
is ahnost
alwaw disturl)ed
by a sudden rise in the price of
certa'in (.l'xs_es of go_)(t,, or perhaps by a g_,neral
ri_-e of prices.
A sudden increase in the demand
or decrease in the supply of a parlieul.lr
article
will l)roduee
the former re.qllt; inflation of the
currency,
increased
production
of the precious
metals,
or, soon[,r
or l_lter,
tilt; unre,:trJcted
extension of bu_-ines,_ eredils, will i)r_duee the latter.
The holder of goods of the clatscs affected see,_
himself nomimdly
the richer for every day that
_oes by, and with this apparent increase of wealth
comes a (h:._ire on the part of every one to hohl
more goods and stocks, even if they have to borrow m(,n(.yto do so. This shows i_sclf, not merely
in the operations
of the stock and producc exchange% but in busines_ speculations
of every
kind; most of all, pcrlmps, in the extension of speculative production,
which lies outsi(le the scope
of the present article.
This holding for a rise is
the form of speculation
which presents most attractions for the general public; and a spcculative
mania is often dcveloped which can only end in _,
crisis.
This mania may attach itself to particular
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lines of investment,
as to tulips in Holland in
1634-8, to South sea bubbles in England in 1720,
to manufactures
in 1815 and 1825, to the English
miJways in 1846, or the American railways (among
other
things) in 1871-3.
Often it may be more
general in connection
with the indiscriminate
extension of credit, as in the. years preceding
1837
,rod 1857 ; or, worse yet, in connection
with currcncy inflation,
as seen in France
at the time of
John Law's bank, 1718-°0, in the assignats of the
French
revolution,
or in our own recent expertences; where every exporter or importer, and indireel/y, every business
man, is obliged
to be involved a-_ainst his will in speculation
on gold. -Jn such speculative
peribds, with unsettled
and
generally advancing
prices, the more prudent busthess men are thus obliged to have recourse to contract.n for future delivery of goods at dcfinite prices,
The builder can not safely make a contract for a
fixed sum unless he knows what his materials will
cost a few months hence.
The cotton manufactttrer can not arrange his basis of production
and
scale of prices unless he knows what his raw msterial will cost him fromlime
to/line.
Ifaplanter
or cotton factor agrees to deliver him his material
from time to time at determinate
prices, the manufacturcr
knowswhere
he is likelyto
stand.
Here
is a transaction,
speculative
in form as far as coneerns the broker, but in reality a defense against
the evilsof speculation.
The manufacturer
knows
what he can probably afford to pay, the producer
knows for what he can probably
afford to sell.
Of the unavoidable
risk, each party takes the part
concerning
which he can best judge, and against
which he can best protcct himself
This is an
exceptionally
favorable
case.
The majority
of
those who sell "short,"i,
e., who engage to deliver
goods which they do not hold, rely not so much
upon sources of supply which they represent,
as
ripen their judgment
concerning
the future movemeats of the market.
Yet even in this case their
influence may bc healthful,
and their work legitimate.
It h,_ been said that the gcneral public is
fond of speculating
for a rise. Now, a man of spe¢ial training,
and special sources of information,
,can often see clearly
where the general public
is mistakcn,
and hy selling short at the high prices,
and obtaining the meanuof meeting his obligations
at the lower ones, maytake
adv.mtage of thc pub]ic mistakes, and at the same time rcndera
service
to the market in steadying
prices.
As transactions of this kind multiply,
it is inevitable
that
they should fall more. and more into the hands of
brokers,
and th'Lt these brokers should organize
exchanges
for the purpose of more easily deal
ing with one another.
These last are of modern
growth.
The germ of the _New York stock exchange
seems to have existed at the close of the
last century,
but its regallar
organization
dates
from 1817.
The Chicago
produce
exchange
is
scarcely
thirty 3"ears old.
These means of cornmunication
have greatly facilitated bonaflde trans-,[
actions;
but, with their growth, gambling
transactions have grown up about them to such an ex-

tent as often to hide the bona _
transactions from
view. --The
first step in this direction
has been
the habit of dealing upon margins; that is, of not
making full payment at the time of the first en_gement,
but of depositing
a sufficient sum to
insure the broker against
loss by change in the
price,
It is hard to draw the line where such
transactions
lose their bona rule character;
the deposit of a margin may simply be a convenient
and
perfectly
legitimate
way of extending
businea_
credit.
But where the marginal
idea is carried
through the transaction,
and settlement is effected,
not by an actual delivery and payment, but by a
payment of the difference in price at the two pcriods, with no delivery at all, we have a complete
departure from the original ch,'_racter of the transaction.
It is now nothing nn)re than a wager on
the change of priee of the stocks or goods in question, somewhat
cloaked under the forms of legitimate business.
In the next stage of s_.culation,
by "l)UtS," "calls,"
and "spreads,"
even the_e
forms are cast aside.
In the first of these a m'm
buys of a broker, for a small consideration,
the
right to deliver a certain quantity
of stock at a
specified price within a specified time; in the seeend, he buys the right to receive it; in the third,
he buys for a considerably
larger price thc right
of dclivering
or receiving
as lie may choose.
They are thus, even in form, simply wagers on
the price movement.-We have spoken of the
outside public as generally speculating
for a rise,
and the more practiced
opcrators
for a fall.
Of
cour_ there are numerous exceptions
to the latter;
and it is precisely
these exceptions,
when they
take the shape of corners, that make the most irapression upon the public mind.
In its principles
a corner does not (lifter from any other monopoly.
An individual
or a ring who once secure the
whole or nearly the whole marketable
stock of a
commodity,
have, of course, the power to fix the
price as long as that state of things continue._.
But in the case of ordinary attempts
at monopoly
the buyers have u._u:_l]y the advantage
of being
able to diminish
their consumption
for the time
I)eing. and to wait for the advent of competinv
sources of supply.
But the bear, who has sohl
short, has neither of these advantages,
tie mu_t
deliver a fixed quantity,
and must do it within _t
fixed time.
lie has no choice but to do fl_at or
fail; and the operator who can control the supply
of a stock in the market for acomparativcly
short
time can charge any one who has sold that stock
short any price up to what will drivc him to ab_olute failure.
Just as it is the public fondness for
speculating
for a rise that makes it po._sibh, and
profitable for the street to sell futures, so it is the
readiness of the street to sell futures that makes it
possible and profitable
for large operators to e.ngiI neer a corner. -- In spite of the strong impression
[ that they make upon the public imagination,
suc/ eessful corners in stocks are by no means so corn
men as is generally
supposed
The importanL
[ ones in iN'ew York have been the Morris canal cori her of 1885, the Harlem corners of 1863 and 1864,
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Prairie du Chien of 1865, North-Western
of/867,
135 times the production
for the month.
(For a
and Hannibal & St. Joseph of 1881. Even in these
fuller exhibit of thescfacts,
see "Public,"
Jan. 4,
it is not always certain that the bulls make the
1883.) In Chicago matters are almost the same
profits they appear to.
For the time being they
--three
thousand
millions of sales on less than
extort enormous
sums; but after the settlement
four hundred
million_ of produce
in 1882. In
they find themselves
holders of masses of stocks,
Liverpool
they are no better, in spite of more
which they have usually bought somewhat
above
apparent compliance
with the forms of delivery.
its normal figures; and the price at which they can
A single consignment
of a hundred bale_ of cotton
ultimately
dispose of this stock is an important
has nominally
changed hands on(; hundred
and
element
in the question
of their success.
But
fifty times before _le for bonafide consumption.
it is extremely
"difficult to carry a stock corner
When the whole amount available for the year's
forward to its completion.
The Michigan
Southuse in Europe and America has been less than
ern corner of 1865--apparently
a very safe opera7,000,000 bales, the year's contracts
for future detion, since the corncrer wasbuying
property which
livery have amounted
Io 80.000.000 bales.
Thus
he really wanted--was
broken by an issue of conLiverpool has 1)cen the centre of cotton corners
structiou
stock.
So also in an attempt to corner
in the latter half of successive years beginning in
Milwaukee
& St. Paul, and so twice in the history
1879, and seriously disturbing
legitimate business.
of Eric.
The substitution
of preferred for comMeantime we have had in America (usually cenmon stock has had the same effect.
A still corntl_ug in Chicago),
the wheat corners
of 1879,
moner soui'ce of failure, which it is inlpos_il)le to 1881 and 1882, the pork corner of 1879 anti 1880,
guard against, is the treachery of individual
mere
and more or le_,s successful
attempts
at many
bers of a cornering
pool.Corners in produce
others, scarcely less wide-reaching
than these in
are a growth
of the most recent years; yet they
their effects. -- The attempts
to meet these evils
already exceed stock corners in frequency,
and
by legislation havc had little success.
Legislative
still more in economic
importance.
It is but a inquiries, like that of the New York committee on
short time since writers
regarded
corners in a corners,
have proved al)ortivc;
enactments
like
commodity
like wheat as almost an impossibility;
those of Illinois in 1874 have I)cen inoperative.
so varied are the sources of supply, so apparently
Only to a limited extent have the courts been able
impossible is it for one man tocontrol
them.
But
or willing to interfere,
by making it impossible for
these writers had not foreseen tile development
of
speculators
to site on their contracts.
It was in.
short sales and paper contracts which should make
deed held, in a few English cases in the early part
a temporary
control of a particular
market
so of the century, that a contract of sale for future
thoroughly
effective
toward
securing
this end.
deliver), of what a person does not now hold, was
The extent to which speculative
sales of produce
void ; but in the business
developments
and hehave grown is almost inconceivable.
The statiscessitie_ of the time it was of coursc impossible
ticianof the New York produce exchange testified
to maintain
that doctrine.
It is now lleld, that
that nine-tenths
of its dealings were purely spccsuch a contract
is valid if, at the time it was
ulative.
Thc same fact is more strikingly brought
made, either party intended it should be fulfilled.
out by a comparison
of the quantities
of produce . In order that the court
should regard
it as a
actually brought to New York in 1882 with those
gambling contract,
it must be provcd that neither
nominally
sold.
party regarded it as more than a wager on price
variations.
But practically
the (.ourts do not
PRODUCE.
1,Vheat.....................
('orn .......................
Oats .......................
Cotton

.......................

Petroleum ..................

bushels
,,
,,
bales

barrels

-- less
they even
are supl)or/ed
the public
Sales.
l{ecezpts,
do much
within theseby narrow
limits.opinion
Un647,147.000144,_,0(X) of the boards of trade and similar organizations,
443.091.000[ 16.399,000'
150,,r'_'4,0(X)15.'._05.000 it is in the power of these last to inflict upon any
:_,049,(}(_

[

NIO._D0

,524,887,(}(DI 10,500,000 altiesdealerinWh°the
maYway
haveof
lossrec°urSeof
businesst°
thefaciliticsCOUrts,
pen-for
which he can obtain no adequate
compensation.
As compared with 1881 the increase in these spccAdd to this, that the courts, as in a recent case in
ulative sales is probably
more than one-third,
Illinois, have often shown unwillingness
to enter
while the actual quantity
of products
delivered
UlX)n the consideration
of matters of this kind,
has, on the whole,
diminished.
In fact, flour
and we see how inadequate, are the legal defenses
seems to be the only produce of first-rate imporagainst thc present state of things.The difficuitance which still maintains
its non-speculative
ty of deeding with the evils of the system is encharacter.
The pretended
sales of wheat for
hanccd by popular
ignorance as to just what the
1882, as our table shows, were more than fourteen
evils are, and where they really lic; and by a poptimes the quantity
received.
Tile sales of cotton
ular prejudice,
too often cmt×xiied
in legislation,
were five times the entire crop,fifty times the whole
against operation_ which are sometimes necessary,
quantity received in New York and two hundred
I sometimes beneficial, and at the worst only inditimes the actual deliveries in the :New York mar- I rc_ctly responsible
for the evils which have _"TOWn
ket.
In the oil business it has been even worse. / up in connection with them.
Of such mistaken
The recorded sales in November
alone amounted
] legislation a striking
instance was offered in the
to nine times the entire stock in the country, or to I year 1864, when speculation in gold was forbidden.
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The law, under the pressureof public sentiment corner in wheat. The former settles
thingson a
at thattime, was obeyed; but itsresultswere the wrong basis. The latterunsettlesthings from
very reverseof what the public had anticipated, theirright basis. By prevcnting regular transThe event proved thatgold speculationhad been portation,it prevents cheap transportation
; by
a means of steadyingthe market; without it,gold preventing regularexport,it spoilsour forcif.n
rose 100per cent.in two weeks, and thendropped market. I-Iow far it actuallydisturbsthe price,
50 per cent.at the hurried repealof the prohibi- paid by consumers remains an open question
lion. "What the speculatorsdid forthe gold mar- Witnesses before the New York committee, ap
kct was again seen in 1866,when they attempted parentlywell informed and calldid,differeddi
to keep the neces_ry stockof gold in thecountry rectlyon thispoint. The Liverpoolcottoncorner_
in view of the increasing
Europe_m demaod;
but
are estimated to have temporarily
raised tile t)ri(.(.,
the treasury department,
with less foresight,
expaid by manufacturers
more than 10 per cent.
erred it_lf to counteract
the rise in the gold proAn able article by H. D. Lloyd in the " .North
mium which these speculators
seemcd to be proAmerican Review"
for August, 1883, shows how,
(lueing.
It succeeded at the time, but at the cost
in recent corners, flour, a non-specul.ttive
arti(.le.
()f a greater subsequent
rise, xvlfich these sl)eculahas varied more than 50 per cent., in symp'lthy
lions would have largely enabled us to avoid.
So
with the variations
of wheat.
It is not probabh,
of the cotton speculators
of 1868, who seeing the
that this affects the consumer
quite as badly _l_
mistake of public judgment,
bought
up the cotwould at first sight appear;
the quantities
sold
ton which we were exporting
to Liverpool
at a at the highest
price are probably
comparatively
very low figure, and, a few months later, sold at a
small, and the shock is so slowly distributed
among
high figure to the manufacturers,who
would otherthe middlemen
that before it reaches the mass of
wise have had to reimport.
They made fortunes
consumers
the reaction has already begun.
With
by so doing, and thus excited public prejudice
; our present incomplete
statistics
of retail sales.
but the American public was in every way better
we must reserve
judgment
on this point.
The
off for their operations.
The planter obtained
a grist of the matter is, not that a corner is worse
higher price than he could otherwise have done,
than any other kind of monopoly;
not necessarily
the manufacturer
paid a lower price; the expense
that it is as bad as any other kind of monopoly;
but
of double transportation
was saved; the speculathat, under the present system, men will undertake
tire difference
of price remained
in American
a corner who could not undertake
any other kind
hands
instead
of going to Liverpool ; and the
of monopoly.
If there are ten times asmany conchief mistake made by the speculators,
in point
tracts on a small wheat supply, operators
can af¢.f serving
public
interest,
was in not carrying
ford to make ten times the effort to control that
their operations
still further.
("N. Y. l_'ation,"
supply.
Ifthosecontractsmustbe
fulfillcd within
vol. vii., p. 85.)--That
is a typical
case.
If a a limited time, the operator has only to eontr(,l
speculator
is simply aiming to forestall the movethe supply for that time.
A system of short _le_
ment of the market, and not to manipulate
it, he
makessuch
a temporary
monopoly
possible.
F_(.h
undoubtedly
confcrs a public benefit in so far as additional
speculative
contract is so much additioz_
he is himself successful ; and so great a public
to its possible profits. -- Besides the articles al
benefit that no one necd grudge him his profit,
ready referred
to, see International
Tiem'ew, w)l
His work tends to steady prices, to diminish the
ii., p. 818; Bankers' Magazine (N. Y.), vol. xxxvi.
difference
between
producers'
and consumers'
p. 308; Nineteenth
CenSury, vol. x., p. 532.
prices in a rising market, to break the shock of a
ARTHUR T. tIADLEY.
falling market.
But it is almost impossible
for a
speculator
to resist the temptation
to manipulate
SPOILS
SYSTEM_
The.
This phra_ desi_
as well as forestall price changes; and when he
nates a theory of politics and a use of official artsucceeds in so doing, he increases just those evils
thority--more
especially that of appointment
_t_,l
which he would otherwise diminish.
If he works
removal--according
to which the merits of (.:_l_
on a small scale, it may be by the circulation
of
didates and the general welfare are subord,inat,.,i
false rumors or the show of false appearances,
perto the selfish interests
of individuals,
faction,s (,_'
haps even by securing
false management
of the
parties.
The range of this subordination
is vcr3
property;
if he works on a large scale, it may be great.
It extends all tile way from the ca<e of :L
by securing
a corner. -- Corners
in stocks can
party which, honestly
holding
none but it_ f,d
,,
hardly be a direct source of evil to the general
lowers to be fit for a clerkship,
selects the b(,._t (,t
public.
With
produce
corners
it is different,
them, but bars the gates of office against all otherThe investor can easily do without
a particular
down to the faction
leaders, who, excluding _,:1
stock; he may be glad to take advantage
of the
but their own henchmen,
corruptly make prom,,
high price to sell it. But the consumer
can not
tions for money, and promise places for votes; :ill
even for a short time do without
his food; and
the way from the great officer who, hardly cot
a corner
in wheat or pork may become a seriscious of wrong, accepts for the party the offtr
ous matter to him.
A speculative
monopoly
of ingsofhissubordinates,
down totheofficialrobbcr
this kind is probably
no worse than any other
who mercilessly
demands the places or the nao_'y
monopoly.
Permanent
monopoly
of coal or oil
of those serving under him; all the way from the
•may work more lasting injury than a temporary
head of a bureau
or a department
who requests

SPOILS
more clerks, that they n_y work for his party, or
serve as waiters or coachmen in his own family,
down to the legislators
who vote appropriations
ill aid of thexr re-election,
and city ahlcrmcn
who
bribe electors by corrupt contracts,
and conciliate
thieves, gamblers and grog-shop keepers by winking at their offenses. -- It is doubtless vain to exl)CCt that in politics there will ever bc such unselfish regard for mcrit and duty as to ex(.ludc cvcry
shade of that system, and perhaps
there will always be various questions as to the moral a__pects
of which honest men will disagree.
The limits of
the spoils system
in its practical
application
at
_my time can not, therefore,
be precisely
stated;
nor can we any more precisely
state where the
merit system begins J* But it is, ncvcrthclcss,
a
great advantage
to have convenient phrases,which,
like the spoil_ aystem, and the merit._ystem, distinctly mark those extreme and incompatible
thcorics
and methods
in politics
and administration
of
which the people readily take notice for approval
or rebuke.
In reference
to these systems, all officcrs and politicians
may be readily and usefully
_Aa_sified.
Which system does a great politician
or officer defend or practice?
must always be an
important
question. -- The phrase " spoils system"
appears to have had its orion in a speech madein
January,
1832, by Mr. Marcy, of ,New York, in
the senate of the United States, in which (in speaking of the politicians
of his day, and especially of
,New York politicians)he
said, "When
they are
c(intending
for victory, they avow the intention of
enjoying
the fruits of it. If they are defeated,
they expect to retire from office.
If they are successful,
they claim,
as matter of right, the advantages of success.
Th_y see _wtMng wrong in the
_'_de that to the victor belong the #poils of the enemy."
(Gale& Seaton's Congressional
Debates, vol. viii.,
part 1, p. 1325.)--The
systcm of the pirate and
the highwayman,
thus defended,
had bcen for
some years growing in and poisoning our politics.
It was only this open and shameless
avowal of it
which was original with Mr. Marcy.
In the arti.
tie on TERM AND TENURE OF OFFICE Boule facts
m'e given tending to show that the earliest practicc according
to that system was in _'ew York.
It was not unnatural
that the first unblushing
avowal of it, at Washington,
should be made by
a senator from that state.
Among the maxims of
Col. Burr for the guidance of politicians, one of the
most prominent
was, that the people at elections
were to be managed by the same rules ¢f discipline
as the _o_lie.rs of au army," that a few leaders ._cere
to tMnk for the _nasses, a_ut that tlw latter were to
obey implicitly their leaders.
*_ * He had, there• The phrase"mcrit system" was first used m F.aton's
"Civil Servme m Great Britain," and it is sufficiently defined
by ._aymgthat ltis everywhere the very opposite of the spoils
system, in both theory and method. The merit of a eandidate, the merit of a bill or the merit of a pohcy are equally
the bat.is of all just claim for support. A system which
everywhere, in pohtlcs and officml lift', holds merit to be a
decisive test, must everywhere recognize the public mterest_
as Paramount. SueRs eystem is as tl_orougIdy democratic
sad republican as it te thoroughly just.
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fore, great confidence in the _w, chinery of a party,'"
ctc. (Statesman's
Manual, vol. it., p. 1139.) _New
York has never lost tile art, so aptly and early
taught
by Burr, of making and running
party
machines.
Jenkins,
in his "IIistory
of Parties in
.New York," (p. 227), tells us, that " before 1820
the spoils system had l)ccn so far matured in that
state, that Go_'. ('lint(m, in that year, compl'fined
in a me,sage ' of an org,mizcd and disciplined corps
of federal officers intcrfcriug
in state clcctions.' "
Mr. IIammoud,
in his " Political IIistory of New
York," and speaking of its carly politics, declares,
'" that party spirit had r_g[.d in this more than in
any other state of the Union."
Mr. Van Buren's
relation to the system appears in the article last
cited.
The unparalh,led
abuses in past years at
the _'ew York l)_)_tofficc and custom house, and
the municipal,
judicial
and other corruptions
associated
with the names of Barnard,
McCunn,
Tweed and Fisk, at the city of :New York, have
made the consequences
of a long and general toloration of that systcma
part of our familiar history. But it is due to New York to add, that, during the past dee'_de, hcr citizens have donc more
than those of any other state to arrest such abuses
and to substitute
a "' merit system"
for a "spoils
system," both in her own administration
and in
that of the federal government.
-- The politicians
and the office seekers rcadily comprehended
the
spirit and opportunities
of the new system which
)Iarcy announccd
The era had not long been
closed, ew_.n among the enlightened
nations, during which the hope of plunder
and spoils from
captured
ships and cities had bccn rcgarded as
essential
alike for securing
enlistments
and for
achieving victories on sea or land.
Intense and
vindictive
partisans, accustomed
to treat their political opponents as both 1)er_onal and t)ublic enemics, adopted with equal facility the reasoning of
Marcy and the war code of pillage and spoils.
Either in the heat of victory or the hope of gain,
they forgot or disregarded the fact, that the places,
the salaries, the promotions,
the profitable
contracts which they sought, did not l)clong to the
party they had conquered,
but to the people, of
which they were only a part.
A new force, cornpounded in aboutequal
proportions
of corruption
and savagery, was soon made potential, alike in the
battle fields of pohtic._, in the methods of elections,
and in the proct_es
of administration.
The proc]amation of the spoils systcm in the senate great]y sbocked tim better minds of both parties, and
alarmed tim country
at large,
h-evcrtheless
the #
theory of the system (of which "rotation
in ofrice," in order to increase the spoils, was an important part) was, even by men in high places,
largely and rapidly accepted.
In the debate in
tim scnate ill 1835, upon the bill for rcpealing the

/

four years term of office act of 1820, Senator Shepley of Maine, and Senator Hill of New Haml_shire,
defended that kind of rotation which requires no
fault in an officer to justify a call for his removal,
and Wright
first message,

of New
declared

York, following
Jackson's
such rotation "to be a car-

',
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dinal republican
principle."
But, on the other
money,"or
for the "d'e]ivery
or conveyance of
hand, Webster, Clay and Calhoun, Ewing, Southanytiling
of value. "
This leaves the corrupt
ard and White, and others, denounced
the new
promise or use of places, promotions, official insystem as false in theory and demoralizing,
cor- 'fluenee for votes, speeches and work, etc., in aid
rupt and despotic in tendency. -- The abuse of the
of candidates and parties, as well as removals and
power of removal, for the double purpose of weakofficial threats of removal for personal and party
ening and wreaking
revenge
upon the opposite
ends, untouched.
These grave al)uses, which are
party(or"pumshing
enemies," in the phrase of the
among
the worst results of the spoils system
spoils system war code), and of rewarding
party
theory of politics,
are made penal by the fourworkers and personal friends (or of "making
and
teenth section of the New York law, as they long
dividing
spoils," according
to the theory of that
since were under British statutes.
(See Eaton's
code), was the part of the spoils system which
"Civil
Service in Great Britain,"
pp. 182 to 141.)
was first fully developed.
It was not in New
--No
more space can be given to the origin and
York alone that the grced for offices, the hate of growth of the spoils system in this country.
But
political opponents,
tbe fierce partisanship,
and
no one should infer that it is of American
origin,
the corrupt
selfishness
and demag()gism
from
or that it most naturally flourishes under repubwhich that abuse springs, had affected the adminlican institutions.
The work l_t cited shows the
istration,
even
before
_Iarcy's
declaration.
If
origin of thesystem
in the despotism,
corruption_
there was space for tracing their first manifestsand favoritism of the English monarchy in feudal
tic)us, we shouhl find Washington
much annoyed
times, and traces its progress,
until the suppresby them, and in every subsequent
administration
sipn of all its worst features
by the substitution
marks of their presence,
if not evidences of their
in Great Britain of a merit system of the same
pernicious
influence.
They gave Jefferson much
character, in most particulars,
as that which the
trouble, and tested the sturdy
independence
of statutes of congress and of lh'ew York aim to esthe younger
Adams.
But it was Jackson
who
tablish.
There is not an abuse in our politics or
first adopted
a fundamental
article of the spoils
administration,
connected
with the spoils system,
system code, by making the doctrine of "rotation
which did not exist in a more aggravated
form in
in oflice" a cardinal principle of his policy at the
England before our revolution.
In precise form,
beginning of his administration.
The significance
some of the abuses attending
confirmations
by
and the disastrous
effects ot that doctrine,
as senates, could not exk_t in Great Britain, because
illustrating
the true character of the system which
such confirmations
are there unknown;
but a slat:Marcy justified,
is sufficiently
explained
in the
ute (49 Geo. llI., chaps. 126, 218), far more strinarticle on REMOVALS.If we consider the spoils
gent than any we have on the subject, enacted
system in the details of its practical methods and
when our constitution
had been but twelve years
evil effects, they will be found most developed
in force, contains penal clauses against the c¢)ralongthe
great lines of public administration
and
rupt use of solicitations,
recommendations,
l)arparty activity.
In the articles on ASSESSMENTS gainings or negotiations
for obtaining nominations,
(Political),
Civil
SERVICE REFORM, CONFIRMA- appointments
or resignations,
which might be useTIONS, JUDIC_AEY (Elective),
PATRO_'AOE, PRrfully enacted here.
It is also true that the forms
MARY ELECTIONS, PROMOTIONS, REMOVALS, and
of political
assessments,
as they exist with us,
TERM ANI) TE._t:RE ()_' OFFXCS, the results of the
were not known under the old English spoils s)_system along those lines and much of its history
tern.
But it was because offices, grants, promoare given. --It was for the purpose
of arresting
tions, decorations
and charters were both openly
those abuses and substituting
a merit system for a sold for money and corruptly
bartered
for poli_ispoils system, that the civil service act, approved
cal services and votes.
If offices, after being sohl
Jan. 16, 1883, was enacted
by congress;
and for
there, were also liable to be annually
taxed, _
the same purpose
the legislature
of New York
with us, at the will of a party, a great offiecr or a
passed a yet more stringent
act on May 4 of the
partisan committee,
their value upon the original
same)'ear.
Several sectionsof
each of those acts
sale would
have been greatly
impaired.
The
are aimed against political assessmcnts,
and both
British patronage
monger preferred
to get the full
of them direct that impartial
tests of character
price on the original sale.
Within
the la_thalfandof attainment
(mainly through competitive
excentury
the British
government
Ires purchased
aminations)
be substituted
for official favor and
back for itself, for a money price paid in hand,
political influence as a basis for entering
the pubcivil offices which had been mercbandise
for genlie service in non-elective
offices. --But
in one
erations.
It is hardly twelve ycars sincecommisparticular
the l_,*ew York law goes much further
signs in the British
army were freely bought and
than the act of congress.
It greatly enlarges the
sold.
And, to this day, the right to be a rector or
scope of the law against bribery, as it has stood
parson in the church of England
(subject to tl_e
in this country,
following,
however, in the wake
approval of the bishop) is openly and extensiveJy
of the bribery and office-brokerage
laws long in
advertised
for sale, and is publicly
bought and
force in Great Britain.
The American
bribery
sold for money.
King James had helped to bring
laws, of prior date, perhaps
without
exception,
gerrymandering
to perfection
before Elbridge
only prohibit
the corrupt "use of money or any
Gerry was born.
We have added little to the art
promise,
contract,"
etc., for the "payment
of of coercing voters, or concealing,
or lying about,
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the false count of votes.
Office-mongering
and
office-brokerage
and patronage
of every kind, a
century ago, had definiteness
and an importance
in the penal law, the politics and the social life of
Great Britain, which they have not yet attained in
this country. -- We have only to glance at the essential spirit and methods of a federal and artsto(ratio despotism,
as coml)ared
with those of a
spoils system ax:cording to the theory of Burr and
Marcy, to see how naturally
the latter grows out
of the former.
The king reaches
the throne
through
birth
and privilcge,
and not by merit,
The lords hold their placc.,s by his favor.
Thq
aristocratic
class, made up of the blood royal, tile
nobility, the state church officials, the high officers of the armyand
the navy, and the great land
owners, are a partof
the party forever in power,
They make their political faith, the creed of the
state church, and subserviency
to their wishes, the
tests for obtaining
and continuing
in office of
whatever
kind.
What more natural, under such
a government,
than that all those who do not re.
spond to these tests should not only be excluded
from office, but be denied the privilege of voting ?
Not merely the political
faith of that forever
dominant
party was for generations
assential to
holding office, but the acceptance
of the articles
of the state church
as well, and, for a long time,
the partaking
of the sacrament
according
to its
method, were absolute conditions
of office holding
The office-holding
noblemen,
the bishops,
and the king's lord lieutenants
of counties, were
the patronage mongers, place dispensers and election manipulators
of their section_ ; and their
('unning
and precedents
are adroit enough
to be
even yet worthy
the study
of senators,
politi(inns and bosses who act on the theories of those
feHdal potentates
and imitate
their methods
so
far as our form of government
will allow.--With
us the party
majority
is the king of politics,
Spoils-dispensing
senators,
representatives,
governors and party leaders are with us the feudal
lords of patronage.
Our constitution
allows no
religious creed to be made a test for office,
l_Iut,
disregarding
personal
merit and common justice
ahnost as absolutely as any feudal aristocracy ever
did, the lords of our politics, in flagrant violation
of the first principles of a republic
and of the.
plain intent of the constitution,
make the faith of
tile dominant
party, its selfish interests
and unmanly subserviency
to themselves,
the conditions
of gaining and holding any of the tens of thousands of places where, in federal departments,
in
state bureaus
and in city offices alike, political
views are not in the least qualifications
for official
duty. -- The leaders, under the ohl English spoils
system, claimed the right and used the opportunity of exerting all the authority
and resources of
the government
in their hands to keep their (:lass
and party in power and their opponents
out of
power.
Patronage
was a prerequisite
of a great
officer, to be used for himself
and his party,
Equally with the leaders of our spoils system,
they repudiated
all demands
based on individual
169
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merit which they thought inconsistent
with the
selfish interest of their class and party.
They
said, in the language
of Marcy, We "claim
as
matter of right the advantages
of success."
We
" see nothing wrong in the rule, that to the victor
belong the spoils."
Feudal h,aders sold the offices
in order toget money to be used for keepingthemsclve_ in power.
Our spoils system leaders annually rob the humhlc oflicers under them of a part
of their salaries for the same purpose.
The use
of money thus gained to buy thc press, to corrupt
the otIiccrs of election, and to bribc voters, has
been tile common offense of both.
Each alike
made its political creed the paramount
qualifiestion for an appointment,
and claimed the right to
use all official authority
for propagating
that
creed.
James II. and Andrew
Jackson,
Archbishop Laud and Senator Marcy, George II1. and
assessment-extortioner
IIubbcll agTee in this, that
the opinions of the dominant
party, the favor of
its leaders, and subservient
work as they direct,
are the supreme qualifications
for clerks, janitors,
office boys and scrub-women,
and that each are
bound to give time and money to keep those
who oppress them in power,--That
pha_ of the
spoils system which consists in the usurpation of
the appointing
power of the executive,
by tile
legislativc department,
has been, save in the matter of confirmations,
almost identical
in Great
Britain and in this country.
Executive
patronage
thcre was for generations
as carefullyapportione(!
among
the members
of parliament
as plumler
ever was among pirates, or spoils among soldiers.
To avoid tile intolerable
nuisance of/laving
members going the rounds of the departments,
bullying and begging for their shares of patronage,
a
patronage
secretary
was provide(i,
who kept accounts with each member, and doled out to him
his share as regularly
as soup is dispensed from a
free eating house.--The
grc'ttcr interest of these
facts does not consist merely in the historical an.
alogies between the corrupt and partisan systems
of the two countries,
but in tile further facts, rich
ill hope for us, that, in the elder country, where
thatsystem
was founded on thethroue,
intrenched
in feudal principles and class distractions--where
it was buttressed
by the army on one side, and the
state church on the other, and was, therefore, tenfold stronger than with us--it has been, through
a stcady effort of twenty-fivc
years, overlhrowr,
and removed.
In our efforts to overthrow such a
system, we have but to contend
for the fundamental principles
of a republic
while standing
upon all the best precedents of its founders.
It
wouhl not be a bad definition of a true republic
to describe it as a government
under which office
is secured by mcrit to the exclusion of favoritisra
and influence, nor of a true arist(x_'ratic despotism,
to define it to be a government
under which favor
and influence secure office, and merit is subordinated to birth and privilege.--There
is another
view of the subject which must not be overlooked_
That can hardly be said to be a system in political
aff_firs which is but a series of abuses.
A system
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implies an orderly method proceeding
from some
recognized theory.
The theory of the spoils systern may be readily outlined.1. In a merely
superlative and ideal sense, a party may be (what
Burke declared it to be) a body of persons agreeing together in the support of common principles,
which they seek to carry into effect for the public
good ; but according
to the only practical
and
sensible use of the word, a party is a higtdy organized body of politicians
constantly
engaged in
selfish and warlike effort for capturing
the government (or for keeping its enemies from capturing it), and for gaining
honors, offices and profits
for themselves.
--2.
Politics is at once a game, a
business and a series of campaigns:
to be so conducted as to pay the leaders, the fighters and the
workers.
Profit enough must be got out of the
administration
to pay the expenses of capturing
it
and the cost of office seeking. -- 3. The theory
that a regard for great principles,
love of country,
and a sense of duty--analogous
to those sentiments which support
the charities,
the asylums
and the churches of a nation--are
the vital force
el a party, is altogether
chimerical.
-- 4. Patriotism, disinterested
public opinion, and devotion to
great principles
as a duty, are suspicious
and unreliable elements in politics; and, if they ever exist, they are yet generally
but a cover for a hypocrite or a doctrinaire.
They are indeed very
dangerous
to good party
management
and to
favorite leaders.
Selfishness,
patronage
and discipline are the great forces of polities.
Absolute
obedience,
and the despotic rule of the majority,
are the strength and salvation of a party.-5. The
honors, the offices, the public
employments,
the
political a.ssessments,
the profitable
contracts, the
opportunities
of levying illegal fees and political
blackmail--these
are the spoils, to be divided
so
to be made most effective.-6. Personal merit
is not to be wholly ignored, nor public opinion
needlessly
affronted;
but the wishes of the leadera must be accepted as the law of the party, and
zeal and work
for the party "are qualifications
for public service paramount
to personal merit,
The party polities of a door-tender,
a cartman,
a storekeeper,
an office boy, a washwoman
and
a chimney
sweep,
are essential
to their selection.
When either gets an office, a debt to the
party is incurred,
for which fealty, work and assessments are due as long as the man or the woman
holds it.7. The leaders must govern secretly
and absolutely, after the precedent
of the Albany
regency, and according to the original oemi-military code of Burr.
To refuse obedience to them,
or to bolt however bad a nomination,
is treason to
thepartynevertobeforgiven.--8.
Customhouses
and postofficcs, under the spoils system, are not
mere places for doing public work upon business
principles
by officers having
business
capacity,
but are intrenched
outposts
of the party, to be
manned by its valiant warriors, and to be barriended against opponents;
nor this alone, for these
offices are also asylums
for broken-down
benchmen, sally-ports for carrying elections, and banks
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of issue for raising assessments.
--9., The party
leaders must hold the gates of the primaries as
well as all the gates of office; they must fix the
conditions upon which any member of the party
can vote for a delegate or bc allowed to receive a
nomination.
It L_fatal to discipline
to allow the
primary meetings
to be open to all those who are.
faithful to tile principles
of the party.
The ofricers of primary organizations
should be the compliant henchmen
of the scnaturs, governors
and
chieftains
who run the postofficcs
and custom
houses, and they must exact a pledge from all
members to obey the leaders, to defend the platform of the majority,
and to support
every noraination, whether
good or bad.
To allow those
ready to support the principles of a party to freely
meet, and choose their own presiding officers, and
select and send their own delegates
to a convcntion, is fatal to spoils system management.-10.
Senators are the feudal lords of state politics,whoCe
voice should be held supreme in selecting the fed
eral officers to serve within
these states; and if '_
president
shall refuse to nominate
a senator's fuvorite for a collector, the senator should resign, go
home, and arouse his state against the president.
From Burr to Marcy and Jackson,
and from the
latter to Tweed and Conkling,
such has been the
theory and the practice under the spoils system
--11.
Clerks, other small offÉcers and laborcr_
paid by the public, though bound to work for the
government,
are also bound, not only to work for
the party, but to pay to it the partisan
taxes it
chooses to impose.
They must not be allowed to
serve the people equally and justly at all times, ir
respective of political opinions and party interests,
but, on pain of removal, must, as far as the criminal law will permit, make every official act bribe
or coerce a vote, and bring dollars to the patron
age monger or the party that gave them their places.
-- 12,. All attempts,
therefore,
to compel the uCe
of official authority
only for public purposes, all
attempts to put persons
into the service merely
because they are the most worthy, all attempts to
put them in without the conscnt of the par{y managers or the member
of congress of the state or
district, all attempts to impartially
test thcir fitness byexaminations,
all attempts to prevent great
officials using patronage as a perquisite
of them
selves and their party,
are utterly
utopian and
doctrinaire--gross
invasions
of the discretion of
officials and of the rights of parties.
When the.
infamous
Judge Baruard,
on his trial under im
peachment,
replied to a question about his use of
judicial
patronage--"
I won this office, and itpatronage is mine "--he rivaled Marcy in conden_ing the whole spirit of the spoils system. -- With
such authority
and income,
with resources
f¢)r
bribery and coercion so ample, a party, following
able and unscrupulous
leaders, may go a great
way in defiance of public opinion.
It has honor_
for the aspiring,
authority
for the ambitious, I)r_'fits to bribe the mercenary,
removals for overawil_g
the timid, money to pay its own expenses, exclusions from the muster roll of party membership.
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for intimidating
those who threaten to say what
theythink,or
expose what theyknow
to be wrong,
--But
the course of events during the last few
years has madeit plain thatthespoils
systemmust
everywhere very soon give place to asystem umler
which merit must be the test of selections for appointments,
and regard for the intents of the public, rather than those of the party, be made the
rule of administration.
The people are more and
more c/early comprehending
that parties must
serve the people, and not ask the people to be
the servants of a party.
Dorl_A_,_ B. EATO,_.
SQUATTER
SOVEREIGNTY°
"C'LA.RSOV_B.EIG.N'TY.)

(See

PoP-

STAMP
ACT CONGRESS
(L_ U. S. His'toRY), a body of delegates
from all the colonies,
exceptNew
Hampshire,
Virginia, North Carolina,
and Georgia, which met at New York, Oct. 7, amt
finally adjourned
Oct. 25, 1765. It differed from
tim continental
congress,
which succeeded it, in
that it took no steps toward forcible resistance,
(See REVOT.UT[O._, II.) -- The delegates from :New
Yorkwere
named by the committee of correspondence; from Delaware
and New Jersey, by inferreal action of the members of assembly;
from the
other colonies named, by formal
action of the
lower house of assembly.
The action of the congress was confined to an address to the king, petilions to parliament,
and a declaration
of the rights
and grievances
of the colonies.
The last named
paper acknowledged
"all due subordination"
to
parliament;
but declared that the colonies could
only be taxed by their own representatives
in the
colonial assemblies;
that the colonists had the inherent right of trial by jury; that the stamp act,
and other legislation to extend the jurisdiction
of
the admiralty court, without trial by jury, had "a
manifest tendency to subvert the rights and libcrties of the colonists";
and that parliamentary
restrictions on colonial trade were burdensome.
-The petition of congress was offered in the house
of commons, Jan. 27, 1766. It was objected to,
1, as the act of an unconstitutional
gathering,
and
2, because of its denial of the right of parliamentary taxation.
After some debate the order of the
day was voted, and in this summary
manner the
first request of the united colonies for a hearing
was passed over. -- The proceedings
of this con._res._areinNiles'Principle_andAct,
oftlwRevolulion, 451, and in 2 Niles' Register, 337, 353; see also
authorities under REVOLVTION.
ALEX_I)_.R
JOm'_STON.
STANDING
STANDING
XltV L&w.)

ARMIES.
ORDERS.

(See AlZ._I]zs.)
(See

p_raAM'_r,'T-

STANTON,
l_wlta
l[,,
wah born in Steubenville, O., Dec. 19, 1814, and died at Washington, D. C., Dec. 24, 1860. He was .graduated at
Kenyon College in 1883, wM admitted
to the bar
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in 1836, and practiced
at Cadiz, O., until 1839,
then at Steubenvil}e
until 1847, at Pittsburgh,
Penn., until 1857, and thereafter
at Washington
city.
He had always been a democrat,
and in
December, 1860, hc became attorney general under
Buchanan.
In January,
1862, he became secretary
of war under Lincoln, and retained the place until
1868. In this position he showed a devouring
energy and capacity
for work, which considerably
shortened
his own life, as wcll as the war.
Asthe
conflict between the president and congress on reconstruction
was developed,
he took sides with
the latter, and President
Johnson's
attempt to remove him led to the impeachment
of the president.
(See RECONSTRI'CTION; TERM AND TENL':RE OF
OFFICE; IMPEAClt._E_'TS, VI ) When the impeachment failed, in May, 1868, Stanton resigned.
In
December, 1869, he was nominated and confirmed
_ justice of the supreme court, but died before
entering office.
A.J.
STATE, Department
of.
This is the oldest,
and ranks by long established
usage as the first, of
the departments
of the United Stales government.
Founded
by act of July 27, 1789 (1 Slat. at Large,
p. 28), the clel)artment is presided over by a _cretary of state, who is a member of the cabinet, and
is sometimes
(though
erroneously)
styled prime
minister.
The functions
of the secretary of state
embrace a great variety of responsible duties.
He
is the organ of the government
in all communinations of whatever
nature with foreign governmcnts.
Such communications,
although in form
purporting
to emanate
from the president whenever important diplomatic
matters are concerned,
are always prepared
at the department
of state,
and signed by the secretary, although
they must
first have tim president's approval.
The secretary
conducts all correspondence
with the ministers and
consuls of the United States residing abroad; he
has exclusive
charge of nego0ations
concerning
foreign affairs ; he only, according to official eliquettc, can communieale
with the representatives
of foreign powers residing in the United States,
upon public affairs.
Itc is the official organ of
correspondence
between the president and the governors of the various states in the Union.
He has
charge of all treaties which have been made, and
conducts negotiations as to new treaties or modifications of old ones.
All the laws of the Uniled
States are preserved
in the archives of tile state
department
as they come enrolled on parchment
from congress, after being approved
by the president.
The secretary publishes
the United States
laws, resolutions, presidential
proclamations,
treaties, etc., properly edited, in annual volumes.
The
secretary of state is custodian
of the great seal of
the United States, and affixes the seal with his
countersign
to commissions or appointments
to offlee in the higher grades, to executive
proclamations, to warrants for pardon, extradition,
etc. He
records and issues passports
to Americans
traveling abroad.
He makes annual report to eongretm
(more recently made monthly) on the commea_ial
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relations of the United States with foreign coun17. John C. Calhoun ........................
_arch 6, 1844
tries, based upon information gathered by our min18. John
James M.
Buchanan........................
Marcli
6, 1849
1845
19.
Clayton........................
March 7,
isters and consuls abroad,
A register of the deDaniel Webster ........................
July 2_ 1FCJ0
partment of state is issued annually, with full lists
_0.
.........................
No_'.
21. Edward
William Everett
L. Marcy.......................
March 6,
7, la52
1853
of consular and diplomatic agcnts, salaries, feescol_. Lew_s Cass.............................
March 6, la_7
lected, regulations concerning precedence of diplo_. Jeremiah
Black .......................
Dec. 17,
184;0
24.
William }|.S. Seward......................
March
5, 1861
matic agents, etc.
The department also publishes
'_.. Elihu B. Washburne.....................
March 5, lgt;.9
a vo]ume of consular regulations,
in frequently
_.
HamiltonM.
I_sh...........................
Marchll,
1_69
'27. William
Evarts......................
Marchl2, 1_,7
revised editions -- The secretary of state is aided
'28. James G. Blame .........................
March 5. ]gSl
by a first assistant secretary,
who l_,comes acting
29. Frederick T. Frehnghuysen ..............
Dec. 1'2,1881
secretary in his absence, salary $4,7-)00 ; a second
A.R.
SPOFFOnD.
and third assistant secretary,
salaries $3,500 each,
who are charged with correspondence
with diploSTATE
RIGHTS,
(See STATE SOVER_m_matic and consular officers, and with such public
vY, II.)
business and correspondence
as may be assigned
to them by the secretary.
The business of the deSTATE
SOVEREIGNTY
(nu U. S. ItlSTORY),
partment
is distributed
among seven bureaus:
a the theory
of the relation
of the states to the
diplomatic
bureau, having charge of correspondUnion on which was based the right of secession.
ence with American ministers residing abroad ; a It held that all the rights and powers of sorerconsular bure_tu, charged with the correspondence
eighty were vested in the thirteen states, or cornwith the consulates of the United States; a bureau
monwealths,
which ori_dnally
formed the Amerof indexes
and archive.% having
charge of the
ican Union;
that the peoples of these commonmails, the registry
and indexing
of correspondwealths had authorized
their state governments
to
ence, and the preservation
of the archives;
a buform the confederation
in 1777-81 and the constireau of accounts, having the custody and disbursetution in 1787-9; that the peoples of the individment of appropriations,
care of funds and bonds,
ual commonwealths
thus formed
a vohmtary
and of the building
and property of the departunion, retaining
to themselves
the whole essence
meat; a bureau of rolls and library, having cusof sovereignty,
but yielding
to the new federal
tody of the rolls, treaties
and laws, with their
government
certain
of the insignia
of governpromulgation,
and the care of the library and pubment, previously
held by the state governments;
lic documents,
as well as of the revolutionary
arthat the people of anystate,
by withdrawing
from
chives ; a bureau
of statistics,
cbarged
with the
the federal
government
its grant of powers, ipso
preparation
of the reports upon commercial
rela- facto dissolved
the only bond which united them
lions; and a law bureau, for the examination
of in a continuously
voluntary
union with the other
all claims, and of questions
of law submitted
by
states; and that there is, and can be, no "sorerthe secretary
or his assistants.
-- This widely diseignty"
in the people of a//the states, considered
tributed
btLsine.,_s is performed
by a force of sixtyas a nation, in internal
affairs, and no insignia of
two officers and clerks, besides fourteen
messensovereignty
in foreign
affairs,
except
what is
gers and laborers, drawing
annual salaries to the
granted to the federal government
by the real soyamount of $112,3'7)0 in 1884. The contingent
and
ereignties,
the peoples of the individual
commonmiscellaneous
expenses of the department
of state
wcalths, or states.
The above is the doctrine of
amounted
to the very moderate
sum of $25,050
state sovereignty
pure and simple, as it includes
the same year.
The department
is located in the
the right of secession.
There
is a much more
new and commodious
granite building formingthe
popular and far mildcr doctrine, of which 31adisouth wing of the massive edifice known as the
son was the strongest
supporter
: it hohls that _he
state, war and navy department
building,
erected
states were sovereign until the ratification
of the
in 1871-81.
The department
of state has had as constitution;
and that they then ceased to bc caits secretaries,
from the beginning
of thc governtirely sovereign, a government
palely national and
ment, a series of statesmen
distinguished
in the
partly federal
taking their place.
A variety of
political
annals of the country.
The following
the first theory was also upheld, particular])"
in
list exhibits the names, with the term of office oc1861-5 : it held that the states were still truly, sovcupied by each:
ereign, but that their international
responsibility
SEC_'_rARmSor craw.
and comity forbade them to secede even from :1
1. ThomasJcfferson ........................
Sept. _, 1,"89 voluntary
union on trivial gr_unds, anti authorized
2. Edmund Randolph ......................
Jan.
2, 1794 the other states to war upon them anti cf)lnl_t'!
8. John
4.
Timothy
Marshall
Picketing
...........................
......................
Dec. 18,
May
10, 1_
1,'795 their return. -- In considering
the question it i_ a<
5. James
..........................
March 6,
5, 1809
1801 well to begin by examining
the word sover_.ignty
6,
Robert Madison
Smith ............................
March
7, James Monroe...........................
April _, 1811 itself, though the examination
must be brief. 3h.
8. John Quincy Adams .................
March 5, 1817 John Austin defines it thus : "If a determinate
9. Henry Clay ..............................
March 7, 182.5
10. Marth_ Van Buren .......................
March 6, 18_9 human superior, not in the habit of obedience to
tl. _lward Livingston ......................
May 24, 1881
12. Louis McLane...........................
May tg, 188a a like superior,'receive
habitual obedience
from
18. John Forsyth ............................
June _, 1884 the bulk of a given society, that determinate
_u14. Daniel Webster ..........................
March 5, 1841
*In. Hugh 8. Legar_.........................
May 9, lS4a perior is sovereign in that society, and the sociely
16. /t_ P. Up.at ..........................
July _, 1848 (iaeb_dlng
the superior) is a _ociety political a_d
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To that determinate
superior
the
of the society are subject.
_ a
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to which it has led. But the unanimity disappears
as soon as we undertake
to define "the
people."

$The mutual
relation which subsists between that
superior and them may be styled the relation of
eovereigm and subject,
or the relation
of sorereighty and subjection."
This carefully
guarded
definition
evidcntly
implies that sovercignty
resides in .some small class, and it will settle the
question of the sovereignty
of the dukes of Burgundy
in the middle ages, or of the "princes of
Servia in modern
times.
But it_ fundamental
idea must be modified in the United State-, where
every gow_rnmental
agency is supposed to be "in
the habit of obedience"
to the will of the pe_)ple,
expressed
in written constitution_.
The quc.qion
for us must be, whether
the people of the state,
the commonwealth,
or the peoi)le of the nation,
has been habitually
superior when it has seen fit
to declare its will.
This will show us whether
the ultimate
sovereignty,
the absoiute
indeperLdence of action in domcstic and foreign affairs, the
uncontrolled
power
of decision
in the last resort, is in the people of a state or in the national
people. -- No theory of the nature of thc Ameri('an Union can be suggestcd
against which argumeats from authority,
from the declarations
and
opinions of leading men, legi._lative bodies and
conventions,
can not be levied in array.
The feeling of the American
people has always been so
strongly individualistic,
their conventions
and legislatures
havc been so much inclined to put confidence in their own assertions without
regard to
opposing fact.% and their public men have been so
influenced
in feeling and language
by their euvironment,
that it is not difficult to bring arguments from authority
in support of every variety
of theory.
This serics of articles, relying ou the
facts of our history, and practically
disreg.lrding
authority,
is founded in a bclief opl)oscd to all the
theories above enumerated:
that the Union is not
" voluntary,"
in the sense implied in state sorereignty; that it has always been compelled
by force
of circumstances,
common
interests,
and everything that goes to develop a national will and
make np a nation;
that the nation has existed, by
its own will maint'dned
by arms, sincc the first
shot was fired at Lexington;
that it has since continuallyasserted
its cxisteneewith
a steadily growing certainty
of success; hut that the exl)ression
and assertion of its existence is limited, according
to its own will and the political instincts of the
peol)le, by the controlling
necessity for preserving
state lines, state government
and " slate right,-,"
properly so called.
(f_..e CO,_(_RESS, ('OXTI_'EXTAI,; DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE: _'ATIO.N.)
This article will therefore
bc confined
to 1, the

Is it the people of all the states, of the nation,
that is sovereign?
Is it the people of each individual state that is sovereign?
Jefferson Davi_and
his associates iu 1861 held the latter view, and each,
when the sovereign 1)eoplc of hi_ state declared for
secession, obeyed the behest of the only "people"
known to him, even to the waging of war on the
United States.
Thc dominant
party of the north
and west held the former view, and justificd the
people of the ha|ion,
through
its constituted
agents, in suppressing
rebellion
by war.
The
dcnmcratic
parly of the north and wcst generally
supported
the war measures of the government,
but did so on the ground
of the third doctrine
above mentioned,
that the government
was the
agent of the non-_ccding
states in offsctting
by
war the unfriendly
act of secession.
If the doctrine of state sovereignty
is correct, if each individual state is the only nation which its citizens
can know, the southern states in 1860--61 undoubtcdly exercised
a constitutional
and inalienable
right in seceding, if they believed that the welfare
of their citizens and their own preservation would
he imt)erilcd by remaining
in the Union; and the
suppression
of the rcbellion was a revolutionary
transformation
of a voluntary into an invohmtary
Union.
And the argument
of southern
writers
in favor of state sovereignty
is, in general, as follows. -- 1. They direct attention to the slow and
steady growth of the states alnng the Atlantic
coast, the nucleus of cach being ,_idely separated
from thcothers,
and none of them ever mingling
with its neigl_bors or losing its own identity;
to
the fact that each had its distinct government,
the
king being thc common executive;
and they conelude, that, when the connection
between the colonies and the king was "severed
by rebellious
swords, each colony became a living soul, and
each necessarily
possessed sovereign political will
over its own Wrritory and people."
In support of
this assertion theirappeals
are mainlyto
authority;
and if this form of argument
could bc accepted
as (,onc]usivc,
the do('trine
of state sovereignty
would be very strong.
Tbe word " people," as
use(l at the time, was almost inwtriably
applied
to tlw people of a state ; and the people of all
the stales are loosely referred
to as "the continenl," "' the general_ity, '' ",'_merica
in general."
When
indepemle,_ee
was finally
declared,
the
instrument
w_ts carefully
entitled
"The
unanimous
declaration
of the thirteen
united
(,_ic)
States of America."
slmwing
that " thirteen
indcpondcnt
will.,, became unallimou_ on the g'rcat
ocea,ion "; and in decl'lring
the in,h,penden('e
of

leading
arguments
for state sovereignty,
as advaneed by its supporters;
2, the hislorical
argumeats against it: and 3, "state rights."--l.
The
word" people" isthex
of American political algebra.
All parties agree in the assertion that sovereigntyis
inherent in the people, not in the governmeat; and in so far the unanimity
of belief is alamost startling, considering
the diversity
of results

" the States," these bodie_ are always referred
to
in the plur.d : " that a_ Free and Indel)endent
States they haxc full Power to h.,vy War, conelude Peace, contr'tct
Alliances,
Est_fl)lish Commerce, and to do all other A(:ts and Things which
Indel)cn(h,nt
Statc_ may of right do."
The idea
m'ty be indieat4d by the full title of Dr. Ihtmsay's
" ltistory
of the Revolution
of South Carolina
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from a British Province to an Independent
State."
And the language of the constitutions
adopted by
the several states during the revolutionary
period
is even stronger in the same direction.
"The
people of this state, being by the providence
of
God free and independent,
have the sole and exelusive right of governing
themselves
as a free,
sovereign
and independent
state ; * * That
this republic is and sh'tll forever be and remain a
free, sovereign
and independent
state."
(Conneeticut act of 1776, establishing
the charter as a
constitution,
preamble and article 1.) "The people
of this commonwealth
have the sole ami exeluMve
right of governing themselves
as a free, sovereign
and independent
_tate."
(3[assachu+_etts constitulion of 1780, still in force, art. 4.) " This convention, thcref_re,
in the name and by the authority of the good people of this state, doth
ordain, determine
and declare that no authority
shall, on any pretense whatever,
1)e exercised over
the people or members of this state but such as
shall be derived
from and granted
by them."
(:New York constitution
of 1777, art. 1.) " That
the style of this country
(sic) be hereafter the state
of South Carolina."
(Souttl Carolinaconstitntion
of 1778, art. 1.) When we add to such expressions as these the emphatic
eezreatof the second of
the articles of confederation,
"each state retains
its sovereignty,
freedom
and independence,"
the
whole makes up a formidable
mass of contemporary testimony
in favor of the "sovereignty"
of
the individual
states; and it i_ re-enforced
by the
unconscious
and ingenuous testimony given by the
almost invariable
langtmgc of men of the time in
official and unofficial positions.
And, finally, in
the treatyof
peace which cl<)scd tim war, thehigh
contracting
parties joined in declaring,
not that
the United
States as a nation
was independent,
but that the several state._, naming them in order,
were "free, sovereign and indelg'ndent
states."-But,.after
all, what is all this argument
from authority worth more than the impotent
I)rotests
of a drowning
man in the mid_t of a resistle_s current?
IIis declarations
that he will not drown
can hardly save him without the added exertion
of swimming.
If "sovereignty"
could be maintained
by resolutions
alone, the argument
from
authority
would lre of weight; but neither is true.
Reams of resolutions
would be of little avail in
maintaining
the "sovereignty"
of Ireland or Poland, unless the resolvers are ready to back their
resolutions
by physical
force; and no such readiness was cver shown by the individual
states,
Massachusetts
came nearc,_t to it in the sudden
levy of troops and siege of Boston which followed
the fight at Lexington;
but even Massachusetts,
while fighting the enemy with one hand, was with
/he other beckoning
to the nation for help, andher
delegates,
as soon as the continental
congress met
in the following
month,
successfully
urged the
adoption of her troops as a " continental
army."
In reeolutions
the states were prolific:
when it
came to war, the highest and most dread attribute
of "_vereignty,"
all instinctively
shrank back,

and pitted the true nation against a king, covereign against sovereign.
The mass of evidence
above summarized
goes just far enough to prove
that the individual
states were sovereignties
i_
posse; and had any one of them ever ventured oil
the next essential step, and maintained
its separate sovereignty
by physical force, no sane man
could have denied that it was at last a s_vereignty i_+ r._._e. But this last step has always been
wanting, and, while that is the case, all is wanting.
That states, thus cowering
like frightened
chickens under their mother's
wing, should have
gone on calmly ignoring in words their motlwr's
existence,
and asserting by resolution
the sov0rciffnty wtfieh they dared not maintain by f_)rec,
only shows the inability of even the wisest men
to see clearly all the phases of contemporary
hi_tory.
That able men should still argue, tlmt a
sovereignty
il+ posse can be transformed
into a
sovereignty
in e_se by such a cheap and ea._y
weapon as a resolution,
only proves tlmt prejudice
is still frequently
of stronger weight than obvious
fact.
Tlmt the nation should have quietly lolerated such open denials of its very existence, only
proves the national indisposition
to apply unneccs_ry force.
An imperator
or a czar mn_t suppress the ]cast impeachment
of his sovvrcignty:
the American republic will still calmly allow even
an ot)en denial of its existence--always
provided
that the denial is cnnfined to theory.-But it must
not be suppo_(_] that the argument
from authority
itself is so overwhelmingly
in favor (ff state so_ercignty as the summary
ate)re wouht iml)ly.
Wc
may pass by the unofficial exhibitions
of nation:d
spirit in revolutionary
times, and still have a r('serve force of authority
to show the univer.-al
consciousness
that the controlling,
though alway_
self-controlled,
power'was
in the n_ttioJ,rl l)eolJh'.
Congre_,
in its declaration
of July 6, 1775. s:lys:
" We exhibit to mankind thercmarkable
(,Xaml_l+"
of a people [not of thirteen people_J attack_,d by
unprovoked
enemies."
The s_mle body ft)rmu
lares its proclamation
of Dec. 6, 1775, thu_:
"We,
therefore,
in the name of the people of
these United Colonic.s "; and thus bcg_ins it_ rh.('laration of July 4, 1776: "When,
in the cour._cof
human events, it becomes nccessary for o_epc_q_l,:
to dissolve the political
bands which have conneeted them with another, and to a._sume am,)n_"
the powers of the earth the separate
and e, iu_tl
station to which the laws of nature and of natur(.'God entitle them."
This last step, this assum?tionof aseparate
andequalstation
amongthc
pow
ers of the earth, is the onlymea_
by which ""s_x.ereignty"
can property be a_erted;
and it ncw.r
has been so asserted by a singte state.
Thercalnational revolutionary
nature of the declaration,
_u_d
the subordinate
part played by the states in it, arc
well stated in the address of congress to the peopie, Dec. 10, 1776: " It iswell known to you, that,
at the universal desire of the people, and with the
hearty
approbation
of every province,
the congress declared
the United
States free and independent."
If we are to trust to authority,
we
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may cite thd sweeping assertion of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney,
Jan. 18, 1788: "The separate independence
and individual
sovereignty
of the
several states were never thought
of by the cnlightened band of patriots who framed the declaration of independence,
the several states are not
even mentionc_l by name in any part of it." And
no man in the South Carolina
legislature
at that
time said him nay when hr, denounced
the claim,
"that each state is scparalcly
and individually
independent,
as a species of political
hcrc_y."-Again,
in its commission
to its ambas-adors
to France, Oct. 23, 1776, congress
remarks : " k
trade upon equal terms,
between
the _ubjects
of his most Christian
majesty
and the p(,ople
of these states will be beneficial to I,oth h_t_bla, ";
and the ultimate
treaty
of Feb. 6, 1778, refcrs regularly
to "the
two parties"
or " the (we
nations."
The treaties
wilh
the _Nctlwrlands,
Swcdcn
and Prussia,
in 1783-5, u_e lhe same
phrases.
Nor did congq'ess h_itatc
to bring the
national po_c_r into plain view, when neee_s.lry.
Dec. 4, 1775, it resolved that. "in tim ])re_ent situation of affairs, it will be very dangerous
to the
liberties and welfare of America,
if any cnlony
should separately
petition lhc king or (_ither house
of parliament."
Dec. 29, 1775, it re-olved
that
" the colonies of Virgiifia, Maryland
and North
Carolina be permitted
to export produce to any
part of the world, except
Great Britain,"
et_'.
Finally, May 15, 1776, the congress recommended
the varinus assemblies and eon_ entions of the colonies " to adopt such govcrmncnt
as shall in the
opirtion of the repre_ntativcs
of the people best
conduce to the happiness
and safety of tlwir constituents in particular
and Anlcri(:_, ill general "';
and the national l:_)wer which thus brooded over
tile state govt,rnments
them-elves
is indicated
in
an a(htre_s of congr(.*s_ 1,) the l)eoplc of lh(: United
States, May 8, 177_: " Your inwrc<ts will bc fostere(l and nourished
by governments
float dcrirc
tl_eir lm,rer J)'o_n yo_tr gr,_,t."
Even the state
constitutions
which de(,larc the sovereignty
of the
state show the underlying
con_ciou_nc,s
of the
dele_,g'atcs that a national power was in (,xi.,,tcnce,
though it was more prone to show itself by acts
than by words.
The constitutions
of Delaware,
Georgia,
New IIampshire,
,New Jersey,
N(,w
York, North Carolina and Pennsylvania,
all refer
expressly to the previous
action of congress, amt
particularly
to its resolution
of blay 15, ]776, as
the justification
of their action; and the four state
constitutions
(of .),Iassachusctt%
blarvland,
Virginia and South Carolina) which do not expr_sly
refer to it, do so tacitly by their h)ng dclay until
congress took tile initiative.
The preamblcof
thc
South Carolina constitution
of 1778 cven assigns,
asareasonforanewconstitution,
that "theUnitcd
Colonies of America
have since been constituted
independent states _* _ _ by thedeclaration
(_f the
honorable the continental
congrt._s, dated the 4th
day of July, 1776." But the first constitution
of
South Carolina, March :_6, 1776, strikes tlm deadliest of all possible
blows at the theory of state
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sovereignty,
whose essential
dogma is that the
United Statas exists in a state only by the continuingwill
of the state.
On the contrary,
attic.It
twcnty-eightof
thisconstitutioudeclaresthat
"the
rcsolu!ions of tile continental
congress, _ww of.farce
i_ t/_is aJlo_y, shall so continue until altcr('d or reyoked b!/tl_.m [congress]."
The resolutions of tile
nation,d (,on,._--r(,-sin force in Sonth Carolina, prior
to any (leclaralion of the ".-overeign"
will of South
Carolina ! Certainly
Calhoun
had no hand in
framing
this constitution.lIaving
stated the
argumcnt_,
pro and c,,_t_.a, this article can only
c(_ncludc, that the arguments
from authot-ity are
quite evenly ]lahtn(:_d. but that the argument
from
fact is ovcr_xlwlmingly
a_ainst
"state sovereignty."
The sta_(_s declared
themselves
sovereign
overand ovcragain;
but calling thcmselw,ssovcreign did not makc them so, It, is ncces.-ary that a
state shouhl he sovereign, not, that it should call
itself so, while still sl,(,lt_,rir_g itself under a real
national
authority.
The nation
was made by
(,vents and hy thc acts of the nali,)nal pcoph,, not
by empty words or by tll(, will of ._overeign states;
but the sovereign will of the nalion has always
been that tlwre shouhl bc statc_, that the Ix'nple
shouhl act politic.ally through lhcm, and that their
rights and t)rivilege_.,,houhl
be r¢,sl×.cle(l. -- 2. If
the argument
from fact, that the sel);mlte states
w(,re never more than sovereignti¢_
in p,J,_s(,,.rod
that they never v(.niurcd
Io [)(.come sover(_igntics
iu cs,s,., is sound, it, of course, di-po-(,_ of _tale
sovereignty not only in tllc birth of the nation and
in the formation
of the ('onf('deration,
but in the
adot)tion of the constitution
al_o.
If "t sover(.ignty was created by general and national obedience
to the resolutions
of a r(.v_lutionary
natic)nal assembly, unlimitcd by any org'mic Jaw; -ind if that
sovereignty
_as maintaim,d
by a successful
hational war, tlwre i< no ar_unn,nt to the conlrar'," in
thefa(.tthatthenew_ovcreigntyalh)wcdi_,'_ge_ts,
the state governments,
to shape the arti('h_s of
confcdcratiorL
and to at)point (lele__at('s to the convcntion of 1787. The national so_crci/nty
thus
created m(_/l_t have disintc/rawd
and died ; ]_'cw
York or Virginia
_iql, t have brok('n away and
.,,ustaincd herself' a_ a sovcr_.ignty in _._.,_'as well as
i_ l_s.,,';
but there was in fact no such result.
The natiomd fcelin,¢ hchl the nation toccther, and
forced the unwilling
sta_e governments
to stand
sponsors to .l new national a_sembly.
Such a body
was the convention
of 1787. It e(luld not have
been an ass(,mblagc
of ambassadors
from sever
eign states, f( r, as is noted hcrcaftcr, no state constitu|ion
ever purtlortcd
to give its legislature
"
power to send such ambassadors
or m'_ke such a
treaty, and no gow_rnor ever vcnturcd
to a%ume
such a power.
And the convention,
wlwn it met,
proved its national character by disregarding
altogether the articles of confederation,
which were
nevcr to have tx_'n even amended,
ex(.cpt by
unanimous
vote of all the le_slatures
: and by
giving the ratification
of the new form of government to state conventions,
not even allowing the
legislatures
a voice in the matter. _Neverthcless,
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state sovereignty
adduces a great mass of argu.
ment from authority in all the transactions which
led to the adoption of the constitution,
and in the
constitution
itself.
Tile convention
itself struck
out the word "national"
from the first resolution
proposed to it, "that a national government
ought
to be established."
Its debates are marked by fiequent use of expressions relating to tlle sovereignty
of the states.
"That
the-states
are at present
equally sovereign
and independent
has been asserted from every quarter of this house," said one
delegate.
The expression
"We, the people of the
United States." in the preamble to the constitution,
and the omission of the names of the states, are
usually cited as decisive proofs a_minst state sovereignty.
Undoubtedly
the people of the nation
were making the constitution,
but it is vcrydoubtful whether
many of the delegates were aware of
the fact : most of them probably still al)plied the
word to the people of their own individual
state,
and felt, as the "Fedcrali,_t"
(No. 39) expressed
it, that "each state in ratifying
the constitution
is
considered
as a sovereign body, independent
of all
others, and only to be bound by its own voluntary
act."
The omission
of the names of the states
seemed decisiw." to so respectable
an authority
as
Mr. Motley, but unluckily
the omission
cuts the
other way.
In the first draft of the constitution,
as reported
by the committee,
Aug. 6, 1787, the
preamble
reads, " We, the people of the states of
_ew
Hampshire,
Massachusetts,"
etc. [naming
them in order], and the names were left out in the
final draft from the apprehension
that oneor more
of the states named might, by virtue of its supposed "sovereignty,"
reject the constitution,
drop
out of the Union, and compel an after alteration
of the preamble.
To the same effect is the seventh
article
of the constitution,
as finally
adopted'
"The ratification of the conventions
of nine states
shall be sufficient for the establishment
of this constitution
be/¢een the states so ratiJ_¥il_g the same."
What, flu;n, wastobethesiattm
of the states which
should refuse to ratify .9 Were they still in the
Union, perhaps
as territories
? Or were they to
secede from the Union ? Or had the other states
already seceded, .rod left them to keep warm the
ashes of the old confederation,
if they could ?
Was the constitution
itself a successful
secession

have always enjoyed.
If the proximity of more
powerful neighbors had ever compelled the Amerlean people to sacrifice one or more states or parts
of states as the price of a treaty of peace, the fallacy of state sovereignty would have been exposed.
But this has never been necessary,
except in the
partial example of Maine in 1842 (scc bLq,tr_E); anti
annexation,
which is the complement
of such territorial
sacrifice, is always
ignored
by the advoeates of thcdoctrine.
Free from dangerous neighbors, the American
people did not, until 1861,
learn the truth whi('h bitter experience
had made
familiar to les._ favored quarters of the globe, that
sovereignty
is always
potentially
an affair of
"blood and iron "; and that it needs not only men
who know, or think they know, their rights, but
men who, "knowing,
dare maintain."
Sovereighty
is indivisible,
as any controlling
will is
indivisible.
As between the nation and the states,
the only question must be, Which was the sovereighty .9 And it can only be answered
by asking,
Which dared to go alone, to carve out its own
l)ath, and achieve
its own destiny ? The queslion answers itself.
Two states, Rhode Island and
North Carolina, refused to ratify, and the constitution went into force without
them.
There could
have been no more excellent opportunity
than this
to convert a sovereignty
il_ posse into asovereignty
i_ esse; but this first and last test for sovereignly
compelled
each of these states to answer, "It is
not in me."
Within
two years both were confessedly in their natural
places as part of the
nation,
both had ratified the constitution,
nomisally as their voluntary
act and deed, but actually, like other states,
under
stress of cir('umstances.
Wc can not know how far Rhode Island
was influenced
by unofficial propositions
to carve
up her territory
between
Massachusetts
and (.'onneclieut,
or how far _North Carolina was influ
cnccxl by official propositions
in congress to suppress or restrain
her commerce
with the neighboring
states.
(See SEcEssIor_.)
Wc can only
see the patent fact that these two states had and
shrank
from the opportunity
to attempt
lo become sovereign in very truth. -- But the constitutional phrase, "between
the states so ratifying the
same," bringsup the further question, Where were
Rhode Island and North Carolina between M,'Lr(.h

from the confederation.9
ordid itonly provide for
neces.,_ry _cession
in this seventh article?
Such
questions
as these have always
had an obvious
fascination
for the advoca!es of state sovereignty,
while their opponents
ha_-e usually avoided
both
Scylla and Charybdis by going overland anti ignoring them altogether.
But, in any candid discussion of the subject, they must bc met and answered;
and, in order to answer them, the effort has been
made to state them fairly and strongly. -- Such
questions,
with their tacit implication
that "soydreignty"
is a mere affair of words, that any
body of men, in order to be sovereign,
has only
to call it_lf,
or be called, sovereign,
afford silent
but weighty testimony
to the peculiar natural ad.
vantages
which the American
people enjoy, and

4, 1789, and their respective
ratifications
in 1789
-90?
Were they in or out of the Union?
Ulah'¢_
the nation existed, and these states were still a p_rt
of it, we are completeJy
at sea. The nation whit'h
had by successful war extorted from Great Brit_dn
a recognition
of its boundarieS,
would not have
been slow upon occasion to compel Rhode l_laml
and North Carolina, and Vermont
as _ell, to n'spect those boundaries,
and to recognize
tb(,mselves as included within them.
But no such ()c
casion arose, and no argamlent can fairly be (tr._x__
from a forbearaTwe of the nation to enforce it._
sovereign
will.
Failure to overcome an open (tofiance would have been a different matter; bu! a
father's
authority
is not to be fairly impcacl,('d
from his forbearance
in allowing a recalcitrant son
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an hour for consideration.
In point of fact,
Rhode Island
and l_lorth Carolina finally ratified
the very constitution
which they had at first rejected, without a single amendment
to commeml the
chalice to their lips.
There was no esc,q)e for
them: they had to ratify; but the forbearance
of
the nat.ion gave them an opportunity
to do so
•'voluntarily."
That the new scheme of governmerit shouhl have been defeated
by tile will of
two states, or that these twoshould
remove themselves without
successful
war, from the b(mndaties fixed in 1783, would have b<_en equally irapossible; but the nation
had been guilty of an
oversight
in allowing
state legislatures
to form
the articles of confederation,
with their absurd
provision for a unanimous
ratification
of amendments, and the nation scrupulously
atoned for its
oversight by forbearing
to press even tile weakest
of its states.
There is of course a still stronger
argument
drawn from the nature of the eonstitulion, but that will best be considered
under the
second head of this article.--It
would be unfair
to deny that the variou._ conventions
which ratifled the'constitution
in 1787-90 considered
themselves as acting for " sovereign states."
The dehates of the Virginia
convention
show that tile
word "people " meant the people of the several
and individual
states, and not of tile nation, in
this declaration,
which was a part nf tile ratifiealion: " That the powers granted
under this conslitution,
being derived
from the people of the
United States, may be resumed by them, whensoever the same shall be perverted
to their injury or oppression
"; and these words, in their
literal meaning,
have the essence of the doctrines
both of state sovereignty
and secession.
But
these words, again, are mere "authority,"
void as
against facts.
Whosewas
the uncontrollable
will,
the sovereignty,
that extorted ratification
from an
unwilling majority
in Virginia,
New York, New
tfampshire
and Massachusetts,
and. later, in
Rhode Island and North
Car(llina?
Was it the
will of any state? or was it the will of tile nation,
acting, according
to its own preference,
through
state organizations?
The question answers itself,
provided
the questioner
will confine himself to
the facts of our history, and turn a deaf cal" to tile
conflicting
arguments
from authority,
the nt)inions, sometimes
correct and sometimes incorrect,
of the actors in the Ifistory.
But the question is
often triumphan'tly
asked, What would have hal)pened if a part of the states had refused finally to
ratify ? Either the rccusants
wouhl have left the
constitutional
number
of ratifying
states (9), or
less than that number.
In the latter case tile condillon placed upon ratifieation
by the national
willwould
not have been fulfilled;
and the whole
scheme of the constitution
would
have failed.
In the former e_se, the pressure upon tile recusant
states would have been gTadually increased
until
the alternative
of ratification
or force would have
been distinctly
presented.
In either event, that
of general confusion or that of the forcible maintenanee of the national will, the sword, the ultima
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ratio of sovereignty,
would have made its appearance ; and, whatever
the result of the struggle
might
have been,
" state sovereignty"
would
certainly
have received before
1800 the quietus
which it finally
received
in 1865. One severeighty,
or two, or three, might have emerged
from tile chad% but st'tte sovereignty,
and even
state ri_lts,
wouhl
hardly have survived.
In
this point of view the r'ltifi('ation
debates
of
1787-9 show the u_ual contradiction
between
authority
and fat:l, between
the constant
asserlion of state sovereignty
antithe, ever-present
fear
that force might dispel the illuuions of the assertion.
A contemporary
tradition is. that Washington, while signing tile con,qitution,
thus struck
the key-note of this feeling : " Should the states
reject this exeellent constitution,
lhe probability
is that an opportunity
will never again offer to
can(,el [substitute]
another in peace : the next
will be drawn
in blood."
" I fear a civil war,"
said Gerry.
"Apprehending
the dangerof
a general contusion
and an ultimate
decision by the
sword, I slmll give the plan my SUl)port," said
Charh;s Pinckney.
"' Is it po._sible to deliberate
between anarchy and convulsion on the one side,
and the chance of good to be expected from the
phm on tile other?" asked llamilton.
" Suppose,"
said Thompson,
in the 3Iassaehusetts
convention,
"nine
states adopt this constitution
: who shall
touch the other four? Some cry out, F()rcethem.
I
say, Dr,_w them."
In the Virginia convention Patrick Ilenryunconsciously
dreff a pregnant parallel
hetween the forbearance
of the nation in forming
the confederation
and in forming the constitution:
"During
the war America was magnanimous.
What was the language of the little state of Maryland'?
' I will have time to consider.
I will hold
out three years.
Let what may come, I will have
ume to reflect.'
Magnanimity
appeared
everywhere.
What
was the upshot ? America
trinmphed."
(See TERmTORmS.)
Where was the
sovereignty,
then, the uncontrollable,
though selfcontrolled
and "magnanimous."
power in the
c_s_q of Maryland
under the confederation,
and
of Rhode
Island and North Carolina under the
('onstitution?
Finally,
Dec. 14, 1787, in a public
letter, Washington
used the following
language,
which sums up the case sgainst state "sovereignty" in framing
the constitution
: " Shouhl one
state, however important
it may conceive itself to
be, or a minority of the states, suppose that they
can dictaw a constitution
to tile majority,
unless
they have tile power of administering
the _tltil_w_
rettk), they will find themselves
deceived "-- At a
summary,
we mtly say that tile ratifi_alitm
of the
constitution
by the conventions
of six of the
states,
New llampshire,
Massachusetts,
Rhode
Island, New York, Virginia and North('aroiina,
was not at all voluntary;
that it was cxtorle(l by
tile evident preponderance
of the national will,
including
minorities
in their own states, as well as
majorities
in other state-s, and by a fear of arraying a lx_eudo sovereignty against a real sovereignty;
that the whole process was a national act; and that
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the strongest arguments from authority can not
avail against the facts of the case.
Nevertheless,
there is one expression of opinion which should
be cited here, not as an argument from authority,
but as giving exactly and tersely the writer's belief.
It is that of James Wilson, in the Pennsylvania convention
of Dec. 4, 1787,
"My position
is, that in this country the supreme, absolute and
uncontrollable
power resides in the people at
large; that they have vested certain proportions
of this power in the state govermnent_;
but that
the fee-simple continues, resides and remains with
the bodyof the people."
He who a_erts the contrary, who holds that the will of a state is, or has
ever been, uncontrollable,
must prove it hy adducing facts, not opinions, whether contemporary
or subsequent
to the revolution.
-- 8. After 1789
state sovereignty
entered
upon the seventy-five
years struggle with the national idea which ended
in 1865. (See KEI_'Tt'CKY RESOLUTIONS; COb'YENTION, HARTFORD; JITDICIARY; fl-LLEGIANCE; _'ULLIFICATION

; SECESSIO,'.;

; RECONSTRUCTION

; NA-

TmN.)
Throughout
this struggle
almost ever T
state in the Union in turn declared its own " soyereignty,"
and denounced
as almost treasonahle
similar declarations
in other cases by other states,
Where these declarations
stopped, and were intended
to stop, at naked
assertion,
they come
properly under our third head of "state rights."
In this form they have always been common, and
probably will ag_dn be common, though they have
much decreased
in'frequency
since 1865.
So late
as March 19, 1859, on the occasion of a supreme
court decision
against
the Wisconsin
"personal
liberty law" (see that title), the state legislature
passed a series of r(_¢olutions, the last of which
spoke the following
strong language:
"that
the
several states which formed that instrument
[the
constitution],
being sovereign
and independent,
have the unquestionable
right to judge of its infractions
; and that a positive defiance by tho_
sovereignties
of all unauthorized
acts done under
color of that instrument
is the rightful
remedy."
References
tosovereig'n
states and the sovereignty
of the states have since been by no means unusual
in legislative
resolutions
and judicial
decisions,
A good example is in the message of Gov. I_l)inson, of :New York, June 14, 1878, vetoing a bill
to enable creditors
of other states to sue through
:New York state officers : "It requires the state to
lay down its dignity, its honor and its integrity as
a sovereign
state of the Union, and to become a
collecting
agent for speculators
in state bonds."
In none of them has there been any apparent
notion of a possible maintenance
of the so-called
sovereignty
by force in case of opposition
to it.
We are interested
only in the c_ses where this
final test of sovereignty
has been brought in question.
It is fairly doubtful whether the :New Eng]and opposition
to the embargo and the war of
1812 falls in the former or in the latter class.
The
probability
is that it really meant state sovereignty
to a few of the leaders, but only state rights to
the w
of the leaders
and followers.
The

action of Pennsylvania
in the Olmstcad ease, in
1809, and of Georgia in the Cherokee case, in
1830-32 (see that title), inclined toward the forcible maintenance of the state's will.
In the former
case the national authority was enforced, and in
thelatter it was yielded.
South Carolina'snullifieation of tile tariff act in 1832 fulfilled every requisite of the theory of state sovereignty by employing a formal state convention
to d_clare the uncontrollable
will of the state.
This wa_ therefore
the first fair and open attempt
in our history lo
maintain the doctrine to its logical consequence%
and it was a failure.
The inability of the sta_(_
to maintain
its ground was so evident that an
unofficial a_emblagesuspended
the sovereign will
of the state to a point beyond the designated
time.
From this time state ,¢_vereignty became inextricably blended with slavery, until the growing union of both ended in secession in 1860-61.
(_._e
SL.4.VER'r, SECES,qlOI_.)
It is very true, a._ most
southern writers assert, that the fundamental
issue
on which
the seceding states waged war in 1861-5
was the maintenance
of "the
right of _,lf.government,"
that is, of state sovereignty
; and tirol,
in comparison
with this, slavery was of litre iraportancc.
It is true, that, when a state had once
pronounced
its will to seced(,, both the support(,rs
and theopposersof_co_sion
felt boundto
m_int_in
the will of the state, even to the extent of war
against the United States.
But it is equally row.
that no such issue would ever have been pre.-emvd
hut for slavery and its progres.qve
influence, ill
arraying
the will of the state ag_ainst flw will (,f
thenation.
When theissue wa._at last presented.
it could no longer be. avoided.
Tilerc w.l¢ no
room for forbearance,
or, a._ Patrick tI¢,nry icrmc,d
it, "magnanimity";
sovereignty
was brought I_)
the touchstone,
and state sovereignty
wa... found
wanting. _In
the subsequent
process of reconstruction (see that title), there was ver b"mu('h that
was at variance
not only with state sovcrcignty.
but with state rights as well.
The 1bower ov,.r
the militia, the elective franchise,
the s/ate courts.
and the police regulation
of cities and _own-,
which the universal national will decrees to be in
the states, was for a time withheld from the lawly
seceding states.
If this was intended
in any wa_
as a certificate of burial for the defunct theor.v (,f
state sovereignty,
it served the further
purpo_c
of bringing into plainer view thehealthy
docn'in_'
of state rights ; for the punishment
was so _Lbh¢_rrent to the national
instincts
that it wa, very
rapidly abandoned.
Out of a]_ the st,'uggle_ _
the past has come the unanimous
will o[ I1,.
nation, equally opposed
to state sovereignly :,l_¢l
to centralization,
that it shall be an indissolubl('
Union of indestructible
states. -- ]I.
Under the.
first head the effort has been made to show Ibe
baselessness
of state sovereignty
from the sincle
historical
fact that the wilt of the nation ]m_
always been the controlling
power, though it hn_
always
been forbearing
in non-essentials.
I1 inecessary further to adduce some other more i,,)lated facts, aU showing
that the states were never
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sovereigns. -- 1. It is essential that a sovereignty
1861 the secedin G stat_, which so loudly declared
should have complete
power of independent
ac- their sovereignty,
were at the same time contration in external affairs as well as in internal affairs,
dieting the a_sertion by their instinctive
cff_wts to
:Foreign nations, in their intercourse
with a state,
form a new nation for the protection
of stale soylook, not to assertions
of sovereignty,
but to the
ercignty.
A sovercignty
incapable
of self-mainfact, and regulate their recognition
and ddplonmttenancc, and always under the protection of "_highic relations
accordingly.
What are we to think
er p(iwer, is a contradiction
in terms. --3.
A still
of a "sovereignty"
that never declared or waged
str(ingcr objection
is the nature of the governa war, never concluded
a peace, never sent or
menT<, whether they be calle(l federal or national,
received an ambassador,
never flew a rcco.,..,nized
which have been formed in, for and hy the Uni(in.
flag, and never formed
a treaty or an alliance ? The first, or rex olutionary,
governme_lt of the conAnd yet this is the history of nearly if n()t quite all
tincntal congress, was absolutely
opp(iscd tr) state
thestates.
The fewexccl)tions,
theNcw
England
sovereignty.
The armics which were mu_tered,
urlion (see that title), the lndian wars and tre'ttie_
the navie_ which were created, the war "_vhich wag
of :New England
and the south, the pine tree
waged, the flag which was di_l)laycd, the trt_'aties
flag and coinage, wcre sub ro,_a approliriations
of
which were made, and the debt which was coathc insignia
of sovereignty,
unrecognized
by any
tractcd, were all exclusively
n'_tion:ll, and dependt)thers than tile appropriatom,
and m()st of them
c(t for thcir crt,(lit on the will of the whole t)eooccurred
in colonial
time_, when sovercignty,
plc.
Congress ev[,n sln)wcd its national
nature
other than the king's, was unthought
of. Even
by declaring
ind('pendcn('e
without
the assent of
whcn the colonies bc(.'mm states, thc usual Amcr_New York, and by liracti('ally making _Washington
ican political sense showed itself thr(iugh all the
dictat(ir in 1777.
Even the'_rii(.ies (ff ccinfe(teradeclarations
of state sovereignty
: n()ne of thcir
tion. though they (h.clarcd thesover(.ignty
of each
state constitutions
purported
to give the state govstate, conlradictcd
the assertion by leaving the incrnments any of the powers above enumerated,
signia of sc)vcreignty to the national government.
nor was this withho)ding
of power
the conseWhen wc come to the constitution,
the objcction
qucnee of any ag_rccment in thc articles of conbeeomc, '_bsolutcly insuperable.
The prohibitions
fedcr.itinn,
for all the state constitutions
were
upon the states in section 10 of arlicle I. are all
framed before, most of them five vcar_ before,
prohibitions
of thc ex(,reise of sovereign powers;
the articles of confederation
went il_to force,
it
the state_, then. were not in fact regar(h,d as soywas the consequence
of the instinctive
nalional
ercignties,
either by them_lvcs
(w by others. The
sense that thc_ beh)nged to the real sovereignty,
same argument
can not be applied to the precedthe nation.
There is a single rcnmrkablc
excep
ing section,
llrohibiting
the excrci-e of certain
lion, the twenty-sixth
article of the S_mth Caropowers by the Unit(_l States; for these are allmatlina constitution
of 1776 : "That
the pre¢idcnt
I ters of r()utinc, not sovereign powers.
Indcr the
[governor] and commandcr-in-chief
shall ha_ c n_) constitution
the states were not to have even the
power to make war or peace, (ir enter into any
appearance
of soverciffnti_'_:
the po'a[.r.- to declare
final treaty, without
the consent of tlle general
war, to make pea('(,, t(_ c¢_nelude trestle.s, to supassembly and lc_,,islative council."
But even this
press insurrections,
and to l)_mi.-h trt.a-on, were
(unaltered until 1790) must be taken a_ only ,_n now placed where th(.y bcior_gcd, in the national
argument from authority,
since the iml)lie(t tre'tty
government
If stales formt'd the c_)n¢titution,
power of the state was never maintained
in f:_et,
they stultified their own a_sertions of sovereignty.
--2.
The states have nowhere
shown their la('k
The cr)nclu_ion mu_t be, not that stat_,-, _mte govof the e_entials
of sovereignty
more consl)i('ucrnment._
ously than in thcirself-coufesscd
inability to._tand
po,_se_ed
alone.
At the very outsct of the struggle between
pe(ip]e of
the nation and the king, in 1775, the boldcst of the ' ._tatcs. is
states, M_msachusctts,
w_m the h)udest in calling ] eighty of

or the federal government
it sovereign,
of uncontrollable
power, but lhat the
the nation, divided 1)5"its own u ill into
s(_vereign. --The
idea that the sorerthe states was only suspended
b v the

her integrity.
upon
the continental
The first
congress
st'_te for
to help
form toa mainttSn
c(in_titu- i at
f(irmatinn
any m(*ment
of the.byc()nstitution,
thc will of the
rcadv_tate.
to bethough
rcvived it
tion, New tlampshire,
did so only after seeking
was the general.-outhern
(h)ctrine after al)(,u! 1803
the patronage of congress, and all the oth_,r statos,
(tee SECESSmN), is altogetlmr
too firm spun for
except South Carolina, waited, bef(_re taking the
practi_'al use or recognition.
The idea of a cornelsame step, for the general recommendation
of tose s(_vereignty,
of a sovereignty
which sleeps
congress, May 15, 1776, refc, rmd to above.
In the
like Rip Van Winkle, but wakcs at the exercise of
articles of confederation
each state legislature
units own suspended
will, of an uncontrollable
will
dertook to covenant with all the o/hers for prowhich still exists though
it ha._ resigned its estection.
This was found to be too weak a safcsenee to another, of an abdicated sovereign t)eaccguard, and the nakedness of state sovcreignty
was
ably reviving its own sovereignty,
iu certainly an
fully exposed in the adoption of the constitution:
extraordinary
political do&nna; and its evident fal"The United States shall guarantee to every state
lacy is enough to disprove the notion that the
in this Uuion a republican
form of government,
states were ever sovereign. --Above
all, the proand shall protect
each of them against invasion
vision for amcndmcnt
bythrec-fourths,
not by all,
and * _ * agai_t
domestic
violence."
Even in
of the stat_, is a fiat negative to state sovereignty.
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There is, with the obsolete exception of the reten,
tion of the slave trade until 1808, and with the always controlling retention of state lines, no limit
upon the power of amendment.
Can we imagine real sovereignties
not only "suspending"
the
exercise of their own wills on points certain, but
agreeing to accept as their own the unlimited and
indefinite future will of three-fourths
of their associates?
And yet tile only alternative
for state
sovereignty
is to ima_ne
the states as making the
agreement
without
the intention
of keeping
it.
This one provision for amendment
is sufficient to
outweigh
all the arguments
from authority
that
could be adduced.--4.
It is usually
a_mned
_hat state sovereignty
is essential to a federal geeernment,
and is only denied because of tim desire
to introduce
the idea of a national or centralized
government.
In fact, the government
is both national and federal: not, as the "Federalist
"_rts,
partly national and partly federal, by the will of
_le states; but together
national and federal, by
the will of the whole people. Powerful
enough to
have established
tim most centralized government,
if it had been foolish enough to desire it, the national will has ahvays, of it_ own motion, limited
itself to such a government
as the states should
agree upon, a federal
government.
When the
nation's
first instruments,
the state legislatures,
proved unfit, the nation was strong
enough to
wipe out their work and substitute a better; but it
still pledged
itself to maintain
the states intact,
and to make no change
in the (:onstitution
on
which three-fourths
of the states could not agree,
"Fhis universal American
predilection
to a federal
form of government
has made it possible to argue
in favor of the sovereignty
of the original thirteen
states, but the case is altogether
different when we
come to tim slates which have been subsequent]y
_admitted under the constitution.
So difficult is it
to a_ribe
their existence to their own uncontrol]able will, or to anything
else than the uncontrollable will of the nation, that the advocates of state
sovereignty
here find (and evade.) their Scylla and
Charybdis.
Take the state of Missouri as an cxample.
Its territory
was.sold by France to a soyereignty,
the United States, not to any or all of
the states.
It was beught by the nation as a soyereignty,
not by any lmrmission given by tim states
in a written constitution.
Its original acquisition,
its erection
into a territory,
its government
as a
territory,
were alike the results
of the n'ltional
will.
And when its population
had grown suffi,
eicntly to justify hopcof stability,
the national authority regulated
the formation
of a state govern,
ment, established
its boundaries,
and finally, in its
own time and on its own terms, admitted
the new
state to the Union.
Will any man be bold enough
to specify where and when the sovereignty,
the
uncontrollable
will. of Missouri came into this long
process a._ a factor?
To whom, then, do the penpie of Missouri
owe what would still often be
called their
"sovereignty,"
the absolute
power
over their own affairs, which they have enjoyed
since 1_0, but did not enjoy before 18207
Evi.

dently, to the national will.
There is not a state,
old or new, in this Union, whose will has been considered in the establishment
of its own boundaries.
The boundaries
of the original thirteen
states and of Vermont were fixed by the royal
power a_d its agents; the boundariesof
new states,
and tile rearrangement
of tlle boundaries of the
old states, have been fixed under tim supervision
of the new natiomd sovereignty;
and neither of
these classes of pseudo sovereignties
has ever had
the power to add one cubit to its area of its own
uncontrollable
will.
Indeed, one of them (Iowa)
was refused admission until she would accept the
boundaries
which the national will had fixed for
her.
The only fair arguments
to the contrary are
Rhode Island and Texas.
(_':_eethose titles.)
But
these were only apparent.
The long resistance of
the former to the encroachments
of her neighbors
was pa_ive,
not active; and the boundaries
of the
latter, which her own power had been unable to
establish as she claimed, were finally fixed by the
United States.
Texa,% indeed, is a good deal of
an anomaly in her entrance
to our system.
An
undoubted
sovereignty
previously,
she was rather
united to the Union than admitted to it. Sonlcnf
the whigs, who were opposed
to the admission,
even claimed at the time that it was a f.dr qut.'stion whether the United States had annexed Texas,
or Texas had annexed the United States; that tim
junction
of the two republics
had properly abel]shed the constitutions
of both, and vacatc_l the
offices of their respective
presidents;
and that a
new constitution
amt a new president were necessary. for the new nation.
But the overwhelming
superiority
of one of the two parties was taken as
a sufficient
offset for all legal infornmlities,
and
the "annexation
" was consummated.
Barring
this anom'dous case, tim origin of state sovereignty
in new states is a field of inquiry which the advocates of the theory of state sovereignty
can not
be induced to enter.
Theablest
and latest of them,
in his " Republic of Republics,"
cited below, has
a chapter of eight pages on "' Sovereignty
in the
new states,"in
which the whole question is evaded
carefully
and successfully.
Its only attempt at
argument
is in the closing sentences of the chapter: "Can you think, dear reader, of any political
difference between Otdo and Connecticut,
Virginia and Missouri, New Jersey and Texas, Georgia
and California,
as to status, capacity or rights?"
And the answer must be: There is no difference;
each and all ()we their states, capacity and rights
to the power which won them, by force or purchase, from Great Britain, France, Spain or Mcxice, and which has since maintained
them, the
nation. -- In fact, state sovereignty
is the deadliest of all enemies to a federal government.
In a
government
without the federal principle, the entrance of the error is impossible, or extremely difficult.
As soon as the federal principle enters, its
parasite
enters with it, and usually succeeds in
destroying
it. A permanent
federal Union, based
upon the uncontrollable
will of the states which
composed it, would be as impossible as permanent
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connection between man and woman without lawful marriage.
The sovereign powerof
the nation,
by the certainty which it gives to the bond, places
in the category of the impossible
countless grievances which, without
a national
power, would
soon be magnified by state jealousy and state demagogues into good reason for dissolution
of tim
bond. He, then, who denies state sovereignty,
but
ullholds state rights, does so not in defense of the
national power, which is perfectly able to defend
itself, but in defense of the most beautiful and yet
delicate'of
all schemes of government,
the federal
system. -- III. STARE Rm_TS.
From 1800 until
1865 the phrase "state
rights" looked directly or
indirectly to but one of tile supposed rights of a
state, the right of secession.
The political rcvolution of 1800 was caused very largely by the rcvolt of the mass of the people ag'ainst tile federalist idea that tile federal government
was sovereign,
a very different
thing from the as_rtion
that the
nation is sovereign,
The new party that then assumed control of the federal government
did so
on the theory that the federal government
was the
servant of the states, and that tile Union was
wholly voluntary
on the part of the states.
This
theory was summed up in the name "state rights
democrat."
In the north and west the theory had
disappeared
in reality long before 1860, and men
in those sections who called themselves
"state
rights democrats"
were hard pressed to reconcile
their party name and their support of the war
against the rebellion.
In the south the name and
theory were kept in complete
sympathy
by the
multifarious
influences
of slavery until state soyereignty and slavery went down in a common
overthrow in 1865. "State rights "may now takc
its proper signification,
that which belonged to it
in reality even while "state
sovereignty"
was
given as its formal name.-In reading the debates of the period from 1775 until 1789, no one
can help noticing the peculi.tr way in which the
word "sovereignty"
is used. The same men who
recognize at every step in fact the existence of a
national sovereignty,
continue to refer to the states
as " sovereignties."
The same Wilson, whose exact.and satisfactory
stata:ment of the ultimate national sovereignty
has been used above, speaks
thus in another place : "The
business of the fedoral convention
_ _* a comprehended
the views
and e.stablishments
of thirteen independent
sorereignties."
And such apparent
contradictions
are
not tlle exception,
but the rule.
"The American
Statesm_hu's DictionalT,"
says yon ttolst,
"was
written in double columns, and the chief terms
of his w)cabularv
were not infrequently
inserted
twice : in the right-hand
column,
in tim sense
which accorded with actual facts, and was in keeping with the tendency
toward
particularism
; in
the left, in their logical sense, the sense which the
logic of facts has gradually
and through
many a
bitter struggle brought
out into bold relief, and
which it will finally stamp as their exclusive meaning."
If they endeavored
to "outdo the mystery
of the Trinity by making thirteen one, while leav-
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ing the one thirteen,"
it was because they were
conscious that the thirteen were thirteen
by the
will, protecth)n and support of the one.
It is by
the citation of one member of each of these verbal
contradictions
that the advocates
of state sovereignty have built up thclr argument from authority, makinff the "fathers
of tile republic"
tile fathers of their theory, while ignoring the practical
application
by which the fathers
aforesaid
explained their apl)arent contradictions.
The contradiction will disappear if we take in set terms
what tile fathers took in practice, that the states
were not sovereign
of their uncontrollable
will,
but that they possessed absolute
power in their
own sphere by the will of the nation.
'" State
sovereignty"
then takes its proper form of "state
rights."
The nation m'ty diminish or enlarge the
sphere of the states : it has repeatedly
done both
by amendments;
but, wha[evcr the sphere of the
statt_ may be, they are supreme within it. It may
be said that this reduces the states to the rank of
counties, but the objection will not hold.
The will
of a state, to which the nation has abandoned the
control of cities, towns and counties, is easily expressed and exercised : but the will of the nation
can only be expressed
and excreted
with such
enormous difficulty that the states are practically
safe from it, unh._s an unusually
great emergency
calls it forth.
What present hope is thcre for any
suggested amendment
to the constitution9
It may
further be said that such a thex)ry allows the possible establishment
of a monarchy in the United
States.
Be it so : pray, who is to prevent it if the
national will should incline to a step so foolish?
He who assumes to prevent it must do so by force.
Who could have prevented it in 1775 or in 1787-9,
if the n.ltion had willed it? The report was cornmon in 1787 that a part of the convention's
plan
was to call an Engli.,h prince of the blood to the
throne of the United States.
Had tile report been
CO1TCCt,and the step been ratified, the only differencc in the result would have been that Rhodc Island and North Carolina would have felt from a selfish royal personality a pressure very different from
the magnanimous
forbcarance
which a republicaD
government
couhl afford to exercise.
But the sovereignty would have been alike in both cases, and
its exponent
the same in kind, differing
only il_
degree. -- And how in reality does this assail the
dignity of the states, since it plants their authority
on a base so broad as to be practically
immovable?
Federal
government
and state governments
are
alike exponcnts
of the national will, and theeffort
to secede on the one hand, and to unconstitutionally oppress a state on the other, are alike defiances
of the national will, though, if successful, the latter may be atoned for, while the former can not.
It is notorious matter of fact, that, in a peaceable
and legal struggle between tile federal government
and a state government,
the national sympathy is
rather with the latter than with the former; and the
state government,
supported
by the consciousness
of this general sympathy,
and aided by its own
greater intensity of interest, has a much greater
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probability
of success.
If the struggle verges
toward a settlement by force, national sympathy
for the state government
decreases, until the distinctive
federal authority
is formally or actually
acknowledged;
and then the controlling
national
feeling shows itself by marking
as a victim for
political punishment
any department
or officer of
"_he federal government
that has been instrumental
in thrusting
upon a state the alternative
of force
or submission.
The national will approved
the
federalist
measures
of 1798, the action of President Adams a_dnst Georgia in 18o4, the nullifiea(ion proclamation
drawn up by Edward
Livingston against South Carolina in 1839, and the forcible suppression
of ku-klux disorders by the Grant
adnfinistration
in 1871-3; and inall these cases the
national sympathy
almost instantly showed itself
ag'ainst the authors
of the acts which had been
approved.
Even in ordinary
politics, there is no
greater danger to an American administration
than
the well or ill founded
belief that it is endeavorlag to coerce the will of its own party in a state.
"[American]
men," said IIamilton,
bitterly, "are
rather reasoning
than reasonable
animals";
and
the national devotion to a federal system must be
fully taken into account
by any one who would
attempt
to study American
political
history. _
And we can not doubt that the national
feeling
is justified
by reason, by the events of the past,
and by the probabilities
of the future.
It is so
obviously
impossible
for any mere centralized
government
to consult wisely and well the diver_ interests of California,
Maine and Florida,
o.s far apart in distance and climate as London,
Teheran
and Morocco, that the absolute
necessity of the federal
system is everywhere
recognized without
question.
The people
of each
state feel that the principle on which their own
happiness and comfort rest would be des(eyed if
they should connive at an encroachment
by the
federal government
upon the sphere of another
state.
The), know instinctively
that in so vast a
country, the choice is between the federal system
and disunion, for tim most solidly based centralized
government
could not hold the nation together six
months; and in the train of disunion come diplomatte relations,
international
wars, standing
orroles, and the subordination
of the many to the
few.
Rather than admit the first appearance
of
such evils, they have denied to the states the power
to recall their senators ; rather than suffer the
reality, they have surrendered
the dearest prejudices of their nature,
and conquered
and reeonstructed a portion of the states of the Union.
They
perceive that a federal system, so far from being
in any need of state sovereignty,
is injured by the
first appearance
of state sovereignty and the diplomatte relations
implied in it; but that any altondonment or infringement
of state rights is an insult
and an injury to the nation, and a subtle attack
upon the federal
system,
in which
alone the
nation can maintain
its unity.
And the lessons
which the past has taught
are of such a nature
that the future can only add force to them.
State

sovereignty,
with its shifting possibilities of rearrangements of federal associations, disunions and
reunions, might have been po_ible
in a limited
area, with small population,
slight internal interests, and no foreign
intercourse
; but it was impossible even in 1775, and every doubling of population and wealth since has only made tile impossibility more patent.
And in exactly the reverse
order, the maintenance
of state rights, comparatively unimportant
in 1775, has grown ever)" year
more essential
to the well-being
of the people,
whether
viewed
as states or as a nation.
The
area of the state of New York is closely similar to
that of England,
and there seems to be no great
reason why _Ncw York should m)t expect to rival
England
in population
and in wealth.
At any
rate, every advance toward that point is a stronger
reason not only why the welfare and happiness of
tl_e increasing population
of New York should be
consulted,
but also why the rest of the country,
with its increasing
stake in the welfare of New
York, should consult it by maintaining
the state
rights of New York. -- In this essential
respect,
there seems at present
to be little fear for the
future.
It is, of course, not so easy for one who
is in the current of (,vents, as for one who looks
from the outsidc, to calculate exactly their force
and direction;
but so far as can be seen now,
the intensity of the national
predilection
for state
rights is increasing,
not diminishing.
Mr. E. A.
Freeman,
in his magazine
article, cited below.
lays stress on the general American
substitution
of the word "national,"
since 1860, for the word
"federal."
" It used
to be ' federal
capital,'
'federal
army,' 'federal
revenue,'
etc.; now, the
word 'national'
is almost always used instead.
This surely marks a tendency to forget the federal
character
of the national government,
or at le_L¢t
to forget that its federal
character
is its very
essence."
The argument
would be very strong if
the change had taken place in a period of peace,
but the change
really shows no sign of permanencc, and is only one of the last waves, of the
tremendous
exertion
of national
sovercignty
in
1861-5, never, it is to be hoped, to bc again m.l(h'
necessary.
A stronger
argument
is drawn from
the passage of laws by congress, such as the na
tional bankinglaw,
the general election law, anti a
few other statutes, which conflict with what were
long considered
state rights.
But these are excel)lional cases, due to causes entirely outside of state
rights.
It is far more noteworthy
that state righl._,
even of the conquered
states, have come unscathc_l
through
the storm of a desolating
war directed
agalnstanumberofthestates.
Itwouldhedifficult
to specify any point in which the theory of government by states has been seriously
marred since
the adoption of the constitution.
Wherein do the
people of :New York or Virginia govern themselves
less now than in 17897
The only fear to the contrary is in the encroachments
of the federal judiciary; but these would punish and correct themselves by so clogging the federal courts with bustheSS as to compel their reform_ion
by" the n_tional
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Will. And while the outlines
have been maintained, the state's power has grown pari pa_u
with that of the nation:
:New York is now a
stronger and richer state, a more powerful
govcrnment, a more valuable friend in peace, a more
formidable
enemy in war, than the whole United
States in 1789.
Under tile silent but potentially
omnipotent
sovereignty
of the nation, New York
has always enjoyed a I)OWCl of self-government
which her own sovereignty
could not have made
more absolute, anti might easily have made much
more doubtful.
Under the shadow of the powerful commonwealths
of _lassachusetts
and Pennsylvania,
the little states of Rhode
Island aml
Delaware are living their own peculiar lift,, under
the national _gis, with an absolute
fcarlcs_ne._s of
interference
from their neighbors for which many
a stronger stateelsewhere
might well have bartered
the Philistine
armor of " sovereignty."
The very
same cause, the steady growth
of the states in
population,
wealth anti material
intercsk% which
would have made state sovereignty
yearly more.
dangerous
and hateful
to the nation, makes state
rights dearer and more evidently
essential.--And
it does not require a very close scrutiny of passing
events to see that the same cause which has just
been mentioned
is actually
developing
a deeper
shade of particularism
than even state rights.
As
the state grows more populous
and wealthy,
a
growing diversity of interests in different parts of
the state develops a particularist
feeling within the
state itself.
The germ of the feeling has always
existed, in some of the states.
Western and eastern
Massachusetts,
New York, Pennsylvania,
Virginia
and North
Carolina have quite regularly
taken
opposite political
directions,
and in one of them
(Virginia) the fissure, expanding
under the force
of open war, has resulted
in the formation
of a
new state.
But in all the larger stales, there are
indications
of the steady growth of the feeling;
and the probability
is, that, as soon as population
becomes dense, the pressure of conflicting
interests will bc relieved by the throwing
off of new
states.
Already 1_ew York has three fairly defined sectiuns, the west, the north, and the southeast, any one of whigh is a potential state.
The
enormous and diversified area of Texas was never
made for a singlc state; and only increasing density of population
is needed to make the same
thing evident in other cases.
The silent gTowth
of the feeling may be estimated
from a single instance.
In 1794 the so-called
"whisky
insurr ectlon
'
" (see that title)
"
" western
m
Pennsylvania,
W
•
"'"
as suppressed
by mlhtm,
a part of the force being
drawn from :New Jersey, Maryland
and Virginia.
In 1877 the same region was the scene of a part
of the railroad
riots, and the attempt was made
to employ militia from the eastern
part of the
state in restoring order.
Let him who remembers
the delirium
of passion with which men of all
classes resisted the attempt, ask himself what the
result would have been if New Jersey, Maryland
or Virginia militia had again been introduced,
and say whether the parti_ulariat
feeling is less
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strong in that region now than in 1794. It is even
evident that the particularist
fecling is not confined entirely to sections of states, but that the
great cities which have been growing up on our
soil are also developing
a par_icularism
of their
own.
The shibboleth
of "home rule," the abandomuent
of state and natit)nal
parties in local
elections, which has of late years devch)pe(l
so
strong
a following
in Philadelphia,
Brooklyn
and _N_cw York city, is only a phrasing of this
new and (l[,t_per shade of particulari._m,
which
will come out to full vicwas soon and as fast as it
is nt_,dcd.
Mr. Freeman,
in the article before referred to, note'; thi_ very peculiarity : "An American city Is more tlmroughly a commonwealth,
it
has more of the feelings of a commonwealth,
than
an English
city has."
Such evident tendencies
may well offset a temporary exaggeration
of the
word national.
They scem to show that the people of the United
States are justified
in their
abounding
confidence that their political machine
has the power to correct its own errors and to
guard against its own dangers. -- A complete deftnition of state rights is tin impossibility.
Theoretically, they consist of all the powers of government which the nation has not transferred
to the
federal government
or forbidden
the states to exercise. (See CONSTITUTION.) By leaving the states
and their governments
iJt sltu at the outbreak
of
the revolution,
the nation confirmed
to them a
power over their own territory practically unlimited at the time; but the rights and powers which
they have since lost have gone to the general goveminent
by direct transfer.
The rights of the
federal government
and of a state government
must be ascertaincd
by two directly opposite questions : in the case of the former we must ask what
rights have been directly transferred
to it by the
federal
constitution;
but in the case of the latter,
what rights and powers have been forbidden
to it
by the state or federal constitutions.
In the case
of doubtful powers the prcsumptionis
against the
federal government
and in favor of the state, for
the nation has given the federal government
a liraitcd charter, while it has only circumscribed
the
state government
in cert'dn particulars.
Theonu_
probandi is upon the asserter of federal authority
and the denier of state authority.
The state's direct and indirect powers cover all the field of daily
life and interests, while multitudes
of persons live
and die without
once coming directly in contact
with federal power or practically realizing the existence of the federal government
except by participalion
in biennial elections.
But even this
does not quite express the sum total of state rights.
The states still assert a power to punish for trea_n, though
the power in offenses against
the
United
States has been transferred
to congress
(see TREASON); and there are certain powers, such
as the passage of insolvency laws, and the regulation of congressional
elections, which they exercise in default
of action by congress.
And, in
general, they have whatever powers their cour_
may define aa their right, and may succeed, b$
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persistence
or ingenuity,
in maintaining
against
the federal courts, always provided that the controversy does not take tile aspect of force : in
that ca._ the state must yield to tile more direct
representatives
of the national will.
Even in this
latter case, the chances are still decidedly in favor
of the state; for it has, unless it is very evidently
in tlle wrong, the pronounced
sympathy
of the
nation, which works in its favor in innumerable
ways.
Conflicts of this kind are not uncommon:
one is in progress at the present writing
(1883)
between the federal and state courts in New Jersey.
They are always compromised
or evaded,
and results will show that the state court, by claimlug more than its right, regularly
nbtains all it can
fairly auk.
(See, in general, CO_STrrUTmN, Art.
I., §._ 4, 8-10; Art. III., §._ 2, 3; Art. IV., ,_ 3, 4;
Art.- V. ; Art.. VII. ; and Amendments,
Arts."
X.-XV.)--The
theory of state sovereignty
is best
stated in 1 Tucker's
Bh_c_to_e,
Appendix,
note
D, and in Story's Comm_r_tari_s, §_ 310-318.
For
the arguments
in favor of it see. "Centz"'s
Pwpubof /_pub//as;
1 Calhoun's
Works; 2 _., 197,
"262; 3/b., 140; 1 Stephens' W_r//e_ween
the Statas
(see index);
Fowler's
Secti_pr_ Controversy, 351;
Harris' Political Conflict in Amerce,
212; Pollard's
Last Cause, 33. For the Madison theory, see Federalist (No. 39); .North American
Review, October,
1830, 537 ; 2 Curtis' History of the Constitution,
377.
See also 1 Austin's
PT_'nee
of .Juri_pru.
deuce, 226; 1 yon Holst's
United States (Lalor's
trans.) 1-68; 5 Bancroft's
United States, 500; 6 lb.,
851; Greene's Itistorical View of the Revolution, 119;
Prince's
Confede_'ation
vs. Col_stituti_n ; 2 Rives'
Life of MadCso_, 371 ; tturd's Law of Freedom and
Bondage, cap. xi. ; 3 Webster's
Works, 448; 1 Benton's Thirty] Years' V&_o, 860: Brownson's
Amerivan Re-public, 195, 239;
Mulford's
Tlw. __'atian,
310; Goodwin's
.Natural History of j_e_s,vion; It.
Adams'
Life of Randolph;
Poore's
Federal and
State Constitutions ; Journa_
of Congress (under
dates named);
1-3 Elliot's
Debates (under dates
and states named) ; Dilton's _tes
on Historical
Evidence; 2 Whig Review, 4,55: Freeman's
Impre_sions of America ; Harper's Magozi_w, June, 1880
(G. T. Curtis' article) ; 1 Bancroft's
ttistory _Jf the
Coustitution,
146; 2 lb., 47, 332; Hurd's
]7_eory of
Our .Natwr_2 Fzxi_tence, 104, 526.
A.J.
STATE,
The,
Although
natural, and founded
on what is most imperious
in our sympathies
and
our wants, society is not maintained
and preserved
without
an effort.
The bond which holds it together would be weak indeed and forever in jeopardy if a protective
power were. not established
superior
to individual wills to keep them within
bounds and to defend the persons and the rights
of each against the attacks of violence.
Men may
wish to see the authority
here referred to invested
with this form or that; they may attribute to it this
or that historical origin: but all agree that it is indispensable
to the maintenance
of human ,_)ciety,
andthatonlyperfectlywiseorperfectlybrutecreaturea can do without government. --But it is clear
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that there is a greatdifference
between the purely
repressive
authority with which the elders of a
tribe are invested, and the complicated
and powerful organism called the state in nations advanced in
civilization.
When society has reached a certain
degree of development;
when the cultivation
of
land possessed in common or appropriated by individuals requires security; when foresight inspired
by offensive or defensive war has engendered the
habit in a people of making certain
preparations
in common in view of common danger and enterprises in common;
and when certain ideas, beliefs
anti feelings, held by all the members of a given
society, have given birth to the moral unity of the
nation, the nation is necessarily developed, and as.
sumes a character
of solidity,
duration
and permanence.
It. extends its sphere of action, and is
completed
by the addition
and regular working
of numerous
wheels, each having a distinct existence, and all functioning
in harmony.
The
living personification
of the fatherland,
the instrument of its strength at home and abroad, the
author
and enforcer of the law, the supreme
arbiter of interests,
judge of peace and war, the
protector
of the weak, the representative
of all
that is general in the wants of society, the organ
of the common reason and of the collective force
of society : such is the state in all its power and
majesty.
Superior to all it governs, the state neeertheless
owes to its own citizens all that it is.
But it is absolutely
necessary
that we should remark:
what society has confided to the guardianship of the state as a precious deposit depends no
more upon society than it does upon the state---the
sacred deposit of justice.
(See JusTICE.)
Justice
does not emanate from the individuals
who compose society;
it imposes itself on them as their
rule of action.
In vain do certain publicists mainlain that the state can do everything
because it is
above everything.
Nothing
is more destitute of
foundation
than such an assertion.
Its fights
would
be limited by its duties even if they were
not limited by positive guarantees
written
in the
laws•
The stale, too, has a rule and bridle in
justice.
The law emanates from the state.
But
the power to make the law and to employ force
in its service, does not imply that the state has the
unlimited
power to make what is unjust just, or
the just unjust,
at its pleasure.
Human beings
are subject to moral laws, against which the state
has no more power than it has against the physical laws which
govern matter.--(See
_a_oN,
CHECKS Abel) BaLAnCES, GOVERNiNg,
Gov_._MEh_,_Z I_¢rER_a_,_cl_,
SE_T_T_O_.)
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STATES,
Constitutional
and Legal
Divers ities in.
_Nothing more forcibly evinces the
complex character of American
political institutions than the numerous variations
in the constitutions or fundamental
laws ()f the states forming
the American Union.
The controlling
power of
the federal constitution
in matters where it is
made the supreme law of the land is fully treated
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elsewhere in this work.
Butthe
large variety of
powers relating to the internal polity of states,
to local administration,
revenue, expenditure
and
taxation, to the laws of property, to corporations,
municipal or private, to the administration
of justice, to the domestic
relations, etc., come within
the cognizance of the several state constitutions,
and of the laws made in pursuance
thereof by
state legislative bodies.
States exercise not only
the right of eminent
domain within their own
boundaries,
limited only by the power granted
to congress to regulate
commerce
between
the
states (a power of hitherto
undefined
and unknown extent), but they are continually
adding
statute to statute for the regulation
of the community in every conceivable
direction,
until lheir
constitutions
and the body of laws enacted in
each state form a vast and sometimes
unwieldy
mass of legislation,
rendering
it difficult to ascertain with precision the actual law on any subject,
in any state.
Still more complicated
and vexatious, to the stranger
studying
our institutions,
is
the divided jurisdiction
between the national and
the state governments,
and between the latter and
the counties
or municipalities
and towns which
combine to make up the state.
A citizen of the
United States, besides his allegiance to the national
government,
which manages foreign relations, and
legislates for commerce
and navigation,
put)]ic
lands, pensions,
patents, copyrights,
money, tariff
and internal revenue, and other objects of national
control, also owes allegiance
to the state government, which taxes him to maintain a large body of
legislative, executive
and judicial
officers, an extensive public school system, institutions
for the
care of the unfortunate
classes, for the punishment of crime, and sometimes
for a system of
public and internal improvements
of great extent,
besides other collateral
objects of expenditure,
To this is to be added a citizen's share in local
government
and expenditure,
including
highways
and the administration
of justice, besides, in frequent cases, taxes for public buildings,
bridges,
or other objects of county nece_ity
or ambition,
Then, to close the chapter of his divided political
allegiance, after he has discharged
his obligation
to the United States, to his state, and to the county
to which he belongs, the citizen is still further
subject to participation
in the maintenance
of a
city or town government
in the place of his iramediate abode. -- It had been designed
to treat,
under the head of Constitutions
(variations
of
State), iSthe first volume of this work, the diver-

governments,
from suffrage, until their residence
is judged to have been long enough to familiarize
them with our political system.
But in fifteen
states, aliens who have declared their intention to
become citizens are invested by tim constitution
with the right to vote at elections, on the same
terms with natives or actual
citizens.
These
states, thus relaxing the rule which excludes from.
political power aliens who have not fulfilled the
pr_cribed
term for naturalization,
are Alabama,
Arkansas,
Colorado,
Florida,
Indiana,
Kansas,
Louisiana,
Michigan,
Minnesota,
Missouri,
_Nehraska,
!N_cvada, Oregon, Texas and Wisconsin.
(See ALIEns,
1 Cyc., p. 60.)
Aliens have the
right of purctlasing,
holding
and conveying
real
estate and personal properly by the laws of nearly
all the states.--A_q_D_F_TS.
(See Constitutions
and Coustitut_malA_dments.)--Bx_oT.
With
the single exception
of Kentucky,
the constitutions of all the states require the vote at the popular elections to be taken by ballots.
Kentucky's
constitution
provides
that the people shall vote
v/va voce, which, however,
is suspendcd
in the
case of congressional
elections
by the United
States law requiring
congressmen
to be chosen
by ballot.
Voting in state legislatures,
Imwever,
is almost uniformly viva voce, and this is a constitutional requirement
in Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiann, Nevada, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee and Texas.
(See BALLOT, 1 Cy('., p. 198.)
--BANKS.
Some of the state constitutions
prohibit absolutely
the incorporation
of any banks
issuing circulation
(e. g., California,
Illinois, Indiana, Oregon and Texas).
The Wisconsin
constitution
prohibits
the charier
of any banks, except on approval
by a majority of the qualified
voters of the state at a general election.
In most
of the older state constitutions,
adopted
before
the congressional
legislation
establishing
the national bank system, the legislature
is empowered
to provide for the organization
of banks by a general banking law.
In ten or twelve states the constitution
provides for the individual
liability of
the stockholders
to the bank ercdilors
to an
amount
equal to their rcspoctive
sharc_.
(See
BA_KrNO, 1 Cyc., p. 204.)--CAPrrAL
PUNmH_ENT.
(,See Death Penalty.)--C._IT.,,TIO._
TAx.
(See Poll Tax.)CE_2_'s.
While the eonstitution of the United States requires a decennial census, which is at intervals so far removed as greatly
to lessen its value in a rapidly growing
country,
but few of the states have made provision
for

sities prevailing in the political regulations
of the
various statesof
the Union; but it was found that
very many of these variations
are controlled
by
statute, and not by direct constitutional
provisions.
To sum up in connected
order the more
important differences which prevail in the various
states in matters of the widest public interest, is
the object of the present article.
For greater convenience the several topics will be treated in alphabelical order. -- AL_8.
Most of the state con-

taking a state census in intermediate
years.
Constitutional
provisions,
in the following
named
state,s require the legislature
to provide
for an
enumeration
of the people at the dates named respectively:
l_'ew York and Wisconsin,
in 1855,
and every tenth year thereafter;
Indiana (of voters
only), in 1853, and every sixth year thereafter;
Michigan,
in 1854, and every tenlh year thereafter; Kentucky
(voters only), in 18S7, and every
eighth year thereafter ; Kansas,
Massachusetts,

stitutions

Minnesota

exclude

aliens, or the subjects

of foreign

and

Oregon,

in 1865, and ev_y

tenth.
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year following ; Tennessee
(of voters only), in
1871, and each tenth year thereafter ; Florida,
Iowa, Nebraska,
Nevada and South Carolina, ["if
deemed
necessary. "] in 1875, and each tenth year
thereafter;
Colorado, in 1885, and every tenth year
thereafter;
Louisiana,
in 1890, and every tenth
year thereafter;
Maine and Mississippi,
once in
ten years, to be fixed by the legislature.
The
constitutions
of :New Jersey
and Rhode Island
permit the taking
of a census by act of the legislature,
and this was last done in 1875.
:No
constitutional
provision
on the subject
exists in
Alabama, Arkan_s,
California,Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Missouri, _ew }tampshire,
:North Carolina,
Pennsylvania,
Texas, ¥irginia,
and West Vir_nia.
The constitutions
of Maryland, Ohio and Vermont,
permit the taking of a

are not the source but the result of personM and
political liberty;
they grant no rights to the people, but define the rights which they already possess, and provide a systematic organization
of gov.
ernmental
powers for their protection.
A written constitution
is to be viewed in the light of a
limitation
upon the powers of government
in the
handsof
agents delegated by the people. -- How
far state constitutions
shall enter into the details
of government
is a matter determined
by the public opinion of the time, as reflected
in the popu.
larly elected
conventions
which
frame them.
While the earlier
constitutions,
adopted
at the
period of the American
revolution
and later, were
more general in the scope of their provisions, many
of the_more recent ones de._cend into the particulars of governmental
control in each department.

census, but no legislative provision has been made
for it. It thus appears that in less than half the
states is there any provision for a general enumeration of the people which might serve at once as
a check upon the national census, and a supplement to its statistics,
of incalculable
economic
value for purposes
of comparison.
In several
states whose constitutions
formerly provided for a
census, this requirement
has been dropped out in
new constitutions
adopted within the last decade,
The failure on the part of state legislatures to take
an interest in a proper periodical
census of their
state resources,
is to be attributed
mainly
to a
spirit of false economy.
Such great commonwealths as Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Indiana
and Illinots, while providing
for certain classe_ of statistical reports through
state officers, have no provision whatever
for the record or publication
of
vital statistics, or of a complete periodical
census
of their populations.
An attempt has been made
by congressional
legislation to encourage
the state
governments
in the work of taking account
of
their population
and resources
by providing
(act
of March 3, 1879), that any state or territory
which shall complete a census in 1885, 1895, etc.,
according
to the forms used in the census of the
United States, shall be paid from the treasury 50
per cent° of the expenses of actual enumeration
in
such state at the United States census, increased
by one-half the percentage
of gain in population
in such state or territory
between the two United
States censuses
next preceding.
_ CITIZF_,'_SHne.
(See Suffrage.)-CoNs'rrrv'rlo_s
_D COSSTZTUTIONAL AMEN'I)MENT8. All the state constitutions
have certain common
characteristics,
while there
are great diversities
as to political regulations
and
the di._tribution and details of legislative, executive
and judicial powers.
The great cardinal features
found in all embody (in some form) a declaration
of rights; an assertion
of the sovereignty
of the
people through
a representative
system;
the creation of three co-ordinate
departments
of government, divided into legislative, executive and judicial; a prescription
of the qualifications
for the
right of suffrage;
and a recognition
of local selfgovernment.
The latter, however,
is usually iraplied rather than formally declared.
Constitutions

The tendency has been to restrain the legislature
from passing special acts, and all measnres conferring corporate rights or special privileges.
]t
may be said, in general, that, with the fewest exceptions, the states of the Union revise their constitutions
in from ten to thirty years, each new
constitution
growing
more democratic
than the
preceding.
The southern
states have had much
more frequent
adoption
of new constitutions,
since the civil war, growing out of the temporary
ascendency of influences and opinions fully treated
elsewhere.
It is of course a cardinal principle in
the making of a constitution
that it must be rattried by the people, who alone possess the power
of sovereignty.
The only exception is in Delaware, whose constitution
may be amended by the
act of two successive
legislatures.
The long-cstablished usage, when a constitution
is revised or
superseded
by a new one, is for the legislative
branch of the government
to submit to the qual
tried voters the question of calling or refusing to
call a constitutional
convention.
The method of
doing this is prescribed
by the constitution
itself.
which is to be made the subject of revision.
The
provisions in the constitutions
of the various states
differ widely as to the proportion of the legislative
body required to submit to the people the question
of amendment
or revision; as to the time fixed for
deliberation
upon the proposed
changes ; and,
finally, as to the majority
of the popular vote required to call a constitutional
convention,
or to
amend the constitution
directly.
The following
analysis exhibits the requirements
as to the reCOmmendation
and adoption of'constitutional
amendments in each of the thirty-eight
states.
Twothirds of both houses of the legislature must concur
in order to propose amendments
to the constitution to the popular vote in the following
state ._:
Alabama,
California,
Colorado, Georgia, Illinois.
Kansas, Louisiana,
Maine, Michigan,
Mississippi,
Texas and West Virginia,
In Florida and South
Carolina a two-thirds
vote of two successive legislatures is required
to submit amendments.
In
Massachusetts
a majority
of the senate sad twothirds of the house of two successive
legislatures
are required,
and in Vermont
two-thirds
of the
senate and a majority of the house, confirmed by
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a majority of the next legislature.
In Vermont,
_]so, constitutional
amendments
are adopted by a
majority of the votesof thecitizensvoting
thereon,
In Delaware the constitution
may be amended by
vote of two-thirds
of each house of the general
assembly
if the proposed
amendment
shall be
ratified by three-fourths
of the next succeeding
legislature.
This is without
direct reference
to
the people, although
the legislature
must "duly
publish in print" the proposed amendments,
"for
the consideration
of the people," before the election ,)f the legislature which is to pass upon thcm.
Three-fifths
of the legislature
are required in Maryland,
Nebraska,
North Carolina
and Ohio to
propose constitutional
amendments.
A majority
of the members of both houses is sufficient to propose constitutional
amendments
in Arkansas,
Minnesota, ]_Iisaouri and Rhode Island.
A majority
of two successive legislatures
is required
in Indiana, Iowa, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee,
Virginia and Wis.consin.
In Connecticut
a majority of the house
of representatives
may take the initial step of refcrring proposed amendments
to the next succeeding legislature, and two.thirdsof
each house must
.concur in recommending
them to the popular vote.
In New Hampshire
the constitution
provides
for
no legislative action, but requires the selectmen of
towns to take a vote in town meeting every seven
5"ears whether a convention
shall be called to revise the constitution.
A majority of votem can
order a convention,
but two-thirds
of the popular
vote are required to adopt a constitutional
revision
`or amendment.
There isnosubmission
of amendments without a convention.
In Kentucky
there
is no provision for direct amendment,
but a majorityof the legislature may submit to the people the
questionof
calling a convention;
and this requires
a majority
of legal voters to be carried.--The
provisions as to the majority of the popular
vote
requisite to ratify amendments
to the state constitution also vary in different states.
Thus, amajority of the whole number of qualified voters is
reqmred in Indiana, }Iissouri,
Nevada,
New dersey, :New York and Oregon.
Rhode Island requires a majority of three-fifths
of the votes cast
to ratify constitutional
amendments..
Alabama,
Arkan_s,
Mississippi
and Tennessee
require a
majority of the votes east for the general assembly to ratify.
In South Carolina alone, of all the
states, amendments
of the constitution
require in
order to their adoption
not only a majority of the
qualifie_d voters of the state, but they must afterward be ratified by two-thirds
of each hou_ of
the general assembly next succeeding.
In the remaining states, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida.
Georgia,
Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan,
._Iinnesota,
Nebraska,
North
Carolina,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Texas,
Vermont,
Virginia,
West
Virginia
and Wi_.onsiu,
constitutional
amendments are ratified by a majority of the votes cast
,on the question of amending
the constitution.
It
very frequently
happens
in states requiring
for
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ratification
a majority
of the voters qualified,
instead of those actually voting, that the amendments proposed are lost from sheer lack of interest in them.
Popular
indifference
to constitutional questions is very general, and a majority
of all the w)ters has frequently
elected candidates
for office, while at the same poll constitutional
amendments
have been lost because failing to receive the required majority of the qualified voters.
In the following
states a convention
to frame a
new or revised constitution
may be ordered
by a
vote of a majority of the votes c'ist: Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Iowa, Maine, Minncsota, Missouri, N(.braska, :Nevada, :New Jersey,
:North Carolina,
Pcnns)lvania,
South Carolina,
Tennessee,
Virginia,
West Virginia and Wisconsin.
In )laryland,
New York and Ohio the question of calling a constitutional
convention
must
be submitted to the people once in every twenty
years, and a majority of those voting thereon legalizes it. In Michigan
the question
must be
submitted
every sixteen years, and in New Hampshire every seven years.
In the latter state the
town meetings act directly on the question, without intervention
of the legislature.
In Rhode
Island three-fifths
of the qualified electors must
vote to call a convention.
In Delaware,
Indiana
and Kentucky
a majority
of the legal voters is
required to call such a hody.
In Florida, Illinois,
Kansas, ]_Iiehigan and Mississippi
a majority
of
those voting at the same election for members of
the legislature
is required
to call a constitutional
convention.
-- CORPOnATIONS. Most of the more
recent state constitut'_nsrestrict
the power of the
legislature
to create private corporations
by special
act, but pcrmit their organization
under general
laws.
The aim is to prohibit
or curtail special
privileges.
Stockholders
are generally made liable to creditors
for the full amount of their respective interest
in the stock. -- {-_Ot'UTS. The
court
of highest
powers
or final jh_sdiction,
called in a few states the court of appeals, is designated in nearly all as the supreme court.
The
mode of appointment,
the tenure of office, the
number of judges constituting
the supreme court,
and their compensation,
differ greatly in various
states.
In all, the constitution
fixes the mode of
appointment
andthe jurisdiction,
both original and
appellate,
with power usually given to the ]egislature to modify the latter; in a few states the number of judges, amt in most states their salaries, are
left to be fixed by the le_slature.
The table on
page 804 exhibits
the_ variations
in a succinct
view. It will be seen that only four states provide
a life tenure for the judges of the highest judicial
tribunal;
and in these the incumbents
are remorable by the legislature for cause or by impeachment.
In the remaining
thirty-fourstates
the terms for
judicial
office vary from two years in Vermont,
which is the shortest, up to twenty-one
years in
Pennsylvania,
which is the longest, elective term
prescribed
; although
in New Hampshire
the
judges must retire upon reaching seventy years of
age.
In all the states judges are re-eligible
to
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I

Term

o£ Office.

How Elected

or Appointed.

Salary.

Judge_.
NO. of

J

klabama.................................
!
6 years.
Arkansas
................................
8 years.
California
.....
=..........................
12years.
Colorado
.................................
9 years.
Connecticut
..............................
8 years.

People.
People.
People.
People.
Leglslature.

3
3
7
S
5

$ 3,00C
3,00C
6,00C
5,000
4,000

)elaware
................
................
I notafter
Forlife,
but(
70.f

Governor
andCouncil.

4

I; 2,000
2,50_

Florida ..................................
For life.
Georgia
..................................
6 years,
lllinom
..................................
9 years.
Indiana ..................................
6 years.
Iowa....................................
6 years,
Kansas ..................................
6 years.
Kentucky ................................
8 years.
Louisiana ................................
12 years,
Maine ....................................
7 years.
Maryland ................................
15 years.
Massachnsetta
............................
Forlife.
Michiefan ................................
8 years.
Minnesota ...............................
7 years.
Mississippi ...............................
9 years.
Missouri .................................
10 years.
Nebraska ................................
6 years.
Nevada..................................
6 years
New Hampshire ..........................
Until 70 years.
New Jersey
..............................
7 years.
New York ................................
14 years.
North Carolina...........................
8 years.
Ohio ...................................
5 years.
Oregon .................................
6 years.

Governor and Senate.
Legislature.
People.
People.
People.
People.
People.
Govenmr and Senate,.
Governor and Council.
People.
Governor
andCouncil.
People.
People.
Governor and Senate.
People.
People.
People.
Governorand Council.
Governor
andSenate.
People.
People.
People.
People.

3
S
7
5
5
3
4
5
8
8
7
4
5
3
5
3
3
7
9
7
3
5
8

I t* 3.00_
3,5_
3,0_
5,0(E
4.000
4,000
3,00G
5,000
5,00(I
3,00C
3,50_
_ _ 6,50_
6,0_
4.00_
4,0_
8,50G
4.5_
2,500
6,00_
2,70_
7,0(_
$ 7,0_
2,500
_ 3,500
2.000

Pennsylvania

21 years.

People.

7

_,000
t ; 8,500

For life.

Legislature.

5

_ ; 4,0(_4'500

Legislature.
People.
People.
Legislature.
Legislature.
Peol)h'.
People.

S
5
3
7
5
4
5

* 4,000
t
3,5_0
4,000
3,500
2,50(I
3,0(_1
"2,'250
5,000

............................

Rhode Island .............................

South Carolina...........................
6 years.
Tennessee
................................
8 years.
Texas....................................
6 years.
Vermont.................................
S years.
Virginia .................................
12 years.
West Virginia............................
12 years.
WiSCOnsin
................................
I0years.
I
• Chief

Justice.

? Justice.

that high office.
The people elect the judges in
twenty.four
states; in six states they are chosen
by the legislature;
while in eight states the SOYernor appoints the supreme court, subject to confirmation
by the scnate or thecounci]._
DtVORCE.
(See Marriage
and Divorce.)--DUELING.
This
barbarous
practice can not claim to"_ in any popular favor in the United States, since the mark of
reprobation
has been placed upon it by the constitutious
of twcuty-five
states.
The giving
or
accepting
a challenge
to fight a duel, or engaging
therein either as principal
or accessory,
is made a
disqualification
for office by the constitutions
of
Alabama,
Arkan_s,
Colorado, Geor_a,
Indiana,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
3Iaryland,
Missouri,
•North
Carolina,
Ohio,
Oregon,
Pennsylvania,
South Carolina,
Tennessee
and West Virginia.
The constitutions
of nine states go further,
and
declare
that a duelist (actual
or intended)
shall
forfeit
the privilege of voting at elections, viz.,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Florida,
Michigan,
Mississippi,
Nevada,
Texas,
Virginia
and Wisconsin.
Several state constitutions
further
require
that the legislature
shall make laws to enforce
these disabilities,
and to visit other punishments
upon offenders.
In most of the remaining
states
special statutes
have assigned
to dueling a place
in the rank of infamous
crimes. _EDucATm_.
The constitutions
of all the states, excel" that

_ And $2,000 expenses

_ Hereafter

t

$5,000.

of Delaware,
contain provisions
designed
to favor the increase of knowledge
and the creation
of intelligent
citizenship
through
the education
of the youn_g. While any system of compulsory
education
or of training
in the higher branches
of learning
is much controverted,
it is generally conceded
that the state has the right to re.
quire that every child should receive some degree
of elementary
education.
This is directly recognized in all the later and in mos_ of the earlier
constitutions,
and the general assembly is required
to legislate for the establishment
and maintenanct"
of a public school system.
State school funds are
created and invested inmost states for educational
objects, and the lands granted by congress to thc
states for school purposes,
with their proceeds or
income, constitute
in many the basisof this fund.
Various
other funds are plc<Iged to education'd
purposes in some states.
The supervision
of cornmon schools is intrusted to a state officer, variously known as superintendent
of public instruction,
commissioner
of common schools, or the secretary
of the state board of education,
who is usually
elected for two years (sometimes four)by
the people of the state.
Several states devote the entire
proceeds of the capitation
tax to the school fund,
e.g., Alabama,
Arkansas,
California,
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
North
Carolina,
Tennessee,
Texas,
Virginia and West ¥irgi_n_i_: Many states devote
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a specific quota of every dollar of tax raised to the
fund for public instruction,
which is regularly
apportioned
by the treasury among the county or
local officers.
Many state constitutions
prohibit
the legislature, and the countie-% towns and school
districts, fi'om devoting
any school funds to institutions controlled
by an3, sect.
Colorado, Florida, Mississippi and Virginia have a state board of
education,
composed
of the superintendent
of
public
instruction
(president),
the secretary
of
state, and the attorney
general.
Missouri
adds
the governor
to thcge three omccrs.
The constitution of North Carolina provides
that the gov
crnor, lieutenant
governor,
secretary
of state,
treasurer,
audilor,
superintendent
of public instruction
and _ttorney
general shall constitute
a
state board of education.
In Texas, the governor,
comptroller
and secretary
of state constitme the
l×lard of eduetdion. --Educational
statistics
do
not come within the purpo¢c of this article, but
the variations of what is fixed hy law as the school
age in the different states may here be noted.
In
Connecticut
the age for enrollment
in the public
schools is from four to sixteen years; in Florida
and Maine, four to twenty-one;
in Oregon and
Wisconsin,
four to twenty;
in 3[assachusetts,
New Hampshire and Rhode Island, five to fifteen;
in California,
five to seventeen;
in _'ew Jersey,
five to eighteen;
in Maryland,
Michigan and Vcrmerit, five to twenty; in Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, )Iississippi,
_ebraska,
New York and Virginia, five. to twenty-one;
in South Carolina, six to
sixteen; in Georgia, Louisiana and Nevada, six to
eighteen; inKcntuckyandMissouri,
six totwenty;
in Arkansas, Colorado, Delawarc, Illinois, Indiana,
_North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylwmia,
Tcnne_ee
and WestVi'ginia,
sixtotwenty-onc;
inAlabama,
seven to twenty-one;
and in Texas, eight to fourteen. -- Regarding
compulsory
attendance
in the
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Kansas, New Jersey and New York.
The New
York law (unlike the others) specifies the studies
in which the child is to be instructed;
namely,
spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic,
geography
and English grammar.
Laws enacting some degree
of compulsion
to attend school also exist in Ohio,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont and W_isconsin; though
in some of these states they are
generally disregarded.
In no other states, so far
as known,
arc compulsory
education
laws cnforecd.--ELECTmNS.
The time of holding clcclions for state officers is fixed in some states by
the constitution,
while in others it may be prescribed
or altered by the legislature.
By act of
congress ()[arch 3, 1875) ch,clions of representatives in congress arc required
to be bold on the
Tuesday next after the first Monday in _November
every second year, in 1876 and folh)wing years.
The states which h'td different seasons for election
of state officers have by degrees assimilated their
laws so as to hold all stale elections on the Tuesday after the first Monday in _nvember,
the only
exceptions
being Alabama,
Arkansas,
Georgia,
Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Maine, Ohio, Oregon.
Rhode Island, Vcrmont and West Virginia.
Annual elections formerly
prevailed
in most states;
but tile tendency
has been steadily toward electing state officers and legislatures
biennially,
and
the former even once in every four years only, as
in California,
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
_Nevada, Oregon and West Virginia.
The only
states now holding annual elections are Connecticut, Iowa,
Massaehusetu%
_,'cw Jersey,
New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Rhode Island.]_LECTORS. (See ,Srlffrage.) -- EXE._rPT_O_. (See
HOMESTEAD X_V ExEs_ra'Io._
LAws, 2 Cyc., p.
464.)-- Go_RNORS.--" The following
table gives
the variation_'Tls'to
length of terms of office and
._tlarie_ of governors of ttle various states :

public schools, although
it has been strongly urged
for many years, no wide foothold for the system

.........

has yet been acquired in the United States.
Con
nceticut
enforced
the first practical
compulsory
education law by its colonial code adopted in 1650
at present, however, even in the "land of steady
habits," the difficulty
of enforcing
the law, with
a large school population
of foreign birth, is very
great.
The amended
law forbids manufacturers
to employ nfinors under fourteen, unless they have
attended school at least three months in each year.
Ma_qachusctts
has a similar
law, and compels
1)arent_ and guardians
to send children
between
eight a/ld fourteen
to school, for twenty weeks
every )'ear, unless otherwise
under instruction.
The Maine school law authorizes towns to enforce
the attendance
of scholars between six and seven-

A_abama..............................
Arkansas ...............................
Cahfornia
.............................
Colorado
.............................
connecticut ............................
]')tinware
..............................
Florida ................................
Georgia................................
Illinms .................................
Indiana
...............................
1own...................................
Kansas ................................
Kentucky
.............................
Lomsiana .............................
Maine..................................
Maryland
..............................
Massachusetts .........................
Michigan .....................................
Miune,_ota.............................
M i_sl._sippi .............................
._ti_ouri. .............................

teen.
In 1871 _ew tIampshire
and Texas passed
laws requiring compulsory
school education.
In
187'2 l_Iichigan passed a compulsory
school law
requiring
at least twelve weeks' schooling year]y of all between eight and fourteen, not otherwise taught.
Nevada,
in 1873, passed a law re• luiring sixteen weeks' attendance.
In 1874 sireilar compulsory
laws were pass¢_l by California

Nebra._ka..............................
Nevada
................................

STATF_.

[
1 Term.

Salary.

Year_

New Hampshire ........................
New d,.rsey............................
New
York .............................
North Carolina.........................
Ohio
Oregon ..................................
................................
pcnnsylwnia
..........................
Rhode
Island ..........................
Somh Carolina.........................
Tennessee ............................

[

4
4

$ 3,000
:_,000
6,000
5,000
2,000
2.000
3,500
8,o00
6.0@o
5,000
3.000
_.000
5,000
4.000
2.(_o
4.5 _0
4.000
1,coo
3,_i0
4000
5.000
_,,50.)
5,000
13D0
10,000
5,0_O

3,000
4,0001,500
10,00o
1,1,_0
8,500
4,000

STATES.
¢eosrmu_v.)
STATES.
Tex_ ..................................
Vermont ..............................
Virginia ...............................
West VirgilLia ..........................
Wi_onsin

.............................

jority
J Term.

I

_
2
4
4

Salary.

IY- 1

of his creditors

in numner

ana

amount.

Ir,

New York
an insolvent
debtor
is discharged
on
the concurrence
of two-thirds
in amount
and value

$ 4,OOO of his creditors.
In
Maine,
creditors
represent1,000
ing three-fourths
of the indebtedness
must agree
5.(100
2,700
in writing
to accept
a certain
percentage,
before

2

5,000

the debtor can
setts,
voluntary

have his discharge.
In Massachuinsolvency
is provided
for, on

See Pard_nln
9 Peter,
Succession,
Veto Powe_'. -HOMI_S.TI_ADS.
(S_N_ I_OMESTEAD
AND EXEMPTION
Lxws,
2 Cyc.,
p. 464.) -- I_SOLVF_CY.
The gen
eral subject
of bankruptcy
has been treated
in eel.
I., p. 223.
In the absence
of any generallaw
of the
United
States,
most
of
the states
have provided
acts regulating
in_lvencyand
assignments
for the
benefit
of creditors.
The
states
which
have
no
laws for insolvent
debtors
are Alabama,
Colorado

giving
up all property
not exempted
by law.
Invohmtary
proceedings
against
a debtor
may be
instituted
by any creditor,
on proof
of insolvency
or fraud.
If the a_ets
pay 50 per cent.
the debtor
is entitled
to his discharge;
if not, he must
oblain the written
consent
of a majority
in number
and value
of his creditors.
In Vermont,
the provisions
of the insoh'ent
law
are similar.
In the
following
states a di_harge
from
indebtedness
is

and
North
Carolina.
In
California
Ihe act of
1880 provides
for both voluntary
and involuntary
banknlp_y
through
the courts.
In the following
states
assig'nments
of property
for
the benefit
of

granted
to the debtor
upon surreuder
of his entire
estate
for the equal
benefit
of creditors
: Arkansas,
Florida,
Miclfigan,
Nevada,
West
Virginia
and
Wisconsin.
_ INTEREST
A_D USURY.
The

creditors
do
the amounts

legislatures
fixed
what

not discharge
the debtor,
exccpt
paid,
the balance
of liabilities

upon
stand-

of all the states
shall
be the legal

in the Union
have
rate of interest
on

ing against
him:
Delaware,
Georgia,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Iowa,
Kansa.%
Kentucky,
)Iinnesota,
Nobraska,
New
Hampshire,
New
Jersey,
Ohio,

money.
interest
rower

Pennsylvania,
Virginia.
a discharge

states,
there
arc two
interest
rates
legalized,
lower
one to prevail
in all cases in the absence
contract,
the higher
rate to be legalized
upon

Rhode
Island,
South
Carolina
and
In Connecticut
the debtor
can procure
from
liabilities
to creditors
when
his

estate
pays 70 per cent.,
but not otherwise.
In the
following
states,
debtors
making
assignments
can
be released
only upon the consent
of all the creditors':
Maryland,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
Oregon,
Tennessee
and
Texas.
Louisiana
provides
for a
discharge
of the debtor
upon
the consent
of amaLegal
Rate of
Interest
Per Cent.
8

STATES AND TERRITORIES.
Alaba._.

...........................................

Arizona
Arkansas ............................................
..........................................
California ..........................................
Colorado ...........................................
Connectieat .......................................
Dakota ............................................
Delaware. ..........................................
District of Cohtmbia ...............................

]06
7
l0
6
7
6
6

In thirteen
states,
however,
any rate of
that
may
be agreed
upon
between
borand
lender
is h,galizcd;
in twenty-four

press
agreement
in writing.
Usury
is punished
by various
forfeitures,
in thirty-two
states
and
territories.
The following
1able exhibits
thevarious interest
rates
anti penalties
for usury
iu the
thirty-eight
state%
thc eight
territories,
and the
district
of Columbia
:
Rate
Allowed by
Contract.
, Per i._h't'-8

Penalties
Forfcitare

for Usury.

of entire interest.

AnY0rate.
Any rate.
Any rate.
6
12
6
10

Forfeiture

Florida ............................................
............................................
(_corgia
78
Idaho ..............................................
10
Illinois ............................................
6
Indiana ............................................
6
Iowa ...............................................
6
Kansas .............................................
7
Kentucky .........................................
6
Louisiana ..........................................
5
Maine ..............................................
6
_Iaryland ..........................................
6
Massachusetts ......................................
6
_Mlcbigan ...........................................
7
Minnesota
.........................................
'/

AnYsrate_
18
8
8
10
12
10
8
Any rate.
6
Any rate.
10
10

Forfeitare
Forfeiture
Forfeiture
Forfeiture
Forfeiture
Forfeiture
Forfeiture
Forfeiture

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Ml_issTpi............................................
........................................
Missour
Montana ...........................................
Nebraska ..........................................

10

Forfeiture
Forfeiture

An

of
ol intereSt.
of excess
entire interest.
No penalty.
of interest and cost.

_

6
10
7

the
of
ex-

No i_nalty.and interest.
of pnncipal
No penalty.
No penalty.
No penalty.
Forfeiture of excess.
Forfeltuxc. of principal.
Forfeiture
of entire intereat`
No pelmlty.
excess.
three times exceee of int.
entire interest.
excess of interest.
10 per cent per year on aml.
excess of Interest.
excess over 10 per cent.
ennre interest.
No penalty.
Forfeiture of excess of interest.
No penalty.
Forfe-itnre of exee_s of interest.
Forfeiture of excess over 10 per

te.
_0TM

Forfeiture

Nevada
............................................
I0
New
Harnpehlre
....................................
6
New Jersey ........................................
6
:New Mexico ........................................
6
:New York ..........................................
6
:North Carolina- ....................................
6

Any6rate.
6
I_
6
8

No penalty.
Foffelture.
of thrice
the exces&
Forfeiture of entire interest`
No penalty.
Forfeiture of principal and hatching.
Forfeiture of entire interest.

Ohio
...............................................
68
Oregon
.............................................
Pennsylvania .......................................6
Rhode Island .......................................
6

8
I0
6
Any rate.

Forfeiture
Forfeitu_
Forfeiture

of
above
Per c_L
of excees
principal
and 6i_te1"es
of excess of lntezest`
:No penalty.

STATES.
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(co_'nNrzn.)
STATES

Tcxa._

A_D

TERRI2X)RI'F__

Rate of
i Interest.
Legal
i Per Cent.

Allowed
by
Contract.
Rate
Per ('ent.

.....................................
I i A.y
rate.
10
12

_._.:'_'._-'illllli-::::ili_-';-'-'-_'i_i_i_i_-_[

Utah
Vermont...............................................
...........................................
Virginia
............................................

10_
6

Any " 6rate.

Wttshiogton
........................................
West Virginia
......................................
Wisconsin
.........................................
aA ) oming ..........................................

10
6
7
12

Any

--JtrDC, ES. (See Courts )--LEoISL._,TUR_:S.
All
the state constitutions
limit and define more or
less fully the legislative
powers of the body earlously styled " the Gcneral Assembly, .... the Legishtture,"
and (in Ma._¢achusclts)
"the
General
Court."
The qualifications
required for membership in state legislatures
vary CO|l¢iderably, prescribing a grcater or h,ss term of rcqdenee
iu the
state, a limit of age (in certain states only), and,
in nearly
all cases, the requirement
of being
qualified voters.
The number
of senators
and
reprcsent.atives
prescribed
in the state, consti[utions varies greatly in difforent states.
The senatorial bodies are conveniently
small, running from
nine members only in Dehtware,
to fifty-one
in
Illinois, _hile the members
of the other house
vary from twenty-one
to 321 in number.
The
popular branch
is usually styled " the House of
Representatives,"
but ix called "the Assembly"
in California, Fh)rida, _N'eva(la, New Jersey. _Ncw
York and Wisconsin;
in Maryland,
Virginia and

STATES.

Alabama
..................
Arkan_a_
.................
('alifornia
.................
('oR)r-ado ..................
Colmec_icut
...............
Dela_ are .................
Plortda
...................
Geo_ia
...................
lllinom
....................
hHliana
...................
Iowa ......................
Ka_sas
..................
Kentucky
.................
L(nnslana
.................
.Maine. ....................
Maryland
.............
M"_chusetts
.............
Michigan
..................
_tinnesota
...............
bhssiSsloni
Mi_sourt:._
_[-_[.'-_'--_"
Nebraska
.................
Nevada
...................
New lllampehire
...........
New Jersey ..............
New York ...............
North Carolina
............
_lhio

PenLlt.ies

Scsl_lon_.

8
rate.
6
10
An)" rate

;o (ff

Term

Torm

_,ntaeI,I ,.-

S _ 's.

P_-lf
of _

None.
70
days.
40 da_,'_.
60 da_'s.
None.
_one.
None.
60 days.

,34
37
3S
'20
.24
21
_
_

141
1'20
1_)
40
321
60
128
120

None.

83

1(_

/10
,50
3fl
85

_,
201
72
1"24

33
81
"80
40
_6
_3

106
99
240
100
6.5
100

BienniM.
Biennia].
Bienn_.l.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.

,N'._,,pc'r_a_t
of cxv ._o_
_ntere_t.
of ennr_' inWrv_t.
No penally.

St,natOl_.

Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
]Jiennial.
AnnuM.
Annual.
Biennial.

Tennessee
Texas
.....................
.................
"Vermont ..................
Virginia
..................
West Virginia .............
Wisconsin
................

Forfeiture
l_'orfeiLare

No of

100
!M
80
.19
2i9
21
76
175
133
100
100
1_5
100
.(kq
151
91
_0
100
108

Biennial.
Biennial.
Anmtal.
Annual.

Forfeiture
Forfeiture

of No
excesspenMtv.
of {_nterest.
of excesb over 6 per cent.

Limit

83
31
40
26
24
9
8"2
44
51
,50
,50
40
38
36
31
'2_';
40
32
47

Biennial.

of exc(:_
of entire

Session.
(,f

50 days
60 daw.
60 da3 _.
40 days.
None.
None.
60 days.
40 da;¢,.
Nora:.
60 days.
None
50 day,.
60 da;._.
¢,0 (ta_'_.
None'.
90 dav8,
None.
None.
60 days.

......................

40 day_.
_
150
None.
None.
607")
day_
None.
"
90 days.
45 days.
None.

No.al,y.

Forfeiture
Forfeiture

of int.
interest.

and

$100

fine.

Wcet Virgini,_ it is styled " the IIou_e of Delegatcs,"and
in all the other states its constitutional
designation
is " the Hou_c of Rcprcscntatives."
Thc legislative sessions were formerly held annually in most of the state._. Of late years, however, there has been a steady drift towartl less frequent meetings of elate legislatures,
nc._rly every
constitution
adopted within thirty )cars providing
that the sessions shall be held only biennially, anlcss spccial or extraordinary
sessions arc called.
The states _hose legislatures
still n|ect every year
aresixonly:
Connccticut,
Mas._a(,husetts, NewJerst,)-, .New Yolk, Rhodc Island and South Carolina.
In Ohio, however, the legi.qaturc holds adjounlcd
sessions pr'lctieallyamountingto
annual meetings.
Some constitutions
limit the length of session lo
terms variously running
from forty days to 150.
In sixteen statcs, howevcr, the legislature is without limit sa_ c its own discretion a_ to lengfll of session.
The following table exhibits the nmnbers,
terms of office and salaries of state legislatures:

Biennial.
Bieuma].
Biennial.
Biennial.
Anmut].
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial.
Biennial
Biemaial.
Biennial.
: Biennial.
Annual.
Biennial.
Biennial.

Oregon ..................
Pennsylvania
............
Rhode Island ..............
bouth Carolina
............

for Usury.

_

Salary

4
4
4
4
2
4
4
'2
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
1
2
4
4
4
.2
4
.2
3
2
o
~

"2
2

"2
'2
2
'2
2
2
1
1
_

$4 per (l_v and 10e. per
$6 per dn;,'.
$_ l_'r da)', 10(' mileage,
$ I per d_v and 17)(.,, per
$3(_) and mileage.
$:_ per day and nnleage.
$6 per day and 1(_'. _cr
$4 lrer da), and mflea_c
_5 per day, l(k'. mileage
$6 per day and .20c. per
$7_50 per )'ear.
$_ p_.r day and 15e. per
$5 p('r day and 1.rx' lrer
$4 a,r day and nnlenge.
$150 aml ",b0('. per nn t,
_5 per day and mileage.
$;'O0 per year.
$3 per (lay and 10c per
$5 per day and 15c. per
$400 _er )ear.
$5 per day and mileage,
_d_per (lay and n)c per
_!4 per (lay and 40( per
_t per day and mileage.
$,5,')0 per year.
$1,500 per year nod 10c.
$_ per day and 10c. per

2

2

$600

44
1
4

22
2
1

$3 per
day 100
antidays15c.and
per 5c.mile.
$1
000 for
ver milo
$1 per day and _c. per mile.
$5 per day and 10c. per mile.

24
2
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2

$5 per day and mtloage.
$4
16c per mile.
_..per
day.
_
per year.
$4 per day and 10c. per mile.
SraO0 per year and 10c. per mile.

per

year

and

mile.
and $25.
ruth.

mile.
and
mile.

$50.

mile.
nnle.

mile.
mlle.
and $30.
mile.
mile.
per mile.
mile.

12c. per

mile.

*
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--LIBEL,

STATES.
"AND LYBERTY OF THE PREBfl.

The

deciar_ion
of rights
in nearly
every state
eonstitution
prohibits
anv laws
to restrain
or abridge
the liber D' of speech or of the press.
Many constitutions couple this with a provision that in all
prosecutions
for libel the truth may bo given in
evidence
charged

to a jury, and if they find the matter
as libelous to be true, the party shall be

acquitted.
This clause is a part of the constitutions of Alabama, Arkan_s,
California, Colorado,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
lndiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maine, Michi"
gan, Minnesota,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
Nevada,
New
Jersey,
_-ew York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Ishmd, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas,
West Virginia
and Wisconsin.
In the constitutions of the following
states the jury is empowered to determine
both the law and the facts in
cases of libel: Alabama,
California, Colorado, Connectieut,
Delaware,
Georgia,
Kentucky,
Maine,
Maryland,
Michigan,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
New Jersey,
_'ew York, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Wisconsin.
--LmuTENa_CT
GOVERrCORS. In twenty-seven
states the lieutenant
governor is e2 oy_ew president
of the senate, and succeeds to the office of governor only upon the death, di_bility
or resignstion of that officer elect.
The constitutions
in
eleven states provide for no such ofliceraslieutenant governor,
viz., Alabama, Arkansas,
Delaware,
Georgia,
Maine,
Maryland,
New
Itampshire,
New Jersey,
Oregon, Tennessee
and West Virginia. -- LLM-ITATIO.NS,
STATUTES OF. Limitation
laws are designed to fix a reasonable time within
which a party is permitted
to sue for thcrecovery
of his rights, and imply that his failure to do so
furnishes legal presumption
that he has no rights in
the premises.
The following table gives the pr_.nt
state of the laws, barring actions in civil and criminal matters in the various states and territories :

(co_-vr_vzv.)
nit
STATESAND repl
SA_ vtv
ler Ope
JadgaU:PmJTORIES,
cot 2" Notes. mourn,
el .
New York .......
-_ _-" _
_ Year8
6
Years.
15
North
Carolina..
3
10
Ohio.............
15
15
oregon .........
6
]0
Pennsylvania .... 1_ 12
6
20
Rhode:Island ....
6
'20
South Carohna ..
6
20
Tennessee .......
6
l0
T,,xas.............
............
10
Utah
4
5
Vermont .........
5
l0
Virgtma .........
_
._
14
8
Washington
Ter..
i
i
66
6
w,._t Virginia...
10
6
I0
Wisconsin
.......
12
56
5
10
Wyoming .......

Sealed
and
wlttnstrumeutB.
Y_r_.15
10
15
20
_0
'20
.......
lo7
8
20
_)
10
120
21

--LoTT_RmS.
The mischiefs
arising
from the
lottery system, as exlfibited
in the early decades
of this century in many states of the Union, led
to constitutional
and legal interdiction
of these
demoralizing
games of hazard.
In seventeen
states theconstitutionabsolutely
prohibits the legislature from authorizing
any lottery, and in must
of them requires it to pass laws prohibiting
tim
sale of lottery tickets.
These statesare
Alabama,
Arkansas,
California,
Colorado,
Illinois,
Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
:New Jersey,
Tennessee,
Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
In the following eleven states the constitution
itself prohibits lotteries absolutely:
Florida, Geor_a, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Nevada, :NewYork,
Ohio, Oregon,
Rhode Island and South Carolina.
In Louisiana
alone the constitution
provides that "the general
assembly
shall have authority
to grant
lottery
charters
or privileges ; provided, each charter or
privilege
shall pay not less than forty thousand
dollars per annum
in money into the treasury of
the state; and provided, further,
that all charters
shall cease and expire
on the first of January,

' A._sault.
Sos.leVi 1895, from which time all lotteries are prohibited
STATESAND ' slander. Open ac-: Notes. Judg 'and ,,it- in tilts state."
Kentucky tolerates lotteries by law.
,
/lesa_d
TERRITORIES reph,vm
counts, :i
meats. ; meats.
mstruIn tile remaining
nine states there is ilO constituetc.

Alabama ........
Arkausa .........

Y....1

.'3

_

61

_0

Year_.0
10

tional provision
on the subject, but lotteries are
illegal. -- M.tl:tRIAGE A.nD D1TORCE. In view of

California .......
Colorado ........

1
1

62

4

5
3

4

the vast importance
of the marriage
relation
to
the moral and material well-being
of every eom-

ConnecticUtDakota
...............
:Delaware
........
Dmt. of Colnmbi_
Florida ........
Georgia...........
..........
Idaho

61
31
2
32

66
3
4
4
.3

6_
6
12
5
56

2O6
20
12
'20
5

_
_0
1"2
20
205

munity, the hasty and slfifting legislation which
makes a chaos of conflicting state laws, instead of
a uniform system, can not be too much det)lored.
The recently growing laxity of the laws, and still

Indiazmlllin°i_
..........

o2
~
21

5

10

Iowa
............
Kansa_
..........

35

150

10
2o
2o
5

10
_
10
1_,

more, of the practiceunder
them, in many states,
has led to an unprecedented
multiplication
of di
vorces.
It is here proposed to note only the all-

Kentucky ........
L(misiana
........

1

i

:Maine ...........
Maryland ........
Michigan ........

_
8
2

_

Minnesota .......
Mi_tssippi
......
Missouri .........
Montana
........

12
12

Nebraska
.......
Nevada ..........
:New Hampshire.
New Mexico
l_ew
Jersey ......
......

21
2
24

Y ....

Years.

36
_

I_

51015
_

66
10

44
5
........ ,........
46
66

S015 versities

prevailing

in the statutes

regulating

mar-

20
1'2
10

so
r2
10

riage and divorce in the various states.3larriage is defined as a civil contract in the codes of
fifteen states:
Arkansas,
California,
Colorado,

10
7
55

2o
7
lO
4

Indiana,

20
B
so
20
15

]0
e
a0
le
lO

Iowa,

Kansas,

Louisiana,

Minnesota,

Missouri, Oregon
:Nebraska,andNevada,
New York,
Northa
Carolina,
Wisconsin.
Whether
marriage by simple consent of the parties (without
civil or ecclesiastical
formalitte_) is valid at cornmort law, has been disputed;
but the suprcmo

STATES.
court of the United
States decided that the intervention of a clergyman is not necessary, and that
in the absence of a statute
containing
express
words of nullity,
a marriage by mere consent is
valid.
(96 U. S. Reports,
76.)
Ill two states
only, California and Iowa, do the laws expressly
recognize simple consent of the parties asadequatc
to constitute
a binding
marriage.
On the other
hand, three states declare void all malTiages not
solemnized
by authorized
persons.
In twentytwo states whose laws do not declare such marriages invalid, the courts have usually sustained
them, when followed
by cohabitation,
as valid
under thecommon
law. Six states, Maine, Mary
land, Ma,_sachusetts,
North
Carolina,
Tennessee
and Vermont, do not recognize such marriages, but
require
consent tnffore a magistrate or a minister,
In some other states, both the law and its adjudication are doubtful
on this point.--Whether
a
valid marriage can be contracted
between tho_ of
different race and color, is a question
variously
decided.
The statutes of eighteen states prohibit
or render void marriages hetween whites and persons of African
descent,
viz., California,
Colorado, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia,
Indiana,
Kentucky, Maine, Michigan,
M.ississippi,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
North Carolina,
Ohio, Oregon,
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.-The required
ages
to render a marriage validvary
greatly.
The old
comumn law limit of at least fourteen years for the
groom and twelve for the bride, is fixed hy statute
m Kentucky,
Louisiana,
New IIampshire,
Tennessee, Virginia and West ¥ir_nia;
the ages of
sixteen and fourteen are required
in Iowa, :North
Carolina and Texas; seventeen
and fourteen in
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois and Indiana;
eighteen
and fifteen
in California,
Minnesota,
Oregon and Wisconsin;
and eighteen and sixteen
in Delaware,
Michigan, Nebraska,
Nevada
and
Ohio.
In other states the common
law limit of
fourteen and twelve
years is uphehi
without
special statute.
In seven states, marriages
may
beannulled
because of impotence,
and the same
disability
is made ground
for diw)rce in thirty
states.
Consanguinity
within certain degrees renders marriage void in twenty-seven
states.
A martinge between an uncle and a niece is valid in Maryland if contracted
before 1878, and absolutely
void inConnecticut.
Inthirty-onestatesamarriage
license or certificate is required,
and if the parties
are minors, consent of parents must be shown. -The persons
before 'whom marriages
must be
solemnized are variously directed to be judges of
courts, _ mayors,
justices
of the peace, notaries,
elders, ministers of the gospel, etc.
Public registration o_ marriages is required
by law in thirtythree states, but by no means generally enforced.
-- Regarding divorce, three widely different views
prevail : 1. That marriage
is a sacrament,
and
indissoluble for any causes arising after marriage,
This is the view of the Roman Catholic church,
2. Thatmarriageisa._acredrelation,
andshouht
be
dissolved only for adultery and desertion.
3. That
marriage is simply a civil contract, without any re-
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li_oua element, which, while not revocable
by
mutual consent, may properly
be dissolved for a
variety of cogent reasons.
The legislation of the
various states now recognizes divorce as procurable for eause in all except South Carolina, which,
in 1878, repealed
all acts permitting
divorces.
The constitutions
of several states prohibit
the
legislature from granting
divorces by special acts;
doubtless
upon the principle that this is in its hature a judicial act, to be determined
on evidence
and inquiry, and that legislatures
should be restrained
from usurping
(as the British
parliamcnt set the example of doing) the power to declare nmrriages
di_._olved.
No such restriction
of the le_slature
exists in the l_'cw England states,
or in New York and I)elawarc.
The latter, however, is the only st'ire where individual
cases of
divorce are h_gislatively taken up, and in 1881,
thirteen
divorces
were actually
gn-anted.
The
former law of Connecticut,
permitting
courts to
gTant divorces for "any mi_onduct
permanently
destroying
the happinessof
the petitioner, and defearing the purposes
of marriage,"
in force for
nearly thirty years, produced
a scandalous
and
const.mtly
increasing
crop of diw)rces, and was
repealed
in 1878. Among
the le_fl causes for
divorce are: 1, previous marriage, undissolved,
in
seven states ; 2, impotence,
in thirty states ; 3,
insanity
at time of marriage,
in two states ; 4,
consanguinity,
in five states; 5, pregnancy
at time
of marriage, without the husband's
knowledge
or
agency, in nine states; 6, conviction
of an infamous crime before marriage,
concealed,
in two
states ; 7, adultery,
in thirty-seven
states ; 8, desertion, in thirty-seven
states; 9, cruelty, inthirtyseven states ; 10, conviction
of or imprisonment
for crime, in thirty states; 11, habitual drunkenhesS, in thirly-five
states;
12, neglect or refusal
on the part of a husband to provide for his wife,
in nine states ; 13, gross m,glect of duty in four
states.
In New York alone the sole recognized
ground for an ahsrflutc divorce is adultery.
As
to desertion,
willful
ahsence continued
for one
year is ground for divorce in eight states---Arkansas,
California,
Colorado,
Florida,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
_Ii._souri and Wisconsin ; absence for
two years, in nine states--Alabama.
Illinois, Indiann, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi,
Nebraska,
Ncvada and Tcnnessec;
absence for thrce years, in
thirteen
states--Connecticut.
Delaware,
Georgia,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, New lIampshire,:New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Vernmnt,
and West Virginia ; and descrtion for five years,
in three state._---Louisiana,
Rhode Island and Vieginia.
In the other states, no limit of willful absenceisspecified
by statute.--PA]tDO_I_G
Po_:n.
In most of the states the governor'_'_invested
by
the constitution
with
the. power
of granting
pardons, reprieves or commut'_tion
of sentence to
convicted
criminals
under sentence ; exceptions
are made, in the constitutions
of twenty states, of
treason and impeachment,
as cases where no pardoning power can be exercised.
In the constitutions of fourteen
states impeachment
alone with-
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draws the convicted person from the exercise of
the pardoning power. In Vermont alone the
crime of murdex is added to the two cases just
named as beyond the reach of executive clemency. In Oregon the only crime not subject to
pardon is treason. In Illinois the governor may
grant pardon for all offenses witbout exception,
In Kansas the governor Lsto exercise the pardoning power only under such restrictions as providcd
by law. While in twenty-seven states the gov.
ernor alone is invested with tile pardoning power,
this power is vested in the governor and council
in the statcsof Maine, Ma._achusetts, New Itampshire and Vermont; and in the governor and the
senate in Rhode Island.
Four state constitutions
create a board of pardons, to share the responsibility of exercising this power. In New Jerscy
this board consists of the governor, the chancellor,
and the six judges of the court of appeals, a msjority of whom must concur in granting pardons. In Floride and Nevada the governor, the
justices of the supreme court and the attorneygeneral, or a majority of them, of whom the
governor must be one, may grant pardons. In
Pennsylvania thc governor may exercise the power
of pardon only on the written recommendation
of tim lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney general and secretary of internal affairs, or
any three of them, after full hearing and public
notice recorded and filed in the secretary's office.
In Connecticut the governor can grant reprieves
only until the end of the next legislative session;
he hasno pardoning power. In Californianeilher
the governor nor the le_dslature can pardon when
the convict has twice been convicted of felony,
except on the recommendation of a majority of
the judges of the supreme court. The states
in which the governor alone is invested with
the pardoning power are Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, bIissouri, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon,
South Carolina, Temmssee, Texas, Virginia, W_t
Virginia and Wisconsin.
In Louisiana the govcrnor can pardon only on the recommendation of
the lieutenant governor, attorney general, and the
presiding judge of the court trying the ease, or
of any two of thcm. -- POLJ.:.TAx. While a capitation tax is imposed upon males over twenty-one
years of age in most of the states by their constitutions or laws, K_msas, Maryland and Ohio have
prohibited by their constitutions the levying of
any poll tax. No capitation tax"is levied in Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, )Iichigan, Minnesota. _blissouri, New York and Pennsylvania
In the remaining state8 a poll tax is
levied, varying in amount from fifty cents to three
dollars per annum. These states are Alabama,
Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, :New Jersey, :North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vex-

mont, Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
The payment of this tax is a condition precedent
of the right to vote in two states only, viz., :biassachnsetts and Rhode Island. In Virginia the
making the payment of a poll tax a condition of
suffrage was abolished by constitutional amendment in 1882. In Nevada tile legislature may
make such payment a condition of the right
of voting.
In Delaware and Pennsylvania a
county tax must have been paid by all electors
to entitle them to suffrage.
The constitution
of Kansas prohibits making the payment of a
tax a qualification for exercising the right of
suffrage. --REGIiI,T,,RATION.
In view of the great
importance of a well-reg'ulated registration system to secure fair elections, it is not surprising to
find it required by law or constitution in twentynine states. The constitutions of Colorado, Florida, Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and South Carolina require
registration as a prerequisite to suffrage. Missouri'sconstitution requires it in cities only, doubtless on the theory that in country voting precincts
fraud is more casily dctected, and lc_s probable,
than in populous cities, with floating populations. In like manner the laws of New Jersey
and New York require registration in all cities of
10,000 inhabitants and upward, but not elsewhere.
No registration is required in Arkansas, Delaware,
Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas and West Virginia.
The eonstitutions of three states prohibit registration, viz.,
Arkansas, Texas and West Virginia. in the remaining states a registration system is established
by law. It has been assertcd (though not generally sustained) that acts of the legislature requiring registration as a prerequisite to voting are unconstitutional in states where the constitution i.,
silent as to registry, because it establishes a test
for qualifications of electors not found in the fundamental law. -- RELmm_.
blost state constitutions embody in a _ of rights, or elsewhere, a
declaration that no religious test shall be required
for the enjoyment of an)" civil or political right.
But persons who deny the existence of God are
disqualified for office by the constitutions of Arkan_s, bfississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee ; while the constitutions of
Maryland, Pennsylvania and Texas imply a lwli('f
in a Supreme Being as a qualification for office.
Tennessee goes further in requiring belief in a
future state of rewards arid punishments as a
qualificationfor
office, and this after adopting, in
its declaration of rights, a provision that "no
religious test shall ever be required."
The majority of constitutions declare that no preference
shall be given by law to any religious sect; New
Hampshire alone provides in its constitution that
the legislature may authorize towns and parishes
to provide for the maintenance of Protesta_,t
teachers of religion.
Connecticut gives the same
guarantee to every society or denomination of
Christians.
The free enjoyment of all religious
sentiments and modes of worship is guaranteed in
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nearly all constitutions.
The constitutions
of the
following states declare that no witness shall be
held incompetent
to testify because of his religious
opinions: California, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
Nevada, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, West
Virginia and Wisconsin.
Clergymen
are inclbjible to the legislature
by the constitutions
of I)elaware, Kentucky,
]_[aryland,
:Mississippi,
New
York and Tennessee,
anti in several
of these
states they are excluded
from any civil office,
--SI'CCEssION.
Various
methods
of providing
for the succession to the chief magistracy,
in case
of the death, resignation
or disability
of the governor, prevailin
the different st_tes. Eleven states
have no lieutenant
governor, and in nine of the_e
the constitution
devolw:s the office of governor
upon the president of the st,nate and the speaker
of the house, successively,
in case of vacancy.
In 3Iaryland
tile general assembly must elect a
governor, if in session when the office is vacant ;
otherwise, it is filled as in other states.
In t)regon,
vacancy or inahility in the office of governor, devolves it on, 1, the secretary of slat°-, '2, the president of the senate.
In nine states the succession

and within the voting precinct for various times
running from only ten days to six months.
The
restrictions
upon the right of suffrage are somewhat numerous,
but of late years are becoming
steadily lessened in number.
A property
quailfication, which formerly prevailed in some stat_,
now exists only in Rhode. Island, where the possession of property
to the value of 134 dollars
in real estate over all incumbrances
is required,
or (as an alternative)
tile payment
of a tax tothe amount
of one dollar.
The payment
of a
tax is a prerequisite
to the right of suffrage in
I)elaware,
Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania
and Tennessee.
In all the states voters mu,_t be male
citizens of twenty-one
years of age or upward,
although
a limited suffrage has been extended
to v, omen, enabling
them to vote at school district elections only, in ('olorado,
5Ia_aehusetts,
3Iinnesota,
and some other states.
Illiteracy,
it
has been widely claimed, should be a bar to suffrage, but this view has prevailed contimiously
in
two states only; Massachusetts
requiring
that a_
voter shall haw, the cal_'lcity to read the eon_titulion and to write his name, and Connecticut
that
he shall be able to read the constitution
or stat-

fall_, first, to the lieutenant
governor;
second, to
the presith,nt of the senatepro
te.q_ore; third, to
the speaker of the house.
In twelve states the
_ame constitutional
provision
exists, except that
there is no provision
for a vacancy in the third
degree.
In Wisconsin
the vacancy is filled, first,
by lhe lieutenant governor, and ._condarily by tile
secretary of state.
In Massachusetts,
if the offices
of governor and lieutenant
governor both becomc_
vacant, their duties devolve upon the council.
In
case of a double v:teancy, the com.titutions
of Indiana, South Carolina, Vermont
anti Virginia
require tile general
a_scmbly to provide
by law
what officer shall act as governor.--SuFrn._,6F.
The right to participate
in eh_'tions is _xed in
t,.u.h state by its own ctmstitution
and laws; these
bc,ing subject only to the 15th amendment
to the
cmlstituliou
of the United 8tales prohibiting
any
disabilities
as to suffrage on account of color or
raee. While aliens are g_,nerally excluded,
fifteen
states admit to the suffrage
foreigners
who have
declared their intention to become actual citizens
Olhcr qualifications
for suffrage embrace in some
states registration
(see shove), and in all, a certain
time of residence
within the state and locality
where the voter seeks to exercNe the suffrage,
'fhe constitution
of Kentucky
requires two years'
residence
in the state before one can vote; and
this is th_ longest residence
required by any state.
The constitutions
of _Iaine and Michigan require
only three months' residence in the state; and this
is the shortest period anywhere
required.
Nine
states require six months'
residence,
viz., Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi,
:Nebrask.t, Nevada, :New Hampshire
and Oregon.
All
the other states require one year's residence within their boundaries
before conferring
the right
to vote. Residence within the county is require_l
for periods varying from one month to one year,

utes.
Among the most widely enforced
disabilitie_, idiots and insane persons are expressly
exeluded from the suffrage by the constitutions
of
Alalrnna,
Arkans_%
California,
Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
Maryland,
Minnesota,
Missis_itqfi,
l'_ebra.ka,
Nevada, New
Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Isl,md, South Carelina, Tex-ts, Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
Paupers
are excluded
in Delaware, 51'dne,
31assaehasetts,
Missouri,
New tlamp_hire,
.New
Jersey, South Car.lisa,
Texas, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
Persons convicted
of crime are cxcluded by the constitutions
of all the states except,
Indiana,
31aine, 3las_achusctts,
Michig.m,
Missouri, _Ncw Ilampshire,
Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tenncssce and Vermont.
In most other stales the
haws make the same exclusion.
Persons under
guardianship
are excluded
in Florida,
Kansas,
31'_ine, Maryland,
31an_aehusetts,
3Iinncsola,
Rhode I_land and Wisconsin.
Bribery, or offer
to bribe an elector to influence votes, is made a,
disqualification
for suffrage or office by the constitutions of Alabama, ('onnecticut,
Indiana, Loui_iana, Mar 3 land, Missouri, New York, Pennsylwmia, Vermont
and Wisconsin.
5lost of the
other states have provided by law severe penalties
for bribery,
includinff,
in some cases, exclusion
from suffrage for a term of years or indefinitely.
-- SUNDAY. The laws against desecration
of tile
first day of the week have no constitutional
sanedon except the recognition
of Christianity
(in the
constitutiuns
of a few states) and the permission
tothe legislature
to make laws promoting
religion
anti morality.
The prohibition
of labor or sports
on Sunday, although found in the laws of most
states, is not rigidly or continuously
enforced
it',
any.
While these laws may be defended
on authority and long custom, the fact tlmt their enforcement
has more and more fallen into de,sue-
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rude, is too palpable for denial.
These laws may
rest cither upon specially religious grounds, or
upon the humane argument that experience shows
one day's rest in _ven to be needful to human
welfare.
Many judicial
tribunals,
in applying
the Sunday laws, have preferred
to rest their enforcement
upon the second ground rather than the
first, but if this utilitarian
view of enforced
Sunday rest as a benefit to the individual
is to prevail,
the argument
against special Sabbath laws, made
by those who rest on the seventh day of the week,
is unanswerable.
The Jew mayurge
that the law
dis<.riminates
against his religion, and is therefore
unconstitutional
in most of the state._. Sundayas
a reli_ous
obligation
properly rests upon the con.sciences of thc community
; and the sanction
thrown
around it by state laws, while of indefinable extent, and often incapable of enforcement,
marks the deference
that is shown to the habits of
the majorityin
the state. Contracts
made on Sun(lay are void by the laws of many states, though
by no means of all. -- USURY. (See 1Merest and
Ui_ary.) -- VETO POWER.
In thirty-four
states
the assent and _gnature
of the governor
are re(luired by the constitution
to enact any law. The
uniform
provision is, that, in ca_ of disapproval
of any act by the governor,
he shall rcturn it to
"the house in which it originated,
with his objeclions; the vote must then be taken in both houses
by yeas and nays.
In nine states the constitution
provides
that a majority of the whole number of
membcrs
of the legislature
shall be sufficient
to
enact a law notwithstanding
the objections
of the
governor,
viz., in Alabama,
Arkansas,
Connecti,cut, Indiana,
Kentucky,/New
Jer_y,
Tennessee,
Yermont
and West Virginia.
In twenty-three
_tates two-thirds
of the members of ,each house

STATISTICS.
From the numerous
deflnitions of statistics which have been given since
Aehenwall,
the learned professor of GSttingen,
established
this science and gave it a name, we
might think that it is very difficult to define its
nature and the extent of its domain.
Such is not
the case, however.
The most differentdefinitions
have served as introduction
to tile most similar
works, and the ordinarily
informed
person is no
more ignorant
than the adept, that, without
figures, without
" numerical
terms," there is no statistics.
The quantity
of explanations,
dcvelol)meats and deductions which can be "added without
encroaching
upon some neighboring
domain, is
all there can be any discussion
about. -- The que_lion whether statistics is a method or a science, as
if it could not be both, will also bc discu._ed.
As a method, it is an instrument
of observation;
inetea(1 of saying that the use of such and such a
remedy succeeds ofteTt or sometimes in such aml
such a discasc, the professor of medicine shouht
say to his pupils: According
to the experiments
made up to the present time, the remedy has produced its effect in 63 cases out of 100, or in such
and such a settled proportion.
As a method of
observation,
it is applied only to large numbem
To speak of 33 per cent. or of 25 per cent. when
only three or four ext)erimcnts
have been madc,
is to abuse scientific forms, and sometimes knowingly to deceive the public. -- As a science, slatistics embraces
all social and political facts prcsented in thcir numerical
relations to one another,
as well as to space and time.
As there is no IX_litical or social fact without
men, we nccd not
add, as certain authors
have done, that all statistical facts must have relation to men. -- It seems
that there arc here well-dctermined
lbnits, and that

are required
to pa._salaw over the governor's
veto,
namely, in California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia.
:Illinois, iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana,
Maine, )Iassachusetts,
Michigan,
Minnesota,
Mississippi,
]_'Iis_souri, ,Nevada, .New IIampshire,
New York, ()regon, Pennsylvania,
South
Carolina,
Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin.
In two states, )laryland
and Ncbraska,
the constitution
requires
threefifths of the legislature
to make a law without thc
approval
of the governor.
The constitutions
of
four states confer no power on the governor
to
veto any act of legislation;
these are I)clawarc,
_North Carolina, Ohio and Rhode
Island.--WoM]_.
The separate
rights of married
women to
their property
acquire.d before marriage,
as well
as to that acquired afterward
bygift or otherwise,
are gu_[rantccd
by the constitutions
of cloven
states,
including
the provision
that the wife's
pr[)perty shall not be liable for tile debts of her
husband.
E_sentially
the same provision
has
been incorporated
in the statutes of nearly all the
states.
Women are made eligible to offices conncctcd with schools bythe constitutions
of Louisian_ Minnesota and Pennsylvania,
while the right
to vote in the election of school officers is conferred upon women in Colorado, Massachusetts,
and several other states.
A.R.
SPOFFORD.

there is no need of so ma.ny definitions.
If no
author h_ been satislicd
with the definition
of
his predceessors,
it is not because he wished t_)
see his own figure in the introduction
to treatises
on smti._tics; it is becau_
statistics,
since its origin, has followed a two-fold
tendency.
The one
gave riseto descriptive
statistics, as Achenwall definesit:
the thorough
knowledge
of the respective.
and comparative
situation (status) of each state; or
of which SohlSzer said that it was history at rest,
while historyis statisticsin
motion(in other words,
statistics
is tlle situation
of a people taken at a
given moment);
finally, what zNapolcnn I. called
the budget of things.
Statistics
thus understood
is a more or less rea.,;oncd inventory.
The other
tendency
which
statistics
has followed
would
prove relations,
discover laws; it is what, in the
last century,
was called political
arithmctic.
]t
was probably from this point of view that Goethe
viewed it when he said: " If figuresdonotgovern
the world, they show at least how it is governed."
For this purpose the inventory
is not sufficient ; it
is necessary
to go to the bottom of " numerie:fi
terms," to scrutinize
them, compare
them, draw
deductions
from them; according
to some, averages, and according
to others, laws.
Here is M.
Guerry's
definition
: "General
statistics _ _ ex-
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cludes descriptions,
and consists essentially
in the
methodical
enumeration
of variable
elements,
who_ average it determines."
And M. Dufour's:
Statistics is "tile science which teaches how to
deduce from analogous
numerical
terms the laws
of the succession of social facts." -- Thus, some
make of statistics
a descriptive
science more or
less allied to geography;
others, a science of deduction, employing
mathematical
processes, and
notably the calculation
of probabilities.
We believe that it is very easy to combine these two points
of view. People always commence
by describing
the present; this is one of the forms of established
statistics.
When many descriptions havc succeeded onc another, itis possible to compare the present
situation with previous situations:
this isd()ne for
the whole of the facts as well as for one of the details ; from this comparison
is drawn
a theory,
averages, laws; and this is how the form of statisties, once called political arithmetic,
is developed.-- This term leads us to thc consideration
of another subject of discussion.
Arc "numerical terms" applicable
to political facts or to social
facts?
William Playfair
says of statistics, that it
consists of investigations
into the political material
of states.
The definitions
of Peuchet,
Gioja,
Schubert, Qu(:t41et, Villerm6and
many others, insist chiefly upon the political application,
while,
with M. Dufour,
M. bloreau
de Jonn_s
applies
statistics only to social facts.
IIe says: "Statisties is the science of social facts, expre._ed in numcrical terms.
Its objcct is the thorough
kuowledge of society, considered
in its elements,
its
economy, its situation
and itsmovements."
Neverthcless,
the discussions
maintained
as to the
distinctions
between the political domain and thc
s,_.ial domain, are so trifling that perhaps none of
the authors whom we have cited have had thcleast
scruple to pa._s from "political
facts" to "social
facts," and vice _ersa.
Moreover,
arc not these
two categories of facts most frequdntlyconfounded? We will not stop, therefore,
at these useless
distinctions. -- Lct us limit ourselves
to a few
words upon another
point, which has been very
much debated.
_I. Moreau de Joan,s
maintains
that "statistics
without
figures, or whose figures
do not enumerate
social facts, does not merit the
litlc which it borrows."
Statistics
without
figares is like a river without
water, but a statistics
consisting only of figures is not the ideal one; in
this shoreless sea, where can the ship land?
A
text is therefore
necessary.
But there is no general rule as to the amount of explanations
which
must accompany
the "numerical
terms."
In addr(:ssing specialists, accustomed
to study political
and social questions,
few should be given; they
should be given more. amply when it is intended ]
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point.
Let us again quote an author:
we arc so
fond of leaning upon something,
even upon a
cane which bends under our hand.
M. Moreau
de Jonn_s
says:
" It [statistics]
proceeds
constantly by numbers,
which gives it the character
of the precision and ceru_inty of the exact solences."
This is a quality which people do not
tireof denying to statistics.
Rightly or wrongly?
Rightly aT_d wrongly.
In fact, numbers
are always precise, but they arc not always exact.
It
is not difficult, however,
to know what figures
are exact and what are not; we have only to
find out how they were obtained.
That is the
whole secret.
If the verification
has been maxle
in a positive and material manner, by counting,
measuring
and weighing,
the exactness
is absolute, and no one has the right to attack such figurcs, unless lx'causc of false entrie_ in the public
accounts.
A great deal of information
is obtained
in this manner for the wants of public administration.
Thus the amount of the finances rests
upon mathematical
elements, and error is impossible.
Thc case is about the same with the statistics of hospitals,
prisons, births, marriagds
and
deaths, justice, means of communication,
the postoffice and other similar things.
But there are sta~
tistics, like those of agriculture,
industry,
consumption, the revenue, and, in general, of all facts
which can not be determined
by exterior, palpable
signs, which often leave something
to be desired
on the score of exactness, and give occasion for
serious criticism.
However,
there are two kinds
of exactness;
one is absolute, the other approximative.
The approximation
is a makeshift;
but
at bottom it is makeshifts
which rule in lifc; the
absolute contrary
of the makeshift
would be the
ideal.
But we do not insist upon this.
Every
one understands
that approximation
is sufficient
for almost every use, even when there is question
of information
which can be obtained with great
exactness.
For example, if wc should say : The
budgct of receipts is 2,450,000,000,
would it not
be generally satisfactory?
and would it bc necessary to giw _. it to a cent ? We _id, for almost
every use. and notably for the de_riptive
part of
statistics;
mathematical
exactncss is indispensable
only when it is intended
to state laws.
For the
rest, it is nec_sary
to heware of the evil tendency
of certain authors to set up statistical
laws, and
to have ever present to the mind that an average
is not a/aw.
Averages
only show that there are
constant
relations between such a fact and such
another ; this constancy permits us to think that
these relations are necessary, and often this conjecturc will he seen to be well. founded, but the
indication
of figures has nccd of confirmation.
Therefore,
leaving out of the question
all bad

lie whom figures repel, and who find "numerical
ers more or less so, according,
1, as the external
tc rms _' very d_T, and, to speak plainly, perfectly
signs of the fact_ to be collected arc more or less
to enlighten or
convince
portion
of the judgpub- / evident
faith, there
statistics naturally
and othwearisome.
It is
therefore thatonly
a nmtterof
; 2, arc
mn individuals
arc lessexact,
interested
to
meat, of tact.This settled (and we have corn- i dissimulate;
and 8, as agents bring more skill,
menced by we
clearing
the ground
of obstacles
easily
removed),
approach
a much
more delicate

} meats.
knowledge Butor there
conscience
to abear
upon their
is also
secondary
causestateof
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inaccuracy, or rather of apparent contradiction,
find, or at least catch a glimpse of, truths which
in the statement of statistic_d facts, namely, that
might have escaped us. The faults of the instrudifferent figures often bear the same title.
It ment impose upon us a prudence which is nowhere
often happens that one lays stress, without know.
out of place, but do not oblige us to renounce its
ing it, or saying so, upon tile net product, an- employment.
Fortunately, it is not with this ill
other upon a gro_ product, a third upon a prod- strnmcnt, aswithmanyothers,
whose use is prohib.
act still more gross. Again, one will understand
ited for fear of abuse. The person who does not
by the word Ep_gland only the country which bears know how to manage it, does not touch it, therethat name, a second will add to it the principality
fore no one will be wounded through his awkwardof Wales, a third the islands, a fourth may _o so ne_; the onlyinconvenience which it can have is to
far as to confound England with Great BriTai'n or remain inert in hands which have not learned the
even with the United Kingdom : this cnnfu_iol
use of it. In other words, figures are a language
often occurs in ordinary conversation.
We could
which everybody does not know how to read, and
cite examples by the h_mdred in which thcre was from which few know how to draw all the inforno question of ignorance, or of bad faith, or of mation contained in it.*
M_mc_
BLOCK.
negligence, but of too gTcat conciseness or a lack
of precision.Thc.se examples explain, in some
* Statisticsis thepictureor representationof sociallifest
measure, the reproach so often brought against
given peritxisof time. and especiallyof the presenttim(,,
statistics, of furnishing arms at once both 3'br and drawnona scale inaccordancewiththe lawsof development
against the _me proposition.
To the extent that
discoveredby means of the theoretical SCiences:pohtical
this reproach is founded--and
this extent is not economy,the Scienceof finance, administrative
science, etc.
Sch61zercalls statistics history #tandinq still. Statit,
tics.
large--it is deserved by the statistician, and not by as thus defined,i_as far removed fromsayingtoomuch a_
statistics. Thus, the art of groupingj_g ires is only from sayingtoolittle. Togive acompletetableauof its oba branch of the art of maintaining all theses, of jcct_statistics should, of course,takein the hfeof u people
having arguments for all paradoxes and all soph- in all its salS:,ct_.But it shouldlookuponsuch factsonlya._
•
its own property,themeaningof which It isable to underisms. When one wishes to defend his point of stand; thatls, suchonlyas ean berangedunder knownlaws
_iew at any cost, he choo_s figures, or makes of dcvelopmcm.
Unintelligible
facts are collectedonly in
some prominent, and leave_q others in the shade, the hopeof penetratinginto theirmeaningin thefuture,by
The enthusiastic man may sometimes proceed thus comparingthemwith oneanother. In the meantime,theyarc
to thestatisticianwhat unfinishedeXperimentsareto the inwith tim best faith in the world: passion blinds, vestigator of nature.--Theviewisdadygaintngground,that
Still, beyond the art of grouping figures, there re- statisticsshould be occupied (without, however, confining
mains also, to justify the difference of concluthemselves tothem)withpre_entfaets,
with "factaaffccting
societyandthe statewhicharesusceptibleof beingexpressed
stuns, the possibility and even a certain facility of in figures." The more deceptive the immediateobservation
interpreting the same fact in different ways. It is of an individual,isolatedfact is, in cases in which a great
wrong to say of a fact or of a set of figures that
number of simultaneousor scatteredindividual, isolated
it is brutal. A. man stretches out his hand to an- facts of natmnallife are observed, the more important it
is to diseow:rpropernumericalrelations,bynotingall the
other: is it to give him an alms or a thrust with a like actsor experiences of men,the time and place in qm..._
dagger? A man places a sum of money in the tion, and the relationof the aggregate of these phenomena
hand of his companion : how will you interpret
to the sum total of the population,or to thesum total st
the act ? :Is he giving aid. or the price of a crime?
corresponding
phenomena
in other places. When this I_
done,and the factsare completelyenumerated,and correct])'
In such a year 104),000,000 kilog'rammes of meat recorded,there is no danger of subjective error. And ttn,
were consumed in Paris: was it evidence of speciesof"polttiealandaooialmcasorement,"asHildebrand
plenty or of dearth ? The fact or the figures calls it, may be applied not only to quantities, but t_)all
alone mean nothing; it is the interpretation which qualities accessibleto the oboervanonof thesenses; _incc
•
the individualorisolated qualitiet_of the thlng,_enumerated
renders them eloquent.
Now, the field of inter- may beagainmadeobjcctsof enumeration. Withoutdoubt.
pretation is vast, and commentators can often this modeof nnmerical pr_ureisthemo6tpcrfcctforal]
launch out in opposite directions ; so much the thosedivismnsof statlsncs in which it can be followed,and
hence it should be our endeavorto makethenumericalrod,.
worse for the one who is deceived and for those of statisticsas comprehensiveas lmvsible. But onesideof J_
:he deceives. To sum up : if statistics gives arms r-clenceis nota _cienceitself. Asthere is no naturalocienc('
for and against, it is not because of the nature of proper, called microscopy,embracing all the observation_
statistics, but because of the nature of our mind, not
made
meansthe
of the
mmroscopc,
so, care should
take_
toby
deduce
principleof
a sciencefrom
the be
chief
infor the same reproach is applied to religion, phi- stralmentit employs. There will always be many and imlosophy, the law, and to all moral and political portant fact_in national life, which can not be subjected t_)
sciences, and, in a less degree but still in a degTce numerical calculatmn, although they may be eatabhshed
with the usualamountof historical certainty. Were.statl,.great enough, even to the sciences called exact.-ties to be limited in themannermentioned above, it would
Statistics must have a very certain utility, if it has remaina collectionof fragments,and, insteadof beinga
been able to withstand all the attacks of which it science, becomea method. Besides, it is evident,that,of
has been the object, attacks which embrace in their statistics In general, economicstatisticsconstitutesa chief
generality at once the accurate part and the inac- part,and
the part most accesetbleto
numerical
treatment.precisely
As economicstatisticsneedsto
be alwaysdirectcurate part of the science of "numerical terms." ed by the light of political economy,it also furnishesthe
In fact, it remains always true that statistics is the latterwith rich materialsforthe continuat_ion
of its s_-ucbudget of things, that inventory which no govern- tare,and forthestrengtheningof such foundationsa_it alreadyhas. Itis, moreover,theindtspensable
conditionofthe
merit can dispense with. It is no less true that the application of _onomic theoremsto practice." --W_,_[
comparison of many we//-praven facts makes us Ro_m_
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STEPHENS_
Alexauder
H._ was born in
Wilkes
(now Taliaferro)
county,
Ga., Feb. 11,
1812, and died at Atlanta,
March 4, 1888. He
was graduated
at the university
of Georgia in
183'2. and was admitted
to the bar in 1834. On
the formation of the whig party in the state from
the old state rights, or Troup, party, he became
one of its prominent
leaders.
After six years'
service in the state legislature,
he became congrcssman from his state, 1843-59, taking rank as
a whig leader in congress until the whig party was
dissolved, and afWrward
as an independent
democrat.
In 1860--61 he opposed secession earnestly,
but yielded when hi_ state seceded.
(see ALLE
(nA._CE, III.)
IIe then became vice-president
of
the confedcracy
until the downfall
of the rebell-

tariea on the Constitution."-See Story's L_fe and
Letters of Story; Story's Mise_ellaneous Workz;
2
Webster's
Works, 297; Story's
Commentaries ou
the Col_stitution;
and his decisions
in Cranch's,
Wheaton's
and Peters' Report.L and Gallison's, Mason's, Sumncr's and Story's Reports (Circuit).
AI.EX&.NDER JOttNSTOZ_.
STRICT
TIOX.)

CONSTRUCTION.

(See CO_STHUC-

STRIKES
AND LOCKOUTS
are suspensions
of work growing out of differences
between eraploycrs and employed.
Though
it is customary
to speak of all such interruptions
of labor as
strike% some are more properly termed lockouts,

ion. (See CONFEDERATE STATES.)
In 1877 he was i there being an essential difference between a strike
again sent to congress as a democrat,
where he re- and a lockout.
A strike is a .4uspension of work
mained until his election as governor
in the auresulting
from a distmte originating
in some detumn of 1882.--See Johnston & Browne's
Life of
mand of the employed; alockout,
in some denmnd
A. H. S&.phens (1878); Savage's Living l_eprescMa- ] of the employer.
A stopt)a_e of work, for examtice Men, 451; Bartlett's
Presidential
Cal_didates of !.ple, resulting
from a demand
on the part of
1860, 179; Cleveland's
A. 1t.. Stepl_ens in Public
employ_s
for an advance in wages, would be a
and Pr_'eate (1866); A. H. Stcphens' Constitutior, al
strike ; a stoppage
resulting
from a demand
by
View of the War Between the State,, and Tl_e Re- the employer for a reduction,
would be a lockout.
,dewers Reviewed.
AIJgXA/_DER JOILXSTON.
An apparent exception to this definition, are those
strikes and lockouts entered upon for the purpose
STEYENS_
Thaddeus9
was born at Peacham,
of influencing
the settlement of othcr strikes and
Yt., April 4, 1792, and died at Washington
city
lockouts,
as, when workmen
who are satisfied
Aug. l 1, 1868. He was graduated
at Dartmouth
with their own wages ce_.ae work, to assist in Chin 1814, anti was admitted
to the bar in Pennsylforcing the demands of other workmen
who are
ranis.
After serving in the state legislature
at
not satisfied, or, when employers "lockout"
their
intervals
from 1833 until 1841 (see BIIOAD SEAL
employas with whom they hay6 no differences,
WAIt), lie was sent to congress as a whig 1849-53,
depriving
them of work and its wages for the
and as a republican
1859-68.
During this latter
purpose of preventing
them from assisting strikterm of service he became most conspicuous
.'is a ing workmen.
In these anti similar apparent exleader in the work of reconstruction
by congress,
ceptions,
however,
there is always
a formal or
(See RECONSTRIZC'rIoN, and authorities
under it.)
implied
demand. -- It is frequently
difficult to
-- See Thaddeus
Stereo,s, Commoner, and the Me- determine whether a labor contest should be clas7_wrial Addbe, ses in the house on his death, pubsifted as a strike or a lockout.
PracticMly
the
lishext in 1868. Ilarris' Political Confllet in Amerdistinction
is of little importance,
except as it
ica was originally
designed as abiogTaphy
of him,
bears on the question of the relative tendency of
but it is written from a very adverse standpoint,
employer
and employed to take the initiative
in
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
these industrial
conflicts.
Unless, therefore,
it is
expressly stated to the contrary, the word strike
STOCK EXCHANGE
CLEARING
HOUSE.
in this article will include both strikes and lock(See CLEARL-N'O,A_-NvD
CLEAHLNG ]:lOUSES.)
outs. -- Clas_'ficatiol_ of Strikes.
Strikes and lockouts may be divided
into three general classes. *v
STOCK ,lOBBING.
(See AOIOTAGE.)
They are occasioned by 1, differences as to future
contracts;
2, disagreements
as to existing
conSTORY 9 ,losopll_ was born at Marblehead,
tracts ; or 3, quarrels upon some matter of sentiMass., Sept. 18, 1779, and died at Cambridge,
ment.
These contracts may be agreements
more
Mass., S_ept. 10, 1845.
He was graduated
at
or less formal,
or customs
of the trade and
Harvard in 1798, and was admitted
to the bar in
methods of work and administration,
which, from
1801. IIe served as a democratic
congressman
hmg usage, have the force of agreements.
The
1808-9, and in 1811 was appointed
associate
jusfirst class named would
include strikes arising
tice of the supreme
court.
In his judicial work
from differences
as to the present
and future
he was the founder
of admiralty
jurisprudence
wages of labor ; from attempts to change existing
in the United States; and, in conjunction
with
ag'recments, customs or methods, or to introduce
Chief Justice Marshall,
was instrumental
in senew ones.
Disagreemcnts
under the second class
curing recognition
for the national
existence of
would arise either upon matters of fact or conthe United
States by the supreme
court.
(See
* This is substantially the classification of Sir Rupert
_ATION',
1"I. ; JUDICIARY.)
This latter part of his
Kettle,
in his admirable
work,
"Strikes
and Arbitl_tim_
*'
work he put into form in 1833 in his "CommenLondon, 1_.
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struetion ; while quarrels of the third class grow
out of the offended amour F'opre, either of the
individual
or the class. -- _uses of St_'ikes.
In
the early history of labor troubles
the causes of
strikes were few.
Thcy arose chiefly from differencea as to rates of wages, which are still the
mo_t fruitful sources of strikes, and from quarrels
growing
out of the dominant
and servient relations of employers
and employed.
While labor
remained
in a state of actual or virtual servitude,
there was no place for strikes.
Witil its
freedom "conspiracies
of workmen"
were
and strikes followed.
The scarcity of
the fourteenth
century, resulting from the

growing
formed,
labor in
"black

LOCKOUTS.
admit of classification.
-- Strikes result most froquently from differences regarding rates of wages.
In an investigation
into the strikes of 1880, made
for the United States census by the writer, a ciasaification according
to causes gave the following
result:
CAUSES.........

_l_r

_Pe_entag_ of
each to ,,hole

Rates of wages .....................
Payment of wages ..................
5_
Itdurs of labor......................
7
Administration and methods of work
107
Trades anionism ....................
2"2
Miscellaneous .......................
Not given ..........................
59 ,

6,_
1.1!

death,"
the subsequent
to
work and
at wages
and under attempts
conditionsto force
fixed men
by

Total ...........................
................

statute,
wereto sources
constant
difficulties,
while
the
efforts
continue of the
old relation
of master
and servant with its assumed
rights and duties, a
relation that English
law reco_-mizes to this day,
were, and still are, the causes of some of the
most bitter strikes that have ever occurred.--

This

With the rise of the craft-guilds,
the opportunities
for strikes were increased,
and the list of causes
enlarged.
These craft-guild
strikes rarely grew
out of differences
as to wages, but from disputes
regarding
presumed
infringements
of privileges,
or innovations
of trade customs, and were sometimes undertaken
for the most trivial causes.
The
custom
of blacklisting
or " reviling,"
a$ it was
termed, practiced
by these guilds as a method of
punishment,
wasalso
a constant source of strikes,
the craftsmen
refusing to work for the "reviled
"
master, or with the "reviled"
journeyman,
until
he had made atonement,
and had been recognized
as honorable
by the guild.
In many respects
strikes growing
out of modern
trades unionism
resemble
tho_ of the craft-guilds,
which organization._ are the precursors,
if not the parents, of
modern
unionism.
In addition
to these causes

arising from demands
for ad_vances or demands
for reduction,
the two chief causes of difficulties
connected
with rates of wages, will vary greatly
in different years, depending
chiefly upon the condition of business,
demands
for advances
being
more frequent in ),ears of high prices, and for reductions
in years of low prices.
Of the strikes
arising from differences
as to rates of wages,
which were reported
upon in the above table, 86
per cent. were for advance,
and 14 per cent.
against
reductions.
-- Conditions
Influencing
the
I_)'equen_7./of Strikr_.
Our information
is too ruesgre, and what is available too fragmentary
and inexact, to justify the formulating
of any universal
laws as to their frequency,
or any unconditional
proposition as to their justiceor
policy. There are,
however, certain facts which a stud), of strikes and
lockouts seems to make evident.
Consider, first,
the conditions
that influence their frequency.
As
has already been indicated,
the modern
organiza-

named, many of which are still as potent as ever,
the changes in the relations of employer
and employed, and of workmen
to each other, and to
their occupations,
arising from the modern organization of labor and industry, have introduced
new
sources of discontent,
and consequently
increased
the list of cause_ from which strikes may arise,
The I)o¢_ible causes of strikes at the present time,
therefore,
are much more numerous
than they
were formerly,
aJld the liability to trouble greatly
increased. -- _Vhile this is true, a careful analysis
of the various causes shows that they can all be
grouped
under a few general heads.
Strikes are
caused by differences
as to : 1, rates of wages, demands for advancesor
reductions,
chiefly; 2, paymeTd of wage_, changes in the method,
time or
frequency
of payment ; 8, hours of labor; 4, ad.
mi_,istratiou
and ,r_etlwds of work, for or against
changes
in the method
of work
or rules and
methods of administration,
including
the difficulties regarding
labor-saving
machinery,
piece-work,
apprentices
and discharged
employ_s ; 5, unioniam; 6, mi_l_an_us,
including
strikes from matters of sentiment,
and a few others that do not

exact

proportion

_ 813 I

71
4._
59
86
13 17
2.70

will not hold

good

100iX)
for all

years, but it is safe to assert that strikes growing
out of disputes
regarding
rates of wages will
always be more than 50 per cent. of the whole
number
of strikes.
The proportion
of strikes

tion of industry
and labor has largely increased
the possil)ility of strikes.
While I can not accept
the definition of some writers, that strikes are" refusals of a number of workmen
in combination
to work on the terms offered by the employer," _
there can be no doubt that the opportunities
offered for combination
bythe aggregation
of large
bodies of workmen
of the same trade in the same
locality, and the ease of communication
between
those of the same class employed in different localities, have greatly
increased
the number of
strikes, and made those that have occurred
of
much greater importance.
It will, therefore, be
found, as a rule, that in those trades in which a
large number of men are engaged in the same occupation,
and in localities where large bodies of
workmen
congregate,
strikes
are comparatively
* This is Prof. T. E. Cliffe Les]ie's definition. It does not
seem to me that "a number of workmen in eombinanon"
a_fessential
to a to
strike,
and strikes
all strikes,
the word
as
Leslie does,
indicate
and using
lockouts,
are certatnly not refusals of workmen to work on the terms offered
by the employers.
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frequent.
There are but few strikes in the agricultural
occupations
; but many in the mining,
mechanical and manufacturing
industries. -- Frequently changes in the prices of commodities
increase the number of strikes.
These render nece_sarymore frequent changes in the rates of wages,
and in the relations
of employer and employed,
and, as it is not possible always to agree as to what
thc.se changes shall be, strikes follow.
The improved methods of communication
and transporration, and the remarkable
development
of manufacturing industry in modern
times, has much to
do with these fluctuations,
and consequently
with
the incr_e
of strikes.
Under the methods and
facilities of some centuries
ago, the periods of
fluctuations were spread over many years. Agreements concerning
work, or " terms of hiring," as
they were called, were for the year, and demands
for advances or reductions
were made at the time
of the yearly contracts.
This is changed
now.;
fluctuations
in prices follow each other at times
with the greatest rapidity,
and with them come
demands for an increase or reduction
in wages,
which, if not granted, end in strikes or lockouts,
It will be found, however, that strikes arising from
these fluctuations
are not always the most frequent
during the period of rapid advances, nor lockouts
during a decline, thougti demands for changes in
wages are most prevalent
at such times.
They
generally occur at or near the beginning of such
periods, or near their close.
When the market is
rapidly advancing or declining,
the conditions
axe
usually such as to render opposition
futile, and a
demand made is conceded,
but when the advance
or decline in prices is beginning, or when it is nearing its cnd, there is so much opportunity
for differences, not only as to the existing conditions of
business, but as to its future, tila_ a peaceable
solution can not be reached so readily as when there
is m) uncertainty
as to the state of prices.-It is
upen the existence of one or both of these eonditions, viz., opportunities
for combination,
and the
fluctuations
in prices of commodities,
and the advantage taken of their presence, that the frequency
of strikes and lockouts
largely depends.
Whatever may be the real or apparent
necessity for an
appeal _o industrial
warfare, neithcr employer nor
employed will inaugurate
a strike or lockout, exccpt in very rare ea.ses, without a reasonable prospcct of success.
In estimating
these probabilities
the strength and character of the combination
that

men, or trades unions, have had a marked influence in increasing
the number of strike.s.
Many
nevcr would have been undertaken
had it not been
for a conviction
of success through the power of
combination.
While thisis true regarding all combinations,
it is very doubtful
if it is true of the
strong, wcll-organized
unions that have represcnted certain classes of workmen
for some years.
While many of these unions are responsible
for
some of the most determined,
hotly contested and
important
strikes of the century, some of which
were totally indefensible,
it is also true, as a rule,
that their utterances
and influence
arc against
strikes. Their rcfusals to undertake gencral strikes,
or to countenance
local ones, are quite frequent.
_ot only has their positive influence
been exercised against strikes, but indirectly they have had
a marked effect in reducing their number.
Adjustmcnts of wages to which they have been paxties have, as a rule, been for longer periods than
when rates have been fixed without
unions; their
strength has made them respected, and deferred
demands upon the trades they represented
until a
real necessity for reductions
existed ; while their
accumulated
funds and the force of public opin
ion, to which they are quite sensitive, have rendered them conservative
and disinclined
to enter
upon a strike until no other course scemcd open.
--The
Statisti_
of Strikes.
It is manifestly
impossible to secure complete and accurate statistics
of strikes.
Many axe never heard of by others
than the parties engaged, and when information
concerning
those that are known is not refused,
the statements
made axe frequently
so incomplete
and inaccurate,
and so evidently
colored by the
views and supposed
interests of the party giving
them, that they are far from reliable in many of
their particulars.
Notwithstanding
this, the pub]ished statistics of strikes are of great importance.
Thcy render available much valuable information
concerning
the number, character, losses and resuits of strikes, and furnish many facts necessary
to a decision as to their policy and justice.
The
most important
publications
on this subject are.
the "Report
of the British Social S('ience Associalton" (" Trade Societies and Strikes,"
London,
1860); a paper read by Mr. G. Phillips
Bevan before the statistical
society, London, Jan. 20, 1880,
the first attcmpt to givc the statistics of the strikes
of any country for a series of years; the "Report
of the _Iassachusetts
Bureau of Labor Statistics"

the work_en
may form or that the employer must
meet, as well as the s_te of the market, are the
chief determining
elements.
It will be found that
it is a belief, that the party making the demand is
strong enough to enforce it, or that the condition
of the market
is such that the party upon whom
the demand is made can concede it, and will eventually be forced to do so, that determines
whether
or not a strike or lockout shall be undertaken.
-Trad_ Unwr_ and Str_ces.
Much has been written as to the influence of trades unions upon the
frequency of strikes.
As hag already been stated,
there can be no doubt that combinations
of work-

for 1880, and of Pennsylvania
for 1882, giving
the statistics of strikes in these states for a series
of years; and the" Report on Strikes in the United
States for 1880," compiled
for the United States
census by Jos. D. Weeks.
The reports of several
of the royal and parliamentary
committees of Great
Britain on labor subjcct_, and the annual reports
of many trades unions also. contain much valuable
information
on strikes.
These latter, however, axe
not generally
available.
Mr. Bcvan reports on
2,352 strikes in Great Britain, covering the years
from 1870 to 1879.
The loss in wages alone from
114 of these strikes was £5,067,825.
In the writ-
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er's "Census
Report," statistics more or less cornplete are given of 762 strikes that occurred in the
United States in 1880.
In 414 of these, 128,262
persons were engaged.
The report gives quite full
returns from 226 strikes, in which 64,779 persons
took part.
The time lost was equal to tile work of
one man 1,989,872 days, and the wages unearned
for this time, $3,711,097.
Of the direct losses in
the remaining
506 strikes no statement was received, nor of tile indirect losses to capital, to the
workmen
not directly engaged, and to the wealth
of the country.
It is probable
that the striking
workmen recouped
their losses in part from their
society funds and from contributions,
as well as
by working at other employments
; but, after all
allowances
are made, it still remains a deplorable
fact that the waste and loss from strikes are enormons. -- _/t,_
of 8t_ikes.
The history of strikes
abundantly
proves that as a rule they are not suecessful;
that is, the demand which was the cause
of the strike is not conceded.
Of 3,'51of the strikes
reported upon by Mr. Bevan in his paper already
referred to, 189 were unsuccessful,
71 successful,
and 91 compromised.
Of 149 reported upon by
the Massachusetts
bureau of labor statistics, only
18 were successful,
109 unsuccessful,
16 comproraised, and 6 partially successful.
The report of
the Pennsylvania
bureau on 135 strikes showed
45 successful,
66 unsuccessful,
13 compromised,
and 11 partially successful.
The census report
gives the results of 481 strikes, of which 169 were
successful, 227 unsuccessful,
and 85 compromised,
This report shows also that the workmen are more
successful in strikes growing out of demands for
advances than they are in resisting demands for
reductions.
With the exception of thecensus
report on strikes, these statements
cover a series of
years,including
periods of great depression in husihess, as well as prosperous times, and may, therefore, be regarded as giving fairly average results.
Ttu_ _rpedi_ney/ of ,_rike_s.
Of the utter folly
of many strikes, there can be no question.
They
have been doomed to defeat from their inception,
They have been undertaken in defiance of all economic laws, in ignorance of the real condition of
trade, and without any just cause.
They have
wasted capital and decreased the wealth of the
country.
They have brought hunger, misery, debt;
have broken up homes, severed long associations,
forced trade to other localities,
and driven men
and women and little children into the very shadow
of death; and yet men, knowing that all of these
possibilities are before them,will deliberately
enter
upon strikes, will cheerfully bear all these privations, and, what is more remarkable still in many
instances, the wives of the strikers, upon whom
the misery falls with the most crushing
force, will
be the most determined
in their resolution.
It
would seem that there must be some reason for
this, and I believe it will be found that strikes are
not wholly wrong, and that even unsuccessful
ones are in many ways advantageous
to the strikers. Labor has had to fight for every advantage
it has gained, and though it ia often defeated in

its struggles that are called strikes, it has not only
learned in these contests how better to wage future battles, but it has so impressed employers
with its strength that it has made them shy of encountering
antagonists
constantly
growing
more
formidable.
The most hopeful indication of rooderu industrial society is the great increase of mutual respect and good-will between employers and
employed, as well as a greater regard on the part
of each for the rights of the other.
To this result
strikes have contributed
in no small degTee. They
have also asserted the right of combined
labor to
deal with combined capital, and have denied tile
claim that the true labor market was found ih the
"higgling"
of capital with all its power, and one
individual workman witll his weakness and necessities.
In addition
to this, it will be found that
many of the movements
that have bid fair to iraprove the condition of labor, such as co-operation,
industrial partnerships,
boards of conciliation and
arbitration, as well as wise rules and policy on the
part of trades unions, owe much to strikes.
Jos. D. Wmms.
SUBSIDIES.
This word has been used in
three quite distinct senses.
1. In earlier English
constitutional
history it is applied to the form of
special tax most frequently resorted to until the
last century.
It was assessed not directly upon
property, but upon persons.
Its most important
element was a land tax of one-fifth the nominal
rental.
A single subsidy yielded about £70,000.
On extraordinary
occasions more than one at a time
was granted by the house of commons.
(Blackstone, vol. i., p. 311.) 2. In the last century and
the beginning of the present century, we find the
term commonly
used to denote payments to an
ally to assist in carrying on a war.
This practice
was largely resorted to by England ; but since
1815 it has fallen into disuse.
3. In its modern use,
dating from about 1840, it has been applied to any
direct pecuniary aid rendered by the state to in
dustrLal enterprises of individuals.
In its widest
sense it includes all such governnmnt aid, even to
mercantile and manufacturing
industry, as, for instance, the system of bounti_
on exports, which
holds so important a place in the commereial policy
of France. Practically, it is better to apply the term
only to grants in aid of transportation
interests.-The earlier form of state aid to these enterpri_'._
was by enabling them to secure monopoly right-.
These were fully embodied
in the early trading
charters; the principle survives to this day in the
navigation laws of the United States.
Our earlieat railroads attempted to secure similar provisioll._.
But the development
of the transportation
system
in the present century, and the growing repugnance to monopolies, made this policy more unwi,e
than ever; and the system of subsidies, that is, of
direct state aid, was resorted to instead.
Such aid
may be given either by assuming part of the burden and risk of construction,
or by increasing the
current receipts for a term of years.
The former
policy has prevailed
for railroads, the Latter for

SUBSIDIES.
_teamships. -- Railroad
building has been encouraged in three ways:
1. By the state building
the lines for the companies
to operate for a term
of years, either with or without payment of rent;
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it came to the incorporation
of the Northern
Pacific railroad, the promoters
would have been
glad to cite this as a precedent;
but, m_ they could
. not obtain the government
credit, they secured a

2. By a guarantee of interest on a part or the whole I double grant of land per mile, 47,000,000 acres
of the bonded debt, or even on the capital stock; , in all.
Subsequently
tlle two southern
routes
3. By direct grants, either of money or of public
secured together
about 70,000,000 acres.
There
lands.
Every large European
state, except Eng#_have
been granted to railroads, in all, nearly 160,land. has adopted one or l'nore of these methods.
000,000 acres of territorial
land, besides the state
France built the roadbed for most of her main
lands above mentioned.
-- Land concession came
line_, and guaranteed
the interest on the bonded
to an abrupt end twelve years ago.
It is a quesdebt incurred by the operating companies in buildtion whether, apart from its abuse, it was a good
ing branches.
Prussia gave extensive
guarantees
system.
Its advocates claim : 1, that the country
of interest, until the adoption
by her government
was the gainer by the construction
of long lines
of the policy favoring state ownership
and control'
of useful railroad at a much earlier time than
of railways.
Austria started with a system of state
would have been possible otherwise;
2, that the
railways,
but, between
1850 and 1860, ceded to
government
was no loser, because the land was
private companies,
for very inadequate
compenonly granted
in alternate sections, and the imme.n_tion, the right to operate most of them for long
diatc increase in valueof those _ctions retained by
terms of years. Practically,
the results to the cornthe government
was more than an equivalent
for
panics ilave been much the same as under the
the much slower increasein
the valueof the whole
French system.
Austria also gave extensive
and
which would otherwise have accrued;
3, that the
ill-judged guarantees
of interest, on stock as well
settler was a gainer because he could better afford to
as bonds.
Nearly the same course of events has
pay the additional price for the sake of being near
taken place in Italy.
Russia has given interest
a railroad.
On the other side it is charged : 1, that
guarantees,
and also direct pecuniary aid in large
it stimulated
unsound railroad schemesand
caused
amounts. _ In the United
States
payments
of
too much railroad building;
2, that the provisions
money to assist railways have been mainly approintended to protect the government
interests were
printed by towns and other local organizations,
almost systematically
disregarded;
8, that the setMuch has been spent in this way, but in such a tier, once established so far from markets and from
manner as not to attract public attention.
Nacompeting
transportation
routes, was placed at
tional aid to railroads has been, with one excepthe mercy of the railroad ; while the real gainer
tion, in the form of land grants.
Even before the
by these enhanced
values was generally the land
time of railroads, there had been such grants in aid
speculator.
The comparative
force of these arguof canals, two million acr_ in 1827 being the chief
ments must be decided by the special circumstances
instance.
But the system really took its start in
of e_tch case where they are applied ; but there
the year 1850, with the grants to the Illinois Cenhave been so many mistakes,
and so much cortral and the Mobile & Ohio railroads.
These
ruption, that the burden
of proof in every case
grants, like those that followed
them, were for
lies upon the advocates of the laad-gTant
policy.
form's sake not made directly to the railroads, but
-- England
never adopted any system of railroad
through the medium of the states of Illinois, Alasubsidies.
Her inland relations were such that her
bama and Mississippi,
in which
the lands were
people were only too ready to undertake
the consituated.
Similar grants followed
in Missouri in
struction
of the necessary
lines without
govern1852, Arkansas in 1853, and in a number of other
ment encouragement.
But England's
foreign and
states in 1856. By these and subsequent
eoncescolonial relations were such as to force her govaioas nearly fifty-seven
million acres of land in
ernment to take the lead in the matter of ateam-_
organized states were granted in all, of which fully
ship subsidies;
and it did so with great promptthree-fifths have been certified to the corporations,
ncss.
It was not until 1838 that the practical imIn addition to this, immense tracts of the so-called
portance of ocean steam navigation
was made to
swampland,
often very valuable, have been approappear.
Proposals
for a line of Atlantic mail
printed by individual
states for the same purpose,
steamers
were at once invited, and in 1839 the
--The
lt]atter took a new shape in 1862, when
contract was awarded
to Samuel Cunard, whose
Tbaddeu_
Stevens, in order to bind California
bid was the most favorable.
The original concloser to the Union, introduced
and carried the
tract was h_r three ships at an annual compensaPacific railroad bill. By the terms of this act there
tion of £55,000; it was soon modified to four ships
were granted 12,800 acres of land to each mile of
at £81,000.
This contract
was extendec_ and
road built (ultimately
amounting
to about 33,000,modified to the advantage of the company in 1846,
000 acres in all); and, in addition, the credit of the
1854 and 1858 ; it is only within tlle last fifteen
United States was pledged to the amount, on an years that it has been greatly reduced.
In 1840 a
average, of $25,000 per mile, or about half the
contract for fourteen ships at £240_000 was made
cost.
On the money thus advanced,
the United
with the Royal Mail steam packet company, for
States had paid, up to 1880, principal
and interthe carriage of the mails to the West Indies and
vst, about $112,000,000, and had received from the
southern United States.
This company afterward
road about $15,000,000 worth of payment.
When
extended its field of operations to South America,
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In 1845 the Peninsular & Oriental company, which
had had for some years a small mail contract, engaged to run seven mail steamers to India for £160,000; and this company gradually extended its engagements with the government,
so that for a seties of years it has received more than £400,000,
and often £500,000. annually.
The contracts with
these three companies
have been lW far the most
important;
of the rest only those with the Pacific
steam navigation
company
and with the Union
steamship
company,
to Africa,
need be mentioned.
Under contracts like these, England
expended in forty years nearly £45,000,000 sterling,
The expense is now gradually
decreasing, but still
amounts
annually
to some £700,000
sterling.-These payments
are so often cited as an example
for America to follow, that we must consider carefully how far they were actually of the nature of
bounties
for the encouragement
of the shipping
interest.
The early contracts
with Mr. Cunard
were unquestionably
of this nature.
Ocean steam
navigation
was then an experiment;
and Great
Britain's colonial relations
made it a political necessity for her to try the experiment
first.
Her
statesmen were forced to take the burden of risks
which no private individual
could prudently
bear;
hence the apparent disproportion
of the payments
to the cost of the steamships.
Nor is there good
reason to doubt the candor of the commons cornmittee, who, in 1846, reported,
in answer to some
complaints
on this head, that the service was better performed
by that company
for the price
than it would be by any other.
But twelve years
later, when the business was thoroughly
established, the conservatism
of the admiralty allowed
the Cunard
contract
to be renewed at a figure
which was then quite in the nature of a bounty,
and was felt by the postofllce to be burdensome
and unfair.
There was somewhat
the same spirit
shown ill dealing with the Royal 3Iail company,
especially
in renewing
their contract
in 1868,
when, for certain
reasons, the business was not
thrown open to public competition,
as had b_m the
case in all other instances
._ince 1860. The question is a complicated
one; but it is impossible
to
read tile correspondence
of the authorities
with a
rival line, and particularly
a report for the government by Mr. Scudamore
(Parl. Papers, 1867-8,
xli.), without
feeling that there was an anxiety
not merely to have the service well done, but to
keep in good condition
the line which had doneit
in the past.--The
eompanywhose
ease is oftenest
cited as an example of what is done by government subsidy, is the Peninsular
& Oriental.
But
here there is much less ground for so doing than in
the two former cases. The company owed its origin and early dcvelopment
to private enterprise;
so
far from being favored
by government
contract,
it often seemed as if partiality was shown against
it; and when it was finally recognized as the only
agency competent
to perform
certain
necessary
parts of the mail service,
the contracts
were
awarded grudgingly
at a sum which was considered scarcely an equivalent for the extra liabilities

and expense incurred.
The facts which have given rise to the public impression,
are the enormous aggregate sum paid to the company, the renewal of one of its contracts some years before
its expiration, on terms which seemed especially
advantageous,
and, above all, the guarantee,
for
some years in force, of a 6 per cent. dividend on
the capital stock of the company.
The enormous
aggregate
pay is explalned
by the enormous
aggregate service.
The contract
renewal
in 1870
was really sought by the authorities
to obviate
some difficulties
under
the old contract,
which
gave them far more trouble
than they did the
company.
The gllaranteed
dividend
requires a
word of explanation.
In 1867 the company was
disinclined
to take tile government
contract,
believing that the pay offered would not compensate
the service required.
The authorities
were equally persuaded
that it would.
As no other company would undertake
the work, the matter wa_
compromised;
the company
taking
the contract
with the proviso
that if they should,
under its
terms, be unable to pay a 6 per cent. dividend
(not 8 per cent., as has been frequently
stated), the
government
should
make good the deficiency.
F_perience
proved
the company's
original
estimate a correct one.
How the matter was regarded by the government
is illustrated
by the following extract from Mr Scudamore's
report (Parl.
Papers, 1867-8, xli., 131, incl. 3): "It would seem
that in dealing with ocean services the postoffice
has only two questions
to consider:
first, what is
the nature of the service required;
and, second,
what is the proper price to pay forit.
In theca_
of communication
with the east, parliament
has
openly declared in favor of a more frequent
and
equally
regular
and rapid communication
; the
postoffice has ascertained
that only one company
will undertake
the maintenance
of that communication, and I think I may also claim to say that it
has ascertained,
with a .reasonably
close approximation to accuracy,
tile proper price to pay forit.
For the proper price must in every such case be"
that which, taken together with the revenue from
traffic, will cover the working
expenses and give
a moderate
dividend
on capital.
It is impossible
to obtain good service on other terms.
The que_tion can not be dealt with on commercial prineiples, because the conditions
of the postal service
compel the contractors
to disregard
commercial
principles.
* * For the sake of keeping up
such communication
with the east as the nation
requires,
they must set commercial
principles
at
defiance; and, cost what it may, the nation must
either pay them what they lose thereby, or forego
the communication."
(See also Rep. of Com. on
Affairsof Oriental S. S. Co., 1867, ix.)--Of
England's mail contract system
it may be fairly said:
1, that its aims are political and not commercial
It is a necessity
for England
to have constant
communication
with her colonies, and she has
spent large sums for this object.
It is almost
equally important for her to have an efflcient naval
reserve and transport
service, and she has made
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her mail contractsone among severalmeans to- expended forPacificmail servicewas largelyinward thisend. 2. That the incidentalcommer- creased,provisionbeing at the same time made
cialadvantage tothe subsidizedcompanies hasnot forthe Panama railroad;and in July, 1852,the
been generallygreat,except ata very earlyperiod subsidyfor the CollinsLine to Liverpool,origiof the system. This isevinced by the factthat nally$385,000,was increasedto $858,000. Oct.1,
rivalunsubsidized lines have been equally suc- 18,52,
tileUnited Statesforeignmail servicewas
cessful,
and that the largestcontractshave been as follows:
ollterms which made them a matter of indifference to tile party receiving thcm. -- Tile French
_o.of
Route.
Points.
.No.of Trips. Amount
of Pay.
government encouraged the Mediterranean
steamshq) service from tile first, and ill the years 1861-5
1. New York to Bremerhaven Once a month.
_ 200,000
•
•
•
2. Charle,,ton to Ila_tma
T_ice a month
extemted its opexatlons
to the support of lines to ]
[ New York to Aspmwail [\
.
50,000
North and South America
India and China.
The ] 3 J .NewOrleansto Asl _"_al : q,._ ........
h
' .
"] .New York via llavana to r --_
_ _--,, annual amount
recently
paid under these con- I
t NewOrle_ms
J
990,000
tracts has been more than four and a half million L 4. Pnnama to oregon ...... 2_ Twice a month•
*,':t,_,250
•
5 _('w York to Liverpool . .'26per year
dollars•
These efforts met with some degree ol_, I 6." Ncw. York to llavr,_ ......." Once a'month
8"r_'000
150,000
success;
but the attempt, by the law of January,
] ,. A._pmwalllo Panama ......
Twice a month.
50,4:¢6
1881, still further to increase the French carrying
[
2.--7 ..........
trade by bounties on ship building
sometimes
as
rota_ ........................................
$_,_6,_
high as 60 francs per ton, and by a navigation
bounty with a maximum
of 1.50 francs per ton
--By far the most ambitious of these enterprises
per thousand
miles, did not produce the desired
was the Collins line to Liverpool.
The United
results.
Of other nations,
Italy, in 1880, spent
States government
had demanded
such vessels as
more than three
million dollars
on steamship
would afford a very high rate of speed; therein
subsidies ; Brazil,
one million
seven hundred
departing
from the English policy, which demandthousand;
Japan,
half a million.
Belgium,
in
ed regularity
and great safety at comparatively
1878, spent over a quarter of a million; Anstria,
slow rates, as exemplified
in the Cunard and Pea mileage rate, with a maximum
of about three
ninsular & Oriental lines. The Collins steamships
hundred
thousand
dollars ; Russia,
a moderate
thus cost a large sum in their construction,
and a
fixed sum, and a mileage rate in addition.
The
careerof exceptionalprosperity
wits needed to supsubsidies
of Portugal
and Holland
are small;
port them even with the assistance of the subsidy.
those of Germany
and Denmark
apply only to
This prosperity
they enjoyed for four years, from
Baltic steamers.
The most successful ocean steam1850 to 18'54. In September of that year they lost
ship lines of the continent,
those of Hamburg
and
the steamship
" Arctic,"
and little more than a
Bremen.
receive no pay from the government
year later the "Pacific."
Under the dissatisfaction
other than the very moderate postage rates.
(45th
produced
by these disasters, combined with other
Cong., 2d Seas., Ex. I)oc. 38 ; 46th Cong., 3d
reasons, the subsidy was withdrawn•
The line
Seas., tlouse
Com. Report, 842.)--The
United
succumbed,
and in 1858 the steamships were sold.
States w'ls reluctant
to allow England
to get the
The other subsidies werc discontinued
at about thc
start in ocean steam navigation.
In 1841, only
same time.
The Bremen line withdrew
its steamtwo years after the first Cunard contract,
T. Butshipson the expiration of the contract in 1858; the
ler King, of Georgia, chairman
of the house cornHavre line continued
operations
until after the
mittee on naval affairs, presented
a report urging
breaking
out of the rebellion.
A considerable
similar subsidies on the part of the United States.
portion of the United States mail service was at
In 1845 an act was passed authorizing
the post-' ,this time maintained
by Vanderbilt's
steamships
master general to make contracts
for the carriage
without subsidy;
but these ceased in the war lime
of the foreign
mails in American
steamships,
to be employed in thisway.
At the beginning
of
The first line established
under this system was
1864 we had no steamships crossing the ocean, and
from New York to Bremen;
tile first passage w_ts none engaged in foreign trade except the Havana
madein 1847. The steamers nm ultimately
twice
and Pa(:ific lines.
(See Memorial
of _Ncw York
a month, to IIavre and Bremen alternately,
for an
Chamber of Commerce, 1864.) -- In that )'ear conannual subsidyof
$350,000.
Mr. King continued
gross authorized
a mail contract for twelve round
to pus_h the suhject; and in March, 1847, an act
trips, of vessels of not less than 2,000 ions, from
was passed requiring the secretary of the navy to
New York to Brazil, at an amount
l_ot exceeding
('ontract for mail service from :New York to Liv$150,000.
The most favorable offer was made by
erpool, to New Orleans, Ilavana and Chagres, and
J.F.
_Navarro, representing
what afterward
befrom Panama
up the Pacific coast.
From these
camcthe
United States & Brazil steamship
corncontracts
arose the Collins line, the George Law
pany.
The negotiations
dragged
on for a long
line to Aspinwall,
and the Pacific Mail steamship
time;
there were many irregularities,
including
company.
In 1848 there were further resolutions
most suspicious and persistent
efforts on the part
in congress looking to the establishment
of lines
of the company
to make the government
accept
Io China, to Antwerp,
and to the mouth of the
Elbe, but these proposals were never actually cal'ried out. By the act of March 8, 1851, the amount

* Owing to a misprint in the original report to congrem, _
both this sum and the total arc asually quoted half a *million
doliarB too large.
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unsuitable
vessels.
In the latter part of 186,5 a
conditional
contract for ten years was entered into
and finally ratified.
(See 39th Cong., 1st Seas.,
Ex. Doc. 121.) -- Early in 1865 a contract was made
with the Pacific Mail steamship
company
for a
monthly mail service to China, in vemels of 3,000
tons,at an annual payment of $500,000.
_To further
lines were subsidized,
in spite of the well-known
report of the Lynch committee
in 1870, favoring
an extension of this policy.
But in 1872 an additional subsidy of $500,000 was offered the Pacific
Mail for the establishment
of a second service per
month; this time in ves_ls of 4.000 tons.
But the
Pacific Mail wa._ unfortunate
in every way.
Before tile subsidy
contract
of 1865 it had been a
sound and well-managed
concern;
since that time
it had been the plaything
of speculators.
It lost
nine vessels in as many years.
Foreign shiptn, rs
had become dissatisfied with its rates and methods,
The shares had fallen from above par to below 40.
Nor did the supplementary
contract bring the expected relief.
It was found
impossible
to complete the ve_els
for the new service within the
contract time.
As there had been apparently
no
lack of intention on the part of the company,
the
government
hesitated what to do, and seemed disposed to grant the company spet,ial favor.
But
then came the disclosures
as to how the contract
of 1872 had been obtained,
the evidence
of vast
amounts
of money spent for cortalpt purposes.
Public
sentiment
was strongly
aroused, as was
evinced by the vote on Mr. lh)lm:m's anti-subsidy
resolution.
In the face of feeling like this a much
better case than that of the Pacific Mail would
have had no chance of a favorable
hearing;
and
the decision of the senate judiciary
committeethat
the subsidy of 1872 had been forfeited by non-fulfillment of the contract,
was almost a foregone
conclusion.
(43d Cong., 2d Sess., _'nate
Rep.,
268; IIouse Rep., 674.)
The subsidy of 1865 ran
on till the middle of 1875. The Brazilian line subsidy expired at about the same time.
With that
year ended the second systematic
attempt at thus
supporting
steamship
lines, even more completely
and decisively
than the former attempt had ended
in 1858. Since that time there has been more or
le_ agitation
in favor of subsidies,
but without
distinct results.
Even the Russell committee
of
1880, with their obvious leanings in that direction,
did not venture to propose anything
specific.
An
attempt on the part of the Pennsylwmia
railroad
company
to support
a line from Philadelphia
to
Liverpc_)l by similar payments, was, after fulltrial,
finally abandoned.
-- It is urged by the advocates
of a subsidy system for the United States steam
marine,
1, that we stand almost alone amongmaritime nations in not doing so; 2, that _:e lose not
merely the carrying trade, but a large part of our
foreign commerce;
3, that we are left defenseless
in case of war.
To this the reply is made, 1,
that the example of England does not really apply
to our own case, while that of France and other
natictns can hardly be appealed
to as successful;
2, that the loss of our carrying trade and foreign

commerce is due to other causes, and can not be
remedied in this way.
The third point is more
difficult to meet directly.
There can be no doubt
that England's brilliant success in Egypt, and her
power of waging distant wars elsewhere, are due
to ttle readiness
and efficiency of her transports,
and that this reserve transport
service was partly
connected with her system of mail contracts.
Nor
is there any doubt that at the be_nning
of the
rebellion the control of a number
of rentlly swift
steamers would have been of inestimable
service to
the government.
But such a naval reserve is much
more needed for offensive than for defensive war,
tile general carrying trade being, in the latter ca_,
a source of actual weakness.
And whether, in the
existing
machinery
of the United States governmeat, and the liabilities
to fraud on governnwnl
contracts,
such a naval reserve could be secured
by a system of _ubsidies, is, to say the least, doubtful; whether it would cvcr bc worth the money wc
should have to spend upon it, _s even more doubtful; not to speak of the I)O_,_ibility of obtaining
the same result on a larger scale, with less cost and
less fraud, by the removal of some of the restrictions upon commerce.
(For a strong stetement
of some of the arguments
against subsidies,
see
David A. Wells' " Our Merchant
Marine," chap.
viii.
See also, "E.NCOURAOEMEIgTOF I,NDUSTRY
uY THE STATE.)
ARTHUR T. HADLEY.
_ UB-TREASURY.
TREASCRX'.)

(See

_[NDEPENDENT

SUFFRAGE
means a vote or a participation
in
government,
and, specifically,
the privilege
of
v[_ting under a representative
government,
upon
the choice of officers, and upon the adoption or
rejection
of fundamental
laws.
This privilege
has always and everywhere
been conditioned,
at
least, upon age and sex. Univer_lsuffrage,
therefore, is an inaccurate
though
popular
description
of manhood suffrage--that
of malcsof fullage, and
there is no right of suffrage except in the sense that
this privilege is created and sanctioned
by positive
law.
The object of suffrage is the continuity
of
government
and theprescrvation
and perpetuation
of its benefits. -- Tl|ere are two important
tllC_)ties regarding
the basis of suffrage.
1. That it i,
a privilege granted by the state to such person< (_r
classes as are deemed most likely to use it for tht.
public weal, a d.evice to secure good governmer_t
whose application
must depend upon social c,_ditions, civil institutions
and political aptitud('Most states have acted upon this theory, and. :_t
different
times, conditioned
suffrage
upon age.
sex, nativity,
religious profession,
rank, military
service,
possession
of prop_rty,
tax payment.
character,
intelligence,
residence.
,' While the,
action of a state in determining
what pblitic:,l
status shall be given to children, women, alien-.
inferior races and others, is necessarily
arbitrary
and artificial, and reflects the convictions of the
nationandgenerationuponthemoralclaimswhich
arise from the natural facts that differentiate these
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groups of persons and form their relations"
to allied to them."
Intelligence
is not an infallible
other groups of persons possessing political power,
test of political wisdom, but it is essential to the
no disfranchisement
is a violation of institutional
safe conduct of government;
and if it is an adliberty if it only recognizes
natural (physical,
mitted evil to withhold the suffrage from any permental or moral)inequalities
of condition,
or of son, the prevention
of _,Teatcr evil demands its
political justice if civil institutions
bear equally
denial to the illiterate.
So lowan educational test
upon all who are in the same political
status, or
can not, with present private and public aid for
of equality before the law if due relation
is preelementary
instruction,
long bar ally one from the
served hetween the political rights andduties
that
electorate who wouht strengthen the state
2. An
are imposed.
2. That, like life, it is a gift from
economic qualification
evidenced
by maintenance
nature--a
natural right of all persons.
This puwithout municipal aid, and the payment of a poll
litical dogma of the eighteenth
century is a pure
tax.
In politics, as elsewhere,
only that which
fiction.
If this so-called natural
right is denied
costs is valued.
The industrial virtuc_ imply self1)y a state, it can not be enforce(l:
if it exist.,, it denial, which prepares their possessom to wield
must be unconditioned,
but few who affirm it political power; but pauperism
rai.,es a presumpwork to secure its enjoyment
to females, anti none I tion of unfitness to sharcin
political power.
The
claim that it can be safely exercised by Ininors.
1)e_on who can not support himself has no moral
The democratic
spirit, formulated
in the second
('latin to rule one who can.
The payment of one
theory, and voiced in the Amcrican
and French
direct t'_x is a political object-lesson,
useful to all,
revolutions,
has been a powerful
dicsolvent
of and imperatively
needed by those who pay no
political privileges justified, in their origin, by the
other tax and occasion the greater part of all pofirst theory.
In one century it has led to a wide
]icc expenditure.
In cities an additional
qualifladoption of manhood
suffrage.
Statesmen
have
cation--the
payment of such taxes or rent as give
snught to (lircct this movement ; demagogues,
to
a substantial
intere,_t in the cconomic.fl administraprofit by it: fools, to stay it. -- Advocates of any
lion of the municipality--should
be imposed upon
extended suffrage claim: 1, that it gives the state
the electors of the local body which makes muthe greatest
practicable
security against internal
nicil)al apl)ropriations
and lays municipal
taxes.
violence ; 2, that the chances of a wiCe condu(_t
Its nceessity is fully set forth in the report of the
of both its internal
and external
affairs arc in- commis,,ion appointed
in the state of New York,
creased with every addition
of individuals
or
in t876, to devise, a plan for the government
of
claques consulted;
3, that each individual
and
cities.
(See CITH_S.)
" _'on-taxpayers,"
says
cl_s best knows its own interests and wants; and
Mill, "have every motive to be lavish, and none
4, that no individual
or class can be as safely in- to e(.onomize.
As far as money matters are contrusted to protect
another's
interest as tlmt other
cerned,
any power of xoting possessed by them
itself.
These claims are now being tested 1)ymanis a violation
of the fundamental
1)rineiples of
ho_)d suffrage,
which is of too recent origin to
free government,
a severance of the power of conyield ',nything
more than material for suspendtrol from the interest
in ilk bcnefieial exercise."
cd judgment.
Yet it i,_ undeniahle
that the first
3. A iuoral qualification
evidenced
by hahitual
results of this greatest political experiment
of the
obedience to the positive law of.the
st:_te. Such
ct, ntury are not unmixed
good : it has soinetimcs,
ol)edicnce, l)ractically,
is the interpretation
given
c_!)ccially in cities, borne the evils of ignorant
hy the courts to the phraCe " good moral characruler% insceurity
of life and property,
cxtr'_witer."
Theoretically
the wisdom of thus r(,strict.
_mt and corrupt
administration.
But good or Iing the suffrage ha_ long bccn admitted.
One of
evil. no large curtailment
of this suffrage is now
the present state constitutions
mentions
"good
possible.
The ohl qualifcations
are felt to bcunmoral character"
as one of the conditions to citijust: the intellectual
and moral devck)pmcnt
of zenship;
the United States slatutes
require
an
man has made a wide bestowal
of the suffrage
alien applying for naturalization
to " make it apnot only possible but expedient.
Any disfmnIx,ar to the satisfaction of thecourt
adlnittingsuch
chiCemcnt, to be successful,
must follow closely
alien, * * th,'l,t during that tcnn (five)'ears)
he
the lines of least reasonable resistance, aml (:learly
has behaved as a man of good moral character."
tend to h.s..-Tcnthe enumerated
evils.
Within such
Practically,
thecnforccment
of these constitutional
lines there are three such qualifications
whichmay
and statutory
requirements
ha.s been impo_ible,
be pr_'_rib_l
by the state with justice, and which
for the law has never given naturalization
courts
only apply the principle
that
political
rights
and registrars
of elections any adequate
means
should be correlated
to political
duties.
1. An
for thedetcrmination
of the law-abiding
character
educational
qualification
evidenced
by ability to
of applicants
for citizenship
and registration.-reaxl and write.
"No one," says Mill, "but those
The political injustice of allowing law-breakers,
in whom an a imp'at/ theory has silenced
corninflicting heavy taxes upon law-keepers,
to becomo
mon sense, will maintain
that power over others,
and rem,dn ,'oters, that is, law-makers,
is equaled
over the whole community,
should be imparted
only by its danger, for wherever a bare majority
to people who have not acquired
the commonest
rule, and the will of law-breakers
is allowed legal
and most essential requisites
for taking
care of
expression,
the action of the majority and of the
themselves--for
pursuing intelligently
their own
state may be determined
by its basest elements.
interests, and those of the persona most nearly
This danger can be diminished
by 1, Lawsestab-

.
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lishing a systematic registration of criminals, with
provisions for the publication
and exchange of
criminal registers.
2. Laws so extending
the use
of disfranchisement
as a penalty
for crime for
males, that conviction
for any felony shall, in
addition to other punishments,
entail, ipsofacto,
permanent
political disability;
and that a single
conviction for certain misdemeanors
which imply
unfitness to discharge the duties of a voter (as, for
example, illegal voting and petit larccny), or such
repeated convictions
for any misdemcanor
or different misdemeanors
as may by statute law and
judicial construction
constitute
one an "habitual
misdemeanant,"
a "common
drunkard,"
or a "repester,"
shall, in addition to any other penalties,
be followed
by a temporary
loss of the suffrage,
8. Laws requiring
clerks of criminal courts to report at stated times the names and descriptions
of
all persons convicted
of disfranchimhle
crimes to
clerks of naturalization
courts and to registrars
of elections, whose duty it shall be to refuse to
such persons citizenship
and registration
until the
disability
is removed. -- This policy of p_mishing
crime politically,
if adopted and maintained,
would
tend. first, to purify the electoral
body by purging it of its most corrupt
and corruptible
elemeats, and so preserve the national
life by limiting its control to law-abiding
citizens; second, to
lower taxes by divesting
the most wasteful and
least productive
members of society of all power,
directly
or indirectly,
to appropriate
the public
moneys, and by substituting,
in many cases, an
inexpensive
disability
for an expensive
confinement; third, to reform occasional
offenders,
and
to deter the young from criminal
acts by appealing to two of the strongest
motives to lawful action which operate in a democratic
country,
viz.,
fear of permanent
political inferiority,
and hope
of civic honor.In the Arnericar_ Col_mie,_, 16191789. The original settlers, with unimportant
exceptions, all had a voice in public affairs.
The
founders
of Virginia
and of New England
(the
original forces which dctcrtnined
the course of colonial development)
were mainly Englishmcn,
accustomed
to self-government,
and in each colony
homogeneity
of ctmractcr, community
of interests
and belief, economic conditions,
and military necessities, found expression
in equality of political
privileges
till the arrival of men of other blood
and religion, of "indented
servants,"
"redemptioncrs,"
transported
felons, and negroes,
introduced social inequalities.
From that time electoral qualifications
varied greatly,
and often in
different
colonies,
the most constant
tests being
religious
profession
and possession
of property,
The influx of immigrants
of different
religions
soon compelled
the abolition of the former test,
and the economic conditions
of the country, tending powerfully
to equality of condition,
early in
the colonial period produced
a movement
which
has been " constant though not steady, and is not
yet spent, toward
absolute
equality
of political
rights and privileges."
The first legislative body
that ever sat in America (at Jamestown,
July 30,

1619) was elected by all the male inhabitants.
Notwithstanding
some fluctuation,
both before
and after, the Virginia
colony,
from 1670, restricted the suffrage to " freeholders and housekeepers," the'reason stated being that the "usual
way of choosing burgesses by the votes of od/persorts who. hatting serced t/wit tinw, are fre_er_
of
this couMry," produced
tumults at the election,
and that it would be better to follow the English
fashion and "grant a royce in such election only
to such as by their estates, real or personal, have
interest enough to tye them to the endeavor of
the publique good."
The first legislative body in
:New England (at Plymouth,
1620,) was compo._d
of all the male inhabitants,
and this township
type and school of government
was adopted
in
other New England
settlements.
It was ordered,
May 18, 1631, before there was a representative
body in Massachusetts,
"that
no man should be
admitted
to this body politic but such asare merebet's of some of the churches within the limits of
the same."
This was not repealed until Aug. 3,
1664.
It excluded
for thirty years three-fourths
of the male inhabitants
from the ballot box; and
a parallel
law is found only in New Haven colony, where, June 4, 1639, a fundamental
agree.
ment was adopted
providing
"that
church
membets only shall be free burgesses,
and they only
shall choose among themselves
magistrates
and
officers to have the power of transacting
all public
civil affairs of this plantation."
The first representative court in Massachusetts,
in 1634, ordered
" that none but freemen should have any vote in
any town."
The Massachusetts
charter
of 1691
restricted
suffrage to the possessors
of an estate
of freehold
in land to the value of 40s. per annum, or other estate to the value of £40.
At the
beginning
of the eighteenth
century
a freehold
test had become common in the colonies, though
all attempts
(see Locke's " Fundamental
Con_titutions of Carolina,"
1669,)to limit political power
to heredlta171 wealth had failed.
In some colonits, laws imposed
penalties
on absentees
from
town meetings
or elections, a survival of which
appears
in the constitution
(article xii.) of Georgia, in force 1777-89.
From 1700 to 1776, inclusire, no change occurred
in the social condition of
the colonies
necessitating
any radical change in
the suffrage, except that parliament,
in 1746, substituted for the various naturalization
acts which
their need of immigrant
laborers hadinduced
scvoral colonies to pass before the close of the pr_,.
ceding century,
a uniform system of naturaliza
tion, on the basis of seven years' residence,
an
oath of allegiance,
and profession
of the "prot
estant
Christian
faith."
Independence
brought
about some extension of the suffrage, but, though
the demonstrated
capacity for self-government
of
the colonists led to a declaration
of the right of
self.government
in all classes of mankind,
the
principle was not consistently
followed
by revolutionary
statesmen.
"They
extended
it just so
far as the conditions
of the time and place at once
necessitated
and made safe; and sought to shun
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two opposite dangers: danger to the government
from the supremacy
of any class, and danger to
the government
by the exclusion
of any class
which might have sufficient
unity, self-conscious
power and independent
interest to attempt the
same kind of revolution
which the colonists had
thcmselves sanctioncd."
The last survival of the
test of religious
profession appears
in the constitution of South
Carolina
(article xiii.) in force
IT78-90, which
limited suffrage to " every free
white man who acknowledges
the being of a God,
and believes in a future state of rewards and puni,hments."--When
the federal
constitution
was
adopted, each state was left by its constitution,
or
by its charter from the crown (under which two
states, Rhode Island and Connecticut,
continued
to act), to prescribe for itaelf who should have the
privilege of voting.
:No state then granted that
privilege to all of its citizens.
It was limited to
the following
classes of persons : in New Hampshire, "every
male inhabitant
of each town and
parish with town privileges,
and places unincorporated in the state, of twenty-one
years of age
and upward, excepting
paupers and persons excused from paying taxes at their request "; in Massachusetts,
" every male inhabitant
of twenty-one
years of age and upward, having a freehold estate
within the commonwealth
of the annual income
of three pounds, or any estate of the value of
sixty pounds";
in Rhode Island, "such as arc admitred free of the company and society," freeholdcrs of estate of the value of $134, and the eldest
sons of such freeholders;
in Connecticut,
such persons as had "maturity
in years, quiet and peaceable behavior, a civil conversation,
anti forty shillings freehold
or forty pounds
personal estate,"
if so certified by the selectmen ; in New York,
"every male inhabitant
of full age who shall have
pt'rsonally resided within on(*. of the counties
of
the state for six months immcdiately
preceding the
day of election, if during
the time aforesaid
he
shall have been a freeholder, possessing a freehold
of the value of twenty pounds within the county,
or have rented a tenement
therein of the yearly
value of forty shillings, and becn rated and actually paid taxes to the state";
in New Jersey,
"all inhabitants
of full age, who are worth fifty
pounds, proclamation
money, clear estate in the
same, and have resided in the county in which
they claim a vote for twelve months immediately
prc_'eding the election";
in Pennsylvania,
"every
freeman of the age of twenty-one
years, having
rcsided_in the state two years next before the clcction, and within that time paid a state or county
lax which shall have been assessed at least six
months before the election";
in Delaware "as exercised by law at pre_nt,"
all resident tax-paying
freemen;
in Virginia,
"as exercised
by law at
present," persons having a freehold
estate of one
hundred
acres of unimproved
land, or twentyfive acres of improved land, or a house and lot in
a town; in Maryland,
"all freemen above twentyone years of age, having a freehold of fifty acres
Of land in the county in which they offer to vote,
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and residing therein, and all freemen having property in the state above the value of thirty pounds
current money, and having resided in the county
in which they offer to vote one whole year next
preceding
the election";
in North Carolina,
for
senators, "all freemen of the age of twenty-one
years who have
been inhabitants
of any one
county
within the state twelve months
immediately preceding
the day of election, and posscsscd of a freehold
within the same county of
fifty acres of land for six months next before and
at the day of election," and for members of the
house of commons,
"all freemen
of the age of
twenty one years who have been inhabitants
of
any one county within the state twelve months
immediately
preceding
the day of any election,
and shall have paid Imblic taxes";
in South Carolina, "every freewhite
man of the agcof twentyone years, being a citizcn of the state, and having
resided
therein two years previous to the day of
election, and who hath a frechohl of fifty acr_,_
of land, or a town lot of which he hath been legully seized and possessed
at least six months
before such election, or (not having such freehold
or town lot), hath been a resident within the election district in which he offers to give his vote.six
months before said election, and hath paid a tax
the preceding
year of three shillings sterling toward the support
of the government";
and in
Georgia
such "citizens
anti inhabitants
of the state as shall have attained to the agc of twcntyone years, and shall have paid tax for the year
next preceding the election, and shall have resided
six months within the county."--In
the United
States, 1789-1884.
During this period freehold
franchise
has given way to manhood
snffrage.
The French
revolution,
intensifying
the democratic spirit till Amcricans
abhorred
all political
privileges as British badges; the transfer of polit.
ical leadership
from conservative
statesmen
of
long experience
to radical politicians
echoing the
French dobqna of political equality;
the vast expansion of territory,
with the settlement
of new
states hid(ling against each other with political
fr'mchises for immigrants;
the growth of population, with the rise of large cities inhabited
by
many uninterested
in the soil ; the anti-slavery
agitation, spreading the doctrine of the "rights
of
man";
the gradual
popular recognition
that the
principles of the declaration
of independence
had
not been logically applied;
the private
interest
of demagogues,
and the fierce competition
of parties careful for the next election if neglectful
of
the next generation;
and, finally, the alleged neccssity imposed by a war, one of whose incidents
was the emancipation
of a race--are
some of the
causes which have united to produce the existing
electoral franchise.
Eleven of the thirteen
original states have abolished
the tax and property
tests, as follows : New Hampshire,
the tax test in
1792 ; Georgia, the property
test in 1798 ; Maryland, the property test in 1801 and 1809; ]_Iassachusetts, the property test in 1821: New York, the
property
test in 1821, and the tax test in 1820;
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Delaware,
the property test in 1831 ; New Jersey,
2, 1867 (see P_CONSTRVCTmN, for temporary
pothe property test in 1844; Connecticut,
the prop]itieal disabilities),
which made -it a condition of
erty test in 1845; South Carolina, the property
the restoration
of the seceding states that new
test in 1865; l_orth Carolina, the property test in constitutions
should be adopted, framed by "del1854 and 1868; Virginia, the property test in 1850,
egates elected by the male citizens
twenty-one
and the tax test, established in 1864, in 1882. The
years old and upward, of whatever race, color or
onlynew
states which have required a property or previous condition,"
and securing "to all such
even a tax qualification,
are the following:
Tennespersons"
the elective franchise, and by the adopsee, admitted in 1796 with a freehold qualification,
tion of the 15th amendment,
in 1870, which proabolished
it in 1834; Ohio. admitted
in 180_° with
vides that "the
right of citizens
of the United
a tax qualification,
abolished it in1851;
Louisiana,
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged
admitted
in 1812with a tax qualification,
abolished
by the United States or by any state on account
it in 1845; Mississippi,
admitted
in 1817 with a of race, color or previous
condition
of servimilitia or tax qualification,
abolished
it ia 18_2.
tude."
The reasons
for this amendment
were
Long before they disappeared,
tax and property
(Cooley's Con. Law, 264, 265; Hunt J., in U. S.
tests had become forms.
Parties
or candidates
vs. Reuse, 92 U. S. R., 214, 247) : "1. That unless
paid the taxes of unqualified
citizens whose votes
the ballot was given to the freedmen,
the governwere needed and could thereby be had. or conment of the southern states must for a considerable
veyed land to them before election,
which was
time be in the hands of those lately in rebellion.
deeded back after election.
Thus, by degrees, all
and that the existence in a political community of
native-born
white males of age were allowed to
a great body of citizens against whom the laws
vote upon taking the freeman's
oath, after a brief
discriminate
in a particular
which makes the disterm of residence in a state or town, and the corncHminationa
stigma and a disgrace,
must always
petition of new states for laborers led to the gradbe an occasion of discontent,
disorder and danger.
ual extension of suffrage to alien declarants,
who
2. That it would benefit the colored race by givnow have it in thirteen states.
After the rise of
ing them importance,
securing
to them respect,
the American
party, Massachusetts,
during
1859protecting
them against unfriendly
action or leg63, denied the suffrage
to aliens,
unless "they
islation, and by acting as an educational
process.'"
shall have resided
within the jurisdiction
of the
This enfranchisement
of the negro is the last of a
United States two years subsequent
to naturalizaseries of extensions
of the suffrage which began
tion, and shall be otherwise
qualified."
Free
in the colonial period, and have ended by nonfiblack males of age, who could vote in some slave
nally confcrring
political supremacy
in some state,
states, as Tennessee
(Const. of 1834), were disupon those whose former status as slaves leaves
franchised
in some free states,
as Connecticut
them illiterates and non-taxpayers,
unhabituated
(Coast. of 1818). -- In the southern
states political
to the obedience
of law. -- The existing
condipower
was held exclusively
by the propertytions of the suffrage in the United States are now
owning and educated
classes till the close of the
the following:
The constitution
of the Uniwd
rebellion.
When slavery was abolished
by the
States confers the right to vote upon no one.
13th amendment
(see Const. III., Amendments)
in
That right is not a "privilege
or immunity"
of
1865, the dominant
party in cong'resa apparently
citizens of the United States : when they 1)osse¢_
had no intention
of interfering
with the control
'it at all, even for electing
representatives
and
of the suffrage in the states.
But the inadequate
presidential
electors--the
only federal
officers
protection
given the negro in the southern
states,
chosen by popular
vote--it
is created
by state
and the unwillingness
of the northern
states that
-congfitutionsand
state laws. \ (Coast. of U. S., Art.
his freedom should increase tim political power of 1., Sec. 2; Art. II., Sec. 1.) The fifteenth amendthose lately in rebellion,
led to the adoption of
meat to the constitution
does not confer the right
the 14th amendment
(see Coast.,
III.,
Amendof suffrage
upon any one, but it invests citiz('ns
meats) in 1868. This conferred citizenship
upon
of the United States with the right of exemption
the negro, guaranteed
to him the same rights enfrom discrimination
in the exercise of the elective
joyed by white citizens of the United States, and
franchise,
on account of their race, color or premade it for the interest of the southern states to
viona condition of servitude,
and empowers
convoluntarily
extend the suffrage to the negro, by
gress to enforce that right by appropriate
legislaproviding that when the right of voting is denied _ tion.
The power of the states to exclude
from
to any of the male inhabitants
of any state, being "i the franchise upon other grounds, including tho__e
twenty-one
yearsof age and citizens of the United
of nativity,
sex. illiteracy
and non-payment
of
States, or in any way abridged, except for particitaxes, remains intact.
The power of congress to
patton in rebellion
or other crime, such state's
legislate at all upon the subject of voting at state
representation
in congress shall be reduced in the
elections rests upon this amendment,
and can be
proportion
which the number of such male citiexercised by providing
a punishment
only when
zena shall bear to the whole number of _ale eit_
the wrongful
refusal to receive the vote of the
zens twenty-one
years of age in such state.
This
qualified elector at such elections is because of his
amendment
not being promptly ratified when prorace, color or previous condition
of servitude.
posed, in 1866 (see Coast.,
III., Amendments),
The third and fourth sections of the act of May
was followed
by the reconstruction
act of March
31, 1870 (16 star., 140), not being confined in their
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operations
to the above-described
unlawful
discrimination,
are beyond the limit of the 15th
amendment,
and unauthorized.
(U. S. vs. Reese,
92 U. S., 214.) Qualifications
of electors are defined in tile several state constitutions,
and no
additional
qualifications
can be required
by the
state le_slature,
hut the legislature
may prc_eribe
by law "such
conditions
to the exercise of the
elective franchise as shall seem reasonable to proteet the privilege, and to prevent impositions
and
other frauds, and also all proper regulations
for
receiving and canvassing
votes."
(Cooley's Con.
Law, 252.) The qualificationspreseribed
by existing state constitutions
are shown ill the table on
pages 828, 829.-- Some constitutions
require registration ; some disfranchise
any per,ons while untier guardianship;
some, any person while kept in
any poor-house or other asylum at l)ublie expense,
orwhile confined in any public prison; some, any
person stationed in any state whilein the military,
naval or marine service of the United States; some,
idiots or insane persons, but these person.,,, without express mention, are excluded from voting, as
incapable of exercising
legal volition.
The edncational test shown in the table was estat)lished
in Connecticut
in 1855, in Massachusetts
in 1857,
in Missouri in 1876.
The constitutions
of A]abama and Mississippi
forbid the imposition
of
such a test.
That of Florida allows it after 18_%q;
that of Colorado, after 1890. The economic
test
shown is at least the prepayment
of some tax,
in Maseachusetts,
Rhode
Island, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Tennes.sec and Georgia.
The constitutions of Alabama,
Arkansqs,
California
and ,Missis._ippi, expressly forbid a property test, and the
constitution
of Arkans'ts also exl)rcssly forhids a
poll-tax test; that of Nevada allows it. Paupers
are cxpressly
disfranchi,_d
in Maine, Massachusetts, New IIampshire,
New Jersey, lihode Island,
South Carolina,
Texas and West
Vir#nia.
X
moral te,_t exists in all the states except
four
(Colorado, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire,
and
West Virginia),
but if satisfactory
proof of the
reformation of the offender is given, the eonstitu
lions of ten states (Connecticut,
Florida, Kansas,
Minnesota,
:Nebraska,
Newtda.
:North Carolina,
New Jersey,
Rhode
Island and Wisconsin)
expre<_ly permit restoration
to the suffrage;
some of
them by a two-thirds vote of thelegislature,
others
by a majority votc.--The
table on page 831 shows
the offenses for which states disfranchise
for crime
by• the exprem
terms
of their constitutions,
or for
_ .
.
which their le.gaslatures
may make disfranchisem,,nt a penalty.
It shows that conviction of the
offenses enumerate,
does or may disfranchise,
specifically as follows: of bribery, in twenty-three
states; of felony, in sixteen states ; of infamous
crime, in sixteen states; of treason, in eleven states;
of dueling, in eleven states; of perjury,
in ten
states; of forgery, in seven states: of larceny, in
sf:ven states; of embezzlement
of public funds, or
fraud, in seven states; of election misdemeanors,
in.
s_x states; of other high crimes or malfeasance
in
ott_ce, in six states; of murder, in two states; o_
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robbery, in two states.
Conviction of some of the
enumerated
crimes also disqualifies for jury service in some of the states, while permanent ineli_bility to office is the sole political disability that is
inflicted upon those guilty of bribery or of dueling in other states. Three states (Nebraska,
_evada and Wisconsin) admit the principle of the exterritoriality
of crime in their constitutional
provisions for disfranchisement.
-- Territorie._.
The
ordinance
of 1787, for the government
of the
northwest
territory,
provided
that "so soon as
there shall he 5,000 free male inhabitants
of full
age in the district, they shall receive authority
to elect representatives
to a general a.ssembly :
provided,
al_o, that a freehold
in fifty acres of
hind in the district, having been a citizen of one
of the states, anti being residrnt
in the district,
or the like freehohl, and two years' residence in
the di,trict,
shall be necessary
to qualify a man
as an elector of a representative."
The constitution having
given congress
power
to make all
nee(lful rules and regulations
respecting the tcrritory helonging
to the United States, two fomna
of territorial
government
have from time to time
been established
: 1, by an executive anti judges
of federal appointment,
who together ron_tituto
a legislature;
2, by an executive
and judg'cs of
federal "q)pointmcnt,
and a legislature
composed
of representatives
cho,_cn by the people of the totritory.
In the second form of gow:rnment,
the
basis of suffrage
has hecn substantially
uniform,
heing limited commonly,
as it no_ i_ by law in
the first election in a territory, to "every male citizen above the age of twenty-one
yvar% including
persons who have legally declan,d their intention
to beconie ('itizens in any territory hereafter
organized, and who are actually
r(,sldt.nts of such
territory at the time of the organization
thereof.'"
A t subsequent eh,ctions the qualifi('ation_ of voters
may be prescribed
hy the legislative
assembly
of
each territory,
provided
that the right of voting
shall be exercised only by citizens of the United
States above the age of twenty-one
yeat.'s, and hy
alicn declarants
above that age, who have taken
the required
oath; that it be not denied to a citizen on account of race, color or previous
condition of servitude;
and that no person in the army
or navy, or attached to troops in the service of the
UnittM States, shall bc allowed to vote by reason
of being on service in the territory,
unless it has
been for six months his permanent
domicile.
2)ist_ffct of Columbia.
The government
of this\
district, over which congress ha-s the power of exelusive lcgislation, was originally vested in aboard
of three commissioners
under the act of July 16,
1790. This board was abolished
by act of May
1, 1802, and the city of Washington
was incurporated by act of May 3, 1802, which provided
that its council should be elective "by the free
white male inhabitants
of full age who have resided twelve months in the city, and paid taxes
therein the year preceding."
An act of May 15,
1820, provided that both the mayor and the council
should be elective by "every free white male citi-
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zen of the United
States
of lawful
-have
resided
in the city
for one
cedin G the day
of tile ward
in
who sh.dl have
on the 31st day
day of election,
legally
assessed

age,
year

who
next

shall
pre-

of election,
and shall be a resident
which
lie shall offer to vote, and
been assessed
for the year endin G
of I)ecember
next
preceding
the
and who shall have paid all taxes
and due
on personal
property,

when
legally
required
to pay the same."
The act
of May 17,1848.
re-enacted
this qualification,
with
the addition
that it apply
to persons
assessed
"as
subject
to a school
tax for that
year
(except
persons z,oT_ campos ¢nenti_,
vagrants,
paupers
or persons
who
have
been
convicted
of any infamous
crime),
and
who
shall
have
paid
the school
tax
and all taxes on personal
property
due from him."
An act of March
4, 1855, for the codification
of
the laws of the District
of Cohunbia,
provided
for
the submission
of the proposed
code to the votes
of "every
free white
male
citizen
of the United
States
above
the age of twenty-one
years,
who has
resided
in said district
for one year next preceding
such election."
The act of Jan. 8, 1867, extended
__'ob_ to Tab/* on pp. 8_8, 8_.
The adjective "white"before
"male"
in someeonstitutions, adopted before the 15th amendment, is here omitted,

the suffrage
in the District
of
male
person,
except
paupers

Columbia
to
and persons

"every
under

guardianship
of the age of twenty_one
years
and
upward,
who has not been convicted
of any tufamons crime,
and excepting
persons
who have vol.
untarily
given
aid and (*omfort to the rebels ill the
late rebellion,
and who
shall
have been born or
naturalized
in the United
States,
and who
shall
have resided
in this district
for one year, and three
months
in the ward in which
he shall offer to vote,
without
distinction
on account
of race or color."
The act of Feb. 21, 1871, created
a legislative
assembly
for the District
of Columbia,
consisting
of
a council
and house
of delegates,
to be elected
by
"all male citizens
of the United
States
above the
age of twenty-one
yem_,
except
such
an are non
compos menti,,
and persons
convicted
of infamous
crimes,
who have been actual
residents
of the district for twelve
months
prior to any election
therein, and of the election
district
or precinct
in which
they shall respectively
reside,
for thirty days immediately
preceding
such election."
This act applied
a severe
test to the political
theories
of the advocates of unrestricted
suffrage.
The white
popu
lation
of the district
always
contains
a large
mobile clement
which
has
no large
interest
in its
weal;
almost
the whole
black
population
was ig-

a 1)eelarant
a male to
person
of foreign
whoUnited
shall
have
declared means
his intention
become
a citroenbirth,
of the
States, conformably to the naturalization
Laws of the United
States.
b " Immediately
preceding the election atwhichhe
offers
tO vote, '
¢ "'The general assembly may prescribe alonger or shorter
residence in at_y precinct or cmmty, or in any ward in any
city or town having a population of more than 5,000 inhab,
itants, but in no c_me to exceed three months."
(Const.,
Art. VHI., Sec. 1.)
d -Provided
no native of China shall ever exercise the
privilcgt_, of an ejector."
e ,, Provided that no person shall be denied the right to
vote. at any school district election, or to hold any school
district ot_ec, on account of sex."
(Cotmt., Art. ¥II., Sec.
1.) And "The general assembly may enact laws to extend
the right of SaLffragc to women of lawful age, and otherwise
qualified.
No such enactment
shall be of effect until sub.

norant,

SUFFRAGE.
The political
dogma
of the eighteenth
century,
that suffrage
is a natural
right,
led to _tn
early demand
for its extension
to woman.
Con-

mitted to the vote of the qualified electors at a general eleclion,
unless the(Idem,
same be
by a majority of those
voting nor
thereon."
See.approved
2.)
f " In the count}', town or city in which
he offers to
vote."

dorcet
pul)lished
July 8, 1790, in Journal
(b' la
_°_c_te de 1789, a plea
for citizenship
of WOnleTI.
The constitution
of New Jersey,
framed
in 1776.
permitted
all inhabitants
of certain
qualiflcali,),,

"The
provide
law that
of gthe
age legislature
of twenty.onemay years
and by
upward
may any
vote woman
at any
election held for the purt_se
of choosing any officers of
schools, or upon any measure relating to schools, and may
also provide that any such woman shall be elignble to hold
any
office pertaining
of such
schools."
(Const.. Art.Solely
V-I.I., to
See.the8.) management

to vote,

h ,, Who have adopted the customs and habits of civiliza/ion."
I "Per0ons
of Indian blood residing in the state, who
have adopted the language, customs and habits of civilization, and shall lmve been pronounced
(by any dl_trlctcouct
of
the state) capable of enjoying the rights of citizenship."
J "If twenty-two
years of age or upward."
it ,, Provided, that no person shall at any time be allowed
to vote in the election of the city council of the city of Providence, or upon any proposition
to impose a tax, or for the
expenditure
of money in any town or city, unletm he shall,
within the year next preceding, have paid a tax asee_ed upon
his prrq_erty therein, valued at lea_t at $134."
1 " Ve'ho have once been declared by law of congress to
be citizens of the United States. and civilized persotLs of Indmn deece_t, not members of any tribe."

votes."

1860
from
from

and

without

political

to 1870 the white
60,763
to 88,278,
14,316
in 1860,

responsibility.

From

population
had
increa_d
and
the black
population
to 43,404
in 1870.
Under

these
conditions
unrestricted
suffrage
produced
extravagance,
corruption
and
other
incidents
of
bad
govcrnment.
Congress
was
petitioned
for
relief,
and by the act of June
11, 1878, repren'nl
ative government
was abolished,
a population
of
177,000
left without
a voter,
and
the government
vested,
as originally
under
the act of July
16,
1790,
in a board
of
commissioners.
-- _'OM.aN

and

an act

to

regulate

elections

under

it.

passed in 1793, provided that "every voter sh:dl.
openly, and in full view, deposit his or her ball,_t.
which
shall be a single
written
tile names
of the
persons
for
This

act

was

repealed

ticket
whom
in 1807.

containinz
he or ,he
Agitati(m

against slaveryin the UnitedStatesgave l)rom
i
hence

to the

dogma

gTOUp8 of persons
cent-ury
demanded

of

"natural

rights,"

antt

.,nm]l

before
the close of the first lmlf
its universal
application.
The

first woman's rights convention was held at Seneca
Falls,

N.

Y.,

July

19, 1848.

It based

the

clai me

of woman
on the declaration
of indepeil(leI_CV,
and demanded
equal
rights.
The
first national
woInan's
rights
convention
was held at Worcester,
_Ma88., Oct. 23, 1850.
The
attention
of the Euglish
people
suffrage
by

was called
an article

to
in

the subject
of woman
tim "Westminster
Re-
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SLTFRAGE.
view"
in 1851,
and effective
demand
franchisement
of woman
dates
from

for the enthis
time,

1850-51.
Its advocates
argue that it is a natural
right, and that "the
eon_nt
of the governed"
is
not "the
governed
property
holders,
nor the governed voting
men, nor the governed
married
men,"
hut all the governed
men and women;
that taxation
without
representation
is tyranny;
that the
voting
of males
is no longer
conditioned
upon
military
service;
that no class is as safe a guardian
of the interests
of another
class as that other class
Notes

to Table on p. 831.

itself;
protect

and that woma. n needs a vote
and advance
her interests.

to adequately
Its opponents

reply,
that the suffrage
is not a natural
right, that
in all ages and countries
it has been conditioned
by
qualifications
of expediency;
that representation
of tax-paying
women
practically
exists;
that the
interests
of the family
and of the state will be best
preserved
bycontinuingthe
divisionof
laborwhich
hitherto
has exempted
women
not only from railitary service,
but from
tlle performance
of political duties ; that the interests
of women
are not
so distinct
from those
of men
as to make
their
representation

as

a class

either

necessary

dient;
and that
protected
without
tion has resulted

disfranchises
for infamous crime, embezzlement
or misappropriation of public money, and dueling, and says that laws
shall be made to exclude from the mght of sufl_ge persons
convicted of the above starred crimes,
of Conneeticut.c Theft is the term used in the constitution

franchisement

certain
purposes.
In 1866 the American
equal
rights
association
presented
the first
petition
ever
laid before
congress
for woman
suffrage.
In 1868

a The legislature may make the forfeiture of the right of
suffrage a punishment
for crime,
• No person who has been diehonombly discharged
from
the service
of the United States is qualified to vote or hold
office
in Kansas.

the New England
woman
suffrage
association
was
formed,
and the first systematic
effort
begun
for
memorializing
legislatures
and
congress,
obtaining hearings
before
these
bodies,
holding
conven-

t
the
this
hg

Since 187,6" the legislature may enact laws excluding from
right of suffrage, for a term not exceeding ten year_," for
crime at any election,
These
forever
voting,
,, Undercrimes
the law
of thedisqualify
state, or offor the
United State_, un-

tions,
publishing
and distributing
tracts
and documeats,
and sccuring lecturers. The agitation
had,
by 1870, assumed
such
dimensions
in Massachusetts, that the republican
convention,
held Oct. 5,

less restored to civil rights."
I - In any state or territory of the United States, unless restored to civil rights."
j Theforconstitution
of Nevada,
10, makes orineligible
office persons
convictedArt. ofIV.,Sec.
embezzlement,
de-

1870, admitted
Lucy
Stone
and
Mary
A. Livermore as regularly
accredited
delegates.
The 3Inssachusetts
republican
state convention
of 1871 in-

falcation of pubtic funds, or bribery, and empowers
islaturetomakethescerimespunisimbleasfalonies;

]ican conventions
of
the
subject
"should

the legandby

Art. II., See. 1, felony disfranchises,
t The constitution
of New Jersey. Art. II., ,qec. 1, says that
"no person convicted of a crime which now excludes him
from being a witne_,
unless pardoned or restored by law to
the right of suffrage, shall enjoy the right of an elector."

their interests
their having
in the limited

or expe-

• A crime punishable by death or imprisonment in a state
prison,
b * The eonstimtion
adopted by California in1879 expre_ly

of woman

can be adequately
a vote.
The agitaand
tentative
en-

in certain

states,

and

dorsed woman suffrage, and the national

consideration."

1872
be

The

for

repub-

and
1876 resolved
that
treated
with
respectful

legislature

of

the

territory

of Wyoming,
by an act approved
Dec. 10, 1869,
granted
the rightof
suffrage
to women.
The same
right
was extended
to women
in the territory
of

The
of the
state makeas per_ms
tabu-is
luted laws
crimes
incompetent
witnesses,convicted
and if of
the the
crime
perjury or subornation
of perjury, a pardon does not remove the incompetency,
i Disfranchises
"at such election," as do all eorrn_pt offers
to
give or
receive
or other valuable thing for a vote,
in both
New
York money
and Pennsylvania.

by them in the territory
of Utah.
Woman
suffrage
limited
to school
elections
has
at various
times
been conferred
as follows:
Women
may
vote at
school
meetings
in Kansas,
Nebraska,
New Hump-

m Any person convicted of thi_ offense "shall, in addition
to an)' penalties providt,d by law, be deprived of the right of
suffrage absolutely for a term of four years."

shire,
Vermont,
Dakota
and Wyoming;
at school
elections
in Colorado
and 3Iinnesota;
and for merehers
of school
committees
in Massachusetts;
at

n " in
Anymeat,
elector
who money,
shall receive
any gift shall
or reward
his
vote,
drink,
or otherwise,
sufferforsuch
punishment
as the laws shall direct."
o ,, Subject
to such exceptions
as the legislature
may
make."
p " in
Anymeat,
elector
who money,
shall .receive
any gift orshall
reward
for his
bls
vote,
drink,
or otherwise,
forfeit
right to elect at that t_me, and suffer such other penalty as
the law shall direct.'"
q "Petit larceny "'
r " .NO person who is tinder conviction of treason, felony
or brtbcr) in an electron, shall be permitted
to vote u'hi_e
_ruchdi_abtlttycnnnnue_."
(ConsLofW.
Va.,Art. IV.,8cc.

school

1.) Thi_ phra._c, "while such di_abihty continues," has not
received judicial interpretation m West Vlrgi_a_ but is con. strued by election officers to mean _urtnq _mprimmT_nt.
• '. Thence crime_ are treason, felony, and the ' erim_r_
fal_i.' - which term includes crirne,_ which involve a charge
of such falsehood as may injuriously affect the public administration
justiceas forgery,
by the introduction
therein ofoffalsehood
and
fraud,of such
perjury, subornation
perjury,
or conspiracy to procure the absence of a witne_."
t And persons "who may be under interdiction."

Washington

in 1883,

meetings

in

and

has

Michigan

long

and

been

exercised

New

York.

if

they
are tax payers;
in Washington
territo_'y,
if
they are liable
to taxation.
Widows
and unmarried women
in Idaho
may
vote as to special
district taxes,
if they
hold
taxable
property.
In

Oregon, widows having children and taxable property may
" Women,
and are
families,

vote
at school
meetings.
not married
nor minors,
listed
may

In Indiat_a,
who pay taxe_

as parents,
guardians,
vote at school
meetings."

or

head_ of
InKen-

tucky any white widow, having a child of.whool
age, is a qualified
school voter;
if she has no child,
but is a tax payer,
she may vote on the questioi_ of
taxes.
-- The first European
legislature
to give tha
right of suffrage to womsn was the house of kev._,
in the Isle of Man, which
passed
an act, approved
Jan.
5, 1881,
having
certain

to

extend

this

privilege

property qualifications.

to

women

The Brit-

SU_LNER.
jsh parliament,
by an act approved
Aug. 2, 1869, [
granted the municipal
franchise to women in En- i
gland and Wales; by an act approved
June 3,
1881, extended
the municipal
franchise
in Scotland to unmarried
woman, an_t women not living
in families with their husbands;
amt by an act upproved in 1870, extended
the privilege of votin_
for schoolboards
torate payers, including
women,
Prior to the pa_ssage of these acts, women had, by
the custom of London,
and the custom of some
other parts of England,
certain rights of suffrage
in municipal
affairs. -- A summary
of the laws
relating to suffrage, in the Dominion
of Canada
and in the principal countries of Europe, will be
found in the books below, cited under the title
"In foreign
states." -- See, on suffrage : Mill's
Representative
Government,
chap. viii. ; Lieber's
Cie¢l Liberty
and Self-Government,
chap.
xvi.
and app. i. ; Woolsey's
.Political Sa'ence, vol. i.,
pp. 299-302, and vol. it., pp. 111, 112; Sumner's
Thetn T and Practice of Election_, in "Princeton
Review," March and July, 1880.
On suffrage
in
the United States: Poore's Charters and Co_*tih_tions; Bancroft's
Ilisto_7/of the United States, passire; Hildreth's
History of the United States, vol.
iii., pp. 381, 506; Frothingham's
Rise of tl_e Republic, chap. i. ; Cooke's
Virginia,
pp. 222-225;
De Tocqueville's
Democracy
in America,
vol. i.,
chaps, v., xiii.; Cooley's ConstitutionaILaw,
chap.
xiv., secs. 1, 2; Minor vs. lIappersett,
21 _Val.,
172. 173; Slaughter.House
Cases, 16 Wal., 36; U.S.
vs. Reese, 92 U. S. Rep., 214; Spe_tcer vs. Board
of Registration,
1 l_IcArthur
(D. C.) 169. In the
territories:
Poore's
Charters
and Constitutions;
Reri,_ed Statutes of /7:. S., Sees. 1859, 1860.
In
the District of Columbia:
Const. of U. S., Art. I.,
Scc. 8; Stat. at Large.
On negro suffrage, 2V. A.
Rcr., vol. 128, pp. 161, 225. On disfranchisement
fear crime, JouTmal of Social Science for 1882, No.
17, p. 71. On woman suffrage, Mill's RepreseTttative
(;_,rernmen¢, chap. viii., and Subjection of Women;
Condorcet's Plea far Citizenship of Wo_nen, Fort.
Rcv., vol. xiii., p. 719; Journal
of Social ,%ience,
No. 10, p. 42; Stephens' Libev'ty, Equalltl/and
Erat_.r,ffty, chap. v. ; Robinson's
Massachusetts il_ the
]l",n_*auSeffrage Movement, N. A. Rev., vol. 129,
pp. ,q03,413, and vol. 130, p. 16; Iteport of B_lreau
tt'F_bJc_tion,
1880, xxv., xxvi.
In foreign states :
])('mombynes'.Lvs
ConstilutionsEurop_ennez,
1881;
Block'u Die[ionnaire de l'Adming, tration Franpaise,
Art. til_:ct'_ms, and at end, Administratlon
Camp,rr/e; ]_artin's 8tateema.n's Year.Book,
1883. In
Great Britain : Walpole's
The Electorate and the
L_gislature.
In Germany : Report of Foreign Rel_tth,ns of _: S., 1877-8, p. 196.
In Prussia, idem,
I). 176.
JA_tES FXnCBA-_KS COLBY.
,_['_NER_
Charle_
was born at Beston, Mass.,
Jan. 6, 1811, and died at Washington,
D.C.,
:_larch 11, 1874. He was graduated
at Harvard
in 1830, studied law with Story, whose decisions
lw afterward reportc-.d, was admitted
to the bar in
1834, and was for the next three years a lecturer in
the liarvard law school.
In1887-40
he was absent
172
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in Europe, and on his return resumed practice.
He
had always been an anti-slavery
whig, but in 1848
became a free soiler; and a coalition of democrats
and free-soilers, in 1851, sent him to the United
States senate, where lie remained until his death.
(See _IAssACIIUSETTS.)
In the senate,
Sumner,
Seward,
Italc and Chase were at first the antislavery
h;aders, and among them Sumner
was
as pre-cmincnt
for polished oratory
and radical
independence
of thought
and speech as Seward
was for keen appreciation
of popular feeling, Hale
for powcrs of sarcasm, or Chase for sound cornmon sen._.
Southern
leaders seem to have felt
considerable
contempt
for the last three; but an
active hatred was developed against Sumner, and
resulted in a brutalassault
upon him in May, 1856.
(See BROOKS, P. S.) In 1860 he resumed his seat
in the senate; and in July, 1861, he became chairman of the committee
on foreign relations.
He
was now one of the national leaders of the dominant republican party, and took an active part in
anti-slavery
legislation,
in reconstruction,
in the
impeachment
of president
Johnson,
and in the
prose_cution of the Alabama
claims upon Great
Britain.
His assertion
of the validity of indirect
claims, made with his usual force of argument,
made him for some time extremely
unpopular
in
England.
In December,
1870, he opposed
and
defeated president Grant's project for the annexation of San Domingo (see that title): and in 1871,
through
the influence of the administration,
he
was removed from the chairmanship
of his cornmittce, which was given to Simon Cameron,
of
Pennsylvania.
The ostensible
reason for this
action, offered by the state department,
wasanalleged neglect of Sumner to take action on treaties
intrusted to him; but this was entirely disproved.
His real offense seems to have been his continuing;
purpose to maintain the cause of the negro race,
with little deference
to party considerations
or to
the dignity of party leaders.From this time he
was an outspoken antagonist of the administration,
his finest speeches being nmde in February,
1872,
on the government's
sale of arms during the Franco-German
war, and in May, 1872, on the president's abuse of the appointing
power.
In Dccember, 1874, he introduced
a resolution
to remove
from the army register
and flags the names of
battles with fellow-citizens.
For this his state
legislature
censured him by resolution,
but the resGlutton was rescinded before his death.
(See also
AMNESTY, CIVIL RIGHTS BILL.)See Lester's
Life of Sumner;
Harsha's Life of Sumner;
Pierce's
Memorial
and Letters of Sumpter;
and Sumner'a
Oration_ and Speeches (1850), Speeches and A ddress_
(1856), and complete
Works (1875), the first fourvolumes including
the years 1"845-60, and the last
eight the years 1860--68.
The most celebrated of
his anti-slavery
speeches are, "The Crime against
Kansas" (4 : 127), and" The Barbarism of Slavery,'*
(5 : 1).
ALEXAI_DER Jom_sro_.
SUMPTUARY
T_:,_aY.)

LAWS.

(See

LAws,

Slrm,-
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SWEDEN.

SUPPLY.

(See P_L_ARY

SUPRE][E

COURT.

Lxw.)

(See JUDICIARY.)

SWEDEN.
A kingdom
situated in the north
of Europe and in the east of the Scandinavian
• peninsula,
about three-fifths of which it occupies,
Its area is 444,814 square kilometres, of which
more than 37,000 are covered by lakes.
The area
of Norway
(see NORWAY)
is not comprised
in
these figures.
The country is mountainous,
but its
mountains,
situated
mostly in the north, do not
reach the height of those in :Norway;
the lfighest
mountain
in Swede_n, Sulitelma,
is only 6,342
Swedish feet above the sea level.
In Norway more
than h_df the country is 2,000 feet high, while not
more than one-twelfth
part of Swedish soil reaches
this elevation;
m, arly one-third, especially in the
south, does not exceed 300 feet. --The population,
which is of the Scandinavian
race, except
about
16,000 Finns, 6,000 I_pps
and 1,100 Jews, was
4,204,177 in 1872; on Dec. 81, 1880, the population was 4,565,668.
In 1867 the total population
was 4,185,681;
8,678,828
inhabitants
(87.51 per
cent.) living in the country,
and 521,853 (12.49 per
cent.) in the city. -- I. Con_titu_on.
Four fundamental laws account for the present political constitution of Sweden:
thelaw concerning
the form
of government
(regerinys-foq'rrwn)
dated June 6,
1809; the law on representation
(_ys-ordningee), June 22, 1866; the order of succession
(suevessior_-ordnir_gen),
Sept. 26, 1810; and the law on
the liberty of the press (tryckfril_t_-fSro_dnin_jen),
July 16, 1812.
The union with Norway is reguiated by the act of union (_-akt,
en), Aug. 6, 1815.
--The government
is a limited monarchy,
tmreditary in the agnatic line.
The king governs alone,
on condition of consulting
on all affairs, before arriving
at a decision,
his responsible
ministers,
(m'utar_,counselor
of state) whom he chcose_, freely
among Swedes by birth, members of the evangelical church, and whom he replaces whenever
he
sees fit; thus they are justly considered
to have
his confidence so long as they are retained in office,
The council of ministe_
is composed of ten merebets, seven of whom are heads of departments
(with the departments
of justiceand
foreign affairs
is connected the title of ministers of state; next in
title come the ministers of war, of the navy, of the
interior, of ecclesiastical
affairs and of finance);
three members of the council, without
portfolios,
have only a consultative
vote.
The king can not
decide any affair on which the council must be
heard,
unless
in presence
of three ministers
at
least, besides the one who reports the affair or calls
attention to the matter.
The entire council must
be present when important
questions are discussed,
A protocol or record of all the questions brought
before the council is drawn up.
The members
present are obliged to express and give the reason
:for their opinions
in the protocol;
and they are
responsible for their opinions.
Should the decision of the king happen to he contrary to the fundamentai
law of the kingdom,
the ministers are

obliged to protest.
Should a minister not give a
contrary opinion in the protocol, he becomes responsible for the decision taken.
On the other
hand, no royal ordinance is binding unle_ countersigned by themi_ister
whom it concerns.
The
minister who refuses to countersign,
by this fact
alone, lays down his portfolio, retaininghis
salary.
He can not resume office until after the chaml)er_
have examined
and approved
IlLs conduct.
The
ministers are responsible
for their advice or their
silence; in no case can they make a decision;
this
always belongs, to the king.--The
Swedish constitution
does not, as we s(,e, admit of a government by ministers in the modcrn,_ense.
Theroyal
authority
is exercised,
in foreign affairs, by iris
supreme direction of chief questions of diplomacy,
and by his rigtit of concluding
treaties or alliances,
and of declaring
war or peace. The king can conelude treaties or alliances after having heard the
advice, on the subject, of the minister of state and
of foreign affairs, and of another member of the
council summoned
for this purpose.
For war or
peace he must assemble the whole council, cxplain
the reasons and circumstances,
and ask the opinions of all the ministers,
which they give, each one
separately, and which is embodied in the protocol,
on their responsibility.
The king alone can make
a decision;
but no tax can be laid or loan made
without
the consent of the diet.
There is, it is
true, a snm set aside for the requirements
of war;
but the king can dispose of it only after a speci_d
meeting of the diet.
Besides, the army and navy
of Norway
can not be employed
in aggressive
warfare except with consent of the storthing.
The
king governs in the interior by officials who derive
all their authority
from him, but whose salarit,s
depend upon the diet.
He has legislative power:
the general male is, that the king and the diet together
enact the laws, observing
certain form._
in enacting them.
The king has judicial power.
From time immemorial
he has been the judge of
all; but his right of judg4ng is transferred
to his ._upreme tribunal.
The king has the right of pardon.
but only after having heard his tribunal
does h_.
decide the case in a council of ministers,
tie ¢._m
not dispense any one from the law, unless in ea_cfixed by the law itself.
If the king leaves the
kingdom
to go to a war, or if he visits province,
distant from the centre, or visits Norway, he mu,t
appoint three of his ministers, presided over by a
prince of the royal house or by another minister,
_ transact
the busirmss with which he intru.,t._
them.
Under such circumstances,
the king reserves to himself
certain
affairs, and therefore
takes one or more of his ministers with him. But
if he travels outside the kingdom,
he can not cxexcise his authority while abroad.
In such ca._c.
and also in that of sickness, power is intrusted t4)
the prince nearest the throne, if he has reached
the legal age, or if there is no such person, to a
government
ad i_ter/m, composed
of the ten rainisters of Sweden and the ten ministers of Norway.
If this state of affairs does not cease within a year,
the diet is summoned,
and takes such measures as
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it finds necessary. -- The representation
of the nation, since the law of June 22, 1866, rests not as
formerly on the division of the nation into four
orders, but on election only.
Two chambers, haying equal authority, compose the diet. Thememhers of the first chamber arc elected for nine years
by the h_zut_tiugen (species of prox:incial
assembites) and by the stadsfullmdktz_qe (municipal
counselors) of cities which do not sit in the la_zdsti_tg,
A meml)er is elected by 30,000 inhabitants.
Candidates are eligible, without
reference to place of
d¢)micile, who have completed
their thirty-fifth
v[_ar, and who own or have owned for at least
three years before the election, immovable
property, estimated for taxation at 80,000 rixdalers, or
•_uch as have, during the same length of time, paid
taxes on at least 4,000 rixdalers
of an annual income, either from their eapital or their labor.
If.
after the election, a member of the diet finds his
ft)rtune insufficient
to render him eligible, he is
obliged to resign.
Members of the fir,_t chamber
receive no salary.
Members of the second chamber are elected for three years, a member for each
jurisdiction
(domsaga) of the country, if the population does not exceed 40,000 (if it does, it is divided into two districts) ; one member for ever)"
10,000 inhabitants
in the cities, those, having less
than 10,000 being grouped into electoral districts
of at least 6,000 inhabitants,
and at most 12,000.
In cities populous
enough to send one or more
members to the diet, the election is direct; in the
others and in the country, it is of two degrees, un]e_s the electors themselves
decide by a vote to
make the election direct.
_'o man is a voter for
and eligible to the second chamber except in the
commune where lie is domiciled ; whoever
possesses, in his own right or in usufruct, immovable
property in the country or the city, as.ceased for
taxation purposes at 1,000 rixdalers at least, is eligible, or who rents for life, or for five years at
least, an agricultural
holding valued for taxation
purposes at 6,000 rixdalers
at least, or who pays
taxes on a yearly income of at least 800 rixdalers,
To be eligible to the second chamber
a candidate
mu_t have completed
his twenty-fifth
year, and
imve possessed for at least one year the right of
election in the commune
or in one of the communes in which he £_ a candidate.
The members
_f the second chamber receive a salary of 12,000
rixdalers
per year.
If a member
resigns after
having served some time, hi_ successor is elected
(_JIy to ti_ the unexpired
part of the term; so that
('_ cry. three ",'ears there are general elections for
lh,. second chamber. -- The ordinary session of the
di(.t begins each year on Jan. 15, and can not be
di-_olved, without
its consent, before the expiration of four months.
The king, however, may
('xereise his right of calling new elections to one
[,f the tw(_ charabers,
or to both simultaneously,
The king may call and adjourn
an extra session
(,f the diet at his pleasure;
such a diet can examiJ_e only the questions which it was summoned
to
e_n._ider. The presidents
of both chambers
are
appointed by the king.
No deliberation
is had,
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and no resolution taken in presence of the king.
The ministers may be members of the diet; those
who are not members have the right of being present in both ehamt×,rs and taking part in deliberalions, but without a vote.
The initiative
in the
diet belongs in part to the king, who makes propositions to the two chambers, and in part to the
deputies, whose motions nmst be made within ten
days after the opening
of the diet, unless as to
questions
concerning
constitutional
changes,
or
those caused by facts which have ari._en during
the session.-- Busine_
is prepared
by committees,
who give their views to the chambers.
There are
five permanent
committees,
which are formed at
the opening of each ordinary diet : 1, the committee on the constitution,
for "dl questions of change
in the constitution--this
committee
examines
the
reports of the council of ministers,
and gives its
ol)inions on them ; 2, the committee
on finance
(_tats-ut,_kott). which examines the public revenues
and expenditures;
3, the committee
on taxation,
which proposes new taxes, and calculates
the income therefrom ; 4, the bank committee
(bankq_tskott), which inspects the royal bank and directs
its administration;
5, the committee on le_slation
(lag.uts'kott), which gives its opinion on everything
relating
to civil, criminal
and e('clesiastical
law.
Special committees, for the discussion of questions
connected
with the permanent
committees,
may
also be formed, if the diet thinks necessary.
Finally, if a question arises outside the jurisdiction
of the permanent
committees,
a special committee
(tillfi_lligt-utskvtt)
is appointed.
The permanent
and special committees are appointed
half by one
and half by the other chamber.
Special mention
must be made of the so-called secret committee
(hemliga-uts'kott),
which is appointed
by the two
chambers at the request of thc king, for the purpose of giving its advice to the king himself on
such qu_tions
as it shall please him to pl_opose. -If the two chambers
agree in a decision, it becomes the decision of the diet.
:If they are opposed in opinion, it is for the competent
committee to endeavor to bring them to an agreement ;
should it not succeed, the question is adjourned
till another
sexton.
:If, however,
this question
concerns
the taxes, public
expenditure,
or the
bank, the two chambers vote separately,
and the
opinion which has the majority of votes, without
regard to the chamber_,
becomes the decision of
the diet.
In (:asc of necessity,
the diet elects the
king, the successor to the throne, or the regent.
Together with the king, it frames the laws, votes
the taxes, fixes the budget, and exercises control
over the government
and its officials, through the
agency of its procurator
general (j*_titie-ombu_lsman) elected
each year by forty-eiglit
electors
chosen for this purI)osc, twenty-fourbyeachchamber.
It is thc duty of this procurator
general of
the diet to see tlmt the laws are faithfully executed
by all functionaries;
i_e has access to all tribunals,
and central administrative
bureaus;
he may have
all records or reports brought to him; he publishes
each year a general statement, which is printed. --
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It has been stated that the committee
on the con.
stitution
is obliged to report on the action of the
ministers; if it accuses any one of them of negligence or incapacity,
it informs the king of its
desire to see such minister removed;
or if it discovers an illegal act or a violation
of the constitution committed
by a minister, it. orders the
procurator
general
of the diet to summon
that
minister
before tile court of the kingdom
(r/ksrdtt), a tribunal appointed
in advance for cases of
this kind.The administration
of financial
affairs is controlled
by the diet through
deputy
directors
and deputy controllers
appointed
in the
two chambers on the occasion of (.ach diet.
The
diet, its committees
and its members,
are inviolable.
:No deputy can be brought to justice or deprived of his liberty for any of his acts, or for any
of his words during the sexton, unless the chainber of which he is a member ,gives its consent by
five-sixths
of its votes.Two special establishments are entirely undcr the management
of the
diet: the national bank (_ksbank),
and the ()ffice of
the public
debt (r/ksgdldkontor).
The bank is
managed
by seven delegates
of the diet, elected
at each session.
The office of the public debt is
an institution
altogether
peculiar
to Sweden.
It
dates, with its present
organization,
from 1789.
Gustavus
III. had allr_wed the public debt to increase; the diet, after it had regained somctlling
of the power which it wielded under the preceding
reign, claimed this branch of the financial managemerit.
The duties of thc office of the public debt
since 1809 are, to see to the payment of the debt,
with the taxes set aside for this purpose, to the
expenditures
and nece_ary
loans made on the
credit of the debt.
Its revenues are : the contributton called allrndnna bevillning, the stamps on
newspapers
and playing cards, a part of the profit
of the bank, etc.
It is needless to say that this
financial administration
of the diet greatly hampers that of the minister of finance, and that continual efforts are made to reconcile them. -- Every
three years the diet appoints six member_, distinguished for their knowledge and enlightenment,
to
watch over the-,liberty of the pres_, together with
the procurator
general,
their president.
These
delegates,
of whom two besides the procurator
general must be jurists, are elected by ballot by
twenty-four
electors chosen by each of the chainbets from its own body, twelve from each.
If an
author
or a publisher
sends them a manuscript,
asking
whether
the publication
of this writing
wouhi cause any prosecution,
tile procurator
general of tim diet, and at least three delegates,
of
whom one is a jurist, must give their opinion in
writing.
If they declare that the work may be
printed,
the author and the printer
are free from
all responsibility;
it falls on tile delegates entirely,
-- Communal
liberties, formerly very considerable
in Sweden, have become weakened
during recent
centuries,
especially
outside the cities, to the advantage
of centralization
; but they have never
become extinct.
They are regulated
at present
by the royal ordinance of 1862, the chief provisions

of which are as follows:
Parish affah's, in _'hich
every tax-paying
Swedish
subject (except those
of the lowest grade) of good moral character hat
a vc_ice, are of two kinds:
those relating to the
church and its property, schools, and tile salaries
of the clergy and _ehoolmaster,
are managed
by
the church assembly (kyrlcostdmma),
composed of
all inhabitants
having file right of suffrage and
belon_ng
to the Swedish church.
The pastor i_
president.
All other affairs are managed
by the
comnmnal
assembly
(k_mmu_w_l.stdmma),
which
chooses its own president,
or by municipal
delegates.
Both councils can levy taxes for objects
which concern them.
The church assembly
ha_
two delegates,
the council
of the church
and
the council of the school (kyrkora°d skolra°d), elecled for four years.
The communal
assembly appoints a communal
jury (_'ommunal.ndmnd)
of
from three to eleven members,
which exercises
executive
power in its name, manages
the communal property,
the income and expenditureQ.
The communal
assembly
may delegate
its right
to the kommuT_rdfullm4ktige,
that is to say, to the
members of the communal
jury, and to a number
three times as great of persons specially elected
for four years, by the assembly
alone, which can
not, however, without consent of the king, convey
property or is.sue loans redeemable
in more than
two years.
Every city (stad) forms a commune of
itself, its communal
assembly takes the name of
communal
house (a_lrndn. rJ_stuga).
In every city
with more than 3,000 inhabitants
the right of d(,cision belongs to delegates
of the city (stadsfldlmdktige), who are elected by the assembly of the
communal
hou_ for four years, to the number of
from twentyto
sixty, according to the population.
The executive
authority
in each city, in the name
of the commune
and the state, is the magistrate
(that is to say, a burgomaster,
selected by tlle king
from a list of three candidates
chosen by the city,
and councilors
chosen by the city.)
The communal property
and finances
are managed
by a
chamber
of finance (drdtselkammare)
which appoints the delegates
or the members
of the city
council. -- The most remarkable
of new e_)mmunal
institutions
which
revives
under oth(,r
forms an institution
fallen into disuse for al)ont
two generations,
is the landsting, a sort of gen(.r_l
council.
In the terms of the royal ordinance of
March 21, 1862, every/_
is to have a la_&t/,,r./
composed
of twenty
members at least, delegawd
by the cities (strider), by the hdrads and the t_p_//¢/ags (places inferior to cities) comprised
in the l_l/,
However,
the cities having more than 25.000 inhabitants,
Stockholm
and GSteborg,
are not i_cluded.
The/andst/ng
examines and decide_ _b("
communal
affairs
of the /dn relative to gen(.r_fi
administration,
agriculture,
ways of communi('_tion, public health, education,
public order, cw.
It meets in regular
sessions
every year, in the'
month
of September,
for eight days, exclu_Ib_g
holidays;
but it may hold extraordinary
scssion¢
of its own motion or by order of the king.
Ti_e
presidents are appointed by the king; its dclibcr-
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ations are public; the initiative belong8 both to the
royal power and to every member of the _l_ting.
The _n_hSfdin_,
or prefect of the /d_z, assists
_nd takes part in the deliberations.
The _ting
has the authority
to fix, according
to a budget
agreed upon, the taxes or necessary loans.
But
it must have the royal approval
for expenditures
involving
taxation for more than five years, or
loans payable at a time longer than five years, or
for the alienation
of the domains. -- The relation
established bctween the various communal
authoriticsand the royal power is such that, though seerlain number of their resolutions,
to be valid, must
obtain the consent of the king or of his representntives, a consent which may be refused, communal
liberties at least can suffer no prejudice,
it being
impossible to make any provisions
to their prejudice.
The royal authority
in case complaints
are
preferred to the king, may annul, administratively,
communal
decisions
if they violate any private
right.
This new institution
of the landsling has
perhaps not been in operation
long enough yet to
be judged accurately.
It is probable, however, that
it affords an efficient intermediary
between
the
central power and the local authorities.
-- II. F_'_*ances. Each diet frames the budget of receipts
and cxpcnditnres
for the following year.
The expenditures
are ordinary or extraordinary,
a division which is not expressed
in the law regulating
the form of government,
but which wasestablished
by the force of things, and has been practiced
since 1841. The ordinary expenditures
are included under nine principal
heads:
the civil list, tile
seven ministerial
departments,
the pensions,
and
the retired list. -- The following
is a comparison
between the budgets of 1869 and 1841 : Civil list,
in 1841, 1,079,550 rixdalers riksmynt
(royal mint),
(6.7 per cent. of all the expenditure);
in 1869,
1.417,000r.
(3.7 per cent.); increase since 1841, 31
per cent.
Justice,
1,034,355 r. (6.4 per cent.);
2,354,100 r. (6 per cent.); 12.7 per cent.
Foreign
affairs, 338,475 r. (2.1 per cent.) ; 457,950 r. (1.1
per cent), 32 percent.
War, 6,159,765 r. (38.2 per
.cent ); 9,528,000 r. (24.9 per cent.); 54 per cent.
Navy, 1,997,145 r. (12.3 per cent.) ; 3,963,800 r.
(10.3 per cent.); 98 per cent.
Interior,
1,268,550
r. (7.8 per cent.) ; 9,086,500 r. (21 per ccnt.); 53.7
pt,r cent.
Finances, 2,071,155 r. (12.8 per cent.) ;
_,359,200 r. (16.6 per cent.) ; 20.7 per cent.
Pub]ic wor_h_p, 1,483,3o20 r. (9.2 per cent.); 4,714,700
r. (12.3d)er cent.); 20.7 per cent.
Pensions
and
rt'tircd list, 682,005 r. (4.2 per cent.) ; 1,321,373
r. (,3 4 per cent.); 93 per cent.
To sum up: in
l_l,
16,114,820
riksdalers
riksmynt
; in 1869,
:_,%202,629 r.; increase,
137 per cent.
The riksd_der riksmynt
is worth I franc 429 m., for there
_lre 100 ore in the riksdaler,
and a franc is worth
70 ore.
(The riksdaler
is valued at 1 ft. 41,].)
The considerable
increase
of expenditures
for
justice is explained,
not by the number
of crimes
:rod misdemeanors,
but by the erection of prisons
_,f a new system.
It will be remarked
also that one
of the principal
items of increase was for public
instruction.
The increase of expenditures
touch-
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ing finances and the postal service is explained by
the increase of commercial
activity, which also
naturally figures among the sources of income.
The diet of 1856 marked one of the stages of this
transformation
by increasing
the salaries of oflL
cials ; the budget of ordinary
expenditures
was
increased that )'ear from 19,315,380
to 25,508,500
riksdalers
riksmynt,
that is to say, 32 pcr cent.
--Extraordinary
expenditures
are voted for one
year, and must be paid partly hy the office of the
state, and l)artly by the office of the public debt
(rit_gaId_lamtvr).
In 1869 the first had to pay
5.496,371 riksdalers
riksmynt
for the artillery
' service and the railroads ; the second, 1,187,999
r. for roads, canal_, etc.
All the expenditures
for
1869 amounted,
therefore,
to 45,086,999 r. Two
special credits
in view of unforeseen
expenditures should also be mentioned:
the first of which
can only be employed
in case of. war, the second
may be used for other pressing
needs.
The public revenues, for the greater
part, are paid to the
office of the state.
There is the ordinary income,
which combines
several varieties of ancient land
tax, estimated,
in 1869, at 4,693,800 r.; crown
tithes, that is to say, that part of the tithes which,
at the time of the reformation,
was reserved to
the crown, and which now amount_ to 1,684,200
r.; the poll tax, a personal tax which has become
insignificant,
600,000 r.; and the farming of royal
domains, 410,000 r. Many of the ordinary taxes
have been abolished in recent years, but the produce of those which remain
(most of them are
paid in kind) are increased
by a more exact
estimate
of prices.
The ordinary
revenues
increased
notably
in 1869, since that was the first'
year in which they included
the product
of the
railroad
traffic.
6,400,000 r., so that the sum
total
of receipts
was 15,260,720
r.Extraordinary
resources
consist in taxes voted by the
diet each year: 1. the customs, which produced,
in 1861, 14,857.508 r., and in 1871, 19,116,601 r.
2, the tax on the manufacture
of spirits; in 1861,
8,002,669 r., anti in 1871, 11,719,493 r.; this tax
has become iml)ortant
only sincc the diet of 1854
provided that this manufacture
should pay 50 6re
on a mcasure called karma, and thc diet of 1857
raised this fi_lre to 60 bre. 3, thc postal service,
the produce of which (serving simply to maintain
and extend it) was, in 1861, 1,675,446 r.; in 1871,
2,271,306 r. 4, stamps; in 1861, 1.551,408 r.; and
in 1870, 1,347,215 r. The whole amount
of extraordinary
receipts was, in 1841, 7,006,500 r.; in
1869, 26,350,000 r.; in 1872, about 49,400,000 r.,
including
the communal
tax (allmdl_na-berilll_iltg);
in 1871, 2,887,400 r. was paid to the office of the
public debt.
This office has to meet the public
debt .with this and its other resources, under the
direction,
control and administration
of the diet.
The budget of 1874 rcachcd 60,000,000 riksdalers
of ordinary
and extraordinaryexpcnditures.-Till 1854 Sweden had only an insignificant
debt;
but in that year the diet decided that railroads
should be built by the state, and the necessary capital be obtained by loans. The years immediately
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following gavereceiptssufflcientlygood
to redeem
a number of these loans ; but at the end of 1867
there were 91,148,235
r. of Swedish
bonds;
to
which, in 1868, a foreign loan of 18,000,000 riks-

-In 1880--81 a further loan of $22,000,000
was
issued at 4 per cent., mainly to redeem previous
issues bearing higher rates of interest.
All the
loans are paid off gradually by means of sinking

ent
derived, [The
to tile
extent income
of one-third,
dalers(1883)
was is
added.
national
at presffom direet taxes and national property, including
railways; and the rest, mainly from indirect taxatton, customs and excise duties, and an impost on
spirits.
The sources of revenue and branche_s of
expenditure
of the kingdom
for the year 1882-3
were established
as follows, in the budget estimates passed in the session of 1882 by the diet:

funds.--F.
M.]
A. GEomraoy.
--III.
Reb_fign. Religious
liber_
has been, till
within recent years, entirely unknown
in Sweden.
Two laws of 1860 gave, in this regard,
very incomplete
satisfaction
to public sentiment.
Tlle following
is, according
to the terms of thi_
new legislation,
the actual condition of dissenting Christians
living in Sweden.
Di_enter%

Source_qf Rerenuefor

1882-3.

Domains, raiJway, land taxes, etc..................
Customs ..........................................
Post ..............................................
Stamps on
...........................................
Impost
spirits, ctc .............................
Impost on income ................................
Net
]_roflt
of the _tate bank
8urpmu
fr_m_tpre'.ious
years.......................
......................

Kroner.
90,_J0,000
_,_¢0,_0
5.100,000
s.ooo,ooo
17.(ffo.oo0
4,100._')0
1.600.000
2,789,1;57

Total revenue .................................
78.749.137,
Branches of Expenditure for 1882-3.
Ordinary:
Royal hoa_.ehold .....................
1,3,':J8.000
Justice ..............................
3.7".,&[*J0
Forei_l
affm_ .......................
613,800
Army ...............................
17,'_,000
Navy ................................
5,,T,5,000
Interior ..............................
4.396,,']00
Educancm
and ecclesiastical affairs... 10.1S:2,551
Yinance ............................
13.L_,000
Pensions .............................
2.480,000
58,5.%,711
Rxtraordinary ....................................
7,8'27,589
Expenditure through the riksg_.ldskontor:
Payfn_gof
loane
......................
9,52_.1.'_
:Mi_ce.uaneou_
........................
66;3.800
4
- 10,187,932
Carried to floating capital .........................
2,196,9(}5
Total expenditure ............................

78,749,137

who wish to meet and form a religious
ass0eiation in a given pbme, must present
a request
to the king, in order to obtain the necessary l_,r.
mission for the exercise of their religion.
Every
authorized
association
must choose a head, and
have its choice approved
by the civil authority of
tile place.
The elected head must furnish all information
dcmanded
of him by the government
relative to his coreli_onists.
No religious order
is permitted.
Associations
or religions communities can not, unlessby
special authorization
of the
king, own real estate, except for churches
and
cemeteries.
Celebration
of mixed marriages
belongs to the clergy of the Swedish church.
Legitimate children
born of dissenting
parents may be
freely educated
in tile doctrines profe,_stvl by their
parents.
In c:kse of a mixed marriage,
if the
father belongs to tile national
church,
the ehildren must be educated
in tile Evangelical
doctrine.
If tile father is a dissident,
the agreement
written at the time of marriage must be followed,
or, in dcfault of agreement,
the father is at corn

plete liberty to educate his children
in the di_('nt
ing community.
But he must iuform the pastor
--The
expenditure
for the army, church, and for
of the parisll of his determination,
and undergo
certain civil offices, is in part defrayed
out of the
the remonstrances
of this pastor, together
with
_venue
of land_l estates belonging
to the crown,
those of the chapter.
Sweden llas an archbishop,
and the amounts do not appear in the budget estiat Upsala, and eleven bisllops, who arc "_ppointed
mates.
To the expenditure
for foreign affairs Norby the king from a list of candidates
drawn utr
way contributes
annually
804,700 kroner, a sum
by the clerg T. The pastors of cities arc also apnot entcred in the estimates.
The expenses for
pointed by the king.
The ministers of rural parpublic instruction
are in great part defraycd
by
ishes are elected
by the people.
The mass of
the parishes and the provincial
assemblies (landthe population
adhere to the Lutheran-Prot(,stant
sting).-- To the riksgdldska_dor,
the supervision
of church, recognized
as the state religion.
At tile
which is exclusively
exercised by the diet, belongs
census of 1870 the number of "Evangelical
Lu
the administration
of the public debt--exclusively
therans"
was returned at 4.162,087, the Proteslant
incurred
for the construction
of railways--and
dissenters,
Baptists, Methodists,
and others, numthe right to contract
any loans which the diet
bering 8,999.
Of other creeds, there were 573
may vote.On Jan. 1, 1881, the public liabilities
Roman
Catholics, 30 Greek Catholics,
and 1,8.q6
of the kingdom
were as follows, according
to reJews. -- IV. Publiv Instruction.
Sweden has long
ports laid before the diet:
been one of the countries
of Europe
in whi('l_
Kr,mer.
primary instruction
is most disseminated.
Edu.
Railway loan of 1858,at 4Ntper cent .............
13,942,400
....
1860,at4Li
"
. ............
14,'zT0,13a cation is not free except
for the poor, but it is
....
1861,at4t_
............
],_2,_0
obligatory,
in this sense, that children can not be
"
"
1864,at
4_
""
.. ............
8,853,000
,,
,, 1s¢,6,at 5
,,
. ............
_5,._,_7
admitted
to their first communion
until they are
18_,
at 55
""
..............
............
_),(_,2,_'2
In each parish there is a
"
"
1870,at
14,1.r_,7_ able to reed and write.
....
18,_'2at 4
"
. ............
_s.ar_._o
school directed
by a teacher and supervised
by
,,"
,'" 1876,
1875.at
4_
""
.. ............
_,sog.na_
The teacher is generally appointed
at4,_
............
35,5_, 120 the pastor.
....
_878, at 4
"
. ............
_,_z,ooo
by the bishop of the diocese.
The programme
10"nftmdedobligations repayable by Nov. 1, 1885.. 9,0[D,000 Of prima D' instruction
includes reading, writing,
Total .......................................
_,_,10_
Swedish grammar, the catechism, sacred history,
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sacred music, swimming,
gymnastics,
an abridge- I was abolished
by the diet in 1872. --The
totM
ment of national history, and a brief study of the i strength of the armed forces of Sweden in 1882
physical
and political
constitution
of the two
was as follows:
united kingdoms.
In certain districts
there are
traveling teachers, who go from farm to farm and
place themselves.for
a certain time at the disposal of parents who are unable to send their children to the parish school.
Establishments
for illtermediate
instruction,
called Latin
schools, or
learned schools, are under tile almost exclusive
control of the bishops.
The study of the Germ'ut, English
and French
languages
is the object of particular
care.
Several large cities coltlain also gymnasia,
or day colleges, and free institutions founded
and managed
by private persons.
Higher instruction
is given in the two universities of Upsala and Lund.
The university
of
Upqala is one of the oldest and ri('hest in Europe.
Its foundation
goes back to the year 1476. It is
placed under the direction of a chancellor
(who is
generally one of the great personages
of the state,
sometimes
even a prince of the blood), and is
managed in fact by a rector aided by a consistory,
The ordinary
felh)ws, or O,tors, are not clothed
with any official title, but they are authorized
to
teach fl'eely in the halls of the university.
The
university
is divided into four faculties : theology,
law, medicine,
and philosophy.
The university
of Lund is organized
on the same plan.
Both
universities
are under the same ehanc(qlor.
In
the year 1878 nearly 98 per cent. of all the (:hildrcn between eight and fifteen years visited the
public schools.
There were 5,031 male and 5,1,_3
female teachers in the primary
schools in 187_.
Thcuniversity
at Upsala is frequented
by 1,500,
and that at Laud
by 650, students
per annum,
--V. Armyand
Nary.
The Swedish army is compose(1 of four distinct clasps of troops.
1. The
wwfrade, or enlisted troops, to which belong the
royal life-guards,
one regiment
of husc.ars, the
artillery, and the engineers.
2. The imldta,
or
nail(real militia, the privates
of which are paid
and kept by the land owners.
Every soldier of
the indelta has, besides a small annual pay, his
torp, or cottage, with a piece of ground atta(:hed,
which remains his own during
the whole period
of service, often extending
over thirty years, or
even longer.
In thne of peace the infantryof
the
ind(lta are called up for a month's
annual praclice, and the cavah'y for thirty-six (lays.
In time
of _ar, an extraordinary
izvdelta has to be raised,
partly by land owners, who, on this accounL cajoy certain privileges,
including
non-contribution
to t_e cost of the peace establishment.
3. The
militia of Gothland,
consisting
of thirty
coml)anies of infantry,
and three batteries of artillery.
They arc not compelled
by law to serve beyond
the confines of the isle of Gothland,
and have a
separate command.
4. The bevdring, orcon_ription troops, drawn by annual levy, from the male
population,
between
the ages of twenty
and
twenty-five
years.
The law of conscription
was
introduced into Sweden
in 1812, but the right of
purchasing
sub6titutes,
which
formerly
existed,

[ Line.
Ofiieor,_aud t,taff...]
lnfnntrv
...........
I
('ltva}r):............
Artillery_258gunt_)
Engineer,, ..........
I
Total ..........
i

Bevaring. MJhtia.

1..005
3:_ ! 1L27
'2_,ti.q2
8,038
5,_YTt; 1'26,00(}'
4.000 ',........
4.'24,"t
5,(R)0 ; 228
915 ........
' ........
40,8;-1_ . 135,337 ' 8,293

Total
2,360
162.7:_
.9.076
9,476
915
184,566

There are also volunteers,
fil.'st organized
in the
3"ear 1861, by the spontaneous
de.sire of the population of the kingdom.
In time of peace the
volunteers
are individually
free, and bound by no
other rules and regulations
than their own, but in
time of war they maylx _.compelled to place themselves under the conmland of the military authortries.
However,
they can be required
only to
serve within the limits of their own districts.
At
the end of 1882 the voluntecr_ numbered
11,065
men.
In 1882 the total army of Sweden, officers
and men, numlx, Icd 195,901, with 258 guns and
6,646 hor_e_.-in tlie parilalnentary
session of
1862. and again in the sessiuns of 1865, 1869, 1871
and ]875, the government
brought bills boil)re the
diet for a rcorg-anizationof
the whole of the army,
but none of them were adopted by the representatives of the pcol)le. -- The navy of the kingdom
is divided
into three classes, namely,
first, the
royal navy ; secondly,
the royal naval reserve ;
and thirdly,
the na_al ber¢wing.
The fleet in
1882 consisted
of 15 ironclad%
29 unarmed
steamers,
10 sailing ve,_sel_, anti 105 galley.,, ; with.
a total : horse pow(,r, 20.060 ; guns,
373 ; crew,
5,204. --VI.
_e._ourc(_.
Agriculture,
long devclopvd in Sweden, has attained t)rot)ortions
truly
remarkable.
The,',outhcrn
provinces,
whose, soil
is very fcrtile by nature, have at prc_ent the stalling and fruitful
aspect of the richest plains cff
centralEmope.
In 1825 thc production
of cereals
did not suffice for the con,umpHon
of the inhabitant.-, and the annual importation
varied
from
2(X),000 to 300,000 toils.
Toward
1834 Sweden
commenced
to export wheat and lhmr.
From
1840 to 1845 expoltation
rose to "m average of
116,000 tons ; in 1849 it rose to 377,000 tons (165
litres), and in 1855 it reached 1,739,000 tons.
In
1869 the harvest
consisted
of 582.019 tons of
wheat,
3,7:38,917 of rye, 2,798,634
of barley:
7,322,652 of oats, and 7,671,492of
1Potatoes.
In
the same year the live stock of Sweden numbered
420,859 horses, 1,874,360 hcatl of horned c'tttle,
1,539,079 sheep, 121,911 goats, 339,248 hogs, and
140,000 domesticated
reindeer.
The exportation
of timber has increased
at a still greater rate, if
possible. -- The mineral wealth of Sweden is recognized, and it is universally
known how much
the iron of Dalecarlia
is sought for in thedifferent markets
of Europe.
Since 1830 the iron
industry
has acquired
new vigor.
In 18,33 the
manufacture
of bar iron was 452,000 skeppunda
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(the skeppund

is 135 kilogrammes), in 1856 it

rose to 840,000
skeppunds,
in 1860 to 3,219,660
quintals,
and in 1870 to 4,559,331.
The production of copper
is as follows
: in 18_3, 5,519 skeppunds
•' in
1856,
13,402
skeppunds
•' in
1860,
37,251
quintals;
in 1870, 43,853 quintals.
There
is
but little coal in Sweden,
for only 1,754,083
cubic
feet were taken
out in 1870. _ Swedish
manufact"
ures extend
to alnlost
every
branch
of industry:
woolen
cloth,
silk, cotton,
cotton
woven
and spun,
refined
sugar,
tobacco,
paper,
lcathcrand
oil. The
value
of all the products of industry in the coun-

try, which in1830 was a little more than13,000,000
riksdalers,
rose in 1850 to about 37,000,000,
to 9°,281,084.
and in 1871 to 105,000,000
dalers

(of

1 fr.

francs.
-- The
Was the natural
lation
and the
has,

since

41½c.),

or

more

148,000,000

increase
of commerce
in Sweden
consequence
of the growth
of popuprogress
of industry.
Importation

1852,

progressed

at

the following
rate:
riksmynt;
in 1861,
in 1871, 169,179,000.
Exports
]lave
in the following
proportion:
in 1852,

In 185.o, 4_],573,000riksdalers
106,570,000;
increased

than

in 1870
of riks-

41,487,000
riksdalers
1871, 161,023,000
rd.

rm. ; in 1861, 81,084,000;
in
In 1836 the merchant
marine

numbered
1,809 vessels,carrying
63,874 lasts.
(The
last is equal
to two English
tons.)
In 1856 it rose
to 3,0"20 vessels,
carrying
138,793
lasts;
in 1861 to
3,313
vessels
carrying
153,42,6
lasts;
in 1871, to
3,495
vessels,
carrying
113,112
nylasts
(of about
3i: tons).
In 1861 Sweden
possessed,
besides,
219
merchant
steamers,
having
8,970
horse
power;
and in 1871, 406 steamers,
of 12,450 horse power._
Notwithstanding
the decrease
in duties
tile product of tile customs
increased
five-fohl
in twentyfive
years.
It reached
16,500,000
riksdalers
in
•
1874.--The
railway
system
of the state
covers
more

than

companies,
elers
was

1,250

kilometres,

and

660 kilometres.
1,593,141
in 1870;

that

of

private

The numberof
merchandiqe

traytrans-

ported
amounted
to 16,764,820
quintals(10,829,419
in 186_;
the gross
receipts
were
6,791,193
riksdalers,
and the expenditures
absorbed
53 per cent.
of the receipts.
The traveler
now reaches
Stockholm
from Malm0
in twenty
hours,
G5teborg
from
Stockholm
_tockholm
The

in twelve
in fifteen

telegraphic

hour%
and
hours(since

lines

were

Christiania
from
June 16, 1872).--

(1874) 7,057

kilometres

long;
there
were 306 ()ffices,
which
dispatched,
in
1871, 418,161
telegrams
in the interior,
and which
received
from
abroad
or sent abroad
190,853
role-

letters for the
ycar was nearly twelve and a half millions.*
grams.--

The

circulation

of

B.

same

AI_D T.

• The commercial intercourse of Sweden m chiefly with
(}rent Britain, as regards export*, and, next to it, with France
and Denmark.
As regards imports, the commercial
intercourse is largest with Great Britain, Germany, Denm/trk,
Russia, Norway and the United States, tn the order here indicated.
The imports consist main}y of textile manufactrites, coal, and colonml merchandise,
the last largely on the
tncrease, while the staple exports are timber, bar iron and
corn.
Both the imports and expurt* more than doubled in
the ten years from 1870 to 1880, the total imports rising from
£'7._d}0,000 to over £16,000,000, and the total exports from
t£5,000,000 to £'12,500,_0. -- The commercial navy of Sweden,
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T_'/tor_j

at the end of 1880, numbered 4,385 vessels, of a burden of
560,6_t3
whichvessels,
total and
3.613_ vessels,
burden, tons,
were of
sailing
vesseD, ofof474,095
86,598 tons
tons
burden, were steamers.
The port of C_teborg had the larg.
eat shipping in 1879, namely, 277 vessels, of 87.674 tons, and
next to it came Stockholm,
ix)ssessing 258 vessels, of a total
burden of 31.668 tons.
In 1864 Stockholm had 110 vessels, of
_.216 touR, registered for foreign trade and G('iteborg 1_,
of 3.5.6'21Jtons: so that the shipping of the latter port showed
the largest increase in the cour_o of the fourteen years.:Mining is one of the mo,_t important departments of Swedish
industry, anti the working of the iroo mines in parncular
is making
constant progress by the introduction
of new
machinery.
There were raised m the year 1878, throughout
the kingdom, 15,_21,520 cwt. of iron ore frmn mines, besides
115,5t¢3
lake cwt.,
and the
bog. eastThegoods
pig toiron
produced
amountedcwt.to from
7,845.578
489,454
ewt.,
the bar iron to 4,6,57,060 cwt., and the steel to 1,476,061 rwt.
There were also raised in the same year, 2,988 ]bs. of silver,
_,565cwt.
of copper, and 947.635 cwt. of zinc ore. There
are not Inconsiderable
veins of coal in the southern parta of
Sweden, giving 4,429,889 Swedish cubic feet of coaliu 18_
-- Wlthln recent years a network of railways, veryimportm_t
for the trade and industry of Sweden, hue been constructed
in the country, partlyatthecostofthestate.
The state railways include all the main or trunk lines, the chief of which
are the North Western, connecting
the capitals nf Sweden
and of Norway; the Western, between Stockhohn and GOreborg; the Southern, terrhinating at Ma]mo, opposite Copenhagen; the passing
Eastern,fromfrom
Stockholmand toconnecting
Mahn6; the
and capthe
Northern,
Stockholm,
ital with the north of the kingdom.
The following table
gives particulara eoncerning the length and cost of construction of all the Swedish railways open for traffic on Jan. 1,
188o,
distinguishing
railways belonging to the state, and
the private
railways the
:
Length,
Cost
In
Eng.Mtles.
,'perMlleEng

a_aLWAYS
State railways ............................
Private railways :
Gefle-Dal .................................

1,'203
57

9,0"_

Ui_ala-Gefle ..............................
Fr6vl-Ludvlka
............................

81

5,1,;o
10.2.19

East Vermland ...........................
Kaping-Hult ..............................
Stockholm-Ves_ras-Bergslagen
...........
Nora-Karlskoga
and Nnra-Ervaila .........
Vestervlk-Atv]doberg-Bersbo
.............
Uddevalla-Venereborg-HerrlJunga
........
N',issjS-Oskarshamn
......................

_
(i..q_
5.37,1
151
4.7_-q"
81
5,697
57 .........
_
43;]5
6.5,31
4,_4
97 ]
6,Slrl
48
"2.¢37tl

VexjS-Karlskrona Vestmanland
....................................
Oxelostmd-FlenKarlshamn-Vislanda
......................
][te*:sleholm-Helsingborg
..................
Bergsla_-,ernas...............................
............................
Ystad-EMbf
Forty-sexen

other private

hncs ............

Total .................................

£ 8446

I
I

3_
4.eLO
47 I
4.5£5
9_ ]........
] ......
3,528 i........

In the end of 1881 the total length of the railways of Sweden
opened for traffic had increased to 3,830 English mile.-, ,!
which 1,365 miles belonged to the state. -- All the telegraphs
m Sweden, with the exception of those of private rai _,_v
companies, belong to the state.
The total length of all th,'
telegraph lines at the end of 1881 was 11,596 kilometre--, or
7.210 English miles, aud the total length of telegraph _ ,I,'29,575 kilometres,
or 18,380 English miles.
The numbrr of
telegraphm dispatches
sent in the year 1881 was 1,118.0_1, t f
which number 591,576 were from and for Sweden, 39,_.:'_t
from and for other countries, and 12S,'271 in tmnsit.--'lhe
Swedish postoffice carried 68,7_1,121 letters, post cards, jour
rials, etc., in the year 1881. The number of postoffiev_._'t
the end of the year was 1,885. Thetotal receipts of the IX),t"
office in 1880 amounted to 5,1_,211 kroner, or £_85.1_, :rod
the total expenditure
to 4,4_,283 kroner, or $_47,960, learing a surplus of 668,928 kroner, or ,._7,1_.
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and Population.
The territorial extent of Switz- t ulation was 2,669,147.
The following table shows,
erland, according
to the figures of the federal I by cantons, the territorial
extent, the number of
topographical
bureau, is 41,148 square kilometres,
the population,
and the religion of the inhabitants,
According to the census of Dec. 11, 1870, the popat that date :

CANTONS.
-ZImch

...............................................................

,qquare
Kih)mctres.I

Total
Populatzon.
I
!

1.723

Berne ................................................................
lmeerne
..............................................................
Url ...................................................................
Schwyz
..............................................................

6,889
1,50L
1,67,6
908

Untcrwald

(;larus ...............................................................
Zu[_ ..................................................................
Fr|bourg
.............................................................
Solothurn
............................................................

475
290
691
'239
1,6_19
78.5

Town .........................................................
Basel t Country
......................................................
Schaffhaueen
.........................................................
) Exterior
.................................................
Appenzell
) Interior ..................................................
St. Gallen ............................................................
Gri_ons
..............................................................
Aargau ...............................................................
Thurga_
.............................................................
Tes.aln ...............................................................

37
421
_
'_1
159
2,019
7,185
1,405
988
2,856

Vaud ................................................................
Valai_ ...............................................................
Neufeh_tel...........................................................
f¢en*wa..............................................................

3,'22:_ ;
5.247
'80_
283

/ Upper
)Lower

...................................................

Total ............................................................
By adding to the Catholics and Prote_ants
11,485
adherents
of different
Christian
sects and 6,996
Israelites, we find the total population
at the date
above mentioned.
In 1880 the population
was
2,846,102, of whom
1,394,626 were males, and
1,451,476 females.
The number
of Protestants
amounted
to 1.667,109 ; of Roman Catholics,
to
1,160,782; and of Jews, to 7,873. -- As regards lan
guage, there are in Switzerland,
out of a hundred
households,
sixty-nine in which German is spoken,
twenty-four
speaking French, five Italian and two
Roman.
In five cantons,
Berne, Fribourg,
Grisons, Tessin and Valais, several
languages
are
spoken.
In the cantons of Yaud, Neufchfitel
and
Geneva, only French is spoken; in the other fourteen, tim German language is the only one used. -The first general census of the Swiss population
dates only from 1836. It must be remarked,
howeyer, that previous
censuses were taken in many
cantons; there are some which go back to the sixteenth century.
In 1836 the population
was estimated at 2,190,258 souls; in 1850, at 2,390,116; in
1860, at 2,510,494 ; in 1870, at 2,669,147.
The
l)ercentage of increase is : 1836-50, 9.12; 18"50-60,
,504;
1860-70, 6.46.--II.
Federal
Constitution.
Tho, prc_nt
constitution
of the confederation,
adopted ,Sept. 18, 1848, has undergone
a total revi<ion.
The revision received the sanction of the
federal chambers, Jan. 31, 1874.
Thevote
of the
lJeople took place April 19 following, and the vote
()f the chambers was fully confirmed. -- The confederation
has for its object to assure the indel)endence of the country
against
foreigners,
to
maintain order and tranquillity
at home, to pro_eet the liberty and the righLs of the citizens, and
to increase their common welfare.
All Swiss are
equal before the law.
There are in Switzerland

]

I

Protest.a.nts.

28t.786

17,942

263,730

506.465
1#2,338
16,107
47,705

66.015
128,._8
16.018
47,047

436,304
3,8'23

1,1,415
11.701
35,150
_1..q93
110,8_2
74,713

14,05.5
11,632
6,888
£0,(_2
93,951
62,072

47,760
54.127
37,721
48,7'26
11,,oD9
191,015
91,782
19S.873
9:.:k300
119,1;19

12,301
10,245
3.051
2.358
11,720
116,060
_,1,843
89.180
_,454
11(.},349

231.700
96.887
97,284
93,'_._¢9

41,418 ] 2,£_9.147
i

Catholics.

17.59'2
95.._¢
11.345
47,868
1.084,369

8O

647
B58
66
28,W.68

878

16,819
12.448
,54,457
43,52"3
.M,466
46,175
188
74,573
51,887
107,703
69,231

194
211,6_
.qO0
84.334
43,639
1/o66.347

neither subjects nor privileges of any sort.
The
confederation
guarantees
to the cantons their territory, their sovereignty
within the limits of the
fedcral pact, the liberty and rights of the citizens,
as well as the rights and the functions which the
people have conferred
on the authorities.
The
cantons are obliged to demand of the constitution
the guarantee of their constitutions;
this is granted
to the constitutions
which contain nothing contrary to the provisions
of the federal public law,
which assure the exercise of public rights accordLug to relmblican
forms that have been accepted
by the people, with power of revision when the
absolute majority of the citizens demand it. All
special alliance and all treaties of a political nature between cantons are forbidden.
On the other
hand, the cantons
have the right to conclude
among themselves
agreements
concerning
the objeets of legislation,
of administration
and of jus
rice; they must, however, bringthem
to the knowledge of the federal
authority,
which, if these
agreements contain provisions contrary to the confederation
or the rights of other cantons, mayprevent their being carried into execution.
The confederation
alone has the rigbt to declare war and
to conclude
peace or alliances
and treaties with
foreign countries.
The cantons, however, preserve
the right to conclude treaties with foreign states in
regard to certain special objects.
Military capitulations can not be concluded.
The members of
the federal authorities,
the civil and military functionaries of the confederation,
the representatives,
or the federal commissioners,
can not receive pensions or salaries, nor titles, presents or decorations,
from a foreign government.
The federal authority has not the right to maintain a standing army.
/_o canton or demi-canton
can have more than 800
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men, without the permission of the federal power,
When differences arise between cantons, the latter
can not decide them themselves,
hut must submit
to the decision taken conformably
to the federal
provisions.
When there is danger from without,
the government
of the canton threatened
must ask
for tile aid of the confederation,
and immediately
advise the central authority
of it, all without prejudice to the action which it may take in case of
urgency.
The expense of federal intervention
is
supported
bythe confederation.
In caseof trouble
at home, or when the danger comes from another
canton, the government
of the canton threatened
must immediately
advise the federal council,which
takes the necessary measures within the limits of
its authority,
or convokes
the federal assembly,
When it is urgent, the government
is authorized,
immediately
advising
the federal council of it, to
call for tile aid of the other cantons;
this aid can
not be refused.
When the government
of the canton attacked
is not in a state to ask assistance, the
federal
central authority
intervenes
by virtue of
its office, especially
when tile troubles
endanger
Switzerland.
-- The confederation
guarantees
to
the Swiss the right of settling fr_ly throughout
the whole extent of its territory.
Every. citizen of
a canton is a Swiss citizen, and can, by virtue of
that title, exercise political rights for federal affairs in whatever
canton he is established.
The
canton in which a Swi_
establishes
his domicile
can not exact from him a bail bond, nor impose
upon him any particular
charge by reason of estabtishment.
In the same way the communes
can
not impose upon Swiss domiciled in their territory
taxes other than those imposed upon citizens belonging to their own jurisdiction.
As for the liberal professions,
le_slation
provides what proofs
of fitness shall bc valid for all Switzerland.
Foreigners can not be naturalized
in a canton, unless
they have ceased to belong to the state of which
they arc natives,
Liberty
of con_ience
and of
belief is inviolable,
into one can be forced to form
part of a religious
association,
to submit to religious instruction
; nor shall he incur penalties
of
any nature becauseof
his religious opinions. Whoever exercises the authority
of a parent or a galardinn, has the right to dispose, conformably
to the
above principles,
of the education
of the children
up to the age of fourteen. --The
exercise of civil
or political
rights can not be restricted
by preseriptious or conditions
of an ecclesiastical
or re'ligious nature of any sort.
No one can, because
of his religious
opinions, be freed from the performance
of a civic duty.
No one is bound to pay
taxes, whose product is applied to the expenses of
the worship of a creed or of a religious
community to which he does not belong.
The free exerelse of worship
is guaranteed
within
the limits
compatible
with public order and good morals. -The liberty of the press is guaranteed,
with the
reservation
of the laws which must repress its

employed
by them have nothing illicit, or dangerous to the state.
The cantonal
laws provide for
the repression of abuses.
The right of petition is
guaranteed.
The _zugarecht
is abolished. _- The
confederation
has tile right to banish from its territory foreigners who compromise
its internal or
external security.
The order of the Jesuits and
societies affiliated
to it can not be received in any
part of Switzerland.
This interdiction
may be cx
tended by a federal decree toother reli_ous orders.
if they disturb
the peace between
the different
creeds.--The
rigtlt of marriage is placed under the
protection
of the confedcr'ttion.
/_'o hindrance to
marriage can be based upnn religious motives, ut)on the poverty of either the man or the woman, upon their conduct, or upon any other police motive
whatever.
/_io charge for a marriage
license, nor
any similar tax, can be collected from either bride
or groom.--The
confederation
has also, according
to the new constitution,
the right to establish uniform provisions
in regard to tile work of children
in factories, and in regard to the hours of labor
which shall be imposed upon adults in the factoties, as well as, in general, in regard to the protection to be accorded
to workmen
against unhealthy
and dangerous
industries.-Legislation
in regard
to the construction
and management
of railroad_
comes within
the sphere of the confederation.
Formerly
this matter belonged to the province of
the cantons, which caused much confusion.-The
confederation
may order at its own expense, or oncourage by subsidies,
public works which interes_
Switzerland
or a considerable
part of the country.
It has the right of surveillance
of tile police of
dams and forests in the mountainous
regions; it
contributes
to the correction
in the courses of
streams, to their damming
up, as well as to the r(;wooding
of tile regions where they have th(,ir
source ; it decrees measures
necessary
to assure
the maintenance
of these works and the preservation of the existing
forests.
It establishes
legitlative provisions
to protect the birds useful to a,Arieulture and sylvieulture,
and to regulate fi_hin7
and hunting.-The supreme
authority
of the
confederation
is exercised
by the federal a._sembly, which is composed
of two sections, or c¢)unells, namely,
the national council
and the st;u('
council. -- The national
council is composed
of
deputies
of the Swiss people, elected one out of
every 20,000 inhabitants
of the total populatio_
Fractions
over and above 10,(D0 inhahiUmts a_'('
counted
as if they were 20,000.
Each canto_,
and, in the cantons divided
into two states, each
half canton, elects one deputy at least.
The clottions for the national council are direct.
They
take place in the federal electoral
colleges, wllich
can not, however,
be formed of parts of differ('l_t
cantons.
Every Swiss has the right to vote, who
is twenty years of age, and from whom the legit,lation of the canton in which
he lives has not
taken away the right of an active citizen.
(This

abuse; these laws are subject to the approval of
the federal council.
The citizens have the right
to form associations, whose purlx)se and the means

*Theabzuqsreeht l_ the old right of thestatet° c°n_Cam
a _
part of the fartmae of a _
who propo_S m
leave the co_mu'y.
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right is taken away only from those who have
been deprived of civic Hghts by virtue of the penal
law and in consequence
of a judicial
sentence,
sometim_
also from insolvents
and paupers.)
Every Swiss citizen who is a layman having the
right to w)te, is eligible as a member
of the nali_mal council.
Swiss who have become citizens
I)y naturalization,
are not eligible until five years
after they have become citizens.
The national
(.ouneil is elected for three years, and is wholly renew(.d at the expiration
of that term.
The depu_i(._ lO the stale council, the members of the fed(,ral council, and the functionaries
appointed
by
that council, can not be at the same time meml)ers
,)f the national council.
The latter chooses from
ils own body, for each ordinary
or extra()rdinary
.-(.-sion, a president and a vice-president,
whoean
not be charged with this function during two con.-ecutive ordinary sessions.
In case of a tic, the
pre.-ident has the de('iding
vote.
The members
of the national
council receive a ('ompcnsation
from the federal trea.,_ury of fourteen francsa day.
-The
state council is composed
of forty-four
del)utics of the cantons.
Each canton appoints
_xxo deputies;
in tim divided cantons,
each half
(':mton elects one.
The members of tim national
(.omwil and those of the federal council can not
l)(: ;it the same time deputies
to the slate council,
The state council chooses, from its own body, for
(.ach session, a president
and a vice-president;
n_.ithcr can be elected from among the deputies
of the canton which furnished
the president
or
vice-president
of the preceding
ordimlry
session.
The deputies of the slate council receive a salary
fr¢_m their respective
cantons.
Ever)" Swiss citiz(.n having the right to vote is eligible to it, the
_ame as to the national council.
The membersof
the. state council are appoinled
by various metho(l_, which are as follows : The little cantons, in
_ hich the people assemble
annually,
in a general
_l--[,mbly (landsgemeinde,
see below), lmvc their
deputies to the state council
appointed
by the
a-_embly.
The citizens vote by raising up the
haml for such or such a candidate.
In the cant,,ns of Zurich, Thurgau,
Ba._el-Country,
etc., the
x_holc canton forms but one district
for the nornin,_tion of members of the state council.
The
_,_tcs are deposited in the ballot box of the commune.
These votes are collected and counted
by
a (antonal board.
Finally, in the c'mtons which
]wve preuerved the purely representative
system,
._u('h as Geneva, Fribourg,
Tessin, etc., the great
((,uz_il appoints the deputies to the state council,
The simple majority of voters always decides tlm
q:lecti¢)n. -- Federal Assembly.
The nation'dcoun('il and the state council deliberate
upon : 1, the
l:_ws relating to the organization
and relation of
the authorities
of the confederation;
2, tim laws
;rod decrees upon all matters which, according to
the federal constitution,
come within the jurisdicli,_a of the confederation;
3, the salaries and comPcnsation of the members
of the authorities
of

and of the commander-in-chief
of the army;
5,
the alliances and treaties with foreign states ; 6,
the measures for the external safety, as well as for
the maintenance
of the independence
and of the
neutrality, _ of Switzerland,
the declarations
of
war and the conclusion
of peace; 7, the guarantee
of the. constitutions
and of the territory of thecantons, intervention
in consequence
of this guam, mtee, the measures for the internal
safety of Switzcrhmd, for the maintenance
of tranquillily
and
of order, and amne._ty and the exercise of the right
of pardon;
8, the measures neces.-.ary to make the
fedcr'd constitution
rcsp_,cted ; 9, the legislative
I)rovi.,ion_ touching the federal army: 10, the fixing of the annual 1)udget of the confederation,
the ratification
of |he accounts,
and the provisions concerning
loans; 11, lhc surveillance
of the
administration
anti of federal
ju._ticc ; 12, the
exceptions
taken to the deci._ions of tim feder'fl
council made in malt(,rs of eontcnti_us
administration;
13, the conflict,, of jurisdiction
between
the authorities
of the confe(temlion;
14, the revision of the federal
con._titulion.Tim two,
councils assemble each year in ordinary
session.
They are convoked
in cxtr.mrdinary
sea,ion by the
federal council, or upon the denmnd of a fourth
of the members
of the national council, or upon
that of five cantons.
Federal
laws, federal decrees or regulaticms (,an not I)e promulgated
except
with the consent of the two councils.
Besi(lc. _`
this, the federal
laws whi(.h are not urgent must
be submitted
to the vote of the entire nation, if
30.000 active citizen_ or eight cantons denmnd it.
The imperative
mandate
is not "rib)wed.
Each
council deliberates
separately.
When there is a
question, however, of the elections of the federal
council, of the exercise of the right of pardon or
of pronouncing
upon a conflict of juri-diction,
the
two councils unite to deliberate in common, under
the direction of the president of the na!mnal counell, and the majority
of the voting members of
the two council_ decides.
The initiative belongs
to each council and to each of its member.-..
The
session_ of each of the councils arc ordinarily
public. -- The directorial
and executive auth()rity
of the confederation
is exercised
by a federal
council, eompo¢edofsevenmembers,
appointed for
three ycar._, and chosen from among all the Swiss
citizens (.ligible to the national council,
ttowever,
not more titan one member of the federal council
can be chosen in the s'mm canlon.
The federal
council
is re-elected after each renewal
of the
national
council, but its members are re-eligible
indefinitely.
During their term of office the mcmbers of the federal council can not accept any
other offÉce, either in the service of the confederation or in a canton, nor follow any other career
or practice
a profession.
The president
of the
confederation,
who presides over the federal courtcil, and the vice-president,
are appointed
for tt
year from among the members of the council ;

_he confederation
; 4, the election of the federal
council, of the federal tribunal, of the chancellor

* The act which establishes the neutrality of Switzerlan_
is dated Nov. _0, 1815.
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but neither can be re-elected the following year. visions of cantonal constitutions.
If we subtract
The members of the federal council have a con- the partial revisions, numbering twenty4hree,
suiting voice in the two sections of the federal as. which are sometimes of little importance, we see
sembly, as well as the right to make propositions
that on an average a cantonal constitution only
there in regard to the subject under deliberation,
lasts about seventeen years, that is to say, half a
The principal functions of the federal council are generation.
The oldest constitution now in force
the following : it directs federal affairs; watches
is that of Appenzell-Imerior.--A
distinction must
over the observance of the constitution; prc_ents be made between the cantons of the purely dertuJbills; gives its advice upon propositions which are crat_ system, in which all the citizens asseml)le
addressed to it by the councils or by the cantons,
personally in a general assembly called /a_d,_,q(provides for the execution of laws, judgments
rn_inde, the cantons in which the e/ectm.sthem_elc_s
and sentences; makes those appointments which vote or reject the proposed latos elaborated by the
it is not provided shall be made by the federal ._reat councils, and the cantons of the repre_e_t(_assembly or some other authority; examines the lice system. Of course, the first system is found
treaties of the (.antons with one another or with only in the little cantons, namely: Uri, Unt(,_foreign states; watches over the interests of the wold (Higher and Lower), Glarus anti Appenze]l
confederation abroad, etc. In case of urgency,
(Exlcrior and Interior).--Professor
Cherbuliez,
the federal council is authorized to raise the nec- in his work, La Ddmz_eratie eT_Sai&_, col. it., p.
¢ssaxy troops and to dispose of them; but it must 122, has well described the institutions of pure
immediately convoke the councils if the number
democracy in Switzerland.
Wc do not, bowerof troops raised exceeds 20,000 men, or if they er, accept all his conclusions.
The salient trait.,
remain under arms for more than three weeks,
which are common to the different constitutions
It administers the finances of the confederation,
of pure democracy, and which impress upon them
prolx)ses the budget, and renders the account of a characteristic physiognomy, are three: the/aT_dsthe receipts and expenditures; it watches over the gerneinde, the council, and the commission of st_tte;
nTanagement of all the functionaries of the fed- that is, 1, an assembly of the entire people; 2, a
¢ral administration,
as well as the branches of deliberative body, both legislative and adminis
the cantonal administration which the laws have trative, composed of members elected by the local
placed under its control, such as the military, the assemblies (of the communes or of the district.,):
customs, roads and bridges. The federal council and 3, executive functionaries appointed by the
must annually present to the federal assembly a people. The landsgcmeinde exercises two equally
report upon the situation of the confederation,
important functions. First, it elects the principal
both at home and abroad.--The
three principal
functionaries of the canton, especially the landlanguages spoken in Switzerland, German, French
ammann and his substitute (landesstatthalt_*r), the
and Italian, are national languages of the confed- treasurer (seckelffwizter), the chief of the cantonal
eration. -- All functionaries are responsible for militia (hznde._hauptmann), and some other timetheir administration of affairs. --The federal con- tionarie% whose jurisdiction is cantonal.
It al,_)
stitution can be revi_d at ar,y time. When a see- appoints the deputies for the Swiss national counlion of the federal assembly decrees the revision
cil and state council.
Then, to it helong_ the
of the constitution, and the other section does not sam:tion of all cantonal laws and of all treati('.,
consent to it, or when 50,000 Swiss citizens having
which the state cfmcludes with other cantons ,)r
the right to vote demand the revision, tile ques- with foreign states. The citizens vote by _ai.-ing
tion is submitted to the vote of the Swiss people, the hand. -- It exercises, therefore, the legislative
and they vote yes or rso. If the majority of Swiss power in this sense, that it accepts or rejects, a- a
citizens voting pronounce in the affirmative, the whole, the propositions w'hich are made to it, _ itlJtwo counctls are renewed to work at the revision,
out having the power to introduce change- in
A new constitution, however, can not go into them. The state of Glarus, however, must bc
for(.e except when it is sanctioned both by the excepted from this rule. Article forty-four nf
majority of citizens taking part in the vote and by the constitution says : "The lands.qemci_&' e_m
the majority of the cantons.
In most of the can- adopt, mod_¥ or reject the propositions which art.
tons the affirmative or negative r[_sult of the vote made to it, or refer them to the triph' eom_efi
of the citizens is considered as the voice of the finally, either to report on them, or to decide "
canton.
Some cantons have chttrged the great
Everywhere the propositions to be submitted Tt,
council to cast their vote for them.--III.
Ca_,- the laadsgcm¢_inde must be made public a (.eil:tin
tonal Constil_ttio_,s. Revisions of the fundamentime in t_dvance. We shall also cite, conc'erJ_inz
tal pact are made quite often in Switzerland; this the laJ_lsgemeinde, an article of the const]tuti/m _,t
is why most of the cantonal constitutions are of the canton of Uri. After providing, "The t,c')quite a recent date. Ordinarily these revisions
pie are responsible only to God and their t',,_,are accompanied by a more or less profound agi- sciences for the exercise of their sovereizn_Y in
ration: but excess is very rare, because the people the May assembly," it adds: "What must /uidc
are accustomed to the u_ of liberty.
From 1830 the 5iay assembly is not, however, caprice, wideup to the end of June, 1873, there were in Switz- out limit and without condition; it is just_ ",,'_
crland, according to statistics prepared by Pro- O_egood of the stale, which axe alone compa_,l,l_'
lessor G. V%q, eighty4hree total or partial re- with it. The people are obliged to vote act.urd-
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ing to these principles in taking annually the oath
of the May assembly."--The administrative power (ill part even the legislative power) is ordinarily
confided to quite a numerous council, called rath,
or htndrath. The functions of this body are ordinarily the following: It watches over enforcement of the constitution, whether federal or cantonal ; it regulates, in their general organization,
public instruction, financial, military and sanitary
administration, public works, charity, except tlle
legal provisions regarding the province and obligallons of inferior authorities ; it receives tile reports of the administration of all the functionaries
of tile canton; it deliberates upon the proposed
laws to be presented to the land._#emei_de, through
the intermediary of the triple council, of which
we shall speak further on. U._ually it watches
over tile execution of what the laws or decrees of
tllelandsgemeinde prescrihe to it. In the canton
of Untcrwald-Lower tile council has, besides, judicial functions. In Glarus, Uri and Unterwald,
there have been organized, side by side with the
l_tndrntlt, special authorities to which have been
transferred all the judicial functions formerly
granted to the landrath. --About tile landrath are
grouped in the pure democracies various bodies,
evidently formed from it byaddition or reduction,
Tile double and the triple, or great, council are
nothing but the council of the landrath itself,
doubled or tripled by the addition of new membets, whom the territorial divisions appoint in the
same manner and in the same proportion as the
first. In Glarus, for example, each local assembly (tagwel,) adds two members to the one which
it appoints, to form the simple council. Thus the
triple council there is composed of 117 members,
as follows: 1, of the nine members of the cornmission of state; 2, of thirty-five me.tubers app_,inted hy the Utgwe_rfollowingfixed proportions;
3, of seventy members appointed by tile same asscmblie_, following the same proportions; 4, finally, of three Catholic members appointed by the
same council, and of which one forms a part.
(This latter element was introduced hy virtue of
the principle of religious equality, in order to
provi(le for the representation of the Catholic
population in the communes in which they are in
a minority.) The principal functions of the triple
council are to watch over the council and the trihunals, to establish the project of the budget of
receipts and expenditures, and to convoke the
bt,_d._gerneiTLde
in extraordinary
assembly. The
proorss of addition is applied in many ways in
Appcnzell-Interior; it is applied in particular to
the little council, which is charged with the prin('ipal judicial functions.
This body judges somelimes as a weekly council; it is then only a sectl,,n of the little council ; sometimes with a sirepie addition (einfacl_r zuzug); sometimes, with a
d,)ul)le addition (doppdte.r zuzug); sometimes with
are-enforcedaddition(verstdrkterzuzug).
Finally,
with a last re-enforcement it forms what is called
the council of blood (blutrath). -- As there are
councils formed by addition, so there are others
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formed by reduction, as, for example, the weekly
council of Unterwald-Lower.
It is appointed by
the great council (landr_th) and chosen from its
body.
It is the execulive, administrative
and
police authority, subordinated to tlle great council. It is composed of tile landammann, as president, and of twelve members appointed for two
years. It assembles in ordinary session on the
Monday of each week, and in extraordinary session ,_hen conw)ked by the president, and as
often as there is need. -- We have still to speak of
the third authority of pure democracy, the commission of state. It is appointed by the la_ugsgenwil,de, and replaces the council for aft/drs of
lesser importance.
In Glarus this commi._ion is
divided into two sections, to expedite business.
Tile first is composed of all the members of the
commission, and tile second of three members,
the president included, alternating among themselves after a manner of rotation established by
the commission.
The first sectiou (or the cornmission in pleno) is charged with the correspondence with foreign states, the federal authorities
and the confederated states, with giving preliminary advice upon questions referred to it, or even
with deciding them by the council. The second
section is charged with the ratification of deeds
of sale and of wills, with decisions upon the
prolongation of the terms for the liquidation of
bankrupt estates, etc. The commission of state of
AppenzcA1-Exteriur has also the surveillance of the
administration of the communes.
The landammann presides over the la_utsgemeinde, tile double
or triple council, the council (la.l,drath) and the
commission of state.
He receives all tile dispatches addressed to tile authorities presided over
by him, and he is hound to m.lke them known
in tile next ses.sion. Ite keeps the seal of state,
sic,ms and seals concordats and conventions, etc.
He watches over tile execution of the decrees of
the landsgemeinde, tile councils, and the commission of st:ire, in so far as the execution is not intrusted to a special authority. --Let us pass on to
the cantons in which there is no lamlsgemeinde.
Here w(, must notice a very remarkable fact.
Since 1863 the cantons of Zt_rich, Berne, Solothurn, Basel-Country, Aargau and Thurgau have
replaced the reprc.scntative system, which they
followed up to that time, by the direct vote of the
entire people, that is to say, of all the active citizeus, upon the propo_d laws (referendum). Only
the cantons of Zug, Fribourg, Basel-City, Tessin
and Geneva have resisted this political movement,
tending to extend the exercise of the rights of the
people. In the canton of Vaud they contented
themselves with introducifig into the constitution
the right of initiative, and Valais and Neufchiltel
recognize only a partial _'eferel_dum. For a long
time the grc.lt councils have been only delibcrating authorities in the cantons of Schwyz and
Grisons. Basel-Country first followed them in
this respect. In the cantons of Lucerne, Schaffhausen and St. Gallen, the people do not positively sanction the laws, as in the cantons of tim
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_ef_r_nd_m,
but, during a certain time after the
vote of the great council, they have the right to
interpose a veto. --Representation
in the great
council
is not always based upon the number
of the population ; sometimes it is determined
by
the number of active citizens ; at other times, as
in Lucerne, the number of tile representatives
is
fixed by the constitution,
without any regard to
the number of the population.
The members of
the grvat council are not always salaried.
Every
active citizen is ordinarily
eligible for the great
council.
Sometimes
conditions
of age are imposed, sometimes
also a residence
in the canton is
required.
The last vcstigt_ of a property qualification have disappeared.
In some cantons runetionaries salaried by the state are excluded.
The
constitution
of _'eufch_tel
provides
that every
member of the great council who, during his term
of office, accepts public
salaried functions,
shall
be considered
as having resigned,
but hc is reeligible. -- The members
of the great council are
appointed
for only one year in the canton of Orisons; for two in Zug and Geneva:
for three in
Basel-Country,
St. Gallen,
Zt_rich and Thurgau
;
for four in Berne, Aargau,
Tcssin, Vaud, Valais
and Neufch_tel;
and for five in Fribourg.
-- The
great council, besides drafting
the laws and decrees, and interpreting,
suspending
and repealing
them, is ordinarily
invested
with the following
functions:
the organization
of administrations,
the
surveillance
of the execution
of the laws,
the
right of pardon,
the ratification
of state agreemenus, naturalization,
the establishment
of iraposts and taxes, the fixing the mode of their collection and employment,
the ratification
of the
loans contracted
by the state, the acquisition
and
alienation
of property
of the state, public building_, the fixing of salaries and emoluments,
the
surveillance
of the executive and judicial powers,
the settlement
of conflicts of jurisdiction
between
these powers, the fixing of the annual budget, the
appointment
of the deputies to the state council,
and the appointment
of the members of the executive
power and of the supreme
tribunal.
In
Geneva, Basel-Country,
Thurgau,
and Ztlrich, the
members
of the executive
power are appointed
directly by the people.The committee to which
the great council confides the executive
and administrative
power has different names, according
to the different
cantons.
It is called sometimes
council
of state, sometimes
executive
council,
and sometimes little council.
This last name is
old; it recalls the time before 1830, when this designation
wan found in almost all the cantons, and
when the executive power was confided to a very
numerous
body.
In recent times there has everywhere
been a reduction
in the number
of the
members of the executive
council (ordinarily
five
to seven members,
who distribute
among themselves the different departments,
interior, justice,
instruction,
etc.), and a higher salary has been
granted to them, in order that the increase
of
work and responsibility
imposed upon each of the
_aembers by the diminution of tier _umber may

not turn away from these functions the most ca.
pable men. _ The duties and powers of the council of state, or executive council, are almost Ill(,
same as those of the commissions
of state in th0
cantons of pure democracy.
It proposes law_
and decrees to the great council,
and wat(.h_._
over the maintenance
of public tranquillity and
security,
as weLl as over the execution
of the
laws, decrees and regulations
of the great couw
cil; it administers the funds of the state, appoin!
those executive
and administralive
functi_naties who are immediately
subordinate
to it, and
watches over them; it has also the higher survtil.
lance of the communal
administrations,
the 1)GOt.
the schools and the churches.
The member_ t)f
the executive council are appointed for f_')ur year_
in most of the representative
cantons;
they arc
re-eligible ; only the president or landammann
(a
title which is preserved
in some cantons) can nt_t
ordinarily remain in office for more than one year.
Some constitutions
require
that each distri('t of
the canton be represented
by one member ; othcr._
forbid the taking of two members from the same.
district.
Cantonal elections take place for rnembers of the great cotmcil, in the electoral eireumscriptions
prescribed
by law ; for the appointmcnt of the members
of the executive
power,
where it is not confided to the great councils, tlle
whole canton forms only one electoral
circumecription.
Every elector receives a card of reco_nition, which he presents to the electoral
board
when placing his vote in the ballot box.
For
every commune
of any extent
there are several boards,
in order to facilitate
the business of
counting
the vote.IV.
Administration.
All
the cantons
of a certain
extent are divided inl,_
districts.
Thus, Berne has thirty ; Yaud, nineteen ; St. (]'allen, fifteen ; Ztlrich
and Aarg_lu,
eleven, etc.
In these districts
the governnwm,
that is to say, the administrative
and executiw'
authority,
is represented
by a prefect (regieruJ_[/._
statthalter, or statthalter).
Although
agents of tilt'
executive council,
they are not always appointed
by it, but sometimes
by the great council, often
directly by the tmople.
Besides the prefect, lh(.re
is, above all in eastern
Switzerland,
the inslflu
tion of district councils,
which have somctim('_
quite extensive
functions.
If the governmcz_t
does not always appoint
the district
authorifi,'-.
it has ordinarily
still les_ influence over the e(,m
munes.
We say ordir_a_'ily, because there is a
very r_aarkable
difference in this respect t)etwc('n
tim cantons
of Romanic
Switzerland
and of (;t.lmanic Switzerland.
In the former, the commun(',
are much less independent
than in the latter.
]n
the cantons of Appenzell
and of Orisons they are.
so to speak, sovereign;
they may do whateve.r i_
not contrary
to the federal and cantonal con.,,tltUtions, t.o the laws and to the right of property of
a third party; the state does not interfere.
T he'_c
communes
administer
their special interests
in
everything
except in that with which the stat_
has not expressly charged itself. These two cantoaa are evideutly
ha some sect fedcxatioas of
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communes. -- At the head of the commune
is
a chief hauptmann
(Appenzell),
syudtb (Tessin
and Vaud), maire (Geneva), ammann
(Lucerne,
Frib(_urg,
Solothurn,
St. Gbalien, hargau
and
Thurgau), or presideltt (in all the other cantons),
tte is always appointed
by the commune;
and
ordinarily
supported
by a communal
or municil)at council, of which he is tile leading member,
This council administers,
within the limits fixed hy
law and under the controlof
thegeneral
assembly,
all that enters into the province of the municipality, proposes the budget, colleets the taxes and
municipal rvvenues, controls guardians,
and exerciscs the local police and other functions
which
the laws and ordinances
placc in the chargeof
the
municipalities,
and which have to do particularly
with the public safety and health, with the fire
police, with that of the taxes and of the fairs
and markets.
At the same time the municipal
(.t)uncil is the agent of the government;
its prcsident represents
in the municipality
the prefect,
whom he must second in the execution
of the
laws and ordinances.
The state has often no particular receiver for its tax_s, and the municipal
receivers collect them for it. --V.
J_tat'&e. For
the administration
of justice in fedcral matters,
there is a special tribunal.
There is besides a jury
for criminal matters.
The federal tribunal is composed of eleven members,
with substitutes.
The
mrmbers of the federal
tribunal
and the substitutes are appointed for three years by the federal
as_mbly.
The federal tribunal is renewed after
each renewal
of the national
council (but the
members are rc-cligiblc).
Any Swiss eligible to
the national council can be appointed
to the federal tribunal;
the members of the federal council,
however, and the functionaries
appointed
by this
authority (.an not at the same time form a part of
the federal tribunal.
The president and the vicepresident
are appointed
each for a year, from
among the members of the body. -- As a court of
civil justice, the federaltribunal
takes cognizance:
1. ]in so f'_r as they do not touchupon
puhlic l'_w,
of the differences
between
cantons, and hetween
the confederation
and the cantons;
_. Of differen(.es between the confederation
on the one side,
and corporations
or individuals
on theother,
when
these corporations
or these individuals
are plaintiffs, and when it is a matter of important
questions determined
by the federal legislation;
3. Of
differences concerning
people without
a country
(]_r/mathlose).
The federal tril)unal is obliged to
assume jurisdiction
in other cases, when the partie_ desire it, and when the object in litigation
exreeds the value of 3,000 francs.
According
to
the new constitution
of the confederation,
which
went into force July 1, 1874, the federal tribunal
takes cognizance
also of : 1, differences
in reg'ard
to their functions
between
the authorities
of the
confederation
and the cantons ; 2, differences
touching public law bet_,een "_he cantons;
and 3,
cases concerning
the violation
of tim constitutioual rights of a citizen.
This is a very notable
extension of the province of the federal tribunal,
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-- As a court of criminal justice, the federal tribunal takes cognizance
of the violation of the
rights guaranteed
by the constitution,
when the
complaints arc referred to it by the federal assembly.
The court of assizes, with the assistance of
a jury which 1)ronouncrs upon questions of fact,
takes rog_fizance
of criminal
cases concerning
fmwtionari(_,
of cases brought by the federal authorily which appointed
them ; of cases of high
treason
against
the confederation
; of revolt or
of violence against
the fedcral
authorities
; of
crimesor
nfisdcmcanors
against international
law;
fimdly, of political misdem_nors
which are the
cause of troubles
by which an armed
federal
intervention
has bccn occasioned.
The fedcral assembly can always accord amnesty or grant pardon to the perpetrator
of thesc crimes or misdemeanors. -- Military justice is administered
by a
judicial
staff, which has at its head an auditor
in chief, having the rank of colonel.
A military
tribunal
must be established
in each brigade in
active service.The judicial organization
differs
materially in the different c.mtons.
In some cantons of pure democracy,
the legislative, executive
and judicial
powers are not yet thoroughly
separated, as we have seen above (Canto_ml Co_i,titut/ous). The following is true of the great cantons.
Civil qucstious are ordinarily
first brought before
the justice of the peace.
If it is not possible to
reconcile the parties, the questions are carried be
fore a district court, and in the second resort before
the cantonal court, the supreme court or court of
appeal.
Final judgments in civil ca_s given in a
canton hold _ox)odthroughout
all Switzerland,
according
to article forty-nine
of the federal constitution.
A great number of cantons posst_s excellent civil codes.
The tribunals
of commerce
are still rather few.
In criminal
matters the institution of the jury exists in most of the cantons.
The members of the supreme court are appointed
by the great council, whicll has also a surveillance
over the court.
All administrative
functions
are
incompatible
with the office of member of the
supreme court.
To be appointed
it is not nccessary to have regularly studied law, but of course,
in point of fact, men who are not versed in the
law are not chosen.
The judges of the inferior
tribumds are ordinarily
appointed
directly by the
peoph. _, sometimes
al_o by the great council. -The changes introduced
by the new constitution
had for effect to replace the twenty-five
cantonal
laws, often very dissimilar,
by a federal law to
be applied to the whole confederation,
so that a
uniform
system is established
upon the following
points: le_slation
in regard to civil capacity, in
regard to all matters of commercial
law, in regard
to literary and artistic property,
in regard to suits
for debt, and in regard to bankruptcy.
The administration
of justice, however,
rests with the
cantons, except as to what comes within the province of the federal
tribunal.
-- ¥I. Public Instrudi_u.
The state of public instruction
is one
of the greatest giorie_ of Switzerland.
There i_
scarcely a country in _,hich prbuary instruction is
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more developed and morewide-spread
than in the
Helvetian
republic.
Some little cantons, which
were backward in this respect, were forced to put
them._lw's
on a level with the rest.
It is evident
that where a people must govern themselves, they
can not remain without instruction,
tIowever,
a
person is not obliged to send his children to a public school; he is perfectly free to have them instrueted wherever he wishes, provided they receive
an education at least as good as that which is given
in the public schools.
The new federal constitution, voted by the people April 19, 1874, contains
the following
provisions
relative to primary instruction
: The cantons shall provide for primary
instrnetion,
which must be sufficient, and placed
exclusively
under the direction
of the civil authority.
It is obligatory,
and, in the public
schools, gratuitous.
The public schools may be
attended by adherents of all creeds, without their
having to suffer in any way in their liber|y of conscience or of belief. The confederation
shall take
the necessary measures in regard to the cantons
which do not fulfill these obligations.--Above
the elementary, primary, schools, there are superior
primary schools, called secondary.
Then come
the schools of commerce,
the agricultural
and industrial schools,
the normal
schools
in which
teachers are prepaxed, the gymnasiums
0vceums),
"
the federal polytechnic
school, the cantonal uni.
versifies of Basel, Zl_rich and Berne, and the
academics of Geneva and Lausanne.
The polytechnic school is established at Ztirich.
It is sub-

stead of, as before, on the limits of each canton.
A considerable
income is also derived from the
postal system, as well as from the telegraph establishment,
conducted
by the federal government
on the principle of uniformity of rates. The sum_
raised under these heads are not left entirely
for government
expenditure,
but a great part of
the postal revenue, as well as a porlion of the
customs dues, have to be paid over to the can!onal
administrations,
in compensation
for the lo_s of
such sources of former income.
In extraordinary
cases, the federal government
is'empowered
t_}
levy a rate upon the various cantons after a seah,
settled for twenty years.
A branch of revenue
proportionately
important
is derived
from tile
profits of various federal manufactories,
and from
the military school and laboratory at Thun, near
Berne. _ The following
table gives the total revenun and expenditure
of the confederation
in each
of the years 1875-82, showing actual receipts and
disbursements,
except for 1882, for which the
budget estimates are given :

divided into six special schools : school of civil
building,
school of civil engineering,
school of

The following table gives the budget
revenue for the year 1883 :

mechanics, school of chemistry, school of forestry,
and finally, a higher school of the natural and
mathematical
sciences,
of the literary, sciences,
and of moral and political sciences.
The studies

Produce of property of state ......................
Produce of capital invested .......................
General administration ...........................
Military
Financialdepartment..............................
........................................

are taught in the German, French and Italian tanguag(_.
The importance
which is attributed
in
Switzerland
to _;ood public instruction
may be
judged of by" some figures we shall give.
In the
canton of Ztirich
the state and the communes
have expended annually since 1873, for public instrnction,
a sum of 1,400,000 francs, not including the extra expenditures
for the federal
polytechnic
school.
_Not included
in this sum are

Customs .........................................
Posts ............................................
Telegraphs .......................................
Railways
Commerce.........................................
and agriculture ........................
Miscellaneous ....................................

the lodg'ing,
two cords of firewood
and 20,000
square feet of arable land furnished
by the communes
to each primary
and higher elementary
teacher;
nor is the hiring of places for schools.
Berne expends
annually 2,100,000 francs for thc
same purpose.
Of this sum the communes
pay
three-fifths,
and the state furnishes
the rest; St.
Gallen ,expends 600,000 francs;
Aargau, 750,000;
Vaud, 700,000 (not including
rent, heating, etc.); Neufch_tel
400,000.
For all Switzerland
than nine million francs.

the expenses
for
and Geneva each,
the total is more
STOESSEL.

--VII.
_/nances.
The public revenue of the confederation
is derived chiefly from customs.
By
the constitution
of May 29, 1874, customs dues
are levied only on the frontiers of th_ republic, in-

rzaP.S.
_875 .............................
1876 .............................
_877.............................
1s7_ .............................
.............................
1879
18_ .............................
1_81 .............................
1_¢ .............................

Revenue. Expenditllre.
Franc,.--Francs.
39,516.051
39..2_.ff30
41,487_402 42,422,017
4_.9"t_,_
4a,900.._8
4L._,'_5
4t,469.641
41,4.56.213 39,52527,4
4e,sn._8
41,a_:_
4.%_.6.z8
¢z,717.4_
41,9"29,000 42.L294,000

Total ........................................
The following table gives the budget
expenditure
for the year 1883 :

estimates

of

Francs169.2;9
733,0(x_
31,0_J
3,4¢>_,{_3g
7,616,0D
Is,_o r_J
15,442.0(x_
2,594.700
_,7_}
41,500
16,1'_J
48,3_2,00)
estimates of

Frane._.
Interest and sinking fund of national debt ........
1,86q?._40
Genera] expenses of administration ..............
717.t_0
Departments:
Political .........................................
337.000
o.) ._
Interior
..........................................
3,24.,.,_
Justice and
police................................
4.5,_
Military ..........................................
16.5_,931
Financial ........................................
8,20'2,._)
Commerce and agriculture .......................
7_,570
Post_. ...........................................
14,'213,tx_)
Telegraphs .......................................
2,571.'2_
Railways .........................................
1_0,_(_0
Unforeseen ......................................
-._ !_'__-_
Total ........................................
48,674,000
This shows a deficit of 292,000 francs: and at the
end of the financial year 1882, there was found to be
an actual surplus of 3,000,000 francs.-The publie
debt of the republic amounted,
at the commence-
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ment of 1882, to 88,947,044

francs.
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loans raised in 1867, 1871 and 1877. As a set-off
mahfly out of the conversion of three 4_ per cent.
against the debt there exists a so-called "federal
fertune,"
or property belonging
to the state, valued at 45,356,066
francs. _ The various cantons
trations, so their own budgets of revenue and
of Switzerland
have, as their own local adminisexpenditure.
Most of them have also public
debts, but not of a large amount, and abundantly
covered, in every instance, by cantonal property,
chiefly in land.
At the end of 1882 the aggregate
debt_ of all the cantons
amounted
to about
300,000,000 fraues. -- The chief
income of the
cantonal administratious
is derived Trom a single
direct tax on income, amounting,
in most cantons,
to 1½ per cent. on ever)" 1,000 francs pr,_perty,
In some cantons the local revenue is raised, in
part. by the sale of excise licenses.
In Berne they
form one-fifth of the total receipts, in Lucerne
one-seventh, in Uri one.tenth,
in Unterwald
oneeighth, in S_lothurn
one-sixth,
and in the canton of Teesiu one-fourteenth,
of the total revenue,
-- VIII.
Army.
The fundamental
laws of the
republic forbid
the maintenance
of a standing
army within the limits of the confederation.
The
eighteenth article of the constitntion
of 1874 eraacts that "Every@wiss
is liable to serve in the delense of his country."
.krticle nineteen
enacts :
"The federal army consists of all men liable to
military service, and both the army and the "war
material arc at the di_3)osal of the confederation,
In cases of emergency the confederation
has also
the exclusive and undivided
right of disposing o_
the men who do not belong to the federal army,
and of all the other mititary forces of th_ cantons,
The cantons di._oseof
tim defe_sivc_force
of their
respective
territories
in so far as their power to
do so is not limited by the constitutional
or legal regulations
of tire cotffederaraon."
.Kceowlivg
to article twenty, "The
confederation
enacts all
laws relative to the army, and watches over their
due execution;
it also provides for the education
of the troops, and bears the cost of all military
expenditure
whicl_ is not provided
for by the legi_latures of the cantons."
To provide for the defen_ of the country,
every citizen has to bear
arms, in the manage_at.of
which the children
arc instructed
_ sb.hooi, from the age of eight,
pas_ing through
annual exercises
and reviews,
Such military instruction
is voluntary
on the part
of the chikiren, but it is participated
in by the
greater mamher of pupils at tim upper and middle('la_s schools. -- The troops of the republic are divided into two classes, viz. : 1. Thebundes-auttrug,
or federal army, consisting of all men able to bear
arm% from the age of twenty to thirty-two.
All
cantons are obliged, by the t_
of the constitution, to furndsh at ht_
$ per cent. of their population to the bu_.
2. The land_ehr,
or militia, comprising
atl men fTom the thirtythird to the completeM forty-fourth
year. _ The
strength and organization
of the armed forces of
Switzerland wtmas follow_, in 1082:
173
VOL m.-54

BR_'_CHESOFSERVICE.Bundes-au_ug. _tndwehr. Total.
staff ...................
67
67
Infantry................
80 466
""78"/)19""
I 1_8.886
Cavalry ................
2,991
2,453 ] 5,444
Artitle_
16.5"_
8..31_ , '24.837
Engineers ...............
..............
3 771
5.._02
Sanitary
troop._.........
1,659
Various
.......................................
Administrative
troops..
728
Total

...............

115,1"-15

_

]

2.041
99"2
848

9'2,022 I 20_,216

Every
citizen of the republic
not disabled
by
bodily defects or ill health, is liable to military
service at the age of twenty.
Before being placed
on the rolls of the bundes-auszug,
he has to undergo a training of from twenty-eight
to thirty-five
ctuys, according to his entering the ranks of either
the infantry,
the schaT:fsd,_en,
or picked riflemen, the cavalry, or the artillery.
Both the men
of the bundes-ausmtg and the reserve arc called t(_gether in their respective cantons for annual exercises, ex_nding
over a week for the infantry,
and
over two_'eeksfor
the cavalryand
artillery, while
periodically,
once or twice a year, the troops of a
number of cantons assemble for a general muster.
-- The military instruction
of the federal army is
given to officers not permanently
appoimed
or
paid, but who must have undergone
a course of
education,
and passed an examination
at one of
the training
establishments
erected
for the purpose.
Thecentre
of these is the military academy
at Thun, near Berne, maintained
by the federal
government,
and which supplies
the army both
with the highest class of officers, and with teachera to instruct
the h)wcr grades.
Besides this
academy, or centralmih'tgt.rscltule,
there are special
training schools for the various branches of the
service, especially
the artillery
and the seharfsch_en.
The nomination
of the officers, up to
the rank of captain, is made by the cantonal govenamen_,
and above that rank by the federal
council.
At the head of the whole military
organization
is a general commander-in-chief,
appointed, together with the chief of the staff of the
army, by the federal
a_mbly.--The
total expenditure
on account of the army was, for 1881,
15,635,879 francs, and that of 1883, 16,598,934
francs; in tim budget for 1882, 16,514,949 frames.
1N_otincluded in the army expenditure
is the maintenance of the military school at Thun, wKich has
a ftmd of its own, the annual income from which
is larger than the e_penditure.IX. Trade and
Industry.
The federal custom-house
returns classify all imports and exports under three chief headin:s, namely, " live stock,"
"advalorem
goods,"
and "goods
taxed per quintal."
l_;oreturusare
published
of the value of either the imports
or
exports,
but only the quantities
are given ; and
these, too, are not made regularly
known by the
customs authorities.
The imports consist chiefly
of food, and the exports of cotton and silk mannfactures, watches,
straw hats and machinery.
In
the year 1881 there were imported 5.722,409 quintals of provisions
of various
kimls (irtcludlug
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grain, flour and beverages), and 254,997 head of
wards of. 1,000,000 spindles,
4,000 looms and
cattle.
The principal exports of 1881 consisted
20,000 operatives, besides 38,000 hand-loom weavof silk fabrics, cotton fabrics, watches and maers.From official returns,
it appears
that the
chinery.
There were also some exports of cheese
railways open for public tramc in Switzerland
at
and other food substances.
But the excess of the end of 1882, had a total length of 2,571 kilo
food imports over exports amounted annually,
in
metres, or 1,594 English miles, besides 50 miles of
recent years, on an average to 8,000,000 cwt., purfunicular
and mountain
railways,
and the St.
chased at a cost of 240,000,000 francs. -- Being an
Gothard system, which does not yet figure in th(,
inland country,
Switzerland
has only direct commileage returns.
Thc_e are distributed
among
merciai
intercourse
with the foul" surrounding
thirteen
companies,
the largest of which arc, the
states--Austria,
Italy. France and Gernlany.
The
Amalgamated
Swiss railway,
the Swim North
trade with Austria
is very inconsiderable,
not
Eastern, the Swiss Ccntral, the Canton of Berne
amounting,
imports
and exports
combined,
to
State railway,
the Swiss Western,
the Fribourg
more than 25,000 francs per annum, on the averrailway,
and the Franeo-Swiss
railway. -- The
age.
From Italy
the anmml imports
average
postofflcein
Switzerland
forwarded 80,781,5381et30,000 francs in value, while the exports to it
ters in the year 1881, of which number 56,221,°28
amount
to 1,500.000 francs.
The imports
from
were internal, and 24.530,310 international.
The
France average 500,000 francs, and the exports to
receipts of the postoffice in the year 1881 amountit 5,500,000 francs.
In the intercourse
with Gercd to 15,998,837 francs, and the expenditure
to
many, imports and exports are nearly equal, aver13,964,554 francs. -- Switzerland
has a very cornaging each 500,000 francs. -- Switzerland
is in the
plete system
of telegraphs,
which,
excepting
main an agricultural
country, though with a strong
wires for railway service, is wholly under the contendency to manufacturing
industry,
According
trol of the state.
At the end of December, 1881,
to the census of 1870, there are 1,095,447 imlividthere were 6,626 kilometres,
or 4,140 miles, of
uais supported
by agriculture,
either wholly or in
lines, and 16,174 kilometres,
or 10,110 miles, of
part.
The manufactories
employed,
at the same
wire belonging
to the state.
The number of teledate, 216,468 persons,
the handicrafts
241,425.
graph mcssages sent in the year1881was
3,129,989;
In the canton of Basel the manufacture
of silk
comprising
1,837,385
inland
messages,
879,727
ribbons occupies 6,000 persons;
and in the canton
international
messages,
and 329,798 m_sagcs
in
of Ztlrich silk stuffs are made by 12,500 operatransit.
There
were 1,210 telegraph
offices, of
tires.
The manufacture
of watches and jewelry
which 1,034 belonged to the state.
The receipts
in the cantons of Neufch'_tel,
Geneva,Vaud,
Berne
amounted
to 2,453,972 francs, and the expendiand Solothurn,
occupies
36,000 workmen,
who
ture to 1,963,666 francs, in the year- 1880. -- BzBproduce annually 500,000 watches--three-sevenths
LIOORAPHY. Meyer, GescMchte des schweizerische_
of the quantity
of gold, and four-sevenths
of sil- .BundesrecMs, 1875 and 1878; EidgenSssi_che B_l12d
ver--valued
at 45,000,000 francs.
In the cantons
esverfa_ng,
Bundesgesetze
und Bundesbeschl_se,
of St. Gallen and Appen_ll,
6,000 workers make ] 1876; Staatskalender
d¢r Schwdzerischen
Et'genos10,000,000 francs of embroidery
annually.
The i seuschoft, 1880; Dubs, Das 5ffentlich_ Recht der
printing and dyeing factories of Glarus turn out" I 8chweizerisch_n
Eidgenosseaschaft,
1877;
Zorn,
goods to the value of 150,500 francs per annum,
b_taat und Kirch_ in der S., 1877.
The manufacture
of cotton goods occupies
upF.M.
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T_tNNANY
HALL
(n_ U. S. HISTORY). A
term applied in American
politics,
first, to the
Columbian
order, a secret society organized
for
social and political purposes in l_'ew York city in
1789, and which,
upon incorporation
in 1805,
added the name of Tammany
society; second, to
the place of meeting owned or leased by this society, in which the "regular"
democratic
organization of the "city
and county of New York"
assembled
up to 1879; and, third, to the political
organization
it_lf,
meeting in Tammany
Hall,
whether
"regular"
or not.
The entire subject
will be clearer, if it is remembered
that many
things true of one of these three objects is not
true of the other two, and that the same term

has beenyears.
indiscriminately
to allof three,
for
eighty
It was first applied
freely used
the secrct
society, next of the regular political organization
assembling
in its hall, and in the third and ht._t
stage of its history has come to be applied to the
democratic
faction assembling
in Tammany
Hall,
sometimes
regular, sometimes
dissident, but nc_er since 1852, commanding
the unquestioned
allcglance of all the voters of its party in the city.
Before that period rival democratic
factions ('\
isted; since then there have been rival "Ha]l_."
The first of these periods covers the years 18001834, in which the extension of the right of suffrage and the grant of local self-gore rnm('_t
formed the chief political issues of the state: tl_,"
second extends from 1884 to 1853-9, when fcdcr:fi
patronage
and the democracy
of the interior of

TAMMANY
the state retained the voters of the party in l_,Tew
York city in a tolerably continuous
organization
in spite of the changes worked in this vote, by
foreign immigration
and the appearance
of the
problems
of the modern city--its
ignorance,
its
supine
wealth,
and its costly
public
works.
During the third and last period, while the political organization
meeting in Tammany
Hall has
reached its final development
as a well-disciplined
body of predatory politicians, the democratic
vote
of the city_ 1879-83, has become divided into two
nearly equal divisions.
One of the._ _, votes with
the "county"
organization,
independentof
Tammar, y tIall, and recognized
by the party in the
state as "regular."
Tile other body of voters follows the "Tammany"
organization,
which is not
so recognized, but which has a regmlar local succcs._ion to "Tammany,"
and, during tile second and
a large part of the third of these periods, was the
representative
of a majority of the dcmoeratk, voters of the city. --As
it was only during the first
twenty or thirty years of its existence that the
Tammany society, or the organization
sharing its
name, represented
a genuine political movement,
the history of Tammany
for tile last fifty or sixty
years has been the record of an organization
shari,_g the principles of a wider national party, but
bent, first and foremost, on controlling
the gov_ernment of tile city in which
its lot was cast.
Tammany
has chiefly attracted
attention
in this
phase as a highly successful
effort to govern a
great city by organizing
its venal vote; a vote extending from the day laborer anxious for steady
employment
on the public roads, to the distinguished lawyer solicitous to secure a judgeship
at
$1.5,000 a year, with its lucrative refere_hips
and
wideinfluence.--Theconnectionisoftheslightest
between Tamanend,
the obscure Indian chief who
put his mark to one of Penn's treaties, dealing
with the lands of the Delaware
Indians,
and
"St. Tammany,"
whose festival, on the 12th of
._Iay, came, in the closing days of the revolution,
to replace St. George's day, three weeks earlier,
much as Christmas replaced the Saturnalia.
The
significant fact is, that after William Mooney had
organized the Columbian
order, with its thirteen
tribes, its twelve sachems, or directors, its sagamore, or master of ceremonies,
and its wiskinski,
or door-keeper,
the secondary name of Tammany
s_)ciety was adopted, because it defined more clearly
the popular and local character of the organization in its political action.
The child-likeinter_t
,,f _l_c revolutionary
period in parades, trappings,
t_._ns and mysteries, was apparent
in all the orga_ization of the society.
For it the year was
divided into the seasons of flowers, of fruits, of
hmlting and of snow; the pipe of peace was
._moked at its meetings;
its members wore the Indi_u garb in the great processions of the day, and
iIl 1790 entertained a Creek embassy for days toqetber in costume, and the bucktail which Tamninny societies
wore throughout
Pennsylvania,
cache, twentyyearslater,
to be, inNew York state,
the name of one of the P_rHest of the democratic
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factions whose intricate relations vex the political
student.
Tradition has pres_ved
what the preference and fancy of an earlier day selected.
The
annual celebration of Independence
Day in Tammany Hall is still made up of "longtalks"
and
"short
talks;"
New York newspapers
still contain the quaint notices of the annual meetings of
tlle society in tile "season
of flowers," and its
other "council
fires," in the "great
wigwam,"
which first appeared while Washington
was president; but in the changes of time its great sachem
has become a boss, and the chief duties of its
wiskinskie,
who once gathered
the Spanish dollars of the faithful at the door of Martling's
long
room, have come to be the prompt and persistent
collection of political assessments from Tammany
ofl_ce-hohters. -- These things are the outer shell
of the facts surrounding
its early organization
and
its later development.
They unite it, on the one
hand, with the familiar channel of political action
at the foundation
of the republic, and recall its
existence
now, as the solitary link between
the
politics of New York city, with 5,189 votes, and
the metropolis,
with 336,137 males of the voting
age.
Organized
by William
Mooney.
an IrishAmerican
liberty boy and a violent whig, in tile
second week of Washington's
first administration,
the Columbian
order represented,
in federal politics, state rights; in state affairs, the demand for a
wider suffrage; and in local affairs, the claim of
the foreign-born
citizen for a conspicuous
part in
politics.
All this was not at first apparent.
Of
the first twelve sachems, ten were federalists.
In
the hot di_ussion
which succeeded
the outbreak
of the French revolution,
the Columbian
order
opposed a war with Great Britain.
For several
years the society was more conspicuous
for its
riotous celebralion
of ]_Iay 12 than for its direct
action in politics; but, in the eleven years which
preceded
itsfirst recorded appearancea_apolitical
power, the democratic
membership
of the body
put it in sympathy
with the political organization
which Aaron Burr was slowly maturing.
The
Poughkeepsie
constitution
had imposed a heavy
property
qualification,
a freehold
of $50 to $250,
or a rental of 40 shiUing._ annually,
and the restoration of order had curbed the influence
of the
",_,ons of Liberty "; a mob on the right side, but
still a mob.
A local moneyed
aristocracy,
supported by place and birth, resumed the control it
enjoyed in colonial days.
Its opponents, in 1788,
pollc_l one vote in seven in New York city, on a
legislative
ticket carrying
Aaron Burr's name.
For ten years the tide continued
to run against
the popular party, until, in 1800, the Columbian
order began at the polls the careful,
systematic
organization
of the voters of the city, to which
the success of Tammany has ever since been due.
The vote of the city had inerea_-_d one-half in a
decade---in
1801 the qualified
voters numbered
7,988---but
the city was canvassed, poor citizens
were deeded freeholds,
"faggot"
voters were_reated by uniting a number of men in the own.er_hip of a single piece of pl:operty, the society
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kept open house during the election,
voters were in which flh_ never _
poptflar,
and was and
ore-tiedto and from the polls,and the entire isgenerallytat
he minority. Before anothereleemachinery, long since become familiar,was set tioncame, Tammany
linddeveloped,from itsown
in motion to bring out the vote. The result ranks and among itsward workers, Daniel ]).
was overwhelming success,and Aaron Burr, the Tompkins, one of thoseyoung and brilliant
leadnext wluter,was nomimtted as vice-president
in orswhose careers,from the day of Tompkins to
the congressionalcaucus at Wsshin_on, on tile the day of Hoffman, have opened so well and
strength of the victory. The coutxol of the fared so ill. A "regular" caucus with which
largestcityin the Union carriedTammany, at a Tammany
actednominated Tompkins, and a year
bound, toa positionof influenceinnationalpoll. laterGeorge Clintonwas shelved by hischoicea_
ticswhich ithas never lost. In despair,Alexan- vice-president.For a brief period his son, l)e
der Hamilton wrote to SenatorBayard proposing Writ Clinton,had acted with Tammany
Hall.
the organizationof a similarsecretsocietyln the Like allsucceeding mayors, he found how dil_federalparty.-- The annual convention ins_tate,cultitisfor thechiefexecutiveofficer
of the city
and a permanent or_anizationin local politics,to distra'bute
his patronage without quarreling
was still
a quarterof a centurydi_ant in Ameri- with the localorganization,
and being compelled
can affairs.A properlyqualification
was required tofight the organizationby a personalmachine ;
of voters ; municipal
officers were appointed
by
to submit; or to resig'n political power_the
three
the governor and a council ; a council of revision,
alternatives
for seventy years presented
to every
made up of appointed
officers, passed upon all
mayor by Tammany
Hall,
Clinton,
like Ferlegislation
Defove it became law ; while the reprenando Wood, chose 1,1m first.
The general meetsentation accorded New York city, and its proporings of Tammany
_all were _upporting
every
tion of voters, left it less powerful
in state affairs
step taken by Madison, mad its members received,
than at any time until the rapid growth of an
in return, federal patronage,
whose importance
urban population in the state at large, stripped it
was enormously
Increased by the heavy imposts
of its preponderating
Influenceseventy-five
years
of the day, which, for the first time, were cenlater.
A permanent
secret society was, under
tring at New York.
Clinton bttwrly complained
these cire_mstances,
invaluable
in securing
conof this use of Imtronage, but he was powerless,
ttnuous mad 'coherent political action.
The constiand the candidate who st last defeated
him in a
t_tional accident, which made the voting power
contest for his seat in the senate, was the federal
of Tammany relatively greater in electing a presi,
district attorney, Ngtlmn Senford.
The death of
dent than in choosing a governor, early attracted
John Broome, in the same year, gave Climon the
to it federal patronage ; flr_ used with effect in opportunity
of running for lieutenant
governor,
New York state politics,
under Madison.
New
an ofdce which he reached, and a year later a
York city was still small enough for the managegeneral mooting in New York nominated him for
meat of its politics by general meetings.
The
the presidency.
Tammany
Hall arrayed it_lf on
election of assemblymen
and congressmen
on a the side of regularity,
and enjoying federal, state
general ticket, contributed
to concentrate
political
and city patronage, crushed Clinton.
The strugpower. The germ of a general, popular and permagle lasted for years with varying success, and endnent organization
began to show itself in the "gened only with Clinton's death, in 1828, while govcral committees,"
for whose appointment
general
ernor. His previous removal from the office of cameetings
provided, but such an organization
was
hal commissioner
by Tammany Hall, had aroused
still far distant. The hard drinking of the dayand
an overwhelming
popular sentiment
in his faw)r.
thesocialcontactofasmallcityeachcontribute.dits
The frauds charged against Gov. Tompkins--the
share to make acquaintance
and frequent reunions
first of the great public scandals of Tamma_Lv
a strong and powerful factor in political action.
Hall_tmd
earlier enabled Clinton (1817) to win in
During the last sixty years the meetings of Tama contest in which the vote of the state at lar,.'c
many Hall, however
turbulent
and disorderly,
steadily opposed the dominant
city organization.
have never been anything
but meetings, differing
whose wealth and ability enabled it each winter.
wholly from the social gatherings
of the first
at Albany, to retrieve in the legislative
caucus
third of a century, when it was still true that--what it had lost at the polls in November. -- Federal patronage,
army contracts and local public
There'e a tmrrel of porter in Tammmly Hall,
w0rks---noW first begun--had
by this time given
And the bucktails are swigging it all the night long.
In the time of my childhood 'twss pleasant to call
the Tammany
society wealth.
It built, in 1_13.
Forasestmmlelffar'midthejovialthrong.
it8 first hall, on the site now occupied
bv tbc
"Sun"
building,
tts membership
showed that
_In
the first faction fight of this period, between
alliance between local politicians
and local bu.i
the Burrites and the Lewisites over the election of nes men which It retained
up to a very r_r_t
_Iorg_n
Lewis as governor
in 1804, Tammany
date.
This all,,nee would be inexplicable
in an
acted With the former, and began its political
organization which has uniformly opposed nation_d
Career With a bolt; for, while no organization
has
and state mewures,
favorable
to the city, and inever shown a higher respect for locsd regularity,
creased local taxation ; but for the great profit,
none has ever been quicker to bolt the action of which attend the use of active capital in contracts
a_aAlbany leg_l_e c_uom or• suge eonv_,
wad in lava_m_
_
by _m _ly Imowledge
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of public work_
The organi_tion
itself ha8
never been true at any period to the real inter,
_sts of the city.
It supported
the embargo, it
favored the war with Great Britain, and it denouneed the Erie canal until the work had reached
dimensions which made a share in its oontracLs
profitable, when the votes of its representatives
at
Albany and the skill of its pamphlelx_ers were cnli,t_.d in behalf of enormous
appropriations.
It
()?posed a perra_nent
police,was
disloyal, and aidvti Tweed's sack. Yet, neither in its early nor in its
later clays was the mob, the final resktuum of the
city, enli_sted in Tammany
tIall.
Clinton. Wood
and Morrissey, each commanded
a lower stratum
of voters th,'m Van Buren, Schell and" Kelly.
Up
to 1879, in spite of occasional
eclipses, the lower
middle class, which in the long run rules every
great city, was the real strength
of Tammany
tlall.
It is a curious illustration
of this, that, in
l_X17when the Tammany
society i_ued one of its
addre._ses on the state of public affah's, it deplored
the spread of the " foreign " game of billiards
among young men of the upper classes, and the
pr_:senee of vice among
the lower in the true
spirit of a middle class precisian.
The character
anti organization
of Tammany Iiall only changed
for the worse estate, which has made its name a
hi_ing and a by-word, when the small shopkeepera and the rishag mechanics
of ttm lower wards
of New York were replaced,
from 1850 tO 1860,
by a foreign-born
population,
with its tenement
l_ouses, its rum shops and its beer saloons.--A
general meeting of Tammany
Hall in 1820, attended by bucktails from all parts of the state, began the
movement which resulted
in the constitutional
(:onvention of 1821. Its constitution
greatly lowered the franchise.
This in its turn was followed
in 1833 by charter
amendments,
making
the
mayor of New York elective.
Both radically
changed
the character
of local politics.
The
centre of political
action on all local affairs was
shifted from Albany to New York.
State patronage ceased to be a con.spicuous
factor in local
politics where
the distribution
of federal
anti
municipal offices was the first object
of politi_.al life.
Up to 1831, every gubernatorial
term
but one had been filled by a man who began his
active political
life in New York ward politics,
Since then only three terms have been fillc<l by
men (Morgan,
Hoffman
and Tilden) who were
graduated from the same school. With this changc
in the electorate
and the city government,
there
c;une an increase in the nmnber of votem whi('h
_ _le it no longer possible for a general meeting
tt_ serve the purposes
of local politics,
or the
_oeial gatherings
of a secret society to unite the
politicians of a city whose population
was (1830)
197,1 t 2, and whose voters numbered
(1835) 43,091.
The " general committee"
succeeded
the general meeting.
This body, which survives
to-day,
grew from two separate
sources.
The general
meeting, after making
nominations,
had habitnelly delegated the management
of the canvass
to a general committee.
The ward and district

85a
primaries in a similar manner turned over the
practics.l work of the election to their own general committees.
A list of the latter in one of the
early mayoralty
elections fills thirteen and onehalf columns of a daily paper, and constituted
a
roster of tile fighting force of Tammany ][fall, and
an almost equally complete
list of local and federal officers.
These two bodies gradually
came
to take shape in a representative
general committee, based first on wards and their election distriers, until the as_,mbly
district
came, in 1871,
long after the election of a_semblymen
by districts, to bc the working
unit in local politics.
The wards elected aldermen long after the drift of
population
had greatly changt_i their relative vote,
and this circumstance
continued
the ward in city
politics, and perpetuated
a rotten borough system,
which, in the divi._ions opening the third period
of Tammany
Hall, placed the regular organization in the hands of men representing
a minority
of the enters. --The
central
and ward organizations grew and prospered together.
The "general
committee,"
under its early name as a "general
council," first appeared
in Tammany
Hall in 1822,
three delegates
representing
each of the eleven
wards into which the city was divided.
The creation of new wards raised the number to fortyfive, in 1836 to seventy-five;
and in 1843 the
division of the city into election districts
led to
an increase in membership..
The wards and their
districts
were abaaldoned
later for the assembly
districts and their election precincts.
The steady
growth of population
has at last given an election
precinct an average population
from one-half
to
one-third of the early ward, and in the present
(1883) Tammany
general committee each precinct
has two representatives.
From thirty or forty
members, the conmfittee has therefore
grown to
over 1,400, but, instead of representing
amajority
of the voters of the city, it now controls
the
votes of a bare third.
In tim ward, and, later, in
the assembly district, the precinct has been, since
1843, the unit of a like organization
for ward putposes. -- Theoretically
it will be seen that this organization
gives representative
bodies chosen directly by the voters.
Three circumstance,
two
of them common to all large cities, and the other
peculiar to l'qew York, have combined
to remove
this body from the control of the people.
_;rst,
voters early abstained
from the primaries.
This
was as much the case in 1830 as in 1880. The
delegates to the first national
democratic
convention were chosen by a larger proportion
of officeholders and a smaller number of voters, relative
to the voting vote, than attended
the primaries
whose successive representatives
elected the delegates to Cincinnati in 1880. Second, the law never
protected these primary meetings from corruption.
They began in riot and fraud.
Clinton's meetings
were regularly mobbed in 1812, and the primaries.
and meetings of the last decade have been lucernparably
more orderly, but no less corrupt, than
those of previous years.
Third, the circumstance
that the mayors of New York were at first _lccted
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in the spring led to the organization
of a general
committee
at the close of each calendar year in
primaries held for this purpose.
These primaries,
meeting in the ebb between the fall and spring
election, never attracted
general interest.
Tradition and ttle convenience
of politicians
have continued them at a season when the average citizen
has dismissed
politics
from his attention, and a
brief notice yearly reminds the casual reader that
a new Tammany
Hall general committee
is to be
chosen on the iast Thursday of the year.-- The
general committee, directly representing
the ward
workers,
rapidly relegated
tile Tammany
society
to a relatively
unimportant
position.
No careful student
of New York
politics for the last
fifty years, and no one familiar with their actual
working
for the last fifteen years, can fail to see
that the influence of the society has hecncxagger,
ate(].
It has always
owned, and, of late years,
has controlled
by a lease, the hall in which the
Tammany
organization
meets.
Tradition
and this
circumstance
render it necessary
that the head
of the political
organization
should control amajority
of the society.
In 1867 the society, and
the organization
with it, removed
from its early
quarters
(rebuilt in 1860) to its present
wigwam
on Fourteenth
street.
Once since then (in 1872)
the society closed its doors to the organization,
But the organization
has existed and acted apart
from the society, to which a small share of its
members belong.
Perhaps no better proof of the
local political _itality which accounts for this permanent
separate
existence without
calling in the
Tammany
society to explain
it, could be given
than the circumstance
that the local republican
organization,
aided by no ._ociety and having no
such tie, has maintained
its individuality,
its existence and its succession for twenty-five
years, and,
for all practical
political
purposes,
survived
its
summary reorganization
in 1883-4.-- From twenty
to thirty years after its organization,
the general
committee
had become an unwieldy
body, open
to the attacks of mobs, who_ riotous proceedings
perpetually
threw doubt on the validity
of the
succession,
and, what was more important in the
eyes of politicians,
hopelessly
xtividcd the democratic vote.
After fiftecn years of this condition
of affairs, it bccame plain that the " general committee"
was a body as little able to decide the
regularity
of conflicting
ward partisans
as the
whole body of the faithful
in Rome to elect a
pope.
Shortly after the close of the war, therefore, a new body appeared,
reaching
its power
by slow deg-rees, in the "committee
on organiza. tion."
This body, at first one, and later two,
from each ward or assembly district, secured powers, to carry the analogy a step farther,
similar to
those of the college of cardinals.
Originally a subordinate
committee
of the general committee,
to
whom
questions
of regularity,
party discipline
and party organization
were referred, the committee on organization
has come to be the final authority in Tammany
tIall.
The chairman
of this
committee
is the "boss"
of the Hall, and while
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the committee
begins by naming its chairman,
the chairman
always ends by naming the cornmittee.
Its report admits or excludes contesting
delegations
from the general committee,
and the
general committee primaries are under the care of
its members.
The circuit of power is therefore
complete, and the downfall of Tweed is the only
instance on record of a successful attempt to earry the primaries
against a majority
of the committec on organization.
-- It is po._sible, if the
general committee
and the district committee_ of
like character directly made nominations,
that the
general interest in local politics which renders the
voting voter more numerous
in New York city
than in any city as large, would lead to the genuine popular
choice of the general
committee.
The Tammany
Hall organization,
however,
iraposes a third screen between
the voter and hie
vote.
All nominations
are made by convention_
called for this purpose.
The mayor, county ofllecrs, judges
of all varieties,
congressmen,
senatots, assemblymen
and aldermen,
are each nominated in conventions
chosen to suit the occasion.
The primaries
for these conventions,
in theory
open to all democrats, are held by the members of
the organization
which radiates
from ttle chairman of the committee
on organization
through
the general committees
to the district committees.
These successive
transmissions
commit
the entire
organization
into the hands of politicians;
and
Tammany
Hall, in theory popular,
become_ in
practice
a well organized
and highly disciplined
hierarchy
of politicians
and place-holders,
who,
in spite of all bolts, control and yearly poll over
50,000 votes, the greatcr
part of whom are directly or indirectly
interested
in the cnormou_
municipal
expenditure
of New York city. -- Tammany ttall, during the two periods,
in the first
of which the general committee
was developed.
to pass later in the second period under the cornmittec on organization,
has shar(_ in every clection.
Its political histoD- is the political
history
of Ncw York city, and it is not intended,
in
briefly sketching
the course of the organizati_n,
to give more than is needed to make its development plain.
The second period of "Tammany"
may be considered
as extending
from the eh,etion
of C. W. Lawrence as mayor, in 1834, to the cru,hing defeat of Tammany
Hall by Mozart Hall in
the election of Fernando
Wood, in 1859. Thi_
election, the changes of the war and the Tw_.t.d
ring ended in the Tammany
Hall of to-day, :1_(t
comprise the third period in its history.
During;
the second period, Tammany
Hall held the m,.voralty for fifteen years out of twenty-five;
duri_z
the third period, it has held the same office thirteen years out of twenty-four.
Measured
in thi¢
way, the suprcmacy
of Tammany
Hall appear_ to
be evenly distributed,
but of the last thirteen ye,qr¢
seven were under Tweed's mayors, and paved the
way for the present position of Tammany
IIall as
a democratic
rump, whose vote has been cast more
than once against the party.
In the second period, when the Tammany
society had been deft¢
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nitely succeeded
by the more popular general
convention
had contesting
delegations
before it,
committee, Tammany Hall was dominant in New
and every city election saw the democratic
vote
York city because it contained
the ablest politidirt(led by the presenceof
two tickets, both claimclans in a city narrowly divided between the whig
ing regularity.
It would be idle to go into the
and democratic
voters.
Tammany
Ilall entered
details of these contests.
Fernando
Wood reit_ first canvass for mayor, in 1834, liberally suptained his control over the regular organization
ported by the federal
patronage
of the Jackson
until 1857, when thecontest
was transferred
to the
•tdministration.
The Sixth ward, known later as Tammany
society in its first and last attempt to
the "bloody
sixth," was then the "office.holders'
decide the regularity
of two opposing
fa('tions.
ward," and includcd
hundreds
of the federal emThe rc_ul_ proved the attempt futile.
Wood was
ploy¢s, who continued
to support Tammany
IIall
defeated in the s(_ciety, retained the organization,
until the republican
party secured control of the
secured thc regular nomination
anti was beaten,
federal government.
The whig party had behind
1858, by Daniel F. Ticmann.
The Tammany
soit the growing power of the rural vote of the state,
ciety, under its new sachems, excluded his_eneral
organized
by Weed and Seward, which elected
committee,
and Wood sec(_ted to Mozart Hall and
Seward governor, and changed the face of politics
was elected mayor in 1859 over the Tammany
in New York state by transferring
the counties of candidate,
W. T. IIavemeyer.
Two years later,
the interior from the democratic
to the republicthe split still continued,
and a republican,
George
an party.
Lawrencc
became mayor by a narrow
Opd.vke, w_ chosen mayor.
In 1863 Tammany
maj¢_rity.
One year later, in Octol)cr, 1835, the
w,_u again defeated
by the election of C. Godfrey
(livi_ion between
the "loco-foco"
or equal rights
.Gunther,
an independent
democrat, over Frank
party and Tammany
culminated
in the riot which
Boole,who had received th(. Tammany
and Mozart
gave tim former its name and offered the first proof
ITall nomination.
-- The_(, _u_.ee._sive defeats made
of the ease with which a large convention
eould
necessary the change in pohcy and organization
.l)(_eome a mob in a city of a quarter of a million,
already ('tescribcd.
The lavish expenditure
which
whose police force was still ten years distant.
The
Fcrnando
Wood bad begun was resumed at the
•lllianee between
the whig anal loco-foco candiclose of the war 1)y W. M. Twced.
The ring, of
date_, in 1836, ran through 1837 and 1838, defeatwhich he was the conspicuous
figure, combined
ing Tammany
IIall in these years.
The election
with thc corruption whose story has been so often
of J. L. Varian, Tammany,
in 1839, began a pctold, a reor.,_anizati(m of Tammany
Itall and the
riod of success whichlasted
until 1844,when James
introduction
of a sharp and summary discipline
Harper, an American
candidate,
defeated Tamcarried on by tim committee on organization
which
many ttall.
With the clection
of W. T. tlav(,promptly excluded objectors.
The change altered
meyer, in 1845, the modern period of the city be- the ('lmracter of T._mmany Hall.
Thc l_)ose and
gan.
Its waterworks
were completed,
its police
floating body of vot(,rs became a standing
army
organized,
and the influence
of l)atronagc
and
of mercenary
voter_, wbicll might suffer defeat,
public works increased.
With them. thc prizes (_f but never altogether
I_)¢t its organization
or left
local municipal
life multiplied,
and in the period
any question as to the regularity
of its ,_uecession.
from 1845 to 1853 the scennd of the grcat feuds
John T Hoffmanwas
elected mayor l)y Tammany
in Tammany
lIall opened between
the " hards"
tIall in 1865, re-elected in 1t_67, and _ueeeeded, on
and "softs."
Tim two faclions stood in a way for
his own electi()n as govcrnor, by A. Oakey Hall,
the "hunker"
and " barn-burner"
factions of the
who held offi('e past the defeat of the Tweed ring
,_tnte dem()cracy;
but without
entering
into their
in 1871, until, in 1872, W. T. tlavemcyer
was
._tate and national relations, the two factions grew
chosen mayor on a citizens' ticket.
The sack of
out of the struggles in the local organization
ovcr
the city treasury went on during this peri()d withnominations and the " regular"
succession.
The
out pause or check.
The operations
of the ring
"hard¢"
rel)resented
the office-holding
faction,
added over $100,000,000 to the bonded debt of the
and when, in August, 1853, they were mobbed in
city, doubled its annual expenditure,
anti cost tax
Tammany IIall by the "softs,"
the chairman
of
payers, to take the best at)proximate
estimates,
the former was the collector of the port, Augustus
first and last, at least $160,000,000,
or four times
Schell.
A yetlr later, Fernando
Wood, who had
the fine levied on Paris by the German army.
successfully organized a" soft" machine, captured
Many causes combined to render this giganti(, dcvt_ primaries of the "bards,"
and secured a unitastation possiblc; but all combined could scarcely
ed nomination
for mayor.
The "adamantine"
have compassed
this plunder,
if Tammany
IIall
"hards"
at once seceded from Tammany Hall,and
itself had not been reorganized
and converted into
organized at tl_e Stuyvesant
Institute,
defeating
a standing army of voters cncamped
in NewYork
the regular democratic
candidate
for governor,
city, obeying a single head and able to exclude all
lIoratio Seymour,
by a bolt, precisely
as Lucius
dissension
from its ranks.--This
organization,
Robinson was defeated
by a like bolt in 1879._
without its old opportunities
and without Its old
For nearly ten years, from 1853 to 1863, the strugflagrant corruption,
but still a bedy living on poligle between the opposing factions continued.
The
tics, survived
Tweed, and after various changes
quarrel had practically
begun in 1852, and the
passed, in 1873, under the control of John Kelly,
national conventions
of 1852 and 1856 were asked
who has remained its head for ten years.
Tweed's
to pass upon its merits.
Every democratic
state
purposes rendered an alliance with the democracy
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of the state i_d/spensable.
When that was lost,
he went to the penitentiary.
To John Kelly, this
connection
was not n_y.
Tammany Hall,
in 1874, elected W. H. Wickham,
and, in 1876,
chose Smith Ely.
The personal honesty of its
leader, the recent fall and punishment of Tweed,
and the growth of an independent
vote, lc_l to
nominations
far above the average of past years,
In 1878 successive secessions from Tammany Hall
left it in a minority,
and Edward Cooper was
elected mayor by a combination
between republicans and democrats in sympathy and full party
communion with the state democracy.
In 1879,
when the state democra_'v nominated Lucius Robinson as governor, John Kelly was run as a bolting
democratic
candidate.
This completed the isolation of Tammany tIall.
The long series of steps
by which a social organization
with political purposes had become developed
into an organLzed
body of voters, acting for it_ own purposes, independent of all principle but plunder and all aim
but office, was at last completed,
T_coT'r
WtLLT_,_¢_
TANE¥_
Roger
Rrooke,
was born in Calvert
county, Md., March 17, 1777, and died at Washington city, Oct. 12, 1864.
He was graduated at
Dickinson college in 1795, was admitted to the bar
in 1799, and became attorney general of Maryland
in 1827, and attorney general of the United States
in 183t.
In the following year he wa._ appointed
secretary of the treasury (see DEPOSITS, REMOVAL
o_'); but his nomination was not sent to the senate
tm_ the sere-ice for which he had been seleeted
was performed,
and then the senate refused
to
confirm it. Jackson then appointed
him to the
supreme court bench, and the senate again refused
to confirm him.
In 1836, the whigs having lost
control of the senate, Jackson appointed
him to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of Chief
Justice Marshall,
and the senate confirmed
the
a_poimment.
He filled the office until his death,
His most interesting opinions, in a political point
of view, were those given in the Dred Scott case
(see that title) and the Merriman
case.
(See
HA___s
CORPUS.)--Tyler's
Life of Ta_wy, 195
loll., makes it evident that Taney, in removing
the deposits, acted from a sense of duty, and not
from political motives.
In the same work, p. 578
foil., is a supplementary
opinion in the ])red
Scott case, which will at least show Taney's honesty of belief.
His opinion in the Merriman case
was upheld by the supreme court, after the rebelhon was ended, in the Mitligan case.
See,
contra,
1 Greeley's
Amm'ie_
Conflict, 253 ; 2
Wilson's
_
and Fa_ of t/_ _/ave Power., 524 ;
Giddings'Hig_ryof_ion,
403; The U_ju_t
Judge.
k.J.
TARIFFS
OF THE
UNITED
STATES.
The theory of tariff taxation has been _ssed
in tl_m'k
in t_ article Cvs'ro_e DUTtm_, The
subject of the pr_vat
mrticle is merely what has
been dcm_ ha tt_ _y
of tariff legialativn
in the

_
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United States; and mention can be msde only of
the more impot'tant acts, without any attempt to
explain all the motive8 which led to their enactments, or the manifold result_ that kave followed
their adoption and administration.
And, first, as
to the power of congress to impose tariff_
Under
the confederation
the states retained the taxing
power, and tef_ the central body, the congre_ of
the confederation,
without
any direct means of
defraying whatever expenses the nec_ssitit_ of war
compelled
1_ to contract.
Some attempts were
made to secure for it an independent revenue, but
they came to naught.
On the return of pete,
while still maintaining
the form of a confederacy,
the states, no longer united by a conanon danger.
became, to a great extent, independent,
and each
managed its concerns with little regard to the in.
terests of the others.
Massachusetts
had a navi.
gation act, and levied import duties, and other
states followed her example.
The restrictiorL_ and
prohibitions imposed on American commerce were
vexatious and destructive,
and while the congTe_
had power to enter into treaties of reciprocity, it
could not retaliate in any way were its offers of
trade refused.
The power to do this rested in the
states individually,
but in spite of many propositions to this effect, no uniform or decisive action
on their part could be brought al_mt.
From 1783
until the adoption of the federal constitution it was
generally recognized
that congress should have
the power to regulate commercial
relations between the states _nd forei_m powers, but the sup
posed interests of the different states presented an
effectual bar against action.
"The agitators for
the regulation of trade in ¥irginia belonged to that
class of the community
which in the eastern and
middle state_ was most bitterly set against the
measure.
In Massachusetts
and New York the
merchants were the supporters, and the farmers
the opponents.
In Virginia the planters were to
a man united in the opinion that some steps mu._t
be taken to mend commercial
affairs, and tlw
merchants quite disposed to let trade alone.
The
reason is obvious.
The condition of things to the
south of the Potomac was precisely the reverse of
theconditionofthin_tothenorthofthePotomac.
Beyond the north bank of the river the farmers
throve, and the merchants did a losing busin_._s.
Beyond the south bank the merchants were daily
growing
more prosperous, and the planters more
impoverished."
(1 McMaster, 272.) The agitation
over this question first a_umed a definite form in
Virginia, and led up to the national trade convention held at Annapolis in 1786, out of which movement arcyse the federal convention of 1787, which
resulted in the framing of the constitution,
and
the foundation of a central government
pos_ing ¢[eflnite and important.functions,
and clotlwd
with the power necessary to _erform
them. -- It
would, howevcr, beanerrortO_tributethisacticm
wholly to the eommevc_
lieeds of the country.
The states had ju_ passed through an era of
paper money nmdm_,
in wkieh each state had
vi_ wi_ tim _
in e_e
i_u_, with the

intention of allowi_
their _l_bitants
deeply ira- cane, and duties primarily intended for revenue
mersed in debt to free tbcmsdves
from such bttrpurposes might incidentally afford protection to
dens. This alone w_ sufficient to e'reate genial
manufactures.
The colonies always recognized
poverty, and armed _bellioas
did occur in many
the right of England to regulate their commerce;
quarters.
Manu._ac_res
were beginning
to arise
but when parliament undertook to levy taxes for
in New England, and served to turn attention to
another cad, they revolted.
It might further be
the development
of the internal resources of the
said that every civilized nation at that time concountry.
The jealousies existing among the states
sidered that the power to regulate commerce inhad only aggravated the evils arising from miseluded the encouragement
of manufactures,
and
managed finances, and in the general scramble for
acted upon this belief.
Some of the states had
vantage the ninny restrictions and limitations ira- already adopted regulations which were intend.
posed hindered that industrial
growth which, it
ed to give such encouragement
to their induswas confidently believed, would restore pr_perity,
tries, although this encouragement
was secured
The folly of thus contending
among themselves
at the expense of the other states; and in ced.
_'as seen by the clear headed, and the remedy
ing this power to make such laws to the general
they believed adequate was an extension of the
government,
it was claimed that the states had
power of the confederation.
The debts contracted
expected a continuance
of this recogu_ed
policy.
by the congress were about to fall due, lint the
So that the weight of opinion w_ in favor of
confederation was without resources, and without
the right to regulate commerce by import duties
credit.
New York had expressed a willingness
or other taxes, and chiefly on the g_ound that
to _ant to it power to levy duties on imports,
the power was generally exercised among nations.
Rufus King made a very able report to congress,
From the very first, then, a tariff has boen recogin which he concluded
that the impost was an
nized as a measure for raising revenue, for proabsolute necessity to the maintenmxec of the faith
tecting and encouraging
domestic manufactures,
of the federal government.
While thus a_t_ting
and as an instrument
for regulating commerce.
for an independent
_venue,
the governn_ent did
($v_ry, Comm., _ 1077-1095.)_
But the condinot cease to urge upon the _s_ca
the disordered
tiDns which favored these vie_s at the time the
condition of trade and fi_ances, and the advisableconstitution
w_s adopted no longer exist, and a
ne_ of granting to congress the power to regnla_
very different set of circumstances
has arisen to
trade. But while commercial
r_msons were thus
alter in a great me_sure the opinions
on the
at the bottom of the movemvat,
political reasons,
tax power of the government.
At the end of
(luite as cogent, existed in favor of a new _istributhe eighteenth
century it was not strange to find
lion of powers, and the action of the_ two forces,
the power to regtthte
trade and commerce with
combined, produced the constitutiorL_By
this
foreign n_tions granted to congress.
Nothing
important
instrument
the new government
was
was more natural; for at that time the fiscal and
emp_wered to levy taxes of every description, and
commercial policies of nations were governed by
to regulate commerce with foreign nations.
In the maxim tlmZ no trading or commercial people
connection with our subject it will be important
could ever prosper without regulation
of trade,
to bear these two powers in mind, as the one h_s
and the more their transactions were regulated by
been made an instrument of the other.
The right
law the higher would be the resulting economic
to levy duties upon imported commodities
was
welt-being of the country.
Regulation,
however,
conceded, and the only limitation
imposed upon
meant interference
and restrictions.
Innumerable
its exercise was that the duties should be uniform
laws are found on the statute books of nearly
throughout
the laud.
The question then arises
every nation that had any trade whatever, which
whether the government
ought to lay taxes for
were intended to foster and develop domestic man:tny other purpose than to raise revenu, e, which
ufactures
and domestic commerce.
Loans and irainvolves the question whether
congress may lay
porta_t immunities
were granted by the state to
taxes to protect and encourage
manufactures,
encourage the investment
of capital in industrial
The arguments for and agai_t this use of the taxenterprises;
premiums,
bounties and drawbacks
ing power will be found in Story's "Commentaries
were offered to producers and exporters;
the iraon the Constitution,"
_§ 959-973. and are summed
portatio,n of the raw materials of industry, and the
up a._ follows:
"So that, whichever
construction
export of maBufactured
products were unnaturaloN thc power to lay taxes i5 adopted, the same ly encouraged;
while the importation
of such
conclusion is sustained, that the power to lay m
commodities
as would come into competition with
_s not by the constitution
confined to purposes of domestic articles was discouraged by high customs
revenue.
In point of fact, it has never been lira- duties, or was even expressly prohibited;
the exited to such purposes by congress;
and all the
portation of machinery
and the emigration
of
great functionaries
_,f the government
have conskilled labor were forbidden under severe penal.
.,tautly maintained
the doctrine that it was not
ties; and through discriminating
and retaliatory
constitutionally
so limited."
It was customary to
duties a species of commercial
war was waged
regulate trade by taxing imports, and this practice
among nations.
In fact, the whole system of trade
was acted upon by aM u_,ions at that time.
Rewas fotmded upon regulation, and was to that ¢x.
taliatory duti_ were r_ognized
as a proper exertentartiticial
and strained. And in no ins_mce wan
c_se of power, even whm they _odm_
no revthis result more evident tlma in the commeae._

.
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relations which subsisted between a parent country and her colonies, in which all the advantage
lay on one side.
The American
colonies
had
known no other trading system, and, therefore,
believed that the adoption
of the same illiberal
laws was essential to their existcnce
as an Judependent power.
Their weakness invited insult
andharshlawsfromothernations;
andwhileoneof
their first acts after the return of peace was to seek
for commercial
treaties with :European powers,
they also sought to protect their commerce with
the instruments
that were then evcrywhere
eraployed. -- All of this has changed.
As the laws
of trade were examined it was seen that they were
natural laws, and that any interference
with their
free play was misctfievous,
and, instead of croating, destroyed commerce.
The suicidal policy of
taxing one's self in order to ward off an imaginary
danger, became clearer topractlcalstatesmen;
and
the old theory, that what one nation gains must be
at the expense of another, has given way to a more
just and accurate view that believes
in leaving
trade alone, to be governed by" an enlightened selfinterest.
In spite, however,
of this change of
feeling, the United States has persisted in continuing along the old ruts, and has only two or three
times shown any disposition
to accept the truths
that modern
political
economy has emmciated

favored by the south but urged by the north, and
so on through the list, hardlyoneitemofwhichwas
not opposed on sectional grounds, that the benefits
would accrue to certain states and at the cost of
the other states.
The bill was finally completed,
and adopted as a protective measure, but it was so
only in name.
The preamble read: "Whereas
it
is necessary for the support of the government,
for the discharge of the debts of the United States,
and the encouragement
and protection
of manufactures,
that duties be laid," etc.; and in the
whole history of tariff le_slation
in this country
it is the only law which was thus openly passed
for protection to American
industry.
For phidential reasons this form of preamble was changed,
and tariff enactmentshave
on their face since been
for the purposes of revenue only.
This tariff became a law on July 4, 1789, and was to remain in
force until June, 1796.
The average duty levied
under it was equivalent to an ad valorem rate of
8½ per cent.; and it was thought that this was too
high a general scale of taxation, and would result
in encouraging
smuggling.
As this act formed
the foundation
of our tariff system, we will give
the duties imposed:
distilled spirits, of Jamaica
proof, 10 cents per gallon; otlmr distilted spirit.%
8cenLs; molasses, 2½ cents; Madeira wine, 18cents;
other wines, 10 cents; beer, ale, and porter, in

and is ent[orcing in spite of human
laws to the
contrary/(/But
the inevitable is being enforced
at
a fcarful cost to the people who have not rccognized the true principles of tradeand
adapted their
transactions
to them.
And the hi t_la industrial
position which the United States holds at this time
(1883) is in spite of restrictions,
and not in consequence of them. -- No sconcr had the first congress met than a measure
for taxing imports was
introduced
by Mr. Madison (April 8, 1789) for the
purpose of giving some resources
to the almost
empty treasury.
The measure proposed was extremely simple in its character,
being intended as
a temporary
expedient,
and enumerated
rum and
other spirituous
liquors, wines, teas, coffee, sugar,
molasses and pcpper, as subjects for specific duties,
while ad valorem duties were to be levied upon
all other articles.
The first debate at once disclosed a difference
of opinion as to whether or not
the tariff should be made protoctive
in its character, but it was not for some years after tiffs that
the constitutional
power of the government
to lay
duties for protection was called in question.
The
difference
of opinion we have just noted has continued until today,
and must always continue so
long as a tariff is imposed.
Those who favored a
protective
tariff could however
point to existing
industries,
and claim that they were "infant"
industries,
requiring
a protection
against foreign
competition.
But at once the conflict of interests
appeared.
Massachusetts
wished a duty on rum
in order to protect her producers, but objected to
one on molasses.
Pennsylvania
asked for protection to her iron and steel industries, but the south,
ern states, which were chiefly agricultural,
were
oppomgl to granting it.
The duty on hemp was

casks, 5 cents per gallon; in bottles, 20 cent_ per
dozen; bottled cider, the same; malt, 10 cents wr
bushel; brown sugar, 1 cent per lb. ; loaf sugar, 3
cents; other
sugars,
2½ cents; coffee, 2½ cent-.
cocoa, 1 cent; teas from Chinaand India, in Amer
ican vessels, ranged from 6 to 20 cents per lb, and
in foreign vessels somewhat higher; candles, from
2to6ccntsper
lb; cheese, 4 cents; soap, 2 cenls;
boots, per pair, 50 cents; shoes, from 7to ]0 cents,
according
to material;
cables and tarred cordage,
75 cents per cwt. ; untarred
cordage,
90 cents;
twine and pack thread,
$2; unwrought
steel, 50
cents per cwt. ; nails and spikes, 1 cent per lb. :
salt, 6 cents per bushel; mfinufactured
tobacco. 6
cents per lb. ; indigo, 16 cents per lb. ; wool and
cotton cards, 50cents per dozen; coal, 2cents per
bushel; pickled fish, 75 cents per barrel; dried fish,
50 cents per quintal; playing cards, 10 cents per
pack; hemp, 60 cents per cwt. ; cotton, 8 cent,
per lb.
In addition to these specific duti_, an ad
valorcm duty of 10 per cent. was imposed on gl_L,_
of all kinds (black quart bottles excepted), china,
stone, and earthenware,
gunpowder,
paints, shot'
and knee buckles, and gold and silver lace and
leaf; 7] per cent. ad valorem
was charged upon
blank books, paper, cabinet wares, leather, read_made
clothing,
hats,
gloves, millinery,
canes.
brushes, gold and silver and plated ware and jewelry, buttons, saddles, slit and rolled iron, and
castings of iron, anchors,
tin and pewter ware.
Upon all other articles, including manufactures
of
wool, cotton and linen, 5 per cent. ad valorem
was to be charged, except on saltpetre, tin, lead,
old pewter, brass, iron and brass wire, copper in
plates, wool, dyestuffs,
hides and furs, to be free
of duty.
Such was the first tariff, and such was
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of the protective
system. -Between the tariff of 1789 and that of 1816, which
marks the second important
step in tlle tariff legislation of tile country, there were passed upward
of seventeen a_ts affecting the rate of duties, and
the tendency was ever toward higher rates.
The
most important event of this period was the p]_eparation of Itamilton's
famous report upon manufactures, which contained
the earliest formulation
of protective principles
that is to be met with in
our legislative history, andstill remains the source
of protectionist
argument.
It wouhl be impossihie even to briefly summarize
in this place this
important
contribution
to tariff history, hut the
conditions under which it was written were, as I
have already stated, peculiar,
and many of his
doctrines, if not indeed the whole basis of his
reasoning, have been swept away by subsequent
events.
For the protection
he adw_cated
was
ju_1ified chiefly by the fiscal restrictions
of other
nations.
"The
restrictive
regulations,"
he says,
" which, in foreign markets,
abridge the vent of
the increasing surplus of our agricultural
produce,
serve to beget an earnest desire that a more exten_ivc demand
for the surplus
may be created at
home.
* _ If the system of perfect liberty to
industry and commerce
were the prevailing
systern of nations, the arguments
which dissuade a
country in the predicament
of the United States
from the zealous pursuit of manufactures,
would
doubtless have great force.
_* _* But the sys.
Tom which has been mentioned
is far from char.
a('terizing the general
policy
of nations.
The
prevalent one has been regulated
by an opposite
spirit.
The consequence
of it i_s,that the United
States are, to a certain extent, in the situation
of a country precluded
from foreign commerce,
They can indeed, without difficulty, obtain from
abroad the manufactured
supplies of which they
are in want; but they experience
numerous
and
v(,ry injurious impediments
to emission and vent
_f their own commodities.
Nor is this the case
in reference to a single foreign nation only.
Thc
r('gulations of several countries
with which we
have the most extensive intercourse,
throw serious
obstacles in the way of the principal
staples of
the United States. ' In such a position of things
the United States can not cxchange with Europe
_)nequal tcrms; and thewant
of reciprocity
would
ren,h,r them the victim of a system which should
induce them to confine their views to agriculture,
and refrain from manufactures.
A constant
and
incensing necessity,
on their part, for the comm_,dities of Europe, and only a partial and occa' sional dcmand for their own, in return, could not
but expose them to a state of impoverishment,
e(,mpared with the opulence to which their politie,d and natural advantages
authorize them to aspire."
A tariff was thus, in Hamilton's
view, sm
ia,trument of compensation
and retaliation
rather
thai1 a purely protective
measure in the sense in
,which protection is viewed at the present day; and
it is needless toadd, that Hamilton's
view has little force now when the greater number of restric-
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tions upon commerce that existed when he wrote
have linen removed.
A like stand was taken by
Jefferson in 1793, when he advocated
countervailing foreign restrictions in ease they could not
he removed by negotiation. -- Tile wars in Europe
tended at first toward
a more liberal system of
commerce,
and the merchants
of this country
benefited largely by it. Some moderate
increa._e
in the rates of duties were from time to time
granted, but no real demand for protection
until
the return of peace in 1801, when the old restrictire system
was re-enacted
by Europe.
This
peace was, however,
of short duration,
and on
_he resumption
of hostilities
the commerce
of
this country was so seriously involved as to create
a demand
for retaliation.
In 1805 the importstion of British manufactures
was prohibited;
a
few )'ears later the Berlin decrees of N'q)oleou
and the orders in council of England
practically
closed the ports of Europe to neutral vessels, am!
American
ship owners
suffered
greatly.
As
measure of retaliation
an embargo law was pa_ed
in 1807, which was followed by non-intercourse
laws.
The heroic remedy involved in these measures was equivalent
to cutting
off a leg to cure
a corn, and, together
with the commercial
war
which ensued, worked a revolution
in American
economy.
Prevented
from obtaining their usual
supplies from Europe, our people bewan to manufacture
on their own account, rendered
sure of
a market
by the war, and also by a doubling
in
all tariff duties, which was done in 1812 as a war
measure.
But a rcturn of peace threatened
to do
away with this artificial situation,
in which many
factors were combining
to stimulatc
the beginnings of industry,
and this the manufi_eturers
clearly recognized.
In February,
1816, Mr. Dallas, the st;cretary of the treasury,
made a report
to congress
on the tariff, and the committee
on
commerce and manufactures
]aid before the house
a report in which a protcctive
policy was strongly
urged.
One month later Mr. Lowndes reported
a bill from the committee
of ways and means.
Mr. Calhoun s'dd in the course of debate that the
capital formerly
employed
in commerce
had by
the war been turned
into manufactures.
"This,
if things continue as they are, will be its direction.
It will introduce
a new era in our affairs, in many
respects highly
advantageous,
and ought to be
countenanced
by the government.
_* *
He
then said, that war alone furnished
sufficient stimulus, and perhaps
too much, as it would make
their growth unnaturally
rapid; but that, on the
return of peace, it would then be time for us to
show our affc_ction for them.
But it will no
doubt be said, if they are so far established,
and
if the situation
of the country
is st) favorable
to
their growth, Where is the necessity of affording
them protection?
It is to put them beyond the
reach of contingency.
Besides, capital is not yet,
and can not for some time be, adjusted
to the new
state of things.
There is, in fact, from the operation of temporary
causes, a great pressure ott
these establishments.
They had extended so rap-
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idly during the late war, that many. he feared,
were without the requisite surplus of capital or
skill to meet the present crisis.
Should such
prove to be the fact, it would give a backset, and
might, to a great extent, endanger their ultimate
success.
Should tim present owners be ruined,
and the workmen
dispersed
and turned to other
pursuits, tile country would sustain a great loss.
_uch would, no doubt, be the fact to a considerable extent, if not protected."
(Works, vol. ii.,
p. 169.) This utterance is very significant as comlag from a sour _hern m_n.
In fact, in this instance
it was the south that favored, and the
north that opposed, protection;
and Webster always referred to the tariff of 1816 as a South
Carolina measure.
(Works, vol. iiL, pp. 297, 502.)
Very little of the long debate that followed
on
the bill has been preserved;
the measure pas_l
the house hy a vote of 88 to 54, and the senate by
.one of 25 to 7. It became a law April 27, 1816.
This tariff not only marked the introduction
of
an entirely new principle, being intended as a proteetive tariff in fact as well as in name, but there
"was also a tendency to adopt, as far as possible,
specific duties.
There was also introduced what
was called the minimum
principle, which was in
effect a specific duty..Thus,
the duty upon cot_on goods was 25 per cent., bat all goods that cost
less than twenty-five
cents per yard were to be
deemed to have cost twenty-five cenis, on which
the duty at 25 per cent. would amount to six and
one-fourth
cents, so that the minimum duty which
could be paid on cottons was six and one-fourth
cents per yard.
Still, little was accomplished
by
the measure.
It was intended to break the 'fall of
the manufacturers,
taking them gradually
down
stairs instead of throwing
them out of the window.
But the enormous importations even under
the new rates of duties, while it filled the pub]ic treasury, produced a revulsion in the markets
,of a country already disturbed
and impoverished
by the effects of the war.
A period of speculation was entered upon, and it was greatly aided
_nd its results aggravated by the excessive issues
.of paper money.
"The new tariff did not have
the anticipated
effect in aiding manufactures;
on
the other hand, by tempting larger investments
in
the hope of anticipated
profits, it increased the
competition,
while it dilated the circle of manufacturing interests.
The capital of New England
went more decidedly into that br,'mch of industry,
so much so that the voice of l_ew England b_gan now to be decidedly on the side of prnteetion_
There is no doubt but that competition had much
to do with the continued
alleged distress of the
manufacturers,"
a distress that was augmented by
_lepreseed markets
and the debilitating
effects of
the war.
The cry arose that more protection was
needed, that British manufacturers
were in league
against American industry, and naturally ended in
an organized
movement
for higher
duties,
in
spite of the mass of evidence offered that they
would, if granted, only produce more competition
and a more complex
but artificial condition of in-
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dustry. The crisis of 1819 mslerially aided the proteetionlsts,
who may now be recognized as a party,
and having an organ in NUes' "Weekly
Register." "National
interests and domestiemanufactures"
were taken up as a war cry, and societies
for the promotion
of domestic
industry
were
formed in many states.
These from time to time
held conventions,
and formulated
long addresses
to the people, in which the hard times, the fiendishness of the British government
and of British
manufacturers,
and the necessity of higher duties and more protection, were set forth in terms
calculated to make the blood of every American
boil.This led up to an attempt in 1820 to pa_._
a high tariff measure, and to do away with the
credit system, which then applied to imports, and
was the forerunner of the modern warehouse systern.
Auctions, by which it was claimed that the
country
was flooded
with foreign goods to the
detriment
of domestic manufactures,
were to be
taxed, in order that the number and transactions
might be diminished.
Had the national flnsn(.es
permitted
such a redaction in revenue from cu_toms, the tariff measure would have prohibited
the importation
of iron, cottons and woolens, to
such an extent had the protective sentiment grown
among a very small but influential
party.
The
main support, however,
for any further modification in rates lay in the m_intenance
by forci_a
nations of their restrictions
upon trade.
The
most important
increase applied to cottons and
woolens.
That
on woolens was in retaliation
of the higher duties which Englami
imposed
upon wools, and which threatened to entirely exelude American
wools from the English markets.
France heavily taxed our cotton.
A further grievance lay in the high duties imposed by
European
nations upon wheat, which was an iraportant article of export.
Discrimhmting
dutic._
on cotton brought from beyond the Cape of Good
Hope were favored, because it was claimed tbo_e
countries consumed none of our raw materi'tN, afforded no market for our produce, employed none
of our labor, and exhausted our specie.
No act,
however,
was passed, and no change was m_d_'
until 1824, when a general tariff measure became
a law. -- The commercial and industrial condit ion
had remained much depressed since the crisi_ of
1819, which had resulted from overtrading and
reckless banking.
According to Mr. Clay (speech.
March, 1824),. the general distress of the country was indicated "by the diminished
exports of
native produce;
by the depressed
and reduced
state of our foreign navigation;
by our diminished commerce;
by successive unthreshed cr_Jl_ •
of grain, perishing
in our barns and barn w_rds
for the want of a market; by the alarming diminution of the circulating medium;
by the num _rous bankrttptcie_,
not limited to the tradil_g
clamu_, bu_ extending to all orders of societ), by
a universal complaint of the want of employment,
and a consequent
reduction
of the wages of
labor; by the ravenous put.it
after public situations, not for the sake of their honors and the
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performance
of their public duties, but as a
means of private sub_istArnce ; by the Teluctmt
resort to the perilous use of _a_,r motley; by the
intervention of legislation in the delicate relation
_,tween debtor and creditor ; and, above all, by
tt_e low and depressed state of the value of almost
eveo- description of the whole mass oftheproperty of the nation."
He therefore thought it a
fitting time to introduce
a "genuine
American
p_)licy," the object of which was to create a home
market for *_he produce of American labor, and,
it may be added, a policy that would directly aff_rd relief to manufactures
only.
Mr. Webster
made a most masterly speech in reply, in the
course of which he questioned the universal distre._s of the country
as depicted
by Mr. Clay,
while admitting the depression,
and sakt, "when
we talk, therefore, of protecting
industry,
let _s
remember that the first measure for th:t_ end is lo
secure it in its earnings ; to assure it that it shall
receive its own.
Before we invent r_ew modes of
raining prices, )et us tal_e care that existing prices
are not rendered wholly unavailable
by making
them capable of l_ng
paid i_ de_eei_ted
paper."
As the presideltti_l
oicc_on w_as_hen depending,
political matters were dragged
into,the debates,
and now for _he first time It was seriously qaestioned whether _ongr_
had the cov_ituttonal
power to pass a me_ure
Immly l_r protection,
and not as a reven_
act.
The debates in the
house lasted tno_e than ten weeks, and then _he
bill passed by only a majority of five votes, seeeral of the members being _rought into the halloa
thcir sick couches m order "that ChOir votes might
not be lost. In the ae_a'te it comma'nded
a majority of four votes.
It could not 'he regarded as a
political measure,
nor yet as a party question.
Adams, Clay and Jackson, all voted for it; the
southern states were dissatisfied
with the result,
as was also New Ellgland.
But as iron, wool,
h(,mp an'd sugar re(_ived protection,
a combinati_)n of the western and middle states
received
sufficient support
to pass the bill.
The average
rate of duties under the law of M_y 22, 182.4, was
37 per cent. -- Those who supposed that the poetcetionists would he contented with their _rictory
w(,re much mistaken.
No sooner was the tariff of
1824 gained, when an agitation for higher duties
wa_ begun, the general depression and the illiberal commercial
policies of other nations, being
the main pretexgs.
A change, however, was taking place in England, which in a measure compe_(_l the proteetioni_
to seek new reasons for
their movement.
The trade between 'the United
States and ¢he West ,$_dies had been the cau_ of
much retaliatory
legislation on the part of Great
i_t'itain and this country
since 1815 ; but in spite
*)f restricrions_a_l
prohibi_ionsaprofltablethough
illegal commerce ,_s
_dntained
by American
merchants, q'he_mcas'Ca,_ adopted by the English
parliament-lmdnOt0rdyaro_ned
oureongress,
l_t
had _ven _
_o _ts
of retaliazion on the part
of other _urope_m _tiolas.
Mr. Huskisson,
then
preside_-_lae
_
_
of _ad_, was _
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enough to recognize
the necessity of a change in
commercial policy, and inaugurated his system of
reciprocity
in 1823, which was carried into effect
in the following year. This marks the first breach
made in England's
protective system, and logically led up to the repeal of the corn la_vs and the
abolition of all protective duti_, so that at the very
time that England was throwing open her ports
and removing the restrictions that were imposed
on her commerce, the United States was preparing
to increase the tariff and raise higher the barriers
which were intended to limit her foreign trade.
_ In 1825 a financial crisis occurred, which was
caused by a great expansion in the paper cireulation, and was precipitated _ extensive failures in
London.
This gave the protectionists
an opportunity to attribute the distress to the operation of
the tariff of 1824. The importations were large;
and, owing to changes in the English customs by
which important advantages
were gained by the
English manufacturers,
it was argued that the
woolen industry,
which had grown enormously
since the peace, encouraged
by the federal leglslarich, would be ruined unless further protection
was afforded.
This indicated
a'marked
change
in policy, as Pro_. Sumner points .out. Formerby _;he °' American
system" meant retaliation
to
force a foreign nation to break down its protecttoe system; it was now an instrument
to countervail and off_t any foreign legislation, even in the
direction of freedom and reform or advance in
civilization,
if that _egislation favored the American consumer.
(Life
of Jackson,
pp. 196,
1.98.)-- Another
marked, change of opinion was
now seen. :New England had heretofore opposed
protection
as hostile to her commercial
interests.
Manufactures
were now springing
up in those
_states, and had made such progressas
to create a
revulsion in public sentiment
; and in 1826 a petition went up from Boston, praying
for higher
duties on woolens in order toprotect
this importarot industry
in New England.
In 1827 a bill to
increase the duties on woolens passed _he house,
but failed to become a law.
Even Buchanan, of
Pennsylvania,
a goc_l protectionist,
was opposed
to it, "as prohibitive
in its nature, and in no
shape one for revenue.
He i_ad voted for the
protection
upon woolens in 1824, but that was no
reason _vhy he should favor the prohibition
now
proposed."
"Politics
ran very high on this bill.
In fact, they quite superseded
all the economic
interests.
_ _ Passion began now to enter into
tart_ discussion,
not only on the part of the
southerners,
but also between the wool men and
the woolen men, each of whom thought the other
grasping,
and that each was to he defeated in his
purpose by the other."
(Sumner.)
The rejection
of the measure, however, only served to increase
the efforts of its friends. _f_ convention
of wool
growers and mantrfactwgc_rs
was held in July,
1827, at Harrisburg,
and the iron, glass, wool,
woolen, hemp and flax interests were represented,
and asked to be recognized in any scheme of protec_ion.
The pr_i_A_aJ;ial election "was to occur
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in the next year, and the tariff was made a leading
issue•
The sectional
feeling
was being strongly
developed.
The planting states of the south became more determined
to resist a policy which
they regarded as benefiting the north at their expense, and tlle north and east b(,came more urgent
in demandinga
continuance
of a system which,
they alleged, had tempted
their capital into investments
that must inevitably be ruined, unless
the protective policy was not only maintained,
but
extended.
The secretary
of the treasury, Mr.
Rush, took up the question
in his report, and
claimed,
that, as the land laws of the country
protected agriculture,
at least a like amount of
protection should be given to industry.
(See atticle on PL'BLIC LAI_DS in this volume, p. 472.)
-- A tariff bill was drawn up by SiMs V,'right,
,of New York, and he defended
its protective
features
on the ground
that "it was intended
to turn the manufacturing
capital of the country to the working
up of domestic
raw material,
and not foreign raw materials."
What followed
,can best be described in the words of Prof. Sumnet: "Mallary
tried to introduce
those proposi-
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the states; that, if it had the power, yet a tariff
grossly unequal and oppressive is such an abuse
of that power as is incompatible
with a free government; that the interests of South Carolina arc
agricultural,
and to cut off her foreign malket,
and confine her products to an inadequate
home
market, is.to reduce her to poverty.
For the_
and other reasons the state protests against the
tariff as unconstitutional,
oppressive and unjust."
North Carolina also protested against the law, and
Alabama
and Georgia denied the power of congress to lay duties for protection.
In 1829 the
feeling in the southern
states was very stron_
against the tariff, and threats of nullification
and
sec_sion
were freely made.
In 1830 the tariff wa_
more strictly enforced
in spite of a movement
looking to reductions in the rates of duties, and
in the following year a free trade convention wa_
convened
at Philadelphia,
and the protectionist_
met in New York.
Addresses
to congress were
issued
by each faction, and the next session of
congress was full of the tariff.
The presidenth_(d
recommended
a revision in his message, and the
discontent of the soutl] became more and more ap-

tions [of the Harrisburg
convention]
as amendparent.
Two bills were prepared
by the commitmerits on the floor of the house.
All the intertee of ways and means, and a third was presented
ests, industrial
and political,
pounced
upon the
by the committee
on manufactures;
the secretary
bill to try to amend it to their notions.
1New Enof the treasury had his bill, and the senate corngland and the Adams men wanted high duties on
piled the fifth measure.
The result was the paswoolens and cottons, and low duties
on wool,
sage of a bill which maintained
all of the protectiron, hemp, salt and molasses (the raw material of
ive features
of the tariff of 1828 while reducing
rum).
Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Kentucky
wanted
or abolishing
many of the revenue taxes.
The
high taxes on iron, wool, hemp, molasses (protectax on iron was reduced,
that on cottons wa_
tion to whisky),
and low taxes on woolens and
unchanged,
and that on woolens was incr_sed,
cottons.
The southerners
wanted
low taxes on
while some of the raw wools were made fret' of
everything,
but especially on finished goods, and
duty.
This measure was passed on July 14, lV3°.
if there were to be heavy taxes on these latter
in November a convention
in South Carolina dethey did not care how heavy the taxes on the raw
elated the acts of 18°,78and 1832 null and void in
materials
were made.
_* _ The act which re- that state.
The president issued his proclamation
sulted from the scramble of selfish specialinterests
against nullification,
and in his annual m_.,ag('
was an economic
monstrosity."
The legislature
advocated
as early a reduction
of duties to the.
of South Carolina protested against the bill, but it revenue standard as a just regard to the fMth of
passed by a vote of 105 to 74. Mr. Wilde moved
the government,
and to the preservation
of the
to amend the title by adding the words "and
for
large capital invested
in establishments
of (tomesthe encouragement
of domestic
manufacturcs,"
a tic industry,
might permit.
In January,
1_:_:_,a
motion that was opposed
by Mr. Randolph,
be- bill to enforce the revenue laws was reported to
cause he said domestic
manufactures
were those
congress.
The state legislatures took a part in the
carried on in the families of farmers, and "this
controversy.
Alabama, Georgia and l_'orth CaJ,
bill was to rob and plunder one-half of the Union
lina
condemned
the tariff as unconstitutional,
for the benefit of the residue."
)Ir. Drayton also
while New Hampshire
passed resolutions in fi_vor
moved to change
the title so that it might read
of reducing
the tariff to the revenue standard.
"in order to increase the profits of certain manMassachusetts,
Rhode Island, Vermont, New J crufactures."
The tariff of 1828 become known as sey and Pennsylvania
thought
that the t:iriff
the "tariff of abominations."
It was the immeoughtnottobereduced.
In February Mr. ('h_ indiate cause of the nullification
movement.
(See
troduced a measure that was intended as a sub-ti!_'ULLIFIC._TIO_.) -- In her protest
against
the
tute for all tariff bills then pending, and ]o,kcd
tariff law of 1828 South Carolina spoke of it as toward a gradual reduction in duties: of all dt_ties
"in violation of state rights, and a usurpation
by
which were over 20 per cent. by the act of _$;_2,
congress of powers not granted to it by the con_)ne-tenth of the excess over 20 per cent. wa._to be
stitution;
that the power to encourage
domestic
struck off after September,
1835, and one-tenth
industry
is inconsistent
with the idea of any other
each alternate
year thereafter
until 1841. As
than a consolidated
government;
that the power
first drawn the preamble stated that, after March,
to protect manufactures
is nowhere granted to
1840, all duties should be equal, "and solely for
•congress,but,.on the other hand, is re_exvcdto the purpgse and with thein.
te_ of providing_uch
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revenue as may be necessary to an economical expenditure by the government, without regard to
the protection or encouragement
of any branch of
domestic industry whatever."
The enforeing and
tariff acts were carried through
together.
This
was the famous "compromise"
tariff, and was
followedby
a repeal on the part of South Carolina
of tile nullification law.
"This tariff," says Sumher, in his "History
of American
Currency,"
"w'ts deceptive and complicated.
It had no principle of economic science at its root--neither
protection, nor free trade.
It was patched up as a
concession, although
it really made verylittle,
and
its provisions were so intricate
and contradictory
that it produced
little revenue.
Specific duties
were unaffected by it, and these included
books,
paper, glass and sugar.
It did not run its course
without important
modifications
in favor of prolection, for it could not bind future congresses,
and the doctrine of the horizontal
rate of 20 per
cent.--a doctrine which had no scientific basis-produced
an increase on many articles."
Elsewhere the same writer
speaks of it as a " pure
political makeshift,"
in which the public and prirate interests had no consideration."
(Mr. Benton, in his "Thirty
Years in the United States
Senate," has several chapters
on this measure,
which slmuld
be consulted.)-The four years
after 1833 were marked
by great
speculation,
which was chiefly directed toward schemes of internal improvement,
and culminated
in the crisis
of 1837. The depression
that naturally
followed
was made use of by protectionists,
and hard times,
produced by low duties and insufficient
protection, was again a prominent
cry.
In spite of the
fact that in 1836 tim government
was in a posttion to distribute
a large surplus
revenue among
the states, in 1838 it stood in need of a larger
income.
The compromise
bill had guaranteed
that after 1842 the highest duty
levied should
not exceed 20 per cent. except in case of war,
and in order to maintain
this guarantee
a 20 per
cent. duty was levied upon many new commodities, but without producing
the requisite increase
of revenue.
In 1841 a home league was formed,
the purpose of which
was to agitate
for high
duties, and the president's
me_age
gave an opportunity for a general discussion
of the subject
in cong,Tess. A provisional
tariff bill, by which
the operations of theexisting
tariff were to be continued until August, 1842, passed the house, but
in the senate was amended by a proviso postponin, the distribution
of the proceeds of the public
lands until the same date.
The president vetoed
it, on the ground that it abrogated
the provisions
of the "compromise
act," and for other reasons,
('ongress did not pass the measure over the president's veto, but incorporated
the same proviso
r_'specting distribution
into a general tariff law,
which suffered the same fate.
The president objected to it, first, on the ground
that the bill
united two subjects
which, so far from having
any affinity to one another, were wholly incongruous in their character,
as it was both a rev-
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enue and an appropriation
bill ; secondly,
the
treasul T being in a state of extreme embarraesment, the bill propo_d
to give away a fruitful
source of revenue,
a proceeding
which he regarded as being highly impolitic,
if not uncon
stitutional;
and thirdly,
because it was also in
violation of what was intended to be inviolable
as a compromise
in relation to the tariff system.
A general tariff act was passed without the obnoxious clause, am] was a return to protection.
The average rate of duty levied upon dutiable
imports was about 33 per cent., and the principle of "home
valuations,"
which
had been
adopted in the comprondse
tariff, was dropped.
In 1844 Mr. Polk became
presidcnt,
and, as a
southern
man, it was expected
that he would
advocate a policy other than protective
as a basis for tariff revision.--It
will now be convenient to note some of the changes in circumstances that had occurred since 1825. Up to that
time, as I have already said, the main object of
the tariff was to countervail
the restrictive
commercial policy of other nations.
It was an instrumerit for retaliation,
by which it was hoped that
concessions could be wrung from those countries
with which we might have commercial
relations.
"To all the powers that wish ' free trade,' we
say, Let free trade be; to all that will restrict us,
we say, Let restriction
be." So wrote that ardent
protectionist,
Niles, in 1826. Now, however, when
England was preparing
to mitigate the many liraitations
and restrictions
that she had imposed
upon her foreign commerce,
it was claimed that
her action would prove of injury to American
interests, industrial
and commercial,
and that we
must increase our restrictions
in order that these
interests might not suffer, but be amply protected.
When Great Britain
reduced the tariff on wools,
a commodity that congress had more highly taxed
in 1824, Mr. Everett said, "Unless
the American
people think it just and fair that the laws passed
by the American
congTess for the protection
of
American
industry
should
be repealed
by the
British
parliament,
and that for the purpose of
securing
the supply of our market to the British
manufacturer
to the end of time, it was the duty
of congress
to counteract
this movement,"
and
again, "Belie_ing,
of course, that there is no wish
to single it out (the manufacture
of woolens) for
unfriendly
legislation
at home, I can not sit still,
and see the gigantic arm of the British government stretched
out acros_s the Atlantic,
avowedly
to crush it."
In 1832 the doctrine
that a high
tariff meant low prices was prominently
advanced,
and somewhat
later the balance of trade theory,
the excess of imports
over exports,
causing
a
drain of specie to the manifest impoverishment
of
the country, was harped upon.
But all through
this period the expediency
and necessity of protecting
" infant industries"
were constantly
depended upon by the defenders
of the "American
policy," and as a corollary to this a home market
for the agricultural
productions
of the country,
now excluded from foreign marke_, was to be
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In 18_9 Ibe agitation
the_
taws was begtm in ]_a_bmd, said
resultedin theirrepeal in1846. In 180 another
importam step w_ taken, in the repealof _e
navigation
laws.
Meanwhile
a change w_ occurling in the complexion of the tariff debates in
this country.
"In the presidential
_
_f
1840, protection was advocated,
I believe for _
first time, on the ground
that Americma
labor
should be protected
from the competition
of less
highly paid foreign labor.
The psmper-labor argument appeared
full-fledged in the tariff _iebates of
1842; and since that time it has remained the chief
consideration
impre._ed
on the popular mind in
connection with the tariff. " (Taussig.)_Mr.
Polk,
in his inaugural address, was conservative.
"I
have heretofore
declared
to my fellow-citizens,
that in my Judgment it i_ the du_ tff the gevernmentto
extend, as far as may be practicable
todo
so, by its reveaue laws, .and ali other _aeans within its power, fair and jugt protection
te MI the
great interes_
of the whole Union, embracimg
agriculture,
manufactures,
tim mechanic
a_ts,
commerce amd navigation.
I have also declm_
my opinion to be in favor of atm, iff for _enue;
and that, ia adjusting
the detail_ of _
a turin,
I have eatw_tioned such moderate
_minating
duties "as _euld
produce
the smscmm off rwenrae
needed, gnd, at the same time, afford _mabte
incidental
protection
to our home indu_ry;
_nd
that I was opposed to a tariff for proba_tion merely, and not for revenue."
While Mr. Polk _hus
confined hira_eff to general phrases, his secretm-y
of the treasury,
Mr. Robert J. Wgl_'er, prepared
a report in which his treatment of lhe tariff queetion d_qerves to be ranked with Hamilton's famous
report on manufactures.
It stamped Mr. Walker
as an economist
and practical
financier of the
highest order, and his utterances mark an impo¢taut stage of tariff legislation
in this country,
He laid down the following general principles
as
a basis for revising
the revenue lsws: 1, that no
more money should be collected than is necessary
for the wants of the government,
economically
administered;
2, that no duty be imposed on any
article above the lowest rate which will yield the
largest
amount of revenue; 3, that 'below such
rate discrimination
may be made, descending
in
the scale of duties, or, for imperative
reasons,
the artiele may be placedin
the listof
those free
from all duty; 4, that the maximum revenue duty
should be imposed on luxuries;
5, "that all minimums and all specific duties should be abolished,
and ad valorem duties substituted
in their place,
care being taken to guard against fraudulent
tnvoices and undervaluation,
and to assess the duty
upon the actual market value; 6, that the duty
should be so imposed as to operate as equally aa
possible
throughout
the Union,
discriminating
neither for nor against any-class or m_otion. --_n
accordance
with Mr. Walker's views, the tariff of
1846 was t_,'amed.
He divided -his oi_lstflos_ion
into nine _hedud_,
,each of _hiCh ,trod i_ own
.of duty (_
.m,u_ m'tlc,_),
_'muflag
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from 100 per oent. (d_illed
_rlt8
and brandy),
d_wn m 6 per ecnt.(tJbe
_
matex4.sds
of manuf_tu_). This number of schedules was in the
bill,]Zered_ eight,and the highest duty levied
was 76 per 'ce_t. ad valorem.
The bill also aIkrwed the warehousing privilege for the first time.
_See W_uou_
SYs_F_.)
After a general debate the measure passed the house by a vote of
114 to 95, but was needy killed in the senate, t_iag passed only by the casting vote of the president of the _ate.
The average rate of duty under this act was 25 per eent. _1 vaiorem, and it pro.
duced an average annual revenue of $46, 000. 0_0,
as against one of $'26,000,000 under the tariff of
1842. -- Of the consequences
of l_his "' revenue
tariff of 1846{' Prof. Sumner
says: "The Iu'ri0d
from 1846 to 1860 was our period of comparative
free trade. The sub-treasm-y act of 1846 removed
subjects of currency and banking from national
legislation.
Thus these two topics were for a
time taid aside.
For aa industrial history of the
t_ntted States, no period presents greater interest
than this.
It was a period _f very great and very
solid prosperity.
The tariff was bed and vexa_
in many ways, ff we rogard it from the
_mmdpotm eitker of free trade or revenue tariff,
trm its rates were low mad its effects limited.
It
was called ' a _-evenue tariff with incidental protect.ian.'
The m_mufactures
which, it had been
said, would perish, did not perish, and did not
gain madden _ad egorbitant
profits.
They made
ateadyand
genuine progress.
The repeal of the
]_lish
corn laws in 18_
opened a large market
_rAmerican
agricultural
products, and took away
the old argument which Niles and Caret hat] used
with such force, that England wanted other eountries to have free twade, but would not take tiwir
products.
The effect on both countries was mc_¢t
happy.
It seemed as if the old system was gone
forever, and that these two great nations, wi_h
free industry and free trade, were to pour increased wealth upon evgh other.
The fierce dogmatism of protection
and its deeply rooted prejudices seemed to have undergone
a fatal bh)a.
Our shipping rapidly increased.
Our cotton crop
grew larger and larger.
The discovery
of gold
in California added mightily to the expansion of
prosperity.
The states, indeed, repeated our old
currency follies, and the panic of 1857resultS,
but it was on]y a stumble in a career of headlong
prosperity.
We recovered
from it in a twelvemonth.
Slavery
agitation
marked
this period
politically,
and if people look
buck to it now
they think most of that;
but industrially
and
economically,
and I will 'add also, in the a(hnini_tration of the go_ernm_t,
the period from the
Mexican to the .civil war is .our golden a7 e. if
_ve have .any.
As far m_T,he balance of trade is
concerned,
it -never wu snow _agular and equal
than in this period."
(Ia_utes
on Protection, P.
54.)-- The revenue _oltected_ander
this tariff was
so,la,ge,
that, in _8_'7, it beclmae necessary to red_e it, as lhe ofmmtatt_
madttun of the countrY
w_ belagkmk_l
_pdaM_e_m_Y.
An attempt
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was made to pa_ a protective
tariff, but it was
defeated.
The secretary of the treasury had recommended that raw materials should be made free
of duty, and also salt, as a necessity for the western packer.
The eastern manufacturers
favored
this measure,
and wool was the most difficult
commodity
to rate, as the west wished it made
dutiable and protected.
The tariff of 18,57 was
denounced
as the result of a "fraudulent
cornbination of those who favored
the protection
of
hemp, sugar, iron and the woolen manufactures
of Massachusetts.
It was a blow at the wool
grower."
By this act the average duty was lowercd to about 20 per cent. ad valorem.-The crisis
of 1857 was followed by deficits in the governmcnt
finances, and it became necessary
to revise the
tariff.
In 1861 a measure known as the "Morrill
tariff" was passed,
which
was a decided
step
toward a protective
measure, but it remained
in
force only a few months.
The war created hecessities which compelled the government
to seek
every possible source of revenue, and while the
dilatory and tentative tax methods applied in the
first years of the war only complicated
matters, and
forced the government
to have recourse
to that
most dangerous
of financial
expedients,
an irredeemable paper currency,
the tax privilege was
exercised as far as it could be before the end of
the war.
In these years the tariff was carried
from a low and revenue
rate of duty to one of
extreme protection--not
for the sake of protection, but in order to obtain revenue.
An internal
revenue system that was all-pervading
was imposed, and it was to counteract
the high taxes levi(_ under this system that many of the tariff duties
were carried to such an excessive point.
Measure
after measure raising dutics was adopted between
the years 1861 and 1866, and it was inevitable that
protective duties should creep in.
Settled policy
there was none, and while revenue was always the
plea for action, the duties imposed often defeated
that plea, by becoming
prohibitive.
Everything
was taxed, and, under'customs
and excise laws,
commodities might be taxed many times.
On the
return of peace the important
changes made applied chiefly to the internal
revenue system, and
the perpetual tinkering
of the tariff had served to
bring out in bold relief the many protective fenturcs it contained.
"With
the termination
of the
war," writes Mr. David A. Wells when special
commissioner of the revenues,
"and with accruing
re¢'eipts from the tariff in excess of the actual requt_ements of the treasury,
the popular tendency,
as expressed by legislation,
accomplished
or proj('cted, has been to reverse the order of importance
_f these two principles,
and to make the idea of
r_;vcnue subordinate
to protection rather than prote('tion subordinate
to revenue.
And in carrying
r)ut, furthermore,
the idea of protection,
but one
rule for guidance
would
appear
to have been
adopted for legislation,
viz., the assumption
that
whatever rate of duty could be shown to be for
the advantage
of any private
interest, the same
_'ould prove equally advantageous
to the interests
174
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of the whole country.
The result has been a tariff
based upon small issues rather than upon any great
national principle ; a tariff which is unjust and
unequal; which needle_ly
enhances prices; which
takes far more indirectly from the people than is
received into the treasury;
which renders an exchange of domestic for forcigmcommodities
nearly
impossible ; which necessitates
the continual
exportation
of obligations
of national indebt_edness
and of the precious metals; and which, while proleasing to protect American
industry,
really, in
many cases, discriminates
against it. * * One
of the first things that an analysis [of the existing
tariff] will show is, that every interest that has been
strong enough or sufficicntly
persistent
to secure
efficient repre_ntation
at Washington,
has received
a full measure of attention,
while every other interestthat
has nothad sufficient strength behind it
to prompt to action has been imperfectly
treated,
or entirely neglected."--The
effect of the commissioner's
recommendations
was to lead up to a
general debate on taxation in 1870. A bill which
originally proposed
to touch only internal duties,
was gradually
enlarged until it covered not only
excise, but also customs duties.
Protection
had
now become a cardinal
principle of the republican party, the party in power, and most of the
protective
features of the tariff were retained under the new measure, which became a law July
14, 1870, and whatever
reductions
were made applied to commodities
in common use, like tea,
coffee, sugar, etc., or luxuries,
like wines, spirits,
brandy, etc. The reduction
in revenue by these
changes was estimated
to be about $29,000,000,
and at the same time internal taxes to the amount
of $55,000,000wcre
removed.
The real burden of
the tariff was hardly lightened, as the high duties
on the necessaries of life remained.
In 1871 an attempt was made to rcl)_'al the duty on coal, but it
failed.
The question of protection, however, came
up, and to prevent
further
discussion
the duties
were removed
flom tea and coffee (1872), and in
the same year a general tariff was passed, which
still left the protective duties almost unchanged;
admitting
large classes of manufactures
to a reduction of 10 per cent. without
designating
apecificallythe
articles to which the reduction
should
apply.
Between
March
1, 1861, and ])larch 4,
1873, fourteen
principal statu[es relating to classification and rates, besides twenty other acts or
resolutions modifying tariff acts, had been passed,
and parts of each were in force.
To this must be
added the laws passed prior to 1861, and under
which customs were still collected.
This created
great doubt as to what was the law, and the uncertainty gave much trouble to the government,
and involved the importers in costly litigation and
imposed upon them vexatious
delays.
"Under
these various enactments,
questions relating to the
proper assessmentofdutiesconstantlyarise.
There
is often a direct conflict between different statutes,
and occasionally
between two or more provisions
of the same statute, while single provisions
are
frequently
held to embrace different
meanings.
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These differences can be settled only by arbitrary
interpretations or by adjudications
in court.
* *
The number of statutory appeals to the secretary
of the treasury on tariff questions during the last
fiscal year (1873)was 4,731, exclusive of misceUaneous cases or applications
for relief, numbering
5,065."--Thefinancial
crisis of 1873naturally
had
some influence upon the revenues of tile governmerit, and in 1874 thecry was raised that the government finances were embarrassed
through
too
large reduction in taxes.
This allowed the protectionists an opportunity
to carry a measure through
congress restoring
the 10 per cent. duties upon
commodities
which had been taken off in 1872,
and also to increase
by one-fourth
the duties on
sugar.
While these movements
precluded all idea
of revising the tariff so as to return to a revenue
standard
of duties, yet great dissatisfaction
was
expressed with the operation
of the law.
I have
just noted one of the difficulties connected with its
administration,
that of being needlessly complex,
Other objections to it consisted in the great stLmulus it gave to smuggling
and undervaluation
of imports,
practices which even the honest iraporter was forced, in self-defense, to adopt.
_[oreover, the law became each year more and more
complicated.
It consisted, first, of the act of congress ; second, of the decisions
of the treasury
officials interpreting
the law, and these decisions
had the force of law and were unchangeable;
and,
finally, of the decisions of the courts.
The expediency, and even the necessity, of a revision, now
became more and more urgent.
"The
revised
tariff,"
writes
the secretary
in 1875, "contains
thirteen
schedules,
embracing
upward
of 1,500
dutiable
articles which are either distinctly
specifled or included
in general or special
classifications.
To these must be added nearly 1,000 articles not enumerated,
but which under the general
provisions
of two sections of the law, would
be
assigned
a place as dutiable either by virtue of
similitude
to some enumerated
article, or as artities, manufactured
or unmmaufactu|_ed,
not otherwise provided for, making over 2,500 in all. The
free list contains an enumeration
of over 600 artides, thus constituting
a total aggregate
of more
than 8,000 articles embraced
by the tariff either
as dutiable
or free.
Of the articles
subject
to
duty, and either named in, or subject to, specific
ctar, sification by schedule, 823 pay ad valorem rates
varying from 10 to 75 per cent. ; 541 pay specific
duties, according
to quantity or weight; and 160
pay compound,
or both specific and ad valorem,
rates."-Not only was a sentiment
against the
_riff
being created on account
of its many un• reasonable and exorbitant features, but a like feelmg was engendered
by a desire to reduce war taxation to the limits that an economical
administration of the government
required.
The largest
sum collected
from customs iu any one year was
in 1872, when
it had attained
the amount, of
$216,370,286.
During
the years of depression
tha_ followed
the crisis of 1873 the receipts
from th_ source
_y
dwindled,
reaching
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their lowest point in 1878, when they were only
$130.170,680.
An improvement
then became
manifest, and in the following years the increase
was enormous,
giving, in connection "with other
sources of revenue, a revenue largely in excess
of the wants
of the government.
In 1880
this surplus revenue was nearly $66,000,000;
in
1881, more than $100,000,000 ; and in 1882,
$146,000,000.
An examination
of the annual
appropriation
bills for these years will show that
expenditure
kept
pace with revenue.
While
these bills do not take into account the permanent
appropri_fons---providing
for the debt, for the
collection of customs, etc.--yet,
as they are prepared by the executive departments
of the government, they give a better idea of the general tendencies of governmental
expenditure
than would the
amounts
actually expended.
Tim total amounls
appropriated
by these bills vary from year to year,
but they vary in a general way with the revenue
of the government--increasing
when the revenue
incre_es,
and decreasing
when it becomes less.
The ten years that followed 1873 gave a proof of
this.
The public income had hardly begun to be
affected by the crash of 1873 when the appropriations for 1874 were framed;
but from that year
until 1878 there was a steady decrease.
Beginning
with the bill for 1881, when the effects of the revival o_ trade and industry in 1879 were beginning
to be felt, the appropriations
greatly increased,
and culminated
in the notorious
bill for 1883.
which included
two of the most motorious tegislative swindles that couldbe perpetrated--the
river
and harbor bill, and the arrears of pensions act.
As the surplus revenue in the treasury increased,
the demands
upon it became
greater,
and the
greater the surplus the more questionable
became
the schemes for spending
it. The accumulation
of such a balance was a source of danger, and a
constant temptation to jobbers and swindlers who
originate
and live upon superfluous
public expenditure.
-- It was now seen that some changes
in the tariff would become necessary, not only for
the purpose of simplifying
its provisions, but al_o
as a means of removing tax burdens from the peopie.
The old question of revenue or protective
taxation was revived, and it became manifest that
the battle was to be fought on that line.
While
all right-minded
persons saw that taxes should be
reduced, when it came to a discussion of methods,
a hopeless
disagreement
arose.
Those who favored protection
were desirous
of abolishing all
internal taxes in order that the tariff might remain
untouched.
The other side wished to reduce the
tariff, and take from it the many extravagant
protective features.
Several measures of tariff ref,)rm
were defeated
in these years, and no final or decisive action was taken until 1882, when congrc_q
turned the subject over to a commission of i_ine
members
taken from civil life, for consideration.
It was evident that here was an excellent
opportunity offered for a satisfactory
solution of the
question.
There
was a general demand for re
duced duties; ewen prot, ecti(mi_
were willing to
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submit to such a reduction.
The presidential
campaign of 1880 lind been fought
on the issue
of the tariff, but in that blind and unreasonable
way that sett|ed nothing,
though
awakening
a
spirit of inquiry..
This had given strength
to
many movements in favor of revenue reform, especially in the western states, and it was in answer
to ibis feeling, which was developing
into a political force, that the commission
measure
was
adol)ted , because it was believed that such a plan
would produce the best and speediest results.
The
president, who had the appointment
of the membets of the commission,
nullified whatever of benefit might be expected
of it, for he took mcn who
were directly
interested
in the maintenance
of
high protcction.
Of the nine men chosen there
was not one who could pretend to be a student of
economic principles, not one who could have explained the incidence of a tax.
The influence of
tim lobby in framing tariff legislation had bccmne
notorious, but in this commission
the lobby influence was maintained,
and allowed even better opportunities
for carrying
its point than it enjoyed
before.
The commi_ion
traveled
over a part
of the country taking
testimony,
and made its
report to congress.
It was afterward
developed
that the schedules
of duties presented
with the
report had been prepared by men who werethemselves manufacturers
and therefore
interested
in
keeping intact
protection.
TiLe report,
while
promising a reduction
in duties, contained
some
of the most barefaced
attempts
to double and
triple duties; while making
a pretense
to revise
and reform the tariff, it was but a juggle and a
sham. The members of the commission
(with one
honorable exception,
Mr. McMahon, whose technical knowledge of the operation of the then existing tariff wa._ of great service)
were wholly
unfitted for the work intrusted
to them, and as a
consequence
the results of their labors were of
little value.
One year had thus been wasted. -Nor were the events that followed the presentstion of this report calculated
to increase the expectation that the subject of revenue reform would
be adequately handled by congress.
The senate,
rejecting the commission schedules, prepared a bill
of its own; and the house also framed a new bill
for its own consideration.
The whole session of
1_8')_ was given over to a discussion of these various measures, schedule by schedule, and line by
line. Every possible "difference of opinion was
d('vc_loped in these debates; but, as the high tariff
l),i_ty was in the majority, little toward a reduction
,_f duties could be accomplishc_l.
A large number
of ad valorem duties were made specific, though
no change in the actual amount of tax was thus
brought about.
Owing to its being a short sea_ion, the house was unable to complete the conside_'ation of its own bill, and took up that of the senate. Some differences being developed, they were
referred to a conference
committee, in which the
]_igh protectionists
had a large majority.
Here
many changes were made, some of which had
been vo_:
ha both houses, and the re-
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suiting
hybrid measure
became a law one day
before the session closed, no time being given for
an examination
of the recommendations
of the
conference
committee.
The law, however, antisfled no one, and therc is every likelihood
that the
whole tariff will be again revi/,_t at no late day.
-- Meagre as this outline is, it is enough to show
that the United States has never had a tariff that
was at all suited to its industrial
and commercial
interests since thc first revenue tariff imposed before 1826. And as the average rate of the tariff
has increased
it has become more and moreinjurious to the interests involved, as no high tariff can
be applied to such various conditions as are to be
found in this country without doing as much rotschief to one part as good to another. -- AvTHORITrES.
Prof. Win. G. Sumncr's
Lectures on the
HistolT/of Protection, Life of Andrew Jackson and
H£_tolT/of American
Ca_'rency.
The writings
of
Henry C. Carey and H. C. Baird.
There is no
good history of the finances of the country in the
English language.
The pretentious
work of A.
S. Bolles is un._tisfactory,
and the facts are much
distorted.
:Niles' Weekly J_egister contains
much
valuable
material,
and the writings
of Condy
Raquet,
now quite scarce, should
be carefully"
read.
The public documents
contain many exccedingly valuable
reports on the tariff, and the
proceedings
of some early conventions (1819, 1831,
etc.) throw much light upon the effects of tariff
legislation.
Mr. David A. Wells has contributed
much to a proper understanding
of the last war
tariff, and stands well to the front in the great
number
of writers who have given attention
to
this subject.
A special Report on Custora*- Tari_
Le/fis/at/o_t was prepared
by the Bureau of Stati_
tics in 1873, and the provisions
of the laws are
fully given, as also in Heyl's and Williams'
two
Manuals.
WORTHL-NGTON C. FORD.
TARTAR,
TARTARY.
The Chinese T_-t_,
or Tfi-tar, was originally a generic term for tributary or vassal peoples, especially of those hordes
inhabiting
the plateaus of northern A_ia beyond
tile great wall which was built to repel them.
One sinologue finds the derivation of the word in
one of the forms of obeisance in vogue amongthe
tribes of _,Iongolia, in whicll the foot is struck on
tile ground, and a prominent article of dress, usually worn in front, is at the same moment thrown
behind.
The leaders of most of the uprisings of
population
in the grassy plateaus of central Asia
that have emerged into history, spurning the epithet of TS.-tars, have taken to themselves various
dynastic names, such as Hun, Turk, Li_.o0 Kitan,
Kin, l_Iongol, Manchiu, etc.
Genghis Khan, for
instance, gave to his people the name Mongols
(Mungku-jin),
"braves,"
in order to show that.
they were no longer Tfi-tars, or tributaries,
but
conquerors.
When the Mongols invaded Asia, and
even Europe, overrunning
Russia, and covering
it with ashes and blood, the Christian
m_)nks,
struck with tim r_emblance
of the word T_.-tar to
Tartarus,
and ready to associate these centaurs---
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man and horse being as one animal--with
devils
from hell, called them "Tartars."
Hence, our
incorrect English spelling.
Gradually
the word
Tartary was applied to all the lands ruled by the
Mongols--the
whole of eastern Europe, and eentral Asia; " European Tartary"
was that part of
Russia occupied
by the Mongols, while "Asiatic
Tartary" stretched from the Caspian to the Yellow sea. As the Mongols were by degrees expelled from Russia, the term was restricted
to the
Crimea (settled by the Crim T_tars) and to the
Chinese dependencies
north and west of the great
wall.
As Chin_e
geography
was better understood, the once vague and elastic term more and
more lost value as a geographical
expression.
It
continued
to be applied, however,
to that part of
Turkestan
which was until lately neither Chinese
nor RtLssian--an
annually
decreasing
territory,
Since the Russian
campaigns
under
Kauffman
and Skobeloff, resulting in the fall of Khiva (1873),
of Khokand
(1876), and of Mcrv (1879-80), the
whole of " Independent
Turkestan"
may be considered part of Russian territory, since it has been
formally annexed.
In 1882 deputations
of the inhabitants
to St. Petersburg
gave their formal adherence to the czar.
With this extension of Russian arms to the very borders
of Afghanistan,
"Tartary"
ceases to be a proper
geographical
expression.
In China, the term "Ta-tar"
is popularly applied to the Mongols
beyond the great
wall, and, by ultra-patriotic
haters of the ruling
dynasty, to Manchius in general; but it is somixed
up with opprobrious
epithets, such as "horsey,"
"raw,"
"green,"
etc., that the word is not in good
repute among writers.
In central Asia, " Turk"
and "T_-tar"
are synonymous.
Foreigners
distinguish the Chinese from their Manchiu conquerors, and we read in works of travel and history of
"the Tartar city," "the Tartar garrison," as parts
of Peking,
Canton,
etc. -- Etlmologically
the
"Tartars"
are the Altaian group of tribes and nations, not of Aryan blood, that did once, ordonow,
inhabit
the lands of northern
and central Asia,
including
the Seythians
of classic writers,
the
Huns, the Turks,
Kirghez,
Calmucks,
,Mongols,
]_Ianchius,
Tungusians,
the various
peoples of
Turkestan,
with many tribes now greatly
modifled by Aryan admixture,
with others as widely
scattered
as the Tamils of southern
India on the
one hand, and the Coreans
and Japanese
on the
other, between whose languages modem lingafists
(Thirwall,
Dallet, Ross, :Edkins, Aston, Chamberlain) have demonstrated
close affinities.
:Notwithstanding
all variations
from the original
type,
the Tatar face has high cheek bones, thick nose
depressed at the roots, scanty beard, round skull,
and narrow, slit-like eyes, with a peculiar restless
expression,
which is the same whether in Constantinople
or in TSkiS.
Balfour
thus pictures
from life the :Manchin and the Chinese,
or the
"Tartar,"
and the native Mandarin.
"The Manehiu has a dark complexion
and roughish
skin;
he is a large-boned
man; his face is long and lan.
tern-jawed;
he has a wide mouth, and a flrm_ de-

cided nose. The expression of his eyes is shrewcl.
and under the gloss of etiquette you can detect
the natural fierceness of the nomad.
The Chinese
is the exact reverse.
His build is small and flexible; his face--round,
unctuous and fat, unseared
by the suspicion of a wrinkle--is
the color of
Devonshire cream.
His movements are graceful
and suave; they give you the idea of liberally-oiled
joints;
his hands
are delicate, slim, and very
plump;
his expression
is courtly, he has a winning smile and bow for every one.
* * Good
emperors
are not made of such material."
The
T_,-tar hordes whichhave
repeatedly
rushed out of
the north into China, have kept the hoary empire
periodically
infused with fresh blood and vigor
and new imperial dynasties.
Yet, though able to
conquer,
destroy or build on a well-established
foundation,
theyhave
no elements of permanence;
and away from the deserts, cut off from nomadic
life, the T_-tar fabrics of government
in continental Asia have, one after another, fallen to ruins
after a burst of grandeur
that seems strangely
brief in comparison
with the enduring
character
of Aryan institutions
and :European governments.
In religion
the Ta-tars were at first devotees to
Shamanism,
and then to Buddhism,
which degencrated into Lamaism,
while in Europe and western Asia many tribes have adopted the Sunni form
of Islam.
(See also MON(_OLS.)
WM. ELLIOT GRIFFIS.
TA-TSING
(Great Pure).
The name of the
ruling dynasty of China, under whose reign the
Middle Kingdom has perforce begun to adopt and
assimilate the forces of western civilization.
Direct commercial
and diplomatic
relations between
China and :Europe can scarcely be said to have
begun until the Ta-tsing
line of emperors filled
the throne in Peking
One of the several foreign
imperial houses that have ruled the mightiest empire of Asia, the Ta-tsing,
is "the best Tartar
dynasty
China has ever had."
The ancestral
home of the ]_Ianchiu chieftains,
to whom divine
honors as founders
are now rendered
in Peking.
is the northern
base of the ever-white
mountains
which separate Cores from Manchiuria.
Aceo_:d
ing to legend, one of three celestial virgins, while
bathing in a lake on the surface of which were
mirrored
the snowy peaks, found on her clothes a
red fruit dropped by a flying magpie, and immcdiately eating it, conceived,
and gave birth to a
son.
On the death of his mother, he floated down
the river Hurka, and being hailed by the warrinz
chiefs as a supernatural
leader, estahlislwd
hi,
capital at Odoli, and began in the fourteenth
e('ntury the unification
of the Manchiu
tribes.
The
name of this ancestor was Aisin-Gioro,
or Gold,'n
Family
Stem.
Gradually
encroaching
upon the
Chinese possessions,
the Manchius
were invitt(l
to Peking to assist against rebels.
Finding themselves there, they stayed, and began the conqu('-t
of the great plain of China.
In a word, they suI,
planted
the native Ming dynasty.
In exeha_ge
for the shaven fore.alp
and long queue (" l)ig"
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tail") which they inflicted upon the Chinese, they
themselves took the civilization
of China, and became docile pupils.
The Je_uit missionaries in
the capital enjoyed both the friendship
and patronage of the first Ta-tsing
emperors, Shun Chi,
Kang tit, Yung Chcngand
Kicn Lung.
The sure
hJothold of the new dynasty
in the empire was
signalized
by the compilation
and issue of the
famous "hnperial
Dictionary,"
the "Webster's
Unabridged"
of the Chinese language.
Learning and the arts flourished,
and intercourse
with
western nations increased,
until in this latter half
of the nineteenth
century we see that long contested problems are being solved in a manner not
Chinese, but cosmopolitan.
The old conception
of China, being the Middle Kingdom,
around and
far beyond the borders of which lay the unciviliz_d barbarian
countries,
is passing away.
The
long duel between Cos._lck and Tartar
on the
north has ended by making "ravenous
Russia's"
boundary lines the Amur and Usuri rivers, though
Ill has been wrested back from the doublc-headed
eagle; and strong garrisons, constantly maintained
along her northern
frontier, show China's deterruination to keep her borders from further "recfifieation" by diplomates.
Her attitude
toward
France in Tonquin,
and toward Japan in Cores,
show her furthcr intent to kee l) a " scientific frontier," and uphold her ancient doctrine of WhangTi, or sovereign
over vassal nations.
Under the
pressure of necessity she has established
legations
and consulates
in Europe and America, and has
rceognized the existence
of her citizens
abroad,
At home the adoption
of western
military
and
naval organization
arid equipment,
and of engineering,
telegn'aphy
and commercial
methods,
arc largely due to the more practical
and enterprising nature of the 5Ianehiu
leaders and statesmen. (See also TARTAR andRIv
KIV.)--LITERA'r_:RE. Williamson's
Jo,_r_urys in North Chintz,
•fftmchuria, London,
1870; Ross' T]w Manchua,
Y']*e Reigning Dynasty
of CMI_a, Paisley,
1879;
Griffis' Cores, the Hermit Natio_, :New York and
London, 1883.
W_. ELLXOT G_n_FtS.
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nal purity.
In this article we shall briefly sketch
the man and his system,
describing
in detail
the widely spread and highly popular religion
that calls itself by his name, and of which he is
in no sense of the word the founder.
Rejecting
the vulgar fancies and later traditions
which find
so dazzling
au expression
in the gilt and paint
and cabalistic
characters
and incantations
of a
"joss-house,"
we shall outlim_ the historical career
of Lao-T,_e.
tie was born in the feudal
age of
China, in thc petty kingdom
of Tsu, now the
province of llonan,
in 604 B.C.
His surname
was Li (plum), and his personal name Ur (ear,
or fiat ear).
From early life he was an arduous
student
and much given to meditation.
When
come to manhood, he was appointed librarian,
or
keeper of the records, at the court of the Chow
dynasty.
When eighty-eight
yearn old, he was
visitedby Confucius, thenthirty-five
years of age,
and a conver_tion
between the two followed, in
which the elder appears to have given the youngera
tart lecture,
couched
in vaguely oracular
language.
Confucius
seems to have left the sage
with the impression
that his words were too profound
or too transcendental
for practical
purposes, and after that pursued his own methods of
inquiry.
It was perhaps subsequent
to this inter.
view that Li Ur was known as Lao-Tse, or Vencrable Sage ; though the two Chinese characters
may also be rendered
Old Boy--on
which basis,
the popular
legend that he was born with white
hair and with the expression
of an aged man, was
reared.
There is not, however,
one line in the
sage's works, which gives countenance
to marvels
or supernaturalism
of any kind, thc multitudinous
fantastic legends concerning
Lao-Tse havingbeen
invented
much later.
The sage devoted himself
to expanding
his doctrine of Tau (the Way), and
shunned all notoriety.
Foreseeing
the fall of the
Chow dynasty,
he left the capital with his face
set westward.
Before passing through the boundary gate, Yin IIsi, the warden and his admirer,
persuaded
the sage to commit his dcn.'trincs to
writing.
Lao-Tse
complied,
and wrote
down
what appear like lecture notes, which need further
TA[,'ISN
(T,_5-Is_,
TS, or Doctrine
of Laooral expansion.
In this treatise. Tau-tiKir, g, con.
Tse). One of the three state religions of China is taining eighty-one chapters in not over 5,000 charTauism.
It is recognized
and supported
by the
actcrs, his vicws on the Tau (Way) arc set forth
imperial government,
and one of thepopular
s'_y- in an exceedingly
terse, gnomic style.
Ite then
ing_ is, "However
the empire be disordered
and
passed westward
beyond the frontier,
and with
convulsed, the Changs (popes of Tauism)and
the
this final sentence of the historian
Sze-ma Chien
I_ungs (descendants
of Confucius)
have no occa(B. C. 135-68) the voice of history is silent.
He
-i¢,n to be troubled."
Perhaps
that which most
died probably about 523 B.C.
Thc systems of
:_tracts the attention
of foreigners
who observe
Lao-Tsc and Confucius may be thus slated:
Conch(, rites of the Chinese at home or on American
fucius, a statesman
rather
than a plfilosopher,
-()il, is that which is referred
to Tauism, rather
sought to find for men a rule of conduct in a code
_haa tothecult
of Buddha or the ethics of Confuof practical
morals
founded
on ancient
prece('iu_. Yet, the religion and the systemof
philosodents, the examples
and precepts
of kings and
phy must be carefully distinguished
; for, whatsages.
Lao-Tse's
labors, on the contrary,
were
('xcr else Lao-Tse is responsible
for, "he ought
purely philosophical.
)Ian was to attain to the
_()t to bear the obloquy of being the founder of , perfection
of his nature througll contemplation
of
the TaSist religion."
Pure Tauism
is probably
God, by subduh_g his passions and possessing his
not to be found in China, though
in Corea it is soul in calm.
Quietism is thus the first requisite
probable that it exists in something
like its origiof a true life.
The highest morality is inculcated.
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In speculative physics, Lao-Tse teaches that creawas offset with its own weapons, by a native in.
tion proceeded from a First Principle,
impersonal,
stead of a foreign pantheon.
The recognition of
self-existent
and self-developing,
which produced
Tauism as a state religion practically
began when
motion, whence issued all things in the universe,
Wu-ti (140-88 B. C.) encouraged the alchemists,
which have in them the dual principle of active
though
the Tang emperors
(618-905 A. D.) first
and passive, or male and female.
In politics, the
admitted Lao-Tse to the rank of gods, under the
sovereign
elected of the people should be their
title of " Great Supreme, Emperor
of the Dark
model and teacher rather than ruler and judge.
First Cause."
Later, titles were sxlded by admirThe voice of the people is tteaven's
voice.
The
ing emperors.
It must be remembered
that Conruler must first right himself,
then the country
fucianism
was not until a thousand yearsafter
the
will be well governed.
Too much government
is death of its founder universally spread throughto be deprecated.
Ligl_t taxation, moderate punout China; nor was it until A. D. 1012 that he
ishments,
the people well fed, but not too much
received
by imperial
mandate
the title "'3Io,t
enlightened,
courtesy
and moderation
between
Perfect Sage."
During the early centuries
of the
states,
will secure lasting peace and prosperity.
Christian
era. Tauism
had the field.
The first
Previous
to Lao-Tse's time, the Chinese worshiped
Tauist popedom,
or patriarchate,
held by Ch.mg
Shang-ti
(Lord of Heaven,
Thcos, Jehovah)and
Tau-ling,
which was founded
in the first ecntTien (Heaven).
The Tcl_l-ti King recognized God
ury, has been held in the line of his de.,eend.
(Shang-ti) as before Tau, though it is through Tau
ants to the present day, and the sect ha_ spread
that Heaven
is to be attained.
By means of Tnu
into the various
nations surrounding
the Mid.
the soul wasto attain its original state and be iradle Kingdom
that accept
Chinese culture.
In
mortal.
European
scholars at first believed that
the popular
religion,
"the
Three
Pure t)n(,,."
the Hebrew name Jehovah was contained
in Laowhich
are found
in Tauist
temples, form the
Tse's book, both in phonetics,
and by popular apmost
conspicuous
group
of idols representing
prehension,
but this idea is now exploded.
The
Lao-Tse, Chaos or Pan-kfi, "The
first man," and
sage recognizes as fact the existence of God (Ti),
Shang-ti, or God, of the early Chinese religion.
but makes his Tall (Reason, the Way) primal, and
])[any other idols, rcpr(_senting
gods of every d_,superior toGod.
The Ti, or virtue of tile Tan, be- gree, incarnating
perhaps
the forces of nature,
comes fulfilled in man in its highest development,
crowd the temples;
and the religion of Taui_m,
by his abstraction
from worldly cares, andfreedom
though
professedly
based on reason, or at lca.-t
from anxiety.
In other
words, he teaches that
rationalism,
is a hopeless congeries
of SUl)Cr._tinon-existence
i_ the goal of man, and equivalent
tion. --LITERATURE.
The Tau-ti King ha_ be('n
to pure existence ; or, a_ Hegel would say, they
translated
into English
by the Rcv. J. Chahners
are identical.
" Being and Non-being
are the
(London),
into French by R(;mu_t
and Stani_la_
same."
Whether
Lao-Tse
borrowed
this tenet
Julien, and into German by Plancker
and V. vr)n
from the India
Brahmans,
or originated
it, is unStrauss,
the first and last being considered the,
certain,
but the very vagueness
of the system,
most faithful
to the original.
See also Legz(",
increased
by the terseness of his style, resembling
The Rel(qior_s of CMna, New York, 1881 ; M_rlin that of oracles or enigmas,
made it tile fit soil for
The Chinese,
_'ew York,
1881 ; and
Orze_,t_l
the strange
crop that afterward
grew upon it.
Religions, China, Boston, 1881.
Until the introduction
of Buddhism.
68 A.D.,
Wry. ELLIOTT GRrrTIs.
idols were unknown
in China, and Taulsm
was
but a philosophy
and a literary puzzle, though
TAXATION,
Principles
of.
It would seem
with new codes of natural and psychical
philoso- , to be in the nature of an economic or commonphy grafted
on it by disciples.
As such it was i sense axiom, that a large and varied expcricncc ia
more acceptable to minds to which metaphysical
I respect to the management
of any one of II,t,
speculation
was congenial,
than the bald ethics
great departments
of the world's business _ (arid
of Confucius,
b_,cd as these were on materialism
result in the gradual evolution
and final dcfil_i_("
and routine precedents ; but its evolution
was toestablishment
of certain rules or principles which
ward degradation.
In contact
and rivalry
with
would be almost universally
recognized
and _l_'Buddhism,
the ocx:ult arts and superstitions
of
cepted as a basis for practical
application
:_(1
centuries
past fastened
upon Tauism
so firmly
procedure.
But in respect to the matter of t:_.x,Lthat
what was parasite
and what was original
tion--which
is a fundamental
necessity
for rhc
stock
could
not be popularly
distinguished,
maintenance
of civilization
and of all go_('_J_While the mystic element expanded
voluminousment, and is constantly,
outside of sheer ba_'l)._]y, professing
to teach corporeal
immortality,
the
rism, everywhere
maintained--no
such result h:t_
transmutation
of metals,
the composition
of the
been attained.
In no department
of econon_ic
elixir of life which raised men to the equal of
science is there so much of obscurity and confii('t
genii--arts
long after introduced
into Europe--ingopinion.
"Most economists agree, that th ,,re
the popular belief, travestying
Buddhism, filled its
is no science of taxation as there is a sci(;n('f' of
temples
with
images of deities, which became
exchanges "; and "that
there are no great natgods of tim state.
Out of the crowd of the early
ural laws running
through
and controlling
laxafathe_
of war, medicine and literature,
idol deition and its effects."
And while the student will
were multipl{ed
indefinitely,
until Buddhism
find examples
in the history of states or govern-
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but

it is an evll

when

taxation

is

form of taxation which human ingenuity,
promptrendered
excessive through injudicious
or wasteed by necessity, selfishness or greed, could devise;
ful expenditures;
or when, by reason of ill adaud a sufficient
retold
of effects, to warrant
the
juslmenl,
the levy of the tax is made an oceadJawing of general and correct inferences,
it is sion for tile collection
from the people, through
l_evertheh'ss
probably
tam, that there is not, at
the enhancement
of profits and prices, of a far
the present time, a single existing
tax decreed
greater
sum than is requisite to meet the public
by despotism,
or authorized
oy the represcntarequirements.
--Adam
Smith, in his " Wealth of
tives ot" the tax payers, which has been primarily
Natiolls,"
laid down four canons, or maxims, (to
adopted or enacted 8o/dy with reference
to any
be hereafter stated), in respect to the levying and
involved economic
principles,
or which has pricollection
of taxes iu genera], which, as tlwy are
marily sought to establish
the largest practical
col)stantly
quoted
and referred
to with favor,
conformity
under the existing
circumstances
to have a better claim to be regarded
as in the nawhat ale acknowledged
to be the fundamental
ture of fundamental
truths than ally other propprinciples of equity, justice and rational liberty,
ositions which have tiros far been formulated
on
But, on the contrary,
the influence of temporary
thi._ subject.
But as these pr'opositions
are, as
circumstances,
as viewed iu most instances from
their author characterized
them, "general,"
and
the_tandpoiatofagovernmentaladministration-not particul'tr,
in their nature;
and as at least
d_.spotism or republican
alike--desirous
of retainone of them is, in the light of a larger experience,
ingpower,
hasever been the controlling
motive in
not considered
as correct, there is, it must be
cb:_rmining the character of taxation;
or, as Colconceded, much warrant for the assumption,
that
bert, the celebrated
finance minister
of Louis
ill the senseo[
proposLtions, or rules, uuiversally,
XIV., is reported to have expressed it, in saying,
or in any large degree, recognized
and made the
"that
the act of taxation consists
in so plucking
basis of practical application,
there are no princithe goose [i. e., the people]
as to procure
tile
plesof laxation.
To admit the correctness
of such
largest quantity
of feathers
wilh the least pos_ian assumption,
is, however, at the same time to
ble amount of squealing."
Hence, apart from
confes% that human knowledge,
in at least one
its methods of distributing
power aml patronage,
department,
lr_s reached its Iarge_t limit; and that
the popular idea of evil, as conm,cted
with gova clas_ of transaction%
which, more than ahnost
erument, may almost always be referred
back to
ally other, _re determinative
of the distribution
_,f
unequal or excessive taxation
as a source;
and to
wealth, and the forms fit which industry shall be
the reality of which, as evils, more than to any
exerted, are best dir_.eted by accident or caprice.
other one agency, may be referred
the French
It is accorchngly
proposed,
in the present article,
rew,lution,
and the ferocity with which it was
to make Ihe true state of the case tile main oilconducted.
Hence, also, the preference
ahnost
jective of inquiry;
and, in place of framing
any
always shown,
ou the part alike of those who
theory at the outset, to r_,tlmr aim to place before
emtct and those who pay taxes, for indirect taxatile reader such a review of our knowledge
of
lion, which very successfully
blinds the tax payer
this subject, aml more especi:dly such a summary
a_ to the amount
which he pays, and as to tim
of the mo.,t receut experic.ces
and investiga.
time .rod place of its collection.
And he.nee, t tions, as will qualify him f, r the forming of an
fitmllv, the idea. which has come to be all but
opinion, whetht,r any deductions
which may be
u_)iversally enterl,ined,
that taxati_m per se is in
m:_de a,e to t)e regarded
as merely curious or
its_.lf an e.vil; something
to be aw_ided if possivaluable
contributions
to the department
of ecobh,, :rod "tn escape from which is always "go_d
nomic science umh,r consideration,
or whether
f-rlu,le";
when the real truth undoubtedly
is,
they rise to the dignity and impoltance
of fundathat there m no one act which can be performed
mental
and mcontrovertibh,
truths
or proposiby a community,
which brings in so large return
lions.
And as the first step in such a discussion,
to the credit of civilization
and general
happi,
it is imporlant
Io start with a dt.finition, "rod de1)es_, as the judic,ous
expenditure,
for public putfine, at tile outset, wlmt is meant by taacalion.-po_e% of a fair perceDtage of the general wealth
Taxation
(from tim Latin taro, or taxare, "to
r:ti_ed by a_l equitable
system of taxation.
Tile
rate. .... to value"),
in the ordinary sense, means
fruits of such expenditure
aregeneral
education
the act or process of _pporttoning
or assessing,
and general health;
improved
roads, diminished
and of collecting
or gathering
from a people, a
_xpensc_ of transportation,
and security
for life
portion of their property,
for tim u¢e or support
and property.
And it will be found to be a genof their government,
and for all public needs.
eral rule, that no high degree of civilization
can
The command
of a constant
and adequate
rcvbe maintained
in a community,
and indeed that
enue being absolutely essential to tile existence of
no highly civilized communily
can exist, without
organized government,
tile power to compel or cacomparatively
large taxation;
the converse
of
force contributions
from the people governed,
or,
this proposition,
however, at the same time not
as it is termed, "to tax," is inherent in and an inbeing admitted,
that the existence
of high taxes
eident of every sovereignty,
and rests upon necesare necessarily
a sign of high civilization.
In
sity.
The question of the obtaining
of such teeshort, taxation
in itself is no more of an evil
enue, obviously,
therefore,
is the question of lir_
than any other necessary
and desirable
form of
importance
in the economy of a state; the one in
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comparison
with which all others are subordihate.
For without revenue (and a government
never has any resources
except what it has obtained from the people), regularly and uniformly
obtainable
and coming in, no governmental
machinery for the protection
of life and property,
through
the dispensing
of justice, and the proriding for the common
defense, could long be
maintained;
and in default
thereof,
production
wouhi stop or be reduced to a minimum,
accumulations
would cease oz' become speedily exhausted,
and civilization
would inevitably
give
place to barbarism
and the wilderness. -- Again,
the power of taxation
being an incident of 8over.
nighty, the l"ight to exercise that power, must be
coextensive with ?hat of which it is the incident;
or, in other words, as the power of every compbste sovereignty
over the persons and property
of its subjects
is unlimited,
the power,
therefore, in every such sovereignty
to compel contributtons for the service of the state, or, as we term
it, "to tax," must be unrestricted.
Thns, "the
power to tax," says Chief Justice
Maz_hal],
in
giving the opinion of the supreme court denying
the right of Maryland
to tax the bank of the
United
States,
"involves
the power to destroy",,
and in the case of Weston vs. The City of Charleston, the same court, by the same eminent authority, held further,
" that if the right toiraposeataz
exists, it i8 a eight which in its nature acknowledges
no limits.
It may be carried to any eztent within
the jurisdiction
of the state or colToration
which
imposes it, which the will of such state or corporaZion may prescribe."
In the United States, however, it may be here noted, that the sovereignty
of the national
government,
and of the separate
states,
is materially
limited
in respect to both
taxation
and other matters;
on the one hand, in
virtue of an agreement
of union accepted
by all
the states, and known as the federal constitution
;
and on the other, in virtue
of certain
original
powers retained
by the states, and not delegated
by them, in entering
the federal
Union, to any
other or higher
sovereignty.
Thus, no state of
the federal
Union can impose any tax upon any
agency of the federal
government,
its mails, its
custom
houses, its hinds, its judicial
processes,
its money, oz" through
its evidences
of indebtedhess, upon its credit or borrowing
power.
On the
other hand, the federal
government
can not tax
the agencies
or instrumentalilies
by which any
state performs
its functions.
That such reciprocal limitations
are natural and necessary,
and exist by implication,
nnt only in the constitution
of the United States, but also in the very structure of the federal Union, must be evidenL when
one reflects that otherwise the federal government
on the one hand, and the governments
of the
states on the other, might impose taxation to an
extent that would cripple,
if not wholly defeat,
the operations
of the two authorities,
each within its respective
and proper sphere
of action.-Natural
iimitations
on the Meaniag and _zerciae
of Taxation.
The term taxation,
however,
in-

volves something more than the mere act of taking on the part of a government,
or its unre.
strained power of compelling
contributions
for
the use of the state.
The essence of all tazaticm
cor_ists in making
the burden of tazatim_ equal
upon all subjects of immediate
competition;
and
when Ibis principle is violated, the act of taking,
or the enforced contribution,
is no lo_gerentitled
to be consideled
taxation,
but becomes at once
an arbitrary spoliation or confiscation.
Thus, to
illustrate:
suppose
it were proposed
to tax the
stock in trade of red-haired
men 5 per cent., and
those of red-nosed
men 10 per cent.; or (as was
proposed by a bill introduced
into the congress of
the United States in 1874) to exempt incomes be.
low $5,000 from taxation, and tax those equal t()
$5,000 5 per cent., and all above, 10 per cent.; or
to do as actually once was done in England under
an income tax lawenacted
in 1691--tax
Catholics
at rates double those imposed on Protestants,
it
seems clear that such transactions
could not involve any principle, or be regarded
in an)' other
light than the mere arbitrary
and despotic exerelse of power; or the making
of the possc_ion
of a red nose, or red hair, or the result of enterprise, skill, economy,
or the fortuitous
circumstance of birth or belief, the occasion
for inflictlug a penalty.
Yel. this was what substantially
was done in the middle
ages, when nobles were
exempt from taxation
because they were nobles,
and the common people were taxed because they
were villains or bondsmen;
when Jews were assessed because
they were not Christians,
and
Catholics
because
they were not Protestants.
And if it be said, as it doubtless
will be, in rejoin(lcr
to a part of the above illustration,
that
the ricb, byreason
of their riches, arc abundantly
able to pity, and, therefore,
should
be made to,
the answer is, that under a universal and uniform
income tax (if there could be such a thing), whzeh
would estvblish a comparative
equality of burden,
they would pay more by an inevitable
law and
yet pay equally;
while under an unequal law,
which takes from them because they are rich, the
act of taking has no claim to be considered
a tax,
but is simply confiscation.
For if the slate may
takefive per cent. from the man with _5,000 income, and ten per cent. from the man with more
than $5,000, why stop at this amount ? We bare
not approximated
the limit or capability
of the
persons
assessed
to make contributions.
Why
not take all that such individuals
receive in
excess of the average
income
of the masses?
Why not divide up and put every one on au
equality?
The advocacy
of any such form_ of
contribution
under lhe name of taxation (a]thon'-'h
the advocates
may not be, and generally are _,ot,
aware of it), is simply, therefore, the advocac) of
the most radical principles of communism.
The_e
is, accordingly,
a broad
and plfilosopbical
di._tinction,
which
may be claimed to rise to the
dignity of an economic
principle,
between "_ax"
ation"and
"arbitrary'taking."
Inthesoundi_gs
which
have been made at great depths in the
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ocean for telegraphic
or other purposes,
the
taxing power can be legitimately
exercised.
Insounding line has not unfrequently
brought up
deed, it would seem that noadjudication
should be
from the bottom small-chambered
shells or other
necessary to establish so obvious a proposition."-minute animals
of exquisite
organization
and
Protection the Carlelativeof
Taxation.
The correlstrt_cture; and the question
naturally
arises, In
ativeof taxation, furthermore,
is protection;
or, in
what manner can these minute organisms
live and
other words, according
to the political theory of
flourish under the enormous
pressure that in some
our governments,
national and state, and in fact
instances must be exerted, of at least three tons
of every government
claiming the title to be free,
to the square inch?
The explanation
is to bc taxes are the compensation
which property
pays
found in the circumstance
that the pressure
is the state for protection.
"Ta.res are a portion
everywhere equalized, being as much from within
which each i:ulividual gives of h£_ property,
in order"
outward as from without
inward,
and thus an
to secure and have tlw perfect enjoy_wnt of the reequilibrium
is maintained
under which developmainder.
Governments
are established
for the
ment goes on and existence is made possible; and
protection
of persons
anti property
within
the
it is in preserving this equilibrium,
this equalizalimits of the state, and taxes are levied to enable
tion of pressure
(says Mr. Lowe,
from whose
the gccernment to afford a_d give such protection.
speech" as chancellor
of the English
exchequer
They are the price and consideratb)u
of the prothe above illustration
is derived),
that the whole
tection afforded."
(Ingersol, J., Circuit Court of
secret of taxation consists.
All experience
shows
theUnited
States, Duer vs. Small.)
"Thereisnoththat a pcople who are moderately
prosperous
will
ing poetic about tax laws
When theyfit_d prep.
bear the heaviest
burdens
of taxation
without
erty, they claim a contribution for its protection."
complaint
when they feel that the distribution
(Lowric,
Chief Justice, Tinlcy vs. The City, etc.,
is just and equal ; but when the distribution
is 32 Penn.,
381 ) Montesquieu,
writing with the
unequal, somebody inevitably
is being either phmmonarchical
institutions
of France mainly or soledered or crushed. -- Limitations
of TerritorialSovly in view, discusses this subject in his "Spirit
of
ere(qnty and Limitation, s of the Taxing Power Coex- Laws" (book xxxi., ch. i.) as follows: "The pubteasive.
It would seem to be in the nature of a lic revet_ues are a portion that each subject gives
self evident proposition,
although
in fact it is by
of his property, i_ order to sec:tre or enjoy the reno means so regarded,
that the power of every
mainder."--These
fundamental
principles,
deflnstate or government
to tax, must be exclusively
ing sovereignty
in respect to taxation are, howlimited to subjects within
its territory and legal
ever, violated,
either in theory or practice,
by
j_lrisdiction.
'_All subjects,"
says Chief Justice
most of the states in the federal Union (but not
Marshall, in giving the opinion of the supreme
in other countries)
in their exercise of the taxing
court, in the case of McCullough
vs. Maryland (4 power; as, for example,
in Massachusetts,
where
Wheatou, 431), "over which the sovereign powerof
the law defines personal estate for purposes of taxtl_e state extends, are objects of taxation;
but those ation so as to include "goods,
chattels, money and
o_'er which it does not extend, are, on the soundest
effects, wherever
they are; ships, public stocks
principles, exempt fi'om taxation.
_ _ The soyand securities,
stocks in turnpikes,
bridges and
erei_a power of the state extends to everything
moneyed corporations
within or witlwut thestate";
wld,'h exists by its own authori/y
or _ introduced
and where the administrators
of the law tax tea/by itsper_aission."
"Every
nation," says Wheaton,
dents for personal property, even of a visible, tan"possesses and exercises exclusive sovereignty
and
gible character,
having a situs in another state or
jurisdiction
throughout
the full extent of its tercountry; and, by another and irreconcilable
rule,
ritory.
It follows, from this principle,
that the
tax non-rex/dents for all of their personal property
laws of every state control, of right, all the real
having a situs within the state.
The cluim or
and personal property within its territory.
The
argument,
however, which the advoctltes of such
second geoeral principle
is, that no state can, by
a system set up in its defense
is, that personal
its laws, directly affect, bind or regulate
property
property
(more especially what is termed in law
beyond its own territory.
This is a consequence
ehoses in action, or credits, titles, notes, bonds,
of the first gener_d principle;
a different system,
mortgages,
which are in their nature
incorporeal,
which would recognize in each state the power of
and therefore
invisible
and intangible)
has no
regulating persons or things beyond its territory,
situs, and, therefore,
follows and adopts that of
w%uld exclude the equality of rights among difits owner.
But this rule or fiction of law--molerent states, and the exclusive sovereignty
which
bills personam
sequuntur--was
never invented
belongs to each of them."
(Wheaton's
Internawith a view of its being used as a rule to govern
_mnal Law, chap. ii., _ 2 ; Fcelix
International
and define the application
and scope of taxation,
PrisS, _,_ 9 and 10.) And in a decision of more
but was originally
a device of international
comrr'cent date (State Tax on Foreign-held
Bonds, 15 ity, intended
to subserve the convenience
of the
Wallace, 306, 828), the United
States suprefiae
owner of property;
"by which a state holding
co_lrt said: "The
power of taxation,
however
jurisdiction
of the property permits
an act, done
vast in its character and searching in its extent, is by the non-resident
owner at bis domicile, to have
net'essarily limited to subjects within the jurisdicthe same effect, touching it, as if done at the locv_
ti[)n of the state. Propertylying
beyond the jurissitus.
It means, simply, that for the purpose of
diction of the state is not a subject upon which her
sale, distribution,
or other disposition of the prop-
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erty,
ally act, agreement
sufficient
in law
where
pass the prol_erty
where

or authority,
which
is
the owner
resides,
shall
it is; and
the true and

right use of it is to facilitate
affairs
and the distribution
nf decedents'
abling
parties
embarrassment

to dispose
of their property
from
their
ignorance
of

of the country
where
Hall, 21 Vermont,152.)
rate rendering
of tile
erty
not,

of commerce
estates,
by enwithout
the laws

it is situated."
(Catlin
vs.
It would
be a more accurule to say, "Personal
prop-

follows
the law of tile owner's
domicile,"
and
as in effect claimed,
that tile law of tile owner's

domicile
follows
the property.
But "no fiction,"
ml3,s Blackstone,
"shall
extend
to work an injury;
its proper
operation
being
to prevent
a mischief
or remedy
an inconvenience,
which
might
result

ipsa lex.
Another
great
authority
in law,
Lord
Mansfield,
says:
"Fictions
of
law hohl
only
in
respect
of the ends
anti purposes
for which
they
were invented;
when
they are urged
to an intent
purpose

not

within

the

reason

and

policy

of

the fiction, the other party may show the truth."
It is also worthy of note, that in Rome, where
this fiction
originated,
its applicability
to property
was never
held,
according
to Savigny,
to extend
beyond
I{oman
territory._--It
is a curious
fact,
* "But it may be said, that the state in taxing personal
property situate beyond its territory, dt_es not ill filet tax the
property, baL the owner, o_er wliom the state has jurisdiction m respect lo such property
In answer to this claim,
attentiou xs here a_ked to the following extract from an
argument
made _ome years ago by Mr. G. P. Lowrey, of
New York, before a committee
of the legislature
of New
York, when this subject was up before them for eonsideration.
' Thi_ claim,' he said, ' involves a dangerous
inaceuracy, and arises from a confusion of the idea of the assessmeat with the idea of the tax.
Thee<' two stand upon altogether different bases.
The _wse,sment is to the person in
respect to the property;
but the tax is to the property in respect to itaelf alone.
In the order of consequence
a tax
goes before an assessment.
A tax stands upon an existing
relation between the property and the state, as protector and
protected, and is that portion of the public burden which
the property ought to bear because of that existing relation,
An assessment
stands upon the existing relation between the
property aud its owner or posseasor_ it follows the tax, and is
merely the method of securing it. The danger, in saying that
the tax is to the/_rson
in respect of his property, is, that, by
the form of the expression we justify an assessment upon a
person for all property indiscriminately.
We transpose the
subjects, and make the law seek out the person, and then
tax him according to his property, instead of first seeking
property which it has a right to tax, and then as a secondary
matter, a person to whom it may be tmsessed.
Even if a
knowledge of the property is obtained by inquiry addreased
to the owner in the ehape of a general asaeesment, still the
rationale of the matter presupposes
the right to tax on account of the property and our relation to it directly.
If we
dtsregtrd
thisradonale,
wemay, perhaps, register an a_easmeat where we are not entitled to levy s tax.'_ The person
to whom the a_csement
is made need not be the owner,
He may be the agent, trustee, guardian, executor or administrator.
This ts because the property, which owes the tax
by reason of being protected, has not hands wherewith
to
take from itself a portion of itself, to pay lor protection
to
be accorded to the remainder.
Therefore the law, following
the property to get the tax, makes its demand upon whoever
It finds in po_ge_don, without inquiring upon what intere_

that those
states
of taxation,
the
their sovereignty

by 1mason of the
carry the principle

which
adopt,
rule of taxing
or territorial

possession
involved

sion, and tax real
for this distinction

of its
to its

estate
sl_nilarly
no good reasons

in their sy_
property
be.
jurisdiction,
owner,
logical

do not
eonclu.

situated.
Bat
can be givei_,

although
pretexts,
claiming
to be reason,:,
may.
One claim,
however,
is obviously
as good
as the
other.
A robber
who should
draw romantic
dk,.
tinctions
between
ia business.
If
let
our

from
the general
rule of law."
At any attempt
tO misapply
a fiction,
it falls within
and is fermihated
by that other authoritative
maxim
of logic
cud
tile common
law, eesaant_
ralione
leffi*, eessat

and

also,
terns
yond

us, at least,
professions,

watches
and purses,
we are to be robbers
secure
and

some
admit

grace
that

wouhl
fal
in practice,

by honesty
in
what
_e thu,

the
property interested
ts ba_d. in This
it does,
per_on_
beneficially
the title,
even ignoring
the ownerall tuln_tlf.
' Every person,' say_ the statutes of NewYork, *shall ben,sessed, etc., for all personal property owned hy |llln. illeluding all prot_rty in his posee_ion,
or unaer his comrot,
as agent, trusv2e, guardian, etc.'--Thtm
it will be seen, thz,t.
for the purpose of _e_sment,
po_ession
is a title h'.lpt.rtor
to ownership.
And I now reiterate, that. accordinz t. the
theory of ourgoverument,
a tax stands upon the just obhz.utionofall
property to contribnte to the support of th_, pmw'r
which
protects
it; butof that
the assessment
standstile up01_the
posset_ion
or power
the person
a_seLased, over
property
taxed. This may be further illustrated,
Movables can never
be out of the actual or constructive
presence of some one,
and, therefore, there is always a person in cue to uhom the
assessment may be made. Bat thcease Ls verydLfferent ruth
unmovables_ and therefore, lands are often taxed _n,l a._ses_ed by their owu name and designation,
and spet flca]l._
sold to satisfy the specific assessment,
no person'- l)aiile
anywhere appearing in the proceedings. -- Keepinr: th:_ _I, d
distinction between an asse_ment
and a tax Oearl_ Ill "_ll1_
the mind will come by easy steps to an under_tamlm_: of ho_
it is that a tax, to a man who has no property In the ,tab. ;a tax upon his person.
Procc_ss is the eye ol the lax_ l',
vmion is limited by territorial boundaries.
Whate'_Pr dot'not exist within that limit, does not, for any purport' t.f law.
exist at all. The rich man, whose property is in EuroI_"
and the pauper, whose property is nowhere, are then l.qti;i].
as persons, before the law. A tax upon a pauper _ouhl b,
a per_mal tax.
A tax upon the rich man is, by ulfinlptach"
able parity of reason, the same.
Such a tax _mld bca
groes solecism on our system.
The phi o_( l)h_ -foNr Id,a,
of voluntary political association, iv that all indivMt_,_.-, and
all the values within a commtmlty,
shall aggregat,' me- o_e
mass all the power which they _eparately
contain, uhn'h
sum total shall constitute
a sovereignty of the whol,'. Thi_
sovereignty--the
soul of the state, which can m_t h_' m_paired, and the state, survive--reflects
back upo_ it- c_,_,'stituents, In detail, all that it has received from them What
it receives, and what it returns, is of two kinds, _- t _b,th
source and object, viz., individual service to the govcrnmtnt.
and protection
to the individual from it. Thu,. lU h'- mdlvidual capacity,/_ man is bound to perform rail l_rv _,r_ice, and the state, by the military arm, is boond to p_rCt
him from invasion.
He is bound to do jur_ duty ,M the
authorities
are bound, upon bis demand, to provide btm a
jury.
He is bound to aid the sheriff, and th_ _.h.mff t,
bound to execute process in his favor by 1×*cseemmt"t"¢ ff
necessary.
These personal services
correspond v_ _ho-e
which in feudal times the me,he lord holding a fl:mk t,,nement
owed the lord paramount.
They can not b_ cornpounded for, for their value consists in their beln,' l.,,t_cred
in kind.
Thetrperfamnarwe
is the ordypr_o'
t,4,vh the
citizen pays for his ctltze_htp.
The terma are nor naly consistent and harmonious with our general scheme of _owrw
meat, but are hfghly politic.
They are a liberal in_'_r:_::_uw
all men to come and add to ourS their lives, th,'_r hoIwe"
their strength, labor and com'age, that we may b_uld up a
nation.
To all political privileges
we admit esch one by
virtue of hts being a man, free born and of lawful a._'c,we
ask him nothing concerning his property, unless h_"P_0perty
a_ral something from u_."
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take is not a tax received as the just recompense
of a benefit conferred, but a compulsory
levy,
having its cause in our greed, and its justification
in our power; and as these reasons are as good
for a large levy as a small one, and the whole of
a man's estate is greater than its part, why not
take the whole?
" Still further,"
says Mr. Lowrey, "if we tax a man (in New York or Massaehusetts) who has come from Connecticut
or England to stay a year, for the property he has left
behind, why not the man who has come for a
week?"
If we are to do business upon the prineiple that "might
makes right," would it not be.
a brilliant stroke to station ourselves
at all the
avenues of ingress to a state, and cry "Stand
and
d,liw_r" to the passengers?
From the shove citelions and arguments,
the conclusion
would seem
to be inevitable,
that when a state assesses property situated beyond its territory and jurisdiction,
al_d which its laws and processes are not competent or able to either reach or protect, or as_sses
one of its own citizens
in respect to such property, the act ha_ no claim to be regarded
as t_xalion, but is simply arbilra77/taking,
in no respect
diff,.rent in principle from confiscation.--lt
will
b_.also here interesting
to recall some of the antecedents of this fictmn of law, that personal prop.
erty, irrespective
of its s/turn, follows the owner
fi_r the purpose of taxation.
Its prototype
was
the ancient taille, or tax of servitude,
imposed on
persons originally
bondmen,
or on all persons
who held ir_farm or/case, or resided on lands of
the suzerain;
and from which
proprielors
or
suzerains of the land were exempt.
And as no
vassal could at will divest himself
of servitude
or allegiance to his lord or suzerain,
so the oblig:_tion to pay taxes always remained upon himas
a p('rsoual servitude,
whatever
might be the loeati_)n (_f hi_ property.
In other words, the condilion of the masses all over Europe
during
the
middle ages was not uulike
the condition
of the
slaves in the United States previous
to emancipau_)n. They (the slaves) had property in their posst,s._lon, and spoke of themselves
as owners of
PlOI)erly, but in reality the,r property
followed
the condition of the servitude
of their persons,
and both persons and property belonged
equally
to the maslers.
The faille, furthermore,
as a
badge of servitude,
was supposed
to dishonor
_h.ever was subject to it, and degrade him, not
olJly below the rank of a gentleman,
but of that
of a burgher, or inhabitant
of a borough ortown;
ar_(l_" no gentleman,
or even any burgher,"
says
Adam Smith. "who has stock will suhmit to this
(l_'_,':,lation."
Now, the idea embodied
in the
word servitude is. an obligation
to render service,
lrrt'._p(.etlve of, or without, compensation
; and the
ldca upon which the taxation
of personal property in this country
has been based is, that the
l_r°l)('rty owes a servitude to the state where the
owtter resides, irrespective
of its actuallocation,
in
vlrtuf, of the obligalion which its owner, as a citizen, may owe to the state by reason of the protect_(_nwhich the state gives him in respect to his
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person.-Again, in old times, the division
of
property into real and personal was wholly uaknown ; and under the common law, all property
was classed as lands, tenements,
hereditaments,
and goods and chattels.
" In the course of time,
however, leases of land for a term of years were
classed as chattels,
and were distinguished
as
chattels real; while other chattels, which did not
saw,r of lands, were called chatte_ persorml, ' bec'mse,' says Lord Coke, 'for the most part flwy
belongto
the person of a man. or else for that,
they are to be recovered
by personal
actions."
And Blackstone
tells us, tlutt 'chattels
personal
are property,
and strictly speaking,
things movable, which may be annexed to or attendant
on the
person of the owner, and carried about with him
from one part of the world to another';
and as
instances,he
mentions money, jew_,lry, garments.
Personal
property,
in fact, consisted
almost entirely of such things as could be, and actually
were, earri_.d about with the person of the owner,
or couhl be. easily secreted.
And Blackstone
also
tells u% that the amount of the personal estate of
our ancestors,
was so trifling
that they entertained a very low and contemptuous
opinion of
it ; anti that ' our ancient law books do not, therefore, often condescend
to regulate this sp_.ci(s of
property.'
Nothing:of an incorporeal
nature was
anciently comprehended
within the _las_ of personal chattels.
It was otherwise
as to lands _r
real property,
as to which 'incorporeal
hereditaments'
occupied
a conspicuous
place from the
earliest times.
Such was personalproperty
in the
early history of our laws. It was of comparatively
smallimportance,
and its laws were few and$imple; while real property, heing of a fixed and p_.rmancnt
nature,
was rega,'ded
as imme'_surably
more valuable,
and was gov(,rned by laws of its
own, of the most intricate and abstlu.e
character.
Both species of prope,ty,
when compared
with
that of our own time, were of sm.dl pecuniary
value; but between
the importance
alt._ehed to
personal and movable property,
aml the v_due of
real properly, there was a difference vastly gvealer
than that which now ext.-is, both because of the
comparative
insignificant
value of personalty,
and
hecause of the feudal tenure by which la,lds were
hehl, out of which grew some of the most important consequences
to bolh the laml and the person.
From these clrcumstances
:lr(,se tim notion,
which became a fiction of the law, that property
merely personal always attended the person of its
owner; while lands, tenements and hereditaments,
heing fixed and immovable,
and of infinitely more
consideration,
were held, from their very natu,'e,
as well as f,'om motives of political policy, to have
a situs of thei,' own, from which they derived their
laws and incidents
wholly regardless
of thedomitile of the owner.
Growing out of the same reasons, it was also the prevailing
opinion, that while
immovahles
were exclusively
governed
by the
law of locality, movables were controlled, accordin k to the same maxim, by the law of the domicile
of the owner, and not by that of its s/Ins."
In
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the changed
condition of wealth
and property,
such a fiction, however
suitable
and useful in
primitive times, would now, in many cases, work
the greatest injustice, and impair the supremacy
which every government
should maintain
over
everything
within its territory, both on the ground
of public expediency
and the private interesls of
its citizens.
And according
to WhartOn (Treatise
on the Conflict of Laws, 1872), this fiction of law
has been universally
abandoned
upon the coatineat of Europe, except in cases as to rights in respect to personalty,
which spring from marriage
and succession.
(Hutchinson,
" Southern
Law
Review.")-Finally, the attention of the reader or
student
should
be asked to another
interesting
point in connection
with this subject;
and that is,
that if this article were to have been written by
a European,
for incorporation
into any foreign
publication,
this discussion
of the taxation of extra-territorial
property
by a state would have no
place, except possibly
in review of curious tax
,experiences;
for the reason, that nowhere, except
in the United States, is there any such system of
taxation,
or any tolerance given to the ideas upon
which it is founded.-Legitimate
Taxatior_ Liraited to Public PulToses.
Although
this proposilion has rarely received any notice or considerstion by writers
on the subject of taxation,
and
under despotic
governments
(where there is no
restraint
on the adoption
of any economic policy
on the part of the state) would obviously
be regarded
as of no consequence,
or, if conceded,
would
be nullified
by regarding
the wishes
or
whims of the ruler and public purposes
as matlets synonymous,
the experience
of the United
States, and the decisions
of its highest courts,
have nevertheless
combined
to establish
it as an
.economic and legal principle under a free governmeat of the very first importance.
The record of
this experience
may be told as follows:
lu 1872
the legislature
of the statc of Kansas
passed
a law authorizing
countics
and towns of that
state "to encourage
the establishment
of manufactories and such other enterprises
as may tend
to develop"
such counties
or towns by the direct
appropriation
of money, or by the issue of bonds
to any amount that the local authorities
might
consider
expedient;
and under this act the city
of Topeka created and issued its bonds, to the extent of $100,000, and gave the same "as a donation," a majority of voters approving,
to an ironbridge company,
as a consideration
for establishing and operating
their shops within the limits of
the city.
The interest coupons first due on these
bonds were promptly
paid by the city out of a
fund raised by taxation for that purpose, but subscquently,
when the second coupons became due,
and the bonds had passed out of the possession of
the bridge company
by bona fide sale to a loan
association,
the city repudiated
its obligations,
on the ground that the legislature
of Kansas had
no authority,
under the constitution
of the state,
to authorize
the i_ue of bonds, the interest and
principal
of wlJich were to be paid from the pro-

ceeds of taxes, for any such purpose as the encouragementof
manufacturing
enterprises.
Legal
proceedings
to enforce payment were thereupon
commenced
by tile bondholders
in the United
States circuit court, and judgment
having been
there given for the city, the case was appealed to
tile United
States supreme
court, where, with
only one dissenting
voice, tlle judgment
of the
lower court was affirmed, and the following opinions or statement
of principles
involved given:
"It must be conceded,"
said the court, through
Mr. Justice )filler, "that there are rights iu every
free government
beyond the control of the slate.
_k government
which recognized
no such righl-,
which held the lives, the liberty and the p_nl)erty
of its citizens subject at all times to the sl)soh]h,
disposition
and unbounded
control of even the
most democratic
depository of powcr, is after all
but a despotism.
It is true it is a despotism _,f
the many, of the majority,
if you choose to call
it so, but it is none tim less a despotism."
* *
"The
theory of our governments,
state and hational, is opposed
to the deposit
of unlimit(.d
power anywhere.
The executive,
the legisla)ivc
and the judicial
branches of these governments
are all of limited and defined
powers.
Tl_en,
are limitations
of such powers which grow out
of the essential nature of all free governments-implied reservations
of individual
rights, without
which the social compact
could not exist, which
are respected
by all governments
entitled to the
name."
*
*
"Of
all the powers
conferred
upon the government,
that of taxation
is mos_
liable to abuse.
Given a purpose
or object fol'
which taxation
may be lawfully
used, and the
extent of its exercise is in its very nature unlimited.
This power
can as readily
be employed
against
one class of individuals
t_n(l in favor of
another, so as to ruin the one class and give unlimited
wealth and prosperity
to the other, if
there are no implied
limitations
of the uses for
which the power may be exerci_d.
]b bzy with
one hand the power of the government o_ the prop.
erty of the citizen, and with the other besto_ it _q)o_
favored individuals
to aid private enteTTr_ses and
build up pri_ate fi)rtunes,
is notre tlw le._s _.,,bb_ry
because it is done under the forms of the la_ and _
ca//ed tax.at/on.
Thisisnot
legislation.
It is a decree under legislative
forms.
Nor is it t.lxation.
Beyond a cavil there can be no lawful tax which
is not laid for a public purpose.
* * It may
not be e_mv to draw the line in all ca_es so as t,,
decide what is a public purpose in this sensr, at_d
what is not.
But in the case before us, in which
towns are authorized
to contribute
aid by way of
taxation
to any class of manufacturers,
there" is
no difficulty
in holding
that this is not su,'h a
public purpose as we have been considerin7.
If
it be said that a benefit results to the loc_l 1)_:bht'
of a town by establishing
manufactures,
th(' _ame
may be said of any other business
or p_r_ult
which employs capital or labor.
The merch:_nt,
the mechanic,
the inn-keeper,
the bankeh the
builder, the steamboat
owner, are equally pro-
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motors of the public good, and equally deserving
the aid of the citizens by forced contributions,
ND line can be drawn
in favor of the manufacturer, which would not open the public treasury
to the importunities
of two-thirds
of the business
men of the city or town." -- Other judicial authorities in the United States to whom weight is accorded, have also concurred
in this
opinion,
Thus, Thos. M. Cooley, one of the justices
of
the supreme court of Michigan,
and professor of
law in the university
of that state, iu his work,
"Principles
of Constitutional
Law," thus defines
the limits of taxation under the constitution
of thc
United States: "Constitutionally
a tax can have
no olher basis than the raising of revenue for pubtic purposes, and whatever governmental
exaction
h_L_not tbis basis, is tyrannical
and unlawful.
A
tax on imports, therefore,
the purpose of which is
not to raise a revenue, but to discourage
and indirectly prohibit
some particular
import for the
benefit of some home manufacture,
may well
be questioned,
as being merely
colorable,
aml
therefore not warranted
by constitutional
principlea." The question
at issue has also formed the
_ubject of review
by the supreme
court of tim
_ate of Maine,
and the following
are extracts
from the opinions given by the members
of this
tribunal respecting
the limitations
on the powers
of a free government
to impose taxes: "17o public
exigency can require private
spoliation
for the
private benefit of favored
individuals.
If the
(ltizen is protected
in his property by the constitution against the public, much more is he against
private rapacity."
"If it were proposed
to pass
an act enabling
the inhabitants
of the several
towns to vote to transfer the farms, or the horses,
or oxen, or a part thereof,
from the rightful
owner or owners
to some manufacturer,
whom
the majf)rity might select, the monstrousness
of
,qu.h proposed legislation
would
be transparent,
But the mode by which property would be taken
from one or many,
and given to another,
or
others, can make no difference in the underlying
prin,.iple.
It is the taking
that constitutes
the
wrong, no matter how taken."
"Taxation,"
said
the chief justice (in giving an opinion
adverse to
the right of a town to grant aid, under a permissible st'Ltute of the state legislature,
to a manufacturlt_g enterprise),
"by the very meaning
of the
t(.rm, implies the raising
of money for public
u_c% and excludes
the raising
of it for private
objects and purposes."
" 17o authority
or even
die'turn ('an befound,"
observes Dillon, C. J., in
Hansor_vs. Vernon, 27 Iowa, 28, "which
asserts
that there can be any legitimate
taxation,
when
the money to be raised
does not go into the
public treasury, or is not destined for the use of
tl!e government,
or some of the governmental
(hv,sions of the state. "
" If there is any propositiou about which there is an entire and uniform
weight of judicial authority,
it is that taxes are
tn i)e imposed for the use of the people of the
state in the varied and manifold purposes
of goverr_ment, and not for private
objects
or the
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special benefit of individuals.
While the state is
bound to protect all, it ceases to give that just
protection,
when it affords undue advantages,
or
gives special and exclusive
privileges
to partieu.
lar individuals
and particular
and special industries at the cost and charge of the rest of the
community.
" In short, the right of a government
to levy discriminating
taxes for purposes
other
than for defraying
public
expenditures,
even
though any injustice thereby done to the in(livid.
ual is more than compensated
by some indirect
benefit to the entire community,
is ol_e of those
forms of procedure
on the part of the state which
is antagonistic
to the principles of a free government, and which, if fully recognized and broadly
can'ied out, will of necessity
i)e utterly destructire of it; and in respect to which, as in the case
of a tax to support an established
church, or of
a law compelling
every man to help catch a fugitire slave, the dissent and resistance of even one
citizen
makes
unjust
any enactment
auth,_rizing such procedure.
_Subjecta
of Ta,zation.
The
subjects
of taxation,
to use a happy generahzation of the United States supreme court (Foreign.held Bond Case, 15 Wallace),
"are persons,
property and business.
Whatever form taxation
may assume, whether as duties, imposts, excises
or licenses, it must relate to one of these subjects.
It is not possible to conceive of any other, though
as applied to them the taxation may be exercised
in agreat variety of ways."--/k
fax upon a persou is a "po//" or head tax.
The essential requisite of a poll tax is, that it be laid on all polls, and
be unvarying
in amount.
A varying
poll tax
would be an arbitrary exaction,
and would not be
sustained
for a moment
as a proper
exercise of
the right of taxation, if laid without reference to a
man's ownership of property.
So soon, however,
asthcamountof
the tax exacted is made dependent
upon the amount of tbe property owned, the tax
ceases to be a varying poll tax and becomes a tax
ontlmpropertyitself.--App_rtionmel_tofTaxation.
This department
of tim subject of taxation, while
the most practical, and, therefore, the most interesting, is at the same time tile one nmst obscure,
and the one about which there is tile most striking
difference of opinion among writers on economic
and fiscal subjects.
The following four maxims, or
canons, laid down by Adam Smith in his "Wealth
of Nations,"
have attained a wor]d-widecelebrity,
and are almost always referred
to in all discussinus of the subject.
1.
"The subjects of every
state ought to contribute
to the support of the
government
as nearly as possible in proportion to
tbeir respective
abilities;
that is, in proportiou
to the revenue
which
they respectively
el)joy
under tbe protection
of the state."
2. "The
tax which each individual
is bound to pay ought
to be certain, and not arbitrary.
The timeof paymerit, the manner of payment,
the quantity
to be
paid, ought all to be clear and plain to the eontributor and to every other person.
The certainty
of
what each individual
ought to pay is, in taxation,
of so great importance,
that a very considerable
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degree of inequality,
I believe, from the expertence of all nations, is not near so great au evil as a
very small degree of uncertainty."
3. "Every
tax ought to be levied at the time and in the
manner in which
it is most likely to be convenient for the contributor
to pay it." 4. "Every
tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out
und to keep out of the pockets of the people as
little as possible over and above what it brings
into the public treasury of the state."--Almost
universally
accepted, as the embodiment
of the
highest wisdom,
these four canons or maxims
have been, and are, nevertheless,
open to some
criticism.
In the first place, they are so general
in their nature, and so lacking
in any precise
rule or test for application,
that they stand in
the light of aphorisms,
somewhat as the maxims
"' Honesty is the best policy,"
"Never put off till
to-morrow
what can be done to-day," etc., to
which all respect is always .given, except the desirable one, of practical
use in actual cases.
In
fact, the originators
of the very worst forms of
taxation now existing, might and probably would
plead, _hat their methods or practices were based
on the ideas of Adam Smith, or were as near in
_onformity
to them as was possible under the existing circumstances.
Again, the first maxim or
canon embodies two propositions
antagonistic
to
each other, and one of which can hardly be considered correct, namely, that every citizen should
pay taxes for the support of the government
in
proportion
to his ability;
for if, as almost all
authorities
are now agreed, taxes are the cornpensation
which persons or property pay to the
state for protection,
then it of necessity follows,
that where there is no protection,
ability is no
just guide for assessment.
"Where
there is no
protection,"
said Judge
Story (in lhe case of
United
States vs. Rice, 4 Wheaton,
276) "there
,can be no claim
to allegiance
or obedience"
And that Adam Smith did not intend to have his
first proposition
fully accepted
would seem evident from the circumstance
that he added to it,
and qualified it with these other words, "that
is,
in proportion
to the revenue which they (the citizens) respectively
enjoy under the protection
of
the state."
Montesquieu,
who wrote at an earlier
date, also enunciated
even more clearly this cornmon-sense
and equitable principle,
when he said
(see " Spirit of Ihe Laws"),
"that the public revenues ought not to be _eaxured by the people's abilities togive, butby _hat theyought to give."
"And
what they ought to give," as has been remarked
by another writer, "can of course be only messured by the benefit they are to derive."--The
True Me_ure of the :Burden of Taxation on Production.
In addition
to the maxims
or canons
proposed
by Adam Smith, another, first pointed
out by Mr. Edward Atkinson,
of Massachusetts,
is
worthyof
being added, and may even be regarded
in the light of a fundamental
principle;
and that
is, that the burden oi" injurious effevt of a taa_ on
production
or _ehange,
is not to be measured by
the ratio zvhid_ the taz may b_ar to the gross value

of _l_ssubject of b_r_ion,
but rather by the Fropor.
tion _hich ths laz bewrs to th_ profit t_hich might
novm_Y,y or naturally result from undertaking.a
c_rtainlineafit_dustryortn.oduct.
To practically
illustrate this, let us take an example.
Let us
suppose two men, A and B, to start shops fcJr the
manufacture
of machinery,
each with a capital
of $20,000, and that each in his operations expends $20,0O0 for coai and iron, $40,000 in wnges,
and $4,000 for transportation
to the shops of the
raw materials for manufacture.
The total eo_t
of the annual product of each shop will then I)e
$64,000, or a little more than three times _he cap.
ital; and a sale of their respective
products, at
the net price of $66,000, would yield the owners
$2.000, or 10 per cent. profit.
Now,
supp,._e
further, that under such conditions,
A has a t,_x
imposed upon him of 3_ per cent. upon the value
of his product;
it may be a customs
or excise
tax, or an increased
rate of railroad freight.
This amounts to $2,000 on $64,000 of product;
no excessive
burden, it may be said, and only
requiring
A to sell his $66,000 for $2,000 additional.
But suppose A can not get this $2.000
additional;
and he certainly can not, if the other
man, B, is exempt from this 8Jr per cent. tax, or
contrives to evade it, and competes with A in the
open market.
Then, in such a case, this 3_ per
cent. tax upon product manifests
itself as 10 per
cent. upon the entire investment,
and absorbs the
entire profits, which otherwise
might have been
realized;
so that the business of A first drags,
then stagnates,
and is finally abandoned;
while
his workmen
are discharged,
the village where
the shop is located runs down, the artksans, slmp.
keepers and professional
men connected with it
complain
of hard times, and emigrate
from lhe
locality or the country, while the railroad fails To
confer all the benefit to the community
or pr,)fir
to its stockholders
that might be possib'e.
B, o_
the other hand, exempt
from the tax, keeps ()_
working,
and, when hard times come, conlinues
his sales and the occupations
of his workmt'n I_y
taking five per cent. profits instead of ten, tu_d
selling his goods, as he can afford to, at reduced
prices,
to meet temporary
conditions.
Aclual
practical
illustrations
of the injustice and disa,ter consequent
on such discrimination
ia re.cpeet
to tax burdens and exemptions
are affordc'd o_
a small scale in the history
of much rail_'oad
management,
and to a larger extent where I_ o
nations, with different
systems of taxatioJ_, undertnke to compete witll each other in the' sale
of the products
of their labor in the common
markets
of the world.
We find here a_ explanation,
also, of the immediate
benefici:d effects which attended
the first tentative men Cures
of reform in the British
tariff instituted by Sir
Robert Peel in 1842 and 1845, which, al_h0ugh
consisting
mainly in the removal
of numerous
small but obstructive
duties,
nevertheless
slarted
British industry
forward
by leaps and bounds,
even before the larger burdens
of tariff r(,,trictions were removed
in later years. -- popular
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Theory of Taxation in the United 8ta_es l_zted and
Examined.
The general
idea which constitutes
the basisof the system of local taxation mainly recognized iu the United States (though not in other
countries) is founded on the assumption,
that in
order to tax equitably,
it is necessary
to tax
everything;
the term everything being at the same
time used in a sense so indefinite
as to embrace
not merely things in the nature of physical
actualities other
than persons,
but also persons,
b_come, rights, representatives
of property,
titles,
trusts, conclusions
of law, debk% and, in short,
any act of assessing capable
of resulting
in the
obtaining
of revenue.
As a logical consequence
of this idea, the exemption
of anything
from taxalien is furthermore
held to be not only impolitic
but unjust, and if made necessary
by circumstances, as something
to be rcgrefted. --Equally
popular and plausible
is the argument
by which
this assumption,
and the administrative
system
based upon it, is uphehl and defended.
"Is not
all property,"
it is asked, "either
directly,
or
through its owner, protected
by the state, or severeighty? ....
Do not all persons owe allegiance to
the state?"
And if so, "why should not all persons and property contribute
to the requirements
of the state for revenue,
in proportion
to their
ability?"--But,
popular and plausible as are the
arguments
and assumptions
for such a system of
b*cal taxation,
which in the case of the United
States has been made operative over the persons,
property and business of nearly sixty millions of
people, and fortified by a vast amount of adjudication, it will require but little investigation
and
analysis to satisfy any one who can divest himself
from the influence of old prejudices,
of the truth
of the following
propositions;
first, that the assumption that it is necessary to assess everything
in order to tax equitably involves an impossibility,
and therefore
unavoidable
inefficiency,
injustice
and inequality in administration;
second, that, as
popularly used in respect to matters pertaining
to taxation, the term property is made to apply
equally to entities and to symbols or non-entities,
which is in itself an absurdity;
and finally, that
tim outcome of all this is a system which
powerfully contributes
to arrest and hinder
natural
development,
to corrupt
society, and is without
a parallel in any country claiming to be civilized,
--In the incipient
stages of society, where property consisted almost or quite exclusively of things
tangible and visible--lands,
buildings,
slaves, cattle, ships, household effects and implements--and
the _ate of taxation was small, the theory under
c,)nsideration was not impracticable
in its application, and under most circumstances
afforded but
bttle opportunity
for the working
of injustice

bly of 1789 (of which Talleyrand
and Larochefoucald were members), the recognition
and practice
of such inquisitions
by any govcrnment
is sometlling inconsistent
with and antagonistic
to the
maintenance
of a free people.-It is not generally
known, furthermore,
that Alexander
Hamilton,
as a member of the conventions
which framed the
constitution
of the United States, and the first
constitution
of l_lew York, gave all his influence
in favor of the restriction
of all internal or local
t'txation
to _'isible, tangible objects, and to the
assessment of these specifically and by some uniform and simple rule. The language used byhim
in one of his pal)ers (the Constitutionalist)
ou this
suhject, is as fullows : " The genius of liberty
reprobates
ever)thing
arbitrary
or discretionary
in taxation.
]t exacts that every man, by a deftnile and general rule, should know what propertion of his property
the state demands.
Wbatever liberty we may boast in theory, it can not
exist in fact while (arbitrary)
assessments
continue." -- Again, had nothing
come down to us
in English history from the time of Edward
III.,
other than sac of the assessment
rolls of that
period (when there was little or no property capsble of taxation but what was visible and tangible),
the evidence would be complete that the mass of
the English
people were but little better than
slaves; for the mere inspection of such rolls shows
that their preparation
inwflved such an inquisitorial scrutiny into domestic life, such a seeing,
handling and valuation of evcrythingin
thchousehold, from the utensils of tbe kitchen to the furniture of the bed-chamber,
as to make personal
freedom, or a sense of self-respect,
on the part of
the tax payer who submitted
to such a scrutiny,
almost an impossibility.
_
And in connection
with this subject,
it is interesting
to note, that
the famous insurrection
of English yeomen and
peasants under "Wat"
the Tyler, in the reign of
Richard II., the successor of Edward
llI., originated directly
in the attempt of a tax gatherer or
assessor to ascertain, by brulal personal examinalion, whether a daughter
of "Wat"
had attained
the age of puberty, and in consequence
had so
become liable to enrollment
for capitation
assessment.--But
to wbatever extent simplicity
in the
elements of property simplified the original methods and ideas in respect to local taxation,
the
problem
inwflved rapidly changed,
and became
more and more intricate as increasing
population
and increasing
commerce
and interconmmnication required
that property
shouhl,
to a great
extent, be put into a condition to admit of being
readily mobilized,
in order to allow of its most
i)rofi_ahlc use and application.
Thus a large part,
in fact, the larger part, of what is to-day termed

ir_ respect to arbitrary
discriminations
in assessillg. But its full execution
must, nevertheless,
evell in the most simple condition of society, ]lave
br.en always attended with great difficulties;
for
there is nothing which men more abhor in government than personal inquisitions;
and, in the language of a committee of the French national assem-

* A copy of an assessment roll of the time of Edward I:IL
(1_29-67)given by I.ingard in his history of England, conrains a list of articles, do_vn to a towel and a b_.nch; and _he
historian notes that in the returns are carefully mentioned
the
very
rooms
in which the
articles
wereoffound,
that
there
were
no exemptions
except
one suit
clothesand
for each
person, whichwcre supposed to be includcd in the tax levied
on the poll or perish.
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"personal
property"
in every highly
civilized
state, is of the most intangible
character,
and in
great part invisible and incorporeal;
such, for
example, as negotiable instruments in the form of
bills of exchange, state, municipal
aud corporate
bonds, and the multiplied
forms of evidence of
indebtedness,
certificates
of stock, copyrights,
patent.% legal-tender
notes, etc., all of which, if
entitled
to the name of property, is, through
a
great variety of circumstances
constantly
fluctuating in value; is offset or measured by indebted,
ness which may never be the same one hour with
anothcr;
is easy of transfer,
and, as essential to
using, is in fact continually
transfe_Ted from one
localily to another, and from the jurisdiction
of
one Stale to the jurisdiction
and laws of another
and a different
state.
In the absence
of some
superhuman
power which will permit that to be
seen, which
to ordinary
vision is invisible,
and
to know what through
the exercise of ordinary
reason can not be known, any attempt, therefore,
on the part of an assessor to obtain independent
cognizance
of such commercial
and financial instrumentalities
for the purpose of valuation and
assessment is, on its face, an impossibility;
and if
the co-operation
of the person to be assessed is
to be invited or relied on, two of the most pawerful influences that can control human action-love of gain, or the unwillingness
to part with
property,
and the desire to avoid publicity
in
respect to one's private affairs--immediately
unite
to oppose and prevent such co-operation.--A
resort to personal
inquisition,
with the accompanying
machinery
of oaths, "dooming"
and
penalties,
is next in order;
under which
the

But this statement
by no means presents all the
difficulties that are encountered in the attempt to
carry out the popular theory, that it is necessary
to tax everything
in order to tax equitably.
A
further large proportion of the so-called personal
property of every highly civilized country which
is not intangible and invisible, and which requires
only ordinary perception for recognition
and valuation, is in the nature of instruments
or subjcct_
of commerce between states and nations; such as
railroad machinery,
ships, steamboats,
immense
stocks of raw and manufactured
products accumulated
in store for the sole purpose of movement, or actually in transitu.
What shall be the
s/tu_ of all such things for assessment?
If actual
location is to be determinative,
then a product of
grain, or merchandise,
which, in movement for a
market or conversion
into other forms, may happen to bein Illinois in April, in Ohio or Massachusetts in May, in New York in July, in New Jetsey in August,
and in Connecticut
in October,
will be liable to five separate taxes in one and the
same year; for the laws of each of these states
require their assessors
to return for taxation all
such property as at the periods mentioned
may
he actually within the sovereignty
and jurisdictiou of the taxing authority.
On the other hand,
if the fiction of law that personal property fop
lows the owner is to govern, then all such proparty may be taxed wlwre it is not, and bc exempt
from taxation in the place wh,ere it actually is,
and where it shares in the benefits that flow from
the protective
expenditures--police,
fire department, etc.--which
are incident and necessary to

means of knowing anything, in a legal sense, about the subJect matter under investigation. It seems clear, therefore.
thin any attempt to tax without legal evidence is an act of
usurpation or desponsm, wholly antagonienc to the principies of a free government, and that it is a mockery to characterize such acts as, in any sense, judicial proceedings
in nine cases out of ten, than the impairment
of
Nor does the right to reduce or regulate the assessment by"
the public sense of both justice and morality.*-the oath of the tax payer relieve the law in any degree of it,
unequal and despotic character; for every individual hold" "It is claimed that each individual owes the state annual- ing public office knows that oaths, as a guarantee o/ truth
ly a certain sum of money in the way of taxes, propor- in respect to ofltclai statemenvs, have ceased to be. of a_y
tioned to his entire property.. If he voluntarily pays, he as- value. The assessments made according to the oaths ¢,f
capes arbitrary measures. If he declines to pay, or tries to parties, furthermore, are not made according to legal ev_avoid payment, he has no Just cause to complain if he is re- denee, upon examination and proofs; but according h, the
garded in the light of a criminal, or If the same arbltrsry
_lll and secret caprice of each tax payer, Instigated by h:measures are used to collect his tax, as if it were a debt selfishness, and the natural depravity of human naU.n'
owing by one citizen to another. But let us examine this Each tax payer, under the present rule, becomes, therefore,
averment. If the defaulting tax payer is to be regarded as a the interpreter, not only of the law, but of the fact, at_d
criminal, and as such placed in the worst possible light, he makes a secret interpretation of beth, and we have as many
certainly ought not to be deprived of the privileges of a interpre_rs of the law as there are numbers of tax pa)era;
criminal; which are, a right to a public invest_gatioo accord- and also an indefinite multiplicity of assessors; for each
ins to the rules of evidence adopted by free and enhghtened
person who unfairly reduces his own assessment, arbitntrily
communiUes, a right to be heard before condemnation, and assesses thereby some other of the community h)r the differthe right to be presumed innocent of having property sub- ence. Could or would any people apply the same rules for
Ject to taxation until the fact is ascertained otherwise by the collection of debts._ Is there any one who has _o much
legal proof. But under the existing tax laws of most of the confidence in human nature that he will propose a last. that
United States there are not accorded to the tax payer the priv- a person who is sued shall be discharged from all claln_-of
ilegas of a criminal; for no tax can be assessed on a lm'ge indebtedness if he will make oath, interpreting both ttw law
proportion of the personal property of the state according and the fact himself, that he owes the claimant notbinz'_
to any rules of legal evidence that any common law court Is it believed, that under tariff laws, the government etmld
would adopt. No assessor, under the laws of New York,
get sufficient revenue to pay for its collection, if the anfor example, in assessing personal property, can act judiporter was permitted to offset debts against the value of his
ciaily. The law gives him no power to obtain legal testi- goods; or if the law was peremptory that his oath alone
many of acharacter that _a admmsible in acourt; hemust
should begiven, andthat there should be nolegaiexammaact the part of an arbitrary despot against an inculpated tax finn, inspection or proof of the value or character of the
payer, or not act at all, and his conclusions for acting must
importations ?" (Second Report of Commt_ionera of New
be reached at beat by the testimony of those who have no York, 1878.)
state, ignoring
all rules
tection of debtors in the
debts,, pursues
the citizen
what it claims to be a debt,

enacted
ordinary
for the
with no

for the procollection
of
collection
of
better result,
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the locality. Furthermore, to tax the instrumentalities
or objectsof commerce in one locality,and to exempt the same from alldirecttaxationin another,willclearlynot permit the former
toentera common market on an equal basisfor
competitionwith the latter.And yet thisunjust
discrimination
is exactlywhat does resultfrom
the attempt of a majority of the statesof the
federalUnion to tax allsuch instrumentalities
or
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ually undermines the morality of a community
thatdoes not wish to be dishonest.--Distinction
betw_n ".Peal"and "Personal" PropertyArtifi.
cial,and not Natural• As a furtherhelp tothe
understanding of the subject,itis important to
here callattentionto the circumstance,that the
distinction
between realand personalpropertyis,
toa very great extent,an artificial
and not a natural one. Thus, for example, shares in the na-

objectsunder the general head of personalprop- tionaldebt of France (as well as stock in the
erty,and the exemption of the same classesof bank of France),instrumentalities
which in the
propertyfrom any corresponding assessmentin United Stateswould be regardedaspersonalpropthe Britishprovincesof North America, and in ertyin itsmost typicalform, may by French law
allforeigncountrieswith which the United States be regardedas realestate,and, as such, adminisenterinto extensivecommercial intercourseand fetedupon. Again, before emancipation in the
competition. Boards of trade and commercial United States,slaves(which by the federalconconventionsmay pass "deploring" resolutions stitutionwere recognized as persons) were in
concerning the decay of American commerce,
some of the statesregarded as real estate,and
and committees of congress may continue to in- subjectto allthe laws pertaining to the mortvestigate
the same subject,but so long as ships gaging, sale and descent of real property;and
engaged in the carrying tradeon the free ocean, atpresentin Wisconsin, the one speciesof propand owned in Canada, England, France, Ger- ertywhich iscspecially
typicalof mobility,alJd
many and Holland, are not directlytaxed, and isof little
value apart from itscapabilityof moshipsengaged in competition in the same bust- tion, namely, the roUing stock of railroads,is
ness,and owned in Portland, Baltimore, New
alsomade by law realestate. Eqaally niceisthe
Orleansand San Francisco,are taxed,and taxed distinction
inthecaseof machinery. Unattached,
heavily,commerce will inclineto move in the or movable, itis personalproperty; screwed or
pathswhich are made easy and profitable
to it. fastenedpermanentlytothefloororwall,
itbccomes
The difference
in costof a single penny in lay- realestate.An apple upon the treeisrealestate;
ing down grain at Liverpool,may alone be de- but when fallen,
and restingupon theground, itis
terminativeof the question whether millionsof not realestate. The attempt to recognizein st
bushelsshallbe supplied by the wheat fieldsof system of laws distinctions
of propertywhich are
the United States,or those of Russia,India or purely arbitrary,
and which sovereignstatesmay
Hu_gary.--It is also to be noted, that a very alterat pleasure,are not likely,therefore,
torelargepartof what istermed "personal property" sult in anything generallyharmonibus and satis.
through the necessities,
policy or organization isfactory.--Buttheadvocatesof the infinitesimal
ofgovernments,madecxemptfromtaxation,as, for system will probably answer, that the faulthere
cxample,allinstrumentalities
ann propeltyof a isnot with thesystem,but with itsadministration.
g_)vernment--its
bonds,legaltendersand money-Therefore,lets law be made, theysay,which will
and very generally,
also,the depositsand surplus compel everyperson possessedofsucildescription
ofsavingsbanks. At the presenttime about one- of propertyto make and hand in to the assessors
fifth
of allofthe personalpropertyof the United a schedule,and certifytoitscorrectness
in respect
Stalesisbelievedto be embraced within such a to items and value by oath. But such substancategoryof exemption. And finally,
as regards tially
is alreadythe law in most of the statesof
somuch of other"personal property"as istangi- the federalUz_ion,and itsobservance and exccubleand visibleand clearlywithin the jurisdictiontionamounts to nothing. Thus, inOhio, thelaw
andtcrritory
of the taxing power, such as articles subjectsto taxationallvisiblepel_cmalproperty
ofpersonaladornment, clothing,furniture,
works above fiftydollarsin value,without any offsetof
of art,musical instruments,books, etc.,shallwe
debts;and yet theofficial
reportsindicatethatnot
assume thatwe have here a classof articles
on more thanone intenofthe adultpopulationofthis
which itisdesirableto levytaxes? Of course the greatand richstatehas any propertyin excessof
pc_pular
answer will be in the affirmative;
for are thisamount, which the eye of the law can disnot allthese objects,
it may be asked, the very cover, although investigation
willshow thatitia
cJnes
_estfittedto sustaintaxation? and are they impossiblefor a person to dl'cssrespectably,or
m)tingreatpart luxuriesratherthan necessities?livedecently,outsideof an alms-house,who has
But how, itmay be asked, are you going to tax not always atleastdoublethisamount of property
then]?foritisreasonableto suppose thatif they in his possession. Every intelligent
assessorin
areto be taxed,itisto be by a system thatworks Ohio, when questionedin respectto the law, will
.equitably,
and not by a system which, by tax- answer, that itcan not be executed with even
xsg A, and lettingB, C and D escape,brings an approximationto exactness,and thata serious
thelaw intocontempt; and, by making the sense attemptto executeitwould cause a political
revof the commission of a wrong on the part of olution;and yet such is the strengthof popular
thestate the excuse for the commission
of an- prejudice,
that any attempt to repeal this law
other wrong on the part of the individual,
grad- would at present be wholly unsuccessful,
In
175
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Massachusetts,
also, where the law admits no offset of debts against visible and tangible property,
and is regarded as complete, and where its execution is acknowledged
to be most arbitrary and
inquisitorial---some
towns publishing
each year
every known item of each man's personal property, even down to the family pig and a string of
sleigh-bells--the
most intelligent
officials admit
that their system is a comparative
failure; antt almost a complete failure as to reaching evidences
of indebtedness,which,
as before shown, constitute
in modern times so large a part of the personal
property
of every civilized
community.
In the
state of New York, where the letter of the tax
laws in respect
to the subjects
of taxation
is
nearly
the same as in Massachusetts
and Ohio,
but the administration
less stringent,
and where
the aggregate of personal property nearly or fully
equals in value the aggregate
of real property,
the proportion
of the former returned for taxation
is not in excess of one-fifth
of the total assessed
valuation;
while in the great city of New York,
with a population of over a million, not 1 per cent.
of her citizens stand upon the books of the assessors as possessin_
any personal propertysubjcct
to
taxation other than shares in banking institutions,
In the state of New York the assessed valuation
of real estate for the year 1882 was $2,557,218,240,
an increase
over the preceding
year (1881) of
$124,556,861;
while, on the other band, the as-

taxation of personal property at the period of
the decadence of the empire, and who were not
troubled with any restrictions of a constitutional
character, or any very nice notions about personal
liberty or general morality, clearly perceived this,
and accordingly
invested their tax officials with
the power of administering
torture as a means of
compelling
information
and enforcing
paynwnt.
And thus also have all the officials in every modern
state, adopting
the infinitesimal
system, tried to
act, so far as public opinion would uphold them. _
-- To complete the record of experience it is only
necessary to add, that every effort which has been
made in modern times to carry out the infiuitesimal system of taxation has proved so uncertain
and unsatisfactory,
that every c(,untry, with the
exception of Holland and the st'_tes ¢_fthe fed¢,ral
Union of North America,
have abandoned
the
project as somethit_g wholly impractical._-Con8ideratiol_ re,peeling an Income Tax.
Recognizing the difficulties
attendant
upon the attempt to
collect taxes from a multitude
of objects and by
a large variety
in methods
of asse_ment,
many
economists
and writers on the subject of taxation
are inclined to fall back upon and recommend
an
income tax, as the one system of taxation
most
free from objection.
What can be fairer, it is
said, than that each person should p_y in propor.
tion to tits annual net gain or income?
But practicalty
an equitable
assessment,
based
on the

sessed valuation of personal property, in the same
state, and under
laws that allow but small exeruptions, for 1882, was $315,039,085;
a decrease
from 1881 of $35,982,104.
Again, according
to
the census reports for the United States, the gain

* The moot curious and confirmatory evidence of this is
to be found m a method of procedure adopted in the cxty_)f
Boston, .Massachusetts--a method which has no parallel except in the records of the middle ages and of the inquL-inon.
and
constitutes,
in itself,
suture
upon anygovernment.
claim to the For
cnjoyment
of a wholly
free aand
enlightened

in valuation
of the real e_ate of the country between the years 1860 and 1880, was $6,063,760,870;
while during the same period the valuation of the
personal property of the country
declined to the
extent of $1,245,287,338.
Now, as it is in the nature of an economic.axiom,
that lhe market value

failing to obtain satisfactory information about the private
affairs of any iudlwdual, the chief assessors and their sllbordlnates in this city, to the number of some fifty, mcct m
secret
in a large upper
set aside
for the
purpose,sexton,
and appropriately
termedchamber
the '" dooming
chamber."
when the citizen in question, without being pre_nt either
by counsel or in person, is arbitrarily doomed to the payment

of the aggregate
of land and that of the aggregate of productive
capital
are equal; and fur-

of any sum which a majority of those present may think
proper;
and from
which of
"doonnng
'' therenational
can be no
app_al.
Holland,
by reason
her immense
debL
the

ther, that the market
value of laud is merely
the reflection
of the value of the productive
capital placed upon it, and its immediate
vicinity, it follows that the decline in these valuations
of personal
property
above noted, is not real;
and simply represents
the failure and utter inefficiency
of the existing
laws which
attempt

largest compara_ivcly of any country, has been obligcd tr_
maintain amost rigorous and extensive system of taxation
in order to raise revenue sufficient to the wants and requm'monte
of the years,
state. that
Butthe
it has
been prominently
brought
oat in recent
decadence
of Holland dat_
almost from the hour when taxes were imposed on mamffactorics, commerce, fishing industry, and moneyed e_pir._l
Business went elsewhere, and with the decline of busine.._
the ability to lmy taxe_ diminished, and the burden of tax,Jtion augmented. (See Journal deb.Economtstes, :Novembtr.
1871; also, "Principles of Political Economy," J. R. bi'ct_iloch, pp. 470-71.)--within recent years the local taxation of
Great Britain has been made the subject of special inqulry
and investigation by a committee of parliamcnt; and, m sddltion to several official reports, two prizecssays on the _ame
mibject have been published by thestati_ical society of L,)ndon (t. e., "On the Local Taxation of Great Britain and Ire.
land"; First and second Taylor Prize Essays, by R. II.
Inglis Palgrave, and John Scott, of the Inner Temple); while
the necessity of raising increased revenue in France ha.__J].','
drawn especial attention to the subject of local taxation m
that country; but it is particularly noticeable, that in neifll_'r
England nor France has any prominent speaker or writer advocated the direct taxation of personal property; or ev_2
_
alluded to the subject, except to scout the very idea o! su
a propo_ition.

to assess and collect taxes upon such property,
-- Such, then, are some of the almost insuperable
difficulties,
having their origin in the nature of
tlnngs, and growing
out of the correlations
of
modern civilization,
which must be always attendant upon the attempt
of any sovereignty
to tax
everything
over which it has dominion or jurisdiction.
And hence it is, that, whenever a system
of infinitesimal
taxation has been projected,
its
authors have been ted, as it were by instinct, to
the conclusion,
that its execution with any degree
of effectiveness
must depend upon the employmeat of extraordinary
and arbitrary
measures,
Thus, the old Romans, who first established
the
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known income of each man, is an idea that never
the fruits of whose industry and capital are subhas been and never can be realized.
When we ject to surcharged
(overburdened)
exactions to an
come to enacting laws for the collection
of revunlimited degree, and from which his immediate
enue, we must take human nature as we find it,
competitors are entirely exempt.
Equality of taxand laws which are directly antagonistic
to the
ation of all persons and property brought into
two most powerful
influences that can control
ol)en competition
under like circumstances,
is
human action--love
of gain and a desire to avoid
necessary to produce equality of condition forall,
publicity in rcga,'d to one's private affairs--can
in all production,
and in all the enjoyments
of
J_ever be efficiently
administered.
Under
this
life, liberty and property.
And any government,
head take one illustration.
In 1868, with a fedwhatever
name it may assume, is a despotism,
eral law assessing all incomes
over $1,000. and
and commits acts of flagrant spoliation, if it grants
with a trained corps of officials, only 259,385 perexemptions
or exacts a grcater or less rate of tax
sons, out of a pol)ulation
of nearly
40,000,000,
from one man than from another man, on account
acknowledged
the receipt of any tax;_ble income;
of the one owning or having in his possession
and when the exemption
was increased to $2,000,
more or less of the same class of property which
the numbt, r of persons who paid an income tax
is subject to the tax.
If it were proposed to levy
was reduced
to 116,000; and subsequently
ran
u lax of 5 per cent. on annual incomes below $750
down to 71,000.
Experience,
therefore,
would
or $2,000 in amount,
and exempt
all incomes
seem to demonstrate
that an exemption
in the
above these sums, the unequal and discriminating
United States of $2,000 of income accredited
to
character
of the exemption would he at once apeach individual (for. with a view of keeping up an
parent;
and yet an income tax exempting
all inappearance
of equity, the amount
of exemption
comes below these is equally unjust and dlscrimwas allowed to be deducted
from all incomes),
inating.
In either case the exemption can not be
would exempt more than nine-tenths
of the propfounded
or defended on any sound principles of
erty and more than ninety.nine
hundredths
of the
free constitutional
government ; and is simply a
property owners of the United States from this
manifestation
of tyranmcal
power, under whattax. Under such circumstances
it is a misnomer
ever form of government
it may be enforced.
The
to call such au exaction taxation.
-- Again, unless
experience
of Great Britain is often adduced as evian income tax is an exclusive
tax, or if it forms
dence ill favor of the practicability
and expediency
(as in most instances
it would) an element of a of an income tax.
But be this as it may, it would
general system of taxation,
it must necessarily
not seem to require argument
to prove that any
involve double taxation;
first, on the property
attempt to aesess and collect an income taxwhich
yielding the income, and second, on the income
should be equal and have none of the features of
itself.
If the property yielding the income were
spoliation oz'confiscation,
from the sparse populaunder the jurisdiction
and control of onestate,
tionof theUnitedStatesextendingfromFloridato
and the person receiving
the income was a z'esi- Alaska,would
be cntirely unpractical ; and that undent of some other state, the duplication
could
]ess the rate was excessive, thetaxesreceivedwould
hardly be avoided.
All modern systems of innot pay the cost of assessment
and collection;
come taxation have recognized
the principle
of
while the rights of property,
the great r(.publican
discriminating
in favor of persons in the receipt
principle of equality before the law, and constiof comparatively
small incomes;
and have protutional
law itself, would alike preclude
any exvided as a fundamental
feature of their policy,
eruption of any income derived from like property.
that all incomes below a certain sum (usually a --Regarding
the record of experience
as thus desmall amount)should
be exempted
from assess,
tailed, it is not surprising,
that many, perhaps
ment.
Thus, for example,
the existing income
a majority,
of economists,
are ready to believe
tax of Great Britain commences
with an assess(as was stated at tile outset, in this article), that
ment on incomes of £150 ($750) and upward, and
there is no such tiling as a science of taxation,
exempts all incomes of a smaller amount.
In the
and no definite rules for practical guidance adaptUnited States the income tax, as first enacted in
ed to all circumstances;
and, despairing
of com1863, exempted
$600 annual
income
for each
ing to any more satisfactory
conclusion,
are will1)er_,,n, togetherwith
whatever was paid annually
ing to ae¢'ept the maxim of M. Say, tile celebratl,,r rent and repairs of residence.
But under this
ed French economist, that the best system of govI,nm of an income tax there can be no equality
crmnent finance is to spend little, and the best
b(.twce'h taxed producers and untaxed producers;
taxatmn that which is least in amount.
Keeping
_t_d more especially,
as with any considerable
steadily in view, however,
tile nature, object and
am_,unt of exemption,
the untaxed producers
will
scope of taxation as before defined, together with
he ti_e most numerous
and the greatest producers
the acknowledged
results of experience,
and purin quantity
as a body. * No man is a free man ! suing tile investigation
further, it is neverti_eless
• it we assume 5 per cent. as about the average profit of I the. opinion of the writer,
that certain concluracney laud or other property in the Uuited States, overand
slonscanbe
reaehed which will commend themab_,v,:all charges and ta.xes, then an exemption of $600 I selves for acceptation
as in tl_ nature of prinwould represent an accumulation ymlding an income of ciples and as infallible
guides
for administra_12,000. If the exemption is raised to $'2,000,as i_ was at tire purposes. _ Nothing
caTt not be _m_,hing
_n,.$40,(E_.time
in the United States, then it would represem ifor.
th_ vurpases of Legitimate
Taza_n.
And
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as one of the fimt and most important steps that
can be taken in such investigation,
it is most
desirable
that all who wish to understand
this
subject
should clearly comprehend,
(and which,
absurd as the averment
may seem, comparatively
few do now comprehend),
that nothing can not be
something
; or, in other words, that property
is
always a physical
actuality,
which has become
valuable
or property,
by some form of labor,
and can not be created by mere paper documents,
except to the extent of the value of the paper and
the writing or printing upon it. In other words,
a title to property,
a representative
of property,
can no more be property,
than a shadow can be a
substance
: and if this conclusion
be true, then it
would seem to follow, of necessity,
that the act
of making
debts, bonds, verbal or written
contracts,
notes, book accounts,
mortgages,
warehouse receipts, tittcs, certific'htes of stock, or any
form of salable or transferable
rights, is not a
creation or production
of any new property,
but
simply an exchange,
by contract or operation
of
law, of the rights and titles of parties in preexisting
property ; and that any tax on any of
these rights or titles is only another
form of burdening the property which is the subject of the
rights or titles.
Enact such laws, also, in respect
to taxing titles as we may, experience
will prove
that taxes can not be practically
levied on imaginary things, or legal fictions, because it is some
physical
actuality,
in the sense of embodied Inbor, that must, after all, and in the end, pay all
taxes.
If legislatures
have the power of creating fiat property,
that is, imaginary
or fictitious
property,
it is beyond
their power to make it
pay taxes,
for nothing
less than omnipotence
can make something
out of nothing. _ On the
other hand, let us consider,
for a moment, the
• These views, it _hould be understood, are, however,
hem_lcs to some of the be.Qtthinkers aml writers on political economy. Some confi_se themselves on the subject, by
first defining property as anything that can be bought orsold,
and then, since a title--as, for example, a deed- can be
bought and sold, accept the inference that a title is necessarily
property. But let us analyze tins definition and assumption,
we can, without doubt, sell and dehver a delhi to a farm, but
what is enid in such inetance_ is thc farm, including a right,
a right to have dominion over it. But it may be rejoined,
that a right of dominion i_ property. Let us, therefore, carry
the analysis a little farther. If the farm in Califorma is
property in the state where it is, and where ]t is taxed, any
rightor title to the eame farm, held m Ncw York or England,
be it in the nature of a deed, a mortgage, a partnership inretest, or any other form of title, can not be the property;
for the same thing certainly can not be property in two separate states and jurisdictions, and in two dtstinct forms and
manifestations, at the same time. On the other hand, if it
be assumed that the t;tle to the farm _sthe property, and, as
stands
to be
rem_n
that the
subject
such, can
rightfully
taxed
whereofit the
(thetitle,
title)the
is, farm
then in
it
California, ought not to be also regarded as property, and
taxed in New York or England. In other words, if the title
to the farm is property:, then the farm is not really in Califoruia at all (unless the owuer of the title resides them), but
goes out of that state in the pocket of the individual who
walks off with the title to it. We have all heard of such
concentration of mea_ that all that is valuable in an ox for
food can be put intoa quart can; but such a concentration
of property as is here supposed is something much more remarkable; and admits of a man having a drove of oxen in

converse of this proposition,
namely, that titles
archly,
and, assuch, aught not to be e.zempted
fl.om taxation.
If this is so, then it would seem
to follow, that, by making
titles, we can make
property ; and that when a man mortgages
his
farm for $10,000, the community
have ten thousand dollars' woxth of real estate and ten thousand
dollars'worth
of personal property,where,
before
the execution of thc mortgage, therewas
onlythe
specified value of the real estate.
Again, if the
title is the property,
then either the actuality is
not property
where it exists, or else we have two
things occupying
thesame place at the same time.
Credits and titles, of themselves,
have no value,
and, separated
from the things they represent,they
can not honestly be sold at all.
Who will buy
them?
But we know the character
of the men
who will sell them; and that their representatives
can always be found in a state's penal institutions.--"Acontract,"saysEx-PresidentWoolsey
(Political Science, col. i., p. 75), "does not create
a right, but only transfers rights.
A. contractimplies in each pa_Xy a right to do that which the
contract relates, and to pass over to another what
is my own.
If I have no right to use my labor
according
to my will, or have no property in a
thing, I cau not transfer the product of my labor,
or what I have in my hands, to another.
It is
thus the exercise in a special case, for the benefit
of another,
of a right already existing.
1 can
not make that the property
of another,
by contract, which is not mine already.
Were it otherwise--were
contracts
a source of new power--it
would
be stronger
than God."
This is a brief
statement
of the true nature of a contract or obligation, and a complete
refutation
of the popular theory that the creation of debts is a creation
of property.
Again, when attempts
have been
made to claim salvage for the recovery of bills of
exchange, or other titles to property, from wrecks,
the courts have decided that salvage in snch cases
is not allowable ; and, therefore,
have practi( ally
held that credits and titles are not property, but
mere rights to property,
and in the case of negotiable instruments,
when destroyed
by fire or otherwise, the right under the destroyed instrument still
remains, and can be enforced in courts when ideatiffed.
A clear comprehension,
then, of the facts,
that property
is embodied
labor ; that property
can alone suffice to pay taxes; that rights, titles
and franchises
are but the representatives
of prop
erty; and that, having subjected
the property to
taxation, there is no sense or equity in again asscssing its representative,
will at once divest the
problem of taxation
from many embarrassments
which now seem to invest it, greatly simph!y
" "_
and go far toward the determination
of sound an
fixed tax principles. -- }Vkat Cnnstitut_ an Eze_7_plion in Tazalion.
A word here in reference to the
popular
property

idea that the exemption
of any form of
is to grant a favor to those who po..sess

his hand, ten acrea of woodland in his hat, a church_itha
steeple in one coat pocket, and a foar._toty brick block _d
a mill privilege in the other.
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such property.
An exemption
is freedom from a
burden or service to which others are liable; but
in case of the exclusion of an entire class of property from primary taxation, no person is liable,
and therefore there is no exemption.
An exclusion of all milk from taxation,
while whisky is
taxed, is not an exemption;
for tile two are not
competing articles, or articles of the same class,
It is true, that highly excessive taxation of a given
article may cause another and similar article, in
s()me instances, to become a substitute
or cornpeting article ; and hence the necessity
of care
aml moderation
in establishing
the rate of taxalion.
We do not consider that putting
a given
article into the free list, uuder the tariff, is an exeruption to any particular
individual;
but if we
make the rate higher on one tax payer (Jr on one
importer (if the same article than on another tax
payer or importer,
we grant an exemption.
We
use the word "exemption,"
therefore,
imperfectly, when we speak of "the exemption
of an entire
class of property,"
as, for example, upon all personal property;
for if the removal of tile bur(lea
operates uniformly
on all of such, then there can
be no primary exemption. -- The Theory and Necessity of I_finitesimal
Ta_:atior* not _tpported
by
either Reason or Experience.
If the above reasoning in respect to exemptions
in respect to taxation
be correct, it follows that it is not necessary, in
order to burden equitably
and uniformly
all persons and property,
to tax primarily
all persons and
property within
the taxing district.
But as this
proposition is in direct opposition to popular theory(at least in the United States),appeal
will first
be made to the evidence of its truth, derived from
the results of actual experience.
It is a matter
l)eyond dispute, that the universal,
infinitesimal
system of taxation
is unsatisfactory
and unjust,
and th'Lt the more extensively
and rigorously
it is
administered
and applied, the more unequal
and
impractical)le it becomes.
On this point theproof
already submitted
is indisputable.
On the other
hand, the testimony is equally complete,
that tile
more of simplicity
we can introduce
into a tax
system, and the more the assessment
can be restrit.ted to a few articles, the more satisfactory
the
sy._t(.m becomes.
There are places and countries
where personal property
is entirely, or in a great
degree, excluded
from taxation, as, for example,
the citi(.s of Philadelphia
and Montreal,*
and the
countries of England
and France, and where the
hur(leli of the expenscsof
the state is made to fall
primarily and almost exclusively
upon realty; and

the result is an absolute demonstration,
"that a
complicated
and inquisitorial
system of separate
taxation of goods and chattels is wholly unnecessary, an obstruction
to trade, an injury to produclion, an unnecessary
invasion of private affairs,
aml a self-torment inflicted on land itself."-Great
Britain, commencing
several hundred
years ago
with a system which contemplated
taxing everything, has gradually
reduced
her tax list to some
six or eight "trticles or sources under the customs,
and to an equally limited number under her excisc and local systems; and, with every degree of
concentration,
the relief experienced
bythe whole
population,
and the impetus given to material developmcnt,
has been all but universally
acknowledged.
In France,
also, where the number
of
owners of real estate, in proportion
to population,
is greater than in any other country, the essential
features
of a concentrated
system
also prevail
for local, and, to a limited extent, for general, taxalien.
And in the case of the United States, it is
to be further noted, that the national government,
except under the exigencies of a great war, has
always recognized
in her tax laws the desirability
of simplicity and concentration
; and that now,
although
the present
system does not tax d/rectly the one-fiftieth
part of the property of the
country, all parties are agreed that a further limitation of the sources of national revenue is most
desirable.
But it i_ curious to note, that while no
sensible person entertains
the idea that the taxes
levied by the national government
on spirits, fermented liquors, or tobacco, or upon any imported
articles, are paid by the producer
or importer,
except so far as lie is a consumer of the same, the
exactly opposite doctrine appears to prevail in the
United States in respect to the incidence of local
taxation;
and the principle which has constituted the basis of most of the state legislation
on
this subject seems tu have been, "that whatever
is not taxed directly
is nece._sarily exempt."-Let us appeal next from the logic of practical experience
to the logic of common sense.
The
theory of infinitesimal
taxatmn, if fully and cornl)letely executed, must logically lead, not only to
the taxation of every cent in value of every kind
of property
within
the herders of every state,
county, township or municipality,
hut it would require a regular system of custom house espionage,
and an army of officers tolevy and collect taxes, by
a multiplicity
of rates upon all goods or property
introduced
lute each township
or municipality.
If, however, this is not done, what becomes
of
tim vaunted
idea, that equality of taxation
reIY_1_74the
estate of full
Philadelphia
at quires that every particle of property shouhl be
_'_'_'_,r_2
on real
an asserted
valuation. was
Theassessed
personal
lJt"Pcrlyofthecitysubjecttotaxationatthesametimc,
wa_ subject to a direct burden?
But, fortunately
for
r,'turncd at a valuation of $9,4_4,873; and included horses
the prosperity
of communities,
this idea of what
carrlagc_,furaiture, gold and silver watches. Thc system of is" necessary
to produce equality
of taxati,_n
is
taxation in Montreal, dominion of Canada, the same year,
_a.__ follow_ : one-fifth of 1 per cent. on the _atue of real
fallacious,
and it is likewise fortunate,
that it can
,taw; one-fifth of 1 per cent for school tax; one-twentieth
be demonstrated
that this false system, when par,if I p('rcent. on railway property ; 7t- per ccut. on r_ntals,
tially or fully developed,
produces
unmitigated
laadditmn, therewerewaterraCes, and special ta.xeson lnsur- evil and inequality.--All
Taxation ultimately and
"_e,h'Icgraph,ferryandstwetrailwaycompanies,
andonmn?lvc_al_ly
falls on Cemsumptio_.
Property is
l,t...p_.rs,billiard tables, theatre_, breweries, banks,
brokers
("(.. and licenses on grocers, butchers, exhibitions, dogs, etc.
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desires;
and taxes,
enter into the cost
sustained
desires

like all other
of production,

by those
who
consumption.

by

expenses
which
must
finally
be

gratify
these
Production

wants
or
is only a

means,
and consumption
is the end, and the consumer
must
pay in the end all tile expenses
of
production.
The state is an active
and important
partner
in all production.
Without
its assistance
and protection,
production
would
be impeded
or
wholly
arrested.
The soldier or policeman
guards,
while
the
a partner

ness, the

citizen
performs
in all tile forms
state

mtlst

his labor in safety.
of production
and

pay

its

expenses,

As
bust-

i. e., its

agents,
for their
services;
and its only means
of
paying
are through
its receipts
from
taxation,
Taxes
legitimately
levied,
lhrn,
arc a part
of the
cost of all production,
and there
can be no morc

for taxes to remain upon the persons
who immediately pay them, than there is for
tendency

rents,
the cost
fuel
to follow
wishes
to use
by consumption
his wants,
can
producers

with

of
the

insurance,
same
law.

or

destroy
to .gratify
not obtain
their

consent,

water
The

production,
which
are

including
a part
of

and
who

the utilily
of property
his desires,
or satisfy
it from
the owners
or
except

out giving
pay or services
for it;
price
of all property
is coincident
of
it,

supply
person

and

by gift,

with-

the average
with
the cost

the taxe_ advanced
upon
its cost
in the hands
of

the seller.
Again,
no person
who produces
any
form
of property
or utility,
for
the
purpose
of
sale
or rent,
sustains
any burden
of legitimate
"
taxation,
although
lie m0.y he a tax advancer;
for,
as a tax advancer,
he is the agent
of the state, and
a tax collector from the consnmer.
But he who
produces
or buys,
aud
does
not sell or rent,
hut
consumes,
is tile tax payer,
and sustains
a tax in
his
aggregate
consumption,
where
all taxation
must
ultimately
rest.
In short,
ll() person
be&rs
the burden
of taxation,
under
all equitable,
]e-

gitimate system, exc{'pt upon tile properly
he applies to his owu exclusive use in
consumption.

The

great

consumer

great tax payer.*--Proport/ona/Taxes

which
ultimate

is tile

on])"

ola all things

* On this oubject the eminent French economist, Joseph
Garuxer, in his Traltg des Finances. ch.v., says : "From the
point of view of distrlbutive]usticeandeeonomic
tralth, and
to attain an equitable apportionment
of the public burdens,
we must put the question : A tax being given, on whom does
It fall in the last analysl._ _ No absolutely sati_rfactory answer
to this question, insoluble in its generality, has been given
or could have been given.
However, Ricardo, _ho made a
profound study of taxation, thought that t_t.xt_, no matter of
what kind, are always paid by the consumer,
on his capital
or on his income, the producer always making them enter
into the cost of production;
and employing his capital and
his industry in other hrunehes when he can not include the
taxes he pays in _nch cost. James Mill likewise adopted the
same opinion.
This was Franklin'_
_Jew also; he thought
lh'_t the merchant always added the tax to his bill or invoie.e.
It was likewise Adam Smith's idea, who, in passing, says:
' The tax _s finally pa_d by the last purchaser or consumer.'
[' Wealth nf Nations,' edited by J. E. Thorold Rogers, eel.
t1., p. 132.] --The phyaioerates
had been led to think that
taxes finally fell, directly or Indirectly, on the landed proprietor, to whom they thought the entire net product of production, which in the end is the only thing taxed, and which
alone should be taxed by the legislator, comes back. -- J.B.

of any/_
all other
rolls
that

Class
Property.

in any state,
surprisingly

will be di._'_sed
and
The examination
city or municipality,
small
numbers
of

madly
pay or advance
it is not probable
that

egualized
of the

oft
tax

will show
persons
pri.

any kind of taxes.
more tJaan one.tenth

Thus,
of the

say says that Ricardo may be. right in the abstract, bat that,
in fact, the producer does not always succeed in makmtz _he
consumer pay the tax, a Imrt of which he (the produeerl mu_t
bear himself.
The French economist
adds : 'This subject
does not admit of an absoluteopmion.
Thereis probahly no
-kind of contribution which does not fall on several classt.s of
citizens ' According to hlm. therefore, the subjects taxed
(b_es de l'impot) should be increased _ufficiently to attain
this end: that those prcxiucers '_ho are not reached hy one
tax may be reached
by another.--The
views held by the
physiucratea
on production
being incomplete and erroneou%
their financial conclusion
Is no longer worthy of consideration. J.B. Say's eonclusion
is in harmony with those of
Rmardo and Smith; but it islackmg
in precision.
That of
Ricardo. if it be exact, should be amended thus: 'Taxe_ ill
general and _n the Ion.a run, fall on the consumer.'
And, indeed, in the face of the facts, it is difficult to admit, that thl,
diffusion or transmission
of burdens is made directly, iramediately and wilhoot
effort.
If we may so expre.-s _mrselves, Rmardo con_iders the ph_'nomenon as if it wire happening in vacua, whereas, in reality, the tax, to find lt_
natural or defilntivc
incidence
and to traverse the mwce,sine strata of society, n___ls a pretty long lapse of time, a
thing which is effected only after many and eomph.x rrImreussions.
The burden weighs at first on eertam elssse_
of citizens;
then, by degrees, it apportions
itself among
aandgreater
number rt'pert'tlssions
of tax payers, it or
among anall integral
utx payrrby successive
be('omes
part
of the price of thinge, in such a way that the per_m who
buys mt_st things pays most taxes.
At first view the lax
seems paid.whereas
it has only been advanced.--IIo_ev_'r.
the solution of tins question is not, we relm.at, pns_tlJh., a_
to taxation considered in general; it is po_ible, if po_ble
at ali, only if we consider tile different kinds of tax__a apart
from one another, and according to their special asee-_-ment.
It Is neeesearyto
considerapart
theiraccidental
and llnqr Iwrmancnt effects, their temporso" and deflmtive
effect,.
We
must rein:irk, also, that both for taxation and for the co_t ¢,f
prtxlnetion, the law of supply and demand i* predominant.
That law It is which permits, according to very varmbh, ca-ca
and eireomstances,
the landowner, capitalist or v,orkman to
have the tax reimbursed
to him by the leaseholder, the mlmufacturer, or the merchant, and which permit.-." the_, ]a;tcr to
have themselves
reimbursed,
in turn, by the concuawr._;
or which eompela eaeh of them to pay a part of the _ax It
is,
therefore, erroneous to affirm ihat the pro<lurer has hmlself always and equally reimbursed
by the consumer
A_
the end era l_riod of tlmr. the tux imposed on one or re:my
categories of individuals is repsreuased on other clas*e-, and
in the endflsca/charges
u'eigh on all the cla.eges of the lxq_,_lation, evcnthetaxea
oaths
wealthy, whmh lall ml t._tlv
and in a certain proportion
on the poor themslq_e.-, eixae
for the labor of the poor there Is lena demand hy the wealth).
whose saving or consumption
the tax has curtailed -- I" i_
an error to say of a tax that its weight divided (;_ i_fi_,_:'_m
becomes almost insensible to those who bear it. Th_._ _,u_d
be true of one sole tax, bat it is not true when thrrt i- q,,t.-tlon of several taxes; taxes may apportion
thems_.lvr- a_d
repercuas as much as yon will, but they faust belm_'l, and
they produce theirnatural
effects none the le_.,. Ihx_v,n.
ditlamion and repercussion are unfortunately
not _ynonyu.ol._
with evaporation,
We can, therefore, formnlate no g_ n, ral
law as to the incidence, the repercu_ton
or diffusion of taxi.
On this point there is among economtst_ a great dlve_i'Y of
opinions and much hesitation."--Lorenz
v0n Stein, in 1_."
aVtnanzwissenschaft,
maintains
that a// taxes, and ewn
the fines paid
by criminals, finally become compor.rlat
parts of the prices of things, :lust as do the costs of produrrico, and in the last analy_ds fall on the consumer.
Eti,'nne
Laspeyrea, in the article ,gt_rth.scha_,
in Bluntsrhlfs
8taat.swdrterbu¢tt,
defends the same view. As far back as
1790 the ltlgrquis de Ca_l_t publlslled a work, "The .kb.-_trd-
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adult population,
or about one-twentieth
of the
entire population
of the United States, ever come
in contact officially with a tax assessor or tax collector.
It is also estimated that less than 250,000,
or less than Jt of 1 per cent. of the total population of the United States, advance the entire customs and internal revenue of the federal government.
It is therefore
apparent,
that there must
be some natural
law governing
the diffusion
of
taxes; and if the great mass of the comnmnity
did not instinctively
recognize
the existence
of
such a law, or, to speak more practicaliy,
if they
did not feel and certainly
know, as it were by in-

labor and merchandise,
and other arbitrary
geeernmental
invasiuns
of private rights, individual
judgment
and self-interest
have been recognized
as the best tests or arbiters
of the profitableness
of a given investment
or occupation.
Tile average profits, therefore, of one form of investment,
or of one occupation
(as originally
shown
by
Adam Smith), must for any long period equal
the average profits of other investments
and occupations,
whether taxed or untaxed,
skill, risk
and agreeableness
of occupation
being taken into
consideration.
_ N_ttural laws will, accordingly,
always produce an equilibrium
of burden between

stinet, aud not by education,
that the higher the
taxe_ ill any state, community
or country,
the
higher their food, fuel, clothing
and rents, and
the higher the cost of all production,
fllen why
should the ninety
and nine of the mass of the
people take any interest in rite fiscal affairs of
the state?
And why, ff only the few who see
the tax collector are the one_ who pay all, or tile
major part, of the taxes, is it not for the interest
of the many that expenditures
on the part of the
stale should always be as large as possible?
Why
not have largesses out of the public treasury as in
the days of old Rome?
Why not public amusements for the many at the public expense?
Why
not tax the vczT rmh exclusively?
Adam Smith
undoubtedly
first gave the clue to the real anti true
law when he says "that
no tax can ever reduce
for any considerable
time the rate of profit in
any particular
trade, which must always keep its
level with other trades in the neighborhood."
Iu
other words, "taxes and profits, by the operation
of tile ]'tws of human nature, constantly
tend to
equate themselves.
M'm is always
prompted
[o
en_age in the most profitable
occupation
and to
make the most profitable
investment.
And since
the emancipation
from feudahsm,
with its sumptuary laws, legal regulations
of the price of

taxed and untaxed filings and persons.
We produce to consume,
and consume
to produce, and
the cost of consumption,
including
taxes, enters
into the cost of production,
anti the cost of production, including
taxes, enters into the cost of
consumption,
and thus taxes levied uniformly
on
things of the same class, by the laws of competition, supply and demand, and the all-pervading
mediums
of ]ahor, will be distributed,
percussed
and repercussed
to a rcmole degree, until they
finally fall upon every person, not in proportion
to his coasuml)lion
of a giw,n arlicle, but in proportion to his aggTegate consumption.
The capitalist bears no grealer
burden
of taxation
(and
can not be made to bear more by any laws that
can be properly termed tax laws) th'm the properlion which his aggregate
individual
consumption
be_lrs to the aggregate
individual
consumption
of
all others in his circuit of immediate competition;
and as to his other taxes, he is a mere tax collector, or conduit, conducting
taxes from his tenants
or borrowers
to lllc _tate or city treasury
A
whisky distdler is a tax conduit, or tax collector,
and sells more taxes than the original cost of
whi._ky.
A dealer
in imported
goods keeps on
hand :t stock of accumulated
taxe_--imposts,
exclses, state, city and lo_.al taxes; the farmer charges
taxes ia tile price of his t)roducts;
the laborer, in
his wages; the clergynlan,iu
his salary; the lender,
in tile interest lie receives; the lawyel', iu his fees;

try of the Land Tax." demonstrated by showing that all
tax(,s,
no matter
of what kind, ultunately
become
part of
the prwes
of commodities.--In
addition to
the opinions
of recogmzed eemmmlc authoritms above noWll by M.
(;'armer, J. It. M'Culloch. whose article on "Taxation,"
c,,_trflluted to the Eneyelop0edm Britannica, James Mill
lJrOllOllll(_t_d
'_masterly," thus expres_lc.,¢hllll_el_ : _'The
truth l,, that every burden laid, directly or indirectly, on any
article f_Jr which there Js any considerable demand, falls
ultimately on it_ consumers." ("Taxation and the Fundi,g
s._stem" p 17.l M. Thmrs, as shown by an extract from his
work, ', Rights to Property," quoted in com_cction with this
artl(le by the author, was anunquahfled belie',er in the dIffu,_mutheery of taxation Adam Smith would also appear t_)
have ¢'ompletely indorsed it, when he says, " No tax can
ew'a/'ednee, for any considerable time. the rate of profit in
ally particular trade" -- ,. e., all but.iness--which nlust always keep Its level with other trades ia the neighborhood."
Aml again, in discussing the taxes upon luxuries, he says,
""such taxes, though they fall indifferently upon every species
of reverme, and are paid finally by whoever consumeb the
Commodities upon which they are imposed," etc. The
reader will, therefore, notice that Mr. Wells' views on this
department of taxation are substantially in harmony with
those of Adam Smith, Rtcardo, Jame_ Mill, M. Thieru, J.R.
•M'Culloeh, J. B. Say; they also found an earnest advocate
nl one of the soaude_t thinkers and shrewd practical ohservers America ha_ ever produced--the late Isaac Sherman,
e!NeWYork.--]_a.

and the manufacturer,
in his goods. ABible printed by tile Bible society is always in part loaded
with a whisky and tobacco tax, paid by the printera, pal)er-makers
and book-binders,
or paid by
tile lJroducers of articles consumt, d by these mechanics, and reflected and embodied ill their wages
and the pl'Othlcts of their labor, according to the
(h,gree of absence
of competition
mechanics who abstain from tile use
oilier taxed articles.
The traveler
one of the great city hotels can not

from fellowof these and
who stops at
avoid tetra-

* As applied to the wages of labor, the truth of this principle is equally incontestable. '" The sewing girl l)erformmg
her toilsome work by the needle at one dollar a (lay. the street
sweeper working the mud with his broom at a dollar and a
half, the skilled laborer at two and three dollar_, the prefersot at five, the editor at five or ten, the artist and the songstrc_,_at ten or five hundred dollars a day, are all membem of
the working classes, though working at different rates. And
it is only the differene(, in their effectivene_,sthat causes the
difference in their earnings. Bring them all to the same
point of efficiency, and their earnings also will be the same."
(W. Jungst.)
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bursing the owner for the tax he pl_marily pays
on the property;
and the owner, in respect to the
taxation of his hotel property, is but a great and
effective
real estate aud diffused
tax collector,
And so all pr_7_ortional co_tributions
to glw state
from direct competitors _lre diffused upon things
and persons in the taxing jurisdiction,
by a uniformity as manifest as is the pressure upon water,
which isknown
to be uniform in all directions."
(Isaac Sherman.)*-Any primary tax payer, who
does not ultimately
consume the thing taxed, and
who does not include the tax in the price of the
taxed property,
or its products,
must literally
throw away his money and must soon become
bankrupt,
and disappear ms a competitor;
and accordingly
the latx advancer
will add the taxin his
prices, if he understands
simple addition.
When
Dr. Franklin
was asked by a committee
of the
English house of commons, prior to the American
revolution,
if the province
of Pennsylvania
did
not practically
relieve
farmers
and other
land
owners from taxation, and at the same time impose
a heavy tax on merchants,
tothe injury of British
trade, he answered,
that "if such special tax was
imposed, the merchants
were experts
_,'ith their
pens, and added the tax to the price of their goods,
and thus made the farmers and all land owners
pay their part of the tax as consumers."
-- These
and other
like investigations
and experiences
wouhl, therefore,
seem to warrant the annunciation and establishment
of the following
as great
fundamental
principles
in taxation.
Equality
of
taxation consists in a uniform
assessment
of the
same articles or class r)f property that is subject to
taxation.
Taxes uuder such a system equate and
diffuse themselves;
and if levied with certainty
and uniformity
upon tangible property
and fixed
signs of property,
they will, bya diffusion and repercussion,
reach and burden all visible property,
and also all of the so-called
"invisible
and intangible"
property,
with unerring
certainty
and
* The method in which taxation diffuses itself has been
thn_
M. Thlers,
m hi_
work "Right_ to Property."illustrated
" In thebys_lnle
inanntw,'"
he says, " a_ our Sell$_8,
deceived byappearances, tell us |hat it is thesun which moves
and not the earth; so a partaeular tax appears to fall upon
oneclass, and anothcr tax upon another clasa, when in reality

equality.
All taxation ultimately and necessarily
falls on consumption;
and the burden of every
man, under any equitable system of taxation, and
which no effort will enable him to avoid, will
be in the exact proportion,
or ratio, which
his
aggregate
consumption
maintains
to tlle aggregate consumption
of the taxing district, state ar
community
of which lie is a member. -- It is not,
however,
contended,
that uncqual
taxation
on
c,)mpetitors
of the same class, persons or things,
diffuses
itself ; whether
such inequality
be the
result of intention
or of defective laws, and their
more defective
administration.
And doubtless
one prime
reason
wl_y economists
and others
interested
have not accepted
the law of diffusion
of taxes as here given, is, that they see, as the
practical
workings
of the tax systems they live
under, or have become practically
familiar
with,
that taxes in many instances do seem to remain
on the person who immediately
pays them; and
fail to see that such result is due--as in the case of
the taxation
of large classes of the so-called pcrsonal
property--to
the adoption
of a system
which does not permit of equality
in assessment,
and therefore can not be followed by anything
of
equality in diffusion.
Such persons may not unfairly be compared
to physicists,
who, constantly
working
with imperfect
instruments,
and constantlyobtaining,
in consequence,
defective results,
come at last to regard their errors as in the nature
of established
truths. -- Benefg.s of limiting Taxa.
tionto a few Classesof
Things.
"By limiting the
sources or number
of primary taxes we limit the
sphere of government
and the number and sphere
of officials.
We limit the sourcesof
official cotruption, and we give strength to free institutions
by leaving
the distribution
of taxes, in infinitesimal form, to individual
judgment
and indi.
vidual enterprise
and competition,
the great tootot forces in all free government,
rather than to
the acts of officials, which mnst all be rot)re or
less arbitrary,
inquisitorial
and offensive;
ate(1 if
in any degree effective,
must be executed
by
espionage,
oaths and domiciliary
visits, which are
not in harmony
with the spirit of the age and of
free government."
-- Conelttsion.
The subje(:t admits of elaboration
and illustration
to a much

itisnotso.
really
bcst suited
of society isThe
that tax
which
is best
suited to
to thc
the poorest
general member
fortune
of the state; a fortune which is much more fur the possession
and enjoyment of the poor man than it is for the rich ; a fact
of which we are never sufficiently convinced. But of the
manner, nevertheless, in which taxes are divided among the
different cla_._c_of thestate, the mo_tcertain thingwecan
say is: Thatthey arcdivldcd in proportion towhat each man
consume_, anti for a reason not generally r_.-cogmzcdor underetood,
namely,
thattaxrs
are reflected,
as eVelltually
it were, to an
infinity.
and. from
reflection
to r_flection
bccoln_3
lnte-

greater
extent ; but the general
conclusions
to
which all investigation
_eems to lead, and _.hiclt
in all or part may be worthy of being regardc(! as
principles,
may be collectively
stated or rccflpltU-

gralpartofthcpricesoithings.
Hcnc.wthegrcatestpurcha_ers
and consumers are everywhere lhegreatest tax payers. This
is what I call 'diff,lgion o.1"taxatio_L' to borrow a term from
physicaltoscience,
at/plies
the expression
'diffusion of
of
light'
those which
numberless
reflections,
in consequence
which l_heiight which has penetrated the slightest aperture
spreads itself around in every direction, and in Jaueha mannet as to reach all the objt'cta which it renders visible. So a
tax which at fimt sight appears to be paid directly, in reality
is only advanced by the individual who is first called upon to
pay it "

limits."
3. The subjects of taxation are persons,
property
and business.
4. Equality of taxa ti(_u
consists in imposing
an equal burden
upon all
subjects--persons
or things---of
immediate c0rnpetition.
When this principle
is violated, the
act of taking, or the enforced contribntioll,
is no
longer entitled
to be considered
taxation,
but

]ated as follows:
1. Therightto
tax is inherent
in every sovereignty,
and rests upon necessity.
2. The right to impose a tax, if it exists at all,
" is a right which in its nature acknowledges
no

becomes at once arbitrary
spoliation
or con fi¢('a
tion.
5. "All subjects over which the sovereign
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power of the state extends are objects of taxation,
but those over whom it does not extend are, on
the soundest
principles,
exempt from taxation."
( Chief Justice
Marshall,
opinion
United
States
supreme
court.)
The limitations
of territorial

the subject of the principles
of taxation.
No
partment
of political economy,
as stated at
commencement
of this review, is more obscure
so little understood.
Foremost
in sources of
formation,
to which the reader who desires to

dethe
or
i'n.
in-

sovereignty
and the limitations
of the taxing
power are therefore
coextensive.
6. Protection
is the correlative
of taxation;
or taxes, under any
government
claiming
to be free, are the compensation which property pays the state for its protcction. "Taxation"
without protection,
is, therefore, a misnomer.
Its proper designation
is spo]iation.
7. Legitimate
taxation
must be on account of and limited to public purposes;
"and
whatever
governmental
exaction
has n_)t this
basis, istyrannical
and unlawful."
(Cooley,
"Principles
of Constitutional
Law.")
8. Every
citizen should pay taxes,
not in proportion
to
his ability to give, but according
to what he
ought to give ; and what he ought to give can
only be measured
by the benefit he is to derive ; or, as Adam Smith expressed
it, "in proportion to the revenue
which they (the citizens)
enjoy under the protection
of the state."
9. The
burden or injurious
effect of a tax on productmn or exchange
is not to be measured
by the
ratio which the tax may bear to the gross value
of tim subject of taxation,
but rather by the proportion which the tax bears to the profit that
might
result from undertaking
a certain line
of industry.
10. Property,
in its true sense,
as a subject for taxation,
is always a physical actuahty; and all experience
proves that taxes can
n(_t be practically
levied on imaginary
things, or
legal fictions, because
it is some physical
actuality, in the sense of embodied
labor, that must in
the end pay all taxes.
11. The exemption
of any
p_rt of the property
of the same class which is
made the subject of taxation,
is spoliation of that
part which is discriminatingly
burdened.
On the
other hand, the exclusion
of an entire class of
property is not an exemption.
12. Proportional
taxes on all things of any given class will be diffused and equalized on all other property.
13. All
taxation uttimate]y
and necessarily
falls on consumption, and the bm'den of every man, under any
equitable system of taxation,
which no effort will
enable him directly
to avoid, will be in the exact proportion,
or ratio, which his aggregate
consumptiou sustains to the aggregate
consumption
of
lhe taxing district,
state or community
of which
he is a member. -- For practical
guidance
in devising or administering
a system of taxation, int('n_ded to meet the wants of states or communities
exposed to the competition
of similar and competing organizations,
the following
rule or motto,
proposed by ]Hr. Enoch
Ensley,
of Memphis,
Tennessee, may be also regarded
as in the nature
ahnostof
ataxaxiom:
"Never
taz anything that
wo_dd be of value _o your state, that could or would
r_n away, o'r that coukl and wou_d come to you."-Tazation Bibliography.
Economic
literature
in
all languages
is very deficient
in simple, and at
the same time clear and comprehensive,
works on

dependently
investigate
is referred,
is the chapter
on Taxation in Adam Smith's
Wealth of Nations.
Apart from this, there is probahly no one trealise,
which any considerable
number of economists
are
willing to accept as standard
or authoritative,
certainly
in all departments.
The best modern
book, in the opinion of the writer, is J. R. M'Culloch's work, Taxation and Funding, 8w), London,
1845. Thiswork,
however, is out of print, and difficult to obtain, but it can be found in most large
libraries.
The following other works may be recommended
or mentioned.
ThePeople'sBlue]3ook:
Tazationas
it isandasitought
tobe, by Chas. Tennant, 16mo, London, 1872. Thisbookisverycomplete in respect to the tax ]awsof Great Britain and
theiradministration;
and also discusses, in a very
readable and generally correct manner, the theory
and history of taxation.
The Scie.Tw.eof Taxation,
Leroy-Beaulieu,
2 vols., 8vo, Paris, 1877. This
is the best work in any foreign language on taxation. TaxatioaofI_ixed
Capital, M. Menier, 16mo,
Paris, 1877; English
translat|on,
London,
1880.
Sat la I_roprietd, Thicrs, Paris.
The chapter on
taxation in this work is a luminous exposition
of
the principle of diffusion of equaltaxation.
Garnier, Ele_r_r_ts des l_nances, Paris, 1862-5, and De
Parieu, Trai_d des impots, Paris, 1858, may atso l)e
mentioned.
ZocalOover_mental_d
Taxation, Cobden Club Essays, 8vo, Lomion;
a series of essays, presenting
the best exposition
of the existing systems of taxation
in countries other than
England
and the Uni'ted States--as
Scotland, Ireland,Australia,
Holland, Belgium, France, Ru_ia
and Spain.
The Ta.'rn_i_J_ of the United Kingdom,
Baxter, 8vo, London.
This work is out of print.
It gives an analysis
of British
taxation,
and
discusses with great ability some of the most
important
queslions connected
with this subject.
See also Noble's
TT_e Q_Leen's Taxvs, 8vo, Iondon, 1870, and Dowell% Sketch of the tlistol?/ of
Taxes i1_ E_gland, from the earliest times to the
present day, vol. i., to the civil war of 1642, 8vo,
London, 1876.--Essays:
Firs_andSe_ondlhTorts
of the Commissioners appointed to r_ise the laws for
the Assessment and Collection of Taxes ia the State
of New York, David A. Wells, Chairman.
As public documents
these reports arc now out of print.
The first of these reports wasrepublished
by Harper & Bros., h'ew York; and editions of both reports were republished
in England
and Fiance.
The Taxation of Railroad
Securities, considered
theoretically,
and also with reference
to actual
experiences
in the United
States and Europe,
by a Committee
of State Railroad
Commissioners, Charles Francis Adams, Jr., Chairman.
Rational
l_.inciples
of Taxation,
by David A.
Wells, Proceedings
of the American
Social Science Association
for 1874.
T]_ory and Practi¢8
of Local Taxatio_ in ihe United 8ta_,
do., At-
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lantic Monthly,
1876 ; The Re,farm of Local Ta,vatein, do., North
American
Review, April, 1876;
Are Titles and
Debts Property?
do., Atlantic
!_]onthly, September,
1877.
Twelve Letters on the
Future of A_ew ]ark, by G_o. H. Andrews,
Cornmissioner of Taxes, 8vo, New York, 1877. Taxatwn in Massrwh_setts, by W. J. Minot, 8vo, Boston, 1877. Exdusir_
Taxation
of l_a_
Estate,
by Isaac
Sherman,
New York, October,
1874.
I't_e Tax Question: WhatslwuldbetCzed,
andhow
it should be taxed, by Enoch
Easley, Memphis,
Tenn., 1873.
Ta,vation:
A Plain Ta?kfor
Plai_,
t'eop_e, by Jas. II. Canfield, 8vo, 1883, New York,
published
by the Society for Political
Education.
All of the above papers contain valuable
information respecting
the inequalities
and character
of the systcms
of local taxation in the United
States.
They can not all be easily purchased,
but can usually be obtained
for reference.
For
works expre_sing views antagonistic
to those advanced in this article respecting
the nature
of
property,
and of credits and titles, the reader is
referred
to the works of H. D. Macleod, capecially Piqnciples of Politb_a_ l_hilosoplly, 2 vols.,
London, 1872: and to Politir_al Er_n_zny, by Prof.
A. L. Perry, l_ew York, 18th ed., 1883.
DAvm A. WELLS.
TAXATION,
National
and
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TAYLOR,
Zachary,
president of the United
States 1849--50, was born in Orange county, Va.,
Nov. 24, 1784, and died at Washington
city, July
9, 1850.
In 1808 hc obtained a commission
in the
army as lieutenant,
and in the war which followed he rose to the rank of major.
At the outbreak of the Mexican
war he held the rank of
major general, and was in command
of the army
which
advanced
through
Texas into northern
Mexico and won a series of victories ending with
Buena Vista.
In 1848 he was the whig candidate
for president,
and was elected. (See Warn P._TY,
ELECTORAL VOTES.)
His shortterm
of officcwas
marked
by the sectional
disputes on the subject
of slavery which were settled in 1850. (Seo CoMPRO_SES,
V.)
The president's
own plan of settlement was .the admission
of the disputed terri.tortes as states, but it was successful
only in the
case of California.
See Fry's £_fe of Taylor;
Powell's
Life of Taylor;
Abbott's
I_ves of the
Pros/denny, 299 ; 2 Benton's
Thirty
Yea/rg V_w,
737 ; 3 Von Hoist's
Urdted States, 523 ; 8 8bztesman's Manurd, 1831 (for his messages).
A.J.
TELE(_-RAPH,
The electric telegraph, by annlhil_ting time and space, is destined to play in
the world
a part analogous
to that of steam,
These two marvelous
discoveries,
by lending
a
helping
hand to each other,
have profoundly
modified social relations, and we may, without
exaggeration,
assert that they are the beginning
of a new era for humanity.
The electric telegraph, which is still only in its infancy, hasnot yet

yielded all the results which it is destined to produce;
but we may even now get an obmuro
glimpm of what they will be.
In politics it simplifies diplomatic
relations,
by putting- governments themselves, by means of dispatches--which
follow one another,
so to speak, minute
after
minute---in
direct communication,
and by doing
away with thc hesitation and perplexity
of their
agents abroad.
Without doubt political question._
remain nonethe
le_ obscureand
embarrasscd
on
this account,
but the different
opinions formed,
the new facts which arise, becoming
known instantlv to the states interested
in them, may have
for effect rapid decisions
and effectual measures,
which but for electricity
might arrive too late.
From the point of view of the security of governments, the electric telegraph is one of the greatest
administrative
forces, for it gives the authorities
the means of knowing immediately
,_hat is taking
place at the points the most remote from the centre, and of making their action felt there without
delay.
In criminal
matters
the telegraph .is a
powerful
auxiliary
of the police; it prevents the
flight of the guilty party by shutting him up in it_
wire-work as in the meshesof
a net.
By the tclegraph line a general-in-chief
may be present on
every square of the chess-board
on which the terrible game called a military
campaign
is played.
and he may keep in constant
and direct commu.
nication with his lieutenants.
Unfortunately
the
net-work
of telegraphs
does not hmg remain intact in times of war, for the destruction
of lin,.s
is one of the first acts of hostility.
However, in
the Italian war(1859) asuccea_ful
effort was m'_de
to organize a system of lines which the enemy
could not reach: this was the fl!/ing telegraph, the
apparatus
of which, that is, the posts and the
wires, put up rapidly by agile workmen,
followed
the different
army corps, and assisted in every
movement.
Prussia
made a noteworthy
use of
this system in 1870. -- We consider the electric
telegraph
one of the most powerful means of civilization which has been given to man; and we are
of opinion that its future was opefied to it only
the day on which it was placed within the. rea(.h
of everybody.
The telegraph,
which up to that
time, in Europe, had been only a mysterious agent
in the hands of governments,
became an indefatigable
apostle of human progre_.
From the
pointof
view of morals, it is scarcely m, cess'_ry
topointouttheinfluenceoftherelationsitestablished among all the nations of the globe, of its
diffusion of light which tends to raise all nalions
to the same level, and to the community
of intereats by which it draws them nearer to each other, or
unites them.
From the politico-economic
point of
view, the results are still more striking.
By _ving
the time formerly spent in negotiating
commercial
affairs,
the telegraph
has increased
commercial
transactions
in an incalculable
proportion.
It
furnishes,
moreover,
sure and rapid information
which enables merchants
to expedite
in time to a
distant point, goods, the demand
for which is
urgent.
Lastly, it establishe_, among all the ex-
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changes and all the markets of the world, a solidarity which prevents or attenuates catastrophes.
In a still other order of facts, what misfortunes
the telegraph
may prevent!
In c_sc of a conflagration, it calls assistance
from all directions;
in
ease of a flood it warns those who live on the banks
of rivers of their impending
danger;
on railways
it averts the most frightful
accidents
by its power
of vastly surpassing in speed the utmost rapidityof
steam.
We here recall the influence of the tel(:graph on facts of the moral order, and its influence
economic and material, for neither politics nor political econoniy can be hldifferent
to these results,
The increase of enlightenment
and wealth is advaniageous,
not to individuals
only; th'lt increase
is an increase of force in which the state which
has known how to develop wealth and enlightenment finds the elements of its power.
And hence
it is that the tnost civilized peoples, whoareat
the
same time the greatest peoples, were the first to
understand
the necessity of extending
their network of telegraphs
as rapidly as possible.--In
the
United States the exploitation
of telegraphic
lines
is still left to private industLv.
And so it was in
England before the law of July 31, 1868 (31, 32
Vict., oh. 110), which authorized
the government
to purchase
the telegTaph.
The great states of
Europe have reserved to themselves
the monopoly
of the telegraph.
Apart frQm the fiscal interest
which urges governments
to find new sources of
t'evenue, there prevailed not long since in Eurot)c
a powerfully
accredited
opinion,
that the tele_raphic mode of correspondence
should be reserved to governments.
But since the introducties of railways and the immense
movement
of
relations and affaim which has been the con_equence of th'tt introduction,
tim telegraph
has
been looked upon as the necessary complement
of
that new means of transportation,
and European
g(_vernments have considered,
that, with certain
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TEMPERANCE
MOVEMENT
in the
States.
(See FROIIIBITION, POLICE.)
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In the early years of the
textile manufactures
in this country,
the working
day was protracted to twelve, thirteen
and sometimes fourteen hours.
The progressive
diminulion of the hours of daily labor in the manufactorics of Great Britain to eleven hours was followed
by ademaud
for a similar reform in the manufactorie_ of the United States. After the cnactnmnt of
the EnglNh ten-hour law in 1847, this demand became more and more articulate.
In 1853 the manngersof a]lthe manufacturing
('ompanie_in
Lowell,
Lawrence and Fall River, voluntarily
reduced the
hours of labor of their operatives
to eleven per
day.
No further
reduction
having been made
during
the twenty
suecet:ding
years, in 1874
Massachusetts
enacted
a law making
ten hours
the limit of the day's labor for all females and for
"dl males unde.r the age of eighteen
years, eraployed in tile textile industries.
(Public
Statutes
of Massachusetts.
chap. 74, sees. 4, 5 ) In Commonwealth rs. Ilamilton
Manufacturing
Company,
120 Mass. Rep., _3, tile supreme court held this
act to be constitutional.
C.C.
TENNESSEE,
a state of tlle American Union.
It originally
belonged
to _North Carolina, whose
boundaries
extended
indefinitely
westward.
In
1768 the country was opened to settlement by the
treaty of Fort Stanwix, and a company of hunters, tnog of whom bccanle settlers, was formed,
June 2, 1769. Their settlements were on the Wataug'a, on(; of the he:ldwaters
of the Tennessee;
and the inhabitants,
framing a code of laws, signed
by each 1)e1_on, became a body politic, the Watauga

have under_one feu'er fluetuatiens ? Kept constantly informed of u hst was huppening, Frenchmen would have been
let_sexcited, and this would have prevented the rum of a great
many individuals. -- Thus the electric telcgruph fa_ditates
the producnon of wealth in two _ays : I, by _-avingtram and
* Arl_tide Dumont wrote in 1854: "The use of the tele- t)errnatting a diminution in the amount of unt)roducnve capgraph,once it has been popularized, is called to render 1o the itad ; 2, by e_tabli_hing a sort of cquihbrium between all
l)roduetlon of wemlth services which have some relation to markets, and of thus diminishing the lni_uence of the uncer_ho.-ecreated by economic and rapid ways of circulation,
tainty of politics on in(lu_try.-- Bnt if we corn-taler the tele_iaee these scrvmes shorten time, that stuff of which lift; is graph from the moral point of view, we beliyve that ]t hat_
made, and _ince, in every industry, they impress _cq'eater introduced into the world a revelation still more l)r_ffound_
acTi _,lt'," Ul)Onproduction, and, as a consequence, diminish
If, in fact, the various continents are united, and they willthe amount of unproductive capital, lower the amount of he united in the course of this century [a proph(x'y fulfilled
Current expen_e_ in husinee8, facilitate exchanges, and not very lol_g afix.r it was made]; if eomnmmcutlon can be
abridge transactions of every kmd.-- But from another point
had in a few hours bctwct_n London. Canton, Sew York,
of view, the telegraph is called to"render much greater sere- Calcutta and Paris. a new force will be add(_ to the civilizing"
wcs to industry If we suppose the net-work of telegraph,_ power of humamty, to 1he diffusion of enlightenment and to
cxt(_ded and popularized, not only over the entire surface the radiation of good upon evil. The limits which pen peoof Europe, but over every civilized point of the world, a plesupwill he hlotted out, andpeoplesthemostremoh_from
_lngleday would b_ sufficient to exchange news between
one another acquire boli(larlty and unity. Men will emigrate
the mo_t distant markets; thenceforth there would be none more freely, for they"will be no longer morally separated by
ef thuse uncertainties which so frequently disturb eommer- any barrier. The superabtmdant population of Europe will
cml relations, and none of tho_e rumors which facilitate
feel less repngmmce to transfer their activity to shores hith_tock-jobbing [ ?]. A sort of equilibrium would become es- erie unknown ; for. if they go even to the antipodes, they
tabhsbed, and production would become more Independent
will not be, as formerly, remote from their country, their
of the emotions produced by pohttea. Is It not true that if relations and their habits. This fear of remoteness Ires been
the electric telegraph had embraced, in the course of the hitherto a great obstacle to the epread of civilization. 8()me
year 11_53,the Danubian provlnees_ Constantinople, St. peoples are less _ubJectthan others to this _peeies of nostalPeWrsburg,Odessa; and that if it had been possible to ex- gia. and n is they _ ho have accomphshed the greatest things.
eaange a dispateh, In one day, between these different points The telegraph wilt tend more and more to remove that.
a.udParis, France's pnbli_ funds and industrial values would obstacle."
ffuarantees, the use of telegraphic
correspondence
should be allowed to the public, a
EDMOND BOUQUET.
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Their numbers and their spirit of independence
were both increased
by immigrants
driven from North Carolina by the tyranny of tile
royal governor, Tryon; and conventions
at Jonesborough, Aug. 23 and Dec. 14, 1784, formed a
separate state government,
variously called _V_.a_land and FranMin, in its official documents.
The
constitution
was ratified by popular vote; a legislature and a governor,
John Sevier, were elected;
and a civil war between the two state governments
seemed imminent.
The North Carolina part)" in
Tenn(._ee
finally overthrew
the Frankland
government
in May, 1788; and the North Carolina
legislature
passed an act of oblivion, and admitted
Scvicr as a senator.
In 1790 North Carolina ceded
'tennessee
to the United
States, stipulating
that
the inhabitants
were to have all the benefits of the
ordinance
of 1787 (see that title), except that slav-

19- Aug. 30, 1834, and ratified by popular vote,
March 5-6, 1835.
The principal changes were a
permission to increase the numbers of the house
to seventy-five, until the population should reach
1,500,000, and thereafter to ninety-nine;
the oralssinn of certain property qualifications
for hoidin_
office, which had become obsolete; and the extension of the right of suffrage to persons so nearly
white as to be competent
witnesses against a white
man.
In 18,53 an amendment
made the judiciary
elective by popular vote, on a different
day from
state and county elections.
In 1865 a convention
at Nashville,
Jan. 0-26, framed an amendment
abolishing
slavery, and a schedule, both ratifi(,d,
Feb. 22, by a popular vote of 21,104 to 40. The
schedule declared the ordinance of Recession, and
the military lea-me of 1861, null and void; r(.pudiated the rebel war debt; and established
a severe

ery was never to be abolished.
The cession was
accepted
by act of April 2, 1790. A governor,
William Blount, was appointed,
and the territorial
legislature
met in February,,
1794.
A convention
at Knoxville,
Jan. 11-Feb.
6, 1796, framed the
first state constitution,
which was not submitted
to popular vote.
Under it, the state was admitted

testoathforvoters,containingthefollowingamong
other provisions : "That
I ardently desire the suppression
of the present rebellion;
and that I sincerely rejoice in the triumph
of the armies and
navies of the United States, and in the defeat and
overthrow
of the armies,
navies and all armed
combinations
in the so-called confederate
stales."

by act of June 1, 1796.--BoL'ND._.IES.
The North
Carolina act of cession describes Tennessee as the
country within the chartei'ed limits of North Carolina, and west of a line following
the northeast
and southwest
line of the Iron, or Bald, Mountains.
The northern
and southern
boundaries
of
Tennessee
are therefore
properly westward
prolongations
of the corresponding
boundaries
of
_North Carolina.
The northern boundary,
between
North Carolina and Virginia, was run as far as the
Itolston
in 1749, but from that point it was undefined.
Feb. 2, 1820, commissioners
from the two
slates,
at Frankfort,
agreed
that the northern
boundary
of Tennessee
was to vary slightly north
from a true we_st line, from
the Cumberland
mountains
to the Cumberland
river, and then return to latitude
36 ° 80'.
The westcrn
boundary
is the Mississippi,
the western
boundary
of the
United States until 1803. -- Knoxville was the capital until 1802. The capital was then changed to
Nashville
by the legislature,
but has never been
permanently
fix(._l there by the constitution.
The
name of the state was given from that of its prin¢ipal river. -- COXSTITUTm,_S.
The first constitution, considered
by Jefferson "the
m_)st republican yct framed
in America,"
gave the right of
suffrage to freemen over twenty-one,on
six months'
residence;
provided
for a house numbering
not
more than forty nor less than twenty-two,
apportioned tothe counties according topopulation;
for
a senate, one-third the number of the house, elected by districts;
and for a governor--all
elected by
the people for two years; and for a judiciary,
to be
appointed
and to hold office during good behavior;
and indirectly legalized
slaver)-, by providing for
the enforcement
of " laws and ordinances
now in

-- The present constitution
was framed by a convention at Nashville,
Jan. 10-Feb.
22, 1870, and
was ratified by a popular vote of 98,128 to 83,872,
March 26. It made very few changes, the principal ones being as follows: the legislature was given
power to take away the right of suffrage as a penalty for conviction
of infamous
crimes, and to
prohibit
the intermarriage
of whites and negroes,
or persons of mixed blood to the third generation:
slavery,and
all laws recognizing
the right of property in man, were prohibited
; the governor was
given the veto power; and homesteads,to
the value
of $1,000, were reserved to heads of families, and
exempted
from sale under legal process. -- GovER.'_ORS: John
Sevier, 1796-1801;
Archibald
Roane,1801-3;
John Scvier, 1803-9; Willie Blount,
1809-15; Joseph
McMinn, 1815-21; William Carroll, 1821-7;
Samuel tlouston,
1827-9;
William
Carroll, 1829-35; Newton Cannon, 1835-9; Jame._
K. Polk, 1839--41; James C. Jones, 1841-5; Aaron
V. Brown, 1845--7; Nell S. Brown, 1847-9; WilliamTrousdale,
1849-51; Wm. B.Campbcll,1851-3.
Andrew Jolmson, 1853--7; Is.ham G. Harris, 185762 ; Andrew Johnson,
military.
186°,°,°,°,%5
; Win. G.
Brownlow,
1865-9 ; De Witt C. Senter, 1869-71 ;
John C. Brown, 1871-5; James D. Porter, lS75-9.
Albert S. Marks, 1879-81; Alvin IIawkins, l_81-3.
--POLITIC.*,L
HISTORY.
From the beginning of
Tennessee's
settlement,
there has been a mark(,d
political
division
between
East Tennessee,
th(,
mountainous
region, and the more level counlty
west of it.
The former was first settled, and the
Watauga association,
and the strength of the st:_te
of Frankland,
had their location in it. For a long
time the country around
Nashville was the oll]y
settled
district
outside
of it.
The interveniz_g

force and use in this tc.rritory,"
until altered or
repealed by the legislature.
-- A new constitution
was framed
by a convention
at Nashville,
May

country
was a wilderness,
and emigrants to :Na_hville usually went down the Tennessee to the Ohio,
and thence up the Cumberland
to their d_tination-
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In both the districts of the state the dominant
principle was that of democracy,
strengthened
by
frontier independence.
The admission of the state
was therefore
resisted
by the federalists
in congross as longas prudence would justifyresistance;
and the new state was strongly democratic.
All
her officers were democrats, and her electoral votes
were cast for the regular democratic
candidates
at
(,very election until the disruption
of that party in
1824_5. Personal infiuence was always the stronge_t point in state politics.
William Robcrtson,
in
West Tennessee,
and John
Soviet and William
Blount, in East Tennessee,
held a commanding
influence in their respective
sections.
About the
time of Blount's
impeachment
before the United
States senate (see. IMPE.(Cr_MF.STS, I.), he was
elected to the state senate, and that body unanimously chose him as its presiding
officer.
While
his own impeachment
was in progress, he was
himself presiding
over a state impeachment
trial.
ltis return to the United
States _nate was only
prevented by his death, in 1800.
Sevier was state
governor twelve years, the intermission
of two
years being necessary on account of his ineligibi]ity for more than three terms in succession, and
was then a congressman
until his death.
Beforc
the last of these leaders had disappeared
from the
scene, all their influence had been concentrated
in
one man, Andrew Jackson.
Before the war of
1812 his personal character for frankness and fearl(_ssness had brought him many friends, but probahly more enemies, in the western part of the state,
ttis military services, and the success of Tennessee troops under his leadership,
made him the antocrat of the state.
When he was nominated
for
the presidency
by the legislature
in 1824, only
tw_,nty-five members ventured
to vote against him;
and only three of these were elected to the next
legi.-lature.
The popular vote for president in the
state, 1824-32, will show his popularity:
1824,
Jackson 20,197. Clay 812, Adams 261; 1828. Jackson 44,090, Adams 2,240, 1832, Jackson
'28,740,
Clay 1,436.
Many towns voted unanimously
for
Ja('kson.
In one, it is said, a stranger,
at the end
of the election of 1828, found the inhabitants
putsuing, with intent to tar and feather them, two of
their number who had voted against Jackson, and
so disturbed
the unanimity
of the town.--The
state-rights
element,
which
in various
southern
slates became a part of the whig party (see that title) about 1882,-4,was strongly represented
in Tennessee.
In 1835 it wasstrong
enough toelect Cann_n governor, and ten of the thirteen congressmen;
and in 1836 the state's electoral votcs were cast for
ltugh L. White (see his name), the representative
of this element.
For the next twenty years the
general rule of Tennessee
politics was that there
was a strong democratic
majority in Middle Tennessee, from the Cumberland
mountains
to the

about the same majority.
Until 1856 the state's
electoral votes were always cast for the whig candidates; and in 1844 Clay received
60,030 votes
for president to 59.917 for Polk, a Tcnnessee candidate.
From 1843 until 1853, five of the eleven
congressmen
were usually whigs: and from 1853
until 1855, six of the ten were of that party.
In
1845 the democrats elected A. V. Brown governor;
in 1847 he was be'_teu by Nell S. Brown, whig;
in 1849 N. S. Brown was beaten by Trousdale,
democrat;
and in 1851 Trou._dalc was beaten by
Campbell, whig; all by very small majorities.
In
state elections, therefore,
Tennesse_ was exceedingiy doubtful;
but the general majority
in the
legislature
must class it ,t.,; a whig state. --On the
dissolution of the whig party, its whole strength
in Tennessee
,ass turned into the " American "
party.
(See those names.)
In 1855, for governor,
Andrew Johnson,
democrat, had 67,499 votes t¢)
65,332 for M. P. Gentry,
" American",
and the
latter party carried the legislature.
As secession
and war grew more threatening,
the feeling and
vote in East and West Tennessee against both became stronger.
In 1859 seven of the ten congressmcn, all from these two sections, _ere elected by
the "Americans";
but the democratic
majority
in Middle Tennessee
was large enough to give
tlarris 71,539 votes in the state, to 59,867 for Robert IIatton,
"American,"
and elect him. --Gov.
Ilarris was an active secessionist,
and to him is
attributable
the seccssion of the state in 1861. At
the first appearance
of trouble he summoned the
legislature
to mcct Jan. 7. 1861, and consider the
state's federal relations.
The legislature
t)assc(1 a
bill to call a eonvcntion,
but at the same thne submittcd the question lopopular
vote.
At the election, Feb. 9, East Tennessee gave 25,611 majority
against, Middle Tennessee
1,382 nmjority against,
and West Tcnnessee
15,118 majority
for, a convcntion, and the convention
did not meet.
The
first attempt
at "c(x_rcion"
(see SECESSrON, III.)
rencwedthcexcitement.
Thclegi_laturewassumnmned to meet ag.dn, April 25, but this time a
more certain, though
absurdly
illegal, plan was
followed.
May 1, in secret se_-sion, the legislature
authorized
the governor to appoint commissioners
to conclude a military league with the confederate
states, and the league was ratified by both houses,
May 7. It purported
to agree, that, " until the
state bccomcs a member of thc confederacy,"
her
whole force should be under the control of the
president
of the confederate
states,
" upon the
same basis, principles
and footing as if said state
were now ami during
the interval a mcmber of
the said confederacy."
IIaving
thus invited confederate troops into the state, aml authorized
the
govcrnor
to levy 55,000 state troops, the legislatare comple.ted the farce by submitting
to popular
vote, June 8, a declaration
of independence
and

('umberland
river, a slight whig majority
in West
Tennessee,and
a strong whig majorityin
East Ten.
n(_ssee, In 1889 Jas. K. Polk had 54,680 votes
for governor, and Cannon 52,114, but in the next
two elections Polk was beaten by Gov, Jones by

ordinance of secession.
about the right of a
treaty, or the power
military domination,
so large a vote was

It is quite usele._u to argue
state legislature
to make a
of a people to vote under
It is only remarkable
that
cast against secession.
In
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East Tennessee
the vote was 14,780 for, and
Tennessee.--In
the summer of 1869 the dotal.
32,923 against; in bliddle Tennessee
58,265 for,
nant party split, and Gov. Brownlow
retired to
and 8,198 against; in West Tennessee 29,127 for,
the United States senate.
Of the two candidates
and 6,117 against; in the camps, 2,741 for, and
for the succession,
Scnter declared in favor of the
nolle a_ainst ; total vote, 104,913 for, and 47,0,2,8 removal of most of tlle disfranchisement
laws, and
against,
secession.
June 24, Gov. Harris, by
received the democratic vote, Win. B. Stokes, the
proclamation,
deetarcd
the state out of the union,
radical candidate,
received 55,086 votes, Scnter
The popular
vote on June
8 had al._) ratified
120,333; and both branchesof
the legislaturewere
the confederate
constitution.
In the autumn,
democratic.
The revision of the constitution
in
Gov. llarris
was re-elected by a vote of 69,269 to
1870 followed;
and until 1880 the democratic
m._40,467 for Wm. II. Polk; but early in 1862 the
jority
was very large, except
in 1872. In that
advance
of the federal
forces drove him out of year Andrew Johnson ran as an independent
canthe state capital. -- blarch 5. 1862, the senate condidate for congrea_manatlarge;
Horace Maynard,
firmed the president's nomination
of Andrew Johnthe republican candidate, was elected over his two
son as military
governor
of Tennessee.
tie had
democratic
opponents;
and the democratic
vote in
been a democratic
United
States senator at the
the presidential
election was 94,391 to 88,655 retime of the secession;
but had treated his state's
publican.
One district in East Tennesseohas
steadaction with great contempt,
and gone on with his
ilychosenarepublicancongreesman;
andin 1873-5,
official work at Washington.
In 1864 he made
seven of the ten congreesmen were republicans,
owan unsuccessful
attempt
to reorganize
the state
ing to the democratic
division of 1872. In 1881-3
government;
and an equally unsuccessful
attempt
there are three republican
congressmen,
two from
was m:ule to organize East Tennessee
into a septhe East Tennessee
districts,
and one from the
arate state.
In the following
year Johnson
was
Memphis district. -- Since 1874 the debt has been
successful;
the amendment
to the state constituthe paramount
feature in state politics.
Most of it
tion, abolishing
slaver)-, and the 13th and 14th
was contracted before the rebenion,to
aid state vailamendments,
were ratified;
and the state was
roads underinternalimprovementlawsof
1851-2.
" restored
to her former
proper,
practical
relaThe totalamount
in 1870was$41,863,406.69,
with
lions to the union,"
by act of July 24, 1866.
$20,701,825.76
nominal assets, most of it in railWin. G. Brownlow,
a radical
republican,
was
road. bonds paying no interest.
The war had reelected governor; the legislatures were republican;
duced the taxable
property
of the state nearly
and the electoral vote of the state in 1868 wa_ cast
one-half; it was very difficult to collect any taxes;
for Grant by a popular
vote of 56,628 to 26,129
and one of the first steps of the new democratic
for Seymour.
--The
first legislature,
in 1865, ' government
in 1870 was to reduce taxation over
passed an act to regulate the elective franchise,
one-half.
Thereafter,
payments
of interest went
restricting
it to 1, persons
" publicly
known t'_o by default, until in 1879 the net state debt wa,
have entertained
unconditional
union sentiments
$20,221,300 principal, and $4,052,717 lap_d interfrom the outbreak
of the rebellion to the present
est. In 1876 an arrangement
to fund the whole
time";
2, those who had since come of age; 8, debt at sixty cents on the dollar and 6 per cent.
persons of proved
loyalty
from other st,ate, s; 4, interest,
commonly
called "the
60-6 plan," wa._
federal soldiers; 5, loyal men who had been forced
nearly agreed
upon between
the state and the
into theconfederate
armies; and 6, persons known
bondholders.
Since that time various plans of
to the election judges to "have been true friends to
settlement
have been propose_,
named similarly
the government
of theUnited
States."
It disfranfrom their percentage
of total debt and of interchised ex-rebcls of higher rank for fifteen years,
est, and ranging frc,m "50-4"
to " 100-3 "; and
and others for five years, and imposed on all voters
small number of voters have even favored lot:fl
the test oath before referred to.
In the following
repudiation
of the railroad debt.
In 1880 the le_year the test oath was made still more voluminous
islature passed a "50-4"
bill for most of the (h,l,I,
and stringent;
it now contained
366 words.
In
but it was submitted
to a popular election, and reFebruary,
1867, disfranchisement
was made a jected on a very light vote.
In 1880 the _hole
penalty for insurrectionary
movements
within the
election turned on the debt question.
The repub
state, and negroes were allowed
to vote.
This
lican convention
nominated
Alvin Hawkins fq*r
latter step was proper
under the constitution
of governor,
and declared
that all the debt should
1_,4 (then in force), which gave the right of sufbe paid; that any proposition
from the bondhohtfragc to every "freeman,"
without using the word
ers for its decrease should be thankfully
accepted,
" white."
Disorder
in the western
and middle
and tbat the democrats
were responsible for tin_
_ctions
of the state now became very general,
failure of the 60-6 plan in 1876.
The greenback
(See I_SURRECTmX, II. ; Kv-KLL'X KLAn.)
Laws
convention nominated
R. M. Edwards,
and repuwere passed authorizing
the govcrnor to arm state
dinted all but $2,025,000 of the debt.
The "stateguards (mostly drawn from East Tennessee), and
credit"
democratic
convention
favored prompt
to appoint commissioners
of registration;
and the
payment
on the best terms that creditors would
governor
interpreted
the latter law as giving to
accept, and nominated
John W. Wright;
but a
these commissioners
the appointment
of election
part of the delegates
seceded, nominated
S. F.
judges.
Feb. 20, 1869, the governor
proclaimed
WP.son, and called for repudiation
of the debt.
-martial law in nine.counties
of Middle and West
.The re_lt of the election gave the state her fir_
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republican governor since Senter, by the following vote : Hawkins, 102,969 ; Wright, 79,191 ;
Wilson, 57,424 ; and F.,dwards, 3,641. The legislature chosen had fifteen democrats and ten republicans in the senate, and thirty-seven republican% thirty-six democrats, anti one greenbacker in
1hehouse; but the nominal representatives of both
parties were so divided by the various plans that
,ny agreement seemed impossible. In April, 1881,
the legislature at last passed a " 100-3" act, proposed by the creditors, making the coupons rec_.ivable for taxes; but in February following the
.-rate supreme court decided the law unconstitulional, on account of its coupon feature. --In addition to John Bell, Thos. It. Benton, Samuel
lIoustnn, Andrew Jackson, Andrew Johnson,
James K. Polk, and IIugh L. White (_e those
names), the following have been prominent in state
politic.s. John D. C. Atkins. confederate congressman 1861-5, democratic cong-ressman 1873-83;
William Blount, territorial governor 1790-96, and
democratic United States senator 1796-7; Aaron
V. Brown, democratic congressman 1889-45, governor 1845-7, and postmaster general under Buehanan; R. R. Butler, republican congressman
186_75; George W. Campbell, democratic congressman 1808-9, United States senator 1811-14
and 1815-18, secretary of the treasury under Madison, and minister to Russia 1818--21; Wm. B.
Campbell, whig congressman 1837-43, governor
1851-:3,and republican congressman in 1867; Win.
C. C. Claiborne, democratic congressnmn 17971801, governor of Mississippi and Louisiana tcrritories, and of the state of Louisiana; John Cocke,
major general under Jackson in 1813-15, and
democratic congressman 1819-27; Henry Cooper,
dem(n:ratic United States senator 1871-7; David
Crockett, an eccentric whig eon_essman 1827--81
and 1S83-5, killed in battle at Bcxar, Texas, in
1836: John H. Eaton, democratic United States
senator 1818-29, secretary of war under Jackson
(see KITCHENCABL'_'ET),governor of Florida tertory 1834-6, and minister to Spain 1836-40; Emerson Ethcridge, whig and "American"
congressman 1853-7 and 1859-61, clerk of the house of
representatives 1861-3, and thereafter one of the
state republican leaders; Meredith P. Gentry,
whig congressman 1889-43 and 1845-53, and confederate congressman 1861-5; Felix Grundy, demo('ratic congressman 1811-14, United States senator 1820-38, and attorney general under Van Bur,,n, 1838-40; Isham G. Harris, democratic congr%ssman1849-53, governor 1857-62, and United
Slates senator 1877-89; John F. Hour, Bell elector in 1860, and democratic congressman 187,)-83;
Itowell E. Jackson, democratic United States senator 1881-7; Cave Johnson, democratic congressman 1829-37 and 1839-45, and postmaster general
under Polk 1845-9; James C. Jones, govenmr
1_41-5, and whig United States senator 1851-7;
David McK. Key, democratic United States senator 1875-7, and postmaster general 1877-80; Horace Maynard, "American" and republican congre_sman 1857-63 mad 1866-75, state attorney gun-
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eral 1863-5, minister to Turkey 1875-80, and postmaster general 1880-8l; A. O. P. 1qieholson, democratie United States senator 1841-3 and 1859-61
(_e I)OPUL._RSOVEREIGNT:Y);
Bailie Peyton, whig
congressman 1837r-7; John Rhea, democratic congressmen 1803-15 and 1817-23; John _vier. governor of Frankland 1784-8, governor of Tennessee
1776-1801 and 1803-9, and congTessman 1811-15;
Frederick P. Stanton, democratic congrcssnma
1845-55, and governor of Kansas as a territory
1858-61; Win. B. Stokes, whig congressman
1859-61, major general of United States volunteers, and republican congressman 1866-71; AIbert G. Watkins, whig congressman 1S49-53, and
democratic congressman 1855-9; W. C. Whitthorne, demoeralic congressman 1871-88; amt Felix K. Zollicoffcr, state comptroller 184,_r-9,whig
and "American" congressman 185_9, brigadier
general in the confederate army, killed at .'Mill
Spring in 1862. -- There is no good history of
modern Tennessee. See authorities under NORWrt
CAROLL'_A,
JACESO.n, A_DREW, and Jor_xsoN,
A,nDREW; 6 Bancrofrs Uni_d States, 877 (Watauga association); 3 Hildreth's United States, _9
(Frankland); 2 Poore's Federal alul State Constitutor, s," 2 Hough's Amelqcan Constitutions; Haywood's IIistory of Ten_ssee (to 1796); Ramsey's
Annals of Tenna_see (to 1800); Putnam's IAfe of
James Robertson, and Histo_T of Middle Tenna_.,ee;
Smith's Historical I%,w of East TenT_essee(1842);
Carpenter's Ill, tory of Tenne._see (1854); A. V.
Brown's Speecltes; bIcLeod's Re_belli_min Tenna_,_e (1862); bIcPherson's Political IIistaTT of the RebeUi_m,and History of the Reconstruction; Tribune
Almanat, 1888-82; Cammlttee l_eport8 to the Tennessee l_,egislature, 1875-82.
Ar.EX_'CDER Jom_sTo.'_.
TERM AND TENURE OF OFFICE. Term
measures the period for which an office is conferred.
Tenure marks theconditionsuponwhich
the office is held, whether for a fixed or for an indefinite time. The term of the presid(_nt and the
term of the postmasters he appoints are each for
four years; but the tenure of the former can be
severed only by the judg-ment of the senate upon
an impeachment, while that of the latter exists
only during the plea.sure of superior officers. -Offices may be divided into three classes, civil,
military and naval. In the two latter classes definite terms are now rarely found, though we read,
that, among the Greeks, generals sometimes held
supreme command only for the term of a day; and
Roman consuls commanded armies during their
short fixed terms of office. Military and naval
officers, in modern times, almost invariably hold
their offices, if not for indefinite periods, at least
for periods determined in reference to probable
efficiency of service. Yet, soldiers are generally
enlisted for a defined term. (As to the tenure of
military and naval officers, in the United States, see
PROMOTION,REMOVALSFROM OFFICE.)-Civil
offices may also be divided into three classes: legislative, judicial and executive. To properly pro-
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sent the important considerations
by which term
and tenure should be determined
in these three
cla_es--in
their whole range from the president
to the highway surveyor, from the national chief
justice to tile town justice
of the peace, from the
federal senator to the village trustee--would
require a space far.beyond
that accorded
to this article.
Few subjects within the range of political
science have been so utterly neglected as that of
the proper tenure
of office, and none requires
a
more careful study.
It is not perhaps possible to
refer to any chapter where the subject is treated
in even the most general manner.
As a natural
consequence,
we find not only in different
states,
but in the same states at different
times, for the
same offic_.,s, terms of diverse lengths, and tenures
of miscellaneous
variety.
The interests of factions
and the ambition
of leaders, rather than sound
views of public interest, seem to have often determined both term and tenure. --On
the one side,
intense partisans
tell us that parties can not be
sustained without
being able to give many places
to which a long term or a stable tenure would be
fatal; while, on tile other, the most experienced
and thoughtful
citizens assure us that parties may
trust to .sound principles and good administration;
repudiating
the spoils and office mongering
by
which they say parties are only debauched
and
enfeebled.
The reasons are almost obvious wily
the term and tenure most appropriate
for one of
these three classes would
not be equally appropriate for the others. -- 1. So far as judicial offices
are concerned,
the most important
considerations
have been presented in the article on JUDICIARY,
ELECTI'VE.
And see REMOVALS I_'F.OMOFFICE.
It may be added, however,
that nowhere is welltrained experience
more valuable
than upon the
bench.
It not only promotes facility in the doing
of the business of the courts, and clearness and
consistency
in the interpretations
of the laws, but
it develops that judicial
frame of mind which is
unperturbed
by partisan
excitements,
and which
commands'the
confidence
of litigants.
It can
hardly be denied
that the inexperience
which
short judicial terms have brought upon tile bench
has not only greatly delayed the administration
of
justice, but has greatly impaired public confidence,
in the courts of every grade. -- _. Turning next to
the legislative department,
we find decisive reasons
why the terms of those elected to represent
the
people should not be long.
These officers represent interests,
opinions and policies which are constantly changing;
and, at every phase, they have
an equal claim to be represented
in debate;
and, if
sound, to be expressed
in statutes.
Permanency
of tenure on the part of legislators
would obviously tend to defeat one of the great ends of representative
government.
Yet, so manifest
have
been the advantages
of that wisdom
and facility
which come from experience
in legislation,
and so
deep has been the sense of peril from incompetent
legislators,
that a great portion of these officera_
notably
senators,
both
state and federal--have
been allowed to hold their places for terms during
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which great changes of interests and opinions have
taken place.
And so strong has public opinion
been in this direction of late that in many of the
states, the terms of judges, senators, mayors, and
school officers, as well as of various other officials,
have been considerably
extended
within the last
few years, perhaps
nearly doubled since the reaction has become vigorous against the spoils systern theory of rotation in office. Biennial ses_ion_
of the legislature
in more than half the states are
due to the same eause. -- Despite
these clrmg(_,
the vast volumes
of crude statutes--more
than a
thousand
pages a year in a single state--have
proclaimed
tile incompetency
of the. law makers;
causing needless litigation, and making justice remote and uncertain.
It will be in vain that a
remedy will be sought in limiting legislative power
by constitutional
amendments.
As the statutes
become more intricate and official functions more
complicated,
with our growing wealth and population, there will more and more be a need of
larger official experience
and larger official terms
--to be held under a sterner
responsibility--for
. the supreme work of legislation.
Some plan may
perhaps be devised for securing
more experience.
in state legislatures,
by classifying
members, while
increasing
their terms of office, after the analog,3"
of the national senate. --But in the legislative department
there are inferior officers, not elected by
the people--the
clerks and other subordinates
of
congress, state legislatures
and municipalcouncils
--who are in no sense representative,
but are sireply ministerial
officers.
Next to fidelity and natural capacity,
the highest qualification
for these
places is experience,
invaluable
experience,
in tim
discharge of their duties.
Thc-_e duties have no
honest relation to party politics, or to majoritie¢
in legislatures,
but are the same at all times and
under whatever
dominant
party.
The office of
speaker
is, within certain
limits, an obvious exception.
But the less he is a parti_n
the more
fit he is for his duties.
The constitution
of the
United States, like that of Great Britain, confer_
the power of selecting and removing
tbese subordinates upon the legislative
chambers,
without
restriction
as to term or tenure.
So it is al,_o i_
the state legislatures.
Who will deny that coonomy, efficiency, purity and dignity, in legdslati_H,
alike demand that those officials should hold their
places so long as they fitly perform their duties,
anti that they should
be made to feel it to be .t
disgrace to allow that performance
to be influenced
by partisan considerations?--Before
the British
spoils system was suppressed by the reform_ made
within this generation,
there had been as demoralizing contests in the British
parliament,
over the
appointment
and removal of such subordinate_, _Ls
have ever disgraced
our congress
or staW legi+
iatures.
Now, holding during .good behavior and
efficiency, the selection
of these officials in Great
Britain
is by methods with which no party inwrfetes ; and the discharge
of their functions
is
treated as having no political significance.
Farliament has now more time for its great work, and
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its dignity is no longer impaired by ignominious
contests about clerkships
and doorkeepers.
The
most perfect representation,
which in theory is
,_ought, would be attained by the shortest practicahle terms of office.
Terms of six years for fedt_ral senators, of two, three and fuur years for
_Iate senators, of two and three years for governors, mayors and various other officers--a_ they
now exist--can not be justified on thcmere theory
of representation.
This theory
is based on the
right of the people at all times to have their interests and opinions reflected in the halls of legis]afion.
But terms, even if for only asingleyear-theshortestwe
rccognize--violatethat
theory. For
the opinions of parties and individuals
do not
make an annual revolution, but often more frequently.
When Rhode Island, following the example of Grecian republics, fixed the terms of her
representatives
at six months,
and Connecticut
added to those short terms semi-annual sessions of
her legislature, each at a different place, for the
more convenient and exact representation
of the
people; and when the factious spoils system spirit
of Florence amt other medieval republics reduced
official terms, first to six, then to four, and finally
to two months, they obviously
enforced a term
tending to a more exact repr_entation
than any
now provided for in the United States.-Our
longer terms for such offices are justifiable only on
the assumption, which they proclaim, that the experience secured by longer public service is more
valuable than any ideal exactness in reprcsentalion. This is an important truth, as bearing upon
the protn_r term of mere ministerial and executive
._uhordinates.
It is a truth which senators will do
well if they do not longer forget, when they stand
n l) in their places, in the fifth or sixth year of their
termq--perhaps
long after the majority
in the
_:ate and legislature which they pretend to repre_ent has been changed since their eleetion_and,
in
_he name of justice and sound policy, demand rotation, removals and short terms on the part of
_heir own subordinates,
who represent nothing
but the unchanging
need of having the constant
volmne of public work well done, and done in the
_ame way year after year, whichever
party is in
po_er, and whatever policy prevails. --3.
The
executive department
is affected by more complieated reasons.
To approve or disapprove legislafive enactments is the highest.function
of govern,
_rs and presidents,
To that extent they are both
legislative and representative
officers.
_ext
in
!mp_rtance £s the duty of those officers to carry
into action, in the conduct of executive
affairs,
flu, principles
and policy which the people approved in their election.
This, too, is in a sense
a representative function.
Much the same reasons,
therefore, which require the terms of legislative
ollieers to be short, apply also to presidents and
governors; and, in a limited degree, they apply to
mayors also. In fixing the term'of the president at
f_ur years, under our constitution,
considerations
drawn from his representative
ftmction
plainly
prevailed--mu_t
we nQt say unwisely prevailed?
176
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--to tile extent that it made his term shorter than
that of a senator.The constitution j_ed the term
of no ofwer in tl_e executive department except that of
the president aT_d z4ee_trresklent.
It created no department; yet says " the president may require
the opinion in writing of the principal officer in
eax'h of the executive
departments
upon any subjeet relating 1o tile duties of their respective
offices."
Upon this narrow basis, and the precedents of the British cabinet, our cabinet has been
reared; and while each of them are equally unreeognized in the constitution
and laws (and with us
the duty and i'esponsibility
are upon the president
alone), the csbinet has been, in practice, in both
countries, the great central council for advice in reh-ard to all executive action. It is clear, therefore,
that the heads of departments,
who are to advise
him as to his gravest duties, need to have faith in
the principles amt policy which the president is
bound to enforce; and for that reason their tenure
of office should depend mainly upon him.
There
may also be a few other exeeutiveoflicers--foreigu
ministers sent on special missions involving
national policy would be examples_whose
peculiar
fitness will depend upon their sharing the views
of administration,
and in all such eases there
should clearly be a tenure in the discretion of the
president._-- When we go below such officers, we
come upon tho_ who not only, upon the theory
of the constitution
and the laws, but from the
very necessities of government,
are required to
obey legal instructions
from those above them to
whom they are directly responsible.
Each head
of a department is clothed by law with the authority and duty of directing the official action, subject to the constitutional
power of the presidenl,
of all the subordinates of that department.
Among
all the eighty or more thousands of subordinates
standing in graded ranks, from tile department
secretaries down past great collectors
and postmasters to the customs
service inspectors,
the
keepers of light houses and of signal and life-saving stations, there is not one who, according to
the laws or sound policy, has azly right of advice
as to the policy or principles of an administration;
not one for whom obedience to legal instructions
is not a plain duty; not one whose political opinions are material for good administration;
hardly
one whose active participation
in partisan politics
is not a pnblic detriment, tending to neglect of
public business and tile oppression of the citizen.
The duties of these officers are in no sense representative.
They are not called upon to act upon
any political theory.
They perform no duties
that depend upon the triumph of political opinions or the succe_ of any party. Whichever party
comes into power, whatever party they belong to,
their duties are the same.
They have no right to
regard the political or religious opinions of any
citizen in their official action, or need to know
them.
They do not, like legislators, or town and
village officials, meet to consider changing
interests and fluctuating
politics, but, month after
month and year after year, they do, or they
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branch of that vast, unchanging
public business
which, from the smaller officers to tile greater,
moves on, like brooks and rivers, in an unbroken
order and everlasting
continuity.
Unjustifiable
as
political indifference
is in the citizen, tile use of
official authority
and influence tococree theaction
of the private citizen is not less indefensible.
We
may not, as was found neces_ry
in England, for a
hundred years, disfranchise
these officials, but we
should clearly see, and should make them feel, that
they not only need not, but should not, as officials,
interfere
with party politics or regard political
opinions as qualifications
for their duties.--Before considering
what should be the term and
tenure of this vast body of federal officials--referred to in the national constitution
as "inferior
officers," and to which a vastly larger number of
state and municipal
officials holding like relations
should be added in our reflections--it
will be well
to notice some objections
which stand in the way
of treating
the subject upon its own merits.
It
is declared that any term and tenure which prevents these officers being removed
and their successors appointed
at the pleasure of the majority,
disastrously
restricts
the freedom
and effectiveneas of party action, and also deprive_
them of
essential
representation
in the official life of the
country. -:- The answer
is not difficult.
Under
our institutions,
parties are inevitable
and Balutar)-. Their great functions are to arouse, embody,
sustain and carry forward a sound public opinion
until it finds fit expression
in statutes and executire action.
Under these institutions
the fcderal
and state legislators,
and all who govern in municipalities
and towns, are selected by the vote of
the majority,
which, in itself, but too generally
expresses
the mere will of the dominant
party,
In the selection of mayors, governors
and presidents, that party majority is still more potential,
These two classes of officers, the one wielding
all
legislative
authority,
and the other all executive
authority,
in their united action exert all thepower which our institutions
give, or a free people
can safely confer, for the representation
and en.
forcement
of their will
Allof these officem may
be, and in our practice they generally
are, within
their respective
spheres, the trusted
favorites
of
the dominant
party, bound in the double allegiance
of gratitude
and dependence.
Through these two
classes of officers the adherents
of the dominant
party practically
make, enforce and repeal laws
and ordinances
at pleasure,
instruct
and require
obedience fl'om all who hold subordinate
positions
under them, enforce all principles
and guide all
policy in obedience
to which the vast affairs of
the natron, from the light houses and the signal
stations
to foreign
embassies,
and the great departments,
are conducted.
Is not this enough?
Have we ever suffered because parties have needed
opportunities
or influence greater
than these?
Is
not here a sphere broad and grand
enough, a
power and opportunity
dazzling
enough,
to inspire the patriotism
and reward the zeal of any
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the noblest

man

who

ever led any

I party in a great nation?
Unless, therefore,
it is
claimed that a party, which can not gain or retain
power by adhering
to tile spirit of the constitution
! and to common honesty and justice, may strength! en itself by using public authority
to debauch and
coerce the people--unless
it can be shown that
the term and tenure of "inferior
officers" should,
in the merely selfish interests of parties, be mad(,
brief and precarious,
so that patronage
and the
appointing
l)ower may be conveniently
prostituted
as merchandise
in the shambles of partisan polltics--we
may confidently
deelare that term and
tenure alike of " inferior officers" should he determined quite irrespective
of mere party con._iderations. -- But let us not imagine, because these
inferior offÉcers are not representative
and are not
given large discretionary
power, that their term,
' tenure or relations
are not very important.
The
facts are quite otherwise.
The creation of a term
of four years for about 3,500 of these offices (to
the history of which we shall refer), and the suh] jection of nearly all of them to a tenure of favorJ itism and partisanship,
within the last forty-five
years, contrary, to the spirit of the constitution
and to the practice of the early statesmen,
while
working a disastrous
revolution
in the measure of
filling the executive departments,
have also exerted a demoralizing.influence
upon parties and upon all official and political life.
It was the short
terms and the precarious
tenure thus created
which made it possible for great parties to levy
the expenses of their campaigns,
under the name
of assessments,
upon the humbler
officials in the
executive
service, and to compel them to do the
most servile work.
It was these political assessments which President
Grant prohibited
by executive order; which President
Hayes declared to
be either " a gro_ injustice
to the officers or an
indirect robbery of the public treasury";
which
President
Garfield declared to be "shameful,"
and
"the
source of an clectioneering
fund which in
many eases never gets beyond the pockets of the
shyster and the mere camp followers of the par"ty."
It has been these precarious
tenures and
the habit of removing
worthy
officials to make
places for clamorous
favorites
and henchmen.
which developed
the disgraceful
acts of patrow
age mongering
and office brokerage,
by reason of
which office seeking has been made a sort of bu_iness, and vast numbers of supernumeraries
have
been foisted upon the public service.
It cau._ed
President
Garfield
to declare
"one-third
of the
working
hours of senators and representatives
to
be hardly sufficient to meet the demands in reference to the appointments
to office," and that
"with
a judicious
system of civil service, the
business of the departments
could be better done
at almost one-half the cost."
In the debates pr,'ceding the passage of the civil service reform bill
(of Jan. 16, 1883,) for the suppression
of such
abuses, Senator
Dawes,
of one party, declared
that the existing system of office getting "destroys
the congre_man's
independence
and makes hha
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a slave," and Senator Pendleton,
of the other party, said, "It has debauched
public morality and
made Guitcau
possible.
It drives senators
arid
representatives
into neglect of their chief duty of
legislation, and often makes the _,upport of an administration
conditional
upon obtaining office for
friends." -- At the time of the formation of the
fcderalconstitution
no human forecast couldhavc
Taken the measure of such evils in our day.
The
few officials and the simple administration
of the
first decades hardly
gave a hint of the varied
complication
and the va.st official force we now
have.
There was $_°,000,000 of revenue the first
ye'_r, under the constitution,
against more than
$360,000,000 last year.
Even as late as the administration
of John Quincy Adams, the revenuc
was not one-fourth
as much altogether
as the surpluses now annually
applied to the reduction
of
the national debt.
The number of officcls at the
two periods
is in about the same r_,tio.
It is
hence no matter for surprise that no adequate provisions are found in the constitution
concerning
the tenure of " inferior officers"
in the executive
service.
The occasion for surprise is in the fact
that with clearer lights, the later generations
have
created terms and a tenure which have greatly
aggravated the consequences
of the defects of the
original constitution.
-- It is by no means an easy
matter to decide with precision
what would be
the most useful tenure in the several parts of the
executive service.
Many considerations
must be
e_timated, and a broad field of facts must be kept
in view.
We have only to consider the great variety of officials to see, that, to most of all the
general rules we may lay down there must be
some exceptions.
The officers in the state department, for example, range from the secretary
and
1,he ambassadors
to the consular
clerks and the
copyists.
The department
of the treasury has at
Washington
about 3,000 subordinates;
to which
must be added more than two hundred collectors

ate, is given by the constitution
to the president,
with the power, as we have seen, in congress to
vest the appointment
of inferior officers in heads
of del)artnwnt_.
Beyond declaring
that all civil
officers shall bc removed
on impeachment
and
conviction
of treason,
brihery
and other high
crimes and misdemeanors,
the constitution
lcavcs
the stupendous
power of removal
to mere iraplication.
It has, however, been authoritatively
decided, and the constant
practice has been (save
as qualified of late by the tenure of office acts),
that the power of removal
belongs to the president 'is an incident to the power of appointment.
The ca_tit_tt_'_Jn procld_.._ _eo term, and, otherwise
than by implication,
no tenure for any one of
these inferior
officers.
And prior to a law of
1820, to which further
reference
will be made,
no term or tenure was provided by law for any of
them, with the single and peculiar exception
of
marshals.
The tenurc of usage had been that of
combined
cfficiency
and good behavior.
(Seo
REMOVALS FROM OFFICE,
CONFIRMATIO_
_ BY TItlE
SEN._,TE.) It was left for the t_)liticians of later
days to discover and to teach, that, to select public
servants for their merits,and
to retain them because
they continued
meritorious,
are "un-American."
That teaching has been the cause of a pernicious
practice in its spirit. -- Let us glance at the causes
and progress of this great change as bearing upon
terms and tenure of office. Aaron Burr early laid
the foundations
of the spoils system ; and, with
the aid of Yah Buren, his most apt and distinguisbed disciple, that system had been made potential in New York, scvcral years previous
to
18,9,°0. It required
short terms, and partisan tests
for office.
It demanded
a tenure at the pleasure
of the official superior, and required that superior
to ben partisan leader.
It made political opinions
a ground of appointments
and removals, and enforced servile obedience to chieftains on the part of
all officials.
Before 1820, Gov. Clinton, of New

of internal and customs revenue, the surveyors,
the naval officers, the officers of the mints--and
all their subordinates--the
light house, the life
saving, the hospital and the revenue marine set'vices, and many more isolated officials.
In the
department
of the interior there arc the pension
and patent office service, the land office, the Indian service, the bureaus of education
and agricultnre, and various other officers.
The war and
navy departments
have civil subordinates
of many
grades, widely separated.
More than 42,000postmasl_rs, with all their subordinates,
and various
others, with peculiar duties, of which the railroad
and steamboat
mail service and the complicated
mail contract system are examples,
are under the
postmaster
general.
The department
of justice,
wilh.its district attorneys, marshals and electionsupcrvlsors and their subordinates,
the officers of the
i)istrict of Columbia
and of the territories,
are

York, complained,
in a message, "of an organized and disciplined
corps of federal officials intel'fering in state elections."
Tammany
Hall was
then becominga
political power.
:New York polltics had ah'eady become so notoriously
unscrupulous as to attract ahnost as much attention
as
during the present decade.
Jackson,
contriving
how to reach the presidential
chair, and affecting
the character
df a non-parti_an,
said to a New
Yorker, "I am no politician,
but if I were a polltician, I would bca New York politician."
Van
Buren soon made him one.--The
spoils system
spirit, thus early reduced to practice in New York,.
was being slowly developed
in other parts of the
Union,.
The creed of the spoilsmen had not been
avowed, but the men who were first to proclaim
it were leading politicians
before 1820.
In that
year, William It. Crawford, secretary of the treasury, was a presidential
candidate, and Van Buren,

_d._oto be added, before we get a general view of
the vast number and variety of the officials under
the executive. _The
authority
to appoint
the
higher oflicersj subject _o confirmation
by the sen-

who was to come into the senate in 1821---even
then an aspirant
for the presidency--was
Crawford's supporter.
They were unsurpassed
for
their skillful use of patronage.
Both were able to

,
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see that if the tenns of the inferior officers were reduced to four years, there would be more patronage to dispose of, and an easier introduction
of
the New York system. -- On April 20, 1820, about
thirty days before the adjournment
of congress, a
bill, drawn by Mr. Crawford, was reported in the
senate, which created a term of four years for
dL_trict attorneys, collectors,
naval officers, navy
agents, surveyors of customs, l)aymasters,
and for
several other less important offieer_.
Mr. Adams

in place, sycophants
to their senators,
* # and
make of them, what all executive directories become, mere sinks of corruption
and faction.
It
must have been one of tlle midnight signatures of
the president, when he had no time to consider or
even to read tile law."
Madison replied in the
same spirit.
When Mr. Calhoun, then secretary
of war, heard of the sudden passage of tile bili,
he declared it "one of the most dangerous
ever
passed,
and that it would work a revolution."

says the object of the law was to gain support for
Crawford
for the presidency.
The officers thus
subjected
to the new term are said to have become
"ardent
Crawfordites."
This was the first fixed
term for any such office. The bill further declared
that the holdings of all such officers whose commissions were dated Sept. 80, 1814, should expire
on the day and month of their (late next after
Sept. 30, 1820.
The expiration
of other holdings
was fixed for a year later.
The bill was thus re.
troaeti_e, and it _ruzde lhe terms expb'e oa the eve of
the presidel_tlal election.
There was to be a presidential election in 1824, when Crawford and Jackson were to be leading candidates.
How largely
and promptly
this change would add to the patronage of the treasury, where Mr. Crawford
presided, need not be pointed out. -- But these were
hardly the most ominous
provisions
of the bill ;
for, taking
the side of the partisan
spoilsmen,
against the approved
doctrines
of Madison,
and
the practice
of every president,
it declared
that
those officers "shall
be removable
at pleasure."
Iterc was rotation legalized
for the sake of rotation.
Here was the first demand of surrender
ever
made upon the general government
in the spirit
of the New York spoils system,
tIerc was practieally a revolution in tim term and tenure of office;
an emphatic degradation
of tile standard
according to which the fate of every one of these officcrs
was to be determined.
Without debate, in silence,
suddenly,
almost stealthily,
this disastrous
bill
was carried
through
both houses.
Mr. Adams,
then secretary
of state, says President
Monroe
signed the bill without
perceiving
its true char
acter.
The avowexl reason, or rather the apology,
for tile new policy, was that it would remove unworthy officials; the speciousness
of which appears
in the facts that the tenures of all in office, worthy
and unworthy alike,were, without inquiry, severed
absolutely;
and nothing but officia_ pleasure was to
prot(,ct the most meritorious
in the future.
There
was no showing of delinquencies;
no charge that
the president could not or would not remove unworthy officials, not a word of discussion,
not a
record of votes, on this revolutionary
bill!--But
there were statesmen
who foresaw the disastrous
consequences.
On Nov. 20, 1820, Mr. Jefferson,
in a letter to Madison, said of the law that "it
saps the constitutional
and salutary functions
of
the president,
and introduces
a principle
of intrigue and corruption
which will soon leaven the
mass, not only of senators, but of citizens.
* *
It will keep in constant excitement
all the hungry
cormorants for office; render them, as well as tho_e

The dangerous consequences
of the new policy
began very soon to appear.
Five years after the
passage of the act of 1820, an able committe(; of
the. senate, with Mr. Macon at the head--who
never aided a relative or henchman
to an office-made an earnest report in favor of its repeal.
But
the spoils system
had secretly
made progress.
Vain, indeed, was it to attempt
to repeal a law
which had already become a bulwark of the new
system, in the spirit of which Jackson,
the mi]itary hero of the dab-, and Van Buren, the partisan
chieftain
of :New York and the greatest party
manipulator
of his time, were working
together
for the presidency.
-- So rapidly did the spirit of
revolution
advance,
that Jackson's
first mes_ge
declared
"rotation
a leading principle in the republican creed."
Ignoring the true rule that every
man's claim upon office is in proportion
to his fitness to fill it, the same message proclaimed
the
communistic
doctrine that every man has an equal
right tooffice; which, by his removals and appointments, was interpreted
to mean, in practice, (fiat
no man but a partisan
servile to himself had any
such right which a president was bound to respect.
Three years later, in 1832, Senator Marcy, in ll_e
senate of the United
States, expounded
the spirit
of the new four years term spoils system in these
memorable
words : " When they [New York pollticians] are contending
for victor)', they avow the
intention
of enjoying the fruits of it. If they are
defeatod,
they expect
to retire from office. If
they are successful,
they claim, as a matter of
right, the advantages
of success.
They sec noth
ing wrong in the rule that to the victor belonff
the spoils of the enemy."
The new system wa,,
therefore,
simply this : no term for more titan
four years ; the tenure,
removals
at pleasure :
office and salaries
the spoils of party
warfare ;
rotation in order to give offices to as many servile
partisans
as possible;
appointments
and rcmoval_
for Ixllitical reason; the duty of the official to 1)e
an obedient
worker for his party and a servih'
vassal of its managers.
(For the practical eff_'('t_
of this revolution
see 8POILS SYSTE_ and l',zMOVXLS FRO_r OmvicE. )-- The attempt
made in
the senate in 1825 to repeal the law of 1820 was
renewed in that bodyin
1885. Despite tile _ _.ight
of Jackson's
administration
against it, the repeal
ing act passed the senate by a vote of 31 to 16,
every distinguished
name in the senate---Bcnl"n,
Webster,
Clay, Calhoun,
Ewing,
Southard
and
White, among them, except Buchanan, of Penn-ylvania, and Wright, of New York, those states then,
as of _t¢, beiBg pre.emiaeafl,,v
the "machine,"
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"spoiLg system" states---being
recorded in favor of
the repeal.
The senate had not at that time come
very much under the vicious influence of patronage, or of the feudal code called "the courtesy,"
which have in late years been so disastrously
potential in that body.
There had been few officers
t_ confirm.
In the debate upon the repealing act,
tlmugh several senators
boldly avowed the barbarous creedof Marcy, Webster said the cvil cffects
of the law of 1820 vastly predominated,
and that
ht, was for staying the pla_me.
Mr. Clay declared
"the tendency had been to revive the dark ages
of feudalism."
Mr. Calhoun stated, that "thelaw
had taught officers that the most certain road to
honor and fortune is servility anti flattery."
Mr.
Southard declared
that "it had tended to make
office-holders servile suppliants,
destitute of inde.
pen,lcnce of character and manly feeling."-The
partisan power which the four-years term had thus
suddenly and vastly increased,
aided by the pres.
tige of Jackson's
administration,
and the folces
marshaled
for Van Buren's election to the presidency the next year, defeated
the repealing
act.
The victory of the spoilsmen
increased
the pressure and strength
in favor of extending
short
terms, which the partisan leaders demanded.
They
next laid siege to the postofficc department.
The
po_tal administration,
which, when Washington
bt_came president,
required
only seventy-five
postmasters, at the opening
of Jackson's
first term
rt'quired about eight thousand.
Practically,
the
tenure of postmasters
had been during
good behavior and efficiency, and there was no term fixed
by law.
The management
of the postal service
had been upon busin_,s principles,
the postmaster
general appointing
and removing
postmasters,
There was no good reason for a radical change in
that regard,
Under such principles,
Mr. McI_,an,
as postmaster general under John Quincy Adams,
had, with great satisfaction
to the people, man.
aged our postal affairs,
lie was not willing to
enforce thencw "spoils system"
in his office; and
for that reason Jackson
hastened
to remove him
to the supreme court bench, and to put a more
<'ompliant and most inefficient officer in his place
It was very natural
that the attempt
shouhl be
m'tde to extend the four-years-term
theory to the
po_toffice.
Every. partisan
manipulator
wishing
more offices for bribes, every politician
desiring
to be a postm_ter,
and every congressman
seeking patronage,
had an interest in favoring it. It
w{}uld strengthen the four-years-term
policyin
the
_cBate if a bill for enforcing it should contain proi.-ions for increasing
the patronage
of senators
by requiring
postmasters
to be confirmed
by that
body. Accordingly,
in 1836---the year of Van Buren's election as president--a
bill was passed, re_luiring that all postmasters
whose compensation
was one thousand
dollars a year or upward, should
be appointed by the president
and confirmed
by
lhe senate, and that their term of office should be
but four years.
They were made removable " at
the pleasure of the president."
-- It is not easy to
decide who was most ptca_,d with such a law,
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the partisan managers whose spoils it greatly increased, the senators
whose patronage
it more
than doubled,
or President
Jackson,
to whose
despotism it addt_l many vassals.
But what each
gained was the common loss of the people;
nor
was there hardly a pretense that any public interest (unless a perpetual rotation of postmasters
and
't more universal proscription
arc in the public interest) wouht
bc served by this postal service
revolution.
Postmasters
whose income was less
tban one thou_nd
dollarswcre
left to be appointed and removed by the postmaster
general, and
their original constitutional
tenure was left unchan,,ed_.., nor has a four years or olhcr term ever
yet been applied to them. -- Thus were a great
numIx._r of purely
business offices deliberately
brought within the range of political forces, subjected to senatorial confirmation,
given a term which
both suggested
and facilitated
their being made
incentives and rewards
of selfish activity, and a
part of the spoils of p,trtisau victor)" in every
presidential
election.
_or
was this all. New
grounds
of difference
between the senate and
the president were thus created, and great strength
*
was added to the growing power of patronage in
that body, which in later years has enabled it to
usurp and exercise a controlling
anti dangerousinfluence over the appointment
and removal of all
the principal
officers of the government.
Here
was the beginning
of a great and lamentable
changein the character and influenceof
that body.
:Naturally,
true statesmen have since had less influence in thesenate.
No legislation beyond these
two acts of 1820 and 1836 was necessary to cornplete the partisan revolution
in the politics and
official life of the country.
Butvarious
other administrativc
officers have since been given a term
of four years ; anti it is worthy of notice that
congress,
disregarding
the .great distinction
between legislative
and ministerial
functions,
has
almost never given an officer a longer fixed term
than four years.
It looks almost a.s if it had been
a settled purpose to force every officer, by a fear
of losing his office, to become a henchman
of
parly
leaders
in ever)" presidential
contest. -Greatly as the country was alarmed by the maullest degradation
of political
life whict_ the new
system was causing, the great contest concerning
slavery, becoming absorbing at this time, was fatal
to any considerable
effort for reform from 1835 to
1867, when Mr. Jcneks brought the subject before
congress.
Heprudcntly
directed attention mainly
to methods for entering the public service, rather
than to termor tenure.
It soon appeared
that the
first condition of success was fuller information
among
the people in regard
to administrative
affairs.
For more than thirty years the methods
of administration,
the debates and the political
literature
of the country, had been misleading the
people in the spirit of the "spoils
system," and
hardening them into acquiescing
familiarity with
its abuses.
The new theory of short terms for
the inferior executive officers had come by many
to be regarded as an essential part of our originsl
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institutions.
The new tenure based on favor and
partisan servility had been accepted
by not a few
as peculiarly
and essentially
republican.
The
evils they had caused or greatly aggravated
were
generally
regarded
as the inevitable
drawbacks
against
the blessings
of our liberal institutions,
A generation
had grown up which accept_:d the
doctrine of rotation
in the executive
offices as a
rule of justice, if not an evidence of liberty.
A
great portion of the patriotic and honest voters of
the country had been induced to think that parties
could not prosper
(if, indt_d,
they could live)
without
a quadrennial
opportunity
of using the
public offices as rewards and bribes, and the right,
at all times, of forcing
those who fill them to do
the partisan
work of politics.
They were consenting that the government
shouhl he phmdercd
as an enem_" by each party
that
captured
it.
These short terms rest on the faNe and pernicious
theory that the most salutary admonition
for good
official conduct,
in an executive
subordinate,
is
not a sense of direct responsibility
to his superior,
• and a right and duly on the part of that superior
to remove for good cause, but the certainty of going out at once when his political opponents
succeed, anti of going out very soon, in order to
make a place for another, however
faithfully
he
may serve the people.
It hardly need be pointed
out that every time that an efficient and faithful
officer leaves his ph|ee at the end of his term, or
ia sent away for political reasons, proclamation
i_
made to the people that the well doing of the
public
work is not what the government
most
seeks, but effective
party workers and compliant
tools of party managers. --It
should be noticed
that these four-years term provisions
did not cxtend to the clerks or other inferior officers in the
great departments
at Washington,
or to the subordinatcs of postmasters,
of collectors,
or of naval
or other officers named in the statutes referred to.
And, applying
only to postmatters
whose compensation was one thousand dollars a ye'_r or more,
and who alone were made confirm'0_le
by the
senate, the quadrennial
terms extended
to onl._;
about i%ur lmndred
out of the eight thousand
postmasters--nr
to one-twentieth
of the whole
number--in
Jackson's
time.
_or have tl_cse humbler postmasters,
or any of their subordinates,
or
any of the subordinates
of the internal
revenue
service, or any of the customs service clerks, yet
been subjected
to a four-years
term.
As to them
the theory of the constitution
still prevails.
Even
Jacksonian
politicians
dared not make four-years
terms more comprehensive
; only some politicians
of our day propose
that.
Sir. Kasson, of Iowa,
for example,
offered a bill in the house of representatives, at the last session, creating a four-years
term for such subordinates.
-- The collectors nominate, and the secretaD" of the tr_easury approves
the selection of inferior officers in the customs sereice.
The secretary
removes
them.
The postmasters, within
the limits of the appropriations,
both employ and dismiss their own subordinates
without
any overruling
authority
being provided
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by law.
hut when the heads of these offices and
the prominent
postmasters
had been given the
same four-years
term as that of the president,
the
postmaster
general, and the secretaries
presiding
over dcpartments,
and the rotation
"spoils
sys.
tern" had become well established,
file tenure of
allsuch subordinates,
and of the small postmaster_
as well, inevitably
became almost as precarious, if
their holding of office was not as short as that of
theirsuperiors.
If a four-years
term and a tenure
conditioned
on both the servility
of the o_ficcr
ami the supremacy
of lfis party, were best for the
collector
and the postmaster,
why were they not
best for their clerks?
If best for the postnm_ter,
whose compen_ltion
was one thousand
dollar%
why not best for him whose comtmusatioa
was
one hundrt_l
dollars,
or only ten dollars?
All
over the country, from the postoffice doorkeeper
and the custom house scrubbing
woman, to the
postmaster
genera] and the secretary of the tressury, that term and tern|re, by the force of such
logic and the pressure of party leaders for spoil-,
tended to b_ome
universal.
_ When a _tatule of
congr9_
could 1)c cited to prove the wisdom of
removing a gTeat postmaster
to serve the ends of
party in states and cities, how could a postmaster
general r_sist the demands of the town and village
politicians
that the little postmasters
shouhl be
selected and dismissed
in order to serve the ends
of little f,_ctions and cliques?
And how couhl
postmasters
refuse to employ and dismiss tht'ir
clerks upon a theory any less regardless
of th(;
public interests?
It was the inevitable
result of
such a system that a servile partisan spirit, an intense, selfish politival
activity, forcver meddling
with the freedom of elections,
forever bartering
places for votes, and a consequent
dcmoralizinz
neglect of the public business, were everywhere
dcvelopcd in the postal, not less titan in the cu-toms, service.
Jefferson's
prophecy
was fulfillc(I.
For the disastrous
consequences
which spcedity
followed,
see
SPOILS
SYSTEM,
REMOVALS
FROM
OFFICE.
What sweeping and unprecedented
r('movalsfor
mcre partisan reasons speedily followed
tim creation of a spoils system tcrm and tenure, is
wellknown.
The nameof Jacksonis
forevera_oelated with merciless proscription
and viciou_ rotation in office.
That his system equ'tt]y temN Io
keep the worthier classes from the public s(,rvic(:
and to draw intoit _heming
henchmen, debaueh('d
partisans,
and bankrupt
speculators,
nced not bc
pointed out.
Why should an hon_t
man of (::_pacity and self-respect
desire for its own sake _
office in which to-morrow
he may be tile victim
of a greenly faction of all electioneering
seereI_t_).
and at best must reach the end of his term by the
time he ho_ learned his new business and forge,tten his old? -- Other effects injurious
to the administration
and politics of the country, cithtr
caused or greatly aggravated
by these four-yt'ar-term statutes, have become too serious tobep_sc(l
without notice.
I refer especially
to eongression:tl
patronage
and the usurpation
of the executive
power by the senate in connection
with coniirraa-
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tions.
When short terms were in theory made a
sort of substitute for tile discharge of the exccutire duty of removals for cause--when
removals
and appointments
came to be ba_d on political
influence, and to be held to be a justifiable
means
of party aggrandizement--when,
by the very langua_e of an act of congTess, not the welfare of
the. public, but "the pleasure of the president,"
'rod (by analogy) of heads of departments
as well
--became
the rule of action, what more natural
than timt members of congress shouhi first promist. places (in aid of their own election), and next
demand them of the president and secretaries as a
condition of supporting
thc administration
in congre_?
That many members
have stood above
this form of brihery
aml coercion, and that the
majority have but mildly participated
in it, we
may well believe,; yet it has become an alarming
evil. the grave perils of which no candid man will
deny.
A great proportion of all the appointments
an.'l removals in our public _rvice have become a
part of the perquisites
and spoils of congressmen,
and have tended to the degradation
of official
manhood, and to corruption
and coercion at elecfinns, in manifold
forms.
A. single appointment
which a congressman
could control can be vaguely
promised to and be made to influence a score of
voters.
(For the effects of these short terms aud
of the tenure of office acts upon the senate, see
('ONFUtbIATION BY TIrE SENATE.)-AS tile
law
now stands, under the tenure of office acts of 1867
and 1869, no officer nominated,
subject to confirmarion by the senate, of which there are about
thirty-five hundred,
can be removed, except with
the consent of the senate.
During
the rccecs of
the senate the president
may suspend such an offief,r, and the suspcnsion
will bc effective
until
the end of tile next session, subject to an agreem(,nt between
the president
aml the senate in
the mcantime.
The significancc
of this condition
uf aft'airs (:an not be mistaken.
That great exeutive power of removal
for good caust,--the
1)ublic, just, vigorous
and uniform
exercise
of
xxhieh is essential
to all fidelity, to all economy,
to all efficiency,
and to every wholesome
sense
of re_ponsil)ility,
alike on the part of the superior officer who wields it, and the inferior officer
who is subject
to it--is
apportioned
and cnfeebh,d.
The grcater part of it is handed over to
a body acting sc_:retly and through
political majoritics, the mcmbel.'s of which neither
have nor

tors _o be potential, and their favor to be courted
in tile great departments,
custom houses and postoffices, whcm their power
should only be felt
through
independent
criticism or stern invcstigalion, to which their having favorites
in office is
almost sure to bc fatal.
Need it be pointed out
flint such a system tends to constant
collisions'or
corrupt
bargains between the executive
and thc
senate?
It teaches the people that partisan work
and interests are the supreme standards
for ministerial offices.
It makes the senate as much an executive as a legislative
body, its action tending
more and more to imp'fir the counterpoise
and stability of our in<fitutions.
From such cau._es senators are more than ever before pres_,d by politiclans of every class to make their action upon
nominations
and removal_ serviceable
to the local
intcre.-ts of p.lrties, factions and clfieftains, whereby it ha.s become eqmflly unusual and difficult to
make that action turn upon anything else.
The
struggles
about the colh, ctorshil_ at :New Tork
and tile case of Mr. Conkling are but examples of
this tendency,
ttere again we see thesage prediclion of Jefl'erson being fulfilled.-Thesame causes
which have tended to make senators the partisan
autocrats and patronage purveyors of their states,
lmve drawn upon them a vast demoralizing
solieitafion for office. It has often made their eh.etions
scenes of intense strife and lament'rifle corruption.
It has absorhed
tile lime need(.d for their public
duties.
It has blinded them in clouds of adulation.
It has made them unnfindful
of the higher
sentiments
of the pcot)lc.
It has cau-cd the senatorial office itself to sink in lmhlic c_timation.
It made the latc ('ontt._t in New Itamp_hir_; possiblc.
In ¢_fimating the control over state politics
and elections
gaincd by senator., through
their
power to appoint and renew eolleetor_ and postmasters, it mu_-t be tl()rnc m miml that senatorial
dictation may, and very gencrall.v do(.% extend to
the selection and removal of the sul)ordinates
of
those officers; so that senators (as Mr Clay predieted in 1835) have very gcncmlly become feudal
chiefs in the political affairs of their states. -- A
few days after President
Grant's first inauguralion, when every plausiblc excuse for retaining
the tcuure of office at'is had ceased, the house,
_hich has no sh.lrc in (,onfirmations,
declared itself for the repeal of those tenure of office acts
by a vote of 138 against 16. In his message of
Dcccmbcr, 1869, Prcsidcnt Grant declared " those

feel any direct responsibility
for the working
of
the executive
branch
of the governmcnt.
The
t)_sident, constitutionally
responsible for ttle faithful execution of thelaws,
can neither appoint nor
remove any one of nearly thirty-five
hundred
of
the higher officials through whom those laws are
to be executed, without
the consent of the majority, generally the political and perhaps the hostile
majority, of the senate; if, indeed, he can make
_uch removal or appointment
without the consent
of the senators of the state where an official de-

laws inconsistent
with a faithful and efficient admiIfistration
of the govcrnment."
A fcw days
after that message, the house again vote(t thcir repeal by a majority of more than six to one, and
in 1872, without a division, the hou_ a third time
voted their repeal.
The senate was persistent for
its courtesy add its usurped
power.
A majority
of its members uphold
them still, relentlessly exercising the authority
they confer.
In this policy
Mr. Conkling was a leader, and fell under the re.
buke of his own state. _ Such is the situation in

linquent defies executive authority.
The tendency
of such a system is to cause the wishes of sena-

large measure caused, and in every particular sggTavated,
by short fixed terms and a precarious
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partisan tenure.
The period is not remote when,
if these laws shall continue
in force, the whole
time of the senate will not be sufficient for confirming postmasters
alone.
We must consider the
small proportion
of the inferior officers to whom
a four-years
tel_
has yet been extended,
if we
would comprehend
the consequences
of making
that term universal.
Of the about 3,500 now
subject to it, about thirty-five
arc in the treasury
department
at Washington,
more than one hundred are collectors,
and about nineteen
hundred
arc postmasters.
The propo_l
to m:_ke that term
general, according
to the Kasson bill, is nothing
less than this: that each one of the more than
75,000 other inferior officers shall either go out at
the end of four years, or be kept in through
as
many successful
contests of influence and favoritism.
Does any candid man believe our institu,
lions could stand such a strain?
It is true that
the example of a four-years
term and a tenure by
favor on the part of the most prominent of such
officers here caused a great portion of those in the
grades
below them to be frequently
changed,
Yet it is a sig-nificant fact, standing in strong condetonation
of a four-years term, that, d_spite such
examples,
the average periods of service in the
lower offices, of late, at least, hare beer, two trr tl_ree
ti_ne,s four gears, and have been the longest where
administration
has been best and politics least partisan and corrupt.
The average time of service
of the more than 42,000 postmasters,
whose term
is not fixed by law, has probably been about ten
years, at least, if we exclude postoffices cstablished
within that period; and that of the subordinates
in tlle New York city postoffice, where Mr. James
and h_s successor have enforced the competitive
examinations
with such admirable
results, is unquestionably
longer.
It is believed that the average period of service of the inferior officers of the
treasury
department
(and certainly
of the state
department)
at Washington,
is longer still. -- We
have only to look at the facts to see how disastrous
would
be the consequences
of a four-years
telTn
in the gTeat dep'trtments
and offices.
It would
require about seven hundred
changes, or successful contests for rcappointment
each year in the
treasury department
(more than at the rate of two
every secular d:ty); changes as frequent
as the
most barharous
partisan
proscription
has ever accomplished.
A new appointment
or a successful
contest for a rcappointmcnt
at tile New York custom hou_
every day of the year would be quite
inadequate
under such terms.
If all postmasters
were given a term of four years, there would be
over ten thou_nd
and five hundred
changes or
contests every year, or about thirty every day, to
be dealt with; to which mu_ be added one-fourth
of all the subordimLt_
in all the postoffiees in the
United States, and also all casc.'s of resignation
and
removal for cause.
If it be conceivable
that an intelligent people can ever enter upon such changes,
it is plain that there must bc an additional
postmaster general and secretaries with no other duty
than that of working a vast maca_ery
of rotation
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and partisan warfare.
Consider the etfect of a four
years' term upon the postofflce at New York.
It
would require between four and five times as many
changes each year as have been annually made in
the period during which
its administration
has
been so greatly improved.
Two newselection_or
reappointmcnts
everythree
days would not fill the
places which such a term would
vacate at that
office. It is obvious that nearly or quite the xvholc
time of a postmaster
would he required
to attend
to them.-I have no space for tracing the effc_'ts
of this short-term system in the offices of state_ or
municipalities.
It has contributed
greatly to the
perpetual
and mischievous
activity of parties and
factions.
Officers in cities anti villages, whoseduties have no legitimate
relations with party politics, have been given short terms either in reckless
thoughtlcs.sness,
or (apparently
at least) for the
mere purpose of creating annual or biennial prizes
to be won in the low scramble
of factions
and
bosses.
It is not too much to say that at least the
greater part of the political corruption
of cities
and of the fatiguing
labors imposed on good ellizens by reason of rotation in municipal
offices
would be superseded
if the official tenure
there
was made what the public interests require.
What
can be more disastrous
than the existing practice
of giving the shortest of terms to heads of bureaus
and the making of the tenure of them subordinate,
dependent
upon the triumph of a parly, if not of a
faction, or a demagogue,
with whom that head is
affiliated ?_ The salutary tenure for inferior executive offic_rs, sanctioned
by the constitution
and
enforced by all the presidents
before Jackson, has
also been approved
by the last two presidents.
"Let it once be fully understood
that continuance
in office depends
solely upon the faithful
and
efficient di._charge of duties, and that no man will
be removed to make place for another, and the reform will be half accomplished,"
are words of the
late president.
(President Gaze]cid's speech at Athens, Ohio, 1879.) In a letter to Secretary Sherman,
dated Nov. 23, 1877, President (then collector)Arthur says: "Permanence
in office, which of course
prevents removal except for cause, and promotion
based upon good conduct and efficiency, aree_qential elements of correct civil service."
In his letter
of acceptance
as vice-president,
he said : " The
tenure of office should be stable.
Positions of rcsponsibility
should, so far as practicable,
be fill_'d
by the promotion
of worthy and efl_cient omcers."
judgments
which his me,rages
have reaffirmed.
These views imply that the right and duty of removal for good cause should remain unimpaired.
They lend no sanction to a life tenure of office,
which is quite inadmissible,
or to any other tenure
which does not make the common interest parsmount to that of any ot_ice-holder,
administratiot_
or party.
One of the great objections to a short
term is that it is treated as a sort of substitute
for
the discharge
of the duty of removing the untrustworthy and the incompetent,
whereby the moral
tone, the discipline
and the efficiency of the pul_
lic service are Mike degra::ed.
The decisive ques-
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tion as to an "inferior officer" remaining longer
in the service should always be, not, Has he been in
his place four years or any other number of years?
bul, Is he a good officer, who, if retained longer,
will serve the people most usefully ? -- So far from
life tenure, or a permanent
tenure in the absolute
.-ease, even being admissible,
removals should be
made for at least the following
causes: 1, convic,
finn of an infamous
crime or one involving
fraud
or corruption;
2, facts showing that such crime
has been committed;
3, the use of official authority
or influence to coerce the freedom of citizens:
4,
m(,nta] or physical incapacity
for official work; 5,
intemperance;
6; gross immorality
or vices; 7,
habitffal inefficiency;
8, willful neglect of duty; 9,
intentional
disobedience to lawful instructions;
10,
renunciation
of allegiance;
11, acts of treachery or
bad faith toward the United States. -- There are yet
other grave objc_ctions to theseshort
terms.
They
were provided for a few of the higher offices, on
the theorythat
a longer holding of executive places
was a monopoly,
and that a quadrennial
rotation
was republican justice, and essential tothe healthy
life of parties.
The demand that the same torm
be extended throughout
the service is in thespirit
of its original creation.
The fact that thosehold,
ing under four-years
terms have, as we have seen,
retained their places for much shorter
periods
than those not subjected
to such terms, proves
that such terms cause the rotation
which their
chaml)ions favor.
By reason of the simple facts
that such terms are demanded,
in the name of
rotation and of the communistic
theory that every
man has an equal right to office, they make a sort
of legislative
proclamation
of such doctrines,
They apply alike to worthy and unworthy
offieials, and hence tell the people that every officer,
no matter how pure and useful, should, on the
ground of justice to those seeking
office, leave
his place at the end of four years,
lie is, in the
spirit of such a law, if he stays longer, an odious
monopolist,
holding by favor what belongs to another.
A law flxing a four-years
term plainly says
to the people that a ministerial
officer should not
hold his place either so long as he remains upright
and efficient, or so long as his superior officer regards him as more u_ful
to the public than an
inexperienced
man would be. It tells them, that,
for reasons paramount
to all such considerations,
his service should end absolutely
with the four
ye_s.
These reasons--however
partisan,
communistic, or corrupt, as illustrated
in practice-are_by the legislative, made imperative
upon the
('xecutivc.
They are undeclared
by the law, anti
are left to mere inferences to be drawn from pracrice. They are reasons, at once vague and mysterious, which plainly andcquallydisregard
personal
lnerit in the inferior officer displaced
and the re._ponsibility of his superior for good administration
in his own department.
These terms are an inva._ion by the legislative upon the executive.
They
suggest that the executive officer can not be trusted
lo decide how long the services of a subordinate
are u_eful W the public.--a power and duty which,
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under the constitution,
plainly belong to the executive.
Such considerations
will prevent short
terms ever being regarded as legislation in the interest of efficient or economical
administration.
They will be regarded
as the enforcement
of a
pretended
system of justice in office holding--as
an approval of increased patronage for parties, of
diminished
power in the executive over its own
subordinates,
of encroachment
on the part of congress beyond the sphere of its responsibility,
of
more absolute dependence
upon mere favor on the
l)art of subordinates.
Short terms are, in principle, a sort of invitation,
even to the executive
hir_elf, to remove for reasons other than thegood
of the public service; for those terms are in substance a removal, every four years, of every person
in the public service, not for any good or even any
avowed cause, lint utterly irrespective of the merits
of those removed.
They emphatically
teach servility, by _ying
to every subordinate
: "Your
sole chance of holding beyond the four years depends on executive favor or partisan and congressional influence exerted for your reappointment.
A peaceful hohling is not to be a consequence
of
well doing.
Look to favor and influence.
Under
the laws of your country, or by reason of any
merit or usefulness
they pretend to respect, you
have no claim to stay an hour beyond the quadrennial period."
Mr. Webster, in 1835, in urging
the repeal of the four years teiTn o.f 1820, coyered
the ground in these words : "The law itself vacotes the office, and gives the means of rewarding
a friend without
the exerci_ of the power of removal at all."
If official merit, in the estimation
of the appointing
power, is a good reason for continuing longer in office, why bring the holding to
an end by a fixed term? The end of the term but
refers that same question to the identical authority
wliich would, except for the term, have decided
it. If unworthy
to decide when to remove for
cause, is not the superior officer unworlhy
to decide when to reappoint
for merit?--But
the rotschief of the four-years
term law does not stop
there.
Every reason which can be urged in favor
of a four-years
term, can also be urged by party
managers and scheming officials against reapl)ointments at the end of those terms.
For, how is rotation to be secured, how is each man any more
certain to get his fair share of office under short
terms, if all the good officers who ought not to
have been removed
are to be reappointed
at the
end of their terms?
If there are not to be more
changes under a four-y(_ars term than without it,
if inexperience
is not to be increased,
and skilled
servants whom the public has educated are not to
be driven out, then what is the gain of the shortterm law, upon the theory of its advocates?
It
would not cause rotation.
It would give office to
no more office seekers.
Every patronage monger,
ever)" caucus manipulator,
every shiftless
office
seeker of the land, every aspiring demagogue
longing for more offices to pledge for votes, every unscrupulous
chieftain seeking more callow offÉcials
to tax and more places to give as bribes, every in-
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tense partisan believing that spoils are the strength
of parties, and that rotation in office is a vital
principle of republics, is not onlyin favorof a fouryears term, but will insist on true Jacksonian
proseription during that term. Can any argument bc
necessary to make it clear that every concession to
such theories but intensirie_ and embitters theeommunistic,
partisan and proscriptive
spirit which
they embody?
If a four-years term should 1_
provided in order to make more places f,)r office
seekers, then why, upon the same theory, should
not terms be reduced to two years, or to one year?

appbinting power would be solicited for pledges,
men of prominence
would be pressed for reeommendations,
party leaders would be besieged for
influence, every corrupt element and every pernicions activity of politics would be intensified beyond anything
yet known.
For, so long as a
removal at an indefinite
time must precede an
appointment,
there is a great uncertainty
as to
whether any vacancy will exist, and aconcentrated
effort by patronage mongers at a decisive moment
is genemllyimpractieab]e.
Tile appointing power
has some chance of self-protection.
_n inevitable

When, as of late, the ante-rooms
at _rashington
are crowded with office seekers, and the tables of
the scc.retaries
are loaded with offlce-beg_ng
letters, why should clerks be allowed to monopolize
their places for four long years, while thee applicants are pleading
for their share of the offices?
The same rea_ns
are just as good for bringing
down the term even to two months, as wc have
seen was the fact in the Florentine
and other Italtan retmblics.
We must reject rotation as a principle, or carry it to its legitimate
resulls.
If the
best ability and character
for serving the people,
and the best and most economical
adminintrators,
be not the standard
and the end recognized
by
law, then we can nowhere set them up against the
claims of the communistic
office seeker and clamorous patronage monger. -- The proportion of federal officials to the population
ranges from one in
twen_'y-four in the District of Columbia,
to one in
,540 in Vermont, and one in :1,500 in Georgia.
The
average seems to be about one official to every 600
of the population,
or one official to every 150 male.s
and females with some competency
for official duties.
The greater
number
of postoffices
in the
northern
states gives the larger ratio of federal ofrices there.
That, as a rule, from five to fif|y persons make a contest or claim for nearly every
vacancy, is well known.
Will this demoralizing
office seeking be less, will the feverish and selfish
activity of parties and factions which it stimulates
and feeds be diminished,
by _dving a four-years
term to 80,000 additional
offices on the demand'of
politicians and office seekers who declare that every
man has an equal right to office, and that aquadrennial rotation is but yieldingto
this right?
Haying, by proclaiming
rotation
to be a principle of
republican
justice, provided a place for one office
seeker in fifty, shall we then be more or less able
than before to resist the communistic
demand
of
the other forty-nine
office seekers?
Willit tend to
dissuade them from demanding
removals without
cause, or to make them,better
satisfied that senatom hold for six years, and judges during gx)od
behavior?--It
hardly need be pointed
out, that
terms fixed by law would advertise
to parties, to
every office seeker, and to the feudal lords of patronage, the precise dates of every vacancy.
He
must know little of office seeking, or of partisan
methods
for controlling
appointments,
who does
not see that every approaching
vacancy would be
the subject of deliberate and mischievous
bargains
and combinations
of influence for filling it. The

vacancy for all plaees at a time known month,_ or
years before, would chan_o_e all this.
The porchtates of patronage
would wrangle
over, bargain
for and apportion
every vacancy months before it
happened. --It
is not of course a certainty,
if a
short term shall ever be established
for executive
subordinates,
that it will be a term of four years,
though
that is the partisan's
favorite period.
It
may be a term of six or more years.
A six-years
term would have the advantage
of keeping a considerable
portion of the changes it would cause
out of the period of the presidential
election.
But
with that exception,
every other objection
urged
against short terms would, in large measure, hold
against a term of six years.
There are obvious
reasons why a six-years term would be prcferat)le.
to one of four years, as there are why a term of
ten or more years would be preferable
to one of
six years.
And competent
persons would doubtless be more likely to take an official place and to
serve for a moderate compensation
under a tenure
of six years, than under one of four, for much the
same reasons that they would still more incline to
the public service for a moderate
salary under a
tenure having regard to merit, which would appeal
both to their ambition and to their sense of safety.
A four-years or a six-years term for a young man
takes him from business experience
at an imp,)rtant period of his life.
It puts theman of family
to expense in adjusting himself to his position.
It
offers to either only a dreary, admonishing
uncertainty, little inviting
to a person of prudence or
capacity.
When, after coming into the sere'ice ._t
twenty or thirty years of age, a four-years
training by the government
as an accountant,
an at)praiser, a mail distributer,
an officer at the mint,
the assay office, or the treasury, has made the ()illcial skillful, well-informed,
and valuable as a public servaat, it is certainly
desirable
that he should
remain at least two years longer; but would it not
be yet more desirable that he should stay so long
as he is the most useful man for the place? What
good reason can be given for sending away a valuable official at twenty-six
or thirty-six,
on merely
showing
that he has served six years?
Is it n_t
plain, that, if the tenure and usage should say to
him, "So long as you do your duty promptly and
well, and maintain a good character, your me:_n¢
of living will not be taken away, nor your pl:_cc
given to another without good cause," he would be
stimulated
to fidelity in a degree unknown to him
who can hold his place only time enough to learn
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its duties and to look out for another?
The government will never be most economically
served,

trusted to make removaJs when they should be
made, how can they be trusted to make reappoint-

nor gain the best to serve it, while its officials are
selected or treated as needy birds-of-passage,
in
mercy supported
to-day, but told to find a place
elsewhere to-morrow.
Who will deny that any in-

ments at the end of the terms?
Would they be
improved
for the duty of reappointment
by a
statute which would suggest that until the end of
terms they should wink at the delinquencies
of

telligent man will engage for a le_ salary and be
more careful to do his work well, if he feels that
fidelity and efficiency will protect him against being discharged without cause?_
It may be insisted
that the service would not, as a matter of course,
end with the six years, but only terminate
in case
the incumbent shouhl be heht unworthy
of reap-

their subordinates?
The, better remedy than any
short term would be to enforce far nmre sternly,
and, if need be, by the aid of stringent
legislalion, the duty, declared hy Madison, and implied
in the constitution,
to remove for adequate cause,
and not to remove without
it; and by fit reform
methods (whict_ can not be explained
here), t(>

pointment.
This theory plausibly presents a short
term a_ a kind of substitute
for removals.
It contemplate'_, that, at the end of the service of every
one of the more than 14.000 executive
officers

take away the pressure, the threats and the corrupt persuasions which now make the proper dis.
charge of that duty so rare anti difficult.
Under
such a system thc unworthy
wouhl be warned off

whose period would expire within each year under
a .-ix-years term, there would be a Slx'cial inquest
as to the official conduct of each, and a just judgment rendered.
We need not dwell on the magnitudc of such an undertaking,
which makes it ehitactical.
If the facts wi_ich this theory assumes
be true, viz., that during
the previous
six years
the otlicial superiors
have been ignorant
of the
merits of their subordinates,
such neglect would
1)rove them unworthy
to decide as to reappointments.
If these merits and demerits
have been
known, year by year, no special
inquiry
will
be needed.
The unworthy
will have been, or
should have been, removed.
Whose duty wouhi
it be, in any event,
to conduct
that
inquiry
an(l decide upon
reappointments,
except
that
of the identical
superior
officers whose )'early
and daily duty it now is to keep themselves
in
that regard
fully informed,
and to m'_ke removal_ day by day whenever
good cause exi_t_ ? Since that obligation
can not be increased,
the change, if any, contemplated
in official supervision under short terms, would
seem to be
om• that would excuse its performance
until the
end of the term.
In,_ufficicncy,
insul)ordination,
ac_lcct of duty for party work, and conduct-n_)t absolutely
infamous
or criminal,
perhaps-a_,, {o be overlooked
during
the term, because at
its ('nd there is to be a grand inquest.
In other
words, the moral and legal obligations
of officials
in the higher place,s, and the experience
and discqdinc essential on the part of those in the lower
places, are both alike to be reduced to short mca_-

as well as weeded out from the public service. -But let us not forget, that with fixed terms, either
for six or ten years, it would be far more difficult
to reaPl)oint valuahle servants than it would have
been It) retain them hmger if no statute had taught
the office seekers and spoilsmen
the doctrine of
rotation
,md removals without
cause.
It is usquestionably
true, on the other hand, that an
officcr too cowardly to discharge
his duty, to remove during a term, may more casily get excused
hy reason of a rcmo_'al made by act of congre_;
and, so far as that kind of relief, which first encourages official neglect and then causes it to be
forgotten,
i_ nn advantage,
it must certainly
be
set to the credit of short fixed terms.
With the
duty of making removals for cau<e--which
would
of course embrace inefficiency
by reason of age
or an_" other cause--fitly
discharged,
we should
hear l'ittie either of a life tenure, which i,_ utterly
indefensible,
or of a tenure during go()d behavior
merely,
which
is inadmissible.
An inefficient
official may cxhihit
only good behavior
in the
legal sense.
Good behavior
and efficiency cornbined, arc the true l)aais of tenure for administrativc officers.
Who but the spoilsman, the partisan and the rotationist
in thcor)--who
but those
who deny pure, economical and vigorous administration to l)e the supreme ends--will
obj(.('t to re.taining a ministerial
officer as long as he i_ the
most useful man for the public service?--There
are doubtless
some who think--and,
within very
narrow limits, perhaps not wholly without reason
--that
short terms would impress upon the offi-

re'c. as a part of the benefits
of short terms,
cials a new sense of responsibility
in addition tc_
That this would please the office seekers, patronthat felt toward official superiors,
a responsibility
age linongers and partisans
most clamorous
for
to public opinion.
But to what kind of public
._u('h terms, we need not doubt.
On any other ' opinion?
The fact that the managers
of small
_lwory, or any just or defensible
theory as to relocal administrations,
ol)en to the view of every
morals, it is plain that the unworthy
would all
one, in towns and villages, and that officers electh(, removed before the end of the six years, and
ed hy the people, feel a wholesome
responsibility
tlmt all those left at its cxpiration_whosc
terms
to public opinion, is a natural
source of dclusior,
would end--would
be precisely those who would
on the subject.
If that sen_ of responsibility
is
d,,_,rve a reappointment;
which of course shows
reliable in the great officel.'s, it would bca good
_he term to be unavailing
for any useful purpose,
reason why the 80,000 inferior
federal officers
If. therefore,
the officials having
a duty of re- shouhl be elected rather than appointed--why,
n_)val are to be trusted,
the six-years or other
in short, the whole theory of the constitution
short term is needless, and if they are not to be shoed
be abandoned.
The greater parts of our
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system would be indefensible.
It is because such
a theory is illusory;
that, under our system, and
under that of every civilized
state, such officials
are appointed
and are governed
by superior officers.
The popular judgment
can rarely decide,
with intelligence,
how far bad administration,
in
a great offide, is due to the superior officer, or how
far to his subordinates,
who must obey the in.
structions.
And for that reason all good governments have put the responsibility
and duty of remoral upon the superior--the
president, the governor, and the mayor, whom the people elect, or
upon the heads of departments,
and hold them
responsible
for their subordinates.
Every attempt by the legislature,
through short terms, to
substitute f_r the true responsibility
to the executire and for the duty of removal, a new kind of
responsibility,
is therefore
not only a legislative
usurpation
of executive functions, but is an effort
not only repug_nant to our constitution,
but demoralizing in its tendency.
The shorter the term
of executive
offices, the more difficult and unreliable would be the popular judgTnent.
Make the
term a year or a month, and will any candid man
say that a popular judg_nent upon the official conduct of him who fills it could exist?
What do
the people know of the relative merits of any one
of the thousands
or hundreds of subordinates
in
a department?
Theworst
administrations
of later
years--the
corruption, partisan proscription,
neglect of official duty in order to coerce elections,
political assessments,
the degradation of the public servants into the henchmen of chieftains
and
senators, the bartering
of placg_ for votes--have
not been originated
or most practiced by the more
subordinate
officials to whom a fixed term has
never been extended,
but have grown up and become most intolerable
around the great custom
hou_s
and postoffices, at the head of which are
officers holding
for four years, confirmed
by the
senate and beyond removal, except by the consent
of that body.
If the many thousands
of postmasters whose compensation
is between five hundred and one thousand
dollars a year, were gfven
a term of four or six years, and were made confirmable by the senate, like the postmasters
haying a higher salary, I must think that not superior
lU)_tmaqtcrs, but more active politicians,
would be
secured,
and that new elements
of vicious and
feverish activity would be added to our municipal
politics in every quarter of the Union.
It would
be no better, if postma_sters were added to the excessive
numbers
of candidatc_
in our municipal
elections.
The fate of every clerk and carrier
would
be involved
in the election.
Concerning
most of these new confirmations,
at best, there
would
be the same vigorous
working
of party
machinery,
and the same mischievous
combination of selfish influences which now distract cornmunities
and vex congressmen
in connection
with
the quadrennial
appointment
of collectors
and
postmasters
of the higher grade.
Few things are
clearer in our politics than the fact that a large
share of such confirmations
are determined
by
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mere official favor or partisan interestS.
Rare indeed is it that the administrative
capacity of tile
candidate is made a decisive or even a prominent
issue.
The case of Postmaster
James, of New
York, is the first instance in our history of the
office of postmaster
general being conferred by
reason of the administrative
capacity of tile person appoint ed.--Tber@
are doubtless some. who
favor a term of years only by res-qon of an a.,sumed difficulty in bringing about removals.
That
difficulty grows out of the spoi/8-system method
of making appointments.
The same pressure on
the part of great politicians and members of congress which crowds the service with their unworthy favorites, keeps them there.
Tim threats
and pleadings which foist a brawny henchman, a
bankrupt
cousin, or a favorite widow, upon ttze
national pay rolls, are repeated
when the attempt is made to removc them.
The competitire examinations
now placed at the gates of the
public service will not only exclude the unworthy,
but they will bring in those who would have
nothing
but their superior merit to keep them
there, and removals for cause will be easy. They
have no influence to back them.
And should any
superior officer decline to remove for cause, he
can be impeached,
as Madison advised; for, when
members of congTesS and chieftains can no longer
put their favorites and relatives
into the departmerits, they will no longer, as now, have an interest to prevent the arraignment
of extravagance
and imbecility in the executive
service.
Briti._h
experience has confirmed the plain suggestions of
reason on those points. --It has been suggested,
that, since competitive
examinations
are very offensive to the partisans and spoilsmen whose patronage they suppress, the need of them in 't measure might be superseded
by short terms of office.
The suggestion
is not even plausible.
The shorter the term, the greater the need of ability and
business
experience
upon entering
the service;
and the greater, al._o, the need of thorough e,)mpetitive examinations
for selecting the most competent.
If the peri(xl of service be long, even
those incompetent
at the start may he trained law
usefulness at the public expense.
But if the t(,rm
be too short for such education,
large capacity
must be required
at the start.
Make the term
only a month, and the public work would b_' atrested, unless the standard
for admission
sh(,uld
be greatly raised.
While, therefore,
eompetilive
examinations
could be made to mitigate ._om[' of
the evils of short terms, such terms would make
competitive
examinations
indispensable.--ll
i.important
to see clearly that the time when a person should leave the public service does not depend upon the manner of getting into it, but upon
his usefulness
therein,
however
he got th(,re.
Whether he got in by favor, pressure, or ('Oral)eli
tire examination,
the question of his proper _c:'m
or tenure is the same.
Such examinations,
_nd,
indeed, nearly all the pr_fical
methods of civil
service reform, except the demand for the r('l )cal
of the short term acre, relate to the means of get-
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ting into the service, and to the abtums therewith
connected.
It is only the specious, unwarranted
allegations of the spoilsmen, which declare a dependcnce of those methods upon a life tenure or
long term of office. There is nosuch dependence,
..k great portion of the removals
without cause
are, however, made in order to create vacan, cies
into which dependents
or henchmen
may be
pu_.hed.
And, since, under competitive examinations, the place would be filled by whoever couht
prove himself the better man, this pushing would
av_il little or nothing, and for that reason unwarranted removals would rarely take place, as the
experience of such examinations
at the New York
rn.stom house and postoffice has clearly shown,
While, therefore,
such examinations
would tend
to make a tenure more stable by making powerless the corrupt forces which cause proscriptive
removals,
I repeat,
that the need of applying
the_e methods would increase with every rcduction of the term of office and every enfeeblement of tenure.
It is an utter misconception
of the subject
to claim that a permanent
tenure of office is an incident
of competitive
examinations,
or any further
a const_luence
of
them than this, that, securing
the better man,
they make it more easy and natural
to keep
such men as long as the public needs or desires
them. -- But, suppose short-term
theories should
now prevail; what would be the result in the near
future ? Population
doubles in about thirty-five
year_, and officers increase
yet more rapidly,
Men now vote who may live to see more than
200,000,000 of people in the Union,
and more
than 400,000 federal officials. -- Within little more
than a decade, the life saving and signal service,
the national brined of health, the agricultural
burcau. tile bureau of education
and the civil service commission
have been added to the public
service, and some of them may soon be departments.
When there shall be 200,000 postmasters
and 500,000 federal officers, there will still be but
one president, but one senate, but one secretary
of tilt., treasury, but one postmaster
general, unless
_te create others to fight off the office seekers and
work a vast machinery of office filling.
Shall we
dt'liberately create an official term which will require the refilling of nearly 100,000of these places
,.very )'ear, in addition to all those that may be
made vacant
by removals
and resignations
?
Washington
could not contain the office seekers
and their backers who would swarm there.
Could
rc'pkibliean institutions
long survive ?--Another
ronsideration connected with short terms must not
be overlooked.
They would greatly
embarrass,
if not defeat, any adequate
system for promotion
ba.sed on merit or experience.
Four successive
l_rcsidents, all the best'administrators
in the courttry. anti every well-governed
nation of the world,
have insisted on promotions
for merit, tested by
exlverienee, as emential to good administration,
When, in his late message, President
Arthur
deelared that "positions
of responsibility
should be,
so far as practicable,
lUled by the promotion
of
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worthy and efficient officers," he affirmed a principle to which short terms are utterly repugnant,
and the wisdom of which the best experience of
the world affirms.
These terms are an arbitrary
interference by the legislative with the executive
department,
by reason of which, at a fixed time,
and irrespective
alike of the needs of the public
service, of the merits of those who fill it, and of
the wishes of those responsible for good administration, the good and the bad alike cease to serve
the people.
Every worthy officer is sent away-in substance, removed--without
cause.
Promotion for merit, on the other band, is based on the
theory that an officer is more valuable for his
experience,
and should,
if otherwise
worthy, be
retained
for that reason.
Now, it is quite too
preposterous
for argument
to pretend that such
experience
can be secured in the complicated
affairs of government,
if there is to be a quadrennial rotation.
The very theory upon which such
rotation is founded
is but a declaration
that the
paramount
aim of the government
is not the most
competent
officers, i_ not to stimulate effort, and
retain the skilled ability it has educated,
but to
give places to the greatest number of patronage
mongers, and salaries to the greatest number
of
office seekers.-- But it may be asked whether some
evils may not attend
constitutional
tenure for
"inferior
officers"--a
tenure during the coexistence of good behavior and efficiency--and
whether
some provision may not be wisely made for tho_
who might leave the service poor and superannuated.
We can not speak positively of the future.
When evils from such a source shall bedevcloped,
then will be the time to meet them.
At pn_cnt,
surely, there is not too much trained
experience
in the public service.
It may be that the aptitude
and inclination
rff our peel_le for ('han_e of calling, and the facilities for saving an,l for s_.cua'ing
employment
in tiffs country, will for many years
prevent tile need of legislation
on su('h subjects,
which in the old and densely p_pulalcd countries,
we know has existed.
There _ill be ample time
for action on such subjects years hence.
It is not
easy to understand
an abuse which does not exist,
or customary
to legislate against evils which are
only imagined.
The first duty is to provide for
bringing the most competent
into the public service, and for suppressing
patronage
and the arbitrary removai of competent
public servants.
We
do not refuse to cure the sick or arrest contagion,
from a fear that the future may have an excess of
population.
Our business men have not, as a
rule--though
with increasing
exceptions
said to
be advantageous
to employ(s---yet
made provisions for those worn out by faithful labor in their
employment;
aml whether the federalgovernment
can wisely be more paternal and humane is a question properly left to thefuture.
Much may be said
on both sides of it. Our pensions in principle,
and our retiring allowance in the army and navy,
and for federal judges, directly affirm the justice
and utility of making provision
for faithful ofttears worn out in the public service.
After putting

-
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out the flames and" purifying the air of the national
household,
we can take ample time for improving
its attractions.
The older governments,
generally,
and Great Britain
with marked
success, have
made such provisions.
Tile British
statutes,
which give a retiring allowance
only after ten
years' faithful service, are by no means based on
s theory of mere lx, nevolence.
They are jtLqtiffed
not only as enabling
the government
to secure
its servants at a smaller salary, but as contributing
to their efficiency and fidelity in office; in fact, as
being, on the mere score of economy
and selfishhess, a manifest gain to the public treasury.
The
salary and the allowance
are thought
to be hardly
more than the salary would need to be, on the
average or in the aggregate,
but for the allowance
upon retirement.
This experience,
extending over
three-fourths
of a century,
is well worthy of our
study whether
we ever have occasion
to make
similar allowance or not.
It will show us a royal
and aristocratic
government
regarding
the selfrespect and comfort
of tho_
who, in humble
places, serve it faithfully,
with a care, dignity and
-regard for economy which are not quite universal
in this great republic.If it be suggested
that
such allowances
befit the paternal care of a monarchy, but not tile stern justice of a republic,
let
"it be remembered
that every subordinate
in the
British service who can receive them is by statute
compelled
to gain his place through
superior
merit disclosed in a stern, open, competitive
examination, where neither blood, wealth nor influence
avail anything;
while it is only in this republic
that a great officer or politician can privately force
his blockhead
son, his discharged
housekeeper,
his servile electioneering
agent, or his bankrupt
dependent,
upon the public service. -- Whenever
the time may come, there are various ways of
dealing with the subject:
1, we may fix an age
beyond which "inferiorofficers"
shall not remain
in the service, thus sternly excluding
dotage ; 2,
we may fix an age after which the salary shall
rapidly decrease, which would prevent
full paymeat
for iml)aired
capacity,
as well as cause
seasonable
resignations
; 3, we may pay a small
fixed sum on retirement,
after a prescribed pertod of meritorious
service and before reaching
a
fixed age ; 4, we may, on retirement
any time
after ten years of such service, continue
to pay a
certain proportion
of tile salary receivable
at the
date of retirement,
which is the British system;
ti_ we may, after the officialhas
reached a certain
age or period of service, retain a percentage
of
his salary, to be paid on retirement,
which will
cost tile governmcnt
nothing and yet be a provision
against want; 6, we may refuse to make any provision whatever
on the subject, dealing with the
public servants according to the severest theories
_f hostile interest and business relations; or, 7,
if we shall find the executive or heads of departmeats refusing
to remove in proper cases (after
the repeal of the tenure of office acts and relief
from party and congressional
influence shall have
restored to them a real liberty to do so), or if any
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bad effects shall attend the restoration of tenure
based on character and efficiency, it will be easy,
if desirable,
to establish
a term of years, the
length of which should be determined in the light
of such experience,
and not upon the "spoils
system"
theories which now prevail.
Then if
competitive
examinations
shall have been continuously
enforced,
there may be neither
partisan interest nor prejudice
enough
h.ft to embolden
demagogues
to seek popularity
by denouncing
as an "official
class" those who, from
whatever
grade of life, have worked their way
solely
by superior
merit,
and who can tmld
their places only so long as they continue
b(_th
upright
and efficient.
Itow can that bca cla_%
into which no one can be born, which can be
reached
only
by open
competition
of merit,
through
which
nothing can be taken or tran_mitted,
and in which no one can remain longer
than he is freely retained because he is thebcst serrant of the people ?-- We need, and, before the
time for action shall arrive, we mayexpect,
a more
intelligent
public opinion on tile subject of office
getting andoffice holding.
Of what use to ask a
legislator
who believes in rotation, who holds a
tenure of merit to be "un-American,"
who has"
promised
ten clerkships
to carry his last election,
and demands a consulate
and a postoffice to carry
his next election--to
consider the subject on the
basis of the public
interest ? When we l_,tter
comprehend
that the real strength
of parties is
adherence to sound principles and the enforcement
of good administration;
when we are prepared to
make capacity and character,
and not influence
and favoritism,
the tests for admission to the public service; when the states as well as the nation
shall have shown courage
to suppress
pulitieal
assessment
and the official coercion of election_.
when we become convinced that promising pla('t_s
for votes is the worst form of briber)', and that
the "spoils system"
is as demoralizing
to a parU
as it is disastrous
and disgraceful to the country-then we shall see that to refuse to retain a public
servant because he is faithful and efficient, is _o
refuse to protect the public welfare.
Then, ai_(l
possibly not till then, we shall be prepar(.d t,)
deal with our retiring public servants
upon the
grounds
of justice
and sound principles.
TtJ_,n
we shall be able to give due consideration
to _:_t
contributes
to tile honor, efficiency and c(.ont_my
of the public service, to what makes it attl'a('li_e
to a prudent
man with a family dependent
nl*un
his salary,
to what will give it a high place in
public estimation,
to what will invite to it v(,_m_
men of promise by assuring them that merit will l)c
the condition, alike of stability and of prom_)Ti_)a.
DOP,_AN B. ExTol.
TERRITORIAL
WATERS
are all w_aters
within the jurisdictional
limits set by internatiom
al law to an independent
state.
Such wa t''r_
comprise:
1, inclosed waters, which
are, first,
* DifFerent writers use the terms Jurisdictional waters,
water territory, maritime territory.
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rivers, lakes and other inland waters wholly within the boundaries of a state ; second, if the boundaries of a state are rivers or lakes or other inland
waters, unless one of the riparian
states has a
g,)od title to the whole bed of the same, bounding non-navigable
rivers to the middle of such
streams, bounding
navigable
rivers to the middle
(if their deepest channel, and bounding
lakes and
othcr inland waters to the middle of the same ;
:u_d third, ports, bays, straits, sounds or arms of
the sea within (intra fauces) headlands
belonging
to the same state not more than
two marine
l(,agnes apart ; 2, uninclosed
waters, or the open
._ca to the distance of one marine lcague outward
from the line of low-water mark; and, when bays,
straits, sounds or arms of the sea are inclosed by
hcadl:mds belonging
to the _me state not more
than two marine leagues apart, the open sea to a
distance of one marine league outward from a line
drawn between the two headlands. -- The law re-
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ic, Genoa the Ligurian. and Denmark the :North
seas.
Sailing without license upon some of these
waters was prohibited under penalty of death, and
forfeiture
of all the offender's goods.
Whether
originating
in capricious a_scrtions of brute force
or in substantial
services done in policing
these
seas, many of which were then infested by pirates,
some of these claims were so far admitted,
that a
right of control beeameestablished
and was recognized by the payment of toll, the furl_ng of flags
and other salutes, from which even kings.were
not exempt.--From
this right of control, as "a
dissociation
of the ideas of control and property
was not then intelligible,
the step to the assertion
of complete rights of property was almost incvitable."
During
the sixteenth
and seventeenth
centuries
assertions of proprietary
rights based
upon prescription,
or discovery, or police services,
or papal grant, over the open sea, were general,
and were maintained
with varying success.
The

lating to inclosed waters is well settled.
The state
physical impossibility
of obtaining
and keeping
inclosing them within its naturally
extended terriexclusive
possession of any part of the opt.n sea,
tory has a right of ownership,
as well as a right
the growth of commerce
and the consequent
rec_)f juri.sdiction,
over them ; and in order that the
ognition of the neces,_ity of the free navigation
pas_geways
of commerce and navigation
may be of the ocean, led to a contcst between tlm advocates
subject to public authority
and control, the title
of mare clau._umand those of _12arelib_n_m, which
to the land under water, and to the shore below
wan begun in 1609 by Grotius,
and which was
ordinary high-water mark, in navigable rivers and
ended in 1824-5 by the complete abandonment
of
lakes (in England,
and in states
which
have
the last of these " vain and extravagant
pretenadol)ted the form rather than the substance
of the
sions"---the
claim of Russia to the Pacific ocean
English rule, tide waters) and in ports, harbors,
north of fifty-one degrees
north latitude.
It is
bays, straits, sounds or arms of the sea inclosed as
now univer_lly
admitted that the open or high
above described,
is vested in the state for the
seas--the
ocean and all connecting
arms and bays
public use and benefit.
Although
a state is entior other extensions thereof not within the territolied to exclusive
jurisdiction
both civil and crimrial limits of any nation--arc
not the subject either
inal, over its inclosed
waters, usage gives a conof property or of exclusive jurisdiction,
and that
eurr(,nt criminal
jurisdiction
over offenses comthe right to navigate these seas is common to all
mitred on foreign
ves_ls
in such waters to the
nations and their members,
and can be abridged
_tates to which such vessels belong, and the state
or renounced
only by actual consent. -- The first
entitled to exclusive
criminal jurisdiction
will not
germs of the modern doctrine of unincloscd
tcrexercise it in such case.s, the parties being exeluritorial
waters
are discoverable
in a proclamasively foreign,
unless its authority
is invoked,
or tion t of James I. of 1604, which contains the two
ulJless the peace of th.e country
is disturbed.principles
which now limit territorial
jurisdicTim law relating
to unincloscd
waters is not
tion over the open sea, confining
it, 1, to a reathoroughly
settled.
It is the historical result of
sonable distance, and 2, to a distance within which
the ansertion by different states at different times
the state can prohibit violence.
Grotius,
while
of conflicting claims of ownership
or jurisdiction
advocating
the freedom
of the open sea, adorer the same or different
parts of the open sea.
mitred
that portions
of it might
be occupied
It is a compromise by which allstates have pracby the state po_cssing
the adjacent land.
Bynktically abandoned
theclaim
of ownershipovcrany
crshoek, in 1702, formulated
the modern
rule,
part of the open sea, upon the expresser
tacit aswhich is based upon the necessity of securing
,,ent. of all the states that each state is allowed an
peace and protection to the lives, property and in•_rtitkzial extensioff of its territory over the open
dustrics
of the subjects
of states who live upon
st.a adjacent to its coast, to such a distance as is their coasts, and which extends
the territorial
m',:c_sary for its defense
and security. -- When
waters of a state over so much of the open sea as
mr)dern international
law had itsrise,
few parts of can be defended from its coasts.
This, according
tlw sea were free from the claims of some Euroto Bynkershock's
formula,
was as wide a belt of
penn state.
England
asserted a right of ownership over thesea surrounding
Great Britain as far
as the coasts of neighboring
countries;
Spain declared its exclusive
right to navigate the gulf of
31cxico and the Pacific ocean ; Portugal
sought to
bar the rest of the world from the gulf of Guinea
and '_e Indian ocean; Venice claimed the Adriat-

open sea as could be effectively
commanded
from
the coast by cannon, a distance which subsequent
writers fixed as one marine league, although to
the present time it is often described as a distance
of a marine league or as far as cannon shot te_
reach from tl_e coa,$. To continental
jurists this
suggestion
of Bynkershoek
seemed to afford a
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reasonable
basis for the settlement of conflicting
claims over the open sea, and, though widest disagreement regarding the extent of territorial waters continued
for a century,
the principle he.s
gradually gained recognition that any control over
tile open sea to be valid must be effective.
:No
mention
of a marine
league belt of territorial
waters appears to have been made in any English
court until 1801, and no exhaustive
examination
of the nature of the rights of a state over such
waters, and their extent, was made in any Enlish court till 1876, when 8 ease arose (The Franeonia) _ involving
the right of _ngland
to punish
a foreigner
for an offense committed while on a
foreign vessel on a foreign voyage within amarine
league of the English coast.
The critical review
of the opinions of authoritative
writers upon international
law, then m_de, showed that : 1. All
these writers acknowledge
the right of amaritime
state to an extension of its territory, in a qualified
sense of the word, over some portion of tile adjacent sea beyond low-water
mark ; 2. Though
there is found a great variety of opinion among
these writers,
as to the distance to which such
maritime territory should be allowed, that distance
va_'ing
(setting
aside even more extravagant
claims) from 100 to three miles, the present limit,
not one of them puts such distance at less than
three miles ; 3. All the earlier writers, and many
of the later writers, maintained,
that within the
zone of three miles the state had, without qualifieation, a proprietary
as well as a territorial
right, so that it might at its pleasure exclude
foreign ships from passing along the same; but
that others of the later writers contended
that
the state had a territorial, but not a proprietary,
right over the zone, or that, at all events, the
innocent use of the zone by foreign ships for the
purpose
of navigation
could not without
wrong
be interfered
with.
(2 L. R., Ex. Die., 71, 12_,
123.) 2__ But, as the opinions of publicists,
even
if there were no disagreement
amongthem,
are, at
best, only secondary
evidence
of what international law is, the primary
evidence of the fact
which these writers
assert--the
existence
of an
international
agrcement
to treat any part of the
littoral sea as bclon_dng to or under the control of
the adjacent
state--must
be sought in treaties and
usage.
What these disclose is most authoritatively
expressed in the opinion, delivered in the leading
case above named, by the late Lord Chief Justice
Cockburn,
who said: " 1. Tr_atiez.
It may be
asserted,
without
fear of contradiction,
that the
rule that the sea surrounding
the coast is to be
treated as a part of the adjacent territory,
so that
the state shall have exclusive
dominion
over it.
and tlmt the law of the latter shall be generally
applicable
to those passing over it in the ships of
other nations, has never been made the subjectmatter of any treaty, or, as a matter of acknowledged right, has formed the basis of any treaty,
or has ever been the subject of diplomatic
discussion.
It has been entirely
writers on _ternafional
law,

the creation
of the
It b true that the
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writers who have been cited constantly
refer to
treaties in support of the doctrine they assert.
But when the treaties they refer to are looked at,
they will be found to relate to two subjects only:
the observance
of the rights and obligations
of
neutrality, and the exclusive right of fishing.
In
fixing the limits to which these rights should extend, nations have 4o far followed the writers on
international
law as to adopt the three-mile range
as a convenient distance.
Thereare
several treaties by which nations have engaged, in event of
either of them being at war with a third, to tr(,at
the sea within three miles of each other's coasts ,'is
neutral territory, within which no warlike operations should be carried on.
Again, nations, possessing opposite or neighboring
coasts, bordering on a common sea, have sometimes found it expedient to agr_,e that the subjects of each shall exercise an exclusive
right of fishing to a given distance from their own shores, mnl here also have
accepted the three miles as a convenient distance.
Such, for instance, are the treaties made between
this country and the United States in relation to
the fishery off the coast of :Newfoundland,
and
those between this country and France, in relation
to the fishery on their respective shores; and local
laws have been pa.,_ed to give effect to these engagements.
2. Usage. Tile only usage found to
exist is such as is connected with navigation, or
with revenue, local fisheries or neutrality, and it
is to these alone that the usage relied on is confined.
Usage as to the application
of the general
law of the local state to foreigners on the littoral
sea, there is actually none.
:No nation has afrogated to itself the right of excluding
forei_m yessels from the use of its external littoral waters for
the purpose of navigation,
or has assumed the
power of making foreigners in foreign ships pa_sing through
these waters subject
to its law, otherwise than in respect of the matters to which I
have jn._t referred.
Nor have the tribunals of any
nation held foreigners
in the_
waters amenable
generally
to the local criminal
law in respect of
offenses."-So far, then, as it is settled, the law
applicable
to uninclosed
territorial
waters
is as
follows:
1. The rights, whatever may be their description, of an independent
state over such u:lters, are created by international
law, and are eeldcnced by the assent of nations which "may l_
expressed by treaty, or the acknowledged
concurrence of governments,
or may be implied from
established
usage," and in the absence
of suf.h
proof of assent the opinions of writers on international law are relevant only as tending to sims"
what claims* one independent
state may exerci,e
over such waters without
interference
from oth_.r
independent
states.
2. The rightsof
anindep('n(l"
ent state over such waters, so derived and so (.v.
idenced, are, first, a tight of jurisdiction
limited
to the protection
of its coasts from the effects of
hostilities
between other states which may be at
*" Territorial
Waters
JnriKllcflon
Act (1ff/8),"
41 and 4.?
riot., cap. 73, not_dtng
|ta prc_able, i_ such •
claim.
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war, the prevention
of frauds upon its customs
laws, and tile regulation of fisheries; and second,
a usufructuary
right to fisheries.
Modern writers
who affirm any proprietary right over uainclosed
marginal waters unite in basing it upon the fact
that the adjacent "state
has admittedly
an cxclusire right to the enjo_lncnt
of the fisheries"
in
such waters.
But this seems tobemoreaccurately
classed as a usufructuary
right, for, if a state has
any proprieta_"
right over such waters, it would
seem to have the exclusive
right to set law over
them, and to close them to foreign ves_ls,
as it
may close its ports, whereas it is universally
_tdmilted that foreign ships have ajus tra_,.situs over
such waters.
3. The internationally
valid cxercise iff the rights above enumerated
by an Judependent state is limited to a distance of one marine
league from low-water mark on its coast. -- There
are a few apparent
exceptions
to this rule.
1.
Local pilot laws, which require that a pilot shall
be taken on board all vessels entering certain territorial waters at a distanceof
more than three miles
from the coast.
Such laws are no real exception
to the rule, being based upon the principle that a
state has a perfect right to say to foreign ships
voluntalSly seeking its ports, that they shall not,
without
complyhlg
with its law, enter into its
ports, and that if they do enter, they shall be subjcet to penalties unless they have previously cornplied with the requisitions
ordained ; whether these
requisitions
be, as in former
times, certificates of
origin, or clearances
of any description
from a
foreign port, or clean bills of health, or the taking
on board a pilot at any place in or out of its jurisdiction before entering
its waters, a Other local
laws containing
provisions affecting folv.ign ships,
or foreigners within such ships, in respect to acts
committed
or omitted
beyond the marine league
belt, are referable to the same principle.
2. Customs laws and hovcringack_,
which authorize
munieipal seizures beyond the marine lcagme.
"It
will not," says Dana,'
"be found that any conse1_t of nations can be shown in favor of extending
what may be strictly called territoriality,
for any
purpose whatever
beyond the marine league or
cannon shot.
Doubtless
states have made laws,
for revenue purposes,
touching
acts done beyond
tt'rritorial waters;
but it will not be found, that,
ia later times, the right to make seizur_
beyond
such waters has been insisted upon against ttle remonstrance of foreign stat_,
or that a clear and
unequivocal
judicial
precedent
now stands sustaining such seizures, when the question
of jurisdiction has been presented.
The revenue laws of
the United States, for instance, provide, that, if a
vessel bound to a port in the United States, shall,
except from necessity, unload cargo within four
leagues of the coast, and before coming
to the
proper port for entry mad unloading,
and receiving
permission to do so, the cargo is forfeit, and the
master incurs a penalty (Act March 2, 1797, sec.
27); but the stataite does not authorize
the seizure
of a foreign vessel when beyond the territorial
risdiction.
The statute may well be construed
177
VOL. n_. -- 58
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mean only that a foreign vessel coming to an
American port, and there seized for a violation of
revenue regulations committ_i
out of the jurisdiction of the United states, may bc confiscated; hut
that, to complete tlle forfeiture, it is essential that
ths ve_el shall be hound to, and shall come within, the territory of the United States, after the
prohibited
act. The act done beyond the jurisdiction is assumed to be part of an attempt to riolate the revenue laws within the jurisdiction.
If
foreign vessels have been boarded and seized on
the high sea, and have been adjudged
guilty, and
their governments
have not objected,
it is probably either because they were not appealed to, or
have acquiesced,
in the particular
instance, from
motives of comity."
Phillimore
and Twiss both
substantially
a_-e.e with Dana, anti hold timt judgmerits affirming the legality of municipal
seizures
beyond one marine league could not have been
sustained
if the forei&m state whose subject's
property had been seized had thought
proper to
interfere,
unless, perhaps,
when that state had
put in force or at least enacted, for its own benefit,
a similar municipal
law.
3. The waters in the
centre of certain straits, gulfs and bays, which
central waters
lie outside the limit of a marine
league from anyof the adjacent coasts, are claimed
to be territorial
waters, and certaiu
gulfs are in
actual
practice
so treated.
France
appears
to
claim inlets whose entrance
is not more than ten
miles wide.
England long claimed the "Queen's
Chambers,"
thase being waters within headlands
as distant as Orfordness
from the Foreland.
The
bay of Conception,
in Newfoundland,
which penetrat_s forty miles into the land, and is fifteen
miles in mean breadth,
was recently
decided to
be territorial
water by the privy council.
The
United States claimed Delawarc bay in 1798. "Of
practice."
says Hall, _ "there
is a curious deftciency, ann there is nothing
to show how many
of the claims to gulfs and bays which still find
their place in the books, are more than nominally
alive.
It is scarcely possible to say anything more
definite than that, while on the one hand it may
bedoubted
whether anystate
would now seriously
assert a right of property
over broad straits or
gulfs of considerable
size and wide entrance, there
is, on the other hand, nothing in the conditions
of
valid maritime
occupation,
to prevent
the establishmentof
a claim either to basins of considerable
area, if approached
hy narrow entrances,
such as
of the Zuyder Zee, or to large gulfs which, in
proportion to the width of their mouth, run deeply into the land even when so large as the bay of
Fundy, or, still more, to small bays, such as that
of Cancalc." -- The United States, being an independent
state, has the international
rights and is
under
the international
obligations
above described, in respect to the open sea which washes
its coast; but, being a federal Union, jurisdiction
and ownership
over these waters, as between its
constituent
members,
are regulated,
not by international law, but by the terms of that Union.
Thus it has been decided j that the article of the
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constitution
which describes the judicial power,
and extends it to cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction,
does not make a cession of territory
or of general
jurisdiction,
so as to vest in the
United States the shores of the seat, below lowwater mark, and that whatever soil below lowwater mark, within the ebb and flow of the tide,
is the subject
of exclusive
property
and ownership. belongs to the state within whose territory
it lies, subject to any lawful grants to that soil by
the state or sovereign
power which governed
its
territory before the declaration
of independence.
MassachusctLs,
for instance,
cxprc.ssly
asserts, 7
that, "The territorial limits of thiscommonwealth
extend one marine league from its seashore at lowwater mark.
When an inlet or arm of the sea
does not exceed two marine leagues in width, between its headlands,
a straight
line from one
headland
to the other is equivalent
to the shore
line.
The boundaries
of counties
bordering
on
the sea shall extend to the line of the state, as
above defined."
So the counties
and towns in
the state of New York which are bounded generally on Long Island sound, comprehcnda
within
their limits, for the purpose of ordinary
civil and
criminal jurisdiction,
the waters between their respective shores and the exterior water line of the
state.
Subject, then, to the paramount
right of
navigation,
the regulation
of which in relation to
foreign and inter-state commerce
has been granted
to the United States, each state owns * the beds of
all tide waters within its jurisdiction,
unless they
have been granted
away, and may appropriate
them, to be u-,_ by its citizens as a common for
taking
and cultivating
fish, if navigation
is not
thereby obstructed.
In like manner, the state owns
the tide waters themselves and the fish in them, so
far as they are capal)le of ownership
while running.
The right which the citizens of the state
thus acquire
is a property
right, and not a mere
privilege or immunity
of citizenship,
and a law of
a state, as Virginia,
prohibiting
citizens of other
states from planting oysters in the soil covered by
her tide waters, is neither
a regulation
of commeree nor a violation of any privilege or immunity of inter-state
citizenship.See Phillimore's
Camraerdariea
upor_ IJtternational
.Law, vol. i.,
chaps. 4--8, Philadelphia,
18,54 ; Kent's
Commentar/ca, 12th cd., vol. i., pp. 26-36; Twiss' The Law
of Nations (Time of Peace),
London
ed., 1861,
chap. 10; Woolsey's
Inlernationo_
Law, 5th ed.,
sees. 56-63; IIolland's
Jurisprudence,
pp. 297, 298;
1Twiss' Arts. ia Law _[agazine, 1877; g The Queen
vs. Keyn, 2 L. R., Ex. Div., pp. 63-0.240; s Lush.,
Adm., 295; * Wheaton's
International
Law, chap.
iv., sc_. 177-206 ; _ Hall's I T,.ternatior_al Law, pp.
104-130, Oxford,
1880; s United States vs. Bevans,
3 Wheaton,
336; 7 Ptlb. Stats. of M&_s., title 1,
chap. 1, see. 1, and title 6, chap. 22, sec. 1; 8 Mah/er vs. Transportation
Co., 35 N. Y. 352 ; 9 MeCready vs. Virginia,
94 U. S., 391 ; Territoria2
Waters Jurisdiction
Act, 1878, 41 and 42 Vict.,

T]ERRITORI]ES
(IN U. S. HISTORY). Before
the American revolution the thirteen colonies were
"terFitories"
of the British empire: that is, they
held much the same relation to the British empire
that tim present
territories
hold to the United
States.
They had many politicalprivileges:
they
had assemblies
of their own, which made their
local laws. laid their local taxes, and paid their
local officers; three of them until 1691, and two
of them thercafter,
elected their own governors
(see 5IASSACHUSETTS,
CONNECTICUT,
RHODE; ISLA._D); and in very many respects all of them were
self-governing
commonwealths.
But, whatever
the colonics may have thought
of the matter, in
the view of the mother country
these privileges
had their b:_sis in the continuing
will of tile British sovercignty.
The king had no right, thcoretically, to alienate permancntly
any of the prerogatives of the crown;
and when his judges
or his
parliament
advised hint that any of the privileges
which he had granted to tile colonies were abused,
or proved to be inherently
vicious, it was his duty
to revoke or alter them.
Even a "charter,"
in
this way of looking
at it, had no inherent
sanctity; it was no contract between king and people,
but a g'rant by the king of privileges whose permanence
was conditioned
on the advantage
of
their results to the mother country.
Connecticut
had the privilege
of electing
its own governors
down to the revolution;
but tile privilege had no
solider basis than in blassachusetts,
where it was
revoked in the charter
of 1691.
Of course the
colonies saw the matter differently.
(See REvoLUTm.'q.) But we are considering
now only the
view taken by the sovereignty
in both cases; and
from that point of view it is difficult to set, any
great difference between the status of the colonies
under the British
empire, and of'the
territories
under the United States.
Both had political privlieges, but in both the continuance
of the privileges was dependent
on the continuing
will of the
superior, and off the advantages
of the arrangement to the superior.
The history
of the territories of the United
States will, it is confidently
submitted,
show the infinite
superiority
of the
American
over the British colonial policy.
Indeed, its superiority
has become so apparent that
the British policy has of late years been radically
altered in the dil_ection of the American
poli('y.
--I.
ACQ_SITIO_;.
1. Under t]w Cobni¢s.
Six
of the colonies, _ew Hampshire,
Rhode Island,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Pennsylvania
and blaryland (see their names), had defined western boundaries;
the other seven, Massachusetts,
Connccticut, New York, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia, had none, unless we may
consider the Pacific oeeau, assigned in the charters
and grants of most of them, as a western boundary. There were some irregularities.
The boundaries of/'flew Hampshire
were always exceedingly
vague; and, though most of them were settled by
convention
with Massachusetts,
the New IIaml)-

cap. 73 ; Foreign
245-251.

shire authorities
asserted an indefinite claim to the
territory
to the west, to which l_ew York lol_g

PclaJions of _r. 8.,
J_,m_ FAmna_r,s

1878, pp.
Cokmr.
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opposed an equally indefinite
claim.
(See VE_t_fO_'T.) New York, as it came into the hands of
the English, consisted only of the strip of l_.nd on
both sides of the Hudson river, which the Dutch
had settled.
To the north and west of Albany
there was a vast extent of Indian territory,
whose
tribes had either been conquered
by the Dutch or
had made treaties with them.
New York, theref_re, claimed a sort of suzerainty
over it, without
any express grant
from the king.
The claim
was in effect recognized
by the king's proclamation of 1763, constituting
the province of Quebec,
and by the act of parliament
of 1774, defining its
boundaries:
ttmtworanthel_ound_trylinebctween
Canada (Quebec) and New York very much as at
present.
This really satisfied New York, and yet
that colony, perhaps to call attention
away from
the vagueness of its acknowledged
title, continued
to assert a much vaguer
claim to still farther
western territory.
]tla_sachusetts,
Connecticut,
Virginla,
and the colonies
to the south,
wcrc
bounded west by the Pacific ocean in their grants,
Virginia (see that state) asserted th'_t her northern
boundary ran northwest,
instead of west, so that
tier territory was continually
widening as it went
westward.
The boundaries
of Maryland
and of
the western part of Pennsylvania
conflicted with
Virginia's claim, but Virginia yielded in these respects, for the purpo_
of establishing
the rest of
her claim.
South Carolina had really been given
a western boundary
by the formation
of the coloay of Georgia, which cut off her further expansion to the west; but it was not yet known whether
Georgia covered tJle whole western
boundary
of
South Carolina, and the latter colony claimed that
a narrow strip along the northern
edge of its
former territory still remained.
If there was any
such strip it was not more than a dozen miles wide.
- The king's proclamation
of Oct. 7, 1763, after
constituting
the new provinces of Quebec and the
Floridas, declared
it to be his "royal
will and
ple_._ure," as to the territory
between
them, " to
reserve under our sovereignty,
protection
and dominion, for the use of the said Indians,
* _ _ all
the lands and territories
lying
to the westward
of thesources
of the rivers which fall into the sea
from the west and northwest."
This was clearly
the establishment
of a western boundaryfor
all the
colonies which had hitherto
had none; and the
ground of the establishment
was as clearly the
a.-.serted right and duty of the king to modify his
_ants and charters, when their results proved to
be injurious to the int_;rests of the empire.
The
light was always denied by the colonies, and their
r_'sistance to it was one of the most powerful
forces which led to the revolution;
and yet, curlouslyenough,
whenindependencewasestablished,
_his very proclamation
was asserted by the states
_ hich had original western boundaries
as a valid
a_,signment of a western boundary
for the others,
.---Virgi.'nia hardly showed an enterprise in assertn_g western cl_,ims commensurate
with their magnitude and importance.
The first Virginia
exptoring party crossed the Blue Ridge in 1666; but
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it was not until 1712, under Spotswood's
administration, that the country
beyond the mountains
was reduced to possession.
Before the middle of
the eighteenth
century,
settlements
had crossed
the mountain._.
The organizati_m
of the Ohio
company in 1748-9 was due to individual
Virginia
enWrprise;
but in the French
and Italian
war,
which followed
it (sec WAl_s, I.), Virginia
supported the company with her whole force.
The
place of the first struggles, though now in western
Pennsylvania,
wasthen supposed to bein Virginia.
:In 1774 Gov. Dunmore
led the Virginia
forces
against the Scioto indians, and compelled them to
make peace; but his motives
in the expedition
were strongly suspected
to be selfish.
The settlemcnt of Kentucky
(see that state) was also due to
individual
enterprise;
and its fornml
establishment as a Yirpdnia county
in 1776 was almost
forced on Virginia by George Rogers Clarke, a
Virginia surveyor
resident in Kentucky.
Clarke
at once l×,came the champion
of Virginia's
interest in the northwest.
In 1778-9 he led a Kentucky force into Illinois, and conquered
that tcrritory and Vincennes,
now in :Indiana; and the
whole was made the county of Illinois by the Virginia legislature.
But little attempt
was made
by Virginia
to incorporate
the conquest;
and at
the time of the first cession in 1784 it is improbable that
there was any Virginia
government
in Illinois. -- North Carolina
ac_ertcd her westera claims with more energy and succe_.
The
first assertion
was due to individual
enterprise.
The first settlement of Tennessee (see that state)
was by hunting
parties,
and by persons
who
had found the disturbed
state of North Carolina
under
the royal
governor
unpleasant.
In 1776
their settlements
were made "Washington
district"
of North Carolina;
and, as settlements
increased, other counties were formed.
After the
first session, in 1784, the Tennesseans
rew_ltcd, and
formed the state of Franklin,
or Frankland;
but
North Carolina revokcd hercession,and
suppresscd
the Franklin
rewflt.
The authority
of the slate
was thus established
from the Atlantic
to the
Mi._sissippi.-Other colonies dealt in nothing but
assertions.
None of them made any practical
effort to maintain their claim to territory
beyond
their present western boundary,
with two exccptions.
Connecticut
made a long but finally unsuccessful
attempt
to oust Pennsylvania
from a
part of her territor)" (see WYoxt1_o), and Massachusetts compromised
her claims to the territory
of New York.
(See I_'Ew YonK.)-2. Ulu/e_' tl_
CoT_federatiol_.
The essential
importance
of the
western territory
was as a bond for holding the
states together
during
and after the revolution.
The revolution
was undoubtedly
begun under g,
vague idea of separate state action in theory, with
a controlling
necessity for national action in practice; and tim articles of confederation
were carefully framed with the view of securing a_s much
of the former and as little of the latter as possible.
(See STATE SO'_"F-.REIONTY;CONPEDEltATION, AltTIC_ZS Ot_.) So strong was the particularist
feeling
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in the different states that they were only held
firmly together by the first flush of the war feeling; and as this influence relaxed, the tendency
to disintegration
grew more plainly evident.
At
first sight, the most powerful
opposing
force to

Delaware
and Maryland
refused to sign.
New
Jersey yielded first : her delegates signed the articles, Nov. 26, 1778, relying on " the candor and
justice of the several states " for cessions of their
claims.
The Delaware
delegate
signed Feb. 22,

this disintegrating
tendency
was the common
commercial
interest which
grew up throughout
the states (see FEDERAL PARTY); but tlle possession of the western territory was a more powerful,
though
more silent, force, for it reached
states
which the other
force did not touch.
If the
western territory was to be retained and utilized,
but two courseswereopen:
to allow all the states to
en_o'age in a general scramble for it, in which each
state shouhl secure as much of its claims as it could
enforce;
or to accept it as national
property,
defend it by national force, and govern it by national
authority.
To allow the national
bond to break
altogether,
through the default of the articles of
confederation,
would have had the former result;
and in this instance, as in others, the prejudices of
the people at last gave way to their common sense,
and they chose the latter.
But the process by
which they were brought
to this conclusion
made
up one of the vital is.sues of American
politics
from 1778 until 1784. -- In the beginning
congress
seems to have had no notion that the western lands
were national property.
Among its measures
to
raise an army, Sept. 16, 1776, it promised
grants
of lands to officers and soldiers, but was careful
to provide that the money necessary
"to procure
such lands"
should
be assessed upon the states
like other expenses.
Oct. 15, 1777, before the
articles
of confederation
were proposed to the
states, a motion was made in congress
to add a
provision
that congress
should be empowered
to
fix the western boundaries
of the claimant states,
and to divide the western territory
into independent states;
but only blaryland
voted
for it.
Clarke's expedition
to the Illinois countryin
1778,
and Virginia's
sudden
prospect of boundless
territorial wealth, threw the apple of discord among
the states.
Heretofore
the claimant
states had

1779, protesting
at the same time that his state was
justly entitled to a share in the territory
which
had been won " by the blood and treasure of all."
Maryland
was now the only obstacle, but it proved
for some time insuperable.
Dec. 15, 1778, that
state formally
instructed
her delegates
" not to
agree to the confederation,"
unless the ninth article should be amended
as she had desired;
and
the letter of instructions
demanded
that the western territory
" should be considered
as a common
property,
subject to be. parceled
out by congress
into free, convenient
and independent
governments, in such manner and at such times as the
wi._dom of that assembly
shall hereafter
direct."
This seems to have been the first official proposal
of that extension of the federal system which had
been first suggested
in 1777, probably
also by
blaryland,
and which has been the secret of the
success of the American policy. -- Maryland
held
out for three years; and during that time the articles hung fire.
At first her opposition threatened
to provoke an explosion,
for some of the clainmnt
states seem to have been willing to break up the
Union rather
than surrender
their claims.
Dec.
19, 1778, Virginia
formally offered to put the articles in force with any one or more states which
should ratify them as they stood, so that Maryland
at least would have been left out of the Union; and
Connecticut
agreed, April7, 1779. But Maryland
remained firm; and her firmness, and perhaps the
discovery that Virginia's
claim, if allowed in full,
would neutralize
those of the northern
states,
gradually
tmlmd the scale of opinion against Virginia.
Feb. 19, 1780, New York led the way by
empowering
her delegates
to agree to a western
boundary,
and relinquishing
all claims beyond.
The ceded territory
was to be held for the use of
"such of the United States as shall become mem-

been content to claim, without
taking active steps
to enforce their claims; and their extreme demand
had been only the negative provision
of the ninth
article of confederation,
that "no state shall be
deTn'/ved of territory
for the benefit of the United
States."
Ten of the states, all but New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland,
had already ratified the
articles;
but most of them had ordered their delegates to propose alterations
before signing.
When
the proposed
alterations
were considered
in congress, June 22-25, 1778, it was found that Maryland
proposed to alter the ninth article by empowering
congress
to fix the western boundaries
of the
claimant
states;
that Rhode
Island proposed
to
alter it by empowering
congress
to sell crown
lands within the states; and that New Jersey only
protested
against
the article as it stood, as unfair
to the non-claimant
states.
All amendments
were
voted down.
Eight of the states signed the arti¢,les, by their delegates,
July 9; North Carolina,
Jul!V 21; and Georgia, July 24. New Je,raey_

bers of the federal alliance,"
and for no other putpose.
By this _'ew York really gave up nothing,
and gained a certain instead of a doubtful boundary.
But the precedent
was a promising one, and
congress
used it to pass a resolution,
Sept. 6,
1780, "earnestly
recommending"
the other claimant states to follow New
York's example,
and
"earnestly
requesting"
Maryland
to ratify and
sign the articles.
This was followed, Oct. 10, by
another resolution,
in which congress commitwd
itself to Maryland's
proposed
extension
of the
federal system, promising
that the territory ccd('d
should
be "formed
into distinct
republican
states,
which
should
become
members
of the
federal Union, and have the same rights of severeighty,
freedom
and independence
as the other
states." From this line of policy congresa has never
swerved,
and it has been more successful
than
stamp acts o¢ Boston port bills in building up an
empire, -- In October, 1780, Conlm_icut
offered to
¢_te_clah_,r_gatxactalo_LakeF_ric.
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Jan. 2, 178"1, while Arnold was ravaging Virginia,
that state offered to cede her claims northwest
of
the Ohio, on condition that congress would gustantee her possession of Kentucky
and the larger
part of Tennessee.
Neither of these offers was
accepted by con_,n'ess, but the prospect was so encouraging,
that Maryland
at once empowered
her
d(.legates to sign the articles,
and they
did so,
March 1, 1781.
On the same day the New York
delegates assented to the western boundary
of the
state, on condition
that tbe same guarantee
should
be given to New York as to any other state.
Thus
the articles of confederation
went into force without any real settlement
of the territorial
question,
for the only cession likely to be accepted
had
amounted
to nothing. -- Oct. 30, 1779, congress
had pa_gsed a resolution,
ag_linst the votgs of Virginia and North
Carolina,
recommending
Virginia to close her land office and forbear
issuing
]and warrants
until the end of the war.
Oct. 29,
1782, the persistent
)Iaryland
delegates
moved
that the cession of New York be accepted
by
congress, and the motion was carried against the
vote of Virginia, North and South Carolina being
divided, and Massachusetts
having but one delegateand no vote.
The purpose of this actionwas
to got a fulcrum from which to opexate on the
¢:laim of Vir_nia,
and it was effective.
The
,-laim of New York to her own territory
west of
Albany was derived from her supremacy
over the
" Six Nations";
and this was now recognized
by
all the states.
But the Six Nations had always
asserted a general right by conquest to all the territorywest
of New York, Pennsylvania,
Virginia
and North Carolina.
If this also were admitted,
it also had passed to New York, and had been
ceded by New York to con_oTess; and the whole
western territory was already
national property,
without the formality
of a c(_sion by Virginia or
any other state.
May 1, 1782, a committee
had
made an elaborate report to congress.
It upheld
the claim of New York to its full extant; considered the jurisdiction
of the whole western territory, including
Virginia's
claim, to be already
vested in congress
by New York's cession of it;
and recommended
Virginia
to make a new and
full cession.
Consideration
of the report was
postponed,
but it was evidently
high time for
Virginia
to cede the northwest
territory
ab_qoIutcly and gracefully,
if she desired
to save
Kentucky
and her land warrants
there. --The
act of cession was pa_ed
by the Virginia
legi_4_ture, Oct. 20, 1783, and the deed was exceuted
by her delegates
in congTess, March 1,
1784. Under the circumstances,
the terms accordcd to the state were sufficiently liberal; the land
titles of Virginia
settlers were to hold good; the
cxpense.s of the sta_ in conquering
the territory
were to be repaid to her; 150,000 acres were reserved for Clarke and his troops; and any deftciencyin Virginia land warrants
in Kentucky
and
Tennessee was to be made good in the northwest
territory.
The ceded territory was to be organized according
to the federal policy which con-
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gress had outlined in October, 1780.
A supplementary act of cession was presented in congress,
Dec. 30, 1788; but this was only to conform the
original act to the terms of the ordinance
of 1787.
Virginia's
cession was complete
in 1784. -- Massachusetts
made an unqualified
cession of her
claizrLq west of Niagara
river, April 19, 1785. in
accordance
with au act of the legislature
of Nov.
13, 1784. --Congress
had not as yet accepted
Connecticut's proffered ces._ion, on account of the rescrvation of a tract extending
from the Pennsylvani't line 120 miles westward.
But Connecticut
had loyally accepted the award of con,oTess against
her in the case of Wyoming
(see that title); and
congress
at last accepted
her cession, May 26,
1786.
April 28, 1800, an act of congress authorized the president to deed to Connecticut
the title
to this "western
reserve," on condition
that Conneetieut should surrender
all claim to its jurisdic.
tion, and abandon any claim to the territory within the limits of New York; and the state fulfilled
the conditions,
M'ty 30.--Aug.
9, 1787, South
Carolina
made
an unqualified
cession of her
claims west of a line from the head of Tugaloo
river to the North Carolina boundary.
The actual
cession was a strip of land about twelve miles
wide.
That portion of it which is now a part of
Georgia was transferred
to that state in part return for its cession in 180_. -- The South Carolina
cession closed the formal record of acquisitions
of territory
under the confederation;
but there
were two more cessions,
which, though
made
under the constitution,
were only belated completions of confederation
arrangements.
North
Carolina
ceded Tennessee
in 1784; but, before
congress
could meet, and accept the ce._qion, it
was revoked on account of the anger it cxcited in
Tennessee.
Five years later, this feeling had disappeared.
In December, 1789, the North Carolina
legislature
made another
cession of Tennessee,
which was accepted
by act of congress of April
2, 1790.
The North Carolina .titles and military
land warrants were to hold good, and the territory
was to be organized as the northwest territory had
been, "provided
always, tlmt no regulations
made
or to be made by congTessshall
tend to emancipate
slaves."-Most difficulty was met in the case of
the claims of Georgia, covering the present states
of Alabama and MississiplJi, north of parallel 31 °
and south of the South Carolina cession.
It had
been claimed by South Carolina, because theoriginal grant to the Carolina proprietors
covered the
territol 5,between
parallels 31 ° and 36 ° west to the
South seas.
But the proprietors
had transferred
their rights to the king; the king had formed the
colony of Georgia in 1732, and given to it the territory between
the Allamaha
river and the most
northern
part of the Savannah,
westward
to the
South seas; and his proclamation
of 1763 had annexed to Georgia the territory
between the Altamaha and the St. Mary rivers.
In 1787 the two
states made a treaty at Beaufort,
by which South
Carolina obtained the territory afterward _ded by
her, and Georgia the rest. Georgia took no steps
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to cede her share to the United
States, but made
preparations to reduce it to possession.
(seeYxzoo
Fl_UDS.)
April 7, 1798, an act of congress organized the territory of Mississippi (see that state), but
it covered less than half of the present extent of the
state.
Its southern boundary was parallel 31; its
northern boundary a line due east from the mouth
of the Yazoo to the Chattahoochie.
This territory
had been annexed
by the king to West Florida,
and was claimed by the congress of the confederation as common property under the treaty of peace
in 1783.
Feb. 1, 1788, Georgia had passed an act
ceding this part of the territory
to the United
States, on condition of being guaranteed the rest
of her claims.
This congTess refused to do, July
15, 1788, and the cession fell through.
Spain, by
the treaty of 1795 (see ANNEXATIONS, I.), abandosed
all claim to this part of the territory,
and
the act of 1798 proceeded to organize it into a territory, in spite of Georgia's claims to it ; but the
same act authorized
the appointment
of commissioners to treat with Georgia for all her western
claims.
Madison, Gallatin
and Lincoln were appointed
commissioners
; and the act of May 10,
1800, gave them full power to treat, provided
that
no money was to be paid by the United States except out of the i)rocceds of the lands ceded.
April
24, 1802, the commissioners
agreed upon an arrangement
by which Georgia w0_s to cede all her
western claims, and receive in return the proceeds
of not more than 5,000,(100 acres, or $1,250,000.
Previous
titles were to hold good: and slavery was
not to be prohibited
in the new territory.
The
agreement
was confirmed
by the Georgia act of
June 16, 1802, and the act of congress of March
3, 1803; and the ceded territory was added to Mississippi territory by act of March 27, 1804. A provision in the cession for the extinguishing
of Indian
titles in Georgia by the Uniled
States gave some
further trouble.
(See CHEaOKEE CXSE.)-- 3. _der the Constitutkm.
This branch of the subject
is treated as a separate
article : ANNEXATIONS. -4. Right of Aeq_t_vitkm.
It must be evident that
there was an essential
distinction
between
the

prepared to vindicate
its right to existence and
respect against all comers.
And, on the other
hand, if we do not recognize the United States as
a nation, it is altogether impossible to locate any
basis for the right to acquire, hold or organize the
territories.
Under the confederation,
congress
had no right to exercise any power not expre_ly
granted to it; and the power to acquire, hold and
organize territories is conspicuous
by its absence.
"All this has been done," says the "Federalist,"
"and done without the least color of constitutional
authority."
Under the constitution,
congres_w_%
it is trne, empowered to "dispose
of and make all
needful rules and regulations
respecting the territory belonging
to the United States." (Art. IV.,
§ 8); hut all respectable
authorities agree that this
provision referred only to the territory then(1787-8)
"belonging
to the United States,"
and gave no
power to make future acquisitions.
It might fairly
be argued, that, when new acquisitions
were made,
the power ahove stated applied to them, as then
" belonging to the United States ;" but the power
to acquire is not there.
It is the inherent characteristic of a sovereig-nty,
as it is of the individual
person, and in neither case requires a permit by
charter.
It is clearly stated in a resolution
prw
posed by the Maryland
delegates,
Sept. 13, 1783,
that " the United States are vested, as one undivided and independent
nation, with all and every
power and right exercised
hy the king of Great
Britain
over the said territory;"
though
only
Maryland
and New Jersey voted for it. There is
but one way to evade this conclusion,
by the supposition of a temporary
suspension
or informed
alteration
of the organic law.
Some such idea is
advanced
by Judge
Taney,
in his Dred Scott
opinion, when he holds that the states had a right
to accept a "ces._ion of territory
for their common
benefit, which all of them assented
to;" and by
Jefferson (see A._EXXTmXS,
I.), in supposing that
his unconstitutional
acquisition of Louisiana could
be condoned by general popular acquiescence.
But
neither
of these will do.
The former
lacks the
essentialconfirnmtion
of the facts in thecase.
The

acquisitions
of territory
under the confederation
and under the constitution.
In the former case,
the so-called
"acquisitions"
were not really acquisitions
at all, and Maryland's
position
was
correct.
The territory
in question
had been conquered
by national
force, and the nation's
title
to it had been recognized
by the international
recognition
of its boundaries.
The "acquisitions" were merely
the removal
of the cloud
on the title which came from the troublesome
claims of the states.
Under the constitution,
the
acquisitions
were real acquisitions
of originally
foreign soil. --But,
in either cast,, the mere holding and organization
of the territory
into inchoate
states is fatal to the notion of an absolute sovereigmy in the states.
Wc may call the nation any
question-begging
name we will, federal
alliance,
confederacy,
or what not : but it is a nation if it
can hold and organize
territories,
and in due
process of time and increase of strength it will be

dates on which the cessions were accepted by congress have been given above, and a reference to
the journals
of congTcss under those dates will
show the reader that there was not one cession to
which
"all of the states"
assented.
The Sew
York
cession was accepted
against
the vote of
Virginia,
with two states divided;
the Vir_ma
cession against the vote of New Jersey, with Soulh
Carolina divided;
the Massachusetts
cession with
New York divided,
,i,'d the Connecticut
cessio_a
against
the vote of Maryland,
with four state<
divided.
The only doubtful
one is the unimportant
cession of South
Carolina,
as to which
there is no record of the vote.
Thus, the variouq
cessions a',,re not accepted
by a unanimous
ag_ecment of sovereign
state.% but by an actual, timugh
hardly recognized,
national power.
Judge Taney
was bound to imply unanimity,
but his conelusi_m
falls with his tnnuendo.
Jefferson's
viewisa
rav_k
distortion
of the national idea, disguised
as ultra
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democracy;
and it shows the proneness of man to
dress in familiar garments, and re-baptize with a
more welcome name, an unwelcome fact to which
lie can no longer shut his eyes.
Jefferson would
have been the first to reject the notion that a
slrong popular majority, regardless of state lines,
can rightfully
set s_side, even for a time, tile organic law; yet here he extends the idea to a permanent alteration,
rather
than countenance
the
idea of a national
power in internal affairs.
Tllc
truth seems to be, that, without
the recognition
of such a power, the acutest man must be puzzled to explain the right to acquire territory;
and
that the acquisition
of territory
is itself the bohle_[ exercise and assertion
of national
power.]I.
OR(;A-NIZATION OF TERRITORrES.
The organization
of the territories
of the United Statcs
has a double object: to provide for good governmcnt while the population
is sparse; arid to encourage
their development
into self-governing
commonwea]ths,
and their incorporation
into the
federal system, as rapidly as po._sible.
This latter
ix)int is the peculiar featureof
the American
col(,nial system. -- Tbe organization
of the territory
n(_rthwestof the Ohio, from which havc sincc been
formed the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, )Iichigan and Wisconsin,
has been considered elscwhcre,
(8('e ORDINANCE OF 1787.)
It is sufficient tO say
h(,re that the government
was at first vcst(_d in a
governor and judges, apl)ointed
by congress until
1789, and by the president
thercaflcr;
that they
were empowered
to form a code of laws for the
territory,
by selection
from suite statutes;
that
congress retained
a negative
on their acts; but
that, when there should be 5,000 male inhabitants
in the territory,
they should have a lcgisla_ure of
their own, congress still retaining the veto power,
F_r a long time, a territory with a complete legislatule wa.s called a territory
of the first cl_s, and
others territories
of the s(_ond class.
There are
now only territories
of the first class, and two mlorganized territories
(Indian territory and Alaska).
-- For the territories within the original limits of
the United States, the ordinance of 1787 was the
mo(h.l.
As the successive territories
were carved
out of the northwest
territory,
the fundamental
l)rovisi_n of the org'anizing
act was that " there
._halt be established
within the said territory
a
g(Jvermucnt
in all respects
similar
to that proid,,(l by the ordinance
of'congress,
passed on
the 13th day of July, 1787, for tile government
of
the territory
of the United States northwest
of
thc_river Ohio, and thcinhabitants
thereof sball be
('l_titlcd to and enjoy all and singmlar the rights,
privileges and advantages
granted and secured to
the people by the said ordinance."
The organizing act for Wisconsin,
in 1886, was tile first of
these which was very ehtborate.
In the cases of
Tennessee and Mississippi,
south of tile Ohio, the
organizing acts were like the corresponding
acts
fc)r northern territories,
excepting
that section of
the ordinance of 1787 which forbade slavery;
but
in the organization
of Alabama,
in 1817, the
ordinance of 1787 is not referred to, unless it is
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included
in the provision that all laws then in
force in the territory of Mississippi should remain in force until otherwise provided
by law. -In tlle organization
of the territories
acquired
under the constitution,
and hence beyond the
original limits of the United States, it has been
necessary
to follow a more elaborate _heme
of
organization
than that of the original territories.
The first act in relation to Louisiana,
in 1803, was
simple enough.
It merely empowered
the president to appoint
all civil, military
and judicial
officers of the new territory,
to define their duties, and to support
them with the army and
navy of the United
States.
It was in effect
the establishment
of u military
despotism
over
Louisiana,
_md may suffice as an exsmpl( _ of the
extent to which the sovereign powcr of the Unitc_l
States over the territories
might go, if a wiser
policy were not the rule.
In this case the despotism was only intended
to be temporary;
and in
the following
year the territory was properly organized.
Asthiswas
themodel regularly followed
afterward,
it may be as well to itemiz(_ it. 1.
Thegovcrnor
was to be al)pointed by the president
for three years, to be the executive,
to pardon
offenses against territorial
hws, and to reprieve
offenders against laws of the United States until
the president could act.
2. The secretary was to
be appointed
for four )'ears, to record territorial
acts, and to send copies of the governor's
acts to
tile president every six months.
3. The governor
and a legislative
council of thirteen
members,
appointed
annually
by the president,
made up
the territorial
legislature;
and its acts were to
be sent by the governor
to congrc_% through
the
president,
and, if vetoed by congress, were to be
voi(l. 4. The judges wcrc to be appointed
for four
)'ears (_ee Ji'l)ICr._l_Y, VI.); but trial by jury,
h_lbea.,¢co_7_u_, the privilege ,if bail, ,_nd moderate
and usual punisimaents
were ._ecured to the penple.
5. Sl)eeified laws of the United States were
dcclared to be i_l force in tim new territory.
This
was really a territory of the second class. Wben
Missouri was formed in 1812, it was as a territory
of the first class.
Its legislature
consisted
of a
governor, a legishtivecouncil,
and a housc of reprcsentatives.
The representatives
were to beelecte(1 by the people; they were tomuninate
eighteen
persons, and out of these the president
was to appoint the legislative council of nine.
In all c'_s
the territory
was to elect a delegate to congress,
who was to have the privilege
of debate, but not
of voting.
(Sec ttOUSE OF REPKESE._TATIVES.)
In sc_ond-class
territories
the delegate was rcgularly chosen
by the legislature
; in first-class
territories, by the people.
In minor points, as in
the term of office-holding,
boundaries,
etc., there
were constant
variations;
but the general system
has been as above. --It will easily be understood
that such a system exerts, from the bc,..dnning of
population,
a steady pressure toward the exercise
of political power by the people; and that it is so
self-governing
in its action that it can correct the
dangers of early border lawlessness,
while it gives
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more aud stUl more power to the people as the population becomes fixed and settled.
At the same
time the land system of the territories, next to be
referred to, has been steadily operating to increase,
fix and settle the population.
The two, working
together, inevitably result in the natural and sirepie development
of states.
In this manner nineteen territories
have been transformed
gradually
into states. A list of the ratifications or admissions
of the thirty-eight
states (1883) is elsewhere
given,
(See
CONSTITUTION, I.) Of these, the first thirteen
were original
states.
Of tho remaining
twentyfive, four were formed out of other states, Vetmont, Maine. Kentucky
and West Virginia;
one,
California,
was admitted
as a state before it was
possible to organize it as a territory;
one, Texas,
was annexed as a star e; and the remaining nineteen
are the fruits of the territorial
system.
In the
process of transformation,
it has been usual, since
the admission
of Ohio, that congress should pass
an " enabling at, t," authorizing
the people of the
territory
to form a state government;
but this has
not been regarded
as a s/he qua _wn, since the absolute power of congress
to admit or reject the
state is a sufficient
safeguard.
(See FLORIDA,
IOWA, KA_'SAS, MXC_rrOAN.)--There
are now,
(1883) eight organized
territories,
all of the first
class, Arizona,
Dakota,
Idaho,
Montana,
New
Mexico, Utah, Washington
and Wyoming;
two
unorganized
territories,
Indian territory
and Alasks; and the district containing
the national capital,
the District
of Columbia,
governed
directly
by
congress
or its agents.
(see the names of these
territories.)
All of the organized
territories
are
inchoate states; Dakota
has already
applied for
admission;
and, unless peculiar
circumstances
interfere in the case of Utah (see Mol_Mo_s), it will
probably
not be long before the United
States
will have no organized
territories. -- It is impossible within reasonable
limits, to give the historical geography
of the territories,
for the changes
in their boundaries
and areas have been very numerotLs.
For these the reader is referred
to the
map prefixed
to the second volume of Hough's
work, cited below, and to the analysis
in Walkcr's statistical
atlas of the United
States.--III.
LAND SYSTEM. (See PCBLIC LA_DS.)--IV'.
SLAV_RY _N THE TERRITORIES.
The prohibition
of slaver3" in the northwest
territory
is elsewhere
given (see ()RDINAI_C_- OI_ 1787); it held
good in spite of efforts to evade or abrogate
it.
(See I_DIA.'_A, II,LINOIS, SLAVERY.) In organizing Tennessee
and Mississippi
territories,
it was
provided that the article of the ordinance
prohibiting slavery should not be enforced;
and in organizing Alabama
the same thing was done in effect
by continuing
the laws of Mississippi
territory,
ZNo act of congress
ever established
slavery in a
territory.
In the new acquisitions,
in Louisiana
and Florida,
the territorial
organizing
act practically allowed slavery by continuing former
laws;
and the same thing was done in Missouri and
Arkansas
by continuing
the former
laws
of
Louisiana
and Missouri.
The struggle
of 1820

(see ComeROmSms,
IV.) ended the extetmion of
slavery
by this system, and established
a line
north of which slavery was prohibited.
For further security, all the privileges of the ordinance
of 1787 were guaranteed to the people of Oregon
territory in 1848; and the same thing was done in
effect with Iowa territory in 1838, and Minnesota
territory
in 1849, by guaranteeing
to them the
privileges of Wisconsin
territory, which came under the ordinance.
No such provision was in tile
Kansas-Nebraska
act (see that title) in 1854. -- Tile
acquisition
of new territory from Mexico brought
up a new series of difficulties.
(See WILMOT
I_ROVISO.) California took care of herself by coming in as a free state. Utah and New Mexico were
organized without mention of slavery;
but, when
their territorial
le#slatures
passed laws practically
recognizing
slavery., it was not po_ible
to unite
both houses of congress in vetoing them, and they
held good.
Nevertheless,
when the territories of
Nevada,
Colorado
and Dakota
were organized,
during
the early months
of 1861, there was no
mention
of slavery
therein,
and the system of
slavery had the benefit of the decision in the Drcd
Scott ease.
(See that title.)
Finally, in 1862 (sec
WILmOT Paovrso),
slavery was abolished
in all
territories
then held or to be acquired. -- See (I.)
Poore's Federal and State Conaitutions;
1report of
Regent*on the Bou,_lariesofNew
York; authorities
under the states named; (2) the leading authority
under this section is H. B. Adams'
Maryland's
Illfluence in Founding
a National
Commonwealth;
other authorities
are the Journals of Congress under the dates named ; Land Laws of OLe United
States (1828); the authorities
given in Adams'
notes; Perkins' Annals of the West (1846); Burner's
Notes o_ the Northwest
Territory
(1847); Barber
and Howe's ttisto_7I of the Wester_ States (1853);
Dillon's ttistqryoflndgana
(1859); Hildrcth's_',rly Hi,tory of the Northwest (1864); Blanchard's
Di,*.
coveryoftheNorthwest(1880);
Towle'slli,tO_Tlofthe
Canstitution,
350; 1 Bancroft's
lllstory of the C,mtilution, 168 ; 1 Curtis' H£,tory of the Constitutiot_,
291 ; St. Clair Papers (1882); 1 Star. at JLal:qe, 106.
549(actsof
April2, 1790, andApri17,
1798); 2lb.,
56, 69, 229, 305 (actsof Apri128,1800,
May10,1800,
March 3, 1803, and March 27, 1804); the cession._,
etc., are also given in 1 Star. at Large (Biorcn and
Duane's edit.)
(II.) See authorities
under OnvI_'ANC_. of 1787 ; the organizing
acts in Star, at
Large, as given among the authorities
under stat('_
and territories named; 2 Hough's Amel_cal* (',/_,
stitutions (map); Walker's
,StaZistieal Atlas of t],'
United States. (III.) See table 4 in 1 Star. at La_:q_,
a list of acts of congress in regard to public land:,
until 1845; Cutts' Constitutio_ial
and Party Q_l,._t_ns, 161(senator
Douglas' description
of the land
system and its operations);
Porter's
West in 1880.
585; Report of the Commissiorwr of the Land Off r:,
(1875); Johns Hopkins
University Studies in pdit/
eal Seance, particularly
No. 3, Shaw's Local Go:'ernraent it* Illinois.
(IV.) See authorities
under
the states and other articles referred to.
Ax_:_D_
Jo_STO_'.

TEXAS.
TEXAS,
a s_te
the only one which

of the American Union, and
was, before its admission,
an

ary of Texas was
1819 with Spain.

9_1
fixed by the Florida treaty of
(The line will be found under

independent
state, with powers to make war,
peace and treaties, send and receive ambassadors,
(,tc. It was at first a part of New Slmin, orMexico,
the American
claim upon it having been abandoned by the Florida treaty with Spain in 1819
(,ee AX_,'XXATIO.'_S,II.); and it participated in the
,_ucccssful revolt against Spanish authority.
Jan.
31, 1824, Mexico framed a federal constitution,
which went into force Oct. 4. Its fundamental
idea was like that of the United States, except
that it established
the Roman Catholic as tbe state
(.hnrch, and forbade the use of any other form of
worship.
March 11, 1827, the "state of Coahuila
and Texas" framed a state constitution,
patterned
_ffter that Of the nation
in every respect, except
its 13th article,
as follows.
"In
this state no
person shall be born a slave after this constitution is published
in the capital of each district,

A2C_EXATmXS, II.)
This line was confirmed by
treaty of Jan. 12, 1828, with Mexico, and April
25, 1838, with Texas.
ThesoutheasterrLboundary
was natural, the gulf of Mexico.
The northwestern and western boundary was a matter of far
more difficulty.
Volumes
have been written to
prove that Texas. under the French Louisiana
claim, to which the United States succeeded
in
1803, and wltich the United States abandoned
in
1819, extended westward to the Rio Grande; and
that its rcannexation,
in 1845, should (:over the
same territory.
All this ar&mment seems needless.
After the establishment
of the republic of
Mexico, the western boundary
of Texas was entirely a matter
of internal
decision
in Mexico.
The " state of Coahuila and Texas" extended
to
the Rio Grande; but the national existence of Texas was as nmch a secession from Coahuila as from

and six months thereafter,
neither will the introduction of slaves be permitted
under any pretext."
--American
adventurers
lind already
begun to
enter the more thinly populated
district of Texas,
pretending
to be good Catholics, and paying little
attention to the abolition of slavery.
April 1-13,
1833, in convention
at San Felipe, they formed a
new state constitution,
more closely American
in
design, introducing
trial by jury, universal
suffrage, anti the right of petition;
but it was never
recognized
by the central
government.
When
Santa Anna's new Mexican government,
Jan. 31,
1835, undertook
to abolish the state governments
and transform
them
into departments,
as in
France, Texas rebelled.
A convention
at Austin,
Oct. 17- Nov. 13, 183;5, framed a provisional
geeernment, and adjourned
to Washington,
March 1,
1836. On the next day after reassembling,
it made
a declaration of independence,
on the ground that
S,rata Anna had overthrown
the Mexican government and established
a military despetism,
and
that the compact between
Texas and Mexico had
thus been broken.
(See SECESSIOn', II.)
Before
its final adjournment,
March 17, it had framed a
('on_titution for the republic of Texas.
The house
of representatives
was to be chosen annually,
and
the ._enate for three years; and the president was
to be chosen by popular vote for three years, but
wa_ not immediately
re-eligible.
"All persons of
color, who were slaves for life previous to their
emigration
to Texas, and who are now held in
bondage, shall remain
in the like state of servitudl."
Congress could pass no laws to free slaves,
,r preventimmigrants
from bringing them into the
r('public.
Free negroes were not to be allowed to
hi'come or remain
inhabitants;
and slaveholders
could not free slaves, unless with the consent of
('(regress, and on condition
of sending the freed_uen out of the republic.
Under this constitution
Texas maintained
her independence,
which was
recognized
by the various
commercial
nations,
l'he story of her annexation
to the United States
is elsewhere told.
(See Am_EXXTmUS, III.)-BoV_'D_a
The ea_ra
and northern bound-

Mexico, and the western boundary
of the rcpublic of Texas never extended
beyond the Nueces
river.
It is true that the Texan congress, Dec. 19,
1836, defined the western boundary
of the republic as the Rio Grande to its head, and thence due
north to latitude42 °, about the latitude of Boston.
But such a paper declaration,
whctherit
extended
to the Nueces, the Rio Grande or the isthmus of
Panama, was evidently of no force unless successfully supported
by arnis.
It was so supported,
and the authority
of Texas was extended tip to
the Nueces,
but never beyond; and the effort to
carry Texas jurisdiction
beyond, the Mier cxpedition, was a pronounced
failure.
Nevertheless,
President
Polk, in 1846, assumed
authority
to
order the American
forces into the disputed
territory,
and thus brought
on the Mexican
war.
(See WARS, V.)
At the end of the war the fedoral government
was in a most embarrassing
posttion.
To acknowledge
the full claims of Texas
would have been to add to her enormous territory
the present territot T of Arizona, and a large part
of Kansas
and Colorado;
to deny them would
have been a confession
that the whole nominal
cause of the war was fraudulent.
Feb. 11, 1850.
Texas formally reaffirmed
her boundary
of 1838.
Sept. 9 (see Co._e]tomsEs,
V.), congress proposed
the following
northern and western boundary
for
Texas. latitude 36 ° 30' from lon_tude
100 ° west
to longitude
103 ° west; thence due south to latirude 32_; thence due west to the Rio Grande, and
down that river to the gulf of Mexico.
Texas was
to cede all claims outside of the boundary
to the
United States, and the United States to pay to
Texas $10,000,000 in 5 per cent. bonds, to run
fourteen years.
Texas accepted
the proposition,
Nov. 25, and the boundary
was settled.The
joint resolution
of March 1, 1845, consenting
to
the annexation
of Texas, stipulated
that "new
states, of convenient
size, not exceeding
four in
number, in addition
to the _id state of Texas,
and having sufficient population,
may hereafter,
by the consent of said state, be formed out of the
territo_-y thereof."
Such consent was given by the
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convention
of 1866, but was not made use of by
congress at the time.
It is now practically
irapossible to obtain anysuch
consent fromthestate;
and its size must remain undiminished
until the
development
of separate interests within it shall
produce
a division
naturally.
-- CONSTITUTIONS.
The first constitution
of the state was framed by
the convention
at Austin, July 4 -Aug.
27, 1845,
which on its first (lay accepted the proposition
of
annexation
made by the United States.
Thesenate
was to be chosen for four years, by districts;
and
the representatives,
chosen for two years, were
apportioned
to the counties
according to population.
The governor was to be chosen by popular
vote, to serve two years, but not to be eligible
more than two terms in succe_ion.
The capital
was to be Austin until 1850, and was then to be
fixed by popular
vote.
Judges
of the supreme
court were to be appointed for six years, removable
on address of two-thirdsof
each house. The slavery
provisions of 1835 were retained;
but trial by jury
wasreservedtoslavesaccusedofcrimesofahigher
grade than petit larceny.
The constitution
was
ratified by popular vote Oct. 13, and the state was
admitted
by joint re_lution
of Dec. 29, 1845. The
first legislature
met Feb. 16, 1846, and the governor was inaugurated
three days after.
Popular
vote in 1850 fixed the capital at Austin, whereit
has since remained. _A
convention
at Austin,
Feb. 10- April 2, 1866, amended
the constitution
by substituting
for the slavery provisions
an abolition of slavery.
"African
slavery, as it heretofore existed, having been terminated
within this
state by tile government
of the United States by
force of arms, and its re-establishment
being prohibited by the amendment
to the constitution
of
the United States."
By ordinances
the rebel War
debt was repudiated,
and the legislature
was forbidden to a.s,sume or pay any part of it; the ordinance of secession was declared
null and void,
and " tile right of secession,
heretofore
claimed
by the state of Texas,
distinctly
renounced";
and consent
was given to the division
of the
state.
The action
of the convention
was ratifled by a light popular
vote, June
25.-- A reconstruction
convention
at Austin, June 1 - Aug.
31, Dec. 7, 1868-Feb.
6, 1869, framed
a state
constitution,
which was ratified by popular
vote
Nov. 30-Dec.
3, 1869.
Its first section declared
its purpose
to be "that
the heresies of nullifiestion and secession, which have brought the country to grief, may be eliminated
from future political discussion";
and to this end it declared
the constitution
of the United
States, and laws
and treaties
made and to be made in plLrsuance
thereof,
to be the supreme
law.
It abolishcd
slavery, and forbade
the importation
of coolies;
gave the right of suffrage to males over twentyone, on one year's residence;
made the number of
representatives
ninety,
and of senators
thirty,
both to be chosen by districts;
extended
the term
of the governor
to four years, of supreme court
judges
to nine years, and of district
judges
to
eight years.
Persons disqualified
to hold oflteeby

the 14th amendment
were disfranchised.
The or.
dinance of secession and the rebel war debt were
declared null and void from the beginning.
The
state was readmitted to representation
by act of
March 30, 1870, on the fundamental
condition that
tim constitution
shouht never be so amended as to
deprive any class of citizens of the right of suffrage, oftheright
tohold office, orof school rights,
as there secured. -- The present constitution
"ass
framed by a convention
at Austin,
Sept. 6- Nov.
24, 1875, and ratified
by popular
vote, Feb. 17,
1876.
Its principal changes were the substitution
for the first section of a declaration
that " Texas
is a free and indepen(lent
state, subject only to the
constitution
of the United States";
the changeof
numbers
to ninety-three
in the house and thirtyone in the senate; the reduction
of th6 governor's
term to two years: and the provision
of separate
schools for whiteand
coloredehildren,
butwith
impartial
privileges to both. -- C*OVERNORS. J.P.
IIenderson,
1846-7; Gee. T. Wood, 1847-9, P. H.
Bell, 1849-53; Edward
M. Pease, 1853-7; II. G.
Runnels, 1857-9; Sam IIouston,
1859-61; Francis
B. Lubbock,
1861-3 Pendleton
Murray,
186,%5:
A.J.
Hamilton,
military governor,
1865-6; J. W.
Throckmorton.
1866-7;Edward
M.Pea._e, 1867-70;
Edmund J. Davis, 1870-74: Richard Coke, 1874-6;
Richard
tIubbard,
1876-9 ; Oram
M. Roberts,
1879-83.--POLITICAL
HISTORY.
Until the close
of tile rebellion, there was never any real oppo.qtion to the democratic
partyin
the state.
All the
governors,
eon_essmen,
United
States senat,r,
and stale officers were democrats.
In 18.36 the
popular vote for the Fillmore
electors reached 33
per cent. of tile whole ; with this exception the
democratic
popular
vote in presidential
elections
was always
during this period over 70 per cent
of the whole.
Even in local politics the extent of
the state's territory was an insurmountal)le
ol)st:_cle to the rise of any real politicalinterest.
Even
in 1861 there was very little political contett. The
opposition
to the dominant
secession
party w;_
merely a variety of secession feeling.
It wa._ r('presented
by the governor,
Houston,
and d(,.-ircd
mainly the return of Texasto
the position of an independent
republic, and fresh acquisition
of territory on the side of Mexico.
With Ibis designthe
governor
for some time refused to summon a stwcial session of the legislature
for tile purpose of
calling a convention.
The confedcrate
statc¢ party then issued a private
call for a convenlion, to
meet Jan.28, 1861; the governor,yielded,
m_d _ummoned the legislature
for Jan. 21; and that body
legitimatized
the convention,
stipulating
theft any
ordinance
of secession
should
be submitted to
popular
vote.
The ordinance
of secession wa,
passed,
Feb. 1, by a vote of 166 to 7, ratifi,'d
by a popular
vote of 34,794 to 11,235, Feb. 23,
and went into effect March 2. TILe convention,
March
20, declared
the seat of Gov. tie u_wn
vacant.
March 28, the constitution
of the confcderate states was ratified.-Until 1863 there wa.- a
steady influx of slaves from other southern states;
after July 4, 1868, Texas and Louisiana were
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isolated from the rest of the confederacy
by the
opening of the Mississippi.
The close of the rebellion found Texas with an increased
black and a
decreased white population.
June 17, 1865. A.J.
tIamilton was appointed
military
governor,
and
under his control the convention
of 1866was held
and the revised constitution
adopted.
The "conservative," or democratic,
party nominated
Gee.
Throekmorton,
who was elected by 48,631 votes
To 12,051 for E. )I. Pease, republican.
The new
legislature, ahnost entirely democratic,
refueed to
ratify the 14th amendment,
and requested
the
withdrawal of federal troops from tile state.
In
1867 the reconstruction
acts took effect.
March
19, )Iaj. Gen. P. H. Sheridan
took command
of
tl_c department.
IIe almost immediately
became
dissatisfied with the state government,
and removed Gay. Throckmorton
July 30, and most of
the olher state officers Aug. 29, replacing them by
republicans.
Aug. 29, Sheridan
was superseded
by Gen. Itancock,
who soon came into collision
with the new governor,
Pease.
The latter distrusted the state courts, and wished to have crimii_ais tried by military commission,
which IIancock
declined to allow.
July
28, 1868, Gen. J. J.
Reync)ld_ took command
of the state. -- The proel,ions of the reconstruction
acts for registration
and voting had reduced
the democratic
party to
a nullity.
In the dominant
party there were two
factions.
The radical republicans,
headed byE. J.
I)avi% wished to maintain
the disfranchisement
of _,x-rehels, and to divide
the state.
The con_ervative republicans,
headed by the former milltar,,, governor, ltamilton,
oppo_.d both of the leadin_ features of the radical programme.
The latter n_turally received
all the support which the
democrats could give them.
The convention
ot_
1868-9 was stormy
throughout,
and at its final
adj,)urnment
Davis
and Hamilton
became
the
[)pp_)_,ing candidates
for governor.
])avis
was
elected, and the radicals also obtained a plurality
in the legislature
over both the conservatives
and
the democrats. -- The new legislature
authorized
the _wernor, under specified conditions,
to declare
martial law. and organized
a state police force.
In 1870, during the sitting of the legislature,
martial law was accordingly
declared in thr(;e counties,
arid oll one of them a penalty of $,)0,000 was irap,/_ed and collected.
The legislature
protested
a_ain,t this action; the democrats
and conservalive_ united to oppose it ; and in the autumn
('l('ctions they secured
three of the state's four
('o_zr(_smen.
In 1873 the republican
party of the
_tate was finally overthrown.
For governor,
l_i('hard Coke had 85,549 votes, and Davis 42,663,
and the democratic
majorities
for other officers
were equally heavy.
Jan. 5, 1874, the state suPrc_ne court declared
the law unconstitutional
_mder which the election had been conducted,
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the result of the election,
He then desisted from
opp(x_ition.
Since that time the state has been
overwhelmingly
democratic
in all elections.
In
1880 thevote for governor was 166,303 for Roberts,
democrat:
64,37 ° frw Davis, republican:
and 33,670
for ttamman,
greenbacker.
In 1882 there were
twenty-nine
democrats and two republican_
in the
state senate, and sixty-eight
democrats,
seven rcpublicans, six indelx_ndents, and twogreenbacke.rs
in thchouse.
One of the state's six congressmen,
1879-83, is a democratic
grecnbacker.
-- Among
the polilieal leaders of the statc have been the following, all derno('rats unles_ otherwise
speeified:
Richard
Coke, governor
187'3--7, United
States
senator 1877-83; David B. Culberson. congressman
1875-83; Andrew J. tlamilton,
congressman
185961,military
governorin
186 o, provisional governor
1865-6; 5Iorgan C. Hamilton (elder brothcrof
the
l)receding),radicalrepublican
United States _cnator
1870-77; John Ilancock,di._tri(,t
judge 1851-5,congressman
1872-7 ; Sam ltouston
(see his name);
David S. Kaufmann,
representative
and senator
1839-45, eongres,sman
1846--51: S. B..Maxey, confedcrate major general, and Unite(I Slates senator
1875-87;
Roger Q. Mills, congressman
1873-83 ;
John H. Reagan, congressman
1857-61, confedcrate po._tmaster general 1861-5, congressman
187583; Thos. J. Rusk, secretary of war of the retmblic 1836-8. chief juuti(.e 183,_-42, and United States
senator 1846-56: Gustave Schleicher,
congressman
1875-9; JamesW.
Throckmor_on,
one of the seven
voters against secession in 1861, governor
1866-7,
congressman
1875-9 : Lewis T. Wigfall,
United
States senator 1860-61. confederate
states senator
1862-5.--_'cauthoriticsunderA-_NP;XATlO-XS,
]]I.
Co._[Pl(oMisEs, ¥. : 2 Poore's
]¢e3er_T1,_d State
Constit,ttbms;
2 tlough'_ AmeriectlL 6?mstitutiotTs;
Kennedy's
Rise al_d 15"ogress ,f Texas (1844); lI. S.
Foote's
_.rct._ and the Tex, t_,._ (1841)- Rankin's
Texas its, 1850 ; Ohnsted's
,lvuruey thr_ugh T,._vt_
(1857); De Cordova's lb_*o,rc_s and Publb" Me_* of
Texas (1_58), 16 Democratic R*riew. 282 (the presidents of Text,s) ; Lester's Sam Ihm._to_t a_d ht;¢
Republic, and review of it in 5 Whig Re_qe_c. 566;
Yoakum's
tIist,_rg of Texa._ (to 1846) ; Gouge's
Fizcal Itistory
¢f Texas (1852): Jones'
Oflcial
Correapondence
refatit_g to the Republic of Texa.*
(1859); Green's EaT>editio_ ayairt.q Mier; Kendall's
l'_,.ra_ ,','_tnla _5; Expedition. (1850); Smith's Remit,_c_e._
of the Tex_s lh,pubtie (1876): 71'xa._ A/maniac, 1873-5.
ALE.'V_NDER JOHNSTO.',-.
THIRD
ESTATE.
The Tiers Etat in French
history.
Few political pamphlets
made so great
a noise as that published
by the Abb6 Sidy['s
in 1789, at the mnmcnt when France had electcd the constituent
assembly, and which can be
summed
up in the following
terms:
"What
is
tile third estate ? Everything.
What has it been

Gee. Davis therefore refused to give up his office,
and a!)pealed to President
Grant for federal troops

in the political ordcr up to the presen_ moment
Nothing.
What doesit ask ? To be something."

?
_

t()_upport him. They were refused, forthe reason
their the governor had signed the election law, had
run for office under it, and should now submit to

* The _hird edition of this pamphlet has thi_ note :
,' This work, written during le.sNotables of 1788,_as published in the firstdays of January, 1789.
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There are three grave errors in these words.
In
the France of 1789, the third estate was not everything.
In the political order previous to 1789, the
third estate, far from being nothing, was daily becoming greater
and more l_werful.
What
:M.
Si6y_s and his friends asked for it in 1789 was not
that it should
become
something,
but that it
should be everything.
That the third estate was
not everything
is proved
by the revolution
of
1789, which was its victory.
Whatever
may have
been the weaknesses and faults of its opponents,
it
had to struggle greatly to overcome them, and the
struggle
was so violent that the third estate was
decomposed
in the struggle,
and paid dearly for
the triumph
which it won.
Let the reader cornpare to-day the pamphlet
of the Abb6 Si(_y_s with
the work of L_once de Lavergue on the provincial
assemblies
under
Louis XI V. (Assembh;es pro.
_iT_ciales sons Louis XIV.),
and he will see in the
light of contemporary
documents,
that if the third
estate was not everything
in 1789, it was much,
enough
indeed to become free and preponderant
without
destroying
everything
that was not the
third estate.
Excessivepretension
arousesintractable resistance.
The Abb_ Si_yP-s did not tell all
that the third c_tate was in 1789, nor what its flatterers wished it might be.
What his words conrain is not the truth of things, but a revolutionary
lie. -- To take French
history
in its totality and
through
all its phases,
the third estate was the
most active and most decisive clement in French
,civilization.
Considered
from the social point of
view, and in its relations with the various clas.qes
which have lived together
on French
soil, what
has been called the third estate progressively
extended and rated itself, and first greatly modified
and then decidedly
rose above the others.
If we
look from the political point of view, asd follow
the third estate in its relations
with the general
government
of France,
we shall find it at first an
ally during six centuries
of royalty, laboring in_ce_c,antly for the ruin of the f(;udal aristocracy,
and putting
in its place a single power, a pure
monarchy,
very near, in principle at least, to absolute monarchy.
But as soon as it gained this
victory andaccomplishcd
thisrcvohition,
the third
estate sought a new one; it attacked
the single
power which it had so much contributed
to establish, and it undertook
to change the pure monarchy into a constitutional
one.
Under whatever
aspect we may consider it, whethcr we study the
pro,,gressive formation
of French
society, or that
of its gover_lments,
the third estate is the most
l)ersistent and most powerful
of the forces which
presided over French
civilization.
--This
fact is
unique in thehistory
of the world.
We recognize
in the destinies
of the principal
nations
of Asia
and of ancient
Europe,
nearly all the great facts
which have agitated
that of France ; we find the
mingling
of w_rious races, the conquest
of one
people by another, profound
inequalities
between
classes, and frequent
changes in the forms of goveminent and the extent of power.
But nowhere
do we see a class appear which, beginninginavery
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low estate, weak, despised,
almost imperceptible
at its origin, rising by a continual
movement
and
laboring
without
interrnption,
gaining strength
from time to time, acquiring
successively
all that
it lacked, wealth, enlightenment,
influence, pow_,r;
changes the nature of society, the nature of the
government,
and at last becomes
dominant
to
such a degree that one may venture to callit the
country itself.
More than once in the history of
the world the external phenomena
of this or that
political society have been the same as these mentioncd here, but the similarity
is merely appar(,nl.
In India, for example, foreign invasions, the pa<sage and settlement
of various races on the saint,
soil, were frequently
repeated ; what wa_ the re,sult?
The permanence
of castes was not affecwd
thereby ; society remained
divided into di_il_.t
and ahnost immovable classes--no
invasion of _)u¢.
caste by another, no general abolition of the rub,
of castes by the triumph
of onc of them.
Afwr
India take China : there also history shows many
conquests
similar to those of Europe by the Geeroans; there also, more than once, barbarous conquerors settled in the midst of a conquered
peopl(,
What was the result ? The conquered
almost absorbed the conquerors,
and immobility
remained
the ruling characteristic
of the social condition.
In
western Asia, since the invasion of the Turks, the
gaflf between the victors and the vanquished
could
not be bridged over; no class of society, no event
of history,
had the power
to abolish this Iirst
effect of the conquest.
In Persia similar events
have taken place; different
races have struggled
and mingled;
they attained
nothing
but invincible anarchy,
which lasts for centuries
without
change in the social condition
of the country ,rod
without a prospect of developing
a civilization. -Leaving Asia, we turn to Grecian
and Roman
Europe.
At the first glance, we seem t_)lind ,(,m,'
analogy
between
the progress
of these brilli;mt
societies and that of our own ; but the anab)7) is
merely apparent;
there also we find nothit_g resembling
the third estate and its history.
The
only fact which has appeared,
to ingenious mind:.
somewhat
similar to the stn_ggle of the bourge_)lsic of the middle ages against the feudal art-toeracy, is the struggle
between
the plebei'm_ and
patricians
of Rome ; they have been somctimc_
compared.
The comparison
is altogether
fal,c.
The struggle between the plebeians and I)atrk i_m'
of I_me commenced
in the infancy of the rot )ublic; it was not, as in France
in the middl(' ;,_'_.
the result of a slow, difficult and iacompl('w (lc
velopment of a class for a tong period, very much
inferior in power, in wealth and in credit. _hi('h
gradually
grows in extent and prominca,'(',
_ad
at last engages in a real struggle with the hiphost
class in the state.
:Niebuhr
has prow:d, in his
"History
of ]_me,"
that the struggle of the I)h'beians against the patricians
was a con.,(,qU_'lW_',
and, as it were, a prolongation,
of the w:lr (,f c,_nquest, the effort of the aristocracy
of the ci,ies
conquered
by Rome to share in the rights (,f the:
conquering
aristocracy.
The plebeian
faafilieS

THIRD
were the principal families of the conquered populations ; placed, by defeat, in an inferior position,
they were none the less aristocratic
families,
f_rmerly powerful
in their city, surrounded
by
clients, and capable, from the first moment,
of
disputing
power with
their conquerors.
There
is nothing
in this like that slow, obscure, painful labor of the modern
bourgeoisie
emancipating itself with great labor from the bonds of
servitude, or a condition
bordering
on servitude,
and employing
centuries,
not to dispute political
power, but to win a civil existence.
The morewe
_.x_,mine the more we see that the French third est_te is a new fact in the history of the world, and
one which belongs exclusively
to the civilization
of nmdcrn :Europe. -- Not only is this fact m_w,
but it h'ts an altogether special interest for France.
Nowhere has the bourgeoisie,
the third
e_tatc,
h._d a destiny so great, so fruitful,
as that which
fell to it in France.
There were communes
in all
Europe, in Italy, in Spain, in Germa[_y, in Eng]a_d, just as in France.
:Not only were these
cr,mmunes everywhere
to be found, but the cornmuses of France were not those which, as cornmum, s, played the greatest rSle in history under
that designation
and in the middle ag_.
The
italian communes gave birth to glorious republics ;
the German
communes
became
free sovereign
cities, which have had their own history, and exercited much influence on the general history
of
Germany.
The cummun_
of England
allied
themselves
to a part of the feudal
aristocracy,
and formed, together with it, the ruling housein the
British parliament;
and in this way played, at an
e_trly period, a powerful
part in the history of
tlwir country.
The French
communes,
in their
l*_'ri(_dof activity under this name, were very far
fr,)m rising through
such political importance
to
tltN historical
rank.
And still it is in France
that the population,
the communes,
the bourgeoisit., were developed
most completely,
most eftci(,ntly, and cnded by acquiring,
in general s_iety,
the most decided
preponderance.
There
have
be_.n communes
in all :Europe ; there was really
a third estate only in France;
and the revolution
of 1789, surely the greatest of European
revolu,
lion.,, w.ts the work of the third estate. -- Since
the outbreak
and through
all the vicissitudes,
lib<,ral or illiberal, of that mighty
event, it is a
e_)mmonplace unceasingly
repeated, that there are
no longer any classes in French
society, but sireIdv a nation of thirty-seven
millions of persons,
If ]t Is meant by this that there are no longer
privileg_ in France, that is to say'. special laws or
parti_'ular fights for certain
families, certain estat_._, or cerlain occupations,
and that legislation
i_ the same, and movement
perfectly free for all
thr(_ugh all the degrees of the social scale, it is
true; unity of legislation a_d similarity
of rights
are the es_ntial and characteristic
feature of civil
society in France; an immense and excellent fact,
new in the history of human societies.
But under
the rule of this fact, within this na/donal unity and
civil equality,, th_,_ _
evida_
diversities,
an-
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merous and considerable
inequalities,
which the
unity of legislation
and the similarity
of civil
rights neither prevent nor destroy.
Among owners of real or movable
property,
land or capital,
there are rich and poor; there are large, medium
and small landowners.
The great landowners
may
be l_s numerous
and less wealthy, the medium
and small may bemore numerous and more powerful than formerly;
that does not prevent the difference from being real, and great enough to create,
in the social order, conditions
profoundly
different and unequal.
In the professions c.flled liberal, which live by their science and intelligence
;
among lawyers,
physicians,
scholars and literary
men of every kind; some rise to the first rank,
attract business and success, acquire fame, wealth
and influence;
others sad_fy the wants of their
families and the demands of their position with
difficulty;
others yet vegetate obscurely in di-tress,
ahnost without
employment.
In other walks of
life, in which labor is chiefly material and man.
ual, there are also varieties and inequalities
of
condition:
some, by intelligence
and good conduct, accumulate
capital and enter into paths of
ease aad advancement;
others, either unintelligent
or indolent or disorderly,
remain in the narrow
and precarious
conditions of existence depending;
on wages _tlo_m. In all the extent of French civil
society, in the midst of labor as well as property,
the diversit3; and inequality
of conditions
appear,
or continue, and co-exist with the unity of legislation and tim similarity
of rights.--llow
could
it be otherwise?
Let all human societi_s bc exstained, in all places and times: whalcver be the
variety of their origin, of thczr or,.mnizaltion, of
their government,
of their extent, of their duration, of the kinds or degrees of their civilization,
three types of social condition
will be found
in
them all. alwa:,'s the same in essence: 1, men living from the income _f their landed or movable
property,
from land or capital, without seeking to
increase it by their own assiduous
labor; 2, men
occupied in working and increasing by their own
assiduous labor, real or personal p_operty, land or
capital, which they pos_s;
3, men living by their
daily labor, without income from land or capital.
And these diversities,
these inequalities
in the
social condition of men, are not accidental facts,
or peculiar to a given age or country;
they are
universal facts produced naturally in eveL'y human
society, under circumstances
and under laws dif
feting most widely from one another. --These
facts exist in our time and among the French, as
they have in other times and places.
Modern society in France includes, and will not cease to include, social situations
profoundly
different
and
unequal,
whether they be termed classes or not.
What redounds to its honor is this, tlmt privilege
and immobility
are no longer ailaehed
to this
diversity of conditions;
that there are no longer,
among Fr_chmen,
special
advantages
legally
granted
to some, and inaccessible
to others; that
all paths to advancement
are open and free to all;
tllat _
merit and labor have, in the
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TILDEN.

TONQUIN.

of men, an infinitely greater part than was theirs
formerly.
The third estate of the old r6gime exists no longer;
it has disappeared
in its victory
over privilege
and absolute
power;
its heirs in
modern society are the middle cla_s, as they are
called to-day; but thescclasses,
inheriting the conquests of the third estate, hold them on new conditions
as natural
a.s they are imperative.
To
protect their own interest, as well as to perform
their public duty, they must be both conservative
and liberal ; they must, on the one hand, attract
and rally to their standard
the remnants
of the
upper social circles which have survived
the fall
of the ohi rSgime, and, on the other, accept fully
the upward movement which the whole people arc
taking.
Nothing
could be more natural than that
the third estate of the ancient
r_gime in its intercourse with the aristocratic
classes was, and long
remained,
uneasy, suspicious,
jealous, even envious; it had rights to obtain and conquests to make;
to-day the conquests
are made, the rights are
recognized,
proclaimed,
exercised;
the middle
classes have no longer a motive
for disquiet
or
envy; they may rely on their dignity
and their
power.
With respect to the lower classes, their
situation
is not less happy;
no barrier separates
them from the higher;
who can say where the
middle chmses begin, and where they end ? They
were formed
in the name of the principles
of
common
rights and general liberty;
they are recrnited,
and draw new forces continually
from
tbe sources whence they came.
To maintain
the
common
fights and liberty
of all, against
the
• retrograde
follies of absolute power and privilege,
on the one hand, and, on the other, against
the
mad pretensions
of leveling and anarchy, is now
the two-fold
mission of the middle classes, and
is for them the sure means of retaining
prepondcrance
in the state, in the name of the interests of all, of which they are the truest and most
efficient representatives.
(Compare BOUROEOISI_.,
_OCIALISM.)
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in 1876 his party nominated
him for president•
It was finally decided (see ELECTORAL Cow,msloN) that he had received
but 184 out of 369
electoral
votes, and was not elected.
Ills sup.
porters have never accepted
this decision as morally binding,
and have always
insisted,
tha_, if
Itayes was I_resident de facto, Tilden was president
de jure;
that the commission's
conclusion
was
reached by so applying
legal rules as to exclude
necessary
testimony ; and that the action of the
returning
boards was so confessedly
corrupt that
the commission
did not dare to examine it. Some
one, during
the pendency of the case, seems Io
have concluded
that the returning
1)oards were so
corrupt that there would be no moral wrong in
bribing
them to act correctly ; and the congres.
sional committee,
the so-called
"Potter
commit
tee," which afterward
investigated
the election,
discovered a great mass of cipher telegrams, which,
when deciphered,
proved to be negotiations
for the
purchase
of the returning
boards.
Mr. Tilden
denied all knowledge
of any such negotiations:
but, though
none of the telegrams
were traced
directly to him, all of them were fathered
upon
persons so nearly connected
with him, by marriage or close political
confidence,
that the whole
affair has proved an insuperable
barrier to Mr.
Tidcn's further
career.
To the standing
demo
cratic charge that he had been defrauded
of his
election, it enabled the republicans
to reply that
he had only failed in the effort to defraud
Hayes
of his election.
Both parties were thus content
to argue from theirown
premises;
and neither yen
tured to bring the counter-charges
to a direct issue
in 1880 by renominating
the candidates
of 1876
See Cook's Life of Tilden ; Proceedings
_f tl_e
Electoral Cammis_n;
125 .North American P_eie_t,
1,193(Black'sandStoughton'sarticles);
272Vatb_l_,
217, 250.
ALEXANDER JOKNSTO,N.
TIlES-SPIRIT,

The.

(See ZEITGEIffr.)

GUIZOT.

(See PARLI.AME.-NTARY LAW.)

TILDEN,
Samuel
Jones,
was born in New
Lebanon,
Columbia
county, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1814.
He spent a year at Yale, was graduated
at New
York university
in 1838, was admitted
to the bar
in 1841, and in 1845 was elected to the assembly,
There he took sides with the radical wing of the
democratic
party, the barnburners
(see that title);
but when they were forced into national
politics
as the free-soil party, he retired to the practice of
the law.
He was little heard of in politics until

TOMPKINS,
Daniel
D., vice-president of the
United
States 1817-25, was born at Ssar_alc.
N. Y., June 21, 1774, and died on Staten l_land,
N.Y.,
June
11, 1825.
He was graduated
_(t
Columbia
in 1795, was admitted
to the bar m
1797, was state supreme court justice 1804-7, and
democratic
governor
of the state 1807-17.
tli¢
service as governor was marked by great ,_aerifiec.of his personal credit in maintaining
the federal
government
during the war of 1812. Hc thu- became so deeply involved in debt that the l_ttcr
part of his life was passed most unhappily.
See
1, 2 Hammond's
Political Histery of A'ew },,rk

after the rebellion was suppressed,
when he became
chairman
of the democratic
state committee.
In
this position
he came into flat antagonism
with
the Tweed ring of New York city in 1869-70, and
took a leading part in the ring's overthrow in 1871.

(index) ; Jenkins'
York, 159.

In 1874 he was elected governor by the democrats,
and in this position attacked and overthrew the
canal ring of western New York in 1875. He had
_ow become so widely and favorably
known that

TONQUIN
(To_o-K_O
or TVN-KIN). ThiS
northern province of the empire of Annam, in the
Indo-Chinese peninsula, occupying the lower basin
of the Hong-l_t_ng
(Red river) derives its geo-

TON-KIN.

Zive_

of tlw

Ooverlwrs

of Se_c
A.J.

(See To_qlyIl_.)
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graphical
and commercial
importance
from its of numerous
bloody persecutloa_
resulted in a
e_sy access into the rich Chinese province of Yunroll of converts numbering,
in 1854. 500,000.
Scnan. The tIong-kiang
is practically
a navigable
vere persecutions
since that time have greatly
stream, and the three southern provinces of China,
reduced
these figures.
The murder
of several
Kwang-tuug,
Kwang-si
and Yunnan
border ell
French pricsts and a Spanish bishop h:d to the
Tonquin, which has a coast sufficiently
accessible.
France-Spanish
intervention
of 1858. Durlag the
Added to these advantages,
its salubrity, and its
century
of intercourse
with France,
these variresources of grain, timber and the precious metals,
ous " revolts " of the Annamese and subsequent
make it a most desirable
acquisition
for a Euronegotiations
have usually
rcsulted
in the gain
penn power anxious to extend its pos_ssions
in of fresh slices of land and new commercial
privtile east, or to magnify
abroad prestige
lost at
ilcges.
France
sends her Jesuits,
or secular
h,Jme. The most valuable part of Tonquin is the
priests, first, and the brandy
and " civilization"
delta near the sea formed by the four mouths of
follow at the cannon's
mouth.
The treaty of
the Red river, near or in which are situated
the
1874 gained
he.r the six southern
provinces
of
cl,ief towns of the province.
These are Ha-not,
Cochin China, opened the port of fin-not, in Tonthe capital,
Nin-hai,
Hai-phong,
Bac-nin,
Namquin. to foreign trade, and guaranWcd
free transit
bin and Min-bin.
The climate is much healthier
from the sea to Yunnan.
As usual with Eurotitan in the two lower provinces of Annam, Cochin
pean powers in dealing with Asiatic nations, the
China or Saigon, the thermometer
in December
French compcllcd
the acceptance
of their tariff;
falling to 41 ° . The season from April to August
and custom house officers were duly installed at
is intensely hot, and the heavy rains are accom
IIaiphong
and Ha-not
(called al_o Ke-cho,
or
panied by storms and typhoons,
when the Red
the market).
Owing to the unsettled state of the
river overflows its banks, and spreads a fertilizing
interior,
caused
l)y the ravages
of the "' Black
flood over the country, which afterward
produces
Flags "--whether
allics, invaders, or paid mercenaheavy crops of rice and other cereals.
The delta
ties of Annam, does not clearly appear--the
Red
is intersccted by a multitude
of watercourses
both
river was not opened even in 1882, seven years
natural and artificial.
The chief exports are rice,
after the treaty, and even the French settlement at
sugar, cotton, spices and varied tropical products,
Ha-not was in danger.
As a precautionary
mcasbut the manufactures
are restricted
mainly
to
ure, the Saigon authorities
dispatched
re-euforcegongs and articles
inlaid with mother-of-pearl,
ments to their nationals at the capital of Tonquin.
In roll,on,
the mass of the natives are devotees
The local man_larins, interpreting
this as amenace,
to a form of Buddhism
much corrupted
by local
closed the Ha-not citadel, and concentrated
their
superstitions;
theliteratiareConfucianists.
Their
forces.
The French,
taking
alarm, resolved
to
language, reduced to writing by the French misprecipitate
the crisis, and on April 23, 1882, began
sionaries, is a dialect of archaic
Chinese,
purely
to bombard
the citadel (which, nearly a hundred
monosyllabic,
and with a very limited range of
years before, had been laid out by French
engiarticulation,
depending
for its variety upon tones,
neers), and carried it on the 26th by as._ault.
They
which modify and multiply the meanings of each
then proceeded
to administer
the custom house
v(_:ablc. In ethnology,
the Tonquinese
are defor the benefit of the French
treasury.
)leanscendants
of tribes of southern
China, that are
while China had not been an indifferent
spectator
mentioned in the ancient chronicles as people with
of French aggres._ion
carried on under cover of
the big toe noticeably
large.
They have a wellprotecting
her citizens.
When the treaty of 1874
marked physiognomy
and anatomical
structure,
was communicated
to China and the other powers,
in which personal
beauty or grace of movement
the government
of Peking protested against its prois not conspicuous.
Until about the tenth centvisions as an invasion of her suzerain rights, and
ury of our era, Tonquin (Chinese, to1,#, east, and
formally gave notice that Annam
was still her
kb,g, capital, eastern capital;
the name of the
vassal, and whatever
affected
her international
chief city, in distinction
from St-king, or western
relations was of decp concern to the Chinese govcapital of Cochin China)
was ruled by princes
ernment.
Since her recon(tuest of ill, or Chinese
or governors of Chinese origin, but since 960 A.D.
Turkestan,
which secured its formal retrocession
the country
has been practically
independent,
from Russia, China has reaffirmed
and in some
thol_,gh ever acknowledging
China as suzerain,
cases enforced
her ancient
claim of suzerainty
and'regularly
paying tribute.
Tonquin,
until n_r
upon her vassals.
That over Corea and Riu Kiu
_he close of the eighteenth
century, was the doraas against Japan, and perhaps the United States,
iaailt state of the Annamese
empire,
but since
in the case of Corea, is still unsettled.
But her
that time, it has formed one of its three great ' interest in Annam, bothas neighborandtributary,
political divisions,
and the dynasty
founded
in
as m.anifestcd
by military
preparations,
was so
18_)3 A. D. by Gya.long
by French
assistance
great, that the.French
evacuated
the citadel at
reigns still at tlud, in Cochin China, the central
Ha-not, though
they fortified
their settlement.
slate. _ Christianity
was first introduced
by refuIn making a sortie May 24, 1888, the French comgees from Japan as early as 1615, and in 1624 the
mander, Riviere, and a number of his men were
French Jesuit priests
began proselyting
labors,
killed.
The government
at Paris at once resolved
which, with assistance
later from Spa'aish Dothat France
would "revenge
her glorious chilminicans and French Lazarists,have, in spite dren," and on May _6 declaredwar againstChins.'8
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vassal.
(See also RIu R're', sand C,ocallq CKILNA.) 866--915.)
lqS_
a_a
for roads date
--LITER._TUP, E. Crawfurd's E,rnbassyta_
Court_
from the beginning of the century.
The chief
_f Siam and Cochin China, 1828; Garnier's Voyage
work of this kind was the Cumberland road; for
d'Ezplora_ion
en Indo-CMne, etc., Paris, 1878; Luthe expenditures
on this and other projects see
ro's Pays d'Annam,
Paris, 1878; Deveria's ttiab_'re
Am. State Papers, xxi., and House Committee
d_s Relations
de la Chir_ ave_ AnnamVietnam,
Report, 1835--6, III., 850. The crisis of 1837 put
Paris, 1_0 ; The French in Tong.king,
The Cona stop to most of this work; and the sub_qucnt
temporary
Review,
:Nov., 1882 ; Eag/and
a_d
development
of railways caused it to be forgotten.
Fr_l_,ce in _/ado-C_'na,
The :National
Review,
--For
a detailed
history of canals and railways.
June,
1883 ; Colquhoun's
Across ChlT/sd, London
see the articles
under those headings.
In a sysand New York, 1883, etc.
tern of internal
navigation--canals,
combined
WM. ELLIOT GRIFFIn.
with river improvements--France
took the lead.
The development
of the canal system in England
TRANSPORTATION,
Means of. 1. H/story.
and America was almost simultaneous
with that
The Romans:had
an admirable system of roads,
of turnpike roads.
In England the most imt_)rand a highway
legislation
not unlike that now
tant canals were built toward the close of the last
prevailing
in France.
But in the middle
ages
century;
they were the result of private
enterboth the roads and the law were suffered to decay,
prise far more than were the turnpikes.
The
Such ways as there were formed part of the propperiod of canal building in America was a gencraerty through which they ran; and when the owntiou later, the first third of the present century.
ership passed into the hands of a feudal lord, he
In railroad building England,
of course, took the
obtained
property
rights over the road.
But as
lead, followed
by Belgium
and Germany.
Most
the central government
grew in power in various
of the continental
governments
would have prestates of Europe, from the sixteenth to the eightferred to develop their railways as state concerns,
eenth century,
it also laid claims to rights over
after the analogy of their roads; but from the
the roads; first in the form of a right to levy tolls;
financial burdens which this would involve they
much later in undertaking
to build
roads, and
shrank either at the outset (Prussia), or before the
maintain
them under its own control.
Throughsystem was carried through (Austria
and many
out the continent
the road taxes were oppressive
others).
Only in France was the analogy tolerably
and the highways
extremely
bad; in this last rewell maintained,
at least as regards the matter of
spect there was some slight improvement
in the
railroad construction.
Englandand
Americawcre
eighteenth
century.
A thorough
reform was inof course hampered
by no such precedents.--We
stitutcd
in France
by the revolutionary
legisiahave thus far spoken of means of transportation
ti(m, culminating
in the decree of 1811, and furonly in the narrower
sense of ways or roads ovt.r
ther systematized
in 1836, providing
for public
which the goods must pass.
The transportation
roads free from tolls, and supported
by the nation,
agencies yet remain to be considered.
As long as
department
or commune,
according
to the sphere
these were but the individual
cart and ship, their
of their importance.
Similar legislation was carconsideration
might
be neglected;
but in their
ried out during the same period in other parts of
modern
organization
as express company, steamtim continent.
In England
the course of events
ship company,
postoflice, telegraph
company, or.
had been different.
The roads had always been
above all, railroad company in its relation a_ ca]recognized
as the king's
highways.
They were
tier, they form the all-important
part of our submaintained
by the parishes
under parliamentary
ject.
Most of these have been treated under scplegislation.
(For details see "Edinburgh
Review,"
state headings,
so that we need not enter into
April, 1864.)
The experiment
of tolls was cantheir origin and history.
The railway
appcar_
tiously tried; turnpike
trusts were introduced
at
under a double aspect as road and as agene._.
the beginning
of the last century with tolerable
Many mistakes of public policy were at first m:l,tc
success.
The important
acts of parliament
in the
by treating it after the analogy of a highway pure
present century have been those of 1835 and 1869
and simple.
It may be considered
either as a
by the latter the care of roads has been in many
road operated
solely by a paxticulax
company, or
cases taken out of the hands of individual
paras a company having sole right to operate a parishes and made the subject of the united action of
ticular road.
The same distinction
may be made
much larger districts.
The early American
syswith the telegraph;
but it is in that ease obvioustom was modeled upon that of England--especially of less importance.
-- 9. _konomz_ Ih_tdt,_ of
]y so in New England;
in other partsof theeounImprovement
in means of Tra_tation.
The
try the county controlled
the roads, even when
direct results have been at once increase in rapidthey were maintained
by separate communities,
ity and decrease in expense.
In the history of
Turnpikes
were first organized
about the end of
each separate means of transportation
these _o
the last century.
They had much move the char.
changes
have gone hand in-hand.
Take, in lhe
acter of private
enterprises
than in England,
almatter of roads, the French
statistics, which are
though public bodies often subscribed to the stock,
in more available
form than thoas of other c0uaThis system was developed throughout
the north;
tries.
If we compare the retm'_ of the swiftcCt
south of the P_o_
it took no root.
(For a
public me_ss of eonveymme on the main French
Ya_y
of _
nee ArnericlD. _:_t&tePapers, z.L,
roads in 1782, 18a2 mad 1848,Tempectively, we fi_d

TRANSPORTATION.
that the average speed had more than doubled in
the first interval, and had increased by one-third
in the second interval;
while the prices per kilometre were, at the respective dates, 4 cts., 3_ cts.,
3½ cts. of our money.
And this reduction
is the
more remarkable
because of the increase of general prices going on at the same time.
Even
where the tolls seemed to increase, as with the
English
turnpike
system,
the amount
saved by
diminished
wear and tear, increased
loads, et(:.,
really produced
the same result of lowering
the
cost of carriage.
So in the canal system of different countries;
as the facilities were improved, not
merely was there a diminution
of the traction expenses on that ground, but there was also usually
a gradual
abandonment
of the attempt
to make
the tolls pay interest on what the canals had originally cost.
In the case of the transportation
agencies, the facts are still more striking.
To
take an instance from the history of shipping:
By
the study of the prevailing
winds, systematized
by 3Iaury
about the middle of this centu_',
the
speed of sailing
vessels
on many
frequented
routes was nearly doubled,
and the expense
of
carriage thereby greatly diminished.
Fifty years
of constant improvement
in postal facilities have
been marked by a reduction
of postal cbarges to
lc_s than one-fifth what they were at the beginning,
There has been the same kind of improvement
an_d reduction in the steamship and railway service. -- When it comes to the substitution
of one
means of transportation
for another--steam
in._tcad of sail, railways instead of waterways--the
progress is less direct.
We generally
find in the
first instance
increased
rapidity secured at an advanced price; then the price begins to diminish,
and ultimately
may fall t)etow that of the more
primitive means
of conveyance.
When ocean
steamships
were first introduced,
it was not supposed that they could ever compete with sail for
the carriage of ordinary
freight, even on the most
frequented
routes.
The first indications
of real
competition
being felt in this respect were the unsuccessful
efforts to employ sailing vessels with
the auxiliary screw.
Then came the gradual withdrawal of sail from the business on shorter routes
with the most regular
communication,
to ply on
the longer and less frequented
ones.
But each
improvement
in ocean steamers gives an additional advantage
in competition
and diminution
in the
cost of carriage.
The substitution
of the screw
for the side-wheel,
the use of compound
engines,
are sources of unmixed
saving;
the enormous
increase in the size of the steamers, even when
they are run in a manner that seems to involve
(_xtravagant waste of coal, increases the net carrymg capacity yet more; so that the amount of coal
burned per ton carried is under favorable circumstan(.es least on the new boats.
The excess of
freight rates by steamers,
as compared with those
by sail, varies from 100 per cent. down to almost
•"m_hing: essentially the same relation
as subsists
between railroads
and directly competing
canals,
_Railroads,
soon after their first introduction,
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proved themselves more than a match for any cornpetition from wagon roads; and things have now
gone on so far, thal, according to the census returns of 1880, the five to ten mills which it generally costs the farmer to haul abu_hel of wheat
a mile by wagon,
is a higher rate than he has
to pay per t(Jl_ per mile by railroad.
Or. to put
the same results in another way: in most of the
wheat regions it would not pay to grow grain
which had to be hauled twenty
miles by wagon; in some regions the limit of wagon hauling
is as low as ten miles.
But the competition
hetween railroads and canals has token shape more
slowly.
It was at first tlmught
to be impossible on any terms;
and great was the indignatioa of the New York legislature
when the Central railroad first attempted it as against the Erie
canal.
Then came the gradual
abandonment
of
the attempt to make canals pay interest on their
construction
expense;
and this seemed constantly
to keep them beyond the reach of railway compctition on those terms.
But the successive railroad
improvements,
both in engineering
and inmanagement, culminating
in the wonderful
substitution
of steel rails for iron, and the enormously
increased
loads thus rendered
possible, have produced such astonishing
results in the past fifteen
years, that no one would venture to predict what
might come in fifteen years more.
Since 1870,
along with the great improvements
in efficiency of '
service, freigllt rates havc fallen as much as 50 per
cent., and the end of the movement d,)es not seem
to be yet reached. -- The indirect results of these
changes are so far-reaching
that we can do little
more thau enumerate them.
Themost
immediate
effect of cheapened
transportation
is to increase
the distance at which it is pos_ihle for producer
and consumer to deal with one another.
To the
producer it offers a wider market, and to the consumer more varied sources of supply.
Which
party obtains the chief ben('fit of the change is
determined
by the special conditions of each particular c.lse.
On the wll,Jle, its operation is more
unih)rmly
beneficial to the consumers,
as a class,
I)ecause its temporary advantage
for the producers
so often leads to ovcr-prodnction.
But, in any
event, it results in doing away with a large part of
the variations in price between different localities.
The price is made, not in a local market, but in
the world's markets.
In the case of less bulky
manufactured
products,
these differences
almost
disappear,
except as they arc due to artificial obstructions.
In agricultural
products,
the)' are on
a vastly smaller scale than ever before.
And not
the least important
point where this leveling effect
is felt, is in the rent ()f a__-rricultural land in England, and similarly organized countries.
Nearness
to market was not long ago a main advantage
of
high-priced
land; now it has to contend ou tolerably equal terms with competing
land five thousand miles away.--To
comprehend
the full meaning of this change, we have only to look at books
on industrial
organization,
published in the early
part of this century.
The limits from which a
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large city could draw its various supplies were
closely defined by distance.
Fresh vegetables and
fruits could only be produced
for it within the
narrowest circle; and successive circles of ground
were almost necessarily devoted to different products, according to their different availability
for
transportation.
Now, any improvement
by which
products could be profitably transported to a greater distance,
led to a redistribution.
It was no
longer location which determined
the business to
be carried on in a particular
spot, but natural advantages
more or less indel)endent
of location,
The market
garden
might be placed at a greater
distance
from the city, if by so doing a more fertile spot was secured.
The factory might be located far away from the raw material,
if other
business inducements
made it desirable.
In short,
thewhole
system of division of labor advanced
to
a new stage.
Not only was each man employed
for what he could do best, but he was given a
chance to work in the place where he could do it
beat.
And this change made itself strongly felt
in international
relations.
Even the barriers raised

source of revenue, partly as a means of making
its presence and authority felt ; not on broader
grounds of public policy, as a protection
to the
citizen a_o'ainst the imposition of less responsible
agencies.
The navigation
act of 1651, whatever
its defects, has tile merit of being tile first systematic attempt to control a branch of transportalion on grounds of public policy, looking toward
its indirect economicand
social effects.
For some
time it remained almost the only one; the systems
of roads and canals formed
but local or partial
exceptions.
But, about the year 1840, the simultaneous development
of the postal service, the telegraph and the railroad, made it nec'_.ssary for the
state to assume some definite attitude
Ul)On the
question of management
or control of these agcncies.
The postotiice presented
the fewest difficulties.
The machinery
was in tim hands of the
government,
the people were accustomed
to it_
working;
it was only in a subordinate
section of
the business, the parcels post, that there was rt.ally
any doubt, and there it was settled on grounds of
convenience,
or left to settle itself for the time be-

by high protective
tariffs hardly avail to counteract the effect of reduced freights.
It is perfectly
possible that a country with a high tariff to-day
should be less isolated by this than it would have
been a few years ago by the mere cost of transportation
with no tariff at all.
It is the railroad
' and the steamship
that determine
where a new
business shall be developed,
quite as often as the

ing with the liability of change afterward.
The
matter was not so clear in the case of the telegraph; state management
would require new expenditure,
and
a new organization,
involving
many officials.
But it was decided affirmatively
throughout
the continent
of Europe;
and England, after trying private
telegraphy
for a long
time, changed to a system of government
owner-

government
policy.
The grant of special rates
and privileges to shippers is nowadays the most efficient kind of protection.
It is this quickening
and cheapening
of transportation
that have given
such stimulus in the present day to the growth of

ship in 1869; so that the United States has for firteen years stood almost alone in this matter.
It
was the question
of state railroads
that involved
the most doubt ; and it is the harder to trace its
exact history from the fact that so many states had

large cities.
It enables them to draw cheap food
from a far larger territory,
and it causes business
to locate where the widest bu_in_s
connection
is
to be had, rather than where the goods or raw msterials are most easily procured.
And the perfeclion of the means of communication,
the postof-

no thoroughly
fixed policy on the subject.
The
general
course of events in continental
Eurt)pe
may be summarized
as follows : In the first instance, the governments
were in favor of state
railroads,
and proposed to develop such a syst(,m;
afterward
they felt the financial difficulties of the

rice and the telegraph,
intensifies the same result,
With this growth of city life, and partly in consequence of it, comes the increaqed gain of large
producers at the expense of small producers.
With
it comes organized
speculation,
and its attendant
results, good and evil; with it comes the developmerit of enormous wealth in the hands of a few
individuals,
not to speak of the less distinctively
economic
results which attend the life of a great

undertaking,
and turned their attention to the encouragement
of private enterprise
in this field by
various forms
of subsidy ; then, thirdly, as the
raikroad power became established,
they found it
no longer a question
of supporting,
but of c_)ntrolling,
it; and, finally, they came to look upon
state railroads
as a source of financial
strength,
rather than weakness,
and to return to their originai plan of state ownership.
In the United States

city. --3.
State Control.
It is just because these
indirect results are so far-reaching
that the question of government
control of transportation
agencies has attained
its present
importance.
In the
earlier systems, all this settled itself.
The parishes, towns or counties
took up the matter of
roads, because it had become a pressing want, add
there was no other power to supply it. If a privale company was ready to build a turnpike,
its
help was welcome,
and there was no fear of its
becoming
too great a power in the community,
Again, in the very different case of the postotttce,
the matter was taken up by the state, partly as a

we have felt only the second and third of th_*e
periods;
and in neither case has our general poli_'y
been so fixed as in Europe.
We had a time of indiscriminate
encouragement
of railroads
by land
grants and municipal
subscription;
we arc bavi_g
a time of indiscriminate
attempts
at control l)y
special legislation
in various
states.
England
alone has been free from these strong changes of
public policy;
whatever
encouragement
or control there has been was confined within the nar
rowest
limits.Any attempt
to do justice to
the arguments
on either side is quite beyond the
scope of an article like this; and we concluda
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thispartof thesubjectby quotingfrom two orbitant
rates
may inducethebuilding
of a paralwriters,
representing
quitedifferent
views,their telrailroad;
and however ineffective
such roads
opinions
as towhen stateownershipof transpor-generally
proveafter
theyarebuilt,
theprospect
rationagenciesisdesirable.--The
first
isfrom of one in tilefuturehas the tendencyto keep
Ad. Wagner, of Berlin,
a decidedadvocateof rates
down. )Ioreover--though
thisisbutan instatemanagement ; he considers
thatthereare direct
eonslderatiou--such
localratesarealmost
strongreasons
forit,I,when theefficiency
of the entirely
paidout of rent,
and show their
chief
service
requires
wide and uniformextension
over efftx:t
inthevalueof realestate.The dangerous
thewhole countryand international
coinmunica-kindof discrimination,
and onewhich can notbe
tions
(postoffice,
tcl%_raph
; somewhat lessso in too strongly
reprehended,
isthatwhich makes
the_caseof railroads);
2, when the servicein- special
ratesfordifferent
individuals,
doingthe
volves anylhing like a monopoly, legal or actual same kind of husiness in nearly the same place.
(railroads, telegraphs); 8, when it requires constant
Such discrimination furnishes the most effective
repetition of the same services, according to fixed argument in favor of some kind of state control.
schedules, in such numl)crs as to involve the ex- At points where a railroad competes with a water
istence of a large t)ody of officials ; 4, when the route or with another railroad, through rates may
cost may be lessened by combining a variety of fall as low ,_sthe actual cost of hauling, apart from
services at small stations (letter and parcels post, any fixed charges, or, in the case of a war with
railroad stations and telegraph offices) ; 5, when rates, may temporarily go even lower. But wars
the service in private management can only he of rates do not give shippers the advantage which
secured by subsidies on a large scale ; 6, when it might seem likely to accrue. They lead to what
is necessary on grounds of public policy that the has been described as the worst form of discrimiservice should inure uniformly to the benefit of nation, that between different individuals in the
the whole people. These principles, he concludes,
same place. They cripple tbe efficiency of the
enable us to speak decisively in favor of state service, and thepo_ibilityof
healthy eompetition.
management in the case of letter post and tele- Take as an extreme case of a similar effect, the
graph, more reservedly in the case of parcels post routes from California to _*evada, where the railand railways ; in the matter of navigation they
ways came in competition with wagon roads.
justify it only in exceptional cases. On the other They lowered their rates until the teams were
lland, W. Stanley Jevons, writing an impartial
driven of_t of the service, and then raised them to
opinion, but as an Englishman, averse to great
a monopoly fig'ure. The ordinary railroad war
extension of government activity, states the con- does not go so far as this, hut it works in the
ditions favorable to state management as follows
same direction. The history of the different at("Meth. of Soc. Reform," p. 279): "1, when tempts to control this matter by enforced pul_licity
numberless wide-spread operations can only be of management, direct provisions concerning, or
efficiently connected, united and co-ordinated in limitations of dividends, wilh their varying sues single, all-extensive government system ; 2, tess, does not comewithin the scope of this article.
when the operations possess an invariable routineThe principles here applied to railroads of course
like character ; 3, when they are performed under hold good of other transportation agencies. --But
the public eye or for the service of individuals
in theea.,e of state management, the rates need not
who will immediately detect or expose any failure
bethusarranged on purelybusinessprinciples.
The
or laxity ; 4, where there is but little capital ex- state has the choice of four systems: 1, gratuipenditure, so that each year's revenue and expense tous service ; 2, payment of expenses, partial or
account shall represent, with sufficient accuracy,
complete ; 8, business profits ; 4, monopoly rates
the real commercial conditions of the departas a source of special revenue. The fourth of
meat." Of these principles the fourth is one of these was the prevailing view up to the end of
the highest practical importance, which must be the last century ; it has since heen abandoned.
considered in discussing any schem_ of state The first is now mainly exemplified in the case of
management ; and one which under a government
roads, and some fe.w waterways, where the want
like that of the United States at present, must and use are so general, and the expense compara_enerally be decisive. -- 4. lh'iTuriples of Manage- tively so slight, tkat there is no injustice in taxing
m_nt; Rates. Transportation agencies in private, the community to defray the cost of rite service.
hands will of course be managed on business Cas_ may also arise where the collection of tolls
principles, that is, they will charge all the traffic produces so slight a revenue that the advantage
will hear. It seems at first sight as if non-corn- of free service to the community quite outweighs
l)etitive points were thus left entirely at the mercy it. Most of the free canal arguments come unof railroad managers.
Practically, however, this tier this head. But for the great majority of indanger is checked by two important limitations,
stances the choice is between the second and third
In the first place, the competition of different
principles; it is a question of toils _*. profits.
localities in the same market is such that if one Canals and letter post Jaave been managed under
railroad charges rates arbitrarily higher than its the former principle ; the telegraph stands on the
competitors, it renders it impossible for the locali- border line ; while parcels post, railroads and
ties along its route to ship goods at a profit, and shipping, in so far as they have been owned by
will quickly, destl'oy its own tral_c - secondly, ex- the state, have been mainly managed as business
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enterprises.
The theoretical principle would seem
to be, that such agencies under state management
should just pay expenses.
If they do more than
this, it may constitute
an especially
undesirable
tax.
But the whole que.,tion
is so complicated
with the problcm of remunerating
invested
capital on the one hamt, and of freeing the community from the exactions
of individuals
on the other, that we can make little use of this principle,
Practically
it may be s.tid that the state undertakes
certain services,
in transportation
as well as elsewhere, in which it would be impossible
to obtain
a business profit at any rates (thus postal service
on unfrequented
routes); and it undertakes
others
where the main charges are so fixed that additional
use of the facilities is all but unattended
with additional
cost (canals; letter carriage).
In both of
these cases the principle of tolls has great advanrages.
On the other hand, there are certain scrvices which the government
performs
in more or
less direct competition
with private
individuals,
as the parcels post or the railways of Belgium and
Germany
; there are yet others whose acquisition
has loaded the state with a special bonded debt,
or other fixed obligations.
It is doubtful
policy
for the state to assume ownership
on these conditions,
especially
the latter.
But if matters are
in this condition
the altempt
to obtain
profits
from the business seems to be generally the wisest
course, and often the only admissible
one. --E.
Sax, Verkehrmnittel;
Wagner, Finanzwissenschaft;
Foville, La Transformation
des Moyens de Transport.
ArtTFtt'rt T. HADLEY.
TREASON
(_ U. S. HISTORY).
Under
the
confederation
there was no such legal offense as
treason against the United States, since there was
no such tiling as allegiance
to the United States.
(See ALLEC, L¢_;CE, I.) Treason and allegiance had
reference only to the state.
A remnant
of this
feeling made the definition of treason, when it was
first introduced
into the convention
of 1787, Aug.
6, consist in "levying
war against
the United
States, or any of tl_em, and in adhering
to the enemies of the United State,, or a_y of them."
The
clause was fully debated, Aug. 20, and changed to
its present form.
(See COSSTITt'TXO._, Art. III.,
,_ 3.) But all the debaters
professed
themselves
dissatisfied
with it. Gouverneur
Morris acutely
pointed
out the fact, that "in cause of a contest
between the United States and a particular
state,
the people of the latter must be'traitors
to one or
the other authority."
But a motion to give con.
gress the "sole"
power to define the punishment
of treason was lost, five states voting for it, and
six against it. Seldom has the omission of a single
word had more momentous
effects.
In this case
it left to congress and the states, as almost all the
speakers
acknowledged,
a concurrent
power
to
punish for treason;
and so it enabled a seceding
state to offer to its minority
a choice between
treason against the state and treason against the
United States.
Had the vote been six states to
five for the insertion of the word, the _state soy-

ereignty and secession arguments
would hardly
have been worth the trouble of refuting. --Had
the constitution
given to congress the "sole"
power to define the punishment
of treason, the
states would have been remitted,
for protection
against such domestic
disturbances
as Dorr's rebellion (sec that title), to a simple law against seditious as_mblag_;
and the protection
would have
been efficient.
As it is, most of the states have
inserted
in their constitutions
a provision
that
"treason
against
the state of
shall consist
only in levying war, etc.," following
the constitution of the United States.
These pre)visions have
always been practically in nubibus : there has hardly been a case of indictment
for treason against a
state, excepting
the action of Rhode Island in the
Dorr case, and that came to nothing.
But they
fostered the idea of allegiance to a state, and thus
carried into sccession the multitude
who disliked
secession, but dreaded
to commit
treason against
the state. -- At the end of the rebellion there were
no prosecutions
for trcason.
It has been roundly
asserted that the reason for this was the consciousness of the government
of the United States that
it had been illegally suppressing
a misnamed rebellion,
that treason could only hold against a
state, and that Jefferson
Davis and his associates
had committed
no crime and engagedin
notreason,
in any sense known to the constitution
or its fromera.
Those who so argue forget that Mr. Davis.
at least, was no prisoner of war; that his surrendcr was unconditional
and in a territory
under
military
occupation;
and that, if there had been
any such impotent
spite against him as this theor)" assigns to the government,
a drum head court
martial and a file of men would
quickly
have
made it patent, treason or no treason.
The fact
seems to be that his escape was due entirely
to
lack of spite.
The collapse of tile rebellion had
been too complete to allow of spite.
Tile nation
stood aghast as it realized the thoroughness
of its
work; and its controlling
impulse
was to efface
as rapidly as possibl_ all evidences of the confiict.
Treason trials would have been a festering sore in
the body politic, and they were avoided. -- There
can be no doubt that this policy was just, as well
as wise.
For seventyyears
before 1860, men who
did not realize the full force of what they said had
been boasting of the "vohmtary"
nature of the
union, in contrast
with the effete despotisms
of
Europe.
(See _NATIO/_.) Ttle nation's long lacl,,_
in asserting
its paramount
authority
in the ht,t
resort gave Jefferson
Davis and his associalt'_
an exemption
from the animus of treason whi('h
can never be claimed again.
All men have now
had fair warning,
as Jefferson
Davis
had nt,t
in 1860, that the Union
is not "voluntary,"
s,_
long as the nation is determined
to maintain it;
and that any attempt
to break it up is trea_(m
to the United States, even if it is obedience
to a
state.
It might be that a future rebellion would
be suppressed
with a similar generous forbearance
from ultimate
vengeance;
but the chance is an
uncommonly
small one.--The
act of April 80,
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1790, made death the penalty for treason, as defined in the constitution,
on conviction
by " confe_sion in open court, or on the testimony of two
witnesses to the same overt act."
It also made
fine and imprisonment
the punishment
of misprision of treason,
the concealment
of it.
For
seventy years this act was sufficient.
Thercwere
few trials under it, the principal one being that of
Burr (see his narde) ; and these were pr.ictically
failures.
In 1861 an act was p,lsscd making conspiracy to oppose the laws or seize the property
of tile United States a high crime, but this was
puniChablc only by fine and imprisonment.
The
act of July 17, 1862, provided,
that, if any prrson
should thereafter
commit the crime of treason
against the United States,
his slaves,
if any,
should be declared
free, and he himself should
suffer dearth, or fine. and imprisonment,
at the discretion
of tile court;
that any one convicted
should forever
be incapable of holding office under the United States; and that it should be the
duty of the president to seize and apply to the u._e
of the army the property of six classes of leaders
of the rebellion, who seem tohave been considered
primafacie
guilty of trcason.
There were, finally,
no southern
prosecutions
under it. Davis and
others were indicted,
but never brought
to trial,
The few prosecutions
were in northern states. -See Story's
Cvmmentarie_,
§_ 1290, 1790; ib.,
§ 1795 (for law cases) ; Whiting's
War Po_ers
(10th ed.), 95; the state sovereignty
view of treason is in Bledsoe's Is Je_erson Dams a Trai_r ?
and " Centz " 's ltepubllc
of Republie,_, 413 foll.,
(see also index under Treason); I_dianapolis
Treason 1"tigris ; for the indictment
against Davis see
Schuckers'
Life of C]_ase, 534; the act of April 30,
1790, is in 1 Stat. at Large, 112; the act of July 17,
1862, is in 12 Stat. at Large, 589.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
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TRF,,ISURY
DEPART]lENT.
This is the
most extensive
and complex
of all the departmeats of the United
States government.
Established by act of Sept. 2, 1789 (1 Star. at Large, p.
6.3), the department
of the treasury
has grown
from a little office with a few clerks, to a _'ast establishment
cmploying
no less than 3,400 officers
at Washin_on,
with numerous
bureaus, and with
branches,
fiscal,
marine and miscellaneous,
all
_ver the country.
The secretary
of the treasury
is head of the department,
and is one of the sevcn
cahinct officers (salary $8,000).
The law requires
t_at lie shall be a person not interested in thc bustn¢'ss of trade or commerce.
He is required to digent and prepare plans for therevenue
and public
credit; to prescribe
forms of keeping
public accounts; to make reports annually,
and specially,
when called upon, to congress,
as to all matters
pertaiuing to his office; to superintend
the collection of the revenue ; to grant all warrants
for
moneys issued from the treasury in pursuance
of
appropriations
made by law; and to perform all
such duties connected
with the finances of the

farious business transacted
under control of the
treasury department
has been greatly expanded
within the past twenty
years.
It embraces
the
management
of the national
debt, the national
currency
and coinage, the supervision
of the national banks,
tlm internal
revenue
system, the
customs revenue, the commercial
marine of the
United States, the light house system of the country, the surw,y of the coast and the interior tri"tngulation
of the United Slates, the inspection
of steam w,ssels, the life-saving
service, and the
marine hospitals.
There are two assistant secretaries of the treasury (_alary, $4,500 each), either
of whom may bc designated
as acting secretary in
the absence_r inability of their chief, and between
whom is dividrd
the responsibility
for the great
variety of current
business and correspondence
which does not by law lcquire the signatnre
of
the secretary.
The routine work of the secretary's
office is distributed
among eight divisions
(each
under
a chief at $2,500 salary,
and employing
about 400 ch.rks in all).
The accounts for all reccipts and di._hursemcnts by the United States, or
any of its officers, arc by law examined
in the
office of some one of the six auditors of the treasury (_alary $3,600 each).
The first auditor (58
clerks, etc.) has charge of all accounts in the civil
service, custom houses, judiciary, public debt, etc.
The second auditor (157 clerks, etc.) settles all
accounts
connected
with the army (except as follows, under the third auditor),
bounties and Indian affairs.
The third auditor (171 clerks, etc.)
adjusts accounts of tile quartermastcr
general, engincer corps, commissary
general,
unpaid
pensions, war cl'dms, elc.
The fourth auditor (48
clerks, etc.) adjusts all accounts
connected
with
the navy.
The fifth auditor (30 clerks, etc.) has
charge of the internal
revenue
accounts,
diplomatic and consular, and state department
accounts,
the ccn._us, etc.
The sixth auditor
(295 clerks,
etc.) settles
all accounts
relating
to the postal
service.
All the above accounts,
when audited,
go to the first or second coml*trollrr tff the treasury (salary $5,0_)0 each) for re-examination.
The
first comptroller
(58 clerks, etc ) must countersign all w.trrants is,_ued by the secretary, revise
the accounts of the first and fifth auditor_, examinc drafts and requisitions
for salarirs,
etc.
The
second comptroller
(70 clerks, etc.)examines
and
certifies accounts
received from the second, third
and fourth auditors.
The commissioner
of customs (s.flary $4.000, 31 clerks,
etc.) revises and
certifies the rcvenue accounts, and all matters conneeted
_'ith the marine.
The regislcr
of the
treasury
(salary
$4,000,
148 clerks,
etc.) has
charge of thc account books of the United States,
showing every receipt and disburscmrnt
: he registers all warrants
drawn by the secretary
upon
the treasurer,
signs and issues all b_mds, United
States notes, and other securities,
and has charge
of the tonnage
or shipping accounts, and theentire registry of vcs_ls in the United States.
The
comptroller
of the currency
(.salary $5,000, 89

l.'nited

clerks,

States as are

required

by law.

The multi-

etc.) supervises

the entire

national

bank
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system of the country.
This important office was
created in 1863. Tile comptroller is charged with
the execution of all laws relating to the issue and
regulation of national currency secured by United
States bonds; he has a seal of office, commissions
sad employs bank examiners,
assumes control of
any national banks becoming
insolvent, appoints
receivers therefor, makes an annual report to congress upon tile condition,
resources
and liabilities
of the national
banks, _mjmpiles
statistics
of
other banks,banking
comp_n'iEs and savings banks,
The director of the mint (or, more properly, mints)
of the United States (salary $4,500, 14 clerks etc.)
is the hcad of a treasury
bureau established
in
1873, and has charge of all mints and assay ofrices, making
anuual
reports to congress
on the
coinage of the country, the yield of precious metsis, and collateral
subjects.
Thc commissioner
of internal revenue (salary $6,000. 293 clerks, etc,),
an office established
in 1862, superintends
the assessment
and collection
of all duties and taxes
imposed by the laws providing
internal
revenue.
The states and territories
were divided
into numerous
collection
districts
during
the war, for
assessing
and gathering
the excise
and stamp
duties upon spirits, tobacco, etc., but the collectors of internal
revcmle were reduced by excculive order in 1883, to eighty-two.
The solicitor of
the treasury (salary $4.500, 15 ('lerku, etc.), though
an officer of the departmhnt
of justice, has special
clmrge of lc_al measures
to prevent
and detect
frauds upon the revenue,
having
charge of all
suits involving
money in which the United States
is interested,
except those arising under the internal revenue laws, which arc in charge of the solicitor of internal
revenue.
IIe also has charge of
the secret service employ('s
engaged
in detection
of counterfeiting
and other fraud._ on the government.
The chief of the bureau of statistics (salary $3,000, 36 clerks, etc.) is charged
with the
annual
reports on commerce
and navigation,
internal commerce, etc., and publishes annual, quarterly, monthly
and cccasional
reports, embodying
the latest statistical
information
as to imports
and exports,
imnfigration,
shipping,
etc.
The
superintendent
of the coast and geodetic survey
(salary $6,000,
156 clerks,
etc.) has charge
of
the survey of the coasts and rivers of the United States, publishing
annual
reports, tide-tables,

the organization
and employ_s of the coast service for" the protection of life and property,
and
prepares the statistics of marine disasters.
The
chief of the bureau of engraving
and printing
(salary $4,500) has charge of the engraving
and
printing of all bonds, treasury notes, national bank
notes, certificates,
internal revenue stamps, etc.,
of the United States.
Tbis great establishment
occupiesascparate
buildingconstructed
especially
for its uses, and employs about 1,200 hands.
The
treasurer
of the United States (salary $6,000, 277
clerks, etc.) receives and keeps the moneys of the
United States, and disburses
them only upon warrants drawn by the secretary of the treasury,
and
duly recorded.
He is also charged with the eustody of all public moneys in the sub-treasuries
at
_New York and eight other cities, acts as agent for
redemption
of national
bank notes, is trustee of
the bonds of the United States, and custodian
of
Indian trust funds, besides having entire charge
of the payment
of interest on the public debt.
The immense
vaults
and strong-boxes
of tlle
treasury are all in the custody of this officer.-As will be seen from the above outline, the multifarious business of the fiscal system of the United
States is widely and carefully distributed
through
a series of responsible
officers, appointed
by the
president and senate, who give bonds for the faithful discharge of their duties.
The system of keeping and adjusting
accounts
is very thorough and
systematic,
and the checks and safeguards
for the
protection
of the public money so thoroughly
organized by distribution
among many responsible
heads, as to render any wrongful
disbursement
very difficult,
if not impossible.
-- The treasury
department
occupies
a very large freestone
and
granite edifice, containing
195 rooms, constructed
after the Ionic style of architecture,
the cost of
construction
having been $6,000,000.
It wa_ in
this department
that the employment
of women
as government
clerks was first introduced
in the
year 1863, and several hundred
of that sex are
now employed
in the various
departments
'it
Washington.
-- The following
is the complete li.-t
of secretaries of the treasury from the beginning
of the government,
with their terms of office :

sailing directions,
and maps and charts.
The supervising surgeon general (salary $4,000, 17 clerks,
etc.) is charged
with the marine
hospital service
and the fund for the relief of sick and disabled
seamen.
The supervising
architect
of the treasury department
(salary $4,500, 93 clerks,
etc.)
is charged with preparing
designs and plans for
all public
buildings erected by the United States
for custom houses, United States courts and post-

41
s.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
L_.
18.
14.
15.

AlbertGailatin
..........................
George W. Campbell
....................
Alexander J. Dallas .....................
William It. Crawford...................
Richard Rush ...........................
Samuel D. Ingham ......................
Louis McLane ..........................
WilliamJ. I)uane .......................
Roger B. Taney ........................
Levi Woodbury .........................
Thoma_
Ewtng .........................
Walter Forward
........................

May
Feb. I4.
9. lS01
ISl4
Oct.
6. 1814
Oct. __..,l_ll,
blarch 7, 1s27,
March 6, 1_._
Aug. "2,1._1
May _J, Ig_
Sept. '23, 1_3::_
June 2'7,lg_l
March
5, I$_1
Sept. 13,
l_.II

offices, and the supervision
of the same.
The
supervising
inspector general of steam vessc_ls (salary $3,500, _i clerks, etc.) administers
the steamboat inspection
laws, with the aid of a board of
inspectors.
The superintendent
of the life-saving
service (salary $4,000, 23 clerks, etc.)supervises

18.
17.
18.
ty.
20.
_.
_.

John C. Spencer ........................
George M. Bibb .........................
Robert J. Walker .......................
William
M. Meredith
....................
Thorn.as Corwin
.........................
James Guthrie ..........................
Howell Cobb...........................

March 3, 18t3
June 15,1844
March 6, 1S45
March
8, 1_9
July 23,
lt.ks0
_arch 7, l_a
March 8. 1857

1. Alexander Hamilton ....................
_. oliver Wolcott ..........................
8. Samuel Dexter ..........................

Sept.
Feb.
Jan.

1L 17_9
"2,1795
1. l_01
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23. Philip F. Thom_ ......................
°,9,4.
ohn A.P.Dix
'25. JSalmon
C_............................
........................

._
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Dec. 12, 1860
Jan.
March 11,
7, 1861
1861
26. William Pitt Fessenden .................
July
1, 1m4
-27. Hugh McCultoch ........................
March 7, 1_
_. George S. Bontwell .....................
March 11, 1869
_o9.
Richardson
..................
March 17,
.30 William
BenjaminA.H.
Bristow ...................
June
4, 1_7,3
1874
31. Lot M. Morrill ..........................
July
7, 1876
s2. John Sherman ..........................
March 8, lS77,
3,3. William Wmdom .......................
March 5, 1881
34. Charles J. Folger .......................
Oct. 27,.1881
A. R. SPOFFORD.
TRi_ATIES.
A treatyisan
agreement,
league
or contract between two or more nations or severeigns, formally signed by commissioners
pro!)erly
aut]aorized,
and solemnly
ratified by the several
sovereigns or the supreme power of each state. -lti,_[orical I5"ew. This is the modern definition;
in the ancient
world, treaties were not so much
contracted
as they were dictatcd.
A conqueror
with :m armyat the gate of acapital
was perfectly
ablc to settle the terms by himself, and lie would
stay there until he had satisfactory
pledges that
the terms would be carried out.
The treaty of
peace of Antalcidas,
B. C. 387, is a good in_tanee,
Tiribazus, wi_ll the Persian flcct in the IIelle_pont,
summoned deputies
from the Greek states, and
read terms of peace as follows:
"King
Artsxerxes thinks it just that the cities in A._ia and the
islands of Clazomenm
and Cyprus should belong
to him.
He also thinks
it just to leave all the
other Grecian citie*, both small and great, inde
pendent,
except
Lemnos,
Imbros
and Scyros,
which are to belong to Athens,'_s of old. Should
any parties refuse to accept thi_ peace, I will make
war upon them, along with those who are of the
same mind, both by land and sea, with ships and
with money."
No parties refused to accept it.
Very often, too, the eonquercd
had to pay down
._o much gohl or so many slaves or ship_, hy way
of earnest; at the treaty nmde by the Romans, B.
C. 190, Antiochus,
just defeated at Magnesia, had
to cede Asia Minor, to pay 1.500 talents within
twelve years, and to give up his elephants,
ships
of war and even some gue_sts at his court.
This
was a typical
treaty of those days.
Occasionall)-, however, even then, the treaty was more. of
a contract than this, and settlcd and defined the
relations of states among each other; the peace of
Callias, B. C. 371, which settled the independence
of the various Grecian
states, and the terms on
which they were to exist between themselves,
was
as much a manifestation
of international
law as
many of the modern congres._e.s have produced,
Itefftcr has traced the history and growth of this
branch of intertmtional
law very clearly and brief_', and it may be useful before proceeding
with
the subject, to insert here his historical
view of
the matter, from the times we have alluded
to

source of international
law; the_,_and the spirit
which leads to their enactment,
show on what

until when Talleyrand,
Nesselrode,
Castldreagh,
Bernstadt and Metternich,
with other lesser lights,
in 18t4-15, formed a parliament
to balance off the
powers of the world against each other with the
closest care. -- Treaties, together
with the negotiations which precede them, are the most fruitful

gifts
ever,
firm
ance
it is
and

points nations and govcrnmeats
are in accord. -In the ancient world, treaties were almost theonly
manifestation
of any common principle
of law.
Nevertheles% they present little interest; they rarely go beyond the narrow circle of the needs of the
moment.
Sometimes
they show us the misfortunes of the conquered
; sometimes
their object
is the conclusion
of a_,_l_g or short armistice;
occa_ionally
al,o th_bli._hment
of husiness
relation% or even that of a kind of dikdodosio
founded
on reciprocal
rights.
The treaties coneluded
between
the states, or rather
hetwecn
the princes, of the mi(hllc age% offer still less
of interest.
The state itself was then only an
aggh)meration
of 1)rivate affair._ and needs : the
prince dispo.-ed of peoples und countries
as lie
would of his own fiehls.
Thc feudal lords and
the church
alone cnjoyed
a certain
protection
which they in their turn accorded
to others, and
yet that wasoften insufficient.-From the fifteenth
century the turning point comes; a jurisprudence
of political treaties bcgin_ to be formed, which is
closely connected
with the first steps of a Europenn _-tatc craft, and reflects in it the general spirit
of later time_.
Innumerable
treaties were concludcd at that period, which oft(,n only wore a
temporary
ma_k for the true intentions
of the
parties, and which were rarely taken seriously
They would
break them after a little with the
same ea_(,, to replace th(,m by tre'_tics of alliance
with the enemies
of tho_e who had ju._t been
their allies.
Whcre,ocver
there might
be any
spoil to gain or sl_are, c'n'h rushed
to seize his
part (le. ,ystJl_w capartayea_d, it wa_ o'flled).
_Iarriage_and dowries pl:Jved ._minor but veryeonsidcrable part in the trcaties of tho_e days.
"_Vith thc
religious strugglc,_ of thc _ixteenth century higher
interests begau to be consid(,r[,d.
A! fir._tthey were
di._cussed within the states, but the movers of intcrnational
politics soon hogan to try to profit by
these religious struggles,
wilhout an)" scruples for
the interc_ts of any particular
r[.ligion.
In this
._ixteenth century
thc polities of commerce
obrained a prepon(lerating
influence over the general
affairsof
Europe:
e_pecia]ly ufter the insurrection
of the united t)rovinces against the Spanish men
archy, for the _llce of coh)nial interests, the .scene
of war _¢as changed
to the most distant parts of
the worht. -- The first half of the seventeenth
century is filled with the bloody slaughters
of the
holy wars, to which the congress
of Westphalia
put a final end.
This was the congress wherc the
diplomacy
of the great powers celebrated
a tri
umph.
Its work on this occasion was for a long
time a source of pride, but nevertheless,
like a
new Pandora,
thcrc escaped from its c_skct many
which were to be sources of distress.
IIowthe treaty of Westphalia
was to form the
foundation
of the status quo and of the balof power of Europe, and at the same time
the line of demarkation
between an ancient
modern system of diplomacy.
Up to that
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time in treaty negotiations
diplomacy had relied
on rights which were at least apparent
to every
one; after the treaties of )lunster
and Osnabrnck
its object was much less the re-establishment
of
rights which had been violated;
it re&related matters more according to political rule, and in sodsing destroyed
many rights which had been established by the older methods.
At the conclusion
of the pettcc of Westphalia
there comes, as if direetly ill consequence
of it, a restless state of international policy, direct(:d, sometimes
to the acquisition of material advantages,
sometimes to maintain the political equilibrium
which had been re-established
at the price of so many _,uwrifices. The
policy of intervention
is at its height, and with
it the usage of EuropeaJ_ congresses
and combinations.
Govcrnments
find themselves
perfectly free
now that the dtatsgdndrauxhave
been suppress(_l,
The Iiague becomes the neutral green-room of the
diplomatic
struggle;
it is the place where the cards
are dealt, and wherc each tries to finish the game;
a place where adversaries
engaged outside in mottal struggles
can meet each other freely.-- During
the eighteenth
century, or up to the French revolution, the international
jurisprudence
of Europe
continues
to present a system of political combinations, whose chief aim is to prevent as much a_
possible anythreateningpreponderance
in the general equilibrium,
unless the fortune of war or of
circumstances
throws
one of the parties
at tile
mercy of others.
This arrangemcnt
of political
affairs gave rise to a nerveless and colorless diplomacy, which pursues above everything
the preservation of the status quo.
But this conciliatory
spirit disappears
in its turn after the partition
of
Poland is effected, and after the revolution's
success is a_sured.
The victorious revolution dictates
its treaties,
the conquered
are obliged to submit
on account of their momentary
needs.
Seaatus
consulti, or simple manifestoes,
announce
to Europe what alterations
are taking
place in their
midst.
Then the Napoleonic
policy arises, and
treaties from the beginning of our century up to
1814 circle aroumt it, either to strengthen
it or to
prepare
that secret coalition
which, when transformed into open resistance, created the political
web of 1815. The prc_rvation,
and, when it is
necessary,
the aller._tion,
of this web, was for a
time the end of monarchical
congresses
and of
ministerial
conferences
with their declarations
and
protocols, until the pentarchy
was broken up by
the energy of peoples and of governments
jealous
of their independence.
Thegreat
businessof
European diplomacy,
which only affected, sometimes
in an ii_direct way, the public
quc.'stions of the
day, were in the second half of the last century
the maritime rights of neutrals, and in our century
at first the _Napoleonic system on the continent,
then the suppression
of the slave trade, and finally,
the commercial
union of Germany,
the internstional
emancipation
of trade, navigation,
arts,
literature
and labor. -- The rough division may,
therefore,
be made, that, in the ancient world,
-treatieswercusuallyforpeaceafterawar,
andwere

dictated rather than contracted; in the middle ages,
treaties were staten ostensibly contracted
for statesmanlike objects, but were never meant to be kept.
"Each
treaty plants the seeds of anew war."
As
Machiavelli
says (DelPrincipe,
1532), "A prudent
prince will not and ought not to observe his engagemeats when it would operate to his disadvantage,
and the causes no longer exist which induced him
to make them."
Spinoza,
another later writer,
whose words, like those of Machiavelli,
apply to
the period we are speaking
of, says very. much
the same.
(I)'_zct. Theol. Polit., cap. iii.) Of
course these words apply to very modern times
also. but in a less marked degree.
Ever since the
publication
of the works of the early jurists,
Gentilis and Grotius, the current has been setting
in the other
direction,
and now the question
rather
is, how to enforce a treat),, than how to
break it. The growth of the popularity
of the
principle of arbitration
in the last ten or twenty
years perhaps
marks
the commencement
of a
fourth period.
(See AI_BrrR.4.Tm_.)-Theoretical
V_u'.
For the history and discussion
of the ideas
and theories concerning
treaties, we may refer to
the works of writers on international
law.
Most
of the questions dealt with even in so late writers
as Wheaton and Lawrence are now practically settlcd as much as the older ones of Grotius and
others, such as, whether
a Christian
nation can
make a treaty with an infidel power.
We may
briefly allude to one or two questions
on which
different views are still sometimes expressed.
Do
treaties
expire in case of a war or change in government in which either of the contracting
parties
is interested
? To which the text books answer,
treaties are of two kinds : 1. Transitory
con_'entions, which are perpetual
in their nature, so that,
being once carried
into effect, they subsist independent
of any change
in the sovereignty
and
formof government,
and, although their operation
may in some cases be suspended
during war, th(,y
revive on the return of peace without any expre._
stipulation.
Such are cases of cession, boundary
or extension of territory,
or tho_ creating
a permanent servitude
in favor of one nation within
the territory
of another.
Exceptions
to the latter
cla,_,9are such cases as a telegraph treaty, inwhich
special war provisions
are always inserted, which
bind neutrals as well as belligerents,
though p(,r
haps in adifferent
way.
(Fisehcr's Dz_ Teleql.ap/_h'
ul_d das VStkevrecM, Leipzig,
1876.)
2. Trcatic_
._) called, or f_dera, of friendship,
commerce, el('.,
expire of course when, first, either party
lo,(.s
existence as a perpetual state; second, the internal
constitution
is so changed
as to render the tre_ty
inapplicable,
as concluded
in view of a particular
constitution,
as when, by the French
revoluti01_,
the French
form of government
was chang('d,
third, war arises between the contracting
partic_:
and fourth,
by limitation
of the treaty it_lf.-But underwhicheverof
thesetwo
heads the treaty
falls, if, while a treaty is in force, a right _-(.-l,
under it, the expiration
of the treaty can not extinguish
that right.
"The
treaty
had its full
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effect the instant a right was acquired under it;
it had nothing further to perform; and its expiralion or continuance afterward was unimportant."
(U S. Supreme Court, in reference
to the Ireaty
of 1800 with France.)-Treaties are, in general,
subject to very many of tlle rules to which contracts are subject.
When a question arose between
England and the United States as to the boundary
line between thiscountry
and Canada, the question
turning
on tile interpretation
of certain treaties
that had been entered into, England
submitted
to
the emperor
of Germany,
the arbitrator,
the following rules of interpretation
for treaties, which
nre very similar
to the rules of interpretatmn
that might have been submitted
in the case of
a contract : 1. The words of a treaty
are to
bc taken to be used in the sense in which they
were commonly
used at tim time when the treaty
was entered into.
2. In interpreting
any expressiol_s in a treaty, regard must be had to the context and spirit of the whole treaty.
3. Ttle interpretation
should be drawn
from the conhcelion and relation of the different
parts.
4. Tim
interpretation
should be suitable to the reason of
the treaty.
5. Treaties arc to be interpreted
in a
favorable rather than an odious sense.
6. Whatever interpretation
tends to change
the existing
state of things at the time the treaty was made, is
to be ranked
in the class of odious things. -- The
antecedent
conditions
on which the validity of a
treaty depends are also very much the same as in
thc case of a contract : the parties must be capablc
of contracting,
the agents must be duly cmpowered, the object must be lawful and possible, there
must be a mutual
consent, etc.
Another condilion is often inserted in the text books, that the
parties must give their consent freely, or must be
so situated that the consent
of both may be re.
garded as freely given, but it is difficult to see
how this can be so. -- Another question arose cspeeially concerning
tbe declaration
of the treaty of
Paris, witll respect to the effect of the flag on
enemy's goods.
Arc, for instance,
the United
States bound by it ? All other countries
of iraportance have adhered to the rule there laid down,
except the United States, and some foreign writers
have considered
the United States bound by this
general uniformity
of opinion.
But we do not sec
uny good reason for this view, and probably a forcign court would hesitate before applying the doc1line where an American
was a party before it. -Treaties are classified
in a good many different
ways.
A notein )Ir. Hall's book on intern,ttional
]_w (Oxford, 1880), sums up this matter briefly :
"_ost
writers
devote
considerable
space to a
classification
of treaties.
Vattel,
for example,
divides them into equal treaties, by which ' equal,
equivalent or equitably proportioned'
promises are
made; unequal
treaties,
in which the promises
do not so correspond;
personal treaties, which expire with the sovereign who contracts them; and
real treaties, which bind the state permanently,
De ]_Iartens arranges them under the heads of pers')nal and real treaties, of equal and unequal
alli-

0_7

anees, and of transitory conventions,
treaties properly so called, and mixed treaties.
Of the_ last,
the first kind, being carried out once for all, is
perpetual in its effects; the duration of the second,
which stipulates for the performance
of succ_sive
acts, is dependent on the continued life of the state
and other contingencies;
and the third partakes of
both characters,
tIeffter divides them into, 1, constitutive conventions,
which have for their object
either the constitution
of a real right over another's
property, or some obligation
to give or to do or not
to do someihiug (e. g., treaties of ces¢ion, establishment of servitudes,
Ireatie_ of _ueccssion); 2, regulatingconventionsforthe
political or social affairs
of nations and of their governments
(e. g., treaties
of commerce);
3, treaticsof
alliance.
Calvo distin_,,_islles treaties, with reference to their form, into
transitory
and permanent;
with reference to their
nature, into personal and real; wilh reference to
their effects, into equal and unequal, and simple
and conditional;
fin'llly, with reference
to tlleir
objects, into treaties of guarantee,
neutrality,
alliance, etc. It is not very evident in what way the_
and like classificalions
are of either theoretical or
practical
us(,. ....
Treaties included
among those
which have been supposed tocxpress
principles of
law, appear to be susceptible of division into three
classes : 1, those which are declaratory
of law as
understood
by the contracting
parties;
2, those
which stipulate for practiccswhich
the contracting
parties wish to incorporate
inlo the usages of the
law, but which they know to be outside the actual
law; 3, those which arc, in fact, mere bargains, in
which, without
any reference
to legal considerations, somcthing
is bought
by one party at the
price of an equivalent
given to the other."
(Hall.)
-- It has now been practically
settled, that, whatever powers an agent may have been given, a
treaty must be ratified by the sovereign or proper
authority
before it can t)c considered
as binding.
Usually the crown or supreme power of the land
is the treaty-making
and treaty-ratifying
power,
but in England
especially, and to a certain extent
in some ottler
countries,
any treaty
involving
money matters has to be passed upon by the popular assembly, and, as a general rule, where any
decided step is about to be taken by treaty, the opinion of parliament
is first obtained, though, perhaps,
informally.
-- In Sweden tlle king makes peace in
conjunction
with the senate. -- In Germany
the
executive has power to make war, but, when oftensive, only with tile consent of the bundcsrath;
it
il_s power to make p_ee in all cases.
By article
11 of the constitution
(reichs-rzrfassung),
the exeeutire has tbe power to make treaties with the liraitation that the consent of thelegislalure
is nccessary when the provisions
refer to subjects under
the power of the legislature.
These are as follows :
Article
4. Foreign
commerce
and intercourse,
colonization
and emigration,
financial
system,
weights
and measures,
patents
and copyrights,
rights of assembly,
post and telegraph, sanitary
police, laws of contract and private law, commercial law, railroads,
settlement, residence and citi-
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zenship of different states, military system.
These
are the powers which the different German states
reserve to themselves
the right to deal with, and,
therefore, no treaty can be made concerning
any
of them without permission from the legislature,
--In France, by article 9 of the constitution
(Lo_s
Constitutioaelle_,
July 16, 1875), the president may
declare offensive war with the consent of the legislature.
By article 8, the president is to negotiate
and ratify treaties alone, unless they involve questions of peace, commerce,
finance, status of persons and rights of l)roperty of Frenchmen
in foreign countries,
cession of territory byor to France;
in these cases the consent of the legislature
is necessary. --In
the United States the makers of the
constitution
tried a new method of enforcing
a
treaty by enacting,
that all treaties should be considercd as the supreme law of the land, and proriding for their ratification
by the senate.
But another clause gives the house of representatives
control over all foreign commerce
and other matters
often dealt with in treaties.
Bysection
8 of article
1, of the constitution,
"The
congress
shall have
power--1.
To lay and collect taxes, duties, iraposts and excises a _, _; 3. To rcgxflatecommerce
with foreign nations, and among the several states
and with the Indian tribes; 4. To establish a uniform rule of naturalization
a _ a; 10. To define
and punish piracies and felonies committed
on the
high seas, and offenses against the law of nations."
_'ow, these are all of them matters also dealt with
in treaties which are to be entered into and ratified
(by section :2of article 2) by the president,
"by and
with the advice and consent
of the senate, provided two-thirds
of the senators present concur."
And such treaties
are also, by the constitution,
to have the same force and effect as if they were
the supreme law of the land.
The treaties on the
above and other subjects often, therefore,
in their
provisions,
come into conflict with the laws of congress, especially
with tho_
in connection
with
commercial
subjects,
which
usually spring from
the house of representatives,
and an interesting
series of questions has in consequence
been brought
before our courts.
To take one recent case out
of many.
By article 4 of a treaty between
the
United States of America
and his majesty
the
kingof Denmark,
concluded at Washington,
April
26, 1826, and thereaftex
duly ratified and proclaimed,
and renewed
by article 5 of the treaty
entitled
"Convention
between
the United States
of America and his :Majesty the King of Denmark,
for the discontinuance
of the Sound Dues,"coneluded at Washington,
April 11, 1857, and thereafter duly ratified by the senate, anti proclaimed,
and which is still in full force and effect, it is provided that: " No higher or other duties shall be
imposed on the importation
into the United States
of any article, the produce or manufacture
of the
dominions
of his majesty the kin_ of Denmark,
_* than are or shall be payable on the like atticles, being the produce
or manufacture
of any
other foreign country."
By article I of the treaty
entitled "Convention
between the United States

of America and his 3fajesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands," concluded
at Washington,
Jan.
30, 1875, and thereafter duly ratified and proclaimed on the part of the United States, and to
carry which into effect the necessary law has been
duly passed (Aug. 15, 1876) by the congress of tim
United States, and which is still in full force and
effect, it is provided as fnllows : " The United
States of America herfiby agree to admit all the
articles named in the following schedule, the ._ame
being the growth
and manufacture,
or produce,
of the llawaiian
islands, into all the ports of the.
United States, free of duty."
The schedule fo lowing said article includes:
"Muscovado,
hr_m'n
and all other unrefined sugars,"
of grades therein
mentioned,
and all "syrups
of sugar-cane,
melado
and molasses."
Certain
merchants
having imported such goods from Denmark,
claimed that
the afort._aid articles imported
were, under and by
virtue of the afore_id
treaty with Denmark,
entitled to be admitted
into this port free from the
payment
of any duty whatsoever,
for the reason
that "likearticles,
being the produce or manufacture of (any) a foreign country,"
to wit, the finwaiian islands, are, pursuant
to the treaty _ith
that country,
admitted
into all the ports of the
United States free of duty.
The collector of New
York collected duties on the goods, and the metchants, having
paid under protest, brought ._uit
against the collector to recover the money. Judge
Wallace,
in the United
States circuit court, decided in favor of the collector,
chiefly on the
g-round, apparently,
that congress
may annul or
repeal a treaty, as far as it is municipal
law, provided its subject
matter
be, uzlder the c(,nslitution, within thelegislative
jurisdiction
of congr('_s,
and that in this case there had been su(.h a repeal
of the clause in question by implication,
by the
tariff legislation
of congress.
As Judge
('urfi._
says, "If an act of congre_
should levy a duly
upon imports, which an existingcommercialtr('atY
declares shall not be levied, so that this treaty i_ in
conflict with the act," the later act of congress
"gives the rule of decision in a judicial tribunal
of the United States, in a case to which olin rule
or the other must be applied."
This rule i_ xx(.ll
established,
now, in our courts.
See o/her ca_es,
such as, Ropes vs. Clinch,
8 Blatchford,
30t :
Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall, 616; Gray r._. ('lil_t_)n
Bridge,
Woolworth,
150.--Take
another (:a-(',
one analogous
to which has recently arisen: S_lppose the United
States, by treaty with another
country,
takes away from its own residents or
citizens, in certain cases, some constitutional
right,
such as trial by jury; are the American court._ m
those cases estopped
by the treaty from seeing
that such right is not withheld
from those uil(ler
its juri.,utiction?
The other country would pr(_bably expect us to fulfill our treaty, but the courts
would probably hold that even the supreme law _)f
the land was to be governed
by our constitution.
These considerations
lead us to the last division (_f
our subject, the enforcement
of treaties and the
growth of the powers of courts of justice in that
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regard. --Enfarveraent
of Trestle.
The following distinctions may perhaps be usefully made in
connection with this part of the subject.
After
[hc sovereign or supreme power of a state has entcrcd into a treaty obligation,
its fulfillment
or
enforcement
usually comes under tbe jurisdiction
and control of the sovereign or hcad of the nation
himself, by.or with the aid of onc of three powers
of the hind: 1, the legislature
or council of staW;
3, tim army and navy department;
or, 3, the law
and courts of justice of the country.
ConscquentIv. _hile the different
obligations
of treaties are
ti_coretieally enforceable
by the nation itself, they
m'ly for practical purposes be said to be undcrthe
control of one of the above mentioned
departments.
The cxecutive
and legislative
br_mches
lmve control of such clauses in treaties as deal with
peace or war, cession of tcrritory
or of money, of
guarantee, neutrality
orintercourse.
The hcadof
the army or navy in action is ahnost wholly
in
charge of the humane and moral clauses of roodera treaties, such as those which deal with aid to
the wom_ded, etc.; and of truces and cartel% "rod
uther laws of war, and of railroad and telegraph
or cable treaties, so far as the war clauses are concerned.
The judicial power is responsible for the
carrying
out of natura*hzation
and extradition
treaties, commercial
engagements,
the laws of
prize% some of tim effects of treaties concerning
war and peace, such as the rights of seizure, erabargo, blockade, etc., and the clauses of treaties
_hieh affect the rights of citizens and foreigners
iutheir individual
and private eapacity.--The
distinction as to wlmt claa_es of treaties come before
the courts, is pointed out by the late Chief Justice
.3Iarqndl, in tim case of Foster vs..-Neilson (2 Peters, 314) : "Our constitution
declares a treaty to
be the hw of the land.
It is consequently
to be
regarded in courts of justice as equivtdcnt
to an
act of the legislaturfi,
whenever
it operate_ of itself, without the aid of any legislative
provision,
But when the tcrm_ of stipulation
import a contract, when either of the parties engages to perform a particular
act, tlm treaty addresses itself
to the political, not the judicial
department,
and
the legi.qature must execute the contract before it
(_m become a rule for the court,
a
_
This

try, the power of the courts, whether
used posttively or negatively, in the enforcement
of treaties
and their obligations,
is very great. -- In Warc v_.
Hylton,
3 Dallw% 199, certain
Vir$inians
owed
money to some Englishmcn
in 1774. In 1777 the
legislaiurc
pa_ed a law to sequester British property, providing
that Virginian
citizens
owing
m(mey to English subjects might pay the same to
thc Virginian
governmcntand
get a di._'harge for
their debt.
The debtors in this case took advantagc of this act. In 1783 a treaty was entered into
between the United States and Great Britain. by
the. fourth clause of whi(.h it was agreed " that
creditors
on either side shall meet wi01 no legal
inll_e.diment to the recovery of the full value, in
sterling morn-y, of all bo_a fide debts heretofore
contracted."
The supreme court hehl. rever_ing
the decision of the lower court, that the treaty of
the United
St'tics annulled
the law of Virginia,
and gave the right to the Englislunen
to recover
their debt. -- In the case of the United States vs.
The Sclmoner
Peggy,
1 ('ranch.
103, a French
ship bad b(.en captured and condemned
a_ a prize
by the United States circuit court of ('onnecticut
in 1800.
A. writ of error w._s prosecuted
to th(_
supreme
court, and beforc the hearing a treaty
uas entered into between the United StaWs and
France, one of the clauses of which wa_ to the
effect that property captured and not yet definitely
condemned
shouht
be mutually
restored.
The
court held that the sentence of the oh'cult court
was not definitive, and ordered the prize to be restored.
The court said: " In mere private cases
between
individuals
a court will and ou.,.zht to
struggle hard against a construction
wbieh will
by a retrospective
operation,
affect the rights of
parties,
but in great national concerns, where individual rights acquired
by war are sacriliced for
national purposes, the contriver making the .sacrificc ought always to re(,cive a construction
con.
forming to its nmnifest import."-Chira(' r.s. Chirac, 2 Wbe'aon,
112, is a deci.-ion 'Is to the effect
of treaties on the title to real properly,
and decided, among other points, what wc have already
seen, that a treaty providing
for the rights of subjcets of one country,
chfiming lan(t_ by inheritanec in anothcr, is perl)etual
in its effect.
If it

seem_ to be the language
of contracts,
and if it
i% the ratification
and confirmation
which are
pr_.,mi,c,d must be the act of the legislature.
Until such act shall be passed, the court is not at
liberty to disregard
the existing laws on the subjccl." That is, a treaty is a contract,
at_d before
the courts can accept a treaty as the supreme law
of lh_ land, for them to enforce, it must, by the
•wtioa of congress,
be changed
from a contract
inlo a law, unle_,
as another
judge says, " the
treaty itself gives a rule of law in respect to privale right.% capable of execution
without
the aid
of further legislation, and operating
directly upon
the interest which is the subject of the judicial
inquiry."
And if the treaty does not come within eititer of these rules, that must be decided by
the courts, too; therefore, especially in this coun-

expires by lal)._e of lime, any right that lla_ previou_ly arisen in consequence
of its exiqence
is
not cxtingui,-hed
by its expiration.
"The treaty
lind its full effect the instant a right was acqubed
under it; it had nothing further to perform;
and
its expiration
or ('ontinuance
afterward
was um
important."-The United
Stales vs. Watts,
14
Federal
Reporter,
130, is an extradition
cause,
where the United States had extradited
the dcfendant
for having committed
one offcn.,e, tried
him for it, and then proceeded
to try him for another.
The court discharged
the prisoner, after
examining
both the executivc
and legal authorities on the question.
Mr. Hamilton
Fish, the
secretary of state, had contended
that the receiving power has the right, if so inclined, after haying tried the extradited
person on the charge on
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-which he had been surrendered,with a bona fide all ages have tried to find some way in which
intentand efforttoconvicthim on thatone charge, thesenationaltreaties
could be enforced,and they
to tryhim for any other offenseo'fwhich he may
have appealed,to a great extent in vain,to the
have been guilty. (Messages and Documents,
better feelingsand aspirationsof monarchs at_d
Dep. of State,May, 1876.) Lord Derby denied popular assemblies. The methods, other than
this,and the United Statescourtinthiseaseagreed physical force, employed by nations to enforce
with Lord Derby, saying: "It resultsas a nec- a treaty obligation,have been: I. The performessary consequence of the duty imposed on the ance, by way of ratification,
of religiousrite_
courts to respectand obey the stipulationsof a and ceremonies, or the use of threatsor tuftstreatyas the supreme law of the land, thatthey ence by of_cers of differentreli&dons.In "mare alsocharged with the duty of determining its cienttimes alltreaties
were enteredintowith the
meaning and effect,
and thisduty they must con- most sacred religiousrites,and if these or any
scientiou_lyand fairlyperform,even though the other formalities
were leftout, the treatywas not
construction they feel compelled to give to it considered binding. But this kind of sanctioa
should differfrom thatgiven to itby the political only caused an obedience to the letterof the
branch of the government. " --The caseswe have treaty,as,to use an extreme instance,when Antimentioned are typicalinstancesfrom our reports ochus stipulatedin a treatyto give up half his
as to how our courts have enforced variouspro- fleet
to the Romans, and Labeo carriedthatclau,e
visionsof treaties,
even againstthe apparent in- intoeffectby sawing every stripbelongingtothe
terestsof theirown country and countrymen, and monarch intotwo. The power of religious
threats
many other similarcases might be cited,both in the enforcement of treaties
has been bestexfrom our own and from the European law re- cmplifiedin the caseof the Roman chureh. By
ports.-- From the times of Sir Leoline Jenkins the use of excommunications and interdicts
that
(1625--84)
thc English admiralty courts have been church often was abletocause international
agreevery determined,in prizecases,in seeingthatjus- ments to be carriedinto effect,when one sideof
ricewas done in allcaseswhere foreignerswere thosewho had enteredintothe agreement endearconcerned, even where the foreignerswere allies ored todraw back; but the selfishness
with which
of a hostilecountry. SirWilliam Scott,in main- thc church used thispower, and the power ital_o
raining,later,thistraditionof his court,gave a claimed and exercisedof releasingprincesfrom
great impetus to the enforcement of international treatyobligations,
neutralizedallthe goc_leffect
law. especiallyin following and observing the on international
moralityitmight otherwisehave
treatyrightsof neutralor otherforeigners. We
caused. The ratification
of a treatywas a very
may note one instance, taken at random from the
solemn affair, transacted
in some great cathedral,
English
reports,
the case of The Fama, 5 Robin the presence of all the pomp and power of the
Jason, 106, which was as follows:
In 1803 _me
church and of the nations involved.
The ambasgoods in a ship sailing from New Orleans to Havre
sadors who had drawn up the treaty would there
de Grace were seized by an English
vessel, Enin due form solemnly
touch the cross, the holy
gland then being at war with France.
By the
cvangels, and the holy letters, and swear by their
treaty
of Idelfonso,
1796, Louisiana
had been
honor to observe and carry out fully, really andiI_
ceded
to France.
The New Orleans merchant
good faith all the articles tlmt were cmnaincd in
claimed
that the treaty was a secret treaty, and
the treaty.
(Peace of Munster,
1648.)
The most
had not yet been carried
into effect by the handrnodcrn example
is perhaps the alliance bctwc(.a
ing over of Louisiana
to the French,
wherefore
it
France and Switzcrhmd
in 1777, which was solstill rcmained a Spanisl_)ossession,
and he should
c_'nnly confirmed
by the oath of the con r wring
have restitution.
Sir William Scott agreed to this
parties in publicin
the cathedralof
Solcurc.
The
view of the matter, and decided that the national
emperor
of Germany
was addressed
alway- a_
character
of a place agreed to be surrendered
by
scraper Augustus;
the king of France, as mo-t
lreaty, but not actually transferred,
continues as it
Christian; the king of Spain, as most Catho]ir'; fiw
wa_ under the charac_r
of the ceding country,
king of England,
as defender
of the fai{ll ; the
and ordered
restitution
by the English captors to
king of Portugal,
as most faithful;
and the king
the New Orleans merchant.
All of which shows
of Hungary
as his apostolic
majesW.
2. The
that the courts of l'lw in civilized nations arc the
handing
over of territory,
money or h()¢tag,_, a,
most effective
enforcing
agencies for treaties bea pledge for the fulfillment
of a treaty, was a],o a
tween nations, as for contracts
between
individumeans much used in ancient
times, and it _a¢
als, and that their jurisdiction
is rapidlygn'owing,
successful
so far as it went.
It has gr:_(h:all.v
and trenching
on our next class.
The next class
fallen into disuse, except as regards th(' (,_'('W a
of sanctions for treaties are those of the executive,
lion of territory.
The last occasion
()_ _hich
They
are to be employed
where, as Livy says,
hostages were given, was at the treaty of Aix ]:_"they are made by the command
of the supreme
Chapelle, in 1748. 3. There remain th(' m, ih,_t,
power, and whereby
tim whole nation is made
bv which
third parties are made or become rc
liable to the wrath of God if they infringe
it."
sI)onsible for the carrying
out of a treaty; suf'h as
And the wrath of God or the fear of man is still
armed intervention,
mediation,
arbitration or _u_m
about all that causes their fulfillment
when either
antee.
These methods,
leaving arbitration out ,,f
country

would

rather

break them.

The jurists

of

consideration,

are found

to be of little n_c at the
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present time. The third country, on the one side,
is likely to have the weight of any interference
ne_xtralized by a third power interfering
on the
other side.
There are probablyno
countries with
which the great powers of Europe
have not at
some time or other in their history entered into a

treaties) to exceptional
reverence.
They differ
only from other evidences of national opinion in
that their true character can generally be better
appreciated,"
and he proceeds
to attack them
from the point of view of international
law, as
mis]eadingand
useless.
On the other hand, other

treaty of guarantee,
and most of these treaties
have not expired.
Lastly, we come to those conventions between nations and clauses in treaties
x_hieh practically
have to be left to the .enforcemeat, if at all, of the commanders
and officers of
any conflicting
forces.
The "modern
rules of
war," as the3' are called, as relating to the treatment of the wounded
and of prisoners, a_ to the
u<e of railroads or telegraphs,
as to truces or neutralq, and blockad_
or searches, must be left, in
tile nature of things, to the di_.retion and judgment of the officers who are in command at the
time, and they are not only responsit)le
to their
nwn country but to many other countries both in
indirect and direct ways.
At the Brusselsconfcrenve of 1874 the project of an international
convention on these matters was proposed, but wa_
not effected.
The conference
expressed
some
general views on the rules which should govern
occupation of a hostile country by a military force,
the treatment of prisoners, aid to the sick and
wounded, etc.
The presence of foreign military
and press representatives
with a moderu army,
m_J_t be noted as one of the greatest influences in
matters falling under this head.
There are certain
treaties, however, which neither the efforts of law
e.urk_ nor the commands of authorities, which are,

writers on international
law ]lave almost unicefsally (.on.<idered treaties as the principal " constituent part" of their subject.
Possibly,
as _Napoleon the Great _id, they arc very often "Forms
which, however necessary to disguise the dependence of weak states, prove, in the case of strong
ones, only a dc_ire to deceive," especially
in the
case of those which we have called national treaties. Whichever
of the_e views may be correct,
we have seen that treaJies have always played an
important
part iu the history of the worhl, and
that their usefulness
to the general progress of
mankind ha._ always increased
more when enforced and fultilled than when broken -- Authortries. The works on I._a'EIi_._TIOX.XL LAW are
also authorities
on our subject.
Be._ides the
authorities given under that head in volume II. of
this work, we mayadd the works on I_terr_atioT_al
Law of Twiss,
Westlake, Ward, Hall, Woolsey
and Sheldon Amos.
The last edition of Hcffter,
1881 ; the Rt:qhts and D_ties of A).utra?*, Hall,
London, 1874; tim zr_derl,ational J_l_c article(Prof.
E. Robertson)
in the Encyclopmdia
Britannica;
Mrs. Jackson's
Century _" Didwlwr,
New York,
1882; and the congressional
and departmental report_ of various Indian commissions on that branch
of the subject; Fischer's
Di,', Tele.qraphie uTM das

as we lmve seen, the only two sanctions of treaties,
eaaever hope to enforce.
These are treaties made
by a nation with some alien and weaker nation
li_ing in its midst.
From tim treaties of Home
wilh Latium, Spain with theMoors,
and Germany
with the Bohemhms,
down to the treaties of England with lrehmd or India, and the United States
with the Chinese and Indians, treaties have only
l)ecn used ms one means of extermination
and rio-

I_lkerrccld.
Leipzig, 1876, on that branch.
The
following
is a list of the collections
of treaties
which have been made:
T/_e A,'gun_c_d al_tProcecdi_gs at tl_e G_.t_e,',_ Arbitrations. 1873 ; )Ianning's Law of Aatio_s,
edition Sheldon
Amos,
London,
1875 ; ltdcrnatirm_d
Com_m'rcial Law,
Leone Levi, London, 1863. Also the following
compihttion., of treaties and matters rc.lating thereto : Cairo, ]Acucil des Tra/t/.,;
3Iorenil,
l_ec_,eil

lenee. Perhaps there never was a series of treaties
betweentwo t)eoplm_ so systematically
entered into
for the purpose of breaking
as those between the
United States and the Indian
tribes of ih*orth
Alnerica.
They were considered
at first as indep('ndent nations capable of entering
into treaties,
but in 1871 congress
pa.ssed an act to the effect
that they were not nations capable of contracting
with the United States by treaty;
since then, the
term convention has been used, but the name has
made very little difference.
The contracts
have
heen uniformly broken.
The law courts, where
aPt)_ded to, have almost invariably,
as far as pos_il)le, endeavored to enforce the rights of the Indi:ms, but the jurisdiction
nece._,sary ha.s usually in
the-e cases been given by law to officers of the
army or agents of the executive
who have usually
sided, either openly or through
lack of positive
action, with the immigrating
violators of the public faith.--A
recent writer, Mr. Hall, (in his
"Rights and Duties of lq'eutrals," p. 7), says he
"does not discover
any ground for the claim (of

d_'s Trait(s dipl_m_atiqz_es, 187_,; Jean l)umont et
T. Rousset, 5'ovps g'_dccr._el D_l_h,_mtiq:_c d, Droit
des Gc_*s o_*]_,,cueils d,.._ I'r_Ht/.s de Pa_x, d':lllia_,ce,
etc,; Barbeyrac
(Je:m), lli._toire d,._ a_cie_s Traitgs
jusq**'d C/_arb, ma.qne; Saint Pre_t (J. Y.), llistoire
des TraiHsdePai.rdul7e,Si_cle;-_¥g
ociatiozts_crbtes
toucha_t bt Paix de Mu_stcr et d'O._iab_,r.q; Martens (George Frederic de) Recue4l de _'_.,tit,s d'Allia_tce, de Pai_', de I).eue, de Nc_dralit,:,
de Chinmerce, etc., 1761-1808; also a supplement;
M. le
Comte de Garden, llistoire .q/_(:ralc des Trait, ._de.
Pair; Koch, ltistoire Abrdgde d,s Traitds de P(_i_
deiruis la Pa_:_ de Westphalia;
Rousset,
,%p_,lemez_t to the C_rps Unirer_'.l of D,zment;
Wenk (F.
A.G.), (/odex Jur&_ Genti'um lleceatissimi, Leipzig,
1781; Rollinet, Dictio_lnaive
Univer,ul, 32 vols.,
1787; Schmauss
(J. J.), Cort )_zs ,Ir_r_s Gentiurn,
1730.
EUSTACI':. CONWAY.
TREATIES,
Fishery,
At the close of the
revolutionary
war, in the negotiations
which preceded the treaty of Sept. _, 1783, one of the mo_t
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important questionsdisenssed had referenceto a erafrom the two countriesmet in London to_t.
definition
of the privileges
of fishermen,citizens tleamicably disputed points in connectionwith
,_fthe United States,in the waters of British the fisheries,
and theirdeliberations
resultedin
North America. Their righttofishon theGrand
the signingof the convention of Oct. 20, 1818.
.Banks or in the gulf of St.Lawrence, or else- By the terms of the first
articleof the convention
where in tlm open sea,could not,of course,be itwas provided thatsubjectsof the United State_
denied, but itwas claimed that they should not should have foreverthe righttotake fishof ('very
fishin Britishwaters,or ]and in Britishterritory kind on the southern,westernand northerneoa._t'_
to dry or curetheircatch. At that time the meth- of ]Newfoundland, on the shores of the Magdalen
ods of our fishermen were differentfrom those islands,
and on thatof Labrador, from Cape Jolly
now in use. The rea)ureesof our own coast northward, and to dryand cure fishin any of the
were little
understood,and the greaterpart of the bays, harbors and creeksof theseregions,except
New England fishingfleetresortedevery summer
the Magdalens, so long as they should remain un
to Labrador, Newfoundland, and the gulf of St. settled. Thc United Statesrenounced any cl_,im
Lawrence, where theyfishednearthe shores,mak- of right to take, dr)"or cure fishon or within
ing a harbor usuallyevery_ight,always in threat- three marine miles of any Britishterritory
not
cningweather, and curing theirfishuponthe rocky mentioned in thespecifications
above. American
shores,before loading them into the ves_ls for fishermen were, however, to be admitted to all
fnal Imme transportation.It was thereforeira- harbors forshelter,
repairof damages, purchasing
portantthat they should retainas many as possi- wood or obtainingwater. In order tosecurethe
ble of the privileges
enjoyed by them before the observance of this treat)"
our government is¢aed
outbreak of the revolution. A compromise was to itsfishermen a notice warning them ag'aiu-t
finallyagreed upon, and by the terms of article violationof the provisionsof the firstarticle
of
Ill.of the treatyof Paris (Sept.3, 17S3),itwas the above mentioned convention,a copy of _hich
arranged that the people of the United Stat_s was annexed to the circular.
-- In 1847,inconse
should have libertyto fishon such parts of the quence of a petition
addressedto thequeen by the
coastof Newfoundland asBritishfshermen could, Canadian parliament,negotiationswere opened
and al_ on the coasts,bays and creeks of all for the establishmentof reciprocalfree tradebeother of theirBritannic majesties'dominions in twecn theUnited Statesand Canada. In exchange
America; and to dr)-and cure fishin the bays, forreciprocityin tradewith the United States
in
harbors and creeks of _Nova Scotia,the Magdalen
allnaturalproductions,such asfish,
wheat,timber.
islandsand Labrador, so long as they were unset- etc.,accesswas offeredto the fisheries
of allthe
tled,or aftertheirsettlementif they could secure colonies,except Newfoundland, which rcfu._ed
permission front the inhabitantsor proprietors, consent. Some years were consumed in fruitles¢
By this treatythey were excluded simply from effort,
and itwas not until June 5,1854,thattl_e
their former privilege of drying fish on the coasts
reciprocity
treaty was signed, the _nate of the
of :NEwfoundland,
Prince
Edward
island and
United
States confirming
it August
8. By thi.,
Cape Breton. -- The war of 1812 suspended
for a treaty the fishermen of the United States gaine(1
second
time the privileges
of our fishermen
in
a right to fish on all the coasts of British _N()rth
British waters; and when the question of their reAmerica, while British fishermen gained acct,, to
adjustment
was brought up, strong petitions were
the waters of the United
States north of C_q*_'
made by the British colonists against a renewal of
May (latitude 36°); the salmon and shad fi._hcric.,
the privileges
of 1783. -- At the first meeting of
were reserved for the exclusive usesof the subj(,ct,
the commissioners
assembled at Ghent to drawup
of each country;
certain rivers and mouth_- ,_f
the articles of peace, it was announced
"that the
rivers, to be determined
by a commission
to bc
:British gow, rnment did not intend to grant to the
appointed
for that purpose,
were also rc_(.rxtd.
United States gratuitously
the privileges formerly
The treaty
also contained
numerous
provi-ion¢
granted
* * for purposes connected
with the fishto secure and regulate free trade in certain _rticries."
They argued
that the claim of an immecles of commerce.
The treaty was to r_,m:fi_
mortal and prescriptive
right to these privileges
in force for ten years, after which it could b(.
was untenable,
and that the rights which the inhabterminated
upon a year's notice by either 1,_rt._
itants of the United States had possessed
when
The commission
to designate
the places rc,t, rv('d
British subjects,
could not be continued
to them
to each country
occupied
years in deliber:_tiol_s,
after they had become citizens of an independent
the results of which
were so insignific'nlt
th:tt
state.
After much discussion
the subject
was
they do not deserve discussion in this conne('ti(,n.
dropped, and the treaty of Ghent (Dec. 24, 1814)
--The
reciprocity
treaty
terminated
Mar('la 17,
contained
no reference
to the fishery question.
1866, in consequence
of notice
given 1,y the
The governors
of the British
colonies were now
United States, notwithstanding
efforts on the part
instructed
to exclude our fishing vessels from their
of Great Britain 1o secure its renewal.
The pro,aarborsand
coasts, and the naval officers stationed
visions of the treaty of 1818 were now revived,
in that district
received
orders
to resist all enand continued
in force until 1871, a period _)f lif¢roachments.
The result was the capture of seversl of our fishing vessels on the charge of trespassing in British waters. -- In 1818 commission-

teen years, during which there were constant clashing and uncertainty.
American fishermen xrere "it
once warned
that their right to fish in British
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waters would terminate
on the 17th of March
]866.
It was subsequently
decided,
however,
that during 1866 vessels from the United
States
shouhl be allowed
to fish in all provincial
waters
upon tile payment
of a nominal
license fee to Ix;
exacted as a formal recognition
of right.
This

minister of marine and fisheries : these at the time
appeared
valid and wlluablc, though
the charges
since published
by Prof. It. ¥. Hind show that
their accuracy is far from being unimpeachable.
_
Tim decision of the case rested entirely with the
neutr.fl member of the commission,
Mr. Delfos,_e,

privilege was continued
for four years.
In 1870
it was, however, discontinued,
owing, it is claimed

who without
doubt
testimony
presented,

by the British government,
to the failure of our
fi_hennen to provide
themselves
with licenses, a
(.]:aim which was to a certain
extent, I have no
doubt, a true one.
During
the 3"ear 1870 a considcrahle
number
of American
fishing
ve._sels
were seized lay British and provincial
vessels, anti
forfeited -- It now became necessary for the two
governments
ag'ain to meet the question squarely,
and to this end was appointed
the joint high commission, which met in Washinglon,
Feb. 27-M:Ly
8, 1871, and from whose deliberations
resulted the
treaty of Washington.
Articles XVIII. to XXV.
inclusive, and XXXII.
and XXXIII.
of the treaty
of Washington
api)crtain
to the fisheries.
By
the provisions
of theso articles
citizens
of the
United States are allowed to take fish of every
kind except shell fish along the shores of Canada,
and British subjects have equal rights on the coast
of the United States north of latitude
39" north,
the shad, salmon and other river fisheries being
excluded, and some trifling local exceptions in the
treaty of 18,54 being confirmed.
Article
XXI,
provided for free trade between Canada and the
United States in all fishery products
save fish of
inland lakes and rivers, and fish preserved
in oil.
:It was the theory of the makers
of this treat)"
tha_ the United States was in all particulars
the
chief beneficiary,
and it was consequently
provided in articles XXII.
and XXIII.
that "inas-

cc_siblc to him at the lime, lint upon certain consideration._ of diplomatic
expediency,
based upon
the previous treaty relations of Great Britain and
the United Stales.
lle adjudged
to Great Britain
the sum of $5.7_00,000, to be paid by the United
States in exchange
for alh,gcd privileges
granted
to its fishermen in British waters.
This sum was
paid in 1878, and the terms of the treaty having
been thus full)- complied
with, the fishermen of
the two countries entered upon a nmlual
participatios of fishing territory for a period of twelve
vear._.-- The only important
difficulty occurring
under thi,_ treaty was in January,
1878, when sevoral Gloucester vessel% taking in cargoes of frozen
herring at Fortune
Bay, ]h_. F., were attacked
by
the In_.ople of the vicinity, their nets cut up, and
the crews driven away from the shore.
This proceeding was m.mifcstly an interference
with American rights under the treaty, and the el'tim that
local laws were being transgressed
was quite ustenable, such laws being annulled
by the treaty.
Such was the view taken hy the British governmcnt, and damages
to the amount
of £15,000
were awarded,
to be divided among the injured
herring vessels, the total amount of claims being
$105,305.--The
preseut treaty terminated
July 4,
1881, and notice having been given by the United
States, its provisions will be invalid after the same
date in 1883, when, unless some new arrangement

much as it is asserted by the government
of her
Britannic majesty that the privileges accorded
to
the citizens of the United
States are of greater
v.due than those accorded
to the subjects of her
Britannic majesty,"
a commission
should be apl)oinWd to decide upon the amount of compensalion which should be paid by the government
of
the United States for the privileges to them ac('orded.
The commission
referred to met in aceordance with the provisions
of the treaty, at
t{'difax, N. S., and was in session from June 15 to
Nov. 23, 1877. Its members were Mr. Maurice

be made, our privileges in British waters will be
limited as before, and Canadian fish will no longer
pass into our markets free of duty.--It
is imt)ossible in this place to discuss at length the adv.mtages and disadvantages
of the existing treaty. They
may, however, receive pa.¢sing allusion.
The advantages
to the United Slates were supposed
to
be twofold:
1, the right to buy bait in provincial
ports ; 2 participation
in the inshore
nmekerel
fishery of the gulf.
The first is scarcely worth
considering
by treaty makers.
The advantage
to
the bait seller is equally ms great as to the buyer.

])¢'lfosse, at that time Belgian minister at Washington, Sir Alexander
T. O-alt for Great Britain,

M:my provincial
hood upon trade

and I-ton. Ensign
H. Kellogg
for the United
Stat(,s.
The record of its sessions may be found
in _495 printed
pages of the "Documents
and
Proc('edings of the Halifax Commission,"
vols. i.
-iii., Washington,
1878.
The entire lack of
reliable statistics
of the fisheries was of course

and only the mostshort
sighted policy on the part
of Canada and Newfoundland
can excludethe
only
purchasers from theirmarkets,
forevery
vessel visiting one of their ports expends from $50 to $200.
The second "adv'mtage"
strangely
enough lost
its valuc simultaneously
with its acquNitiom
For

fatal to the cause of the United States, the great
mass of irrelevant
and contradictory
testimony
given by fishermen and others summoned
before
the commission
being nearly equally unconvincing sad confusing on each side.
Canada pre_nted the so-called "official statistics"
of its fisheries
printed for ten years or more in the reports, of the

half a century
previous
to the past decade
the
* Prof. tIind's charges of intentional falsification of fishery
statistics by the British authorities so widely l)ul)hshed, are.
not sustained by evidence, and should not be entertained for
aoutmoment.
The the
hundreds
of inattention
errors which
are evidently
result of
on he
thehas
partpointed
of the
responsible persons, and of childish incompetency on that of
the clerkSemployed in their preparation.

based his action not upoH tim
nor the facts otherwise
ac-

ports
with

are dependent
for ]iveliAmerican fishing vessels,
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mackerel fleet of New England was engaged for at
least half the season in fishing in the gulf of St. Lawrence, and sometimes several hundred sails at one
time were in close proximity to, if not within, the
J

No of [ Catch in
%'e._seis ; _t-pa_ked

Y'_A!_,

an Gulf.

Bane

s.

[Shrilxka.ge

UNITED

three-mite line. The general adoption of the purss
seine resulted in a complete revolution in the mack.
erel fishery, asis shown in the followingtable, kindly furnished by Major D. W. Low, of Gloucester :

'

[

in same,
one-eighth.

No.or _Ivaz_i,,
s_c
of Mackerel

Packed

when
V&lue
sold
in U. S.. per

Total value
in U. S. ot

Barrels
c_ught
in-

Barrels.

packing off
-- Barreh

when
whole

limit, est
liberal
"side 3-mile
'

sold.
catch

limit.
tn 3-n iest•
i liberal

_=q[

_01_

_,on

$1o.4o

1874 ........................

164

6.$,078

7,885

[

55,198

6._

844.956

18o898

114,9_7

18,_ .......................

95

13,(_J6

1,_

]

11,880

14.18

181,_8

8,793

_,?K5

4,8_
7,319
61.9'_
10,796
7,301
470
275

11.00
11.10
4 15
2 50
7.7'2
8 50
8.50

56,778
81,241
_JS,_O
26,990
56,864
8,995
';',125

64
5.49_
60 [,
8,.°Ak5
'27'3[.....................
4t i.....................
34 .....................
3 [.....................
1 .....................
...........

Yearly

average

catch

per vt_cl

687 [
1,046

I

.....................................

The number of vessels and their catch in seapacked barrels, up to 1880, is from British sources,
with exception of catch of 1878 and 1879, whichis
from reports of Boston fish bureau; 1880 and 1881
was from United States fish commission. The yessol in the gulf in 1882 was the schooner Yankee
Lass, of Boston. The market value of some of the
mackerel was increased by scraping and messing
them by the labor of the crews, extra labor. The
cost of catching the mackere! was mu('h greater
than the price obtained, making an aggregate loss
to those engaged in it.
G. BEow_ GOODE.
TREATIES
OF THE UNITED STATES.
Nov. 29, 1775, the continental congress appointed
a committee of secret correspondence, charged
with the duty of corresponding with the friends of
the colonies in other parts of the world. March
3, 1776, this committee instructed Silas Deans to
go to France, and ascertain from M. de Vergennes
"whether, if the colonies should be forced to form
themselves into an independent
state, France
would enter into any treaty or alliance with them
for commerce, or defense, or both."
Sept. 17,
1776, congress adopted a plan of a treaty to be
proposed to the King of France.
This plan erabraced the following political ideas : 1. Equality
with natives in the payment of duties or imposts,
and the enjoyment of privileges, immunities, and
exemptions in trade, navigation and commerce,
This was not incorporated in any treaty actually
concluded by the United States until after the
peace of 1814. 2. Equality between France and
the United States in colonial export duties. 3.
Exemption from the droit d'aubair_e. 4. That on
the surrender of contraband of war by the cornmander of a vessel taken on the high seas m time
of war, the vessel shall be allowed to proceed on
its voyage.
5. That each party may capture
goods the property of citizens of the other when
found in enemy's ships in time of war. 6. That yessels and property rescued from pirates shall be re.
stored. 7. That the ports of each shall be open to
the prizes of the other without payment of duties,

230,

76
288

.
barrel_.

Ssos,:,as

eaug'ht _ it l-

1_ ........................
1876
1877.........................
.......................
1878........................
1879........................
lfl_0........................
1881........................
1882........................
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$1.795,827
"Average

_,eTo '

S-_,_,:_

1,00_
2,439
20,641
3,599
2_433
1_5
78, "827
price

1_.50_
.'27,.07,'2
_5,6(k)
8.997
18.783
1..'_;
717
$5_._,4_

per barrel.

but shall not be open to the prizes of the enemies
of the other. 8. That if a war breaks out, citizens of one power, residing as merchants in the
dominions of the other, may have time to close
their business and remove their properties. 9.
The citizens of neither power can take out letters
of marque against the other in time of war. 10.
Citizens of each may trade with enemies of the
other in time of war in articles not contraband,
and free slfips shall make free goods except as to
articles contraband.
11. Vessels of either coniing
into lg)rts of the other, and not wishing to break
bulk, shall not be obliged to do so, in the ab_(,n(,e
of cause for suspicion.
12. 3Ierchant vessels of
one poweron the high seas may be visited by ve,sels of war of the other for the purpose of examining their sea letters and passports.
If these are
found correct the cargoes can not be examined.
The draft also contained several pr_)visions respecting the contemplated alliance with Franc('.
-- On Feb. 6, 1778, two treaties were concluded
in Paris with France : a treaty of alliance, and
treaty of amity and commerce.
The treaty of alfiance contained the usual provisions in regard to
mutual actionin time of war andin making peace,
and, in article xi., a mutual territorial guarantee.
which afterward became a subject of contcnti(m.
France guaranteed to the United States the _ hole
of their possessions : the United States, in return,
guaranteed to France its then present l)OSSeSSioo_
in America, and such as it might acquire lly a
treaty of peace. The treaty of amity and cornmerce was somewhat less liberal than that proposed by congress, and contained the most favored
nation clause. _ Oct. 8, 1782, a treaty of amity
and commerce was concluded with the Nellierlands ; April 3, 1783, a similar treaty with
Sweden ; Jan. 20, 1783, an armistice with GITat
Britain, followed on Sept. 8, 1783, by a definilive
treaty of peace with that power ; Dee. 10, 1785, a
treaty of amity and commerce with Prussia ; January, 1787, a treaty of peace and friendship with
Morocco ; and, :Nov. 14, 1788, a consular eonven"
tlon with France. --These several treaties, con-
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cluded prior to the adoption
of the constitution,
are remarkable
for the directness
and freedom
from doubt with which they assume sovereign
powers to be in the central
government:
as in
l, the restraints
upon duties, charges and fees in
the ports of the several states;
2, the prohibition of the exaction of the droit d'aub,'li_e in the
_tates; 3, the permission
to aliens to own and dispose of real estate anywhere
in the United States;
4, thcir right to reside and do business in thestates
on an equality with nativcs;
5, their right to wor.
ship after their own faith; 6, the right of foreign
consuls to exercise judicial functions in the several
_tates over the estates of their countrymen
deceased; 7, their right to exercise police over vessels
of their nationality
in American
ports, to arrest
the officers and crews of the vesscl_, and to try
and determine all disputes
between
them.
They
arc also rcmarkable
for humane provisions respecting the treatment
of prisoners
of war, and the
exemption of women, children and non-combatants
from the hardships
of war, which have not yet
been universally
accepted. --The
treaty of peace
with Great Britain
recognized
valuable
fishing
rights on the Grand
Banks,
in the gulf of St.
Lawrence,
and in the bays, harbors and creeks of
Nova Scotia, the Magdalen islands and Labrador,
as belonging
to the citizens of the United States
in common
with subjects
of Great Britain.-When Washington
became president,
he found the
northern frontier of the United States occupied by
British military
posts: at Detroit, at Mackinaw,
at Buffalo, at Niagara, at Oswego, at Point au fer,
at Dutchman's
point, and even in the interior of
Ohio. On the south, Spain had established
a stalion at Natchez,
and was pushing
forward
to
Viek._burg under pretense of a treaty with Indians
claimed to be indcpendent.
Both were intriguing
with the Indians,
evidently
believing
that thc
United States must disintegrate,
and desiring, as
nearest neighbors,
if not next of kin, to obtain
in the dissolution
as much as possible.
In this
state of things the French
revolution
broke out;
England took up arms against France; and Spain.
on May 2,_, 1793, joined
England.
Meanwhile
France, through an injudicious
and in-itating envoy, was making trouble for Washington,
by att(_mpting to fit out privateers
for French use, and
to rekindle
the dormant
feeling of hostility
to
England.
In addition to a hostile occupation
of
our frontiers, England was seizing and confiscating
our nascent commerce
under pretenses
that had
no right but that of force.
Washington
was
pressed to cast the fortunes of the United States
o_l t_e one side or the other of the grrcat struggle.
In this emergency
he sent John Jay, the chief
jubilee of the United
States, to London,
as a
special envoy.
:Nov. 19, 1794, Jay concluded
the treaty which has since borne his name.
It
I)rovided for the withdrawal
of the British garrisons; for the settlement of some disputed points
in the boundaries;
for a joint commission
to determine what payments
should
be made by the
United States to Great Britain on account of the
179
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claims of British creditors;
and for another joint
commission to determine
what payments
should
be made by Great Britain to the United States on
account
of illegal captures.
It reasserted
the
power of the federal government
over the subject
of land titles in the states, made provision
for
consulates,
contained a provision (the first one) as
to the extradition
of persons charged with crime,
amt provisions
for regulating
commercial
intercourse.
]t contained
no disavowal
of the arbitrary principles which Great Britain had asserted,
no provisions
that free ships should make free
goods, and it granted
to Great Britain the priviloges for her vessels of war and prizes which
France enjoyed under the treaty of 1778. This
treaty was di_losed by a senator.
Its publication
created an intense excitement,
which lasted until
the appropriations
for carrying it into effect had
passed a subsequent
congress.
I think it is the
judgment
of history, that, with all its shortcomings, it was a wise measure.
We came out of the
warof independence
poor, with a great debt, with
adeprcciated
paper currency emitted by the states
and emitted hy authority
of Congress, with a paralyzed business,
and with a narrow ribbon
of
population
along the shores of the Atlantic,
of
uncongenial
pursuits,
with great difficulties
of
communication,
and with no comman historical
traditions
prior to the war.
With the greatest
difficulty the aversion to a stronger central governmeat was overcome.
The constitution
started its
operation in time of peace, among a people a largc
minority of whom, if not an actual majority, ,*'as
averse to it. Jay's treaty secured a certainty
of
a longer time of peace for it to take root and
grow.
If we had not concluded
that treaty, we
might have been bound in honor to go to war with
England at that time.
I can not sec what the result of such a war would have been: but Icansee
that by l)utting off taking part in the great struggle for eighteen
)'ears, we sccured precious time
for the people to bccomcaccustomed
and attached
to the new form of government:
and on this I
found my opinion that the measure, however intrinsically
defective, was a wise turning
point in
our history. -- Partly in consequence
of the conduct of Gcnet, partly in consequence
of our refusal to abide by the guarantees
of the treaty of
1778, and partly in conscquence
of the conclusion
of Jay's treaty, a diplomatic
rupture
took place
with France, accompanied
by acts of hostility on
the high se_s. Congress. on July 7, 1798, enacted
that the treaties
and consular
convention
with
France
were no longer regardcd
as obligatory.
This state, neither of war nor of peace, was terminated by a treaty in 1800, which was followed,
in 1803, by three conventions"
one for the cessio_
of Louisiana,
with a provision
putting the cornmerce of France on the footingof
the most favored
nation in the ceded ports; one providing
for the
mode of payment of 60,000,000 francs to France by
the United States
and one providing for the further payment
by the United States of 9.,0,000,000
francs to citizens of the United States who had
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claims against France.
The claims excluded from
part_ipatmg
in the division of this sum, constitute
what are known as the French spoliation claims.-These treaties were assailed at the time of their
conclusion,
both on account of the acquisition
of
Louisiana. and of their not providing for the payment of the spoliation
claims.
Without
expressing an opinion on the latter point, on the broader
question 1 may say that history fully justifies the
wisdom of a measure acquiring
for us the mouth
of the Mississippi.
Jay's treaty and these treaties
had a marked influence on the political history of
the country.
They" mainly contributed
to wrest
the federal government
from the hands of those
who favored the adoption of the constitution,
and
place it in the hands of those who opposed it.
They thus converted
a jealous and astute o]igarchy in the south from opponents into supporters of the new form of government,
and made it
their interest to preserve it during the long years
that they held power.
When the day of change
at last came, the constitution
had ceased to be an
experiment.
It had traditions in the national heart
deep enough to protect
it.--One
other treaty of
this period, the treaty of Oct. 27, 1795,with Spain,
has survived to this time, and proved
serviceable
in recent
political
history.
It contained
agree,
ments not to embargo the vessels or effects of citizens of either power in the territories of the other,
and that, when arreste.d, persons should be prosecured according
to the ordinary forms of law, and
have the right to employ agents and attorneys,
and
to have access to them.
In the recent insurrection
in Cuba, the insurgents
had on their side everything
to appeal to our sympathies.
They were
colonists,
contending
for self-government;
humane men, contending
against brute force; abolitionists, struggling
against the re-establishment
of
slavery.
Persons, said to be citizens of the United
States, were seized and imprisoned
without law,
and denied access to counsel.
Their properties
were embargoed,
and their incomes sequestrated,
The treaty of 1795 gave us means of relief without resort to force; and afforded the government
of the peninsula an opportunity
of yielding to our
demands without
risk of revolution
or of being
upset.
It requires
but little imagination
to conceive the evil effects upon the United States of a
war resulting
in the conquest of Cuba, and its admission into the Union subject
to the conditions
of the constitution
as affected by article XV. of
the amendments.
--The
Napoleonic
wars swept
away all our commercial
treaties, except the treaty
of 1795 with Spain.
The Dutch
subsequently
contended that the treaty of 1782 with the.l_'etherlands survived, but the American
government
contended otherwise successfully.
Peace was coneluded with Great Britain by the treaty signed at
Ghent, Dec. 24, 1814.
This treaty contained provisions for settling some parts of the boundaries
that were in dispute, and a declaration
against the
slave trade; but it was silent on the subject of irapressment
and chsnge
of allegiance, and of the
rights in the fisheries.
On the latter point, _ car.
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respondence
between John Quincy Adams and
Lord Bathurst
ensued.
The former contended
that the United States received their interest in the
fisheries on the division of the British empire at
the peace of 1783, and. therefore, could not be deprived of it by the abrogation of all treaties caused
by a war.
The latter maintained
that the rights
of the United States depended upon the existence
of the treaty, and fell with its abrogation.
This
view w,_s practically
maintained.
The treaty _ as
eritici_ed
because it did not contain an abandonment of the right of impressment.
This could
not have been obtained from Great Britain ; but
the right has never been enforced since the marltime successes of that war, and is now practically
as dead as if it had been abandoned
in tim treats.
The sameeommix_ionersconcluded
a commercial
treaty with Great Britain, which was in force four
years by its terms, and was subsequently
extended
ten years, and then expired of its own limitation.
In that treaty, it was for the first time agreed that
no higher or other duties or charges should be iraposed in any of the ports of the United States on
vessels of another power, than those payable in
the same ports by vessels of the United States;
that the same duties should be paid on the importation into the United States of any articles, the
growth,
produce
or manufacture
of a foreign
power, whether such importation
should be made
in v_-_,sels of the United States, or in vessels of that
power, and that in all cases where drawbacks
were
or might be allowed upon the re-exportation
of any
goods, the growth,
produce
or manufacture
of
either country respectively,
the amount
of the
drawback
should be the same, whether the goods
should have been imported
in American vessels,
or in vessels of the foreign power.
These provisions have often since been inserted in treaties.
_ In 1818, a convention was concluded at London
for the definition
and regulation
of the fisheries,
and also for the further
settlement
of disputed
boundaries;
and a joint occupation
of the country west of the Rocky
mountains
was agre_.d
to. The rights
conceded
to the United
States
fishermen
by this convention
are decidedly
less
than those conceded
by the treaty of 1783, and
are expressed in language which has given rise to
much contention,
the United States contending
that it gives the right to fish within the waters of
the bay of Fundy and other similar waters, and
Great Britain contending
otherwise.
The treaty
was negotiated,
on the part of the United States,
by two eminent
diplomatists,
but can not be regarded
as a satisfactory
solution
of a question
which is, in fact, difficult of solution,
I shall
refer later to modifications
that have been made
in it. The third article, which provided
for the
joint occupation
of the territory west of the Rocky
mountains,
was, in 1827, extended
indefinitely,
with a privilege
to each to give twelve months'
notice of a purpose to abrogate and annul it. The
United States gave this notice during
President
Polk's term.
The two powers then concluded the
treaty of June 15, 1846, adopting the 49th parallel
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as their line to the middle of the channel separating the continent from Vancouver's
island.
It is
to be regretted that the Oregon boundary
question
bcc'_me entangled
in party politics.
The great
Irish emigration
began soon aftt_r the settlement
of 1846; and the discovery of gold in California
(.arried the stream of population
to the shores of
the Pacific.
Wehad cverything
to gain by delaying the settlement,
if it was to be done by cornpromise, aq it actually
was.
But willie slaver)"
existed, there was a strong interest to prevent the
extension of free territory,
and a _ttlemcnt
was
forced which (.an not be called far-seeing or statesmanlike. -- The treat)" with Spain of Feb. 22, 1819,
closed a long series of diplomatic
discussions
relating to the boundaries
between
Louisiana
and
Florida, to condemnations
of American vessels by
French consuls within Spanish
territories,
to the
suspension of the right of deposit at New Orleans
prior to the acquisition
of Louisi_ma, and to the
fitting out, within the United States, of expeditions
against Spain in aid of the revolutionary
colonists,
By the treaty the United States adjustcd
its southern boundary
by the acquisition
of Florida,
and
by an agreement
as to the line from the gulf of
_Iexico to the Pacific; and each party made a general renunciation
of claims against the other.
As
lhere was little population
in Florida, and no _ttled institutions
and form of civilization
diffcring
in spirit and in language
from that prevailing
in
the United States, the measure was statesmanlike,
lt'flso tended to prolong the rule of the south,
which eventually
operated,
as already explained,
to increase the chances for the permanency
of our
institutions.
-- The congress of Panama, convened
()n the suggestion
of Bolivar, aimed to secure railitary, political and commercial
alliances.
It failed
in all, partly for reasons which make all such attempts quixotic,
and partly in consequence
of tbe
existence of slavery in some and not in others of
_he powers.
An account of the treaties of the
United States would
be incomplete
without
an
allusion to the failure of this the most ambitious
attempt at negotiations.
We did, however,
conelude separate
treaties
of amity and commerce
with most of the American
states of Spanish or
Portugucsc
origin. -- In 1_17 congress
framed for
the first time a general navigation
law, restricting
importations
to vessels of the United States, or to
vessels of tim country of the origin of the goods,
We find the marks of this legislation
in subsequcnt commercial
treaties, in the provision
that
whatever kind of produce,
manufacture
or merehandise of any foreign country
could be, from
_ime to time, lawfully
imported
into the United
States in theirown
vessels, might atsobe imported
in the vessels of the other power. -- The extending
commerce
of the United States also induced
the

of commerce.
In 1853 Mr. Everett,
as secreta D" of state, negotiated
a purely consular convcntion with France ; and, since then, the custom has been to treat of these subjects in special
conventinns.--During
the administration
of Gem
Jackson,
great progress was made in adjusting
private claims growing out of the French revolution.
Claims conventions
were made with Denmark, the Two Sicilies and France.
This policy
of solving private intcrnational
questions by arbitration is well settled in the United
States; and
was the subject of comment in the French chainher of peers as e'_rly as 1831, when the Baron de
Barante, discussing the French claims convention
of 1531. said of the United States, " Lorsqu' on
viole _1lcur dgard los rbgles de la ncutralitS, ils ne
font pas la gucrrc.
# _ Fairc rendrc justice
lcurs citoycnsest
done un de leurs premier devoirs;
et en cola, ils sont plus _ imitcr qu' h blamer.
De
sortc que, sans _('l'ltcr cn ho_tilit_s, ils se plaignent,
produisent
paticmment
leurs r_clamations
; et
quand le jour arrive ou l' on a besoin de leur bienvcillance, ou lcur amiti6 pourrait _tre _irechercher,
ils profitcnt de l'occasiou, ct fontsolderlescrdanc_
privdcs, dont on contcstait ou retardait paiemcnt."
--During
the administration
of President
Tyler
the northeastern
boundary,
about which there had
for many years been a dispute with Great Britain,
which more than once threatened
to come to blows,
was finally settled by yielding to Grcat Britain a
considerable
part of tbe territory of the state of
blaine.
The same treaty introduced
the policy of
joint efforts for the suppression of the sl_ve trade,
and contained
the only agreement which had then
been made, since Jay's treaty, with any power for
the surrender
of persons char_'ed with the commission of crime.
Since then, extradition
treaties
have been made with most of the powers with
which we have diplomatic relations, and the catalogue of crimes upon which the treati_
operate
has been much extended,
as will be seen by cornparing the list of crimes in article II. of the treat)"
of June 13, 1882, with Belgium, with that contained in article X. of the Webstcr-Ashburton
trea_y. -- During the administration
of Mr. Polk
two important
political treaties w(,re made.
The
first placed our commercial
relations with China on
a treaty basis, and gave us the right of cxterritorial jurisdiction
within defined limits.
The second
terminated
the war with Mcxico by a treaty which
annexed California
to the United States.
The influcnce of thelatter upon the fortunes of the country was instant and decisive.
Tim influence of
the former upon the destinies
of China is beginning to be apparent.During the same administration the first international
postal convention
was concluded.
As early as 1787 France invited
the United States to make such a convention.
In

revivalof some of the powers respecting our vessels
in foreign ports, and foreign vessels in our ports,
and disputes of seamen and deserters, which had
l_en conferred
upon consuls by Jefferson's
convention of 1788 with France.
These important
proviaioas were for many years insert_l in tre_tie_

the reorganization
of the government
the scheme
fell through,
and sixty years elapsed before a
postal treaty was made.
In the course of another
thirty years the system was vastly improved, and
has become universal. -- The same administration
concluded with New Grenada a treaty whereby
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the United States agreed to guarantee the neutrality of the isthmus of Panama, and the rights of
sovereignty and property of New Grenada therein. The United
States invited Great Britain in

dential term a treaty was concluded
with Great
Britain for reciprocity in the free admission of
certain enumerated
ar|icles between
the United
States and what is now known as the Dominion

1849 to join in this guarantee.
No answer was
given to the invitation;
but in April of that year
the treaty known as the Clayton-Bulwer
treaty was
concluded.
This treaty has given rise to more
questions than it contains
articles.
Before ratifications were cxchanged,
a question arose whether
it should apply to the Belize.
Then discussions
were had about the canal to which it should apply, and at the end of two years it was settled that
it should apply to the Itise grant.
Then Great
Britain for some years tric_l to evade its operation
upon the )Iosquito
Indians.
Then it had prolonged negotiations
with Nicaragua,
Costa Rica
and Honduras,
in order to dispose of the Indians.
By this time the rebellion broke out, and the interest of the United States in the question wassuspended.
Tim grant
of canal franchises
to the
French company revived interest in it. Then the
Umted
States proposed
to abrogate
most of the
treaty, which Great Britain
declined.
Then the
president,
in 1882, informed Great Britain, that the
treaty having been made with a view to the construction of a canal under the IIise grant, and the
same having become impracticable
for causes for
which Great Britain
ahme was responsible,
the
United States did not regard
the treaty as longer
binding.
The policy of making this treaty has
been much questioned;
but it certainly
dispossessed Great Britain
of an important
military,
naval and political
position on the isthmus, at a
time when the relative strength of the two powers
was very different
from wtmt it is now; and, as
construed
by the United
States, it contains
no
continuing
engagements
to embarrass us. Judged
1)y these results the measure was wise. When the
question
was slumbering
after a rest of over
twenty years, it was revived by the proposition to
abrogate the treaty.
In spiteof the distinguished
names supporting
that act, I can not but regard it
as unwise.
The queution was not at that moment
what is called "a burning question":
it could have
rested, perhaps, for many years, before a solution
would have been necessaD,;
and meanwhile
the
relative strength of the two powers was every day
changingin
our favor. --In President Pierce's time
the adhesion of thc United States was asked to the
declarations
of tim congress of Paris, and answer
was made that the president proposed to add to the
first proposition
the words " And that the private
property of the subjects or citizens of a belligerent
on the high seas shall be exempted from seizure by
public armed vessels of the other belligerent,
unle_
it be contraband."
This was not acceded to.
When the Franco-German
war broke out, the
French minister notified the secretary of state that
in the war France would conform to the declaration of Paris; and the German mintster notified him
that private property
on the high seas would be
exempted
from seizure by vessels of war, without
regard to reciprocity. -- During the same presi-

of Canada, and for tile common enjoyment
of ttle
British inland fisheries by both peoples.
I can
not but regard this as a wise and statesmanlik(,
treaty, which would have led to a nearer political
connection
with Canada.
The war, however, caabled some Canadians
to show a spiteful fee]in_
toward
us, to which congress
responded
by th(abrogation
of the treaty.
Since that (lay Canada
has been drifting
away from the United States in
legislation
and policy.The United States are
founded upon the right of persons at their own
clection to abandon an old allegiance and acquire
a new one.
Yet this principle did not receive the
formal adhesion
of an)' other power until Feb.
22, 1868, when the naturalization
treaty with the
North German
Union was signed.
Since then,
similar treaties have been entered into with Bavaria, Mexico,
Baden,
Wtirtemberg,
Hesse, Belglum, Sweden and Norway,
Great Britain, Austria-Hungary,
:Ecuador and Denmark.
The principles recognized
in these treaties
are, that an
agreed term of residence
in the new country is
necessary
before the change of allegiance
will be.
recognized
by the old; and that a resumption
of
residence
in the old country
without
intent to
return may be taken to be an abandomnent
of th(;
acquired
citizenship.--The
same period saw a
series of agreements
made for the protection
of
trade marks.
This arrangement
hag been made
with Russia, Belgium,
France, Austria-Hungary,
Germany,
Spain, Great Britain and Brazil. -- The
close of the war left questions pending with Great
Britain .growing out of captures by vessels of war
fitted out on British territory;
and claims
1)y
Great Britain against the United States on behalf
of British subjects injured in their persons or proI)erties by the forces of the United States.
There
were also differences
growing out of alleged interferences with tim fishermen
of the United StaW,_
There wan, too, a difference in the constru('tion of
the treaty of 1847 for settling
the northwe._tcra
boundary.
That convention
required
the line.
after leaving the mainland,
to proceed to the middle of the channel which separates the continent
from Vancouver's
island,
and thence southerly,
through the middle of said channel and of Fuc'_'s
strait, to the Pacific ocean.
There were tlm'e
channels : the Rosario to the east, the Dougias_ in
the middle,
and the Canal de Haro to the we_t.
Both parties agreed that the Douglass was not tlw
main channel.
Great Britain claimed the Ro_tri_)
as that channel ; the United States the Canal (h:
Haro.
The treaty concluded
at Washington
on
May 8, 1871, was intended
to determine
all the_e
questions.
It provided
for a tribunal of arbitr:_tion at Geneva for the settlement
of the Alabam:_
claims, and laid down three rules for the government of the tribunal, which the two powers a_rced
to communicate
to other powers.
It arranged for
a claims commission
tO sit at Washington
and de-
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tide upon the British claims.
It agreed to restore
the fishermen
of the United States to the rights
enjoyed under
the abrogated
reciprocity
treaty,
for a term of years for a limited recipro(_l cominertial arrangement,
and the payment
of a sum
of money to be determined
by a joint commission, to sit at Halifax.
It provided
for common
enjoyment
of the waters
of tim lakes and canals; and it referred the settlement
of the boundary dispute to the arbitration
of the emperor
of
Germany.
In due time these questions were disposed of in the manner
provided
by the treaty,
The decisions, so far as they were adverse
to the
United States, have been the subject of criticism
here; and so far as they were adverse to Great
Britain, of criticism
there.
My own judgment
ix, that, without
dwelling
upon details, the prestige and influence of the United
States, and the
respect in which it was held in other parts of the
world, were decidedly
increased
by this treaty,
and by the proceedings
which took place under
it. -- During
President
Hayes' term the treaty
with China was modified so as to allow the United

ally the duty of observing
it is not weakened
by
municipal
law.One thing more is to be remarked.
Our treaties
in two langmt_%
with
powers not using the English
language,
have
rarely been the subject of contention
as to con.
struction.
On the other hand, we have made few
treaties with Great Britain, with which we use the
English language in common, the construction
of
whi(,h ha.s not been more or l_s in dispute.-I)uring
the revolution,
and up to the adoption of
the constitution,
it was the custom to make the
agTccments
of the United
States with
Indian
tribes in the form of treaties.
This practice was
continued
under tlm new form of government.
The constitution,
by deel'tring
treatids already
made, as well as those 1o be made, to be the supreme law of the land, has adopted
and .,umctioncd the previous
treaties with the Indian nations, and consequently
admits their rank among
the pq)wer_ which are capable of making treaties.
Nevertheless,
such treaties are not the treaties
which form the subject of this article.
J.C.
BA._CI_OFT DAWS.

Stat(_ to regulate, limit or suspend
the coming of
Chinese to the United
States or their residence
here, but not to absolutely
prohibit it. Congress
exercised
this power to the extreme limit allowed
by a liberal construction
of the treaty.
During
the same term a convention
was proclaimed
which
had been concluded
during the presidency of Gen.
Grant, providing
for the establishment
of an international
bureau of weights and measures;
and
a convention
was concluded
with the emperor of
Morocco and the principal
powers of Europe for
the purpose of better defining tim right of protection of Christian powers in that 5Iussulman
kingdom. _In
President
Arthur's
time the United
States have acceded to the intcnmtional
convention for the amelioration
of the wounded
in armies in the field; and a general treaty of friendship and commerce
has been concluded with Mad
agascar. -- The collection of treatit_s made in 1873,
and revised in 1876, contains, in all, 255 instruments.
Twenty-nine
havesincc
been added to it.
Of the whole 284 some have become entirely obsoletc, others in part so, either through their own
limitation,
by agreement
of ptu'ties, by notice
given by one party to terminate,
by absorption
of
the comracting
party into another nationality,
by
effect of war, or by act of cougre_.
Areference
to the notes to that collection will give informstion in detail on these point,_.--A
treaty made
under authority
nf the United States is, under the
constitution,
in common with laws made in pursuanee of the constitution,
the supreme
law of
the land.
It is subject to the constitution,
and
is inoperative
when conflicting
with it. It overrides all state laws in conflict with it. It overrides
all laws of the United States in conflict with it
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In the autumn
of 1861 the government
of the
confederate
states (see that title) sent J. M. Mason
and John Slidell as commissioners
to Great Britain
and France respectively.
They ran the blockade
to Havana, and there embarked
on an English
merchant
steamer, the "Trent,"
for St. Thomas,
on their way to England.
About noon of .Nov.
8 the vessel was stopped in the old Bahama chart.
nel by the United States steamer " San Jacinto,"
Capt. Wilkes, and the commissioners
were taken
out of her and transferred
to Fort Warren,
in
Boston harbor, as prisoners.--Capt.
Wilkes' act
was warmly approved by the people of the United
States; but he had nevertheless
transgressed
the
neutral
rights for which the United States had
always contended,
and he lind undertaken
to put
in force the right of visitation
and search which
the United States had found insufferable
when it
was claimed by Great Britain.
(See E._[n._RGO.)
The United
St._tes gow_rnmcnt
therefore
disavowed his action, and surrendered
the prisoners
to Great Britain.
There was, however, a residuum of American
ill-feeling toward Great Britain
because of the British government's
offieiou_ preparations
for an improbal)le war.
Before giving
the United Statesany
opportunity
for explanation
or disavow'd, the British ministry prepared
troops
and transportation
for Canada, forbade 1)y proclamation the exportation
of arms and munitions of
war, and instructed
Lord Lyons, its minister at
Washington,
to withdraw
from the United States
unless the prisoners
were set at liberty and an
apology tendered within a time " not exceeding
seven days."--See
Diplo_l_atic Corre,_pol_del,c2 for

and anterior to it; but, within the territory of the
Umted States, anti in its operation
upon nfficcrs
of the United States, it is controlled
by laws cnacted by congress
after its conclusion.
For municipal purposes it ceases to be law; internation-

1861-2. and authorities
under RE_ELUO_,
as 2
Draper's
Civil War. 540.
ALEX._'_DER JOhnSTON.
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TIIRXEY.
(Turkish,
Dowlet e/ Othmardd,
or
Ottoman Rule, also Othmani_ vilageti, or Ottoman
provinces.
Ottoman Empire and Sublime Porte
--,ublimine
portal--are
the two phrases
used in
treaties.
Through
Asia and in most Mohammedan communities,
as well as through Moslem history, the Turkish dominion
is El Roum and its
head Sultan el ]?_mm, in allusion to his succession
to the lower Roman
empire.)
The term Turkey is in general limited to the territory directly
occupied
by the Turkish
empire,
a territory
in
which Turks constitute
probably
less than
onetwentieth
of the population,
and the term Turkish empil_ is in general confined to the government carried
on by this small fraction
of the
population.
Under
this government,
a numbet of races
pre_rve
a distinct
org'anization,
tribal, ecclesiastical
or territorial,
and the territory recognized
in treaties
as the Turkish
erapire, the government
carried
on by tile Turks
and the races inhabiting
Turkey,
must be carefully disting'uished
in the study and discussion of
this subject.
Tile territory of the Turkish empire
consists
of the four provinces
in Europe
iramediately
subject
to the porte;
the organized
province
of e_tern
Roumelia,
the autonomous
but tributa_"
state of Bulgaria;
tile two provinees of Bosnia and Herze,-,ovina,
"occupied
and
administered"
by Austria;
the Asiatic
provlaces, including
two in Arabia,
directly
subject to the Turkish
government;
the tributary
principality
of Samos; the autonomous
administration of Crete; Cyprus,
occupied,
subject
to
fixed charge,
by Great Britain;
Egypt, whose
relations are discussed
elsewhere under that title;
and the single
African
province
directly
subject to the porte, Tripoli.
The extent
of this
territory
and its population
is, from the lack
of statistics,
extremely
indefinite.
The following statement
can not be considered
more than
approximate:

a part of Herzegovina.
In Asia the only Ix)rtions of Arabia under the organized
control of
the Turkish
government
are the two vilayets of
Habesh, or Hedjaz and Yemen, and the Haram
(sacred) containing
Mecca.
These contain a population of 1,_,84_.
In Egypt the figures given above exclude Kordofan,
Darfur and several
provinces
in the Soudan having
a territory of
1,000,000squaremiles,
and a population
of 10,800000, whose successful revolt in 1883 renders their
distant
connection
with the empire
doubtful.
Servia (48,950 kil. car ; and 700,Oll
pop.) and
Montenegro (9.030 kil. car.; 236.000 pop.) were
dependencies
up to the treaty of Berlin.The
boundaries
of Turkish
territol:v, exclusive
of uppanages, are the product
neither of geographical
linesnor ethnical dL-isions;
but of a long series of
treaties, of which the last and most important
ia
the treatyof
Berlin, signed July 13, 1878.
Under
this treaty the northern
boundary
of Europoan
Turkey
still includes
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
which, with the exception
of the sandjak of Xovi
Bazar, are for all practical
purlx)ses
Austrian.
Serbia next bounds Turkey
to the Danube, and
the space between
this river and the Balkans is
occupied
by the tributary
state of Bulgaria,
with
the exception of the Dobrudja
and the addition_ll
territory lying north of a line drawn
from Silo,
tria on the Danube to the Black sea, south of
Mangolia.
The Black sea. the Bosphorus.
the se_t
of Marmora.
and the llellespont
and the zEge:m,
constitute tile remaining
boundaries
of Turkey il_
Europe
until Greece is reached.
The present
boundary
between
the two countrie_
was deter
mined by an international
boundary
eommis,ion
acting under the Berlin treaty, but following
th_line determined
upon at the Constantinople
conferenee in 1881. Instead of thcori#nal
line from
the mouth of the Kalamas
to that of ttle _dymbria river, the new boundary,
which ceded 265
geographical
miles, or two-thirds
the area under
the ori#nal
award, starts from Kara Derwe1_t, on
Kll.
Car. 4,490,000
Pop.
the gaflf of Satonica,
follows the southern
ridge
165,4:.i8
35.901
815,946 of tim Olympus,
passes south of Messova, ,rod
reaches the Adriatic by crossing the valley of the

'lMrkeyin
Europe.:
/mmc_iate
po_ssions ..............
F,astern Rottmelia ...................
Bosnia and Herzcgo_q.na(occupied
byAustria) ......................
SandJak or Novi Bazar ............
Bulgaria (tributary) .................

}

61,0¢x5J L158.440
q le_,000
63.97,2 1,998,983
_,_6
8,681,400

Arta, of which Greece receives two-thirds.
The
Adriatic forms the western boundary
of Turkey.
except where the Berlin treaty gave Montene,_'ro
(Czernagora)
an approach
to the sea by cedin_ _
Antivari.
The 1,814 square miles constituti_z

'IMrkey in Asia:
immediate potase_sions,including Arabian provinces....................
1,889,055 lfiJaZ,9(_0 the previous area of Montenegro
were also e_Samos ..............................
_
/o,0S_ ]arged by adding from Herzegovina
the distric_
of Banzani, Rudine,
_Nicsic, Duga, Piva, Drobtl1,889,s_ m,l_,_
zak, Yezera, Kolashin and Saranci, 1,167 square
_urkey In Africa:
Tripoh (province)...................
1,_,850
1.Ol0,O00 miles, and from Albania,
Spuz, Podgoritza,
ZabEgypt (dependency) ................
2,987,000 17,577.000 lyak, Plava Gusigne,
Antivari
and Krazina. 66l
square miles; in all, 1,8'28.
Turkey in Asia ires
4,0_o,$tm l&r_7,_oo natural sea boundaries
on the north and west,
qi_rkish_mplre ........................
6,_l,_fi_ 43._91,000 while Arabia
in a sense bounds it on the south.
Immediate _ion_
................
3,087,850 '21,683,000
/)ependencles .........................
3,148,400 _,7_S,_
Its eastern boundary
begins,
under the Berlin
treaty, at Makialos, on the Black sea, and, running
In Em'ol_ the area, undetermined,
of the sandsoutheast
in an Irregular
line, rejoins
the old
jak of /_lovi Bazar, with a population
of 168,000,
boundary
just beyond Kaghtzemann. This eesis still under Turkish
admtni_tratlon,
although
ston to Rtmsia included Batoum, Kars and Arda-
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han, of which the last is the only place with a
population of 5,000.
An additional tract one-third
a_ large, including
BajaT, et, ceded by the treaty of
San Stefano, was retained by Turkey, its possession greatly improving
its strategic liue shout tlle
headwaters
of the Euphrates.
At the same tim('
the new boundary between
Turkey and Persia, by
ceding to the former tile town of Kotovi, gave a
Russian ally control
of tile headwaters
of the
Araxes.
The Turkish
sovereignty
over Arabia
is practically limited to Mecca, Medina, their port
Jiddah
and Yemcn,
a large tract in the in tcri_)r extending
to the :Persian gulf being under
inde.pendent
control, while the desert rf,ziou between Arabia
proper,
Syria anti Mesopotamia,
maintains
a precarious
independence.
Turkish
authority
is also limited in Armenia,
where tlle
powers have a treaty right of interference
; in
the pashalic
of Lebanon,
a tract
eighty-seven
miles long, which can only be govcrncd by the.
l)orle through
a Christian
pasha, satisfactory
to
_he powers supporting
the French occupation
in
1_61; in eastern Roumclia
an autonomous
preyince south of the Balkans,
also governed
by a
Christian pasha; in Samos, an independent
trlbntary principality;
in Crete, an autonomou_
preylace; in ('yprus,
under British control;
and, as
already mentioned,
in Bosnia aml Itcrzegovina.
These limitations
sufficiently indicatethcintrieaTc
nature of tim sovereignty
enjoyed
by the sultan,
whoseeharacterismore(:lcarlyeonveyedbylheindclinite native term "Ottoman
Rule" than by any
exact tcrm.--Thecthnical
character of the Turki_h empire is the result of successive conquests,
which have associ,tted widely different ra(:cs without uniting them in a common political society, or
amalgamating
them by tics of blood and intermarriage; a cireumstancewhich
explains much in the
arrested development
of Turkey.
The Eur()pcan
territory of the empire is inhal)itcd by Ii_do-Europeans, Slaves and Greeks, with (pr_)bable) reinnants of aborigin'd
tribes in Albania.
The i_lands
of the .,.'Egcan, Asia Minor, and the mountains
which c()nnect its central plateau with the Caucasu_, arc, in the main, inhabited
by Indo-European
races, Greek, Armcnian
and Kourdish
succeeding
each otlwr from west to east.
Syria and the great
plain to the east is, in general, inlmbited
by races
Semitic in origin, whose blood grows purer toward the south.
The one notable exception is in
]rak-Arabia,
the borderland
between
Persia and
the southeastcrn
extremity
of_-'vIesopotanlia, whcre
a strong Indo-European
element appears.
Scattered over this entire area, but growinginfrcquent
in the south anti rarely occurring
in European
Turkey, are nomadic
Tatar tribes still living in
the black tents of the steppes.
The government
of the realm is in the hands of a comparativel-y
small body of " Turks,"
the descendants
of the
original Tatar invaders, of prominent
and leading
families, which adopted the religion of, and were
incorporated
with, the conquerors,
at varying
intervals during
the 700 years ending with the
eighteenth
cenCury, and of the eonstan_ acce_
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sions to this ruling class from captives in war, or
the steady draft made for 500 years (1300-1800) on
the male children of subject races.
The Moslem
and Christian
crec_ts have maintained
one great
division in tile empire, language ha.,_ d(_ne nmre,
and the great (lifficulties of communicalmn
have
maintained
separate anti distinct some l)Ot)ulalions
almost pure in race and blood.
But these influences have all been so modified by lime anti conquc_t, the great solvents of race, that a complete
change in character without an alter.ilion in form
has often taken place, not unlike that occurring
in a pscudonmrphic
crystal.
A "Turk"
ma_, be
one or t_ o g[,nerations
removed from a pure Hcllcnic descent, a " Greek"
hay(, none l)ut Slave
blot_l in his veins, and a " Bulgarian"
be the desccndant
of a peasant proprietor
of the Roman
period. --Statistics
in regard to racial and religious divisions in the empirearc
merec%timates.
It
is prohable that about one-Third of the l)npulation
of European Turkey is Mnhamnwdan,
most estimales agreeing at this point.
In Asiatic Turkey
the Mohammedan
population eonstitutc_ the larger
portion ; but the usual e_limale which gives it
seven-eighths
of the tolal is an exaggeration.
Over thirly years ago U1)icini, _ho placed the total popul,_tion 50 per cent. too high, _avc the humber of Armenians
at 2,400,000, Greeks 2.000.000,
Kurd,_ 1,(_00,000, Slaves
6,500,000, and Arabs
900.000 ; while f.requ.c,ntly quoted, thc.-e figures
are mere apl)roxmmtmn_.
If the terra Olt()nmu
or Turk is limited 1o the ruling class, the Turks
constitute
an extremely
small fr'lction
of the
whole.
If it is extended
to the large Turki._hspeaking
l)opulation
of Asia )liner
and Armenia, aud the smalh, r fraction using the samc l,'mguage in European
Turkey,
it includes
ne,lrly
all the 3Io_lem
popu/ati,)n
in th(,_e divi._ions
of tile Cml)ire.
Bill, while Turkl.,h came to be
the Mohammedan
tongue in the region long occupicd by the Scljuks,
and first c(_n(luered by
the Turkish
sultan,_, the line of the ealil)hate
dominion can still be traced by the pl'ev.denec of
Arabic as thc Moslem tongue amoxl z lhe races,
chiefly
Semitic,
south
of the Taurus,
which
chcckcd
the. Arab ,'utvancc.
Gre(.k is the familiar tongue
of the seacoast
of Asia Minor,
which remained
in Byzanline
hands long after
the interior was oceul)ied by Turkish.
In Europenn Turkey, Greek and Greck_ are superseded
in the intcrinr by Bulgarian.
Eastern
Roumclia,
lying south of the Balkan%
Ires 573.560 Bulgarians,
174,700 Turks,
4°,659 Greeks,
19,549
Gypsies, 4.177 Armenians
and ]1,306 Jews.
In
Thrace
and Macedonia
this proportion
would be
revc_cd.
The Armenians
and Kurds, comparalively recentTurkishconquests,
indicate thc purity
of their sleek by tlle use of their own language.
The empire
cont'_ins, besides the races already
named, in Europe, Albanians
(Skipetar_), Zingari,
a mixed Slave-Greek race, and small settlements of
Ukraine Tatars and Circassians.
In Asia, I)esidea
the leading races of Ottomans, Arabs, Armenians,
Greeks and Kurds, there are Druses and Maronites
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in Mount Lebanon,
Yezidis,
the fire-worshipers
of Mesopotamia,
and large wandering Turkomav_
tribes on the plateau of Asia Minor, to which the
Circassian immigration
of recent years has added
a new element.
While modern Turkish law affects to regard all the_ races as Ottoman subjects,
each has retained
its individuality,
the larger divisions manage
their own internal
affairs, and
scattered
communities
and districts
maintain
a
separate existence of their own. -- Over this diver.
sifted territory and these still more heterogeneous
races, the Turkish
government
is superimposed,
obtaining
its original authority
by conquest
and
the" high administrative
ability of early sultans,
This power has been retained in the lack of any
subject
peoples
equal
alone to rebellion,
and
through the early v)iicy which early incorporated
the natural
leadcrs of the local races among the
conquerors.
Historically
the successor
of the
Parthian
empire, like it the result of an invasion
from central Asia, and more successful
in organizing an armythan
in civil sway, the Turkish rule
leaves behind it no civil monuments
but buildings
constructed
by Greek and
Semitic
architects,
The circumstance
that
the Turkish
invaders
adopted the Mohammedan
religion has profound]y influenced the policy of the empire;
but it has
no more changed the eharacterof
its rule than the
]ikeadoption
of the local cult of Chinahas
altered
the essential character of the Maehu conquest, or
left it other than an invasion
encampcd
in a palace.
Politically
the empire of the sultan is dividcd, in part bygeogTaphical
conditions,
and in part
by race and language, into certain grand divisions,
accepted
in discussions
of the eastern question,
and familiar in its diplomatic
correspondence;
but
these divisions are undefined
and have no administrative significance.
Turkey
in Europe
is divided in its eastern half by the Balkans into Bulgaria and Roumelia,
the latter having an eastern
and wcstcrndivision,
and covering, in the extension
given it by Turkey and the treaty of San Stefano,
Thrace and Macedonia.
Albania occupies the remainder of European
Turkey.
Asiatic Turkeyis
divided, after the samctoose fashion, into Anatolia,
orAsia Minor, Armenia, Kurdistan,
Mesopotamia,
Syria, and the triangular
plain between,
usually
assigned to Arabia on maps, but in all senses part
of the empire.
These divisions, used much more
frequently
in foreign
discussion
of the empire
than its actual divisions, correspond
very closely
in use to the " north,"
" south," " Pacific slope,"
" west," " northwest,"
as employed
in the United
States; convenient
but by no means exclusive, and
often misleading,
divisions.
The only territorial
divisions
having
a political
and administrative
significance,
are vilayet%
provinces
or governments general,
closely analogous
to the French
department,
and governed
by a wall ; sandjaks,
arrandissen_ats
governed
by mutessarifs;
kayas,
cantons, governed
by karmakaurs;
nahi6s, townships, towns or communes,
governed
by mudirs;
and lastly villages, which
in European
Turkey
have as their head a kodja bashi, and in Asiatic

Turkey a kahya, usually of local selection. --Of
these divisions the vilayet is the successor of the
Byzantine thema, whose boundaric_s many existing
vilayets follow, and the sandjak is generally the
representative
of one of the ancient military fiefs,
which, under tile earlier sultans, were ruled by a
semi-independent
and hereditary
bey, who fur.
nished a contingent
of troops, generally
horse.
Shortly after tile conquest of Constantinople,
the
Byzantine
province was adopted
as the new unit
of administration,
the sandjaks being grouped for
this purpose under the government
of a wall, or
prefect, as the word is used in Arabic history.
The
practical
result of this difference between the ori.
gin of these two divisions, is, that the vilayet it
often
bounded
by an artificial
or official line,
while the saudjak, particularly
in Eurc)pean Turkey and in the mountainous
regions of Asiatic Turkey, represents
a natural and historical
division
of territory.
The sandjaks
of European
Turkey,
whose arrangement
in vilayets has not been permanent since the treaty of Berlin, are Monasti_
Korytya,
Prisrend,
Urhkul and Debts in the vilayet ofMonastir,
Jannina,
Prevesa, Argyro Kastro
Berat and Trikala, the vilayet of Jannina;
Salonica Seres and Drama, vilayet of Salonica, Adrianople, Rodosto
and Gallipoli,
vilayet of Adrianople.
The old sandjaks of Phillipopolis
and Slivno constitute
eastern
Roumelia
and Rutschuk,
Tultiha,
Varna, Tirnova
and Widdin,
Bulgaria.
:Novi Bazar and Scutari are sandjaks
under a separate administration.
The vilayets
of Asiatic
Turkey,
nineteen in number,
have remained tinchanged through a long period.
Constantinople,
ratherametropolitandistrictthanavilayet;Brusa;
Aidin; Kastamuni(Paphlagonia);
Angora(Bozok);
Konieh (Iconium),
or Karamania;
Adana ((?ilicia); Sivas
(Cappadocia);
and Trebizond
(Pontus and Colchis); make up Asia Minor.
Erzerum
and Kharput cover Armenia
and part of Kurdistan.
Part of the latter is to be found in the viiayets of Diarbekir and Mosul.
Mosul also extends
into Mesopotamia,
whose southern
portion is the
vilayet of Baghdad.
Syria is divided into Alepl)O
and Syria proper, with its capital at Damascus
The islands of the _Egean and Rhodes make a
separate vilayet, as did Cyprus,
Crete ranks a_ a
European
vilayet.
The two Arabian vilayets are
Hedjaz and Yemen, or Habesh, and tledjer, or the
lIaram.
Tripoli is also a vilayet.
In the above
summary,
the classical
division
corresponding
most closely to the vilayet is given.
These administrative
divisions
originated,
however,
like
the entire framework
of Turkish
administratiom
in the Byzantine
empire.
The Byzantine
them:_
and vilayet are substantially
the same unit, and
their respective
boundaries
closely correspond.
Asiatic Constantinople
corresponds
to thcma Optimaton, with its eastern end curtailed
by early
Turkish
conquest;
thema Opsikion is Brusa: Aidin, thema Thrakesian,
the Turkish administraticJJL
still preserving
the division which consigned
a
part of the seacoast to the same government
_Lsthe
adjacent
islands.
Them_ta
A.natolikon' and Ki-
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byrrhaioton
are substantially
Konieh, Seljuk conquests having extended
the original coast line of
the southern province and including Lake TchSlli
on tim northeast.
Adanadiffers
little from thema
Seleukeias.
Various causes have united to modify
lhe Euxine
provinces,
and their relation to tile
Byzantine
divisions
is less apparent.
The shortlived empire of Trebizond
determined
the littoral
vilayet of that name, and Kastamumi,
Angora and
Sivas are the survivals
of independent
sultanates,
as are in all probability
Kharput,
Erzerum
and
Diarbekir.
South of this point the administrative
divisions of the caliphate
exercise their influence
on the political geography
of Turkey. -- Governsql_el_t. The Turkish
government
is an absolute
despotism,
tempered by the democratic equality of
)loslcm law.
A standing army, a most unusual
resource in oriental history, has supported
it from
an early period.
Its administration
has followed
Byzantine
models, and the loose character
of it,_
conquest
led to the large grant and exercise of
local government
and administration
among subjcct races.
Only within a recent period has an
organized
bureaucracy
been attempted,
and with
but partial success.
The adoption
by a Tartar
conquest
of the forms
of a Semitic
caliphate,
modified by European
(Roman and modern) administration,
fills the political forms of the Turkish rule with contradictions
which render a cohcrent
statement
difficult. -- The three strands
of Turkish
administration,
civil (legislative,
judicial and administrative),
military
and religions, all run back to the sultan,
whose titles
sufficiently express his relation to each.
As " Caliph of the Prophet of GOd" and "Emir
el Moumenien," (Commander
of the Faithful),
he is the
spiritual
head and military
commander
of Moslerns.
In one capacity
he has the right to interpret the Koran
and Moslem traditions,
and is
hence at the head of Moslem law.
In the other he
has a claim upon the military service of Moslems,
two capacities
further
supported
by the fact that
he is " Guardian of the Sacred Places,"
not de jure
but de facb), and is hence employing
his spiritual
and temporal
powers in protecting
Moslem rites,
This control
in addition
gives him a predominant influence
over the three chief sources
of
Moslem doctrine,
in the sheriff
of Mecca ; the
sheikh-ul-islam
at Constantinople,
his spiritual
deputy; andthe mosque of Akkbar at Cairo. The
reigning prince of the house of Othman is, in additiou, in his own right, " Khan," that is, prince
of his tribe ; " Sultan of Sultans."
and " Ruler of
the Two seas and Two lands which nmke up the
Ottoman
realm, by the right of the sword."
In
theory., therefore,
the sultan is the prescriptive
head of his Moslem subjects
under )Ioslem law
and the absolute
ruler
and conqueror
of other
races in his dominions.
:Nor, however modified
by treaties or obscured
by European
administration, does this distinction ever altogether disappear,
_Legisiative
authority
vestsabsolutelyin
the soyereign as caliph and sultan, spiritual and temporal prince.
Turkish law itself is divided into two
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great divisions, the sheri_t,
or spiritual
law, and
the kanouni (rules), or temporal law.
The former
is derived from the Koran, the traditions of the
prophet,
and the decisions of his immediate
successors.
In theory, this law is fixed and immutable; but, a# the only supreme authority
in its interprctation
is the spiritual deputy of the sultan,
and ten centuries
have accumulated
in addition
contradictor),
rescripts, or fi'tzahs, the sheria_t can
he accommodated
in practice
to any exigency.
Staredeci,_£_ is, however, imbedded in Turkish law
in the phrase " The gates are here closed," and
Turkish, like all Moslem jurisprudence,
is full of
instauce_ of judicial resistance to an absolute monar(,h.
The kanouni is the act of the prince proprio moteL, like the constitutions
of civil law, after
which it is modeled, and from which it is directly
derived.
Codified l)y Ibrahim Halebi (of Aleppo),
under the reign of Solyman I., the multequa bears
at every turn the influence of the Justinhm code,
and is a laborious attcml)t to unite in one the civil
legislation
and judicial
decisions of the Moslem
law.
It remains the final authority
in Turkish
courts, but has been modified by the Hatti Sherif
of Gulhaneh
(Nov. 3, 1839), in which the Sultan
Abdul/,Iedjid
declared equal rights;
Hatti IIumazoun, 1856, in which religious liberty was enacted; a penal code, 1840; a commercial
code, copied
from the French, 1840, etc.
In the contradictory progress of recent years, these have been greatly multiplied
by a maze of decrees.
B_ides the
Moslem law, the subject races are, for many purpose_-marriage,
divorce, legacies, larcenies, lesser
offenses, and cases relating
to ecclesiastical
benerices and succession--under
their own canon law.
The principle
of exterritoriality
extends over foreigners rcsi(|cnt in Turkey, the jurisdiction
of consular courts;
each administering
the municipal
law of its origin. -- The shcikh-ul-islam
is the ultimate judicial authorily
of the empire, his fetvah,
in the form of an answer to a case stated, deciding alladministrative
and judicial issues,
The ancicnt courts of the empire (sheri courts) consist of
the high court of appeal (aryodaci), divided into
two chaml)ers (soudours),
presided
over by the
cadi-askcrof
Roumelia, or European Turkey, and
the cadi-asker
of Anatolia, or Asiatic Turkey,
each having the jurisdiction
indicated.
Subordinate courts exist for each of the mevlievets,
or
grand judicial
districts,
which
include several
kayas.
These judicial divisions do not correspond
with the vilayet and sandjak,
hcing le._a in numbcr and differently arranged.
Constantinople
and
Mecca are the first two, and the other divisions of
the empire are arranged
in three cla_sscs. The organization of the three series of courts is the same,
consisting
of a cadi, judge, varying in rank, but
always a mollah who pronounces
tin; decision;
a
mufti, who expounds the taw ; n'lil)_, or deputies;
and kiatibs,
or notaries.
APl)ointments
to all
judieial
positions
are annual,
r_'vocable, and divided according
to rank between
the sultan,
sheikh-ul-islam,
cadi-askers
and lower judges.
The distinction
between civil and criminal law is
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not observed
in the courts ; corruption exists in made from among the personal attendants of the
all, and the practice is of the ]cosest description,
sultan and the pashas, caprice governing the scJudicial positions
are filled from the ulema, or lection.Provincial
administration
in vilayets
learned men, graduates of schools (medrerrehs)
is committed
to the wall, assisted by a defterdar,
connected with the mosques.
Judicial salaries are
book-keeper,
who has charge of the finances, a
paid out of a tax on suits.
"Mixed"
civil and
mektoubji, secretary, and subordinate
officers, k
penal tribunals for the trial of cases between Otlocal medjliss (council), including
these officers.
tomau subjects and foreigners, and between Moslocal dignitaries,
the heads of the local Christian
]eros and Christians, exist in the capital and seacommunities,
and others, sits in each vilayet, and
ports on the French model, with a court of cassaconstitutes a popular body, whose influence varie_
tion (Mekhem_h
e Temyzi) at Constantinople.
-with thevigor of the imperial administrator.
The
In the civil administration
of the empire the sulsandjak and kaya are each similarly organized.
tan is the final source of authority and appointThe governor of a vilayet is always, and the head
meat, acting through his personal representative,
of a sandjak
is generally,
known as a pasha.
the grand vizier, an office abolished
during the
Down to mudirs, administrative
officers are nonbrief period of constitutional
reform under Midresidents, and always Moslems, save where tre.lty
hat Pasha, but restored, with some loss of position,
regulations
require Christian appointees in Lebaon the abolition of the paper constitution
of 1878.
non and eastern Roumelia.
Remnants
of local
An elaborate administrative
organization
on Euself-government
exist everywhere
in the medjliss,
ropean models, succeeding
in some instances to
the organization
of villages, the management
of
analogous departments
under the old r_gime, furinternal affairs by particular wards or districts,
nishcs ministries
of foreign affairs, war, marine,
many of the latter having enjnycd a rude autoaoartillery, interior affairs, justice,
finances, cornmy from immemorial times. Trade.guild,% csnafs,
mereeand agriculture,
public instruction, religious
in every city settle disputes
and regulate trade
tenets, public works.
Of these, the foreign af- customs, practically
administering
a very considfairs corresponds to the reis effendi of earlier hiserable body of commercial
law. --Autonomon._
tory, the subordinate
title indicating
the superior
institutions,
civil and ecclesiastical, are allowed to
position in all foreign relations
claimed by the
each Christian sect, and the Israelites.
Turki,_h
sublime
porte up to a very recent period, while
administration
recognizes
seven "nations
"(railthe circumstance
that the "dragoman,"
or interlcti) or communities:
the Greek, Armenian, Uniah._
preter of the ministry, fills as important
a posiArmenians,
Latin (Catholic), Protestant,
Bulgation in practical negotiations as the minister, in its
rian and Israelite.
The first of these communili_'_
way illustrates the long period in which the Turkwas organized by the berat, or writ of investiture,
ish government
refused the use of any language
granted the Greek patriarch of Constantin_)ph' by
but itsown in diplomatic negotiations.
The rainMahmoud
II., in 1453. In 1875 the Bulgarian
later of war is the successor of the seraskier, whose
church, previously
a part oT the Greek church.
office, while distinct, in warlike reigns was always
was organized under an exarch.
The Greek, Buiheld by the grand vizier.
The minister of marine . garian and Armenian are national churches.
The
succeeds
the eapitan pasha, a title by a familiar
Uniate Armenians are a small hod)" united in faith
blunder often appearing
in European
history as a ] to the Roman Catholic church.
The Latin church,
name.
The minister of artillery remains the solibesides lesser bodies, includes
the Maronites
of
tary survival of the ancient superiority
of Turkey
Lebanon
and the Chaldeans
of Gebel Tour and
in this weapon.
The other ministries are of EuMesopotamia.
The Jacobite or Syrian church in
ropean origin, with the exception
of the religious
the latter region has also of late years rcceived
tenet.u, organized
as one of the reforms of blahcivil
recognition.
Besides
being ecclesiastical
moud II.
The ministries
holding
these portfobodies, these sects all constitute civil corporalions
lios are organized
on the French
model in a counwhose head is the spiritual
primate
only in the
cil of state, or"divan,"
under the presidency
of case of the Greek church and Uniate Armenian_.
the sultan, or of a special minister appointed
for
The Protestants
have a civil head, the Jews arc
the purpose.
There is, besides, a privy council
represented
by a chief rabbi, and the civil repreand a " senate," the successor
of the old impcrisentative
of the rest is the archbishop,
resident
al "Mcdjliss,"
in which
the subject
races were
at the metropolis,
who in the Armenian
church is
and are represented,
membership
in which
it
also a patriarch.
Each of these sects is organized
would be difficult to define; but both the vizier,
for civil purposes, with a synod at the capital, and
the sheikh-ul-islam
and the leading pashas, with
is divided into.dioceses
and parishes.
Its auth()rthe heads of the six nations, sit in it. The re- ities collect the capitation
or military exemption
maining organization
of the government
needs no
tax (kharadj), and certain traditional dues for their
remark save that the polyglot character of the
own maintenance.
Their courts regulate subjects
empire has given a disproportionate
importance
usually under the Jurisdiction
of canon law, into the bureau of reseripts and translation,
the
flict punishments
for petty offenses, and once setcalamizeh,
and it has for fifty years furnished
tied all civil cases to which suitors of the same
the ablest Ottoman administrators
the few among
faith were parties.
Where g village or town is
their number
enjoying
special training.
High
composed
of a single sect, the larger share of
appe_tmen_
have, from time immemgrial,
been
internal sdm_inlatration falls to the haads of its
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authorities.
The Protestant
communities
scattered over Turkey,
the fruit of American
missionary labor, are organized as democracies,
with
annual meetings
for the election
of officers. -Independent
of all other branches of the government stands the _raglio,
a state, not ,'Ldomestic,
institution,
not merely the residence or the family
of the sultan, for the Turkish
empire has had no
ruling family in the European
sense, but the iraperial holmehold.
Unlike
most :Moslem sorereigns, the early Turkish
sultans
recognized
no
distinction
as wives and concubines
between the
women of their harem.
The harem thus formed,
probably a survival
of ancient
tribal practice,
was reorganized
after th_ conquest of Constantinople, under Byzantine
influence.
Itsbody-guard
was uniformed
in a dress copied from the Vamng'_r garb, its chief posts were given to eunuchs,
who first become conspicuous
in Turkish
affairs
after this date, and the sacrosanct
character
of
the Moslem harem received the protection
of an
elaborate and mimlte organization
and ceremonial
ioreign to orient:_l ide:k% but which has had an
extraordinary
power in consolidating
and renderin.,_,permanent
in influenee palace intrigue.
In the
seraglio, the mother of the sultan, valid_ sult:ma,
has taken tile place of the empress in Byzantine
history.
Its chief functionary
is the kislar agha,
chief of eunuchs, an officer whose personal relations with the sultan give him a rank next after
the grand vizier, and an influence often tranqcendtag his. The commander
of the household troops
is generally the commander-in-chief
of the arms',
Moslem succession
and inheritance
passing the
oldest male of the family, collateral branches were
in the earlier history of the reigning fanfily carefully eliminated,
thus keeping the succession
in
the direct line.
During the lmqt fifty years, this
practice has been abandoned,
and the succession
has passed from brother
to brother
and uncle to
nephew, while collateral
lines begin to appear,
The khans of Crimean Tartary,
now the Russian
Crimea, claim a descent from Othman, and are. the
only cadet branch
of the royal family.
The
women of the seraglio during the last three ct, nturi(_ have been recruited
from Cireas¢ian tribe%
which have furnished
the other leading harems of
the capital.
This circumstance
has united the
seraglio and the other great households
in a web
of feminine kindred,
acquaintance
and intrigue,
often overlooked
by the foreign
observer, but
deeply influencing
the daily current of affairs.-Finanze.
The Turkish
fisc has never lost the
stampof conquest.
An oppressive octroi, imposed
on all the traffic of walled cities, supports
the
charges of local government.
Its rates vary, its
amount is unknown;
and while it is collected by
imperial officers, the receipts are ab_rbed
and expended in each province.
The imperial
govern]neat levies a kharadj,
the capitation
tax, on all
Christian males for exemption
from military service; tithes on all produce;
the verghi, a tribute or
tax on produce
or receipts, a quasi income tax ;
sheeptax; a tobacco segie, salt, stamp, excise, fish-
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cries, registration,
forests, with a large number of
lesser taxes.
Of these taxes tile first three are
earl s, :Moslem taxes, and the sheep tax is probably
the survival of a tax levied by the khan in the pastoral stage of the tribes by which the empire was
founded.
It is still levied in theory, not as a tax
on the sheel), but as rental for pasturage.
The
kharadj existed unchanged
in name and charactcr under tile caliphate.
Its average in 1883 was
twenty-eight
piasters,
the levy per head wrying
from fifteen to sixty piasters.
Collected at times
by Turkish
officers, koldjis,
and again by the
heads of stfl)ject communities,
in 1834 and 18o0
the duty of collecting
this tax was, after a rude
censuq, definitely
made over to the authorities
of each "' nation."
The verghi appears to be derived from the inscribed
tribute
levied nn con(tuercd provinces
by the caliphs, and is a tax on
the income from real and person'd
property,
varying greatly in amount in different provinces,
and often falls upon property from which tithes
are also collected.
The tithes are a tenth in kind
of all produce,
('olh,ctiblc before a sale can be
effccted by the peasant or prnprictor.
By a privilege conferred
by Constantine,
confirmed
by
)lahmoud
II., but in rt_ent times modified, the
inhabitants
of the capital are free from taxation.
Imi)erial
taxes were farmed under the Byzantine
government,
and the practice was continuvd
by
the Turkish
conquerors.
In 1695, Mustafa
It.
extended
the ,mnual leases of the revenue to life
grants.
In the last fifty years the Turkish goveminent
has repeatedly
assumed the immediate
collection
of its revenues, and as regularly
let
them again to meet present necessities, past extravagance,
or to secure loans. --Exwnditure,
receipts and indebtednc._s are. alike vague in Turkish finam:e.
The unit of accom]t is the piaster
oo. centime-), a coin originally of
(4.4 cents, or ~~,_
the wflue of the Spanish dollar, which 200 .years
of depreciation
have reduced to its present value.
The Turki<h lira, or poui:d (£T_100
piasters) is
the usu'tl unit in debt statements.
At lhe opening of the Crimean war, the revemw of the erapire, for a number of yearn, h'ld fluctuated
from
£T6.500.000
to £T7.500,000.
The expenditure,
from this period until the fitmncial collapse of the
empire in 1874-5, was all of the revenue and as
much more as could be raised by loans and the issue of a paper currency.
At. this time the nominal
receipts were £T22.552,200,
and the expenditure
£T23,143,276,
deficit £T591,076.
The actual average receipts, 1872-6, were £T18.190,000.
The
paper budgets for 1880-81 (1295-6, tt.) give the
receipts as 1,615,584,0_D pi,_¢ters; expenditure._,
1,914,876,359;
deficit, 299,29°_,359 piasters.
The
items are as follows:
nEc,_revs.
_a_,_.
' Land revenue tax ..............................
2-25,000,o(_
Exemptions from military service .............
46,000,000
Tithes
.........................................
500.000,000
Customs
......................................
180,0(}0,000
Sheep tax .....................................
1fi5.000,000
Tobacco .......................................
IO0,O0i),(DO
Various receipts ...............................
96,993,000
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Reeeipts--Conttnu_/.
Real
estate
....................................
Porest_
.......................................
Salt wor'ks and mines .........................
Po_t ..........................................
Telegraphs ....................................
Receipts from ministry of marine .............
Rcceipts from minibtry of war ................
Ordnance .....................................
Sanitary administration .......................
Tribute from
Egs'pt
...........................
Tribute
from
Eastern
RoumeIla
...............

Plasters.
5,200,000
6,0/0,000
7"2,309,000
6.800fl00
15,700.000
36,5o5,000
28.,r'_0.000
4,009,000
5,135,000
76,500,1)00
24.000,000

Other tributes .................................
"Variou_ products ..............................

taxes in all parts of the empire, and greatly increased the revenues.
This met the enlarged expense of European
reforms in tile arm)'; but at
the opening of the Crimean
war foreign loans
began, and by 1875 these had reached a nominal
capital of £'240.000,000.
Fourteen
issues were
made in this period, beginning at 80 and ending at
4_r.
One of ,05,000,000 in 1855 was secured b)"
the guarantee
of France
and England,
and the

13,372,000 tribute
from Cyprus has tyeen sequestered
for
8.991.000 its benefit by Great Britain,
while the first, for
, £3,000,000,
was secured
by the Egyptian
tribute,
1,615,584,000 I whose balance went to tim loan of 1855.
During
]_ID.t_ter_.
the thirty )'ears in which Turkey paid its intern,st.
'209.647,_1 every conceivable
expenditure
was met by is._uinff
89,812.441 current
obli_ations;
these were regularly
consolgtl.86.']..q46
idated, a foreign h)an obtained at u,_urious rat[,s,
86.497,_A
2,406,019 and the old process resumed.
At home, forced
6,51_,981 loans in tile shape of irredeemable
paper money
1,880,400
(caim6s) were also raised.
In 1875 the empire all1,066,640

Total Receipts ............................
]_XPF_NDITVRZS.

]Poreign debt ..................................
Domcsticdebt .................................
Floating
debt .................................
Civil
li_t appanage
............................
Senate ........................................
Chamber of deputies ..........................
Council
of state
...............................
.Audit office
...................................
Judicial .......................................
Restitutions ...................................

2,_11,3_4
nouneed
that
for five years tile interest wonld
"t)t
15,081,84S paid, half in cash and half in 5 per cent. bonds.
575.000 Interest ceased altogether
before this period was

Administration

52,704,152

Prime

miatstcr

and

his

personal

accounts

.....

...............................

Prlson_ .......................................
Post and Telegraphs ..........................
"Y'ariouaexpen_e_ ..............................
:Ministry of foreign affairs .....................

8.7'80.680
24,959,098
619,:]D0
19.810.232

_inlstry
Ministry

82,809,850
8.100,093

of justic_e ............................
of public
instruction
.................

)[inistry of public works ......................
:Ministry of commerce and agricultnre .........
Admim_tratiou ...............................
Indirect

contributions

.........................

Verghi ........................................
8hcep tithes and taxes .........................
:Ministry

of

war ...............................

_limstry
of marine ............................
(_mnd master of artillory......................
Relil_dous

endowments

........................

Pensions and reliefs ...........................
:Extraordina_"

expenses .......................

Total Expenditures ......................

over, and Turkey remained among the defaultinz
states until the irad(_ of Dec. 20, 1881, reduced
the debt from a nominal
capital of 4°52,801,885
to £106,487,234.
and tile interest to 4 per cent. Up

to Aubnast , 1883, £63,149,668
of the
consolidated
10.._0,(}04 debt had been reissued.
The Turkish
govern15.163.7"20 merit proved reasonably
faithful to its share of tile
25.212.359 agreement,
but Servia, Bulgaria, )iontcnegro
and
3_1,631.1M0

21,718,70'2 Greece have failc_i to contribute
to the share of
49,6.q8,016 the debt allotted to them.
The revenues set apart
538.304,944
tO meet deht obligations
yielded £T2,283,624
dur81.154.65o
ing the first fourteen
months, Jan. 1, 1882- Feb
86,144.487
'28,
1883.
)Ieanwhile
the Turkish
government
52,._52,_51 llas continued
to add to its floating obligations,
which, in August, 1883, were ;gT28,000.()00.
This
1.70_,915,116 is certain
to precillitate
anotlmr collapse, as tile
:_10. f_J 1,'.hi3
annual
deficit is not less than £T7,000,000.83,573.414

1,914,876,359 Laird Tenure.
The fee under Moslem law re,is
in the state.
Upon conquest,
believers, i. e.. COl_
"turkish
budgets
are, however,
the vaguest
apverts to Islam, are allowed to retain occupant') of
proximations.
The territory
ceded in 1878 and
their lands (known
as titllabh;) upon l)ayment of
1881 returned
13 per cent. of the revenue
of
a tenth of thcproducc;
non-believerspayatribul(;
the empire.
Tile rest has been greatly disorgantax levied either on the soil or on tile produce,
ized, and its revemm can not be placed at over
and when originally
inscribed
varying
from ozle&:T16,313,006.
Of this the tributes
return (omithalf to one-eighth.
Lands held under these tenling
Bulg'aria)
£T1,143,720,
the six revenues
urcshave
steadily diminished
in amount, ,'lll(l conceded the bondholders,
tobacco, salt, stamps, exstitute tile only freehohl estates known.
They are
else, fisheries and silk, £T1,983,416;
and customs,
divided into two classes, according
to the charac
£T1,992,800.
The other leaxling items are: tithes,
ter of tile fec, whether complete (mulk) or charged
£T5,000,000;
verghi, £T2,250,000;
sheep, £TI,with various burdens (memluk),
aa_d pay a tax on
650,000; kharadj,
£T460,000.
Of the expenditransfer
or succession.
Besides city frcehohl_,
tures one-third
has for some years gone to tim
large estates of agricultural
lands granted for
army, the only branch of the government
whose
special services or held by descent from,loc'fl _,wr,claims receive even partial attention.
The "civil
lords belong to this (.la_s.
A third class of freelist," which is little more than the sultan's perhold (mehkem6)
arose apparently
from judi(.i:d
sonal expenditure
through the seraglio and other
sequestration.
This can be mortgaged
by two)
channels,
has for years been from $3,000,000 to
witnesses,
the other freehold
only by regiqry.
$,1,000,000. -- The Turkish
debt shares
the unWaste lands revert to the state, and lands belongcertainties
of all Turkish
finance.
The standing
ing to religious foundations,
or devoted to civil
army, organized by Mahmoud II. at the opening
uses, aqueducts,
bridges, etc., pay no tithes. The
of the century,
enabled the government
to collect
first circumstance
has resulted in the ownership of
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large tracts by the state, and the second
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in the ex-

tensive transfer of realty to religious
trusts, constituting
vakouf lands.
Estimates
make tbreefourths of the land in the empire of this eharacter. While probably
true of city realty, this is
not true of agricultural
lands, which are held
in village ownership
in all parts of tile empire.
The vakouf
lands arise from two sources:
state
grants (sarai), and the transfers
of private persons (kae.amain).
State grants
are, in general,
absolute and perpetual.
Private transfers
are of
two classes: customary
or stated (aadet), and legal (sheriah).
Tile one is a nominal transfer, occupancy
remaining
in tim grantor,
tbe grantee
receiving
a ground
rent, calcul:dcd,
by a h:gal
fiction, as interest
on the purchtLse money, often
also nominal.
Upon the failure of nnde heirs in
the direct male line, the_e grants
revert to the
mosque.
The administration
of w_kouf property
was _sumed
by Mahmoud
II., but witlmut ob
taining the revenue anticipated.
Rei)eated
propositions to sequestl_r the vakoufs have llee.n made;
but the government
has never ventured
further
than plans.
State lands consist chiefly of miri
and waste (adiyet) lands.
There are besides the
private domain of the sultan, fiefs attached
to
particular
offices, military
fiefs, etc., most of
which have reverted to the state and been added
to the mitt.
This, which figaires in all Turkish
land schemes, is land whose revenue behmgs to
the public treasury.
Large tracts of this land
have been let from time to time, and much of it
is held on perpetual
leases, which are open to sale
or inheritance,
reverting
to the state on the suspension of cultivation.
Local customs
greatly
modify land tenure, and few definite statements
are true of the entire empire.
Land in Bulgaria
and Roumelia is in small holdings,
in Thrace
and
Macedonia
in large estates.
Village ownership
ot)tains in southern
Turkey in agriculfhral
lands,
as well as in many parts of Asia Minor and Armenia, where, however, theownershipof
tracts by
boys stillextends
over large areas. -- Trade, Tariff
and Products.
Commerce with Christian
nations
was conducted
in the sixteenth
century under
a 5 per cent. impost tax, which was reduced
to
3 per cent. in behalf of England, and this capitulalion was confirmed
and extended
in 1675 and in
1831. In 1861, commercial
treaties
with Great
Britain
and France,
obtained
by other nations,
including
the United States, placed export duties
at 8 per cent., raised import duties from 5 to 8
Ix;r cent., and. rexluced the transit duties from 3 to
1 per cent.
These treaties
were denounced
in
1883, the porte proposing
to substitute
specific
for ad valorem duties--in
no case higher than
20 per cent.--suppre._
transit
duties, provide a
warehouse
system,
and require
all duties
to
be paid in gold.
About one-fourth
of the cornmerce of Turkey
is with Great Britain.
Turkish exports consist chiefly of grain, wool, opium
and native manufactures.
The exports and iraports for a series of years are given in the following table:

YZ_U_s.
-1873,-74
......................
~
1874-15 ......................
1875-76 ..........
1877...:-:.'"'_'_.'_'"
1878- 79 ......................
187_o ......................

_por_.
I---piK_r_.
I 267,6-21,881
r. •
]
21 z_,(L°/8.001
241 129046
.... .'._.[l ......
':._.'..:..
1.969,4_.742

xmvort_.
i,t_te,_
445,576,303
416.65_ .r¢,_
390._4.124
3_24.899,6m
8/_8.,r_/6,490

[ 1,931,403,5-24

863.209,0,46

At Smyrna, the second seaport of the empire, onethird of the imports consist of domestics, of which
two-thirds come from Great Britain.
The remainder of the imports
consist of miscellaneous
nmnIt ufactures.
Of the exI_)rts, figs, opium, valonia,
i (acorns), black
and red, and rai._ins, in nearly
equal shares,
make up one-half
of the exports
from year to year.
Silk cocoons, sponges, wool
and rugs constitute
from 15 to 20 per cent. of the
exports. -- In 1876 the wheat crop of Turkey was
placed at 80,000,090 bushels, and the total cereal
crop at 100,000,0(_).
The tobacco crop in 187.5
was estimated
at 77,880,000 pounds, and valued
at $5,985,600;
and in 1881 the crop was placed
at 82,500,000 pounds.
One-half of this is grown
in European
Turkey, and by far the most valuable
in Roumelia,
in and ahout Cavala, Macedonia;
nearly a fifth being in the hitter district.
The av(;rage production
of attar of roses, n_arly all of
which is produced
on the southern
slope of the
Balkan% is 3,470 pounds, the crop varying from
6,000 pounds in 1866, to 1,700 in 1872.
The muhair (tiftik) clip in Angora was 35,000 bags in1880 and 30,000 in 1881, about 6.000,000 pounds.
The herds producing
it are estimated at 600,000
head.
The import.race
of Turkish 1)roducts rests
rather upon their possil)ililie%
than their aecomplishment.
In grain, in wool, and in cotton, as
well as in coal and copper, it is capable of addlug heavily cnuugh to the world product to make
it a serious rival. -- The mineral resources of Turkey are known to be large, but arc practic'dly
untouched--the
solitary cxcel)tion
being the copper
mines of Afghans.
By Turkish
law all mines
and mineral deposits arc the property of the state,
to which all land reverts on the discovery of mineral treasures.
All grants of mines for working"
require their surrender
to the ._tate after a certain
period, with plant and working
tools complete.
Work can be resumed only upon the purchase of
the equit)ment
from the government
at a valualion fixed by the administration
of mines, whose
engineers add to the oppressive
legal restrictions
of the government
tile vexatious
interference
of
half-educated
men.
The most important
mineral
deposits of Turkcy are the coal fields of the Herach,a basin, on the Euxine coast of Asia Minor,
150 miles from the BosI)horus.
They are 450
square miles in extent, estimated
to contain 60,000,000 tons, and are probably
nmch larger, as
the Kooslov vein is from three to eighteen feet
thickness,
and worked
with case in horizontal
runs.
During the Crimean war this region supplied the allied fleet.
Tests showed the coal bituruinous, to be equal to ,Newcastle,
free from
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slag, and firing rapidly.
At present 33,000 tons
Constantinople
contains
13_ miles of tramways
are raised annually, and delivered at Constantine(city horse railroads), and they are to be found in
pte at $4.08 per ton.
Constantinople,
in the six
Smyrna, Sidon, Jaffa and other cities. --tti,_to_,y.
yeaFs 1875-80,
imported
1,205,935 tons of coal
The Turkish empire arose in western Asia blinor.
from England.
An extremely rich deposit of carand had nearly reached the western limits of its
bonate of copper at Kebban Maaden, in the AtEuropean
conquest
before it moved _stward.
ghana
district,
north of Diarbekir,
has been
The first signs of the empire appeared in the ebb
worked for centuries, and is still mined under govof tile invasions of Genghis
Kilns and his ._on_,
crnmcnt
supervision,
supplying
interior
Turkey
whose advance seems to have received a chccl_ on
with
the copper
universally
used for domestic
the plateau
of Asia Minor, after having swept
utensils.
Chrome is mined at Dag Ardi, Brusa
away the minor Seljuk sultanats
which divid(-d
vilayet, and near Salonia, the aferage
output in
between them what is now Asiatic Turkey.
It is
each place being 3,000 tons.
Emery is mined
still doubtful
whether Ertogul,
the father of Othnear Smyrna,
manganese
near Trebiz_)nd, argenman, founder of the line, is more than a tribal hctiferous
lead near Erzeroum,
Akdar Maaden, in
re, and the legends which assign Othman a ComCastamuni,
and near Kaiserizeh.
Antimony
k_ menian
ancestor
in Byzantine
story, and trace
shipped
in small quantities
from Chios.
Many
his descent from the tribal progenitor
in central
other mineral
deposits are known to exist, some
Asia, Kara Koum, probably
express the historic
of which were worked in ancient times, but none
fact that a rule of Tartar origin, arising in a tribe
are now utilized.Tran*portation.
The roads of
which for at least 200 years had been familiar
the empire are in a primitive state, but are in betwith the civilization
of Asia .Minor, took its earlitcr condition
in European than in Asiatic Turkey.
est form undcr Byzantine
influence.
In Turkish
In the latter a wheeled vehicle is rarelyseen
away
history Ertogul is the tribal hero, Othman (1299from the coast, and the roads are tracks worn by
1326) the founder, and Orkhan
(1826-60) tim orcaravans.
The mail is carried
on horseback
by
ganizer of the new monarchy.
His tent-door berelays of horses after a system which has come
came the sublime pone, his army was made up of
down unchanged
from the cursus publics of the
a disciplined
infantry and an enrolled cavalry, not
Roman and Byzantine
empire, and the tezkereh,
a feudal militia.
Orkhan crossed the Bosphorus,
or official permit to use these relays for private
and the Turkish rule was established
in its present
travel is analogous
to 'the d/p/ores issued under
Em:opean limits by the battle of Kassova (1356),
the Roman empire for the same purpose.
During
when the defeat of Bajazet I. (1389-1402), on his
the French
occupation
a road was built from Beieastern frontier, midway in Asia Minor, by Tamrut to Damascus, and a diligence line is run on it.
erlane, would have destroyed
the Turkish empire
Telegraph
lines, 17,048 miles in length,
connect
had it been an Asiatic power.
In the next three
the larger cities and the capital under government
reigns, the power of the empire was further exmanagement.
By special convention,
the Anglotended in Europe, and crowned
by the conquest
Indian
government
leases for its own purposes
a of Constantinople
(1458) by Mohammed
II. (1451line connected
with the land line and cable in the 81).--The
oriental conquests of Selim I. (1512-20)
Persian
gulf. --European
Turkey
contained,
in
and the assumption
of the title of caliph carried
1881, 988 miles of ra'ilroad, built by the Oriental
theempire
to its present Asiatic limits, and worked
Railways
company,
at $57,600 per mile, the capa profound change in its character.
The next of
ital of the company being $158,400,000
nominal,
the line, Suleiman I. (1520-66), the lawgiver of the
the actual money value of the shares as allotted
dynasty, showed this at every turn.
His mo_quc._
being 45 per cent. of their par value.
The lines
were Arab mosques, his code was drawn by aa
built and open for traffic since 1875, with the ex- Aleppan,
and the reorganization
of the cmpil ('
ception
of the Banialuka
and Doberlin,
are as showed
like influences.
The Turkish
rule _a_
follows:
Cotmtantinople & Beliers ............................
Adrianople & Dedeagatch ............................
8alonlca & _lJtrovltza ................................
Adrianople & Z_mboli ...............................
B_,nia_uka & Doberlia ................................
Varna & P_t_chuk ...................................
Total ............................................

m_e_.
351
9'2
_26
115
64
140
_

Asiatic
Turkey
ha._ 250½ miles of railroad,
in
three lines, of which the first and most important
was built by an English
company
at a cost of
$t0,665,675.
It is (1883) being extended to Sevdikini, 38 miles.
These lines are as follows, the
last being government
property :
Miles.

now at its widest, extended
and stretched
from
northern
Hungary
to central Persia, from southern Russia to Egypt.
The Turkish
infantry _crosined the best in Europe;
but Lepanto
(1571)
showed that its fleet was weak, and it never r('gained full mastery of the sea, although
it still
acquired
one island after another,
Murad IY.
(16_%40) falling between wet_k and brutal sultan_
(1574-1623),
and a drunkard,
Ibrahim
(1640-49)
gave Turkey. its last eastern conquests,
reachil_g
Tabreez.
The fortunes of the empire were again
retrieved
in Europe
by the able succession
of
KSprili viziers (1646-90), but no personal abilik v
could prevent the consequences
of a disaster like

Smyrna & AIdin, and branche_.......................
Smyrna & Casaba, a_l braache6....................
,Scumri & lamldt, and branches......................
.'totaL...... : ....................................

the siege of Vienna (1683), and the peace of Car
lowitz (1703) definitely
closed the era of Turkish
conquest._
Through the middleof
the eighteenth
century,
Mahmoud
I. (1780-54) deferred the ad-
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vance of Russia by an alliancewith France and
westernEurope, as Abdul Medjid (18_9-61)did
through the middle of the nineteenth century,
Catharine II. resumed the Russian advance in
the lastcentury,and the peace of Kutchuk Kai
_NardJi(1774)and Ja_y (1792)establishedtiledependentpositionofTurkey. MahmoudII. (180839) gave the en_pire a new lease of life by organizing a standing
army, which enabled the empire
to reconquer
its Asiatic
possessions,
parceled
among overlords
$'ho owned a slight allegiance,
With the execption of Ibrahim Pasha, no oriental
rebel has since been able to hold his own against
the sultan.
Against :Europe, the porte remained
powerless.
The revolt of Greece (1821-9), Servia
(1815-29), Roumania
(1861), the treaty of Adrianople (1833), and other sueeessive
treaties,
enditig
with the treaty of Berlin (1878), have reduced the
empire to its present limits,
TALCOTT WILLIAMS.
TYLER,
John_ president of the United State-_
1841-,5, was born in Chaxles City county,
Va.,
March 29, 1790. and died at Richmond,
Vs., Jan.
17, 1862. tie was graduated
at William and Mary
college in 1806, was admitted
to the bar in 1809,
and served in the state legislature
1811-16 and
1823-5, in the house of reiSresentatives
1816-21, as
governor
1825-7, and as United
States senator
1827-36.
All this time he had belonged
to the
extreme southern
state-sovereignty
school of pollticians, and had quarreled
with Jackson when the
latter had undertaken
to suppress nullification
(see
that title) in South Carolina.
With the rest of this
school he went into the conglomeration
of factions,
which, about 1836, took the name of the whig
party (see that title), and in the election of that
year received 47 votes for vice-president.
In 1840
he was nominated
for the vice-presidency
by the
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whigs, for a double reason : he was a pronounced
adherent of Clay, whom
Harrison had defeated
forthe presidency;and he was alsoa pronounced
believerin statesovereignty,so that hisnomination would gratifythe nullification
wing of the
party. IIar,'ison's
sudden death leftthe whigs in
controlof congrc_% but without the two-thirds
majority
necessary
to override
the vetoes of a
president who wa.s far more closely in sympathy
with tlledemocratic
party than with that towhich
he nominally belonged.
The result was an almost
immediate quarrel between the new president and
Iris party, which was never healed.
(See Wr_m
PARTY, II. ; DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV. ; BANK
COSTROVERSXES, IV. ; T.',RrFFS : INDEPF_DE_T
TREASI'RY ; I_TEt_SAL
I._fI'nOVEME_T ; CE]Us_:R].:s ; CORPORAL'S G_-'ARD.) Some little effort
wasmadcatthccndof
his term of office to give him
the democratic,
or an independent,
nomination
for
anewterm;
butitwasafailure,
and heretired from
politics in 1845, having completed the annexation
of Texas.
(See AN._E:CATm.XS, III.)
In 1861 he
r(_ppeared
as president of the peace congress at
Washington.
(See CO._FERE_CE, PE.'_CE.) On
the outbreak
of hostilities
he became an ardent
scec.¢_ionist, and was a delegate
from Virginia in
the confederate
congress
until his death.See
Abbott's .L/yes of the Presiden_*, 274; Wise's ,_ven
Decade,, of the Union.
For the democratic
view
of his administration,
see 2 Benton's Thirty ]'ears'
V&_w, 211-631 ; 11 Democratic Review, 502 (at the
beginning
of his term); 16 Devwcratic Review, 211
(at the end).
For the whig view, see Botts' lI_tory of the Rebellion, 75 ; 1 Wh(q Review, 334 ; 2
Colton's Life and Times of Clay, 355; Clay's 1)7"/i rate Co_'e.epondence,
4_55-480.
The most exact
i account is in 2 Von Holst's UJ_ited States, 406.
I Tyler's messages
axe in 2 Statesman's
Manual,
! 1337.
ALEX._DF..R JOiL_STO_.

U
NION, The (_ U. S. HrsTOI_Y), the title by
which the national life of the United
States
of America
is commonly
expressed.
The title
necessarily
implies that which is the unanimous
choice of the American
people, a federal system
of states.
It would
not necessarily
exclude the
idea of secession, since a union may be either eeluntary or involuntary;
but it is notorious
matter
of history that the American Union was not eeluntary, that it was compelled by the same pressure
of common interests which still and more strongly
holds it together,
and that it therefore
does exelude the idea of secession.
(See :N._.TION, STATE
Sovm_mlqTy.)--The
"Roman
peace,"
which
was enforced
by the great republic
and empire
of ancient times around
the Mediterranean,
did
not exclude exactions by proconsuls,
to which an
open war would sometime_
have been preferable,
The auaz Amar_n_,
which the Union enforces

upon the great and growing
states of central
:North America, has no such drawbacks,
and has
been one great secret of the national prosperity.
The great state of :New York, stronger already in
population
than Sweden, Portugal,
the Dominion
of Canada, or any South American
state, except
Brazil, is surrounded
by smaller states, Vermont,
Connecticut,
_Tew Jersey,
Delaware.
But these
last have no anxicti_
: no standing armies breed
taxes and hinder labor; no wars or rumors of wars
interrupt
trade; there is not only profound
peace,
but profound
security, for the Pax A_erican,z
of
the Union broods over all.
It seems probable
that the steady doubling
of population
of the
United States will, within the next century, force
upon the states of Europe
some similar or separately developed union for the same purpose.
The
free trade which is one of the benefits of the
American Union, would then have a larger juris-
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diction.
Perhaps the poet's dream of "the parlia,
ment of man, the federation of the world," is not
an impossibility;
and that with it will come the
era of universal peace and universal free trade,
ALEXA_DF._ JOH_STO.'_.

NOTES.

UNITED
STATES
NOTES.
A brief sketch
in reference to the bills of credit or treasury notes,
issued by the government,
by the colonies, and of
the circulating notes issued by the banks previous
to the adoption of the constitution, is given in the
article on "B,'mking
in the United States," in the
first volume of this Cyclopedia.
The committee
appointed
by the federal convention
held in Philadelphia on May 14, 1787, reported, on Aug. 6, a
draft of the constitution,
whie.h contained,
in
article thirteen, a clause giving qualified authority
to the states to issue paper money, as follows:
" }No state without the consent of the legislature
of the Unitt_.l State-s shall emit bills of credit, or
make anything but specie a tender in payment of
debt."
This clause, after discu_ion,
w,_s finally
so amended as to read as follows:
"No state slmli
coin money; emit bills of credit, make anything
but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of
debts."-The eighth clause of tile fi_t section of
the seventh article of the constitution
as presented
for the consideration
of the convention,
provided
that "the legislature of the United
States shall
have power to borrow money, and emit bills on
the credit of the United States."
This clause, as
embodied
in the eighth section of the first article
of the constitution
as tinaHy adopted, reads." The
congTess shall have power to borrow money on
the credit of the United States."
The debate _
on the question of striking out the words "and
emit bills," is given in full for the reason that the
subject of making bills of credit issued by the
government
a legal tender, is here for tile first
time discu_ed,
and was not subsequently
at any
time, as far as I am aware, discus_d
at any length
by tong're,q, though it was twice presented
for
their consideration,
until the legal-tender acts of
1862 were brought before congress for its consideration.
"Mr. Gouverneur
Morris moved to
strike out, 'and emit bills on the credit of the
United States.'
If the United States had credit,
such bills would beunnecessary;
if they had not,
unjust and uscle_.
Mr. Butler seconds the metion.
Mr. Madison:
Will it not be sufficient to

and lead to the measure.
Mr. Mason had doubts
on the subject.
Congress, he thought, would not
have thepower, unless it were expressed.
Though
he had a mortal hatred to paper money, yet as he
could not foresee all emergencies,
he was unwilling to tie the hands of the legislature.
Ite observed that the late war could not have been carried on, had such a prohibition existed.
-Mr. Gel
ham : The power, as far as it will be necessary or
safe, is involved in that of borrowing.
Mr. 3[ercer was a friend to paper money, though in the
present state and temper of America, he should
neither propose nor approve of such a measure.
He was consequently
opposed to a prohibition
of
it altogether.
It will stamp suspicion on the goveminent,
to deny it a discretion
on this point.
It was impolitic, also, to excite the opposition of
all those who were friends to paper money.
The
people of property would be sure to be on the
side of the plan, and it was impolitic to purch_se
their further attachment
with the loss of the opposite class of citizens.
Mr. Ellsworth thought
this a favorable moment to shut and har the door
against paper money.
The mischiefs of the various experiments
which had been made were now
fresh in the public mind, and had excited the
disgust of all the r_peetable
part of America.
By withholding
the power from the new government, more friends of influence would be gained
to it than by almost anything else. Paper money
can in no case be necessary.
Give the governmer_t
credit, and other resources will offer.
The l)ower
may do harm, never good.
]_Ir. Randolph,
notwithstanding
his antipathy
to paper money, could
not agree to strike out the words, as he could not
foresee all the occasions that might arise. Mr.
Wilson: It will have a most salutary influence on
the credit of the United States to remove the
possibility of paper money.
This expedient c_ln
never succeed while its mischiefs are remembered
And as long as it can be resorted to, it will be a
bar to other resources.
)Ir. Butler remarked
that paper was a legal tender in no country h_
Europe.
IIe was urgent for disarming
the government of such a power.
Mr. Mason wa._ still
averse to tying the hamls of the legislature
a}together.
If there was no example in Europe, '_
just remarked, it might be observed, on the otilcr
side, that there was none in which thegovernment
was restrained on this head.
Mr. Read thought
the words, if not struck out, would be as alarming
as the mark of the beast in Revelation.
Mr.

prohibit the making them a tender?
This will remove the temptation
to emit them with unjust
views.
And promissory notes, in that shape, may
in some emergencies
be best. Mr. Gouverneur Morris : Striking out the words will leave room still
for notes of a responsible minister, which will do
all the good without the mischief.
The moneyed
interest will oppose the plan of government,
if
paper emissions be not prohibited.
Mr. Gorham
was for striking out without inserting any prohibition.
If the words stand, they may suggest
* i/adison paper_ voi. iil., p. 1_8.

Langdon had rather reject the whole plan thaa
retain the three words, ' and emit bills.'
On
the motion for striking
out, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Pennsylvania,
Deb_ware, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, age---9 ; New Jersey, Maryland, _w_2
The clause for borrowing
money was agreed to,
_m.
con.
Adjourned."--Nine
states voted to
strike out, and two states to retain.
Virginia
voted in the affirmative, and in explanation of his
vote, Mr. Madison appended the following
note :
"This vote in the atflrmstive
by Virginia wa_ oc-
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casioned by the acquiescence
of Mr. Madison, who
became satisfied that striking out thewords would
not disable the government
from the use of public
notesas far as they could be safe and proper:
and
would only cut off the pretext for a paper currentcy, and particularly
for making the bills a terLder
either for public or priwtte dcbts."-Tile constitution was adopted on Sept. 17, 1787, and three
years thereafter,
Hamilton,
in his report of Dec.
13, 1790, on a national bank, said: " The emitting
of paper money by the authority
of government
is wisely prohibited
to the individual
states by the
national constitution;
anti tim spirit of that prohibitten ought not to be disregarded
by the government of the United States.
Though
paper emissions, under a general authority,
might have some
advantages
not applicable,
and be free from some
disadvantages
which
are applicable,
to the like
emissions by the states separately,
yet they areof a
nature so liable to abuse--and,
it may even be affirmed, so certain
of being abused--that
the wisdom of the government
will be shown in never
trusting itself with the useof so seducing and daingerous an expedient."-Although notes of different forms were issued subsequently
by the government at various dates, some of which were receivable for all dues payable to the government,
no cir.
culating notes were issued, which by the terms of
law were made a full legal tender until the passage
of the act of Feb. 25, 1862, which was nearly seventy-five years after the adoption of the constitution.
-- Some of the treasury
notes, issued since the
adoption
of the constitution,
and previous to the
passage of the legal-tender
act, were receivable for
all dues to the government,
and others not : somc
were payable at a fixed date, both with and without interest : some were fundable
at any time
after the date of their issue, others at a fixed elate
in United States bonds. -- During
the late civil
war, treasury
notes were also issued of all these
different forms, and alsonotes payable on demand,
receivable
for all dues to the government,
and
others
payable
on demand,
not receivable
for
duties on imports, or payable hy the govcrmncnt
for interest
upon the public debt, but in every
other respect a full legal tender to and by the government, and between the people in all payments,
-- No notes were issued front 1789 to 1812, a period
of twenty-three
years.
Such notes were issued in
the years 1812, 1818, 1814 and 1815, and at various
dates from 1887 to 1847. They were again issued
m 1857, and subsequently,
in the years 1860,
1861 and thereafter.
The periods for the issue of
these notes may be summarized
as follows : first,
the war of 1812; second, the financial
panic of
1837; third, the Mexican
war; fourth, tile financial crisis of 1857; and fifth, the war of the rebellion. It will thus be seen that there have been

possible to meet all of the annual reduction of the
debt required by law from the sinking fund, and
a temporary
loan was authorized
to make up the
deficiency,
which amounted
to $2,750,000.
This
loan was paid the next year.
In 1811, however,
recourse was had to a loan, and the one authorized
by congress
for that year was taken so slowly,
that, in May, the secretary for the first time recommendcd
the issue of treasury
notes upon the
following
principle,
viz.:
"1. Notto
exceed, in
the whole, the amount which may ultimately
not
be subscribed
to the loan : that is to my, that
the amount
received on account of the loan, and
that of the treasury,
notes, shall not, together,
exceed eleven millions ; which limits, therefore,
the greatest possible amount of treasury notes to
le_ than $4,900,000.
2. To bear an interest of
5_ per cent. a year,
equal to 1½ per cent. per
day on a hundred
dollar note.
3. To become
payable by the treasury
one year after the date
of their respective
issues.
4. To be, in the meanwhile, receivable in payment
of all duties, taxes,
or debts, due to the United
States."
IIe dick
not propose that the notes should be fundable
in
the loan which they were intended to re-enforce.
This recommendation
of Secretary
Gallatin
was
made in his letter of May 14, 1812, to blr. Langdon
Cheves,
chairman
of the committee of ways and
means of the house, and, in conformity
therewith,
a bill was reported hy that committee on June 12.
1812. -- War was declared against Great Britain
June 18, 1812. The failurc of the loan was due
to the fact that the money had t() bc borrowed
from the very classes who had been opposed
to
the war : thcrefore,
when the bill for authorizing
•
treasury notes was put upon its pn._sage on June
16, it met with much opposition. -- It was a%med,
that the notes under the bill were not equal in
value to gold and silver, and would not be received
by the banks or the people, who were prejudiced
against such government
paper ; that if issued
they could not be redeemed,
and would depreclare; that the measure would
be subversive
of
public and private credit ; that it was a confession of impaired credit; that to allow the notes to
be deposited
in banks and to accept bank paper
in exchangc
was to depreciate
the government's
paper ; that if issued, additional
taxes should be
imposed and set apart for the redemption
of the
notes, as in the case of the :Engli.-h exchequer
notes; that the proposed
notes were the same as
the old continental
money, and would depreciate
in.the same way.
Others opposed the bill simply
because they opposed the war or any preparation for it. In case war proved unavoidable
the
necessary
funds should he raised by taxes and
loans.
The shortness of the time for which the
notes were to be issued, was another objection.

five emergencies
in which congress, without
any
special constitutional
authority,
has seen fit to authorize such issues.
The original debt had, atthe
beginning of 1812, been reduced from seventy-five
millions to forty-five millions. -- 'I'REXSURY _OTES
OF THE W_
OF 1812.
In 1810 it was found ira180
VOL. m. -- 61

The public revenues would not meet the engagemerit, and engagement-_ should not b_ entered into
without
a certainty
of fulfillment.
Taxes were
n_essary.
It was a paltry expedient never suggested by ttamilton
or Wolcott, and not even the
spontaneous
production
of Gallatin;
that the first
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suggestion of the latter was to authorize a loan on
such terms as would have insured its success.
It
was a lmmitiating
spectacle to exhibit the governmerit failing in negotiating
its first war loan.On the other hand, the supporters
of the bill
maintained
that the notes would be received bythe
banks in the _me manner as any good individual
paper was received.
The banks would give the
governmcnt
credit for them, and in return the
government
could draw gold and silver from the
banks.
The notes would be even more valuable
to the latter than specie, as they could be kept as
an interest-bearing
reserve.
They
would
have
currency,
being receivable
in duties,
taxes, and
debts due the government,
and, as interest accumulated,
they would increase
in value.
In reply
to the suggestions
that money should be raised by
taxes, it was stated, that when, previously,
messsures of that kind had been proposed,
the opposition had refused to consent.
The i_ue of tressury notes, bearing interest at 5t per cent. only,
did not indicate bad, but rather good, credit.
Individuals
in good credit could not borrow at less
than 6 per cent.
There was no depreciation
of
government
paper in exchanging
the notes for
bank paper, as the latter was ready money, while
the former were payable one year after date.
It
was denied that the people had or would have any
prejudice
against treasury
notes.
They were not
prejudiced
against bank notes, and the proposed
notes bearing
interest had many advantages
over
bank paper.
The proposed notes would be in no
way inferior
to exchequer
bills: in fact, it was
only want of credit that compelled
the English
• government
to set aside certain revenues to meet
the latter.
The treasury
notes would have two
advantages
over exchequer bills ; one, the superior
credit of the United
States ; and the other, that
they were receivable
for taxes and public dues.
They were also superior to public stocks, in that,
while bearing interest, they also can serve as currency, the same as gold and silver, thus enhancing
the medium
of circulation.
There was no resemblance
between
them and continental
money,
When the latter was issued, the government
was
dependent
on the pledges of the several states for
its revenues, but now its credit was above suspicion, its power to raise revenue complete,
and its
ability to pay its debts undoubted.
War was unavoidable.
Both loans and taxes would have to
be resorted to.
The proposed notes were nothing
but a loan with extraordinary
advantages,
taking,
however, but little from the circulating
medium
of the country.
In many tranasctionstheywould
have all the effect of money.
While not secured
by any specific fund set apart for theirredemption,
the entire duties and taxes of the year are indirectly pledged for this purpose, since they are receivable
in payment
of such duties and taxes,
The revenues
of the year were estimated at eight
millions, and the proposed issue of notes was five
millions only.
The faith of the government
was
ptedged for their redemption.
That faith had never
been violated.
The resom-ces of the government

NOTES.

were ample beyond those of any other nation.
Its
sources of revenue were unimproved
land, a productive agriculture,
an extensive
commerce,
an
enterprising
people, and an unlimited
right of
taxation.
The anticipated
abuse of a privilege
was no argument
against its lebdtimate use. -- The
bill passed the house June 17, 1812, yeas 85, nays
41. It passed the senate June 26, and became a
law June 30, 1812. By it the president was anthorized
to issue treasury notes to an amount not
exceeding
$5,000,000.
The notes were redeemable, at such places as were expressed
on them,
within one )'ear of the date of their issue.
They
bore interest at the rate of 5_ per cent. per annum
from the day of issue, being one and one-half
cents a day on a hundred
dollar note, payable at
the place where the principal
was payable.
They
were signed by persons
designated
by the president, and the compensation
of these persons was
fixed at one dollar and twenty-five
cents each for
one hundred
notes signed.
They were countersigned by the commissioners
of loans for the state
in which the notes were respectively
made payable.
With the approval
of the president,
the
seeretary of the treasury was authorized
to borrow money upon the security of the notes, and to
pay them to such banks as would give the government credit for them at par.
When the noles
were paid to collectors of revenue and receivers
of public money, the interest ceased on the day
of payment.
The commissioners
of the sinking
fund were authorized
to cause the principal
and
interest to be paid when due, and to purch,_c
them at not more than par, in the same way as
they purchased
other public securities,
with a view
of reducing
the debt.
They were made payable
to order, transferable
by delivery and assignment
on indorsement
by persons to whose order they
were made payable. -- The notes were made everywhere receivable
for duties, taxes, and in payment of public land, at their par value with aecrned interest on the day paid in.
Penalties were
imposed
for counterfeiting
them, and an appropriation made for the expense of printing
and
preparing
the notes. --There
was nothing in the
law regulating
the denominations
in which they
should be issued, but, as a matter of fact, none
were issued of a denomination
of less than one
hundred dollars. -- The largest amount authorized
under this act, outstanding
at any one time, w_s
five millions.
The notes authorized
were all issued before the end of the year 1813, and were
all redeemed
during the year 1814. Tim seerstart estimated
that there would
be a deficit of
nineteen millions for the year 1813.
Congress
authorized
sixteen millions of this amount to be
obtained by loans, without the usual provision that
the bonds should be sold at par, or specifying the
rate of interest.
The loan was placed with grea_
difficulty,
the sixteen millions
authorized
being
obtained
from the avails of $18,109,377.43
of
stock, bearing interest at 6 per cent.
To supply
the remainder, abiltwastntrodueedintotheh°u'e
on Jan. 27, 1813, to suthodze
a new issue of tress-
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ury notes.
The bill was similar in its provisions
to the act of 1812: the arguments for and against
"the measure, were, in the main, the same as those
in 1812.
The opposition
complained
thatmuch
favoritism
had been shown in the dealings of the
banks.
It was alleged that among the banks
granting
credit, in return for the treasury notes
deposited, as authorized
by the law of 1812, were
those acting as depositaries
of public moneys derived from tile deposits of collectors and puhlic
agents ; flint this very money so deposited
hy the
government
agents was again loaned to the goveminent on the credit of treasury notes.
On the
other hand, it was urged that the u_ of banks as
depositaries
was unavoidable,
and that, in any
event,
banks
would
receive
incidental
benefit
from keeping
government
deposits.
Even if a
stock loan was substituted
for treasury notes the
money realized
therefrom
would
be deposited
with thesame banks until required by the government.
The bill passed the house by a vole of 79
to 41, and the senate by a vote of 17 to 9, and became a law on Feh. 25, 1813. -- The greatest
amount of notes authorized
by this act, outstanding at any one time, was five millions : they were
all redeemable
by the first quarter of the calendar

specie payments
were suspended
except in New
England.
The accounts of tile treasury department show that there were outstanding
on Sept.
30, 1814, $10,649,800
of trcasury notes.
Mr.
Crawford was succeeded in October by Secretary
Dallas, and the latter, in his report to thecommittee of ways and means on Oct. 17, 1814, says:
" Tile condition
of tile cireul'_ting
medium
presents another copious source of mischief
and erabarrassment.
The stock of specie was diminished
by exporlation,
and would remain so withdrawn
from u_.
The multiplication
of banks had increased the paper currency
so that it was difficult
to calculate its amount, and still more difficult to
ascertain
its value.
Bank eurrency
wits of no
benefit since the suspension
of specie payments,
and there virtually existed no circulating
medium
common
to all the citizens of the United States.
The money transactions
of private
individuals
were at a stand, and the fiscal obligations of the
government
labored with extreme inconvenience.
Under favorable circumstances,
the limited issue
of treasury notes would probably afford relief, but
they were an expensive
substitution
for coin or
bank notes."
IIe concluded by recommending
the
establishment
of a national bank.
This statement

)'ear of 1815, but at the close of that quarter only
$1,483,900 had been redeemed,
and all of the remainder was not finally paid until the year 1820,
although
the greatest portion
was called in by
1817. They were issued in denominations
of not
le_ than $100.
An act similar in all respects to
that of Feb. 25, 1813, passed the house by vote of
83 to 48, and the senate without debate, on ]_larch
1, and was approved
March 4, 1814. It authorized the issue of five millions of treasury notes,
and of an additional
five millions, which,
if issued, wa.s to be considered as part of a stock loan
for the year, which was subsequently
to be authorized.
This loan for twenty-five
millions was
authorized
on March 24 of the same year, and
could only be placed at a large discount.
An additional five millions was therefore issued in l)lace
of an equal amount of stock, making
in all ten
millions of treasury
notes issued under this act.
These notes were for the first time issued in denominations of less than $100, notes of the denomination of twenty dollars being placed in circulation.
The whole ten millions were issued previous to June 30, 1815.
The policy of congress
seemed to be to keep the authorized
issue of treasury notes each year below the amount of the revehue of the year, or, if more was authorized,
they
were to be in lieu of, and to re-enforce, stock loans,
-On Dec. 26, 1814,an actwaspassedwhich
authorized the issue of $7,500,000 of treasury notes in
place of portions of the loans of March 24 and
Nov. 15 not already placed, and three millions more
for the exp_
of the war department.
These
notes bore the _lmae rate of interest and were for
the same time as those of the act of June30,1812,
and under this act, $8,318,400
of notes were issued, a portion of which was in the denomina-

was called out by a report made by Mr. Eppes,
chairman
of the committee
of ways and means
of the house, on Oct. 10, 1874, in which, in order
to secure the circulation
of treasury notes, it was
recommended
that notes of small dcnominations
should be issued, to be funded
into 8 per cent.
stock, payable to bearer, and transferred
by delivcry., receivable
in all payments
of public lands
and taxes.
The internal rcvenuetaxes
were to be
pledged
for payment
of interest, and they were
to be exchangeable
for stock at 8 per cent , or re.
deemable in specie after six months' notice from
the government.
On Nov. 24, 1814, in a report
to the committee
to which a bill for establishing
a national
bank had been referred,
Mr. Dallas
mentions,
as one of the means at the disposal of
the treasury,
the issue of treasury notes, "which
none but necessitous
creditors,
contractors
in distress or government
agents acting officially were
willing to accept."
Ile also states that the act of
_'ov. 15, 1814, authorizing
trcasury
notes to be
taken in payment
for subscri.'ptions to loans, was
passed too late; that the interest on the public
debt had not been punctually
paid, and that a
large amount of treasury notes had already been
dishonored.
In a subsequent
communication
of
Dec. 14, 1814, lie said that the non-payment
of
treasury notes, and the risk of not paying the interest on the funded
debt, were chiefly owing to
the suspension
of specie payments
by the banks,
and the consequent
impracticability
of transferring public funds from the place where they were
deposiled
to the place where they were needed.
The difficulty referred
to in meeting the interest
upon the public debt was in Boston.
A state
bank had large government
deposits, and a draft
was sent to meet the interest, upon Oct. 1, 1814.

lions _.tWe]ati_
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notes, and the creditors refused to receive the
treasury notes that were offered instead. After the
suspension, the government was deprived of the
use of specie, and as the banks in each state refund
credit and circulation to thc notes of banks in other states, no tran._fer of funds could be made to
places where they were wanted to meet treasury
notes: consequently the credit of these notes was
lessened, and creditors refused to accept them in
payment. On.-N'ov. 12, 1814, Mr. Hall, of Georgia,
introduced in the house a series of five resotutions to revive the credit of treasury notes. The
second resolution provided that the notes should
be a legal tender between citizens, and be.tween
citizens and foreigner% for all debts then due or
afterward to become due, which the house refused

,

/ ....

on

the

back:

"Pay

This act authorized the issue and reissue of tressury notes to an amount not exceeding twenty-five
millions upon principles essentially different from
those governing prior issues. These notes might
be of any denomination : if of a denomination
less than $100, they were designated as "small

0
•

to consider by a vote of 95 to 42,--more than two.
thirds. These resolutions were evidently intro.
duced as measures in opposition to the proposi.
tion for a national bank, and the other fonr resolutions were subsequently laid upon the table t)y
a large majority.-- On Jan. 30, 1815, a bill author.
izing the issue of treasury notes wtm introduced
in the house, and referred to a committee of the
whole. The bill passed the house Feb. 11, slid
the senate Feb. 21, and was approved Feb. 24,
1815; it was thc last of a series of five acts, commencing with that of June 30, 1812, the first four
of which had authorized the issue of treasury
notes bearing interest at the rate of 5t per cent.
The following is the form of the large notes isstied under this act :

October_1815.,

_.i

_,,ndorsed

NOTES.

the bearer,

"

Jo_.

k,.

./

[___

Delafleld."

treasury notes," were payable to bearer, and bore
no interest; if of a denomination of $100 or upward, they were payable to order, transferable by
indorsement, and bore interest at the same rate a¢
those of $100 and upward previously authorized.
The "small treasury notes" were of this form :

-

0
•
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These notes were not chargeable upon the sinking fund, as in the case of the first three acts of
the series, nor were they payable
out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
as in the previous act of Dec. 26, 1814, but rested
entirely upon the provision
making them fundable into stock.
The principal
and interest were
not payable at any specified time, hut the notes
were everywhere
receivable in all paymentq to the
United States.
The act reduced the pay of those
signing the notes to seventy-five
cents for each
one hundred
notes, and also provided that treasury notes of previous
issue should be fundable
into 6 per cent. stock.
The hohlers of the small
treasury notes could exchange
them at pleasure,
in sums of not less than $100, for certificates
of
funded stock bearing interest at 7 per cent.
The
treaty of peace was signed on Dec. 14, 1814,
1)ut the news reached
Washington
a few clays
only before the l_assage of the bill, which,
although a war measure, was carried through, inasmuch as it was considered
necessary to the regulation of the disordered
finances of the country,
The whole "_mount of treasury notes, absolute and
eontin.went,which
was authorized by these five acts,
was $60,500,000,
of which
amount
$36,680,794
was issued.
The following
table exhibits
the
amount issued under each act :

In recapitulation,
it may be stated that the treasury not_ of the period of the war of 1812 were
issued under five acts of congress, as stated in the
table.
The notes of the first three acts were made
chargeahle
to the sinking fund--those
of the last
two, not; those of the first two acts were in denomin'_tions
of not less than $100; those of the
next two were not less than $20; and those of the
last act wcrc in denominations
of 3, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100 dollars and upward.
Those of the first three
acts were not originally fundable
into stock, but
were made so I)y the act of _Nov. 15, 1814, and by
the subsequent
act of Feb. 24, 1815.
The notes
of the acts of Dec 26. 1814, became fundable
by
the act of Feb. 24, 1815, but those of the lastnamed a(,t were fundable
hy the terms of their
authorization.
The notes of all the acts but the
last were made payable one year from the date of
their issue; those of the last act were payable at
no fixed date.
All of these notes (with the exccption of the small treasury notes, which were
without interest) bore interest at the rate of 5_ per
cent.
:None of these notes had any legal-tender
quality, and congress, without debate, rejected the
only proposition for giving them this quality.
The
denominations,
except in the case of the small
notes of 1815, were too large for purposes of circulation,
and the inducements
for funding
these

Under act of June 20, 1812......................
$ 5,0_0.000
Under act of Feb. 25. 1813.......................
5,_}0,000
Under act of _|arch 4, 1814......................
10,000,000
Under act of Dec. 26, 1814.......................
8,318,400
Under act of Feb. 24, 1815-$100 notes.._rl,9_9,400
Under act of Feb. 24, 1815--small treasury note_ ............................
3.39_,.q94
s._,394

were so great that they could not be used for that
purpose.
As long as the banks redeemed
their
notes in specie, treasury notes appear to have kept
at par, but when specie payments
were suspended, they began to depreciate,
and appear to have

Total amount issued ........................

$ _,6S0,794

--Although
the treasury
notes of 1815 of small
denominations
originally
Lusuc_l, amounted to only
$3,392,994, the law made them fundahlc
into 7
per cent. stock, payable after Dec. 31; and a_ the
notes were reissuable,
they were, under
various
exigencies,
again and again paid out, until the
whole amount
of the 7 per cent. stock, issuecL
for the purpose
of funding
them, amounted
to
$9,070,386.
On account of the high rate of interest of these bonds, the small treasury notes were
in demand, and a small amount was sold at a premium of 4 per cent., and $1,365,000 at a premium
of $3o,107.64,
or about 2_ per cent.
The scoretary, in his annual report for 1815, says: "The
treasury
notes, which
were issued under
act
passed previous
to Feb. 24, 1815, were, for the
most part, of a denomination
too high to serve as
a current
medium of exchange;
and it was soon
ascertained
that the small treasury notes, fundable
at an interest of 7 per cent., though
of a convenient denomination
for common us(:, would be
converted
into stock almost as soon as they were
issued." _ The notes of $100 and upward, though
fundable
into 6 per cent. bonds, were depreciated
_rom 8 to 10 per cent. below bank notes, which
bore no interest, but were redeemable
in specie. _
* Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1815,p. 26.

been kept from great discount by the funding acts
of Nov. o5, and Feb. 24, 1815. It is said, "that
of eighty millions of loans negotiated
by the government during
this period, the avails were only
thirty-four
millions, after deducting
discounts and
depreciations."
(See FINA._CE.) After the close
of the war, in December,
1814, these notes were
rapidly funded. -- TREASUaY NOTES OF THE PE_OD Oil' TIIE FINANCIAL CRIsis OF 1837. In anticipation
of a large surphls, congress, by act of
June 23, 1836, provided
for the distrihution
of a
large amount
of government
money among the
states in proportion
to their rcpre._cntatiou
in the
senate and house of representatives,
aml three instalhnents,
amounting
in all to $27,063,430, were
so distributed.
(See U. S. SCm'LrS )Io._F.Y, DIsTRIBUTION OF, A,_()._(_ THE STATES.) In the meantime, about May 1, 1837, specie payments
were
suspended, owing to the great depression in commercial circles. An extra session of the 25|h congress was called in September
of the same year.
The charter
of the second bank of the United
States had expired on March 4, 1836, and on June
23,1836,congrcsshad
pa._sedan act authorizing
and
regulating
the deposit of public moneys in state
banks,
lh_o action was taken during the extra session toward
rechartering
the hank of the United
States.
The distribution
of the fourth installment
to the states was, however, postponed, but the seeretary was prohibited
from calling for any of the
money already distributed without
special author-
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ity from congress, which has not, up to the present date, been given. -- The revenues for the year
(1837) were from six to ten millions short of the expenditures.
The public funds already deposited
with the states were tlnavailable,
and there was another installment
to be deposited on Oct. 1. The
secretary rccommemled
the withholding
of this installment, and, in order to supply currency, an issue of treasury notes, the small denominations
to
bear no interest, and the large with interest.--A
large party in congress were in favor of rechartering the bank of the United States.
The advocates
of treasury notes urged the issue principally upon
the ground of necessity, there being no currency
upon which the government
could rely to make
and receive payments.
Many were in favor of a
substitute
to be issued by tim proposed new bank
of the United States.
A bill was presented and
passed by the senate.
When it came to the house,
objection was made that it was a money bill,which
the senate had no constitutional
right to originate,
This point was not discussed, but the committee
of ways and means pre_nted
their own bill, by
which the issue of ten millions in treasury notes
was authorized.
The bill encountered
much upposition, particularly
from those in favor of authorizing
a new bank, but passed the house on
Oct. 9, 1837, by a vote of 1°7 to 98, which was a
strict party vote. In the senate, the next day, :Mr.
Benton moved to make the low_t
denomination
of notes $100, instead of $50, as provided
in the
bill. He presented strong objections to the issue of
treasury notes. Nothing but the fact that the guyernment must otherwise
stop for want of funds,
would induce him to vote for paper money in time
of peace.
He particularly
objected to the policy
of reducing the denominations
of paper currency,
It was the most dangerous
feature of the system,
and wouhl drive all specie from circulation.
Mr.
Clay spoke in favor of Mr. Benton's
motion, and
characterized
the whole measure
to be, to all intents and purposes, a gTeat bank experiment,
and
alluded to the inconsistency
of issuing, in time of
profound
peace, ten millions additional
notes after
decrying
the banks for enlarging their circulation,
:Mr. Webster
favored
)It. Benton's
motion.
It
Was lost by a vote of 2,5 to 16. The bill then
passed by a vote of 35 to 6, both Mr. Benton and
Mr. Webster
voting for it, and Mr. Clay against
it. This bill authorized
the issue of treasury
notes to an amount not exceeding ten millions, and
in denominations
not exceeding fifty dollars.
The
interest _as not to exceed 6 per cent. ; and they
were to be payable, principal
and interest, after
one year from date, and were, for the first time,
signed by the treasurer
and countersigned
by the
register.
They were to be issued in, payment
of
the debts of the United States to any creditor who
would receive them, and were to be receivable in
payment of all debts and dues to the government,
They were not reissuable, and the authority to issue terminated
Dec. 31, 1838. The ten millions
authorized
were issued by Secretary Woodbury

were issued st the nominal
rate of interest of I
mill per cent. ; three millions at 2 per cent. ; and
over four millions at 5 per cent. " On account of
the low rate of interest upon a large portion of
the notes, the object for which they were issued,
namely, .to supply a circulating
medium,
was
thwarted, for they were soon presented in payment of taxes, and over five millions were retired
before the whole amount had been issued.-At
the end of 1837 the secretary estimated
that the
balance in the treasury for July, 1838, would be
$34,187,000, of which $28,101,644
was due from
the states, $1,100.000
due chiefly from insolvent
banks, and $3,500,000 from other banks, payment
of which was postponed.
These sums, and the
bullion fund in the mint, reduced the estimated
available
balance in July, 1838, to about one million. This estimate was nearly correct, for congreen was advised by the president, in May. 1838,
that only $216,000 of available funds remained in
the treasury.
There were several propositions
in
the house, one of which was a bill for authorizing
loan certificates, which should be a legal tender to
public creditors, but not receivable for dues to the
government.
The question
of the legal tender
was not discussed.
Mr. Cambreleng,
of New Jersey. from the committee
of ways and means, reported a short bill, authorizing
the issue of tre'lsury notes to'the amount of the issue of October,
1837, which
had been redeemed
and canceled.
The interest upon the issues already made under
the laws of 1837 had been too small, and they
had been immediately
paid into the treasury when
due.
There were gratifying
signs of a revival of
prosperity.
The northern banks had resumed _lx-cie payment sooner than expected.
This he a_cribed to the firmness of the president in refusing
to allow dues to the United States to be paid in
notes of banks not paying specie,
tie referred
to the passage of the free banking
act of New
York as a presage
of sound banking
in future.
He also urged the necessity of providing
note_ (o
enable the treasury to meet its payment.
The ohjections
to the bill were much the same as tho-e
urged in the debate during the previous session,
though they were pre_nted
with more force and
completeness,
particularly
by Mr. Caleb Cushing.
Fie said that such issues were bills of credit not
warranted
by the constitution;
that they were
based only upon the faith of the government;
that
such measures
were considered
of doubtful and
dangerous
character by all the friends of democratic institutions;
and that Madison
and others
had always been opposed to the issues of government paper founded
not on funds or spo:'ie, but
only upon faith or credit, and only consented to
its expediency
in remarkable
e_igencies.
Experience had shown,
that whatever
interest they
might bear, whether 1 mill or 6 per cent., they
would not be above the value of the notes of go_l
banks. It was said, that, if the United States under
the constitution
could issue these bills, socouldthe
8tate_
They were the same as continental money,

previous

althoaghbeaxinginter_L

to July

1, 1838.

About

two

millions

_uch

of the currency
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issued by the states, daring
the revolution,
denominated
bills of credit, bore interest.
Chief
Justice Marshall's definition of bill_ of credit was,
"paper
issued by the sovereign authority,
and intending to circulate a,_ money."
These notes are
issued by sovereign authority,
and intended to eirculate as money.
They operate unequally,
and
afford no general
relief: they are below par in
New York, and at 5 per cent. premium in Charleston.
The bill was amended
to obviate some technical objections,
and finally passed by a small
majority,
106 to 99, on M.'ty 16, 18°o8. It eame
up in the senate
on May 18. Wright
of New
York, Benton,
Calhoun,
Brown
and Talmadge
were in favor of it.
Webster,
Clay, Crittemlen
and Preston were on the other side. The discussion took a wide range, involving
the causes of
the condition
of the treasury,
and the con_titutionality of the issue of treasury
notes. It passed
by a vote of 27 to 13, and was approved
on May
21, 1838. Nearly five milliuns were issued within
one month after the p_Lssage of the bill, which
showed
conclusively
the pressing
needs of the
treasury.
Under
the previous
acts of October,
1837, and May 21, 1838, the authority
to issue treasury notes expired on Jan. 1, 1839. The whoh: issue was not to exceed ten millions, and the latter
act permitted
the reissue of tho_e paid in. -- The
whole amount which had been issued to December, 1838, was $15,709,801.01,
aml bore at differcut rates interest as follows:
$6.888,809.60
bore
interest at 6 per cent.; $4.280,273 72 bore interest
at 5 per cent. ; $2.784,844.73
bore interest at 2 per
cent.; and $1,755,881.96
bore interest at 1 mill per
cent.
There had been redeemed,
up to the same
date, $7,955,250,
leaving $7,754,560
outstanding,

]te_1_:.
-- On each end of the reverse were printed the
figures 100. Under this act the issues amounted
to $7,114,251.
Notes were to be redeemed sooner
than one year, if the condition
of the treasury
would admit, and at any time within
the year,
after sixty days' notice. --The
secretary,
in his
report for 18_,

e_atas, that treasury, notes had been
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The authority
to reissue expired with the year. -OnJan.
l,18.39, there was a large amount of notes
in the treasury, which continued
to grow larger
until March 2, 1839, when an act was passed, extending the authority
to reissue
until June 30,
1839, providing
the whole amount
outstanding
did not exceedten
millions.
In December,
1889,
Secretary
Woodbury
reported
that at no time
had more than ten millions been outstanding,
and
that the amount outstanding
was le_s than the
amount due from suspended
banks, and from the
Pennsylvania
bank of the United States, to the
government,
and th.lt the principal
and interest
on the treasury notes had itlways been promptly
paid when de._ired.
A bill was sub.-vquently
presenled by Mr. Jone% chairman
of the committee
of ways and means.
Amendments
were offerc_l
_'ith the object of making it imperative
thatlhe
notes shouht bear interest at not less than 2 per
cent., and to make them negotiable
and transferable only by imlorsement,
in the same manner as
bills of exch:mge:
the lirst to prevent thcissuance
of notcs tit the nomimd rate of 1 mill per cent., or
one-thousandih
of 1 1)er c(.nt.,l)cr ammm, and the
second to prevent their circulation
as money, and
both to cure, as was alleged, the constitutional
difficulty.
The whigs refu_ed to vote, leaving no
quorum.
Ou March 24, 1840, the hou._e continued
in se_._ion from ten o'clo(.k until five p. m. of the
ncxt day.
Finally,
when the house adjourned,
the eon,_ideration of the bill was fixed for the following Friday, and ou that day--March
27, 1840
--it finally pa_sed the house by a w)te of 25 to 8.
It pas_ed the senate ou March 30, 1840, and was
approw,d
the following
(lay.
The following
is
the form of a $100 note issued under tiffs act:

Yre_._urerof t_ [/_t_.ZlI
£t42¢$.
at par during the year, although never bearing interest higher than 5_ per cent.,** and subject to
payment after sixty days' notice.
To meet the
wants of the treasury,
a treasury note hill was introduced,
and passed congress
on Feb. 15, 1841.
This law authorized
an issue of notes, in the ag, lru_ce Report, _l. iv., p. _4.
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gregate, of $10,000,000,
one-half
to be issued in
payment
of amounts
due and payable
prior to
March 4, 1841, and the remaining
$5,000,000
in
payment
of amounts
due and payable after that
date.
]n all, $7,529,06_
were issued under act of
Feb. 15, 1841. -- In the fall of 1840, Harrison
had
been elected president
to succeed Van Buren, but
died April 4, 1841.
He was the representative
of
the whig part)', which had, since the year 1837,
so bitterly
opposed
tile issue of treasury
notes,
Mr. Ewing of Ohio was appointed secretary of the
treasury by President
IIarrison.
In his report to
congress at its special session of )Iay 31, 1841, he
said that, from Jan. 1, 1837, to March 4, 1841, the
expenditures
of tbe government
had exceeded the
revenues
by over $31,000,000.
Of about twentysix millionsof
treasury notes issued under the acts
from Oct. 12, 1837, to Feb. 15, 1841, inclusive, all
but about six millions had, as claimed
by Secretary _Voodbury,
been issued in anticipation
of
revenues,
or upon the basis of existing (lebts due
to the United States, leaving about six millions
outstanding
when the new administration
came in.
Mr. Ewing
estimated
that the deficit in the rev-

amendments
which were rejected, was one by Mr.
Benton, heavily taxing all bank circulation,
especially small notes.
The bill became a law Jan. 31,
1842.
Under it the amount authorized
to be outstanding
at any one time was limited to five millions, but the total amount issued and reissued was
$7,959,994.
The subsequent
act of Aug. 31, 1,_,2,
authorized
the issue and reissue of treasury note_%
provided the amount outstanding
at any one time
should not exceed six millions, and under it notes
to the amount of $3,025,554.89
were i_ued.-All
of the notes issued since the act of Oct. 12, 1837,
were issucd payable either one or two years after
date, chiefly for one year.
These notes were continually falling due and embarrassing
the treasury.
Eleven millions of such notes were to fall due during the year 1843, and accordingly
another
bill
was introduced
by _Ir. Fillmore., providing
for the
reissue of such notes as should be redeemed be.
fore July 1, 1844. The bill became
a law on
March 3, 1843. --The
treasury notes outstanding
on the dates
named from November,
1837, to
March, 1843, are shown in the following table :*

enues for the 3"ear 1841, after meeting the current
expenses and redeeming
the treasury
notes then
outstanding
and to be issuc_, would be $12,088,215, which he considered
to be the amount of the

, _ONTHS.
_a_.
la3S.
I
la_.
_8,0,
........
March ..... [...........
156,518.96465] $_,552.946I $2.176._1
November .[ $._%723.SaI 8,009,760.01[ 3,a_,180[
4,SC4,',_00

[

pub.c
debtHeobjected
totheissue
oftreasury
March

I

'

1.,

................
t
I_-5,393,01)4
.(30{$8,539,115

_$11,_,:_7

notes, and recommended
a loan redeemable
after
eight years or upon six months' notice by the joy-

l_Tovember............
,

ernment. -- A bill was introduced
by Millard Fillmore, chairman
of the committee
of ways and
means, on June °,.4. It provided
a loan, payable
after Jan. 1, 1856, with interest at 5 per cent., and

-- John C. Spencer succeeded
Walter Forward as
secretary of the treasury,
on March 3, 1843, and

authority
was given the secretary
to purchase
the
bonds out of any surplus in the treasury.
It was
objected that theloan was unncces.sary,
and that it
was the commencement
of a scheme to organize a
national bank.
Tim debate wa_ bitterly political.
It was urged, that as this was an administration
measure the loan should be paid within the term
of the administration.
This point was foolishly
conceded,
but the rate of interest was raised to 6
per cent.
As thus amcnded the bill becamealaw
on July 21, 1841.
The reduction
of thelength
of
the loan from eight to three years, together with
the proviso that no stock could be sold below par,
destroyed
the usefulness
of the measure,
and less
than one-half,
or only $5,672,076,
of the stock

I 7,,_I,7(t5

,

00

,

10,0¢Lq,(_5_ ...........

,

.__

was himself
succeeded,
on June 15, 1844, by
George M. Bibb.
Under the act of March 3, 1843,
3Ir. Spencer i_ued about $850,000 treasury notes.
Each note on its face promised
to pay, one ),car
after date, fifty dollars, with interest at the rate
of 1 mill per $100 per annum.
On the ba(:k of
each note was indorsed,
"This
note wili 1x_purchased at par for the amount of principal and interest thereof, on presentation
at either of the Depositories
of the Treasury
in the City of New
York."
These notes, which
were issued at the
nominal rate of interest of one thousandth
of 1
per cent. per annum,
and by the indorsement
made payable
on demand,
were considered
by
congre_
an evasion of the act under which thrv

of

were issued,
and the committee
of ways and
means were instructed,
on Jan. 15, 1844, " to inquire and report whether" the notes lately issued
by the treasury
department,
bearing
a nnmimd
interest and convertible
into coin on demand, and

Pennsylvania.
The policy of the administration
was changed
by the death of the president.
The
repeal of the independent
treasury
act Aug. 13,

now forming part of the circulating
mrdium of
the country, are authorized
by the existing law_
and constitution
of the United States";
and the

1841, which had been authorized at the close of the
"Van Buren
administration,
was about the only
point gained by the Harrison
administration,
and
this repeal practically
left the treasury to be managed by those who were unfriendly
to the policy
of the whig party.-A bill for the issue and reissue

report of the committee,
which also contains a
letter of the secretary,
giving his views on the
subject, is interesting
from the fact that it e_)nrains the principal constitutional
arguments against
the issue of paper money by the government.t
* Page 188, 8d Session, 'JTthCongress, Appendix. Speech
of Woodbury.
? Report No. 879, _
Congreu, tat 8eesion, H. of R.

was sold, which was about equal to the mount
treasurynot_outstanding.--OnSept.13,1841,Sir,
:Ewin_ was succeeded
by Secretary
Forward

of

of treasury notes was introduced
into the house by
Mr. Fillmore, Jan. 5, 1842. Among other proposed
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During the second session of the 27th congress,
after the veto, by President
Tyler, of a bill to
authorize the organization
of a bank of the United
States, the president recommended
the passage of

amount i_sued was $47,002,900, all of which wa,_
sold or issued at par.
Interest varied from 1 mill
per cent. to 6 per cent., and the amount authorized was fifty-one millions.

a bill for the issue of exchequer
bills of not less
than $5 in denomination,
which notes were to bc
signed by the treasurer
of the United States, anti
countersigned
by the president
of the board of

18,37--Act of
lSaS--Act of
lgts- Act of
l_q--Act of

Oct. 12, 1837....................
Oct..1~,o1837....................
May 21,183_ ...................
March 2, 1839..................

1_40--Act

of

March

81,

1840

..................

5,589,547

51

18H--Act

of

]March

31,

1840

..................

1,524,7(}_

80

exchequer,
and redeemable
in gold and silver on
demand at the agency where issued.
This bill,
which wt_s prepared
at the treasury department,
did not bccome a law, and it was claimed by the

$ 2,992,98915
7,007,010.B5
5,709,81001
a,857,276.21

1s41--Act of Feb. 15, 1841...................

6,4fiS.B5fi.70

1842--Act

1,060,206

of

Feb,

15,

1841

...................

05

1842--Act of Jan. 31, 1842....................

7,914,644 83

committee
that
the notes issued by Secretary
Spencer were in most respects like the exchequer
notes proposed in this bill.
The prim:ipal differ-

lS42-Actof
Aug. 31, 1842....................
184:t- Act of Aug. 31. 184-2...................
lS44--Act of March 3, 1843...................

2,4.08,_'x_rl.S8
617,00000
1,806,9_ 00

ence was, that while the exchequer
notes were to
be in denominations
as low as $5, without interest,
the notes issued were of denominations
not less

--TREASURY

than $50, and bore a merely nominal rate of interest. It was claimed
by the committee
that the
constitution
authorized
the government
to borrow
money, but not to issue bills of credit; that borrowing money implied
the paying of interest for
the money borrowed;
that interest-bearing
treasury notes payable at a future day were a tempotory loan, not designc_ to circulate as money, and
could properly be issued; while notes bearing no
interest and payable on demand were bills of credit,
and could be issued only in violation of the constitution. --From
March
3, 1843, until July 26,
1846, no new issues of treasury notes were authorized.
From 1887 to 1844 treasury notes amounting to $47,002,900 were issued under eight different acts, of which $46,216,9'35.82 were redeemed
by the close of 1845.
The lowest denomination
for any offe note was $50, but where new notes
were issued in place of old ones the accrued interest was often added.
The amount
authorized
to
be originally
issued
by these several acts was
thirty-one
millions.
T'he remainder
consisted of
reissues.--The
following table exhibits theamount
of treasury notes issued each year, under different
acts of congress, from Oct. 12, ]837, to _,I'_rch 8,
1843, from which it will be seen that the total

ZCANWAR.
On July 1, 1844, the public debt of
the United States amounted
to $_,748,188,
and
consisted
principally
of stocks not payable until
the lapse of ten and twenty years.*
The 5 per
cent. stocks payable in ten years, were at a premium of 106, and the 6 per cent. stocks payable
in twenty years, at a premium
of 116. The seeretary estimated
that the revenue under the tariff
of 1842 would yield a much larger amount than
was neces_ry.
Accordingly,
confess,
in July,
1846, passed a bill amending the tariff and reducing the duties on imports.
In the meantime,
during the year 1845, difficulties
with Mexico, owing
to the annexation
of Texas, rendered war incvitablc, and on May 13, 2846, war was declared.
Secrotary Walker
estimated, that, if the war should
continue
for a)'ear,
there would bc a deficiency
of more than twch'e millions;
and, m order to
meet this deficiency,
a bill was reported
from
the committee
on ways and means, which, with
some additions,
embodied
the provision
of the
act of Oct. 12. 1837, as to treasury
notes, and
that of April 14, 1842, as to a loan.
The following is the form of a $100 note issued under this
act :
* Report of Secretary Bibb, 1844.

IO0

__

_.......

1843--Act

of

Jan.

31,184

° ...................

Total ....................................

45,850.00

$ 4L_Z,'J00.00
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The billreferredto authorized an issueof treasury notes to an amount of ten millions,which
could also be reissued, and also a loan which
could be issued in lieu of treasury notes ; the
amount of both not to exceed ten millions.
The
stock was to be redeemable
after ten years, no
notes of less than $50 were to be issued, and they
were to be si_-_ned by tile treasurer and the register,
The rate of interest was not to exceed 6 per cent.
Notes were to beused in payment of public creditors who would receive them, and the secretary
could borrow money on them.
The bill became
a law July :32, 1846.
Under this act, $7.687,800
of notes were issued, and $4,999,149
of stock,
Of these notes $2,086,550
bore interest at 5t per
cent.,and $1,766,450 at 1 mill per cent. per annum,
--In
January,
1847, the treasury was again in
need, and to meet this necessity a bill was intro,
duced, authorizing the issue of twenty-three
millions of treasury notes, and an additional five millions under the act of July 22, 1846.
This was an
elaborate hi]J, containing
all necessary provisions

_0_.

within itself,
without referringback to theprovis.
ionsof previousacts,as had been usuallythe case
in legislation of this kind. The debate was priucipa]ly upon the conduct of the war, and, after one or
two amendments had been agreed to, the bill pas._ed
the house on the same day that it was introduced,
by a vote of 166 to 22. In the senate on Jan. 25,
a resolution
to postpone
its consideration
wa_
lost, and the debate took considerable
latitude.
principally upon the tariff question.
The _cncral
sentiment appeared to be, that in the midst of the
war the honor of the country must be sustained
Finally,
with some slight amendments,
the bill
passed, on Jan. 27, 1847, by a vote of 43 to 2, and
became a law on the following day. -- Notes issu_.d
under this act were not to be of a less denomina.
tion than $50, and were receivable in payment of
public dues, including duties on imports, and were
redeemable at the expiration of one or two years,
and the interest was to cease at the expiration of
sixty days' notice.
The following
is the form of
a 6 per cent. $100 note issued under this act :

RN'*'I_R8
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Tlle principal of the notes was fundable
into 6
per cent. bonds, redeemable after Dec. 30, 1867,
and this privilege was extended to the holders of
notes issued under previous acts.
Reissues were
authorized, but the amount of stock and notes,
at any one time, was not to exceed twenty-three
millions.
The right to issue treasury notes, under
the act of July 22, 1846, was extended by the fifteenth section to the period fixed by these acts,
and on the same terms, but the issue, under this
_ction, was not toexceed
five millions.
$12,371.150 of these notes were issued previous to July 1,
1847, and $11,956,950 additional
notes were i_sued
during the next fiscal year.
The whole amount
of issues and reissues under the act was $26,122,100, all of which were either sold or paid to public creditors
at par.
The rate of interest
of
the notes was 5] and 6 per cent., and United
States 6 per cent. bonds, chiefly for the purpose
of redeeming
these notes, were issued under the
same act, ammmting
to $28,230,350.--The
treasury notes issued under the act of Jan. 28, 1847,
were all retired,
with the exception
of about
$200,000, previous
to July 1, 1850, and no addition'd treasury notes were authorized,
until the
passage of the act of Dec. 23, 1857.
Secretary
Cobb, in his report for that ycar, estimated
that
the receipts would exceed the expenditures,
but
said that the financial revu]sionwhich
had caused
the banks to suspend
specie payment
in October
of that year, had also caused a large part of the
dutiable merchandise
to t)e stored without
paymcnt of duty, where it could remain under the
law for three years, although
it was probable that
a considerable
portion would be withdrawn
and
the duties paid previous to that date.
Meanwhile,
means should be provided
for meeting
the de-
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mands upon the treasury, and he recommended
that authority should be given to issue treasm'y
notes "for an amount not exceeding twenty millionsof dollars, and payable within a limited time,
and carry a specified rate of interest."
A hill, iu
_w.eordance with the suggestion
of the secretary,
was introduced
into both houses of congress on
Dec. 18, 1857. It pa.csed the sdnate on the follow.
ing day, by a vote of 31 to 18, aJld the house on
the 22d by a vote of 118 to 86, and was approved
on the following day and became a law. The bill
provided
for the issue of notes payable in one
year fr()m date of issue to an amount
not exceeding twenty millions.
$6.000,000 were to be issued
at a rate of interest not exceeding 6 per cent.
The
remainder
was to bc sold after public advertisemcnt of not le_s than thirty days, at their par
value, for specie, to the hid(tcrs offering to take
them at the lowest rate of interest, not exceeding
6 per cent.
The intcrcst upon the notes was to
expire, after maturity
of notes, upon sixty days"
notice from the secretary,
of his readiness to redcem such notes; they were to hc issued in denominations
of not le.ss than $100, and were to be
signed by the treasurer
and register; they were
receivable in payment of all dues to the Unitcd
States.
Thewhole
amount authorized wasissued,
anti the amount of issues and reissues, in all, wa._
$52,778.900.
The interest upon thcse notes was
as follows:
$6,323,600 at 3 per cent.; $985,000 at
from 3{ to 4 per cent.; $688,000 at 41- per cent. ;
$10,055,700
at 4½ per cent.; $4,532,500 at 4_ pcr
cent.;
$7,533,900
at 5 per cent.;
$8,204,500
at
5½ per ccnt.;
$3,514,100
at 5_ per cent.;
and
$10,941,600 at 6 per cent.
The following
is the
form of a 3 per cent. $100 note issued under this
act:

Tmasm2_Notes, 1846..........
Treasury Notes, 1846.........

[ Prior to 1846.
I July 22, 1846.

1 mill to 6 per cent.
1mill to tl per cent.

"rreamLry
Nobles,1857 .........
_.'rea_uryNote_, 1847..........

Dec. _, 1857.
1 Jan. '28,1847.

8 to 6 Ix'r cent.
6 per cent.

Various date_ from 1838to 1844.
_'armu_ dates in 1847and 1848.
Various dates in 1K58and 1859.
"Variousdate_ m 1848and 1849. i

5,900
950
1,700 I

,g88 06
'2flO60
5 700
99 O0
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The table given at foot of page 971 exhibits
different kinds of treasury notes odtstandon February 1, 1884, which were issued from
organization
of the government
to the date
the passage
of the act of March 2, 1861.
--TREASURY
_OTES
OF THE PERIOD
OF THE
CrvtL W_-1t. The total public debt on June 20,
1860, was $64,769,703.08.
The outstanding
tressury notes issued under act of June 23, 1857, were
$19,600,500.
The amount of treasury notes outstanding,
issued under acts previous to that date,
was $105,111.64.
The act of June 22, 1860, authorized
a loan of twenty-one
millions, at a rate of
interest
not exceeding
6 per cent., to be reimbursed
within
a pcricxl not more than twenty
years, and not less than ten years.
The money
was to be used in the redemption
of treasury
notes, and to replace
any amount
paid to the
treasurer
in such notes for public dues.
Under
this authority,
proposals
were invited
by Secretary Cobb, on Sept. 8, 1860, for ten millions of
this loan, which amount was "ample
to meet all
the treasury notes that would fall due before Jan.
1, 1861."
In his report for Dec. 4, 1860, he says :
"The
rate of interest was fixed at 5 per centum
per annum, under
the conviction
that the loan
could be readily
negotiated
at that rate, for, at
that time, the 5 per cent. stock of the United
States was selling in the market at the premium
of 3 per cent.
The result realized
this just expectation,
and the whole amount
offered was
taken, either at par or asmall premium."
Before,
however, the time had arrived for payment on the
part of the bidders, political complications
arose,
which affected the credit of the government
so
unfavorably,
that the amount
realized was but
$7,02°,000,
the subscribers
of $2,978,000
having
failed to make good their subscriptions.
The 8ecthe
ing
the
of

retary stated, that, in the present condition
of the
country,
capitalists
were unwilling
to invest in
United
States stock at par, and recommended
a
repeal of so much of the act of June 22, 1860, as
authorized
the i_ue of the additional
stock, and
asked for authority
for the i_ue of treasury notes
for the same amount,
"to bc negotiated
at such
rates as will command the confidence of the country."
He recommended
that the public lands be
unconditionally
pledged
for the ultimate
redemption of all the treasury notes which it may become
necessary
to issue, and suggested,
"that
there
should always exist in the department
power to
issue treasury notes for a limited amount, under
the _]irection of the President,
to meet unforeseen
contingencies.
It is a power which can never be
abused, as the amount
realized from such source
can only be used to meet lawful demands upon the
treasury.
:No secretary of the treasury,
or president, would ever exercise it, unless compelled
to
do so by the exigencies
of the public
service.
On the other hand, it would enable the government to meet, without
embarrassment,
tho_ sudden revulsions
to which the country
is always
liable, and which can not always be anticipated,
I have already stated that provision
should
be
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made at once to relieve the treasury from its present embarrassment,
produced
by the causes re.
ferred to. To do this, congress should authorize
the issue of an additional amount of treasury notes,
not le_ than ten millions
of dollars:
with this
means the department
would be enabled to m(_(,t
all lawful demands upon it for the pre_ent.
The
extent of the financial
crisis, through which the
country
is now passing, can not now be determined, and until it is better known, no policy can
be recommended
of a permanent
character."-Secretary
Cobb.resigned
on Dec. 10. but the act of
Dec. 17, 1860, wa,q passed in compliance
wilh the.
suggestions
contained
in his report.
The p]edg(,
of the proceeds of the public land was not givt_n
in the act, and one of the reasons for withholding
such legislation was, that it would interfere wilh
the passage of the homestead
bill, which was then
under consideration.
The act authorized
thei_sue
of ten millions of treasury notes in denomin,_tion_
of not less than $50, redeemable
in one ye'_r from
the date of issue, with interest at the rate of 6 per
cent., but the secretary
was authorized
to issue
such notes after advertisement
at the lowest rate
of interest offered.
Of these notes, five millions
were offered to subscribers.
The bids were opene(t
Dec. 28, and only $500,000 were taken at 1° per
cent.
It was important
to negotiate
the loan in
order to meet the interest on government
bond,s
upon Jan.
1. The remainder
of the loan was
subscribed
by the banks in New York, previou_
to that date, at 12 per cent.
Gen. John A. Dix
was appointed
secretary
of the treasury on Jan.
11, and bids for the remaining
$5,000,000 were
opened on the 19th, and the notes awarded at the
average rate of 10_ per cent., as follows:
$10,00o
...................................
30.000......................................
10,o0o......................................
14o.0o0......................................
67,000......................................
7_1,000......................................
k_os.000......................................

at 9_ per"cent.
.% "
9_- "
9t
"
_o
10_ ""

r,4a,ooo......................................
1,207,0oo......................................
1,947,ooo......................................
$5,000,000 Total.

tot
"
lot
"
tl
"
Average, i0_ per cent.

The whole ten millions were issued, redeemable
at the expiration
of one year from date, bearing
interest as follows:
$70,200 at 6 per cent.; $3_.500at rates varying from 6 to 10 per cent.; $1,0°7, 500 at 10 per cent.; $3,688,700 at rates from 10 to
12 per cent. ; and $4,840,000 at 12 per cent.
Additionat offers bearing
interest, ranging
from 15 to
36 per cent., were declined.
The amount of tr('a_ury notes outstanding
on Dec. 1, 1860, previou¢
to the passage of this act, was $14,599.700. of
which $42,600 was payable in 1859. $3,1:-_3.400 ill
1860, and $11,423,700
in 1861. Of these' notch.
$8,684,200
bore interest at 6 per cent., and flw
remainder
at lower rates.-Secretary
1)ix, in a
letter to the chairman
of the committee of w._ys
and means, dated Jan. 18, 1861, says : " Within
the last few days the amount of overdue treasm'Y
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notes presented
for redemption
has exceeded
the
power of the treasurer to place drafts for payment
on the assistant treasurer
at :New York, where the
holders desire the remittances
to be made; and an
accumulation
of warrants,
to the amount of about
$433,000, has accru_l
on this account
in the
treasurer's
hands, which he has been unable to
pay."
He also says : " That notice issuczl on the
18th ultimo invited proposals for the exchange of
five millions
of dollars for treasury
notes, and
offers at 12 per cent. or less were made only to the
amount of $1,831,000;
offcrs to exchange $465,000
for notes bearing interest at rates varying from 18
to 36 per cent. were also received.
Tlw offers at
12 per cent. and lc-ss were accepted;
those above
that rate were rejected.
The remainder of the live
millions offered was soon thereafter
taken at 12
per cent., and the whole amount wa_ pledged to
the payment of over-due treasury notes and other
pressing demands on the treasury.
_ a During
the last quarter, about eight millions of treasury
notes were redeemed,
which, with the two and
one-half millions redeemed
since the first instant,
make _n and a half millions.
The amount recoined from the loan, a small fraction above seven
millions, threw upward of three and ahalf millions
of these notes on the other resources of the tressury for redemption.
This is one of the principal
causes of the delay and difficulty which have recently existed in providing
for other demands of
public service."
So low had the credit of the govrrmncnt
fallen, through
the political
agitations
and troubles just previous
to the war of the rebellion, that he closed his communication
by calling attention
to the fact, that, "there are deposiwd with twenty-six of thestates
for safe keeping,
over twenty-eight
millions of dollars belonging
to
The United States, for the p._yment of which the
promise of these states is pledged
by written instruments on file in this department.
The annual
statement
of receipts
and expenditures
for the
year ending June 80, 1860, represents
this amount
as part of the 'babmce
in the treasury'
on that
day.
* * I refer to this final resource as an
available one, should
the public
exigencies
demand it. It is not doubted
that the greater porlion of the amount sodeposited
would be promptly
ly and cheerfully
paid should an exigency arise
involving the public honor or safety.
If, instead
of calling for these deposits, it should be deemed
advisable to pledge them for the repayment of any
money the government
might find it necessary to
borrow, loans contracted
on such a basis of security, superadding
to the plighted
faith of the
United States that of the individual
states, could
hardly fail to be acceptable
to capitalists."-During the following
month the act of Feb. 8, 1861,
was passed, which authorized
a loan not exceeding twenty-five
millions of 6 per cent. bonds, the
avails to be used in the payment
of current expenses, for the redemption
of outstanding
treasury
notes, and to replace in thetreasurysuch
amounts
as had been paid in treasury notes.
Of this loan,
bearing 6 per cent. interest, and having twenty
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years to rnn. $18,415,000 was issued, at an aggregate discount of $2,019,776, or an average rate of
$83.03 for $100. In less than a month after the
passage of this act providing
for the payment
of
the treasury notes outstanding,
the act of March
2, 1861, was passed, which authorized
a loan of
ten millions at 6 per cent., redeemable
upon three
months' notice, after July 1. 1871, payable July
1. 1881, or, instead thereof, the issue of $10,000,000
of m:w notes in denominations
of not less than
$50. bcaring interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per
annum, payable semi-annually,
receivable in payment of all dehts due the United States, inchlding:
customsduties,
and redeemable at pleasure, within
two years from the passage of the act. The same
act largely
increased
the du!ies on imports, and
authorized
the substitution
of treasury
notes for
the whole or a part of the h)ans previously
au_
thorized.
Under thi_ act, $35,364,450
in all, of
treasury notes, were issued, of which $22,468,100
were redeemable
in two years, and $12,896.35_
redecmable
in sixty days after date; and a considcrable portion of the._e notes were paid out to
creditors. -- General
Dix was succeeded
by Secrctary Chase on )larch 7, 1861. The gTeat increase
of import duties, iml)osed by the act of March 2,
had caused the bonds of the government
to advance
in the market, and it seemed to be a favorable
time to offer the remainder
of the bonds authorized by the act of Feb. 8, 1861. Bids for eight
millions
of the bonds were opened on April 2.
Offers at from 94 to par were received for $3,099,000, and 93½ for thc remainder
of the loans.
All
bids below 94 were rejected.
In the midst of
these negotiations
it became known that arrangements were being made to send an additional
force for the relief of Fort Sumter.
:No additional
bonds were sohl until May 31, when $7,310.000
were sold "it an average
rate of $85.34 for $100.
In place of bonds, five millions of treasury notes
were offered,
and the bids opened
on April 11
amounted t() only one million; but shortly thereafter the whole amount
offered was taken.
The
United States 6 percent,
bonds were selling in the
market
at 83, and money at call was worth from
4 to 5 per cent.; but the treasury notes bearing 6
per cent. interest could be held and used or sold
at a profit for the purpose of paying duties.
Additional trcasury notes of thc same kind, as has
been seen, were subsequently
sold, amounting,
in
all, to more than thirty-five
millions,
at rates
ranging
from par to 1t½½ pcr cent. premmm.
On page 974 will be found the form of a $50
note issued under the act of blarch 2, 1861.Civil war wa._ inau_,,mrated by the attack on Fort
Sumter
on April 12. The fort surrcndcred
on
April 14, and on the h)llowing
day President,
Lincoln issued a call for seventy-live
thousand
soldiers.
The southern
states
were declared
blockaded.
Seven of these states had, by ordinancc.s, publicly
declared
their secession
from
the Union, and their defiance
of the national
authority,
and a convention at blontgomery,
Alabama, had organized a new government,
under
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the name of "The Confederate States of imerica." :Massachusetts soldiers, on their way to
Washington, wereattackedbyamobinBaltimore,
In the month of May the confederate capital was
removed to Richmond; North Carolina and Atkansas seceded, and the Union army crossed the
Potomac into Virginia, and took possession of
Alexandria and Arlington Heights.
In June,
Tennessee passed an ordinance of secession, and
Gen. Butler was defeated at Big Bethel. The
twt_year treasury notes which had been recently
issued at par, were at 2½per cent. discount; and
the government, instead of disposing of the notes,
borrowed five millions at sixty days upon them as
collateral security.
During the following month
the disastrous results of the first battle of Bull
Run startled the entire country.
The Union army, defeated, fell back upon Washington, and
the capital of the country was believed to be in
danger.
Two days thereafter, President Lincoln
called for five hundred thousand three-year volunteens. An extra session of congre_ had been

called for July 4, ][861, and on that day, amid
events like these, Secretary Chase transmitwd hi_
first report to Congress, which recommendc'd
measures to provide the mcans for continuing a
civil war which proved in magnitude to bc uzwqualed in the history of nations. Specie p:_.xmeats were suspended on Dec. 28, 1861. The
war was carried on chiefly by the use of tre,_s_rY
notes as a circulating medium.
The purcha<in_'
power of these notes rapidly declined. ]'rices of
all kinds advanced rapidly, and particularly the'
prices of articles most needed for the supply _*f
the army. The expenditures of the government
during the four years of the war were vu._tty i_creased beyond the amount which would have
been necessary if the war could have been eo_ducted upon the gold standard instead of upon tlw
fluctuating standard of the legal tender paper d¢_llar.--Never was a great national debt contracted
so rapidly.
In 1885, as has been seen, the country was entirely out of debt, and on Jan. 1, 1861.
the whole debt of the Union amounted to but 166
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millions.
Gen. Lee _rrendered
at Appomattox,
] from the tariff, the remainder by a system of direct
on April 9, 18_; which date was four years, lack- [ taxation or internal duties.
Six per cent. bonds,
ing five days, after Fort Sumter had surrendered
amounting to 918,415,000, had already been sold,
to the enemy.
On the first day of July, 1861,
at from par to 985.34 for 9100, and treasury notes

the
debt
was9O
millions;
attheclo ofthat
fis-]hearing
interest
at6 cent
beenpaidto
cal ).ear it had reached 524 millions;
at the end I creditors,
lie considered
that '" a contest for
of the succeeding
year, it was considerably
more I national existence and the sovereignty
of the peothan twice that amount,
being on July 1, 1863,
ple, it is eminently
proper that the appeal for the
$1.119,772,188.
During the following
3"ear it in- means of prose.outing it with energ'y to a speedy
creased nearly 700 millions.
For the next nine
and successful issue,should
be made, in the firstinmonths,
to the close of the war, it increased
at stance at least, to the people themselves."
Among
the rate of about sixty millions a month.
An
other recommendations,
he proposed a loan of 100
immense amount
of obligations
against the govmillions, to be issued in the form of treasury
crnment
were presented,
after the close of the
notes, or exchequer
bills, bearing interest at the
war; and, for the five months thereafter,
the asrate of 7_ per cent., to be paid semi.annually,
certained debt increased at the rate of three milland redeemable
at pleasure, after three years from
ions a day.
The cost of conducting
the war,
date.
The interest at this rate was suggested,
beafter it was once fully inaugurated,
was scarcecause it was liberal to the sub_ribers,
convenient
ly at any time less than thirty millions a month,
for calenlation,
and, under existing circumstances,
At many times it far exceeded
that
amount;
a fair rate for the government.
The rate would
sometirnl_s it was not less than ninety millions a be convenient
for calculation;
for, the interest bemonth, and the average expenses of the war, from
ing equal to one cent a day on 950, two cents a
the date of its inception
to its conclusion,
may
day on 9100, ten cents on 9500, twenty cents on
he said to be not le_s than two millions
each
91,000, and one dollar on 95,000, it wouhl beonly
day.
The public
debt reached
its maximum
on Aug. 81, 1885, at which day it amounted
to
92,84,5,907,626.56.
Of this amount, 91,109,568,191
was in funded
debt; 91,503,020 was debt which
had matured;
and 92,111,000
was in suspended
requisitions.
The remainder was as follows :

necessary
to consider the number
of days since
the date of the note, to determine,
at the close,
the amount due on it. It was proposed to issue
these notes in sums of fifty, one hundred, five hundred, one thousand,
and five thousand
dollars,
with the amount of interest
for specified periods

-o'nitedStates legal tender notes ............
Compound interest legal tender notes.......
:F_veper cent. legal tender notes ............
Seven-thirty note_..........................
Fractional currency........................
Temporary learns...........................
Certificates of indebtedn_s ................

engraved on the back of each note, and the facility thus secured to the holder of determining
the
exact amount of interest, it was tlmught, would
enhance its value.
"While
the rate proposc'd is

$ 4_,160,569 00
217,0'24,16000
83,954,230.00
880,000,000.00
'26,344,74251
107,148,713.16
85,098,000.00

thus liberal and convenient,
the secretary regards
it also as, under existing circumstances,
fair and
equitable
to the government.
The bonds of the
Total ..................................
$1,732,725,414.67 United States, bearing an interest of 6 per cent.,
There were more than 684 millions of these obliand redeenmble
twenty years after date, can not
gations, which were a legal tender, of which 207
be disposed of at current market rates, so that the
millions were bearing compound
interest at the
interest
on the amount realized will not exceed
rate of 6 per cent.
830 millions were in treasury
7_a6per cent. ; nor is there any reason to believe
notes, bearing interest at the rate of 7x-_ per cent.
that treasury notes, bearing an interest of 6 per
per annum.
'l_here were 91,540,483,701
of treascent., receivable for public dues and convertible
ury notes, either payable on demand or bearing
into twenty years' 6 per cent. bonds, can he disinterest.
If the temporary
loans, which were payposed of in any large amounts,
so that tim interest
able in thirty days from the time of deposit, after
on the sum realized will fall much, if at all, short
notice of ten days, and the certificates
of indebtof the rate proposed.
For the difference
of interedness, which bore interest at 6 per cent., payable
est, if any, hetween such notes and those of the
one year after date, or earlier, at the option of the
proposed
national loan, the secretary thinks that
government,
are included with the treasury notes,
the absence of the feature
of receivability
for
the whole would
amount
to considerably
more
public dues in the latter is a sufficient compensathan three-fifths
of the whole public debt of the
lion."
He also proposed notes of small denominacountry. -- Secretary
Chase, in his report,
estitions, ten, twenty and twenty-five dollars, payable
mated the whole sum required
for the fiscal year
one year from date, to an amount not exceeding
to be not less than 818 millions,
of which 215
fifty millions, bearing interest at thc rate of 8_
millions would be required
for the war and naval
service; morethan
twelvemillions(912,639,861.64)
to pay treasury notes due and to become due; and
nine millions to pay interest upon the proposed
new debt.
He was of the opinion that not less
than eighty millions should be provided by taxalion, and 240 millions obtained
by loans.
The
principal part of the revenue was to be obtained

per cent., to be exchanged
for the other form of
treasury notes, bearing intert;st at 7as, or, if more
convenient,
made redeemable
in coin, on demand,
without
interest.
"The greatest
care," he said,
"will, however, be requisite to prevent the degradation of such issues into an irredeemable
paper
currency,
than which no more certainly
fatal expodient
for impoverishing
the masses, and dis-
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crediting the government
of any country can well
be devised."--Treasury
notes authorized
by the
acts of June 30, 1812, Feb. 24, 1815, and three
intervening
acts, bore interest, as recommended
by Secretary Gallatin, as has been seen, at the
rate of 5_ per cent. a year, and were receivable in
payment of all duties and taxes laid by the authority of the United States, and for all public lands
sold by said authority;
and when so received, interest was to be computed
at the rate of "one
cent and one-h_df a cent per day" on every one
hundred
dollars of principal,
each month being
reckoned as thirty days.
It is probable, that the
proposition for the issue of the seven-thirty notes
was obtained from this act, for a substitute
was
proposed
for the legal tender act, which passed
the house of representatives
Feb. 6, 1862, which
contained
a section providing
for the issue of
transferable certificates bearing interest at the rate
of 5_ per cent. per annum.
These recommendations of the secretary were embodied
in the acts of
July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. The first was passed by
nearly the unanimous vote of the house, only five
votes (one from Kentucky,
two from Missouri,
one from Ohio, and one from Ncw York) tlaving
been against
it. It authorized
the secretary to
borrow 250 millions, either in twenty-year
treasury notes, with interest not exceeding 7 per cent.,
or in seven-thirty
threc-year treasury notes, and
to issue demand notes, bearing no interest, and
receivable
for public
dues.
These latter notes
were limited to fifty millions, and to denominations of not less than ten dollars.
But the act
of August
5 authorized
the issue of five dollar
notes; also twenty-year
6 per cent. bonds for the
amount
of the seven-thirty
notes issued,
which
bonds were to be used only in exchange,
or for
the purposc of funding
such notes.
Under these
acts, nearly
140 millions
of seven-thirty
notes
werc issued, and sixty millions of demand notes,
without interest;
ten millions of these notes haying been authorized
by the act of Feb. 12, 1862. _
The first demand
notes were issued in August,
and paid for salaries at Washington.
They were
received with reluctance,
and the merchants
and
shop-keepers
endeavored
to discredit them.
Railroad corporations
refused
them in payment
of
fares and freight;
and leading
banks in the city
of New York refused
to receive them except on
special deposits.
The secretary and other officers
of the treasury signed a paper agreeing to accept
them in payment
of salaries.
A circular was issued to the various assistant treasurers,
stating that
trea£:ury notes of the denominations
of five, ten
and twenty dollars had been, and will continue
to
be issued, redeemable
in coin on demand
in Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
St. Louis and Cincinnati.
Gen. Scott also issued a circular on Sept.
3, 1861, announcing
to the army, "that
the tressury department,
to meet future payments
to the
troops, is about to supply,
besides coin, treasury
notes in five, ten and twenty
dollars, as good as
gold in all banks and government
offices throughout the United States, and most convenient
for
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transmission
by mail from the officers and men
to their families at home.'
Of these notes _24,550,325 were issued before the 1st of December,
and $33,460,000 were in circulation
at the time of
the suspension of specie payment on Dec. 28. Tile
whole amount authorized was issued prior to Ai)ril
1, 1862. Notwithstanding
the circular of the _eerctary, it became necessary to use the available c()in
_in payment of the interest upon the public d(.bt.
and there was at times some difficulty in redeeming the notes promptly in gold.
At a meeting c_f
the associated banks in the city of New York, in
January, 1862, it was resolved, "That before we
receive such notes, we must require that such
legal provision be made by congress as shall iz_sure their speedy redemption,
and that a committee of the association be appointed to consider the
subject and report on it at an adjourned meeting "
The notes were receivable
for duties, and soon ,
obtained good credit.
After the suspension of
specie payment,
efforts were made to re_ire them
as rapidly as possible, for as they were receivable
for duti_,
they embarrassed
the government
in
providing
for the gold interest upon the public
debt. -- On July 1, 1863, more than fifty six millions had been retired, and a much larger amount
of legal-tender notes had been placed in circu]ation.
The demand notes were not, by the terms of
the law, made payable in gold, but as they were
authorized
prior to the suspension of specie paymenL and proclaimed
as payable in coin by the
circular of the secretary, they were considered
_o
payable, and, after the suspension
of specie payment, were quoted at times at about the same
premium
for legal-tender
notes as gold.
Interest
upon the first issue of the seven-thirty
notes was
also paid in gold.
These note_ were fundableinto
twenty-year
6 per cent. bonds of 1881, and but
few were presented
for payment.
The amount
redeemed
in money to Nov. 1, 1864, w_ls on}y
$63,500, while the whole amount converted irate)
bonds to that date was $125,_64,900._The
seventhirty loan was successfully
negotiated
through
the associated banks of New York. who, jointly
with the banks of Boston and Philadelphia,
made
a contract
with the secretary
on Aug ]5. 1861.
for the purchase
of government
securities
to _l_(,
amount of 150 millions, in three different installments. The total amount taken by the New York
banks, was l05 millions.
Whenever
subscriptions
were made, 10 per cent. was paid to the assistant
treasurers in New York, Boston and Philadelphia,
and the remainder
was placed to the credit of the
United States on the books of the banks sub,cribing.
The arrangement
of the associated
bank_
among themselves
w_ to issue certificates to e_lclJ
subscriber,
stating the amount so subscribed, and
placed to the credit of the government;
and, a_
such deposits
were withdrawn,
or paid into tl_c
treasury,
seven-thirty
notes were issued for the
same amount to the subscribers
respectively.
An
immediate
issue was to be made of seven-thirty
treasury notes, dated Aug. 15, 1861, to the extent
* Finance Repot, 1_4, p. 10.
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of fifty millions, bearing interest from that date.
The associated
banks were to take jointly this
amount at par, with the privilege of fifty millions
on Oct. 15, and fifty millions
oil Dec. 15 ; the
banks giving their decision on the first days of
these months.
It was understood,
that, if the
whole amount
should be taken, no other governmeat stock or treasury
notes,
except
demand
notes, should be negotiated
or paid out 1)y the
treasury until Feb. l, 1862. The details of this
negotiation,
which was perhaps
the most important one during the war, are given in the Bankers'
)Iagazine for September,
1861, and August,
1862.
- The report of June 12, 1862, of the loan com.
mittee of the associated banks of New York, states,
that, at the time the negotiation
was madc," the
credit of the government
had become impaired to
such a degree that a large loan could not be obtained in any ordinary way, nor cven a small ternporary loan, except for a very short period at a
high rate of interest.
Men's hearts failed them:
the rebellion was on so large a scale, and had so
unexpectedly
broken out and raged with such
fury, tlmt to subdue it seemed to most persons to
be impossible.
Then it was, after careful deliberation and consultation
with the secretary,
that the
hanks decided
it to be wi_ for them to depart
from their usual legitimate
business, and sustain
the government
credit, and staDd or fall with it.
This act restored the public confidence,
and was
the highest indorsement
of the public credit that
eonld then have been given.
* * When the
banks agreed to advance this large amount to thc
government,
they did so without hope or expectation of profit fromit,
and they earnestly
sought to
obtain from the government
the assurance
that
they should be indemnified
from loss. It was not
until five months after taking
the first loan, and
two months after taking
the third, in the month
of January last, that there was any reason to expect the securities
to command
in the market
a
price higher than that at which they had been
takcn.
* * Much doubt was expressed, evcnby
our most experienced
bankers
and financiers,
when the contract was entered into, of the ability
of the banks to fulfill it, It has bccn fulfilled by
them to the letter, and has proven of more value
to the country
than can be estimated.
As fortunately as unexpectedly,
it has resulted profitably
for the associates, and has probably enabled them
to employ their means to nearly as much advanrage as would have been done but for the political disturbances
of the country."-Secretary
Chase, in his report for Dec. 9, 1861, thus rcfers to
this negotiation
: "Representatives
from the banktug institutions
of the three cities, responding
to
his invitation,
met him for consultation
in New
York, and after full conference,
agreed to unite as
associates in moneyed support to the government,
and to subscribe at once a loan of fifty millions of
dollars, of which five millions were to be paid iramediately to the assistant treasurers,
in coin, and
the residue, also in coin, as needed for disbursemeat.
The secretary, on his part, agreed to issue
181
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three year seven-thirty
bonds, or treasury notes,
bearing even date with the subscription,
and of
equal amount ; to cause books of subscription
to
the natiomd loan to be inm_ediateiy
opened ; to
reimburse
the advances
of the banks, as far as
practicable,
from this national subscription;
and
to deliver to them seven-thirty
bonds, or treasury
notes, for the amount not thus reimbursed.
It
was further unde_._tood, that the secretary of the
treasury shouhl issue a limited amount of United
States notes, payable on demand,
in aid of the
operations
of the treasury,
and that the associated
institutions,
when the first advance of fifty millions shouhl be expended,
would, if practicable,
make another, and, when that should be exhausted, still anothcr advance to the government
of the
same amount,
and on similar terms.
* * All
these objects were hai).pily accomplished.
Fifty
millions of dollars were immediately
advanced
by
the banks.
The secretary
caused books of subscription
to be opened throughout
the country,
and the pcople subscribed freely to the loan. The
amounts
thus subscribed
were reimbursed
to ll_e
banks,
and the sum reimbursed,
though
Ihcn
covering but little more than lndf the amount, caabled those instilutions,
when a second loan was
required,
to make a second advance of $50,000,000.
Thus, two loans, of $50,000,000 each, have
been negotiated
for three-year seven-thirty
bonds,
at par.
The first of these loans was negotiated,
and the first issue of l)(mds bears date, Aug. 19.
the second
Oct. 1, 1861."--On
:Nov. 16, a third
loan was negotiated
with the associated
institutions under the seventh section of the act of Aug.
5, 1861, by agreeing to issue to them fifty millions
of dollars in 6 per cent. bonds, at a rate equivalent to par, for the bonds bearing 7 per cem. interest, authorized
by the act of July 17, 1861.--The
tahle on page 978 gives quotations
of United
States 5 and 6 per cent. bonds, of treasury
notes
and of gold, at the dates stated, compiled
from
tablesin Hunt's Merchants'Magazine
for 1862-3-4.
--About
threc years after the passage of the act
authorizing
the first isstie of sevcn-fllirty
notes,
another act was passed, on June 30, 1864, authorizing 200 millions of similar notes, and a subsequcnt act of March 3, 1865, authorized
600 millions in addition,
and under this act the whole
amount (including $29,99_°,500 of reissues) was issued.
Of this amount forty-four millions were in
denominations
of fifty dollars; 137 millions, in one
hundreds;
228millions,
in five hundreds;
370millions, in one thousands;
and about fifty millions, in
five thousands.
They were issued in tbree _ries,
dated Aug. 15, 1864, June 15, 1865, and July 15,
1865. The_ notes, like those that preceded them,
were fundable
into 6 per cent. bonds--the
former
into eighty-ones,
and the latter into five-twenties_
and this fact was printed upon the reverse of each
note.
The 800 millions last issued were payable,
principal
and interest, in lawful money.
More
than twenty millions, which were authorized by
the act of June 20, 1864, were paid to the soldiers
direct.
Of the 600 millions, authorized by the act
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of March 3, 186,5, seventy millions were issued
states, and placed within the reach of every person
during that month, and the whole remainder was desiring to invest in them. No loan ever offered
taken during the following four months.
Sec- in the United States, notwithstanding
the large
retary McCulloeh, in his report for Dee. 4, 1865, amount of government securities previously taken
thus refers to the negotiations and issue of the re. by the people, was so promptly subscribed for as
maining 530 millions of these notes: " Upon the this. Before the first of August the entire anmnnt
capture of Richmond, and the surrender of the of $530,000,000 had been taken, and the secretary
confederatc armies, it became apparent that there
had the unexpected satisfaction of being able, with
would be an early disbanding of the forces of the the receipts from customs and internal rew:nue
United States, and consequently heavy requisiand a small increase of the temporary loan, to
tiGriSfrom the war department for transportation
meet all the requisitions upon the tre_ury."-and payment of the army, including bounties.
On the opposite pa_ is the form of the sevenAs it was important that these requisitions should thirty note issued under the act of March 3, 1865,
be promptly met, and especially important that with one coupon attached.
The whole half year's
not a soldier should remain in the service a single interest was payable with the note, and there were
day for want of means to pay lfim, the secretary
five coupons upon the right end of the note. On
perceived the necessity of realizing as speedily as the reverse were printed these words : "Pay to
possible the amount--$530,000,0(D--still
authorbearer. At maturity convertible at the option of
ized to be borrowed under this act. The seven the holder into bonds redeemable at the pleasure
aud three tenths notes had proved to be a popular
of the government, at any time after five year-,
loan, and although a security on longer time aud and payable twenty years from July 15, 1868_with
lower interest would have been more advantainterest at 6 per cent. per annum, payable SCnligeous to the government, the secretary considered
annually in coln."--During
the monthof July,
it advisable, under the circumstances, to continue
1862, gold was at a premium for legal tender note.,
to offer these notes to the public, and to avail of from 10 to 15 per cent., and demand note:,
himself, as his immediate predecessors had done,
which were receivable for customs at a premium
of the services of Jay Cooke, Esq., in the sale of of about 8 per cent. The subsidiary silvcr cointhem. The resultwas in the highest degree satis- age authorized by the act of Feb. 21, 185% waq
factory. By the admirable skill and energy of the about 7 per cent. less in intrinsic value than the
agent, and the hearty co-operation of the national
silver dollar, and this difference in weight was
banks, these notes were distributed in every part authorized, so that it might be retained in th*:
of thenorthernand some,partsof thesouthern countryfor purposesof change. This silver
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coin soon began
to disappear.
Considerable
amounts were hoarded in the north and south,
and larger amounts were exported
to Canada and
South America;
and a premium
of from 10 to 12
per cent. was offered for small amounts by busine_ men who desired it for convenience
in maklag change.
Many individuals
as well as corporations issued small obligations,
such as had been
issued in 181_ and 1837. Postage
stamps
were
used to a considerable
extent
for purposes
of
change.
The postmaster
general, in his report of
December, 1862, says: "In the first quarter of the
current
year ending
Sept. 20, the number
of
stamps issued to postmasters
was one hundred and
four millions; there were calls for about two hun<lrcd millions, which would have been nearly suf
licient to meet the usual demand for a year. This
extraordinary
demand arose from the temporary
use of these stamps as a currency
for the public
in lieu of the smaller denominations
of specie,
andceased
with the introduction
of the so-called
' postal currency.'"-On July 17, 1862, an act
was passed which authorized
the issue of " postage and other stamps
of the United
States";
which were receivable
in exchange
for United
States notes, and in payment
of all dues to the
United States, in sums of not less than five dollars,
Underthis
law, notes of the denominations
of 5,
10.25 and 50 cents were issued, and the denominalions of 5 and 25 cents were printed
on brown
tinted paper, with an engraved head of Jefferson,
which was the exact counterpart
of that used on
the five-cent postage stamp.
On the twenty-five-

previous act prohibited private corporations,
banking a_ociations
and individuals
from i_uing
or
circulating
notes for fractions
of a dollar, and
imposed a penalty, upon conviction,
of a fine not
exceeding five hundred
dollars, and imprisonment
not exceeding
six months.
The law did not prohibitthe issue of fractional currency by cities, and
considerable
amounts were placed in circulation
by various municipalities
notwithstanding
the fact
that in many of the states laws had becn passed
in the year 1837, or prior thereto,.prohibiting
such
i_ues. -- The amount of fractional currency
was
limited to fifty millions of dollars, and denominations of from three cents to fifty cents were issued,
which were exchangeable
for United States notes
in sums of not less than three dollars.
On the
days on which this smM1 currency w_s first issued
to the public, the offices of the assistant treasurer
in New York and in other cities were thronged
with long lines of people anxious to obtain this
paper currency
to supply the deficiency
caused
by the withdrawal
of silver coin.
On account of
the scarcity of one and two-dollar
notes and of
fractional
currency,
whole sheets of these notes
when they were first issued were paid to the army,
and subscqucnlly
were so cut that four 25-cent
notes wcrc used in place of a one-dollar note, and
four fifty-cent notes in place of a two-dollar noic,
and in this form considerable
amounts were paid
out.
These note_ were universally
used for small
change in amt out of the army.
The total i_ue of
" postage currency,"
which commenced
Aug. 21,
186_°, and ceased May 27, 1863, was $_0,2,15,635.

cent n0te the head of Jefferson
was five times
repeated.
The ten-cent note was printed in green,
with the head of Washington,
the counterpart
of
that used on the ten-cent postage stamp.
Upon
the fifty-cent
note this vignette was five times
repeated.
These notes were issued in the month
of August, 1862, and were termed
"postage
currency," and continued
in use until they were
replaced by the fractional currency
authorized
by
section four of the act of March 3, 1863.
The

$4,o8_o,08_ wa_ outstanding
on June 1, 18S,_, of
which $1,028,339
was in denominations
of five
cents:
$1.243,974
in ten cents ; $1,039,208
in
twenty-five
cents ; and $970,572
in denominations of fifty ccnts.
The total amount of issues
and reissues under both acts, was $368,720,074.
They wore out rapidly
and became ragged
and
filthy, and were frequently
returned
for rcdemption. -- The first issues under tbe act of March
commenced
on Oct. 10, 1863, and ceased on Feb.
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15, 1876; and an act was passed on April 17, of
the same year, directing the secretary to replace
this circulation
by the issue of subsidiary
silver
coin.
The fractional
paper currency was issued
in five different series.
The highest amount outstanding at any one time was less than fifty millions.
The amount outstanding
on February
1,
1884, was $15,363,184.
A considerable
amount is
still held by banks and bankers, which is grudgingly paid out to those customers whodesire it for
purposes of remittance by letter.
The principal
portion of the amount outstanding
will probably
never be presented for redemption.
The proportion of loss to the people from this fractional currency is vastly greater than that of any other kind
of circulation
ever issued in this country, and
this loss, in a large measure, must be attributed to
the small value of the notes and the many casualties of the war.
The proportion
of legal.tender
notes and national bank notes of the highest
amount outstanding
at any one time, not presented for redemption
in the course of twenty
years, is estimated
at about 1½ per cent.--Authority was given by the second section of the
-------act of March 3, 1863, to issue 400 millions of treas.
ury notes; bearing interest at a rate not exceeding
6 per cent. in lawful money for a term not exceeding three years, payable at periods expressed
on their face, and in denominations
of not less
than ten dollars.
These notes were exchangeable,
together with the accumulated interest for treasury
notes not bearing interest.
They were made legal
tender for their face value, excluding
interest,
Power was al_ given to the secretary to issue 150
millions of additional
greenbacks,
which were to
be issued only in exchange for these interest-bearing notes.
Under this act, $44,520,000
notes
were issued, redeemable one year from date, and
$166,480,000
two years from date, bearing interest
at 5 per cent. per annum, which were known as
" one and two year notes of 1863."--Authority
was given by the act of June 30, 1864, for the
issue of 200 millions of treasury notes in denominations of not less than ten dollars, not exceeding
three years, and bearing interest not exceeding
7.30 per cent. per annum, interest payable semiannually, principal and interest to be paid in lawful money.
The notes were to be a legal tender
for their face value.
1_o seven-thirty
notes
were issued under this act, but, in lieu thereof,
$266,595,440 of compound
interest notes were issued.
Theact did not authorize in terms the issue

tion, not bearing interest, exclusive of fractional
currency, and of notes issued by national banks,
is limited to four hundred millions of dollars, subject to slight occasionalincrease
from the fifty millions held in reserve for the payment of temporary
deposits.
Of 5 per cent. interest-bearing
notes
there were outstanding,
on the first of November
last, $120,519,110.
To aeonsiderableextent
the._e
notes have been, and will continue to be, used a_
currency.
Those with coupons have been found
particularly
objectionable,
as, though withdrawn
to a certain extent while the interest is maturing,
they are liable to be periodically
rushed upon the
market.
In consideration
of this feature, a large
amount, viz., about ninety millions of the original
issue of one hundred and fifty millions of these
coupon notes, have been withdrawn and destroyed,
and their place occupied by notes payable in three
years, bearing interest at 6 per centum, compounded semi.annually.
This is believed to be the best
form of interest-bearing
legal-tender notes, as being more likely to be withdrawn
and held until
maturity,
as an investment.
Of these, fifteen
millions in amount were issued under the act of
March 3, 1863, and about ninety millions under
the act of June 30, 1864.
The total amount of interest-bearing notes outstanding
on the 22d of _November last, was $210,222,870.
What proportion
of these may be considered
as an addition to the
circulation
I am unable to determine.
To that
extent, whatever it may be, they contribute to the
amount of the currency, and thus in some degree
occasion and in still greater degree sustain, an increase of prices, and depress values."-About two
years and eight months after the passage of the
last act, authority was given for the issue of ternporaryloan
3 per cent. certificates, for thepurpose
of retiring the compound
interest notes.
When
these notes were issued, it was expected that they
would, as the interest accumulated,
soon pass out
of circulation into the hands of bankers and eapitatists.
These expectations
were realized, for the
interest was only payable at maturity three ye:ll'._
from date.
Such notes, with accrued interest,
would not be paid out by the holders excc'l)t i_
cases of absolute necessity.
In order to ilJs_lre
the retirement of these notes, "An act to provide
ways and means for the payment of compound
interest notes," was passed on March 2, 1867.This act authorized the issue of 3 per cent. certificates in denominations
of not lc_s than $100, p:_Yable on demand.
The national banks _-ere a_-

of compound interest notes, but asthe interest_t6
per cent. compounded,
would be considerably
less
than at 7.30 per cent. simple interest, their issue
was not in conflict with the terms of the act. The
notes were in the form shown on the opposite
page.
Of these notes, $177,045,770 were issued in
redemption
of the one and two year 5 per cent.
notes, and it is not probable that more than 200
millions of these notes were outstanding
at any
one time.
Secretary Fessenden,
in his report for
Dec. 6, 1864, thus refers to the issue of these
uotes:"
The whole amount of national circula-

thorized to hold these certificates
as a part of
their reserve, provided
that not less thorn t_vofifths of the entire reserve should consist of I_twful money of the United States.
This privil_'_e
did not largely diminish the amount of gold c_in
and greenbacks
which
the banks were required
eontinua-'IT_o keep on hand, as most of the b:_nk_
held a large amount of cash reserve, in addition
to the amount required by law. This exces_ could
with great profit be invested in theneweertifieatcs,
and they could be used to advantage for clearlnghouse purposes,
and the banks at once availed
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of Am,:rie, a.
themselves
of this privilege.
The amount
authorized by this act was fifty millions, which was
increased to seventy-five
millions by the act of
July 25, 1868.
These certificates
were payable
on demand, and redeemable
at the pleasure of the
government
: they were chiefly issued during the
fiscal year 1868 and 1869, and for the most part
retired in the fiscal years from 1869 to 1873-$12,195.000 being retired during the latter year.
-- The act of July 12, 1870, authorized
the issue
of $54,000,000,
additional
bank circulation,
and
section two of that act provided, that at the end of
each month after the passage of this act the comptroller of the currency should report the amount of
such circulating
notes issued, whereupon
the seeretary of the treasury should rddeem and cancel a
like amount of 8 per cent. certificates;
and in order
to retire such certificates he may give notice to the
holders of said certificates,
designating
the numher, date and atnount, that they shall cease to bear

interest from and after a certain day designated,
and that the certificates so designated shall cease to
be available for any portion of the reserve.
Thus
it will be seen that the compound interest notes
were issued for the purpose of retiring 5 per cent.
notes, the 3 per cent. certificates for the retirement
of the compounds
which were maturing,
and the
act of July 12, 1870, in turn for the retirement
of
the 3 per cents, and these different
acts had the
effect of rapidly accomplishing
these results, with
but little inconvenience
either to the banks or to
the public. --The
act of )Iarcb 3, 1863, authorized
the issue of gold certificates, of one and two-year
notes, and of compound
interest notes; and certificates under the fifth section of that act were used
for clearing-house
purposes soon after the passage
of the national bank act. They were authorized to
be issued in sums of not less tlmn $20, corresponding with the denomination
of United States notes.
The coin and bullion deposited were required
to
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be retained in the treasury for the payment of
the same on demand.
Certificates
representing
coin in the treasury were authorized
to be issued
in payment of interest on the public debt, but it
was provided that the amount of certificates issued should not, at any one time, exceed 20 per
centum beyond the amount of coin and bullion
in the treasury.
These certificates
were authorized to be received at par in payment of duties.
The first issue was made on Nov. 13, 1865. On
June 30, 1875, there wereoutstanding$21,796,300,
of which the national banks in NewTork
city
held $12,642,180.
Their issue was discontinued
on Dec. 1, 1878, just previous to the resumption
of specie payment,
and the amount outstanding
had decreased
on June 30, 1879, to $15,413,700.
The amount
outstanding
on Oct. 3, 1883, was
$4,907,440,
of which
the national
banks held
$4,594,300.
On Jan. 1, 1883, the amount
outstanding
was $3,568,840.
Most of these certificates were issued for clearing-house
purposes,
in
denominations
of $1.000, $5,000 and $10,000. -On June 8, 1872, an act was passed authorizing
the secretary
of the treasury
to receive
United
States notes on deposit without interest from national bank associations,
in sums not less than
$10,000, and issue certificates
therefor,
of denominations
not less than $5,000.
These certificates
were similar to the 3 per cent. certificates
just referred to, except that they bore no interest, and
were largely used in place thereof
for clearinghouse purposes.
The certificates
were payable on
demand in United States notes at the placcof issue,
and they were authorized
to be held and counted
.NOTES.
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by national banks as part of their legal reserve, an_
to be used in settlement of clearing-house balances.,
These certificates were not properly treasury note%
and the highest amount issued was $64,780,000, on
Aug. 3, 1875, which amount was rapidly rt_lueed
after the resumption
of specie payments.
On
June 30, 1875, therewere outstanding $59,043,000,
of which the national banks held $47,310,000
On June 30, 1876, the "amount outstanding wa_
$33,140,000,
of which the banks held $27,955.
The amount outstanding
on June 1, 1883, was
$11,805,000,
of which the banks held, on May 1,
$8,420,000. -- The act of Feb. 26, 1879, authorized
tile issue of 4 per cent. certificates, of tlle denomination of $10, which were convertible
at any time,
with accrued interest, into the 4 per cent. builds anthorized to be issued July 14, 1870. This act was
passed for tile purpose of facilitating
the refunding of 5 and 6 per cent. bonds then falling due
into 4 per cents, but the act was really unnece_sary, for about the time the certificates
began to
be issued, the 4 per cent. bonds were above par in
the market.
Longlines
of pcople gathered at the
different
government
depositories
where, the certiflcates were offered, and the amount was taken
as fast as they could be furnished.
$40,012.750
were disposed of at par, of which
$39,398,110
were issued during the fourth quarter of the fi.,cal
year 1879, and the amount
outstanding
on June
1, 1883, was $358,000. -- The following
table cx
hibits the amount of treasury notes of the different forms issued during
the late civil war, outstanding
on June 1, 1883, interest upon all of
which 'has long since ceased :

Rate of Interest

Interest Ceased.

Mar 2. 1861
6 per cent.
March 3, 1863.
Feb. 1"2,18412.
_ Julyl7,
lt'_Sl._ No interest ..................................

7-30'sof186I ......................
Fractional currency .............

Julvl7 18(iL
Mar. 3. 1863
June 30,18_14
Mar. 3. 18_3.
Mar. 3. 186`_.
Mar.
3. 1863.
June 30,1ig54.t

7340percent.
.Nointer'est.
5 per cent.
5percent.

Aug. 19andOct. l, 1864.
................................
Various dates in 1865.
Various dates in1866.

year notes of :18_...............
2 year notes of 1863...............
Compound interest notes .......

t

7-30'sof 1864 and 1865.........

{ JuneS0,1864.
3Iar. 30,1865. t 73-10percent.

8per cent. certificates ..........
Legal tender certificates ..........
Gold certificates ..................

"1
July '25,1868.
Feb. 28, 1873.
_ _tar.
2, 1867. _ S per cent.
June 8, 1872. No interest .................................
Mar. 3, 1863. .Nointerest .................................

6percent.

--"An
act to authorize
the issue of United States
notes, and for the redemption
or funding thereof,
and for refunding
the floating debt of the United
States,"
which was signed by President
Lincoln
on Feb. 25, 1862, is the first law ever placed upon
the statute
books making treasury notes, or anything but gold and silver coin, a tender in payment of debts.
Indeed, it may be said that neither
the congress
of the United States nor the continental congress,
which preceded
it, issued any
form of legal tender treasury notes.
The coatinentai congress had no power to enact such a law.
It did, however, pass a resolution, on Jan, 4, 1777,

Principal

Inte_e

$ 3,(}(}0i $ 3[;! 50
59.010 .......
16,250 1,09155
15,3-79,r.._q_
.......
40,8_ i 2,0._;_
31,100 I 1,47_

June 10,1_7,and MaylS, 1868.

214,670[ 43.91361

Aug. 15,1867,and July15,1868.

137,6,50 19.95180
5,000 i ,2ti 31
11.805.000'. ......
3,568,_) ........

recommending
to the legislatures
of the (liffer_,r_t
states to pass laws making the bills of credit i._._u,:d
by congress a lawful tender in payment of public
and private debts, and a refusal thereof an extinguishment
of such debts ; that debts payable in
sterling money be discharged in continental do]l'trs
at the rate of 43.6 sterling per dollar; and flint in
the discharge of all other debts and contracts, continentaidollarsshallpassattheratefixedbythcrc
spective states for the value of Spanish milled dollars. In accordance with the recommendation
contained in these resolutions, continental
money was
made a legal tender in Connecticut, Massachusetts,
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Rhode Island and New Jersey in 1776, and in
pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland
and Virginia
in 1777.- The legal-tender
act was passed (luring
the second session of the 82d congress, which met
Dec. 2, 1861. The report of the secretary
of the
treasury bears date Dec. 9. The third installment
of fifty millions, of the loan of 150 millions already
referred
to, had been negotiated
on tile 16th of
November
previous, with the associated
banks,
The secretary was hopeful that the war would bc
brought
to an auspicious tcrmination
before midsummer, but at the same time submitted
estimates
based upon its continuance.
In this event, it was
estimated
that the public debt, which, on July 1,
1861, was $90,867,8_,
would be, on July 1, 1862,
517 millions, and on July 1 of the following year,
897 millions.
He recommended
ttle issue of eirculating notes in place of the existing bank note
circulation,
which depended
" on the laws of
thirty-four
states, and the character
of some sixteen hundred
private corporations."
Two plans
for effecting this object were suggested : the first
was the withdrawal
of the bank circulation,
and
the issue of United
States notes instead thereof,

legal-tender
notes was considered.
An informal
letter was read to the committee
from Attorney
General Bates, in which he gave it as his opinion
that congress had not only the right to issue such
bills of credit, but also to make them a legal tender.
Discussion of the bill continued
for several days,
'rod, upon a vote being taken, it was found that ttle
committee was equally divided, but hy the change
of a votc it was finally reported
to the house on
July 7, 1862, and published
in the leading New
York newspapers,
only two of which were favorable to the measurc.
Delegates
from ten of the
principal
banks
in the three leading cities appeared in Washin_on
and opt)o_.d the bill.
The
bill wasafterward
submitted to the secretary of the
Trea._ury by the committee,
and. upon its return
with his su_gestionu, w,_s reported to the hou_ on
Jan. 22, 1862, with the title above given, as a
suhslitute tor thc previous bill.
The bill passed
the hou_c on Feb. 6, 1862, hy a vote of 93 to 59.
The vote to slrike out the legal-tender
clanse was
lost in the senate hy 17 yea_ to 22 nays, and the
bill passed by avote of 30 to7.
The chief amendmcnts in thc senate wcrc: requiring
payment
of

payable in coin on demand;
the second contcmplated tile delivery to banks of notes prep'tred for
circulation
under national
direction,
and to se-

interest semi-annually
in coin on bonds and seventhirty notes; conferring
on the secrets13" power to
sell 6 per cent. bonds at the market value (hereof

cure prompt convertibility
into coin by the pledge
of United States bonds,
and other needful regulations.
Both of _he._e plans were discussed
at
considerable
length in the report, the preference of
the secretary
being decidedly
in favor of the issue of bank notes.
The avaiIs of the large loans
made from the banks were not allowed to remain

for coin ; making the bonds red(_,nable
in five
years and payable in twenty years from date at
tile option of the government,
and authorizing
temporary
deposits in tile treasury at 6 per cent.
--There
was consideral)le
de.batc in bolh houses
upon tile question of the right of the government
to issue demand
notes, and the arguments
were

on deposit, to be dr'_wn by chceks as the necessities of the government
should rcquire, but we.re,
from time to time, paid into the treasury,
so that
it was quite difficult for some of the banks to
meet the last installment.
The banks were in dan-

not unlike tlmse which have already been given
in previous
debates in congress.
The principal
discussion was, however, upon the con._titntional
right of congress to issue legal-tender
notes
On
the 20th the amendments
were returned
to the

ger of suspending
specie payment
at the time of
the meeting of congress.
Suspension
finally took
place ou Dec. 28, 1861, and two days later, on the
30th, Mr. Spaulding,
of the subcommittee
of the
committee
of ways and means, introduced
the
legal-tender
bill. --A national bank bill had been
prepared previously,
and when nearly completed,
Mr. Hooper,
of Massachusetts,
also of the subcommittee,
incorporated
in it several provisions
contained
in a recent free banking bill, which ha(i
passed the legislature
of hisown state.
Two hundred copies of this bill, which was hastily prepared
late in the month of December,
were printed for
the use of the committee
of ways and means, and
a copy of this bill, which was the baMs of the
national bank act which" became
a law ahouta

senate with the concurrence
of the house in part
of them, and non-concurrence
in others, and with
some amendments
to the senate amendments,
after
which a conference
committee wa._ appointed
in
the house and senate, which committee had a long
consultation
cxtending through two or three days.
The report
of the conference
committee
wa.u
agreed to on the 24th in the house by yeas 97,
nays 22, and in the senate on the 25th without a
division, and on the same day the bill was approved by the president.
It authorized
the issue
of 150 millions of United States notes, not bearing interest, payable to bearer at the trcmtury of
the United Stat_s, and of denominatious
of not
less than $5, fifty millions of whieh were to be in
lieu of the demand
treasury
notes which had

year afterward,
is in the possession of the writer
of this article.
It being evident that tile bank bill
would encounter considerable
opposition from the
friends of banks organized
under state laws, and
that great delay would necessarily occur from the
consideration
of an elaborate bank bill of sixty or
more sections, arranged for the organization
of
banks in the different states of the Union, the bill
was laid aside, and the bill authorizing
the issue of

been previously issued; they were similar in form
to those notes, but they were not recelJvable in
payment of duties on imports, and were not payable by the government
for interest upon its obligations, which were payable in coin; they were to
be a legal tender in payment of all other debts,
public
and private,
within
the United
States.
They differed from the first notes issued also, and
in this respect, that all holders of legal-tender
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notes were authorized to depot
any sum not less
than $50, or any multiple of $50, with the tressurer, or either of the assistant treasurers, and receive duplicate
certificates,
upon which were to
be issued to the holder an equal amount of bonds
of the United States bearing interest at the rate
of 6 per centum per annum, payable semi-annually, and redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after five years, and payable twenty

that he should decline to allow the hold_
of
legal tenders to fund such notes in bonds bearing a greater rate of interest than 5 per cent. after
July 1, 1863. The negotiation of the 5 per cents
was not successful
at that time, and that portion
of the act of March 3 which repealed the right to
fund legal tenders into five-twenties, as printed upon the back of the notes, was not only a violation
of tile contract with the holder, but also a seriou_

years from the date thereof.
The second section
of the same act authorizes the issue of 500 millions of five-twenty bonds into which the treasury
notes were to be funded, in accordance with tbe
previous section and as stated in the title of the bill.
The first notes issued were of the date of March
10, 1862, and there was printed upon the back
the following words : " This note is a legal tender
for all debts, public and private, except duties on
imports and interest on the public debt, and is exchangeable
for United States 6 per cent. bonds redeemable
at the plez_sure of the United States
after five years." -- On June 7, 1862, the secretary addressed letters to the chairman of the cornmittee of ways and means of the house and the
finance committee of the senate, recommending
a
further issue of 150 millions of dollars of legaltender notes.
He said that nearly the whole issue
of sixty millions in demand notes was held by bankere and by capitalists,
and was at a premium of
to 1_ per cent. on account of its availability
for
the payment
of duties; so that there was really
only about ninety millions of United States notes in
circulation.
He said that the United States notes

financial mistake.
It had tim effect to materially
reduce the value of the treasury notes in the market, prevented for a time the furtber funding of
treasury notes after July 1,and undoubtedly postponed for many months the date for tim resumption of specie payment.-The highest amount of
legal-tender
notes outstanding
at any time was
on Jan. 3, 1864, when
the amount
reached
$449,838,902.
The second section of the act of
June 30, 1864, provided that "the total amount
of United States notes issued or to be issued shall
not exceed 400 millions, and such additional sum,
not exceeding
fifty millions, as may be temporarily required for the redemption
of temporary
loans."
The following table shows by denominations the amount of legal-tender
notes outstanding on June 1, 1883 :
Ones ........................................
Two8 ........................................
Fives ........................................
Tens ........................................
Twenties
....................................
Fifties .....................................
one hundreds ...............................
Five hundreds ...............................

$27,585,._ 80
_5,_,5o_
_,67;,84._ 00
73.465,_0_L00
63,'266,909.00
_,70_,_J5 O0
84.,o,_.090O0
14,862,500O0

are maintained
at near par in gold by the provision
for their conversion
into bonds bearing 6 per cent.
interest payable in coin, and that resumption would

One thousands ..............................
..............................
Five thousands
Ten thousands ..............................
Destroyed in the Chicago fire................

lo.457.500O0
_0,000
t_O
170.000.00
--1.000.00000

be more easily effected "if the currency--small
as
well as large--were
of United States notes, than if
the channels of circulation
be left to be filled up
by the emissions
of non-specie
paying corporations, solvent and insolvent."
With these letters
he transmitted
bills for the consideration
of these
committees.
The imn_ediate-necessities
of the
government
admitted of but little delay, and the
bill, substantially
as recommended
by the secretary, passed both houses, and was signed by the
president on June 11, 1862.
The bill authorized
the issue of 150 millions
of legal-tender
notes,
thirty-five millions of which were to be in dehorninations
less than $5.
The subsequent
act of
March 3, 1863, authorized
the issue of an additionai 150 millions, making
the aggregate
author•ized issue of legal-tender
notes 450 millions of dollate.
This act was similar to the previous legaltender acts, so far as the imue of treasury notes
was concerned,
except that it provided
"that
the
holders 5f United States notes issued under former

To_ ....................................

$346,6_1,0_600

--Secretary
McCulloeh,
in his report for 1865,
expressed
the opinion, that the legal.tender acts
were war measures, and ought not to remain in
force one day longer than should be necessary to
enablethepeopletoprepareforareturntothegold
standard.
The house of representatives
during the
same month passed a resolution, by a vote of 144
yeas to 6 nays, "cordially
concurring in the view_
of the secretary of the treasury in relation to tim
necessity
of the contraction
of the currency with
a view to as early a resumption
of specie paymerit as the business
interests of the country will
permit."
In order to carry into effect this resolution, congress,
by an Kct approve_l
March 1:_.
1866, authorized
the retiring
and cancellation
_)f
not more than ten millions
of legal-tender
noTc_
within
six months
from the passage of the act,
and thereafter
not more than four millions iu any
one month.
Under this act, the amount out_tand-

acts shall present the same for the purpose of exchanging
them for bonds as therein
provided on
or before July 1, 186,3, and thereupon
the right
to exchange
the same shall cease and determine."
-- After the passage of the act of March 8, 1868,
the secretary decided to commence the negotiation
of 5 per cent. ten-forty bonds, and gave notice

ing was so far reduced, that on Dec. 31, 1867, the
amount
was 8"56 millions.
On Feb. 4, 1868, tin:
further
reduction
of the volume of such n,_l,_.s
was prohibited,
leaving
the last-named
amount
outstanding
until Oct. 1, 1872. Between that datc
and Jan. 15, 1874, under Bacretaries
Boutweil
and Richardson,
the amount was incres_d
to
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I_382,979,815, and on June 20, 1874, the maximum amount was fixed at $882,000,000;
section
six of the act of that date providing that " the
amount of United States notes outstanding and to
be used as a part of the circulating medimn shall
not exceed the sum of 382 millions, which said
sum sllall appear in each monthly statement of
the public debt, and no part thereof shall be heh|
or used as a reserve."-Section tltree of the act
of Jan. 14, 1875, authorized
an increase of the
circulation of national banks in accordance
wilh
existing law, without respect to tile limit previous]y existing,
but required the secretary of the
treasury to retire legal-tender notes to an amount

YEAR ENDING

JULY

1.

Dt,mand
Notes.

Lega_l Tender
_otes.

t864 .....................
865 .....................
,866 .....................
887 .....................
i8_8 .....................
[8_ ....................
[_0 .....................
1871 .....................
187'2.....................
[873 .....................
t874 .....................
[875 .....................
[_76 .....................
[_877.....................
[878 .....................
1879 .....................
1880 .....................
_1 ....................
188.) .....................
1._8.'_
.....................

!

$53,040,000

3,,_i,01_

58,985

I

One and Two
of 1863.
Year
Note_

National
Bank Notes.

i

,[ $ 96,_,000

71_,_9
47"2,603
27,2,162
_8.43`2
141.7k_
123,T89
106,256
96,505
88,.296
'79,967
76,73"2
70,107
66,917
63,962
62,297
61,470 l
60,975
60,535
59.695

Fractional
Currency.

7-,'_ Notes.

[

t_ .....................

98_

equal to 80 per cent. of the national bank notes
tbereaftcr issued, until the amount of such legaltender notes outstanding
should be 300 millions,
and no more.
Under the operation of this act
$35,318,984
of legal-tender
notes were retired,
leaving the amount in circulation on May 31, 1878,
tile date of the repeal of the act, $346,681,016,
which is the amount now outstanding. --The
following table exlfibits the amount of the various
i_ues of treasury notes outstanding
on July 1 of
each year from 1862 to 1883; together with the
amount of national bank notes and the value of
the legal-tender
treasury note as compared with
coin for the same dates :

[
[882 .....................

NOTES.

_,767.114

4,_I,178,670
432,687,966
400.619,.206
871,783.5.e¢7
356.000,0@.)
856.000.000
856,000,000
356,000,000
_57,500.000
356.000.000
_,000,000
875,771,580
369.77.2._4
859,764,_2
346,681,016
348,681,016
34_,681.016
846,681,016
34_.681,0lfl

$1P._-23"_2.485

i

139.m,4_,_ ""$_,Y.4i,_;_"_._%:_;
].'_,286,9.':15
671,610,.'397
830,(WJO 000
813,-ff'_),6"._2
488,344 .IM7
_7,397,1 .q7
661,000
475,900
35'2,150
295,450
'2A7, "650
213,900
.200,850
181,400
173.950
164,1.50
161,500
158,450
1:x5,.250

846,681,016

153,,1_

Paper Dollar as cornparedwlth
Com.of
Value

22,8,"14,877
'.,_5,005.8:,.>9,
'27,070,87,7 i
`28,,'_07.5.24 i
3`2,(_6.952
32,114,637
_).878,684
4e,582,875
40,8:_5.8_5
44.799._.5
45,881,296
42, I'29. ',12-I
34,446.595
.20, t03,1:_7
16,547,769
15.84'2.606
15.590,_88
15,481,887
15,42_1,182

,

15,376,624

:::.'::---::'::

157,,471.4b0
[ $ 31._5.270
42 :_.S 710
146,137 860
3,454.'230 [ _41,479,908
1,I`23,6:_'£I I _8,6,_,3'79
,5,55.49"2
`299.762,855
347,772
.299, 9.29.6PA
248,272
299.766,9(41
198,57'2
318,261 ,-2AI
167,5"22
337,664,795
142,105
347.'267,061
127,6'25
351,981.(L_2
113,375
8.M .4_8.008
i
104,706
332,998,._'16
95,7'25
317,048.b'7.2
90.485
35A,514,284
86.185
3'29,691.697
8'2,4B5
_4.505.4'27
79,(._5
355.042,675
74.96.5
358.74"2,084
71,765

8.56,815_510

.76 6

$0 _._

._.-'/
.70.4
.66.0
.71.7
.70.I
.'/3 5
.85.6
.89.0
.87.5
.86.4
.91.0
.87.2
.89._
.94._t
.99.4
1.00.I_
1.00._
1.00.(
1.00
1.00.

--The act of Jan. 14, 1875, required the _cretary
of the treasury,
on and after Jan. 1, 1879, to redeem in coin the legal-tender
notes on their prcsentation at the orate of the assistant treasurer
in
the city of New York, in sums of not less than
$50.
In order that he might always be prepared
to do this, he was authorized
" to use any surplus
revenue
from time to time in the treasury not

not only for their ordinary
balances, but in payment of the interest upon the public debt, and of
other coin obligations
of the government.
The
banks of the country,
at tile date of resumption,
held more than one-third of the outstanding
tressury notes, but they had so much confidence in the
ability of the secretary
to maintain
resumption
that none were presented by them for redemption.

otherwise appropriated,
and to issue, sell and dispose of at not less that par in coin any of the 5,
4_. and 4 per cent. bonds authorized
by the act of
July 14, 1870. Under this act Secretary
Sherman,
in 1877, sold at par in coin fifteen millions of 4½
per cents, and twenty-five
millions of 4's; and in
April, 1878, he sold fifty millions of 4½ per cents
at a premium
of 1½ per cent.
This coin was
placed in the treasury
for purposes
of resumption, and on Jan. 1, 1879, the secretary
he]d
135 millions of gold coin and bullion, and, in addition, over thirty-two
millions in silver coin and
bullion; the gold coin alone being nearly equal to
40 per cent. of the United States notes then outstanding. --The
assistant treasurer of the United
States, at New York, became a member of tile
clearing house, thus facilitating
the business of
the hanks with the government.
The banks in
:New York strengthened
the hands of the governmeat by agreeing to receive United States notes,

The people preferred tile issues of national banks
and of the government
to coin itself.
There was,
therefore,
no demand for payment of the notes of
the government,
and the gold coin in the treasury,
which amounted to 135 miilions on the day of re.
sumption,
increased more than thirty-six
millions
in the next ten months.
The amount heldon Nov.
1, 1879, exceeded
171 millions, and on Nov. 1,
1883, 209 millions.
The resumption act is still in
force, and gives the secretary
unlimited
power,
with which to provide for the redemption
in coin
of the legul-tcnder
notes.
He is thus enabled, so
long as the credit of the government
continues
good, to check, by the sale of United States bonds,
any exportation
of coin which might endanger
the redcmptionof
United Stateslegal-tendernotes.
--From
the date of the pas_geof
the act of April
12, 1866, which authorized
a reduction
of the
amount of legal-tender
notes, to the passage of the
act of July 12, 1882, enabling national banking
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associations
to extend their corporate existence, a
period of more than sixteen years, hundreds of bills
of almost every conceivable
form to regulate the
currency were introduced
in congress.
Throughout the country the subject was continually
discussed, not only during political campaigns
and
at public conventions,
but in the smaller gatherings of the school district and tile meetings of individuals
by the way side.
Speeches and political pamphlets
by the thousand,
essays, campaign
papers innumerable,
and caricatures
of almost evcry kind and description,
upon the subject of the
expansion
and contraction of the currency, and its
effect upon business, were distributed
broadcast in
all directions.
Perhaps
the most plausible argument which was presented over and over again in [

NOTES.

--The
preceding
table shows
the amount of
standard silver dollars coined under the act of Feb.
28, 1878, which authorized
the same, the amount
in the treasury and the amount of silver ccrtificares issued on July 1, from 1878 to 1883 inclusive.
-- The amount of gold certificates which had been
issued under the act of July 12, 1882, was, on _X%v
1, $21,790,000, and on Jan. 1, 1884, $87,874,500 -AUTHORITIES. A_'_l?b
State Papers/
.,'lm_d._
of Congress/
Madi_
Papers/
Elliot's Debat_s;
Congressional Globe; .National I, oans of the _Sdted
States, by R. A. Bayley; t_naaceRepor_q;
Am,,_a_
Cyclopa_lia ; ttarper's
Magazine,;
Hunt's
Metchants' Magazine, New York ; Bankers' Ma.qazi_e,
New York ; Schuckers'
Life of Chase; Spaulding's
tl£qtory of Legal-Tender
Money;
New York Nc_cs-

ued discussions,
was in reference to the retirement
of the national bank notes, and the substitution
UNITED
STATES
NOTES.
Legal.Tender
every portion
thereof
of treasury
of thenotes,
country
in order,
during as was
these claimed,
contin- I Cases--Decisions
papers, 1861-2-3.
of the Supreme
Jo]_
JAY
CourtK_ox.
of the
to save to the government
the interest upon the ] United States.
On April 30, 186(L the lcgi._labonds held by the national banks, as security for
ture of lh'ew York provided
by law for refunding
their circulating
notes.
Discussions of this subject
to the banks and other corporations
in like eondiin its various forms, and statements of the profits
tion, the taxes of 1863 and 1864 collected upon
of the circulation of the national hanksat different
that part of their capital invested in securities of
dates, may be found in the reports of the compthe United
States exempt by law from taxatbm.
troller of the currencyduring
thelast nine years.-The board of supervisors
of the count)' of _Ncw
The act of Feb. 28, 1878, authorized
any holder of
York was charged with the duty of auditing and
silver dollars of the weight of 412_ grains troy of
allowing,
with the approval
of the mayor of the
standard silver, to deposit the same with the treascity and the corporation counsel, the amount eel
urer, or any assistant
treasurer,
of the United
lected from each corporation for taxes on the e._States, in sumsnot less than ten dollars, and receive
crept portion of its capital, together with c,)_t-.
therefor certificates
of not less than ten dollars,
damages
and interest.
This act was passed ia
each corresponding
with the denominations
of the
conformity with the decision of the United States
United States notes.
It required that the coin desupreme court in the Bank Tax Case (l_portcd in
posited or representing
the certificates should be
2(t Wallace, 200), which decided that a tax on the
retained in the treasury for the paymentof the same
obligations of the Unite_l States by state authority
on demand, and that said certificates should be re- was void.
The bank of New York presented a
ceivable for customs, taxes and all public dues, and
claim to the said board of supervisors
for thc realso authorized their reissue.
This act did not aufunding
of those taxes which the bank had paid
thorize their use as clearing house certificates, nor
on the United
States notes, commonly
called
make them available
as reserve for the national
"greenbacks,"
during
the years aforesaid.
The
banks. -- The act of July 12, 1882, authorized
and
board refused the application on the ground that
directed the secretary of the treasury to receive de"greenbacl¢_"
were not " securities"
of the
posits of gold coin in denominations
of not less
United States government,
but were practical]y
than $20 each, corresponding
with the denominaand in effect "money,"
taxable as cash.
The
tions of United States notes.
The coin deposited
court of appeals of the state of l_ew York su._for the certificates is required to be retained for
tained the action of the board, but on appeal to
the payment of the same on demand, and these
the United States supreme court (Bank vs. The
certificates, and also silver certificates, are authorSupervisors,
7 Wallace,
26), that court, at its
ized to be counted as part of the lawful reserve of
December term, 1868, reversed the opinion of the
the national banks.
The act also provides that no
state court.
The court said : "The act of Februnational banking association shall be a member of
ary, 1862, declares that ' All United State_ l)r_nd_
any clearing house in which such certificates shall
and other securities of the United States hcl(t by
not be receivable
in the settlement
of clearing
individuals,
associations
or corporations
within
house balances,
the United States, shall be exempt from taxation
by or under state authority.'
We have alre._(t.v
Silver
YEARS.
Coinage.
Amountin Certificate
said that these notes are obligations.
They biIl(l
zm_u_.
Outatandm
the national faith.
They are, therefore, stricdy
1878................
$ 8,573,500 $ 7,718,357 $1,a_0,41
securities.
They secure the payment stipulated to
1879................
aS.BOLOO0 _,a_8,,_9
_ 589,_
t_o ................
_,7_,7_)
_,los,_
1_a74,_
the holders by the pledge of the national faith, the.
t8_ ................
9_ aT'_
6s,_9.a_o
51 l_.r_
only ultimate security of all national obligations,
t888................
....

147,f_55,_99 111,914,019

88,fi16,88

whatever form they may assume."_
On June °0,
1860, a certain Mrs. Hepburn made a promis_ry
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note. by which
she promised
to pay to tIenry
Griswold on Feb. 20, 1862, eleven thousand two
hundred
and fifty "dollars."
At the time when
the note was made, and also at the time when it fell
due,there was, confessedly,
nolawful
money of the
United States, or money which couhl be ]awfully
tendered
in payment
of private
debts, but gold
and silver coin.
Five days after the day whenthe
note by its terms fell due, that is to say, on Feb.
25, 1862, congress passed the first legal tenderact,
commonly
so called, by which the United States

congress shall have, besides certain powers granted
in express terms, " power to make all laws which
shall be necessary and proper for carrying
into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers
vested by this constitution
in the government
of
the United States or in any department
or offices
thereof."
The court held that the legal-tender
clause wa_s unnecessary
and improper.
That thb
notes wouhl have maintained
themselves
equally
well without
it. The chief justice quoted
the
fact that the three hundred
million of dollars in

notes issued thereunder
were made a legal tender
for "all debts, public and private,
within the
United States,"
except certain public debts.
In
)Iarch, 1864, Mrs. tlepburn
tendered payment of
the debt, principal
and interest,
in the United
States notes issued under this act.
The amount
tendered,
$11,250 in legal-tender
notes, at tlmt
time was worth only about $7,000 in coin.
The
tender was refused.
She was sued in the Louisville chancery court in the state of Kentucky.
She
tendered and paid the same money into court.
It
was declared by the chancellor
to be ,'t satisfaction
of the debt.
The case was appealed to the court
of errors of Kentucky.
That court reversed the
chancellor's
decision, and ordered a contrary judgmcnt to bc entered.
Whereupon
Mrs. IIepburn
took the e2,se to the United Slates supreme court,
where it was argued by very numerous and able
counsel
at the December
term, 1868, but not
decided until the December term, 1869. (Itepburn
vs. Griswold,
8 Wallace,
603.) The court was
comprised of Mr. Chief Justice Chase, and Ass()ciate Justices l_clson, Clifford, Field, Grier, Davis,
Miller and Swayne.
Mr. Justice Grier resigned
before the opinion
of thc court was announced,
but agreed with the majority
in the consultation
room, as was announced
by t he chief justice. The
chief justice delivered the opinion ofthc court. In
this opinion
Justices
Nelson, Clifford and Field
concurred.
The court held that thclanguage
of the
act of Feb. 25, 1862, making
the United
States
notes issued thereunder
" a legal tender in payment of all debts, public and private, within the
Unitcd States," included pre-existing
debts as well
as debts which should be incurred after the passage of the act, and while it might be an exercise
of rightful power in congress under those powers
granted it by the constitution
to declare war, suppress insurrection,
raise and support
armies and
navies, borrow money on the credit of the United
States to pay the debts of the Union, and to provide for the common defense and general welfare,
to emit bills of credit or United States notes in-

notes issued by the national banking associations
under the act of February,
1863, and the fifty
million._ of fractional
currency
i._sued under the
act of ._Iarch, 1863, were not made a legal t(,nder,
and argued that it was tim quality of receivability
for public dues, and not the quality of legal tender,
which made these United States notes circulate as
freely as they did.
The chief ju,_ticc declared
that the act was obnoxious to those clauses of the
constitution,
also, which forbade the impairment
of the obligations
of contracts,
the taking of
liriwlte property
for public use without
coml)ensation, and the deprivation
of any person of hi_
property without
due process of law.
And that
the constitution
was ordained
to "establish
jusrice," which this act (lid not do, so far as regards
pre-exi._ting debt(.
For all of which reasons elaborately stated, the court hehl the act uncnnstitutional and thereforc
void.
Mr. Justice
Miller,
with whom concurred Justices Davis and Swayne,
delivered
a dissenting
()pinion.
He hehl that
what was "necessary
and proper"
to carry into
execution the powers vested I)y the constitution
in
the government
of the United
States, can not
rightfully
be construed to mean only such legislation as is indispensably
necessary, but that congrcss has tim choice of means, and is empowered
to use any means, which are, in fact, conducive
to the exercise of the power granted or calculated
to produce the end desired,
lie fortified this posttion by the clear, strong deci.-ions of the court delivcred by Chief Justice Marshall, whoannounced
this exposition of the constitution
in United States
vs. Fisher, 2 Cranch, 358, and in ]_IcCulloch
vs.
The State of )Iaryland,
4 Wheaton,
316. tie
further said, that, while the constitution
forbade
any state from impairing
the obligation of a (:on.
tract, it said nothing about the power of congress
in the premises.
And that the provision
that
privatc property should not be taken for public
use without due compensation,
nor any person be
deprived
of his property without
due course of
law, had no application
to thc indirect effect of

tended to circulate as money, and make the same
legal tender for debts to be incurred after the passage of the act, yet inasmuch,
as the act by construction
declared
these, notes to be legal tender
in payment
of pre-existing
debts, that the act
was inconsistent
with the spirit of the constitution, and was not a law "necessary
and proper"
for carrying
into execution
the powers vested by
the constitution
in congress or in the government
of the United States.
The constitution
reads that

great public measurcs whereby lands, stocks, contracts etc., might depreciate in value, because, for
instance, such an effect wouht doubtless succeed
an immediate
abolition of the tariff on iron by
depreciating
the value of furnaces and the capital
employed
in its manufacture,
and yet no one
would claim that such a repeal was therefore unconstitutional
and void.
That the whole argument of the injustice of the law and of its being
opposed to the spirit of the constitution,
was too
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abstract and intangible for application to courts of
justice.
That the act was passed to save the life
of the government, to pay its soldiers and sailors
and other public debts.
That the legal-tender
clause was considered "necessary
and proper" by
congress, and that the courts had no right to interfere with that di_.retion.
"It would authorize this court to enforce theoretical
views of the
genius of the goyernment,
or vague notions of
the spirit of the constitution
and of abstract jusrice, by declaring
void laws which did not square
with
those views.
It substitutes
our ideas of
policy for judicial construction,an
undefined code
of ethics for the constitution,
and a court of jusrice for tlle national
legislature."-One Parker
(Legal Tender
Cases, 12 Wallace, 457) was under
contract to convey a lot of land to one Davis, upon payment
of a certain
sum of money.
The
contract
antedated,
and suit was brought
on the
same before, the passage of any of the legal-tender
acts.
After the passage,
to wit, in February,
1867, the supreme court of Massachusetts
decreed
that Davis should pay into court a certain sum
of money, and that Parker
should thereupon
execute a deed to him for the land in question,
Davis accordingly
paid into court the given sum
in United
States notes.
Parker
refused to execute the deed on the ground
that he was entitled to coin ; whereupon
the court changed
the
decree, and ordered
that Parker should execute
the deed upon payment
by Davis into court of
the specific sum in United
States notes.
From
that decree the case was appealed
to the United
States supreme
court.
The case was argued
at
its December
term, 1870, and on Jan. 15, 1872,
the opinion of the court was delivered
by Justice
Strong, who, with Justice Bradley, had been added to the court in 1870 by President
Grant, making a full bench of nine.
Tile other justices were
the same that sat in the case of Hepburn
vs.
Griswold.
The court overruled
the latter case
and held the legal-tender
acts to be constitutional as respects contracts
made before their enactment as well as after.
The court said, in refer,e_ce to the ct_,e of Hepburn vs. Griswold:
"That
case. was decided
by a divided
court and by a
court having
a less number
of judges than the
law then in existence
provided
this court shall
have.
These cases have been heard before a full
court, and they have received
our most careful
consideration."
And Mr. Justice Bradley, in his
separate concurring
opinion said:
"And
in this
ease, with all deference and respect for the former
judgment of the court, I am so fully convinced that
it was erroneousandprejudicial
to therights,
interest and safety of the general government,
that I,
for one, have no hesitation
in reviewing and overru]ingit.
It should be remembered that this court,
at tile very term in which, and within a few weeks
after, the decision
in Ilepburn
vs. Griswold
was
delivered,
when the vacancies on the bench were
filled, determined
to hear the question reargued,
This fact must necessarily
have had the effect of
apprising
the country that the decision was not
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fully acquiesced
in, and of obviating any injurious consequences
to the business of the country
by its reversal. " Justice Strong, in delivering the
opinion of the court, reiterated and enforced the
arguments
made by the minority in ttepburn r,_.
Griswold.
He held that the distinction made by
the chief justice in regard to the constitutional
validity of the act as to debts contracted after i_s
passage and debts contracted before, was not well
founded, and that the fundamental
question was,
Can congress constitutionally
give to United State_
notes the character
and quality
of money?
If
they can, then such notes can be made legally
available to fulfill all contracts
solvable in money.
without
reference to the time when such contracts
were made, unless expressly
otherwise
provided.
"What
we do assert is, that congress
has power
to enact that the government's
promises to pay
money shall be, for the time being, equivalent in
value to the representative
of value determined
by the coinage acts, or to multiples
thereof."
And
that, therefore, all contracts
calling for "dollars"
simply can be legally fulfilled by a tender of the
government's
promises to pay dollars, by force of
the legal-tender
acts, without
regard
to date.
And on this point Mr. Justice Bradley, in his
concurring
opinion,
says: "So with the power of
the government
to borrow money, a power to be
exercised by the consent of the lender, if possible,
but to be exercised
without his consent if necessary.
And when exercised
in the form of legal
tender notes or hills of credit, it may operate for
the time being to compel tlle creditor to receive
the credit of the government
in place of the gold
which
he expected
to receive from his debtor.
All these are fundamental
political conditions
on
which
life, property and money are respectively
held and enjoyed
under our system
of government, nay, under
any system
()f governm_.nt
There are times when the exigencies of the state
rightly absorb all subordinate
considerations
of
private interest, convenience
or fcclilJg;
and at
such times the temporary,
though
compulsory,
acceptance
by a private creditor, of the government credit, in lieu of his debtor's
obligation
to
pay, is one of the slightest
forms in which the
necessary
burdens
of society can be sustained.
Instead
of being a violation of such obligation,
it merely subjects
it to one of tho_c conditions
under which it is held and enjoyed."
The chief
justice,
with whom
concurred
Justices _Nel-._n.
Field and Clifford,
delivered
a dissenting
opinion. lie strenuously
maintained
his former vie_ ¢.
as did also Justices Field and Clifford, in separate"
opinions.
Tim burden
of their ar_iment
wa-,
that the constitution
forbade any state to make
anything
but gold and silver a legal tender, antl
granted to the government
only tlle right to coin
this gold and silver, and regulate the value thereof
and of foreign
coin.
And while the power to
emit treasury notes was conceded as one means of
borrowing
money, yet that congress had no right
to make such notes money,
or legal tender as
money.
Mr. Justice
Clifford showed
that the
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words "and emit bills on the credit of the United
States" were originally
reported in article seven,
in the draft of the constitution
as submitted
to
the convention.
Mr. Morris moved to strike the
clause out on the ground that it was unnccessary,
and a vicious suggestion
of a power which would
bc unquestionably
used anyhow without
it. Mr.
Madison thought
it would be. sufficient to let the
clause remain,
as it did not contain the hurtful
powcr to make such bills legal tender, but finally
voted in favor of striking out the clause entirely,
as was done, as eliminating
cvcn a "pr_textfi)r
a
paper currency,
and part/c_llarly for _l_lkir_g tl_e
bill_a tendereit]_rforpublicorprfc(ltedebts,"
without disabling
the government
from the u_e of
treasury notes.
JOHN JAY KNOX.
UNITED
STATES
OF )_NERICA,
The.-I. COLONIAL HmTOI_Y. 1. Di_org'ry.
It is unnece_ary
to consider
here the controversy
in regard to the discoveries
of the Northmen,
for the
existence of the United States is due, in the first
place, to the discovery of the new world by Columbus (see AMF.R_CA), and, in the _cond place,
and yet much more directly,
to the discoveries
of John and Sebastian
Cabot in 1497 and 1498.
There are but scanty records of their voyages;
but it is quite certain that Sebastian
sailed along
the coast of what is now the United States from
parallel 38 _ (Virginia)
to its northern
limil.
As
both were in the service of the English king, and
Sebastian was probably born in Bristol, England,
their discoveries
were the foundation
of the English claims in North America. -- The discovery
of thc coast further south was mainly duc to voyages from the Spanish
West Indies.
Ponce de
Leon discovered
Florida,
on the eastern side, in
1512; and in 15°,28 Narvacz
secured a temporary
foothold on its northwest
coast.
In 1520 Ayllon
di_overed
the coast of what is now South Carolina; and in 1524 VeiTazzani, an indcpcndent
royagcr in the service of France, filled up most of
the gaps by exploring the coast from (he southern
border of North Carolina
to Nova Scotia.
It is
thus quite certain
that the coast oT the Atlantic
and &mlf of Mexico was fairly well knownin
1524.
Therc has always been a strong suspicion,
however, that the Atlantic
coast was just as well
known years before 1524, by the voyages of Cortereal in 1500, and of other forgotten sailors before
and after him.
It is asserted, for example,
that a
planispherc,
dating from 1502, hasbeen discovered
(1883) at Modena, in the archives of the Este faroily, and that it gives the outline of the whole Atlantic coast of the United Stat_, including Florida.
There has even been a disposition,
in some quarters, to deny the claims of Columbus as a diseoverer, and to make him also a mcre reproducer
of
the work of unknown
predecessors.
IIowcvcr
this may be, the political
history
of the United
States can not look back further
than Columbus'
discovery
for the caus_
of the country's
existence.
The discovery
of tim Pacific coast is elsewhere treated.
(See !No_tva'wlzsT BO_"N])A.R_.)--
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All this work was confined to the seacoast, and no
attempt was made upon the interior for nearly a
century, with a single remarkable
exception,
the
most extraordinary
episode in this part of the history of the United
States.
In 1539 Ferdinand
de Soto, with a Spanish
force, landed at Tampa
bay, marched
north into what is now northern
Georgia, thence back to Mobile, and thence northwest into Arkansas,
discovering
and crossing Ibe
Mississippi, in April, 1541, near the present southerly boundary
of Tennessee.
After nearly crossing Arkansas,
he moved down the Washita river
to the Mississippi.
Here he died, in )Iay, 1542,
andtheremnantsof
his force built boats, inwhich
they reached Mcxico.
With the exception of this
quixotic affair, and a few expeditions
sent northward by the Spanish govern_)r_ of Mexico into
what is now Nt:w Mt.xieo and C'difornia,
the intcrior of North America was for a long time untouched:
the ocean was the base of operations
for
all the early dis(.ovcrers. --2.
Colo_,tz_ttkm.
The
colomzation of the central belt of North America,
now covered by the United States, was essayed at
different
times by five nations of Europe, ]']ngland, France, Spain, Itolland and Sweden.
The
details of these attempts will be found under the
names of the various colonies referred to below.
It is intended
here only to show the manner in
which Great Britain
gradually
ouqted tim other
sovereignties
from this particular
territory,
and
formed here a chain of thirte(,u homogeneous
colonie.s'of her own, titled for subsequent
coalescence
into a nation. --The
claim of Spain to the whole
of the two Americas, confirmed by a papal bull in
1493, was reslx.cted
by other nations.until
they
weretou(.hed
by the influcncesof
the reformation.
In 15(;2 an unsuccessful
colony of French Hugucnots was planted at Pt)rt Royal, and this part of
the continent
was named Carolina. in honor of
Charles IX. of France.
]n 1564 a more sucecssful colony was planted on the St. John's river, in
northern Florida;
hut this was extirpated
hy the
Spaniards under circumstances
of great atrocity.
Th(.rewere
no further attempts at colonization by
French
Protestants
; and the ener_es
of Spain
were bent toward
the ri(.hcr regions of Mexico
and South America;
so that central :Korth America remained
uncolonized. -- England
was now
controlled
by the reformation;
a new era of mental and physical
activity
was opening ; and her
policy was taking a line of pronounced
opposition
to Spain.
Her connection
with the new world
had been kcpt up by._ vigorous prosecution
of the
Newfoundland
fisheries; and in 1578 her preliminary failures in the process of colonization were
begun.
In that year, and in 1583, two unsuccessful voyages were made to North America by Sir
Humphrey
Gilbert,
Sir Walter
Raleigh's
halfbrother, under patent from Queen Elizabeth.
In
1584, under a new patcnt, Raleigh sent out two
small vessels under Amidas and Barlow.
They
explored the coast of North Carolina, and reported
so favorably
that Queen Elizabeth
named the
country
Virginia, as a token of the favor of the
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virgin queen.
In 1585 Raleigh fixed the first English colony in America
on Roanoke island, in
North Carolina: it was starved out in a year.
In
1587 he established
another at the same place: it
had disappeared,
when it was searched for three
years afterward,
and has never since been heard
of.
Raleigh's
ill success
discouraged
him and
others, and there were no further individual
cfforts at English
colonization.
English voyagers
still skirted the coast and tr.flficked with the Indians, but at the be_nning
of the seventeenth
century there was not an English
colonist
in lh_orth
America.--English
colonization
was forced by
the general poverty and discontent
of the English
lower classes ; but English
statesmen
wisely intrusted the execution of the work to joint-stock
companies.
Two companies
were formed,
and
were chartered
by one patent of James I., dated
April 10, 1606.
To the London company,
composed of merchants
and gentlemen
in and near
London, was granted
the Atlantic coast between
north latitude
34 ° and 41 ° , that is, from about
Cape Fear to Long Island.
To the Plymouth
company,
whose members
lived in the west of
England,
was granted
the coast between north
latitude
38 ° and 45 _, that is, from the mouth of
the Potomac
to the eastern boundary
of Maine.
/From the Potomac to Long Island, where the two
grants conflicted,
neither company
was to plant
a settlement
within 100 miles of a settlement
previously planted by the other.
Thewestern
extent
of both grants was indefinite. -- The patent prax;tically reserved to the crown all powers of legislation, and gave the nominal
ruling
bodies, the
councils,
little or no power.
But it contained the
following
important
clause, which was always
rated as more sicniflcant
by the colonists
than
by the crown : " And we do, for us, our heirs
and successors,
declare by these presents that all
and every the persons, being our subjects,
which
_hall dwell and inhahit
within every or any of
the said several colonies
and plantations,
and
every of their children,
which shall happen to be
born within any of the limits and precincts of the
said several colonies and plantations,
shall have
and enjoy all liberties, franchises
and immunities,
within any of our other dominions,
to all intents
and purposes
as if they had been abiding
and
born within this our reahn of England,
or any
other of our said dominions."
The intention
of
this royal advertisement
and contract for the encouragement
of emigration
always seemed to the
colonists too plain for argument.
The ingenuity of
crown lawyers
was easily able to convince
the
crown,
in after
yeva's, that
there were many
"liberties,
franchises
and immunities,"
extorted
from the crown by English
subjects,
which did
not extend to the colonists.
But the colonists were
never convinced,
and it is difficult to see any reason
why they should
have
been convinced.
-- The
patent also contained
a provision,
that, if any
resident of the colonies should trade with foreign
countries,
without
first obtaining
a license from
_he crown, his ship and "all his goods and chat-
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tels" should be forfeited to the crown.
It was
evident from this that the British government had
no higher conception of colonization than the other
governments
of the time, and that its purpose was
"to monopolize
the consumption
of tile colonies,
and the carriage of their produce."
(This l)ranch
of the subject is fully treated under NAVm._TrO_
LAws.)--The
Plymouth
company,
after an unsuccessful attempt to fix a colony at the mouth of
the Kennebec
river in 1607, did no colonizing for
itself, and in 1620 received a new charter, covering the territory
between
north latitude 40' and
48 °, that is, from about Philadelphia
to Cape
Breton island.
This charter was also surrendered
to the crown in 1635; but, before the surrender.
the company had made the grants which resulted
in the formation
of the several colooies of _*cw
Hampshire,
Massachusetts
and Connecticut
(see
their names), and the unauthorized
settlement had
been begun, which became the colony of Rhode
Island.
(See its name.)
Massachu_tts
wa._ at
first two colonies,
Plymouth
and Massachusetts
Bay; and Connecticut,
in like manner, was dual,
Connecticut
and New Haven.
It is notable that
only two of these six colonies,
New Hampshire
and Massachusetts
Bay, were founded
under the
auspices of the company.
The first settlement in
the company's
territory,
at Plymouth,
Dec. 21,
1620, wan made without the company's
permission
or knowledge,
and the two Connecticut
colonic_
and Rhode
Island were equally
unauthorized.
After the dissolution.of
the company,
the crown
reduced the number of colonies to four, by consolidation_ and chartered
these at various times.The London company was more active and succe_ful.
Its first expedition
fixed the first permanent
English
colony
in North
America
at
Jamestown,
in the present state of Virginia, May
13, 1607. In 1609it received a new charter, limiting
its territory to the present states of Virginia, Maryland and ih'orth Carolina.
By the sub_equc_t
creation of the colonies of Maryland
and Carolina
the jurisdiction
of Virginia
was reduced
to the
area which it covered as a state.
(See VIRC,I.nLt,
TERRITOI_IES:) In 1624 the London company was
deprived of its charter, and Virginia became'_ roy_ll
province ; but the inhabitants
were not depri_'('d
of the privileges
which the company had gr.Lntcd
them.--The
grant of land for the new colony of
Maryland
in 1632 was carved out of the Yirginia
jurisdiction,
and so was the northern half of the
grant of Carolina in 1663. (SeeNORTI_CAROLL_._.)
But, in the latter case, the grant extended far to
the south of the original
grant to the London
company,
covering
the old French
claim_ to
"Carolina."
The Spaniards
felt no more arnicably toward the new than toward the old intruder.',
but were unable to get rid of them in the same
summary
fashion, and submitted
to the intrusion.
In 1732 the last of the original thirteen colonies,
Georgia, was carved out of South Carolina .ts a
barrier against the Spaniards in Florida;
and at the
pcaceof 1763 it was extended a little further s°uth'
to its present southern boundary. _ Holland and
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Sweden were the only powers which disputed the
territory
of the inchoate
nation with England,
and their attempts
were confined to the region of
three degrees between
the specific grants to the
two English companies,
from about Philadelphia
to Long Island.
The attempt of the Swedes may
be briefly dismissed : it was never supported
earncst]y by the mother country, and fell like an unsupportedforlornhopeafterthefirstassault.
Itwas
located in the present state of Delaware,
but with
efficient support from home would have grounded
a fair claim to the whole of the present state of
Pennsylvania.
Unsupported,
it w'ts unablc to resist the Dutch to the north, who conquered
and
annexed it in 1655.
All the present middle states
thus became Dutch. -- tIolland
claimed
the coast
line explored
in 1609 hy Itenry IIudson,
an Englishman in the service of the Dutch East India
company.
It extended
from Chesapeake
bay to
the Hudson
river,
and up that river to where
Albany now stands.
To this they added chdms,
by exploration
or conquest
from the Indians or
Swedes, to Long Island, the territory
west and
northwest
of the coast line, and the territory between the Hudsonand
the Connecticut
rivers.
In

little short of rebellion : it was the only substitute
for force. --It
is certain, however, that the wonderful increase in the population
of the colonies
was due to the natural via generaT_diof
the race,
set loose in a boundless and fertile territory,
rather
than to persecution
and immigration.
As soon as
statistics began to make any approach to accuracy,
it became evident that the population
of the colohies was doubling
steadily once in twenty-five
years.
And yet Franklin,
a man of cautious estimate, couht write _s follows, in 1751 : "There
are
supposed tolle now upward of one million English
soulsin North Americ._, though itis thought scarce
eighty thousand
have been brought
over sea."
Whether
this estimate be well or ill founded, it
shows the belief at the time that the old English
people had not been tr.msfcrrcd
to America, but
that a ncw English
people had grown up there
from a small seed. -- Bnt, in spite of the compararive smallness of the seed, its peculiar character,
and the reasons for its transfer, were of enormous
weight in the history of the United States, and
have c.olorcd all the subsequent
order of events.
The original settlers were to frame the institutions
of the new nation, to cast the mould in which

1621 all this territory,
under the name of N'ew
Netherlands,
was granted by Holland to the Dutch
West India company,
which colonized
and governcd it for forty years.
In 1664, Charles
II.
granted
the territory
comprised
in New Netherlands to his hrother, duke of York, who took
possession at once by force.
New York and New
Jersey were made separate colonies.
(See their
namea.)
In 1681 Pennsylvania
was made a separate colony, and Delaware remained
united
with
it, by very loose ties, until the revolution.
(See
their name.s.)--The
central zone of North America seems made for a great nation, and the English
people had thus seized the whole of its vantage
ground, the Atlantic
coast.
At first the seizure
was made almost at one blow and without
opposition, so far as regarded
the tmrthern and southern
portions of the coast; and the natural
pressure of
these upon the centre had hegun the last stage of
the work, when it was hastened
by force in 1664.
The last rival then disappeared
from the coast, and
the whole gateway to an imperial domain was in
English
hands. -- 8. Colon*al Develop_aent.
The
disturbed state of England during
the forty years
following the landing of the settlers at Plymouth,
undoubtedly
contributed
very essentially
to the
g_rowth of the colonies.
At first, while the high
church
party
controlled
the administration
of
affairs in England,
dissenters
of every grade of
intensity, from the low church puritan to the independent,
found safe refuge in New England,
and increased
the population
of this section.
In
this manner about 20,000 persons emigrated
in the
eleven years, 16111)-41. When the high church
party went down, and when the Presbyterians
suffered a like misfortune,
their adherents
found
refuge in the colonies to the southward.
In either
case the emigration
was itself a protest against the
existing order of things in England,
which came

their descendants weretohe
developed.
In doing
the work, they were controlled
by the lurking
and generally unconscious
feeling of incipient rebcllion under which they had emigrttted.
Their
minds natunfllyreverted
to the traditions
of their
race; they rejected
most of the forms of class
supremacy
which they had found so troublesome
at home;
and in each of the thirteen
colonies
they establisht.d as near an approach to democracy
as circumstances
would allow.
It is a mistake to
suppose that the privileges of the people were secure only under the charter governments
of New
England.
In what might be callcd the palatine
governments,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware, 3Iaryland,
and (at first) New Jersey and North and South
Carolina, in which the crown resigned the dominion of the colony to a palatine, or proprietor,
the
patents were very full and liberal in enumerating
the privileges of the people, and the people were
always more ready to assert them against a proprietor than against the king.
In the Carolinas
(see :NoRTrt CA_OLU,_X) the proprietors
attempted
to establish
a privileged
aristocracy,
but were defeared by popular opposition.
In the royal colonies,
New IIampshire,
New York, New Jersey, Virgini_, the Carolinas, and Georgia, in which any
struggle had to be leveled at the king's vicegerent,
the tender l)lant of popular
privilege was effectually shichled by the distance of the colonies from
the mother country, and by the uniform contempt
of the mother country for the colonies.
The formar furnished
speeial safeguards,
but the latter
was a general safeguard.
A timely creation of a
number
of American
peerages,
with grants
of
land, and with hereditary
privileges,
even if only
in the royal eolonics, would have vitally altered
the conditions
of the new country,
and would
have immensely
increased
the difficulties of the
final revolution.
It must be evident that this
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was the only policy which could have prevented
or checked
tile establishment
of democracy
in

by acts of parliament.
Against this attempt there
was one general plea, the original promise of tile

America, but it had an implacable
the prejudices
of the ruling class

crown
should

opponent in
in England.

Thus, from various
influences
the thirteen
confmonwealths
which grew up on the Atlantic coast
of North America were of a generally democratic
character.
They varied only in degree,
from
tile highly
democratic
charter
commonwealths,
through the scarcely le_ democratic
palatine cornmonwealths,
to the royal
commonwealths,
in
which
democracy
maintained
itself successfully
against the feeble opposition
of a distant
king.
There were some limitations on the elective franchise;
ttrere were, in most of the colonies,
attempts to establish
an ecclesiastical
order ; but
hereditary
privilege,
with all its powerful
influences on politics,
was a complete
blank in the
colonies.
The unwisdom
of the English
ruling
class, its disdainful
refusal to recognize any equal
clam in the new country,
had resulled
in the
spread of democracy
over all America
-- During
the first period of their development,
tile colonies
.had little or no political
connection
with one another, but were loosely united hy a common alleglance to the crown.
Each colony lived its own
life, uncontrolled
by any or by all of the other
colonies.
These are the circumstances
on which
has been built the tbeory of "state sovereignty."
(See that title.)
They are admitted,
but not the
consequences
which arc sougtlt to be drawn from
them.
On the contrary,
it must be evident that
all the materials
for a new nation were here pres
ent in chaos, waiting
for the blow which should
crystallize
them into permanent
form.
(See NATroN.)
So long as there were no controlling
cornmen interests, the repcllingforce
between individual eolonie._ showed itself lnather in inaction than
in action, rather by a negation of union than by
positive and individual
commonwealth
a_ertion,
Just as rapidlyas
the importance
of public action
increased,
just so surely did the signs of union
multiply.
They were natural]), confined
at first
to the homogeneous
New England
colonies, which
united for a time in 1643.
(See NEW EN(_LAND
U_io_'.)
When the French wars fairly opened,
after 1689, the middle colonies began to take part
with the New England
colonies
in their cxpeditions against fhe Canadian
strongholds.
Finally,
when the great French
and Indian war broke out,
common
interests
brought
all the colonies
into
something
like common
action.
(See WArts, I.)
South Carolina
troops were with Washington
at
Fort Necessity
; and wherever
troops from differ
eat colonies came together, as they frequently
did
thereafter,
they learned to use tile common annie
"provincials"
to distinguish
themselves
fr(ma the
British troops.
There was even a promising
but
unsuccessful
attempt
at a formal union of the
colonies in 1754.
(See ALBA_r PLA)r OF U_ro._.)
-- A more successful
attempt to unite the colonies
was made in 1765.
(See STAI_t' ACT Col_(_ss.)
It was due to the first attempt of the home goveminent to impose internal taxes on the colonies

to all emigrants
to America,
that they
"enjoy all liberties, franchises and immu.

attics,"
"to all intents and purposes
as if they
had been abiding and born withiu this our realn_
of England."
Certainly
the people of England
had secured, as at least one of their "[ib(,rti(,._,
franchises and immunities,"
the right to be taxt_l
by their own parliaments,
not by a foreign parliament or by the crown.
The colonies accordingly
claimed the same for themselves
; none of them
was able to maintain
it individually;
and they
drifted together
in common action. -- The action
of the congress
of 1765 was altogether
advisory
and deliberative,
not legislative,
and had only lhe
effect of accustoming
the colonists
to the idea of
union.
The case was much the same with the
first continental
congress
of 1774.
But events
were moving rapidly.
It has been stated that the
rights of the colonists were not guaranteed
at all
in the royal colonies, except by the original promise of the crown ; that they were considerably
better secured
in the palatine,
or proprietary,
colonies;
and that they were best secured
in the
charter colonies of New England.
When, therefore, the crown
and parliament
chose, or were
forced, to attack the rights of Massachusetts,
one
of the charter colonies, the attack was felt by all,
and all united to resist it. When the second continental
congress
met, in 1775, the struggle had
taken the shape of force, and the congress was
compelled
to resort to action, not to deliberation.
(See CONGRESS, CONTINENTAL ; REVOLUTION ;
FLAO )_ In theory, tile second congress was exactly like the first, a meeting of committees
from
thirteen
independent
commonweallhs,
without
any authority
to act except what was formally
given to each delegation
by its own commonwealth.
But in practice
the case was radically
different.
The congress
becanle a revolutionary
national assembly,
and seized all the powers of
national
government;
and the authority
for the
seizure was not in any grant of power by the
states, but in the acquiescence
and support
of
the people at large
It is true that the peoph;
universally
desired
the retention
of state lin(.,
in the organization
of tile new nation;
but the
retention
was due to the will of the mass of
the people, not to the will of any or all of the
states.
If the mass of the people had desired
|t, congress
would have blotted
out or ignored
state lines, as it did in the case of Vermont, and
any individual
state would
have been as powerless against congress as against the crown.
The
states, then, owe their existence
as slates, originally and coBttnuously,
to the will of a people
practically
unanimous
on that subject.
It is very
true that this national
people can express its will
only with the very greatest dit_culty,
and then
mainly by acquiescence
or resistance;
but it is
equally true, that, when it has been necessary, as
in 1775 and 1787-9, when the usual machinery of
state government
has failed, the national people
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has found a way to express its will, and its will
h,_s been obeyed.
The statement
of conflicting
views in regard to the ultimate
"sovereignty"
of
the United States is necessarily
reserved to a sub-

nized by France., and in 1788, by the definitive
treaty of peace which closed the struggle,
it wa_
recognized
by the king of Great Britain.
(See
REVOLUTION,
A_"_ERICAN,
and, for the terms of

sequent section of this article:
but the reasons
above assigned
will explain why this series of
articles holds that the ultimate
sovereignty
of the
United States is in the masa of the people; and
that state and national governments
and eonstitulions owe their existence
to the will of the ultimate sovereignty,
and hold from it. This has
seemed to the writer the only theory which can
account in an orderly manner for the successive
changes of national
government:
it makes thc
continental congress a legal, even if revolutionary,
exponent of the general popular will; the articles
of confederation
a valid system for its time, even
if unnecessarily
ratified by the state legislatures;
and the convention
of 1787 a le_dtimate exponent
of the genera! popular
will to have a change of
government,
in spite of the state legislatures,
1)ut
without sacrificing the states.
Any other theory
makes the cgntinental
congress a clique of daring
usurpers, seizing nationalpowcr
in defiance of the
de jure sovereignties,
the slates;
the articles
of
confederation
a similar successful
usurpation
by
the state legislatures,
to 'which
their commonwealths had granted no powers to make any such
lca_m; and the constitution
itself a coutra usurpalion by an illegal convention,
condoned
hy the
lardy ratifications
of state conventions.
(See CONORESS,
CONTINENTAL;
CONFEDERATION,
ARTICLES OF; CONVENTION OF 1787.)
Either the soyercignty of the United
States is in the mass of
the people, divided into states by its own will; or
the political
history of the United
Stat_
must
bc abandoned
as only a labyrinth without
a cme.
--II.
NATIONAL HISTORY.
1. 1775--89.
If we
take the first instance of the use of force in the
slruggle
between
the colonies
and the mother
country, the fight at Lexington,
April 19, 1775, as
the signal for the transformation
of con-,'ress into
a revolutionary
national
assembly, the people of
the "United
Colonies" were still nominally
under
the rule of George III. for more °than a year
thereafter.
Congress
still addressed
them and
spoke of them as "his majesty's
most faithful
subjects in the_ colonies,"
even while it was exhorting them to kill the soldiers sent to America
by his majesty.
When the royal proclamation
of
Aug. 23. 1775, charged
them with "forgetting
the
allegiance which they owed to the power that had
protected and sustained
them," the congress, in its
answer of the following
Dec. 6, defined its position
thus skillfully:
" What allegiance is it that we forget? Allegiance to parliament ? We never owed-we never owned it. Allegiance to our king?
Our
words have ever avowed
it, our conduct has ever
been consistent with it."
When, however, it was
found that the king was irrevocably
committed
to
the enemies of the United Colonies, the congress,
July 4, 1776, abolished
the royal authority
forever.
(See DECLARA_ON
OF h,'Dm'ENDENCE,
A-_m_.u_c_..)
In 1778 the new nation was recog182
VOL.
lit. --

the recognition,
STATE SovEREtONTV. )-- The congress retained
its position ,as a revolutionary
government for six years, 1775-81, though its power
was constantly
d(,crcasing
during the last half of
the period.
In 1781 it pa_scd, without a jar. into
the ncw government
under the articles of eonfedcralion.
This purported
to be a pure federation,
a league of sovereign states, and it was soon found
to be useless and dangerous.
In 1787 a fc_leral
convention
was extorted
from the state legislaturcs and congress by a general concurrence
of
the Ix)pular will.
It framed
the constitution,
which was ratified
by state conventions
and became the basis of a new national
government.
(See CONGRESS,
CONTI_'-ENTAL;
CONFEDERATION,
ARTICLES OF, and TERRITORIES for the delay in
ratifying them; CONVENTION OF 1787; CONSTITUTU)N.) -- 2. The Federali,_ts, 1789-1801.
At the
time of the organization
of the new government,
parties had already been developed,
though
the
line of division was not permanently
preserved.
All who had supported
the new constitution
took
the name of federalists,
as those who opposed it
took the name of anti-federalists.
The anti-federalists, as a distinct party, disappeared
as soon
as the new government
was fairly organized,
and
the federalists were left in undisputed
control of
national
affairs.
But the latter party contained
many members,
particularly
in Virginia,
who
were opposed to the growth
of national power at
the expense of state power, and to strong government or class govermnent
at the expense of the
individual.
These coalcsced
into a new party of
constitutional
opposition,
the democratie-republican party, which grew stronger all through
this
period, until, in 1801, it finally overthrew
the federal party.
(See ANTI-FEDERAL P,_RTY; FEDERAL PARTY, I.; 1)EMOCRATIC-]'[EPUBLICAN PARTY,
I., II.; CONSTRrCTION; HAbIILTON; JEFFERSON.)
--In July, 1788, when the ninth state had ratified
the constitution,
the congressof
the confederation
had named New York city as the place, andMarch
4, 1789, as the time, for the organization
of the
new government.
Difficulty
of travel, and the
slovenly
habits learned under
the confederacy,
(telaycd the organization
until April 6, when a
quorum of both houses was obtainczi to count the
electoral
votes.
Until 1804 the electors simply
voted for two persons, without specifying the vote
for president and vice-president.
(See ELECTORS.)
In this case, Washington
was fonnd to have a
unanimons
vote, and hecame president,
and John
Adams, having the next largest vote, became vicepresident.
(In all cases under thi_ article,
for
electoral votes see the article ELECTORAL VOTES;
for cabinets, see AD_r_'ISTR._,TIONS; for brief btographit_, see the names of the persons mentioned._
--The
federalists, with very little opposition,
proceeded to organize
the new government
by acts
defining
the powers of the various departments,
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and organizing
inferior
courts and territories,
Their work was so well done that it still forms
the skeleton
of the government
of the United
States.
Two other measures, involving
the first
broad construction
of the powers of congress,
provoked a warmer opposition.
The organization
of a national
bank (see BANK CONTROVERSIES,
II.), and tile assumption
of state debts (see F_NANCE; CAPIT.'_-L, _ATIO_N'AL), resulted in the rise
of the republican
party, under Jefferson.
Never:
theless, the result of the presidential
election of
1792 was the same as that of 1789.--Foreign
affairs now began to control
American
politics,
for the French revolution
had begun its destructire course, and the republicans,
and still more
the democrats,
were in pronounced
sympathy
with
it. (See GENET, CITIZEN; DEMOCRATIC CLUBS.)
England
had begun a systematic
effort to drive
American
commerce
into her own lmrhors, and
the republicans
were anxious
to begin a war of
eommereial
restrictions
against her (see EMnARGO,
I.); but this question was put to rest for ten years
by a treaty
concluded
in 1794-5.
(See JAY'S
TREATY.)
French agents, however,
continued
to
interfere
in American
politics,
and diplomatic
difficulties
with France
continued
through
the
following
term.--Vermont
was admitted
as a state
in 1791, Kentucky
in 1792, and Tennessce
in 1796.
(See their names.)
The rest of the western border
was the occasion of more difficulty.
Travel
was
exceedingly
difficult,
for the roads were so bad
as to be almost worse than no roads; internal mi-

as instruments
of resistance.
(See KENTUCKY
AICI) "VIRGINIA BESOLUTIONS, I_ULLIFICATION.)
But the presidential
election of 1800 proved to be
asurerinstrument:
thefederal
party was defeated,
and fell, never to rise again.
There were some
points which were settled with great difficulty
(see
DISPUTED ELECTIONS,
I. ; ELECTORS,
Yl ),
but the main question
had been settled for the
time:
the people, as yet, preferred
that power
should not be granted to the federal governmvnt
at the expense
of the states.
(In gen(.ra], _ee
FEDERAL PARTY, I., DEMOCRATIc-REPUBLIC._N
PARTY, I., II.).3. The Repub?i_'_ans, 1801-29.
The methods
of the government
of the United
States were altogether
the same after 1801 as before: the constructive
skill of the federalists had
planned
them so wisely that it would have been
worse than folly to dropthem
But its spirit had
changed, and the changa was quickly reflected by
the states
Democracy
had got thc bitinits
teeth;
the hand of the federalists
had not been heavy
enough
to control it. In evcry state outside of
New England,
all restrictions
upon the right of
white males over the age of twenty-one
to vote
were gradually
swept away, with the exception of
residence
qualifications;
and all conneetion
between state and church was severed.
It became
the fashion to think, talk and act more freely, and
with le_ subservience
to the prejudices
of the individual's
class or creed.
In this sense thc" revolutionof
1800" has never gone backward,
every
party, court, church
and person in the United

gration
was slow; the Indian
title to lands west
of Pennsylvania
was not extinguished;
and border lawlessness
was as ready to oppose national
laws as to attack the Indians.
In 1794 it became

States feels the influence of the force which was
then loosed. -- In foreign
affairs, Jefferson's
administrations
were marked
by a war with Tripoli
(see ALGERI_E WAR). and a revival of the corn-

necessary
to march
a militia force into western
Pennsylvania
to suppress
disorders.
(See WHISxY INSURI¢ECTION.) A war with the Miamis resulted in their defeat and their cession of nearly
the whole of Ohio in 1795; and in the same year.

mercial difficulties
with Great Britain.
(See EMBARGO.) These latter continued
through Jeffcrson's administrations,
and into those of his successor, and culminated
in the war of 1812. (See
WARS, IV. ; CONVE_NTION, tIARTFORD.)
_o part

by Jay's treaty, the British gave up the forts in
the northwest
territory, whmh they had held for
twelve years in violation
of the _eaty
of 1783.
Emigration
to Ohio increased
at once, and the
movement
of American
population
was turned
finally toward
the northwest
territory. -- During
Washington's
second
term, party
division
adranted
so far that the republican
members of the
cabinet
successively
retired,
and the administration became altogether
federalist.
In 1796 Washington refused
to be a candidate
for a third term
(see FAREWELL ADDRESSES), and John
Adams
was elected
president.
Jefferson,
however,
ran
ahead of the other federalists,
and became vice-

of the political history of the United States is so
weak as this period, for the negation of national
sovereignty
in internal
affairs carried with it irapotence
in foreign
intercourse.
(See NAT|O-'_.)
In 1807 the British frigate
"Leopard"
stopped
and searched
the United
States frigate "Chess
peake," and took from her four seamen, claimed
to be deserters;
and thc only retaliation
was a
proclamation
ordering
British
armed vessels _o
quit the waters of the United States. _ In domestic affairs,
Jefferson's
first administration
wa_
marked by the annexation
of Louisiana, in 1803
(see A_NF, V_TXONS, I.), which more than doubled
the territory
of the United
States.
Four years

president.
Adams' single term was one of great
difficulty at home and abroad.
The United States
came to the verge of war with France (see X Y Z
MI_[oN),
and the federal
majority
in congress
seized the opportunity
to enact dangerous
'laws
for their own partisan
advantage.
(See ALIEN
aN]) SED_TZON LAWS.) Opposition
in congress
was so evidently hopeless that the republican
leaders at first attempted
to use the state legislature_

afterward,
in 1807, Fulton
produced
a u._able
steamboat,
and within four years the building of
steamboats
on western waters had begun,
icul
ton's invention
carried emigration
far more rapidly into the northwest
territory,
anti through it
to Louisiana.
But Jefferson's
second tcrm. s_id
John Randolph,
was like the lean kine, and ate
up the fatness of the first.
It was disturbed, to a
dangerous
e_Lt,
by the distress and discontent
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produced in New England
by the restrictive systern. (See Em-BARC_, II.; SECESSXON, I.; HEXRY
DOCC._ENTS.)
The newly acquired
Mississippi
river became the routeof
a mysterious
expedition,
under the late vice-president,
Burr, which excited
._eneral fears for the safety of Louisiana.
(See
]_'uR.)
Jefferson's second termended
unhappily,
with a general suspension
of commerce,
discontent, distrust and uncertainty,
and he was suceeeded by Madison. --During
Madison's first term
the embargo
system passed by successive
stages
into open war against
Great Britain.
(See Eat13AROO,III.-V.;
WARS, IV.)
The war achieved
none of the objects for which it was begun, but
it served a greater purpose by hardening
the gristle
of the young
nation into something
like bone.
_No test could be so severe, for a nation which
still considered
itself a "voluntary
confederation," as a war to which one of its most influcntial sections was conscientiously
and angrily opposed ; but the test was endured
successfully,
(See CONXT_,.NTION,
IIARTFORD;
DRAftS, I.; Xn-rio_, III.)
With the close of the war a new era
began, which only waited for the introductitm
of
the railroad in 1830 to dcvelop into the full life of
the United
States.
Commerce
revived.
Manufactures, fostered bythe restrictive
system and the
war, demandcd
and received protection;
and in
the process they destroyed
the remnants
of the
federal party.
(See TAB.IFF; FEDERAl, PARTY,
II.)
The war, especially
on the northern
and
southwestern
frontier, had forced upon the attention of the people the danger of their shocking
lack of good roads, and there was a general movementtoward
an improvement
in someshape.
The
energies of the national government
were at first
turned to the construction
of roads.
(See CuMllERLAND ROAD.) But the state of :New York
had the enterprise to open a new vein by the construction of the Erie canal, and this turned other
states and the national government
to a general systemof publicimprovcments.
(SeeNEw YORK, INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS.)
A new national bank
wascreated.
(SeeBA-_KCONTROV'_RSLES, IV.) All
these measures were opposed tothat strict construction of the constitution,
and that complete supremacy of state life and action, which were the formal
bssis of the dominant
party; but the drift of the
party to their support
could not be checked.
It
was aided by the supreme
court, whose influence
as a nationalizing
factor now first became apparent.
(See JI;DIClARV,
II.)
The whole change
reconciled
the federalists
to their absorption
into
the republican party.
Indeed, the 3' claimed, with
considerable
show of justice, that the absorption
was in the other direction:
that the republicans
had recanted;
and that the "Washington-Monroe
policy," as they termed
it after 1820, was all that
federalists had ever desired. -- This was an era of
state making.
Louisiana
was admitted
in 1812,
Indiana in 1816, Mississippi
in 1817, Illinois in
1818, Alabama
in 1819, Maine in 1820, and Misaouri in 1821. (l_ee their names.)
In the admission of Missouri
there wa_ a series of difficulties
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which showed that the two sections, the north and
the south, were drifting dangerously
far apart on
the subject of slavery; but these difficulties were
settled in a manner
sufficiently
satisfactory
to
both sections to quiet the question for nearly thirty
years.
(See COMPlC.OMISES, IV. ; SLAVERY,
V.)
State admissions ceased for fifteen years after the
admission
of Missouri;
but the organization
of
territories,
and the continued
movement of population to the west, were guarantees
tlmt state formarion had not ceased altogether.--Atthe
end of
Madison's
second term, in 1817, )Iom'oc became
president with hardly
any opposition,
except in
thc matter of his nomination.
In 1821 hewas reelected without
opposition.
The federal
party
had disappeared
in national politics, and, during
the next three years, it disappeared
in state politics
also.
(See ERA OF GOOD FEELING.)
In the allabsorbing republican party, fourdistinctgeogTaphical sections had been developed:
the northern,
headed by John Quincy Adams, wished for protection to manufactures;
the northwestern,
headed by Clay, wished for internal improvements;
the southwestern,
headed
by Jackson,
without
defined economic
principles,
had a general fondness for democracy;
and the southern,
headed
by Crawford,
wished for none of thcse things,
but cared only for state independcnce.
In the
)residential
election of 18°-4, all these four leadera were candidates,
and the result was that
Adams was elected by the house of representatives.
(See DISPUTED _-_LECTIONS, II.)
During his single terra the Clay and Adams factions
united
in a common policy as to a protective
tariff and internal
improvements.
(See TARIFF,
INTERN._.L IMPROVEM'ENTS.)
On the other hand,
the Jackson
and Crawford
factions
also drew
nearer together;
Crawford's
severe illness made
Jackson the recognized leader of a united oplx_si tion; and in 1828 he was elected president over
Adams. -- From the close of the war until the end
of this period, democracy
was assailing the original spirit of the federal government
at every vulnerablc point.
The oht federalist system of leaving nomination_
to conferences
and correspondence of leaders had long been abandoned
in faw_r
of caucuses of congressmen,
as more directly representing
thc people.
_Now, this wa.s not democratic enough, and the people began to take the
matter of nominations
into their own hands.
(See
CAuct's SYSTEM; CAUCUS, CONGRESSIONAL; _'OMLNATING COXVE._TIOXS.) The electors had long
c¢,ased to be anything
more than automata;
but
now congress began to assert a revisory power over
their action, which has proved more dangerous as
it has grown more complete.
(See ELECTORS.)
Jackson's election in 1828 was generallydemanded
as a rebukc to the house of representatives,
which
had disregarded
the wish of a plurality of the people, while it followed the forms and spirit of the
constitution,
in electing Adams in 1824. About ,
the same time began the long list of attempts, as
yet unsuccessful,
to make the electoral system still
more de _mgcratic, or to do away with it altogether.
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(See ELBCrORS. VI.)
In one point the movement
was more successful:
in all the states, excepting
South Carolina, the choice of electors was abandoned by the state legislatures,
and given to the
people. -- In foreign affairs, the most noteworthy
event was tile formulation
of the "Monroe
doetrine."
This is fully treated elsewhere.
(See
MONROE DOCTRIN'E.) -- (In general, see FEDERAL
P._RTY, II.; DEMOCRATIC PARTY, III.; WHIG
PARTY, I.)--4.
The Democrats,
1829-49.
Since
the beginning
of Jackson's
first term democracy
has held social and political control of the United

affairs, the policy of the new leaders was as vigorous as in domestic affairs. Claims for depredations
on American
commerce
during the Napoleonic
wars had tong been urged against France, Spain,
Naples, Portugal and Denmark. Jackson collected
them.
(See EXECUTrVE, III.)
There wa_ much
popular sympathy
with the Canadian revolt of
1837, but tile government
suppressed
any active
interference with its course. (See McLEOD CA',E )
--Tiffs
whole period, 1829-49, has been assigned
to the democrats,
in spite of the whig sueeo,_ in
the presidential
election of 1840.
ttarrison,
the

States.
It showed itself first in a blind and unhesitating
support of Jackson,
as the exponent
of
democracy.
To his opponents
this seemed like
the establishment
of a popular
tyranny, a Cvesarism.
They,
therefore,
took the party name of
whigs, as the opponents
of a would-be king, and
were joined, after the failure of nullification,
by
most of the extreme state rigilts republicans
of the
south.
(See WHIG PARTY, II.)
Jackson's
supporters very naturally took the name of democrats,
though they still asserted a sole right to the name
of republicans,
when they chose to use it. (See
DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV.)
Under
the lead of
Jackson and the new school of politicians
which
surrounded
him, the democrats
attacked
the hational bank,
drove it into politics,
and, after a
struggle
of about five years, destroyed
it. (See
BAlgK CONTitOVEItSlES, III.; DEPOSITS, REMOVAL
or.)
They broke up, not without
much rebellton in their own ranks, the Adams system of internal improvements.
(See that title.)
They obtained a gradual redtlction of the protective
tariff
(see TARa'F), while they suppressed
the attempt
of the South Carolina nullificationists
to abolishit
suddenly and by revolutionary
means. (See NI'LL_XCATION.)
They gave the people a nominal
control over the appointing
power by introducing
the practice of "rotation
in o_ce ": its real effects
are fully treated in a distinct
series of articles,
(See SPorLs SYSTEM, REMOVALS.) At the same
time they gave the people, or rather the politicians
who represented
the people, fullcontrol
over nominations by the creation of the m(r, lern machinery
of a national party.
(See !NOMINATING CONV_-,N"floss.)
Finally,
under Van Buren,
Jackson's
successor,
they completed
the "divorce
of bank
and state," by introducing
the sub-treasury
systern. (See INDEPENDENT TREASURY.)-- All these
changes are credited to the democratic party: in
reality, most of them were due to Jackson, who
toned up and re-enforced
any wavering
energy
in his party by an abundant use of his veto power,
(See VETO.) By whatever
means accomplished,
they still further changed
toward democracy the
feelings of the people; and the introduction
of the
railroad in 1830, and the telegraph in 1844, into
the vast territory
of the United States, fixed the
character of its political and social life, particularo ly in the north and west.
The south did not feel
the change so much (see SLAVERY, IV.); and from
this time the drift of the two great sections apart
became more rapid. (SeeNA_no_,
lII.)--Inforeign

whig president,
died after serving but one month,
and the new president,
Tyler, was a natural democrat.
His use of the veto power neutralized
the
whig majority in congress during the first half of
his term; and during the second half he was supported by ademocratic
majorityin
the house. In
1844 the democrats
returned to the full enjoyment
of their temporarily
suspended
power, by the dection of Polk and a democratic
congress.
As a
consequence
of the election, Texas was annexed
(see AI_'2CEXATIONS, III.);
the war with 3Iexico
followed
(._e WAits, V.); and this was followed
by a still larger acquisition
of territory.
(See A._NEXA"flONS, IV., V.) While this was going on,
the territory
of Oregon
was secured by treaty
with the only other claimant,
Great Britain.
(See
NORTHWEST BOL,_D._.RY.) By all these changes.
the area of the United States took on the rounded
and complete
form which has not since been altered, except by the later acquisition
of Alaska.
Six new states were admitted:
Arkansas
in 1836.
Michigan
in 1837, Florida
and Texas in 1845,
Iowa in 1846, and Wisconsin
in 1848.
(See |heir
names.)
The agency of the railroad in hastening
the westward
movement
of population
had now
become more evident,
and several other incipient
states were developing.
Foreign immigration
had
not yet swelled to theenormous
proportions
whiel
it was soon to take; but the population had grown
about 600 per cent. larger in sixty years, from
3,900,000in
1790 to 23,000,000
in 1850. Alittle
i_ople had become a great people.
(See, in general, DEMOCn-',"flC PARTY, IV.; WHIO PxltTY, I! )
-- 5. &ction_d
Conflict, 1849-61.
Southern leaders always blamed the growing
spirit of democracy in the north and west for the anti-slavery
agitation
which began about 1830.
(See A1_oLITION, II.; PETITION.) There was, no douhl, very
much truth in the assertion:
Garrison, Wendt']l
Phillips and other abolitionists
were the 1)rodu('t
of the modern democratic spirit, not of the temper
of colonial or earlier constitutional
times.
The
spirit which moved them was one which eared
more for the equal rights of all mankind than for
political theories, nationality,
state rights ol constitutions;
and they became the Ishmaelite,_ ('f
politics.
They have claimed and received a larze
share of the credit for the final overthrow of ,lavery; and yet it ts very difficult to locate the rea._(,ns
for their claim, unless he who provokes a wild
beast to such frenzy that his neighbors have to kill
it may j_tly claim the credit for its death. Most
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of them were absolute
impr_ticables,
unable to
suggest a policy or a remedy for slavery, except,
possibly, the forcible expulsion
of slave-holding
states from the Union.
The liberty party of 1840
and 1844 had neither growth
nor effects; and the
free-soil party (see its name) of 1848 and 1852 was
hardly an improvement
on the liberty party, if wc
leave out its mere political allies.
From 1830 until
1_'_48it can hardly be said that the real abolitionist reeling or influence
increased
even in prol)orlion to the growth of population,
The only real
result of the twenty-years
anti-slavery
agil.ttion
was to exasperate
the slavchohlcrs,
to convince
them that the north was against slavery, instead
of against slavery extension,
and thus to oral)itt(.r the conflict of the sections over the territory
wrested
from Mexico.
Anti-slavery
agilation
never had the faintest prospect of success by its
own exertions:
its first chance of life came from
tlte Mexican annexations,
its first prospect of succc_s from the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, and its final
victory from the civil war; and each of the_
events took place against the will of tile abolitionists. Slavery
was destroyed
by no human skill
_)r forcsight.--In
1846, when the first indication
appeared of a purpose
to acquire territory from
Mexico, outside of Texas, as "indemnity
for the
past, and security for the future,"
it w,'m proposed
to add a proviso forbidding
slavery
in any such
ae(luisitmn.
(See WIL_OT PROVISO.) For four
years this was the controlling
question of national
politics.
At first the proviso did not seem to be
very objectionable
to the south or to the dominant
party: its proposer _,as a democrat, and it was favored by the Polk administration.
As the discussion went on, the south came to consider the proposal as an attack
upon slavery;
and when the
proviso failedin 18,50 several southern states had on
record declarations
of their intention to secede if
it was adopted.
The governing
purpose
of the
democratic
party was to preserve its national organization
intact.
It succeeded
in so doing by
vvolving the idea that the question was to be settled, for each territory,
by its own lrcople (see
POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY)
: this was accept.dlle
to
the northern wing, and was not as yet repudiated
by tllesouthern
wing.
Nevertheless,
its inevitable
result was to make the former somewhat
smaller
than the latter, and thus to begin to unbalance
the
party.
The whigs proposed
no solution
of the
great question,
and thus their two wings, while
maintaining
their rel:ttive strength,
werc steadily
drifting away from oncanother.
In 1848they suceeeded in electing Taylor president and Fillmore
vice-president,
by means of nominating
a popular
and successful
general,
without
a platform;
but
the success was deceptive.
All through
the administration
of Taylor and Fillmore
the two great
parties were shifting their material.
In the south,
pro-slavery whigs went into the democratic
party;
m the north, anti-slavery
democrats
went into the
free-soil party.
Thus the democratic
party, while
remaining
national,
was becoming
unbalanced,
and stronger in the south than in the north.
The
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northern whigs, abandoned
by all the factions,
were the only stationary
feature in the political
kaleidoscope;
and in the presidential
election of
1852 they were left completely
in the lurch by
their former southern
associates.-The Taylor
admini.-tration
proposed,
as a solution of the territorial question,
the immediate
erection of the
territories
into states, with full power to govern
their own affairs.
This was followed out in the
case of California,
because of the discovery
of
gold in it and the consequent
increase of population.
In the other territories,
Utah and New
Mexico, both sections were content, in 1850, to ignorc the Wilmot
proviso and leave the question
untouched.
(,._'c (:o._u'ao.'_ISES, _,r.) The whole
difficulty wa._ _hu._ ('ovcred out of sight for a time.
But there was an uneasy feeling that further diflieulties were not far off, and that the country was
in worse shape to mcct them, not only from the
shifting of parties, but from the changes of leaders.
In the four years before 1853, Clay, Webster,
Calhoun,
Polk and Taylor had died; and the new
mcn who took their places can hardly be ranked
as first-class
men.
Most of them had laid the
foundations
of their political
characters
in the
belief that the great business of politics was to
evade and ignore slavery.
The abler men were
those who had an active programme
to offer, the
radicals of both sections ; Jefferson
Davis in the
south, and Seward,
Sumner
and Chase in the
north.
Tiros all the ability in politics was a sign
of disunion.
The same tendency
was shown in
every direction.
Calhoun's
speech of :March 4,
1850, is a clear statement of the manner in which
the political,ecclesiastical
and social cordsthat hcld
the Union together were being snapped in every
direction.
Even the churches obeyed the gcneral
impulse, and divided into churches "north"
and
"south":
only the Roman Catholic and Episcopal
organizations,
of those which had a national extent, were able to resist it. When the whig party
succumbed
to it, after the pt'esidcntial
election of
1852, there was no great tie left, except the national organization
of the democratic
party, and
that had lost much of its spirit.
It is a remarkable evidence of the innate strength of the kmerican Union that the two fragmcnls
of the planet,
thus rent asunder 1)y slavery before 1852, should
for nine years longer have gone in close and
paralh,l courses, held l)y such weak ties, l)efore
the force of repulsion finally ma_terc(1 them. -- In
spite of tile general uneasiness
in respect to the
future,
the first four years after the compromise
of 1850 l)a_ed quietly, except for the excitement
altending
the execution of the new fugitive slave
law, and the opening
movcrucnts of the attempts
to obtain new slave territory
by "filibustering."
(See FUGITIVE SLAVE L.*_W, FILIBUSTERS, O_TE_D )IA_'Cn_ESTO.) In 1854 the slavery question
was again brought on the political field in largv.r
proportions
than ever by the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, which
virtually
repealed the
Missouri
compromise.
(See KANSAS-NEBP,.._.S_.a.
BILL.)
The passage of the law not only provoked
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but compelled
a struggle
between
the sections,
for it threw between them the territory of Kansas,
as a prize for the more active.
Slave state immigrants and free state immigrants
were at once arrayed against one another;
and the struggle continued
for more than four years, marked
by all
sorts of fraud and violence, and most of the characteristics
of civil
war.
(See KA,XSAS.) The
struggle,
at any rate, cut away the dead material
from politics.
It put an end to the whig party,
Many of its members endeavored
to galvanize its
corpse,
and reunite
its southern
and northern
portions,
by introducing
opl_)sition
to foreigners
as an issue paramount
to slavery;
but the attempt
was a failure.
(See z't.,.M-ERICA,'_
PARTY.)
In 1856
the American
party nominated
[,l esidential
candidates, Fillmore
and Donelson;
snd their defeat
put an end to their party.
When the boards were
cleared,
it was found
that there were but two
rivals in politics: the democratic
party, having a
national
organization,
strong
in the south, and
weaker ill the north; and the republican
party,
sectional of necessity,
and confined to the north,
(See DEMOCIL_,TIC PARTY, V. ; REPU]_LICAN
PARTY, I.)
This division
m'lde the election of
1856 almost entirely
sectional,
Fremont,
the republican candidate,
carTying most of the northern
states, aml Buchanan,
the democratic
candidatc,
carrying
the southern
states, with enough northern states to elect him.
(See ELECTORAL VOTES,
XVIII.)
But Fremont's
defeat was a Pyrrhic
victory for slavery
For the first time in our history an electoral vote had been cast for a candidate
pledged against the extension
of slavery;
and his
party had so nearly united the free states that he
was defeated only by the failure of Pennsylvania
and Illinois to vote for him.
Both these states
were evidently
drifting
straight to tile republican
party, and it was not difficult to forecast the result
of the next election, unless some great change of
policy took place in one section or the other. -No such change took place: on the contrary, both
sections became
more aggressive.
The administration,
since 18,52, had steadily
sustained
the
southern
view, that the constitution
protected
property,
recognized
slaves as pl4operty, and therefore protected
slavery in the territories,
while they
were territories.
In 1857 the suprcme court also
sustained
the southern
view.
(See DRED SCOTT
CASE.) This wtts the last re-enforcement
which
the south could hope for, and it was a failure,
The dominant
party of the north received it with
more wrath than respect, and answered
it with an
increase
of state laws to nullify or modify
the
fug'itive
slave law.
(See PERSONAL LIBERTY
LAws.)
A few of the bolder advanced
the skirmish line of the war which was to follow, and at-

the Mormons in Utah, and they made a nominal
submission.
(See MortMol_s.)
The admission of
California
in 1850, Minnesota in 1858, and Oregon
in 1859, increased
the number of states to 33; but
theincreasewasancwdangertoslavery.
Thesouth
had always abandoned
the control of the house
of representatives
to the superior numbers of the
north, while tile admission of states had l)c_,n ealculated
as carefully
as po_ible
to secure to the
south an equal share in the seuate, without who_e
assent nolaw could be passed.
For thc first sixty
)'ears after 1789, each new free state wa_ba]aneed
by a new slave state ; but this process had now
ceased to be possible.
Texas was the last slave
state that ever was admitted ; and since its admission five new free states had come in, K.msa_ w,_
in readiness,
and the germs of others had appeared,
If this majorily of free states was to continue the previous
drift to the republican
party,
that party would soon control both hous¢,'s of congress, elect the president,
and pass such la_ as it
pleased.
:Nor wasthe
supreme court safe from it:
if the natural
change
in its pcrson_el by death
and appointments
to fill vacancies
should l)rove
too slow a proccss, a law to increasethe
nmnber of
justices would
quicken it and put the Dred Scott
decision at the mercy
of a republican
majority.
This was thc underlying
danger, seldom referred
to but often thought of, which compelled slavery
tO strike for its life while it yet had time. -- In
:/860 the last of the old natural cords which hch _.
the Union together was snapped by thcdisruptio_
of the democratic
party.
(See DEMOCRATIC PAll
TY, V.)
There were now four parties in the po
litical field, a northern
democratic
party, a sou/hern democratic
party, a republican
party, and a
"constitutional
union" party.
(See the name_ of
the two latter.)
In the eh,ction the free state¢ at
last became practically
unanimous,
and Abraham
Lincoln was elected president
by the republican¢
It should be noted, however, that in the congrc._
which was to make the laws during the first halt
of his administration,
the republicans
were ina
decided minority.
Nevertheless,
Iris clectio_ by
a union of the free states against thc slave statc._
offered a ca._ls belTi which southern
leaders WCle
not disposed to neglect.
Secession was begun b)"
South Carolina ; the six other gulf stales followed
at once;
and in February,
1861, the secedingstates formed a new government
under the n:_me
of the "Confederate
States of America."
The'
forts, custom
houses,
mints,
navy yards,
and
public buildings
of the United States within The'
seceding
states were seized, and tim few rc7ul:H'
soldiers were compelled
to surrender,
except at
the fort_ near Key West, Fort Pickens, at Pcn_acola, and Fort Sumter, in Charleston
harbor; and

tempted
a fugitive
slave migration
on a grand
scale,
(See BROWN, Jolts.)
Kansas had achieved
her destiny, and had really become a free state;
there was little on the surface to fight about;
and
yet the wider divergence
of the sections was yearly
becoming
more apparent.During
Buchanan's
administration
the first conflict took place with

the two latter were closely invested.
Buchanan
was successful
in keeping the peace until the end
of his term ; but, when Lincoln was inaugurated,
the authority
of the United States was suspended
in the gulf states: from South Carolina to Texas.
(See, in general, S_CESamN; CO_T_RE,_CE, pF.ACr:;
CO_rT, D_TE
S'rX_S; B_:Crt_'_.)--8.
T_e Re-
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Early in April, President Li,moln
decided to put an end to the almost successful
proecss of starving
out Fort Sumter, and sent a
provision fleet to supply it. The batteries around
it at once opened fire on the fort, and it surrendered April 14. Then followed a call for troops
to suppress the rebellion, and a declaration of war
by the confederate
states, earlyin blay, against the
United States.
The first attempt
at "coercing"
the seceding states was followed by the secession
of the southern
tier of border states, North Careli,m, Tennessee and Arkansas,
and of ¥irginia
in
the northern tier. Delaware, Maryland,
Kentucky
and Missouri refused to secede.
(Sec BOI_.DER
ST.',rES, and the names of the states)
These
scc(ssions brought the area of the confederacy
to
its maximum.
-- The financial history of the war
is fully given elsewhere.
(See FI_,'ANCE, BANKING
iN TIlE UNITED
STATES,
_NTERNAL
REVENUE,
DISTILLED SPIRITS, INCO._E TAX, TARIFF.)
An
outline of its military and nawd history
is elsex_here given. (See REBELLION, ALAB._,.X_ACLAI._S,
GENEV._ AWAItD.)
Its political
hi.,tory
i_ also
given elsewhere.
(See AnoI,IwloY, ]II, E._.J,._cIPATION PROCLAMATION
; HABEAS
CORI'I'S
; REP_']_LIC._.NPARTY, II.; DE.MOCIt,tTIC P._,ItTV, VI.;
DR._,FTS ; RECONSTRI;CTION, I.) At tile close of
the rebellion no one was criminally
punished
for
participation
in it. (Sec TREASON, A._ESTY.)
Almost the only civil victim was President
Lin(:oln, who was assassinated
just after the fall of
Richmond.
(Set, his name). -- Three states were
admitted
during
this period:
Kansas
in 1861,
We_t Virginia
in 1863, and _Nevada in 1864. -- 7.
R_e,m,,tructioT_, 1865-70.
The war of the rebellion
and its result arc usually
regarded
'is the decisive
proofs of the stability
of the American
form of
government.
And yet the five years following
were, forit, a still more crucial test.
Tim formatier of the confederacy
nmde the theatre of war
ps_'_do foreign soil during the reb(,llion; and the
territory remaining
under the directcontrol
of the
Uniwd States government
was spared many of
tirade effects of war which arc most evil to a rel)ublic.
And those evils which were felt were met
wi_h the re_(,rve power
arising
from years of
peaceful constitutional
discussion
and h)ng settled
habits of political thinking.
The difficulties
of
reconstructing
the Union were to be met without
any su£h reserve power, and even with the counteracting influences of the passion of war and victory,
That the reconstruction
should have been accomplished under such difficulties,
and yet wflh so
little alteration
of tile spirit of the system, isthe
most decisive proof that the American system is
impregnably
fixed in the affections of the people,
It is easy to find blunders
and contradictions
in
the process: it is far harder to find any difference
in the status of :New York and Mississippi, now
that tile smoke
has cleared
away. -- When the
war began,
there was a general idea that any
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government.
Under
this theory
the so_called
" Pierpont " government
of Vir_nia
was recognized as the govermnent
of the state; its consent
to the organization
of the new state of West Virginia w'ls accepted as valid; and its senators
and
representativ_
were admitted
to congress.
As
the war grew warmer, and slavery was attacked,
the original siml)lc plan of reconstruction
was
necessarily
modified.
The executive,
Preside.nt
Lincoln, first, and afterward
President
Johnson,
only modified it so far as to require an assent to
the aholition of sl'wery as an additional
requi,-ite:
the repudiation
of the ordimmce_ of secession and
of the state w'lr debts seems to have been required
only as an evidence of loyalty and good faith.
In
congress there w'_s a gTOwing belief, after 1862,
that the national government,
by legislation and
its execution,
should supervise the process of recon._truction,
fix thc qualifications
of voters, and
decide on its s'_tisfactory
comph,tion.
As this
'belief grew stronger,
the southern
members admitred umlcr the influence of the original theory
were excludc(l from congress;
the r(,construetcd
governments
of Virginia,
Arkan._as and Loui._iann were carefully ignored; and, as far a._possible,
all evidences
of the ori.,..,flml theory were wiped
out.
President
Johnson
still held fast to it, and
in 1865 the rcnmining
st:lles of the defunct confcdcracy were reconstructed
under his leadership.
Thi_reconstruction
was still ignored by congress,
whi(.h propose(I, officially and unofficially,
terms
of its own. Theqe became har(ter as the resistance
of the southern
people,
b:_ckcd by President
Johnson
and the democrati(" party of the north,
was overcome,
until in 1867 negro suffrage and
the disfmnchisemeut
of leading confederates
beI came a part of the terms.
Reconstruction
was
then earrivd out under militarysupervision:
most
of the st,ceding stat(,s _('re readmitted
in 1_:_68;
and in Febru'lry,
1871. all the statc_ wcr(' rel)rescnted in congres% for the first time since Dot:erabet, 1860.
(See, in general,
I{ECONSTRt'CTION.)
During this period tl,ree amendments
to the coustimtion were ratified
(._cc CONSTITUTION,
III.);
Nebraska
was admitted
a_ a state ; amt Alaska
was purchased.
(SeeANNEXATIO,NS, \'l.)--I)uring the struggle between congrc._s and the president over reconstruction,
otht,r act_ were passed
over his v(,to (see FREED.XIEN'8 Bt'I_EAr, CIVIL
RIGItTS
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sos); and the struggle ended in an unsuccessful
impeachment
of the president
in-1868.
See I._l],E._CH._tESTS, VI.)
In the presidential
election of
1868 the republicans
were successful
in electing
Gen. Grant.--8.
T]_e l_e_rubl/ra_s, 1870-84.
The
congTcssional
1)l'm of reconstruction
had undoubtcdly had a view to the party advantage
which
] would come from a unanimous
negro vote for the
i repdblican party in the south.
But, during Grant's
two terms of office, this advantage
almost entirely
_,disappeared.
Oneafter
another, the reconstructed

ileges in the Union on the simple conditions
of
trol of the white voters, until th.c last of them,
seceding
state mightandagain
secure its a former
the Louisiana,
south passed
under the
theothers
conceasing hostilities
organizing
loyal privstate ] governments
South Carolinaof and
followed
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in the opening months of the Hayes administralion, in 1877, and the so-called "solid south" was
formed.
(See, in general, Ku-KLUX KLA2_'; INSURRECTION, II ; I_CONSTRUC'rlON, III.)
As one
result of the struggle to maintain the reconstructed
governments,
there was a secession from the republican party in 1872, under the name of "liberal republicans";
but its only immediate result
w_Lsthe re-election of Grant, and the defeat of the
democrats
and liberals.
An indirect
result was
the reinstatement
of the democrats
as a national
party, by their abandonment
of their opposition
to the consequences
of the war.
(See LIBERAL
REFL'BLICAN PARTY; DEtaOCRATIC PARTY,VI.)-The loose methods of dealing with large amounts,
which
had grown up during
the war, becalm
more noticeable as the expenses of the government
decreased, and the inevitable result, duringGrant's
two terms, was a great crop of public scandals,
(See CRkDIT
MOmLmR ; WmSKY
RINO ; I_PEACH.'dE_'TS, VII. ; SALArtY GRA_r_.) An effort
was made to reform the civil service, but it was a
failure
for the time.
(See CIVIL SE'RVlCE REFOR_.)
In 1873 a period of financial depression
set in; it continued
for several years, and had considerable
influence on politics.
It helped to give
the democrats
a majority
in the house of representatives
which met in 1875, and it brought
to
the surface of politics a struggle
between "hard
money"
and "soft
money,"
between
a resumption of specie payments
and a continuance
of
paper emissions.
The republican
party was first
brought under control, and, before it lost the house
of representatives
in 1875, it had passed an act to
resume specie payments
Jan. 1, 1879.
The democrats opposed the act, and, in their national platform of 1876, demanded
its repeal on the ground
that it was premature
and an impediment
to resumption.
A third party grew up rapidly, which
opposed resumption
altogether.
(see GREENBACK
PARTY.)
In spite of the opposition,
the repubiican support
of the act was successful,
and resumption
took place on the date assigned. -- In
foreign affairs, the great interest of Grant's
two
terms was in the treaty of Washington
of 1871.
It submitted
to arbitration
the various unsettled
questions pending between the United States and
Great Britain.
(see ALABAMA CLAIMS; GENEVA
ARBITRATION; TREATIES, FISHERY; ]NORTHWEST
]3OUNDARY.) There was an unsucc¢ssful
attempt
to annex San Domingo.
(see SAN DOM_Oo.)
In
October,
1873, a Spanish
vessel
captured
the
"Virginius,"
which
was carrying
recruits
and
supplies to the insurgents
in Cuba, and a number
of those on board were shot.
For a time there
was a probability
of war, for the " Virginius"
was sailing under the United States flag; but it
was shown clearly that she had forfeited her right
to carry it. -- Indian affairs were much disturbed.
An attempt
in 1873 to remove the little tribe of
Modocs from southern
Oregon to a reservation
was only successful
after a war which was made

1876 the Sioux Indians in Montana left their agencies: Gen. Custer attacked the whole tribe with but
five companies,
and was killed with his whole
party.
The Sioux were then driven into British
America. -- The presidential
election of 1876 fell
into complete confusion,
but ended in the success
of the relmblicaus,
and the inauguration of President Hayes.
(See DISPUTED :ELECTIONS, IV.;
RETURNING BOARDS ; ELECTORAL COMMISSION;
ELECTORS.) He withdrew
the troops which had
been supporting
the reconstructed
governments
of
Louisiana
and South Carolina,
and these also
passed under the controlof
thewhite
voters.
The
wholc, administration
was a welcome
period of
unwonted calm in politics.
Its only serious breaks
were the attempts of the democratic
majority in
the house to repeal some of the war legislation
(_e RIDERS, VETO), and tile transfer
of public
interest to silver.
An act of 1870 had made the
bonds of the United
States payable in "coin";
and, as silver was falling in price, the act of Feb.
12, 1873, dropped the silver dollar from the list of
United States coins.
In 1878 a general vote of
both parties passed the " Bland silver bill " over
the veto.
It nmde the silver dollar a legal tender
for public and private debts, and directed
its recoinage at the rate of not less than $2,000,000 a
month.
(See ComAGr:, PARIS MON]_TARY Co_FEm_'CE.)
In the close of this and the beginning
of the following
terms the national
debt was refunded,
its term lengthened,
and its interest
charges largely decreased.
(See FINANCE.)_
In
the presidential
election of 1880 the republicans
were successful,
and Garfield was elected president.
His death, in September,
1881, left his
office to President
Arthur.
(See both names, and
EXECI;TI_E, IV.)
In the domestic
politics of the
country
tile controlling
interest of his term has
centred upon the tariff.
(See that article.)
There
have also been efforts in various southern states to
form third parties, under various names, in which
both whites and blacks
could join, in order to
break up the "color
line"
in politics.
These
have been supported
by the administration,
but
have not been succe_fu],
except in Virginia, and,
in part, in Tennessee.
(See those states.)
In the
inevitable reform of the civil service a great step
in advance has been taken, and for the first time
the public sentiment of the country has supported
it strongly
(See SPoiLs SYSTEm, REMOVALS.)-In foreign affairs, Chinese immigration
has been
restricted in accordance
with the terms of a treaty
negotiated
under
the preceding
administration.
(See CHINESE IMMIGRATION.)
The proposed cutting of a canal through
the isthmus of Panama,
under French
control, brought
alp the idea that
the Monroe doctrine (see that article) required
the
control of the canal to be in the United States
The Garfield
administration
began a diplomatic
correspondence
to that end with Great Britain,
which was dropped
by its successor.
Peru had
begun a war against Chili, and had been complete-

difficult by the character of the country,
extinct volcanoes, abounding
in hiding

ly conquerS;
and the United States Interfered to
prevent
the extreme spo::ation
of the conquered

a region of
places,
lat
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vation.
But, as Chili
refused
to yield
to moral
force,
and the United
States
was not disposed
to
use physical
force,
the interference
came to nothing.
There was sonm fear of difficulty
with Great
Britain
on the qu_tion
of
extradition,
which
had long been troublesome.
(See EXTRADITION.)
There
had been for years
an enormous
immigTation from Ireland
to the United
States.
(See E._IGI_TION.)
A very large
part of it was the real
or imagined
result
of former
English
misgovernment
in h'eland.
As might
have
been expected,

1_74.
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this class of immigrants
gave
a warm
support
to
revolutionary
movements
in Ireland,
but there
was no remedy
for it, since
their support
did not
pa_s beyond
legitimate
bounds.
The further
question whether
refugees
charged
with
violence
arc
subject
to extradition,
or are insured
against
it by
the political
purposeand
character
of their acts, has
not yet been formally
and officially
rai_d
(1884).
-- (See, in general,
the names
of tile various
persons and
political
parties
mentioned
; AD_I:NISTnATIO._S,
for the presidents,
vice-presidents
and

18'2_.

18:_.

I

1836.

1840.

Clay. Jttclcj_on.
Adams Jacks)n_ C ay ['VBure] Whigs." HarrisonV. Buren.Birn'y
[Dem.J[iNRep.J',
[Ab.[
"]] Dem -- N.Repj
i
];" [Dem.]
[W]ll_
]
[ I_])l"]

Cra'fd.

I

II
.......

Arkansa_
Alabama... ....................................
1,680
67
2,416
9.443
Connecticut
""7,587
.... -'--"-'-"-- I 1.978 .......
Delaware ..
Leg!el lature.

17,138
4.448
4,349

Illin_m ....
1,,5421.90]1
219
Indiana ....
3,095
7,,M3'. ......
Kentucky .........
6,r453] .......

6,763 : 1.581
_2,'23717,052
39,084131,172

14,147 [ 5,4'29 II lS.bO7
31,552
15,472132,4_
36'247
4¢$,396! 33,1:k5

13,927 i `20,773

.%3,'291
[ L27,LD4
[I ,'_2.:_)0 15.'_,_d9

46,612 ]

46,'201

6,019[ '29,836
25,759
24,578 1

14,545
19,1561

72,874 I
22.9B;_[
33..'528[

51,948 ......
1.621
21,0_
821
28,752

Georgia
....
:Maine .....

I_,.-I_,,tu,','.

6.870

' '

1,047
6,315
16,_'_2

_,_;4I
119

Virginia

...

3,189

2.011

I_.7_........

. .............

]_as8 ......
30,687
6,616 .......
MichiganMaryland
............................................................
14.632 14,_
3,646
695
:Mississippi.
1,6(.kt
............
_isaour[...
El1
.q671 .......
1,401
ig. Hamp ....
4,107
6431 ..............
_NT.Jersey ..
9,110
10,_5
1,19_ .......
NewYork_.
Legis][atun _.
_N.Carolina .........
_0,416115.'621 .......
Ohio .......
12,'280 18,4.57 .......
19,255
Penn .....
5,440
,_.100
4,2C6 1,609
Rhode Isl'd
2345
_
.......
s. Carolina. .
Tennessee
216 "--I_'i_
20,197 [atnre.
312 .......
_rern_ont...
Legis[ature.
8.489

1,938 ...............
........
[ ........ i"[I 19,068
2,400
13,'8£9
II 269
17,755 [ 19,'2:$4
4.769
4.110
4.276 l
4 155

5,160 ]]
28,471
31,601 _
5,967 ]

14.,q_3
41,281
._;.9"_5

4,5,,r_'YT,
[ 47,476
149
65,30'2 [ 51,695 ......
58.4891 32.616 .....

33.0_
33,501
19,1(D[I__ _-2.167
7.:_60

41,093
25,852
4.000

_,752

6,19'25/........
'110,!_5
8.a:_
25,486 / 19,010 H 18,7"22
6,_78
_,S_ I _],:_ II _i,347
'26.89"2
168,497] 154.896ll lf_3.s1513_.54._
24,862
45_3
'26,910 g_,626
81.246l 76,._l196,_81o5305
90,_8
56.716 191475
87,111
2,1'26 ] 2,810
`2._
2,710
2_Legls[
740 lature.
1,436 h] 26.1'20
Legi_ lature.
35.96'2
7.870
11.15'2 ]] 14.(_
20,991

1844.

1'2,101

83,609!

11,451 "l[ 80,'_I
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1848.

1852.

i Cla)'.
Blrne_,.l' Ta_lor.
[Wh_g.]
[Ab._ !, [Wh]

Cass.
[Dem.]

[VBuren_[ II)emJ
[F.S_ I Iheree

52,846
_.676
'27,759
25,1_

67,41810,860
35,9_4 .......
24,L_7
3,6,_2
19,2ff5 .......

27,160
37.495
I_7,688
39.287
149,117

17.866
4,161
._.318
131
_,32,48215,81`2
43,23'2 .......
155,057 8,050

91_ :::El. !

61,070
37.702
23,940
25,9'2"2
14,781
40,015
218,60.3
43,550
1._,630

Mh_om'i_..
41,3_97
31,'_51 .......
RhodePe_n
.......
Ial'd.
I67.5354,861617,822,203
8.
Carolina.
L egl slature.3,138107
[e_nessee..
59,917
60,0_0 .......
Texas ...............................
Vermont_..
18041
26,770
3,954
•
_111"
::
49,670
43,677 .......
.......
l!
,

42,,_)1

43,b'9;t .....

$ M_jority.
]

18,56.

_

.......

,I;.,

[

_ Un[_nimoua for Jackson.

-- 37,740' :1 26.084
Alabama._.
I
30.48_
31 ._l
.. !]
Arkansas ..
9,,546 [
5,504 .......
7,588
California ...........................
,...........................
_
Connecticut
`29,841
_,882
1,9_3 [ _0,314
'27
00_
5' 005
Delaware ..
5,996
6.278 .......
6,421
51898
80
Florida ................................
3316
1.847 ........
Georgia ....
44,177
42.100 .......
47,,544
44,80-2 ........
['lllnoi_ .....
57,9'20
45,528
3,570
53,947 : 56.300
15,774
Indmna ....
70,181
67,867
2,106
69.907
74,745 [ 8,100
Iowa .......
ll,ik_4 i 49,7"20
I'2,09_ ].......1,196
Kentucky..
I ""gl',_" J""6i,:_" ': : :-: - .
67.II1
Louisiana..
13.78'2 [ 13,08,3 .......
18.217
15,370 '

N.
NewHamp...
Jeruev
New York'.,
N.Carolina.
Ohio .......
i

_.972 I _),7_0 ......
26.158]
3"2,670
126
:'13.351[ 31.034
69
fi25._171 _12,519 2,798
46,3761
34,'Z_8 ......
148.157[ 1"2A,7_2 9_
144,0"21114_'_,676
343
5,,278
3.301 e 42
60,391I, egi_latu_
48.289 .
_,445
18,009
319

tl

BTATEB.
Polk
[Dem]i

......... !......... I,_

194

._,, 1,._I5,9191
........
:! _,9_9 ,._._19,5_I
16,,,_

For H_rrtson, Webster. White, and others.

Mass
..... ....
Maryland
Michigan
Mn_issippi.

6,0_19 ......
3B.._}!
25,296
174
4,884 ......

_.7_) ........ i _._'_ '.U.'._,_O
4n,'_l] 81._ ......

_._ _ 3,42_
20.69'2124,076
_._O I 'Z_,,'_
140.7631135,413
.'{7,9,57113,918
t17._97168.896
101.652150,848
2,754
i44Legis,090
lature.
2,_10
8,205
24.,_4

416

1,',_'_
15.t_37
18.466
4,788

--'
26,881
1'2,173, [
40.626
,_.1,249
6,318
4,318
34,705
80,597,
95,.°,40
17,763
53.8(16
18,647

[

[ [F.S.J [ [Delt_.]
[Rep.]
[Am.]
[ Hale IBuchan'n Fremont. Flllmor_
.....

46,739 .........
'21,910 .........
5;3,3C5I 2tl.691
_$4.995
42,_I_
8,004
_

7,404 ........
........
II
15_
35 407
100 I

30._57
3,160
6 293
62 I1
'2,875'1........
I
6,3,-)8I.........
16J_0 t.......
'[ 56,57S .........
64,,q_4
9.966 [ 1053548
96.189
80,901 ] 6,1_ II 118,670
91,375
15,8.56
I,¢X_4[
._;,170
43,954
57.068
26,5
74,649.
314
17,_5 ........
',_,164 .........

_,0_ _.._9l
62,_
40,0"20
41,842,
35.066 _,0_
8_,&'_
7,'2_;
54[ I _,_
52,136
39.115 [

&5.281
34.5"2_ 10.;_9
30,687
125
96,5._ ........
27,76.3
36.901
1143181
,348(19
'
i
154.7_"5I

,

82,671
40.077
]
185,5136,779L
171'17613'646
]
_gislatur
64,705
58,419
4,509
10,668 ........
_1,1_2
10948 i 13,&W
46 586 i
9
45 124
13,747
15,001[ 10.418

1I'_'_

tWaj
Scott.

_'k 876

17.548 ........

1ff8,190
71,762
281"

19,62_
47,46_
1,6_
P.4,1_

".'_i_• [i
276,007,

24.11._
1'24.604
36.88_
28,1_

',1 35,416

'29,997
ll;.147
44.305
88.556 "-'6,6_5
350 '[ 46.943
2_2,(Y8.3 '_4.88'2
2,5.%_
195,8T8
39,744
39.0_8
59 _ 48.`246
169,2_)
15'2,5'26 31,f_'
170.874

_,._

10.78_
$6,1C_
2,61_
6.17_
4,_
42,_
37.444
"_-,38_
9.1_
67,41¢
20,_'_05

.........

_._10 187,497
147,510_,17_

B8,_'_3
_,,984
[1'
198,5688,7.35179,1747,626
I,,
L egislal'nr _'. 8,6256.14
57,018
58.898 .........
13,5,5'2
4.995 ........
:
13,044
_,173
8,621 I
7_,_58
.")8,572 ........
I
33,658 ,_
8,814
22,'240

--

--

_%164 :: .,,,_"
4_52_
6,680i
11.467 e 1.b_'7_,
Pffislatur
73,638
6_,17_
31,169 ........
15.&_
10,.569
39.5_1
54_
89.706
291
_),31C
62,843
66,090
57_
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I
Douglas Breckm'ge [Con U ]
Lincoln. McClellan. Grant. jSev'monr.
[Dem.]
[Dem.J
.........
II [Pep ]
[Dem.J ![ [Rep.] _ II)em.]
'27,825
20.094
6,817
3,'291
3,864
5,4,37
42,886
3,913
5,306
1,76.3

Alabama ........................
Arkant.a_ .......................
California
Connecticut .....................
Delaware .......................
Florida
Georgia .......
Illinois .......
Indiana .....
Iowa ........
Kansas ........
Louisiana
Maine .....
_Maryland .....
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missoum .............
Nebraska ....."
Nevada .........................
:New tlampohlre .................
"New Jersey
New York.
North Carolina .......
Ohio ..
Orego]
Pennsylvama ...................
Rhode Island.............
South Carolina ....
Tennessee .......................
Texas ...........................

wisconsin
..............

.....

Alabama ........................
Arkansas .......................
2aliforx_ia .......................
2olorado ........................
"onnectieut .....................
Delaware .......................
t_lorida ..........................
_,eorgla .........................
[}lino]_s..........................
[ndiana .........................
[owa ............................
Kansa_ .........................
[entucky .......................
,omsiana .......................
Maine ...........................
Maryland .......................
Massachusetts ..................
Michigan .......................
Minnesota ......................
Mississippi .....................
_lissouri ........................
Nebraska .......................
_!evada .........................
New llampshire .................
New Jersey .....................
NewYork .......................
_orth Carnllna ..................
)hie ............................

849,:_
11.819
18,665
7"2,290
85,655
47.406
41,481
93,468

Nest
Virginia
...................
iVisconain
......................

82,315
104,997

Total .......................

102,?'22
199,1_
166,9_
74,040
13,990
115.890
80,--,95
42,44_0
62,3,57
59,406
97,069
_4,W5

69,274
15,438

74,_218

1,969
74,681

44,167
..................

Greeley
_ [Llb.l_]

.

I

I

[[Dem.]

[

i

21'2,041
7,730
572
5,_9 ........
........
2_,708
187
94..q91
66,500 ""_2_490"
I0,9'/7
598
91,654
4,9.
29,451
86,477

_.

3,597,070 12,884,079 ] "29,408 _

• 8ea£'tering: 0872)5,t;05; (1876)12,158; (1880) I_,575.

Tilden.
lR¢:p.J _ [Dem.i

[Cooper
I Obk]

I.......

_6,158
14,149
7510
lg
10,712
90,906 ........
1,$8,166
104,755
20,_rl
189,670
r_,*_i
-1_.3"
19_t,9'27 1,509
"4,_,,757"

_,7or,

1880 *

68,_30
102.(D2 ........
58,071]
289
88.66R
79,'269
76,465 [
47
, egi_lalu r,e.
_J,(_:_
61,9,34
774
10,75'2
13,381 ........
'2.3,849t
o9,923 ........
.50.446
130.088 ........
978,_2
2-58,601 17,'_
208,011
213,7_26
9.538
171.R27
112,099
9.001
78,822
87, .qO'2 7,776
97, I_._
159.690
1,944
_,135¢
70.508 ........
66,300
49,823
66.3
71,981 i
91,780
33
150,0_3
108.777
779
166,.r_
141,095
9,060
72 9_J2 ,
,t8,_._9
2,311
52.605
112,173 ........
145,0"25 : 203.077
3,498
81,916
17,554
2,320
10 388 i
9,308 ........
41 '.._9
_8, 509
76
1_,517
115,96'2
712
489,'_07
521.949
1,987
108,417
19.5.4'27
380_698 _ _,182
"-3",_7"
884,1_
15,206 ,
15 787
91',8'70i
89_.r-_6
44 800
_:8_
95.558
¢,,_08
130,668

20.806

1o8,_,

lWt6.*

II
O'C( nor.' llaves.

12,045

29,175 ]

_88[...... i6i

90,27'2
79,444 ........
I
'I
41,573 E 37, (Y2'7 ........
54 @20
40 718
1 068 !
l...........................
"
I
.50,6."=,8i
45._q0
_
11,I15 [
10,'206
487
17,768 I
15.4'27 ........
fi'2.._iO I
76,._56
4.000
241.944
184.938
3,068
186,147 i 163,fR_2
1.417
131.566
71.196
2,_1
67,048 ]
32,970
596
88.76_ :
99,995
2,874
"71.663
57,0'29 .......
61.4'2_
_9,0_
66,700
67,687 ..... 19"
1:_1.4_2
59,260........
1LK4,4r_
TS,r355 2,861
55,117
34,4'2f:1 ........
82,175
47,_8
119,196
151,434 "-2_18,329
7,812 ........
8,418
6,_6 ........
.W,168
81,424
I00
91,fi56
76,456
630
440,7":d6 887,_81
1,4.54
94,769
70,094 ........
281,852
2,,14,321 1,163

Penn0vlvanla
)regon
..........................
...................
P,.hode"I aland ....................
_outh Carolina ..................
Pennessee .......................
Pexas ...........................
Vermont ........................
_rginla ........................

'2;50,
57,184
.'R18
176,548
120,&'J9
81,048
39,566
8:t,_63
70,493
30 4,_J8
136',4_ ]
1'28,rr)50
4,3,545

lature.
64,709
47,548

_,e_ [

Grant.
RepJ

:]
i_! "7_
"
1_)_.3
49,596 [I
3 691
641301 ]l

86,860
_5,628
9.7'29
5,489
6,4,_
5,21_
38,191
31,'2_
80,131
83,001
419.888
499,883
96,769
84,601
280,'_'q
L'_8,r_Oq.
10,901
1l,li&5.
342_'280 318.382
12,99:_
6,548
62.301
45,_
56,628
26,129
................

1872 *

ST_T_.

---

72,(_8
19,078
54,077
47,952
I0,980

......................

Vermont ...........
...........
Virginia
We_t Virginia ............

76,866
09,112
54,583
50,995
7,623

43,841
42,285

81-'_

Garfield.
[Itep.]

Hancock.
[I)emj

Weaver.
[Obk.J

56,178
41,661
80,348
'27.4`')0
6"7,078
14,150
:_3,6.54
52,648
318,087
2.32,164
183.904
121,520
104.550
,W.994
74,1k':19
V8,515
16.5,205
185.190
93.903
84 854
15_567
54,979
8,782
44,852
120.5.')5
,_55.544
115,878
3_'7-).,048
:

90,687
4,64'2
r_),489
4,O79
80,426
3.$92
24,647
1,_
64,417
15,18:J ........
'27,964 ........
10"2.5.@2
481
277,8"21
_6,858
225,5'28
1_,986
105,845
82.8'27
59.789
19,710
147.999
11,498
65,810
4;_9
65.1_I
4,408
93.70_
818
111J_}O
4,548
131,300
84,795
5.3,815
8,267
75.750
5,797
208,609
85,045
'28.5'23
3,853
9,611
40,794 .....
1_2,.r_5
2,617
584,511
1"2,373
•
124,_04
1,1.96
8_0,t_l
6,4,56
249
_0,619
19,948
444,704
407,428
_0,{_J8,2_6
18,195
10,779
58,071
112,812
56t5
107,677
I'28,191
5,918
57,845
156._8
_7,405
45,090
18,181
le_12
84,020
I'27,976
I/]8
46,248
_7,801
9,o7_
144,897
114,684
7,900
!4,449,_

4,442,_

_'Returning" Bo&rd oo'a.nt. (flee Retnrn£ng Boards.)
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cabinet officers; Co_Gm_ss, SEsslo_s
OF, for the
duration
of congresses,
the speakers of the house,
and their parties; 'JUDICIARY, II., for justices of
the supreme
courts;
the names of the various
states for their political
leaders ; ELECTORAL
VOTES.)-- Presidential
electors arc chosen in such
manner as the legislature of each state shall direct,
Until about 18o.24 the general rule wa,_ that electors were chosen directly by the statc legislatures,
and choice by popular
vote was exceptional,
Since 182A choice by popular vote has been the
rule, except in South Carolina until ]868.
(See
_ELECTORS.) The electoral votes for all the clec)ions arc (:lsewhere
given.
(See ]_I.ECTORAL
VOTES ) The popular votes at the elections since
1824 are given in the tables shown on 1)ages 1001,
1002. In each election the na,ne of the suec(,s.,ful candidate
for president
is placcd first.
(For
full names, and names of camli(latc_ for vicc-pre._ident, see the names of the parties under the year.)
--III.
T_E
CONSTITUTION
OF TIIE UNITED
STATES. -- 1. Gertercd C]_el;'actcr of the 1.5_io_.
The Union is an anomaly in at least one respect :
it is the only great nation in which the location of
sovereign power is, and has always bren, a fairly
disputed point.
.No one has any doubt as 1o the
location of sovereign
power iu Russia, France or
Great Britain;
but in regard to the United States
there are almost as many opinions a_ there are
commentators.
There is a general agreement that
sovereign
power is in "the people of the United
States,"
by whose will the constitution,
which
governs
the government,
was established;
but
this only pushes back the difficulty nnc step further to an equally general disagreement
about this
"people
of the United States."
In this general
disagreement
there are three great divisions
of
opinion, as follows: 1st. The people of tlm United
States is the people of thc,,xw'ral states, each haying _ovcrcign control over its own life and action,
its entrance to the Union, its continuance
therein,
and its dcparture
therefrom.
(See STATE SOVEnEIGNTY, and the anthorities under it.) This wouhl
make the Union continuously
voluntary
on the
part of each state, and wouhl make each state the
sovereign
and protector not only of its owu life,
but of the life of the Union within its borders,
It is contradicted
by the facts of our hi_tory, and
fell at the first attempt
to cnforcc it in practice,
(See
SECESSION.)
._41. The people of the United
States i_ the people of the several states, holding
sovereignty
only as a unit, the people of tho,e
states which voluntarily
remain united (inrluding
the doctrine of possible state-lapse);
and the possession of sovereignty
by the people as a mass is
nothing
but an hypothesis,
and has no political
consequences
whatever,
except as some person or
persons may succeed in using sovereign power in
the name of such pc¢)ple. This has been best elaborated by J. C. tIurd, as cited below.
It is objectionable
because, as )Ir. IIurd not only acknowledges,
but maintains,
it makes the national
government
really sovereign.
'" Sovereign
govexaments"
are the very things to escape which the
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American people was organized;
and if it should
cvcr unwittingly
become subject to one, it would
very soon provide a new means of escape.
3(1.
The people of the United States is the national
people, organized by its own general will into a
nation, and divide(l by its own general will into
states.
The existence of nation and states alikeis
bottomed
on the same foundation,
the ultimate
sovereignty of the _ hole people, which ha_ as yet
shown itself only in this attitude
of protection.
In other respects it rules only thr(,ugh its ministcrs, the ._tate and national govcrmnents,
and no
crNi_ ha_ yet proved too great to be m(,t through
one or other of theseagen(.ivs.
Thi_ view hasbcen
be._t elaborated by Jameson, as cited below
The
objrction to it is tlmt the national people has never
yrt actrd politic-fily as a unit, but always under
the state formation.
Ncvcrthele_,
it has been
adol)ted in thi_ srries of articles as appar(,ntly
the
least objectionable
of "_ll. If it is correct, the sovereign l)ower of the United States depends for its
strength upon its ummimity,
and is least palpable
when it is most nearly unanimou%
and, consequently, strong(,st.
As it is now practically unanimous on the questions
of state and national existence, it is wholly impalpablc,
and ag(,ncies or
ministers only are visible.
Of cour,-e, so distant a
sovercignty
will appear to many to be worse than
no sovereignty
at all; but it seems to the writer
that its distance is just the re_ou that the American pe()l)le has al_ ays been satisfied with it, and
that there is as vet no symptom
of a de._ire to replacekingLogbykingStork.
At an): rate, enough
has been said t() call attention to ,me of the ,novt
euriou_ features
of the American
Union.
(See
STATE SOVEREIGNTY,
.NATION.)-- In its lira) f(Jrm
the government
of the United Colonic,, or United
Statc._,_x as rew)lutionary,
d_.prnding for it_ pow (.rs
._olely on the general (_bedicncc of the national
people.
It received no powt'rs from state government.-_ or state tx'cq)]c% and a_kcd for none; on the
contr,lry, the .-tates _crc at first con._ciou_ly and
cr)nfrsse(tly dependent
on it even for their exist(,nee and def(,n_c. A._ the danger fr,,m the enemy
became less urgent, the authority
of the revolutionary government
waned, and that of the state
legislatures
increased, until they assumed Itl(_'ungranted pow_.r to frame a national g()vt,rnm(.nt by
the "lrticle_ of confedrration.
As no ._u('h power
had been _n'anwd to them by their statel)(.ople_, it
'fiso could have becn valid only by the general
a(.(t_lic._eencc of the national people in tin, ._urrcn(h'r of power l)y their revolutiom_ry
government.
The same ,)bje('tion holds good to the convention
of 1787, as bottomed
on the sovereign
po_ cr of
the state_, either separately
or collectiv(,]y:
there
was no "_arrant in any state constitution
or in the
articles of confederation
for the selection of delegates by the state legislatures,
or for the action of
congress in standing
sponsor to the convention.
It seems to have represented
only the universal,
and, consequently,
sovereign, will of the I'_opleof
the whole country, that the form of government
should be changed, but that the change should
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impair state rights as little as possible.
Even in
the ratifications, the same quiet pressure of the
national will was the contro]ling factor.
Without
it, if the consideration
and decision of each state
had really been entirely
autonomous,
as it putported tobe, the present constitution
would never
have gone into effect, for it would have been rejetted by at least six states, Rhode Island, :North
Carolin%
Massachusetts,
New Hampshire,
New
York and Virginia.
All these states ratified only
in deference to the general will, as represented
by
heavy nfinorities
in their own stal_
and h_vy
majorities
in the others.
In this case, as in all
others, the sovereig'n power avoided the use, or
suggestion,
of force, and only materialized
itCelf
so far as was absolutely
neces._ry.
If the constitution
had been rejected,
the ._overeign power
would have materialized
itself furlher;
very few
men at the time doubted that, or wished to make
the step neec._ary.
That the states yielded to this
sovereign
power without
the employment
of force
is no impeachment
of the power of the sovereign,
If that were so, every peaceful presidential
election wouht make the sovereign power more doubtfuL
(See CONGB.ESS,
CONTINENTAL;
CO.NFEI_
]_RATION, ARTICLES OF; COI_VEI_TION OF 1787;
CONSTITUTION ; STATE SOVEREIGI_'TY.)--Under
this third form of government,
the constitution
of
the United States, the country still continues.
It
restricts ttle power of the states in many points,
and it grants many powers to the national government; and by one of the amendments,
but still
more by the whole spirit of the instrument,
it
maintains
the states in all powers not forbidden,
and forbids to the national
government
the exerelse of all powers not granted
by it. (See CON8TRUCTIOS.)
The operation
of its provision
for
admitting
new states, with the succe_ivc
acqui8itions of new territory,
has given the country for
which the constitution
was made its present shape,
There are now (1883) thirty-eight
states, eight organized
territories,
two unorganized
territories,
and a federal district.
The states are self-governing commonwealths
in all points reserved to them
by the federal constitution,
and their state governments take cognizance
of everything
not forbidden to them by the federal constitution
or by their
state constitutions.
The territories
are theoretically in absolute subjection to the federal government; but the consistent
policy of the federal
government
has always been to grant self-government to them as rapidly
as po_ible,
in order to
encourage
their conversion into states.
(See TERRITORIES; !LN.N'EXATIONS;
and the names and admissions of the states under CONSTITUTION,
I.)-All through the state and tcrritorial
organizations
runs the national organization,
acting on individuals, however,
not on states, with the exception
of the judicial
veto referred
to hereafter.
It is
limited by the oath of its members to respect and
obey the federal constitution,
by the power of the
judiciary
to nullify or veto those of its acts which
are unwarranted
by the constitution,
and by the
general disposition
of the people to punish by the
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ballot any unwarranted
assumption of power. The
last is incomparably
the most important safeguard,
without which the others would be worthless;
and
it is the only form in which the ultimate
soyereignty of the United States exhibits itself.
Attempts have been made to suhstitute
for it the
will of an individual
state, but they have heen
failures (see NCLLrF_CATmN); and it is now settled that tlm individual
owes his privileges
as a
state citizen to the will of the whole people, not
to that of his state.
If the federal government
assumes
ungrantcd
powers,
its acts are void.
The finaldecision
upon their validity is entrusted
to the supreme court in matters on which a ease
can be made up; in other matters, tile decision is
left to the voters in the presidential
and congrcssional elections.
It is, therefore, but partly true,
that the supreme court is the arbiter of disputed
constitutional
questions.
If a state government
assumes UngTanted powers,
or if a state people
in forming a state constitution,
insert a provision
in conflict with the federal constitution,
these acts
are also void; but in these cases the supreme court
is the sole final arbiter.
(See JVDICL_RY.)-As a
general rule, then, it must be admitted
that the
state must yield, in a conflict with the federal gOVernment,
when the federal judiciary
has finally
pronounced
against her, and that the state is subordinate,
though
not subject.
But every unprejudiced
observer must admit, that, in any such
conflict, the state has a greater prospect of success
than the federal government,
even in the federal
supreme
court.
(See _qtate l_ights, under STATE
SOVEI_.EIGNTY.)
Even in the matter of the last
two amendments
to the federal constitution,
carefully drawn
for the expr_s
purpose
of curbing
state action, the federal judiciary
in 1883 is interpreting
them far more favorably
to the states
than any state court would have done in 1873.
If
the state should choose to carry the conflict furl her,
into forcible resistance,
her citizens are bound to
take sides against her, and with the more direct
representative
of thegeneral
will. (Sec TJm._soN,
ALI,E_I_'_'c_;.)--.DivisionqfPotcers.
The federal
government
has bc_.n proved by experience
to be
an exceedingly
simple and effective piece of machinery.
It has served as a model for the constitutions of new states, and the constitutions
of tile
original states have been so changed as to follow
it. Its lead[ngeharacteristic
is its careful division
of the powers of government
into three departmcnts.
The power of legislation is given to two
houses, co-ordinatc in rank and power, but with
different
constituencies.
The executive
power is
given to a single person, with a limited veto on
the legislative:
he is responsible
to the legislative
department
by impeachment,
but is not elected
by it. The power
to interpret the laws, and to
veto such as are in conflict with tbe will of the
people, as expressed
in the constitution,
is given
to an organized judiciary.
Most of the state constltutions
follow this division
of powers exactly,
except for their restrictions
on the powers of the
legislative.
(See RIDERS.)
Where they differ
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from it,it_ mainly on threepoints: the election
of the executiveby thelegislative,
indefaultof a
choiceby popular vote;the greateror less]imitationof the executive veto power (seeVET());or
the electionof judges by popular vote or by the
legislative,
and fora term of years,while the federaljudges hold by appointment of the executive,
and during good behavior. (See JUDICIARY,
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merits.
Amendments
are made in the same manner as the original
constitution,
by convention
and ratification (see this subjeet fully treated under
COI_VE.WTION, COI_STITCT]ON._I_) : or by l)roposi tion of congress and ratification
by three-fourths
of the state legislatures.
In the state_ the s:tme is
_rue, except that the proposition
is by the legi_lature or convention,
and the 1,'atiIlcation is by p_pular vote.
There is no point in the state constitutions in which amendment
is forbidden,
and but
one(Art. V.)in the federal constitution:
"no state,
without its consent, slmll be deprived of its equal
suffrage in the senate."
(See also COMPROMISES,
III., ¥I.)
Its terms forbid the passage of any
amendmenttostrikeoutthisprohibition,
ltmust
be confessed that the terms of the articles of confederation, forbidding
any amendment
not ratified
byall the state legislatures,
were still more sweepins, and yet that a way was found to override
their letter and spirit by the adoption
of the
constitution.
But the single prohibition
of the
constitution
has a far stronger
safeguard
in the
universal will that it shall be maintained.
(See,
for amendments
ratified and for amendments
proposed, CO_STITUTIOX, IIl.)-Citizen,_Mp.
From
the beginning
the constitution
took citizens
as
it found them, made so by state laws, and only
interfered
to secure to the citizens of each state

from each state. Laws must be passedby a ranjorityvote of both houses,and approved by the
president,
though thedisapprovalof thelatter
may
be overriddenby a two-thirdsvoteof both houses.
(seeVETO.) The legislative
powers of congress
areconsideredelsewhere. (See Co._oRsss,PowERS OZ.) The house h_Isthe solepower toprefer,
and the senateto try,impeachments. (See IMPEACH_.IENTS.)
The
senate is an executive courtcil in the matters of tre'tties and appointments.
(See TREATIES, J'tY's TREATY, CONFIR.MATIO_
BY THE SENATE.)
E'iCb house has its own officers
and rules, and its own distinetivc feature%
(See,
in general, Co.xGm.'ss: SENATE; HOI:SE OF REPRESENT._.TII,'ES ; CO_NGI{.ESS,
SESSIONS OF ; PARLL£_tE-X'r._RV LAW.)--3.
17_ ]_['&'r(d .Executive;
t£v President.
The executive power iq given to a
president,
eh,cted by electors for a term of four
years. (see ELECTORS AND ELECTOR.'_.I, SYSTEM.)
lie is commander-in-chief
of the army and navy;
he has power to grant reprieves and pardons for
offenses against the United States, except in cases
of impeachment;
he makes appointments,
and
concludes
treaties, with tile concurrence
of the
senate; he takes care that the laws are faithfuUy
executed,
and is responsible
to congress
by impeachment.
(See EXECUTIVE, MESSAGE, IMI'EACH:'tfENT, CONFIRMATION
BY THE SENATE,
TREATIES, JA.Y'S TREATY, TENURE OF OFFICF.)
With him is elected a vice-pre¢ident,
who presides over the senate, and succeeds to the pre.siden¢'y in casc of the death, resignation,
removal
or inability
of the president.
(See ]L_XECI'TIA'E,
V.)
The list of presidents
and vice-presidents
is
given elsewhere.
(See AD._,tINISTRATIONS.)--Departraents.
The subordinates
of the executive are
divided into seven departments--the
departments

the privileges
amt immunitie_
of citizens in the
other states.
It was and is possible, for example,
for a person who has only declared his intention
to become naturalized,
to be a state citizen by
state laws, and tiros to vote at congressional
and presidential
elections.
When the abo]ition
of shivery had been accomplished,
the fourteenth
and fifteenth
amendments
"were made parts of
the constitution.
There was at first a strong
disposition
to take them as having
transferred
from the states to the federal government
the
whole control of citizenship
and suffrage.
But
the authoritative
interpretation
of them by the
supreme court has since shown that they are exactly in the line of the original interference
of the
constitution;
that they are restrictive,
not constructive;
and that theyare to prevent unjust discrimination
by the state, not to assume the state's
former functions.
(For a full discussion
of this
subject, see NATIONALITY, LAW OF; SUFFRAGE.)
_2.
The FederalLegislati_e;
the Congress.
Congress, or "the congress,"
as it is properly called,
is made up of two houses, the hou_ of representatives and the senate.
The house of representa-

of state, the treasury,
war, the navy, the interior,
justice, and the postoffice.
The head_ of the_e departments
form what. is called the cabinet, though
that title is wholly extra-constituti,,nal.
The cabinet functions of tim heads of departments
depend
entirely on the rigl?t given to the pre._id(,nt by the
constitution
to "require
the ¢,pinion in writing of
the principal officer in cach of the executive departments upon any subj,:ct relating
to the duties of
their respective offices": and "cabinet
meetings,"
in the form which they have taken, depend
on
the president's
will.
The functions of the various
departments
and their heads are ._trictly defined
by law (see AD_II_'ISTRATIONS, and the articles on
the various departments.)
One department,
that of
agriculture,
has been so constituted
by law, while
its head is not recognized
as a cabinet officer.
Each department
has its own buihling at the national capital, the city of W,tshington,
where its
business is transacted
and its records are kept.
(See CAPITAL, ,NATm.'_AI,.)
Each
department
has its subdivisions,
called bureaus.
The most
numerous
are those of the department
of the
interior,
as follows : Indian
affairs,
pensions,

fives has (1888-5)
states in proportion
•tm_'mmvr.)
The

patents, public lands, census aml education.
In
like manner
cusu_ms, internal
revenue, the currency, the coast survey, the lighthouses,
and sta-
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tistics, are under control of the treasury departtuent. --The
appointment
and removal of the
subordinate
officials of tile departments is, in gcneral, the province of the president.
(See TE_UICE
OF OFFICE,
CONFIRMATION BY THE SENATE.)
In
the practical execution of his powers, the president
has come to rely upon the advice of heads of departments,
members
of cong'ress,
and leading
politicians of his own party in the various states,
The public service has thus come to be thecement
for party organizations
(see NO.',_rNATI_-C_ CoNVE._Tm_S) ; and its efficiency has been scriously
injured.,
(See SPOILS S_'STJ,:._, PATI',O._AC_E.) In
1883 the passage of the so-called Pendleton
bill
made a scrious inroad into the system which had
controlled
appointments
and removals forthe pieceding half century.
It authorized
the application. after July 16, 1883, of the system of appointments and promotions
by examination
to public
offices ill which there are fifty or more employ_.s,
(See CIXTL SFAtVICE REFORm.)--4.
The Federal
Judiciary.
The organization
and powers of the
supreme
court,
the circuit
courts,
the' district
courts and
the territorial
court_ of the United
Statesare
given elsewhere.
(See JUDIClaitY.)
Tile
judges
liold office during good behavior,
and are
responsible
only through tile long and doubtful
pro(.ess of impeachment.
There is also a court
Df claims, which deals with claims against
the
United
States;
with an appeal
to the supreme
court. -- 5. Tl_e State Legislatures.
The organzation of these bodies is given elsewhere.
(See AssE-_RI, Y.) Their powers of legislation
cover the
whole field of subjects not prohibited
to them by
the federal constitution
or their several state constitutions,
so that, in general terms, they control
all matters pertaining
peculiarly
and exclusively
to their several states.
They regulate theright
of
suffrage
within their states, under certain limitations.
(See S_'FFRAOE.) They elect United States
senators, and prescribe the manncr of the election
of presidential
electors, and, in default of action
by congress, of representatives
also.
(See ELECTOR_,, AFPOItTIONMENT, GERRYbIANDER, HOUSE
OF REPREBEI_,'TATI'VES.) It is, therefore,
not an uncommon
event for the elections in a few doubtful
legislative districts to rise to a national importance,
since their result may decide the political complexion
of a legislature
which is to choose a
Uniled States senator, and his election may decide
the political
complexion
of the United States
senate and the general character of United States
laws.
A minor local election may thus be of the
very greatest moment to the country at large.
In
matters which are peculiarly of state interest, the
tendency
is to limit both the duration
and the
powers of the legislature:
the former by making
sessions biennial ; the latter by requiring general,
instead of special, legislation.
(See RIDERS; and,
in general, see Cxucus
S_STE_, PRIMARY ELECTraNS.)--6.
The State Executive ; the Governor.
Vfhen the colonies were transformed
into states,
at the beginning of the revolution, their executive

of this title to the national er.ecutive by the constitution led to the universaladoption
of the title of
governor for the state executives.
At present all
the state constitutions
provide that "the executive
)ower of the state shall be vested in a governor ":
some of them vary it by calling it the " supreme"
or " chief" executive power;
trod two, _Iassacllusetts and _ew Hampshire,
give the govcrnor tile
title of "his excellency."
Massachusetts,
New
Hampshire
and Rhode Island elect the governor
for one year; _New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
for
three years; and the other states, for ailher two or
four years.
(See the names of the several states
and STATE CONBTITI;TIOI_'S.)
The only qualifications 'ire those of age (usually thirty years), restdence and citizenship.
The chief executivc
officcrs, under the governor, are the lieutenant
governor, secretary
of state, auditor or comptroller,
trc_surer
and attorney
general, regularly
chosen
by election, though some of them are appointed in
some of the states.
To these offices arc frequently added others, such as superintendent
of public
instruction
or public works, inspector
of prisons,
etc.
In Florida anti _'orth Carolina thesesubordinate officers are the governor's
cabinet, or eounell of state; in Maine,
Massachusetts
and New
Hampshire,
an advisory body, called a council, is
elected by the people; in the other states thereis
no council, but in most of them the governor may
call for his subordinates'
opinions
or advice in
writing.
A vacancy in the governor's
office is
generally
filled by the lieutenant
governor,
president of the senate, and speaker of the house, in
the order named.--The
governor, as the representative of tile state's physical
force, has power to
execute the laws, preserve the peace, suppress
insurrection,
and repel invasion.
In this capacity
he is given various titles, from the simple title of
"commander-in-chief"
to the higlJer distinction (in
Rhode Island) of "captain-general
and commander-in-chief of the military and naval forces of the
statc."
He has the power of pardon or reprieve,
though
in many of the states the council, or a
special board of pardons, shares the power with
him.
In most of the states he has a more or Ices
limited veto power.
(See VETO.)-- 7. The State
Judiciaries.
The state constitutions
agree in giving judicial
powers to justices of the peace, to a
supreme
(or superior)court,
and to such inferior
courts as may be established
by the constitution
in some states, or by law in others.
The inferior
courts are usually circuit or district courts, county or parish courts under various names, probate,,_
orphans',
surrogate's or prerogative
courts, and a
great variety of minor criminal and city courts.
A few states retain the court of chancery,
together with a court of errors and appeals from
both common law and equity courts;
but in most
of the states the supreme court has also equity jurisdiction.
In Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Rhode Island, the supreme court is to
give its opinion on constitutional
questions whenever requested to do so by the executive or legisla-
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torical development
of the state judiciaries
have
been toward a codification
of the statutes, and an
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of California from 188,981to 158,360 squarc miles.
The area of Alaska can not be. considered
as even

elective judiciary.
(See JUDICIARY, ELECTI_,'E.)
approx'imately
a_eertained.
It has always
been
The former tendency has been formally resisted by
placed at 577,390 square miles, and is so given
a few states, but even in these it has had great in- elsewhere (sec ANNI':XATIOh-S); but the areas of its
fluence upon the practice in the courts; while, in
six subdivisions,
a_ estimated l)3"the special agent
those states which have fully yiehled to it, it lm.s for the census of 1880, make a total of but 531,409
radically
altered the practice.
The latter tcndensquare miles.
The total area of the Unitext Stat_,
cy, to an elective judiciary,
seems to be in some
on the first estimate of Ala._ka, is 3,60_,990 square
manner akin to the former, for the states which
miles; on the second estimate of Alaska, 3,_7,009
have resistedor
succumbcd
to the one have gencr-" square
miles. -- The
population
in 1880 was
ally done the same with the other.
Both innova50,155,783, excluding Alaska, and was divided as
tions are due to the advancing spirit of democracy,
follows : male. 25,518,8_,0 ; female, 24,636,963-and it therefore seems probable
that all the states
native,
43,475,840 ; foreign.
6,679,943--white,
will finally yield to both, though at different times
43,402,970; colored, 6,580,793; Chinese,
105,465;
and in different
degrees.
Codification
has becn
Japanese,
14_; Indians,
66,407.
The population
adopted in part by congress
for the federal judiof Alaska i_ given by the special agent as 33,426:
ciary, but the constitution
has as yet proved an 430 white, 1.756 crcoh,, and the rest Innuit and
insuperablc
barrier to an elective federal judicikindred tribes.
The ratio of population tosquare
ary.
(see JUDICIARY, VII.l--The
reader's attenmiles of area was 17.29 in 1880; 13.3 in 1870; 10.84
tion has been directed,
in another
article (sec
in 1860; and 7.93 in 1850. The number of faroState Rights, under STATE SOVEREIGNTY),
to the"
ilics in 1880 was 9,945,916, a ratio of 5.04 persons
vigorous individuality
of life which characterizes
to a family.
Ida 1870 the ratio was 5.09; in 1860
the states, and which does not need thc stinmlant
it was 5.28; in 1850 it was 5.56.
The territories
of a delusive " sovereignty."
Thc American fedand Pacific states (except Oregon) have an excess
eral system has certainly
proved a very powerful
of single men, and low family ratio.
In the more
check to the tendency of a democracy to reducc
eastern states, the lowest ratios of persons to a
all men to uniformity
as well as political equalfamily are: New IIampshire,
4.32; Connecticut,
ity; and it can hardly be said that any part of the 4.55; Vermont, 4.55; Maine, 4.58; Rhode Island,
federal system
has contributed
more largely to
4.59; Massachusetts,
4.70; and New York, 4.71;
state imtividuality
than
the state judiciaries,
and the highest, West Virginia, 5.04; blinncsota,
State constitutions
have come to look somewhat
5.45; Kentucky,
5.45; Tennessee,
5.38; Missouri,
as if they were cast in one mould, and state laws
5.38; Virginia, 5.36; and Texas, 5.35.
Therewere
as if they were made after one pattern;
but the
8,955,812 dwellings
in 1880, or 5.6 persons to a
state judiciary,
which finally and authorihttivcly
dwelling.
The densest urban population
was in
interprets
both, retains anti gives full force in the
:New York city, where there were 16 37 persons
interpretation
to every tradition,
prejudice
and
to a dwelling.
The five cities which led in popupeculiarity
of the state life.
State legislatures are
lation were: New York city (1,206,299), Phi]arielnaturally
very prone to enact innovations
only on
phia (847,170), Brooklyn,
N. Y. (_'ffi6,663); Chicsthe strength of their success in othcr states, and,
go, Ill. (503,:[85), Boston, Mass. (362,839).
The
perhaps, under very dissimilar circumstances;
but
one hundredth
in rank
was Springfield,
Ill.
that must be a very r.easonable innovation
indeed
(19,743). -- The following
table gives the land
which can pass unscathed
thc gauntlet of the state
areas in square miles, the population,
the ratio of
courts, and make for itself a permanent
placc in
population
to square miles of land area, and the
its new location.
The divergences
of form are no gross land and water areas, in the several states
less marked than the divergence_ in spirit.
How.rod tcrritories
in 1880 (territories in italics).
The
evcr similar the forms of the states may be in other
unorganized
Alaska and Indian territories are not
respects, their courts exhibit the most bewildering
included in the ratio, and Alaska is not included
diversity of form, name and jurisdiction.
Lawin the areas.
yers are apt to complain of such a diversity,
and
to wish that courts and practice
were uniform
ST_T_:S ANI)
I Ratio. Gro_s
throughout
the states.
It is to be feared that the
wish, if it were granted, would bring far more
serious and pregnant
evils in its train than those
of thc present
diversity.--IV,
STATISTICS.
1.
Area and Populal, iol_. Exclusive
of Alaska, the
land area of the United States is 2,970,000 square
miles, and the
water
area
55,600
square miles;
total, 3,025,600
square
miles.
Until 1880 the
census made the total area 3,026,494 square miles;
but careful remeasurements
have altered tim recorded areas of all the states and territories, and
fixed the total as above.
The most striking result
of the remeasurement
is the reduction
of the area

"_EmtiTO_tiES
Alabama ...........
Arkan_sZl_'izaJ'_a
...........
..........
Cahfornia
('olvrado

_.andAreaPopulation
51..r>10 1,2_.505 [ °.9.4
._)

..........
...........

connecticut
........
lla'kota
............
Delaware

..........

District
Florida
............
Columbia..
Georgia ............
Idaho ..............
lllinom ............
Indiana ............
Iowa ...............
Kanstm
............
Kentucky ..........
_

Area.
52,'2_

112.(k2053,045 80"2.5'2540'440
I[ 150 _._'
155,98_}
864,b_b_,
554

118,@2057,,850
]L58,3_

103,645

1_,,'_,"7,

10_,925

4.845
147,70o

622,700II
135.177,

1,960
54.'2A4)
60

146,6(_

J,

]

187

1"2852
09'2
74 _)

269,493
177624 I2_%_40
4 97

58,9tO 1,_'_.180
] 2_i15
32,610 I
0._
_i.(;O0 3077.871 .5496
35,910
1,978,301
55 09
55,475 1,6'24.615
29..'29
81300
996.096 1'2
19
40,000 1,648,t}90 41.£2
$t._._90

4,990
149,100
2,050
58,680

59,475
56,_50
84,800
86,350

56,025
8_,080
40,400

..,'.

1008

UNITED

STATES

_coaT,_c_v._
TERRITORIEs.$TAT_'?_
AND
Land
Louisiana
Maine

..........

.............

I

o_

i R6tlo.

9,_9, 94_

29,_5

648.936

/

20 69

48,720

21.71

33,0,t0

934,943
I,T83,(_5
1,686._7
_'_80j"7"3
1.131,597
2,168,380
89.15.9
4.52,40"2
62.'266
84C,,991
1,131,I16

94.82
_

,VewMe_ido........
New
York .........

I_,46o
47,620
48..580
4O.76O
9L5¢_
44,985
1,085
,':10.170
41.7r'0
262,290
8_,190
9J35

119,56"_ 106o 74
98
5.(_2,871

_,58o
49,170

5_,Z_0
41,0¢0
96,000
45.'_5
_,'_50
3/),570
4e,_0
_,,"so
84,970

56,040

9 8¢i
24 4'2
81 5,5
0 _
5 94
0 57
88.,58
151 78

24Jkl5

1,3_).7._) '28 81
a,l_.0_'_
_ _
17.1.768
4,2t'4_.891 95 2_
276.5BI
_54
99"3,577
34 _
L."40.._;0 36 94
1,591,749
61 o7,
14.3_963
74
3:J_.',&_ 36 ._
1,5_2,.r_5
87
70
75,1 ltl '1
1.12
618,457t '_ O9

Wi.,*con sin .........

54.450

1,315,497

Wyominq ..........
Unor]ard_ed .......

97.575
'20,789 _ 2_
_9.t_ ................. I
_

I

as

Are_.

9,860
8,040
57,,130
79,_05
46.840
68,7,3.5
145,310
76,185
109,740
9,005
7,4".55

66,880

per cent.,

follows :

I

4.5,420

40.1°,9,5

AMERICA.

vals of ten years, and the in_

I
AmaiPopulation.
I

:Maryland
..........
Massachusetts
....
Miehagan
..........
Minnesota
.........
Mi_issippi
.........
Mi_,_onri ...........
Montana
...........
Nebraska
..........
Nevada
............
New Hampshire
....
New
Jer_,v .......

North Carolina .....
Ohio
Oregon ...............
............
Pennsylvania ......
Rhodelsland
8oath
Carolina .......
.....
Tennessee .........
'l'exa_
.............
Lrlah ..............
Vermont .........
Virginia
...........
Wa_hi_Jton
.......
West Vt"rginia......

OF

IS

12,210
8,315
58,915
83,365
46,810
69,415
46,080
76, 87x5
10.71X)
9,305
7,815

YE2LI_.

Population.

1880 .............................
1870 .............................
1860 .............................
1850 .............................
1840 .............................
1880 .............................
18fl0 .............................
.1810 ............................
1800 .............................
1790 .............................

Increase
percent.

50,155,783

80 0

88,558,371
81,448,821
23,191,876
17,069,45a
12,866,0'20
9,68'_,8_
7:_9.881
5_,80_.483
3,9¢_3,g'14

_2.6
.0,5.6
8,5.8
3t2, 6
33 5
&q 1
86.3
35.1
..........

__immisrration.
No authentic
record of immigration is available
before 1819. Contemporary
writers estimate
immigration
at 4,000 per annum
up to 1794; and Dr. Adam Seybert, in 1818, considered 6,000 per annum, or 180,000 for tile whole
period 1788--1818, a liberal estimate.
The act of
March 2 1819, required quarterly
reports of immi9,565
grants by collectors
of customs, and these have
4e,4._x9 been brought together in the annual reports of the
69,180
9A.,'_0 _cretaries
of state.
(See EMIGRATION. ) -- Centre

of Popula_iou.
This is defined, in Walkcr's"
Sta70,._550
tistical Atlas,"
(1874), as "tile
point at which
97,890
equilibrium
would be reached were the country
To_ ..........
Z._70,000__0,1_,7_3 ! 17 '_ a,tr_.6_o taken as a plane surface, itself without weight,
_
but capable of sustaining
weight, and loaded with
its inhabitants,
in number and position as they are
l"ntreaze of Population.
The decennial
census
found at the period under consideration,
each inhas been a feature of the United
States governdividual being assumed to be of the same gravity
ment since tile establishment
of the constitution,
as every other, and consequently
to exert pressure
(See CENSUS, APPORTIONMENT.)
Mr. Bancroft,
on the pivotal point directly proportioned
to his
taking the ground that the ratio of increase was
distance
therefrom."
On this basis the census
about as constant
before the year 1790 as after
bureau has calculated
the position of the centre of
it, estimates
the population
of the cohmies in
population,
at intervals
of ten years, as follows.
the years 1750-90, as follows : 1780, 2,945,000;
It._ approximate
location by important towns, and
1770, 2,312,000 ; 1760, 2,195,000 ; 177-)0,1,260,000.
its westward
movement during the preceding teu
The census records give lhe population,
at interyears, are also given.
,

YEARS.

N. Latitude.

1800 .........................
1810 .........................
18,20 .........................
18:]0 .........................
1840 .........................
1850 .........................
18_0 .........................
1870 ........................
1880 .........................

16 5
16.1
II 5
65 7
57 9
0'2 0
59 0
O9 4
12 0
04 1

39
39
89
38
39
88
89
39
_

It was, ia 1880, in Kentucky,

W. Longitude.

one mile

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

from tile

Ohio, and one and a half miles southeast of tlle
village of Taylorsville.
-- Urban Population.
The
following
table shows the growth of the urban
YEARS.
[790 ........................
kl,_0 .......................
t810........................
[8_0 ........................
I830 ........................

--_wo/,
following

i Cities.N°'
of
1

}

6
6
11
18
26

Population.
131,472
'210,878
356,9"20
475,185
804,509

_
56.5
37.2
33 0
16 9
18.0
19 0
48.8
3,5 7
39.66

23 m.
18 m.
JAlm,
16 m.
19 m.
16 m.
'_ m.
2Ore.
48 m.
8 m

population

E.
W.
W.
N.
W.
S,
S.
S.
E,
W.

Westward
Movement

I_catloa.

Baltimore.
Baltimore.
by N.W
Washington.
Woodstock.
S. W. Moorefleld.
Clarkobarg.
E. Parkervburg.
Chillieothe.
by N. Cincinnati.
by S Cine nnati.

of the United

" .......

4i
86
50
89
55
55
_1
4'2

States : it gives, at inter-

vals of ten years, the number of cities of 8,000 ,_
or more inhabitants,
total population,
and its percentage of the total population
of the country:

Per c_.
3.3
8 9
4.9
4 9
8 7

Approximate

YEARS.
1840
1Bfi0
1860
1870
1880

........................
........................
........................
........................
........................

M'd/twry and Vot/n 9 Popular.
The / (male and female,
table gives the population of school age ] to 44), and voting

NOcltie_.Of Population.
44
_5
141
_
M6

1,4_,994
2,807,586
_07_,_6
8,07/,875
1L818,547

Per

ct.
8._
12._
16. I
_0._
_,_

5 to 17), military age (male, 18
age (,,,_e,$1 and over), in the

UNITED
several

states

and

territories.

5 to 17,

STATES

(Territories

IS So_4.

OF

AMERICA.

are I taxation,

21 and

were $96,857,534;

!00_
and the value of their

eral, EDUCATION AND THE STATE; EDUCATION,
BUREAU OF.)-- The following
abstracts are from

STATE_
TERRITORLES.
AND
given
in...........
italics.)
Atabama
Ar/zona ............

,_
O....
--both iJte]usive....e inb_;t_Ive .Male.
"1880:
male. Fern
Male.
__ __
the report of the commissioner
of education
for
!
was $211,411,540.
(See, in genmlZ,+q_ 207..+m0
1 '213,19"+ _-+9,Ss4 school property
4.295[
3,(12_J
t 1s,144 I
_20.:_,_4
I_nstrtle

Arkansas ...........
California
..........
Colorado............
Connecticut .........
Dakota .............
Delaware ...........

135,769[
109,971[
18,462|
78,179[
16.964 [
_I,_D6[

])i_t, 6'olurt_bia......
Georgia.............
Florida
.............
Idaho ..............
Illinois .............
Indiana
.............
Iowa ...............
Kansas .............
Kentucky ...........
Louisiana
..........
Maine ..............
Maryland
................
Massaehutmtt_
Michigan ...........
Mmnesota ..........
Mississippi .........
Missouri ..........
Montana
Nebraska ...........
.........
Nevada ..................
New Hampshire ....
•N'ew Jersey .........
New Mexico ........
New
...............
North York
Carolina
Ohio ................
Oregon .............
Pennsylvania .......
Rhode Island .......
South Carolina ......
Tenne_ee .........
Texas .............
Utah ...............
Vermont............
Virginia ............
IVaahinqton ........
West Vfrginia.......
WL,,consln..........
Wyoming ...........
Total ...........

130.._0_i ')57,_29
159,606
106,4'22
17.910
86,004
77,333 1ff7,590
15,945
45388
'2_._;9
30.361

CLASSES.
No
tor_ Students.
....
Colleges and universities ...........
3(}4 4,160 ] 59,594
Scientific schools ..................
83
95:_] 11,584
Theological schools ................
142
63.3 I
5.'2,42
Law vchool_-.......................
48
'2"29 I
3.1'°"4
Medical schools ...................
g0
I.:_'t4[ 11,929
: 23,044 [ '24.fi_'_ 3.5,411 45,873 l)ent_Jl schools ....................
16
219 I
7,30
259,4t:,8
I 252,067 97,5,815
3"21,,1:-18
44.485I
51,807,
61,699
14
57 JI 1¢3t7
3,85,5 43,'¢h'i0
3.6.T9
11.,_2_
14.795 Schools of pharmacy ..............
474,811[ 468,842 651,310 796,847
313.921[
40S,4,W
'258.558 .`]06.(h_
251,552 407.0.'_
3.':';L
890
416,6.58 -- The newspapers and periodic"als number 11,314,
10'2."_5 1:_%87.1 _Z3._
_',.714 of which 971 are issued daily, 8,633 weekly, and
276,452_
'27,0.00_ 173.,'31
31:_.1._ 216,787
375.2'21 1,167 monthly. - The augregate circulation per imue
150,092[ 150.061
8,t..",45[ 82,511 1"27.975 187,323 is 3,566,395 for thc dallies, and 28,213,291 for the
140,107[
1_.:_05 lS2,_,l
_.Z,I(_ others.
English is the language of 10,515 of them,
212,961[ 214,_k5
373.284 50'2,tH8
235,391_ 228,991 371,140 467.t}87 and the others range from 641 in German to three
119.7('_3, 117.87'2 174,681 21`].48s in Indian, two each in Chinese, Polish, and Porl195,885 190.')51 203,0t'_0 238.5-':k'2
855,438 346,072 459,'209 541,207 uguesc, and one each in Catalan and Irish. -- Out
3,445
3.2,51 112.884
18,147 1'2!),042
_1,544 of a total population
of 36,761,607, of ten years
69
5IS I 65,645
5,_>`]
25,,'467[ _I,'Z55 old and upward, 4,923,451, or 13,4 per cent., are
39572
39.,548
70,410 105.1:Y_ returned as unable to read, and 6,239,958, or 17
158,1731 158,'248 'Z]o,_4 { 380,635
18,280 17._,15 28,4.52 34,076 per cent., as unable to write.
It must bc con667,961
6(19,_7
408,751 fessed that these are uncomfortable
figures for a
2`_0,'...X_2
_21.9_2 1,050,775
P.,4LI40 294,750
479,710 471,54;8 64709.:) S'26,577 republic based on manhood
suffrage, hut it nluSL
25,5_
"Jt,462 48,,_
59,629 be taken into account that they are abnormally
6:_3.588 6"26,
,%'98 8:_3..q7,
2
094,1b_4
3.'].840 ,°,4,.'_,4 57.854
76,898 increased
by the still prevailing
illiteracy of the
166.9:¢3 163.690 170,922 205,,*"89 colored race.
Of the 32,160,400 white persons of
'261404 _,4,'297 '276.895 3:]0.,'Y.)5
26.']9W "-254,937 a_.I'20
880,37_ ten years ohl and upward, the number unable to
I _,_81
_ 595
_,480
'_,'_'
write is 3,019,080, or 9.4 per cent. ; while the cor] 43.97,4I _2._}6
t14.1152 95.f121
[ 247.843 o.242.731 2f54,0_:] 334,505 responding
figures for the colored race are a total
[ l(I.r,4s
9.873
22.512
27.670 of 4,601,207, of whom 3,220,878, or 70 per cent.,
] 105,_55I I_I 143 114,6641 139.161
] 904.5q4 '201,'284 2,')6.4.'_4! 3.t0,4S_ are unahle to write.
There are ] 1,_43,005 white
1,930
1.82a,
9,751
7,605,1_ I_]lO_.'Zil:_'v'_
' '
'
,

18'2,977
3L_,39'2
93.f/,_
177._1
51+{D3
38.29_

10,I_

--Education
a_at ]Tliteracy.
The census of 1880
reports 225,880 public schools in the Unitcd States,
including
16,800 separate schools for colored ehildren, and 5,430 bigh schools or high school departments..
Pennsylvania
stands first with 18.616
schools, New York second with 18.615, Ohio third
with 16,478, and Wyoming
lowest with 55. The
school buildings
number
164,832.
Pcnns)'lvania
stands first in this respect with 12,857 buildings,
Ohio second with 12,224, New York third with
11,927, and Wyoming
low(_st with 29, The total
number of teachers is 236,019; white male .96,099,
white female 124,086, colored male 10,520, colored
female 5,314.
The aggregate of monthsof
teachera' service was 1,539,303, at an average monthly
California
($76.54), and lowest in North Carolina
salary of $36.21. The monthly average is highest in
($21.27).
The total number of pupils is 9,090,248: white male 4,687,530, white female 4.402,718, colored male 433,329, colored female 422,583;
and the average
daily attendance
is 6,_76,398.
5,715,914 white,
and 560,484 colored.
The receipts of the public schools, mainly derived from
183
.VOL. m.--64

males of twenty-one yems old and upward (voters),
andwrite.
886,659,There
or 7.8
cent., oft:olored
these voters,
are unable
to
areper1,487,344
and
1,022,151, or 68.7 per ccnt., of these arc unable to
write.
These terrible percentages
of colored illiteracy can only l)e regarded as survivals of antebellum conditions, and privatc benevolence issupplemcnting
public energy in the effort to reduce
them.
The Peabody fund distributed
$1,191,700
among the southern
states for educational
purposes during thc ),ears 1868-80, and the various
missionary
associations
probahly
increased
the
amount to about $10,000,000.
The following is a
summary of the higher educational institutions
in
the southern states for the colored race.

CL._SSES
Colleges and umverslties...........

I tor_. Studento.
I No. Instnte!
I
t,71_'
_ _ 119

Normal schools....................
, 44
Theological
I{ ii
Prcp:/ratory_chools................
schools................
Law schools ........................
Schools _chools
for deaf.
dumb and blind. I .22.
Medics
....................

_
_)7
i7
18

7,405
8[}0,
5,237
_:_
12_"
_r

_2. EcoNomcs.--Agriculture.
The total number
of farms was 4,008,907 in 1880, against 2,659,985,

1010

UlgITED

in 1870, an increase

of 50 per cent.

a decrease,

in farms of fifty acres

CLA.SSES.

1880.
I
[
{

4,852 [
134._)9
]
254,749
[
781,474
1,0_910
I 6.q5 983

500 to 1,000acres
Over 1,000acres

{
[

_,97'2
28,578

......
.......

I
i

1_0.

6,87v [...........
172,021 [
.54,67{5
294,607
[
162,178
847 (]14
616 558
._4,'2"21
(iO_,87_
565.054
487 041

[
I

AMERIC&.

15.873
3,720

[
[

(oomm_mm.

as

and over;
'
]

1870.

Under 3 acres .........
3 to 10 acres ..........
10 to 20 acres .........
20 to 50 acres .........
f_)tol00scre$
........
100 to 5(]0 acres .......

OF

The increase

farms of less than fifty acres show
foil0
was
wS
altogether
:
=_-- ......

STATES

20,319
5,364

It will be noticed
that the changes for 1870--80
are in cxactly the opposite
direction to those of
1860-70.
The average size of farms was 134 acres
in 1880, against 153 acres in 1870, and 199 acres
in 1860.
The total number of acres in farms
was 536,081,835
in 1880 (284,771,042
acres iraproved), against 407,735,041 in 1870 (188,921,099
improved), and 407,212,538in
1860 (163,110,720improved).
The value of farms is put at $10,197,$6,645,045,007
in 1860.
The value of farming
096,776
in and
1880,machinery
$9,262,803,861
1870, and
implements
is put at in $406,520,055

1_o.
wool

lbs ............

Hay, tons
............
Hops,
lbs .............
Rice, lb8 ..............

1860.
follows
:

Production

in 1880, $336,878,429
I

Barley, bush ..........

I

Buckwheat,
bush .....
Indian
corn
bush .....
Oa_,
bush ............

[

]_ys,
bush
.............
Wheat,
bush ..........
Cotton,

bales

..........

of

leading

crops

in 1870, and
185o.

[

was

as

$246,118,141

1570.

i

1860.

[
[
[

Cheese,

lbs ...........

I[

60,264,913
19,083,896
10,991.996
187,167.0_2

262,J'_5,,_1
14.3,.'g37,473
4"_4,'209, t61
111.148,867
21,709 8'24
42,095,0"2ti
87,043
230,982
6,593,, "°_2_ 14,.q63.oJJ6
235,500,599
...........
514,092,683
459,681,37'2

27,972,489

53,492,15._1

1t)3,663,_27

There should be added to the wool production in
18t_0 about 85,000,000
pounds for the wool of
"ranch"
and slaughtered
sheep, as estimated after
special investigation.
The value of live stock in
1880 was $1,500,464,609,
against $1,525,276,457
in
1870 (the average value of the paper dollar in
1869-70 being 81 centsin gold), and $1,089,329,915
in 1860.
The total number of animals was as
follows :

:_
Horse_ ...............

1_0.
I 7,145,87o
ls70.
10,357,488

o_ten ........

I

'99_',841

Mitch cows ...........

l

I_44a,120

Mule_and

]

Other
Sheep
Swine

cattle ..........
................
asses

......

I

ls_.
6,249,17t

1,319,'2'71

_2.488,550
35,192,074
47,681,700
1812808

2,254.911

8._%_¢Z

8,_,7._

13,566.005
_,477,95i
]

...............

14.T79,873
'22,471,275

1,1'25,415

1,151,148

25,134. r-_o_9

33, 512, 867

43,997.495 29 761,305

15,825,896 There should be added to the number of sheep in
1_0
about
7,000,000 on ranches apd public lands,
a_ estimated
after special investigation.
-- Manu.
] 459,488,137
19,8_1,505 _87,74.5,698
16,9187_ 178,104,0_4
_ _0t _80 factures.
Tim general results of the census in 1880,
i
5,755,359
[
3,011,996
_ 5,a87,0ae 1870, and 1860, are as follows :
11,817,327
1 754,591,676
I 4ff7_,858,999

9,821 721
760,944,549
282,107,157

17 571 818
888 7fl2,742
172,643 185

1880.

E_mblishments
..........................................
Hands employed
:
Male* over 16 ..........................................
Females
over 15 .......................................
children
...............................................
Capital
..................................................
Wages
for the _
......................................
Value
of materials
.......................................
Value
of prOducts
.......................................

Out of the 332 mauufacturing
the following
are selected:
IN'DU_.

Clothing,
men's .....................................
Clothing,
women's
..................................
Cotton
goods ........................................
_ixed
textiles
.......................................
Bilk_ ................................................
Hosiery
and knit goods ..............................
Woolen
goods ......................................
Wormed
goods ......................................
Carpets
.............................................
I)yeing
textiles
......................................
Drugs and chemicals
................................
q_anned leather ......................................
Icon and steel .......................................
pipe ............................................
'Agricultural
Ferfll_er_

1_0.

100,102,887
27,816,048
'25,456,669
73.635,0"21

85,205,712
£6,546,378
110381,373

Irish potatoes,
Tobacco,
lbs ..........
bush.._] [ 169,458,539
47'2,661,157
Sweet
potatoes,
bush
.[
38,378.693
Cans sugar,
hhds ......
[
178,872
Molas_,8,
gal8 .........
/
16,5T3,273
Milk, gala .............
[............
Butter,
lbs ...........
1%_77,_-_),287

Working

in

ls_0.

155,681,751

implements
............................
..........................................

1870

_.%852
2,0_5,8_5
53t,6_0
181,9'21
$_i_,7_,27`2,_
947,953,795
8,306,8"28,M9
5,369,579,191

and mechanical

industries

_Establiahrn't

6,t66
562
1,005
470
382
859
I 76_
191
5_
$,105
1,005
85
1,8_4_

s.

specified

Oapit_l.

$ 79,861,696
8,207,273
219,504,794
87,996,057
10,1_5,8_0
15,579,591

1860.

252,148

140,433

1,615,508
323.770
114,6'28
_,I _8,208,769
775,584,848
2,488,4'27,242
4,_2,8_,442

1,040,349
'270,897

in the census

H_.nds.

160,818
25 19'2
1851472
481878
81,._
28,885

96,0_6,564
_0,874,043
_1,4_8,587
26,2_,Mt
28,.598,458
50,'2_2,(_4
280,971,884

86,504
18,800
_0,871
16,698
9,545
28,812
140,978

6,1_9,565

5,110
89,580
14_8_8

69..,109,068
17.918,t1_0

....................
$1,009,855,715
878,87B.906
. I,OBI,605.0Pt2
1,8_5,861,676

report of 1880,

lh'oduc_

$20_,548,460
8_,004,794
210,950,383
66_I_1,703
41,/_3,045
_9 167,_7
I_0,_06,721
_549,942
81 _,80_
82',2_/,4_
_8 17"3,668
118:._8.886
_96,557,685
18,_0_,1(_
68,640,486
_,6_0,7_i
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LND U_].'H.IES.

Establishm'ts.

Foundry and machine shop ..........................
Flouring
and grist mill ..............................
]_urniture
...........................................
Ilardwarc
..........................................
Glat, s ...............................................
Planed
lumber
.....................................
flawed
lumber
......................................
Printing
and publishing
.............................
Carpentering
........................................
Blacksmithing
......................................
Carriage
and wagon .................................
W'heelwrighting
.....................................
Boots and shoes ....................................
]3rick
and tile .......................................
Shipboilding
........................................
Slaughtering.:
......................................
Sugarandmld
lo asses .................................
Tobacco
(total) ......................................
Liquors
(tot_.l) ......................................

The

seven

leading

states

STATES.

are as folh)ws,

4,!t'_8
',_,338
4.848
49"2
211
1,20:-]
25,708
3.467
9,1fi4
2S.101
3._11
10.701
17.972
5.631
2,188
B72
49
7,674
3,1Y_

arranged

Theseseven
states le_d in product also. Forother
aspects of this branch of the subject see CusTOMS DUTIES, TARIFF, DISTILLED SPIRITS, ExClSZ :LAw, INTERNAL RE_,"F2_UE.-- Mining, Fi_heries, State .Debt_, _n,an_,
Banking.
For these
subjects see Mt_Es; FISrLEm.ES; DEBTS,
_ATIONYE&RS.
1861
I_
1863
1864
1865

.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

Total five years ........................................
Average
...............................................
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870

.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
....................................................

Total five years ........................................
Average
...............................................
1871
1872
1878
1874
1875

.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

Total five year_ ........................................
Average
...............................................
1876
_877
1B78
1879
1880

.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

Total five years ........................................
Average
...............................................
1881 .....................................................
188_ .....................................................
1888 .....................................................

Handa.

$1'54,519,484
177,:_1.878
?,8.669.76t
15,363,551
19,_1 t,6_J
17.612,9"_"3
1_1.1S6,12:2
62,.q,_kT0_
19.5:tl.3.58
l!).()l _,1_2
37.973.4.')3
10,641,0e_O
54.;_.._1
27.673._16
_3.979.874
49,ii9.213
27,4:_2,.5o0
39._G,'29 _
118,037.7"29

according

Esta.bllshm'ts

_ew
York ..........................................
Pennsylvania
.......................................
Massachusetts
......................................
Ohio ................................................
Illinois
.............................................
Connecticut
.........................................
:New Jersey .........................................

Capital.

145,3.51
:'x_,,r_)7
4S.T29
16,801
_1.177
15,'289
117.956
5_,4.'Y8
54.138
3L526
45.394
16.108
133,819
66,3,55
21,345
27,_,7
5,_57
8"7.587
33,689

]{azlds.

$514.9..-t6.575
474,510,993
._.k806.185
188.9:_J,614
140,65:L066
1_1,480,275
106,_6.593

AL, STATE
BANKI._
ItOUSE. -the specie
chandisc,
the excess

_214,,T_8,468
505,185,712
68,03"7, YO-2
'2_,6_3, 69:3
21.154,571
36,808,856
2_k_,'_k_.729
90,789,3-11
94,152,139
43,774fi71
64._1.617
18._ff_2.K_8
196.9"20,481
32,833,587
36,800,3"27
303.562,413
155,484,915
118,670,166
144,'291,241

to eapital:

Capital.

42,739
31,23:?,
14,,'_52
_,6._J
11,519
4._
7,1"28

Product.

AND

Product

531.5:_3
887.072
3.52._55
1_3._)9
144.7'27
112,915
126.ff.58

LOCAL

;

$1,0C-_.696,596
744,S18,445
{131,1 3.5,_84
848,'2_,_0
414,8('_1,(173
18.5,697.211
P..54,380,'._16

FINANCE

;

COINAGE;

IN TIlE UNITED STATES;
_'_LEARI-_
Commerce.
The folh)wing table gives
value of imports
and exports of mer1861-83, each year ending June 30, and
of imporls or exporls:

Exports.
$219..r_,_I
190,670,7_)I
_{XL964,447
158,837..q88
166.029.,'_
_9.0,'_; 07"2
187.811,_14
348,859.5_2
294.YK)6,141
281.952,899
'2_46.117,_17
:'_J2, 771.7_k_
1.ft.M.'_.@27
8:20,841,605
44"2,8ga3,178
4-14,177.5._6
5'Z2,479. _2_
_.._46
,_8,3,0 _0
51:3,442.711
2,.r_"?J,203,437
501.840,687
540,384,671
60'2.475.'_0
694,865,766
710.4.':g1.441
835.6_, _658
3,3_3,80_,,,'T_
676,760,751
902,.'_67,_ 6
750.542 9..57
{_,,839,40_

Imports.
$'2_.}.310,542
1_J.3,r_.677
PA:L3:'1.5,815
316.447,'-.r_3
_8,745.Y_0
I,'277.1._5,897
'255.4fl9,179
4,34.812,066
_,761.09_J
_57.4_,440
417.506./_7q
4:-1.5.9._, 108
:d,041,474.:_9
4(_,=,m,4, ,877
590. _Y3, 684
626,595,077
642.136,210
_;7.406,342
'5.'_'_,005.4.'_
2,889,3_.749
577,873,349
4_0,741,190
451,._3.1_
4::17,051.53"2
445, _777,77,5
667,9_4,746
2.462,B48,._9
49'2,569,674
642,6ro4,628
_2.4,639.574
7'23,180,914

Exce_s
$ 69,7,_,7_1
1.313,824
89.371 .:Y58
157.609.',._5
72.716,' ,277

hnl>ort,
EXl_)r_.
Import.
hnport.
Import.

_I,13.¢),8_5
67, "6_,965

Import.
lrul_)rt.

K5..%2.544 Imps)ft.
101,_54.955
hnport.
75.4_-k._41 lmt_rt.
131 ..'_.{'*B 2 Import.
'13.1_;.640 Im 1_ort.
437,_;,36"2
Import.
b_7,453,27'2 Import.
77 , 403 ,506
182,417,491
119.651;,:,_48
1._,S76.698
19.562,_5

Import.
Import.
hnport.
Export.
lml)ort.

3_) 163,312
76,ff._2,662

hnport.
Import.

79.643,481
Export.
151.15_.094 Export.
'2-57.814,'234 Export.
_54,661.666
Export.
167._83,912
Export,
920,955,387
184,191,077

Export.
_port_

259.70'2,718
_5,.'._2,68_
100,658,488

Export.
Export.
Export.
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The percentage of the total experts and imports
of all kindscarried by American ves,_]s (seeAMERICAN MERCHANT)[ARL-N_E)was
a8 follows: 1861,
65.2 per cent.; 1862, 50 per cent.; 1863, 41.4 per
cent.; 1864, 27.5 per cent.; 1865, 27.7 per cent.;
1866, 32.2 per cent.; 1867, 33.9 per cent.; 1868,
35.1 per cent.; 1869, 33.1 per cent.; 1870, 35.6 per
cent.; 1871, 31.8 per cent.; 1872, 29.1 per cent.;

1873, 26.4 per cent.; 1874, 27.2 per cent.; 1875,
26.2 per cent. ; 1876, 27.7 per cent. ; 1877, 26.9 per
cent. ; 1878, 26.3 per cent.; 1879, 22.9 per cent.;
1880, 17.6 per cent.; 1881, 16.2 per cent.; 1882,
15.5 per cent.; 1883, 16.3 per cent.- The following are the exports and imports of merchandise to
and from the various countries of the world, for
the year ending June 30, 1883:
Exports.

COUNTRIES.
Domestic
United Kingdom (England, Scotland,
France ..........................................
3

Ireland)_..

WestGermanYlndies:
........................................
Coba .........................................
British West Inches ............................
Porto Rico ....................................
Hayti .........................................
French West indies ...........................
San Domingo ..................................
Dutch West Indies ............................
Danish

West Indies ...........................

Total ........................................
British North American Provinces:
Dominion of Canada-Nova Scotia, Ne_ Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island .................................
Qaebec, Ontario, Manitoha, andNorthwestTerr.
]_riti_h Columbia ..............................

5

Total ........................................
Newfoundland

and Labrador ..................

Total .........
Brazil
9

_o
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Foreign.

..........................................

British East Indies...
Japan
Brutish Powessions
in Australasia ...............
United States of Colombia ......................
Hawaiian Islands
Spanish Possesmons other than Cuba & Porto Rico
Argentine Republic ..............................
Guiana:
British Guiana
Dutch Guiana .........
French Guiana
Total.

Imports.
Total.

Dollar_. [ Dollars.
Dollar_.
420,433,473 I 4,990,701 I 4'2.5.424,174
55.96.5 191
2 717._
, 58.t_2._23
6|"°A0"490 I 1,829,439
66,169,9"29
14,567.918 I
535,7&3 _ 15,10_1,703
8 241,62"2
260,531
8.502,1._'3
2,116.499 [
48¢209 [ 2,1(_4.708
3,162,738
6¢_,._3I 8.'2_,I01
1,,'_8_.322
30,_23
I 1.813,555
1,179,200
22.674 [ i.'201,874
579.690
9,92'2 [
589,612
694,565
32,,2_5,564

7,5_I [

3,529.93_
35,19B.636
1,992,9_3

323,994
3,1&%000
243,551

40,716,505

3,700,605

2,114,500

70'2,1"26

1,048,'2A4
381A'22
2,216,628

Dollar_.
_,022,619
_7_
I_4

Dollars
614 (_6,793
39.69
156.671,3_ ] I0 !3.

i7,377,7'28 123.547,657
15,544,."_,",4 80 648,237
8,736.112
171'238,26,5
5,477,493
7,64"2,'201
2.971,515
6,194.616
2,895,857
4,709,412
1,417.519
2,619,393
882.058
1,471.670
384,0_

7 98
5.21
1.11
.49
.40
.80
.17
.I0
.07

8_,309,091

121,609,923

7.85

[ 3.853,930 ] 6,091,406
[ 38._6,696 J 86,994,912
[! 2,236,4841 i 1,207,_40

9,945,836
75,321,6_
3.444,324

.64
4 87
.'_

88,711,268

5.74

2,609,861

.17

]
l

48,643 I
3,749,'2A8

Total foreignl cPerf
commerce,
t_l

1.086,129

975,268 [ 33,300,832

92,764

Be|gitL'n
.................................
Netherlands
.....................
Mexico ...........

.
I

44,417,110
2,163,143 I

44,294,158

,

446,718

46,580,253
9,252.09t
27.778,975
18,919,._3
16.587,6"20 [

8,177.123

91,t_21,129

5.91

_,740,5_J

3.47

50,940,175
31,173,316
'24,764,743

3.2_
2.01
1.60

_,'k_,216
21,741.746
21,6_3.604
18,475,3"24
1_,817,051
12,040,4'26
12.01.I,526
10.942,(£]7
9,735,307

1.44
1.40
1.40
1 19
.89
78
.78
.71
.6_

D_.5,_,_6._I,_7
t 7,_.,_ _._._
199.010
I0.318.7_ [ II.909,(L58
18,.5(Y3 19 141,751 I 2,_._,995
193
2,1K5,801
19,467,800
549
156,C_59
149,184
92,605
8,._

_

7,981,58.5
924.392
1"20,521

52
.06.
01

2,588,589

6,437,909

9.(i_6.498

.59

22 Venezuela .......................................
22 Central American states .....
24 !

2.4(_,7(_5
2,0ff3,467
5.485,g_7

5,901,724
5,1'21,315
1,0_.476

8,305,429
7,1_4,7o_
6,57t_,513

54
.46
43

26
Denmark...

1,452,818
2,407,131
4,5(]8.876

8,980,110
2,64.5.917
_'2,886

5,432,92_
5,05_,048 i
4,Sl 1,762 I

.85
-_
.31

31

Austria. and Norway .....
Sweden
British Po_se_ions
in Africa

1 779,904
21824,548
_,4_,069

2,984,9"23
1,831,171
1.840,0_0

4,764,_7
4,655,719
4.278,_89 1

.81
.30
.27

,_

Turke)
Chili

12:8_0.4_
369,7(_

2,168,967
435,58_

3,5_8,670
8,296,060 ,

.23
21

Peru
................
All other
countries ..............................

493,894
4,412,205

2,526,918
7,618,103

,

; Indies ............

_otai

3,777,759 1,91_.894

_,0_5,,,-0
_,_,_

5,6,._._r_

3,0¢_0.812
12,080,308

._7
•

-._

7_,_0,_4_,_47m0,_10
_00.00

-- The following table gives the quantity or value [ June 80, 1883, by classes, free and dutiable, ordiof imported merchandise, for the year ending ] nary duty received, and average rate of duty :

L_-ITED

STATES

CLAS81_.

444,018
_..
27,961,119

6,578,215
1,564,f_)
5_,727
12,9"26,951
154,671
14,042.696
836.467
114,132,670
I..................
238,773

Cigars.
etc.. imunds
.................
-"...............................
Tooacco.
n. e. s., pounds .............................................
Woods,
dollars
....................................
Wools,
dollars .......................................................
All other
articles,
dollars
..........................
and average

--The
chandise following
imported

duty

_
t

55,7,_,233

iI

206.913,289

Duty

received.

Average

11,257,714
16,134,'204
32,359,'_4
8.698,'273
24.589,140

2,118,468
6,0_L574
12,234,:Y71
3,746,489
6,d'_10.,rg)9

'23.(kq8
891
7.597.897
12,615,393
2,472
40,837.,57,6
12.t_,7"_2
24,035,7ff8
1.045.051
4,974,2,52
1,'.._,'_J6
65,!W,.3,0_1
1,476,946
,73.307,112
1,&_,163
13,7,_,6_
1,9"27,685,706
3, 9"25.'205
25,065,366
13,811,140

7,584,.M3
4.]P2.617
2.565,560
743
16.5.9(}.,5o4
3570.547
7._)3,985
4'21,,077
1,417,199
4"22,24.5
1.638.252
7(k5,844
19,1i54,Ibt6
873.O'_6
9.'_53,.M1
44,517,8.51
73,598
1,569,467
4,83.3,899

7_7,.3.q,3
160,950
9.530.364
51,044.444
,58,657,9"56

4,565,064

........................

18 86 per cent.
37 52
'"
37 81
"
4_L 1
"
'27.31
"
32 05
8,5
55
_).114
30.
40 63
29 fl
30 3`5
40 "29
28.49
.T2 88
0248
47.79 per
59 01
51 95
' 67 88
@231
.0187
. (_')59
35

2,782fl6!
95,475
1.703,096
82.3_0,8,q_
14,568,656

493.916.384

rate.

""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
cent.
"
"
"

_

47
50
17 87 per cent.
if3 3£:
"
24 84
"

209,659,699

42 45 per cent.

table
gives the values
of mcrrate, andpopulation
consump- :
for consumption
since 1867,
the I ordinarvduly
tion an(1 duty received,
per capita average
of estimated
Va.lue_

YEAR8

Dutiable.

49,498
27,581,886
80`2,°_

Flax, dollars
....................................................
Glass,
dollars ......................................
Itemp and jute,
dollars ...............................................
Hides
and skins,
dollars ...........................
Iron and creel, dollars ................................................
Leather,
d,,llara ....................................................
Metals
n.c.a.,
dollars ............................
Oils, dol ars .......................................
Paper and books,
dollars ..........................
Paints
and colors,
dollars ............................................
Rice am| paddy,
pounds ...........................
Salt
dollars .......................................
Silk, do lars .......................................
Spices,
dollars ....................................
Spirit8
and liquors_ dollars
..........................................
_}ugars
pounds
....................................
Melada,
pounds ...................................
_lolasses,
gallons ..................................
Tobacco,
leaf, pounds ..............................................

10'13

AMERICA.

Free.

Breadstuffs,
dollars ................................
Chemicals,
etc., dollars
............................
Cottons,
dollars ...................................
Earthenware,
etc.,
dollars ............................................
Fancy
articles,
dbllars
............................

Total

OF

F_WDED J-U'NE $0--

of Merchazadise
for Consumption

1867 ..................................
1868 ..................................
1869 ..................................
1870 ..................................
1871 ..................................
187¢ ..................................
187B ..................................
1874 ..................................
1875 .................................
1876 ..................................
18"/7 ..................................
1878 ..................................
1879 ..................................
1080 .................................
1881 ..................................
_ ,_P2 ..................................
1883 ..................................

rate of duty

Average
Rate
of Dutyl
received
on l)utiable

[

e....
Total

ordinary

l)uty

Recewed.

Dutiable.
Merchandise.
--Dollar_'."
PerCent.
.'Y51,I'25,553
46.ff'/
'"_9.661.302
'
48 63
372,756,642
47 '22
406,131,9(_6
47 08
459,597,058
43 95
51 '2.T&5.'287
41.3.5
4Y4.746,861
38 07
415,748,693
38 .53
379.795,113
40 6°
324.0`24,9"26
44 74
298,989.240
4'2 89
297,0_3.409
42.75
_,742.215
44 bW I
419.50_.091
43 48 ]
448,061,588
43 20 [
505, t91.967
42._

i_,'_i,913,'2_
average

I

....
Free of Duty.
Dollars.
17 0h_3 130
15,147,61fl
21,69.2,582
20,214,1P;5
40,619,064
47,683.747
178.399,7,_3
151,694.834
146,4(L5.463
140.561,.'_1
140,{_/0,149
1 |1,339,059
142,550,159
90_.049,180
`20"2,557,412
210.721,.981

The

I

entered

493,916.384

in this

table

42 45

-- The following table gives the values of the principal ela¢_:s of exports of domestic merchandise

_u cOml)uted

on tire ordinary

tion el
Merehan-

and
aise.dutiafrt_

I:h)llars.
168,503.750
160._)9,941
176,114,904
191,221,769
201,985.575
212.030,727
184,556,045
160,185.38_
17",4,271.806
144,982,442
1'_. 2"23,'207
12; .015.185
1,]3.159.025
1_2.415,162
l_.r,l,561.(lll
215,617 J_i9

p
'
[ I_ .aYi_Pe.

ble
er
/
Dollars_-[
10,443
9,372
10,447
11,057
12.648
13.8@2
15,901
13,241
11,944
10.2,3"2
9,434
9,137
8.S93
12,514
12,(M3
13.5{L5

ecelved'cap_ta"
Dollars
4,6_'_
4.3.57
4.665
4,959
5,107
5.22"2
4.4_6
3, ,'38
_
3,501
3,199
2,750
2,647
2.696
3,637
3,761
4 ,(k_4

12.939

3,871

'209,659.6_
(hit'.

[ Ordina_
| Dut
_e'r

()Ill).

I for the year ending June 30, 1883, and the
I (.estate. of each _o the total :

per-

I Per
_!
--

ARTICLES.
Cotton,
Raw

and manufactures
of:
...........................
...............

Manufacture_ of
Total
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

..........................

Bread and breadstuffs
............
Provisions
........................
Mineral
oils ......................
Wood,
and mamffactures
of ......
Iron, steel, and manufacturss
of_..
Tobacco,
and manufactures
of ....
Animals,
living ...................
Leather,
and manufactures
of .....
O11 cake ..........................

Values.
Dollal_.
,247,,o_8.721
12,951,145
.....

to_.,,
of ' o
_ I

('ent.

i

ARTICLES.

'
11 ' llOl)S .............................
12 [ ,'4(.eds ............................
Id
Sldrlts
of turpentine
..............
' 14 ', Drugs,
chemicals,
medicines

.........

260,279.866

32.36

208,040.8,50
107,388,'2_7
44,913,079
'26,798,7(_
p_2,826,5"28
P2,095,229
10,789,'268
7.9.2.3,662
6,061,699

25 87
13.35
5 58
3 3`3
2.84
'2.75
1 .34
.99
.75

l_
17
l',t
19

Coa'l ..............................
i: dfe-stuffs
and lur ......................
sk n_ ................

I

and

_
I

_,=l.
_
5.616.370
4,420._13
4,366,_9

70
55
54

4.'241.247

.53
.58
.49

I[Ft_rs
4.2a4,7_3
8.93`5,6(t3
Agrieuhnrsl
implements
..........
I 3,8,_,919
Carriages,
cars, carts, and parts of.I
3,.'_.4a5
Sngar and molasses:
I
Sugar,
reflm.d ..................
'
2.454,210
Sugar,
brown,
molasses,
ctc .....
,
_i1,3"28

All

Total ..........................
other classes ..................

I 3.415,r_8
i 49,4118,789

.48
.44
.......
.......
.42
6.15
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The following
are the exports and imports of
gold and silver bullion since 1860, and the excess
of exports or of im )orts :
Exce._
YEARS.
1860
l_t_l
1862
18_
1864
1865
1866

Exports.

--Exce-sa--

Imports.

Exportg.
$.57.996,104
..........
_20,472,588
5(.5_2,50_
92,280.9-29
57,8._,154
75,343,979

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

_.rr_.239
£9,791,080
36,_87,640
64,156,611
06,396,541
67,643._26
8_,(_14.071

$ 8.5,50.135
46,_9,611
16,415.052
9.584,105
13.115.61"2
9.810.072
10,700,092

186"7 .......
1868
.......
1869 .......
1870 .......

60,8_d,372
93,78t,10"2
57,138.380
58.155,666

.22,070.475
14,188.:_
19.8_7.876
'26,419,179

following estimates of the capital or wealth of the
nations named, and the increase for ten years.
The figures are millions of pounds sterling :
C_pttal.

_ Imports.

NATIONS.

........
i $16,548,5_1
...........
...........
: ...........
. ..........
...........

I

'Increase.

MilI_on £.

/Kfllion

Gre_tBriiain
........................
Unit,,_l
States .......................
France ..............................
Germany ............................
Russia ..............................
Austria
.............................
Ital.y ................................

8.9_0
7,880
7,417
6,075
3.540
3,(gi0

S_am ...............................
Holland
.............................

1.860,373
1,130

88,797.897
...........
79,59.5,734
...........
.¢17,330,504
...........
31,7.'_487
............

£

650
1,.5_
'295
7'25
2"-,0
2"20
ll083
50

Following , tables are from census
report of 1880. The respective groups are composed
1874
66.630.4_k5
"28,4,54.906
88,175.-199
...........
of
the
following states
and
territories:
(group I.)
1875 .......
.......
9'2.1._,142
_).,q(_),717
71.231,425
...........
1876 .......
56.506.80'2
15..t_L(_l
40.569,621
...........
5laine, _ew Ilampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
1877.......
56.16"2,_37 29,821,314
40.774,414 15,387,89.3
..........
Rhode Island and Connecticut;
(group II.):New
1878
.......
_g_.740.125
3,918.811
...........
1879 .......
24,.q_7.4,11
.20._t6,000
4,701,441 ..........
York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, _lichigan,
Indiana,
1880.......
17,142.919
9s,o:M,310 ............
75,891.891
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey and District of
1881 .......
19,406.847
110,575.4(17
.........
91,168, _650
1882.......
49,417.470 4"2,47_:_10 6,945,0E9 ...........
Columbia;
(group IIl.) Virginia. _Vest Virginia,
l_S8 .......
31,8_.,_ ! _,489,_
a.'_l,_., ............
Kentucky,
Tenne_,_see, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina and South Carolina;
Mr. Mulhall estimates the earnin.t,_ or income of
(group IV.) Illinois, Iowa,Wiseoosin,
Missouri and
the world and leading nations for 1880 as follows,
3Iinnesota;
(group V.) Louisiana,
Arkan_s
and
in millions
of pounds
sterling : Worhl, 6,773 ; lndian Territory;
(group VI.) Dakota, Nebraska,
United States, 1,406; Great Britain, 1,156; France,
Kansas, Texas, New Mexico, Coh)rado, Wyoming.
927; Germany,
851; Russia, 632; Austria,
460;
Montana,
Idaho, Utah, Arizona, California,
NeItaly, 252; Spain, 186; Ilolland,
104. In his "Balvada, Oregon and Washington.
Miles under conance Sheet of the W_Id for 1870-80," he gives the
struction
are included in miles projected.
1871 .......
.......
lb'72

98.441.9_8
79.877f_34

187z.......

84,_3_,574 m,480,_z

21,'270.0"24
13,743,689

77,171,964
66,1
_,&845

...........
...........

--/'_ail'/'o(td_.

c_,l'z7.t_7 ...........

Established

and Operated

Roads.

!i
I --

I
GRO UI_

Road

Complet_-d.

L

)hies.

j Compttll|t,s

Group
_...................... i

l_b

Group
Group

ll ....................
III ....................

I
I

5"2,
_

GroUPGroup
v1V....................
.................
VI
Group

1

13

.................... !

_,

Extensions.

Prelected
[Companies
I
Miles.
......

_,_

I

lo_I

3.156
2,486
754
2.245

23.13|9.)1

._
_56

1.,.8_

_ I

I'reJe_.ted

eonsr_rue'n

ruc-i_Companies[
_ coopt
es under
t,__on,
iIi _____ I

_ --_-i7

_401
11,5_2

New Roads
--L'nder

_o,_.,

Miles.

Miles.

(I----_

858

[[

19_

[

8,910

871
876
112

I[
._
i[

48
377

]
[_

8,482
2,869
1,371

_':_ 11 _ I

_
1,790
937
514
66O

4,4_

Aggl_gate.
Roads
GROL_.

United
Group
Group
Group

State_

Completed,

Extensions.

Miles
eonlpteted
and
projected,

and New Lines.

L

...........................

Companies.

pleted.
Miles
corn-

l

Je_ed.proMiles

1,482

87.891

[

41,0-_)

t

158
7_,
190
_6

Group
Group

I.................................
LI ................................
III ..............................
IV
...............................
V ...............................

]
[

20

Group

VI

I

166

..............................

Miles
completed
and under
construct'lx

eortstructlon.
Miles llnder
128,ff20

97.907

2_,_
_,

608
12,066
5,355
6 186
1_616

269
2,648
1,813
1,668
626

6.556
40,467
19,947
_).3"20
2.537

6,217
31,049
16,4_
21,80'2
1,,"_7

14,895

15,11_

2,992

30,093

17,887

5,.')48
28,401
14.592

10,018

ASSETS.

GROUPS.
Group
Group
Group

I .............................
II ............................
IIL ..........................

Group
Group

IV ...........................
V.

0ronp

===============================

i

Perraanent
vestments.
$

I

In-

8_.t,315,717
2.3_5,194,656
514,011,105
1,089 918 805
52,997,871
896,012,6._

Total ...........................
[ $5.1S2.445,807

Cash.

$ 4,_,889
81,552,873
5,807.64_
10,986,396
1,634,f_
6,7_,647

S6_,_1,Sla

Other

A_te.

$14,863,0_8
142.012,650
15,845,38"7
61,704,649
2,560,568
_i,74_

$2_7_,4_8

Profit

arid Lotto.

$12,971,0t_
57, 6.'18,961
20,_t_,.q61
8,946,971
836,8_0
_,897,001

$1_,494,a70

To_4aL

$

3_,/_,_
£,556,4_41)
554,867,040
1,151,551,_1
57,_9,981
_1,_1,5_7

$5,_,9_4Jsg
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AMERICA.

I,IABILITIES.

GROUP8.

, Stock
tpreferred
anti common)

Group

I ............................

: $

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

lI ............................
III ...........................
IV ...........................
V ............................
VI ...........................

[

Total

...........................

]
_
i

Funded

191,619.1f_

i $

1,1(_.1._'.).121
'k27.._6.:_
560,_8
63S
37.(17S,912
4,3_,,:_57.710

! $9.613.606,_,_34

t
I
_
[
[

Debt

Ulxfunded

110.406.207

Debt.

[ Profit

$ _4.975,7(gJ

1,109,_¢;,4K5
2-lO,174,_6
491.632..r_,-I
17.752,448
421,714.722

_

171.9"2_ 177
(i8,377.6_1
{_q,,160.303
2,:k34,5'21
83,12.t._}¢:_

'i $2._10.915.402

Total

$ 19,581.088

[
I
[

$

113,070,557
18,808,(_
L_,610,318
36|.(kl0
42.757.5(}'2

I

$421.200,f'_9t

and Los&

.

856,582,200
2,556,428 640
,_M,867,049
1,151.551,_I
57.5_.xJ,_Ye21
fgSl,954.5L*7

$:_.]3,191,59fl

$5.rr_8.914,158

The total amount of permanent investments
al)ovc
is made up as follows:
constramtion
of roads,
$4,112,367,176;
equil)ment,
$418,045,458;
lands,
$103,319,845;
stockofotllercompanies,
$184,866,527; bonds of other companies,
$158,933.605;
telegraph linesandmisccllaneous,
$204.913,196: total.
$5,182,445,807.
The averagcpcr
cen.t, profit upon
the capital stock was as follows:
Group I., 6.16;
GroupII.,
6.92; GrouplII.,
4.84; GroupIV.,
7.02;
Group V., 5.91; Grou l) VI., 4.86; general average
for the United
States, 6.32.--The
summary
of
accidents
includes
364 killcd and 1,438 injured
ttu'ough causes bcyond their own control, and2,174
killed and 4,174 injured through
their own carclessness
(For a fullcr treatment
of thcwllole, subject. see RAILROADS.)-- Canals. The canals of tilt,
United Slates in• operation in 1880 had a length of
2,515.04 miles, with 411.14 mile_ of slack waler.
Their cost of constructiou
was $170,028,636;
their

receiving tclcphones, 48,414 ._ub_ritlcra' slations,
and 3,3_,8 employ6s.
The total capital sto(.k issued was reported at $13,358,720; debt, $1,247,067; receipts, $3,098,081;
exl)i.nse% $2.373,703;
llCt in('onw,
$770,516; and (tividcn(l% $302.730.
Thc length of telephone wircs in 1883 is estimated
at about 100,000 miles.
One eompany, file American Bell conlpany, _ ilh a eal)ital stock of _3.950,000, had in use by li('en_e. Jab. 1, 1883, '),?,45.000
telephones,
_ ilh 69.000 mile,_ of wire.Tor, nage.
Full statistie_ of the merchant
service arc given
elsewhere.
(See AMERI(:._N Mr:RCItANT MAnL'qE.)
It seems proper to add here _ the figures for the
three ),ears following the close of that arlicle, as
follows :
........
,-- ......
Sail
Steam
Total.
"_EXRS.
[i T(lllil,lgc.
Tonll&gc
lS_l ..................

I o 7_2736

1.2e,t._18

4,057.,.'?,4

gross inconle was $4,538,620; lheir
was $2,97-'/4,156; and their freight
to 21,044,292 tons. The abandoned
a total length of 1,953.56 miles,
cost of $44,013,166. -- Telegraphs

_e_ ...................

I o,.8_,_..20a ]
I_=_

1.41B.194
__

4,'2:k5,487

total of expenses
traffic amounte(I
canals nmde. u 1)
constructed
at a
and Tderdwnes.

This was distributed

_ _

lines, 291,212.9 miles of wire, and 12.510 stations,
employing
persons
in all,miles
9.661
wllom
There were, 14,928
in 1880,
110,726.65
of of
t(,legr:lph
were ot)eralors.
The me_sages sent numbered
81,703.181, of which 3,1M,398 were for the prcss,
and 28,548,783 were for the public.
Their gross
receipts werc $16,696,623.38,
of which $13,512,116.17 came from messages;
and the exl)cnses
were $10,218,281, leaving net receipts of $6,573,843.04,
ducling

a_ follows :

Trade.
Trade
Fl-belieb. Fl_her,es.
Foreign
Coa.ct_L_e
Whal_
)bwkerelC°d
and
1,'297,0"_5
2fil6.011
3_,:x51
76.157
isle ..........
[ 1,259.492 '2.795.7_6 3"2 sf'r2'
77,_k_
lt_ ..........
] 1.'_,'.l.C_l ,_,s_.:_',4
ae.414 i
9r,.o_
.........
- --=_
The new vessels built in 1882 and 1883 wcrc as"
follows:
....
=......
"i'_as.
lla_l-.........

incll_(ling defi(.its of some eolnpanies.
I)e('harffcs of $604,341.27, there was a net

]

_s,_.

incometo dividends.
went
of $5.969,501.77,
The stock
of which
issued $4,136,749
for cash wa_s
75

Steam ",easel_.........

reported at $66,529,200.
The total length, of telegraph lines ill 1_
is probal)ly over 144,000 miles,
not including
private, railway,
government,
and
other lines, as to which slatisties are not ()blainable.
The telephone statistics
were not complete
in 1880: they aggregated
148 conlpanics
and prirate concerns, with 34,305 miles of wire, '54,319

('anal'lx)at_safimg
_e.,,._els
...........
........
Bar_es

502 ] 1-21._3
Ton- _.ousel4,']9: Tons.
107,t-v:_0

...............

66668
l

Total ..............
__ ...........

Male.

7,6:0,40z 707_._

Piofe_lonalandper_onaleervice_
.....
Trade
and transportation
.............
Manufacturing,
mechanicaland
minting

4,(_4,'2_
1,810,256
3,837,112

_otal

.............................

i7:_'2,_

'2.712.943
1,750,892
8.'205,124

I14,744,942

llS,7!_JT._,S2

135

Female.

1,3;'1
:...........

M_Ie

] Female

1 _Y51.'295
59,:_4
] 631.tj88

127..'¢55[
96.078
86.677

137,O164,711

66 I

16,_3

e8_.,27,0 1,_,(,s] _5,43o
I
table

i._ from

the

Sex.

10-15.

_94._0 r,s_.8_rllx_,sa_

7_1~

88.747

-- Occ,tpation.¢
The following
census report of 1880:

All Ages

_-Sgr!e,atare...........................

_,_

Ve,_'_l.

Age and
Persons.

:

CLASSES.

16-59

:1 Male

I

Felllal_¢

'

80 anti over.

M,de.

Female

._,_88._

4_5:_., , coz.98a] ._,.v_

107,_':h)
"2,446.952
2,5_7
1,67_171
46,fif, O I2.9"78,845

1.21o.It_9[1:_8,t16i
88,'276
54,8.19 [ 52.il-gg I 1,_8
577.157 [ 139,60-z.]
7,901

12,647,15_ k'-_1,1_-1-'29'.],169

11°.90/5.111

i_

I !k'_, 644 i 70,87_

t016
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The census report concludes that the figures for
the first two classes are to some extent eonfused
by reporting as "laborers"
persons who should
havebeen
reported as "agricultural
laborers."
It
has thus resulted that the second
class shows
much the _'eatest
increase of the four classes
since 1870. The' number of farmers and planters
is reported as 4,29,5,945; of " agricultural
laborers," 3,323,876; of "laborers,"
1,859,223.
The
particulars of some of the occupations
under tile
various classes are as follows : clergymen,
64,698;
domestic servants, 1,075,655: hotel and restaurant
ASBEq,q_D

New

England

states

OF AMERICA.
keepers and employ6s,
183,856; lawyers, 64,137;
army and navy, 26,761; civil service, 115,_1;
physicians and surgeons, 85,671; teachers, 227,710;
saloon keepers and bartenders,
68,461; bakers,
41,309; blacksmiths,
172,726; shoemakers,
194,079 ; butchers,
76.241 ; cabinet makers, 61,097;
carpenters,
373,143 ; fishermen,
41,352 ; lumbermen, 43,382; printers,
72,726; tailors and milliners, 419,157; tobacco workers,
77,045. -- _/uation and Taxation.
The following table presents
a summary of the census report on thee subjects
for 1880 :
VALUATION.

DIVISIONS.
..............................................

i

]Middle states ...................................................
Southern
states ...................................................
Western
states ....................................................

[

Territories ......................................................
Total .........................................................
Maryland and the District
stat_ in the western states.

;'l
I

of Columbia

are placed

Real Estate
$1.8_6,201,787
4,818.648..q62
1,677.8-17.248
4,584,048,_9

IPer_onal
Property.
i
$ 755,809,745
I
]

60,0"_,t_89[
$13,0_6,7_,0251,

in the middle

states,

Total.
$2,652,0H,532

745.9"29,526
693,070,0"21
1,6_,_18.586

5,564,578,488
2,370,92:_,269
6,1_7,266,625

68,1S'2,740
_,8_,_,818
and Missouri

1_,213,_29
$1_,_e,9_,548

and the Pacific

TAXAT10/q.
.......

7- .......
DIVISIOh'S.

State.

New England
states ....................................
Middle
state_ ...........................................
Southern
states .........................................
Wet_tern
states
.........................................
Territorie_
.............................................
Total

..............................................

County.

$ 4,'246,713
11,I_0,3'23
13,732,068
21,440,939
019,912

$ 2,095,_,1
14,851,961
18,344,391
87,585,725
1,7"J9,163

$52,019,955

_69.606,571

Minor
Civil
Divisions.
S35,868,173
74,634,063
10,430,958
59,541,288
299,686
$180,574,168

Total

$ 42,010,217
101,466,847
37,507,417
118_567,0_
2,648,761
I_ff2,200,694

There should be added to the taxation of minor
civil divisions
of the western states $I0,457,783,
the estimated
amount of taxation
so indefinitely
reported
as to be useless.
Tile total taxation for
the western states would then be $129,117,979, and
for the United States $312,750,721. --1)e, bt. This
subject is fully discussed elsewhere.
(See DEBTS,

were66colonels,
851ieutenantcoionels,
242rnajors,
607 captains, 570 first lieutenants
and 448 second
lieutenants.
The countryis
divided into threemil:
itary divisions,
each of which is divided into departments.
The military division of tile Missouri
(Sheridan
commanding)
included tile departments
of the Missouri
(Pope), Texas (Augur),
Dakota
_ATIONAL,
STATE
AND
LOCAL.)
-3.
_kOVER_N _"
(Terry), and the Platte (Howard).
Itsheadquarters
_a'ENTAL.--Array.
In November,
1882, the army
were at Chicago; its force was eight regiments of
of the United States numbered 25,186, as follows : cavalry and twenty of infantry.
The division of
F.aUsted the Atlantic
(Hancock)
included the departments
omeer,.
Men.
of the east (Hancock) and of the south (Col. II. J.
Cavalry
(ten
regiments) ....................
481
6,388
Hunt).
Its headquarters
were at New York; its
Artillery
_flve regimcnt_)
...................
280
2,493
Infantry (twenty five regiments) ...........
877
10,767 force was four regiments of artillery
and two of
_iseellaimou_ .............................
574
3,38! infantry.
The division of the Pacific (Schofleld),
Total.

' 2,16_

_,0"_1

The last class included the engineer
battalion,
recruiting
parties,
ordnance
department,
hospital
service, Indian scouts, West Point signal detachment, and general service.
The force was cornmanded by one general, William T. Sherman, one
lieutenant
general, Philip II. Sheridan,
three major generals, Winfield S. ]Iancock,
John )L Schofield and John Pope, and six brigadier
generals,
O. O. Howard,
Alfred
II. Terry,
C. C. Augur,
George Crooke, :Nelson A. Miles and Ranald S.
Mackenzie.
Gen. Sherman retired in _Iovember,
1888, and was succeeded by Gen. Sheridan,
There

included the departments
of California (Schofleld),
the Columbia (Miles), and Arizona (Crooke).
headquarters
were at San Francisco;
its force was
one regiment
of artillery,
three of cavalry, and
four of infantry.
The assignments
vary from
time to time, and are only given in order to show
the organization
of the army.
The pay of officers
and men is increased
according
to their years of
active service.
The men receive from $13 a month
and rations (first two years) to $21 a month and rations(after
twenty years'service).
The maximum
pay of the principal classes of officers is as follows:
general,
$18,900;
lieutenant
general,
$15,400;
major general $10,500; brigadier
general,
$7,700;

•

UNITED
colonel,

$4,500;

lieutenant

colonel,

STATES

$4,000; major,

second
$2,100. firstA lieulenant,
dcduction of
two$3,500; lieutenant,
captain
$2,800;
$2,240;
sevenths
will re_tlarly
give the pay for the first

Army
................
Navy .................

five years

War

of service.

The

expenditures

for the

_.my,
1800-S3,
_avebeen18'72
asfollows1860 ..........
$ 16,472,_02.72
..........
$ _5,372,157..20
1861 ..........

1862..........
186_..........
1864 ..........
ls_5 ..........
1866..........
1867, ..........
18_S..........
1869..........
1870 ..........
1871 ..........

_'1,001.530.67

1878 ..........

889,173,562._9r1874..........
608.814,411ss I1875 .........
1,690,391,O48
66 i 1876 .........
1,(_o,6_,4oo o61 ls_ ..........
28.':I,154.676
06 1878..........
95,'2"24,415.6.]o_ IIls_o
1879 ..........
l_,'ZV3._8
..........
78.501,99061
11881..........
57,6.55,675.40,
l_Sg .........
85,799,t2J1.82

[ 1888 ..........
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- surer,ors, widows, ore.
]]
198,643_
74,878
2,468 I
1,907

of 1812 ..........

]

4,931

--Patents.
The number
of patents
issued has
steadily increased
since 1837. The most prolific
year was 1876, when there were 21,425 applications, 2,697 caveats and 17,026 patents issued.
The following table gives the applications, caveats
and issues since 1840, "It intervals of ten )'ears :

48,911,382.93

.......

.....
Applications

ls40 ......................
1_85°......................
1_0 ......................
1_7o......................
1880......................

YEAR._.

paying arrears of pensions to persons whose claims
were barred by failure to apply within five .years.
The following
are the payments
for pensions,
1865--8,3 :

_79o.........
18_D
.........

1868
1867
18_,9
1870
1871
187"2

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

1873...........
1874..........

'20.9_,551
23,782,386
_71
28,476.621
78'
2_5,,_I0..20'2.17
34.448.894
88
28.533.402.76

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
..........

29.3,59,4'26
_ jISSa ...........
_,o_8,414.661

_.J.456.216
.I_'2
'23,2,57,395 69
"._,137,019
27.9(}3,752.27
08
35,121,482
_
56.777,174
44
50,059,'279,6.2
61. 845,19.':) 9.5

TITLES.

Loan
Julyl.2,18_
........................
Funded of loan
of 1891 .........................

Rate.

i
I

1810.........
_s_ .........

1830 .........
_840 .........
Il'kS0.........
1860 .........
1870 .........
1881 .........
189_).........
I,',_2 .........
18_3 .........

fund ..........................
03
intenest
ha8 ce_.sexl ..................................

Debt bearing
no interest
...........................
"Unclaimed
Pacific
R. R. interest
...................
Total

......

478
o_J

19,171

4,819
18.821

23,o12

2,490

13,947

I

90,817
1.87,5[,

86.406
7e.4:_z

EXl_ndituro

$ .280,804
37.93,_[
551,684I
_,m.',_z_l

$213,994
3-2A4o
4._3,969
1,160,9"26

8,450
13,460
18.417
'28,498
28,_92

115.176
1:).5.739
1_'I,672
240.594
231,232

1,_50,.r_
4.548.5 °°
5.552,971
8,518.0_17
19,772,_21

1,9'32,708
4.718._36
5._2,.q53
19,170.610
23.998.t_7

44,5_2
42,.q_9
46.'231
47.863

I_4,006
343.888
343,618
3.53.166

3(i.7S.5,_t8
38
315.479
41,87S.410
4.5.7_05,6'.Y'2

39,2,51.T36
36,,54_,_D4
40.()39.685
43,'282,944

The history, growth and decrease
debt,
are elsewhere
consideretl.

of the
(See

DEBTS, FL'_'._.'_CE.) The following is a somewhat
detailed st-_tement of the public debt, as given by
the treasury department,
Dec. 1, 1888 :
Outsto.ndtng.

1, U.S.
It,ll.

$

_.ndcd
_o.n
o,_ ........................
o4
J._ i, i_.
Refunding
certificates
.......................
04
..................
iNavy
pension
Debt on which

2"a8I
c_2

1.084
8,278

I Revenue.

.q_
2.:_(_
4.:,a_

Redeemable.

0_
04-_- [Option,
Sept.

7S._
2,193
7,¢_

] l_ues.
L

NO.officosPOst MlleSofRoute

_6,01",5;"_.61 -- ])_t.
naiional

The number of pensioners on the rolls, June 80,
1883, (increase for )'ear, 17,961), is shown in the
table at the top of the opposite column :

/

[:.
I Caveats.

--Pos#_ce.
In June, 1883, out of the whole
length
of 353,166 miles of postoffice routes in
operation,
110,208 miles were by railroad, 16,098
by steamboat, and 226,865 by other conveyances.
The whole number
of domestic
letters mailed
during
the 3"ear 188_ was estimated
at 1,046,107,348; the whole number
of foreign
letters,
43.632,547.
Tim dead lelters and parcels numbered 4,440,822.
The domestic
nmney orders
numbered
8,807,556, for $117,329,4067
and the
foreign money orders 466.326, for $7,717,832.
The
husiness of the postoflice dt,partment
since 1790,
at intervals of ten years, has bcen as follows :
--__
_
-

Since the
since
that pa_age
time the}',
of the
haveactincreased,
of Jan. 25,
particularly.
1879, for

1875
! 187{
1877
I 1878
1879
] 1880
l 1881
, 1882.

26,_Af7

_,6._

42.313,9'~__
41.1_t._4._98
88,070,888.64
s7._.7:_ _o
.T2.15_,147
85
40.425,6f:O
38,u6.9nl 73
._
40..i{_k460
:x_
4_.570,494
19

Y'FARS.

$16.347,621.34
15,805,549.88

21,3`_6

Tota_
.............I_[_

46.3"£:1,1;_3.31

West Point, where the United States military
academy is located, was a department
of the division of the Atlantic until Sept. 1, 188o. The military academy was founded by act of March 16,
1802, and various subsequent
acts have established
professorships,
and made the academy subject to
the articles of war.
In 1843 the present system
of appointment
was begun: it assigns one cadetship to each congressiomd
district and territory,
with ten appointments
by the president.
The
number of cadets is limited to 312.
There were,
in 1882, seven professors,
145 cadets, and 204 enlisted men at West Point. --Navy.
The navy of
the United States is the subject of a separate article, in which the reader will find full statistics,
(See _NAvY.)--Pen.sions.
Payments
on this at:count were never large until the war of the rebellion.
They never rose to more than $1,000,000
per annum until 1819, and from that time until
1865 they remained below $5,000,000 per annum.

186.5 ...........
1866 ...........

Totaa.
_3,018
4,875

Interest
Due
and
Unpaid.

f_9,&_.._O._
9.50,o._._._J

_7,_,.__
818,42

[..................

14.000.000
6,{_*._5

$

9"2.358_11
_M.810

00
_

420.0_X) 00
321,815.99

555,910,860.81
:...........
_-_--_-- ---_"

.....

I..................

I

$2,.299.7(]5

57 ',

$ 2.81.2,500
747,788.1_ 00

_,.9.,89
_
57,:_1

[..................
: ..................

$1,868.596,98_5

Interest
Accrued.

4,91_._._
2.123 00
175,000.00
...............

::::::::::::::::::::::::

67

$8,654.88_.45
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Total principal and inter_t ................
]./_scash
in tre.asnry ......................

$1,874,5.51,574 69
864,766,513.84

Debt, Dec. I, 1888......................

$I,509,785,060.8,5

The

non-interest

bearing

debt

was

as follows

58,800.00
846,(_81,016.00
14,465,000 00
85,982,9.20.00

Silver certificates:
act of 1878 ..............
Fractional currency ........................

101,_'_,Sl1.00
6,990.303.31

This

statement

of

of
$41,306,146.68
$179,129,390.87
est
81,

point
1865,

the treasury,
ita).
The

debt

shows

since
June
since
June
30,

touched
when

$2,381,530,294,
697 ($4.29
per

net

$

by
the

with annual
capita);
and

555,910,850.31

a reduction

30, 1383, and
of
1882.
The higi_-

the debt
was
interest-bearing

AMERICA.

will be
. years.)

found

YEARS.

on August
debt
was

($78.25
per
the opposite

capcol-

umn gives the net debt for preceding
years
since
1860, the debt per capita,
the annual
interest,
and
interest
per
capita.
(Under
the
article
DEBTS

gross

debt

for

Debt [
Im.r
Captt4L.]

1860 .........
1861 .........
186'2..........
1863 ..........
1864 ..........
1865..........
1866 ..........
1867..........
1868 ..........
1889..........
187,0..........
1871..........
1s7,:_
1878 ..........
..........

$ ,q9,9c-_4,402 $1 01 [
87,718,660
2.74 i
506,312.75"2
15 45
I,III,350,787
38 81
1,7_.45"2,%277 50.21
2,674.815,856
76.98
2,fi,56.0_6,168
74 8_
2,508.151,211
69 '26
2,4St},&5,?,,418 07 I0
2,4._,771,873
64 43
60 46
i "_,_31,ISo,.q_
9.P.46.994,068
56 fll
{ _149,780,530
52
2.105,482,O_0
50 95
49 ii
2,104,149, l,r_
4o.lo J
187,4..........
187s ..........
_,000.04L17o
47 44
8
1.76..........
[ 2,1_0,925.34045 48
is'r7 ..........
2,o19,'z75,4:_
4_._1
is78 ..........
[ L999,._,_s0
41 _7

interest
of $150,977:1_o1879
..........
..........
the debt,
less cash in
_881..........

was $2.756,431,571
table
at the top of

the

Debt. les8
¢._h.

:

Old demand notes: acts of 1861 and 1862...$
Legal tender notes : acts of 1862 and 1868...
Certificates of deposit: act of 1872..........
Gold certificates:
acts of 1863 and 188_ ......

Total ..................................

OF

_2

..........

j. L01o,_.748L996'4_4"ga_
s84°'_42
i 1,81_._,L54
_,_ '_
_ 1,675,02_,474

_Receipts
and expenditures
excluding
loans
and interest
years
ending
June
30, 1888,

81.72

corresponding

Annu$,l
Interest.

irntet_st
Capita.
per

$ _44Z,f,87
$011
5,092,630
O 16
_,048,.509
0 6"/'
41,854,148
1 25
78,85P,,487
2 ,_>
187,74_,617
3 .97
146,068,196
4 1"2
188,89'2,4.51
8 84
128,459.598
3 48
IP.5,528.998
3.32
118,784,960
8 08
111,949.8._
2.8.'¢
103,_8,4b_:1
22 56
$#'},049.804
35
._,7_,0o4
]
2at
0_,8_,6_
[
_.1_
95 104269
2.10
28dc_,e,t._
2 GO
94,_,4_.z
1.W
,_,6aa,_s&77a'"T8
II
_1,_°_
75.018.s_3
1
1.09
57,860,111

of the United
States,
on debt,
for the six
have been as follows:

RECEIPTS.
YEAas.

Customs.

1877 ........................................
187B........................................
1879........................................
1880........................................
1881........................................
188'2........................................
1_ ........................................

$I_0,956,498
130,i 70,680
137.250,048
186,5.'_.065
198,159,676
P.-20,4I0, T30
214,706,4_

Revenue.InternMPublic Lauds. i Mltmella.neous
$118,630.408
1 I0,581,625
I13,561,611
1"24,009.S74
185,264,Y_,16
14_.497,595
144,7'20,368

$

976,254 [
1,07x3,743
W2A,7_81
1,016,507 [
2¢201,868 ]
4,7.58,140
7,95,5,864

$18.487,48_
15,931,_0
2_,090,745
21,978,666
25,156,868
31,863,784
S0,904,853

Total.
$2(]9,000f_7
257 763,879
2"_8"27.184
8,_,5'_.610
8_/J,78.2,g93
40:4,52.5,o_
3_8,_87,581

ORDINARY EXPENDITURES.
YEARS*
18'_" ..........................
187B ..........................
1879 ..........................
1880 ..........................
1881 ..........................
lflS_ .........................
_88_ .........................

C|vU and
Miscellaneous.
_56,P.,52,067
53,177,704
6.5,741,5:5,5
57,508,860
65,476,5_'_,
57.219,751
_8,0,"8,_0

War.
$37,(}@2,736
8_,154,148
40,4_.5,661
88,116,916
40,466,461
4,%570,494
48,01La8_

Navy,
$I 4,959,935
17,?_k5,801
15,125,127
13,536,985
15,686,679
15.082,046
_5,_8_,487

Iudlaus.

Pension.

$5,277,007
4,6'_,_0
5,'206,109
5,945,457
fl,514,161
9.7B6.747
7,8_g,590

$27,96_.752
27,187,019
85, I'21,482
56:/'77,174
50,059,280
61.845,194
oLorz,5,'_,

Total.
$141,5.35,4.97'
18,1,463,4,5g
IflI,619.98._
171,885,883
178k_04,146
18($,fl_5,_
_0_,2_00#

To these
items
of ordinary
expenditure
is to be
added
the interest
on the public
debt,
which
was
$59,160,131
for 1883, making
a total
expenditure
of _k5,408,137.
This,
with $1,299,312
from the
treasury
accounts
of 188_, left a surplus
revenue
of $184,178,756,
which
was applied
to the redemption of the public
debt. _ The principal
officers
of the United
States
government
were as follows,
July
I, 1888:
President,
Chester
A. Arthur,
of
_ew
York;
president
of the _nate,
and
acting

attorney
general,
Benjamin
H. Brewster,
of Pennsylvania;
commissioner
of agriculture,
George
B.
Loring,
of Massachusetts.
All these be]ongto
the
republican
party.
In the congress
of 1888--5 the
relative
strength
of political
parties
is as follows:
In the senate
there
are thirty-eight
republicans,
thirty-six
democrats,
and two "read_nsters"
(from
Virginia),
who will regularly
act with the repub]icans,
In the house
of representatives
there are
194 democrats
and
one
independent
democrat,

vice-president,
George
F. Edmunds,
of Vermont;
secretary
of state,
F. T. Frelinghuysen,
of _ew
Jersey;
secretary
of the treasury,
Charles
J. Folgel of New York;
secretary
of the interior,
Henry
M. Teller,
of Colorado;
secretary
of war,
Robert
T. Lincoln,
of Illinois
; secretary
of
the navy,
William
E. Chandler,
of New
Hampshire
; postm_ter
general,
Walter
Q. Gresham,
of Indiana
;

120 republicans
and two independent
republicans,
six readjnsters,
one greenbacker,
and one vacancy
(duly
I, 1888).
If a vote
for
president
should
devolve
on the house
of representatives,
voting
by states,
in 1885,
there
would
be twenty-two
democratic
states,
fourteen
republican
states,
one
(Virginia)
readjuster,
and
one (Florida)
divided.
_ It is hoped
that
the bibliographies
under
the

•
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articles referred
to above will be sufficient
to
give tim reader a guide to both sides of political
questions,
and that these articles, with the subsidiary articles referred to under them, will cover
thefieldof
American politicalhistory.
Reference
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Record (1872--83); Benton's
Abridged Debates of
Congre._ (1789-1850); ,_tatutes at Large ; Reoi._ed
Statute_ of the bSdledStates;
Miles' Weekly Register
(1811-36) ; Porter's
Outlines of the Constitutiona(
Ih:_tory of the Ur,itedStates;
Sterne's Constitutional

is particularly
suggested to the following
articles:
Ili_tm T of tlw _.Sffted States; Johnston's
History of
ANTI-FEDERAL
PARTY, DEMOCRATI('-I{.Et'UBAmetqea_ l_olitic_ ; Tlqbu_te Almanac
(1838-83);
LlC-_ PARTY, FEDEIt&I_ PARTY, WIIW, PARTY.
Appleton's
Annual
Cyclopaedia (1861-83);
SpofREPUBLIC.iN PARTY, ANTI-MASONRY, A_,IERICAN ford's American Almanac (]878-83); MePhcrson's
PARTY, LIBERAL REPUI_LICAN PARTY, GREENP,_itical ,]faltuals;
Greeley's
Political Text Book
BACK PARTY, the names of the presidents,
aud
(1860), and Americare Cbnflict; Cluskey's
I'aNtica_
the names of the states.
In the following
list it
Cydope_dia (186{)}; Benton's
Thirty Years" View;
is only intended
to give the general authorities,
Young's
.American
S#tt, sman;
Stephens'
War
and the special authorities
for the last section of
]_etween, the ,%ttes; Democratic R_viem (1841-52) ;
the article.
The latter, government
publications,
W]@ Review(l$44-52);
Skinner's I_sues of Ameriare obtainable
on application
to the proper officer
can PoIiffes; Winsor's Rca&r's Itand-Ba,&
of the
at Washington.
(I.) 1-6 Bancroft's II_t,n T of the Rerob_tio_ ; Fo_ter's
M,mthly Refere_,ce
Lists
UnitedStates;
1, 2 Hildrcth's
tlistory of the Lbffhd
(1883); (' K. Adams' Manual ef lIi_Wri,'al LiterStates; 1, 2 Bryant and Gay's History _f the _.Sdted ature.
(III.) Story's CbmmeMaries;
K_,nt's CornState.s; Force's Tracts relati_g to the C(,louies, and
m_:rdaries ," Duvr's Col_stitutional
Jur_;_prudence;
AmeTqcan
Archival;
Hazard's
IIi_torical
Colb,c- ttm'd's
La_ of _5'eedom a_d Bondage, and Theory
tions ; Anderson's
D_covery
by the 55_,rsemen ;
of our .Vatiohal Existdncr; Brownson's
A_rwrica_
Kohl'sDi.w_meryof
Ame:_ca;
DaCosta's._5_rthmen
Rep_]bIic; Mutford's
The _Yatio_; Jamesnn's
(hain Maine ; Hakheyt's
Divers Dnja.qes touching the stitutional (5,nrention ; "' C(,ntz" 's Rep,_blic of ReDiscovery of A_r_erica ; IIelps' SpanL_h Conqueror of p,blies; Tu('ker's Btaekstowe's Commentaries;
CurAmerica;
Robertson's
lIisto_ T of America;
Parktis' IIistory of the Constitution;
Bancroft's
Itistory
man's Fra_we and England
in America ; Ncill's
of the Cemstltution ; Elliot's Debates; I)eTocqueEnglish Colonization
i_ AmemYa;
Burke's Earnville's Democracy in. Ameriat ; Cooley's Constitupear 8ettleraents in America;
Nieholls'
L_'e of
floral Limitations,
Treatise o_ Taxation, and Con_ahot; Edwards'
Life of ltaleigh; Lodge's E_glish
stitutional
Law; Sedgwick',_ Statutory
and Cm,Colonies in America;
Doyle's Englide
Colmdes i_
stitutional
Law;
Pomcroy's
Gm._tit,ttional J_tw;
America;
Ilolmes' Annals _f Ameria_;
Grahamc's
Bump's
Notes of Co_.*titutiomd
DeeMm_s ; FarHistory of the United States (to 1783); Palfrey's
rar's Manual of the Coustitntion : The F_deralHistory of _brew England;
Marshall's
lh:_tory eli ist ; Paschal's
Anmotated
Constitution ; Desty's
the Colonies;
Chalmers'
Annals
of the Cobmies,
Federal
Cit_ttion_ ; Abbott's
Digest of _Sdted
and P,,evolt of the Colonies; Walsh's Appeal ftv,t_
States Statute_ and Reports,
and United States
the ,l_ulgnve_ts of Great B_qtain ; Gordon's
1I_- AD_:qe_t; Brighlly's
D(qest of Federal .Deeinions ;
tory af tl_e [t_epe_ulenee- of the United States ; 1 Mycr's l_,dcx to Supreme ('m_rt I?eports,. Rapalje's
Pitkin's
tlistmTl of the b_nited States;
FrothingFederal R_fere_ce
Digest ; McCrary's
lxtw
ef
ham's Rise of the Republic ; Scott's Constitutional
LTeetio_,s,. Brightly'._ Election Gh*es; Rorer's InLiberty in the Colonies;
Pownall's
Administrater-State La_r ; 1)ilh)n's Municipal
Co_7)oratbms ;
tier of the Coloniaw
1 Story's
Commentaries;
The MuMcipaIi.,t
(1869); 31orsc'so Cit&e_,ship ;
H. Sherman's
Gorernnueatal
IIi_tory of the L_nited Ford's American
Citizen's Manual;
Lamphere's
_tates ; Poore's
Federal a_d State Co_.stdutwns I 15fired States GovernmeM ; Seaman's
America_
(for eharters).
(II.) 7-10 Bancroft's
IIMory
of] System of Gorer_oae_t;
IIough's
American
C,mthe United State. W 8-6 Hildreth's
llistory
of the stdutbm;
Peele's Federal and State C,mstitt_tions;
United States (to 1820); yon IIolst's Constitutim_al
Barnes' Ante.belhtm
Constitutbms
(with post-halHistory of the United_(at_.s," 2 Pitkin's
Itistory of ] lure changes) ; Bowen's Constitntion_ of England
the UnitedStates(tol_97);
Ramsay'slIistoryofthe
[ andAmeNe, a. (IV.) In general.
Compendium
of
United State.s (to 1814); Sehouler's
IIistory of the the 7'erdh C_.nsus (1880); lb., 1850, 1860, 1870 ; in
Uru'ted States (to 18'20) ; 3, 4 B_Tant and Gay's
particular,
Walker's Statistical Atla._ of the United
History of the brMted States;
Me3lastcr's
History
Stata_ (1874); A_,_ual Reportof
the 6bmmissio_¢r
of the Americat_
People,; J. C. IIamilton's
IIistory
of Eduodio_
C[880); Report of the Department
of
of the Republic of the United States; Tyler's Ilistory
Agriculture;
issues of the Bureau of Statistics for
of Americau Literature;
tIolmes' Annals of Amcr1882 and 1883, particuh'trly
Statistical Abstract of
_:a; Bradford's
IIL, tm T of the Federal Government
the United States, and Reports on Foreon
Corn(to 1840); Tucker's
lF_story (f the United States
merce, hnportedMerchandise,
andlmports,
Ezports,
(to 1840); Spencer's
lIistory
of the Urdted States
hnmigration
and Navigations;
Poor's Railroad
(to 1857).: Statesman's
Manual;
Sumner's
Politics
Manual (1882); Report ¢f the l_g£der (f the Treasin the United States, 1776-1876 (_V..A. Rer., Jan.
ury (for tonnage); Report_of the tle_u, ral of the Ar1876); Bishop's tlistorg of American Manufactures;
my. and ,_ecretary of War; Offtchd Army Re.q£,ter;
Journals of Congress (1774.-89); Annals of Congress
Reports of G_ramissioner _ Pensions. Commissioner
(1789-189.4); R_.#/ster of Debates in Congress (1824
of Patents, Postmaster General, and Secretary of the
-=87) ; Congressional Globe (1838-72); Congressional
Treasury (1883).
ALEX._,'_DER JOII._STON.

].0_0
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The king was the state, and his personal servants
`were civil servants,
and were to be provided for
for life as such.
When Neckar assumed the administration
of the French
finances,
the public
pension list of France amounted to twenty-seven
million livres ; the private
one had to be kept a
secret.
Every one knows what a shameful
use
was made of this privilege
in England
in the
times of Charles II., _.ndhow from that time for a
long period of history the free use of pensions was
the only method
by which cabinets and govern-

his office ; for eleven years, and under twclvc years',
an annual allowance
of eleven-sixtieths
of such
salary and emoluments;
and inlike manner a further addition
to the annual
allowance
of onesixtieth in respect of each additional
year of such
service, until the completion
of a period of service
of forty years, when the annual
allowance
of
forty-sixtieths
may be granted;
and no addition
shall be made in respect of any service beyond
forty years."
There is thcn a provision
for cornputing the amount of superannuation
to persons
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A pension is defined by Webster to be
an annual allowance
of a sum of money to a person by the government
in consideration
of pabst
services.
In theory at least a pension is an arbitrary
payment
of money
by the money-giving
power in a country--in
this country, congress ; in
another,
the crown or parliament--for
what it
considers
services.
A secondary
definition,
historically the primary
one, in Webster, shows us
the aspect in which a pension used to be regarded
:
"An allowance
or annual payment considered
in
the light of a bribe."
The moremodern
ideals to
consider it in the light of a payment on an insurance policy.
We will briefly consider how these
different
ideas about a thing called by the same
name arose. -- After a man or set of men have
done any signal service to their country,
it has
in every country
and in every age been thought
only right and just that the popular appreciation
and thanks should be expressed in something
more
than words.
And consequently,
after such sereices have been rendered, whether in peace or war,
it seems perfectly
proper for the country,
by its
representatives,
to vote a pension or any other re'ward that may seem fit, whether it is to a class of
men, an army or an individual.
For instance, in
this country,
pensions in generalhave,
at least until quite recently, been looked upon as un-American and unrighteous.
Butafter
every war of any
consequence
statutory
provision
has been made
for the payment of pensions and bounties to those
who have been wounded in it, or to the famiiic_ of
those who have died in it, and this without objection.
Special acts of congress also have at every
period of our history been passed, giving pensions
"where needed and deserved.Such pensions as
these have be_n, as we have said, at all times natural and proper.
It can be easily understood,
that in the old days of monarchical
indepcndene.e
and independent
bounty, the stcp from this class
,_f pensions to gifts for _ hat thecrown
called sereiee._--that
is, personal
service or complaisance
rendered or to be rendered--was
a very short and
easy one.
And so a door was opened for a v_t
amount
of corruption
and bribery.
Salaries had
to be paid to those who took up the profession
of
courtiers,
just as to any officers of government,
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members of parliament became civil servants too,
and had to have their salaries and provisions for
life.
Finally, the abuses became so great as to
force a reform, and an act was passed forbidding
any pensioner or placcman
to occupy a seat in
parliament.
Even now, cabinet officers and holdors of offices of emolument under the government,
when they accept the position,
have to resign
their seat in parliament.
Finally, the subordinate
clerks of govermnent
began to claim such provi
sion, and while by a gradual
process thcse arbitrary powers were curtailed in nearly allEuropcan
countries,
the princil)le of pension giving was enlarged, and subjected
to statutory
provisions.
More and more officers of government
and clas._cs
of officers were embraced
in pension-giving
systerns. -- Mr. Dorman
B. Eaton,
in his book on
the " English Civil Service," sketches the rise of
the system in England.
and we may take his remarks to illustrate the growth of such a system,
and his reasoning as to the difference among different kinds
of pensions, as an example
of the
arguments
by which the growth has always been
aided. -- In 1809 an English statute provided
for
superannuation
allowances to persons in the excise
service, reciting,
"Whereas
no provision is made
by law for persons
employed
in the revenue of
excise, to the great di_ouragement
of such officers and other persons, and to the manifest injury
of the revenue."
In 1810 a law proves a fact already suggested,
that the voluntary
contributions
of those in certain beaneims of the service had
provided a sort of retiring allowance
by creating
a fund in the nature of an insurance
fund.
This
act is known as 50 Geo. III., ch. 117.
The same
law also provides for annual statements of persons
in the public service, and of their salaries, pcnsion_
and allowances.
It also establishes
a systcm ef
superannuation
allowances.
Other
laws from
time to time were passed on the subject.
In 1859
they were finally rcvis_d
by 22 Vict., ch. 26,
"An act to amend the laws concerning
superannuation, and other allowances
to persons h,tving
held civil offices in the public servicc."
The allowance isgiven "to all persons who have served
in an established
capacity
in th(" permanent
civil
serviceof
the state, whether their remuneration
be
computed
by day pay, weekly wages or annual
salary'."
There is to be granted
" to any person
who shall have served tcn years and upward, and
under cloven years, an anntml allowance of tensixtieths
of the anmml salary and emoluments
of
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embraced by the foregoing provisions.
There are
also provisions
for granting allowances at discretion up to a fixed limit in cases of exceptional
merit, severe bodily injury, di.,_bility m the scrvice, abolition of offices, etc. Where the pensioner
is under sixty, evidence of infirmity incapacitating
him from discharging
his duties, and of the probable permanence
of such infirmity, must be given;
and, even when these facts are establi.shed, he i_
liable to be required to serve again at any time before the age chosen as a limit.
But persons (_ 12)
retain the right to superannuation
on transfer to
other employment
under the crown.
All allowantes are to be paid f_ee of taxes.
The system is
madein principle an.alogous to pen_ionsin military
life.
On the other hand, a deduction
may be
made from such allowances
against any person
when "his defaults or demerits in relation to the
public service appear to justify such diminution,
The act further provides, that no persian (save a
few especially
excepted)
shall be de_,med to be
in the civil service in such a sense as to e,_title
him to any superannuation
or retiring allowance,
unless he has been admitted to the civil service
with a certificate from the civil service eommis
stoners.
This being the act under which pensions are now given in England, it has been rather more fully recited than in Mr. Eaton's book.
]_Ir. Eaton further distinguishes
between these
superannuation
allowances
and pensions granted
by crowns or administrations.
Thoscallowances
are really a part of tile compensation
of the ofltee,
of the conditions on which he entered public service, and are not, therefore,
given on any theory
of a gratuity or of favor. Looked at from the side
of the government, they are regarded as presenting an ingenious
and just method of receiving a
good quality of service at the most reasonable
rates; and from the side of the officer, as an induccment
to greater economy,
at the opening of
official life, in order to secure, by reason of what
he then forbears to rcceive, a certain provision for
his declining years.
Tile pension proper (in civil
life) is a different
matter
altogether;
being the
bribe of the crown or administration
for political
effect, or its favor bestowed allen some pemou
deemed fit for its charily or deserving of its honor,
and often irrespective of such personbcing
or haying been in the public servicc. There was an available pension fund apparently
in the discretion of
the crown for political purpo_s until 1830, in spite
of various statutes.
In that year all the pension
lists wel,e consolidated.
In 1837 Queen Victoria
ascended the throne; and, by an act passed in her
first parliament,
the right of the crown to grant
pensions was limited to about six thousand
dollars
a year (in addition to the prcvi_).us list), and they
can only be granted in that amount "to such persons as have just claims on the. royal beneficence,
or who by their personal services to the crown, by
their performance
of duties to the public, or by
their useful discoveries
in science and attainments
inltterature
and the arts, have merited the gracious
consideration
of their sovereign and the gratitude
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of their country."
(t Viet.i oh. 11.)-- There are
nine classes of civil pensions in England: 1, nanuiti,s;
2, compensation
allowance;
3, compassionate allowance; 4, hereditary pensions; 5, political pensions; 6, pensions; 7, retiring allowances;
8, special pensions; 9, superannuation
allowances:
and the amount thus spent was in 1881 over twenty
millions.
Tile oldest pension is to the heirs of Sir
Thomas Clarges.
The date is put at 1673. _N'early a million dollars have been paid to him and his
heirs, and over three and a haft millions to the
duke of Marlborough
and'hi_ hcir_. -- In France,
pension_ are awarded to civil, military and naval
officers, to ecclesiastics, and to those distinguishe_l
in literature,
science and the arts; also to the
widows and children of high officials.
In 1874
thirty-six thousand francs were awarded to aged
and infirm ecclesiastics.
Pensions for long services are given to non-commissioned
officers and
privates in the army wlw have served twenty-one
years in the infantry, or twenty-four
years in the
cavah'y,
or sooner in case of disability from '
wounds,
loss of health, etc. --In
Germany the
military pension list was, in 1874, 37,996,878 marks.
--We
will now briefly consider the advantages
and disadwmtages
of a pension system, with especial reference to tile United States, and then go
somewhat into detail concerning the pension laws
and system now existing here.-- In our consideralien of the general theory of pensions, we may
withdraw one class from discussion.
Tllat is the
first class we have spoken of : those which, cornblued with the wish of men to live without working, originated all the other kinds; what arc called
in France national rceompense_,
granted by legislative or kingly acts for distinguished
services.
As we have "d,'cady said, these have always lwer,
granted, whether to armies or individuals,
anti so
hmg as such arc carefully
scrutinized,
and the
mt,rits for which they are given are fir,t weighe(t
in the balance and found worthy, no objection
can be rai_cd.
Th(,y slmuld be given, too. if the
primary object should (ii_,, only to his dependent
rel.ltives, and not to his children after they altair_
a self-sul)porting
age.
It follows from thi% that
military pensions should begrantcd
after any cspecial service or war, anti with immediate reference
thereto.
And besides these, if any one enters the
government
service where there is a pension in
existence already,
he h.ls a right to dcnmnd the,
pension.
That does not affect the question whether such system
should be, abolished for the future, or the question whether any should ever be
introduced.
-- Leaving
these matters,
therefore,
out _)f the question, what we arc to discuss is the
advisability,
or otherwise, of a pension system as a
part of the method I)y which a government
agrees
to p_y its servants, civil or military, for services not
vet rendered. -- 1. There i_ an objection in theory
to a government's
either creating an insurance fund
for the benefit of, or promising
to confer a gift on,
its agents, civil or military, for future services, by
any statutory provision.
It is not within the preyince of government,
as that province
has been
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limited and defined by history and by writers on
the subject.
A government's
business is to protect its citizens' rights and to transact tile clerical
busine_ of the state as a whole.
There may be
many things the government
docs now which do
not come within this rule ; but because it is difficult or not advisable to remove those alresdy there,
is 11o rea._on why, if the theory be true, still more
exceptions should be added to the list. But., it is
said, the government
may hire aclerk or a soldier
at so much a year to do certain duties,
IIas it not
a right to choose its own manner of paying? may
it not each year subtract so much from the salary,
telling its servant, "If you work for me for a certain number of years without conducting yourself
so badly as to get turned out, you shall get tile
proceeds of this investment
that is made for you;
and if you do get turned out, it will go to others
who_rveout
their time"?
Or, looking atit in another light, may it not, when the clerk or soldier
enters its employ, say, "If you work for me for so
many years, and I don't meantime dismiss you, I
will at the end give you so much in every future
year, and you need do no more work for it"?--It
will readily be seen, that here, in a very finely
drawn line, comes up the old question as to the
powers of a government.
Shall a government
be
"strong"
or "weak "; paternal and grandmotherly, or not? shall it build and run railroads and telegraph lines, subsidize and regulate industries and
arts and society, and institute social reforms? or
shall it let all these things arrange themselves,
so
far as the rights of it._citizens remain unimpaired,
and confine itself closely to thc business as wehave
defined it.* The moment discretion
is given a
legislature or other governing body, to create and
distribute
funds for servants who may become invalid; or to confer in the future benefits on other
servants if they perform good service; or to make
any arrangement
other than one of a strictly bustness nature, whether it be to establish an insurance fund or otherwise;
that moment it takes to
itself new powers, and these seem to us to be
dangerous
in their tendency, as liable to abuse,
Their utility
in fact we will deal with next.
There are a great many arguments
on both sides
of the theory of the government question, and this
is not the place to examine them.
(See GovErn_a_cr I_rERV_-NTION, and other articles.)
Each
individual
looks at it from his own standpoint,
Here the writer can only express his personal
opinion,
that for a government
to do anything
more than pay its servants so much for so much
work on an ordinary business or cash basis, is
wrong in theory and outside its proper powers.2. brtility.
It is admitted, that if it can be proved
that any great advantage would accrue to the state
by the introduction of such a system, that would in
some degree atone for its wrongfulness
in theory;
but it is submitted that that fact can not be proven,
and the balance of evidence tends to prove tile reverse. -- To put the question broadly, do public
servants perform better work for the public if they
have a pension in prospect?
They ought not to;
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if a man undertakes
to do work for so much, he
should do his work honestly and completely, no
doubt.
It is therefore
not the duty of government ,to try and get them to work harder by
promise of a higher, even if it be a deferred, re.
ward.
But, as Gen. Washington
._id to a corn
mittee of Congress, Jan. 29, 1778, in urging the
adoption of a half-pay system for the army, "A
small knowledge of human nature will convince us
that with far the greater part of mankind interest
is tile governing
principle, and that almost every
man is more or less under its influence.
_
Few men are capable of making a continual saeriflee of all views of private interest or advantage to
tile common good.
It isin vain to exclaim against
the depravity of human nature onthisaccount:
the
fact is so; the experience of every age and nation
has proved it; and we must, in a great measure,
change the constitution
of man before we can
make it otherwise.
No institution
not built on
the presumptive
truth of these maxims can sueteed."
Mr. Eaton has taken, as the motto for
his book on civil service, already quoted from,
a saying of John Locke's : "I think every one,
according to the way Providence has placed him
in, is bound to labor for the public good so far
as he is able."
We may notice
the different
ways of looking at a thing which a practical and
a theoretical
statesman have, and pass on to the
point we wish to make, which is rather, can the
public get better servants by giving so much an
nual salary and a pension at the end of a certain
period, or by giving a higher annual salary and
no pension?
For no pension fund can be instituted on sound principles if the salaries are to be
as high as if there were no pensions.
In France.
a few years since, the amount derived from the
pension fund was only one-third of the amount of
pensions to be paid, proving the existence of a
vicious system. -- The advantages of the system
are very well put by Mr. Worthington
C. Ford:
"In the administration
of government,
there is
employed a large number of public servants, servants of many grades, who give their time and onorgies to the performance of their duties.
As a
rule, and the exceptions
are to be found only in
the higher positions,
the salary these servants receive is their only resource.
Let the government
be overthrown,
or let the offices be abolished, and
these men are thrown
upon the world to obtain
their living in other occupations
through whatever capacity they have developed in the public'
employ,
lgor are these the only chances of ha_dship that they must fear.
Sickness and infirmity
may come upon them and render them incapabh'
of performing any task whatever.
They have the
alternative
then of becoming
a burden on their
relations or a ch/_rge upon the state or locality in
which they reside.
In order to prevent this, and
in consideration
of long and faithful service, most
governments
have instituted a system of pensions.
This is all the more necessary where the salary of
public employ_s
is somewhat
lower than those
that can be obtained in other walks of life.
It
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might
be added
that
this is rarely
the ease, and it
is certainly
not
so in the United
States,
where,
through
a variety
of causes,
many
of whieh'were
intended
to have
but
a temporary
c.ffect, the salaries
of public
servants
are very
much
higher

are told, are gained
by a pension
fund,
are, themfore:
1, increased
happiness
on both
sides ; 2,
economy--smaller
wages
are given,
and the balance
accumulated,
but, it is not every
one who
comes to get his pension,
and therefore
by the pen-

than those
obtained
for the same kind of labor in
trade
and industry."
" In theory
nothing
could
be more just than such a system.
As the right to

sions

a pension

restrictions, such as age, time of service, position in the
civil ser_dce,
sIX_.cial disability,
etc., it is practically
a premium
offered
to such
as will perform
the
necessary
conditions,
and
so insures
a better
class
of public
officers.
It encoura*res_
astrict
performance of duty
on the part of the employ6,
an(1 it).spires
him to discharge
the functions
of his offl.ce
to the best of his ability
in order
that he may in
the end secure
this reward.
It holds
out to him
the

is generally

promise

of

gmarded

a eompetenee

some

his

old

government

a gainer

; 3,

it is not a s_,rvi(.e which he may give or withhold at pleasure,
but one which, ff not offered, may be comt_dled by the strong
arm of tbe government.
The recognition by the state of the
di._tin_fished military services of its ettizeus m its sopport
and defense in the form of a pension, though sometimes
granted
a_ a charaty,
a_ an actnmde
of gruce,
in fulfillment
of sortieorpromise
by thei_ generally
government,given
or
inducement held out to the sohlier either at the time or after
hisenli_tmcnt
It Is not given to every man who lx'rfurms
mihtary service, llowe_ er distinguished and meritorious that
_-er_iee may
be. while
but toin those
only
wounds and
or
contract
diseas<,
the hue
of who
duty. receive
The purpose
design of the government ts to make the soldier good, as far
as money can do it, for the injurws he received, or in other

wholly
in want.
tie more
cheerfully
gives
the
best of his years to toil and fatigue
when
conscious
that the benefits
derived
from
his labor will not

dit-abhngehildren
v,uumlsor
the war,
miuor
and inluriesduring
dependent relatives
of and
thosethewidows,
_ho were
killed or who have since died from the effects of such service.
This is the humane pobcy recognized and acted upon by

end

every e vilized country on the globe.
It hasbeen truly said
that every pensioner is, m one sense, a burden upon his fellow-c_tizens, eLther directly or indirectly; and noreason can
exist fur imposing sueh a burden on behalf of men who did
only their plain, simple dlltyas citizens, and received no msterial
in its aperformance.
A disabled
soldier
is not a
pauper injuD"
for taking
pension.
A well
man would
be nothing
el,c ff he were to accept one. For this reason 1 do not deem
it right or exi_edient to sclect ont any particular elasa of soldiets, or men who rendered any particular service, or suffered
any peculiar hardships and privatmn_, and pension them, re.
gardless of whether they can show any pem, iouable disability
or not. Under thelenient
rules adopted by the present commt_ioner
of pensions, every soldier who was wounded or

his

death

or

incapacity.

or in

is the

_ord._,
to make
tip to him
as had
muchnotas been
he could
have earned
at
his trade
or vocation
if Iw
wounded
or had
notcontmctedthedi.-ease.
Under thisrule--andtumyjudgment it is both just and magnanimous--no
man is entitled to
a pension fi)r mflitaryservwe
except those who have rveeived

with

age

so many

that
might
make
him
him the encouragement
family
will
not be left

the event
of any infirmity
unfit for labor,
and gives
that
after
his death
his

in

by

of

A pension

is

not, in such
cases,
a charitable
donation,
nor
a
gift bestowed
without
any return.
It is, as I have
said,
rather
an insurance
fund;
a gift,
if you
please,
but one that
is earned
by honest
toil and
by a devotion
to the employer's
interest."
]3ut
Mr. Ford
adds:
"The
expediency
or necessity
of
civil
pensions
has never
been
recognized
in this
country.
abundance
troduction
pants

of

The pay is good, and there
is always
an
of applications
for positions.
The inof civil service
rules has made the occupositions

more

certain

of

retaining

them

during
good behavior,
and has thus given a reason
even for reducing
salaries.
_
_
Whenever
a
special
ease of hardship
occurs
in the civil service
it is usmtlly
congress.
''_

treated
by
a special
enactment
The three general
objects
which,

of
we

* In justice to Mr. Ford it should be added, that he draws
a distinction
between pensions granted to civil servants of
the government and those granted to military and naval sereants, and this distraction
i_ manifestly a just one to make.
While the dangers of corruption attending the liberal use of
civil pensions are many, and in fact migl_t be said to be inseparable from the system, there exist strong reasons for
granting allowances Ior raflitary and lineal service when there
exist also the proper safeguards agalust abase.
If there be
any principle recognized and estabhshed in this country it is
that pensions must be' confined to tho_ who were separated
by the nature of their servme trom the great ma_ of the cornrauntty, and who devoted themselves exclusively to military
duties; who laid aside the character of a citizen, amt became
a soldier; who, in abandoning the pur_uit._, exnngnished
also
the habits, of private life. Bu_, in bestowing military pension_ it should be reeoguized that pruv_sion should be made
only for those who, being unable to support themselves, are
necessarily
thrown upon public or private charity.
"It
would not, I think, '_ wrote Attorney General Rush in 1815,
"be going too far to say that in every case where an officer or
private loses his health while in service, to such a degree as to
be dh_bled from performing los duty any more, he is contentplated, primafac/e,
as an object of this charitable rehef from
the legislature. _' And more recently the expediency of milltary and naval pensions was defended in congress as fonows:
" The service which the soldier renders may he voluntary, but

contracted disease
while
on active
the field,pensioned,
or during
confinement
in rebel
prisons,
can, duty
il notin alre_ly
apply for and receive one now under the Sere'rut law. It
is lmpo_ible
for congr.'sa to grade and adjust pen_mns to
the different degrees of suffering and hardship endured in the
service.
All sho_s
tlmt wethere
cau is
do ais pensionable
to grant themdisabitify"
in ca_es'ahere
the
e_idence
but it
we should go beyond th_s rule we shmfld be. simply pensionmga large number of men, who, _hile they endured gr_t
suffering and privations, received no material injury, and are
now able to esrn their living.
In this connection I desire
also to say that I would not create a civil pension hst by
granting pensions to men _ bo are injured m the civil _rvice
of the government.
They go into that sert ice wfluntarily,
and can not be compelled to enter it against their will, and
can leave when they please.
When they a.,_sume the duties
they take all the asks, and tire paid for doing so. I believe
pen.qous should only be grva_ted to men who have been inlured in the milit_ry or naval service of the country; and,
without stopping here to elaborate the point, I will simply
say that in my judgment we am not called upon tu granting
pensl0ns to break down the burners set up by our fathers betwecn the military, and civil service, and launch out into a
sea which I lear wotfld prove shoreless mid bottomle_.'"
Nor is it any condemnation
of such pensions to poiut out the
great frauds that have arisen under variuu_ systems.
That
is the fault of the laws. "The state has in time of war a
fundamental
right to the money, the services, and, if need
he, the life of e_cry citizen, without other compenestion than
the security and protecUun it affords him at all tm_es. The
peusion laws are not passed to secure to the maimed survivor
of the war, or to the helpless depondents on those who lost
their lives in the struggle, a right existent independently and
in the nature of things, but as a voluntary and fltiang assumption of caxe over tho_e who, in the service of the nation,
have lost the ability to care for themselves.
It i_ doubly
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permanency
in office, by increasing
the value of
the salary and office as time goes on. All of these
points are involved in the general question of utility. -- In reply to this argument let us quote Mr.
Bentham,
when discussing
his proposition,
that
such pensions are needless, and therefore given in
waste.
Ia his " Constitutional
Code," under the
head Finance,
he says : "Labor
applied directly
to a man's own use, or indirectly
in exchange
for
an equivalent
given by an individual
in return for
it, is one source of subsistence:
labor employed
for an equivalent
in the service of government,
that is, of the public at large, is another source.
In
the first case, generally
speaking, no such allowance of reward, after service has ceased, has place,
In the case of him whose subsistence
is derived
from dealings with the public at large, as in the
case of a wholesale
or a retail trader, a master
manufacturer,
an artisan, or a manufacturer,
it is
impossible.
In the case of habitual service tendered by contract to an individual
there is no custom for it. The case of incapacity
produced
by
age or disease is a case equally [)pen to expectancy
in both instances.
From the time of his embarking
in his profit-seeking
occupation
a man makes for
all such contingencies
such provision as his means
enablehim,aml
his prudcnce disposes him, tomake,
For the securing to individuals
any such extraordinary supply at the expense of the public there is,
if there be any difference,
less demand in the case
of an occupation
pursued by the rendering of scrvice to the public for hire, than in the case of him
whose subsistence
as above is derived from commercial dealings with individuals.
In the case of
a public functionary
a man's income is completely
certain; certain as to its existence,
certain as to
its quantity.
In the othcr case it is altogether
uncertain in both respects."-Another
objection is,
that there is a tendency,
under a promise of pensions and rewards, in government
servants to endenver to secure the approbation
of their immediate superiors in ways outside the duties of their
office for a long enough time or in asufficiently
intense degree for them to obtain the reward.
And
vice versa in the case of the superiors
toward their
inferiors and superiors both.
It is to their interest
to remain together for the given time, and as long
as they approve of each other reciprocally
they are
certain of their pension.
This gives ri_ to aclass
and privileged feeling among the employ6s, which
in turn causes an inattention
to and carelessness of
the interests of private individuals,
more noticeable, and perhaps
largely on this account, in the
public offices in Great Britain than here, where
the government
servants
have been, if anything,
tot) independent
of their official superiors and too
dependent on extra-official
protection..Mr.
Eaton
urges, as a reason in its favor in his book, that
"the provision
it makes for old age and misfordemoralizing and doubly shameful that beneficent law_ like
these should be made the cover of fraud and robbery--it not
only despoils _'be public treasury and unjustly burdene the
shoulders of the tax-paying masses, but it delays and often
fatally preJudicelthe catmeof really de_'ving applicants."
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tunes, besides promoting a better feeling in the
service toward the state, and making effective discipline easier, actually enables the state to purchase the services of its officers at a less cost to
the public treasury.
The allowances
for special
merit anti thedeductions
for bad conduct are based
on records kept in the departments,
and they are
considered to have a salutary influence (analogous
to promotions,
prize money and brevet rank in the
naval and military service) in stimulating
honorsble exertions in the public interest."
This is our
objection
put in another
way.
It creates an
esprit du e_rps among the young people in a circumlocution
office like that in an army.
The
longer the clerks are there the more they become,
superiors
and inferiors,
knit toge, her in interests
as against the outside world.
An official class, or
even aristocracy,
is created.-If a pension is to be
obtained at the end of a term of years, the nearer
that end comes the harderand
more ungrateful
it
becomes for a superior to dismiss an inferior, often
in disregard of the wishes of his own superiors,
especially in countries where a free press and a pop.
ular assembly
give the inferior opportunity
for
revenge and retaliation.
In other words, it may
tend to permanence
in office, but the permanence
is not of a healthy kind, and is not so dependent
merely on good work as it would otherwise be.Again, it is to be remembered
that the people filling the positions
go into them at their own request and wish, and they give so much work for
so much money.
When
they first enter, if they
find themselves
underpaid
they may resign, and
go into another business.
In every country there
are more applicants
for government
positions than
there arc positions for them to occupy.
It is not
necessary,
therefore,
that any more favorable
pay
should be given to such employ_s
than to those
in another
occupation.
Nor is there any reason
on account
of the nature of the work.
And in
this country,
at any rate, the clerks in the public
offices would strongly object to any pension fund
being instituted
if their salary should be lowercd
in consequence.
Most American
clerks are quite
capable of investing
their surplus
income themselves, and they would say that they did not need
to have the government,
and tte government
had
no right to, do it for them. -- Ag-ain, it causes poor
work
in a great many cases.
Many men wilt
cling on after tlleir time for usefulness
is entirely
over, merely to get their pension, or a larger one
than they would get if they were to then retire.
This often happens in England, although.thecommissioners do their best to prevent
it. We have
in this country recently had an example in a very
high place, where a justice of the United States
supreme
court, long past any ability to do any
work, insisted on keeping his place until his pension should accrue, and so doing a great injury to
the business
interests of the country. _ In this
country it is very doubtful
whether
any salaries
could be lowered for such a purpose, and so there
would be very little economy.
The salaries of the
United States judges were not lowered when pen-
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stons were extended
to them.
Besides, if our
other suggestions
are true, if the service became
less effective on account of such a system, it would
be poor economy
to introduce
it just to gain a
few lapsed pensions.
The making money out of
its employ(:s in such a way by the government
in
this country would only create disgust and disaffcction on the part of the employ6s; and, through
them, of the public. -- Again, there are coml)utcd
to be over one hundred thousand
civil servants in
the employ of the national
government
in this
country,
besides the ordinary
employS-s, m(_sengersand lower servants employed about a government office and buihling,
numbering
perhaps as
manymore.
This fact alone ought to bc enough
to deter any one from making any attempt to introduce such a system here. -- Thc principle suggested by its advocates is to institute a pension
fund, like any insurance
fund.
"The avel_age
life of the persons who are to share in the benefits
of the fund should be accurately determined,
in
order to learn how large a proportion
of the total
number
will be able to perform all the requiremerits, and be able in the end to ot)tain their portion.
This involves a determination
of tile death
rate, the probability
of life.
From these data may
be found the actual sum that must be set aside
each year in order that the pensions falling due
may be met.
If, to take a simple example, it is
found that theaverage
numberof
persons entitled
to a pension of say $500 each year is three, at least
$1,500 must annually
be obtained
from the pension fund.
If such a system were instituted
here
it would probably be carried on much as the naval
pension fund is. The secretary
of the navy, as
trustee, invests so much of the fund then in the
United States treasury as may not be required for
the payment of the naval pensions for the thcn current fisoal year, together with the interest of the
preceding year, and he gets 3 per cent. on it. Under section 4759 the privateersman
fund is maintained.
Two per cent. on the net amount after deducting all charges and expenditures
of the prize
money arising from captured
vesscls 'rod cargoes,
and on the net amount of the salvage of vessels
and cargoes rccaptured
by the private, armed yesselsof the United Statcs, slmll be secured and paid
to the collector orchief officer of the customs at the
port where such ve._._el comes, or with the United
States consul or agent, if outof the United States.
And the moneys arising thereupon are pledged by
the government
of the United States as a fund for
the support
and maintenance
of the widows and
orphansof
such persons as may beslain orwounded, etc., on board of the private armed vessels of
the United States, in any engagement
with the
enemy.
The secretary of the navy is trustee to
assign and distribute
this fund according to law.
trey. Stat., sees. 4758, 4754.)--The
history of pension legislation in the United States forms a most
interesting
and curious chapter, and in no other
nation has the principle
of rewarding
military
and naval service been carried to such a limit as

that the discipline of the troops depended much
upon the characters
of the officers placed over
them ; so congTess recommended
to the several
statesthat
they should use their utmost endeavors
to apl>oint in the service men of honor and of
known abilities.
On Oct. 7, 1776, as an encouragcment for men of that class to enlist as commisstoned officers, their montlfly pay was increased.
and somewhat later it was resolved that those who
should continue in the service till the end of the
war should receive half pay for seven years from
the establishment
of peace.
This applied only to
military service, and was more in the nature of a
bounty than a pension, stillit contained thegerms
of a pension system.
Meantime, however, owing
to the difficulties
which arose from the inability
of congress to fulfill its obligations
save in a greatly depreciated
paper currency,
it became evident
that few officers could remain, cven if willing, in
active service till the end of the war, without
making great personal sacrifices.
And, although
Washington
prepared
a scheme of half pay and
pensionary
establishments,
and strongly
urged
upon congress the necessity of making some provisions, the matter dragged, opposed by some as
tending to create a standing army, and by others,
because they thought
the states shouh| be first
consulted.
The result was a compromise measure.
All military
officcrs, commissionc_l
by congress,
who should continue
in the service during
the
war, and not holding any office of profit in the
states, should be entitled to receive half pay for
seven years after the war, l)rovided that thi_ gratully should extend to no officer who should not
take an oath of allegiance
to the United States,
and actually
reside within the same.
The provisions of this act were in 1780 made to apply to
tne widows and orphans of such officers as had
died in service.
Non-commissioned
officers were
to receive a specific reward of $80 at the end of
the wa_.
This measure, however, did not allay
the discontent of the officers, and in :1780 an act
was passe(t granting
half pay for life to officers who served till the clo._e of the war.
It is
curious to tind a law passed three years later commuting this half pay for life into full pay for five
years, and reciting, that "as the officers of the
several lines under tim immediate
command
of
his excellency General Washington.
did, by their
late memorial,
transmittcd
by their committee,
represent to co,lgress, that the half p'ly granted
by sund_" resolutions,
was regarded
in an unfavorable light by the citizens of some of these
states," etc.
In :1780 some of the states had already made provisions for their officers.
For examplc, Pennsylvania
granted half pay for life, and
the result was that the troops from this state were
in excellent
condition,
few resignations
being
made, while in the quotas of other states resignations were frequent. -- But it would be a mistake
to imagine that the results of these laws were at
all in proportion
to the promises they contain.
When in 1783 half pay for life was commuted into
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cent. annual interest were issued, find because of
the refusal of the states to fulfill the requisitions
of congress, the value of these certificates became
greatly depreciated, falling until they could cornmand but one-eighth of their nominal value.
The
army was disbanded,
and the officers were cornpelled by their necessities
to part with their certificates for whatever
they could obtain.
At the
end of eight years the principal and interest were
funded
at 3 per cent., but the paper was now
chiefly in the hands of speculators,
and it was not
until nearly forty years had elapsed that COU_'TesS
undertook
to do justice to the revolutionary
officere.
When the matter came up f()r settlement
in 1826, out of 2.480 commissioned
officers (exclusive of foreigners)
who came out of the war, only
280 were alive.
In all that time there existed a
deeply rooted opposition
to pensions, as a systcm
of favoritism
by which those in power made provision, at the public expense, for their friends and
followers.
-- Up to this point, however,
we have
been concerned only with the officers of the army.
In 1785 congress
recommended
to the states the
propriety of making adequate provision
for invalids.
In 1788 it was further resolved that "each
state shall have credit in its general account with
the United States, for such sums as may become
due to invalids."
Subsequent
laws, both of a
public and a private
character,
were passed applying to invalids, and in the organization
of the
army a like provision was incorporated.
By 1806
a general system of pensions had been framed,
and in 1808 the United States assumed the state
pension obligations.
From that time until 1818
the principle was settled that all persons disabled
in the course of military or naval service should
be provided
for at the public expensc, whether
they had served in the land or sea service of the
forces of the United
States, or any particular
state in the regular corps, or the militia, or as volunteers.
The law, however, was surrounded
by
many safeguards
against fraud, and a pension was
to be allowed only for disabilities
incurred
in the
service.
So limited and confined
was it that the

up their private pursuits and devoted themselve#
exclusively to military service, and not to men who
had rendered casual service ; and in support of
this view it may be said, that, as originally introduced, the bill would cover the demands of those
who had served for three years, and who stood in
need of assistance from the government
for their
SUl)port.
During the passage of the bill tile three
years' requirement
was displaced
by one of nine
months, and in that form the measure became a
law. It was estimated that the annual charge upon
the treasury would amount toabout $160,000, but
the results proved that this estimate was far from
correct, and tlmt the door had been opened to
frauds so cxtensive that they became unimportant
only in the light of subsequent
pension legislation.
27,948 persons appli(,d forthe benefitof
the act of
1818--a number greater than that of Washington's
army at any period of the war, and exceeding the
whole number of soldiers that could by the established rate of mortality bc supposed to be alive in
1818. The claims of upward of 18,000 were admitred, and it was afterward
discovered
that fully
one-third of this number
had no legal claim to
government
bounty.
The money required to pay
these claims was between two and three millions
annually;
the appropriations
for this branch of
expenditure
being in the first year under the act,
$1,847,900,
and in the next, $2,766,440.
Then
congre_
interfered,
as the country was becoming
alarmed.
]_lcn who had never served at all, or
for very shol_ periods, men who had given away
their property to their children, or conveyed it in
trust for their benefit; in short, every one who
was old enough to have served in the revolution
found little difficulty in getting himself placed on
the pensions list.
To correct this open scandal a
law was passed _Iay 1, 1820, which retained the
"nine months"
and " indigent
circumstances"
requirements,
but provided
greater
safeguards
against
fraud
by requiring
every applicant
to
submit a schedule
of his property
and to take
the necessary oaths.
This caused 6,000 names to
be stricken
from the list.
In 1829 an attempt

abuse arising under it was comparatively
unimportant.
Abuse, however, there was, and in 1804
iL called out the saying that "the revolutionary
claimant
never dies; he is immortal."--In
1818
the first departure
from this conservative
policy
was made, and was followed
by others in 1820
and 1828. On March 18, 1818, an act was pa_ed
granting
pensions
to all who had served in the
army of the revolution
" for a period of nine
months or longer at any period of the war "; and
" who, by reason of reduced circumstances,
shall
stand in need of assistance from their country, for
support."
Here the principle
which limited the
granting of pensions to such as were disabled in
actual service was abandoned,
and the length of
service and the poverty of the pensioner are made
the conditions on which pensions were hereafter
to depend.
It was doubtless
the intention of the
framers
of the bill to have its provisions apply
_aly m those who had during _he revolution given

to pass what was known as the "mammoth
pension bill" called out a vigorous protest
from Mr.
Hayne.
Its effects, he said, would be to open
the door of the treasury to "mere
sunshine and
holiday soldiers, the hangers-on
of the camp, men
of straw,
substitutes
who never enlisted
until
after the preliminaries
of peace were signed."
--An
act of June 7, 1832, was followed
l_"
more extensive
frauds,
and this was adverted
to in the president's
message for 1834. The pro.visions of the pension
laws had by this time
been extended
so as to apply to wars other than
the revolution,
and in subsequent
years they were
nmde to include
all military
service wherever
rendered.
A list of the wars will be found at
the end of this article.
The results of legislation are shown in the following
brief statement
contained
in a report to congress made in 1884:
"There
are supposed to be now living about 42,600 persons
who receive pensions
or gratuities
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from the government
under different
laws.
Of
these about 8,900 are invalid
pensions,
10,50{)
come under the act of 1818, 700 under that of
1828, and'27,500
under the lave of June 7, 1832.
The amount expended in the previous year rcached
three millioxts of dollars."-It wouht bc unprofitable even to attempt to trace minutely
the effects
of the.manylaws
relating to pensions passed betwecn 1832 and 1860. Enough
has been said to
show that the tendency of such legislation was to
pass from astrictly
defined and on tim _hole wellguarded system, to o,m which allowed extensive
frauds,
and in reality
gave the government's
bounty
to the undeserving.
As the laws were
more generally
applied,
and included
a greater
and greater number
of subjects,
the opportunity
for fraud was ever present, and was not allowed
to pass unnoticed.
-- The rebellion, however, gave
rise to some pension legislation
which deserves
more than a cursory notice, because it gives ample
proof of the tendency of such laws to run into
-wastefulexpenditurc,
and also to become a political
engine, a device foe gaining the votes of the "soltiler" population.
It may be premised that pensions were offered early in the war to secure volunteers;
and further, as every such volunteer
was
_subjected to a medical examination,
and was-at least theoretically--allowed
to serve only when
sound in body, it followed, that, if he were not
sound at the end of the war, he must have been
disabled or become diseased while in service. This
fact becomes important
in the light of legislation
slier the close of the war. -- Since the rebellion
the following
are the more important laws relating
to the granting
of pensions
to soldiers and their
families : July 14, 1862; July 4, 1864; March 8,
1865; June 6, 1866; July 25, 1866; July 27, 1866;
July 7, 1870; July 8, 1870; June 6, 1874; June
18, 1874; June 20, 1874; June 22, 1874 (consoli<iation act); Aug. 15, 1876; Feb. 27, 1877; Feb. 28,
1877; March 8, 1877; March 8, 1878; March 9,
1878; June 17, 1878; June 18, 1878; June 20, 1878;
Jan. 25, 1879 (arrears of pensions act); March 1,
1879; June 9, 1880; June 16, 1880; Feb. 26, 1881;
Aug. 7, 1882; and in addition to these, countless
bills of a public or private nature became laws or
were rejected.
Under these laws the most liberal
provisions were made for those who had suffered,
directly
or indirectly,
while in the army during
the rebellion.
It is doubtful
whether any other
nation
has provided so liberally
for its disabled
soldiers and seamen, or for thc dependentrelatives
of the fallen.
"If any person, whether officer or
soldier, belonging to the militia of any state, and
called out into the service of the United States, be
wounded
or disabled while in actual service, he
shall be taken care of and provided for at the public expense."
(Revised
Statutes,
_ 1639.) This
priuciple has governed
the pension le_slation
of
the country almost from the beginning (1792). The
government
undertook
to make good, as far as
possible, the loss of health or members, when such
loss was incurred
strictly in its military
or naval
_'vice,
and to furnish regular pecuniary
aid to
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the families of those whose lives or health were
thus sacrificed.
From a very simple impulse of
justice has sprung an entire system of rewards, or
rather of recompense,
which has grown to proportions little anticipated
by those who framed the
first laws.
In place of laws for particular
emergeneies, cautiously limited to retrospective
action,
we now have statutes which regard on an equal
plane all branches of the service, regulars, voluntee_ and militia, and further providing
for the
future as well as for the past.
The few simple
and efficacious ._afeguards
which were imposed
upon the earlier laws have been abolished,
or so
modified as to be, to all intents and purposes, null
and void, and step by step, as the system was expanded, its benefit._ have largely fallen to the undeserving,
to professional
schemers
for public
phindcr.
And of this the arrears of pensions act
isanotorious
example, thehistory
of which throws
a s_rong light upon the methods of shrewd lobbyisis who thrive upon the necessities of others.
Briefly stated, that history is as follows: The laws
then in force, it was claimed, were faulty, and it .
was expedient to abolish certain inequalitieswhich
the l)cnsion system wa_believed
to contain.
Under
the existing acts certain restrictions
or limitations
were impo._ed upon the time within which application for a pension should be made.
If a man
was unable to secure the necessary
papers and
proofs rcquired
by the practice of the bureau
within the _ppointed time, his pension couhl not
be granted
until the defects were remedied and
the proper documents
filed in the department.
It
thus happened, that, while many obtained pensions
beginning from the date of discharge or disability,
a large number of others, who were equally deserving, had their claims for many years delayed,
and when allowed drew their bounty
from the
date of the issue of the proper documents, and not
from the date of discharge or disability.
The law
prevented
any dating back, and it was claimed
that as a simple act of justice this defect should be
remedi(.d and the operation
of the system made
more equal.
" By the act of July 14, 1862, the
first on the subject of pensions growing out of the
war of the rebellion, it was provided that if the
soldier made application
within oneyear after his
discharge, his pension shouhl commence with tim
date of such discharge, but if he failed to make
his application
until after the expiration
of th6
year, then hks pension, when gr'micd, should com.
monte with the date of such at)plication.
This
was a statute of limitations
of one year, and deprived the crippled soldier of one year's pension
money or more, if, for any reason, he was not
prompt in presenting
his claim within the time
prescribed.
It was a vicious principle with which
to begin our pension system.
No government
can afford to higgle with its pr_ervers
over the
price of their blood, nor is it a becoming thing to
thrust a contemptible
statute of limitations,
the
last resort of a dishonest debtor, into the faces of
the maimed who are living, or of the widows and
orphans of the dead, in full payment of the most
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sacred obligations
ever incurred by a nation in the
proper committee.
The bill was rushed throu_
history of the world.
By subsequent
acts amendthe senate in the same unceremonious
manner,
atory of the act of 1862, the statute of limitation,
and in the short debate there is an absence of any
or the time within which to file an application
so
effort to discover _'hat would be the effects of the
as to carry a pension from the date of discharge
bill should it become a law.
Making an estimate
or death, was extended first to threc and then to
based upon a communication
from the commisfive years, and it stood at this latter
period in
sinner of pensions prepared three years previously,
January,
1879.
Tile arrears act was designed to
it was stated that the arrears might amount
to
eliminate
from the then existinglaw
that meanest
nineteen or twenty millions annually.
The seere.
form of defense to a debt ever interposed
by an
tary of the interior thought that $41,000,000 would
individual
or a governmcut,
the defen_
of the
be all that was needed to meet the provisions of tile
statut(; of limitations.
It destroyed
the detestable
new law, and accepting
this estimate,
the secreargument
so often heard, that the lapse of time
tar)- of the treasury asked for authority
to issue
can pay an honest debt; that if you can successbonds to that amount.
This estimate
was prefully evade the payment
of a claim for a ccrtain
pared, however, after the measure was passed and
number
of years, either through
your own ingehad received the signature of the president.
The
nutty or the ignorance
and helplessness
of your
pension bureau nevermade
an estimate of the cost
impoverished
creditor,
the claim
becomes
an
of the arrears bill until after it had become a law.
ohl claim; then, in the pompous
and stupid parSuch w_ the loose manner
of framing
and dislance of the day, a stale claim, and that at this
cussing an important
law. -- The truth, however,
point it is to be considered
paid and wiped out."
was soon seen.
The practical
operation
of the
-- It would,
however,
be a mistake to suppose
law was to offer a bonus of $1,000 down, in ad• that the law arose from such philanthropic
randition In subsequent
periodical
payment_s, to all
fives as the sentences just quoted from a speech in
persons who might thereafter
file and prosecute to
defense of it would indicate.
In fact, it was notha succ_sful
issue, pension claims against the goving more than a piece of selfish and interested
erument.
:Even while the bill was in the hands
legislation,
originated
by a ring of pension claim
of the president,
its real results were beginning
to
agents who made a living by trading upon the
be foreshadowed.
Secretary
Sherman
told his
necessities of descrying
pensioners,
and it was by
a.ssociates in the cabinet that it would require an
their efforts more than by any 6ther
influence,
expenditure
of $150,000,000.
On Jan. 25, Secrethat the arrears act was hurried through congress,
tary Schurz read in a cabinet meeting a letter from
In 1871 the total number of applications
filed was
the commissioner
of pensions, saying that the bill
48,969; in 1872, 26,396; in 1873, 18,303; in 1874,
would
require
an immediate
expenditure
of
16,734; and in 1875, 18,704.
The claim agents
$36,000,000,
and largely increased
annual requisisaw that their business was failing off, and took
tions.
In spite of these damaging
statements
the
measures for increasing
it. In 1875 and 1876 they
president,
Mr. IIayes, signed the hill. In Februhad begun their peculiar methods, and werefloodary, 1879, Secretary
_hurz
addressed a letter to
ing the country with blank petitions.
The cornc.ongress calling attention
to the va_st sum probmissioner
of pensions
said, in his report for 18.'78: ably involved by the arrears act, and urging upon
"A comparatively
small number
of profusionthat body, in the most emphatic temps, the necesal claim agents and claim firms .it Washington
sity of adopting legislation
to protect
the governand some other points of the country, through the
went against the frauds
which the ncw measure
intervention
of sub-agents,
and by extensive
adwould be sure to encourage.
At once the flood
vertising,
employing
for that purpose in some in- gates were opened.
In his report for thc ycar endstances
sheets issued in the form of periodical
ing June 30, 1879, a date less than six months after
newsp._pcrs
purporting
to be published
in the in- the pa_age of the act, the commissioner
said that
terest of the soldiers, the columns of which conthe new claims of invalids,
widows, minor ehilrained matter in which apparent
anxiety for the
dren and dependent
relatives, had come in at "an
soldicrs' welfare and appcals to their love of gain
unprecedented
rate."
The claims of invalids, he
were cunningly
intermingled,
always representing
said, were more than double in number those of
the advertisers
as in the enjoyment
of special and
any previous year, except 1866 (just at the close of
peculiar facilities
for the successful
prosecution
the war), and nearly double that year, while other
of claims, and usually adding the suggestion that
claims were large in an almost equal proportion.
no charge would be made unless a pension should
Furthermore,
at tim time the arrears
act was
be obtained."
The result of this activity was to
passed there were about 100,000 unsettled claims
bring before congress a host of petitions
praying
which were regarded as alive and pending;
besides
for further
legislation.
Already
a measure
prothese, there were not less than 80,000 on the files
riding for arrears of pensions had been introduced
which had been rejected for one reason or another.
into the 44th congress, but it was killed in comAmong these claims, which were on the files and
mittee, and in the next congress a like measure
had not been admitted,
were about 45,000 which
promised to experience
the same fate, when it was
were counted as dead claims, the claimants
hayunexpectedly
taken up and passed under a susing abandoned
their prosecution,
or died leaving
pension of the rules without
debate, and apparthem unsettled.
The arrears act not only brought
ently without having been considered by the in new o"nginalclaims at the rate of 10,290 per
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month for the whole period of seventeen months
from February,
1879, to June 30, 1880--while
the
average from July 1, 1878, to Feb. 1, 1879, was
only 1,597 per month--but
it revived from thirty
thousandtofortythousandoldcaseswhichwcrcon
• the rejected files. The drain on the treasury was
greatly increased.
The largest annual disl)ursement previous
to the passage of this act was in
1871, and amounted toabout tbil'ty-three
millions,
In
in
In
the

]878 it was $26,844,415;
in 1879, $33,780,526,
1880, $57,240,540;
and in 1881, $50.620,538
this last year the commissioner
estimated that
act would consume., sooner orlatcr, more than

$510,000,000.
This piece of legislation, which is
little else than a gigantic swindle, h,_ rein,tined
•,lnchanged
in spite of efforts to overturn
it. It
was conceived
for private advantage, and carried
through without
considcration
or debate, and by
means of political pressure.
It is the old story of
the prtetorian guards repeated;
the soldiers' votes
formed
the main object
to be secured
by its
passage. -- One more point deserves attention,
as
showing
the great stimulus
exerted by pcnsion
legislation.
When the bill granting pensions to
all the survivors
of the war of 1812, and to the
soldiers' widows, was before congress, it was generally asserted
and believed that the number of
persons entitled to such pensions,
about scventy
years after the war, must necessarily
be small,
The armies of the United States in 1812-14 had
not been large, and the number
of people who
attain the age of eighty or ninety years can never
be very large.
Yet in the table we give, we find
more ttmn 7,000 survivors and more than 24,000
widows drawing pensions ! "Either
the war of
1812 must have had a mysteriously
vitalizing
effect upon those in any way engaged in it, or the
passage of the pension bill must haveresuscitated
a
large number of those who, in the ordinary course
of nature, had died ycars ago." And in his report
for 1882 the commissioner
of pensions makes some
interesting
speculations regardingthe
pension population of the country.
" The proposition
is as
follows:
IIow manypersons
are there now living
who served in the army during the late rebellion,
or who bore a pensionable
relation to those who
served, who have not yet applied for a pension?
The adjutant
general of the United States reports
the following
aggregate
of enlistment
for the
different periods of service:
60days ..............
2,045 9 months ...........
89,899
393,70(;
months ...........
10_.416i 1 year ..............
100day_..............
85.8_)712_cars .............
44,400
4months ...........
42_3vears .............
2,(_28,630
6 months ...........
2fl,lls 4_,ears .............
1,042
8 months ...........
373 A_gregat_ ..........
2.780,178
Taking
this as a bqsis of my calculation,
I have
endeavored
to ascertain the number of individual
enlistments
; that
is, excluding
second,
third,
, fourth, and subsequent
enlistments
of the same
person.
The result of my investigation
and estimate upon
this point shows an aggregate
of
2,049,969 different
individuals
who enlisted for
_greater or less periods during the war.
To this
number
should be added the number of persons
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serving in the regular army and navy at the cornmencement of the war, viz., 16,422.
So that the
grand total of individual
persons who entered the
service during
the war may be approximately
stated to be 2,063,391.
Up to July 1, 1882, there
have lx, en filed by army invalids, 4,50,890 appliestions for pensions.
Up to the same date there
have been filed 294,077 applications
on behalf of
the service of deceased
soldiers.
There have
been filed l)y navy invalids 7,633, and by those
rcprescnting
deceased sailors, 3,294.
This makes
an aggregate of tho_e who have applied for pensiou of 756.119 out of the whole number who enlisted, as before slated. As near as I cau ascertain,
there arc about 86,800 repr(,sentaiivcs
of deceased
soldiers who h'_ve not yet applied forpension,
and
1,000,469 survivors
of the war who have not yet
applied for pension, and 220,000 who died during
and sin('c the war, who left no pensionable relatives
surviving
them.
a a The general proposition,
however, is presented, with the best available information at hand, that there is a surviving soldier
population of a little over ten hundred thousand,
out of which claims for pension in the future may
be made by those who incurred pensionable disabilitics."--In
the United States spcci:d acts have, as
we have said, with great frequency been passed for
pensioning any person not falling within the provisions of the law in force at any given time.
For instance, cap. 43, approved
June 17, 1844:
"Be it ena(.tcd, etc., that the secretary of war be
and he is hcreby authorized
and directed to pay
to )Iilly, an Indi'm woman of the Creek nation,
and a daughter of the prophet Francis, a pension
at thc rate of $96 per annum,
payable semiannually, during her natural life, as a testimonial
of the gratitude and bounty of the United States,
for the humanity
displayed
by her in the war of
1817 and 1818 in saving the life of an American
citizen who was a prisoner in the hands of her
peol_le, and abo_lt lo be put io death by them," etc.
In another ca._c Baron dc Steuben was granted a
pension of $2.500 a year during life, "which said
annuity shall be considered
in full disch'_rge of
all claims and demands
whatever
of the said
Frederick
William dc Steuben against the United
Slates."
Many of thesc private acts granted pensions to priwtle individuals
who had, like )Iilly,
the Creek w_)man, 1x_rformed some act of heroism.
They did not fall within the provisions
of the
pension laws, and fornl the first exc(,ptions to the
rule that in the United States there are no civil
pensions.
Up to 1869, so far as the writer is
aware, such form the only exception.
In that
year (Statutes at I,argc, vol. xvi., p. 45), a bill was
pas_ed to increase the U,_ited Slates judge._, and
it pr()vided, among other things, that " any judge
of the United States, who, having held his commission as such at least ten years, shall, after haying altained
tim age of seventy years, resign his
office, shall thereafter,
during
the residue of his
natural
life, receive the same salary which was
by law payable to him at the time of his resignstion."--Since
then, a new precedent
has been
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ereate_l as to ex-presidents'
widows.
First, Mrs.
Lincoln was given one, then Mrs. Garfield, then
Mrs. Polk and Mrs. Tyler.
The life.saving
department
has had a pension arrangement
made by
law for a certain definite period.
The internal
revenue
servants
and the railway
mail servants
also have had endeavors
for a pension
system
made in congress
in their behalf.
Employ6s
in
the quartermaster's
and paymaster's
departments
have received them.
Also nurses, and in one case
the widow of a professor
in the naval academy,
The New York municipal
police have also had a
pension
system introduced
for their benefit, recently.
Many bills have been introduced
for such
purposes,
the most sweeping
being Senator
Edrounds', in the 47th congress.
Its object was to
allow all officers who may retire or be retired, one
year's pay; after fifteen yearsof service, two years'
full pay; after twenty
years, a pe.nsion of half
pay; after twenty-five
years, two-thirds
pay; after
thirty years, three-fourths
pay; after thirty-five
years, four-fifths
pay; and after forty years, full
pay._The
subject of civil pensions has already
been discussed.
It is not contended
that so far
any but very excu_lble
departures
from the rules
thus far in force in this country have been made,
but every new dcparturc
from the same should
very closely examined
and criticised
as long as
the rule remains in force.
If, after a full discussion, it shall be decided to put in force a systom of civil pensioning,
it will be an interesting,
but at the same time a dangerous,
experiment.
--The existing provisions
of the pension laws are
too numerous to he given in this article, and the
reader must be referred
to the manuals prepared
under
the authority
of the bureau.
,A word,
however,
as to the practice
of the department.
The applicant
for a pension first sends a declaration. of which he can get a blank form from tile
office, giving the necessary dates and figures and
ci_umstances,
in detail.
His identity
must be
shown by the testimony of two credible witnesses, who mast
appear hefore the officer.
Then,
on receiving
this, the interior
department
makes
application
to the adjutant
general and surgeon
general or to the navy department,
as the case
may be, for the applicant's
record and evidence
as to the disability.
If there be none, the applicant mu_t obtain the affidavit of a commissioned
officer who had personal knowledge
of the facts,
If there is no record even that there was a disability, the applicant
must obtain the evidence of
the surgeon
by whom he ",)-as treated, and must
prove that his own habits had no agency in the
production
of such disability.
If the disability
arises from disease, he must, in addition,
get evidence from his physician
setting forth the history
of his disease and disability since its first appearance.
The administrator
or executor of a soldier
is not entitled to arrears if the deceased had filed
no application.
If claimant
died pending
application, the pension, when granted,
does not belong to the estate, but to the widow or children,
If there are none, then the pension lapses, except
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that the expenses
of the claimant's
last sickness
may be paid.
Death is to be presumed
in cases
where more than two years elap,a _ince the date
of the soldier's
supposed
death fn action.
No
pension in hand or to come, or in wnosever hands
it is, is liable to attachment,
levy or seizure by or
under any legal or equitable
process whatever°
No I)ensioner may have more than one pension at
a time.
IIclplessness
means(act
of 1876) dependence on another, and also inability to gain a subsistenee by one's own exertions.
The abandonmeat of her minor child by the widow forfeits
her title to a pension.
Any pledge,
mortgage,
sale, assig'nment or transfer of any right, claim or
interest
in any pension, which has been or may
hereafter
be granted,
shall be void and of no
effect.
:No pension money will be paid to any
agent or attorney of the pensioner,
and no agent
is to recognize any warrant
or power of attorney,
except in the case of insane or Indian pensioners
or those under disabilities.
(Act of Aug. 7, 188°.)
All pensioners
must have been loyal (luring the
war of the rebellion.
At the outbreak
all the
pensioned
in other wars who were in tim insurgent
states were cut off, and also those in the northern
states known
to be disloyal.
In :[867, widows
who could prove their loyalty during
tile war
were restored.
A pardon
by the president
does
not restore the right to the former or any pension.
As to what constitutes
disloyalty,
it has been held
that compulsory
service with Zhe rebels does not.
Making clothes and tents for them, does. Applying to the confederate
congress
for a federal pension does not. -- On the next page we give a table
of the pension claims filed and allowed since 1861.
--There
are fifty-eight
agencies
in the United
States.
Payments
are made quarterly,
and there
i_ a biennial examination
of the pensioners.
New
York contains the rot)st pensioners,
then Pennsylvania, then Ohio ; the commissioners
have said
that there is not a single county or pari._h in the
United States without its pensioner.
The average
age of our soldiers in 1863 was only twenty-six,
and so this state of affairs is likely to continue
for some time.
Formerly
the Washington
office
kept an alphabetical
list of ttle rejected and admitred pensioners and of the claims filed, but this
was found very cumbersome,
and now all names
are indexed
according
to their companies
and
military organizations.
In the course of making
the change
(November,
1880) more than 3,000
duplicate
claims for pensions
were found,
anti,
fifty-three
cases in which two pensions had been
granted
the same person.
These new records
consist of 176 volumes,
of 250 pages each,-and
have claims for pensions
on account
of service
in 2,268 regiments,
194 battalions,
706 independeat companies,
208 batteries, and 46 staff corps.
Besides this, the old three-fold
invalid,
widows
and bounty
lands divisions were abolished,
and
everything
"was arranged
by states.
The cornmissioners
have therefore
evolved a method
by
which the government
may be better protected
from fraud, and this they submit every year to
s
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congress,
which, with equal re,.rularity, pigeon
holes it. This is to have a nunall(,r of 1)cn_ion
commissions
all over the country,
eonqsting
each
of one surgeon and oue pension clerk, at)l)ointcd
from Washington,
who._, duty it shIlll lie in each
case to go to any place in their district from which
a claim has heen forwarded,
and there to summon
the claimant trod his witne,_se<, and such other wit-

agents, who can receive no comlwnsation
for their
services unles._ the claim in allowed."
The examining surgeon is usually lh(, neighborhood
pra('ti.
tioner, whosc professional
intcrl,st it is to please
lhe clainlant
at lhe expen.e, of the government.
(Comnlisqoner'_
Report, 1877.)-- The folh)wing
table slloW,_ the annual expenditure
of the governmcnt of the United States on account of pensinns,

nesses as they thcmselves
voh]ntecr
their testilnony,
evidence
thus furnished,

from March 4, 1789, 1o ,hlrl_. 30, 1883 [by cah.ndar
years to 1843, and by.fiscal year% ended Junc 30,
from that time):
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and to examine such
and report thereon
to

Washington.
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The claimants' expenses
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be Inatle
by an unl)rejudiced
governlnent
sur,.,,eon.
•
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and give the ..government a guarantee against their
success."
The neighbors
of any claimant
arc
likely to come forward
to expose any fraud in
such a matter.
Now, the honest claimants
who
are not able to fill a want in their evidence get
in-
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gap by fraud succeed.
There will therefore
be
less perjury,
forgery and false personation
under
such a scheme.
The old, and present,
scheme
"provides
for the settlement of claims on exparte
testimony exclusively,
given by witnesses who are
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to the office, and whose aflldavits _re almost universally
prepared
by claim
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_,ISTOF WARSoir THEUNITEDSTATES.
WAILS.
Revolutionary ...................................................
French ..........................................................
Tripoli ..........................................................
Indians (C,en St. Clair) ..........................................
Indians (Gen. Harrison)..........................................
England .........................................................
Serainoles ......................................................
Black Hawk .....................................................
Cherokees ......................................................
Southwestern Indian_ ............................................
Florida Indians ..................................................
Creek Indians ...................................................
Canada, New York frontierdisturbances .........................
England, Aroostook boundary question ..........................
Mexico ..........................................................
War of rebellion .................................................

Commenced.
April II, 177,5
July 9, 1798
June I0, ICDl
1790
Sept. 11, 1811
June 18. 1812
Nov "2[),1817
April 21, 18.31
Ig'_
1886
Dee. 23, 18.35
May 5, 18._
1_8
1858
April 24, Ig46
April 12, 1861

Ended byTreaty,etc. , No.of
Men
Enltst_d.
April
Sept.
Jttue
Aug.
Nov.
Feb.
Oct.
Sept.

11,
30,
4,
5,
II,
17,
21,
21,

Aug. 14,
Sept. 80,
July
4,
April 9,

1783
1_0
180.5
1795
1811
1815
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18_
I_a7
1886
184,3
1887
Ig39
I_39
1848
1865

*£89,715
............
............
2,843
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5.911
5,g_l
8._h;
2._Q0:]
41,IP-2
18418
1.1_¢
two regt's.
:[I0(J,460
2,78_,176

57,623pensioned. The last (Sam'lCook.of Clarendon,N.Y.) died Me . 29,18G6. ? 2,5,490
pensionedup t,o1880. :[11,308pensioned.

-- AVTIrORITIES.
.Army and 2Vary Pendon f, aws
to 1861, Robert Mayo, M. D., 4th ed. ; Mayo &
:Moulton's
l'reatK, e on the Pension Laws, Washington,
1861 ; A 21lanual of the Pension Latrs of
the U. S., Henry C. II.lrmon,
Washington,
1867;
A Manual of PenaioT_s, Bounty and Pay, George
W. Raft, Cincinnati,
1864; The War Clairna,ds'
Guide, George W. Raft, Cincinnati,
1866; lr_'aetic_
under tlve Pension, Bounty and 2_rize I, aws of the
U:. 8., Robert Sewell, iNew York, 1_4;
.A JDigest
of the La_s of the _Z S. governing llve granting
of
Army
and Xaw l)e*_rlo*_s, etc., compiled
by order of the Commissioner
of Pensions,
Calvin B.
Walker, deputy commissioner,
Washington,
1881;
Civil Service. in Great ]Sritai?z, Dorman B. Eaton,
:New York, 1880; The.A_nualReperrtaof
live CornmiaMor_r of Pensions and the Secretary of the Interior; The Co_jressio_a1Recard;
Dumont on Pen*_;_ns, Bentham's
translation,
David
A. WELLS, and
E1.'STACE CONWAY.
UNITED
STATES
SURPLUS
NONEY, Distribution
of, among the States.
The secretary
of the treasury (Ingham), in his report to congress,
in December,
1829, estimated
that the revenues
of the government
for that year would amount,
including
the balance
on hand
on Jan. 1, to
$30,574,666;
and the expenditures
to $26,164,595,
of which $9.841,011 was on account Of principal
and $2,563,994 on account of interest of the public debt.
He also estimated that the public revehue for the next five years would be such as to
leave free for application
to the payment
of the
public debt about twelve millions yearly.
The
amount of debt becoming due or payable during
the next five years was $48,522,869.
The surplus,
after paying this indebtedness,
would be twelve
millions.
The secretary did not favor a sudden
change in the tariff, but recommended
such gradual changes as would reduce the revenues to cor-

respond with tile existing expenditure.
President
Jackson, in his message to congress in 1829, said :
"After
the extinction
of the public debt, it is not
probable that any adjustment
of the tariff, upon
principles satisfactory
to the people of the Union,
will, until a remote period, if ever, leave tile governmcnt
without
a considerable
surplus
in the
treasury beyond what may be required for its current service.
As, then, the period approaches
when the application
of the revenue to the payment of debt will cease, the disposition of the surplus will present a subject for the serious deliberation of congress, and it may be fortunate
for the
country that it is yet to be decided.
Considered
in connection
with the difficulties
which have
heretofore attended appropriations
for purposes of
internal
improvement,
and with those which this
experience
tells us will certainly arise whenever
power over such subjects may be exercised by the
general govermnent,
it is hoped that it may lead
to the adoption of some plan which will reconcile
the diversified interests of the states, and strengthen tile bonds which unite them.
Every member
of the Union, in pca(.e and in war, will be benefited by the improvement
of inland navigation and
tildeconstruction
of highwaysin
the several states.
Let us, then, endeavor to attain this benefit in a
mode whichwill
be satisfactory
to all. That hithcrto adopted ha_, by many of our fellow-citizens,
been deprecated
as an infraction of the constitu -_
tion, while by others it has been viewed as inexpcdient.
All fcel that it has been employed at the
expense of harmony
in the legislative
councils.
To avoid these evils, it appears to me that the most
safe, just and federal disposition
which could be
made of the surplus revenue, would be its apportionment
among the several states according
to
their ratio of representation:
and should
this
measure
not be found warranted
by the conatitution, that it would be expedient
to propose to the
states an amendment
authorizing
it. I regard an
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appeal to the source of power, in cases of real
doubt, and where its exercise is deemed indispensable to the general welfare, as among the most
sacred of all our obligations."
It thus appears
that President
Jack._on regarded
ms unconstitutional the appropriation
of money for internal improvcments
by cOngTesS, and, in vicw of the anticipatcd
surplus, suggested
that its distribution
among the states would enable them to make such
improvements,
without the assistance of congress,
He intimated
that such a distribution
wouhl be
constitutional,
but if there was any doubt on this
point, an amendment
would remove the difficulty,
--During
the session of congress of 1829-30, the
duties on tea, coffee, coco:t, salt, and also on tonnage, wcre reduced, but the reduetions
were not
sufficient toexhaust
the surplus after the de.bt then
maturing
should be paid.
In his message for l)ecember, 1830, President
Jackson
referred
to this
subject as follows : " In my first message I stated
it to be my opinion that it is not probable that any
adjustment
of the tariff, upon principles satisfactory to the people of the Union, will, until a remote period, if ever, leave the government
without a considerable
surplus in the treasury beyond
what may be required
for its current services.
I
have had no cause to change this opinion, but
much to confirm it."-- The secretary of the treasury, in his report for 1832, says : ",kftcr Jan. 1,
1833, no part of the public dcbt, exccpt thc remaining fra_nnents of the unfunded
debt, of which
only small portions ate occasionally presented,will
be redeemable
before the following
year ; and,
though
there will be in tim treasury during the
year ample means to di_harge
the whole debt,
they can be applied only to the pur(.hase of stock
at the market prices."
The whole public debt was
virtually extinguished
by Jan. 1, 1835, on which
date the bal'mce of available funds in tbe treasury
was $5,586.232.
It w&_estimated that for the year
18_-15the receipts from all sources would be twenty
millions : but the actual receipts were $35,430,087,
receipts from the sale of the public lands during
that year having greatly increased.
In 1834 these
receipts were only $4,857,600,
but in 1835 they
were $14,757,600.
Thc rcccipts from ll,.c sales of
public lands in 1834-_5-6 were $44,492.3_I, and the
total receipts from this source, from 1796 to 18,M.,
had been but $44,595,000.
The balance left in the
treasury
at the beginning
of the ycar 1833, was
$2,011,777;
in 1834, $11,702,905, in 1_'_5, $_5,892,858, and on Jan. 3[, 1836, $26,749,803.In view
of this large balance, anti its probable large increase by Jan. 1, 1_537, the act of June 23, 1836,
was passed, authorizing
thc di._tribution
of the
surplus among the states.
As has been seen, this
method of disposing of the surplus was favorably
suggested
by President
Jackson
in his message
for 1829, and again indorsed by him in his mcs8age for 1830.
In 1836, however,
the vicws of
the president appear to have changcd.
_;cretary
Woodbury,
in his report for 1835, disapproved
of
the distribution
of the surplus among tim states,
Intimating
that it was unconstitutional,
tie said :
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"The people themselves, it is believed, can best
manage all their own money, which they and their
representatives
think may not be wantcd for publit: purposes;
and it would seem to be far prefer-,
able to leave it ori_.ginally in their possession, than
to withdraw
it for the expensive
operation
of returning it substantially
to the place whence
it
came, and that probably in a manner not conformable to the constitution,
till after the delay of urocuring an amcndmcnt
to it; and even then not
expedient,
because
calculated
injudiciously
to
strengthen
the g_,neral government,
and to render
the states more dependent on a great central power
for yearly _md iml/orlant
resources.
Indeed, a
reductiou in the price of public lands, whose unusually large sah.s thc past year are the source of
most of the pr(.sent surplus, would, if their sales
should n_)t thereby bc much increased, seem another mode far more natural to obviale the present
difficulty.
But, be'fore adoptingit,
this amt various
_)ther considerati[_ns must bc weighed, and it must
bc fully considered whcther all tile revenue anticipatcd from them at thcir present
prices would
not be necessary, after the great reductions in the
tariff in 1842, and whether a resort to a higher
tariff would not then be.come indispensable,
if the
average receipts from lands or customs should,
from any new legislation,
be(;ome then much diminished below the cstimal(_s which have been
submitted on the present occasion."
This change
in the opinion of the administration
from 1829 to
1836 was probably owing to the hostility of the
president to thc banl: of the United States, resulttag in the vet() of the bill for renewal of its charter on July 10, 18"_2. and the removal of tile United
States deposits from the bank by order of the secretary of thc treasury of Scpt. 26, 1833. (See B._.'_KI._o IN TIrE Ur_rTED STATES.)-- In 1835 and 1836
the revenues
of the government
were deposited
with the state bank% the favorites of thc administration, and the distribution
of the surplus at this
time among the states would h'tve deprived these
banks of the deposits.
In his message to congress
of 1836, after the l)a_lgc of the act of June of that
)'ear, rcgulatingthe
pul)li(, deposits, and providing
at the same time for the distribution
of the surplus
in the trc'lsury on J'tn. 1, 1837, President
Jackson said: "Without
desiring to conceal that the
cxpericnce 'rod ob_crvation
of the last two years
have operated a partial change in my views upon
this interesting subject, it is nevertheless regretted
that thc suggestions
made by me in my annual
message of 1829 and 1830 have been greatly rotsun(tc_tood.
At that time the gre;tt struggle was
begun against that l'ttitudinarian
construction
of
the constitution
which authorizes
the unlimited
appropriation
of the revenues of the Union to intern.fi improvements
within the _tates, tending to
invcst in the hands, and place under the control,
of the gcneral government,
all the principal roads
and canals of the country, in violation of state
rights, and in derogation
of state authority.
At
the same time the condition of the manufacturing
interest was such as to create an apprehension
that
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the duties on imports oonld not, without extensire mischief, be reduced in season to prevent the
accumulation
of a considerable surplus after the
,payment of the national debt.
In view of the
dangers of such a surplus, and in preference
to its
application
to internal improvements,
in derogation of the rights and powers of the slates, the
suggestion of an amendment
of the constitution
to
authorize
its distribution
was made.
It was an
alternative
for what were deemed greater evils-a temporary
resort
to relieve an overburdened
treasury,
until tim government
could, without
a
sudden and destructive
revulsion
in the business
of the country,
gradually
return to the just principle of raising no more revenue from the people,
in taxes, than is necessary for its economical
support.
Even that alternative
was not spoken of
but in connection
with an amendment
of the con.
stitution."--In
the meantime
Jackson, in his attack on the bank of the United States, had been
bitterly opposed by Clay, Calhoun, Webster,
and
a majority of both houses of congress, by whom
many of his acts were regarded
as an exercise of
arbitrary
power.
In his first me_age in 1829 he
recommended
that the bank of the United States
should not be rechartered.
In January,
1832,
the bank's memorial
h)r recharter
was presented
both in the house
and senate,
and, after some
debate,
the bill for the recharter
passed both
houses.
This bill was vetoed, on July 10, by
the president,
and the recharter
of the bank
was made one of the issues of the campaign
of
1832. Hear)' Clay was defeated,
and Jackson reelected, and the latter claimed that the result was
an indorsement
of his policy against the bank.-During thesummer
of 1832, Jackson, as a measure
of hostility against the bank, conceived
the project of the removal of the United States deposits,
Benton, in his "Thirty
Years' View," (vol. i., p.
377), says : "General
Jackson was not the man to
tolerate these illegalities,
corruptions
and indignities.
He therefore
determined
on ceasing to use
the institution
anylonger
as a place of deposit for
the public moneys; and accordingly
communicated his intentiou to the cabinet, all of whom had
been requested
to assist him in his deliberations
on the subject.
The major part of them dissented from his design; whereupon
he assembled them
on the 22d of September,
and read to them a paper containing
his views on this subject.
This paper concludes as follows: 'Under these convictions
he feels that a measure so important to the American people can not be commenced
too soon; and
he therefore
names the first day of October next
as a period proper for the change of the deposits,
or sooner, provided
the necessary
arrangements
with the state banks can be made.' "-- Secretary
Duane refused
to carry out the wishes of the
president
without
a previous reference
to congress.
Roger B. Taney, then attorney general,
was made secretary of the treasury, and issued
the order for removal of the deposits on Sept. 26,
1833. The opponents of the administration,
looktug at the surplus revenue, regarded the proposi-
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tions made for distribution of the surplus among
the states favorably, as tending to deprive the
_resident of a portion of an immense patronage.
--The
deposit of the public money in the pet
banks had been followed by great financial distress, continuing
during the year 1834; and previous to and during that year propositions
were
frequently
made in the public press for distribution of the surplus revenue among the states as a
measure of relief.
These propositions
were fir.,t
in the form of a distribution
of the revenue from
public land, then a distribution
of the public
lands themselves,
and finally the distribution
of
both land and customs
revenues. _ During the
session of 1835, on motion of Mr. Calhoun,
a
select committee, consisting of Calhoun, Webster,
Benton, Bibb, Southard
and King, were appointed to inquire into the extent of executive
patronague, the increase of public expemlitures,
and the
number of persons employed or fed by the executire government.
The committee
assumed that
there wouht be an annual surplus of nine millions
for the next cight years.
]t regarded the disposal
of this surplus
as a problem
to be solved with
great difficulty, but one which w_ important
to
determine,
lest the executive
should greatly
increase his power by depositing
the public funds
with the favorite banks.
The committee accordingly "reported
a resolution so to amend tile constitution that the money remaining in the treasury
at the end of each year till Jan. 1, 1843, dcducling therefrom the sum of $2,000,000 to meet current and contingent
expenses, shall annually
be
distributed
among the states and terrilories,
ineluding
the District
of Columbia;
and, for that
purpose, the sum to be distributed
to be divided
into as many shares as there are senators and representatives
in Congress, adding two for each territory and two for the District of Columbia:
and
that there shall be allotted to each state a number
of shares equal to its representation
in both houses,
and to the territories,
including
the District
of
Columbia, two shares each.
Supposing
the surplus to be distributed
should average $9,000,000
annually, as estimated, it would _vc to each share
$30,405, which, multiplied by the number of senators and representatives
from a state, will show
the amount to which any state will be entitled."
This resolution was opposed by Benton, who represented thc administration
in the senate.
He argued
that the customs revenues could be largely reduced
by changes
in their methods of collection;
that
the revenues from the sale of land could be made
to disappear
by selling these lands at nominal
prices to the people.
If, after this, there should
still be a surplus, he advocated its use in the construction
of fortifications
to protect the coasts
and frontiers of the country.
The proposition of
the committee to amend the constitution to authorire the distribution
was never brought to a vote.
In the spring of 1836, the following
paragraph
appeared in the "Philadelphia
National Gazette ":
"The great loss of the bank has been in the depreciation of the securities, and the only way to
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regain capital _ to _
their value.
A large
pledge the faith of the states receiving
the same,
portion of them consists of state stocks, which
to pay the said moneys, and every part thereof,
are so far below their intrinsic worfll that the presfrom time to time, whenever the same shall be reent prices could not have been anticipated
by any
quired by the secretary of the treasury,
for the
reasonable man.
No doubt can be entertained
of purl)use of defraying
any wants of the public
their ultimate
payment•
The states thcmselves,
tre_._ur.v, hcyond the amount of the five millions
unaided,
can _tisfy
every claim against them ; aforesaid: Prodd¢,d, that if any state declines t(>
they will do it speedily,
if congress adoilt the
re('eive its proportion of the surplus afore._aid, on
measures contemplated
for their relief.
A dirtsthe terms before named, the salnc shall bc deposition of the public lands among the states, which
ed with the other state% "lgrccing to accept the
would enable qmm all to pay their debt% or a ._alne on (lel)osit in the proportion "ffore_.aid: A.d
pledge of the proceeds of sales for that pltrpose,
proridcd, f_Lrthcr, tha| when said In.hey, or any
would be abundant
security.
Either of thc_ a(:t_ part thereof, shall t_, wanted by tim said sc(:retary,
would inspire confidence,
and cnh'mce the value
to meet appropriations
by law, the same shall be
of all kinds of property."--A
bill for the districalled for, in ratable proportion% within oneyear,
button
of the revenues
was introduced
in the. as nearly as conveniently
may be, from the (liftersenate,
and supported
both
by Mr. Clay and
ent state_ with which the same is deposited, and
Mr. Webster.
It was opposed
by Mr. Benton,
,_hall not be calh,d for, in sums exceeding
ten
who introduced
an antagonistic
])ill devoting
thousand
(lollar<, from any one state, in any one
the surplus
revenues
to public
defen,ges.
The
month, without
previous
notice of thirty days
bill passed the senate by a vote of 25 to 20. Befor every "ulditional ,_um of twenty thousand doling sent to the house for concurrence,
it became
lars which may at, any time bc required.
Section
evident that it could not pass that body, as "Lms14. Arid be it ftwther
enacted, That the said dcjority of its members regarded
the project in its
posits shall be. made _ith the said statc_ in the
form of a distribution
as unconstitutional.
Thc
following l)roportioll._ and at the following times.
friends of the measure
in the senate determined
to wit: onc-qu.lrter
part on the flrs't day of Janto change its form so as to remove the dilll(,ulty,
uary, eighteen hundred
and thirty-_evcn,
or as
Instead
of a distribution
it was to be a deposit,
soon thereafter
as may be; one-quarter
part on
and the faith of the states was to be pledged to the first day of April, one (lu.lrter part on the
the return of the money.--There
was another
first day" of July, and one quarter 1)art ou the
bill in the senate for regulating
the deposit of ill-St day of October, all in the same year." -- In
public moneys with the state banks, and tim prophis mc_sa__e for Deeelnber, 1836, President
Jackosition in the form of a deposit with the slates
son objected to the method of distribution
providbecame sections thirteen and fourteen of this bill,
cd in the law, viz., according
to representation,
which passed with only six dissenting
votes.
It
and advooated
a method founded on the populapassed the house by a large majority,
155 to 38.
lion of each state. -- On Jan. 1, 1837. the ¢ln'l)lua
In the form of distribution
it lind no chance of
in the trea._ury, after reserving the five lnillions
passing the house.
"It
was approved
by the. required
llV law, was $37,468,859.97,
and the appresident,"
Benton says, "but with a repugnance
portionmcnt
among tl_e several states i_ shown by
of feeling and a recoil of judgment
which it rethe following table.
quired great effort of friemls to overcome."
1)rob .............
-_--ably, if he had returned
it wit h his veto, it would
have had two-thirds of each house in its favor. -The following
is a copy of the :[3th and 14th sec-
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$1.27_.4M0"2
S9"2.115 71
1,7_L231 13

$31sJH2.75
"22;_.(Y2_
416.05_86,
][27:14510
"2"_LtY28
'254,s:_ 9_.
:_3

tions of the act of June 23, 1836: "An act to
regulate the deposits of tile public money.
See-

MaineIiamp_hlre
..........................
New
Mm-sachm-ctt_..........

17°
I 14

tion 13. That the money which shall be in the
"
treasury of the United States,
on the ill•St day of
January,
eighteen
hundred
and thirty-seven,
re-

Rh(MtcL_land...........
Vermont
...............
Ctmnectwut
............

I
Ii

4
_

rSD,780,t!
892,115 sl
;1
t•mi¢.:_)

New
New

I

42
8

53352.694 _2S
1,019 :_:,0 81

•

s.8'2:_.':,a (_;
:_2,3&5Sl

•

serving the sum of five millions of dollars, shall
be deposited
with such of the scvdral states, in
proportion to their rc_pectiverepresentation
in the
senate and house of representatives
of the United
States, as shall, hy law, authorize their treasurers,
or other competent
authorities,
to receive the same
on the terms hereinafter
specified; and the secretei.ry of the treasury shall deliver the same to such
treasurers, or other competent
authorities,
on receiving certificates of deposit therefor, signed by
such competent
authorities,
in such form as may
be prescribed
by the secretary aforesaid : which
eerti.flcates shall express the usual and legal obliggtions, and pledge the faith of the state for the
safe keeping
and repayment
thereof, and shall

York ..............
Jersey
............

Penm-)l_ama ...........
l)elauarc ...............
Maryland
¥_rgmia

...............
................

Ii

[

10
_:l

North Carolina .........
South Carohna
Georgia
................ .........
Alabama ...............

15
_l
7

Mississippi ..............
............
Lom._i_na
Missouri...............

14

Kentucky
Tennessee

.............
..............

Ohio ....................
Indiana .................
.................
llhn(n_
Arkansas ...............
Michigan ...............
Total .....................

AnlOlltlt

I ,.l_,. ,_,.o.m., ,,.
_,t ,._,-,
' torsi lnlzthevear 1837[ Installment.

4

15

21
95
I 8
3

1,'Z74, _51.0"2
2.931,'237 3t

1,S:'18.1_ 57
:_)54.S90

97_')._ 26
q',.:¢¢'_83
31_,bl:_ 75
73"?.,8_.) 0;$

1,911,6767_.3 477.91913
1,401,8961'2
350,1740:3
l,._1,SINi
12
3,'g}A74 03
89"2,115
71
"2"£'k0"28
93
509,780
11
127,445 .10
6S7.'22551
159,:_06
'_
,r_9,7t'D
41
1'27,445t0
1.911,67653
477,919
1.911.676 53
477,919.13 18.
2,670,3,t71-t
669.0t_678
1,147,0059"2
286.75148
(i:?,7.'2"_)')51
159,_06 _.
3g'2,gSS31
_5.5838_
882,:_531
95.588 8_
$37,468,859._, l$9.ab7,214.08
'
'
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page, with the exception

Mr. Woodbury
to congress, of January
3, 1837.
--It
noticed, isthat,
by the
of thewilllastbe column,
copied
fromlawtheauthorizing
report of
the deposit of the surplus, each state was required
to authorize
its treasurer
by law to receive the deposit and to give certificates of deposit therefor,
The necessary forms for carrying
out this plan
were prepared
by the secretary
of the treasury,
and may be found in Ex. Doc. and Reports of
Committees,
1st Sess. 25th Congress, Doc. _'o. 30.
--All of the states named in tile foregoing
table of
apportionment
passed ]aws authorizing
the receipt
of the deposit, and some took the optx)rtunity
of
instructing
their representatives
to protest against,
or to endeavor
to obtain changes in, some of the
features of the law.
The legislature of the state
of h_ew lIampshire,
by resolution,
declared
that
any distribution
of surplus was unconstitutional,
They instructed
their delegates
to vote for a reduction of revenue
and against any measure for
relinquishment,
by the United States, of the sums
on deposit with the states.
The legislature of the
state of Indiana requested
its senators and repre8entatives
to use their exertions
to procure
the
passage of an act of congress
for the relinquishment on the part of the United Stat_ of all claims
of surplus
revenue deposits
under act of June
_3, 1836.
These resolutions
show conclusively
that these states regarded the money received as a
deposit
to be likely to be recalled, and not as a
.gift.--The
first three installments
were paid to
the states as nearly as possible on the following
dates, viz.: one-fourth on Jan. 1, 1837, one-fourth
on April 1, and one-fourth
on July 1, following,
The sums were paid by transfers from the deposit
banks.
On _N*ov. 1, _1836, the secretary
of the
treasury
notified
the banks
of the requisition
which would be made upon them to meet the in- [
8tallments
due, on Jan. 1, to the several states. [
On Feb. 18, 1837, he gave similar notification
in I
reference to the next three installments.
Forms of
the letters sent to each of the deposit banks m'e I
given, also, iu Document
30, Sept. 26, 1837, before referred
to. The installments
payable on
Jan. 1, April 1, and July 1, were transferred
to
the states on or near those dates.
They amounted
in all to $28,101,645,
and proportionate
amounts
were deposited
with and receipted
for by each
state. -- In May, 1837, the financial
pressure
be.came so great that the banks generally
suspended
specie payments.
The fifth section of the act of
June
23, 1836, for regulating
deposits of public
money, provided
that no bank shall be selected
or continued as a placeof deposit of public money
which shall not redeem its notes and bills on demand in specie.
On May 1, 1837, the number of
the deposit banks was 88, distributed
by states as
follows :
_taine ...................
8 New Jersey .............
,'NewHampshire
.........
42 _Pennsylvania
...........
83
"Vermont................
Delaware ...............
Mat,oaehusetts ...........
6]Maryland ...............
22
connecticut
l_daodeIsland.............
............
l_ew York ..............

District of................
Columbia ....
23 I Virginia
16 l North Carolimt ..........

1
1
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South Carolina..........
Alabama ................
Missi_ippt ..............
Louisiana
...............
Georgia
.................
Tennessee
...............

2 Kentucky ...............
13 Indiana .................
Illinois ..................
...............
! Michigan
OhioTotal
....................
...............

7
1
1
"_ 29

The number of deposit banks on Nov. 1, 1836,
was 89. Their capital was $77,576,449;
United
States deposits, $49,377,986;
other deposits, only
$26,573,479. _-The
difficulties
arising from tile
necessity of di_ontinuing
as public depositories
those bmlks which refused to pay specie, made
it apparent
that it would be very inconvenient,
if not impossible,
to transfer
the fourth installment of the deposit with the states.
Further
legislation was deemed necessary in this emergency, and an extra session of Congre_
wa_ called
by President
Van Buren.
Congress met on Sept.
4. Among other reasons for the extra session,
the president
in hi.s message
mentioned,
that
"questions
were also expected to arise in tile retess in respect to the October installment
of those
deposits, requiring the interposition
of congress."
-- Secretary Woodhury,
in a report made on the
safe keeping
of the public moneys, on Sept. 23,
in answer to a resolution
of the house of representatives,
said" "This last mode [viz., deposit
with selected state banks]
ceased by operation
of law during the last spring, except in relation
to five or six deposit banks which have continued to redeem their notes in specie.
The direct
losses su_stained under it appear to be large.
But,
in the end, they are not considered
likely to
amount to anything,
thougli the disappointments,
delays and injuries
under it, must, it is manifest,
in several cases be great.
The indirect
losses to
the public creditors
and contractors
have been
eonsideraifle,
and are difficult to be computed."
From this it will be seen that only six out of the
eighty-eight
banks designated
as public depositories on blay 1, could be used a.s such in September.
--Benton
says, in relation to these payments:
"The deposit with the states had only reached its
second installment
when the deposit banks, unable
to stand a continued
quarterly
strain of near ten
millions to the quarter,
gave up the effort, and
closed their doors.
The first installment had been
delivered on Jan. 1, in specie or its equivalent;
the
second in April, a'lso in valid money; the third one,
demandable
on July 1, was accepted by the states
in depreciated
paper; and they were very willin_
to receive the fourth installment
in the same way."
--The secretary's
report shows that therewould
be
a deficiency in the revenues to meet expenditl_'s
of over ten millionsof
dollars, which would render
it necessary
either to recall some of the money
deposited
with the stala-s, or to postpone the payment of the fourth installment
due on Oct. 1.
The secretary mentioned the inconvenience
of paying the fourth installment,
arising from the diffieulty of transferring
from the west and southwest,
where the money received from sales of public
]ands had accumulated.
The lack of revenue
* For statement of reeoureee and ]iabilitiee of these banks
see Report of Comptroller of the Currency, 1876,p. 48.
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was his principal reason for urging the withholding or postponement
of the fourth installment,
Believing the money would bc immediately
necessary to the government,
he thought it would be
less inconvenient
to withhold payment than to pay
and immediately
recall. -- On Sept. 11, 1837, Mr.
Silas Wright,
from the senate
committee
on
finance, reported a bill which provided " that the
transfer of rite fourth installment
of deposits directed to be made with the states, under
the
thirteenth section of the act of June 23, 1_36, be
and the _me is hereby postponed
until further
provision by law."
The bill was brought
up for
consideration
on the 14th, when he said, that, ac
cording to the report of the secretary of the treasury of the 28th ult., there wa.s then in the treasury subject to draft, available
and unavailable,
hut $8,100,000.
If the expenses of the month of
September were deducted,
which were e-timated
at two and a half millions, there would be in the
trcasury,
subject to draft on Oct. 1, les,_ than six
millions without
the transfer of a dollar to the
states toward
the October
installment.
If the
October installment
was to he transferred
to the
states, all the means in the treasury on the day
when
that
installment
was made
transfcrable

which, it was urged, wa_ to change the character of
the deposit act and makeit a distribution
measure.
By the act it was the duty of the secretary of the
treasury to call for a return of the deposit when
needed by the federal treasury.
The amendment
superseded
this, anti enacted
that the deposits
shouhl remain until called for by congress.
Mr.
.Niles pointed out the effect of this amendment.
lie said the majority of those who voted for the
deposit act did so because it was adeposit
and not
a di_tritmtion,
and merely withdrew
the public
moneys from the hanks amt depo._ited them with
thestate,_.
The amendment
wouht change the deposit to a loan, or. more properly, a grant, to the
states
]_Ir. Buchanan's
amendment,
however,
pas_ed by a vote of 32 to 12, and thu,_ the recall
of the (h,po-it_ ah'eady m,_(le was taken from the
hands of thc secretary anti plat'ed with oongress.-In the house of representatives
the ditpo.-ition to,
regard the deposit
act a_ a contract
was even
stronger than in the senate.
Mr. Caleb ('ushing
argawd that it had all the features of a eontract,
that it was a "contract
of deposit."
It was a
contract in honor, and, as far a_ there could be a
contract between the United Statesand the states,
a contract in law.
On the other lmnd, it was ar-

would not be equal to two-thirds of thc amount,
and money must be borrowed
upon the credit of
the United States to supply tim deficiency.
The
largest portion of the funds in the treasury was
wholly unavailable;
they were in the western and
southwestern
banks, and experience
had already
shown, thatthe
drafts of the treasurer upon these
banks would not be received in payment by the
public creditors,
ncithcr
would the states, other
than those in which the banks were loeatcd, take
these (_[rafts, and give their obligations
for a repayment of the amount in money in pursuanee of the
provisions of the deposit law. The transfer to tim
states, therefore,
could not be made, even to the
amount of the funds in the treasury
subject to
draft, by reason of the character
of the funds to
be drawn upon.
The whole mc'm_ in the trea_ury on the first clay of October
next would lie
from three and a half to four millions less than
the transfer
required.
If congress
should insist
upon this transfer,
it must authorize
a loan of
money upon the public credit in order that that
money when loaned, nmy be deposited
with the
states for safe keeping.
Mr. Webster
thought
that it was a mere question of convenience,
the
distributed
moneywould
go to all the people, and
any deficie.ney in the treasury must be supplied
by all the people,
tte thought
the most convcnient way was to pay the installment,
andprovidc
for the necessities of the treasury by other means,
Mr. Preston
opposed the bill on the ground that
many states had already appropriated
the money,
and had undertaken
public works on the strength
of it, etc.
Mr. Crlttenden,
of Kentucky,
opposed
it on the same ground.
By other senators the
deposit act was treated as a contract which the
United
States was bound
to carry out.
Mr.

gucd very forcibly that neither in honor nor in
law was there any reason for paying the fourth
installment
when there was no surplus in the
treasury.
Mr. tlalsey, on the same side. said, "In
reference to the deposit act, if a contract, it was
contract ba_cd alone upon the distribution
of an
existing surplu% not wanted for the ordinary or
extraordinary
expenditures
of the government.
The structure
was reared upon that rock, and was
,_ounderstood
at the time the statute was enacted.
The money to 1)f,distributed
was out of a surplus
fund.
Where was there a surplus fund?
There
was none."
The, opponents of the bill, apart from
the argument
of contract, mainly founded their
m_unlents
(,n the fact that the states had l)een induced to undertake
public works and other engagements by the promite of the money, and the
inconvenience
to which they wot,ld be put by
_ithholdingthe
fourth installment.
It was justly
observed by their opponents, that the statc_ should
have regulated their aoti(m by the actual term'_ of
the law of congress, to which'they
a_'eed when
they aecel)ted the deposits.
The oppo.,ition tothe
bill wa_ I)crsistent. the debate was long, and many
members were participant%
among _ horn were
Adams of 3I,t.ssachusetts, Filhm)re and Sible.v of
New York, Bell of Tennessee, and Wi_e of Virginia.
It finally pa,_aed the house by the close
vote of 119 to 117. A motion to reeon,idcr
was
made by 3Ir. Pickens, and carried.
On reconsideration, Sir. Pickens moved to amend so that, instead of postponing the p,_yment indefinitely until
furtht.r at lion by contress, it be post poned to Jan.
1, 1839, a day certain.
This amendment
was
agreed to and'concurred
in by the senate, and the
bill finally pa._sed in that form. --The
effect of
the postponement
of the payment to a fixed day
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to such a payment ; and the making the withdrawal of the first three installments
received by
the states dependent on an act of congress, has, by
the same kind of construction,
been re_trded by
some _-_altering what was originally a deposit to
a gift. -- As Jan. 1, 1839, approached,
it became
apparent
that there would be no funds in the
treasury available for the deposit of the postponed
installment.
The secretary
of the treasury,
in his
report for December,
1838, stated that the availsble balance on Jan. 1, 1839, would be $2,765,342
()nly, and at the date of the report the treasury
notes nutstanding
amounted
to over $7,754,560.
He said, "It will be perceived by these statements
that no surplu_ balance will probably exist either
on Jan. 1, 1839, or during th'lt year, to be deposited with the several states for safe-keeping
as a
fourth installment
ureter the deposit ac_ of June
23, 1836." Since Jan. 1, 1839, there has never been
a time when the United States had in its tre'tsury a
surplu_ over and above all its debts and estimated
expenditures.
The amount
deposited in. the first
three installments
with the states, has always been
carried as funds of the treasury unavailabh,;
and,
under the terms of the acts relative to its deposit,
it could now be recalled at any time by an act of
congress. -- General John k. Dix, secretary of the
treasury,
in a letter to the chairman
of the cornmittce on ways and means, of Jan. 18. 1861, called
attention
to the fact that "there
are deposited
with twehty-six
of the states,
for safe-keeping,
over twenty-eight
millions of dollars belonging
to
the United States, for the payment
of which the
promise of these states is pledged by written instruments
on file in this department.
The annual
statement
of receipts
and expenditures
for the
year ending June 30, 1860, represents
thisamount
as part of ' the balan('e in the treasury'
on that
day.
_ a I rcfer to this final resource as an
available one, should the public exigencies demand
it. It is not doubted
that the greater portion of
the amount so deposited would be promptly
and
cheerfully
paid should an exigency arise involving
the public honor or safety.
If, instead of calling
for these deposits, it should be deemed advisable
to ph,dge them for the repayment
of any money
tile government
might find it necessary to borrow,
loans contracted
on such a basis of security, superadding to the plighted
faith of the United States
that of the individual
states, could hardly fail to
be acceptable
to capitalists."
(See U_IT_:D ST,_TES
NOTES.)-- It is easy to see that there can be no
constitutional
authority
for the claim that
this
money, already in the possession
of the states, itrevocably
belongs to them, since, according
to the
constitution,
it is still in the treasury of the United
States.
The only method of taking money out of
the treasury
is by an appropriation
by congress,
upon which the secretary of the treasury is authorized to issue his warrant,
and no such method
was ever adopted in relation to this money.
The
whole object and intention
of the act was to deposit the surplus, not distribute
it, asit hasbeen
seen that a distribution act was known at the time

to be unconstitutional.
Upon the delivery of the
money the treasurer of each state gave to tim
United States, not a receipt, but a certificate of d_'
posit, subject to the future requisition of the government.
The amount of the deposit has alway_
been held among tlle "unavailable
funds of th(,
treasury,"
and is annually
so reported
among
other like funds, as may be seen by reference t()
page 883, Finance
Report, 1882, and previous r(.ports.
But whether
a deposit or a distribution,
no constitutional
method has been taken to authorize the payment of the money out of the treasury.
Moreover, it was a deposit of surplus and surplu¢
only, and when the surplus did not exist was su._pendcd by act of congress until a certain date; and,
wlmn at that date there was still no surplus,
tlw
deposit was again withheld by the executive, and,
on the same principle,
has been withheld
ever
since.
Congress
at any time can authorize
the
withdrawal
of the whule amount from the stat(_%
and it doubtless
could authorize
the perpetual
withholding
of the fourth installment
in view of
the fact that at some time in the future, after the
national debt is paid, there may be a surplus sireilar to that which existed Jan. 1, 1877. -- Benton,
in his Thirty Years' View, thus refers to the use
made of the deposits by the different states: "All
sorts of plans were proposed
for the employment
of the money; and combinations,
more or less interestcd or designing,
generally
carried
the point
in the universal
scramble.
In some states a pro
rata division of the money per capita was made:
and the distributive
share of each individual,being
but a fewshillings,was
received with contempt by
some, and rejected with scorn by others.
In other states it was divided among the counties, and
gave rise to disjointed
undertakings
of no general benefit.
Others,
again, were stimulated,
by
the unexpected
acquisition
of a large sum, to cngage in large and premature
works of internal iraprovement,
embarrassing
the state with debt, anti
commencing
works which could not be finished "
--A claim has been made within a few month_
(1884) upon the secretary
of the treasury,
und[,r
authority of an act passed by thelegislature
of tlw
state of Virginia for the deposit of the amount of
the fourth installment
($732,809.33) under the act
of June 23, 1836.
h. similar claim has also bc(.z_
made by the treasurer
of the state of Arkansas.
through
Senator Garland of that state, to which
the secretary replied, on Oct. 8, 1883: "I find that
the tradition of this department
for over a.do_cn
years has been to consider that act as obsotetc,-or
at least not imperatively
effective during a season
of large public federal indebtedness.
I can for
the present follow in the path of my predecessors
in the office of the secretary
of the treasury.
It
is not improbable
that I may ask the attention of
congress to the matter in the next annual report
from this department."
JoH_ JAY KNox.
UNIYERSAL
SUFFRAGF_
(Bee t_mc_,Gx.)
UNIYERSITIE$.
Purportofth_sArtide.
In
Europe the university has its definite character,
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_dl understood
by educated
men, although it is
not easy to define its functions
within the limits
of a single sentence.
In the United States, on the
contrary,
the word is used carele_ssly, as if it were
quite unimportant
to remember
its real significance.
Sometimes
it is applied to a strong institution which combines the four traditional
faculties; and sometimes to schools of a very low grade,
or to those which promote
but a single department of knowledge.
There arc indications
in
many paris of this country that the true idea is
hereafter to be more clearly recognized;
generous
gifts for such purposes have been made by states
and individuals;
and legislation
ha._ been s¢_ught
in order that the university
may hereafter
be developed on a proper basis.
In this epoch of munificent foundations,
it is of the u!most importance
that correct ideas should prevail anlong us; for,
otherwise,
the United States will remain behind
the other countries of christendom
in the, highest
department
of education. -- Meanil_g _,f t]_e l_rd.
Something
may be gained
by retrospect.
The
word university,
which, in the_ days and in all
the modern languages
of Europe, has an eduealional meaning, was primarily
a word of wider
use.
In its Latin origin it signified
the entirety,
the whole, the unit made up of individuals;
thus
"universitas incolarum
oppidi meant
the community--uuiversitas
canonlcorum,
tile company
of
canons.
It was nearly equivalent
to our word
society or corporation.
Gradually it was restricted
to a society of teachers and scholars,
and more
especially a society in which several faculties were
combined.
Hence it came to signify an association in which
all branches
of knowledge
were
taught, especially the highest educational
body in
a city or country--the
supreme
" high school."
Sometimes
universitas
pointed
to the governing
authority
of the corporation,
while in contrast
studium geueral_ indicated
its te'tching function,
8ocietas magistrorura
et d_cipulorum
was early
employed
as an almost synonymous
phrase.
In
modern
times the buildings,
libraries,
museun_
and other possessions of tile corporation
are ofte.n
spoken of as the university.
But in all legitimate
uses of the word the idea has never been lost sight

never be confounded,
as they often are in this
country, with colleges (corresponding
to tile German gym_u_ia,
or the Frem'h lyc¢.e,), in which
youth are trained by well-known
methods for the
higher work of more advanced
students.
The
university (like Oxford and Cambrktge) may well
include one or more colleges in its organization,
as
the gre'ltcr inclnd?.s the lc¢% but the higher authorily of the greater should always
be rceognizrd--asit
is, for example, by such titles as these:
Trinity
colh'gr in the university
of Dublin ; the
univer,-ity of 3h'Gill college in Montreal; the college of ao'rieulture in the university of California;
and Ad_,lbert college in the Western
Reserve univcrsity at Cleveland. -- In every true university,
all departments of learning should find a congenial
home as members of one family governed
by one
authoritn'.
Within their precinct% pupils trained
for frer(tom by preparatory
discipline
should be
encouraged
to go forward in the pursuit of science,
as deep a_ they will, as far as they can.
The dangerous effects upon the mind of an individual,
of
his devotion
to a single subject, will be counteracted by living anlong men who attach equal, if
not suprrior, value to very different studies.
With
nceasion:fl cxneplions, it may hc stated, as a rule,
that the self-taught man suffers from disadvantages
which the society of other scholars tends to remove.
Association in studies of a superior character, ureter some recognized
combining
and coordinating
authority,
is the most efficient method
wllich is kn(,wn for the development
of talents,
anti also for tile protnotion of knowledge.
Hence,
under all pha_es of organization,
the purpose of
the uniw,rsity has remained the same; namely, to
collect, weigh, perpetuate
and di.-seminate
systematic know, ledge on important
subjecls, by tbe'
eml)lt)ymcnt of eminent scholars in the instruction
of properly
qualified
youth. -- Or(qilt ¢_f U_t_versities.
It is commonly
said that universities
had their orion in the thirteenth century, but this
date can not be considered
exact, nor c:m any
one foundation
claim unquestioned
priority.
Tim
faculty of philo-,ol, hy can he traced as far back
as the sixth century.when
its courses inehnled the
trivium (grammar, logic, rhetoric), and tlw q,zadriv-

of, that the university
ks an organization
for advanced
instruction
in the chief deparunents
of
knowledge;
it is a high school in which the 1)rincipal arts and sciences arc taught.
An es_ntial
element
in its pl:m is comprehensiveness,
or
breadth;
it is a unit made up of man) constituents; a confederation
under a sovereignty.
-- :7bbe
distinguished
fror_t otlwr WoreL_. Hence it is acknowledged
by the l)est authorities,
that a single
faculty,
whethcr
of law, mcdicine,
tht.<)logy or
philosophy,
does not constituteauniversity.
Such
a faculty, however far its instructions
may be carlied, is too narrow to claim legitimately
the title
which belongs to a different and broadcr
organization.
Universities
must also be distinguished
from learned societies (like the Royal society, the
Frdnch i_titute,
the American academy, etc.), in
which no instruction is offered; and they should

ium (music, arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy), lhe
seven liberal arts, of which a liberally educated
man slmuld be the master (arti_lm nt_zgister). A.
mnemonic
hexameter*
thus recalls the sequence:
Oa_,_. loqultur; DIAvrra doeet : RHEV. _erba colorat ;
Mus. carat; AR. numeral ; G_o. pondcrat ; AST.coht astra.
In thc eleventh and twelfth centuries, when the
dawn of bettcr things began to follow the medi_eval darkness,
schools of law gn.w up (;_s at Bologna), and of medicine {as at Salerno), and of
theology in the monastic foundations.
The first
clear indications of the general study of philosophy arc secn in Paris, where at length ttle four
faculties began to co-operatc in the govermnent
of
students, and whcre, in 1209, the word university
was employed
in connection
with the affair of
* Quoted by Hallam, Lit. ]_ur.,i., 26.
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Amaury de Chartres. _* It is found in use, a few
years later, at Oxford, wherean aggregation
of colleges had been growing up for many years, perhaps
(though
not certainly,
nor even probably)
since
the days of King Alfred.
The university
of Paris
early exerted an influence upon the organization
of _)ther high schools.
Its methods,
its regulations, its usages, were adopted in distant countries,
and may now be traced in the history of English,
Scotch,
German
and American
foundations.-._Mern
_[iqns
of the LrnirerMty.
From this retrospect, let us turn to some of the modern statemenls of the proper scope of a university.
Discussions
on this subject
have b(_en rife in Germany, France
and Italy, but for our purposes
citations will only be drawn from British writers:
for it is on the basis of English
educational
experience that American
higil schools have been
organized. --In
an article which was published
in October,
1837, by Sir William
Hamilton,
the
Scotch philosopher,
thefollowingremarkis
found:
" We shall find no difficulty in proving that university, in its proper and ori_nal
meaning,
denotes simply th_ whol_ reefs,bets of a boric (genera]]y incorporated)
of per._ons teachil_g and learl_lng
one or more departra_.nt_ af kn,_wledge;f
and 7lot an
institution
privileged
to reach a determinative
cir.
cle of sciences, and to grant certificates
of proficiency (degrecs) in any fixed and certain departments of that circle (faculties)."-In his efforts
for the foundation
of a Catholic university
in Ire]and, John Henry Newman,
now cardinal,
published, in 1852, a series of "Discour_s
on the
Idea of a University,"
which begin with this _nfence: "The view taken of a university
in these
discourses
is the following:
That it is a place of
teacMng universal
knowledge.
This implies that
its object is, on the one hand, intellectual,
not
moral; and (in the other, that it is the diffusion
and extension of knowledge
rather than the advancemcnt.
If its ol)ject were scientific and philosophicaldiscovery,
I do not seewhya
university
should have students;
if religious
training,
I do
not see how it can be the seat of literature and science."-- In 1868, during the discussions
which related to tile reorganization
of Oxford, Goldwin
Smith, then about to withdraw
from his connerlion with that university,
wrote as follows : "F_xperience seems to show that the best way in which
the university
can promote
learning and advance
science is by allowing
its teachers, and especially
the holders of its great professorial
chairs, a lib
oral margin for private study; by this, by keeping
its libraries and scientific
apparatus
in full efflciency and opening them as liberally as possible,
by assisting, through itspress, in the publication
of
learned works which an ordinary publisher would
not lmdertake,
and by making
the best use of its
power of conferring
literary and scientific honors."
--While
the proposal was under consideration
to
* The di_iples of this philosopher were condemned for
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establish the Victoria university in Manchester
(fn
1882), Professor
A. W. Ward brought
forward
some interesting
evidence
from the German renascence,
saying, among other things:
"The renascence
age was in its way singularly
alive to
the uses of associated
study; and if I may speak
of different times, I may say in passing that there
is no side of modern
unive.rsity life better worlh
not only preserving,
but developing,
than that of
c,ombinath;nin'st_ldy.
Between teachers and learners, the laboratory and the seminary.; among learners. their own associatiorL_ connected
with the
studies of their academical
life--are
the real and
nc,ces_ry supplements
of the lecture room."
And
again: "A well-organized
system of university
education
should carefully
lead from a common
basis of sound general training
to the several
main branches of study, and in these again leave
room for the closer pursuit of special lines of research."--In
a consideration
of the "Future
of
English
Universities,"
Professor
James
Bryce
(1883) urges that these foundations
should aim to
attract
and educate
the whole nation [meaning
all classes of the nation].
Secondly, he argues
that "it is their business to offer to all comers the
best possible teaching on every subject--that
is,
to attract the most learned, skillful and energetic
men, give them a platform
to speak from, set
them to teach, both by public oral instruction
and
by showing pupils how to study, and give them
every motive of honor and interest for doing their
best as teachers."
Thirdly,
he speaks of what
can be done for the advancement
of letters and
sciences;
and finally, lie calls attention to the iraportance
of "bearing
a part in movements
for
improving
the education
and raising the culture
of those who can not come to the university
as
students."-This modern conceptio11 of the. university is most completely
worked out in the German empire and in Austria, where, under the control of each state (Austria,
Prussia, Baden, Saxony, etc.), the system of public
instruction
is
crowned by one or more universities.
Those Germans only (.an gain access to the lecture rooms
who bring the certlficate_ of thorough
preparatory
di_ip]ine,
though
foreigners
are welcomed
on
terms less rigid.
The ultimate
authority
is the
government,
which is bound to supply the requisite financial support, has the appointment
of prolessors, and pre_ribes
the general
regulations.
But within these limitations
the professora
are
free to give su(;h instruction
ami by such methoa_
as they think wise, and their wishes are usually,
if not always, considered
by the sovereign authority in the state.
In fact, the professorships
make
the university.
As a rule, the universities
haw."
four faculties--philosophy,
law, medicine
and
theology.
Sometimes
there are two divisions-Catholic and Protestant--in
the faculty last named;
and, in a very few instances, the faculty of philosophy has been subdivided,
but the general sentiment at the present time is adverse to such sectiol_. -- The universities
of Switzerland,
Sweden,
l_orway, Holland, Russia, etc., are largely influ-
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eneed by" the example of Germany and Austria.
The development
of universities
in England has
been quite
different.
Oxford
and Cambridge
have perpetuated
the idea of collegiate discipline
under university
control; but, whatever may be
the nominal rule, actually the colleges control the
university.
The Scotch universities
have other
peculiarities.
Ireland has still a different system,
France, again, has an organization
of its own.
Until 1875 (when a law was passed making university education
free), there was but one university in France, and that had control, under the
government
of the state, of all the faculties.
It
has lost its exclusive
powers, but is still an administrative,
teaching
and examining
authority,
with jurisdiction
over the public foundations,
not
alone in Paris, but throughout
the state.-- The
Essentia_* of a UJiiwmity.
Gathering up the experience of the past, and comparing
it with what
is now in progress,
it is safe to say that these
are the essentials of a university
which shall be
worthy of its noble name.
The first l'equi_ite is
a superior staff of teachers--men
gifted with unusual powers, proficient in particular departments
of learning:
trained
to habits of exact inquiry,
and skilled in the art of presenting
what they
know.
It is the business of such men to inspire
as well as to inform their pupils; to show the
right method
of study, as well as to bring fortll
ascertained
results.
This function
is best exercised by meeting students face to face.
A library
can never take the place of an assembly of living
teachers, though
books tire made efficient by the
teacher's presence.
Even in the advancement
of
knowledge,
experience
has shown that the most
successful agents are superior teachers engaged in
the tuition of superior
scholars.
The university
must therefore, in the second place, hrin,.., together
a company
of pupils qualified
to profit by the
guidance
of the professors.
For both, in the
third place, books, collections,
instruments
ann
buildings must be liberally provided.
Fourthly,
examinations
must be held, in order to ascertain
what progress has been made in study.
The bestowal of academic
degrees and prizes should be
made to stimulate
intellectual
exertion,
and to
protect the public against pretentious
ignorance,
In the fifth place, universities may be called upon
to pronounce
opinions
for the benefit of the public upon important
matters in dispute.
Sixttfly,
universities
should
promote
the publication
of
learned treatises
which would not otherwise see
the light, either by the nminteuance
of a printing press, or by giving their corporate
sanction
to works of unusual
importance. -- UMversity
F_,dueat_
it, Amer_'ca.
The condition
of university education
in America
can not be understood without
reference
to our history.
The
earliest settlers in New England
and in Virginia
brought with them tile idea of a liberal education
as it was provided at the beginning
of the seventeenth century
by the English
universities.
At
least ninety university
men had immigrated
to
:I_ew England prior to 1648, about three-fourths
1_
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of them being from Cambridge,
and one-fourth
from Oxford. _ At that period in England
college
life completely overshadowed
university life. Residence within academic walls, tutorial discipline,
ecclesiastical obligations,
were much more imporrant elements in tile system than the bringing togetherof
eminent profes_rb anti requiring attendance upon their lectures.
Ilarvard,
Yale, and
William and Mary, the three foundation_
of the
seventeenth
century, were colleges in the definite
and restricted
Engli.,.h sense, though they exercised the right to confer degrees, even in faculties
wtwrenoin__truetionwasprovided.
Theiryounger
sisters, in _'ew York, .New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
New IIampshire
and other states, were planned
upon the New Enghmd
model.
Down to the
close of the revolutionary
war the highest _hools
of the colonies were colleges, and nothing
but
colleges.
]'heyear of thepeace, 1783, was marked
by the foundation of a medical facultyin
conneetion _ith Harv.ird college, but it was more than
thirty years before the faculties of law and theology were addt_i.
In 1New Haven, al_, the reedical faculty was the first addition to the college
faculty, in 1813, and several years later came tile
faculties of theology and law.
Gradually the college faculties of IIarvard
and Yale have been
greatly expanded,
and now correspond
closely
with the German faculties of philosophy, altlmugh
engaged in the instruction
both of graduate and
undergraduate
students.
It thus apl)cal_ that tile
two foundation.s which have become at the present time the most completely
organized universities in this country, include a group of faculties
grafted upon a college stock.
The same mode of
development
is ill progre_
elsewhere, with more
or less success.
For want of a better name, this
type may be called "the collegiate university."
As
the foundations
were laid in the intere.qs of the
church, the term ecclesiastical
university
might
he thought more appropriate.
It is still the form
of develol)ment
preferred by many of those who
have watched the steady and sucees._ful growtii of
the ohh,r institutions. -- But it i_not the only type.
As early as 1812, the statc of Maryland
authorized
the college of medicine (incorporated
four ycars
before) to amiex to itself "the other three" colleges or faculties, viz., law, divinity, and arts and
sciences.
Of these faculties two have continued
until now.
Upon a similar plan, in 1826, the university of Virginia
was organized
l_y Thomas
Jefferson, who disregarded the historic foundation
of William and Mary for an institution of much
broader scope.
He brought out the continental
notion of a university
as quite dLstinct from the
college.
He did not favor the ecclesiastical
organization which prevailed in the original American establishments;
but induced
the state, as a
purely civil government,
to give name, funds and
authority to the university of Virginia.
The success of this institution
had much influence, especi.tl]y in the new states, where, however, the traditions of ,New England were still powerful.
Thus
* so a_certalnedby Prof. F. B. Dexter.
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the second type, "the state university," has been
developed in Michigan, Wisconsin, California and
many other parts of the Union. The bestowal of
public lands for university education has greatly
helped this class of institutions, hut for a long
time to come there is likely to be friendly rivalry
between the advocates of colleges under ecclesiastical or denominational control and the friends
offrecrandmorecomprehensiveuniversiticsundcr
legislative control. -- A third type of university
organization is beginning to appear, quite distinct
from the historic collegiate or the modern state
universities.
Individuals are giving large sums
of money to endow universities, organized under
special acts of incorporation more or less private
in their character.
The gift of Rich, in Boston;
of Cornell, in Ithaca; of Packer, in Bethlehem; of
Johns Hopkins, in Baltimore; and recently of
Tulane, in l_ew Orleans, are examples of this
tendency.
The large funds thus bestowed, at a
period when the country is awakening to the
need of university work as distinguished from
collegiate., are very significant.
This type may
be called "the privately endowed."--Mention
should also be made of a fourth form of university organization, of which the chief example is
the university of the state of New York, wherein, with the authority of the state, a supervision
is exercised, of a very gentle but definite nature,
over the colleges and seminaries of the state,
No instruction is given by this university, and
the only degrees conferred are honorary.
This
is "the supervisory type. ''_- The embodiment
of authority in a university is a problem of
much difficulty in this country, where the decentralization of civil government is so complete,
European precedents have but little value here.
The governing bodies of Harvard and Yale are
close corporations, having exclusive responsibility for their proceedings under their charters,
For the state universities, trustees or regents are
sometimes elected by popular vote, and are sometimes appointed by the governor or the legislatuft; they have even been considered civil officers
(as in California), liable to be removed or supersealed at the pleasure of the legislature.
Gradually the usage is coming into vogue of allowing
the graduates of an institution to have a voice in
the election of the trustees.
In some places the
president is the head of the legal corporation, as
well as of all the faculties. He is the lineal descendant of the ancient rector, or chancellor, and
has corresponding powers. In other institutions
he is a member of the corporation, but not its
head. Elsewhere he has a seat among the trustees,
but has no vote. In some places he is precluded
from listening to their deliberations, and is only

an agent or executive officer. Consequently his
functions vary, from those of a king in council to
those of a servant in livery. Usually the professorial responsibility is limited to the instruction
and government of tile students, and do_ not ex
tend to the selection of their colleagues, the management of funds, or the constrn_ion of buildlugs--functions retained by the trustees. In con
sequence of these uncertainties, the educational
growth of new foundations has generally been
less steady than it should be; a wavering policy
has been followed. It has been found difficult to
retain the services of good men, particularly in
the executive or administrative office; anti probably for a long while to come, with now and then
an exception, our institutions, e_pecially those of
the second type--state, universities--will
suffer
from thi¢ fact. Stability is of incalculable value
in a seat of learning; instability will sooner or
later result in the casting off or slipping away of
vahmble teachers. In the long run the success of
universities will be promoted by entrusting the
chief powers to the profes_riate, with supervision
and support from a body of educated trustees.University degrees have varied very much in their
significance and value.
Originally, they were
steps in the academic life. The bachelor had attained to one rank; the master or doctor, to a higher. The right to bear these titles was also the right
to enjoy certain corresponding privileges; and it
was carefully guarded by examinations, certificatcs and regulations, like other social positions.
This dignity of academic titles has diminished in
modern times, partly because they have been distributed ahnosthaphazard,
as bonhons arethrown
to a carnival crowd; partly because they have been
conferred by some universities in Germany iI_ ab.
semtia, and for pecuniary returns; partly becatr_e
of the extravagant distribution of honorary distinctions, especially in this country, where the
height of absurdity has been rcax:hed; and partly
because so many variations of the academic titles
have also been introduced in /.his country, that
their meaning is lost sight of. Fortunately, sig'ns
of reaction against these bad usages are visible,
and possibly degrees may yet be restored to their
former significance. -- From this brief review, it
is apparent that the American universities are
likely to be the outgrowth of our own free institutions, ecclesiastical and civil, and of the outpouring of private generosity. They are not likely
to be ba_,,_l upon English, German or Fmn%h
models, but are to be benefited by the experience
of all existing foundations.
They are to be truly
American, in the sense of being adapted to our
schools, our history, our laws, our ways, our land.
It may be long before they equal in magnitude
and renown the historic foundations of the old
* Ituniversities
is properto
add,thattwo
orthreeinstancesof
fraudu- world; but if they succeed in enlisting and retainlent
have
beendetected
tLndcrushed. Theywere
simplyscandalousventuresof unscrupulouspersonsto en- ing illustrious and powerful teachers, their suceea_
trap the unwaryinto purchuing diploma_--and
would not will be assIlI_.
D.C.
GILMAN.
here bementionedwer_it not thatforeignershavesometimes
bee_ misled by announcementswhich to every educated
Americanare obviousfrauds. Thesesporadicappearances USURY,
When every one produced nearly
are counterfeit,not entitledtoany n_nen_
everything that he consumed, and comm_
con-
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l_isted in almost accidental exchange, loaning was
objections to this immediately present themselves
only a friendly service or charitable act. Moralito the mind.
1. If the borrower agrees to pay
ty or religion might then have justly branded the
the price, the reason i% that the service rendered
.greedy man who made a vile use of the (listress of , him does not seem to him too dear; a man may
his neighbor.
But tile relations of men to one
borrow at 20 or 30 per cent. if he foresees that he
another
increased,
and became complicated
; in i can gain 40 per cent. 2. Is the ease that of aspendone way or another capital came into existence,
thrift?
You can not prevent him from wastinghis
Here, a conqueror
took violent
possession
of
fortune; if hc does not do it in one way, he willin
lands, houses and animals; there, a pirate came to
anolher.
3. Why not put one's self at the lender's
shore loaded with booty; elsewhere, wealth was
point of view also?
If the return of the funds he
accumulated
by labor and saving.
The surplus
loans seems to him more or less doubtful,
why
thus acquired
(whether
rightly or wrongly)
was
should he not havethc right to cover his risk? 4.
transformed
int6 capital
by the emph)yment
What difference is there between goods and monwhich was made of it. For, it is the use for which
cy? and can not the former be sold legally at any
an object is intended
which constitutes
it capital,
price one wishe_?
5. Lastly, admittingthat
some
By the force of thin_'s the renmnerated
loan gradabuses are inevitable (and where is abuse want
ually lost part of the reprobation
which attached
ing._), must we interfere with the uce which is freto it, and interest was enabled to establish ilself,
quent, nay daily, to reae.h some abuses which are
but not without a struggle.
Unfortunately,
capirelatively
rare?
Are these abuses sufficient
to
tal long remained a monopoly,
anti the loaning of warrant the putting of all those under ttle guardit was necessarily dear, amt all the dearer since
ianship of the law, who for one reason or anloans were made in the beginning le._ by industry
other desire to borrow?
It is of general utility
than by luxury
and dissipation.
The capitalist
that trade in money should be as free as trade in
<lrew from his possessions
all that he couhl; this
merchandise
; fraud alone shouhi be punished.
he had a right to do, a right which, doubtless,
he Moreover, to limit the rate of interest we should
_ometimes
abused.
IIence
governments,
having
know what its normal rate is. But who can fix
been long accustomed
to look upon subjects as it? The legal rate is 5 per cent. in France, and
minors, believed themselves
obliged to fix the rate
10 per cent. in Algeria.
What is the legal rate in
of interest.
Since then timeshavechanged;
labor
Turkey?
What w'ls the legal rate at Rome or
has become more general; the sciences have pointduring
the middle
a,_es
'_= . --The
arguments
we
ed out the means of increasing
its products
hy
have just given have not e_aped
legislators, and
rendering
it more efficient; wealth has accumuin many countries tile crime of usury has been
lated in the hands of many; there is competition
blotted from the penal code, and gradually it will
among lenders; and now hlxury is scarcely ever,
be blotted from the penal codes of all countries. _
and industry almost always, the borrower : yet in
(Compare Ih'TEICt2._ST.)
)[AIYnlCE BLOCK.
certain
countries
prejudice
has preserved
a restrictivele_slation.
This is much to be regrettcd.
UTAH_ a territory of the United States.
Its
The hiring of capital differs in nothing from that
area was a part of the first )Iexican
cession (see
of any other object; and its price, too. depends on
A.I_NE.X.ATmNS,IV.); and at the organization
of
the action of demand and supply, as do the prices
_)f all objects.
In this world all abundant
things
are cheap, and all rare things dear.
Human laws
are powerless to modify this natural law, to which
we may apply the words, dura lex, seal lex. -- Restrietive laws on the subject of usury can only aggravate the evil which the)" propose to prevent,
Interest is composed of at lea._t two elements : ],
the remuneration
of ttle service rendered
hy the
loan (or, which is the same thing, the compensalion which the lender imposes on himself); and ~,
')
insurance
against the risk of loss. Solvent and
honest borrowers
his.y, by a c_)nlbination of unfavorable
circumstances,
find it impossible
to returnthe principal.
There are timesin which these
circumstances
become frequent ; and if tile law
prevents
the capitalist
from insuring
himself
against Io_ by his proportionately
raising the rate
of interest, one of two things will happen:
either
the capitalist
will abstain from giving credit, or
he will raise the rate of interest by tile addition of
a third element, insurance against the risk of punishment. -- h pretense is made to .justify - the linlRation of the rate of interest, by the obligation of
protecting
the needy person who borrows,
biany

* Instead of the prohibition of interest which prevailed in
me,.liteval tinlee, mot-t m(xlern _,tates ha',e estabhshed fixed
rates of interest, the excvedmg [)r evavmn of which, by (.ontrect or otherwise, is deelart'd null and void, and is usually
punishable
II thecu_.tomaryin
fixing of thetile
ratecountry,
is intended
to
dcpre_,sthe as
rateusury.
of iiitere_t
it uniformly fail_ of it._ object. If govcrlmlenta] control were
great enough, _igilant and rigid enough, which is scarcely
imaginable,
to prevent
all h_aned
_iolations
thebccn,
hlw, itforv*certain
that le_s capitol
_(ulld be
thanofhad
the r_son that every o_ncr of capmfl uould be largely fntereuted
in employing his capital m pr_Jducuon of hl_ own. More
capital, too, would g(*m_ofor_,lgnl)art_, and there _ould be
less saved
by thoee
engaged
m undoubu.d
any enterprise
of their
own.
All this
_ouhlnothappen
to the
prejudice
of
the nation's ,,ntm. eeom)my.--If, on tile oth¢.rhand, the
control of tile government be not great enough, the law
_onld, inasmost
cat-e_,be
espccmlly
each party,
creditor
well as
debtor,evaded;
would find
it to hisasadvantage
to
evade it. The latter, wlm otherwl_-ewoald not be able to
borrow at all, t_, as a rule. nn)re in ne('d _f obtainit:.g the
loan than tile ervditor i'_ to inve.,-this capital. IIow easily,
thert.fore,
might heliebewould,
inducedmoreover,
to bind himself
by oathtoorpay
by
word
of honor'
be compelk-'d
the creditor notonly the namralinterest andtheordinaryinsuranee premium against loss, but al.,-ofor tile special rink
he runs when he violates the law threatening him wlt_l
a _evere
penalty. enhancement
Ilenee the last
result
of utmry
taw_ is
either
a material
of the
difficulty
of obtaining
loans, or an enhancement of the rate of intereat.--Wrt.t.ta_
Roscu_a.
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the territory, by the act of Sept• 9, 18_) (see CoMPRO_IISES, V.), it contained '220,196 square miles,
Since its organization
it has been largely reduced
by portions which have been taken from it and
added to Colorado,
.N_ebraska, lh_evada and Wyoruing. It is now a compact, nearly square terrltory of 84,476 square miles.
Its population,
by
the census of 1880, was 143,963. _ that it is the
most populous of the territories, if we except the
District of Columbia.
Its capital is Salt Lake
City, and its governor (1880-84) is :Eli It. Murray.
-- The American
territorial
system (me TE_tmTOm_s) is essentially
and altogether
an adjunct
to
tile federal system.
A more complete
antipode
to the mercantile
colonial system of a century ago
could hardly be stated or iron,ned.
The American territory
is practically
under
the absolute
control of cong'ress; and yet it is never thought of
except as on the way to self-governing
statehood,
It is useless, indeed, is worse than umless, unless
it is considered
as an inchoate state.
Am1 yet
here is a territory,
already containing
the full roting power of a congressional
district, whose possible statehood not only is unconsidered,
but would
be considered
only a.s a worse poril to American
institutions
than its present absolute government,
The territory of Utah is the anomaly of the American system; anti the question of its proper treatmeat is one of the most serious and perplexing
problems of American polities.
It has two distinct
aspects,
that of Mormon
polygamy,
and that of
the Mormon hierarchy.
In considering
them, two
features of the American system must be constantly kept in view.
1. The subjects of marriage and
divorce are exclusively
state concerns.
Congress
may forbid polygamy
in a territory,
but, as soon
• as the territory
becomes a state, its legislature acquires entire control of marriage
within its jurisdiction. If any of the I)re_ent state legislatures
should abolish their penal laws against bigamy,
and either expressly or tacitly permit plural marriages, there is no power outside of the voters of
the state whii;h could intervene.
2. Once a state,
always a state.
When a state once secures the
power of self-government,
whether by surprise,
by secret purchase,
or after deliberate
consideratSon, no power
(:an legally revise the action of
cong're_ in the admission:
even congress is unable
to reconsider
its action, and the state is equally
unable to forfeit its position, except by expressly
abandoning
its statehood and expressly demanding a return to a territorial
condition.
(See RECO_'STRUCTIO_.) Mr. S. G. Fisher, as cited below,
some twenty
years since stated and advocated
what he considered
as the right of congress to
expel a state, or the right of a state to secede with
the express permission of the same congressional
authority
which
admitted
it: but this view has
never been accepted.
One of the fundamental
provisions of the constitution
is, that not even an
amendmentshall be passed to deprive any state,
without its consent, of its equal suffrage in the
senate.
The population
of a state may diminish
to almost nil, or its moral conditions may be shock-

ing to the rest of the country, but its statehood
must continue as long as it demands it. -- Mormon
Polygamy.
The growth and conditions of this institution have been elsewhere stated.
(See Mo_Mo,_'s.) The revised statutes of the United States
prohibit polygamy in the territories, and jurisdietion of offenses against the prohibition
is in the
federal courts of the telTitories, with a power of
writ of error, by act of June 23, 1874, from tile
United States supreme court to the supreme court
of the territory.
This was found ineffec.tual from
the difficulty of obtaining
evidence;
and the stringent ":Edmunds
Act " was passed
March co
1882.The provisions
of the Edmunds
act are•
in general, as follows:
1. The offense of bigamy
(U. S. Rev. Stat., § 5352) is restated, and made
punishal)le
by fine and five years' imprisonment.
2. Cohabitation
with more than one woman is
made a mi_lemeanor,
punishable
by fine and six
months' imprisonment.
3. Jurymen may be challenged for being guilty of bigamy or of unlawful
cohabitation,
or for believing
it right to commit
such offenses.
4. The president is authorized
to
grant amnesty
for past offenses.
5. The issue
of Mormon marriages up to Jan. 1, 1883, is legitimated.
6. Bigamy, polygamy
and unlawful
cohabitation
are made bars to voting and to eligibility for election or appointment
to any office under
the territory or theUnited
States.
7. All the registration and election offices of Utah are declared
vacant.
8. Five commissioners
are to he appointed
by the president,
with exclusive power to appoint
subordinates
for the purpose of registering voters,
conducting
elections, receiving or rejecting votes.
canvassing and returning votes, and kqsuing certificates.
9. Mere opinion as to the right of bigamy
or polygamy
is not to be a bar to a seat in the legislature. --The
first election held under the provisions of the Edmunds
act resulted
in an almost
exclusively
Mormon
legislature,
devoted
to the
maintenance
of the corporate right of the church
of latter-day
saints to hold and enjoy its wealth.
It is very evident, that,' while polygmmy
is to he
retained as a distinguishing
mark for a peculiar
people, it is to be practiced
only by those who
have an exclusively
ecclesiastical
ambition,
and
that the church will always take care to have monogamists
ready to care for its political interests.
No one can suggest any further step in the direetion of the Edmunds
act, except to make opiTdolt
a bar to a seat in the legislature.
And that would
mean the temporary abolition of legalgovernme_t
for Utah, and the relegation of government
runetions to the moral control of the churclL through
its unofficial
courts of arbitration.As a fimfi
remedy, it has been proposal
to adopt an amendment to the constitution,
prohibiting
polygamy
in
the United
States, and empowering
congress to
enforce the prohibition.
An amendment
to that
effect was introduced
at the opening of congres_
in December,
1883, but has not yet been acted
upon.
It may be that such an amendment,
with
appropriate legislation to back it, might solve the
problem and m_l_e'it safe to admit Utah as a state.
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But considerable caution should be felt in coming
to this conclusion
afU,r our experience with the
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments.
Theywere
supposed,
at the time of their pa_age, to be so
carefully
framed that they had transferred
the
protection of the civil rights of the enfranchised
ne_o'ro race to congress.
But the supreme
court,
has decided, in effect, that these civil rights were
primarily under the proteclion of the states: that
a diminution
of the power of the states must be
express to be valid; that these amendments
rave
to congress only a veto power over unconstitutional state legislation;
and that indiwdual
offenses are still in the domain of the, states.
Why
may not the proposed anti-polygamy
amendment
meet the same fate?
Suppose that Utah is admitted after the amendment
is pa._ed; and that
her legislature
as carefully refrains from pa_sing
laws permissive
of polygamy
as from punishing
polygamy
by individuals.
May wc not then find
that the sixteenth
amendment
is as much of a
practical
delusion as its two predeccssor_?
And
it will then be too late, it must be remembered,
to
return Utah to a territorial
condition.
Surely the,
hazard of such a chance is too great to be taken,
-- The only alternative
seems to be to limit the
sphere of the states by words that can not be mistaken or evaded, and to add to the powers of con-gress that of exclusive
legislation,
by general laws
only, on the subjects
of marriage
aml divorce
within the United States.
Utah might then be
admitted
with absolute safety, for no legal argument could emasculate
such an amendment,
Bigamy and polygamy
would then be federal crimes;
and no marriage would be valid, or its issue legitimate or capable of inheritance
ab intestato, unless
the marriage had been contracted
according to the
forms prescribed
by a federal statute.
Growth of
population,
wealth and culture
in Utah would
only increase the force of the influences, nmterial
and moral, which would aid the amendment
to
enfore.e itself.
This remedy, succeeded
by the
immediate
admission of Utah as a state, seems to
the writer the only remedy for polygamy in the
territories
which holds out a fair promise of final
and permanent
success.
It is open to the objeclion that a two-thirds
majority in both houses of
¢,ongress, or simple majorities
backed by the president, might force free-love on the United States.
But, if that time should ever come, all wouhl be
lost; and our posterity
wouh] be too busily engaged in gnmrding fundamental
interests
to have
time to spare for Utah.
The danger is on a par
with tlmt of the suspension of the privilege of the
writ of habects ¢orpu_; and is only one of a class
of dangers
which
a democratic
republic
must
meet and surmount
or die. -- The MornwT_ ltierarclty.
Federal
officials, who have hone,_tly endeavored to execute federal laws in Utah, are al-

clear," to turn secret into open rebellion.
Oovernor Murray, late in 1883, gave very forcible
expression to this view in a newspaper interview,
and urged strongly that thewhole tcrritory should
be placed under an absolute military despotism
until the hierarchy should be crnshed
out.
One
who h.i_ not bee,1 upon the spot must speak with
diffidence upon such a subject.
But, from all the
informatio,_ op,,n to reach, it seems probable that
thi.- view is only the natural outcome of unsuceesgful conte_t, and that the fate of the Mormon
hierarchy i_ condiliom.d
by that of Mormon polygamy
in the following
fashion --Polygamy
seems to be primari]y purpo._c_l to make the Mormons a "peculiar
pc,)ple," to give them a sense of
homogeneity
which the otln,r elements of their
"faith"
will not supply,
.rod thu._ to secure an
obedience founded on faith rather than on force.
Secondarily,
it has divided the Mormon leaders
into polygamists,
with
church ambitions,
and
monogamists,
with political
ambitions.
To the
polygamists
arc given the present
and future
honors of the church, and the pleasure and profit
of managing au enorm,)u._ church revenue, without responsibility
of accounting,
except to the
hierarchy.
To the mon%mmists are assigned the
pre._ent political honors of the territory, and the
future political honors of the possible state.
It
is plain, from the results of the Edmunds
act,
that the monogamists,
though
at present of a
humbler
rank, are not only important,
but absolutely essential, to the polygamists.
Without tim
political auxiliaries,
the hierarchy would be powerless; with them, it can endure patiently,
labor,
and wait with hope.
To cut off the political auxilia,'ies would be to cut off hope.
It seems to the
writer, then, that the mistake has been in aiming all
operations
at the polygamist,_, while every blow
f(ql harmless on the monogamous
shield before
the,n. The true policy would be to strike at the monogamists, to pu._h them into a compulsory choice
between their alli(_,_ and their own hopes of political preferment.
What blow wouhi do so more
effectually
lhan the pa_s.tge of the marriage and
divorce amendment,
followed by the admission of
Utah as a state?
]f a record of conviction for bigamy, or for aiding a bigamous marriage
is to be a
bar to office-holding,
to citizenship,
and even to
voting, how long will political leaders, in the hot
conflicts of real state potitic._, hold to an organizalion which can not even provide them "_'ith votes ?
Whichever
side. the church take_, it must bring
votes ill its hands.
Mormonism
is a democracy
of revelation, in which a revt.lation is te._ted by
its general acceptance.
:k new monogamous royelation would thus be the inevitable result of the
gift of statehood, if we eouht give it safely; and
such a revelation wouhi only result in the disappearance of the Mormons as a "peculiar
people,"

most unanimously of opinion that a grealcr danger and the downfall of
than polygamy is in the Mormon
hierarchy,
supported
by the immense
resources
of rigidly ex'acted tithes, bulwarked by the fanatical obedience
of the people, and willing, ff it could see its way
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the hierarchy.
Separate the
politie_fl mono_amists
from the ecclesiastical
polygamists
by the marriage
and divorce amendmerit; fling the apple of diqcord among them by
granting statehood and introducing
state politic_
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and it seems evident that the problem df the
hierarchy will be found to be only an outgrowth
of the problem of polygamy,
and that they stand
or fall together. -- It is not intended to make potygamists and ecclesia_ical
leaders exactly coineident classes.
Some of the ecclesiastical
leaders
are certainly
monogamists,
but they are except-ions.Authorities
will be found under MOR_o_rs.
See 9 Slat. at Large, 453 (act of _;pt. 9,
1850); Fisher's Trial of the Co_stltution,
173.
._t-LEXANDER JOI_STO,_.
UTILITY.
This word has the same meaning
in politico-economic
language
as in the usual
vocabulary.
Wlmt it designates,
in things, persons or acts, is the power they have of rendering
us some service, the service, for instance, of sparing uscertain
privations,
inconveniences
or suffering, or of procuring
for us satisfactions
and enjoyments.
Economists,
however, employ the word
in the plural, when, instead of considering
utility
ss an abstraction,
madeup of eyeD" distinct particularity, they look upon it as it exists in different
objects with differences of nature amt destination,
--The
first distinction
to be made betwecn utilities is, that there are natural and artificial utilities,
Natural
utilities
are those which supply the hecessities of our existence without
our having
to
do anything
to obtain them.
Such are the utilities furnished
us by the air which surrounds
us,
by the heat and light which the rays of the sun
bring to us.
These utilities
are the work of
nature entirely.
Nature
makes them a gratuity
to us.
Artificial
utilities arc those which we obtain only at the price of more or l_ss painful
efforts.
It is for us to learn to produce them, and
we never acquire their possc_ion
and use, except
for some consideration
or on the performance
of
certain services. -- Political economy has scarcely
anything
to do with natural utilities.
It may say
that they are not all spread in the same measure
over all parts of the globe; that there are no two regions in which heat, theforccof
the wind. wateror
arable land, is distributed
in exactly like proporlions, and that such a fact exercises a necessary influence on the modes of the activity, the facility of
the development
and the dcstiny of the populalions of those regions;
but here ends what political economy
has to say about them.
We are
here in presence of a phenomenon
whose essence
it is not given to man to change, for it emanates
from laws over which his will can not po_ibly
have any efficient
action.
:Everything,
on the
other hand, which relates to artificial utilities belongs to the domain of political
economy,
and
challenges
its investigation.To produce
utilities is all that it is in the power of men to do.
When nature placed matter
at their dispo_l,
it
didnot wish that they might have the powcr to add
one single particle
to it. All they can do is to
change
the place of, to separate,
to combine and
to transform the elements of matter in such a way
as to cause them to acquire properties
which they
do not possess in their raw state.
The labor of

men consists only in giving the things on which it
is brought to bear qualifies
and forms which
adapt them to use; more than this, human labor
can not do. Nature has reserved creative power to
itself entirely; to men it has granted only the power
to utilize its gifts. -- It is easy to conceive that
human labor can propose to itself no end but that
of producing
utilities.
All labor involves pain
and fatigue,
and no one would
surrender
the
sweets of rest if he had not in prospect the Compensation
which
is the reward
of labor.
But
there is no work which can reap reward unless it
produces fruits endowed with some quality.
Mi_takes may, indeed, be made in this respect; it may
be, that, from ill-advised
endeavors,
the result._
which the men who made them promised
themselves may not come; but these are mere accidents.
In the normal
state of things, there is no labor
which has not tile prenluction
of pretty manifest
utilities for itsobject,
utilities sufficiently
desired
by others to make the l_dvantage of disposing of
them compensate
for the sacrifices
necessary
to
the obtainment
of them. -- In proportion
as
nations
become enlightened
and wealthy,
they
strive to produce
utilities
more diverse
and in
greater numbers.
After those utilities which serve
to satisfy
tile principal
necessities
of life, they
create others which answer only factitious
wants
and tastes, which grow more and more elegant
and refined.
It is the eternal task of nations to
seek for and endeavor
to obtain all that can add
to the well-being already acquired,
to the satisfactions already enjoyed;
and the better they accomplish this task, the higl_er is the degree of power and prosperity
which they attain. -- Artifieial
utilities, those which are tile fruit of man's own
labor, lutve given rise to distinctions.
At first
they were divided into material
utilities and immaterial
utilities.
The former are those utilitic_
which man communicates
to matter, which
he
fixes and incorporates
in matter either by changing its place or form; the latter are those which
do not assume a form either tangible or ponderable.
These latter again have been divided into
two categories.
To the first of these categories
belong such utilities a.s are incorporated
in persons,
and fit them to render services to themselvc._ or to
others.
Utilities attached
to talent, to infornmtion
or knowledge,
are of this kind, as are also utilities
whose use is beneficent
and profitable.
To the
second category belong those utilities which emanate from services
and acts that produce _ao
change in the productive
capacity of persons or
in the condition
of things.
Of this latter kind
are the u_ilities which result from the labor of
judges, soldiers, public functionaries,
physicians,
lawyers,
musicians
and actors.
These utilities
may answer to very real social wants; but they
have not, at least in appearance,
directly reproductive effects; neither
are they susceptible
of
accumulation
or duration.
-- Utility is produced
under forms so diverse that it would be easy to
add to the number of these classifications
_nd to
establish new subdivisions
among them.
But it
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is in view of the correlations
and affinities which
exist between utility and wealth that the classifications we have made have been admitted;
and
the ideas or notions to which they answer merit
serious attention.
The tem'a utility is a generic
one; and everything
which,
it matters
not by
what way or in what manner,
has the power of
satisfying our wants or relieving our sufferings, of
contenting
our desires,
or contributing
to our
pleasure,
possesses the quality
char'letcrizcd
by
the term utility.
The meaning
of the word
wealth is a more restricted
one.
Although
there
('an be no wealth whose basis is not utility, utility
alone does not suffice to constitute
wealth; it constitutes wealth only by allying itself in things to
certain qualities
of a particular
ordcr.
_Iost assurcdly natural
utilities are indispensable
to us ;
but as every one uses these utilities at plcaeure,
and gathers them without cost of any kind,and
as
they are not susceptible
of 1)riv'_te appropriation,
it would be wrong to apply the term weallh to
them.
What constitutes
wealth is e.rch(tl_geability, it is the value things owe to the possibility of
procuring
us, by our delivering
them to others,
'dfis quantity or that of other things.
All ccono_a_ists, however,
do not admit that exchangcabh'
utility,
or utility having a price, is sufficient to
give things the name of wealth; they claim, that,
in order that that name should prol)crly behmg to
the things in which this utility is to he tact with,
these things should, besides, be susceptible
of decumulation
and duration ; in other wolds,
that
they should exist umler a material
form.
It i_
easy to see, that, according
to the definition/zivcn
to tim word wealth, the number of utilities x_hich
isadmittcd
to constitute a l)art of it, must increase
or decrease, and that the classification
a(lol)tcd by
some writers
should not be adopted
by others.
Be this a_ it may, the question
of immaterial
products
and unproductive
lal)c)r is the one that
suggests itself _. propos of utilities.
Of artificial
utilities, thcre are some which are not convertcd into material wealth or into the means of produeing
material
wealth ; such utilities are considcrcd by some writers as unproductive;
and, in
the eyes of these writers, the labor to which the
utilities just referred
to is due is in as much disfavor as sterile labor.
Whatever
the distinctions
that may be e_tablished
among the different kinds
of utility, it is a mistake to suppose that there can
be any utilities whicll do not contribute
more or
les_ actively to the production
of all the others,
All the utilities which man succeeds in realizing
have thesame destination,
the improvement
of his
lot; they all assist one another, combine wifli one
another, and mutually
fecundate
one another, in
such a way that those least material arc as much
as the others essential to the formation and accumulation of wealth, and serve as much to produce
it. _ Take wealth in the form under which that
name can be least denied it, the form of utilities

lectual conceptions
that the workman
realizes in
his action on matter ; it is the knowledge he has
acquired that dccidesthesuccessof
his work; and
the more precise and extensive this knowledge is,
the more fruitful are his efforts, and the more do
these efforts increase the. things they are intended
t() produce.
But in what does knowledge
consist
if not in the a('qui._itions of the mind?
And is it
not certain that the nati_ns which possess most
knowledge are tho_ which obtain nmterial wealth
in greatestabllndam.c?
Assuredly nothing is more
indisl)en._ablc to the production of material wealth
than the f(wmati(m and a('cumulati()n of the capital the employment
of which that producti(,n ne('e_,_itate_
But it is to lhe action of utilities of
the moral order that the creation of ('spiral is due.
It is love for one's family, temperance,
economy,
and care for the future, which (lctermine or permit the making of savings.
If thc_. qualities
were wanting, no one would lay by, in order to
rea t) a remote advantage
from them. resources
whose consumption
would increase tile well-being
of the prc.,,cnt; and there can be no doubt that the
countries
in which these qualities are found are
al_ ays tho_c in which capital continually extends
its conquests and incrca¢cs wealth most rapidly.-Many economi._ts admit rightly that the knowledge, _kill and eonstan('y of artisans and workmen
are as mu('h a part of the wealth of a country as
the tools, nlachiucs
and instruments
which they
u_c. Doubtl_,ss the_e kinds ¢)f utilitie_ contributc powerfully to thc f,)rmalion
and increase of
wealth; from the point of view of the production
of material
wealth, there are, howcx[,r, between
them and the ulilities x_hi(:h become incorpolatcd
in l)crs(_ns, (lifferen('eu only as to the modes in
which their a(,tion rc_l)e('tively beeome_ manifest.
And, in fall, that laber may lwoduec wealth, it is
not suflici('nt lhat it bc cnlighwm.d.
;wtive aml intelligent;
it is further nece_sal 5" that those who
pcrform it be certain of reaping the fruits of their
endeavors.
But it. is to ill.,,ure this vcr.v certainty
th.Lt the _ork of jud.,.rcs magistrates,
an(l cw'n of
armies, i_ intended;
and _ueh is the ulility which
results from the performance
of such work.
If
the laborer, the Inannfacturer
and the merchant
display all the activity of which they are capable;
if they make savings in order to extend tile field
of their opcration._: if they seek fi,r and apply to
production
better and bett('r 1)roce-ses, it is only
because they have faith in the efficacy of the service.', of all thoqc who are charged wilh guaranteeing the sccurily of person and property
The
utility produced
by tile prosecution,
sentencing
_md I)uni_hnmnt of crimes and nfi_demeanors,does
not vanish, _s is supposed, with the acts in which
it is embodied ; on the contrary,
it continues to
subsist in the minds of all, intimidating
those who
nfight be tempted to do wrong, and dcmonstrating
to others that neithcr violence nor spoliation can
attack them unpunished,
and that they may de-

fixed and incorporated
in material objects : such
wealth can be produced
only with the aid and
eoacm'reae,_
of immaterial
utilities.
It is intel-

vote themselves
to their work in security.
We
have seen the _rvices
rendered by the agents of
authority cease to keep their habitual course; and,
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at fl_at very instant, we witnessed, too, the produc,
tion of wealth affected by languor and diseouragement;
so tree is it that in the kind of utility
which these services produce, is to be found the
most indispensable
stimulant to the succ(_s and
energy of industrial
labor. -- We may boldly assert, that nothing which is useful, nothing which
serves to enlighten
minds, to quicken
the moral
sense, to propagate
healthy habits, or to guarantee
peace and security among a people, can be without effect on the success of the efforts employed
in producing
material wealth.
Those immaterial
utilities
even which seem the least productive
;
those even the obtaining
of which, according
to
eminent
economists,
instead
of making
nations
richer in material
products,
impoverish
them to
the amount of the sum total of material products
consumed
by the men employed in the scrvice of
the public*, contributc
their share to the formation
of wealth ; so true is this, that the formation
or
production
of wealth would beoome impo_ible
if
the immaterial
utilities
above referred
to were
either entirely wanting
or not to be found in the
proportion required
by the wants which they serve
to satisfy. -- We have still to examine one other
correlation
of utility with wealth.
It is certain
that utility is a necessary condition to wealth.
A
product incapable
of rendering
any service whatever, unfit for any use, would find no one willing
to give anything
whatever for it; it would, consequently,
be wanting
in all exchangeable
value,
that is, in the quality, lacking which, it could not
become
wealth.
This
constant
association
of
wealth and utility could not fail to attract attention; and, therefore,
many writers suppo_d
that
there must exist between them relations such that
the one might serve as a measure
for the other,
Although
this error is refuted
in the article
VXLUE, we can not p,'_ it over in silence here.
Although
the utility inherent
in things depends,
so far as the estimate made of it is concerned,
on
circumstances
momentarily
variable, it is none the
le._s certain, looked at from the gcneral point of
view, that it has its measure marked
by the species of wants to which it relates.
Thus, that
utility exists in the highest degree in those things
which supply the prime necessities of life, nceessities which must be provided
for under pain of
inevitable
death.
It exists, in an inferior degree
only, in the things which merely serve to defend
us a_inst
privations
and sufferings
which do not
jeopardize life, and in a degree still lower in those
things whose use has no effect but to procure us
pleasure or amusement.
This gradation
of utiliities, based on the very naturcof
theevils or perils
attached to the non-satisfaction
of the wants which
they enable us to satisfy, is simple and easy to understand.
There is no one who does not recognize and assert that utility is much greater in the
alimentary
substances,
without
which we would
have to suffer the deadly pangs of hunger, than
in the products to which we owe enjoyments,
the
privation of which would be attended
by neither
pain norharm.--Butffutilityfindsits
m easurein

the greater or lesser absolute exigency of the wants
of our nature, that measure is far from being found
again in the value itself of the things we may use,
and far from contrihuting,
according to their deFree of distinction,
to make those things integral
parts, more or less co_Lsiderable, of public or prirate wealth.
It is in vain that the bread which
nourishes us and the woolens that cover us are of
prime nece._ity to us : .that does not prevent an
object which, at best, is good only to relieve for a
moment the ennui of the person who buys it, being paid for at a price infinitely higher.
The reasob of this is, thnt there are men rich enough to
give full rein to tastes and desires which others are
entirely ignorant of or (:an not _tisfy.
Those to
whom it is easy to provide for the most essential
wants of life, think of procuring
all the enjoymerits compatible
with the size of their fortune.
It is not enough for them to be well fed, comfortahly lodged
and warmly
clothed; the), offer incense to pleasure, and _ekit in everything.
They
must have things which charm
the eye, which
afford them delicate impre_ions
and sensations,
who_ possession flatters their vanity, which sometimes borrow all their attraction only from a fancy
or from the caprice of a moment;
and the value
conferred on these objects by what those who desire them are willing to give in exchange for them,
assures to them, among things considered wealth,
a much greater
place than they would occupy if
nothing but the quantum of real utility they conlain were taken into consideration.
--It
is only
when the products
indispensable
to the satisfaction of the wants of existence are lacking that the
utility which they contain makes its empire felt,
and becomes
the dominating
principle
of their
value.
Whexi the things which can be dispensed
with without
peril or injury cease to be supplied
in sufficient
quantity,
fewer of them arc bought,
and the rise in the price of them has its limit in
the reduction
of the number of those who ask to
acquire
them.
The same is not the ease with
those whose use no one can give up without running the risk of death.
In times of famine men
dispute thc means of subsisteuce with one another.
The rich, to procure bread, sell everything
which
ministers only to their pleasure.
The poor despoil
themselves
of their furniture,
their clothing
and
their shoes.
People must then perirJa or assuage
their hunger:
each sacrifices
to the first of all
wants, that of self-preservation,
everything
which
is not of a nature to satisfy that want.
Such ca._a¢
present them_lves
in besieged
cities when their
stores are exhausted,
and in deserts when, devoured
by thirst, the merchants
crossing
them
give for a few drops of water the treasures carried
by their camels.
But in the normal condition of
things, when all kinds of utility are to be found in
their customary proportion,
their particular
destination or quality has no influence on the value at
which they figure in exchanges
or at which they
are estimated
in the sum total of wealth.
What
operates, then, across the variations in price due to
the fluctuations
of supp!y and demand,
is the
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1amount of the cost of production
of each.-- These
considerations
suffice to show in what the correlat-ion which exists between utility and wealth consists.
If value attach_
To thin.,o's only on condition that they be gifted with the utility which
alone has the power to render them exchangeable,
the value in attaching to them by no means takes
for its measure the character of that utility.
It is
the quantity
of other things which each of them
permits us to obtain that determines its value; and
a precious stone, a pearl or a jewel which serves
only to adorn the lady who wears it, has, with
like weight and quantity,
a thousand
of times the
value of the wheat or fuel without
which we
should fall victims of hunger
or cold, but which
costs little to produce,
abounds
in the markt_ts,
and sometimes
has to wait for purchasers.
-- To
resume.
Nature
gratuitously
gives up to men
certain
utilities which
all enjoy equally:
it iraposes on them the nece._sity of creating the others,
Their labor can produce only artificial utilities,
and never has any end but to produce such utiliti_.
The utilities which human labor obtains
m_e of various kinds: some, becoming fixed and
incorporated
in matter, communicate
to it the
qualities which constitute wealth; the others are
not realized under a material form; they attach to
the persons of men, fitting them to render services
to themselves
or to others, or they attach to acts
or services the performance
of which has for effect
to insure to the individuals
or nations to whom
they belong, satisfactions,
advantages
or guarantees, the absence of which would infallibly react
in an injurious
manner on their interests and on
their well-being.
It must be remarked,
that, although
immaterial,
these utilities contribute
actively to the formation as well as to th6 accumulation of the products
which constitute
material
wealth; from which it follows, that, even considered solely in their relations to that wealth, the
labor by meansof which it is obtained has a character of productiveness
not less real than the labor
which acts more directly on matter itself.--Utility
is one of the constituent
conditions
of wealth;
it is inseparable
from wealth, but can not furnish
a measure
of wealth.
The utilily inherent
in
things is greater
in proportion
as the wants to
which they are fitted to give satisfaction
are more
urgent and intense; thewealth
inherent in things,
on the contrary,
is greater
in proportion
as the
cost of production
of the latter it greater,
HIPPOLYTE PASSY.
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UTOPIA
(from the Greek,
ol) rSwog, that
which exists in no place, nowhen,).
The word is
the invention
of Thomas More; the title given by
him to one of his works which soon became cele-

way, with the moral and physical conditions
of
human nature.
It follows from this, that the
utopia neces_rily
changes character according to
the system whi(.h produces it. And, in fact, there
arc religious utopias and philosophical
utopias;
idealistic and sensualistic, sensual and even materialistic utopias.
Lastly, there are utopias which
have their origin in panthci._m; and this is true of
the greater nmnbcr of utopia.t.
The pretension of
Gregory VII. to make christcndum
a republic entirely subject, in things temporal as well as spiritual. to the sovereign authority
of the holy see; a
pretension
afterward
developed
in a systematic
form by the great theologi,_ns of the thirteenth
and fourt(,¢.nth ccntul'ies, it a religious utopia.
The republic
of Plato is a philosophi(:al,
and,
moreover,
an idealistic
utopia.
On the other
hand, we observe the inspiration of sensualism in
the doctrine of F,)urier, the inspiration
of materialism in the " Leviathan"
of IIobbes, and in the
" Positivist
Catechism"
of Auguste Comte, and
that of pantheism
in the reverter of Campanella
and Saint-Simon.
The utopia is. thcrefore, different from the ideal, although the ide'fl may some.
times be found in the utopia.
The ideal which
applies to society, as well as to the individual,
raises us above what we are, to show us what we
should be. and, therefore,
c_n be.
The utopia
deceives us in regard to both, by placing before
our eyes a chimerical goal, which may at the same
time be a typeof debasement and servitude; for it
is impossible to create a new form of society, without concerning
oul_-L'lves with the government
adapted to it, and the best suited to preserve it.
We, thercft)re, can not admit the distinction made
by some publicists
between the social ntopia and
the political UtOl)ia. Every utopia is necessarily
both political and social. --Theagcof
utopias does
not begin, as is generally
supp,)scd, with Plato;
it is much more remote.
It would not be difficult,
for instance, to demonstrate
that the republic of
the Hebrews, such as wc may represent it to ourselv_ in accordance with the institutions
and the
laws of the Pentateuch (see MOSAZS._t).was ingreat
part a utopia which was never realized; that that
sacerdotal
race, a people of pT_st,% who acknowledged no sovereign
but God, never existed; that
the periodical
restoration
of inheritances
to their
primitive boundaries and of slaves to liberty, any
more than the perfect equality of fortunes, was
never put in practice.
But we are quite willing
|O accel)t as the extreme bound of antiquity the
history of Greek philosophy.
Even in tlmt history
Platois not thcfirst ntopist.
Aristotle ("Politics,"
book it., oh. v., vi.) introduces us to two utopists,
more ancient than Plato, one of whom, Phaleas of
Chalcedon, gave social order, as its principle, the

brated;
but the thing is much older than the name.
:By utopia is meant a certain organization
of society and of the state, to which imag-ination and the
spirit of system contributes
not most but everything, without
examining
whether it is realizable
in a given place or time, and without investigating
whether or not it is compatible,
even in a general

most perfect equality, and the other of whom, a
celebrated architect called Itippodamus
of Miletus,
having introduced
ret,nflarity and symmetry into
the construction
of cities, desired to impose these
same qualities on the organization
of the state.
Thus he demanded
that the citizens, to the number of tea thousand, should be invariably divided
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into three classes : artisans, laborers and warriors;
or, according to other testimony, into magistrates,
warriors and workmen ; and that a distinct pertion of the territory of the republic should be allotted to each of these fhree classes.
The two
probably
belonged to the Pythagorean
school,
which both commanded
and practiced a community of goods.
But no one before Plato knew,
as well as he did, bow to give a body to these
imaginary conceptions,
and to make the most of
them by the graces of poetry and the power of
dialectics.
We know that he has connected his
name with two entirely distinct utopias,
one of
which is developed
in the "Republic,"
and the
other in the dialogue on the "Laws."
Both, according
to his own avowal, belong solely to the
world of ideas, but the second is nearer to reality
than the first.
The first has for its object perfect
unity, the unity which consists in entirely melting
the existence of the individual
into that of society,
and thereal person of the individu_,l into the ideal
person of the state;
the second,
in default
of
unity, is satisfied with equality,
which is also a
means, but an inferior means, to hold together,
under the empire of a common
law, the different
parts of the body social.
_ll the elements
of
which the two Platonic
constitutions
are composed are explained,
and, to a certain extent, cxcused, in these two primary
ideas.
Thus, the
three classes of citizens, or rather the three caztes
of the "Republic,"
answer to the three faculties
of the human soul, the magistrates
to the intellect,
the warriors to the will or the sentiments,
amt the
laborers to the appetite.
And because the appetite
shouhl be subordinate
to the sentiments,
and the
sentiments
to the intellect,
the same hierarchy
should exist in the classes which represent them.
The most important
of these classes is, beyond
contradiction,
the class of warriors;
for the r(_le
of the lowest (:lass is reduced
to obedience;
and
the magistrate
or philosopher,
once he has performed his task, once he has founded the city on
the supreme
laws of the intellect,
has nothing
more to do.
This explains why it is that the wartines should afford us the expression
of the ideal
unity of which we have just spoken.
Hence the
community
of goods and women which Plato, by
restricting
it to them, considers a sacrifice, and not
a privilege. -- It is evident that in this organization
the hlmaan person and individual
liberty count
for nothing.
They arc not quite so entirely annihilated,
but they are still oppressed
under
the
r6gime of equality presented to us in the "Laws."
For instance,
the division of the territory having
to remain invariable,
it is necessary that the numher of citizens fixed by Plato at 5,040 should be
invariable
likewise.
So much the worse for the
children born in excess of that fatal figure.
They
will he forced to emigrate.
_terile families will
be obliged to complete their number by adoption,
The law will see to it that personal wcalfll shall not
disturb the equflibrim_
of fortunes.
It will tramreel industry, commerce
and the increase of capital in such a way that industry, commerce and

the increase of capital will become almost impo_
sible.
A fort/or/, the burden of the law is felt in
what concerns marriage, the education of children,
and wills.
It prescribes, as it did in Sparta, meals
in common,
prohibits travel, except in certain
cases of necessity or of the public interest, subjects to the inspection of the authorities the most
intimate relations of life, and lays down the mo,_t
inflexible rules for all the occupations
it is so good
as to allow the citizens to engage in. -- Pagan antiquity affords no other examples of the utopian
spirit; for we can attach no value to a few lost
fragments like those of Hecat_eus of Abdera, of
Evemerus and Theopompus,
which are evidently
only reminiscences
of the ideas of Plato; and, as
to the "republic"
of Cicero, it is less a work of
the imagination
anti spirit of system than of patriotism and the political passion; it contains only
a partial apology for the old institutions
of the
Roman republic.The middle ages bring us to
the religious
utopias, of which the boldest and
most brilliant
is assuredly
the utopia of Gregory
VII.
Universal theocracy
never existed except in
the ambition of that great pontiff.
The condition
of the world at the period in which it was produced, and the general state of society, have always made it an unrealizable
dream.
But after
it had met with the resistance of facts, the idea of
Gregory VII. entered the domain of speculation.
It took po_ession
of philosophy
and thcology
through
the works of Thomas Aquina.% of Giles
of ]_me, and notably through
the ]_)e v'egimir, e
principum
and the treatise De e_lesutstica potestatt.
Another utopia, hatched
at the same epoch, between the end of the twelfth
and the beginning
of the thirteenth
century, but which savors perhaps as much of philosophy
as of religion, is that
which bears the name of the abb¢ Joachim,
and
which
is described
in the "Eternal
Gospel"
(L'Evang_
dterneO..Joining
the pantheistic
principtcs of Amaury de B_ne and of David de Dinant
to some misconstrued
texts of the Gosp_'ls, the
adhemntsof
this doctrinc expected the reign of the
ltoly Ghost or of love to succeed the Son, as the
Sou had succeeded
the Father.
During this last
period of our history, for which the two preceding
periods had only paved the way, all differences
and inequalities
were to disappear from the earth,
even the difference
between vice azld virtue; for
all the passions were to be sanctified;
the flesh
and the spirit
reconciled
with one another,
or
rather, confounded
together, were to ceas_ their
struggle for pre-eminence
; and the suppression
of war and a community
of goods and of women
were to make all men one family. _ With the
renaissance
the purely
philosophical
utopia reappeared;
and it was the minister of a despot,
the chancellor
of Henry VIII., Thomas
More,
who, in calling it back to life, gave it its real
name.
_Everything in Thomas _,Iore's book is not
chimerical.
It contains an extremely
profound
and sensible criticism of the politics, the political
economy and lvgistatinn
of his time.
And even
when he i_ema to abandon himself to the caprice
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of his imagination,
when with complaisance
he
gives us an exposition of the laws and institutions
of the country of Utopia, there is a distinction to
be made between
its political conception
and its
social organization.
The former is siInply a rcpresentative government,
with a lcaning toward the
republic, having a senate, an assembly of the peoplc, a president appointed for life, and election to
all the de_rees of power, spiritual
as well as tcmporal.
The latter is summed up in communism,
with some of the elements which subsequently
served in the construction
of the phalanstcry
systern.
This is sufficient
to convince us that thc
communism
of Thomas 5Iore does not flow from
the same philosophical
system as that of Plato.
The latter remains as much an idcalist, even in its
most deplorable
applic:ations,
as the former inclines to sensualism.
It is no longer with a view
to their moral perfection,
but in the interest of
their comnmn
happiness,
that men, according to
the _._nglish philosopher,
should renounce
property.
It is sufficient that this end be proposed to
them for labor, grown both more pleasant and
more fruitful, to satisfy all the wants of society,
The (lay in this system was to consist of only six
hours: three hours before dinner and three hours
before supper.
Fatigue
was to be avoided by
diversity
of occupation;
every citizen, cxcrcising
several professions
at the same time, might alter
natively
pass from one to the other.
Hc would,
therefore,
have leisure enougll to _,dve himself up
to all the enjoyments
of study and conversation,
and to ta._te the pleasures
procured
by the fine
arts. -- Thomas
More, howcver,
does not carry
the illusion so far as to believe that all trades,
without distinction,
could lend themselw, s to tl_is
combination.
Hc recognizes
that there are rude
and repulsive
trades, which are carried on only
from necessity.
But these trt_desare to fall to the
lot of the public slaves, rcduced to that ecndition
in expiation of their crim_,
or purcha_d
by the
state in foreign countries.
Thus wc see the utoplan spirit resuscitating,
in the bosom of Cleftstinnily, the institution
of the helots.
_,Ve mu_t
remark, however, that the citizens tllcmselves are
not treated mucll better.
The law, like the diseipline of a barracks,
or the rulc of a monastery,
intervenes
in all thc details of life.
It prescribes
what their clothing,
their food, their work and
relaxation
shall be, and leaves not the least place
for freedom or intellect. -- If Thoma-s More thinks

authority.
The chief of this solar people is something
like the Supreme
Father
in the SaintSimonian system, that is, he is both a monarch
and an infallible pontiff, a man clothed with the
attributes
of God.
Under llim are three ministcrs in the departments
of wisdom, of power, and
of love; and under these three ministers are divers
classes of magistrates set ovcr all the virtues and
all tile faculties, who assign to erich man his rank,
his t'lsk, and, according
to the manner in which
he performs it, his share in the enjoyment of the
common goods; the community
is not here confound('d with equality.
And so, although women
are in common, they can be enjoyed only in accordancc with the rute_ e_tablished by the minister of love affairs, and only on the days, at tile
hours and under the circumstances
mo_t favorable
to the improvement
of the lmman race.
Despotism was always dear to ('.ami_anelbl.
In his
" Discourse
on the Spanish Monarchy,"
written
many )'ears before the " (;it), of the Sun," he
reaches this conclusion:
the only and the true
monarch of the w¢)rld will be tl.e sovereign pontiff; all pecplcs will constitute only one flock under the staff of only one shepllerd;
the king of
Spain will play the part of tin _, dog clmrged to
bring back to the fold the shcep which have
strayed away, and to devour them if they resist!
--At the same time that Caml)anella
was taking
up the id(,as of Gregory VII , and paving the way
for those of Saint-Simon,
Bacon was writing his
"New
Atlantis";
but there is no reason x_hy we
should concern ourselves
here with that work,
since it relates more to the reformation
and reorganization
of learned societies thau to the rcorganization and reformation
of the st.tte. It offers,
as it wcrc, an anticil)atcd
plan of tl_c. institute of
France.
Hobbcs
and H,_rringt¢)n
had another
:tim.
It iu laws and institutions
which
they
pretended
to m'lke over from top to bottom, after a preconceived
too(l(,1 whi(.h tl,cy pre_ent us
with, llobbes in the "' Leviathan,"
and IIarrington in the "Occana."
Although
diametrically
opposrd to caeh other in th(,ir prinr'il)leu, since
thc former, iu tlle name of matcrialism,
invites
us to servitude,
wherra_ the latter, appealing
to
our moral dignity, urges us on to the conquest
of liberty, these two writcr_ have this in common,
that their views do not extend beyond tl_e domain
of politics.
Ncverthcles-,
1)oth are utot)ists; for
the unity of power, as H.obbe_ cr)nceivcs it, the ab-

little of liberty, he has at least some regard for
morals.
He respects marriage, and, to a certain
extent, preserves the rights of conscience by basing
the national religion on deism.
,-N-o such considelation for them is to be found in the system of
Campanella,
which is easy to at, count for, since
pantheism is its basis. Pantheism
confounds man,
nature and God; it does away with the individual,
and recognizes
only the collective
existence
of
society.
This is precisely what Campanclla
does
in his famous "City of the Sun."
All the actions,
and even the sentiments
and thoughts,
of its
imaginary subjects, are submitted
to an absolute

solute monarcliy
which di.-poscs of men's bodies
and souls, of conscicm:c and interests, of religi(m
and of the state alike, is not more (,as)" to realize
than the perfcct cquilibrium
between power and
property
which Harrington
s(_eks to effect, and
which hc bases on ttle agrarian l,tw, as if the agrarian law was not itself a source and instrument of
oppression.-Thclti.*tm're &,s Secerambes, by Denis
Vayra-sse, containing only a mixture, without any
consistency (being, so to speak, only a weakened
echo of them), of the two systems of More and
Campanella,
it may be said that the history of
utopias in the seventeenth
century closes with the
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two creations of Fenelon, the B_tt_/ue and the RJl_/_]ue
de Sa_nte.
The first of these presents us
not so much with a hope for the future as with v
souvenir of the past. It is a classical reminiscence
of the Arcadia of the poets.
It transports
us
among a pastoral people like those who lived under the fabulous sceptre of Saturn.
It introduces
us to men who have none of the passions, and consequently
none of the vices, of humanity;
who
have put everything
in common, since they posses.n nothing, and have scarcely any wants; and to
children, enjoying the peace and innocence of their
tender
years, while nature, like a kind mother,
relieves them of all care and trouble.
The Republique de Salente unveils-to
us much more clearly
the real thougilt of the illustrious
archbishop.
It
is the picture of a people, who, with no industry
but agriculture,
were able to attain the highest degree of perfection
and happiness.
Population
is
to that people thesource
of all wealth, and war the
source of all misery.
This is the very reverse of
the rm_xims which guided the government
of Louis
XIV.
But there is something
more in Fenelon's
republic.
It is, despite the simplicity
of its life
and customs, an aristocratic
state, the citizens of
which, divided into seven classes, are distinguished
from one another
by their conditions,
their occupations, their rights, their clothing
even, and in
which the first rank belongs to birth.
It is the
ideal republic of Plato modified by Christian motals and by the prejudices of race borrowed from
feudalism.-The eighteenth century, independent
and fruitful in every other matter, was only slight]y inventive
in social and even in political utopias,
Rousseau
and Mably confined
them_elves
to reproducing,
with some necessary development,
the
institutions of Lycurgus.
Theirs was a retrospecttve utopia.
Morelly, in his Code de la Nature, is
only Rou_eau's
echo, while Babceuf proposed to
becomc I_)usseau's
testamentary
executor.
All,
while they never tired talking of liberty, succeed,
ed only in imagining
a system of slavery on the
foundation
of demagogy
and communism.
-- The
first half of the present century it is that witnessed
the birth of the boldest, the most radical and the
most brilliant
utopias:
Saint-Simonism,
Fourierism, positivist socialism and the atheistic theocra,
cy of Auguste
Comte.
Even a summary
cxposition of these different doctrines would carry us beyond the limits allotted to us here.
(See SOC_AL_
rs_.)
But we must remark at least, that, while
these doctrines are no less chimerical than the ideas
of Plato, of Thomas
More, Campanella,
Hobbes
and Rous._eau, they are not, at bottom, more liberat.
The tendency
of Saint-Simonism
is to reestablish, to the advantage
of pantheism,
the universal theocracy
of Gregory VII.
He hands over
the destinies, not only of the tm_te, but of h_mAr-

ity, to the discretion of one man, who is at once
prince, pontiff and infallible arbiter of the work_
of human thought.
There is no refuge from this
universal d_spotism, since both p2 bperty and the.
family have ceased to exist.
Fourierism also destroys these two fundamental
institutions: property and the fanfily.
The former it would replace
by shares of stock delivered by the state to each iu
proportion
to his labor, his talents and his capital.
Of the latter, thanks to the consecration
of irene
/ore, not a trace would be left.
:Nevertheless,
it
is not directly by the establishment
of despotism,
but indirectly
by license in morals and the letting
loose of all the passions, that Fourier annii_ilates
liberty.
To Fourier
man is only a kind of ranchine, of which passion is the motive power, and
which, putting
itself in gear with an analogous
machine, produces
the effect desired without it_
knowledge.
He reaches fatalism
by the way (,f
scnsualism,
and from sensualism
he draws the
most extravagant
and unclean consequences
that
can present themselves to human thought.
Lastly,
in the materialistic
Utopia of Auguste Comte, the
priests of humanity,
or rather of atheism, have a
power no less exorbitant
than the power of the
Saint-Simonian
Supreme
Father.
They have the
right of life and death over all works of the mind,
old and new, existing
or to come into existence.
They are the absolute masters of public education
and of the state itself.
They dispose, besides, of
the honor of citizens, and regulate private life after
their fancy, leaving to the lay power only the
looking after of material interests.
The proletafiat Comte makes a public institution.
Majorat._
and s_&st_lut_ns he re._tablishcs
under another
form, and extends them not only to landed but to
commercial
and industrial
property.
-- Tim con.
clusions to be drawn from this succession of chimeras are these : that the progress and pcrfccting
of social institutions
are not sudden creations, is.
suing full-fledged
from a human
brain, and governed by one single idea, but the fruit of experi.
ence and time, of the thoughts
and the efforts of
a long series of generations
; that no society is
lasting or perfectible
except the society which is
founded on the liberty which respc_%s the rights
of the individual,
and leaves him responsible
for
his acts and for the government
and use of his
faculties; that liberty is inseparable from property,
and that it is impo_ible
to preserve or suppress
the one without
preserving
or suppressing
the
other; that liberty and property,
in turn, suppose
the moral dignity and the inviolability
of the human person.
Utopias have this advantage,
that
they bring these truths into greater relief, and cornpel the human mind never again to separate the
progress of the social order from the conquests of
civil and political liberty.
ADoza,_ Fy, a_c_.
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of value ; isbut
one unfortufundanately there is no politico-economical
idea which
requires so much effort of the power of attention
and so much patience to be thoroughly
under-
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value
they have
in commercial
transactions,
them, which
constitutes
a common
denominator
of the
and it is only necessary to compare their prices to
know their relative v'llue.
If a hat is worth three
dollars, this price, compared with that of sugar, of

stood.
The reason of this is, that the phenome- [ cloth, of a plow, or of any object whatever, shows
non to which it relates is purely relative, and con- _ how much of these different products can be obsequently
difficult to characterize.
In order to '; rained for it, anti consequently
what value hats
acquire a just and precise idea of value, we mu_t
acquire from the quantity either of some particular
therefore enter into explanations
of some length,
product
or of other products
in general which
-- The things whose possession
is necessary, n_ctheir possession confer_ the power of acquiring.
ful or agreeable to us, are numerous
and various;
The existence of 'm intermediary
which assuresto
and we can obtain those whi('h we ourselves need
the values attached to the various products a term
only by parting with others of which we have the
of comparison equally applicable to lhem all, and
disposal.
Hence
exchanges,
which,
by deterwhich renders it easy to follow the fluctuations
in
mining in what quantity
one thing is accepted or their values, is an immense advantage.
But it is
delivered in return for another, haw: the effect of important
to bear in mind that I)rice-_ and valu_
establishing
a relation of value among all things,
are very distinct things.
(See PratES.)
Prices
Can you, for example,
get one hectolitre of wine ' express only the quantity of coined money which
for one hectolitre of wheat?
If you can, the fact
each product is worth, and this quantity is subject
that you can, assigns to these two products their
to changes which have their own special causes,
relative value.
They fibmre in the exchange
as but which,whilc
theymodify
prices, have no influequal quantities,
and the one has the same value
ence on the r(.lation of vMues that exists between
as the other.
Suppose that from some cause,
the products themselves.
Thus we see everything
however, we have to give, not one hectolitre,
but
in value is relative.
It is the relation existing
120 litres of wheatfor
one hectolitre of wine; this
between two things exchanged,
a relation which
establishes a new ratio between the quantities exdepends upon the respective quantilies which each
eh'mged, and the values are no longer the same.
must deliver to the other in order that tile exThe value which the wheat possessed relatively to
change may bc made on equal conditions,
a relathe wine fell just in proportion
to the increase in tion of which (from the very fact that these conthe number of litres to be delivered in exchange
ditions must be cqual) one of the term_ (wherever
for one hectolitre
of wine; tile value of the wine,
there is a relation, there must be at lea_t two terms}
on the contrary,
increased
in proportion
to the
can not 1)e affected in any sen;(' whatever, withdiminution
in the quantity of it to be furnished in
out the other term being affe('t('d at the same tooorder to procure one hectolitre
of wheat.
What
mcnt in a contrary
sense.
It is essential that this
one of tile products has lost in value the other has
lmrely relati_ c character (,f value be clearly undergained, and this in exactly the same proportion,
stood, if we would not fall into a multitude of
What we have just said of wine and whcat, is true
economic errors, so great a part does value play
of all possible products.
They all g-ire rise to exin the speculative
part of the science. Among the
changes, and each of them obtainsa value founded
many consequences
which flow from the idea of
on the quantity
either of another product, or, in
the relativeness of value, there 'ire two which we
general, of the other products for which it can at
will single out, if only to throw a little more light
any given moment be exchanged.
-- The advance
on a subject naturally
intricate and abstract: one
of civilization
long since did away with barter,
is, that there ;ire only values, and there is no such
The more numerous and diverse products became,
thing as a collective value, formed by the union
the more men realized the necessity of choosing
of particular values, susccptible of division, degree
one of them to serve as a medium of exchange;
or measure; the other is, thal there can be no such
and coined money was chosen for this office, be- thing as a general rise or fall of values.
And in
cause it possesses
certain qualities in a greater
fact, the values in things being only the expression
degree ttlan any other.
Money is one of those
of the quantity of other thing- which can be obthings wl_:h
men desire because of the services
rained in exchange for them, it is impossihle that
which they render, and for which, when in need
values should inerea_
in the one case without
of them, they give a certain
amount
of other
diminishing
in the other. The moment it becomes
things.
This fact, while it gives to money a cernecessary to give more wheat in order to have a
lain value in each of the other products, gives also
given quantity of wine, wc give less wine to proto each of these a value in money; determined
by
cure a given quantity
of wheat.
The fall in the
the amount which is required
to procure
them.
value of wheat produces the rise in the value of
Thug, the amount of money which all these prodwine, and it is thus in all exchanges.
There is no
_
co_mau(L i. 6., the price which is given for
rise of values which does not suppose a fall, and
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in like manner no fall which does not suppose a
rise.It has taken much time and reflection to
free the theory of value from the complications
which rendered it uncertain and obscure.
In vain
didthefirsteconomistsexaminethequestion;
they
did not succeed in presenting
its solution under
forms sufficiently clear and precise.
It would be
wrong to blame them for this. To the difl]cutties
met with in the analysis and definition of every
relation (ratio), when neither of its terms has anything fixed in it, there were added others, in the
case of these first economists,
caused by the very
imperfection
of the language t hey were obliged to
use.
In common parlance, the word .value had
different significations.
It was u_l indifferently
to designate, at one time, the dcgrce of utility inherent inthe useof thing, s; at another, the power of
acquisition
which these things possessed with regard to other things; at another still, their money
price.
Hence came, in the ideas suggested by the
"word value, associations
which prevented people
from noting differences and distinctions
between
these ideas, without the noting of which it was
impossible
to reduce them all to their essential
meaning.-What economists first thought of was
the necessity of attaching to the word value qual_
ifying terms intended to characterize each of the
meanings which it owed to usage.
The French
economists
of the last century resolved to apply
the term usual value (va_ur u_ue_) to that quality
which gives things the capacitydireetly
to satisfy
the wants of those who possess them, and venal
value (_zleur v_nale) to those qualities which give
things that capacity only by means of exchange,
This was the course taken by Adam Smith also.
What the physiocrates
called usual value, he designated as value in use, and value in exchange
what they called, less correctly, venal value. The
moment people introduced
into science two distinct meanings for the word value, instead of reservingit,
as the most eminent economistsdo
now,
to express only the ratio of quantity
between
things exchanged,
it became necessary to make
_se of adjectives to determine
which of the two
significations
they intended
to give to the word,
each time they used it. But even this care could
not sufficiently
obviate the grave inconvenience
of using one and the same generic term to express
qualities and circumstances
which in themselves
have nothing
in common.
Conceptions
which
involved
the idea of value remained undecided;
men's minds were confused by applyin_ the idea
of one kind of value to another, and thi_ way was
opened to confusions which _riously
impaired the
progress and authority of the science. _ It will be
necessary to call attention to several of these confusions by reason of the place which they occupy
in the writings of the older economists, and which
ihey have retained even in the works of some of
their successors.
Some observations upon the most
serious of these confusions will serve, on the one
hand, to guard us against certain errors into which
it is essy to fall, and on the other, by showing
•What value _s not, will make it easier to perceive

what it really is. -- We will mention only those
which it is important to call attention to. We
may consider them as follows : the confusion of
value with price; the confusion of value with cerrain circumstances
by which it is influenced;
the
confusion of wtlue with wealth; and, as a eonsequence of this last, confusion in the search for an
undiscoverable
measure
of value. -- It was easy.
and even natural, to a certain extent, to confound
values and prices, since, considering
them from
product to product, the ones serve to measure tlw
others.
In the ordinary course of facts we begin
by exchanging
the products which we have to dispose of, for their value in money, then we give
the amount of money received for the other things
which we wish to procure, and it is certain that
the value in money of these things really corrcsponds to their relative value.
An article that is
worth two dollars in money is worth twice as
much as that which is worth only one dollar, and
if the exchange
were made in kind, we would
have to give double the quantity of one to obtain
the other.
But we must bear in mind that prices
merely express the relation that exists between the
quantities
for which money, and other products,
are reciprocally
placed in the balance, and this relation remains subject to the empire of cireumstances which may affect the disposable quantity
of money.
If moneyis abundant, it will be more
freely offered for each of the products which it i_
used to purchase; then its value decreases, and
prices rise.
If money, on the contrary, becomes
scarce, less of it will be given in exchange for
other things in commercial
transactions,
its value
will increase, and prices, on the contrary, will fall.
Thus, unlike values, whic.h can neither increase
nor decrease simultaneously,
prices, which are tl_c
simple results of the comparative
value of money
and all other products
against
which it is exchanged, undergo fluctuations
peculiar to themselves, and they may all rise or fall at once.
The
confusion
of prices and values has been the mlfortunate cause of rendering
nations which were
not wantingin scientific worth, singularly obscure.
It has led economists
to conclude from prices to
values, and from valuesto prices, to suppose them
governed
by the same laws, and subject to the.
same accidents, and to attribute to the amount of
prices, an influence which
it should not haw'
Hence proceeded errors which deservedly esteemed
economists have not always avoided, and af which
the works of Ricardo himself afford but too n_anv
examples._
One of the most frequent confusions.
and one which, by its generality,
has proved much
more prejudicial
to the science, is that which coi_founds value with some of the circumstances
that
concur in giving value to things.
This is the iramediate result of the many different acceptstion_
given to the word value. Writers employed the expressions "value in use" and' 'value in exchange";
thenceforth
it was natural that people should
imagine that there must exist between the two
kinds of value some secret affinity, some link or
bond of union covered by _me higher p_aciple,
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common to both, and they set to work to find that
principle.
Adam Smith believed he discovered
it
in materiality
and duration;
Ricaxdo. in labor; J.
B. Say, in utility: others, in rarity, etc., etc. The
inevitable
consequence
was, that
they mistook
the very nature of value, and forgot its origin and
. character;
and nevertheless,
among the nmsters of

siderable quantity of the products without which
we wouht have to suffer the deadly attacks of cold
or hunger.--What
gives at timcsanimmenmvaluc
to products, whose deprivation
cauls
neither inconvenience
nor phy._ical suffering,
is tbe price
that is put upon them t)y those who are able to
obtain them. and the sacrifi(.es men make in order

political economy, only a few of the more recent
have succeeded
in completely
escaping
from an
illusion produced
by the use of an inexact and
vicious terminologs'.--The
observations suggested
by these errors are applicable
to all such affinity
except rarity.
What is value?
As we lmve already
said, it is simply a ratio of quantity between products exchanged,
and it is pcrfectly clear that it can
not be found outside of this relation.
Doubtless,
when, in order to obtain a product,
we consent to
give others which belong to us in exchange for it,
what determines
us to do so is some quality in the
product itself which pleases u_, and which is not
to be found, or which is found only in a smaller
proportion,
in those which we give in return for
it. This is the reason for every exchange that is
made : there would be no exchange
if all things
possessed the same qualities, and could procure for
us the same enjoyments,
and satisfy the same
wants; and it is surprising
that this simple remark
did not suffice to prevent men from connecting
with this or that particular
quality of things the
principle of their value. -- There are things which
in order to answer to the wants in view of which
we seek them,
should
posses
materiality
and
duration;
there are others which must have absorbed a great deal of labor in their nmking, and
others again which must be susceptible
of immediate consumption
: we exchange
them for one
another because our wants and our tastes are differcnt, and because, if to build a house, we must have
materials whose duration
will resist the ravages
of time; we must have, in order to feed ourselves,
bread and meat, which do not last, and for our
recreation, theatrical
representations,
conccrtsand
amusements,
which produce but a passing emotion,and leave no trace except in our remembrance,
-- Utility is essential to the value of things, in this
general
sense, that we give nothing
for any of
them but upon condition
of finding, in their possession or in the use which we make of them,
some pleasure
or enjoyment;
it may be well to
recall, however,
that the nature
of the wants
which they axe intended
to satisfy has no influence
on the more or the less of value which attaches to

to possess them.
There are men rich enough to
gratify their every fancy; and. no matter what the
things which their fancy craves, these things from
the moment they are sought after and there is a
dcnmnd
for them, acquire, equally with other
obj(.cts, a real value, based upon the amount of
other things which men give in order to obtain
them.
Al!hough
there is nothing tit'tt is indifferent in the feelings and tastes which dictate the
employment
of wealth,
from the standpoint
of
morality,
of the future and of social progress,
nothing can prevent
the objects which serve to
gratify frivolous and even blamable desires from
lmving the value of the objects for which they can
be exchanged. -- Among other con._equences fol.
lowing the opinion that value slmuld have a fun&mlental principle in one of the material qualities
inherent in thing.% there is one consequence which
has given rise to so many controversies,
that we
can not pass it over in silence here.
It has been
asked wt_cther it were pomible that immaterial
things, acts, efforts, services, which are not realized under a tangible and durahle form, could have
a value; and a goodly number of writers have answered in the negative.
The services of governments, of magistrates, of the clergy, of physicians,
and of members of the bar; instruction
given by
masters, professors and artist._--all the_e and many
other similar things have been declared without
real wdue; and this despite the fact that it was
very evident that thosc who felt the want of these
services did not hesitate to give, in order to obtain
them, large quantities
of things to which value
was attributed
becauseof their materiality.
This
erroneous opinion has now, however, but few adherents.
It is recognized that nothingwhich
men
prize sufficiently to give a price for, can bc devoid
of value, and that those things which are called
immaterial
havc, like all other things, a value proportiom,d to the quantity of each of the different
things which they put those who dicpose of such
immaterial products in a way to procure for themselves.
This error regarding immaterial services
has not been confined to the question of value;
we meet with it also in essays upon production,

them.
We must first provide for the most troperious necessities of life, and obtain the means of
satisfying
them ; but, this once done, each one
takes into consideration
other consumers, and this
consideration
is ampler
in proportion
as he can
accord them more. The wants of the intellect and

wealth and labor. -- Rarity deserves special mention.
It is not, like materia]ity,
duration,
labor,
or utility, a quality substantially
incorpc, rated in
things, it is merely the effect of a dNproportion
betwccn the quantity in demand and the quantity
obtainable, and it, therefore, exerci._es an effectual

of the heart, ]ore of the arts, taste for luxury, the
promptings
of pride or vanity--all
concur in determining
the esteem in which things are held;
and it is not uncommon
for men to pay for a
flower, or ribbon, or the pleasure
of hearing a
violinist, far instance, a price equivalent to a con-

influence on the value of the things of which it is
either the ordinary or the accidental
lot.
What
causes rarity is the impoaqibility of incleasing
a
thing at the pleasure of those who wish to obtain
it; hence they vie for its possession, and give in
exchange for it a much larger quantity of other
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things than they would if it were more abundant,
This it is that assures a very great value to certain
products which are found in small number;- this
it is also which for a moment gives an extraordinary value to the most common products, such as
win(:, wheat, wool, cloth, or glass, when, by some
accident,
the want of them is felt.
But rarity,
besides being at all times an evil, is, like value
itself, only the effect of a relation, and can exist
only on condition
that it (rarity) does not become
general.
When bread is more scarce than usual,
it acquires an increase of value, but this increase
it acquires only because the products given in exch'mge
for it lose in relation to it some of their
own proper value, and lose this only because they
retain their accnstomed
abundance.
If they became rare or scarce at the same time and in the
same proportion
as bread,
the relation
between
the quantities
exchanged
would
have suffered
no alteration,
and their respective
values would
have remained
the same.
llarity
acts only privately, only to the extent that it is confined to cerlain products
in opposition
to others; and to elerate rarity into the dignity of the general principie of value, is to make a strange
mistake;
for it
is evident, that if rarity extended at the same time
to everythingoffered
in exchange, its effects would
disappear immediately.
-- The confusions
between
value and wealth do not lead to consequences
of
so much importance.
They spring
from correla
tions which have a real existence, and it is easy to
explain them.
Private wealth is in proportion
to
the value of the things of which it is made up.
Lands, houses, capital,
merchandise,
in a word,
everything
which belongs to individuals,
is susceptible of exchange,
and consequently
possesses
the value resulting from the amount of things of
another kind which it can be used to obtain.
In
order to know, therefore, the amount of his wealth
it will be sufficient for an individual
to ascertain
the value in money, the price, of each of the things
which he possesses, and then to compare the sum
of these prices with what it will enable him to
procure in other things.
But the correlation
betwin
private wealth and the value of the different elements of which it is made up, does not extend to real, positive and general wealth.
This
latter constitutes
a whole, and for want of a term
of comparison
(because it is not exchangeable)
it
can not be c_timated in any manner.
If the things
comprised
in the sphere which general wealth erabraces have all the value which is conferred
on
each one of them by its partic_flar
power of acquisitioa
with regard to other things, the same
can not be said of the mass; for this mass admits
of no comparison
which would permit us to assign
it a value, and it would be vain to attempt to find,
in the variable
relations of exchange
that exist
between its constitutive
parts, an expression which
would cover them all.
Hence we must have recourse
to circumstances
entirely foreign
to the
value which the elements of general wealth receive
solely from the exchanges
to which they give rise,
if we wish to e#timJ,£e the extent of the wealth of

nations in general, or of a nation considered sepstately. -- However, it will not be without
some
utility to explain still more the differences whmh
necessarily distinguish value from wealth. Wealth,
taken in its aggregate, is the possession of those
things by means of which men attain to the sat.
isfaction of their wants, and the more abundant "
these things are, the greater wealth is. Therefore,
it is by its ratio to the wants which it is destined
to satisfy, that we must estimate wealth, and thi_
ratio can not be affected by the ratios which exist
between
the things that constitute
it. _h'ot that
wealth can incrc_sse without
modifying
the preexisting ratios of value.
Wealth
increases only
to the extent ttmt the efforts of labor, becoming"
more ingenious and more fruitful, produce agreater amount of some one of those things whose use
is either necessary, agreeable or useful to us; from
which it follows that this thing offered and delivered in exchange for others in a greater quantity
than before, loses something
of its relative value,
and causes these other things to gain in relative
value.
Thus every advance
in wealth has the
effect of reducing
thevalue of the products which
it increases,
and of raising the value of the products on which it has no effect.
This is an emineatly
beneficial
change
to the people among
whom it takes place; but from the point of view
of value the change
has no effect, because the
value of eac5 thing depends
on relations
one of
who_ terms can not increase without
the othem
decreasing.
-- It is so difficult for the mind to see
in value only the effect of a ratio of exchange,
that for a long time most of the economists were
preoccupied
with the idea of discovering
some
measure for it. This was a seeking
for the irapossible.
It would have been nece.,_ry
to find a
value to measure value, and where could a value
be found which was not ik_elf the result of a ratio,
and, because the result of a ratio, as changeable
and variable as the other values to which it was
sought to make it serve as a comparative
measure
or standard?
But the search for this measure of
value has been so common tlmt we can not pass it
over without remark. --Among
tile firings which
have attracted attention as specially fitted to serve
as a measure of values, coined money, human Inher and wheat have been accorded the preference.
But it was not given to any one of the three to act
as such measure
better than the others.
When
money was taken as the measure of values, it was
indeed possible to find what was the value in mow ,_
ey of each product
at a given moment, and tiros
to find a comparative
term applicable to all products; but it was not possible to discover in money
itself a fixed value protected
from the variations
which are the eff_ts of causes operating
on the
quantities of the products which have just come
into the market to be exchanged
one against the
other.
It was plain that gold and silver, of
which money
is made, like all other products,
varied in value, according to their greater or less
abundance
in the market, and that they had a
very unequal power of acquisRion
at diffea'ent

vlnb-_.
cpoelxs,
and were alsosubjectto the empire of circumstances,which atone time rendered theirextractionmore costly,and at others made their
consumption greateror more necessary.-- And so
of human labor,in which Smith had placedthc
originof value,and which liehad pointedout as
the one thingwhich affordeditsmost exact messure. [lunmn laborisunquestionablyan clcment
in allproductionof wealth;but itin no wise follows that itsvalue isabsolute,and, that in the
.relationwLuch it holds to the things against
which itisexchanged, it constitutes
a term fixed
and constant. On the contrary,laborismore or
• lessin demand, and is betteror worse compensated at differentperiods;thisis clearlydemonstrafedby the frequent fluctuations
of wage._.-As to wheat, two reasonscaused itto be considered that it might serve as a measure of value.
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is-there
anythingeasier. We have theword pr'Ibe
to designatethevalue of thingsin coined money;
w_ have theterms im_wdiateor directutility,
and
other expressionstodesignatewhat isso improperlycalledvalue in use Itis_sy to reservefor
each thing an expressionwhich maintainsin tanguage thedistinction
itself,
thespecialsensewhich
belongs to it.-- Let itbe distinctly
understood,
therefore,
thatthrough the restof thisarticle
we
shallu_e theword valueonly in ilsrealsense. I!
shallhe used toexpressonly the quanti!yeither
of a thing or of the things in generalwhich
thing servesto obtain;inotherwords, the power :of acquisition
which ite.xercises
by means of exchange._ Upon what conditionsmay things be
consideredtopossessvaluc? On what foundations
does thc propertywhich rendersthem cxchange.tble,
rest? What are thecircumstanceswhich de- •

One of them w&_ the suppositionthat the same termineinwhat quantityone thingshallbe given
quantityof wheat must have served at alltimes foranother? Themeaningof theword value once
tosatisfyequal wants of nutritionper individual; clearly
determined,thesequestionsbecome simple,
the other was the supposition that alimentary mid arc easilysolved.--Firstof till,
itisplain
products must have preserved,in exchanges, a that nothing isexchangeable except upon condifixedvalue, since such products have the power lion,fir._t,
of possessingqualities
which render it
always to createforthemselvesthedemand neck- desirable,
and second,of being obtain'ible
onlyat
_ary to correspond to the extentof theirsupply, the costof some effortand pains. No one gives
The firstof these suppositionsiserroneous; for ,'myof those things which every one may have
wheat isfar from having been atalltimesand in without labor,and value belongs only Io !hose
the same quantityan object of man's consump- thingswhose possessioneost_labor and fatigue.
tion;the second istrueonly within certainlimits, The man who wishes to obtaina thing compares
_md in what concernsnot any specialproduct,but the satisfaction
wldch itwill affordhim with the
the aggregateof all the products which minister sacrifices
he must make to obtain it,and decides
tothcwants of subsistence.Bethisasit may, the to part with such or such a quantityof other
value of wheat is,and always will be, a relative thingswhich belong to him, in order to procure
one, dependent upon the actionof circumstances, it. it matters little
what motives prompt hin_
among which we may reckon the extensionand to acquire it,whether an imperative want,
progressof agriculture,
and theamount of manu- frivoloustaste,or a simple caprice,the thing
facturedproductsfor which itcan be exchallged, has the value at the moment of what lleconan amount which tends to increasein proportion sentsto give for it. The diamond for which a
as the labor required to produce them increases value equal to a thousand hectolitres
of Brainis
in power and skill.
-- The effortsmade by ccono- offerc_l
and accepted,na._as much value as these
rn_ts todi_ovcr a measure of value,prove ho_
thou._nd hectolitres.In likemanne.r,a hundred
difficult
itistodisentanglethe ideaof value itself kilogrammes of saltarc wortizno more than the
from thecomplicationsby which itissurrounded, ]csson of a dancing master,or the serviceof
and with which it presentsitselfto the mind. a hair dresser,if the price paid for the lesson
Many writers,
even of our own day,have not suc- or the serviceissufficient
to enable us to buy
ceeded in doing so,and itwould be easy to cite the same quantityof salt.
--The qualities
which
comparatively recent works in which tendencies renderthingsdesirable,
theimpossibility
ofobtaintosuppose in things the existenceof an absolute ingthemwithout personallabor,orwitllout
gdving
value still
subsist. We must of coursemake due inexchange forthem otherthin,zs
which have cost
allowance for the lack of precisionin the form persona!labor:sueharcthecondition._whiehconunderwhich every factof relation
manifestsitself fervalue on things. The extent or the measure
to the mind; but even more allowancc must be of the value of a thing depends upon the greater
made for the imperfectionof the terminologyin or lessdifficulty
which thosewho covetor need it
use. So long as the word value isused indiffer- find in procuring it. It is thisthat makes th_
eat senses,we expose ourselvestoa confusionof momentary v'due of a thingdepend upon the reideas,and the wisest plan would be to take a de- lationexistingbetween itssupply and thedemand
cided stand in thismatter. John StuartMillpro- forit. Ifa productisnottobe found insufficient,
poses to use the word value to expressonly the quantity to supply allthe demand for it,those
effectof the relationinvirtueof which products who desireitenterintocompetitionforitspossesare ba_ered one foranother,m proportionof such sion;they give in exchange for itmore of other
and such aquantity of the one againstsuch and products,or of the money with which otherprodstlch_ quantityof other things. There is noth- ucts are bought,and, as a consequence,itsvalue
i_gmore necessaryin the interns!ofscience,nor rises.].fthccontrarylmppens,
thatis,ifaprodnct
188
voL m. -- 67
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enters the market in a greater abundance
than
there is a demand for, its value falls.
Thosewho
possess it can not keep it forever; they are obliged
to dispose of it, in order to procure other things
which are necessary to them, and find themselves
constrained,
in parting with it, to be content with
a smaller quantity of the products they receive in
return.
Thus it is the condition
of supply and

,

_ demand which assigns to each thing its power of
acquisition over other things.
All things increase
in value when tile demand for them is greater than
thesupplyofthem;
all diminish in value when the
supply of them is greater than the demand for
them; hence the variations of price to which things
are subject, variations which, by expressing
the
differences that arise in the sums of money against
which those things which experience them are exchanged, express like differences in the quantities
of other things which these sums enable one to
obtain. -- Besides, it must be remarked that the
demand for a thing naturally extends or contracts
in proportion to the modifications
which its value
undergoes.
When there is a lack of a product it
grows dearer; and as then there are many persons
to be found whose desire to procure it is checked
by the increase of the sacrifices which they must
make to obtain it, the demand, checked by its increase in value, is restrained within the limits set
by value itself.
In like manner, when the price
of a thing decreases, purchasers
increase in humbet, and its value descends only to the point necessalt that such a product may be found in the market in a quantity
proportioned
to the supply,
Hence the fluctuations of value occasioned by the.
changes in the relation of supply and demand, have
for effect the maintenance
of an equality between
the two terms of that relation; that is, an equilibrium between supply and demand. -- We must
not, however, infer from this fact that there exists
any proportionality
whatever
between the movements of value and the differences in quantity of
the things supplied.
Everything
depends, in the
effect produced on the value of the goods, whether
by the increase or the decrease of the supply, on
the nature of these goods, and on the kind of wants
they are intended
to satisfy.
All goods are not
equally necessary to life ; and if there are some
the demand for which is greatly curtailed because
their value has risen even ever so little, there are
others, the demand for which people are not nearly
so free to lessen.
The value of wheat doubles the
moment the quantity
that can be delivered
decreases one-fifth, and is trebled,when
this quantity
is reduced one-fourth.
Wine does not increase in
value in the same proportion when the quantity
supplied diminishes,
for the reason that its consumptiou is less indispensable;
and the products
which it is still easier to do without increase in
value much less than wine when their supply
diminishes.
On the other hand, the qualities
which render products more or less easy to keep
in the state required for use, exert a sensible influence upon the decrease in their value.
In case
of an extraordinary
or superabundant
harvest,

there are crops which are abandoned to the first
comer who wishes to take them, because the
owner can not utilize them all himself, and be.
cause the price at which he is compelled
to sell
them will not pay the cost of transferring
them
to the nearest market.
What we are warranted
to assert is this, that value is fixed by the relation
existing
between
supply and demand;
that it
usually increases or decreases in such a way as to
equilibrate the two terms of that relation, but in
no wise in proportions
conformable
to the differences expressed
in the figure of the quantities
supplied. -- How decisive soever the influence exereised by the momentary
state of supply and °
demand may be, the value of things has none the
less its own rain
d'etre, and a measure which,
in despite of the accidents which serve to expand
or contract it, constantly
tends to return to its
normal dimensions.
Vainly do the fluctuations
of supply and demand succeed one another in contrary directions, these fluctuations
necessarily end
by compensating
one for the other, and the point
at which }hey meet marks the natural value of
things. --/What
assigns a natural value to things
is the fdct that it costs something
to produce
them; that is, the onerosity which attaches to their
production.
This is true of all things, except of
those the quantity of which can not be increased,
or which can not be sufficiently increased to keep
up with the demand for them.
With this one
exception,
all things are exchanged
against one
another in accordance with the amount of cost
necessary to fashion them for the use of, and to
transport them to, the consumer.
Those which
cost most are exchanged in a lesser numeric quantity, against those which cost less, and thus the
differences in their costs of production of various
articles are balanced.
(See COST OF PRODUCTIOI_.)
-- Before attempting _o show that this can not be
otherwise,
we must first recall what constitutes
the cost of production.
This cost is twofold:
part of the cost of production is constant and unavoidable, and enters, though in unequal amount_,
into all production;
part is accidental, arising from
artificial or special causes, and does not attach to
all production.
The first part of the cost of production here referred to consists in the expenses
of labor and in the expenses
attached to the era.
ployment of capital.
There is nothing whose pro.
duction does not require a certain amount of
both these expenses.
In the productions
of the
humblest artisan, days of labor and the consump,t
tion of capital under various forms, figure.
Raw
material
has been purchased
and transformed ;
tools and implements
have been deteriorated;
there have been risks and losses which must he
covered; and, in addition to all this, there is the
interest which must be paid on the capital eraployed:
it is necessary that the thing produced
should be exchanged
on such conditions as shall
restore to the producer the wages due to his own
personal labor, as well as the wages due to the
labor of his workmen, if he employs any, and the
profit required to bring back to him the portion of
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capital which he was obliged to sacrifice during
the course of his labor.
Suppose a product, which,
in order to reach the consumer, costs six francs for
workmen's
wages, and four francs in profits for
the preservation
of. and interest on, the capital invested in it: the natural value of this product will
be the sum of these two amounts ; that is, ten
francs.
Thus the natural
value of various products depends upon the proportion
in which wages
and profits enter into the sum total of their cost
of production.
All products
tend to exchange
one against another in proportion
to this natural
value; and this natural value is the wdue which
continues
to subsist for all products as their mean
value, whatever departures
from such mean value
the momentary
fluctuations
caused by the variations of supply and demand
may make in it. -The reason of this is plain.
1_7o industry could
subsist
if the commodities
and goods which it
furnishes
the public were not taken at the price
-which thecost of production
requires.
An industry which could not recover in full the total of its
,outlay would soon fail.
IIence from the moment
¢hat any product ceases to exchange against other
products
in a quantity
sufficient
to balance
the
expenses which must be borne by those who make
it, we notice that its manufacture
begins to bc restricted;
and the restriction
does not stop until it
reaches the point at which the reduction
in the
supply of the product causes it to regain the value
in which it was la_king.
On the contrary,
if a
product
receives in other products more than the
equivalent
of its real cost, the profits assured to
"chose who deal in it cause a speedy increase in its
production,
and the increase in the amount offered
very soon deprives it of its value to the extent that
_uch value is exaggerated.
Thus it is that the
value in things, whenever
it departs from its natural point, is finally brought back to it. Competition diminishes
in industries
which are not suffi¢iently remunerative,
and the supply diminishes
with it; competition
increases
in those industries
which are uncommonly
remunerative
; labor and
capital
abandon
industries
which are losing, to
engage in those which are gaining;
and, owing to
this continual
change, the value respectively of the
products
exchanged
continues
to be, or becomes
again, in the case of all products,
the value determined by the amount of the cost incurred in their
production.--We
do not mean to say that all
products
of the same kind, considered
apart from
all others, obtain in exchange
merely the cquivalent of their own cost in other products.
Far
from it ; there
are some which
obtain
much
more, and for this reason : the quantity of each
product
which can and should be produced
is
determined
by the demand
for it, and its value
always rises high enough to assure its supply in
that quantity.
But the conditions of labor are not
in all respects equal or similar.
They are less favorable in some places than in others, and when
ihese places are called upon to furnish the market
a contingent,
without'_hich
the supply would be
"__m!_equate, it is the expenses which production
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necessitates in those places that determine the gencral value of products.
It follows that this value
corresponds, not to an average cost, but to the cost
of the part of the product which reaches the market after having required
the greatest amount of
the different costs.
In the actual state of demand
that portion has its outlet just as the others have,
and among similar product,_ it is the dearest which
regulate the value of all, thus adding to those
which are cheaper a value greater than their cost
of production.
This fact is deserving of all the
more attention, because many modern writers have
overlooked
it when diseu_.sing the large profits
reaped by certain producers,
and still more frequently when di_us._ing the subject of rent. -- It
is, for instance, a common opinion tlmt the rent of
land contributes
to raise the price of the means of
subsistence, and that it wouhl be otherwise under
combinations
different from thosewhich
up to the
present time have governed
property.
Nothing,
however, could be more decidedly false. Like all
other products, tho_e of the soil owe their value
to the demand for them. All lands are not equally
fertile; they can not all produce on the same conditions, and whenever
the wants of consumption
are such that recourse must be had to lands of inferior quality, their products must necessarily be
paid for at a price which will compen_te
for the
cost attached 1o the cultivation of such lands.
In
a country like France, in which wheat has, on an
average, a value of a little more than eighteen
francs per hectolitre,
there are lands on which its
value is not twelve, and on these lands the excess
of the value for which the wheat is exchanged
over the costs at which it is harvested is a rent
which accrues to the owners of these lands. But
this rent has no influence upon the accrued value
to cereals ; it is simply the effect of that value.
The population
of France could not do without
that part of the wheat crop which could not be
produced
at a cost less than eighteen francs per
hectolitre, and it is this part which asst,-ms to the
other parts their natural
value.
If the demand
for the means of subsistence
should increase to
such an extent
as to require the cultivation
of
lands on which wheat could not be produced except at an avcrage cost of twenty francs per hectolitrc, its value would rise still higher, and with
it the rent which the land paid to tho_c who owned
it.The superaddition
of value, which the wants
of consumption
confer, as compared
with the
products of their cost, or the products of tim msjor part of the land, exists al.-o in the case of a
multitude
of different industries.
Thus it is the
cost of extracting
ore from tho_ mines in which
such cost is greatest, but whose product is neces.
sary in order to meet the demand, which fixes the
value of the ore. The same is true in manufacturing industries; the demand for the articleswhich
they produce raises (he value of these articles toa
figure necessary to pay for the products
of those
manufacturing
industries which arc carried on, it
matters not for what reason, at the greatest expense; and the higher net cost which is peculiar
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to the_ latter, assures to the articles of s,ll the
other industries a value which exceeds the real
amount of their cost of production. -- But, if the
value of the things which are susceptible of indefinite increase finds its rule and measure in the cost
of the production
of those of them which in order to reach the people who want them cost most,
it is otherwise with the value of tile things whose
quantity
it is impossible
to increase at the desire
or whim of the public.
Their rarity exercises an
influence on the value of the latter; and raises their
value in a proportion which has no relation whatever with what they cost or did cost to produce,
A work of art from the hands of one of the old
masters, the autograph of an historic personage, or
some object which he used during his lifetime, a
jewel, a pierce of armor, a bronze, a statue found
under the lava of Pompeii
or among the ruins of
Athens or Rome, has _tn immense value; and there
are persons who, to obtain one of these products,
would part with a quantity
of things in which
had been invested a thousand
times more wages
and profit on capital than was invested originally
in the product they purchase.
In like nmnner
precious stones, pearls of the first water, gold and
silver and other precious metals, possess a value
far in excess of what it cost to discover and extract them.
Nature did not create them in suflicient quantity to satisfy the desires of all. So
also, wines, fruits and to "baccos of certain choice
brands, which possess special qualities that cause
them to be eagerly sought after, possess in exchange a value far superior to that which their
cost of production would give them. They can
not be increased ; their supply has forced limits ;
and the desire of obtaining
them induces people
to give much more for them than it costs to produce them. -- Besides rarity, there are artificial
circumstances
which affect the value of things
and help to increase it beyond what the cost of
production
would warrant.
Such are taxes (except taxes on land, in so far as they affect only the
rent), monopolies and restrictions on the freedom
of trade.
Every tax ]ms the inevitable
effect of
increasing
the price of the merchandise
or product upon which it is imposed.
The person who
pays the tax must be reimbursed ; he adds the
amount of the tax to what the article costs him,
and in exchange
he receives back the amount
which he paid the state in addition to the natural
value of the thing.
Such are the effects on the
value of things of the taxes levied on them before they reach the consumer, no matter for what
reason, at what moment or under what form such
taxes are levied.
The treasury of the state can
levy nothing on them without increasing
the cost
of their production,
and consequently
without increasing in an equal me_ure
the value for which
they are sold. The effect of monopolies
is equs, lly
pronounced,
and more lamentable.
Monopolies
areof dt_¢rent kinds; some are establishecl for the
benefltof
thestate, and serve aa a source of revehue for it.. Of this kind is the monopoly
on to-

the product in the crude state, manufactures
it,
and furnishes it for sale at a price which assures
the state an annual revenue.
Whatever superaddition of v_lne such monopolies give to the products which they affect, is warranted if they serve
to relieve a country of other taxes which would
cause still greater inconveniences,
and this must
be borne in mind when considering these monopolies.
Patents also constitute a monopoly in faw_r
of the patentees; they may be a just remuneration
for the labor and sacrifice to which an invention
was due; but it is only by exaggerating
the value
of the patented article that they exercise any influence.
Prodneers who are free from all eompetition are masters of the market, and it is an easy
matter for them so to manage as to sell only at a
large profit on the cost of production.
The exclusion of foreign merchandise,
through custom
house duties intended to reserve the home market
for home producers, has to a certain extent the
same effect as patents.
Consumers
are forced to
pay a higher price for the protected products than
they can be bought for elsewhere, and axe subjeered to sacrifices which could and should
be
spared them.
This alteration of the natural rclations of value between exchangeable
products is
a real evil; nothing could be more prejudicial to
the proper employment
of productive
force, and
thereby to the progress of social power and wealth.
Such acts can be justified only by the necessity of
defraying public expenses; but the products whose
cost of production
and value are to be artificially
increased by the imposition
of duties, should be
carefully selected.
The more these products are
necessary for the satisfaction
of wants common to
all, the less those classes who consume
scarcely
any other products, and who have only the labor
of their hands to give in exchange therefor, will
have of them, and the more difficult it will be for
them to reach that degree of well-being
without
which their condition
can not be improved.Value, relative in its very essence, and based for
each thing solely upon the quantity
of another
thing, or of other things in general, which it onables one to obtain, can not be affected by any
of the circumstances
which act equally upon _dl
things at once.
Its elements are labor and capit_].
It is the very quantity of these two things which
every product absorbs before becoming a fit ohject of consumption
that fixes its relative value';
and no matter wha_ the rate of wages or pro/Jt.s in
a country may be, as the relations of exchange
between the products can not be changed by theft
rate, neither can values he changed thereby.
Thi_
is not the case, however, when the rate of one of
the dements
of production only is modified, and
this because all products do not contain it in a ]ik_"
proportion.
When wages increase, the value of
those things into whose cost of production it more
largely enters, natttraily rises, and the value of
those wltich require'less
manual
labor than c2tI_itali6.c, omtv_rativelylemmned.
The contrary is true
when the rate of profits increue_
In this ease,
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labor incre_e in value, and obtain a greater quantity of other things in exchange.
Such fluctuations in the respective value of things are of frequent occurrence, and when they happen it is easy
to determine
their cause.
It will tie noticed, however, that, in tlm ordinary
course of facts, there
are things whose value tends to fall gradually,
These things
are those whose manufacture
requires more capital.
The re_on
of this is, that,
as civilization
advances,
capital accumulates
in
such a way that those who possess it arc forced to
content
themselves
with smaller profits. -- Such
are the laws which govern value, and preside over
its distribution
among things.
Value is not a quality incorporated
in things, but is for c'tch product
the effect of a relation
of exchange,
the effect of
the quantity of other products it serves to obtain;
and this relation is determined,
at any given too-
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forerunner of that class of mere politicians which
has since 1829 generally supplanted
the previous
race of trained statesmen; as a smooth, easy and
adroit manager
of political
machine_,,
without
political
principles,
constitutional
training,
or
scruples
in party u-arfarc,
revering
in polities
only the Albany regent'y, and )Iartin Yan Buren
as its prophet.
All this must be. admitted,
but
onty in part.
That Van Buren had political
principles and tlw (.oura_c to maintain them, even
in opl)o_ition to his o_ n party, i_ shown by his
oppoqtion,
in the New York convention of 1821,
to the popular
idea of universal
suffrage,
to
"cheapening
the right of suffra_e by conferring
it with an indiscrimitmting
hand upon every one,
lflack or white, who wouhl bc kind enough to
condescend
to accept it "'; I)y his opposition,
in
the same convention,
to the. equally popular pro-

ment, by supply and demand.
But, while supply _ l)osal to exclude the blacks from the right of sufand demand
regulate the values of the moment;* "frage; by his refusal, during the pant(- of 1837,
there is, none the le_s, for those things whose num-'
to violate his political creed by recommending
inber may be increased
indefinitely
at man's pleasterfcrcnce by government
with the course of busiure, a natural value, which, despite all the fluetuncss; and by his refusal in 1844 to compass his
ations to which that value is subject, always preown nomination
to the presidency
1)y indorsing
vails in the end.
This natural value results from
the am_cxation of Tcxm_. On the whole, he may
the cost of production,
and is determined
by the
be set down midway beLwecn the earlier and the
amount of labor and capital employed in the prol'_ter schools of politicians,
with defined princiduction.
A clear understanding
of these general
plesderived
from his education among the former,
principlcs
suffices to enable us to solve all quesand yet with sufficient
power of adaptation
to
tions pertaining
to value, no matter how complimake use of the vicious machinery of the latter.
cared they may seem to be.
-- See Holland's
L_fe of Van Bu_e_," Dawson's
HI:m'oI,Y'rE PAssY.
Life of I_ll_ I_uren; _V. A. Butler's ._[artin VaT_
Buret b" Emmons'
Life of Van Buren;
Abbott's
YAN BUREN,
Martln_
vice-president
of the
United States 1883-7, and president 1837-41, was
born at Kinderhook,
N. Y., Dec. 5, 1782, and died
there July 24, 1862.
He was admitted to the bar
in 1803, and served in the state senate 1813-20, in
the United States senate 1821-8, as governor
in
1829, as secretary of state 1829-31, and as minister to Great Britain 1831-2, this latter nomination
being rejeett_t by the senate.
(See ALBASY REoE_c'Y, _'Ew YO_K ) On his return he was suecessively elected vice-president
and president,
but
was defeated
in 1840. (See BANK CONTROVElt_SIES,IV. ; Loco-Foco;
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.)
In 1844 his di_pproval
of the annexation of Texas
cost him the democratic
nomination;
and his _,'ew
York supporters
were naturally
in an attilude of
armed neutrality
toward
the new administration.
This state of things vereed naturally toward open
war; Yan Buren was nominated
for president in
1848; and his nomination
was successful in defeating Cass, the regular democratic
nominee.
This
result compelled
a compromise
between
the two
factions, but it left Van Buren definitively
out of
politics
until his death.
(See Bx_t._c_XF._S
;
A__.xx_o_s,
III.;
FwEE-Sm_, P_TY;
DE._o(_RATIC PART'C, IV.)--Van
Buren is commonly
known as a master of political intrigue, the democratie "little
magician "; as the one who introduced into the national civil service the debauch-

Lives of tt_e 15"e._te_,_, °,41; 3 Parton's
Life of
Jackson;" 2 Hammond's
Political H_*to_W of A_ew
]_rk; Jenkins'
Go_'eruors of ._ew York, 346; 4
Tucker's
Uidted States, 294 ; Bradford's
Federal
Governmel,t, 434; 2 yon Holsl's United Stat_, 147;
2 Stat_smal_'s
Mal_ual, 1153 (for his messages).
There is a pen por|rait of Van Buren in 2 von
tIolst, 149. Mackenzie's
Life and Times of Van
Bure_ is a collection of stolen private letters of
Van Buren and others, giving a painful interior
view of "practical
politics " in 1819-37.
ALEXANDER JOItNSTON.

tug influences
which had for thirty years con• m41e4 thv civil service of his own state; as the

on what ground it i_ hard to see. She had acqui.
esced in the western boundary
of Massachusetts

VERMONT_ a state of the American Union. -The boundary
between 5Ias_chusctts
and New
Hampshire
(see those st'ires) was long disputed.
It was settled in 1740: but, before that time, both
colonies had made large granis of land to intending settlers in the di,puted
ten'itory
After the
sctth.mcnt, a new question came up
New IIampshire, bclicving that her territory extended at least
as far west as that of M._achusetls,
claimed all
the territory
west of the Conn(<.ticut river, coyercd by the present slate of Vermont, and, pursuing thc usual policy in such cases, continued
to
make grants of land therein, in order to fill it
with settlers devoted to her inter(_ts, and dependent on her supremacy
for the title to their lands.
In 1749 .New York appeared as a claimant, though
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and Connecticut,
as a compromise
of their charter claim of the Pacific ocean, or at least the Mississippi, as a western boundary;
but New Hampshire had no such charter claim.
The fact seems
to be that neither :New York nor :New Hampshire
had any rightful claim, and that this territory had
been overlooked,
and was within the limits of no
colony.
In 1764 New York obtained an arbitrary
decision of the king in her favor, and at once undertook to make the settlers on the ":New Hampshire grants,"as
the territory now began to be
called, pay for their land anew.
All the judicial
machinery
of :New York was brought into requisitiou to oust the settlers who refused to pay, and,
although the king in 1769.ordered the issue of furtherNewYorkgrantstoceaseforthetime,
theNew
York courts did not cease to harass the settlers.
The latter resisted the New York authorities bold]y; organized
militia forces; selected headquarters, marked by a liberty pole surmounted
by a
wild cat grinning
defiance toward ,New York ;
and maintained
their independence
of both the
claimants.
Throughout
the revolution they mainrained a separate warfare against the British, and
toward its close there were even .some negotiations
looking to a separate peace; but the final treaty of
peace in establishing
the northern
boundary of
the United States, recognized
the "New
Hampshire grants"
as included
in the new nation.Jan. 17, 1777, a c_mvention at Westminster
declared the grants to be an independent
state, by
the name of ":New Connecticut."
A new convention at Windsor, July 2-8, 1777, gave the state
the name of Vermont, and adopted the Pcnrisyl-

In 1836 the original
single house was divided into
a senate and house of representatives,
both elected
annually, in the former by counties, and in the latter by towns.
In 1870 the term of office of the legislature, governor and other state officers was extended to two years; the council of censors was
abolished; and its powers to impeach state officers
and to propose amendments
were transferred
to
the legislature.
In 188'2 the manufacture
or sale
of intoxicating
liquors was prohibited. -- Gov_.RNOmS. Moses Robinson, 1789--90; Thomas Chittenden, 1790-97; Isaac Tichenor,
:1797-1807; Israel Smith, 1807-8; Isaac Tiehenor, 15_-9:
Jonas
Galusha,
1809-13; Martin
Chittenden,
1813-15;
Jonas Galusha, 1815-20; Richard Skinner, 1820-23; Cornelius P. Van :Ness, 1823--6; Ezra Butler,
1826-8; Samuel C. Crafts, 1828-31; William A.
Palmer,
1831-35 ; Silas A. Jenison,
1835--41 ;
Charles Paine, 1841-3;
John Mattocks,
1643-4;
Win. Slade, 181_ 6; Horace Eaton, 1846-9; Carlos
Coolidge, 1849-_:_0; Charl_ R. Williams, 1850-52;
Erastus Fairbanks,
1852-3;
John S. Robinson,
18,53--4; Stephen Boyee, 1854-6; Ryland Fletcher,
1&56--8; Hiland Itall, 1858--60; Erastus Fairbanks,
1860-61 ; Frederick
Holhrook,
1861-3; John S.
Smith, 1863-5: Paul Dillingham,
1865-7; John B.
Page, 1867-9; Peter T. Washburn,
1869-70; John
W. Stewart, 1870-2;
Julius
Converse,
187°_-4;
Asahel Peck, 1874-6; Horace Fairbanks,
1876--8;
Redfleld
Proctor,
1878-80;
Roswell
Farnham,
1880-82; John L. Barstow, 1882-4.POLITICAL
HISTORY.
A large part of the state's original
population
came from Connecticut,
whence the
proposed name of ",New Connecticut";
and the

vania constitution of 1776, with some few changes,,
prominent among which was a prohibition of slavery.
(See ABOLrTION, ].)
The preamble
contained a full statement of the grievances
by reason
of which Vermont had refused to submit to :New
York's jurisdiction.
New Hampshire made little
opposition to Vermont's
proceedings,
and Massachusetts
recognized
tim new state in 1781; but
:New York's opposition was sufficient to prevent
her admission
to the Union.
In 1781 Vermont
proceeded
to admit to her assembly
dclegates
from the southwestern
part of New Hampshire
and the northeastern
part of :New York, east of
the Hudson ; but, though she disavowed these annexations
in the following
year, New York still
prevented
her admission.
But :New York was
wearying
of the struggle.
Her assembly in 1786
voted final compensation
to her worsted adherents, and in 1789 appointed
commissioners
to acknowledge
the independence
of Vermont.
Jan.
6, 1791, a state convention
decided to apply for
admission,
and the state was admitted
by act of
Feb. 18, to take effect March 4._CoxsTrrlyr/oNs.
The provision for a "council
of censors," to meet
once in seven years and revise the constitution,
which was abandoned
by Pennsylvania
in 1790,
was retained by Vermont
until 1870. By their
proposition
of amendments,
and their ratification
by state conventions,
the original constitution
(see
l_m_sx%v_)
has since been slightly modified,

subsequent drift of their descendants
to the neighboring state of :New York accounts for many Connecticut
names, such as Seymour,
Phelps
and
Chittenden, in both the other states.
Most of this
immigration
was democratic,
so that the state's
politics inclined toward the democratic party; and
this tendency,
and the likelihood
that Vermont
wonld vote for :New York city as the nation:t]
capital, will help to account for New York's acquiescence in heradmission.
Tim administrations
of Governors Tichenor and Martin Chittenden arc
tim only distinctive
federalist periods; and yet the
federalists were strong enough to control the legislature, and thus obtain the state's electoral voa,s
for Washington
and Adams in 179'2, and for Adam._
and Pinckney in 1796 and 1800. The political revolution of 1800 so far intensified political intcrc-t
in the state that its majority took better care of _c
electoral votes, and they were thereafter
cast for
the democratic
candidates
until the downfall of
the federal party.
But the politics of the state lind
little of the bitterness which elsewhere characWrized this period.
Governor
Chittenden's
action
in recalling,
in 1813, a brigade of the state's rail
itia from the service of the United States, was the
only circumstance
that ruffled
the surface of
events; and in the following
year the state's participation in the Hartford convention
was confin_'d
to one county and a single delegate.
Immediatel)'
after the close of the war the federalist vote began
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to decrease rapidly, so that in 1818 Gov. Galusha
received 15,248 votes out of a total of 15,992, and
thereafter
the federal party in the state had pr.tctically no existence.
Until 1815 it was about on
an f_zuality with its opponent
in every county,
"and in a heavy majority
in tile southeastern
part
of the state. -- As Vermont
had been the first
state to abolish slavery within its own limits, it
was one of the first to declare war upon it without.
In the United States senate, Dec. 9, 1820,
resolutions
of the Vermont
legislature
were prosented, declaring
that slavery
was a moral anti
political evil, to be tolerated only of nect_ssity, aml
that congress had the right to inhibit its extension
by the admission of new slave states.
(See Co.xiPRO_mES, IV.)
These resolutions
were the guide
of the state's policy until the downfall of ._lavery.
During and after the election of 182,4 the Jackson
candidates
were always hopelessly beaten, and the
"Adams
republicans,"
even after 1827, regaflarly
defeated
both the Jackson
and the anti-masonic
candidates.
About 1831 the national republicans
and anti.masons
practically
united, and the state's
electors in 1882 were chosen as anti-masons,
with
the understanding
that they would vote for Clay
if their votes could elect him.
This contingency
did not occur, aud the state's vote w-t_s cast for
Wirt.
(See ANTI-MASO_R£.)
From this time the
combination
of national republican,
anti-masonic
and other elements, soon to be known as the. whig
party, controlled
the state, and on the dissolution
of the whig party the republican
party at once
succeeded
to it. In effect, the state's last domecratic electoral vote was cast in 1820.
Since that

heavy and certain majority for one party has hindcred the national elevation of Vermont's leading
men, among whom may be specified the following : Stephen
t_e Bradley,
democratic
United
States senator 1791-5 anti 1801-13; Dudley Chase
(uncle of Salmon P. Chase), democratic
United
States senator 1813-17 and 1825--31, and state chief
justice 1817-2l ; Nathaniel
Chipman, state chief
justice 1789-91 and 1794-7, United States district
judge1791-4,
and United Statcssenator1797-1803;
Martin Chittenden,
federalist congressman
180313, and governor
1813-15; Jacob Collamer. state
judge 1833--42 and 1850-54, whig congressman
1843-9, postmaster general under Taylor 1849-50,
amt republican
United States senator
1857--r-65;
George F. Edmunds
(republican),
member of the
state house of representatives
18,34-9 and senale
1861-2, United States senator 1866-87, one of the
most prominent
members of that body, and one
of the candidates
for the republican
presidential
nomination
in 1880 ; IIorace Everett, whig congressman 1829-4_]; Solomon Foot, whig congressman 1848--7, amt republican United States senator
1857-66; Hiland I]'lll, whig congressman
1831-43,
and state judge 1846-60 ; Matthew Lyon, democratic congressman
1797-1801, afterward
from
Kentucky,
1803-11, mo.-t noted for his rough-andtumble fight on the floor of the house in January,
1798, with Roger Griswold, a Connecticut federalist, and for his trial and imprisonment
later in the
year, under the sedition law; Gec, rgc P. Marsh,
whig congressman
1843-9, and minister _o Italy
1861-82: Justin S. Morrill, republican
congressman 1855-67, and United States senator 1867-85;

year the democrats of the state have seldom polled
more than 25 per cent. of the total vote in national
elections;
and, even in the great whig overthrow
of 1852, the whig electors obtained a majority of
the popular
vole, Mas.sachusetts,
the only other
northern
whig state of that year, only giving a
plurality.
The state's political historyisthereforc
invariably
a part of that of the whig and repuhlican parties.-In state elections the result has regularlybeenthesame.
The only elcctions that have
ever been in the least degree doubtful
were the
triangular
contests of 1843-52, between the whigs,
the dem¢_crats and the abolitionists:
but even in

Samuel S. Phelps, state judge 1831-8, and whig
United States senator 1839-51 and 1853-4; Luke
P. Poland, slate judge 1848-65, repuh/ican
United
States senator 1865-7, and congressman
1867-75;
Samuel
Prentiss,
whig
United
States senator
1831-42, and federal district jmlge 1_?-57:
WillJam Slade, whig congressman
]831-43, and governor 1844-6; amt I_aac Tichcnor one of the leaders of the original independent
ffovermnent,
stale
judge 1791-6, federalist
United Stales senator
1796-7 antt 1815-21, and governor
1797-1807 and
1808--9.-- The name Vermont, equivalent to Green
Mountain, seems to have been suggested in1777by

these the result was always
a plurality
for the
whig camlidates
for state offices, anti their final
election by the whig legislature.
The eh,cfion of
1847 will fairly represent
most of them : E.tton
(Whig),
28,933;
Dillingham
(democrat).
18,059;
Brainard
(abolitionist),
7,168.
But it must be remembered that Vermont wlfigs were usually quite
as strongly anti-slavery
as the abolitionists,
differing from them only on the question of action.
Thus, Gov. Win. Slade was considered a whig in
his own slate, but a thorough
abolitionist out of it.
On the formation
of the republican party all distinction disappeared,
and the party vote rose again
to about 75 per cent. of the total.
In 1882 the
legislature
stands as follows: senate, thirty republkaas, no democrats;
house, _25 republicans,
thirteen democrats. _ As in several other states, the

])r. Thomas Young, of Philadelphia,
to the leaders of the infant relmblic of "new Connecticut."
and at once adopted._
See 2 Poore's fl'ederal and
State (;cmstitutions; 2 ltough's American
Constitutions;4Documelda_TlHi_tor._of!V-ewYork.
329(eorrespondenee
between New York al_d _New Hampshire); Chipman's Life of Seth Warner; 1 Sparks'
Araerical_ Biography (life of Ethan Allen); Slade's
Vermont _qtate Papers; Chase's JEarly Ili.,tory of
Velwwnt; Hiland Hall's Ili_tory of Vermont (to
1791) ; Alien's ltistory of Vermont (1798); B. H.
IIall's ttistory of Ec_,tern Vermont (to 1800); Willlares' History of Vernwnt (to 1807); Beckley's tli_
tov?l of l,_-mont(1846):
Carpenter's
History ef Vet_rwnt (to 1852); Thompson's
History of Vermont
(with supplement,
1853); Walton's
Vermont .Reg/_r.
ALEXANDER
JOHNS'ION.
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V_TO (n_ U. S. Hm,roRT). I. Bm_oP_ T_
CoNs_rv'rloN.
The power in the executive to
apply some check to the absolute power of the
legislative, is an evident necessity in a national
government. Franklin long ago noted that absolute power, if it must be granted at all, had better
be granted to the executive than to the legislative,
"' A single man may be afraid or ashamed of doing
injustice; a body is never either one or the other,
if it is strong enough. It can not apprehend assassination, and by dividing the shame among
them, it is so little apiece that no one minds it."
The only question is whether the executive should
poss_.s a power of absolute, final prohibition of
le#slation, or a qualified and limited check. The
vet,_. " I forbid," of the Roman tribunes, was abso.
lute ; the American veto is qualified. -- By the
theory of the British constitution the crown has
an absolute veto on all legislation; no bill can become a law without the royal signature.
Since
1692 the power has never been exercised, and its
exercise now would probably provoke a revolution. Instead of it, an adverse vote of the house
of lords has been used as a sort of veto upon the
action of the house of commons; but its exercise,
in matters on which the commons are obstinately
bent, is now qualified by the tacit understanding,
that "it is well enough once, by way of a joke,
but it must not be repeated." Sometimes the way
toward the final capitulation of the lords is
smoothed by admitting unimportant amendments;
sometimes a small majority is swamped by the
creation of new peers. In 1871, when the lords obetinately resisted the bill for the abolition of the
purchase of military commissions, the Gladstone
ministry took the unusual step of putting the
principle of the bill in force hy royal warrant, as
an act of prerogative.
The lords, titus pressed,
passed the bill with a spiteful vote of censure on
the ministry.
In any event, the veto of the lords
is a very limited one. -- But in the colonies, before
the American revolution, the veto power of the
crown was enforced with double rigor.
In Connecticut and Rhode Island the governors were
chosen by the colonies, and had no veto power,
In other colonies the governor, whether appointed
by proprietors or by the crown, had an absolute
"veto on the colonial legislature; and the crown
lhad an absolute veto on the action of the governor
and legislature.
The veto was constantly used by
governors to extort money or favors.
In Pennaylvania, says Franklin, "it became at last the
regular practice to have orders on the treasury in
his favor presented along with the bills to be
signed, so that he might actually receive the former before he should sign the latter." In many of
the colonies, as in South Carolina, the persistent
veto of the governor led to his expulsion before
hostilities fairly broke out. In others, as in Virginia, the persistent veto of acts to check the
slave trade formed one of the most prominent of
revolutionary grievances. All of them agreed.,
in the declgration of independence, on the folio'wtrig, as the first of the reasons for a separation,

" He has refused his assent to lsws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has
forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate
and pressin_ importance, unless suspended in
their operation till his assent should be,obtained,
and when so suspended he has utterly neglected
to attend to them; he has refused to pa_ other
laws for the accommodation of large districts of
people, unless those people would relinquish the
right of representation in the legislature, a right
inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants
only; he has called together le_,dslative bodic_ at
places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from
the depository of their public records, for the sole
purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with
his measures ; he has dissolved representative
houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmnes,_, his invasions on the rights of the people; he
has obstructed the administration of justice, hy
refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary powers." With such an experience of the
veto power it is not strange that only one of the
original state constitutions (Massachusetts, in 1780)
gave its governor even a qualified veto power,
and that in the articles of confederation there wa_
no executive veto. Indeed, the articles went to
the other extreme.
By requiring the assent of
nine states to important acts of legislation, they
really gave an absolute veto to any minority of
five states; and, by requiring the assent of every
state to amendments, they gave a veto power to
each state. In these respects they more resembled
the constitution of the Polish diet, with its liberum
_to, its power _reserved to each member to veto
absolutely any bill introduced into the house.
h'ullification (see that title) was a subsequent effort
to revive and strengthen this state veto, in the inretest of slavery and a section. -- II. IN T_E F_n]_aAL COrCVF_tCTIOr¢.
The introduction of an executive power into the new scheme of government necessarily brought with it a veto power.
P,andolph's " Virginia plan" gave the veto power
to the executive "and a convenient number of
the national judiciary," to be final, unless overridden "by
- of the members of each branch."
Pinckney's plan contains a veto provision so like
that which was finally adopted that it must have
been altered after its first introduction.
The
"Jersey plan," as it had no executive, had no v,.to
provision.
June 4, Gerry proposed as a substitute
for Raudolph's veto provision, "that the national
executive shall have a right to negative any leg_.,lative act which shall not afterward be passed by
parts of each branch of the national legisl:Lture." Hamilton moved to strike out the la:t
fifteen word_, so as to make the negative absolute;
this was rejected unanimously.
Butler moved
that the executive have power to suspend any law
for .... days; and this was rejected unanimously.
The blank in Gerry's motion was then filled by
"two-thirds";
and the whole was adopted by _t
vote of eight states to two. In this form it wa_
reported from the committee, June 19; was sent
to the committee of revision July 26, and re-
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ported by them almost in its fins! shape, except that the time for retaining bills was "seven
days," instead of "ten days, Sundays excepted," and that it applied only to bills, and not
to joint resolutions, orders and votes also, as
the final revision made. Aug. 15, "two-thirds"
was changed to "three-fourths,"
by a vote of
six states to four, anti one divided; but the
change was reconsidered and reversed, Sept. 12,
by an exactly similar w_te. The whole was then
made a part of article I., section 7. (See ('O._STI•rv'rm_. )-- But during these deliberations other
questions had been under consideration.
Ibmdolph's plan of uniting the judiciary with the
president, as a "council of revision," was again
offered by Wilson, June 6 and July 21, and voted
down. Aug. 15, Madison proposed to give the
veto power to either the president or a majority
of the supreme court judges, to be overridden by
two-thirds of each house, if either the president
or the court should veto a bill, or by three-fourths
of each house, if both should veto it; but tiffs was
also rejected, and this plan wasdropped.
Another
provision, that of a vcto upon thestate legislatures,
was warmly urged from first to last. Tile sixth
resolution of the "Virginia plan" gave Congress
power "to negative all laws pa_ed by the several
states contravening, in the opinion of the national
legislature, the articles of union, or any treaty
subsisting under the authority of tile Union, and
to call forth the force of the Union against any
member of the Union failing to fulfill its duty
under the articles thereof"; but, by the eighth
resolution, the council of revision was to have a
veto ou the congressional veto, unless the latter
should be repeated by the requisite majority,
May 31, the first part of the _heme was agreed
to, "without debate or dissent." Madison, June
8, wished to extend the national veto to inadvisable as well as unconstitutional laws. He "could
not but regard an indefinite power to negative
legislative acts of the states as absolutely necessary
to a perfect system. Experience had evinced a
cot .4taut tendency in the states to encroach on tile
fed ral authority.
A negative was the mildest
expedient that could be devised for preventing
these misclfiefs. The existence of such a check
would prevent attempts to commit them." This
extension of the veto was voted down, three states
to seven, and one divided.
The original provision of the sixth resolution was retained in tile report of the committee of the whole, June 18.
July 17, the veto on state laws came up for consideration, and Madison again urged it strongly,
Gouverneur Morris "was more and more opposed
to it. It would disgust all the states, and a law
that ought to be negatived will be set aside in the
judiciary department. " This excellent suggestion
was at once heeded. The exceedingly dangerous
veto power over state laws was dropped forever,
and instead of it the "supreme law clause" of
the constitution was adopted.
Under this, the
federal judiciary has exercised, with little notice
or clanger, a veto power over state laws which
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congress could hardly have attempted without
civil war. (See JUDICIARY.) Aug. 23, after the
senate had been made a part of the constitution,
Charles Pinckney moved that power be .given
to two-thirds of each house to negative state laws;
but six states to five refused to send the proposilion to the committee.
In a single case, that of
state hnpost laws, a power of "revision anti control" was reserved to congress, Sept. 15. (See
INTER,_AL
]MPROVEHENTS.)-ttamilton's phm,
a_ read June 1_, and still more as finally elaborated
for preservation by Madison, wouht have made
the executive veto power a tremendous instrumcnt. It provided that "tim governor or president of each state shall be appointed under the
authority of the United Stat_s, and shall h'_ve a
right to negative all laws about to be iv,_ssed in
the state of which he shall be governor or president, subject to such qualifications as the lcgislature of the United States shall prescribe"; and
that "no bill, resolution or act of the [national]
s_nate and assembly shall have the force of a law
until it shall have received the _ssent of the president, or of the vice-president when exercising the
powers of the president; antl if such assent shall
not have been given within ten days after such
bill. resolution or other act shall have been preseated to him for that purpose, the same shall not
be a law; and no bill, resolution or other act, not
as_nted to, shall be revived in the same session
of tlle legislature."
This proposition was never
formally offered, and could never have been
passed; but it is an instructive example of a
"high-toned government," according to federalist
ideas.--As
finally adopted, the veto provision
gives the president power to relurn, with his objections, to the hou_ in which it originated, any
bill or joint order, resolution or vote, of the two
houses. If the vetoed hill is then passed again by
two-thirds of each hou._, it becomes a law ; if
not, it is a nullity. If the president does not return the bill, with objections, within ten days
(Sundays excepted), it becomes a law, unless congress adjourns within the ten days, in which ca_ it
shall not be a law. This ]aCtstipulation gives tile
president an absolute veto on all bills, elc., pa_ed
during the last ten days of a session of confess:
he has only to retain them, as it were, in his
packet, and they are a nullity, even though ninetenths of both houses should desire to pass them
over tile veto. This potent executive weapon,
ang'rily called a "pocket veto" at the time, was
first employed by Jackson at the close of the
session of 1829-30. He had veloed the Maysville
road bill (see, L','TER_._L I._IPROVE,_tEXTS),
but
many of his supporters in congress were in favor
of internal improvements, and he,cho_ to employ
the pocket veto on two similar bills passed afterward. When, in 1833, he disposed of Clay's distribution bill in the same manner, the whigs
evolved the ingenious theory that the '" adjournment" mentioned in the constitution, which made
a pocket veto possible, meant only a voluntary
adjournment by cong'mss; that the close of a two-
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years term of service was not an adjournment
in
this sense, since the constitution,
not congress,
prevented
the return of bills; and that bills rerained by the president at the end of a congre_
became law without his signature.
This notion
was never vignrously pressed, however.
Evidently, it would put the president at the mercy of a
mere majority in congress, which would on]ynced
to time the final passage of a bill so late on March
3 of their last year as to make it physically
hnpossible for the president to use his veto power. -It has also been questioned
whether the " two_
thirds of each house," requisite to pass bills over
the veto, is two-thirds
of the number elected, or
of the number present.
The latter was undoubtedly the intention;
for the constitution
provides
that a majority of each house shall be a quorum
to do business, and refers repeatedly to this quorum as "a house."
In but one case,.the
power
of the senate to advise and consent to treaties,
does it use expressly the words " two-thirds of the
senatorspresent";
but the treaty power is rath.er
executive than legislative,
and this provision can
hardly have any bearing on the plain intent of the
constitution
in matters of simple le_slation.-The American veto system seems to have struck
the safest middle line, and attempts
to modify it
elsewhere have generally proved injurious.
The
French constitution
of 1789 gave the king a veto
power, with a provision that the passage of a law
three years in succession should override the veto;
but this was a failure, for the impatience of the
people could not wait three years for a compliance
with their will. The Mexican constitution
of 1824,
in addition to the presidential veto of the United
States, gave each house a qualified veto on the
other, as follows: if a bill, passed by one house
and rejected by the other, should again be passc_
by the first house by a two-thirds
vote, it could
only be rejected by a two-thirds vote of the other
house.
But this had only its natural effect of
hurrying on a revolution by a powerless majority,
One modification,
the power to veto single clauses,
given by the confederate
constitution
of 1861,
fairly deserves consideration.
(See RrDEnS, I.)
III. U_DEa THE CONSTITUTION. Thefirstexercise of the veto power was by Washington,
April 5,
1792. (See APPORTIONMENT.)
Until 1830 there
were but nine vetoes, two by Washington,
none
by Adams or Jefferson,
six by Madison,
and one
by Monroe.
The most important of these were
Madison's veto of the bill to establish a United

quent use of the veto power by Jackson furnished
the bond which united a great number of elements
into the whig party, and gave it a name.
(See
Win6
PAnTy, II.)
The whig animosity
to the
veto power was revived by its exercise during Tylet's administration.
Hevetoed
two United State_
bank bills, Aug. 16 and Sept. 9, 1841 (see B,_xK
CONTROVERSn_S, IV.) ; two tariff bills, June 29
and Aug. 9, 1842; a bill for harbor improvement_
in eastern states, June 11, 1844 ; and a bill for
building two revenue cutters, Feb. 20, 184,5, o_)
account of ambignity
in the language.
Polk
vetoed two bills, a river and harbor bill, Aug. 3,
1846, and a bill for the settlement of French spoliation claims, Aug. 8, 1846 ; but an internal improvement
bill, passed March 3, 1847, which ha(l
been disposed of by a pocket veto, was fo_lnally
vetoed at the following
session, Dee. 15, 1847.
Pierce used the veto nine times, on a bill approprinting lands for insane poor, :May 3, l&-)4; an
internal improvement
bill, Aug. 4, 1854; a French
spoliation claims bill, Feb. 17. 1855; an appropriation for the Collins ocean mail steamers, March 3,
1855; two special internal improvement bills, M:ly
19, 1856, another )lay 22, and two others, Aug.
11 and Aug. 14. Buchanan
vetoed a homestead
bill, June 22, 1860, in which the price of lands
had been reduced by southern senators to so low
a figure (25 cents an acre) as to provoke a veto.
Lincoln
regularly
stated any minor
objectiol_s
which he held to any bill in the message approving
it; and congress usually obviated the obj(,ctioz_s
by supplementary
legislation.
June 23, 186 °, he
vetoed a bill to allow the circulation of bank not_._s
of less than $5 value in the District of Columbia.
July 12, 1862, while approving a confiscation
bill,
he transmitted
a veto message already prepared,
the necessity
for which had been removed by a
subsequent
explanatory
resolution
of congress.
Up to this time the veto power on legislation
had
been final, since tbe two-thirds majority neca_sary
to override it had not been obtained. -- The sccession of Andrew Johnson,
a southern democrat,
to the presidency,
with a congress
in which the
republicans
had a strong majority,
but wouhl not
have a two-thirds majority if all the in_surrectionary states should be allowed to send democrats
to the senate and house of representatives,
made
a conflict inevitable.
Congress
was determincd
to secure, while it had the power to secure, the,
right of negroes to suffrage; and the president was
as determined
to obstruct reconstruction,
unlc_

States bank, Jan. 30, 1815 (see BANK COSTROV'ERSIES, III.), his veto of the internal improvement bill, March 3, 1817, and Monroe's Cumberland road veto, May 4, 1822.
(See I_TER_AL
I_FBOVEM___"rS, II.)
Jackson veto_xl nine bills,
including
Clay's distribution
bill, which he forreally vetoed, Dee. 5, 1838, after giving it a pocket
veto at the preceding session. Most of these vetoes
were put on internal improvement
bills; but one,
July 10, 1882, was upon a new United States bank
bill, and another,
June 10, 18_, was upon a bill
fi_Jng a day for the meeting of congre_
This fre-

the southern delegations
were admitted at once,
when the republican
two-thirds
majority would
be at an end, the veto would be as potent as it had
always been, and the president could control the
course of reconstruction.
From February, 1866,
until March, 1869, there was an almost continuous
storm of vetoes, most of them upon rcconstruction bills, or bills extending
the principles of
negro suffrage
in various
directions.
During
1868 there were the vetoes of the first freedman's
bureau bill, Feb. 19; of the civil rights bill, March
27; of the Colorado bill, May 15; and of the sec*
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ond freedmen's bureau bill, July 16; and, on the
adoption of the 14th amendment,
a message was
sent to congress, June 22, suggesting
that there
were "grave
doubts"
as to the power of congress
to frame an amendment
while eleven states were
refused representation.
In 1867 there wcre the vetoes of the bill regulating
suffrage in the District
of Columbia,
Jan. 5; of the second Colorado bill,
Jan. 29; of the Nebraska bill, Jan. 30; of thctenurc
of office bill, March 2; of the reconstruction
bill,
March 2; and of thcsupplementary
reconstruction
bills of March 23 and July 19. In 1868 there
were the vetoes of the bill regulating
appeals on
habeas corpus, March 2,5; of the bills for the readmission of Arkansas,
June 20, and North ('arolisa, South Carolina,
Florida,
Georgia,
Alabama
and Louisiana,
June _5; and of the joint reso]u
tion denying validity to the electoral votes of usreconstructed
states.
(See, for further particulars,
RECONSTRUCTION, and titles of bills mentioned.
Many other bills, which
the president
neither
wished to sign nor cared to veto, were left ten
days, and became
law without
his signature,
Congress
left him little opportunity
for "pocket
vetoes," but on his retirement
from office, March
3, 1869, he had such an opportunity,
and used it,
in the caseof three bills, which were immediately
afterward
passed again, and signed by President
Grant. _ President
Grant's two vetoes were those
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nessee, 1870; Texas, 1836 (republic),
1845 (state);
Virginia, 1870 ; Wisconsin,
1848. In Maryland
(1867) and Nebraska
(1875) a three-fifths
vote is
requisite.
But one state, Kentucky,
has changed
from a two-thirds
vote (1792) to a majority vote
(1799). Tile following states,
now requiring
a
two-thirds
vote, as above, required
only a majority vote at first: Florida, 1838 ; Illinois, 1848;
Missouri,
1829.
Connecticut,
Maryland,
South
Carolina,
Tennessee,
Virginia
and West
Virginia were without the veto power until it was
granted in the years menlioncd
nix)re.
In Nebraska a two-thirds
w)te only was needed from
1866 until 1875. In Illinois, 1818--48, tile veto
power was giw'.n to the governor
and supreme
court judges, Io be reversed by a majority vote:
and in New York, 1777-1821, to the governor,
chancellor
and supreme court judges, to be rev_'rsed by a two-fllirds vote.
In Vermont, 17861836, a suspensory power until the following session was given to the governor and council.
In
the states the tendency generally
has been to increase 1he strength of the veto power by making"
the votes of two-thirds of all the members elected
requisite
to override
it, and, further, by giving
the power to veto single seetions of appropriation
bills.
(Set; R_I_Ens, III.)-The veto messages
until 1858 arc in the Stalesmell_'_ Manual : since
that lime they must be sought under their dates in

upon the bill to increase the amount of "greenbacks"
to $400,000,000,
and to authorize
the issue of $46,000,000
in national bank notes, April
22, 1874, and the bill to repeal the increase of the
president's
salary to $50,000,
April
19, 1876.
Various
circumstances
made President
Hayes'
term of office more prolific in vetoes.
In addition to a distinct group of vetoes (see RIDERS,
II.), were those upon the bill to.authorize
the
coinage of silver dollars,
February
28, 1878; the
bill to restrict
Chinese immigration,
March 1,
1879; and the bill to fund $700,000,000
of the
national
debt
at 3 per cent.,
March 3, 1881.
President
Arthur
vetoed a bill to restrict
Cbinese immigration,
also a river and harbor bill of
about $20,000,000, in 1882._IV.
IN THE Swn'r_:s.
Four of tile states,
Delaware,
North
Carolina,
Ohio and Rhode Island,
have never given their
governors the veto power.
In eight others a very
limited veto power has been given, which may
be overridden
by a majority of the whole number
elected to each house.
The_ are as follows, the
year in which the veto was granted
being added:
Alabama,
1819;
Arkansas,
1836: Connecticut,
1818; Indiana,
1816; Kentucky,
1799; New Jersey, 1844; Vermont,
1836; West Virginia,
1872.
In twenty-four
others, a two-thirds
vote is re.quired to override
the veto:
California,
1849;
Colorado,
1876 ; Florida,
1865 ; Georgia,
1789 ;
Illinois, 1870; Iowa, 1846; Kansas,
1859; Louistuna, 1812; Maine, 1820 ; Massachusetts,
1780;

the Conyres._io_d (Ilobe and Co_gres,viol_al Record.
See also 4 Franklin's
tl)rrks, 283:4
Elliot's Debates, 620; 5 ib., 108, 130, 151, 190, 205, 385, 534,
560° 588--9 : 2 Curtis' 1I£_t_1T of tt_e Lbl_titutiol,,
57, 264; 4 IVI_7 I_.view, 325. 9 lb.. 16; 10 ib.. 111;
14 Benton's Debate_ (f CoT_gr_*s,494; 3 Webst_'r's
Wark_. 416; 1 ib.. °67 ; 1 Colton's Life a_d Times
of Clay, 496:1 Kent's Cbmme_taries, 2°6; Federalist, LI., LXXIII.;
Story's Com_nent_tlics. §878,
and note to § 1,"_6 (Madison's
letter of June 25,
1831, on the veto); Poorc's Federal and Stale Ce_tstitutior_s.
ALE:'L.-k.NDERJOHNSTON.

Michigan,
1835 ; Minnesota,
1857 ; Mississippi,
1817; Missouri,
1875; Nevada, 1864; New Hampshim,
1792; New York,
1821 ; Oregon,
1857 ;
Pennsylvania,
1790 ; South Carolina,
1865 ; Ten-

grants conflicted, neither company was to plant a
colony within 100 miles of a colony previously
planted by the other.
Under this grant settlement was begun at Jamestown,
May 13, 1607.

YICE-PRESIDENT.
(See EXECVTI_'E, V. ;
ELECTORS, SEN_..TE ; ._t.DMINISTItATIONS.)
¥IRGINIA_
one of the thirteen original states
of the American Union.
Its area formed part of
a general grant of James I., April 10, 1606, to
two companies, controlled
by _t general council
appointed
by tile king, the whole grant covering
the Atlantic coast from north latitude 34 _ to north
latitude 45 °. The special grant to the " London
company,"
with which we have to do, included
the mainland
and islands between
latitude
34"
and latitude
41 °, or f,'om about Cape Fear to
Long Island sound; and tim special grant to the
".Plvmouth
company " extended
from latitude
38 ° to latitude 45 _, or from tile mouth of tile Potomac to the northern
boundary
of Vermont.
Between latitude 38 and latitude 41 °, where the
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May 23, 1609, a supplementary
charter defined
the limits of the colony, as stated below.
March
12, 1611-12, a further charter gave power to convene a colonial assembly, or "great and general
court." with power to legislate, provided the laws
were not contrary
to the laws and statutes
of
England;
and under this charter the first legislatire assembly in !kmerica met at Jamestown,
June
30, 1619, being composed of a council named by
the company,
and a house of burgesses
(see Asa_:_nbY) elected by the towns.
In 1624 the cornpuny was suppressed
by a writ of quo warranto,
its powers
were assumed
by the king, and Virginia remained a royal province
until 1776. During the commonwealth
peri()d, it remained
loyal
to the crown, and for three years after the death
of Charles I. his son was acknowledged
as king
of Virginia,
so that at the restoration this colony
claimed
to be the new king's "Old
Dominion."
Its loyalty availed it little.
A charter was refused
it; thequit
rents and the control of the church of
England,
its established
church,
were lavished
upon court favorites;
and in 1676 the tyranny of
Gee. Berkeley drove the colonists into a rebellion, headed by l_athaniel
Bacon, which was suppressed with vindictive
punishment.
"The old
fool [Berkeley],"
said Charles,
"has taken away
more lives in that naked country,
than I for the
murder
of my father."
With the exception
of
this episode, the colony grew quietly, but strongly, into a populous,
rich, slaveholding,
Episeopalian commonwealth,
with a strong desire for selfgovernment;
and at the outbreak of the American
revolution
it was unquestionably
the leading state,
Its lower house was dissolw'd
by Gee. Dunmore,
May 25, 1775, while preparing
a protest against
the Boston port bill; but the members met the
next day and inaugurated
the revolution
by proposing a congress.
(See CO,_ORESS, CO_TI_E_TAL)
In the following
year, May 6, they again
met as usual; but, as the governor had run away,
and the regular government
was suspended,
they
organized
as a "provincial
congre,_s," and framed
the first constitution
of the state of Virginia. -BOU_I).¢RrES.
Tl_e charter
of 1609 defined the
colony's
limits thus : from point
Comfort,
all
along the seacoast
to the northward
200 miles,
and all along the seacoast to the southward
200
miles, "and
all that space and circuit of land
lying from the seacoast of the precinct aforesaid,
up into the land throughout
from sea to sea, west
and northwest."
The boundary
lines were evidently not to be parallel
lines: one was'to
be a
• westward
line, and the other northwesterly.
If
the new colony was to have any limits whatever
on the west it would seem most natural
that the
northerly
boundary
should be the westward line,
and the southerly
boundary
the northwestward
line, to intersect
it. Virginia
would thus have
been a comparatively
small colony, of a triangular sl_ape.
But the colony, resting on the words
"from
sea to sea," and interpreting
them to mean
"from
the Atlantic
to the Pacific,"
instead of
from the Atlantic azound the compound bound-

ary line to the Atlantic again, made the southern
boundary
the westward
line, and the northern
boundary
the northwestward
line, thus making
her territory grow constantly
wider as it went
westward.
She was compelled,
indeed, to yield
to the royal prerogative of taking back present._.
and her 200-mile limits were interfered with on
the south by the grant of Carolina (see IN(ntTH
CAROLINA), and on the north by the grant of
Pennsylvania
and Maryland.
(See those state_ )
To these encroachments
she submitted
patiently.
conscious
that her charter, as she interpreted
it.
contained
an abundant
reward for her patience.
A line drawn northwest
from the western bound
ary of Maryland
will show the extent of VH'ginia's claims to the western part of Pennsylvani_l.
and to the whole territory
northwest
of the Old().
indeed, her" northwest
line" might have stretch(.d
on and included
Alaska, but for the subsequ(.m
(1762) fixing of the Mississippi
as the western
boundary
of the colonies.
Her claims to the
northwestern
territory
were finally abandoned.
(See TERRITORIES.)
Her Pennsylvania
boundary
was finally arranged
by mutual
consent in 17_,
by continuing
Mason and Dixon's line five degrce_
to the west, and thence due north, thus giving
Virginia
the °'pan-handle''
in the northwest.
For her boundaries
with .North Carolina, Tenne._see, Kentucky,
West Virginia and Maryland,
se(.
those states. -- CO_STITUTmNS.
1. The provincial congress,
June 12, 1776, adopted
a bill of
rights, which
has been retained
in subsequent
constitutions,
but modified in 1867.
Its most iraportant
sections
were the third, which declared
the right of the people to alter, reform or aboli._h
their government
at their own will; and the fourteenth, that no government
separate from or independent of the government
of Virginia should I_.
erected or established
within the limits then,of
The two were in effect a declaration
of indepcndence.
(See STATE SOVEREm:_TY.)
June 29. the
first state constitution
was adopted,
without
a
reference to popular vote.
It provided for a g_,neral assembly, consisting
of a senate of twentyfour members,
chosen lay districts,
to serve four
years, and a house of delegates (see ASSE._m._').
chosen by counties and towns, to serve one year,
for a governor
and council of eight, chosen am_ually by joint ballot of the two houses; and for a
judiciary,
to be appointed
by the legislature du_ing good behavior.
This constitution
Temain¢'(l
in force for half a century, until the gro_Oth (_f
the western
part of the state, and its unfairly
small representation
in the legislature,
compcll,'d
a general
revision.
2. A new constitution
_ :_
framed
by a convention
at Richmond,
Oct. 5.
1829-Jan.
15, 1830, and ratified by a popular _(,It,
of 26,055 to 15,563.
]t fixed the number of th('
house of delegates
at 134, 31 to the twenty -_x
counties west of the Alleghanies,
25 to the fourth.on
counties
between
the Alleghanies
and the Blu t._
Ridge, 42 to the twenty-nine
counties between lhc
Blue Ridge and fide water, and 86 to the countic-.
cities, towns and boroug_
on tide water; and th_
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number of the senate at 82, thirteen
of the districts being west and nineteen
east of the Blue
Ridge.
The proportional
representation
of tile
great divisions was not to be changed by the legislature.
The governor was now to hold office for
three years, and the judges were to be removahle
by a two-thirds
vote of both houses.
3. A new
constitution
was framed by a convention
at Richmend, Oct. 14, 1850 - Aug. 1, 1851, and ratified
by a popular vote of 67,562 to 9,938.
Its principal changes were, that the governor
wa_ to be
elected by the people for four years; the judiciary
was to be elected by popular
vote for terms of
twelve and eight years, and remow_ble by a w)te
of a majority
of the members
elected to both
houses; the number of the house of deh'gatcswa_s
fixed at 152, chosen for two years, and apportioned among the counties,
and the number
of
senators at 50, chosen by districts
for four years;
and, in default
of the adoption
of an equitable
principle
of apportionment
by the legislature,
a
very complicated
scheme was drawn up for reapportionment
in 1865, which the course of events
overruled.
The principle
of an obsolete statute
of 1805 in regard to slavery was thus transferred
to the new constitution
: "Slaves hereafter emancipated shall forfeit their freedom by remaining in
the commonwealth
more than twelve months alter
they become actually
free, and shall be reduced
to slavery under such regulation
as may be prescribed by law"; and "The general assembly may
impose such restrictions
and conditions as they
shall deem proper on the power of slave owners to
emancipate
their slaves."
4. After the separation
of West Virginia (see that title), the state governmen( which had consented to it was transferred
to
Alexandria,
where a convention from the counties
within the federal lilies, Feb. 13- April 7, 1864,
framed a new constitution,
which was not submitted to popular vote.
It abolished
slavery, fixed
the number
of the house at not lcm than 80 nor
more than 104, to serve two years, and the number
of the senate at not less than one-fourth
nor more
than one-third the number of the house; and disfranchised
those who had held office under the
confederate
government,
or been members of the
confederate
congress or of rebellious legislatures,
5. The fifth constitution
was framed by a convcntion at Richmond,
Dec. 3, 1867-April
17, 1868.
It added four new clauses to the original bill of
rights, providing
that the state should ever remain
a member of the United States of America;
that
thepeople
thereof arepart of the American nation;
that their paramount
allegiance
is due to the constitution of the United States and laws of congress
passed in pursuance
thereof;
that slavery shall
never exist in the state; and that all its citizens
have equal civil and political rights and public
privileges.
It gave the right of suffrage to "male
citizens"
over twenty-one
on twelve months' l'esideuce in the state; made disfranchisement
a penatty for,dueling;
gave the veto power to tile govtinter, and the election of judges to the legislature;
aad tu_alated the government
of cities. The con-
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stitution was ratified by a popular vote of 210,585
to 9,186, July 6, 1869. At the same election the
disfranchisement
clauses, which had caused the
long delay ill ratification,
and which were submitred to separate vote mater an ,act of congress of
April 10, 1869, were rejected.
In 1876an amendmeat wasadoptcd
requiring thel)ayment
of a cap
its(ion tax before voting, disfranchising
for petit
larceny, and empowering
the legislature to remove
dueling disabilities
by a two-thirds vote. The capitation tax was suh_e(luently abolished by another
amcndment.--GovEIl._olls.
Patrick Itenry, 1776
-9; Thos. Jefferson, 1779-81; Tho_. Nelson. 1781;
BenjaminItarrison,1781-4;
PatrickHenry.1784-6;
Edmund
ILandolph, 1786-8; Beverley Randoll)h ,
1788-91 ; Henry
Lee, 1791-4 ; Robert Brooke,
1794-6; James
Wood, 1796-9;
Jame_ Monroe,
1799-1802; John Page, 1802-5; Win. H. C.d_ell,
18(}5-8; John Tyler, 1808-11 ; James
Monroe,
1811; George W. Smith, 1811-12; JamesBarlvour,
ltSl°.N-14; Wilson C. Nicholas, 1814-16; James P.
Preston, 1816-19; Thos. Mann lban(lolph,18t9-22;
JamesPh,asant,
1822-5; John Tyler, 18°5-7; Willtam B. Giles, 1827-30; John Fioyd, 1830-34; Littleton W. Tazcwel], 1834-6; Windham Robert_on,
1836-7; David Campbell,
1837-40; Thos. W. Gilmer, 1840-41; John Rutherford,
1841-2; John M.
Gregory, 1842-3; James McDowell, 1843-6; Wm.
Smith, 1846-9; John B. Floyd, 1849-5o; Joseph
John_m,
1852-6; Henry A. Wise, 1856-60; John
Letcher, 1860-64; William Smith, 1864-5: Francis
H. Picrpont,
1865-8; IIenry It. Wills, 1868-70;
Gilbert C. Walker,
1870-74; James L. Kempcr,
1874-8; F. W. M. Holladav,
1878-82; Win. E.
Cameron,
1882-6. -- POI,rTICXL H_ST(mY.
For
the cenlury suc('eeding the opening of the conflict
with the mother country,
1760-1860, the whole
policy of Virginia is expressed in the declaration
of her bill of rights. " that no government
scparate from or independent
of the government
of
Virginia
should b(, erected or established
within
the limits thereof."
Under the (.o]onial .,ystem tim
resistance to eneroaelmlent
was dire(.ted against
the king's governors,
find und(,r the c(m_titution
against
the fe(ter_tl government
; and the only
period during which the Virginia policy ever had
full and free play was that ()f the (,onfederation
and the few years of loose alliance tlmt preceded
it, 177.5-89. Size, population,
wealth and concurrence of sentiment among leading men made Virginia the great exponent of "state
sovereignty."
(See. that title.)
For such a r61e her colonial history went far to prepare her.
The character of
her immiwration,
its sympathy in blood, breeding
and prejudices with the English royalist party of
1620--80, and the final impress given to the mould
by the establishment
of a state church, were all
calculated
to make Virginians
fully conscious of
their own importance,
and ready to maintain their
individual
()pinions.
Further,
the necessarily
backwoods
character of Vir_dnia life, the absence
of any such object of loyalty as a personally
present king, and the introduction
of negro slavery,
tended to exaggerate in the Virginian the personal
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characteristics of his English prototype, while it
took away the checks which had operated upon
the latter: and the English royalist was metamorphosed into the Virginia democrat. Virginia democracy was thus not based on any Calvinistic view
of the universal equality of men in their infinite
inferiority to their Maker; nor in any theoretical
love for humanity: it was rather a general agreement by all white Virginians to recognize one
another's feeling of individual importance, and to
support the state government under which that
feeling found the safest shelter. John Randolph's
exclusive application of the expression "my country" to Virginia, only voiced the conscious or unconscious feeling of all Virginia democrats. -- The
political history of the state until 1881 was therefore that of the democratic party.
Its electoral
votes and its state government were steadily of
one party, and only an occasional congressman
among the opposition varied the general rule. The
state's ratification of the constitution in 1788 was
only accomplished by a mea_
majority of ten
votes (see CO_STrTUTrON,
II.); and it is safe to say
that the majority was only obtained by a sense of
the insecurity of Virginia's title to western lands
if a general scramble for the territories should be
brought on by a failure to organize national governmerit. (See TERRITORIES.) The inauguration of
the new government marked Virginia's importance. Washington's presidency was due only to
himself: the positions of Jefferson and Randolph in
the cabinet, and of Madison as leader in the house,
were due to Virginia's leadership among the states,
There was thus developed at once the seed of what
soon came to be known as the" Virginia influence,"
hard to define exactly, and yet very apparent in
the politics of the time. Throughout the controlling tide-water counties of the state, where genealogy was a science held in the highest esteem,
where immigration had almost ceased to bring
new and confusing strainsof blood into the established stocks, and where exhaustion of tobacco
lands had not yet begun to banish the old fatallies, nearly every leading man was related more
or less distantly to most of his competitors; the
different congeries of families were just far enough
yemoved to deaden any ambitious struggles for
clan supremacy; the opinions of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Page, Giles, Bland, Taylor, Tazewell, the _Nicholases, the Randolphs, and other
democratic leaders, came to subordinate leaders
with the force of family as well as political sympathy; and the whole formed the shadowy but
powerful "Virginia
influence," which made or
destroyed presidents until 1825. From the beginning of Hamilton's centralizing policy (see FEDERAL PARTY, I.), the Virginia influence stood
stiffly against it, and thus became the corner-stone
of the new democratic party.
From Virginia
proceeded most of the efforts which gradually
gave the new party control of the south and a
"fighting chance" in tile middle states. When
federalist partisanship in 1798 threatened what
H_milton considered" a tyranny," the half.uttered

counter-threat of forcible resistance came from
Virginia and her daughter, Kentucky. (See KENTVCKY I_SOLUTIO_S.) When the federal party
was finally overthrown, in 1800-1, Virginia and
:New York took the same places in the dominant
democratic party that Virginia and Massachusetts
had held in the revolutionary struggle.
The former state was still able, from its pre-eminence ia
the country and party, to name the president,
while the vice-president was generally given to
the latter.
The "Old Dominion" of colonial
times thus became the "Mother of President.¢"
under the constitution. --The Virginia influence
was not altogether undisputed,even in its own state.
The greatest of Virginians, Washington, was a federalist, and so were John Marshall, Charles L(,e,
Henry Lee, and (after parties had fairly devetoped) Patrick Henry.
The general prevalence of
the Virginia influence in national affairs after l$0()
soon wiped out the last trace of federalism in Virginia, but at the same time it prepared the way
for a Virginia schism. As the leaders, Jefferson
and Madison, became more absorbed in national
politics, more dependent on northern democrats,
and more neglectful of their state, an ultra Virginian faction," republicans of the old school," or
"quids," appeared, headed by John Randolph, and
including also Tazewell and John Taylor.
Their
public defection took place in March, 1806, and
from that time they spared no effort to secure the
presidency in 1809 for Monroe, a candidate of far
less abil!ty than Madison, but recommended by
his long absence from national politics and his
supposed devotion to his state. But the defection
was a failure.
In January, 1808, the Virginia legislature nominated Madison for the presidency,
and the nomination was repeated, two days afterward, by the congressional caucus. (See CArtes,
CON(}]_ESSmNAL.) A caucus of Monroe member_
of the legislature nominated him, and the federalists supported him in the state; but the Monroe
ticket was badly defeated in Virginia, and unheard
of elsewhere.
The Virginia influence w_-_thus
still triumphant:
Monroe himself submitted in
1811 by entering the cabinet of Madison; and hi,
former supporters either followed him, or kept up
a filibustering opposition to the war of 1812.But the general spread of democratic ideas, ,'rod
the decrease of the state's comparative important,'.
had already doomed the influence of Virginia. In
1817 it was hardly able to nominate Monro_ f()r
the presidency, and its lame success in that y¢,ar.
as well as in 1821, was due mainly to the influen('c
of tradition upon the new men and new staws in
politics.
Republics are not always ungrat('fu],
and it was not until the last Virginia leader had
been duly honored that the field was felt to bc
fairly open for others. From that time Virginia
was no longer to be the "Mother of President,."
With one accidental exception, the sceptre wa, to
be transferred to other states. In 1790 she was
the first of the states in population: in 1830 she
was third, :New York and Pennsylvania having
outstripped her. Changes had also been taking
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place within thestate.
The western part of the state
(now West Virginia) had more than three times as
much population
in 1880 as in 1790, while the
eastern part of the state had increased
very little;
and yet the apportionment
of representation
remained fixed as in 1776.
The crying need of a
reform in this respect brought
about the convention of 1829, one of the most distinguished
assem-

Tyler and B. W. Leigh to the United States senate, and to make Gilmer governor;
and in 1840 its
presidential
electors were def_ted
by only 1,392
votes out of 86,394.
There'ffter
it remained an
opposition
party, with about 47 per cent. of the
total vote.
Its best known leaders were Tyler,
Leigh, John
Milmr Botts, Preston,
Stuart
and
Faulkner,
those of the democrats
being W. C.

blages of able men that ever met in any state.
The desire of each section to be well represented
sent to the convention
Madison,
Monroe, Marshall, John
Randolph,
Giles, Mercer, Tazewell,
John Taylor,
Garnett,
Leigh, and all the ablest
men of the state.
The object of the delegates of
thewestern
and middle sections was to base representation
on white
population
only for both
houses; the eastern delegates wished for the "fe.deral basis," including
three-fifths
of the slaves,
The former plan, as in South Carolina (see that
state) would have given the taxing
tx)wer to the
western and middle
sections, while the east held
the taxable property.
At first the convention
in¢lined toward
compromising
by giving a white
basis of representation
to the hour, and a federal
basis to the senate; but in the end the castern delegates succeeded
in establishing
the artificial apportionment
already detailed, which deprived their
section of comparatively
little political
power,
Slavery
had been the secret
of the difficulty.
East and west of the Blue Ridge the white population was not far from equal; but the latter section had comparatively
few negroes, while the
blacks outnumbered
the whites iu the former, and
three-fifths
of them counted
under the federal

Rives, I)romgoole,
Mason, IIunter, Bocock, Letcher and Wise.
After 1849 the whig vote decreased,
and after 1853 most of its former leaders became
democrats.
But some, not choosing to take that
court;, adopted the " know-nothing"
organization
(see AMERICAN PARTY), and contested
the state
with about the former whig vote.
The proportionate popular vote may be seen by the results of
the elcction._ for governor:
(1855) ttenry A. Wise,
democrat,
83,424, Thos. S. Flournoy,
" American," 73,244;
0859) John
Letcher,
democrat,
77,112, Win. L. Goggin,
' American,"
71,543.
In spite of the large minority vote, the democrats
continued
to control the legislature
and all but
one or two of the congressmen.
-- As the sectional
disputes of 1850-60 began to verge evidently toward war, Virginia
strove hardest
to avert that
calamity.
(See BORDER STATES ) The struggle
for the state's electoral vote in 1860 was won by
the ohiwhig
clement(see
CONSTITI3TIOI_AL UNION
PARTY), the popular vote standing74,681
for Bell,
74,323 for Breckinridgc,
16,,'290 for Douglas, and
1,929 (in western Virginia) for Lincoln.
The special sexton
of the legislature
in January,
1861,
called a peace convention
of all the states (see
CO._ORESS, PEACE); appointed
commissioners
to

basis, which governed quite closely the apportionment as it was settled.
The constitution
had
hardly been adopted
when Virginia
was startled
by an unsuccessful
negro insurrection
in Southamption
county,
near Norfolk,
in August,
1831,
under the lead of one Nat Turner.
When the

ask the president
of the United
States and the
governor of South Carolina to keep the peace for
sixty days; and, in calling a state convention,
provided that its action should be submitted
to the
people for ratification
or reiection.
These pacific
measures were due solcly to the general dislike of

legislature
met, the western delegates at once took
the insurrection
ms a text, and an animated debate
followed
for several weeks, in which every plan
for abolition
was proposed
and advocated.
At
last this extraordinary
discussion,
the only one of
its kind ever held in a southern
legislature before
1865, was stifled, and never revived --Until
about
1835 democratic
control of the state was hardly
disputed:
the popular
vote for Jackson
in 1832
was 75 per cent. of the total vote.
During Jackson's second terra the whig party of the state was
developed,
and, though
it never fully controlled
the state, it was able to give its opponent battle on
even terms for nearly twenty years.
It contested
every county of the state:
in the eastern part it
gained votes through
the desire of many slaveholders
for a system of internal
improvements
which should offset the exhaustion
of land, and

secession by the people, who knew that in case of
war theirstate
must be the battle ground;
and the
real feeling
of the stale politicians
was better
shown by the passage of numerous resolutions of
a covertly warlike nature--appropriating
money
to arm the state, and threatenix_g forcible rcsist.
ance to any attempt by the federal government
to coerce any seceding
state.
The convention
met Feb. 13, and for two months debated the
various propositions
offered.
It was so divided
that any resolution
a._erting
the abstract
right
of secession was sure of a small majority in favor
of it, while any resolution
looking
to the practical excrci_ of the right was equally sure of a
slight majority against
it. April 17. the dehberations
were brought
to a crisis by President
Lincoln's
call for troops.
(See INSURRECTION.)
Under the excitement
of the momcnt,
and the

check emigration;
in the western and middle sections it was aided to some extent by the traditional
opposition
to the usually
democratic
tidewater
counties;
and the nullification
element, John Tyler
being its beat known exponent,
gave it some asaigtanc_,
At first it was strong enough to elect

stimulus of still greater mob excitement
in Richmond, an ordinance of secession was pa_¢_e(t, by a
vote of 88 to 55, to take effect when ratified by the
people, May 23. But the new order of Virginia
politicians,
unsafe guides in any such crisis, had
no great confidence in the popular vote, and pro-
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ceeded in a course which no one has ever attempted to defend on any constitutional
theory.
The
convention,
April 25, ratified the constitution
of
the confederate
states, and, by its commissioners
and A. II. Stepbens, commissioner
from the confederatestat_,
formosa
"temporaryconvention,"
placing the state's whole military force under the
president of the confederate
states.
Both mess*
ures were to be void if the popular vote in May
should be against secession;
but the irruption of
confederate
troops made the election a farce.
In
this lawless fashion tbe secession of Virginia was
accomplished.
It was follow(_l by a counter-revolution, which permanently
deprived tile state of
its western section.
(See WEST VIROr_'IA.) When
West Virginia had been admitted
as a state, its
originalrevolutionary
government
was transferred
to Alexandria,
where it remained until the close
of the war, claiming to be tile _overnment
of Virginia, but receiving obedience only from tile counties within the federal lines. -- Throughout
the
war, Rict|mond
was the capital of both the state
and the confederacy,
and all tile political feeling
of the state was concentrated
upon the prosedution of the war, with very little friction between
the two authorities.
In May, 1865, President
Johnson refused to recognize Gov. Smith, and the
Pierpoint
administration
took its place without
dispute, amt held it for two years.
During this
time the state's idea of reconstruction
was fully
carried out; the constitution of 1864. with its prohibition of slavery, was accepte_l,
but the test
oath was abolished, the proposed amendment
to
the constitution
of the United States was voted
down, and stringent vagrant acts were passed for
the control of the freedmen.
In March, 1867, the
state government
came under the reconstruction
laws.
(_k_e RECONSTRUCTIOn.) The reconstruction convention,
in framing a new constitution,
disfranchised
all persons who had held office of
even the lowest grades under the state or confederacy until 1865, and enforced
the disfranchisemerit by providing
for a stringent
test oath and
registry law.
In a large part of the state it would
thus ]lave been impossible
to find qualified officeholders, and no attempt
was made to put the constitution
to vote until a new act of congress allowed a separate vote on the objectionable
clauses,
They were rejected, and the state was readmitted,
Jan. 26, 1870. -- For nearly ten years the state remaincd democratic
in all elections, the dominant
party taking the name "conservative."
The republican
vote was at first large, but was continually in the minority, except in the election of four
of the nine congressmen.
In 1874 the democrats
secured eight of the nine congressmen,
and thereafter the republican
vote was of little importance,
The most troublesome
problem for the _ive
legislatures
was that of the state debt. It amounted, Jan. 1, 1871, to $47 390,840.98, of which about
$87,200,000 was for debt contracted
before April,
1861, and for lapsed interest thereon.
March 80,
1871, a bill was passed to fund two-thirdJ of this
mnount (leaving
one-third
M the proportion
of

West Virginia) into bonds whose coupons should
be receivable for state taxes.
The popular objeetions to this seem to have been mainly as follows : that the receipts from state taxation, at the
rate of fifty cents on $100, were regularly about
$2,500,000 per annum; that the expenses of goveminent and public schools were about $1.600,000;
that the interest on the funded debt would be
about $1,800,000;
and that the state was absolute
]y unable to increase the rate of taxation so as to
make up the deficit•
The whole question
eeldently hinges on this last assertion, whose trulh
can not well be proved or disproved: it is only
certain that no such assertion would have been
made bythe ancient commonwealth.
The passage
of the funding bill at once went into politics, and
the next legislature,
March 7, 1872, repealed the
"tax coupon"
feature of the law.
But, before
the repeal, about $17.000,000
had been fundc_t in
tax coupon bonds, and the state court of appeals
decided that a repeal as to them would be a breach
of contract and unconstitutional.
Still, the legislature was unable or unwilling
to lay taxes sufficient to pay the interest, and the constant receipt
of coupons for taxes kept the treasury in a state
of chronic bankruptcy.
In 1873 an act was passed
to pay one-third of the interest, after government
expenses should have been paid--a proviso which
effectually nullified the law. In 1877 a fin.deffort
was made to increase revenue by a liquor law
(tile Moffett act), which compelled liquor sellers to
register _les by means of a mechanical
register
upon the counter: but this only produced
about
_,500.000 annually,
insufficient
to make up the
deficit.
In March, 1878, a bill was pa_ed offering
to the bondholders refunding
bonds with inte, rest
at 3 per cent. for eighteen
years, and 4 per cent.
for thirty-two
years thereafter.
The probability
of a settlement
on some such basis cD'stallized
the opposition
into a " readjuster"
party, led by
William
Mahone.
It made some littlc effort in
the election of 1878, though
Gee. llolliday,
the
debt-paying
candidate,
was elected by 101,940 out
of a total vote of 106,329.
In the following
February the "readjuster
movement"
took complete
shape, as the final "McCulloch
bill" was tx:inz
i)erfected.
This act, pas_d
March 28, 1879, _nd
accepted
by the bondholders,
provided for fortyyear refunding
bonds, with interest at 3 per cent.
for ten years, 4 per cent. for twenty year_, and 5
per cent for ten years, coupons
rcccivable_for
taxes.
The interest would thus have been about
$900,000 annually for ten years, and there wouhl
have been little danger of a deficit.
But the readjusters,
in addition to the standing claim of inability to levy a higher rate of taxation than fifty
cents on $100, denounced
the tax coupon fea|ure
of the act as "against
public policy, and degr_x,ling to the state and people."
On this issue they
obtained a popular
majority in the electlon of _'_
vember, 1879; and by a coalition
of their forty
delegates with the seventeen republican member_
they obtained
a majority in the lower house of
the legtelature.
They hive
mlnee controlled the
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state, though
the "debt-paying"
electoral ticket,
recognized
by the national democratic
committee,
was successful in the presidential
election of 1880.
In December,
1879, Mahone was elected United
States senator,
and when his term began,
in
March, 1881, he at once ranged himself with the
republicans,
declaring
that he ]lad been elected as
a readjuster,
not as a democrat.
Since that time,
the fusion of the readjustem
and republicans
has

1844-5, and 1847-9 ; John Ooode,
confederate
congressman
1862-5 ; democratic
congressman
1875-81 ; Benjamin Harrison (father of Pres. Itarfinn), delegate to congress 1774-8, and governor
178°¢-4; Patrick IIenry, the state's popular leader
in the revolution,
delegate
to congress
1774-6,
governor
1776-9 and 1784-6, leader of the antifederalists
in the Virginia
convention
of 1788
(see COI'_'STITUTIOIq,II.), and afterward
a federal-

been complete,
and has controlled
the state.
In
November,
1881, it elected
Governor
Cameron
by a vote of 111,478 to 99,757 for the " fundcr"
candidate,
Daniel,
and obtained
a majority
in
both branches of the le_slature.
Riddleberger,
who was the framer of the bill passed in 1873,
was sent to the United States senate for the term
beginning
in 1888.
But the defection
of a few
of their number
during
the session prevented
the re.adjusters
from carrying
out their debt programme, and the future of the party is ve O" uncertain.
Its leaders are supported
by the national
administration,
which is republican,
and yet the
fusion between
readjusters
and repuhlicans
has
never been more than a mechanical
mixture, and
there are many signs of its breaking
asunder,
While it lasts it at least secures the free exercise
of the right of suffrage
to the negro voters of
the state,--In
addition
to the names of Jefferson, Madison, Marshall, Monroe, John Randolph,
Tyler, Wirt and Washington
(see ttmse names),
the following
have been among the more prominent of the state's political leaders : William S.
Archer,
whig congressman
1820-35, and United States senator
1841-7;
Philip
P. Barhour,
democratic
congressman
1814-25 and 1827-,30,
and supreme
court justice 18,36-41 ; Theodorick
Bland, anti-federal
delegate
to congress
1780-83,
ann congressman
1789-90;
Thomas
S. Bocock,
democratic
congressman
1847-61,
confederate
congressman
and speaker of the house 1862-5;
Alexander
R. Boteler,
whig and "American"
congressman
1859-61,
confederate
congressman
1862--4 ; John Minor Botts, whig congTessman
1880-48 and 1847-9, and an open opp(m.ent of sccession throughout
tba rebel_oqa; ,James Brcvkinridge, federalist
congressman
1809-17; Matthew
Clay, democratic
congressman
1797-1815; George
C. Dromgoole,
democratic
congressman
1835-41
and 1848-7; John W. Eppes, democratic
congressman 1803-11 and 1813-15, and United States senator 1817-19 ; Charles
J. Faulkner,
whig and
democratic
congressman
1851-9, and minister
to
France
1859-61
(see WEST VIR(_INIA) ; John
Floyd, democratic
congressman
1817-29, governor
1880-84, and a leading nulliflcationist
; John B.
Floyd
(son of the preceding),
governor
1849-52,
secretary of war under Buchanan,
and brigadier
general in the confederate army; William B. Giles,
democratic
congressman
1790-99
and 1801-3,
United States senator 1804-15, and governor
1827
-80; Thomas W. Gitmer, governor
1840-41, congre_man
1841-4 (" Tylerized"
whig, afterward
a
democrat), and secretary of the navy under Tyler;
Win. L. Goggin,
whig congressman
1889-48,
187
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ist; Robert 5I. T. lhmter,
democratic
congressman 1837-43 and 184'5-7, United
States senator
1847-61, confederate
senator1862
(_e CON_'EDERATE STATES); Eppa Itunlon, confederate
brigadier general, democratic congressman
1873-9 (see
ELECTORAL COMMISSm-_); Arthur Lee, congrassignal commissioner
to France and Spain 1776-80,
and delegate to congress 1782-5; Henry Lee, a
cavalry officer in tire revolution,
delegate to congress in 1786, federalist
governor
1799-5, and
congressman
1799-1801; Richard Henry Lee, delegate to congress
(see DECLARATION OF I._DEPENDENCF.) 1774--80 and 1784-7, and United States
senator 1789-92; Benjamin Watkins
Leigh, whig
United States senator 1834-6, then resigningrathel
than obey "instructions"
from the legislature;
William
Mahone, confederate
major general,
organizer
of the " readjuster"
party, and United
States senator 1881-7; George Mason, a revolutionary and anti-federal leader (see CONSTITrTm_,
II.); James M. Mason, democratic
congressman
1837-9, United States senator
1847-61, and ('on
federate commissioner
to Great Britain;
John Y.
Mason, democratic
congressman 1831-7, secretary
of the navy under Tyler and Polk 1844-9, and
minister
to Great
Britain
1854-9;
Charles
F.
Mercer, democratic
congressman
1817-89;
Wilson C. Nicholas,
democratic
United States senator 180(O4, congressman
1807-9, and governor
1814-16; Edmund Pendleton, delegate tocongress
1774-5 and president of the Virginia
convention
of 1788; William
B. Preston, whig congressman
1847-9, secretary of the navy under Taylor, confederate senator in 1862: Edmund ILandolph, del.
egate to congress
1779-82, governor
1786-8 (see
Co.',-vn.nTm.n of 1787; CONSTITUTION, II.). attorney general and secretary
of state under Washington, who requested
him to resign in 1795 for
official mi.._onduct;
Peyton
Randolph,
delegate
to congress and president of that body 1774-5 ;
Thomas Mann Randolpl_, democratic congressman
1803-7, and governor 1819-22; V,'illiam C. Rives,
democratic
congressman
1823-9,
minister
to
France 1829-32 and 1849-53, United States seastor 1833-4 and 1836-45, and confederate
congressman 1861-4; James A. Seddon, democratic
congressman
1845-7 and 1849-51 (see CONFV.D_.m_TF_
STATES)
; Andrew
Stevenson,
democratic
congressman
1823-34, speaker of the house 1827--84,
and minister to Great Britain 1836-41; Alexander
H.H. Stuart, whig congr_¢sman 1841-3, secretary
of the interior under Fillmore; John Taylor, demoeratic
United
States senator 1792-4, and 1808,
and 1822-4 (see authorities
under CO_STrrt_oN,
IV. c) ; Littleton
W. Tazewell,
democratic
con-
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gressman 1800-1, and United states senator 1824 Beverley's Hi_fforll of Virginia (to 1706) ; Keith's
-82; Abel P. Upshur, state judge 18'26--41, and Histo_ of Virginia (1738); Burk's History of Yirsecretary of the navy and of state under Tyler; 9/n_ (continued by Jones and Girardin to 1781):
George Tucker, democratic congressman 1819-_5, J.W. Campbell's History of Virginia (to 1781):
professor of political economy in the state uni- Jefferson's _*ote, on Virginia; Itowe's Hisb_r_l
versity 1825-45, and a standard historian; Henry
Co_etion, of Virginia;
Meade's Oh/ Churches
St. George Tucker, democratic congressman 1815 and Families of Virginia (1857) ; Grigsby's Con-19, thereafter chancellor of the Winchester dis- verdhm of 1776 ; Debates and Proeeedt'n## of Con.
trict, president of the court of appeals, and pro- ventions (1788, 1829-30, 1850, and 1867) ; Nicol.
feasor of law in the university until 1845; John
son's .Debates i_ the Virginia Legislature (1798);
Randolph Tucker, state attorney general 1857--65, Dew's .Rev_o of Debates in Virginia Legislature
and democratic congressman 1875-83; and Henry
of 1831-2 ; Foote's Historical and Biographical
A. Wise, democratic congressman 1833--44, rain"Skae.hes
of Irirginia ; Virginia Historical Register
ister to Brazil 1844--7, governor 1856-60, and con. (1848-53) ; Howison's History of F_rginia (to
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The wage fuad is the
term used to characterize that theory of
the distribution of wealth which became prevalent in England shortly after the close of the
Napoleonic wars; which was generally accepted
upon English authority by American economists,
and remained in full virtue unchallenged for
nearly half a century. It neve_ crossed the British channel, however, and is practically unknown
to the political economy of continental Europe.
This theory made the capitalist employer to be
the residual claimant upon the product of industry. Rent was to be first deducted, the amount
thereof to be determined, in the main, according
to the Ricardeau formula, with more or less of
concession or remission by landlord to tenant,
under the influence of personal good feeling or of
n public sentiment prescribing a kindly and conmderate treatment of the actual cultivators of the
soil.
Next, wages were to be deducted, the
amount thereof to be ascertained, according to
the wage-fund formula, of which we are now to
speak. There were to remain : profits, composed
of interest on the capital employed (including a
premium for the insurance of capital against
extraordinary risks), and of the remuneration of
business management.
Profits constituted the
share of the product of industry _k_ng to the
capitalisg employer, who, after pt_rent
and
wagse, _ indicated, retained all _,_st
as his
own.
Thiz view of the relation of the several
prelim to the distribution of wealth was summed
up by De Quincey ia the saying: "Profits are the
legvin_sofwages,"rentnotbeingheremenfloned,
hummuch aa De Quincey has in v_w the produ_:

tion of wealth upon the lowest grades of soil,
which pay no rent.--We
find no trace of the
wage-fund doctrine in Adam Smith's "Wealth
of Nations," published in 1776. Dr. Smith, indeed, writes of "the funds for the maintenance
of labor "; but while he thus recognizes the need
the laborer hs_ of a pre-existing body of wealth
from which he is to be sustained during the period
while his labor is bearing its fruit in harvested
or marketed products, he did not intimate that
the laborer's remuneration was strictly limited to
the amount thus required for his immediate sus
tentation; he did not allege that no part of these
funds might be the laborer's own, accumulated
from the savings of previous years; he did not
assume that these fends were so fixed and definite
in amount as to be independent alike of the indnstrlal quality of the laboring class and of any
efforts they might put forth to increase their share
of the product of industry.
So far was Adam
Smith from holding this view, that he expressly
stated that "the wages of labor are the encour_cment of industry, which, like every other human
quality, improves in proportion to the encouragemeat it receives."-- Even Mr. Malthus, in hi_
work of 1820, although he gave great prominenet'
to the laborer's need of provisional maintenance
during the Intervai between the rendering of the
service and the realizing of the product, failed t_)
intimate any constant or any necessary relati0_
between the funds so employed and the aggregate
capital of a country. -- Yet at this time the industrial condition of England had become such
through the effectsof the Napoleonic wars, _nd
of the Kl-devised pauper legislation of parliament,
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as strongly to suggest the doctrine which was, in
1824, to be announced
by Mr. James Mill, and
was, for nearly fifty years, completely
to dorainale all theory of the distribution
of wealth, so

his statement : "If wages are higher at one time
or place than at another; if the subsistence
and
comfort of the class of hired laborers are more
ample, it is and can be for no other resson than

far as English
and American
political economy
was concerned. --The
wars which, with the intermission of a single year, raged from 1793 to :[815,
by checking the importation
of grain, drove cultivation in England
down to inferior soils, thus
raising the proportion
of the aggregate
produce
going in rent to the landlords.
The frequent and
violent
fluctuations
of prices through
all this
period, according
to the fortunes of battle by sea
and by land, threw no small part of the wealth
of the kingdom into the hands of the speculating
as distinguished
from the producing
class.
And
while these causes were working
to prejudice
especially
the interests
of labor, the volume of
wealth to be distributed
was diminished
by the
waste of war.--But
it is doubtful
whether the
effects of all these causes, acting in conjunction
to depress the condition
and degrade the charaeter of the mass of the English
people, were
equal to the deleterious
influence of the changes
in the poor law system of the kingdom, by which
the workhouse
test for able-bodied
paupers was
abandoned;
by which appropriations
were made
from public funds, to supplement
wages; and by
which a premium
was put upon births, and an
even higher premium
upon illegitimate
births. -So efficient for evil were the causes described as

because capital bea,'s a greater proportion to pop.
ulation.
* * The rate of wages, which results
from competition, distributes the whole wage fund
among the whole laboring population. " Let usadd
the statement
of this doctrine given by Mr. Mill,
twenty-one
years later, when its vahdity had been
rudely questioned.
"The.re is supposed to be, at
any given instant,a sum of wealth whichis unconditionally
devoted to the payment
of wages of
labor.
This sum is not regarded as unalterable,
for it is augmented
by saving, and increases with
the progress of wealth; but it is reasoned upon as,
at any given moment, a predetermined
amount.
)lorethan
that amount, it is a_sumed that the wagereceiving
class can not possibly
divide among
them; that amount, and no less, they can not but
obtain. So that, the sum to be divided being fixed,
the wages of each depends solely upon the divisor.
the number of participants."
("Fortnightly
Review," May, 1869.)--The
first challenge of the
dominant theory of wages in England
came from
a barrister little known to fame, Mr. Francis D.
Longe, who, in 1866, i_ued a pamphlet
entitled
" A Refutation of the Wage-Fund
theory of Mod.
ern Political l_onomy,
as enunciated
by Mr. Mill,
M.P.,
and Mr. Fawcett,
M.P."
This pamphlet
attracted
little attention;
not one of the reviews

operating
during this period, that, by the close of
the Napoleonic
wars, the working
classes of England had been reduced
to extreme and apparently hopeless misery.
Accumulation
by the laborer
had been rendered
impossible,
and he was thus
rendered completely
dependent
upon the employor, who was required
to advance the whole of his
subsistence,
in anticipation
of the crops or the
goods being harvested or marketed.
At the same
time the average efficiency of the industrial
agent
had been so impaired,
by both moral and physiological causes, and the market
for labor had be,come so crowded, that the laborer's
share of the
ultimate product rarely exceeded
in any degree
the sums so advanced in provisional
maintenance,
_Under
these conditions
the subsistence
fund
became,
in fact, precisely
equivalent
to wages;
and it is not at all surprising
that English economists, contemplating
the state of things reached
in their own country, should have come to regard
the subsistence
fund and wages as necessarily
identical, and, in so doing, have evolved the notion of a wage fund.The first distinct statemeat of the doctrine
under consideration,
is that
_of James Mill, in his work of 1824. The "Political Economy"
of J. R. M'Culloch,
published
in
the following
year, contains a positive a._ertion
of the necessary dependence
of wages upon the
proportion which the whole capital of,a country
bears to the whole laboring population.
Mr. John
Stuart Mill, in his great work of 1848, makes the
doctrine of a wage fund the keystone of his theory
of the distribution
of wealth.
The following is

noticed it; and when, three years latcr, Mr. W.
T. Thornton
attacked
the wage-fund
doctrine, he
appeared
wholly ignorant
of its existence.
Yet
the earlier work was the abler of the two, and
nearly covered the whole case against the current
economic
doctrine.
That doctrine,
as we have
seen, stood upon the asserted need, on the part of
the laborer,
of provisional
maintenance,
to be
afforded by the capitalist, out of funds previously
accumulated.
As Prof. Fawcett had stated in his
"Manual
of Political Economy,"
"laborers
while
engaged in any particular
industry
can not live
upon the commodity
which their labor is _ssisting
to produce.
The plowman
who tills tim soil,
from which in the following
autumn the harvest
will be gathered,
is fed with the wealth which his
master has saved, or, in other words, the master
pays his laborer's wages from the wealth he has
previously
saved."
That is, because the master
must needs pay the laborer something before the
harvest,
he can not possibly pay him anything
after the harvest!
To say that the laborer derives
a provisional
maintenance
from the master's capital, is, in Prof. Fawcett's
view, precisely equivalcnt to _ying that the laborer derives his wages,
his entire wages, from this source.
Mr. M'Cuiloch has left the same assertion of the natural and
necessary
equivalency
of subsistence
and wages.
--Upon
this open point in the position of the
economists
Mr. Longe fell with incisive force,
He insisted upon the distinction
between "the
wealth or capital available for the maintenance
of
laborers,"
and "the amount of wealth available
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for the purchase of their work."
"The amolmt
tory of political economy,
however, and the fact
of money," reasons Mr. Longe, "which a farmer
that it is still found in most of the systematic
can afford to advance for the maintenance of labortreatises on the shelves of our libraries, and even
ers, without using the money he gets from the sale
in the treatises now used as text books _ in our colof his stock or crops, is unquestionably
limited by
leges, render desirable a compact recital of the
the amount of wealth at his disposal from other
objections
to this theory of the origin and the
sources; but the amount of money or wealth which
limit of wages. -- In the first place, the reason for
the farmer can afford to pay, or contract to pay,
holding
this theory of wages
assigned
by the
as wages, is limited only by the amolmt of money
Messrs. Mill, by Mr. M'Culloch
and by Prof.
for which his crops will sell." -- Although
Mr.
Fawcett,
proves to be no reason at all, in view of
Longe's pamphlet
did not even receive the honor
the distinction
first presented by Mr. Longe. beof a notice in the reviews, Mr. Thornton,
when in
tween the amount advanced
by the employer for
1869 he advanced
nearly
the same argalments
the maintenance
of the laborer, and tile amount
against the current economic doctrine, and, as I to be paid, first and last, for the laborer's services.
must thi_k, with less of clearness
and force,
It is seen at once, in the light of this distinction,
achieved an overwhelming
triumph.
Through an
that the mere fact that the employer must pay the
article in tlle"
Fortnightly
Review"
of May of
laborer something,
in advance of the harvest, conthat year, Mr. John Stuart Mill, after stating the
stitutes no reason whatsoever
wily the employer
wage-fund
doctrine, in the terms already quoted,
should not pay the laborer something
more, on
and adding,"
this series of deductions is generally
the completion of the harvest. -- But, again, this
received
as incontrovertible:
they are found in
doctrine assumes, in all the statements
of it we
every systematic treatise on political economy, my
have quoted, that the laborer is always and nccesown certainly included,"
procc_ded completely to
sarily dependent
on the employer for the entire
renounce these life-long views.
He declared that
amount of his subsistence.
Now, this state of
Mr. Thornton had deprived of all scientific founthings did, in fact, exist throughout
England,
dation the doctrine so long taught by "all or most
during the period when the doctrines in question
economists "; that Mr. Thornton
llad shown that
came to be formulated.
Probably
the doctrine
the barrier (the wage fund) which had "closed
would never have arisen but for that state of
the entrance to one of tlle most important preythings.
But this condition
is not involved in the
inces of economic aria social inquiry," is but "a
nature of the relation of the laborer to his erashadow which will vanish if we go boldly up to
ployer; nor have there been wanting examples, on
it."-- Mr. Mill's recantation
of the wage-fund
a large scale, of the ability of the working classes
doctrine produced a deep impression.
The "Low
to aceumulate
vast sums out of their earnings;
don Qharterly Review" (July, 1871)characterized
witness the deposits
of our American
savings
the wage fund as "a thing, or un-thing (to borrow
banks I-- But the wage-fund
theory might be true
a German idiom),
which is henceforth
shunted
were all the reasons adduced in support of it confairly out of the way of future di_ussion
of all
clusivelyproven
robe false. Let us, then, examine
questions affecting labor and labor's wages.°'_
without prejudice from the mistakes of its adenYet Mr. Mill's surrender was not wholly acquicares, the proposition
that wages are paid out of
esced in by tile professional
economists.
Prof.
capital, and that the possible amount of wages
John E. Cairnes, in llis masterly work of 1874,
in any country, at any time, is determined by the
undertook the rehabilitation
of the economic decamount of capital then and there existing.-Why
trine of wages; and, with much care and pains,
does an employer pay wages at all? Surely not to
sought to show that something
which might not
expend a fund of which he finds himself in possesimproperly be called a wage fund, though widely
sion, and of which he regards himself as trustee:
different from the wage fund of the two Mills, of "but to purchase labor.
Why docs he purchase laM'Culloch
and of Faweett, does exist, and does
her? l_ot at all that he maykeep
it employed; a_
limit the amount that can be paid in wages.
But
it might be employed in carrying burdens first upthe prestige of the old doctrine was destroyed, and
stairs and then down-stairs
again, hut he purchasc._
the result of successive assaults has been its praclabor as a means to the production
of wealfl_.
tical abandonment
by the English economists.
Why does he produce
wealth?
Merely the/ it
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, in the second edition of
may be produced, as might be the ease had he n,>
hm theory of "Political
Economy,"
published in
personal part in its ownership,
no interest in ir_
1880, after referring to the general consent of his
use or enjoymcnt_
Surely not : unless the mo_t
brethren to give up what was once the keystone
exceptional
of mortals, he produces wealth, not
of the orthodox
theory
of the distribution
of
for the sake of producing
it, but with a view to
wealth, writes: "In this matter of wages, the Ena profit to himself, individually,
therefrom.
Tl_c
giish economists
have been living in a fool's paramere fact that a person has capital at his command
dise.
The truth is with the French school."_
no more constitutes a reason why he should use it
In the foregoing sketch of the rise and fall of this
in production when he can get no profits, th:lu
eConomic doctrine, have been intimated the nature
and direction of the arguments
which have com.
• Indoctrine,
spite of m
_Mr.
Mfll°scomplete
recantation
thefour,el,
wa_tund
1869,his
earher _rtatem_ts
areofstill
pelled the practical abandonment
of it by the econunretmetvd and tmqaalifled_ la tl_elateet _lltion of his" P°
omistsofto-dsy,
Its gre_t importance in thehis,
hti_aom_."
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the fact that the laborer has arms and legs constitutes a reason why- he should work when he can
get no wages.
It is, we see, for the sake of future
production, that laborers are employed;
not at all
because the employer
has possession
of a fund
which he must disburse.
Is it not, then, the value
of the product, such as it is likely to prove, which
determines the amount of wages the employer is
both able and willing to pay?
If so, it is production, and not capital, which furnishes the motive
for employment and the measure of wages.--But,
if production furnishes the measure of wages, the
amount so to be paid can not be irrespective of

the working classes which can not present a substantial economic reason.
The one view of the
origin and limit of wages, equally as the other,
opposes itself to all demands, in the interest of
labor, which are made merely under the impulse
of compassion, or pllilamhropy,
or the enthusiasm of humanity. -- The only difference between
the two theories is. tlmt by the one the economic
force which limits wages is found in the amount
of capital, while by the other it is found in the
value of the product of industry,
to which land,
capital and labor jointly contribulc.
Which rule
wouhl be more consonant to sentiments of natural

the industrial
quality of the wages class, since
production varies necessarily, and varies within a
wide range, according as that industrial quality is
high or low.
Therefore, the wage-fund doctrine
is false, for it teaches that the rate of wages depends
solely upon
the proportion
which the
amount of capital bears to the numbers of the laboring population, altogether irrespective
of their
industrial
quality. _ But even were we to waive
consideration
of the industrial quality of alaboring
population,
would it then be true that the amount
of possible
wages is determined
in and by the
amount of capital existing; and that the wage fund
so constituted forms a predetermined
dividend, the
divisor of which is to consist of the number of laborers? Precisely this is involved in the wage-fund
doctrine, as it was taught, without
qualification,
down to a recent period.
In 1864 Prof. Faweet
delivered a course of lectures in Cambridge
univeraity, in which he laid down the following rule:
"The circulating
capital of a country is its wage
fund.
Hence, if we desire to calculate the average
money wages received by each laborer, we have
simply to divide the amountof
this capital by tile
number of the laboring population."
The fallacy
of this is seen the moment we realize that the putpose for which labor is employed is, not the distribution of a pre-existing
fund, but the creation of
values, the production
of new wealth.
This being
so,thedividendcannotbepredeterminedirrespective of the number of laborers, since the quantity
or amount of the product of industry must itself
depend
upon the number of laborers.
More laborers will produce more wealth--whether
proportionately more or not, is aside from the question:
fewer laborers will produce less wealth--whether
proportionately
less or not, we need not here inquire.
Therefore
the _-age-fund
doctrine is again
shown to be false. _ The only virtue the doctrine
we have been considering
ever possessed, for practical uses, was in its assertion
that an econom-

justice is not at issue, though here the pre_'erence
clearly lies on the sideof the rule we propose; the
question is, Which corresponds
the more closely
to the reason of the case and to the just import of
industrial statistics?
On this issue the movement
of economic opinion since 1866 has been overwhelmingly
against the wage-fund doctrine.
F_cIs
A. V*_._K._R.
WAI}ES,
The word wages, in its popular
use, signifies the remuneration
of hired labor.
As so used, it is more or less disparaging, being
commonly placed in contrast with the words salari_s, fees, honorarium,
etc., by which it is sought
to denote the remuneration of services of a higher
or more intellectual character.--To
the economist,
however, the word wages has no special reference
to manual,
as distinguished
from intellectual,
effort.
That term in economic literature has two
significations, the one much wider than the other.
By the first is embraced, not only the wages of manual labor, hired by an employer; not only the avails
of unhired manual labor, as of the smith working in his own shop, or of tlle peasant proprietor
tilling his own lot of ground (due exception being
made of rent and interest); not only the salaries
of school teachers and public officials, the fees of
lawyers and physicians,
and the honorarium
of
the artist; but, also, all sums accruing to the employers of labor, through
their own personal
supervision
and direction of the procezses of industry.
In a word, wages, in this largest sense,
embraces all the material rewards of human cxertions and sacrifices which are directed to the production
of wealth, as distinguished
only from
the remuneration
paid forthe use of land and the
remuneration
paid for the use of capital. -- In the
second and narrower economic sense, while retaining in all other respects the significance attributed
to it above, the word wages becomes exclusive
of
the sums accruing to the employer of labor, as

ic reason must exist for any and every advance
such, who, under the four-fold
division of indusof wages.
Doubtless
this explains
why some
trial activity specially characteristic
of the pre_nt
economists
still cling to the doctrine, as fearing
age, leases land, so far as this may be essential to
that if it be abandoned,
there will be no barrier
his operations,
and pays therefor
rent; borrows
against foolish and mischievous
claims by the la- capital,
and pays therefor
interest; hires labor,
boring clasem for increase of remuneration
or re- paying therefor wages; and has remaining
in his
duction of the hours of work. But the proposition
hands, out of the product of industry,
an amount
that production
furnishes
at once the nmtivc to of wealth, greater or less according to his activity,
employment
and the measure of wages, equally ' his enterprise,
his prescience,
his prudence,
and,
4mtabltshes a barrier to every claim on behalf of also, in some measure according
to his good or
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evil fortune. _ The difference, then, between the ponter or c_l-heaver, on the other hand, receiving
two senses of the word wages, is found whollyin
twenty-flveshillings a week, may flnd himself unathe fact that the former includes, while the latter ble to add anything to the family income through
excludes, the remuneration receivc_t by the era- the labor of wife or child. It is evident, thereployer, as such. The two alike exclude rent and fore, that in any comparison of wages, the total
interest, proper. Throughout the present article income of the family should be taken as the unit.
the word will he used in the latter and more re- Fo_arth, the greater or less regularity of employstricted sense, the remuneration--viz.,
profits-merit. Varying regularity of employment may be
which is received hy the employer of labor, as due to the nature of the individual occupation, or
such, forming the subject of a separate investigato the force of the seasons, or to social and indu,tion. -- The questions relating to wages may be trial causes of a general nature.
In agriculture,
discussed under two titles, General Wages and for example, the nature of the operations involved,
Particular Wages: the former having reference to and the difference of seasons, cause great irregularthe problem of the distribution of wealth between
ity of employment.
The rate of wages during the
the wages claM, as a whole, and other claimants
third quarter of the year is generally more than
upon the product of industry; the latter, to the twice that during the first quarter. In this respect,
problem of the distribution of the aggregate
however, there is great difference between differamount of wealth paid, or pe_ibly to be paid,
entcountries.
An English farmer is plowingwhile
tn wages, among the several classes of wage re- a h'ew England farmer is hauling wood on the ice
ceivers.
We shall take up these two divisions of and snow. In some countries agricultural oIrer,tthe sulSject in inverse order. _ I. P.trtTrCrLXR tions are spread over eight months; in others, they
WAOF.S. In any consideration of the comparative
are confined to four. In the fisheries, also in the
i'emuneration of individuals or classes, it is of the so-called building trades, and in most out-door
highest importance to preserve the distinction ex- avocations, there is great irregularity in the matter
pressed by economists as that between real and of employment during the different periods of the
nominal wages. Real wages are the remunerayear. On the other hand, thereis nothingin the
tion of the laborer, as reduced to tile neccqsaries,
l'orce of the seasons, or in the nature of the opcrcomforts or luxuriesof life. These are what the ations involved, to prevent weaving, spinning,
laborer works for ; these are truly his wages,
shoemaking, paper-making, etc.. from proceeding
The money he receives is only a means to that
uniformly through twelve consecutive month_
end. -- Real may differ from nominal wages by Industrial causes, also, like strikes, lock-outs,
reason of : First, variations in the purchase power panics, and so-called hard times, produce great
of money. This is a consideration of prime im- differences in the real rate of wages, where the
portance, in the comparison of wages, as between same nominal rates exist. ]_fth, the longer o,"
one epoch and another.
Second, varieties in the shorter duration of the power to labor. This
form of payment.
Wages, though generally
consideration is of prime importance, both as b_reckoned in money, are, to a very large extent,
tween nations and as between the classes of pt,rnot paid in money.
Especially in agriculture, the sons pursuing different avocations within the same
world over, full payment in money is highly
country.
It is evident, that, if two persons l_'gin
exceptional.
The forms, other than money, in to labor productively at the same period of life.
which labor is remunerated, are various, the chief and continue at work in tl_e same occupation, at
among them being rent, where cottages or tene- the same nominal wages, until death or final di-amerits are provided for the laborer and his family,
bility, the one receives the higher real remun_.rawhether in a_ieultural
or mechanical industry;
tion who lives and works the longer, since th_
board, mainly confined to unmarried laborers ; Cost of his maintenance during the period of ut_
and, lastly, a great variety of allowances, per. prcMuetivelaborisproperlytol_chargeduponhi,
quisites and privileges, such as definite quantities
wages during the productive period. In the for,,of certain kinds of food, drink or fuel, furnished by going respect, there are wide differences am,,ng
the employer; such as the hauling to the laborer's
nations, which must enter to grcatlyaffect the rL.:tl
house of wood, coal or peat by tile employer's
remuneration of labor. Dr. Edward Jarvis h_,
teams, the keep of a cow, the right to take flour stated, that, for every thousand years expendt.d "L
H
at millers' prices or at a fixed price whatever the the developing period upon all who are born, i_market rate, the gleaning of fields, etc., etc. So eluding both those whodie, and those who survi,,'
numerous and diverse arc the forms of payment
to the age of twenty, the consequent laboring at_d
of wages to hired laborers in a_iculture,
that productive years are, in Norway, 1,881; in Swe
anything like an exact comparison between the den, 1,7,19; tnEngland, 1,680; in the Unitcd St_I,'s,
rates of real "wages in different countries or 1,664; in France, 1,898; and in Ireland, 1.1-1_.
districts often becomes practically impossible.
Moreover, as between different occupations in _h_'
Thi_l, opportunities for extra earnings, by the same country, there are wide differences in the
head of the family, or by its other members,
duration of the power to labor, which must be
Thus, a weaver or spinner earning twenty shil- taken into _ccmmt in adjusting nominal to r¢,al
lings sweek, mayflud places in which his wtfeand
wages. The eminent actuary, Dr. Nelson, states
mtnor children may earn an equal _um, maktug that the influence of oCtmlmtion upon life i_ so
the i_come of the family forty shillings. A car- considerable thttt the mort_tlity in one avocation
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exceeds
that of another by not less than 239 per
cent.
Taking
the period of life, twenty-five
to
sixty-five, Dr. _eisou finds that the mean mortality in the clerical profession, in England, is 1.12 per
cent., in the legal, 1.57; in the medical, 1.81.
In
domestic
service, the mortality
among gardeners
is but .93, among grooms, 1.26; among house sere.
ants, 1.67, among coachmen,
1.84. Of the several
branches of manufacture.paper
shows a mean mortality of 1.45; tin, of 1.61; iron, 1.75; glass, 1.83;
copper, 2.16 ; lead, 2.24 ; earthenware,
2.57 ; the .
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man of any kind, in that metropolis, who does
not earn more than twenty."
The conception of
dignity which thus gives preference to one oecupation over another, may be wholly false or mistaken, without losing anything of its power to influcnee the actions of men, which is all the economist ha_ to conuider.
Thou_amls of young men,
in every large American city, stand'around
the
marls of trade, hopi,lg, by some chance, or by influence or solicitation,
to crowd lhemsclvt_
into
hard-worked
and ill-paid places as clerk% because

mortality among those ol)erativesin
the last-named
branch of industry,
who are known
as chinascourers, due to tim inhaling of the fine dust foating in the air, being positively frightful.
Among
the different
kinds of mining industry,
the rangc

I they deem manual
labor degrading
although a
, skilled mason or carpenter earns twice or thrice as
much, and that in a shorter d_y of labor.
On tlic
other hand, thore are avocations
which are excel). tionally unpleasant to the senses, or exceptionally

of this effect is even greater, the mean mortality
of iron miners being 1.80; of tin miners, 1.99; of
lead miners, 2.50, due to the prevalence of asthma
andchronic
bronchitis;
and of copper miner_,3.17,
due largelyto
the excessive heat prevaililJg in this
cla._ of- mines.
Even these figures, striking as

i dangerous to life and limb, or ex('eptionally
dis, cre(iitable,
and _hieh,
on this account,
would
] naturally,
were all other
conditions
constant,
command a higher rate of remuneration.
If, in
some in.-_ances, tho._e who pursue such avocations
. do not only not re(,cive higher _xa,gc% hut are

theyare,
donot exhibit since
the full
effect of theofcause
to acc(,pt
under consideration,
the occurrence
per- i compelled
smaller, remuneration,
manent
di_bility
among
operatives
of certuin
classes is out of proportion
to the actual oc('u,'fence of death.
In some of the agricultural
distriets of England,
owing 1o wretched
food and
still more wretched
lodging's, the laborer, though
often long-lived,
is early crippled
and doubled up
by rheun_ttlsm.
-- The foregoing
heads embrace
the chmf causes which are commonly
adduccd in
reduction of nominal to real wages, i. e., of money
wages to wagc*s expressed
in terms of what Mr.
Malthus calls "food,
clothing,
lodging
and firing."
In satisfaction,
however, of still other desires of the laborer (using that term in the lar,ze
sense attributed
to it at the beginning of this article), and consequently
forming a possible part of
his real, as distinguished
from his nominal, wages,
enter certain other elements which may be foui_d
in a high degree in one occupation
and in a h)w
degree in another.
Such is agreeableness
of situalton or of work; such is reputablene._% or even
distinction
attaching to the performance
of certain
services.
These are most influential
causes in
producing
differenc_
between real and nominal
wages, in not a few departments
of labor.
One
great object for whicll wealth is expended
is to
comman(i social consideration.
If, then, a certain

athis
smaller,
a much
is not perhal)s
because the
force

i just adverted to does not operate, but because it
I is counteracted
by another cau.-e, viz., that large
nunlbers of persons are, by reason of ignorance.
or m,sfortune,
or disrepute, debarred from more.
i favorable employment,
and shut up to one or another avocation of the class described. -- Assuming the proper reduction of nominal to real wages,
by allowances
on the several foregoing ac(.out_ts,
we next come to inquire what arc the causes which
produce the wide differen(,es which exi<t in the
wages of labor, as betw(.en different
countries,
and as between l)artieular
avocations within tlle
same country.Au between different countries,
tile lend,.ncy to equality of wages _ ithin the same
or closely corresponding
aw)cations, varies with
the readiness with which emigration or immigralion, whi(.h we may call the flow of hbnr. takes
place.
Between
no two countrie% tfowever near,
and however similar in social or political condition_, is the flow of labor sufficiently easy to secure
a clo_e approximation
to equality of wages. Adam
Smith, in his day (1776), declared that man is, of
all sorts of lu,_gage, the most difficult to be transported.
"A diffe,'ence of prices." hc says, "which
is not always sufiieient to transp_)rt a man from
' one t)ari.-ll to another, would ner(.s_.lrily occasion

position of itself gives authority
or dignity, this I so gre_t a transportation
of the most bulky commay constitute,
to one person, or even to man)"
moditirs, not only from one point to another, but
persons, a fair equivalent
for a portion of the re- from one end of the kingdom
to another, almost
muneralion
which, in a different
avocation,
he from one end of the world to another, as wouhl
might expect and be able to exact.
A judg'csoon reduce their prices more nearly to a le 'el.
ship t8 often accepted
by eminent
lawyers who
)Iv. Ricardo,
writing
a generation
later (181_,
have been accustomed
in their professional
prac_ssumed that the flow of labor from country to
lice to earn several times the salary of that office,
country would be so tardy and difficult as prac"Forty
pounds
a year," wrote Adam
Smith, in
ticallv to leave the laboring classes to enjoy or to
the last century,
"is reckoned
at present very
suffer theindustrialadvantagesordisadvantagesof
good payfor aeurate,
and there are many curacies
their respective countries,
without any important
under twenty pounds a year.
There are journeyinfluence as the result of immigTation or emigramen ahoemakea_ in London who earn forty pounds
tion.
John Stuart Mill, writing still a generation
a y_ar, ami them is scarcely an industrious worklater (1848), just at the beginning of an age of won-
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derful progress in the arts o_f transportation
and
the communication
of news, noted
"a visible
tendency toward a freer migration of labor and
capital, to take advantage of better opportunities
of employment
and investment."
One generation
later stil], we may say, that, in 1883, the tendency
pointed out by Mr. _Iilt acquires
strength from
year to year; but that the flow of labor still remains, as between
country
and country,
so difflcult and so tardy as to allow very great differences
in real wages to remain, through long periods, but
little affected by emigration
or immigration.
--As
between
different
avocations
within
the same
country,
the earlier economists,
like Smith and
Rieardo,
assumed
a suhstantial
equality
of real
wages;
and in this they were followed,
though
with more or le_ qualification,
by John
Stuart
Mill.
In his great work of 1874, Prof. Cairnes,
writing with especial reference,
we may suppose,
to English
conditions,
proposed
his theory
of
"non-competing
groups."
" What we find," he
said, "is, in effect, not a whole population
competing indiscriminately
for all occupations,
but a
series of industrial
layers, superimposed
on one
another,
within each of which the various candidates for employment
possess a real and effective
power of selection,
while those occupying
the
several
strata
are, for all purposes
of effective
competition,
practically
isolated from each other."
Prof. Cairnes held the practical
isolation of these
industrial
groups to be not less complete than the
isolation which Mill had attributed
to the several
commercial
countries
of his day; and he proeeeded to apply to such groups, mutati, mutandi,,
Mr. Mill's law of international
values.
Whether
Prof. Cairnes' view of the structure
of industrial
society, within any given country,
say, England,
will be found in all respects just, or not, it is evident that it contains
enough of truth to deserve
the careful attention of the student of wages.
It
is doubtless
in this direction that the largest contri,
bution to economic science now possible might be.
made by a competent
investigator.
-- All the foregoing remarks relative to the rates of wages prevailing in different
countries,
and in different
occupations
within
the same country,
presuppose
a practical
equality in the powers and qualifications of laborers.
In addition,
however,
to the
difference
in real wages produced
by resistance
to
the flow of labor from country
to country,
or
from one group of avocations
to another
group
within
the same country,
are the effects upon
the real remuneration
of labor within
particular avocations,
produced
by the differences
in
the powers, the faculties,
and the aptitudes
of individuals
within the same country, and within the
same great group of occupations.
The rate of
wages within any particular
avocation will be determined exclusively
by the operation
of the principle of demand and supply. _ Now, in economics, the words demand and supply alike have reference, 1, to a certain article, and, 2, to a certain
price.
Demand
means the quantity
of a given
article which
would be taken at a given price,

Supply means the quantity of that article which
could be had at that price.
Applying the term
supply, in the sense indicated,to
any given market
for labor, we find that supply reaches its maximum in the number of persons who are capable
of rendering
the service which is required, and
its minimum
in the number who are hoth capable
of rendering that service and are willing to do so
at the price which
the demand
for the service
causes to be offered.
The maximum
supply of
labor so determined,
may, in a given occupation.
be so small as, given a large demand
for the service to be rendered,
to allow a very high rate of
wages to be reached, and to be maintained
and
even increased
from generation
to generation.
Thus, the demand
for the services of opera singera of the highest
class was, forty years ago, so
great as to permit
the wages of a prima donna to
equal the income of a lord; yet, during the entire.
human generation
that has intervened,
this magnificent
premium
upon
operatic
art, although
open freely even to the peasantry
of every land,
has not sumeed to reduce, in the slightest degree,
the price of such services.
On the contrary,
that
price has steadily
risen, under
the influence
of
enlarged demand, until $2,000 is paid for an evening's singing.
In a similar way, the wages of
the lawyer of the first class is almost wholly uninfluenced
by the presence
of large numbers
of
persons of the same profession
who would be rejoiced to earn a tenth or a twentieth
part of his
income. _ Those
who
perform
manual
labor,
again, seem, as one looks over the face of industrial society, to be organized
into certain not very
clearly defined
" non-competing
groups,"
to use
Prof. Cairnes' phrase, within each of which the
tendency
to the equalizing
of wages is in continual,
if irregular,
progress ; but between any
two of which, movement
is so slow and difficult
as to produce
painfully
small results, even from
age to age.
If we study the body of skilled artisans, in any country
where caste does not exist.
and the spirit of tradition
is not very strong, w(*
find that the interchange
of the trades of carpenter, cabinet maker
and carriage
builder, for example, is freely made: that these trades, though
less freely, interchange
with those of blacksmith,
mason and plumber, wherever
strong reason exists
for diminishing
the supply of labor in one trade'
and increasing
that supply in another.
All th(.
while, however,
there is found below the clal, of
skilled artisans
a vastly greater class, consisting
of factory operatives,
of day laborers, etc., _h(,
are compelled
not only to work for half the wagr_
of the skilled artisan,
but also, by what would
seem, from almost unvarying
recurrence,
to be _z
moral necessity,
to bring up the/r children, in the
main, to take their own low places in the in(tu_trial order, however crowded
and uncomfort:_blc
those places may be.
Indeed, it may be said th:,t
the less desirable the place which the parent iill_
in life, the smaller his ability to provide for lh,',
advancement
of his offspring.--Theservices
I)t'r"
formed
by the laborer
of this la_t.indicat'.d
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general class vary almost infinitely
in form.
So
much, however, are the several recognized
avocations within this group alike in the demands they
make on the mental and physical powers, that a
certain movement of labor exists, tardy and difficult, it is true, so tardy and difficult, indeed, as
often to allow an individual
who has been unfortunate in seeking employment,
or has put himself
at disadvantage
by bad habits, to be cast down
into the industrial
grade which lies beneath;
yet
still the tendency
to the cqlmlization
of wages
here continues to operate appreciably,
in spite of
all obstructions.--Below
the class described
as
including the ordinary
factory operative, the ordinary day laborer, and others receiving an approximately equal remuneration,
is found a great body
of the more or less helpless, the more or less unfortunate,
the very ignorant,
the men and women
of vicious habits, the weak, the crippled, and the
"broken
men" of the higher
industrial
grade,
These constitute
the lowest stratum of the industrial order.
_Iovement,
here, in the nature of
change,
whether
of place or of occupation,
is
very tardy.
A member
of this class may with
great difficulty
pass from one avocation
to another within his grade; it is most unlikely that he
will ever, by any exertion
of his powers, or any
effort of self-denial, rise out of the class in which
he was born or into which he has fallen.--Wc,
see, in the rude sketch here offered of modern
industrial
society, as existing,
say, in England,
how it is that the supply of labor within certain
avocations,
or groups of avocation.% is restricted,
8o that, after making all needed allowances
in reduction of nominal to real wages, the average remuneration
of one class may be twice that of another, four times that of a third, though only a
small fraction of_that received by the members of
a class still more fortunate;
how it is that this
may not only be at a given time, but that the
causes which create these differences
of condition
may go on operating
to produce inequality
faster
than competition
can perform its leveling work;
and that, thus, the range of wages, wide as it may
be at any given time, shall steadily increase from
year to year, and from generation
to generation,
--It
is the effect of education,
and, in a lower
degree, of political
franchises,
by promoting
the
communication
of news, from man to man and
from place to place, by promoting
self-reliance
and power of initiative on the part of individuals,
and by promoting
self-respect
and social ambition
throughout
the community,
to promote, also, the
flow of labor under economic
impulse.
Such
causes, so far as they produce
such effects, are
strictly economic causes, to be recognized
by the
economist,
and incorporated
in his theory of the
distribution
of wealth.--The
operation
of the
forces thus set in motion is clearly to be seen in
such countries of the old world as Saxony, Switzerland and Scotland,
rising to its maximum
probably in the United States of America, where alike
the inertia of the laborer and the external resistance to his migration in search of the best market
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for his services, are so far reduced as to become
almost inconsiderable.
:Nine and a half millions
of the native inhabitants
of this country at the
present time re._ide in states other than tho_ in
which they were born. _ Doubtless an even greater
number
of those who re._ide within the states of
their birth, are found in alien counties.
If we
consider only the heads of families in the United
States, I personally believe, although no adequate
statistical
dat'_ arc available
to corroborate
this
opinion, that not more than one-fourth are to be
found within the town_ or parishes in which they
were born.--Such
a complete subjection
of the
laborer to economic
impulse has, of course, no
power to reduce those inequalities of wages which
are due, to differences
in physical
or m_,ntal
strength, activity or persistence.
It h_L_no great
power to reduce tho_e inequalities
which result
from early mistakes and misadventures,
or from
vicious habit_ and courses, always most influential causes in arraa_'ing men upon the industrial
scale; yet it has a certain unmistakable
efficiency
in this direction, through affording the opportunity to blot out a bad record aml to be_dn a new
career without prejudice.
But over all those inequalities of wages which result from accidents
of condition
or circumstance,
the force indicated
has irresistible
sway.-And this, too, is to be
taken into a_'count, ttmt in the degree, and in
more than the degree, in which the laberer, by
change, whether of place orof_cupation,
secures
an increasc of his own remuneration,
does he
also promote the g, n_,ral production
of wealth.
Whenever
the laborer, by the exercise of courage and intelligence,
breaks away from the spot
or the kind of work in which he has found
an inadequate
remuneration,
and seeks and finds
a better market,
he does not only that which
is best for himself,
but that which is best for
others,
tie not only gets more by resorting
to
the new place or the new trade, but, in the
very act of doing so, he gives more also.
If in
that market his service bears a higher price than
elsewhere, this is, of itself, a proof that his sereice is there in a'reater demand, more needed, the
subject of an intenser want.
By all the difference
which the change works in his own condition, and,
doubtless, by even much morc than that difference,
is the general industrial
system re-enforced
and
stimulated
by that change.-IIence wc say, that
freedom
and facility of industrial
movement as
seen at their maximum
in the United States, do
not only reduce the range of remuneration,
as between the claa_es naturally les_ favored and those
more favored, but it als_, by enhancing
the produetive power of the comnmnity,
raises the remuneration
of the whole body of laborers. -- II.
GEN_an._L W._OES. The qucstion, what portion of
the product
of industry
p._sses, by the normal
opcration of economic laws, into the h.mds of that
one of the co-operating agents of production whom
we call, in economic discussion,
the laborer, was,
* "The full-blooded American," said Michel Chevalier,
"is exwamped, not established, on the soil he tread_upon."
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until fifteen years ago, deemed to have been conelusively and definitively answered by the ac.
cepted political economy of England and America
That answer made the ca])italist employer
to be the residual claimant upon the product of
industry.
Rent was first to be deducted, the
amount to be determined according to the Ricardoan formula, l_'ext, wages were to be deducted,
the amount to be determined by the wage-fund
formula. There were to remain profits, composed
of interest upon capital and of the remuneration
of business management.
These constituted the
share of the capitalist employer, who, after paying
rent and wages, according to the formuhe indicated, retained all the rest of the product of indnstry as his own. In the article next preceding,
we have traced the rise and fall of the wage.fund
doctrine, and have stated the arguments which
have led to its general abandonment by the cconomists of England and America, opening the way
for a philosophy of wages. So long as that doctrine was accepted,wages remained purely a question in long division, and no philosophy of wages
was possible. To what view of the distribution
of the product of industry economic opinion will
ultimately incline, can not be predicted with confldence. In 1871, Prof. Stanley Jevons, decisively
rejecting the notion of a wage fund, advanced the
proposition that " the wages of a laboring man
are ultimately coincident with what he produces,
after the deduction of rent, taxes, and the interest
of capital."
Upon this statement of the law of
wages, Mr. Henry Sidgwick, in an article in the
"Fortnightly Review" of 1879, remarked as follows : "It is to be observed that it does not attempt to settle the distribution of produce as between employers and employed, except so far as
the employer's share consists of interest. That is,
it does not help us to determine what Mill calls
•the wages of superintendence.'
Now, it is just
this latter that, in our practical discussions, usually appears the most prominent element of the
problem.
What English workmen grumble at, is
not the rate of interest, but the undue extra profits
which they suppose the employer to be making."
Accepting as correct the judgment of Prof. Sidgwick, that the one undetermined point in the theory of the distribution of wealth is that which relares to the "wages of superintendence," the writer
of the present article now proceeds to offer a view
of profits, in their relation to the other shares of
the product of industry, which, if it shall be accepted as based upon a just generalization of the
facts of modern industrial society, will indubitably yield a complete and consistent theory of distribution_ according to which the laborer, and not,
as by the exploded wage-fund doctrine, the capitalist employer, is made the residual claimant upon
the product of industry.
_ The line of argument
which appears to lead to this momentous conclusion is as follows : The succeesfui conduct of busi_,
under free and active competition, must be
due either to exceptional abilities or to exceptional
_
due mm'e to one thsa to

the other of these causes, could make no differ.
ence with what is to follow; Just as it makes no
difference in the matter of rent, whether the advantages, for productive purposes, of any piece of
land under consideration be due to superior lettility or to proximity to market. As the economist, in writing of rent, is wont, for convenience
of reasoning and simplicity of Illustration, to attribute the productive advantages of land solely
to superior fertility, assuming all tracts in question to be equally near the market, so, in the further progress of this paper, the more or less successful conduct of business will be attributed to
the possession of higher or lower abilities, all employers being assmned, for convenience of reasoning and simplicity of illustration, to occupy industrial positions equally eligible. When we shall
have passed over the field, itwill then appear that
all our conclusions, upon the foregoing hypothesis, would hold equally true upon the assumption
that all differences in the degree of business success were due to differences of industrial opportumty, and not at all to differences of busine_
ability. -- Since, however, it can not be a matter
of indifference to the social philosopher whether
the power to secure profits be due more to exceptional abilities or to exceptional opportunities, it
may be worth while to pause one moment to point
out that the former are much the more efficient
cause of profits. To justify this assertion, it will
be enough to refer to the notorious fact that the
great majority of all business houses in the United
States which have achieved marked success have
been founded by men who owed little or nothing
to opportunity, perhaps by those who had to contend at the outset against positive disadvantages
oractual misfortunes; while,on the contrary, great
houses, enjoying high prestige, wide conneetions and vast accumulated wealth, are frequently
brought to the ground, under the successors of the
original founder, for no other reason than that the
m_nagement, which had been wise and brave aud
strong, became, in other hands, vacillating, putposeless and unintelligent, or perhaps no worse
than merely commonplace and tied to routine. _o
overwhelming is the preponderance, in this country at least, of business houses owing much or
everything to ability, and little or nothtng to unearned opportunities or advantages, that no Amp,rican* is likely to dispute the proposition that lhe
former are much the more efficient cause of p_ofits. -- Attributing, then, for convenience, the suecessful conduct of business to ability alone, wc
have to vote, that, were the number of men of a
high order of business ability throughout any
large community more than sufficient to do all the
businem of all kinds which there required to be
* ,' :Many employersof labor," SaysProf.A|/_edMar._halL
,, in some parts of ]$ngland more than half, have risen from

the ranksof ]_bor." AccrUing_is _atement_s _m_t,_t
iS to be noted,

that, in addition

to blaslmecs sbility being _he

e_etent
causeof proflts_ince_psrisonof
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_
sb]lit_ _,
_

_--a
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done; were these men, however much surpassing
other members
of the industrial
society, among
themselves
equal in all respects which
concern
the conduct
of business;
and were this class,
thus constituted
and endowed, so clearly and coilspicuously
marked
that no one of their number
should ever fail to be recognized
as belonging to
it, while, on the other hand, no one lacking business ability in this degTee should esteem himself
capable of conducting
business or be so esteemed,
with a view to his obtaining credit, by those who
have capital to loan or goods to sell: were these
several conditions to be all completely
realized, we
should then have a situation closely analogous
to
that which
exists in the case of a community
around
which
is found
good land, of uniform
quality, in amount more than adequate to raise all
the produce
required.
The result would be, elther that the employing
class would, by forming
a combination
and scrupulously
adhering
to it.q
terms and its spirit, create and maintain
a toonopoly price for their services in conducting
the
business requiring
to be done, which is so improbable as to be altogether
out of our contemplation,
or else they would, by competing
among themselves for the amount of business to be donc by
them individually,
bring down the rate of profil.s
to so low a point that the remuneration
of each
and every one of this Class would be practically
equal to what he could earn for himself
in otller
avocations, either asanindependent
laborer, working in his own shop or on his own lot of land, or,
as a wage laborer, hired by some one of his own
intellectual
class, no more qualified
in any way
than himself
to conduct
business.
Under such
conditions,
profits, as distinguished
from wages,
would
be destroyed.
The persons
actually
remaining in the conduct of busin_swould,
indeed,
earn their subsistence--otherwi_
the func|ion

in the scale, we have men who on the whole do
well or pretty well in husiness; men who enjoy a
harmonious
union of all the qualities required for
the conduct
of affairs, though
possessing those
qualities each in but a moderate degree; or else in
whom some defect, mental or moral, impairs a
higher order of abilities; men who are never masters uf their fortunes, arc never beyond file imminence of failure, and yet, by care and pains
and diligence,
win no small profits from lheir
busincss, and, if frugality be added to their other
virtues, accumulate
ixl time large{_tates.Lower
down ill the industrial
order arc a multitude
of
men who are found in the control of business enterpri.ses, for no very good reason tlmt {.anbe seen
by those who know them; men of clwek{.red fortunes, sometimcs doing well, but more often ill;
some of them, perhaps, tillinga place which would
not otherwi_
be filled, but more commonly
in
business because they have forced themselves into
it under a mi._taken idea of their own abilities,
perhaps encouraged
by the partiality of friends
who have been willing to place in their hands the
agencies of production,
or entrust them with cornmercial or banking capital. -- Now, in my view of
the question
of profits,
we find, in the lower
stratum of the industrial
order, as thus sketched,
a "no profits" class of employers.
_Notwithstandins all the magaaificent premiums of business suctess, tbe men of real busincss power are not st)
many but that a great part of the posts of industry and trade are filled by persons inadequately
qualitied, who consequently
have a very doubtful
career, and realize for themselves, first and last, a
very mea_'e compensation,
so meagre that, for
purposes of scientific reasoning,
we may treat it as
constituting
no profits at all. Live they do, partly
by legitimate toll upon the business lhat passes
through their hands; partly at the cost of their

could not be performed;
but, economically
speaking, it would make no difference to them whether
they did this as employers
or as employed.
--In
fact, however, the qualifications
for the comluct
of business are not equal throughout
all of a sufficiently
numerous
class. -- First, we have those
rarely gifted
persons
who, in common
phrase,
seem to turn everything
that they touch into gold;
whose commercial
dealings have the air of magic;
who have such power of insight that they almost
appear to have the power of foresight;
who are
so resolute and firm in temper that apprehensions
and alarms or repeated
shocks of disaster never
cause them to relax their hold or change their
course; who have such influence
and command

creditors, with whom they make frequent
compositions;
partly at the expense of friends or by
the sacrifice of inherited
means.
This bare subsistence, obtained through so much of hard work,
of anxiety, and often of humiliation,
we regard as
that minimum
which, in economics, we can treat
as _il.
From this low point upward we measure
profits, just as we measure rent upward from the
line of the no-rent lands, or lands whose selling
price reprcsents
an annual interest of only a few
cents an acre. -- If thc view of the empto.vin_class
here presented fairly c_rrespond_
to the facts of
industrial
s_:iet.v, profits, manufacturing
profits.
for example,
are, granted only perfect competition, not obtained by deduction
from the wages of

over men that all with whom they have to do acquire vigor from the contact, and work for them
as they would not work for others. -- Next below,
but far below, the cla_ described,
we have that
much more numerous
body of men of business,
who posse_ a high order of talent, merely; whose
success is easily comprehended,
even if it can not
be imitated, by their less gifted competitors;
men
of natul_l mastery, sagacious, resolute and prompt
in _
avovatioms. _ Then, descending
further

mechanical
labor, any more than rent is obtained
by deduction from the wages of agricultural
labor;
and, secondly, manufacturing
profits do not constitute a part of the price of manufactured
goods,
any more than rent constitutes a part of the price
of agricultural
produce.
All profits are drawn
from a body of wealth which is created by the exceptional
ability of the employers
who receive
profits, measured upward from the line of the noprofits employers,
just as rents are drawn from a
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body of wealth created by the exceptional fertility
of the rent Lads, measured from the level of the
lands which bear no rent. The normal price of
manufactured goods, of any particular description, is determined by the cost of production of
that portion of the supply which is produced at
the greatest disadvantage.
If the demand for
such goods is so great as to require a certain
amount to be produced under the numagement
and control of persons whose efficiency in organizing and supervising the forces of labor and capital is small, the cost of production of that portion
of the stock will be large, and the price will be
correspondingly
high; yet it will not be higil
enough to yield to employers of this grade any
more than that scant and difficult subsistence
which we have taken as the no-profits line. -- The
price at which these goods are to be sold, however, will determine the price of the whole .supply,
since, in any market, at any given time, there can
be but one price for different equal portions of the
same commodity.
Hence, whatever the cost of
production of those portions of the supply which
are produced by employers of higher industrial
grades, they will command the same price as
those portions which are produced at the greatest
disadvantage, just as wheat produced on rich lands
at a cost of three shillings a bushel is sold for the
same price with wheat produced on comparatively
sterile lands, at a cost of six shillings a bushel. -Profits, therefore, do not enter into the price of
any commodity; for the price of each and cvery
commodity is fixed by the cost of production of
that portion of the supply which yields no profits,
-- Do profits come out of wages? Not at all. The
employer of the lowest industrial grade, the noprofits employer, must pay wages sufficient to hire
laborers to work under his direction.
The eraployer of a higher industrial grade will pay the
same wages, no less, no more; but, selling his
goods, so far as they are of equal quality, at the
same prices as the employer who makes no profits, he will yet be able, by careful study of the
sources whence his materials are drawn; by a
comprehension of the ever-varying demands of
the market ; by steadiness and self-control ; by
organizing force and administrative ability ; by
energy, economy and prudence, to accumulate a
clear surplus, after all obligations are discharged,
which surplus is called profits, just as the cultivator of the better soils has a surplus left in his
hands, after paying wages for labor and interest
for capital, which surplus, in this case called
rent, goes to the owner of the soft, as such, be
he the actual cultivator or another person. --It
will have been observed, that, throughout this
discussion, I closely assimilate profits with rent.
I believe this to be a sound and just view of the
origin of profits and of their relation to the other
shares of the product of industry.
If this view
shall be approved as correct, the demand of Prof.
Sidgwick will be met, and we shall have, for the
first time since the destruction of the wage_fund
doctrine_ a complete and consistent theory of the

distribution of wealth. By this theory the resid.
ual claimant upon the product is not, as under
the old economic doctrine, the capitalist employer,
but the laborer. Subject to three several deductions of a definite nature, the wages class will,
upon the assumption here made of perfect cornpetition, supplying all the conditions of a really
good market, receive all they have helped to produce. --F_rst.
Rent is to be deducted.
On the
lowest grade of soils there is no rent. On the
more productive soils, real., at its economic maximum, equals the excess of produce after the cost
of cultivating the no-rent soils has been deducted;
thisrent, ashas been said, does not affect the price
of agricultural produce, nor does it come out of
the remuneration of the agricultural laborer. Wc
thus see that the first deduction to be made from
the product of industry is of a perfectly definiw
nature. Rent must come out before the question
of wages is considered.
The laborer, as such, ('azi
not get this, or any part of it, by any economic
means. It must.go to the owner of the lands unless confiscated by the state, or ravished away by
violence.Second. From the product of industry must be deducted a remuneration for the u_e
of capital.
That remuneration must be high
enough to induce those who have produced w_lth
to save it and store it up, instead of consuming it
immediately for the gratification of personal appetites or tastes. This may imply, in one state of
society, an annual rate of interest of eight per
cent. ; in another, of five; in another, of three.
The only reason, industrially speaking, for interest being paid at all, is, that by the use of capital
production may be enhanced; and the interest .,_
paid is, theoretically, only a part, often, such is
the force of competition among would-be lenders.
a very small part of the excess of product so gcnerated. Since the product remaining after the payment of interest is always, in theory, equal to wh_tt
would have been the product had interest not be_,n
paid (that. is, had the capital for the use of which
interest is paid, not been employed), and since, in
fact, the product so remaining is always greater
in general, vastly greater--at times inconceivab])"
greater--than the product otherwise would haw"
been, we see that that party to distribution who._'
claims are residual, that is, which takes 'allwhich
no other claimant carries away, is benefited 1,y
every payment of interest on account of c_.pit_l
used in the production of wealth.
Indec(|, _l_
high interest, under free competition, shows timt
the contribution made to production through e_('l_
successive increment of capital is reD" large, it
may fairly be said that the residual claimant ul)''n
the product of industry derives a greater rel_ti__,
benefit through the employment of capital _ h,.v,'
a high rate rather than a low rate of int('rc-t is
paid. -- The third and last deduction to be m:ld('
from the product of industry, before the lal)or,-r
becomes entitled thereto, is what we have (.al}_d
profits, the remuneration of the employer, the ct_trepreneur, the man of business, the captain of
industry, the merchant, manufacturer or banker,
i
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who sets in motion the costly and complicated
much the capability of production
may be inmachinery
of modern
production.
-- If I have
creased thereby, can profit the laborer anything,
rightly apprehended
the nature of the employer's
except as it first enhances the profits of the erafunction and the source of his profits, those profits
ploying class, and thcxeby adds to the capital of
would, under free and full competition,
not form
the wage fund, Io be lhereafter expendod in pura part of the price of commodities
(.price being
chasing labor -- In opposition to this view, I hold,
determined
by the cost of production
under the
that, notwithstanding
the formal attitude of the
most disadvantageous
conditions,
i. e., in this in- laboring class in industry,
as hired by the erastance, production
by the no-profits employers);
ploying class and working
for stipulated
wages,
while no economic
means whatsoever
would sufthe normal operation of the laws of exchange is
rice to carry any portion of profits over to wages, . to make the former, in effect, the owner of the
even were employers
forbidden
by law to receive
whole product, subject to the requirement
of paythem, just as no economic
means can be devi_d
ing the definite sums charged against the product
by which rent could be made to enhance wages,
on the three several accounL,_ of rent, interest and
even though landlords were forbidden themselves
profits.
FrtA_cm .A.. WALKER.
to touch it. In other words, profits consist wholly
of wealth created by individual
employers,
over
"WALTHAM
SYSTEM_"
a term much used
and above the wealth which would have been proin connection with the manufacture
of cotton and
duced, in similar industrial
enterprises,
by the same
woolen goods during tl_e period from 1814 to 1830.
labor force and capital force, under the control and
Prior to the war of 1812, the proccs,_es of carding,
direction of employers of lower economic efficienspinning, weaving and fulling, were carried on in
cy. -- These three shares being cut off, the whole
separate establishments
under diffcrent
proprieremaining
body of wealth daily or annually
protors.
But in 1813, in consequence
of the invenduced is, according
to the economic
theory pretions of Francis Cabot Lowell, the Boston manusented, the property
of the laboring
class: their
facturing
company
was enabled to combinc all
wages or the remuneration
for their services.
So
these processes in their establishment at Waltham.
far as by their energy in work, their economy in
Boarding houses for their operatives, and the pe_he use of materials, or their care in dealing with
riodical
payment of wages in money, in lieu of
the finished product,
the value of that product is payment in provisions and clothing from the facincreased,
that increase goes to tbem by purely
tory store, were also introduced.
Thissystem
was
economic laws, provided, only, competition
be full
soon afterward introduced
at Lowell, and soon beand free.
Every invention
in mechanics,
ever)"
came general.
The advantages
of the Waltham
discovery in the chemical art, no matter by whom
system, alike to manufacturers
and workmen, are
made, inures
directly
and immediately
to their
too obvious to require explanation.
C.C.
benefit, except so far as a limited monopoly
may
be created by law for the encouragement
of inWANTS.
Man alone, of all animate
beings,
vention and discovery.
Every improvemcnt
in
possesses the faculty of constantly adding to his
their own efficiency
as laborers,
whether due to
wants, and to the means of providing
for them.
quickened
zeal, to heightened
intelligence
or to
This double faculty, in course of time. very msgreater industry,
sobriety or thrift, will, by this
terially modifies human life, and the life of most
rule, serve directly to advance their wages.
Unorganic being_; it completely changes fiw primiless by their own neglect of their own interests,
tivcdistribution
of tlle different genera of animals
or through
inequitable
laws, or social
customs
and vegetables, aswell as flwir respective proporhaving the force of law, no other party can enter
tions.
It is that faculty which, in tlle word._ of
to make any claim upon the product of industry;
Buffon, "ends by impressing
our ideas upon the
nor can any one of the three parties already indiface of the earth";
the faculty which has given
cated carry away anything
in excess of its normal
our intellect the exercise that bins so prodigiousshare, as hereinbefore
defined.It will appear,
ly dcveloped
its power, and without
whieh the
at a glance, how widely the result here attained
human
nfind wouhl
have remained
lint little
differs from that whichwas
reached under theold
above that of the different species of apes.
To
_conomic theory of the distribution
of wealth,
according to which from the entire product of the
exertions and sacrifices of the industrial
community is cut off, first, rent, as determined
by the
Ricardoanformula;
secondly, wages, the laborer's
share, as determined
by the wage-fund
formula, the
amount possibly to be paid in this way being irrespective of the number and of the industrial
quality of the laboring class. All that remains belongs
to the capitalist
employer.
By such a rule of
distribution,
no gain im the efficiency of the individual
laborer, whether
taking
the direction
of
greater energy or of greater economy;
no mechanlcai Inventioz_. no chemical discovery,
however

this faculty we must also attribute the multiplication of our race upon the earth, whose sponlaneous productions
would not furnish sufficient sustenance for a millionth
part of those who now
dwell upon it.The facnlty of increa,_ing our
wants should always be joined to th'_t of increaslag the means of satisfying
them, for these two
faculties are inseparable,
they stand to each other
in thc relation of cause and effect, and the latter
could never act but under the spur of the former;
so that wc can not logically deplorc, with cerlain schools of pretended
philosophers,
the continual extension which is given to human wants
by the onward march of humanity,
without at
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the same time eeusuring the in_
of the means
and all our errors. The soul of man, such as God
.of subeistence,
and of the goods of all kinds
made it, and as it manifests itself during the ca.
which the second faculty, that is, industry,
has
tire time of its union with the body--from
the
procured for us. -- Of all the publicists who have
cradle to the grave--is an in_zl_us_
soure_ qf demaintained
the doctrine of the limitation of wants,
aires (Frederick
Bastiat, ltarmonies
k'conomiq,e,_:
J. J. Rousseau
is the most radical, and the only
and a desire is nothing but a seeking for some ._al.consistent one; for he is the only one who, lookisfaetion, or a shrinking from some pain, that it
ing upon the faculty of extending
our wants as
to say, a te_ufency to well-being.This tendency.
a direful gift, has entirely repudiatvd,
at least in
therefore, is essential to the soul; it is as intimate,.
theory, all the goods whose production
is due to ly connected with, and inherent in, our nature, as
that faculty.
According
to him, mankind enthe mysterious
force which attracts them to fl_c
tered upon the path of degradation, from the very
centre of the earth is to heavy lgg]ies.
All tha_
day that they thought of substituting
a cabin for
the will of man can do is to dir_t this tendency
a cave in the rocks and the foliage of trees, or detoward some gratifications
rather than towar_i
termined to add the bow and arrow to their teeth
others; but we obey them in all our resolves, eve_
<)rtheir nails.
(Discours sur lYn'(qine de l'iadgalit{. ) when we constrain
present wants in order to caIf Rousseau had reflected, that, in order to reduoe
joy a future gratification,
or impose a hard._hip
_he human race to this manner of living, it would
upon
ourselves to escape still greater ones ' or rei ....
be necessary
to sacrifice
it almost entirely,
he rest the temptatmn to a physmal gratification with
would probably have acknowledged
that the ada view to intellectual
or moral pleasure, or ew.n
vantage
of thus elevating a few rare individuals
when we practice the greatest
possible _nunciato the condition of the orang-outang,
would not
tion, and deny ourselves all of this world's good_
be worth such a sacrifice. -- The theorizers
of with the hope of thus obtaining a happy existence
to-day do not push the doctrine of the limitation
in a better world. -- Among the infinite variety of
,oi wants as far as Rousseau did; and, although
directions
that may be given to our wants, some
they hold the same,principle,
they assign different
are more and some less favorable, some are more
motives for it. They consider the generalization
and some less opposed to the perfecting
or iraof the desire for well-being
the principal source
provement
of human life.
Thus, for instance.
of our ills, because it is calculated to develop cuna.tions whose desires are too exclusively
direcwd
pidity, envy and other maleficent
motives ; and
toward sensual gratifications,
soon degenerate, bethey would counteract it by inculcating
austere re- cause it is the nature of such gratifications
to
ligions tenets, a contempt
for the pleasures
of this
weaken
the vigor and manhood
of those who
world, and resignation
to present suffering,
in angive themselves
over to them without
restrainer,
ticipation
of )mppiness
in a future life.
They
to degrade
their affective
faculties,
to render
think of perfecting man's life on earth by contemnthem at the same time less fitted for intellectual
ing and despising
it. They assure us that the
operations,
and thus to weaken the principal elcgeneral observance of their doctrines or precepts
ment of our power.
But too absolute a repre._ion
is the best means to secure the tranquillity
and
of the instincts which urge us to sensual gmtifihappiness
of nations, and of strengtlwning
social
cations would be attended
with no less perniciou_
order.Unfortunately
these modern
defenders
results.
Whether
this repression
be inspired by
of what Bentham
calls the principle of asc_tie.iam,
religious belief, or prompted by the idea--an id(,_L
do not preach by example.
Fully provided themwhich bears the impress rather of laziness than of
selves with all that can satisfy most completely
philosophy--that
it is better for man to stifle his
awakened
wants, it ill becomes them to censure ] wants than to have to produce the means of sali-in the impoverished
classes
the aspiration
to a ] lying them, the inevitable effect will be to degr,,l('
position more or less nearly resembling their own,
his most precious faculties
by allowing them 1,)
unless they first themselves
renounce
the advan,
remain inactive.
For it is to their activity alon,,
tages of their position.
This, however,
they do
that we must attribute
the immense devclopnwut
not do; they very willingly make use of the goods
which they have acquired, a development
_ hi('h
which they pretend to despise; we generally
find
may be estimated
by comparing the most eiviJi/_.,I
them very anxious to escape privation,
and none of portions
of the population
of Europe with lhc
them has yet been able to persuade
himself to live
tribes that have remained almost in their primi_i_ _'
in a Diogenes
tub.
This contradiction
between
stateof barbarism.
-- Tbe science of morals 1)eight"
their theory and their practice gives ground for
out to us the reefs upon which our blind ten&'2]the belief that their faith in the truth and efficacy
cies would
wreck us ; its duty is to show u_ ,_"
of their doctrine is not very lively or sincere, and
clearly as possible the good or evil courses which
this is probably
one of the causes of the fruitwants may take, by discovering
and indieali_g
1.essness of their preaching. -- But even if they
to us all the consequences
of our inclinati,n.,,
were to join example to precept,
as did some of
whether
proximate
or remote.
Of the ninny
their predecessors
in past ages, they would succourses which these inclinations
may take, th(rc
teed no better than did these in inducing
manis one which will surely lead to our _-uin, and orbkind to live a life contrary to their instincts.
We
era which lead as surely to the progressive _mcan not change-the
nature of things by ignoring
provement
of humanity
in every respect.
It is
_; it _rm_in_ what it ia dwpi_
all our opinions
th_ part of n_otal8 _ tell _ wh/_he,,r the_e differ
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the

grade

nations.

-- The wants of nations

are never

irresistible
impulse
of our nature
to seek after
welt-belng, we may be less exposed to losing our
way. -- In the present state of science this mission of morals is scarcely even outlined, and the
only real progress which we have made in this respect for over a century,
is due to political cconomy.-- But, although
political economy has thrown
a great delft of light upon the consequences
of
some of the tendencies
and habits of mankind
taken collectively, its objectis not so much to influence us in the direction of our wants as to cnlighten us on the gencral means of insuring
their satisfaction.
It is for this reason that it takes these
wants as they are, and recognizes utility in ever)'thing which they cause us to seek, without stopping to examine whether they are rational or not.
Thosewho
find fault with it for proceeding
in this
manner, do not realize that it could not act otherwise without
extending
its field of investigation
beyond measure; that it could not furnish suitable
rules to guide us in the choice of our satisfactions,
and in the development
of our inclinations
and
tastes, without
cresting
out of whole cloth a science which does not exist.
The principles of pclitical economy are in every way independent
of
the direction our wants take, and they will bc
none the less true and useful when the progTess
of morality shall have made the general wants of
man better understood,
and more strictly conformable to well-being and the perfection of life than
they are at present.
The natural laws of production, distribution
and consumption
of the objects
of our wants remain the same, no matter what
the nature of the satisfactions
which these objects
procure, and independently
of the favorahle
or
injurious results which the habit of these gratifications may have upon individuals
and nations,
It is with the principles
of political economy as
with those of mechanics : they remain
the _me
whether applied to the creation of an implement
of warfare--an
instrument
of death and destruc-

a fixed quantity,
they are constantly varying and
generally progr_ive;
but they are endowed with
such elasticity, even in what concerns food, that
experience has frequently shown that .great variations may occur in their yearly alimentary production without exercising any'propormionatc
influence upon the number of the population, that the
population
may increase without
an equivalent
increase in the quantily
of products,
and that
an increase of gclwral production
may coincide
with the stationa,'y
state of the population.
In
this latter C_L'-ethe wants of each arc more fully
satisfied; in the former cases the)" are necessarily restrictcd,
and there is, consequently,
more
suffcrlng.
A. Cl_m_w.

tion--or
suggesting
rules for the better employment of the forces employed in the production
of
means of subsistence.
Thus, for instance, the principles of political economy are as well adapted to
point out to the savages of :North America the general means of obtaining
abundantly
the alcoholic
wants which degrade
and kill them, as they are
to enlighten civilized
nations upon the social conditions most favorable
to the increase and diffusion of all that can contribute
to the improvement
of physical life and of the intellect. -- It is nevertheleas true that the progressof
morality, without
changing
anything
in the principles
of political
economy,
must aid in rendering
the application
of those principles more profitable;
and therealization of this truth has led most economists to some

contracts for suppli('s or services, reports of surveys, and of improvements
of rivers and harbors,
returns of the militia in the various states, etc. -The extensive business of the war department
is
distril)uted among ten military bureaus, each undcr
a chief who is an officer of the regular army, and
receives a ._alar_" of $5,000 while at the head of a
hureau. The cl_ief clerk of the det)artment (.salary,
$2,750) has charge of the correspondence
and accounts, communicates
between the secretary and
department
officers, and has general superintendence of 90 to 100 clerks and other employ(_s attached to the secretary's
office.
The adjutant
general of the United States army is at the head of
a bureau of 575 elerk¢, etc. Iic i_ues the orders
of the president and the general commanding the

extent into the domain of morals, while they were
seeking to meat_ure the relative extent and merit
of different
elas_
of wants, while they were
combating
tim e_ors and prejudices
which favor
luxuriotm and purely frivolous expenses, and conth_a_. _
t_2ad to enervate
and de-

army, conduct_ the army eol'respondenee,
the recruiting
and enli._tmcnt service, is._ues commissions, receives reports and resignations,
is custodian of the voluminous army records of the United
States, keeps the muster rolls, and makes an annual report of the strength and discipline of the

WAR.
(See DECLARATION OF WAR, BELLIGEIt.kL.NTS,EXCtL_,NOE OF PmsoI_ElCS.)
_'AR_ The
U.S. Iiistory.)

Civil.

(See REBELLION, TBE, in

WAIl DEPAI1TMENT.
One of the executive
departments of the United States government,
established by act of Aug. 7. 1789. (1 Stat. at Large,
p. 49.) The head of this department,
officially
designated the secretary of war, has charge of all
matters respecting military affairs, under the direction of the president;
has custody of all records,
etc., relating to the army, the superintendence
of
all purchases of military supplies, thc direction of
army transportation,
the distribution
of stores,
etc., the signal service and meteorological records,
the disbursement
of all appropriations
for rivers
and harbors and their survey and improvement,
and the superintendence
and supply of arms and
munitions of war. The secretary of war is a member of the eal)irmt (salary, $8,000). Hc is required
to make an anmml report to cong'ress, with state.
ment of all appropriations
and their expenditure,
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army. The inspectorgeneral,with assistance,
in- 17.JoelR.Poin_ett
.........................
March 7,1837
spects and reports the condition of the army at all
is. John BeU ...............................
March 5, 1841
19. John C, 8pencer.........................
Oct. 12, 1841
military posts, as well as the accounts of its dis- so. James M. Porter ........................
March 8, 1844
bursing officers.
The quartermaster
general (132 st. William Wllkins ........................
Feb. 15, 1844
clerks, etc.) has charge of army transportation,
_. William L. Marcy.......................
March 6, 1843
clothing,
quarters,
equipage,
forage,
wagons,
_. C_,_orgeW.Crawford ....................
March 8, ]8t'J
PA. Charles M. Conrad......................
Aug. 15, 1_,',0
horses and mules, fuel and lights, stationery, hos_5. Jefferson Davis .........................
March 5, 1_'_
pitals', medicines,
etc.
He employs
and pays
se. Johu B. Floyd ..........................
March 6. IK_
guides, spies, etc., defrays funeral expenses, and
'ZT. Joseph Holt .............................
Jan. 18. l_q;I
has charge of the national cemeteries.
Tile corn28. simon Cameron.........................
March 5, 1_1
29. Edwin M. Stanton ......................
Jan.
]5. li'_i2
missary
general (38 clerks, etc.) is charged with
Ulysses S. Grant, adint .................
Aug. 12,lsl,7
the subsistence
department,
army
rations,
and
Lorenzo Thomas,
'
................
Feb. 21, 1_
purchase and distribution
of tlle same.
The sur30.
John
M. Schofleld
.......................
May
_,
1_;8
geon general (463 clerks,
etc.) has control of the
at. John
Rawlms
March 11.
li'qi9
William A. T.
Sherman .......................
....................
Sept.
9, I_69
medical
department,
the seleetion, purchase
and
_. William W. B*21knap....................
Oct. 25. 1869
distribution
of medicines, records of all wounded,
_. Alphonso Tar! ..........................
March 8. 1_6
disabled and deceased soldiers, the supervision
of
84. Jas. Donahl Cameron ...................
May "_.2,1876
35.

army surgeons and of the army medical
museum
at Washington.
The latter contains an extensive
exhibit of specimens, representing
the effects upon
the human body of wounds, morbid
conditions,
etc., with the complete
hospital
records of the
army, and a very extensive library of nearly 60,000
volumes.
The paymaster
general(60
clerks, etc.)
keeps the accounts and disburses
the pay of the
army, through a large body of paymasters.
The
chief of engineers (17 clerks, etc.) is commander
of the corps of engineers, charged
with fortifications, torpedo service, military bridges, river and
harbor improvements,
military
and geographical
surv, eys, etc.
The chief Of ordnance (36 clerks,
etc.) is charged with artillery and all munitions
of
war, prescribingmodelsandmodificationsofweapons, and their construction,
preservation
and distribution to the re_llar army and to the militia of
the states.
The chief signal officer superintends
the signal service, and the weather bureau, with a
corps of instruction
in signal duties, prepares and
issues maps and charts, and publishes
daily metcorological
reports from the numerous stations of
observation,
which are afterward
consolidated
in
permanent
form.
The judge advocate general receives and reviews proceedings
of courts-marlinl
and other military tribunals of the army, and furnishes opinions
and reports on questions
of law,
etc., to the secretary
of war. --The
war departmcnt is conducted
at an annual expense for salatics of $1,936,855
(in 1884), and contingent
expenses (including
printing)
of $340,000.
The following is a complete list of the secretaries of war,
"with their terms of offÉce :
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

llenry Knox ............................
Timothy Picketing ......................
James McHenry ........................
$,amuel Dexter ..........................
Roger Griswold .........................
Henry Dearborn ........................
William _u_tis ..........................

8.

John

s.
10.
_1.
12.
18.
14.
15.
1_.

Armstrong

........................

James Monroe
..........................
William
H. Crawford
...................
George Oraham .........................
John C. Calhoun ........................
Jame_
..........................
PeterB.Barbo_Lr
Porter ..........................
John H. Eaton ..........................
_wi_ cam ..............................

Sept. 12, 1789
Jan.
2, _7S5
Jan. 27, 1796
May 13, 1800
Feb.
3, 1801
March 5, 180_
March 7, lS09

Gcnrge

W.

MeCrary

.....................

March

12,

I_877

36. Alexander Ramsey ......................
Dec. I0, 1879
87. Robert T. Lincoln ......................
March 5. 1_1
A.R.
SrOFFOI_D.
WARS
(I_ U. S. HmTORY).
I. FRENCH a,','r_
IIDIAI_" WAR.
This was the first natio:,al war of
the United States, although no such nation as the
United
States
had as yet a formal
existence.
Previous wars had been waged by but one colony
or a few adjacent coloniesin
combination.
They
had been the inevitable Indian wars, such as the
Pequot war in 1637, or King Philip's war in 1675,
waged by Massachusetts
and Connecticut,
and the
Tuscarora
war, in 1711, waged
by _orth
and
South Carolina;
or conflicts with the neighboring
French
and Spaniards,
into which the colonies
had been dragged
by their connection
with the
mother _ountry.
Such were King Witliam's _r.ar, in
1689-97, in which Massachusetts,
Connecticut
and
New York united to attack Canada by land anti
sea; Queen AnTu:'s war, in 170°,-13, in which the
fighting was done separately
by South Carolina in
the south, and by New England,
_*ew York and
New Jersey
in the north ; the Spanish
war, in
1639-42, in which the brunt was borne by Oglethorpe and his new colony of Georgia ; and Kil_y
Gec_'ge's war, in 1744--8, in which all the northern
colonies took part.
In the course of these c_)nfliers, an increasing
community
of interests
had
brought an increasing
number of the cohmics t()
act together;
but none of them had been general,
and still less could any of them be called qu,t.,i
national.
The French and Indian war was essentially different from all its predecessors.
It was _ot
provoked by European
diplomacy,
but continued

for two }'ears in America before war wa._ declared
in Europe.
It was not brought on by European
interests, but was accepted by the colonies in &'fense of their own interests.
It was waged b_"all
*
the colonies in common, from _ew Hampshire 1o
Georgia.
In waging it, the first plain distinctit)n
Jan.
13,
1813
appeared
between Americans,
or "provincial,."
Sept. _,1, 1815
_8_4 and Englishmen.
(See Nx'mo,_I.)
And, as a part
Aug.
atl _n_er_m.
of it, the fi_t effort was made to secure a formal
Oct.
8, 1817 union of the colonies.
(See AL_AI_g p_,_X Or
March
7, II_8
1_
Uiu_o_.)_
In 1748 the Ohio land company
wns
May ;i_,
_
9, _S_
formed,
as a Virginia and London speculation.
_ag,
1,1_
Seve_
of tim Washington
family were engaged
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in it, and its object was to develop
Virginia's
western resources.
The peculiar
claims of Virginla, from the asserted northwest
direction of her
northern boundary line, made it doubtful whether
the country around what is now Pittsburgh
was
in Virginia or in Pennsylvania.
(See Vinon_L_;
TERRXTOR_S, I.)
The Ohio company
obtained
from the crown a grant of 500,000 acres in this
neighborhood,
and began preparations
to makc
roads to it through
the still unsettled
country,
The French colonial empire in America then consist(_ of two settled territories,
in Canada and at
New Orleans, the two having about onc-tcnth the
population
of the English colonies,
joined by a
line of some sixty forts between l_'ew Orleans and
_Iontreal.
Many of these forts, such as Detroit
and _Natchez, have since becomethe
sitesof flourishing cities.
The country through which theline
ran was an Indian territory,
with a few French
hunters and traders in addition to the garrisons.
But the French asserted
territorial
claims up to
the crest of the Alleghanies;
and they naturally
took alarm as the first feeble wave of English sett]ement appeared
over the mountains.
In 1749
they sent an expedition
through the l)resent states
of Ohio and Kentucky,
to bury leaden plates at
important points, with the arms of France graven
on them, to assert po_ession
of the country,
and
to warn English traders
out of it. In 1752 the
rivals came closer together:
tile Ohio company
built Redstone old fort (now Brownsville),
on the
)Ionongahela;
and in 1758 the French l)uilt forts
at Presque Isle, now Erie, and on the Alleghany
to the south of it.
Late in the same year, George
Washington,
then a young land surveyor,
was
_ent to Presque Isle by Gov. Dinwiddie,
of Virginia, to warn off the intruders.
They declined
to go, and made active preparations
to exten(l
their acquisitions.
-- The key of the country was
the point at the junction
of the Alleghany
and
Monongahela,
now known
as Pittsburgh.
All
parties understood
its importance.
Late in 1753
Dinwiddie
bought
from the Indians the right to
build a fort there, and sent men to do the work.
Earlyin
1754 came the conflict:
the French de_cended from Presque Isle, drove away the English, and finished the fort themselves,
calling it
Fort DuQuesne;
and the French and Indian war
had begun.
The battles,
such as the defeat of
Braddock in 1755, and Johnson's
defeat of Dieskau, near Lake George, in the same year, were at
first not very creditable to the English and provincials.
Their discordant
and inefficient efforts
were easily foiled by the inferior
forces of the
abler French leaders.
In 1757 Pitt became the

sippi, the Floridas being ceded by Spain, the ally
of France in the war, in exchange
for Havana,
which an English expedition
had captured two
)'ears before.
Of her former possessions in Noah
America,
Franc(; ceded the portion east of the
2,Ii_sis_ippi to her victorious cnemy, Great Britain,
and the portion wc_t of that river to her partner
in misfortune,
Spain. -- The persistence of Great
13ritain in retaining her conquests from France
in North America, and thus relieving her other
colonie_ from the constant danger impending from
('anada, was at first sight a great mistake.
The
French minister for foreign affairs warned the
British envoy at the time that the cession of
Canada would only clear the way for the independcnce
of the original British colonies;
and
from 1763 until 1775 French statesmen patiently
watched
the fulfillment
of tile prophecy,
and
wcre encouraged
by the unanimous
reports of
French agentsin North America.
It even became
the fashion in Great Britain, after the opening of
the revolution,
to attribute
the llohlness of the
colonists entirely to the cession of Canada.
But,
after all, the change of jurisdiction
in 1763 can
not thus be made the universal scape-goat : it but
substituted
Great Britain for Francc as an enemy.
Burgoyne's
expedition would not have been any
more dangerous
to the colonies under a French
than under a British standard.
Tile truth seem._
rather to be that the cession of Canada would
have postponed the day of conflict with the mother I
country
for half a century,
if the stupidity of
British statesmen had not brought it to a head in
1775. France, Great Britain and all Europe comblued could not finally have balked of its prey
the Anglo Saxon lnst for land; but the cession of
Canada to the mother country ._tiated it pcaceably for the time. just as Napoleon's
cession of
Louisiana in 1803 (see A._NEXATIOSS, I.) _tiated
it again for the time.
From this point of view
the action of Great Britain in retaining the western
territory wouhl seem to have been as blindly wise
as her _ub_equent attempt to "govern " the colenies was blindly fooli.ql. _ II. See BEVOLUTION.
-- III.
See AL(;ERINE WAR. -- IV. WAR OF
1812. The cau._es of the "._ccond war for indepcndence,"
a_ the war of 1812 i_ sometimes called,
areclsewheregivcn.
(secE._fBAn(_o; I)EMOCltATm
PARTY, IlI.)
The internal
political difficulties
which accomp_mied it, and the great (ievelopment
of national feeling which followed it, have also
heen given a separate place.
(See Coxv_:r_TmrL
I[ARTFORD; NATION, lI,)
It is designed here
only to give, in some necessity
detail, the course
of action ,,_hich closed it by the treaty of Ghent.

head of the English ministry, and order, vigor,
Sense and aucoe_ came with him into the English
eou_ils.
FortI)uQuesne
fell the next year, and
Quebec in 1759.
During the following
year the
various Preach fo_ were taken into possession,
and the French
empire in America was lost forever. In 1768, by the peace of Paris, Great Britwas formally vested with the jurisdiction
of
th_whote
of North America east of the Miaais188
_'OL. m. -- 69

--March
8, 1813, the Russian minister at Washington, Daschkoff, offered to the American govermnent,
by direction
of the czar, his friendly
mediation in tile war.
Madison accepted it, and
nominate(t, May 29, Bayard, of Delaware (see that
state), Gallatin,
and John
Quincy Adams, then
minister to Russia, as negotiators.
July 19, the
senate confirmed them, except Gallatin, who was
secretary of the treasury: the affairs of the treaa\
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ury were in so critical
a conditionthat the senate
refusedto sanctionhis absencefrom the country,
Nov. 4, 1813,while the three American negotiatotswere in St.Petersburgh,one of them unconfirmed, Castlereagh
wrote to tlle secretary of state,
declining
the Russian
mediation,
but offering to
treat directly, and suggesting
Lomionas
the place,
It is supposed that Great Britain, not caring to offend Russia or to allow that country's
friendship
for the United States to influence the final treaty,
wished to transfer the negotiations
from St. Petersburgh.
In January,
1814, Henry Clay and Jonathan Ru_ell
were nominated
and confirmed
as
additional
negotiators;
and Gallatin,
who had by
this time resigned the treasury,
was confirmed.In August,
1814, the place of negotiation
was
transferred
to Ghent; and here the five commissionem met Lord Gambier,
IIenry Goulburn,
and
William
Adams, on the part of Great Bmtain.
The time was hardly propitious
fur peace negotiations.
On the 30th of the previous
March the
allies had entered Paris in triumph;
in April :Napoleon had departed
for Elba;
and the British
government
was free to settle accounts with the
upstart
people whose ships had won more flags
from her navy in two years than all her European
rivals had done in a century.
And so, while negotiations were going on, detachments
of Wellington's victorious
veterans
were being shipped
to
America, there to seize New Orleans and Louisiann, and make possession
of them at least nine
points of the final treaty of peace. -- Behind the
British negotiators
were the clamorous
demands
of the British war party and war newspapers,
demands rising, in some eases, to the banishment
of
President
Madison to someconvenient
Elba. "Better is it," said the "London
Times,"
"that
we
should grapple with the young
lion when he is
first fleshed with the taste of our flocks, than wait
until, in the maturity
of his strength,
he bears
away at once both sheep and shepherd."
Nevertheless, the first demands
of the British negotiators must have seemed to them quite moderate,
They were: 1, the creation of a permanent
and independent
Indian territory,
between
Canada and
the United States; 2, that the northern
boundary
of the United
States should run along the southcrn shore of the great lakes ; 3, that the United
States should have no forts on the northern frontier, and no war vessels on the lakes, while Great
Britain should not be so restricted;
4, that enough
of the eastern part of Maine should be ceded to
enable the British
to build a military road from
Halifax
to Quebec ; and, 5, that the right to use
the Mississippi,
guaranteed
by the treaty of 1788,
should be renewed to British subjects,
while the
American
right to the Newfoundland
fisheries,
guaranteed
by the same treaty, should be consii:lered lost by the war.
In June, as a last coneession, the American
government
had allowed its
negotiators
to waive the questions
of right of
search and impressment,
on which the war had
been begun; but no instructions
could cover such
demands as these. They aroused the war spirit in

America, when they were announced there,to a
higher pitchthan ever; and the American negotintersthemselveslosttheirtempers._ After four
months of wrangling,a treatywas made inwhich
not a point of tile British demands was granted.
This result can not be attributed
to any friendly
feeling between
the two scls of negotiators,
for
they quarreled
unremittingly
from the be_nning
to the cad of the negotiation;
nor to any accord
amr)ng the American
negotiators,
for they quarrelcd wi h one another alnmst as constantly.
('lay
wished to give up the fisheries and save the )Itssissippi; Adams wished to give up the _Ii._sissipl)i
and save the fisheries : and Gallatin ah)ne was
busied in keeping the peace among his colleagues
and with the Britisll negotiators.
The best explanation seems to be that the treaty was duc mainly
to the high tone taken by Ru._ia aud Prussia, at
the congress
of ¥ienml,
in defense
of neutral
rights, and the desire of Great Britain to eliminate
the United
States from possible complications.
:Nevertheless,
it remains
very singular
that the
British
negotiators
should have signed a treaty
without any mention of Louisiana,
whilethe
British expedition
for its conquest was still in position
before New Orleans, with high hopes of success.
The treaty even provided that "all territory whatsoever taken by either party from the other during
the war, or which may be taken after the signing
of this treaty, * * * shall be restored without delay"; so that the lives of Packenham
and his dead
were absolutely
thrown
away, and their victor)"
would have gained no more than their defeat.
It
is not easy to avoid the feeling that the inside history of the treaty of Ghent is yet to be written.-The treaty, dated
Dec. 24, 1814, at Ghent, and
ratified by the senate Feb. 17, 1815, was in elev('n
articles.
The first three provided
for peace and
the restoration of prisoners; the fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh and eighth, for the northern boundary (see
MAr_E; :NORTh-WEST BOVh"D),aY); the ninth, for
thecessation
of Indian hostilities;
the tenth,for the
suppression
of the slave trade; and the eleventh.
for the exchange
of ratifications.
It will be sccn
that the treaty did not touch one of the points on
which the United Stateshad
declared war. These
had been more practically settled:
one frigate battle at sea was worth more to that purpose than a
host of treaties. _ V. THE MEX_CAZ_ WAR. The
.settlement
of Texas by Americans,
its secession
from bIexico, its annexation
to the United Sta_c.-,
and its admission
to the Union as a state, have
been given elsewhere.
(See A._r_Exx'rIor_s, II1.)
Before the annexation
Gen. Zachary Taylor w:_,
stationed
in Louisiana,
then the southwest frontier
of the United States.
May 28, 1845, he was ordered to cross the Sabine and take post in Texas, so as to protect
it from invasion
by Mexico.
The apprehended
invasion by Mexico did not take
place; and, though diplomatic
intercourse
between
Mexico and the United States was interrupted,war
did not follow.
Corpus
Christi, on the western
bank of the Nueces, was then the advanced T,,.xa_
town; and here Taylor made his headquarter_
for
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the rest of the year.
The territory between the
Nueces and the Rio Grande, a desert in the east
but fertile in the west, had been claimed byTexas,
but never reduced to possession.
During the summer several dispatches were sent to Taylor, authorizing him to advance to the Rio Grande if he saw
fit, because of hostile preparations
by Mexico, and
ordering him, in that case, not to wait for orders
from Washington.
But Taylor, Oct. 4, in a long
dispatch declared that he "did not feel at liberty,
under his instructions,
particularly
those of July
8, to make a forward movement
to the Rio Grande
without
authority
from the war department."
There the matter rested until the following January. -- In the meantime,
Nov. 9, President
Polk
appointed
John Slidell (see LOUISL_A) as ambasuador to Mexico, in pursuance
of an intimation
from Mexico
that she would
receive a commisuioner to settle the Texas dispute.
In December
the Mexican government
dcclined to receive Slidell in the character
of an ambassador,
since such
a resumption
of diplomatic
intercourse
would iraply an abandonment
by Mexico of the points in
dispute, which had led to the rupture;
but the of"fer to receive him as a commissioner
was renewed,
This was refused by Slidell.
Soon afterward
a
revolution in Mexico placed a new government
in
power. -- Before any of these events could be
known at Washington,
but, as Mr. Buchanan,
the
secretary
of state, admitted,
"in anticipalion"
of
them, an order, dated Jan. 13, 1846, was scnt to
Taylor to advance
to the Rio Grande.
Taylor
arrived
at the river :March 28, established
his
camp opposite Matamoras,
and was notified by
Arista, the Mexican general, after aseriesof
angry
communications,
that he considered war asalready
begun.
April 26, a party of American dragoons
was captured,
with some bloodshed, by a superior
force of Mexicans.
As soon as Taylor's dispatch
announcing
this event reached
Washington,
the
president sent a message to congress, in which he
declared
that Mexico had " at last invaded
our
territory, and shed the blood of our fellow-citizens
_n our own soil."
Two days afterward,
con&,Tess
passed an act authorizing
the president to call out
50,000 volunteers;
but the gist of the act was in
its short and simple preamble:
" Whereas, by the
act of the republic of Mexico, a state of war exists between
that government
and the United
States."
The whigs protested
against the preamble, as a falsehood,
but it was passed in the house
by a vote of 123 f_ 67, and the whole bill by 174
to 14. In the senate the whole bill was passed by
a vote of 40 to 2; five whigs protested against the
preamble, and three refused
to vote.
War had

fornia and New Mexico, for President
Polk has
not usually been regarded
as a very able man.
But yon IIolst, as cited below, has focused upon
Polk a .great mass of evidence going to convict
him of ahnost Satanic ingenuity in luring Mexico
into war.
It must be remembered
that the Oregon dispute with Great Britain (see _'O_TnWESV
Bot._'D._.I_Y) was coincident
with the series of
eventsabove
given.
It is certain that Mexico was
not willin.g to fight about Texas; and it seems
prol)ablc, that, in the beginning, _he was no more
wi}ling to light siz,glc-banded
for even the disputed territory
between the :Nucccs and the Rio'
Grande.
The allegation, then, is that the long delay to order Taylor forward was diligently used in
working thc (lispute with Great Britain apparently
1o a war point; that Taylor was then ordered forward; that Mexico, relyingon
Great Britain asan
all), incautiously
a('eepted the gage of war; and
that then every point in dispute was given up to
Great Britain, peace was sctfled with that power,
and California
and New Mexico, the real objects
of the war, were squeezed out of the grasp of
)Iexico.
It has been said above that the array of
circumstantial
evidence is strong: and it is impossiblc to repress a certain
feeling of admiration
for the repulsive skill with which the diplomatic
combinations
were mad(,, if they were really tho
result of design.
The times and seasons were
chosen with such consummate
adroitness, the advantages gained by them were pressed with such
resolute persistence, and the whole scheme was
worked out to the end with such a complete repudiaHon of moral objections to it, that Machiavelli might have been proud
to own it as his
master-piece.
:Nevertheless,
the conviction
remains that Polk had n_ot the ability requisite for
the conception
of such a plan, and that he was
the ercature of circumstances
r.tthcr than their
creator.
The train of events may f'lirly have the
two interpretations;
and, while the. first wouh|
havcbeen the more natural in thcca_
of Cardinal
Richelieu, the second is certainly the more natural
in the case of Jame_ K. Polk.
Given the desire
of the government
to obtain California and New
Mexico in ease. of war, the constant
pressure behind it urging it toward war, and its natural hesitation to ba_e the war on its excessively doubtful claim to the territory, l)ctwecn the l_,'ueces and
the Rio Grande; and a little occasional suppressio w'ri by file president will explain the whole
drift of events without
supposing
them to be the
rc._ult of _l carefully claboratcd
plot.
But, if the
l_.a(lcr inclines to accept the first interpretation,
he will find that it is necessary to take )Iarcy, the

thtm begun; and, though
the whigs had not b(_n
manceuvred
quite into an attitude of opposition
to it, they were fi_r some time thrown into confusion by their efforts to evade the issue so unkindly
thrust upon them.
(See Wmo
PARTY.) -- The
essential facts and dates of the proceedings
preliminary to war have been given above.
Taken
a8 they stand, they might be considered
as a case
(gf blundering
into the lucky acquisition
of Call-

secretary of war, not Polk, as the presiding genius.-- I)uring the year 1846 Taylor first drove the
enemy in headlong retreat over the Rio Grandc,
and tilen followed thcn_ and finished the campaign
in Mexico.
tic captured,
in )Ionterey,
an army
nearly double his own numbem, in spite of very
strong natural
and artificial defenses.
Finally,
Feb. 23, 1847, with les_ than 5,000 undisciplined
volunteers,
he met and routed more than four

_,,_._

.._

times his number, under
Santa Anna, at Buena
¥is_
In the meantime
an overland expedition
from Fort Leavenworth
had captured New l_iexico; and the Pacific squadron, aided by Fremont
and some irregular land forces, had taken possession of San Francisco and California.
The year
1847 ended the war.
Scott, with 12,000 men,
took Vera Cruz, and forced his way up to the
plateau
of Mexico
before summer
set in.
In
August and September,
hc b_,at nearly three times
his number in a series of bril]iant battles around
Mexico,
overturned
the government,
and conquered the peace of Guadalupe
tIidalgo,
Feh. 2,
1848. (For its results, see AX_,'EXATm_S, IV.,
V.; WrL_OT PROVISO; CO_"PnO_XSES III.; DE_OCRATIC PARTY, V.)--VI.
See REBEIJ_ION.-(I.)
See 2 Sparks'
W_qtings of Wazhington,
478
(for the history of the Ohio company) ; tI. B.
Adams' Maryland'slnfluence.
13; 1 _Iarshall's
Life
of Washington,
2; 4 Bancroft's
_5_led St¢des, 106,
460; 1 Draper's
Civil War, 159.
(II., III.)
See
articles referred to.
(IV.)
See 4--6 2giles' Weekly
P,,eg_/e'r (index under
Medkttb_r_ and l'a_ce) ; 3
Palmer'sH/_r/ca/Reg/ster
(1814), 284; 6 tlildreth's
United States, 530, 544; John Q. Adams'
Worhe,.
5 Pamphleteer;
Morse's Life of Joh_ (2. Adau_, 75
(the best account of the negotiations);
2 Parton's
Life of Jack, tin, 37; Ingersoll's
_%cond War with
Great Britain;
the treaty of Ghent is in 8 Slat. at
Large, 218. (V.) See 3 yon Hoist's
United States,
79, 159, 198 (and index);
Star, man's Manual
(Polk's
:Messages); Jay's
.Rev_w of the Matican
War; Ripley'stlistoryoftheMe2ican
War;Ram.
ney's The Other Side (Mexican authorities);
16 Benton's 1)ebate, of Cangre&_, 64, 215; 9 Slat. at Large,
9 (act of May 13, 1846), amt 922 (treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo).-(VI.)
See authorities
under R_BELLION.
A.LEXA_NDI_RJOHNSTON.
WASHINGTON
'PIoN_J_.)

CITY.

(See

C._rr._L,

:NA-

WASHINGTON,
George,
president
of the
United States 1789-97, was born in Westmoreland
county, Va., Feb. 22, 1782, and died at Mt. Vernon, Va., Dec. 14, 1799.
In youth he became a
land surveyor,
and in the French and Indian war
he was advanced
to the grade of colonel and cornmander-in-chief
of the Virginia
forces, distinguishing himself in Braddock's
defeat.
In 1759
he married Martha, widow of John Parke Custis;
and the care of her extensive
property occupied
him thereafter,
though he was for fifteen years a
silent member of the house of burgesses of his
colony.
He wa_ a delegate to the continental congress in 1T74-5, and the general anxiety to keep
Virginia steady in resistance to the crown induced
his appointment
as commander-in-chief
of the
American
forces, June 15, 1775.
"W'hatcver the
motiv¢_ may have been that governed his appointment, he v,e_T rapidly proved his extraordinary
fltne_
for the place, and became the great and
eent_,
fl_tr¢ of the revolution.
The character
of nO othe_ p_l_
n_p of the time can _ su.c-

.h_-,'_ __;.

_

_full_
_hmit
to microscopic
examination.
There seems to have been nothing little in him.
Great in defeat, he was greater still in success,
and the crowning event of his military career was
his surrender
of his commission
to congress at the
close of the war.
(For the events of the war s_,e
the biographies
cited below.)--After
resigning
his commission,
he retired to Mount Vernon, to
put his private affairs in order, and to pursue the
line of investments
in western lands to which he
had been attracted
during his early military life.
In politics he was most interested
in the evident
and dismal failure of the confederacy.
(See Co.nFEDERATION, ARTICLES OF.)
During the revolulion he had been the trusted
adviser of congress
and the state governors,
and his correspondence
with
former
political
and military
associates
throughout
the country now becomes voluminous.
Every conscious
step toward the formation of a
new government
was submitted
to his inspection
and approval,
and when the time was ripe he was
almost forced into becoming
a delegate to, and
president
of, the convention
of 1787.
In that
hody he said little, but in each case his sugge, stioa
was final.
On the subsequent
question of ratification his influence was still greater.
_{ultitudes
of voters, particularly
in the northern states, wlao
would
have hesitated
to accept the legal arguments of the " Federalist,"
and similar
publicstions on either side, supported
the new constitntion blindly hy reason of their confidence in Washington's
sound judgment,
their certainty that he
would not recommend
a scheme of government
which he thought
to be of evil tendency,
and the
evident fact that the office of president
had been
cut to his measure by the convention.
Here, as
in the revolution,
there was no getting on without
him; and it is as certain as anything can be that
the existence of such a character, from 1775 until
1700, changed
the whole course of the history of
the western continent,
and thus of the world. -In the elections of 1789 and 1792 all the electors
voted for him, and he became president.
(See
ELECTORAL Vo'r_.s, I., II.)
No succeeding
pre_ident has received this national
compliment
of a
unanimous
vote, the one who came nearest to i_,
Monroe,
being probably
the one who lea_t deserved it. The events of Washington's
admini,trationsare
elsewhere
detailed.
(See J_:mcL_:Y;
CAPI_TAL,
_'ATIONAL;
B_N_ CONTROV_ERSIES, l I.;
Excise ; APPORTIONM.F_NT; GENET, CITIZE_
;
DEMOCRATIC CLUBS; JAY'S TREATY; WIIISKY
INSURRECTIO_ ; FAREWELL ADDRESS ; X Y Z
Misszo_ ; FEDERAL PARTY, I. ; DE_OCR._T_C
PARTY, I., II.)
He entered office with the impossible expectation
that parties would be elimins.ted from his government;
but his underlying
consciousnea_ that parties already existed is sho_ n
in his careful division of his cabinet offices between Hamiltoa a_d Knox on one side, and Jcfferson and Randolph on the other.
His expectation
was of cour_
disappointed;
the companionship
O[ H_milton a_d Jefferson
in the cabinet was, to
u_, th e l_ter's
own co_ps_"
n, like that oI two
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game_cocl_s'tn a 'pit.
As Washington
was by ha- say's and Everett's : Custis' Ib'ivate Memoirs of
ture a sincere, though unconscious,
federalist, the
Washington;
and Rush's Washi_gtoT_ in Do_v_tic
progress of party division drove the democratic
L/J_. See also, Spark_' W_ting8 of Washington;
leaders into opposition,
and before the eml of the
1 State,man's .._l_l_u_l (for his messages) ; Gibbs'
second term all possibility,
or evcn desirability,
.lfemoirs of the AdmiMstratioT_s of l_shington
and
of further
keeping
the pe_me between the two
Ad, lJ_,_; Trescott'.,
Dit)l_,ztic
Ili, t_rry _f the Adparties was at an end.
One party had overcome
mi_d, tratioT_, ¢f IVa.Jd,qtou al_ Adams;
Thachthe prejudices
of the people by help of Washinger's Life a_M Military Journal of Wa,gMl_.qto_ ;
ton's name, and controlled the government
by the
Griswohl's
Rep_tblic**_ (.'our/; 2 Pitkin's
UMted
continuance
of the same help.
The other party
,States; 3--5 llihh'eth'_
Uidt, d States; 1 Schouler'a
would have been more than human if it had not
LSdtcd _b'/ates. There is a for('ible pcn-t_rtrait
of
been impatient
at finding Washington
always in
Washington
at pp. 77 and 114-1°6 of Schouleras
the way of its attacks upou
its opponent.
Its
cited above;
and in fiction Thackeray
has atleaders successfully
restrained themselves
in prostempted the same thing in TI, e l'/rf_i_da_s.
pect of his approaching
retirement;
but their
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
impatience
is shown by such symptoms as Jefferson's letter to Mazzei, though
Jefferson
always
WASHINGTON
TERRITORY,
a territory of
denied any intention
to attack the president perthe United States. Its area i_ a part of that doubtsonally.
The more vioh,nt
members
attacked
ful portion of the Louisiana cession (set Ax_ExWashington
in plain terms, even accusing him of
ATmNS, I.), who._e jurisdictio,] was long a subject
drawing
more than his s.dary, publishing forged
of dicpute between tim United States and Great
letters to show his desire to submit to the king
Brit.iin. but wa_ finally decided to be in the former
during the revolution,
and calling him the " stepby the treaty of 1846. (Sue NORTIIWEST BOtY_-Dfather of his country."
Their malice undoubtedARY.) It was originally a p_trt of Oregon territory,
ly embittered
the closing years of his second term,
and, before the erection of that territory into a
and yet it was only one of the symptoms which
state, was set off as a separate territory by the act
showed that the time was past when he was absoof March 2. 1853. As at finst organized, it conlutely necessary,
and that, having
suceemfully
rained 193,071 ._luaremiles.
but transfers to Idaho
and strongly built the stage, he must now leave it have reduced it to an area of 69,994 square miles.
clear for the actors.
The firmness of his hold
Its population,
by the census of 1880, was 75,116,
upon the national
heart is proved by the venom
an increase of 213.57 per cent. in the decade preof the impatient
and yet helpless politicians.
Hc
vious.
Its capital is Olympia, and its governor
might have died in the office if he had wished it:
(1880--84) is William
A. Newell. --The
act of
even after his final decision to retire, two electors
March 2, 1853, is in 10 Stat. at Large, 172.
obstinately
voted for him for a third term in 1796.
ALEXAI_DER JOIINSTON.
--Washington
was slow of judgnnent,
and anxmus to see all sides of a case and to get all possiWAYS AND MEANS.
(See PARLIA_t_'_TAB.X"
ble opinions upon it, but when he had formed an L._w.)
opinion or a judgment, it was his own, and he seldom changed it. Most of the state papers which
WEALTH.
In the most ordinary acceptation
pass as Washington's
were originally
written by
of the term, the word wealth indicates, aml alother hands, though none of them were given to ways indicated,
especially when it "_
applied
the world until they had been revised, digested
almost exolusively
1o the precious metals, things
and reproduced
by him and made thoroughly
his
having a_ e_.cl_anf/,_ble r_d_(; but the greater part
own.
His letters, however,
are his own ; and
of eeonamists have apt_licd it_to-all-.u_efu/things,
though
their editor has pushed his province
of even to those which are entirely devoid of such
correcting
them to an extreme, no editing can
value; but it is always inconvenient
in scientific
conceal the essential nature of thewriter
as shown
nomenclature
to designate
by the same word,
in them.
The strong judgment,
the good sense,
the calmness and patience,
the consciousness
of
strength and of the ability to control the strength,
the absolute
frecdom
from self-seeking
in any
form, make his letters _. monument
which will
always justify the instinctive
popular estimate of
him.
Other men have surpassed
him in particular phases of character
and ability;
but, in all
phases together, his letters will show that he was
the greatest man the earth has yet seen. --A bibliography of Washingtoniana
would be altogether
too voluminous
for our space.
The list of books,
tracts and medals relating
to his death alone fills
two volumes, as collected by F. B. Hough in 1865.
Among the lives may bementioned
Marshall's, Ir"ring's, Spar_',
A. Bancroft's,
Lossing's,
Ram-

things which differ by essential characteristics,
for such designation
invariably
causes confusion
and misunderstandings.
It might easily be shown
th'tt a great part of the discussions to which some
of the principles of political economy have given
rise, was duc only to the twp-fo]_d me'ming given
to the words _cealt'_-a_d vabtc_ which made them"
designate
both gratuitous utility, tlmt is to _y, a
utility acquired without cost or labor, amt powerless to obtain-anything
by way of exchange, and
the utility obtained by means of labor, and possessed of an exchangeable
wtlue.
It will, therefore, bc of interest to inquire whether the nomenclature of politico-economical
mience would not
be rendered
clearer and more preei_
if it were
once well understood that the words wea/th and
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va_ue designated
only utilities of this last kind,
and this is what we shall attempt to demonstrate,
But we must first point out the difficulties
which
result from the two-fold scientific
meaning given
to these two words, or the lack of precision in the
meaninggivcn
to each in the definitions of them by
theprincil)aleconomists.
The intimate correlation
of these two words, and of the ideas which they
awaken, will not allow us to treat of wealth wi[hout at the same time treating
of valud; we will,
however,
as far as possible confine our observations on the latter word to what is necessary
in
order to elucidate
the question
of nomcnclature
which we are considering:
the other questions
reluting to the subject are considered
in the article
on V,_L_'-_. --" Every man is rich or poor," says
Adam Smith, "according
to the degTee in which
he can afford to enjoy thc necessaries,
conveniences
and amusements
of human life.
But after the division of labor has once thoroughly
taken place,
it is but a very small part of these with which a
man's own labor can supply him.
The far greater
part of them he must derive
from the labor of
other people; and he must be rich or poor accordingtothequantityofthatlaborwhiehheeancommand or which he can afford to purchase.
The
value of any commodity,
therefore,
to the person
who possesses it, and who means not to use or
consume it hirosclf, but to exchange
it for othcr
commodities,
is equal to the quantity
of labor
which it enables him to purchase
or command."
(" Wealth of Nation.*," book i., chap. 5.)-- From
this we see that Adam
Smith at first seems to
consider
everything
useful as wealth, but afterward restricts
the qualification
to things which
have an exchangeable
value.
" The word value."
he says elsewhere,
"it is to be observed,
has two
different
meanings;
it sometimes
expresses
the
utility of some particular
object, and somctimes
the power of purchasing
other goods which the
possession of that object conveys.
The one may
be called value ir_ use, and the other vaDle il_ e2'vlzange.
The things which havethe greatest value
in use have frequcntly
little or no wdue in exchange;
and, on the contrary,
those _hich
have
the greatest
value in exchange
have frequently
little or no value in use.
_'othing
is more useful
than water;
but it will purchase scarce anything;
scarce anything
can be had in exchange
for it. A
diamond,
on the contrary,
has scarce any value in
use, but a very great quantity
of other goods may
frequently
be had in exchange
for it." (" Wealth
of Nations,"
book i., chap. 4.) Here we have the
word value used to express both gratuitous
utility
and utility which brings a price. -- "Everybody
knows,"
says J. B. Say, "that
things have sometimes a value in use very different from their v_lue
in exchange;
that common water, for example, has
scarcely any value, although
very necessary,while
a diamond
has a very great value in exchange,
although
of very little service;
but it is evident
that the va/u_ of water is a part of our natural
_gth,
which does not belong to the domain of
laolitical economy,
and that the value of the alia-

mond forms a part of our _
_a_,
which is
the only wealth within the provinc_ of the science.
The word e_changenhl_ is always indispensahle,
and included
in the values with which po]iti¢,al
economy is concerned;
it is unnecessa_,
to repeat
it continually,
for it _ always understood."
(('mlrs
Co_/_et, t. i., p. 74.) And again he says, "The
value which constitutes
wealth is not the arbitrary
value which a person attaches to a thing lle poe.
sesses, and which is purely relative to his particular wants;
it i_ the value given by iT_du_try and ap.
In'eviated by the public."
(/'b/d., p. 806.) Thus J
B. Say understood
by value and wealth only what
posse_ses an exchangeable
value, and it was prohably only by the example
of Smith that he wa_
imluced to give to gratuitous
utility the name, of
value in use (ealeur d'utitite3, or natural
wealth.
-- Ricardo fully admits the distinction
established
by Smith betwcen
value in use and value in _'xchange (" The Principles
of Political
Economy in
Taxation,"
eh. i.); however,
in a letter to J, B
Say he maintains
that we ought to give the name
of wealth only to the things which have an exchangeable
value ((Euvres dieerses de, J. B. Say.
p. 410). In turn J.B.
Say writes him: "Ieaa
not admit what you and Adam Smith are plea_ed
to call value i1__se : what is value in use, if it is
not utility pure and simple?
The word utility is
therefore
sufficient."
(Ibid., p. 409.) Thisremaik
is well groundcd,
and that of Ricardo is not le.-_
so. --M'Culloch
recognizes that the double meaning given to the two words value and wealth ha_
not alwaysbeen
clearly perceived, and thatit often
becomcs a cause of confusion
and error; lwnce,
from the very b%oinning of his book, he make_
it a rule to use the word value to signify only
exchangeable
wflue, and the word _realth only 1,>
specify products susceptible
of appropriation,
and
which are obtained
only by thc use of human
labor, and which consequenliy
arc not gratuitously acquired,
but are possesscd of an exchangeable
value. --" When exchanges
are introduced,"s_ly.Storch, "the u_ful
thb_gs or the values which we
po_se_ may serve us in two different
ways: fir.q,
directly, when we employ
them in our own u.-.c.
and then i_zdirectty, when we exchange
them for
other values.
Thus, therefore,
the utility ofthiz_gs
is either direct or indirect, and so with their x'_hw.
Notwithstanding
the difference of exprc_sinn, this
distinction
is the same
as that established
by
Smith, for Storch includes gratuitous
utility _ allrect value. _"
What is value? what is weallh':'
asks Rossi.
"If
common
sense answers th_'-_'
questions
easily, the books answer
them in so
many different
ways that the critics have rca-on
to assert they have not been answered
at all.
Once more, value is the expression
of the _,datwn
which e_i_ bet_n
the want_ of _an and things.
Wealth is a generic term which embraces
all the
objects in which this relation is verified.
Every
objec$ that can satisfy a, human want posse,sea a
value.
The object itself is wealth.
Thus value
and wealth, without
being synonymous,
are two
expressions
necessarily
correlative.
Value is the
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reMtion; wealth is the aggregate of all the objects
in which this relation is realized.
This is what
common
sense" tells us, and science h,_ no right
to depart from common
sense."-It is quite evident that Rossi confounds
here, as in other part_
of his course of political economy, the word, value,
utility, etc. It is to be regretted,that,
after having
pretended that the books did not at all answer the
questions
which he propounded,
he himself answers them much more imperfectly
than tho_e who
preceded him.
But the confu._ion which prevented him from forming an exact idea of wtlue is due
to the fact that he admitted,
with Smith, a mlue if_
use, which is nothing el_ than utility, and a ralu_
in exchange, which is the sole value. -- Frederick
Bastiat distinguished
perfectly utility from value;
utilityjs
what may be called the exl)_'e,_,_ion,eft" the.
_'elalior_ which e_ists between the wants oJ'man, a_td
things.
Value, indeed, supposes utility,
but admits of still other characteristics.
Ba-stiat distinguishes gratuit, ms utility, that is. the utility we
enjoy without labor or previous effort, such asthc
light of the sun, from onerous utility, which is aequired only after a service done.
To l)roeure this
latter utility we must first overcome
a ditliculty
which stands between
the want and its satisfac-

itself with the general welfare of men, with the
proportion which exists between their efforts and
their satisfactions,
._ proportion which modifies to
advantage
the pro_rcstive
participation
of gratuitous utility in the work (ff production.
The
._cien('e can not, lhcrefl)re, exclude thi_ element
from the idea of wealth.
We may com.eive two
nations, one of which lms more _ati.-fiwtions than
the other; but it has fewer values because nature
ha_ favore(l it. and because it meet_ with fewer
ol)tta(,le¢: whk.h i_ the richer of the two ? Nay
more. let tit take the same people at two different
epocht: the obstaole_ _vhi(.h it, has to ov,,rcome
are the .,_mw, l)ut to-day it surmounts
them with
,_uchfacility(iteffe('t.%fln'instance,
thetral_,_tmrtalion of it_ _Le_rclmp_di,_e,carries o_,. it,_ labor and
man,*filct,w_,_ _rith so little Cflbrt) that valve._ are, in
,on,_eq_tel,c_, con._id_rably r_d,lcal.
It may therefore adopt either of thc_e two courses, remain
content with ttle sarne satisfactions
as formerly.
and _urn it_ progre_ into ]eiture.
(_'an its wealth
in thi,_ ('.l_c he said to be retrograde,
because
that wealth posses,es less vahle ? Or it may devote its lmcmployed
efforts to increase it_ enjoym(,nts.
In this latter (.'t_e can we conclude that
beeaute the sum of the wdues of that people ha_

tion; weobtain
it by me.ansof the. effort or service
which by rendering
utility
onerous
prevents it
from being transmitted
for nothing,
and give_
rise to wdue.
Exchangeable
value is the ,rely
value lie recognizes;
and hc clearly demonstrates
that the idea which this word expresses
must he
the result of exchange,
and was intr¢xluced
into
tile world when two men for the first time agreed
to exchange
their services or the results of their
services.
(ltarnwnies
.bJconomiques, l). 170, etc.)-But Bastiat held flint the word wealth shouhl be

remaine(1 .,tationary,
its wealth
has remained
stationary
al_o ? This i_ a momentous
question
for politit'al economy.
Should it measure, wealth
by the sati_faetiont
realizt.d or by the values ereat(,(l?"
(llarm,mu's
P.;-,motMq_*e,_,p. 234.)-- Thit
i, really a very specious arffument. 'rod one which,
if we are not mi._taken, will apl)ear unanswerable
to many econoini,ts;
'rod ) (,t we b(.lieve, we can
,.,how that all this argmnent_tion
is bated upon
'm in('omI)lete notion of v'lhw, and forff(.tfulne_
of some _,f it_ euscntial ehara(.tcri_tic_.
The que_-

applied to gratuitous
utility only.
IIe distinguishes
two kinds
of wealth : efli'ctire _realth,
which comprises
all utilitie% whether
obtained
gratuitously
or with the assistance
of hum'm
effort;
and _'elative wealth, which consists ex('lusively of onerous
utilities or utilities whi('h have
a price.
The more gratuitous
utilities in(.rease by

lion is an imp(,l't_mt one.
It it true, as Ba_tiat
a.-sert_, that a woph' who by its l)ro_ress in in(tustry it enabled to procure the .,:talc sati,fa(.tions as
formerly _xith less labor, thereby r(,duec tl_e sum
of the.-e valu('_?
Or i._ it true thai the ]att(.r remain stationary,
if thi.,-amc p('oIfle, continuing to
work ,'ts much a.., formerly, obtain more l)ro(lu('ts?

_be progres-; of industry, the more effective wealth
do nations
or the whole
human
race possets,

] Let us _ee.lIow i_ the value of a pr(,du('t,
service, orofanaff_regate°fpr°ductsand'ervi('et'

But tile relativewealth

j nwa._ure(t?

of an individual,

a family,

of a

l_ytl,,q_m_dity,fcdl_,th_'dg_ct._l_act_y

or a limited ag_lomer'ltion
of indivi(luals,
depends I a In'ice w/rich .tt_.!/,,todd(. one !o obt(_(,, (a _,_'cl,//_ge
u r_on th e a m ount ( )f values which it oo"es."
_ _e._
. If, ,_• tl_*n
' . Thi _ l...'' dn _.
iXlOIll o[ t )ollll( ":11 e(on n ."_
_,_'_n_n
,_
_
*
.......
_',,,:,.,_',_
_-_'l,h'
which ha_ never heen conte_te,l.--Lot
ut _.now_
l)l_Vl_ltl_ll
tale.
sllare
o_. ii_e
lno,._s
t.lt exlstl_._
_t _ta..
,
, .
which they can obtain by way of ex(,hange
is / suppo._e that a people ha'., xx_tliont ffrcat(,r elror_
proportioned
to the sum of these values -- If'we [ or more hum'm labor than formerly. ,.ut.ev(:dc(t in
had to distinguish
in political economy two kinds
doubling the quantity ()f the l)rodu('t ',')f all kinds
of wealth, we would rather admit lhe distinction
which mini,.ter to its want..: we are told that then
made by J. B. Say, between
natural wealth and
the value of these products, although th(,ir quan•oc./al wealth, than that proposed by Bastiat, as
tity has been (]oubled,
has not bt.en inert,ased;
the former seems to us much more exact; but how
but what is there to base such an assertion on ?
can Bastiat, who htm so ably proved
that exIIow is the value of the prod_l('ts mca,,ured before
changeable
value is the only value, admit wealth
and at't(r the doubling?
If we mealure it as we
w/thou_ '_a2ue_ .All examination
of his motives
should do, by the quantity of all objects having
seems worthy of attention,
and we hope it will
afford us an opportunity
of elucidating
one of the
difficult points of political economy. -- The '" seten_
of political
economy,"
he says, "concerns

a price which each cba*_ of products enabl(_ us to
obtain in exchange, we shall inevitably find that
in doubling the quantity
of all the products we
have likewise
doubled their total value, since
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each class of products can be exchanged
against
a d_n_b_e_ant_'ty of all the others.
But it is said
that this double quantity
will have no greater
value than the single quantity had before.
How
is this possible?
We ask again, what is there to
base such an assertion on ? Since the value of an
object can not be better me4L_ured than by the
quantity of all other objects having a price which
can he obtained
in exchange
for it, is it not plain
that a clas.s of products,
which, because it has been
doubled at the _me time that all other_ have been
doubled,
enables us to obtain, in exchange,
the
double of the latter, has doubled in value as well
as in quantity?
What misleads
the mind, and
prevents the clear apprehension
of this truth, is
that value is confounded
with price, and it is very
true, that if the quantity of money did not increase
during
this doubling
of the other products,
the
price of the latter might have sunk one-half
or
nearly one-half;
but what clearly proves that it
is not their value which
is sunk, is that if we
suppose the quantity of money to have doubled
in the same time as the quantity
of all the other
products,
we shall see that the price of these
latter, taken as a whole, must have doubledlikewise. -- What next hinders
the conception
and
acceptation
of the truth we have just stated, is,
that many economists
continue
to suppose, with
Adam Smith, that the value of products
is messured by the quantity of human labor employed in
their creation--an
incorrect notion, which has led
to many errors, and which prevents those who adhere to it from recognizing
the fact that value
may be increased
without
increasing
the amount
of labor. -- But the greatest obstacle to a proper
appreciation
of the question we are considering
is, in the first place, that it i_atoo easily forgotten
that value i_ a quality essentially
relative, which
can not vary in one object wilhout varying at the
same time, and in an inverse sense in all others; so
that if sugar or wheat falls in value, all other products nec_sarily
rise relatively
to wheat or sugar,
and that if iron or meat rise in value all other
products
fall in value relatively
to meat or iron ;
and in the second place, that in eonsidenng
the
value of products
the value of the _nit is confounded
with that of the ¢la_s, and that when the
fall in the value of the unit is otrserved, that fall is
attributed
to the entireclass,
and it is not remarked
that the decline is compensated
for, and often more
than compensated
for, by the increase in the quantity, as will appear from the following.
It is noriced, for instance, that the use of the knitting mschine enables us to produce
a pair of stockings
with half the labor or cost of production
that was
needed to produce
the same pair of stockings
when knit by hand; it is said that the value of the
stockings
has fallen one-half, and this is true so
far as the unit is concerned;
but is it equally true
that the total value of the production
of stockings
has been reduced
by half, since the introduction
of the knitting machine?
By no means, and it is
very probable,
on the contrary,
that it has more
than doubled;
the same ia true of the production

of books compared with that of manuscripts;
of
the manufacture
of thread by machinery,
cornpared with its production
by the wheel or spindle:
of transportation
furnished
by the locomotive,
compared
with that afforded
by the peddler.
Ill
these different classes of production,
the unit ha_
considerably
fallen in value, but tile entire elas_
represents
a value incomparably
greater than that
which it possessed before the fail.
The value of
the unit of products has been more or less reduced
in Europe since the beginning of the fifteenth century in many other branches
of production,
but
there is probably not a single one which in the a7gregatedoesnotfurnishasumofvaluesmuchgreatcr than it was before that reduction.
The value
of products
taken en zm_se is therefore
far from
being lessened by the effect of industrial
progress.
what men detract from the value of the unit, they
far more than restore by tile increase of the quantity.
This evidently escaped
Bastiat in the passage which we have quoted.
He believed that a
like quantity
of labor could never produce
anything but a like sum of values, and that the only
result of industrial
progress was to increase gratuitous
utility:
it is, however,
very certain
that
industrial
progress increases at the same time utility, which has a price; for nobody, surely, would
hesitate to acknowledge
that the most industrious
peoples are also the richest in exchangeable
values
Bastiat
was imbued
with the idea that values
would go on constantly
decreasing
from the effect
of industrial
progress : this may be admitted
in
the case of various classes of products
so far as
the unit is concerned
; but, so far as the class or
the mass of products
is concerned,
the effect of
this progress up to the present time he_s been to
increase its value considerably,
and there is nothing which authorizes
us to think that it will be
otherwise
in the future. -- This is not, therefore,
so momentous
aquestion
as Bastiat ima_netl
it to
be; it may be boldly affirmed that wealth consis_
of objects possessed
of exchangeable
value, and
that it is proportioned
to the sum of those values.
measured
as it should be. -- Although
we realize
how tiresome
such discussions
are to the mind.
the desire to render them henceforth
entirely superfluous
by elucidating
as clearly as possible the
questions
with which they are concerned,
induces
us to beg the reader's
attention
a few momen'.s
longer. -- J. B. Say regarded,
as one of the gTeat
est difficulties
of political
economy,
the solution
of the question : As the value of things posse_zd
is _hat coTgtitutes wealth, why is it, that, the toz_er
price_ are in a eount171, the richer that ¢ountT_J is?
The question,
it seems to us, is not here put in it_
true terms; for it would be difficult to show that
the countries
in which products
have the lowest
prices are always the richest.
In certain large
countries,
as, for example,
in Poland,
or in cerlain provinces
of Russia, in America,
and/Jindoalan, the principal
products
(cereals, meat, wood,
wool, leather, etc.) are lower in price than anywhere else; and yet these euuntrles can not by any
means be reckoned
among the richest.
It seems
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evident to us that the problem
which the illustrious French
economist
meant
to propound
is
this : "Wealth being made up of the value of thil_g8
_ossessed, how cart a nation grow wea3thy in proportion as it succeeds iI_ lowering the valise of its prod_cts by red,wing the cost of their production ?"
J.
B. Say answers, that the productive
stock of snch
a nation has then more value, since the services
which it furnishes
are exchanged
for a greater
quantity of objects of every kind having a price;
but this solution is incomplete,
for it does not explain why thewealth
produced (and no longcr the
power of producing)
is greater in the country in
which the progress of industry
has reduced the
cost of production,
and the value of the different
species of products,
most. --To
give a complete
solution to thisquestion,
we must recall, first, that
value is an essentially
relative quality, and then
all that we have said above.
It results from this
that the lowering of value brought
about by industrial
progress, in the unit of a class of products, does not diminish
the value of the entire
class, because it is at the very least compen_ted
for
by the increase in the quantity
produced,
while it
increases
proportionately
the value of all other
products relatively
to that in which it has become
manifest, because it allows these to be exchanged
for a larger quantity
of the products whose value
has fallen. --We
repeat, therefore
: on the one
hand, there is no reduction
in the value of the
class of products in which the fall has occurred,
the increase in the quantity at least compensating
therefor;
on the other
hand, this fall gives a
supemdded
value to all other classes ¢_f products,
Is not the final result, therefore,
an increase in the
sum of values?
Thus a fall in the value in the
unit of one class of products,
may be perfectly
reconciled with the increase of sum total of values
or wealth. -- Th_s shows why we were able to
prove, as we did above, that the doubling of the
quantity of all the products
obtained
without an
increase of cost or effort, would necessarily double
the sum of their total value, since each class of
products would then obtain in exchange a double
quantityof
all the others. _What
precedes seems
to us to have provided
sufficiently
for thc solution of the question
of nomenclature
which we
proposed
to ourselves.
The quality
which rentiers thin_
capable of satisfying
our wants, is
called utility.
There are utilities like the air we
breathe,
or the light of the stars, which apply
themselves
to our wants, without
requiring
the
least preparation
or previous
effort on our part;
moreover, they are not susceptible
of private or
exclusive
aFFropr_t_n,
being equally at the disposal of all.
We agree with Bastiat, in classing
all the utilities of this sort under the denomina-

them.
This is the quality which is expressed
by
the word _'alue. This class of utilities
may be
comprised
under tile general term of utility having
a price.--Value
exists only by labor and exchange;
the value of any particular
object is measured, not
by the quantity of labor employed
in producing
it, but by the quantit_ rf all tl_e other objects ttavi_
a price _cMeh can be obtained in exchange for it. -It is only the utility which has a price that constitutes wealth.
The only politico-economical
difterence between
the words, wealth and _alue is,
that the latter designates
a quality,
as Rossi has
remarked,
while the word wealth indicates the object in whieh that quality resides.-Thcre is no
wflue but exclaangeable
value: what many economists have called ralue iTLuse is only utility.
For
an object to posse_ an exchangeable
value, it is
not indispensable,
as Rossi supposes, that it be in
circulation,
that is to say, offcred in exchange;
it
suffices that it be rccognized
to have some value
if it be offered for sale; thus public monuments,
or the clothes we wear, although
they are not
offcred in exchange, still possess an exchangeable
value. -- There is no wealth but that which consists in objccts possessing
utility having a price.
Wh,lt J. B. Say calls 7_at_lral wealth is only gratuirons utility. --W'hen
indu_trial
progress enables
us without
more labor or effort to obtain greater
quantities of objects that possess utility having a
price, no fall in the s_m of values takes place in
consequence;
for the reduction
in value of the
unit of the product
in which that progress is
realized, is immedia:cly
compensated
for by the
additional
value acquired,
relatively
to this object, by all the other products
for which it may
be exchanged.
On tim contrary,
the result is that
the sum of valuc_ is increased
proportionately
to
the surplus obtained
in the quantity
of products;
this we think wc have fully
demonstrated.We.dth, therefore,
is really proportionate
to the
sum total of values, and this sum is itself proportionatc to the quantity of products of all kinds,
and, consequcntly,
to the amount of gratifications
we are able to procure. -- The progTess of indust_', the increase of our power over natural agents,
have not, therefore,
as Bastiat supposes, the effect
of reducing
the sum of the utility which has a
price.
On the contrary,
th'_t progress increases it
in proportion
as it enables us to increase the objects which possess that utility.
And this is the
reason why the nations whose industry has made
most progress are also lhe wealthiest,
in the only
lcgitimatc
sense of the word, the_ealthiest
in the
utility which has a price in exchangeable
wealth.
--Every
reduction
in the cost of production,
and
in thc value of the unit of any class of products,
is none the leas a benefit of that iudustrial
prog-

tion of gratuitous utility.
Others can not be applied to our wants except after some service performed by us; they become the property
of those
who have furnished
that service, and they are ondowed with a quality which enttbles their possessot to obtain other utilities of the same class, but
of varied species, when he wishes
to exchange

ross; but it is a benefit only because it increases
the units of that class, and because it gives an
additional
value to all the other products. -- It
seems to us that our propositions
relating
to
the fixing of the meaning
of thc words va/ud
and wea/th axe sufficiently
demonstrated.
A. CL_M_T.
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WEBSTER, Daniel, was born at Salisbury,
N. H., Jan. 18, 1782, and dic_l at blarshfield, Mass.,
Oct. 24, 1852. He was graduated at Dartmouth
in 1801, was admitted to the bar in 1805, and served
as a federalist congressman from New Hampshire
1813-17. Removing to Boston in 1816, he served as
congressman 1823-7, as United States senator 18'2741, as sccretary of state 1841-3, as United States
senator 1845-50, and as secretary of state from 1850
until his death. (See FEDERAL P._rY, II.; WInG
P._TY ; FooT'S RESOLUTION.)-- Webster's first
great success was in the decision of theDartmouth
college ease. in 1819, in which he established the
principle that a charter granted by a state legislaturewasa contract, unalterable without eonsentof
the corporation, unless the power of alteration was
reserved in the charter. This success made him one
of the foremost lawyers of the country; but it was
not until 1830 that he became, by his speeches on
Foot's resolutions, one of the recognized political
leaders of the country.
Northern men were exultant in the belief that their representative had
overthrown Itayne, and thus indirectly Calhoun
also. Southern writers have never admitted this,
their reason apparently being that Webster, as
well as Hayne, admitW_d the validity of the argument from authority, on which state sovereignty
(see that title) mainly rests, and that he was unable to meet IIayne's, or (afterward) Calhoun's
arguments from this source. No one, however,
has ever disparaged the brilliancy and force of
Webstcr's eloquence, and from that time he ha_s
been confessedly the foremost orator of America,
or, as many have thought, of all time. Itis
speeches have a massive directness which, backed
by careful polish, extent and precision of knowledge, and power of repartee, made them almost
irresistible, and made him an antagonist to be
avoided rather than desired. -- A leader so disting'uished had a right to think of the presidency,
but from 1833 until 1852 this honor was always
just beyond his reach. In 1836 he was nominated
for the presidency by the Massachusetts legislature, and received fourteen electoral votes. In
1840 he had no chance against the candidacy of
Harrison, as in 1848 he had none against the kindred nomination of Taylor, which latter Webster
publicly declared to be "one not fit to be made ":
thewhigopposition
to both these nominatious had
to be concentrated on Clay, and was then unsuccessful. In 1844, all Clay's other rivals being out
of the way, Webster had been discredited with the
whigs by his very creditable conduct in remainLug in Tyler's cabinet to arrange the dangerous
and disputed northeast boundary. (See M._r__rE.)
As the convention of 1852 drew near, it was evident that Clay was out of the field, that southern
whigs were suspicious of Seward's influence over
Scott, sad that Webster's chance was now or never. Under these circumstances his speech of
March 7, 1850 (see COMPROmSES,V.) was delivered, which amused such intense indignation in
the north. It is difficult to see now why it should
have done so, without taking into account the
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general northern wrath against slavery, which was
just coming to the boiling point; and it is difficult
to compare the speech itself with the general
course of political oratory which had preceded it,
without reaching the conclusion that the audience
had changed rather than the orator, and that the
veteran no longer represented the north. If it
was the speech of a candidate, it was unsuccessfuk
The southern whigs, loudly as they had apphmded Webster's speech, took Fillmore as their choice,
and Webster had but al_mt 30 of the 293 vol_,sof
the convention.
His death followed closely upo_
this final failure.-- See Webster's Wor"ks(and Everett's life of Webster in volume I.); Webster's/-_'irate Correspondence; Tefft's WebsgerandhisM_,_ter
P/e_ ; Whipple's Great Speeehea of tl_bster ;
Knapp'sLtfe
of Webster (1835); March'sRe_i_i_cenees of Congre,8 (1850) ; Lanman's Prirate Life
of Webs_" (1856); Curtis' l_ayeof Webster (1870); 1
Choate's Writings; 3, 4 Everett's Orations," 1 Whipple's F_say_ and l_etiews; Parton's Famous Amcricans; Loring's tlu,glred Boston Orators; 6 lltlr.
per'8 Magazine; 31 2Vorth Arrw_qzar_P,_view, 474;
68/b., 1; 75/b., 84; 84/b.. 551.
ALI_XA..N_DER
JOHNSTON.
WEIGHTS AND IEASURES.
It is with
proposals to adopt the metric system tbat _h_s
subject now mainly comes up before legislative
bodies; and we shall treat it chiefly in this aspect
-- The English standards for many years sub_e
queut to 1760 were a certain brass weight conqituting a troy pound, and a certain brass bar, the
distance between two points on which, at a ternperature of 62 °, constituted a yard. Accurate
copies of these were ohtained for Amerk.a in
1827, and have since constituted the standard., for
the United States. The English standards were
destroyed by fire in 1834, but were carefully replaced ; subsequently the troy pound has been
done away with, and a standard pound avoirdupois
substituted.
The old unit of capacity was the
gallon. It was supposed that a gallon, of wh,'_tever commodity, ought to weigh eight pountl_-;
hence the variation of liquid and dry measure,
while the further variation of wine and beer
measure bears an almost exact proportion to the
difference of the troy and avoirdupois pounds.
All these standards axe still in use in Americ_,
but are defined in cubic inches; in England the
reforms of 18'26substituted a common "impe_i_l"
measure for all the three. Besides these there .ire
more than seventy different units in general u_t,,
verified as being determinate multiples or fraction_
of some one of these standards. _ Up to the erld
of the last century the systems in use in other
parts of Europe were equally chaotic, and bore z_o
relation toone another. Most of them had indeed
their foot and their pound, representing somewha_
the same length or weight; but there was too
much difference in them to be available for anything like exact comparison.In the year 1790
the French assembly undertook to lay the found:ttions of a system in which all the parts should
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have the simplest
mathematical
and practical relations to one another, and which should rest ulti.
mate}y upon some fixed natural standard.
Neither
of these ideas was new; but they had never--in
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COUNTRIES.

modern times at least--been
put in practice.
"It
was at first proposed
to adopt the length of the
seconds pendulum
as the unit, but finally- the tenmillionth part of the earth's quadrant
was selected
instead, and attempts at determining
this were at
once instituted.
After some preliminary
legi_lation the system was estahlished
in France in it_
present shape in 1799.
Its details are familiar;
it
is only for us to consider the history - of il.q adoption in different
countries,
whether
sudden
or
gradual, and the advantages
and difficulties
attending the change. -- lu Fr'mce itself it was not
carried through with tile colnl}letenesa
which the
legislators had expected.
The opposition
of the
lower classes was 80 great that Napoleon
in 1812
adopted a compromi,_,
returning
to a certain extent to the old names, but making the pound exactly half a kilogramme,
and the foot exactly onethird of a metre.
This compromise
continued
in

Europe, etc.:
Austria .............
Belgium
............
l)enmark
...........
Fra,ee .............
Germany
...........
Baden ............
Palatinate ........

use till 1840, when, by a decree passed three years
earlier, the metric system went into effect in its
original form. -- Tile French conquests at the he-

Colombia ..........
...............
l_cua{lor
.........................
Mexico
.............
i ..............
Peru .......................................

Oldenburg
........
Great
Britain .......

(19,52)
1816
1868
1812
1858
1810
".............
]2]--]]]]]-.'-]

I..............
......
i8_

Briti.-hlndm ......
187,1
C;re,.(+.
......................................
tlungary
...........
[..............
Italy ...............
i..............
Sardmm
.........................
Piedmont
.......................
"Vem.tia........................................
Holland
............
1816
Norway
..........................
Portugal ..........................
Sw_len ..........................
Spare ............................
SwJtzf.rland ........
(18&5)
Turkey ............................
Etrypt ...........................
America:
Brazil ............................
Chili

..............................

Unih<l

States

.......

1871
1816
18767
.............
1870
".............

(1"858)
. .........

1871
1873

186,1
1846
1850
1816
1879
(186o)
1879
185 °
1868
1_7,1
1875

,

_

i ..............

1848

1859

1874
,".........
1874
(1868_

18.'_3
1856
18,57

I..........
1866
186.5
lS697

1866

...........

Venezuela ..........

and metric pound above mentioned.
The dates of
these changes in different
countries are shown by
table in following column, based largely upon tile
report of J. K. Upton, 45th Cong., 211 Sess., ]_3x.
I)oc. 71, which contains
many additional
details,
-- The growth of the system has been so gradual
that it is hard to divide
it into periods.
The decisive points in its history were its partial adoption
by the German zollverein
in 1852 ; its complete
adoption by Germany and Austria, 1868-76; and
the establishment
in 1875 of the international
bu-

der the old system, and the importance of common
units in international
tr'_dc.
Against the change
is urged the fact that our pr(_scnt standards
are
well established,
that the peoplc arc satistied with
them, and that the inconvenience
anti expense of
a hurried
change outweigh
an), practical advantages likely to bc fell at present.
They are the arguments
of conservative
feeling, in a case where
that feeling is unusually
strong.
ARTIIU'R T. HADLEY.

reau of weights and measures at Paris, with rcprescntatives
of all the leading
nations,
except
:England and the United States ; even including
Russia, which has otherwise done nothing in this
direction. _ Both in England and in the United
States the metric system is used in scientific work;

WEST VIR(]INIA_
a state of the American
Union.
Its organiT_dionhadseveral
peculiariti_.
Like Vermont, Kentucky,
Maine, Texas and Catifornia, it had no previous territorial existence;
and, like Kentucky
and Maine, it was formed
from a part nf a state already in existence.
But,

in par(,nthe-e_

denote

[

186o?

11_'_)
1876
1863
..........
".... i_';Jglye21
188'2
181;8
1889

ginning
of this
centurythe had
extended frontiers
the use of
the system
beyond
permanent
of
France.
In the :Netherlands,
both Belgium and
fIolland, its use continued
without
interruption
after the separation
from France.
Its use for
government
purposes continued
in parts of Italy;
and its effect was never lost in Baden.
A large
part of the states which had been led tointroducc
it temporarily
under
French
domination,
]lad
adopted it permanently
before the middle of the
century.
:Neither
there nor elsewhere
has the
change as a general rule taken
place suddenly,
Either the use of the metric system has been oplional for a time and afterward
made obligatory;
or it has been first introduced
in certain departmeats, such as coinage, postage, customs, or railway freight charges, and afterward
made general;
or, very commonly,
as a transition
measure the
old standards
of the country
have been slightly
modified
so as to be commensurable
with the
metric system, as in the case of the metric foot

l)ate¢

I..............

.....

1876
1K56
18807
1799
1872
1831
1840

gradual

1864
or parlml

1874
ehange_.

......
and in the United S1ates the smaller coins have
metric weights ; but the act making its use permissive ha_ had no effect upon ordinary business.
The subject of making
its use compulsory
has
been agitated
in both countries.
The BritL-h
standard commission,
in 1869, while admitting the
desirablene.-s
of thc changc, dcpre('ated hasty legislation in that dir(,clion.
In 1877 the house of
representatives
passed a resolution Hlat the heads
of executive
(lcpartnlcnts
bc asked what objeclions there were, if tin3, to making the use of the
metric system (:onlpuI_ory.
The answers varied
exceedingly
in tlwir tenor, but the majority were
decidedly conservative.
The argum{.nts in favor
of making the change as soon as possible are the
practical convenience
of the metrie system forcalculation and busine_¢, the confusion of names an-
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in the cases of Kentucky
and Maine, the necessary consent of the legislature of the parent state
was so regularly given that no exception could be
taken to it; while the existence of West Virginia
is based upon a legal fiction by which congress
recognized
a revolutionary
loyal legislature
in
western Virginia as the legitimate
legislature of
the state so far as to accept the consent of the formet body to the erection of the new state of West
Virginia. -- The manner in which the secession of
Virginia
was accomplished
is elsewhere
given,
(See ViRoi_'i_.)
There had long been a division
of interests and feelings bctween that part of the
state west of the Alleghanies
and the rest of the
state.
The former fraction,
comprising
nearly
one-half
the territory
of Virginia and about onefifth of her population
(355,526 whites and 18,371
slaves),
was rather
a northern
than a southern
state in sympathy;
its representatives
in the Virginia convention
opposed secession;
and their constituents
supplemented
parliamentary
by forcible
opposition.
Early in May, 1861, a delegate convention at Wheeling
declared the ordinance
of se£assion null and void, and summoned
a [Virginia]
state convention.
It met at Wheeling,
June 11,
and two days afterward
passed an ordinance vacating the state offices arrayed
against the federal
government.
June 20, it elected Frank Pierpont
governor
of Virginia.
July 2, the Virginia
legislature,
elected under the convention's
ordinance,
met at Wheeling,
and elected United
States senators, who were admitted
by the senate.
Aug. 20,
the convention
passed an ordinance
to create the
state of Kanawha,
and this was approved
by popular vote, Oct. 24. At the same election delegates
were chosen to a new convention,
which framed
the first constitution,
now adopting
the name of
West Virginia.
This constitution
was ratified by
popular
vote, April 8, 1862, and in the following
month the legislature,
representing
the forty counties of western Virginia, but claiming
to represent
1he whole state, formally
gave Virginia's
consent
to the erection of-the
new state.
Dec. 31, 1862,
West Virginia
was admitted
by act of congress,
the admission
to take effect on the adoption
of
gradual
abolition by the new state(see ABOLrrtos,
III.); and the state thus became a member of the
Union, June 19, 1863.
The whole proce_ of the
formation
of the state is a difficult problem
in
American
constitutional
law.
It was evidently
revolutionary
in the main; but there are many
features in it which go to support Sumner's"
state
suicide"
theory.
(See RECOSSTRVCT_O_.)
After
the downfall
of the rebellion Virginia
admitted
the validity
of the formation
by beginning
suit
in the supreme
court against West Virginia for
the restoration
of Berkeley and Jefferson counties;
but the suit was decided against Virginia in 1871.
--CONSTITUTIONS.
The
first constitution
was
framed by a convention
at Wheeling,
Nov. 26,
1861 -Feb.
18, 1862. It providc_l that the state
should "be and remain" one of the United States
_f America;
that only white male citizens should
vote; that the senate should consist of eighteen

members, chosen for two years, and the house of
delegates of forty-seven
members, chosen for one
year; that the membership
of both houses should
be reapporlioned
by the legislature after each c_,nsu_; that the capital should be Wheeling
unlit
changed
by the legislature;
that the governor
should be chosen by popular vote for two yc_lrs.
that the judiciary should be elective; and that no
slave should be brought into the state.
The l_t
feature was changed
to a gradual abolition of
slaver)" as above specified.
This constitution
_fi_o
made an attempt to introduce
the township sy._em
of government
for local affairs; but the syst(.m
was repugnant
to the feelings of the peop](-, _Jd
was abolished
by the next constitution.
)1_-24,
1866, an amendment
was added disfranchi_in_,,tll
persons who had voluntarily
given aid and comfort to the rebellion
since June 1, 1861; _n(l the,
provision
of the constitution
that no one e_)uld
hold office unless entitled to vote made the am(,ndmeat still more sweeping.
The capital has since
remained at Wheeling,
except from April, 1870,
until May, 1875, when it was located at Charlt,,ton.
April 27, 1871, an amendment
was rat ifi(,d
by popular vote, striking
out the word "whir(,"
from the suffrage
clause,
and also the disfranchising amendment
of 1866.--The
present consfitution was framed by a convention
at Charleston.
Jan. 16-Aprilg,
1872. Its principal changes were
the increase of the senate to twenty-four
members,
chosen for four years, and of the house to sixty
five members, chosen for two years; a prohibition
of re_stration
laws, and of special legislation in a
number of specified cases; the increase of ttn_ _vernor's term to four years (see also RIDE]tS, VFTO); and the abolition
of the township
system.BOUNDARIES.
The boundaries
of the st:_tc arc
not defined in the constitution,
which only spc('ities the counties
of Vir_nia
included
within il.
--GovERNOUa.
Arthur J. Boreman,
1863-9; Win.
E. Stephenson,
1869-71;
John J. Jacoh, 1871-7:
Henry M. Matthews,
1877-81; Jacob B. J_c.k.-_l_,
1881-5.--PoLITrCAL
HISTORY.
Until 1870 the
majority of the votersof
the statewere
rcput)li(':_*.
and its state officers even of that pa1_y.
Evt,n i_
1860 the republicans
had contested
two of the
counties, and had given Lincoln a popular vow of
1,929 in this part of the state.
When war f,Lt_ly
began, the republicans,
under the name of '" ellconditional
Union men," took complete contr,)l of
the new state,
In 1864 Lincoln receive& n(:_:ly
70 per cent. of the total popular vote; aml in 1_6S
Grant received nearly 60 per cent.
But wh('n the
war ended, the return of disbanded
confl.(l_ _.:_c
soldiers, particularly
in the southern
and (,:_._(,_n
parts of the state, introduced
a troublesome' (._,mplication into politics.
At first the dominant l)a_lY
met this by the disfranchising
amendment of I,_66,
enforcing
it by registration
laws and tc_t o:tth,.
and suppressing
resistance
by force.
Tlle _-_,.t_lt
was that in 1869 the number of disfranchi._('d titizens was officially reported as 29,816, the ham b_r
of actual voters being about 50,000; and a.__o d_fravch!aed
person could hold office, public bu_i-
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hess was seriously interfered
with in many parts
of the state.
The first sign of compromise
was
the "Flick
amendment,"
finally adopted in 1871.
It was supported
by moderate
republicans
and
democrats,
as it combined
amnesty
with negro

publicans,"
who supported
the president,
and the
"Jackson
republicans,"
who opposed him, steadily acknowledgcd
each other's claim to the party
name.
(See DEMOCRATIC-I_.EI'UBLIC._NI PARTY,
III.; FEDERAL PARTY, II.;
CAters,
CONORES-

suffrage, and in the struggle overit the democrats,
or "conservatives,"
carried the state and thelower
house of the legislature
in 1870, and the senate in
the following
year.
In 1872 Grant carried
thc
shqte by a majority
of 2,264 out of a total vote of
62,366; but since that time the state has been so
steadily democratic
that the republicans
almost
ceased opposition
until 1882, when they elected
one of the state's four congressmen.
In1882 thc lcgislature was composed
as follows: senate, twenty
democrats,
three republicans,
one indeI)endent;
house, forty-six democrats,
seventeen rcpulflicans,
two independent._Among
the political
le-Ldcrs
of the state have been the following:
Arthur J.
Boreman, governor(republican)
1863-9,and United
States senator 1869-75;
Win. G. Brown,
demoeratic congressman
(from Virginia)
1845-9, and
Unionist
congressman
1861-5;
J. U. Camden,
democratic
candidate
for governor
in 1868 and
1873, and United States senator 1881-7; Allen T.
Caperton,
whig member
of the state legislature
1853-60, confederate
senator
1862-5, and United
States senator(democrat)IS75-6;
Hen_G.
Davis,
democratic
United States senator 1871-8, _athan
Goff, secretary of the navy under tlayes, and republican congressman
1883-5;
Frank
Hereford,
democratic congressman
1871-7 and United States
senator 1877-81; John E. Kenna, democratic
congressman
1877-85;
and WaltmanV.
Willey,
republican
United States senator
(from Virginia)
1861-3, and (from West Virginia) 1863-71. _ See
2 Poore's
_'ederal
and State ColLstitutians;
2
l tough'sAmericauCon_titutions;
authoritics
under
VmmmA;
8 Wilson's Slave Power, 142; 2 Draper's
Civil War in America,
241; Tribune
Almal_qc,
1861-82; Appleton's
Annual
Cychr_dia,
1861-82.
ALEXANDER JOIL'-NSTON.

SIO_AL.)-- Notwithstanding
this surface
unity,
there had long been a del)arture from the original
democratic
canons, azld a br_k in the domimmt
party, _hich
first becomes phdnly
visible after
the war of 1812. The ide't tlmt the people were _o
impose their notions of public policy upon their
rulc,rs, and not altogctlwr
to receive them from
their rulers, which the fcdcr.di_ts had always detested at heart, had now been accppt_.d by all
politicians;
but, working
under this limitation,
a strong section of the dominant
party now aimed
at obtaining,
by Jefferson's
methods,
objects entirely foreign
to Jefferson's
programme.
This
was particularly
the ca._e in the nortlmrn
states,
where commerce, banking, 'rod the other interests,
not bounded
by state lines, on which Hamilton
had depended for the buihling up of nationality,
were now supplemented
by another,
manufacturns, non-existent
in Hamilton's
time.
(See NATmN.)
All these looked to the republican
party
for a support and protection which thelaissezfaire
of the Jeffersonian
theory would
have refused
them.
It is, then, very significant of the republican drift that banking was reeognizc,I
by a national bank iu 1816, commerce by a great system
of public improvements
in 1821, and manufacturns by a slightly
protective
tariff
in 1816,
strengthened
in 1824 and 1828. (See BANK CoNTROV1_-RSmS, III. ; INTERNAL I]_IPROVEME_NTS;
TARrFF.)
But this was the federalist policy,with
the new feature of a protective
tariff, u hich w_m
at least ru(timent'(ry
in the federalist policy; and
the principal
difference
between
the federalists
and the Adams republicans
was, that the former
intended
to be the guides, and the latter the exponents, of the pea)pie in carrying out the policy
spccilied.
The election of Adams as president in
1824, with his appointment
of ('by as secretary
of state, hmg denounced
as a guilly bargain, was
really the organization
of a party, and the work
was only hindered
by Clay's angry denials of a
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William
A.y vice-president
of thc
United States 1877-81, was born at Malone, iN. Y.,
June 30, 1819, was admitted
to the bar in 1843,
and served in the state legislature
1850-51 and
1858-9, and in congress
(republican)
1861-77.
(See LOCmL_-A.)
In 1876-7 he was elected vicepresident.
(See
DISPU'rED EL_C_m_S,
IV. ;
ELECTORAL
COM'M'g_SION.)
_ec
authorities
under
HAYEs, R.B.
A.J.

" bargain."
A frank acknowledgment
of party
birth, with the complete
formulalion'of
its principles which was given by President
Adams in
his annual messages, would have brought
an intelligent support;
the attempt to retain Jefferson's
party name for the Adams faction
only served
to call attcntion to their complctc departure
from

WHI(_ PARTY
(_ U. S. HIsTol_v).
I. 182988. From1801
until after the presidential
election
of 1828 the unity of the democratic
or republican
party was still nominally unbroken.
Membership
in it was so essential to l_litical advancement
that
after 1817 all national opposition
to it came to an
end.
In 1824 the nomination
of presidential
candidates by a congressional
caucus was urged on
the ground that all the aspirants
belonged to the
same party:
and, even through
John Quincy
Adams' a_lmiaiat_tioa,
the "Adams
and Clay re-

Jefferson's
theory, and thus repelled every voter
to whom
"republicanism"
was still the touchstone of politics. -- It was not until toward
tim
end of Adams' term of office that any of his followers b%gan to take the step which should have
been taken
at first, and assumed
the name of
" national republicans."
Even -a hen it was assumed, the assumption
was only tentative,
and
was confined to a few northern and eastern newspapers.
To the ma_s of the Adams party the
struggle still seemed to be only one between two
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wings of the same party, and the result of the
election of 18'28showed which of the two seemed
the better "republicans"
to the country at large.
Adams' electoral vote was that of the oht federal
party, the vote of the New England states, l_'ew
Jersey and Delaware, sixteen of New York's
thirty-six votes, and six of Maryland's eleven
votes. But the popular vote showed a wider
strength than the federalists had ever had. Jackson's majority was but 508 out of 8,70£ votes in
Louisiana, a state whose sugar-planting
interest
was always to incline it toward a protective tariff;
4,201 out of 130,993 votes in Ohio, where New
iEngland immigr'ttion anti ideas were strong, in
North Carolina and Virginia 30 per cent. of the
popular vote was for Adams; and his total popular vote, in spite of the practical unammity of
most of the southern states, was509,097 to 647,221
for Jackson.
This was at least an encouraging
growth for a party which as yet aimed at a total
reversal of the republican policy while retaining
the republican name. _The year after Jackson's
inauguration was one of sudden political quict.
The newspapers of the year were busied mainly
with internal improvements, the first struggle of
the railroad toward existence, and the growth of
manufactures.
It was not until the beginning of
the year 1830 that Jackson's drift against the
bank, the protective tariff, internalimprovements,
and the other features of the Adams policy, became so evident that his opponents were driven
into renewed political activity.
The name "national republican" at once became general. ]]ut
the new party was at first without an official leader. In October, 1828, an indiscreet or treacherous
Virginia friend of Adams had obtained from
Jefferson's grandson and published a letter from
Jefferson, written three years before, which named
Adams as the authority for the allegation of a
federalist secession scheme in 1808. (See E__a_._o, SECESSm_.) Adams' newspaper organ,
the "National Intelligencer," at once confirmed
,lefferson's statement, with some corrections, and
asserted that the president had known in 1808,
" from unequivocal evidence, although not provable in a court of law," that the federalist leaders
aimed at "a dissolution of the Union and the
establishment of a separate confederation."
The
former federalist leaders of Massachusetts, or
their sons, at once demanded his evidence, which
he refused to give, and the quarrel died away in
mutual recriminations.
Adams' purpose seems to
have been to emphasize his own original "republicanism"; but he only succeeded in alienating
from himself the legitimate successor of the federal party.
His inability to see that he had ereated a new party cost him the party leadership,
which passed at once to Henry Clay. Adams was
out of politics, and, when he entered the house
again, in December, 1881, came as an anti-masonic
representative; Clay, when he entered the senate
in the same month, came as the most conspicuous
advocate of the Adams policy.
Dec. 12, 1831,
the _nafional republicans, in conve.atia_, at Balti-

more, unanimously nominated him for the pre_idency, and John Sergeant for the vice-presidency.
_N_oplatform was adopted, but an address to the
country formulated the party principles very distinctly in its attacks on Jackson's policy. May 7
following, a "young men's national republic'an
convention" met at Washington,
renewed the
nominations, and adopted ten resolutions indor_ing a protective tariff, a system of interred iraprovements, the decision of "constitutional
qu¢s.
tions" by the supreme court, and a cessation of
removals from office for political reasons. The
popular vote of 1832 was proportionally very sire.
ilar to that of 1828; but the electoral vote wa.,
vcrydifferent.
Maine, lh_ewItampshire and New
Jersey were now democratic; the " unit system"
in New York gave the whole vote of that state to
Jackson; Vermont gave her votes to the antimasonic candidates; and the result gave Jackson
219, Clay 49, and others 18. (See ELECTOI{AL
VOTES, XII.)
Something was evidently lacking.
Support of the United States bank (_e BA_K
CO_TROV_RSmS, IH.) hellx'd the party in the
middle and eastern states, but worked against it
in the south and west. Support of a protective
tariff helped the party in the middle and ca_tera
states, where manufactures flourished, and growcrs of wool, flax and hemp desired a market in
their own neighborhood,
but again it exerted
an unfavorable influence in the south and west.
Too impatient to trust to time and argument
for a natural increase of their national vote, aml
hardly willing to trust to a general system of
purchase by "internal improvements" alone, the
national republicans began, after the election of
1832, a general course of beating up for recruits.
regardless of principle, which was the bane of
their party throughout its whole national existence. No delegate could come amiss to their
conventions: the original Adams republican, the
nullifier of South Carolina, the anti.mason of New
York or Pennsylvania, the state-rights deh.gatc
from Georgia, and the general mass of the dicsatisfied everywhere, could find a secure refuge in
conventions which never asked awkward qucstions, which ventured but twice (in 1844 and 1_52)
to adopt a platform, and which ventured but once
(in 1844) to nominate for the presidency a caiJdidate with any avowed political principles.
The
"national republicans" formed a party with I)riz_ciples and the courage to avow them', their _cckless search for recruits placed their princit)les :_t
the mercy of their new allies, and the bed became
"shorter than that a man could stretch himself on
it, and the covering narrower than that he could
wrap himself in it."-- H. 1833--53. However heterogeneous was the mass of dissatisfaction in
1883-4, there was community of feeling on at h_-_'t
one point, dislike to the president. In South Carolina, nullification (see that title) had received i_<
death-blow from the president's declared intention
to usurp, as the nullifiers believed, the unconstitutioaal power to make war on a sovereign state;
and .the bitterness of this _feelingwas aggravated
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in the case of their leader, Calhoun,
by a preliminary personal
dispute
with the president.
The
nullifiers were thus ready and willing to become
the allies of the national republicans;
and it is asserted by IIammond
that Clay's compromise
tariff
of 1833, which gave the nullifiers a road of retreat,
was one consideration
for the alliance.
Ttle antimasons of the northern
and eastern
states (see
ANTI-M.'LSONRY) had failed to make any impression in the election
of 1832, and in transferring
their national
allegiance
it was easier for thcm to
go to the national republicans,
whose leader, Clay,
had publicly declared
that he had not attended a
masonic meeting
for years, than to the Ja('kson
party, whose leader was a wal-m and avowed free
mason.
In the south, particularly
in Tcnnessce
and Alabama, many democrats
disliked Van Buten as the predestincd
successor of Jackson.
Their
leader was Hugh L. White, and, though his candidacy was at first that of a revolting
democrat,
his supporters
soon came to feel that they were
also fighting
against the president
and his dictation of his successor.
In Georgia, the state-rights,
or Troup, party, which
had ousted the Indians
from the state (see C_EROKEE CASE), had really
been assisted by Jackson, and opposed by Adams,
in accomplishing
their purpose.
:Nevertheless,
as
a sort of connecting
link between the nullifiers
and the White party, they became the anti-Jackson
party of their state, though
their entrance to the
general alliance was not perfected
until 1835-7.
All these elements, indced, remained in nominally
sepaxateexistencethroughouttheyear1833,though
their approach was daily becoming closer.
Jackson's removal of deposits from the United States
bank, Oct. 1, 1833, in defiance of a previous
adverse vote of the house (see DEPOSITS, RE.MO_,'AL
OF), seemed to the entire opposition
such a flagrant executive usurpation
of power as could not
escape popular condemnation,
and the national republican
leaders seized upon it as an opportunity
for cementing
their new alliances.
The task
seemed difficult, in view of the radically different
political beliefsof
the two leading elementsof
the
alliance, and it was only made possible by the personal character of the opposition
to Jackson,
and
by the political
tact of James Watson Webb, of
:New York, in finding
an available
party name.
His newspaper,
the "Courier
and Enquirer,"
had
originatlysupported
Jackson, and had been driven
into the opposition
by the president's
course.
In
February,
1834, he baptized
the new party with
the name of "whig,"
with the idea that the name
implied resistance to executive usurpation,
to that
_)f the crown in England and in the Amcricanrevolution (see A_.a_m_
W_ms),
and to that of the
president in the United States of 1834. In reality,
the objects of the name were to oppose a verbal
juggle to the verbal juggle of the opposite party,
to balance the popular name of republican
or democrat by the popular
name of whig, and to give
an apparent
unity of sentiment
to fundamental
disagreement.
In all these it was successful.
The
name "took."
Within six months the anti-masons
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and national republicans
had ceased to be, and the
whigs had taken their places.
In the south the
change was slower.
It was not until after the election of 1836, in which White was unsuccessful,
that the White and Troup parties fairly took the
name of whigs; and in South Carolina the nullitiers in general never claimed the name, and at the
most only allowed whigs elsewhere to claim them
as members of the part)'. -- In 1836 the party was
entirely unprepared
for a presidential
contest.
Harrison
was nominated
for the l)rcsideney,
as a
" people's candidate,"
by a p_reat number of mass
meetings of all parties, "tnd, in December,
1835,
by whig and anti masonic
state conventions
at
IIarrisburgh,
and by a whig state convention
at
Baltimore,
the former naming Granger
and thc
latter Tyler for the vice-presidency.
IIarri_n's
politics were of a democratic
e'_st, but he satisfied
the whig requisite of opposition to thc president.
while he sati.-ficd the anti-masonic
clement still
better by declaring
that "neither
myself nor any
mcmber of my family h.ive ever been members"
of the masonic order.
Webster was nominated in
January,
1835, by the whig members of the .Massacbusetts
legislature,
but he found little hearty
support outside of his state. White had now gone
so far in opposition
that copies of the official
"Washington
Glol)e," containing
bitter attacks
upon him, were franked
to the members of the
Tennessee
legislature
by the president in person.
The legislature,
however, in October, 1835, unanimously re-elected White senator, and by a vote
of 60 to 12 nominated
him for the presidency.
Soon afterward,
the Alab._ma lc_slature,
which
had already nominated White, rescinded the noraination, having
become democratic.
Tile South
Carolina
element, having control of the legislatare, by which clectors were to be appointed, made
no nominations,
and finally gave the state's electoral vote to Willie P. Mangum, a .North Carolina
whig, and John Tyler, a nullifier.
All the fiwtions of the opposition
thus had their candidates
in the fichl, and at first sight their discordant
efforts might have seemed hopch:ss.
But all the
I)olitieian_ of the timc cxpected a failure of the
electors to give a majority to any candidate, and a
consequent choice by the house of representatives,
in which the opposition,
though
in a numerical
minority,
hoped to control a majority
of states.
These forecasts proved d(,ceptive.
Van Buren receivcd a m'_jority of the electoral votcs, and became presidcnt.--V'm
Buren'_
whole term of
office was taken up by the panic of 1837, the subsidiary panic of 1839, and the establishment
of the
sub-tr_sury
system in 1840, to take the place of
the national
bank and complete
a "divorce
of
bank and state." (See BA_: CONTnOVEnSIES, IV.;
INDEPENDENT Tt¢E.ls_:n]'.)
Seldom have so many
alternations
in political prospects tilled a presidentim term.
In 1837 Van Baron entered office with
an overwhelming
electoral
majority,
and his opponents
prostrate
before him ; and within two
years the whigs "had
the loco-focos at their merey."
So poor had the administration
grown that
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Calhoun and his followe,m rsuged themselves with
it again, holding that the executive was now so
weak as to be harmless, and that the real danger
was from the whigs. Preston, of South Carolina,
and John Tyler, were almost the only leading nullifters who nominally remained whigs. To balance this, the White and Troup party had now
come into the whig ranks, the former bringing
John Bell as its most prominent leader, and the
latter John M. Berrien, John Forsyth, Thos. But]er King, Alexander H. Stephens, and I_bert
Toombs. Before 1840 returning prosperity had
changed the scene. The democrats were now more
than confident, they predicted the dissolution of
the whig party, and declared that they would be
satisfied with nothing less, with no mere victory;
and, to crown the whole, they were completely
defeated in the presidential election of 1840 by
the "moribund "whig party. In the accomplishment of this sudden victory, the whig leaders
have been reproached with an entire sacrifice of
principle to availability, but it is well to remember
that their party was as yet no complete vessel,
but rather a raft, composed of all sorts of materials, and very lo_ely fastened together.--Of
the opposition candidates who had been in the
field in 1836 it was evident that Harrison was the
only available candidate for ]840.
The whig
party was not homogeneous enough to take its
real leader, Clay, or its perhaps still better representative, Webster; nor had it sunk so low in its
own coalition as to take a real democrat like
White.
Harrison was the favorite of the antimasonic element ; his western life and military
services gave him strength at the west ; and, in a
less degrec, at the south; and it was possible in the
north and east to keep his very doubtful attitude as
to the establishment of a new national bank under
cover, while laying special stress on his determination to respect the will of the people's representatives in congress, and to spare the veto.
This last point decided his nomination, for the
whig leaders saw that his name would bring votes,
while under cover of it the real contest could be
carried on for congressmen, the actual governing
power under Harrison's proposed disuse of the
veto. And yet it is plain now that the whig party
was more homogeneous in 1840 than it thought
itself, and that it hada "fighting chance" of success under Clay. Its leaders ought to have learned
this, if from nothing else, from the desperate expedients to which they were driven in the effort to
dragoon the convention into nominating Harrison.
And never was a convention so dragooned.
It
met at Harrisburgh, Dec. 4, 1839, and was treated
as a combustible to which Clay's name might be
the possible spark. By successive manoeuvres it
was decided that a committee of states should be
appointed; that ballots should be taken, not in
convention, but in the state delegations; that in
each delegation the majority of delegates should
(lecide the whole vote of thestate; that theresult
of each batlot should be reported to the committ_ o/staW, a; sad tl_ this commlCtee should only
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report to the convention w_cn a majority of the
states had agreed upon a candidate.
The fir,_t
ballot gave Clay 103 votes, Harrison 9_, and Scott
57, and it was not until the fifth ballot that the
committee of states was able to report the non_i.
nation of Harrison by 148 votes to 90 for Clay and
16 for Scott. In the same fashion Tyler x_._,
nominated for the vice.presidency on the follo_.
ing day. -- The "campaign of 1840" was based
entirely on Harrison's popularity and the g('m.r_Ll
desire for a change, and under cover of these the
whigs carried on a still hunt for congressmen, tl_(.
real objects of the campaign.
In all points they
were successful.
Log-cabins and bard cider, sup.
posed to be typical of Harrison's "early life, were
made leading political instruments; singing wa_
carried to an extent hitherto unknown ; ma_s
meetings were measure(1 by the acre, and processigns by the league; and in November "Tippecanoe and Tyler, too," received 234 electoral votes
to 60 for their opponents, and were elected. The
popular vote was nearly evenly balanced. The
whigs had carried New England (except New
Hampshire), New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,
Ohio, Indiana, ;Ln(1
Michigan, north of the Potomac; and south of it
they had carried the "White and Troup party"
states, Tennessee, Mississippi and Georgia, the
whig states, Kentucky, North Carolina and Louisiana, and had made an exceedingly close contest
in Virginia, ,Arkansas, Missouri and Alabama.
l_vidently, the conjunction of Itarrison and Ty
ter had kept all the elements of the opposition
well in hand.
More important still, the new cong'ress, to meet in 1841, had a whig majority in
both houses, though the majority was not sufli
cient to override a veto. -- In spite of its (tiver_ity
of opinion, the party had now developed a humher of able leaders, Clay and Wcbster at their
head, who for the next half dozcn years were fa¢_
giving their party a definite policy, very simfi:_r
to that of its most valuable element, tl_e fonnL.r
national republicans.
Among these were, E_,'_n_,
Kent and Fessenden, of Maine ; Slade. Colt:Liner
and George P. Marsh, of Vermont; J. Q. Adam_,
Winthrop, Choate, Everett, John Davis, Abbc't
Lawrence and Briggs, of Massachusetts; Trlm_:._
Smith, of Connecticut; Granger, Fillmore, Sexyard, Spencer, N. K. Hall, Taltmadge, Weed and
Greeley, of New York; Dayton, of New Jersey;
Forward, Meredith and Ingersoll, of Penn.'_yLania; Bayard, Clayton and Rodncy, of l)claware;
Kennedy, Cost Johnson and Reverdy Johnson, of
Maryland;
Archer, Botts, Leigh and W. B.
Preston, of Virginia; Graham, blangum, ]_yner,
Cllngman and Badger, of 5Torth Carolina; Lcgari',
of South Carolina; Berrien, Forsyth, King, _tephens and Toombs, of Georgia ; H. W. tIi22iard,
of Alabama; S. S. Prentiss, of Mississippi; Belt
and Jarnagin, of Tennessee; Crittenden, Morehead, Garret Davis, WteklLffe, John White and
Underwood, of Kentucky; McLean, Giddin_,
Vinton, Corwtu and Ewing, of Ohio ; R. W.
Thompson and Caleb B. KmttJ_ of Indiana; _d
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and YIoward,
of biichigan.
Of the
element,
Rives, Wise, Gilmer
and

thirty-five
Michigan.
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votes of New York and the six votes of
In both these states the Polk electom

Upshur drifted off to the opposite
party under
were only successful because the abolitionists
(see
Tyler's leadership.-Harrison's
sudden
death,
AROLITtO.W, II.) persisted
in running a candidate
and the accession of Tyler, were severe blows to ] of their own.
lind their votes gone to Clay, a8
the rising party, for they placed it temporarily
they would have done but for Calhoun's "Texas
under the feet of the remnants
of its former allies,
question"
and Clav's trimming
attitude
upon it,
the nullifiers,
just as it had be&ran to learn that it
Clay would have been prcsident by 146 electoral
had a policy of its own which nullifiers couhl not
vott_ to 129, and a very slight popular
majority.
support.
But the whigs them_lv_,
and partieuWhat added bitterness to the di,appointme,_t
w.Ls,
larly Clay, made the blow needlessly severe.
Seethat the democrats had taken a leaf from the whig
ing here an opportunity
to secure for himself an
book of 1840, by being protectionist
in some
undisputed
party dictatorship
in a war on Tyler,
state.c, and free trade in others; that Polk's majortie declared war and e.xrriedit on a l'outra_,ce.
Its
ity of 699 in Loui_i:_na was the fruit of about
bank details are el_where
given.
(See B,u'cK
1,000 unblushingly
fraudulent
votes in PlaqucCONTROV'ERalRS, IV.)
In 1842, by the act of mines parish;
that fraudulent
voting and natuAug. 80, the whigs
secured
a protective
tariff,
ralization
were charged
upon the New York city
closely following that of 1882, but only after sacdemocrats;
and that Texas annexation
had cost
rificing a section continuing
the distribution
of
Clay the vote of all the southern
states except
land to thestates
(see ISTERN._L IMPROVEMENTS),
Delaware,
Maryland,
North C'arolina, Tennessee
because of which
Tyler had vetoed the whole
and Kentucky.
The consequent
bitternessof
feetbill.
In the elections of 1842 fl)r the second coning died away, except in one respect, the foreign
gress of Tyler's
term, the democrats
ohtaincd
a vote and its almost solid opposition to the whigs.
two-thirds
majority
in the house, a result usually
" Ireland has conquered
the country, which Enregarded as an infallible presage of the succeeding
gland lost," wrote on_ of Clay's correspondents
presidential
election.
And yet the whigs do not
after the election ; and the 1)crmancnee of this
seem to have really been weakened.
Their confeeling did much to turn the whig party into tile
vention met at Baltimore,
May 1, 1844, the first
"native
Amcric:m,"
or "know-nothing"
party of
and last really representative
convention
of the
after years. -- The question of Texas annexation
party.
For the presidency
Clay was nominated
had not sufficed to destroy
the bond bctwecn
by acclamation;
and for the vice-presidency
Thenorthern and southern whigs, for, while both opodore Frelinghuysen,
then of l_ew York city, was
posed this and subsequent
annexations,
the former
nominated on the third ballot.
For the first time
did so for fear of slavery extension, and the latter
the party produced
a platform,
a modelin
its way,
nominally
on economic
grounds,
but really for
as follows:
"that
these [whig] principles
may be
fear of the introduction
of the slaver 3" question
summed
up as comprising
a well-regulated
hainto politics.
But the warwith
Mexico gave their
tional currency;
a tariff for revenue to defray the
opponents another opportunity,
which tticy u_d.
necessary expenses
of the government,
and disThe act recognizing
the existence
of war with
criminating
with special reference to theprotection
Mexico declared the war to have arisen "by the
of the domestic labor of the country;
the distribuact of the republic of Mexico."
The object was
tion of the proceeds
from the sales of the public
to force the whigs to vote against the war, a vote
lands; a single term for the presidency;
a reform
much more dangerous to a southern than toanorthof executive
usurpations;
anti generally
such an
era whig, or else array the two elements of the
administration
of theaffairs
of the countD- as shall
party against one another.
The wlligs managed
impart to every branch of the public service the
to evade it, however, most of them by refusing to
greatest
practicable
efficiency,
controlled
by a
vote, some senators by adding formal protests to
well-regulated
and wise economy."
Even beyond
their affirmative votes; and fourteen in the house
the day of election the whigs were confident
of
and two in the senate (Thomas Clayton and John
success.
But their original
ally, Calhoun,
had
Davis) found
courage
to vote against the bill.
been for some years at work on a project
which
During the war the whigs voted steadily for supwas, directly and indirectly,
to dissolve the fragplies to carry it on, on the 1)rinciple that an Amcrfie bond which as yet united
the northern
and
ican army had been thrust into danger and must
southern whigs, and made them a national
parbe supported;
so that the democrats
made very
ty. It seems mrong
to attribute
the proposed
little political capital oat of it. Indeed, the next
annexation
of Texas
(see ANNEXATIOXS, III.)
congTem, which met in 1847, had a slight whig
entirely to a desire for extension
of the slave
majority
in the house, a strong indication
of a
area: it seems
with southern

to have been a subsidiary
object
democratic
leaders to throw into

politics a question which would cost Clay either
his northern
or his t_outhern support,
and the
scheme was more s_ul
even than they had
hoped.
The popular vote was nearly equal, and
the electoral
votes were 170 for Polk to 105
for Clay ; but in the former
were included
the
189
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whig success in the presidential
election of 1848.But the "Wilmot
proviso" (sec that title) had been
intrtMuced,
and it wa_s to find at last the. joint
in the whig armor.
As the effort to restrict slavery from admission to the new territories went on,
it became more evident montli by month that it
would be supported
by the mass of the northern
whigs, and opposed by the mass of the oouthexa
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whigs, and month by month the wedge was driven deeper.
Men began to talk freely of a "reorganization of parties," but that could only affect
the whigs, for their opponents were already running the advocates of the proviso out of their organization.
As ttle presidential
election of 1848
drew near, the nomination
of Taylor, urged at
first by mass meetings of men of all parties, became more essential to the whi_.
The democrats,
after banishing the proviso men, were sufficiently
homogeneous
to be able to defy the slavery question; no such step could be taken by the whigs,
and they needed a candidate who could conceal
their want of homogeneity.
In the north Taylor's
antipathy to the use of thereto
powerwasaguarantee that he would not resist the proviso, if pa._ed
by congress; in the south he had tbe tact which
enabled
him to answer
an inquiring
holder of
100 slaves thus briefly and yet suggestively
: " I
have the honor to inform you that I, too, have
been all my life industrious
and frugal, and that
the fruits thereof are mainly inve_ted in slaves, of
whom I own three hundred.
Yours truly.
Z.
Taylor."
And his nomination was pressed harder
upon the whigs by his declared intention to remain in the field in any event, as a "people's
candidate."
Nevertheless,
when the whig convention met at Philadelphia,
June 7, 1848, though
Taylor had 111 votes, Clay had 97, Scott 43, Webster 22, and 6 were scattering.
It was not until
the next day, on the fourth
ballot, that Taylor
was nominated
by 171 votes to 107 for all others,
Fillmore
was nominated
for the vice-presidency
on the second ballot, by 173 to 101 for all others,
Clay had thus received his discharge from party
service, for he was now over seventy years of age.
and evidently
this was his last appearance
before
a whig convention.
To Webster,
also, though
five years younger
than Clay, the blow was severe, and he publicly
declared
Taylor's
nomination one which was eminently
unfit to be made;
but he and the other northern
whigs finally supported the nomination.
Taylor
carried
all the
middle and eastern states (except Maine and lh'ew
Hampshire),
and, in the south, Delaware,
Florida,
Georgia,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Maryland,
North
Carolina and Tennessee,
and was elected by 163
to 127 electoral votes.
In both the north and the
south he had also a plurality of the popular vote,
the vote for Van Buren (see FREw-So_
PARTY)
preventing
him from having a majority.
But the
election
of Taylor was in itself deceptive.
It
was the result of democratiedivision
in one state,
New York,
whose thirty-six
votes would
have
elected Cass by an exact reversal of the electoral
votes as above given.
The division
had really
very little basis in principle, but was one of those
contests between
national
and state party "machines"
which have always been common in that
state (see 1h_w YORK); but it sufficed to elect
Taylor, and to give the whigs almost as many representatives
in congress as their opponents. --The
meeting of the new congress
in 1849 showed
the
_x_ strong sign of whig diasolution.
A half

dozen southern
whigs,
headed
by Toombs
of
Georgia, insisted on a formal condemnation
of
the proviso by the whig caucus; and when that
body
refust_l
to consider
the resolution,
the
Toombs faction refused to act further with the
party.
The loss was not large, but it was the
opening which was very soon to be fatal.
All
through
the session, which ended with the cornpromise of 1850 (see CO_PRO_tlSES, V.), the whole
body of _)uthern _higs
exhibited a growing di_position to act together, even in opposition to the
northern whigs, wherever the interests of slavery
were brought
into question.
On the final vote,,
in August and September, 1850, it is practically
impossible
to distinguish
southern
whigs frt)m
southern denmcrats.
,Not that the northern whigs
generally resorted to anything
stronger than passive opposition:
Thaddeus
Stevens' suggesti_m,
after the passage of the fugitive slave law, that
the speaker shouht send a page into the lobby to
inform the members there that they might return
with safety, as the slavery question had been disposed of, lights up the whole line of policy of the
northern whigs during 1850.
They saw only that
action of any kind must offend either their southern ass¢_ciates or their own constituents,
and in
either event ruin the party; and like the prudent
man who foresceth the evil and hideth him_lf,
they took temperary
refuge in refu._l to act. -Such a policy could not be permanent,
and yet
most of the northern whig leaders at first thought
that they could at least make its advantages
permaaent;
that they could retain their southern a_sociates by acquiescing,
however
unwillingly,
in
the final decision, and their northern
constituents
by their unwillingness
to indorse the decision itsclf. Taylor's death, in 1850, and Fillmore's accc_sion, committed
the northern whigs to the official
policy of regarding
the compromise
of 1850 a_ a
law, to be obeyed until repealed,
and of opposing
any attempt
to repeal it as a reopening
of tht.
slavery
excitement.
Webster's
speech of March
7, 1850, which
is far oftener
reviled
than read,
was really only the first declaration
of thi.¢ policy
and one of the least objectionable.
But the l)(,l,ular clamor which it excited was largely an indication that northern
whig leaders
were already
out of sympathy
with a large fraction
of their
constituents.
In several northern
states schi_m_
opened at once, the most prominent
instances lwing those between
the " conscience
whigs'_' and
the "cotton
whigs"
in Massachusetts,
an_ the'
"silver
gray" or administration
whigs, and the.
dominant
Seward faction in New York.
But _h_'
general spread of any such schism was not V) _-_
ble.
No new leaders had been developed
as .v(,_
to take the place of the old ones, who still h,.ld
their hands on the party machinery;
reflecti,)n.
and the absence of further
agitation,
made lh_'
mass of northern
whigs willing to retain th(.ir
southern wing, if the events of 1850 could be t:_('itly treated as a past episode in the party history;
and the first twenty months of Fillmore's
administration went by with a great deal of murmur,
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but no open revolt.
While there was no great
disposition
to excommunicate
men like Seward
and Oiddings,
who retained whig views on every
subject out_ide of the slavery agitation, there was
at least a disposition
to relegate them to tile limbo
of "free-soilers"
and disclaim responsibility
for
them. --In
the spring of 1852 tile southern whigs

whig party of tile United States as a settlement in
principle and substance of the dangerous and exciting questions which they embrace;
and, as far
as they are concerned,
we will maintain them and
insist upon their strict enforcement,
until time and
experience shall demonstrate
the necessity of further legislation
to guard a_ainst the evasion of

again intervened
to finally break up the party,
For twenty years they had accepted a northern
alliance mainly as a point of resistance
to southcrn democracy,
and they had now consorted with
their old opponents
long enough to have lost thcil
•tbhorrenee
of them.
As the presidential
election
,of 1852 approached,
they prepared
an ultimatum
for the northern
whigs which
they mu_t have
known meant either the division or the defeat of

the laws on the one hand and the abuse of their
powers on the other--not
iml)airing their present
efficiency: amt we deprecate
all further agitation
of the question thus settled, as dangerous to our
peace, and will discountenance
all efforts to continue or renew such a_dtation, whenever,
wherever or however the attempt may be made; and
we will maintain this system as essential to the
nationality
of tile whig party and the integTity of

the party.
At the whig caucus, April °0, 1S.'i2, to
arrange
for the national
convention,
a southern
motion was made to recognize the compromise
of
1850 as a "finality."
The motion was evaded, as
not within the powers of the meeting, but its introduction
was ominous.
:Northern whigs were
willing to yield to such a recognition,
tacitly:
to
do so expressly would have hazarded their majority in every northern
whig state.
But, when the
whig national convention
met at Baltimore,
June
-16, the southern ultimatum
was pressed again, and
more successfully.
The platform
was in eight
resolutions:
1, defining the federal government's
powers as limited to thorn "expressly
granted by
the constitution";
2, advocating
the maintenance
of bothstate
and federal governments;
3, expressing the party's sympathy
with "struggling
freedora everywhere";
4, calling on the people to
.obey the constitution
and the laws "as they would
retain their self-respect
"; and 7, urging " respect
to the authority"
of the state as well as of the
federal government.
Of the remaining three, the
fifth and sixth are the last economic declaration
of
the party, as follows:
"5. Government
should be
conducted
on principles
of the strictest economy;
and revenue sufficient
for the expenses
thereof
ought to be derived
mainly from a duty on iraports, and not from direct taxes ; and in laying
such duties sound policy requires a just dimrimination, and, when practicable,
by specific duties,
whereby suitable encouragement
may be afforded
to American
industry,
equally to all classes and
_¢oall portions
of the country.
6. The constitution vests in congress
the power to open and repair harbors, and remove obstructions
from navigable rivers, whenever
such improvements
are
necessary
for the common
defenm, and for the
protection and facility of commerce
with foreigm
nations or among the states--said
improvements
being in every instance
national
and general in

the Union."
This was the famous resolution that
gave rise to the popular
verdict upon the party,
"died of an attempt to swallow the fugitive slave
law."
The other resolutions were adopted unanilnously: this by a vote of °12 to 70, the latter all
from northern
whigs. -- Three candidates
were
before the convention.
On the first ballot Fillmore
had 133 votes, Scott 131, and Webster 29. On
the second ballot, the votes for Fillmore anti Scott
were reversed, and from this point there was little
change until, on the 53d ballot, Scott was nomihated by 159 votes to 11° for Fillmore and 21 for
YCebster.
Graham was then nominated
on rite
second
ballot for the vice-presidency.
Scott's
svailahility
was much like that of Taylor, less
the latter's popularity:
his military services were
great, and very little was known of his political opinions.
But the whigs were beaten long
before election day.
In the north the eighth resGlutton cut deep into tile whig vote, and it gained
no w_tes in the south.
For some unintelligible
reason Scott had been the candidate of the antislavery vote in the convention,
and he was believed to be much under the influence of Seward:
the consequent
refusals of southern whigs to w,te
made the popular vote in southern states noticcablv smaller than in 1848. As a result of both influences the. whigs calTied but four states, _lassaehusetts and Vermont in the north, and Kentucky
and Tennessee
in the south, and even these by
very narrow majorities.
Scott and Graham were
dcft, ated; but 71 whigs were chosen out of 234
representatives
in the next congress;
22 of these
were southern
whigs, most of whom, like A. It.
Stephens, had publicly refused to support Scott
in 18.52, "rod were soon to be openly democrats;
and the great whig party was a wreck.
The
country had no use for it: its economic doctrines
were not a subject of present interest, and on the
overmastering
question of the extension of slavery

their chaructcr,"
The eighth
and last was the
southern
ultimatum,
as accepted
and formulated
by the recognized northern
leaders, the words "in
principle and substance"
being interlined
in the
draft by Webster
at the suggestion
of Rufus
Choate.
"8. That the series of acts of the 82d
congress, the act known as the fugit.ive slave law
included, are t_ceived and acquiesced
in by the

it could neither speak nor keep silence without
sealing its own fate. -- III.
1853-60.
For the
first, few months of Pierce's
term there was an
unwonted
quiet in politics,
lqew men sought to
buihi up a new party on the ruinsof
the whig organization by utilizing the old whig feeling against
the foreign vote (see AMERICAN PARTY);
and, as,
this promised
a possible escape from the slavery
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question, the remnants of the whig party in 1856
indorsed the "American "nomination of Fillmore
and Doneison, "without adopting or referring to
the peculiar doctrines" of the party which had
at first nominated him. But, by this time, most
of the former northern whig vote had goneinto
thenew republican party (sec its name) underncw
leaders, while a large part of the former whig
leaders had gone into the democratic party. Thus
the former element gave the republican party its
economic doctrines, while the latter lost all distinction as it changed its habitat. Still, the whig
remnants lived on in a few northern states until
1&_7-8, when they were finally absorbed into the
republican party. In 1860 the old whig element
in the border states nominated Bell and Everett
(see CONSTrTt"rmN2,LU,_rON PARTY), and was
still strong enough to dispute the southern states
with the ultra democracy; but the outbreak of the
rebellion dissipated this last trace of the oncepowerful whig party.--The
history of the party
nominally covers a quarter of a century, 1828--52,
but it must be confessed that its real and distinct
existence covers only about four years, 1842-6,
and that its only real party action was its nomination of Clay in 1844, with the possible exception
of Clay's nomination in 1831. During all the
rest of its history the party was trading on borrowed capital, and its creditors held mortgages on
all its conventions, which they were always
prompt to foreclose. And yet it had its own
office to perform, for in its members, rather than
in its leaders, was preserved most of the nationalizing spirit of the United States. (See NATI(m,
III.) In this sense, if we may not altogether accept the epitaph suggested by one of its leaders,
that "the world was not worthy of it," we nmy
at least believe that the nation was not ready for
it. -- There is no good history of the whig party,
Ormsby's Ilistary of the WMg Party gives so much
space to events before 1824 that onlyChe last 200
pages treat of events thereafter, and the treatment
is itself of little value. Niles' Register, though a
periodical, is about the best record of the party,
though Wilson's Rise and Fall of the ,'_lavePower
is more convenient. The Anverican Whig Review,
published monthly 1844-52, will give the party's
view of its own work; and 2 A. H. Stephens' W_zr
Between the _tates, 237, will give the inside history of the party's downfall.
Its platforms in full
may be found in Greeley's Political Text Book of
1860, 11-18. See al_o 2 yon Hoist's United States;
_b_orthAmericar_ Review, January, 1876 (W. G.
8unmer's " Politics in America "'); Wise's Seven
Decades; 8-16 Benton's Deba_ of Congress,. 2
Hammond's Pol_
I-l'wtory of .New York; Sargent's l_dYSe Men and F_nts; Clay's Works, Pr/vale Correspondence, and Colton's Lif6 and T/rues
of Clay; Webster's Works, Pr/vate Corre,spondenc_,
and Curtis' Life of Webster; Adams' Merao/r of
John Quincy Adams;
Everett's Oratt_ns and
Bpoee_;
8eward's Works; Coleman's L/fe of
_;
Tuckerm_'_ Life afKenm_d_; Prva_' _]lfemo/rof 8. _./5"_;
Choate's W_

and Parker's Remin/_2noes of CYtoa_; Winthrop's
Speechesand Addresses; Cleveland's A. tl. 8_epl_ens
in Public and Private; the series of biographies
in the WT_g Review; the antagonistic authorities
under DEMOCRATIC
PANTY; and authorities under
articles referred to, particularly BANK CONTROVERSlES, IlI., IV. ; DEPOSITS, REMOVXL OF;
CF-_NSURES; INDEPF_DENT
TREASURY; BROA1)
SEAL WAR;
INTERNAL
IM_PROVEME.NTS; AnoLITm.'_; COMPROMISES,
V.; FUOITIV_ SLAVE LAW;
AKERXC._ PARTY; REPUBLIC.',NPARTY.
ALEXANDERJOII_STON.
WHISKY INSURRECTION
(_ U. S. H_._
TOBY),a revolt against the execution of a feder,fi
excise law, which came to a headin western Pennsylvania and was suppressed in 1'794.-- The seric_
of disorders to which the above general name is
given, were the outcome of a number of movin_
causes. 1. The westerncounties of Pennsylvania,
Virginia and North Carolina, among or beyond
the Alleghanies, were far removed from the main
body of American civilization.
The distance to
the seaboard was three hundredmiles; roads were
few and bad; to secure any profit from grain it
was necessary to convert it into the mot6 portable
form of whisky; and whisky was the money of
the community, in the general scarcity of ca,h.
Under these circumstances a tax levied specially
upon the distillation of whisky seemed to the
mountaineers an invidious selection of themselve_
for imposition, a singling out of a few countie_
for taxation in order to relieve the richer cast. 2.
The people of these counties had been so long exerupt from the fetters of the law that they felt lhe
first touch keenly. Lying within an area who,e
juri,_liction had long been disputed by Virginia
and Pennsylvania (see VrRo_Ix, TERnITO1UE_).
they had generally escaped any troublesome interfcrence from either state. In 1783 the supreme
executive council of Pennsylvania had sent a ._pecial agent to remonstrate with "those deluded
citizens in ye western counties who seemed di,posed to separate from ye commonwealth and
erect a new and independent state."
Canada _a_
not far away to the north; Spain not much farfl_er
to the southwest; and between the two lay lhe
great and unoccupied "northwest territory," to
the west of Pennsylvania.
Who can tell how
many abortive negotiations with agents of one or
the other power, with the erection of a n_w and
nominally independent northwestern power a- an
ultimate object, were never committed to pap,l,
but died with the backwoodsmen who had ¢o_ducted them? It is certain that, when Genct icee
that title) reached the United States in 1797,,hi_
infallible instinct for troubled waters at once led
him to send his agent8 to Kentucky and we.-k'rn
Pennsylvania; and when the last scene in the prr._vat insurrection was being acted, the mor(" rcl kle_ leaders showed their hand by urging the fornmtion of a new state. When vague dream_ of
empire had been so long cherished, it was intoler_
that _
ahould be broke_ in upon by the
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summons of a federal exciseman,
and this sudden
dissolving of frontier independence
had very much
to do with the whole difficulty.
3. In any event,
an excise law had always been odious to English
and Americans
from the necessary power given to
officers to enter house_ and search.
Blackstone
had curtly said that "from
its original to the present time its very name has been odious to the
people of Enghmd "; and Noah Webstcr's predecessor, Dr. Johnson,
had defined it as "a hateful
tax, levied upon commodities,
and adjudged
not
by the common judg_ of property,but
by wretches
hired by those to whom excise is paid." The continental congress, in a proclamation
to the people
of Canada,
in October,
1774, had warned
them
that they would be "subjected
to the impositions
of excise, the horror of all free states";
and an
English pamphleteer,
long before, had said, "We
know what a general exci_ is, and can not be. ignorant that it hath an army in its belly."
Tim
constitution
plainly
gave cong'ress power to l'_y
and collect excises; but it was certain that the exercise of the power would be difficult and dangerous ; and the first project
of an excLse was derented ip congress,
June 21, 1790.
In the following year, when the project was revived, the Pennsylvania senators were instructed
by their legislature to oppose such a law, "established
on principles subversive
of peace, liberty, and the rights
of the citizens."
4. Complicated
with all these
reasons was a political opposition
to the excise,
which will be more in place under the main reason for its passage. -- Hamilton's
mason for insisting upon the passage of an excise law must be
judged from the standpoint
of the statesman,
not
from that of the financier, though a hope of future
revenues might have been considered.
If we take
into account the expense of suppressing
the inerttable insurrection
which it provoked,
the excise
cost as much for collection asit produced, and the
sides of its account were fairly balanced.
Hamilton had prescience
enough to forecast this immediate result, and yet he felt that great gain would
come from the passage of the law.
His reason, as
given in theletter to Washington
cited below, was,
thatit wzts necessary to assert at once the power
of the federal government
to lay excises, which
the people were accustomed
to look upon as a
state prerogative,
and that " a thing of the kind
could not be introduced
with a greater prospect of
easy success than at a period when the government enjoyed the advantage
of first impressions,
when state factions to resist its authority
were not
yet matured,
and when so much aid was to bc derived from the popularity
and firmness of the actual chief ma_strate."
But this last paragraph
shows that there was an ulterior design, and that
Hamilton was endeavoring
to find the line of least
resistance in exhibiting
to the stat_
for the first
time that which had never before been heard of.

ommend,
to remonstrate,
to soothe, and to bear
rebuffs with patience
and becoming
humility.
Somewhere
the new national authority
must be
first brought upon the stage, and no safer or more
undeniably
legal opportunity
couhi be imagined
than in the suppression
¢)f an insurrection
against
an excise law.
To a_sert that Hamilton
willfully
sought to 1)rovoke a_ weak a sedition as possible
in order to make its suppression
easy and certain,
would be a hard saying if his object had been
t)crsonal advantage,
or if a lwcat_mb of innocent
victims could bc invoked in condemnation
of his
phms.
But neither
was true: not only was the
success of hi_ plan l)erfcct and bloodless, but there
seems to have been no trace of self-seeking in it.
tie was playing for high stakes (see N._Tm_), and
he played, as his antagonists
did in 1800-1, with
the rigor of the game. That he used opportunity,
the disorganization
of the opposition,
the constitutiomd permission
to lay excises, and the pre_sidency of Wa._hington.
with such skill and effect,
shows only what a master of the game lie was. -Itad ttamilton's
purpose been plainly stated, to
force an issue on which he could safely introduce
the "authority
of the national government"
to
popular view, the cxcise law would have received
little support from a people or from politicians
accustomed
to regard the slates as sovereign and
independent,
and the federal government
as their
creature.
(Sec STATE S(IVEI{EIGNTY.)
But he
took one step after another
so skillfully
that he
ended, as lie began, with the almost unanimous
support of the people, who concurred in maintaining a national authority
which they had hardly
dreamed of ten years before.
_Nevertheless, there
were some of the opposition,
particularly
Jefferson, who det_tcd
and vainly endeavored
to counteract Hamilton's
design.
Their failure was one
great moving cause of the rise of the new repub]lean party (see DE_OCltXTIC P._]tTY, I.), but it
also helped to give the leaders of the new party
the bitter dislike _ hich they always cherished for
IIamilton.
That lie had forced them to learn new
ideas wm_ b'_d enough, but it was intolerable that
he should also compel them to kiss the rod to
which they had unwillingly
submiued.
Their
evident wrath has given some credence to a notion
that some of them had been laying plans for a
general disruption
of the Union, and that Hamilton's shrewdness
in provoking
a premature
explosion had balked them.
The only documcntary evidence to this effect is in a passage of an
intercepted
dispatch of Fanchct,
Gcnet's successor, in 1794 (see RA.";DOLI'I[, ED._II'ND), that the
insurrection
was "indubitably
connected
with a
general explosion
for some time prepared in the
public mind, but which this h_cal eruption would
cause to miscarry, or at h,a_t check for a long
time."
But the Fren(.hman's
characteristic
use
of the word " indubitably,"
his f.filure to support

"the
authority
of the national
government."
Heretofore,
"authority"
had been in the state
governments,
and the functions
of the national
government,
if there ever was any, were to rec-

it by any evidence from Randolph
or elsewhere,
and the failure of every other attempt to find any
such evidence,
put his passage out of court.
Democratic
anger came altogether
from the dis-
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covery that the power of the federal government
must thereafter be considered as a factor in American politics, together with the independence of
the states and of the citizen. They could no
longer say, as was said in congress in 1794, that
their constituents "love your governmcnt much,
but they love their independence more"; for the
federalists could retort, as Tracy, of Connecticut,
did to Gallatin in 1796, that, "whatever might be
the case in other parts of the Union, his constituents were not of a temper to dance round a whisky pole one day cursing the government, and
sneak the next day into a swamp on hearing that
a military force was marching against them."
In this alteration of the fundamentals of political
discu_ion was the head and front of Itamilton's
offending. -- The excise bill became a law March
3, 1_1.
Little open resistance was made to it in
Virginia or North Carolina, but in Pennsylvania
the agitation was headed not only by violent men,
one Bradford being the most noted, but by abler
and quieterleaders, such as _rilliam Findley, then
and for many years afterward a member of con.
gress; John Smilic, also a member of congress
after 1792, and Albert Gallatin.
(See his name.)
The first meeting to protest against the law was
held at Redstone old fort, now Brownsville, July
27. Its proceedings were mcxteratc; but another
meeting, Aug. °3, in Washington county, nearest to the Virginia line, and most disordered,
resolved to consider as an enemy any person who
should takeoffice under tim law. Violence could
not but follow this, and it began Sept. 6, with
the tarring and feathering of a revenue officer,
Throughout
thc winter the disturbance
stooldered, but it was so threatening that an act was
passed, May 2, 1792 (see I._sI:rtaF.CTIO._),empowering the president to use militia in suppressing
disturbances within a state. With it went another act, May 8, reducing the duties. An attempt to hire an office in Washington county for
the revenue officers, in August, led to renewed
disorder, and the president felt compelled to warn
the rioters, by a proclamation of f_,pt. 15, to
abandon their unlawful
_)mbinations.
Occasional tarrings and featherings followed throughout the year 1793, but the law itself was not as
yet very effectively exercised.
Early in 1794 the
organization of secret societies began, coincident
with the introduction into the house of representatives of a plan to secure and collect the exelse duties; and these seem to have made full
preparations for resistance.
One great re-ason for
the popular dislike to this particular law was,
that offenses underit were cognizable only in federal courts, and that an accused per._on would
therefore be compelled to journey to Philadelphia, at the other end of the state, to answer the
charge.
To backwoodsmen
this was certainly
no alight grievance; and congress very justly removed it in the act of June 5, 1794, giving state
courts concurrent jurisdiction of excise offenses,
sa that accused persons might be tried in their
bwn vicinage. But while the law was in proce_

of passage, and before its mitigation could be
taken advantage of, some fifty writs were issued
at Philadelphia, May 81, against various persons
in the western counties. These were served in
July; as each was served,the person served joined
the mob which followed the marshal ; the cry
was raised that "the federal sheriff was taking
away people to Philadelphia"; and the short-lived
whisky insurrection began. The marshal was
c_ptured, and sworn to serve no more processe_:
the inspector fled down the Ohio, and thence
around through a wilderness toPhiladelphia;
and
within two days the operation of the law wa_
stopped.
It is not known who was responsible
for the issue of the writs of May 31, which were
the spark for the explosion. There is no evidence
whatever that Hamilton had anything to do with
it.--The insurgents, two days after the outbreak.
seized the mail from Pittsburgh, in order to ascotlain the names of tlmsc of their fellow-eitizcn_
who were opposed to them. A mass meeting wa_
called for Aug. 1, on Braddock's field. Some
7,000 armed men were present ; a county judze
presided, and Gallatin acted as secretary; none.
even of those who disliked the posture into which
affairs were growing, dared to remonstrate: aml a
reign of terror was begun, Bradford bein_ the
ruling spirit. Personal violence was offered to
an), person suspeeted of obcyh_g the law, and the
more reckless spirits began active preparation to
call out the whole force of the counties for a
defensive war against the United States. -- The
emergency had now come, and the manner in
which it was met showed to the dullest mld(.rstanding the difference between the present government and that which had been balked by
Shay's rebellion. (See CO_¢FEDERATm-_,AI_TICLESOF.) The federalist members of the cabinet
instantly advised the calling out of militia; and,
when Gov. blifltin of Pennsylvania declint.d t¢)
take the initiative, the "national
authority"
showed that it no longer was absolutely dependent on the state governments.
A certificate of the
existence of the insurrection was obtained from
a federal judge; a proclamation from the pr(,sident, Aug. 7, ordered the insurgents to diaper<(';
a requisition for 15,000 militia was issued to the
governors of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia
and ]_laryland; and Sept. 1 was fixed as the dart*
for the departure of the troops. A federal eotl_mission of three persons, and a state commission
of two, preceded the troops with offers of amnesty on full submission.
The mid, ion w,'t_ sl)patently a failure.
It found Gallatin, Fiz_d](?.
Braekenridge
and the other leaders of standi_)g
engaged in a desperate effort to induce sul)mi.,sion, but impeded by Bradford and the reckless
borderers, who terrorized every meeting they attended.
Aug. 28, the controlling committee of
sixty met at Redstone old fort. Bradford urged
armed resistance, but Oallattn, by securing a
secret ballot, obtained a resolution, 84 to 23, to
accede to the proposals of the federal commissioners. These proposals were mainly that tox_a
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meetings should be held Sept. 11, that the people
should vote yea or nay on the question of submi._,
sion, that those who voted yea should obtain amnesty by signing a declaration
of submission,
and
that the unanimity
of the vote shouht govern the
movements
of the troops.
3Iany, however,
refused to sign the declaration,
for the reason that
they had taken no part in the outrages,
and had
no need of amnesty;
and the reckless part of the

the soldiers were punished.
But the effects were
greater
than if a "Peterloo"
battle had been
fought.
The early political struggles of the United
States are none the less important
because they
were peaceful; and the bloodles_ suppression
of
ihewhisky
insurrection
is as signifi(._mt in its way
as the I)h_ody emergence
of the English
nation
from the chaos of the heptarchy.
For five years
the people had been enjoying all the comforts of

insurgents
supplemented
the meagrcness
of the
vote by a renewal of the outrages,
and even by
an attempt to seize the commissioners
on their way
home. --The report of the commissioners
_xas so
unfavorable
that the president
i_sued a new proelamation, Sept. 25, giving notice of the advance of
the troops,
mostly volunteers.
Washington
accompanied
them to Carlisle,
where he left the
chief command
to Gov. Lee, of Virginia.
The
Pennsylvania
and New Jersey
troops
were led
by Govs. Mifflin and Howell; the Virginia
troop_
by Oen. _,lorgan ; and the Maryland
troops by
Samuel Smith, a member of congress
from B'dtimorc.
IIamilton
accompanied
the expedition
throughout.
In the meantime
a new popular
convention,
Oct. 2, had sent Findley
and another commissioner
to tile president
with unanimous assurances
of submission
; but the pre_ident could see no evidence that the assurances
represented
any general feeling.
Another
meeting, Oct. 24, therefore
declared that all suspected
persons ought to surrender
at once for trial, and
that it would be perfectly safe to ()pen inspection
offices and put the exci_ laws in operation
immediately;
and four commi.ssioners
were appointed
to tarry these resolutions
to the president.
.,No
halt took place in the movement
of the troops,
however.
They arrived in the disturbed
district
early in blovember,
and their commander,
after
giving the inhabitants
time to obey his 1)roclamation and take advantage
of the proffered amnesty,
arrested by a general sweep those accused persons
who had not yet exonerated
themselves.
These
culprits, however,
were insignificant.
Bradford
and the moreviolent
leaders had fled the country,
and the more moderate leaders had protected themselves by taking
advantage
of the amnesty
: as
Wolcott, a warm federalist, expre_ed
it, "all the
great rogues, who began the mischief, had submitted and become partisans of the governmcnt."
The result was, that two or three were tried arid
convicted, andthesewerepardoned.
But there was
for a long time an angTy feeling that Hamilton,
Knox and Judge
Peters had acted as a "star
chamber"
in their manner
of taking
testimony,
and in their sending a number
of accused persons
to Philadelphia,
"to be imprisoned
for ten or
twelve months without
even an indictmmat
being
found against them."-The first show of force
had suppressed
the insurrection,
and the troops

a national government
without feeling any of the
responsibilities
which accompanied
them; and the'
politicians had been developing
the idea that individual obedience tothc f,.derul government
under
the constitution
was to be as fundamentally
voluntary an state obedience had been under the confederation,
that all Americans
were by nature
good citizen% and that discontent
with a law was
prima f_lcie evidence that the law was bad and
ought to be rel)e_dcd.
The year 1794 completed
whal the year 17_7 began; it rev(.ah.d a power
whi(.h, though sehlom exerted,
must always be
finally(lecisivc.
The swiftness and thoroughness
with which the resistance
had been put down;
the evident fa('t that, as Wol(.ott said, "the whole
resoure(,s of the country would be employed,
if
necessary";
and the reitection
that a part can
never be e(tual to the whole: all combin(.d to show
the h,q)ele._._nc¢'_ of any future insurrecti_n
which
individual
dissati,fa('ti()n
('ould be cxpc('ted
to
produce.
It is (.learly within bounds to say, that
this single Ie.,son would have been sufficient to
free thc United States from future danger of insurreetion
but f_)r the influence of slavery in binding together a number of states in organized
insurreetion.
Its intlucn('e
is certainly
evident in
a (.omparison of the congressional
(lcbatcs before
and after it occurred.
B('fnre 1794 there is in
many of the speakers
almost an affe(.t:_tio,_ of
w)lunlary
olwdien('e to fed(,ral law _;, nud of monilion t,) oth(.rs not to provoke
resistance.
After
that ye'n', this characteristic
disaPl)ears almost catirely, and the debates have no longer the background ,,f possible elubl_w. -- A broader result is
easily visible now. though few oth(,rn than Jcfferson and Itamilton
saw it then.
I f a federal army,
without the summons of the governor
or legi,lature, was to march through a state to ,_uppress
resistance
t() federal laws within the slate, state
sovereignty,
in its hitherto
accepted sen,,e, could
hardly be f_)und by searching.
Little _ a_ said at
the time, but when th(" fe,h.ral party x_a_ finally
overthrown,
one of the tir.-t steps in reform was
the abolition of the excise laws by the act of Ap,'il
6, 1802.
(See STATE SOVI'REIGNTY.)_
See 4
tIildrcth's
_3tited States, 498; 1 yon ]lolst's United
States, 94 ; 1 Sehouler's _SJled States, 275 ; 2 Pitkin's bbffted Stak..¢, 491; 1 Tucker's
L-_tited States,
552; Bradford's
Federal Governme_d, 84; 1 Gibbs'
Adm_ni,_trati_nts of Washington
and Adam_, 144 ;

returned home, leaving 2,500 men, under Morgan,
who encamped in the disturbed
district
throughout the winter.
Its suppression
had been almost
bloodle_,
but two persons having been killed, and
these in personal conflicts with soldiers fo_" which

Wharton's
State Tm'al,_, 102 ; authorities
GALLATIN, tI.',MILTO.'¢ and JEFFEIeSO-_; 3
son's Works (edit. 1833), 308 ; 4 Ilamilton's
231 (letter to Washington)
; 6 Pe_, nsylvania
Soc. Memoirs, 117 (Ward's "Insurrection
of

under
JefferWorks,
Ifi,,t.
1794")
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188 (James Gailatin's
"Memoir
on the Insurrection") ; Findley's
History
of the I_u_urr_tion ;
Brackenridge's
Incidents
of the Ir_gur_'ection ; 11
Pennsylvania
Archives;
the acts of March 3, 1791,
May 8, 1792, June 5, 1794, and April 6, 1802, are
in 1 Stat. at Large, 202, 267, 380, and 2 : 148 ; the
proclamation
of Sept. 25, 1794, is in 1 State_man's
Manual, 54.
ALEXA-_D_.R JOH_'STON.
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WHISKY
RING, the popular name for an association
of revenue
officers and distillcrs
to defraud the government
of the internal revenue tax
on distilled spirits.
The nature and natural effect
of thiq tax are so fully described elsewhere
that it
is needless to (1o more than refer to them.
(See
DISTIl.LED SPrI_ITS.)
It is only intended
to enter
a little more minutely
into the formation
and operation of the ring. -- The ring had its origin in
St. Louis, when the "liberal
republican"
movement had achieved
its first success.
(See MisSOURI, LIBERAL REPURLIC_k..N PARTY.)
The distillers were assessed
by the revenue
officials for
money with which to secure the support of an infiuential
St. Louis newspaper.
The ring soon
widened,
and in 1874 it had spread into national
proportions.
Distillers
who refused to enter it
were watched,
a_d entrapped
into technical
violations of law.
Then, having
become liable to
seizure, they had to choose between ruin and surrender to the ring.
There were branches
at Milwaukee,
Chicago,
Peoria, Cincinnati
and New
Orleaus, and an agent, who has not been legally
identified,
at Washin_on
; but the headquarters
of the ring were still at St. Louis.
It had acquired
so large an influence
in the national
republican
party, that, when the new secretary of the treasury, Bristow
(see ADMINISTRATIONS), issued an
order to transfer
supervisors,
which would have
thrown the ring into confusion,
the politicians
obrained a direct countermand
of the order from the
president.
The special treasury
agents were corrupted,
and the ring maintained
its ground.-When the statistics
of the St. Louis merchants'
exchange
for 1874 were pul)lishcd,
a comparison
of the shipments
with the revenue returns showed
that about $1,200,000
of taxes had not been paid.
:Nevertheless,
the secretary
of the treasury
was
unable to reach the individuals
at fault, for the
ring had prompt information
from the department
itself of any step toward investigation.
Early in
February,
1875, the editor of the "St. Louis Democrat," Mr. George Fishback,
sent a message
to
Mr. Bristow, offering to furnish him with a trustworthyagcnt,who
would unearth the frauds.
The
secretary
accepted
the offer, and Mr. Fishback
named Mr. Myron Colony, secretary
of the cotton exchange,
bIr. Bristow appointed
the solicitor of the treasury,
Mr. Bluford
Wilson, to cooperate with him, and the work was begun. -- At
first the attempt was made to watch the operations
of suspected
distilleries,
the amount of grain cartied in and of liquor carried out; but the officials
and distillers
discovered
the attempt,
and suspended the frauds until they had organized gangs

of ruffians and driven away the detectives.
Then
Mr. Colony, under pretense of collecting
statistics
of the city's receipts and shipments,
placed a man
at each lauding and freight depot, to copy bills of
lading.
The copyists were ignorant
of the purpose of their employer, and were directed to copy
the records of all staple articles, inviuding whi._ky.
Finally,
by assorting
the bills, blr. Colony had a
description
of all shipments
of liquors
by each
distillery
for three months,
with the serial numbers of the stamps.
Comparison
with the official
returns of course laid the wbole fraud bare; and,
within a month after ]_Ir. Colony's appointment,
he had ma(le all the leading hours
of St. I,_)uN
liable to seizure.
The work was thcn transferred
to special agents of the internal
revenue
bureau.
nmst of whom were kept in ignorance of the real
object of their investigations;
and a new commissigner of internal
revenue, ex-_nator
Pratt, of Indiana, was appointed.
Under his direction,
CXperts compared
the returns
of other distilleries
with the records
already obtained, and thus the
secretary was enabled, through his agents, to work
up similar frauds at Milwaukee
and Chicago, and
to discover
the manner
in which the distillers.
by connivance
of the officials, accomplished
the
frauds, by shipping
secretly barrels
whose contents they had reported
as "dumped"
into the
common
cistern of the distillery
for storage.
Finally, May 10, 1875, the blow fell simultaneously
at St. Louis, Milwaukee
and Chicago, by the scizure of all the implicated
distilleries,
sixteen in
number,
and as many rectifying
houses.
The
records
seized enabled the government
to make
further seizures in almost every important
city in
the United States, for the seizure of May 10 had
been entirely unexpected
and unprepared
for. One
telegram
had gone from Washingemn
to St. Louis.
"Lightning
will strike on Monday.
Inform our
friends
in the country."
But it was found that
the sender and receiver of the message were belh
opponents
of the ring; and, with this exception,
no intimation
of the secretary's
purposes secms to
have passed outside of his own little circle.
A_ a
result of this secrecy of operation,
the government
was able to bring into court a total amount of about
$3,500,000 of property seized, with suits on gaugera' bonds, and indictments
against 238 person,.
including
distiUcrs,
rectifiers,
wholesale
liquor
dealers, collectors,
deputy
collectors,
supervisors.
gaugers, storekeepers,
and other persons.
It_wa._
shown that the government
had been defrauded
of about $1,650,000 of taxes during the ten months
from July 1, 1874, to May 1, 1875.--When
the
papers in the case were first laid before President
Grant, he indorsed one of them with directions t_)
"let no guilty man escape," and had supported
Bristow heartily.
But the first effort of tbe ring
was to persuade the president
that Bristow's
zeal
was inspired by a desire to obtain the presidency.
The investigators
had come to believe that _he
president's
private secretary,
Babcock, was one of
the ring, and they directed
his movements
to be
watched.
The letter, which ordered the fraud to
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be exposed "from bottom to top," was stolen from
the office of the government
counsel:
and, when it
reached Babcock,
the letters
"W. H." had been
added at the end of a line after the word "top," so
as to make it aplmar to be the intention to inv_tigate the White llouse from bottom to top. A press
copy of the letter exposed
the interpolation,
aml
prevented
the removal
of Wilson, for which the
president had hastily given orders on first reading
the letter.
This, however, was but one of the efforts which weremade
fromever)"
side to break up
all confidence and co-operation
between the president and the secretary;
others seem to have been
more successful. -- Indictments
for conspiracy
to
defraud, and for destruction
of public records, be-

Babcock
by the ring, had been induced to go to
Europe.
District attorney Dyer had induced him
to return by a promi_
of exemption
from prosecution, met him in Philadelphia,
aml obt'dned an
outline of his testimony.
As soon as this became
known, the attorney
general issued an order to
the district attorneys
at St. Louis, Chicago and
Milwaukee,
dated Jan. 26, 1876, ordering them to
give no promises
of exemption,
but to punish
every guilty person, who should be convicled or
should confes_ his gnlilt.
It is hardly n_,cc_ary
to say that this letter excited a general indignalion, and was looked upon as an official effort to
screen Babcock. -- It must be confessed,
that, in
spite of the fact that there was not a breath of

gan in June, 1875, and continued
throughout
the
year.
The most important
were those against
John /k. Joyce, revenue
special agent, John MeDonald,
supervisor,
Win. O. Avery, chief clerk
in the treasury
department,
and General O. E.
Babcock.
The trials began in the autumn at Jefferson City, Me.
Joyce was convicted,
Oct. 23,
McDonald
Nov. 22, and Avery Dec. 8. One of
the leading counsel for the government
in these
prosecutions
was John B. tlenderson,
of ]_lissouri.
In the Avery trial he had o('.ca._ion to introduce
certain suspicious
telegrams
from Babcock,
and
he commented
on them
and on the president's
general action in the case in terms which, to _y
the lea.st, were indiscreet.
'" What right," said he,
"had
Babcock
to go to Douglas
[the former internal revenue
commissioner]
to induce him to
withdraw
his agents?
What right had the president to interfere
with Douglas in the proper discharge of his duties, or with the sccretaxy of the
treasury?
Why did Douglas
bend the supple
hinges of his knee, and permit any interference
by the president?"
Henderson
claimed that this
language was meant only to justify the president
in rwt interfering;
but it must bc evident that the
president could not have been fairly e):pectcd to
endure this mode of attacking
the whisky ring.
Henderson
was removed;
but his place was given
to Jas. O. Broadhead,
a leading democratic
lawyer of St. Louis.
Dec. 9 the federal grand jury
indicted Babcock.
Babcock
had already asked
for a military court of inquiry, to investigate
the.
charges against him in the Avery trial, and the
president was strongly
disposed to direct the attorney general to suspend
all civil proceedings
in
the Babcock case, and turn the matter over to the
military court.
This was successfully
resisted l_y
Bristow;
but the court was granted, and met at
Chicago, Dec. 9. The attorney
general directed
the district attorney
to send to the military court
his evidence a a_dnst Babcock, and the names of
his witnesses;
but the district attorney
(Dyer) refused to obey an order which would have made
him punishable
for contempt
of court.
The milltary court met, suspended
its proceedings,
and
soon afterward
dissolved.The Babcock
trial
began Feb. 8, 1876.
One of the most important
witnesses, a gauger named Everest, who was allegect to have personal knowledge
of payments
to

suspicion
upon the president
personally,
there
was a very general feeling that he was to some
extent on trial with his private
secretary ; and
there was an cquallygeneral
feeling of relief when
the jury, Feb. 24, brought
in a verdict of not
guilty.
Immediately
afterward the president took
another
private secretary
in Babcock's
place.Most of the remaining
defendants
either plead
guilty or were convicted;
and a few, in whose
cases there were extenuating
circnmstances,
were
non-pressed.
Of the leading defendants,
Avery,
McKec and Maguire were pardoned in about six
months.--In
March,
1876, a select committee
wa.q appointed
by the house of representatives
to
_Ls(.ertain whether any federal official had aided
or given information
to the defendants.
It sat
for six months,
examined
a great number
of
witnesses,
and gaw, their testimony
in House
Misc. Dec., .No. 186, 1st session, 44th congress,
1875--6. The whole makes up a startling
revelation of the political
methods of the time, and
of the disgraceful
and dangerous
condition
of
the civil service. --Ever)'
effort had been nmde
to blacken
the private
and public
character
of Secretary
Brislow,
but without
the slightest
success.
In the spring of 1876 he opened an atlack upon a whisky ring on the California
coast.
ltere, at last, he was beaten.
As soon as his investigations
became dangerott% a California senatot demanded the removal of several of the more
active special agents of the treasury at San Francisco.
The secretary
refu_.'d, hut was n(Jt supported by the president ; and in June, 1876, he
resigned,
ttis retirement
relieved the ring from
further prosecution;
but its active energies were
broken and were never revived.
C. & J.
WHITE,
Hugh Lawson,
was born in Ircdcll
county, *N. C., Oct. 30, 1773, and died at Knoxville, Tenn., April 10, 1840. lie removed to Tenne_ee with his father in 1786. was admitted to
the bar in 1795, and served as judge of the state
supreme court 1801-7 and 1809-15, as st_lte senator
1807-8 and 1817-18, and as United Stales senator
1825-33 and 1837-40.
In 1836 he rcccived twentysix electoral
votes, from Tennessee
and Georgia,
for the presidency,
being the representative
of
that " state rights" southern faction which thereafter became the southern wing of the whig party.
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(See "_'lt'I(} PXRTY, I.) See _ancy
H. Scott's
Memoir of Wh/te,. 2 Benton's
Thirty Yearg View,
184.
A.J.

PROVISO.

WILMOT
PROVISO
(L'_ U. S. HisTonY).
Although
this principle
has been baptized
with
the name of David Wilmot,
a democratic
congressman
from Pennsylvania,
who attempted
to
apply it in 1846 to tim territory
about to be acquired from Mexico, it is in reality the outcome
of that principle of congressional
control over the
territories
which has constantly
been applied in
practice
since the nation first owned territories.
The ordinance
of 1787 (see that title) prohibited
slavery in the northwest
territory;
and in the territory southwest
of the Ohio the prohibition
of
slavery was not imposed, because congress, in" accepting the cessions of it by the states, had volun,
tartly bound itself not to do so. In the organization of the territories,
while congress has allowed
the election of the lower house of the legislature
by the people, it has always retained to the hational government
the appointment
of the judges
and of the governors, with a veto on the tcrritorial legislatures,
and has even retained a power to
veto, in the last resort, the action of territorial
governors
and legislatures
together.
Its power to
prohibit polygamy
and slavery
in the territories
has always rested on exactly the sam(', foundation,
(See TERRrrORmS.)
In the case of slavery it
would probably
never have been denied, but for
the influence occasioned
by thegrowth
of slavery,
Jefferson's prohibition
of slavery in both the northwest and southwest
territories
came within a hair's

Arkansas;
but it took absolute assurance for the
future by prohibiting
slavery forever in the rest of
the annexation,
tbat part lying north of latitude
36 ° 30'.
The mistake lay in allowing this to go
forth as a compromise,
a bargain, a division of
territory
between the sections, instead of a plain
exercise of rightful
power by congress,
couph,d
with an act of condonation
for the past.
There
could then have been no attempt
to stamp the
Wilmot proviso in 1846 as a novelty in American
legislation.I. BEFORE ANNEXATION.
Prohibitions of slaver)- were inserted in the organization of the new territories
formed from the Louisiana purchase,
Iowa in 1838, and Minnesota
in
1849, by the following
provision:
"The
laws of
the United States are hereby extended
over and
declared to be in force in the said territory,
so far
as the same, or any provision thereof, may be applicable."
The prohibition
of slavery
therein,
passed in 1820, thus attached to them as organized
territories.
It was very doubtful whether Oregon
was really a part of the Louisiana
purchase (see
_'ORTH_'EST BOt'.'D._RY), and for greater safety
an explicit prohibition
of slavery was inserted i_
the first house bill to organize the territory.
In
this form the house passed the bill, Feb. 3, 1_%_5,
by a vote of 140 to 59. Pending
difficulties with
Great Britain made the organization
of the territory at that time a matter of doubtful
prudent(.,
and it was not considered
by the senate until after
the treaty
of June
15, 1846. -- All parties who
voted for the annexation
of Texas did so with _
silent recognition
of slavery therein, as establi,h(_t
by local law.
But the remainder
of the Mexican
republic was absolutely barred to slavery, at fir,t by
a decree of t he dictator Guerrero
in 1829, and then

breadth of success in 1784; and the more limited
prohibition
of 1787 had practically
no opposition,
In the case of Missouri, in 1819-20, there was
hardly any denial in the south, while there was a
unanimous
affirmation
in the north, of the power
of congress to prohibit anything
in the territories,
even slavery.
The southern
argument
was altogether different from any such denial. It showed
that the national
government
had acquired
the
territory
west of the Mississippi,
when slavery
was permitted
therein by law; that it had taken
no steps whatever to prohibit
slavery therein, but
had allowed it to extend north through Missouri
and that, when Missouri
had thereby
become a
slave state through
the continued
policy of congress, confirmed by the admission of Louisiana
as
a slave state in 1812, it was not just, by a sudden
reversal of policy in the case of Missouri, todestroy
property
rights which congress, at least by/aches,
had allowed to grow up. Leaving out of question
the morality
of slavery,
the southern
reasoning
was just, and indeed, mutatis mutand_,
was exactly the reasoning
of the free-soilers
of after
days.
In 1820 (see Co_o_xsES,
IV.), congress
recognized
its justice:
it refrained
from touching
slavery in that part of the annexation
where it
had been allowed
to grow up, in the states of
T_¢guisiana and Missouri,
and in the territory
of

by the constitutions
of the Mexican republic.
If,
then, uny portion
of it should be annexed to the
United States, it would come in as free territory.
just as all other acquisitions
had been slave _erritory when acquired.
Early in the Mexican war
an arrangement
seems to have been made by the
administration
with the banished
Mexican
president, Santa Anna, by which he was to be allow_i
to return to Mexico, reorganize his party, and conelude a peace on the basis of a payment
by the
United States for a cession of territory.
Aug. 8,
1846, in a special message,
thepresident
asked for
the appropriation
of a sum of money for" the adjustment
of a boundary
with Mexico such a_ n_4ther republic will hereafter be inclined to di_tur _b.''
that is, for the purchase
of Mexican
territory
outside of Texas.
Such a bill, appropriating"
$2,000,000,
wasat
once introduced
in the house,
and debate was limited to two hours. :Northern and
southern
whigs were alike opposed to any acquisition of territory,
for fear of introducing
with it
the question of slavery: and White, of :New York.
and Winthrop,
of Massachusetts,
now expr c_¢'_('d
their party's views clearly and forcibly.
]_Io._tof
the northern
democrats,
while determined
on aequisition
of territory,
were equally determined
that it should remain free. Brlnckerhoff,
of Ohio,
at once drafted,
and Wilmot
introduced,
the
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afterward

famous
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"Wilmot

against
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the proviso.

Southern

whigs,

who were

proviso," as follows: "provided
that [as an express
and fundamental
condition
to the acquisition
of

against tile acquisition,
could safely vote against
the proviso with its bill, and could carry enough

any territory from the republic of Mexico by the.
United States, by virtue of any treaty which may
be negotiated
between them, and to the use by the
executive of the moneys herein appropriated]
netther slavery nor involuntary
servitude
shall ever
exist in any part of said territory,
except for crime,
whereof the party shall first be duly convicted."
The words in brackets were not essenti:tl, except
under temporary
circumstances,
and the remainder forms the Wilmot proviso proper, as it is usually cited.
It followed the language
of the ordinance of 1787.--Remarkably
httle opposition
was made to this first appearance
of the proviso,
and that little came from southern democrats who

northern whigs with them on that issue to preserve
the national integrity of their party.
How were
northern
democrats
to kee t) their party intact ?
This prc.csing question w_ an._wcrcd by the cvolution of the new dogma of " popular sovereignty '"
(sec that title) in the territories, by virtue of which
the status of slaver), in any territory was to be remitted to the decision of the people of thc territory.
Urged at first as a prudent way of settling
the difficulty, it almost immediately
became the
toucb_tonc of democr_my, and Wihnot and dcmocr;_ts who SUl)portcd him wcrc driven out of the
party. --Jan.
4, 1847, in tbc house, Preston King,
of _ew York, a._ked leave to offer a bill like that

al]eged that the territory in question was already
free; that the proviso was thus needless; and that
it was also mischievous,
as a piece of supererogstory and offensively
anti-southern
legislation,
which
would provoke
the election
of extreme
southern representatives
and endanger
the Union.
This view will be found best stated by Benton,
as cited below, and he him_lf
was one of the first
victims. (See Mrssot_I.)
The proviso w,_s quietly
accepted:
the house decided it in order by a vote
of 90. to 87, and adopted it (83 to 64) and thc whole
bill(85 to 79) on the day of its introduction.
Two
days afterward,
on the last day of the session, the
senate voted, 19 to 10, to take up the bill for consideration.
Lewis, of Alabama,
moved to strike
out the proviso.
Davis, of Mas,_achusctts,
argued
against the motion, and persisted in his ar_lmcnt
until the time fixed for adjournmcntcame,
andhe
was cut off in the full flow of debate.
The proviso thus fell with the bill.
It was claimed at the
time that it would have been paa_ed by the votes
of all the free-state senators, and those from Delaware and Maryland;
but Wilson
makes a very
convincing showing that it would have been voted
down.
Nevertheless
the denunci'_tions
of Davis'
action in democratic
newspapers
and in the
"Union,"
the official newspaper
at Washingt(_n,
were far more severe than in those of their opponents.
Cags, in conversation,
censured
Davis
severely.
Polk, in his message of the following
December, without any condemnation
of the proviso, expressed
his regret that the bill had not
passed, and his confidence that a majority
of both
houses was still in favor of it. The legislatures
of
every northern
state east of Indiana,
excepting

of the previous
session, changing
$2,000,000 t(*
$3,0(X),0()0, but adding
the pr_)viso.
Before it
could Ix_ considered,
bills of like naturc, but without the proviso, had been reported in both houses.
In the senate the southern whigs un.cuccc_sfully
tried to add a prohibiti_u
of any purchase of tcrritory; and the bill, without
the proviso, passed
)Iarch 1. In the hou__c the proviso was mnved
by Wilmot as an amendment,
Feb. _, renewed by
Hamlin, Feb. 15, and adopted by a vole of 115 to
106. Douglas unsuccessfully
trying to restrict it to
territory
north of latitude 36 30'.
March 3. in
tim house, the proviso was added to thc senat(_
bill in committee ,)f the whole by a vote of 90 to
80, but rejected
on the report of the committee
(97 to 102); and the bill. without tile proviso, was
finally pa_ed (115 to 81).--]n
tim meantime, a.
bill to organize ()regon territory, with a provision
that the inhabitants
should
enjoy all ttle privileges, _nd bc bound by all ttle prohibiti_)ns and
restrictions,
of the ordinance of 1787 (which prohibitcd slavery), was pa._sed by the house, Jan. 16,
1847. But Oregon wa_ n_)w to bc linked in, for a
time, with the territory
to be annexed:
and the
senate. "ff_cr twicc committing
thc bill, hid it on
the table, March '3.--II.
AFTEI_. A_NEXATIOX
A._D BEFORE CO._IPROMISE. Before any further
measures
could be altempted
at the next session,
peace had been concluded,
Feb. 2, 1848, and the
great territoricsof
California'u_d
New Mexico (see
ANNEXATIONS, IV., for their extent) had been
transferrcd
to the United
Sl'ttes.
Thc fact of
possessi(m greatly clmnged
political
condi!ions.
_'-_)uthern demoerals
simply continued
_o oppose
the proviso; northern
democrats
now opposed it

Maine, but includingDelaware,
formally approved
tile proviso, democrats
and whigs uniting in the
_'ote. Everything
seemed to point to its passage,
as a democratic
measure, at the following
session,
-- Before the following session the southern
memhers had bee_ naturally
forced into an attitude of
stronger opposition to the proviso.
:Every southern aspirant
to a seat in congres,_ was certain
to

by force of the doctrine of popular sovereignty;
and southern whigs, who h_d opposed it together
with the $3,000,000 bill, on account of the acquisition of territory,
found little difficulty in continuing the opposition after annexaiim_.
In short,
the proviso bad now no friend_ in congress, exccpting a part of thc northern whigs and the few
remaining
Wilmot
dem_)crats.
Only thc immi-

represent
the sitting member's
active or passive
support of the proviso as an act of treason to the
south; and thus all the southern
democrats,
who

nent presidential
election of 1848, and the unknown possibilities
of a northern
free-soil uprising, prevented
the organization
of the territories,

desired

without

an acquisition

of

territory,

were

arrayed

the

proviso,

in the spring

of 1848;

and
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the lost opportunity was not easily regained. -May 29, 1848, the president called the attention of
con_o'ressto the pressing necessity of organizing
Oregon territory; and thcneeessitywasemphasized
by the fact that tile popular provisional government (_e OREGON)had begun to make laws forbidding slavery. The necessary bill, which Douglas had reported, Jan. 10, was at once brought up;
Itale offered as an amendment a section imposing
the prohibitions, as well as the privileg¢.'s, of the
ordinance of 1787; and debate continued until
July 12. A select committee of eight was then
thorn,
and it reported, July 18, a bill in thirtyseven _ctions, commonly known as the "Clayton
compromise," from the chairman of the committee, organizing the territories of Oregon, California and :New Mexico together.
No power was
given to the territorial legislatures to legislate
on slavery, and questions of its legality or tilegality in any particular territory were to be de¢ided by the territorial courts, with a right to appeal to the United States supreme court. In this
form the bill was passed, July 26, but the house
laid it on the table by a vote of 112 to 97, and it
was never revived.
The majority was made up
of seventy-four northern whigs, thirty northern
democrats, and eight southern whigs. Aug. 2,
the house passed an Oregon bill, with the section
relating to the ordinance of 1787. Aug. 10, the
senate passed it with an amendment declaring the
Missouri compromise line to extend to the Pacific,
and to be binding in all future organizations of
territories, and on the following day the house
non-concurred.
Aug. 12, the senate receded,
passed the bill as it originally came from the
house, and Oregon was a free territory.
The secret of the senate's action was in the Buffalo convention three days before, and the nomination of
candidates pledged against extension of slave_T.
(See FREE-SOIL P.cRTY.)--The southern leaders
were doubly embarrassed at the meeting of congress in December, 1848. The discovery of gold
in California, Jan. 19, 1848, was increasing the
population so rapidly that a state government
would soon be even more necessary than a territorial government; and the mass of northern dcm_crats in congress were so thoroughly provoked
by Taylor's election through southern electoral
votes as to be ready even for the proviso.
Nothtag could have postponed the proviso but the
shortness of the session, and the still controlling
influence of the south in the senate.
Congress
had hardly organized, when the house, Dec. 13,
by a vote of 108 to 80, instructed the committee
,on territories to bring in territorial bills for Callfornia and New Mexico, "excluding slavery therefrom."
The committee, one week later, reported
the California bill, but it was not reached until
Feb. 26, 1849. The next day it was passed by a
vote of 126 to 87, almost exactly sectional.
The
:New Mexico bill was reported Jan. 8, but was not
reached.
In the senate the California bill was reletted, but never considered, and the committee
was discharged, March 3. In place of it, an un.

successful attempt was made to tack a senate bill
to the appropriation bill. (See RmFats, II.) At
the adjournment the territories were still leftunor
ganized.- No one, as yet, denied the right of the
people of a territory, when forming a state con.
stitution, to prohibit slavery ; and tile new admia.
istration (Taylor's) at once undertook to s_lve tile
problem by procuring the formation of state governments in hoth California and New Mexico. Ia
both of these the Wilmot proviso was a part of
the state constitution.
This forced the further
proceedings into a new line, whichis detailed cl_ewhere. (See COMPRO._mES,V.) In reviewing
the whole current of events, at the close of '%1)
tcmber, 1850, it will appear that the object of the
proviso, the prohibition of slavery, had been successfully attained in all the territory outside of the
Louisiana purchase, except the modern state of
Nevada, and the territories of Utall, New Mexico
and Arizona (then included in _iew Mexico); and
that, as to the excepted portions, the Mexican law,
abolishing slavery therein had never been inter.
fered with by American laws. But the struggle
over the Wilmot proviso, which was e_enti;lll)only a declaration of the existing law of the te.r
ritories, was a very sufficient warning that some
influence was at work, which would resist any
such declaration for the future.
This was the
doctrine of Calhoun, that the constitution's guarantee of security to properly covered the tcrriwries also; and that congress was bound to enforce
it in the case of slave property, as well as oilier
property.
The objection now seems insuperable
that the slaves were always referred to as " persons" in the federal constitution, and as "prol)erty" only in state constitutions and laws, whicil
could have nothing to do with the territoric.s
But at the time Calhoun's doctrine f(,ll in too
closely with southern feeling to be resisted. It
was adopted, openly by some, t,'witly by (_thf.rs,
and the comparative strength of the former cla,_
steadily increased.
Calhoun's resolutions of Feb.
19, 1847, protesting against discrimination in The
territories against any state, were the first, th,_ugh
vague, expression of the doctrine, and their (,ffc('T
was seen in the unanimous resolutions of the Vir
ginia legislature, March 8, following: 1, that _uch
a discrimination was in violation of the comproraises of the constitution;
2, that it wa_ to l;e
"resisted at every hazard"; and 3, that, in the
event of the passage of theWilmot proviso ()_'_any
law abolishing slavery or the slave trade in th('
District of Columbia, the governor shouht imm_diately convene the legislature" to consider of t.he
mode and measure of redress."
As the provl.,o
discussion went on, the southern tone grew ._till
warmer; and at the time of the final coml)ro mi'('
most of the southern states had statules or rcsolutions in existence directing the governor to
call a popular convention in the event of the
passage of the proviso.
(See SF_,CESSmS,II.)
IIL A_"l'Jc,:a'msm Co_l,m)teTa_. The general ratification of the compromise of 1850 seemed at
first to have put an end to the desire for the pro-
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viso.
When was it to be applied?
California
was a free state, and the territories
had been coinpletely organized,
those acquired
under the Louisiana purchase
having
the proviso
under
the
Missouri compromise,
and those acquired
under
tlle Mexican
purchase
merely ignoring
it. Not
content
to let well enough
alone, the northern democratic
leaders, in 1854, attempted
to apply the "popular
sovereignty"
principle
to the
new territories
of Kansas
and Nebraska,
formed
from the Louisiana
purchase
(sce KA.XsA_NEBRASKA BULL), and thus to wipe out the proviso
when it was already established
by law.
The attcmpt naturally
revived
the proviso
on a far
stronger ground.
It was now an evidently
conservative
effort to reapply to tile Loui._iaaa purchase the prohibition
which had been it, organic
law from 1820 until 1854; and it thus secured a
breadth of support greater than it could have obrained in 1849--50, and became the basis of a great
northern
party.
(See REPUBLWAN P.'_n'rY, I.)
But of course the new party could not be content

approved by the house of representatives,
but the
senate did not act on the veto hill, so that the territorial slave law remained in force.
On the contrary, theeighth
resolution of the republican platform in May, 1860, declared
"that
the normal
condition of all the territory of the United States
is that of freedom;
that, as our republican fafllers,
when they had abolished slavery in all our national territory,
ordained
that no'person
_hould be
deprived
of life, liberty or property without due
process of law, it becomes our duty, by Icgislation, whenever
such legislation
is necessary,
to
maintain this provision of the con_tilufion
a_ainst
all attempts to violate it; and we(tony the authority of c'ongTess, of a terrilorial
legi._laturc, or of
any individuals,
to give l_,gal existence to slavery
in any territory of tile Unitt, d States."
The issue
was thus fairiy made up on both sides : all or
nothing.
The republican
Wogramme
was indorsed by Lincoln's
election, and secession and
war followed.
(See SECESSm_. 111.; I{EBI.:I,I,ION.)
-- IV. FXN.'_L ]_STABLISItMENT
OF TIIE PROVISO.

to limit the assertion of the proviso to the Louisiana purchase:
law for one territory
was law for
all, for Utah and New Mexico as well _s for Kansas and Nebraska;
and thus the work of 18'50 was
to be done over again, with no chancc now for
compromise.
In 1857 the supreme court decided
that the proviso had always been unconstitutional
in the case of any territory
(see DRED SCOTT
CASE); but this had little effect on the supporters
of the proviso.
They still asserted
the right of
congress to impose a prohibition
of slavery upon

The withdrawal
of soutt_ern senators and rcpresentatives
left the republicans
in a majority
in
both houses of congress
bt'fore the end of the
session of 1860--61 ; but lht T made no attempt to
enforce the eighth section of the Chicago platform.
The pror, o._itions of Crittenden (_e CoMP1RO_IISES,VI.), and of the peace congress
(see
CONFERENCE,
PF.ACE), both of _hich aimed to
forbid the future application
of the Wilmot proviso to tcrrilory
south of latitude 36 ° 30 , were
rejected:
but, on the other hand, the territories

the territories, disregarding
the obiter dicta of the
supreme
court,
and leaving
the constitutional
_tuestion to be decided by the court when the case
shouhi come directly before it. Against this permaneat
progTammc
a bald negative
was but a
poor reliance:
the south was compelled
to choose
between admitting
the validity
of a prospective
prohibition,
or taking Calhoun's
extreme ground
of the duty of congress
to protect
slavery in the
territories.
It chose the latter (see DE:',Iocn._.TIC

of Colorado, Dakota and New_da were organized
_ithout
the Wilmot proviso, in entire silence as
1o slavery, anti therefore with all the benefits to
the soulh of the I)red Scott decision.
Slavery in
the territorlcs
remained
undislurb_,d
until 1862,
immediately
after its abolition in the District of
Columbia,
April 16. (See ABOHTm.X. lit.)
In
the house, March 24, a bill was introduced
"tc_
render freedom
national, and slaver)" sectional,"
and was referred to the committee
on wrritories.

PArtT_, V.), its ultimatum
being expressed
in
Jeffcrson Davis' senate resolutions
of May 24-25,
1860. The most important
of these, in this connection, were the fourth
and fifth, as follows:
'" 4, that neither
congress
nor a territorial
legislature, whether
by direct legislation
or legislation
of an indirect and unfriendly
character,
possesses
power to annul or impair
the constitutional
right
of any citizen of the United States to take his
slave property
into the common
territories,
and
there hold and enjoy the same while the territorial
condition
remains;
5, that, if experience
should
at any time prove that the judicial
and executive
authority do not possess means to insure adequate
protection
to constitutional
rights in a territory,
and if the territorial
government
should fail or
refuseto provide the necessary
remedies
for that
purpose, it will be the duty tff congress to supply
such dettcie_cy."
At least a part of these resolutions was _cplatned
by a territorial
law of New
Mexico, _a 1_,
_ltaldist_g
slavery,
It was dis-

It was reporw.(1, May 1. rce(_mmitted,
and again
reported, May 8. ]t was now a bill to prohibit
slavery in the territorie% in federal forts, dockyards, etc., in vessels on tim high seas, in national
highways,
and in all places where the national
government
had cxclu-ive
jurisdiction.
II was
debated until May 12. when it had been modified
into a simple prohibition
of slavery in the territories, and was then passed by a vote of 85 to 50.
In the senate, Jmm 9. its language
wa_ slightly
changed to the following : " that, from and _ffwr
the passage of this act, there shall be ncifl_er
slavery n,_r invohmtary
servitude
in any of the
territories
of the United States now existing, or
which may at any time lwreafter
be formed or
acquired
by the United St_te_. otherwise than in
punishment
of crime, whereof thc party shall
have been duly convicted "; and i! was then
passed (28 to 10). June 17, the house concurred
(72 to 88); and the bill became law, June 19. It
was never brought
before the supreme court, ia
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order that its constitutionality
might be examined
in the light of the yet unreversed
Dred Scott decision;
but all doubts on that score were removed by the national abolition of slavery in 1865,
through the ratification of the 13th amendment,
_(Sc_
CONSTITUTION,
III.)--Sce
3 yon Holst's
United States, 286; 1 Greeley's
American
Co_flict,
189; 2 Wilson's
Rise and Fall of the Slave Power,
18; Harris' Political Co_flictin America,
114; 2 A.
H. Stephens'
War Between the States, 165; Buehanalds AdrninistratioT_,
18; 1 Dix's Speecl_,
179
(Three Million Bill). Gardiner's
The Great Issue,
94; 16 Benton's
Debates of Congress, 223-254 (Oregon), 399 (summary
of Mexican
laws abolishing
slavery);
Cleveland's
A. II. StepheT_s, 343 (and

rained the position as a republican
until his deetion as vice-president.
During the rebellion he
served as chairman of the senate military commfl.
tee, and took a leading part in the conduct of the
war by congress.
His leading work is the ]ti,_ol T
of the R_and
Fall of the Slave Powerin
Ameri_;
his minor works are the lIistory of the Al_ti-Slar, l.y
Jlea_res
i_ _gress,
1860-64;
Milita_7/ Mea_r_._
of the United Stales Cv,ng_'ess; ttistory of tIte I_construction
_e_sures i1_ Congress, 186'5-8; It_to_.y
of the Part of Congre_ i1_ the War to suppres._ tl,.
Rebe/_ioa. See Stowe's Men of Our Tin_s; Mann's
Life of Wilson; Nason's Life of Wilson.
ALEXA_N'DERJOHNSTON.

law authorities
there cited in favor of the continuance of Mexican laws after conquest);
3 Statesman's
Ma_ual,
1613 (Mes_ge
of Aug. 8, 1846),
1710 (Message of May 29, 1848); 15 Benton's Debates of C_mgre_, 645 (introduction
of the proviso);
16/briT., index under Slavery;
4 Calhoun's
Works,
_39 (resolutions
of Feb. 19, 1847); 1 A. II. Stephens' War Between the State,, 409 (Senate resolutions of May 2,4-25, 1860); 12 Stat. at Large,
432 (act of June 19, 1862); Wilson's
Anti-Sla_/
Measures in Congress, 92. The different
shades of
opinion as to the proviso may best be studied
as
follows : moderate
democratic
(south), 2 Benton's
Thirty Years' View, 695 (north), 1 Dix's Speeches,
281; extreme
southern
democratic,
4 Calhoun's
Works, 535 (Speech of Feb. 24, 1849); southern
whig, Cleveland's
A. 11. Stephens, 332 (Speech of
Feb. 12, 1847); northern
whig, 5 Webster's
Works,
253 (Speech of March 1, 1847); free-soil,
Horace
Mann's Letters and Speeches, 10 (Speech of June
.._0, 1848); abolitionist,
Jay's Rev/ew of the Mex4Aan
War, 183, and Warden's
Life of Cha_, 314; administration,
1849--50, 3 Statesman's
Manual,
1847
(Message of Jan. 21, 1850).
The DemocraZw Re-e_w carefully
avoids the subject until September,
1847 (p. 103), and the Wh/g Revisw until August,
1848 (p. 193), and then both pronounce
against
the proviso, the former as an abolition measure,
the latter as a democratic
measure,
A_._.X*_DER JOHNSTOn.

WIRT,
William,
was born at Bladensburgh.
Md., Nov. 8, 177'2, and died at Washington
city.
Feb. 18, 1834.
He was admitted
to the bar ia
1794, and practiced in eastern Virginia until 1817.
when he became attorney
general of the Uuiled
States, serving until 1829. In 1830 he removed to
Baltimore.
In 1832 he was the anti-masonic
candidate for the presidency
(see ANTI-MASOr_aY, I ),
and received the seven electoral votes of Vermont.
See Kennedy's
Memoir of Wirt (1852); 70 North
American
Review, 255; 92/b., 277.
ALEXANDER JOH_STOX.
WISCONSIN,
a state of the American
Union.
formed from the northwest
territory.
(See TEaRrromws,
ORD_C]_
OF 1787.)
Its area was included successively
in the territories
of Indiana.
Illinois and Michigan,
and was finally organized
into the territory
of Wisconsin,
April 20, 1836.
An enabling act was passed Aug. 6, 1846, and under its provisions
a convention
at Madison, Oct.
5-Dec.
16, 1846, framed a state constitution.
An
act was then passed, March 3, 1847, to admit the
new state under this constitution,
if it should l)e
ratified
by popular vote.
It was rejected
by tht.
people, owing to its attempt
to prohibit
bankand banking,
and Wisconsin
remained
a tenitory.
May 29, 1848, the state was finally admitred
under
its first constitution.
-- BOt:._DA
m_S.
As this was the fifth state erected from

WILSON,
Henry_ vice-president
of the United
States 1873-5, was born at Farmington,
N. tt.,
Feb. 16, 1812, and died in office at Washington
city, Nov. 22, 1875.
His name, Jeremiah Jones
Colbath, was changed to Henry Wilson by an act
of the legislature
in 1830.
He was serf-educated
during the time which he could save from his labors as a farm lmnd and shoemaker.
From 1841
until 1852 he served frequently in the state legislature, as a whig with strong anti-slavery opinions,
In 1848 he withdrew
from the whig national convention, entered the free-soil party, and was its
candidate
for governor in 1858.
He then went
into the "know-nothing"
organization
(see A _a-_aICAN P_,:aTY), but withdrew from it in 1855.
Before his withdrawal
he had been elected United

the northwest
territory, which, by the ordinanvc
of 1787, was to be divided into not more than
five states, it would seem fitting that Wigeonssin should have comprised
all the remnant (,f
the original territory.
This, however, w_s n,)t
done: five and a half states were really formed.
that portion west and north of the wester_ (._d
of Lake Superior being taken from Wisconsin
and given to the trans-Mississippi
territory of
Minnesota.
The boundaries of the state, as fixed
by the enabling
act and accepted
by thc fir-t
constitution,
are as follows : Beginning
in the
middle
of Lake Michigan,
in latitude 42 _ 30'
north (the northern boundary of Illinois); thence,
with the Michigan boundary, through Lake 3Ii('h
igan, Green Bay, and the Menomonee,
Brul5
and Montreal
rivers to Lake Superior;
tlwnce

States senator by a coalition
of know-nothings,
,/ree-_llers
and opposition
democrats;
and he re-

through the middle of Lake Superior to tl_e. St.
Louis river at the head of the lake, up the St.
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Louis to its first rapids, due south to the St. Croix
river, down the St. Croix to the Mississippi, down
the Mississippi
to the northwest corner of Illinois,
and thence east to the beginning.CO_STITI;Tm.U. The constitution
under which the state was
admitted,
still in force, w.ts framed by a convcntion at Madison, Dec. 15, 1847-Feb.
1, 1848, and
ratified
by popular
vote March 13. It forbade
slavery;
gave the right of suffrage to white males
over twenty-one,
on one year's residence, but with
power to the legislature
to extend the limits of the
elective franchise on ratification
by popular vote;
fixed the numbers of the assembly at not less than
fifty-four
nor more than 100, to serve one year,
and of the senate at not less than one-fourth
nor
more than one-third of the assembly, to serve two
years; gave the governor, elected by popular vote,
a term of two years; made the judiciary
elective
for a term of years, and removable
by address of
two-thirds of the members elected to each house;
forbade the loaning of the state's credit, or the
contracting
of a state debt of more. than $100,000
except in case of war or insurrection;
and made
])Iadison the capital of the state.
Slight amendments were made in 1867, 1869 and 1870; in 1871
the legislature
was forbidden
to pass special laws
in a number of specified cases; in 1874 county and
municitlal
governments
were forbidden
to contract debts to an amount
greater than 5 per cent.
of their taxable property;
and in 1882 the sessions
of the legislature
were made biennial. -- GovERRORS.
Nelson Dewey, 1848-51 ; Leonard
J.
Farwell, 1851-8; Win. A. Barstow, 18_q-5; Coles
Bashford,
1855-7 ; Alex. W. Randall,
1857-61 ;
Louis
P. Harvey,
1861-2;
Edward
Salomon,
1862-3; James
T. Lewis, 1863-6;
Lucius
Fairchild, 1866-72; C. C. Washburn,
1872--4; Win. II.
Taylor, 1874-6; Harrison
Ludington,1876-8;
"Win.
E. Smith, 1878-82; Jeremiah
M. Rusk, 1882-4.-POLITICAL Hm'roRy.
In national politics the state
was democratic
until 1856, casting her electoral
votes for Cass and Pierce in 1848and1852.
In1856,
and at every presidential
election since that year,
the state has been republican,
about 55 per cent.
of the total popular vote being cast for the republican electors, except in 1876, when it fell to 51
per cent. In more local elections, the results have
been closely similar.
Until 1855 the state governments and congressmen
were democratic,
with
the following
exceptions
: in 18,51 Gov. Farwcll
was elected by a temporary
coalition
of whigs
and free-soilers;
and until 1852 the southeastern
or Milwaukee
district elected a free-soil congressman, the southwestern
district a whig, and the
northeastern
district a democrat.
The coalition
of 1851 dissolved almost immediately,
and for the
next two years democratic
supremacy
was hardly
disputed.
Early in 18.54 the organization
of the
republican
party (see that title) was begun, and
before July it had been completed,
the whig and
free-soil committees
disbanding,
and new cornkaittee_ of whigs, free.soflers and democrats, being
appointed in their stead.
In the fall elections the
_aew party carried
two of the congressional
dis-
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tricts and the lower house of the legislature,
and
elected twelve of the twenty-five
senators : the
Milwaukee
district was now democratic.
In the
following year, though the democrats carried the
lower house and elected all the state officers except the governor,
the republicans
secured
the
senate,
and, after a struggle,
the governorship
also.
For this office the first official count gave
Barstow (dem.) 36,170 vote% and Bashford (rep.)
36,012.
Bashford
claimed a miscount,
took the
oath as governor in January, 1_56, and brought a
qao warr_7,to suit in thc state supreme
court
against Barstow,
who had also taken the oath.
The assembly voted to recognize Barstow as governor, and the senate voted to recognize
him as
governor def, zcto until the decision of the supreme
court.
Barstow
denied the court's jurisdiction,
which the court after argumentaffirmed,
Feb. 19.
Barstow then withdrew
from the case under protest, and left the office to Bashford.
Since that
time all the governors, with the exception of Gov.
Tayh)r, have been republican,
as well ;Lqthe legislatures, the United States senators amt the congressmen,
with some exceptions,
most of which
are noted below. -- In 1856 the republicans
again
elected the governor, a majority of both houses
of the legislature, and a_ a consequence
the United
States senator (Doolittle):
the democrats
again
elected the other state officers.
This was the la._t
election for many years in which the result was
close or doubtful.
Since 1863 the Fonddu
Lac
district has always chosen a democratic congre_man; and to this must be added the northeastern
or Green Lake district in 1859-65, the Milwaukee
district
in 186_5 and 1871-85, the Winnebago
district
in 1875--85, and the general democratic
success in 1882. In all other eon_-es._ional elections tile republicans
have been _uceessful, having
usually
five of the six congressmen
from 1861
until 1871, and five of the eight congressmen
from
1871 until 1881. In the election of 1882. under a
new apportionment,
the state was entitled to nine
congre_men,
and tile democrats
were successful
in six of the districts. -- In state politics the most
interesting
issue_ have been the Graham law in
1872, and the Potter law in 1874. The former was
an act requiring
a license for the sale of liquor,
together
with a bond for the payment
of any
damages
recovcrc_l against the seller by a town
for the support of an intoxicated
person, or by
any person injured in the meansof support by the
sale of liquor to husband,
wife, parent or child.
It was decided constitutiomfl
by the state supreme
court in 1873, and, with other moving causes, led
to a slight republican
reverse in that year: the
liberal republicans
"rod democrats
el(_ted Taylor
governor.
March 11, 1874, tile Potter law was
passed.
It was a general
railroad law, fixing
railroad
rates for passengers
and freight,
and
creating a board of commissioners
to enforce the
law.
The railroads took the case to court, and in
the interim refused to obey the law; but the case
was decided against them by the state court and
the federal circuit court, and steps were at once
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taken to revoke the charters of the railroads for
their violation
of the law.
For the time the
railroads yielded, but the good understanding
between the "grangers"
(see that title)and the democrat._ gave the latter most of ttle state ofllcers,
and their candidate
for governor, Taylor, wasonly
defeated
by the close vote of 8,5,155 to 84,314.
But throughout
these slight vicissitudes
the republicans
retained
control of the legislature,
except that in 1875 their regular candidate
for United
States senator, Carpenter,
was defeated
by Cameron,
also a republican,
through
the votes of
democrats and "bolting"
republicans.
The legislature in 1882-3 stands as follows: senate, twentyfour republicans,
nine democrats
; house, seventy-cight
repuhlicans,
twenty-two
democrats.-Among the political leadersof
the state have been
the following:
AngusCameron,
republicanUnitcd
States senator 187'5-85 ; Matthew
H. Carpenter,
rcpubliean
United States senator 1869-75 and 1879
-81; Lucien B. Caswell, republican
congre_man
1875-8.3; Or._amusCole,
whigcongressmanl849-51,
state chief justice at present (18_4); P.V. Deuster,
democratic
congressman
1879-85 ; tIcnry Dodge,
governor of Wisconsin
territory 1836-41, delegate
to congress 1841-5, democratic
United States senator 1848-57 ; James
R. Doolittle,
state circuit
judge 1853-6, republican
United States senator
18.57-69, democratic
candidate
for governor 1871;
Charles Durkee,
free-soil
congressman
1849-53,
republican
United States senator 1855-61, governor
of Utah territory
186.5-70; Charles A. Eldredge,
democratic
congressman
1863-75 ; Richard
Guenther, republican
congressman
1881-,5 ; George
C. Hazelton,
republican
congre_man,
1877-83;
Timothy
O. Howe,
state circuit
and supreme
court
judge
1850-55,
republican
United
States
senator
1861-79, postmaster
general under President Arthur ; Win. Pitt Lynde, democratic
congressman
1848-9 and 1875-9; Hall_'rt
E. Paine,
republican
congressman
1865-71;
E. G. Ryan,
chief justice
of the state supreme court;
Philetus Sawyer, republican
congressman
1865-75, and
United
States senator
1881-7 ; Cadwallader
C.
Washburn,
republican
congressman
1855-61 and
1867-71, and governor
187°?,-4 ; and Charles G.
Williams,
republican
congressman
1873-83.-The
state was named
from its principal
river, the
Wisconsin,
" Ouisconsin,"
a mixed
French
and
Indian word, said to mean "westward
flowing."
-See
2 Poore's
Federal and State Constitution_;
2 Hough's
American
Constitut_or_s ; W_eoT_si_
ttlstorical
_oe_ety Co/,/ect/ans;
Lapham's
Wiscon*
sin: Its Geography and Topography (1846); Smith's
History of Wiseonsi_ (1854); Love's W/seon_'n iu
the Itebellion (1866); 2 Wil_u's
8/av_ Power, 409;
Wisconsin
]_ports;
T_bun_
Almanac,
1846--83;
Appleton's
.Annum Cyabpwdia, 1861-82;
the acts
of April 20, 1836, and March 3, 1847, are in 5
bT_. _t .L_rge, 10, and 9 _tat. at I.wrge, 178.
A._xa.smr,
B JomssTo_.
WOMAN
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(See S_-_e_.)

WRIGHT,
Sllas, wa_ born at Amherst, Ma_s..
May 24, 1795, and died at Canton, N.Y., Aug. 27,
1847. He was graduated
at Middlebury
college
in 1815, was admitted
to the bar in 1819, and almost immediately
entered politics as a democr;_t.
He served as surrogate
of Rockland
county 1821
-4, as state senator 1824-7, as congre_man
1827
-9, as state comptroller
1829-33, as United State,
senator
1833-44,
and governor
18! A. 5. Ahout
1824 his ability had made him a leading memb(.r
of the "Albany
regency"
(see that title), which
controlled
the state democratic
party; and he held
his place in it until his death.
Van Buren's
failure to receive the democratic
nomination
for ills:
presidency
in 1844 place_l the regency in an atlirude of armed
neutrality
toward
the incomiuz
administration
of Polk; and, when this state of
things
had developed
into open war in 1846,
Wright was defeated
for re-election
as governor
by the refusal
of administration
democrats
to
vote.
His death
soon afterward
added to the
bitterness
of feeling
between
his followers
and
their opponents,
and the state pal_y in 1848 made
the conflict national.
(See BAaNBL_R_'_RS; Hu_]_ERS ; FREE-SOIL PARTY ; NEW YORK ; DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV.) -- See Hammond's
Life a_d
Times of Wright;
Jenkins'
Life of Wright;
Jenkins' Goverlwr# of New York, 722; 12 1)em_ratic
Pwv/ew, 198, and
19 lb., 849 (with
portraits);
Gillet's
.Democracy in the U_Tited States, 176; 2
Benton's
Thi_'ty Years' View, 700.
ALEXANDER JOIINs'ro.N.
WY0]ffING_a
district
in the northeastern
part
of Pennsylvania,
tim seat of a long conflict of
jurisdiction
between
Pennsylvania
and Connecticut.
Attention
is elsewhere
called (see T_;itr_TORIES)
to some of the difficulties
which W(,l'C
occasioned
by the undefined
western
boundari(.of Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Virginia,
and the
three colonies south of Virginia.
In the ca_e of
Connecticut
the difficulty
was increased
by the
fact that a western prolongation
of its territory,
passing over the Dutch settlements
onthe IIudson
river, specially
excepted
under the head of 1)()_sessions of "any other Christian prince or state.'"
would have taken a strip of land about 120 mih._
wide from the northern
part of Pennsylvania.
Connecticut's
assertion of her rights took the form
of a private association,
the "Susquelr, mna cornpany," organized in 1753, and backed by the e_llc)nial government.
In 1754 the company sent commi_ioners
to meet the council of the Six Nations
at Albany (see ALBANY PbAN OF U_ro_), in order
to purchase
the Indian title.
Franklin
and the
other Pennsylvania
commissioners,
aided by Sir
William
Johnson,
of New York, endeavored
to
prevent
the purchase,
but it was effected for
£2,000.
The eastern boundary
was to be an irregular northerly time at a distance of ten miles
east of the Susquehanna
from latitude 41 ° nor_t_
to latitude 42 ° north; thence two degrees of longirude west; thence 120 miles south; and east to the
place of beginning.
In 1_
the eompm)'
_

WYO)HNG.
its first party of settlers, 200 in number;
but the
Indians attacked
and dispersed them, sent a deputation to Hartford
in 1763 to repudiate
the sale to
the company, and in 1768 resold the same territory
to Pennsylvania.
In 1769 the company,
disregarding
the Indian transactions,
agaiu began to
throw immigrants
into Wyoming,
and a desultm T
civil war began between
the Connecticut
settlers
and the Pennsylvania
men to whom the district
had been leased.
The former were several times
driven altogether
out of the valley, and compelled
to return to Connecticut,
but their persistence was
successful within two years in obtaining
apermanent lodgment.
This result was duc in great
me_ure
to the faulty land policy of Pennsylvania, whose proprietors,
the Penn family, made
it their regular policy, whenever
it was possible,
to grant leases only.
Franklin
says of Penn's
initiation of this policy : " The scene of action
being shifted from the mother country to the colorgy, the deportment
of the legislator was shifted
too. Less of the man of God now appeared,
and
more of the man of the world.
One point he had
already carried
against the inclin'_tion
of his followcrs,
namely,
the reservation
of quit rents,
which they had remonstrated
against as a burden
in itself, and, added to the purchase money, without precedent
in any other colony; but, he artfully insinuating
that government
must be supported with splendor and dignity, and thatby
this
expedient they would be exempt from other taxes,
the bait took, and the point was c_u'ried."
It was
uunatural
toexpect
that mcrclessees
would exhibit the same spirit in conflict as men who were
maintaining
a claim for absolute
ownership.
In
other words, the straggle
was between two opposite land systems, that of freeholders
and that of
leaseholders.
While this was the case, the result
was not doubtful,
and the success of the Connecticut settlers was not displeasing
to most of the
Pennsylvania
people, who disliked the proprietary
government
and the proprietary
land system.-In
1773the Wyoming
settlement
had gained somuch
strength that it began to have ambitious
views of
independent
existence
as a separate colony, and
the company,
meeting at IIartford,
June 2, 1773,
adopted
a form of government
for it. But the
legislature
of Connecticut,
having been fortified
by the favorable
opinion of a number of the best
lawyers
in Great
Britain,
Dunning,
Jackson,
Widderburn
and Thurlow,
asserted the colony's
jurisdiction
over the Susquehanna
company's
territory.
In 1774 it was made a town under the
name of Westmoreland,
and was to be considered
a part of Litchfield
county,
Connecticut.
The
town for several years sent delegates to the Connectieut
legislature.
The breaking
out of the
difficulties with the mother country suspended all
minor disputes,
and the contest was suspended
throughout
the revolutionary
war, except that the
attack on Wyoming
and ma.,_cre
of its defenders, in July, 1778, seem to have been influenced
in a slight degree by the feeling that the settlers
wece interlopers. -- In 1779 an act of the Pennsyl190
VOL. m. -- 71
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ranis legislature
transferred
all the proprietary
quit rents to the state, reserving the proprietors'
private
property
to them, and granting
them
$524,000 compensation
for quit rents, payable in
installments
after the peace.
The new lord of
the soil, the state, at once al)andoned
the leasehnhl system in future sales, and thus renewed the
contest with the Connecticut
settlers on equal
terms.
Under
thc provision
of the articles
of
confederation
which made congress
a court of
last re._ort for the trial of title to territory disputed between the states, Pennsylvania
brought suit
against Connecticut
to decide the juri._diction
of
Wyoming.
The ease was heard by five judgesat
Trenton, and in November,
1782, their unanimous
decision, afterward
confirmed
by congress,
was
given in favor of Pennsylvania.
By this time a
number of Pennsylvauians
had settled in the territory, and when these proceeded to elect justices
of the peace the Pennsylvania
legislature,
in September, 1783, directed the governor.to
commission
the officers so elected.
This began the " war of
the Pennamites
and tim Yankees."
The Connecticut settlers had submitted
to the decision of
congress, and given up their town organization;
but they expected
that their Connecticut
titles to
land would be respected
or quieted.
The conditions offered
by Pe,msylvania
were intolerable:
the Connecticut
_ettlers were to surrender
half
their lands at once, to retain pos._ion
of the
other half for one year, and were then to surrender the whole to claimants
under Pennsylvania
titles.
The scttlers resisted, led by John Franklin and others, and prevented
state agents from
laying out townships
or counties;
and their resistance had so much sympathy
from the people of
Pennsylvania
that the legislature,
Sept. 15, 1784,
suspended
proceedings.
For the next two years
the district was in a very anomalous
condition,
until in September,
1786, Pickering
(see his name)
procured
the adoption
of two complcmentary
measures which bade fair to settle the whole diffi.
tully.
Luzerne county was established,
and the
district was thus brought
within the jurisdiction
of Pcnnsylvania,
and the petitions
of the Conneclicut settlers for a confirmation
of their titles
were granted
by a confirmatory
act.
By Pickering's active exertions lhe settlers were brought to
agree to the scttlement
in May, 1787; but in the
following year the legislature,
having secured the
organization
of the county, repealed the confirmatory act, and this shocking
piece of bad faith
(" unjust and cruel," Pickering
calls it) reopened
the difficulty.
Suits were brought by Pennsylranis claimants against the settlers; but it required
more than eight years to decide the first suit, and
the unfavorable
issue of this one had no effect on
the persistence
of the other
settlers.
Finally,
April 4, 1799, the legislature
passed a compromise
act, which secured possession
to those who held
Connecticut
titles, acquired before the Trenton decision of 1782, on the payment of smaU sums ranging from 8t cents to $2 an acre.
The war of the
Pennamites
and Yankees
was thus ended. -- See
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Miner's H/story of Wyoming; Stone's/7/story of I eept the southwestern strip, about one degree
Wyoming; Peck's History of Wyoming; 8 Frank.
in width, about two-thirds of the length of tile
lin s Works, 128; Pickering's Cone/se _Tarrative of territory, and containing 14,320 square miles,
the Wyoming Dispu_ (1798), and authorities under
which was a part of the Mexican cession. (See
PICKERII_'G.
ALEXANDERJOHNSTON.
ANNEXATIOI_'S,IV.) The territory was organized by act of July 25, 1868, and by the cenWYOMING TERRITORY, a territory of the sus of 1880 its population is 20,789. Its capiUnited States, north of Colorado and Utah. Its tal is Cheyenne.
The act of July 25, 1868, is
area (97,883 square miles) was a part of the in 15 Stat. at Large, 178.
Louisiana cession (see _qNEXATIONS, I.), exALV,X.a__D_,RJOH_S'rO,_.

X
X Yrelations
Z MISSION
U. French
S. HISTORY).
in their annoying.
turn, made Most
tlle French
aggres.
between(m"the
republic The
and I sequences,
sions increasingly
of the English
the United States had been steadily becoming
annoyances were removed by Jay's treaty; as to
more tightly strained for years before the inauguFrance the United States still depended upon the
ration of President John Adams in 1797, more es- old treaty of aUiancc of 1778. But France, in adpecially by reason of the manner in which France
dition to her long-standing grievance arising from
had seized American provision slLips (see EMBAR- Washington's policy of neutrality, of which she
GO,I.), and permitted illegal captures of American
could hardly complain openly, had now a plausvessels by her privateers.
The position of France ible ground of complaint in what she cho_ to conwas more advantageous from the fact that she re- sider the American alliance with Great Britain.
spected, and pretended to respect, no international
In February, 1796, one of the directory informed
law whatever.
Her assumed place was not that Monroe that the treaty of 1778 was at an end from
of a coequal unit in the family of nations, but that the moment of the ratification of Jay's treaty; to
of an apostle of liberty, limited in her action only which Monroe very properly replied that the treaty
by her own conceptions of expediency.
Appeals
lind already been brought to nothing by the con
to treaties violated by France met an easy answer stant French captures of American vessels. -- In
in declamatory references to liberty; and any na- other points of his diplomatic intercourse Monroe
tion refusing to strengthen the hands of France
had not so well satisfied either Washington or the
was a self-confessed enemy to liberty and to cabinet. He had been given in advance a cornFrance.
In dealing with both France and Great plete vindication of Jay's treaty for the informsBritain, Washington's policy was an armed neu- tion of the Freuch government, but had not prereality, but no party supported him cordially in sented it, believing that it was intended to be held
all its features.
The republicans (democrats)
in readiness to answer formal complaints.
And
tended from the beginning to an unarmed dependin general his diplomatic language was altogetlwr
ence upon France; and the federalists, as they
ill advised and unfitting an ambassador.
As a
grew to be more openly a commercial party, tend- single instance, his letter ef Sept. 3, 1794, to the
ed to an armed dependence upon Great Britain.
committee of public safety, declared that, if the)"
Washington's policy was successful in cheekmatshould be of opinion that the French infractions
ing Genct (see his name), and in keeping succeedof the treaty were productive of "any solid beneing French envoys within limits for some years,
fit to the republic, the American government and
But even Washington had to yield to the growing
my countrymen in general will not only bear the
change in the federal party which dates from Jay's
departure
with patience, but with pleasure."
treaty (see both these titles) with Great Britain;
Their tone of pitiful subservience makes it difliand Adams, at his inauguration, found his party
cult to read Monroe's official communications, a._
as much disposed to pick a quarrel with France as collected and published by himself, with eitl_r
France was certain to furnish the opportunity,
pleasure or patience; and, after a sharp rebuke
,and far less disposed to submit to a counterbalfrom Pickering, in June, 1796, he was recalled, and
ancing influence from him than from his prede- Charles Cotesworth Pinckney was sent in hisplace.
cessor. -- In return for the recall of Genet, the -- By this time the control of the French revoluFrench republic had asked and obtained the recall tion had passed from the madness of the many te
of Gouverneur Morris, the American minister,
the selfishness of the few. The executive directwho had not even affected any sympathy with the ory now enjoyed a power of which the military
course of the French revolution. In his place was ability of Napoleon had been the first foundation
sent James Monroe, who proved much more ac- and was still the principal buttress; and under it_
ceptable to France. The French republic (see leadership the French republic was employingfor
:l_a-m_o, I.) had already begun those interferpure self-aggrandizemeut the exemption from inences with American commerce which provoked
ternationaI law which it had at first asserted in the
]_nglish retaliatory interferences; and these con
name of liberty.
And Napoleon, from the begin
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_aing, saw the limit which the British channel
would put to the conquest
of Europe,
and the
manner in which alone he could pass it, by giving
the English fleets employment
elsewhere.
In 1792,
after the peace of Campo Formis, he wrote: "We
must set all our strength
upon the sea; we must
destroy England;
and the continent is at our feel."
But the same year had already seen the destruction
of the Spanish
fleet off St. Vincent,
and of the
Dutch fleet at Camperdown;
and from this time
until 1815 Napoleon
never ceased the effort, by
bluster,
by kindness,
or b)" fraud, to make the
long and stormy coast of North America his most
,efficient ally against Great Britain. -- _. few days
before Pinekney's
arrival
the French
minister of
foreign
relations
informed
Monroe what formalities were to be observed in taking leave.
Dee. 9,
1796, Monroe prg_ented
his letter of recall, and
Pinckney
hisletter
of credence.
Two days after,
Monroe received written notice that no American
minister would be received until the French grievanee_ should
be redressed,
and that the French
minister to the United States would be recalled;
and yet, at the end of the month, he aeeeptc_l a
public reception from the directory,
at which the
president,
Barras, without remonstrance
from him,
publicly announced
that France " would not stoo l)
to calculate the eonsequeneesof
the condescension
of the American government
to the wishes of its
ancient
tyrants."
Pinekney
was left in Paris,
refused recognition
by the directory,
and even
threatened
with p_ lice surveillance,
until thelatter
part of January,
1797, when he rev..eived written
notice to quit France, and retired
to Holland
to
await instructions
from home. --Adams
wasintent
upon following
up the policy of neutrality,
but
this news left him little option.
He called a spa¢ial session of congress
for /,Iay 16, 1797, and
stated his intention
of sending
a new mission to
France, to conciliate that country, if possible, but
at the same time recommended
the prompt formation of a navy and a general permission
to
private vessels to arm in self-defense.
For the
mission he named Pinekney,
John Marshall, and
Francis
Dana,
chief justice
of Massachu_tts,
and these were confirmed
by the senate.
Dana
declining,
Elbridge
Gerry was substituted,
being
specially acceptable
to his close personal friend,
the president,
and, as a democrat,
to France also.
In October, 1797, the three met at Paris, and undertook
to open negotiations
with the directory,
One leading complaint
on the part of France evidently awaited them.
The treaty of 1778 had astablished
the principle
(between
France
and the
United States) that "free ships made free goods,"
that enemy's
property,
excepting
contraband
of
war, was not to be captured
in a friendly
ship.
Jay's treaty, on the contrary,
allowed the capture
of enemy's property
in friendly
ships;
so that
France complained
that her ships could not lawfully take English
property
from American
yes*els, while British ships were not so restrained
as
to FrenOa property.
On this head, the commis_toneru were _rnpowexed
to grant to France the

119._

same privilege which Jay's treaty granted to Great
Britain.
They were also directed to demand, but
not as a _/ne qua ,_on, compensation
for past injuties to American commerce;
and they were forbidden to consent
to any loan, under any guise.While the commissioners
were engaged
in Paris
(luring the winter, and while little was known of
their proceedings,
owing to difficulty
of winter
eommunieatirm,
politie._in the United States came
Io a complele
stand-still.
The federalists
were
thoroughly
alarmed by the state of affairs in Europe. and the duhious prospects of a single-handed
war with France.
The French
armies had the
continent at their feet, and even Great Britain had
become anxious for peace. A conflict with France,
that is, with continental
Europe,
was certainly
not at any time to be sought wantonly by a backwoods nation of 3,000,000 souls, inhabiting
an
enormous territory and politically
divided among
themselves
; but ihe case,, was infinitely wor_ if
the. British navy was to h_ave the ocean open to
the unopposed
transport
of French troops.
Both
political parties were. afraid to take astep forward,
and their uneasiness
was increased
by the fact,
that, though the federalists
controlled
the senate,
there was no party majority in the house of.rcpresentatives.
That body was controlled by a numbar of members of doubtful
political sympathies,
without whose support neither parlyeould
do anything.
Thus, in spite of the president's
recommendations
to equip a navy, arm private vessels,
and fortify the coast, nothing was done throughout the winter.
March 5, 1798, the president notiffed congress
that cipher dispatches,
dated from
Novcmher
until JanuaD',
had arrived from the
commissioners;
and 3Iareh 19, having deciphered
them, he sent another
mes_ge,
in which, without delailing the contents
of the dispatches,
he
summed them up in the information
that the cornmissioners
could gain no terms that were "cornpatible with the safety, the honor or the essential
interests
of the nation."
This first thunder-clap
was so effective
that the house promptly
passcd
bills to equip three frigates, and to prohihit the exportation
of anna : _md the senate p.is._ed bills to
authorize
the lease of cannon foundries
and the
purchase of sixteen additional vessels of war.
In
spite of the long series of aggressions upon Amerlean commerce
by both Great Britain and France,
these _ere the first belliger_mt prep'mltinns
made
by the United States under the constitution.
To
cheek them, it was at first hoped by the democrats
that an adjournment
of congress might beseeured;
but this was impossible without the consent of the
senate.
As a second choice, resolutions were offared, March 27, that it was not expedient,
under
existing circumstances,
"to resort to war" against
France, or m arm mcreh'mt
vessels.
One of the
leaders, Giles, during
the debate, attacked
the
president
for not communicating
the dispatches;
whereupon
the federalists offered a resolution ealling on the president for copies of such dispatches
as were proper to be communicated.
To prevent
an invidious
selection from the dispatches,
the.
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democrats insisted on making the call fora_the
dispatches ; and in this form the resolution was
passed, April 2. The copies were sent the next
day, the president being willing to gratify democratic curiosity to the fullest extent. One may
imagine the absolute stupefaction of the democratic leaders as the coup de the/[tre, which they
themselves had assisted in preparing, fell upon
them as the dispatches were read. -- In brief, the
commissioners had been kept waitingin Paris for
six months without official recognition, had been
approached by qnofficial go-betweens with proposals for bribes to the directory and the French
treasury as indispensable prerequisites to peace,
and, on their refusal, had been ordered out of
France.
On reaching Paris, they had found that
Talleyrand, lately a royalist exile, was now the
minister of foreign affairs. They had applied to
him at once for an interview, but had been informed that he could not grant it until he had finished a report to the directory on American affairs,
This answer had hardly been given when Talleyrand's unofficial agents appeured on the scene, and
opened communications with the commissioners,
In the dispatches, as sent to congress, the names
of the agents were honorably kept secret, letters
of the alphabet being.substituted for them. The
principal agents were M. Hottinguer (designated
as X), M. Bellamy, a Hamimrgh merchant (Y),
and M. Hauteval, formerly resident in Boston (Z);
and from these the whole transaction took its popu]ar name of the "X Y Z mission."
Their appearance had been herahled by information,
through Talleyrand's secretary, that the directory
were greatly exasperated by some passages in the
president's message, that persons would be appointed to conduct the negotiations, and that they
would report to him (the secretary). Oct. 18, X
called on Pinckney with a message from Talleyrand: it would be necessary, in order to calm the
exasperation of the directory, that a bribe of
1.200,000 livres (£50,000) should first be given
them. Pinckney refused to discuss the matter
without his colleagues, and X the next day
laid written propositions before the envoys. The
bribe to the directory was now supplemented
by the demand of a "loan " to the French repubHe: if both .were agreed to, the directory would
restore the treaty of 1778, and submit American
claims for damages to arbitration, provided also
that the American government would "advance"
money to pay any damages awarded against
l_rance. Within the next few days, Y and Z
appeared, and file proposed form of the loan was
/
explalm_d. Prance had extorted from her "sis.
ter republic" of Holland, and still held, shares of
_
stock amounting to 82,000,000 florins (£2,560,000),
:_
worth about half their par value. The United
:_
envoy_ were to offer to buy these at par;
_d, aS Hollaud was certain to pay them at par
after thewmr, the whole trammction would really
: _ only a loan. But Y put the whole negotiation
• __,"
_
a nutshell thus : "I will not di_utse from

t_

it-'_.

,,-

t_ _

t_g made.the_-

tint part of the treaty remains to be adjusted: il
faut de raryent, il faut beaufoup d'argsnt---you
must pay money, you must pay a great deal of
money." They informed the envoys that nothing
could be done in Paris without money; that one
of the directory was in the pay of the privateersmen who had been plundering American cornmerce; that Hamburg and other European states
had been compelled to buy a peace; and that the
United States must do the same. The envow
nursed the negotiation very skillfully, proposing
to _nd one of their number home for instruction_,
to suspend French captures in the meantime, and
to do various inadmissible things, until they had
accumulated a most unsavory mass of "diplomatte" matter.
Oct. 27, X bees,me impatient.
"Said he : Gentlemen, you do not speak to the
point ; it is money, it is expected that you will
offer money.
We said that we had spoken to
that point very explicitly : we had given an answer. No, said he: yon have not; what is your
answer? We replied. It is no; no; no; not a
sixpence."
This plain, manly and simple answer
is probably the one which was distorted into the
more bombastic form, much more popular in
America : "Millions for defense, but not a cent
for tribute."-The next day Talleyrand himself
had an interview with Gerry, Z acting as interpreter. He informed Gerry that unless the envoys
"assumed powers, and made a loan" within a
week, the directory would issue a decree demanding an explanation of objectionable passages in
Adams' message. On Gerry's report, the envoys
unitedly sent word to Talleyrand that they would
assume no such powers, and that he n_xl not
delay the decree on their account. On thefollowing day X became still more urgent. He offered
to allow the envoys to remain in Paris and cornmunicate with their government as to the "loan,'"
provided the bribe to the directory was paid; but,
in default of this condition, threatened the expulsion of the envoys from France, and a declaration
of war against the United States. This the envoys answered by flatly declining any further hegotiationa with unofficial agents, and here their
mission rca]ly ended. The remainder of their six
months in Paris was spent in preparing memorials
to Talleyrand, writing dispatehes to their own gov
eminent, and repulsing the continued effo_s of
X, Y and Z to renew their negotiations. It wa_
not until April 3, t798, that TaUeyrand dismissal
Pinckney and Marshall, and then only by a letter to Gerry stating that he supposed they had
"thought it useful and proper," by this time, to
quit the territories of the republic.
Marshall
sailed for home April 16, but Pinckney was detained for several months by the illness of a daughter. _ The powers given to the envoys had been
joint and several, and Talleyrand, ever since the
preceding December, had tried to persuade Gerry
to tu_e his own power and make a treaty. Now,
on dismissing Plnckney and Marshall, he expremed his desire that Gerry should remain so em-
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=lion of war if he should depart unauthorized,
At the same time he informed Talleyrand
that lie
would only confer informally
and unaccredited,
lie remained in Paris until earlyin August, when
he at last received a passport, and. obeyed the iraperative directions of his government
toreturn at
once.
Before his departure
news arrived of the
explosion which the dispatches of tile envoys had
caused in America,
whereupon
Talleymnd
indig
nantly denied all knowledge
of the X Y Z negotiations, and called upon Gerry to give him the
names of the "wretched
intriguers"
who had
taken advantugeof
the envoys.
This indignation
blinded no one; and Y, who had taken refuge in
Hamburgh,
made a counter-declaration
that hc
had never taken a step in the negotiations
without
Talleyrand's
knowledge
and direction.
-The effect of the dispatches
upon the dem_)crats
in congress was increased
by the persistence with
which
both Talleyrand
and his agents had returned to the assertion that their friends in America would believe and trust them rather than the
federalist
commissioners.
They had so far mistaken the party, said Jefferson,
"as to suppose
their first p_msion to be attachment
to France and
hatred of the federal party, and not love of their
country."
At any rate, the alleviation made the
democrats
(or republicans)
for the time a highly
unpopular
party.
A flame of warlike
feeling
burst out from the country at large, and war meet-"
ings, processions
and addresses
to the president,
volunteering,
and private subscriptions
of money
and war vessels for government
use, became the
order of the day.
The black cockade, the revolutionary badge, was generally worn; two new pa¢riotic songs, "Hail
Columbia"
and "Adams
and
Liberty,"
became
highly popular;
and the prcsident, careering
at the head of the storm, felt for
once that he liked the people and that the people
liked him.
In the only douhtful
portion of congress, the house of representatives,
all the doubtful members,
and many of the democrats,
fell instantly into line with the federalists.
The senate
bills for increasing
the navy and purchasing
foundries were passed at once, and the necessary uppropriationa
were made.
The navy, hitherto untier control of the secretary of war, was made a
separate
department
(April 30).
The president
was authorized
to enlist 10,000 regular troops, and
10,000 volunteers,
if any foreign
power should
invade or declare war against
the United
States
within three years (May 28).
American vessels of
war were authorized
to capture any "armed
yessels, sailing under authority
or pretense of authority from the republic
of France,"
which should
commit depredations
on American commerce (May

longer binding
upon the United
States, since
France had repeatedly violated them, refused reparation, and "repelled
with indignity"
all attempts to negotiate.
Acts were also passed for
the imposition
of a direct tax, for a loan upon
the credit of the direct tax, and for a general
loan of $5,000.000. -- In strong contrast
to tile
vulgar notion of tile belligerency
of democraci(% the Americ'm
republic
has always
aimed
at peace.
Neverlhele.-s,
its people have always
been proud
of its potential w('ight in war, and
have bccn fond of h)oking for_,,ard to the day
when its irrc.,-i_til)le growth in t)nwcr should reduce to an cvid(.nt littleness
the high-._ounding
international
wars of tl_e continent
of their forefathers.
In any such point of view the little history of the nation's first dcfiancc to an cqualmember of the family of nations, of the q_la.r/war of
1798 against France, and of the seattered sea batties in which the little navy acquitted
itself so
brilliantly,
must always be an interesting
point of
departurc.
IIad the domimmt party stopped with
the preparations
above detailed, even its opponents must havc acknowledged
the vigor and succc._s of its adminibtration.
But the time was one
of political passion more intense than can well be
conceived now.
Each party had inherited many
of the practices, and still more of the apprehensigns, arising from previous
party conflict in the
mother country, where parties bad not hesitated
to assail one another, if not by force, at least by
a forcible wrenching
of the laws from their proper
purposes.
To the democrats,
the provisional
arm)', officered almost exclusively
by federalists,
seemed to be not only a means to provide salaries
for their opponents,
but a possible weapon' of
offense in pally warfare.
The step was defended
by the federalists on the .ground of the danger of
an invasion of the southern
states by a force of
negro soldiers from the French West Indiaislands,
who would cxcitc a slave insurrection.
For the
more flagrant
measures,
the alien and sedit_n
laws (see that title), little defense could be offered.
They were distinctly
p:trtisan.
Under the operation of the sedition law, Hamilton
published with
impunity
a pamphlet
attack on the _prcsident,
holding up to view his "disgusting
e_,gotism, disteml)cred
jealousy,
and ungovernable
indi_relion," and styling him an "arrogant
prctender to
superior and exclusive
merit".i while democratic
politicians
were arrested and'tried
for even circuluting petitions against the-.aedition law, or for expressing
a wish that tI_ wadding
of a cannon
might strike the president in the broadest part of
his person.
Sup I_i_g
the next congress
should
prevent the embe_.ssing
feature of a democratic

28). American
to resist capture

majority
majority

merchant
vessels were authorized
by French vessels (June 25); and

American
war vessels and privateers
were finally
authorized
(July 9) to capture
armed French yes_els of every description.
Commercial
intercourse
between the United
States and France
and her
dependencieawaasuspended(June
13); and a brief
act of July 9 declared the treaties with France no
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in tl)t_ Jhousc of representatives,
was the
tc_b¢ 'removed by a series of arrests un-

der the s_n
law, supported by the provisional
army? h,_lm counter-movement
of the democratic
lea_.
_ elsewhere given.
(See KE._T-tJCKYI_so_f[o_s,
NULLIFIC.t-TION.) Whatever its objec_
n_itj, have been, it need only be said here that the
a_pprehensions which led to it were unfounded,
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and that the federalists attempted
no such use of France,
Feb. 18, 1799, and a week afterwar_
the sedition law. -- Even before Gerry's departadded Chief Justice EUsworth and Patrick Hen.
ure, Talleyrand
had received
news of the stir
rv to the commission.
Henry declined, and Gov.
which the dispatches
of the envoys had excited
_rUliam R. Davis, of North Carolina, was named
in the U_ited States, and the effect was instant,
in his place..The
blow confounded
the presThe directory
protested their desire for peace,
ident's party.
:Every influence
was uusuccc_s.
and in August
issued several decrees, releasing
fully brought
to bear oll tile president and on
American prisoners, raising the embargo on Amerthe senate to balk the nominations.
The cabinet
ican ships, and cautioning
French vessels to do
officers lost their beads: instead of either resign.
no injury to legitimate
American vessels.
They
ing or keeping silence, they protested against the
even drew a veil over the language of President
step, and thus finally lost the president's
eonfiAdams' messages, for which they had formerly
deuce.
The federal party, which had begun the
demanded
satisfaction,
but which had now grown
year in high and united confidencc, was now coninto an indictment
of the directory's
principles,
vulsed by sudden feud, the president
sti_mtizing
practices and manners, of a warmth unheard of
his federalist
opponents as a British faction; and
elsewhere
at the time;
anti they semi.officially
the latter equally dreading,
distrusting
and disoffered to receive a new American minister.
But
liking the president.
The new mission to France
Adams, in his message
of June 21, 1798, anhad not only dissolved
the provisional
army; it
nouncing Marshall's
arrival, had declared that he J had thrown the whole federal policy into the air.
"' would
never send another
minister to France
It is in itself a condemnation
of the party that its
without assurances
that he would be received,
repolicy should have been reduced by this time to a
spected and honored
as the representative
of a single card--the
continuance
of the hostile sillgreat, free, powerful
and independent
nation."
tude toward France; wllen this was gone, the fire
And in his annual
message of Dec. 8, 1798, his
of the partywas
out.--At
first everything
seemed
language
rose to concert
pitch:
he declined
to
to promise
quick success
to tlle new mission.
send another minister
to France without more deMurray
had been informed
of his appointment,
terminate
assurance%
left it to France to take the
with the reservation
that the other two members
requisite
step_ to accommodation,
and gave that
would not set sail until full a._surances had been
country
"deliberate
and solemn"
warning
that,
received as to their reception.
Talleymnd hastened
"whether
we negotiate
with her or not, vigorous
to give such assuranc_
in the amplest terms
preparations
for war will be alike indispensable."
Before the instructions
for the envoys had bcen
Meanwhile
Talleyrand
bad been casting about for completed,
the face of affairs in Europe had been
a channel through which to convey the assurances
so changed as to give the federalists
some fre._h
necessary
; and had found
it in William
Vans
courage.
Disasters to the French arm_ had been
Murray,
the American
minister to Holland.
Nor
steadily growing more serious; Napoleon,
tile diwas Adams unwilling
to receive the assurances,
rectory's
genius,
was blocked
up in E_ypt or
for he had already found that war with France
Syria; and in June,
1799, a new revolution
dis.
involved
the elevation
of Hamilton,
whom he
placed all but one of the directory.
The governcordially
detested.
Wa, hington had accepted the
ment which had given the assurances
of a kimlly
position
of lieutenant
general,
conferred
upon
reception of the envoys was no longer in power,
him at the previous session, on condition
that he
and the federalists
urged
tile president
to stop
should be allowed to name his subordinates.
As
their embarkation
until new atsuranees
should be
the three next in rank to himself he had named
given.
It may be that the levivcd fed(.ralist spirit
Hamilton,
C. C. Pinckney
and Knox, who were
was also due to the ascertained
fact that th_ new
confirmed;
but the president
insisted on making
house of representatives
(1799--1801) wo_ld be
Knox the senior, on the ground
of his superior
federalist
as well as the senate,
a southern
rerevolutionary
rank, and only yielded before Washenforcement
having established
a party m_ljorit.v
Ington's threat of a resignation
of his own comthere.
Oct. 16, the president
again chilled hi._
mission.
Hamilton
was thus to be practically
party by directing, without
consulting
his cabin¢'t.
commander-in-chief
of the provisional
army.
He
the immediate
embarkation
of El]sworth
a_l
had already become
commander-in-cbief
of the
Davis.
Thisstep
was attributed
at the timcto the
president's
cabinet, which had been inherited from
president's
frantic jealousy of Hamilton,
who h'Id
Washington;
its members
maintained
a close and
inopportunely
made his appearance
in Trentoll
confidential
intercourse
with him, in striking
con(then the temporary
seat of gt_verument)
at the
trast to the increasing
contempt
which their corsame time with tile cabinet and envoys, as if for
respondence
expressed
for their nominal
chief,
consultation
with them.
It is now well setth'd
To refuse Talleyrand's
overtures
in order to put
that Adams' motive was mainly the pacific policy
Hamilton at the head of an army for the invasion
which has been the almost invariable
rule with
of Florida and Louisiana,
perhaps
to make him a
American
presidents
(see Ex_cv'rrv_,
Ill.): al_d
conquering
hero and a popular candidate
for the
that his action in this case differed from Washing
presidency,
was more than could be expected
ton's action on Jay's treaty only in the difference
from Adams.
He could not trust his cabinet;
of mode due to the different
characters
of the
and, without
giving its members
any hint of his
two men.
Nevertheless,
this new reason for dis_hltenflon,
he nominated
Murray as minister
to trusting the president, together with the impossi-
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bilityof ignoringin the approaching election
the
representative
of New England, the sectionfrom
which most of the federalist
electoral
voteswere
to come, ]eft the party loadersin a quandary.
Their only apparent
road of escape was in the effort to make C. C. Pinckney
president and Adams
vice-president,
and this road led straight
to the
overthrow
of the party in 1800-1.
(See C._,vct's,
CONOREBSIONAL, I.; FEDERAL PARTY, I.)--The
envoys found, ttmt, by the new revolution
of _ov.
9, 1799, Napoleon,
who had suddenly
returned
from Egypt the preceding
month, lind Ix,come
first consul.
Three commissioners
were appointed to treat
with them, and a convention
was
signed
Sept. 30, 1800.
It secured
safety
for
American commerce for the future, until England
and Frtmce in turn began to violate international
decency in their attacks on neutral commerce (see
E_II_AROO); but Napoleon
was ingenious
enough
to obtain
a mutual
abandonment
of claims for
damages, by reason of the declaration
of con_'ess
in 1798, that the treaties
with France
were no
longer in force.
In this form it was finally ratifled by both parties, and declared in force Dec.
21, 1801. -- See 1 Tucker's
United Sta_, 597 folk ;
2 _.
(table of contents);
5 Hildreth's
United

States(tableof contents); 1 yon Flolst'sUnfi_ed
State,,138 foil.
; 1 Sehouler's_bdted Stale_,373;
2 Marshall's/,_feof Washi;igton
, 424; Monroe's
View ,f ghe Conduct of the _xecutive,
34; IIamiiton's Public C(mdact and Cha'racte_" _f,IohT_ A_Zam_,
L'sq., 12; 2 Benton's Debates of Congre_% 225 foil.
(see index under FRA._CE); 2 W'dt's
State Papers
(2d edit.), 187-499 (COml)laints of France and of
the United States); 3 ibid., 4;36-499, and 4 ibid.,
1-137 (X Y Z dispatches
in full); 1 Statesman's
Ma_ual. 116, 117 (messages of March 19aml Dec.
8, 1798); 1 Slot. at [._rrge. 552 foll. (war acts of
1798); 1 Lynmn's Diphmmcy
of the United ,qtates;
Tre_eott's
Diplomat_
Hi._to, T (f the Admini._trathins el Wa._hinqt,n_ and Adum._, 158 foil.; 8 Slat.
at Large, 178 (convention
of 1800.) The demoeratic version of affairs will be found in 1 l_andaws I_(fe (f Jeffcrs,m, 387 foll.; 3 Jefferson's
Works (edit. 1830), 3_9i-422; the Adams vers'ion in
8 John Adams' Worh_, 546-681, 9 lb., 10-307, and
the numerous notes and references appended thereto: anti the version of the federalists
opposed to
Adams in 2 Gibbs' Admini_tratim_s
of Wa._hingtoT_
andAdan_,
15 foll. See also authoriticsunderthe
respective paxtics, and under articlc_ referred to.
ALEX.A..NDER JOILNSTON.
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AZ00
FRAUDS
(rN _'. S. HISTORY), the
name commonly
given to a land act passed
by the Georgia legislature
in 1795, and to certain
claims arising under it, which were not settled
until 1814.Georgia
began her existence
as a
state with doubtful
claims to the territory
_('st of
her l)r(_ent area.
(See TERI_.ITOR1ES.) The Indian title had been extinguished
in but a part of
the state, bounded
east by the Savannah
river up
to a considerable
distance
above hugu.Ma,
and
west by the Altamaha
and Oc,mee.
The rest of
the state belonged
to the Indians,
principally
Cherokees and Creeks, but over all of it the state
claimed sovereignty
and jurisdiction,
and the exelusive right to pre-empt
lands from the Indians.
(_e
CIIEROKEE
CASE.)
When,
therefore,
the
state sold hinds, the sale was really of the right of
pre-emption.
In this manner a barg,dn was made
in 1789 to transfer
about 15,000,000 acres to three
land companies
for about $200,000; but the comparties insisted
on paying for the lands in dcpreelated Georgia paper, whereupon
the legislature
declared
the bargain
at an end.--This
abortivc
sale furnished
a precedent
for the increasing
land
speculations
which grew to be a mania during the
twenty years, 1780-1800.
During the first fifteen
years of this mania it had almost exhausted
the
sale of whatever
lands the states had not covered
by military land warrants.
doubtful
territorial
claims

Georgia's
vague and
seem to have at last

attracted
attention
as a promising
field for speculation.
Four land companies
were formed, the

Georgia company,
the Georgia Mississippi
cornpany, the Upper Mississippi
company,
and the
': Tennessee company, c_)mmonly called, in general,
the Yazoo companies,
from the general fiehl of
! their operations,
in the Yazoo di.-trict.
These
joinc_l forces in an attack upon the Georgia lcgis' ]ature, and obtained from it the ImqSaff('of thcact
of Jan. 7, 1795, the mo_t extraordinary
pi¢<,c of
I slate legiql'ttion in our history.
It purported
to
I trau<fer to the companies named, for a considerm
lion of $500,000, _ tract of land then e¢limated
[ at 20.000,000,
but afterward
found
to c,,ntain
I 35,000.(X)0, acres.
The t)rice, about one and two] thirds cents per acre, for the ri(,hest farm ]and in
the country,
was cerlainly
suspi('iou-,
but the act
itself kindly furnish(:d tothecmnpanit's
the means
of corrupting
the h,gislature:
one ('lau-e (:o,wdned
a provision
allowing
the colnl)tmic._ Io hike up,
on the same terms, 2,000,000 aereq adtlifi,)md, for
the lx, ncfit of whatever
"citizens
of Georgia"
they should adnfit as their partm,r_.
And st) little
care was taken by the participants
to cover their
tracks
that the United St._tes eommis<i,mcrs
in
1802-3 had only to compare the _chedulc of partnets acknowledged
by the companies with thelegislature's yea and nay votes to show that every memher of both sentttc and house who voted for the a(,t
of 1795 had been bribed by a share of the 2.000,000
acres,
whose

with a singh_ exception,
Robert
name deserves to be recorded.

Watkins,
The brib-

erv wa.s effected in the manner now familiar, by
a_igning
a number
of acres to the legislator,
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excusing him from payment until the market price
had risen to forty or fifty times the stipulated
price, and then paying him the difference. --The
publication
of the act aroused an instant storm
of indignation
throughout
the state.
In every
county but two the grand juries presented the act
as unconstitutional
and void; and when tile state
convention
mct in May, 1795, it was deluged with
petitions,
memorials
and remonstrances
against
theland
act.
Theseit transfen'cd
to the attention
of the next winter's h:gi.slature, so tlmt the clection of that body turned on the Yazoo question,
When it met, the members who had voted for the
act had disappeared
from state politics; Jackson,
the United States senator, had resigned
his seat
and entered the state legislature
to lead the anti-

tllity which added to his naturally angry support
of Georgia's action as a sovereign
state.
Nevertheless an act was pass(d, March 8, 1803, one of
whose clauses, after setting aside a part of the
5,000,000 acres for British claimants and squatters
without
title, appropriuted
the remainder to the
a_tisfaction
of such other claims, arising
under
"any act or pretended act of the stateof Georgia,"
as should be filed in the office of the secretary of
state before Jan. 1, 1804, and sub_quently
allproved
by congress. -- Among the claimants
wa_
the New England
Mississippi company,
successor
by purchase to the Georgia company.
Randolph's
opposition
has usually heen attributed
to a general
hatred of New England,
but its real basis seems
to have lain in an honest belief that the New

Yazoo majority;
and an act was passed, Feb. 13,
1796, revoking
the sale as a violation of the state
constitution,
illegal and void, and directing the repayment
of purchase money to all purchasers
who
_,hould apply for it within eight months.
Theact
of 1795 was then publicly burned in front of the
state house, the two houses attending
in a body:
the committee
handed the act to the president
of
the senate, he to the speaker
of the house, he to
the clerk, and he to the doorkeeper,
who threw it
into the fire.
All evidence of its passage was cxpunged from the records;
and the constitution
of
1798, while forever
prohihiting
sales of lands to
individuals
or companies
before counties
were
fixed,
ordered
the land
companies'
purchase
money to be kept in the state treasury at the companics' risk, and subject to their order of withdrawal. -- One would imagine that all these proceedings
were a sufficient
evidence
of a cloud
upon the companies'
title to make intending
purchasers exceedingly
cautious.
They seem to have
had no great difficulty,
however,
in disposing
of
their lands at a sufficient adv_mce to give them a
handsome
profit; and, _u the third parties continued
to sell, an army of claimants was gradually formed, particularly
in New England and the
middle states.
When Georgia, in 1802, ceded her
western
claims to the United
States,
clauses in
the compact confirmed
Georgia's previous grants,
and provided
that not more than 5,000,000 acres
should
he appropriated
for the satisfaction
of
"' other claims," if congress should act upon them
within
a year.
The commissioners,
Madison,
Oallatin
and Lincoln,
who had negotiated
the
compact
with Georgia,
reported,
Feb. 16, 1803,
that the present Yazoo claimants
were innocent
third
i)arties, holders without
notice, and their
claims ought to be compromised;
that they offered
to accept twenty-five
cents an acre, or a lump
sum of $8,000,000;
but that a sum of $2,500,000
with interest, or $5,000,()()0 without interest, payable out of the proceeds of Mississippi
land sales,
would he a fair compromise.
The Yazoo claims
now met the fiercest and most uncompromising
opponent
in the person of John Randolph.
(See
his name.)
He had been in Georgia on a visit in
1795-6, and now took up the battle against the
claimants with a rancorous sense of personal hoe-

England company
was an organized
attempt to
obtain
$8,000,000
from congress
by the same
process
of corruption
and bribery
which had
originally
been successful
with the Georgia eompany.
The company's
principal
agents
wcre
Granger, then postmaster
general, and Pcrcz 5Iorton, a leading democratic
politician of blassachusetts.
Their chances
in congress
seemed to be
fair, when Randolph
anticipated
them by offering
a series of resolutions,
Feb. 20, 1804, upholding
the Georgia revoking
act of 1796, and directing
that no part of the5,000,000
acres be appropriated
to any claimants under the act of 1795. The seeond resolution
contains
the gist of Georgia's delense of her action, as follows:
"That,
when the
governors
.of any people shall have betrayed the
confidence
reposed in them, and shall have exercised that authority,
with which they have been
clothed for the general welfare, to promote their
own private ends under the basest nmtives and to
the public
detriment,
it is the inalienable
right
of a people so circumstanced
to revoke the authority thus abused, to resume the rights thus attempted
to be bartered,
and to abrogate
the act
thusendeavoringtobctraythem."
Hisresotutions
were 1x)stponed in blarch by a general majority of
about 53 to 50; but his object had been obtained,
for the claims were practically
postponed
with
the red,Gluttons.
But Randolph
always believed
that his own fall from the leadership of his party
in congq'ess was directly
attributable
to the disal)pointment
of members
of congress interested
in
the claims, and backed by a strong and un._rnpulous lobby.
He was not alone in the belief: the
evident conviction
that bribery had been at uaork
in congress makes the debates of the time quite
unpleasant
reading. --In January, 1805, the claims
again came up for consideration,
and Randolph.
freed from any partial checks by his evident baniahment from his party, gave loose reins to the
powers of vituperation,
in which he wa_ unsurpassable.
Every one who favored
the claims
in any way came in for a share, but most particularly the principal agent, Granger.
Randolph, in
a speech of Jan. 31, 1805, even accused him, without offering any direct evidence, of having prostituted his official power of making postoffice contracts to the purchase of members' votes for his
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constituents,
the _ew England
company.
One
sentence will give some idea of Randolph's
peeuliar style: "You must know, sir, that the person
so often alluded to maintains
a jackal, fed not
upon the offals of contract,
but with the fairest
pieces in the shambles;
and at night, when honest
men are in bed, doe_ this obscene animal prowl
through the streets of this vast and desolate city,
seeking whom he may tamper with."
Granger,
the next day, wrote a naturally
indignant
letterIo
the speaker, demanding
an investigation,
which
was not accorded to him.
Randolph's
object had
been sufficiently
attained,
and lie followed
the
same tactics for the future,
making it so unplea_<ant for any one who introduced
a bill to satisfy
the claimants
that no act was passed.
Even in
1808, when the short-lived
democratic
legislature
of 5lassachusetts
unanimously
asked congress to
act upon the claims, no attention
was paid to the
request. --Failing
before congress, the claimants
arranged
a conflict of title between
holders of
Yazoo lands under
their grant
and under the
United States, and thus got the matter before, the
supreme court in the case of Fletcher
vs. Peck.
The decision was given in 1810, and fully sustained the claimants.
It held that the law of 1795
was a contract
between the state and the claimants; that the states were forbidden
by the constitution of the United
States (art. I., section 10)
to pass any law impairing
the obligation
of contracts;
anti that
the revoking
act of 1796 was
therefore
unconstitutional
and void.
Still the
matter languished
until March 31, 1814, when an
act was passed appropriating
$8,000,000 in scrip,
payable out of the proceeds of Mississippi lands,
to satisfy the ]'azoo
claimants.
Comparatively
little of this, however,
went to the claimants,
5Iost of them had become discouraged
by the long
delay, and had sold their claims to speculators
at
a heavy discount.
Some few subsequent
actswere
found necessary to complete minor details, but the
end of the case was fairly reached in 1814. -- It
is certainly true that the states were forbidden
by
the constitution
to pass any law impairing
the obligation of contracts;
but it is equally true and
clear that the contracts
then intended
were mere
private
contracts
between
individuals,
and not
those which are public in their nature and trench
on the prerogatives
of the state government.
It is
usually considered
that the change of course was
first made by the supreme
court
in the case of
Dartmouth
College vs. Woodward
in 1819, though
that case was only that of a private eleemosynary
corporation,
and the rule in its case has sincebeen
transferred
to the maintena_ace,
as irrcpealablc
contracts,
of the charters
of corporations
essentially public in their nature.
A more apt illustratiou of this subsequent
line of decision may be
found in this Yazoo case in 1810. The contract

voice could be heard, as not their act and deed,
Surely it would seem that here there was no contract at all; or that, if there was a contract, it
came with the implied
condition
of the state's
power to revoke or alter it. Whether we take the
standpoint
of state sovereignty
(see that title) or
national sovereignty,
it is clear in either case that
the state legislatures
in 1775 were left, either by
the will of the people of the st:tie or of the people
of the nation, the same suprcme power of rcvocation or alteration of theirpublic
charters or public
('ontracts which has always been possessed by the
British parliament,
tIe who asscrts that they have
since lost that power may fairly be asked to put
his finger on the place whcre the dc('ree of the
state or of the nation has taken it from them.
It
i_ hard to side with John Randolph
again,_t John
,_Iarshall, but it is infinitely harder to see any such
sweeping dccrec in the contract provision
of the
constitution.
Wecan only see a series of stepping
stones, beginning
with the Yazoo decision, and
ending with a general
judicial
decree that the
state legislatures
have no power to revoke or alter
charters.
So that, _s the law stands, any eorporation has only to be unscrupulous
enough to
purchase our legislature,
and to obtain from that
body an irrepealable
charter granting it any privlieges, however enormous or however opposed to
the self-government
of the people of the state, and
it obtains at onec a vested right which must be
sustained by the judicial power and physical force
of the United States.
In this aspect, the case has
a far more dangerou¢ appeal,_nce now than in 1810
or 1819, owing to the rise of a class of corporations
whose powers, ambitious
and perilous rivalries
could hardly have then been imagined.
It may be
dangerous
in some degree to expose our corporations to the meddlesomeness
of state legislatures;
but it can hardly be denied that it is still more
dangerous
to hang the safety of popular government by states upon the small chance of the unanimous and perpetual scrupulousness
of an infinite
number
and variety of corporations.
When the
danger shall appear in practice for the first time
it will be too late to avoid it, for the court in the
Yazoo case very naturally
decided, as it must always decide, that it could not examine or even
recognize any allcFation
of corruption
in the supreme legislative authority of a state: it must take
the legislature's
action as the voice of the state.
Judge
Jameson,
in the pamphlet
cited below,
speaks as follows: "It may bc heresy, but, if so,
the heretics arc a large an(l incr(,_L_ing coml):my
who maintain that thc deci.,ion in I)artmouth
college vs. Woodward
hasbcen carried much too far,
and been made tosustain grants which neither taw
nor justicc nor sound 1)nlitical principle can sanction.
* * But in some of the very cases in
which our emlrts have sustained
that species of

was one which
deprived
the state of its public
lands, which was obtained
by a wholesale
corruption of legislative agents never effectually
denied,
and which was protested
against by one of the
Principals0 the People of the state, the instant their

contracts,
upon the snpposed controlling
authority of the I)artmouth
college e_tsc, may be found
the law which is ultimately
to rescue us from the
bondage that (._se has brought upon us. In many
of these cases there are dissenting opinions, giving,
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in the judgment of many, the betterlaw in regard
to the proper application of the principles of the
Dartmouth college case. By going b_k, therefore, to the path which was abandoned when the
rule in that case, that of a private eleemosynary
corporation, was perverted to the maintenance of
corporate iastitutions invc_ted with great public
functions, not only congress but the states will be
left free to bring the needful legislation to bear
against those monster establishments
deeming
themselves impregnable behind the barrier of the
constitution."-See authorities under GEOR(}IA;
4--6 Hildreth's United ,._tates(index); 2 Sehouler's
United States, 74; 2 Tucker's United States, 186; 1

Oarland's J_f_ of Ra_lo_,
_6; Adams' Zife of
t_z_ph,
109; 8 Benton's Deba_ of Uo_re_, 142
(Randolph's resolutions), 83,5(Orauger's letter and
defense); 2 8tat. at Large, 235, and 3 :116 (acts of
March 3, 1803, and March 81, 1814); 1 8tat. at
Zarge, Bioren & Duane's ed., 460,512 (evidence colleetedandpublishedbyGeorgia);
Fletchervs.Peck,
6 Cranch's .P_port_, 87, or 2 Peters' Reports, 328;
Jameson's Grounds and Zim_t_ of J_ighO_alIna_ference by Law with the ace_mulatio_ and use of Capita/, and authorities cited.
ALEX, JOKSSTO_.
YEAS AND NAYS.
I_w.)

(See p_aT_TAM_r_y

Z
EITGEIST.
Its .Nature and Power. The Zeitgeist is a German word, meaning the spirit of
the times, or the spirit of the age. In the following article it will be frequently rendered literally
by the English compound lt'mes-Spirit.Every
one feels the power of the times-spirit, but no one
explains to us on what that power depends.
All
speak of the times-spirit, or of the spirit of the
age; most men pay homage to it; yet nobody tells
us what the times-spirit which they worship and
which they sometimes unwillingly obey, is. The
idea of the times-spirit did not originate in our
day. It was given expression to, even by the
brahmans of ancient India. The old Romans were
acquainted with the "spirit of the century" (the
seeculum). (Tac. Germ., 19.) :But our age has
grown more attentive than any former one to the
• drift of the spirit of the times.
Hence the question, What is the times-spirit ? imperatively derounds an answer. --I.
Let us first see by what
external signs men think they can recognize the
times-spirit, and what qualities they ascribe to it.
1. The times-spirit manifests itself chiefly in
the definite character and the special intellectual
direction by which the different ages and the different phases of the times are distinguished from
one another. The contr_ist noticeable between the
great periods of the world's history, marks also the
changes or transformations of the times-spirit, in
a general way. Even the spirit of the middle ages
was once present in the world as the spirit of the
times, as the times-sptrit; and in its time it crushed
out the spirit of the ancient world, just as it had
itself to yield subsequently to the spirit of modem
times. Again, in these great periods of the world's
history the spirits of the centuries, and even of the
half-centuries composing them, are surprisingly
different.
Only, the century must not be reckoned according to our Christian system of ehronology, for the experience of history everywhere
shows, that the spirit of the new century becomes
observable in all its youthful impetuosity even in
the last decade (according to Christian chronology)
of the previous century. Christ was not born at

the beginning of a century, and hence our Christian chronology does not correspond with the
chronology of the periods of the world's history
(weltperioden, world-periods). -- With the ages,
new ideas, like stars, rise above, and again sink
below, the horizon of humanity.
In one centu_',
an idea has a powerful attraction for men; in another, that same idea exercises no influence whatever. In one age, men wax enthusiastic over it,
in the next they pass it by coldly and indifferently.
In the twelfth century (including the last decade
of the eleventh) all Christian Europe was stirred
to its very centre by the desire to rescue the sacred
sepulchre of Jesus from the infidel. To effect that
end, millions of men with fiery ardor rush into
the arms of unknown danger, privation and deatb.
But this fanatical impulse loses its power over
minds in the thirteenth century, and, later, dies
out entirely.
The second half of the fifteenth
and the first of the sixteenth century, favor the
renaissance of ancient idea% and the reformation
of the church, which had previously been attempted, without success, by individuals; while,
from 1540 onward, the spirit of reaction and'totpidity rose up and was just as victorious. In the
seventeenth century, princely absolutism everywhere celebrated its triumph over the estates systern; and in the eighteenth, beginning with 1740,
the craving for enlightenment and the freedom of
the middle class of citizens raged with the vtvlence of revolution. The nineteenth century corresponds with the growth of representalive constitutional government and the national (see NATio_a.LrrrEs, P_C_LE
OF) current in politics.
In one age, the fundamental feature of the timesspirit is liberal; in another, conservative; while in
a third it is either radical or absolutist. -- The same
changes or transformations of the times-spirit are,
besides, visible in miniature, in any one age.
Here, too, there is an upward and a downward
movement to be distinguished.
The spokes of
the great wheel of the world's history consist of
smaller wheels which have a rotation of their own.
The very same men grow enthusiastic, in one
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phase of the times, over popular freedom, and in
another call for a dictatorial
power; but, in both
instances, they appeal to the spirit of the age with
which the direction
they follow is in harmony,
When Napoleon
I. undertook
to re.establish
C_esarian authority,
he tried to discover, by means of
pamphlets
which he caused to be scattered widespread, whether the time for it had come, just as
l_Toah, according
to the Jewish
record, once tried
to find out whether the watel.'s of the deluge had
subsided;
and Napoleon repeatedly
postponed carD_ing his design into execution,
hecause the time
had not yet come for it. At last the signs of the
times seemed favorable to him; he then c_L_trL_ide
the veil of the consulate,
and founded
the new
empire.
Such an undertaking
would have bcen
as impos.sible later, at the time of the restoration
after 1815, as it would have been earlier, in the
turbulent
time of the revolution.-This changing
of the times-spirit
seems to protect mankind
from
the lasting, all-crushing
desl_tism
of a single, onesided tendency
or direction,
and of one sole powor. Time causes one force to set again, which it
had praviously
called on to rise, and summons
other sleeping forces into life and operation.
With
time the wheel of destiny turns round, and now
new hopes and cares awaken, and now again old
sorrows and old joys approach their end.
In the
change of human things the change of the timesspirit has a great share,
iN_ot our globe alone is
round and must turn on its axis; the times-spirit
too revolves,
and, by its revolution,
exercises
a
changing influence on the opinions and doings of
men. _ 2. A second
noteworthy
observation
is
the propagation
of the times-spirit.
Were it limited to a single country, or to a definite nation, we
would suppose we discovered
it in the peculiar
spirit of that country
or that nation.
But it is
evidently not confined within the boundaries
of a
country;
it moves, in the same current and direction, over different
nations.
Like the currents of
the wind, in the atmosphere,
it now moves from
the east to the west, and now from the north
to the south, and v/ce ve_:sa. The religious,
believing,
and, in a political
sense, feudal,
fundamental
feature
of the mediaeval
times-spirit,
spread not only over Christian
Europe, but, simultaneously,
over the Mohammedan
e_lst. -- It is
often thought
that the changes in the spil"it of the
times can be explained
by cerlain definite experiences of a people, or by certain measures taken
by its government.
The explanation
is a wrong
one; for the spirit of the times changes among
other peoples also, with different
experiences
and
different governments.
We must not think that
the change in the spirit of the times was caused
for the reason that this thing or that thing happened, or for the reason that this thing or that
was left undone.
It may be that such happening
or leaving undone of a thing may, as a secondary
cause, have helped the efficiency of the change of
the times-spirit,
or put obstacles in its way.
The
change itself, however, is not dependent
on such
happening
or leaving
undone,
and has another
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and chief cause.
The best liberal government
can not prevent tile return of the time of a conservative
tendency.
And when, even an absolutistic government
makc.s no gross mistakes,
the
times-spirit
does not always persist in the. same
direction, but from time to time ventures a le'Lp
in the way of radicalism. -- But the s!sirit of the
times does not propagate itself in entirely the same
measure
among
different
peoples.
It changc._,
too, the principal
representatives
of its character
for the time being.
At one time one torsion, and
at another time another, appears
as the especial
organ of the times-spirit,
according
as the peculi_r nalure of such a nation harmoniTes with the
most prominent quality of the spirit of the times.
The spirit of the times in this way lifts up thenations, and lets them fall again. --The
principM
scat of the times-._pirit in Europe, in antiquity,
was first Greece, aml, later, Rome.
During
the
middle ages the Germans, although unconscious
of the fact, were the representatives
of the spirit
of the times.
In the age of the reformation
of
the church the German nation was the chief organ
of the times-_pirit,
just as the French nation was
in the age of the revolution.
In the former instance, the times-spirit swept from Germany over
northern and western Europe;
in the latter, like
a storm, from Paris over the European
world.
The full power of the moving times-spirit,
like
the crest of a wave, becomes perceptible
only in
the land or among the nation which is its principal seat or principal representative;
and its force
in other lands and among other peoples deerea.ses
in intensity,
until the wave reaches its trough.3. The great power of the times-spirit
shows
itself mainly in the multitude.
It conies over the
masses, they know not how themselves, and gives
them the direction _hich they follow. The greatcr number of them surrender
themselveq up to it._
impression% and allow themselves
to be filled by
it. As plants,
at certain
seasons of the year.
shoot forth and blossom, then stand still and fade,
nations are now stirred to action by the current
of the times-spirit,
and again are relegated
by
it to rest.
The times-spirit
wakes up :rod slumbers according as these qualities or those appear
in it. It_ course is mysterious.
It forces itself
in like the wind; it eommunic:m_s
itself from one
man to another
just as heat does from one body
to another.
At times, it spreads like au_,pidemie,
and, in a moment, almost, transforms
the hope_
and moeds of men. --But
there i_q"t great difference between the times-spirit
and the cosmic influences of the se,_ons and the changes of the
wind.
There was a time when men sought toexplain the strangest effc_ts of the times-spirit by
cosmic causes.
Astrologers calculated thedestiny
of men from the constellations
of the heaw'ns.
They thought
that hy the position or movement
of the phmets
especially
they might discover
men's plans and acts, and measure the change of
the times-spin'it.
Fruitless and foolish endeavor !
Were the cause of the change of the times spirit
to be found in the external nature of our globe,
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that same cause, like the seasons of the year, like
the changes of heat and cold, like the currents of
the wind, would necessarily exercise an influence
on men and on all other creatures, at the same
time on plants and on animals. But of this there
is no trace.
No matter how the times-spirit
changes, the growth of plants and the life of antruals do not follow the change. They do not feel
ft.--The power of the times-spirit manifests itself
only in the life of man; it is connected with human nature, and is scarcely explainable except by
the facts of human nature. --As the times-spirit
is confined to the world of men, its power is enhanc_d by the intercourse of men withone another,
and in many ways weakened and checked by the
isolation of men from one another. Nowhere is the
times.spirit stronger than in great cities, in which
men live closely packed together in constant and
active intercourse with one another. It rules much
less in the country, with its small villages and scattered farm-houses.
The seclusion of a monastery
can not withdraw itself entirely from it, but it
only slightly feels the transforming power of the
times-spirit.--4.
Its power over men is not an
absolute one. Some, especially individuals of
energetic character and determined mind, resist
its influences, and sometimes endeavor, with suctess, to swim against its stream. Many combat
the times-spirit which they hate.
Many more,
vexed and defiant, repel its rule. The world's
history is determined only in part by the timesspirit.
The individual freedom of men, as well
as the times-spirit, leaves its impress on the history
of the world, and in it another spirit besides that
of the times reveals itself to us. The latter we
recognize only where the spirit of the masses
moves.
Hence the times-spirit does not fill the
whole of human nature, and is not identical with
the mind or spirit of man in general. -- 5. But
neither can the changes of the times-spirit be explained by the play of caprice. That change is
not like the varying pictures of a revolving kaleidoscope.
Rather is there an intrinsic connection between the character of a preceding and of
a succeeding section of time; we may perceive
an organic succession of ages, and again an organic succession of phases of the times within
the same age, which strongly reminds us of tile
succession of the age-stages in the life of man.
The transformation of the times-spirit, too, begins
with childhood, and rises to the height of youthful consciousness, to subsequently,
after wise
work and careful preservation, sink again into
aging routine and prudent calculation, and to prepare for a new revolution.
In all this there is
regularity and law, not chance and caprice. -- A
great many modern philosophers have endeavored
to discover this law. Hegel's endeavor to find
it in the dialectic movement of the faculty of
thought necessarily failed, because human faculties are m_nifoid, and because the self-conscious mind of thinkers does not at all always determine the direction of the mA_es. The presentiments of Fourier and the speculation of Kmuse

which pointed to the succession of the age-stages
of haman life, and sought by them to explain
the changes of the times-spirit, were happier.
But Frederick Rohmer investigated the law of
the times-spirit more deeply and more comprehensively than any other writer, and explained it by
psychology.
His own nature, which was very
sensitive to, and had a fine feeling for, all ll[c
changes of the times-spirit, constantly spurred
him on to observe its course, and follow it, like
the minute-hand of a clock, with strained attcntion. In this way he at last found an accurate
measure for the movement of the times-spirit. -This prevalence of law in its movement distinguishes the spirit of the times from the clmng_,
able fashion. The times-spirit, indeed, exerci,c_
its power on the fashion too. It manifests it._elf
by way of preference in the art style of differeul
ages, from which even the fashion can not fr_.e
itself, and most clearly in the architectonic style.
but in music and in literature also. Thus the
fashion only followed the times-spirit, when, in tl,.
seventeenth, and to some extent in the eighteenth
century, it gave its preference to rococo form%
and delighted in queues and hair-bags. Again,
it was led by the spirit of the times when the
French revolution revived antique fashions, corresponding to tlle republican models of Grecian
and Roman antiquity, which then had great influence on the renovation of public life; and when
it afterward, in the Napoleonic period, turned to
the aristocratic and severer forms of C_rian
Rome. To the extent that the fashion follows the
times-spirit, it, too, is determined by law. But
side by side with this law, the individual inclinations, whims and moods of persons and social centees, operate very powerfully on the fashion-persons and centres which are looked ul_m by the
rest of society as authorities, and in whose footsteps the rest of society is accustomed to follow.
The lions and lionesses of fashion in Pari._ aml
London are not always led to their resolutions
and choices bythe general movement of the dmc__spirit, but are determined in great part by their
own freedom.
We know, for instance, wha_
kind of a personal cause it was that brought crinoline into fashion; and, in men's adhesion to the
dress coat and silk hat, we perceive not so mucl,
the changeableness of the times-spirit as the supremacy of French style. -- II. What, thai, is
the times-spirit, the qualities of which we h_tve
been considering?
Is it really, as many supp.¢c,
the sum of individual human minds existing at a
given time? When Goethe once wished to ridicule the false times-spirit, he wrote the well-known
lines :
"Was ihrdenOeistder
Zeitennennt,
Dos 1st del" Herren
etgner
Geist."
_rhat the gentlemen call the spirit of tile times,
is their own spirit.] --Aad, indeed, men frequently
palmofftheirownspiritforthetimes'spirit;
sometimes they deceive themselves about it, and sometimes they wish to deceive others about it. But
the true times-spirit is something different from
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the sum of separate spirits.
If it were only the
sum of separate spirits, the fact that the same individuals
follow this current
of the times-spirit
to-day, and to-morrow
perhaps an entirely opposite current, would remain entirely unexplained,
Their individual
inclinations
and opinions remain
sometimes the same, notwithstanding
they allow
themselves to be carried awaybythe
new current,
Under the cover of their own roof, they do not
hesitate to give expression
to their opposition to,
and heartfelt
dislike of, the course which they
publicly pay homage
to and obey.
With these,
therefore, theirchangeof
attitude is not arbitrary,
It is not these gentlemen's
own spirit that calls
forth the spirit of the times. --Moreover,
if the
times-spirit were only the sum of individual
spirits, it would
not be possible to explain why the
spirit of the times is so widely propagated,
and
vet seems specially powerful
now in one country,
and now in another. -- So, too, would remain unexplained
the intrinsic
connection
of the movements of the times-spirit
with one another, and the
succession of its changes in great periods of time
from age to age, a connection and succession which
extend far beyond the brief lives of individual
men, and which, therefore,
can not be measured
by the standard
of individual
men, nor be dependent on individual
men.-Lastly, if the times-spirit
were nothing but-the sum of individual
minds or
spirits, the many-sided
struggle of the individual
with the spirit of the times would be inconceivable; andyet that struggle is fought out frequently
by individual
men with themselves
and within
them_lves,
and not merely with other men.-But if the times-spirit
be not the sum of individual minds or spirits;
if, rather, there be unity in
its nature and development,
its cause must be
looked for only in humanity
as a whole.
Only
on the supposition
that humanity
as a unit has a
psychic aggregate bent or aggregate disposition
of
its own, an aggregate
destiny
of its own, and
therefore
an aggregate
development
of its own,
can the tlmes-spirit
beexplained;
and then it is explainablea_theorderlydevelopmentof
thesoul-life
of humanity.
-- And so it is indeed.
Theworld's
history is the documentary
proof that there is
such a thing as a development
of humanity,
a development which progresses
through
great lifeperiods in organic
sequences.
The world's history and the times-_pirit
are nearly
related and
closely connected
phenomena.
The times-spirit
accompanies
the world's
history in the paths of
its development,
and exercises its unceasing
influence on the shaping
of that history.
The general character and spirit which, in the different
periods and ages of the world's history,
assumed
a definite
form, were once, when
events were
still, so to speak, in their fluid state, to a great extent, the spirit of the times.
The world's history
is development
behind
us, development
in the
past, _e, ce_on
that is past.
The times-spirit
is
the developmmlt
of the human mind in the present. But the lim_-_lrlt
ts certainly not the only
thing thai _
the wol'ld'a history.
If it
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alone ruled as a power superordinated
over individual
men and binding
individual
men, the
world's
history
would
be like the growth
of
a plant; individual
freedom would
be oppressed
by its weight; there would be no deeds, no works
of men peculiar, but only joint works of the general human mind.
But the times-spirit is only one
of the moving forces; in the struggle with that
force, the spirit of tradition
and of traditional
authority as._erts itself; side by side with it w¢_rks
the special spirit of the nationality
of a definite
people, of dynasties and familic.% but above all, of
remarkable
individual
men.
From the reciprocal
struggle and strife, action and interaction,
of all
human forces, proceed all world.historical
results.
--But thc times-spirit is one of the most imporlant
and efficient of the forces which determine
the
world's
history.
By the psychologic
law of ordcrcd change, which is innate, as a common rueulty. in the human race, the human raeeis spurred
on to gradual
development
and perfection,
and
guided to its destiny.
By the tim_-spirit,
to which
God has borne testimony,
before the mind of
man, C_)d, with far-stretching
rein, guides the
course of the world's history, and carries humanity unceasingly
forward.
Once the great significanoe of the times-spirit
is recognized,
men will
revere it as something
sublime, as something
diviuely human, and look upon those who, ever
turned toward the eternal and unchangeable,
put
a low estimate on the changes of the times-spirit,
,as short.sighted
and unwise.
The manifoldnes._
of human
life in common and the freedom of
human development,
are instigated
and led by
the changes of the times-spirit.III. What, we
may now ask, should be the altitude of the statesman toward
this great intellectual
power?
1.
First, he is obliged carefully to notice the signs of
the times, and to study the spirit of the times in
which he is called to work.
The question, What
time is it? is always eminently important;
for not
at every hour you wish, can what you wish be
done.
Everything
has its time, and the man who
at the wrong lime, whether too early or too late,
undertakes
great things, will generally
succumb
under diflicultics, and his endeavors
will remain
without
result. --Then,
again, the present world
must first answer the question,
In what worldperiod
do we live?
What is the fuudamental
character of our age?
The world of our day is
not clear on this point.
But this' much, I think,
can be confidently asserted:
Thc so-called me, tern
world-period,
in which a new revolution
of the
great wheel of the worhl's history is going on,
has still an aspiring youthful character.
Ilumanity has not yet reached the height of its aggregate
life.
The immca._urable
results of the modcrn
sciences and the whole political movement of the
time bear testimony
to the masculine
spirit of
modern humanity,
with its will to become conscious of itself, and to shape it_lf in freedom.
Ours is a great creative age, more conscious and
more free than any former world-period.
in the spirit of this our world-period,

Hence,
a liberal

+
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_tmdzm_ental trait appears, one which recalls the
younger genius of the great period in the history of the world which brought forth the blos_oms and splendor of "Hellenic and Roman antiquity, and one which presents a surprisingcon,
trast to th_ stormy and oppressive, the intellectually less gladsome and less clear, nature of the middie ag_.
Even in the new and most glorious
world.period on which hunmnity entered in the
year 1740, the:first beginnings and first essays of
the new spirit were still childishly naive or boyishlyboisterous.
Inthefirstageoftheaufkldrun
9
(enli_Jhtenment), from 1740 to 1789, a cosmopolitan, philanthropic philosophy prevailed.
The
educated world, the first moved by the timesspirit, now not only turned away with contempt
from the middle ages, but also from the great teadltions of the past, and raised its eyes with enthusiasm to the new ideals which philosophy held
up to it, and from which it expected a new order
of things. Then it undertook in the following
and second age of the new world.period, in the
age of the revolution, to realize the pictures of
its phantasy, and to transform the world in reality,
But it was more successful in tearing down and
destroying the old order of the world than in
establishing the new one. The speculative school
in which it was educated could not make up for
its lack of experience and of practical understanding. The world indeed moved forward, but
not without occasionally falling back again. At
last it gave up its naive confidence in the abstract
ideas of equality and liberty; in consequence of the
experiments it had made, it learned how to understand lfistory better, and to appreciate the power
of tradition. The principle which, inthisourthird
age, since 1840, chiefly moves minds, especially
in Europe, the principle of nationalities (see :NATrONALITIES,PRINCIPLEOF) is, indeed, narrower
than the ideas of the earlier revolutionary age of
the universal rights of man, but it has more hislorical intrinsic value, and more formative power
in it. We have not yet reached the height of
genuinely liberal development.
Even our grandchildren will not attain it. Our entire movement
is not yet free from violent radical currents and
precipitation; it occasionally turns about in the
direction of the contrary extreme of absolutist
reaction. But we may assert with joyful certainty
that mankind has for a century past been making
extraordinary progress, and is still making steady,
manly progress toward the great goal: fully developed humanity.2. The statesman should
never put a low estimate upon or undervalue the
times-spirit, not even when the current of the
times is unfavorable to him and to his plans, and
not even when it brings to the surface, not the
highest forces of human nature, but human hature's lower impulses; for the power of the timesspirit is always great, and its movements are necessary to the development of humanity.
Remarkable men, indeed, go their own way, and do not,
like the multitude, follow every change of the
BJ_t the_statesraau _ho despizes the spirit

of the times would be like the fool who despises
the winter because it calls forth no blossoms, and
ridicules the night because it invites to repose.
The monk or the hermit may shut himself up
from the spirit of the times, by withdrawing
himself from life in common with other men; but
the statesman who cares to work and live among
men, can not. As the cautious ga_lener carefully
watches the heat and cold, dryness and moisture,
and endeavors to guard his plants from the inju.
rious effects of the extreme forces of nature; and
asthe sailor takes thewinds and the waves into
consideration, the statesman must notice the movemerits and qualities of the times-spirit, and work
against its disfavor. But if he will resist the current of the times, he must neither rest from labor
nor sleep. Every place he lays open to assault
will be overfiooded by the hostile current of the
times-spirit; every gap that he leaves open will be
filled by it. Before he is aware of it, he is closed
in, betrayed, overthrown,--8.
If thc tin_es-spiritis
favorable, the statesman who_e direction is greatly
promoted by the blowing of the times-spirit, may
risk much, for he will succeed in much: The
time goes forward in the same direction, and the
boat; with a favorable wind, moves quicMy and
happily. If he meets with obstacles which he
"can not for the moment overcome, he can wait.
Time comes to his assistance, removes the obstacles
in his course, or wears them out and opens the
way for him. Napoleon ]II., even when he was a
prince, understood the great political truth, that
the man who moves with the current of his time
meets with success, while the statesman who swims
against it, perishes. _ 4. The ideas of the times
and the forms of the times correspond to tl_e
spirit of the times, Ideas are never first conceived
and expressed by races, but always by single indi
viduals; yet ideas become ideas of the times only
when they are taken up and propagated by the
receptive masses. Sages and philosophers announce the ideas of the future, in advance. From
their intellectual height they disc.over many ideas
which operate only on future generations, earlier
than do the multitude who live in the valleys be.
low them. But the practical statesman can try to
realize onlythe ideaswhich suit tbetimesin which
he lives. It is only for these ideas of the times
that he will find understanding and support among
men. He must guard against defending obsolete
ideas of the times after the manner of the r_mantic school. For even if the spirit of tradition
lends him some assistance, he will at most meet
with ()nly momentary success. The hostile _ge
marches over him, and tramples his work under
foot. His policy becomes ridiculous quixotism.
But it is almost more dangerous, if more laudable,
for the statesman to undertake to carry out the"
ideas of the future before the time to carry them
out is ripe. He will then make shipwreck on the
rocks of stern reality, and be scoffed at as an idea)istic visionary. The true task of the statesman _s
the realization of the actual ideas of the tim(_.
On this depends, mlarge nzmmmre,the popularity
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of statesmen,
When they go with the ideas of
the time, they are, for the most part, popular;
w.hen they go against the time, they become unpopular.
The reason of the frightful unpopularity of the order of Jesuits for a century past, is
to be found not solely in the dangerous intrigues
of the order, but principally in the fact, that the
whole tendency of the order is in deadly enmity
with the modem spirit of the times and with the
intellectual consciousness and cravings of the huinanity of to-day. The great success of Napoleonic, English, Italian and Prussian politics, was
certainly determined to a great extent by this :
that their main tendency was in harmony with
the liberal and national tone of the spirit of the
times in the present age. -- 5. But every age has
also a love for definite forms of its life. It is
not sufficient for the statesman to recognize the
ideas of the time, and to enter the lists for them ;
he will do well also to use the forms of the time.
A century ago, enlightened absolutism was acceptable to the age. Great things could then
be accomplished without great struggles, under
that l_orm. In our age, which demands, as its
right, the representative form, and _specially the
assent and co*operation, of popular representation, enlightened absolutism meets with powerful.
opposition even when it advocates the real ideas
of the time. Count Cavour for this very reason
received earlier and more easily the recognition
and cheerful support of his nation than did Prince
Bismarck, because Cavour u_d the forms of the
time for the ideas of the time, while Bismarck
seemed at first to despise the forms of the time,
and undertook to realize new ideas by the means
of an earlier time. Hence the labor of Prince
Bismarck was harder and slower; but in proportion
as he showed himself more favorable to the forms
of modern political life, he won for himself the
furthering support of the many. -- 6. Yet the
greatest statesman can not singly, not even with
the forms of the time, realize the ideas of the
time. The new ideas, indeed, exercise their influence; but so do the old historical powers of anthority and custom.
The savant may carry out
the thought of the time, in theory, with logical
acumen, and a consistency regardless of consequences. Real life does not square with the
straight lines and sharp angles of doctrines ; it
bends them and changes them in the application
of them. Practical politics is an art which has a
great many complicated problems to solve, an art
which has to deal with many joint and personal
forces. The result of political struggles necessitatcs treaties of peace, attempts at settlement
or adjustment and compromises.
The man who,
out of blind zeal for the spirit of the times,
scorns all compromise, may, indeed, be an honorable doctrlnarian, but he must not expect the
success
or laurels
of thestatesman,
J. C. BLv_crsc_LL
ZOLLV]I_EIN.
The
German
gollverein,
or
customs-mmociation,
wa_ theunioneffected
among

1135

a number of the German states, and begun by the
junction of some of them with Prussia, for tariff
purpases, a union by virtue of which (the Prussian tariff system being ,taken as a basis within
the limits of the territory of the a._sociation) all
tariff barriers between such states were swept
away, while duties were collected at the boundary
lines of the association, on their joint account,
and divided among the several states, parties to
the union, in proportion to their population. -This union came into existence after thc dissolution of more than one tariff alliance against Prussia, Jan. 1, 1834, and was at first intended t'o continue for eight years. At that date the union
embraced eighteen German states. Ia 1835, Hessen-Homburg, Baden and l_a.ssau entered it_ in
1836, Frankfurt ; in 1838, Waldeck; in 1842,
Braunschweig, Lippe and Luxemburg ; in 1851
and 1852, IIanovcr and Oldenburg.
From 1854
to 1865, all the German states, with the exception
of Austria, the two Mecktenburgs and the
Itanseatic cities, belonged to the Zollverein. The
last Zollverein treaty is dated May 16, 1865, and
was to run from Jan. 1, 1866, to the end of 1877,
but was set aside by the events of 1866. The
zollverei_z,or customs-association treaty, of July 8
1867, between the North German confederation
considered as a single tariff telTitory, on the one
hand, and Bavaria, Wtlrtemberg, Badcn and Hesse
on the other, which was to continue in force for
twelve years, rested on a different basis entirely.
-- The Znllverein itself was brought to an end by
the establishment of the German empire, innsmuch as the constitution of the empire, of April
16, 1871, art. 83, provides that Germany shall
constitute one single country for tariff and cornmercial purposes, with Bremen and tlambnrg as
free ports. At present the Zollverein, therefore,
has mainly an historical interest.--The
_onomic
consequences to Germany of the Zollvercin were
the consequences which may ta_ expected from
everycustoms-union.
1. Itreduced the costof the
collection and administration of the customs duties
as a consequence of thc removal of the tariff barriers between the as_ciatcd states; 2, it rapidly
developed the industry of those states by the application of the principle of frec trade in their commercial intercourse; 3, it increased the customs
receipts by increasing consumption, the tariff belag a moderate onc; 4, it rendered it po._ible for
these states, Ihrough the union, to conclude adv:mtageous treaties with foreign countries, which are
more disposed to makeconcessions to a state which
offers them a large market than to small, unimportant countries; 5, it increased the commerce of
the customs-union with foreign countries ; 6, it
increased the polilical importance of Germany,
since its political union was destined, sooner or
later, as it actually did, to spring from its customs-union.
_
_'
* Says Henri Richelot, writing in 1862: "Since the year
18a_ the 7_llverein, although other influeuces concurred with
its influence, has been the principal fact in Germany; and
theprogressof Germany sincethen has been,ingreatpart,
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the progress of the Zollvem/n.
The first advance of the
Zol:verein consisted in its martial
enlargement;
this it accompilsbed
oy successive incorporations
wMch leave nothmg in Germany outsideof it_l)oul_arit_m_.veAu,tria,the
11an_sticcities
and Mecklenborg. The _c_easc of populatlon of the Zollverein was a neceasary consequence
of the

such u eer_Is
and bull4ing Inm_,
b_ in Immufactured
commodities, in woolen, ailk and cotton _
fabrics, in
linen and hardws_.
In |is imports we nofiee Im increaas in
ex0flcarticles
of consumption,such as tel_Kl coffee,
a_crb_ In thecor_umplbm of which isosaJ_y regardeda_ a
sure index of general pr_perity.
The marne may be auld of

twenLv-three and one-half milieus
in 1_,4, the number of inincrease
; buthas
it has
beento more
;"from
habilants ofof itstileterritory
Zollverein
risen
nearly rapid
thirty.four
millions. -- The report_ _f the commerce of the ZollvervLn,
conlaining oIlly qus_thies
and no values, do tlot_ab]e
us
to _ivc t he _,)tal aauual movement of its trade with _Zollvcrein st, tt_.s and countries, and in this i_tt_r we have
only more or .less uncertain
approxiumtton_
_n_ "the approximations warrant us in clawing the 7_fllvere/m,.i¢[ inter_auonal commerce, immedi_t_ely a_er En_laml, France and
the United State% although it is very far from these countne_; and in assigning to it the tneonh.stable
rank of 0"e
fourth commer_al
power of the world, of the third in Europe, and of th(_ _ ,rod on the Europ_n
continent.
The
manufacturing
character of 1he ZoUvereln has become more
and more pron'_,_nced In international
commerce.
The inc_
of lm e..vlg_ai 1_ appat_mt, not In its natnral products,

as manufactured articles themselves are concerned, the salithe
articles osedof inthe
manufacture.
so far
cnt lmp_rlation
point In theofimportation
Zollverein isBut
their
decres_.
In the vitality of the great German fairs wMch are
still held, R is remarkable
how German industry, little by
little, thrust_ aside its rivals in England, France and _;wilzerland. Lastly, in its expositions, the first of which took place
in 1844 in Berlin, and the _,coud in 1_4 In Munich; and in
the ex]_o_-itionsof London and Paris h_ 18d51and 1855, that in.
dusty stood thv te_t. If it had no originality or invention
to boast of, all agr_ed that it po_etmed solid merll; in the
medium sphere wi*)ch belonged to it." Its p_
was still
more noticeable in 1867 in Paris, and in 1878 in Vienna.
The
ZoIlve_in thus seems to have advanced Germany much in
the same waythat the introduction of the policy of free trade
promoted the wealth, well.being
and industrial progress of
_ngland._.
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